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PART II. A.
ANNOTATED RESEARCH BIBLIOGRAPHY
“These opportunities, therefore, made these men successful, and their outstanding
ingenuity made that opportunity known to them, whereby their nations were ennobled
and became prosperous.” – Machiavelli, The Prince, Book VI, 1513. Trans: Peter
Bondanella and Mark Musa, Oxford, 1985.
This Bibliography is in two parts because it grew too big. Part I is an Introduction to
Elliott Jaques and Wilfred Brown, to requisite organization theory, to the bibliography itself, and
contains a full intro on the PhD dissertations/theses. It provides a context for the articles and
books and theses in each section of Part II and shows why this theory is so important and so
expansive. The essay for those written explicitly on the theory is extensive. (The Related theses
and dissertations have their own introductory essays in Part II. I have also tried to point out
some of the features of its future development.) The second half of Part I consists of topic lists
of the works in Part II. Some were published as part of a series. Others I have brought together
to show their substance as a cumulative body of knowledge or to show their power, such as
replication studies and cases.
Part II is the Annotated Bibliography itself. A paragraph on each item. It is
comprehensive and is designed with keywords to be as flexible and searchable as I could make
it. Today it is a substantial body of knowledge that reveals a coherent theory of great
explanatory power and offers practical methods for significantly improving the performance of
organizations. A lot of work has been done on it and a lot more beckons. The Bibliography has
been arranged by type of material. Wherever possible, chapters in an anthology (keyword) have
been listed. The second part (II.B) of the Bibliography consists of the doctoral dissertations and
theses that have been done on the theory or are related to it.
As you follow your own trail of research into this material you will begin to sense the
dynamics that have been surrounding this theory for half a century, its power, and why it is
resisted. I believe this theory is fundamental to the future of organization studies.
March 2014
(Part I fn: 1-Crad-Biblio-I-Intro)
(Part II fn: 1-Crad-Biblio-II-Biblio)
Properties: 13,000+ paragraphs; 1,102k words; 2,221 pages.)
Copyright © 2014 Kenneth Craddock
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ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL PRINT MEDIA:
ARTICLES, BOOKS, CHAPTERS, PAMPHLETS, REPORTS, WORKING PAPERS
This is a ‘big tent’ bibliography designed to be used with a computer. The bibliographic
style I have adopted is a modified Harvard style: Last Name, First Name, [Second Author: FN
LN, et al], Year, Title (“Chapter/Article,”) Publication, Publisher, Place of Publication, Month,
Volume(Issue):Start-End Pages. This allowed multiple publications by one author to be
arranged chronologically. This was important for Jaques, Brown, Stamp, and several others who
have written extensively on the theory. I have tried to include the Library of Congress (LC) or
Dewey decimal number for each item because these are a form of classification. I have also tried
to include the DOI and ISBN or ISSN numbers even though they are not classification.
Works that Elliott Jaques and Wilfred Brown co-authored with other authors have been
double-listed under both names. Other well-known works by two authors also have been doublelisted. The main title of a book is in initial capitals, while the subtitle is (usually) without initial
capitals. The whole book title is in italics. The title of an article is inside quotes and the name of
the journal is in italics. This is the sixth edition of this bibliography and is issued in March 2014.
It brings us down to the present. Elliott Jaques died March 8, 2003.
I decided to leave many working notes in this version for future follow-ups. My cryptic
abbreviations include: Clio = the Columbia U. library online catalogue (10 MM volumes).
Columbia libraries include: Business/Watson, Lehman, Social Work, Butler (main), Psychology
has been combined with Mathematics/Science. NYPL = New York Public Library (CatNyp) (514 MM volumes). NYPL research libraries include: Science, Industry and Business (SIBL, 34th
Street), Humanities General Research (42nd Street), and Mid-Manhattan (40th Street). [A new
catalogue combining CatNyp and LEO using ‘cloud’ searches was not at all helpful to the
serious researcher and was a mess (7/09). It has been dumped.] ProQuest, Google, and
Amazon.com were helpful.
Many obviously relevant items are barely annotated while some marginal ones are more
fully described. These marginal ones were obscure and you might not have access to them. The
items in the Annotated Bibliography marked by five asterisks (*****) are clear, simple and
introductory level. Items marked ‘Teach.’ are at the high school or collegiate intro levels.
During my searches I came across 155 interesting doctoral dissertations. These are not related
to the theory but many cast an interesting or future light on it.
There are over 9,800 items before you to search on.
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If you wish to go to a letter in this section, search on the letter followed by three
spaces, such as: “A-space-space-space” or “B-space-space-space” etc. [not in pdf files]
Terms of art for this theory were used as keywords in various combinations for the dissertation
on-line database searches. (British and American variants in spelling were both explored.)
These included: Elliott Jaques (3 var: Eliot Jacques, etc.), time span (time-span), discretion, task,
goal, felt fair pay (felt-fair pay), equitable pay, actual pay, time horizon, capacity, capability,
rank theory, level of work, work levels, work measurement, job complexity, discretionary
content, cognitive complexity, mental complexity, level of mental processing, information
processing, judgment (judgement), intention, intent, time, accountability, responsibility,
leadership, managerial leadership practices, mutual recognition, organizational (organisational)
effectiveness, social analysis, strata, multilevel organization, stratified systems theory,
generative, manifest/ extant/ assumed/ requisite/ organization, level of responsibility, and levels
of responsibility. Also used were related terms: Glacier project, Lord Wilfred Brown, Melanie
Klein, social defence, anxiety, Gillian Stamp, career path appreciation, joint consultation, works
council, Brunel (Brunei), Bioss, David Billis, healthy organisation, clinical sociology. (Only two
Ph.D.s had “Jaques” in the title and one had “Glacier.”)

A
Aalders, Rob, and Peter Hind, 2002, The IT manager’s survival guide, Wiley, Chichester, UK;
NY, NY, US, 300 p. [Electronic reproduction. Boulder, CO: NetLibrary, 2003.] Used RO in
matching of employee to role, discretion, work levels, and communication concepts, in designing
the work levels of an Information Technology organizational structure. A solid installation
manual. Aalders used this in AU. Ch. 26 (p. 198-212) “Structuring the IT Organization,” was
especially helpful, with Appendices. (Thanks to E. Forrest Christian for alerting me to this.)
CUNY netLibrary - Access: JJay Web Workstations. SIBL Ref. *R-SIBL HF5548.2 .A224.
Rp. Bk.
Abbott, Andrew, 1995, “Sequence Analysis: New Methods for Old Ideas,” Annual Review of
Sociology, 21:93-113. A review of concepts and methods in the social sciences and other fields,
such as biology, for the sequence analysis of events and phenomena. This is a new consideration
of dynamic methodologies at Level 3 in the social sciences with great potential importance. A
must-read for researchers. # Misc. PJ.
Abbott, Andrew, 1997, “Of Time and Space: The Contemporary Relevance of the Chicago
School,” Social Forces, June 1997, 75(4):1149-1182. His controversial 1992 Sorokin Lecture
published many moons later. Argued that sociology’s major problems were ideological and
founded in the exhaustion of the 60-year old “variables paradigm.” The original Chicago School
of sociology also had a contextual and interventionist view of social problems and issues.
Methodology was not then developed enough to measure action in context but it might now be
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ready to add pattern recognition in social time and space. Abbott described this as “a piece of
platform oratory [because] sociology had gotten too sober” (p. 1169). (It worked for me. Maybe
useful as a before-and-after tool for R.O. interventions?) At Rutgers. # Misc. PJ. A.
Abbott, Keith, Alaia Devey, Bruce Hearn Mackinnon, Leanne Morris, Kerrie Saville and
Dianne Waddell, 2007, "The Evolution of Work Choice Legislation in Australia," chapter 1 (p.
1-20 est.) in Abbott, Keith, Bruce Hearn MacKinnon, Leanne Morris, Kerrie Saville, and Dianne
Waddell, eds., 2007, Work Choices: Evolution or Revolution, Heidelberg Press, Heidelberg, Vic.,
AU, 150 p. Not in NYPL, Clio, CUNY. Not seen. Misc. Ch.
Abbott, Martin L., 1987, “Looking Closely at Quality Circles: Implications for Intervention,”
Clinical Sociology Review, Brunner/Mazel, US, 5:119-131. Multiple levels of analysis and
management are needed for the success of QC-circles. Found three levels (domains): individual,
group, and organizational. Different problems emerge at each level and must be addressed.
Unaware of SST/RO. Based on his 1984 Related PhD. At Seattle Pacific U. Cited Ouchi 1981.
See Hoebeke 1994. MS. PJ.
Abdullah, Syed R. S., and Tom Keenoy, 1995, “Japanese Managerial Practices In The Malaysian
Electronics Industry: Two Case Studies,” Journal of Management Studies, Blackwell, Oxford,
UK, Nov95, 32(6):747-766. The transferability of the Japanese management syndrome is
examined through an analysis of the employment policies and practices of two major Japanese
multinational electronics companies operating in Malaysia. The evidence suggests that the
question of transferability must be considered in the specific historical context. While such
companies operate from within a preferred managerial style, the case study evidence suggests
that employment practice is likely to be significantly constrained by business objectives and
heavily conditioned by the local economic, political and legal conditions and socio-cultural
values. Jaques not cited. At Universiti Sains, Penang, and U. London, UK. # MS. PJ.
Abegglen, James C., 1958, The Japanese Factory; aspects of its social organization, Free Press,
Glencoe, Ill., 142 p. This book was an examination of the Japanese industrial culture, the factory
system, and industrial relations. It was the third book on corporate culture, after Jaques 1951 and
Selznick 1957. Abegglen [ah-BEG-len] noted the differences between Japanese management
practices and those in the West. He assumed there would be “convergence” by the Japanese to
align themselves with (superior) Western practices. He believed familial and clan ties were
stronger than employment relationships. This assumption turned out to be disastrously wrong.
His view was dismissed by the Japanese in the 1970s as irrelevant. In the 1980s he redeemed
himself somewhat by his work on the kaisha and the importance of cycle-time to
competitiveness. But this book represented a serious and costly derailment for the West in
understanding Japanese management practices. Jaques warned culture was a dead-end. Culture
was an all-purpose excuse for Western managers from having to do anything. They did nothing,
went to sleep and awoke to a different and disorienting world as did Rip van Winkle. Ideas do
matter. See Abegglen 1973, Urabe 1979, Hsu 1975. Clio East Asian HD2356.J3 A6 & Offsite
HD2356 .J3 Ab33. Misc. Bk.
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Abegglen, James C., 1973, Management and Worker: Japanese Solution, Sophia U., Kodansha
International, Tokyo, JN; NY, NY, US, 200 p. [Revised and updated version of The Japanese
Factory (1958).] Abegglen reveals himself easily distracted by academic and cultural
stereotypes. Japanese HR practices were different from US ones. An awful book, full of
misconceptions about the Japanese workplace. No mention of Deming, Juran, etc. Quality is an
aspect of productivity. Abegglen wrote this in response to Japanese managers’ anger over his
portrayal of them in his 1958 book. See p. 26-27 for a reversal of his convergence theory first
espoused in 1958. Jaques not cited. Cited by Eto 2008; Urabe 1979; Yeh 1991. City, Grad Ctr,
Htr Mn; Baruch, Butler & Bus at Lehman Liby HD2356 .J3 A6 1973. SIBL Offsite JLE 751303 (SIBL). Refu. Bk.
Abegglen, James, and George Stalk, 1989, "Whose company is it?” chapter (p. 317-336) in
Tushman, Michael, Charles O'Reilly, and David A. Nadler, eds., 1989, The Management of
Organizations, Harper & Row, NY, NY, US, 603 p. (From their 1985 book, Kaisha.) The
Japanese stockholder is like a Western holder of preferred shares – if the dividend is met, they
have no further voice in the firm. The Boards are dominated by insiders, not outsiders. Share
price not so important in Japan. Control is in the hands of the suppliers inside the keiretsu and
customers, not the shareowners. Contrast with Coase, Penrose, Chandler, etc. Cited in Romme
1999. Not in NYPL. Clio os & Baruch - HD 58.7 .M362 1989. # Misc. Ch.
Abelson, Hal R., 1986, “Time Management: Avoid On the Job Draining,” Credit and Financial
Management, National Association of Credit Management, New York, NY, Feb., 88(2):12-14.
Managers must match the time-span of the role to the time horizon of the employee or face a
decline in efficiency. D. Pro.
Abouzeid, Kamal M., and Charles N. Weaver, 1978, “Social Responsibility in the Corporate
Goal Hierarchy,” Business Horizons, Indiana B-School, Elsevier Inc., June 1978, 21(3):29-35.
(AN 4530504) We report an empirical survey of the status and position of the goal of corporate
social responsibility in the perceptions of a large number of top executives of 220 major
companies in Texas. Respondents ranked financial goals first, growth and expansion second,
and efficient utilization of resources ranked third, and company stability was fourth. The most
important result is that social responsibility is not a dominant goal in any of the companies
studied. Apparently, social responsibility is not even considered among the four most important
goals by companies in any industry, with the exception of the transportation and utilities group.
(SST mainly impacts the second and fourth goals.) # Refu. PJ.
Abraham, Katherine G., and Susan N. Houseman, 1989, "Job Security and Work Force
Adjustment: How Different Are U.S. and Japanese Practices?"Journal of the Japanese and
International Economies, Academic Press, NY, NY, US, Dec., 3(4):500-521. Reprinted as
chapter 6 (p. 180-199) in Buechtemann, Christoph F., ed., 1989, Employment Security and Labor
Market Behavior, ILR Press, Cornell U. P., Ithaca, NY, US, 512 p. Compared employment and
hours adjustment in Japanese and U.S. manufacturing. We found that adjustment of total labor
input to demand changes and adjustment of employment were significantly greater in the US
than in Japan. Average hours was about the same in the two countries. Workers in Japan
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enjoyed greater employment stability than did U.S. workers. But considerable variability was in
the adjustment patterns across groups. In the US, most of the adjustment was borne by
production workers, while in Japan, female workers bore a disproportionate share of [temporary
layoffs and call-backs]. Clio Biz in Leh Liby HD6971 .C81531 No. 23. # Misc. PJ.
The following articles by Abrahamson support the contentions of Jaques and Deming
regarding the state of current managerial thinking. Deming described it as “superstitious”
and Jaques as “alchemy.” It is not science based. It is sequential but not cumulative. It
is static and not dynamic. In the end, there is no body of managerial knowledge.
Abrahamson, Eric, 1991, “Managerial Fads and Fashion: the Diffusion and Rejection of
Innovations,” Academy of Management Review, July, 16(3):586-612. Managerial fads and
fashions lead to the adoption of both efficient and inefficient innovations at the same time. See
Barley and Kunda 1992. # Refu. PJ. A.
Abrahamson, Eric, and Lori Rosenkopf, 1993, "Institutional and Competitive Bandwagons:
Using Mathematical Modeling as a Tool to Explore Innovation Diffusion,” Academy of
Management Review, July 1993, 18(3):487-517. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1993.9309035148. ISSN:
03637425. The sheer number of organizations adopting an innovation can cause a bandwagon
pressure, prompting other organizations to adopt this innovation. Nonadopters fear belowaverage performance if many competitors profit from adopting. Any technological,
organizational, or strategic innovation with ambiguous returns can diffuse in a bandwagon
manner; second, minor differences in organizational collectivities can have major effects on
bandwagons; and third, bandwagons can prompt organizations to adopt an innovation, even
when most of them expect that this adoption will yield negative returns. # Misc. PJ. A.
Abrahamson, Eric, 1996, “Management Fashion,” Academy of Management Review, Jan.,
21(1):254-285. Fashion setters include consulting firms, management gurus, mass-media and
business schools - and they are competitive. To remain setters they must lead a race to sense
emergent managerial preferences, develop rhetorics, and to disseminate them. # Refu. PJ. A.
Abrahamson, Eric, 1997, “The Emergence and Prevalence of Employee-Management Rhetorics:
The Effect of Long Waves, Labor Unions and Turnover, 1875-1992,” Academy of Management
Journal, June, 40(3): 491-533. Over the last century there have been five employee-management
rhetorics in US managerial discourse: welfare work, scientific management, human relations and
personnel management, systems rationalization, and organizational culture and quality.
Management fads have rarely produced the results promised. # Refu. PJ. A.
Abrahamson, Eric, and Gregory Fairchild, 1999, “Management Fashion: Lifecycles, Triggers,
and Collective Learning Processes,” Administrative Science Quarterly, December, 44:708-740.
“Emotionally charged, enthusiastic, and unreasoned discourse characterizes the upswings of
management fashion waves ... evidencing a pattern of superstitious collective learning.” # Refu.
PJ. A.
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Abrahamson, Eric, and Micki Eisenman, 2008, “Employee-management Techniques: Transient
Fads or Trending Fashions?” Administrative Science Quarterly, US, Dec2008, 53(4):719-744.
In this theory development case study, we focused on the relations across recurrent waves in the
amount and kind of language promoting or demoting management techniques for transforming
the input of organizational labor into organizational outputs. The language of five waves management by objectives, job enrichment, quality circles, total quality management, and
business process reengineering - were measured. We contrasted job enrichment and its
opposite, business process reengineering. Job enrichment explicitly attempted to destroy
routine work processes and render them intrinsically motivating to employees. In opposition,
BPR explicitly attempted to introduce routine work processes and extrinsic motivators to fit
employees to these newly routinized and optimized processes – with sometimes massive
consequences for employees were created. Rational and normative language suggest managers
can induce labor financially or psychologically. Rational language always dominated the
normative. Fads were non-cumulative but fashions were, creating trends. The results revealed a
management trend toward the rational. At Columbia & Baruch. # Misc. PJ. A.
Abrahamson, Eric, 2011, "The Iron Cage: Ugly, Uncool, and Unfashionable," Organization
Studies, May 2011, 32(5):615-629. doi: 10.1177/0170840611405425. Historical studies reveal
how organizational markets supplied artifacts that became fashionable because they met not only
consumers’ cultural tastes, but also their technological preferences. This article calls such
artifacts cultural-technological fusions. The digital mode of production tends to generate more
types of fashionable fusions, which replace each other at a growing rate, and travel increasingly
swiftly across consumers globally. These changes in fashion markets mandate a revised theory
of fashion bearing on the organizational production of digital culture-technology fusions and on
the characteristics of fusions so produced. This article’s theory describes digital production
processes enabling fusion’s rapid visualization, creation, and awareness among global
consumers, production processes that create or reinforce three types of fusions: ‘beautiful
technologies’, that is technologies rendered aesthetic; ‘efficient beauties’, that is aesthetic
artifacts rendered technologically efficient; ‘concoctions’, that is new technologies fused with
new cultural tastes. Finally, the theory discusses the novel characteristics of the market supply
and consumption of fashionable fusions. Speed. Information Technology. At Columbia U.
ea1@columbia.edu # Misc. PJ.
Abrahamsson, Bengt, 1977, Bureaucracy or Participation: The Logic of Organizations, Sage
Pubs., Newbury Park, CA, 240 p. [Organisationsteori, 1975 - in English 1977. 1993 2nd edn.,
The Logic of Organizations.] Discussion of Blauner, p. 193-198. Blauner shifted a sociological
theory into a psychological one and thereby set himself in opposition to Marx. (At the end of
this section, Abrahamsson claimed that Holter in Thorsrud and Emery 1964 provided a counterclaim over control of the organization that should be credited. Not so. T&E were shown to be
seriously wrong. He appears to be a true intellectual. He gives credibility to anything - if it is
written - and he wanders.) Clio Bus HD38 .A2513 1993. CUNY Bklyn HD38 .A2513 1993.
NYU Bobst HD38 .A2513. SIBL JBE 93-1386. MS. Bk.
Abrahamsson, Bengt, 1991, "För litet och för mycket. Svar till Göran Ahrne om sociologin och
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organisations-analysen," Sociologisk Forskning, Socialpolitik, organisationer, lågutbildade,
28(2):27-40. 14 p. In Swedish. (Abstact in English.) Göran Ahrne has noted (Sociologisk
Forskning, no 1, 1991) that Swedish sociology is lacking in organizational analysis. While this
observation is correct, his approach is seriously defective in at least two respects. First, it
presumes as a non-controversial ontological fact that organizations form the basis of all social
life. Secondly, it fails to recognize that the evaluation of the organizational phenomenon has
been a matter of debate within social science for a long time and ignores a number of arguments
which, if taken into account, would undermine Ahrne's major assumptions. The "dominant
coalition" perspective of Cyert and March, recommended by Ahrne, is found unsatisfactory. An
all-out rational model of organizational behavior, seeing the organization as an instrument for
implementing the interests of the owner/mandator, is recommended. Bureaucracy aside, a
rational approach is preferable to the diffuse, power-blind stakeholder model of the Carnegie
school. The analysis of the social role of organizations will benefit from a rationalconstructivist, rather than an evolutonist-systematic, perspective. Cited Jaques 1976. # W. PJ.
Abrahamsson, Bengt, 1993, Why Organizations?: How and Why People Organize, Sage Pubs.,
Newbury Park, CA, 247 p. [Varfor finns organisationer? - in English.] Author posits anarchy
and laissez faire as the two choices available. But he is “distinctly skeptical of all aspirations not
only for non-structure, but also for structure which is non-hierarchical” (p. ix, Foreword) Cited
Jaques 1976. Clio Lehman Lib. HM131 .A2313 1993. NYU Bobst HM131 .A2313 1993.
SIBL JBE 93-705. W. Bk.
Abruzzi, Adam, 1954, “Formulating a Theory of Work Methods,” Journal of Industrial
Engineering, American Institute of Industrial Engineers, (AIIE), Ohio State U., Columbus, OH,
US, July, 5(4):15-18. Anti-Taylorism. Critical of the ‘one best method’ approach since
jobs/tasks/work were altered by its context. A key issue - what portion of the work should be
‘standardized’ [prescribed] and how much left to the workers’ ‘discretion.’ Handbooks of
constants and equations thus have not yet been developed. Any future Handbooks must begin
with the procedures of methods engineering. Not in Baruch. Clio os TS155.A1 I53. NYPL os
v. 1-6 M-10 523. At Stevens Inst. of Tech., NJ. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Abruzzi, Adam, 1956, Work, Workers, and Work Measurement, Columbia University Press, New
York, NY, 318 p. “Considered together these bargaining activities [over rate setting] prove that
time study [Taylorism] is certainly not a scientific process but is a direct component of
bargaining” (p. 22). This Stevens professor of Industrial Engineering also cited Davidson 1952
(q.v.). The dynamic of wage-work bargaining was known at least amongst industrial engineers
before Jaques but likely not the sequence he discovered. Jaques maintained the whole thing was
power bargaining and not science. See Davis 1966; Littler 1978; Davidson 1952; Collins,
Dalton, and Roy 1946; Rodgers & Hammersley 1954; Staats & Gino 2012. Refu. Bk. UP. A.
Abstracts and Proceedings of the First United States Seminar in the Dynamics of Organization
and Level-of-Work Measurement, 1965. See: Fohr, John Martin, and Charles Penley Rahe. ~
Abstracts, 1966, Administrative Science Quarterly, June 1966, 11(1):172-176. Abstracts in the
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field of administrative and management science, including "Matrix Structure and Project
Authority for Optimizing Organizational Capacity," by Fremont A. Shull; "Workers' Councils:
The Yugoslav Experience," by Jiri Kojala; and "Management and the Social Sciences," by Tom
Lupton (1966, not herein); "Dynamics of Organization and Level-of-Work Measurement,"
(Business Research Bureau, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, 1965.) This short
monograph contains abstracts and proceedings of a two day conference, in which Dr. Elliott
Jaques and Lord Wilfred Brown were the main speakers. Jaques spoke on "The nature of work
and progression in work," "Time-span measurement, payment and executive organization," and
"Organization theory and earnings progression." Brown spoke on "Manager-subordinate
relations and the sanctioning of executive authority," and "Operational and specialist
organization." Jaques and Brown presented a talk on "Use of time-span measurement and
progression technique in organization, manning, and manpower planning." # D. PJ. A. ~
Academy of Management Review, US, 2001, October, 26(4). This special issue of nine articles
was dedicated to ‘time and organizational research.’ Special Topic editors: Paul S. Goodman,
Deborah G. Ancona, Barbara S. Lawrence, and Michael L. Tushman. Three articles cited Jaques
or the theory. (Two others cited articles by Das, et al, related to Jaques.) See Deborah G.
Ancona, the first author/editor, for two articles. See Blount and Janicik for the third. ~
Acker, Joan, 1989, Doing Comparable Worth: Gender, Class, and Pay Equity, Temple
University Press, Philadelphia, PA. Shows how the choice of the Hay system by the state of
Oregon ensured the advocates of comparable worth were defeated and the status quo job
evaluation system prevailed. No awareness of Jaques. Chapter 3, “Reproducing Hierarchy: Job
Evaluation and Comparable Worth in State Government,” is reproduced in Fischer, Frank, and
Carmen Sirianni, eds., Critical Studies in Organization and Bureaucracy, revised and expanded
edition, 1994, Temple University Press, Philadelphia, PA. (See Quaid, Emerson, Evans and
Nelson, Madigan, and Hellriegel) Refu. Bk. UP.
Ackoff, Russell L., and Fred Emery, 1972, On Purposeful Systems: An Interdisciplinary Analysis
of Individual and Social Behaviour as a System of Purposeful Events, Tavistock Publications,
London, UK. Ackoff is always interesting - but often wrong. Worth a look-see. Alt. Bk.
Ackoff, Russell L., 1994, The Democratic Corporation: a radical prescription for recreating
corporate America and rediscovering success, Oxford University Press, New York, NY. An
organization design that institutionalizes an on-going 360-degree feedback system on every
manager by his/her subordinates combined with an internalized “market” economy. Two firms
adopted it and were crippled: Dow Corning and Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Buried
in all the noise generated by this design, Dow Corning could not identify external and internal
threats to the organization. DEC went under. See Romme on Ackoff. See DeLisi 1998 on DEC.
Alt. Bk. UP. A.
Ackroyd, Stephen, Gibson Burrell, Michael Hughes, and Alan Whitaker, 1988, “The
Japanisation of British Industry?” Industrial Relations Journal, UK, Spring88, 19(1):11-23.
Sought to clarify the meaning of 'Japanization.' Well, for one thing, reverse convergence is a
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possibility. Thus, Abegglen may have it backwards. (The first of many articles with variants of
this title.) Misc. PJ.
Adam, Barbara, 1988, “Social versus Natural Time, a Traditional Distinction Re-examined,”
chapter 9 (p. 198-226) in Young, Michael, and Tom Schuller, eds., 1988, The Rhythms of
Society, Routledge, London, UK; New York, NY, 233 p. Reports of the Institute of Community
Studies. The study of time destroys the sanctity of disciplinary boundaries. Cited EJ 1982.
Lehman Lib. HM73 .R48 1988. W. Ch.
Adam, Barbara E., 1990, Time and Social Theory, Polity Press, Oxford, UK, 192 pages. She
discussed Jaques 1982, Form of Time, in the literature review section - along with Fraser,
McTaggart, Giddens, St. Augustine, etc. She agreed with Niklas Luhmann and Elias that a
theory of time is a necessary pre-condition to social theory, so it is imbedded already in most
versions of social theory. She advocated an “explicit understanding of time” so we can become
“participating agents” and “take responsibility for our actions.” See Giddens 1987. This is book
version of her 1988 Related PhD thesis at Cardiff. NYPL Gen Res JFE 90-6883. MS. Bk.
The first/second name of the following author has been spelled two ways: J. Stacy
Adams and J. Stacey Adams. He was a male and a Professor at UNC.
Adams, J. Stacy, 1961, “The Measurement of Perceived Equity in Pay Differentials,” General
Electric Company, Behavioral Research Service, Unpublished Manuscript. Cited by Atchison
PhD 1965. Misc. Rep.
Adams, J. Stacy, and W. R. Rosenbaum, 1962, “The Relationship of Worker Productivity to
Cognitive Dissonance About Wage Inequities,” Journal of Applied Psychology, US, 46(3):161164. Refuted Taylor’s assumptions about piece-rates as incentives. (However, Glacier had
already abandoned piecework. See Wilfred Brown 1962 and Behrend 1960.) MS. PJ. A.
Adams, J. [Jean] Stacy, 1963, “Toward an Understanding of Inequity,” Journal of Abnormal and
Social Psychology, US, 67(5):422-436. Adams showed an early appreciation and accurate
understanding of Jaques. MS. PJ. A.
Adams, J. Stacy, 1963, “Wage Inequities, Productivity and Work Quality,” Industrial Relations,
Berkeley, CA, US, Oct., 3(1):9-16. This article and others (1963-1965) were Adams’ version of
equity theory. They are treated on a par with Jaques 1961 and Homans 1961. Vroom 1964
could not tell them apart. (Same issue of I.R. as: Haire, Ghiselli and Porter; Lawler and Porter;
and Milton Derber.) # MS. PJ. A.
Adams, J. Stacy, and P. R. Jacobsen, 1964, “Effects of Wage Inequities on Work Quality,”
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 69(1):19-25. Overpaid workers reduced the
quantity of their work but simultaneously improved the quality. MS. PJ. A.
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Adams, J. Stacy, 1965, “Inequity in Social Exchange,” in Berkowitz, Leonard, ed., Advances in
Experimental Social Psychology, Academic Press, NY, NY, Vol. 2, p. 157-189. Reprinted as
chapter 9 in Tosi, Henry L., Robert J. House and Marvin D. Dunnette, eds., 1972, Managerial
Motivation and Compensation, A Selection of Readings, MSU Business Studies, East Lansing,
MI, p. 134-168. This and the other articles (1962-1965) were Adams’ version of equity theory.
Vroom 1964 claimed he could not tell the equity theories of Adams, Jaques and Homans apart
(but he was setting up expectancy theory as an alternative). Most academics favored the Adams
version since it allowed measurable inputs, outcomes, comparison with Other, and performance.
Adams defined equity as a balanced comparison equation. Any imbalance in this equation will
result in the Worker taking steps to re-balance the ratio. The steps will be different in an hourly
pay scheme from a piece-rate pay scheme. Also, the Worker may make changes to quality or
quantity outputs. This version of equity is extrinsic, as compared to Jaques’ version, which is
intrinsic. Included an excellent discussion of the historical antecedents of distributive justice.
(See Lawler 1968; Porter and Lawler (lots); Valenzi and Andrews 1969/1970/1971; and
Johnson’s Related PhD 1971.) MS. PJ.
Worker’s Outcomes
=
Other’s Outcomes
Worker’s Inputs
Other’s Inputs
Adams, J. Stacy, 1968, “Effects of Overpayment: Two Comments on Lawler’s Paper,” Journal
of Personality and Social Psychology, 10(3):315-316. (See Lawler 1968, same issue.) Adams
offered a different interpretation and logic to explain Lawler’s results. The ‘unqualified’ workers
perceived their inputs as greater than the employer did, and so they let quality slip to restore their
equity balance. MS. PJ. A.
Adams, J. Stacy, and Sara Freedman, 1976, bibliography of equity theory studies. In Berkowitz
and Walster (q.v.). ~
Adams, Roy J., 1975, “Wage Determination: Reconciling Theory and Practice,” American
Journal of Economics and Sociology, Blackwell, Malden, MA, October 1975, 34(4):353-364.
The marginal productivity theory of wages and employment has proved to be a useful basis for
analyzing wage and employment relationships. But in the real world wage rates and the size of
the work force appear to be set by other considerations. Evidence of the ability of management
to manipulate wages is presented. Attempt made to reconcile practice and theory. Cited Jaques
1961; J. S. Adams 1963; Belcher 1962, 1974. At McMaster U., Hamilton, ON, CA. MS. PJ.
Adams, Scott, 1995, “The Dilbert Principle,” Wall Street Journal, The Manager’s Journal, June
or July [whatever], Editorial Page. “The basic concept of the Dilbert Principle is that the most
ineffective workers are systematically moved to the place where they can do the least damage:
management. [Unlike the Peter Principle,] the incompetent workers are promoted directly to
management without ever passing through the temporary competence stage. This has not proved
to be the winning strategy that you might think. ...The point is that we’d all be better off if the
least competent managers were being eaten by Dingo dogs instead of writing mission
statements.” Adams still works his day job at Pacific Bell. Unlike the Peter Principle and
Parkinson’s Law, this ‘hilarious analysis’ has not yet been verified in studies and dissertations. ~
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Adamson, Brent, Matthew Dixon, and Nicholas Toman, 2013, "Dismantling the Sales Machine,"
Harvard Business Review, US, Nov2013, 91(11):102-109. 8p. Wd Cnt: 4210. ISSN: 00178012. Today’s customers are empowered with more information than ever before. The new
environment favors creative and adaptable sellers who challenge customers with insights into
their business and offer unexpected solutions. Emotional intelligence is not enough. A study of
2,500 B2B sales professionals found that most organizations still have a climate that emphasizes
compliance rather than judgment. To create a judgment-oriented sales climate, managers must
serve as connectors within and beyond their teams, providing a continual flow of information
that supports reps as they exercise their judgment on individual deals. These managers must also
focus on the long term, monitoring customers’ behaviors and directing reps’ creativity and
critical thinking to the most-promising opportunities. And they need to hire professionals—not
necessarily those with sales backgrounds—who can thrive in the new climate. # MS. Pro.
Addams, Charles, 1937, Untitled Cartoon, The New Yorker, NY, NY, Feb. 27. Two swamis have
just made the first couple of moves in a competitive game of chess at the old boys’ club. Each
has brought a crystal ball and is gazing intently into it. The old boys are thrown by this
innovation, toss awkward sideways glances at the match, and are not sure it is cricket. One
swami has an expression of masterly confidence. The other looks deeply into his crystal ball
with a distressed and worrisome expression. No caption. (Posted at the north end of the third
floor, NYPL, 42nd Street, NYC, April 2005.) [The cartoon which was run in the magazine on p.
79 was a simplified version of the above described cartoon and showing only the two swamis, a
chess game and two crystal balls. It was not memorable.] ~
Addis, T. R. and J. J. Townsend Addis, 1996, "Clarity: built-in and system functions with
FAITH examples", Version 3.6.5, May, for Website 1996a
http://www.sis.port.ac.uk/research/clarity/index.html (A computerized application of Levels of
Abstraction different from Bioss. See Addis 2000.) Rp. Rep.
Addis, T. R. and J. J. Townsend Addis, 1996 , "The Clarity Manual", Version 3.6.5, May, for
Web site http://www.sis.port.ac.uk/research/clarity/index.html (website 1996b. A computerized
application of Levels of Abstraction different from Bioss. See Addis 2000.) Rp. Rep.
Addis, T. R., 2000, “Stone Soup: identifying intelligence through construction,” Kybernetes,
London, UK, 29(7/8):849-870. [Thomas R. Addis] The Frank H. George Memorial Lecture:
2000. Information technology. The Peircian trichotomy of inference into Induction, Deduction,
and Abduction supports a range of specialization for the different aspects of reasoning. These
aspects can be improved through experience leading to the notion of "wisdom" and a practical
measure for the anthropomorphism of intelligence. This description of IQ is consistent with the
work of Elliott Jaques (Jaques et al., 1978) who proposed that intelligence grows in distinct steps
where each step indicates a new ability to abstract. Card sorting, truth tables, evolution, artificial
intelligence. Plato, Wittgenstein, Turing, Peirce, Shannon, Terman. (Developed ‘Clarity’, a
computerized application of Levels of Abstraction different from Bioss. See Mohamad Shanudin
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Zakaria, PhD, Reading, 1994. See Addis and Addis 1996 a and 1996 b; Freisen 2011. See
Jaques 2002 LBLO.) See Related PhD 1980. # Rp. PJ. A.
Addison, Carole, 1982, “A Defence Against the Public? Aspects of Intake in a Social Services
Department,” British Journal of Social Work, BASW, Academic Press, London, UK, Dec.,
12(6):605-618. Described the way the organisation dealt with anxiety provoking events, such as
erecting barriers to access due to the threat of work overload, publicity, audits, and stress
overload. A good question but where were the managers? Cited Menzies 1970 not Jaques. Off.
PJ. A.
Adelman, Leonard, 1982, "Involving Users in the Development of Decision-Analytic Aids: The
Principal Factor in Successful Implementation," The Journal of the Operational Research
Society, The Practice of Decision Analysis, Palgrave Macmillan Journals, London, UK, April
1982, 33(4):333-342. Decision-analytic aids will seldom achieve stand-alone capabilities unless
eventual users are involved throughout the development process. User involvement develops the
understanding and commitment necessary for implementing a different decision-making
approach and tailors the aid characteristics to the users' needs within their organizational context.
User involvement has often been neglected with the result being unsuccessful implementation.
Jaques not cited. Decisions and Designs, McLean, VA. Misc. PJ. A.
Adler, Michael, and Stewart Asquith, eds., 1981, Discretion and Welfare, Heinemann
Educational, London, UK, 296 p. Essays from workshops held in 1978-79 on social work
administration, policy and administrative discretion, and discretionary decision-making in Great
Britain. [Another volume in 1979 on discretion and the law.] Cited Vickers 1965, 1968,
Rountree. UC San Diego HV248 .D5 1981. NYPL Hum JLD 83-320 (HSSL). Misc. Bk.
Adler, Paul S., 1992, “The ‘Learning Bureaucracy’: New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc.,”
chapter in Staw, Barry M., and Larry L. Cummings, eds., 1992, Research in Organizational
Behavior, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT, (annual), 15:111-194. A case. A qualitative study based
on in-depth interviews. Developed three key ideas: 1) “scientific management” can be
implemented in either despotic or democratic ways, with very different effects on attitudinal
outcomes and performance, 2) outcomes depend on assumptions about the workforce:
irresponsible or capable of sharing a common goal, and 3) in the NUMMI case outcomes depend
on both formal and informal aspects of the organization. (The Takaoka plant in Toyota City was
the prototype for the Fremont plant?) Question driving the case was improvement in ‘quality of
worklife’ due to new Japanese management techniques. [A wrong question - thus the case was
misguided and largely worthless.] Jaques not cited. Cited by Berggren 1992; Koike 1998 (#1).
Cited Baldamus 1961; Crozier 1964; Hayes 1981; Kenney & Florida 1988; Klein 1991; Krafcik
1986, 1990; Lenin 1918; Shimada & MacDuffie 1986. Clio Bus in Leh Liby HD58.7 .R47. On
line since 2000. At USC. abs # Misc. PJ. A.
Adler, Paul S., 1993, “Time and Motion Regained,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, JanFeb 1993, 71(1):97-108. Interviewed employees at NUMMI. The new Toyota system made
them feel important; their views carried weight. This was contrasted to GM’s plant in Linden
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where foremen yelled at workers when they stopped the line to prevent defects. Toyota's
managers developed a cooperative, problem-solving relationship with the same union that fought
GM. Although some workers at NUMMI complain about the fast pace and group pressure
within teams, they nevertheless participate in learning and continuous improvement activities.
Absenteeism fell from 20-25% to 3-4%. At NUMMI teams may eliminate jobs but not at the
cost of laying off workers. There have been no layoffs or speedups. Cited in Maccoby 1997.
See Wickens 1993, Krier 2006 presentation. Teach. # MS. Pro.
Adler, Paul S., 1993, “Voices from the Factory Floor: Excerpts from Interviews with
Managers, Workers, and Union Officials,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, JanFeb 1993, 71(1):100-101. A sidebar. Everyone at NUMMI voices their opinions. ~
Adler, Paul, and Robert Cole, 1993, “Designed for Learning: A Tale of Two Auto Plants,” Sloan
Management Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, Spring, 34(3):85-94. A comparison of the NUMMI
plant joint venture (GM and Toyota) in California with Volvo’s Uddevalla plant in Sweden.
NUMMI was based on the Japanese “lean production” model while Volvo used a “humancentered” model. Uddevalla embraced longer work cycle times, craft-like production, and
autonomous work teams. NUMMI was found to better stimulate continual improvement and
organizational learning while maintaining worker morale and double the productivity at
Uddevalla. Both plants had democratized governance. Uddevalla had a pay-for-knowledge
program and individualized learning but little organization learning. NUMMI workers were
trained to deepen and broaden their knowledge of their jobs as well as the process but no skillbased pay. (Japanese plants had pay-for-skill programs.) Concluded intrinsic worker
satisfaction was not essential to world-class Q&P. Effective team learning in the auto industry
was embedded in a hierarchical work organization. (Cited by Romme 1996 and linked to Jaques
1990.) (Uddevalla was closed down in 1992 along with the Kalmar plant but later reopened.)
See Berggren 1994 response, Wickens 1993. Cited Endo 1993. Adler at USC; Cole at Berkeley.
Teach. Wd. # MS. Pro.
Adler, Paul S., and Bryan Borys, 1996, “Two Types of Bureaucracy: Enabling and Coercive,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, March 1996, 41(1):61-89. There are two types of
formalization of technology. Workflow either is alienating or is enabling. The impact on
employees' effort and compliance is due to managerial action. Other extensions are internal
labor markets, hierarchy, and the role of staff functions. [Too simple.] Cited Adler 1993, Adler
& Cole 1993, Deming 1986, Foucault 1977, Gouldner 1955, Kohn & Schooler 1983, Manzoni
PhD 1993, Wenger PhD 1988/1990. Jaques not cited. # Misc. PJ. A.
Adler, Paul S., Barbara Goldoftas, and David I. Levine, 1999, “Flexibility versus Efficiency? A
Case Study of Model Changeovers in the Toyota Production System,” Organization Science,
Jan.-Feb. 1999, 10(1):43-68. A careful case study of the model changeover at Toyota
(NUMMI). Showed the paradox of efficiency versus flexibility is a balance rather than a tradeoff. Detailed four mechanisms used by Toyota: metaroutines, partitioning, switching, and
ambidexterity. Work was done in parallel during the changeover. Training and trust were used
as a contextual reinforcing role. Teach. # MS. PJ. A.
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Adler, Paul S., 1999, “Building Better Bureaucracies,” Academy of Management Executive, Nov.
1999, 13(4):36-47. Colloquially speaking, bureaucracy means red tape, over-controlling bosses,
and apathetic employees. But [after seeing NUMMI operate] large-scale organizations need
appropriately designed formalized procedures and hierarchical structure to avoid chaos and
assure efficiency, quality, and timeliness. We currently lack theoretical or practical guidelines
for building better bureaucracies that can support high levels of both performance and employee
involvement. This article combines insights from organization theory and cognitive psychology
research on technology to propose a set of organization design guidelines. Cited D. Levine 1995.
Jaques not cited. See Leibenstein 1987a. Teach. # MS. Pro.
Adler, Paul S., 2001, “Market, Hierarchy and Trust: The Knowledge Economy and the Future of
Capitalism,” Organization Science, UK, Mar.-Apr. 2001, 12(2):215-234. Identified three ideal
organization forms each with its own coordinating mechanism: market/ price, hierarchy/
authority, and community/ trust. Compared to trust, price and authority are relatively ineffective
means of dealing with knowledge-based assets. As knowledge becomes increasingly important
so too will high-trust organizations. ‘Reflective trust’ is more dominant than the traditional
‘blind trust,’ more inclusive and open, relies on integrity and competence. Leadership is shifting
toward rationality. Ever more complex metrics are being developed. In commerce people are
useful to each other. Hierachy may be combined with trust. This may become the basis for a
new, post-capitalist form. Cited Abrahamson 1997; Barker 1993; Fox 1974 (BC); Gouldner
1954; D. Harvey 1990; Hirshman 1982; Luhmann 1973; Paine 1792; Williamson 1975, et al;
Zucker 1986. Jaques not cited. See J Whitney 1994. At Marshall, USC. Teach. # MS. PJ. A.
Adler, Ralph W., and Toshiro Hiromoto, 2012, "Amoeba Management: Lessons From Japan’s
Kyocera," MIT Sloan Management Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, US, Fall 2012, 53(1). 11 p.
Kyocera Corp.’s distinctive management system seeks to promote profitable growth by extreme
decentralization — with thousands of small, customer-focused business units. While serving
different sets of customers, the amoebas share a common set of strategic goals and objectives: a
commitment to price, quality, timely delivery and extending the corporate values of fairness,
integrity, diligence and philanthropy to employees. Each unit is generally made up of between
five and 50 employees. With amoeba management, successful growth is supposed to be a shared
responsibility. In U.S., Kyocera chooses job applicants who are more collectivist and altruistic
than their U.S. peers. Kyocera’s employee selection process screens for “humility” and “work
ethic.” Current employees recommend individuals who they believe would fit well with the
company. Kyocera’s amoeba management system depends heavily on strong leadership and
effective implementation. At U. Otago, NZ ; Hitatsubashi U., JN. Case. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Adner, Ron, and Constance E. Helfat, 2003, "Corporate effects and dynamic managerial
capabilities," Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, UK, Oct., 24(10):1011-1025. DOI:
10.1002/smj.331. The evidence in this article shows that within a single industry, where
managers face the same external environment, time-varying corporate effects associated with
corporate level managerial decisions are statistically significant. [Duh.] We introduce the
concept of dynamic managerial capabilities to underpin the finding of heterogeneity in
managerial decisions and firm performance. [Double Duh.] # Misc. PJ.
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Advances in Experimental Social Psychology, Vol 9, Equity Theory: Toward a general theory of
social interaction, 1976, Academic Press, New York, NY, 263 pages. See Berkowitz,
Leonard, and Elaine Walster, eds. ~
Agarwal, Naresh Chand, 1975, A Study of Executive Compensation Differentials, PhD,
dissertation in Industrial Relations (Business Administration), University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN, 117 pages. UMI AAT 7527199. DAI-A 36/06, p. 3838, Dec 1975. TC
Wilson Library Theses MnU-D 74-422. [1974?]. Data base was 168 insurance companies.
Included equity theory, job complexity, fair pay, and level of responsibility. Published as three
articles in AMJ and HR in 1979 and IR in 1981, but Jaques was not included. See Bradley, Mary
Irene, PhD 1989, Temple University, for an extension of the ideas in this dissertation. See
Mayer 1960 and Theocarakis 1990 PhD on scale of operations effect. See PhDs. ~
Agarwal, Naresh C., 1979, “On the Interchangeability of Size Measures,” (Research Notes), The
Academy of Management Journal, June, 22(2):404-409. (Article is from the 1975 dissertation
but does not refer to Jaques.) Data base was 168 insurance companies. # MS. PJ. A.
Agarwal, Naresh C., 1979, “Nature of Size-Structure Relationship: Some Further Evidence,”
Human Relations, London, UK and Ann Arbor, MI, June, 32(6):441-450. doi:
10.1177/001872677903200601 The size of top managers’ salaries was related to the number of
managerial layers in the organization (found the Hay system and Simon 1957). Found two types
of differentiation: functional and vertical. Cited Blau, not Jaques. # MS. PJ.
Agarwal, Naresh C., 1981, “Determinations of Executive Compensation,” Industrial Relations,
Berkeley, CA, Winter, 20(1):36-45. “A classic empirical study.” Study of 168 Canadian and
American CEOs in insurance companies. “Two organizational factors - job complexity and
[company] ability to pay - appear to be far more important determinants [r2 = +0.789] than
individual characteristics .... Results indicate company size is closely related to job complexity
and the employer’s ability to pay. (p. 43, 44)” Agarwal used economic sources, such as R.
Marris, rather than psychological ones in this article. Focused on AP:MgtLvl, but findings also
were “consistent with” Kuethe and Levenson 1964 (FFP:MgtLvl). Did not cite Mahoney’s 1979
replication or Jaques. Thanked Mahoney. Cited in McGee 1984 PhD, Henderson and
Fredrickson 1996, Bradley PhD 1989. # Rp. PJ. A.
Agarwal, Naresh C., 1998, “Retirement of Older Workers: Issues and Policies,” Human
Resource Planning, Toronto, ON, Canada, Jan., 21(1):42-52. An analysis of issues that should
be considered in developing mandatory and flexible retirement and other HRM policies relating
to older workers. Flexible retirement policies can help to protect the human rights of older
workers and provide them fair and equitable treatment in the workplace. Such policies can be
consistent with the economic interests of employers. Cited Jaques 1968; Jaques and Brown
1965. (See 1975 PhD) (At DeGroote B-School, McMaster U., Hamilton, ON.) # Rp. PJ.
Agarwal, Nitin, and Urvashi Rathod, 2006, "Defining 'Success' for Software Projects: An
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exploratory revelation," International Journal of Project Management, Elsevier, May,
24(4):358-370. Success was found relatively rare in the world of software projects largely
because the meaning of ‘success’ was different for different groups. Stakeholders external to the
project organization used target cost and time for inferring ‘project success’ (urgency of project
completion) while those internal to the project agreed that the attainment of ‘scope’ of
development decided the ‘project success’. In this study, we examined the views of one such
internal set of stakeholders: Programmer/Developers, Project Managers, and Customer Account
Managers. We found surprising uniformity and all of them overwhelmingly considered meeting
the ‘scope’ of software projects, which comprises the functionality and quality of the project
outcome, as the highest determinant of success. We believe that this framework should also be
utilized for external objectives like customer satisfaction and customer happiness. Cited by
Lindbergh 2009 PhD. [Not the same Agarwal.] Not in NYPL. CUNY, Clio online. # Misc. PJ.
Aggarwal, Ashok K., and D. Durga Prasad, 1992, “Productivity: A View from the Labor
Market,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, July-Sept., 17(3):33-39. Not on the product market.
Instead, this study was on organization and the factor markets. Two different measures of labour
productivity were used: output per worker; and output per rupee of wages paid. The two figures
were found to be closer in larger industries, where better information on skill evaluation and
more money to pay the required wage were available. Growth in both was higher in the 1980s
than in the 1970s. [The existence of efficiency wage was shown here.] # Misc. PJ.
Aggarwal, Sumer, 1991, "Rewarding Top Managers for Company's Success," Journal of
General Management, ASC Henley-on-Thames, UK, Autumn, 17(1):80-89. Reviewed some
conflicting views in the design of management reward structures. A weighted factors approach
has been adopted by some companies for determining top management rewards. The focus for
short-term has been on return on assets and on cash flows, while for long-term benefits, the level
of strategic investments and relative growth in market share have been the two most popular.
But for optimal results, what is advocated is the compatibility of goals for rewarding long-term
performance. Jaques not cited. See p. 83. Clio offsite HD28 .J595. # Misc. PJ.
Agor, Weston H., 1986, "The Logic of Intuition: How executives make important decisions,"
Organizational Dynamics, Elsevier, US, Winter 1986, 14(3):5-18. 14 pgs. ISSN: 0090-2616.
Top executives believe that intuition is one of the skills in determining their decisions. By
intuition, they were capable of drawing out major decisions. But – they don't tell others.
Research suggests that the effective use of intuition could be a vital element to gain managerial
productivity. Executives admitted of making a variety of errors in decision making processes,
which interfered with the natural flow and effectiveness of their intuitive ability. Cited in Harper
1988. At UT-El Paso and ENFP Enterprises. Clio online. # Misc. PJ.
Aguirre, DeAnne, Laird Post, and Sylvia Ann Hewlett, 2009, "The Talent Innovation
Imperative," Strategy and Business, Booz & Co., NY, NY, US, Autumn 2009, Issue 56, 12 p.
Repr 09204. Any company that competes on the global stage must, in light of today’s changing
workforce, rethink the way it manages people. Between June 2007 and Dec. 2008 the number of
employees that expressed loyalty toward their employers plunged from 95% to 39%. [Recession
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again.] Talent must be assessed. Promotion must not be just meeting the numbers. # MS. Pro.
Aguirre, Ernesto Martín, 1970, “Medida Psicologica del Nivel de Trabajo para le Equidad en las
Remuneraciones, Segun la Teoria de Elliott Jaques,” Departamento Cultural de la Obra Cardenal
Ferrari, Buenos Aires, AR, Diciembre de 1970, 19 p. Notas del curso dictado por el Licenciado
Ernesto Martín Aguirre. An outline of the aspects of the theory covered in his course. Includes a
graph of the equitable wage. Cited Jaques 1961/1963 (curves), Jaques 1964, 1967 (2nd edn.);
Strauss and Sayles 1967; Kerr and Fisher 1952; Jaques 1956/1968; Reynaud 1964/1966; Super
1957/1962; Evans and Molinari 1970; Wood and Lawler 1970; Siguán 1960; Korman 1970;
Muller 1970. # D. Rep.
Ahearn, Stephen T., 2005, “Tolstoy’s Integration Metaphor from War and Peace,”
American Mathematical Monthly, Mathematical Association of America (MAA), US,
Aug.-Sep. 2005, 112(7):631-638. An article about Tolstoy’s preference for the idea of
integration to that of differentiation when analyzing history. (Thanks to Stephen Chu of
Fieldston School for this article.) Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Ahearne, Michael, Adam Rapp, Douglas E. Hughes, and Rupinder Jindal, 2010, “Managing
Sales Force Product Perceptions and Control Systems in the Success of New Product
Introductions,” Journal of Marketing Research (JMR), AMA, Aug. 2010, 47(4):764-776. DOI:
10.1509/jmkr.47.4.764. Given the importance of new products, firms may be prone to overmanage sales personnel by using behavior-based control systems that dictate the performance of
particular activities related to the introduction. However, using longitudinal data from a sample
of 226 salespeople, the authors demonstrate that such a strategy is shortsighted. Behavior-based
controls constrain a salesperson's ability to allocate effort across the customer base. In contrast,
outcome-based control systems enable salespeople to work smarter, and their effort on behalf of
the new product has a more positive effect on customer product perceptions and new product
sales. At U. Houston; Clemson U.; Michigan State U.; U. Houston. # Refu. PJ. A.
Ahl, Valerie, and T.F.H. Allen, 1996, Hierarchy Theory, a vision, vocabulary, and epistemology,
Columbia University Press, New York, NY, 206 p., illustrated by Paula Lerner. See especially,
Chapter 2: Levels of Analysis as a Challenge to Realism, and Chapter 7: Defining the Whole
with Surfaces. This is a wonderful book that explains how hierarchy really works and how it
grows naturally out of complexity theory. Cited in Thelejane 2010 MPhil. See also other books
by Allen. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Ahmad, Abad, 1983, “The Future Genre of Managers,” Indian Management, India, Sept., p. 3-6.
This means the kind of manager India will have in the future. How do we improve the quality of
management? The managerial role is a growth-oriented and creative role, and not a routine one.
Today, Indian managers face a cross-roads between the State and the individual: which serves
which? In Japan it is the individual who serves the state. An imbalance of talent in only one
sector ruins development across the whole. Management and career education will have to be
changed to impart these values. Cited Dayal 1981. At Delhi U. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
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Ahrne, Göran, 1990, Agency and Organization: Towards an Organisational Theory of Society,
Sage, London, UK; Newbury Park, Cal., 152 p. Sociology. Noted that MaxWeber required
wages to be paid for there to be a bureaucracy. There were four types of organizations each
requiring a different kind of affiliation: ownership (capital/enterprise), membership (voluntary),
citizenship (nation-states), and kinship (family). (figs. p. 59, 99) The central requirement is not
hierarchy but affiliation. It is still an organization. (Voluntary includes employment.) Cited
Crozier 1964. Htr Mn HM131 .A34 1990. NYPL Schw JLD 91-503(SASB). Misc. Bk.
Ahmed, Nazimuddin, 1982, “The making of a managerial job evaluation plan,” Vikalpa, IIM,
Ahmenabad, India, April-June, 7(2):99-112. Jaques and Paterson were considered, but the Hay
point system was chosen by the firm studied. Cited Jaques 1979. # D. PJ.
Ahmed, Zafar U., Philip W. Zgheib, Abdulrahim K. Kowatly, and Peter Rhetts, 2012, "The
history of overseas Lebanese entrepreneurs operating worldwide," Journal of Management
History, 18(3):295-311. The Lebanese began their present emigration in the middle of the
nineteenth century, heading towards North America, Central and South America, Europe, Africa,
and Australia. Found entrepreneurs from Lebanon have had a significant impact on the
economies of many parts of the world. Cited Jaques 1961, 1962, 1964, 1968, 1970, 1996 (RO2);
Carraher 1996, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2009. # Rp. PJ.
Aiba, Keiko, and Amy S. Wharton, 2001, “Job-Level Sex Composition and the Sex Pay Gap in a
Large Japanese Firm,” Sociological Perspectives, Berkeley, CA, Spring 2001, 44(1):67-87.
Posted online on December 3, 2003. (doi:10.1525/sop.2001.44.1.67) This study focuses on sexbased wage inequality among regular workers in large Japanese firms. Sampled regular male
and female workers employed by a large, export-oriented Japanese manufacturing firm. Found
age affected the wages of both women and men and that sex differences in age also help to
explain the sex pay gap. Women's wages but not men's were negatively affected by the
percentage of women in the job and by holding a job that was shared with non-regular workers.
This was tied into the satei personal assessment system, which the authors saw as subjective.
Cited Endo 1994, 1997; Kalleberg and Lincoln 1988. MS. PJ.
Aiken, Michael, and Jerald Hage, 1966, “Organizational Alienation: a comparative analysis,”
American Sociological Review, Aug. 1966, 31(4):497-507. The are two major types of
alienation: from work and from expressive relationships. Formal organizations, role
relationships, and rigid rules generate both types of alienation at the same time.
Professionalization of staff exacerbates these effects. Cited in Shepard 1971. Cited Blauner
1964. MS. PJ. A.
Aiken, Michael, and Jerald Hage, 1968, “Organizational Interdependence and IntraOrganizational Structure,” American Sociological Review, Dec. 1968, 33(6):912-930. Explored
some of the causes and consequences of organizational interdependence. A model with
hypotheses was developed from examination of 16 midwestern metropolises in 1967. It is
posited that increased division of labor resulted in increased organizational complexity - and
innovation. In turn this innovation led to increased demand for resources and greater
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interdependence. Solid. See Hage and Aiken 1969, Hage and Dewar 1973. Misc. PJ. A.
Aiyar, V. Shankar, with Robin Abreu, Sindhu Jain and Shefali Rekhi, 1997, “White-Collar Jobs:
Snip, Snip, Snip,” India Today, Delhi, Cover Story; Pg. 40, 2954 words, 9 Dec 1997. Unilever
cuts back on its layers. Unilever Hindustan (HLL) cut back a lot of positions due to the
recession there. Cited in Dive 2002 (as by Rao, S. I. – but Rao, S. L. is interviewed.) A case.
RO is not mentioned. # D. Pro.
Aiyer, S. Suchindranath, 1981, “Human Resource Development in Banking: an organizationwide renewal intervention,” Prajnan, Quarterly Journal of the Institute of Bank Management,
Bombay, India, Jan-Mar, 10(1):105-114. "Any living organism, in course of time, reaches a
limit of growth and hardens as a step prior to extinction." This holds for Empires and business
corporations. [Nice quote.] Jaques not cited. # Misc. Pro.
Akao, Yoji, and Yuichi Iijima, 1965, “Establishment of Targets and Policy in Cross-Functional
Management,” Quality Control, Tokyo, JN, special issue, Spring 1965, 16:109-116. In
Japanese? The earliest citation on cross-functional management. (An early version of Hoshin
kanri? Or QFD?) Recommended reorganization of departmental problems into cross-functional
areas of quality, cost and delivery, and the establishment of coss-functional objectives and
policies. Also recommended targets, indicators, implementation plans, teams, and process.
Cited by Koura 1993. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Akao, Yoji, 1982, “Organization and Administration for Companywide Quality Control,”
Organizational Science, [Soshiki kagaku], [henshu Soshiki Gakkai], [Shakai kagaku no sogo
riron zasshi], Hakuto Shobo, Tokyo, JN, 16(3):42-50. In Japanese? Cited re cross-functional
management by Koura 1993. (Is this Hoshin kanri?) CLIO East Asian HD28 .S628 v.35:1
(2001). CLIO Offsite since v.27:1 (1993:July) Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Akao, Yoji, ed., 1991, Hoshin Kanri: Policy Deployment for Successful TQM, Productivity
Press, Cambridge, MA, 207 p. (Orginially published in Japanese in 1988 as Hoshin Kanri
Katsuyo No Jissai.) [Akao was the head of the research group who wrote this book.] “Hoshin
Kanri became generally accepted [in Japan] as an integrated approach for company-wide
management during the 1960s. Before this [management was] practiced piecemeal ... where
planning and policies are segmented [as in Western companies] ” (p. 652, Witcher and
Butterworth 2001). “It [means] to perpetually improve its performance by adjusting quickly to
change” (p. 174). As described in Lee and Dale 1998, there are three teams at their own levels:
executive, managerial and action teams. They interact with each other (catchball) to set and
achieve goals. Not in NYC libraries. Misc. Bk.
Akerlof, George A., 1981, “Jobs as Dam Sites,” Review of Economic Studies, January, 48(1):3749. Finally, an economist gets it: jobs require levels of skill that not every unemployed person
can fill. The person must match the job. Unskilled workers can not underbid skilled workers for
skilled jobs. They just don’t fit. This is a major source of “wage rigidity.” There is low wage
elasticity of demand for the unskilled. Even when unemployment is high, the labor market does
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not “clear.” Akerlof understands Jaques’ capability-level labor market model is kinky, not
smooth. Did not cite Jaques, or Blau or Homans or Adams. Did not cite Behrend or Baldamus.
MS. PJ. A.
Akerlof, George A., 1982, “Labor Contracts as Partial Gift Exchange,” The Quarterly Journal of
Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, Nov. 1982, 97(4):543-569. Viewed the effort-wage bargain in
reverse. Workers’ effort depends on the norms determining a fair day’s wage. Employers pay
more than a market-clearing wage to affect those norms. These norms influence both buyer and
seller and such markets may not clear. Industries that consistently pay above the market-clearing
wage are “primary” while those that meet it are “secondary.” This article explores the possibility
of such a division in the labor market. “Gift exchange” indicates an on-going relationship
(employment) rather than a one-off market exchange. [Since labor markets don’t clear, finding a
market-clearing wage is problematic.] # MS. PJ. A.
Akerlof, George A., 1984, “Gift Exchange and Efficiency-Wage Theory: Four Views,”
American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings of the 96th Annual Meeting of the AEA,
May, 74(2):79-83. Akerlof’s efficiency-wage is the effort-wage bargain. In overpayment
conditions at a utility company the employees worked harder. Akerlof saw the overpayment as a
wage gift that was returned through extra effort. Cited Adams and Homans but not Jaques. MS.
PJ. A.
Akerlof, George A., and Janet L. Yellen, eds., 1986, Efficiency Wage Models of the Labor
Market, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, and New York, NY, 178 pages. An anthology of
previously published essays by Leibenstein, Solow, Shapiro and Stiglitz, Foster and Wan,
Akerlof, Salop, A. Weiss (1980), Calvo and Wellisz (1979), Lazear and Moore (1984), and
Malcolmson. Weiss cited W. Brown 1962 but saw it as anecdotal (Age-Wage Profile). Calvo
and Wellisz looked at hierarchy (Jaques 1956). Lazear and Moore looked at the maturity curve
theory (age-earnings profile), contrasted it with the incomes of self-employed entrepreneurs, and
missed its meaning. Clio Bus; City C. Cohen HD4909 .E35 1986. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Akerlof, George A., Andrew K. Rose, Janet L. Yellen, 1988, “Job Switching and Job Satisfaction
in the U.S. Labor Market,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, 1988(2):495-582.
“Comments and Discussion,” by Laurence Ball, and by Robert E. Hall, p. 583-594. A long and
important paper on the effects of non-pecuniary rewards on job satisfaction and job switching.
Non-pecuniary rewards have a larger impact on job attitudes and behavior than money including quitting. Changes in job attitudes due to non-pecuniary sources varied from 74%
(increase) to 83% (decrease) (p. 544). Most job quits did not involve large wage increases but
did result in significant non-pecuniary gains. The definition here of “non-pecuniary” had many
elements that were very close to requisite or equitable elements and included: capability,
challenging work, responsibility, supervision, congenial coworkers, and chance for advancement.
This rich model is consistent with observed features of the non-clearing, job rationing, U.S. labor
market with multiple equilibria and - is as close to RO theory as economics can get. MS. PJ. A.
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Akerlof, George A., and Janet L. Yellen, 1988, “Fairness and Unemployment,” American
Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings of the 100th Annual Meeting of the AEA, May,
78(2):44-49. Cited Blau and Homans but not Jaques. Effort-wage bargain. A summary of the
results of their 1990 paper. MS. PJ. A.
Akerlof, George A., and Janet L. Yellen, 1990, “The Fair Wage-Effort Hypothesis and
Unemployment,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/MIT, US, May, 105(2):255-283.
The effort-wage bargain. Presented a theory where effort depends on the relation between fair
and actual wages. Workers proportionately withdraw their effort as their actual wage falls short
of their fair wage. This causes unemployment and is consistent with observed wage differentials
and unemployment patterns. Cited Adams, Homans, Blau, and Roy, but not Jaques. Even cited
Goodman, Lawler, and Pritchard. Also cited Valenzi and Andrews 1971; Walster, Walster and
Berscheid 1977. # MS. PJ. A.
Akerlof, George A., 2002, “Behavioral Macroeconomics and Macroeconomic Behavior,” The
American Economic Review, June 2002, 92(3):411-433. Nobel Prize address, Dec 2001,
Stockholm, SE. A nice precis of the efficiency wage, lemons, and the market impact of
information asymmetries that were so important to his research over the years. See also
Stiglitz’s and Spence’s addresses, in same issue of AER. Lots of good footnotes. MS. PJ. A.
Akiyama, Kaneo, 1991, Function Analysis: Systematic Improvement of Quality and
Performance, Productivity Press, Cambridge, MA and Norwalk, CT (now Portland OR).
Foreword by J. Jerry Kaufman. Translated by Andrew P. Dillon. Originally published in
Japanese as Kino bunseki in 1989 by Japan Standards Association. Keen. (See Miles, Lawrence
D.) Not in Clio, NYPL, NYU. MS. Bk.
Alaszewski, Andy, 1984, “Literature Review. Reorganization in the Personal Social Services,”
British Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, Aug., 14(4):385-392. A literature review
on the structural changes in UK social services departments over the prior decade (Seebohm,
Bioss, Jaques) with an eye to the recent proposals for another round of changes (Barclay). Great
list of reference works. Noted the lack of evaluative studies on the 1970s changes, so we don’t
really know what worked (q.v. Marsland, Hayek). See Billis et al 1980, Billis 1984, Burkitt and
Burkitt 1983. See Burnage Related PhD 1982. MS. PJ. A.
Alaszewski, Andy, and Jill Manthorpe, 1988, “Literature Review: Decentralizing Welfare
Services,” British Journal of Social Work, BASW, Academic Press, London, UK, Feb., 18(1):6374. “Delegation downwards should be matched with accountability upwards (DHSS 1972).”
The Right sees the consumer as an alternative power-base, whereas the Left sees the consumer as
an essential ally. Lots of useful political talk but effective control was maintained by the
administrative center. (Decentralization and delegation with controls were not the issues.
Upward accountability had the stronger hand than downward decentralization of authority in
both social services and health care.) [Kogan was called in to sort out the NHS mess.] Jaques
not cited. Cited Whittington and Bellaby 1979; Kogan et al 1985; Kogan 1986; DHSS 1972;
Royal Commission on NHS 1978; Alaszewski 1984, 1986; Haywood and Alaszewski 1980;
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Challis and Ferlie 1986; Seebohm 1968. Hunter SW, JJay. # Cr. PJ. A.
Alaszewski, Andy, and Larry Harrison, 1988, “Literature Review: Collaboration and Coordination Between Welfare Agencies,” British Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK,
Dec., 18(6):635-647. The fragmentation of government activities continues to be a major
impediment to the effective delivery of welfare services. Clearly identifying this and addressing
it though specific mechanisms seems to be only way to get even some success. # Misc. PJ. A.
Albanese, Robert, 1973, “Criteria for Evaluating Authority Patterns,” Academy of Management
Journal, March, 16(1):102-111. Cited Atchison article 1970 on the fragmentation of authority.
MS. PJ. A.
Albert, Michel, 1993, Capitalism vs Capitalism: How America’s Obsession With Individual
Achievement and Short-term Profit Has Led it to the Brink of Collapse, Four Walls Eight
Windows, New York, NY, US; Wurr, London, UK, 260 p. (Translated from the French.)
Communism has collapsed, and now capitalism no longer has the competition it needed to
survive. The superiority of the Rhine model of capitalism over the American model. No index.
Cited in Kantabutra & Avery 2011. Clio Barnard HC59.15 .A4313 1993. CUNY Baruch,
Bklyn, Lehman Coll., Grad Ctr - HC 59.15 .A43 1993. NYPL os JBE 93-933. Misc. Bk.
Al-Bizri, Salam, and Colin Gray, 2010, "Management framework for technology clusters
implementation," Construction Management and Economics, Taylor and Francis, UK, July 2010,
28(?):771–782. DOI: 10.1080/01446191003725170. Much of the construction industry
improvement agenda has been focused on achieving integration of the design and construction
processes. However, an organizational framework is needed to deal with the full integration of
the supply chains for component based construction. Grouping, by using technology clusters,
addresses many of these challenges as it creates a commonly shared sub-organization and culture
that aids the removal of barriers to efficient and quality production. It solves implementation
issues, organizational design and management necessary to achieve full integration of the supply
chain. Decisions at levels III, IV, and V. Cited Jaques 1998 RO; Gray and Hughes 2001;
Hughes, Gray, and Murdoch 1997. Jacques. At U. Reading, UK. # Rp. PJ.
Albrow, Martin, 1992, “Sine Ira et Studio — or Do Organizations Have Feelings?” Organization
Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin; New York, 13(3):313-329. Silence on feelings in
organizational theory is a twentieth century aberration. It is at odds with earlier assumptions and
also with the deeper thrust of Max Weber's interpretative sociology which gave equal weight to
irrationality and rationality. Participants' accounts are used to illustrate the ubiquity of emotions
in organizations. Affectivity can properly be seen, not simply as a personal quality but as a
property of organizations and a key aspect of their performance. [Weber has been badly twisted
by his successors in their drive for rationality.] Used 1978 translation of Weber to avoid the
influence of Parsons. Blau not cited. Cited Jaques 1951, 1976; Harvey-Jones 1989. See Sennett
1976; Warner 1978. At Sociology, Roehampton Institute, London, UK. # Rp. PJ. A.
Albu, Austen, 1964, “Glacier’s Experiment in Management,” Industrial Welfare, Journal of the
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Industrial Welfare Society, (aka I.W.S. Journal), London, UK, June, p. 122-130. A brief history
of Glacier Metal under the guidance of Wilfred Brown. The development of the constitutional
three systems are described: executive, representative-legislative, and appeals. The development
of an agreed policy document by which the firm was run. The establishment of Glacier Institute
of Management (GIM) and the abolishment of time clocks was noted. How the process worked
in practice was also described: a management proposal on redundancy was vetoed by the works
council and then expanded to include scientific and engineering personnel. The management
dealt with the shop stewards on the application of national wage agreements not the district
union office. Although two officers of the works committee were avowed members of the
Communist Party, they were strong supporters of this system. This approach defines the roles
normally played, but unrecognized, by employees in any hierarchical organization. Here they
are formalized. Jaques did much of the action research whilst Brown provided the laboratory.
(Sir Austen Harry Albu, 1903-1994. Fabian Socialist, Engineer, Labour MP 1948-1974, Min. of
State for Economic Affairs 1965-1967. Papers in the Churchill Archive and at LSE.) Cited in J.
Kelly 1968. See Shorten 1965, Hutchings and Smith 1964. NYPL SIBL os TDA (Journal of
industrial welfare) Liby has: Vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1918) - v. 47, no.2 (Feb. 1965). Teach. D. Pro.
Alcalay, Rina, and R. J. Pasick, 1983, “Psycho-social factors and the technologies of work,”
Social Science and Medicine, (Section B), Pergamon Press, Oxford, UK, 17(16):1075-1084.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0277-9536(83)90001-1 Examined the probable association between
use of complex technologies in the work setting and psycho-social factors believed to impact
upon human health. The analysis was set within two perspectives, one which holds that
technology controls human choice and action, and the other which sees technology as a useful
tool for extending human capabilities. In general, among blue collar and clerical workers,
technology is often a controlling element, to the detriment of health. But among professionals
and managers, technology can be an aid to work and may therefore facilitate positive health.
Wow. Jaques not cited. Cited Seligman 1975, 1983; Ginzberg 1982; Tomeski & Lazarus 1975;
Kohn & Schooler 1978; Kohn 1980. At SPH, UC-Berkeley. # MS. PJ.
Alchian, Armen A., and Harold Demsetz, 1972, “Production, Information Costs, and Economic
Organization,” The American Economic Review, Dec. 1972, 62(5):777-795. This article was
entirely economic it its perspective and terminology. The 'firm' was the central agent. The
'managers' of the firm were not included in this analysis but give the firm its animation. A
contract between the firm and 'joint inputs' - a team or a labor union - was a more 'efficient'
market because the cost of monitoring to detect labor 'shirking' was thereby reduced. The firm
was an internal, proprietary market for resources including labor. [Pure Taylorism.] (A very
influential piece. See Alan Fox 1974 (BC, MM) as a rebuttal to this logic. Discretion was not
included here.) Cited Coase 1937. At UCLA. # Misc. PJ. A.
Alderfer, Clayton P., 1969, “Job Enlargement and the Organizational Context,” Personnel
Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Winter69, 22(4):418-426. This article focused on the
findings from a job enlargement project carried out in a manufacturing organization and a review
of the literature. Overall job satisfaction. meaningfulness and higher satisfaction with pay and
opportunities to use skills and abilities tended to be higher in enlarged jobs. The variable which
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was found to be related to satisfaction with respect from superiors was seniority. After a sevenstep regression all independent variables were eliminated except social comparison, actual pay,
cost of living, and wage history. Satisfaction with pay may be better explained by "open
system" models. [Jaques not cited, but replicated.] Cited in Shapiro 1976 (q.v.). At Yale U. #
Rp. PJ. A.
Alderfer, Clayton P., 1969, “An Empirical Test of a New Theory of Human Needs,”
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance [now ...Human Decision Processes], May,
4(2):142-175. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs was tested and found wanting. This was an attempt
to validate Maslow’s lovely model that failed. An alternative model was proposed, indicating
Maslow’s hierarchy may be a developmental model of changing status needs across a person’s
career. [HINT: This may be worth researching in conjunction with Jaques’ growth curves.]
Cited Jaques 1961; Porter & Lawler 1963. Based on his Yale Related 1966 PhD. See Oeltjen
Related PhD 1972. (See his 1989 article in JABS that included the mid-life crisis.) Refu. PJ. A.
Alderfer, Clayton P., 1976, “Change Processes in Organizations,” chapter 36 (p. 1591-1638) in
Dunnette, Marvin D., ed., 1976, Handbook of Industrial and Organizational Psychology, RandMcNally, Chicago, IL, 1470 p. (Reprinted 1986; 1990 edn. rewritten). See ‘Organization
Levels’. Three well-documented action research case studies had been done already: Jaques
1951 (on Glacier Metal in the UK), Whyte and Hamilton 1964 (on the Tremont hotel in
Chicago), and Marrow, Bowers, and Seashore 1967 (on the Weldon clothing manufacturing
using the NTL approach in the eastern US). Compared the three projects. External opportunities
and internal readiness (prior change efforts) should be coupled to achieve “sustained
improvement in human relationships.” “The group and organizational change programs that
showed lasting change all had regular [and sustained] outside intervention (p. 1627).” Cited
Jaques and Brown at Glacier 1965, p. 1623-1626. City Cohen HF5548.8 .H265. Rp. Ch.
Alderfer, Clayton P., and Richard A. Guzzo, 1979, “Life Experiences and Adults' Enduring
Strength of Desires in Organizations,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Sept., 24(3):347-361.
Reported the development of new measures of desires for existence in the form of pay,
relatedness and growth. Noted an “upward turn in the curve of growth desires during midlife
transition.” Argued “against choosing between psychological and sociological explanations for
the effects of differences among individuals in organizations.” Cited Jaques 1965; Sheehy 1976;
D. Levinson 1978. # Rp. PJ. A.
Alderson, Stanley, 1964, “The Jaquesian General Theory,” Contemporary Review, London, U.K.
February, 205:83-90. Alderson lavished praise on Jaques’ theory. “His research has been able to
proceed from hypothesis to experiment to an extent which has no precedent in its field except
perhaps Mayo's Hawthorne experiments.” (p. 83) Alderson concluded, “Dr. Jaques' book
[Equitable Payment] is important alike for its academic and its social implications. It is not too
much to hope that it will be to industrial sociology what ‘The General Theory of Employment,
Interest and Money’ [by John Maynard Lord Keynes] has been to economics” (p. 90). [Seriously
misconstrued by Hellriegel and French 1969.] Reprinted in Gray 1976. D. PJ.
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Aldis, Owen, 1961, “Of Pigeons and Men,” Harvard Business Review, HBS, Boston, MA, JulyAug. p. 59-63. Proposed the pigeon replace the dog as man’s best friend since so much
psychological research - especially on incentives - was conducted on pigeons. Its only fair. D.
Pro.
Alenduff, Phillip, Dave Hotler, and Monica Elliott, 2004, “Contrarian Supervision,” Industrial
Engineer, Norcross, GA, US, Mar2004, 36(3):36-40. Navigating today's global market calls for
bold and perhaps unparalleled action. People may not be your greatest asset. First, a happy
employee is not necessarily a productive employee. Second, not everyone wants to be
empowered. W. Edwards Deming advises we eliminate fear from the workplace, but a little fear
can be healthy. It teaches people respect. Actively pursue people who don't fit the mold and
aren't afraid to tell it like it is. This degree of candor can be priceless. Annual performance
reviews are among the most ineffective tools in the management toolbox. Boldly challenge
accepted practice and sail off into the business minefield. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Alexander, Charles N., Steven M. Druker, and Ellen J. Langer, 1990, “Introduction: Major Issues
in the Exploration of Adult Growth,” chapter (p. 3-32) in Alexander and Langer, eds., 1990,
Higher Stages of Human Development, perspectives on adult growth, Oxford U.P., Oxford, UK;
NY, NY. Introductions for each contributed chapter, including Fischer, Kenny and Pipp.
Growth per Piaget was incremental and varied, not by stages. Skills are integrated and combined
to create a new level, not compounded. Mature development is beyond adolescence. Misc. Ch.
Alexander, Gregory, 2002, “How to (almost) schedule innovation,” Research Technology
Management, Washington, DC, Jan/Feb 2002, 45(1):31-40. Applying project management
disciplines to new product development projects is challenging, given the unpredictability
inherent in the creative process. By using statistical design of experiments within the context of
the scientific method, a project team can readily apply project management disciplines to new
product development. Discoveries made during project execution may invalidate certain
assumptions that were made during project planning. These discoveries may make some aspects
of the plan irrelevant or impractical. Having a well-reasoned plan with well-articulated
hypotheses and experimental protocol provides a framework for reacting to these discoveries.
This is a framework for scope control. It gives management and the project team a better ability
to make reasoned decisions regarding tradeoffs - timing, risk and project deliverables. Misc. PJ.
Alexander, John W., 1989, "Sharing the Vision," Business Horizons, Indiana U., US, May-June,
32(3):56-59. Argued that by bringing more participants to an idea, stating expectations, and
providing appropriate incentives, managers can make their subordinates feel good about their
work and motivate them to achieve uncommon performance. Encouraging participation helps
build employee trust. Participant feedback supplies the details, missing steps, and concerns that
confront the leader's visionary goals. When leaders solicit input, they discover the knowledge,
interest, and evident parameters of support they can expect from others. Participation provides a
theatre for achieving recognition. Participation also rewards contribution with a chance for more
responsibility, advancement, and personal growth. These four guiding elements — sharing
vision, encouraging participation, acknowledging performance, and rewarding contribution —
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reduce the risk of failure. Author is a practitioner. [Backs Deming & Jaques.] # MS. PJ.
Alford, C. Fred, 1990, "The Organization of Evil," Political Psychology, UK, March 1990,
11(1):5-27. Used Jaques 1955 as a precursor to Hannah Arendt’s 1965 analysis of the banality
of evil and its bureaucratization under the Nazis. Noted that Jaques did not find Glacier Metal to
be psychotic. Jaques has disowned this essay in 1995. Off. PJ.
Alford, C. Fred, 1994, Group Psychology and Political Theory, Yale University Press, New
Haven, CT, 248 pages. Alford used Rice/ Tavistock group relation conferences to explore the
leader-group relationship at the core of politics. These group dynamics laboratories were based
on the work of Melanie Klein and Elliot Jacques (Elliott Jaques). In contrast, mainstream
political theory neglects groups and theories of leadership based on psychology. Alford offers a
reinterpretation of social contract theory and group dynamics in the history of political thought.
Alford is a Kleinian. See book reviews by Glass and by Wolfenstein. Off. Bk.
Alford, Robert R., 1974, “Problems of Data and Measurement in Interorganizational Studies of
Hospitals and Clinics,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Dec. 1974, 19(4):485-490. Research
Note. Laments his difficulty in obtaining realistic data. A claim questioned by several reviewers
of the 1975 book. (Harrison C. White 1992 book on networks cites but overlooks the serious
problems with Alford’s 1975 NYC hospital data. Alford was a cynic, so he may not have had an
objection to White’s use of his study.) Misc. PJ. A.
Alford, Robert R., 1975, Health Care Politics: Ideological and Interest Group Barriers to
Reform, Univ. Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, USA, 294 p. Interest groups, rather than facilitating
change, constituted barriers to change in the health care industry. The ‘market reformers’ were
not what they seem. The community-based ‘reformers’ were naive. All change was symbolic
and a sham. ‘Professional monopolizers’ (doctors and hospitals) rule and continue to rule,
‘dynamics without change.’ Alford exposed the ‘pluralist’ approach to political solutions tried
so far. But he was selective in his use of data, used confused terminology, and contradictory and
partial analysis. Reviewers either viewed this book as a godsend of sociological and political
insight or as disappointing. The NYCers were the most skeptical - Alford used only 8 of 24
reports (which told me a lot). Alford’s ‘problems’ were self-imposed (‘borders on the
ludicrous’). Used as a starting point by Harrison C. White in 1992 on networks (q.v.). See
Alford 1974. Hum JLD 75-2357 (HSSL). Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Algera, Jen A., 1983, “'Objective' and perceived task characteristics as a determinant of reactions
by task performers,” Journal of Occupational Psychology, British Psychological Society,
UK, June83, 56(2):95-107. ISSN: 03058107. Presented results of an empirical study on the
relationship between task design and worker responses. When both jobs and responses are
assessed through the incumbent, a within-person or cognitive consistency model is as plausible
as a person-situation model of job characteristics. In this study both independent assessments
and incumbents' perceptions of jobs are used as predictors. The results show a substantial
convergence in correlations between job characteristics and responses in the two forms of
measurement. Cited Turner & Lawrence 1965; Salancik & Pfeffer 1977; Roberts & Glick 1981.
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At Free U., Amsterdam, NL. # MS. PJ.
Algie, Jimmy, 1970, “Management and Organization in the Social Services,” British Hospital
Journal and Social Services Review, UK, 26 June 1970, 80(4184):1245-1248. (BHJ & SSR not
in NYC.) Advocated matrix design to improve the administration of social services. Cited by
Knight 1976, Kakabadse 1979; Foren and Brown 1971. Not seen. Rp. PJ.
Algie, Jimmy, 1975, Social Values: Objectives and Action, Kogan Page, London, UK, 491 p.
Sets forth an approach to social services that attempts to derive a “comprehensive, systematic
and integrated managing, planning, and action system (IMPACTS) based on goal-setting, goal
oriented action and evaluation of outcomes.” Schw JLD 76-1173 (SASB). # D. Bk.
Algie, Jimmy, 1975, “Comment: Hierarchies,” Social Work Today, UK, 21 Aug 1975, 6(10):
289-290. [Name mis-given as Algie, Jimmie.] The 1974 reorganisation created a hierarchy that
generated known problems - which can be overcome. See Glastonbury 1975. # Rp. Pro.
Algie, Jimmy, and Clive Miller, 1976, “Deciding Social Services Priorities – Part 1”, Social
Work Today, UK, 5 Feb 1976, 6(22):678-682. How can we rationally allocate scarce resources?
How can we meaningfully link grass-roots professional decisions with overall priority-planning?
How can we best cope with cut-backs? One systematic approach to these issues is proposed,
based on experiments in varied social services agencies. The starting point is to clarify what we
are choosing between and the consequences for clients. See Part II. See Mathie 1976 (in same
file). At National Institute for Social Work, UK. # Rp. Pro.
Algie, Jimmy, and Clive Miller, 1976, “Deciding Social Services Priorities – Part 2”, Social
Work Today, UK, 19 Feb 1976, 6(23):717-720. ‘Priority scaling' is being tried in varied social
services agencies hit by cut-backs. It is a method for allocating scarce resources and linking
professional practice with agency-wide planning on a client-oriented basis. The first stage was
to clarify the choice alternatives and possible consequences for clients. The actual process of
choosing a way can then be tackled more systematically. At NISW, UK. # Rp. Pro.
Algie, Jimmy, G. Mallen, and William Foster, 1983, “Financial Cutback Decisions by Priority
Scaling,” Journal of Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Apr83, 20(2):233-260.
Reported the application of the priority scaling method to financial cutback decisions in a social
services organization. Decision-makers' allocations of resources may be inferred from their
priority weightings together with budgets for each option. Applying the method in reverse,
decision-makers' implied priorities may be directly inferred from proposed budget cuts. Included
reliability tests. Cited Algie 1973, 1975, 1976, 1979, 1981; Jaques et al 1978; Stevens 1966. At
Brunel U., Bioss; Royal College of Art; Brunel U., Bioss. # Rp. PJ.
Algie, Jimmy, and William Foster, 1985, “How to Pick Priorities”, Management Today, UK,
March, p. 60-61, 123. From their book and program ‘Priority Decision System’ (PDS). PDS
allows participants to negotiate through a computer, so they each do not confront the other. It
works: contradictions are resolved. Both at Brunel and Bioss. # Rp. Pro.
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Algie, Jimmy, 1986, “Part 2, Aids to Development - Unit 3: Management Technology: reassessing information technology from the manager's point of view,” Brunel Institute of
Organisation and Social Studies, 65 p. Management Development for Information Technology.
The MANDIT Report, Manpower Services Commission, UK, BL Shelfmark GPB-8384 DSC.
Brunel Lib Uxbridge T58.6.M36. See Unit 4 by Algie 1986. See Dale 1986. See MANDIT
1986. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Algie, Jimmy, 1986, “Part 2, Aids to Development - Unit 4: Management Information
Technology: managerial exercises for decision making, self-tutoring and training, with case
examples” Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, The MANDIT Report, Manpower
Services Commission, UK, 74 p., BL Shelfmark GPB-8385 DSC. See Unit 3 by Algie 1986.
See Dale 1986. See MANDIT 1986. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Algie, Jimmy, 1989, “Designers and Managers: How to Bridge the Gap,” chapter 4 (p. 73-93,
239-241.) in Knight, Ken, ed., 1989, Participation in Systems Development, GP Publishers,
Columbia, MD, USA, 247 p. Task of participation in systems design was to prevent or reduce
the mismatch of levels of models between management and technology. The systemic model
potentially overcomes current practice. Information Technology. Cited Jaques 1976; Algie
1986, 1986; Kinston 1987, 1988; S. Beer 1966; Reddin 1971. At Brunel U. NYU QA76.9 .S88
P37 1989. # Rp. Ch.
Algie, Jimmy, 1992, Management Technology for Business, N. C. C. Blackwell, UK, 288 p.
(1988, Manpower Services Commission, UK.) Information Technology. Not seen. BL. Za.
Misc. Bk.
Algie, Jimmy, and Michael Wolfers, 1993, “Decision Making and Decision Tools,” Management
Research Series No.1, Gyosei Institute of Management Studies, City University, London, UK, 33
p. British Lib. Shelfmark YK.1994.b.1301, Dewey no. 658.403 20. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Alheit, Peter, 1994, “Everyday Time and Life Time: On the Problems of Healing Contradictory
Experiences of Time,” Time and Society, CSA Illumina, online, 3(3):305-319. People have
different horizons of time - everyday time and life time. The process of ‘healing’ the gap is one
of shifting and linking the two when telling their life stories. (Interesting, provocative.) Cited in
Chaplin 2002. MS. PJ.
Alie, Raymond E., 1986, "Middle Management Factor in Quality Control Programs," SAM
Advanced Management, Corpus Christi, TX, US, Summer, 51(3):9-15. ISSN: 07497075.
Examined the middle manager in the quality circle context. The implementation of QCs is a
lot more complex than top managers think. Lower level managers treat repetitive activity
subordinates autocratically. (Here the personality of managers was the focus in error. Inter-level
insights.) Baruch stops with 1984. Clio. At W. Mich. U. # MS. PJ. A.
Alimo-Metcalfe, Beverly, 1996, “Machiavelli, Mother Theresa and the Concept of
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Empowerment,” Human Resource Management International Digest, Bradford, UK, Jan/Feb
1996, 4(1):36-39. (4 pgs.) (Online since 2002) The importance that female managers attributed
to the relationship between manager and colleagues, including subordinates, most distinguished
the differing managerial styles described by women and men. It also reflected the idea of
empowerment. Subordinates preferred the leader to be people-centered while the leader’s bosses
preferred them to be task-centered. Supports RO theory. Cited in Gill 2006, p. 43. MS. PJ.
Allan, Harry T., 1966, “Organization Theory, Sociology of Law, and Business Law: divided
parts of the same field?” American Business Law Journal, [General Readership Department],
Austin, TX, Spring 1966, 4(1):39-51. Legal. An essay mostly on Max Weber and his definition
of bureaucracy. Followed William Evan’s essays of the early 1960s on the need for a
combination of law and sociology. How do we introduce law and legal concepts into social
science? How can we create law, legal systems, and due process in public and private
organizations? The law, after all, is the state. (The pursuit of economic anti-statism in business
leaves the call for constitutionalism out in the cold.) Cited Weber, Eugen Ehrlich, Evan 1961,
1962, 1962, 1963, 1965; Brown 1960; Jaques 1961. MS. PJ.
Allard Poesi, Florence, et Veronique Perret, 2004, La Recherche-action, e-theque, col. Methodes
quantitatives et qualitatives, Numilog Pub., Paris, Fr. In French. Cet ouvrage s'adresse aux
étudiants de troisième cycle et aux chercheurs débutants intéressés par cette approche
méthodologique en proposant un large panorama des différentes approches et en illustrant les
différentes étapes de la conduite d'un projet de recherche-action. Cet ouvrage intéressera
également les chercheurs confirmés qui souhaitent approfondir leur connaissance de cette
approche en proposant une confrontation des différents courants de la recherche-action et en
soulignant les questionnements méthodologiques et épistémologiques qu'ils soulèvent.
Site: www.numilog.com recherche-action Cited in Perret 2009. Cited Jaques 1951. Intro #
Misc. Bk.
Allcorn, D. H., 1957, “Work, Conflict, and Community,” British Journal of Industrial Medicine,
Miscellanea, London, UK, 1957, 14:133-135. There was a break between the prescribed and
discretionary elements of any job. The key was time and it was measurable. It might work for
white-collar and managerial jobs, but applications to manual workers who are paid less and wellorganized, he felt, were limited. Both sets of processes have to be taken into account. Cited
Jaques 1951 and 1956. # Rp. PJ.
Allcorn, Seth, 1995, “Understanding organizational culture as the quality of workplace security,”
Human Relations, New York, NY, Jan 1995, 48(1):73-96. Mostly on Jaques 1955 which he has
disowned. Off. PJ.
Allcorn, Seth, 1997, “Parallel virtual organizations: managing and working in the virtual
workplace,” Administration and Society, Sage, Beverly Hills, CA, Sep 1997, 29(4):412-439.
The growing presence in the workplace of computers that are linked together to form
intraorganizational networks (intranets), thus enabling unprecedented electronic employee
connectedness, contains within it a collision between the traditional hierarchically organized
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physical workplace and the potentially chaotic virtual workplace. This article describes this new
workplace context as a parallel virtual organization (PVO) that possesses its own values and
culture independent of its host culture, the traditional bureaucratic hierarchical organization
(BHO). The growth of PVOs means that a transitional space must be developed initially
between them and their BHO counterparts to enable the eventual merger of the two. Very upbeat
about the future. Cited Jaques 1989 as an BHO. At U. Mo., Columbia. # Rp. PJ.
Allcorn, Seth, 2004, “The Psyche at Work,” Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and
Research, APA, Spring 2004, 56(2):88-103. The workplace is filled with many influences that
make it and worklife hard to understand and change. Some of the more profound influences are
the structuring of self by the workplace and the workplace by the self. Organization members
direct considerable energy toward changing leaders and the nature of their work.
Psychologically informed consultants must appreciate the significance of self- and organizational
structuring and restructuring to be effective interventionists. Cited Jaques 1995, 1995, 1955. #
Rp. Pro.
Allee, Verna, 1997, The Knowledge Evolution: expanding organizational intelligence,
Butterworth-Heinemann, Boston, MA, 274 p. Allee grasps Jaques (R.O.). She links together
Kohlberg, Piaget, Jantsch, Nonaka and Takeuchi, Deming, and Jaques - among others. See
Chapter 4 and Appendix I, “The Knowledge Archetype in Theoretical Constructs.” She is into
the self-organizing universe. See her holomapping technique and “value mapping” in her 2000
article. Cited in Dayan 2006 Related PhD. Allee is a strategic level consultant in Walnut Creek,
CA. NYPL SIBL JBE 97-1136. Rp. Bk.
Allee, Verna, 2000, “Reconfiguring the Value Network,” Journal of Business Strategy, Boston,
MA, July-Aug 2000, 21(4):36-39. Knowledge and intangibles have exchange value. This is a
precis of her Holomapping technique to analyze the value network that is created in e-commerce.
This article is not on Jaques. See her 1997 book. # Misc. PJ.
Allen, Franklin, 2005, “Corporate Governance in Emerging Economies,” Oxford Review of
Economic Policy, Oxford, UK, Summer 2005, 21(2):164-177. Most of the literature on
corporate governance emphasizes that firms should be run in the interests of shareholders. This
is an appropriate objective function when markets are perfect and complete. But in many
emerging economies markets are imperfect and incomplete. Thus, pursuing the interests of all
stakeholders rather than just one, may help overcome market failures and may improve the
allocation of resources. A second theme for emerging economies is that it is not necessarily
optimal to use the law to ensure good corporate governance. Other mechanisms such as
competition, trust, and reputation may be preferable. [These insights may hold for advanced
economies as well.] Clio Bus HC256.6 .O83. At U. Penn. MS. PJ.
Allen, Jim, and Rolf van der Velden, 2001, “Educational mismatches versus skill mismatches;
effects on wages, job satisfaction and on-the-job search”, Oxford Economic Papers, Oxford
University Press, UK, July, 53(3):434-452. European data sets. In line with earlier research,
educational mismatches affect wages strongly. Contrary to the assumptions of assignment
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theory, skill mismatches are much better predictors of job satisfaction and on-the-job search than
are educational mismatches. (Flip-flop results. Fundamental misunderstanding of the issue. The
issue is stabile incompetence in HR.) Cited in Wald 2005. Both at Maastricht U. Misc. PJ. A.
Allen, Mike, 1999, “Help Wanted: The Not-Too-High-Q Standard [Ideas and Trends],” The New
York Times, Sunday, Sept. 19, 1999, p. WK 3. Robert J. Jordan took the Wonderlic Inc.
employment test (Libertyville, IL) and scored too high for New London police officer. He was
denied an interview, sued, and LOST. 125 million people have taken this test as part of their job
applications. (I have taken them.) The range of each “qualifying” score is tightly linked to job
title. This range is narrower than Jaques’ work bands. The scientific validity of this test is
problematic. (Based on personal experience, I believe they are invalid.) KEY: Millions of
people have been slotted into or blocked out of jobs and employment for decades through these
tests. (So what is the objection to Jaques by academics?) (Jaques is not mentioned in this
article.) See Dembowski, Jennifer M., PhD, 2001, IIT, and others on the validity of the
Wonderlic Personnel Test. Other studies found no support for Wonderlic. See Bills 1992. Alt.
Pop.
Allen, Rhianon, and Arthur S. Reber, 1980, "Very long term memory for tacit knowledge,"
Cognition, Elsevier Science B.V., CA, June, 8(2):175-185. (Text in English.)
Abstract in English - Very long term memory for abstract materials was examined by
recalling subjects who had served in a synthetic grammar learning experiment two years earlier.
In that study (Reber and Allen, 1978) we differentiated among several cognitive modes of
acquisition, their resultant memorial representations, and their associated decision processes.
Two years later and without any opportunity for rehearsal or relearning, subjects still retain
knowledge of these grammars to a remarkable degree. As in the original study, these results are
discussed within the general context of a functionalist approach to complex cognitive processes.
In French: Résumé - Cette recherche porte sur la mémoire Β long terme pour un matériel
abstrait. Les sujets de l'expérience avaient participé, deux ans auparavant, Β une expérience
d'apprentissage de grammaire synthétique. Au cours de cette recherche (Reber and Allen, 1978)
on avait dégagé plusieurs modes d'acquisition cognitive, les représentations en mémoire qu'ils
induisaient et les processus de décisions qui y étaient associés. Deux ans plus tard sans qu'il y ait
possibilité de répétition ou de réapprentissage, les sujets se souvenaient remarquablement de ces
grammaires. Comme pour la premiΠre étude, ces résultats sont discutés dans le contexte général
d'une approche fonctionnaliste des processus cognitifs complexes.
Cited in Reber 1989. CUNY GdCtr, Bklyn. NYPL os SIBL JFL 76-258 v. 8 1980. # MS. PJ.
Allen, Steven G., 1984, “Unionized Construction Workers are More Productive,” The Quarterly
Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, May 1984, 99(2):251-274. Apprenticeship training
and hiring halls probably raised union productivity while jurisdictional disputes and restrictive
work rules lowered it. Unionized members were 44-52 percent more productive than non-union.
This declined to 17-22 percent where value-added differences based on wage differences were
taken into account. Misc. PJ. A.
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Allen, T. F. H., and T. W. Hoekstra, 1992, Toward a Unified Ecology, Columbia University
Press, New York, NY, 384 pages. This book is on complexity and hierarchy theory in ecological
systems. Wonderful. See also, Ahl and Allen. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Allen, T. F. H., and Thomas B. Starr, 1982, Hierarchy, perspectives for ecological complexity,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 310 pages. Glossary p. 261-280. Holon.
Mathematical modeling and living systems. Great stuff! The algae scale! See also, Ahl and
Allen. See Axelrod and Cohen 1999. See Eldredge 1985. MS. Bk.
Allen, V. L., 1963, “A Failure of Method: the Inadequacy of Present Research as a Basis for
Understanding the Nature of Management,” Technology, U. Manchester, London, UK, Jan., pp.
14, 23. Cited by Child 1969 - on the Glacier Project and other research. At U. Leeds. Not seen.
MS. Pro.
Allgood, Sam, and Kathleen A Farrell, 2003, “The match between CEO and firm,” The Journal
of Business, Chicago, IL, Apr 2003, 76(2):317-341. We investigate the role of job-match
heterogeneity in the CEO labor market. We document a high percentage of CEO turnovers in
the early years of tenure as illustrated by the hazard that increases until the fifth year of CEO
tenure and then decreases. Evidence suggests that a good match is more likely if the new CEO
performs better than the previous CEO. The best matches tend to occur when inside (or outside)
CEOs follow previous CEOs who quit (or are dismissed). Evidence consistent with match
theory in the CEO labor market suggests factors that influence the likelihood of observing a good
match. (Useless. Unaware of Jaques.) At U. Nebraska. Misc. PJ. A.
Allison, Derek J., 1980, Rationality, Authority and Spindles: An Enquiry into Some Neglected
Aspects of Organizational Effectiveness and a Partial Application to Public Schools.
(ED235579) Focusing on the problem of authority, an analysis of the theories of Max Weber,
James D. Thompson, and Elliott Jaques forms the basis for this proposal for improved
organizational effectiveness in public schools. Basic assumptions are that modern organizations
are established and operated under rational principles and subject to rational analysis, that in
order to improve an organization's effectiveness administrators must act on its structure, and that
in changing this structure administrators modify authority relationships between members. Thus,
fashionable but cosmetic remedies are imposed, while schools' deep-seated structural problems
are neglected. The organizational structure of schools can be improved by working for greater
congruence with a triadic model granting each staff position, except teachers, requisitely rational
authority--involving two-way accountability - over subordinates. Practical recommendations
drawn from the model include: granting principals more authority; clarifying the limits of
authority of intermediate assistants, thereby placing principals and teachers in more direct
contact; redefining the role of vice principals, thus buffering principals and teachers from
environmental turbulence; defining accountability relationships more clearly; implementing
school-based budgeting; and improving teachers' access to principals and chief executive
officers. An alternative theoretical analysis is summarized which implies that principals' main
task is to buffer teachers from the disturbances of administrative bureaucracy. (MJL) See Weick
1976; William Foote Whyte 1949. Abstract only seen. Ru.
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Allison, Derek J., and Patricia A. Allison, 1993, “Both Ends of a Telescope: Experience and
Expertise in Principal Problem Solving,” Educational Administration Quarterly, University
Council for Educational Administration, Corwin Press, Sage, Thousand Oaks, CA, August,
29(3):302-322. Brought close and broad focus on the expertise of school principals (detail and
abstraction). Tested a case on principals. An application of Jaques’ theory to appraising the
level of mental complexity (LMC). Cited Jaques 1976, 1978, 1986. Assisted by P. Nagy. (See
Jaques and Cason 1994.) Contrast to Leithwood, K. A., in same issue. NYPL Mid-Manh, 4th
Floor. Rp. PJ.
Allison, Derek J., and Grace Morfitt, 1996, “Time-Span of Discretion and Administrative Work
in School Systems: Results of a Pilot Study,” Journal of Educational Administration and
Foundations, 11(1):8-37. Presented to American Educational Research Association, Annual
Meeting, New Orleans, April 4-8, 1994. (See related presentation in 1997.) Available on-line as
ERIC document ED 374 530. Utilized Elliott Jaques' theories of organizational depth structure
and time span of discretion in administrative work to examine administrators' responsibilities in
two Ontario (Canada) school systems. Interviews were conducted with 38 participants - the
principals and vice-principals at eight selected schools (two elementary and two secondary in
each system), the district director (CEO), and all supervisory officers. The superintendents and
principals were both found to be working at or close to the 2-year time-span level, with the
directors of both systems engaging in work with a maximum time span of 3 years. These
findings imply that the administrative responsibilities of principals are of equal weight and
complexity to those of assistant superintendents, and thus the formal subordination of the former
to the latter may be non-requisite. Findings also indicate that school size, rather than school
type, may be a more powerful determinant of the level of principals' administrative work.
Overall, enrollment may serve as the best measure of a school's organizational size; however, the
total number of employees is a more appropriate measure of organizational size for school
systems. See McGee PhD. allison@uwo.ca # Rp. PJ. A.
Allison, Graham T., 1983, “Public and Private Management: Are They Fundamentally Alike in
All Unimportant Respects,” chapter 6 (p. 72-92) in Perry, James L., and Kenneth L. Kraemer,
eds., 1983, Public Management: public and private perspectives, Mayfield Pubs., Palo Alto,
Cal., 390 p. The title was a saying by Wallace Sayre. Four parts: framing, differences,
similarities, and comparisons. John T. Dunlap came up with a list of 10 similarities; Richard E.
Neustadt had 6. Business managers were judged by results. Public managers were deemed
successful when they formulated a policy or forged a legislative compromise. There was a
constitutional difference between the private and public managers. Federalist 51 addressed these
issues (Madison). Cited in Pollitt 1990. JJay JF1351 .P83 1983. NYPL-x. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Allison, Graham T., and Philip Zelikow, 1999, Essence of Decision: explaining the Cuban
Missile Crisis, second edition, Longman, NY, NY, US, 416 p. (1st edn., 1971, 338 p.) The
president is not a “single calculating decisionmaker” who is in control and in charge. Decisions
are incremental even in a crisis. Development of an innovative, two-tiered, decision-making
structure by JFK to handle the Cuban missile crisis. (See also P. A. Anderson 1983; W. B.
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Arthur 1984; movies about the crisis: 13 Days; Missiles of October.) Htr Mn - E841 .A44 1999.
(1st edn: Htr Mn - E183.8 .R9 A64.) Misc. Bk.
Allsop, Ian E., 1996, The Influence of Values and Beliefs on Leadership Behavior, Ph.D., thesis
in Business Management, Monash University, Melbourne, Vic, Australia, 434 pages. Matheson
Rare Books: Theses Call Number: A442. Microfiche: 2475/3283. Supervisors: Geoff Lewis and
Michael Knowles. Unpublished. (Begun whilst at Melbourne U. and completed at Monash U.)
An extensive participant observation of the Anglican Church, Diocese of Melbourne. Found
those leaders who are able to handle cognitive complexity and abstraction and can understand
universal systems of belief will feel comfortable operating and leading in larger geographic and
cognitive domains. They will develop new organisational futures that reflect this cognitive
capacity. They will enable new and different values and a new organisational culture to be
developed. See PhDs. ~
Alman, David, 1988, “Personnel Issues in a Changing Public Sector,” Asia Pacific Journal of
Human Resources, Sage, March 1988, 26(2):70-78. Public bureaucracy in Australia suffers from
the ‘vicious circle’ of defensive, non-improvement as described by Crozier. It learns nothing,
does not change, and does not perform. At this point it is worth considering the concepts
propounded by professor Elliott Jaques on organisational structures and job evaluation. Only
Jaques’s approach addresses each of the aspects, including HR, that must be altered to bring
about total, real change. HRM Australia. Cited Crozier 1963, and Jaques in de Board 1978;
Alan Fox 1966; Hilmer 1985. Cited Jaques through several others. At Queensland state
government. # Rp. PJ.
Alpander, Guvenc G., 1980, "Human Resource Planning in U.S. Corporations," California
Management Review, UC-Berkeley, US, Spring80, 22(3):24-32. 9p. ISSN: 00081256.
Company size played a role in succession planning in 1980 with <3,000 at <1 year ahead; 35,000 at 1-2 years ahead; 5-8,000 at 3-5 years ahead; 8-25,000 at 6-10 years ahead; and >25,000
at >10 years ahead. (Most firms, 56%, planned 3-5 years ahead. These are almost time spans.
No seegar.) Jaques not cited. Cited Belcher 1974. At U. of Maine, Orono, US. # MS. Pro.
Altan, Henri, 1981, “Hierarchical Self-Organization in Living Systems: Noise and Meaning,”
chapter 12 in Zeleny, Milan, editor, 1981, Autopoiesis A Theory of Living Organization, Series
Volume 3, North Holland, New York, p. 185-208. See Margulis. Building on Shannon’s
complexity from noise principle and the formulation of von Foerster (disorder + noise = order),
Altan addresses how information flows within hierarchies. “Organizational noise acting in the
channels connecting the different hierarchical levels is, in fact, ... the information transmitted.”
(Forgive me here a little. I am new to this topic. If I have garbled this, I apologize. Read
Zeleny’s introduction.) MS. Ch.
Altman, Morris, 1996, Human Agency and Material Welfare: revisions in microeconomics and
their implications for public policy, Kluwer Academic, Boston, MA, 133 p. (See p. 68.) Lots on
Harvey Leibenstein and X-Inefficiency. Wage differentials, effort discretion, and economic
growth on one side and on the other - low wages and market failure. A critique of the transaction
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cost paradigm. Preface by Shlomo Maital of SABE. At Saskatchewan. SIBL JBE 97-309.
MS. Bk.
Altman, Morris, 2001, Worker satisfaction and economic performance: microfoundations of
success and failure, M.E. Sharpe, Armonk, N.Y., 297 p. Higher wages spur X-efficiency and a
higher effort from workers. Redistributing income has a similar effect. High and low wages
across countries have not converged, as neoclassical economics predicts. Firms react to higher
wages so as to produce higher growth. But most firms neglect innovative, productive industrial
relations practices while better conditions will lower unit labor costs. Shows all these
improvements are met through X-inefficient models. In other words we have a choice: What
kind of economy do we want to live in? Cited Ichniowski et al 1996 in IR. Foreword by Shlomo
Maital of SABE. At U. Saskatchewan. SIBL JBE 01-1819. MS. Bk.
Alvarez, R. C., and M. Emery, 2000, “From Action Research to System in Environments: A
Method,” Systems Practice and Action Research, October, 13(5):683-703. Cited Jaques 1990.
SSCI. Not in Clio or NYPL. Not found. W. PJ.
Alvesson, Mats, and Stefan Sveningsson, 2003, “The great disappearing act: Difficulties in doing
"leadership",” Leadership Quarterly, Greenwich, CT, June 2003, 14(3):359-381. This paper
addresses leadership in a research and development (R&D) company, the meaning that middle
and senior managers ascribe to leadership. Initial claims about leadership tend to break down
when managers are asked to expand on how they perceive their leadership and account for what
they actually do. It raises strong doubts about leadership as a construct. The possibility of the
non-existence of leadership as a distinct phenomenon with great relevance for understanding
organizations and relations in workplaces. Refu. PJ. A.
Alvesson, Mats, and Stefan Sveningsson, 2003, “Good visions, bad micro-management and ugly
ambiguity: Contradictions of (non-)leadership in a knowledge-intensive organization,”
Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin; New York, July 2003, 24(6):961-988.
The article shows how managers incoherently move between different positions on leadership in
a large knowledge-intensive company. The study undermines some of the dominant notions of
leadership, for example, the leader as a consistent essence, a centred subject with a particular
orientation to work. We suggest a less comfortable view of managers aspiring to adopt, but
partly failing to secure leadership identities and a coherent view of their work. Value
commitments appear as disintegrated and contradictory. The study indicates a need to radically
rethink dominant ideas about leadership and its possible non-existence. Ouch. Refu. PJ. A.
Alvesson, Mats, and Stefan Sveningsson, 2003, “Managers Doing Leadership: The extraordinarization of the mundane,” Human Relations, New York, NY, Dec 2003, 56(12):14351459. doi:10.1177/00187267035612001 Based on a case study of managers in a large,
international knowledge-intensive company this article suggests a rethinking of leadership,
taking the mundane, almost trivial, aspects of what managers/leaders actually do seriously. The
managers interviewed emphasized the importance of listening and informal chatting. Managers
listening to subordinates are assumed to have various positive effects, e.g. people feel more
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respected, visible and less anonymous, and included in teamwork. Rather than certain acts being
less significant in themselves, it is their being done by managers that gives them a special,
emotional value beyond their everyday significance. Leadership is conceptualized as the extraordination of the mundane. MS. PJ.
Alvesson, Mats, and André Spicer, 2012, "A Stupidity-Based Theory of Organizations," Journal
of Management Studies, Wiley, UK, Nov., 49(7):1194-1220. doi: 10.1111/j.14676486.2012.01072.x. (Dilbert may be around here somewhere.) Questioned the one-sided thesis
that contemporary organizations rely on the mobilization of cognitive capacities. We suggest
that severe restrictions on these capacities in the form of what we call functional stupidity are an
equally important if under-recognized part of organizational life. Functional stupidity refers to
an absence of reflexivity, a refusal to use intellectual capacities in other than myopic ways, and
avoidance of justifications. We argue that functional stupidity is prevalent in contexts dominated
by economy in persuasion which emphasizes image and symbolic manipulation. This gives rise
to forms of stupidity management that repress or marginalize doubt and block communicative
action. In turn, this structures individuals’ internal conversations in ways that emphasize
positive and coherent narratives and marginalize more negative or ambiguous ones. This can
have productive outcomes such as providing a degree of certainty for individuals and
organizations. But it can have corrosive consequences such as creating a sense of dissonance
among individuals and the organization as a whole. The positive consequences can give rise to
self-reinforcing stupidity. The negative consequences can spark dialogue, which may undermine
functional stupidity. At Lund U.; City U. (UK). # Refu. PJ.
Amado Fischgrund, Gilles, 1995. (see articles: Jaques 1995 and Ridgeway 1997). At HEC
Paris, FR. ~
Ambachtsheer, Keith P., and D. Don Ezra, 1998, Pension Fund Excellence: creating value for
stockholders, Wiley, NY, NY, US, 238 p. As the 1998 project and its findings unfold the project
is also impacting organization design in the pension fund sector as a whole. (The author claims
this book rose from Ron's intervention.) Jaques and Capelle not mentioned. Nice quotes. Clio
os HD7105.4 .A58 1998. NYPL SIBL - Ref *R-SIBL HD7105.4 .A58. MS. Bk.
Ambachtsheer, Keith, Ronald G. Capelle, and Tom Scheibelhut, 1998, “Improving Pension Fund
Performance,” Financial Analysts Journal, Association for Investment Management and
Research, CFA Institute, Charlottesville, VA, November/December, 54(6):15–20. A study of 80
major pension funds focused on pension fund financial performance in relation to organization
design. Illustrated the powerful relationship between better organization design (requisite) and
better bottom line financial results. See A. Weiss 1999. # Rp. Pro.
Ambachtsheer, Keith P., 2007, Pension Revolution: a solution to the pensions crisis, Hoboken,
N.J., Wiley, 336 p. On Peter Drucker's employee pension ideas. Nice quotes (esp. p. 197). See
AE below. No index. Jaques and Capelle not mentioned. Clio Bus HD7105.4 .A63 2007. (Not
Leh Liby.) NYPL SIBL - JBE 07-540. Misc. Bk.
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Ambachtsheer, Keith P., Ronald G. Capelle, and Hubert Lum, 2007, "Trustee Competency,"
Pensions & Investments, Crain Comns., Chicago, IL, US, 6/11/2007, 35(12):18. From 1995 to
2004, we found a statistically positive association between governance and performance. NYPL
& Clio online. # Rp. Pro.
Ambachtsheer, Keith, Ronald Capelle, and Hubert Lum, 2008, "The Pension Governance
Deficit: Still With Us," Rotman International Journal of Pension Management, Toronto, ON.,
Can., 1(1):14-21. As was the case in the 1998 investigation into the quality of pension fund
governance, we found a positive correlation between governance quality and fund performance.
The selection processes for members were often haphazard. Self-evaluation of board
effectiveness was the exception, not the rule. Weak oversight continues to lead to difficulties in
sorting out competing financial interests of differing stakeholder groups, and results in
organization dysfunction. Examples are board micro-management, lack of delegation clarity
between board and management responsibilities, and non-competitive compensation policies in
pension funds. Cited Ambachtsheer et al 1998; Capelle 2004. Online: open journal. # Rp. PJ.
Ambachtsheer, Keith, Mark van Clieaf, and Edward J. Waitzer, 2012, Comment Letter on
Revisions to the Corporate Governance Guideline, (sent to Vlasios Melessanakis, Director,
Policy Development, Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions, Ottawa, ON K1A
OH2) Sept. 12, 6 p. Sustainability. Our concerns extend to managerial controls systems from
the CEO role to the front line to ensure goal setting and decision making alignment that should
cascade at each level in an effective and accountable managerial hierarchy. The selection of
senior executives and board members who lack the capacity to understand the complexity of the
global financial system to which the institution contributes and impacts should be addressed.
The risk horizon of the enterprise (generally in the 5 to 10 year range to credit default) with the
longest performance periods and pay delivery for executive officers and other key roles in
financial institutions should be included. The role function of the Chief Organization & Human
Resources Officer is not mentioned in the draft Guideline. A deep understanding by the board of
the organization’s strategic risks and related management processes is assumed. Given our
comments, we strongly recommend that this assumption be made more explicit. The failure of
the U.S. financial system (in particular) to develop strong internal governance practices and
effective regulatory oversight is a material concern globally. # MS. Rep.
Ames, Lynda J., 1995, “When Sense is Not Common: Alternatives to Hierarchy at Work,”
Economic and Industrial Democracy, Sage, UK/US, Nov., 16(4):553-576. Hierarchy is
recreated by employees even when they have alternative, non-hierarchical working
arrangements. This was the fallback because it contained taken-for-granted assumptions that it
was the normal way. A new ‘form’ of common sense was needed for the viability of nonhierarchical working arrangements. (Again, again.) At SUNY Plattsburgh. # Misc. PJ.
Amess, Kevin, Sarah Brown, and Steve Thompson, 2007, “Management Buyouts, Supervision
and Employee Discretion,” Scottish Journal of Political Economy, UK, Dec., 54(4):447-474.
Using a matched sample of 1,959 firms and 27,263 employees from the UK Workplace
Employee Relations Survey, we examine the effects of the management buyout (MBO)
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firms, supervision is lower where there is a higher proportion of craft and skilled service workers
but is not lower for other occupational groups. We find that employees' discretion over their
work practices is higher in MBO firms; and that the probability of higher discretion is greater
where there is a higher proportion of craft and skilled service employees. Our findings are
consistent with: (i) MBOs reducing hierarchical tiers and the number of supervisory staff, which
increase employees' span of control and their discretion; and (ii) organizational change via an
MBO being 'skill biased' in favour of craft and skilled service employees. (Available at SSRN:
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1059041) Nice. At Nottingham U., Leicester, Nottingham. MS. PJ.
Amey, Lloyd R., 1979, “Towards a new perspective on accounting control,” Accounting,
Organizations and Society, Elsevier Science Ltd., UK, 4(4):247-258. doi:10.1016/03613682(79)90016-3. [AMEY] What new insights, if any, can be gained by a systems approach to
business planning and control? By far the most important one is that the types of organizational
and control objectives and performance measures appropriate to complex open systems will
differ from those now in use. It is proposed that the organizational objective should be to
maximize adaptability subject to a minimum degree of stability. Corresponding aggregate and
costing period performance measures are tentatively discussed. Deming not cited. Cited
Boulding 1956; von Bertalanffy 1968; Jaques 1961; Hedberg, Nystrom & Starbuck 1976, 1977;
Katz & Kahn 1966; Laszlo 1973; Miller & Mintzberg 1974; Otley 1978; Vickers 1965. At
McGill U., Can. NYPL SIBL JLL 85-51 pt. 3-4 (1978/79) # Rp. PJ. A.
Amihud, Yakov, and Baruch Lev, 1981, “Risk Reduction as a Managerial Motive for
Conglomerate Mergers,” The Bell Journal of Economics, Autumn 1981, 12(2):605-617.
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1980? It is the managers who are diversifying their employment risk by using the corporate
treasury to merge away that risk. They are not running the firm for the benefit of the
shareholders but for their own. A pure case of “managerialism.” See Williamson 1975. Alt. PJ.
A.
Aminpoor, Sasan, and Jonathan R. Woetzel, 2006, “Applying Lean Manufacturing to China,”
McKinsey Quarterly, New York, NY, Special Issue, p. 106-115. Email download: www.
mckinseyquarterly.com/links/21994 Related article, “China’s Looming Talent Shortage,” www.
mckinseyquarterly.com/links/22139 There is enormous waste of materiel, equipment, and
human resources. If factories in China adopted lean practices their profits would rise by about
$25 MM per year. Speed and frequency of change is a big obstacle, as is the shortage of
managerial willingness to improve. Time, gentlemen, time. Both authors are with McKinsey’s
Shanghai office. See Krafcik 1988; Streeck 1996. Misc. Pro.
Amstéus, Martin, 2008, ‘‘Managerial Foresight: concept and measurement’’, Foresight: the
journal of futures studies, strategic thinking and policy, Camford Pub., Cambridge, UK,
10(1):53-66. [Paper #1 of 4 for the PhD.] Amsteus. Purpose: To establish what foresight is, to
make the concept measurable and to empirically measure the existence of foresight among
managers and to test the relationship between foresight and organizational performance. Jaques
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Amstéus, Martin Nils, 2011, "Managerial Foresight: measurement scale and estimation",
Foresight: the Journal of Futures Studies, Strategic Thinking and Policy, Emerald Group Pub.,
Camford Pub., Cambridge, UK, Jan. 2011, 13(1):58-76. [Paper #2 for the PhD] Amsteus. To
develop and assess an instrument measuring managerial foresight. The instrument demonstrated
a valid and reliable 12 Likert item scale for measuring managerial foresight. Managers can now
be assessed and compared in terms of foresight based on a quantitatively measurable concept.
Cited Jaques 1990, 1998, 2001/1976; Goodman 1967; Goodman and Miller 1973; Amsteus
2008. PhD 2011 at Linnaeus U., Växjö, Sweden. CUNY online City, JJay.
martin.amsteus@lnu.se # Rp. PJ.
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U. Distns: No. 35/2011. ISBN: 978-91-86491-64-2. Amsteus. Written in English. Published as
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managerial foresight and to assess the association between managerial foresight and firm
performance. Foresight was specified as behavior with eight sub-components. A moderate and
statistically significant positive relationship between managers’ foresight and firm performance
was found. The dissertation makes relating foresight to various research fields possible, both on
individual managerial and organizational levels. Managers, practical foresight tools, foresight
programs, et cetera, may now be assessed and compared in terms of foresight. In developing and
estimating an instrument for measuring managerial foresight, the dissertation advances foresight
into a quantitatively measurable concept. Cited Turner 1997; Zemke 1985. (Jaques not cited in
dissertation, but was cited in 2011 (#2, #4) articles. Perhaps, #3 as well.) Ph.D.
Amstéus, Martin Nils, 2011, "Manager’s Foresight Matters", Foresight: the Journal of Futures
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validity of a definition of managerial foresight and for potential significance of foresight.
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Reform, JAI, Elsevier Science, Vol. 11, 157 p. On the accomplishments of performance budget
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them by Anderson and Sharrock, Feb. 1982, 16(1):108-115. [A debate.] MS. PJ. A.
Anderson, Digby C., ed., 1980, The Ignorance of Social Intervention, Croom Helm, London,
UK. (See Ph.D., 1977) Includes chapters by Marsland, Wes Sharrock, Tim Packwood, and
others. Anderson wrote Introduction and chapter (from his PhD), “Systematic and Modest
Schemes for Health Education in Schools.” Many sociological arguments are presented as if
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absence of satisfactory criteria for such assessment, the lack of awareness of such inadequacy,
and the failure to recognize errors, even when pointed out. Data is used as a literary or rhetorical
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Related 1994 PhD for parallels in the US.) Rp. Bk.
Anderson, D. C., et al, 1982, Educated for Employment?, Social Affairs Unit, Bioss. Included
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Anderson, James A., 2003, “Forum Response: Ethics in Business and Teaching,” Management
Communication Quarterly, Sage, NY, NY, US, Aug., 17(1):155-164. Consensus management
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short-term, institutional ownership, and organizationally anonymous, professional management.
Each lowers the likelihood that any firm will behave in a socially responsible way. To teach
business ethically we need to move to a participative design. Jaques 2003 mentioned several
times, but not cited. # MS. PJ.
Anderson, James G., 1967, “The Authority Structure of the School: System of Social Exchange,”
Educational Administration Quarterly, University Council for Educational Administration, US,
3(2):130-148. The bureaucratic authority structure of the school is viewed as consisting of an
asymmetric system of role relationships with teachers' obligations and institutional expectations
considered as an exchange system. Since school administrators invest little authority in their
instructional staff, teachers in turn have little authority to invest in students. The school fails to
draw upon the powerful societal norms of the adolescent subculture to reinforce achievement of
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Anderson, Lynn R., and William J. McGuire, 1965, "Prior Reassurance of Group Consensus as a
Factor in Producing Resistance to Persuasion," Sociometry, ASA, Sage, US, Mar1965, 28(1):4456. ISSN: 00380431. Cultural truisms (beliefs accepted without question by the members of a
given society) appeared very strong but actually proved highly vulnerable to persuasive attacks,
because the believer was unpracticed in defending them. To develop defenses and acquire
resistance to persuasion, it was necessary to threaten, rather than further reassure, about the
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persuasive attacks. At Wayne State U.; Columbia U. # Misc. PJ. A.
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Anderson, Paul A., 1983, “Decision Making by Objection and the Cuban Missile Crisis,”
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emerge. (A unique situation, to be sure.) See also, G. Allison & Zelikow 1999; W. B. Arthur
1994. # Misc. PJ. A.
Anderson-Wallace, Murray, 2005, “Working With Structure,” chapter 9 (p. 167-186) in Peck,
Edward, ed., Organisational Development in Healthcare: approaches, innovations,
achievements, Radcliffe Publ., Oxford, UK; San Francisco, Cal, US, 305 p. From its formation
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Andrew, Ed, 1999, Closing the Iron Cage: The scientific management of work and leisure, Black
Rose Books, Montréal, Canada, 205 p. History. Politics. Time is divided between the two.
The logic is almost irresistible that leisure should be managed as efficiently and scientifically as
work. Thus, the 'problem' of leisure is solved - Taylorism wins. But something is lost. The
alternative is that jobs may be 'enlarged' – as proposed by the syndicalist movement (the IWW wobblies). This solves the 'deadening hand' problem of Taylorism in the workplace. But this
movement died in WWI nationalism. So did creativity on the job and off. Discretion. (Critical
of sociologists.) Clio Lehman & os HD4904.6 .A53 1999. At U. Toronto, Can. MS. Bk.
Andrews, Frank M., and George F. Farris, 1976. See two essay/chapters by Frank Andrews and
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hypotheses, one about task difference and one about the relative effects of underpay and overpay
inequity, were not consistently supported by the data. (Adams was the chief target of this study
but Jaques was in here too. Article was more harshly written than the dissertation.) Cited
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above must read this book. MUST. Misc. Bk.
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the Facts? An Assessment of the Early 1980s,” Economica, London School of Economics and
Political Science, London, UK, August, [New series] 62(247):313-334. Found that bargaining
simultaneously over effort and wages, as observed in the UK in the early 1980s, did not have as
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Resources, 34(3):90-96. A reply to Professor Michael Quinlan. See Quinlan response. D. PJ.
Anonymous, 1949, “Deep therapy on the assembly line,” Ammunition, United Auto Workers
(UAW), [monthly magazine], Detroit, MI, April 1949, p. 47-48. On the Hawthorne experiments:
“What did make them [women workers at Western Electric] produce and produce and produce
with ever-increasing speed was the expression of interest in their personal problems.” Alt. Pro.
Anonymous, 1952, “III. Social Structure / Structure Sociale,” Current Sociology, Paris, FR, Jan
1952, 1(23):104-121. Included works by Jaques. No descriptions. W. PJ.
Anonymous, 1962, “Een conferentie, Dr. E. Jaques, werkniveau en beloning,” De onderneming,
23 juni. (My guess: “In conference, Dr. E. Jaques, work-level and payment”), [In Dutch.
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Available at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (paper based: Hoofdgebouw 3e etage ET.05011.), publisher: Centraal Sociaal Werkgevers-Verbond ('s-Gravenhage). Not seen. Cited in
Hazekamp 1966.] D. Pop.
Anonymous, 1964, “Bibliography,” Current Sociology, Paris, FR, Jan 1964, 12(2):141-224.
Included Jaques-related entries #125-126 & #182-185. Description of entries in French. D. PJ.
Anonymous, 1965, “Introduction to the Bibliography,” Current Sociology, Paris, FR, Sept. 1965,
13(3):120-150. In English. Listing included: Jacques 1951, Jaques 1947. [advertised!] No
descriptions. W. PJ.
Anonymous, 1964, “Latest IWS survey reveals biggest-ever payments for workers’ brainwaves,”
Industrial Welfare, Aug. 1964, London, UK, p. 131. A chart of suggestions and payments for
them in 1955, 1957, 1959, 1961, and 1963. Both have gone up and up. (May be good in a
classroom.) Misc. Pop.
Anonymous, 1964, “Contract of Employment 1838,” Industrial Welfare, Aug. 1964, London,
UK, p. 197. An original hand-bill listing the ‘Rules and Regulations’ of the Hawthorn company
in Hebburn, England. (Marvelous period piece. Charles Dickens and all that.) Misc. PJ.
Anonymous, 1964, “Management: ‘Playing Guinea Pig,’” Business Week, McGraw-Hill, New
York, NY, November 7, 1964, p. 166-170. A short profile of the Glacier Project, Brown and
Jaques. Jaques is not pronounced “Bakes” (as the article claims) but “Jacks”. Mentioned
Pearson Hunt at HBS and a HBS case on Glacier Metal (never found). Reprinted as “The
Glacier Project: A Fresh Look at Business Organization,” in Management Review, AMA, Feb.
1965, 54(2):59-62. SIBL has it. D. Pop.
Anonymous, 1981, “Sony: A Diversification Plan Tuned to the People Factor,” Business Week,
McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, Feb. 9, 1981, 88-on p. (1880 wds). Partly an interview with Sony’s
Chairman and founder Akio Morita. About Sony’s corporate strategy, which included the
adoption of lifelong personnel promotion policies and joint venture diversification “to utilize
each person’s unique abilities to the utmost.” Very different attitude toward people and strategy
than in the West. Long time-horizons for investments as well. The development of in-house
resources and skills was even more important strategically. Cited in Quinn 1986 Sony case.
MS. Pop.
Anonymous, 1984, “Training Today: A Matter of Time,” Training, Gellert Pub., New York, NY;
Lakewood Publications, Minneapolis, MN, July, 21(7):17, 20. On time-span, levels, and growth
according to consultant Maurice R. Hecht. D. Pro.
Anonymous, 1986, “MANDIT. (Pt.2), Aids to development system, In-House Ltd, 1984-5 : a
case study,” Manpower Services Commission, Great Britain, 36 p. Brunel Institute of
Organisation and Social Studies (Bioss). Management Development for Information
Technology. Management information systems; Data processing. Typo in title. Part of the 1986
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MANDIT project report. See MANDIT 1986. Brunel Uxbridge T58.6.M36 VOL. 2/9. Not
seen. Rp. Rep.
Anonymous, 1987, Special Text: Executive Leadership, United States, Department of the Army.
Prepared for leadership instruction at the Army War College. D. Rep.
Anonymous, 1991, “Curriculum Pamphlet,” US Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA.
Annual: length varies. Superseded by “Curriculum Catalogue.” (Now on-line?) Cited by
Barber 1992. Not seen. USA War Coll Lib: U413 AY[ ] .C877. D. Rep.
Anonymous, 1994, "CRA's Individual Contracts - The Inside Story," Inside Enterprise
Bargaining, Australia, Issue 21, March. Not seen. D. NJ.
Anonymous, 1995, “What crisis?” Life, Time-Life, USA, Nov95, 18(13):76. Focused on the
term `midlife crisis,' coined by psychoanalyst Elliott Jaques in 1965 and popularized by writer
Gail Sheehy. Why, for most American women and men, the image of trading in spouses or cars
for sportier models is out of date. References to several studies which puncture the notion of a
crisis in midlife. Menopause as a distinct marker for females. Misc. Pop.
Anonymous, 2000, "Span of Control vs. Span of Support," The Journal for quality and
participation, Association for Quality and Participation, Cincinnati, OH, Oct. 2000. ProQuest.
SIBL onsite, online. Broken Cite. (I cannot find this.) ~
Anonymous, 2002, “Organizational Culture: Understanding Theoretical and Practical
Applications,” chapter (?) in UNESCO Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), Oxford,
England. (Online publication. Accessed December 28, 2006. Available for subscribers at:
http://www.eolss.net) Author unknown. Cited Jaques 1951. Not peer. Misc. Ch.
Anonymous, 2002, “Institutional Facets of Conflict,” chapter (?) in UNESCO Encyclopedia of
Life Support Systems (EOLSS), Oxford, England. (Online publication. Accessed December 28,
2006. Available for subscribers at: http://www.eolss.net) Author unknown. Cited Jaques 1951,
1976. Not peer. Misc. Ch.
Anschutz, Eric E., 1995, TQM America: How America’s most successful companies profit from
total quality management, McGuinn & McGuire Pub., PO Box 20603, Brandenton, FL, 220 p.
Chapter 6 is on the hoshin planning process (p. 183-190). An excellent description but not deep
nor detailed. Hoshin kanri came into the US at the tail-end of the quality fad and was ignored by
the North American media and by most managers. (Cited Al Gore 1993 report that mis-cited
George Washington, p. 95.) Cited King 1991. Baruch HD 62.15 .A57 1995. MS. Ch.
Ansoff, H. Igor, 1965, “The Firm of the Future,” Harvard Business Review, HBS, Boston, MA,
September, 43(5):162-178. Ansoff writes of the “wide-open windows of perception” required of
firms in the future. The organization’s information processing capacities are key to adaptability.
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Offers a perspective on the future that is “fully compatible” with that of Terreberry 1968. MS.
Pro.
Ansoff, H. Igor, 1988, The New Corporate Strategy, Wiley, New York, NY, 258 p. Assisted by
Edward J. McDonnell. Rev. ed. Ansoff made several contributions to management thinking
over his career. Several relate to Jaques’s theory, including turbulence and discontinuity in the
environment which the organization must match strategically, organizationally and in
responsiveness to survive. The environment may range from placid to predictable to
unpredictable. The organization must build its competencies to identify and respond to “any gap
between its future environment, its current strategy, and its future reactive capability.” Validated
in 1993 by Ansoff. Stamp (2001) noted Ansoff’s approach to strategy may be complementary to
Jaques’s structure. (In 1st edn., 1965, Ansoff’s planning horizon “proximate period” was 3 to 10
years and his long-term period was beyond this to the firm’s “time horizon.” This he drew from
his work at Lockheed under Chairman Robert E. Cross.) No references to Jaques. MS. Bk.
Ansoff, H. Igor, 1992, "Profile of Intellectual Growth," chapter (p. 1-39) vol. 1 in Bedeian,
Arthur, ed., 1993, Management Laureates, a collection of autobiographical essays, JAI,
Greenwich, CT, US, 414 p. It was here that I saw Jaques' theory as compatible with Ansoff's
concepts (2012). # MS. Ch.
Anthony, Robert N., and John Dearden, 1965-1992. (See Dearden). ~
Anthony, William P., 1978, “Living with managerial incompetence,” Business Horizons, Indiana
B-School, Elsevier Inc., June, 21(3):57-64. Examined the performance of an organization
having managerial incompetence issues. Developing an informal network and alliances. Ways
employees use to deal positively with the difficult problem of the incompetent superior to
improve the unit’s and organization’s performance. See Shull & Anthony 1976. Misc. PJ.
Antonacopoulou, Elena P., and Louise FitzGerald, 1996, “Reframing competency in
management development,” Human Resource Management Journal, UK, January 1996,
6(1):27-48. DOI: 10.1111/j.1748-8583.1996.tb00395.x The competency framework has been
enthusiastically applied by managers as a panacea to develop the right calibre of people,
sometimes with little thought of its potentially wider implications. The article gives a critical
appraisal of the competency framework as a basis of management development activities. At
Warwick Business School, Coventry, UK. CUNY Htr Mn has it. NYPL too. # Misc. PJ.
Antonacopoulou, Elena P., and Regina F. Bento, 2004, “Methods of ‘Learning Leadership’:
taught and experiential,” chapter 5 (p. 81-102) in Storey, John, ed., 2004, Leadership in
Organizations: current issues and key trends, Routledge, London, UK; NY, NY, 349 p. We
propose a new approach to leadership, “learning leadership.” Learning structures are needed for
self-learning and learning how to learn. Theater, art and music encourage us to critically reflect
on our representations of leadership and engage in the emotional and cognitive complexity it
entails. Cited Jaques 1989; Zaccaro et al 1991; Hooijberg and Quinn 1992; J. G. Hunt 1999; Boal
and Hooijberg 2000. EPA at Manchester/ Liverpool, UK; RFB at U. Baltimore, MD. (EPA
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1996 PhD Warwick.) SIBL JBE 04-414. Rp. Ch.
Antonakis, John, and Robert Hooijberg, 2007, "Cascading Vision for Real Commitment,"
Chapter 13 (p. 231-244) in Hooijberg, Robert, et al, eds., 2007, Being There Even When You Are
Not, Elsevier JAI, Amsterdam; Boston, 319 p. ISSN: 1479-3571. doi: 10.1016/S14793571(07)04021-7. Explored how leaders got real commitment for their visions. Proposed that
leaders needed to pay significant attention to and get broad involvement in three stages of the
vision creation and dissemination process. First, they needed involvement in the creation of the
vision and buy-in from the senior levels. Second, when cascading the vision further down the
organization, they needed to allow for real discussion and input. Third, leaders needed to track
and assess the impact of vision implementation. # Rp. Ch.
Antonio, Robert J., 1979, “The Contradiction of Domination and Production in Bureaucracy: The
Contribution of Organizational Efficiency to the Decline of the Roman Empire,” American
Sociological Review, December, 44(6):895-912. Max Weber’s distinction between formal
rationality (control of persons and resources) and substantive rationality (production and
distribution of goods and services) points to an area of potential trouble. Antonio says
unresolved contradictions between the two and the emphasis on the formal drive for efficiency
contributed to the decline of the Roman Empire. Luckily, modern business does not have to
contend with such troublesome issues. (Ha!) An interesting essay. Misc. PJ. A.
Aoki, Masahiko, ed., 1984, The Economic Analysis of the Japanese Firm, North-Holland
(Elsevier Science), New York, N.Y., Amsterdam, 425 p. A collection of papers from 1983
Rokko Symposium in Kobe. Chapters by Koike, Tachibanaki, Freeman, Muramatsu,
Leibenstein, Nakatani, King and Hadley, Ishikawa and Ueda, Yakushiji, and others. Two major
themes: Internal employment practices differ markedly between large and small Japanese firms,
and; implicit contractual relations permeate the Japanese organization. (Koike chapter is listed
separately herein.) MS. Bk.
Aoki, Masahiko, 1984, The Co-Operative Game Theory of the Firm, Clarendon Press, Oxford U.
Press, Oxford, UK; NY, NY, US, 219 p. (See p. 310-311 in Aoki 1988 for long footnote citation
of ch. 10 of Aoki 1984.) This is the first extensive joining of the Japanese human relations
approach with Leibenstein’s concepts as a co-ooperative game. Jaques not cited. Cited
Leibenstein 1966, 1976, 1982. (See Leibenstein 1988.) Not in Clio. CUNY Baruch, Bklyn,
Queens, City Cohen HD30.25 .A63 1984. NYPL JLE 85-837 (SIBL). MS. Bk.
Aoki, Masahiko, 1986, “Horizontal vs. Vertical Information Structure of the Firm,” The
American Economic Review, Dec., 76(5):971-983. This article came out in the middle of the
debate over the Japanese model of the firm versus the American model, “J” versus “A” (leading
to Theory Z). This was seen as coordination versus control. In “J” the capability of semiautonomous problem-solving improved through learning by doing. In “A” management’s ability
to monitor and control was seen as bounded (Simon). Aoki in the end favored “J”. This is also a
description of Deming’s system and the use of discretion by lower-level employees. See Ouchi
and Jaeger 1978. MS. PJ. A.
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Aoki, Mashahiko, 1988, Information, Incentives and Bargaining in the Japanese Economy,
Cambridge U. Press, UK, 320 p. A review of Japanese structures and organizations from a
Western economic perspective. Looked at the contractual incompleteness of the employment
relationship (p. 94-98). One focus was the difference between the West and Japan: incentives vs
risk sharing (p. 310-313). Also, the Western and Japanese ranking hierarchy as a reflection of
social status vs. reputation (p. 243-247). On the other hand, MacLeod and Malcomson (1988)
[correct spelling] derived a hierarchical structure that optimally deals with both moral hazard and
adverse selection [p. 79-81]. In general, such a structure is likely to differ from the one obtained
in our model. It is an open question to the theory which factors (human capital considerations or
information theoretic ones) play the dominant role in shaping the structure of a hierarchy and its
employment policy [p. 251-258]. Our model predicts that more talented workers are promoted
earlier and they experience not only higher wages but also higher wage growth. The
employment policy of internal labor market (ILM) firms looks more egalitarian than the policy
undertaken by outside (OLM) firms. This is as much a result of the differences in the ability
distribution of workers employed in the two types of firm as it is a reflection of genuine
differences in employment policy. Thus, in market equilibrium, the characteristics of the two
types of firm are mutually interdependent. This fact suggests that the training, wage profile,
promotion policy, and span of hierarchy of a particular firm are all dependent upon where the
firm operates. A typical Japanese firm dependent upon its own ILM may adopt a dramatically
different employment policy when it is transplanted to other countries. See Shimada (1988) for
a penetrating field study of a Japanese auto assembly plant built in the United States. Cited by
Itoh 1991. Leibenstein and Jaques not cited. Cited Carmichael 1983; MacLeod and
Malcomson1988; Shimada1988. NYPL SIBL os JLE 88-1285. Baruch (not on shelf),
BklynHD70 .J3 A558 1988. Clio Barnard HD70.J3 A586 1989. Odds & ends copied. Misc.
Bk.
Aoki, Masahiko, 1990, “Toward an Economic Model of the Japanese Firm,” Journal of
Economic Literature, American Economic Association, March, 28(1):1-27. A most interesting
article on the shared-control or dual-control features of the Japanese industrial organization.
Banks and managers shared control at the upper end of the firm. And managers and workers
shared control at the lower end of the firm. These three elements were kept in a creative tension.
Many observers saw this as a loss of control by the owners (but they clearly did well financially).
Contrasted the American agency-model to this Japanese model. (Aoki was writing about the
spread of “discretion” across Japanese firms.) MS. PJ. A.
Aoki, Masahiko, 1990, “The Participatory Generation of Information Rent and the Theory of the
Firm,” Chapter 2 (p. 26-52) in Aoki, Masahiko, Bo Gustafsson, and Oliver Williamson, eds.,
1990, The Firm as a Nexus of Treaties, Sage Publications, London, Newbury Park CA, and New
Delhi, 358 p. Japanese firms are bifurcated. Market events are handled by upper management
and production events are handled by the broadly skilled employees on the shop floor. This can
be viewed as decentralized decision making and the relevant conditions are the greater learning
capability of these employees (vs their competition). (See Pearson Hunt 1966 HBR “The Fallacy
of the One Big Brain”). MS. Ch.
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Aoki, Masahiko, 1990, “A New Paradigm of Work Organization? Lessons from Japanese
Experience,” chapter 7 (p. 267-293) in Marglin, Stephen A., and Juliet B. Schor, eds., 1990, The
Golden Age of Capitalism, Reinterpreting the Postwar Experience, Clarendon Press, Oxford,
UK, 324 p. Reviewed Williamson 1985 as advancing “a most comprehensive argument in
defence of hierarchy on the grounds of efficiency:” 1. Saving of transaction costs; 2. Economies
of specialization; and 3. Economies of centralized handling of shocks. However, there may be a
4. Lack of responsiveness to local shocks. Concluding, “Hostility to hierarchy thus lacks a
comparative institutional foundation.” Aoki compares the Japanese model, which allows
decentralized local meeting of customer demands, while rotating employees among roles, with
the Western hierarchy. The Japanese version forsakes local efficiency while giving a wider
range of jobs to each employee. Kanban decision making flows against the flow of goods and
services: it is management. Koike 1984 stressed that this rotation makes every worker aware of
the entire work. Static efficiency is sacrificed to the dynamic efficiency of semi-horizontal
operational co-ordination, collective learning, semi-autonomous problem-solving and adaption to
local shock through the development of worker versatility. Regular education of workers is
important (Koike 1987). Human capital is developed, so turnover in mid-career is low.
Incremental changes are made often. The workers are paid a “fair share” so they stay, solve
problems, and get a piece of that action. Aoki saw management as a referee in a bargaining
game rather than an agent of the shareholders or a self-maximizer. After 1975 value-added
productivity favored larger establishments at a higher rate. This semi-horizontal approach
seems to favor medium-range markets and multi-stage manufacturing. Inter-functional unit job
rotation is intended to facilitate communication and shared learning. Some elements are the
products of conscious management design - not culture. The integrative skills of workers are
stressed. Clio Lehman HB501 .G584 1990. MS. Ch.
Aoki, Masahiko, 1991, “Global Competition, Firm Organization, and Total Factor Productivity:
a Comparative Micro Perspective,” chapter (p. 419- 425) in OECD, 1991, Technology and
Productivity: the challenge for economic policy, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, Paris, FR; [Washington, D.C. : OECD Publications and Information Centre,
distributor], 588 p. Papers from a 1989 conference. Cited Shimada 1988. SIBL os JBF 921179. Clio os HC110 .L3 T44 1991g. CUNY Baruch HD57 .T33 1991. # Misc. Ch.
Aoki, Masahiko, and Giorgio Brunello, 1991, “Introduction,” and “Introduction to the
Microeconomic Section,” Ricerche Economiche, Facultie Economiche, Università degli Studi
Ca’ Foscari, Venezia, IT, Aprile-Settembre 1991, 45(2-3). Pages 151-154 and 339-344 and ii-iii
(Table of Organization). Editors, Special Issue: Current Issues of the Japanese Economy. In
English. # Misc. PJ. A.
Aoki, Masahiko, and Ronald Dore, eds., 1994, The Japanese Firm, sources of competitive
strength, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK, 14 chapters, 410 p. (Papers from a 1991
conference at the Stockholm School of Economics, European Institute of Japanese Studies.)
Excellent overviews. See chapters by Aoki on the interdependence of the parts of the Japanese
corporate system that creates a different equilibria, Kazuo Koike on the development of problem-
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solving skills, Robert E. Cole on the migration of individual learning into organization learning,
Paul Sheard on the link between shareholding and lifetime employment and its impact on
corporate governance, Mari Sako focused on on-the-job training and its erosion overseas,
Hideshi Itoh on project management, and Ronald Dore on the impact of efficiency wages. Very
Impressive. (Cole, Dore, and Koike listed separately also.) Clio Biz: HD2907 .J347 1994.
SIBL JBE 94-2427. Not in Baruch, or in Bklyn. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Aoki, Masahiko, 2001, Toward a Comparative Institutional Analysis, MIT Press, Cambridge,
MA, 467 p. A classic mainstream research without being pedant. Interesting yet solid.
Thoughtful. Cited Streeck 1996. Baruch HB99.5 .A63 2001 Misc. Bk.
Aoki, Shigeru, 1981, “Cross-Functional Management for Top Management,” Quality Control,
Tokyo, JN, (in three parts:) 32(2):92-98; 32(3):66-71; and 32(4):65-69. This became hoshin
kanri. Cited in Koura 1983. See Ishikawa 1980, 1981/1985; Ishikawa & Isotani 1981. MS. PJ.
Aplin, John C., Jr., and Peter P. Schoderbek, 1976, “MBO: Requisites for Success in the Public
Sector,” Human Resource Management, New York, NY, Summer 1976, 15(2):30-36. No
management tool has had so pervasive an impact on organizations as Management by Objectives
(MBO). Within its relatively short career (since 1955), MBO has been hailed by proponents as a
thrust of major importance enhancing the accountability of management. Perhaps between 60-80
percent of US firms now use it. Employees are evaluated on Results where they were evaluated
formerly on Personality. Cited French and Raven 1966, Levinson 1970. Jaques not cited. SIBL
*ZAN B181. MS. PJ.
APO Top Management Forum: Human-Centred Management, 1992, Report on APO Top
Management Forum: Human-Centred Management, 24th-28th February 1992, Kyoto, Japan, 136
p. Asian Productivity Organization book. Four Japanese CEOs and three top managers/
academics speak on their HR policies and practices: humanware and people-ism. Kao Corp.,
Japan Productivity Center, Omron Corp., Idemitsu Kosan Co., Kyosera Corp., Kokushikan U.,
and Hitotsubashi U. Human-Centred Management was NOT top-down stockholder capitalism.
Clio BIZ HF5549.2 .A75 T67 1992 MS. Bk.
Appelbaum, Eileen, and Rosemary Batt, 1994, The New American Workplace: transforming
work systems in the United States, ILR Press, Ithaca, N.Y., 287 p. (Draft 1993, High
Performance Work Systems: American Models of Workplace Transformation.Washington, D. C.:
Economic Policy Institute. (???) A review of surveys of work practice incidence showed that
many firms have implemented at least a few innovative work practices, but that these practices
typically cover a small fraction of a firm's work force and that no practices predominate. Cited
by Kling 1995. Baruch & Hunter Mn HD8072.5 .A66 1994. Misc. Bk.
Appelbaum, Eileen, Thomas Bailey, Peter Berg, and Arne L. Kalleberg, 2000, Manufacturing
Advantage: Why High-Performance Work Systems Pay Off, ILR, Cornell University Press,
Ithaca, NY, 259 p. This is a multi-level, multi-method study of high-performance work systems
(HPWS) in the steel, apparel, and medical electronics and imaging (MEI) industries. Results on
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worker productivity were striking: steel uptime increased 17 percent; apparel throughput time
increased 94 percent, and; workers’ participation in the MEI industry correlated .62 with plant
profitability. Workers also benefitted from higher pay, employee trust increased in managers,
and jobs were seen as more intrinsically rewarding. The results were win-win. The authors
include employee “discretionary effort” [“extra effort”] as a key to higher performance at the
firm level (p. 116-124) and believe US managers have finally found a way through HPWS
(Japanese-style) to get their employees to do this. [I have problems with “autonomy” and “selfdirected” work teams, which seem to go beyond RO/SST. Also, how does trust get built as
redundancy cutbacks are implemented?] Mostly very positive reviews - David I. Levine’s in
ILRR 2001 was particularly humorous. (Bailey 1993 essay became chapter 2. It contains a nice
overview of the three historical eras of employee participation and the related, failed attempts at
work reform.) See Bailey, Berg, and Sandy 2001. Bailey is at TC, CU. Unaware of links to
RO/SST. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Appelbaum, Steven H., and David Roy-Girard, 2007, “Toxins in the Workplace: Affect on
organizations and employees,” Corporate Governance, MCB U. Press, Emerald Group Pub.,
London, UK, 7(1):17-28. The article is practical for leadership roles mandated to deal with
deviance, organizational citizen behavior, and toxicity in the organization. Defined toxins as toxic leader, toxic manager, toxic culture, and toxic organization. Organizations suffer lower
profits from toxins and from psychological effects. Companies in North America alone lose an
excess of $200 billion each year due to employee deviance. Employee deviance was the cause of
approximately 30 percent of all business failures. But not all deviance violates OCB. Some are
good and involve organizational citizen behavior. There are possible solutions to avoid the
infiltration and spreading of toxins. Cited Flynn 1999. Not in NYPL & CUNY. Clio online. At
Concordia U., Montreal, Canada. # Misc. PJ.
Applegate, Lynda M., Donna B. Stoddard, and Melinda B. Conrad, 1995 (rev.), “Connor Formed
Metal Products.” HBS Case 9-193-003. Harvard Business School Publishing. Boston, MA. 20
pages. Case. An automated version of the ‘andon’ cord and lightboard. How to structure the
employment relationship according to both Jaques and Deming. This is the jidoka managerial
problem solving practice. MS. ~
Arbel, Ami, and Richard M. Tong, 1982, "On the Generation of Alternatives in Decision
Analysis Problems," The Journal of the Operational Research Society, The Practice of Decision
Analysis, Palgrave Macmillan Journals, London, UK, April 1982, 33(4): 377-387. Our primary
purpose in this paper is to identify options generation as an extremely important part of the
decision-making task. We review the behavioural psychology, the computer science, and the
decision sciences literature, and discover a lack of research on the problem. However, we focus
on factors that prevent the decision maker from constructing a rich set of decision alternatives
and are able to prescribe a prototype option prompting environment. (See Decision Memo.)
Jaques not cited. At Advanced Information & Decision Sys, Mountain View, Cal. Misc. PJ. A.
Arbose, Jules, 1977, “Participation Spins Out Long-Term Gains at Fibre Plant,” International
Management, McGraw-Hill, Maidenhead, Berkshire, UK, April 1977, 32(4):33-36. Over the
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prior decade the ICI Gloucester plant had increased productivity 100 percent, gotten rid of timeclocks, hourly pay, gotten guaranteed annual salaries with eight gradings, workers defined their
jobs, no redundancies through increased efficiencies, fuller financial info, workers did many
tasks formerly carried out by their supervisors. Plant workforce at every level had been reduced
40 percent. The plant had lost money during the past three years. Both union and management
were more flexible. There had been a “fundamental change in the purpose of the works
committee.” “Everyone here now accepts ... the technically perfect decision is not necessarily
the optimum one. The optimum decision is the one that will work because everyone wants it to
work.” First, they got rid of the computer for scheduling work. It was inflexible and rigid.
Previously, the works committee meetings had focused on washroom and cafeteria issues. The
supervisors now resolved shopfloor problems where previously these issues had been kicked up
to middle managers. (These changes were attributed to participation. Jaques and Brown not
mentioned. But ICI partly adopted SST in the late 1960s.) See Bernard Scott 1997, and Hill
1977 for Jaques interview. MS. PJ.
Archibald, Kathleen A., 1970, “Alternative orientations to social science utilization,” Social
Science Information, Sage, USA,. Jan. 1970, 9:7-34. The pure social scientist is oriented to
scientific values, while the applied one is a professional and is oriented to lay values. The
professional also tries to focus and limit the use and application of his or her findings. The
applied social scientist has a complex social network of role inhabitants to deal with. The
analyst can become negative when the social science-backed advice is not utilized, as in Elliott
Jaques' discussion of “social therapy” with negative transference. From her 1968 PhD at U. of
Washington. Cited Bennis 1962 chapter: EJ 1947 article. W. PJ.
Argote, Linda, and Henrich R. Greve, 2007, "A Behavioral Theory of the Firm -- 40 Years and
Counting: Introduction and Impact," Organization Science, INFORMS, May/Jun2007,
18(3):337-349. ISSN: 10477039. This was one of the most influential management books of all
time. Cyert and March developed theoretical building blocks that became the foundations for
current research in organizational studies in management, economics, political science, and
sociology. Cyert and March also made theoretical propositions that are investigated and
extended in current work on organizational learning theory and evolutionary economics. At
Tepper, Carnegie Mellon U.; Norwegian School of Management. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Argyris, Chris, 1957, Personality and Organization, Harper and Brothers, NY, NY, US. Cited
Glacier Metal and Jaques (p. 31 and 110). Claimed Jaques 1956 reported that benefits do not
compensate for frustrations caused while on the job. Also cited Martin 1956 on personal
maturity as the cause of a longer time perspective (off). Both cites are particular to Argyris’
viewpoint. While not wrong, they are also not quite right. (Pronounced: AR’-gir-is) Off. Bk.
Argyris, Chris, 1962, “The Integration of the Individual and the Organization,” chapter 2 (p. 5798) in Strother, George B., ed., 1962, Social Science Approaches to Business Behavior, Dorsey/
Irwin Press, Homewood, IL, US, 183 p. Cited Jaques 1956. Baruch HD59 .S77. # W. Ch.
Argyris, Chris, 1964, Integrating the Individual and the Organization, Wiley, New York, NY,
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330 p. An early consideration of the Glacier Project describing time span, discretion, fair pay,
role definitions, role boundaries and the three systems. (Some points of confusion.) Rated
Wilfred Brown’s Glacier Metal as closest to his ideal organization. “Job descriptions ... have
value if they can be accompanied by trust, openness, individuality, and flexibility instead of the
opposite characteristics (p. 194).” Cited Jaques 1956, 1961, WB 1960, 1962 HBR, WB & EJ
1962. Cited WB nine times - third most. Also cited Baldamus, Behrend, Blauner, Wm. Evan,
Ghiselli, Gouldner, Guest, Herzberg, Landsberger, Melman, T.T. Paterson, and Wm. G. Scott.
Did not cite Martin. Cited by Heller and Wilpert 1981. See Guest 1965 positive ASR book
review. (Pronounced: AR’-gir-is) No references, index limited. NYPL Hum E 12-914. City
Coll Cohen & Baruch HF5549 .A8968. PhD advisor to G. Bell 1965. At Yale U. Rp. Bk.
Argyris, Chris, 1964, “Being human and being organized,” Trans-action, Washington U., St.
Louis, MO, 1(5):3-6. If we all become independent and fully mature adults then society would
be in a fix – all fleas and no dog. Human needs can be quite different from organizational needs
and the two can be in conflict. Organizational efficiency can siffle human development – both
creativity and the need to grow. No footnotes, insider part-citations. From his 1964 book. Cited
Jaques, Maslow, Taylor, Weber, Deutsch. CUNY Bklyn Percls - H1—.T72. JJay - Mi—rof H1
.S58. Hunter SW Percls. # Rp. PJ.
Argyris, Chris, 1967, "Todays' Problems with Tomorrow's Organizations," Journal of
Management Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Feb. 1967, 4(1):31-55. New organizational
forms are needed to complement or replace the traditional pyramidal form. Two causes are the
new administrative and information technology to deal with complexity and the new
requirements for survival in an increasingly competitive environment. Modern organizations
require a great deal of creative planning, useful knowledge about new products and processes,
and increased understanding of criteria for effectiveness to meet the challenges of complexity.
EJ not cited, but task, time, and matrix were. SIBL B. Altman JBL 94-227. # MS. PJ.
Argyris, Chris, 1970, Intervention Theory and Method; a behavioral science view, AddisonWesley, Reading, MA, 374 p. Contested the separation of thought and action. Alleged this
prevented the behavioral sciences from becoming more relevant and more systematic. There is a
third way - openly active interventionist. Self-fulfillment has become a major organizational
problem (both ways, for people and the organization?). Used with Rowbottom 1973 by Finn
Borum as a basis for his 1976 PhD. See G. Strauss 1963. Clio Butler & os HD38 .A682.
CUNY Baruch HD 58.8 Arg/i Misc. Bk.
Argyris, Chris, 1986, “Skilled Incompetence,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Sept.Oct., p. 74-81. This is not on the Jaques-related concept of ‘articulate incompetence.’ It is about
communications to the staff and mixed messages - the hidden thoughts vs the actual words. Off.
Pro.
Argyris, Chris, 1998, “Empowerment: The Emperor’s New Clothes,” Harvard Business Review,
May-June, Boston, MA, p. 98-105. Empowerment failed because managers only talk it and do
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not let go of control. (See E. Shapiro review.) [In truth, Argyris’ formulation is impossible.]
Alt. Pro.
Ariely, Dan, Uri Gneezy, George Loewenstein, and Nina Mazar, 2005, “Large stakes and big
mistakes,” Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, working paper 05-11, online. Most uppermanagement and sales force personnel, as well as workers in many other jobs, are paid based on
performance, which is widely perceived as motivating effort and enhancing productivity relative
to non-contingent pay schemes. However, psychological research suggests that excessive
rewards can result in a decline in performance. We conducted experiments at MIT, U. Chicago,
and rural India. Subjects in our experiment worked on different tasks and received performancecontingent payments that varied in amount from small to large relative to their typical levels of
pay. With some important exceptions, we observed that high reward levels can have
detrimental effects on performance. (Mentioned in The Atlantic 4/09.) Supports Deming,
Alfie Kohn. Misc. Rep.
Ariga, Kenn, Giorgio Brunello, Yasushi Ohkusa, and Yoshihiko Nishiyama, 1992, “Corporate
hierarchy, promotion, and firm growth: Japanese internal labor market in transition,” Journal of
the Japanese and International Economies, Academic Press, Dec. 1992, 6(4):440-471. doi:
10.1016/0889-1583(92)90008-R Large Japanese firms changed their promotion policies from
the mid-1970s on. We found that the incentive systems as well as hierarchical structures of the
large Japanese firms with highly developed internal labor markets were highly sensitive to the
longrun growth rates of these firms. We also found the span of control, incentive effects of
promotion, and wage-age profile at each job rank were all increasing in the longrun growth rates
of these firms. These findings were consistent with and in support of the hypothesis that the
expected gains from the promotion was the key incentive in inducing efforts of the employees.
Cited Calvo & Wellinz 1979; Hashimoto & Raisian 1985, 1989, 1992; Macleod & Malcomson
1988; Tachibanaki 1987; Shimada 1988. See Penrose 1959. Queens - Perls (1) HF1410 .J3.
SIBL JLL 87-534 v. 6 (1992). Clio Bus Colln, Lehman Liby. & Online. At Kyoto U., Japan;
U. Venice, Italy; Osaka U., Japan; Kyoto U., Japan. # MS. PJ.
Ariga, Kenn, Giorgio Brunello, and Yasushi Ohkusa, 1997, “Promotions, Skill Formation, and
Earnings Growth in a Corporate Hierarchy,” Journal of the Japanese and International
Economies, Academic Press, September 1997, 11(3):347-384. [Special Conference Section: The
Japanese Firm as a System.] doi:10.1006/jjie.1997.0374 This paper develops a model of
corporate hierarchy in which workers accumulate heterogenous human capital suitable for
different positions within the hierarchy. We introduce a key parameter representing the degree
of substitutability between different types of human capital. We then demonstrate that the
optimal promotion policy, earnings growth, and span of control are all critically dependent upon
this key parameter, giving rise to two types of firms (one with a large and the other with a small
value of the substitution parameter) such that the contrast between the two fits surprisingly well
into the empirical typology of the internal and occupational labor markets. Htr Mn hard 1996
on. Bus Colln, Leh Liby. At Kyoto U.; U. Venice, Italy; Osaka City U. # MS. PJ.
Armbrüster, Thomas, 2003, “Bureaucracy and the Controversy between Liberal Interventionism
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and Non-Interventionism,” chapter three (p. 63-88) in Du Gay, Paul, ed, 2005, The Values of
Bureaucracy, Oxford University Press, NetLibrary, Oxford, UK, and New York, NY, 345 p.
The currently popular view holds that the ‘market’ rejected Enron’s fraud. The Enron folks saw
themselves as a rule-breaking culture confronting accounting laws and energy-market regulations
handed down by a nanny-state bureaucracy. They saw themselves as doing good by opening
new markets. But is this reality? (Actually, they broke the law. Ken and Jeff went to jail.
Meanwhile, George [W. Bush] diverted attention away from Enron and continued the corrupting
of public agencies until 2009 under the rubric of market efficiency and laissez faire. This
continued corruption has resulted in the housing-credit bubble by labeling all extensions of credit
as triple A, the raid on the US Treasury for the Iraq incursion, the destruction of the US dollar
through continued trade imbalances, the international loss of US credibility from Bush’s lies, the
re-awakening of Taliban terrorism by disarming armies and not confronting imams, and the
whirlwind aftermath. Armbrüster was in Europe.) See chapters 2 & 4 in this volume. Cited
Littler 1982; Jackall 1988; Thompson 1993; Clegg 1990; Hayek; von Mises 1944, 1949; Rawls;
Sen 1992; I. Berlin 1958. Clio Lehman HM806 .V35 2005. NYPL Hum Gen Res JFE 0511412. At U. of Mannheim, Germany. Misc. Ch.
Armon, Cheryl, 1984, “Ideals of the Good Life and Moral Judgment: Ethical reasoning across
the life span,” chapter 17 (p. 357-380) in Commons, Michael L., F. A. Richards, and Cheryl
Armon, eds., Beyond Formal Operations: Vol. 1. Late adolescent and adult cognitive
development, Praeger, NY, NY, US. Adult concepts about ‘the good’ begin around age 26.
Based on her 1984 Related PhD. Baruch & Hunter Mn BF311 .B4964 1984. MS. Ch.
Armstrong, David, 2007, “The Dynamics of Lateral Relations in Changing Organizational
Worlds,” Organisational and Social Dynamics, Oct. 2007, Karnac Books Ltd., 7(2):193-210.
ISSN 1474-2780. Speculated on ways in which the limits of lateral relations may both challenge
and affect our more familiar organizational and group relations paradigms regarding leadership,
accountability, and authority. We have anxiety and vulnerability in the face of what might be
termed the nakedness of being on one's own with colleagues. We may yet have a lot to learn
from our fathers (hierarchical, vertical relations). Cited Jaques 1976; Kirsner 2004. # D. PJ.
Armstrong, Michael, and Helen Murlis, 1980, Handbook of Salary Administration, Kogan Page,
London, UK, 246 p. An overview. Cited Jaques (p. 40) and Paterson. Baruch HF5549.5.C67
A74 1980. W. Bk.
Armstrong, Michael, 2000, “The Name has Changed But has the Game Remained the Same?”
Employee Relations, Emerald MCB, UK, 22(6):576-593. HRM is the same old. It hasn’t
changed. As a consultant in the 1960s he tried to get a UK client to switch from pay-forperformance by visiting Glacier Metal but it didn’t work. Cited Brown 1962. # Rp. PJ.
Armstrong, Peter, 1987, “Engineers, Management and Trust,” Work, Employment and Society,
The British Sociological Association, Sage, London, UK, Dec. 1987, 1(4):421-440. Lack of
engineering representation in British senior management is partly a consequence of the
prevailing conception of what management is actually about. British conditions have favoured
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such management activities as the search for long-term finance and strategic marketing over
product and process improvement (quality). Aspirants to senior positions need to demonstrate
their ‘trustworthiness’ in such terms. The profession has tried to overcome this by adding
‘managerial’ subjects to engineering education. Such a strategy can only place engineers in the
position of comparative amateurs competing with full-time ‘specialists’. Distinguished between
discretion for a task and a position. (A. Fox 1974 BC.) At Huddersfield Polytechnic. Cited by
McGovern 1996. Unaware of Johnstone, Robinson. Clio Lehman Lib. HD6951 .W67. At U.
Warwick, UK. # MS. PJ. A.
Arnaud, Gilles, 2004, Psychanalyse et organisations, Editions Armand Colin, Paris, France. En
francais. An overview of the theories and the field. Arnaud mentioned Elliott Jaques as a British
researcher worthy of imitation, a fine example of scientific method, of research intervention, and
the Glacier Metal experiments in laudatory tones. See positive review by Grasselli and
Bonnefous 2004. D. Bk.
Arnaud, Gilles, 2006, 'Elliott Jaques: la socio-analyse organisationnelle', in J. Allouche (ed),
Encyclopédie des Ressources Humaines, Paris: Vuibert, 2ème édition. [2 7117 7829 0]
(Original en français. In English: "Elliott Jaques: organizational social-analysis".) (1 edition,
2003.) An entry in the encyclopedia. At Groupe ESC Touluose, FR. D. Ch.
Arnaud, Gilles, 2007, “Poweract and Organizational Work: Gérard Mendel's Sociopsychoanalysis,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin; New York, 28(3):409428. For Mendel, it seems necessary to intervene right from the beginning. The intervention is
to counter, as much as possible, the pathogenic effects of the organization of work by
neutralizing the hierarchical, technical, social and organizational divisions that run through it, in
order to trigger a `movement of appropriation of the act' (poweract). Then pleasure, creativity,
motivation, participation and a sense of responsibility may all develop in them. In so doing, the
system endeavours not only to act on the concrete reality of work, but also to enable certain
psychosocial changes in the personality. Mendel’s intervention at STP since 1986 is compared
with Jaques’s at Glacier. Cited Jaques 1951, 1953. At Toulouse B-School. g.arnaud@esctoulouse.fr # Rp. PJ. A.
Arnold, Lutz G., 2002, “On the Effectiveness of Growth-Enhancing Policies in a Model of
Growth Without Scale Effects,” German Economic Review, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, August
2002, Aug., 3(3):339-346. In English. Standard R&D growth models have two counterfactual
properties: the presence of scale effects (i.e. larger economies grow faster) and the implication
that there is a multitude of growth-enhancing policies. But consistent with many empirical
studies, growth herein is positively related only to investment in human capital - subsidizing
education. See Buttner 2006. NYPL online. At Universität Regensburg. # MS. PJ.
Arnott, Deborah, 1983, “The Airports Conundrum”, Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, March, p. 79-87, 124. Even though profitable, the airport authority (BAA) will be
forced to go private under the Thatcher government proposal. Heathrow (1 of 7) handled twothirds of all arrivals of passengers into the UK. The BAA has has ‘exemplary’ and ‘enviable IR’.
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Much of its success comes from ‘good housekeeping’. Thatcher’s answer was the marketplace.
But there was no problem here. Top management was reorganized in 1972 and again, under
John Hunt of LBS, in 1982. See Jaques 1976: four BAA airports used this theory. # MS. Pro.
Arocena, Pablo, Mikel Villanueva, Raquel Arévalo, and Xosé H. Vázquez, 2011, "Why are firms
challenging conventional wisdom on moral hazard? Revisiting the fair wage–effort hypothesis,"
Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford UP, UK, Apr2011, 20(2):433-455. 23p. ISSN:
09606491. Whereas firms could reduce moral hazard through tight supervision and incentive
packages, the increasingly innovative and competitive environment is pushing firms to follow
HR practices that explicitly and consciously make managers more vulnerable to opportunism.
We explain this paradox through Akerlof and Yellen’s fair-wage–effort hypothesis - a tradeoff
between the effort that firms can capture (controllable effort) and the level of discretionary
effort that employees can offer, upon which excellence and innovative performance of the firm
relies. We test our proposition on 2882 workers. Evidence confirms moral hazard as an
opportunity for excellence. At Universidad Pública de Navarra, 31006 Pamplona (Navarra),
Spain. e-mail: pablo@unavarra.es and Universidade de Vigo, Spain. # MS. PJ. A.
Arrow, Kenneth J., 1973, “Higher Education as a Filter,” Journal of Public Economics, NorthHolland, July 1973, 2(3):193-216. Harvard University. Colleges are being used as a filter by
companies for job applicants but this system poses problems. First, ability is confounded with
the inputs of schooling (acquired skills) by the educational process. Second, ability is claimed to
be measured by intelligence tests, “but ‘ability’ in the relevant sense means the ability to produce
goods.” There is only “a mild correlation between productive ability and intelligence as
measured on tests.” The US Navy did direct studies of productivity and found that “ability to
pass tests is weakly related to ability to perform specific productive tasks.” Third, “the relation
between college filtering and on-the-job filtering” is in sequence, employment status, and
increasing cost (p. 214-215). [Arrow’s definition of “unseen ability” is the same as capability
in RO theory.] [Navy studies not referenced. See Monterey? (No) MS. PJ. A.
Arrow, Kenneth J., 1974, The Limits of Organization, Norton, New York, NY, 86 pages. The
Fels lectures at Harvard. A short, perceptive economics book on authority, responsibility
[accountability], trust, loyalty and truth-telling. They are essential to every organization but are
not purchasable. (The “limits” are really to the price system or marketplace.) He even comes
close to describing TSD. “To maintain the value of authority, it would appear that responsibility
must be intermittent” (p. 78). The book is dated by references to Vietnam and Watergate. An
excellent bridge from economics toward Jaques’ thinking. Unaware of Jaques. MS. Bk.
Arthur, W. Brian, 1994, “Inductive Reasoning and Bounded Rationality,” The American
Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings of the Hundred and Sixth Annual Meeting of the
American Economic Association, May 1994, 84(2):406-411. Compared the two types of
reasoning. Bounded is illogical and irrational. Inductive reasoning continued to work even
when the boundedly rational reached its limits. An interesting critique of Herb Simon’s
imposition. Simon not cited. Odd. See P. Anderson 1983; G. Allison 1999. # Misc. PJ. A.
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Arthurs, Alan, and Nick Kinnie, 1984, “Time Up for Clocking?” Employee Relations, UK,
6(3):22-25. Clocking has steadily declined at UK firms over the prior 15 years to 71 % in 1980.
It began in 1885 in the US. It allows for documentation of the time worked and calculation of
the wages due based on that time. There are ways workers have of getting around the time-card
and the clocking requirement. Computerization allows instant information, but the change is
little. But above all, clocking is objective. But non-clocking – employees trusted to be
responsible people – is a sign of staff-rank and status. Cited W. Brown 1962; Fox 1974 (BC).
At U. of Bath. D. PJ.
Asch, Beth J., and John T. Warner, 2001, “A Theory of Compensation and Personnel Policy in
Hierarchical Organizations with Application to the United States Military,” Journal of Labor
Economics, July 2001, 19(3):523-562. Despite attempts to explain compensation and personnel
policies in large organizations, the US military’s practices remain a puzzle to economists. At
least three features - flat rank spreads in pay, generous pensions, and up-or-out promotions - are
at variance with large civilian organizations. Lack of lateral entry points, heterogeneity in ability
levels of entrants, and military service preferences are used to create a model to explain these
puzzles. Discovered individual economic motivation does not apply in a system. It’s a puzzle.
Did not cite Jaques or Goldwater-Nichols. Cited many confused economists. Asch at RAND.
Warner at Clemson. MS. PJ. A.
Ashby, W. Ross, 1952, Design for a Brain, Wiley, New York, NY (reprinted, 1972, Chapman
and Hall, London, UK.). A formal description of the necessary and sufficient conditions for a
system to act “like a brain.” It can learn to get what it wants, regulate itself, and remain viable in
a changing environment. Did not specify how this system could be implemented. This is the
law of requisite variety - an increased level of complexity is required at each higher level system
for control of lower level systems. This is a basis for hierarchy. Noted the importance to
adaption of a high degree of autonomy between different subsystems and provided a
mathematical rationale for this. The classic in the systems field. Stafford Beer used it
extensively. Not on RO theory. Misc. Bk.
Ashby, William Ross, 1956, An Introduction to Cybernectics, John Wiley & Sons Inc., New
York, NY and London, UK. This is the original law of requisite variety. Misc. Bk.
Ashby, W. Ross, 1958, “Requisite Variety and its Implications for the Control of Complex
Systems”, Cybernetica, Namur, Belgium, 1(2):83-99. RV will be useful in controlling the more
complex systems. In French = the law of requisite variety: Loi de la variété indispensable. (In
English or French as the author choses. No abstracts in either language.) NYPL SIBL JSL 94166 v. 1-3. Misc. PJ.
Ashby, W. Ross, 1968, “Variety, Constraint, and the Law of Requisite Variety,” chapter (p. 129136) in Walter Buckley, ed., Modern Systems Research for the Behavioral Scientist, Aldine,
Chicago, IL. A chapter-length version of the law of requisite variety. Misc. Ch.
Ashenfelter, Orley, and David Card, 2002, "Did the Elimination of Mandatory Retirement Affect
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Faculty Retirement?" American Economic Review, Sep2002, Vol. 92 Issue 4, p957-980. 24p.
Wd Ct: 13796. ISSN: 0002-8282. A special exemption from the 1986 Age Discrimination Act
allowed colleges and universities to enforce mandatory retirement of faculty at age 70 only until
1994. We compared faculty turnover rates before and after the law changed at a large sample of
institutions with defined contribution pension plans. After the elimination of compulsory
retirement the retirement rates of 70-and 71-year-olds fell by two-thirds and were comparable to
rates of 69-year-olds. These findings indicate that U.S. colleges and universities will experience
a rise in older faculty over the coming years. (JEL J26, I21) # Misc. PJ. A.
Ashford, Susan J., and Anne S. Tsui, 1991, “Self-Regulation for Managerial Effectiveness: The
Role of Active Feedback Seeking,” Academy of Management Journal, US, June, 34(2):251-280.
Tested and substantiated Klein’s 1989 argument that control theory must get beyond single
goals. Cited Jaques 1961 on hierarchy to frame the managerial situation regarding feedback. #
Rp. PJ. A.
Ashford, Susan J., Ruth Blatt, and Don VandeWalle, 2003, “Reflections on the Looking Glass: A
Review of Research on Feedback-Seeking Behavior in Organizations,” Journal of Management,
Southern Management Assoc., Sage, Nov., 29(6):773-799. Presented the results of two decades
of research on feedback-seeking behavior according to three motives: the instrumental motive to
achieve a goal, the ego-based motive to protect one’s ego, and the image-based motive to
enhance and protect one’s image in an organization. Each motive is discussed with reference to
its impact on the frequency, method (whether by inquiry or monitoring), timing, choice of target,
and topic. The role of context is also discussed. Reference to Jaques is slight. Cited Jaques
1961; Tsui & Ashford 1994. # W. PJ.
Ashforth, Blake E., 1986, “The experience of powerlessness in organizations,” Organizational
Behavior and Human Decision Processes. Elsevier Inc., US, April 1989, 43(2):207-242.
doi:10.1016/0749-5978(89)90051-4. Powerlessness is a lack of autonomy and participation.
Unexpected or undesired powerlessness is argued to generate reactance, helplessness, and work
alienation. These stages are further argued to be mediated or moderated by generalized
expectations of control, social isolation, the perceived legitimacy of organizational controls, and
expectations of advancement. Self-report data from 206 nonsupervisory production employees
with up to 2 years organizational tenure provided partial support for the model. (author was at
Wayne State U., Mich, US.) Jaques not cited. Cited Blauner 1964; Pelz & Andrews 1966;
Shepard 1972; Karasek 1979; Jackall 1978; H-C Lee 1974 (GM. Lordstown, case); Langer 1979.
At Concordia U. - Montreal, QU, Can. # MS. PJ. A.
Ashforth, Blake E., 1992, "The Perceived Inequity of Systems," Administration and Society,
Sage, UK/US, Nov. 1992, 24(3):375-408. doi:10.1177/009539979202400305. Formal, manmade systems tend to be perceived as inequitable by individuals transacting with them. Further,
cognitive and motivational biases predispose system clients to view systems as much less
equitable than do system administrators. Perceived inequities lead to unmet expectations,
reduced system legitimacy, reactance, increased resentment and cynicism, and decreased
initiative and trust. This analysis suggests that the very attempt to organize an activity may lead
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to structures and processes that undermine the activity. Cited in Waldman 1994. See Lynn,
Mulej & Jurse 2002; Blauner 1964. At Concordia U., QU, Can. # Misc. PJ.
Ashforth, Blake E., 1994, “Petty tyranny in organizations,” Human Relations, Sage, July, 47(7):
755-778. 0018-7276. Petty tyranny is reported regularly in the popular press as not rare. Yet
the scholarly literature is only impressionistic. Tyrannical management is characterized by
arbitrariness and self-aggrandizement, disparaging of subordinates, lack of consideration, a
coercive style of conflict resolution, dissuasion of initiatives, and non-contingent punishment. It
damages self-esteem, performance, work unit cohesiveness, and leader endorsement - resulting
in frustration, stress, reactance, helplessness and work alienation among inferiors. This may
create a vicious circle. Jaques not cited. Cited in Tepper 2000. # Misc. PJ.
Ashforth, Blake E., 1997, “Petty tyranny in organizations: A preliminary examination of
antecedents and consequences,” Canadian Journal of Administrative Sciences, June, 14(2):126140. Petty tyranny was defined as the tendency to lord one’s power over others. Its effects on
subordinates was supported (fear), but not its antecedents. The full syndrome, psychopathic, was
relatively rare. Cited in Tepper 2000. Jaques not cited. At Arizona State U. # Misc. PJ.
Ashkanasy, Neal M., 2002, “Studies of cognition and emotion in organisations: Attribution,
affective events, emotional intelligence and perception of emotion,” Australian Journal of
Management, Sydney, NSW, Australia, 27:11-21 (11 pgs). Summarizes the author's earlier
research on the cognitive and affective processes that underlie attitudes and behavior in
organizations, in three areas of emotion research: affective events theory (AET), emotional
intelligence, and the effect of supervisors' facial expression on employees' perceptions of leadermember exchange quality. Sales of books such as Goleman (1998) tell that practicing managers
are interested in this topic. At U. QLD, Brisbane. (See Weiss and Cropanzano 1996.) Misc. PJ.
Ashkanasy, Neal M., and Catherine S. Daus, 2002, “Emotion in the Workplace: the new
challenge for managers,” Academy of Management Executive, 16(1):76-86. Recapped the key
findings of workplace emotions research including affective events theory (AET), emotional
intelligence, and emotional labour in organizations. Advocated selection of employees based on
emotions (which is dubious). Identified techniques to enable managers to better manage
emotions including assessing the emotional impact of jobs and job redesign. (Missed the impact
of organizational structure in reducing or enhancing emotional turbulence.) At U. Queensland,
Brisbane and at SIU-E. n.ashkanasy @gsm.uq.edu.au and cdaus @siue.edu (See Weiss and
Cropanzano 1996; Dasborough and Ashkanasy 2005; Beehr and Drexler 1986.) In Clio Bus.
Misc. PJ.
Ashkanasy, Neal M., 2003, “The Case for Culture,” chapter 10a (p. 300-311) in Westwood,
Robert, and Stewart Clegg, editors, 2003, Debating Organization: Point-Counterpoint in
Organization Studies, Blackwell Publishing Professional, UK, and Malden, MA, 2003, 424 p.
Culture is an authentic phenomenon and so must be dealt with. Cited Jaques 1951. W. Ch.
Ashkenas, Ronald, 1999, “Creating the Boundaryless Organization,” Business Horizons, Kelley
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School of Business, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN, Sept.-Oct. 1999, 42(5):5-10.
Boundaries are within firms, created by the vertical silos. Outlined the steps needed to shift the
organization to a horizontal one focused on customer needs. Very practical. Adapted from The
Boundaryless Organization, with Dave Ulrich, Todd Jick, and Steve Kerr (Jossey-Bass, 1995);
reissued 1998 with a workbook, The Boundaryless Organization Field Guide. Ashkenas is
managing partner of Robert H. Schaffer, Stamford, CT. No citations. Misc. PJ.
Ashour and Ashur are the same person. The name is spelled two ways in English.
Ashour, Ahmed Sakr, 1970, A Study of Subordinate’s Assigned Level of Discretion as a Function
of Leader’s Personality and Situation Variables, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 156 pages. UMI AAT 7118679, DAI-A 32/01, p. 8,
July 1971. Published as: Ashour, Ahmed Sakr, and George England, 1972, “Subordinate's
assigned level of discretion as a function of leader's personality and situational variables,”
Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, 56(2):120-123. Tested reasons for “the level of discretion
the leader assigns to a subordinate through role design.” Jaques’ construct of subordinate’s
capacity for discretion was confirmed. [See variant spelling of his name: Ashur, Ahmad Saqr.]
Currently at Arabic Countries University in Cairo, Egypt. See PhDs. ~
Ashour, Ahmed Sakr, and George England, 1972, “Subordinate's assigned level of discretion as a
function of leader's personality and situational variables,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA,
56(2):120-123. Examined relationships among leader dominance, attitude toward delegation,
authoritarianism, subordinate’s capacity, and the level of discretion the leader assigns to the
subordinate. Subordinate’s capacity was the most important factor in level of discretion assigned
(SS and MS = 48.923). Correlation of subordinate’s capacity and assigned level of discretion
was +0.52, p > .05. Failed to confirm either Fiedler, et al, or Authoritarianism. Findings
confirmed hypothesis stated by Jaques 1961 and by Thompson 1967 (which was a simulacrum of
Jaques): “subordinate’s capacity ... is a major factor in determining his (or her) assigned level of
discretion. Thus, a supervisor is apt to be influenced by this factor in making task assignments to
his (or her) subordinate.” Cited Goodstadt and Kipnis 1970. From Ashour 1970 PhD, U. Minn.
# Rp. PJ. A.
Ashour, Ahmed Sakr, 1973, “The contingency model of leadership effectiveness: An
evaluation,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, [now ...Human Decision
Processes], June, 9(3):339-355 [and replies until -376]. The contingency model of leadership
effectiveness and its supporting research are evaluated from empirical, methodological, and
theoretical perspectives. The cumulative empirical evidence indicates that the major hypothesis
of the model is not conclusively supported. Numerous methodological shortcomings are pointed
out. The theoretical scheme underlying the model is analyzed, and a new scheme is proposed.
The analysis suggests that identification of critical behaviors in the leadership situation should be
a starting point for future research on leadership effectiveness. Online abstract. Cited in Fiedler
1974. Baruch Perls. (Ripped out). City Coll. Cohen Perls. See Fiedler 1973 Reply (same issue)
and Discussion. Refu. PJ. A.
Fiedler, Fred E., 1973, “The contingency model — A reply to Ashour,” Organizational
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Behavior and Human Performance, June 1973, 9(3):356-368. While Ashour points to a
number of improvements which would be desirable in the methodology of research on his
Contingency Model, the available evidence as well as an examination of Ashour’s
statistical reasoning are refuted by the model's validity and the methodological rigor of
the research. (See Ashour 1973 articles in same issue.) Alt. PJ. A.
Ashour, Ahmed Sakr, 1973, “Further discussion of Fiedler's contingency model of
leadership effectiveness,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, June 1973,
9(3):369-376. Fiedler's claim that his model is empirically valid was refuted on
methodological and empirical grounds. The analysis of cumulative results, using Fisher's
method of combining correlations, indicated that the model failed the validity test in six
of the eight situational octants. Further analysis indicated, contrary to Fiedler's claim,
that the model and its related research have serious theoretical and methodological flaws.
See Fiedler 1973 reply (same issue). Refu. PJ. A.
Ashour, Ahmed S., 1982, “A framework of a cognitive-behavioral theory of leader influence and
effectiveness,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, [now ...Human Decision
Processes], December 1982, 30(3):407-430. A theoretical framework in which leader influence
is analyzed in terms of factors and processes underlying subordinate work behavior is proposed.
A scheme in which critical hypothesized determinants and paths influencing the work
behavior of a subordinate are identified is suggested. Specific behaviors of leader influence
are deduced from the scheme and are identified in terms of experiential, cognitive, and mixed
approaches to influence. The effects of these behaviors on motivational, learning, and
environmental determinants of behavior are examined in light of the operant, cognitive, and
social learning literature and the leadership literature. A number of moderator variables
determining the boundaries of leader influence are identified. Discussion of the research
implications of the proposed framework suggests some new directions for future research
regarding the choice of predictor and effectiveness variables and the research procedure most
appropriate to tap their relationships. Cited by Lord and Maher 1991. Cited Evans 1979,
Korman 1966. EJ not cited. Baruch Percl. # MS. PJ. A.
Ashour, Ahmed Sakr, and Gary Johns, 1983, "Leader Influence through Operant Principles: A
theoretical and methodological framework," Human Relations, Sage, UK/US, July, 36(7):603626. doi:10.1177/001872678303600702. Leader influence is analyzed in terms of operant
theory. The characteristics of leader-mediated stimuli and the way they are tied to the
subordinate's newly exhibited and already acquired behavior are proposed as critical
determinants of leader influence. But - rewards may effectively become system rewards rather
than contingent reenforcers and the manager may resort to an equalization strategy toward
subordinates (Katz & Kahn 1978) (p. 617). Leader behaviors that get results, get repeated. Cited
in Waldman 1994; AS King 1990. Jaques not cited. Cited Ashour 1982; Katz & Kahn 1978. At
Alexandria U., Egypt; Concordia U., Can. # Cr. PJ.
Ashour and Ashur are the same person. The name is spelled two ways in English.
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Ashur, Ahmad Saqr, 1985, al-Suluk al-insani fi al-munazzamat, al-Iskandariayah, Dar alMa’rifah al-Jami’iyah, 296 pages. (Human Behavior in Organizations.) In Arabic. (This
textbook likely includes a discussion of Jaques’ theory.) See Ashour 1970 PhD. NYU. Misc.
Bk.
Ashur, Ahmad Saqr, 1995, Islah al-idarah al-hukumiyah: afaq istiratijiyah lil-islah al-idari waal-tanmiyah al-idariyah al-\Arabiyah fi muwajahat al-tahaddiyat al-\alamiyah, al-Qahirah
(Cairo, Egypt), Jami, 177 p. (Reform of Governmental Management: strategic horizons for
management reorganizing (?) and reform \ Arab confrontation of international challenges [?])
Unclear if this is related to the theory. See Ashour 1970 PhD. NYU. Misc. Bk.
Ashur, Ahmad Saqr, 1996, al-Tahawwul ila al-qita’ al-khass: tajarib ‘Arabiyah fi khaskhasah
al-mashru’at al-‘ammah, al-Qahirah, Cairo, Egypt, 257 p. (Privatization: Arabic experiences in
privatization of public projects.) Unclear if this is related to the theory. See Ashour 1970 PhD.
NYU. Misc. Bk.
Ashur, Ahmad Saqr, and Subhi al-Sayyid Ashur, 1999, al-Watan al-umm: dirasah fi al-thaqafah
al-qawmiyah al-Misriyah: ta’sis tarikhi, al-Tab’ah 1. edition, Cairo, Egypt, 440 pages. (The
Motherland: a study of national Egyptian culture: an historic account.) Not related to the theory.
See Ashour 1970 PhD. NYU. Misc. Bk.
Ashton, Linda, 2000, “The CPA Training Manual.” (Career Path Appreciation.) Bioss
International Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. Unpublished. (Is this Lisa?) Cited in Kitching 2005
MCom. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Ashton, Linda, 2000, “The Initial Recruitment Interview Schedule: Guidelines for Practitioners.”
Bioss International Southern Africa. Unpublished training material. (Is this Lisa?) Cited in Du
Toit 2005 Masters. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Ashton, Lisa, Piet Calitz, and Rob Solms, 2010, Wisdom at Work, Bioss, Southern Africa. A
celebration of 10 years of Bioss Southern Africa’s growth and history that includes a composite
collection of ideas, practices, colourful personalities and practical application of the
internationally renowned work of Elliott Jaques and Gillian Stamp in one handbook. It
illustrates the use of core organisational ideas and essential complexity-based principles in an
informal and accessible way, whilst acknowledging the people involved in establishing these
ideas in South Africa since the 1970’s. The book follows an appreciative approach to topics
such as: Levels of Work, Work Complexity, Requisite Organisation, and Career Path
Appreciation. [Also: Wisdom @ Work] Available on line. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Asthana, B. N., 1963, "Statistical Techniques in Quality Control and Market Research," Indian
Management, All India Management Association, New Delhi, India, Jan.-Feb., 2(1):26-28.
Sample size requirements; the use of control charts to establish limits to quality; the role of
chance in variation between the expected and observed responses in sales and marketing.
Unclear. At Allahabad U. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
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Astley, W. Graham, and Andrew H. Van de Ven, 1983, “Central Perspectives and Debates in
Organization Theory,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June 1983, 28(2):245-273. Major
schools of management thought are classified into four basic groups: system-structural, strategic
choice, natural selection, and collective action. These four give rise to six dialogues/debates by
posing each against the others. Theoretical pluralism has advantages for each view. Partial
reconciliation is achieved. Cited by Kohda 1986 on Glacier Theory’s place. Misc. PJ. A.
Astley, W. Graham, 1985, “Administrative Science as Socially Constructed Truth,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, Dec., 30(4):497-513. Data is interpreted through theoretical
constructs and conceptual vocabulary. Thus, research generates language rather than objective
data and is thus an artifact - the product of social definition. Our institutions stamp these social
definitions with scientific authenticity. (While this is a description of the way the sociology
community comes to accept or reject ideas as “facts,” it avoids the hard part - reality is
independent of us and how we view it. This article can be viewed as the way we accept unicorns
as real. The basic flaw here is the definition of scientific method at the beginning and the role of
theory. Data is developed to test theory. It is not interpreted through theory. Social acceptance
does not constitute scientific truth, otherwise - the tooth fairy. Publication of this sad article
confirms that no one in administrative science understands scientific method.) See Kuhn 1970.
Also see Joanna Dodd Norton Ph.D. 1994. Refu. PJ. A.
Aston, B. R., and M. B. Brodie, 1967, “Management: The Intellectual Challenge,” Aslib
Proceedings, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald, UK, Jan., 19(1):7-18. (Paper presented to 40th Aslib
Annual Conference, in The Netherlands, Sept, 28, 1966.) In the past, the view taken of the job of
management was essentially entrepreneurial. A man was in a position of responsibility and
leadership because of natural endowment, not because of his formal education. It was a matter
of personality, almost to the exclusion of other factors. Management was not a job for the
intellectual and an undue exercise of the intellect in certain circumstances could be inimical to
effective management. To the extent that the job might have been seen as requiring rationality, it
was rationality at a mechanical level. The ‘scientific management’ movement expressed this
very well. From this, it was only a short step to an anti-intellectual view, of which there were
still exponents, not only amongst managers themselves, but even, ironically, amongst those in
the training field. Specialist technical engineers were unable to communicate with managers
who held a wider social framework. (Felt this was beginning to be overcome by Churchman and
Forrester and OD research.) [It wasn’t. See C. P. Snow; Grayson 1973.] Cited Brown and
Jaques by name. CUNY Queens (L1) Z673 .A627136. At Admin. Staff Coll. (Henley). D. PJ.
Atchison, Thomas A., 1999, “The myths of employee satisfaction”, Healthcare Executive, US,
March/April, 14(2):18-23. Many employee satisfaction initiatives do not work. This is because
they are based on several myths: 1. External forces control employees' satisfaction. 2. Senior
leadership is responsible for employee satisfaction. 3. Employee satisfaction leads to satisfied
customers. Jaques not cited. [Note: Author is not "Thomas J."] # Refu. Pop.
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Atchison, Thomas J., 1965, A Comparison of the Time Span of Discretion, A Classification
Method of Job Evaluation, and a Maturity Curve Plan as Methods of Establishing Pay
Differentials for Scientists and Engineers Using Perceived Equity as a Criterion, D.B.A.,
dissertation in Economics and Business, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 204 pages.
TSD:FFP Corr. Coef. +0.90, statistically significant at 0.001 level. Also, correlations between
TSD and civil service grades (hierarchy level) in two organizations: r = +0.87 in Org 1 and; r =
+0.75 in Org 2. Average r = +0.81. (Maturity Curves were probably also a derivation from
Jaques’s theory.) Published as article in 1967 with French. See PhDs. ~
Atchison, Thomas J., and Wendell French, 1967, “Pay Systems for Scientists and Engineers,”
Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, October, 7(1):44-56. Based on Atchison’s 1965 Ph.D.
dissertation: TSD:FFP Corr. Coef. +0.90, statistically significant at 0.001 level. Atchison also
reported correlations between TSD and civil service grades (hierarchy level) in two
organizations: r = +0.87 in Org 1 and; r = +0.75 in Org 2. Average r = +0.81. (French appeared
to turn away from Jaques: see Telly, French, and Scott 1971 article; see Hellriegel and French
1969 article and related Hellriegel PhD 1969. See Patten 1967.) # Rp. PJ. A.
Atchison, Thomas J., 1970, “The Fragmentation of Authority,” Personnel, AMACOM, Saranac
Lake, NY, US, July-Aug., 47(4):8-14. An excellent discussion of the impact of division of labor
on managerial authority. Specialization leads to the removal of discretion. When such division
of labor is proposed for managers, they resist just as workers did against Taylorism. Teaching.
SIBL *ZAN-T5093. # Rp. PJ. *****
Atchison, Thomas J., and David W. Belcher, 1971, “Equity, Rewards and Compensation
Administration,” Personnel Administration, US, March-April, 34(2):32-36. Individuals in
organizations count about twenty contributions and twenty rewards (outcomes) as relevant and
important to their sense of equity. They start with comparisons inside themselves, then those
with whom they have direct contact (e.g. co-workers), and finally with the external labor market.
But organizations begin with the external labor market, ensuring the exchange will be viewed
differently by each party. Able to measure employee perceptions of equity and discrepancy.
Used MS theses: Hamilton 1966; Jerry P. Harmon 1968 (Related). Cited Weick 1966; Adams
1965; Herzberg 1959, 1967; Lawler & Porter 1967. EJ not directly cited. See also Belcher and
Atchison 1970. See p. 591, 593 of B&A 1976 for precis. City, Baruch, Hunter Mn. # MS. NJ.
Atchison, Thomas J., 1971, “An Analysis of Reward Systems,” The Managers Key, May,
46(1):11-22. Not seen. Not in Clio, CUNY, or in NYPL. MS. Pro.
Atchison and Schuster, 1973. See Schuster and Atchison, 1973. ~
Atchison, Thomas J., and Winston W. Hill, 1978, Management Today: Managing Work in
Organizations, Harcourt, Brace, Janovitch, New York, NY. A management textbook. Included
description of Jaques’ theory. D. Bk.
Atchison, Thomas J., 1979, “Towards a Nondiscriminatory Measurement of Job Worth,” chapter
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(p. 113-130) in Job Evaluation and EEO: The Emerging Issues, Industrial Relations Counselors,
Inc., NY, NY, US, 186 p. (Colloquium held Sept. 14-15, 1978 in Atlanta.) While a definitive
answer is not forthcoming, further discussion of “job worth” and “measurement” was warranted.
Job evaluation using a single factor has not been accepted (Jaques, Paterson, Charles). But using
multiple factors or common factors may be too expensive. “It is not unlikely that job evaluation
will be blamed as a reason for the discrepancies in pay between minority and majority groups”
(p. 127). Cited Jaques 1970 (1961, 2nd); Atchison & French 1967; Belcher & Atchison 1970;
Belcher 1974; Goodman 1967. Not in Clio, CUNY, NYPL. Cornell ILR Library (Ives Hall)
HF5549.5.J62 J625. Conf. [212-852-0360 Jane Bensahel.] SIBL ILL 3-16-12. # D. Ch.
Atchison and Belcher, 1987. See Belcher and Atchison, 1987. ~
Atchison, Thomas J., 1988, Cases and Exercises in Compensation Administration, Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ. A companion case book and workbook for the 1987 Belcher and
Atchison textbook, Compensation Administration. By this date Jaques’ influence had waned.
Misc. Bk.
Atchison, Thomas J., 1990 a, “What Should We Pay For?” chapter in Niehaus, Richard J., and
Karl F. Price, eds., Human Resource Strategies for Organizations In Transition, Plenum Press,
New York, NY, p. 107-122. There are three possible bases for wages: the job, the output of the
job, or the inputs of the worker. Misc. Ch.
Atchison, Thomas J., 1990 b, “Impressions of Compensation Administration in the Pacific Rim,”
chapter in Ferris, Gerald R., and Kendreth M. Rowland, eds., Research in Personnel and Human
Resources, Supplement Vol. 2: International Human Resource Management, JAI Press,
Greenwich, CT, p. 187-199. Review of the then current practices along the Pac Rim that
included Australia and New Zealand. Cited Atchison 1990 a and Mahoney 1989. Misc. Ch.
Atchison, Thomas J., 1991, “The Employment Relationship: Un-Tied or Retied?” Academy of
Management Executive, November, 5(4):52-62. A discussion of the impact of the end of the
paternalistic employment relationship and the “new employment contract” that it fostered. Cited
by Saul 1996. # Misc. PJ.
Atkinson, Edward, 1899, “The Evolution of High Wages from Low Cost of Labor,” Popular
Science Monthly, US, 746-757 p. Reprinted as Chapter 31 (p. 273-284) in Wren, Daniel A., ed.,
1997, Early Management Thought, Dartmouth Pub., Aldershot, UK; Brookfield, VT, US. An
early articulation of the ‘equity wage.’ Baruch HD 30.5 .E37 1997. # Misc. PJ.
Atkinson, John W., 1957, "Motivational determinants of risk-taking behavior," Psychological
Review, APA, US, Nov. 1957, 64(6, Pt.1):359-372. DOI: 10.1037/h0043445. (Repr. in 1966 as
chapter with additional footnotes.) Model explained how the motive to achieve and the motive
to avoid failure influence behavior assumes strength of motivation as being a multiplicative
function of motive, expectancy, and incentive. This accounts for level of aspiration and also
performance level when only one task is presented. It also assumes a positive or negative linear
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function of difficulty. Two theoretical implications are "that performance level should be
greatest when there is greatest uncertainty about outcome" and people with strong motive to
achieve should prefer immediate risk whereas those with strong motive to avoid failure will
prefer easy tasks or extremely difficult and risky tasks (gambling and social mobility). EJ not
cited. Cited in Richards 1981 (in 1966 book). See McClelland and Watson 1973. # Misc. PJ.
Atkinson, Paul, 1988, “Ethnomethodology: A Critical Review,” Annual Review of Sociology,
14:441-465. Cited Jaques 1982 Form of Time. W. PJ.
Atlas, Riva D., 2004, “Managing Money by Sizing Up Corporate Chiefs,” The New York Times,
NY, Saturday, October 30, 2004, B1. Article about Ronald S. Baron who manages $8 billion in
mutual funds and has been largely unaffected by recent industry scandals and losses. His annual
meeting for investors, held on Oct. 22 at Avery Fisher Hall, had banners, “We invest in people,
not just buildings.” CEOs of companies he owns address and meet his investors. He had recent
losses in Sotheby’s and Charles Schwab brokerage but his Baron Growth fund was up 13.7%
while the S&P 500 was up 1.4%. (Unclear if he uses TSD/RO. Worth further investigation.)
MS. Newspr.
Atwater, Leanne E., 1988, “The Relative Importance of Situational and Individual Variables in
Predicting Leader Behavior: The Surprising Impact of Subordinate Trust,” Group and
Organization Studies [Management], Sage Pubs., Sept., 13(3):290-310. doi:
10.1177/105960118801300304. Results of this study indicated that subordinates’ levels of trust
and loyalty toward their leaders were most predictive of supportive leader behavior, whereas
personality traits of the leader were most predictive of demanding leader behavior. Expectations
paled as predictors when trust and loyalty were considered. The number of supervisors who
reported they had never really thought about trust and loyalty before their training in it was
‘astonishing.’ Many believed they should manage by exception and leave subordinates alone.
Nope. Cited by Yardley 2009. Cited Gibb 1965; Bennis and Nanus 1985; Barber 1983. Jaques
and A. Fox not cited. JJay HM134 .G73. Online. At U.S. Naval Academy. # Refu. PJ.
Aubert, Jean-Jacques, 1994, Business Managers in Ancient Rome : a social and economic study
of Institores, 200 B.C.-A.D. 250, E.J. Brill, Leiden; New York, 520 p. Revised and expanded
version of the author's thesis (doctoral--Columbia University, 1991). Agency (Roman law).
Clio Law Library - Rom 518 Au14 1994. CUNY Brooklyn - HC39 .A9 1994. NYPL Schw
JFE 95-1398. Not seen. Misc. Bk.

Auden, W. H., 1927-1957, “The Managers,” Collected Shorter Poems 1927-1957, Random
House, New York, NY, 1966, 351 p. (On p. 301.) Lines by Livy 1975 quoted in response to
Lord Kelvin’s sentiments in the 1800s regarding numerology. (Auden may be poetically
alluding to lack of capacity in those who today use numbers - in contrast to the ‘heroes’ of yore
who established the empires. This lack of capacity may also refer to the decline in strategic
planning in business in the 1980s.) Clio Barnard, Milstein, Butler PR6001.U4 A17 1967. (See
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Einstein quote also.) Misc.
The last word on how we may live or die
Rests today with such quiet
Men, working too hard in rooms that are too big
Reducing to figures
What is the matter, what is to be done.
Augier, Mie, 2006, “Making management matter: An interview with John Reed,” Academy of
Management Learning and Education, Briarcliff Manor, NY, NY, USA, March, 5(1):84-100.
John Reed, former Chairman of Citibank, retained Mahler to teach transitioning managers (p.
93b). Reed's interests were in management education. He said almost nothing has happened
since the 1960s. Most research today is in silos designed to advance academic careers, not to
attack business problems. They do not track the advances in practice only what is in their
journals. The curriculum in business and education schools has not changed in the last 30 years.
“Differences in management capabilities are visible in economic outcomes.” “The Japanese are
so good at manufacturing … because they have spent a lot of time understanding how workers
interact with the production process. It is the organization of the workers and the thinking of the
workers as they do the work.” One key to managing is to find the right balance between
exploration and exploitation. Leadership is capturing attention and motivating people to follow
your way. Governance provides a framework for leadership. Thinking only about shareholder
value is simplistic decision making. You have to assess the impact of each on customers and on
the employee relationship. Basic values must be taught. City Coll., Hunter SW. # W. PJ.
Augier, Mie, and David J. Teece, 2007, "Dynamic capabilities and multinational enterprise:
Penrosian insights and omissions," Management International Review, Springer Science,
Betriebswirthschaftlicher Verlag, Wiesbaden, Germany, 47(2):175-192. (special issue on
Penrose.) Penrose's legacy is a curious one. Much cited, but little read, her work is recognized
as one of the main intellectual foundations for modern resource based theories of business
strategy and theories of organizational routines and capabilities. However, Penrose did not aim
to contribute to the field of strategy; her goal was to advance understanding of the nature of the
firm and its growth. The dynamic capabilities framework puts entrepreneurial management into
the theory of multinational enterprise, a task Penrose left untouched. # Misc. PJ.
Augier, Mie, and James G. March, 2007, “The Pursuit of Relevance in Management Education,”
California Management Review, US, Spring, 49(3):129-146. The history of North American
management education can be viewed as a debate over the proper balance between experiential
knowledge and academic knowledge in the pursuit of relevance. (They don’t get it. Most of
what is thought by the academics to be relevant, is completely irrelevant to business. As Deming
indicated, an intervention from outside is necessary.) Cited Kast 1965; Augier [on Reed] 2006.
City Coll. At Stanford U. # Misc. Pro.
Augier, Mie, and David J. Teece, 2009, "Dynamic capabilities and the role of managers in
business strategy and economic performance," Organization Science, INFORMS, Providence,
RI, US, Mar/Apr., 20(2):410-421. ISSN: 10477039. Concepts such as routines, competencies,
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capabilities, co-specialization, and learning have attained near parity with older concepts in
organization and management theory. Ideas on competences and capabilities have begun to
emerge as viable complements not only to neoclassical economics, but also to transaction cost
theory. Future dynamic capability research should involve employment of evolutionary and
behavioral theories. Cited Dosi 2004; Marshall 1925; Williamson 1975-2002. At Stanford U.;
UC-Berkeley, CA, USA. # Misc. PJ.
Augustine. See Saint Augustine. ~
Aulagnier, Piera, 1994, Un interprete en busca de sentido, Siglo 21 Editores, Madrid, Spain.
Cited in A. Schlemenson 1999 and in Jaques 2002, LBLO. Discussion related to complexity of
information processing. Misc. Bk.
Aulin, Arvid, 1982, The Cybernetic Laws of Social Progress: towards a critical social
philosophy and a criticism of Marxism, Pergamon Press, Oxford and New York, 218 p. Used the
term ‘Law of Requisite Hierarchy’ but it had nothing to do with this organization theory.
Flotsam. Not on RO theory. NYPL Hum-GenRes Offsite JLE 83-2758. Lost/Off. Bk.
Aundhe, Madhuchhanda Das, and Saji K. Mathew, 2009, "Risks in offshore IT outsourcing: A
service provider perspective," European Management Journal, Pergamon Press/Elsevier/U.
Glasgow, UK, Dec. 2009, 27(6):418-428. ISSN: 0263-2373. Word Cnt: 225. ISSN: 0263-2373.
DOI: 10.1016/j.emj.2009.01.004. Despite the strategic advantages and cost benefits outsourcing
relationships also involve risks for both the client and the service provider - as evidenced by the
reported failures of such engagements. Bad execution on one project can lead to a poor future
relationship. Data was collected from 5 mid-tier offshore third party service providers (in
Bangalore, India). Three categories of service provider risks emerged - relationship specific and
project specific - which depended on relationship maturity, nature of contract, nature of service
or project, and nature of client – and macroeconomic which was independent. At T A Pai
Management Institute (TAPMI), Manipal, Karnataka, India. # Refu. PJ.
Aune, James Arnt, 2000, Selling the Free Market: The Rhetoric of Economic Correctness,
Guilford Press, New York, NY, 217 p. While accusations of "political correctness" are
frequently raised against liberals, there has been surprisingly little discussion of how
conservatives use their own "economically correct" language. Aune examined how the rhetoric
of the free market has become the everyday language of American political debate. Outlining
the key ideas of free-market economics, Aune shows how they have permeated political
decisions around such issues as labor unions, farm subsidies, and the minimum wage. Clio
Lehman HB95 .A94 2001. Misc. Bk.
Aupperle, Kenneth Earl, 1982, An Empirical Inquiry into the Social Responsibilities as Defined
by Corporations: an examination of various models and relationships, Ph.D., dissertation in
Business Administration, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, 226 pages. UMI AAT 8225168.
DAI-A 43/06, p. 2023, Dec 1982. UGa/GIL Thesis: LXC16 1982 .A926. Corporate social
responsibility (CSR) was defined through four components: economic, legal, ethical, and
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discretionary (in declining degrees of importance). An inverse relationship was discovered to
exist between the ethical and economic components. The surveyed firms were partitioned into a
nine-cell social performance matrix that represented a 'concern for society' on one dimension and
a 'concern for economic performance' on the other. Firms scoring high on one of the dimensions
were found to be significantly different from those scoring low on the same dimension. Also, no
relationship was observed to exist between CSR and profitability regardless of whether
profitability was risk adjusted or unadjusted. They are NOT related to each other!!!!! However,
times change. (This PhD is very important but not related to the theory.) See Interesting PhDs.
~
Aupperle, Kenneth E., Archie B. Carroll, and John D. Hatfield, 1985, “An Empirical
Examination of the Relationship Between Corporate Social Responsibility and Profitability,”
Academy of Management Journal, Briarcliff Manor, NY, Jun 1985, 28(2):446-463. The
instrument, a rigorous, forced-choice measure of social responsibility, was administered to chief
executives from a large sample of firms. Data on corporate returns on assets over a one-year and
5-year period were included. Scores for the economic and ethical components were found to
exhibit a strong inverse relationship. No significant positive or negative relationship between
social responsibility and either short- or long-term profitability was found. Based on
Aupperle’s 1982 Interesting PhD. Misc. PJ. A.
Aupperle, Kenneth E., William Acar, and David E. Booth, 1986, “An Empirical Critique of In
Search of Excellence: How Excellent are the Excellent Companies?” Journal of Management,
Bloomington, IN, Winter 1986, 12(4):499-512. A study was conducted to examine the research
methods used by Peters and Waterman in their book In Search of Excellence (1982). The
''excellent'' firms from their study were compared with 1,000 firms evaluated by Forbes in its
annual report on US industry. The upper-quartile means of the Forbes 1,000 consistently
outperformed the excellent firms. (A little late. See BW 1983 cover.) Refu. PJ.
Aupperle, Kenneth E., 1996, “Spontaneous Organizational Reconfiguration: A Historical
Example Based on Xenophon's Anabasis,” Organization Science, UK, Jul/Aug96, 7(4):445-460.
The successful retreat of a Greek mercenary army from Persia in 401 BC. Their spontaneous
reconfiguration in a hostile environment was a key to their survival. Used as proof of the need
for a horizontal form in business. Alt. PJ. A.
Auster, Ellen R., and Mark L. Sirower, 2002, “The dynamics of merger and acquisition waves: A
three-stage conceptual framework with implications for practice,” The Journal of Applied
Behavioral Science, Arlington, VA, June 2002, 38(2):216-244. The past two decades have
witnessed the largest merger and acquisition waves in history. Yet, the empirical evidence
suggests that the perceived financial benefits of M&As often are not realized for corporate
acquirers. This study builds a three-stage conceptual framework to illuminate and explain this
phenomenon. From this framework, key points often missed are revealed. Misc. PJ. A.
Austin, Bertram, and W. Francis Lloyd, 1926, The Secret of High Wages, Dodd, Meade, and Co.,
NY, NY, 130 p. Reprinted 1979 by Arno Press, NY, NY. Two young economists from the UK
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visited the US in the 1920s and discovered there wages much higher than in the UK. “It is
impossible to attain a high state of efficiency in any manufacturing business without, at the same
time, granting a reward commensurate with success to all employed. The only way to secure the
maximum concentration of effort from a man is to pay him well, and this applies equally from
the highest to the lowest engaged in industry,” p. 122. See Whiting Williams on British and
European workers and efficiency wages. Baruch HD70 U5 A94 1979. Misc. Bk.
Autor, David H., Lawrence F. Katz, and Alan B. Krueger, 1998, “Computing Inequality: Have
Computers Changed the Labor Market?” Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/MIT, US,
Nov98, 113(4):1169–1214. ISSN: 00335533. DOI: 10.1162/003355398555874. Examined the
effect of skill-biased technological change as measured by computerization on the recent
widening of U.S. educational wage differentials. An analysis of aggregate changes in the
relative supplies and wages of workers by education from 1940 to 1996 indicates strong and
persistent growth in relative demand favoring college graduates. Rapid skill upgrading within
detailed industries accounts for most of the growth in the relative demand for college workers,
particularly since 1970. The rate of skill upgrading has been greater in more computer-intensive
industries. Cited in Autor et al 2003. At Harvard; Harvard; Princeton. # Misc. PJ. A.
Autor, David H., Frank Levy, and Richard J. Murnane, 2002, “Upstairs, Downstairs: Computers
and Skills on Two Floors of a Large Bank,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Cornell U.
Press, Ithaca, NY, US, April 2002, 55(3):432– 447. ISSN: 00197939. Many studies document
a positive correlation between workplace computerization and employment of skilled labor in
production. Improvements in computer-based technology create incentives to substitute
machinery for people in performing tasks that can be fully described by procedural or 'rulesbased' logic and hence performed by a computer. This process typically leaves many tasks
unaltered, and management plays a key role--at least in the short run--in determining how
these tasks are organized into jobs, with significant implications for skill demands. This
conceptual framework proves useful. In one department, the tasks not computerized were
subdivided into narrow jobs; in the other department, management combined multiple linked
tasks to create jobs of greater complexity. The framework may be applicable to many
organizations. At MIT; MIT; Harvard. Cited in Autor et al 2003. [Described shifting LoW, but
unaware of it.] # MS. PJ. A.
Autor, David H., 2003, "Outsourcing at Will: The Contribution of Unjust Dismissal Doctrine to
the Growth of Employment Outsourcing," Journal of Labor Economics, U. Chicago Press, IL,
US, Jan2003, 21(1):1-42. ISSN: 0734306X. Temporary Help Services (THS) industry grew five
times more rapidly than overall employment over the past 3 decades in the U.S. Simultaneously,
courts in 46 states adopted exceptions to the common law doctrine of employment at will that
limited employers' discretion to terminate workers and opened them to litigation. The doctrine
of "unjust dismissal" contributed to THS employment specifically, and outsourcing generally.
Found outsourcing explained 20% of the growth of THS between 1973 and 1995 and contributed
500,000 more jobs in 2000. BUT – this stopped in 1992. At MIT & NBER. # Misc. PJ. A.
Autor, David H., Frank Levy, and Richard J. Murnane, 2003, “The Skill Content of Recent
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Technological Change: An Empirical Investigation,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/
MIT, US, Nov. 2003, 118(4):1279–1333. [Error: published in 118(4), not 118(3) as cited
online.] ISSN: 00335533. DOI: 10.1162/003355303322552801. We study how
computerization altered job skill demands, 1960 to 1998. We argue that computer capital (1)
substitutes for workers in performing cognitive and manual tasks that can be accomplished by
following explicit rules; and (2) complements workers in performing nonroutine problem-solving
and complex communications tasks. These tasks are imperfect substitutes, our model implies
measurable changes in the composition of job tasks. Computerization is associated with reduced
labor input of routine manual and cognitive tasks and increased labor input of nonroutine
cognitive tasks. This model explains 60 percent of the estimated relative demand shift favoring
college labor during 1970 to 1998. Task changes within nominally identical occupations
account for almost half of this impact. [CEO. These findings confirm Jaques.] Cited in Autor
and Dorn 2009. # MS. PJ. A.
Autor, David H., Lawrence F. Katz, and Melissa S. Kearney, 2006, “The Polarization of the U.S.
Labor Market,” American Economic Review, May2006, 96(2):189-194. ISSN: 00028282 This
article reports on the polarization of the U.S. labor market. Research has shown a significant
widening of the U.S. wage structure since the late 1970s, caused by increases in education wage
differentials and residual wage inequality. Wage inequality grew most rapidly during the 1980s,
and involved a spreading out of the entire wage distribution. This article examines a change in
the evolution of the U.S. wage structure over a 15-year span and divergent trends in upper- and
lower-tail wage inequality. Cited Levy & Murnane 2004. At MIT; NBER; Harvard; Brookings.
# MS. PJ. A.
Autor, David, and David Dorn, 2009, “This Job is ‘Getting Old’: Measuring Changes in Job
Opportunities using Occupational Age Structure,” American Economic Review, May2009,
99(2):45-51. ISSN: 00028282. DOI: 10.1257/aer.99.2.45 The article focused on shifts away
from middle-skill routine jobs in the U.S. labor market and found a leading explanation of why
middle-skill jobs are vanishing from industrial nations is offshoring and non-neutral technical
change has diminished demand for routine cognitive and manual tasks. Older college-educated
workers are increasingly in low-skill nonroutine work, while younger ones exhibit both an
upward and downward occupational reallocation. At MIT; Boston U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Avery, Gayle C., 2005, Leadership for Sustainable Futures: Achieving Success in a Competitive
World, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 263 p. Two forms of capitalism: Anglo/US and
Rhineland. This book is an explication of the latter: sustainability, leadership practices, focus on
people, long-term thinking, and values. Cases included SABMiller of SA and USA. Jaques not
cited. Clio Bus & CUNY Baruch HD57.7 .A938 2005. NYPL os JBE 05-1314. Misc. Bk.
Avery, Gayle C. and Harald Bergsteiner, 2010, Honeybees and Locusts: The Business Case for
Sustainable Leadership, Allen & Unwin, Sydney, AU, 274 p. [Republished by Routledge UK in
2011: Sustainable Leadership: honeybee and locust approaches] Critical of b-school teaching.
Favorable toward 'Rhineland' capitalism, apprenticeship, and leadership based on stakeholders
and moral values. Clio Bus HD57.7 .A939 2011. See below. ~
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Avery, Gayle C., and Harald Bergsteiner, 2011, Sustainable Leadership: honeybee and locust
approaches, Routledge, NY, NY, 274 p. Contrasted two different versions of capitalism: the
Anglo/US model (locust) and the Rhineland model (honeybee). Since 2000 there have been
wider corporate concerns than just serving the stockholder. Did not include RO. Jaques not
cited. Cited TA Atchison 1999; Dunphy 2003; Geneen 2000; Ichniowski 1997, 1999, 2003;
Jenkins & Yakovleva 2008; Kantabutra 2003, 2005, 2007. Not in NYPL, CUNY. Clio Bus
HD57.7 .A939 2011. Both at Macquarie U., AU. See above. Misc. Bk.
Avgar, Ariel C., Rebecca Kolins Givan, and Mingwei Liu, 2011, “Patient-Centered But
Employee Delivered: Patient Care Innovation, Turnover Intentions, and Organizational
Outcomes in Hospitals,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Cornell U. Press, Ithaca, NY,
US, Apr2011, 64(3):423-440. Employing patient-centered care (PCC) entails a shift from an
institutional and physician focus to one that emphasizes patients' needs and preferences.
Drawing on datasets covering the period 2001-2005 that includes 173 hospitals belonging to the
British National Health Service as well as employee and patient survey data, the authors
examine how hospital use of PCC affects patient care, employee outcomes, and perceptions of
care. Greater use of PCC has positive consequences for hospital error rates and perceptions of
care. PCC is associated with lower turnover intentions, which are positively related to the
quality of care. [Researchers were all based in USA. Focus was on NHS in UK. This research
is nearly useless due to lack of context. They appear to be unaware of ‘discretion’ used by NHS
employees.] At U. IL; Cornell U.; Rutgers U. # Off. PJ. A.
Avolio, Bruce J., Surinder Kahai, and George E. Dodge, 2000, “E-Leadership: Implications for
theory, research, and practice,” The Leadership Quarterly, Winter, 11(4):615-668. According to
the framework that emerged from our literature review, Adaptive Structuration Theory, the
effects of Advanced Information Technology emerge from their interaction with organizational
structures of which leadership is a part. Furthermore, organizational structures, including
leadership, may themselves be transformed as a result of interactions with Advanced Information
Technology. Cited Jacobs & Jaques 1987. # Rp. PJ. A.
Axelrod, Robert M., 1984, The Evolution of Cooperation, Basic Books, New York, NY, 184
pages. In this book Axelrod developed the ‘tit for tat’ mirroring of the opponent’s prior move
that defeated the prisoner’s dilemma. Success was dependent on future transactions. Repetitions
over time build trust. This solution was a dynamic defeat of a static game. Not on Jaques’
theory. See Cave 1984. Misc. Bk.
Axelrod, Robert M., and Michael D. Cohen, 1999, Harnessing Complexity, organizational
implications of a scientific frontier, Free Press, NY, NY, 184 pages. Santa Fe and U. Mich.
Very interesting. See p. xv on chaos vs complexity. The difficulty of prediction, variation and
interaction, adaptive agents, selection, copying, and - the essential need for Leadership. Cited
Simon on hierarchy and time span (1981, 2nd ed.). Discussed the interaction effects of proximity
and activation. Not on Jaques’ theory but very much in need of it. See Allen and Starr 1982 on
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hierarchy. See Santa Fe Institute parallels with Jaques’ and Bioss’ earlier discoveries on levels
of human work capability. SIBL JBD 00-652 Misc. Bk.
Axelrod, Steven D., 2005, “Executive Growth Along the Adult Development Curve,” Consulting
Psychology Journal: Practice and Research, APA, Spring 2005, 57(2):118-125. How using
adult growth can help executive coaching. [No ‘curve’ here but awareness of growth in
adulthood is helpful.] Cited EJ 1965; D. Levinson 1978. D. Pro.
Axelrod, Wendy L., and James F. Gavin, 1980, "Stress and strain in blue-collar and white-collar
management staff," Journal of Vocational Behavior, Elsevier Inc., August 1980, 17(1):41-49.
The two groups had the same reaction (negative) only to the organization’s failure to utilize
skills. Results strongly supported collar color as a moderator variable. The white-collar group
was distinguished from their blue-collar counterparts in that the amount of quantitative work
load, amount of role conflict, and the reported utilization of their skills were most highly related
to strain. For the blue-collar supervisors high incidence of strain was related to variation in work
load and job security. The biggest difference was that blue-collar unit managers felt a much
greater ‘responsibility for others.’ As quantitative work load increases white-collar personnel
appear to feel the need to bolster their self-image in relation to the miners by working diligently.
Two separate paths may be required of these managers. For blue-collar: greater job security and
less variation in work load would improve work satisfaction. For white-collar: role conflict
creates a serious strain. Solid. See A & G 1977. At Colorado State U., US. # MS. PJ.
Azevedo, Ross E., and James G. Scoville, 2001, “Compensation: The American way,” Journal of
Comparative International Management, Management Futures, New Brunswick, Canada, Dec
2001, 4(2):3-46. This paper presents American compensation systems and practices in light of
concerns for equitable treatment of workers. It raises questions about racial, gender, and
executive pay levels in the U.S., and points out that equity has fallen short when interests and
needs of particular groups have been examined. Noted that this shortfall is the key policy
challenge facing the American compensation manager. (This article is mostly on the Hay
system.) Cited Jaques 1970, 1979; Rynes and Milkovich 1986; Belcher 1974, 1985; Paterson
1970, 1972; Azevedo and Roth 1990. MS. PJ.
Azumi, Koya, 1979, “Japanese Organizational Structure,” Organizational Science, Tokyo, Japan,
Jan. 1979, 12(4). Found Japanese management was analytical and rational, not cultural, in its
focus. Many foreigners get this wrong - see Abegglen. Cited in Man’nari 1979 book review
(Mannari). Refu. PJ.
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Babbitt, Natalie, 1987, "The Fortunes of Madame Organza," in The Devil’s Other Storybook,
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, Sunburst paperback, New York, NY, 96 pages. Grades: 3-6. A lovely,
very short story to accompany a discussion of fads and nonsense in management. How a town
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was destroyed by one accurate (but accidental) prediction. A cautionary tale. Read live on
WNYC radio by Janel Moloney, NPR, 7/19/03, Selected Shorts. $6 See Taleb 2005. Misc. Ch.
Babiak, Paul, 1995, "When Psychopaths go to Work: A Case Study of an Industrial Psychopath,"
Applied Psychology, [Applied psychology = Psychologie appliquée], Erlbaum Assocs., [for
International Association of Applied Psychology], London, UK, April 1995, 44(2):171–188.
DOI: 10.1111/j.1464-0597.1995.tb01073.x. Abstract in English. The present paper presents an
analysis of a psychopath in an industrial setting. The Psychopath Checklist: Screening Version
(PCL:SV) was used to assess psychopathy by observing and coding behaviours observed in an
employment situation. A case study is presented as an example of a successful industrial
psychopath. Industrial psychopaths display psychopathic personality characteristics but do not
display the typical progression of increasing antisocial behaviour and deviant lifestyle. A model
is presented which suggests that in the context of an organisation undergoing chaotic change they
use their manipulation skills to effectively manage the discrepant views of supporters and
detractors, resulting in successful career movement. Resume en Fr.: L'article ci-dessous
propose l'analyse d'un psycho-pathe en milieu industriel. La Check List Psychopathique:
Version sur Ecran (PCL:SV) fut utilisée pour évaluer la psychopathie en observant et en codant
les comportements dans une situation d'emploi. Cette étude de cas présente un psychopathe
industriel ayant atteint la réussite. Les psychopathes industriels possèdent les caractéristiques
des personnalités psychopathes mais pas du tout la progression caractérisée du développement de
comportement anti-social et de style de vie déviant. Un modèle suggère que dans le contexte
d'un changement chaotique et “souterrain”, ils utilisent leurs talents manipulateurs pour
manoeuvrer avec succés les points-de-vues contra-dictoires d'alliés et de déracteurs et déboucher
sur des mouvements de carriére positifs. Cited Bentz 1967; Ghiselli 1971; Kets de Vries & D.
Miller 1984, 1985, 1991. Not in NYPL (1996 on). CUNY Baruch & JJay. Not Htr Mn, nor
Grad Ctr. # Misc. PJ.
Babcock, Richard, and Peter F. Sorensen, Jr, 1979, “An MBO Checklist: Are Conditions Right
for Implementation?” Management Review, AMA, 68(6):59-62. Successful implementation of
management by objectives (MBO) depends to a large degree on how favorable a company's
external and internal environments are to such a program. Some similarities with RO preconditions. See Babcock Related 1970 PhD. Misc.
Babson, Steve, 1993, “Lean or Mean: The MIT Model and Lean Production at Mazda,” Labor
Studies Journal, UWVa, Morgantown, WVa., Summer93, 18(2):3-24. MIT's International
Motor Vehicle Project has promoted the Japanese Model of "lean production" as a cure-all for
American automakers. According to their best-selling book, The Machine That Changed the
World, a key attribute of lean production that makes it more efficient than mass production is
that it emancipates workers and gives full play to their creativity. Survey results drawn from
2,400 workers at the Mazda assembly plant in Flat Rock, Michigan, test these claims. First, in
the eyes of American workers, when the production system is lean, many see it as mean.
Second, union intervention can redefine the meaning of lean production by challenging the
system's potential for unilateral management control. Jaques not cited. # Refu. PJ.
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Bachman, Jerald G., David G. Bowers, and Philip M. Marcus, 1968, "Bases of Supervisory
Power: A Comparative Study in Five Organizational Settings," chapter 15 (p. 229-238) in
Tannenbaum, Arnold S., ed., 1968, Control in Organizations, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, US, 325
p. Teach. The five bases of social power developed by F & R are used to explain supervisory
power with employees. Cited by Thamhain & Gemmill 1974. Cited French & Raven 1959.
Teach. Grad Ctr HF5548.8 .T29. # Misc. Ch.
Backman, Jules, 1961, Pricing: policies and practices, National Industrial Conference Board,
New York, NY, 143 pages. The Conference Board studies in business economics, no.71. (Also
published by the British Institute of Management.) Cited by W. Brown in Organizations,
chapter 29, p. 298 and p. 301, in support of arguments in his Product Analysis Pricing, 1964.
Misc. Bk.
Bachman, Richard K., 1996, “Turning an Organization on its Head - military medical
management,” Physician Executive, American College of Physician Executives, Tampa, Fla.,
August 1, 1996, 22(8)25-29. On line. Describes the organizational change at Keller Army
Community Hospital (KACH) at West Point, New York, in response to the competitive managed
care market, to improve access and quality, while reducing costs through a nontraditional
hospital structure and management philosophy. This intervention used a mixed bag of concepts,
including RO. D. Pro.
Bacon, C. James, 1990, “Organizational principles of systems decentralization,” Journal of
Information Technology, Palgrave Macmillan, UK, June, 5(2):84-93. A study aimed at a
determination of the organizational principles involved in systems decentralization (SD). It is
based on a survey of 14 American and British companies there were eight principles underlying
the policy and practice of SD in these companies, and the inference is that these principles
appear to work, optimizing the potential gains achievable through SD, while minimizing the
potential losses. The principles appear to complement each other, such that they may be viewed
as a conceptual model, wherein each depends upon at least one other for its effectiveness. Cited
Brown and Jaques 1965/1969. At U. Canterbury, Christchurch, NZ. Online at CUNY. # Rp.
PJ.
Bader, Godric, 1986, “The Scott Bader Commonwealth: Putting People First,” Long Range
Planning, UK, Dec., 19(6):66-74. Scott Bader was a ‘commonwealth’ whose members were the
workforce (including directors and managers) running a successful business on commercial lines.
In 1951, the company's founder transferred ownership to the Commonwealth in such a way as to
create an organization which operated for the common good of all who work for it and the
benefit of the community. The Scott Bader Commonwealth provided a study in how, even in an
age of harsh commercial realism and self interest, it was possible to work to combine both
commercial and social ideals. A case. Cited Parkyn 1979. # Rp. PJ. A.
Baehr, Melany E., 1953, "A Simplified Procedure for the Measurement of Employee Attitudes,"
Journal of Applied Psychology, US, June 1953, 37(3):163-167. Scores on 64 descriptive items
were obtained. Results showed that almost identical profiles were obtained from randomized
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and categorized items; from 5-point and 3-point scales; and from unweighted and weighted
responses. Interpretation of scores was substantially the same so it was concluded that the
simplest procedure was to be used. U. Chicago, Ill. Cited by Jacoby 1986. # Misc. PJ.
Bagwell, Timothy C., 1987, “Quality Circles: Two Keys to Success,” Quality Progress, ASQC,
Milwaukee, WI, Sept., 20(9):57-59. The training needs of the individual employee and those of
the organization must be being met. Especially, the negative attitudes by managers toward
quality circles must be overcome for QCs to succeed. Misc. PJ.
Baida, Peter, 1990, Poor Richard’s Legacy: American Business Values from Ben Franklin to
Donald Trump, W. Morrow, NY, NY, US, 360 p. See chapter 18 (p. 328-341). What would
strike Ben if he visited the US in 1990? Debt. Lots of it. Corporate and individual and
government. Yankee know-how is gone; as is thrift. The literature on success has become ever
more selfish. Good history and top entrepreneurs. SIBL JBE 90-925. Teach. # Misc. Bk.
Baider, Lea, 1976, “Managing to work,” Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK, Jan. 3,
1976, p. 24. The most important factor in organisational change is the administrator's attitude to
creativity. But creativity and change are hindered when staff feel isolated from the mechanisms
of change and unsupported by their superiors. The malfunction and frustration of the workers is
one major result. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Bailey, Thomas, Peter Berg, and Carola Sandy, 2001, “The Effect of High-Performance Work
Practices on Employee Earnings in the Steel, Apparel, and Medical Electronics and Imaging
Industries,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Extra Issue: Industry Studies of Wage
Inequality, March 2001, 54(2A):525-543. Found a positive relationship between highperformance work practices and employee earnings in the apparel and steel industries. This
disappeared in the medical electronics and imaging industry. Formal education played a stronger
relationship there. Based on survey and interview data from 45 firms. See Appelbaum, Bailey,
Berg, and Kalleberg, 2000. MS. PJ. A.
Bailyn, Lotte, 1985, “Autonomy in the Industrial R&D Lab,” Human Resource Management,
John Wiley, New York, NY, ABI/Inform online, Summer, 24(2):129-146. Ed Schein 1992
correctly cited Bailyn’s “operational autonomy” as identical with Jaques’ “discretion within
limits.” The scientists wanted the opposite of what management was providing. They wanted
less goal (strategic) autonomy and more operational autonomy. See Ritti 1968. Jaques not cited
by Bailyn. See Pelz and Andrews 1976 for similar inverted-U between specificity and creativity.
See Haslop 1997 PhD at Henley/Brunel; Dill 1978. Cited in Bailyn 2006, p. 94. She is at MIT.
# Rp. PJ. A. *****
Bain, Alastair, 1998, “Social Defenses Against Organizational Learning,” Human Relations,
Tavistock Institute, London, UK., Springer Science+Business Media B.V., Formerly Kluwer
Academic Publishers B.V., 51(3):413-429. doi: 10.1177/001872679805100309. It is argued that
for organizational learning to occur maladaptive social defenses within the organization have to
be altered. The origins of the concept of social defenses are traced through the work of Jaques
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and Menzies. A new concept of "system domain," and related concepts of "system domain
fabric," and "system domain defenses," are proposed in order to account for the difficulties in
sustaining organizational change in organizations that share a similar primary task.
"Organizational learning" is defined as occurring when there is co-evolution of "organizational
container" and "contained." The article distills variables from three successful consultancy/action
research projects which are characteristic of organizations that are learning, and it is
hypothesized that the creation of "organizational awareness" is necessary for organizational
learning to occur. Cited Menzies 1970; Jaques 1955 (withdrawn). # MS. PJ.
Baird, Lloyd, and Ilan Meshoulam, 1988, “Managing Two Fits of Strategic Human Resource
Management,” The Academy of Management Review, Jan., 13(1):116-128. This article is from
Meshoulam’s 1984 PhD at B.U. on stages of organization growth. Excellent summary of the
research at that time and relating it to HRM. Important but not on Jaques. (Someone needs to do
a similar study showing how Jaques’ levels reflect the stages of organization growth. See Bucy
1992 in Festschrift?) Misc. PJ. A.
Baker, C. Richard, 1979, “Structure as a Construct in Accounting Research,” chapter (p. 38-44)
in Trappl, Robert, et al, eds., 1979, Progress in Cybernetics and Systems Research, vol. V,
Austrian Society for Cybernetics, Halsted, UK; Hemisphere, NY, NY; Wiley, US. The concept
of structure, as offered by Piaget and Vickers, distorts our understanding of the social situation to
transform our concept of the world from a 'relational' to an 'object' perspective. In tranquil
periods this is highly functional. However, in periods of rapid environmental change, structure
blocks a clear view of the shifting nature of relationships that define the organization's milieu.
Cited Piaget 1970; Vickers 1971. [1st of 2 chs., 2nd not found. At Columbia U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Baker, Chris, 2000, “Rio Tinto Plc & Ltd, (RIO)” UBS Warburg Australia Limited, Melbourne,
VIC, Australia, 15 pages. “Australia; Mining, diversified; 15 September 2000.” Investment
Analysis. Co-authors: Paul Galloway, Andrew Snowdowne. For 1999: Warburg Dillon Read
Australia Equities, 20 pages. For 1998: Warburg Dillon Read Australia Equities, Melbourne, 11
pages. (Although the brokerage keeps changing its name the financial analysts remain the same.)
If this series of yearly reports goes back before 1978, it might provide a source for longitudinal
analysis of the financial impact of R.O. in Rio Tinto/ RTZ/ CRA/ Comalco. This should give the
financial market’s viewpoint and valuation on R.O. I am assuming the application of Graham
and Dodd analysis in these reports. Other brokerages in Australia, US, UK, RSA, and Japan also
should be queried regarding their coverage of Rio Tinto. NatLibAU has these. Not seen. D.
Rep.
Baker, David, 1999, “Strategic Human Resource Management: performance, alignment,
management,” Librarian Career Development, MCB UP Ltd, Emerald, 7(5):51-63. Reviewed
management theory in the HRM field and considered how it can usefully be applied in a practical
context. Focused on current trends in human resource management (HRM) and the relatively
new concept of strategic HRM (SHRM) with special reference to the United Kingdom (UK)
Higher Education (HE) community and to the University of East Anglia (UEA). Description of
SHRM was close to RO. (Nice historical context on Alan Fox and John Child.) Cited Hiltrop
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1995, Ulrich 1997. Baker was Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Academic Infrastructure and Human
Resources, University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK. Misc. PJ.
Baker, Eugene M., and Harry L. Artinian, 1985, “The Deming Philosophy of Continuing
Improvement in a Service Organization: The Case of Windsor Export Supply,” Quality Progress,
ASQC, Milwaukee, WI, June 1985, 18(6):61-69. Windsor makes parts for the overseas
operations of Ford. The structure of systems and how they fit together. SPC charts. How
information loops are set up. Cited Deming 1982, Juran 1964, Lawler & Mohrman HBR v. 63.
Baruch Online since 1994 only; hard copy. SIBL microfilm 1968 on. Misc. PJ.
Baker, George, Michael Gibbs, and Bengt Holmstrom, 1994a, “The Internal Economics of the
Firm: Evidence From Personnel Data,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US,
Nov. 1994, 109(4):881-919. To describe the workings of a firm and its internal labor market
(ILM), an analysis is made of 20 years of personnel data from one firm. ILM theory is quite
different from traditional economic theory of the firm based on individuals contracting in spot
markets. Employees do not move from job to job in a firm by competing in a series of spot
markets. Rather, employees have careers that follow more-or-less defined paths that are stable
through time and result in long-term worker-firm attachments. A second important claim is that
wages are tied to the characteristics of jobs, rather than individuals. The firm has personnel
policies like those described in the ILM literature, but several theoretical preconditions for ILMs
are lacking. The results provide clear evidence that an ILM is at work allocating people to jobs
in the subject firm. Eight layers were found. (An ‘empirical’ study of chaos?) See Lima and
Pereira 2003. MS. PJ. A.
Baker, George, Michael Gibbs, and Bengt Holmstrom, 1994b, “The Wage Policy of a Firm,”
Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, Nov. 1994, 109(4):921-955. Salary data
from a single firm are analyzed in an effort to identify the firm's wage policy and found: 1.
Employees are partly shielded against changes in external market conditions; 2. Wage variation
within a job level is large both cross-sectionally and for individuals over time, often leading to
substantial real wage declines; 3. Wage increases are serially correlated even controlling for
observable characteristics; 4. Promotions and wage growth are strongly related, even though
promotion premiums are small relative to the large wage differences between job levels. None
of the major theories of wage determination can alone explain the evidence. (Well, that
means we’re stuck then, right? Damnation and hell-fire!) Age-wage profiles. (P. 941 close to
Gifford 1928 curves!) (An ‘empirical’ study of chaos?) See Lima and Pereira 2003. MS. PJ.
A.
Baker, George P., Robert Gibbons, and Kevin J. Murphy, 2001, “Bringing the Market Inside the
Firm?” American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings of the Hundred Thirteenth Annual
Meeting of the American Economic Association, May 2001, 92(2):212-218. Academics,
consultants and practitioners [all economists] have long advocated bringing the market inside
firms. We show bringing the market inside the firm is often not feasible, even if it were
desirable. Here we model relational contacts between the firm and managerial individuals,
which supports Williamson (1985), and allows firms to improve on market outcomes. See
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Milgrom et al. [No, it doesn’t. This is just another economist fantasy.] Misc. PJ. A.
Baker, Jayne, and Gillian Stamp, 1990, “The Experience of Work and Levels and Types of
Capability.” Bioss working paper. Unpublished. Not seen. Ru.
Baker, Jayne, and Gillian Stamp, eds., 1990, Stratified Systems Theory (SST): the Nature of
Employment Work and Levels of Work: an introduction. (Unpublished?) Not seen. (Bioss So
Af?) Was this ever published? Ru.
Baker, Jayne, and Gillian Stamp, 1990, “Identifying Individual Potential: career path
appreciation as a cost effective alternative to assessment centres,” Guidance and Assessment
Review, June, 6(3):3-6. BL: jun-1990 Vol 6 Part 3 Avail Lending Colln 4224.843500.
Shelfmark: 4224.843500 DSC Request P.525/509. Cited in Kitching & Basson 2006. Not seen.
Rp. PJ.
Baldamus, Wilhelm, 1957, “The Relationship Between Wage and Effort,” Journal of Industrial
Economics, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, and NY, NY, US, July, 5(3):192-201. Wilhelm Baldamus
(1957) worked on the same study with Behrend (1957) and wrote about the context of the ideas
in it in a different way. This included the increasing awareness of the intuition inside Taylor’s
rate setting procedures. He also did not refer to Jaques but pointed to earlier economic ideas,
such as ‘wage-effort parity,’ that contributed to the study. Claimed effort could be measured
only relatively not absolutely [q.v. thermoscope]. Discussed loose and tight piece rates and
managerial control under day rates. This article did not address the non-market internal pay
equity, the specific bargain sequence, or the differential wage scale their study uncovered.
(Their main study was completed and later they went back in with a small pilot-like study using,
I suspect, Jaques’ social analysis approach and got these findings.) The Behrend 1957 article
appeared simultaneously. See Behrend 1957 for “effort bargain.” See John McDonald Related
Ph.D. 1958. At Birmingham U. Effort-wage Bargain. (Fast follower.) # Rp. PJ.
Baldamus, Wilhelm, 1960, Der gerechte Lohn: eine industriesoziologische Analyse, [The
Appropriate Salary: an industrial-sociological analysis], Duncker and Humblot, Berlin,
Germany, 85 pages. Volkswirtschaftliche Schriften, Heft 53 [Macroeconomic Theory Series,
53]. Includes bibliography. In German. [Not in English (why not?)] (This may have been a
draft of his 1961 book in English.) Cited in Bolle de Bal 1962, p. 389, footnote 2. Cited in Offe
PhD 1967, 1970, 1976. Rp. Bk.
Baldamus, Wilhelm, 1961, Efficiency and Effort; an analysis of industrial administration,
Tavistock Publications, London, UK, 139 p. Tavistock published this book (1959 - ???).
“Effort” is the dictionary definition of “work.” (See Behrend 1957b. She referred to this book in
draft form as “Industrial Analysis.”) Their components of “effort” here were - impairment,
tedium, and weariness. Showed the limited nature of economic assumptions about effort. Effort
was not constant but variable but there was a stabile norm to effort and changes were resisted.
The employer’s aim was to “increase effort intensity while offering the same reward, or to
reduce rewards while maintaining effort constant.” He used the terms “wage parity” and “wage
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disparity” which were similar to the concepts of equity and inequity. This book is known for
introducing the term “traction” which meant the pull of the pace of the work, which he noted can
be pleasant but is often prevented (p. 59). Noted that traction in mental work can be irregular,
with lots of interruptions (cf. Csikszentmihalyi 1991 book, Flow). Baldamus did not use the
exact term “efficiency wage” but this book appears to be its source. Erroneously cited Jaques
1951 as advocating “new manipulative techniques” (p. 40). Cited in Evans 1977/1979 as related
to Jaques’ theory. See Tom Lupton and B. N. Seear book reviews. Bolle De Bal 1962 noted the
parallelism between Baldamus and Jaques. Baldamus cited and described John McDonald
Related Ph.D. 1958 (p. 113, 104-105, 133). See Littler 1978 for Baldamus’ critique of
Taylorism. But this was a discussion of the use of time-study to set “effort standards” before
adjusting (negotiating) the wage (p. 45-46). Cited in Offe PhD 1967, 1970, 1976. Reviewed by
Allen 1962; see Turner and Miclette 1962. Rp. Bk.
Baldamus, Wilhelm, 1967, “Notes on Stratification Theory,” Discussion Papers, Series E, No. 5,
Faculty of Commerce and Social Science, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, UK.
Unpublished. Cited by R. K. Brown, 1988 p. 49, on “discretion.” Page 58 of RKB in turn was
cited by Tim May 1999 giving RKB credit for “discretion.” This is a Royal Confusion. Jaques
first used this term “discretion” in 1956 and Fox 1974 made it popular. Ru.
Baldridge, J. Victor, 1972, “Organizational Change: The Human Relations Perspective versus
The Political Systems Perspective,” Educational Researcher, American Educational Research
Association, Feb., 1(2):4-10+15. At Stanford in education. A devastating critical analysis of the
popular Human Relations approach to organizational change since Mayo. It advocates cow
psychology: contented cows give more milk. It focuses on individual goals of “psychological
success” through sensitivity training, on-site consulting, and information feedback - NOT
organization goals, structural features or conflict. But the logic from individual to group to
organization change is weak (q.v. Katz and Kahn 1966: 391-2) and this approach becomes
costly. (Much of this supports Jaques’ reasons for breaking with Tavistock, but Baldridge counts
Jaques 1951 with Tavvy.) In contrast, another approach focuses on the higher systems level,
structures and the environment using political assumptions about interest groups, social
structures, conflict, authority, decision-making processes and policy formulation. It favors
systems theory and sociological analysis. Leadership training is entirely different and is focused
on planning, negotiations, forming coalitions, attaining organization goals, and systems-level
problems. The payoff here is much bigger than with Human Relations. (Big implications for
business education.) # W. PJ.
Bales, Robert F., 1953, "The Equilibrium Problem in Small Groups," chapter 4 (p. 111-161) in
Parsons, Talcott, et al, eds., 1953, Working Papers in the Theory of Action, Free Press, Glencoe,
IL, US, 269 p. Similar to PM Leadership model with his "task leader" and "emotional leader"
dichotomy. Cited in Misumi 1996. CUNY Htr Mn (B2) HM201 .P283. # Misc. Ch.
Baliga, B. Rajaram, and J. G. (Jerry) Hunt, 1987, "An Organizational Life Cycle Approach to
Leadership,” chapter eight (p.129-149) in J. G. (Jerry) Hunt, B. Rajaram Baliga, H. Peter Dachler
and Chester A. Schriesheim, eds., 1987, Emerging Leadership Vistas, Lexington Books,
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Lexington, MA, 331 p. Discretionary components increase as one rises in the hierarchy. At the
top, we can use the word leader. Many US firms do not appreciate the need for mid-level
managers as they grow, but Japanese firms do (Hayes and Abernathy 1981). Some firms fail,
such as Braniff Airlines (p. 143, Nance 1984), especially at Stage IV where they either revitalize
or fall into decline. If mid-manager discretion is cut off, or mid-level demands are unrecognized,
the life cycle leads to the death stage not revitalization. Cited EJ 1956. City Coll. Cohen
HD57.7 .E44 1987. # Rp. Ch.
Ball, David, 1977, “Tomorrow’s World?” Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK,
Royal Commission on the NHS, Oct. 28, 1977, p. 1490-1499. Ball details the testimony and
evidence the Royal Commission will be considering on the present state of the NHS following
the 1974 reorganisation and the possible future of NHS. # Misc. Pro.
Ball, David, 1978, “Sorry but there’s no easy answer,” Health and Social Service Journal,
London, UK, June 16, 1978, p. 688-689. Professor Maurice Kogan of the Brunel government
department gave a report the Royal Commission on the NHS. This report also summarized the
mass of evidence already given to the RC showing the weaknesses in the NHS structure and top
management. Ball found an extra tier at the area level. See Kogan 1978. # Cr. Pro.
Ballard, Dawna I., and David R. Seibold, 2003, “Communicating and Organizing In Time: A
Meso-Level Model of Organizational Temporality,” Management Communication Quarterly,
US, Feb., 16(3):380-415. The authors proposed a theoretical framework identifying how the
experience of time was created and sustained through task-related communication structures.
The model addressed 10 dimensions of time separation, scheduling, precision, pace, present time
perspective, future time perspective, flexibility, linearity, scarcity, and urgency. It proposed how
three communication structures central to organizational work - coordination methods,
workplace technologies, and feedback cycles - contributed to members’ temporal experience.
Testable propositions were offered. Cited Jaques 1982; Vinton 1992; Ancona & Chong 1996;
Lee & Liebenau 2000; Neustadter 1992; Perlow 1999; Ballard 2002. At U. Texas-Austin and
UC-Santa Barbara. # Rp. PJ.
Ballard, Dawna I., and David R. Seibold, 2004, "Organizational Members' Communication and
Temporal Experience," Communication Research, Sage, UK/US, Apr2004, 31(2):135-172. DOI:
10.1177/0093650203261504. ISSN: 00936502. This article reports the findings of scale
development and validation efforts centered on 10 dimensions of organizational members'
temporal experience identified in previous research. Consistent with a community-of-practice
perspective. Organizational members' construals of time included dimensions concerning
scarcity, urgency, present time perspective, and future time perspective. A new dimension,
delay, was found. Cited Das 1993; Gersick 1988, 1989, 1993; Huy 2001; Jaques 1982 (FoT);
Lee & Liebanau 1999; Schriber and Gutek 1987. At U. Texas, Austin; UC-SB. # W. PJ.
Ballard, Dawna I., 2009, "Organizational Temporality Over Time," Chapter 11 (p. ...-...) in Roe,
Robert A., Mary J. Waller, Stewart R. Clegg, eds., 2009, Time in Organizational Research,
Routledge, London; New York, 330 p. Not in CUNY, NYPL. Clio Bus HD69 .T54 T483 2009.
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Not on shelf. Not seen. At UT - Austin. Misc. Ch.
Balle, Nana, 2008, “Hearts at Stake: A theoretical and practical look at communication in
connection with mergers and acquisitions,” Corporate Communications: An International
Journal, Emerald Group Pub. Ltd., UK, 13(1):56-67. Presented a model for communicating
during mergers and acquisitions through a case study. M&As differ from other changes as
virtually everything is at stake - both practical issues as well as the corporate identity. At IBM
Denmark. Cited Menzies 1967; Jaques 1953 which he has disowned. Off. PJ.
Ballon, Robert, and Makoto Sukurabayashi, 1966, “Labor Management Relations in Modern
Japan: A historical survey of personnel administration,” chapter (p. 245-266) in Roggendorf,
Joseph, ed., 1966, Studies in Japanese Culture: tradition and experiment, Sophia University,
Tokyo, Japan, 276 p. A backgrounder on the nenko employment system. The development of
firm-specific human capital was at the core of the nenko relationship. Cited by Jacoby 1979.
Hunter Mn DS806 .R6. Misc. Ch.
Ballon, Robert J., 1969, "Lifelong Remuneration System," Chapter 6 (p. 123-165) in Ballon,
Robert J., ed., 1969, The Japanese Employee, Sophia University, Tokyo, JN, in cooperation with
the C. E. Tuttle Co., Rutland. VT, US, 317 p. Described the nenko system including an AgeWage chart and effect of size-wage in large-medium-small firms: thus, the larger the firm, the
larger the wage. E. Asian Liby, Baruch, JJay, Htr Mn HD8726.5 .B33. # Misc. Ch.
Ballon, Robert J., 1983, "Non-Western Work Organization," Asia Pacific Journal of
Management, National U. Singapore, Sept., 1(1):1-14. Compared Japanese industrial structures
and practices with those in the West. The differences of man-machine relationships, the
production systems, quality control, decision-making, and personnel management. Japanese
organizations are described as organic. # Misc. PJ.
Ballon, Robert J., 1986, “Japan: A Government-Business Relationship,” chapter one (p. 3-14) in
Tung, Rosalie L., ed., 1986, Strategic Management in the U.S. and Japan, p. 13, on the
Keidanren then as an organizational instrument toward reaching business-government policy
consensus. Nikkeiren (Nihon Keiesha Dantai Renmei; Japan Federation of Employers’
Associations), 2001, last year of existence. Merged in 2002 with another organization called
"Keizai Dantai Rengokai" (“Keidanren,” Federation of Economic Associations), and they
became "Nippon Keizai Dantai Rengokai" (so-called "Nippon Keidanren"). It has an English
website: http://www.keidanren.or.jp/index.html This is one of three major economic
organizations (other two are "Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry" and "Japan
Association of Corporate Executives"). Misc. Ch.
Balloun, James S., 1981, “American myths vs. the real reasons for Japan’s Success,” [in
Research Spotlight], Management Review, AMA, US, June 1981, 70(6):55-56. An interview of
this McKinsey & Co. partner contrasting the myths and the realities. [Tatamae v. honne.]
Teach. # Misc. PJ.
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Bamford, Terry, 1979, “PSSC – our very own quango”, Social Work Today, [SWT], UK,
10(44):8-10. PSSC’s key weakness was staff turnover among its professionals. What shall be
done? Cited Bioss SSD 1974. # W. Pro.
Bandura, Albert, 1971, “Self-Efficacy: toward a unifying theory of behavioural change?”
Psychological Review, US, 84(2):191-215. Expectations determine whether coping behavior
will be initiated, how much effort is made, and how long it will be sustained. Experiences of
mastery enhance the level and strength of self-efficacy. Expectations are derived from four
sources: performance accomplishments, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and
physiological states. Cited by Bounds et al 1994 (on p. 167). At Stanford. Misc. PJ. A.
Bane, Mary Jo, and David T. Ellwood, 1991, "Is American Business Working for the Poor?"
Harvard Business Review, US, Sep/Oct91, 69(5):58-64. 7p. Wd Cnt: 5963. ISSN: 00178012.
Most poor adults--and a full 90% of poor children--live in families where work is the norm, not
the exception. Poor people often work or want to work. Poverty is a business issue because the
American poor are part of the American work force. But the performance of companies
increasingly depends on the capabilities of their employees. Yet how can low-wage employees
believe "empowerment" when their experience of work is, quite literally, impoverishment? At
Kennedy School of Government, Harvard U. # MS. Pro.
Banerjee, R., 1961 e., “The Time-Span Instrument - a Management Tool in Selection and
Appraisal,” The Designer, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India. (A journal
sponsored by IIT-Kgp?) 1958-1962. Cited in Mishra and Banerjee 1962. Not seen. Rp. Pro.
Bangerter, Adrian, and Chip Heath, 2004, “The Mozart Effect: Tracking the evolution of a
scientific legend,” British Journal of Social Psychology, British Psychological Society, Dec.,
43(4):605-623. Conducted three media studies on the diffusion of ideas around the Mozart
Effect (ME), the idea that listening to classical music enhances intelligence. The first showed
that the ME elicited more persistent media attention than comparable science reports and this
attention increased when the ME was attributed to events outside of science. The second study
found that diffusion of the ME may have responded to varying levels of collective anxiety. The
concluding study demonstrated how the initial content of the ME evolved (mutated) during
diffusion into something different. The results provide evidence of support for the propagation
of scientific legends because they address the shared needs or concerns of social groups. See
Skapinker FT column 2005 for link to fads in companies. Neat. Refu. PJ.
Bank, John, and Bernhard Wilpert, 1983, “What’s So Special About Quality Circles?” Journal of
General Management, The Administrative Staff College, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon., UK,
Autumn, 9(1):21-37. A comparison of QC-Circles with related Western participative
organization structures, such as task forces, semi-autonomous groups, suggestion schemes,
Lernstatt, Werkoverleg, and TQC. Noted similarities and contrasts. Included Tse’s 1981
diagram for a vertical QC organization. Thanked Tavistock Institute for help on the article.
Minor cite of STS. (With Tse, this gets beyond bottom-up empowerment, q.v.) NYPL SIBL
JBM 94-1064 - 1983, vol. 9. MS. PJ.
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Banks, Sarah, 2007, “Between Equity and Empathy: Social Professions and the New
Accountability,” Social Work and Society, Festschrift Walter Lorenz, Digital Peer Publishing,
Dipp NRW, University of Bielefeld, Center for Social Service Studies, UK, Vol. 5. The new
accountability had become a Scarlet “A” in the UK. Discretion was not allowed. Rules
prescribed everything. This author tried to say: let’s live with it. (Pluralism gone mad. The
opposite of Jaques’ definition of accountability, discretion, equity. The author’s advice to ‘live
with it’ is gruesome. Better to sleep with cobras.) At Durham U. Off. PJ.
Bantel, Karen A., and Susan E. Jackson, 1989, “Top Management and Innovations in Banking:
Does the composition of the top team make a difference? Strategic Management Journal, Special
Issue, Wiley, US, Summer 1989, 10:107-124. Sample of 199 banks. The more innovative banks
were managed by more educated teams who were diverse with respect to their functional area of
expertise. [Cognitivity and design.] Baruch Perls. MS. PJ. A.
Baran, Paul, and Paul Sweezy, 1966, Monopoly Capital: an essay on the American economic and
social order, Monthly Review Press, NY, NY, 402 p. The baseball rule book dictates the actions
of each player and emotional motivation and personality are irrelevant to the performance of the
role. The same holds true in corporations. Sociologically, the role determines the individual’s
behavior (p. 41-42). “Effectiveness in action.” The corporate goal was maximum profits. But in
baseball individuals sought either maximum income or zero income and love of the game. Their
behavior was the same. “The character of the system determines the psychology of its members,
not vice versa.” Cited in Maccoby 1976. But see also Mandell 1974 for football selection for
position. JJay HB501 .B244 1968b. Hunter Mn, Grad Ctr. MS. Bk.
Barber, Bernard, 1961, “Resistance by Scientists to Scientific Discovery,” Science, 1 Sept. 1961,
134(3479):596-602. [Republished in Barber, Bernard, and W. Hirsch, eds., 1962, The Sociology
of Science, Free Press, NY, NY, US, 662 p.] Relatively speaking, nobody wants to talk about
this. Scientists are human, too. In order to earn doctorates, each has to specialize. New ideas
often come from outside and their advocate is not a member of the ‘society’ and has no standing
of seniority. Cited by M. Douglas 1986. Clio Lehman Liby HM38 .B33. # Misc. PJ. A.
Barber, Felix, and Rainer Strack, 2005, “The Surprising Economics of a ‘People Business’,”
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, June 2005, 83(6):80-90. When people are your most
important asset, some standard performance measures and management practices become
misleading or irrelevant. This is a danger for any business whose people costs are greater than
its capital costs – that is, businesses in most industries: operations with high employee costs,
low capital investment, and limited spending on activities (such as R&D) that are aimed at
generating future revenue. How do you avoid the trap of relying on capital-oriented metrics,
such as return on assets or return on equity. They'll mask weak performance or indicate
volatility where it doesn't exist. Replace them with a reformulation of economic profit (such as
EVA) but you must still gauge people, not just capital, productivity. Most employees create
current value for the firm, but some create future value – such as software development, a new
drug, or even building a brand. These are scale sensitive and their performance-based
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compensation needs to be long-term as well – stock and options as opposed to annual bonuses.
People-intensive businesses also call for different management practices and focus. True
economic profit can be calculated using a people rather than a capital denominator. Then you
need to enhance it operationally; reward it appropriately; and price it advantageously (value
created for customers). At BCG in Europe. Teach. # MS. Pro.
Barber, Herbert F., and T. Owen Jacobs, eds., 1991, Strategic Leadership Conference
Proceedings, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA, and U.S. Army Research Institute,
Alexandria, VA, Feb. 11-14, 280 pages. [Dated April 1993. Unclassified.] An anthology of
eight papers/ chapters on military/ civilian uses of SST. Note: Four generals presented to 300
military and private sector attendees. Hosted by General Carjan, Commandant of the War
College. (See also the second book from this conference with 16 academic papers on links to
SST: Phillips, Robert L., and James G. (Jerry) Hunt, eds., 1992, Strategic Leadership, A
Multiorganizational-Level Perspective, Afterword by Robert J. House, Quorum Books/
Greenwood Publishing, Westport, CT and London, UK, 336 p.) (First of a series of conferences
on military/civilian/academic applications of SST. See the 1994 and 1996 conferences also,
Cage ed,1994; Hunt, Dodge, and Wong, eds., 1999.) NYPL SIBL Microfiche. 1991. Army
War College (U.S.) D 101.2:ST 8/6. [[0325 (MF)]].
Table of Contents
T. O. Jacobs and Herbert Barber, “Introduction,” (one-paragraph abstracts of the eight
papers), vii-xi. Part I: Complexity of Strategic Performance Requirements. 1.
General Maxwell Thurman, TRADOC, "Strategic Leadership," (how he used SST
organizationally in TRADOC and SouthCom, and a summary of leadership
competencies), p. 5-52. 2. Mr. John D. Rittenhouse, Senior VP and COO, General
Electric Aerospace, “Integrated Diversity,” (how decisions were made by the CEO of GE
about this division), p. 53-96. 3. Dr. David Campbell, CCL, “Campbell Leadership
Index,” (how the index was developed), p. 97-148. Part II: Environment,
Competencies, and Leader Development Technologies. 4. General Edward C. “Shy”
Meyer, former Army Chief of Staff, “The Internal Environment and Mentoring,” (how
the great leaders of WWII were produced by mentoring at the “strategic front-end side of
planning” which was replaced by the PPBS in 1960s), p. 149-160. 5. General Louis C.
Menetrey, former CinC Korea, “The Environment - External Factors on Strategic
Leadership,” (the real complexity - the multiple “hats” leaders have to wear and the
contingency channels of reporting), p. 161-180. 6. Dr. Thomas Owen Jacobs, Army
Research Institute, “Strategic Leadership Competencies,” (on the maturation of
conceptual capacity required to deal with the topmost jobs; Mintzberg; Clement and
Ayers 1976), p. 181-206. 7. Mr. Calhoun Wick, “Developing Strategic Level Leaders:
Causing Work and Learning to Converge,” (most learning is through on-the-job
experience), p. 207-228. Closing: 8. General Gordon Sullivan, Vice Chief of Staff, US
Army, “Theory to Practice: Life is a Journey,” (how to handle the present day
complexity, his integrative vision of the strategic considerations 20-30 years out, and how
to break the bonds that tie us to the present), p. 229-261. [Note: Campbell and Wick
were outside consultants using their instruments not directly related to SST.] Rp. Bk.
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Barber, Herbert F., 1992, “Developing Strategic Leadership: the US Army War College
Experience,” Journal of Management Development, US, Sept 1992, 11(6):4-12. Based on the
findings of a preliminary conference at Carlisle: the environment in which the leader must
function, their tasks, and the competencies they require. Competencies include personal
characteristics, frames of reference, and specific capabilities. Compared academic and
practitioner learning. The role of mentoring. Cited Jaques and Jacobs 1987. Cited Steiglitz
1985. (See Barber book from conference.) Clio on-line. # Rp. PJ.
Barber, Michael, and Vicki Phillips, 2000, “Big Change Questions. ‘Should Large- Scale
Assessment Be Used for Accountability?’ -- The Fusion of Pressure and Support,” Journal of
Educational Change, Kluwer Academic Publishers, NL, 1(3):277-281. ‘Fusion’ gives pressure
from above for accountability for results while also giving resources and support. Professional
development is teacher-focused (not child-focused). (Is this on the theory?) See Related EdD
2002, Lincoln, UK. Misc. PJ.
Barber, Michael, and Vicki Phillips, 2000, “Fusion: how to unleash irreversible change: lessons
for the future of system-wide school reform,” Faculty of Education, Hong Kong Institute of
Educational Research, The Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong, August, 26 p., in English. Lee Hysan
lecture series in education; Education policy studies series; no. 32; Variation: Jiao yu zheng ce
yan tao xi lie; no. 32. ISBN: 9628077406. (Is this on the theory?) See: Related EdD 2002,
Lincoln, UK. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Barbier, René, 1996, La recherche-action, Ethnosociologie, (Anthropos, Paris, 1996, 110 pages,
49 frs). In French. Action research is big in French sociology and Jaques, likewise, plays a
larger role there than he does in American sociology. References to Elliott Jaques in Chapters 2
and 3. Misspelled as Elliot Jacques. See also Remi Hess (Adelphi U. and U. Paris VIII) and
Rene Lourau 1996 re Jaques. Not in NYC. Rp. Bk.
Barbier, René, 1997, L'approche transversale: l'écoute sensible en sciences humaines, Diffusion,
Economica, Anthropos, Paris, FR, 357 p. Jean Touzot Libraire Editeur (TOUZ) 148 FRF.
ISBN: 2717833617. Series: Exploration interculturelle et science sociale. French Book, in
NYPL Res. Misc. SEE ???
Bariff, M. L. and E. J. Lusk, 1977, “Cognitive and Personality Tests for the Design of
Management Information Systems,” Management Science, April 1977, 23(8):820-829. Related
the cognitive complexity level of operators to the (ergonomic) design of management
information systems. Procedures for system modification need to be designed to accommodate
both aspects that may block successful implementation. Cited in Venda and Hendrick 1994.
Both at Wharton. MS. PJ. A.
Baritz, Loren, 1960, The Servants of Power – A History of the Use of Social Science in American
Industry, Wesleyan University Press, Middletown, CT. An historical documentation of the use
of social science by American industry in the 20th century. Spelled out the close association of
social scientists with managerial goals, problems and aims that has undermined their claim to
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objectivity and science. The findings at Hawthorne were that performance had no
relationship to ability and instead were reflective of informal group standards (Mayo). This
book was a damning indictment, especially of industrial psychologists and their fads, to serve
power. Luckily, they fell short. Based on her 1956 Interesting PhD. See 1963 book review by
W. H. Scott. Cited by Child 1967/1969, by Ross 1971, by Blackler and Brown 1978, and by
Jacoby 1986. Cited Ammunition, April 1949, p. 47-48, on p. 114. See Wager 1971. Schw D135172. CUNY Baruch, Grad Ctr, City HF5548.8 .B244 1974. Misc. Bk.
Barker, James R., 1993, “Tightening the Iron Cage: Concertive Control in Self-Managing
Teams,” Administrative Science Quarterly, 38:408-437. Showed how teamwork tightened Max
Weber’s “iron cage” of rational control over the workers beyond that found in bureaucratic
authority structures - in contrast to the claims of advocates. Based on his Related PhD at
Colorado in 1993. Cited by McGovern. Barker does not cite Jaques or Deming. See
VanDevender and Barker 1999 on Jaques. See Solaas article; L. Coser 1974; R. Coser 1991;
Manz and Sims 1987. MS. PJ. A.
Barker, James R., 1999, The Discipline of Teamwork: Participation and Concertive Control,
Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA, 207 p. This is not on Jaques or the theory. Yet Barker
used advanced Jaques keywords: concertive control, participation, generative leadership. Barker
writes on the ‘steel cage’ created by the team itself for its members. See VanDevender & Barker
1999 on Jaques. See positive book review by Frost 2000. From his Related 1993 PhD. Alt. Bk.
Barker, Raymond L., 1990, "SPC and Total Quality Management," Total Quality Management,
UK, Mar90, 1(2):183-196. Described seven basic tools of Statistical Process Control (SPC)
together with an understanding of how SPC was an essential element of total quality
management, problem solving process, and quality improvement process. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Barker, Vincent L., III, and George C Mueller, 2002, “CEO characteristics and firm R&D
spending,” Management Science, Informs, Linthicum, US, June 2002, 48(6):782-801. Previous
research highlighted the influence of external ownership, the industry, and firm strategy on the
R&D investment decision. Adopted the “upper echelons” perspective and examined how R&D
spending varied with visible CEO characteristics. R&D spending was greater when the CEO
was younger, had greater wealth invested in the stock, had more career experience in marketing
and/or engineering/R&D. It also was more when the CEO had an advanced degree in science,
and it increased the longer the CEO’s tenure. Oddly, the younger CEOs had the longer time
horizon. (Sic!) [Years to retirement may have been the key.] Very provocative. Hard CUNY Hunter Mn Percls, JJay HD28 .I453, Baruch (Jan-June), Grad Ctr (no vol. 48). # Alt. PJ. A.
Barley, Stephen R., and Gideon Kunda, 1992, “Design and Devotion: Surges of Rational and
Normative Ideologies of Control in Managerial Discourse,” Administrative Science Quarterly,
Sept., 37(3):363-399. The image of managerial growth from a “bad past” of coercive,
authoritarian control is a myth. The ‘longwave’ movements have been swings between the
rational and the normative. See Abrahamson 1991. Cited Jaques 1951. Cited in Kohda 2001
(1), 2001 (2). Refu. PJ. A.
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Barley, Stephen R., and Beth A. Bechky, 1994, “In the Backrooms of Science: the work of
technicians in science labs,” Work and Occupations, 21(1):85-126. A model is proposed of the
science technician's role as broker in a serially interdependent occupational division of labor in
the lab. Examined how technicians conceptualized and managed troubles that arose in the course
of scientific procedures. The results suggested technicians possess most of a laboratory's
contextual knowledge and skill and therefore, play a crucial role in the production of scientific
knowledge. However, since contextual knowledge carries less status than formal knowledge,
technicians experience status inconsistencies. The continuing devaluing of contextual
knowledge may lead to unwarranted emphasis on credentials. Cited by McGovern, March 1996.
See Bechky 1999 Related Ph.D. # MS. PJ.
Barley, Stephen R., 1996, “Technicians in the Workplace: Ethnographic evidence for bringing
work into Organization Studies,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Ithaca, NY, Sept 1996,
41(3):404-441. The upskilling in the workplace has been pulling more and more technicians in.
This means a more horizontal division of work and substantive expertise, as opposed to
vertically-directed work specialization. (This resembles 18th century work structures and
professional ones in hospitals, etc. Q.v. Beth Bechky 1999 PhD.) At Stanford U. MS. PJ. A.
Barley, Stephen R., and Gideon Kunda, 2001, “Bringing Work Back In,” Organization Science,
Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin/ NY, Jan/Feb 2001, 12(1):76-95. Lack of detailed studies of
work has hampered efforts by organization theorists to understand postbureacratic organizations.
Since the late 1960s O.T. has marginalized work and its study - or led to its being ignored.
The thread of interdependent tension between work and organizing has been lost. Instead,
researchers have focused on the narrower and more abstract issues of performance, strategy, and
structure. Ignored issues include trust, contractual relations, outsourcing, downsizing, vertical
tension, horizontal tension, flexibility, etc. [Outsourcing and downsizing have been extensively
covered in the popular press.] Cited in Grimshaw, et al, 2005. Refu. PJ. A.
Barlow, Christopher M., 2000, “Deliberate Insight in Team Creativity,” Journal of Creative
Behavior, 2nd qtr 2000, p. 101-117. Complex analytical techniques such as costed function
modeling and decision criteria matrix may have far more impact on a team’s creative impact than
number of ideas. This suggests a research shift to a focus on insights would be fruitful. From
1990 Related PhD. Did not cite Jaques. MS. PJ.
Barlow, Christopher M., 2000, “Exploring a human centered perspective on collaboration and
knowledge management systems,” Working Paper, Stuart School of Business, Illinois Institute of
Technology (IIT), Chicago, IL. Cited Jaques 1996 RO2; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995. Ru.
Barnard, Chester I., 1938, The Functions of the Executive, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA.
The ole man has some interesting things to say about hierarchies and why they work. First, all
the stakeholders must see their relationship to the organization as positive. If it is negative or
becomes negative, they leave. The employment relationship is an exchange of effort for pay,
reward for contribution. This leads into “membership” which goes beyond exchange. When
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employees see organizationally required contributions are not measured or rewarded, they stop.
“The common sense of the whole [firm] is not obvious.... A formal and orderly conception of
the whole is rarely present, perhaps even rarely possible, except to a few men of executive
genius, or a few organizations the personnel of which are comprehensively sensitive and well
integrated.” (p. 238-239.) Barnard didn’t quote other management literature [ditto Brown and
other executives] (per Lawrence J. Henderson, 1970). Built on by Simon 1947. Misc. Bk.
Barnard, Chester I., 1938, "Informal Organizations and their Relations to Formal Organizations,"
chapter 6 (p. 48-52) in Shafritz, J. M., and A. C. Hyde, eds., 1996, Classics Of Public
Administration, (2nd ed., p. 5-74), Brooks/Cole, Pacific Grove, CA. Informal organizations are
created by the formal ones. Automatically. They are an alternative channel of communications,
maintain cohesion and stability, and protect personal integrity, self-respect and choice. CUNY
Baruch JF 1351 .C465 1987b. 2nd edn. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Barnard, Chester I., 1946, “The Nature of Leadership,” chapter (p. 13-38) in Hoslett, Schuyler
D., ed., 1946, Human Factors in Management, Park College, Parkville, MO, 322 p. From a
pamphlet. ‘Leadership’ is not preeminence nor is it expertise. Leaders guide people. A leader
determines objectives, manipulates thew means, provokes action, and coordinates activities. The
five qualities that a leader must possess include: A. vitality and endurance, B. decisiveness, C.
persuasiveness, D. responsibility, E. intellectual (and non-intellectual) capacity. To develop
leaders we must provide: A. training, B. balance and perspective, C. experience. Today most
leaders are selected, not emergent. In the end, the willingness of followers to follow is decisive.
A leader must be a realist. He or she must also be an idealist and use a surplus of thought and
purpose to shape the present for the future. Without this, we lack any meaning. See Smircich
and Morgan 1982. # Misc. Ch.
Barnard, Chester I., 1946, “Functions and Pathology of Status Systems in Formal
Organizations,” chapter in Whyte, William Foote, 1946, Industry and Society, McGraw-Hill,
New York, NY. Reprinted as Chapter IX (p. 207-244) in Barnard, Chester I., 1948,
Organization and Management, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 244 p. [See also Barnard
1959.] A classic on hierarchy and status systems. The three elements of management are
authoritative communication, cooperation, and responsibility. Status systems are built on four
elements: 1. differences in the abilities of individuals, 2. differences in the difficulty of work, 3.
differences in the importance of work, and 4. the needs of the system of communication. But
there are six disruptive tendencies in a status system: I. it distorts the evaluation of individuals,
II. it restricts the “circulation of the elite,” III. distorts distributive justice, IV. exaggerates
administration to the detriment of leadership, V. exalts the symbolic function beyond
sustainment, and VI. it limits the adaptability of the organization. (p. 232) Misc. Ch.
Barnard, Chester I., 1948, Organization and management, selected papers, Harvard U. Press,
Cambridge, MA, 244 p. A collection of his articles and essays. Includes: A review of Barbara
Wootten’s book-length response to Hayek’s Road to Serfdom (too intellectual). His 1945
Harvard lecture “Riot of the Unemployed at Trenton 1935.” Cited in Scott and Lynton 1952
book, p. 136; Urabe 1988. CUNY Lehman, City Cohen HD21 .B3 1949. Misc. Bk.
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Barnard, Chester I., 1958, “Elementary Conditions of Business Morals,” California Management
Review, Berkeley, CA, Fall 1958, 1(1):1-13. “The most important of our problems is to convey
an understanding of the moral issues involved [in business] rather than the technical and
scientific questions to which so much of our educational and training processes are directed.”
[Did ANYONE listen?] Winner of McKinsey Prize as best annual article. Cited by Wolf 1961.
Misc. Pro.
Barnard, Chester I., 1959, “The Status Structure of Management,” chapter (p. 258-270) in
Warner, W. Lloyd, and Norman H. Martin, eds., Industrial Man, Businessmen and Business
Organizations, Harper and Row, New York, NY, 580 pages. This is an edited and retitled
version of Barnard chapter in William F. Whyte, 1946. On the practical significance of rank in a
business. Clio Bus HD30 .W24. Baruch & City Cohen HD30 .W3. NYPL Hum D 12-2934.
Misc. Ch.
Barnard, Chester I., 1962, “The Nature of Executive Responsibility, and the Essence of
Leadership,” chapter in Vol. IV (p. 2068-2074) of Bursk, Edward C., Donald T. Clark, and
Ralph W. Hidy, eds., 1962, The World of Business, a library of the literature of business, 4
volumes, Simon and Schuster, New York, NY. (Excerpt from 1938.) Morality is the centerpiece
of executive responsibility. Creativity is the core of leadership. Misc. Ch.
Barnes, John A., 1963, “Some Ethical Problems in Modern Fieldwork,” The British Journal of
Sociology, LSE, Jun., 14(2):118-134. A survey of ethnographic research field practices in
sociology and anthropology. Contained a critique of Jaques’ social analysis as “incompatible
with the conventional ethnographic method of inquiry” which may “entail twenty-four hours
work a day.” Jaques’ method “limits contact between the investigator and the object of his
inquiries” (to the workplace only). Barnes concluded, “Here the model of the natural science
laboratory has been discarded in favour of the psychiatric clinic with group therapy in progress.”
(This was mistaken but many academics bought it - Jaques was conducting group therapy (a la
Bion) at Glacier Metal.) Cited Jaques 1951. # Cr. PJ. A.
Barnes, Louis B., and Mark P. Kriger, 1986, "The Hidden Side of Organizational Leadership,"
Sloan Management Review, Fall 1986, 28(1):15-26. Republished in The McKinsey Quarterly,
Winter 1987, pp. 15-35. (Article received the Beckhard Award from the M.I.T. Sloan School of
Management, June 1988, for best article of the year.) Leadership includes both formal position
and informal, unauthorized, and hidden influence. Studied 30 decision dramas in 12 companies
and 100 other decisions were reviewed. Ineffective decisions resulted from tension avoidance
and unclear problem definition by formal leaders. Developed a “shoelace” theory where actors
held opposing sides together in their minds and behaviors in a changing yet constructive tension.
(See F. Scott Fitzgerald quote. This is Stratum IV / General Manager level thinking. Based in
part on Kriger’s 1983 PhD dissertation. Jaques not cited.) Cited in Vansina 1988. Rp. Pro.
Barnes, Ron, 1976, “Appeals Procedure at the Glacier Metal Company,” Industrial and
Commercial Training, Wellens Publishing, Guilsborough, Northampton, UK, Oct76, 8(10):383-
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386, 4p; (AN 4634490). Used as a reading in 1977 at the Glacier/ AE Business Management
School, Cawston House, Rugby, UK. Ron Barnes was Assistant Managing Director of The
Glacier Metal Co., Ltd. The right of appeal is part of a healthy social democracy but it has never
been transferred to industrial democracy. One result is an undue number of strikes. A formal
appeals process is needed because the source of authority appealed against may be very great.
Each appeal begins with the MOR and could proceed up to the chief executive. It is not
negotiation to change policy. That is conducted through the representative system. It is a
questioning of managerial styles and behaviors around a particular issue. # Rp. NJ.
Barney, Jay, 1991, “Firm Resources and Sustained Competitive Advantage,” Journal of
Management, Southern Management Association, Mar91, 17(1):99-120, (AN 5978921).
Examined the link between resources and sustained competitive advantage. Managers generate
the economic performance of the resources of a firm. Thus, the management team IS a key
resource of the firm. Four elements of the VRINE model are here: value, rareness, imitability,
and (non-) substitutability. (E for Exploitable remains to be added later.) [Barney was editor of
a special forum in this issue on resource-based theory. This was the lead article. See Castanias
and Helfat, and Conner.] Cited by Combs and Skill 2003; in Carpenter and Sanders (2nd edn.)
2008, p. 96. Cited Penrose 1959. Baruch & City start 1984. (Times cited in Ebsco database:
1226. Wow!) At Texas A&M. MS. PJ.
Barney, Jay B., 1995, “Looking Inside for Competitive Advantage,” Academy of Management
Executive, 9(4):49-61. SWOT analysis looks internally and externally, both inside the firm and
outside at the environment. To gain competitive advantage the management must exploit its
already acquired resources. “Managers must look inside their own firm for valuable, rare, and
costly-to-imitate resources, and then exploit these resources through their organization (p. 60).”
“Transformational leaders do seem to exist, and do have an enormous impact (p. 61).” Cited
Dierickx and Cook 1989. Cited in Carpenter and Sanders (2nd edn.) 2008, p. 79. MS. PJ.
Bar-on, Arnon, 1990, “Organizational Resource Mobilization: a Hidden Face of Social Work
Practice,” British Journal of Social Work, BASW, April, 20(1):133-149. Social workers spend a
significant part of their time interacting with persons who are not their clients, such as colleagues
and managers in their own and other services, brokering on their clients’ behalf. Social workers
are far more dependent on other service providers than vice versa. Cited Billis, Bromley, Hey,
and Rowbottom 1980. At U. Haifa, Israel. [Too early for elec] # Rp. PJ. A.
Bar-on, Arnon, 2002, “Restoring Power to Social Work Practice,” British Journal of Social
Work, BASW, Dec., 32(8):997-1014. Largely because they are unacquainted with power theory,
social workers judge power as an aberration of their intentions to empower their clients and to
make organizations more humane. Contrarily, this article, which explicates power and power-inuse, argues that social workers must increase their power and their understanding of its dynamics
and adopt a wider range of means of influence than they currently do if they are to effectively
help those that society excludes and makes vulnerable. Cited Rowbottom, Hey, & Billis 1974.
At U. Botswana in Gaborone. E-mail: bar-on@mopipi.ub.bw # Rp. PJ. A.
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Baron, Claire, 1987, Asylum to Anarchy, Free Association Books, London, UK, 287 p.
(This is her PhD thesis in published book form.) This is the story of a psychiatric day hospital
that was a model of its kind in its time. How it evolved into an unimaginable outcome - a
tyrannical anti-institution. How the patients struggled against these ‘Laingian’ games and
double-binds to free themselves from the control of the therapy that they desperately needed.
This naked power was masked by an appeal to democratic values and finally fell in line with the
double-speak Thatcherite rhetoric of the far right. Cited Billis 1984. Cited by Comerford 2011.
In Hunter SW, NY Academy of Med, NYU. RC439.2 .B37 1987. Misc.
Baron, James N., and William T. Beilby, 1980, “Bringing the Firms Back In: stratification,
segmentation, and the organization of work,” American Sociological Review, Oct., 45(5):737765. Looked for a structural explanation of inequality in the stratification of the organization of
work. Cited in Bills 1992. Cited Blauner 1964; Child 1972, 1973; Doeringer & Piore 1971.
Jaques not cited. Htr SW; online. At UC Santa Barbara. Lost. PJ. A.
Baron, James N., M. Diane Burton, and Michael T. Hannan, 1996, "The Road Taken: Origins
and Evolution of Employment Systems in Emerging Companies," Industrial & Corporate
Change, Oxford UP, UK, 1996, 5(2):239-275. 37p. ISSN: 09606491. Drawing on a unique
archive of qualitative and quantitative data describing 100 Bay Area high technology firms
within their first decade, we examined the models of employment relations espoused by
company founders and how those models shaped the evolution of human resource management
within their organizations. Founders had blueprints for the employment relation that varied
along three key dimensions: the primary basis of employee attachment and motivation, the
primary means for controlling and coordinating work, and the primary criterion emphasized in
selection. Firms in our sample cluster fall into one of four distinct types: the star, factory,
engineering, and commitment models. The findings show strong path dependence in the
evolution of employment systems in organizations. At Stanford U., Cal, USA. # Misc. PJ. A.
Barrett, Gerald V., 1972, “Research Models of the Future for Industrial and Organizational
Psychology,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, March 1972, 25(1):1-17.
Looked at the characteristics of advances in the behavioral and social sciences, the ways research
is conducted, and future approaches. A list of nine signs of progress toward a science. Did an
unpublished study of time-span (A. Kidd and G. V. Barrett 1970) and found Jacques (sic) to be
one of the “superfluous ‘innovators’”. “The question ... is how much more negative evidence is
required before the concept is rejected by the discipline as unprofitable.” “More would be
flogging a dead horse.” Very critical. (The timing couldn’t be more crucial for the theory. It
was the time-span examiners, including Barrett, who were in serious error due to their alchemy
and lack of science.) Dismissed Herzberg as well. Advocated PhD candidates go elsewhere.
Called for standardization of terms. Then at U. Rochester, now at Akron. Cited Jaques 1964. #
Cr. PJ. A.
Barrett, Gerald V., and Robert L. Depinet, 1991, “A reconsideration of ‘testing for competence
rather than intelligence’,” American Psychologist, APA, Washington, Oct., 46(10):1012-1024.
David C. McClelland's 1973 article on testing has deeply influenced both professional and
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public opinion. In it, he presented 5 major themes: (1) Grades in school did not predict
occupational success, (2) intelligence tests and aptitude tests did not predict occupational success
or other important life outcomes, (3) tests and academic performance only predicted job
performance because of an underlying relationship with social status, (4) such tests were unfair
to minorities, and (5) "competencies" would be better able to predict important behaviors than
would more traditional tests. Despite the pervasive influence of these assertions, this review of
the literature showed only limited support for these claims. Cognitive ability tests do predict
job performance. He must show empirical evidence to support “competencies.” Cited in Klemp
2001 who did not feel the challenge to McClelland was strong. Both at U. Akron. Refu. PJ. A.
Barnett, Rosalind Chait, and Douglas T. Hall, 2001, "How to Use Reduced Hours To Win the
War for Talent," Organizational Dynamics, Elsevier, US, Winter2001, 29(3):192-210. 19p.
Word Count: 9226. ISSN: 0090-2616. Argued that reduced work-hour options have potential
benefits for employees, managers and the organization. Consideration of workplace and firmlevel changes as requirements for organizational response, including a shift from accountability
for time to accountability for results. But … Quality of life. [Used many similar words to the
theory. Time span. Discretion.] Well … # Misc. PJ.
Barrick, Murray R., David V. Day, Robert G. Lord, and Ralph A. Alexander, 1991, “Assessing
the Utility of Executive Leadership,” The Leadership Quarterly, Spring, 2(1):9-22. The financial
impact of high-performing executive leaders on organizational performance was determined
through the application of a linear decision-theoretic utility procedure. Using archival data from
132 industrial organizations from the Fortune 500 for which data was available over a fifteen
year period (1971-1985) in combination with estimates of SDy (?) from a sample of financial
analysts (n=41), an after-tax utility point estimate averaging over twenty-five million dollars was
computed based upon average executive tenure, illustrating the instrumentality of a highperforming executive leader. The discussion noted that the average percent-impact estimate of
the financial analysts was almost identical to the average effect size associated with leadership
from two often-cited executive succession studies (Lieberson and O'Connor 1972; Salancik and
Pfeffer 1977). This consistency of impact estimates, across alternative techniques using objective
and subjective sources, is contrary to the suggestion that individuals over-attribute organizational
performance outcomes to leadership (e.g., Meindl, Ehrlich, and Dukerich, 1985; Meindl and
Ehrlich, 1987). An explanation for these conflicting results is framed within the context of the
results of prior research on expert/novice differences in decision making (See Day Related PhD
1989). See Day and Lord 1988. See King PhD 1997. See Rumelt 1991. Refu. PJ. A.
Barrick, Murray R., and Michael K. Mount, 1991, “The Big Five Personality Dimensions and
Job Performance: A Meta-Analysis,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Spring,
44(1):1-26. A meta-analysis of 20th century studies on how job performance is predicted by
personality factors. Found “the validity of personality as a predictor of job performance is quite
low.” The authors adopted the ‘Big Five’ personality factors as a taxonomy to clarify the
research. [Openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, neuroticism - OCEAN.]
Called on all researchers to use the Big Five to test personality as a predictor (and they agreed
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and did so). This study became the most frequently cited in the field. See Barrick, Mount and
Judge, 2001. See McCrae and Costa, 1987. See Tischler 1991 Interesting PhD. Refu. PJ. A.
Barrick, Murray R., and Ralph A. Alexander, 1992, “Estimating the Benefits of a Quality Circle
Intervention,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, Wiley, January, 13(1):73-80. Used utility
analysis (Landy, Farr and Jacobs 1982; Schmidt, Hunter and Pearlman 1982) that integrated
statistical tests and dollar returns. Results enabled managers to make rational appraisals of the
impact expected from a quality circle. Productivity-related effect size of 0.25 was realistically
obtainable. [See 1987 B&A article, not herein.] not in file. Misc. PJ.
Barrick, Murray R., Gregory K. Patton, and Shanna N. Haugland, 2000, “Accuracy of
interviewer judgments of job applicant personality traits,” Personnel Psychology, WileyBlackwell, US/UK, Winter, 53(4):925–951. This study investigated whether interviewers can
assess Big Five personality traits during a job interview. Variance in ratings suggested the
applicants managed their self-presentation on the two job related traits during the
interview (Conscientiousness and Emotional Stability). Thus, although interviewers can and do
assess personality during the interview, they are not able to assess those traits that would best
predict later job success. Finally, the results revealed that job-relevant interviews, situational
interviews, and behavioral interviews did not affect an interviewer's ability to assess personality.
At Mich State and Iowa. # Refu. PJ. A.
Barrick, Murray R., Michael K. Mount, and Timothy A. Judge, 2001, “Personality and
Performance at the Beginning of the New Millennium: What Do We Know and Where Do We
Go Next?,” International Journal of Selection & Assessment; EBSCO, Blackwell, Oxford, UK,
March/June, 9(1/2):9-30. Summarized the research since the first meta-study (1991) and found
only one personality factor was a valid predictor of job performance: conscientiousness “ranging
from the mid .20s to low .30s”. Emotional stability [lack of neuroticism] was also a valid
predictor and “appears to be distinguishable from zero.” The remaining three of the ‘Big Five’
did not predict job performance at all (extraversion, openness to experience, agreeableness). The
authors called for a moratorium on personality-performance meta-studies and for a new research
agenda. (Over 100 years of research, thousands of PhDs, tens of thousands of articles and miseducated students - all bupkis. This is what intellectual bankruptcy looks like.) See Barrick
and Mount, 1991. See McCrae and Costa, 1987. Refu. PJ.
Barro, Robert J., 1989, “An Efficiency-Wage Theory of the Weather,” (in Miscellany), The
Journal of Political Economy, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, Aug., 97(4):999-1001.
ISSN: 0022-3808. A send-up of the economic explanations of the efficiency-wage phenomenon.
Barro was well to parody these ever-growing elaborations. His citation of Karl Marx was right
on the money. (If everyone would go back to Jaques 1956: people are not widgets. Failed to cite
Akerlof, Stiglitz, Yellen, Jaques, etc. - but why should that matter. Economists do not like the
efficiency-wage theory.) At Harvard U. # Cr. PJ. A.
Barron’s, March 29, 2010. See Bary 2010. ~
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Barry, Anthony, 1990, "Twilight Study sheds new light on craft development," Personnel
Management, Blackwell, London, UK, Nov., p. 46-49. Cussons, a Manchester toiletries and
soap manufacturer, began a craft development training programme at Salford College to improve
skills and ownership-sense on mixt time (twilight). Everything improved. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Barry, Michael, Bradley Bowden, and Peter Brosnan, 1998, The Fallacy of Flexibility:
Workplace Change in the Queensland Open-Cut Coal Industry, Allen and Unwin, Sydney,
NSW, AU, 231 p. Case studies in industrial relations, labor unions, coal mines and mining in
Queensland. Cited in Hearn Mackinnon 2007. ISBN: 1864487828 (pbk.). GoldCoast Lib
HD6976.M6152 B37 1998. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Barry, Michael, and Peter Waring, 1999, “SHAFTED: Labour Productivity and Australian Coal
Miners,” Journal of Australian Political Economy, Dec. 1999, 44:89-112. Coal mining provides
Australia its largest single source of export income, $A 9.5 Bn in 1997-98. But profitability has
declined in recent years in part due to over-capacity. Several reports have stressed the need for
changes to industrial relations traditions and existing work practices to improve competitiveness.
This article assessed these reports as inadequate with too much focus on labour. Other
contributing factors include - technology, geology, managerial practice, the product market, and
price reductions. The impact of the export product market on domestic industrial relations is
examined. Productivity has increased while prices have fallen. Cited Barry 1999 Related PhD at
Griffith U., AU. Cited in Hearn Mackinnon 2007. SIBL JBK 99-52. MS. PJ.
Bartel, Ann P., and Frank R. Lichtenberg, 1987, “The Comparative Advantage of Educated
Workers in Implementing New Technologies,” Review of Economics and Statistics, MIT Press,
US, Feb., 69(1):1-11. Demand for educated workers increases as new technology and equipment
comes online. Experience “matters.” Demand for educated workers declines as the equipment
and plant gets older. This is especially true in R&D-intensive industries and educated labor is a
cost advantage. [The ability to acquire more skills and education is a sign of increased cognitive
capacity.] MS. PJ. A.
Bartel, Ann, 1994, “Productivity Gains from the Implementation of Employee Training
Programs,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, Oct 1994, 33(4):411-425. Productivity is
defined as net sales per worker. Study used data on personnel policies and economic
characteristics of businesses. Those that operated below expected levels in 1983, through
increases in training, had significantly larger increases and reached comparability by 1986. Note
that implementation of other policies such as job design, performance appraisal, and employee
involvement had no significant relationship with productivity. MS. PJ. A.
Bartel, Ann P., and Nachum Sicherman, 1999, “Technological Change and Wages: An
Interindustry Analysis,” The Journal of Political Economy, April 1999, 107(2):285-325. Wages
in industries with higher rates of technological change are higher (wage premium). Skill-based
technological change has driven wages higher for more educated workers in the 1980s
(education premium). A panel of young workers (NLSY, 1979-1993) revealed the wage
premium was due to sorting more able workers into these industries. Also, the education
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premium was driven by a greater demand for workers with innate ability. [It appears unobserved
innate ability was the key: it drove education, technological change, and wages.] (This title was
way off. We are eagerly awaiting their next article.) MS. PJ. A.
Bartel, Ann P., 2000, “Measuring the Employer's Return on Investments in Training: Evidence
from the Literature,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, July 2000, 39(3):502-524. Reviewed
three types of studies measuring the employer's rate of return to investments (ROI) in employee
training: (1) establishment-level data collected through mail or phone surveys, (2) data from one
or two companies to conduct an 'econometric' case study, and (3) company-sponsored case
studies. The analysis indicates that the employer's return on investments in training may be much
higher than previously believed. Between 100 and 200 percent, in fact. At Columbia U. Misc.
PJ. A.
Bartel, Ann, Casey Ichniowski, and Kathryn Shaw, 2001, “New Technology, Human Resource
Practices and Skill Requirements: Evidence from Plant Visits in Three Industries,” Working
paper (at CBS? at C-MU?) Found an increased demand for employees with problem solving
skills. (See cite in Ichniowski and Shaw 2003). MS. unpub.
Bartel, Ann P., Casey Ichniowski, and Kathryn Shaw, 2003, “'New technology' and its impact on
the jobs of high school educated workers: A look deep inside three manufacturing industries,"
chapter 5 (p. 155-194) in Appelbaum, Eileen, Annette Bernhardt, and Richard J. Murnane, eds.,
2003, Low-Wage America: how employers are reshaping opportunity in the workplace, Russell
Sage Foundation, NY, NY, US, 535 p. Income inequality between late 1970s and early 1990s
has been largely laid to the use of computers on the job. Skills. But – the use in plants of
computer based technology varies widely; plants that use computers have produced significant
improvements in productivity and product quality. Computerization resulted often in "upskilling" of jobs. Computers were doing the routine work of production. The non-routine work
required greater skill levels. 'Soft-skills' such as problem-solving were required, but computer
skills were not. The base-skills were still required: apprenticeship. New HRM practices helped.
Jaques not cited. Cited in Green 2012. Clio BusHD5724 .L44 2003. # MS. Ch.
Bartel, Ann P., 2004, “Human Resource Management and Organizational Performance:
Evidence from Retail Banking,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Cornell U., Ithaca, NY,
Jan2004, 57(2):181-203. In a large Canadian bank the HRM environment varied greatly across
branches and over time. An analysis of responses to the bank's employee attitude survey that
unobserved branch and manager characteristics showed a positive relationship between branch
performance and employees' satisfaction with the quality of performance evaluation, feedback,
and recognition at the branch - the "incentives" dimension of a high-performance work system.
Satisfaction with the quality of communications was also important. Cited Ichniowski 1996,
1997; MacDuffie 1995; Huselid 1995. Jaques not cited. (4 of 5 Canadian banks use RO.) At
Columbia B-school & NBER. # MS. PJ. A.
Bartlett, Christopher A. and Sumantra Ghoshal, 1993, “Beyond the M-form: Toward a
Managerial Theory of the Firm,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, Winter 1993,
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14(1):23-46. Large global corporations are innovating a new organizational form premised on
knowledge and expertise rather than capital or scale as the key strategic resource. This form is
fundamentally different from the multidivisional organization that had emerged in the 1920s and
had become the dominant corporate model in the post-War years. We use Asea Brown Boveri
(ABB) as an illustration, and highlight its differences from the classic M-form by contrasting its
structure, processes and decision-making mechanisms against the models proposed by Chandler
(1962), Bower (1970) and Cyert and March (1963). Our conceptualization of this emerging
organization is grounded in a managerial perspective that is very different from the disciplinary
foundations of existing economic and behavioral theories of the firm. We urge a 'managerial
theory of the firm.' [Note: The word ‘M-form’ is in the SMJ computer as ‘Reform.’] Misc. PJ.
A.
Bartlett, Christopher A., and Sumantra Ghoshal, 1994, “Changing the Role of Top Management:
Beyond Strategy to Purpose,” Harvard Business Review, Nov/Dec, 72(6):79-88. Structure
followed strategy; and systems supported structure. In the high-growth environment of postWorld War II, a management doctrine rose up around these two aphorisms. But today the
business environment has changed. Senior managers must change their own priorities and way
of thinking. Beyond designing corporate strategy, they must shape a shared institutional
purpose. They must expand their focus from devising formal structures to developing
organizational processes. And more than just managing systems, they must develop people. As
a result of making these changes in focus companies like 3M, ABB, AT&T, Royal Dutch/ Shell,
Intel, Andersen Consulting, Kao, and Corning are doing well despite assumptions of the
inevitable decline of large corporations. [Misreading by Shane Douglas Muldoon 2003 PhD.]
MS. Pro.
Bartlett, Christopher A., and Sumantra Ghoshal, 1996, “Release the Entrepreneurial Hostages
from Your Corporate Hierarchy," Strategy and Leadership, Emerald Group Pub., Bradford,
England, UK, July-Aug. 1996, 24(4):36-42. A handful of companies are achieving success by
encouraging the creativity of their workforce and nurturing the entrepreneurial spirit in their
organizations. These companies are different from other less successful entities in that they
place importance on a truly entrepreneurial process at the core of the organization and redefine
managerial roles. They build the entrepreneurial process by desegregating performance units,
enforcing performance-driven systems and introducing clear mission and standards. In these
companies, management roles are redefined by requiring front-line managers to act as
entrepreneurs, middle managers as coaches and senior-level managers as leaders. A move away
from macro-structural elements and top-down control, which are hallmarks of traditional
hierarchical organizations, is crucial to the success of these companies. Misc. Pro.
Bartlett, Christopher A., 2001, “Enron’s Transformation: From Gas Pipelines to New Economy
Powerhouse,” Harvard Business School, Boston MA, Case #9-301-064, Revised October 9,
2001. The inspiring story of how Enron (with help from top consultants, auditors, stock analysts,
and investment bankers) reinvented itself from a “regulated” hierarchy into a star-based
“partnership” based on a “free market for talent.” This was the opposite of what Jaques
proposed but by the beginning of 2001 Enron had grown to hold the seventh largest market
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capitalization in the U.S. On November 8, 2001 Enron filed an 8-K with the SEC revealing it
had financial difficulties. It filed for bankruptcy on December 2 and was delisted from the
NYSE in January 2002. This case was shortly withdrawn by HBS and is no longer available.
(This “E.T.” should become a black-market classic.) Misc. Pro.
Bartlett, Christopher A., and Andrew N. McLean, 2003, “GE’s Talent Machine: The Making of a
CEO,” HBS, Case (Field) Product Number: 9-304-049, 28 p. Publication Date: Oct 28, 2003;
Revision Date: May 3, 2005. General Electric. Crotonville. A case. Developing management
talent was a core competency at GE that generated sustainable competitive advantage. Described
the development of GE’s human resource policies and practices since the post-war era. The
development of talent was embedded into management responsibilities. Followed development
of Jeff Immelt from MBA over 18 years until he was named as CEO of GE. Examined how he
framed priorities for GE and implemented them - including through use of the human resource
institutions. Immelt discussed adjusting or overhauling elements of this talent machine. MS. ~
Bartlett, C. J., 1983, “Would You Know a Properly Motivated Performance Appraisal If You
Saw One?” chapter (p. 190-194) in Landy, Frank J., Sheldon Zedeck, and Jeanette Cleveland,
eds., 1983, Performance measurement and theory, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale,
N.J., 396 p. A comment on Mohrman and Lawler chapter on motivation and appraisal. Takes
M&L to task when they assume all performance has motivation. They also wrongly assume bias
is a motivational issue, not a measurement issue. Bartlett also says they advocated “a formal
design that is a typical example of poor measurement.” In their reply to this comment, M&L
were bewildered by this (p. 195). Book cited by Marsden 1999:150. Baruch HF5549.5 .R3
P476 1983. Refu. Ch.
Bartling, Björn, and Urs Fischbacher, 2012, "Shifting the Blame: On Delegation and
Responsibility," Review of Economic Studies, Oxford U.P., UK, January 2012, 79(1):67-87. 21
p. ISSN: 0034-6527. To fully understand the motives for delegating a decision right, it was
important to study responsibility attributions for outcomes of delegated decisions. We
conducted laboratory experiments in which subjects could either choose a fair allocation or an
unfair allocation or delegate the choice, and we used a punishment option to elicit responsibility
attributions. Our results showed that, first, responsibility attribution can be effectively shifted
and, second, this can constitute a strong motive for the delegation of a decision right.
Moreover, we proposed a simple measure of responsibility and show that this measure
outperforms measures based on inequity aversion or reciprocity in predicting punishment
behaviour. [Screwy.] Jaques not cited. (How?) At U Zurich; U. Konstanz. # MS. PJ. A.
Bartling, Björn, Ernst Fehr, and Klaus M. Schmidt, 2012, "Screening, Competition, and Job
Design: Economic Origins of Good Jobs," American Economic Review, Cambridge, MA, US,
April 2012, 102(2):834-864. 31 p. DOI: 10.1257/aer.102.2.834. “Trust is good, control is
better.” – Vladimir Lenin. High-performance work systems give workers more discretion,
thereby increasing effort productivity but also shirking opportunities. We show experimentally
that screening for work attitude and labor market competition are causal determinants of the
viability of high-performance work systems, and we identify the complementarities between
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discretion, rent-sharing, and screening that render them profitable. Two fundamentally distinct
job designs emerge endogenously in our experiments: "bad" jobs with low discretion, low wages,
and little rent-sharing, and "good" jobs with high discretion, high wages, and substantial rentsharing. Good jobs are profitable only if employees can be screened, and labor market
competition fosters their dissemination. Cited in Bartling et al 2013. Jaques not cited. Cited
Ichniowski 1995, 1995, 1997, 2003. # MS. PJ. A.
Bartling, Björn, Ernst Fehr, and Klaus M. Schmidt, 2013, "Discretion, Productivity, and Work
Satisfaction," Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics (JITE) / Zeitschrift für die
gesamte Staatswissenschaft, 30th International Seminar on the New Institutional Economics —
Behavioral Theory of Institutions, Tubingen, GR, March 2013, 169(1):4-22. 19 p. In Bartling,
Fehr, and Schmidt (2012, “Screening…,” AER) we showed theoretically and experimentally that
it was optimal to grant discretion to workers IF (i) discretion increases productivity, (ii) workers
can be screened by past performance, (iii) some workers reciprocate high wages with high effort,
and (iv) employers pay high wages leaving rents to their workers. We showed experimentally
that the productivity increase due to discretion is not only sufficient but also necessary for the
optimality of granting discretion to workers. Furthermore, we report representative survey
evidence on the effect of discretion on workers' welfare, confirming that workers earn rents.
Jaques not cited. Cited Bartling et al 2012; Ichniowski 1997, 2004. [Plus two comments.]
Embargoed. No copy. MS. PJ. A.
Kurschilgen, Michael, 2013, “Discretion, Productivity, and Work Satisfaction: Comment,”
Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics (JITE) / Zeitschrift für die gesamte
Staatswissenschaft, 30th International Seminar on the New Institutional Economics —
Behavioral Theory of Institutions, March 2013, 169(1):26-28. 3 p. # embargoed.
Muehlheusser, Gerd, 2013, “Discretion, Productivity, and Work Satisfaction: Comment,”
Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics (JITE) / Zeitschrift für die gesamte
Staatswissenschaft, 30th International Seminar on the New Institutional Economics —
Behavioral Theory of Institutions, March 2013, 169(1):26-28. 3 p. Cited Falk & Kosfeld
2006. # embargoed.
Bartol, Kathryn M., and David C. Martin, 1988, "Influences on Managerial Pay Allocations: A
Dependency Perspective," Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Summer,
41(2):361-376. Managerial pay allocations are influenced by the degree of dependence on
subordinates and by threats to that dependence. This paper addresses the issues of managerial
discretion in pay allocation, pay as a means of managing dependencies, sources of dependence,
and the role of dependency threats in the pay-allocation process. It suggests that pay-forperformance systems need to be carefully designed to help managers handle important
dependency issues if such systems are to be successful. The dependency perspective can
facilitate the monitoring of dysfunctional uses of pay that serve to undermine organizational
effectiveness. Not on Hambrick. Cited Adams 1965, 1976; Carrell and Dittrich 1978; Cosier
and Dalton 1983; Ouchi 1977. Clio Bus at Leh Liby HF5549 .A2 P53. # MS. PJ.
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Bartolomé, Fernando, and Paul L. Evans, 1980, "Must Success Cost So Much?" Harvard
Business Review, Mar/Apr80, 58(2):137-148. ISSN: 00178012. Bartolome. Undeniably, many
people who reach executive levels in organizations do so at the expense of their personal lives.
Many spend long hours at difficult and tension-filled jobs and retreat to their homes not for
comfort and sustenance, but for a place to hide or to vent feelings left over from the office. Yet
other executives who endure the same long hours and tension-filled jobs come home full of
energy and excited by the day. What distinguishes the two? After studying more than 2,000
executives, these executives do three things better than the other executives. They adapt well to
change in jobs; they find the right jobs for them, and; they handle career disappointments well.
(Book version 1980 with same title.) Cited in Schein 1986. Cited Jaques 1955. # Misc. Pro.
Barton, Richard F., 1981, "An MCDM Approach for Resolving Goal Conflict in MBO,"
Academy of Management Review, Apr1981, 6(2):231-241. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1981.4287799.
ISSN: 03637425. Management by objectives tends to focus on one goal or objective at a time or
that can be made consistent. Little attention in either literature or practice is given to goals that
are to be achieved simultaneously, yet conflict. Recent work in multiple-criteria decision
making (MCDM) can help in the formulation of goal-conflict decisions in MBO contexts.
MCDM resolves conflicts between persons, simultaneous goals, and reveals value conflicts
between managers and subordinates. [See Honshin kanri?] At Texas Tech U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Barton, Ruth, and Diane van den Broek, 2011, "Agency and the Deunionization of Managers in
an Australian Telecommunications Company," Journal of Management and Organization,
[unknown pub., AU?], March 2011, 17(2):210-225. A case. Telstra. Between 1992 and 2000
Telstra's senior management reframed the concept of manager, using CRA and the Workplace
Relations Act (AU, 1996) as models, to individualize and deunionize the managers and set the
stage for extending this into the workforce. Cited in Avery and Bergsteiner 2011. Cited Ellem
2004; Evan 1961; Fox 1974 (BC); Hearn Mackinnon 1997, 2007; Jaques 1989; Ludeke 1996;
Timo 1997, 2001; H. Willmott 1997. At RMIT; U. Sydney, AU. Teach. # Rp. PJ.
Bartunek, Jean M., Judith R. Gordon, and Rita Preszler Weathersby, 1983, “Developing
‘Complicated’ Understanding in Administrators,” The Academy of Management Review, April
1983, 8(2):273-284. This explored Karl Weick’s 1979 [book] call for managers to “complicate
themselves.” They review the literature on cognitive complexity, differentiation and integration,
stages of moral development, dialectical inquiry, how to train people to adopt multiple
perspectives, etc. Linked Weick to other concepts. Did not cite Jaques, et al. All static. None
work-goal oriented. A good backgrounder on mainstream cognitive complexity research. Misc.
PJ. A.
Bartunek, Jean M., and Meryl Reis Louis, 1988, "The Design of Work Environments to Stretch
Managers' Capacities for Complex Thinking," Human Resource Planning, HR People &
Strategy, US, 1988, 11(1):13-22. Complex thinking is associated with a wide range of
managerial skills, from tolerance of ambiguity to effectiveness in group problem solving.
Human resource professionals have developed educational strategies aimed at expanding
managers' capacities for complex thinking. We also describe naturalistic settings and strategies
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for fostering complex thinking in inexperienced newcomers, experienced newcomers, and
experienced managers. Cited Jaques 1986 (once). At Boston U. # W. PJ.
Bartunek, Jean M., 1988, “The Dynamics of Personal and Organizational Reframing,” chapter 4
(p. 137-162) in Quinn, Robert E., and Kim S. Cameron, 1988, Paradox and Tranformation,
Ballinger Pub., Harper and Row, Cambridge MA, 334 p. Reframing, in both individuals and
organizations, followed a course that was similar to creative processes. The reframing process
was affected by two important elements: the cognitive capacities of the people involved and
constraints imposed by external factors. Effective managerial action during reframing processes
included(1) considerable control over the initiation of reframing or presentation of an alternative
perspective, but (2) autonomy and some neutrality with respect to the eventual outcome of
reframing. (Rejoiner (p. 163-168) by Kimberly, John R., 1988, “Reframing and the Problem of
Organizational Change.” Change comes in flows, not stages.) Jaques not cited. # MS. Ch.
Bartunek, Jean M., and Meryl Reis Louis, 1996, Insider/Outsider Team Research, Sage
Publications, Thousand Oaks, Cal., US, 75 p. [Qualitative research methods ; v. 40.] [I am not
the only one to notice the academic-practitioner cleavage.] The authors note the early Sears
personnel and organization studies. Little was published due to the needs of the managers to
manage. However, academic reality is not the sole reality. They offer an approach to overcome
this problem. Cited Worthy 1993; W. F. Whyte 1991. CUNY Baruch, Clio offsite H 61 .B27
1996. At BC and BU. Teach. # Misc. Bk.
Baruch, Yehuda, and Ronnie Lessem, 1997, “The Spectral Management Type Inventory - a
validation study,” Journal of Managerial Psychology, Emerald, UK, 12(6):365-382. More of a
test of J. I. Holland’s SMTI (1985) than EJ & SC. Cited Jaques and Clement 1991, Reddin 1987.
At Norwich and City Uni. W. PJ.
Bary, Andrew, 2010, “The World’s Best CEOs,” Barron’s, March 29, 2010, p. 29-30, 34, 36-39.
Cover story. Seven-to-nine of the 30 best CEOs used this theory in their companies. (That is the
public number.) See CEO list in HBR 1-2/2010. Rp. Pro.
Bar-Yam, Yaneer, 2004, “Multiscale Variety in Complex Systems,” Complexity, Wiley, US,
March-April 2004, 9(4):37-45. doi: 10.1002/cplx.20014 The Law of Requisite Variety is a
mathematical theorem relating the number of control states of a system to the number of
variations in control that is necessary for effective response. The Law of Requisite Variety
does not consider the components of a system and how they must act together to respond
effectively. This allows us to formalize an understanding of the limitations of hierarchical
control structures and the inadequacy of central control and planning in the solution of many
complex social problems and the functioning of complex social organizations, e.g., the military,
healthcare, and education systems (39 refs.) Bar-Yam at New England Complex Systems Inst.,
Cambridge, MA. (Is this on RO?) See Dawkins 1983. # Misc. PJ.
Bar-Yam, Yaneer, 2006, “Improving the Effectiveness of Health Care and Public Health: A
Multiscale Complex Systems Analysis,” American Journal of Public Health, Washington, DC,
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Mar 2006, 96(3):459-466. The US health care system is struggling with a mismatch between the
large, simple (low-information) financial flow and the complex (high-information) treatment of
individual patients. Efforts to implement cost controls and industrial efficiency that are
appropriate for repetitive tasks but not high-complexity tasks lead to poor quality of care.
Multiscale complex systems analysis suggests that an important step toward relieving this
structural problem is a separation of responsibility for two distinct types of tasks: medical care of
individual patients and prevention/population health. These distinct tasks require qualitatively
different organizational structures. The current use of care providers and organizations for both
purposes leads to compromises in organizational process that adversely affect the ability of
health care organizations to provide either individual or prevention/ population services. Thus,
the overall system can be dramatically improved by establishing two separate but linked systems
with distinct organizational forms: (a) a high-efficiency system performing large-scale repetitive
tasks such as screening tests, inoculations, and generic health care, and (b) a high-complexity
system treating complex medical problems of individual patients. Useful. Unaware. MS. PJ.
Bass, Bernard M., 1967, “The Anarchist Movement and the T Group,” Journal of Applied
Behavioral Science, NTL Institute, 3:211-226. The Spanish anarchist movement had intellectual
coherence but that did not allow it to prevail. The T Group movement is also aimed at taking
down the authority structure. It has not succeeded either. See also Tavistock, STS, NTL, QWL,
TQM. This is the path Jaques rejected in 1952. (Cited by R. Kaplan 1979 and others.) Refu.
PJ. A.
Bass, Bernard M., 1970, “When Planning for Others,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science,
June 1970, 6(2):151-171. doi: 10.1177/002188637000600202. A close look was taken at many
reasons for the failure of plans to be carried out, and how the likelihood of such failures might be
reduced when planning for others. A separation of planning from implementing generates
problems that are often diagnosed as behavioral rather than rational. In every country studied,
productivity was higher among operators when the implementers selected their own goals rather
than when goals were assigned to them by others. The same was true for managers. Identified
eight complicating factors when this split occurs along with remedial actions that planners might
take. (How to compensate for Taylorism’s impact.) Jaques not cited. # Alt. PJ. A.
Bass, Bernard M., 1974, “The Substance and the Shadow,” American Psychologist, APA, US,
Dec. 1974, 29(12):870-886. Hard sciences versus the social sciences (with pseudo-science mixt
in). The difficulty of entrepreneurs in translating their insights into applied and actionable
products. Discussed the relationship between advancing technology (the substance) and good
scientific theory (the shadow) in industrial/organizational psychology. Solutions presented for
bridging the social gap include utilization of a teamwork approach to understanding problems of
human abilities, motivations, and interpersonal behavior. Avoiding being prematurely "locked
into" a concept before all alternatives are considered, and the incorporation of real-world data
into controlled experimental settings. Cited in Bass 1994. ? Htr Mn. CUNY. # Misc. PJ. A.
Bass, Bernard, 1990, Bass and Stogdill’s Handbook of Leadership, 1st edition, 1974 by Ralph
Stogdill; 2nd edition, 1981, by Bernard Bass and Ralph Stogdill; and 3rd edition, 1990, by
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Bernard Bass, The Free Press, New York, NY. B&S give credence to EVERY published study
which greatly weakens this comprehensive effort. The discussions of leadership, intelligence
and task-competence wobble badly (p. 78-79, 106-110). Five studies, including Ghiselli 1963,
found extreme differences between the intelligence of leaders and followers actually mitigate
against the exercise of leadership (p. 79). [A gap in capability levels between them.] See
Hollingworth 1926. Jaques is mentioned in all three editions. Goodman’s claim is discounted in
the latter two. See especially, Laner and Crossman 1970, and Vinton 1995 PhD. See Goodman
and Miller 1973 book review where Goodman abandoned his 1967 claims. See Most 1990;
Nystrom 1973. (Bass died in 2007 at 82 before issuing a 4th edn. But see below.) MS. Bk.
Bass, Bernard, 1994, “Continuity and Change in the Evolution of Work and Human Resource
Management,” Human Resource Management, US, Spring94, 33(1):3-31. The evolution of work
and human resource management, shows a parallel with the development of civilization. There
has been continuity and change down through the centuries - in motivation to work, in equity,
and in how work is organized. Currently, we see in sociotechnical design of work the
combination of both the rational and socioemotional aspects of work in organizations. Two
decades earlier he had foreseen the computer’s bifurcating work impact, into the ‘haves’
with interesting work and ‘have nots’ with repetitive work or unemployment. Cited Jaques
1961; Bass 1974 (or 1972?). Deming not cited. At SUNY-Binghamton, US. # Misc. PJ. A.
Bass, Bernard M., and Ruth Bass, 2008, The Bass Handbook of Leadership: Theory, Research,
and Managerial Applications, 4th edition, The Free Press, NY, NY, 1536 p. A mainstream
reference book on the study of leadership. 4TH Edn. does not cite Brown or Jaques. Not in
CUNY or SIBL, 2/2014. Cited in Comaroff 2012 MA. Misc. Bk.
Basseches, Michael A., 1980, “Dialectical Schematas: A framework for the empirical study of
the development of dialectical thinking,” Human Development, S. Karger, Basel, CH; New York,
NY, 23(6):400-421. A cognitive test using people at Swarthmore College. Faculty had a
significantly broader dialectical schemata range than seniors and seniors had a broader range
than freshmen. Based on his 1978 PhD. EJ not cited, but age-related growth was supported.
Cited KF Riegel 1973, J Youniss 1974, RH Wozniak 1974. At Cornell. City Sci/Engin Percls.
has serial: v8 - v31. Alt. PJ.
Basseches, Michael A., 1983, “Dialectical thinking as a meta-systemic form of cognitive
organization,” chapter 10 (p. 216-238) in Commons, Michael L., Francis A. Richards, and
Cheryl Armon, eds., 1983, Beyond Formal Operations: Late adolescent and adult cognitive
development, Praeger, New York, NY, 465 p. Dialectal thinking as a method to understand the
limits of formal thought as put forward by Piaget and to transcend those limits. As a result of
these experiments dialectical thinking can be shown to represent a particular organization of
thought at the meta-systematic level of cognitive organization. (A major issue was the small size
of the subsamples, but this was a first experiment.) [Cumulative thought pattern.] Misc. Ch.
Bassi, Laurie J., 1997, “Harnessing the power of intellectual capital,” Training & Development,
US, Dec97, 51(12):25-30. Ways of measuring intellectual capital. Resources on knowledge
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management and intellectual capital. Not on RO but great. Teach. Bassi VP research at ASTD.
Misc. PJ.
Bata, Tomas, 1992, Knowledge in Action: Bata-System of Management, IOS Press, Amsterdam,
NL. First English translation of Bata’s speeches and writings. Recommended by Milan Zeleny
in the International Encyclopedia of Business and Management, 1996. Bata followed the
original formulation of a business system by Henry Ford in Today and Tomorrow, 1926, in
Moravia, Czech Republic, in the 1930s. Slogan: “Thinking to the people, labor to the machines.”
Another endearingly odd entrepreneurial enterprise, like Glacier, Rountree, Scott Bader, John
Lewis, etc. (By the 1930s Henry Ford became authoritarian.) Misc. Bk.
Bata, T. J., 1990, Bata: Shoemaker to the World, Stoddard Publishing, Toronto, ONT, CA. The
author is Tomas’ son. Described family saga and international scope of current Bata operations.
Misc. Bk.
Bate, Paul, 1984, “The Impact of Organizational Culture on Approaches to Organizational
Problem-Solving,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany; NY, NY,
USA, 5(1):43-66. AN 5964200. The role culture plays in blocking change. It was particularly
strong in England, more than in some Third World countries, blocking much change. Cited
Jaques 1951. Cited in Blunt 1990. W. PJ. A.
Bate, S. Paul, 1997, “Whatever Happened to Organizational Anthropology? A review of the field
of organizational ethnography and anthropological studies,” Human Relations, New York, NY,
Sept 1997, 50(9):1147-1175. doi:10.1177/001872679705000905 A divide currently exists
between the fields of organizational behavior (OB) and anthropology. OB is a comparatively
young field which was, in actuality, originally created by anthropologists by way of the
pioneering Hawthorne studies. Somewhere along the way, however, the two fields got
separated, and organization studies gradually lost touch with the essential qualities of
anthropology. A paper speculates on the nature of the “ethnographic quest” and on what might
be gained from trying to put organizational studies and anthropology back together again. At
School of Management, University of Bath, Claverton Down BA2 7AY, UK. Cited Jaques
1951, Czarniawska-Joerges 1992, Linstead 1997. MS. PJ.
Bates, D. L., and John E. Dillard, Jr., 1993, “Generating strategic thinking through multi-level
teams,” Long Range Planning, UK, October 1993, 26(5):103-110. The inter-functional/
multilevel planning (IMP) approach solves the deficiencies of the traditional cross-functional
executive strategic planning team by providing a paradigm for identifying the firm's best
strategic thinkers, and appointing them to the strategic planning group regardless of their
functional specialty or level in the management hierarchy. The IMP approach also contains
provision for identifying those managers with latent strategic thinking capability and exposing
them to opportunities that will foster its development through the use of an incubator group.
Illustrated with three short case examples. [Recognized the seriousness of the adverse selection
problem, mis-structuring, and capability, but this doesn’t work. Blind staggering.] Cited Kolb et
al 1986. # Misc. PJ. A.
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Bathmaker, Susan, 1999, “‘So what’s the deal?’ The state of the psychological contract in a
‘new’ university,” Journal of Vocational Education and Training, Triangle Journals, UK,
51(2):265-281. triangle.co.uk Analysed the changing nature of the psychological contract, or
employment bargain, through conversational analysis of interviews with senior managers and
lecturers. It explored the understandings each group had of the contract and the subjective
experience of work (social analysis). Concluded that there was a gap created by low-trust
relationships, inadequate resources, poor management and/or organisational politics. Managers
must manage. Organizations can not reach their full potential so long as employees are confused
about what is expected of them. Cited Brown 1965 and Jaques 1965 and 1994. Based on her
1997 MA. Now at Luton Business School, UK. Head of Management and Business
Development, and Principal Lecturer in Management Development. E: sue.bathmaker @
luton.ac.uk (T.C. Lib. Milbank) # Rp. PJ.
Baum, Howell S., 1987, The Invisible Bureaucracy, The Unconscious in Organizational Problem
Solving, Oxford University Press, New York and Oxford, UK, 214 p. Cited Jaques 1951 and
1955 (withdrawn). Also cited Menzies 1975 on social defenses in organizations. Off. Bk.
Baum, Howell S., 2001, “Why School Systems Resist Reform: A Psychoanalytic Perspective.”
They aren’t educating. Public school systems would rather fail than change. Cites Jaques. Get
full text from author. Unclear if this was published. At Uni. Maryland, hb36 @ umail.umd.edu.
Ru.
Baum, J. Robert, Edwin A. Locke, and Shelley A. Kirkpatrick, 1998, “A Longitudinal Study of
the Relation of Vision and Vision Communication to Venture Growth in Entrepreneurial Firms,”
Journal of Applied Psychology, February, 83(1):43-54. Structural modeling confirmed that
vision attributes and vision content affect subsequent venture growth through communication.
Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1990 (in Clark); Filion 1988, 1991; Larwood et al 1995. # Rp. PJ. A.
Baumeister, Roy F., Laura Smart, and Joseph M. Boden, 1996, “Relation of threatened egotism
to violence and aggression: The dark side of high self-esteem,” Psychological Review, APA,
Washington, DC, Jan., 103(1):5-33. This meta-study of research on high self-esteem since
World war II turns conventional wisdom on its head. High self-esteem is the source of violent
outbursts, not low self-esteem. ALL the research found this conclusion - and each researcher
then discounted it in the face of socially and professionally accepted beliefs. HR embraced these
findings and hired employees based on their high self-esteem scores on tests and interviews. The
impact on firms from such managerial behaviors has been devastating. (See Bushman and
Baumeister 1998.) Half a century of psychology research was here found to be wrong. This is
intellectual bankruptcy. (See Fast and Chen 2009.) Refu. PJ. A.
Baumgartel, Howard, Warren G. Bennis, and Nitish R. De, eds., 1967, Readings in Group
Development for Managers and Trainers, Asia Publishing House, Bombay, India, 595 p. In this
book reprinted articles by Lord Brown, Elliott Jaques, Ishwar Dayal and many other Western
group development thinkers to introduce Indian readers to them. Readings found useful at IIM
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Calcutta were included. Cited in Dayal 1972. Not in NYPL or CUNY. Not seen. D. Bk.
Baumol, William J., 1968, "Entrepreneurship in Economic Theory," American Economic
Review, AEA, May68, 58(2):64-71. ISSN: 00028282. The entrepreneur is at the same time one
of the most intriguing and one of the most elusive characters in the cast that constitutes the
subject of economic analysis. He has long been recognized as the apex of the hierarchy that
determines the behavior of the firm and thereby bears a heavy responsibility for the vitality of the
free enterprise society. In recent years he has virtually disappeared from the theoretical
literature. It is the job of an entrepreneur to locate new ideas and to put them into effect. He
must lead, perhaps even inspire. He cannot allow things to get into a rut and for him today's
practice is never good enough for tomorrow. Princeton U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Baumol, William J., 1985, “Productivity Policy and the Service Sector,” Wharton Magazine
(annual), Philadephia, PA, US, p. 46-54. Baumol separates the service sector into three broad
categories: the stagnant personal services, the progressive impersonal services, and the
asymptotically stagnant impersonal services. Some do not have any productivity increases, and
go up in price – relatively, like haircutting, government services (education, police). Some
personal services take on the productivity increases like the manufacturing sector
(telecommunications). Some are an amalgam with huge jumps in productivity and thereafter are
stagnant (live shows to movies). Moving activities from the government to the private sector
has no effect: this cost disease affects both sides. Compassion for individuals is appropriate, but
bailouts for businesses are not. Supply-side across-the-board cuts in taxes on all businesses is a
reward for all irrespective of productivity. At Princeton U. & NYU. # Misc. Pro.
Baumol, William J., 1990, “Entrepreneurship: Productive, unproductive and destructive,”
Journal of Political Economy, American Economic Association, October 1990, 98(5):893-921.
The basic hypothesis is that, while the total supply of entrepreneurs varies among societies, the
productive contribution of the society's entrepreneurial activities varies much more because of
their allocation between productive activities, such as innovation, and largely unproductive
activities, such as rent seeking or organized crime. This allocation is heavily influenced by the
relative payoffs society offers to such activities. This implies that policy can influence the
allocation of entrepreneurship more effectively than it can influence its supply. Historical
evidence from ancient Rome, early China, and the Middle Ages, and Renaissance in Europe is
used to investigate the hypotheses. Philosophy matters. Cited by K. M. Murphy et al 1991,
1993; Mehlum et al 2003. At NYU and Princeton. MS. PJ. A.
Bazzaz, Shawki J., and Peter H. Grinyer, 1981, “Corporate Planning in the U.K.: The State of the
Art in the 70s,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, April-June, 2(2):155-168. The
adoption of corporate planning in the UK expanded greatly from the mid-1960s to the mid1970s. UK lagged that in the US by about 5 years and was ahead of NL. Specialist planners had
high status and reporting relationships. Average HQ planning office size was five, which was
smaller than in the divisions. The tools used for planning were financial (esp. in HQ) and
operations research for production and marketing. Central planners were responsible for the
planning process. Line managers wrote the plans in 85% of firms. Nationalized industries
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required far more planning than private sector firms. (No wonder these planners got tossed out.)
Chandler’s findings on the links between strategy and structure in the US were confirmed in UK
firms. (See Al-Bazzaz 1977 Interesting PhD Open U, London, UK. This is the article.) Misc.
PJ. A.
Beach, Dale S., ed., 1970, Personnel: the Management of People at Work, 2nd edn., Macmillan,
NY, NY, 844 p. Three instruments described: TSD; equitable work-payment scale; standardearning progression curves (p. 675-676). Schw E14-750. JJay HF 5549 .B32 1970. D. Bk.
Beadle, Ron, 1996, “The Incapacity of Elliott – towards a critique of Elliott Jaques.” Online
essay, 14 pages. URL: http:// carlisle.unn.ac.uk/ CHP/Psychology/Year3/adult/ EJ_INCAP. htm
[l?]? Beadle used a new institutional economics perspective to critique Jaques’ theory. Very
interesting and provocative. (However, I found much of this argument unconvincing because
this approach is a garbage can – a solution looking for a problem. It tries to universalize the
market and is stymied by organizations that obviously do not have markets inside them. The
solution: get rid of organizations and use incentives to bridge the alleged principal-agent gap.
One result was the Enron mess and other recent implosions. Like some other economic theories
the new institutional economics has generated noble prizes but does not pass the kindergarten
test.) A principal lecturer at Newcastle Business School. email: ron.beadle @ unn.ac.uk Cr-u.
Beadle, Ron, and Martyn Dyer-Smith, 2001, “On Human Capability,” Journal of Ayn Rand
Studies, Port Townsend, WA, Fall 2001, 3(1):1-27). The authors find both Rand and Jaques
view the capability to plan over time to be a key discriminator of capability among individuals.
See W.G. Scott 1982. NYPL Hum JFK 03-268. Rp. PJ.
Beal, Edwin F., 1963, “In Praise of Job Evaluation,” California Management Review, Berkeley,
CA, Summer 1963, 5(4):9-16. (This was a response to Jaques 1962 in HBR. See reply by Jaques
1964 in CMR.) This critique was described in Dornstein 1991 (p. 24) as displaying “a rather
harsh attitude toward” the theory. Reprinted as chapter 38 (p. 503-513) in Pigors, Paul, et al,
1969, Management of Human Resources, 2nd edn., McGraw-Hill, New York, NY - without
Jaques’ original piece nor with his rebuttal, but with questions about ‘time-span of discretion,’ as
presented it is single-sided by Beal. Editorial bullshit, pure and simple: a rhetorical put-up job.
(Unknown whether this was in 1st edn.) # Cr. Pro.
Beale, Dave, 1994, Driven by Nissan?: a critical guide to the new management techniques,
Lawrence & Wishart, London, UK, 191 p. A key goal of the organisation is to attain flexibility.
This means just-in-time production, labour flexibility, employee involvement, single union deals,
and teamworking. See graph p. 66 of John Atkinson 1985 model. SIBL JBD 95-576. MS. Bk.
Beamish, Paul W., 2006, "The High Cost of Cheap Chinese Labor," Harvard Business Review,
US, Jun2006, 84(6):23. Word Count: 358. Labor is 10-15% of the cost in West, but the added
cost of local low-skill labor churn should be taken into account when doing business in China.
Churn at 30%-40% is the norm, and 100% is not uncommon. Hidden costs include – higher HR
and training costs, greater quality control problems, increased chance of disruption, and greater
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difficulty creating a stable corporate culture. Firms include GE and L'Oreal China. Churn is 5%
in industrialized countries. pbeamish@ivey.uwo.ca At Ivey, UWO, Can. # Misc. Pro.
Beamish, Thomas D., 2000, “Accumulating Trouble: Complex Organization, a Culture of
Silence, and a Secret Spill,” Social Problems, Berkeley, CA, Nov. 2000, 47(4):473-498. For 38
years Unocal spilled 20 million gallons of petroleum into Central California’s Guadalupe/
Nipomo Dunes National Wildlife Refuge producing what may be the largest petroleum spill in
US history. In 1990 a whistleblower identified the spill, the field was shut down and criminal
charges were lodged. Used Perrow extensively in the analysis. Cited EJ 1990. # MS. PJ.
Bean, Audrey E., Carolyn Ordowich, and William A Westley, 1985, “Including the Supervisor in
Employee Involvement Efforts; In participative management programs, the supervisors' role
should be reshaped so that it is meaningful within the new work context,” National Productivity
Review, [continued by Journal of Organizational Excellence since 2000], New York, NY, Dec.
1, 1985, 5(1):64-77. Predicted supervisors will evolve from a director of day-to-day activities
into a boundary manager, which will demand an understanding of their role in the context of the
total work (stratum II to III). Integrating supervisors into employee involvement programs
aimed at building flexible and efficient organizations is often the most elusive task in a change
effort. Many supervisors feel the need to change, but do not see a defined alternative role that
will enable them to "deliver the goods" at their level. (They found the problem.) Authors at
McGill HR Partners, Montreal, QU, CA. Misc. PJ.
Bean, Roger, and Russell W. Radford, 2002, The Business of Innovation: managing the
corporate imagination for maximum results, AMACOM, NY, NY, US, 302 p. [electronic
resource]. See chapter 7, Crafting the Innovative Organization (p. 109-137), on levels, time
horizons, accountability horizons. Esp. Figures 4-4, 7-2, 7-7, 7-8, 7-9, 10-1. [Understood the
need to base hierarchy on levels of accountability horizon, but misconstrued pay levels, time
spans, and work levels as espoused by Jaques.] Cited Jaques 1989/1996; Kohn 1993. Baruch
HD 30.2 .B43 2002. Cuny ebook. SIBL JBE 01-2334. Ch # Rp. Bk.
Beard, Donald W., and Gregory G. Dess, 1981, “Corporate-Level Strategy, Business-Level
Strategy, and Firm Performance,” Academy of Management Journal, Dec81, 24(4):663-688. A
disaster. Variables of corporate-level and business-level strategy were both significant in
explaining profitability. (No strategy in US-based conglomerates at all.) Cited Vancil and
Lorange 1975. Refu. PJ. A.
Beatty, James R., Joseph T. McCune, and Richard W. Beatty, 1988, “A Policy-Capturing
Approach to the Study of United States and Japanese Managers’ Compensation Decisions,”
Journal of Management, Southern Management Association, US, 14(3):465-474. US managers
were more willing to give large - or small - increases based on performance than Japanese
managers who preferred little variance among employees based on job worth of roles. (Amount
remained the same.) Cited Deming 1986; Hatvany & Pucik 1981; Tsurumi 1978. MS. PJ.
Beatty, Joy E., and William R. Torbert, 2003, “The False Duality of Work and Leisure,” Journal
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of Management Inquiry, Sage, Thousand Oaks, CA, Sep 2003, 12(3):239-252. Work and leisure
are viewed as dichotomous and antithetical. This duality is unreflective, confounding the
meaning of each term. They are complements best understood in dynamic relation to each other.
The authors characterize leisure as the experiential quality of one's time when one engages
voluntarily and intentionally in awareness-expanding inquiry, which in turn generates ongoing,
transforming development throughout adulthood. Leisure is intrinsically rewarding, facilitating
personal and organizational transformations that increase extrinsic economic value. In response
to an increasingly dormant work ethic, the authors advocate leisure receive the same scrutiny as
work. Cultivating true leisure, they conclude, is more demanding than work itself. Cited Jaques
1982, Torbert, Wilber. (Beatty PhD 2004. jebeatty@umd.umich.edu phone: 313-583-6524 See
Chaplin 2000, 2002, Mead 1957.) Both at Boston College. 617-552-0459. bill.torbert.1
@bc.edu http://www2.bc.edu/~torbert MS. PJ.
Beatty, Richard W., Mark A. Huselid, and Craig Eric Schneier, 2003, “New HR Metrics: Scoring
on the business scorecard,” Organizational Dynamics, Elsevier Science, Amsterdam, NL, May
2003, 32(2):107-121. Considered how and what the Human Resource function contributed to the
strategic success of firms by utilizing measures of a firm's "soft-side" functions. Using a
modified version of the Balanced Scorecard, which is called the Business Scorecard, as a
foundation, this paper explores measures of HR and workforce success and how they can be
achieved with greater robustness. It contends that the only meaningful "HR Scorecard" is one
that enables HR to score on the Business Scorecard. It is essential that the HR function be
assessed on its deliverables, using simple outcome measures such as the improvement of
workforce mindset, competencies, and critical behaviors. It is equally essential to ensure that
line managers be held accountable on these same workforce attributes in order to deliver the
workforce necessary to make the firm's business model a reality. It takes a partnership between
line managers and HR, with both assessed on the same workforce success metrics, to deliver firm
success on its intended business model. Misc. PJ.
Bebchuk, Lucian Arye, Jesse M. Fried, and David I. Walker, 2002, "Managerial Power and Rent
Extraction in the Design of Executive Compensation," University of Chicago Law Review, US,
Summer 2002, 69(3):751–846. This article develops an account of the role and significance of
managerial power and RENT EXTRACTION in executive compensation. Under the optimal
contracting approach to executive compensation, which has dominated academic research on the
subject, pay arrangements are set by a board of directors that aims to maximize shareholder
value. But boards do not operate at arm's length in devising executive compensation
arrangements. Executives have power to influence their own pay, and they use that power to
extract rents. The desire to camouflage this rent extraction might hurt shareholder value. The
role managerial power plays is significant and should be taken into account in executive pay or
of corporate governance. See Brick et al 2012. # Refu. PJ. A.
Bebchuk, Lucian A., and Jesse Fried, 2003, “Executive Pay as an Agency Problem,” Journal of
Economic Perspectives, US, Summer 2003, 17(3):71–92. Executive compensation has long
attracted a great deal of attention from financial economists. Indeed, the increase in academic
papers on the subject of CEO compensation seems to have outpaced CEO pay itself (Murphy,
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1999). Much research has focused on how these schemes alleviate the agency problem in
publicly traded companies. But to understand it one must recognize that the design of
compensation arrangements is also a product of this same agency problem. # Misc. PJ. A.
Bebchuk, Lucian A., and Jesse Fried, 2004, Pay Without Performance: The Unfulfilled Promise
of Executive Compensation, Harvard University Press, 278 p. Shareholders have limited power
to intervene; there were limits of market forces; the flaw was in corporate governance. SIBL os
JBE 04-1985. Clio Bus HD4965.2 .B43 2004 (Out to Fac - 1-31-12) Clio & CUNY e-book.
[Refs. # ] Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Bebchuk, Lucian A., and Jesse M. Fried, 2006, “Pay without Performance: Overview of the
issues,” Academy of Management Perspectives, US, Feb2006, 20(1):5-24. In a recent book, Pay
without Performance: The Unfulfilled Promise of Executive Compensation, Bebchuk and Fried
critiqued existing executive pay arrangements and the processes that produced them. The
authors show that, under current legal arrangements, boards cannot be expected to contract
at arm's length with the executives whose pay they set. They discuss how managers' influence
can explain many features of the executive compensation landscape, including ones that
researchers have long considered as puzzling. The authors outline proposals for improving the
transparency of executive pay, the connection between pay and performance, and the
accountability of corporate boards. At Harvard; UC Berkeley. # Refu. PJ.
Bebchuk, Lucian A., and Jesse M. Fried, 2010, “Paying for Long-Term Performance,”
University of Pennsylvania Law Review, Philadelphia, PA, June 2010, 158(7):1915-1959. The
article analyzes the approach to ensure compensation of public company executives are tied to
long-term performance. It explores the strategy on how pay arrangements can and should be tied
to long-term results through focusing on the equity-based compensation to prevent various types
of gaming such as manipulating stock price, spring-loading, and selling private information. It
discusses the optimal design of limitations on unwinding equity incentives, hedging, and
derivative transactions. See Mitchell 2010 for response; B&F 2006 book; Deakin 2006 BkRev.
# Misc. PJ. A.
Bechky, Beth A., 2003, “Sharing Meaning Across Occupational Communities: The
transformation of understanding on a production floor,” Organization Science, Informs,
Linthicum, May/June 2003, 14(3):312-330. Found knowledge was shared in organizations
through the transformation of occupational communities' situated understandings of their work.
Misunderstandings between engineers, technicians, and assemblers were linked to their work
contexts. Members of these communities provide solutions which invoke the differences in work
contexts and create common ground. See her 1999 Related Stanford PhD. MS. PJ. A.
Bechky, Beth A., 2006, "Gaffers, gofers, and grips: Role-based coordination in temporary
organizations," Organization Science, INFORMS, Providence, RI, US, Jan-Feb, 17(1):3–21.
The temporary organizations were film projects. Everyone had titles and thereby knew generally
what their role was – and what they were expected to do. (A key: everyone worked 24 hours-aday for short-duration projects, were viewed as professionals with discretion and creativity, were
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very highly paid, and the project was the organization: a return to building-trade guilds.) Cited
in Bechky 2011; Gil et al 2011. # MS. PJ. A.
Bechky, Beth A., and Geraldo A. Okhuysen, 2011, “Expecting the Unexpected? How SWAT
Officers and Film Crews Handle Surprises,” Academy of Management Journal, Ada, OH, US,
Mar-Apr, 54(2):239-261. Two types of organizations that regularly deal with surprises were
examined - a police SWAT team and film production crews. Individuals engage in
organizational bricolage, restructuring their activities by role shifting, reorganizing routines, and
reassembling the work. This bricolage depends on group members drafting agreement on the
work, reinforcing and elaborating task activities, and building cross-member expertise. [Sounds
like crews pre-Taylor.] Cited Bechky 2006. At UC-Davis; U. Utah. # Misc. PJ. A.
Bechtell, Michele L., 1995, The Management Compass: steering the corporation using hoshin
planning, American Management Association, an AMA Management Briefing, New York, NY,
157 p. A solid outline of the hoshin kanri process, 5-20 years, 1-5 years, and 1 year rollouts.
(Anything but dated.) Pre-Porter 1996. Clio & Baruch HD 62.15 .B428 1995. Misc. Bk.
Beck, Don, and Christopher C. Cowan, 1996, Spiral dynamics: mastering values, leadership,
and change: exploring the new science of memetics, Blackwell Business, Cambridge, MA, USA
Gillian Stamp said this covered levels of work complexity from both structural and individual
perspectives. Much of it is on Clare W. Graves of Union College in Schenectady, NY, and the
vMEME (p. 30). No index. SIBL JBE 97-1007. Rp. Bk.
Becker, Brian E, Mark A. Huselid, Peter S. Pickus, and Michael F. Spratt, 1997, “HR as a source
of shareholder value: Research and recommendations,” Human Resource Management,
Hoboken, NJ, Spring 1997, 36(1):39-47. The human resources officer must focus on identifying
and solving the human capital elements of important business problems (those problems likely to
impede growth, lower profitability, and diminish shareholder value). HR must focus on business
outcomes rather than HR silo inputs. HR must become a strategic core competency rather than a
market follower. A transformation from human resource management (HRM) to human capital
management (HCM) will require that both the CEO and chief human resources officer think of
the HR system, first and foremost, as a source of strategy implementation and as a means to
achieve important business priorities. This shared perspective, and the commitment to
developing the competencies in both line and HR managers to effectively implement this
perspective, is the key to realizing this potential source of competitive advantage. (This, from
others, would be B.S.) MS. PJ. A.
Becker, Brian E., and Mark A. Huselid, 1999, “Overview: Strategic human resource
management in five leading firms,” Human Resource Management, Wiley, Hoboken, NJ, Winter
1999, 38(4):287-340. This article synthesized findings from five case studies conducted in firms
known to be leaders in the management of people. Five broad conclusions were drawn: 1. The
foundation of a value-added HR function was a business strategy that relied on people as a
source of competitive advantage and a management culture that embraced that belief. 2. A valueadded HR function would be characterized by operational excellence, a focus on client service
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for individual employees and managers, and delivery of these services at the lowest possible
cost. 3. A value-added HR function required HR managers that understood the human capital
implications of business problems and could access or modify the HR system to solve those
problems. PLUS, in this issue: case articles on Sears, Quantum, Praxair, Lucent, and Herman
Miller. MS. PJ. A.
Becker, Brian, Mark Huselid, and Dave Ulrich, 2001, The HR Scorecard: linking people,
strategy, and performance, Harvard Business School Publishing, Boston, MA, 235 p. Built on
The Balanced Scorecard by Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton 1992. Line managers and
HR managers need to think of HR as an "architecture" that must be structured and managed to
create value. The HR function is the administrative home of the company's HR staff. HR
measures are tied directly to the development of a strategy map that outlines the causal logic of
HR's impact on company performance. These HR measures guide management decisions that
drive strategy, rather than simply reduce overheads. An appropriate HR system is required to
select, develop and reward employees in ways that produce strategic behaviors. (Excerpted in
Financial Times, Nov 19, 2001.) Thanked PwC. Based on clients GTE (now Verizon) and
Sears. See their 2005 book also. Not on the theory but close. At SUNY Buffalo, Rutgers,
Michigan. SIBL JBE 01-843. MS. Bk.
Becker, Brian, and Mark Huselid, 2003, “Measuring HR?” HRMagazine, Alexandria, VA, Dec
2003, 48(12):56-61. The challenge of human resources (HR) management becomes particularly
salient when the CEO and senior management team ask HR to justify its contribution to the
organization. HR professionals should judge their performance relative to their firm's own
strategy rather than the HR efficiency of other organizations. In contrast to the strategic HR
framework proposed, no published research supports a relationship between typical HR
performance benchmarks and ultimate firm performance. Performance benchmarking is
common for a number of reasons: 1. Benchmarking measures are accessible. 2. Benchmarking
performance has a superficial credibility. 3. Benchmarking is relatively quick and painless. The
strategic approach to HR performance measurement is not as simple as benchmarking, because
it requires a different measurement process, summarized in the following steps: 1. Clearly
define business strategy. 2. Draw a map describing the causal flow of strategy execution. 3. Link
HR architecture to the strategy map. Unaware of Jaques. MS. Pro.
Becker, Fred W., 1982, “Matrix structure in social delivery systems,” Journal of Behavioral
Health Services and Research, Springer, New York, NY, March 1982, 9(1):34-36. Core
elements of matrix management are: Task accomplishment; Dealing with the dilemma of
complexity and; Maximizing utilization of organizational capacity. Each employee has at least
two bosses. It places substantial pressure on the individual to maximize his/her output. Cited
Shull 1965. Not in CUNY, NYPL. NYU & NYU Med. online since 1992. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Becker, Gary S., 1962, “Investment in Human Capital: A Theoretical Analysis,” The Journal of
Political Economy, Part 2: Investment in Human Beings, Oct. 1962, 70(5.2):9-49. Examined the
investment in children’s schooling before the age of initially joining the workforce and later in
on-the-job (OTJ) training. No investment means no future return. Investments raise earnings
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and future well-being proportionally. Learning of any kind has the same effect. General training
increases the trainee’s productivity for all firms. Firm-specific training increases the trainee’s
productivity in that firm but in no others. Returns from some firm-specific investments in
training are captured by the firm rather than the individual and are “more important than is
commonly believed.” Discussed age-earnings profiles but included no graphs. (No awareness of
differences in ability only differences in investment in training.) [Age-Wage Profile] (See
Mincer 1962.) Misc. PJ. A.
Becker, Gary S., 1964, Human Capital: a theoretical and empirical analysis, with special
reference to education, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 187 p., (1st). This book
grew out of the realization that growth in physical capital did not fully explain income growth.
He concentrated on the Opportunity for education level attained as the signal of a greater level of
Ability (p. 45-47). He called this a ‘general theory,’ that ‘abler’ persons tend to invest more in
their human capital than others [the ‘less able’]. But this may be culturally biased because other
counties may not value education as an investment in human capital before experience as
absolutely and completely as does the USA. (Japanese firms for example favor experience over
education.) Used Age-Earnings and Age-Wealth Profiles toward the end of the book (p. 140,
146). [If Jaques is right, the person’s ability continues to grow whatever the educational
investment (like Franklin, Washington, Jefferson, Hamilton – all failed students, unlike Adams),
then Becker has entered an extraneous and misleading variable: education (soon to become
credentialitis).] Won the Nobel Prize in Economics. Unaware of Jaques. [Age-Wage Profile]
Clio Bus HB1 .N21 no.80 (1st), Barnard LB2321 .B27 1975 (2nd, 268 p.). SIBL JLL 74-476
[no.] 5, 1975, 2nd ed. Hum: 3rd edn. JFE 94-11154, c1993, (3rd ed., 390 p.) Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Becker, Gary S., 1965, "A Theory of the Allocation of Time," The Economic Journal, RES, UK,
Sep. 1965, 75(299):493-517. An economics essay about the allocation of time by people. On
future time versus current time especially regarding education, lost current income, and increased
future income. Unaware of differential growth curves as causative of differential income curves.
Becker recommended families keep ‘time’ budgets as well as money budgets to “give a more
accurate picture of the size and allocation of full income.” [Cited by Theodore Schultz 1975 who
noted the “allocative ability” of people to more efficiently reallocate their available assets in the
face of an opportunity/ economic disequilibria [threat] and wondered if this ‘ability to juggle
available assets’ was what cognitive psychologists were looking at.] See Commons and Bresette
2006. # MS. PJ. A.
Becker, Lawrence C., 1996, “Trust as Noncognitive Security about Motives,” Ethics, Chicago U.
Press, US, Oct., 107(1):43-61. Sharpened the distinction between cognitive and noncognitive
accounts of trust. Explored a sense of security in the benevolence, conscientiousness, and
reciprocity of others. Maintained this was crucial to the formation, stability, and productiveness
of individuals and social organizations. This goes beyond rationality and contracts. But our trust
in government should be noncognitive. We may best be served by a trustful disposition that
survives perpetual disappointment. Baruch Percls. Cuny online. Htr Mn. # Misc. PJ. A.
Beckford Report, 1985. On death of Jasmine Beckford. See ‘London Borough of Brent.’ UK.
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Bedeian, Arthur, 1972, “Relationship in Organization: A Clarification,” Academy of
Management Journal, June, 15(2):238-239. Clarified V. A. Graicunas’ classic 1933 span of
control essay (q.v.). (Jaques’ theory dismissed Graicunas.) Alt. PJ. A.
Bedeian, Arthur, 1973, “Management Theory: A Pediatric Note,” Business Perspectives,
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, Summer, 9(4):2-5. The uncertainty around the aim
and direction of management theory has stifled its potential benefits. The definition and
framework for its terminology must be resolved before progress can occur. Alt. PJ.
Bedeian, Arthur G., 1974, “A Historical Review of Efforts in the Area of Management
Semantics,” Academy of Management Review, March 1974, 17(1):101-114. The problem of the
“tower of babel” in management semantics has been addressed since the 1920s. But all efforts to
“break the semantic barrier”and create “a taxonomy of management theory and work” ... “have
failed to gain universal acceptance.” (p. 108) Without definitions there can be no science.
Notable contributions in the development of management terminology are attributed to Col.
Urwick (1920s-1960s, 1965), Harold Koontz (1961, 1962, 1964a, 1964b), and Wilfred Brown
(1960, 1971). (See van Fleet and Bedeian 1977.) Bedeian did his D.B.A. dissertation on this in
1973 at Mississippi State. See Interesting PhDs. Refu. PJ. A.
Bedeian, Arthur R., Edward R. Kemery, and Kevin W. Mossholder, 1989, “Testing for CrossLevel Interactions: an empirical demonstration,” Behavioral Science, Journal of the International
Society for System Sciences, Baltimore, MD, Jan., 34(1):70-78. Most research has been done on
group behavior testing the interactions within one level or between the group and the individual.
Cross-level interactions were simply not looked for and thus prior research may be bad. Here,
results indicate the presence of a cross-level interaction on supervisors’ ratings of individual job
performance. Cited Alderfer 1977; James and Jones 1976. City. # MS. PJ.
Bedeian, Arthur G., and A. A. Armenakis, 1998, “The Cesspool Syndrome: How Dreck Floats to
the Top of Declining Organizations,” The Academy of Management Executive, Feb., 12(1):58-67.
Like Gresham’s Law, bad managers - self-dealing, incompetent, vicious - drive out the good.
Those who can leave - go. Once the talent leaves any downsizing becomes a bloodbath with no
benefits. A key question is, why do these organizations attract and retain so many bad apples?
Is there an identifiable tipping point? (Unaware of Jaques’ theory, which could be used as a
diagnostic tool to separate capability level from other issues, such as character. Very good. Not
on Jaques’ theory though.) Cited in Rosenblatt & Sheaffer 2002. Refu. PJ.
Bedeian, Arthur G., 1998, "And Fate Walked In," chapter (p. 1-40) in vol. 5 in Bedeian, Arthur,
ed., 1993, Management Laureates, a collection of autobiographical essays, JAI, Greenwich, CT,
US. W. Ch.
Bedeian, Arthur G. and James G. (Jerry) Hunt, 2006, “Academic amnesia and vestigial
assumptions of our forefathers,” The Leadership Quarterly, 17(2):190-205. ISSN: 1048-9843.
DOI: 10.1016/j.leaqua.2005.12.006. In this exchange of letters, Art Bedeian and Jerry Hunt
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consider what leadership as a concept actually means and whether what has been published deals
with leadership per se. Bedeian wonders if divergent findings regarding the relationship simply
reflect differences in how leadership is defined. Hunt responds by articulating ways for
researchers to empirically differentiate between leadership and management. Cited Jaques 1989,
1991; Hunt and Dodge 2000, Hunt 1991. At LA State; TX Tech. CUNY-wide. # Rp. PJ. A.
Beechler, Schon, and Vladimir Pucik, 1989, “The Diffusion of American Organizational Theory
in Postwar Japan,” chapter in Chimezie, A., and Y. Osigweh, eds., 1989, Organizational Studies
Abroad: Constraints and Perspectives, Plenum Press, New York, NY. (p. 122) Cited by
Dunphy and Griffiths 1998, p. 220. Not seen. Not found in NYC, WorldCat. Broken cite?
Ask her – webpage at York U.? SEE ~
Beechler, Schon, and John Zhuang Yang, 1994, “The Transfer of Japanese-Style Management to
American Subsidiaries: Contingencies, Constraints, and Competencies,” Journal of International
Business Studies, Atlanta, GA, 3rd Qtr. 1994, 25(3):467-491. 400,000 Americans were
employed by Japanese affiliates in 1988 (JETRO 1991, p.17). Examined the cross-border
transfers of the HRM practices of ten subsidiaries of Japanese multi-nationals in the U.S. (New
York and Tennessee), five in services and five in manufacturing. Developed contingency factors
that accounted for the parent firm’s administrative heritage, unique characteristics of the
subsidiary, the host country’s conditions (economic, social, cultural), and the cultural distance
between Japan and the host country (U.S.). Identified three schools of thought in the literature:
culturalist, rationalist, and technology-HRM fit. Proposed a model that included strategic HRM
and the technology-HRM fit for successful transfers. Found subsidiaries in the NY financial
industry had to adopt US-style HR policies. “People in this industry are motivated by greed” (p.
479). MS. PJ. A.
Beecroft, G. Dennis, 1999, “The role of quality in strategic management,” Management
Decision, London, UK, 37(6):499-502. While organizations practice quality, they fail to see the
linkage between quality, productivity, and profitability. The impact does not get integrated into
their strategic and business planning processes. MBO audit results in no learning but dismissal
of the implementation. The key step in hoshin kanri is for all departments to function as a
system in addressing the key objectives. Cited Akao 1991, Atkinson 1994, Garvin 1988. At U.
Waterloo, Can. # Misc. PJ.
Beehr, Terry A., 1976, “Perceived situational moderators of the relationship between subjective
role ambiguity and role strain,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, PsycINFO, Feb 1976,
61(1):35-40. Unlike previous research, which focused on personality moderators, examined
situational moderators of the relationship between organizational stress, role ambiguity, and
psychological strain. Three situational characteristics were hypothesized to moderate the
relationship by reducing its strength: group cohesiveness, supervisor support, and autonomy.
651 adults in five midwestern work organizations were given 90-min structured interviews in
their homes. Group cohesiveness moderated the relationship but its direction was inconsistent.
Supervisor support showed a non-significant tendency to reduce the strength of the relationship
between role ambiguity and role strain. Autonomy significantly moderated the relationship in
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the expected direction. Based on his 1974 Related PhD. At Illinois State U. MS. PJ. A.
Beehr, Terry A., and John A. Drexler, Jr., 1986, “Social support, autonomy and hierarchical level
as moderators of the role characteristics-outcome relationship,” Journal of Occupational
Behavior, Wiley, Chichester, Sussex, U.K., July 1986, 7(3):207-214. The strength of these three
elements as theoretic moderators was practically zero. But three role characteristics (conflict,
ambiguity, and overload) did have a direct relationship with outcomes - job satisfaction and job
search (quit intent). (Support for AET theory: see Ashkanasy and Daus 2002.) Cited Beehr
1976, Karasek 1979. Misc. PJ.
Beehr, Terry A., Sharon Glazer, Ronald Fischer, Larissa L. Linton, and Curtiss P. Hansen, 2009,
“Antecedents for achievement of alignment in organizations,” Journal of Occupational and
Organizational Psychology, UK, Mar 2009, 82(1):1-20. Puts forward how in order to be
effective, organizations attempt to align different units in the organization's structure,
understanding that a failure by one subunit will have a detrimental affect on other units in the
organization [systems1968]. Undertakes to identify those antecedents or process that can be
implemented to achieve alignment of subunits' day-to-day operations and actions and the
organization's core goals [contingency theory 1967]. Examines three categories of possible
antecedents of structural alignment: communication of goals and objectives; employee
enhancement and managerial effectiveness. Outlines a number of hypotheses including, among
others, that the communication of goals and objectives will positively relate to structural
alignment; tests these on data collected from employees of a large manufacturing company
[Brown’s contraction 1962]. (This is an old, old paper - a repeat of 1981.) MS. PJ.
Beekun, Rafik I., 1989, "Assessing the Effectiveness of Sociotechnical Interventions: Antidote or
Fad?" Human Relations, UK-US, Oct. 1989, 42(10):877-897. Much uncertainty surrounds the
effect of sociotechnical interventions on organizational effectiveness. STS interventions that
included a change in technology resulted in a smaller improvement in productivity and a smaller
drop in escape behavior than interventions without a technological change. More importantly, a
curvilinear relationship was uncovered between the duration of an intervention and productivity indicative of a “Hawthorne Effect.” Jaques not cited. At U. Nevada-Reno. # Misc. PJ.
Beer, Michael, Russell A. Eisenstat, and Bert Spector, 1990, Critical Path to Corporate
Renewal, OUP, UK, 291 p. There are two types of problems – long-term human problems and
short-term business problems. One key is to become a 'task-driven' organization. The authors
find the key path to be 'task alignment'. (esp. p. 9 and Ch. 3.) (See 1990 HBR article.) NYPL
SIBL br 658.408B 2010. SIBL os JBE 91-395. Clio os HD58.8 .B438 1990. Misc. Bk.
Beer, Michael, Russell A. Eisenstat, and Bert Spector, 1990, “Why Change Programs Don’t
Produce Change,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Nov.-Dec., 68(6):158-166. (esp. p.
159). Wrd Cnt: 6175. ISSN: 00178012. Corporate change programs are the greatest obstacle to
successful revitalization. Successful change efforts are led by general managers, not the CEO or
corporate staff. They concentrate on creating ad hoc organizational arrangements to solve
concrete business problems. This focuses energy for change on the work itself, not on
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abstractions such as "participation" or "culture." Cited in Raelin & Cooledge 1995. See 1990
book. City Coll. At HBS; HBS; Northeastern U. Teach. # MS. Pro.
Beer, Stafford, 1966, Decision and Control. Stafford used this quote to head chapter 17, p. 432,
“Information and Automation”:
A rose by any other name would still smell like
phenylethyl methyl ethyl carbinol. - The Sciences, 1964, 3(20). Misc.
Beer, Stafford, 1972, Brain of the Firm: companion volume to, The heart of enterprise,
(2nd ed. 1981), Chichester : Wiley, 417 p. 1st of 3 volumes on the Viable System Model (VSM)
of the firm. The management levels of the firm are compared to the evolved layers of the brain i.e. cybernetic hierarchies of control. (This metaphor is a stretch.) No mention of Jaques. MS.
Bk.
Beer, Stafford, 1979, The Heart of Enterprise, Chichester [Eng.] ; New York : Wiley, 582 p. 2nd
of 3 volumes on the Viable System Model (VSM) of the firm. (Michael Church 1997 has
observed Stafford Beer has demonstrated that co-ordination is necessary to prevent oscillation.)
No mention of Jaques. MS. Bk,
Beer, Stafford, 1983, “Reply to Ulrich’s ‘Critique of Pure Cybernetic Reasoning: the Chilean
experience,’” Journal of Applied Systems Analysis, (now European Journal of Information
Systems), U. Lancaster, Operational Research Society, Birmingham, UK, 10:115-119. Werner
Ulrich’s article was in 1981. Beer felt Ulrich was putting his actions on a Kantian procrustean
bed without merit. Cited in Beer 1984. NYPL ILL (Buffalo & Erie PL) # Misc. PJ.
Beer, Stafford, 1985, Diagnosing the System for Organizations, Wiley, Chichester [West
Sussex], UK, and New York, NY, 152 pages. 3rd of 3 volumes on the Viable System Model
(VSM) of the firm for organizational effectiveness. No mention of Jaques but the drawings show
some parallel concepts. This looks like a system. (Note: Stafford and Elliott knew each other in
London in the 1960s. Interesting echoes of each other in their theories. Recommended by Mark
Van Clieaf and Maretha Prinsloo.) NYPL Humanities-Genrl Res JLE 85-2347 Offsite. (NYU
Bobst has all three volumes.) MS. Bk.
Begg, H. M., and J. A. Stewart, 1969, "Price Images: A Comment," Scottish Journal of Political
Economy, UK, June, 16(2):84–96. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-9485.1969.tb00032.x. Comment on
Behrend 1964 and 1966. Behrend was saying wage-push inflation came from a pessimism based
on the popular belief that the future wage was unstable. If the whole economy expanded, this
would become irrelevant as all boats would be lifted by the rising tide. The biggest danger was
for quality to be lowered by producers to keep up their profits while meeting government pricecontrol targets (old definition of quality). (Rejoinder by Behrend immediately following.) At St.
Salvator's College, University of St. Andrews. # Misc. PJ.
Behling, Orlando, 1998, “Employee Selection: Will Intelligence and Conscientiousness Do the
Job?” Academy of Management Executive, Briar Cliff Manor, NY, Feb., 12(1):77-86. Despite
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years of research designed to match jobs and people, selection decisions are not always based on
an exact fit between the person and the job. Microsoft values intelligence over all else, for all
jobs. Southwest Airlines values character. When are these general characteristics adequate to
the task of selecting job candidates? Should firms value intelligence and conscientiousness
above specific skills? (A response to Barrick and Mount articles, 1991-1996.) Distinguished
university professor of management emeritus, Bowling Green State University, and Principal,
Behling Associates. Cited by Sessa 2003; Moustafa and Miller 2003. # Misc. Pro.
Note: Hilde Behrend (below) first articulated the economic concept of the “effort
bargain” in 1957 which appears to have been derived from Jaques. Baldamus 1957 and
1961 also played a role in its development. These citations can be found by searching on
these names and keywords. See the list of related economics publications in Part I of this
Bibliography. These sources also led to the discovery of parallels between Jaques and
Penrose.
Behrend, Hilde, 1953, “A Note on Labour Turnover and The Individual Factory,” Journal of
Industrial Economics, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Nov., 2(1):58-64. A review of articles by
Tavistock writers Rice, Hill and Trist (Human Relations, 1950-1952: II, IV, VIII) who used
Kurt Lewin’s field theory to explain labour turnover at the Glacier Metal Company. She blasted
their lack of data, elaborate terms, and complex mathematics as “not sufficient to constitute a
scientific method.” She did not mention Jaques, who wrote several articles in this same series on
the Glacier Project. Refu. PJ.
Behrend, Hilde, 1957 a, “Effort-Control Through Bargaining,” Nature, London, UK, June 1,
1957, vol. 179, No. 4570, p. 1106-1107. A report of the study conducted by the author and W.
Baldamus. She here discussed “effort intensity” and bargaining over the setting of piece-rates.
Interviewed managers claimed “the productivity of piece-rates was at least 25 per cent greater
than that of time-rates.” But they had no proof. Their statements were based on faith. In any
event, the bargains are struck and work goes on. She makes many of the same points in 1957b.
# Rp. PJ. A.
Behrend, Hilde, 1957 b, “The Effort Bargain,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, July,
10(4):503-515. Her definition of “effort” as “subjective experience” (p. 505b) paralleled Jaques’
1956 definition of discretion, but her use of “effort” seemed to mix together the prescribed and
discretionary elements of work. (“Effort” also was the dictionary definition of “work.”)
Behrend claimed “effort” was impossible to measure. She did say output - the outward
expression of effort - could be measured. For this study Behrend intensively interviewed 45
managers and 15 unionists and confirmed the separate existence of both “effort” and “fair pay”
(c.f. Jaques 1951, 1956). She found rate-setting for piecework was a form of “effort bargaining”
between the firm and the employee over notions of fairness and “effort standards” regarding
tasks. The “effort bargain” preceded negotiations over wages and the two were not negotiated
interactively. The “wage bargain” was based on a fair division of revenue. These bargains were
NOT market-based economic reasoning. The “wage bargain” entered the process only AFTER
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the customer got his/her cut. These bargains were both at the firm-union level and at the
supervisor-employee level. (This was the same sequence Jaques postulated - task elements first,
then felt-fair pay for that work.) She found that employers “reward not marginal productivity but
effort” and discussed differential levels of “effort intensity” among workers (resembling levels of
capability) and “effort standards” among roles (in different strata or bands). Fogarty (1963)
noted Behrend found the speed and duration of work was set by custom, convention and
bargaining. He pointed out that she also described the differential wage scale (see Jaques 1956).
(Their main study was completed and later they went back in with a small pilot-like study using,
I suspect, Jaques’ 1951 social analysis approach and got these findings.) See Littler 1978 for
Behrend’s critique of Taylorism’s simpler assumptions. Effort-wage Bargain. # Rp. PJ. A.
Connections to Jaques: Fogarty pointed out that Behrend confirmed Jaques’ “equitable
work payment scale” (Fogarty 1961 and 1963, ftnt 1, p. 107) as the internal wage
structure (see Behrend p. 515). Behrend did not cite Jaques but Fogarty’s connection was
dead-on. She cited few economics sources and based her article on the results of her
interview questions. The questions were not included in the article. This was not a
normal economic ‘survey’ but in-depth face-to-face interviews more akin to
psychological probing to uncover patterns of thought - exactly what Jaques had done
through social analysis (1951). Only the “wage bargain” concepts had existed in labour
economics or industrial relations before this article. (This is sometimes now called the
“effort-wage” or the “wage-work” bargain.) A different idea, “wage-effort parity,” had
been articulated before this article. (See Behrend 1957 b. See Behrend 1953 and 1960
articles on the Glacier Project. See E. H. Phelps Brown 1962 book review of Wilfred
Brown 1962 book for connection to Behrend 1961. See Evans 1977/1979 for connection
of Behrend 1970 to Jaques’ progression curves 1956, 1958c, 1961, 1968.)
Economics Research: At least ten PhD theses have been done on this concept, five in the
UK, four in the US, and one in Canada, mostly in the 1990s (see three Ph.D.s included
here, and two related Ph.D.s.). See Baldamus 1957 for another article from this same
study. For related material see: Kilbridge 1960; Baldamus 1960 and 1961; W.W. Daniel
1970; Lazonick 1990; Andrews and Simmons 1995; Haskel and Sanchis 1995. See
comments in Belcher and Atchison 1976 on p. 583, 586, 594 and 599. See Akerlof 1981,
1984, 1988, 1990, Stiglitz 1976, 1987, Fehr 1993. Jaques says he did not know Behrend
and never heard of her (8/17/02). He knew and worked with Fogarty in the early 1960s.
Behrend, Hilde, 1959 a, “Voluntary Absence from Work,” International Labor Review,
February, 79(2):109-140. Cited in in Gibson 1966; Steven G. Allen 1981 (not cited herein).
[Also see Allen 1978 PhD at Harvard (not cited herein).] Refu. PJ.
Behrend, Hilde, 1959 b, “Financial Incentives as the Expression of a System of Beliefs,” British
Journal of Sociology, June, 10(2):137-147. The author approached 200 firms and visited 50 but
could not locate a single case where the output effects of payment by results (incentive schemes)
could be isolated and measured. No firms kept the records necessary to do such calculations.
Therefore, piece-rates represented a managerial belief system. (As was, for example, Theory X.)
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Results expected from payment by results have acquired the status of achieved results in spite of
the lack of factual proof of the achievement. Implicit in the belief in the supremacy of the
financial motive is the assumption that the worker is always interested in earning more money
than he is getting on time-rates. Recurrent wage-claims have strengthened this belief. A
powerful and important article. This problem lies on the borderline of economics where the
economist reaches the limits of his competence and the sociologist or social anthropologist may
take over. Jaques not cited. See G. H. Rice 1985; Randle 1997; Pfeffer & Sutton 2006.
Available online at SocINDEX. # Refu. PJ. A.
Behrend, Hilde, 1960, “Some Aspects of Company Wage Policy,” Journal of Industrial
Economics, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, March, 8(2):122-132. A study of wage drift in West
Scotland (see E. Henry Phelps Brown 1962 book review). She noted that Glacier Metal
Company was among several firms that changed to time-rates from incentive pay schemes
(piece-rates) since the end of WWII. This study likely included the Glacier factory at
Kilmarnock near Glasgow [and perhaps the Johnny Walker plant?]. She did not cite Jaques or
W. Brown. See W. Brown 1962. Reprinted in Behrend 1984 as part of Chapter 10 [with 1963].
# Rp. PJ.
Behrend, Hilde, 1961, “A Fair Day’s Work,” Scottish Journal of Political Economy, Edinburgh
(?), Scotland, UK, June, vol. VII [vol. 8, iss. 2 ?]. Behrend recognized two possible norms of a
fair day’s work, based on time rate and on piece rate. See cross-citation to this article in a book
review of Wilfred Brown 1962 by E. Henry Phelps Brown in 1962. Reprinted in Behrend 1984
as Chapter 9. Cited in Shimmin 1968. Rp. PJ.
Behrend, Hilde, 1963, “An Assessment of the Current Status of Incentive Schemes,” Journal of
Industrial Relations, Sydney, NSW, Australia, October, 5(2):96-109. Edinburgh Library has it
as an Offprint. Reprinted in Behrend 1984 as part of Chapter 10 [with 1960]. Neither Jaques nor
Wilfred Brown were cited. This continuing omission was more than problematic. Misc. PJ.
Behrend, Hilde, 1964, "Price and Income Images and Inflation”, Scottish Journal of Political
Economy, UK, June, 11(2):85-103. People didn’t know the cost of items. They used different
frames to explain the price changes (usually upward). Small price changes were usually not
noticed. Comparisons were not made. People had images only. Economists had models of
market behavior (but …). Cited Patchin 1961. See Behrend 1966; Comment by Begg and
Stewart 1969; Rejoinder by Behrend 1969. Clio os HB1 .S3. # Misc. PJ.
Behrend, Hilde, Harriet Lynch, and Jean Davies, 1966, A National Survey of Attitudes to
Inflation and Incomes Policy, Occasional Papers in Social and Economic Administration, No. 7,
Edutext Publications, London, UK, Oct. 1966, 28 p. [Sec. 7, p. 25]. British research sponsored
by the Social Science Research Council. About 2/5ths of public do not understand inflation talk.
Only 5% understood it. 2/3rds did not understand government inflation incomes policy.
Political slogans were confusing. Since implementation of a voluntary incomes policy depended
on public support, communication had become a problem. The survey found an element of
gloom. Cited in Behrend et al 1970, no. 57, p. 40. See Comment by Begg and Stewart 1969;
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Rejoinder by Behrend 1969. Clio os HC256.5 .B44. # Misc. Rep.
Behrend, Hilde, 1966, "Price Images, Inflation and National Incomes Policy", Scottish Journal of
Political Economy, UK, Nov., 13(3):273-296. doi: 10.1111/j.1467-9485.1966.tb00397.x .
Explored the problem of consumers' learning prices and making price-judgments, and of relearning them when prices change. There is a large difference between the economists (and their
models) and the consumers. "Individuals learn prices from contact with them and the learned
prices are used as reference points, as standards for judgments for subsequent purchases." This
becomes their 'price-image.' Some are quite vague and inaccurate. Current higher prices are
resented as unfair and unreasonable. Therefore, the public issues are: accuracy of prices; what is
a reasonable price rise and should be paid; and which prices are rising (not all). Cited in
Behrend et al 1970, no. 57, p. 59. Cited Behrend 1964. See Comment by Begg and Stewart
1969; Rejoinder by Behrend 1969. # Misc. PJ.
Behrend, Hilde, Harriet Lynch, Howard Thomas, and Jean Davies, 1967, Incomes Policy and the
Individual, Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh, UK, Oct., 72 p. A survey of responses to the British
prices and incomes standstill (freeze) introduced late in 1966. Showed that this latter policy was
well understood and commanded support as an emergency measure. Cited in Begg and Stewart
1969; Behrend 1969; Behrend et al 1970, no. 57, p. 62. Not in Clio, CUNY. NYPL os JBD 9155. Misc. Bk.
Behrend, Hilde, 1969, “Rejoinder,” Scottish Journal of Political Economy, UK, June, 16(2): 97–
100. doi: 10.1111/j.1467-9485.1969.tb00033.x. Rejoinder to Begg and Stewart (immediately
prior). My purpose was to to develop a socio-psychological theory which explained the process
of learning prices and price-judgments, which introduced and developed the concept of priceimages and income images, and examined the impact of inflation on these images. It was not to
report on methodology. Begg and Stewart also asked forced choice questions. Close
examination of the evidence of Begg and Stewart suggests that the methodological break-through
which they claim to have made is apparent rather than real. # Misc. PJ.
Behrend, Hilde, Ann Knowles and Jean Davies, 1969, "Have you heard the phrase 'Productivity
Agreements'? findings from two national sample surveys", Scottish Journal of Political
Economy, UK, Nov. 1969, 16(3):256-270. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-9485.1968.tb00016.x. Starting
with Allan Flanders' Fawley Productivity Agreements 1964, tried to ascertain the degree of
understanding of the wage-work bargain by the British public. By May 1969 half of all
respondents had never heard the term. 11% more did not understand it. Most men had some
understanding of the term, but women were still in the dark. Professional/ non-manual men
working full-time got it best. However, manual workers showed themselves the most willing to
engage in a new wage-work bargain. The better the comprehension assessment, the more willing
were the people in the survey to enter into a new wage-work bargain, to do their work in a
different way, and to agree to several changes. (This was sharply counter to the public image of
the British worker.) The problem was now communications and comprehesion. (Employees
who had commented earlier in the interview that they were working very long hours responded
favourably to the idea of doing more difficult work. [overqualified for role ?]) [Cited in
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Behrend et al 1970, no. 57, p. 46. Evidence not yet published.] # Misc. PJ.
Behrend, Hilde, Ann Knowles, and Jean Davies, 1970, "Views on Income Differentials and the
Economic Situation: Findings from a National Sample Survey," Economic and Social Research
Institute, General Research Series 57, Dublin, Ireland, Nov., 1/11/70, 69 p. ISBN/ISSN No:
0901809187. [Paper No. 56 is by the same authors, “Views on Pay Increases, Fringe Benefits
and Low Pay.”] Michael P. Fogarty was Director of the Institute. Fair pay in different Irish
occupations. Their findings supported Jaques’ growth curves. One question remains: Was this a
deliberate replication of Jaques’ Age-Wage Profiles? (Cited in Evans 1977/1979 who thought
Behrend was unaware of Jaques. Obviously, Evans was unaware of her earlier writings - 1953,
1957, 1959, 1960, 1961. See unlocated Behrend presentation at the Royal Economic Society
annual conference in Durham in 1972. See Behrend 1973.) Cited in Barnard, G. A., 1997 PhD
(in 1984: the ‘1969 Irish study’). Jaques not cited. Cited Behrend et al 1966; Behrend et al
1969; Behrend 1966; Behrend et al 1967. Clio Biz os HC257.E5 Ec74 no.53-57. # Rp. Rep.
Behrend, Hilde, and Ann Knowles, 1970, "What is Lower Pay?" Newsletter, Social Science
Research Council, H.M.S.O., London, UK, March 1970, 8:19-21. Results from two national
sample surveys in 1966 and 1969. The working public agreed on a ‘proper’ wage level, thus
separating minimum wage level from the incomes policy. The British research was sponsored
by the SSRC. [See p. 252.] Cited in Behrend et al 1970, no. 56, p. 31. See 1971 for follow-up.
Sibl os ‘SSRC Newsletter’ JLM 74-22 v. 1-17 (1967-1972). # Misc. Pro.
Behrend, Hilde, Ann Knowles, and Jean Davies, 1970, "Views on Pay Increases, Fringe Benefits
and Low Pay: Findings from a National Sample Survey,” Economic and Social Research
Institute, ESRI, General Research Series 56, Dublin, Ireland, Aug., 1/1/70 [error: 1/8/70], 84 p.
ISBN/ISSN No: 0901809179. Michael P. Fogarty was Director of the ESR Institute. Views of
the Irish population as to what would be a fair pay-increase. Cited Behrend and Knowles 1970.
Clio Biz os HC257 .E5 Ec74 no.53-57. All at U. Edinburgh, UK. # Rp. Rep.
Behrend, Hilde, 1971, “What is Lower Pay? 1971 Follow-Up Survey”, Newsletter, Social
Science Research Council, London, UK, June, 12:5-7. Inflation had taken off strongly since the
1969 survey. Results showed views on lower pay levels were adjusted by the British public to
inflation over time. 80% agreed on the figure. National Insurance retirement payouts were
considerably below this level. Cited in Hyman and Brough 1975. Clio has 1984-1988. CUNY
not in. Sibl offsite ‘SSRC Newsletter’ JLM 74-22 v. 1-17 (1967-1972). See 1970 for original
survey. # Misc. Pro.
Behrend, Hilde, 1972, “Public Acceptability and a Workable Incomes Policy,” paper read at
January 1972 London Conference and the final chapter (p. 187-214) in Blackaby, Frank, ed.,
1972, An Incomes Policy for Britain, Heinemann Educational Books, London, UK, 250 p. D.
Ch.
Behrend, Hilde, 1972, “Research into perceptions of price-rises”, Newsletter, Social Science
Research Council, London, UK, Dec. 1972, 17:7-10. The recent price rise in food, the largest
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item in most family budgets, hit people in “a particularly susceptible spot” and needs to be
carefully monitored. Cited Behrend 1966, 1970, 1971; Blackaby 1972. # Misc. Pro.
Behrend, Hilde, 1973, Incomes Policy, Equity and Pay Increase Differentials: an analysis of
employee attitudes towards pay-increases in Ireland and the implications for incomes policy in
Britain, Scottish Academic Press, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK, 79 p. Two surveys, done in 1969
and 1971, on 500 male employees in Dublin. Showed the “threshold effect for pay increases” in
an era of inflation and taxes had to be above an absolute amount or else were viewed by workers
as “inadequate.” These were used in Ireland in 1970 and Britain 1971 to set pay increases.
Lots of terms used were the same as used by Jaques. Jaques not cited. See book review by
Lightman. See H.B. chapter in Blackaby 1972. NYPL HUM Gen res Offsite JAY E-755. #
MS. Bk.
Behrend, Hilde, 1973, “Frames of Reference for Judging Incomes,” mimeo, Edinburgh
University, Department of Business Studies, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK. Cited in Hyman and
Brough 1975. Not seen. Ru.
Behrend, Hilde, 1974, “A New Approach to the Analysis of Absences from Work,” Industrial
Relations Journal, Winter, 5:4-21. Cited in Steven G. Allen 1983 (not cited herein). Refu. PJ.
Behrend, Hilde, 1974, “Attitudes to Price Increases and Payclaims,” National Economic
Development Office, London, UK. U. Birmingham Lib has it. (A survey?) D. Pamph.
Behrend, Hilde, 1975, “Aiming to gain Insights”, Newsletter, Social Science Research Council,
London, UK, April, 27:12. Preliminary survey findings. Nice picture of her. # Misc. Pro.
Behrend, Hilde, 1977, “Research into Inflation and Conceptions of Earnings,” Journal of
Occupational Psychology, London, UK, 50(3). A recapitulation of her studies in Ireland and the
U.K. in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Also, inflation posed a potential tragedy of the commons
(see Hardin 1968) because it had no ‘technical’ solution. Its resolution required collective
action. Reprinted in Behrend 1984 as Chapter 11. Misc. PJ.
Behrend, Hilde, 1984, Problems of Labour and Inflation, Croom Helm, Beckenham and London,
UK, and Dover, NH, 256 p. A compendium of Behrend’s writings on the effort bargain and on
inflation. Contains 13 Behrend articles, including 1957, 1959, 1961, 1960/1963, 1977. A
printed typescript. Cited in Barnard 1997 PhD (1969 Irish study). NYPL HUM Gen Res JLD
85-153. [Duplicates of previously published articles.] Bk.
Behrend, Hilde, 1988, “The Wage-Work Bargain,” Managerial and Decision Economics, UK,
Winter, 9(Special Issue):51-57. Effort is the worker’s input but it is a “subjective experience”
that cannot be measured, certainly not by Taylorist work measurement. Time is also an input but
it includes pauses from work to fight boredom and reduce fatigue that lead to absences.
Managers must constantly re-think both the firm’s “position within a changing environment” and
the internal “wage-work bargain.” [A nice summa.] # Rp. PJ.
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Beiles, Brian, 1995, “Team Building,” Chapter 26 in Barcus, Sam W., III, and Joseph W.
Wilkinson, eds., 1995, Handbook of Management Consulting Services, 2nd Ed., McGraw-Hill
Trade, New York, NY, 768 pages. Chapter was 20 pages long; p. 556-575. Authorship was
listed as by The Cadence Group of Toronto, ON [not extant]. This chapter was based on Elliott’s
concepts on the requisite conditions a team must have to be effective, whether an intact team or a
project team. The pure stuff. # Rp. Ch.
Beirne, Martin, 2008, “Idealism and the applied relevance of research on employee
participation,” Work, Employment and Society, British Sociological Association, UK, Dec. 2008,
22(4):675-693. Research on employee participation has lost some of the radicalism and
commitment to progressive practice that was evident through much of the 20th century,
becoming more detached and coldly evaluative, without following through to an explicit logic of
practice. This article aims to reinvigorate debate about role definitions and the scope of
academic contributions by arguing for a grounded idealism that anchors applied research to local
rather than `top driven' insights and priorities. Cited Jaques, Brown, and Glacier in text, but no
direct footnotes. See Ramsay 1977, 1980; Beirne 2006. At U. of Glasgow. Email
M.Beirne@lbss.gla.ac.uk # Cr. PJ. A.
Bélanger, Jacques, 2000, “The Influence of Employee Involvement on Productivity: A Review
of Research,” [R-00-4E], Applied Research Branch, Strategic Policy, Human Resources
Development, Canada, June 2000, 49 p. Belanger. In English. Abstract in French. Report is
available in French. A review of the research reveals that employee involvement does improve
productivity and firm performance. Cited Ichniowski 1996, 1997, 1999; MacDuffie 1995, 1996;
Becker and Huselid 1998; Sabel 1997; Drucker 1999. Did not cite Jaques or Brown or the
theory. # MS. Rep.
Belcher, David W., 1962, “Toward a Behavioral Science Theory of Wages,” The Journal of the
Academy of Management (AMJ), Aug., 5(2):102-116. Cited Jaques 1956. D. PJ. A.
Belcher, David W., 1962, Wage and Salary Administration, Prentice-Hall, Upper Saddle River,
NJ. See pages 66-67 for an early “elegant” precis of Jaques’ equitable payment theory (per
Evans 1979). D. Bk. *****
Belcher, David W., 1964, “Ominous Trends in Wage and Salary Administration,” Personnel,
AMACOM, Saranac Lake, NY, US, Sept.-Oct., p. 42-50. On dysfunctional trends in pay
systems. Evans 1979 approved of Belcher’s complaint that Maslow’s theory of a hierarchy of
needs was responsible for the widespread neglect of payment issues in organizations by
behavioral scientists (p. 188). See Oeltjen, Related PhD 1972. Refu. PJ.
Belcher, David W., 1965, Wage and Salary Administration, second edition, Prentice-Hall, Upper
Saddle River, NJ. About the first accurate discussion of Jaques’ theory of fair pay in U.S. See p.
379-81; for contesting approaches see p. 406-14 and 180-181. D. Bk.
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Belcher, David W., and Ralph E. Kenyon, [undated, mid-1960s], “The Feasibility of Time-Span
Measurement on Technical Jobs.” Unpublished study. Confirmed the feasibility of the timespan method, although there are some serious misconceptions here. TSD. Cited by Kvålseth,
[Kvalseth] Berkeley PhD 1971 and Laner and Crossman 1970. This may be Kenyon’s 1965
M.S. thesis (q.v.). Ru.
Belcher, David W., 1969, “The Changing Nature of Compensation Administration,” California
Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Summer, 11(4):89-94. But - equity alone does not produce
motivation. Neither does pay, however, for managers. Cited John K. Galbraith 1967 and Saul
W. Gellerman 1968 (book and Fortune Mar 1968 p. 144) to show managers care less about
money the higher they are placed. Thus, it takes a “great deal of money” to change their
attitudes and motivate their performance. But this also changes their attitude about the money.
This is about FFP:HierLvl. (In light of subsequent developments in executive pay - Very
Interesting!) Cited Jaques 1961, Atchison 1967, and Thomas’ 1968 related master’s thesis
concerning equity. # Rp. Pro. *****
Belcher, David W., and Thomas J. Atchison, 1970, “Equity Theory and Compensation Policy,”
Personnel Administration, July-Aug., 33(4):22-33. A summary of two studies to test an
application of equity theory to compensation policy (M.A. Theses: Hamilton, Mary Jo, 1966, and
Thomas, Robert Bernard, Related 1968). Compared the contributions valued by employees to
those rewarded by organization. Inputs rather than outcomes were measured. They used Porter
and Lawler 1968 for questions. See Atchison and Belcher 1971. See p. 588 of B & A 1976 for
precis; also p. 591. Cited Jaques 1961. Baruch, Hunter Mn (5). Rp. PJ.
Belcher, David W. and Thomas J. Atchison, 1974, 1987 (2nd) [see 2nd also], Compensation
Administration, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. (Published in 1955 and 1962 under title:
Wage and Salary Administration.) Chapter 4 is a comprehensive review of the theories,
including Jaques. See Atchison, 1988, Cases and Exercises in Compensation Administration, for
a companion case book and workbook for this textbook. [It is clear from the repetition of the
lists of critical articles about Jaques and the theory that Belcher had shied away from Jaques by
1974. This was due to the defective studies by Lawler, Pritchard, Goodman, Milkovich and
Campbell, Hellriegel and French, etc. The sheer number of these hostile dingleberries had cost
Jaques the support of Belcher.] Cited Corina, Goldenberg, Rees and Schultz, Rossman, and
Sibson. [1987 (2nd edn.) q.v. In Baruch.] Cited in Azevedo and Scoville 2001. SIBL Offsite
Req Adv JLE 74-662 (HSSL). 1st edn. in Baruch HD 4909 .B43 1974. MS. Bk.
Belcher, David W. and Thomas J. Atchison, 1976, “Compensation for Work,” Chapter 13 (p.
567-611) in Dubin, Robert, ed., 1976, Handbook of Work, Organization and Society, Rand
McNally, Chicago, IL, US, 1068 p. The economic model of exchange was inadequate to
describe the employment relationship. Studies of employees in the US show that job security,
opportunities for advancement, interesting work, and interesting co-workers are valued highly
and that financial rewards are fifth to eighth in importance. The behavioral alternative to this
model was equity theory, which was both psychological and social. The employment exchange
was much broader than econmomics. Cited Homans four times; Blau (5x); Jaques (8x); Behrend
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(5x); and Adams (7x). (This was a defense of equity theory.) # D. Ch.
Belcher, David W., 1979, “Pay Equity or Pay Fairness?” Compensation Review, AMA, NY, NY,
11(2):31-37. Pay satisfaction is a much discussed subject but is this a terminology trap? Is it
Satisfaction vs. Fairness? (Or is this verbal activity lessons from Equity theory?) Organizations
have been advised to manage pay programs to ensure that most employees are satisfied with their
pay. The pay practices of organizations seem to follow this advice closely. (Approaches by
Lawler and Goodman were found by firms to have flaws.) Theory not mentioned. MS. NJ.
Belcher, David W., N. Bruce Ferris, and John O’Neill, 1985, “How Wage Surveys Are Being
Used,” Compensation and Benefits Review, US, 17(4):34-51. The facts were that ‘market rate’
was unknown and there was enormous variation in how each firm used salary surveys internally.
The most notable finding was the amount of time, effort, and imagination expended by
professionals “to force the surveys to yield usable “market” data.” These 34 firms had 97
different pay methods. “Each [organization] appeared to have its own definition of skewed
data.” “Somewhat surprisingly, only one union firm [of 10] used industry rather than labormarket comparison.” “Although the literature suggests that determining or adjusting pay level is
the primary use of wage surveys, this emphasis was not confirmed by this study.” Compare with
Behrend 1959 study. Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ.
Beldona, Sam, Andrew C. Inkpen, and Arvind Phatak, 1998, “Are Japanese managers more
long-term oriented than United States managers?” Management International Review, Betriebswirtschaftlicher Verlag, Wiesbaden, Germany, Third Quarter 1998, 38(3):239-256. Business
press accounts in the US have frequently attributed the decline of many US industries to the
myopic investment behavior of US managers. The individual time horizons of Japanese
managers were longer than those of US. US managers were found to be more risk seeking than
Japanese. (Dumb. How stupid can you get?) Failed to cite RO or Jaques. Cited Das 1987,
Ebert and Piehl 1973, El Sawy 1983, Cottle 1976, Porter 1992. # MS. PJ.
Bell, Daniel, 1947, “Adjusting Men to Machines,” Commentary, American Jewish Committee,
NY, NY, US, Jan. 1947, 3(1):79-88. Highly critical of the human relations school whose goal,
as he saw it, was to produce “contented cows” for management. “The social science of the
factory researchers is not a science of man, but a cow-sociology.” (Later, very critical of Elton
Mayo’s books as dangerous to workmen - “medieval harmony” - and favoring orthodoxy over
autonomy.) Cited in Selznick 1969. Htr Mn, City College. # Refu. Pop.
Bell, Daniel, 1949, “The American Un-Marxist Revolution,” Commentary, American Jewish
Committee, NY, US, March, p. 207-215. [Reprinted as a chapter (p. 163-172) in Bendix,
Reinhard, and Seymour M. Lipset, eds., 1953, Class, Status and Power, Free Press, Chicago, IL,
727 p. Chapter in 1953 edn. only.] Starting with Harry Truman and looking backwards, the US
has had a series of rather un-Marxist revolutions. Htr Mn, City College. Teach. # Misc. NJ.
Bell, Emma, 2001, “The Social Time of Organizational Payment Systems,” Time and Society,
Sage, London, UK, Thousand Oaks, Cal.; New Delhi, IN, March, 10(1):45-62. (This article is
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based on her 1999 Ph.D. thesis at Manchester Metropolitan Uni., Aytoun Library, “A cultural
analysis of payment-systems-in-use in three chemical companies,” not in theses.com.) Cite of
Jaques 1961 is slight. She missed the point of Elliott’s time-span of discretion - the link between
time and payment systems - from the shop stewards at Glacier Metal. True, this was around
1950 and today things have changed. She fails to connect Baldamus’ 1961 effort-wage to
Jaques. She fails to connect Jaques to the salary systems for blue-collar employees in the 1990s
(p. 53) and is unaware of major events in Australia and NZ. She claims this refutes a part of
Jaques 1961, which it may. She fails to link Jaques to status-effort-reward research. [She seems
to have a tin-ear toward what Jaques has said for 50 years on payment systems and time. True,
Jaques also has been contradictory.] W. PJ.
Bell, Gerald D., 1965 a, Formality Versus Flexibility in Complex Organizations: A Comparative
Investigation Within a Hospital, Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology, Economics and Administration,
Yale University, New Haven, CT, 165 pages. UMI AAT 6509658. DAI-26/04, p. 1957, Oct.
1965. Cited in Tiffany 1977 PhD; Gorman 1982 PhD. See PhDs. ~
Bell, Gerald D., 1965 b, “The Influence of Technological Components of Work Upon
Management Control,” Academy of Management Journal, June, 8(2):127-132. The more
unpredictable the work environment, the less there will be close supervision. As supervisory
closeness increases, rule-usage also increases. Reprinted in Litterer 1969. (See 1965 PhD.)
Cited by Tiffany 1977 PhD; Gorman 1982 PhD. Cited Jaques 1956. Bell at UNC. # Rp. PJ.
A.
Bell, Gerald D., 1966, “Variety in Work,” Sociology and Social Research, Jan., 50(2):160-171.
The more discretion workers had in carrying out their duties the more different types of tasks
(variety) they performed - thus the larger their span of attention. This indicated their novelty in
work. Bravely tried to tie ‘discretion’ to Blau and Scott 1962 and Miles et al 1923 (not herein).
Did not mention Jaques. Didn’t have to. Cited by A. B. Hill 1970 (not herein); J. W. Dickson
1976. See 1965 PhD. # Rp. PJ.
Bell, Gerald D., 1966, “Predictability of Work Demands and Professionalization as Determinants
of Workers’ Discretion,” Academy of Management Journal, US, March, 9(1):20-28. The more
unpredictable the work demands, the more discretion the employee exerts. The more
professional training the employee receives, the more discretion exerted by the employee. (See
1965 PhD.) Cited by Tiffany 1977 PhD; Gorman 1982 PhD. Cited Jaques 1956. Bell at UNC.
# Rp. PJ. A.
Bell, Gerald D., 1967, “A Coonamessett Theory of Organizational Behaviour,” Conference on
Organizational Theory, Cape Cod, MA, USA, April. Presentation. A theoretical scheme based
on the assumption that the internal structural characteristics of the organization were related to
the technologies and to the tasks performed. (The name of an inn, river and pond in Falmouth,
MA.) Cited by Child and Mansfield 1972. (Proceedings not found.) See Yale Liby. At Yale.
Ru.
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Bell, Gerald D., 1967 a, “Determinants of Span of Control,” American Journal of Sociology,
July, 73(1):100-109. Reprinted in Heydebrand 1973. Asked employees on own TSDs. As a
supervisor’s job becomes more complex, the span of control narrows. The level of both the
supervisor’s and subordinate’s job complexity were positively correlated. These findings mean
the complexity of all jobs increases as we go up the strata (both managers and employees). (See
1965 PhD) (See Shively 1966 PhD.) Described in W. F. Whyte 1969. Cited in Meyer 1968;
Blau 1968; Kanter 1977; WR Scott 1987; Perrow et al 1986; Rousseau 1985; Cited by Tiffany
1977 PhD . Cited Jaques 1956. Bell at UNC. # Rp. PJ. A.
Bell, Gerald D., 1967, “Introduction,” chapter (p. 2-12) in Bell, Gerald D., ed., 1967,
Organizations and Human Behavior: A Book of Readings, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ,
289 p. Described the four organization components that motivated the individual to work:
technology, administrative, personal (socio-emotional), and cultural. These four are highly
interrelated. Jaques not cited. Cited Bell 1963, 1965 PhD, 1965 AMJ. # Misc. Ch.
Bell, Gerald D., 1967 b, “Formality Versus Flexibility in Complex Organizations,” chapter 11 (p.
97-106) in Bell, Gerald D., ed., 1967, Organizations and Human Behavior: A Book of Readings,
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 289 p. 1967 b. He set forth a flexible ‘Discretionary
Model of Organization.’ (See 1965 PhD) Bell pointed out the absence of discretion in earlier
formal theories of organization (Taylor, Gulick, Weber) and its presence in more recent
“flexible” theories (Gouldner, Janowitz, Thompson and Tuden, Stinchcombe). He identified
three elements which determine the “degree” of discretion in a job (high or low): work
predictability, managerial control, and employee professionalism. He then linked high discretion
to flexible organization structure and low discretion to formal structure. Cited by Tiffany 1977
PhD. Cited Jaques 1956. CUNY JJay, Lehman Col., & Baruch - HM131 .B395. Clio os
HM131 .B395. Butler 301.15 B41. Bell at UNC. Rp. Ch.
Bellace, Janice R., 1984, “Comparable Worth: Proving Sex-Based Wage Discrimination,” 69
Iowa Law Rev. 655, March 1984, 26974 words/ 39 p. “ ... The notion that sex-based wage
discrimination beyond the reach of the Equal Pay Act should be within the ambit of Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act was first advanced less than five years ago. ... Taken together, the Manhart
and Norris decisions indicate that the Court clearly views Title VII's prohibition of sex
discrimination as extending to compensation matters. ... The nurses' awareness that they might be
victims of some form of wage discrimination resulted because they were placed in a wage grade
in which the wage rate attached to the lowest step was about five percent below the market rate
for nurses. ... After listening to the testimony of both plaintiffs' and defendant's expert witnesses
on job evaluation, the court concluded that a substantial portion of the male-female differential
could be attributed only to intentional sex discrimination, citing as evidence the rigidly sexsegregated jobs and the assignment of substantially lower wages even to women performing
substantially equal work as men. ...” At Wharton, U. PA. Misc. PJ.
Bellak, Leopold, and Elliott Jaques, 1942. [See Jaques and Bellak, 1942]. ~
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Ben-Baruch, Ephraim, 2002, “On Human Time,” unpublished. Ben-Gurion University of the
Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel (email 9/2/02). Academic material for course that included Jaques.
Ru.
Benbasat, Izak, and Ronald N. Taylor, 1978, “The Impact of Cognitive Styles on Information
System Design,” MIS Quarterly, [Theory and Research], June 1978, 2(2):43-54. The wealth of
psychological findings on cognitive style obscures any cognitive findings for MIS design,
reports, etc. More research with better definitions needs to be done. Cited Lusk 1973. Refu.
PJ.
Bender, Ruth, 2004, "Why Do Companies Use Performance-Related Pay for Their Executive
Directors?" Corporate Governance: An International Review, Wiley- Blackwell, Oxford, UK,
Oct. 2004, 12(4):521-533. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-8683.2004.00391.x. ISSN:
09648410. Findings indicated many companies adopted the performance-related pay structure
despite a belief that the money does not motivate executives. Reasons related in part to best
practice in human resource management: pay structures were designed to attract and retain
executives with the potential of large earnings; to focus their efforts in the direction agreed by
the board; and to demonstrate fairness. Importantly, the variable pay was seen as a symbol of the
director's success, both internally and to his or her peers in other companies. Finally, and
significantly, an institutional theory explanation was given: companies used performance-related
pay because their peers did, and because that legitimised them in the eyes of the establishment.
[These findings were published in the 21st century, guys.] Behrend 1959 not cited. Cited Adams
1965; Deci 1972; Milkovich & Newman 2002; CJ Prendergast 1999; WR Scott 1995. At
Cranfield U., UK. # Refu. PJ.
Bendix, Reinhard, 1974, Work and Authority in Industry: ideologies of management in the
course of industrialization, University of California Press, Berkeley, CA, 464 pages. (1st edition,
1956) A classic of industrial sociology. Analyzed how the entrepreneurial class responded to
the challenge of creating, and then managing, an industrial work force in the United States,
England, and Russia using a comparative framework. He found the behavior of the capitalist
class may be more important than the behavior of the working class in determining the course of
events. He explored industrialization, management, and the appeal of entrepreneurial ideologies
over 100 years. (Jaques was probably unaware of this book.) See Jaques 2002 SP&CEO. Refu.
UP. Bk.
Benjamin, Daniel J., Sebastian A. Brown, and Jesse M. Shapiro, 2005, “Who is ‘Behavioral’?
Cognitive Ability and Anomalous Preferences,” 49 p. Unpublished. Asked whether variation in
preference anomalies was related to variation in cognitive ability? It was. Individuals with
greater [measured] cognitive ability behave more closely to economic decision theory. They
showed more patience and were less risk averse. But their subjects were Chilean high school
students. Tested short-run discounting, risk aversion, and time preferences. Findings may start
as early as elementary school and extend into adult behaviors. (2005 draft: “Does Cognitive
Ability Reduce Psychological Bias?” See Cawley et al 2001, Stanovich and West 1998. See
Benjamin 2006 PhD at Harvard, not herein.) Hot. At Harvard and Chicago. Misc.
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Benn, Suzanne, Louise Wilson, and Soochen Low, 2007, "The Case of Governance for
Sustainability at IAG," chapter 9 (p. 187-205) in Benn, Suzanne, and Dexter Dunphy, eds., 2007,
Corporate Governance and Sustainability: Challenges for theory and practice, Routledge,
Abington, Oxon, UK; US; Canada, 259 p. A case. IAG tries to measure the cost of doing
nothing and see this as a risk. It is not nothing even though it does not appear on the financial
books this year. IAG has created new governance strategies, processes and structures to help it
achieve sustainability. Cited Jaques 1989; Romme 1999 (lots on Ackoff's circular ideas); K.
Hackman 2005; Waddock et al 2002; Abegglen & Stalk 1989. See Maxwell 2007. Clio Bus
HD2741 .C774 2007. # Rp. Ch.
Benn, Suzanne, Dextrer Dunphy, and Bruce Perrott, eds., 2011, Cases in Corporate
Sustainability and Change: a multidisciplinary approach, Tilde U. Press, Prahran, Vic, AU, 166
p. ISBN: 9780734611284; 0734611285. 'Sustainability' comes in two senses: internal and
external to the organization. It means leadership, training, and structure, but it also means the
environment and the community. Included Australian, New Zealand and international cases.
Emphasises corporate sustainability as well as corporate change. Included are many
'sustainability' cases on firms – chapter 3: Fuji Xerox; 4: Hewlett Packard; 5: IKEA; 11:
Westfield; 12: Westpac Bank; 13: Yarra Valley Water. (All 3 adapted to R.O. and are in
separately.) Jaques not cited – but hey. Clio Bus HD60 .B466 2011g. All 3 at UT Sydney,
AU. Teach. Rp. Bk. UP.
Bennett, Douglas, 1970, “The Value of Work in Psychiatric Rehabilitation,” Social Psychiatry,
Springer-Verlag, New York, NY and Berlin, Ger. 5(4):224-230. [Author: Maudsley Hospital,
London, UK] Jaques says work gives to a person “a continuous account of the correspondence
between outside reality and the inner perception of that reality, as well as an account of the
accuracy of his appraisal of himself .... In a deep sense, it gives him a measure of his sanity.”
Rp. PJ.
Bennett, Jeffery W., Thomas E. Pernsteiner, Paul F. Korcourek, and Steven B. Hedlund, 2000,
"The Organization vs. The Strategy: Solving the Alignment Paradox," Strategy + Business, S+B,
NY, NY, US, Fourth Quarter, Issue 21, Repr. 00407, 10 p. Vision is not enough. There aren't
that many. What sets a firm apart – makes it successful – is execution. The structure and model
is the key. This creates limits for activities within the firm, decentralizes authority, creates
consequences and feedback to 'self-correct' decisions, a rule of law so decisions can not be easily
over-ruled, and embeds complexity in the institution, not in individuals. # Misc. Pro.
Bennett, John G, 1956-1966, The Dramatic Universe, Hodder and Stoughton, London, UK.
Cited by Macdonald, Burke, and Stewart 2006. A philosophic classic. Misc.
Bennett, John G, 1963, “What Is Time?” Systematics, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey, UK,
September, 1(2):180-181. Posits three kinds: Time (present - not past nor future, successive,
determined, actual), Eternity (persistence and change, choice, potentialities, self-regulation of
living things), and Hyparxis (free will, responsibilities, ethics, power to connect and disconnect
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the potential and actual, sets up states of causation and free choice). [In just two pages!] Close
to EJ’s definition, plus - see Form of Time 1982. Cited in Albert Low 1966. Misc. PJ.
Bennis, Warren, K. D. Benne, and R. Chin, eds., 1961, The Planning of Change, readings in the
applied behavioral sciences, Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, New York, NY, 781 pages. 2nd:
1969; 3rd: 1976; 4th: 1985. Includes chapter by Jaques (1947), p. 162-168. Misc. Bk.
Bennis, Warren G., 1962, “Towards a "Truly" Scientific Management: The Concept of
Organization Health,” Industrial Management Review (later SMR), Cambridge, MA, Fall 1962,
4(1):1-27. A short, sweeping discussion of various trends in management thought. Incorporated
Wilfred Brown's 1960 book and his four organizations; Ridgway 1956; Emery and Trist (STS)
1959. [Reprinted with commentary by Bennis, 2002, in Reflections, 4(1).] See Gill and Bennis
1968; Bennis and Nanus 1985. (Roger Crane 1986?) # Rp. Pro.
Bennis, Warren, 1963, “A New Role for the Behavioral Sciences: Effecting Organizational
Change,” Administrative Science Quarterly, September, 8(2):125-165. Saw Jaques as a
proponent of one of three major ways for organizational change, the equilibrium model (Tavvy
model). Cited Jaques 1951 and the Jaques chapter (from 1947) in Bennis, et al, 1961. Also cited
Jaques 1955 which he has disowned. Off. PJ. A.
Bennis, Warren G., 1969, Organizational Development: Its nature, origins, and prospects,
Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., US, Ebsco, 87 p. No index. Cited Jaques 1951; Lynton &
Pareek 1967; Sofer 1961; Vickers 1967. Clio Barnard, Burke, os HM131 .B435. W. Bk.
Bennis, Warren, 1981, “Warren Bennis On ... ‘Leadership and Development,’” Training and
Development Journal, October, 35(10):7-8. This article is on the manifest, assumed, extant and
requisite organizations – but without attribution to Brown. See Bennis 1962, 1982. D. Pro.
Bennis, Warren, 1982, “Leadership transforms vision into action,” Industry Week, Cleveland,
OH, US, 1982, May 31, p. 54-57. This is a repeat of Wilfred Brown’s four organizations.
Bennis calls them ‘identities’ and ‘concepts.’ Longer than 1981 version. No attribution. (At the
time Brown was bedridden, a quadriplegic, and near death.) Cited in Vansina 1988. # Rp. Pro.
Bennis, Warren, 1984, “Where have all the Leaders Gone?” chapter 4 (p. 42-65) in Rosenbach,
William E., and Robert L. Taylor, eds., 1984, Contemporary Issues in Leadership, Westview
Press, Boulder, CO, 344 p. [Paperback 1989, ch. 1, p. 5-23, 248 p.] (Original in Technology
Review, MIT, Mar-Apr 1977, 75(9):3-12.) They are dead. At least those we most admire. The
rest have become tinkerers of the bottom line. They, as well as the institutions they are heading,
are facing conflicting demands. Vision is a key. Culture confuses things. The leader must listen
to himself and be comfortable with the illusion of progress. [This academic simply does not
know what makes a leader even though he was president of U. of Cincinnati.] Cited in
Kakabadse and Kakabadse 1999. Baruch & City Cohen HM141 .C69 1984. Teach. OFF. Ch.
Bennis, Warren, and Burt Nanus, 1985, Leaders: the strategies for taking charge, Harper & Row,
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NY, NY, 244 p. Four strategies are outlined and then given in detail. Strategy III: Trust
Through Positioning, uses the four organizations of Lord Brown, but without attribution (p. 5052). Also, Strategy II: Meaning through Communication, has some resonance with this theory.
That is half this book. See Bennis 1962, 1981. Rp. Bk.
Bennis, Warren, Jagdish Parikh, and Ronnie Lessem, 1994, Beyond Leadership - balancing
economics, ethics and ecology, Basil Blackwell, Developmental Management Series, Oxford,
UK. “Requisite Organization,” chapter 15, p. 284-300. (Lessem probably wrote the chapter,
maybe Bennis.) Rp. Ch. *****
Bennis, Warren G., and James O’Toole, 2005, “How Business Schools Lost Their Way,”
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, May 2005, p. 96-104. B-schools have become too
focused on the narrow academic discipline of quantification and have lost their perspective on
the profession. The rigor of their published research, used to grant tenure, is a false model for
academic excellence in business. It omits teaching and research on the difficult, complex,
pluralistic, unquantifiable soft-stuff of management. B-schools are criticized for failing to impart
useful skills, leadership, and ethics to their graduates. Professors also need at least some realworld business experience. (The credibility of the authors carries the weight here. Their points
are not that original.) See Lavelle 2006 BW. Both at USC. # Misc. Pro.
Ben-Porath, Yoram, 1967, “The Production of Human Capital and the Life Cycle of Earnings,”
The Journal of Political Economy, Aug. 1967, 75(4.1):352-365. Based on his 1967 PhD at
Harvard. Introduced the concept of the production function of human capital as a cumulative
investment in training to improve earning capacity. This happened on an individual level and
could be aggregated across the economy as economic growth (per Mincer 1997). Used agespecific costs and benefits to analyze the optimal age distribution of human capital
accumulations. See Mincer 1997. Misc. PJ. A.
Benson, John, and Michelle Brown, 2007, “Knowledge Workers: what keeps them committed,
what turns them away,” Work, Employment and Society, UK, 21(1):121-141. We found, using
responses from 1,969 employees, knowledge workers have higher attitudinal commitment and
lower intention to quit than routine-task workers. Further, the antecedents of commitment for
knowledge workers and routine-task workers differ in many important respects, creating
challenges for managers. At U. of So. Au. and U. of Melbourne, AU. # MS. PJ. A.
Benton, D. A. (Debra A.), 2009, CEO Material: how to be a leader in any organization,
McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, US, 234 p. The leadership foursome: confidence, craftsmanship,
constant communication, and coworker collaboration. External skills can be developed, not
personality traits. Mgsd Hts, St. Agnes, SIBL br 658.4092 B. Not in CUNY, Clio. Misc. Bk.
Bentz, V. Jon, (n.d., c. pre-1961), "A Critical Analysis of the Sears Morale Survey Program."
Printed in Jones, Virginia, 1961, "History …," Appendix R. Mentioned in Bentz interview with
Jacoby, 23 Oct. 1985. In Sears Archives. Cited by Jacoby 1986. (Too early.) ~
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Bentz, V. Jon, 1965, “A basic investigation into the structure of executive personality and its
predictive relationship to executive performance,” Psychological Research and Services Section,
Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago, IL, US, 228 leaves. Personality of executives. In Sears
Archives. Class Descr: LC: BF698. Accn: OCLC: 78743556. Not in any liby. Not seen. ~
Bentz, V. Jon, 1967, "The Sears Experience in the Investigation, Description and Prediction of
Executive Behavior," chapter 7 (p. 147-205) in Wickert, Frederic R., and Dalton E. McFarland,
eds., 1967, Measuring Executive Effectiveness, Appleton-Century-Crofts, NY, NY, US, 242 p.
Found a large mental ability (cognitive) component to success. Less so the pure personality
factors. Some of the tests were on 'successful' groups, some on 'failure' groups. Sears tried to
separate flexible thinkers from rigid thinkers. Tests were used to identify talent early for later
development. See also Ch. 8 'Critique' by Ross Stagner (p. 206-227) and Intro (p. 145-146).
Jaques not cited. NYPL D-18 4767. Clio offsite HF5549.5 .R3 T52 1964. # MS. Ch.
Bentz, V. Jon, 1985, "Research Findings from Personality Assessment of Executives," chapter 4
(p. 82-144) in Bernardin, H. John, and David A. Bownas, eds., 1985, Personality Assessment in
Organizations, Praeger, NY, 322 p. Sears kept the same battery of personality tests for 40 years,
thus creating test-retest comparability over time. For newly hired executives, they created a
multi-stage mini-assessment center, called a Second Look. Criterion were always a problem.
Test were given to buyers, manufacturers, and retail store staff and managers, and analyzed for
correlations. Mental Ability stood out as a key indicator. Another key was Social Leadership –
but not Competitive Leadership. Executive performance was best predicted by the personality
characteristics - Sociability, Social Ascendency, and Self-Confidence. NYPL os JLE 85-3465
(SASB). Clio os & Baruch HF5548.8 .P3995 1985. # Misc. Ch.
Bentz, V. Jon, 1987, Explorations of Scope and Scale: The Critical Determinant of High Level
Executive Effectiveness, Center for Creative Leadership, Greensboro, NC, 37 pages. Technical
Report No. 31. Based on a survey 156 Sears managers over 20 years to find what predicted
leadership effectiveness. This report of four chapters focused on Factor Six: Integration of
Diversity (cognitive capacity). As Bentz noted, this was THE critical determinant and it was
also claimed so by Jacobs and Jaques 1987. [Bentz and Jacobs met. Bentz saw parallels
between the two theories. Bentz thought relationships were important to success. He later
wrote: "The similarities between your findings [in the US Army] and mine [at Sears] are
remarkable. This is particularly impressive since the organizational settings could hardly be
more disparate."] Graphed an organization of 7 layers (p. 13). Referring to scientific method in
the study of people in hierarchical organizations, Bentz wrote that this was the beginning not the
end. [Bentz also wrote he was preparing a complete book on all eight factors from this survey,
but it was never found. Reference thanks to Mark Van Clieaf.] Study summarized in Clark and
Clark 1994/1996, chapter 5. See Bentz 1990; Ghoshal & Bruch 2004. Cited Jacobs and Jaques
1987 (dated 1986); Isenberg 1984. (Copy from Jacobs.) [Missing from NYPL Schw *XM-20,
323] CUNY Bklyn HD38.2 .B46x 1987. # Rp. Rep.
Bentz, V. Jon, 1988, "Comments on papers concerning fairness in employment testing,"
Journal of Vocational Behavior, Special Issue: Fairness in Employment Testing, Academic
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Press, Elsevier, Dec 1988, 33(3):388-397. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0001-8791(88)90046-2. Six
papers concerning fairness in employment testing were reviewed. The fairness issue, per se, was
not treated in a balanced or a complete fashion. The papers focused, quite specifically and
narrowly, on legal, theoretical, and societal issues. Little was new. A major topic was the
conflict between efficiency and equity. No resolution was to be found. Industrial psychologists
and governmental lawyers seem to be retreating into even more rigidly defined positions. The
reviewer saw a future marked by long, costly, and destructive litigation. CUNY hard Htr Mn Perls, 5th fl. Bentz was retired director of Psychl Resch & Svcs, Sears Roebuck. # Misc. Ch.
Bentz, V. Jon, 1990, “Contextual Issues in Predicting High-Level Leadership Performance
Contextual Richness as a Criterion Consideration in Personality Research with Executives,”
chapter (p. 131-143) in Clark, Kenneth E., and Miriam B. Clark, eds., 1990, Measures of
Leadership, Leadership Library of America, West Orange, NJ. [Composed around 1985.]
Another chapter from his larger study of executive ability at Sears, which began in 1951. The
average age of the data was 21 years. During his tenure at Sears, Bentz and others tackled the
criterion problem. With test experience, behavior items were replaced by context items. A key
predictor was the ability to handle multiple work assignments and schedules. The differentiating
scores became known as the Executive Effectiveness Syndrome. Jacobs or Jaques not cited.
CU-TC 5L, Fordham, NYU, Baruch BF637 .L4 M484 1990. # MS. Ch.
Berg, David N., 1990, “A Case in Print,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, NTL Institute,
March 1990, 26(1):65-68. Case studies are rich and vibrant. The best are both theoretic and
vivid. As examples of memorable cases Berg cited W.F. Whyte 1943; Rice 1958; Menzies 1975;
Roy 1960; Jaques 1951. # W. PJ. A.
Berg, Ivar, 1969, “Rich Man’s Qualifications for Poor Man’s Jobs,” Trans-action, Washington
U., St. Louis, MO, March, 6(3):45-51. Employers are demanding too much education for the
jobs they are offering. The over-educated are poor performers. [Impact of Vietnam?] Misc. PJ.
Berggren, Christian, 1992, Alternatives to Lean Production: work organization in the Swedish
auto industry, ILR Press, Ithaca, NY, US, 286 p. 'Multiskilling' as described by Womack et al
1990 is merely a form of multitasking – and remains unskilled, with very short training periods,
and any improvements are the basis of further standardization and therefore Tayloristic. The
difference between lean and Taylorist mass production is worker cooperation on making
improvements. Promotions in Japan are 'much more comprehensive.' Contrasts the two systems,
yet there is room for combination: people's variability can be accommodated; improvements and
product development can come from the shop floor. Cited Adler 1992. Not in NYPL. [Not in
Clio Bus Colln, Lehman Liby HD6971 .C81531 no.22. Clio librn told – nothing happened.]
Clio Lehman Liby HD9710 .S84 V64134 1992. (diff. call no.) Misc. Bk.
Berggren, Christian, 1994, “NUMMI vs. Uddevalla,” AND Adler, Paul S., and Robert E. Cole,
1994, “Rejoinder,” Sloan Management Review, Cambridge, MA, Winter 1994, 35(2):37-49, 13
pgs. Berggren contended there were two problems with Adler and Cole’s 1993 analysis of
organizational learning. They did not analyze the organization of the two plants (they focused
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squarely on the assembly team level) and they did not present any data on the actual learning.
Learning is a process that must be studied over time since rates of improvement are critical
indicators of organizational learning. Adler and Cole respond to this criticism and a comparison
of NUMMI and Uddevalla also was presented. See Wickens 1993. # MS. Pro.
Bergman, Paavo, and Rune Wigblad, 1999, “Workers’ Last Performance: Why Some Factories
Show their Best Results during Countdown,” Economic and Industrial Democracy, Sage, UK,
Aug 1999; 20(3):343-368. The National Institute for Working Life, Sweden. Highlighted
rationalizations within industry (close-downs) that were initiated and conducted locally during
overt or latent threat of plant close-down. A common feature in four investigated cases of
‘declining organizations’ was that the surprising increases in productivity cannot be attributed
to ‘management by fear’ or other active measures taken by management. On the contrary,
findings suggest that the ‘close-down effect’ was brought about through workers’ active and
creative involvement in production matters when managers’ interest in maintaining the
established order at the workplace was fading away. Horndal Effect. (Careful: This is NOT the
fear of unemployment as some observers claim. Management has gone fishing. The employees
have moved into the vacuum. This may reflect the emergence of a natural RO at the lower
levels. The implications are enormous.) Bergman at University College of Southern Stockholm,
Sweden. Wigblad at Linköping University, Sweden. MS. PJ.
Bergman, Rebecca, 1981, “Professional Accountability Definition and Dimensions,”
International Nursing Review, International Council of Nurses, Blackwell Science, Oxford, UK,
Mar./Apr., 28(2):53-59. Bergman considers ability (knowledge, skills, values), responsibility,
and authority as preconditions to accountability. Components of accountability were
encapsulated in a hierarchical framework. She states that a person must have "the ability to
decide and act on a specific issue, responsibility to carry out the action, [and] the authority, i.e.,
formal backing, legal right to carry the responsibility. Then, with [these] preconditions, one can
be accountable for the action one takes." Very close to Jaques and RAEW. Jaques not cited.
Cited in Mayhew 1987 Related M.Phil. NYU offsite. Lehman Coll. # MS. Pro.
Bergmann, Barbara R., 2007, “Needed: A New Empiricism”, The Economists' Voice, The
Berkeley Electronic Press, 19 March 2007, 4(2):Article 2, 4 p. How do economists know what
they know? In a call for a new empiricism Barbara Bergmann asserted that economists mainly
make it up. A few have spoken to business people, including Simon, Kahneman, Blinder,
Bewley. Professor Emerita U. MD and American U. http://www.bepress.com/ev/vol4/iss2/art2
# MS. PJ.
Bergmann, Werner, 1992, “The Problem of Time in Sociology, An overview of the literature on
the state of theory and research on the 'sociology of time,' 1900-1982,” Time & Society, Sage,
London, UK, January, 1(1):81-134. (Orig. in German; Translated in English by Belinda Cooper:
‘Das Problem der Zeit in der Soziologie. Ein Literaturueberblick zum Stand der
“zeitsoziologischen” Theorie und Forschug’, published in Koelner Schriften fuer Soziologie und
Sozialpsychologie, 1983, 3:462-504.) This article is a good summary of the state of the field at
that moment. He reviewed Durkheim, Schütz, Sorokin and Merton, and G.H. Mead. He broke
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this out into six themes relating to time. No thorough sociological treatment of time had yet been
done. (Bergmann did his PhD at Berlin in 1981. He just missed Jaques 1982.) Cited in Vinton.
Cited Kolaja 1969. NYPL – online since 2000 only. Clio. # Misc. PJ.
Bergner, Kevin J., 2000, “Information, Knowledge and Wisdom: Leader Development
Implications for The Army After Next,” in Chapter Two (p. 5-25) of Johnson, Douglas V., II,
ed., 2000, Future Leadership, Old Issues, New Methods, Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army
War College, Carlisle, PA, 130 p. An impending mismatch between a future war operating
environment and the cognitive capacity to handle the requirement generated by it is troubling and
requires action. Note the following chapter by Corbett. Cited Jaques 1989, 1991. Rp. Ch.
Bergsteiner, Harald, 2012, Accountability Theory Meets Accountability Practice, Emerald Group
Pub. Ltd., 560 p. Many recent failures in the corporate sector are to a large extent a failure of
accountability. Unfortunately, accountability research tends to be atomistic; confusing language;
models of limited scope; poor conceptualisation of key constructs; context insensitivity; and, a
lack of methodological integration. This book provides a Holistic Accountability Model, HAM.
Several working models are proposed to help practitioners with their accountability obligations.
Jaques mentioned. Not in NYC. Not seen. At Australian Catholic U. Misc. Bk.
Berke, David, 2005, Succession Planning and Management: A Guide to Organizational Systems
and Practices, Center for Creative Leadership, (CCL Press), Greensboro, NC, US, 52 p.
The purpose of succession-related practices is to ensure that there are ready replacements for key
positions in an organization so that turnover will not negatively affect the organization's
performance. CCL first published an annotated bibliography on succession planning in 1995
focused on the link between succession and management development. This bibliography has a
broader scope than the earlier one. Not in NYPL. CUNY, Clio ebook online. Misc. Rep.
Berke, David, Michael E. Kossler, and Michael Wakefield, 2008, Developing Leadership Talent,
Pfeiffer, San Francisco, Cal., US, 136 p. Not in NYPL. CUNY, Clio ebook online. Not seen.
Misc. Bk.
Berkeley, Dina, and Patrick C. Humphreys, 1982, “Structuring Decision Problems and the ‘Bias
Heuristic,’” Acta Psychologica, North Holland, Amsterdam, NL, July, 50(3):201-252. Requisite
decision modeling is contrasted with ‘behavioural decision theory,’ which is shown to lead to the
bias argument in discussing the individual’s decision performance. Seven types of uncertainties
are identified. Four fall within the province of decision theory for resolution (a core act-event
system, and systems buffering utilities, probabilities and events, respectively). Requisite
decision modeling resolves the remaining three types (procedural uncertainty; how the decision
maker will feel about subsequent acts; agency for changing subsequent states of the world).
Operation of the ‘bias heuristic’ is identified in a survey of published papers referencing this
approach. Identified effects include: availability of tasks, subjects and explanations; representativeness of findings; and anchoring and adjustment of explanations. Cited in Humphreys 1984.
Cited Phillips 1982. Jaques not cited. GC. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Berkeley, Dina, Robert de Hoog, and Patrick Humphreys, 1990, Software Development: Project
Management, Ellis Horwood, NY, NY, USA, 297 p. ISBN 0-13-829847-5. Presented a unified
framework for project management and an integrated approach to its analysis, execution and
provision of support. Demonstrated how knowledge of the process of project management can
be linked to management methodology techniques. The guidelines and examples for systems
designers were developed and validated in practice through the ESPRIT project PIMS (Project
Integrated Management System). Cited Jaques 1976; Herzberg et al 1959; Humphreys 1987,
1989, 1990. City Coll Sci/Engin Liby QA76.76.D47 B46 1990. D. Bk.
Berkeley, Dina, Patrick C. Humphreys, and R. D. Thomas, 1991, “Project Risk Action
Management,” Construction Management and Economics, UK, Feb91, 9(1):3-17. Examined the
requirements for project risk action management techniques which can assist clients and project
managers to assess and pre-empt potential sources of risk. If the manager is able to anticipate
risks, he should also be able to take appropriate pre-emptive actions before they occur. Thus, we
show how risk action management techniques can support project managers in the formulation of
project strategies, planning and the achievement of project objectives. Jaques not cited. At LSE
and W.S. Atkins Project Management, Surrey, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Berkman, Elliot T., and Matthew D. Lieberman, 2009, “The Neuroscience of Goal Pursuit:
bridging gaps between theory and data,” Ch. 4 (p. 98-126) in Moskowitz, Gordon B., and Heidi
Grant, eds., 2009, The Psychology of Goals, Guilford Press, NY, NY, US; London, UK, 548 p.
Temporal duration in goal pursuit (p. 104-5, 116-7). Among scientists there has developed a
hierarchy of goals with longer term at the top. Long-term vs short-term goals. An MRI can not
detect the differences. But “CLT explicitly connects the level of goals and the temporal duration
of a goal.” Prefrontal cortex posterior activation (short-term) becomes anterior activation (longterm). Cited Liberman & Trope 1998; Trope & Liberman 2003. Clio Sci NWC Liby BF505.6
.P78 2009. Misc. Ch.
Berkovitch, Elazar, and Ronen Israel, 1998, "Why the NPV Criterion does Not Maximize NPV,"
unpublished paper. Presented by Israel to faculty Finance Seminar, Columbia Business School,
NY, US, March 25, 1999, 30 p. Internal rate of return (IRR) and profitability index (PI) conflict
with NPV on evaluating precisely those projects where they implement a better outcome. Both
measures also block empire building. At U. Chicago. Abstract # Refu. Rep.
Berkowitz, Leonard, and Elaine Walster, eds., 1976, Advances in Experimental Social
Psychology: Vol. 9, Equity Theory: Toward a general theory of social interaction, Academic
Press, New York, NY, 263 pages (a series). This volume contains essays on equity theory in the
workplace, the law, intimate relations, and social interaction. Volume contains an extensive
Reference list of equity studies (p. 245-259). (See Walster, Walster, and Berscheid 1978 for
similar and more recent bibliography.) [Warning: this book may be catalogued under editors,
volume title, or series title.] (See negative book review by Morris Zelditch, Jr., 1981 - see
Walster et al 1978.) (See Berkowitz, Interesting PhD 1951.) (x6 originals) W.
Walster, Elaine, Ellen Berscheid, and G. William Walster, 1973, “New Directions in
Equity Research,” (from Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Feb., 25(2):151-
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176.) (A correction to the Walster et al 1973 formula is in Appendix I of Walster et al
1978.)
Adams, J. Stacy, and Sara Freedman, 1976, “Equity Theory Revisited: Comments and
Annotated Bibliography,” (original). An annotated bibliography and index of 167
equity studies is in this chapter.
Leventhal, Gerald S., 1976, “The Distribution of Rewards and Resources in Groups and
Organizations,” (original). Most employers are not motivated by fairness and justice, but
by profits. They behave equitably toward their employees for other reasons, including:
conforming to business and social norms, attracting superior employees and displacing
inferior ones, motivating workers, and avoiding conflict.
Lerner, Melvin J., Dale T. Miller, and John G. Holmes, 1976, “Deserving and the
Emergence of Forms of Justice,” (original).
Austin, William, Elaine Walster, and Mary Kristine Utne, 1976, “Equity and the Law:
The Effect of a Harmdoer’s “Suffering of the Act” on Liking and Assigned Punishment,”
(original).
Huesmann, L. Rowell, and George Levinger, 1976, “Incremental Exchange Theory: A
Formal Model for Progression in Dyadic Social Interaction,” (original).
Homans, George C., 1976, “Commentary,” (original).
Berkowitz, Leonard, Colin Fraser, F. Peter Treasure, and Susan Cochran, 1987, “Pay, Equity,
Job Gratifications, and Comparisons in Pay Satisfaction,” Journal of Applied Psychology;
Washington, DC, Nov 1987, 72(4):544-551. In a test of Adams’ (1965) and Lawler’s (1971)
versions of equity theory, investigated the determinants of pay satisfaction through telephone
interviews with 248 men by focusing on four considerations identified in the social and
industrial-organizational psychology literature: 1. the economic benefits received, 2. the extent to
which earnings are regarded as fair or deserved, 3. comparisons with other people's pay, and 4.
noneconomic job satisfactions. The most powerful set of predictors were equity considerations.
Material benefits associated with living standards and intrinsic job satisfaction were major
predictors. Social comparisons were found to contribute virtually nothing. Length of prior
unemployment increased pay dissatisfaction. This surprised the researchers. (It should not have:
this is an external risk factor that grows with exposure. This study also tested Patchen 1961.
Adams, Lawler and Patchen failed utterly. Authors mis-summarized Jaques, p. 545a. Results
strongly supported Jaques’ version of equity theory: there is no “Other.” See Mulkowsky
Related 1977 Ph.D. for a very similar study.) MS. PJ. A.
Berkowitz, Leonard, 1992, “Some Thoughts About Conservative Evaluations of Replications,”
Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, Sage, Thousand Oaks, CA, June, 18(3):319-321.
An unduly conservative research tradition in social psychology heightens the perception of
inconsistency in research replications. (See also, comments and reply on this topic in same
bulletin, Dec. 1989.) Berkowitz focuses on the .05 level for acceptance as too restrictive for all
topics and levels of research development. In this, he is right. His error is that he is discussing
whether to accept or reject the null hypothesis. Deming revealed null hypothesis was not a valid
statistical procedure - so what’s the point? See Matthews 2004, and Garcia-Berthou and Alcaraz
2004 on p values. Refu. PJ.
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Berlin, Isaiah, 1949, “Winston Churchill in 1940,” essay in The Proper Study of Mankind, Farrar
Straus, New York, NY. Reprinted 1998. “The single, central, organizing principle of his
[Winston Churchill’s] moral and intellectual universe is a historical imagination so strong, so
comprehensive, as to encase the whole of the present and the whole of the future in a framework
of a rich and multicolored past” (p. 608). As Brand notes: “Reading, history, writing history, and
creating history were all one enterprise for Churchill.” That is likely why he was able to cross
the aisle on the eve of the great crisis of World War II. (Q.v. Alexander Ross 1992) Misc. Ch.
Berman, E. M., J. P. West, and M. N. Richter, 2002, “Workplace Relations: Friendship Patterns
and Consequences (According to Managers),” Public Administration Review, Blackwell, Oxford,
UK and Boston MA, Mar-Apr., 62(2):217-230. A really bad citation of Jaques 1990. Way off.
They don’t get it. SSCI. Lost. PJ.
Bernhard, Martin, W. Lewandowski, and H. Mann, 1998, “Der Nutzen einer professionellen
Outsourcing-Untersuchung,” IT-Management, August 1998, S. 12 bis 15. 13 pages. In German.
RAEW described briefly (same as Bernhard 2001). Bernhard headed ECG Management
Consulting in Berlin. Information Technology. ECG-consulting.com See Crane 1986. D. Pro.
Bernhard, Martin, 2001, “IT-Outsourcing: Quo Vadis? – Kommt ASP?” IT Management, Januar
2001, 13 pages. In German. RAEW briefly described (same as Bernhard 1998). Bernhard
headed ECG Management Consulting in Berlin. Information Technology. ECG-consulting.com
See Crane 1986. D. Pro.
Bernhardt, Dan, and Steve Mongrain, 2010, "The Layoff Rat Race," Scandinavian Journal of
Economics, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, 2010, 112(1):185-210. ISSN: 03470520. DOI:
10.1111/j.1467-9442.2009.01579.x. Investigated how discretionary investments in general and
specific human capital are affected by the possibility of layoffs. After investments are made,
firms may have to lay off workers, and will do so in inverse order of the profit that each
worker generates. Greater skill investments, especially in specific human capital, contribute
more to a firm's bottom line, so that workers who make those investments will be laid off last.
[According to theory.] See Lindbeck and Snower 1988. Cited Repenning 2000. At UIL,
Champaign, IL; Simon Fraser U., BC, Can. # MS. PJ.
Bernhut, Stephen, 2004, "Sumantra Ghoshal on leadership, management and good governance,"
Ivey Business Journal, Ivey School, UWO, ON, Canada, Mar/Apr2004, 68(4):1-4. 4p. ISSN:
1481-8248. An interview. [Co-author of the book The Individualized Corporation.] Sustainable
development in management practices is important and has been excluded. The relationship
between managers and directors requires mature discretion, not more control from above.
Responsibility of managers is to the integrity of the institution, not to any one group – such
as shareowners, employees, or customers. Jaques not mentioned. # MS. Pro.
Bernstein, Ethan S., 2012, "The Transparency Paradox: A Role for Privacy in Organizational
Learning and Operational Control," Administrative Science Quarterly, ASQ, Cornell U., US,
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June 2012, 57(2):181-216. doi: 10.1177/0001839212453028. Using data from embedded
participant-observers at the second largest mobile phone factory in the world, located in China, I
test the implications of transparent organizational design on workers’ productivity and
organizational performance. This leads to the transparency paradox, whereby maintaining
observability of workers may counter intuitively reduce their performance by inducing those
being observed to conceal their activities through codes and other costly means. Conversely,
creating zones of privacy may, under certain conditions, increase performance. Empirical
evidence shows even a modest increase in group-level privacy sustainably and significantly
improves line performance. Qualitative evidence suggests that privacy is important in
supporting productive deviance, localized experimentation, distraction avoidance, and
continuous improvement. These results have implications for learning and control. [This is
really about discretion. Thanks to Christian.] At Harvard U. # MS. PJ. A.
Berry, A. J., and David T. Otley, 1975, “The Aggregation of Estimates in Hierarchical
Organizations,” Journal of Management Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, May, 12(2):175193. Information in hierarchies becomes biased and distorted as it moves upward. Close
coupling of estimates at two levels may reenforce the biases. This is on HPP but uses British
sources; not Hax, Meal and Bitran from the U.S. Misc. PJ.
Berry, Anthony J., 1979, “Policy, Accounting and the Problem of Order,” Personnel Review,
Institute for Personnel Management, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, Spring, 8(2):36-41.
Since the evolution of theories of organisation in relation to environment the issue of
environmental turbulence has come to dominate the literature of management. The strategists
in organisations have become the repositories of this turbulence. A policy statement is defined
as a statement which absorbs uncertainty. This protective function of policy permits parts of an
organisation to operate in a regular, technically efficient fashion. In this sense all organisation
boundaries are policy statements. The accountants in organisations have become the
repositories of this order. Accounting is a language of order, an instrument of control which is
ordered, narrowly rational, and similar to the super-ego. Environmental turbulence threatens
chaos and chaos is the antithesis of order. The tension which is experienced in many
organisations is exactly the tension between chaos and order, between the threat of being
overcome and the need to maintain organisation boundaries. A contingent ‘free for all’ is
unacceptable. [A psych interpretation of organization roles which Jaques disowned in 1995.
Short term managers issue policy statements rather than address chaos with leadership. The
threat is external while the response is internal.] Very helpful. Cited Jaques 1955 (disowned);
Menzies 1970. SIBL JLM 78-1225 v. 8 (1979). Only since 1994 in CUNY. No copy. W. PJ.
Berry, John W., 1976, Human Ecology and Cognitive Style: Comparative Studies in Cultural
and Psychological Adaptation, New York, Sage-Halsted, 242 p. The cognitive processes and
capacity of a leader have significant impact on his or her ability to effectively handle complexity.
Close to points made by Jaques. No index. See ch. 10 & ch. 3, p. 28-29. Cited in Allsop PhD
1996. Missing from Clio. Not in NYPL, NYU. CUNY Grad Ctr GN504 .B47. MS. Bk.
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Berry, John W., and Sydney H. Levine, 1986, “Bricolage: Savages Do It Daily,” chapter in
Sternberg, Robert J., and Richard K. Wagner, eds., 1986, Practical Intelligence, Cambridge U.
Press, Cambridge, UK, and New York, NY. [A wonderful title.] Beginning with Claude LeviStrauss (1962/1966, p. 17), they cite Howard Gardner (Q4M, 1973, p. 139-140) on the difference
between the savage/primitive mind and the modern scientific mind. The ‘bricoleur’ begins with
the event and like a handyman, uses the tools that are available. The scientist begins with intact
theory, moves to function and then to repair and tools. (These look like descriptions of Stratum I
and Stratum II, not savages versus civilization. But maybe I am wrong.) Cited by Kate
Pankhurst in 1990 thesis. See Niaz 1996, Nelson 2002. Misc. Ch. UP. A.
Berry, John W., 1988, “Cognitive Attitudes and Cognitive Competence Among the Bricoleurs,”
chapter one (p.9-20) in: Berry, John W., Sydney H. Levine, and E. B. Hunt, 1988, Indigenous
Cognition: Functioning in Cultural Context, Martinus Nijhoff; Dordrecht, The Netherlands;
Boston, MA; Lancaster, UK; 292 pages. Scientific, educated smarts is not superior to pragmatic,
practical street smarts. Street smarts is a different approach to getting things done – the tinker’s
way. Bricolage. Cited in Allsop PhD 1996. See Niaz 1996, Nelson 2002. Misc. Ch.
Bertalanffy, Ludwig von, 1950, “The Theory of Open Systems in Physics and Biology,” Science,
January 13, 111:23-29. Jaques cites this often. A basic. ADD. Misc. PJ. A. *****
Bertalanffy, Ludwig von, 1967, “The World of Science and the World of Value,” chapter 34 (p.
334-344) in Bugental, James F. T., ed., 1967, Challenges of Humanistic Psychology, McGrawHill, NY, NY, 362 p. “The good old ship is still sailing, even though it is over crowded and its
internal arrangement is uncomfortable at times.” At U. Alberta, Edmonton, CA. CUNY Cohen
BF149 .B78. Misc. Ch.
Bertalanffy, Ludwig von, 1968, General System Theory, George Braziller, New York. A basic.
ADD. Misc. Bk.
Bertalanffy, Ludwig von, 1975, “The History and Development of General Systems Theory,”
chapter in E. Taschdjian, ed., Perspectives on General Systems Theory, George Braziller, New
York, NY. Not seen. SIBL JSD 76-582. ADD. Misc. Ch.
Berthold, D. D., 1998, “Development of conceptual ability in army officers: a quasiexperimental study to determine if conceptual ability improves in army officers who attend
executive level educational programs.” Incomplete doctoral research at George Washington
University. Used multiple applications of Stamp’s CPA to determine level and growth rate.
(Personal Communication.) Cited by Jacobs 2010 and described. Ru.
Bertram, David, 1993, The Role of Junior and Middle Level Management in TQM, Technical
Communications (Publishing) Ltd., Letchworth, UK, 71 pages. TQM Practitioner Series.
Addresses the key weakness in TQM. SAB. (Pamphlet?) Cited in Joss and Kogan 1995.
Dowling Col. MS.
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Bertrand, Marianne, and Sendhil Mullainathan, 2000, “Agents with and without Principals,” The
American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings of the One Hundred Twelfth Annual
Meeting of the American Economic Association, (Executive Compensation), May, 90(2):203208. Who sets CEO pay? Sometimes the CEO gains control over the pay process and skims.
Anti-takeover moves sometimes raise the firm’s bargaining power, but other times they simply
entrench management. Good governance gives principles to CEOs. But the authors then want to
transfer de facto control of important decisions from the CEO to the shareholders. Close but no
seegar. Unaware of Jaques. (See Robert W. Moore 1984, Gomberg 1970.) Misc. PJ. A.
Bertrand, Marianne, and Sendhil Mullainathan, 2001, "Are CEOs Rewarded for Luck? The ones
without principals are," Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/MIT, US, 2001, Aug2001,
116(3):901-932. Word Cnt: 13485. ISSN: 00335533. DOI: 10.1162/00335530152466269. The
contracting view of CEO pay assumes that pay is used by shareholders to solve an agency
problem, not luck (where luck is defined as observable shocks to performance beyond the CEO's
control). Using several measures, we find that CEO pay in fact responds as much to a lucky
dollar as to a general dollar. A skimming model, where the CEO has captured the pay-setting
process, is consistent with this fact. Better governed firms pay their CEO less for luck. Cited in
Chen & Hambrick 2012. At Princeton U.; MIT. CEO. Equity. # Misc. PJ. A.
Beschloss, Michael R., ed., 1997, Taking Charge: the Johnson White House tapes, 1963-1964,
Simon and Schuster, New York, NY, 591 p. With commentary by Beschloss. The transcripts of
the tapes. A source of direct data on LBJ’s mode and level and those of others of his time with
whom he had contact. The first book of a projected trilogy based on LBJ’s tapes. Clio Barnard,
Butler & Lehman E846 .B46 1997. Misc. Bk.
Beschloss, Michael R., ed., 2001, Reaching for Glory, Lyndon Johnson’s Secret White House
Tapes, 1964-1965, Simon and Schuster, New York, NY, 475 p. With commentary by Beschloss.
The transcripts of the tapes. A source of direct data on LBJ’s mode and level and those of others
of his time with whom he had contact. The middle book of a projected trilogy based on LBJ’s
tapes. (I have not found the third volume.) Barnard and Butler E846 .R38 2001. Misc. Bk.
Besse, Ralph M., 1957, “Company Planning Must Be Planned,” Dun’s Review and Modern
Industry, Dun and Bradstreet, NY, NY, April, p. 46-49, 62-69. (D&B changed the name of this
review but everyone in the 1950s referred to it as Dun’s Review.) See p. 48 for chart. Cited as
source by Steiner 1969. This was a chart used by Besse in his training sessions to illustrate the
need to look ahead in company planning at every managerial level. There was no survey or
facts under this chart. Zip. Cited (in error) by Steiner 1969, and Bedeian 1986 book. Baruch
Micro 3 fl. Off. Pro.
Besser, Terry L., 1993, “The Commitment of Japanese Workers and U.S. Workers: A
Reassessment of the Literature - Comment/ Reply,” American Sociological Review, Dec. 1993,
58(6):873-881. Besser examined and reassessed research by Cole, Kalleberg and Lincoln
comparing the commitment to work of workers in the US and Japan. Japanese workers express
attitudes that show a commitment that is greater than that of US workers. US researchers
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dismiss these survey results since they disagree. This is unwarranted. The surveys are repeated.
The finding is valid. [Cole, Kalleberg and Lincoln responded.] See 1991 PhD. MS. PJ. A.
Besser, Terry L., 1995, “Rewards and organizational goal achievement: A case study of Toyota
Motor Manufacturing in Kentucky,” The Journal of Management Studies, Oxford, UK, May
1995, 32(3):383-389. This study elaborated a theory which explains how Japanese-managed
organizations use rewards to encourage individuals to cooperate in organizational goal
achievement. In Japanese organizations the small work group and the “community of fate”
ideology are important intermediary social constructs between individuals and rewards. At
TMM in Kentucky, rewards are used to nurture the bonds within the work team and to reinforce
belief in the “community of fate” ideology. This positively impacts individual cooperation in
organizational goal achievement thereby enhancing the influence of the rewards on individuals.
See her 1991 PhD. MS. PJ.
Besser, Terry L., 1996, Team Toyota, transplanting the Toyota culture to the Camry plant in
Kentucky, SUNY Press, Albany, NY, 199 p. (Georgetown, KY.) [see Japanese title] Ms. Besser
lays it out in detail. The Toyota managers don’t force anything on US workers. This approach is
not an advanced form of Taylorism but something different, post-Fordist. Team is the “word”
for and the mechanism of employee commitment. Found a powerful HR department. Research
conducted through a relative who was a manager there. Cited Tsurumi 1978 (CJWB); Kenney
and Florida 1993. This is her 1991 PhD. At Iowa State. Clio Biz & Baruch HD6956 .A82 .U63
1996. Rp. Bk. UP.
Beu, Danielle S., and Nancy H. Leonard, 2004, “Evangelism of Great Works in Management,
How the gospel is spread,” Management Decision, Emerald MCB, UK, 42(10):1226-1239. Used
the four-part “spiral of knowledge” from Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) to explicate how
Frederick Taylor got his theories embedded in the workplace. Had he not himself gone through
the four parts, his system might have been just another fad, rather than a ‘great work’ that is still
influential today. # Misc. PJ.
Bevolo, Marco, 2009, The Golden Crossroads: Multidisciplinary Findings for Business Success
from the Worlds of Fine Arts, Design and Culture, Palgrave Macmillan, London, UK, 256 p.
ISBN-10: 0230224180. ISBN-13: 978-0230224186. Puts first some fundamental insights,
although ones we've been missing these past years. Museums have become the ultimate prestige
brand. In a business world that has lost both reference and relevance, this plea is to put people,
creativity, and culture at the centre of business. (See Wilfred Brown's writings on 'design.')
Curator. Cited Jaques. Not in NYC yet. Avail. Amazon. Misc. Bk.
Bewley, Truman F., 1998, “Why not cut pay?” European Economic Review, May 1998, 42 (35):459–490. [Alt. title: Why not cut wages?] The Alfred Marshall Lecture. Interviewed over
300 business people, labor leaders, business consultants, and counselors of unemployed people,
all in the Northeast of the United States, during the recession of the early 1990's in order to learn
why wages and salaries declined in only a few firms. Employers were reluctant to cut pay
because they believed doing so would hurt employee morale, leading to lower productivity and
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current or future difficulties with hiring and retention. Many unemployed were too flexible and
found themselves rejected by firms as overqualified. The findings support none of the theories
of wage rigidity except those of Solow and Akerlof that emphasize morale. E-mail:
truman.bewley@yale.edu MS. PJ.
Bewley, Truman F., 1999, Why Wages Don’t Fall During a Recession, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, MA, 527 p. Showed there were some 25 economic theories as to why. Asked
business people. Their response: to lower wages would create severe morale problems. This
would interfere with the operations of the firm. (It has nothing to do with labor supply-demand.)
(Note: Stratum III response.) Everyone should read concluding Chapter 22 (p. 464-468). It
outlines several scientific tests of old and new economic concepts. (Similar to Gordon’s 1969
tests of Jaques theories.) Cited in Bergman 2007. Contrast with Behrend 1959. “... Economics
has an enormous impact ... yet the discipline lacks the status of a real science, follows rather than
leads....” p. 468. Clio Bus HD4909 .B48 1999. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Beynon, Huw, 1973, Working for Ford, Allen Lane, London UK, 336 pages [first edition]. A
manager’s perspective of the Ford Motor Company - a machine bureaucracy from the inside.
Hard, driven, efficient. This book had a big impact on the British. This was just before Ford
was nearly knocked off by the Japanese. Not related to Jaques. See second edition, 1984. Misc.
Bk.
Beynon, Huw, 1984, Working for Ford, second edition, Penguin, Harmondsworth [Middlesex],
UK; Viking Penguin,, New York, NY, 409 pages. This is a Ford manager’s story “AJ” - After
Japan, and including “PM” - Participatory Management. Compare this insider account with the
Deming version of the transformation. Not related to Jaques. See Starkey and McKinlay 1994.
Misc. Bk.
Bezanson, Anna, 1922, "Skill," Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, Aug22,
36(4):626-645. ISSN: 00335533. The article discusses factors affecting the work skill of an
employee in an industrial setting. It investigates the personal qualities of a worker, such as his
intelligence and judgment, in a particular occupation that requires technical skills. It describes
skilled trades as a non-technical literature which tends to deteriorate into a series of mechanical
processes. It cites examples of the types of labor which is not made interesting by the mere fact
of the product - such as the nail industry and potteries. See Marshall 1920. [Search on
keywords: discretion, requisite.] At U. PA. # Misc. PJ. A.
Bhalotra, Sonia, 2006, “Near Rationality in Wage Setting,” Applied Economics, London, UK,
Dec 10, 2006, 38(21):2513-2521. Examined near rational behaviour in the context of an
efficiency wage model, where there are positive if decreasing return to increasing the wage
beyond the efficient level. Previous research has found it difficult to distinguish between
efficiency wage and bargaining models, which have similar empirical predictions. This study
derives expressions for the wage deviation and for the associated profit loss. For illustrative
purposes, these are calibrated for UK, US and Indian manufacturing, taking a plausible
parameterization of the effort-wage function and using available estimates of the wage and
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employment elasticities of output. While there is evidence of positive effort returns to wages in
the UK and India, the results are consistent with wage bargaining pushing the wage above the
efficient level. The associated profit loss is considerably larger in the UK than in India. In
contrast, US firms pay wages that are insignificantly different from the efficiency wage. (From
1995 PhD, Oxford. Only an economist ....) At Bristol. MS. PJ.
Bhardwaj, Gaurab, John C. Camillus, and David A. Hounshell, 2006, “Continual Corporate
Entrepreneurial Search for Long-Term Growth,” Management Science, UK, Feb2006, 52(2):248261. Drawing on comprehensive internal documents of the DuPont Company over a 20-year
period, we develop a search process that is a departure from frequent depictions of search as
local or random. Longitudinal field data show that corporate entrepreneurs follow a "moving,
anchored search" for growth possibilities. Corporate entrepreneurs expect future performance to
change significantly and lastingly. (Typically modeled the initiation of search as a response to
poor past performance.)Because new domains are unexplored territories, managers utilize
transitional levers to facilitate the move. These levers typically prove inaccurate or
incomplete. Content within domains is searched using anchors whose locations and numbers
change. Search and pursuit is accompanied by the creation of new knowledge and capabilities.
Jaques not cited. Teach. At Babson; U. Pittsburgh; Carnegie Mellon U. Teach. # MS. PJ. A.
Bhasin, Pramod, 2011, “Genpact's CEO on Building an Industry In India from Scratch,” Harvard
Business Review, US, June 2011, 89(6):45-48. Bhasin was the head of GE Capital in India in the
late 1990s, when he had a vision for the future of a division to provide back-office services, such
as processing car loans and credit card transactions for the local market. Why not take advantage
of the eager, ambitious talent pool he could see all around him, both inside the company and
across the country, to offer support services to GE Capital all over the world? The people he
turned to were uniformly discouraging: How could he build a facility on the scale he would need,
hire huge numbers of people and train them to Six Sigma standards on products they knew
nothing about, and gain access to telecommunications and infrastructure at a level then unheard
of in India? But Bhasin pressed on, and today Genpact (which was spun off from GE Capital in
2005) directly employs 43,000 people and serves 400 other companies in 13 countries.
[Archimedes Principle.] Entrepreneurship. General Electric. # MS. Pro.
Bhatia, S. K., 1987, “Myths in Career Planning," Indian Management, New Delhi, India, Aug.,
26(8):24-26. These myths defy reality and inhibit career growth. A healthy person usually has
interests apart from his/her job. Inset: Power Abuse signals. (Good ones.) Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Bhide, Amar, 1986, “Hustle as Strategy,” Harvard Business Review, Harvard Business School,
Boston, MA, Sept.-Oct, p. 59-65. Vision and hustle contribute more to a firm’s success than a
planned strategy, new technology, or protective barriers to entry. People are the competitive
advantage at all levels in the organization. # Misc. Pro.
Bhide, Amar, 2010, A Call for Judgment, Oxford U. Press, UK & US, 353 p. With the use of
computers top executives have become all-knowing beings. Ideology and financial models
dictated from above remove judgment by those closer to the customers and markets, and thus our
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financial institutions have lost touch with reality. Baruch HG181 .B42 2010. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Bhidé, Amar, 2010, “The Judgment Deficit,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, US,
Sep2010, 88(9):44-126. Individual judgment and initiative are essential to the success of the
modern capitalist economy. In recent times, though, a new form of centralized control has taken
root: mechanistic decision making based on top-down statistical models and algorithms. This has
been especially true in finance, where risk models have replaced the judgments of thousands
of individual bankers and investors, to disastrous effect. The problem with the statistical
approach is that it cannot adequately account for the uncertainty inherent in economic decisions
or the idiosyncratic nature of human activity. What finance in particular needs is a return to
judgment. Computers shine when, like the configuration of pieces on a chess set, the number of
possible outcomes is vast -- in fact, this vastness often gives the computer its edge -- but they all
conform to well-specified rules. Conversely, human judgment is favored when shielding is
difficult, outcomes are ambiguous, and the possibilities are open-ended. Based on book. See
Hunt 1966; Woods 1985. At Tufts U., Fletcher, US. # MS. Pro.
Bhola, Harbans S., 1994, "The CLER Model: Thinking through change," Nursing Management,
S-N Pubs., Springhouse Corp., Chicago, IL, US, May 1994, 25(5):59-63. 5 pgs. ISSN:
07446314. The CLER model is usable in a range of social sectors including education,
agricultural extension, family planning, AIDS awareness, business, and religion. CLER is a
general change model for problem-setting and problem-solving within open systems and deals
with power in individuals, groups, and institutions. It works with the reality actually faced by
the change agent. It has a value bias towards collaborative action and participative decisionmaking by both planners and adopters. Cited Tiffany 1977 PhD. [Bhola PhD (India) 1968 ?] In
Clio & Htr HP. # Misc. PJ.
Biazzo, Stefano, and Roberto Panizzolo, 2000, “The Assessment of Work Organization in Lean
Production: the relevance of the worker’s perspective,” Integrated Manufacturing Systems, MCB
UP Ltd, Emerald , UK, 11(1):6-15. In English. Many studies evaluate the lean production work
organization using only elements which are functional for the just-in-time production principles
while excluding crucial dimensions that characterize the situation from the worker’s perspective.
Conversely, clarity is needed to bring to light what is hidden in popular terms like team,
empowerment, problem-solving groups, quality circles, etc. Both sides are using rhetoric. We
need “thick description” research to find the “reality of working” within lean production systems.
(Right about European rival groups but no one here has any answers.) Both at U. Padova, Italy.
Misc. PJ.
Bible, The, 1100 B.C. For the advice on organization structure and hierarchy that Moses got
from his father-in-law, Jethro, see Exodus 18:13-26. This was different from Jaques’ model but
it was a hierarchy. Misc. Ch.
Bidwell, Charles E., and John D. Kasarda, 1975, “School District Organization and Student
Achievement,” American Sociological Review, US, Feb. 1975, 40(1):55-70. Reprinted as
chapter 13 in Katz, Daniel, Robert Kahn, and J. Stacy Adams, eds., 1975, The Study of
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Organizations, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal., 567 p. Using data from 104 school districts in
Colorado, this study examined determinants of organizational effectiveness. The results indicate
that pupil-teacher ratio and administrative intensity depress median levels of achievement;
whereas, staff qualifications foster student achievement. Resources have important effects on
achievement. (A direct contradiction of James Coleman’s 1966 findings: resources do matter.)
See W. L. McGee PhD 1984; Kelly 2004; Allison & Allison 1993; Allison & Morfitt 1996;
Packwood 1977; Turner 1977; Sashkin 1988; Rosenbaum 1975; Commander and Svejnar 2011;
Hodgson 1973; Ornstein 2007. Cuny Baruch HM131 .K352; & Htr SW HM131 .S832 1980.
At U. Chicago; Florida Atlantic U. # MS. PJ. A.
Bidwell, Matthew, 2011, “Paying More to Get Less: The Effects of External Hiring versus
Internal Mobility,” Administrative Science Quarterly, US, Sep2011, 56(3):369-407. ISSN:
00018392. DOI: 10.1177/0001839211433562. Individuals often enter jobs via two different
routes: internal mobility and external hiring. Examined how these different routes affected
subsequent outcomes. Found workers promoted into jobs had significantly better performance
for the first two years than workers hired into similar jobs. They had lower rates of voluntary
and involuntary exit. Even so, external hires had higher levels of experience and education and
were initially paid 18 percent more. The external hires were also promoted faster. Found that
internal workers who were promoted and transferred at the same time had worse performance
than other internal movers. [This supported Deming & Jaques.] At U. Penn. # MS. PJ. A.
[Simon Biesheuel was a South African psychologist who developed personnel selection
systems and studies of remarkable trans-racial predictive power. I don’t think he ever
heard of Jaques nor did Jaques know of him.]
Biesheuvel, Simon, 1949, “Psychological Tests and their Application to non-European Peoples,”
chapter (p. 87-126) in Yearbook of Education, Evans Bros., London, UK, 660 p. (See 1962
edition also.) Misc. Ch.
Biesheuvel, Simon, 1952, “The Study of African Ability,” African Studies, II, Part I: p. 45-58;
Part II: p. 105-117. Misc. PJ.
Biesheuvel, Simon, 1952, “Personnel Selection Tests for Africans,” South African Journal of
Science, 49:3-12. Misc. PJ.
Biesheuvel, S., 1954, “The Measurement of Occupational Aptitudes in a Multi-Racial Society,”
Occupational Psychology, National Institute of Industrial Psychologists, London, UK, Oct.,
28(4):189-196. Apartheid means the White population of South Africa must produce 4-5 times
as large a proportion of people with “high-grade technical, administrative and professional” as
the European or North American populations to maintain their economies. For the foreseeable
future few Africans will be able to take top jobs. Described the development of the African
Ability Test with correlations around +0.60. Director of National Institute for Personnel
Research, South Africa. NYPL os YEA (Human Factor). # Misc. PJ.
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Biesheuvel, Simon, and R. Liddicoat, 1959, “The Effects of Cultural Factors on Intelligence-test
Performance,” Journal of the National Institute for Personnel Resources, Johannesburg, SA, 8:314. Misc. PJ.
Biesheuvel, Simon, 1962, "Outline of a Psychological Job Evaluation System," National Institute
for Personnel Research, Johannesburg, SA. [1961?] Unpublished memorandum. Proposed a
system of job evaluation based on three psychological factors which he postulated to be
orthogonal (Competence, Responsibility, and Effort). Each had two dimensions and thus six
evaluation scales were used. Jobs in a hierarchy could be ranked through their conceptual or
ideational complexity. He set forth a parallel between thought processes at hierachical levels and
functional levels in the central nervous system. This became a key to developing the Peromnes
and Castellion job evaluation methods in SA. Cited in Cortis 1972. Not seen. Alt. Rep.
Biesheuvel, Simon, 1962, “The Detection and Fostering of Ability among Underachieving
Peoples,” chapter (p. 337-352) in Yearbook of Education, Evans Bros., London, UK., 541 p. (See
1949 edition also.) Misc. Ch.
Biesheuvel, Simon, 1962, “Personality Tests for Personnel Selection and Vocational Guidance in
Africa,” chapter (p. 139-153) in Taylor, A., ed., 1962, Educational and Occupational Selection
in West Africa, Oxford U. P., London, UK, 219 p. Mis-spelt as "Personel…" Misc. Ch. UP.
A.
Biesheuvel, Simon, 1965, “Personnel Selection,” Annual Review of Psychology, APA, 16:295324. A review article of the state of the selection worldwide. Reasonable coverage was from
English-speaking countries and Africa. Good coverage was from Europe. None from USSR or
its satellites. Cited by Patricia C. Smith in Dunnette 1976. At South African Breweries,
Johannesburg, SA. Misc. PJ.
Biesheuvel, Simon, 1972, "Adaptability: its measurement and determinants," chapter (p. 47- 62)
in Cronbach, Lee J., and R. D. Drenth, eds., Mental Tests and Cultural Adaptation, Mouton, The
Hague, NL, 495 p. Papers given at Istanbul conference 1971. Biesheuvel stresses adaptability
rather than intelligence. Very important. See Cockerill 1993 on Schroder. Not in Clio. NYPL
os JFE 77-254. # Misc. Ch.
Biesheuvel, Simon, 1975, "One More Time, How do we Motivate the Herzberg theory?"
Psychologia Africana, SA, 16:33-44. The evidence, both theoretical and empirical, is strongly
against the validity of the Herzberg position. Human motivation is far too complicated to be
encompassed by a simple two-factor statement. Both workers and job situations vary
enormously. Both extrinsic and intrinsic factors do play a role in work. But to label them as
'motivators' and 'hygiene' creates a false impression of what motivates and why. This
simplification can be harmful. At U. Witwatersrand, SA. # Refu. PJ.
Biesheuvel, Simon, 1977, “Job Evaluation: An outline of the Castellion method,” Business
Management, [UK?, Zimbabwe?, SoAf?], 8(4):21-24. This method was developed by Cortis and
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Biesheuvel at SAB and is widely used in southern Africa. (The leading brand was "Castel &
Lion.") Jaques' TSD ('time period discretion') appears to be a large part of one of the three main
pieces of the Castellion method - 'effort'. [See T.T. Paterson 1972 vol. 1 for a description.] See
Cortis 1962, 1972; Snelgar 1983; le Roux 1985; Jordan et al 1992. Not seen. Rp. PJ.
Bigelow, John, 1992, “Developing Managerial Wisdom,” Journal Of Management Inquiry, Sage
Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA, June 1992, 1(2):143-153. A number of authors point to the
importance of wisdom in the management of a firm. This article identifies the changes that
occur in a person as he or she becomes wiser; it also presents a model of the process of becoming
wise and longer-term oriented. Current university and on-the-job learning programs usually
address methods and techniques. At Boise State U. Cited Jaques 1965; Kaplan 1988; Koplowitz
1984. Tel: 208.426.1267 Email: jbigelow@boisestate.edu. # Rp. PJ.
Biggadike, Ralph, 1979, “The Risky Business of Diversification,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, 57(3):103-111, reprint 79303. Found new internal venture units needed 8 years to
reach profitability and had a development/ growth time horizon of 10-12 years before ROI equals
that of a mature business (17%). Market share was needed before profitability could be reached.
This confirmed leaders were at stratum V-VI. Cited in Burgelman 1983. MS. Pro.
Bigler, Bill, 1996, “A Blueprint for Regenerating Firms,” Long Range Planning, UK, Oct. 1996,
29(5):652-662. Described a practical approach for profitable growth so the firm can ‘intercept
its future’. This approach, called ‘Growth Architecting’, picks up where Hamel and Prahalad left
off (1994) by putting ‘competing for the future’ into practice at ‘tree-top level.’ Referenced
Forrester 1968; Gleich 1987; Jacques 1989 (sic); Penrose 1959/1995. See article on inadequacy
of Forrester systems; Wright 1964. # MS. PJ. A.
Bilgin, Baler, and Robyn A. LeBoeuf, 2010, “Looming Losses in Future Time Perception,”
Journal of Marketing Research (JMR), AMA [accepted late in 2009 but not yet assigned to an
issue]. Consumers perceived future time intervals ending with loses as shorter than equivalent
intervals ending with gains. The authors found several parallels between these effects and loss
aversion. These changes also influenced consumption decisions and intertemporal choice. Cited
Faro, Leclerc, and Hastie 2005. Misc. PJ. A.
Billington, Corey, and Michèle Burnett Berg, 2007, "The Positive Discretion of Leadership:
Providing Structures for Organizational Transformation and Success," Chapter 12 (p. 217-230)
in Hooijberg, Robert, et al, eds., 2007, Being There Even When You Are Not, Elsevier JAI,
Amsterdam; Boston, 319 p. ISSN: 1479-3571. doi: 10.1016/S1479-3571(07)04021-7. After a
decade of success within a $80 billion technology company, Duncan Covington was tasked with
turning around the procurement organization that was underperforming, had a vacancy rate of
45%, and a tarnished internal reputation. He used leadership discretion to redesign the
organization and created six new structures to motivate and lead his staff to success: (1) value
creation; (2) improving workgroup productivity; (3) succession planning; (4) long-term value for
employees; (5) fee-for-service; and (6) contributing to innovation. By using these new structures
Covington was able to transform and restore the organization. # Rp. Ch.
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Billis, David, 1973, “Entry into Residential Care,” The British Journal of Social Work, BASW,
London, UK, Winter, 3(4):447-471. Examined the interaction between the organizational
structure of social services departments and the procedures for admission to residential care for
the elderly and children. Proposed a “placement table” to locate organizationally where each
step of the decision is to be made in a centralized and a decentralized department. Described the
social analytic process. Cited Jaques 1964, 1967; Rowbottom 1973; Rowbottom & Hey 1975.
(CU Soc Work Lib set begins with 1995.) 3rd Vol. is not in Clio. It is in CUNY Htr SW, John
Jay HV1 .B67, and in Fordham. At Bioss. # Rp. PJ. A.
Billis, David, 1974. (See book by Rowbottom, Hey and Billis, 1974.) ~
Billis, David, 1975, “Managing To Care,” Social Work Today, British Association of Social
Workers, UK, 17 April, 6(2):38-43. This paper examines the interaction between residential
care, the role of the head of home and the organisation of social services departments. Using
three sets of concepts (functions, roles and levels of work), it proposes a model for the
organisation of work in the residential setting which is very different from the ‘fabric-casework'
pattern which appears to operate in many departments. Cited by Jaques, ed., 1978 p.136 and
139; Bromley 1978. Cited Hey1973; Rowbottom 1973; Jaques 1967 (rev. of 1961); Billis 1973;
SSD 1974. Clio Offsite. # Rp. Pro.
Billis, David, 1977, “Differential Administrative Capacity and Organisational Development: A
Kibbutz Case Study,” Human Relations, London, UK, Feb., 30(2):109-127. doi:
10.1177/001872677703000201 (See also, W. W. Powell) As people’s levels of capability grew,
they left the kibbutz in frustration if opportunity, challenge and recognition were not provided.
A wonderful study. See Yuchtman 1972. (See Billis’ Interesting Ph.D., 1971-72) Rp. PJ.
Billis, David, 1977, “’Development’ in Social Services Departments: The Birth of
Administrative Obscurity,” Public Administration, Royal Institute of Public Administration
(RIPA), UK, Summer, 55(2):181-196. Organizational structure can create complex coordination problems in providing comprehensive social services at the operating level. This pulls
down executives to co-ordinate social workers, meanwhile the high-level activities are neglected.
Little research or planning or training is being done – little ‘development’ leads to major growth
in ambiguity, lack of clarity of expectations, and role confusion. Positive abstract by G. Smith
in BJSW, Winter 1977, 7(4):476-7. Cited Brown 1971, Kogan & Terry 1971; Rowbottom & Hey
1970; Rowbotton & Billis; Rowbottom, Hey, & Billis 1974; Rowbottom et al 1973; Rowbottom
1978; Jaques 1964, 1967 (2nd), 1976; Billis 1973, 1975, 1977; Seebohm 1968. # Rp. PJ.
Billis, David, 1977. (See book and article by Rowbottom, Ralph, and David Billis, 1977.) ~
Billis, David, 1978, ch. 16 in Levels of Abstraction. See Ralph Rowbottom & David Billis. ~
Billis, David, Geoffrey Bromley, Anthea Hey and Ralph Rowbottom, 1980, Organizing Social
Services Departments: Further Studies on the Brunel Social Services Unit, Heinemann, London,
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UK and Ashgate Publishing, US, June 1981. (See also, Rowbottom, 1974, for original report.)
[This was the entire unit - see Jaques, ed., 1978, p. xxii.] In subtitle: “on” or “by”. [Abstracted
by Johnson, Norman, 1974, British Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, 4(1):103-107.]
See Bk Rev by Miller 1981. Not seen. In Brunel Uxbridge HV245 .O73 1980. Rp. Bk.
Billis, David, 1981, “At Risk of Prevention,” Journal of Social Policy (JSP), Cambridge U.
Press, UK, July, 10(3):367-379. The terms ‘prevention’ and ‘at risk’ are confused when applied
in the UK social services and result in an unfair deal for clients, differentials for staff, and an
increase in social control and work. Abandoning ‘pseudo-prevention’ may lead to clarification
of department boundaries which are more defensible, rather than the attainment of ‘ideal’ states.
Cited Seebohm Report 1968; Packwood 1980, ch. 4; Rowbottom et al 1974, ch. 7; Billis et al
1980, ch. 9. CUNY Hunter SW. # Rp. PJ. A.
Billis, David, 1981, “Reforming Welfare Bureaucracies: The Seebohm Report Outcome,”
Policy Studies Journal, Special #4 1981, Blackwell Pub., UK, 9(8):1250-1261. The article is
primarily concerned with the particular organizational way of responding to social distress,
which stems from the Seebohm Report, more especially with the experience of the social service
departments (SSDs) in England and Wales, which has been the subject of research at the Brunel
Institute of Organization and Social Studies. In 1968, a committee under the chairmanship of
Lord Seebohm produced a document, which was to shape the future provision of social welfare
in England and Wales. Its major recommendations were embodied in the Local Authority Social
Services Act of 1970, which required local authorities to establish "social services departments."
At Brunel U. D. PJ.
Billis, David, 1984, Welfare Bureaucracies: Their Design and Change in Response to Social
Problems, Heinemann, London, UK, and Ashgate Publishing, US, 252 p. Follow-up to 1974 and
1980 reports. Billis’ goal was to generate “usable” or “explanatory” theory that would be of
practical use to those engaged in the work and management. Also this should provide a basis for
further research. The book was based on action research over the prior 16 years. A densely
argued book designed around four issues: what kind of work is done?, at what level are the
workers expected to perform?, the nature of the authority?, and, the fit between the demands of
the role and the individual’s capacity? First description of the implementation of the ideas in the
British public sector (Chs. 5-9). See Alaszewski 1984. Cited in M. Harris 1998. “Persuasive”
and “valuable” mixt Bk Rev by John Jacobs in BJSW, Aug. 1985, 15(4):434-436. A. “Lively
and stimulating” Bk Rev by Michael Hill in JSP 1985, 14(3):449-451. “Unease” mixt Bk Rev
by Christopher Pollitt in Public Administration (UK) 1988, 63(2):257-8. Rp. Bk.
Billis, David, 1987. (See book by Rowbottom and Billis 1987.) ~
Billis, David, 1989, on ambiguity. (Cited in Merrell, J. A., 1996, PhD, Manchester: not herein.
Also in Hayes, 1993, Related PhD, LSE.) Where is this? What is it? Related? Broken cite. ~
Billis, David, 1991, “The Roots of Voluntary Agencies: A Question of Choice,” Nonprofit and
Voluntary Sector Quarterly, Sage, 20:57-69. Presented a conceptual framework for exploring
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the development of voluntary organizations. The first part of the theory distinguishes business
and public bureaucracies from associations and defines the agency as a hybrid or ambiguous
organization. The second part of the theory analyzes the system of "roots" of voluntary agencies,
which is defined as the relationship between implicit welfare policy, financial resources, and
human resources. Severe imbalances among operational explanations, root system, and
governing body can lead to many familiar problems. Cited Brown and Jaques 1965. # Rp. PJ.
Billis, David, 1992, “Planned Change in Voluntary and Government Social Service Agencies,”
Administration in Social Work, Haworth Press, Binghamton, NY, US, 16(3/4):29-44. The article
discusses the comparison of planned change in voluntary organizations and change in
government welfare bureaucracies. The basic structure of government bureaucracy was analyzed
using the ABC division of roles. A stands for political association, B being the bureaucracy of
paid staff, and C as the clients or consumers. Bureaucracy was then compared to associations,
which are independent groups that have their own purposes and public identity. The analysis led
to the conclusion that voluntary agency is an association that employs paid staff to deliver
operational service. Moreover, it was determined that reaching the type of change that can be
implemented differs in the two settings. Cited Billis 1980, 1984, 1984, 1989; Lipsky 1980;
Rowbottom 1977; Rowbottom and Billis 1987; Jaques 1976; Harris 1989. Hunter SW, JJay.
Hard. At London School of Economics. Rp. PJ.
Billis, David, and Margaret Harris, 1992, “Taking the Strain of Change: U.K. Local Voluntary
Agencies Enter the Post-Thatcher Period,” Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly, JosseyBass Pub., San Francisco, CA, US, Fall 1992, 21(3):211-225. This article draws together the
findings from a program of research undertaken in the UK during the decade 1980-1990
("the“Thatcher period"). ”This article explores changes in the work and funding of local
voluntary and nonprofit agencies. Comparative international research along these lines is urged
(UK vs. US). Cited Jaques 1976. 8 MA degrees from Brunel and 4 MSc degrees from LSE were
cited. # D. PJ.
Billis, David, 1993, Organizing Public and Voluntary Agencies, Routledge, London, UK, 254
pages. Brings the voluntary/ nonprofit sector into the study of organizations. Focused on the
third-way, the voluntary association world between the personal and bureaucratic worlds. For
Worklevels, see Chs. 2-3. See mixed book review by Marilyn Taylor and favorable one by
Linda Challis. (See Harris, Margaret, and Billis 1986 also) Rp. Bk.
Billis, David, 1996, “Who Cares Whether Your Organisation Survives?” chapter 14 (p. 222-236)
in Billis, David, and Margaret Harris, eds., 1996, Voluntary Agencies: challenges of organisation
and management, Macmillan, Basingstoke, UK, 255 p. Conference proceedings. Five systems
must co-exist in equilibrium inside a voluntary sector organisation for it to avoid slipping into a
state of crisis – the explanatory, governance, human resource, funding, and internal
accountability systems. Rifts between these systems can be avoided – but this requires effort,
improved communications, and discussions. But the failure to develop a theory will lead to the
dominance of market theories – and a survival crisis. Brown not cited. Cited Jaques 1976;
Rowbottom 1977; Billis 1984; Weitzel and Jonsson 1989. Not in Clio, CUNY. NYPL Sibl os
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JBD 96-881. # Rp. Ch.
Billis, David, and Howard Glennerster, 1998, "Human Services and the Voluntary Sector:
Towards a Theory of Comparative Advantage," Journal of Social Policy, Cambridge U. Press,
Cambridge, UK, Jan., 27(1):79-98. Comparative advantage allows a coherent case to be
developed showing the inherent structural characteristics of each sector (for example, ownership,
stakeholders and resources) which predispose them to respond more or less sensitively to
different states of ‘disadvantage’ experienced by their users. These are financial, personal,
societal, and community disadvantages. Voluntary organasitions have a comparative advantage
in their distinctive ambiguous and hybrid structures enable them to overcome problems of
principal-agent gap, median voter reluctance, weak messages from politicians to staff, and lack
of market interest. Organisational growth lowers the comparative advantage of voluntary
agencies. Both at London School of Economics. Htr SW & online. # Rp. PJ. A.
Billis, David, 1999 a, “The Worklevels Approach,” Monograph No. 1, Worklevels Ltd., London,
UK, May, 35 pages. The first of two monographs on advances in the concept of Worklevels,
with practical examples from client organisations, that have been tested at a global level since the
late 1980s. Describes the way complexity increases at successive levels in organizations.
Describes how to build a healthy organization by linking levels of work to accountability and
authority, remuneration systems, selection, and management development. See Dive 2002 for a
case write-up of Worklevels. Ru.
Billis, David, 1999 b, “Questions About Worklevels,” Monograph No. 2, Worklevels Ltd.,
London, UK, May, 20 pages. The second of two monographs on advances in the concept of
Work Levels. Provides practical management and H.R. related answers to 33 frequently asked
questions about the Worklevels approach: Background. Finding the Right Worklevel.
Implications for Organizational Structure. Issues of Implementation. These questions come out
of discussions with scores of managers over more than a decade of implementations to achieve
healthy organizations. This should be read in conjunction with Monograph No. 1. See Dive
2002 for a case write-up of Worklevels. Ru.
Billis, David, 1999, “An Interview with David Billis by Judith R. Saidel,” Nonprofit
Management and Leadership, John Wiley & Sons Inc., Sep1999, 10(1):85-92. Presents an
interview with David Billis, first international editor of the journal `Nonprofit Management and
Leadership' in the United States. Career highlights; views on history, current status, and
directions of university-based nonprofit management and leadership education in Great Britain
and other countries. # Rp. NJ.
Billis, David, 2005, "PORTVAC, CVO, and CCS," Nonprofit Management & Leadership,
Wiley, US/UK, Summer2005, 15(4):395-397. ISSN: 10486682. Reflects on the history of the
Centre for Civil Society at LSE and the author's involvement with the centre. Benefits of the
Programme of Research and Training in Voluntary Action's move to the LSE in 1987 from
Brunel where it began in 1978. Range of initiatives undertaken during the author's ten-year
period as director of the centre. No mention of LSE closing. # MS. PJ.
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Bills, David B., 1990, “Employers' Use of Job History Data for Making Hiring Decisions: A
Fuller Specification of Job Assignment and Status Attainment,” Sociological Quarterly, US,
Spring 1990, 31(1):23-35. Employers use job history data to screen in candidates and to screen
them out. A study of employers revealed six types of negative information sought on resumes:
job hopping, absences, latenesses, unfilled time, reasons for leaving, and past wage rates. (These
are the items the trained HR staff and managers looked for in 1990 with no awareness of the
theory.) Misc. PJ.
Bills, David B., 1992, “The Mutability of Educational Credentials as Hiring Criteria - How
Employers Evaluate Atypically Highly Credentialed Job Candidates,” Work and Occupations,
Thousand Oaks, CA, Feb 1992, 19(1):79-95. Examined how employers actually evaluate
educational credentials of job candidates that are higher than those usually associated with a
given job. This is the ‘over-education thesis.’ Results showed that employers do maintain
educational ceilings for positions, but these are usually flexible and established largely by
default. Some employers were willing to hire apparently overqualified workers because the
candidate might eventually be promoted into a position where the skills would be more fully
used. ‘Overeducation’ may be a barrier or the temporary underuse of skills. See New London
case, Allen 1999. At Iowa. MS. PJ.
Bingham, W. V., and W. T. Davis, 1924, “Intelligence Test Scores and Business Success,”
Journal of Applied Psychology, March 1924, 8(1):1-22. Intelligence tests were administered to
102 businessmen attending a conference. 95% have an intelligence rating in the A or B groups very high compared to the American population. Yet their success in business does not correlate
with their scores on the intelligence tests. There is test score correlation with amount of
schooling (+44; pe + .06). “To some extent, the brighter the boy, the longer he tends to stay in
school before entering a business career.” Better criteria were wanted. (This article was the first
instance of subsequent reports of a split between test results and life-outcome results.) Cited by
Patricia C. Smith in Dunnette 1976. See Ghiselli 1963. At Carnegie. Misc. PJ. A.
Bion, Wilfred R., 1946, “The Leaderless Group Project,” Bulletin of the Menninger Clinic,
Topeka, KS, 10:77-81. The foundation of group therapy and the Tavistock Institute. (See
Pasmore and Khalsa 1993) Misc. PJ.
Bion, Wilfred R., 1961, Experiences in Groups, and other papers, Basic Books, New York, NY,
198 pages. Bion’s summa. Bion’s group therapy work was drawn on by Jaques in the 1940s and
early 1950s. Thereafter, Jaques ceased to do so but Tavistock continued to draw on it. This was
a key Tavvy source book. Misc. Bk.
Bion, Wilfred R., 1965, Transformations: Change from Learning to Growth, Basic Books, New
York, Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing, PEP Webpage, 183 p. (Mansfield Reprints, 1985,
UK.) Online subscription needed for access. Jaques was thanked in acknowledgements for
advice and criticism. NSSR New School RC504 .B5 1965. Not in NYPL. Clio: Burke [UTS]
Stacks RC504 .B52 1985g. NY Acad of Med. Fordham, Hunter, City College Sci/Engin
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RC504 .B5. Not on shelf. Not seen. W. Bk.
BIOSS (see Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies. Also, Bioss.) ~
Bioss, 2000, “Readings in Career Path Appreciation: Introductory papers for trainee
practitioners.” Unpublished training material. Bioss So. Africa. Cited in Du Toit 2005. Ru.
Birch, Charles, and John B. Cobb, Jr., 1981, The Liberation of Life: from the cell to the
community, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK and New York NY, 353 pages. Mind is
everywhere, throughout life. Cited Sewall Wright 1953 and 1964 (see Birch refs.). Unaware of
Jaques, but not far off. See Jaques 2002b. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Birch, Charles, 1990, On Purpose, New South Wales University Press, Kensington, NSW,
Australia, 195 pages. Unaware of Jaques, but not far off. See Jaques 2002b. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Birchall, David W., and Ray Wild, 1974, “Autonomous Work Groups,” Journal of General
Management, UK, Autumn74, 2(1):36-43. Looked at the way in which the use of group
working helps worker discretion and work variety. Autonomy and responsibility are
examined since it is largely the semi-autonomous responsible behavior of groups which provided
for both socio-psychological and operational benefits. The responsibilities assigned to the
groups relate mainly to problems requiring daily attention. Dimensions of autonomy not
provided relate to a longer time span and of middle management with first line supervision.
(Book version not found in UK.) Cited Tavvy authors. Jaques not cited. Baruch. Misc. PJ.
Bird, Allan, and Schon Beechler, 1995, “Links Between Business Strategy and Human Resource
Management Strategy in U.S.-based Japanese Subsidiaries: An Empirical Investigation,” Journal
of International Business Studies, UK, 26(1):23-45. This study examined linkages between
business strategy and human resource management (HRM) strategy in Japanese subsidiaries in
the U.S. It investigated whether or not fit between a subsidiary's business strategy and its HRM
strategy is associated with higher performance. The data show that subsidiaries with matched
strategies performed better than unmatched ones in terms of HRM-related performance
measures such as rates of promotion and turnover. Japanese subsidiaries with a business
strategy/HRM strategy match were also more likely to experience better business performance
versus competitors than were unmatched ones. Unaware of the theory. MS. PJ.
Bird, Allan, Sully Taylor, and Schon Beechler, 1998, “A Typology of International Human
Resource Management in Japanese Multinational Corporations: Organizational Implications,”
Human Resource Management, Summer 98, 37(2):159-172. This article focused on different
approaches to the design of international human resource management (IHRM) systems in
multinational corporations (MNC) based on a ten-year study of Japanese multinational
corporation subsidiaries in the US, Europe, and Asia. MNC’s must match the IHRM approach to
the international strategy of the MNC. IHRM is the critical system that enables MNCs to
implement their strategies. It is important to the firm's ability to enhance organizational
learning, organizational flexibility/ coordination, integration, and cost. Each dimension of the
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IHRM approach, imprinting, problem attribution, flexibility, and sharing can be affected by the
particular configuration of countries in which the MNC operates. MS. PJ. A.
Bird, Barbara, and Mariann Jelinek, 1988, "The Operation of Entrepreneurial Intentions,"
Entrepreneurship: Theory & Practice, Wiley-Blackwell, US, Winter88, 13(2):21-29. ISSN:
10422587. Entrepreneurial intentions are conceived as a link between the entrepreneur as an
individual and the context within which a venture is created. A model of intentional action is
presented. Five facets include: decisions which structure resources including time, vision and
focus; flexibility of focus; flexible behavior; temporal agility; and interpersonal influence. Cited
Jaques 1976; Stalk 1988; Bird & Jordan 1989. At Case Western Reserve U. # Rp. PJ.
Bird, Barbara, 1988, “Implementing Entrepreneurial Ideas: The Case for Intention,” Academy of
Management Review, 13(3):442-453. Entrepreneurial intentions separate strategic management
from entrepreneurial activities. They involved the immediate market opening for creating new
value as well as growth, development and survival of the new organization. Intention moves
research on entrepreneurs beyond descriptive and bivariate analysis. Cited Jaques 1976;
Richardson 1971; Daltry/ Daltrey 1982 PhD; Levicki 1984; and Lawrence and Lorsch 1969 (not
1967). From her Interesting 1983 PhD at USC. # Rp. PJ. A.
Bird, Barbara, 1989, Entrepreneurial Behavior, Scott Foresman, Glenview, IL, 418 p. Esp.
Chapter 1: Defining Entrepreneurial Behavior, was on SST and Jaques. Work is bringing an idea
of the future into present reality (EJ). Time span of discretion or intention is the timeframe one
is comfortable working without feedback or structure. Entrepreneurs are more generalists involved with all aspects of the firm - than managers, who are more specialists, and have a
detailed zoom lens focus, a bias for hands-on action, and follow-through. This personal
involvement may interfere with delegation. Their goals/ends may differ: personal independence,
building an organization, ownership/control, increasing personal wealth, achieve social change,
etc. Means-oriented entrepreneurs (to practice their craft, trade or profession) are slower
growing. Opportunity-gap entrepreneurs (such as high-tech) function in a turbulent world where
their expertise is key. They all need inter-personal skills, but not corporate political skills. The
goal of building a self-image is least effective and most risky. A match between the
entrepreneur’s time span and the time span of the endeavor links to success. Cited Jaques 1976,
Richardson 1971, Lawrence and Lorsch 1969. Partly from her 1983 Interesting PhD. Then at
Case Western, now at American U. in DC. NYPL SIBL JBE 91-1651. Rp. Bk.
Bird, Barbara, 1992, “The Operation of Intentions in Time: The Emergence of the New
Venture,” Entrepreneurship: Theory and Practice, Baylor University, Waco, TX, WileyBlackwell, US, Fall92, 17(1):11-20. ISSN: 10422587. Entrepreneur's timeframes for the birth
and early development of new ventures offered a new lens for understanding the psychology and
social construction of new organizations. Reviewed the temporal aspects of new venture
intentions. A model that features temporal brackets was presented. Cited Jaques 1976; Bucy
1987 paper; Das 1991; Gersick 1991. At American U., DC. # Rp. PJ.
Bird, Barbara J., and G. Page West, III, 1997, “Time and Entrepreneurship,” Entrepreneurship:
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Theory and Practice, Baylor University, Ebsco, Winter97, 22(2):5-9. An Intro to this special
issue with an emphasis on Jaques’ concept of time. # Rp. PJ.
Bird, Caroline, and Thomas D. Yutzy, 1965, “The Tyranny of Time: Results Achieved vs. Hours
Spent,” Management Review, American Management Association, Saranac Lake, N.Y., Special
Feature, August, 54(8):34-43. Authors describe the difference and confusion at work between
Jaques and Taylor - the use of judgment (discretion) for results vs. prescribed activities by the
hour. They do not cite Jaques, but the ideas are bang on. A bit dated but a very good
introduction to the idea of discretion. (This goes beyond Behrend 1961 and 1963 on time rate vs
piece rate.) Cited in Harry Levinson 1972. At Dudley-Anderson-Yutzy. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Bird, Shawn D., and George M. Kasper, 1995, “Problem formalization techniques for
collaborative systems,” IEEE transactions on systems, man, and cybernetics, online, Feb.,
25(2):231-242. The division of intellectual labor required to solve complex problems demands
that those problems be decomposed and distributed among available "laborers." One welldeveloped notion in shared problem solving is collaboration, the distribution of problem solving
activities to group or system members based on their capabilities, including humans and
computers. But the type of problems best suited to collaboration and principles for the
purposeful design of collaborative systems have not yet been developed. Built on Phillips 1984.
# Rp. PJ. A.
Birkinshaw, Julian, Cyril Bouquet and J.-L. Barsoux, 2011, "The 5 Myths of Innovation," MIT
Sloan Management Review, Cambridge, MA, US, Winter 2011, 52(2):43-50. 11 p. ISSN:
15329194. Explored the process of innovation in 13 global companies that sought to engage
their employees in the process and use online tools. Many of the standard arguments for how to
encourage innovation were confirmed, but some surprises were uncovered as well. Key insights
are organized around five persistent “myths” that continue to haunt innovation efforts: (1) The
Eureka Moment; (2) Built It and They Will Come; (3) Open Innovation Is the Future; (4) Pay Is
Paramount; and, (5) Bottom Up Innovation Is Best. The study discovered that many managers
were relatively good at generating new ideas but their performance dropped for every successive
stage of the chain. It also noted that most companies fail to think through the consequences of
putting on ideation workshops. Some problems that come with developing online innovation
forums were discussed, including waning interest of users and posting of irrelevant ideas.
[These are NOT quality circles nor councils.] At LBS; IMD; IMD. Teach. Wd. # Misc. Pro.
Bishop, Wilsie Sue, 1989, The Exercise of Discretion in the Work of Nursing: Nurses'
Perceptions of their Approach to Work, D.P.A., dissertation in Nursing, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, CA, 316 pages. [UMI AAG 0565812 (?)] Not available through UMI.
DAI-B 50/05, p. 1849, Nov 1989. Unpublished dissertation. See Ph.Ds. ~
Bitran, Gabriel R., and Arnold C. Hax, 1977, “On the Design of Hierarchical Production
Planning Systems,” Decision Sciences, Jan. 8(1):28-49. On HPP. See Hax and Meal, 1973,
1975. Misc. PJ.
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Bjørn-Andersen, Niels, and Poul H. Pedersen, 1980, “Computer facilitated changes in the
management power structure,” Accounting, Organizations and Society, Elsevier Science Ltd.,
5(2):203-216. doi: 10.1016/0361-3682(80)90010-0. Bjorn-Andersen. The study found that the
discretion within a job and the possibilities for influencing others are not directly related. The
implementation of the computer information system resulted in all functional groups of
employees losing discretion, whilst the gatekeepers to the technology gained in influence.
An IT and matrix structure (Galbraith 1973) was recommended. Research was conducted in
Denmark, Austria, Great Britain, West Germany, and U.S.A. Cited Jaques 1956; G. Bell 1966;
Perrow 1967; Scott-Morton 1971. SIBLJLL 85-51 pt. 5-6 (1980/81). # Rp. PJ. A.
Black, David M., 2011, Why Things Matter: The Place of Values in Science, Psychoanalysis and
Religion, Hove, East Essex, UK; Routledge, NY, NY, US, 216 p. ISBN-10: 0415493714; ISBN13: 978-0415493710. Subjectivity is as irreducible a feature of the world as matter and energy
and is not based exclusively on biological need or capricious life-style choices. If the foundation
of values cannot be located beyond the physical, it is within the material world itself. Thus,
embedded in the human core is the living template from which religion, science, and the values
of love and care, took origin. Cited Jaques 1965. Not in CUNY, NYPL. Clio osBF778 .B59
2011. At British Psychoanalytic Society/ Institute of Psychoanalysis, London. Misc. Bk.
Blackaby, Frank, ed., 1972, An Incomes Policy for Britain, Heinemann Educational Books,
London, UK, 250 p. Papers presented at the National Institute of Economic and Social Research
and the Social Science Research Council conference on incomes policy in January 1972 by: E.
Henry Phelps Brown, Peter B. Doeringer, J. E. Isaac, John R. De Jong, and Hilde Behrend,
among many others. Review by F.W. Paish in Economic Journal stated: “It is therefore quite
logical for those who opposed an incomes policy in the years up to 1969 to support it now.”
Compare with 1972 Royal Economic Society conference papers. (Does this mean Jaques and
Brown were too early?) Other attendees included J. H. Goldthorpe of Nuffield College Oxford
and Baroness Wootton of Abinger. NYPL JLD 74-683 Offsite. Not seen. MS. Bk.
Blackburn, Richard, and Benson Rosen, 1993, "Total Quality and Human Resource
Management: Lessons learned from Baldrige Award-winning companies," Academy of
Management Executive, US, Aug93, 7(3):49-66. DOI: 10.5465/AME.1993.9411302347. ISSN:
10795545. Moving from business as usual to a Total Quality Management (TQM) culture
demands much from an organization. Nowhere in the organization is the demand more apparent
than in the human resource management function. Aligning human resource practices with
quality initiatives requires revolutionary changes in the way organizations train, empower,
evaluate, and reward individuals and teams. However, there is still a need for continuous
improvement with respect to HR practices governing the selection, promotion. and development
of future leaders. A profile of fourteen "ideal" human resource practices is derived from the
interview data. Bottom-line payoffs for successful integration of HRM practices and TQM goals
are huge. Jaques not cited. [They backed into it.] Both at Kenan-Flagler, UNC. # Misc. Pro.
Blackler, Frank H. M., and Colin A. Brown, 1978, Job Redesign and Management Control:
studies in British Leyland and Volvo, Praeger Publishers, NY, NY, 146 p. A critical history of
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social scientists and their servicing relationship to management. These cases were on
sociotechnical systems (STS) and quality of work life (QWL) as well as a wider range of job
enhancement projects. Well aware of the premature and inflated assertions of social scientists.
“Since whatever the advocates (of job redesign) might say there seems to be good reasons why
we should remain somewhat sceptical of their claims” (p. 67). Cited Srivastva et al 1974 (1977)
and summarized those findings on the literature on job redesign: missionary zeal, publication of
positive results only, and poor research design. Case studies of Volvo and British Leyland.
Findings from Volvo indicated there was a way to make that version of job redesign work.
Suggestions on how to get beyond STS. No mention of Glacier, etc. Cited Baritz 1960, Fox
1973, 1976/1979. See McCloskey 1996 for a similar critique of economists. CLIO Offsite
HD5718.A8 B53. Refu. Bk.
Blackler, Frank H. M., and Colin A. Brown, 1980, Whatever happened to Shell's new philosophy
of management?: lessons for the 1980s from a major socio-technical intervention of the 1960s,
Saxon House, Farnborough, UK, 184 p., with comments by Michael Foster and Paul Hill of
Tavistock. An evaluation of the Tavistock STS consulting intervention at Shell UK Oil in the
late 1960s some 10 years on. This was described by Paul Hill, the Tavistock consultant, in 1971
and 1976 as a success (q.v.). However, like so many other STS interventions, it was really a
fiasco. See Ch. 7, Evaluations: “The project never really ‘took off’” ... “The project was a
failure” ... “”The change strategy was ill-conceived and also poorly executed. It led to a betrayal
of peoples expectations.” (p. 120). Not one word was positive from within the firm. See Dayal
1970 CMR article on similar STS fiascos in India. See Strauss and Rosenstein 1970. See
Wilfred Brown 1977 book review on STS in Sweden. See Rankin 1990 on Sarnia Shell in
Canada and STS. See Prior 1992 for SST and CPA at Shell Canada. See Wickens 1993.
Authors at U. Lancaster, Dept. of Beh. in Orgs. Clio Biz HD8391 .B52. Refu. Bk.
Blackler, F. H. M., and C. A. Brown, 1980, “Job Redesign and Social Change at Volvo,” chapter
18 (p. 511-528) in Duncan, K. D., M. M. Gruneberg, and D. Wallis, eds., 1980, Changes in
Working Life, John Wiley, London, UK, 568 p. Managers object to and block empowerment
of employees because they must not forfeit control so long as the organization has to respond to
market forces to survive. Cited Fox 1973, 1976; Nichols 1976. # MS. Ch.
Blackler, Frank, 2006, “Chief Executives and the Modernization of the English National Health
Service,” Leadership, UK, 2(1):5-30. A target obsessed NHS since 2000 means that the health
system is failing to treat its own staff with dignity. There is no substitute for the involvement of
frontline workers in service delivery. Bureaucratic discretion for NHS senior managers is crucial
to leadership. The performance audit regime and rigid rules New Labour developed to drive
forward its NHS ‘modernisation’ policy have served to highlight the failings of the 'management
by targets' concept. A slimmed down set of new targets driven at local level is now in place, but
the controversial (hotel-style) star-rating system for hospitals remains. At Lancaster. MS. PJ.
Blair, John D., and James G. (Jerry) Hunt, 1985, “A Research Agenda,” chapter in Hunt, James
G., and John D. Blair, eds., 1985, Leadership on the Future Battlefield, Pergamon-Brassey’s
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International Defense Publishers, Washington, London, Toronto, Sydney, Paris, Frankfurt. Misc.
Ch.
Blair, John D., and Carlton J. Whitehead, 1988, "Too Many on the Seesaw: Stakeholder
diagnosis and management for hospitals," Hospital and Health Services Administration, US,
Summer, 33(2):153-166. ISSN: 87503735. Hospital stakeholders are individuals, groups, and
organizations that have an interest in the actions of the hospital and ability to influence it. The
supportive stakeholder agrees with the hospital's goals and actions, while the non-supportive
stakeholder rates high on potential for threat. [But hospitals are run by professionals (doctors)
the group that must be led. Maybe.] Jaques not cited. NYPL. At Texas Tech. # MS. PJ.
Blair, Margaret M., 1994, “CEO pay, why such a contentious issue?” Brookings Review,
Washington, DC, Winter, 12(1):22-27. Both defenders and critics of the huge compensation
packages awarded in recent years agree that it is important to separate the executive pay
controversy into two parts. The part that typically arouses media attention relates to the levels of
executive pay. The 2nd part is how compensation is determined. Both parts of the executive pay
controversy are examined. According to data covering about 250 companies, there have been at
least 227 instances since 1987 in which a corporate executive made more than $5 million a year,
and 77 cases in which an executive made more than $10 million. (Hired hands. Agents. Every
one.) MS. PJ.
Blair, Margaret M., 1995, Ownership and Control: Rethinking Corporate Governance for the
Twenty-First Century, The Brookings Institution, Washington, DC. Analysis of the Board and
its relationships that points to contribution of employees to the governance of the firm in a way
that does not conflict with Jaques and may point to resolution of outstanding issues. MS. Bk.
Blankenhorn, David, Barbara Dafoe Whitehead, and Sorcha Brophy-Warren, Eds., 2009,
Franklin's Thrift: The History of a Lost American Virtue, Templeton Press, PA, 272 p.
Thrift leads to economic freedom and social abundance. See list of contributors. Refu. Bk.
Blanton, Judith S., 2000, “Why Consultants Don't Apply Psychological Research,” (RHR
International Company), Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and Research, APA, Fall,
52(4):235-247. Lots of reasons, but #1 is: The research isn’t that good or that helpful. Cited
Jaques’ presentation 1999. Refu. Pro.
Blatt, Sidney J., Joel Allison, and Alan Feirstein, 1969, “The capacity to cope with cognitive
complexity,” Journal of Personality, Blackwell Pub., Oxford, UK; Duke U. P., Durham, SC, US,
June 1969, 37(2):269-288. The article discusses how people cope with cognitive complexity.
The cognitive-perceptual processes appear to be an integral part of many aspects of personality
organization. When there is a complex intertwining of personality organization and cognitive
perceptual processes, then the capacity to cope with cognitive complexity in problem solving
situations that require highly logical thinking. This should relate to a more general capacity to
tolerate and organize complexity and illogical thought into appropriate and realistic form. This
should also relate to more general capacities to organize and integrate complexity. See Rest
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1969, 1973. Hard: Grad Ctr, City. At Yale U., US. # Misc. PJ.
Blau, Peter M., 1957, “Formal Organization: Dimensions of Analysis,” American Journal of
Sociology, July, 63(1):58-69. Blau importantly notes that Jaques’ studies at Glacier were
dynamic across time, not static. They were carried out over a two and a half year period.
However, they were qualitative, not quantitative (p. 69). [Jaques 1951] # Rp. PJ. A.
Blau, Peter M., and W. Richard Scott, 1963, Formal Organizations: a comparative approach,
Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, UK, Chapter 3. They confuse professional associations
(non-hierarchical) with organizations in which professionals are employed (hierarchical). “The
real issue is under what circumstances the employment organization of professionals needs to be
non-hierarchic” [italics in original] (per Rowbottom, in Jaques, ed., 1978). D. Ch.
Blau, Peter M., Wolf V. Heydebrand, and Robert E. Stauffer, 1966, “The Structure of Small
Bureaucracies,” American Sociological Review, April 1966, 31(2):179-191. A survey of 156
public personnel agencies. Many “findings” and suggested causes in other studies were
nonsense because the authors lacked any understanding of this theory. (But Blau supposedly
was already familiar with it.) See Heydebrand PhD 1965, U. Chicago on hospital
administrations (book pubd 1972, not included herein). 'Replicated' by Blau 1968. Misc. PJ. A.
Blau, Peter M., 1968, “The Hierarchy of Authority in Organizations,” The American Journal of
Sociology, Jan. 1968, 73(4):453-467. Blau carried out a survey of 254 finance offices of
government agencies and replicated his ‘surprising’ 1966 findings on 156 public personnel
agencies that greater expertise amongst the managerial staff (superior educational qualifications
in the 1950s and 1960s) led to wider spans of control, taller multi-level management hierarchies,
and greater decentralization. (As predicted by this theory, equity theory for job assignment level
and hierarchy level not for pay.) He saw this as adopting “impersonal mechanisms of control.”
[Blau followed the distinction by Talcott Parsons (q.v.) in his critique of Max Weber (1947,
“Introduction,” fn. 4, p. 58-60), distinguishing between bureaucratic and professional/expertise
authority. [This is an error, big time. It is the opposite of this theory. In Jaques and in Brown the
authority of the supervisor is never split between position and person, between role and
incumbent, between authority and expertise, or between bureaucrat and professional. To do so
creates an evil bureaucracy as we know it (and hate it). Parsons's critique, if assumed, creates a
bureaucracy without a soul, without any reason to be followed. But it was implemented and it
isn't followed. It took BPR with RAEW in the 1990s to reverse this error.] Refuted findings of
Stinchcombe 1959 and Udy 1959 (not herein) that bureaucracy and rationality were
incompatible. (Both were junk but Blau gets no cigar.) All three results are explainable using
R.O. insights.] Cited G. Bell 1967. Reprinted in Heydebrand 1973 as chapter 29. At U.
Chicago. Misc. PJ. A.
Blaug, Ricardo, 2010, How Power Corrupts: cognition and democracy in organizations,
Basingstoke, England; New York, NY, US, Palgrave Macmillan, 171 p. Described how a
hierarchy went bad. The cognitive control and knowledge of the employee is set by the boss and
his/her priorities, not the organization. (A total breakdown here. This was what Jaques’s
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structure tried to correct and to guard against.) Jaques not cited. Not in NYPL. (Baruch –
ebook.) JJay Coll. & Clio Lehman Liby. JC330 .B585 2010. Lost. Bk.
Blauner, Robert (Bob), 1962, Alienation in Work: the Diversity of Industrial Environment, Ph.D.
dissertation in Industrial Sociology, University of California, Berkeley, CA, 372 pages. UMI
AAT 6306173. DAI- 24/11, p. 4840, May 1964. Committee: S. M. Lipset, P. Selznick and L. E.
Davis. Published as: Blauner, Bob 1964, Alienation and Freedom, the factory worker and his
industry, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 222 pages. Used “discretion” to show that
alienation was not just a polemical claim of Marxists. Alienation and freedom varied across
industries and was influenced by the social organization of technology (isolation), work
fragmentation and routine (meaninglessness), lack of worker control of work (powerlessness),
and the social setting of workers (self-estrangement). Examined four types of production
technology (“stages”): craft, machine tending, assembly line, and continuous process. Craft and
continuous process were least alienating while the assembly line was the worst (46 percent said
their jobs were “too simple” for them vs 37 percent of unskilled factory workers overall). Used
reworked data from published surveys (Roper for Fortune 1947), except in the chemical industry
where original field research was done. Three types of blue-collar work emerged which
demanded either: able workmanship, reliability and a willingness to shoulder responsibility, or
adjustment to routines that contained neither discretion nor initiative. (Clearly, job design was in
the control of management.) Also showed the “ownership” of the means of production was
irrelevant to the workers, who accepted the fact they were not owners. Cited Jaques 1951, 1956,
1961. (1956 cite was dropped from the book.) Cited in Glaser and Strauss 1967; Shepard PhD
1968 replicated Blauner. See PhDs. ~
Blauner, Robert, 1964, Alienation and Freedom, the factory worker and his industry, University
of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 222 pages. A study of workers in the chemical, auto, textile and
printing industries. Examined the powerlessness of workers that lead to Marx’s concept of
alienation. Men perform up to standards because “they do not want to let down their workmates.
This inner direction of work group behavior makes an elaborate system of external controls and
supervision unnecessary in the same way as do the internalized norms in the professions and
craft occupations” (p. 179). “Automation increases the worker’s control over his work process
and checks the further division of labour and growth of large factories” (p. 182). A VERY
important statement for much that followed in U.S. management thinking and identified a major
roadblock to Jaques’ theory. Cited Jaques 1951 and 1961. See Eldridge 1971 for a “pungent”
critique of Blauner’s findings (Ch. 5). See BJIR book review by Baldamus 1966 #. Cited in
Glaser and Strauss 1967; Tudor 1972; Shepard PhD 1968 replicated Blauner See his 1962 PhD.
Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Bleger, José, 1963, Psicología de la conducta, Editorial Universitaria de Buenos Aires, AR, 243
p. In Spanish. Developed institutional psychoanalysis applied to the social sphere. (Per Aldo S.
2005.) Taught at UBA. Cited Klein 1948, 1952, 1957. NYPL Hum D 14-7405. Rp. Bk. UP.
BlessingWhite, 2011, Employee Engagement Report, online. 3-pg abs. # MS. ~
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Blinder, Alan S., ed., 1990, Paying for Productivity: a look at the evidence, The Brookings
Institution, Washington, D.C., 308 p. A set of empirical studies commissioned by the Brookings
Institution. Introductory comment by Blinder (p.13, emphasis his): “one can tentatively answer
the ... question ... - can American industry raise productivity by changing the way it pays its
employees? - in an unexpected way. It appears changing the way workers are treated may
boost productivity more than changing the way they are paid.” MS. Bk.
Bliss, Edwin C., 1976, Getting things done: the ABC's of time management, Scribner, NY, NY,
US, 124 p. (illust. by Malcolm Hancock). This book was the beginning of my shift toward
Deming’s elimination of wasted effort. As such, I found this book liberating. It was quite
different from other ‘time management’ books: political time was plastic. Clio os HD38 .B625.
# MS. Bk.
Bloom, Matt, 1999, "The Performance Effects of Pay Dispersion on Individuals and
Organizations," Academy of Management Journal, Feb1999, 42(1):25-40. Wd Cnt: 10453.
ISSN: 00014273. DOI: 10.2307/256872. Pay distribution research is relatively scarce in the
literature, yet pay distributions are viewed as critically important by organizational decision
makers. This was a direct test of the relationship between one form of pay distribution -- pay
dispersion -- and performance. It was conducted in a field setting where individual and
organizational performance could be reliably observed and measured. Findings suggest more
compressed pay dispersions were positively related to multiple measures of individual and
organizational performance. Endorsed Gerhart & Milkovich's 1992 claim that pay distributions
have important performance consequences. Cited Mahoney 1979; J. Martin 1981; Levine 1993;
Thurow 1975; Weiss 1987; Kohn 1993. At University of Notre Dame, IN. # MS. PJ. A.
Blount, Sally, and Gregory A. Janicik, 2001, “When Plans Change: Examining How People
Evaluate Timing Changes in Work,” Academy of Management Review, Briarcliff Manor, Oct.,
26(4):566-585. Special issue. Examined temporal responsiveness: how people and firms adapt
to unanticipated events. Introduced a “reference point model” of how people perceive time and
changes in organizations. Cited in Thelejane 2010 MPhil. Cited Jaques (1982)? Both authors
were at NYU. W. PJ. A.
Bluedorn, Allen C., 1980, “Cutting the Gordian Knot: A Critique of the Effectiveness Tradition
in Organizational Research,” Sociology and Social Research, July, 64(4):477-496. This did not
cite Jaques. It provided a solid critique of the field of organizational effectiveness as it stood
then: nowhere. Bluedorn advocated scrapping the whole mess and starting over fresh.
(Goodman et al repeated this call soon afterward.) Refu. PJ.
Bluedorn, Allen C. and Robert B. Denhardt, 1988, “Time and Organizations,” Journal of
Management, Southern Management Association, Texas A&M, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT. June,
14(2):299-320. The concept of time is introduced as a major topic for organizational and
management research, including a discussion of differing times and temporalities. Macro level
research and theory are described that relate time to such substantive areas as organizational
culture, strategic planning, and organizational contingency theory. At the micro level, theory
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and research on time and individual differences, decision making, motivation, and group
behavior are reviewed critically. Organizational and management topics of particular salience
for future temporal research and management practice are identified. This is considered The
Classic review article on time and organization – and on Parkinson’s Law. Cited Bucy (?),
Burke, Bird & Jordan, and Jaques 1964 (time-span), 1976 and 1982 (Form of Time) but not 1979
(time and jobs). Cited Das, El Sawy, and Gersick. Cited Parkinson, Locke, and Peters. Cited
Taylor, Hall, and Weber. Cited Fraser. (Recommended four readings on time as an introduction
to the subject: Clark 1985; Katz 1980; McGrath & Rotchford 1983; Webber 1972.) MS. PJ.
Bluedorn, Allen C., 2002, The Human Organization of Time: temporal realities and experience,
Stanford Business Books, Stanford, Calif., 367 p. “This book will be valuable not only to those
involved in the management and organization sciences, but also to sociologists and
psychologists, who have largely avoided coming to terms with one of the central issues of human
life - time." Used Jaques quote from The Form of Time as the epigraph for the book, “In the
form of time is to be found the form of living.” Cited in Crossan et al 2005. W. Bk.
Bluedorn, Allen C., and Stephen P. Ferris, 2004, “Temporal Depth, Age, and Organizational
Performance,” chapter 5 (p. 113-149) in Epstein, Cynthia Fuchs, and Kalleberg, Arne L. eds.,
2004, Fighting for Time: shifting boundaries of work and social life, Russell Sage, NY, NY, US,
354 p. ‘Temporal depth’ refers to the length of time into the past and the future that a society/
organization extends its interests and horizons. Each varies considerably. Greater temporal
depth also increases complexity. A longer time perspective gives a competitive advantage.
Cited Das 1986, 1987; El Sawy 1983; Ancona et al 2001; Larwood, Kriger, et al 1995; Tung
1979. Not Jaques. Baruch, Bklyn, Hunter Main (B2) - HD69 .T54 F54 2004. # Rp. Ch.
Bluedorn, Allen C., and Mary J. Waller, 2006, “The Stewardship of the Temporal Commons,”
Research in Organizational Behavior, Elsevier, 27:355-396. An annual. Culturally defined
temporal items we share have been subsumed within privatization. Stewardship is more
appropriate than the market-sanctioned metric of efficiency. A more cognizent agency is needed
to ensure sustainable firms. Cited Jaques 1982; Moore 1963; Okhuysen & Waller 2002; E. P.
Thompson 1967. # Rp. PJ. A.
Bluedorn, Allen C., and Rhetta L. Standifer, 2006, “Time and the Temporal Imagination,”
Academy of Management Learning & Education, June 2006, 5(2):196-206. (AN 21253784)
Time is only now beginning to receive the attention it deserves by scholars. We should include
development of a temporal imagination (time horizons) in our teaching, “just as we are
beginning to do in our theoretical and empirical investigations.” (Really? Now? EJ since 1956.)
At U. Mo. and U. Wisc., Eau Claire. See B&S 2004. Cited Jaques 1982. W. PJ.
Bluedorn, Allen C., and Kimberly S. Jaussi, 2008, "Leaders, Followers, and Time," Leadership
Quarterly, Elsevier Science, US, Dec., 19(6):654-668. DOI: 10.1016/j.leaqua.2008.09.006.
ISSN: 1048-9843. We examined extant leadership research that refers to temporal variables in
its theorizing and/or empirical testing. We considered rhythmic patterns manifested in leader
and follower behavior and employed entrainment, polychronicity, pace/speed, punctuality, and
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temporal depth as categorizations for this analysis. Further, we proposed time and temporality
and their prospective roles in relationships and processes related to leadership be included in
further studies of leadership. Cited Jaques & Clement 1991; Hunt & Ropo 1996; Das 1987; Boal
1991, 2000, 2004, 2007; Kaiser et al 2008; Mumford et al 2001, 2007; El Sawy 1983; Zaccaro &
Klimoski 2001. CUNY-wide. Online. At U. Mo; SUNY Binghamton. # D. PJ. A.
Bluen, S., 1995, “Psychological Assessment Validation Study,” Johannesburg, SA. Unpublished.
Ru.
Blum, Fred H., 1968, Work and Community: The Scott Bader Commonwealth and the quest for a
new social order, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, UK. S.B.C. was founded in 1951 and
established a constitution in 1963. Based on the concept of “human wholeness” and human
potential. Strong focus on participation and the spiritual. Parkyn, head of S.B.C., was on the
board and faculty of Glacier Institute of Management in 1977. John Lewis Partnership and Scott
Bader Commonwealth are often mentioned with Glacier as major industrial-social experiments.
See R. O. Clarke et al 1972. Not on Jaques or Brown. NYPL Schw JLD 73-250. Misc. Bk.
Blumberg, Melvin, and Charles D. Pringle, 1982, “The Missing Opportunity in Organizational
Research: Some Implications for a Theory of Work Performance,” Academy of Management
Review, 7(4):560-569. Current theory cannot predict performance. The authors do not cite
Jaques or Deming. They point to the need to examine the context in which the worker works.
This is not quite systems awareness but was a big step in the right direction. Refu. PJ. A.
Blumberg, Paul, 1968, Industrial Democracy: The Sociology of Participation, Constable,
London, UK and Schocken Books, New York, NY, 278 pages, (1969, 1973). A good discussion
and history of worker management in North America and Europe. This was his 1966 dissertation
at UC Berkeley (Related). Cited Jaques 1951, Glacier Project, and Kurt Lewin. Cited in
Nystrom and Starbuck 1981, volume 1. See esp. p. 70-138. MS. Bk.
Blumstein, Philip W., and Eugene A. Weinstein, 1969, “The Redress of Distributive Injustice,”
American Journal of Sociology, January, 74(4):408-418. Jaques’ Equitable Payment was viewed
as an illustration of workers’ willingness to seek redress. Beneficiaries were in general more
extreme in redress than were victims. Based on Blumstein’s 1967 masters thesis. Also cited
Adams and Homans. # Rp. PJ. A.
Blunt, Peter, 1990, “Strategies for enhancing organizational effectiveness in the Third World,”
Public Administration and Development, Chichester, UK, Jul-Sep 1990, 10(3):299-313.
(Delivered as Opening Address, Uni. Manchester, The 1989 Manchester International Human
Resource Development Conference, 25-28 June 1989.) The consequences of organizational
dysfunction are generally greater in the Third World. Possible discipline-based (human resource
management, HRM) explanations for ineffectiveness are advanced. Seven structural imperatives
(based on Jaques 1989) include: clearly identified and agreed missions, goals, strategies, and
main functions; accountability linked to sufficient power and control; clearly specified roles;
particular notions of individual effectiveness and performance appraisal tied to rewards; and
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effective transformational leadership. The implicit model retains the central notion in
contingency theory of adaptation and hence the possibility of adaptive variation in organizational
behaviour. The model is built around a central core of value imperatives and attitude change.
The Japanese already have this system. Chapter seven of Clegg 1990 book was based on this.
See Lash 1988, Pfeffer 1998. (See Sewell 2004.) Was at No. Terr. Uni. (since left; as of 2005
was working in Cambodia; at GPO Box 364, Macksville 2447, NSW, AU.; email:
peterblunt@yahoo.com). Rp. PJ.
Blyton, Paul, and Peter Turnbull, eds., 1992, Reassessing Human Resource Management, Sage
Publications, London, UK and Newbury Park, CA, 270 p. See Smith, and Keenoy and Anthony.
Cited by Hassard and by McGovern. MS. Bk.
Blyton, Paul, and Peter Turnbull, eds., 1994, The Dynamics of Employee Relations, Macmillan,
Basingstoke Hampshire, UK, 363 p. Lots of citations of R. Hyman, W. R. Hawes, H. Clegg, and
P. K. Edwards. Cited Juran and Deming. See p. 221-223 on lack of “autonomy” for the
workforce under TQM, which is experienced as a “low-trust” activity, and as information and
control rather than participation (Sewell and Wilkinson 1992). [Garbage!] MS. Bk.
Boal, Kimberly B., and Robert Hooijberg, 2000, “Strategic Leadership Research: Moving on,”
The Leadership Quarterly, US, Winter, 11(4):515-549. The essence of strategic leadership
involves the capacity to learn, the capacity to change, and managerial wisdom. We review three
streams of theory and research. The first is strategic leadership theory and its antecedent, Upper
Echelon theory. The second stream of theory and research focuses on what Alan Bryman has
labeled the "new" leadership theories, charismatic, transformational, and visionary. The last
stream of research we classify as the "emergent" theories of leadership, behavioral and cognitive
complexity as well as social intelligence. We suggest how the "new" and "emergent" theories
can be integrated. Lots on Jaques, Hunt, Boal and Hooijberg. Cited by Gill 2006. # Rp. PJ. A.
Boals, David Michael, 1985, Levels of Work and Responsibility in Public Libraries, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Library Science (Administration), U. Southern California, L.A., CA, 185 pages.
[UMI AAG 0556051 (?)] Not available through UMI. DAI-A 46/05, p. 1116, Nov 1985.
Unpublished dissertation. See Ph.Ds. ~
Boals, David M., and John Redfern, 1992, “The ‘Information Age’ as an Un-informing Social
Ideology,” in Cang, Stephen, ed., 1992, Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA,
p. 49-62. Information technology. # Rp. Ch.
Board of Trade, 1967, Export Handbook, London, UK. Each no. revised annually (1967-1970).
(Add'l name: Great Britain Board of Trade). Contents: No. 1. Services for British exporters, 180
p.; no. 2. ECGD credit insurance and financial support services, 24 p.; no. 3. Organisation for
overseas marketing, An aid for reviewing current practice, 46 p., 3rd edition [Wilfred Brown
1968 cited this last one. Foreword by Lord Brown identified the author as Elliott Jaques
(q.v.).]; No. 4. Agency Legislation and Practice Abroad (1969 edition). [Continued by Export
Handbook; Services for British Exporters, 1972 begun. NYPL SIBL JLK 74-179 6th edn. 1973
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(only).] NYPL SIBL JLL 74-352 no. 1-3. [No. 3 ] Duguid and Jaques 1971 had a reprint of
“Organization for Overseas Marketing,” 1969 edn., Board of Trade export handbook No. 3. BL
shelfmarks: OP-67/T DSC; 3842.738800 no.3 DSC; B.S.41/829.(3.). Or four: BL:
B.S.41/829.(1-4). (Jaques did not feel this contained the theory. It did.) ~
Bødker, Susanne, and Kaj Grønbæk, 1991, “Cooperative Prototyping: users and designers in
mutual activity,” International Journal of Man-Machine Studies, CSACW and Groupware,
Academic Press/Elsevier, London, UK; San Diego, Cal., US, March, 34(3):453-478. [Bodker,
Gronbaek, ] In most development projects, descriptions and prototypes are developed by system
designers on their own utilizing users as suppliers of information on the use domain. In contrast,
we are proposing a cooperative prototyping approach where users are involved actively and
creatively in design and evaluation of early prototypes. Our conclusion is that users and
designers should learn from breakdowns rather than avoid them. Jaques not cited. Cited in
Thomas and Riddick 1993. Not in Htr Mn, NYPL. Clio os TA167 .I5 v. 34. # Misc. PJ.
Boice, L. R., and Tarr, H.C., 1990, Leadership for the Nineties: Development of Training and
Research Instruments, Army Research Inst. for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria,
VA. July 1990, 54 p., ARI-RN-90-66. Published by NTIS, Springfield, VA, ADA2279495.
Personnel turbulence, which negatively affects small-unit integrity and leader-led stability, has
been shown to erode cohesion, resulting in a reduction of soldier performance. Investigated the
effect of leadership training and division-level policies concerning soldier assimilation and
integration on cohesion. Confirmed the three-dimensional factor structure of cohesion cited by
previous researchers: horizontal, vertical, and organizational bonding. Cohesion is significantly
and consistently correlated with psychological readiness for combat. MS. Rep.
Boice, L. R.; Maguire, J. T.; Hicks, J.; Lucas, Kenneth; and Stewart, Steven R., 2001, Executive
Development Research Group 1987-1988, Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences, Alexandria, VA, NTIS, Springfield, VA, July 2001, 411 p., ADA393387. This report
contains five working papers dealing with leader development, executive leadership,
management training, and problem solving. [Finally declassified?] (Lucas and Stewart have
written on Jaques elsewhere.) MS. Rep.
Bolle De Bal, Marcel, 1962, “La Remuneration au Rendement en face du progres Technique,”
International Journal of Production Research, Institution of Production Engineers, London, UK,
1(3):19-28. [Author mis-identified in computer as: De Bal, M. Bolle] In French. Summaries in
English and in German. Reprinted in: Bolle de Bal, Marcel, 1969, Problemes de Sociologie du
Travail, Editions del l’Institut de Sociologie, Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium. Wage
incentives are becoming controversial. The Belgian investigators of CECA made a distinction
between an incentive and a regulatory function which exists in payment by output: they have
come to the conclusion that there occurs a decline of the former at the expense of the latter as
production becomes increasingly automated. Experiments at the Institut de Sociologie Solvay
support this surprising conclusion. A decline of the influence on production exerted by
operatives: this influence undergoes changes in kind rather than in degree. On the other hand,
the technical factor--i.e. mechanization--is not the only one to consider: there is also the social
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factor to take into account, the development of worker's wants. Should payment by output be
abandoned or modified? Sponsored by CECA. (D'autre part le facteur technique - c'est-a-dire la
mecanisation - n'est pas le seul a jouer un role: il y a aussi le factuer social, revolution des
besoins des travailleurs. Y a-t-il lieu d'abandonner ce mode de remuneration ou convient-il de le
transformer, de l'adapter aux nouvelles conditions de production?) Cited Baldamus 1957;
Behrend 1957; Shimmin 1959, on the effort-wage bargain; WF Whyte 1955. Jaques 1956 not
cited. # Rp. PJ.
Bolle De Bal, Marcel, 1962, “Les modes de remuneration et les sciences sociales du travail en
Grande-Britagne,” [Note Critique], Sociologie du Travail, Editions du Seuil, Paris, France,
October 1962, 4(4):379-394. In French. Noted the parallelism between Baldamus and Jaques
regarding theory, description, wage adjustment, and the equitable wage curve. (See Bolle De Bal
1990/1993 p. 20-29.) He seems to have viewed them as reenforcing each other and proposed a
rapprochement over their differences: effort and responsibility. Cited Jaques, Brown, Behrend,
Baldamus, Lupton, Shimmin, Fogarty, Clegg, Schlag-Rey. Clio Lehman Liby HD4807 .S6.
NYPL os L-10 3379. V. 4. # Rp. PJ.
Bolle De Bal, Marcel, and Christian Dejean, 1966, Cited in Jacques Dumont 1979 p. 250.
(SEE THIS again - NYPL) Is this a review of WB’s 1966 French translation of 1962??
(Piecework Abandoned) [Too confused - is this a basis of their 1966 book? Le Salaire a la
Production. If not, drop? So?] SEE SEE SEE ~
Bolle de Bal, Marcel, 1969, “The Psycho-Sociology of Wage Incentives,” British Journal of
Industrial Relations, London School of Economics, London, UK, Nov., 7(3):385-398. In
English. Described the dysfunction created by Pay by Results. Cited Behrend and Baldamus but
not Jaques. See Bolle de Bal 1990. NYPL online. Clio os HD6951 B7 & online. At the Free
Uni. of Brussels, BE. # Rp. PJ. A.
Bolle De Bal, Marcel, 1990, Doubles jeux de la Participation, Mastricht-Bruxelles. Orig in
French. Translated into English by Irene Shayler: 1993, The Double Games of Participation:
pay, performance, and culture, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin and New York, 265 pages. Foreword
by David J. Hickson, Bradford Management Centre, UK. Professor Bolle De Bal was at Solvay
Business School, Free University of Brussels, Belgium. Some data was from pre-1990 Eastern
Block and is now only of historical value. Cited Jaques, Brown, Behrend, Baldamus, Lupton,
Shimmin, Fogarty, Clegg, Belcher, Thierry, and Marsden (Marsland?). Bolle De Bal repeats his
1962 article showing a linkage between the ideas of Jaques and Baldamus/Behrend regarding the
equitable wage curve, citing, “the striking parallelism to be noted between the analysis of the
sociologist W. Baldamus and that of Elliott Jaques, consultant psychiatrist at the Glacier Metal
Cy. Parallelism not only in the theoretical preoccupations ... but also in the description of the
process of adjustment of wages and salaries to this curve.” (Page 22. See pages 20-29, 87-93,
247) Bolle De Bal did not point out that the Behrend and Baldamus study was published almost
a year after Jaques’ publication. He never alleged plagiarism. He proposed a synthesis between
their views: effort and responsibility. Rp. Bk.
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Bolle De Bal, Marcel, 1990, "Mythe et Réalité du Juste Salaire," Cahiers Internationaux de
Sociologie, Nouvelle Série, Paris, FR, Juillet-Décembre 1990, 89:273-288.
De tous temps, les diverses modalités de rémunération ont tenté de respecter, dans une mesure
variable, le principe de l'équitè. Le « juste » salaire, toutefois, demeure à travers les siècles un
mythe plus qu'une réalité. Depuis le Moyen Age déjà, où fleurit la doctrine scholastique de ce «
juste salaire » , jusqu'aux actuels débals sur la « justice socialiste » en matière de rémunération,
se profile, à travers les aléas des politiques salariales, la dialectique permanente entre trois
impératifs souvent contradictoires: l'équité, l'égalité, et l'efficacité.
The various methods applied for establishing rules with regard to wage payment have at all
times, but to a varying extent, tried to comply with the principle of equity. Through centuries,
the notion of « just » salary has however remained a myth rather than a real fact. Ever since the
thriving of the scholastic doctrine on this « just salary » during the Middle Ages up to the present
discussions on the « socialist justice » in the field of wage payment, the hazards of salary policies
make it easy to perceive the existence of a permanent dialectics between three imperatives which
are often of a contradictory nature: equity, equality, and efficiency. [Noted the concepts of
Baldamus in sociology and Jaques in psychology were very similar.]
Cited Jaques 1951, 1956, 1961; Bolle de Bal 1958, 1962, 1990; Fogarty 1961; Behrend 1959,
1961; Baldamus 1957, 1960, 1961. # Rp. PJ. A.
Bolman, L. G., and T. E. Deal, 1984, Modern Approaches to Understanding and Managing
Organizations, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA. Cited by Quaid. Linked to Jaques. (How,
other than culture?) ~ SEE SEE SEE
Bolton, Patrick, Jos Scheinkman, and Wei Xiong, 2005, “Pay for Short-term Performance:
Executive Compensation in Speculative Markets,” The Journal of Corporation Law, 2005,
30(4):721-748. Economists believe the root cause of corporate scandals associated with CEO
pay was either (1) the failure of corporate governance, or (2) the technology bubble of the latter
half of the 1990s. Classical agency theory can be reconciled to this when recent evidence is
included. We recommend directors be given longer terms and their compensation be tied to the
long-term performance of the stock. Rather, Boards and CEOs should be partly insulated from
the whims of the market. MS. PJ.
Bolton, Patrick, and Antoine Faure-Grimaud, 2005, "Thinking Ahead: The Decision Problem",
December 2005, 46 p. NBER Working Paper No. W11867. Supposedly available at SSRN but
only abstract seen: http://ssrn.com/abstract=872723 We propose a model of bounded rationality
based on time-costs of deliberating current and future decisions. We model an individual
decision maker's thinking process as a thought-experiment that takes time and let the decision
maker "think ahead" about future decision problems in yet unrealized states of nature. By
formulating an intertemporal, state-contingent, planning problem, which may involve costly
deliberation in every state of nature, and by letting the decision-maker deliberate ahead of the
realization of a state, we attempt to capture the basic idea that individuals generally do not think
through a complete action-plan. Instead, individuals prioritize their thinking and leave
deliberations on less important decisions to the time or event when they arise. (An interesting
point on split thinking. But this may be nonsense. No seegar.) SUNY Binghamton has it. At
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Princeton and London School of Economics. (Unpublished?) Misc. Rep.
Bolton, Patrick, Jos Scheinkman, and Wei Xiong, 2006, “Executive Compensation and Shorttermist Behavior in Speculative Markets,” The Review of Economic Studies, 2006, 73:577-611.
Executive compensation contracts have two elements for the CEO to use to drive up the value of
the stock - fundamental value and speculative value. The latter is faster but comes at the
expense of long-term fundamental value. There may be a link between the short-term horizon of
shareholders and the short-term behavior of managers (Froot, Perold and Stein 1992). In other
words, bubbles and overpayments to CEOs are ‘rational’ for shareholders - if they are
speculatively short-term oriented. Thus, the CEO orientation becomes ever more short-term.
(Jensen 2004, Jensen and Murphy 2004) and overvalued equity becomes a cheap(er) source of
capital. The creation of long-term fundamental value is not pursued by CEOs. This distortion
becomes value-destroying. Boards must be made more long-term oriented. MS. PJ.
Bolton, Robert, and Jeffrey Gold, 1994, “Career Management: matching the needs of individuals
with the needs of Organizations,” Personnel Review, Jan 1994, 23(1):6-24. The Soft Systems
Methodology (SSM) can considerably improve career management by applying systems analysis
to people-based organizational problems that involve multiple solutions. Such human resource
management (HRM) problems typically involve difficult to define issues. SSM is a seven-phase
learning process through which the individual's viewpoint can be integrated with issues of
organizational systems and processes. The application of SSM to the HRM problems of the
Nationwide Building Society (NBS) is described to illustrate the formulation of an integrated
career management system. The process began with the formulation of a Rich Picture in which
the components of the existing system are depicted along with their interrelationships. The Rich
Picture identified the core problem as a lack of a career management system that would help
key and regular personnel develop their potentials. Cited Rowbottom & Billis 1987; Stamp 1989
(PM). [Meaningless abstract seen – Gale circular citation.] # Rp. PJ.
Bond, Frank W., and David Bunce, 2001, “Job control mediates change in a work reorganization
intervention for stress reduction,” Journal of Occupational Health Psychology, Educational
Publishing Foundation, Oct. 2001, 6(4):290-302. This longitudinal, quasi-experiment tested
whether a work reorganization intervention can improve stress-related outcomes by increasing
people's job control. To this end, the authors used a participative action research (PAR)
intervention that had the goal of reorganizing work to increase the extent to which people had
discretion and choice in their work. Results indicated that the PAR intervention significantly
improved people's mental health, sickness absence rates, and self-rated performance at a 1-year
follow-up. Job control served as the mechanism, or mediator, by which these improvements
occurred. (From:To?) At City U., London, UK. F.W.Bond@city.ac.uk MS. PJ.
Bond, N. J., and N. T. Feather, 1988, “Some Correlates of Structure and Purpose in the
Use of Time,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, APA, Aug., 55(2):321–329.
Reported findings from studies that used the Time Structure Questionnaire (TSQ), an instrument
designed to measure the degree to which individuals perceive their use of time as structured and
purposive. Results from 3 samples of students showed TSQ total scores were positively
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correlated with a sense of purpose in life, self-esteem, reported health, present standing and
optimism about the future, Type A behavior, and more efficient study habits, and were
negatively correlated with depression, psychological distress, anxiety, neuroticism, physical
symptoms, hopelessness, and anomie. Perceived use of time varied with role demands, such as
whether a person was single or married, employed or unemployed, or a part-time or full-time
student. Jaques not cited. At Flinders U. of So. AU., Bedford Park. Hunter SW. Misc. PJ.
Bono, Joyce E., and Timothy A. Judge, 2004, “Personality and Transformational and
Transactional Leadership: A Meta-Analysis,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Washington,
DC, Oct 2004, 89(5):901-910. This study was a meta-analysis of the relationship between
personality and ratings of transformational and transactional leadership behaviors using the 5factor model of personality as an organizing framework. Generally, weak associations were
found. (Why did they waste their time on this?) Cited in Gill 2006, p. 39. Refu. PJ. A.
Boole, George, 1854, An Investigation of the Laws of Thought: on which are founded the
mathematical theories of logic and probabilities, Walton and Maberly, London, UK, 1854;
reprint Dover Publications, New York, NY, 1951, 424 p. On symbolic and mathematical logic,
thought and thinking, and probabilities. Boole was endeavoring to build a science of the intellect
through establishing the laws of operation of the mind. Found there were four modes of thinking
and only four. The modes were calculations. Jaques recognized each mode corresponded to an
organization level. Cited in Human Capability 1994 twice. (With thanks to Charlotte Bygrave.)
Butler Stacks 164 B641. Clio Math BC135 .B64 1951. Misc. Bk.
Boorman, Scott A., 1969, The Protracted Game; a wei-ch’i interpretation of Maoist
revolutionary strategy, Oxford University Press, Oxford UK and New York, NY, 242 pages.
Mao’s Stratum VIII strategy (1927-1949) in the political-military arena. Unaware of Jaques.
See Lynn White 1989. See Leifer 1991 and Carse. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Boorstin, Daniel J., 1983, The Discoverers, Random House, New York, NY. (esp. Chapter 48,
“From Qualities to Quantities,” on the beginning of the scientific revolution and emergence of
quantification, p. 368-375.) In all likelihood neither Gallileo nor his friend Santorio Santorio
invented the thermometer, yet both developed very early versions of it. Jaques likened his
discovery of TSD to the discovery of the thermometer as a measurement device. Misc. Ch.
Borawski, Paul, and Maryann Brennan, 2009, "Managing the Whole Mandate for the TwentyFirst Century: Ditching the Quick-Fix Approach to Management," chapter 6 (p. 63-76) in
Hesselbein, Frances, and Marshall Goldsmith, eds., 2009, The Organization of the Future 2:
visions, strategies, and insights on managing in a new era, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal., US,
348 p. Used Ritz-Carlton and Caterpillar as examples and Baldrige as its goal. Accountability
has to be moved from task orientation to systems and value orientation. Jaques and Deming not
cited. Not in Clio. NYPL SIBL br 658.406 O. Teach. # MS. Ch.
Boreham, Paul, 1992, “The Myth of Post-Fordist Management: Work Organisation and
Employee Discretion in Seven Countries”, Employee Relations, MCB UP Pubs., Bradford, UK,
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March, 14(2):13-24. Results show that participative organization practices have had minor effect
on the order which defines the present-day workplace which has remained neo-Fordist in nature.
Cited Fox 1974 (BC). Cuny - Gale circular cite. Clio. # MS. PJ.
Borjesson, Martin, 2004, “Reflektion om den strategiska CIO-rollen,” Stockholm, Sweden,
online, juni 2004, 8 pages. In Swedish. A discourse on the level and strategic importance of the
CIO’s role viewed through Jaques’ work hierarchy. (I have this. Find someone to read it!) Ru.
Born, Georgina, 1998, “Anthropology, Kleinian Psychoanalysis, and the Subject in Culture,”
American Anthropologist, New Series, Forum, June 1998, 100(2):373-386. Repeatedly cited
Jaques 1955 which the author withdrew from circulation as without a reality. Lost. PJ.
Borsay, Anne, 1983, “Are Occupational Therapists Cinderellas?” Social Policy and
Administration, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, EbscoHost, Summer1983, 17(2):130-141. This article
focuses on the status of occupational therapists in British social services departments. The
analysis of occupational therapy in a local authority revealed both the culpability and the
innocence of one particular organizational structure, the dual influence situation. Although
separating the direction of occupational therapists between professional and operational
managers spoiled opportunities for informal consultation among colleagues, training and the
formal departmental procedures appeared to overcome the divisive effects and inconsistent or
arbitrary decision-making could not be demonstrated. Cited Jaques 1978, and Rowbottom, Hey
and Billis 1974, 1980. # Rp. PJ.
Borucki, Chester C., and Alan F. Lafley, 1984, “Strategic Staffing at Chase Manhattan Bank,”
chapter 5 (p. 69-86) in Fombrun, Charles, Noel M. Tichy, and Mary Ann Devanna, eds., 1984,
Strategic Human Resource Management, John Wiley, New York, NY, 499 p. Lafley was the
EVP HR at Chase. A history of Chase’s HR change efforts over the years. [This is just prior to
the adoption by Chase of R.O. and the Career Crossroads model (from Mahler)
JPMorganChase.] See Stephen Martin 1995; Charan, et al, 2001. # MS. Ch.
Borum, Finn, 1976, Organisation, magt og forandring, (Organization, Power and Change),
Erhvervsøkonomisk Forlag : Nyt Nordisk Forlag/ Arnold Busck, København, DK, 190 p.
(Series: Handelshøjskolen i København. Institut for organisation og arbejdssociologi. Skrifter ; \
6.) [In Danish.] NYPL Hum JLE 79-1318 (HSSL); Yale HD38 B6464 (LC). [Updated and
published in English: 1995, Organization, Power and Change, Handelshøjskolens forlag :
Distribution, Munksgaard, Copenhagen, DK, 186 p., [translation, Marianne Risberg, Stephanie
Hadler]. Held in Cornell & St John Fisher (Rochester NY) HD38.B646413 1995eb]. Also
published as an article in English: 1980, “A Power-Strategy Alternative to Organization
Development,” Organization Studies, Sage, 1(2):123-146 (q.v.). See Social Analysis process
diagram on p. 61. For content, see Borum 1980 article. Book is his PhD 1976. Cited Brown
and Jaques 1965; Rowbottom 1973; Lawrence and Lorsch 1969; Argyris 1970. At Copenhagen
Business School. mailto:fb.ioa@cbs.dkE-mail: fb.ioa@cbs.dk Rp. Bk.
Borum, Finn, 1980, “A Power-Strategy Alternative to Organization Development,” Organization
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Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin; New York, 1(2):123-146. Alienation had resulted from
the internal structure of the hospital under study. Initial project based on Social Analysis was not
approved by committee and senior surgeons. Went ahead anyway to strengthen the whole
organization. Assumptions in the organization development (OD) literature about organizations,
members of organizations, and external consultants, which imply the sequence of confrontation,
a change in perceptions and attitudes, and a solution of conflicts, were critiqued. This was a
‘communications’ strategy for change that strengthened the more powerful elements in the
organization (management), and assumed all resolutions were permanent. An alternative
strategy was developed where power was regarded as the crucial variable. This ‘power’ strategy
prescribed the strengthening of a party’s power bases prior to negotiations with the ‘opponent’
and formalization of mechanisms for the ongoing regulation of ongoing conflicts. This was
contrary to all OD intervention strategies. Found external consultants were beholden to top
managements (managerialist) and their analyses were not neutral, whatever their claims.
Managers and experts spent most of their time on problems that were usually perceived as
superordinate to the organization: sales, financing, etc. Cited Brown and Jaques 1965;
Rowbottom 1973; Lawrence and Lorsch 1969; Argyris 1970. Based on his PhD 1976, published
in Danish as a book 1976, updated and translated into English 1995. At Copenhagen B-School.
E-mail: fb.ioa@cbs.dk # Rp. PJ. A.
Borum, Finn, 1990, “Beyond Taylorism: the IT-specialists and the deskilling hypothesis,” in
Jesper Strandgaard Pedersen (red.): Artikler til organisationsteori. Bind 2, 1990, København :
Samfundslitteratur, S. 125-139 s. Also, republished as chapter X in Borum, Finn, et al, 1992,
Social dynamics of the IT field : the case of Denmark, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin, Germany, New
York, NY, 328 p. (A book on culture.) A refutation of Braverman’s 1974 thesis. Deskilling
was not the dynamic in Denmark. The “direct control” of Taylorism had given way to
“responsible autonomy,” at least in Denmark. Information Technology. Cited Dale 1976;
Friedman and Cornford 1987. SIBL JBE 93-650. Rp. Ch.
Borum, Finn, 1995, Organization, Power and Change, Handelshøjskolens forlag : Distribution,
Munksgaard, Copenhagen, DK, 186 p., [translation, Marianne Risberg, Stephanie Hadler]. This
book is the updated version in English of his 1976 PhD dissertation and book in Danish. For
content, see Borum 1980 article. Held in Cornell & St John Fisher (Rochester NY)
HD38.B646413 1995eb]. Not in NYC. Seen. (Duplicate.) ~
Borum, Finn, 2004, “Means-End Frames and the Politics and Myths of Organizational Fields,”
Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin; New York, July 2004, 25(6):897-921. The
function bearing unit (FBU) is a new concept for organizing the production of the field core
services. The processing of means-end frames is proposed as a key to understanding the
reproduction and evolution of organizational fields. Based on an analysis of the Danish hospital
field, it is demonstrated how the processing of a means-end frame may serve several functions in
an organizational field—the reproduction of the field, its trajectory, power structure, truces and
overarching regime. But it may also contribute to field destabilization via the actors’ different
interpretations and projects, the contestation of central institutions, or via unforeseeable
consequences. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Borwick, Irving, 2006, “Organizational Role Analysis: managing strategic change in business
settings,” chapter one (p. 3-28) in Newton, John, Susan Long, and Burkard Sievers, eds., 2006,
Coaching in Depth: The Organisational Role Analysis Method, Karnac, London, UK, 197 p.
Gave the background of how he developed ORA. A stress on the role rather than the individual
(a la psychology) and a look at those roles above and below (3-layers). He tried the Tavistock
group approach but found it ‘punitive and brutal.’ Discovery principle was found through
Programmed Instruction. [There seems to be no connection to Dayal’s RAT (Role Analysis
Theory) or to PSA (Practicing Sociologists Association).] Jaques not cited. Not in Clio. NYPL
SIBL os JBE 06-1004. # Misc. Ch.
Boss, R. Wayne, 1978, “Trust and managerial problem solving revisited,” Group and
Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin; New York, 1978, 3(3):331-342. The
centrality of interpersonal trust for effective managerial problem solving was illustrated by
inducing either a high-trust or a low-trust mental set in experimental groups. The results
indicated that subjects operating in a high-trust environment were significantly more effective in
problem solving than those working in a low-trust environment. Findings support Fox 1974
(BC). Did not cite Fox or Jaques. Cited Zand 1972. See PhD. # MS. PJ.
Boss, R. Wayne, 1978, “The Effects of Leader Absence on a Confrontation Team-Building
Design,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, US, Oct. 1978, 14(4):469-478. Although each
team experienced the same team-building design and environmental constraints, only the team
with the leader present evidenced growth during the 6-day session. The remaining six teams
either retrogressed or remained unchanged. Cited Jaques 1951. # Rp. PJ. A.
Boss, R. Wayne, 1979, “Essentials for Successful Organization Development Efforts,” Group
and Organization Management, Sage, Dec. 1979, 4(4):496-504. This study indicates that the
purpose of organization development (OD) is to improve an organization's effectiveness in
making decisions and changes and in reaching the full potential of the personnel. It lists
objectives of OD and ten essentials for successful OD programs. It also defines the essentials
and explains the ways they add to the effectiveness of OD. Cited Jaques 1951, Boss 1978,
Dalton 1969, Guest 1962, Zand 1972. See PhD. # MS. PJ.
Boss, R. Wayne, 1980, “Your CEO and Natural Team Training,” Training & Development
Journal, ASTD, Washington, DC, US, July80, 34(7):76-80. Multiple benefits can be derived if
the CEO is present in training sessions for immediate subordinates reporting to him or her. This
is the CEO’s ‘natural team’ at the top. Cited Jaques 1951. # D. PJ.
Boss, R. Wayne, and Leslee S. Boss, 1985, “The Chief Executive Officer and Successful OD
Efforts,” Group and Organization Management, Sage, 10(4):365-382. The central role of the
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in effective organization development (OD) efforts is illustrated
by data that were collected from 160 personnel in five organizations before and after a one-year
OD effort. The results indicate that the CEO is clearly the single most important person in
successful OD efforts. Most organizations place the CEO at the focal point of power in
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order to increase organizational effectiveness. Cited Jaques 1951, Guest 1962. # Rp. PJ.
Boss, R. Wayne, 2000, “Is the Leader Really Necessary? the longitudinal results of leader
absence in team building,” Public Administration Quarterly, Washington, DC, Winter 2000,
23(4):471-486. This study illustrates the central role the leader plays in team building
interventions. Thirty-seven people in seven teams participated in a six-day team building
meeting. The population was made up of six natural teams and one cousin group. The team
with the leader present showed statistically significant improvement on all of the BeforeAfter measures and those improvements were maintained for the following 20 years. The five
leaderless teams and the cousin group either retrogressed or remained unchanged between
measures. Cited EJ 1951. At U. Colorado, Boulder. # Rp. PJ. A.
Bossidy, Larry, and Ram Charan, with Charles Burck, 2002, Execution: the discipline of getting
things done, Crown Business, New York, NY, 278 pages. Described the Leadership Pipeline
executive development program Bossidy brought with him from GE and used while CEO at
Allied Signal (which was merged into Honeywell). He soon adopted Six Sigma and then got
Jack Welch to embrace it at General Electric. So Bossidy and Welch used both theories. Career
crossroads. See Charan et al and Welch. See Mahler. SIBL has it. D. Bk.
Bossidy, Larry, 2007, “What Your LEADER Expects of You,” Harvard Business Review,
Apr2007, 85(4):58-65. Based on his experience as CEO of AlliedSignal and Honeywell the
author offered a set of behavior characteristics that executives should expect from subordinates.
These included - the willingness to get involved in problems, the ability to generate new ideas,
willingness to collaborate, desire to lead initiatives, and others. An executive's direct reports
should in turn expect of him/her - clarity of direction, the setting of clear goals, and the ability to
be decisive and timely. Presented a sample performance evaluation form. # MS. Pro.
Boswell, Jonathan, and James Peters, 1998, Capitalism In Contention: Business leaders and
political economy in modern Britain, Cambridge Uni. Press, UK, 265 p. A serious examination
of the ideas of British business leaders on political, economic and ethical issues. An
understanding of the dynamics of British elites, and how their attitudes to economic and social
life related to broader changes. How do we reconcile both capitalism and democracy? What is
the role of Business in behaving as Citizen in a globalising society? Drew on new records and
interviews, shed new light on the Wilson, Heath and Thatcher periods, the “mixed economy” and
the “New Right,” the peak representative organizations of business, and business relationships
with government. Cited Wilfred Brown (1960, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1979; Brown’s Papers 1968,
1974, 1979; Child 1969) in chapter 6: “Systemic change in capitalism? The reconstructionists,”
see ftnt. 8, 10, 15-17. Also in chapter 7 on recovery. Cited Jaques. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Bosworth, D., 1999, “Empirical Evidence of Management Skills in the UK,” U. Sheffield: DfEE
Working Paper. Organisations that employ greater numbers of highly qualified managers
outperform those that do not. Cited in Grugulis 2003. Not seen. MS. Rep.
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Botsman, Peter, 1996, “The Workplace That Jaques Built,” Australian Financial Review, 16
August. A critique of Jaques’ theory at Rio Tinto from 1979. Elliot Jaques' revolutionary
'Requisite Organisation' industrial strategy and CRA's commitment to de-unionise its workforce
present the unions with their most formidable challenge yet. Gets some facts wrong. Botsman is
the Head of the Evatt Foundation (English). [Available: Dow Jones Reuters Business
Interactive: Factiva] # Cr. Pop.
Bott, Ed, 2012, "Microsoft's Radical New Business Plan Is Hiding in Plain Sight," online. 6-3012. Well, there it is … Teach. # Misc. NJ.
Boucekkine, Raouf, David de la Croix, and Omar Licandro, 2003, "Early Mortality Declines at
the Dawn of Modern Growth," Scandinavian Journal of Economics, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK,
2003, 105(3):401-418. ISSN: 03470520. DOI: 10.1111/1467-9442.t01-2-00005. Explored the
hypothesis that demographic changes which began in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
are at the root of the acceleration in growth rates at the dawn of the modern age. During this
period, life tables for Geneva and Venice show a decline in adult mortality; French marriage
registers reveal an important increase in literacy; historians measure an acceleration of economic
growth. We develop an endogenous growth model with a realistic survival law in which rising
longevity increases individual incentives to invest in education and fosters growth. We
quantitatively estimate that the observed improvements in adult mortality account for 70% of
the growth acceleration in the pre-industrial age. At Université Catholique de Louvain (2);
European University Institute. # MS. PJ.
Bouchard, Joseph Frederick, 1991, Command In Crisis: Four Case Studies, Columbia University
Press, NY, NY, 325 p. Bouchard makes no mention of Jaques or Charles Perrow or of Eliot A.
Cohen and John Gooch. He covers much of the ground of these theories by focusing on the
increasing speed and complexity of tactical-level military interaction during crises and the drive
of top-level officials to establish control. (See Interesting 1989 PhD.) Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Bouchard, Thomas J., Jr., 1976, “Field Research Methods: Interviewing, Questionnaires,
Participant Observation, Systematic Observation, Unobtrusive Measures,” chapter 9 (p. 363-414)
in Dunnette, Marvin D., ed., 1976, Handbook of Industrial and Organizational Psychology,
Rand-McNally, Chicago, IL, 1470 p. (Reprinted 1986; 1990 edn. rewritten). Cited Jaques on p.
392. City Cohen HF5548.8 .H265. W. Ch.
Bougen, Philip D., Stuart Ogden, and Quentin Outram, 1988, “Profit Sharing and the Cycle of
Control,” Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK, Nov.,
22(4):607-629. Viewed the emergence of profit sharing as an adaption by the owners to
maintain control and extract profits. Cited Ramsay 1983, Fox 1985, Bullock 1977, Copeman
1984, Urwick and Brech 1946. Did not cite EJ or WB. Refu. PJ. A.
Boulding, Kenneth E., 1956, “General Systems Theory – The Skeleton of Science,” Management
Science, The Institute of Management Sciences, INFORMS, Baltimore, MD, April, 2(3):197208. Integrated Norbert Weiner’s cybernetics (1948 book) and von Bertalanffy’s general
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systems theory. This article became the most quoted on the systems concept of organization.
Cited by Jaques. Misc. PJ. A.
Boulding, Kenneth E., 1966, The Impact of the Social Sciences, Rutgers U. P., New Brunswick,
NJ, 117 p. See Chapter 2, p. 24-25. Saw Adam Smith as developing in 1776 “an internally
consistent framework of equilibrium theory, especially in regard to relative prices.” Economics
was therefore the second oldest science, not as old as Newton and physics, but older than
chemistry and Dalton or biology and Darwin. (Good points.) Baruch & City H83 .B673. Alt.
Bk.
Boulding, Kenneth E., 1980, “Human skill must outmatch the exhaustion of resources,” The
Japan Economic Journal, Tokyo, JN, March 11, 1980, p. 20, 14. In English. A keynote address
to a Kobe conference. Tokyo: Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 1963-1991. Clio offsiteHC461 .N4743.
Liby Has: v. *1, v.7, v.9, v.11-26 (1963, 1969, 1971, 1973-1988) Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Boulgarides, James D., and Moonsong David Oh, 1985, “A Comparison of Japanese, Korean and
American Managerial Decision Styles: an exploratory study,” Leadership and Organization
Development Journal, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 6(1):9-11. Not on the theory.
Showed Americans were most directive and analytical. The Japanese managers were most
conceptual and behavioral. The Korean were in the middle. Small Japanese and Korean
samples. Cited by Fukuda 1988. Not in NYU, NYPL, Online a bust. In Baruch. Misc. PJ.
Bound, John, Zvi Griliches, and Bronwyn H. Hall, 1986, “Wages, Schooling and IQ of Brothers
and Sisters: Do the Family Factors Differ?” International Economic Review, Wharton School,
Feb. 1986, 27(1):77-105. Part of a Symposium: The Economics of the Family. Built on Joyce
Shackett’s 1982 Harvard PhD that found “ability” to be a residual, unexplained factor. This
“ability” may be priced differently for males and females in the market. Found that the family
effects in the IQ-schooling-wage relationship was sex-blind. At age 27 males had wages 40
percent higher than females. Found impact of “unexplained ability” on earnings increases with
age. Cited by Murnane et al 1995. See Gifford 1928. At Harvard, Harvard, Stanford. MS. PJ.
Bounds, Gregory M., Lyle Yorks, Mel Adams, and Gipsie Ranney, 1994, Beyond total quality
management: toward the emerging paradigm, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 817 p. Chapter 4:
Management Role Responsibility. Chapter 8: Organizing to Improve Systems (p. 296-341).
Cited Schein, Mizuno, Bressard (p. 339-340), White 1959, Bandura 1971, Jaques 1952/1951.
Quality cases: Pepsico, Sears, Xerox (p. 116-9, case p. 710-790), Northern Telecom (NorTel),
Sun Microsystems, NUMMI (p. 454-7), Alcoa (p. 141-2), Toyota (lots of cites, case p. 620709), and General Electric. (Bold cases have adopted RO.) gbranney@comcast.net Not in
Clio. NYPL SIBL JBE 94-770. Baruch HD 62.15 .B49 1994. W. Bk.
Bounfour, Ahmed, 2003, Management of Intangibles: The Organisation’s Most Valuable Assets,
Routledge, London, UK; New York, NY, 320 p. Ebook: Florence, KY, USA. The old financial
maps of the firm were cracking. Only 1% - 25% of a corporation’s market value was represented
on its balance sheet. A key point was the coherence of the arrangement of the human intangibles
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inside the organization. Did not cite Jaques. Misc. Bk.
Bounfour, Ahmed, 2004, “Elliott Jaques,” a chapter in Les constructeurs du management : de la
conduite des hommes à la stratégie d'entreprise (Revue française de gestion hors série / 2004),
Paris, France, 332 p. In French. A profile of the man and his theory. One of the founders of
management. (Accepted in 2001, published in “The manufacturers” 4th Trimeste 2004.) Tel: 01
40 91 24 15. At U. Paris Sud 11. D. Ch.
Bourdieu, Pierre, 1977, Outline of a Theory of Practice, translated by Richard Nice, Cambridge
U. Press, Cambridge, UK, and New York, NY, 248 pages. Originally published in French
1973/1972. Cambridge studies in social anthropology; 16. Distinguished differences between
how a task unfolds over time and how it looks to someone working on it (modus operandi) from
how it looks as a finished task in retrospect (opus operatum) (q.v. Heidegger). Analogy of a
journey vs a map description of it. An organization’s maps (formal job descriptions and
processes) distort the routes its members must take to get work done. This “misrecognition”
causes informal practices to be labeled deviant. Unaware of Jaques. See Orr 1990 Related PhD.
See J. S. Brown and Duguid 1991. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Bourgeois, L. J., III, Daniel W. McAllister, and Terence R. Mitchell, 1978, “The Effects of
Different Organizational Environments upon Decisions about Organizational Structure,”
Academy of Management Journal, [Research Notes], Sept. 1978, 21(3):508-514. (College
students playing) managerial roles opted for mechanistic structures during turbulent times.
When experiment began peacefully, they opted for organic structures. But once turbulent, they
never went back to organic structures. This was the opposite from research showing a
switch was appropriate managerial action. (Researchers were unaware of levels of capability.
Deeply flawed research study - subjects didn’t have the needed capability to be managers.
Participants all at max of stratum I: Declarative level over and over. No hierarchy of ability.
Ah, but is THIS today’s reality? This should be studied in real firms over time. Jaques
discovered this dynamic in the US Army in the 1980s.) MS. PJ. A.
Bourgeois, L. J., III, and Kathleen M. Eisenhardt, 1988, “Strategic Decision Processes in High
Velocity Environments: Four Cases in the Microcomputer Industry,” Management Science,
INFORMS, July, 34(7):816-835. How do executives make strategic decisions in industries
where the rate of technological and competitive change is so extreme that market information is
often unavailable or obsolete, where strategic windows are opening and shutting quickly? And
how is risk of strategic error mitigated? This was a field investigation of four microcomputer
firms, where we studied the major decisions of top management teams in high velocity
environments. Our results consist of a set of paradoxes which the successful firms resolve and
the unsuccessful firms do not. We found an imperative to make major decisions carefully, but
to decide quickly; to have a powerful, decisive CEO and a simultaneously powerful top
management team; to seek risk and innovation, but to execute a safe, incremental
implementation. Despite the apparent paradox, effective firms do all of these simultaneously.
Cited by Shenhar 2001. MS. PJ. A.
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Bourgin, Frank, 1989, The Great Challenge: The Myth of Laissez-Faire in the Early Republic,
George Braziller, New York, NY, 223 p. From his PhD dissertation at U. Chicago [delayed 45
years]. Foreword by Arthur Schlesinger Jr. Among our founders - the Constitution Makers and
the National Planners. Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, Albert Gallatin, and John Quincy
Adams were NOT followers of Adam Smith. Refu. Bk.
Bourner, Tom, and Krystyna Weinstein, 1996, "Just another talking shop? Some of the pitfalls in
action learning," Journal of Workplace Learning, MCB UP, Emerald, Bradford, UK, Aug.,
8(6):54-65. Action learning has now reached a level of strength and maturity that it can bear
exploration without fear of giving "ammunition" to disbelievers. The authors think that the
agenda item that once read "Who is right, the action learners or the others?" has now been
transcended by the question, "When and in what circumstances is action learning the best
approach?" [TSD was used correctly but not cited.] Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ.
Bova, Rosemary A., Alison Brause, and Kathryn Cason, 2008, "But Can She Type?" Nov., 17 p.
Online article about the complexity of information processing (CIP) of the US female candidates
for head of state. Noted that the US was far behind electing women as heads of state - as has
been done in some 19 countries around the globe since 1944. A review of the electoral events
and the increasing power of women candidates in 2008. CIP profiles and illustrative responses
(CPC) from Senator Elizabeth Dole, Senator Hilary Clinton, Congresswomen Shirley Chisholm,
Geraldine Ferraro and Patricia Schroeder, Ambassador and Senator Carol Moseley Braun, and
Governor Sarah Palin. Ru.
Bovaird, Tony, and Ian Mallinson, 1988, “Setting Objectives and Measuring Achievement in
Social Care,” British Journal of Social Work, BASW, Academic Press, London, UK, 18(3):309324. A hierarchy of objectives enables a clearer and more systematic model of social work
practice to be developed. It allows policies to be formulated, to be evaluated, and direction to be
set. # MS. PJ. A.
Bowden, Bradley, and Michael Barry, 1998, “ 'The Greatest Curse … Was Unrestrained
Competition’: Regulating Competition in the Queensland Coal Industry, 1900 to the 1930s,”
Labour History, Australian Society for the Study of Labour History, University of Sydney,
NSW, AU, Nov. 1998, No. 75:195-216. DOI: 10.2307/27516609. The coal industry has
historically been characterised by marked fluctuations in demand and price. This has left both
coal owners and their employees in an uncertain position. From an early stage both recognised
the benefits of regulating production to the current demand in order to maintain industry
profitability. From 1900 until 1910, collective bargaining was used to 'take wages out of
competition', thus stabilising prices. While partially successful, from 1910 until the early 1930s
state regulation of industrial relations was used. With the onset of the Depression, the employers
sought, and achieved, state regulation of production and distribution. Rather than undermining
the position of the owners, this acted to maintain the position of private enterprise within the
industry. (q.v. Trusts in US and zaibatsu in Japan.) NYPL SIBL JBL 94-236. V. 74-75.
CUNY-wide online. # Refu. PJ.
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Bowen, Michael G., 2002, “Organizational Culture: Change, and Human Resources,” chapter 11
(p. 441-458) in Ferris, Gerald R., M. Ronald Buckley, and Donald B. Fedor, eds., 2002, Human
Resources Management, 4th edn., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, 644 p. Used cases on
Johnsonville Sausage and HP to illustrate the movement toward workplaces where employees
are in charge. But Deming and Forrester argued that, “approximately 85 to 90 percent of
behavior exhibited within an organization is produced by the system: the formal and informal
reward systems, policies, and behavioral norms of that organization.” But he recently found
rumors of U.S. workplaces where high-stress dominates and HR has become isolated. So the
culture can drift and become rancid and change efforts can become fad-of-the-month. Cited
Jaques 1951; Juran 1992; Deming 1986; J. W. Forrester 1968. Medgar Evers HF5549 .H8735
2002. Not in NYPL. Rp. Ch.
Bower, Joseph L., 1970, Managing the Resource Allocation Process: A Study of Corporate
Planning and Investment, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 363 p. The author followed the
evolution of capital investment decisions in a diversified firm. The roles of different levels of
management in the planning process were examined. Discovered planning in traditional
hierarchical organizations often lagged behind the needs of the market (p. 47) and five year plans
were mechanical extrapolations. Not on the theory but aware of the complexity of the issues on
structure and decision-making processes. Indexed on terms: managerial responsibility, time
horizon, time period, levels of management, and judgment of managers. Most sources from
HBS, including L&L 1967. Cited HBR sources: Dearden 1969 and Pearson Hunt 1966. Critical
of Cyert and March, James, and Simon (p. 16). See Kriger 1983 PhD. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Bower, Joseph L., 1983, The Two Faces of Management, Houghton Mifflin, Boston, MA, 303 p.
Chapters nine (p. 218-255) and ten (p. 256-274) are about accountability but this discussion is
divided between technocratic and political management so there is no discussion of authority.
Supposedly, this is on American approaches to leadership in business and politics. Believes
technocratic decisions are best – more efficient and more effective - and best left to unpolitical
managers. This violates both economic and political rules of the game, but according to Bower
no apologetics are necessary. Cited Mason 1958. Misc. Ch.
Bower, Marvin, 2003, "Company Philosophy: 'The way we do things around here,'" The
McKinsey Quarterly, US, 2003, Number 2, pp. 110-7 (www.mckinseyquarterly.com/links/5712).
A chapter excerpt from his 1966 book. The five elements of how things get done around here
from the CEO's perspective. Cited by Hauser 2003. Wd. Htr Mn online. # Misc. Pro.
Bower, Joseph L., 2003, “Building the Velcro Organization: Creating Value Through Integration
and Maintaining Organization-wide Efficiency,” Ivey Business Journal, Ivey Business School,
University of Western Ontario, Canada, Nov/Dec 2003, p. 1-10. To become flexible, a decided
asset in today’s global environment of business, a company’s infrastructure needs be like Velcro,
cohesive and workable when in place, but capable of being easily re-arranged when
circumstances and strategy call for it. It is not easy. Traditional solutions are no longer
effective. See case of Viacom, which was a stratum VII corporation headed by a stratum VI
capable CEO (who was replaced). Bower was at HBS. Unaware of RO but fine. MS. Pro.
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Bower, Joseph L., and Clark G. Gilbert, eds., 2005, From Resource Allocation to Strategy,
Oxford U. Press, UK, US, 482 p. A collection of experts to examine how strategy is actually
made by company managers across the several levels of an organization. Is strategy a coherent
plan conceived at the top by a visionary leader, or is it formed by a series of smaller decisions?
We can see how a company's competitive position gets shaped and how these processes can be
managed. The sections examine how the resource allocation process works, how this can lead a
company into serious problems, how top management can fix the problems, and where the most
recent thinking is headed. Last section contains assessments of this work by thought leaders.
Clio Bus HD30.28 .F764 2005g. Baruch HD30.28 .F764 2005. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Bower, Joseph L., and Clark G. Gilbert, 2007, “How Managers’ Everyday Decisions Create or
Destroy Your Company’s Strategy,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, February 2007, p.
72-79. (From their 2006 edited book.) “Requests for resources are based on stories about the
future. Those stories may be summarized with numbers, but they represent judgments about
uncertain developments. Very often your managers’ judgment - and your capacity to judge their
judgment! - is more important than the actual numbers presented.” The leadership connects the
dots and aligns the bottom-up processes with the top-down strategy to give coherent direction.
The finance staff is good at crunching numbers, not at gauging what managers understand. See
Kriger PhD 1983, hoshin kanri, RAEW. Very close. At HBS and Brigham Young (formerly
with Monitor Group). MS. Pro.
Bowey, Angela, and Richard Thorpe with Phil Hellier, 1986, Payment Systems and Productivity,
foreword by A.W.J. Thomson, Macmillan, Basingstoke, Hampshire, and London, UK, 316
pages. “Chapter 7: Degeneration of Payment Systems” shows a dynamic of the impact and
stability of various types of payment systems over time. A great bibliography. Cited W. Brown
1962. Rp. Bk.
Bowler, Mark C., Jennifer L. Bowler, and Bradley C. Phillip, 2009, “The Big-5 ± 2? The impact
of cognitive complexity on the factor structure of the five-factor model,” Personality and
Individual Differences, US, Dec. 2009, 47(8):979-984. Examined the impact of cognitive
complexity on the FFM by directly assessing whether individuals with higher or lower levels of
cognitive complexity have personalities comprised of a greater or lesser number of factors than
these Big Five. Individuals with lower levels of cognitive complexity have a three-factor model,
whereas individuals with higher levels have personalities with a seven-factor model. In light of
these findings – ‘oops.’ Jaques not cited. At East Carolina University, US. wd # Misc. PJ.
Bowman, Cliff, and Andrew Kakabadse, 1997, "Top management ownership of the strategy
problem," Long Range Planning, UK, April, 30(2):197-208, 149-150. Using two dimensions of
involvement in the strategy process (membership and ownership), four styles of involvement
have been identified: mature involvement, abdicate, frustrated, and detached. An instrument was
developed to identify a senior executive's style, and the results were fed into strategy debates
being conducted with top teams. Cases. Cited Jaques 1951; Kaklabadse 1991. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Edward Bowman’s work is mostly not on Jaques but is very thoughtful. He deals
with strategy, accountability, the silly belief systems of managers, and how
companies reveal their inner strategic secrets in their annual reports. These pieces
could be very funny were they written for a different forum. These articles are
short.
Bowman, Edward H, 1974, “Epistemology, Corporate Strategy, and Academe,” Sloan
Management Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, Winter 1974, 15(2):35-50. Profits come from rent,
which is returns to a ‘unique place.’ The strategy is to control the boundaries: control over
movement and to control place - thrust and parry. (I call this speed and power, using the military
terms.) (See Bowman 1978.) Refu. Pro.
Bowman, Edward H, 1976, “Strategy and the Weather,” Sloan Management Review, MIT,
Cambridge, MA, Winter 1976, 17(2):49-62. A study of the annual reports of 82 food processing
companies. Poor performance was attributed to external causes: the weather. Favorable
performance was attributed to internal causes: superior management. Thus did management and
the board “account” to the shareholders. Refu. Pro.
Bowman, Edward H, 1978, “Strategy, Annual Reports, and Alchemy,” California Management
Review, University of California, Berkeley, CA, Spring 1978, 20(3):64-71. A study of annual
reports from 162 companies in the computer industry. Successful firms discussed customers and
international business more than the medium group, which in turn discussed them more than
those firms with low success. The medium firms discussed controlled growth more than either
of the other two groups. The surprise was vertical integration and value added which were
discussed by the low and high firms but less so by the medium firms. This was a U-shape,
indicating high profits could be attained through either low or high integration - but not by
mixing them. (See Michael Porter 1980. See Bowman 1974). Refu. Pro.
Bowman, Edward H, 1980, “A Risk/Return Paradox for Strategic Management,” Sloan
Management Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, Spring, 21(3):17-31. Within the majority of
industries studied company risk and return were negatively correlated. (Paradox?) Refu. Pro.
Bowman, Edward H, 1984, “Content Analysis of Annual Reports for Corporate Strategy and
Risk,” Interfaces, Institute of Management Sciences, INFORMS, Baltimore, MD, Jan-Feb,
14(1):61-71. Lower profits lead to higher financial risk taking. Consideration of the total risk to
the managers at the firm level has been slighted in financial economics in favor of the systematic
risk of the financial market. Refu. PJ.
1999,
Boxer, Philip, and Robin Wensley, 1996, “Performative Organization: Learning to Design or
Designing to Learn,” 23 pages. Published Online [Google search: Elliott Jaques Stratified
Systems Theory: www. brl.com/papers_files/perform6 .pdf on 6-21-02.] Focused on the old
‘organization as a defense against anxiety’ concept that Jaques has withdrawn. They missed
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this. An interesting chart on page 16. Concluded managing the process of learning may be
impossible. Instead, “designing organizational architectures ... may be rather more fruitful.”
Jaques 1989 listed as a reference but not linked to organizational architecture. Cited Luc
Hoebeke 1994; Hirschhorn; “Jacques” 1955; Menzies-Lyth; Senge; Stamp. Ru.
Boxer, Philip, and Barry Palmer, 1997, “The Architecture of Quality: the case of the specialist
care organization.” Used Jaques’ R.O. as part of the consulting intervention. Published online at
http://www.ispso.org/Symposia/Philadelphia/97boxer.htm Ru.
Boyce, L. A., P. A. Gade, Stephen J. Zaccaro, and Richard J. Klimoski, 2000, Thinking
Strategically About Army Strategic Leadership: Revolution or Evolution, 1999 Senior
Leadership Seminar (10 Sept.), George Mason University, Department of Psychology, Fairfax,
VA, 81 pages, April 2000. Published by NTIS, Springfield, VA. ARIRN-2000-08.
ADA377891. Presentations by Dr. Ireland of Baylor and Gen (Ret.) Gordon R. Sullivan, former
Chief of Staff. Brought together Army, industry and academic leadership experts. (The issues
surround Jaques’ work but it is not clear if the theory was discussed directly.) MS. Pamph.
Boyett, Joseph H., and Henry P. Conn, 1988, “Developing White-Collar Performance
Measures,” National Productivity Review, [continued by Journal of Organizational Excellence
since 2000], New York, NY, Summer, 7(3):209-218. These authors appear to have discovered
QQT/R on their own. MS. PJ.
Boyett, Joseph H., 2008, Won't Get Fooled Again: a voter's guide to seeing through the lies,
getting past the propaganda, and choosing the best leaders, AMACOM, American Management
Association, NY, NY, US, 294 p. Wedded to transformational leadership model. Adopted
Hooijberg’s construct: CC+EI = BC. See ch. 11 (p. 207-221) on cognitive complexity. Cited
Jaques 1989, 1994; Hunt 1999 (3), 2001; Hooijberg 1993, 1996, 1997, 1999, 2000; Denison et al
1995; Zaccaro in Hunt 1999; Dodge 2002 (online: deleted). Brause not cited. (Inexcusable.)
Cuny ebook. Schw Milstein ID 08-5623. Mid-Manh 5th Fl 324.6097 B. D. Bk.
Bozeman, Barry, and William E. McAlpine, 1977, “Goals and Bureaucratic Decision-Making:
An Experiment,” Human Relations, UK: US, 30(5):417-429. The predominance of some
organizational factors over individual attitudes was strong. Bureaucratic goals meant loyalty to
the team, but mission goals meant loyalty to the profession. Meanwhile, the espousal of the most
altruistic (least self-serving) objectives were used as a disguise for self-interest and selfpromotion. Undergrads at GaIT used as subjects. CUNY JJay H1 .H8. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Bozeman, Barry, 1982, All Organizations Are Public: bridging public and private organizational
theory, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal, US, 184 p. The paradox is simply: How does the public
status of an organization affect its behavior? How much? In what ways? Some organizations
are governmental, but all are public. (Interesting.) Jaques not cited. Clio Lehman Liby HD58.9
.B69 1987. SIBL os JLE87-2888 (SASB). At Maxwell, Syracuse U. Misc. Bk.
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Bradford, Jeffery A., 2001, “MacArthur, Inchon and the Art of Battle Command,” Military
Review, Fort Leavenworth, KS, US, March/April, 81(2):83-86. An illustrative article on battle
command. See U.S. Department of Army Field Manual (FM 3-0) Operations. Jaques not cited.
MS. PJ.
Bradford, Simon, and Day, Michael, 1991, Youth Service Management: Aspects of structure,
organization, and development, Youth Work Press, U.K., 75 pages. Paperback. These two did
their doctoral dissertations at Brunel. See Bradford Related 1988 M.Phil. and Related 1998 PhD.
Also see Day Interesting 1987 PhD. (Jaques is in there somewhere.) Rp. Bk.
Bradley, Keith, 1997, “Intellectual Capital and the New Wealth of Nations I,” Business Strategy
Review, London Business School, UK, March-Spring, 8(1):53–62. If asked, few managers today
would deny the importance of intellectual capital to successful performance. But organisational
practice – for example performance measurement and accounting techniques – have not yet been
adjusted to recognise the changing origins of wealth creation. Firms and countries which lag on
this issue do so at their peril. [Part I of II.] At Open U. MS. PJ.
Bradley, Keith, 1997, “Intellectual Capital and the New Wealth of Nations II,” Business Strategy
Review, London Business School, UK, Dec.-Winter, 8(4):33–44. In the second part of his
analysis of intellectual capital and the issues it raises for managers, the author concentrates on
the distinction between intellectual capital and human capital. In particular, he argues that
intellectual capital is far more important than human capital in economic growth, the
creation of wealth and competitive advantage. Why has business education not made intellectual
capital central to its curriculum despite its importance? [Part II of II.] At Open U. MS. PJ.
Bradt, George B., Jayme A. Check, and Jorge E. Pedraza, 2009, The New Leader's 100-Day
Action Plan: how to take charge, build your team, and get immediate results, 2nd edn., John
Wiley & Sons, Hoboken, N.J., US, 253 p. ISBN: 9780470407035. Not a bad plan. One flaw
was its speed, which mitigated against equity. Many other good points, tho. Due diligence;
organization and role fit; early wins; building a top team; putting people in right roles;
communication; strategy. See Braksick & Hillgren 2010. Not in BPL, NYPL. Only in CUNY
S.I. as e-resource. NYPL online onsite. In QPL Jamaica Queens Central 658.4092B. In
Fordham liby at L.C. & R.H. HD57.7 .B723 2009. Partial # Misc. Bk.
Bragg, Terry, 2000, “How to Survive Micro-Management,” Manage, Nov/Dec. 2000, 52(2):2627. A cute advice article to beginners that reveals Bragg knows Jaques’ theory. He heads up
Peacemakers Training in Salt Lake City, UT and Murray, UT. Teach. # Rp. Pro. *****
Braksick, Leslie W., and James S. Hillgren, 2010, Preparing CEOs for success: "What I wish I
knew": CEO study, H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, PA, 216 p. Sponsored by William R. Johnson.
CEO, H. J. Heinz. Based on interviews with two dozen CEOs, what future leaders need to learn
and experience they have to have prior to taking the top job. A CEO handbook for preparing for
the job; the handoff from the previous chairman/CEO; leading this new team; working with the
board of directors; being CEO to the outside world; public scrutiny; decision-making; isolation
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of the job holder. And, how to handle your succession. See Bradt et al 2009. Not NYPL, not
Clio. Baruch (4 Fl.) HD38.2 .B73 2010. Misc. Bk.
Brand, Stewart, 1999, The Clock of the Long Now: Time and Responsibility, Phoenix Books,
London, UK. This is a computer/ future guy from the MIT Media Lab. The Long Now
Foundation (Brand and Friends) is building a 10,000 year clock that will ring once a century.
(But why does it still ‘ring’?) This book careens from the profound to the precious and perfectly
captures the 1999 moment at the top of the geek boom. A focus on the future brings awareness
of ‘responsibility.’ The future speaks ‘responsibility’ to the present. (You tell me, how did he
miss Jaques’ hip-to-hip link of time to accountability?) Cited Carse 1986; Hampden-Turner &
Trompenaars 1997; Neustadt & May 1986. Great references/ footnotes and short Biblio. Cute
revolving clock on each page. Ref’d. by Kriger 2004. NYPL HUM Gen Res JFE 99-8358.
MS. Bk.
Brandeis, Louis D., 1914, Other Peoples̕ Money, and how the bankers use it, Frederick A.
Stokes Co., NY, NY, 223 p. Reprinted 1932, 1971 by Augustus M. Kelley, NY, NY. (1st edn.
1914.) Foreword by Norman Hapgood. End quote from President Woodrow Wilson. This book
was one of the pillars of the Progressive Era. Originally a series of articles 1913-1914 in
Harper's Weekly. Clio Milstein [Butler] HG181 .B8 1932c. CUNY Baruch HG181 .B83 1933;
(223 p.) Baruch HG181 .B8 1932c. NYPL os. Parts copied. Misc. Bk.
Brannen, Mary Yoko, and Jane E. Salk, 2000, “Partnering Across Cultures: Negotiating
organizational culture in a German-Japanese joint venture,” Human Relations, Sage, April,
53(4):451-487. Results show that aggregate models of cultural difference are latent conceptual
anchors guiding individuals' cultural responses to events. The study shows structural/contextual
influences together with individuals' culturally determined sense-making with regard to specific
organizational events are more useful determinants of negotiated outcomes. Accountability was
negotiable. Jaques not cited. Cited by Hansen 2003. See Kleinberg 1989. Lehman Coll., JJay
H1 .H8 & online. At San Jose State U., Cal./ U. of Michigan, US: brannen_m@cob.sjsu.edu &
Groupe ESSEC in Cergy-Pontoise Cedex, FR, salk@edu.essec.fr # MS. PJ.
Branson, Richard, 1985, “Risk Taking,” Journal of General Management, The Administrative
Staff College, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon., UK, Winter, 11(2):5-11. I don’t try to rationalize the
decisions I make. Here are some practical do’s and don’t’s before you invest: know the business,
integrate/ expand vertically, get involved in the nitty-gritty, avoid psychological precommitments, be prepared to walk away from a deal, limit the downside, avoid beartraps, and
build in an egress. Lastly, keep the new venture small and cheap (his largest unit is 120 people),
and close to the customer. Then – Don’t be a virgin! Go for it! (Solid entrepreneurial thought
process for launching new BUs while avoiding T. Rex.) Teach. Misc. PJ.
Bratton, John, 1991, “Japanization at Work: The Case of Engineering Plants in Leeds,” Work,
Employment and Society, The British Sociological Association, Sage, London, UK, Sept.,
5(3):377-395. Contends against the deskilling and the upskilling arguments regarding new
technology (here CNC) and Japanese management techniques. He cited EJ 1961 on discretion,
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which he calls autonomy, and ends with “computer-controlled-autonomy” (eh?) and/or
“circumscribed autonomy” (a nice phrase, that). Overlook the language changes and it is on-themoney. Cited Jaques 1961. See Wright 1997. At Leeds Polytechnic B-School. # Rp. PJ. A.
Brause, Alison, 1996, “Bibliography in Reference to the Work of Elliott Jaques,” Cason Hall
Publishers, 5 pages, online at the website, casonhall.com. This is the ‘official’ one since this was
Jaques’ publisher. The citations of Jaques’ work fill three of the five packed pages of this
bibliography. (The tight focus on Jaques omits the context of the theory, its scope and
implications.) Online. Ru.
Brause, Alison, 2000, An Investigation of Presidential Elections Using Jaques’ Construct of
Mental Complexity (Elliott Jaques), Ph.D., dissertation in Political Science and Educational
Administration, University of Texas at Austin, TX, 130 pages. DAI-A 62/02. p. 750, Aug 2001.
ISBN 0-493-13199-X. Oscar Mink, advisor. Published as article in 2005. See Ph.Ds. Compare
with Pillai and Williams 1998, 2003. ~
Brause, Alison, 2000, “Summary of An Investigation of Presidential Elections Using the Jaques/
Cason Construct of Mental Complexity.” Unpublished 7-page paper based on the findings of her
dissertation (q.v.). Ru.
Brause, Alison, Kathryn Cason, and William Spelman, 2005, “Does the Smart Guy Win? An
individual capability model for predicting presidential elections,” International Journal of
Applied Psychoanalytic Studies, Special Issue: Elliott Jaques 1: The Contributions of Elliott
Jaques, Whurr Publishers (subsidiary of John Wiley), New York and London, December 2005,
2(4):365-380. This was based on Brause’s 2000 PhD. Current models for predicting US
presidential elections have focused on economic growth, the popularity of the current President,
and incumbency. Most presume implicitly that the election is a referendum on the performance
of the sitting President and his party. The personal characteristics of the opponent and the
incumbent party's candidate are not accounted for. In this paper, we have explained and tested a
new model drawn from the literature on the performance of corporate executives. The model
relied on objective measures of the complexity with which each candidate processed
information. In all presidential elections for which these measures were available, the candidate
who demonstrated the greater complexity of information processing won. Adding this
information processing assessment also improved the predictive performance of current models.
These findings suggest the referendum model has a needlessly limited focus on the past, and that
voters in fact compared the expected performance of both candidates before making a decision.
email: William Spelman (spelman@mail.utexas.edu) # Rp. PJ.
Braverman, Harry, 1974, Labor and Monopoly Capitalism, Monthly Review Books, New York,
NY. Chapter: “The Real Meaning of Taylorism,” p. 112-121. A pro-labor view of Taylor.
Showed how Taylor circumscribed workplace discretion [true]. Technology deskilled labor
[false]. Compare Jasinski 1956; Faunce 1965; Davis 1966; Littler 1978; Borum 1990. Alt. Bk.
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Bray, Douglas W., and Ann Howard, 1983, “The AT&T Longitudinal Studies of Managers,”
chapter (p. 266-312) in K. Warner Schaie, ed., 1983, Longitudinal Studies of Adult Psychological
Development, Guilford Press, NY, NY, 332 p. Covered the study’s design, assessment center
methods, subjects’ early years, impact of college education, attitude and motivation changes in
the subjects over a 20-year period, and career success vs satisfaction. Advancement into
management was better predicted by assessment center methods than pre-existing methods. Not
in Clio, NYPL. CUNY City, Baruch, JJay, Htr Mn - BF724.5 .L66. At AT&T. Misc. Ch.
Brayfield, Arthur H., and Walter H. Crockett, 1955, “Employee Attitudes and Employee
Performance,” Psychological Bulletin, APA, US, 52(5):396-424. This first major - and
convincing - linkage of ‘satisfaction-to-performance’ was also a refutation of the concept that
‘satisfaction causes performance.’ (Many OB researchers grasped the first point, ignored the
second, and plunged into decades of repeating the mantra - ‘a happy worker is a productive
worker.’ Herzberg showed how this didn’t work - in 1959. Also supported by Lawrence A.
Wigdor, PhD 1969, City U. of New York. Managers, consultants and academics still firmly
hang onto this latter belief despite 100% failure to make any connection (see Gannon and
Noon).) Cited by Marsh and Mannari 1976 article. Refu. PJ. A.
Breaux, Denise M., Pamela L. Perrewé, Angela T. Hall, Dwight D. Frink, Wayne A.
Hochwarter, 2008, “Time to Try a Little Tenderness? The Detrimental Effects of Accountability
When Coupled With Abusive Supervision,” Journal of Leadership and Organizational Studies,
Nov. 2008, 15(2): 111-122. It was hypothesized that high levels of perceived abuse would
interact with accountability such that job satisfaction would decline and tension and exhaustion
would escalate because of the control-depleting properties of abuse. Study results were
supportive. [The misuse of accountability through abusive supervision. Jaques not cited.] At
Fla. State and U. Miss. Refu. PJ.
Brech, E. F. L., 1948, "The Principles of Management — A Commentary on Mr. Wilfred
Brown's "Principles of Organisation", British Management Review, UK, 7(1):41-68. (This
commentary is longer than the original article.) Well, Brech was nit-picky in the British sense.
The first few pages were devoted to his pontifications on Brown’s use of “organisation” rather
than “management.” Next he wasted our time over the word “principle.” By page four we are
convinced Brech is an intellectual twit. He never discussed Brown’s main points. (No wonder
Brown and Jaques did not think highly of management academics. ‘The Principles’ were
included and Brown had a comment.) # Alt. Pro.
Brech, Edward F. L., 1965, Organization, the framework of management, 2nd edition, Longmans,
London, UK. (First edition, 1957.) Claimed the Glacier findings had “not produced new
knowledge” but had confirmed “the worthwhileness of systematic adherence to and application
of sound principles.” (P. 128?) Cited in Joe Kelly 1968, Chapter 10. Brech also wrote, “in the
scope of the [Glacier] studies and the degree of penetration the project merits comparison with
the long famous ‘Hawthorne investigations’ of the American Western Electric Company” (p.
122). “The dichotomy of the ‘organic’ versus the ‘mechanistic’ finds no parallel in the Glacier
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principles” (p. 124). Not in CLIO or NYPL. NYU has it: HD31 .B78 1965. See CBS Cards.
[See Koontz 1979, who mentioned Brech with Brown and Barnard. Smiddy too.] Rp. Bk.
Brech, E. F. L. (Edward Francis Leopold), 2002, The Evolution of Modern Management,
Thoemmes, Bristol, UK. A Five Volume Set: v. 1. The concept and gestation of Britain's
Central Management Institute, 1902-1976 -- v. 2. Productivity in perspective, 1914-1974 -- v. 3.
The evolution of clerical, office, and administrative management in Britain, 1891-1978 -- v. 4. A
century of management-related literature, 1832-1939 -- v. 5. Education, training, and
development for and in management. Vol. 5 contains a description of Jaques and Brown in the
Glacier Metal Company on management education. [Price for set: 295 British pds.] Volume 1
was his PhD thesis at Open U. NYU HD70.G7 B56 2002 v.1-v.5. CU, CUNY & NYPL do not
have it. Very positive reviews. This set was a background reference. W. Bk.
Breen, Bill, 2001, "Trickle-up Leadership," Fast Company, NY, NY, US, Nov., p. 70-72.
Interview with Michael Useem. If people are too intimidated or too reluctant to help leaders
lead, the leaders will fail. Mentoring up is crucial to overcoming the technology barrier.
Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Brenneman, William B., J. Bernard Keys, and Robert M. Fulmer, 1998, “Learning Across a
Living Company: The Shell companies' experience,” Organizational Dynamics, Autumn98,
27(2):61-70. De Geus wrote about Shell earlier. Shell now uses a ‘servant-leader philosophy’
following Robert K. Greenleaf. After RO is installed in an organization the learning becomes
“virtually automatic.” Cited Argyris, Senge, and Tichy and Devanna. Cited EJ 1989, 1990,
1991, 1994. # Rp. PJ.
Brenner, Marshal H., and Howard C. Lockwood, 1965, “Salary As a Predictor of Salary: A 20Year Study,” Journal of Applied Psychology, 49(4):295-298. They found that those who were
paid more at the start of their careers kept getting bigger increases as the years went along. (See
Nystrom 1973 for explanation of these findings using Jaques. See Cliff and Andrade 1973.) See
the “Matthew Effect.” MS. PJ. A.
Breton, Albert, and Ronald Wintrobe, 1982, The Logic of Bureaucratic Conduct, Cambridge U.
Press, UK, 195 p. The authors develop a theory of selective behavior based on accumulation of
trust inside an organization. Trust is a capital asset, variable in amount. Networks are simply
another term for the distribution of trust. Vertical trust (efficient) has a different dynamic from
horizontal trust (inefficient). The capacity for selective behavior to achieve the objectives of
superiors or their own at the superior’s expense determines the outcome of competition for
resources among bureaus. The theory of selective behavior also explains productivity
differences among firms, including the extremely rapid growth of Japanese firms, Parkinson’s
Law, X-(in)efficiency (Leibenstein), and is measurable. See sections 1.3 and 7.3: “The Japanese
firm: an ideal bureaucracy?” Very important. (Breton was familiar with Jaques’ theory.
Another connection beyond Leibenstein 1987 to Japanese structures. Leibenstein 1987 cited
Wintrobe and Breton 1986.) Cited Hashimoto 1979. At U. Toronto and UWO 2007. In Baruch,
Barnard & Biz: HD 38.4 .B73 1982. MS. Bk. UP. A.
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Breton-Miller: See Le Breton-Miller, Isabelle, Danny Miller, and Richard H. Lester, 2011.
Bretz, Jr., Robert D., John W. Boudreau, and Timothy A. Judge, 1994, “Job Search Behavior of
Employed Managers,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, June 1994, 47(2):275301. Job search typically has been thought of as an antecedent to voluntary turnover or job
choice. This study examined the search behavior of 1,388 employed managers. Results suggest
that job satisfaction, compensation, and perceptions of organizational success were negatively
related to job search, while desire for more work-family balance and ambition exhibited positive
relations with search. Thus, search serves many purposes. All at Cornell. Cited Jaques 1961. #
Rp. PJ. A.
Brewer, Ann M., 1993, Managing for Employee Commitment, Longman, Melbourne, Vic, AU,
205 p. See her Related 1988 PhD. Not in NYC. Per Worldcat (1 copy in TX. The rest of the 88
copies were in southern hemisphere.). LoC: HF 5549.5 .M6.	
  	
  Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Brewer, Ann M., 1994, The Responsive Employee, the road toward organisational citizenship in
the workplace, Allen & Unwin, St Leonards, NSW, AU, 150 p. Described high trust and low
trust jobs. Managers had a choice whether to “control” or “engage” employees. This largely
determined the responses of the employees - compliance, cooperation or commitment. Cited
Jaques 1976, Fox 1974 chapter, Adams 1965, Blauner 1964, Karasek 1979, and Sashkin 1984;
Hirschhorn 1990; Brewer 1993. (See her Related 1988 PhD. ) See Raynor 2007. At GSB, U.
Sydney, AU. SIBL JBD 96-299. Rp. Bk.
Brewer, John, 1971, "Flow of Communications, Expert Qualifications and Organizational
Authority Structures," American Sociological Review, June 1971, 36(3):475-484. Reviewed
recent research dealing with the expert qualifications of operating personnel, the ratio of
managers to operating personnel, and the flow of hierarchical communications in formal
organizations. Inferences about the flow of communications from two case studies were
generally consistent with the argument that narrow spans of control serve to facilitate upward
communication where experts were employed as subordinates. However, a third case suggests
that the degree and type of differentiation of hierarchical work roles importantly affects
communication and the relationship between hierarchy and expertness. Cited G. Bell 1967;
Worthy 1950. RAEW. At Wesleyan U. # MS. PJ. A.
Brewer, Richard, 1978, “Realities of Participation”, Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, Oct., p. 90-93. 3rd of 3 articles on participation in this issue (see Child and
Jenkins). Confusion reigns over the meaning and extent of participation. Lord Bullock’s report
places boardroom participation at the top. At lower levels it will also require training. The
union will feel encroached upon. The time-span of decisions will cause problems. Participation
committees at successively higher levels of the organization should discuss topics with
progressively longer time-spans. # MS. Pro.
Brewin, Chris, 1980, “Work Role Transitions and Stress in Managers: Illustrations from the
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Clinic,” Personnel Review, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 9(3):27-30. Clinical case
histories can contribute to our knowledge of the types of person-situation interaction which
produces managerial stress. Three case histories reveal similar interactions between a certain
vulnerable personality and a specific type of work role transition. Common principles involved
in these interactions are discussed. Cited Jaques 1967 (2nd edn. of 1961). Hard copy at SIBL
JLM 78-1225. Online since 1994. At Sheffield. Rp. PJ.
Brewster, Chris, and Christopher Smith, 1990, “Corporate Strategy: A No-Go Area for
Personnel?” Personnel Management, London, UK, July 1990, 22(7):36-40. The Price
Waterhouse-Cranfield survey questionnaires were sent to 8,800 HR specialists across all sectors.
2/3 of UK organizations employing more than 200 people have the head of the personnel or HR
function on the main board of directors. Only 1/2 the respondents claimed HR was involved in
the development of corporate strategy. A further 31% was involved at a consultative stage. The
influence of the personnel function in the UK was not as low as some suggest. It was noticeably
lower than many on the continent. Many not involved in developing HR strategies. At Henley
in UK. # Misc. Pro.
Brewster, Chris, 1995, “Towards a 'European' Model of Human Resource Management,” Journal
of International Business Studies, Palgrave Macmillan, London, UK, 26(1):1-21. Cranfield U.
A critique of US-style HRM, which is based on contingency theory and assumes organizational
autonomy, is a bit vaguely defined, is passive toward the strategy scenario, and is not widely
accepted in Europe. The concept developed initially from work in the US in the 1960s and
1970s and since then has been adopted increasingly around the world. But even Michael Porter
advocates a correlation between strategic HRM and success. Brewster sees no such correlation
as it crosses borders. In Note #1 he contrasts the US and European styles of management
research: measurable vs important. In Europe there is only limited acceptance of the
organizational autonomy upon which the concept is based. Therefore, different approaches to
the notion of human resource management are required. External constraints are analyzed and a
new model of the concept that would encompass EuroHRM is proposed. See Poole 1990. For
critiques of contingency theory see Child 1972, Porter 1980, 1985, AMR 1990 issue on
“organizational economics.” MS. PJ. A.
Brick, Ivan E., Oded Palmon, and John K. Wald, 2012, "Too Much Pay-Performance
Sensitivity?" Review of Economics and Statistics, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, US,
Feb2012, 94(1):287-303. 17p. ISSN: 0034-6535. We examined the relation between payperformance sensitivity (PPS), the convexity of managerial compensation (Vega), and future
stock risk and returns for a large sample of firms between 1992 and 2004. Higher PPS and Vega
were both associated with lower future stock returns. Part of this negative was explained by riskaverse managers decreasing equity risk in response to increases in their PPS and Vega. But even
after correcting for lower future risk, these future stock returns were negatively associated with
the magnitude of option sensitivity. Confirming this, equity risks decreased after increases in
CEOs’ PPS and Vega. This finding was consistent with Bebchuck et al 2002 that linked high
option compensation to manager-owner agency problems. Thus, the decline in stock
returns may partly reflectthe governance problems of firms whose CEOs camouflage their true
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compensation with larger option packages. [More options are worse.] Replicated Bebchuk et al
2002. At Rutgers; UT - San Antonio. Email: ibrick@andromeda.rutgers.edu # Refu. PJ. A.
Bridges, Edwin M., Wayne J. Doyle, and David J. Mahan, 1968, “Effects of Hierarchical
Differentiation on Group Productivity, Efficiency, and Risk-taking,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, September, 13(2):305-339. The positives and negatives of having a hierarchy within
a work group. Mixed results. Not on Jaques. [Keep this: it surfaces on many searches.] Misc.
PJ. A.
Bridgman, Percy W., 1927, The Logic of Modern Physics, MacMillan, New York, NY. The
classic on real scientific method. But it is in the hard sciences. (A source book at Glacier
Institute of Management, see Johnstone 1962.) Bridgman’s operational definition was used by
Jaques and Deming. Misc. Bk.
Brief, Arthur P., and Ramon J. Aldag, 1978, “The Job Characteristic Inventory: An
Examination,” The Academy of Management Journal, US, Dec. 1978, 21(4):659-670.
Psychometric properties of the Sims, Szilagyi, and Keller (1976) Job Characteristic Inventory
(JCI) were evaluated. The results suggested some overlap between subscales, little convergence
between superior and subordinate ratings of the subordinate's job, and that substantive validity is
in question. Cited W. Brown 1960; Turner and Lawrence 1965; Globerson and Crossman 1976;
Sims, Szilagyi, and Keller 1976. # Rp. PJ. A.
Brief, Arthur P., and H. Kirk Downey, 1983, “Cognitive and Organizational Structures: A
Conceptual Analysis of Implicit Organizing Theories,” Human Relations, Plenum Press, New
York, NY, Dec., 36(12):1065-1090. Set forth reciprocal histories of Ford and General Motors,
1908-1920s. “Implicit theories represent the means by which incumbents interpret structure [and
these] cognitive mechanisms ... translate organizational structure into member behaviors”
intended by the designers (p. 1076). The two key theorists here are Thompson 1967 and Jaques
1956. On Thompson: Organizations sequentially arrange the jobs in a member’s career so he or
she may learn the proper exercise of discretion. On Jaques: TSD and FFP “can be interpreted
within the framework posited here.” The value of an individual to an organization is to be sure
he or she (1) holds appropriate implicit theories of organizing, and (2) holds complex or
multidimensional implicit theories of organizing. “Both of these conditions hold for jobs with
long time spans of discretion.” Cited by Lord and Maher 1991. See Downey and Brief 1986.
Rp. PJ.
Briers, Michael, and Wai Fong Chua, 2001, “The role of actor-networks and boundary objects in
management accounting change: a field study of an implementation of activity-based costing,”
Accounting, Organizations and Society, April 2001, 26(3):237-269. (This firm was Rio Tinto’s
aluminum plate operation after the transition to requisite organization.) The drive was for
improved accountability to lower costs. How an organization’s accounting system can be
changed to ABC. The stabile framework of RO allowed the subjective actors to determine each
input into the system – and its cost. Article based on Briers’ 1997 PhD. Cited Jaques 1989;
Johnson and Kaplan 1987; D. Harvey 1989. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Bright, James R., 1958, "Does Automation Raise Skill Requirements?" Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, July-Aug., 36(4):85-98. Argued a similar position to Jaques and for the
same reasons – the skills required to run more complex automated equipment required higher
cognitive abilities and greater judgment. This increased the load on FLMs. (Very different from
Braverman 1974.) Cited in Spenner 1983. See Lipstreu & Reed 1965. City Coll. # MS. Pro.
Brinkley, Douglas, 1998, Unfinished Presidency, Jimmy Carter’s Journey Beyond the White
House, Penguin, New York and London. A case. Carter has continued to grow and seek
challenges. (Clinton faces a similar set of personal issues now that he is out of office.) In 2002
Carter was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize he should have gotten long before. MS. Bk.
Brisbois, Richard, 2003, “How Canada Stacks Up: The Quality of Work - An International
Perspective,” Canadian Policy Research Networks, Research Paper W|23, Ottawa, ON, CA. (P.
46) Canada at 27 percent overqualified (self-report) comes in second only to the US. (The issue
is the stabile incompetence of HR.) Cited in Wald 2005. MS. Pamph.
Brislin, Richard W., Brent MacNab, Reginald Worthley, Florencio Kabigting Jr., and
Bob Zukis, 2005, “Evolving Perceptions of Japanese Workplace Motivation: An EmployeeManager Comparison,” International Journal of Cross Cultural Management, Sage, April,
5(1):87-104. A survey of Tokyo employees using Herzberg’s two-factor model of motivation. It
seems to apply in Japanese workplaces. Not in NYPL. CUNY online. At U. Hawaii and
PriceWaterhouseCooper in Tokyo. Misc. PJ.
Brissett, Dennis, and Robert P. Snow, 1993, “Boredom: Where the Future Isn't,” Symbolic
Interaction, Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT, US;
London, UK; Fall 1993, 16(3):237-256. Examined the experience and meaning of boredom in
modern society. Boredom was understood as an experience of a lack of momentum or flow in a
person's life - an interactional phenomenon that is inextricably connected to social rhythm. Its
consequences in self and motive presentation. [Understood Jaques but disagreed with him.]
Cited Jaques 1982 (FoT), p. 239, ft 4. At U. Minn.; AZ State U. Htr Mn. (5th fl) # D. PJ.
British Transport Commission, 1960, Report of the Railway Pay Committee, [Guillebaud
Committee], H.M.S.O. (?), London, UK. Cited in Fogarty 1963 as “validating” Jaques’
equitable work payment scale and noted the 10% deviation was confirmed as the point of
explosion. (This is not statistical validation.) MS. Rep.
Brittain-Koenigs, 2010, "Introduction to Requisite Organization," online at symlog.com Entheos
Consulting. Jan. draft. April 19, 2010, 13 ppt. Just that - slides to accompany a lecture. # Ru.
Brix, V. L., 1983, “Action Learning and Control Theory,” OMEGA, Pergamon Press, UK,
11(5):491-500. In English. The author found management literature over the past two decades
somewhat difficult to assimilate, due perhaps to an engineering training where problems are
always simplified into tangible models and laws. But control theory (or cybernetics) seemed to
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offer a way out of the difficulty, especially as psychologists were using control theory to take
them beyond the range of the 'conditioned reflex'. The author was encouraged to try out
cybernetic ideas in terms of human problems in management and industry. Thanked D. Newman
of GIM. Cited W. Brown 1960; Jaques 1976; Revans 1980. At Nailloux, France. # Rp. PJ.
Brocher, Tobias, M.D., 1976, “Diagnosis of Organizations, Committees, and Political Units,”
chapter 18 (p. 373-391) in Kets de Vries, M. F. R., ed., 1984, The Irrational Executive,
International Universities Press, New York, NY, 497 p. (Orginally from the Bulletin of the
Menninger Clinic, 1976, 40(5):513-530.) We must face the real problems of organizations. We
must ask: What are organizations doing to people? Can we prevent the autonomous organization
from usurping the individual? Can we stop organizational autonomy? We must not hide from
the answers. Cited Jaques 1961; Gouldner 1965. See Miller and Swanson 1958; Mead 1957;
Jaques 1956 (“Psycho-Pathology ...”). NYPL Hum JFE 84-2561. Baruch, Htr Mn (B2)
HF5500.2 .I73 1984. # Rp. Ch.
Brochet, Francois, Maria Loumioti, and George Serafeim, 2012, “How a Short-Term Strategy
Can Backfire,” Strategy + Business, Booz, Allen & Hamilton, NY, NY, US, Feb. 2012, 2 p.
HBS Working Paper No. 1999484. Researchers developed a measure of short-termism in firm’s
conference calls based on the ratio of key words referring to the near future (a year or less) and
those referencing the long run (beyond one year). Companies that sold products B2C and whose
performance was driven by branding and innovation were more long-term oriented. Firms that
sold B2B and whose performance was driven by efficiency of execution were more short-term
oriented. Projects were designed to deliver in the near future (because managers were
compensated on immediate results), the immediate results were often mixed and masked greater
risk for the long term. These firms also attracted a base of short-term investors (speculators),
leading to higher stock-price volatility. At HBS. # MS. Pro.
Brockner, Joel, and Erika Hayes James, 2008, “Toward an Understanding of When Executives
See Crisis as Opportunity,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, US, March 2008, 44(1):94115. doi:10.1177/0021886307313824. The authors delineate some factors that affect the
tendency of executives to adopt a “crisis as opportunity” mindset as well as the behavioral
concomitants of their having done so. The framing of strategic issues was key. At Columbia &
U. Va. # MS. PJ. A.
Brody, Nathan, 1989, “Unconscious Learning of Rules: Comment on Reber's analysis of implicit
learning,” Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, APA, Sep., 118(3):236-238. A. S.
Reber's research is contrasted with studies of unconscious process in which discrimination
procedures were used to establish the influence of subliminal stimuli. It is noted that Reber's
procedures do not permit him to distinguish between awareness and the state of being aware. In
principle, discrimination procedures can be used to establish the nature of the subject's awareness
in experiments designed to study the acquisition of allegedly unconscious rules. Until this is
done, the unconscious status of the knowledge acquired in these experiments remains
indeterminate. (See Reber Reply in same issue & 1993 book.) MS. PJ.
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Broeckx, Paul V., and Robert Hooijberg, 2007, "Nestlé on the Move: Evolving Human
Resources Approaches for Company Success," Chapter 4 (p. 51-68) in Hooijberg, Robert, et al,
eds., 2007, Being There Even When You Are Not, Elsevier JAI, Amsterdam; Boston, 319 p.
ISSN: 1479-3571. doi: 10.1016/S1479-3571(07)04021-7. Nestle. Discussed the "Nestlé on the
Move" program, which focused on the areas of leadership, people development, finding ways to
better align people with the organization, gain their insights, engage them cooperatively, and
stimulate initiative. Major purposes were to get beyond the pyramid, beyond silo thinking,
beyond vertical careers, and to delegate authority rather than tasks. # Rp. Ch.
Bromley, Geoffrey, 1976, “Social work specialization: making use of development officers,”
Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK, Jan. 24, 1976, p. 164. [3 of 4] There is a
distinction between operational and supportive work done by SSDs in pursuit of their overall
objectives. In functionally organised departments operational work is part of the fieldwork
division. Supportive work includes systematic research into needs; systematic evaluation of
work; and strategic planning. The development officer wields these two into a service whole.
He/she provides the framework for future work so the department meets its goals. # Rp. Pro.
Bromley, Geoffrey, and Anthea Hey, 1976, “Social work specialization: organizing for effective
use,” Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK, Jan. 31, 1976, p. 206. [4 of 4] We offer
five propositions to help determine the requisite organisational structure and relationships of
senior practitioners to other staff. Social work assistants are 'In training,' and need to be
managed by competent team leaders. All intending social workers should face a wide range of
problems. Senior practitioners should be mainly involved in face-to-face work with clients.
Senior practitioners cannot be managed by team leaders as there would be insufficient capacity
differential between these staff. The senior practitioner is accountable for all work to the area
officer. Implications for the matrix model and career planning are explored. # Rp. Pro.
Bromley, Geoffrey, 1977, “Interaction Between Field and Residential Social Workers,” British
Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, Autumn, 7(3):285-299. This paper is aimed at
improving interaction and collaboration between field and residential social workers. It includes
notions of case-accountable staff, a collateral model of interaction between staff, and the idea of
one party being identified as a prime care agent. It sets out a model arrangement for clients
entering residential care which recognizes the need for precision about the nature of key
decisions that need to be taken with clients and the way these decisions should be taken. Cited
SSOR 41 1974. At SSORU, Bioss. Baruch, Htr SW 1972-2008. # Rp. PJ. A.
Bromley, Geoffrey E., 1978, “Grades and Specialisation in Social Work Practice,” Social Work
Today, Journal of the British Association of Social Workers, London, UK, Oct. 31, 1978,
10(10):16-23. Reprinted in Billis et al 1980. Drawing upon field project work in two social
services departments, a definition of specialisation is offered which distinguishes between
concentration on certain kinds of work and the possession of expertise. This is used in a levels
model of three different kinds of trained social worker: newly qualified social worker (L1-2);
registered social worker (L2) and experienced social worker (L2+). Today’s pay scales were not
appropriate for this. Cited in Bromley 1981; Hugman 1991. Cited Billis 1975; Rowbottom &
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Billis 1977; Hey & Bromley 1976; Bioss 1977. Clio Offsite: HV1 .S648. # Rp. Pro.
Bromley, Geoffrey, 1981, “Primary and Secondary Social Services,” British Journal of Social
Work, BASW, London, UK, Winter, 11(4):463-477. A number of criteria for good organization
design are offered. Central is a questioning of current assumptions that social workers should
provide their services from generic area offices. In its place a notion of Primary (as being those
which do demand local neighbourhood delivery) and Secondary services (as being those which
require a specialized, more concentrated delivery, often in collaboration with other disciplines) is
offered. Cited Hey 1975, 1978; Bromley 1978; SSORU 1974; Algie 1979. At London Borough
of Haringey Social Services Dept and Bioss. Baruch, Htr SW 1972-2008. # Rp. PJ. A.
Bronfenbrenner, Martin, 1985, "An Essay on Negative Screening," chapter 14 (p. 188-198) in
Shishido, Toshio, and Ryuzo Sato, eds., Economic Policy and Development: New Perspectives,
Croom Helm, London, UK; Auburn House, Dover, NH, US, 320 p. Japanese hiring practices
first screened candidates by selecting only those who had scored in the top n percent. Then, they
used a negative screen to identify those who were dumbells or trouble-makers, those who resist
change and learning from lack of ability or poor temperament. Affirmative action tests in the US
by comparison were job-specific (and thus rigid). Robots, automation and improved productivity
methods were used by US managers to eliminate jobs - and sabotaged by workers. NYPL SIBL
os JLE 85-3087 (SASB). CUNY Baruch, City, Htr Mn HC462.9 .E236 1985. # Misc. Ch.
Bronner, Fred, and Robert de Hoog, 1983, “Non-expert Use of a Computerized Decision Aid,”
chapter (p. 281-299) in Humphreys, Patrick C., Ola Svenson, and Anna Vari, eds., 1983,
Analyzing and Aiding Decision Making Processes, Research Conference on Subjective
Probability, Utility, and Decision Making (8th : 1981 : Budapest, Hungary), North Holland,
Amsterdam, NY and NL, 565 p. Cited in Humphreys 1984. Jaques not cited. Not in NYPL,
CUNY, Clio. NYU Bobst HD30.23 .A5. Misc. Ch.
Bronte, Lydia, 1993, The Longevity Factor, the new reality of long careers and how it can lead
to richer lives, HarperCollins, NY, NY, 409 pages. She used Dr. Deming, then 92, as an
example of people who continued to grow and blossom as they got older. Cited Daniel Levinson
and Gail Sheehy. Jaques was not mentioned either as an example or citation of his maturation
curves. Her “second middle age” from 50 to 75 contrasts with Jaques’ “second stage” from 35 to
62 and his “third stage” from 62 to 85. See Samuel 2000; Jaques and Zinke 2002. MS. Bk.
Brookes, Donald, 1992, “Who’s Accountable For Accountability?” Canadian Manager/
Manager Canadien, Smr, 17(2):13-15. On Jaques’ theory. A column in this quarterly. D. Pro.
Brookes, Donald, 1992, “Merit Pay – The Hoax,” Canadian Manager/ Manager Canadien, Fall,
17(3):27-28. On Jaques’ theory as an exposure of the “merit” pay nonsense. Brookes was then
Director of the Harding Consulting Group. A column. D. Pro.
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Brookes, Donald V., 1993, “Recruiting for Potential Should Be Based on Work Complexity,”
Canadian Manager/ Manager Canadien, Toronto, ON, Winter, 18(4):22-23. Describes Career
Path Appreciation method (CPA). Also, on web at hr.com 01 Dec 93. D. Pro.
Brookes, Donald V., 1993, “When Recruiting Future Execs, Look for Skill in Juggling
Complexity,” American Banker, Aug. 16, 1993, p. 18. D. Pro.
Brookes, Donald V., 1994, “The Forgotten Team,” Canadian Manager/ Manager Canadien,
Canadian Institute of Management, Toronto, ON, Can., Summer94, 19(2):11-12 (cover). Word
Cnt: 1275. ISSN: 00455156. The forgotten team was a three-person vertical team consisting of
a worker, a manager, and the manager's boss. It already existed, but was ignored in the literature
on teams. This team ensures communications are open, task context and coaching are provided,
and goals are met. Except for the CEO and the floor-level employees, every member of an
organization was a member of two vertical teams, one upward and one downward. # Rp. Pro.
Brookes, Donald V., 1994, “Today’s Compensation Systems: Rewarding the Wrong Things”,
Canadian Manager/ Manager Canadien, Toronto, ON, 19(4):10-11. Critique of non-Jaques pay
systems. D. Pro.
Brookes, Donald V., 1994, “HR in the '90s: from tacticians to strategists,” HR Focus, American
Management Association, 1 September 1994, 71(9):12-13. ISSN: 1059-6038. From the
Industrial Revolution until fairly recent times, technology (including information technology)
was more important than people in the corporate quest for profits. That balance now is shifting
in many organizations where information is a business' most important asset. HR executives
face a dilemma: how to deploy a company's human resources - who hold that information - in
accordance with corporate strategy. Jaques allows the prediction of employees’ capabilities. D.
Pro.
Brookes, Donald V., 1994, “Cleaning up lateral relationships,” Manage, National Management
Association, [Toronto, ON, Canada ?], 1 November 1994, 46(2):26-27. ISSN: 0025-1623.
Although companies are depending more on lateral relationships to achieve their goals, few
CEOs understand how to make them effective or recognize the symptoms of trouble. One
typical symptom is excess paperwork. A second is a clash of personalities. Lateral relationships
appear to sidestep the hierarchy. However, individuals will still be held responsible for taking
some action - or failing to do so. Jaques has developed a method to clarify lateral relationships.
D. Pro.
Brookes, Donald V., 1995, “Lateral thinking. (management issues between bankers on the same
level of authority),” Canadian Banker, Canadian Bankers Association, [Toronto, ON,] CA, 1
July 1995, 102(4):27. ISSN: 0822-6830. How to handle the misunderstandings that arise between
bankers at similar levels of authority in today's "flattened" management hierarchies. (Brookes
was a partner with KPMG Canada in Toronto, where he specialized in organizational design and
management practices.) D. Pro.
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Brooks, Ian, 1994, “Managerial Problem Solving: A Cultural Perspective,” Management
Decision, Emerald MCB, 32(7):53. Case study. Cited Jaques 1955, which Jaques has
withdrawn. Off. PJ.
Brooks, Ronald A., 1979, "Don't Fire Your Executives - Trade Them," Personnel Journal,
Baltimore, MD, US, May, 58(5):308-310. Create a management exchange commission to enable
experienced executives – like baseball players - to ask to be traded. This might work best in the
public sector. If a manager is unable to cope in a new situation, he/she could be placed on
'waivers.' Interesting idea. CUNY Htr Mn 5 fl. # Misc. Pro.
Brosnan, Sarah F., and Frans B. M. de Waal, 2003, “Monkeys reject unequal pay”, Nature,
London, UK, 18 Sep. 2003, 425(6955):297-299. During the evolution of cooperation it may
have become critical for individuals to compare their own efforts and pay-offs with those of
others. Although there exists substantial cultural variation in its particulars, this 'sense of
fairness' is probably a human universal that has been shown to prevail in a wide variety of
circumstances. However, inequity aversion may not be uniquely human. Many highly
cooperative nonhuman species seem guided by a set of expectations about the outcome of
cooperation and the division of resources. Here, the brown capuchin monkey (Cebus apella),
responds negatively to unequal reward distribution in exchanges with a human experimenter.
Monkeys refused to participate if they witnessed a conspecific obtain a more attractive reward
for equal effort, an effect amplified if the partner received such a reward without any effort at all.
These reactions support an early evolutionary origin of inequity aversion. Cited by Vispo
2006. Refu. PJ. A.
Brousseau, Kenneth R., Michael J. Driver, Gary Hourihan, and Rikard Larsson, 2006, “The
Seasoned Executive’s Decision-Making Style,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, US,
Feb. 2006, 84(2):110-121. ISSN: 00178012. How leaders make decisions changes dramatically
over the course of their careers. At lower levels, the job is to get widgets out the door; action is
at a premium. At higher levels, the job involves decisions about which widgets to offer and how
to develop them. Decision styles of successful managers evolve in highly predictable patterns.
The most successful managers and executives become increasingly open and interactive in their
leadership (or public) styles, and more analytic in their thinking (or private) styles, as they
progress in their careers. The decision profile of a successful CEO is the opposite of a successful
first-line supervisor's. Executives find that formerly effective decision styles no longer work so
well. CEO of Decision Dynamics; USC; Korn/Ferry, L.A., Cal.; Lund U. # MS. Pro.
Brown, Allan L., and Gregory A. Danaka, 1988, “Adaptive Technology Management in Japan,”
chapter (p. 431-438) in Gomez-Mejia, Luis R., andMichael W. Lawless, eds., 1988,
Proceedings: Managing the High Technology Firm, GSB, U. Colorado at Boulder, January 1315, 1988, Conference. So far, US research on Japan has been at too high a level - and too low.
It is difficult for US firms with our political economy to replicate the “adaptive systems” that
exist in Japan. Japanese firms are flatter, more flexible, and focus more on long-term results
than US ones.. In the US a supportive milieu is missing and is needed. Clio Bus Offsite HC79
.H53 M36 1988g. At Stanford & AZ State, Tempe. # MS. Ch.
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Brown, Alvin, 1945, Organization: A formulation of principle, Hibbert Publishing, NY, NY 308
p. A book dealing with delegation, responsibility, authority, strategic phases, relationships, and
the multiple organization. Does not have requisite language but was clearly moving in that
direction. Delegation of authority does not relieve the executive of responsibility. Talent should
not answer to mediocrity. [Six of 23 chapters were on Responsibility. Wise.] Cited Holden,
Fish and Smith 1941 (p. 171). City Coll. HD31 B76. Misc. Bk.
Brown, Alvin, 1947, Organization of Industry, Prentice-Hall, New York, NY, 370 p. Cited
Alvin Brown 1945. Not in CUNY. NYPL os (SIBL only): TMF (Brown, A. Organization of
industry) DUE 03-30-04. (eh?) Not seen. Misc. Bk..
Brown, Carol V., 1999, "Horizontal Mechanisms under Differing IS Organization Contexts,"
MIS Quarterly, US, Sep. 1999, 23(3):421-454. Horizontal mechanisms are structural overlays
(such as roles and groups) and non-structural devices (such as physical colocation) that are
designed to facilitate cross-unit collaboration. What top-down mechanisms are being used to
promote the coordination of IS activities across corporate/division boundaries? Propositions
about how mechanism usage differs under centralized versus federal IS organization contexts are
developed. An unexpected finding was that mechanisms for both of these kinds of IS
coordination were valued at each case site. The prediction that a formal group mechanism
would be perceived as more effective for achieving cross-unit coordination than an integrator
role mechanism was not supported. Information Technology. # Misc. PJ.
Brown, Charles, and James Medoff, 1989, “The Employer Size-Wage Effect,” The Journal of
Political Economy, Oct. 1989, 97(5):1027-1059. Six explanations were considered for the
positive relationship between employer size and wages. The first was that large employers hire
higher-quality workers. We find support for the first only but “our analysis leaves us
uncomfortably unable to explain it, or at least the part of it that is not explained by observable
indicators of labor quality” (p. 1056). These are economists. Cited in Kruse 1992. MS. PJ. A.
Brown, Clair, and Michael Reich, 1989, “When Does Union-Management Cooperation Work?
A look at NUMMI and GM-Van Nuys,” California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Smr.,
31(4):26-44. Contrasted the NUMMI joint venture between GM and Toyota at Fremont with the
pure-GM plant at Van Nuys. How the Fremont plant was set up: teams, screening, cooperation,
a no-layoff policy, and ongoing trust-building. (Van Nuys had ongoing contention and then got
hit with lay-offs.) The difference was the [Japanese] management strategy to build trust. GM’s
focus was short run - layoffs rather than productivity. “In order for workers to be convinced that
working both harder and smarter will not cost them their jobs, they must be given job security.”
Consequently, they perceived GM as not caring about employees' long-term welfare and have
little loyalty to GM. [GM-Van Nuys went under in 1992.] Likewise, the company needs
productivity improvements. Cooperative labor-management relations are possible in the US.
But a major change is required on the part of US plant managers. “In 1987 GM lost 10 percent
of its market share (down to 36%).” [By 2005 it was near 26%.] Cited by Mahoney & Deckop
1993; Koike 1998 (#2). See Milkman 1991. Clio Biz. Both at Berkeley. Teach. # Refu. Pro.
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Brown, Dan C., and Ron Meier, 2005, "Industrial Technology Program Enhancement: The
Importance of Strategic Planning," Journal of Industrial Technology, www.nait.org ,
Oct-Dec 2005, 21(4):2-8. In today’s rapidly changing, reconfigurable workplace, work has
become information-oriented and knowledge-intensive. To keep up with these workplace
changes, a new fundamental approach to the process of overseeing the education and training of
the 21st century workforce has emerged. Success, in this intensely competitive, global, marketdriven economy depends on having capable “educational processes,” and ample resources to
enhance or optimize these processes. Hoshin kanri has already been adopted by Yokogawa
Hewlett-Packard (YHP), Hewlett-Packard, Intel, Proctor & Gamble, Ford, Florida Power and
Light, and Xerox. Both at Ill. State U. - Normal. # MS. PJ.
Brown, Douglas J., and Robert G. Lord, 1999, “The utility of experimental research in the study
of transformational/ charismatic leadership,” Leadership Quarterly, Winter99, 10(4):531-539.
(AN 2690939) Praised Jerry Hunt et al for empirical research. MS. PJ. A.
Brown, Duncan, and Brian Dive, 2009, “Level Pegging,” People Management, UK, 15 Jan.
2009, 15(2):26-29. Grouping job evaluations into six broad-bands as Tesco supermarkets and
Unilever linked pay and performance. Vodafone adopted these broad-band levels and recently
the NHS followed. The work levels technique fuses job evaluation with organizational design
and talent management, and changes the economic climate. # Rp. Pro.
Brown, E. Henry Phelps, (Sir) – see under Phelps Brown.
Brown, G. Fred, and Alan R. Read, 1984, "Personnel and Training Policies — Some Lessons for
Western Companies," Long Range Planning, UK, April, 17(2):48-57. There were several areas
where Japan differed significantly from the West. One was the concept of 'life time
employment'. This allowed companies to make heavy investments in time and resources
(education, corporate universities) in their employees. There is one disadvantage that employers
have — the relative inelasticity of their workforce in the short term. The second difference was
pay. Educational background determined pay at entry. Increases thereafter reflect age and
seniority (nenko). Merit was beginning to influence pay packets (satei). Job rotation as a result
was encouraged. Company unions helped in ensuring good labour relations by having a
common interest. Commitment was probably the key characteristic. It ensured the firm's
interests and those of the employees are synonymous. Blue and white collar workers were not
treated differently. Both employer and employee had shared obligations toward the future
success of the firm. The lesson for the Western businessman was that company success was due
to integrating resources into operations of the company. Both authors managers. # MS. PJ. A.
Brown, James N., 1989, “Why Do Wages Increase with Tenure? On-the-Job Training and LifeCycle Wage Growth Observed within Firms,” The American Economic Review, Dec. 1989,
79(5):971-991. Firm-specific wages grew at 20 percent during periods of on-the-job training.
Productivity must have grown at the same time. But such periods were short, resulting only in
11 percent increases. (Contracts were not related to wage growth.) [Compare with Japanese
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training, wage growth and tenure.] MS. PJ. A.
Brown, John Seely, and Paul Duguid, 1991, "Organizational Learning and Communities-ofPractice: toward a unified view of working, learning, and innovation", Organization Science,
UK, 2(1):40-57. Building on Orr 1990 and Bourdieu 1973/1977 (q.v.), the authors describe the
prescribed elements of a job as “canonical precepts” and the discretionary judgments and actions
of the employees that are needed to get the work done as “non-canonical practice.” They
observe the isolation of the workers through their abandonment by managers but fail to identify
this as a dereliction because they are using an empirical ethnographic approach (as did Orr). The
workers resort to storytelling to share knowledge, learn, and solve unanticipated problems
through the informal organization. Such communities of practice can be very innovative.
Unaware of Jaques’ theory. More’s the pity. MS. PJ. A.
Brown, Justin, 2011, “The Legacy of Elliott Jaques,” International Journal of Applied
Psychoanalytic Studies, Wiley, Jan., 8(1):89–94. [First published online: 19 Jan 2011].
doi: 10.1002/aps.273 A nice, short overview of his innovations, accomplishments, and career.
Cited in Lynch 2011 PhD. Email: Justin Brown (jbrown@gprdehler.com) Teach. # D. PJ.
Brown, Justin, 2011, “Work Levels Approach to Management,” Erasmus Mundus Programme,
University of Wroclaw [Universytet Wroclawski], Poland. An intensive, short course syllabus 5-day, 7-11 Nov. 2011. Wd. # Rp. Rep.
Brown, L. David, and Rajesh Tandon, 1983, “Ideology and Political Economy in Inquiry: Action
Research and Participatory Research,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, US, Sept. 1983,
19(3):277-294. Cited Jaques 1951. # W. PJ. A.
Brown, Malcolm J., and Robert Foren, 1970, “Organizational Problems in Setting Up a Local
Authority Social Services Department,” Local Government Chronicle, UK, No. 5395, 25 July, p.
1497-1500. Cited in Foren and Brown 1971. Brunel Uxb. JS3001.L65. Not seen. Rp. NJ.
Brown, Michael E., Linda K. Trevino, and David A., Harrison, 2005, “Ethical Leadership: A
social learning perspective for construct development and testing,” Organizational Behavior and
Human Decision Processes, US, July, 97(2):117-134. We propose social learning theory as a
theoretical basis for understanding ethical leadership and offer a constitutive definition of the
ethical leadership construct. We develop predictive validity for important employee outcomes.
Specifically, ethical leadership is related to - consideration behavior (.69), honesty, trust in the
leader (.76), interactional fairness, socialized charismatic leadership (as measured by the
idealized influence dimension of transformational leadership), and abusive supervision (-.61),
but is not subsumed by any of these (see Table 5; Study 5). Finally, ethical leadership predicts
outcomes such as perceived effectiveness of leaders, followers’ job satisfaction and dedication,
and their willingness to report problems to management. Jaques not cited. Cited by Ogunfowora
2009 Related PhD. Trevino at Penn State U. Not in NYPL. CLIO onsite-online. # MS. PJ. A.
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Brown, Paula, 1954, “Bureaucracy in a Government Laboratory,” Social Forces, US, March,
32(3):259-268. Cited Jaques’ Changing Culture of a Factory 1951 on the dynamics of
delegation of responsibility by a manager to a group (p. 266). # Rp. PJ. A.
Brown, Phillip, Andy Green, and Hugh Lauder, 2001, High Skills: globalization,
competitiveness, and skill formation, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK; New York, 306 p.
An attempt to describe the conditions for creating a high skills society. But what of the
workplace? ‘High skills’ is a term of description for the Japanese workplace. Why society? The
GDP? Unclear if they have any idea what is going on. Kraak from So. Af. reviewed it and
wanted to know how it could be implemented there. No answers. Clio Biz HD5701.55 .B77
2001. Misc. BK. UP. A.
Brown, R. G. S., 1972, “Reorganising the Health Services,” chapter nine (p. 119-134) in Jones,
Kathleen, ed., 1972, Year Book of Social Policy in Britain 1971, Routledge, London, UK, 221 p.
An outline of the proposed changes to the NHS. 15 Regional Health Authorities were planned.
Date for going live has been set for April 1974. Green Papers: Robinson 1968, Goldman 1970;
DHSS 1970, 1971. Not NYPL. (error). Fordham Lincoln Ctr. HV248 .Y4. Misc. Ch.
Brown, R. G. S., 1973, The Changing National Health Service, Routledge & Kegan Paul,
London, UK, 118 p. The first chapter is a history of the first 25 years of the NHS with key
indicators regarding its strengths and weaknesses. Reviewed several aspects of important issues:
demand, buildings, staff, finance, and administration. A short but comprehensive text on social
policy and NHS administration. Preferred a local authority administered health care orientation
to the proposed changes. Bk Rev by Zofia Butrym in 1974 BJSW 4(4):494-495. Misc. Bk.
Brown, R. G. S., 1975, The Management of Welfare: A Study of British Social Service
Administration, Fontana/Collins, London, UK, 317 p. The focus of this book was narrow: on
DHSS, not on the broad guage of public administration. Author combined a study of structure
and political sociology and organization theory which included implementation, control systems,
accountability, and the public. Questioned the wisdom of many implementation choices within
the NHS, for SS Departments, and local government. Supported the 1974 reorganization of the
NHS with its managerialist orientation. Sounded very pro-Bioss. Cranky Bk Rev in Public
Administration by Frank Stacey 1976, 54(1):109-111. Jaques not cited. Cited Bioss 1974;
Rowbottom 1973, 1973; Vickers 1965. Not in CUNY. Schw JLD 76-559 (SASB). MS. Bk.
Brown, R. G. S., 1976, “Collaboration Between the N.H.S. and Local Government,” Local
Government Studies, U. Birmingham, Frank Cass/Routledge, London, UK, 2(2):15-25. True
collaboration must be reciprocal but this complex relationship is asymmetrical. The N.H.S. is
constrained by its reporting relationships whilst the local authorities can circumvent it. Health
and Personal Social Services are each separately administered in Britain in very different ways.
Abstracted in BJSW, 1976, 6(4):524-525. (Bioss had input on both.) Grad Ctr -X, JJay -X.
Not in Clio. NYPL 1997-on, online. [$30 per] Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Brown, R. G. S., 1976, “Lessons from the NHS Reorganization: A. Reorganization in
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retrospect,” chapter 2A (p. 19-36) in Brown, Muriel, and Sally Baldwin, eds., 1976, Year Book of
Social Policy in Britain 1975, Routledge and Kegan-Paul, London, UK. This is a good time to
start taking stock of the major reorganizations of 1974. The immediate effects of reorganisation
are visible enough now. There was a need to introduce a continuous process of review, planning
and organisational learning, but the attempt to introduce them all at the same time proved too
much for the service's digestive capacity. In terms of timing, it was necessary to synchronise the
main NHS reorganisation with the reorganisation of local government in April 1974. But the
hospital management committees might have attached local authority staff to defined catchment
areas, which is roughly what happened anyway. In summary, the health service reorganisation
was too ambitious, was badly mismanaged, and created an undesirable number of side-effects.
The benefits will show when the peripheral authorities are set free to modify the over-centralised
arrangements. Immediately before Draper and Smart 1976 2B chapter. Bklyn. # Cr. Ch.
Brown, R. G. S., 1977, “Accountability and control in the National Health Service,” Health and
Social Service Journal, UK, Centre eight paper: Hospital administration, Oct. 28, 1977,
87(4564)>1502, p. B9-B15. The problems of accountability and delegation in the NHS have not
been satisfactorily solved. A preoccupation with upward accountability can lead to
insensitivity and inflexibility. But some upward accountability for performance is needed in a
national service and is an essential condition for delegation. Vertical financial control
(accounting) is not enough. Managerial control is only one aspect of an accountability system
and may not be the most important. Current doctrines about clinical accountability are need to
be re-thought. Health authority members and their officers also feel accountable to their staff, to
the patients and to communities they serve. This affects their readiness to accept leadership
from above. Accountability requires a more integrated corps of administrators than NHS has.
Cited Rowbottom et al 1977; Management Arrangements for the Reorganised NHS ('Grey
Book') by DHSS 1972; The Way Forward by DHSS 1977. In NYAM. At Hull U. # Cr. Rep.
Brown, R. G. S., 1979, Reorganising the National Health Service: A Case Study of
Administrative Change, Blackwell/ Martin Robertson, Oxford, 232 p. (Ronald died right after
finishing this book.) (Generalization was not warranted from this local study. A series of similar
implementation studies nation-wide was NOT commissioned in advance by the DHSS.) How
the huge changes in the NHS of 1974 were implemented in Humberside. The huge changes were
not all that successful. NHS had a non-hierarchical, ambiguous structure. HSORU new design
was “adopted with some enthusiasm by professional interest groups who were anxious to thwart
an accounbtability system which might threaten their own autonomy” (p. 47). McKinsey was in
there also. See Boaden 1979 Bk Rev. Mixt Bk Rev in Public Administration by A. J. Willcocks
1980, 58(2):247-8. Cited extensively by Harrison 1988. Cited Grey Book 1972 (DHSS
Management Arrangements …); Rowbottom 1977; Burns & Stalker 1966; Sofer 1961; Hage &
Aiken 1970. Not in CUNY, NYPL, Clio. NYU RA395.G6 B76. At U. Hull. Cr. Bk.
Brown, Reva Berman, 1997, “Emotion in Organizations: The Case of English University
Business School Academics,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, June 1997, 33(2):247-262.
It is an open secret that one's place of work can be, and indeed often is, a hotbed of intrigue,
loyalty, betrayal, back-scratching, back-stabbing, pain, and laughter. In short, work is a home
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away from home. The article uses aspects of the scientific method to reveal the submerged
variable of emotion in an organization. The finest comedy works because it is serious at its core.
This article may amuse, but the kernel of what it has to say is in no way amusing. Misc. PJ. A.
Brown, Reva Berman, and Richard Herring, 1998, “The Circles of Time: An exploratory study in
measuring temporal perceptions within organizations,” Journal of Managerial Psychology,
Emerald MCB, UK, 13(8):580-602. Examined the temporal concepts of the employees in a
small UK company and how they were effected by responsibility level, age, and gender. Time
was viewed as atomistic (past/ present/ future dominance and relatedness), linked, and/or
internal. Found the past and future temporal horizons of people changed according to their age.
The past did not dominate until age 47. Length of future orientation increased with increasing
responsibility level. Status also had a temporal dominance. But women aged 30-40 produced
abnormal results (cyclical rather than linear time). There was a wide degree of variance in
temporal perceptions. Cited Jaques 1982, 1989, 1991, 1994. Cited Moore 1963, Bluedorn and
Denhardt 1988, Butler 1995, Cottle 1967, Gale 1967, 1968. Brown at Oxford-Brookes in 2005
[PhD 1991 Bradford] # Rp. PJ.
Brown, Reva Berman and Martyn J. Woodland, 1999, “Managing Knowledge Wisely: a case
study in organisational behaviour,” Journal of Applied Management Studies, Carfax, UK, Dec99,
8(2):175-199. Essvac, a subsidiary of Archer Pharmaceuticals Ltd (AP), employs a number of
knowledge workers. Henry Blake is more experienced in vaccine R&D, production, and quality
control than anyone else in AP. He will be retiring in 18 months' and there are no systems in
place to retain his knowledge for the organisation. The knowledge that he has disseminated is
used for the recipients’ own individual power bases. Organisational knowledge tends, therefore,
to reside at the individual level, which results in poor feedback systems and very little production
of new knowledge. Both then at Nene Coll., Northampton, UK. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Brown, Reva Berman, and Ian Brooks, 2002, “Emotion at Work: Identifying the emotional
climate of night nursing,” Journal of Management in Medicine, Emerald MCB, 16(5). Research
paper. Cited Jaques 1955, which Jaques has withdrawn. # Off. PJ.
Brown, Reva Berman, and Shirley A. Adebayo, 2004, “Perceptions of work-time and leisuretime among managers and field staff in a UK primary health care trust,” Journal of Nursing
Management, Sept., 12(5):368-374. The aims of the research were to explore the issues around
the perception of District Nurses in an inner London Primary Health Care Trust of their use of
work-time and leisure-time, and to reveal how the boundaries between these two aspects can
become blurred and impinge on each other. Time use is helpful in considerations of wider issues
such as satisfaction at work and work-life balance. The data were collected by a questionnaire to
seek the views of managers and field staff on issues such as the impact on the quality of patient
care of the nurses’ perception of work-time and leisure-time. The research identified the
different perception of ‘work-time’ that employees have in relation to their place within the
hierarchical structure. The findings answered the question of whether time is perceived
differently, dependant on one's occupation within the Trust. Based on Adebayo 1998 MSc. #
Rp. PJ.
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Brown, Reva Berman, 2005, “Mapping the Temporal Landscape: The case of university business
school academics,” Management Learning, Sage, Ebsco, Scopus, Dec. 2005, 36(4):451-470.
Individuals accept, as a matter of course, that space extends and that time passes. We live in
landscapes of space and time, and view these from a variety of perspectives or orientations, each
applicable to a different aspect of life—for instance, home, leisure, economic, political and
organizational. A temporal landscape contains natural features—day and night, the seasons—
and features created by us—the ordering of social, economic, legal, and organizational time into,
among other things, the practices of family life, financial periods, prison sentences, and
workloads. This article views the temporal landscapes of business school academics based on
longitudinal ethnographic research. The result is a rough map of the temporal landscape
inhabited by university business school academics as they go about their working lives. Cited
Jaques 1976, 1982, 1986, 1991, 1994, 1996; Gherardi and Strati 1988; Gibson 1975; Adam 1995.
RBB was at Oxford Brookes U., UK. d. 2007. # Rp. PJ.
Brown, Richard K., 1967, “Research and Consultancy in Industrial Enterprises - A Review of the
Contribution of the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations to the Development of Industrial
Sociology,” Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK,
1(1):33-60. This article gives a fresh background to the early Tavistock-Trist-Emery-RiceGlacier-Brown-Jaques saga. Important for understanding the context and evolution of these
streams of ideas. See also, ‘Correspondence’ in Sept. 1967 issue, 1(3):302-303. Cited by
Michael Rose 1975, 1988. # MS. PJ. A.
Brown, Richard K., 1988, “The Employment Relationship in Sociological Theory,” chapter 2 (p.
33-66) in Gallie, Duncan, ed., 1988, Employment in Britain, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 543 pages.
R. K. Brown elsewhere leaned toward Tavistock but here stressed the contribution of Baldamus
toward defining the employment relationship. Seems unaware of the prior intellectual claim of
Jaques to these concepts in 1956. Even though RKB also cited Jaques and W. Brown on these
issues, no connection was made. This lifts his argument from the ground and propels it into
sociologists’ theory. (Perhaps his social blinkers were in the way.) Otherwise this is a fine
academic essay. Cited Baldamus 1961, 1967 (unpublished); Behrend 1957; Fox 1966 (not on
TSD), 1973, 1980; Jaques 1951, 1956, 1961/67, 1976; W. Brown 1960, 1971; Marsland 1986.
(This chapter is cited in Tim May 1999 claiming R. K. Brown introduced “discretion” to the
dialogue on employment relationships on p. 58. Eh? Hello?) MS. Ch.
Brown, Richard K., 1992, Understanding Industrial Organizations: theoretical perspectives in
industrial sociology, Routledge, London, UK and New York, NY, 280 p. An extensive overview
of the field including Jaques, Brown, Glacier, fair pay, and requisite organization, which are
discussed throughout (esp. p. 55-65). Outlines four organisational forms - systems thinking,
contingency theory, the action approach and labour process theories - and evaluates their
strengths and weaknesses. A great synopsis from a sociological perspective. Cited “criticisms
[of Glacier which] have considerable force (see Fox 1966; Child 1969, 198-203; Hyman and
Brough 1975, esp. Chs 2 and 3; Whittington and Bellaby 1979)” [p.62.]. (But Fox, Child, and
Hyman and Brough were “armchair analyses” as was R. K. Brown’s. Only Whittington and
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Bellaby had a grounding in organizational reality but they were open advocates of a competing
theory by Burns and Stalker. See p. 55-63. See reply to Burns and Stalker from the Jaques camp
by Rowbottom and Billis 1977.) R.K. Brown, and Hyman and Brough, were unaware that Fox
had reversed his 1966 stand against Jaques in 1974. This intellectual peroration fails because R.
K. Brown did not understand the Glacier system as an open - and sustainable - system. Even
Deming described it as a system. (Brown thought STS was an open system. Deming tossed STS
out of the quality movement in 1990.) Brown’s difficulty may be that Jaques simply never
responded to most of the armchair analysts, so it looked as if they had ‘won.’ Note that Brown’s
last reference herein was from 1979. R. Brown at Durham U. Alt. Bk.
Brown, Shannon A., 2002, “The sources of leadership doctrine in the Air Force,” Aerospace
Power Journal, ProQuest, Winter 2002, 16(4):37-46. Slight reference to Jaques. W. PJ.
Brown, Shona L., and Kathleen M. Eisenhardt, 1997, “The Art of Continuous Change: Linking
Complexity Theory and Time-Paced Evolution in Relentlessly Shifting Organizations,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, March, 42(1):1-34. Brown was at McKinsey, Eisenhardt at
Stanford. How to compete in a rapidly changing environment. In contrast to the punctuated
equilibrium model of change, complexity theory shows how multiple-product innovation is
sustained by limited structure around responsibilities, priorities, communication and discretion.
This was a balanced position. Used low cost probes into the future. Planning and reacting were
less effective. Link present and future through rhythmic, time-paced transition processes or
sequenced steps using multiple linked time frames. When time frames are disconnected,
evolutionary change is hampered. Strongly supports RO. Unaware of the theory. Cited by
Shenhar 2001 and in Jett 1999 Related PhD. # MS. PJ. A.
Brown, W. A., 1980s. A British writer on sociology and organizations. I have no idea who he
is. (Is this William? Errata?) ~
Brown, W. B. [this is William]. Wrong Brown. A management and economics professor at
Warwick and Oxford from the 1970s into the 1990s who appears to have favored piecework and
other practices that were shown to be counter-productive by Deming and Jaques and Lord
Wilfred B. D. Brown. A sponsor of Kate Pankhurst’s 1990 PhD thesis at Oxford. ~
Brown, Wilfred, fl 1950s. Western U.S. poet and editor. Not our dude. ~
Brown, Wilfred, 1921-1971, classical singer, tenor (English?). Not our maestro. ~
Brown, Wilf, fl. 1990s. Canadian writer. Another person altogether. ~
+++++++++++++++++
Our man: Wilfred Banks Duncan Brown, Baron of Machrihanish, Co. Argyll, Scotland
(Created Life Peer: 22 Dember 1964). (W.B.D. Brown). 1908-1985. Managing Director,
Glacier Metal Company, 1939-1965. Articles about Lord Brown: Investors Chronicle
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(February 1959)**; New Scientist (19 Oct 1961)*; Scottish Field (Edinburgh, April
1963)**. Source books: The Writers Directory (St. James Press, 1983)**. Obituary:
Times (London) 27 March 1985.* (* see Newspaper Section.) (** not obtained).
Brown, Wilfred, Lord, ~1943-1945~. Common Wealth Party Archive I. University of Sussex,
UK. Special Collections Library. Materials include: correspondence, election canvass data,
taped interview [1964]. 6/30/05. Misc.
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/library/speccoll/collection_catalogues/commonwealth1.html
Brown, Wilfred [Wilfrid], 1944, “Control of Industry Under Socialism,” Common Wealth Popular Library No. 10, London, UK, 15 pages. Pamphlet. Misc. Pamph.
Brown, Wilfred, 1945, “Incentives Within the Factory,” [Journal of] Occupational Psychology,
National Institute of Industrial Psychology, London, UK, April 1945, 19(2):82-92. Discards
economic and financial incentives. By emphasizing piece rate quantity we “put craftsmanship,
cooperation, [and] all ethical conceptions”... “at a discount.” (Per Organization, 1971, p. 237,
ftnt.: “My first published criticism of ‘Piecework’ as a means of payment.”) Replaces them with
social incentives, including status, promotion, approval - the same as the home and village, an
activity to be enjoyed not one to be endured. Cited in March and Simon 1958. Quoted in
Robertson 1962 book review. Not CUNY. NYPL HumGenRes: YEA (Human factor) v. 1-47;
1922-73. Rp. PJ. A.
Brown, W. B. D., 1945-1946, “Inter-management Relationships,” Labour Management, Welfare
Workers Institute, London, U.K., Dec.-Jan., 27(283):127. Cited in Child 1969. NYPL Hum
TDA (Welfare work) Library has: Vol. 1 (1920)-v. 28 (May 1946). # Rp. NJ.
Brown, Wilfred, 1946, Principles of Organisation, Monographs on Higher Management No. 5,
Manchester Municipal College of Technology, December, Manchester, UK, p. 30. Pamphlet.
(HBS, MIT, Strathclyde have it.) According to McCarty 1969 (in Grimes 1969) and Reback
1970, this paper contained the foundation concepts of the Glacier Project. (Note Jaques 1947.)
Harvard Baker Old Class HE B881. Reprinted 1947 in British Management Review, London,
UK, 6(1):41-50. See Commentary 1948 by Brech in BMR, 7(1):41-68. SIBL os # Rp. PJ.
Brown, W., 1947, “Some Basic Problems of Industrial Relationships,” British Management
Review, London, UK, 6(2):52-64. Cited by Child 1969. NYPL SIBL os TMA (British
management review) Library has: Vol. 1 (1936)-v. 15, no. 2 (Apr. 1957). v. 6-7 1947-48. NYU
Bobst HD28 .B7 Holdings: 8-15 (1949-1957) [not on shelf]. Reprint seen. # Rp. NJ.
ADD More
Brown, Wilfred, and Winifred Raphael, 1948, Managers, Men and Morale, Macdonald and
Evans, London, UK, 163 p. This book was written about Glacier just before The Project got
started. Focus was on employee participation, works councils, etc. Note the striking similarities
with the 1947 proposal in Japan of the Keizai Doyukai, “Tentative View of Democratization of
Business Enterprises” (see Yoshino 1968, p. 96-101). (In Japan: Kanto Gakuin U., Osaka
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Gakuin U., Osaka U., Sapporo U. In So. Africa: Potchefstroom U., Rhodes U., U. Free State,
Durban, Uni. So. Africa.) Bk Revs: Nature, v. 162 (Nov 20 1948) p. 796-7; Lach, George, 1949,
Public Administration, UK, 27(1):57-60 [48-68]. NYU OffSite HD31 .B768. Not in CUNY,
NYPL, Clio. # Rp. Bk.
(Translated into Dutch [vert. door G. Bos] as W.B.D. Brown en W. Raphael, 1952,
Modern personeelsbeleid, De Koepel, Nijmegen, NL, 224 p.)
Available at: PARIS-Fondation Sci. Politiques. U. Amsterdam library.
Brown, Wilfred [W. B. D.], 1950, “The Human Aspects,” British Management Review, 2(3) or
11(3). Cited in Mack July 1956. Not in Clio. NYU Bobst HD28.B7 Holdings: 8-15 (19491957) [Not on shelf. Not in 1950: v. 9.]. NYPL SIBL os TMA (British management review)
Library has: Vol. 1 (1936)-v. 15, no. 2 (Apr. 1957). v. 6-7 1947-48. (NYPL. Broken cite?) Not
in Clio. Not seen. Rp. PJ.
[CONFUSED …. I HAVE THIS …. Paper only? 1952?]
Brown, Wilfred, 1952, Some Problems of a Factory, an analysis of industrial institutions,
Occasional Paper No. 2, Institute of Personnel Management, Macdonald and Evans, London,
UK, 19 pg. Pamphlet from a lecture. A preliminary description of the three systems in Glacier
Metal’s constitutional system. These systems are designed to balance the sanctioning from
shareholders and customers with a means to obtain sanctioning from the employees. Clio Offsite
HF5549.A2 In7 no.1-15. Rp. Pamph.
Brown, Wilfred [W. B. D.], 1955, “An Approach to Problems of Motivation and Morale,”
Personnel Practice Bulletin, Australia Dept. of Labour and National Service, September, 11(3).
(Cited in Mack July 1956.) SIBL os TMA (Personnel practice bulletin) vol. 11. Rp. NJ.
Brown, Wilfred [W. B. D.], 1956, “Can There Be Industrial Democracy?” Fabian Journal,
Fabian Society, London, UK, March, pp. 14-22. Cited in Mack July 1956. (Not in NYPL,
CUNY.) Clio offsite [1950?-1959?] since 1957: 335.05 F119. Rp. NJ.
Brown, Wilfred, 1960, “Selection and Appraisal of Management Personnel,” The Manager,
London, UK, 28(6). Also in 1971, Organization, Chapter 30: Selection of Personnel, p. 362-369.
Selection decisions are crucial for efficiency and happiness but often are “great gambles”. The
selection process can be improved through the use of role specifications, salary-progression
plots, and time-span measurements. Applicants should be informed through ads of the role’s
organization setting, its prescribed and discretionary elements, general responsibilities, and the
specific qualifications required (licenses, etc.). Responses are more pertinent and of higher
quality. But if the internal talent is passed over for an outsider, morale will plummet. Salaryprogression plots require a lot of information but are first approximations only. Time-span is not
widely used yet, but would be a great help. Rp. NJ.
Brown, Wilfred, 1960, Exploration In Management, Heinemann Educational Books Ltd.,
London, UK; John Wiley, NY, NY, US; 326 p. Foreword by Eric L. Trist of the Tavistock
Institute of Human Relations: on role systems. (Republished by Penguin Books (pbk),
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Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England, 1965, 1971, with a Foreword by Michael Shanks, 343 p.
Heinemann, 1969.) The MD/CEO of Glacier Metal speaks on structure, policy, communication,
the executive system, and the sources of managerial authority. He distinguished four systems at
work: the executive, representative, legislative and appeals – all terms from political science and
governance. Brown identified five differential levels of work (“ranks”) along with the “TimeSpan Bracket of work level according to Jaques” and “Salary Bracket felt to be fair by those
whose work has been analysed by Jaques (about 1000 people) and who are occupying roles at
these discrete levels (as at December 1961)” (Fig. 4). (Age-Wage curves. Five Levels of Work.
p. 37. [off re L1 & L2.]) Brown favored a representative structure of joint consultation works
councils to keep vertical channels open. His definition of time-span differed from Jaques’ (p.
36). (p. 24 - 4 organiations. p. 83-85 delegation.) See Book Reviews by Florence 1961, M.
Della Valle, R. Dubin and E. F. Harris 1961, by Robertson 1961, and by B. N. Seear 1962. See
Mahler 1975 for link to General Electric, Reg Jones, Jack Welch. See Knowles 1997 for
replication (?) of four organizations. See Brown 1964 for “Contraction,” first articulated herein.
See Davis 1968 for replication. (Also, the title may be derived from Harvard’s Henry A.
Murray, et al, 1938 book, Explorations in Personality.) Not in NYPL. CUNY Baruch HD31
.B767. Clio os HD31 .B815. Rp. Bk.
Translated in Swedish, Forkning l Företagsledning, 1963, by Per Erik Norelius,
Strömberg, Stockholm, 380 p.
In French, Gestion Prospective de L’Enterprise, Les Editions de la Baconnière,
Neuchâtel, Switzerland, 1964.
In German, Unternehmensfuchrung als Forschungsobjekt, Verlag W. Girardet, Essen,
1964.
In Dutch, Nieuwe Wegen in Het Bedrijfsbeleid, Spectrum.
In Spanish, Dirreccion Empresarial, Union Tipografica Editorial Hispano Americana,
Mexico, 1965, 291 pages, tr: Joaquin Martinez Saenz (at Texas A&M).
As of 1971 Japanese and Italian translations were in preparation. (Now in Japanese
libraries: Nihon U., Sakushin Gakuin U., Osaka Gakuin U., Sapporo U., Konan U.)
In Italian: Brown, Wilfred, 1971, Esperienze di direzione aziendale, Franco Angeli,
Milano, IT, 353 p. (I classici della società industriale). Organizzazione aziendale; Teoria
dell'organizzazione. Lingua: Italiano.
Glacier Institute of Management, c. 1960-1965, “Exploration in Management,” a set of
six colour video films featuring Lord Wilfred Brown based on the book (2005 DVD in
video section below).
Allen Institute of Management/ Cunningham Enterprises, 1966, “Exploration in
Management,” Herrin, Ill. A set of nine audio tapes featuring Lord Wilfred Brown based
on the book. (In 2006 these tapes were digitized by the GO Society. Listed in video
section below).
Brown, Wilfred, 1962, Piecework Abandoned – The Effect of Wage Incentive Systems on
Managerial Authority, Heinemann Educational Books Ltd., London, UK, 119 pgs. Reissued
1966. Piecework not only demoralized employees, it also undermined managerial authority and
accountability. Without piecework the output jumped 150-300 percent. Time-clocks were also
removed. (Deming advocated such moves as well.) Brown suggested managers used piecework
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incentive systems to hide their own accountability from their Boards that improvement is due
to better methods introduced by managers. (Deming said the same thing.) [“Disastrous! Losing
all control!” were the comments by managers and consultants.] Edna Homa Hunt says this book
was conceived during an all night conversation in her house in Cambridge, MA. WB went home
and wrote it all down. See Behrend 1960, 1961. See cross-mention of Behrend in book review
of Wilfred Brown 1962 by E. Henry Phelps Brown. See Routh 1980, who cited Doeringer and
Piore (1971, p. 97-98) as confirming Brown 1962 (p. 257). See Anonymous positive book
review in 1963 Industrial Welfare. See reviews by Robertson 1962, Bailey 1965. Clio Offsite
HD4928.P5 B81. # Rp. Bk.
In French translation: 1966, Le Salaire aux pieces, un anachronisme? l’effet de la
remuneration au rendement sur l’autorite directoriale, Neuchatel, A la Baconniere,
Dunod, Paris, 132 pages. Version francaise de Philippe de Coulon et Jacques Biadi. (See
Bolle De Bal and Dejean 1966, and Dumont 1979.)
(In Japanese libraries: Japan Inst. of Labour, National Diet, Josai U. in English)
Brown, Wilfred, 1962, “What Is Work?” Harvard Business Review, Harvard Business School,
Boston, MA, Sept.-Oct., pp. 121-129. Also, in Scientific Business, August 1963. In 1965 GPP,
chapter 4, p. 54-73. In 1971 Organization, Chapter Five, p. 36-47. In Management Decision,
March 1987, 25(2):41-48 DOI 10.1108/eb001443 #, and as chapter 15 in Sayles’ 1964 book
(with comments). In John B. Miner 1995, UK. Work is best described not in terms of roles and
responsibility but of its prescribed and discretionary content and their boundaries. Clarity of
expectations allow discretion to be used by employees. “Without a clearly defined area of
freedom there is no freedom. This, in fact, is a very old story reaching down through the history
of mankind: there is no real freedom without laws.” Cited in Nystrom and Starbuck 1981, v. II.
Quoted in Koontz O’Donnell 1968 & 1976 (4th & 6th edns). See Alan Fox 1980. # Rp. Pro.
*****
Brown, Wilfred, 1962, “Piecework or Daywork?” The Production Engineer, Institution of
Production Engineers, London, UK, Dec. 1962, 41(12):701-715; Discussion p. 716-724. The
1962 E.W. Hancock Paper. Presented to IPE in London, 25th Sept., 1962. A condensed version
of his new book. Well illustrated with stories. Straightforward and for an adult audience of
experienced and knowledgeable engineers, managers, M.D.s, and even a college president. The
discussion following was very lively in that polite British sort of way. They knew the field in
this area of research. NYPL SIBL *ZAN-V787. # Rp. PJ. *****
Brown, Wilfred, 1963, “Rational Thinking and Organization,” Engineering, The Design Council,
London, UK, 4 Jan. 1963, v. 195, pp. 21-23. Chairman, Glacier Metal Co. Ltd. (An abridged
version of the 1962 Stephenson Lecture given at King’s College, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, 29
Nov. 1962.) The conventional approach to the study of organization was not viable and a failure.
Most of it was based on emotion-based, non-scientific reasoning. After 14 years of research at
my firm with Elliott Jaques a better way was found. It was based on definitions and properties
and scientific method (see Bridgman). Organizations must constantly be changed to adapt to
their business environments. This was not guesswork any more than building a bridge was
guesswork. The level of work in a role can be measured. According to Homans, such
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knowledge has practical value. Brown had researched to find another workable approach but
found none. See Hayek 1945; Johnstone 1962. # Rp. PJ. *****
Brown, Wilfred, and Elliott Jaques, 1963, An Analysis of Work as a Conceptual Framework for
Structuring the Field of Management Teaching, Glacier Institute of Management. [Brown was
first author. Also listed under Jaques, q.v.] Cited in Fogarty 1963b, p. 245. See GPP 1965. Ru.
Brown, Wilfred, 1963, “A Critique of Some Current Ideas About Organization,” California
Management Review, Berkeley, CA, September [Fall], 6(1):3-12. In GPP 1965 as chapter 10,
“Informal Organization.” [Not in CMR Index] Much of the current teaching on management
seems to be inconsistent with the experience of practicing managers. Formal organization does
not reduce the opportunity of employees to participate in managerial decisions. But the
uncertainty of informal organization paralyzes creativity. The assumption is that compromises
are needed between the design of organizations and the needs of individuals. This is not so. In
sophisticated societies social institutions, laws, objective measurements, and the defined terms of
use allow a greater degree of freedom than in primitive societies. These are often dominated by
fear and the personal character of individual leaders. From 1939 to 1947 Brown followed the
“behaviouristic” mode of thought about organization at Glacier Metal and the result was a
hopeless confusion about role systems other than the executive (i.e. legislative and appeals).
Shareholders (the Board), customers and employees can wreck the firm by withdrawing. The
CEO/MD must ensure they all accept changes to policy and direction since each has a de facto
veto. A company is a constitutional arrangement of systems. Reprinted in John B. Miner 1995,
UK. # Rp. Pro.
Brown, Wilfred, 1964, “Judging the Performance of Subordinates,” Management International
Review, Betriebswertschaftlicher Verlag, Weisbaden, Germany, 4(2):3-13. (In English, French,
and German. Journal then called Management International.) Reprinted in 1965 GPP as chapter
6 and in 1971 Organization as Chapter Nine (p. 78-85). While some people do physical work,
everybody does mental work. But we then judge people on the apparent results of their use of
judgment - on their outputs. But results are due to many factors outside the person’s control.
Results do tell a manager when to teach, advise, instruct, praise, criticize, check up, and when to
extend or restrict the responsibility of the employee. Under Taylorism managers do the mental
work of their subordinates and leave their own work undone. This cascades up the hierarchy to
the CEO/MD. Agreed with Dearden that the one-year evaluation of all managers was antirequisite. [In 1971 ch.: cited Laner and Crossman 1970; Dearden 1968.] # Rp. PJ.
Brown, Wilfred, 1964, “Management Theory from Management Practice: The Concept of
Contraction,” chapter in Koontz, Harold, ed., 1964, Toward a Unified Theory of Management,
McGraw-Hill, New York, NY and London, UK, Chaper 4A, p. 122-140. Also see: Chapters 3B,
3D, 5D, and 5E for Brown’s comments during panel discussions, and Chapter 6, Koontz’s
concluding remarks. This book came from papers and discussion at a 1962 UCLA symposium
co-sponsored by McKinsey. Wilfred Brown delivered an invited paper on ‘contracting’ the
vertical lines of communication within a firm by reducing the number of layers and by
executives meeting with employees face to face. Brown also participated in 4 of the 5 panel
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discussions. See validation study by Keith Davis 1968. Reprinted in: Koontz, Harold, and Cyril
O’Donnell, 1976, Management: A Systems and Contingency Analysis of Managerial Functions,
Sixth Edition, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY ; and in Brown 1971 as Chapter 18. Cited in:
Bittel, Lester Robert, 1978, Encyclopedia of Professional Management, McGraw-Hill, New
York, NY, p. 658, entry by Koontz. Koontz really liked Brown. See Urwick 1965. See Bedeian
1974. Rp. Ch.
Brown, Wilfred, and Elliott Jaques, 1964, [See Jaques] “The Business School Syllabus—A
Systematic Approach”, Management Publications Limited, 32(4):33-40.(?) Chapter 11 in GPP,
1965 “Management Teaching.” Rp. NJ.
Brown, Wilfred, and Elliott Jaques, 1964, Product Analysis Pricing, a method for setting policies
for the delegation of pricing decisions and the control of expense and profitability, Heinemann,
London, UK, and later Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale and Edwardsville, IL, 148
p. [See Jaques, first author.] (Chapters 25 and 27 in Brown’s 1971 Organization were based on
this book.) What features were the customers willing to pay for? Like value analysis and
conjoint analysis, start there. Clio Biz, Clio Offsite HF5415 .B815. See R. May 1970; Simons
1969. Rp. Bk. UP.
Brown, Wilfred, and Elliott Jaques, 1965, [See Jaques also] “Consent or Command in
Committee,” The Manager, UK, 33(1):17-30? In 1965 GPP as Chapter 9, “Boards, Committees
and Executive Meetings” and in 1971 as Chapter Ten (p. 86-101). Definition: A committee is a
body of people who are collectively accountable and authorized to make a decision by majority
vote. It carried “corporate accountability” and its members may be elected or appointed or both.
If the majority decides to engage in illegal activity, the minority remains accountable with the
majority. ‘Committees’ which have no accountability for any decision are really noncommittees. This includes ‘co-ordinating committees’ which are only a means to share
information. The CEO/MD is not the chair of the management committee. No vote is taken.
The CEO/MD is accountable to the Board for making the decision alone. The other managers
are advisors only, to be consulted or not as the CEO/MD sees fit. See Cottrell 1967. Rp. Pro.
Brown, Wilfred, and Elliott Jaques, 1965, Glacier Project Papers, Heinemann, London, UK. A
collection of 15 articles on the Glacier Project written by the two authors. [See Jaques 1965 for
full description.] Clio Offsite HD31 .B8153. Rp. Bk.
Brown, Wilfred, 1965. At SIU Conference: See 'Abstracts, 1966.'
Brown, Wilfred D. B. Lord, 1966. Mr. Brown, Chair of the Board of the Glacier Metal
Company (England) was awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws degree at the June 1966
commencement at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL. The action approving this award
was voted on February 1966 by the SIU Board of Trustees. ~
Brown, Lord, 1968, “Design in the business hierarchy,” Design, Design Council, London,
England, November 1968, no. 239, p. 48-49. Industrial design (including research) is a late
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function of senior management in many UK firms, an afterthought. Product design should be
part of a company’s structure. The chief executive is responsible for design, manufacturing and
marketing of products and services - and their coordination. Brown cited Board of Trade Export
Handbook no. 3 (1967-1969) by Jaques. Clio Offsite. CUNY City Coll Arch. # Rp. NJ.
[A near GAP: 1965-1970. Brown held a high government position as Minister of State
in the Board of Trade with special responsibility for exports and overseas trade relations.
He did not publish his personal views during this period. Brown was also made Lord
Baron of Machrihanish in 1964.]
Brown, Wilfred, Lord, 1965-1970: A reference in Brown 1968 indicates some official
publications of the Board of Trade during this period may have reflected Lord Brown’s ideas on
structure. He specifically cited Board of Trade Export Handbook no. 3 (annuals 1967-1969) as
containing a diagram that he used. (Since the government does not throw things out, it can be
assumed that these publications and papers are somewhere in the archives of that period. If
someone knows their way around the archives, I would be most grateful. BoT is known as the
Trade Board and the Overseas Trade Board. BoT changed its name in 1970 to Dept. of Trade
and Industry.) Export Handbook no. 3 is in the British Library and NYPL SIBL. ~
Brown, Wilfred D. B., Lord, late-1960s. Haskel, Lord Simon, 2000, speech to the House of
Lords, Hansard, 26 Jan. 2000, columns 1601-1603, circa 6 pm, Perrotts Group. Lord Haskel
reminisced warmly on Wilfred Brown as his personal tutor in business in the late 1960s whilst he
was head of the textile firm, Perrotts Group. Haskel led a management buy-out in 1970 and was
MD until 1989 when the firm was sold. See also Haskel’s 1999 remarks. (See email 2006.) ~
Brown, Wilfred, 1970, “How to Organize Design,” Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, March, p. 108-111. 4 p. The CEO/MD needs three equal-status managers under
him/her: a product development manager, a manufacturing manager, and a marketing manager.
[JJay has it, except 3/70; Clio Biz has it.] SIBL os # Rp. Pro.
Brown, Wilfred, 1971, Organization, Heinemann Educational Books Ltd., London, UK, 400
pages. reissued, 1986, Gower, Aldershot, UK, 400 pages. (LC: Penguin, 1974, 493 pgs.)
Anthology pulling together all his work on the Glacier Project in 31 short chapters. This also
was an updated collection of essays he wrote earlier, esp. Chapters 5, 9, 10, 25, and 27. (AgeWage attributed to Jaques. Ch. 29 – p. 341-361.) (p. 25 - 4 organisations. p. 22 delegation.)
(Translated into other languages? D.K.) CUNY Baruch: Clio os HD31 .B76814. NYPL os JLE
73-1004 (SIBL). Rp. Bk.
Table of Contents
Part One:
The Anatomy of Employment Systems. (chapters 1-15)
1. Introduction, 2. Discipline in Thinking and Language, 3. Concept Formation, 4.
Scientific Methods and Social Issues, 5. What Is Work?, 6. Associations and
Employment Hierarchies, 7. Operational Work, 8. Manager - Subordinate Relationships,
9. Judging the Performance of Subordinates, 10. Committees, Boards and Directors, 11.
Collateral Relationships, 12. Specialist Roles, 13. Organization of Services, 14.
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Accounting Systems, 15. Delegation of Accountability.
Part Two:
Power Groups, Participation and Wage Differentials. (chs 16-22)
16. An Analysis of the Power Situation, 17. The Representative System, 18.
Communication by Contraction, 19. Policy-Making Works Councils, 20. Appeals
Procedures, 21. Wage Differentials, 22. A National Council for Regulating Wage
Differentials.
Part Three:
Operational Work and Techniques. (chapters 23-27)
23. Product Design, 24. Manufacturing Work, 25. Measuring a Mixed Output of
Products, 26. Aspects of Organization Unique to Marketing, 27. Product Analysis, A
Technique for Setting Prices.
Part Four:
Personnel Work and Techniques. (chapters 28-31)
28. Personnel Work (P), 29. The Progression-Curve Technique, 30. Selection of
Personnel, 31. Ranking and Grading, and - 32. Glossary of Terms Used.
Brown, Wilfred, 1971, “Negotiation and Unanimous Voting Councils,” [s.n.], London, UK. (A
pamphlet?) [In British Lib of Political and Econ Sci: LSE] Ru.
Brown, Wilfred, 1971, “Inflation and a Possible Solution,” [s.n.], London, UK. Also, Rt. Hon.
Lord Brown, 1972, 2nd amended and expanded edition, [s.n.], London, UK. (A pamphlet?) [Both
in British Lib of Political and Econ Sci: LSE] (See Cambridge, Churchill Archive/BRWN, Box
4/1/6 - ?) [1971, Inflation: a Possible Solution, privately printed.] See Baumgartner and Burns
1980. Not seen. Ru. Pamph.
Brown, Wilfred, 1971-1973. Wilfred Brown was a consultant on management and business
application to the Sterling Group of Companies (1971-1973). Among the Wilfred Brown papers
in the Churchill Archives: BRWN 3/16. See also Jaques 1976 ftnt (p. 194) on Stirling Industries
being among the UK firms then using the Glacier approach. (Spelling?) ~
Brown, Wilfred, 1972, “A New Approach to Wage Rates” [interviewed by Eileen Mackenzie on
his new book, Organization], International Management, McGraw-Hill, UK, February 1972,
27(2):51-52. [Any relation to Douglas MacKenzie?] Rp. NJ.
Brown, Wilfred, and Russell Lewis, 1972, “Incomes Policy? Against and For,” Industrial
Educational and Research Foundation, London, UK. 12 pages. Series: Foundation dialogues.
[Lewis is first author, q.v.] A “small book.” Not NYPL, Not Clio. See Watson cards? In
Brunel. Cited in Fogarty 1973. Rp. NJ.
Brown, Wilfred, Lord, 1972~on, “The attitude [then] was that business was made up of two sides
- labour and capital and of course his [Lord Brown’s] management theories ran counter to this. I
[Simon Haskel] agreed with him and we went on to form an organisation called the 1972
Industry Group which tried to influence the Labour party to look upon business as a whole and
not as divided between labour and the management of capital. He was the first Chairman and I
became Chairman some years later after serving as Secretary of the Group. This organisation
eventually became the Labour Finance and Industry Group which was influencial in the
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Callaghan and Blair governments. Indeed my role in government was to implement some of
these ideas which emanated from Wilfred Brown.” - 7/28/06 email, Lord Simon Haskel, House
of Lords, UK. See also Lord Haskel’s remarks of 2000 and 1999 re the late 1960s. ~
Brown, Wilfred, 1973, The Earnings Conflict – proposals for tackling the emerging crisis of
industrial relations, unemployment, and wage inflation, Halsted Press/ John Wiley & Sons, New
York and London, 128 pages. Pbk, 1973, Penguin. The industrial crisis will not abate until
employees can count on four rights: the right of appeal against a managerial decision; to full
participation in defining the area of managerial authority; the right to abundant employment; and
the right to equitable payment. Brown proposed an independent constitutional council to
administer a national differential wage structure to ensure fair pay to all. (Pronounced dead on
arrival.) (On page 6 is a note saying there is a 25 minute, 16mm Film, "The Earnings Conflict,"
for purchase or hire from Cygnet Films in the UK (not extant on the internet).) See Baumgartner
and Burns 1980. See Book Reviews by Anonymous (2), H. A. Clegg 1973, and Wellens 1973.
Clio Offsite HD8391 .B73 1973b. # Rp. Bk.
Brown, Wilfred, 1973, “Conversation with Lord Wilfred Brown,” [by Dowling, William F.,
q.v.], Organization Dynamics, AMACOM, US, Autumn, 2(2):30-46. A nice comfortable chat
for a profile. Brown had a razor-sharp mind, full of stats, etc. [Duped as Dowling, 1973.] # Rp.
NJ. *****
Brown, Wilfred, (Error) and Margaret Lawson, 1973, "The Training of Trade Union Officers",
British Journal of Industrial Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics,
London, UK, 11(3):431-448. This is a misprinted name in Factiva database. This author is
WILLIAM Brown, not Wilfred. (From Factiva - john howells author.) ~
Brown, Wilfred, 1973-1980. Anglesey Aluminium Metal Limited. Correspondence, memoranda
and reports relating to Wilfred Brown's involvement in the issue of employee participation at
Anglesey Aluminium in UK. Among the Brown papers in the Churchill Archives: BRWN 3/2.~
Brown, Lord Wilfred, 1973, “Organizing for Management,” Journal of General Management,
The Administrative Staff College, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon., UK, Winter 1973, 1(2):18-22.
The mental models held by chief executives of their firm’s structure often bear little resemblance
to the actual structure. Outlines a model of the organisational structure of roles. Each
managerial role consists of three specialist parts - personnel, programming and technical.
Assistants perform these parts of the role. A huge error occurs when these staff specialists are
structured as “assistant managers” and become half-rank managers, adding an unnecessary layer.
Rather, they provide services to the operating managers and should be requisitely structured. #
Rp. PJ.
Brown, Lord Wilfred, c. 1974. Glacier Institute of Management, c. 1974, “Exploration in
Management,” a set of six colour video films featuring Lord Wilfred Brown based on the book.
See video section. Also see Hughes 1975 in Book Reviews. Available from globalro.org. ~
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Brown, Wilfred, Lord, 1974, A constitutional solution to the wages conflict: an approach by
Lord Brown, Institute of Management, Australia, 7 p. Was this a pamphlet? a speech? In
National Library of Austalia. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Brown, Lord Wilfred, 1975, Participation, MCB Books, Bradford, UK, 40 pages. (Gray, 1976,
maintained this was first published in July 1972 and was “prepared” by Wilfred Brown, see p.
438: 1972, “Participation,” Management Decision monograph series; No. 2, MCB, Bradford,
UK, 36 pages. This was to show how the Glacier model would fulfill the requirements of the
1971 Netherlands Works Council law that prescribed employee participation in policy-making
(Gray p. 434). Allegedly reprinted in 1981 with cover title: Employee Participation In
Management, Knight Wegenstein, London, UK. Full title: Participation: A provisional works
council constitution and bye-law designed to be consistent with the provisions of the Netherlands
government works council law, 45 pages. Brunel library has a copy. See Jaques 1968 for further
confusion.) I have seen the 1975 MCB version by Brown at NYPL. A “small book.” A crisp
explanation of the works council system at Glacier and why unanimous voting works. It is
enforced by external competition. Brown described the nature of participation in employment
hierarchies, the types of negotiations required, and a model constitution. (See “Proposals”
Brown 1975 below, footnote on p. 4, for another caveat.) Harvard Baker has 1972: HD5650
.B76. Rp. Pamph.
Brown, Lord Wilfred, 1975, Proposals for Improving the Means of Keeping the Performance of
Chief Executives of Companies Under More Effective Scrutiny and Thus Enhancing the
Performance of Companies. A pamphlet published by the author. December 1975. 8 p. # Ru.
Brown, Lord Wilfred, 1975, Curing Inflation - the Key to a Prosperous Britain. A proposal for
establishing a National Council for the Regulation of wage and salary differentials, thereby
bringing the trade unions into a constitutional position appropriate to their power position in
society. A pamphlet. 18 pages. “4th Amended Edn, December 1975.” See Baumgartner and
Burns 1980. Ru.
Brown, Lord Wilfred, 1977, “Product Design,” NEDO Paper. Cited in Gorb 1980. Unpubd. Ru.
Brown, Lord Wilfred, and Professor Elliott Jaques, 1977 [undated], Alternative to Bullock, a
plan for unanimous voting councils and official union directors in industry and the public and
social services. A pamphlet - hell, an old fashioned broadside - published by the authors. 11
pages. The Bullock report on employee representation was issued in 1977. This was an
immediate response to what they thought were the shortcomings and impracticalities of Bullock
[“2.77"?]. 1977, "Una alternativa al Rapporto Bullock," il Mulino, Rivista bimestrale di cultura
e di politica, numero: 3, maggio-giugno, pp. 340-356. ISSN: 0027-3120. Ru. Pamph.
Brown, Wilfred, 1977, “Book Review of Job Reform in Sweden.” Important. Brown found
accountable managers present, not self-managed teams. See Book Review section. ~
Brown, Wilfred, Lord, 1977. See Pollard 1977 for the VHS taped interview, August. ~
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Brown, Lord Wilfred, 1977, “Britain’s Design Gap”, Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, Dec., p. 82-86. The lack of attention to design in British products had a direct
impact on competitiveness. Brown as MD had three executives reporting to him since 1947 at
Glacier - design, production, and marketing, and was accountable for coordination. “Soon after
Sir Arnold Weinstock assumed command of English Electric and Associated Electrical
Industries, as well as General Electric (GEC, UK), a policy of giving chief executives of
subsidiary companies control over all three functions was adopted with results that speak for
themselves.” Brown pointed out that - the Japanese have grasped the need for such a
coordinated effort. See Olin 1985, 1986. # Rp. Pro.
Brown, Wilfred, 1978, “Give Managers a Chance to Manage” [interviewed by Gerard
Tavernier], International Management, McGraw-Hill, UK, September, 32(9):22-24. (On
Bullock report on employee representation issued in 1977.) Rp. PJ.
Brown, Sir Wilfred, 1979, “Introductory Remarks: the Three Cantor Lectures on Education For
Capability.” Chaired the first lecture. The 1978 Cantor lecturers were noted academics: Correlli
Barnett, Charles B. Handy, and Tyrrell Burgess. All three UK lectures were given in London in
Nov. 1978 and printed together with Brown’s remarks in the Journal of the Royal Society for the
Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, (RSA Journal) in Feb. 1979, 127(5271):
117-157. (Brown alluded to his talks with a German on industry in the two countries, later to
become a book. He attended the second lecture in the audience.) A major theme of these
lectures was the lack of emphasis in British education to encouragement of the creative activities
and practical application of students. Successful effort only was rewarded. This was described
as a ‘malaise’ and a ‘sickness.’ There was a widespread desire for a radical change. Those
possessing authority should have “the courage to be bold and innovate.” # D. NJ.
Barnett, Correlli, 1979, “Technology, Education and Industrial and Economic Strength,”
127(5271):117-130.
Handy, Charles B., 1979, “The Challenge of Industrial Society,” 127(5271):131-142.
Burgess, Tyrrell, 1979, “New Ways to Learn,” 127(5271):143-157.
Brown, Wilfred, Baron, 1979, “Proposals for a Flexible National Wage Policy,” Working
Together Campaign, London (?), UK, December, 17 pages (?), pamphlet. Brunel and
Cambridge/Churchill have it. Letters from C.F. Rose concerning this pamphlet are in the
Churchill Archives, BRWN, Cambridge University, UK. (1979-2002) Not seen. Rp. Pamph.
Brown, Wilfred, and Wolfgang Hirsch-Weber, (Hans Wiener, ed.; Alistair Mant, asst.), 1983,
Bismark to Bullock, conversations about institutions in politics and industry in Britain and
Germany between W.B and W. H-W., The Anglo-German Foundation for the Study of Industrial
Society, London, UK, 89 pgs. A “small book.” A dialogue between the two men. Brown
concluded the Germans had taken the binary (win-lose) fight out of their industrial relations by
constructing a constitutional framework that places the stakeholders in formal representational
(ternary) roles to each other and the organization. (Most of the work on this book was done in
1977-1978. See Cambridge/ Churchill Archives. Trans. in German not known.) See Mant
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1977, 1983, 1997 for elaboration. Rp. Bk.
Brown, Lord Wilfred (1908-1985). Papers. Chairman, Glacier Metal Co. Ltd; Director
Associated Engineering Ltd., Minister of State Board of Trade, 1965-1970; Pro-Chancellor,
Brunel University, 1966-1980. Papers, correspondence and personal scrapbooks, 1930-2002.
BRWN 14 archive boxes sorted into four series. Opened 9 May 2003. (Thank you to Paul
Lynch in AU.) A full catalogue is on the Janus webserver, Cambridge U., Churchill Archives:
http://janus.lib.cam.ac.uk/db/node.xsp?id=EAD%2FGBR%2F0014%2FBRWN
Modified=00F8C34BB659C301D9 ~
Brown, Wilfred, 2002/2009, “Brown, Wilfred,” brief bio in Business: the ultimate resource, A &
C Black Publishers Ltd., Bloomsbury, London, UK, 2002. British business executive. Chairman
and managing director of the Glacier Metal Company, who introduced works councils as an
attempt at industrial democracy. During Brown’s leadership, the Glacier Metal Company was
used as the basis for the Glacier studies, carried out by Elliot Jaques of the Tavistock Institute of
Human Relations. Clio online. [Sic. That’s it.] ~
+++++++++++++++++
Brown, William. See W. B. Brown.
Browning, James W., 2012, "Stratified Systems Theory," chapter 2 in Strategic Leadership
Model, an NDU textbook. 4 p. Described SST as a foundation for sustained leadership. Cited
McCauley 2004; Jaques & Jacobs from Nature of Executive Leadership (Steven Zaccaro 2001).
Available at http://www.browningleadershipmodel.org/Stratified_Systems_Theory.pdf Thanks
to E. Forrest Christian. Online. # Rp. Ch.
Browning, James W., 2013, Leading at the Strategic Level in an Uncertain World, Eisenhower
School, NDU, DC, 545 p. A textbook. The fundamental nature of a leader's work changes at the
strategic level. Leaders must gain a fine appreciation for the effort and skills required at the
strategic level. Moreover, they need to develop and hone their personal dimensions (including
conceptual, social, and behavioral capacities; individual traits, attitudes and characteristics; and
technical skills and business acumen), and acquire the new knowledge essential for success at the
strategic level. Set forth the Browning Leadership Model which included SST. Thanks to E.
Forrest Christian. Katz 1955 not cited. D. Bk.
Browning, Peter, and William Sparks, 2002, “Are Leaders Made or Born – or Both?” Charlotte
Business Journal, Charlotte, NC. Sept., 27, 17(26), 2 p. On nature vs nurture. Cited Jaques and
rejected his nature/ organic growth argument. Browning is dean, Queens U. of Charlotte, NC,
and was CEO of Sunoco (!). Sparks got his PhD at GWU in 2002. (Both are in the nurture/
education biz.) http://www.ccsi4d.com/download/leaders.pdf MS. Pro.
Bruch, Heike, and Sumantra Ghoshal, 2002, “Beware the Busy Manager,” Harvard Business
Review, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA, February, p. 62-69. Found lots of busy, harried,
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“distracted” executives who spun their wheels and got little accomplished. Only 10 percent were
“purposeful” and achieved “critical long-term goals more often.” They have no remedy – except
“more focus and energy” and “loosening formal procedures and purging deadening busywork”
and giving managers “challenge and choice.” These busy managers are a variant of “articulate
incompetents.” No awareness of Jaques. Misc. Pro.
Bruck, Nicholas K., 1970, "Psychological Counterpart Analysis: A Behavioral Methodology for
Economics: Comment," Review of Social Economy, Taylor & Francis, UK, March, 28(1):46-52.
DOI: 10.1080/00346767000000008. Anticipations surveys may help both economics and
sociology forecast more accurately. However, data is from the past. Huh. Lots on Anticipation
or Outcomes Theory. Cited Nehnevajsa 1958, 1962, 1963; Shively 1962. # Misc. PJ.
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, BIOSS, 1970. (See Brunel University
1970.)~
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, BIOSS, 1972, Working Papers on the
Reorganization of the National Health Service, Health Services Organization Research Unit,
Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK. A set of cyclostyled papers on specific organizational
problems facing designers and implementors of the reorganized NHS. Provides project thinking
at the time as regards the main conceptualizations underlying the organization of health services.
(see Rowbottom, 1977, p. 165-166, ‘out of print’) (See Dixon 1981/1982: “Revised October
1973.”) [See Cang and Rowbottom, 1978] (See Brunel University, School of Social Sciences,
1970.) Not seen. Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, BIOSS, 1974, Social Services Departments:
Developing Patterns of Work and Organization, Social Services Organization Research Unit,
Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, 294 p. Heinemann. See Rowbottom, Ralph, et al, 1974 for
description of this book. In Brunel Uxbridge HV245 .B795. ~
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, BIOSS, 1976, “Collaboration between
Health and Social Services,” Health Services Organization Research Unit (with Social Services
Organization Research Unit), Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, Working Paper, length
unknown. Published as a cyclostyled paper by Bioss (per Rowbottom 1977, p. 166-167). Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, BIOSS, 1976, “Future Organization in Child
Guidance and Allied Work,” Health Services Organization Research Unit (with Social Services
Organization Research Unit), Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, Working Paper, 32 p. Published
as a cyclostyled paper by Bioss (per Rowbottom 1977, p. 166-167). Brunel Uxbridge
HV751.B78. Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, BIOSS, 1976, “Professionals in Health and
Social Services Organization,” Health Services Organization Research Unit (with Social
Services Organization Research Unit), Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, Working Paper, 28 p.
Published as a cyclostyled paper by Bioss (per Rowbottom 1977, p. 166-167). 1978: Brunel
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Uxbridge HV245.B78 1978. Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, BIOSS, 1977, “Organization of
Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy in the NHS [National Health Service],” Health
Services Organization Research Unit, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, Working Paper.
Published as a cyclostyled paper by Bioss (per Rowbottom 1977, p. 166-167). Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies. BIOSS. Social Services Organization
Research Unit. 1977. “Advisors, development officers and consultants in social services
departments : a working paper.” [s.n.]. Oxford has it: ssl.ox.ac.uk A 250 Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, BIOSS, 1977, “Role Definitions and
Relationships,” Brunel University, Uxbridge, March, Unpublished Working Paper. (Cited in
Child and Partridge 1982) Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, BIOSS, 1979, “A First-Year Report to the
Monument Trustees on the Unit’s Research on the Problem of Employment and
Unemployment,” Policy Research Unit, Brunel University, Uxbridge, 10 May 1979. See
Cambridge University, Churchill Archives, Papers of Lord Brown, BRWN, Box 3/6/3/3. (Not
seen. Was this related to the theory?) Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, BIOSS, circa 1982, “Card Sorting Task
Manual,” Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK, Unpublished Manuscript, Working
Paper. [Related to CPA.] Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, 1986, “Education welfare in the Borough of
Hillingdon,” Educational Studies Unit, UK. Public report. Brunel Uxbridge LB3013.4.B77.
Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, 1986, “Educational Welfare Service,
Borough of Hounslow with special reference to the Feltham area,” Educational Studies Unit,
UK. Public report. Brunel Uxbridge LB3013.4.B78 1986. Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, 1986/1988, “Annual report - BIOSS
1986/1988,” Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK. Year not specified. Subsequent title:
BIOSS yearbook. Brunel Uxbridge H1.B78. Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, 1989, “BIOSS yearbook,” Bioss, Brunel
University, Uxbridge, UK. Year not specified. Previous title: “Annual Report - BIOSS.”
Brunel Uxbridge H1.B785 Ru.
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, Bioss International Ltd., 1992, “Value
Statement,” April. The values underlying the consulting practice and the use of CPA. One page.
Available from Bioss International. Ru.
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Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, Bioss International Ltd., 1992, “Code of
Practice,” October. A 10-point code that puts the Bioss Value Statement into practice. Briefly
outlines the appropriate procedures and uses of CPA and related instruments. Two pages.
Available from Bioss International. Ru.
Brunel University, 1965, “Brunel: The Sandwich Course University,” Engineering, The Design
Council, London, UK, 5 March 1965, 199(5159):294. Located in West London, this is the
youngest college of advanced technology. Construction of its new campus has started. All
courses including engineering will include “sandwich” periods in industry. (Engineering, 11 Sep
‘64, p. 320) This new formulation will stress the practical application of the humanities to future
technologists. Dr. Elliott Jaques, formerly with Glacier Metal Company, will head its new
school of social sciences and an important part of its work will be related to industrial
administration. (Education vs Training.) D. ~
Brunel University, 1967, Sociology, UK, 1(1):108. Announcement that a new School of Social
Sciences had been created to offer degrees and that Dr. Elliott Jaques would be its head. D. ~
Brunel University, School of Social Sciences, 1970, “The Future of the National Health Service:
Comments on the Second Green Paper,” June 1970. Unpublished. Report produced by the
Brunel University School of Social Sciences on NHS whilst Jaques was head of school. See
Cambridge University, Churchill Archives, Papers of Lord Brown, BRWN, Box 3/6/2/3. (Was
this a Bioss Report?) See Green Paper 1970. Ru.
Brunello, Giorgio, 1991, “Bonuses, Wages and Performance in Japan: Evidence from Micro
Data,” Ricerche Economiche, Facultie Economiche, Università degli Studi Ca’ Foscari, Venezia,
IT, Aprile-Settembre 1991, 45(2-3):377-396. In English. Profit sharing was found to be
marginal in Japanese industries studied. It was not the major reason for the relatively good
performance of the Japanese labour market in the four industries studied. The important role of
the secondary labour market may be more explanatory. [Western economists don’t get it at all.]
Cited Koike 1987; Weitzman 1983, 1985, 1987. At Università di Venezia, IT. # MS. PJ. A.
Brunello, Giorgio, and Kenn Ariga, 1997, “Earnings and seniority in Japan: A re-appraisal of the
existing evidence and a comparison with the U.K.”, Labour Economics, UK, March, 4(1):47–69.
doi: 10.1016/S0927-5371(96)00021-8. The observation of the position filled by an employee in
the firm hierarchy is informative both of her quality and of the quality of her match. Under some
assumptions, this information can be used to construct an unbiased estimator of the effects of
tenure on earnings growth. We apply this simple idea to Japanese and British data. Tenure
effects on earnings are positive but smaller when tenure is long. In a comparative perspective,
we also find that earnings profiles differ remarkably in the relative importance of within-rank
and between-rank earnings growth. The former is relevant to the Japanese experience while the
latter is predominant in Britain. At U. Venice, Italy; Kyoto U., Japan. # Misc. PJ. A.
Bruner, Jerome S., Rose R. Olver, and Patricia M. Greenfield, 1966, Studies of Cognitive
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Growth, John Wiley, New York, NY, 363 p. (Cited by Jaques in Creativity and Work 1990.)
Clio in Psych BF723.C5 B83. Misc. Bk.
Brusoni, Stefano, Andrea Prencipe, and Keith Pavitt, 2001, “Knowledge Specialization,
Organizational Coupling, and the Boundaries of the Firm: Why Do Firms Know More Than
They Make?” Administrative Science Quarterly, Dec. 2001, 46(4):597-621. Used an analysis of
developments in aircraft engine control systems to explore the implications of specialization in
knowledge production for the organization and the boundaries of the firm. It is argued that the
definition of boundaries of the firm in terms of the activities performed in house does not take
into account that decisions to outsource production and other functions are different from
decisions to outsource technological knowledge. It is shown that multitechnology firms need
to have knowledge in excess of what they need for what they make, to cope with imbalances
caused by uneven rates of development in the technologies on which they rely and with
unpredictable product-level interdependencies. See Coase 1937. At U. Sussex, UK. Cited
Brusoni 2001 PhD. [Page 598 in separate file q.v.] Refu. PJ. A.
Brusoni, Stefano, 2005, “The Limits to Specialization: Problem Solving and Coordination in
‘Modular Networks’,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin; New York,
26(12):1885-1907. Advocates of modularity argue that the ‘invisible hand’ of markets is
reaching activities previously controlled through the visible hand of hierarchies. This paper
argues that there are cognitive limits to the extent of division of labour: what kinds of
problems firms solve, and how they solve them, set limits to the extent of division of labour,
irrespective of the extent of the market. This paper analyses the cognitive limits to the
division of labour, relying on an in-depth case study of engineering design activities. On this
basis, it explains why coordinating increasingly specialized bodies of knowledge, and
increasingly distributed learning processes, requires the presence of knowledge-integrating
firms even in the presence of modular products. Such firms, relying on their wide in-house
scientific and technological capabilities, have the ‘authority’ to identify, propose and implement
solutions to complex problems. In so doing, they coordinate networks of suppliers of both
components and specialized competencies. Did not cite Jaques. Cited Penrose. Cited Brusoni
2001 PhD. See Coase 1937. At Bocconi Univ., Milan, Italy. Refu. PJ. A.
Brusoni, Stefano, Luigi Marengo, Andrea Prencipe, and Marco Valente, 2007, “The value and
costs of modularity: a problem-solving perspective,” European Management Review,
Houndmills, UK, Summer 2007, 4(2):121-132. Looks at modularity from a problem-solving
perspective. Modularity is in fact a decomposition heuristic, through which a complex problem
is decomposed into independent or quasi-independent sub-problems. Finer modules increase
the speed of search, but usually determine lock-in into sub-optimal solutions. How to
balance this trade-off depends upon the problem environment and in particular on its
complexity and volatility: in stationary and complex environments there exists an evolutionary
advantage to over-modularization, while in highly volatile environments, contrary to usual
wisdom, modular search is inefficient in the long run. The empirical relevance is on systems
integration. (Most in Italy.) SB at Bucconi, Milan. MS. PJ.
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Bryan, John C., 1993/2010, "Practices Which Increase Trust: Within Religious Organizations
and Volunteer Associations," Creative Change, Association for Creative Change, US, Spring
1993 (saw 2010 revsn.). Outlined the three types of organizations and the decision-making in
each: professional association, membership association, and employment hierarchy. (There is
great confusion by people amongst the three.) The first need is for clarity and specificity of
roles, authorities, and decision-making. Prior participation/input, prior awareness of the
decision, authority to decide, and post-veto differ greatly amongst the organization types.
Accountability, contribution, and reliability also vary but the expectations of other people are
similar. These three create trust. Needed personal elements are competence,
training/preparation, integrity, and confidentiality. System requirements are under the control of
managers: job-person fit, authority and role clarity, resolution of cross-boundary differences,
shared vision, and resource provision. Cited Jaques 1998; Etzioni 1964. # Rp. Pro.
Bryan, John C., 2004, “Restoring Trust,” Organizations and People, Association for
Management Education and Development, amed.org.uk, February, 11(1):33-39. Trust has been
broken. To renew it, managers must demonstrate trustworthiness by knowing and performing
the role of accountable managerial leadership. Consultant with COREinternational in Toronto.
# Rp. NJ.
Bryan, John, 2005, “Three-Tier Management: A Structure for Trusted Managerial Leadership,”
Organizations and People, Association for Management Education and Development,
amed.org.uk, February 2005, 12(1):66-75. Enhanced trust requires a three-tier structure (the
MRU). The MOR-EOR relationship provides for integrating competing priorities and
establishes accountability for the quality of managerial leadership, fair assessment and
advancement. Delegating the MOR’s functions undermines trust. A three-tier structure provides
sufficient support to sustain trust. On GlobalRO.org website for download. # Rp. NJ.
Bryan, Judith F., and Edwin A. Locke, 1967, “Parkinson’s Law as a Goal Setting Phenomenon,”
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, [now ...Human Decision Processes],
2(3):258-275. Cited by Latham and Locke 1975 and many others. This was the key lab test of
Parkinson’s Law. “The hypothesis that goal-setting mediated the Parkinson effect was
supported.” Here they discovered the principle that makes the law possible: work expands to fill
the time allotted for it. It was followed by many field tests - most tests supportive of the
existence of Parkinson’s Law. This research supported by the Office of Naval Research (!!!)
See Baruch Percls. (City Coll Percls. missing vols. 3 & 4 1967.) In Clio Psych. Refu. PJ. A.
Bryan, Lowell, Claudia Joyce, and Leigh Weiss, 2006, "Making a Market in Talent,"
McKinsey Quarterly, US, 2006(2):98-109. Wd Cnt: 3879 ISSN: 00475394. How corporations
often fail to offer talented workers opportunities to develop and grow within the company.
Large, hierarchal, and silo-based organizations may suffer difficulty in identifying talented
employees for new roles and jobs within the firm. The more progressive companies developed
talent markets so … [Why not slit your throat with a brillo pad?] [Mispelt as Lowed.] # Misc.
Pro.
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Bryan, Lowell L., and Claudia I. Joyce, 2007, “Better Strategy Through Organizational Design,
McKinsey Quarterly, New York, NY, 2007(2):21-29. The 21st century will be on strategic
organizational design. Only the CEO can address this issue across the enterprise. Misc. Pro.
Bryan, Lowell L., 2007, “The New Metrics of Corporate Performance: Profit per employee,”
McKinsey Quarterly, NY, NY, 2007(1):57-65. Most of our performance metrics are designed
for 20th century manufacturing companies. Measurement today is still focused on return on
invested capital (ROIC). This change to focus on people is for the 21st century. MS. Pro.
Bryce, David J., Jeffrey H. Dyer, and Nile W. Hatch, 2011, “Competing Against Free,” Harvard
Business Review, June 2011, 89(6):104-111. The "free" business models popularized in the
digital world by companies such as Google, Adobe, and Mozilla are spreading to markets in the
physical world. Embracing free strategies is not easy for managers at established companies.
One obstacle is the profit-center structure, which makes it impossible to consider a product's
revenues and costs separately. Another is the cost accounting system, which is not good for
identifying the actual expense of additional offerings. To overcome these challenges, managers
can push profit responsibility up, push revenue and cost responsibilities down- to separate
groups, and step back from the cost accounting system. They each may have pricing flexibility.
Information Technology. Deming, H. T. Johnson, Jaques – not cited. See W. Brown & Jaques
1964. At Brigham Young U. (3), and U. PA. # MS. Pro.
Bryman, Alan, 1976, "Structure in organizations: a reconsideration," Journal of Occupational
Psychology, British Psychological Society, UK, Mar1976, 49(1):1-9. ISSN: 03058107.
Evidence was cited which indicated that a certain degree of structure may be beneficial to
organizations and their members. Three social science approaches point to the possibility that
structure may not be the bête noire that it is frequently taken to be in the neo-human relations and
organismic orientations. Cited Brown 1960, 1965; Jaques 1951, 1965. At Loughborough U.,
UK. # Rp. PJ.
Buchanan, Paul C., 1969, “Laboratory Training and Organization Development,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, Sept., 14(3):466-480. A report on the status and growth of NTL and OD.
Cited Jaques 1951. W. PJ. A.
Bucher, George C., 1974, "How to Help the New Researcher Adjust to the Organization,"
Research Management, Industrial Research Institute, NY, NY, US, July 1974, 17(4):34-38 A
smoother and shorter adjustment period for new employees can pay off in improved productivity
and morale. The author discussed six interrelated adjustment factors that management should be
aware of in dealing with newcomers in their R&D organization. Cited Drucker 1971; Pelz &
Andrews 1966; Herzberg et al 1959. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Buckingham, Marcus, and Curt Coffman, 1999, First, Break All the Rules: What the World's
Greatest Managers Do Differently, Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, US, 271 p. (At the very
beginning of this book the authors recommended Heskett's 1997 book.) At Gallup, they engaged
in measuring people, including 80,000 managers and 1 million employees at the workplace. 12
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questions were central. The employees where these questions elicited positive answers got
startling improved results - 'compelling.' While managers each had their own way of getting
things done, they were all rigorous - and similar. There were four management keys: select for
talent; define the right outcomes; focus on strengths; and find the right fit. But without worker
talents no manager can succeed: striving, thinking, relating. No index. See Sears studies. Cited
by Capelle 2013. SIBL os JBE 00-188 & Up 658.409 B. Misc. Bk.
Buckley 1993. See Wren et al 1993.
Buckley, M. Ronald, Donald B. Fedor, Shawn M. Carraher, Dwight D. Frink, and David Marvin,
1997, "The Ethical Imperative to Provide Recruits Realistic Job Previews," Journal of
Managerial Issues, Pittsburg State University, KS, Winter 1997, 9(4):468-484. 17p. ISSN:
1045-3695. The research findings pertaining to Realistic Job Previews (RJPs) have been
equivocal. In spite of this, we propose that RJPs may still perform an important function and
should be included in the orientation/socialization process absent any positive - or even in the
face of negative - returns to the organization. Evidence from the recruitment strategy of the
United States military service during its war with Iraq. Not on RO – but good sense. NYPL
SIBL JBL 90-165 v. 9 (1997). # Misc. PJ.
Bucklow, Maxine, 1966, “A New Role for the Work Group,” Administrative Science Quarterly,
June, 11(1):59-78. Work groups got a boost from the Hawthorne experiments and later T-groups
but long-term results were disappointing. Bucklow saw Glacier Metal as a failure of the work
group approach that forced Jaques to shift to individual consultation/therapy. She endorsed
Tavistock autonomous work group methods used in coal and textiles since they seemed to
resolve the problems of work groups with motivation, participation and power equalization.
(Dayal had not yet written his expose.) At U. of Sydney, Australia. # Cr. PJ. A.
Buckner, Hugh P., 1970, “Long-Range Corporate Planning,” chapter 3 (p. 31-40) in Lock,
Dennis, ed., 1972, Guide to Management Techniques, 2nd edn., Gower Press, London, UK;
Wiley, NY, NY, 482 p. Adv. ed.: George Bull. Directors should plan the future of current
products and present business. Companies should also plan at least 5 years ahead, find new
markets, and develop or acquire new products and services for those new markets. At Industrial
Marketing Research. Clio Offsite HD31 .G83 1972. Hunter Mn (B2). NYU Bobst. MS. Ch.
Bucy, J. (John) Flynn, 1989, A Typology of Reasoning Based on Elliott Jaques' Quintave Model
of Cognitive Functioning: An Application to Moral Problem Solving, Ph.D., dissertation in
Psychology and Psychometrics, The George Washington University, Washington, DC, 147
pages. UMI AAT 8910826. DAI-B 50/03, p. 1149, Sep 1989. Unpublished. See Ph.Ds. ~
Bucy, J. Flynn, 1992, “Stratified Systems Theory and Its Implications for Entrepreneurship,”
chapter in Cang, Stephen. (ed.), 1992, Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA, p.
83-104. Paper presented at the August 1987 meeting of the Academy of Management, New
Orleans. Cited in Bird 1992, Vispo 2006. # Rp. Ch.
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Buenstorf, Guido, and Johann Peter Murmann, 2005, “Ernst Abbe's scientific management:
theoretical insights from a nineteenth-century dynamic capabilities approach”, Industrial and
Corporate Change, Oxford U. Press, UK, Aug2005, 14(4):543-578. ISSN: 09606491 DOI:
10.1093/icc/dth067 We present our discovery of very different 'scientific' management
principles that, roughly concurrent with Taylorism, were developed by German physicist-turnedmanager Ernst Abbe and codified in the Carl Zeiss Foundation created by Abbe. They exhibit
striking parallels to cuirrent resource- and capability-based theories of the firm. Abbe developed
an account for managing a science-based firm and securing its long-term competitiveness, giving
detailed prescriptions with regard to the type and scope of a firm's activities, its organizational
set-up, and its labor relations. We compare this to present-day management theory. At Max
Planck Institute, Jena, Germany; Kellogg, Northwestern U., IL, USA. # Misc. PJ. A.
Bughin, Jacques, John Livingston, and Sam Marwaha, 2011, "Seizing the potential of 'big data',"
McKinsey Quarterly, NY, NY, US, Oct-Dec, 2011(4):103-109. Wd Cnt: 1814. ISSN:
00475394. The article looked at big data to increase market share, compete with other
companies, ways to identify data resources, assess capabilities, and organizational implications.
Other topics included the long-term strategic potential of big data, the attitudes of employees
towards technological changes, and liabilities and risks associated with big data. At McKinsey:
Brussels, Chicago, New York. Wd # Misc. Pro.
Bui, T., and T. R. Sivasankaran, 1990, “Relation Between GDSS Use and Group Task
Complexity: An Experimental Study,” Proceedings of the 23rd Annual Hawaii International
Conference on System Sciences, p. 69-78. [Note: does GDSS stand for Group Decision Support
Systems?] SEE THIS. How? Where? See Chun PhD. ??? ~
Buijze, Anoeska, 2008, “Subjecting Executives in the Financial Sector to Reliability Scrutiny,”
Utrecht Law Review, NL, Dec., 4(3):1-17. Per a recent EC law the context of the behavior of a
financial executive was not to be considered. As a result, the discretion and situation of the
employee was not considered by the manager. The newly-found ‘unreliable’ employee was
simply dismissed. [Draconian, prescriptive, and anti-Requisite.] At Law U. Utrecht. MS. PJ.
Buitelaar, Edwin, 2003, "Neither Market nor Government: Comparing the Performance of User
Rights Regimes", The Town Planning Review, UK, July 2003, 74(3):315-330. This paper takes a
different perspective on the market versus government debate. This debate is often too general,
too political and not fruitful. Starting from the assumption that many actors make decisions
about changes in land use and that those decisions have to be coordinated in some ways, three
models of coordination (market, hierarchy, and network) are identified. These models change
the content of user rights and/or change the ownership of user rights in order to change land use.
Which model is 'best' cannot be determined in general, but has to be evaluated by comparing the
performance of user rights regimes. Cited Jaques 1990. # W. PJ.
Bullis, R. (Richard) Craig, 1992, The Impact of Leader Behavioral Complexity on
Organizational Performance (Leadership Behaviors), 1992, Ph.D., dissertation in Business
Administration and Social and Industrial Psychology, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, 337
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pages. UMI AAT 9226298. DAI-A 53/04, p. 1209, Oct 1992. Unpublished. Advisor: Robert
L. Phillips. Robert L. Quinn and several of his colleagues have introduced the notion of
'Behavioral Complexity' as an area of leadership research. Leader behavioral complexity is
conceptualized as the behavioral counterpart to cognitive complexity, and is defined as ability of
a leader to demonstrate competing and even contradictory behaviors in the performance of
his/her leadership roles. The results support the hypothesis that more behaviorally complex
leaders are perceived as more effective by both subordinates and superiors. Used Jacobs and
Jaques’ 1987 typology of levels. Research was on Level 3 in the US Army. Cited Jaques 1976,
1989; Jacobs and Jaques 1987, Jaques and Clement 1991. See Hooijberg Related PhD 1992.
See chapter in Hunt 1999, by Hooijberg, Bullis, and Hunt (1996 conference). See PhDs. ~
Bullis, Craig, 2003, “Developing the Professional Army Officer: Implications for Organizational
Leaders,” Military Review, US, May/Jun2003, 83(3):56-62. (1st of 2: Officer Leader
Development: see Schwartzman.) Discussed leadership development in the U.S. Army and
examined its implications for organizational leaders. Components of the leader development
framework; Assumptions that help define an organizational culture. Cited Hunt 1991; FM 22100 1999; Wong and Johnson 2002. Jaques not cited. # MS. Pro.
Bullis, R. Craig, 2009, "The NFP Strategic Leader," Parameters, Army War College, Carlisle
Barracks, PA, Winter 2009-10, 39(4):32-44. There is a shift in the type of behavior required in a
leader between the operational level and the strategic level. At the lower level, Sensing,
Thinking, Judging (STJ) individuals are better able to handle leader responsibilities But at the
higher level a different personality type (NFP) may be better able to handle the new and different
responsibilities. [iNtuitive, Feeling, Perceiving refers to the personality type on the MBTI.]
Cited Jacobs & Jaques 1987; Hunt 1991; Van Velsor & Leslie 1995. # Rp. Pro.
Bullock Report, 1977. See - Bullock, Lord Alan, 1977, Report of the Committee of Enquiry on
Industrial Democracy.
Bullock, Lord Alan, 1977, Report of the Committee of Inquiry on Industrial Democracy, Cmnd
6706, Dept. of Trade, H.M.S.O., London, UK, 205 p. (“Enquiry”?) The Bullock Report on
employee representation. (Bullock was Chairman.) Defined management as the company. It set
off great controversy and generated tons of responses. John Elliott observed a campaign against
it (“In Place of Bullock,” Confederation of British Industry, May 1978.) See Wilfred Brown
1978 and 1983 for critical comments. Brunel Uxbridge J301.K6.CMND.6706. Alt. Rep.
Bunn, Radie G., and Anthony J. Tasca, 1974, “Mafia: Parallels with Legitimate Business,”
University of Michigan Business Review, Ann Arbor, Mich., Nov., 26(6):14-21. The Mafia was
structured like a diversified conglomerate (S-VI). If one unit was closed by the police, the losses
were limited. The Mafia met the four criteria of a bureaucracy and the five elements of a private
government. Only five layers in the hierarchy, where a conglomerate would have ten.
‘Soldiers’ were independent entrepreneurs within the family (S-II) and often had legitimate
business subcontractors who they supervised. The family Boss created the context in the
external environment for enterprises to flourish (bribery, favors, etc) (S-VI?). No paperwork
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and no written records. Everything was verbal and there were no misunderstandings. The
Boss’ authority was absolute. Profit maximization was the goal. The Peter Principle was not
found. Anyone less than fully competent disappeared. Fear, omerta, ruthlessness, legitimate
fronts, huge profits, flexibility, respect, efficiency. (You got a problem with that?) Baruch. MS.
NJ.
Burch, Philip H., 1972, The Managerial Revolution Reassessed; family control in America's
large corporations, Lexington Books, Mass., 195 p. Whaddya mean, families do better?
Professionals, aren’t they better …? What a revolt’n development! CUNY JJay, Lehman, Htr
Mn HD2791 .B85. Misc. Bk.
Burchell, Brendan, and Dana Yagil, 1997, “Socioeconomic and Political Initiators of Pay
Comparison,” Work, Employment and Society, The British Sociological Association, Sage,
London, UK, Dec., 11(4):737-748. (In Notes and Issues.) The findings challenge many of the
core assumptions in pay comparison literature (Adams 1965, Goodman 1974, Lawler 1971).
Some people compared, while others didn’t. Cited EJ 1961; Mahoney 1979; Dornstein 1988,
1989; Summers and DeNisi 1990. # Rp. PJ. A.
Burdett, John O., 1992, “A Template for Organization Design,” Business Quarterly, [Ivey
Business Journal], University of Western Ontario (UWO), ON, CA, 00076996, Summer92,
57(1):35-41. Presents a template for organizational structure that can improve management's
ability to create competitive organizations. Assumptions for effective organizational structure;
Advantages of flat structures; Determining the number of levels needed for an organization.
Lots of references to Jaques, etc. VP, Lawson Mardon Group Ltd. # Rp. Pro. *****
Burdett, John O., 1993, “Managing in the Age of Discontinuity,” Management Decision,
London, UK, 1993, 31(1):10-17. The degree to which an organization must change is not a
decision that rests entirely with the management of the enterprise. Competitive thrust, the access
to new technology, employee expectations, customers’ changing needs, and market forces, all
combine to underline that, to succeed, the enterprise must ultimately align itself to the changing
world around it. In learning from experience, those engaged in an action-centered approach are
developing the social contracting skills essential to build cross-functional synergies. By focusing
on the problem, and by stating up front the prescribed value added in quantifiable terms, the
learning moves from being perceived as a cost which can be put on the back burner, to an
essential dimension of increased shareholder value. By making peer evaluation and critique
an implicit dimension of the process, reflection and self-awareness are engendered and
institutionalized. Cited Jaques 1996. # MS. PJ. A.
Burdett, John O., 1994, “The Consulting Edge,” Journal of Management Development, MCB
University Press, Bradford, UK, May, 13(3):27-37. Present day consultants face serious
obstacles in their profession including the lack of organizational focus, the shortcomings of
available segmentation strategies, and the lack of alignment and rapport being shown by many
consulting firms in their many practices. Survival may require eliminating these difficulties. #
MS. PJ.
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Burdett, John O., 1994, "TQM and Re-engineering: The Battle for the Organization of
Tomorrow", The TQM Magazine, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald Group Pub., UK, 6(2):7-13. DOI:
10.1108/09544789410053957 Looks at how some organizations are turning away from TQM
and looking to “re-engineering” to solve their problems. It offers breakthrough solutions for
what seem to be intractable problems. Discusses why TQM is now coming under criticism and
presents the case for re-engineering (a radical way to rethink the way in which organizations
work). Describes Hammer and Champy’s nine fundamentals to re-engineering and shows that
many of the concepts/ techniques are not new but are appropriate in their timing. Concludes that
re-engineering neither replaces nor is a substitute for TQM. They both add value and are
complementary. At Lawson Mardon Group, Mississauga, ONT, Can. $ Misc. PJ.
Burfield, Diana, 2009, "Tavistock Publications: A partial history," Management and
Organizational History, Sage, US, May 2009, 4(2):207-222. doi:10.1177/1744935909104962.
An interesting history of works that came out of the Tavvy. Cited Jaques 1951. # W. PJ.
Burgelman, Robert A., 1983, “A Process Model of Internal Corporate Venturing in the
Diversified Major Firm,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June 1983, 28(2):223-244. Focused
on new business development rather than new product development. Delineated a multi-stage
process in which several functional groups and hierarchical levels interacted to define a new
opportunity and to develop a new business organization at the edge of the corporation - or
outside it. This revealed a unique view of the strategy-structure debate: corporate management
imposed a structure that forced middle management to develop a stage-model of strategy to
survive. (Based on 1980 PhD at Columbia U.) Cited in Nonaka 1988 CMR, Biggadike 1979.
Used grounded theory. Unaware of Jaques/ SST. MS. PJ. A.
Burgelman, Robert A., 1994, "Fading Memories: A process theory of strategic business theory in
dynamic markets," Administrative Science Quarterly, ASQ, Cornell U., US, March, 39(1):24-56.
A case. Intel's sudden move from and DRAM memory-based chips into the microprocessor chip
market was a shock. In fact, the shift took place in 1985 internally before corporate strategy had
been recast. Much of its success was due to middle-managers' fast implementation. (Few knew
Intel used R.O., including this academic.) # MS. PJ. A.
Burgess, Robert L., and Joyce McCarl Nielsen, 1974, “An Experimental Analysis of Some
Structural Determinants of Equitable and Inequitable Exchange Relations,” American
Sociological Review, June, 39(3):427-443. Power and available alternatives may cause
inequitable exchanges to persist. Cited Jaques 1956, 1961 but not found in the text. MS. PJ. A.
Burke, Catherine G., 1983, “The Control of Professionals in a Democracy,” International
Journal of Public Administration, Marcel Dekker/ Routledge, NY, NY, 5(3):291-320. The term
professional is used in a variety of ways in the public service. There are potential conflicts of
democratic control over people who have expert knowledge and skills. Time-stratified systems
theory is used to clarify the concepts and to indicate how control can be exercised over public
employees depending upon the concept of professional being used. Abstract only seen. JJay-x,
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Baruch-x. [Not on shelf.] Online since 2001 only. Rp. PJ.
Burke, Catherine G., 1983, Excellence – It doesn’t happen by accident, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, CAL. (Working paper? Pamphlet?) On SST and CPA. Cited by
Taylor 1999, in Swedish. Ru.
Burke, Catherine G., 1984 (1985 ?), “Defining Professionalism: Time-Span of Discretion and
Levels of Work.” Unpublished article: journal ceased to exist just before scheduled publication.
Cited in Gould, 1984, p. 179. Cited in Gould 1987. Burke at USC. Ru.
Burke, Catherine G., 1985, "Stratified Systems Theory: Recent Developments," Dialogue, M. E.
Sharpe, NY, US, Spring 1985, 7(3):2-9. A short and sweet description of the employment
organization, work levels, time-spans or horizons, discretion and prescription in work, and the
CPA test which links work or job demands and individual level of capability. Cited Jaques 1964,
1976; Stamp 1978, 1981. Teach. # Rp. PJ.
Burke, Catherine G., 1985, “War of the Workplace – Comparable Worth” – “Pro: It’s Simply a
Matter of Fairness,” The Seattle Times [Scripps Howard], Seattle, WA, Sunday, Sept. 15, p. A20.
Time span allows comparable worth to be set objectively. Legal. (See June O’Neill, “Con.”)
See J. Miller 1992. Rp. NJ.
Burke, Catherine G., 1989, “Themes from the History of American Public Administration:
Rethinking Our Past,” chapter (pp. 43-103) in Rabin, Jack, W. Bartley Hildreth and Gerald J.
Miller, eds, Handbook of Public Administration, 1st edn., Marcel Dekker, NY, NY, 1095 p. [2nd
edn.: 1998; 3rd edn.: 2007] Viewed the development of public admuinistration through the lens
of Jaques’ and Stamp’s organization theory, capability, levels, growth, etc. There was room for
improvement. NYPL os JLF 88-1125 (HSSL). CUNY Bklyn. 2nd edn.: Grad Ctr - JF 1351
.H275 1998 -2ed nix. # Rp. Ch.
Burke, Catherine G., and Karl Stewart, 1990, The Work of Management, The Burke Group, New
York, NY. (Cited in Goldman PhD 1999.) [I am unable to locate a copy of this book in any
library. See Burke.] Ask Goldman. See rev. edns. Burke 1996; 2006. Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Burke, Catherine G., and Daniel L. Smith, 1992, “Organizing Corporate Computing” (a case), in
Cang, Stephen. (ed.), 1992, Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA, p. 105-118.
Profile of a consulting project with important theoretical considerations. # Rp. Ch.
Burke, Catherine G., and Karl W. Stewart, 1992, “Putting Theory Into Practice” (a case), in
Cang, Stephen. (ed.), 1992, Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA, p. 119-134.
A project to implement task and refine the theory at the Hamersley Iron Propriety works in
Western Australia over most of the 1980s. # Rp. Ch.
Burke, Catherine G., Ian Macdonald, and Karl Stewart, 1996, The Work of Management, rev.
edn., The Burke Group, California, USA. (3rd edn. 2006). See Burke 1990. Cited in Hearn
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Mackinnon 2003 PhD; Burke 2007. Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Burke, Catherine G., ed., 1998, Psychosocial Dimensions of Oncology Nursing Care, Oncology
Nursing Press, Login Brothers Book distributors, 218 pages. (Unclear whether this uses Jaques.)
?~
Burke, Catherine, 2007, "Administrative Theory and Practice”, chapter 3 (p. 47-63) in
Argyriades, Demetrios, O. P. Dwivedi, and Joseph G. Jabbra, eds., Public Administration in
Transition, a fifty-year trajectory worldwide: Essays in Honor of Gerald E. Caiden, Frank Cass
Publishers, London, UK, 297 p. Contrasted the difference between the structure of a public
Association (members/ citizens) and a Bureaucracy (employees). The first has a purpose and the
second has specific tasks. Relationships in the first are collegial, while in the second they are
hierarchical. Cited Brown 1971; Burke, Macdonald, & Stewart 2006; Deming 1986 (sic); Jaques
1976. JJay JF1351 .P8183 2007; Schw JFE 07-6816. cburke@usc.edu Teach. # Rp. Ch.
Burke, John P., 1989, “Reconciling Public Administration and Democracy: The Role of the
Responsible Administrator,” Public Administration Review, Special Issue: Minnowbrook II.
Changing Epochs of Public Administration, The Public Side of Public Administration, Mar. Apr., 49(2):180-186. Minor citation of Jaques 1976. [See Cleary, Robert E., 1989, “Response to
Burke,” in pages following.] W. PJ.
Burke, John P., Fred I. Greenstein, with Larry Berman, and Richard H. Immerman, 1991, How
Presidents Test Reality: Decisions on Vietnam 1954 & 1965, Russell Sage Foundation, New
York, NY, 331 p. Much political thinking is observed and calibrated closely in rich detail.
Eisenhower’s decision not to intervene in Vietnam in 1954 is contrasted with Johnson’s to
commit unlimited resources in 1965. Each decision process is narrated, then analyzed. The
preconditions were discussed which are necessary for more or less effective presidential reality
testing. (Jaques saw Ike at S8 and LBJ at S7. But he also saw Ho Chi Minh at S9.) Cited by
Etheredge 1992. See Greenstein 1982, 1984. Unaware of the theory. Misc. Bk.
Burke’s Peerage, 1967 edition, London, UK. (re: Wilfred Brown, Lord Baron of Macrihanish) ~
Burkitt, Brian, and Brenda M. Burkitt, 1983, “The Operation of Economic ‘Laws’ within Social
Work: A Critical Appraisal,” British Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, Dec.,
13(6):613-625. A response to the imperialistic invasion of social work services by the Chicago
School economists (Barclay, K. Judge, et al) using tools, especially pricing theory, that are
inappropriate and ideological. Noted the serious limitations of this microeconomic approach to
solving social problems. See Alaszewski 1984. # Refu. PJ. A.
Burling, Temple, 1954, “Psychiatry in Industry,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review,
October, 8(1):30-37. Covered the role of psychiatrists in facilitating discussions to surface
hidden problems at work. Mentioned Jaques 1951 as a promising example. W. PJ. A.
Burnes, Bernard, 2004, "Kurt Lewin and the Planned Approach to Change: A Re-appraisal,"
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Journal of Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, US-UK, Sep2004, 41(6):977-1002. ISSN:
00222380. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-6486.2004.00463.x. The work of Kurt Lewin dominated the
theory and practice of change management for over 40 years. However, major criticisms of it
were that it: assumed organizations operated in a stable state; was only suitable for small-scale
change projects; ignored organizational power and politics; and was top-down and managementdriven. But - Lewin's approach is still relevant to the modern world. Cited Jaques 1998. At U.
Manchester. Bernard.Burnes@umist.ac.uk # W. PJ.
Burnett, Robert S., 1985, "The In-House Program: An Undervalued Development Opportunity,"
Human Resource Planning, HRPS, US, 1985, 8(2):97-104. Alcan Aluminium Ltd's internal
training programs for high potential and senior managers have identified values not previously
realized. When the needs of managers and professionals are identified, it is clear that they are
different at various career stages. Individual skill development is replaced by concerns about,
and participation in, the strategic planning process as they grow through 'career crossroads.' This
growth reveals advantages not formerly understood or appreciated. Cited Mahler and
Wrightnour 1973; Jaques 1976; D. Levinson 1978. [LINK !] At Alcan in Montreal, Director of
Executive Development and Communication. # Rp. PJ.
Burnham, James, 1941, The Managerial Revolution; what is happening in the world, The John
Day Company, NY, NY, US, 285 p. (Reprinted 1972, Greenwood Press.) American capitalism
and the separation of ownership and management has led to a technocratic revolution (p. 82).
The technocrats run the show for their own benefit and not that of the owners (p. 83). Their aim
is clearly in conflict with those who try to guide the enterprise toward profit, such as the bankers,
financiers, and stockholders (p. 89). The technical managers are so placed as to assure victory.
“Those who control are the owners.” (Italics in original) Access tells it all. (They were closer
to the customer, the Great Depression was still fresh, and WWII was already starting. See Berle
and Means.) See Penrose 1959. Wow!!! Cited by Mason 1958. Clio Baruch, Barnard and
Lehman JC252 .B8. Misc. Bk.
Burningham, David, 1990, “Performance Indicators and the Management of Professionals in
Local Government,” chapter 8 (p. 124-142) in Cave, Martin, Maurice Kogan, and Robert Smith,
eds., 1990, Output and Performance Measurement in Government: The State of the Art, Jessica
Kingsley, London, UK, 192 p. (This book originated from a 1989 Brunel conference on output
and performance indicators (PI).) As Knight put it, managers use PI s for accountability, control,
and development. PI s must be compatible with three key aspects of organization operations:
responsiveness, timing, and allocation of resources. (Positive Book Review in Public
Administration by Richard Chapman in 1991, 69(3):407. Readable, thought-provoking, high
quality, recommended, and valuable.) Cited Jaques 1989; Knight 1989; Lupton 1983; Pollitt
1989; Rowbottom 1973. JJay College JN 425 .O87 1990. At Brunel Univ. # Rp. Ch.
Burns, Ginty, 2001, “On the Road to Utopia, a call center applies Elliott Jaques’ “Requisite
Organization” principles,” Customer Management Magazine, Quest Media Ltd., London, UK,
August/ September, p. 40-46. Described the consulting work with the customer service call
center at CIBC Toronto Visa, including the change process and a before and after profile of the
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workplace, the manager and the people. A case. http://www.coreinternational.com/articles.htm#
# Rp. NJ.
Burns, Ginty, 2005, A is for Accountability: A Guide to Accountability-Based Management,
Trafford Publishing, Canada • USA • UK • Republic of Ireland, http://www.trafford.com 112 p.
The title is deceptive. It sounds like a child’s book. Rather, this is a book for managers about
requisite organization, design, and practices. A simple, direct, orderly, clear reference. Rp. Bk.
Burns, Ginty, 2006, “When the structure is faulty,” Canadian HR Reporter, Toronto, ON, CA,
May 8, 2006, 19(9):16 & 21. (Includes sidebar: “How Many Layers of Management?”) Too
many managers assigned work to front-line employees, creating duplication and confused
priorities. # Rp. NJ.
Burns, James MacGregor, 1978, Leadership, Harper and Row, New York, NY, 530 p. Burns
articulated his original concept of transformational leadership in this book. This is THE
original book on transactional versus transformation leadership. Transactional leadership is
a relational exchange in nature. Burns lifted leadership from transactional concepts based on
political deal making, managerial and economic transactions. Leadership is listening and pacing
the work to the adaptive speed of the group being led. The transformational recognizes the
existing needs of potential followers, their motives, and higher needs. It creates a mutual
stimulation and converts followers into leaders, and leaders into moral agents (p. 4). The keys to
transformational leadership are the ability to listen to people, to challenge and push the people as
hard as possible but no faster, and to wait until the people are ready before pushing again, pacing
both the learning and discomfort the people have to go through. This was the original work and
focused on FDR, a stratum eight president. See Mehltretter 1995 PhD for links to Jaques’
theory. See Brown and Lord 2001. Clio Bus HM141 .B847 1979. Misc. Bk.
Burns, John, 1977, “After the Burnt-out Bonanza,” Health and Social Service Journal, London,
UK, July 15, 1977, p. 1046. The 1974 NHS reorganization lead to a bonanza for administrators.
Some got promotions to a new hierarchy and a doubling of their salary. This made the press.
Power and skill were important to getting these new jobs. But many of the changes were based
on the medical concept of ‘debridement.’ Dead and diseased tissue were surgically removed to
allow healthy tissue to grow in. It appears to have worked. Success? Sort of. # Cr. Pro.
Burns, Tom, 1958, “The Forms of Conduct,” American Journal of Sociology, U. Chicago, IL,
Sept., 64(2):137-151. Jaques’ Measurement is almost the only reference in this article, which
had very few citations. Burns cited Jaques 1956 on time span of discretion. Burns was at U.
Edinburgh. (Note: so was Behrend.) # Rp. PJ. A.
Burns, Tom, 1958, “The Idea of Structure in Sociology,” Human Relations, Tavistock, London,
UK, 9:220-228. Cited Merton, not Jaques. Misc. PJ.
Burns, Tom, and George M. Stalker, 1961, The Management of Innovation, Tavistock
Publications, London, UK. A foundation book for contingency theory. They showed two forms
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of organization: mechanical and organic. Mechanical is top-down rigid with narrow specialized
jobs versus organic which is loose and flat with generalized jobs. Cited Rice 1958 and noted the
shift at Ahmedabad from mechanical form to organic form. Cited Burns 1958, 1958. See
Woodward 1965; Lawrence and Lorsch 1967. Did not cite Jaques: see Burns 1958, Dayal 1970,
Chowdhry and Pai 1957. Alt. Bk.
Burns, Tom, 1977, The BBC: Public institution and private world, Holmes & Meier
Publishers, NY, NY, US, 313 p. Quoted and cited in McAllister 1995. NYPL os [use at
Performing Arts] MWGK (Great Britain) 78-123. Clio Barnard & Lehman Liby HE8689.9 .G7
B87 1977b. CUNY Baruch, Bklyn, Qns. Misc. Bk.
Burrell, Gibson, 1997, Pandemonium: Towards A Retro-Organization Theory, Sage, London,
UK, 244 pp. pbk. This is a wild, incoherent parody of organization theory, a ludibrium, that one
reviewer thought was written to pull the leg of book reviewers. Since Sage is a fairly serious
publisher, this book may signal a turning point, or perhaps a nervous breakdown, in the OT field.
(Perhaps the alchemy has come home to roost.) See book review by Karen Legge. Provocative.
Completely unrelated to the theory (thank goodness). Misc. Bk.
Bursk, Edward C., 1952, “Thinking Ahead (Lag in Executive Compensation),” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, Mar-April 1952, p. 141-156. A summary of the 1951 McKinsey
follow-up study to the 1950 AMA survey and review of pay for executives and managers, 19391950. This was done by Arch Patton. See Patton 1951, 1961; Engel 1966; Homa Hunt 1967
PhD. Alt. Pro.
Bursk, Edward C., Donald T. Clark, Ralph W. Hidy, eds., 1962, The World of Business, a library
of the literature of business, 4 volumes, Simon and Schuster, New York, NY. Really a HBS
book on the history of business in short essays from ancient times to current by contemporaries.
A “great chapters” approach to business studies. Wonderful nuggets. Includes: Moses,
Hammurabi, Cicero, Parkinson - and plenty of stories. (Copied: Mayo, Barnard, Whitehead.)
Clio os HF5011.B94. NYPL HUM D-14 905. Misc. Bk.
Burstall, Aubrey F., 1963, "An Engineer's Approach to the Tasks of Management," Proceedings
of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Conference Proceedings, Sage, UK, June 1963,
178(6):57-65. Pt. 3F, Sesn 3; Paper 4. Described a proposed course of study for engineers either
undergraduate or self-study post-graduate. An understanding of management was useful to
engineers. But a discussion of the 'principles of management' or 'leadership' was unhelpful and
confusing. Described a small engineering firm, its stages of growth, its objectives. What the
CEO was accountable for: return on investment, sales and service to customers, and the quality
of design and manufacture. To do this, he/she must ensure co-operation among professionals
within the firm. Organizing brings justice and cooperation. Cited WBD Brown 1960; Jaques
1951, 1956; Feilden Report 1963 (ftnt 16). At U. Newcastle upon Tyne, UK. # Rp. PJ.
Busenitz, Lowell W., G. Page West, III, Dean Shepherd, Teresa Nelson, Gaylen N. Chandler,
and Andrew Zacharakis, 2003, “Entrepreneurship Research in Emergence: Past Trends and
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Future Directions,” Journal of Management, Southern Management Association, Texas A&M
Uni, College Station, TX, Walter de Gruyter, June, 29(3):285-308. We apply boundary and
exchange concepts to examine 97 entrepreneurship articles published in leading management
journals from 1985 to 1999. Decision theory, start-up factors of production, information
processing, and network theory, and temporal dynamics are put forward for entrepreneurship
scholars to explore important research questions in these intersections. (This article is on the
research and points toward Jaques.) Cited Jaques & Cason 1994. MS. PJ.
Bush, Tony, 2007, “Editorial - Autonomy and Accountability in Higher Education”,
Educational Management Administration and Leadership, Sage, Belmas, UK, Oct., 35(4):443447. The National Association of Headteachers’ (NAHT) conference had called on ministers to
‘end their obsession with the three T’s - testing, targets and league tables’. Thus, school-level
participants trade increased autonomy for increased accountability - strict limits on the nature
and level of discretion to school leaders and governing bodies. At the university level this is
done through an inspection regime and the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), a peer review
reputation process involving funds. Also, the number of UK manuscript submissions to EMAL
was subject to the RAE cycle. This ‘accountability’ process has gone too far. # Misc. PJ.
Bushardt, Stephen C., David L. Duhon, and Aubrey R. Fowler, Jr., 1991, "Management
Delegation, Myths and the Paradox of Task Assignment", Business Horizons, Elsevier Science,
Kelley School, U. Indiana, March/April 1991, 34(2):37-43. Myth #1: Authority =
Responsibility; Myth #2: The Absoluteness of Responsibility. Few if any managers have the
authority to complete the tasks for which they are responsible or accountable except through a
shared process - which action learning legitimizes and facilitates. At U. Southern Miss. Did not
cite Jaques. Cited in Wills 1993. MS. PJ.
Bushe, Gervase R., 1988, “Developing Cooperative Labor-Management Relations in Unionized
Factories: A Multiple Case Study of Quality Circles and Parallel Organizations within Joint
Quality of Work Life Projects,” The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, 24(2):129-150.
Compared attempts of five manufacturing plants of a corporation to develop more cooperative
labor-management relations. Two plants succeeded in improving labor-management relations,
but through processes contrary to prescriptions given in the current literature. Cited EJ 1951; A.
Fox 1974 (BC). At Simon Fraser U., BC, Canada. # W. PJ. A.
Bushe, Gervase R., Stephen J. Havlovic, and Graeme Coetzer, 1996, “Exploring Empowerment
from the Inside-out (part two),” The Journal for Quality and Participation, Cincinnati, OH, June
1996, 19(3):78-84. Part II. Discussed the effects of differences in Elliott Jaques’ time horizons
of responsibility and structural or psychological boundaries on work groups transformed into
empowered workteams. Ensured workers were “well versed in their tasks” and then removed
supervision. Nothing bad happened. Managers at the next level were more supportive of these
teams. They tested Hirschhorn and Gilmore’s 1992 ‘new’ boundaries in the boundaryless
company (authority, task, political, identity). “Clear boundaries lead to certain ‘positive’
feelings while unclear boundaries lead to certain ‘negative’ feelings.” They propose some very
good future research questions on boundaries. Then they were distracted by Thomas and
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Velthouse 1990 and got lost. (Part One was March 1996 but not related.) MS. PJ.
Bushman, Brad J., and Baumeister, Roy F., 1998, “Threatened egotism, narcissism, self-esteem,
and direct and displaced aggression: Does self-love or self-hate lead to violence?” Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology, APA, Washington, DC, July, 75(1):219-229. The laboratory
evidence that validates the 1996 meta-study findings. “The combination of narcissism and insult
led to exceptionally high levels of aggression toward the source of the insult. ... These findings
contradict the popular view that low self-esteem causes aggression and point instead toward
threatened egotism as an important cause.” See Baumeister, et al, 1996. (See M. Maccoby
article on CEOs in HBR, Jan. 2004. See Fast and Chen 2009.) Misc. PJ.
Business Perspectives, 1964-1973, Quarterly Journal of the Business Research Bureau, Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, IL. Continues: Southern Illinois Business Bulletin. A general
journal. Not on Jaques, Brown, Glacier or the theory although SIU was a center of this activity.
NYPL Hum Gen Res M-11 77. Library has: v. 1-9; fall, 1964-summer, 1973. (9 v. in 3.)
Quarterly. Indexes vols. 1-5, 1964-1968, with v. 5. ~
Business Week, 1981, “Sony: A diversification plan tuned to the people factor,” February 9,
1981, Industrial Edition, (start p. 88). Akio Morita said one of the reasons he will continue to put
together such a collection of operations is to provide the widest possible latitude for the career
paths of young, middle managers. He points out that when Sony recruits a fresh university
graduate, no one knows for sure where the newcomer's talents and interests will take him in 10
years, let alone 40 years. Yet when the company hires a new graduate, it essentially signs a
lifetime employment contract. "I want to be able to utilize each person's unique abilities to the
utmost," he emphasizes. "So we have to find the right position for each person." This attitude
toward people, Morita insists, is perhaps the biggest gulf between Japanese and American
management. "In this country," he notes, "you write a job specification for every position, and if
a person does not fit the specification, you get rid of him and hire another one. Our way of doing
things is different." Cited in Sony case, Quinn 1986. Rp. NJ.
Business Week, 1983, “Special Report: A New Era for Management,” McGraw-Hill, NY, NY,
US, 25 April 1983, p. 50-86. [Four related articles: The shrinking of middle management;
Computerizing offices and factories; Who will retrain the obsolete managers; The disenchantment of the middle-class.] Very insightful analysis of trends that were emerging for middle
managers, some due to the computer, some to the recession, and the impact of Japanese
competition. Tom Peters quote (p. 54), on decentralized companies outperforming centralized
firms, will lead CEOs in that direction (this movement would require increased managerial
discretion). [Wrong. Again.] Clio Offsite Microflm FN 619. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Business Week, 1984, “The New Breed of Strategic Planner,” 17 Sept., p. 62-68. Cover. “After
more than a decade of near-dictatorial sway over the future of U.S. corporations, the reign of the
strategic planner may be at an end. In a fundamental shift of corporate power, line managers in
one company after another are successfully challenging the hordes of professional planners and
are forcing them from positions of influence. The famed Boston Consulting Group (BCG),
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widely considered the parent of [central] strategic planning, is abandoning some of the planners'
buzzwords in favor of a new emphasis on "implementation."” (It took many years to lessen this
power and they are still around.) See also letter to editor Business Week, November 5, 1984.
Cited in Westley 1990. Misc. NJ.
Buss, Allan R., 1973, “A Conceptual Framework for Learning Effecting the Development of
Ability Factors,” Human Development, S. Karger, Basel, CH; NY, NY, US, 16(4):273-292.
How do we measure the growth of an ability? Once its there, it is qualitative, but how do we
measure its growth on a quantitative scale? [This was the question Elliott faced at the end of his
life. If he had lived to 2010 he thought he might find the answer.] NYPL Schw L-11 1790 v. 16.
City Sci/Engin Percls. has serial: v8 - v31. At U. Alberta, Can. # MS. PJ.
Butcher, Willard C., 1979, "Closing our 'productivity gap;' key to U.S. economic health,"
Industrial Engineering, AIIE, Norcross, GA, US, Dec. 1979, 11(12):30-33. Remarks. Output
over input. Not in Clio. NYPL SIBL 94-720. # Misc. Pro.
Butler, Richard, 1995, “Time in Organizations: Its Experience, Explanations and Effects,”
Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany, 16(6):925-950. Organizational
time is a socially constructed variable, experienced in the present as represented by a number of
variables which form four types of time. The timeframe of an organization is seen to affect
decision making and learning processes, and is bounded by knowledge of the past which is used
to envision the future. The timeframe model is used to develop scenarios of how past knowledge
codification and future goal congruence can change. (This is Butler’s construct.) Cited Jaques
1956, not 1982. Cited Starkey 1989; Blauner 1964; Bluedorn and Denhardt 1988. MS. PJ. A.
Butterfield, D. Anthony; and Farris, George F., 1974, “The Likert Organizational Profile:
Methodological analysis and test of System 4 theory in Brazil,” Journal of Applied Psychology,
American Psychological Assn., Feb., 59(1):15-23. Administered 20-item Likert Organizational
Profile (LOP) twice to 256 employees in 13 Brazilian development banks. Factor analyses did
not yield the 6 dimensions predicted by Likert's theory and factors were only partially consistent
over time and for different hierarchical levels. LOP scores were unrelated to objective measures
of bank effectiveness, but were positively related to employee satisfaction. The theory of
management systems measured by the LOP was only partially supported. See Farris April 1969.
Refu. PJ. A.
Butterworth, Rosie, and Barry Witcher, 2001, "Realising the Vision: Translating strategy into
action through policy mangement (Hoshin Kanri)", Journal of the Institution of British
Telecommunications Engineers,(continued by: The Journal of the Communications Network),
UK, 2(4):24-30. Top executives need to implement a framework which mobilises companywide effort for realising strategies. Policy management (hoshin kanri) is about giving managers
the flexibility (discretion) to work towards the achievement of agreed objectives in ways they
decide are most effective for their part of the business. NYPL SIBL JSM 00-130 v. 1-3 Jan.
2000-Mar. 2002. Neither Jaques nor Deming cited. # MS. PJ.
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Büttner, Bettina, 2006, “Effectiveness versus Efficiency: Growth-Accelerating Policies in a
Model of Growth without Scale Effects,” German Economic Review, Blackwell, Oxford, UK,
August 2006, 7(3):297-316. Buttner. In English. Integrating human capital accumulation into
R&D models, Lutz Arnold (2002) demonstrates that subsidizing education accelerates
growth. The decentralized economy under-invests in R&D, i.e. R&D activities should be
subsidized. NYPL online. Email: bettina.buettner@ww.uni-magdeburg.de. At Otto-vonGuericke U. Magdeburg. # MS. PJ.
Button, Kenneth, ed., 1989, The collected essays of Harvey Leibenstein, New York University
Press, NY, NY, 2 volumes. On microeconomics. V.1 is on everything except ‘X-efficiency.’
V.2 is on ‘X-efficiency’. Reprints of articles and chapters. Clio Business HB849.41 .L45 1989
(2 v.). Hunter Mn HB849.41 .L45 1989 (v.1). SIBL JBE 90-493 v. 1 & v. 2. [Listed under
Leibenstein as well.] Rp. Bk. UP.
Button, Kenneth J., and Thomas G. Weyman-Jones, 1992, “Ownership Structure, Institutional
Organization and Measured X-Efficiency,” The American Economic Review, Papers and
Proceedings of the Hundred and Fourth Annual Meeting of the American Economic Association,
(X-Inefficiency After a Quarter of a Century), May 1992, 82(2):439-445. We now have
measurement and X-efficiency theory. “At present the two are not being related systematically.”
That is next. Misc. PJ. A.
Buzacott, John A., 2002, “The impact of worker differences on production system output,”
International Journal of Production Economics, Amsterdam, NL, July 1, 2002, 78(1):37- . In
any group of workers performing apparently identical tasks considerable differences in worker
performance are observed. These differences increase with the cognitive complexity of the
task and persist even after considerable experience in the job has been accumulated. The
differences often result in a major loss in system productivity. This paper demonstrates why this
productivity loss occurs in traditional system designs and alternative system designs that
alleviate the loss are described. (Not clear if aware of Jaques. Only Abstract seen.) MS. PJ.
Byars, Lloyd L., and Leslie W. Rue, 2006, Human Resource Management, 8th edn., McGrawHill, New York, NY, 428 p. Textbook. Presents both the theoretical and practical aspects of
traditional managerial problems in the shifting sand of today's Human Resources. How to
analyze the tricky relationship between operations and HR, what it means to get (and regrettably
not to get) top management support, how to recruit internally and externally, and what legislative
mine fields need be identified to less concerned managers. Not yet in Clio, NYPL, NYU.
CUNY Bklyn-Res. has 8th edn. (428 p.) HF5549 .B937 2006. Baruch has 3rd edn. (545 p.); 8th
seen. HF5549 .B937 1991. Misc. Bk.
Byford, Ian MacDonald Aubrey, 1994, Discretion and Accountability in Social Work: A Study of
a Professional Bureaucracy, Ph.D., thesis in Government and Social Work (B5c), Brunel
University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 242 pages. [Available through UMI:
British Library. DX180364.] Theses # 44-6409. Unpublished thesis. See Ph.Ds. ~
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Bygrave, Charlotte, 2004, “The Roche Canada Story,” 10 pages, unpublished. Online at
canadiancentre.com (Chapter in the 2007 GO book.) ADD ….
Byington, Eliza, and Will Felps, 2010, “Why do IQ scores predict job performance? : An
alternative, sociological explanation,” Research in Organizational Behavior, Elsevier Ltd., US,
30:175-202. doi:10.1016/j.riob.2010.08.003. Drawing on several sociological literatures (i.e.
the diffusion of institutions, social stratification, and self-fulfilling dynamics), we argue that the
current applications of IQ-reflective tests allow individuals with high IQ scores to receive greater
access to developmental resources, enabling them to acquire additional capabilities over time,
and thus perform their jobs better. This explanation suggests that the frequently repeated
prescription “select on intelligence” may be contingent. Cited Baritz1960; Ghoshal 2005;
Ghoshal & Moran 1996; Kanter 1977; Lemann 1999; Merton 1988; Wilk 1995, 1996, 2003;
Yamagishi et al, 1994, 1998. Both at Erasmus U, Rotterdam, NL. # Alt. PJ. A.
Byrne, John A., 1993, “The Horizontal Corporation – It’s about managing across, not up and
down,” Business Week, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, Dec. 20, vol. 3351, Cover Story, p. 76-81.
An article describing the varied organization forms that were being bandied about to replace the
traditional tall organization structure: circle, shamrock, upside-down pyramid, etc. Cited in
Nohria 1994. (Side-Story: “Congratulations. You're Moving To A New Pepperoni.”) [Whatever
happened to the flat org?] Alt. Pro.
Byrne, John A., 1993, The Whiz Kids, ten founding fathers of American business - and the legacy
they left us, Currency/Doubleday, New York, NY, 581 pages. The story of the original
Operations Research gang from the Army Air Force in WWII. They entered Ford Motors as a
group and later fanned out across US corporations. These were the “best and brightest” with
their faith in numbers, youth, and rationality. “Tex” Thornton moved on to Litton Industries.
Robert McNamara to Secretary of Defense. Arjay Miller to head Stanford B-School. An
excellent read with great stories that illustrate Jaques’ theory. Sadly, Byrne was unaware of
Jaques’ levels of cognitive complexity, maturation curves and Archimedes growth concepts. See
Goronzy and Gray 1974; Cowden 2004. MS. Bk.
Byron, John, and Robert Pack, 1992, The Claws of the Dragon: Kang Shen – the Evil Genius
Behind Mao and his legacy of terror in People's China, Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, US, 560 p.
Kāng Shēn (or Shēng) was head of the Communist secret police for 30 years, instigator of the
Cultural Revolution of the 1960s, and an intimate of Mao. Kāng was a hedonist, heroin addict,
intellectual, esthete, poet, artist, politician, and terrorist. An absolutist. The law did not apply to
him, but did to everyone else. [Played a 'multifacited game of mirrors' – Tito.] Feared in China.
He died in Dec. 1975 and months later his Gang of Four was arrested. A level nine psychopath.
Cited in McLaughlin 2012. NYPL JFE 92-2912 [missing]. CUNY City, Htr Mn [missing] DS778 .K29 B97 1992. Clio Milstein [Butler] DS778 .K29 B97 1992. Rm 210. Misc. Bk.
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Cadbury, Adrian, 1979, “Conversation with Sir Adrian Cadbury,” Organizational Dynamics,
Elsevier Science Direct, Winter, 7(3):39-58. Interviewed by William Dowling (q.v.). AC said
only his and Wilfred Brown’s firms had consistent responses to the Bullock Commission on
employee representation. Cadbury’s did not go as far as Glacier Metal (p. 48-49). MS. NJ.
Cadbury, Adrian, Sir, 1992, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance, Gee and Co. Ltd.,
London, UK, 2 vol. (91 p; 12 p.). v. 1: The Report; v. 2: The Code. # Sir Adrian Cadbury was
the chairman of the committee established by the London Stock Exchange that issued this report
(aka ‘Cadbury Code’ under which it is sometimes catalogued). Because institutional
stockholders can sell mostly only to each other, they have a vested interest in improving the
governance of the firm and not allowing its abuse. These recommendations have had a
substantial impact on UK boards, especially empowering and strengthening the external (nonexecutive) directors and splitting the President from the Chairman, making two roles. But the
Anglo-American firm still wants self-regulation, while the European one desires statutory
intervention to ensure the widest representation of stakeholders on its board. This paradox
remains. Cited in Kakabadse and Kakabadse 1999 (p. 408-410); see Park 1992 newspaper
article. Not in CUNY, NYPL. Clio Bus HG4011 .C67 1992g. Misc. Rep.
Cadbury, Adrian, Sir, 1993, “Best Practice the British Way,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, HBR, Jan-Feb, p. 80. A letter-to-the-editor of HBR. The report recommended (1) a clear
and accepted disposition of responsibilities at the top, (2) the caliber and number of outside
directors should carry weight and the selection process should ensure their independence, (3) the
Board should have an audit committee of outside directors, and (4) there should be full
disclosure of all compensation to executives showing salary and performance based elements. #
Misc. Pro.
Cadbury, Adrian, Sir, 1996, “On Leadership,” chapter (p. 117-132) in Crainer, Stuart, ed., 1996,
Leaders on Leadership: twelve personal reflections on the theme of leadership, Institute of
Management Foundation, London, UK, 258 p. [The key here is who.] This was an interview
with Cadbury, who was very insightful on the differences between the roles of the Board Chair
and the CEO based on time-span. Shortens the time span of each role a bit. Not in Clio, CUNY.
[Author listed erroneously in SIBL cat. as Corby, Northants.] SIBL JBE 97-357. # Rp. Ch.
Cadbury, Adrian, Sir, 2008, “Why Corporate Governance Matters,” notizie di POLITEIA,
Milano, Italia, 24(89):27-30. In English. (His 1992 ‘Cadbury Code’ became the model for
reform in Europe, Commonwealth countries and elsewhere.) Misc. PJ.
Cage, Jack Hays, Steven R. Stewart, George B. Forsythe, Philip M Lewis, 1994, Strategic
Leadership Conference: proceedings, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA, April
1994, 108 pages. Contents of anthology: A Model of strategic leader development / by Jack
Cage -- Strategic leader competencies/ Senior service college experiences / by Steven R. Stewart
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-- A Leader development framework / by George B. Forsythe and Philip M. Lewis. See also the
1991 and 1996 conferences (Barber and Jacobs eds 1991; Hunt, Dodge, and Wong, eds., 1999).
(Only copy is in Carlisle Barracks library. Steven Stewart probably has a copy, maybe also the
1991 proceedings.) Also involved ARI and ICAF. (Presentations/ chapters not published by
NTIS or ARI. Elsewhere?) Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Caldwell, Raymond, 2005, “Things fall apart? Discourses on agency and change in
organizations,” Human Relations, The Tavistock Institute, UK, 58(1):83-114. The history of the
concept of ‘agency’ in organizational theory over the last 50 years makes dismal reading. From
a position of organizational change as a rational or planned process with a transparent agenda,
we now confront restructured workplaces characterized by new forms of flexibility,
hypercomplexity and chaos in which the nature, sources and consequences of change
interventions have become fundamentally problematic. How did this occur? Should we assume
that rationalist concepts of centred agency are no longer viable, or should we welcome the plural
and promising new forms of decentred agency emerging within organizations? The growing
plurality of discourses challenges the social scientific ambitions of the research field to be
objective, cumulative or unified. See Dunphy and Stace 1993. See Grugulis, Vincent, and
Hebson 2003. See O'Toole and Meier 2004. See Currie et al 2008. At Birkbeck College, U. of
London, R.Caldwell@bbk.ac.uk Refu. PJ.
Caldwell, Raymond, 2012, "Systems Thinking, Organizational Change and Agency: A Practice
Theory Critique of Senge's Learning Organization," Journal of Change Management, Routledge,
UK, June 2012, 12(2):145-164. 20p. ISSN: 14697017. DOI: 10.1080/14697017.2011.647923.
‘Systems thinking’ has been at the heart of the learning organization, and it provided the
inspiration for Senge's widely influential and idealised image of a future characterised by new
possibilities for organizational change and human agency. But Senge did not define the social
practices of learning that would realise the utopian ideals of the learning organization. This has
led to increasing doubts about its future and there are mounting calls for new starting points or its
abandonment. The concept is critically flawed both theoretically and substantively. Jaques not
cited. At Birkbeck College, U. London, UK. # Refu. PJ.
Caldwell, Steven D., David M. Herold, and Donald B. Fedor, 2004, “Toward an Understanding
of the Relationships Among Organizational Change, Individual Differences, and Changes in
Person-Environment Fit: A Cross-Level Study," Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, US, Oct.
2004, 89(5):868-882. DOI: 10.1037/0021-9010.89.5.868. This study of antecedents to
employees' fit with their work environment [(P-E) fit] has largely been restricted to the selection
and socialization of newcomers. Examined incumbents’ perceptions of changes in P-E fit in
relation to organizational changes occurring in 34 different organizational work units. Results
suggested interactions between the characteristics of the change process, the extent of change,
and individual differences. Both age and mastery were related to perceived changes in P-E fit.
Cited H. Weiss and Cropanzano 1996. Authors at Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA,
US. scaldwell@uscupstate.edu # MS. PJ. A.
Calhoun, C. J., 1980, “Democracy, Autocracy and Internal Associations in Organizations:
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Flexibility or Unrestrained Change?” Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological
Association, London, UK, 14:345-361. Refuted the call for constant organizational change by
academics and consultants as phoney. Organizations did change and adapt. An excellent
counter-intuitive article. Mr. Calhoun was at UNC Chapel Hill. Not on Jaques. Refu. PJ. A.
Calnan, Ross D., and Mark D. Firth, 1970, “Work Value and Classification Review: An
Investigation Applying Job Evaluation Techniques to Arbitration,” The Journal of Industrial
Relations, Blackwell Publishing, Sage, AU, Jan 1970, 12:194-204. This experiment was a test of
TSD across positions in AU industries. Zedeck and Smith 1968 appear to have established
procedures for determining TSD and payment levels. In 39 AU jobs the corr. coef. was found
to be 0.82 between TSD:State Award. Eleven jobs selected separately had 0.85 TSD:State
Award. Recently, some convincing experimental evidence has been advanced to demonstrate
that the phenomenon of balancing does in fact exist (e.g. Adams and Rosenbaum 1962; Adams
and Jacobsen 1963; and Zedeck and Smith 1968). This work seems to show that there is a
normative balance between job inputs, job outputs and payment levels, which, when
experimentally disturbed, automatically results in behavioural changes on the part of
experimental subjects which restore the balance. The results indicate Award classifications
would more accurately reflect the work actually being performed within an industry and become
less vulnerable to partisan influence. Standard systematized procedures such as job evaluation, if
properly developed and applied, should assist stability and ensure equity in national wage
structures. [See 5/31/09 email from Calnan: “In Australia at the time was a federal arbitration
commission that determined wage relativities for the metal trades award. It could issue legal
orders binding companies and unions in the industry. Wage relativities were determined by an
adverserial legalistic calling of witnesses examination and cross examination. The research was
presented to the arbitration commission as an empirical measurement alternative to reduce
conflict and save time and money. I (Calnan) was out of the country studying at the University
of Kansas at the time but I understand the unions rejected the proposal and hence no further work
was done in the area.”] Differed with Simon 1957; Roberts; Davis 1941. (See Svalastoga 1972
for similarities.) Cited Jaques 1956, 1961; Adams 1962, 1963, 1965; Homans 1961; Lawshe (6
times); Patchen 1961; Sayles 1958; Zedeck and Smith 1968. See Krefting 1974 PhD, 1977,
1980; Porter, G, et al 1990. Calnan @ highway1 .com .au In West Perth, AU. # Rp. PJ. A.
Calomiris, Charles W., 1993, "Financial Factors in the Great Depression," Journal of Economic
Perspectives, US, Spring 1993, 7(2):61-85. ISSN: 08953309. Differentiated between the
financial factors and the real market. The context of events was more important than endless
time-series. Panel and cross-section data could offer more insights than time-series data
aggregates. Shocks to technology (including credit) are not independent of shocks to monetary
policy or 'aggregate demand.' Some financial events could be long-lasting. # Misc. PJ. A.
Calori, Roland, Gerry Johnson, and Philippe Sarnin, 1994, "CEOs' cognitive maps and the scope
of the organization," Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, July, 15(6):437-457. In this
paper, CEOs are considered as ‘cognizers’ charged with integrating views in the top management
team; a role which should require high cognitive complexity especially in diversified
multinational corporations. A methodology for studying top managers' cognitive complexity is
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described and then applied to a sample of 26 CEOs. The CEOs' cognitive maps of the structure
and of the dynamics of their industry are analyzed in terms of their degree of complexity, in
relation to the breadth of the business portfolio of the firm, its geographic scope and the links the
firm has with foreign parents. The results of this exploratory test generally confirm the principle
of requisite cognitive complexity, and reveal a new set of more precise hypotheses linking the
scope of the firm with particular dimensions of CEOs' cognitive complexity. Cognitive
complexity is defined as the need for comprehensiveness and connectedness by the CEO. Cited
by Nadkarni and Narayanan 2007; Sessa 2003. Cited Hedberg 1981; Hedberg and Jönsson 1977,
1978; Hackner 1991; lots of Piaget. At ESC Lyons, FR; Cranfield, UK; ESC, Lyons, FR. MS.
PJ. A.
Calvo, Guillermo A., and Stanislaw Wellisz, 1978, “Supervision, Loss of Control, and the
Optimal Size of the Firm,” The Journal of Political Economy, U. Chicago, IL, Oct., 86(5):943952. Found Williamson 1967 to be mathematically convincing but not real. Each supervisor is
paid more than his/her supervisee, so there exists a progression of wages as one ascends the
hierarchy. Found no limit to the number of layers in the hierarchy of a profit maximizing firm.
Cited by Qian 1994. Cited Williamson 1967. Still off. CUNY-wide online. # Alt. PJ. A.
Calvo, Guillermo A., and Stanislaw Wellisz, 1979, “Hierarchy, Ability, and Income
Distribution,” The Journal of Political Economy, U. Chicago, IL, October, 87(5, Part 1):9911010. They showed that the wage and quality of labor increase as the role is placed higher in the
hierarchy. Managers should be paid based on their “distance” from the worker, and regardless of
their distance from the top. The more talented managers occupy higher levels in the hierarchy
because their effort impacts more employees. Cited Jaques 1956 but found this gave “no
explanation” for the wage ladder. Could only accept Williamson’s explanation: the possibility of
promotion as a financial incentive (1975, p. 78). [But work is here defined as Stratum I.]
[Missed Jaques 1961, 1976; Krimpas 1975; Behrend 1957; Baldamus 1957, 1961; and Wright
1964.] Cited by Leibenstein 1987; Qian 1994. See S. Rosen 1982: similar findings. # Refu.
PJ. A.
Camerer, Colin F., and Eric Johnson, 1991, “The Process-Performance Paradox in Expert
Judgement,” chapter 8 (p. 195-217) in Ericsson, K. Anders, and Jacqui Smith, 1991, Toward a
General Theory of Expertise: prospects and limits, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge and
New York, 344 p. Judgment. The expertise studies are split between the behavioral decision
theory (performance) versus the cognitive science approach (process) to expertise. See
McCloskey 1996, 2000; Ziliak and McCloskey 2008. NYPL Schw JFE 91-7587. Misc. Ch.
UP. A.
Camerer, Colin, and Marc Knez, 1996, "Coordination, Organizational Boundaries and Fads in
Business Practices", Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford U. Press, UK, 1996, 5(1):89-112.
ISSN: 09606491. doi: 10.1093/icc/5.1.89. Management literature focuses on two modes of
coordination: formal and informal structures. Informal structure grants significant discretion to
individual actions. Yet two impediments are related to such flexibility, those created by
opportunism and those created by convergent expectations. Impediments arising from
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convergent expectations exist when the expectations of all members of an interdependent system
are not properly aligned. Examining the role of fads, such as TQM, we conclude that, however
suspect their underlying value as decision aids may be, fads can serve as useful coordination
mechanisms. Cited Deming 1982/1986. At Cal Tech; U. Chicago, USA. # Misc. PJ. A.
Camerer, Colin F., Teck-Hua Ho, and Juin-Kuan Chong, 2004, "A Cognitive Hierarchy Model of
Games," The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, August, 119(3):861-898. In
game-theoretic equilibrium, players' beliefs about choices by others are statistically correct. This
"mutual consistency" assumption often predicts poorly in one-shot games. We develop an
alternative "cognitive hierarchy" (CH) theory. In the CH model players who are not thinking
strategically (0 steps) randomize. Players doing k steps of thinking predict accurately what
lower-level players (steps 0 to k - 1) do, and best-respond given their beliefs. The model can
explain why equilibration is so limited in some games (such as p-beauty contest), and
surprisingly accurate in other games (such as business entry). The average number of thinking
steps is about 1.5 across many games. (Few game-related papers involve time. Game steps do
involve strategic thinking, but very, very limited.) Cited by Goldfarb and Xiao 2008 (working
paper), Goldfarb and Yang 2009 (forthcoming, Oct.). At Cal Tech, Berkeley, Singapore
National. MS. PJ. A.
Cameron, Kim S., and David A. Whetten, eds., 1983, Organizational Effectiveness: A
Comparison of Multiple Models, Academic Press, San Diego, CA. [? Cited by Samaras as Kent
State, 1976 ?] Bus HD58.9 .O733 1983. SEE. Clio ? ~
Cameron, Sheila, 1976, Felt Fair Pay, An Examination of Elliott Jaques’ Theory of Equitable
Work Payment, Crown copyright, Department of Employment, Research Paper No. 1, Her
Majesty’s Stationary Office, London, U.K., 70 p. This pamphlet is a critique and a recalculation
of Krimpas’ Brunel results (q.v. 1975 book) and Jaques’ 1969 Glacier study. Review of the
research to date revealed there is fairly convincing evidence in favor of TSD as a measure and of
its relationship to FFP in managerial roles. Data was less convincing for other levels of work. In
effect Cameron is discussing all three elements. She found a straight correlation of +0.59 for
TSD:FFP. (Theocarakis recalculated Krimpas for a linear relationship and found an unlogged
corr. of 0.97.) She also did her own study of 185 non-managerial employees in eight firms and
found an even lower correlation (+0.32). She dismissed Jaques’ and Richardson’s findings as
“surprising.” Even so, she summarized: “There does appear to be considerable evidence of a
substantial relationship between TSD and FFP, at least at managerial levels. Convincing data
on jobs below this level was lacking.” Theocarakis 1990 noted her study was limited to submanagerial roles (Stratum I) and all within a single stratum. He identified a parallel data set in
Krimpas (Firm #6) and found a corr. of +0.38. (See M.Phil., University of London, Birkbeck
College, 1974-75.) Positively reviewed by Shimmin, Sylvia, in Journal of Occupational
Psychology, September 1977, 50(3):227-228. Cameron and Shimmin miss a key point: only the
manager sets the time span of a role but it must be cross-checked with the employee. Compare
them to the Goodman and R. Miller 1973 book review of the same studies. [Since Cameron
passed so many negative judgments on the theory, I will pass a few on her effort. She included
Fox 1966 but not 1971 or either of his 1974 volumes where he reversed his stance regarding
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Jaques and endorsed this approach. She gave credence to studies shown to be deeply flawed,
including Lawler 1971, Milkovich and Campbell 1972, etc. (She noted Lawler’s repeated
citation of an unpublished D. D. Penner 1966 study on salary satisfaction for General Electric.)
She offered an alternative to Jaques’ theory wherein she favored Actual Pay over Felt Fair Pay.
She thought in error that Actual Pay drove TSD. But AP was the product of prior negotiation
over the work between the employer and employee. Clearly, she didn’t know the difference
between a manager and a non-manager or the profile of this theory within a single stratum.
Throughout this pamphlet, she described supporting results as “surprising.” She was defending
alchemy and attacking scientific method.] NYPL Schw JLD 81-2489 (HSSL). Cr. Pamph.
Camillus, John C., 2008, “Strategy as a Wicked Problem,” Harvard Business Review, May 1,
2008, Boston, MA, 11 p. R0805G. In today's complex world, companies often find themselves
facing confounding strategy problems. These issues are not just tough or persistent; they're
"wicked" - a label used by urban planners for problems that cannot be definitively
resolved. Poverty and terrorism are classic examples. A wicked problem has innumerable
causes, morphs constantly, and has no correct answer. It can be tamed, however, with the right
approach. A wicked strategy problem has five key criteria. If a problem involves many
stakeholders with conflicting priorities; if its roots are tangled; if it changes with every attempt to
address it; if you've never faced it before; and if there's no way to evaluate whether a remedy will
work, chances are good that it's wicked. Traditional linear processes - identifying the issue,
gathering data, studying all the options, choosing one strategy - don't work. Executives should
experiment with actions - muddling through. (By envisioning possible futures PPG Industries
successfully coped with its wicked strategy issues.) At Katz, U. Pittsburgh. Misc. Pro.
Campbell, Andrew, 1993, “The purpose of the firm,” Long Range Planning, Elsevier, (Brief
case:), UK, December 1993, 26(6):140-141. Serving the owners vs all other purposes. Not so
simple. The Board decides the purpose and is free to do whatever it wants within the law and
within what is acceptable by its markets for owners [investors], employees, customers, etc.
(Common sense, except for the owner = shareholder confusion.) # Misc. PJ. A.
Campbell, Andrew, 1995, “The Cost of Independent Chairmen,” Long Range Planning, UK,
Dec., 27(6):107-108. Discussed the cost of insufficient understanding of the business and
additional layers due to an independent chair. In five of seven studies he found a lack of
statistical relationship with ROE - plus one positive and one negative. # Misc. PJ. A.
Campbell, Andrew, 1996, “Reviewing Portfolio Strategy,” Long Range Planning, Elsevier
Science Ltd., UK, December 1996, 29(6):892-894. A letter to a fictitious CEO/ MD. In our
work on corporate-level strategy we have often claimed that many, if not most, large
corporations are over-diversified. This, we claim, accounts for the popularity of demergers,
spinoffs, MBOs, LBOs, unbundling and many other ways of reducing diversification. This
explains why some forms of diversification lead to value destruction while others lead to value
creation. # Misc. PJ. A.
Campbell, Andrew, and Michael Gould, 2002, “Do You Have a Well-Designed Organization?”
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Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, March, 80(3):117-124. (From their 2002 book.) They
agree with Jaques that structural panaceas do not work. Cited in Thelejane 2010 MPhil. MS.
Pro.
Campbell, Andrew, and Michael Gould, 2002, Designing Effective Organizations, how to create
structured networks, Jossey-Bass, Hoboken, NJ. (See HBR article. See also McKinsey
Quarterly, 2003, “When Reorganization Works,” by Jonathan D. Day, et al.) Authors are from
Ashridge School in UK. Not on Jaques’ theory but lops off parts of it: eliminate redundant
hierarchy, ensure accountability, reduce excessive complexity, increase coordination (horizontal
links between business units). “Structured networks” may be close to nested systems. MS. Bk.
Campbell, Carl M., III, and Kunal S. Kamlani, 1997, “The Reasons for Wage Rigidity: Evidence
From a Survey of Firms,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, Aug. 1997,
112(3):759-789. Surveyed the validity of the different explanations for wage rigidity (effortwage bargain) on 184 firms. On wage cuts, strongest support was for adverse selection in quits
(the better workers leave) and for the effect of wages on effort (if actual pay is below the fair
wage, effort depends on the ratio between AP and FFP). Respondents believed wage decreases
have a greater impact on effort than wage increases, especially on low-skilled workers. Also,
reducing labor turnover was important as well as implicit contracts. Other proposed models of
wage rigidity had low support. This strongly confirmed Jaques’ 40-year old concept of how FFP
works. But it was only a survey not a test. See Jaques 1956, 1961. MS. PJ. A.
Campbell, Colin, 1996, “On the Concept of Motive in Sociology,” Sociology, The Journal of the
British Sociological Association, London, UK, Feb., 30(1):101-114. Max Weber had originally
included ‘motive’ in sociology. But when C. Wright Mills combined conjunction with postWittgensteinian philosophy, it was dropped. Campbell’s conclusion: there was no reason for
sociology to abandon motive. (This is also what Jaques and Kurt Lewin said, using the word
‘intention.’ Neither was cited.) MS. PJ. A.
Campbell, Donald, 1969, “Reforms as Experiments,” American Psychologist, APA, Washington,
DC, April 1969, 24(4):409-429. Contends that programs of social reform are not effectively
assessed. It is concluded that trapped and experimental administrators are not threatened
by a hard-headed analysis of the reform. For such, proper administrative decisions can lay the
base for useful experimental or quasi-experimental analyses. Cited by Evan 1973. At NWU.
Misc. PJ. A.
Campbell, Donald J., 1988, “Task Complexity: A Review and Analysis,” The Academy of
Management Review, Jan. 1988, 13(1):40-52. This article did not include RO theory. It wanders
around it. Campbell is sharp and gets elements from various mainstream sources. A typology of
complexity is developed. (Difficult to pin down.) Worth a look. If only .... Misc. PJ. A.
Campbell, Ian, and Sherril Kennedy, 1971, “Routinization in Marketing,” European Journal of
Marketing, MCB Pub., Bradford, UK, 1971, 5(3):83-93. Used time-span to differentiate
between routinization and creativity among people in the field. Cited Jaques 1961. Both at
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Bradford, UK. # Rp. PJ.
Campbell, John E., and Robert D. Pritchard, 1976, “Motivation Theory in Industrial and
Organizational Psychology,” chapter 3 (p. 63-130) in Dunnette, Marvin D., ed., 1976, Handbook
of Industrial and Organizational Psychology, Rand-McNally, Chicago, IL, 1470 p. (Reprinted
1986; 1990 edn. rewritten, not included). See equity theory section, esp. p. 104-110. Cited EJ
1961 (p. 105, 109). (Did not cite Goodman 1967.) (add. more needed.) City Cohen HF5548.8
.H265. D. Ch.
Campling, John, and Paul Gollan, 1999, Bargained Out: Negotiating Without Unions in
Australia, The Federation Press, Leichhardt, NSW, Australia, 143 pages. An ACIRRT report. A
profile of the then-current industrial relations situation in Australia. In lightly unionized
workplaces in the late 1990s there were two ways employers used to achieve their objectives. At
Greenfield sites the employers maintained a unitarist HR approach, direct communications with
employees, and an individualized workplace reward system. At Brownfield sites they retained
the collectivist mechanisms. Cited Fox 1974 (BC); Jaques 1976. SIBL JBD 00-731. Rp. Bk.
Cang, Stephen, 1975, “Efficient Monitoring: Clarifying the Concept,” Health and Social Service
Journal, London, UK, Jan. 11, 1975, p. 75-77. It is generally agreed that the health service is a
complex organisation. Its inner organisation depends for its efficacy on an appropriate
complexity in its components. The new service will depend on good managerial roles, but also
on the way in which monitoring relationships are dealt with. The monitoring relationship came
into being long before it was named and defined. It is the accountability of authority. See
Kanter 2010. Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Cang, Stephen A., 1976/1977, “Why Not a Hospital-at-Home Here?” Age Concern Today, UK,
No. 20. Rp. Pro.
Cang, Stephen A., 1977, “An Alternative to Hospital,” The Lancet, UK, April. Rp. Pro.
Cang, Stephen, 1978, National Health Service Reorganisation: A Working Paper (Monograph /
Cambridge Bibliographical Society), Publisher: Health Services Organisation, January 1978, 5
pages. Hardcover. ISBN: 0902215434. See Cang and Rowbottom 1978. In Brunel Uxbridge
RA485.B8 1978. Ru.
Cang, S., et al., 1978, ‘Doctors and the NHS’, Discussion Document No. 2070a, Health Services
Organisation Research Unit, BIOSS, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK. Not in
NYAM. Not seen. ~
Cang, Stephen A., and F. Clarke, 1978, “Home Care of the Sick – an emerging general analysis
based on schemes in France,” Community Health, UK, 9(3). Not seen. Rp. NJ.
Cang, Stephen, and Ralph W. Rowbottom, 1978, National Health Service Reorganisation,
(Health Services Organization Research Unit -?), Brunel Institute of Organization and Social
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Studies, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, August, 34 pages. A working paper. The
second half contains the outline of a proposed 2nd reorganization of the NHS. Avail:
Amazon.co.uk. Cited by Dixon 1981/1982; Smith 1979. Not seen. Ru.
Cang, S., I. McDonald, A. Melia, and J. Ovretveit, 1981, Testing an emerging model for Ward
Sister roles in general hospitals, Discussion Document 3161, Health Services Organisation
Research Unit, BIOSS, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK. Cited in Kinston 1983 (SS&M). Not
in Brunel. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Cang, Stephen, ed., 1992, Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA. Anthology of
papers in honor of Jaques on his 75th birthday. Some were previously published as articles and
some subsequently published. Some are cases. Several authors had more than one paper:
Catherine G. Burke, Stephen Cang, Stephen D. Clement, Aldo Schlemenson. In GWU Liby. #
Rp. Bk.
List of Authors and Papers: Stephen Cang, “Preface”; Kathryn Cason, “Foreword”; Sir
Roderick Carnegie, “D-Day Minus Ninety”; Jack Brady, “Organizing for the Next
Decade from the Perspective of a Human Resources Executive”; David M. Boals & John
Redfern, “The ‘Information Age’ as an Un-informing Social Ideology”; Rosemary A.
Bova, “Discrete Applications of Stratified Systems Theory” (a case x 2); J. Flynn Bucy,
“Stratified Systems Theory and Its Implications for Entrepreneurship”; Catherine G.
Burke & Daniel L. Smith, “Organizing Corporate Computing” (a case); Catherine G.
Burke & Karl W. Stewart, “Putting Theory Into Practice” (a case); Niels Busch-Jensen,
“A Note on the Confusing Mode”; Stephen Cang & Alan Bacon, “Notes on Evaluation”;
Stephen D. Clement, “The Roles of the Immediate Commander and the CommanderOne-Echelon-Removed in a Requisitely Organized Army” [1989]; William F. Flack &
Daniel R. Miller, “Normality, Abnormality, and the Meaning of Schizophrenia”; Roland
O. Gibson & Brian M. O’Connor, “The Commutative Group Identity Relation”; Jerry B.
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Entrepreneurship Journal, Jordan Whitney Enterprises, 9(1-2):31-42. Study consisted of 6,307
individuals from 7 countries and examined the influence that work norms have on actual income
received across 4 occupational groups--Entrepreneurs, Engineers, Educators, and White Collar
Employees--and across the general population. Differential prediction is found across the
occupational groups with entrepreneurs found to be most similar to teachers--but still having a
unique structure of the relationship between work norms and income. Cited in Ahmed 2012.
Cited Jaques 1961; Opsahl & Dunnette 1966; Peach & Wren 1992. CUNY. Wd. # MS. PJ.
Carraher, Shawn M., 2003, “The Father of Cross-Cultural Research: an interview with Geert
Hofstede,”Journal of Applied Management & Entrepreneurship, April, 8(2):97-108. National
cultures are different from organizational ones. Entrepreneurs, in particular, differ across
nationalities because they are most impacted by the four dimensions of cultural norms of their
country. He found that long-term orientation was related to ability in mathematics among
children -- but not to ability for sciences. Whereas abilities for mathematics and abilities for
sciences were correlated, only the mathematical component was correlated with the long-term
orientation. He Cited in Ahmed 2012. Jaques not cited. # Misc. PJ.
Carraher, Shawn M., Darren E. Hart, and Charles E. Carraher, Jr., 2003, "Attitudes towards
benefits among entrepreneurial employees," Personnel Review, Emerald Group, Bradford, UK,
32(6):683-693. The multi-dimensional questionnaire - the Attitudes Towards Benefits Scale
(ATBS) - was examined using a principal components analysis with an orthogonal rotation and
multiple-group confirmatory factor analysis for a sample of 851 employees of entrepreneurial
organizations in the USA. As in Hart and Carraher 1995, it was found that the questionnaire
contained three separate dimensions of attitudes towards benefits. Cited Hart 1990 PhD (not
related); Jaques 1961. # MS. PJ.
Carraher, Shawn M., Cuthbert Scott III, and Sarah C. Carraher, 2004, “A comparison of
polychronicity levels among small business owners and non-business owners in the U.S., China,
Ukraine, Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Mexico,” International Journal of Family Business,
TAMU, Commerce, TX, 1(1):97-101. Polychronicity was found to be unidimensional. Small
business owners exhibited higher levels than the student participants in the study. Rp. PJ.
Carraher, Shawn, Paul Mulvey, Vida Scarpello, and Ronald Ash, 2004, “Pay satisfaction,
cognitive complexity, and global solutions: Is a single structure appropriate for everyone?”
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Journal of Applied Management & Entrepreneurship, Huizenga School of Business, Nova
Southeastern U., Ft. Lauderdale, FL, April, 9(2):18-33. A partial replication of Carraher &
Buckley 1996, and Carraher et al 2002. Examined the multidimensionality of the Pay
Satisfaction Questionaire (PSQ). Found that mean group differences in levels of cognitive
complexity accounts for much of the variance in PSQ dimensionality. The same factor structure
did not fit all of the data sets (from academic articles). Cited in Ahmed 2012. Jaques not cited.
Cited Carraher et al 2002. Online: City, JJay, Baruch, Grad School of Jrnlsm, NPYL. # Rp. PJ.
Carraher, Shawn M., and Sarah C. Carraher, 2005, “Felt Fair Pay of Small to Medium Size
Enterprise (SME) Owners in Finland and Latvia: an examination of Jaques’ equity construct,”
Journal of Small Business Strategy, Small Business Institute Directors' Association, Conway,
AR, US, Questia, Spring, 16(1):1-8. This study tested a portion of Jaques' theory of equitable
payment, using two samples of small to medium-sized business owners in Finland and Latvia.
Results supported Jaques' proposition about who would be satisfied with their pay level and who
would be dissatisfied. Cited in Ahmed 2012. Cited Jaques 1961, 1962, 1964, 1968, 1970, 1996;
Nystrom 1973; Richardson 1971; Gordon 1969; Allison & Morfitt 1996; Adams 1965; Belcher
1974; Carraher 1995, 1996, 2002, 2003. Not in NYPL. Clio, Baruch online since 2004. Abs
wd. # Rp. PJ.
Carraher, Shawn M., and M. Ronald Buckley, 2005, “Attitudes Towards Benefits Among SME
Owners in Western Europe: An 18-month study,” Journal of Applied Management and
Entrepreneurship, Fort Lauderdale, FL, Oct 2005, 10(4):45-57. A multi-dimensional
questionnaire - the Attitudes Towards Benefits Scale (ATBS) - was explored using a sample of
344 owners. The two dimensions found were correlated with job performance, facets of job
satisfaction, income, and closing down the business. Cited Carraher and Jaques. # Rp. PJ.
Carraher, Shawn M., Jane Whitney Gibson, and M. Ronald Buckley, 2006, “Compensation
Satisfaction in the Baltics and the USA,” Baltic Journal of Management, Emerald, UK, 1(1):723. Examined the extent to which the demographic and work-related variables of educational
level, gender, age, salary level, organizational tenure, and union membership are useful
predictors of satisfaction with pay level, benefits, raises, and the structure/administration of a
compensation system. These variables have previously been utilized in the prediction of
satisfaction with pay levels, but not the other three dimensions of compensation satisfaction.
Used samples of 423 employees in the USA with a 63 percent response rate and 519 employees
in the Baltics with a 73 percent response rate. Not all of the variables are equally useful as
predictors. Surprisingly, it was found that in seven of the eight analyses the strongest predictor
was job tenure, while actual compensation level, which was expected to be the strongest
predictor, was found to be quite weak. A major weakness is that all of the data were selfreported. Also, an inordinate number of the subjects were unionized, female, and married. The
major implication is the differential prediction for compensation satisfaction. Examined the
relationship between common demographic and work-related factors and compensation
satisfaction while controlling for organizational level. Cited in Ahmed 2012. Carraher at
Cameron U., Gibson at Nova Southeastern, Buckley at U. Oklahoma. Rp. PJ.
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Carraher, Shawn M., 2006, “An examination of Jaques' Felt Fair Pay Construct among small to
medium sized enterprises in Switzerland,” Journal for International Business and
Entrepreneurship Development, Inderscience Publishers, Genève, Switzerland, 3(1/2):109-120.
DOI: 10.1504/JIBED.2006.011954. See 2004 presentation paper. This study tested a portion of
Jaques' theory of equitable payment using a sample of 330 small to medium sized business
owners in Switzerland (SME). Results supported Jaques' proposition about who would be
satisfied with their pay level and who would be dissatisfied with their pay. Not in Clio, CUNY.
Abs-only in NYPL. (Not pubd in 2005. $$$) At Cameron U., OK. Rp. PJ.
Carraher, Shawn M., Sherry E. Sullivan, and Madeline M. Crocitto, 2008, "Mentoring Across
Global Boundaries: an empirical examination of home- and host-country mentors on expatriate
career outcomes," Journal of International Business Studies, Palgrave Macmillan, Georgia State
U., Atlanta, GA, US, Dec. 2008, 39(8):1310-1326. We examined the impact of home- and hostcountry mentors upon 299 expatriates for effectiveness. We found that having a host-country
mentor had a significant positive effect on the expatriate's organizational knowledge, knowledgesharing, job performance, promotability, and perceptions of teamwork. Having a home-country
mentor only had a significant positive effect on organizational knowledge, job performance, and
promotability. Surprisingly, our results revealed that having a home-country mentor had a
significant but negative effect on the expatriate's job satisfaction and organization identification.
Contrarily, neither type had a significant effect on job tension. Cited in Ahmed 2012. Cited
Jaques 1956/1962); Champlin and Keaney 2008. At Cameron U.; Bowling Green State U.;
SUNY Old Westbury. # D. PJ.
Carraher, Shawn M., 2011, "Turnover prediction using attitudes towards benefits, pay, and pay
satisfaction among employees and entrepreneurs in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania," Baltic
Journal of Management, Emerald, UK, 6(1):25-52. DOI: 10.1108/17465261111100905. ISSN:
1746-5265. This survey included information on attitudes towards benefits and pay satisfaction
from 153 Estonian, 157 Latvian, and 146 Lithuanian employees and 243 Latvian, 103 Estonian,
and 109 Lithuanian entrepreneurs - followed over a four-year time period. Actual salary/income
data was obtained from organizational records. Attitudes towards benefits were generally
significant predictors of turnover for employees and entrepreneurs, while satisfaction with pay
was typically significant for employees but not for entrepreneurs. It was also found that for the
employees both equity and expectancy considerations were able to explain differences in
turnover rates, while for entrepreneurs expectancy theory considerations were more powerful
than equity theory explanations. Pay seems to be important for attracting employees while
benefits are important for retaining them. Employee retention has been an important factor in the
Baltic region over the last two decades. Cited Kakabadse 2005; Jaques 1961. At Severson
Entrepreneurship Academy, Minot State U., ND, USA. shawncarraher@yahoo.com # Rp. PJ.
Carrell, Michael Robert, 1976, A Longitudinal Assessment of Employee Perceptions of Equitable
Treatment in a Field Setting, D.B.A., dissertation in Business Community, University Of
Kentucky, Lexington, KY, 140 leaves/ 154 p. Spec Colln Library - Theses Collection: Theses
1976. DAI-A, 38, no. 02A, p 888, Aug 1977. Acsn. No: AAT7715937. Published as two 1978
articles and a 1979 article with Dittrich as lead co-author. This method of study of the equity
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concept moved it out of the laboratory. Findings strongly supported the natural existence of
equity, fairness and justice. Strong refutation in the field of alternatives (Lawler and Porter).
Jaques’s concept of a social norm of equity was supported. (No mention of Leibenstein’s xefficiency.) Cited Jaques 1961, et al. CUNY Grad Ctr. Ph.D.
Carrell, Michael R., and John E. Dittrich, 1976, "Employee Perceptions of Fair Treatment,"
Personnel Journal, Santa Monica, Calif., Oct., 55(10):523-524. A short piece. Fairness was
stronger than job satisfaction in predicting both absenteeism and job turnover. 'Paylevel' was a
significant predictor of turnover. The level of pay was the major dimension that workers
compared with other workers in other organizations. [Jaques was supported but not cited.]
Not Baruch Percls. City Cohn Percls. # Rp. Pro.
Carrell, Michael R., 1978, “A longitudinal field assessment of employee perceptions of equitable
treatment,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, [now ...Human Decision
Processes], ScienceDirect, February 1978, 21(1):108-118. In the study of organizational
behavior several theorists have proposed models for the determination of equitable treatment of
employees by an organization. Each theory assumes employees perceive a fair, just, or equitable
return for what they contribute to their jobs. This research examined the equity concept in a
naturally occurring field experiment. The results provide strong support for equity by
employees which can be affected by an organization. The proposition that employees will strive
to reduce perceived inequity over time was supported. Found a naturally occurring socially
normative sense of equity, which supported Jaques. Based on Carrell’s 1976 Ph.D. Cited
Adams 1963, 1965; Homans 1961; Jaques 1961; Patchen 1961. Baruch Percls. and City Coll. #
Rp. PJ. A.
Carrell, Michael R., and John E. Dittrich, 1978, “Equity Theory: The Recent Literature,
Methodological Considerations, and New Directions,” The Academy of Management Review,
April 1978, 3(2):202-210. Organizational theorists have advanced models of individuals'
determination of equitable payment for work. Current demands by minority and women's groups
stress equitable treatment by formal organizations. This article reviewed primary areas in which
the concept of equitable treatment has centered, notes findings, and discussed significant
theoretical/ methodological issues, including relationship of the equity concept and behavioral
models. Based on Carrell’s 1976 Ph.D. Cited Jaques 1961, et al. # Rp. PJ. A.
Carrillo Penso, Rogelio, con aportes de Kenneth Craddock, 2000, << Los 17 Atributos del
Gerente de la Gente >>, RCP: Hagamos una Venezuela Mejor para los Hijos de Nuestros Hijos,
Caracas, Venezuela, 26-3-00, p. 1-13. Full article on the internet based on Craddock 2-pager.
Not related to RO but to leadership in business. E-mail: gelicarrillo@bigfoot.com # Misc. Rep.
Carroll, Brigid J., Polly Parker, and Kerr Inkson, 2010, "Evasion of Boredom: An unexpected
spur to Leadership?" Human Relations, Sage, UK & US, July 2010, 63(7):1031-1049. doi:
10.1177/0018726709349864. Showed that the boredom discourse of senior managers contrasted
with their construction of challenge in leadership. Managers considered boredom to be a
characteristic of followers not leaders and antithetical to leadership. Managers therefore
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accepted a prevalent negative discourse and responded not by reflecting on it but by initiating
change. Boredom may provide the impetus for creativity, risk-taking, curiosity and challengeseeking, and may foster learning. Living with leadership ‘troughs’ as well as ‘peaks’ may create
a more reflexive, resilient and agile leadership. Cited Fisher 1993. At U. Auckland, NZ; U.
QLD, AU; U. Waikato, NZ. Email: b.carroll@auckland.ac.nzp.parker@business.uq.edu.au
kinkson@mngt.waikato.ac.nz # Refu. PJ.
Carroll, James D., 1997, “The Warfare On and Over American Government in Waldonian
Perspective,” Public Administration Review, Washington, DC, May-June, 57(3):200-204. A nice
precis of Dwight Waldo’s approach to public sector management, with his emphasis on the
relationship between civilization and administration. There are no simple and morally correct
answers. The public sector is beset with paradoxes. The people in it work hard anyway. Not on
Jaques, but raises other contextual questions. Misc. PJ. A.
Carroll, John S., 1987, "Compliance with the Law: A Decision-Making Approach to Taxpaying",
Law and Human Behavior, Progress in Law and Social Science, Springer, UK, Dec. 1987, Vol.
11, No. 4, (pp. 319-335. The tax laws offer a good example of the difficulties in trying to
anticipate what people will do in response to various legal requirements. This paper proposes a
new approach to understanding tax compliance drawn from behavioral decision theory. The
paper discusses the issue of rationality, the strategies people use to make taxpaying decisions, the
distinction between norm-processing and outcome-processing strategies, and implications for
research and legal policy making. Cited Jaques 1976; Humphreys & Berkeley 1983. # D. PJ.
Carrott, Gregory T., and Stuart E. Jackson, 2009, “Shareholder Value Must Top the CEO's
Agenda,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, USA, Jan2009, 87(1):22-24. A strategy for
the chief executive officer's first year in large U.S. corporations. The new leader needs to learn
how value is created at the company and motivate the organization to establish long-term
value creation as the measure of success. Managers' compensation should be linked to
accountability and multi-year stock performance. The organizational goals should be linked to
value creation, a commitment to be the best, and the formation of effective teams. The cash
flow, balance sheet, and dividend distributions should be managed aggressively. [Very
traditional.] Compare with Lazonick 2011. See Friel & Duboff 2009. At Cavoure; LEK
Consulting. # Misc. Pro.
Carse, James P., 1986, Finite and Infinite Games, The Free Press, New York, NY, 152 pages.
This is not on game theory nor is it about sports. Carse sets forth criteria for knowing how to
complete a game (celebration), how to identify a losing game, and when and how to get out of it.
Two strategic games are always being played at any moment, one finite and the other infinite.
Jaques describes this most clearly as the shift from static to dynamic thought processes (e.g.
between Strata II and III, and VI and VII.) A classic. See McGrath and MacMillan. See Eccles,
Nohria and Berkley. See Wright. See Shostack, and Brand. See Boorman, and Leifer. See
Hampden-Turner and Trompenaars 1997. MS. Bk.
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Carson, Neill, 1992, “Making Sure Your Bank’s Work Teams Are Accountable,” American
Banker, August 19, 1992. Carson was director of Houston office of Harding Consulting Group.
On the FLM and the team. Banks tend to be horizontal and unclear on accountability. D. Pro.
Carstedt, Leif, and Henry Widen, 2000, “Swedish Officer Selection,” National Defence College,
Karlstad, Sweden, Aug. 2000, 6 p. Acsn. No: ADP010370. The use of psychological methods
as an aid to officer selection in the Swedish armed forces dates back to the early 1940's. They
were heavily influenced by German methods developed in the 1930's with an emphasis on
personality variables. In 1996, a new system was introduced, which is based on the theories of
Jaques and Stamp. The first stage must deselect applicants not at all suited for the officer
profession, rather than trying to find those best suited. The new system has three main
components: A cognitive test battery, a personality inventory, and an interview. The test battery,
comprising three inductive, four spatial and five verbal tests, was constructed with the aid of
confirmatory factor analysis. A report. See Kragh. Not in NYC. Rp. Rep.
Carter, Chris, Stewart R. Clegg, and Martin Kornberger, 2008, A very short, fairly interesting
and reasonably cheap book about studying strategy, Sage, London, UK; Thousand Oaks, Cal,
US, 170 p. (One in a series.) A close rebuttal to Michael Porter. As with most economists
Porter focused on the market - elements outside, not inside – the firm. He incorporated “the
gnomic present” and assumed that economic laws are always universal and always present.
Government played no role in his approach. Jaques not cited. Cited McCloskey 1985; Froud et
al 2000 (p. 106). NYPL SIBL JBD 09-149. Refu. Bk.
Carter, Michelle, 2000, “The Answer is Communication and Leadership. But What Was the
Question?” hr.com 30 Oct 00 On line. Ru.
Carter, Michelle, 2001, “Why HR Can’t Get No Respect.” hr.com 29 Jan 01. On line. Ru.
Carter, Michelle Malay, 2004, “What to Do about ‘Attitude’ Problems? Promote Them!” online
at peoplefit.com (accessed 7/17/04). What do you do with a person who is doing his/her job but
whose attitude has changed and now makes everyone else miserable? They may be bored and
overqualified. http://www.trianglepr.com/cgibin/readstory.cgi?trianglepr/1134.txt Ru.
Carter, Michelle Malay, 2005, “Conquering Chaos: A Success Story to Encourage the
Challenged Manager!” online at peoplefit.com and GlobalRO.org (July), 2 p. Sort out the levels
of roles, realign reporting relationships, match people to roles, hire on capabilities - and voila!
Your volume of emails will go down, attainment of goals will improve, labor turnover will go
down, and the manager will work a normal day. A case. Ru.
Carter, Michelle Malay, 2009, "What is Requisite Organization? The Elevator Speech," online at
PeopleFit.com. Word, 2 p. RO is based on trust and fairness. Human dignity is its core. # Ru.
Carter, Nancy M., and Thomas L. Keon, 1986, “The Rise and Fall of the Division of Labour, the
Past 25 Years,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Ger., 7(1):57-74.
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Articles on this issue over the last 25 years were reviewed. Metastudy. Two main camps.
Adam Smith’s concern over the role of scale in the division of labour (1776) had devolved to
the variety of labour activities. Emile Durkheim’s concern over social complexity and
stratification (1933) focused on the shape of organization configuration and communication.
Found complexity was an American concern but in all but four studies (Hage and Aiken~
1967-1971) it was related to size. All but one of the published studies were on public sector
agencies or on hospitals. That one was Hall (Richard), Haas, and Johnson 1967. (Management
academics do not know how to confront economists. No wonder Smith became an article of
faith.) See Criscuolo 2000. Refu. PJ. A.
Carton, Robert B., and Charles W. Hofer, 2010, "Organizational Financial Performance:
Identifying and Testing Multiple Dimensions," Academy of Entrepreneurship Journal, Jordan
Whitney Enterprises, 16(1):1-22. Organizational financial performance was the criterion of
interest. This was the first study undertaken to empirically identify both the different distinct
dimensions of organizational financial performance and the measures that represent those
dimensions (growth and profitability). A two-part approach was adopted to address this
problem. First, a model of overall organizational performance was inferred from empirical data
that included the primary constructs of an organization's financial performance and empirical
measures of these constructs. Next, the validity and reliability of the constructs and measures
were tested. The identification of different dimensions and measures of financial performance
for both annual and three-year timeframes better than any in use. Based on Carton 2004 PhD
(not herein). # Misc. PJ.
Caruso, Richard Ernest, 1992, Mentoring and the Business Environment: Asset or Liability?,
Aldershot: Dartmouth, 157 pages. Part of Motorola’s response to the Japanese challenge in the
early 1980s was to enhance its employee career development activities. This included a formal,
closed mentoring program. This study explored mentoring at Motorola and discovered the
system in practice was actually a protégée-driven open system - a dispersed social activity.
Mentoring of protegees was obtained from sources Motorola made available. (See Interesting
1990 Ph.D.) SEE SEE Misc. Bk.
Carvalho, Gerard F., 1965, “Managing a Dynamic Compensation System,” Management of
Personnel Quarterly, US, ABI/INFORM Global, Winter 1965, 3(4):3-10. Integrated several new
compensation practices to establish a unified approach to compensation theory and practice.
Considered Jaques’ time-span but decided to emphasize Morton Adelberg’s salary survey
technique. (In 1968 did an unrelated PhD at U. Mich.) A winger. W. PJ.
Carver, John, 1990, Boards That Make a Difference: a new design for leadership in nonprofit
and public organizations, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 242 pages. (Jossey-Bass nonprofit
sector series.) Carver here first set forth his Policy Governance model of board structures and
practices. The board sets governance policy, establishes the board-CEO linkage, sets executive
limitations, and holds the CEO accountable for means and ends. The CEO acts within the
policies set by the board and the law. This is called, “Brains in, fingers out.” The board keeps
hands-on direct control over the larger issues, while having a hands-off, indirect control over
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smaller issues (i.e. accountability from the CEO). The board acts as a whole (a true group).
Carver is a consultant and a prolific writer. (Ken Shepard explained this model to Jaques, who
thought it was parallel or congruent with Requisite Organization practices. There are no
references to Jaques in Carver’s work. This link needs to be explored and clearly established.)
MS. Bk.
Carver, John, and Miriam Mayhew Carver, 1997, Reinventing Your Board: a step-by-step guide
to implementing policy governance, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 232 pages. (Jossey-Bass
nonprofit and public management series.) Carver adds templates to his governance model for
explanation and implementation. MS. Bk.
Carver, John, 2001, “A Theory of Governing the Public's Business: Redesigning the Jobs of
Boards, Councils, and Commissions,” Public Management Review, Ebsco, London, UK, March
2001, 3(1):53-72. For the public’s business to be conducted within political science and
management concepts that work, the laws must be changed. This takes long-term thinking.
Public values must be made explicit. This empowers both the Board and management
simultaneously. MS. PJ. A.
Carver, Vida, and J. L. Edwards, 1972, Social Workers and their Workloads, National Institute
for Social Work Training, London, UK, 84 p. A survey of social workers to substantiate the
findings of the Seebohm Report, its recommendations, and compement an earlier study by
Eleanor Grey. It clearly shows administrative mixture, confusion, duplication, and lack of clarity
of responsibility. Managerial skills needed by supervisors in the social service departments were
all too often lacking. See Bk Rev by Derek Birrell in JSP, Oct. 1973, 2(4):380-381. Mentioned
in Bk Rev by C. McCreadie 1975 in JSP. Misc. Bk.
Carzo, Rocco, Jr., 1961, “Organization Realities,” Business Horizons, U. Indiana, Bloomington,
IN, Spring 1961, p. 95-104. [Reprinted in Connor, Patrick E., ed.,1978, Dimensions of Modern
Management, 2nd., ch. 18, p. 171-183. Baruch HD31 .C624 1978.] Traditional theory
prescribes that organization be built around the work to be done. But specialization fails to
recognize management’s complexity and multiple capacities. As James Worthy noted, this has
been wasteful. Competition does not increase cooperation. Decentralization works more
flexibly. Variation among employees exists and be part of management. Teaching. Misc. PJ.
Carzo, Rocco, Jr., and John N. Yanouzas, 1969, “Effects of Flat and Tall Organization
Structure,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June, 14(2):178-191. Using traditional definitions
of hierarchical structure, but in a lab experiment, the authors discovered the tall structures
created significant superior profits and rates of return on revenues due to repeated evaluation of
decisions which improved their quality. Although it took longer to process decisions through the
several levels of a tall structure, groups with a flat organization took more time to resolve
conflicts and to coordinate efforts. Tall organization structures were superior on two major
measures of performance: profits and rate of return on revenues. Apparently the greater
number of levels in the tall structure provided for more frequent evaluation of decisions and
better performance on these two variables. (See other test with students.) Strong support for the
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advantages of hierarchy – and Worthy. (These authors mistakenly give prominence to narrow
SoCs.) See Norman P. Hummon: “Criticism of ‘Effects of Flat and Tall Organization
Structure’,” ASQ, June 1970, 15(2):230-234. Reply: “Justification for the Carzo-Yanouzas
Experiment on Flat and Tall Structures,” ASQ, June 1970, 15(2):235-240. Cited Worthy 1950
and 1959, and contradicted Jones 1969 AMJ. Did not cite Jaques. [Define Tall! Define Flat!
Dammit!] Cited Yanouzas 1963 PhD (not included). See Alfred Chandler 1962 on Sears. MS.
PJ. A.
Casciaro, Tiziana, and Miguel Sousa Lobo, 2008, “When Competence Is Irrelevant: The Role of
Interpersonal Affect in Task-Related Ties,” Administrative Science Quarterly, US, Dec2008,
53(4):655-684. Negative interpersonal affect (feelings) rendered task competence virtually
irrelevant in a person's choice of a partner for task interactions but that positive interpersonal
affect increased a person's reliance on competence as a criterion for - choosing task partners,
facilitating access to organizational resources relevant to the task. The results suggest that
competence may be irrelevant. Across organizational contexts and types of task-related
interaction, people appear to need active liking to seek out resources of potential work partners
and fully tap into the knowledge that resides in organizations. (Trust comes first – particularly in
a distrustful context, before competence.] At U. Toronto & INSEAD. # MS. PJ. A.
Cascio, Wayne F., James Outtz, Sheldon Zedeck, and Irwin L. Goldstein, 1991, "Statistical
Implications of Six Methods of Test Score use in Personnel Selection," Human Performance,
Taylor & Francis, Mahwah, NJ, US, 1991, 4(4):233-264. 32p. ISSN: 08959285. Examines the
statistical implications of the six methods of test score use in personnel selection in the U.S.
While the sliding-band method was not optimal, it achieved both economic and social goals. See
Schmidt 1991 (same issue). # Misc. PJ.
Cascio, Wayne F., Irwin L. Goldstein, James Outtz, and Sheldon Zedeck, 1995, "Twenty Issues
and Answers about Sliding Bands," Human Performance, Taylor & Francis, Mahwah, NJ, US,
1995, 8(3):227-242. 16p. ISSN: 08959285. Examined twenty issues and answers related to the
sliding-band method of candidate referral in personnel selection. Misconceptions were hopefully
corrected. See Schmidt & Hunter 1995 (same issue). # Misc. PJ.
Cascio, Wayne F., 2002, “Whither Industrial and Organizational Psychology in a Changing
World of Work,” chapter 2 (p. 8-27) in Ferris, Gerald R., M. Ronald Buckley, and Donald B.
Fedor, eds., 2002, Human Resources Management, 4th edn., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River,
NJ, 644 p. Overview of the last 20 years of changes in workplace relations, HR, selection,
training, OD, performance appraisals, compensation, incentives, and the possible future. Cited
Deming 1986; Gersick 1989; Klimoski and Jones 1995; Mabe and West 1982; WSJ A1 4-181992; Tosi and Tosi 1987. Jaques not cited. Good back-grounder. Misc. Ch.
Case, Robbie, 1978, “A Developmentally Based Theory and Technology of Instruction,”
Review of Educational Research, American Educational Research Association, JSTOR, Summer
1978, 48(3):439-463. Young children approach intellectual tasks with strategies that are
reasonable but oversimplified and (b) that young children are incapable of dealing with more
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than a few items of information at one time. A developmental approach may help the studentsubjects learn better. (Reprinted as Case 1980, ch. 8.) See Kuhn 1983 for critique of Case’s
concepts, At Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, Toronto, ON, CA. Misc. PJ.
Case, Robbie, 1980, “The Underlying Mechanism of Intellectual Development,” chapter 2 (p. 537) in Kirby, John R., and John B. Biggs, eds., 1980, Cognition, Development, and Instruction,
Academic Press, NY, NY, 217 p. Papers from a 1977 conference at U. Newcastle in NSW, AU.
Case described the mechanism underlying changes in thinking that take place, both within and
between stages. The basic construct was ‘working memory,’ which must contain all the
information to be coordinated in performing a task. With development, the same executive
routine takes up less and less mental space, freeing more working memory. Thus, basic
information-processing capacity underlies the various developmental stages. Cited in Fischer
and Lazerson 1984. Cited Piaget 1920, 1964; Simon 1962. (c.f. Chapter 8 by Case on
implications for instruction.) Toronto, CA. Grad Ctr LB 1060 .C62. Misc. Ch.
Case, Robbie, 1980, “Implications of Neo-Piagetian Theory for Improving the Design of
Instruction,” chapter 8 (p. 161-186) in Kirby, John R., and John B. Biggs, eds., 1980, Cognition,
Development, and Instruction, Academic Press, NY, NY, 217 p. Papers from a 1977 conference
at U. Newcastle in NSW, AU. [From: Case, Robbie, 1978, “A Developmentally Based Theory
and Technology of Instruction,” Review of Educational Research, American Educational
Research Assn, Smr 1978, 48(3):439-463.) If the source of the teaching difficulty is cognitive
rather than motivational, it has one of three causes: a preconceived concept or strategy; the
working memory demand is too great; or the task is unusually demanding. These three types can
be solved: diagnosis showing inadequacy of the strategy and provide the opportunity to develop
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home is not experienced as a form of tourism but as the second form of time - not succession but
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to and engaging with a place or practice. She discovered an application of Jaques 1982, Form of
Time (p. 217, 227-228). Cited Ryan 1997. [Deceased 3/2/2000. PhD awarded posthumously.]
Clio Lehman Liby HM656 .S63 2002. Based on 2000 PhD, U. Lancaster. # Rp. Ch.
Chapman, Graeme, 2002, “Leadership--An Urgent but Misplaced Debate,” Previously
unpublished, Copyright © 1989. Published as an online text with the kind permission of the
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Journal of Management Development, Bradford, UK, 20(1):55-68. In new organizational forms,
processes are the key to organizational effectiveness because they link customers and markets to
organizational goals. Managers at all levels are both organization builders and regulators of unit
activity. While the exercise of judgment is the process for deciding how the action should
unfold, the use of influence is the process for shaping the behavior of others. From a process
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around those processes unfolds over time. (S-III and higher.) In the classroom practicing
managers and students can link activities to the context as well as to the longer term business
development objectives. (S-I, S-II.) At U. Western Sydney, NSW, AU. # MS. PJ.
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integration,” Strategy & Leadership, Emerald, Chicago, IL, Bradford, England, 2006, 34(4):3238. The IBM 2006 CEO study (which interviewed 765 CEOs, business executives and public
sector leaders) took a comprehensive global look at a topic that is increasingly important to
leaders worldwide: innovation. The study's findings covered three major areas, such as the value
of external collaboration, the importance of business model innovation, and the need for
consistent business and technology integration. Two out of every three CEOs interviewed expect
fundamental changes for their organizations over the next two years. Surprisingly undaunted by
this challenge, they see innovation as a means to seize opportunities. Just under 80 percent felt
integration was of great importance, but only 45 percent felt their own firms were integrated to a
large extent. (This was a gap.) In the IBM study: 76% of all CEOs ranked business partnerships
and collaboration as important for innovation - but only half of the CEOs surveyed believed their
organizations were collaborating beyond a moderate level. Only 14% of CEOs ranked internal
R&D as a significant source for new ideas. Approximately one-third of CEOs' emphasis is now
on business model innovation - innovation in the structure and/or financial model of the
business. One-third saw internal blockage of innovation that they were unwilling to overcome.
(Survey also revealed the extent of incompetent CEOs.) At IBM. MS. PJ.
Chapman, Richard A., 1973, “Commissions in Policy-Making,” chapter 7 (p. 174-188) [and
“Introduction,” chapter 1 (p. 9-10)] in Chapman, Richard A., ed., 1973, The Role of Commissions
in Policy Making, Allen & Unwin, London, UK, 206 p. Not on RO. (Compare this book to
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of Clokie & Robinson 1937 US classic book.) See chapters by NM Thomas and M Kogan. Htr
Mn., Lehman Coll., Grad Ctr: JN407 .R64. NYPL Schw JLD 74-1128 (SASB). # Misc. Ch.
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do his work on such terms that the circulating capital which he has to find is relatively small.
This man must also find a market. The Union is a training ground for conducting business and
managing men. (Classes are perpetuated.) Cited in Schumpeter 1947. Teach. # MS. PJ. A.
Chapple, Eliot, and Leonard Sayles, 1961, “Work Flow as the Basis for Organization Design,”
chapter 11 in The Measure of Management, Macmillan, NY, NY, US, 218 p. [Reprinted as
chapter 25 (p. 373-394) in Jelinek, Mariann, Joseph A. Litterer, and Raymond E. Miles, eds.,
1986, Organizations by Design: theory and practice, 2nd edn., Business Publications, Plano, TX,
594 p.] These authors use a horizontal approach to the design of organizations to reduce workflow stress. But they forget that every system has a purpose. They cited Worthy 1953; W.F.
Whyte 1948, [undated research]. Clio Social Work HD31 .O775 1986. # Misc. Ch.
Chappell, Lindsay, 2005, “Toyota can't find Texas talent,” Automotive News, Crain Automotive
Group, Detroit, Mich., US, 07/25/2005, 79(Iss. 6158):18. ISSN 0005-1551. Wd Cnt: 296.
Reported that Toyota Motor Corp. is having a harder time than expected filling the first few
hundred jobs at its new pickup plant in San Antonio, Texas. The $800 million plant will employ
about 2,000 people at start-up, plus another 1,000 supplier personnel who will operate on-site.
Although San Antonio is one of the 10 largest U.S. cities, Toyota has discovered that the pool of
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sought candidates from a 50-mile radius of the plant site. But in recent months, Toyota has run
newspaper ads as far away as central Illinois to recruit skilled workers. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Chappell, Lindsay, 2007, “Would the Toyota system work in U.S.? NUMMI was a test run: Part
1 of 2,” Automotive News, US, October 29, 2007. “For Toyota in 1983, the question wasn’t
whether to build cars in America. The question was how.” The NUMMI, joint venture with
GM, showed Toyota that its methods worked, so it expanded quickly into KY. What GM got out
of it – production insights proved difficult to spread through GM. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Charan, Ram, Stephen Drotter, and James Noel, 2001, The Leadership Pipeline: How to Build
the Leadership Powered Company, Jossey-Bass/Wiley, San Francisco, CA/New York, NY, 248
p. (2nd edn., 2011, 325 p.) They identified six transitions in the growth pipeline, thus seven
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each level and on the needed skills and work values to perform the work at each level. Noted
Walter Mahler (q.v.) described the managerial levels in 1973 as the “career crossroads model.”
They corresponded closely to Wilfred Brown’s (1960) strata without gaps or overlaps but with a
bit of confusion (see Mahler 1975). Managerial training for three major transitions began at the
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(See Preface, Ch. 10, and Ch. 8.) Later GE also used other models. One Amazon commentator
complained they messed up the descriptions of “work at each Level of Complexity per Jaques,
van Clieaf, Billis, and Stamp.” (None of whom are in the Index.) (Van Clieaf met Mahler and
GE managers and says this book’s descriptions of GE’s work levels are off by one or two levels.)
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sufficient. Boards can easily rely too much on search firm lists of high potential candidates.
Boards have to get away from personality traits associated with ‘leadership’ and deal with hard
cognitive skills. What has this person accomplished? Do the person’s hard skills match the
future needs of the firm over the next 5-10 years? Board members should personally get to know
the company’s rising stars. Finally, selecting the next CEO is the major job of the Board. This is
its permanent responsibility. ‘Fit’ with the firm’s needs and strategy is a major key. Making an
excellent CEO pick makes every subsequent decision by the Board easier. No ftnts. Cited by De
Meuse et al 2009. # Rp. Pro.
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Policy and Policy Enforcement, which are integral parts of the Architecture while also
introducing a hitherto missing component, namely the Legal Dimension. Elliott Jaques’
pioneering work in organisational theory and the behaviour of living organisms is based on a
number of fundamental concepts. One of these is the concept of ”inherent intent”; an organism’s
organic and architecturally based endeavour to satisfy its inherent intent. Information
Technology. Cited Jaques 2002; von Clausewitz 1976/1984. www.ijpis.net
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Paterson 1972 and by Goldenberg 1968. (Cited by T .H. Patten, 1988) MS. PJ.
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Layoffs were not more accepted in Silicon Valley than in Canada. In this study of the sense of
fairness over layoffs in anglo-phone Canada and Silicon Valley (for contrast), a change in the
external labor market was not perceived as a fair or acceptable reason for a layoff in either
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Blau 1964; Akerlof and Yellen 1990. MS. PJ. A.
Charness, Gary, and David I. Levine, 2002, “Changes in the Employment Contract? - Evidence
from a Quasi-experiment,” Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, 47(4):391-407.
See 1996 Charness Ph.D. If internal labor markets are declining and a ‘new employment
contract’ with reduced employer-employee commitment has emerged, the criteria of fairness
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Canada and Silicon Valley (for contrast), a change in the external labor market was not perceived
as a fair or acceptable reason for a layoff in either locale. Canadians had a more extreme
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Layoffs generated by employee suggestions really burned employees everywhere. Effort
bargain. Internal Wage Structure. Cited Homans and Adams but not Jaques. Cited Blau 1964,
Akerlof and Yellen 1990. MS. PJ.
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and Kenneth Kotovsky, eds., 1989, Complex Information Processing: the impact of Herbert A.
Simon, L.L. Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale, NJ, 459 p. Skilled chess players can look more
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system (1978). Cited in Klein 1998. Clio Psych BF444 .C66 1989. MS. Ch.
Charreaux, Gérard, 2008, “À la recherche du lien perdu entre caractéristiques des dirigeants et
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discretion"], Economies et Sociétés, K, Institut de sciences mathématiques et économiques
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superieurs et la theorie de la gouvernance financiere postulent que les dirigeants ont une
influence determinante sur la performance de la firme. L'objectif de cet article est, d'une part, de
comparer le contenu et le role de la notion de latitude managerial dans ces theories, et, d 'autre
part, de proposer un metamodele qui permettrait de proposer une approche integratrice de la
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in order to offer a better understanding of the link between CEOs' characteristics, corporate
governance, and performance.] Mostly on Hambrick. Cited by Wirtz 2011 and supported. Not
in Clio, CUNY. NYPL Schw os JLK 72-117. No copy. At U. de Bourgogne, FR. MS. PJ.
Chary, S. N., 2006, Production and Operations Management, 3rd edn., Tata McGraw-Hill, New
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Chattopadhyay, Gouranga P., 1989, “Education: The Authority to Learn or The Authority of the
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Chaturvedi, Aneil, and Abha Chaturvedi, 1987, "Pressures of Modernization on Human
Resource Orientation," Economic and Political Weekly, India, Aug. 29, 22(35):M-115—M-119.
The process of upgradation and modernization of technology in most Indian companies has
generally been accompanied by an enthusiasm towards technological change and a willingness to
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compared to how technology is treated. This perception of disparity is quite discernible in the
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not in developing the ability to select, obtain, and induct new skills and personnel, but more in
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Journal of Industrial Relations, Jan., 21(3):356-68. A Quality Circle (QC) is a small group of
people doing similar work, who meet voluntarily on a regular basis under the leadership of a
supervisor to discuss work problems. They analyse the causes of the problems and recommend
solutions to management. Concluded QCs offered a new perspective on employee participation
and development with potential benefits for organizations and individuals. The distinctive
advantage of QCs appeared to be that the worker's personal interest took a concrete form through
decisions by consensus. (See US failure with QCs.) # Misc. PJ.
Chaudhuri, K. K., 1986, "Quality Circle: Way of Enhancing Employee Participation," Indian
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Che, Hai, K. Sudhir, and P. B. Seetharaman, 2007, “Bounded Rationality in Pricing Under StateDependent Demand: Do Firms Look Ahead, and if So, How Far?,” Journal of Marketing
Research (JMR), Aug2007, 44(3):434-449. The authors propose an empirical procedure to
investigate the pricing behavior of manufacturers and retailers in the presence of state-dependent
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on breakfast cereals (and replicate using ketchup), the authors find that (1) omission of state
dependence in demand biases inference of firm behavior (i.e., tacit collusion is erroneously
inferred when firms are competitive); (2) observed retail prices are consistent with a pricing
model in which both manufacturers and retailers are forward looking (i.e., they incorporate
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when setting prices (i.e., they look ahead by only one period, suggesting that firms are
boundedly rational in their dynamic pricing behavior); and (3) even a myopic pricing model of
firms that accounts for state dependence in demand is a reasonable approximation of the
observed prices in the market. Cited in Goldfarb & Yang 2009. Jaques not cited. MS. PJ. A.
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and complacent. The paper focuses on financial intermediaries such as pension funds and
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'cult of the equity' and a 'trapped capital' effect caused by exchange controls fostered
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Cited in Lynall 2009 PhD. Clio, Htr Mn # Misc. PJ.
Chen, Guoli, and Donald C. Hambrick, 2012, "CEO Replacement in Turnaround Situations:
Executive (Mis)Fit and Its Performance Implications," Organization Science, INFORMS, US,
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Countering the widely held view that chief executive officer (CEO) succession is generally
beneficial in turnaround situations, we find substantial support for the 'fit/refit' theory: troubled
companies have substantially better performance to the extent that they replace incumbents who
are poorly suited to the conditions at hand and when they appoint new CEOs who are well
matched to those conditions. Further, we find that CEO replacement per se has no general
effect on the improvement of troubled firms. From Chen 2008 PhD. (guoli.chen@insead.edu)
and (dch14@psu.edu). # Misc. PJ. A.
Chen, Ping, and David Partington, 2004, “An Interpretive Comparison of Chinese and Western
Conceptions of Relationships in Construction Project Management Work,” International Journal
of Project Management, IPMA, Elsevier, UK, July, 22(5):397-406. Using phenomenography the
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meanings to relationships in construction project management work. Cited Sandberg 1994 and
2000. See Partington et al 2005; Chen and Partington 2006. Misc. PJ.
Chen, Ping, and David Partington, 2006, “Three Conceptual Levels of Construction Project
Management Work,” International Journal of Project Management, IPMA, Elsevier, UK, July,
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standards-based approaches. Cited Sandberg 1994 and 2000; Crawford 2005 PhD; Partington et
al 2005; Raven 1984. See Chen and Partington 2004. MS. PJ.
Chen-Fu, Chien, 2007, “Made in Taiwan,” Industrial Engineer, Norcross, GA, US, Feb 2007,
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Chennault, Claire Lee, 1949, Way of a Fighter; the memoirs of Claire Lee Chennault, ed. by
Robert Hotz,, G.P. Putnam's Sons, NY, NY, US, 375 p. [I looked at his view of Stilwell since he
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to Burma to lead the troups personally. Stilwell was a pure soldier and lacked diplomatic skills.
Repeated an apparent general assessment of Stilwell: "The best four-star battalion comander in
the Army." Wedemeyer got cooperation where Stilwell said it was impossible. Stilwell showed
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of Occupational Behaviour, John Wiley, London, UK, January, 1(1):69-81. Behavioural theory
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Emery, and Trist. q.v.) Cited Jaques 1951 and 1976. Refu. PJ. A.
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Chiesa, Vittorio, and Raffaella Manzini, 1997, "Competence Levels within Firms: A Static and
Dynamic Analysis," chapter 9 (p. 195-213) in Heene, Aimé, and Ron Sanchez, eds., 1997,
Competence-based Strategic Management, Wiley, Chichester, UK, 337 p. Aime. Analysis of
competence-based competition shows it has been related to different activity levels within the
firm. At each of three levels both the competences and their outputs are defined. It is useful to
make a distinction between static and dynamic analyses of a firm's competence. Static analysis
means taking a view of a firm's competences at various levels at a point in time; dynamic
analysis means understanding how the three levels interact to leverage and build competences.
This framework also helps us understand a firm's competitive capability and performance. The
framework was developed using three case studies, one in the Appendix on Philips. Cited
Hamel - a lot. See Volberda 1992 PhD & 1998. A case. # MS. Ch.
Child, Arthur, Elliott Jaques, Geoffrey Farrar, Jeffrey Gandz, 1994, “Employee Empowerment:
Turnaround at Kodak Park,” Business Quarterly, Summer, 58(4):10-22. A case situation (See
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Child, John, 1964, “Quaker Employers and Industrial Relations,” Sociological Review, UK,
12(2):293-315. The Quaker social conscience was in conflict with the 19th century laissez faire
economics view. These Quaker ideals seemed to die out with WWII, or at least were heard less.
Often cited Joseph and B. Seebohm Rowntree, Cadbury, and Scott-Bader. Failed to note the
many linkages with Glacier Metal and Wilfred Brown. [Later, in his 1967 PhD, Child lumped
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Child, John, and Chris Smith, 1987, “The Context and Process of Organizational Transformation
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Knowledge,” Sociological Review, London, UK, 16(2):217-239. Article version of 1967 PhD.
So condensed it omitted mention of Jaques, Glacier, Brown, etc. (Eh ....) Misc. PJ. A.
Child, John, 1969, British Management Thought, a critical analysis, George Allen and Unwin,
London, UK, 272 pages. No. 5 in series, Studies in Management. This was Child’s 1967 Ph.D.
thesis at Cambridge. Devoted over 20 pages to Jaques-Brown-Glacier. See critique p. 197-203.
Felt the theory was pro-management like many other management advisors and theorists. Child
was wrong in this (c.f. Martin 1951 book review). Failed to cite any of the many published
studies supporting the theory. (Child is here a ‘clever lad,’ full of sharp opinions, and a bit
facile. The Brits love this kind of chap.) Compare with C. S. George 1968. Cited McGivering
et al 1960; V. L. Allen 1963. NYPL Schw HUM D 19-4823. Baruch HD70.G7 C5. Cr. Bk.
Child, John, 1969, The Business Enterprise in Modern Industrial Society, Collier-Macmillan,
London, UK, 152 p. Modern sociology. We must not look at the parts. We have to look at the
whole organization, at its goals, means, and deeds. Mentioned Glacier and Renolds. Based on
his 1968 PhD: lit review. Cited von Bertalanffy 1950; Brown 1960; Renolds 1950; Jaques 1961;
Blauner 1964; Behrend 1957; Emery & Trist 1960; Moore 1962; Melman 1958. Schw JFD 711792. Lehman Coll. HF5353 .C55 [?]. Clio Offsite HF5353 .C55. D. Bk.
Child, John, 1970, "More Myths of Management Organization?" Journal of Management
Studies, Oct70, 7(3):376-390. ISSN: 00222380. Child cites 1970's major writers on
organization structure, except Jaques and Pugh (Aston), then dumps them all down a drain.
The author examined theory from the classical school of management, rejecting much of it
for having little practical application. “Our overall conclusion must be that managers cannot
as yet secure any ready-made solutions from social scientists or consultants for the problem of
management structure.” Stereotypes are typically created for analytical convenience. Child soon
joined Aston. # Misc. PJ.
Child, John, 1972, “Organizational Structure, Environment, and Performance: the role of
strategic choice,” Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK,
6(1):1-22. A critique of contingency theory, including the Aston studies. Existing models view
organizational structure as a product of statistically established economic constraints but they
attempt to explain organization at one remove by ignoring the essentially political process,
whereby power-holders within organizations decide upon courses of strategic action. Even the
most intimidating environment does not eliminate managers’ choices. Refuted Emery and
Trist 1965; Lawrence and Lorsch 1967. See William Tyler, “Critical Note: Child on
Organisational Structure,” 1973, 7(1):125-126. See Child, “Organisational Structure: Reply to
Tyler,” 1973, 7(3):447. (Ad hominem.) # Refu. PJ. A.
Child, John, 1972, “Organization Structure and Strategies of Control: A Replication of the Aston
Study,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June 1972, 17(2):163-177. A replication using 82
British organisations, confirmed the tight nexus among specialization, standardization of
procedures, paperwork, and vertical span. But centralization of decision making is found to be
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negatively related with structuring. This conforms with Weber's description of the bureaucratic
mode of administrative control. This calls into question the results found by the Aston studies on
structure. Further replication was being done using the National Study database. Jaques was not
cited. Cited by W. G. Scott 1988 (and many others). # Misc. PJ. A.
Child, John, and Roger Mansfield, 1972, “Technology, Size, and Organisation Structure,”
Sociology, UK, Sep 1972, 6(3):369-393. A firm’s size was discovered to be more closely
associated with organizational structure than a firm’s technology. Prior studies indicating
technology had the stronger influence (including the Aston studies, and Bell) were found to be
problematic. Weber predicted size was more dominant. Cited Blauner 1964; G. D. Bell 1967;
von Bertalanffy 1969. At Aston & LBS. Online. Misc. PJ. A.
Child, John, 1973, “Parkinson’s Progress: Accounting for the Number of Specialists in
Organizations,” Administrative Science Quarterly, 18(3):328-340. On bureaucratic bloat. See
Melman 1951. Refu. PJ. A.
Child, John, 1976, “Participation, Organization and Social Cohesion,” Human Relations,
Tavistock, London UK and Ann Arbor MI, 29(5):425-451. People want to participate in
decisions. There is a democratic basis for organizations. But current organizational
developments in the UK favor centralization, bureaucracy, remoteness, and large-scale. Values
enter into both policy making and implementation. If the two processes have differing values,
there will be disillusionment and trouble. Bigness is a disaster for social workers and clients. A
contrast with Glacier and Jaques. Any model which draws a sharp distinction between executive
and policy decisions has important weaknesses. 1984 was nearing. (Noted Glacier avoided
this potential danger.) Cited by Heller, F., et al, 1998; Ramsay 1980. See Hicks and Goronzy,
1967, who claimed Jaques’ values were hidden. Abstracted by Gilbert Smith in BJSW, 1976,
6(4):522-523. Mentioned Jaques, NHS, and Glacier. Cited W. Brown 1960; Child 1969, 1973,
1973, 1977; Orwell 1948; Townsend 1971. At U. Aston, Birmingham, UK. # Cr. PJ.
Child, John, 1977, Organization, Harper & Row, London UK and New York NY. A review of
organization research and experiments over the previous 20 years by a member of the Aston
Group. A critical view of Glacier, Jaques, and the Bioss-led changes in the National Health
Service reorganization in the 1974-75. Noted Brown sold Glacier without joint consultation with
the workers in 1964 (p. 219). NHS was viewed as more bureaucratic after the Jaques-led reorganization than before. Cited 1975 letter by Lambert on NHS. But Child noted at Glacier that
authority was viewed as legitimate: “affording workers the opportunity to share in policy making
leads them to accept day-to-day executive authority with little demur.” (p. 186-7). Cr. Bk.
Child, John, 1978, “The Myth at Lordstown”, Management Today, Haymarket Press, London,
UK, Oct., p. 80-83, 177, 183. 1st of 3 articles on participation in this issue (see Jenkins and
Brewer). Mentioned Hilde Behrend’s effort-wage bargain and the change by newly recentralized
GMAD management as the cause of the 1971 and 1973 strikes there. Pointed out that the cause
was misunderstood by GM management, by the media and the public. See Jacoby 1985 Bingo.
# Rp. Pro.
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Child, John, and Bruce Partridge, 1982, Lost Managers, Supervisors in Industry and Society,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, London, New York, Melbourne, 241 pages. These two
authors, of Aston and Leeds, extensively used Jaques, Brown, Crossman, Gray, TSD, levels of
discretion and authority in their analysis of this work situation (esp, in chapter 3). TSD could be
used as a measure of the subordinate’s degree of autonomy. (Cited in Theocarakis 1990 PhD, p.
50-51 ft.) The issue in Britain then was whether top managers would let supervisors be part of
management or be their glorified handymen and/or whipping boys, a la straw bosses. The key,
they found, was “personal flexibility” in dealing with their work problems. Variation in tasks
did not determine the level of discretion for first line supervisors. (Eh?) In Britain this was still
a class issue. (Ugh.) See Armistead M.Phil. 1980. See book reviews by Abell 1982, Fleenor
1984. See Holmes 1965. See A.R. Watson 1989 Related PhD for failed validation regarding
vertical relationships. (Somehow, Child and this theory are oil and water.) MS. Bk. UP. A.
Child, John, and Janet Fulk, 1982, “Maintenance of Occupational Control: The Case of
Professions,” Work and Occupations, Sage, UK, May, 9(2):155-192. Contemporary conditions
relevant to the maintenance of occupational control are examined for five professions
(accounting, architecture, civil engineering, law, and medicine) in the UK and US as an impetus
for the analysis of control by occupations in general. Four areas in which conditions affecting
occupational control are analyzed include: restriction of access to the occupation's knowledge
base; context of professional employment; power and authority in the relationship of client and
professional; and relationships between the profession and agencies of the state. Cited Jaques
1976; Haug & Sussman 1969. See Nigam Related PhD 2006. Hunter Mn., Hunter SW, GC &
Baruch - Hard. JJay HJ675 .S6. SIBL JLK 87-43. At U. Aston & U. So. Cal. # Misc. PJ.
Child, John, 1997, “Strategic Choice in the Analysis of Action, Structure, Organizations and
Environment: Retrospect and Prospect,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin;
New York, Jan., 18(1):43-76. Examined the place of the strategic choice perspective in the study
of organizations and considered its contemporary contribution. A review of the key issues which
arise from it. See Child 1972. Cited Penrose 1959/1995; Donaldson 1995. At Judge, U.
Cambridge, UK. Misc. PJ. A.
Child, John, 2002, "Mix Content and Choice, and Add a Large Dose of Serendipity," chapter (p.
1-52) in vol. 6 in Bedeian, Arthur, ed., 1993, Management Laureates, a collection of
autobiographical essays, JAI, Greenwich, CT, US, 414 p. See p. 12-13; 65. W. Ch.
Child, John, 2005, Organization: Contemporary Principles and Practices, Wiley-Blackwell,
UK, 440 p. Here, John Child goes international and seems to have reconciled himself to the
existence of a hierarchy. Hierarchy is "ubiquitous but unloved." Cited Jaques a half dozen
times. W. Bk.
Child, Peter, Raimund Diederichs, Falk-Hayo Sanders, and Stefan Wisniowski, 1991, "The
Management of Complexity," McKinsey Quarterly, NY, NY, US, 1991(4):52-68. 17p. ISSN:
0047-5394. (orig. in 1991 Sloan Management Review) Manufacturers and service providers
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justify product variety on the basis of offering customers the freedom of choice. What they often
may not realize is that excessive variety may actually make the purchase decision daunting for
the customer and uneconomical for the manufacturer. There is a point at which external variety
(the diversity of product or service offered to customers) turns into excessive internal business
complexity (a driver of cost, quality, and time inefficiencies within a business). This is the point
at which variety stops being a strategic advantage. It is costly, time consuming, and erodes
quality. (The computer offers greater complexity at lower cost. This may be deceptive.)
Information technology. INSET: Complexity management at work. Cited in Fields 2001
Related PhD. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Chivers, C. J., 2010, The GUN, Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, US, 483 p. [Winner of the Pulitzer
Prize for reportage of combat in Afghanistan.] 'The gun' is the AK-47. This book is about the
development of machine guns since the Gattling in 1866, the Maxim in the 1880s, and the
individually-held automatic assault rifle, AK-47, in 1954. [N.B.: Machine skills and tools in the
UK in the 1880s were inferior to those in the US (p. 77).] The Kalashnikov was designed
'spaced out' – loose fit – to kick off dirt and gunpower dust (p. 186-7). This appeared crude, but
allowed it to withstand field use. McNamara replaced a defective arms development approach
and an 'arrogant' but fast 'systems analysis' approach that brought forth the M-16. "The army and
Colt's had effectively put a prototype into mass production, and were fine tuning it as it failed in
the troops' hands" (p. 316). In the period, 1965-1968, M-16 jammed (p. 315) due to - weak
development, non-chrome plated chambers that pitted, wet Vietnamese weather, corrosion, soft
cartridge shells that expanded and stuck to the chamber walls, dirty ball powder, and lack of
testing by the Army (p. 326). The U.S. Army did not 'require' [allow] soldiers to report
malfunctions officially until spring 1968 (p. 330-1 ft). U.S. morale dropped. A few GIs even
carried AK-47s – because they worked (p. 334-6). Congressional hearings were held in summer
1967-1968. The key changes had been identified in 1966 but finally made in late 1968. As
world Communism collapsed in 1991, control of the AK-47 moved from states to markets, from
a means of control from the top to 'everyman' permanent revolution from below (p. 408). [These
chapters are to rival Edwin T. Layton's And I Was There.] Teach. Misc. Bk.
Choate, Pat, 2008, Dangerous Business: The Risks of Globalization for America, Alfred A.
Knopf, NY, NY, US, 278 p. The WTO was created in 1994. While increased worldwide
economic integration has some benefits for our fiscal efficiency, it also creates dependencies,
vulnerabilities, national security risks, and social costs that now outweigh its advantages. US
debt is now owned by foreign powers. The balance between labor and capital was moved.
Ghastly. Clio Barnard HC103 .C49 2008. Misc. Bk.
Chohan, P. S., 1974, “What it Takes to be a Manager”, Lok Udyog, New Delhi, IN, May,
8(2):27-30. Self-confidence and control, discretion, decision-making, youthfulness (energy),
responsibility and authority, human relations appreciation, resistance to flattery, and an
awareness that the hard way is really the easier. SIBL os JLM 71-55. v. 8, 1974. Teach. #
Misc. Pro.
Choi, Daniel, 2007, “Unprophetic Tocqueville: How Democracy in America Got the Modern
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World Completely Wrong,” The Independent Review, Fall 2007, Online, 12(2):165-178. Alexis
de Tocqueville is hailed almost universally as the supreme oracle of the modern age, but on
nearly every essential point the nineteenth-century French writer has been proven wrong. While
it’s easy to explain why Tocqueville was widely off target, it’s hard to understand why
ideologically diverse contemporary commentators have been led astray. (Maybe its time to reevaluate de Tocqueville.) Misc. PJ.
Chonko, Lawrence B., and Marjorie J. Caballero, 1991, “Marketing Madness, or How Marketing
Departments Think they're in Two Places at Once when they're Not Anywhere at all (According
to Some),” Journal of Marketing Education, Sage Publications, 13(1):14-25. Marketing
educators must examine the culture in their departments if they are to provide a high quality
education in a changing environment. This article addresses the objectives of marketing
education. Cited Jaques 1951. At Baylor U. in Waco, Texas. W. PJ.
Chowdhry, Kamla, and A. K. Pai, 1957, “Production Planning and Organizational Morale: A
case from India,” Human Organization, Society for Applied Anthropology, Ithaca, NY, Winter,
15(4):11-16. The impact of managerial production planning practices on morale and social
changes in two cotton mills in India, one chaotic (short-term) and the other stable (long-term).
Concerned with the social as well as the technical changes in the mills. (Reprinted as a chapter
in Litterer, Joseph A., ed., 1963.) Both were members of the Ahmedabad Textile Industry’s
Research Assoc. [Chowdhry at IIM in late 1960s.] No citation of STS or A. K. Rice 1953 or
1958. (I don’t know if this is a rebuttal.) For similar findings cited Scott and Lynton 1952
(Glacier Metal case, Jaques 1951). Compare with Dearden 1968 Financial Executive article;
Dayal 1970 article in CMR; Wickens 1993. City Cohen - Basement. # Rp. PJ. A.
Chowdhry, Kamla, 1963, “Management Development Programs: Executive Needs,” Industrial
Management Review, [later MIT Sloan Management Review], Sloan School of Management,
MIT, Cambridge, MA, Spring 1963, 4(2):31-40. Research conducted while she was an HBS
visiting research scholar. Cited by Saint 1974. Cited Jaques 1951; Erikson 1958; McGregor
1960. At IIM-Ahmedabad. Baruch percls. # W. Pro.
Chowdhry, Kamla, 1969, “Organization and Administration of Scientific Institutions,”
Management International Review, (MIR), Betriebswirtschaftlichen Verlag, Wiesbaden,
Germany, with the Tavistock Institute, London, UK, 9(6):97-108. [In English 97-104; In French
104-106; In German 106-108.] The founding in 1947 and history to date of the Ahmedabad
Textile Industry’s Research Association (ATIRA). Bhabha had three principles for institutionbuilding in the developing countries. Tasks had to follow people since there was a shortage of
qualified scientific and technical personnel. A second-generation had to be trained to carry-on
the work. The administrative practices had to grow from those inside the organization and not be
adopted from more advanced countries. [Not a word on A.K. Rice.] At IIM-Ahmedabad, India.
Baruch. Misc. PJ.
Chowdhury, Shamsud D., and Eric Wang, 2004, "CEO Compensation: Turning conventional
wisdom on its head (almost)," Ivey Business Journal, Ivey School, UWO, ON, Canada,
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Nov/Dec2004, 69(2):1-7. 7p. ISSN: 1481-8248. Contrary to conventional wisdom, Canadian
CEO's fixed salary, or non-contingent pay, has not increased in recent years. In fact, a CEO's
fixed salary, as a proportion of his or her total compensation, has been decreasing. Moreover,
the greater the independence of a compensation committee, the more a CEO's salary will be tied
to (market) performance. At Dalhousie U.; Athabasca U., Canada. # Alt. Pro.
Chowdhury, Subir, ed., 2003, Organization 21C: Someday All Organizations Will Lead This
Way, Financial Times Prentice Hall (Pearson Education), Upper Saddle River, NJ. This book is
a series of essay/chapters by organization development (OD) academics and consultants. Many
are by leading names in the field. I began by looking up the references to Jaques and Deming.
In the first chapter Chowdhury contrasts knowledge workers to “talent” workers. (This is the
first reference I have seen to “talent” worker.) “Talent” workers break rules, take initiative, are
proactive, create, initiate, innovate, direct and inspire. In contrast, “knowledge” workers take
orders, implement, support, learn, receive and act. Drucker’s knowledge workers are now oldhat, more than half way to becoming bureaucrats. Chowdhury then attributes the discovery of
this “talent” worker to Deming (p. 5), “Deming identified incredible persistence as a key
characteristic of talent.” (I worked for Dr. Deming for two years and have read almost
everything he wrote on quality. Deming never discriminated between “knowledge” workers and
“talent” workers.) In chapter 4 Andrew Kakabadse, Professor of Management Development at
the Cranfield School of Management in the U.K., claimed a third aspect of leadership theory was
“discretionary leadership.” He cited the results of several Cranfield surveys (his own studies).
He then described Jaques theory as meaning executive roles had 51% discretionary tasks and
lower management roles had 51% prescribed tasks. He defined discretion as freedom of choice
and conflated it with diversity. (This is close to Hambrick and Finkelstein’s 1987 definition of
discretion.) He portrayed this construct as a pyramid with a wavy line through it at its midsection (see Figure 4-1). Discretionary roles in general were above the line and below it were the
prescribed roles.
Jaques always maintained every role has discretion and judgment. Every task has both
prescribed and discretionary elements in it. His definition of discretion has nothing to do
with degrees of freedom or choice. He never said or wrote anything like either of these
descriptions of his theory. I did not examine the book further, so I can not comment on
the factual accuracy of the other essays and authors. (Two for two was enough for me.)
But one must ask, did anyone at the publisher check any facts? Jaques’ name was
double-misspelled as “Elliot Jacques.” There are no footnotes to chapters 3-6. Lost. Bk.
Christensen, Clayton M., Michael Raynor, and Matt Verlinden, 2001, “Skate to Where the
Money Will Be,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Nov., p. 72-81. Wayne Gretzky was
right, but you have to be able to see through the present to the future. As industries fragment
(outsource or dis-integrate) the most profits flow toward those who control the interdependent
links in the value chain. But this is what gets spun-off because these are the asset-rich parts of
the chain. Misc. Pro.
Christensen, Clayton M., and Michael E. Raynor, 2003, “Why Hard-Nosed Executives Should
Care About Management Theory,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Sept., p. 66-74.
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R0309D. Theory often gets a bum rap among managers because it's associated with the word
‘theoretical,’ which connotes ‘impractical.’ Because experience is solely about the past, solid
theories are the only way managers can plan future actions with any degree of confidence. The
key word here is ‘solid.’ The first step is to understand how the good theories are built. They
develop in stages: gathering data, organizing it into categories, highlighting significant
differences, then making generalizations explaining what causes what, under which
circumstances. Once we forgo one-size-fits-all explanations and insist that a theory describes the
circumstances under which it does and doesn’t work, we can bring predictable success to the
world of management. (A good start, even for R.O. theory.) Misc. Pro.
Christensen, Clayton M., Stephen P. Kaufman, and Willy C. Shih, 2008, "Innovation Killers:
how financial tools destroy your capacity to do new things," Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, US, Jan2008, 86(1):98-105. 8p. Wd Cnt: 4880. ISSN: 00178012. Financial tools, such as
NPV, DCF, and EPS, diminish and devalue innovation. Without innovation the firm will have
no future. A static comparison with no change ignores the innovations that will be made by the
competition. They will always eat away the firm’s base. Lack of innovation always results in a
future loss. See Dearden in 1960s in HBR. At Harvard Business School, Boston, MA, US.
(Repr. 2010, H. B. Press, 49 p. Baruch HD45 .C483 2010.) # MS. Pro.
Christian, E. Forrest, 2005, “Implementing Strategy at the Right Level.” A 3-page success case
posted online. Specialty Chemicals had posted nearly flat growth over the prior seven years.
Within one year of initiating RO and hiring Tony Stark to run the place, it began posting double
digit growth. A case. (From Glenn Mehltretter, 11-23) Ru.
Christofferson, Jean, 2005, “50 Years in the Making: The Evolution of WorldatWork,”
Workspan, Scottsdale, AZ, Jan 2005, 48(1):28-35. In 1967 the first preconference workshop of
the American Compensation Association (ACA) was presented in Minneapolis with Elliott
Jacques, Ph.D., coming from London to discuss his "time span" theory of job evaluation. In
2000 ACA changed its name to WorldatWork. [I suspect Roy Richardson was in attendance.]
D. Pro.
Christopher, Martin, 1982, “Value-in-use Pricing,” European Journal of Marketing, MCB UP
Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 16(5):35-46. Maintains that, in multi-product companies, frequently it
is the case that decisions taken on the price of one product will have implications for other
products in the range. Controversy has frequently centred on the role that costs should play in
determining price. Discusses attempts to overcome problems in pricing by use of a marginal
cost approach rather than a full cost approach, therefore allowing the pricing decision to become
one of attempting to maximize the contribution the product will make - the difference between
price and the direct and attributable costs. Posits that product costs become irrelevant to
pricing decisions even though they are highly pertinent to the decision's profitability. Examines
price as one of the simplest ways of segmenting markets, stating price segmentation becomes far
more effective when based on value-in-use. Cited Brown and Jaques 1964. # Rp. PJ.
Christopher, William F., 2007, Holistic Management: Managing What Matters for Company
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Success, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Hoboken, NJ, USA, 503 p. [Published Online: 17 July 2006.]
doi: 10.1002/9780470108994.ch2 Mostly on Stafford Beers’ Viable System Model (VSM) and a
lot on Ashby’s Requisite Variety concept. (Esp. chapters 1 & 2.) Jaques not cited. SIBL JBE
07-1032. Clio Bus HD58.9 .C498 2007. Misc. Bk.
Chuang, Chih-Hsun, and Hui Liao, 2010, “Strategic Human Resource Management in Service
Context: Taking Care of Business by Taking Care of Employees and Customers,” Personnel
Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Spring2010, 63(1):153-196. The human resource
management practices of a high-performance work system enhance a business unit's market
performance in the service context by facilitating concern for customers and concern for
employees. This further enhanced organizational effectiveness by encouraging employees to
engage in cooperative behaviors with customers (service performance) and coworkers (helping
behavior). Data collected from multiple sources of 133 stores in Taiwan in 2 phases largely
supported the proposed theoretical framework. Cited Huselid. Jaques not cited. At National
University of Tainan ; University of Maryland. chctn@mail.nutn.edu.tw ;
hliao@rhsmith.umd.edu # MS. PJ. A.
Chubb, John E., and Terry M. Moe, 1990, Politics, Markets and America’s Schools, Brookings
Institution, Washington, DC, US, 318 p. There are strong echoes of the Sears x-y study of
effective and ineffective managers among the principals here. Teachers behave as they are
treated and rated. See p. 88-91. Meier and Bohte 2001 cited p. 89 on their p. 468. NYPL MidManh Non-Fic3rd Fl 371.0109 C. SIBL online. CUNY Baruch, City, GC, Htr Mn -- LA217
.C48 1990. Misc. Bk.
Chun, Ki-Jeong, 1988, “Analysis of the Stratum-Specific Information Requirements and Group
Interaction Processes in ‘Decision Conferencing,’” Working Paper 88-1, Decision Analysis Unit,
London School of Economics, London, UK. SEE THIS How? Ask Lawrence Phillips. Ru.
Chun, Ki-Jeong, 1988, “Analysis of Decision Conferences (DCs): The Impact of the Group’s
Cognitive Pressures in Problem Recognition Stage on their Problem Formulation (Model
Building) Activities During the DC,” Working Paper 88-2, Decision Analysis Unit, London
School of Economics, London, UK. Cited in Phillips and Phillips 1993. SEE THIS How? Ru.
Chun, Ki-Jeong, 1992, The Effectiveness of a Facilitated Group Decision Support System
(Decision Conferencing): A UK/US Field Study, Ph.D., thesis in Statistical and Mathematical
Sciences, Decision Analysis (Computing Science and Technology, Management Data
Processing) (K4h), University of London, London School of Economics (LSE), London, UK,
267 pages. [LSE classmark F6990] Theses # 45-2853. Unpublished thesis. See Ph.Ds.
Chung, Kae H., and W. Dean Vickery, 1976, “Relative effectiveness and joint effects of three
selected reinforcements in a repetitive task situation,” Organizational Behavior and Human
Performance, US, June 1976, 16(1):114-142. The relative effectiveness and joint effects of the
three selected reinforcements (incentive-pay rates, partially reinforced bonus, and knowledge of
results) were investigated in a repetitive task situation. The performance under hourly rate
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condition was the most inferior. The high performances of the jointly reinforced groups were
attributable more to the additive main effects of the experimental factors than to their interactive
effects. [Similar to Japanese pay.] Cited Jaques 1961. No copy. W. PJ. A.
Church, Michael, 1999, “Organizing Simply for Complexity: Beyond Metaphor Towards
Theory,” Long Range Planning, UK, Aug., 32(4):425-440. (Mistitled as “Discussion”). The
repeated finding that important behaviours of different complex adaptive systems can be
described by a small number of principles is the foundation of complexity science. In spite of
growing interest, applications to businesses and human social organizations have been largely
limited to metaphor and analogy. Four of the eight theoretical principles that enable us to
organize simply for complexity are discussed in some detail - level-specific capability; values;
level-specific work processes; and level-specific information processes. Information technology.
Cited Jaques 1976; Stamp 1989; Macdonald et al 1989; Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995; Margulies &
Kleiner 1995; Mallack & Watts 1997; Ashby 1952; von Bertalanffy 1968. e-mail:
michael.church@dovregruppen.swinternet.co.uk # Rp. PJ.
Churchill, Winston, 1948, The Gathering Storm, Cassell, London, UK, 724 p. (p. 97). (In the
chapter, “Air Parity Lost 1935-1935,” American edition.) “There lay in my memory at this time
[as he was unable to awaken England to the threat from a re-arming Germany under Hitler] some
lines from an unknown writer about a railway accident. I had learnt them from a volume of
Punch cartoons which I used to pore over when I was eight or nine years old at school at
Brighton.” (As read/declaimed by Albert Finney, in the HBO/BBC production in 2002, simply
marvelous. “Death and his brother sleep”, by Edwin J. Milliken, unsigned.) Misc. ~
Who is in charge of the clattering train?
The axles creak and the couplings strain,
And the pace is hot, and the points are near,
And Sleep has deadened the driver’s ear;
And the signals flash through the night in vain,
For Death is in charge of the clattering train.
Churchill, Winston, [date unknown]: admonition, "First we shape our structures, and then our
structures shape us.” [I don’t have a source. Is this now in Bartlett’s?] ~
Churchman, C. West, 1971, The Design of Inquiring Systems: basic concepts of systems and
organization, Basic Books, New York, NY, 288 p. According to Kinston 1985 and 1988 CWC’s
inquiring systems formed a five-level hierarchy which had practical usefulness. Avery (NC)
AA2590 C4833. Offsite Q295 .C46. MS. Bk.
Churchman, C. West, 1973, “Reliability of Models in the Social Sciences,” Interfaces,
Linthicum, Nov. 1973, 4(1):1-12. A point of view, or a model, is realistic to the extent that it can
be adequately interpreted, understood, and accepted by other points of view. There must be
a real concern about the reliability of mathematical models. Their danger is that they may lead
us to think in a precisely wrong manner. With great rigor we may deduce unrealistic
consequences. Because mathematics has become so revered a discipline in recent years, it tends
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to lull the unsuspecting into believing that he who thinks elaborately thinks well. Actually, one
great risk of being able to think rigorously is that we may continue to go down the wrong
pathway, forgetting the assumptions that started the thinking process in the first place. The
elegant feeling of deriving clean looking theorems may lead us to forget that the assumptions
were totally unrealistic. Refu. PJ.
Churchman, C. West, 1974, “Notes on the Organization of an Exoteric University,” The
American Behavioral Scientist, Thousand Oaks, Sage Publications, Nov/Dec 1974, 18(2):190201. The current organization of the university is on esoteric lines: theoretical concepts are
studied and perpetuated which often have little relevance to actual social needs. As such, the
esoteric university may fail to train professionals who are capable of addressing problems of
social relevance. What is needed is an exoteric university structure: one that closely aligns its
organization and its practice to produce "socially useful knowledge" and solutions to social
problems. Such a university could combine elements of esoteric study with exoteric methods to
achieve an integration of academic and "real" worlds. (A nice start.) Misc. PJ.
Churchman, C. West, 1979, The Systems Approach and Its Enemies, Basic Books, New York,
NY, 221 p. The enemies were traditional methodologies for analyzing phenomenon. Cited
Shewhart 1931 (p. 47): the over-eager engineer following the systems approach got in trouble
with the manager because he put the onus of value judgment squarely on the manager. They
were responsible for the variation in the system, not the workers. Systems had their own
difficulties: definitions, measurement, performance, significance (sign pointing), etc. Social
systems in every field had this type of external problem - in politics, religion, ethics, business,
etc. The non-systems view was anti-human, but it was ultimately suicidal because this nonsystem had lost its spirit. Clio Lehman HM24 .C49. Misc. Bk.
Churchman, C. West, 1994, “Management Science: Science of managing and managing of
science,” Interfaces, Linthicum, July/Aug 1994, 24(4):99-101. In the past 40 years management
scientists have been inventing all kinds of mathematical models and novelties (management by
objectives, game theory, artificial intelligence, expert systems, TQM, and chaos theory), and
none of these has contributed much to the ethical benefit of human beings. Three results are
noted: 1. The models are mathematically weak. 2. Managers do not use the models. 3. It could
be suggested that managers do not use models because of the weak mathematics, however that
inference gives far too much credit to managers for their mathematical prowess. Management
science is not a discipline in today's primitive human society. It should be dedicated to the
creation of a world and local management in the service of humanity, and to succeed it is
going to have to redesign science. (Another nice start.) Misc. PJ.
Cierna, James R., 1985, “Death Concern and the Businessman’s Mid-life Crisis,”
Psychological Reports, US, 1985, 56:83-87. The Death Concern Scale of Dickstein was
completed by 227 businessmen between the ages of 35 and 60 yr. They were provided a
definition of a mid-life crisis and asked to indicate if they had experienced such a crisis and its
level of severity. Analysis indicated that 157 respondents acknowledged having a mid-life crisis
and that death concern was significantly related to the reported experience of a crisis (69%).
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Cited Ciernia 1983 (PhD?); D. Levinson 1978; Jaques 1970. # Misc. PJ.
Cierna, James R., 1985, “Myths About the Male Midlife Crisis,” Psychological Reports, US,
1985, 56:1003-1007. Authors writing on the subject of the male midlife crisis offer reference
signs of increased personal disorganization which are attributed to a crisis. But the incidence of
heavy drinking, divorce, and suicide go down at midlife rather than increase. Cited Ciernia 1983
(PhD?); D. Levinson 1978; Jaques 1970. # Misc. PJ.
Cilliers, Frans, 2005, "Executive Coaching Experiences: a systems psychodynamic perspective,"
SA Journal of Industrial Psychology, University of South Africa, Johannesberg, SA, Sabinet
Online, DOE, 31(3):23-30. ISSN: 02585200. In English. The Integrated Executive Experiential
Learning Coaching model was applied in an information technology organisation.
Recommendations towards more effective executive coaching are presented. [Die “Integrated
Executive Experiential Learning Coaching model” is toegepas in ’n inligtings tegnologie
organisasie. Aanbevelings vir meer effektiewe uitvoerende afrigting is aangebied.] Cited by
name: Jaques' Leadership Competency model (n.d.). # Rp. PJ.
Cilliers, Frans, 2006, "Leader and team behaviour during organisational change: a systems
psychodynamic stance," SA Journal of Industrial Psychology, University of South Africa,
Johannesberg, SA, Sabinet Online, DOE, 32(1):33-41. ISSN: 02585200.
Resume in Africaans. Die doel van hierdie navorsing was om die dinamiese aard van leier- en
spangedrag tydens organisasieverandering te eksploreer, deur gebruik te maak van vyf
verskillende organisasie konstelasies of neurotiese persoonlikheids style, naamlik die paranoide,
skisoide, depressiewe, kompulsiewe en histrioniese style.
In English. The aim of this research was to explore the dynamic nature of leader and team
behaviour during organisational change, using five different organisational constellations or
neurotic personality styles, namely the paranoid, schizoid, depressive, compulsive, and histrionic
styles. Cited Haslebo & Nielsen 2000; Kets de Vries 1980; Jaques 1951, 1970. # W. PJ.
Cilliers, Frans, 2012, "Leadership coaching experiences of clients with Alexithymia," SA Journal
of Industrial Psychology, University of South Africa, Johannesberg, SA, Sabinet Online, DOE,
38(2):1-10. ISSN: 02585200. Leaders who find it difficult to connect emotionally with
colleagues are often seen as incompetent, the idea that they may suffer from alexithymia - an
inability to feel - is not taken into account. It was thought that coaching might help them bridge
the gap towards building effective relationships. Unfortunately the coaching was unsuccessful in
addressing the emotional task. Cited Jaques 1990; Kegan 1994. At U. of So. Africa. # W. PJ.
Cilliers, Frans, and Henk Greyvenstein, 2012, "The impact of silo mentality on team identity: an
organisational case study," SA Journal of Industrial Psychology, University of South Africa,
Johannesberg, SA, Sabinet Online, DOE, 38(2):1-9. ISSN: 02585200. In English. Organisation
silos do not only refer to conscious structures, but also to an unconscious state of mind and
mentality that takes on a life of its own. The silo resembled an iceberg that influenced team
identity negatively - the largest part below the surface. Cited Jaques 1970; Menzies 1993; Bion
1961. At U. South Africa. # W. PJ.
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Civiello, Cathleen L., and Nancy Welker, 2009, "Developing Senior Technical Leaders at the
National Security Agency," Psychologist-Manager Journal, US, Jul-Sep2009, 12(3):149-162.
14p. DOI: 10.1080/10887150903103406. ISSN: 10887156. Based on the Presidential Address
at the 2009 Society of Psychologists in Management Conference. It described 'technical
leadership' and the NSA leadership model, emphasizing the role of technical leaders at NSA.
NSA's technical leaders function as embedded consultants and the interplay between technical
consultation and managerial leadership is critical to effective leadership. Charan et al 2001 not
cited. Cited Jaques 2001; Zaccaro 2001; Hunt et al 1999. At NSA. # Rp. PJ.
Clare, Michael, 1988, “Supervision, Role Strain and Social Services Departments,” British
Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, Oct. 1988, 18(5):489-507. The culture and
tradition of supervision looks to be permeated with confusion about ‘supervision’ or
‘consultation’, the nature of accountability, and the functions of supervision of qualified and
experienced practitioners. There is an unequivocal assertion that effective supervision is an
essential component in the monitoring of client service and the maintenance of practitioners
engaged in stressful forms of practice. Such supervision needs to recognize the managerial and
administrative tasks necessary to protect the agency and the client from poor quality practice.
Cited Billis 1984; Beckford Enquiry 1985; Kakabadse 1982; Lipsky 1980. At U. of Western
Australia, Nedlands, WA, AU. # Rp. PJ. A.
Clark, Chris, 2005, “Deprofessionalization Thesis, Accountability and Professional Character,”
Social Work and Society, UK, 3(2):182-190. Current social policy trends were excessively
prescriptive and ultimately repressive of discretion and autonomy. Some professionals in social
work and academics resented this new managerialism. But recent regulations included tests of
professional character, raising a paradox: more official regulation may lead to more
professsionalization, not less. The real core of professionalism was responsibility in the real
world, not excusing errors and service failures on poor policy. Social workers remain personally
accountable. [No awareness of a system, Deming or Jaques.] At U. Edinburgh, UK. MS. PJ.
Clark, Gregory, 1980, “What Makes Japan Work (Part 1 of 2), Idle golfers, angry farmers and
enterprise efficiency,” The Japan Economic Journal, Tokyo, JN, Dec. 30, 1980, p. 24. In
English. (part 2 in 1981 – not gotten). American beliefs about Japan are off-base and stubbornly
held. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Clark, James V., 1960. "Motivation in Work Groups: A Tentative View," Human Organization,
Winter 1960-1961, 19(4):199-208. Focused on Maslow, Herzberg, and other US researchers.
Showed inverse relationship between mechanistic working conditions and level of productivity
and satisfaction for two different groups of production workers. More interaction, membership,
and contribution led to higher productivity. Lowering them led to frustration. Meyer not cited.
Cited by RL Katz 1960. CUNY Htr Mn, Baruch, City. At HBS. # Misc. PJ. A.
Clark, John Maurice, 1926/ 1939, Social Control of Business, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 524 p.
Business as a control of resources and human activity. Government as a social control of
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business. Recommendations to use government (14 in all): #12: When there are unused human
capabilities, and #13: In the interests of posterity (p. 158). Also wrote on levels of human ability
but was not right about it (p. 181). Interesting that these issues were prominent then. At
Columbia U. See Dill 1978. [Clio Offsite SQ37 C593; City Cohen HD45 .C5 (1st); and
Baruch, City Cohen, JJay, GradCtr HD45 .C5 1939 (2nd); NYPL Hum SESB (Clark, J. M.
Social control of business. 1926)]. Misc. Bk.
Clark, Kenneth E. and Miriam B. Clark, eds., 1990, Measures of Leadership, Center for
Creative Leadership and the Psychological Corporation, Greensboro, NC; Leadership Library of
America, West Orange, NJ, 636 p. A collection of papers presented at Oct. 1988 San Antonio
Conference on Psychological Measures and Leadership sponsored by the Center for Creative
Leadership and the Psychological Corporation. Many were very curious about the J&J’s
concepts toward leadership and did not believe them. General Edward C. Meyer, USA Army
(retired), was asked to react to their claims of validity. “I am not at all surprised at these
findings,” he responded (p. 61-62). Jaques did not attend. Jacobs was there only one day and
gave a presentation, assisted by Hendrick (p. 573-575, p. 591-592). In NYU, Fordham, Clio TC.
Table of Contents (q.v. Hunt and Dodge, 2000)
T. Owen Jacobs, and Elliott Jaques, “Military Executive Leadership,” chapter (p. 281295). # Rp. Ch.
Marshall Sashkin, and W. Warner Burke, “Understanding and Assessing Organizational
Leadership,” (p. 297-325). # Rp. Ch.
Robert Most, “Hypotheses About the Relationship Between Leadership and Intelligence,”
chapter (p. 459-464). # Rp. Ch.
Marian Ruderman, Patricia Ohlott, and Cynthia McCauley, “Job Challenge Profile”
(See Ruderman Related PhD 1985) Rp.
Bentz, V. Jon, “The Context of Leadership,” (p. 131-143) # MS. Ch.
Edwin P. Hollander, and Lynn R. Offermann, “Relational Features” (p. 83-97) D
Hal W. Hendrick, “Perceptual Accuracy of Self and Others,” (p. 511-519).
Cynthia McCauley, and Michael Lombardo, “Benchmarks”. Rp. Bk.
Clark, Kenneth E., and Miriam B. Clark, 1996, Choosing to Lead, Leadership Press Ltd., Center
for Creative Leadership (CCL), Greensboro, NC, 290 p. Description of leadership that included
maturation bands, cognitive capability, and - the need for punishment. Summarized three private
sector, long-term studies of the prediction of effective leadership in Exxon, Sears (Bentz, q.v.),
and AT+T (ch. 5, p. 54-66). Jaques and Misumi are well described in this book. Even so, this is
a CCL book. Jaques cited in chapters 2, 4, 5, 10, and 12. Cited Jaques 1961, 1989, 1991; Jacobs
& Jaques 1990 (Clark, ed.); Bentz 1987, 1990; Sashkin & Burke 1990; Nystrom 1978; Burns
1978; Misumi 1995 (sic, 1985). (See: 1st edn., 1994, 209 p.; 3rd edn., 1999, ISBN:
9781882197125. ) Cuny & Clio ebook. CUNY Bklyn HD57.7 .C62 1994. Schw JFF 96-3128.
SIBL JBF 97-1080. Ch 5 # Rp. Bk.
Clark, Kim B., 1985, “The Interaction of Design Hierarchies and Market Concepts in
Technological Evolution,” Research Policy, North Holland, Amsterdam, NL, Oct. 1985, 14:235251. There are two main paths of innovation: the technology-design and the customer-
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marketing. Each has its own hierarchical logic. A dialogue between them is needed for product
development. (This dialogue is managed by the organizational hierarchy. Unaware of the
theory.) SIBL JLL 75-237. Misc. PJ.
Clark, Kim B., and Robert H. Hayes, 1988, “Recapturing America’s Manufacturing Heritage,”
California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Summer 1988, 30(4):9-33. Authors revisited the
artisan values and scientific thinking abandoned by American managers 30 years earlier. Why
were these successful things abandoned? [How about - Taylorism, the collapse of HR, and an
MBA-educated managerial elite? See 1959 Carnegie Report on the MBA, etc. See the movie,
Executive Suite.] Refu. Pro.
Clark, Kim B., and Takahiro Fujimoto, 1991, Product Development Performance: strategy,
organization, and management in the world auto industry, Harvard Business School Press,
Cambridge, MA, 409 p. Chapter 9, “Leadership and Organization: the Heavyweight Product
Manager.” The Japanese use senior executives to drive the development of new products and
their implementation. (Western companies use junior managers - aka co-ordinators or
champions - for the same tasks.) Guess who wins. (Based on Fujimoto 1989 PhD at HSB. Not
herein.) Unaware of Jaques. Cited Juran and Gryner 1980; Krafcik 1988. Clio Biz - out to Fac.
CUNY Baruch HD9710 .A2 C57 1991 [Not on shelf] SIBL JBE 91-883. MS. Ch. UP. A.
Clark, Kim B., and Takahiro Fujimoto, 1991, "Heavyweight Product Managers," McKinsey
Quarterly, NY, NY, US, 1991(1):42-60. 19p. ISSN: 0047-5394. How best to organize for
speedy and effective product development lies in redefining the role of the product manager.
Here is a summary of what genuinely "heavyweight" product managers do and of how their
companies must change if they are to have the support they need to perform successfully. (This
is what the Japanese companies do.) Cited in Fields 2001 Related PhD. # Misc. Pro.
Clark, Peter A., 1978, “Temporal Inventories and Time Structuring in Large Organizations,”
chapter (p. 391-418) in J. T. Fraser, Nathaniel M. Lawrence, and David A. Park, eds., 1978, The
Study of Time III, Springer-Verlag, NY, NY, 727 p. International Society for the Study of Time,
Third Conference, 1978, Alpbach, Austria. “Management scientists” use clock time to articulate
the organization as a temporal inventory to be spent. “Organization scientists” research the
cross-sectional social structures of organizations outside of time. Both approaches are
inadequate. In large organizations time reckoning is heterogeneous with multiple triggers that
initiate strategic shifts among structural pose repertoires. (Is this the basis for the flexibility of
requisite organizations?) Case on ‘Acorn Hosiery.’ Comment by Helge Nowotny. Cited by
Bluedorn and Denhardt 1988. Cited Jaques 1956 (p. 399); Moore 1963; Pugh et al 1968, 1969.
1976; Nowotny 1976. Not in NYPL. Baruch - MTA Collection - QB209 .I55 1978 [only for
Baruch]. Clio Offsite – Req. QB209 .S85 v.3 [to NWC] # Rp. Ch.
Clark, Peter A., 1985, “A Review of the Theories of Time and Structure for Organizational
Sociology,” chapter (p. 35-80) in Samuel B. Bacharach and S. M. Mitchell, eds., 1985, Research
in the Sociology of Organizations, vol. 4, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT,. Annual. (1982, Working
Paper No. 248, Uni. of Aston Mgt Ctre.) Organizational sociology focuses on synchronic time
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rather than longitudinal time. He cited Durkheim (1965: 22), “Dominant coalitions [in
organizations] can use technocrats to construct implicit, hidden, time structuring rules which
provide the ‘solid frame’ hegemonically enclosing all thought about and action about time
planning and usage” (p. 15). Time is an organizational resource mobilized by the dominant
coalition. Cited by Bluedorn and Denhardt 1988; Perlow 1998; Little 1987. Cited Jaques 1956
solidly (as 1957); E. P. Thompson 1967; Katz & Kahn 1966; Moore 1963; Roy 1960. Not in
NYPL. Baruch HD 38 .R389 [Holdings: v.1 (1982) - v.18 (2001) serial]. Grad Ctr HM 131
.R46 [Holdings: v.1 (1982)-v.6 (1988)]. SIBL JLL 82-181 v. 4 (1985). # Rp. PJ.
Clark, Peter A., and Ken Starkey, 1988, “Transitions in Established Consumer Goods,” chapter 7
in their book, Organization Transitions and Innovation-Design, Pinter Publishers, London, UK,
and New York, NY. This chapter describes “Fordism” and its evolution from the British
perspective. This overlaps with the term “Taylorism” in the U.S. Not on Jaques. Very useful.
Misc. Ch.
Clark, Peter, and Richard Blundel, 2007, “Penrose, critical realism and the evolution of business
knowledge: A methodological reappraisal,” Management and Organizational History, Sage, US,
Feb. 2007, 2(1):45-62. doi: 10.1177/1744935907076350. This article examines the challenge of
modifying orthodox 'case study' approaches to the growth of firms and interorganizational
networks in the light of recent work on the evolution of business knowledge. We suggest that a
modified Penrosian framework, combined with a qualified application of critical realist practices,
could contribute to more coherent and insightful theorizing in this area. We re-examined an
historical case study of the Rover Company (1896—1982) conducted by Richard Whipp and
Peter Clark (1986). At Queen Mary, U. London; Brunel U. p.a.clark@qmul.ac.uk # Misc. PJ.
Clark, Robert L., and Naohiro Ogawa, 1992, "Employment Tenure and Earnings Profiles in
Japan and the United States: Comment," The American Economic Review, March 1992,
82(1):336-345. [Comment (with delay) on 1985 AER article by Hashimoto and Raisian. Reply
by those authors followed.] In their widely cited article, Hashimoto and Raisian using data for
1980, showed that Japanese men have greater job tenure than comparable workers in the US and
that the earnings of Japanese men rose more rapidly with increased tenure. They found in Japan
that an additional year of tenure increased earnings in both small and large firms more than did
an additional year of general market experience. Their results for the US indicated the reverse that general market experience increased earnings more than an additional year of job tenure.
The annual average growth rate of the Japanese male labor force declined substantially over last
three decades. At NC State U.; Nihon U., Tokyo, JN. CUNY Htr Mn. # Refu. PJ. A.
Clarke, Bryan S., 1975, “Causes of Biological Diversity,” Scientific American, US, Aug.,
233(2):50-60. doi: 10.1038/scientificamerican0875-50 It has been demonstrated that most
natural populations of plants and animals are genetically heterogeneous. There was strong
evidence that the diversity of forms exists because natural selection favors it because the variants
themselves affect the survival and reproduction of individuals carrying them. # Misc. PJ. A.
Clarke, Lee, and Charles Perrow, 1996, “Prosaic Organizational Failure,” American Behavioral
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Scientist, Sage, August 1996, 39(8):1040-1056. doi: 10.1177/0002764296039008008. We use
the case of the now-dead Shoreham Nuclear Power Station to pose some questions, and a few
answers, about organizational failure. The analysis centers on the symbolism of organizational
plans, specifically how organizations use plans to justify increasingly complex systems to
themselves and to others. That such plans were based on sparse or nonexistent experience, and
often were wildly unrealistic, suggests some reasons why high-technology, high-risk systems do
not foster organizational learning. (Jaques not cited. Excellent example of magic-thinking by
under-capable executives.) At Rutgers U. and Yale U. # MS. PJ.
Clarke, Martin, and David Butcher, 2006, “Reconciling Hierarchy and Democracy - The Value
of Management Learning,” Management Learning, Sage, UK, Sept. 2006, 37(3):313-333. doi:
10.1177/1350507606067169. How can organizations balance the need for congruence, provided
through hierarchy, with the need for greater organizational democracy? As yet, the potential for
management education and learning to impact on this debate, at either an organizational or a
societal level, has been largely unfulfilled. The concept of voluntarism, derived from the field of
political philosophy, is proposed as an alternative organizational binding mechanism that alters
the rationale for the role of hierarchy. At Cranfield School of Management, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Clarke, Ronald Oliver, Derek J. Fatchett, and Benjamin C. Roberts, 1972, Workers’
Participation in Management in Britain, Heinemann Educational Books, London, UK, 214
pages. See p. 144-145, 173. (Second edition 1980.) [Clarke, Oliver R.] A survey of past and
present attempts to run worker participation schemes. Cites Glacier as among “the more
ambitious schemes of workers’ representation ... on the councils of government of the company
(p. 173).” Kelly (1968) described the powers of the works council. Paradoxically, managers
have more real authority, not less, because the workers have given their sanction. Cited in
Nystrom and Starbuck, 1981, vol. I. Cited Brown 1960; Jaques 1951, 1968 ("Employee
Participation and Management Authority"); Fogarty 1964, 1965; Fox 1971; Kelly 1968; Blauner
1964; Melman 1958; Karsh 1968; Henderson 1970. See books on John Lewis Partnership and
Scott Bader Commonwealth. (See Barker 1993 Related PhD and 1999 book.) Clio offsite
HD5660 .G7 C47. Rp. Bk.
Clawson, James G., 2006, Teaching Management, Cambridge UP, UK, 494 p. An excellent
book on teaching in general. Fordham Lincoln Ctr / Quinn Libry HD30.4 .C58 2006. At
Darden, UVA. Teach. Misc. Bk.
Clayton, Matthew C., Jay C. Hartzell, and Joshua Rosenberg, 2005, “The Impact of CEO
Turnover on Equity Volatility,” Journal of Business, U. Chicago Press, Sep2005, 78(5):17791808. This study investigates the effect on stock-price volatility of a significant event in the life
of the firm, a change in its CEO. We find significant, long-lived (over 1 year) increases in
volatility (10%-24%). These increases are larger after forced departures and after outside
successions following voluntary departures. This volatility calms down over time as two sources
of uncertainty are resolved: possible changes in the firm's strategy and doubt about the successor
CEO's ability. At Rutgers U, NJ; U. TX., Austin; Federal Reserve Bank of NY. # MS. PJ. A.
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Cleary, Thomas, 1995, The Tao of Organization, Shambhala, Boston, MA, US, 256 p. In
English. Of particular interest for its application to business strategizing. This book includes
Cheng-Yi's 11th century commentaries on the I-Ching. Described the six levels of an
organization (the I-Ching hexogram). His fame was based on his leadership of the 'inner design'
school (Lixue) in the Song dynasty. Today, he is considered to have been a sociologist. ChengYi wrote that by understanding the pattern of events—the inner design of nature—one can bring
about mutual understanding and cooperation among people in groups, thus facilitating the
accomplishment of any tasks they might undertake. Includes a profile of the Japanese
organizational genius Konosuke Matsushita, founder of Panasonic, whose success has been built
on the principles of the I Ching. This structure was not related to the theory, but it is very
interesting. (Per Robbie Stamp.) Not found in any NYC library. Available Used at Amazon.
(Is Cleary the author – or translator? Or both?) Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Clegg, Hugh A., 1951, Industrial Democracy and Nationalization, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 147
p. Tried to establish that joint consultation should move beyond ‘a channel of communication”
between management and labour. Similar findings to Jaques 1951, Reynolds 1950, NIIP 1952.
But should it also become the means to the achievement of joint responsibility and joint
decisions as well. See Shell 1957. Clio Offsite 261 C58. MS. Bk.
Clegg, H. A. (Hugh), 1961, “The Scope of Fair Wage Comparisons,” Journal of Industrial
Economics, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, July, 9(3):199-214. This Oxford don opposed Jaques’
concept of a national felt-fair wage as excessive in scope, claiming that so long as the public
holds contradictory ideas of fairness, fair comparisons are impossible. In addition, social and
local variations argue for multiple felt-fair wages across the nation. Did not contest the effortwage bargain. Never once mentioned Jaques’ name in this presentation/ article. Very British
intellectual attack, that. Jaques seemed not to have been aware of it. (Cited in Lupton 1972 and
Bolle De Bal 1962 and 1990/1993.) See very similar argument by a Cambridge don in the
Goldthorpe 1963 book review of Brown 1962 and Lupton 1963. # Cr. PJ.
Clegg, H. A. (Hugh), 1975, “Pluralism in Industrial Relations,” British Journal of Industrial
Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics, London, UK, 13(3):309-316.
Reply to Fox 1974. This was a rather weak defense of pluralism. See Hyman 1978 for reply. #
Cr. PJ. A.
Clegg, Stewart R., and S. Gordon Redding, eds., 1990, Capitalism in Contrasting Cultures, De
Gruyter, Berlin, Germany, 444 p. (With the assistance of Monica Cartner.) Selected papers
from a conference held in Hong Kong in April 1988. Lots of great papers mostly on Britain and
Japan but several on China and Japan. Misc. Bk.
Clegg, Stewart R., Winton Higgins, and Tony Spybey, 1990, “‘Post-Confucianism’, Social
Democracy and Economic Culture,” chapter (p. 31-78) in Clegg, Stewart R., and S. Gordon
Redding, eds., 1990, Capitalism in Contrasting Cultures, De Gruyter, Berlin, Germany, 444 p.
(Assisted by Monica Cartner.) Selected papers from a conference held in Hong Kong in April
1988. This chapter was the source for Modern Organizations by S. Clegg. Cited Jaques 1951,
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Fox 1984. See also Wilkinson and Oliver 1990. NPYL Offsite Hum JLE 90-1422 (HSSL). Not
in CUNY. Clio Offsite & NYU Bobst HD58.7 .C347 1990. Misc. Ch.
Clegg, Stewart R., 1990, Modern Organizations: organization studies in the postmodern world,
Sage, London, UK, and Newbury Park, CA, 261 p. Chapter Seven, “Modern and Postmodern
Organizations” (p. 176-207), was devoted to a discussion of Jaques 1989 and was an expansion
of Blunt 1989 (published 1990). Jaques’ RO was depicted as an example of a postmodern
organization, one that dedifferentiates people. Both cited Jaques 1989 for his set of seven
organizational imperatives (p. 184 et seq.). The medical metaphor used by Blunt 1989 is
extended to the organization via Jaques’ leadership representation chart to restore mutual trust
and commitment (p. 203; Jaques 1996 pp. 15?). This was the first book Clegg wrote ‘after
working though his misgivings about Foucault’s treatment of power’ (Sewell 2004). See Clegg
et al 1990 chapter; Lash 1988. At UTS in AU. SIBL JBE 90-1920. Baruch HD 31 .C54 1990.
Rp. Bk.
Clegg, Stewart, ed., 1996/ 2006, The handbook of organization studies, 2nd ed., Sage Pub.,
London, UK; Thousand Oaks, Calif., 895 p. Cited Jaques 1951 (p. 749); Sashkin 1988 (p. 468).
Baruch HD31 .H31257 2006. SIBL JBF 06-1132. W. Bk.
Clegg, Stewart, and Toyohiri Kono, 2002, “Trends in Japanese management: An overview of
embedded continuities and disembedded discontinuities,” Asia Pacific Journal of Management,
Springer Netherlands, August, 19(2-3):269–285. We establish the immediate post-war period for
analysis of Japanese organizations, and look at the continuities and discontinuities in their
development up to the present. Analysed continuities in terms of the maintenance of a long-term
orientation and global vision and that organizations remain both competitive and cooperative.
The discontinuities have emerged in the last decade, since the economic ills of Japan became
evident. These include a shift from a growth emphasis to the balancing of multiple goals; the
emergence of new forms of competitive strategy, in the form of: alliances and cooperation;
changing conceptions of careers; relaxation of the centralisation of authority; a shift from
lifetime employment to employability; larger differentiation of wages and promotion
opportunities in the status ladder system, and the increased scope for initiative and consensus.
See Kono and Clegg 2001 book. Misc. PJ.
Clegg, Stewart, Martin Kornberger, and Tyrone Pitsis, 2005, Managing and Organizations: An
Introduction to Theory and Practice, Sage, London, UK and Thousand Oaks, CA, 536 p.
Textbook. Jaques cited. Not in NYPL. W. Bk.
Clegg, Stewart R., David Courpasson, and Nelson Phillips, 2006, Power and Organizations,
Sage, London, UK and Thousand Oaks, CA, 457 p. As TSD grows 'life-path' will be less
surveyed. Chapter 8, 'The Foucault Effect,' Jaques 1967 cited (p. 260-261). D. Bk.
Clegg, Stewart R., and James R. Bailey, eds, 2007, International Encyclopedia of Organization
Studies, Sage, UK/US, 4 vols., 1639 p. A good intro to the subject. Uniquely defined the terms
honne (true voice) and tatemae (façade). [This selection includes two additional entrees/
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chapters: JIT (2:742-745) and Lean Production (2:800-801), which are related to it.] Not in
NYPL. CUNY ebook. Clio Lehman Liby ref HD31 .I564 2008 v.1-4. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Clement, Stephen D., and Donna Ayers, 1976, “A matrix of organizational leadership
dimensions,” US Army Leadership Monograph Series, No. 8, Fort Benjamin Harrison, IN. Cited
in Jaques and Clement 1991 and in Jacobs 1991 (in Barber and Jacobs 1991). Not seen. Misc.
Clement, Stephen D., 1985, “Systems Leadership: A Focus on the Gestalt,” Chapter 11 in Hunt,
James G., and John D. Blair (eds.), Leadership on the Future Battlefield, Pergamon-Brassey’s
International Defense Publishers, Washington, London, Toronto, Sydney, Paris, Frankfurt, p.
151-167. On levels of mental complexity (1982). Rp. Ch.
Clement, Stephen D., 1989, “The Roles of the Immediate Commander and the Commander OneEchelon-Removed in a Requisite Organization,” US Army, Military History Institute, PA, 60
leaves. [Thesis/dissertation/manuscript (?).] Reprinted as chapter in Cang 1992 Festshrift.
(WorldCat) (Ask Stephen.) Rp. Ch.
Clement, Stephen T., 2013, "Matrix Organizational Work," People & Strategy Journal, UK,
April 2013, 36(1):8-9. Letter to editor. Markets, globalization, and technology already increase
complexity for organizations. The matrix structure assigns two – or more – managers to each
worker. This increases complexity. See Shepard et al 2013. Anna Tavis, edr. # Rp. Ltr2Ed.
Cliff, Kenneth, Dr., 1977, “Where management accountability meets clinical judgement,” Health
and Social Service Journal, London, UK, Feb., 4, 1977, p. 196-197. The conflict at the heart of
the failure of the 1974 NHS reorganisation. Doctors vs Administrators. These two professions
grappled for control of the NHS budget, each publically monitoring the other for shortcomings.
If there are no agreed standards of performance or resource use by the clinicians then quite
clearly the costs continue to escalate. Clinicians must become involved in the information that is
required so they can use the resources that are available. Regional variability of procedures
and/or costs did not help. Accountability became a ‘Scarlett Letter A.’ Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Cliff, Robert C., and Raul Andrade, 1973, “Salary Progression Records as Predictors of Future
Earnings,” NTIS, Springfield, VA, June 1973, ORC-73-11; AD-764 577, 23 pages, Berkeley,
ONR. Investigated the usefulness of salary histories for the prediction of future earnings.
Investigated salary histories for over 50 management level personnel. After rejecting several
salary projection techniques suggested by the literature, a projection method based on five years
of individual past earnings data was developed and presented. (NYPL Hum MicroF *XME9145) (Both did PhDs at Berkeley, Cliff in 1971 Related & Andrade in 1973 Unrelated.) See
Brenner and Lockwood 1965. See Nystrom 1973. Rp. Rep.
Cliffe, John, 1984, Works Councils: A Case Study, Ph.D., thesis in Sociology (Labour and
Wages, Industrial Relations), (B9c), Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex,
U.K. Theses # 34-678. BLL no. D50296/84. Uxbridge PH.D.C56, 188 pages. Unpublished.
(Cliffe worked at GIM. Jerry Gray says Jaques was Cliffe’s advisor. Cliffe died in 2001.) This
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was on the adoption of a company Constitution featuring Wilfred Brown’s multi-level policymaking works councils structure in an American-owned manufacturing company in SouthEastern England in 1977-78. The predicted outcomes were generally realised. However, there
were two unpredicted outcomes. Employees involved in the original dispute withdrew from the
union, and representative participation was not universally desired by all employees. This led to
the derivation of limiting conditions for their application. URI: http://hdl.handle.net/2438/1531
A case. See PhDs.
Clifford, Leigh, 2007, Qantas Airlines, online website: annual reports. Clifford has been
Chairman of the Board since 2007. Was head of Rio Tinto. On Barclay’s Bank board.
(Recommended by Andrew Olivier et al in AU.) ~
Coburn, David, 1975, “Job-Worker Incongruence: Consequences for Health,” Journal of Health
and Social Behavior, American Sociological Association, Washington, DC, June, 16(2):198-212.
When a job is too simple or too complex for the person, the person becomes ill. When it is too
complex the stress may damage their health. Cited Jaques 1966 JPR. At U. Toronto. Rp. PJ.
Coburn, David, 1978, “Work and General Psychological and Physical Well-Being,”
International Journal of Health Services, Baywood Publishing, Amityville, 8(3):415-435. See
Coburn 1975. Cited Jaques 1966 JPR. Baruch. ? SSCI. Not seen. Rp. PJ.
Coburn, David, Susan Rappolt, and Ivy Bourgeault, 1997, “Decline vs. retention of medical
power through restratification: an examination of the Ontario case,” Sociology of Health and
Illness, Blackwell Publishing Ltd, UK, Ebsco Host online, Jan., 19(1):1-22. In Ontario, Canada,
the state may be taking over the autonomy of the doctors in creating new boundaries of tasks.
Claims that ‘medical procedures’ have no ‘scientific justification’ grant the State wider
discretion to decide which will and will not be funded. But restratification may allow medicine
to control itself. [The State is being used to destroy science: the alchemists may again be calling
the shots. Newton ...] Cited Freidson 1970, 1985; Karasek 1990. See Sepping 1995. At U.
Toronto, ON, CA. # MS. PJ.
Coccari, Ronald L., 1989, "How Quantitative Business Techniques are Being Used," Business
Horizons, Indiana U., US, July-Aug., 32(4):70-74. The most frequently used OR techniques in
the manufacturing sector appear to be in the areas of quality control, scheduling, and inventory
analysis. Most frequently used forecasting methods for this sample of firms are trend analysis,
seasonal-cyclical indexes, and moving averages. Quantitative business instruction needs to give
more weight to these areas if practitioners are to implement these methods. Almost half of the
respondents in this study indicated they perceived no need for these methods. (Ugly.) At
Cleveland State U. # Misc. PJ.
Cochran, Nancy, 1975, “Measuring Preferences For Hierarchical Control: An Attitude Scale For
Contemporary Times,” Psychological Reports, US, Dec. 1975, 37:695-705. A concern for
understanding patterns of social control led to the development of an attitude scale measuring
preferences for Hierarchical Control (ns = 473 & 510). The scale distinguished situations where
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decisions were associated with those having authority from simulations where decisions were
made by people most affected by the decision, regardless of status. Statistical characteristics
included reliabilities of approximately .80. Data from police officers, army enlisted men, and
teachers supported the validity of the scale. Jaques not cited. At Adelphi U., NY. # Misc. PJ.
Cockerill, Tony, 1989, "The kind of competence for rapid change," Personnel Management, UK,
Sept., 21(9):52-56. The organic form required a very different set of flexible activities from
managers than the rigid mechanistic form did. NatWest used Harry Schroder's list of 11
managerial competencies. Based on his 1989 Related PhD thesis. 4 of 6 in a series. See R.
Jacobs 1989. # Misc. Pro.
Cockerill, Tony, Harold M. Schroder, and John W. Hunt, 1993, “Validation study into the high
performance managerial competencies,” London Business School, Working Paper, London, UK.
Hunt’s LBS webpage lists it. See Cockerill 1989 Related PhD. Not seen. Misc. ~
Cockerill, Anthony P., John W. Hunt, and Harold M. Schroder, 1995, “Managerial
Competencies: fact or fiction?” Business Strategy Review, London Business School, UK, 1995
Autumn, 6(3):1-12. Unaware of levels of managerial competency. Identified 11 high
performance managerial competencies (HPMCS): Thinking: Information search, Concept
formation, Conceptual flexibility; Developmental: Interpersonal search, Managing interaction,
Developmental orientation; Inspirational: Impact, Self-confidence, Presentation; Achieving:
Proactive orientation, Achievement orientation. Scientific rigor is needed for compencies.
Shows those over-capable vs undercapable for position. Managers should beware company-wide
re-evaluations of its managers. Cited Gillen & Carroll 1985; Cockerill 1989 Related PhD;
Schroder 1967, 1989. Hunt’s LBS webpage lists it. At Brefi Group and LBS. # MS. PJ.
Coehlo, Helder, 1986, “DSS versus Expert Systems: The Case of R&D Management,”
chapter (p. 103-112) in McLean, Ephraim R., and Henk G. Sol, 1986, Decision Support Systems:
a decade in perspective, (proceedings of the IFIP WG 8.3 Working Conference on Decision
Support Systems: a Decade in Perspective, Noordwijkerhout, the Netherlands, 16-18 June 1986),
North-Holland, Amsterdam, NL; NY, NY, USA; Canada, Elsevier Science, 251 p. Jacques'
scheme is too simplistic when designing a DSS, but it is strong enough to support Humphreys
(1985) about the importance of intelligence in decision support. Jaques discovered four main
classes of diversified systems, covering only static aspects, in particular of problem structuring,
conceptual model generation and development, knowledge consultancy, and preference
structuring. Yet, he did not cover dynamic aspects that are important, such as knowledge
communication among project members and among related projects, research situation finding
(Jorge 1985), knowledge-gap filling, knowledge spreading and application. Cited Jaques 1976;
Humphreys 1984, 1985; Humphreys et al 1983, 1985; Coelho and Rodrigues 1984. At Lisboa,
PO. Htr Mn T58.6 .I37 1986. # Cr. Ch.
Coens, Tom, and Mary Jenkins, 2000, Abolishing Performance Appraisals: why they backfire
and what to do instead, Berrett-Koehler Publishers, San Francisco, Cal., US, 338 p. This book
takes a Deming approach to getting rid of the traditional performance appraisal. Instead, be a
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mentor and coach. (Jaques replaced the traditional performance appraisal with the PEA.) Not in
CUNY. NYPL SIBL Res. JBE 00-3056. SIBL Br. 658.3125 C. Refu. Bk.
Coff, Russell, and David Kryscynski, 2011, "Drilling for Micro-Foundations of Human Capital–
Based Competitive Advantages," Journal of Management, Southern Management Assoc., Sage,
Sep2011, 37(5):1429-1443. 15p. [Invited Editorial] DOI: 10.1177/0149206310397772. ISSN:
0149-2063. Individual-level phenomena underpin isolating mechanisms that sustain human
capital–based advantages also create management dilemmas that must be resolved in order to
create value. Drilling down, the authors identify individual-level and firm-level components that
interact to grant some firms unique capabilities in attracting, retaining, and motivating human
capital. This cospecialization of idiosyncratic individuals and organizational systems may be
among the most powerful isolating mechanism. Cited in Le Breton-Miller & Miller 2014. See
Liebenstein 1976 (bundles). At UW–Madison; Emory U. RCoff@bus.wisc.edu # MS. PJ.
Coffey, Dan, 2006, The Myth of Japanese Efficiency: the world car industry in a globalizing age,
Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK; Northampton, MA, US, 202 p. This is our fantasy. We created
this myth (but the Japanese are willing to let Westerners fantasize). Toyota Jidōsha Kabushiki
Kaisha. Quoted Best 2001; Dicken 2003. At Leeds U., UK. SIBL JBE 07-669. Misc. Bk.
Coffey, Michael, and David Langford, 1998, "The propensity for employee participation by
electrical and mechanical trades in the construction industry," Construction Management and
Economics, Routledge, UK, Sep98, 16(5):543-552. DOI: 10.1080/014461998372088. The
experience of firms in many other industries indicate that considerable benefits in terms of
improved quality, lower production costs, and greater competitiveness can be achieved from
formal employee participation. Studies show none exist in construction - why? Workers are
shown to have a strong desire to participate and to have significant potential for participation in
defining and controlling their everyday work (defined as the 'task'). Used TSD repeatedly, but
without citation. At U. Greenwich, UK; U. Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK. # Rp. PJ.
Coghlan, David, 1987, “Consultation on Organisational Levels: An Intervention Framework,”
Leadership and Organisation Development Journal, MCB Publications, Emerald online,
Bradford, UK, 8(3):3-8. On levels but not on RO or EJ. Refers to four levels – but they are four
levels of intervention. Implementation of Blake & Mouton model. Also on the Japanese. See
Rashford and Coghlan 1987, 1989. Jaques not cited. Baruch perls. At Coll. of I.R., Dublin, IE.
Off. PJ.
Cohen, Eli, and Noel Tichy, 1998, "Teaching: The heart of leadership," The Healthcare Forum
Journal, Mar/Apr 1998, 41(2):20-24, 75. Teaching is at the heart of leadership: It is through
teaching that leaders lead. Leading is not dictating actions or behaviors, nor issuing orders and
commanding compliance. Leading starts with getting others to size up the realities of a situation
and to understand what resources are needed. Then it is getting them energized and motivated to
deliver those responses effectively and efficiently. Two key strategies to help you sharpen your
own leadership abilities so that you can teach others are: 1. Never miss an opportunity to teach.
2. Develop a teachable point of view. [One level higher.] # MS. PJ.
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Cohen, Eliot A., and John Gooch, 1990, Military Misfortunes, The anatomy of failure in war,
The Free Press, New York, NY, 296 pages. A detailed examination of how the levels of
organizations interact as one organization collides with another on the battlefield. How one
army fails under the impact of battle. (Many concepts drawn from Charles Perrow’s Normal
Accidents.) This book complements Jaques’ SST/RO theory. Case studies of Pearl Harbor,
Gallipolli, France 1940, Arab-Israeli War 1967, North Atlantic 1942, Korea, etc. A case. See
Engles and Ferrill. MS. Bk.
Cohen, Jere, Lawrence E. Hazelrigg, and Whitney Pope, 1975, “De-Parsonizing Weber: A
Critique of Parsons' Interpretation of Weber's Sociology,” American Sociological Review, April
1975, 40(2):229-241. Claimed Parsons’s interpretation focused on one element in Max Weber,
the normative, and blew it up to seem as if it were the entire sociology. This led to “a severe
understatement of the importance of nonnormative aspects of social action and structures of
dominance.” (In English: The moral aspects were emphasized while the cognitive and other
aspects were ignored or downplayed.) As charged, this was a grievous error. See Parsons
Oct.1975, Warner 1978 (re cognitive). Refu. PJ. A.
Cohen, John, 1953, “The Concept of Goal Gradients: A Review of Its Present Status,” Journal of
General Psychology, UK, 49:303-308. Contrasts Hull’s spacial definition of goal reenforcement
gradients with Lewin’s temporal one. (Jaques built upon Lewin’s concept.) Misc. PJ.
Cohen, John, C. E. M. Hansel, and John Sylvester, 1953, “A New Phenomenon in Time
Judgment,” Nature, Nov. 14, No. 4385:901. Evans 1979 cited this as independently supporting
time-span. MS. PJ. A.
Cohen, John, C. E. M. Hansel, and John Sylvester, 1954, "An Experimental Study of
Comparative Judgements of Time," British Journal of Psychology, The University Press,
Cambridge, UK, 45:108-114. Evans 1979 cited this as independently supporting time-span. MS.
PJ. A.
Cohen, Michael D., James G. March, and Johan P. Olson, 1972, “A Garbage Can Model of
Organization Choice,” Administrative Science Quarterly, March, 17(1):1-25. An examination of
decision making in a university, an organization type dominated by extreme ambiguity of goals,
methods, and structure. It is a collection of: choices looking for problems, solutions looking for
issues, and decision makers looking for work. This “organized anarchy” generates decisions and
outcomes determined by exogenous temporal factors, such as time of arrival and level of
workload in the system. The English have a saying for this: ‘Harley Street doctors.’ This is not
a managerial accountability hierarchy as specified in Jaques’ model, so little of this model holds
for Jaques’ theory. This is inspired professionalism as endorsed by Soichiro Honda, the erratic
but brilliant CEO (Clegg 1990:199). [See Padgett ASQ 1980, and Levitt and Nass ASQ 1989:
not included here. See Pressman and Wildavsky 1973.] (March, a guru of rational decisiontheory, seems to have been freaked out about university decision-making.) Alt. PJ. A.
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Cohen, Susan G., and Diane E. Bailey, 1997, "What Makes Teams Work: Group effectiveness
research from the shop floor to the executive suite," Journal of Management, Sage, US,
23(3):239-290. Wd Cnt: 24168. ISSN: 0149-2063. In this article, we summarize and review the
research on teams and groups in organization settings published from January 1990 to April
1996. The article focuses on studies in which the dependent variables are concerned with
various dimensions of effectiveness. Close to RAEW. At USoCal. # Misc. PJ.
Cohen, William A., 2008, A Class With Drucker: the lost lessons of the world's greatest
management teacher, AMACOM, NY, NY, USA, 258 p. A former PhD student under Peter
Drucker at Claremont Graduate School in Cal. presented many personal and informal lessons
from Drucker which were quite different from his writing and more rounded. He described
insights on cognitive growth from tactical expertise to strategic leadership levels by Dr. Owen
Jacobs and colleagues at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces (ICAF) in DC (p. 75-78).
Drucker’s recommendation to become a strategic thinker - develop an expertise in a different
area outside your profession (his was Japanese art). He also stressed the need to read and write
in this area (p. 79-81). Motivation was different for managers and workers (p. 221-222).
Drucker also said Theory Y was not the answer (p. 216-218). TQM as applied, stressing
teams without managers, also did not work. Instead, it led to chaos (p. 156). Drucker
recommended Xenophon as the best book on leadership. (The Anabasis was self-serving.
Xenophon was depicted by himself as a perfect leader. Drucker may have meant The Cavalry
Commander.) Cohen recommended Schell’s 1982 book, Battle Leadership (p. 219). SIBL JBE
08-1719. Baruch HD31 .C589 2008. D. Bk.
Cohen-Rosenthal, Edward, 1994, “On Arrogance and Participation,” The Journal for Quality and
Participation, Cincinnati, OH, March 1994, 17(2):58-64. Discussed the struggle between QWL
(quality of work life councils) and QC (quality circles). Author has an obvious pro-OD bias that
favored “soft” QWL rather than Deming’s “hard” TQ (total quality) and favored bottom-up
social-group participation rather than top-down work-group oriented participation. (Jaques is not
mentioned but might as well have been.) [See Davis LE & Trist 1972 - not herein.] Alt. PJ.
Cohn, Alvin W., 1991, “The failure of correctional management - reviewed: Present and future
dimensions,” Federal Probation, 00149128, June 1991, 55(2):12-16. The failure to study
correctional agencies, organizational behavior, structural arrangements, and decision-making
strategies, among others, reveals serious inattention to the process of corrections. Quoted Jaques
1989 (RO), cited Selznick 1957; Hall 1980. Online. In City Cohen Docs JU 10:8. D. NJ.
Colbert, Amy E., Sara L. Rynes, and Kenneth G. Brown, 2005, “Who Believes Us?:
Understanding Managers’ Agreement With Human Resource Research Findings,” Journal of
Applied Behavioral Science, Sept 2005, 41(3):304-325. Because research-supported human
resource (HR) practices appear to positively affect organizational outcomes, it is important to
understand the factors that impact managers’ agreement with HR research findings. Using
structural equation modeling, the authors found that job level and managers’ perceptions of their
organizations’ business strategies directly influence managers’ agreement with HR research
findings. [COLBERT ET AL DON'T GET THE THEORY- IT'S THEM.] Misc. PJ. A.
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Cole, Robert E., 1979, Work, Mobility and Participation, U. California Press, Berkeley, CA, 293
p. (Excerpts reprinted as Chapter 25, “Work Reform and Quality Circles in Japanese Industry,”
in Fischer, Frank, and Carmen Sirianni, 1984, Critical Studies in Organization and Bureaucracy,
Temple U. Press, Philadelphia, PA.) Participation began in the early 1960s (q.v. Brown’s 1960
book, QC-Circles 1962). The change in pay from seniority to ability took place 1960-1965.
(These are the earliest dates I have come across.) In October 1966 the Nikkeiren’s Labor
Management Committee set up a research group, “Abilities First Principles.” (This may have
been the group that visited Glacier Metal in the late 1960s.) Their 1969 report was entitled “The
Ability Principle: From Theory to Practice” (“Noryoku Shugi: Sono Riron to Jissen”). The
ability-first system was “a matter of discovering the abilities of employees, developing these to
the fullest, providing an environment, place, and opportunity for them to be used, and then
rewarding them” (p. 133). Even so, blue-collar workers faced tests on their technical expertise
for promotion. White-collar workers faced a less-clear evaluation. (In Japanese.) Cited Blauner
1964; Fox 1974 (BC); Shimada 1974, 1975; Piore, Tsuda, Nakayama 1972; Yasui 1975. Cited
by Clegg 1990. Soup to nuts. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Cole, Robert E., 1981, “The Japanese Lesson in Quality,” Technology Review, MIT, Cambridge,
MA, July 1981, 83(7):29-40 (8 pgs). Cover story. Using the Japanese car industry he discusses
innovation, cooperation, design quality, manufacturing, and management. “Japanese managers
treat their employees as resources that, if cultivated, will yield economic returns to the firm.”
Why and how US QC-circles will fail and die. With inserts by William Ouchi on Japanese
concern for wholism and D. L. Coutu on Japanese management practices in San Diego, who
quotes a supervisor, Robert Williams, “A long time ago, Americans used to be more peopleoriented, the way the Japanese are. It just got lost somewhere along the way.” Cited by David
Friedman 1983. City College Science - Percls v.81 (1979)-v.100 (1997). MS. Pro.
Cole, Robert E., 1994, “Different Quality Paradigms and their Implications for Organizational
Learning,” chapter 3 (p. 66-87) in Aoki, Masahiko, and Ronald Dore, eds., 1994, The Japanese
Firm, sources of competitive strength, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK, 14 chapters, 410 p.
(Papers from a 1991 conference at the Stockholm School of Economics, European Institute of
Japanese Studies.) An analysis of how Japanese companies used the design of their quality
programs to transform individual learning into organizational learning. Misc. Ch.
Cole, Robert E., 1999, Managing Quality Fads: how American business learned to play the
quality game, Oxford University Press, New York, NY, 284 p. A succession of quality mini-fads
over the 1980s and 1990s led American business to finally, sort-of, get quality. Mostly. It is
painful and slow. The learning has been cumulative with one early ‘failure,’ quality circles,
opening the door to team-based work cells. (Similar to RO pattern in North America, but with a
better focus and direction/ threat from Japan.) Misc. Bk.. UP. A.
Collard, Ron, and Barrie Dale, 1985, "Quality Circles: why they break down and why they hold
up," Personnel Management, Blackwell, London, UK, p. 28-31. When the UK woke up to
quality circles, it was largely for reasons of "Keeping up with the Japanese" and even now they
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retain something of that 'flavour of the month' image. Spelled out the conditions for the
introduction and success of QCs. Even so, QCs often fail. # Misc. Pro.
Collier, J. D., and C. A. Hooker, 1999, “Complexly Organised Dynamical Systems,” Open
Systems and Information Dynamics, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Netherlands, Sept. 1999,
6(3):241-302. ISSN: 1230-1612 CODEN: OSIDFU. Both natural and engineered systems are
fundamentally dynamical in nature: their defining properties are causal, and their organisational
and functional capacities are causally grounded. Among dynamical systems, an interesting and
important sub-class are those that are autonomous, anticipative and adaptive (AAA). Living
systems, intelligent systems, sophisticated robots and social systems belong to this class, and the
use of these terms has recently spread rapidly through the scientific literature. There is at present
no general analysis of these capacities or of the requisite organisation involved. We define what
distinguishes AAA systems from other kinds of systems by characterising their central properties
in a dynamically interpreted information theory (140 refs.) (Collier at Dept. of Philos.,
Newcastle Univ., NSW, Australia.) Misc. PJ.
Collin, Audrey, 2000, "Dancing to the music of time," chapter 6 (p. 83-98) in Collin, Audrey,
and Richard A. Young, eds., 2000, The Future of Career, Cambridge UP, UK, 336 p. ISBN-10:
052164965X. Sociology. Collin cites correctly but does nothing more. TSD cited. Jaques 1956
cited (p. 88). Not in NYPL. CUNY Baruch - HF 5381 .F87 2000. Clio online. # W. Ch.
Collingridge, David, 1982, Critical Decision-making, Frances Pinter Publisher, London, UK.
Makes the important point - when people are asked to make decisions with time spans too far
into the future for their time horizons - or there are extensive development lags, they are basing
their decisions on ignorance, rather than uncertainty. Cited in Little 1987. MS. Bk.
Collins, A. C., 1983, “A management strategy for information processing. 1––The Segas case,”
Long Range Planning, UK, October, 16(5):29-44. First of three articles/ cases. Article presents
the Segas Case History and shows how it has tackled the implementation of IT over the past 7
years. Information Technology. Director, Planning and Management Service, South Eastern
Gas, Croydon, UK. A case (A). # Rp. PJ. A.
Collins, A. C., 1983, “A management strategy for information processing,” Long Range
Planning, UK, December, 16(6):21-28. Second of three. This paper discusses the methodology
known as Business Systems Planning for assessing future computer systems requirements.
Director for South Eastern Gas, Croydon, U.K. (Q.V.) A case (B). # Rp. PJ. A.
Collins, A. C., 1984, “A management strategy for information processing. 3 -- Management
information requirements,” Long Range Planning, UK, February, 17(1):33-42. Third of three.
Attempts to structure the basic needs of managers and professional staff for information
technology in its wider sense for planning, control and operations. Examines the need for
managements to have access to computing facilities. Describes decision support functions for
five years ahead as portrayed by Wilfred Brown at Glacier Metal (p. 40). No ftnote. A case (C).
# Rp. PJ. A.
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Collins, David, 1999, “Born to Fail? Empowerment, ambiguity and set overlap,” Personnel
Review, MCB UP, UK, April 1999, 28(3):208-221. Research on employee empowerment at two
US automobile plants shows this is an ambiguous concept. Management strategy has been to
characterize empowerment as logically inconsistent and limiting. Researchers developed the
terms "set overlap" and "interest space" to describe the tensions of this ambiguity. # Refu. PJ.
Collins, Hugh, 1986, "Market power, bureaucratic power, and the contract of employment,"
Industrial Law Journal, Industrial Law Society, Sweets & Maxwell, London, UK, 15:1-14.
Annual. Contracts engender relations of power. The employee has duties of obedience, loyalty,
and co-operation. But bargaining power in the labour market is unequal, which leads to
oppressive subordination under the guise of freely chosen agreements. But once hired the
employee also remains subordinate to ranks above. This is not market power, but ongoing
bureaucratic power. Both manager and employee have joined a firm at different ranks. The
contract becomes the port of entry, but the company rule-book defines discretionary managerial
power and governs the content of the relationship. The British courts have used ‘reasonableness’
on employers’ changes to the rule-bbok to determine if they maintain a relationship of trust and
confidence. But market contracts are rigid while work relationships are evolutionary. Is the
application of this power fair or not? Legally, private bureaucratic power begins to resemble
governmental power. Fox not cited. Cited Jaques 1976; Coase 1937; Williamson 1975. CU
Law offsite. Pegasus P In26; Cellar. At Brasenose Coll., Oxford, UK. # W. Ch.
Collins, James C., and Jerry I. Porras, 1991, “Organizational vision and visionary organizations,”
California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, 34(1):30-52. Attempting to substitute charisma
for substance is destructive. A leader catalyzes a clear and shared vision of the organization and
to secure commitment to and vigorous pursuit of that vision. Does not require charisma. Refu.
Pro.
Collins, James C., and Jerry I. Porras, 1994, Built to Last: successful habits of visionary
companies, HarperCollins, NY, NY, US, 342 p. Visionary companies were six times more likely
to promote insiders to CEO than other US firms. Cited in Avery 2005 (p. 84). Clio Bus Res
HF5386 .C735 2004. NYPL SIBL - Non-Fic 658 C. & os & ebook. Misc. Bk.
Collins, James C., 2001, Good to Great: why some companies make the leap -- and others don’t,
HarperBusiness, New York, NY, 300 p. This was a paired survey of firms, good ones (not
failures) to great ones. The five-level pyramid on p. 20 is a diagram of a stratum-five company
(SBU) as described by Jaques in Requisite Organization. A point of clarification: this is a postindustrial “knowledge” company with “professional” workers at stratum 2. There are no FLMs
at stratum 2, only at stratum 3. This means also that there are likely very few stratum 1 workers
here (he says as much). The “Level 5 Executive" and hierarchy are described just so. (But no
references to RO theory means Collins’ team may have discovered this structure empirically.)
On the other hand, the highlighting of capable CEOs by name and firm is too good. It attributes
company greatness to Darwin Smith at Kimberly-Clark and Colman Mockler at Gillette. See
Isaac and O’Connor 1969; Fairfield 2002. Rp. Bk.
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Collins, James, 2001, “Level 5 Leadership: The Triumph of Humility and Fierce Resolve,”
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Jan. 2001, 79(1):66-76. R0507M, 10 p. HBR Classic,
July 1, 2005, p 136-147.. Boards of directors typically believe that transforming a company
from good to great requires an extreme personality, an egocentric chief to lead the corporate
charge. But that's not the case. The essential ingredient for taking a company to greatness is
having a “Level 5” leader, an executive in whom extreme personal humility blends paradoxically
with intense professional will. Characteristics common to Level 5 leaders: humility, will,
ferocious resolve, and the tendency to give credit to others while assigning blame to themselves.
Collins contrasts the turnaround successes of outwardly humble, even shy, executives like
Gillette’s Colman M. Mockler and Kimberly-Clark’s Darwin E. Smith with “Chainsaw” Al
Dunlap or Lee Iacocca. From his book. Not really on RO levels, but close. No citation of
Jaques, but it looks like Collins read RO before he did his survey of firms. (See 2006 interview
in Fernandez-Araoz 2007.) # Rp. Pro.
Collins, James C., 2005, Good to Great and the Social Sectors: a monograph to accompany
Good to Great, J. Collins, Boulder, CO, 37 p. The stratum-V org. diagram is on p. 12. Rp. Rep.
Collins, Joseph J., and T. O. Jacobs, 2002, “Trust in the Profession of Arms,” chapter (p. 39-58)
in Matthews, Lloyd J., ed., 2002, The Future of the Army Profession, McGraw-Hill, Boston, MA.
(UB147 .F87 2002) Not in NYC. Not seen. Rp. Ch.
Collins, Orvis, Melvin Dalton, and Donald Roy, 1946, “Restriction of Output and Social
Cleavages in Industry,” Applied Anthropology: Problems of Human Organization, Summer
1946, 5(3):1-14. Management realized the incentive systems did not always work in terms of
productivity increases. Operating employees were driven to restrict output by resentment toward
management controls, especially those of the ‘incentive engineers.’ Even union backing and
World War II yielded no results. In short, Taylorism had the opposite impact than it claimed.
(Drucker was wrong. Taylor did not increase productivity but control and rigidity.
Schumpeter was correct. New institutions were created to introduce innovations and
productivity increases. Deming was right.) This showed up early in the research but was
ignored by academics. See Abruzzi 1956. City Hard. Grad Ctr., Htr Mn., & JJay. # Refu. PJ.
Collins, Rebecca L., 1996, "For Better or Worse: The impact of upward social comparisons on
self-evaluations," Psychological Bulletin, APA, US, Jan., 119(1):51-69. ISSN: 0033-2909
(Print); 1939-1455 (Elec). DOI: 10.1037/0033-2909.119.1.51. Upward social comparison is
generally regarded as ego deflating, yet people often compare themselves with those whose
abilities and attributes are better than their own. Upward comparison provides useful
information. Upward comparison only sometimes results in more negative self-evaluations; it
can also be self-enhancing. Comparers are sometimes rewarded for their faith in themselves and
their abilities through comparison. A review of studies is consistent with this conclusion. Thus,
people may make upward comparisons in hopes of enhancing their self-assessment. Purely
psychological. (Supports Jaques' theory. But - we never know when we start a comparison
whether someone else is above or below us. Jaques was saying comparisons were part of an
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ongoing survey.) Jaques not cited. Cited in Ogle & Damhorst 2005 (not herein). # MS. PJ. A.
Collins, W. P., 1980, “Public Participation in Bureaucratic Decision-Making: A Reappraisal,”
Public Administration, Royal Institute of Public Administration, London, UK, Winter,
58(4):465-477. The U.S. Congress enacted the Administrative Procedures Act to provide a
framework for agency discretion. Participation is not a remedy for lack of legitimacy at the
agency level. Lobbying and interest group pressure is a confusion of the market analogy that
further damages legitimacy. Also, as Arrow 1966 pointed out, firms of differing size are unequal
competitors in the marketplace. Collins at Drake U. in Des Moines. Cited by Dixon 1981/ 1982.
Misc. PJ.
Collinson, David, 1987, "Who controls selection?" Personnel Management, Blackwell, London,
UK, p. 32-35. Selection skills help to sustain personnel managers' claim to technical expertise
and professional status. But recent research at UMIST, however, concludes that power dynamics
and conflicts that often characterize relations between them and line managers make personnel
often unable to guarantee the implementation of such practices. Standard. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Collis, David J., and Cynthia A. Montgomery, 1995, “Competing on Resources: Strategy in the
1990s.” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, July-August, 73(4):118-128. How do you
create and sustain a profitable strategy? Case examples such as Disney, Cooper, Sharp, and
Newell illustrate the power of resource-based strategies. The authors show how these
organizations have been able to use corporate resources to establish and maintain competitive
advantage at the business-unit level, and also how they have benefitted from the attractiveness of
markets in which they compete. Misc. Pro.
Collis, David, 1996, “Organization Capability as a Source of Profit,” Chapter 7 (p. 139-163) in
Moingeon, Bertrand, and Amy Edmondson, 1996, Organization Learning and Competitive
Advantage, Sage, London, UK, 229 p. Continual improvement activities could be an
independent source of profit. Defined economic profit in economic terminology and
distinguished it from rent. Irreversible assets are path dependent and determine strategic
position. For profit to exist the product market position must be invulnerable to factor market
threats of imitation, dissipation, appropriation and substitution. Disproved causal ambiguity as a
durable source of profit. Cited Barney 1992; Peteraf 1993; Teece et al 1994; Ghemawat 1991.
(Deming said all this and more in 1950 to the Japanese.) Collis indicated the next step was to
study organization structures and policies. (Jaques and Brown had been doing this for half a
century.) NYPL SIBL JBL 96-2966. Baruch HD58.82 .O743 1996 (not on shelf). Misc. Ch.
Collis, David J., 1991, "A Resource-Based Analysis of Global Competition: The Case of the
Bearings Industry," Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, Summer 1991, S.I., 12:49-68.
The resource-based view of the firm complements economic analysis, and both are essential to a
complete understanding of global strategy. (Glacier Metal, Associated Engineering, and KOEL
were not mentioned.) Cited Dierickx and Cool (misspelling)1989. At HBS. # Misc. PJ. A.
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Collyear, John, 1975, Management Precepts, MCB Books, Bradford, UK. Collyear worked at
Glacier for 15 years in the 1950s and 1960s, rising to Managing Director. He became CEO in
the 1970s, after Brown. Knew about Daido in Japan and the Japanese visit (see BBC program).
[See MCB ad emphasizing the author’s position at Glacier in European Journal of Marketing,
10(3):176.] Cited in Jaques 1976; Ramsay 1980. Rp. Bk.
Collyear, John, 1976, The Practice of First Level Management, MCB Books, Bradford, UK, 85
pages. Collyear worked at Glacier for 15 years in the 1950s and 1960s, rising to Managing
Director. He became CEO in the 1970s, after Brown. Knew about Daido in Japan and the
Japanese visit (see BBC program). [See MCB ad emphasizing the author’s position at Glacier in
European Journal of Marketing, 10(3):176.] Rp. Bk.
Colman, Robert, 2005, “The New World of Risk,” CMA Management, Hamilton, ON, CA, Nov
2005, 79(7):36-41, (4 pages). Bob McGlashan, CMA, is v.p., chief risk officer (CRO), of Bank
of Montreal (BMO) Financial Group and is on the front line of this new world of risk. He is out
front on protecting the reputation of the bank and its requisite organization. D. Pro.
Colpan, Asli M., and Takashi Hikino, 2005, "Changing economic environments, evolving
diversification strategies, and differing financial performance: Japan's largest textile firms, 19702001," Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford UP, UK, Dec2005, 14(6):897-940. 44p. DOI:
10.1093/icc/dth079. ISSN: 09606491. Japan's largest textile firms adopted the strategy of
diversification into new product markets since they started facing industry maturity and
macroeconomic turbulences. Our panel data analyses show that different diversification paths
yielded contrasting performances. The outcomes suggest that the effectiveness of specific
diversification schemes was contingent on macroeconomic environments. Ultimately, however,
only the commitment to technology capabilities, not marketing or finance, ensured long-term
profitability. [Nothing on HR.] At Kyoto U., JN; Stanford U., US. # Misc. PJ. A.
Colquitt, Jason A., Jeffery A. LePine, Ronald F. Piccolo, Cindy P. Zapata, and Bruce L. Rich,
2012, "Explaining the justice–performance relationship: Trust as exchange deepener or trust as
uncertainty reducer?" Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, US, Jan. 2012, 97(1):1-15. ISSN:
0021-9010 (Print); 1939-1854 (Electronic). DOI: 10.1037/a0025208. Past research has revealed
significant relationships between organizational justice dimensions and job performance, and
trust is thought to be one mediator of those relationships. Trust scholars distinguish between
affect- and cognition-based trust. The results of a field study in a hospital system revealed
affect-based trust driving exchange-based mediation and cognition-based trust driving
uncertainty-based mediation. At U. GA. email colq@uga.edu # MS. PJ. A.
Colvin, Geoffrey, with Ann Harrington and Paola Hjelt, 2001, “The Great CEO Pay Heist,”
Fortune Magazine, New York, NY, June 25, pp. 64-94. Cover Story. Cited in Jaques 2002,
Social Power and the CEO, as “Inside the Great CEO Pay Heist.” See also related article in
same issue by: Loomis, Carol, “This Stuff Is Wrong.” See Jensen and Murphy 1990. MS. Pop.
Colvin, Geoffrey, 2006, "What It Takes to Be Great," Fortune, Chicago, IL, Oct. 30. Lack of
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natural talent is irrelevant to great success. Painful and demanding practice and hard work are
the key to success. (Hereditity and opportunity have no role in this success. Success is entirely
due to hard work. Failure is due to lack of effort. This Puritan work ethic is patently nonsense,
but it is widely believed in the USA.) Baruch Pers, City Coll Percls. Misc. Pop.
Comalco. See: Rio Tinto/ RTZ/ CRA/ Comalco Company Documents (in a separate section): ~
Comalco, 1995, Annual Report, Registered Office, 55 Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia. Ru.
Comalco, 1999, “PEP: Innovation Involving the Entire Workforce.” (PEP: Performance
Enhancement Program.) Ru.
www.isr.gov.au/industry/summit/scwg/human_dimentions/HDWGcasestudy9.pdf.
Comalco Mineral Products, 1986, “Mutual Recognition Unit (MRU). Outline of the structure and
roles within the unit.” Company document. Ru.
Comalco Mineral Products, 1991, Weipa: The Mine and its People, Public Relations Booklet on
Weipa, 4th edn, 1st print. Published by Comalco Aluminium Limited, Post Office, Weipa 4874
Qld. Ru.
Comalco Minerals and Alumina, 1993, “CLASSIC: Continuous Learning Applied to Safety
Systems in Comalco.” ACN 009 679 127. Company document. Ru.
Comalco Minerals and Alumina, 1994, “Glancing back… Racing Forward: Personal
Effectiveness Review and Learning in Comalco Minerals & Alumina.” Produced by the
Organisational Effectiveness Group, Brisbane. Company document. Ru.
Comalco Minerals and Alumina, 1994, “Transition to the Salaried Staff Employment System.
Questions and Answers. A guide for Superintendents and Supervisors in Bauxite Operations.”
January. Company document. Ru.
Combs, James G., and Maura S. Skill, 2003, “Managerialist and Human Capital Explanations for
Key Executive Pay Premiums: A Contingency Perspective,” Academy of Management Journal,
Feb 2003, 46(1):63-73. Both explanations hold, but not in the same firm. When entrenched
managers get control over the compensation process, they chow down. But in other firms human
capital is the better explanation. When a board exhibits governance strength, it increases the
composition of human capital in executive pay. Cited Agarwal 1981, Barney 1991, Henderson
and Frederickson 1996, Shleifer and Vishny 1989. MS. PJ. A.
Commander, Simon, and Jan Svejnar, 2011, “Business Environment, Exports, Ownership, and
Firm Performance,” Review of Economics and Statistics, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, USA, Feb.
2011, 93(1):309-337. We use two large samples of firms find that few business constraints
affect performance. Replicating the analysis with indicators of the business environment yields
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similar results. In fact, country fixed effects, reflecting time-invariant differences in the
business environment, and other factors such as health care and education, matter more for
firm performance than differences in the business environment within countries. (Wow.)
Baruch, GC, City Coll., Htr. Mn. At IE Business School & U. MI. # Misc. PJ. A.
Commander, Simon, Rupert Harrison, Naercio Menezes-Filho, 2011, “ICT and Productivity in
Developing Countries: New Firm-Level Evidence from Brazil and India,” The Review of
Economics and Statistics, EBSCOhost EJS, Harvard & MIT, US, May 2011, 93(2):528-541.
Used a unique new data set on manufacturing firms in Brazil and India to estimate production
functions, augmented by information and communications technology (ICT). Found a strong
positive association between ICT capital and productivity in both countries that was robust to
several different specification tests. Found that poorer infrastructure quality and labor market
policy are associated with lower levels of ICT adoption, while poorer infrastructure was also
associated with lower returns to investment. Information technology. At European Bank for
Recon. and Devel. & IE Business School, Madrid; Univ. College London; INSPER & Univ. São
Paulo. # Misc. PJ. A.
Commons, Michael L., Francis A. Richards, and Deanna Kuhn, 1982, "Systematic and
metasystematic reasoning: A case for levels of reasoning beyond Piaget’s stage of formal
operations," Child Development, Society for Research in Child Development, U. Chicago Press,
53(4):1058-1069. Modes of cognition are postulated consisting of third- and fourth-order
operations. They are hypothesized to be distinct from and hierarchically related to the form of
reasoning characterized as formal operations by Inhelder and Piaget in 1958. An instrument was
developed and administered. Results support the assertion that such higher levels of reasoning
do exist. [Supports Jaques’s lower adult levels.] (Kuhn also published an article with Capon.)
JJay, Hunter Mn, Hunter SW. MS. PJ.
Commons, Michael L., and Francis A. Richards, 1984, “A general model of stage theory,”
chapter 6 (p. 120-140) in Commons, Michael L., Francis A. Richards, and Cheryl Armon, eds.,
Beyond Formal Operations, vol. 1, Praeger, New York, NY, 465 p. Each stage must be
generated within boundaries by a hierarchical action, composition, growth. Piaget calls this
assimilation. Hierarchical composition generates stage sequences. Misc. Ch.
Commons, Michael L., Francis A. Richards, and Cheryl Armon, 1984, Beyond Formal
Operations, late adolescent and adult cognitive development, Praeger, New York, NY, 463
pages. Preface states this is the first book on cognitive development to go beyond Piaget’s
formal operation stage. Chapter 13 is by Herb Koplowitz (q.v.). Cited by Stamp 1986 JABS.
MS. Bk.
Commons, Michael L., and Joseph Anthony Rodriguez, 1993, “The Development of
Hierarchically Complex Equivalence Classes,” Psychological Record, Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, IL, Fall 1993, 43(4):667-695. Piaget postulated that one of the
fundamental actions of people was to classify objects and actions. Introduced the notion that
equivalence classes can be ordered according to their hierarchical complexity. Here, an adult
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task shows how the identity relations at each stage are used to define equivalence classes of the
next stage. Fourteen orders of complexity analyzed. Based on Rodriguez 1992 Interesting PhD.
Cited in McElroy 2009 Ph.D. Cited Armon 1984a. Both at Harvard. # MS. PJ.
Commons, Michael L., Jack Demick, and Carl Goldberg, eds, 1996, Clinical Approaches to
Adult Development, Ablex Pub., Norwood, N.J., 372 p. Adulthood – Psychological aspects;
Cognition; Maturation (Psychology); Adjustment (Psychology). Cited Jaques 1965. Clio Psych
Lib (Math – offsite) & NYU Bobst BF724.55 .C63 C57 1996 (NYU not on shelf). NYPL Hum
JFE 96-10510. W. Bk.
Commons, Michael Lamport, Edward James Trudeau, Sharon Anne Stein, Francis Asbury
Richards, and Sharon R. Krause, 1998, “Hierarchical Complexity of Tasks Shows the Existence
of Developmental Stages,” Developmental Review, Elsevier, Sept., 18(3):237-278. The major
purpose is to introduce the notion of the order of hierarchical complexity of tasks. Order of
hierarchical complexity is a way of conceptualizing information in terms of the power required
to complete a task or solve a problem. It is orthogonal to the notion of information coded as bits
in traditional information theory. The resultant definition of stage is that it is the highest order of
hierarchical complexity on which there is successful task performance. In addition to providing
an analytic solution to the issue of what are developmental stages, the theory of hierarchical
complexity presented here allows for the possibility within science of scaling the complexity in
a form more akin to intelligence. Jaques not cited. MS. PJ.
Commons, Michael Lamport, and Linda Marie Bresette, 2006, “Illuminating Major Creative
Scientific Innovators with Postformal Stages,” chapter 12 (p. 255-280) in Hoare, Carol, ed.,
2006, Handbook of Adult Development and Learning, Oxford U. P., NY, NY, US, 598 p.
Darwin was used as the chief model. Horizontal variety and vertical hierarchy of cognitive
stages are examined. Personality strength to withstand conformity pressures is needed. The
higher stages of cognition to handle complexity of tasks are necessary, but not sufficient, for
innovation. Thus, the ability to juggle complexity in work and the social system enhance the
ability to innovate. Cited in McElroy 2009 Ph.D. Cited Case 1972, 1978, 1982, 1985;
Commons – lots; Fischer 1980; Fischer, Hand, and Russell 1984; Kegan 1994; Koplowitz 1984;
Krantz et al 1984, 1990; Liebniz 1768, 1875; Vygotsky 1962, 1966, 1978; Piaget 1952, 1977,
1989. See Becker 1965. Cuny online. Not in NYPL. LC: BF724.5 .H365 2006eb. MS. Ch.
Conaty, Bill, and Ram Charan, 2010, The Talent Masters: why smart leaders put people before
numbers, Crown Business, NY, NY, US, 320 p. Calls it 'The Talent Pipeline:' No talent, no
numbers. Described leadership development systems at General Electric, Novartis, Hindu
Unilever, Barclay's Bank, plus P&G, UniCredit, and Aligent Technologies. No mention of
Mahler, Jaques, Ted LeVino, Deming, Six Sigma, levels, or discretion. Wanted: leaders not
managers. Career crossroads. Connaty was at GE for 40 years; joined the boards of Bryant U.
and HR at Cornell U. Not in Clio. Mid-Manh& SIBL Non-Fic 658.4092 C. Baruch HD57.7
.C6536 2010. MS. Bk.
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Conger, George P., 1925, "The Doctrine of Levels," The Journal of Philosophy, NY, NY, June 4,
22(12): 309-321. [Reprinted: Conger, George P., 2009, “The Doctrine of Levels,” Emergence:
Complexity & Organization, E:CO, ISCE Publ., July 2009, 11(2):54-76. (with an introduction
by Jeffrey Goldstein.)] A classic. Systems grew out of earlier, less complex ones. Each made
up a level. Inanimate into animate. From atoms to cells. Cited M. P. Follett 1924; Köhler.
CUNY Online. At U. Minn. # Misc. PJ. A.
Congress of the United States, Joint Economic Committee, 1990, Corporate Time Horizons,
Senate Hearing 101-612, November 8 and 14, 1989. Washington, DC: U.S. Government
Printing Office. Laverty 1996 noted this hearing called testimony by people from the economic
approach rather than the managerial or organizational approach to time horizons and
intertemporal choice (p. 847). Alt. Rep.
Conklin, David W., 2005, “Risks and Rewards in HR Business Process Outsourcing,” Long
Range Planning, UK, Dec. 2005, 38(6):579-598. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.lrp.2005.09.004.
CIBC case. Reviewed the literature to date and studied the example of one of the earliest cases
of outsourcing an HR business process, when EDS took on the responsibility for Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce. With offloading, such as payroll and recruitment, a company's HR
department could concentrate on strategy and become a facilitator for change. Role of trust.
Appendix - CIBC. EDS. Cited Das & Teng 1998, 2004; Humphreys et al 2002; Kakabadse
2002. At Ivey, UWO. # Rp. PJ. A.
Connally, Peter, 1979. See Gent 1984. ~
Connell, Julia, and Peter Waring, 2002, “The BOHICA Syndrome: a symptom of cynicism
towards change initiatives?” Strategic Change, Wiley, Chichester, UK, Nov 2002, 11(7):347356. Three case studies show employee cynicism, the psychological contract, and the
sustainability of change initiatives. The 'BOHICA syndrome' may cause employees to develop
cynicism toward any new change proposals. Cited Jaques RO 1996 in reference to ‘Coalco.’ At
U. Newcastle, NSW, AU. Julia.Connell@newcastle.edu.au Peter.Waring@newcastle.edu.au
See Waring and Barry 2001. MS. PJ.
Connelly, Mary Shane, and Francis J. Yammarino, eds., 2000, The Leadership Quarterly:
Special Issue on Leadership Skills, Winter 2000, Vol. 11, No. 1, JAI Press, Inc., Stamford, CT.
Seven articles on a new leadership theory, an extension of Jaques, by Avolio, Mumford, Zaccaro,
Harding, Jacobs and Fleishman. ~
Conner, Kathleen R., 1991, “A Historical Comparison of Resource-Based Theory and Five
Schools of Thought Within Industrial Organization Economics: Do We Have a New Theory of
the Firm?,” Journal of Management, Southern Management Association, Mar91, 17(1):121-154,
(AN 5978931). Compared elements of the resource-based theory to other theories. Showed how
it included some elements from each of the others, yet excluded other elements. It is a new
configuration and thus a new theory of the firm. See Barney 1991. (Times cited in Ebsco
database: 78) Misc. PJ.
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Connerley, Mary L., and Sara L. Rynes, 1996, “Does total quality management affect applicant
perceptions of recruitment and selection processes?” Journal of Quality Management, 1996,
1(2):207-225. 145 job seeking engineers were surveyed to determine whether applicants who
interviewed at Total Quality Management (TQM) organizations perceived any differences in the
way they were recruited as compared with those who interviewed at non-TQM firms. The
percentage of firms actually discussing quality with applicants in our study (18%) is so much
lower than other estimates – why? This was either P.R., or they were not successful at TQM, or
they were avoiding becoming known as ‘TQM employers.’ Cited Hampton 1988. Misc. PJ.
Connor Formed Metal Products, 1995. HBS Case 9-193-003. The ‘andon’ cord, lightboard, and
jidoka system. Classroom tested. See Lynda Applegate. Case. MS.
Connor, Patrick E., and Stefan D. Bloomfield, 1977, “A Goal Approach to Organizational
Design,” chapter in Nystrom, Paul C., and William H. Starbuck, 1977, North-Holland/TIMS
Studies in the Management Sciences, Vol. 5, North-Holland Pub., Amsterdam, NL. Structuring
organizational goals, the mix, and correlates. [Reprinted in Connor, Patrick E., ed.,1978,
Dimensions of Modern Management, 2nd., ch. 22, p. 201-212. Baruch HD31 .C624 1978.]
Teaching. Misc. Ch.
Connor, Russell, and Peter Mackenzie-Smith, 2003, “The Leadership Jigsaw - Finding the
Missing Piece,” Business Strategy Review, Oxford University Press, Oxford and London, UK,
March, 14(1):59-66. [doi:10.1111/1467-8616.t01-1-0245]. Available online at bioss.com. A
quick overview and critique of current thinking on leadership covering skills, knowledge,
experience and motivation. The missing piece is capability and judgment. A nice introduction
to stratified systems theory (SST) and career path appreciation (CPA) by two Bioss associates.
Teach. # Rp. PJ. *****
Connor, Russell John, 2011, The Ten Commandments That Build Healthy, Successful and Long
Lasting Organisations: the human factors that make for great places to work, Ecademy Press, St.
Albans, UK, 51 p. ISBN-10: 1907722238; ISBN-13: 978-1907722233. There are fundamental
principles that remain true today as they did at the dawn of our industrialised era. So often the
chase for the latest gadget or the next dollar means that the human factors that make for great
places to work are ignored. Whilst technological change is sometimes revolutionary, human
nature changes at a more gradual pace. Human beings are social creatures and unlike any others
on the planet, are meaning-seeking and meaning-making. When these concepts are fully
embedded, the commandments expounded in this book become superfluous. (Influenced by
Work Level ideas at LSE expounded by Elliott Jaques.) The MD of Dynamic Link, UK.
(www.dynamic-link.com). Not seen. Avail. Amazon. Rp. Pamph.
Connor, Russell John, 2012, It's About Time: Creating Sustainable Organizations that Produce
Trust-Inducing Behaviour, emp3books (publisher), UK, 220 p. ISBN-10: 1907140611; ISBN13: 978-1907140617. This book is about a Galileo for the social sciences - Elliott Jaques; the
legacy of whom provides the scientific basis upon which to build healthy organizations and
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sound societies. Jaques was arguably the most controversial social scientist and management
thinker of the last 50 years. It turns out that he was ahead of his time. His ideas and the
foundations for a new science centre the human factors at the heart of the enterprise. Described
Jaques' impact on economics, psychology, and management science and explained how the
application of his ideas transforms people and organizational management. Investors and
employees are today putting their trust in strong leaders prepared to make compelling
commitments. But compelling commitments are just as likely to take the corporate ship onto the
rocks as help sail it to the promised land. In the worst cases, trust is the first casualty. Here the
author sets forth Jaques's theories and models in the world of work, in a way that not only
clarifies them, but also sets them practically. Not in NYC. Not seen. Avail. Amazon. Rp. Bk.
Connors, Jeanne L., and Thomas A. Romberg, 1991, “Middle Management and Quality Control:
Strategies for Obstructionism,” Human Organization, Spring 1991, 50(1):61-65. Quality control
as developed in Japan is diametrically opposed to the traditional American corporate practices
stemming from the so-called "Taylor scientific methods" which is based on a clearly defined
hierarchy. American managers perceive the democratic principles of quality control as a threat
to their authority. Shows the importance of careful planning before implementation and a
willingness to make the radical organizational changes required by quality control if it is to be
successful in American corporations. At U. W, -Madison. # Misc. PJ. A.
Conrad, Charles, and Marshall Scott Poole, 1997, “Introduction: Communication and the
Disposable Worker,” Communication Research, Sage, London, UK, Dec., 24(6):581-592.
Companies were shedding the system of mutual obligations with their employees that was in
place since the Depression. All long-term commitments and obligations are gone. Refu. PJ.
Conrad, Charles, 2003, “Setting the Stage: Introduction to the Special Issue on the “Corporate
Meltdown,” Management Communication Quarterly, Sage Publications, London, UK, Aug.,
17(1):5-19. Intro to the special issue. An essay on “free-market fundamentalism,”
organizational practices and public policy that led to weakened executive accountability. Noted
the roles of CFTC Chair Wendy Gramm and Senator Phil Gramm in untying Enron executives
and the commodities futures markets from accountability. See Jaques 2003 article on ethics in
business in this issue. Former editor, MCQ. At Texas A&M. Teach. # Refu. PJ.
Conrad, Charles, 2004, “The Illusion of Reform: corporate discourse and agenda denial in the
2002 "corporate meltdown",” Rhetoric and Public Affairs, East Lansing, MI, Fall 2004,
7(3):311-338. Political scientists argued that policymaking is a complex and boundedly rational
process, a system of punctuated equilibrium. I examined the rhetorical processes through which
organizational rhetors and pro-corporatist public policymakers successfully undercut pressures
for meaningful reform in the wake of the Enron-initiated "meltdown." Quoted EJ 2003. Former
editor, Mgt Communications Qtly. At Texas A&M. # Rp. PJ.
Conti, Robert F., and Malcolm Warner, 2002, “A customer-driven model of job design: Towards
a general theory,” New Technology, Work, and Employment, Oxford, UK, Mar 2002, 17(1):2- .
The considerable debate about the level of discretion that should be accorded workers in
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performing production tasks has often lacked effective conceptual support. A job discretion
model based on customer preferences is developed. The model is empirically tested and used to
resolve the discretion question and clarify relevant job design and human resource issues. (The
customer is king again. This is not employee discretion within prescribed task elements. Not
close.) # Alt. PJ. A.
Converse, Philip E., 1964, “The Nature of Belief Systems In Mass Publics,” chapter six (p. 206261) in Apter, David, ed., Ideology and Discontent, Free Press, NY, NY, US, 342 p. The issue
was democracy but the problem was cognitive. A few knew most of the facts. This cognitive
problem undermines democracy in its pure form. Cited by Helmstetter 2008. CUNY Baruch,
Hunter Mn, City, GC JC 311 .A74. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Conway, Edel, and Kathy Monks, 2010, "Change from Below: the Role of Middle Managers in
Mediating Paradoxical Change," Human Resource Management Journal, Wiley-Blackwell,
UK/US, 2011, 21(2):190-203. DOI: 10.1111/j.1748-8583.2010.00135.x. ISSN: 09545395.
Examined the role of middle managers in creating change in the Irish health service from
interviews conducted with middle and senior level managers. The research examined the
interface between top-down and bottom-up approaches to change and contributes to showing
how ambivalence towards change by middle managers can at the same time contribute to the
dismantling of structures and systems that are a necessary precondition for successful change to
take place. However, the work created by dealing with the interface between top-down and
bottom-up changes may result in considerable additional workload and stress for the managers
themselves. Cited in Lynch 2011 PhD. At Dublin City U. # Misc. PJ.
Conway, William E., 1992, “Quality Management in an Economic Downturn,” Quality
Progress, Milwaukee, WI, May 1992, 25(5):27-29. A down economy can provide quality
management leaders with opportunities to realize permanent gains in market share. Total quality
management (TQM) provides companies with the ability to lower costs, increase productivity,
and deliver the products and services customers want at a reasonable price. TQM eliminates
waste, the single most important cause of customer dissatisfaction, poor productivity, and high
operating expenses. Waste exists in 4 main forms: materials, capital, time, and lost sales or
opportunities. For TQM to be successful, a company needs to raise the capabilities of all its
employees. Conway did it as CEO. Baruch Percls. SIBL *ZAN-V1688. MS. PJ.
Conyon, Martin J., and Annita Florou, 2002, “Top executive dismissal, ownership and corporate
performance,” Accounting & Business Research, UK, 32(4):209-225. Based on a sample of the
460 largest UK listed companies during the period 1990-1998, we establish that top executives
are fired for poor performance. This can result from internal monitoring of management by the
board or block shareholders. Second, corporate performance must fall dramatically to force a
senior executive job separation. Third, today's senior managers face the same disciplining
effects as those senior managers in earlier years. Finally, there seems to be no evidence that
managerial stock ownership, measured as the proportion of ordinary shares owned by top
managers, enables them to become entrenched. At Wharton and LBS.
conyon@wharton.upenn.edu Refu. PJ.
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Cook, Richard I., Marta Render, and David D. Woods, 2000, “Gaps in the continuity of care and
progress on patient safety," British Medical Journal, BMJ. UK, 2000 March 18, 320(7237):791–
794. PMCID: PMC1117777. The patient safety movement includes a wide variety of
approaches and views about how to characterise patient safety, study failure and success, and
improve safety. Ultimately all these approaches make reference to the nature of technical work
of practitioners at the “sharp end” in the complex, rapidly changing, intrinsically hazardous
world of health care. A major activity of technical workers (physicians, nurses, technicians,
pharmacists, and others) is coping with complexity and, in particular, coping with the gaps that
complexity spawns. Analysis of accidents often reveals the presence of many gaps, yet only
rarely do gaps produce accidents. Safety is increased by understanding and reinforcing
practitioners' normal ability to bridge gaps. This view contradicts the normal view that systems
need to be isolated from the unreliable human element. We know little about how practitioners
identify and bridge new gaps that occur when systems change. (Close to RAEW.) At U.
Chicago; VAMC, Cincinnati, OH; Ohio State U. ri-cook@uchicago.edu Wd # MS. PJ. A.
Cooke, Bill, 2009, "The Tavistock … DB … ," Management and Organizational History, Sage,
US, May 2009, 4(2):203-206. Editorial on Diana Burfield’s role and Tavvy. Obit. # Misc. PJ.
Cooper, Andrew, 1996, “Psychoanalysis and the Politics of Organisational Theory,” Journal of
Social Work Practice, Carfax Publications, Abingdon, UK, Sage, Nov., 10(2):137-145. Article
mostly on the work of Talcott Parsons. Cooper was at Tavistock. Cited Jaques 1995 HR. SSCI.
W. PJ.
Cooper, Michael R., Brian S. Morgan, Patricia Mortensen Foley, and Leon B. Kaplan, 1979,
“Changing Employee Values: Deepening Discontent?” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
57(1):117-125. (Note the date.) A survey, since 1950, showed that employees are increasingly
dissatisfied with pay, supervision, and by lack of equitable treatment. Managers exhibited far
greater satisfaction with working conditions than hourly employees do, which showed that a
"hierarchy gap" existed. Most employees agreed that their companies were declining as
desirable places to work and that favorable pay failed to offset growing discontent. (Pay had
gone up and was the least important factor.) They said chances for advancement were poor
and that improvement was unlikely. Authors suggested shifts in employee values, toward selffulfillment and personal growth, were responsible for the trends. Misc. Pro.
Cooper, Rae, and Bradon Ellem, 2008, "The neoliberal state, trade unions and collective
bargaining in Australia," British Journal of Industrial Relations, Wiley-Blackwell, London
School of Economics, LSE, US/UK, Sept. 2008, 46(3):532-554. DOI: 10.1111/j.14678543.2008.00694.x. For nearly 12 years from 1996, the Australian government pursued a
neoliberal industrial relations agenda, seeking to break with structures based on collective
bargaining and trade unions. In choice and deregulation, this agenda involved unique levels of
state intervention and prescription — and anti-unionism. In the last round of legislative change,
the 2005 laws badged as 'Work Choices,' the government overreached itself and in 2007 was
defeated in a general election. But, as in the UK after Thatcher, the extent to which collective
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bargaining can be restored and trade unions regain a voice is problematical. # Misc. PJ. A.
Cooper, Robert, 1973, "How Jobs Motivate," Personnel Review, MCB University Press,
Bradford, UK, 2(2):4-12. Used 'discretion' in two ways: means and skill. Goal also had two
aspects: clarity and difficuly. In short, many job enlargement programs fall far short. Jobs
capture the assertive side of the employee, but do not capture the integrative side where the
employee works within a system. Cited in Theocarakis 1990 PhD, p. 55. (P.R. online since
1991 only) SIBL stops at 1988. [Reprinted as chapter (p. 138-147, Sec. 5) in Weir, Mary, ed.,
1976, Job Satisfaction: Challenge and Response in Modern Britain, Fontana/Collins, Glasgow,
Scotland, UK, 288 p.] Mary Weir: NYPL SIBL os JLC 89-394. # Misc. PJ.
Cooper, Stewart E., Natalie Monarch, Scott T. Serviss, Diane Gordick, and H. Skipton
Leonard, 2007, “Professional preparation and continuing education for beginning, entry,
midlevel, and senior consulting psychologists,” Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and
Research, APA, Mar 2007, 59(1):1-16. doi: 10.1037/1065-9293.59.1.1. Presented the
background and key recommendations of the 2003 Professional Preparation and Continuing
Education for Consulting Psychologists Report. Brief reactions from four consulting
psychologists, each at a differing level of professional development corresponding to the levels
used in the recommendations. # W. Pro.
Cooper, Terry L., 2006, The Responsible Administrator: An Approach to Ethics for the
Administrative Role, 5th edn., Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 328 pages. (1st ed. 1982)
Professor at School of Public Administration, University of Southern California. On the role and
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decision making in day-to-day management. Chapter 9 contains a full description of requisite
organization as a structural prerequisite for ethical behavior by public administrators. “The kind
of thinking (about norms and structures) needed to (constitutionally) protect the ethical
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1976. See W. G. Scott book review 1983, and Bruce book review contra temps 1992 (and
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Copeman, George, 1959, “Where Are the Top Salaries?” Business, London, UK, December, p.
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Securicor:
In 2001: 50,000 employees. Operated in 25 countries.
Securicor:
In 2003: 100,000 employees. Operated in 50 countries.
Group4Securicor:
In 2005: 340,000 employees. Operated in over 100 countries.
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(Note: Merger in July 2004 helped here.) HQ in UK.
In 2007: 470,000 employees.
G4S operated in over 150 countries.
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1989. D. PJ.
Craddock, Kenneth, 1997, “Role of a Manager of People by W. Edwards Deming.” A
compilation presented at the meeting of the W. Edwards Deming Institute on the improvement of
education, April 26-27, Alexandria, VA, USA. These 17 attributes were compiled from the list
of 14 in The New Economics and an earlier list in Out of the Crisis. 2 pages. (Jaques took
exception to several that he saw as anti-requisite.) Translated into Spanish and published online
by Arturo Inda Cunningham of Saltillo, Coahuila, Mexico, “El Mapa” (2002), 36 p.,
ElMapaVersionEjectiva-17Atributos.pdf. Also translated into Spanish, amplified and published
online by Rogelio Carrillo Penso of Caracas, “Los 17 Atributos del Gerente de la Gente” (2000),
13 p., 17AtributosGerenGente(1).pdf. Misc.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2001, “A Note on Art Kleiner’s article in Strategy + Business: ‘Elliott
Jaques Levels With You’,” (q.v. The Creative Mind Column, Booz-Allen Hamilton, New York,
NY, January, 1st Quarter, 22(1):106-115). 530 East 84th Street, 1F, New York, NY 10028.
Unpublished. Factual corrections and clarification comments. Slightly revised 2004. Available
from author. (Kleiner-S+B-1Q2001.doc) D.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2001, “FIRMness: Organization Design for Speed and Power.” Booklength manuscript describing requisite organization. Unpublished. ~
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Craddock, Kenneth, 2002, “Strategy - By What Method? How Deming and Jaques Can Be Used
to Implement Strategy (reply to Michael Porter),” Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Research
Seminar, W. Edwards Deming Institute, New York, NY, February 19-20, 2002. Conference held
at Fordham University. Dr. Joyce N. Orsini, chair. Linked Jaques’ mutual recognition unit
(MRU) to Deming’s design of production as a system. This was also a rebuttal to Michael
Porter’s 1996 HBR article, “What Is Strategy?” that attacked Deming and quality as being antistrategic. Paper published in the Proceedings. Reviewed. See Lieberman and Dhawan 2005 for
refutation of Porter. See also hoshin kanri. Craddock-2002_Strategy-by-What-Method.doc #
Rp. PJ.
Craddock, Kenneth C., 2002, Requisite Leadership: A Model of Organization Effectiveness,
M.A., thesis in Business History, Columbia University, May, New York, NY. A description and
chronology of Requisite Organization and its development by Elliott Jaques and Wilfred Brown.
(See M.A.s)
Craddock, Kenneth, 2002, Requisite Organization: Supporting Research. Summarized work,
time span, single-task roles and multiple-task roles, organization level, discretion, the one
stratum distance between roles, how the law of requisite variety underlies the hierarchy, and the
gains that can be expected with this organization structure. Published by Core International,
Toronto, ON, Canada, 14 p. Revised September 2003. Ru.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2002-2014, Requisite Organization Annotated Bibliography on Elliott
Jaques, Wilfred Brown, and Requisite Leadership (covering 1942 to 2014), Columbia
University, New York, NY, 4th edn., online at GlobalRO.org First edition published on the
internet, January 2002 (194 pages). Second edition published, October 2002 (316 pages). Third
edition, May 2004 (524 pages; 1142 downloads). Fourth edition, March 2007 (1008 pages;
downloaded 2,422 times in first 18 months). Fifth edition: August 2009 (1350 pages). Sixth
edition: Jan. 2014 ( ?? p.). Brought down to today. Posted online at: canadiancentre.com and
globalro.org Cited in 8 PhD dissertations (perhaps used in 4 more). Ru.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2004, “A Manager’s Introduction to Requisite Organization.” A short essay
warning managers about the dangers arising from “leaderless” work groups. Outlined the
discretion, accountability, and increased effectiveness that flow from R.O. (April. 13 pages.)
RO-Intro-4-Managers.doc Ru.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2004, “The Managerial System of Elliott Jaques – Key to Implementing
Quality,” Presentation, Deming Scholars MBA Program, Fordham School of Business, NY, NY
(Feb. 2004). A paper from the talk - on the 80 percent of Jaques’ vertical theory that does not
overlap with Deming’s horizontal theory. From this approach the similarities in goals between
the two theories emerge clearly: system, measurement, goal, clarity, trust, dynamics, causality,
prediction. (April. 32 p.) RO-Key-to-Quality-2004_Fordham.doc Ru.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2004, “Requisite Engineering: some links between Jaques’ organization
theory and engineering, technology, and project management.” A short essay describing the
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theory in relation to engineering, project management and job design. Provides the role of
engineering in the development of the theory. Why its high correlations lead it to be called
“organizational architecture” and “organizational engineering.” (Unpublished. Aug. 11 p.)
Engrg-Tech-Jaques-2004.doc Ru.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2005, “How Did Jack Welch Do It?” A short essay on how Jack Welch
used this theory to transform General Electric while CEO (1981-2001). The ideas were from
Wilfred Brown’s 1960 book by way of consultant Walter Mahler who sold them to CEO Reg
Jones in the mid-1970s (maybe to CEO Fred Borch in the late 1960s). A key was the recreation
of the Crotonville executive education center as the Career Crossroads leadership training
vehicle to drive the changes deep into GE. GE never became requisite as an organization but
used talent pool development. Welch likely never heard of Glacier Metal, Elliott Jaques or
Wilfred Brown. Larry Bossidy took Career Crossroads with him to Allied Signal (Honeywell) as
CEO. (5 pages.) Immelt was trained the same route. RO-GE-Jack+Mahler+Brown.doc Ru.
Craddock, Kenneth, and Herb Koplowitz, 2005, “Frequently Asked Questions,” posted online at
globalro.org, Toronto, ON, CA, Cinco de Mayo, 20 pages. These FAQs on R.O. start with basic
questions on the theory and increase in complexity. The FAQs can be read as an introductory
essay. Ru.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2007, “Teoría de la Organización Natural en el Mundo - Requisite
Organization Theory across the World,” for presentation at Buenos Aires conference at ITBA in
April (which did not happen but it became part of Harold Solaas’s presentation to conference),
an unpublished essay, 9 p. How the theory diffused throughout the world in business, as well as
academia. Starting with its academic appeal to engineers, how it went international, was adopted
by many consultants, by various militaries, and its successful promotion of worldwide business
growth. (4-24-07) See Craddock book chapter 2007. 1-Crad-ITBA-Teoria-en-el-mundo.doc
Ru.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2007, “All The World of Shakespeare Is Requisite,” 36 p. essay,
unpublished. Shakespeare flourished 1590-1613. He put differing levels of cognitive capability
on stage and depicted the resulting interaction. (No one holds a place in other languages that
Shakespeare does in English.) Includes the English texts of the scenes and speeches. The
suspicion and threat perceived by Macbeth toward his subordinate, Banquo. The revenge
generated by being passed over for promotion (Iago). The prevalence of degree (rank, hierarchy)
throughout nature in Odysseus’s speech (T&C). The reality of mental growth in Hamlet. The
stunting impact of a higher capability in Octavius Caesar on Antony’s leadership as seen by the
Soothsayer (A&C). The envy of growth in high design in Julius Caesar by Cassius and Brutus.
And the opposing view of wariness toward the envious and jealous who have been left behind
(Caesar and Antony). The absence of capability in a leader (an empty suit) and the resulting
tragedy in King Lear (due to age) and Richard II (due to a vicious character). The importance of
realistic planning, rather than hopes and wishes, by Lord Bardolf (Henry IV, Part 2). The
delegation of authority to the Lord Chamberlain (Henry IV, Part 2). Leadership as a depiction of
the future at the crucial moment of Henry V (Agincourt speech). (Handouts of these selections
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are available in English and in Spanish. Translations of Shakespeare are available in other
European languages: in French, in German, in Spanish, in Russian, in Italian, etc.) Text versions
of these scenes. (Many available on VHS and many languages on DVD versions of the plays.)
See RO-All-Shakespeare_Span-Eng_ON-RO.pdf RO-All-the-World-of-Shakespeare-IsRequisite.doc Ru.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2007, “All The World of Movies Is Requisite,” 38 p. essay, unpublished.
Modern poets are movie writers and directors. Here is the list of movies that can be seen in
whole and some in scenes as illustration of parts of the theory. They are grouped under three
categories - leadership, cognitive complexity, and organization/ levels/ motivation. In the first
illustrated presentation I used clips from about a half-dozen English-speaking movies (2005).
But to get beyond the Anglo world and go global, I searched in movies of many languages for
examples of this theory. In particular I found a full range of examples in Spanish from
Argentina, Chile, Spain, Mexico, Venezuela, and Cuba. I also found other illustrative movies
and scenes in every language in which I looked - in Japanese, in German, in Chinese, and in
French. All are included here. Several movies were about outstanding historical figures who
displayed high levels of cognition: MacArthur, Churchill, Mozart, Villa, Castro, FDR, Mitchell,
and Marie-Clare. See RO-All-the-Movie-World-Is-Requisite.doc Ru.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2007, “Requisite Organization: Theory and Validation,” chapter in
Organization Design, Levels of Work and Human Capability, Global Organization Design
Society, Toronto, ON, CA, p. 429-440. Diffusion of these concepts throughout the world and
academia and the many theoretical strands emanating from it. Challenges to the theory.
Validations and replications. Craddock-2007_RO-Theory+Validn+2pgs.doc # Rp. Ch.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2010, e., Entrepreneurship and Requisite Growth. Paper in progress. ~
Craig, S. Russel, 1986, “Seeking Strategic Advantage with Technology? – Focus on Customer
Value!” Long Range Planning, UK, April, 19(2):50-53. The author maintains that if potential
for beneficial change exists in an industry, then companies must change or suffer competitively.
Companies should focus primarily on customer needs. Insight into how to provide customer
benefit through technological innovation was the key. Find ways to shift the basis of
competition within the industry. Focus on using developed technology and avoid the temptation
of expensive proprietary technology which can have development slips. # Misc. PJ. A.
Craig, Tim, 1995, “Achieving Innovation Through Bureaucracy: Lessons From The Japanese
Brewing Industry,” California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Fall 1995, 38(1):8-34. Shifts
in demographics, taste preferences, and retailing methods diversified demand for beer. Japan's
four brewers were ill-prepared. They did not declare war on bureaucracy but used it creatively to
foster and support innovative activity and change. This provided useful lessons for managers
facing changing demand, while at the same time maintaining the stability that large organizations
require. A case. At U. Victoria, BC, CAN. Teach. # MS. Pro.
Crainer, Stuart, 1997, Corporate man to corporate skunk: The Tom Peters phenomenon,
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Capstone, Oxford, UK, 304 p. This was what Peters did to Harold Geneen – give him the shaft.
Geneen was one of the top rated CEOs in the 1960s-1970s, who hired Phillip B. Crosby (quality)
at ITT. Peters and Waterman were at McKinsey Consultants. [I suspect Geneen never hired
McKinsey at ITT.] Cited in Crossan et al 2005. Not in CUNY, NYPL, Clio, Brunel. In UWO
liby: HD69 .C5 C73 1999. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Crainer, Stuart, 1999, Gravy Training: inside the business of business schools, 1st ed. , JosseyBass Publishers, San Francisco, Cal., US, 315 p. Are Columbia, Stanford, and Wharton business
schools really crucibles of cutting-edge theory and expertise? Or are they merely cash cows for
the universities and their faculties? The author proposed forty reforms that can return business
schools to their original goal of training effective management professionals. Baruch & CLIO
Bus Coln Leh Liby HF1111 .C7 1999. Not on shelf. NYPL SIBLJBE 10-1894. Misc. Bk.
Crainer, Stuart, 2000, Management Century: a critical review of 20th century thought and
practice, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal., US, 265 p. Shows how each new trend in
management thinking has been shaped by the successes and shortcomings of the concepts that
preceded it. The Glacier Project is covered in chapter 8 – the 1970s (p. 148-150). Fads and
fashions. Poor index. Clio. Bus, Baruch HD 31 .C686 2000. SIBL JBE 00-1717. # W. Bk.
Crainer, Stuart, and Des Dearlove, eds., 2004, Financial Times Handbook of Management, 3rd
edn., Pearson Professional Education, Harlow, UK, 1094 p. The world of business never stands
still. Today's dominant force is tomorrow's sideshow. Fashions change and best practice
evolves. For managers one certainty endures; the more you know the higher you go. Jaques
profile p. 230-231. When employees attack p. 210-211. “Message to Garcia,” Thomas L.
Brown, p. 24-29. NYPL SIBL Bus Ref *R-SIBL HD38.15 .F56 2004. [selections] # W. Bk.
CEO.
Crainer, Stuart, and Des Dearlove, 2008, “Boards of Deflectors,” Business Strategy Review,
London Business School, UK, Spring 2008, p. 59-63. Is rigorous debate high enough on the
boardroom agenda? Quite the opposite. Most corporate boards seem either disinterested in
constructive conflict or content with being cordial though dysfunctional. It becomes insiders
(executives) versus outsiders (independents). Such behaviour not only creates weak boards, it
also spawns flaccid companies. Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ.
Crainer, Stuart, 2009, “From Edison To Immelt: The GE Way,” Business Strategy Review,
London Business School, UK, Autumn 2009, p. 18-22. General Electric is one of the great
corporations of our times. While others fall by the wayside, it has forged a uniquely strong
corporate trajectory over more than a century. How has GE outlasted the competition and does it
have the strength and sense of purpose to carry on? Profits versus longevity was a false
dichotomy. It has a strong future focus. Mahler, Brown, Jaques not cited. Cited de Geuss 1997;
Pascale 2001; Collins & Porrus 2005; Tichy & Sherman 1996. # MS. PJ.
Crandall, Beth, Gary Klein, and Robert R. Hoffman, 2006, Working Minds: a practitioner's
guide to cognitive task analysis, MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., 332 p. This is an attempt to
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build ARI data from behaviorism to cognition as the key method for task analysis (CTA =
cognitive task analysis). A good book but not directly on the theory. Cited Jacobs and Jaques
1991. [Cite not found.] Clio Psych BF311 .C732 2006. (Permanently out to Faculty.) Baruch
E-book on-site. NYPL Hum JFE 06-11956. Seen. W. Bk. UP. A.
Crandall, N. Frederic, and Marc J. Wallace, Jr., 2002, “HR Strategy in Virtual Organizations,”
chapter 2 in Heneman, Robert, L., and David B. Greenberger, 2002, Human Resource
Management in Virtual Organizations, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH; and Information
Age Publishing, Greenwich, CT, 381 pages. One misrepresentative cite of Jaques 1997 (p. 51),
“Employees perform on a relatively short leash with little opportunity for discretion.” Jaques
says nothing like this. Off. Bk. UP.
Crane, Diana, 1967, “The Gatekeepers of Science: some factors affecting the selection of articles
for scientific journals,” American Sociologist, US, Nov., 2(4):195–201. As might come as no
surprise – journal contributors have similar characteristics to editors - that is, academic
affiliation, doctoral origin, and age. Anonymous evaluation does not change this. Cited in
Kinston 1983. At Yale U., US. # Misc. PJ.
Crane, Roger R., 1951, “Quantitative measures of the operations of an organization,” M.S.,
Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dept. of Mathematics, 64 p. This thesis was too
early to include Brown or Jaques. Not seen. ~
Crane, Roger R., 1973, “Organizing for Productivity Improvements,” S.A.M. Advanced
Management Journal, April 1973, Spring73, 38(2):28-31. An experienced farmer sat on a fence
listening about the latest methods from a young scientist of the Department of Agriculture. After
listening a while, the farmer said, “Sonny, I’m not interested in any new techniques, I’m not
farming half as well now, as I know how to do.” Likewise, the problem for most CEOs is
implementation of the improvements already proposed, not the latest technique. Brown not
cited (too early). Misc. PJ. A.
Crane, Roger R., 1986, “The Four Organizations of Lord Brown and R.A.E.W.,” Unpublished.
Submitted as a DBA thesis to Kennedy-Western University, Agoura Hills, CA. (Thesis was not
in UMI. Length not known.) (KWU was not an accredited degree-granting academic institution.
This was counted as an unpublished paper on the theory.) (RAEW = Responsibility, Authority,
Expertise, Work.) [Also R = Accountability; and E = Capability. Max Weber and Alvin
Gouldner used “expertise” as a lesser type of authority rather than as pure knowledge.] RAEW
analysis is a structure and process diagnostic tool to achieve alignment between strategy and
organization processes (operational audit). It can also be used at the individual, role, and unit
levels to identify misalignments between what people are being asked to achieve and who is
accountable for those results. In the early 1990s RAEW was included as a major tool in business
process re-engineering (BPR) and has been used by consultants worldwide. RAEW has been
taught as a module in BBA-level and MBA-level courses on BPR. Crane got this DBA in 1986
at age 65 (1921-1992). This is the earliest mention of RAEW I have found (thanks to Veryard in
UK). [In the 1950s Crane was a cofounder of TIMS (now INFORMS), a group that included
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four future Nobel prize winners - plus C. West Churchman and Harold Smiddy. Crane was its
fourth president in 1957. He later co-authored a book with Churchman. In the early 1980s he
worked with James Martin Associates in London, UK, and was a consultant to Texas Instruments
(TI). See gantthead.com and veryard.com.] Possible sources: Brown 1960 p. 24 & 50, and
Jaques RO2, pp. 33 & 62. [R+A = delegation? E+W = execution?] or Brown 1971 Ch. 3:
Concept Formation (p. 18-26); and Ch. 8: The Manager-Subordinate Relationship (p.66-77).
RAEW analysis was used in Nieves 1997 PhD. See Weber 1947 (Parsons); Moriarty and
Thompson 1996; Nieves and Sage 1998; Bernhard 1998 & 2001; Larsen and Myers 1999; DY
Consulting 2005. Cited in Veryard. [KWU changed its name to Warren National University –
WNU – in Wyoming in 2007 and ceased operations in 2009. wnuedu.com and preston.edu
were unresponsive by email 4-13.] See Gotel & Finkelstein 1994. Not seen. Ru.
Creedy, John, and P. E. Hart, 1979, “Age and the Distribution of Earnings,” The Economic
Journal, June 1979, 89(354):280-293. Examined life-cycle factors that create the age-wage
profile, including the Matthew Effect. Followed the data on three cohorts. Created an age-wage
cohort chart that was similar to the ones developed by Jaques 1961 and Gifford in 1928 (US,
AT&T) (p. 286). Unaware of the theory. See Klevmarken 1982, Tigges 1988. At Penn State
(US) and U. Reading (UK). # MS. PJ. A.
Creedy, John, 1987, "Variations in Earnings and Responsibility," Journal of the Royal Statistical
Society, Series A (General), London, UK, 150(1):57-68. Used Royal Chemical Society data on
age and responsibility. (See Fogarty’s 1963 a and b cites of earlier surveys of the RCS
membership earnings. See E.H.P. Brown 1977 study also.) A close relationship between the log
of earnings and responsibility (on a cardinal scale) was found. Responsibility grows with age
and can be integrated into the age-wage profile. Cited Jaques 1956, 1961. Creedy was at Uni.
Melbourne and was on leave 2002-2003 to the New Zealand government. (An interesting
extension to the theory.) # Rp. PJ. A.
Creedy, John, 1992, “Changes in the Responsibility and Earnings of Professional Scientists,”
Labour Economics and Productivity, W.A. Labour Market Research Centre, Murdoch
University, Murdoch, W.A., 1989-1996. [Vol. 1, no. 1 (Mar. 1989)-v. 8, no. 2 (Oct. 1996).] MS.
PJ.
Creelman, David, 1997, Interview with Kathryn Cason on the Requisite Organisation.
www.hr.com/hrcom/index.cfm/WeeklyMag July 16, 2001 (accessed 5 Mar 2001-?). [PL] D.
Creelman, David, 1997, Practical Applications on the Theory of Human Capability.
www.hr.com/hrcom/index.cfm/WeeklyMag (accessed 5 Aug 2001). [PL] D.
Creelman, David, 2000, A seven-part series of short articles on Requisite Organization.
hr.com D.
The Requisite Organization of Elliott Jaques. (1/7)
07 Aug 00
The Requisite Organizations: Stratified Systems Theory (2/7)
14 Aug 00
The Requisite Organizations: Measuring the Level of Work (3/7)
21 Aug 00
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The Requisite Organizations: Requisite Compensation (4/7)
The Requisite Organizations: Manager-Once-Removed (5/7) [missing]
The Requisite Organizations: Leadership and Cooperation (6/7)
The Requisite Organizations: Conclusion (7/7)

28 Aug 00
04 Sep 00
11 Sep 00
18 Sep 00

Creelman, David, 2001, Three-part series on Elliott Jaques. hr.com D.
About Jaques.
Dr. Elliott Jaques on Understanding the Requisite Organization: Part 1
Dr. Elliott Jaques on Understanding the Requisite Organization: Part 2

05 Mar 01
12 Mar 01
19 Mar 01

Creelman, David, 2001, Tom Helton, Implementing the Requisite Organization.
hr.com 05 Mar 01 D.
Creelman, David, 2002, Week of September 24, 2002. Interview with Elliott Jaques on the
Social Power of the CEO. [Also dated October 21, 2002.] Jaques: “I can’t prove that my theories
are right but I can prove that current management practice has no systematic foundation
whatsoever.” D.
Creelman, David, 2003, “Remembering Dr. Elliott Jaques,” HR.com March 10, 2003.
http://www.hr.com/ On line. Workopolis.com, related link: March 31, 2003 D.
Creelman, David, 2005, “Transitions in Managerial Careers: An Interview with Rich Morgan,
COREinternational,” InBrief, Monster, June 2005, Toronto, ON, Canada, online. Most
developmental programs stress the first transition into management but then treat the rest as if
they were more of the same. Upper levels are treated the same as lower levels. Ru. *****
Cressey, Donald R., 1958, “Achievement of an Unstated Organizational Goal,” Pacific
Sociological Review, 1:43-49. See Catton 1962 on sources of organizational stress. The moose
on the table is the key. MS. PJ.
Cressey, Peter, John E. T. Eldridge, and John MacInnes, 1985, Just Managing: Authority and
Democracy in Industry, Open U. P., Milton Keyes, UK, 224 p. Six Scottish cases. Contrast with
Guest and Knight 1979 - book and cases. Cited Homans 1962; Fox 1966, 1971, 1973; Baldamus
1961; Bullock 1977; MacInnes 1982 PhD; Fox and Flanders 1969 BJIR (not found). (Not Jaques
nor Emory and Trist.) Cuny Baruch HD5660 .G72 S383 1985. U. Glasgow liby has it. [JM
may be MA or may have one.) At U. Glasgow. Misc. Bk.
Criscuolo, Chiara, 2000, "Employer Size - Wage Effect: A Critical Review and an Econometric
Analysis". University of Siena: Economics Working Paper No. 277, (January 2000). Available
at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=223546 or DOI: 10.2139/ssrn.223546 The strong empirical
regularity of higher wages in large establishments seems to be ubiquitous. It was first brought to
light by Moore (1911) and later confirmed by, among others, Brown and Medoff (1989). Yet, in
the literature, the reason why is still controversial. This research uses the Institut fuer
Arbeitsmarkt und Berufsforschung (IAB) employment sample over the period 1980-1995. The
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empirical findings demonstrate that positive effects of firm size on wages persist after controlling
for observed and unobserved worker and firm characteristics. The unexplained premium
remains large and significant. [Still barking up this tree.] See Carter and Keon 1986. At U.
Siena, Economics, Siena, Italy. Misc. unpub.
Crittenden, Patrick, Suzanne Benn, and Dexter Dunphy, 2011, “Yarra Valley Water: learning
and change for sustainability,” chapter 13 (p. 147-161) in Benn, Suzanne, Dexter Dunphy, and
Bruce Perrott, eds., 2011, Cases in Corporate Sustainability and Change: a multidisciplinary
approach, Tilde U. Press, Prahran, Vic, AU, 166 p. YVW is widely recognized in AU as a
leader in corporate sustainability. It has won numerous awards. Its cachement area is the
northern and eastern suburbs of Melbourne. It has integrated environment as a sustainable longterm strategic issue. This includes its culture, tools and approaches. A key is working toward
long-range sustainability. ('Sustainability' comes in two senses: internal and external to the
organization. It means leadership, training, and structure, but it also means the environment and
the community.) Jaques not cited – but let's all get on the same page is the next step. Clio Bus
HD60 .B466 2011g. All 3 at UT Sydney, AU. A case. Teach. # Rp. Ch. UP.
Crocker, Olga L., Johnny Sik Leung Chiu, Cyril Charney, 1984, Quality Circles: A Guide to
Participation and Productivity, Facts On File, New York, NY, 294 p. A wonderful book on
quality circles. A solid, detailed description of how to fail and how to succeed with quality
circles. Cases from Ford and Vickers. Deming’s 14 Points as of 1981. Lots on Japanese
management practices vs US. This stuff is Still True. (Reviewed positively by James W. Dean,
Jr, in ASQ 1987.) Misc. Bk.
Cronin, Matthew A., Cleotilde Gonzalez, and John D. Sterman, 2009, “Why don’t well-educated
adults understand accumulation? A challenge to researchers, educators, and citizens,”
Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, ScienceDirect, Elsevier, 108(1):116130. Accumulation is a fundamental process in dynamic systems: inventory accumulates
production less shipments; the national debt accumulates the federal deficit. Effective decision
making in such systems requires an understanding of the relationship between stocks and the
flows that alter them. Persistent poor performance is not attributable to an inability to interpret
graphs, lack of contextual knowledge, motivation, or cognitive capacity. Rather, stock–flow
failure is a robust phenomenon that appears to be rooted in failure to appreciate the most basic
principles of accumulation, leading to the use of inappropriate heuristics [logical shortcuts].
Many people use what we term the “correlation heuristic”, erroneously assuming that the
behavior of a stock matches the pattern of its flows. We discuss the origins of stock–flow failure
and implications for management and education. [This may be due to the incumbent’s level of
capability.] #Misc. PJ. A.
Cronshaw, Steven F., and Amanda J. Alfieri, 2003, “The impact of sociotechnical task demands
on use of worker discretion and functional skill,” Human Relations, Sept., 56(9):1107-1130.
Indeed this is STS and the discretion is “decisional discretion.” As the technical demands of
each task increases, so do the social demands. Cronshaw earlier was a co-author with S.A. Fine
on Functional Job Analysis. At U. Guelph, ON, Canada. Cited Cherns, not Emery or Trist.
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Cited L&L 1969, Karasek 1990 & 1998, Jaques 1989 (RO). Off. PJ.
Cronshaw, Steven F., Perng Yih Ong, and Dara B. Chappell, 2007, “Workers' Adaptation
Enables Work Functioning,” Psychological Reports, Ammons Scientific, US, June 2007,
100(3c):1043-1064. doi: 10.2466/pr0.100.4.1043-1064. In this study, a proposition derived from
Functional Job Analysis theory was tested: that workers' adaptive skills are necessary for
enabling the operation of functional skills termed Things, Data, and People in the workplace.
Restated in broader terms, the veracity of the principle that workers' adaptation enables work
functioning was assessed. 29 study participants were assessed on 12 theoretically derived
adaptive skills using an in-depth interview methodology. The substantive complexity of the
participants' present jobs was estimated by rating them on Things, Data, and People functional
skills. Predictive Analysis provided strong support for the hypothesis that workers' adaptive
skills enable the operation of functional skills in the workplace. Participants scored markedly
better on some adaptive skills than on others. Discretion. Jaques not cited. Fox not cited. Cited
Fine 1955, 1968, etc. At U. Guelph, Can.; Singapore Public Civil Service Coll; U. TorontoScarborough, Can. # Rp. PJ.
Crook, T. Russell, Samuel Y. Todd, James G. Combs, David J. Woehr, and David J. Ketchen,
Jr., 2011, “Does human capital matter? A meta-analysis of the relationship between human
capital and firm performance,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, US, May 2011. 96(3):443456. Theory at both the micro and macro level predicts that investments in superior human
capital generate better firm-level performance. However, extant tests appear equivocal regarding
its impact. To clarify what is known, we meta-analyzed effects drawn from 66 studies of the
human capital–firm performance relationship and investigated 3 moderators suggested by
resource-based theory. We found that human capital relates strongly to performance, especially
when the human capital in question is not readily tradable in labor markets and when researchers
use operational performance measures that are not subject to profit appropriation. Our results
suggest that managers should invest in programs that increase and retain firm-specific human
capital. Crook at U. Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, US, trc@utk.edu # MS. PJ. A.
Crosbie, Liz, and Ken Knight, 1995, Strategy for Sustainable Business: environmental
opportunity and strategic choice, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 270 p. Environment
Management Centre, Brunel U., UK. Businesses need to include sustainable development by
including the environment along with their commercial orientation. A step-by-step overview of
generic strategic choices and the strategic planning process in partnership with specific areas of
finance, marketing, research and development. Built organizational analysis on Rowbottom and
Billis 1987: managerial accountability for environmental implementation at each level, II-V (p.
239-245). Cases. (A level-IV book: systems of systems.) (Included levels in ch. 12 - Ross King
video 2010.) Not in Clio. SIBL JBE 96-1119. Rp. Bk.
Crosby, Philip B., 1979, Quality Is Free, Mentor/ New American Library, New York, NY. The
book that kicked off the quality revolution in the U.S. (Jaques needs an equivalent book. See
this as a model.) [Is there an article version? ask Nelson Freeman.] Crosby hired by Harold
Geneen at ITT. Misc. Bk.
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Cross, Rob, and Peter Gray, 2013, "Where Has the Time Gone? addressing collaboration
overload in a networked economy,” California Management Review, UC-Berkeley, US,
Fall2013, 56(1):50-66. 17p. ISSN: 0008-1256. Due to the spread of social media and
collaboration technologies in the workplace, the adoption of matrix-based structures, and the
proliferation of initiatives to create a "one firm" culture, many organizations are experiencing
collaboration overload. Too often, excessive collaboration harms performance and overworks
employees for only marginal gains. High-performing employees are especially vulnerable
because they already shoulder a disproportionate burden. So - let’s remove unnecessary
collaboration. [Once more – let’s focus on value creation for the paying customer.] At McIntire
School of Commerce, U. VA.; Grenoble Ecole de Management. # MS. Pro.
Crossan, Mary, Miguel Pina e Cunha, Dusya Vera, and João Cunha, 2005, “Time and
Organizational Improvisation,” Academy of Management Review, Jan2005, 30(1):129-145.
Effective management action is impeded by a simplistic understanding of time dominated by a
clock-time perspective. Using the concept of improvisation, we reconcile two major time
dichotomies associated with organizational phenomena: clock time versus event time - and linear
time versus cyclical time. We propose that improvisation offers a means to overcome these
apparent time dichotomies. (Here the authors disagree with Jaques’ 1982 and adopt Bluedorn’s
2002 definution.) Cited Jaques 1982 (FoT); Das 1983; Anacona 200; Crainer 1997 (on Tom
Peters). At Ivey UWO; U. Nova de Lisboa; U. Houston; MIT. # Cr. PJ. A.
Crossman, E.R.F.W., 1965, “Time Span of Discretion, Span of Control and Hierarchical
Command-Control Organization,” HFT Group Research Note, IEOR, U. California, Berkeley,
CA. (Unpublished.) [Was this at least later Summarized?] Not in 69-10 or 69-3. Cited in
Gordon 1969. Ru.
Crossman, E.R.F.W., 1968, A Proposed Scale for Time-Span Measurement, NTIS, Springfield,
VA, 22161, USA, California Univ Berkeley Human Factors in Technology Research Group, Nov
1968, 10 pages, Report: HFT-68-4-REV; AD692179. A case is briefly developed for
rationalizing the metric used in Jaquesian level-of-work, responsibility, and time-span capacity
determinations. Based on existing data, it is proposed to measure level-of-work, etc., in base 2
logarithmic time units (1.t.u.'s) rather than in the clock and calendar units currently employed.
(This approach was not further developed.) Rp. Rep.
Crossman, E.R.F.W., 1969, Task Extension and Responsibility for Resource Deployment, NTIS,
Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, California U. Berkeley, Human Factors in Technology Research
Group, Mar 1969, 15 pages, Report: HFT-69-3; AD691759. Methodological deficiencies
revealed in field trials of Jaques' Time-span of Discretion instrument, point to a need to include
resource-deployment as a second dimension in measuring level of organizational work. The
mean resource-deployment rate may be estimated as the aggregate of five distinct types of
resource rate, viz., own time, workforce time, rate of overhead service usage, rate of raw material
usage, cost of capital equipment, cost of maintaining inventory. (See Spaeth 1985. Cited by
Wirth 1976 Dissertation.) Rp. Rep.
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Crossman, Edward R.F.W., 1969, Crossman Papers (vols. 1 and 2), in Bancroft Library, UC
Berkeley. Nothing in volume 1 appears to be on the theory. Three papers in volume 2 are on it
and were published by NTIS (nos. 9, 13, 14). Vol. 2, Paper 2: intriguing and may be related to
the theory.
Volume 1. "The Impact of Technological Change on Manpower and Skill Demand:
Case Study Data and Policy Implications," Papers by: ERFW Crossman, Laner, Caplan,
Kvalseth, Scheider. February, 1969. 200 pages + Appendices A-H.
Volume 2. Various Papers: 2. Information Theory in Psychological Measurement (nd)
[Original. What is this???]; 9. A Proposed Scale for Time-Span Measurement (1968)
[NTIS]; 10. Berkeley Critical Incident Traffic Survey (1968);13. Task Extension and
Responsibility for Resource Deployment (1969) [NTIS]; 14. Measurement of
Responsibility: A Critical Evaluation of Level of Work Measurement by Time-Span of
Discretion (1969) [NTIS]. (These are duplicates of previously published items.) ~
Crossman, E.R.F.W., and Stephen Laner, c. 1971, ‘Mimeographed reports on time-span of
discretion analysis in industry,’ Human Factors in Technology Research Group, Department of
Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, University of California, Berkeley.
[Unpublished.] Cited in Cavana, 1971 report. Ru.
Crossman, E.R.F.W., 1972, Supervisory Review Process and Multilevel Organization Design,
NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, California Univ., Berkeley, Human Factors in Technology
Research Group, 31 Dec 1972, 17 pages, Report: HFT-72-7; AD756667. Summary of Jaques’
concepts of TSD and the longest task link to level of managerial responsibility. Extends theory
by hypothesizing that multilevel management systems obey the same principles as engineering
automatic control systems and can be quantitatively analyzed by frequency-domain methods.
Includes summaries of six unpublished field studies on time span at Berkeley: Sheridan, HFT
report 69-12; Kvålseth and Crossman, HFT Report 71-8 (rev); Crossman, HFT Report 71-4;
Caplan, HFT Report 68-13; Crossman and Caplan HFT Report (?) 1972, and; Crossman, Delp,
Perrakis, HFT Report (?) 1972. (See Wood MS 1973.) See Kvalseth 1973 conference. Rp. Ch.
Crossman, E.R.F.W., H. Peter Delp, and Stylianos Perrakis, 1972-73, “Multilevel Control
Structure of a Production System,” HFT Report. Human Factors in Technology Research Group,
Department of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, University of California,
Berkeley. (In preparation as of Dec. 1972. Cited in Crossman 1972. Unpublished?) Ru.
Crossman, E.R.F.W., 1974, “Organization Level and Time Span of Discretion: An Examination
of Jaques’ ‘One-Stratum Distance’ Hypothesis,” HEOS 74-1 Working Paper, Department of
Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, University of California, Berkeley, January
1974. Unpublished Paper. This was a contrast between Hansen 1973 and Kvalseth 1971 which
showed them “to yield a log/linear relationship between TSD and organizational hierarchy
level.” See Wirth 1976, p. 71. (Confused: does Wirth mean Hansen et al 1973 or Hansen
1974?) Ru.
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Crossman, E.R.F.W., Itzhak Wirth, and A. Carlson, 1975, “Optimal Internal Organization of the
Urban Passenger Transportation Enterprise as Determined by Technology and Socioeconomic
Environment,” Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering, University of California,
Berkeley, CA. (US DOT contract No. DOT-OS-40079 with U.C. Berkeley, May 1974-Sep
1976. November 1975. Unpublished Paper. Not in NTIS. Ru.
Crowe, Thomas J., and Edward J. Stahlman, 1995, “A proposed structure for distributed
shopfloor control,” Integrated Manufacturing Systems, MCB University Pub. Ltd., Emerald
online, UK, 6(6):31-36. Contrasted the heterachy to the hierarchy. Each had strengths and they
could be combined. Cited Jaques 1990. W. PJ.
Crowe, William J., Jr., 1993, Line of Fire: from Washington to the Gulf, the politics and battles
of the new military, Simon & Schuster, New York, NY, 367 p., with David Chanoff. Admiral
and Chairman of JCS, 1985-1989. Chapter 8: Goldwater-Nichols (p. 146-161), was a history of
the restructuring starting with Davey Jones and Shy Meyer around 1980. Crowe appointed Jim
Locher as head of the reform group to get support on the Hill. Locher prepared a 650 page report
on the history of the defense organization in the US. The reorganization was opposed by
everyone including Secretary Cap Weinberger. Succeeded by Colin Powell at JCS. No mention
of Jaques. See Meyer 1995 and Powell 1993. Misc. Bk.
Crozier, Michel, 1964, The Bureaucratic Phenomenon, University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
IL, 320 p. [In French. 1963, Phénoména bureaucratique; essai sur les tendances
bureaucratiques des systèmes d'organisation modernes et sur leurs relations en France avec le
système social et culturel, Éditions du Seuil, Paris, France. Translated by the author.] Modern
industrial management has a tendency toward creating bureaucracies. Crozier’s footnote 49 on
p. 172 contrasts Gouldner’s surface mine organization to the deep mine (1954). In the deep
mine the miners were their own bosses but on the surface, they have a supervisory organization
over them (q.v. Trist and Bamforth 1951). Also, in contrast to Selznick 1949, the public agency
was looser and more fluid than the private one. Discovered two sources of a bureaucratic vicious
circle which blocked learning: the strata were isolated, and there were parallel power relations.
Cited by many. Cited by Ahrne 1990; Rolle 1971. Clio Bus (out to faculty) & Soc Wrk; Baruch
& Grad Ctr HD33 .C743. NYPL Gen Res E 12-1288. Clio os (Fr) 351.1 C8873. Misc. Bk.
Crump, Larry, 1989, “Japanese Managers - Western Workers: Cross-Cultural Training and
Development Issues,” Journal of Management Development, ProQuest, Bradford, UK, 8(4):4853. The practice of management will not be the same in the West and in Japan because of
different concepts. One Japanese concept is "amae," or seeking affection by being enveloped in
the warmth of the group and receiving its approval. A slightly negative reaction to this concept
comes from some Western employees. More serious for Japanese managers is recognizing the
difference between being direct and diplomatic, and being vague and miscommunicating to
maintain harmony. "Hitonami" is an attitude causing Japanese people to be very concerned that
they are like the group, and "haji" is an uncomfortable feeling that occurs if a Japanese person
senses being different from others. The "ringi" planning-decision system is considered the major
tool of Japanese bottom-up management. This system involves a document that includes a
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problem statement and solution, a proposal, or a new organizational concept and may be drafted
and submitted by any individual in the organization. In Wisser liby NYIT in Old Westbury.
Misc. PJ.
Cruz, Elfren Sicangco, 2003, “Framework,” BusinessWorld, Manila, Philippines, Apr 8, 2003,
pg. 1- . According to Morgen Witzel, “Violation of the principle of thorough preparation can
only increase the risk that the strategy will not be successful.” Therefore, planning is a necessary
task of the strategic manager. RO is no. 3 in Sun Tzu's book (!). MS. Pro.
Crystal, Graef S., 1992, In Search of Excess: the overcompensation of the American executive,
W.W. Norton, New York, NY, 272 p. Asked the right questions, but unaware of RO theory. As
a result, wandered in circles. Sad. At the end, cited Jensen and Murphy 1990. Bus
HD4965.5.U6 C77 1992. Misc. Bk.
Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly, and Judith LeFevre, 1989, “Optimal Experience in Work and
Leisure,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, American Psychological Association,
Washington, DC, 56(5):815-822. Variables measuring the quality of experience were more
affected by flow (a condition of high challenge) than by whether a person was working or in
leisure. The matched nexus of role-task-individual provides a high flow condition to those in
ROs. Baldamus 1961 used a similar term, “traction.” (See MC’s 1991 book.) Misc. PJ.
Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly, 1991, Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience, Harper & Row,
New York, NY. (The book. See also the 1989 article.) Misc. Bk.
Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly, 2001, “The Context of Creativity,” chapter 10 (p. 116-124, 284) in
Bennis, Warren, Gretchen M. Spreitzer, Thomas G. Cummings, eds., 2001, The Future of
Leadership: today's top leadership thinkers speak to tomorrow's leaders, Jossey-Bass, San
Francisco, CA, 316 p. Jack Welch said it best: “I have to choose the right people, allocate the
right number of dollars, and transmit ideas from one division to another with the speed of light.”
In short, he creates the system and context – for creativity. NYPL SIBL Res: JBE 01-1370. Br:
Non-Fiction 658.4092 F. Misc. Ch.
Culbert, Samuel A., and John J. McDonough, 1990, “The Concept of Framing as a Basis for
Understanding a Blind Spot in the Way Managers Wield Power,” chapter 5 (p. 57-82) in
Massarik, Fred, ed., 1990, Advances in Organization Development, Vol. 1, Ablex Pub.,
Norwood, NJ, US. An annual. This blind spot has the potential to wreak organizational havoc.
The actions of another manager are reframed away from their context. These actions under
the new frame become unexplainable. [This disconnect may be the mental process of an undercapable superior’s inability to comprehend the context of a capable subordinate.] The superior’s
view is seen by himself/herself as ‘objective’ but trust and discretion are lost and learning is
retarded. Power framing can also be the story of cause-and-effect told by managers to aid their
own case for advancement or to block these other managers from accepting responsibility for
wielding power. Compare to Fairhurst & Sarr 1996. SIBL JBL 91-1. At UCLA. # MS. Ch.
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Cunningham, J. Barton, 1977, “Approaches to the Evaluation of Organizational Effectiveness,”
The Academy of Management Review, July, 2(3):463-474. Used numbered footnotes that may
have gotten garbled and out of order. See Related 1975 PhD at USC. MS. PJ. A.
Cunningham, J. Barton, 1979, “The Management System: Its Functions and Processes,”
Management Science, INFORMS, July 1979, 25(7):657-670. Managers and academics conflict,
miscommunicate and fail to meet each other’s needs. One aspect of effectiveness was the future.
Cited Guest 1957; Mahoney 1967; Perrow 1967, 1969. Did not cite Jaques. SIBL *ZAN-B172
v. 25. Online. Misc. PJ. A.
Cummings, L. L., 1998, “Mixing Theoretical Approaches to Understanding Leadership:
Complications and Cautions,” (comments on Hunt and Ropo chapter, q.v.) in Chapter 6 (p. 341346) in Dansereau, Fred, and Frances J. Yammarino, 1998, Leadership: the Multiple-Level
Approaches: Part A, Classical and New Wave; Volume 24-A of Monographs in Organizational
Behavior and Industrial Relations, JAI Press, Stamford, CT. [???] Cr. Ch.
Cummings, Larry, 1965, “Organizational Climates for Creativity,” Academy of Management
Journal, Sep65, 8(3):220-227. ISSN: 0001-4273. DOI: 10.2307/254790. (Mentioned inJournal
of Marketing, July 1966, p. 92.) The effective utilization of creative abilities within a goal
seeking organization is conditioned by many variables including: top management's attitudinal
posture regarding the value of creativeness and innovation; the organizational slack present in
the resource inputs, and, certainly, the organizational climate created by the organization's
design, control system, and reward system. Identified eleven "characteristics" of the creative
organization, including a relatively small degree of formalization of relationships, relatively
large areas of discretion, and large time span to measure results. Jaques not cited. Cited Evan
1965; Pelz 1965; Thompson 1965; Maier & Hoffman 1964; Worthy 1950. At Indiana U. # MS.
PJ. A.
Cummings, Stephen, 2002, ReCreating Strategy, Sage, London, UK; Thousand Oaks, Cal., US,
354 p. Detraditionalizing the forms of strategy. Anti-historical – What might have been. Looks
again at pre-modern history and events, at the modern, and at post-modernist trends. Interesting.
Cited in Anderson-Wallace 2005. Not in CUNY. SIBL JBE 03-414. Misc. Bk.
Cummins, Anne-Marie, 2002, "The road to hell is paved with good intentions: Quality
Assurance as a Social Defence Against Anxiety,” Organisational and Social Dynamics, Karnac
Books Ltd., London, UK, 2(1):99-119. ISSN 1474-2780. The paper spells out the conscious and
unconscious social anxieties which drive the Quality Assurance (QA) process, particularly in the
field of higher education (HE). Quality Assurance regimes are alternatives to thinking through
difficult and anxiety provoking issues. Universities are internally colonised by quality assurance
regimes. The paper draws on literature from psychoanalysis, particularly from the work of
Klein, Menzies-Lyth and Bion, and from critical accounts of Corporate Governance and New
Public Management. [This appears to be about ‘Assurance’: accountability and auditing gone
mad.] Cited Menzies-Lyth 1988, 1989. At U. of the West of England at Frenchay. # Misc. PJ.
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Curle, Adam, 1949, “A Theoretical Approach to Action Research,” Human Relations, 2(2):269280. Has modern man created the group condition for learning - or for alienation? The number
may be small, but the learning will be remarkable. Their inner equilibrium will not be disturbed
by inconsistencies in the outer world. Cited Curle and Trist 1948; Jaques 1948. MS. PJ.
Currall, Steven C., Annette J. Towler, Timothy A. Judge, and Laura Kohn, 2005, "Pay
Satisfaction and Organizational Outcomes," Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK,
58(…):613-640. Teacher pay satisfaction was positively related to school district-level academic
performance and was negatively related to teacher intention to quit. Teachers can be classified
as 'knowledge workers.' Jaques not cited. Cited Carraher & Buckley 1996. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Curran, James, and John Stanworth, 1978, “Job Choice and the manual worker – where theories
break down,” Personnel Management, London, UK, Sept. 1978, 10(9):41-45. The new
Personnel Departments have been accepted in the new electronics industry but resisted in the
older printing industry by the unions. Small firms were unstable, they grow and shrink often.
Social forces in our society ensure the individual’s abilities go untapped. When an employee
marries he tends to view the job by its economic impact – how much it pays. Even this does not
prepare the personnel manager for a work force that is young, inexperienced, and ill trained. “It
was the first job that came along.” Rationality? Theory? Kaput. Jaques not cited. # Misc. Pro.
Currie, Graeme, Rachael Finn, and Graham Martin, 2008, “Accounting for the `dark side' of new
organizational forms: The case of healthcare professionals,” Human Relations, Sage, UK / USA,
April, 61(4):539-564. Our study responds to a call for research to integrate institutional,
organizational and individual levels of analysis in examining the implications for work and
employment relations of new organizational forms. We empirically examine the implementation
of network forms of genetics healthcare delivery that cross organizational and professional
boundaries. We highlight that less powerful professional groups may find difficulty in
enacting boundary-spanning roles associated with new organizational forms. This is due, first,
to inconsistency of government policy, which fragments organizations. Second, professional
institutions sustain professional hierarchy and power differentials. [As predicted by the RO
theory.] See Grugulis, Vincent, and Hebson 2003. See Currie et al 2008. See O'Toole and
Meier 2004. At Nottingham U. B-School, graeme.currie@nottingham.ac.uk and
rachael.finn@nottingham.ac.uk. Refu. PJ.
Cusumano, Michael A., and Kentaro Nobeoka, 1992, Strategy, Structure, and Performance in
Product Development: Observations from the Auto Industry, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology MITJP 91-02, Center for International Studies, MIIT, Cambridge, MA, 47 p. A
working paper comparing Japanese practices in PD with ones in US firms. # MS. Rep.
Cusumano, Michael A., and Richard W. Selby, 1996, Microsoft Secrets, how the world's most
powerful software company creates technology, shapes markets, and manages people, HarperCollins, New York, USA, and London UK, 512 p. (p. 14 and 23.) A great book. At S4 level
product development - sych and stabilize at MS versus sequential development elsewhere.
Project teams limited to 250 in size. See Toyota. SEE again. Information technology. Clio Biz:
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HD9696.C64 M533 1995 on shelf SIBL JBE 95-2644. MS. Bk.
Cusumano, Michael A., 1997, “How Microsoft makes large teams work like small teams,” Sloan
Management Review, Cambridge, MA, Fall 1997, 39(1):9-20. Two development strategies:
focus creativity by evolving features and fixing resources, and develop in parallel and
synchronize frequently. Set clear boundaries; subdivide products into features and functions,
projects mirror structure of products, and create small groups and give each team and individual
autonomy and responsibility. [Authority and accountability.] See Frederick 2002. See HBR Jan.
2002, “Inside Microsoft.” Information technology. # MS. Pro.
Cusumano, Michael A., 1998, Thinking Beyond Lean: how multi-project management is
transforming product development at Toyota and other companies, Free Press, New York, NY,
248 p. Japanese management. SIBL JBE 98-1871. Not in Clio or CUNY. It is in Stevens
TL278 .C87 1998. Information technology. SEE AGAIN. MS. Bk.
Cutcher-Gershenfeld, Joel, Michio Nitta, Betty Barrett, Nejib Belhedi, Jennifer Bullard, Cheryl
Coutchie, Takashi Inaba, Iwao Ishino, Seepa Lee, Wen-Jeng Lin, William Mothersell, Stacia
Rabine, Shobha Ramanand, Mark Strolle, and Arthur Wheaton, 1994, “Japanese Team-Based
Work Systems in North America: Explaining the Diversity,” California Management Review,
Berkeley, CA, Fall 1994, 37(1):42-64. [Ugh! 15 authors!] The authors found three types of
teams - Lean, STS, and “Off-Line.” Lean is from recent Toyota; STS autonomous teams were
by way of Volvo; and Off-Line was from the earlier Japanese “quality circles” era. Found two
waves of Japanese investment in North America, pre- and post-1980. The Pre-1980 were
acquisitions of the best available US mass-production firms without team structure or processes.
Post-1980 the Japanese brought their team-based lean work systems over to implement their
investments. [This indicates the Japanese only became comfortable with lean production and
teams in the late 1970s.] Misc. Pro.
Cutcher-Gershenfeld, Joel, et al [14 authors], 1998, Knowledge-driven Work: unexpected lessons
from Japanese and United States work practices, Oxford University Press, London & NY, 188 p.
Foreword by Thomas A. Kochan and Haruo Shimada. Based on the authors' visits to Japanese
and US plants. This book was written in response to the ‘other MIT book’ advocating 'lean
production' which the authors reported was used at NUMMI. Instead, Toyota went to
'humanware' and NEVER went to lean techniques until much later – and then only a few. Here –
people matter: How knowledge is imbedded in workers and how it is used and communicated
among them. See Womack, Jones, & Roos 1991. At MIT. SIBL - JBE 10-660. MS. Bk.
Cwerner, Saulo B., 2000, “The Chronopolitan Ideal: Time, Belonging and Globalization,” Time
& Society, June, 9(2):331-345. Chronopolitanism has recently re-emerged. Cited Jaques 1982,
FT. A winger. W. PJ.
Cyert, Richard M., and Kenneth R. MacCrimmon, 1968, "Organizations," chapter 8 (vol. 1, p.
568-611) in Lindzey, Gardner, and Elliot Aronson, eds., 1968, Handbook of Social Psychology
(2nd ed.), Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 5 vols. Noted there were two components in
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organizational roles: programmed and discretionary (p. 576). But every organization has to
offer a solution to its environment as its price for existence. Three levels were identified
within the organization: aggregate, intermediate, and individual. Goals must be developed and
adaptions made to achieve each type of solution required at each level. Commitments were
avoided and incremental steps were taken. Cited Jaques 1951, 1956. NYPL SIBL os L-11 2994
v. 1-5. Clio Barnard, Milstein, Butler stx-L2 v 1, HM251 .L485 1968. os v. 3-5. # D. Ch.
Cyert, Richard M., Sok-Hyon Kang, and Praveen Kumar, 2002, “Corporate governance,
takeovers, and top-management compensation: Theory and evidence,” Management Science,
Informs, Linthicum, April 2002, 48(4):453-469. Developed a model which emphasized factors
in the design of compensation contracts that are rarely considered in the literature, such as equity
ownership of the largest outside shareholder and the firm's bankruptcy risk. In equilibrium,
internal governance by the BOD and external takeover threats by a large shareholder (who
monitors the CEO-Board relationship) act as substitutes in imposing managerial control,
especially in constraining management's profligacy in awarding equity-based compensation to
itself. Found equity ownership by the BOD was more important in managerial compensation
control than other governance issues, e.g. BOD size and proportion of outside directors. Misc.
PJ. A.
Cypher, John R., 1976, “Social Work Training and Manpower,” Health and Social Service
Journal, London, UK, Apr. 24, 1976, p. 765-766. Cuts in social work were not limited to
retraining and manpower levels – they went to the qualifications of staff. In short, the staff is
underqualified. They are not masters-trained social workers any longer. The cuts have treated
employees as if they were all on a continuum without discrete capabilities. The current social
work staff is underqualified and does not have the capability to do the job. # Misc. Pro.
Czander, William M., 1993, The Psychodynamics of Work and Organizations: Theory and
Application, Guilford Press, New York, NY, 416 p. Czander integrated systems theory from the
Tavistock and Rice institutes, psychoanalytical theory from Jaques (1951), and organizational
diagnosis and change from Menzies (1960). See positive review by Diamond. MS. Bk.
Czarniawska-Joerges, Barbara, 1992, Exploring Complex Organizations: a cultural perspective,
Sage Publications, Newbury Park, CA, 250 p. Chapter 7 skeptically reviewed the organizational
culture field since 1951 (p. 159-185). In 1951 Jaques’ book was published, “thereby setting in
motion a trend in organization theory that was to bloom in the 1980s,” where it was “an
umbrella,” and “a metaphor” or “a network of organizations.” Offshoots included - Peters and
Waterman 1982, Deal and Kennedy 1982, and Edgar Schein 1985. She felt P&W was “the
intellectual and spiritual father” of Deal & Kennedy. Huge change in organizational rhetoric.
“Heros were antidotes for the rational, ‘scientific’ manager who had run institutions since the
1920s.” Heros had drama, stories, leadership, visions and enthusiasms. Also, on why
organizational theory has had to cut its ties to anthropology. (See review by Michael McCarrey
in J. Orgl. Behavior). Lehman Lib. HM131.C97 1992 (C-J has written a lot in Polish, too.)
Refu. Bk. *****
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Czarniawska, Barbara, 2008, “Organizing: how to study it and how to write about it,”
Qualitative Research in Organizations and Management: An International Journal, Emerald
Group Pub. Ltd., online, UK, 3(1):4-20. A guide on methodology. Based in a pragmatist
philosophy and constructionist perspective, diagnosed the shortcomings of emerging approaches
to field studies that aim to avoid the problems of traditional methods and techniques in light of
contemporary developments. Reviewed the more promising approaches to studying
organizations. Cited Jaques 1951. [May be critical of social analysis.] At Gotesburg U.,
Sweden. Not in NYPL. # D. PJ.

D
Dachler, H. Peter, and Bernhard Wilpert, 1978, “Conceptual Dimensions and Boundaries of
Participation in Organizations: A Critical Evaluation,” Administrative Science Quarterly, March,
23(1):1-39. A European view of participation. Cited Brown and Jaques 1965 in references but I
cannot find direct mention of it in the text. This article is included here as a pro forma only.
Fuzzy definitions. MS. PJ. A.
Daddis, Gregory A., 2004, “Understanding Fear’s Effect on Unit Effectiveness,” Military
Review, US, July-Aug., p. 22-27. Major, U.S. Army. Preparing soldiers to deal with fear is
indispensable for maintaining unit combat readiness. For any officer, control of that fear is
paramount. (A business is not a combat unit.) Cited Schell 1933/ 2001. See Deming, Fox. #
Misc. Pro.
Daft, Richard L., and Robert H. Lengel, 1986, “Organizational Information Requirements, Media
Richness, and Structural Design,” Management Science, The Institute of Management Sciences,
INFORMS, Organization Design, May 1986, 32(5):554-571. Described complexity factors of
work at each organization level and the dimensions of the cause-and-effect chains that are
consistent with Jaques’ strata [per Harris and Lucas 1994]. # MS. PJ. A.
Daft, Richard L., 2012, Organization Theory and Design, 11th edn., Cengage Learning, SouthWestern Pub., Farmington Hills, Mich., US, 688 p. ISBN-10: 1111221294 | ISBN-13: 9781111221294. A textbook. Daft blends contemporary organizational ideas with classic theories
and effective business practices. He shows how well-known organizations cope and even thrive
within today's rapidly changing, highly competitive, international environment. Examples
include BP, Volvo, Disney/Pixar, Barnes & Noble, and Cisco Systems. Detailed examples,
contemporary case studies and learning features bring organization concepts to life. The focus is
on the organization and how it fits into its environment. (This is almost the only book currently
available on org design at the college level.) Jaques not cited. Not in NYPL; not BPL; not QPL;
not Clio; not Fordham; CUNY Bklyn (10 & 11 edn), Medgar Evers (10 edn only). At Vanderbilt
U. partial # Misc. Bk.
Dahl, Bernhoff A., 2000, “Organizational Synergy in Medical Groups,” Physician Executive,
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May/Jun2000, 26(3):29-33, 5p, 1bw; (AN 3098780). A 30 year history of a medical group that
had synergy. Cited Jaques 1990 HBR. Winger. W. Pro.
Dahl, Robert, 1955, “Hierarchy, Democracy, and Bargaining in Politics and Economics,” chapter
in (p. 45-69) Research Frontiers in Politics and Government, Brookings Lectures, The
Brookings Institute, Washington, DC. Described four classes of decision-making processes:
democratic (leaders are influenced by nonleaders through elections, etc.), hierarchical (the
structure influences the leaders), bargaining (where leaders are interdependent and reciprocal
with other leaders), and the pricing system (qualitatively different from the other three). Cited in
Gore and Silander 1959, p. 110. These four processes are also at work in business. Misc. Ch.
Dale, Alan J., 1971, “The Alpha Company: A Study of an Organisational Effectiveness
Programme,” Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK, Working Paper. Cited in
Spencer and Dale 1979. See also Dale and Spencer 1977. A theater company. Ru.
Dale, Alan J., 1976, “Strategic Use of Surveys in Organizational Development,” Bioss, Brunel
University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK, 20 pages, Working Paper. [in Brunel Library HN29.D34].
Ru.
Dale, Alan J., 1976, “Adaptive Capacities in Human Systems,” Mimeo, Bioss, Brunel
University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK. Cited by Borum 1990/1992. [Not in Brunel Library.]
Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Dale, Alan J., and Elizabeth Spencer, [Liz], 1977, “Sentiments, Norms, Ideologies and Myths:
Their Relation to the Resolution of Issues in a State Theatre Company,” Bioss, Brunel
University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK, Working Paper. Cited in Spencer and Dale 1979. See
Dale 1971. Ru. Rep.
Dale, Alan, 1986, “MANDIT. Part 2, Aids to development”, “Unit 6, Organisational learning
about information technology: a manager's guide and a strategy,” Brunel Institute of
Organisation and Social Studies, [for] Manpower Services Commission, Sheffield, G.B., 21 p.
Information Technology. [In LSE library] (I have no idea where Part 1 is, nor where “Units 15” are.) See Algie 1986. See MANDIT 1986. Ru.
Dale, Alan, 1986, “MANDIT. Part 2, Aids to development.” “Unit 7, Matching information
technology to your organisation: a manager's guide to assessing the appropriateness of IT
systems,” Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, [for] Manpower Services
Commission, Sheffield, Great Britain, 17 pages. Information Technology. [In LSE library] (I
have no idea where Part 1 is, nor where “Units 1-5” are.) See Algie 1986. See MANDIT 1986.
Ru.
Dale, Alan J., and Stuart Wooler, 1988, “SOS - Strategy and Organization for Service, a Content
and Process Model for Decision-making,” Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK
(working paper). Ru.
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Dale, Ernest, 1960, The Great Organizers, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 277 p. Profiles of top CEOs:
DuPont, Sloan, Weir, Westinghouse. For Chapter 1, “Some Foundations of Organizational
Theory,” he stated, “I have ... drawn on the methodological thinking of Keynes in economics,
Hechscher in political science and Elliott Jaques in psychology.” He noted that Jaques’ 1951 and
1956 books were “rather neglected” in the US yet were based on “direct experience” as
advocated by Elton Mayo. The Changing Culture of a Factory “is based on profound
understanding of the technical problems of the organization of a company and the splits
produced by changes in technique, size, personality, and specialization.” Measurement of
Responsibility “...Similarly avoids the usual pitfalls of supposedly mechanistic (and hence
scientific) systems. It approaches organization directly, in terms most likely to be operational for
all parties concerned. ... It therefore goes to the real rather than the superficial root of some
problems of organizational and economic relationships” (p. 23-24). He described Simon,
Boulding, and Barnard as writing from reflection and abstract thinking (p. 23). The last chapter
dealt with managerial accountability. Cited by Koch 1961. Wow! Rp. Bk.
Dale, Ernest, and Charles Meloy, 1962, “Hamilton MacFarland Barksdale and the DuPont
Contributions to Systematic Management,” Business History Review, Harvard Business School,
Boston, MA, June 1962, 36(2):127-151. Dale discovered Barksdale’s enormous influence at
DuPont and General Motors on organization structure and functioning, on communications and
control, on the development of systematic management (not scientific management), and on
strategy in the early 1900s. His role was like that of Harold Smiddy at General Electric at midcentury - unseen but pervasive. Executive extra-ordinaire. Barksdale went far beyond Taylor’s
limited concept of the executive function and traced the impact of the decisions of top
management on the worker. # Misc. PJ.
Dall-Alba, Gloria, and Jörgen Sandberg, 1996, “Educating for competence in professional
practice,” Instructional Science, Kluwer Academic Pub., Norwell, MA, Nov. 1996, 24:411-437.
Traditional approaches typically view competence in terms of attributes, such as knowledge,
skills and attitudes (SKAs). Competence development is then seen in terms of acquiring the
necessary attributes. We argue that competence development involves change in the structure of
the meaning for practice. Change in meaning structure for practice involves both a significant
shift from one way of experiencing practice to another, as well as refinement and elaboration of
the way of experiencing practice. Enabling students to develop competence through experience
of engaging in practice is most closely directed to the aims of education for the professions.
Both at U. of Queensland, AU. MS. PJ.
Dall-Alba, Gloria, and Jörgen Sandberg, 2006, “Unveiling Professional Development: A Critical
Review of Stage Models,” Review of Educational Research, Washington, DC, Fall 2006,
76(3):383-412. The development of professional skill traditionally was the accumulation of
knowledge and skills, promoted by practical experience. More recently, this incorporates skillful
know-how that is progressively acquired by passing through developmental stages, such as
novice, competent, and expert. A focus on stages veils or conceals more fundamental aspects of
professional skill development. The authors propose an alternative model and outline the
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implications for professional education, workplace practices, and research on professional
development. Both at U. of Queensland, AU. MS. PJ.
Dalton, Gene W., 1960s, “British Coal Mine Cases [various],” Harvard Business School, Boston,
MA. Case Clearing House. Per Peter Vaill (email 2/16/06), Dalton under Zaleznik wrote up the
Eric Trist and Tavistock coal mine studies as HBS cases in the early 1960s. They are not listed
in the current HBS case catalogue. (Only his 1970 HBR article on performance appraisals is still
in print.) However, the early 1960s was when the STS coal mines came to grief. See Trist and
Bamforth 1951, Wood and Kelly 1982, Rose 1988. [To be researched.] A case. Misc.
Dalton, Gene W., Louis B. Barnes, and Abraham Zaleznik, 1968, The Distribution of Authority
in Formal Organizations, Harvard U.P., Harvard Business School, Cambridge, MA, 229 p.
Jaques 1951 was featured in Chapter 5, “Change in Organizations” (p. 108-147). While
changing the structure of an organization is one of the most powerful and easily accessible tools
of management, little serious study has been done on it. Jaques got the moose off the table at
Glacier through his social analysis methods. (The other study, by Paul Lawrence in 1958, was
an HBS case on behavioral change during the decentralization of a supermarket chain.) [I did
not get chapter.] Cited Bell 1967a, Landsberger 1961, Pelz and Andrews 1966, Zaleznik and
Moment 1964, Worthy 1950, Herzberg 1959, and Rice 1958. NYPL HUM D-18 8544. D. Ch.
Dalton, Melville, 1948, “The Industrial "Rate Buster": A Characterization,” Human
Organization, US, Winter 1948, 7(1):5-18. Worker groups usually fear that the rate will be cut if
they produce too much. Hence they reach an informal agreement among themselves not to
produce beyond a certain point. But in every work group there is nearly always a very small
minority of individuals who insist on making as much bonus as they like, or are able to. Such
workers are referred to as "rate-busters." The aim of this paper is to study rate-busters and to
seek the reasons for their behavior. Rate-busters are interesting also because they usually are the
only workers who respond to wage incentives as management expects: He is one of the nearest
approaches to the concept of ‘economic man.’ # Refu. PJ. A.
Daltrey, Marilyn H., and Philip Langer, 1984, “Development and Evaluation of a Measure of
Future Time Perspective,” Perceptual and Motor Skills, Missoula, MT, 58(3):719-725. (See
Related 1982 Ph.D. by Daltrey.) Daltrey (1982) asserted in her dissertation (sixteen years after
Goodman) that there was as yet no agreed definition for FTP nor any reliable and valid tool thus
far developed to measure it. She then developed one and found that FTP is a unitary cognitive
construct, not a multifactor one as described in the literature. (This supports Jaques’ view.) MS.
PJ.
Daly, Herman M., 1991, Steady-State Economics: The Economics of Biophysical Equilibrium
and Moral Growth, 2nd edn., W. H. Freeman and Co., San Francisco, Cal., US, 302 p. "From the
angelic perspective of hyper-planes cavorting in n-space, [modern] economists have overlooked
some clinical biophysical and moral facts". Further, "the biophysical facts have asserted
themselves in the form of increasing ecological scarcity: depletion, pollution, and ecological
disruption. The moral facts, are asserting themselves in the form of increasing existential
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scarcity: anomie, injustice, stress, alienation, apathy and crime". (p. 3) [The system is larger
than we thought.] See R. Roy 1985. Clio Leh Liby HD82 .D31415 1991. (1st edn. 1977) os
[out to fac.] Misc. Bk.
Damasio, Antonio, 1994, Descartes’ Error, Avon Books, New York, NY. Cited in Jaques 2002,
LBLO. Emotions? So? Misc. Bk.
Damasio, Antonio, 1999, The Feeling of What Happens, Harcourt Brace, New York, NY. Cited
in Jaques 2002, LBLO. Emotions? So? Misc. Bk.
Daniel, W. W., 1968, “Industrial Behaviour and Orientation to Work -- A Critique,” Journal of
Management Studies, UK, Oct69, 6(3):366-375. Advocated 'action research' (as had many over
the previous five years). Quote: "It's the industry, stupid." (Well, it is process that gets the
worker respect.) A link to WED via production processes. Cited Blauner. MS. PJ.
Daniel, W. W. (William Wentworth), 1970, Beyond the Wage-Work Bargain: a review of
productivity bargaining with two case studies of workers' evaluations of agreements, P.E.P.
(Political and Economic Planning), London, UK, 99 pages. A case x2. Cited by Hyman and
Brough 1975; Ramsay 1976 (as 1971), 1980. See Behrend, Baldamus, Akerlof. Not in Clio or
NYPL. In Brunel, in CUNY Staten Island - HD4946.G7 D35. A case. Not seen. MS. Bk.
Daniel, W. W. (William Wentworth), and Neil McIntosh, 1972, The Right to Manage?: a study
of leadership and reform in employee relations, Macdonald and Co., London, UK, 217 pages. A
P.E.P. (Political and Economic Planning) Report. Discussed Jaques in chapter 10, Job
Evaluation. Considered TSD to be a single factor job evaluation system and dismissed it as a
method for setting pay differentials. They questioned the extent of Jaques’ research, his reliance
on the psychoanalytical approach and the subconscious, his claim of universality, and (citing Fox
1966, not 1971) the practical issue of acceptance by employees. They favored job enrichment.
(This was about the low point for the theory.) No index. Cited by Hyman and Brough 1975;
Ramsay 1976 [18, 65]. Alt. Bk.
Daniel, W. W., 1973, "Understanding Employee Behaviour in its Context: Illustrations from
Productivity Bargaining," chapter two (p. 39-62) in Child, John, ed., 1973, Man and
Organization: the search for explanation and social relevance, Allen and Unwin, London, UK,
261 p. Anti-Maslow, anti-McGregor, and anti-Herzberg. British employees at the Vauxhall
Plant wanted money and economic prosperity. Unlike the HR school, economic desires
dominated among the employees. Cited by Millar 1976. Cited Blauner 1964; Goldthorpe 1969.
At PEP. Baruch & Grad Ctr HD6971 .M327 1973b. Misc. Ch.
Daniell, Mark, 1990, “Webs We Weave”, Management Today, Haymarket Press, London, UK,
Feb., p. 81-86. Neither command and control nor the decentralized approaches of the 1960s will
match the changing demand structure. The network model does not waste people or programmes
that can contribute to its goals. Its units are interdependent yet provide capabilities that
strengthen the collective performance. [See BP’s Gulf oil spill in 2010 for the danger. This
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model creates gaps and calls them efficiencies. See The New York Times, Sunday, Dec. 26,
2010, page A1.] See Grugulis et al 2003. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Daniels, Kevin, Nick Beesley, Varuni Wimalasiri, and Alistair Cheyne, 2012, "Problem Solving
and Well-Being: Exploring the Instrumental Role of Job Control and Social Support," Journal of
Management, Sage/ Elsevier, NY, US. (Online on Jan. 4, 2012.) ISSN 0149-2063 (In Press).
doi.org/10.1177/0149206311430262. Both social support and job control can enable effective
problem solving and protect well-being. Social support was “discussing problems with others to
solve problems” and job control was “changing aspects of work activities to solve problems."
Analyses of sample data revealed that social support was inversely associated with subsequent
negative affect. Only high levels of job control were associated with lower levels of negative
affect, fatigue, and cognitive failure. Fatigue was inversely associated with subsequent levels of
both. Contrary to expectations, there was a positive association between cognitive failure and
subsequent job control. [To be expected via RO theory.] Jaques not cited.
kevin.daniels@uea.ac.uk # MS. PJ.
Danjin, Dick, 1993, “Making things run well,” The Journal for Quality and Participation,
Association for Quality and Participation, Cincinnati, OH, Mar 1993, 16(2):40-44. A method is
presented for making an organization run better by considering the workers' perspective. A
UAW international representative! Cited Deming 1986; Low 1976; Jaques 1989; Brown and
Jaques 1965. Rp. PJ. *****
Dansereau, Fred, and Frances J. Yammarino, 1998, Leadership: the Multiple-Level Approaches:
Part 24-A, Classical and New Wave; Volume 24-A and Volume 24-B of Monographs in
Organizational Behavior and Industrial Relations, JAI Press, Stamford, CT. (This two-volume
book uses two definitions of “multiple-level” - levels of analysis and levels of the organization which is confusing.) Volume 24-A includes five articles (q.v.) touching on Jaques’ theory. See:
Zaccaro, Hunt and Ropo, Cummings, Slocum, and Hunt and Ropo redux. Volume 24-B,
Contemporary and Alternative, does not refer to Jaques. ~
Dar-El, Ezey M., and L. F. Young, 1977, "Systems Incentives: Three Ways to Better
Productivity," Industrial Engineering, Institute of Industrial Engineers, Norcross, GA, April,
9(4):24-29. Companies should create productivity circles, with higher level councils, etc. These
would provide three non-monetary incentives: training, development, and participation. [Very
like the Japanese Quality Circles and Councils.] de-Haan and Jaques not cited. Cited Juran
1974. CUNY Baruch, not City. # Misc. Pro.
Dar-El, Ezey M., and Uzi de-Haan, 1977, "Autonomous task decision-making and its
implications for job design," International Journal of Production Research, Taylor & Francis,
UK, July 1977, 15(4):331-350. 20p. ISSN: 0020-7543. Based on 1975 D.Sc. on RO.
Described a model for task related decision-making. A distinction was made between three
types of task decisions: boundary control decisions, which related the task system to its
environment; intrasystem control decisions, which determine the means of performing the
assigned tasks; and regulation decisions, which counteract disturbances that may affect task
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performance. Propositions for autonomous decision-making by the task performer under various
conditions, derived from the model, were confirmed through extensive investigations of actual
workstations. TSD was found by interviewing the worker's supervisor. Cited Jaques 1967 (2
edn., EP); Turner & Lawrence 1965; de-Haan 1975. [Name can be: Haan, U. de.] At Technion
IIT, Haifa, Israel. # Rp. PJ.
Darwin, Charles, 1859, On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection; or, The
preservation of favoured races in the struggle for life, J. Murray, London, UK, 502 p. Jaques
LBLO 2002 was a redefinition of Darwin’s evolution thesis. The differentiator between hunter
and hunted was level of cognitive ability, not just tooth and claw. Numerous modern editions.
Available as an e-book. 1994 edition cited in Jaques and Cason 2006. Misc. Bk.
Das, J. P., Sasi Misra, and Rama K. Mishra, 1993, “Assessing Ability for Strategic Planning,”
Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad, India, July-Sept, 18(3):29-36. Top level executive functions include
planning, goal-setting, problem solving, and decision-making under poorly structured and
uncertain situations. Managers differ in the quality of decisions they make because they differ in
cognitive competence and motivational predisposition. Due to our overarching concern with the
inadequate and partial nature of conventional IQ tests we developed a test for assessment of
managerial ability in which individuals are required to take a management decision for
maximizing profit under certain realistic constraints (Strategic Planning Test). # MS. PJ.
Das, Tushar K., 1966, "The One-Man Office—A Bold Banking Experiment," State Bank of India
Monthly Review, Bombay, India, August 1966. Not seen. Misc. Pro.
Das, Tushar K., 1971, “Reorganisation in State Bank of India,” Lok Udyog, [Public Enterprise],
New Delhi, IN, Nov. 1971, 5(8):781-792. The outside consultants were Professors Ishwar Dayal
and S. K. Bhattachatyya of IIM-Ahmedabad. A description of the existing structure and shortterm perspective, prior piecemeal changes, the proposed plan of reorganisation, organisation
objectives, structure of tasks, organisation of banking activities, creating marketing expertise,
establishing management control, streamlining administrative practices, and implementating this
task in several stages. A case. Cited in Dayal 1976 (p. 90). NYPL SIBL os JLM 71-55. v. 5,
1971. Staff Officer in Reorganisation Dept., State Bank of India, Bombay. # Rp. PJ.
Das, Tushar K., 1972, “Understanding Our New Organizational Roles, Part I," State Bank of
India Monthly Review, Economic and Statistical Research Dept., Bombay, India, Oct.,
11(10):371-393. [1 of 2]. How members and executives should view the reorganization of the
State Bank of India as it was underway. A case. Jaques not cited. Dayal thanked. Cited Katz &
Kahn 1966; Das 1971. Not listed in NYPL. Clio Lehman Liby HG1505 .S7. # Misc. Pro.
Das, Tushar K., 1972, “Understanding Our New Organizational Roles, Part II," State Bank of
India Monthly Review, Economic and Statistical Research Dept., Bombay, India, Nov.,
11(11):425-450. [2 of 2] ibid. Underway. Ambiguity and role conflict were due to expanded
span of control. A case. Jaques not cited. Cited Dayal 1969/1970 (RAT); Katz & Kahn 1966.
Not listed in NYPL. Clio Lehman Liby HG1505 .S7. # Misc. Pro.
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Das, Tushar K., 1974, “Organisational Change in Commercial Banks”, Lok Udyog, [Public
Enterprise], New Delhi, IN, March, 7(12):5-12. (Reproduced in 1974, State Bank of India
Monthly Review, Bombay, India, 13:161-179.) The introduction of performance budgeting
revealed the need for major organizational changes at the nationalised State Bank of India (SBI).
There existed an unjustified need for secrecy and this was traceable to the frankness of the
relationship between the CEO and his immediate subordinates. As a first step toward meeting
rising public expectations, hires had to be made for the anticipated new circumstances. Jaques
not cited. Cited Das 1971, 1973; Argyris 1973; Bennis 1966. Thanked Dayal. SIBL os JLM
71-55. v. 7. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Das, Tushar K., 1975, “The Area Superintendent – Role Design and Development - Part I,”
State Bank of India Monthly Review, Economic and Statistical Research Dept., Bombay, India,
Jan., 14(1):3-18. [1 of 2] A case. Jaques not cited. Cited Das 1966, 1971. # Misc. Pro.
Das, Tushar K., 1975, “The Area Superintendent – Role Design and Development - Part II,”
State Bank of India Monthly Review, Economic and Statistical Research Dept., Bombay, India,
Feb., 14(2):64-79. [2 of 2] A case. Jaques not cited. ibid. # Misc. Pro.
Das, T. K., 1985, “Planning Objectives and Planning Horizons: Differences in Perceived
Consensus,” Southern Management Association Proceedings, 2:345-347. Conf.
Das, T. K., 1986, The Subjective Side of Strategy Making: Future Orientations and Perceptions
of Executives, Greenwood/Praeger, New York, NY. (This is Das’ Related 1984 dissertation.)
Rp. Bk.
Das, T. K., 1986, “Future Orientations of Decision Makers and the Reality of Strategic
Thinking,” chapter in Didsbury, Howard F., Jr., editor, 1986, Challenges and Opportunities:
from now to 2001, World Future Society, Bethesda, MD, p. 40-43. NYC Conference papers,
July 13-17, 1986. Conf.
Das, T. K., 1987, “Strategic Planning and Individual Temporal Orientation,” Strategic
Management Journal, Wiley, US, Mar/Apr., 8(2):203-209. Future Time Perspective (FTP) was
not correlated to management level. See Thoms PhD 1994 for similar results. See Homa Hunt
1967 PhD: 50% of employees were placed on the wrong level role. # Rp. PJ. A.
Das, T. K., 1989, “Organizational control: an evolutionary perspective,” Journal of Management
Studies, UK, Sept., 26(5):459-475. Literature on the bureaucratic mode of organizational control
processes has been based on concepts of cybernetics, power, and authority. This article
introduced. an evolutionary 'controlling' cycle derived by modifying the basic organizing cycle
(enactment, selection, retention) to a hierarchical form, with two distinct components. These
basic control modes inform markets, bureaucracies, and clans. Cited Coase; Williamson; Das
1987, 1988, 1988; Ouchi 1979; 1980; Leibenstein 1976; S. Beer. Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ.
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Das, T. K., 1990, The Time Dimension, An Interdisciplinary Guide, Praeger, Westport, CT and
London UK, 344 pages (typescript). Cited Jaques 1956, 1961, 1964, 1979, 1982. One full page
lists the writings of Thomas J. Cottle. Nothing on Einstein, Heisenberg, Deming, or Taylor.
(See Macey 1991.) Rp. Bk.
Das, T. K., 1991, “Time: The Hidden Dimension in Strategic Planning,” Long Range Planning,
Pergamon Press, Oxford, New York, Seoul, Tokyo, June, 24(3):49-57. Recent research
indicated that business executives differed in their orientation toward the future, and that these
orientations were associated with individual preferences for different corporate planning
horizons. Cited Jaques 1979 and 1982 on the future orientation of decision makers and its
impact on planning the enterprise. Cited R. Goodman 1973. # Rp. PJ. A.
Das, T. K., 1993, “Time in Management and Organizational Studies,” Time and Society, Sage,
London, UK, 2(3):267-272. doi: 10.1177/0961463X93002002008. Time has been researched as
clock-time not as subjective and human problematic time. The focus of research should be on
future time, the development of useable measures and not-costly instruments. Das has begun
these efforts. Cited Jaques 1956, 1964, 1979, 1982. Also cited Cottle 1968, 1969, 1976, 1974;
McTaggart 1927; Gersick 1988, 1989; Fraser 1975, 1987, 1989; Lorsch and Morse 1974; Hill
1956. # Rp. PJ.
Das, T. K., and Bing-Sheng Teng, 1997, “Time and Entrepreneurial Risk Behavior,”
Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, Baylor Uni., Waco, TX, USA, Winter 1997, 22(2):69-88.
Risk is inherently embedded in time. We identify the risk horizon, differentiating long- versus
short-term risk taking. Propose a temporal framework of entrepreneurial risk behavior which
reflects both risk propensity and future orientation, and discusses its relevance to developing
networks and alliances. Craftsman entrepreneurs tend to be near-future oriented and seek risk.
Opportunistic entrepreneurs tend to be distant-future oriented and avoid risk. Non-entrepreneurs
are the reverse of these. Both at Baruch CUNY. Special Issue. Rp. PJ.
Das, T. K., and Bing-Sheng Teng, 1998, “Between Trust and Control: Developing confidence in
partner cooperation in alliances,” Academy of Management Review, July, 23(3):491-512. Both at
City U of New York, Baruch Coll, Zicklin School of Business, New York, NY, US. In a
strategic alliance a firm needs to have an adequate level of confidence in its partner's cooperative
behavior, which comes from two distinct sources: trust and control. Trust and control are parallel
concepts in that their relationship is of a supplementary character in generating confidence. We
discuss various ways to build trust within strategic alliances and important alliance control
mechanisms. Not on the theory but complementary. MS. PJ. A.
Das, T. K., and Bing-Sheng Teng, 1999, “Cognitive Biases and Strategic Decision Processes: An
Integrative Perspective,” Journal of Management Studies, UK, 36(6):757-778. [Abstracted in
Operations Research / Management Science, 2001, 41(1):19-21.] We explored four basic types
of cognitive bias under five different modes of decision making. The four biases included prior
hypotheses and focusing on limited targets, limited alternatives, insensitivity to outcome
probabilities, and illusion of manageability. The five modes of strategic decision making were
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rational, avoidance, logical incrementalist, political, and garbage can. Cited Das 1986, 1987,
1989, 1991, 1993; Vickers 1965; Allison 1971. Jaques not cited. At Baruch; GWU. # MS. PJ.
Das, T. K., and Bing-Sheng Teng, 2001, “Trust, control, and risk in strategic alliances: an
integrated framework,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin; New York,
22(2):251-283. Trust and control are inextricably interlinked with risk in strategic alliances. We
propose a comprehensive and integrated framework of the three constructs in the context of
strategic alliances, contending that trust and control are the two principal antecedents of risk.
First, risk can be considered separately as relational risk and performance risk. The two
dimensions of trust are identified as goodwill trust and competence trust, and control is
differentiated in terms of the three modes of behavioral control, output control, and social
control. Second, we discuss the various linkages between the different types of trust, control,
and risk in alliances. Third, we suggest minimizing relational risk through goodwill trust,
behavioral control, and social control, while minimizing performance risk through competence
trust, output control, and social control. Fourth, we discuss a number of trust-building
techniques and control mechanisms to reduce risk in different types of strategic alliances.
Finally, we develop propositions for empirical testing of the integrated framework. MS. PJ. A.
Das, T. K., 2001, “Training for Changing Managerial Role Behavior: Experience in a
Developing Country,” Journal of Management Development, 20(7):579-603. [Reviewed and
summarized as “Challenging Roles at the State Bank of India” in Training & Management
Development Methods, 2003, 17(1):9.13-9.15.] [Reviewed and summarized as “Challenging
Roles at the State Bank of India” in Training Strategies for Tomorrow, 2002, 16(2):4-6.] The
article dealt with the design of the training programme and experience with it while
implementing an overall organizational transformation with the objective to re-build the bank so
it could successfully carry out an expansion of its branch network and business. The design
demanded a new managerial outlook, new role behavior, and new practices. Cited Das 1994,
1996. Jaques not cited; Charan 2001 not cited; Dayal & Sharma 1971 not cited. # MS. PJ.
Das, T. K., 2003, “Managerial Perceptions and the Essence of the Managerial World: What is an
Interloper Business Executive to Make of the Academic-Researcher Perceptions of Managers?”
British Journal of Management, Ebsco, March 2003, 14(1):23-32. This is a commentary on
Mezias and Starbuck’s article in the same issue. It is also a blast at research by academics who
have NO business experience. Suggested steps to improve the relevance of management
research: (1) use questions from managers, (2) test concepts and understandings of phenomenon
rather than rush into empirical investigations of vacuous issues, (3) use appropriate participants
in studies (managers, not students), (4) discuss known limitations of convenience samples (e.g.
students) and the validity of findings. Above all, academics should talk to managers and to work
as managers. See similar items in Fogarty 1963a. # MS. PJ.
Das, T. K., 2004, “Strategy and Time: Really Recognizing the Future,” Chapter 4 (pp. 58-74) in
Tsoukas, Haridimos, and Jill Shepherd, eds., 2004, Managing the Future: Foresight in the
Knowledge Economy, Blackwell, Oxford, UK; Malden, MA, 226 p. The literature on strategy
has failed to recognize the importance of the temporal dimension except in a potential conflict /
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trade-off between short-term and long-term. An organization’s vision should be consistent with
its competence and resources. The future orientation of individual managers should match their
roles. “Future competent” executives would be able to employ the “opportunity adoption”
approach described here. The future is the foundation of strategy-making. Cited Jaques 1982;,
Cottle 1968, 1976; McTaggart 1927. Rp. Ch.
Das, T. K., and Bing-Sheng Teng, 2004, “The risk-based view of trust: A conceptual
framework,” Journal of Business and Psychology, Human Sciences Press, NY, NY, Fall,
19(1):85-116. Trust and risk have often been linked in the literature, but their relationship is far
from clear. Trust has been used in three different ways – namely, as a perception (“subjective
trust”), as various personal and situational factors that lead to subjective trust (“trust
antecedents”), and as the actions resulting from subjective trust (“behavioral trust”). We explain
how risk is related to each and develop propositions based on a risk-based view of trust. Cited
Arrow 1974; Barney and Hansen 1974; Das and Teng 1996, 1997, 1998, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c;
Zand 1972. Jaques not cited. See A. Fox. SIBL JLL 88-153. At City U. & GWU. # MS. PJ.
Das, T. K., 2004, “Time-span and risk of partner opportunism in strategic alliances,” Journal of
Managerial Psychology, 19(8):744-769, 16 p. Opportunism ("self-interest seeking with guile")
is a variegated phenomenon that can be advantageously appreciated through its temporal
dimension. Adopting this temporal approach, the article incorporates the two fundamental
dimensions of time and risk. Discusses four types of partner opportunism. Cited EJ 1979 HBR.
# Rp. PJ.
Das, T. K., 2005, “Deceitful Behaviors of Alliance Partners: potential and prevention,”
Management Decision, Emerald MCB, 43(5):706-719. Identified four types of deceitful
behavior based on the degree of relational risk and the length of the deceit horizon. Cited Jaques
1979 HBR; Das and Teng 1998. # Rp. PJ. A.
Das, T. K., 2005, “How Strong are the Ethical Preferences of Senior Business Executives?”
Journal of Business Ethics, Jan. 2005, 56(1):69-80. Based on a survey of 585 vice presidents of
U.S. businesses it was found that: (1) there is a distinct set of principles of ethical conduct that is
considered favorable as opposed to another set considered unfavorable among a comprehensive
list of 14 ethical principles; (2) the executives believed overwhelmingly that their own individual
ethical preferences are better than those of other executives; (3) the strength of their preferences
for ethical principles is associated with whether the executives are relatively near-future oriented
(stronger) or more distant-future oriented (weaker) (wherein business decisions play out); and
(4), there are very few significant differences in terms of gender, age, education level,
private/public education, prestigious/other schools, business/non-business academic backgrounds, and length of job experience. Not on SST/RO. Used Cottle’s instrument. # Misc. PJ.
Das, T. K., 2006, “Strategic Alliance Temporalities and Partner Opportunism,” British Journal of
Management, Ebsco, UK, Mar2006, 17(1):1-21. Introduced the concept of alliance time
horizons and suggested that they are constituted by the temporal orientations of the alliance
member firms and a number of common alliance formation factors. How these horizons may
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result in different levels of potential opportunism. Jaques not cited. Riddick [Dodd, Norton,
Fitzgerald] in Cang 1992 not cited. At Baruch College, CUNY. # Rp. PJ.
Dasborough, Marie M., and Neal M. Ashkanasy, 2005, “Follower Emotional Reactions to
Authentic and Inauthentic Leadership Influence,” chapter (p. 281-300) in William L. Gardner,
Bruce J. Avolio, Fred O. Walumbwa, eds., 2005, Authentic leadership theory and practice:
Origins, effects and development (monograph vol. 3), Elsevier Science, Amsterdam, NL, 438 p.
Using attribution theory and affective event theory (AET) fashioned a theory of leadership based
on the emotional reactions and perceptions of followers. Unfortunately, used a 2x2 model which
is too simple but a start. Used Fritz Heider’s 1958 image of the average citizen as a ‘naive
scientist,’ making and testing hypotheses on leader’s intentions and moral behavior (p. 284).
Good but not on theory. Clio SocWk HM141 .A98 2005 At U. QLD, AU. Misc. Ch.
Dattner, Ben, (with Darren Dahl), 2011, The Blame Game: how the hidden rules of credit and
blame determine our success or failure, Free Press, NY, NY, US, 245 p. This book is not on
rules but on dynamics and forces. Survival has hard-wired humans to either credit or blame
others for events. Some organization (and national) cultures are quicker to judge. American
Airlines has a blame-casting culture and is only marginally profitable. But Southwest Airlines,
and Inuit are profitable, blame-free and adaptable (p. 141-142). Leaders can reframe the blame
game. One key is not to play. Jaques not cited. Cited Gittell 2005; Edmondson 1996, 2004,
2007. NYPL Mid-Manh, SIBL; Webster 302.35 D. Misc. Bk.
Daugherty, William, and Donald Harvey, 1973, “Some behavioral implications of budgeting
systems,” Arizona Business, Arizona State U., April 1973, p. 3-7. (Reprinted in Connor, Patrick
E., ed., 1978, Dimensions of Modern Management, ch. 52, p. 440-446. Baruch HD31 .C624
1978.) Budgets have multiple objectives and models. The behavioral consequences for some are
dysfunctional, such as padding, refilling, putting off tomorrow, going underground, and
protective counterbudgets. But realistic objectives can lead toward increased responsibility and
accountability. Managers should be aware of these human factors in budgeting systems.
Teaching. Misc. Ch.
Dauphinais, G. William, and Colin Price, 1998, Straight From the CEO, Simon and Schuster,
New York, NY, 318 pages. MVC says this is a series of articles by CEOs written at various
levels of complexity. Includes: Ken Lay of Enron, Southwood Morcott of Dana, Cor Herkstoter
of Royal Dutch/Shell, and Don Argus of N.A.B. (Elliott stressed verbal over written.) NYPL
Branch - SIBL 658.4 S. (In Chinese too.) A Price-WaterhouseCoopers book. [2000 version:
Wisdom of the CEO, Wiley, New York, NY, 372 pages. SIBL: JBE 00-1743; Branch SIBL
658.4092 W.] Misc. Bk.
Davar, Rustom S., 1965, “Executive Motivation – a behavioral science approach,” Indian
Management, All India Management Association, New Delhi, India, July-Aug., 4(4):32-39.
Mathematical depictions of motivations (silly and wrong). An explication of Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs. McGregor and Herzberg - but others too. Executives had internal and
external incentives – and disincentives. Work conditions, recognition, discretion, and
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opportunity were key. Executive talents were flexibility, creativity, initiative, control,
leadership, and coordination. Principal of Davar's College, Bombay, IN. # Misc. PJ.
D’Aveni, Richard A., 1989, “The Aftermath of Organizational Decline: A Longitudinal Study of
the Strategic and Managerial Characteristics of Declining Firms,” Academy of Management
Journal, US, Sept., 32(3):577-605. ISSN: 00014273. DOI: 10.2307/256435. This study looks
at the strategic and managerial consequences of organizational decline. The four consequences
include managerial imbalances, actions concerned with efficiency, centralization effects, and
strategic paralysis, all reflecting threat-rigidity responses. Finally, despite the adverse effects
of organizational decline, it was felt that bankruptcy can be delayed or even avoided in an
environment of growing demand. At Dartmouth College. # Misc. PJ. A.
Davenport, Thomas H., 1994, "Saving IT's Soul: Human-Centered Information Management,"
Harvard Business Review, Mar/Apr94, 72(2):119-131. ISSN: 00178012. Word Cnt: 7316.
Argued that to achieve its promise, information technology needs to take a human-centered
approach. However, implementing such an approach means building flexibility and disorder into
information systems and changing corporate behaviors that discourage information sharing.
Addressed how to get beyond IT to changing people's behaviors. A Partner at Ernst & Young,
and Boston U. (Compare with Japanese human wea.) See Perrow 1983. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Davenport, Thomas H., and John C. Beck, 2002, “The Strategy and Structure of Firms in the
Attention Economy,” Ivey Business Journal, Ivey Business School, University of Western
Ontario, Canada, Mar/Apr 2002, p. 49-54. The invisible shift from information overload to
information assault has created a deficit: attention is now a scarce resource. There are today far
more people, tasks, topics, inputs, and decisions than anyone can manage. In this environment,
attention management becomes a question of survival. “Not everything we pay attention to
succeeds, but things that we don’t ... nearly always fail.” A discussion of CIP but authors were
unaware of RO. Alt. Pro.
Davenport, Thomas H., Robert J. Thomas, and Susan Cantrell, 2002, “The Mysterious Art and
Science of Knowledge-Worker Performance,” (cover story), MIT Sloan Management Review,
US, Fall2002, 44(1):23-30. 8p. Wd Cnt: 6059. If companies can enhance knowledge worker
productivity in this century anywhere near as much as they did with manual labor over the course
of the last one (roughly 50 times), the payoffs will he astronomical. Recruiting and retaining the
best knowledge workers are vital. Finally, a focus on knowledge-worker performance is a way
of uniting tasks that are often separate, such as strategic planning, organizational design, and IT
investment. Studies confirming the idea that new technology helps workers accomplish more
complex tasks than they could in the past. Physical setting and workplace arrangements have a
measurable effect on knowledge work. At Accenture; Babson C. # MS. Pro.
Davenport, Thomas H., and Laurence Prusak, with H. James Wilson, 2003, What's the Big Idea?
Creating and Capitalizing on the Best New Management Thinking, Harvard Business School
Press, Boston, MA, 256 pages. Jaques not mentioned. He was ranked 191 on Top 200 Guru list.
Alt. ~
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Davenport, Thomas H., 2011, "Rethinking Knowledge Work: A strategic approach," McKinsey
Quarterly, NY, NY, US, 2011(1):89-99. 11p. Word Count: 3457. ISSN: 0047-5394.
Focused on means of improving productivity of knowledge workers. Merely increasing the
amount of information technology available to such workers is actually counterproductive as it
fails to account for the very different responsibilities knowledge workers have within
organizations. The key to improving their productivity is applying information technology in a
more precise way. Two strategic plans - giving knowledge workers free access to information
and information technology, and providing them with those tools on a structured basis - are
compared. A hybrid approach is suggested. Cited in Fields 2001 Related PhD. # Refu. Pro.
Davenport, Thomas H., Paul Barth, and Randy Bean, 2012, "How ‘Big Data’ Is Different," MIT
Sloan Management Review, Cambridge, MA, US, July 2012. These days, lots of people in
business are talking about “big data.” But how do the potential insights from big data differ from
what managers generate from traditional analytics? Most important, this will change the
relationship between the line functions and IT. Firms that capitalize on big data stand apart from
traditional data analysis environments in three key ways: 1) They pay attention to data flows as
opposed to stocks; 2) They rely on data scientists and product and process developers rather than
data analysts, and; 3) They are moving analytics away from the IT function and into core
business, operational and production functions. (IT began as a marketing tool.) # Misc. Pro.
David, Fred R., Meredith E. David, and Forest R. David, 2011, “What are business schools
doing for business today?” Business Horizons, U. Indiana, US, Jan-Feb 2011, 54(1):51-62.
Content analysis of 200 corporate job descriptions in Fall 2009 revealed 140 specific required
license/certification/skills. Examination of 200 résumés revealed low to no proficiency on the
job description-derived skill sets. This disparity between school of business focus and
practitioner (business community) needs is ongoing and potentially problematic. Content
analysis of 100 business syllabi and 20 textbooks supported this conclusion. At Francis Marion
U. (SC); Florida State U. # Misc. PJ.
Davidson, Harold O., 1952, Functions and Bases of Time Standards, a research report,
American Institute of Industrial Engineers, Columbus, Ohio, 403 p. Cited by Abruzzi 1956, p.
22 (q.v.). An informal bargaining process began between the workers and time study engineers
immediately after time study was introduced in the late nineteenth century by Taylor. The
industrial engineers realized early on that there never was any science in Taylorism. Jaques
believed wage setting and job evaluation were all power bargaining. (Here is the proof.) See
Littler 1978. Refu. Bk.
Davidson, William H., 1986, “A Comparative Analysis of Corporate Capital Structure in the
United States and Japan,” chapter 11 (p. 133-150) in Tung, Rosalie L., ed., 1986, Strategic
Management in the United States and Japan: a comparative analysis, Ballinger Pub. Co.,
Cambridge, MA, 177 p. Rates of return in Japan are substantially lower than in the U.S. But the
cost of capital is also lower in Japan. This is due to the higher debt utilization in Japan. A
majority of debt on Japanese balance sheets is due to bank borrowings (86.4 % in 1981), not
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corporate debentures. These practices were partly due to regulations and partly to a philosophy
that profits must be made from their own businesses. The debt-to-equity ratio is much higher in
Japan and the current ratio is much lower. Lastly, Japanese asset ratio turnover is much
lower, 1.10 versus 1.45. This was due to the greater efficiency of Japanese firms. In the end,
Japanese firms can operate with lower rates of return and lower margins, and can pursue longterm, capital-intensive strategies not available to their U.S. competitors. This means the capital
market structure gives a powerful advantage. [Japanese debt also means the firm’s managers are
accountable to bank managers with long-standing relationships. This means, when there is
trouble, there is a ladder, a hierarchy, to go up inside the bank. When the source of funds is the
market, there is no manager, only brokers, money managers (at S3), or the public. Since the first
oil crisis Japanese firms have tended to seek some external funds in the capital market, some
overseas.] City/Cohen HD30.28 .S7324 1986; Offsite - Hum JLE 86-3060 (HSSL). At USC.
Misc. Ch.
Davidsson, Per, 1989, “Entrepreneurship –– And after? A study of growth willingness in small
firms,” Journal of Business Venturing, Science Direct, Elsevier Science, May, 4(3):211-226.
Interviewed a random sample of over 400 Swedish small business owner-managers. The major
growth motivators were financial reward and increased independence. However, in 40 percent
of the sample economic incentives did not work. The most important growth deterrents were
fear of reduced employee well-being and loss of supervisory control. Deterring forces overrode
the motivating incentives for many entrepreneurs when firms reached 5-9 employees. Only a
minority pursued continued growth. (This means one dyadic unit. If owner is at S2, employees
are at S1. When owner of a professional firm is at S3, employees are at S2 and S1. Only some
of the owners at S3 and above pursued continued growth. Davidsson was unaware of Jaques,
levels of capability and Archimedes growth. Unclear if he was aware of Penrose. He did 1989
PhD at Stockholm School of Economics. Not related to the theory.) Misc. PJ.
Davidz, Heidi L., and James N. Martin, 2011, “Defining a Strategy for Development of Systems
Capability in the Workforce,” Systems Engineering, Journal of the International Council on
Systems Engineering, Wiley, UK, Summer 2011, 14(2):141-153. [Published online: 10 May
2010.] DOI: 10.1002/sys.20167. As systems increase in complexity, many organizations face an
increasing need to improve the systems capability of their workforce. Systems engineering,
systems integration, and system architecting skills are needed for developing these capabilities.
Tier 1 Goal is the delivery of a system. Tier 2 Goal is the development of capability. Cited
Davidz 2006 PhD. Jaques not cited. Not in NYPL. JJay, City, Grad Ctr. # MS. PJ.
Davies, David L., 1962, “Formal Consultation in Practice,” Industrial Welfare Society, London,
UK, 35 p. This listed Jaques 1951 as a case study on Glacier Metal for this topic. Winger.
NYPL HUM Gen Res E-12 1444. W. Pamph.
Davies, George, Malcolm Smith, and Wendy Twigger, 1991, “Leading People: A Model of
Choice and Fate for Leadership Development,” Leadership and Organization Development
Journal, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 12(1):7-11. Leadership is best seen as the
psychological process of accepting responsibility for task, self and the fate of others. There are
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variations in the scope and impact of these responsibilities which can be considered as
instrumental, developmental, regulatory and symbolic, but they all weigh upon us to some
degree. Both as individuals and as groups in organisations we are ceaselessly, awarely and
unawarely, accepting, rejecting or avoiding these responsibilities. As we watch individuals and
groups become more aware of how they make these choices, we see leadership develop. Cited
Jaques 1976, 1989; Clark and Clark 1990; Bennis and Nanus 1985; Reddin 1970. Baruch hard
1982-1991. Clio online. All three authors at Cambridge. # Rp. PJ.
Davies, Rosemary, 1980, Conflict and consensus: an analysis of the evidence submitted to the
Royal Commission on the National Health Service, 1976-1979, King's Fund Centre, London,
UK, 52 p. Sir Alec Merrison was chairman of the NHS Royal Commission. Not in NYPL or
CUNY. At Brunel U. Liby. RA395 .G6 K55 VOL.1. Misc. Rep.
Davis, Barry R., 1985, "Associative Hierarchical Self-Organizing System," IEEE Transactions
on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, US, July/ August 1985, SMC-15(4):570-579. A system that
learns to predict events in various environments was described. The system was associative and
distributed wherein a hierarchical self-organization of low-level units into high-level units took
place based upon experience in a particular domain. Its design was inspired by widely held
principles of brain organization and by newly developed techniques in nonparametric statistical
inference. The system can be regarded as an algorithm. [Sounds good to me.] # Misc. PJ. A.
Davis, James H., F. David Schoorman, Roger C. Mayer, and Hwee Hoon Tan, 2000, “The
Trusted General Manager and Business Unit Performance: Empirical Evidence of a Competitive
Advantage,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, May 2000, 21(5):563-576. Employee
trust for the general manager provided a competitive advantage for the firm. Perceptions of
managers’ ability, benevolence and integrity differed significantly. MS. PJ. A.
Davis, Gerald F., and J. Adam Cobb, 2010, “Corporations and Economic Inequality Around the
World: The paradox of hierarchy,” Research in Organizational Behavior, Elsevier, US,
30:35-53. doi: 10.1016/j.riob.2010.08.001. Semi-annual. Using time-series data from the US
since 1950 and from 53 countries around the world in 2006, this chapter documents a strong
negative relation between an economy's employment concentration (that is, the proportion of the
labor force employed by the largest 10, 25, or 50 firms) and its level of income inequality.
Within the US, we find that trends in the relative size of the largest employers (up in the 1960s
and 1970s, down in the 1980s and 1990s, up in the 2000s) are directly linked to changes in
inequality, and that corporate size is a proximal cause of the extravagant increase in social
inequality over the past generation. Cited Baron and Bielby 1980; Geneen 1997; Pfeffer 2010.
At Ross, U. Mich. # MS. PJ. A.
Davis, Keith, 1967, Human Relations at Work: The Dynamics of Organizational Behavior, 3rd
edn., McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 559 p. A textbook. Organization levels. Covered Time-Span p.
415-6. Lots of good quotes at the heads of chapters. Quotes: p. 2, 21, 96, 127, 160, 285, 335,
442. Cited Blauner, W. B. D. Brown, Gouldner, Guest, Jaques, Jasinski, Koontz, Landsberger,
Parkinson, Patchen, Raia, Rothe, W. G. Scott, Schein, G. Strauss, Turner and Lawrence, Worthy.
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City Coll Cohen HD 6971 U33 1967. D. Bk.
Davis, Keith, 1968, “Success of Chain-of-Command Oral Communication In a Manufacturing
Management Group,” Academy of Management Journal, December, 11(4):379-387. A study of
how middle managers filter official management information. A test and validation of Wilfred
Brown’s 1964 concept of ‘contraction’ of lines of executive communication. Successful
replication. See Larwood et al 1995. See Koontz 1964, Davis 1969. Contrast with Wager 1975
(?). Compare to Welch’s work-out at General Electric. At Arizona State, Tempe. # Rp. PJ. A.
Davis, Kingsley, and Wilbert E. Moore, 1945, “Some Principles of Stratification,” American
Sociological Review, April, 10(2):242-249. Known as the functionalist principle of stratification.
This classic article was on the capability levels of individuals and their future growth as a
source of social and income stratification. It focused on high growth individuals and what it
took to get them to undergo long apprenticeships to get the knowledge, skills and experience
they needed to perform the most highly complex roles in our organizations and society. They
must be able to see high rewards at the far end to do it. Their legitimation is in their greater
contribution. A bang-on precursor to Jaques’ reasoning and concepts of time horizon, growth
in capability, and stratification. This theory peaked in the late-1950s and by the late-1970s was
considered dated. As far as I know, Jaques was unaware of this piece. Both authors then at
Princeton. See Tumin 1953. See extensions by Arthur Stinchcombe 1963 and 1969 (not herein).
Critiqued by Offe in his 1967 Related PhD, book version 1970 and 1976. (SEE EJ 1961/1967,
1976) Misc. PJ. A.
Davis, Louis E., Ralph R. Cantor, and John Hoffman, 1955, “Current Job Design Criteria,”
Journal of Industrial Engineering, American Institute of Industrial Engineers, (AIIE), Ohio State
U., Columbus, OH, US, Mar.-Apr., 6(2):5-8, 21-23. A survey. In 71% of firms the Personnel
Dept. never specified the content of individual tasks and in 62.5% it never combined separate
tasks into specific jobs. The Line Foreman always specified the content of tasks. The
Engineering Dept. almost always created the specific jobs. No systematic method exists for job
design nor to evaluate its effectiveness. The design criterion in use were to minimize immediate
production cost through specialization, minimal skills, reduce learning/training time, and reduce
hiring rates of pay. They increase immediate productivity and the repetitiveness of work. Job
enlargement was used by only a few scattered firms. Current job design practices minimized
the dependence of the organization on the individual and any impacts. Longer term impacts
on costs and productivity were not considered. Meanwhile, management frequently spent large
sums to counteract the effects of its own job designs. (Taylorism on the hoof.) Not in Baruch.
Clio osTS155.A1 I53. NYPL os v. 1-6 M-10 523. At UC-Berkeley. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Davis, Louis E., 1957, “Job Design and Productivity: a new approach,” Personnel, Saranac Lake,
NY, US, March 1957, 33(5):418-430. Aside from the human problems that inevitably arise
when all the interest is engineered out of the job, extreme specialization, the author suggests,
may be far less economical than we think. Many of the flaws in job design can be traced to the
inadequacies of the minimum-cost criterion, what is needed is a criterion of total economic cost
which takes account of the multi-dimensional character of job design and includes relevant long
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term changes. A job-centered approach would go beyond the process-centered and workercentered approaches. Cited in Shepard 1973; Dubin’s Handbook 1976. Cited Worthy 1950;
Guest 1952, 1953; Marks PhD 1955. Htr Mn (5th fl.) & Baruch (MF). Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Davis, Louis E., 1962, "The Effects of Automation on Job Design," Industrial Relations, UC
Berkeley, October 1962, 2(1):53-71. Noted that automation required the upskilling of workers.
(This was the opposite from Braverman.) Cited Crossman 1960, 1962; Davis 1955, 1957, 1960.
SIBL - JBM 90-847 v. 1-2 (Oct. 1961-May 1963). City – in basement. # MS. PJ. A.
Davis, Louis E., 1966, “Design of Jobs,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, October, 6(1):2145. [Reprinted as a chapter in Davis, Louis E., and James C. Taylor, 1972, Design of Jobs, 1st
edition, Penguin, UK (2nd edn., 1979).] Described the Taylorist employment relationship as a
“minimum interaction model” that minimized the “connection between the employee and the
organization in terms of skill, training, involvement and complexity of his contribution, in return
for maximum flexibility and independence [and] interchangeability of personnel (with minimal
training) to reduce its dependence on availability, ability or motivation of individuals” (p. 24).
(Taylor’s aim was the destruction of employee discretion.) Davis cited STS, Rice and Trist.
Cited by Littler 1978 (p. 192); De 1969; Alderfer 1969. Teach. # Refu. PJ. A.
Davis, Nancy M., 2011, "Gold Standard," HR Magazine, SHRM, US, Oct2011, 56(10):56-57.
Word Cnt: 969. ISSN: 10473149. An interview with Pascal Kanbonnabah, AngloGold
Ashanti's vice president of human resources (HR) of the Ghana business unit of AngloGold
Ashanti Ltd., was presented. He cited a project that focused on accountability in relation to
safety, costs and production, and described HR professionals as internal advisors who provided
support in understanding the system. # Rp. Pro.
Davis, Stanley M., and Paul R. Lawrence, 1977, Matrix, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 235
p. (p. 2, 46-52.) No index. There is pressure from the outside world for a dual focus to create a
matrix structure inside the organization. This structure deals only with management, not the
worker. Influence without authority. (Reproduced GE’s Organization Planning Bulletin of
September 1976. Authors built their approach to the matrix operating structure from this.) Cited
Shull 1969, 1970. Not in NYPL. Clio os & CUNY Baruch HD38 .D373. Misc. Bk.
Davis, Stanley M., and Paul R. Lawrence, 1978, “Problems of Matrix Organizations,” Harvard
Business Review, May-June, p. 131-142. Reprint 78303. Big problems in matrix-land. Exactly
as predicted by Jaques and Brown. Refu. Pro.
Davis, Tim R. V., 1996, “Developing an employee balanced scorecard: linking frontline
performance to corporate objectives,” Management Decision, MCB Journals, Bradford, West
Yorkshire, UK, 34(4):14-18. Increasing emphasis is being given to corporate measurement
systems which integrate customer satisfaction, process quality, innovation, and financial
performance. Non-financial criteria (customer service, process quality, new product
development) are as important as financial criteria in measurement. Many executives have
difficulty balancing the measures at different levels of the company. Translation of a corporate
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scorecard into a frontline employee scorecard is essential for the implementation of strategy.
Contrast with hoshin kanri. Case. Clio - 1992 online. # Misc. PJ.
Dawes, Robyn M., 1977, “Suppose We Measured Height With Rating Scales Instead of Rulers?”
Applied Psychological Measurement, West Publishing, St. Paul, MN, 1(2):267-274. Jaques
commented on this article and what it did not address in Form of Time (p. 191n). Rating scales
produce an estimate - in this case a fairly accurate estimate - but not a measurement. Rating
scales collect opinions. We can tell these rating scales are reasonably accurate for height
because we already have a measurement instrument. Otherwise, we wouldn’t know how
accurate these opinions were. They were off by 3%. [Could you build a car if each part was
“only” off by 3%? Not likely. How about building an organization with hundreds or thousands
of people?] See Stogdill 1948; Young & French 1996; Judge & Cable 2004. Misc. PJ.
Dawkins, Richard, 1982, The Extended Phenotype: the gene as the unit of selection, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, UK, and Freeman, San Francisco, CA, 307 p. An ethologist. The
notion of each higher order level in dynamic equilibrium with a different qualitative environment
reflects a well recognised and fundamental systemic property of biological systems irreducibility.
Michael Church 1997 cited von Bertalanffy 1968 and Polanyi 1958. As Dawkins puts it: "...at
every level the units interact with each other following laws appropriate only to that level, laws
which are not conveniently reducible to laws at lower levels." The irreducible laws referred to
by Dawkins are embodied in different space-time relationships; thus, the local environment of
each higher level of complexity has different 'rules of the game', reflected in the qualitatively
greater scope of environment, longer process cycle time and different order of information and
resources required at each level. Dawkins cited ants as an example. Paradigm. See Markoczy
and Goldberg 1998; Bar-Yam 2004. At Oxford. Clio Barnard, Biology, and Sci QH375 .D38
1982. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Day, David V., and Robert G. Lord, 1988, “Executive leadership and organizational
performance: Suggestions for a new theory and methodology,” Journal of Management,
Southern Management Association, Texas A&M Uni., College Station, TX, Walter de Gruyter,
September, 14(3):453-464. Argues that the effect of top-level leadership on organizational
performance can be clarified by properly interpreting the results of executive succession studies
that have used economic aspects of organizational performance as criteria. When several
methodological concerns are addressed, it is evident that executive leadership can explain as
much as 45 percent of an organization's performance. Guidelines are provided for
developing a theory of executive leadership, including problems to avoid, methodologies to
consider, and places to look for relevant theory. Beware levels of analysis. Cited Leiberson and
O’Connor 1972; Salancik and Pfeffer 1977 – as widely misunderstood in the literature. L&O’C
had results that showed a 33% difference in profits due to the CEO. Not small. Cited Weiner
and Mahoney 1981 to show the large influence of the CEO and that size matters for profitability.
Cited Dutton and Jackson 1987. Cited by Lord and Maher 1991 on p. 286. (See Sandra King
1997 PhD; King 2003; Day 2000; Day Related PhD 1989; Barrick, Day, Lord, Alexander 1991.)
NYPL SIBL *ZAN-B139 (Microfilm) 1988 (vol. 14). Baruch and City Cohen Pers. # MS.
PJ.
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Day, David V., and Robert G. Lord, 1992, “Expertise and Problem Categorization: The role of
expert processing in organizational sense-making,” Journal of Management Studies, Basil
Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 29:35–47. Two samples were incorporated and compared: thirty-eight
executives in the machine tool industry and thirty graduate business (MBA) students. Experts
tended to categorize problems at the basic level faster than novices, with a greater variance in
terms of the number of categories used, and using more problem information. Perceptions of
environmental uncertainty as well as knowledge (category) structures were significantly related
to organizational strategy, but only for the experts. A major contribution this research makes is
in demonstrating a link between the perceptual processes of executives and their strategic
decision making. Cited by Miller & Sardais 2013. From Day Related PhD 1989; Day and Lord
1988. MS. PJ.
Day, David V., 2000, “Leadership Development: A review in context,” The Leadership
Quarterly, Winter, 11(4):581-613. There is conceptual confusion regarding distinctions between
leader and leadership development, as well as disconnection between the practice of leadership
development and its scientific foundation. Practices and research are framed in terms of a
general need to link leader development, which is primarily based on enhancing human capital,
with leadership development that emphasizes the creation of social capital in organizations.
Cited J&J 1987; Hooijberg, Hunt, Dodge 1997; and Hooijberg, Bullis, Hunt 1999. For ARI and
CCL. At Penn State. # Rp. PJ. A.
Day, David V., and Stanley M. Halpin, 2001, “Leadership Development: a review of industry
best practices,” U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences,
Alexandria, VA, US, 65 p., Tech Rep 1111. Five ‘best practice’ case examples on General
Electric, Motorola, PepsiCo, Federal Express, and Johnson & Johnson were described in detail.
Cited Noel & Charan 1988 on GE. Online. # MS. Rep.
Day, David V., Stephen J. Zaccaro, and Stanley M. Halpin, eds., 2004, Leader Development for
Transforming Organizations: Growing Leaders for Tomorrow, Psychology Press, Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, NJ, US, and Jossey-Bass Wiley, London, UK, 448 p. ISBN-10:
0805845860; ISBN-13: 978-0805845860. The chapters collected in this edited volume were
originally commissioned by the U.S. Army Research Institute as "white papers" to better help
Army officers and researchers understand important issues in leader development including
developing leaders and leadership, and transforming organizations to better meet the challenges
of a complex world. The organization is around four central themes: a) Accelerating Leader
Development, b) Cognitive Skills Development, c) Developing Practical and Emotional
Intelligence, and d) Enhancing Team Skills. Cited in Zhu 2008 PhD. Jaques (J&J 1987) cited in
chapters 9, 12, and 13. Lots of cites of Hooijberg & JG Hunt. Not in NYPL, CUNY, Clio. In
Fordham LC: HD57.7 .L415 2004. At Penn State; GMU; ARI. MS. Bk.
Day, David V., and Michelle M. Harrison, 2007, "A Multilevel, Identity-based Approach to
Leadership Development," Human Resource Management Review, Elsevier Science Direct, US,
Dec2007, 17(4):360-373. DOI: 10.1016/j.hrmr.2007.08.007. ISSN: 10534822. An approach
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was described in which individual and relational leadership identities were the focus of
developmental efforts at lower organizational levels (e.g., individual contributor and first-level
supervisor) but collective identities become the focus at higher levels (e.g., general manager and
above). The separate areas of levels-of-analysis, development, and leader identities were
discussed jointly in elaborating on a proposed development approach that integrates across
organizational levels as well as levels of development (i.e., leader development and leadership
development). In developing collective leadership identities, stressed engaging across
boundaries (functional, hierarchical, geographical). Cited in Seidle 2010 PhD. Cited Day 2000,
2004, 2007; Jacobs & Jaques 1987; Zaccaro 2001; Leonard 2005; Dotlich & Noel 1998. Not in
NYPL. CUNY-wide, Clio online. At Singapore Mgt U.; Penn State U., USA. # Rp. PJ.
Day, David V., 2007, "Structuring the Organization for Leadership Development," chapter 2 (p.
13-30) in Hooijberg, Robert, et al, eds., 2007, Being There Even When You Are Not, Elsevier
JAI, Amsterdam; Boston, 319 p. ISSN: 1479-3571. doi: 10.1016/S1479-3571(07)04021-7. The
desirable goal of structuring the organization for leadership development has less to do with
formal hierarchical structure than with the informal norms and networks that support
organizational systems and processes. Thus, strategic leaders need to think of themselves as
social architects in generating basic conditions that facilitate leadership development. What are
the culture and climate for learning and development? How healthy is the interpersonal context
in which the shared work of the organization takes place? No copy. Rp. Ch.
Day, David V., Michelle M. Harrison, and Stanley M. Halpin, 2009, An Integrative Approach to
Leader Development: connecting adult development, identity, and expertise, Psychology Press,
NY, NY, US, 335 p. On the US Army. Cited Jacobs & Jaques 1987; Mumford 1991, 2000 a b c,
2003, 2007; Zaccaro 1999, 2000, 2001. CUNY Baruch BF637 .L4 D38 2009. D. Bk.
Day, Michael Lewis, 1977, Tutors' Manual: for use with the Regional Basic Training Scheme,
rev ed., Youth Services, London and Home Counties Regional Training Consultative Unit, UK.
Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies. Social case-work with youth in Great
Britain. Brunel Uxbridge Oversize HV245.D28 1977. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Day, Michael, and David Marsland, eds., 1978, Black Kids, White Kids: What Hope? National
Youth Bureau, Leichester, UK. Papers presented at two symposia held in June 1976 and
organised by the Regional Training Consultative Unit at Brunel University. The first was
entitled "Young People: the Needs of Ethnic Minorities." The second was entitled "Young
people: homelessness and worklessness." Marsland wrote Chapter 11. Conf.
Day, Michael Lewis, and David Marsland, 1978, “Framework for a regional in-service training
scheme for full-time youth and community work personnel,” Youth Services, London and Home
Counties Regional Training Consultative Unit, Uxbridge, UK, 24 p. Brunel Institute of
Organisation and Social Studies. Youth services; Study and teaching; Social work education in
Great Britain. Pamphlet. Brunel Uxbridge HV1441.G7D395. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Day, Michael Lewis, 1980, “Guidelines on the probationary period for full-time youth and
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community workers,” London and Home Counties, Regional In-Service Training Board, Brunel
University, Uxbridge, UK, 19 p. Social work education and Youth services in Great Britain.
Brunel Uxbridge HV1441.G7L65. Public document. Ru.
Day, Nancy E., 2007, “An investigation into pay communication: Is ignorance bliss?”
Personnel Review, MCB U. Press, Bradford, UK, August 2007, 36(5):739-762. Examined the
relationships among pay communication and referent choice, pay satisfaction, and pay equity
perceptions. A total of 149 employed graduate business students were surveyed. Findings
indicate that increased pay communication is not associated with referent choice, and referent
choice is unrelated to pay attitudes. (A confused survey?) Cited Adams 1963; Goodman 1974;
Jaques 1970 (2nd EP); Lawler 1965, 1974, 1986, 2003; Andrews 1963. [Meaningless abstract
seen – Gale circular citation.] SIBL JLM 78-1225. SIBL stops at 1988. Excellent current
bibliography. dayn@umkc.edu At U. Mo - Kansas City. e- onsite JJay. # Rp. PJ.
Day, Patricia, and Rudolf Klein, 1987, Accountabilities in five public services, Tavistock,
London, UK, 259 p. The five public cases are in the medical [National Health Service (NHS)],
police, water authorities, local education, and social services. They are quite correct in
differentiating between political and managerial accountability. In the public arena political
accountability (elected representatives to the public) always outweighs managerial
accountability. But their analysis of accountability appears to confuse exceptional work
situations and the routine. Due to real ambiguity they fail to place accountability where it
properly rests. In each service, members internalize accountability to pursue the public good.
The authors argue that the widespread belief that democratic election equates with effective
accountability is a myth. (They are wrong in this.) Thet feel two more areas are to be explored:
judicial review and market mechanisms. Cited M. Kogan. Cited in Byford PhD 1994, p. 189193, 203-205. Bk Rev by Dilys M. Hill in Journal of Social Policy (UK) 1988, 17(2):262-264.
Positive Bk Rev by Ann Robinson in Public Administration (UK) 1988, 66(1):109-110. NYPL
Schw JLD 87-2557 (SASB). In Brunel Liby. Alt. Bk.
Day, Robert C., and Robert L. Hamblin, 1964, “Some Effects of Close and Punitive Styles of
Supervision,” American Journal of Sociology, 69(5):499-510. ‘Close’ supervision elicited
aggressive feelings toward the supervisor and co-workers and indirectly lowered productivity.
‘Punitive’ supervision did not increase aggressiveness toward coworkers but significantly
lowered productivity. The combined effect was not simple, however. Not related to Jaques, but
to the opposite. Very interesting. Refu. PJ. A.
Professor Ishwar Dayal became aware of the centrality of the Glacier Project in 1967 at
the same time as John Dearden, who was visiting. Previous to joining academia Dayal
had been a corporate executive. For 15 years at the Indian Institute of Management –
IIM-Ahmedabad, India, he went on a publishing tear - averaging 1 book and 2-4
articles/cases per year. IIM had a case series and Dayal appears to have been a writer of
some of those cases as well. He seemed to be a one-man band for RO in South Asia. He
also consulted and some of those firms are known. In the early 1980s he was founding
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Director of IIM-Lucknow, India.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1964, “Some Urgent Problems of the Labour Policy,” Indian Management,
Journal of the All India Management Association, New Delhi, India, Nov.-Dec. 1964, 3(6):2527. A number of problems were due to the inadequacy of the evaluation machinery. Any
structure based on expediency can only serve the immediate purpose. Seldom will it satisfy
long-term goals. We have hardly looked at labour-management long-term. Mentioned Glacier.
Cited Jaques 1956. NYPL SIBL os M-10 8297 v. 3. Clio os HD70 .I4 I6 v. 3. # Rp. Pro.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1967, “Constraints of Legislation on Organisational Effectiveness,” Indian
Journal of Industrial Relations, India, Jan. 1967, 2(3):315-332. If the external forces necessitate
rigidity inside the system, the organisation would tend to develop inflexible procedures. Labour
legislation in India often makes demands of conformity and compliance on the internal system.
Legislation should ideally support internal systems to grow rather than impose limitatitations. It
is also suggested that legal procedures to be effective must aim at problems as a totality rather
than at fragments. Cited Jaques 1951; W. Brown 1962. # W. PJ.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1967, “Organization of Work,” chapter in Baumgartel, Howard, Warren G.
Bennis, and Nitish R. De, eds., 1967, Readings in Group Development for Managers and
Trainers, Asia Publishing House, Bombay, India, 595 p. Reprinted in Dayal’s 1970 book, Ch. 9:
NYPL Schwartzman Res JFD 71-760. (See also, Baumgartel’s 1973 book, Institution Building
in India, on management education development in India by HBS. Not in NYPL.) Rp. Ch.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1968, “Human Aspects of Control,” Indian Management, All India Management
Association, New Delhi, India, March-April, 7(-):23-25, 51. The effectiveness of any
organization depends on how well people respond to the various controls. There are two
adaptive behaviours to control systems in an organization: (1) How people react to the controls
in organizations, and (2) Understanding of that adaptive behaviour in the managerial ranks.
There are three types of response patterns. Four steps are suggested for improving the
effectiveness of control systems. (Empirical.) NYPL OS M-10 8297 v. 7. MS. PJ.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1968, “Organizational Planning, Some Comments,” Economic and Political
Weekly, Bombay, India, Aug. 31, 1968, 3(35):M47-M54. This paper analyses three approaches
to organisations study, and develops an approach to planning organisation of work. The
demands vary within the organisation from one operating level to another. There are three
distinguishable functional levels in an organisation: first, direction, service and control, second,
operating management and third, primary work group level. The effectiveness of the
organisation must be based on an analysis of the physical activity at the base. The tasks at the
higher levels of the hierarchy must bear direct relation to the basic tasks at the level of the
physical activity. Another characteristic is the need for having an adaptive organisation which
can cope with changes in the environment and those induced within the enterprise. Jaques 1951;
Brown 1960; Brown & Jaques 1965; Dayal 1967. # D. Pro.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1968, “Leadership,” Seminar, Bombay, India, Sept. 1968, p. 16-20. Leadership is
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the controlling factor in creating a climate of distrust or of well-being in industry. There are
three requirements for chief executives and senior personnel. (Non Empirical.) Not found or
seen. Ru. ~
Dayal, Ishwar, and John M. Thomas, 1968, “Operation KPE: Developing a New Organization,”
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, NTL Laboratory, Washington, DC, Oct.-Dec., 4(4):473512. Entrepreneurship. A JABS Case Study on an entrepreneurial joint venture, KP Engineering
(KPE) in India. Most of this article draws on Jaques’ and Brown’s experiences at Glacier Metal
on roles, prescribed and discretionary elements of tasks, and the total company system, which
Dayal called Role Analysis Technique (R.A.T.). Formal comments by Rolf P. Lynton and Hollis
W. Peter (both very positive). Dayal was at IIM-Ahmedabad, India. Thomas at MIT.
(Reprinted in 1970 book, Ch. 15). Reprinted in Dayal’s 1977 book as Chapter 5. Slight cite by
Sashkin 1986. Lehman Lib. A case. # Rp. PJ. A.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1969, “Some Issues in Performance Appraisal,” Personnel Administration,
Washington, DC, 32:27-30. Good precis of problems with standard appraisal system. On rater
role conflict with ratee. (This is a Jaques point.) (Cited by Decotiis, Thomas, and Andre Petit,
1978, not herein.) Dayal at IIM in Ahmedabad, India. See Dayal 1976. Rp. NJ.
Dayal, Ishwar, and Kamini Adhikari, 1969, “On Glacier Organisational Approach,” chapter in
Dayal, Ishwar, and Kamini Adhikari, eds., 1969, Organisation and Administration, Progressive,
Bombay, India, June 1969, 536 p. 27 articles in six sections. (Reprinted in 1970 book, Ch. 10).
[1970 New Concepts book seen.] Rp. Ch.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1969, “Autonomy and Controls in the Public Sector,” Lok Udyog, Bureau of
Public Enterprises, Govt. of India, New Delhi, India, June 1969, 3(3):247-251. Delineates the
primary tasks of government and its industrial and commercial activities. Three types of tasks:
directional/ managerial, employment, and entrepreneurial. (The same as W.D.B. Brown.) Then
he sets forth a model for controls and targets in public sector undertakings in India at the levels
of the government, the Board, and unit level management. Cited by Kumar 1981. [See ad ‘Seed
Corn’ by Tata Enterprises on p. 251 (!)] SIBL JLM 71-55. # MS. PJ.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1969, “Role Analysis Technique in Job Descriptions,” California Management
Review, Berkeley, CA, Summer, 11(4):47-50. (Reprinted in his 1970 book, Ch. 4) Dayal was at
IIM in Ahmedabad, India. See Dayal 1968 and 1977 for descriptions of Role Analysis Technique
(R.A.T.) at KPE, which is drawn from research by Jaques and Brown at Glacier Metal. Cited
Jaques 1961 and Brown and Jaques 1965. Cited by Das 1972. # Rp. Pro.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1969, “Role of Personnel in Organizations,” Indian Journal of Industrial
Relations, Shri Ram Centre for Industrial Relations, New Delhi, India, 1969, 5(3):367-376.
(Reprinted in his 1970 book, Ch. 11, with the word ‘Department’ in the title.) Mentioned Brown
of Glacier Metal. Personnel is clearly a management function and not a ‘third force’ as
described in the Factories Act. Line and staff role descriptions are fluid. Cited by Roy 1971.
SIBL Offsite Req in Adv L-11 823 v. 5 (July 1969-Apr. 1970) # D. PJ.
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Dayal, Ishwar, 1970, Management Training in Organisations; texts, cases, and simulated
exercises, Prentice-Hall of India, New Delhi, India, 163 pages. In particular, Chapter 4 (p. 3238), “The Conceptual Framework and the Method of the Study,” is on Elliott Jaques’ concepts of
differential time span capability and the requirement to match this with work at differing levels
in the organization. (Dayal cited Jaques 1951, but this refers to 1961, 1964 and 1965.) Linked
Jaques to Eric Ericson’s eight stages of maturity. Schw & Lehman Lib. HD70 .I4 D38. Rp. Bk.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1970, “Bihar Famine Studies,” Indian Institute of Management (IIM),
Cyclostyled Working Paper, Ahmedabad, India. An examination of the deficiencies and
proposals for corrective actions needed to get organisations to function to relieve the famine.
Systems become dysfunctional when the task changes. Ru.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1970, “Some Dilemmas in Newer Concepts of Administration,” California
Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Fall, 13(1):51-58. (Reprinted in 1970 book, Ch. 1) Dayal
was at IIM in Ahmedabad, India. This was a discussion of group-work versus individual tasks,
leadership versus democracy, and the shop-floor level versus the executive suite. Dayal politely
indicated the group values of “Likert, McGregor, Rogers, [Argyris, Rice, Haire, Bennis,] and so
on”...“are not often shared by the manager.” Dayal had been a manager before his academic
career, accepted the need for hierarchy and favored the Glacier approach. Here, finally, we get a
followup on Rice’s 1958 and 1963 books on the STS experiment at Calico Mills in Ahmedabad
(q.v.). “The output of the restructured groups was poorer [than before]. ...Marked intergroup
rivalry within the department resulted.” “Similar results were reported in two banks in
Calcutta” where “the experiments had to be abandoned.” Dayal thought this was partly due to
the individualistic behavior of people toward authority in economically deprived countries. The
academic researcher and the business manager needed to talk more openly to each other. Cited
Jaques 1961; Brown 1960; Brown and Jaques 1965; Maier 1963 (?); Bennis 1963, 1966; Rice
1958; Miller and Rice 1967; Dayal 8/1968. See Strauss and Rosenstein 1970; Blackler and
Brown 1980 book on similar STS fiasco at Shell in UK. See W. Brown 1977 book review. See
Berkowitz Interesting PhD 1951. See Trist Interview 1980. See Wickens 1993; Miller EJ 1975.
# Refu. Pro.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1970, New Concepts in Management, Lalvani Pub. House, Bombay, India, 276
pages. See 1970 CMR article for precis. This is a collection of his articles, chapters and cases.
For Glacier, see reprints from 1967-1970 as chapters 1, 4, 9, 10, 11, and 15. Lots of cites of
Brown, Jaques, Glacier and works councils. NYPL Schw Hum-Genl Res JFD 71-760. Rp. Bk.
1. Some Dilemmas in Newer Concepts of Administration, 1970.
2. Leadership in Management, 1968.
3. Some Issues in Performance Appraisal, 1969.
4. Role Analysis Technique in Job Descriptions, 1969.
5. Conflict in Intergroup Relations, 1969.
6. Human Aspects of Control, 1968.
7. Social Consciousness in Labour. 8. Productivity, Initiative and Enterprise. -
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9. Organisation of Work, 1967.
10. On Glacier Organisational Approach, 1969.
11. Role of the Personnel Department in Organisation, 1970.
12. Constraints of Legislation 9on Organisational Effectiveness, 1967.
13. Conditions fore Change in Organisations, 1968.
14. Some Aspects of Social Change, 1968.
15. Operation KPE: Developing a New Organisation, 1968.
16. Some Approaches to Organisational Change: India and Abroad, 1969.
17. The Training of Executives: An Evaluation, 1968.
18. On Management Education, 1965.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1970, “Conflict in Inter-group Relations,” chapter in Dayal, Ishwar, 1970, New
Concepts in Management, Lalvani, Bombay, India, 276 p. [alt: Intergroup Relations.] Evidence
shows conflict and co-operation are not necessarily the product of the individual’s idiosyncratic
personality. Rather, the manager can influence the conditions and processes that induce cooperative behaviour essential for organisational effectiveness. Most important is the suitability
of the organisation structure and interpersonal relationships. [Sp: Intergroup Relations?] NYPL
Gen Res JFD 71-760. Rp. Ch.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1970, Industrial Relations in the Seventies, IIPM, Bombay, India. Cited in Dayal
and Sharma 1971. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Dayal, Ishwar, and Mirza Saiyadin, 1970, “Cross-Cultural Validation of Motivation-Hygiene
Theory,” Indian Journal of Industrial Relations, Shri Ram Centre for Industrial Relations, New
Delhi, India, Oct. 1970, 6(2):171-183. Tested the Herzberg et al 1959 hygiene theory of
motivation across the Indian setting and culture. Findings supported Herzberg’s hygiene theory
and suggested there may be similarities in what motivates people across populations and
cultures. Jaques not cited. SIBL Offsite L-11 823 v. 6 (July 1970-Apr 1971). # Misc. PJ.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1971, “Some Myths in Management,” Economic and Political Weekly,
Sameeksha Trust, Bombay, India, Feb. 27, 1971, 6(9):M31-34 (following p. 530). Identified and
challenged four common managerial assumptions in India: Time is a great healer; No tool is
more potent than example; People live to co-operate, and; Employees resist change. Each is
partially correct but has become a prop to excuse failures. Full reality is more complex and must
be established. Cited in Virmani & Guptan 1991. Cited Dayal 1967, 1968, 1970. Clio Leh H1
.Ec7. SIBL Offsite TAA (Economic and political weekly) v.1 (Aug.-Dec. 1966). # Misc. Pro.
Dayal, Ishwar, and Baldev R. Sharma, 1971, Strike of Supervisory Staff in the State Bank of
India (SBI), Progressive Corporation, Bombay, India. IIM Ahmedabad. An independent
investigation of a 17-day strike of supervisory staff in June 1969. What happened to cause it?
Resentments even animosity dated back to the days of the Imperial Bank backed by “feelings of
injustice, insult, and all other ignominies.” What has been done to resolve the issues? Cited in
Virmani and Guptan 1991. Cited Blauner & Dayal. See comments in Dayal 1977. SIBL os
JLD 72-2054. Rp. Bk.
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Dayal, Ishwar, 1971, "Organisational Development: An Interim Balance-Sheet: A Comment,"
Economic and Political Weekly, IN, Aug. 28, 1971, 6(35):M95+M97-M98. Nitish R. De (May
29, 1971) has rightly pointed out that the target of change in OD is the total organisation or a
discrete segment of it rather than a chosen activity such as cost control, O and M, management
development, etc. The development of an organisation was seen as a total effort; change in the
segments does not always ensure change in the whole. The two must dovetail but the
perspectives of each must be different. Nitish De's model needs further review and analysis.
Cited Jaques 1951; Brown 1960; Blauner 1964; Dayal 1969, 1970; De 1971. # Rp. PJ.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1972, “Impact of Traditional Culture on Organisational Effectiveness: A
comment on research methodology,” in Quarterly Journal of Management Development, Motilal
Nehru Institute of Research and Business Administration, Allahabad, India, with Ohio State
University, Kent, OH, March, Serial No. 7, 3(1):47-56. [Reprinted as chapter 3 in Dayal 1976,
Research … . Copied.] Starting from Jaques’s definition of culture (1951: 251), found “the
effectiveness of the industrial system depends on internal administrative behaviour and not
entirely on whether the society is traditional or industrial.” The culture of an organisation is
largely dependent on the work system and task system. The culture explanation of Japanese
management had lost emphasis. Absences in India were due to job dissatisfaction, not rural
origins. Thanked Professors Dwijendra Tripathi and Narayan R. Sheth. Cited in Garg and
Parikh 1986; Virmani and Guptan 1991. Not in Clio. SIBL offsite JLL 80-48 v. 1-3; Sept. 1970Dec. 1972. # Rp. PJ.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1972, Anatomy of a Strike; a systems application to understanding events in an
organisation, Somaiya Publications Pvt. Ltd., Bombay, India, 192 p. In collaboration with
Suresh Srivastava, (Srivastva) and Theodore M. Alfred. See p. iii & 83-98. Reprinted as
Chapter 15 (p. 175-190) in Sheth, Narayan R., ed., 1982, Industrial Sociology in India, Allied
Publishers Private Ltd., New Delhi, India. An examination of a 1963-1964 strike by the union at
Jay Engineering Works near IIM Calcutta. Management had been praised for its progressive
policies, yet the strike was prolonged. Context is required for harmony and health. (See later
Srivastva works.) CLIO Offsite HD5419.E3 D35. # Misc. Bk.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1972, “Social Science in Social Action: A Perspective”, ICSSR Newsletter, Indian
Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi, IN, Oct. 1972, 3(4):3-8. [Reprinted/ Revised as
chapter 2 in Dayal 1976, Research…. Copied.] In order to be helpful in the development of
administrative policy, action research and its limitations have to be recognized. The decisionmaker must be concerned with the analysis, the reliance of the available choices, and a prediction
of the consequences between time 1 and time 2. The research methodology should be refined to
measure interactions, teamwork, and knowledge transfer. How personal values affect the
decision role. Cited Brown & Jaques 1965; Dayal 1968, 1970, 1971, 1972; Bennis 1966; Katz &
Kahn 1966; Herzberg 1966; Argyris 1949, 1965, 1970. # Rp. Pro.
Dayal, Ishwar, ed., 1973, A Survey of Research in Management, Vikas Pub. House, Delhi, India,
in 2 vols. (Dayal edited vol. 1, 1973. Vol. 2, 1977.) Sponsored by the Indian Council of Social
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Science Research, New Delhi. Also, Dayal wrote Chapter 1: 1973, “The Field of Research in
Management, A Trend Report,” Vol 1, p. 1-25. [Reprinted as chapter 1 in Dayal 1976, Research
…. Copied.] An annotated bibliography in two volumes. Overview of the field and intro to
the readings. This comprehensive bibliographic survey was created to establish a counter-weight
to the Western views of Indian enterprise (q.v. “Orientalism”). Cited Jaques 1951, Brown 1960,
Brown and Jaques 1965, W.G. Scott 1965, Rice 1958, Miller and Rice 1967, Singh and
Rudraswamy 1959, and Lawrence and Lorsch 1969! (An enormous number of cites of Dayal’s
work, including on pages: 187-8, 193-4, 196-7, 207?, 221-2, 234, 242?, 250*, 300?, 347-9, 35960, 381, 391, 400, 415, 451 ?, 460, 473~. Plus, Sharma 438; Sheth 420-1. This is from chapters
in vol. 1, but none in vol. 2 yet. IIM had a case series and Dayal may have written some.)
NYPL SIBL JLL 74-40 (Vols 1-2). # Misc. Bk.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1974, “Directions of Change in Administration,” Indian Management, Journal of
the All India Management Association, New Delhi, India, July 1974, 13(7):3-16. Described the
impact of centralization of decision-making and a long hierarchy in the public sector. Identified
the action steps needed to correct the resulting drift. Cited in Long (Wm. A.) and Seo 1977
(book, not herein). NYPL SIBL os M-10 8297 v. 13. Clio os HD70 .I4 I6 v. 13. # MS. PJ.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1975, Managing Research in a Developing Country, Management Conference,
Benin City, Nigeria, May 1975. Original conference paper. [Printed and revised as chapter 4 in
Dayal 1976, Research…. Copied.] Teachers of business should be aware that most of the theory
had been developed in the West and might not be applicable in a developing country. Also, the
research questions were different and more basic; dialogue and collaboration with local business
was needed; teaching materials had yet to be developed; empirical research on why and how
local business reacted to issues and handled problems was needed. Time and money need to be
available for this research. Cited Brown 1969; Dayal 1969, 1975, 1975. # Rp. Ch.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1976, Designing a Work Organisation, All-India Management Association, New
Delhi, India. Cited in Dayal 1977. Can’t locate in NYC. Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1976, “Cultural Factors in Designing Performance Appraisal System,” Vikalpa,
IIM, Ahmedabad, India, April 1976, 1(2):59-68. The current evaluation system in Indian
organizations is a failure. Managers have a deep reluctance to confront employees with negative
feedback out of a fear of not being universally liked. Counseling programmes are a failure for
the same reason. Deference and loyalty to authority leads to a need to be accepted by that
authority. Such social norms are not unique to India and exist in industrialized countries as well.
Appraisal systems must fit the culture or be rejected. (SRC Industrial Relations and Human
Resources, Delhi.) Cited in Virmani and Guptan 1991. See Dayal 1969. NYPL SIBL JLM 791175 v. 1- 1976- . Misc. PJ.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1976, Research and Consulting in Management: focus on human systems, AllIndia Management Association, New Delhi, India, 99 pages. The first half of this book is
reprints of three articles (Dayal 1973, 1972, 1972) and a 1975 conference paper on research. The
second half, on consulting, appears to be written just for this book. Managements in India had
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relatively fewer consultants to draw upon. O.D. consulting to bring about planned change in an
organization was based on the behavioural sciences. Designing work, role behavior, and rolerelationships were necessary for the system to be effective. Consulting interventions went
through four stages: start, planning, analyzing, and stabilizing. How businesses can utilize a
consultant to become self-reliant. Refs at end of each chapter. No index. Cited Brown 1960;
Brown & Jaques 1965; Jaques 1952; Newman 1973; Blauner 1964; Dayal 1969, 1970, 1971,
1975; WF Whyte 1959; TK Das 1971. SIBL os JLD 78-673. # Rp. Bk.
Dayal, Ishwar, Kuldeep Mathur, and Mohit Bhattacharya, 1976, District Administration: a
survey for reorganization, Macmillan Co. of India, Delhi, India, 91 pages. Slight citations: W.
Brown 1971 and D. Newman 1973. Clio Lehman Lib. JS7008 .D287. W. Bk.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1977 (© 1976), Change in Work Organisation: some experiences of renewal in
social systems, Concept Pub. Co., Delhi, India, 166 pages. Case. Most of this book draws on
Jaques’ and Brown’s experience at Glacier Metal on roles, prescribed and discretionary elements
Cited in Virmani and Guptan 1991. of tasks, and the total company system, which Dayal called
Role Analysis Technique (R.A.T.). Describes three consulting interventions to reorganize the
Centre for the Study of Administration (CSA), the State Bank of India (See Dayal and Sharma
1971), and KP Engineering (Chapter 5 is his 1968 JABS article, “Operation KPE: Developing a
New Organization.”) These insights are combined with Kahn and Rosenthal 1964,
Organisational Stress (see ftnt. p. 136). Clio Lehman Lib. HD31 .D335. Rp. Bk.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1981, "Concept of Man in Management," Economic and Political Weekly,
Bombay, India, May 30, 16(22):M81-M87. The author discusses the concept of man in
management under three broadly identifiable hypotheses: the Rabble, the Social Man, and the
Complex Man. The Rabble hypothesis regards man as an instrument for action - to be secured
either through coercion or inducements. "More than any other, (this) is generally accepted
among the managerial ranks in India and other developing countries." According to the Social
Man hypothesis recognition plays a greater role in influencing performance than do physical
conditions (corporate welfare programmes of humane work environment is created). The
Complex Man hypothesis draws upon psychology, sociology, anthropology, political science,
economics, and history to identify the propelling inner motives and the resulting response
patterns of man (including socio-technical systems and contingency theory). Thus, managers
have to understand human behaviour in addition to knowing what needs to be done in a given
situation. Latter concept of man has yet to secure management's acceptance. # Misc. PJ.
Dayal, Ishwar, et al, 1981, Managing Large Organisations: a comparative study in a developing
country, All India Management Association, New Delhi, India, 211 pages. Seven authors who
taught at Uni. of Lagos. Five case studies of managements of large organizations in Nigeria,
three managed by Nigerians and two by international expatriates. Commentary, analysis and
implications for firms, managers and employees. Cited in Ahmad 1983. Cited Brown 1971,
Jaques 1956, 1976. (Contrast with Michael O. Ojo, PhD 2001, Organizational Ineffectiveness: A
case study of Nigeria’s Ajaokuta Steel Company, Walden Uni. Unrelated.) (Other authors: S. A.
Bello, A. M. Fapohunda, T. Fashoyin, I. C. Imosili, C. N. S. Nambudiri, M. S. Saiyadain.)
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NYPL HUM Genl Res JLD 85-2349 (SASB). COPY pages noted (Ch 8). See Nambudiri and
Saiyadain 1978. Rp. Bk.
Dayal, Ishwar, and Amrit Kala Dayal, 1983, Organisation For Management In Developing
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Management Review, SMR Forum, Cambridge, MA, US, Fall83, 25(1):57-60. Most important
management problems have not been solved by automation. If interested, a top manager should
get a personal computer and, provided it is not used to harass operating managers, the computer
will do no harm and it may be useful for certain things. Important information required by top
managers can best be supplied by staff. It is not necessary for a manager to query a computer
directly. In fact, the greatest impact of the personal computer will be on managers of small
businesses. Jaques not cited. Baruch, City Coll., Htr Mn. At HBS. # Misc. Pro.
Dearden, John, 1987, “Measuring Profit Center Managers,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, Sept.-Oct., p. 84-88. ROI is the wrong way to measure how well profit center managers
perform. They have no control over swings in industry volume and should not have to answer
for them. Budgets are annual but managers operate on longer time spans. ROI is demoralizing.
They are accountable only for what they control. Compare with his 1968 & 1969 articles. See
Kaplan 1984. ~ Rp. Pro. *****
Dearden, John, and Robert N. Anthony (Anthony was first author), 1965-1992, Management
Control Systems, Irwin, Homewood, IL. Various editions. Both authors at Harvard. Seven
editions of this classic B-school managerial accounting textbook. Dearden inserted consideration
of time span of the task, discretion, control (accountability), early warning, and matching the
performance appraisal to the time span of the task. Anthony, in other works written with other
authors, did not include any aspects of Jaques’ theory. ~
Deary, Ian J., 2001, “Individual Differences in Cognition: British contributions over a century,”
British Journal of Psychology, British Psychological Society, London and Leicester, UK,
Feb2001, 92(1):217-237. Focus was on Spearman, C. Burt, and P. E. Vernon. This review of
the intelligence field did not include Jaques, time-span, or levels of complexity of information
processing. Jaques is forgotten or ignored by this group. The author’s conclusion was that, after
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a century of effort, ‘the study of intelligence looks promising.’ (Sure.) Alt. PJ.
Deary, Ian J., Alexander Weiss, and G. David Batty, 2010, “Intelligence and Personality as
Predictors of Illness and Death: How Researchers in Differential Psychology and Chronic
Disease Epidemiology Are Collaborating to Understand and Address Health Inequalities,”
Psychological Science in the Public Interest, APS, US, August 2010, 11(2):53-79. We provide
an overview of major and recent research on the associations between intelligence and
personality traits and health outcomes. These outcomes include mortality from all causes,
specific causes of death, specific illnesses, and others, such as health-related behaviors.
Intelligence and personality traits are significantly and substantially (by comparison with
traditional risk factors) related to all of these outcomes. Intelligence and personality differences
are possible causes of later health inequalities. Different types of medical interventions may be
needed to reduce each of these risks. [Ref. by T. Owen Jacobs, 8-11]. # Misc. PJ.
de Beer, Hannes, 1998, Development Paradigms: from paternalism to managing diversity,
Knowledge Resources, Randburg, So. Af. (Professor J.J. De Beer at U. Pretoria.) Referred to
Jaques’ approach to explain why economic development may be slower in developing countries.
Afrocentric people have been observed to do very well starting small businesses but have
difficulty at Strata II and IV, which seems to be due to cultural influences and may hinder
development of large, modern businesses. This has not yet been tested empirically. In U.P.
library. See R. Mauer 2000. Rp. Bk.
De Board, Robert, 1990, The Psychoanalysis of Organizations: Psychoanalytic Approach to
Behaviour in Groups and Organizations, Routledge, UK, 160 p. [earlier edn. 1978, Tavistock.]
Although Jaques would object, De Board shows a full and solid grasp of RO concepts. Requisite
organizations facilitate the formation of relationships based on mutual trust and confidence.
They are essentially open systems where work. On the other hand, anti-requisite organizations
hinder and prevent the formation of normal relationships and are in fact `paranoiagenic', that is,
they create envy, hostile rivalry, etc. [See 1978 edn. p. 121. Cited Jaques 1955 in support of
Crozier 1963 on the organizational “vicious circle” dynamic which prevented learning - per
Alman 1988.] Cited Kurt Lewin, Melanie Klien, NTL, Jaques 1989. Rp. Bk.
Debruyne, Marion, Ruud T. Frambach, and Rudy Moenaert, 2010, "Using the Weapons You
Have: The Role of Resources and Competitor Orientation as Enablers and Inhibitors of
Competitive Reaction to New Products," Journal of Product Innovation Management, WileyBlackwell, UK, Mar2010, 27(2):161-178. DOI: 10.1111/j.1540-5885.2010.00708.x. ISSN:
07376782. A quasi-experiment with the Markstrat business game as an empirical setting. The
results showed that resources possess a dual, and opposing, role in influencing competitive
reaction to new products. On the one hand, resources enhanced decision makers' belief that they
were able to react effectively, but the presence of resources also made them less motivated to
react. The paper supported the liability-of-wealth hypothesis and the importance of
competitor orientation. Jaques not cited. At Vlerick Leuven Gent; VU University Amsterdam;
Tilburg University-TU Eindhoven; Nyenrode Business U. # MS. PJ.
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Dechant, Kathleen, 1990, “Knowing How to Learn: the ‘neglected’ management ability,”
Journal of Management Development, MCB UP Ltd., UK, Sept/Fall, 9(4):40-49. ISSN: 02621711. DOI: 10.1108/02621719010143670. Managers are, whether they realise it or not, the
architects of their own development. Self-directed learning is often overlooked or avoided in
many executive development programmes. Found the ability to learn may be the ‘most salient’
competency for leadership. No task was more important for the new leader than encouraging
and inspiring learning. Based on her Related 1989 EdD at Columbia U., TC. (Seen.) Cited in
Marquardt 2000. Clio – online since 1992. Not in NYC. In Wisser liby NYIT in Old Westbury
(?). Not seen. (She doesn't have it.) At UConn. kathleen.dechant@business.uconn.edu
Dechant@exchange.tc.columbia.edu MS. PJ.
Deci, Edward L., and Richard M. Ryan, 1987, “The Support of Autonomy and the Control of
Behavior,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, American Psychological Association,
Washington, DC, 53(6):1024-1037. ISSN: 0022-3514 (Print); 1939-1315 (Electronic). DOI:
10.1037/0022-3514.53.6.1024. (The working title of this article was “Autonomy Support Versus
Control.”) How is intentional behavior initiated and regulated? Autonomy support is associated
with more intrinsic motivation and control of behavior with extrinsic motivation. They also
present an organismic perspective for a continuum of regulation from autonomous to controlled.
Jaques not cited. (R.O. offers discretion support rather than autonomy control.) # Alt. PJ. A.
Deckop, John R., 1988, "Determinants of Chief Executive Officer Compensation," Industrial
and Labor Relations Review, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, US, Jan88, 41(2):215-226. ISSN:
00197939. Investigated correlates of CEO compensation, with emphasis on measures of firm
performance. An analysis of data from 120 firms in 1977-81 showed that, contrary to other
findings, CEOs were not given an incentive to increase the size of the firm at the expense of
profit. Rather, CEO compensation was positively related to profit as a percentage of sales. A
firm's size, whether measured by sales or employment or some other variable, is obviously a
major determinant of the complexity and responsibility of the CEO's job. Also, CEOs
recruited from outside the firm earned significantly more than internally promoted CEOs, and
both of those groups earned significantly more than CEOs who were founders of the firm (lower
'salaries'). The market equity firm value and the CEO's age and years of service as a CEO had
little effect on compensation. Cited by Rosen 1992. At Temple U. # MS. PJ. A.
Deckop, John R., Robert Mangel, and Carol C. Cirka, 1999, "Getting More Than You Pay For:
Organizational Citizenship Behavior and Pay-For-Performance Plans," Academy of Management
Journal, US, Aug1999, 42(4):420-428. 9p. ISSN:00014273. DOI:10.2307/257012. [Research
Notes.] Economic control frameworks such as agency theory start with the assumption that
employee and employer interests naturally diverge, whereas alternative control frameworks
imply that employee and employer interests are often aligned. Hypothesized that value
alignment moderated the impact of pay-for-performance on extra-role behaviors. Study of
employees in the utility industry supported this hypothesis. Pay-for-performance had a negative
impact on extra-role behaviors for employees low in value alignment but not for employees high
in value alignment. Cited Fox 1974 (BC); Mahoney & Watson 1993; Useem 1993. At Temple
U.; Neumann College. # MS. PJ. A.
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Dedoussis, Vagelis, 1995, “Simply A Question Of Cultural Barriers? The Search For New
Perspectives In The Transfer Of Japanese Management Practices,” Journal of Management
Studies, UK, Nov95, 32(6):731-745. This paper discusses the transfer of management practices
from parent companies in Japan into the operations of overseas subsidiaries. The literature
reviewed on Australia suggest that key but rather high-cost practices associated with Japanese
management including tenured employment, seniority-based remuneration, and the provision of
extensive welfare benefits are absent in overseas Japanese firms. On the other hand, relatively
low-cost practices such as internal training, internal promotion and job rotation have been
generally introduced. Therefore, the transfer is primarily affected by economic considerations
rather than socio-cultural constraints. Japanese management practices produce the emergence of
the core-peripheral workforce dichotomy at the international level. Jaques not cited. At King
Fahd U., Saudi Arabia. # MS. PJ.
Deery, Stephen, and Richard Mitchell, eds., 1999, Employment Relations: individualisation and
union exclusion: an international study, Federation Press, Leichhardt, NSW, Australia, 254 p. A
comparative anthology of industrial relations, labor unions, and collective bargaining in Great
Britain, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand. The timing of this study is important as it falls into
the period of individual contracts at Rio Tinto, 1995-2002, and the NZ law allowing them. Not
in Clio, CUNY or NYPL. In CU Law: Cellar; HD6971 .E555 1999. In Oxford; in LaTrobe.
MS. Bk.
Deery, Stephen, and Richard Mitchell, 1999, "Emergence of Individualisation and Union
Exclusion as an Employment Relations Strategy," Chapter 1 (p. 1-16) in Deery, Stephen, and
Richard Mitchell, eds., 1999, Employment Relations: individualisation and union exclusion: an
international study, Federation Press, Leichhardt, NSW, AU, 254 p. Contracts under
individualisation are not negotiated but are managerial fiats. Thery are standardized packages
individually wrapped. This has beern so in AU, NZ, and UK. These contracts lacked discretion
to the workers yet reserved it to the management. There is little evidence that individualising
employers were favourably disposed towards 'high trust' HRM policies. They appear to be
disinclined to communicate or consult with their employees or to introduce team-building or
TQM programmes. The exclusion of unions and the removal of collective bargaining processes
was more critical. Increased management control appeared to be the goal. Cited Mahoney and
Watson 1993; Hearn Mackinnon 1996, 1997. Law cases. In CU Law: Cellar; HD6971 .E555
1999. In Oxford; in LaTrobe. At Melbourne U. # MS. Ch.
Deery, Stephen, Janet Walsh, and Angela Knox, 2001, "The Non-Union Workplace in Australia:
Bleak House or Human Resource Innovator?" International Journal of Human Resource
Management, Routledge, London, UK, Jun2001, 12(4):669-683. ISSN: 09585192. DOI:
10.1080/09586190110037335. Compared the employee relations practices and outcomes of nonunion and unionized workplaces in Australia. Examined those practices to ascertain whether
non-union workplaces can best be characterized as human resource innovators or 'bleak houses'.
The data drawn from the 1995 Australian Workplace Industrial Relations Survey. The findings
suggest that non-union workplaces are distinctly less innovative in a number of their employee
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relations practices and in general have less favourable employee relations outcomes in terms of
dismissal and turnover rates. The non-union workplace is also distinguished by the
individualistic nature of its contractual, remunerative, and bargaining arrangements. (A different
view of events in AU.) Cited in Lynch 2011 PhD. At King' s College, U. London; Royal
Holloway, U. London, Egham, UK; U. Melbourne, AU. CUNY, NYPL online. # Misc. PJ.
Degen, Ronald Jean, 2009, Designing Matrix Organizations That Work: Lessons from the P&G
case, Globadvantage, Working Paper Nº 33/2009, July, online. The matrix organization concept
emerged in the early 1970s but trouble soon followed. Peters & Waterman (1982, p. 306) argued
that the matrix was too complex to work properly. Galbraith (2009, p. 10-14) explained that the
reason for the problems were that the matrix was wrongly adopted, hastily installed, and
inappropriately implemented. Adopting a matrix structure required a collaborative organization
form, proper power, and accountability distribution, complementing changes to the information
systems, planning and budgeting process, the performance evaluation and bonus system. To
illustrate the P&G front-back hybrid we used the P&G case (Piskorski & Spadini 2007). Also
cited Bryan & Joyce 2005; Davis & Lawrence 1977. At ISM Paris. # Misc. Rep.
de Juan, Aristobulo, 2003, "From Good Bankers to Bad Bankers: Ineffective supervision and
management deterioration as major elements in banking crises," Journal of International
Banking Regulation, Palgrave Macmillan Ltd., (Euromoney Institutional Investor PLC; Institute
of Advanced Legal Studies), Colchester, Essex, UK, Mar2003, 4(3):237-246. ISSN: 14654830.
This paper stresses the role, of bank management as a major element in all banking crises.
Even when the crisis has its roots in macroeconomic conditions or in unexpected changes in
government economic policy, and not initially in poor management, good bankers, when in
trouble, often become bad bankers through a series of deteriorating attitudes. The paper
analyses the causes and consequences of the mechanisms at work and presents the remedies
which can be applied to stop and reverse the deterioration of financial institutions of systems in
distress. (No footnotes.) Cited in Bassarab 2010 PhD. # Misc. PJ.
De-Juan, Oscar, and Fabio Monsalve, 2006, "Morally Ruled Behaviour: The neglected
contribution of Scholasticism ," European Journal of the History of Economic Thought,
Routledge, UK, Mar2006, 13(1):99-112. 14p. DOI: 10.1080/09672560500522827. ISSN:
09672567. In the analysis of ‘justice’ in market exchanges, the scholastic doctors made some
contributions to the theories of prices and money. But probably the most important (and
neglected) contribution lies in the domain of anthropology, i.e. in the explanation of human
nature and human behaviour. Two scholastic ideas in particular provide an alternative to the
individualist and utilitarian approach of neoclassical economics: (1) Persons are morally ruled
beings; a sense of ‘duty’ is a key element in their behaviour and; (2) Persons are social beings
both competing and cooperating to achieve certain goals. Dominant positions and privileged
information grant them special powers that should not be abused. At University of Castilla-La
Mancha, Albacete, Spain. oscar.dejuan@uclm.es ; fabio.monsalve@uclm.es. # Misc. PJ.
Dekker, Sidney W. A., 2004, Ten Questions About Human Error: a new view of human factors
and system safety, Lawrence Erlbaum, Mahwah, N.J., 219 p. Transportation accidents due to
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failures in complex systems. Human error, system error, and situation awareness are keys. Has
a direct bearing on macroergonomics and organizational design. Accountability is no longer
individual - but is it systemic? Does accountability disappear? (See failed Enron defense and
verdict, 2006.) Recommended by Samaras, 4/05. At U. of Lund, Sweden. Clio Ebooks.
Unaware of R.O., Jaques, or Deming. See Perrow. Misc. Bk.
Del Mar, Donald, 1979, "More than money motivates an engineer," Industrial Engineering,
AIIE, Norcross, GA, US, Dec. 1979, 11(12):22-26. The professional requires recognition, a
sense of accomplishment, and pride. Not in Clio. NYPL SIBL 94-720. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Delamotte, Yves, 1984, Quality of working life in international perspective, International Labour
Office, Geneva, SZ, 89 p. [Takezawa, Shin-ichi – 1976, 1982.] Not seen. CUNY Bklyn
HD6955 .D435 1984. NYPL Offsite JLE 84-2757 (SASB). Misc. Rep.
Delaney, John T., and Mark A. Huselid, 1996, “The impact of human resource management
practices on perceptions of organizational performance,” Academy of Management Journal,
Briarcliff Manor, NY, Aug 1996, 39(4):949-969. In 590 for-profit and non-profit firms from the
National Organizations Survey, researchers found positive associations between HR
management practices, such as training and staffing selectivity, and perceptual firm performance
measures. But there was no correlation on complementarities between separate HR practices.
Serious problems ensued from a single source for the data. No two prior studies measured HR
practices in the same way. (This is one source of their confused findings.) Misc. PJ. A.
Delavigne, Kenneth T, and J. Daniel Robertson, 1994, Deming’s Profound Changes, when will
the sleeping giant awaken?, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. The ‘third author’ here was
Perry Gluckman, who provided many of the key ideas for this book before he died. Links
between the concepts of Taylor and Deming are delineated. Many connections are made
showing the deep changes Deming’s philosophy will require of business and Western thinking.
Provides an intriguing and unique yet sympathetic view of Deming’s ideas. Not connected to
Jaques. (Jaques’ view of Deming’s ideas also is unique and intriguing. Would that someone
might write such a book on Jaques!) See Washbush 2002. Misc. Bk.
Delbecq, Andre L., Fremont A. Shull, Alan C. Filley, and Andrew J. Grimes, 1969, Matrix
Organization: A Conceptual Guide to Organization Variation, Wisconsin business papers: no. 2,
Bureau of Business Research and Service, Graduate School of Business, U. Wisconsin, Madison,
Wis., 28 p. (Was this a working paper?) See U. Georgia 1970 seminar, and Shull et al 1970.
(Three of these guys were there as presenters.) Garbled. Cited by Grimes and Klein 1973?
SUNY Buffalo has it: Lockwood Book Collection HD38 .M34. Misc. Pamph.
del Campo Urbano, Salustiano, 1962, "La teoría de las anticipaciones," Revista de estudios
políticos, 125(...):45-92. In Spanish. (The Theory of Anticipations.) Jiri Nehnevajsa y Albert S.
Francés el permiso para utilizarlos materiales mimeografiados del Project "Outcomes", que está
patrocinado por la «Air Force de EU>>.El autor de este trabajo agradece a los Profesores de
Sociología de la Universidad de Columbia (Nueva York). dialnet.unirioja.es # MS. PJ.
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deLeon, Linda, 1998, “Accountability in a ‘Reinvented’ Government,” Public Administration,
Royal Institute of Public Administration, Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Autumn, 76(3):539558. ‘Reinvented’ government is widely believed to mean diminished accountability. It can be
matched to public problems and agency structures. But changes in perceptions of the nature of
public problems has led to enthusiasm for non-hierarchical modes of organization. Jaques not
cited. Cited Lynn 1992; Romzek and Dubnick 1987; Dubnick and Romzek 1994; Osborne and
Gaebler 1992; Gore 1993. See Crawford 2005 PhD. At U. Colo. at Denver. # MS. PJ. A.
deLeon, Linda, 2001, “Accountability for individuating behaviors in self-managing teams,”
Organization Development Journal, Karnac Books Ltd., London, UK, Winter 2001, 19(4):7–19.
[Journal title is misspelled.] Teams avoid difficult behavior by one of their members. They ‘get
past it.’ But it is a learnable skill. (Dubious.) Jaques not cited. Cited in Langfred 2004 - 2007.
Not in NYPL. CUNY online since 2004 only. Clio Biz only. At U. Colo. Denver. # Refu. PJ.
deLeon, Peter, and Linda deLeon, 2002, “What Ever Happened to Policy Implementation? An
Alternative Approach,” Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory, Oxford U. Press,
Oxford, UK; Lawrence, KS, US, Oct 2002, 12(4):467-492. Starting with the seminal work of
Pressman and Wildavsky, policy implementation has burgeoned from a largely overlooked
interest to perhaps the policy analysis growth industry over the last thirty years. However, it has
lead to an intellectual dead end. We emphasize its basic reliance on a command (i.e., top-down)
orientation, and we argue that an alternative framework, one stressing a more democratic (i.e.,
bottom-up) approach, would be more fruitful. At U. Colorado Denver. # Alt. PJ.
DeLisi, Peter S., 1990, “Examining The Issue Of Hierarchy,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, US, May/Jun90, 68(3):215-216. Critical letter to the editor by a DEC strategist in response
to EJ 1990 article. Organizations were moving away from hierarchy toward other structures.
Included Jaques reply. [Online has only page 1.] See his 1998. City Coll. Teach. # Rp. Pro.
DeLisi, Peter S., 1998, “A Modern-Day Tragedy: The Digital Equipment Story,” Journal of
Management Inquiry, Sage, Thousand Oaks, CA, Jun 1998, 7(2):118-130. The story of DEC’s
rise and fall across several decades from the inside by a senior DEC executive and consultant. A
key turn into decline came when DEC adopted Russell Ackoff’s “democratic corporation.” (It
also destroyed Dow Corning.) But arrogance and pride also blocked recognition of the turn
downward. A case. (See T.G.I. Friday’s founder’s remedy (later Houlihan’s): Daniel R.
Scroggin/ Scoggin chapter and Alan Stillman.) See Stroll and Cashman articles on DEC. See
Ackoff. Cited Jaques, Schein, and Heifetz. # Rp. PJ.
Della Fave, L. Richard, 1980, “The Meek Shall Not Inherit the Earth: Self-Evaluation and the
Legitimacy of Stratification,” American Sociological Review, Dec80, 45(6):955-971. Stratified
social orders are maintained through a wide variety of mechanisms. I argue that both conflict and
functional theory point, at least implicitly, to the importance of the effect of unequal distribution
of resources on the development of the self, constructing my argument through application of
George Mead’s theory of the self to the case of stratification. This application is compatible with
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several lines of theorizing in social psychology, including equity and status attribution theory.
(An arm-chair analysis.) [Stratification based on psychology not by law and custom.] Cited L.
Dumont 1970/1966; Homans 1961; Walster & Walster 1975. # Misc. PJ. A.
Delle Fave, Antonella, and Marta Bassi, 2000, “The Quality of Experience in Adolescents' Daily
Lives: Developmental Perspectives,” Genetic, Social and General Psychology Monographs,
87567547, EBSCO, Aug2000, 126(3):347-367. Italian high school students (N = 120; 16-20
years of age) were tested with experience sampling. A total of 4,794 forms were gathered.
Among daily activities, studying at home, doing classwork, watching television, and having
structured leisure were selected as the focus of analysis on the basis of their frequency and
meaning in the adolescents' lives. Cited Jaques and Cason 1994, Willett 1997. Both in Milano
Italy. e-mail: antonella.dellefave @unimi.it # Rp. PJ.
Dellheim, Charles, 1987, “The Creation of a Company Culture: Cadburys, 1861-1931,”
American Historical Review, 92[Supplement](1):13-44. A reference to Jaques 1951. A winger.
W. PJ.
Delli Carpini, Michael X., and Scott Keeter, 1996, What Americans Know about Politics and
Why it Matters, Yale University Press, New Haven, CT, 397 p. We don’t have a democracy.
We have a republic. We have a representative system. Information is not like property. Thomas
Jefferson was quite correct, it can be shared without diminution. Lester Thurow was correct, one
of government’s main roles is to represent the future to the present. Cited by Helmstetter 2008.
Cited Converse 1964. CUNY Baruch, Htr Mn, GC JK 1764 .D453 1996. Teach. Misc. Bk.
UP. A.
DeLong, Thomas J., John J. Gabarro, and Robert J. Lees, 2008, “Why Mentoring Matters in a
Hypercompetitive World,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, January 2008, page 115-121.
Hypercompetition has forced professional service firm (PSF) partners to focus so much on
satisfying clients that they’ve lost the art of developing talent. Frustrated by the neglect,
associates are leaving for choicer opportunities — taking vital knowledge with them and leaving
behind empty desks that will be costly to fill. To stanch the talent hemorrhage PSFs need a
mentoring strategy tailored to today’s young professionals. Fiercely independent, achievementdriven associates distrust anything that smacks of bureaucracy. Young professionals don’t like
systems and want personal treatment. But include the “solid citizen” B players. They make up
most of the PSF’s workforce, and the firm’s success rests on them. (They put organizational
goals over personal ones because they value stability for themselves and the company.)
With fewer differentiators, competition starts to hinge on price and, to a certain degree, on
flexibility in the face of client demands — with potentially disastrous effects. SIBL & Baruch.
Misc. Pro.
DeLong, Thomas J., and Sara DeLong, 2011, “The Paradox of Excellence,” Harvard Business
Review, June 2011, 89(6):119-123. Why is it that so many smart, ambitious professionals are
less productive and satisfied than they could be? Thomas DeLong, an academic and consultant to
executives, and Sara DeLong, a psychiatrist, argue that it's often because they're afraid to
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demonstrate any sign of weakness. They're reluctant to ask important questions or try new
approaches that push them outside their comfort zones. For high achievers, looking stupid or
incompetent is anathema. So they stick to the tasks they're good at, even while the rest of the
organization may be passing them by. In short, they'd rather do the wrong thing well than do the
right thing poorly. They get stuck in this pattern/ Leaders in organizations bear some of the
blame for this type of play-it-safe mind-set. They don't always want to hear that a person is
struggling, nor do they necessarily reward risk taking, even though they might pay lip service to
innovative initiative. FEAR. Deming. At HBS; UC-SF. # Misc. Pro.
De Loo, Ivo, 2002, “The troublesome relationship between action learning and organizational
growth,” Journal of Workplace Learning, Emerald MCB, UK, 14(6):245-255. Used the four
organizations of Wilfred Brown 1960 to frame this major critique of Reg Revans' action learning
theory. Revans used ‘requisite organization’ - the way it should be - too much. Revans omitted
the hurdles. The assumed connection between individual learning and that retained by the
organization lacked managerial mechanisms to do so (Lai Hong 2001). Cited Williamson 1985,
Kolb 1984, Argote and Ingram 2000. Rp. PJ.
DeLorean, John Z., and J. Patrick Wright, 1979, On a Clear Day You Can See General Motors,
Wright Enterprises, Grosse Pointe, Mich., 237 p. The description of the Head Office - Divisional
Management relations at GM in the 1970s is priceless. Here is the anti-Requisite organization in
its lair. Head Office was worried about the thickness of the chrome on the fender of the
Chevrolet instead of the onslaught of small car competition from Japan. This is one result of
having far too many layers of managers and who have the same level of capability. This
preceded the movie Roger and Me by about a decade. Delorean later covered himself with
entrepreneurial ignominy in Ireland. He was right about GM - but they may have been right
about him too. Refu. Bk.
NOTE:

Deming’s quality theory is focused on the horizontal system and has minimal
conflict with Jaques. (See also, Crosby, Ishikawa, Juran, Miles, Goldratt.)

Deming, W. Edwards, 1950, Some Theory of Sampling, John Wiley & Sons, republished by
Dover Publications, New York, NY. Never use statistical hypothesis tests in a final test and be
wary when confidence intervals are used. See Deming 1953. Misc. Bk.
Deming, W. Edwards, 1953, “On the Distinctions between Enumerative and Analytical
Surveys,” Journal of the American Statistical Association, 48:244-55. Deming developed the
difference between static surveys and dynamic operating data. This is from Chapter 7 in
Deming 1950. See Blau 1957 article on Glacier and Jaques. MS. PJ.
Deming, W. Edwards, 1960, Sample Design in Business Research, Wiley, NY, NY, US, 517 p.
This book is a good foundation in statistical methods for B-school students in marketing, finance,
engineering, production, or operations. NYPL os Req SDC (Deming, W. E. Sample design in
business research). Clio os HA33 .D39. Misc. Bk.
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Deming, W. Edwards, 1975, “On Probability as a Basis for Action,” The American Statistician,
29:146-52. When does variation signal action, when inaction? MS. PJ.
Deming, W. Edwards, 1976, “On the Use of Judgment Samples,” Reports of Statistical
Applications, US, March 19, 1976, 23:25-31. The role of expert judgment in sample selection.
MS. PJ.
Deming, W. Edwards, 1980, “Some obstacles to improvement in quality and efficiency”,
Erfaringer fra Kvalitatsstyring i Japan, Danish Society for Quality Control, p. 87. “In the
discussion on the relationship between quality and productivity, Deming's dictum on this subject
is famous. It is, "Productivity goes up as quality goes up. This fact is well known, but only to a
select few" (Deming, 1980, p. 87)”. Quoted in Kondo 1999. See Juran 1973. Misc.
Deming, W. Edwards, 1981, “Improvement of Quality and Productivity through Action by
Management,” National Productivity Review, [continued by Journal of Organizational
Excellence since 2000], Winter 1981-82, 1(1):12-22. (The original 14 Points.) Misc.
Deming, W. Edwards, 1982, Quality, Productivity, and Competitive Position, MIT/CAES,
Cambridge, MA. An early version of Out of the Crisis. Clio os TS156 .D4 1982. Misc. Bk.
Deming, W. Edwards, 1986, Out of the Crisis, CAES/MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 507 p. The
classic on the Fourteen Points for quality. The chain reaction. Production as a system. The 14
Points. The Shewhart PDSA Cycle. The 7 Deadly Diseases. Common Causes and Special
Causes. The Red Beads. Wishful Thinking. Tampering. Downstream Improvement. Looking
Upstream: The Prairie Fire. Designing a Capable System. Managers must manage. Chief
Statistical Auditor. QQT (here only three parts). See Jay Forrester 1968 for percent of human
behavior controlled by the system. Terrible Index. Misc. Bk.
Deming, W. Edwards, 1990, “Some Notes on Hospital Management,” Journal of the Society for
Health Systems, Spring 1990, 2(1). Excerpts reprinted in Fall 2006, 10(2):2-3, Deming
Interaction, newsletter of the W. Edwards Deming Institute. A recounting of Dr. Deming’s
then-recent stay in a hospital. His record was not kept with accuracy, either as to its medical
intention or as to its medical implementation. “Why should an aide, unable to perform the task,
cancel the light [and thus the task]?” “A physician cannot change the system. A head nurse
cannot change the system.” “What have we learned? One answer: the Superintendent of the
hospital needs to learn something about supervision.” A precis of a professional organization:
massive waste, lack of authority, lack of accountability. (Note: I was a patient in a hospital in
NYC in 2006. Nothing has changed. - KCC.) Misc. PJ.
Deming, W. Edwards, 1990, Letter to Elliott Jaques, December 8. Original in possession of Bill
Ratcliff, Potomac, MD (Deming’s son-in-law). Deming described Jaques’ requisite organization
1989 as “a system.” This was Deming’s highest form of compliment. ~
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Deming, W. Edwards, 1994, The New Economics, 2nd edition, MIT/CAES Press, Cambridge,
MA. 247 p. (1st edition, 1993) [A re-casting of the theory to help managers avoid confusing the
14 Points of Quality with the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous.] The System of Profound
Knowledge: system, variation, theory of knowledge, psychology. The Red Beads. The Four
Rules of the Funnel. The Loss Function (Ishikawa). Deming adopted Jaques’ four elements of
work to describe just-in-time: QQT/R (p. 176). Described a Jaques situation on capabilitylevels (p. 44-45). Knowledge has temporal spread (p. 106). Accounting has temporal spread
(p. 139-140). The danger of divided responsibility (p. 140-142). System-person interaction
prevents appraisal on results [x + (xy) = 8] (p. 25-26). “Cureton Harris (PhD 1963 NYU)”
found only Scott Paper did not destroy its system. [Erratum: E. Cureton Harris, NYU, PhD,
1957, “Product Development as an Operation Aided by Statistical Methods.” Nothing
mentioned on Scott Paper in her PhD: Indexed! Did I see a reference to Scott Paper in the
Jaques literature - or was it Scott Bader? Ratz!] See Flood 1999. Terrible Index. MS. Bk.
Deming, W. Edwards, 1994, “The Need for Change,” The Journal for Quality and Participation,
Cincinnati, OH, Dec. 1994, 17(7):30-31. The quality of most US products has been found
wanting. Emphasis in the US is still on quantity, not quality. Quality is improved in three ways:
through innovation in design of a product or service, through innovation in processes, and
through improvement of existing processes. A necessary ingredient for improvement of quality
is the application of profound knowledge. (He’d been dead a year already.) # Misc. NJ.
Dempsey, Michael, and Chris Brewster, 2009, “On Leaving the Nunnery: management in trade
unions”, Employee Relations, Bradford, UK, 31(4):347-362. Based on 56 interviews with senior
trade union managers concluded that management is consciously understood and implemented
by trade union leaders who take their managerial roles and achieving the goals of the members
seriously. Cited Jaques. Abstract only seen. Abs # MS. PJ.
Dempsey, P. J. R., 1963, "La résistance au changement dans l'Irlande industrielle", Travail
humain, Fr., 26(1/2):5-8. In French. The major resistance forces to change in industrial Ireland
are (1) the persistence of out-moded attitudes and patterns of thinking, organisation, and action,
and (2) the comparative neglect of training and education for development. (Both employee and
employers were included here.) Cited Jaques 1951. At U.C., Cork, IR. # D. PJ.
Den Hartogh, Govert, 2004, “The Authority of Intention,” Ethics, Chicago U. Press, US,
Oct2004, 115(1):6-34. ISSN: 00141704. Decided whether three problematic kinds intentions
have coordinative rather than epistemic authority. Intentions are a guide to our future actions.
Information may change the specific action, but not its purpose. # Misc. PJ. A.
Denison, Daniel R., and Aneil K. Mishra, 1995, “Toward a Theory of Organizational Culture and
Effectiveness,” Organization Science, Mar-Apr, 6(2):204-223. Developed model of
organizational effectiveness based on four traits of organizational culture - involvement,
consistency, adaptability, and mission. Over time clarity of purpose (mission) had by far the
strongest correlation with superior financial performance of the company and lack of clarity was
most strongly correlated with poor financial performance. The two “mission” questions were:
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(7) This company has a long-term purpose and direction, and; (8) There is a shared vision of
what this organization will be like in the future. Did not cite Jaques in this article (see others by
Denison). Findings strongly supported Jaques. Cited in Ward 2011 PhD. MS. PJ. A.
WHERE?
Denison, Daniel R., Robert Hooijberg, and Robert E. Quinn, 1995, “Paradox and Performance:
Toward a Theory of Behavioral Complexity in Managerial Leadership,” Organization Science,
Institute of Management Sciences, Providence, RI, Sept-Oct., 6(5):524-540. As in Hooijberg
and Quinn 1991 they flirt with the underlying driver: cognitive complexity. Leadership must
inevitably be performed through action, not cognition, and it would thus appear to be time for
leadership researchers to begin to develop theories of behavioral as well as cognitive complexity.
The results show that the more effective executives exhibit a greater variety of leadership roles
than their less effective counterparts, and that these roles are much clearer to their subordinates.
Cited Jacques 1986. See Hooijberg 1992 Related PhD. # MS. PJ. A.
Denison, Daniel R., 1996, “What is the Difference between Organizational Culture and
Organizational Climate? A Native's Point of View on a Decade of Paradigm Wars,” The
Academy of Management Review, July, 21(3):619-654. This is an intellectual history since the
early 1980s. Jaques played a part in starting it - in 1951. Cited Jaques 1951. D. PJ. A.
Dennis, Pascal, 2001, “Hoshin Planning - beyond strategic vision (part 1),” Canadian Machinery
and Metalworking, Toronto, ON, CA, May 2001, 96(4):23. Hoshin kanri literally means
"strategic policy deployment." There are also vivid metaphorical meanings including: a
"compass, or shiny metal," and "ship in a storm going in the right direction." (As opposed to
sinking.) Hoshin planning attacks the most elusive waste of all - that of knowledge, experience
and creativity. The enduring popularity of Dilbert suggests knowledge waste is epidemic in
North America. Knowledge waste can create apathetic, alienated workers going through the
motions. See Leibenstein 1966. Misc. Pro.
Dennis, Pascal, 2006, Getting the Right Things Done, Lean Enterprise Institute (LEI),
Cambridge, MA, 232 p. A work on hoshin kanri in the form of a novel, with workbook. It tells
of a fictional firm which must improve to compete and must meet new customer demands.
(Toyota is not ‘lean.’ The book may be limited.) (See online review.) Not in CUNY, NYPL,
Clio. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Denrell, Jerker, and James G. March, 2001, “Adaptation as Information Restriction: The Hot
Stove Effect,” Organization Science, Informs, Sep.-Oct. 2001, 12(5):523-538. Individuals and
social systems are often portrayed as risk averse and resistant to change. Such propensities are
characteristically attributed to individual, organizational, and cultural traits such as risk aversion,
uncertainty-avoidance, discounting and an unwillingness to change. Explored an alternative
interpretation of such phenomenon. It is shown how the reproduction of successful actions
inherent in adaptive processes, such as learning and competitive selection and reproduction,
results in a bias in favor of reliable alternatives and the status quo. Alternatives that initially do
poorly are avoided. Small, short-run, and successful samples are favored. (Compared to the cat
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who once sat on a hot stove. Better compared to Mme. Organza or Honda.) MS. PJ. A.
Denrell, Jerker, Christina Fang, and Daniel A Levinthal, 2004, “From T-Mazes to Labyrinths:
Learning from Model-Based Feedback,” Management Science, Linthicum, Oct 2004,
50(10):1366-1378. Many organizational actions need not have any immediate consequence
but set the stage for subsequent actions that bring the organization toward some actual payoff.
Learning in such settings poses the challenge of credit assignment (Minsky 1961), that is, how to
assign credit for the overall outcome of a sequence of actions to each of the antecedent actions.
To explore the process of learning in such contexts, we create a formal model in which the actors
develop a mental model of the value of stage-setting actions as a complex problem-solving task
is repeated. Because of the interdependence of intelligent action when a sequence of actions
must be identified, however, organizational knowledge is relatively fragile. As a consequence,
employee turnover is very destructive of the organization’s near-term performance. (Wow.
Brown owned the firm!) MS. PJ. A.
Denrell, Jerker, Niklas Arvidsson, and Udo Zander, 2004, “Managing Knowledge in the Dark:
An Empirical Study of the Reliability of Capability Evaluations,” Management Science,
Linthicum, Nov 2004, 50(11):1491-1503. If knowledge is to be managed and transferred, it is
essential that members of organizations know and agree on where capabilities reside. Few
studies, however, have examined the difficulties of evaluating capabilities in large multinational
firms. Evaluation of these capabilities is a complex task. The median interrater correlation for
capabilities designated as strategic by top management is only 0.28. Analysis of the
determinants of reliability show that the difference in evaluations is largest for subsidiaries
managers know less about, for younger subsidiaries, and for subsidiaries in less important
markets. The results of our empirical study have important implications for creating, retaining,
and transferring knowledge in organizations. See Martin de Holan 2004. MS. PJ. A.
Denrell, Jerker, 2005, “Selection Bias and the Perils of Benchmarking,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, Apr 2005, 83(4):114-119. To find the secrets of business success, what
could be more natural than studying successful businesses? In fact, nothing could be more
dangerous, because this falls into the classic statistical trap of selection bias. To discover what
makes a business successful managers should look at both successes and failures. Fortunately,
economists have developed relatively simple tools that can correct for selection bias even when
data about failed companies are hard to come by. (Sure, and the tooth-fairy always comes.
Deming said as much.) At Stanford. Misc. Pro.
Densten, Iain Leonard, 1997, Leadership and its relationship to burnout, Ph.D., thesis in
Psychology, Dept. of Management, Monash University, Melbourne, Vic., AU, 426 p. [D413.1 is
at 'Offsite Store.' MicroFiche 2475/3529 is at Monash University Australia, location 'Matheson
Library Music Multimedia: Microform.'] Published as an article in 2003: “Senior Police
Leadership: Does Rank Matter?” Policing, Bradford, UK, 26(3):400-418. Studied the Victoria
Police Force administration at the state level in AU. See Goldman PhD 1999 re Baltimore MD
USA police department. Cited Jacobs & Jaques 1988, 1990. See PhDs.
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Densten, Iain L., and James Sarros, 1997, "Re-thinking transformational leadership factors,"
Caulfield East, Vic., AU, 8 p. Monash University, Faculty of Business & Economics,
Melbourne. Working Paper 59/97. Monash SQ 658.4092/74. Not seen. Ru.
Densten, Iain L., 1998, “Is management-by-exception a single factor?”, Caulfield East, Vic., AU,
10 p. Working Paper 22/98. Monash University, Faculty of Business & Economics, Melbourne.
Monash SQ 363.2068. Not seen. Ru.
Densten, Iain, and Judy H. Gray, 2002, “Leadership Applications - Organizational
Effectiveness,” Monash U. Working Paper, AU, 44 p. Quinn’s competing values cited nine
times. Hooijberg cited. Jacobs and Jaques 1987, 1990. Cited Lewis and Jacobs 1992; Jaques
1976, 1991; Phillips and Hunt 1992; Hunt, Dodge & Wong 2000; McGee, Jacobs, Kilcullan &
Barber 2000; Mumford & Zacarro 2000a, 2000b; Zacarro cited four times. (Draft - publication
expected: see 2005.) Judy.Gray@education.monash.edu.au emailed her 3-11-09. (She
forwarded a copy of her response to him at U. Lancaster in UK. No response.) Ru.
Densten, Iain L., 2003, “Senior Police Leadership: Does Rank Matter?” Policing, Bradford, UK,
26(3):400-418. Examined the leadership in the top levels or ranks of an Australian police
organization. Sampled 480 senior police on leadership behaviors of the person they directly
reported to, using the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire. Each rank of senior officers had
unique sets of leadership behaviors. Stratified System Theory (SST) was used to explore why
each rank had unique combinations of predictors. Discussed the multilevel issues of leadership
and the importance of considering rank. Literati Winning Paper Award. From his 1997 Monash
PhD. Cited Jaques, Jacobs, Lewis, J.G. Hunt, Zaccaro and most of ARI. See Goldman 1999
PhD for police dept. of Baltimore, MD, USA. Monash PhD 1997. Then at UNSW-ADFA in
Canberra. 2009 at U. Lancaster in UK. Reference: www.centrex.police.uk # Rp. PJ.
Dent, Eric B., and Susan Galloway Goldberg, 1999, “Challenging ‘Resistance to Change,’” The
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, Sage, NTL, Thousand Oaks, CA, USA, March 1999,
35(1):25-41. This article examines the origins of one of the most widely accepted mental models
that explained organizational behavior: the idea that there is resistance to change and that
managers must overcome it. This mental model, held by employees and managers at all levels,
interferes with successful change implementation. The authors trace the emergence of the term
‘resistance to change’ to Kurt Lewin, who introduced the term as a systems concept, as a force
affecting managers and employees equally. Because the terminology, but not the context, was
carried forward, later uses increasingly cast the problem as a psychological concept,
personalizing the issue as employees versus managers. Letting go of the term will make way for
more useful models of change dynamics. Jaques not cited, nor was Menzies. Agreed with
Jaques 1995. From Dent 1997 Related PhD. At GWU. (First of three articles. See Krantz
1999b, and Dent and Goldberg 1999c.) CUNY Grad Ctr. Percls. Refu. PJ. A.
Krantz, James, 1999, “Comment on ‘Challenging ‘Resistance to Change’,” The Journal
Of Applied Behavioral Science, Sage, NTL, Thousand Oaks, CA, USA, March 1999,
35(1):42-44. Objected to the use of management textbooks as a major source for the
ideas. The ideas as psychological concepts had become ‘corrosive and destructive.’
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Immediately followed Dent and Goldberg 1999a. At TRIAD Consulting Group. (Second
of three articles.) ~
Dent, Eric B., and Susan Galloway Goldberg, 1999, “‘Resistance to Change’: A
Limiting Perspective,” The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, Sage, NTL, Thousand
Oaks, CA, USA, March 1999, 35(1):45-47. No abstract available. Resistance is due to
fear of loss (e.g. of status) not fear of the unknown. The two fears are quite distinct.
Immediately followed Krantz 1999b. (Third of three articles.) ~
Dent, Eric, and Edward Powley, 1999, "Administrative Science Quarterly: Canary of Worldview
Shift?" chapter 44 (p. 259-264) in Castell, Adrian M., et al, ed., 1999, Synergy Matters: Working
With Systems in the 21st Century, Kluwer Academic/Springer, NY, NY, 104 chapters, 657 p.
(Proceedings, 6th Conference of UK Systems Society.) Reported shift is from TWV (traditional
world view) toward an emerging world view (EWV). TWV embraces linear causation,
competition, objective observation, and reductionism (analytics). EWV embraces holism,
mutual causation, perspectival observation, and cooperation. Managers who hold to the differing
world view will have very different approaches to learning, leadership, strategic planning,
performance appraisal, organization structure, problem-solving, and communication. 1957 and
1997 articles were coded and compared. There is very little evidence of such a shift on the pages
of this leading journal. Cited Jacobs & Jaques 1987. From Dent 1997 Related PhD. Not in
NYPL. CUNY Bklyn T58.6 .S843 1999. MS. Ch.
Dent, Eric B., 1999, “Complexity Science: a Worldview Shift,” Emergence, Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, NJ, 1999, 1(4):5-19, (AN 3348941). Complexity science takes an emerging world
view of mutual causality, feedback, holism, etc., toward research, study, perspective - as opposed
to a traditional world view that assumes reductionism, analysis, objective observation, linear
causation, and entity as a unit of analysis. Incremental problem solving is too narrow to
encompass the complexity of the causes. Cited J&J 1987, WED 1986, Gall 1977, Ackoff 1981,
Capra 1982, Wilber 1995. See Dent PhD 1997 GWU, not herein. MS. PJ.
Dent, Eric B., 2005, “The Observation, Inquiry, and Measurement Challenges Surfaced by
Complexity Theory,” chapter 15 (p. 253-268) in Richardson, Kurt A., 2005, Managing
Organizational Complexity: Philosophy, Theory and Application, IAP - Information Age Pub.,
Greenwich, Conn, 571 p. Managing the complex; v. 1. Complexity theory looks not just at the
object but at its shadows. The focus of inquiry should be on pattern identification. But as Ken
Wilber points out (2000) with people we need their help to look inside - and they may be lying or
misremembering. Dent identifies two methods that reflect the interior while sidestepping the
falsification problem: McClelland’s use of the TAT (1953, 1961) [Jaques worked with TAT in
WWII] and Jaques’s method for determining the individual’s complexity of mental processes
(1994). Dent is dean of the school of business at UNC-Pembroke. Email: eric.dent@uncp.edu.
Not in CUNY. Clio Bus HD58.9 .M36 2005. SIBL JBE 05-1330. # Rp. Ch.
Denton, D. Keith, and Barry L. Wisdom, 1989, “Shared Vision,” Business Horizons, Indiana U.,
July-Aug., p. 67-69. The vision must be shared by the CEO with the employees. They must buy
in and identify with it – and with the CEO. How Jack Stack did it at SRC and the CEOs of L.L.
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Bean, American Airlines, and Hallmark. Focus everyone on positive, collective goals. Listen to
suggestions. Give everyone respect and create trust. At SW MO. State U. # Misc. PJ.
Denton, D. Keith, 1998, "Blueprint for the Adaptive Organization," Creativity and Innovation
Management, Blackwell, UK, June, 7(2):83-92. ISSN: 0963-1690. Viewpoint. Chaos theory
indicates that most outcomes from systems are unpredictable and uncontrollable both in life and
in business. It is therefore very important that firms know what they can and cannot control.
The first strategic question to ask is – Where should this organization be in 10 years? But the
need for adaptability is paramount- at least one mid-course reality check and correction - will be
needed. The number of internal connections per executive member is the first sign of
adaptability. 10 is ideal: higher or lower leads toward rigidity. Continual feedback from the
environment is necessary – how are we doing? Systems collapse not from rules, but because of
central control. Leaders must find the simplest rules for the members of the organization to
follow. This leads to the implementation of complex actions from simple rules. Warning: Do
NOT make a major change in a stable environment: you are asking for trouble. Jaques not cited.
Cited in Goldman-Schuyler and Branagan 2003. At SW Mo. U. # MS. PJ.
Department of the Army, 1992, Leadership and Command on the Battlefield, TRADOC-P; 525100-1, Fort Monroe, Va., Dept. of the Army, Headquarters, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
Command, 1992. Supt. of Docs., U.S. G.P.O., [1993]. General Maxwell Thurman had left
TRADOC by this time. NYPL SIBL READEX Microfiche D 101.22/22:525-100-1. Rp.
Pamph.
Department of the Army, 1999, Army Leadership: Be, Know, Do, FM 22-100, Washington, DC.
These earlier publications were subsumed within this one: FM 22-101, FM 22-102, FM 22-103.
Field Manual 22-100. The US Army’s manual on leadership, incorporating Jacobs & Jaques
1990. (See Paparone 2004.) (Leadership and Command at Senior Levels, FM 22-103: 1987
edition may have been written by Jacobs and Jaques.) Excerpted in Leader to Leader, Drucker
Foundation, Fall 2002, No. 26. (See also: L2L, Winter 2002, No. 23, p. 48.) Not publicly
distributed. Cited in Thurgood 2008 PhD. Rp. Pamph.
Department of Health and Social Security, 1970, National Health Service – The Future Structure
of the National Health Service, (Crossman Green Paper), H.M.S.O., London, UK. Cited in
Harrison 1988; Foren and Brown 1971. Rp. Rep.
Department of Health and Social Security, 1972, Management Arrangements for the
Reorganized National Health Service, H.M.S.O., London, UK, 174 p. Report of the
Management Study Steering Committee, chairman: Sir Philip Rogers (a.k.a. the ‘Grey Book’ or
the ‘Rogers Report’). This was the official implementation plan for reorganizing the NHS.
Written by department civil servants. (It came from a civil service working party that also
included Jaques, Rowbottom, and some McKinsey consultants [per R.R., 2005].) Cited in
Harrison 1988. Brunel Lib has it. (See White Paper, 1972.) Rp. Rep.
Department of Health and Social Security, 1983, Health Care and Its Costs: the Development of
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the National Health Service in England, H.M.S.O., London, UK. (Is this the Griffiths Report?)
Cited in Harrison 1988. Misc. Rep.
de Pontbriand, Rene J., Laurel E. Allender, and Francis J. Doyle, III, 2008, “Temporal
Regulation and Temporal Cognition: Biological and Psychological Aspects of Time Stress,”
chapter 8 (p. 143-162) in Hancock, Peter A., and James L. Szalma, eds., 2008, Performance
Under Stress, Ashgate Pub., Aldershot, UK, 389 p. Noted humans sense there are three types of
time: the biological, the psychological, and clock-driven time. In war internal time gets jammed
by shorter, external time requirements. Looked at processing time compression as a cause of
incompetence and confusion. The need to design that time into the human-system processes.
(But that’s what war is all about, isn’t it?) Don’t cite Jaques or TSD. Misc. Ch.
DePuy, William E., General, U.S. Army retired, 1988, “How to Win the Battle and Live,” Army
Magazine, August, p. 28. Excerpted, page xxii, in Jaques, Elliott, and Stephen D. Clement,
1991, Executive Leadership, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, and Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA. Cited by
Jaques in Social Power and the CEO on p. 126 [This cite is DePuy p. 28, not p. 47.] Not in
NYPL, Not in Clio. [Can Tom M. get a copy? Is it at NDU?] MS. NJ.
Derakhshan, Foad, and Kamal Fatehi, 1985, “Bureaucracy as a Leadership Substitute: A Review
of History,” Leadership and Organisation Development Journal, MCB Publications, Emerald
online, Bradford, UK, 6(4):13-16. Was Max Weber’s (1864-1920) bureaucracy a substitute for
the most scarce organizational resource – the leader? Or was it an attempt to ensure the longterm survival of the political system independent of the leader? Bismark’s Reich grew out of the
revolutions of 1848, but was dependent on his charisma. It would not outlast him for long. To
Weber, the rigidity of a bureaucracy of fixed positions was a strong substitute for a fragile
leadership. (Weber designed the Weimar constitution in 1919. It failed.) Misc. PJ.
Derber, Milton, 1963, “Worker Participation in Israeli Management,” Industrial Relations,
Berkeley, CA, October 1963, 3(1):51-72. Noted Glacier Metal’s Works Council Plan reconciled
and integrated employee participation and management without blurring either the managers or
the union. Cited Jaques 1951 and Brown 1960. (Same issue of I.R. as: Haire, Ghiselli and
Porter; J. S. Adams; and Lawler and Porter.) Not in Htr Mn. # Rp. PJ. A.
Derber, Milton, 1970, “Crosscurrents in Workers Participation,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley,
CA, Feb., 9(2):123-136. Cited the Brown 1960 (1965) foreword by Eric L. Trist noted that the
Glacier Metal experience failed to produce the 'hoped-for results' (p. 23). [Who’s ‘hoped-for
results’? British lefties? STSers? Tavvy?] CUNY Baruch, City. NYPL. # Cr. PJ. A.
DeRose, Chris, and Noel M. Tichy, 2008, “Leadership Judgment: Without It Nothing Else
Matters,” Leader to Leader, Wiley, Spring, 2008(48):26-32. ISSN: 10878149. The good
judgment of the leader is one of those ineffable qualities that everyone seeks yet is remarkably
difficult to define. There were three phases of a judgment process: its preparation, the call, and
its execution. By looking at judgment as a process, leaders can also acknowledge when they have
made a mistake and try to fix errors in the process. Not in NYPL. [Got ch. 2009.] CUNY Htr
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Mn. # Misc. PJ.
DeRue, D. Scott, and Ned Wellman, 2009, "Developing leaders via experience: The role of
developmental challenge, learning orientation, and feedback availability," Journal of Applied
Psychology, APA, July 2009, 94(4):859-875. doi: 10.1037/a0015317. Hypotheses were
developed linking leadership skill development to features of the experience (developmental
challenge), person (learning orientation), and context (feedback availability). Based on 225 onthe-job experiences of 60 managers, the results demonstrate a pattern of diminishing returns.
However, feedback availability can offset the diminishing returns of development. Cited Jacobs
& Jaques 1987; G. Miller 1956; Misumi & Mannari 1985; Kanfer & Ackerman 1989; Mumford
et al 1999, 2000, 2007; Nicholls 1976; Zaccaro et al 2000, 2001. At U. Mich. # W. PJ. A.
Desai, Mihir A., 2012, "The Incentive Bubble," Harvard Business Review, Boston, Mass., US,
March 2012, p. 124-133. Wd Cnt: 4745. ISSN: 00178012. The past three decades have seen
American capitalism quietly transformed by a single, powerful economic idea -- that financial
markets are a suitable tool for measuring performance and structuring compensation. These
changes have contributed significantly to the twin crises of modern American capitalism:
repeated governance failures and rising income inequality. Financial capital is being
misallocated, real capital is being misallocated, and human capital is being misallocated, to a
disturbing degree. The current system is rewarding luck rather than ability and short-term rather
than long-term. Boards of Directors have to do the hard work of holding CEOs accountable and
paying them accordingly. Jaques not cited. At HBS. Also see web-blog. # Misc. Pro.
DeSanctis, Gerardine, and Marshall Scott Poole, 1994, “Capturing the Complexity in Advanced
Technology Use: Adaptive Structuration Theory,” Organization Science, May, 5(2):121-147.
Authors propose a new theoretical approach, Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST), to examine
the change process from two vantage points: the structures offered by a new information
technology and the social structures that emerge as people adapt to it in use. Conducted a multilevel examination of Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS). An interesting and potentially
valuable approach to vertical-horizontal structural issues along temporal lines. See Maznevski
and Chudoba 2000. # MS. PJ. A.
Desmarais, Laura Burris, and Paul R. Sackett, 1993, “Investigating a cognitive complexity
hierarchy of jobs,” Journal of Vocational Behavior, Academic Press, Orlando, Fla., Dec.,
43(3):279-297. The construct validity of the Occupational Aptitude Patterns Map (OAP Map),
an occupational classification system based on ability requirements, was investigated by placing
the positions held by a large, nationally representative sample of full-time employed, young,
civilian adults into the classification system. The patterns of characteristics exhibited by these
young adults were examined to determine whether the patterns coincided with those predicted by
a relevant theory of job aptitude requirements. The results largely supported the structure of the
OAP Map. The results indicated that the OAP Map captured differences across jobs in their
requirements for general cognitive ability, although the overlap across job clusters is large. The
OAP Map differentiated jobs also on the basis of their requirements for specific abilities (e.g.,
scientific/ mechanical ability), once the effects for general cognitive ability requirements are
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taken into account. Cited Burris (Desmarais) 1990 Related PhD; Spaeth 1979. At U. Ill. at
Chicago; Industrial Relations Center, U. Minn. # MS. PJ.
Dess, Gregory G., and Joseph C. Picken, 2000, "Changing Roles: Leadership in the 21st
Century," Organizational Dynamics, AMACOM, US, Winter, 28(3):18-34. "As the strategic
emphasis shifts from the efficient management of mass markets and tangible assets to innovation
and the effective utilization of knowledge and human capital resources, organizations and their
leaders must also change." Not smarter. "Firms increasingly must rely on the knowledge, skills,
experience, and judgment of all their people." [Emphasis in original.] Discretion. Referred to –
Kotter 1990; Pearson 1989; Hitt, Keats & DeMarie in AME (not herein); Hamel & Prahalad 1994
(article herein, bk not). Cited in Marion & Uhl-Bien 2007. # MS. PJ.
Detert, James R., and Ethan R. Burris, 2007, “Leadership Behavior and Employee Voice: Is the
Door Really Open?” Academy of Management Journal, US, Aug2007, 50(4):869-884. DOI:
10.5465/AMJ.2007.26279183. We investigate the relationships between two types of changeoriented leadership (transformational leadership and managerial openness) and subordinate
improvement-oriented voice in a two-phase study. Findings from 3,149 employees and 223
managers in a restaurant chain indicate that openness is more consistently related to voice. This
relationship is mediated by subordinate views of the risks of speaking up. Leadership behaviors
have the strongest impact on the voicebehavior of the best-performing employees. [Those
with suggestions.] Jaques not cited. At Cornell U.; U. Texas at Austin. # MS. PJ. A.
Detert, James R., and Amy C. Edmondson, 2007, “Why Employees Are Afraid to Speak,”
Harvard Business Review, May2007, 85(5):23-25. Researchers interviewed approximately 200
employees of all levels at a company. Half of the employee respondents said they felt it was not
safe to challenge traditional ways of doing things. They were most fearful to speak about
creative ways to improve products, processes, or performance. People often kept quiet. The
findings suggest firms should make employees feel safe enough to speak up. # Misc. Pro.
Detert, James D., and Timothy G. Pollock, 2008, “Values, Interests, and the Capacity to Act:
Understanding Professionals' Responses to Market-Based Improvement Initiatives in Highly
Institutionalized Organizations,” The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science(JABS), NTL, June
2008, 44(2):186-214. doi: 10.1177/0021886308314901 This was a comparative case study of
teachers' behavioral and cognitive reactions to the implementation of Total Quality Management
(TQM) in two U.S. high schools to explore professionals' reactions to change in a highly
institutionalized environment. Personal interests and capacity issues limited the implementation
of the changes. Findings suggest changes became cognitively institutionalized in neither school
despite different levels of coercion from above. Jaques not cited. At Cornell U. # Refu. PJ.
Detert, James R., and Linda K. Treviño, 2010, “Speaking Up to Higher-Ups: How Supervisors
and Skip-Level Leaders Influence Employee Voice,” Organization Science, INFORMS, US,
Jan/Feb2010, 21(1):249-270. Trevino. The existence and activities of skip-level leaders (MOR
and up) are very important to ensuring employee voice. We conducted 89 interviews in a hightech multinational corporation with employees at multiple levels. Informants referred to "skip-
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level leaders," those leaders two to five levels above themselves, as reasons to view voice as
risky or futile nearly as often as they referred to immediate bosses. Which skip-level leaders
were most critical to employee voice perceptions depended on which leaders had the power to
handle strategic contingencies and to resolve key uncertainties. Cited Jacobs & Jaques 1986; J.
Hunt 1991; Zaccaro et al 2001: Detert and Burris 2007. At Cornell U., &Penn State U. # Rp.
PJ. A.
Despres, Charles, and Jean-Marie Hiltrop, 1995, “Human resource management in the
knowledge age: Current practice and perspectives on the future”, Employee Relations, MCB UP,
Bradford, UK, 17(1):9-23. Knowledge is now a critically important resource in contemporary
business organizations. "Traditional models of compensation objectify human activity to such an
extent that Nonaka's ' [1991] ...tacit and often highly subjective insights, intuitions, and hunches
of individual employees...' would be assigned the status of irrelevances." (Yes.) # MS. PJ.
Descartes, Réné, 1637, Discours de la Méthode. [Perhaps Lord Kelvin’s famous remark of the
19th century on numeracy was aimed at this one of the 17th.] (Quoted by Stafford Beer in
Decision and Control, 1966, in the 20th century at the head of chapter eight, p. 142, “The Formal
Languages.”):
Un enfant instruit en arithmétique, ayant fait une addition suivant ses régles, se peut
assurer d’avour trouvé, touchant la somme qu’il examinait, tout ce que l’espirit
humain saurait trouver.
A child instructed in arithmetic, who has made an addition according to the rules, can
feel quite sure that - as far as that sum goes - he has found out everything that it lies
within the human genius to discover. ~
de Swarte, Thibault, 1998, “Psychoanalysis and management: the strange meeting of two
concepts,” Journal of Managerial Psychology, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 13(7):459468. Psychoanalysis and management are “strangers” to one another for epistemological reasons
mainly related to their different spiritual fathers, scientific goals, validation criteria and dominant
methodologies. However, some of these spiritual fathers did, in the early twentieth century, have
the intuition of an interesting partial convergence. Today, there is some good research, even if
marginal, in both the managerial and psychoanalytic fields, being conducted at the intersection of
psychoanalysis and management. This research focuses more on a psychoanalytical
attentiveness to management acts than on a managerial use of psychoanalysis, which would, in
fact, contradict basic psychoanalytic hypotheses and methodologies. Cited Jaques-Amado
debate 1995. W. PJ.
Detert, James R., and Amy C. Edmondson, 2011, "Implicit Voice Theories: Taken-For-Granted
Rules Of Self-Censorship At Work," Academy of Management Journal, AMJ, Jun2011,
54(3):461-488. 28p. ISSN: 0001-4273. DOI: 10.5465/AMJ.2011.61967925. In four studies,
we examine taken-for-granted beliefs about when and why speaking up at work is risky or
inappropriate. In Study 1, interview data from a large corporation suggest that fine-grained
implicit theories underlie reluctance to voice even pro-organizational suggestions. Study 2
survey data address the generalizability of these implicit theories. Studies 3 and 4 develop
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survey measures for five such theories, establishing the measures' discriminant validity and
incremental predictive validity. Implicit voice theories are widely held and significantly
augment workplace silence. Jaques not cited. At Cornell U., Harvard U. # MS. PJ. A.
Dettmer, H. William, 2007, The Logical Thinking Process, a systems approach to complex
problem solving, ASQC Quality Press, Milwaukee, Wisc., 413 p. On the application of
Goldratt’s theory of constraints (TOC) in various business settings. Introduction to the Theory
of Constraints Systems and "Profound Knowledge." Goldratt and Deming. [The Novus Intl.
strategy seemed like one recommended in this book. Thanks to Grant Lindsay of Tempe, AZ.]
Cites of Jaques 1991, 1998 (RO2), 2002 (SP+CEO). Not in Clio, NYPL, NYU. CUNY Medgar
Evers Liby HD 30.213 .D48 2007 [+CD/ROM]. D. Bk.
de Treville, Suzanne, and Lenos Trigeorgis, 2010, “It May Be Cheaper to Manufacture at
Home,” Harvard Business Review, Oct2010, 88(10):84-87. The article examines research in
financial aspects of supply chain management. The use of the discounted cash flow (DCF) model
in decision making on aspects such as location of manufacturing facilities or using foreign or
domestic suppliers is considered. Research is presented indicating that the DCF undervalues
flexibility. A real options valuation to supplement the DCF model is considered. The use of that
approach by the Swiss firm Flexcell is cited as in support of that valuation, which accurately
indicated that locating a factory near the company's headquarters offered greater savings than
would have been realized by moving it out of the country, as suggested by the DCF model.
At U. Lausanne, CH; U. Cyprus, CY. # Refu. Pro.
Deutsch, Morton, 1949, “An Experimental Study of the Effects of Co-operation and Competition
upon Group Processes,” Human Relations, July, 2:199-231. Competitive situations can create so
much tension that they lessen efficiency. Supported by Lawrence K. Williams, mimeo 1962.
Cited by Argyris 1964, who noted Levy and Freedman confirmed these findings (DK). Refu.
PJ.
Deutschmann, Christoph, 1987, “The Japanese Type of Organization as a Challenge to the
Sociological Theory of Modernization,” Thesis Eleven, Sage, Sidney/Melbourne, AU, 17(1):4058. Max Weber’s and Niklas Luhmann’s (1964, 1968, 1975) versions of bureaucratic
organization are challenged and undermined by the Japanese notion of “ei”, or community.
Without a fear of intimacy and with a tyranny of the intimate, the individual motivations are
different. Unaware of Jaques or RO. Cited Fox 1974 BC; Streeck 1986 (mss.); Hsu 1975;
Murakami 1984; Sennett 1976/1983 (Ger. trans.). MS. PJ.
Deutschmann, Christoph, 1989, “The Japanese Organisation: its influence on management and
industrial relations in Western Europe,” Internationales Asienforum, Weltforum Verlag,
Munchen, Germany, Mai 1989, 20(1/2):73-94. In English. Concluded that “the emergence of
authentic trust relations within firms will require ... reductions of the power imbalance between
labour and capital which in turn depends on changes of the Japanese management system itself.”
[This is a false reassurance. The Japanese may offer a better deal to workers than Western
European firms do.] Cited Koike 1988; Leibenstein 1986; Reitsperger 1985. Failed to cite either
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Jaques or Fox. At U. Tubingen, Ger. Clio Lehman DS1 .I58. MS. PJ.
Devanna, Mary Anne, 1984. See Fombrun, Charles J., Noel M. Tichy, and Mary Ann Devanna,
1984.
Devanna, Mary Anne, and Noel Tichy, 1990, “Creating the Competitive Organization of the 21st
Century: The Boundaryless Corporation,” Human Resource Management, Special Issue: The
Boundaryless Organization, Wiley, NY, NY, Winter, 29(4):455-471. In the 1980s many
organizations gained competitive advantage through downsizing and financial restructuring. The
1990s confront us with the need to get back to basics. Large organizations are searching for a
competitive advantage by being faster than their competitors in satisfying customer needs. These
competitive organizations are capable of ongoing adaptation to environmental demands. In this
article the authors speculate on the way these self-renewing organizations are organized, the
managerial processes that enable them to capitalize on speed, and the characteristics of the
leaders who manage them. Concluded by quoting a paragraph from Jaques 1976 on the paradox
of participation. # MS. PJ. A.
DeVaro, Jed, 2006, “Teams, Autonomy, and the Financial Performance of Firms,” Industrial
Relations: A Journal of Economy and Society, Berkeley, CA, Blackwell, 45(2):217-269. Using a
cross section of British establishments, found that team production improves financial
performance for the typical firm but that autonomous teams do no better than closely supervised
or nonautonomous teams. [Beyond this a lot of stuff was determined by unobserved economic
factors.] Suggested the next step was to look into structure and profitability. Unaware. At
Cornell. MS. PJ. A.
Devereux, Paul J., 2000, “Task Assignment over the Business Cycle,” Journal of Labor
Economics, U. Chicago Press, US, Jan2000, 18(1):98-124. Firms respond to negative demand
shocks by assigning workers to tasks that require less skill than the tasks they normally carry out.
Using changes in employment in state-industry cells as a measure of demand conditions facing
individual firms, evidence is provided in favor of the hypothesis. Furthermore, the skill
requirements of these tasks are procyclical. The results are consistent with a specific capital
model where employers move workers between tasks so that layoffs are concentrated on
workers with low levels of firm-specific human capital. At UCLA. # MS. PJ. A.
De Visch, Jan, 2010, The Vertical Dimension, Blueprint to Align Business and Talent
Development, Connect & Transform Press, Mechelen, Belgium, 180 p. ISBN 978-94-9069-5385. Builds on the work of Elliott Jaques and Work Levels to address the concerns of CEOs, heads
of HR, and consultants. Four case studies. Cited by Korhonen et al 2012, 2013 (in PhD). Cited
Jaques; Laske 2006, 2008. Positive Bk Rev by Shannon 2011. Not in NYC. Abs seen. Rp. Bk.
DeVoe, Sanford E., and Sheena S. Iyengar, 2004, “Managers' Theories of Subordinates: A
Cross-Cultural Examination of Manager Perceptions of Motivation and Appraisal of
Performance,” Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, January 2004,
93(1):47-61. This empirical study uncovered the managerial-cultural ideology toward employee
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motivation in three regions within a single global organization. North American managers
perceived their employees as being more extrinsically motivated. Latin American managers
perceived their employees as being more intrinsically motivated. Asian managers perceived
their subordinates as equally motivated by both factors. Accordingly, all three managers’
perceptions were significantly correlated with performance appraisal. In contrast to these
variations, employees consistently reported themselves as more motivated by intrinsic
incentives. Unaware of the theory. (Anyone for Theory Y? Who is doing the appraisals?)
DeVoe at Stanford. Iyengar at Columbia. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
DeVries, David L., 1993, “Executive Selection: A look at what we know and what we need to
know,” (Rep. No. 321), Center for Creative Leadership, Greensboro, NC, 57 p. HR was still
using models based on success in the 1970s even though those selected as executives now will
lead into the 21st century. Context is stripped away from performance evaluation. Both
behavioral scientists and practitioners are at wits end. (Avail for $.75 from half.com). Cited in
Sessa and Campbell 1997. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Dew-Becker, Ian, and Robert J. Gordon, 2005, “Where Did the Productivity Growth Go?
Inflation Dynamics and the Distribution of Income,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity,
Washington, D.C., 2005(2):67-127. The data unearthed indicate the top one percent (the very
rich) have gotten richer at 21.6 percent per annum from 1966-2004. The rest of us slowly sank.
CEOs became a lot richer than the workers. Productivity became de-linked from income. Much
of this data defies standard economic theory and beliefs. (I guess this means the Philips Curve
for CEOs didn’t disappear in 1966 with COLAs.) Misc. PJ.
Dewane, Michael, 1989, The Staffing Crisis in London, Diploma, dissertation in management
studies, Kingston Polytechnic University, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey, UK. Unpublished. (Is
this an MS or a BA? Not in Kingston Library.) Dewane studied the Sutton borough local DSS
office also studied by Ovretveit and Byford and found a stable workforce. Later worked for G.B.
Dept of Health, Social Services Inspectorate, Central Inspection Group. Cited in Byford 1994
PhD, p. 209-210. (Related?) ?~?
Dewey, John, 1938, Logic, The Theory of Inquiry, Henry Holt, New York, NY, 546 p.
(Reprinted 1960.) Dewey’s approach to abstraction may suggest a continuum from lower to
higher degrees (Chapter 15: “General Theory of Proportions”). Cited by Cason, Brause, and
Daude Laurents 2006. Clio Barnard & Butler BC50 .D43. Misc. Bk.
Dey, Bata K., 1974, “‘Ineffective Managementitis’”, Lok Udyog, New Delhi, IN, May, 8(2):3338. The overuse of slang and fad terms hid the lack of thinking by intellectuals and managers.
SIBL os JLM 71-55. v. 8, 1974. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Dhalokia, Nikilesh, 1983, “Japanese Industry: A Success Story,” Indian Management, India,
Nov. 1983, 22(11):15-19. Many elements of Japanese management were already in some Indian
firms – Kirloskar for one. Cited Kottary 1983. At U. Rhode Island, US. # MS. PJ.
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D'hanis, Wanda, and Luc Perneel, 1997, "Reflection as a Building Block for Strategic Thinking
and the Development of an Organizational Philosophy," chapter 14 (p. 313-329) in Heene, Aimé,
and Ron Sanchez, eds., 1997, Competence-based Strategic Management, Wiley, Chichester, UK,
337 p. Fundamental reflection is needed as the basis for organizational structures and economic
activities. The gap between economic thinking and fundamental reflection is the origin of
the failure to overcome the permanent crisis in which business life is involved. Therefore fear
has first to be removed (areas of attention) so trust can be established (human reflection). This
gives us the possibility of strategy and leadership. Deming, Jaques not cited. # Misc. Ch.
Dhankar, Raj S., 1989, "Indo-Japan Joint Ventures — Its Problems and Prospects," Decision,
IIM-Calcutta, India, April-June, 16(2):109-135. Despite an early start of collaborations in 1950s,
the scale of joint ventures both in terms of direct investment and number has remained quite low.
Collaboration between these two countries seems to have been motivated mainly in order to tap
the cheap and abundant labour of India and the superior technical know-how, trade surplus and
the rising yen of Japan, the author notes. The highest number of collaborations were found in the
electrical equipment industry. Certain constraints responsible for this slow growth are identified.
This includes the Indian government's policy of protectionism, high tax rate in royalties, high
customs duty, bureaucratic delays, and labour problems among others. # Misc. PJ.
Dhingra, O. P., 1983, “Revitalising Human Organisation: Key factor in treating industrial
sickness,” Indian Management, India, June, 22(6):3-7. Stressed the need to revitalize the human
organizational features of sick units to restore them to normal health. A sick organization gets
afflicted with demoralization and failure. The various successful ideas have been: injecting
dynamic top-level leadership, evolving fresh organizational perspective, commitment generation,
confidence building, de-emphasizing misplaced economy, strengthening organizational
infrastructure, and better human resources utilization. At JK Industries, India. # Misc. Pro.
DHSS, 1980, Inequalities in Health: Report of a Research Working Group Chaired by Sir
Douglas Black, Department of Health and Social Services, London, UK. An outside view of
health care, the NHS and DSS. Cited in Marsland 2002. Misc. Rep.
Diamond, Michael A., and Seth Allcorn, 1985, “Psychological dimensions of role use in
bureaucratic organizations,” Organizational Dynamics, AMA, US, Summer 1985, 14(1):35-40.
ISSN: 00902616. This perspective reverses ‘organization as a defense’ and shows ways to
overcome this dysfunctional defense dynamic. Cited Jaques 1955 (disowned). Baruch Perls. #
Rp. PJ.
Diamond, Michael, 1985, “Psychological Dimensions of Personal Responsibility for Public
Management: An Object Relations Approach,” Journal of Management Studies, Blackwell,
EbscoHost, Oxford, UK, Nov85, 22(6):649-667. The use of object relations theory is introduced
to examine the assumption of personal responsibility by public managers. This helps observers
differentiate responsible administrative tendencies from irresponsible ones. Presents two roles to
illustrate personal responsibility, the 'as if performer' and the 'participant observer'. The 'as if
performer' is found to be more congruent with bureaucratic organizational demands, while the
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'participant observer' is more congruent with democratic essentials. Diamond is arguing
explicitly in contrast to Jaques’ view that implicitly correlates ego strength (integration) and
minimal psychological defensiveness with personal responsibility. Cited Jaques 1976; Bion
1959; M. Klein 1932; H. Levinson 1973; 1976; Anna Freud 1966. # Cr. PJ.
Diamond, Michael A., and Seth Allcorn, 1986, “Role Formation as Defensive Activity in
Bureaucratic Organizations,” Political Psychology, US, Dec. 1986, 7(4):709-732. Stressful
conditions in bureaucratic organizations may result from typical bureaucratic events such as
administrative cutbacks and transitions in administrative leadership. Individuals may use the
social structure and organizational roles for defending organization participants against anxiety.
A case example of a transition in administrative leadership illustrates defensive tendencies and
role performances among key staff members. A table shows a variety of defensive actions in
hierarchical positions. Cited Jaques 1955, 1970, 1976. # Rp. PJ.
Diamond, Michael A., 1991, "Dimensions of Organizational Culture and beyond," Political
Psychology, Sep. 1991, 12(3):509-522. Jaques cited as an originator of corporate culture (1951).
Before him both E. Mayo and C. Barnard stressed the soft side. Then came Tavistock. W. PJ.
Diamond, Michael A., and Guy B. Adams, 1999, “The Psychodynamics of Ethical Behavior in
Organizations,” American Behavioral Scientist, October, 43(2):245-263. There are many aspects
of organizational life - ethics prominent among them - in which things, and particularly behavior,
are not what they seem. A psychodynamic approach to these apparent paradoxes helps greatly in
shedding light in understanding what fosters ethical behavior in organizations and what does not.
Examined a case, Department of Public Welfare (DPW). Found R.O. was a “good enough”
container to promote ethical behavior. Cited Jaques 1976, Adams and Balfour 1998. Both at U.
Mo.-Columbia. # Rp. PJ.
Diamond, Michael A., 2008, “Telling Them What They Know: Organizational Change,
Defensive Resistance, and the Unthought Known,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, US,
Sept. 2008, 44(3):348-364. Explored the psychological dynamics of feedback to explain the
clients' initial response to consultant feedback. They had not thought of it. This has implications
for working effectively with clients. Cited Jaques 1955 (withdrawn). Off. PJ. A.
Diatlov, Vladimir V., 2005, Information Technology in Practice of Organising: meeting
fragmentation and interdependence by the incremental political delivery of information systems
in financial services, Ph.D., thesis in Management and Information Technology (B9e), School of
Management, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK, 320 p. Hartley Library, S.U.
Theses 2005. UMI/ProQuest: AAT C821347 (abstract only). DAI-C 66/04, p. 734, Winter
2005. BL: DXN087691 DSC. Theses # 54-15387. Advisor: Rod Martin (email:
R.Martin@soton.ac.uk). Unpublished. Explored strategic alignment, productivity, and
discontinuity information technology in financial services. Managers meet these issues with
simple rules, like 80-20 rule, no key-man dependence, and process orientation. Discovered how
such simple decision premises enhanced by politics and incremental methodology become tools
for managing the scale-free co-evolutionary change both of information technology and people.
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Integrated models of interdependence, power, and incrementalism. Adopted a probability-based
approach to power in process management within the framework of ‘the Pareto Dynamics of
Strategic Adaptation’. Described the behaviour of highly interdependent socio-technical
systems, later presenting them from multiple positions and on multiple levels. On the whole, the
software situation studied indicated that its complexity ran well in advance of our cognitive and
relational competencies. Therefore, the thesis concluded that a stronger cognitive perspective
upon strategic alignment was needed. Emails: v.v.diatlov @ soton.ac.uk; dvv7 @ hotmail.com
At U. East Anglia, Norwich Business School, UK. v.diatlov @ uea.ac.uk See PhDs.
DiBella, Anthony J., and Edwin C. Nevis, 1998, How Organizations Learn: an integrated
strategy for building learning capability, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal, US, 216 p. Solid.
Time of future perspective. Cited Business Week 1994. Not in Clio. Baruch HD 58.82 .D53
1998. NYPL SIBLos JBE 98-927. MS. Bk.
Dickinson, C. W., and I. R. Hodgetts, 1975, “Participation in Practice,” Health and Social
Service Journal, London, UK, Oct. 18, 1975, p. 2335-2336. The essence of participative
management is to recognise the needs of people at work and, through involvement, to give a
level of job satisfaction. Involvement is a great motivator. It is surprising how advice and
solutions can be offered by staff. (Sidebar.) Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Dickson, John W., 1971, “The Use of Discretion on the Shop Floor,” International Journal of
Production Research, Birmingham, England, 9(3): 353-360. Identifies four levels of discretion.
The level of discretion was closely related to the level of employee satisfaction with their
economic objectives (sic). Pre-Fox. See 1974 Interesting PhD. # MS. PJ.
Dickson, John W., 1973, “The Physical Correlates of Variety in Work,” Human Relations, June,
26(6):715-733. The level of variety in work in four shop floor work situations was investigated
by means of semi-structured interviews with the workers. Variety was found to occur mainly at
the level of batches (that is work units of one to two hours duration) and was generally
unimportant in other periods of time. Discretion in work enabled the job occupants to possess
more variety in work through allowing different responses to the same stimuli of the work
situation. Preferences for different levels of variety were affected by such features of the work
situation as bonus earnings and individual levels of skill on particular tasks. PhD candidate at U.
Pittsburgh. Cited Baldamus 1961, Bell 1966, Jaques 1956, 1964. # Rp. PJ.
Dickson, John W., 1976, “The Relation of Individual Search Activity to Subjective Job
Characteristics,” Human Relations, Oct., 29(10):911-928. Discretion was the most important
subjective job characteristic that determined a high level of search activity among managers.
However, discretion was defined here as choice. See 1974 Interesting PhD. MS. PJ.
Dickson, John W., 1985, “Some Correlates of Discretion for Chartered Surveyors,” Journal of
Management Studies, Blackwell Synergy, March 1985, 22(2):213-224. The discretion of
professionals in small organizational practices was examined. This research identified three
types of discretion: (1) discretion over clients; (2) discretion over the choice and sequence of
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tasks; (3) discretion over task rules and procedures. The first two forms of discretion are
associated with high performance and job satisfaction. Discretion over rules and procedures in
tasks (contrary to the job design literature) is not associated with satisfaction or performance, and
is positively associated with role conflict and role ambiguity. Organization size reduces
discretion over clients, but not over tasks. Reduced discretion over clients in turn is associated
with low ability to attract work. At Management, U. AZ. Cited Adams 1976; Dickson 1976.
Not Jaques. # Rp. PJ.
Dickstein, Louis S., 1969, "Prospective span as a cognitive ability," Journal of Consulting and
Clinical Psychology, APA, US, Dec. 1969, 33(6):757-760. ISSN: 0022-006X (Print); 1939-2117
(Elec). In 51 male undergraduates, PS was related to two cognitive tasks requiring the specific
capacity of anticipation, the Mazes Test and the Seeing Deficiencies Test. But it was unrelated
to the Vocabulary and Information subtests of the WAIS. Contrary to previous studies, PS was
negatively related to academic grades. Large differences were obtained between PS scores for
the different TAT cards. Cited by Squyres 1981. Cited Epley & Ricks 1963. # Rp. PJ. A.
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 3rd edition, 1965, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC. DOT, as this tome is affectionately known, went through four editions, a
revision, and then migrated onto the web as O*Net (1st 1939; 2nd 1944; 3rd 1965; 4th 1977; rev.
4th 1991; then O*Net). Sidney A. Fine headed the research effort (1950-1959) that developed
much of the 3rd edition. After reading Jaques 1956 and 1961 and Brown 1960, Fine realized his
“Scale of Worker Instructions had been intuitively based on the concept of prescriptive and
discretionary work elements and that he had actually scaled these two interdependent concepts.”
This was developed into hierarchies of increasing complexity of data, people and things that
workers had to cope with. This part of Functional Job Analysis (FJA) was an adaption of Jaques.
Discretion was expressed in DOT job descriptions as “exercising leeway as to ...” (Fine and
Wiley 1971). Cited by Belcher 1974 (p. 142-3), Handbook for Analyzing Jobs 1972.
With all due respect to Fine, I have not seen a recognizable expression yet of Jaques’
discretion in DOT 3rd 1965, or later. Every job description I have seen contained only
prescribed elements. Each was limited to functional activities in the present with almost
no focus on the future or on goals. There was no mention of time span, deadlines, strata,
level of work, felt-fair pay, or of accountability. DOT managerial positions did contain
descriptions of some managerial-level work and problem solving for employees but
mostly focused on supervisory elements of command and control. The prescriptive
influence of traditional Taylorism was everywhere in DOT. In short, this was an adaption
of perhaps 20% of Jaques’ and Brown’s concepts as far as they had been developed in
1956-1961. There was no awareness by Fine or his colleagues as late as 1999 that this
theory had been developed further. Jaques was unaware of a connection between his
theory and DOT.
This sequence is instructive on why Jaques is still not accepted. A confused partial
adoption/ adaption acts to block later understanding of the theory as it has been fully
developed. Asking people afterward to embrace the full theory looks like a request for a
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minor but troublesome adjustment. So the request is deflected or they resist. The
benefits seem to be minor for all the cost and effort. So it doesn’t happen. DOT (or
O*Net), once at the cutting edge, now stands as a giant blockage to understanding the
true nature of employment work - the exercise of discretion within limits toward a goal.
This area needs much more historical investigation into the link with Jaques and Brown.
Fine was publishing in 1999. (Bob Miller worked for Fine in 1969-1970 or so and has a
different view.) MS. Bk.
Dierickx, Ingemar, and Karel Cool, 1989, “Asset Stock Accumulation and Sustainability of
Competitive Advantage,” Management Science, Dec., 35(12):1504-1511, 1514. (Name is NOT
Cook.) Complementary organizational resources are part of a firm’s overall resource and
capability base. They have to be built up over past time to create its base and enable “a firm to
fully exploit its competitive advantage potential” over future time. (Organizational capabilities
come before inanimate resources can be exploited.) Cited in Barney 1995. # MS. PJ. A.
Dietz, A. Steven, and Oscar G. Mink, 2005, "Police systems and systems thinking: An
interpretive approach to understanding complexity," Journal of Police and Criminal Psychology,
Springer Link, UK, March, 20(1):1-16. DOI: 10.1007/BF02806702. To start a dialog with
police and criminal psychologists concerning systems theory and policing, the authors share their
thinking as it might apply to policing. Specific examples include: race relations, domestic
violence legislation, financing, and developing specialized units. Major concepts are included
also — context, valid information, relationships, shared meaning, attractors, and agents. Cited
Dietz 2005 Interesting PhD. At Texas State at San Marcos; UT at Austin (d. 2004). # MS. PJ.
Dijck, J. J. J. van, 1968, "Arbeidsmotieven en waardenorientaties in de arbeid," chapter (p. 4160) in Berting, Jan, and Sitter, L.U. de, 1968, Arbeidsvoldoening en arbeidsbeleid, Utrecht, NL.
[Work Motives and Value Control Orientations in the Labour]. In Dutch. Supported Herzberg
and skeptical of Maslow. New (and culturally different) insights into the motivational process
which generated a re-definition of Brown's and Jaques' terms for CWP. [C = individual capacity;
W = work/task; P = payments equitable.] Jaques not cited. Cited and used in Geenen 1973
M.I.E. (Abstract by Geenen in English.) Abs # MS. Ch.
Dijksterhuis, Ap, and Loran F. Nordgren, 2006, “A Theory of Unconscious Thought,”
Perspectives on Psychological Science, a journal of the Association for Psychological Science,
Blackwell Pub., Malden, MA, June, 1(2):95-109. Found the pervasive role of unconscious
decision-making, even in otherwise ‘rational’ decisions. When the number of variables was
small and the decision was simple, it was best to use the conscious even though it suffers from
low capacity. But when the number of variables grew beyond our limited conscious ability to
handle them or the decision was complex or the conscious was distracted, we resorted to our
unconscious thought processes to make the decision. And we often used our unconscious
anyway since it was faster and better. The unconscious has nearly unlimited capacity. (Each
mode has its role to play, despite Herb Simon’s adherence to a finite bounded rationality.) Cited
in Finkelstein et al 2008 (not herein). Supported Jaques. Baruch Percls. Both at U. Amsterdam,
NL. MS. PJ.
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Dill, William R., 1958, “Environment as an Influence on Managerial Autonomy,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, March, 2(4):409-443. From Dill’s Related PhD at Carnegie 1956. An
important paper for the field. A study of two Norwegian firms showed how managerial
decisions are influenced by the “autonomy” of the managers - their decisions for and against
independent action. The structure of the environment, the accessibility of the information, and
managerial perceptions and assumptions about that environment constrain managerial autonomy.
But the managers may have been under-qualified. “Leaders had difficulty evaluating the
consequences of tasks for their firms (p. 437).” Cited Jaques 1956 as a “negative finding” (p.
436-7 and 422) in this 1958 article. Mentioned C. J. Haberstroh’s Minn. PhD 1958. Reprinted
as Chapter 4 (p.104-128) in Heydebrand 1973. Cited Jaques 1956 in the article and not in the
PhD. # Rp. PJ. A.
Dill, William R., Thomas L. Hilton, and Walter R. Reitman, 1962, The New Managers: patterns
of behavior and development, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 258 p. On Supervisors.
Note on the career of a young man, Olin Larson, (Ch. 2, p. 18-66, esp. p. 39-66.) was cited by
Sayles (1964) as supporting Wilfred Brown's (1962 HBR) individual levels of capability. Seen.
CUNY Baruch, JJay, Bronx CC & Clio Offsite HF5500 .D58. NYPL Schw D-14 9129. All at
Carnegie U. MS. Bk.
Dill, William R., ed., 1978, Running the American Corporation, Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., 180 p. The American Assembly Series. CEOs and academics retreated to Arden
House and gave papers on corporations, industries, governance, and the social aspects of
industrial management in the United States. W. R. Dill did Chapter One, “Private Power and
Public Responsibility” (p. 7-37) and resurrected advice by John Maurice Clark from his 1926
book, Social Control of Business (q.v.). Lewis H. Young, the editor of Business Week, did
chapter 2, including the observation that ICI workers in the UK wanted not co-determination but
more control over their workplaces, safety, and benefits. This was similar to what US workers
wanted. (It was also identical to Bailyn’s 1985 MIT experiments and Haslop’s 1997 Henley
replication.) (p. 48-49) Reg Jones, CEO of General Electric, gave his about ”Relations Between
the Board of Directors and the Operating Management.” John D. deButts, CEO of AT&T gave
chapter seven, “A Strategy of Accountability.” Interesting issues. Barnard & Bus HD2741
.R84. MS. Bk.
Diller, Matthew, 2000, “The Revolution in Welfare Administration: Rules, Discretion &
Entrepreneurial Government,” New York University Law Review, November 2000, vol. 75.
Examined the tremendous changes in the administrative structure of the welfare system that have
occurred since 1996. The new administrative model emerging from welfare reform eschews
reliance on rules and instead invests ground level agency personnel with substantial discretion.
This shift redistributes power between welfare recipients and administrators. Central authorities
continue to maintain control by channeling the discretion that ground level officials exercise in
order to achieve particular outcomes. This channeling takes place through a variety of means,
including performance based evaluation systems and efforts to redefine the institutional
culture of welfare offices. These techniques are part of a broad trend in public administration
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model raises serious questions of public accountability. In the new system of welfare
administration, critical policy choices are reflected in incentive and evaluation systems rather
than formal rules. As policy decisions are made in ways that are less visible, there are fewer
points of public input. Moreover, in the new regime the efficacy of administrative hearings as a
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Ch. 18 [1983], (p. 159-161), in Weaver, Gary Rodger, ed., 1998, Culture, Communication and
Conflict: readings in intercultural relations, Rev. 2nd ed., Pearson, Boston, MA, US, 567 p.
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DiNardo, John E., and Jorn-Steffen Pischke, 1997, “The Returns to Computer Use Revisited:
Have Pencils Changed the Wage Structure Too?,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics,
Harvard/ MIT, US, Feb. 1997, 112(1):291-303. The title tells the story. They examined the
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Misc. PJ. A.
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Resource Management, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, Spring, 32(1):143-174. SSCI.
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Cited Jaques 1990. Abs. # Rp. PJ. A.
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use of a computerized PERT to create a project control service. Program Evaluation and Review
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Clinical Management,” Institute of Health Services Management, King Edward's Hospital Fund
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and final MCPA validation interview findings.” Available online at bioss.com. (2 pages) The
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scandal. Jaques not cited. Cited in Warren and Rosenthal 2006. Htr SW online. # MS. PJ.
Dittrich, John E., and Michael R. Carrell, 1979, “Organizational Equity Perceptions, Employee
Job Satisfaction, and Departmental Absence and Turnover Rates,” Organizational Behavior and
Human Performance, [now ...Human Decision Processes], ScienceDirect, Elsevier, Aug.,
24(1):29–40. Employee job satisfaction and perceptions of equitable treatment have been the
topics of a great amount of behavioral research. Several theorists have suggested that one or the
other may be related to organizational behaviors of employees such as absence and/or turnover.
This longitudinal study examines the association of the two constructs, and, in a field setting,
compares them as separate variables relating to absence and turnover. Employee perceptions of
equitable treatment were found to be stronger predictors of absence and turnover than were job
satisfaction variables. Confirmed equity. Based on Carrell 1976 Ph.D. Not in Baruch (cut out).
In City Coll. # Rp. PJ. A.
Dittrich, John E., J. Daniel Couger, and Robert A. Zawacki, 1985, “Perceptions of equity, job
satisfaction, and intention to quit among data processing personnel,” Information &
Management, Elsevier, Amsterdam, NL, Sept. 1985, 9(2):67-75. More than 1,200 personnel
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provided questionnaire data on perceptions of fairness (equity), job satisfaction, and expressed
intention to quit. Results disclosed that job satisfaction for both groups is significantly related
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in providing latitude is the most significant individual variable in dealing with job satisfaction
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Walster et al 1973. Baruch Percls. # MS. PJ.
Dive, Brian, 2002, The Healthy Organization, A Revolutionary Approach to People and
Management, Kogan Page Business Books, London, UK, [Stylus Publishing LLC], 278 pages.
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Managerial Accountability, Kogan Page, London, UK, 272 p. The implications of clear
accountability for leadership. Dive argues that the majority of leadership-related problems arise
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Baruch Web Wksta. Not in NYPL. brian.dive@dmacl.com Rp. Bk.
Dive, Brian, David Mader, and Adam Pearce, 2008, “Leadership Levels — empowering leaders
to deliver customer service,” Booz Allen Hamilton white paper, February 2008, 9 p. Case study
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horizontal work processes and leadership hierarchy, authors were able to reduce organizational
complexity and create a structure that maximized each employee’s capabilities. A pamphlet.
Ru.
Dive, Brian, 2008, “Hierarchies for Flow and Profit,” strategy and business, Booz & Co. Inc.,
NY, NY, Autumn, Issue 52:1-3. While executives know they have too many layers in their
organizations, they have no idea what the right number is. They are looking for ‘flow.’
Accountability is the key. But most firms build in too many layers to ever get there. # Rp. Pro.
Dive, Brian, 2009, “Why do banks continue to waste talent?” Industrial and Commercial
Training, Emerald Group Pub. Ltd, UK, 41(1):15-19. The waste of human effort and the waste
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least 3 yr. earlier for those high, compared to those low on initial training performance. Cited by
Hofstede 1975. [This is part of a stream of studies which misread the evidence from maturity
curves. See article refs.] At IBM Corp., Armonk, N.Y. Misc. PJ. A.
Dodge, George E., Webb, H. W., and Christ, R. E., 1999, “The impact of information technology
on battle command: Lessons from management science and business,” U.S. Army Research
Institute of the Behavioral Sciences, ARI Technical Report 1091. Unpublished. Ru.
Doeringer, Peter B., and Michael J. Piore, 1971, Internal Labor Markets and Manpower
Analysis, Heath, Lexington, MA, 214 pages. Reprinted 1985. Book was developed from their
doctoral dissertations at Harvard in 1966 (both were on the internal labor market and Gary
Becker’s human capital theory). Workers judged the fairness of wage differentials in the firm.
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These judgments acted as a kind of “glue” that restricted the range within which employers could
alter wage differentials. Summary in Gartrell 1985. Routh 1980 (p. 256-7) quoted p. 97-98 that
wage decisions were separated from adjustments to external conditions, such as inflation. Noted
the internal structure was tightly bound so when one job wage was changed everyone had to
agree to it. Managers saw wage changes as an ineffective way to meet labor scarcities. Routh
1980 cited D&P as confirming Wilfred Brown 1962 (p. 257). Many findings also supported
Jaques, but D&P were unaware of them! See Sumiya 1977 for link to Japanese nenko system.
MS. Bk.
Doeringer, Peter B., 1994, “Can the U.S. System of Workplace Training Survive Global
Competition?” chapter (p. 91-107) in Asefa, Sisay, and Wei-Chiao Huang, eds., 1994, Human
Capital and Economic Development, W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research,
Kalamazoo, MI. Education and training have high payoffs in income and productivity. Before
the 1973 oil price shock the US had a 3% annual increase in productivity. Since then it has been
only 0.9%. Key was seen as the accumulating weaknesses of American schools. But schooling
is not so important. It is Fordist vs high-performance employment systems and the latter have
frequently collapsed due to downsizing with a loss of employment of, on average, 9 months and
an average loss of pay of 25%. The competitive position of the US economy looks like it has
been improving. But it hasn’t. US training programs go for the lowest common denominator –
entry level jobs. This won’t work. Cited Kaboolian 1990 PhD on the effort bargain. MS. Ch.
Dogra, Deepak, ed., 2006, Ishwar Dayal on Management, Ane Books India, New Delhi, India, 6
v. Contents: v. 1. Organisation & administration -- v. 2. Organisational development & change - v. 3. Behavioural science applications -- v. 4. Education & training -- v. 5. Human resources in
organisations -- v. 6. Public administration & public enterprises: a managerial perspective. A
collection of Dayal's articles and chapters. Dewey: 658.009 54. Avail: D.K. Agencies (P) Ltd.
(DKAP). Not in NYC. Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Dogra, Deepak, and Vinay Auluck, eds., 2006, Explorations in Management Thought: a
festschrift honoring Ishwar Dayal, Ane Books India, New Delhi, India, 298 p. Contributed
articles on management education in India and on the lives and works of multi-faceted
personality Prof. Ishwar Dayal association with management institutions and thought on
management. ISBN: 8180521249 9788180521249. In Yale, Berkeley, Chicago, UIL. LC
Number: HD70 .I4 E97 2006. Not in NYC. Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Dohmen, Thomas J., 2004, "Performance, seniority, and wages: formal salary systems and
individual earnings profiles," Labour Economics, UK, Dec. 2004, 11(6):741-763. doi:
10.1016/j.labeco.2004.01.003 Replicated studies by Medoff and Abraham [Quart. J. Eco. 95
1980 703; J. Hum. Res. 16 1981 186] and Flabbi and Ichino [Lab. Eco. 8 2001 359] using
personnel data from the Dutch national aircraft manufacturer Fokker. A formal salary system, as
is widely used by large firms, brings about seniority-wage profiles largely independent of
controls for reported performance even though supervisors' evaluations shape life-cycle earnings
profiles. Performance ratings determine how fast a worker climbs the firm's career and wage
ladder. But real wage growth depends on the employer's prosperity. Formal salary systems
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also cause serial correlation in wage growth. At IZA, Bonn, Germany. # Refu. PJ. A.
Doig, Meredith, 2006, “Tales from the Field: Using Requisite Organization Theory in Potential
Assessment,” International Journal of Applied Psychoanalytic Studies, Special Issue: Elliott
Jaques 2, Wiley InterScience, New York and London, December 2006, 3(4):348-359. One of the
most important tasks in achieving organizational effectiveness is talent management - identifying
people with the potential to grow into effective senior leaders of an organization and developing
their innate capacities. However, intellect alone is not enough - certain personal and social
capacities are also needed to be truly effective. The three dimensions draw upon Jaques' ideas of
differential capacities, but expand to incorporate a temperament dimension and a values
dimension. Cited Barratt 2006 (CTT online); Jaques 1989, 1991; Maslow 1954, 1962. Principal,
Midlothian Consulting, PO Box 1312, Hawksburn, Victoria 3142, Australia. email: Meredith
Doig (mdoig@midlothian.com.au) # Rp. PJ.
Dokō, Toshio, 1970, Keiei no Kodo Shishin (Action Guidelines in Management), Sangyō Nōritsu
Daigaku Shuppanbu, Tōkyō, JN, 229 P. Shōwa 45. (Doko, Toshio, ) Information must not be
hoarded at each level in the hierarchy but the data and the context must be shared as much as
possible. p. 46-47 was cited in Matsumoto 1983/1993. Clio os East Asian Liby (in Japanese):
335 D68. Misc. Bk.
Dombey, Daniel, 1997, “Well-Built Success,” Industry Week/IW, Penton Pubs., US, 05/05/97,
246(9):32-38. Word Cnt: 2870. ISSN: 00390895. Focused on the Cemex Approach strategy
used by Cemex CEO Lorenzo Zambrano in transforming the third-largest cement group in the
world. Concentration on developing economies but diversification there – move into varied
countries. Their view of IT is different – it brings flexibility and reduces bureaucracy. Training
and education of everyone is a key limitation on the future. Wall Street is unenthusiastic about
the balance sheet – too much debt – and that is another limitation. # MS. Pro.
Dominick, Peter G., 2009, “Forced Rankings: Pros, Cons, and Practices,” chapter 12 (p. 4121443) in Smither, James W., and Manuel London, eds., 2009, Performance Management, Jossey
Bass, San Francisco, Cal., 668 p. Only about 20-25% of companies used some form of forced
ranking. The majority did not. Many who used it had never dismissed an employee because of
it. (So sayeth the head of HR.) Not in Clio. NYPL SIBL JBE 09-1723. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Donald, Brian L., 1974, “Planning and health care — The approach in a reorganized NHS,” Long
Range Planning, UK, Dec. 1974, 7(6):33-42. From April 1974, National Health Service
authorities have been merged to provide integrated and comprehensive services. The
reorganization policies place considerable emphasis on the need for management and planning
but ambiguous operational objectives and obscured criteria have not been promising for
planning. Nevertheless, a commendable beginning has been made on a systematic annual review
of Government health services. SIBL. At U. Manchester, UK. # D. PJ. A.
Donaldson, David, and B. Curtis Eaton, 1976, “Firm-specific human capital: a shared investment
or optimal entrapment?” Canadian Journal of Economics, Blackwell, Aug76, 9(3):462-472.
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Argued that the accepted analysis of firm-specific human capital as a shared investment was
erroneous. “The wage rate, period by period, is independent of the marginal productivity of
labour (in this firm) period by period” (p. 470). Becker’s 1964 position of sharing may not be
justified. The investment was entirely by the firm – and so were the benefits. Firms want to
retain their trained employees. The best employment situation they found was the permanent
employment then in Japan. Let us be skeptical of publicly funded on-the-job training
programs: they are all firm-specific. See Eastman 1977 comment (and reply following). At U.
British Columbia, Can. # MS. PJ.
Donaldson, Lex, 1990, "The Ethereal Hand: Organizational Economics and Management
Theory," Academy of Management Review, US, Jul1990, 15(3):369-381. 13p. ISSN: 03637425.
DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1990.4308806. Organizational economics (OE), as a newer theory, has the
potential to make a constructive contribution to management theory. Nevertheless, there are
several inherent problems regarding its narrow model of human motivation and behavior, its
negative moral characterization of managers, and its methodological individualist bias. One
solution is to embrace the positive approach of the original economic formulations. The
potentialities and pitfalls of OE are illustrated by reference to matrix organization structures,
vertical dis-integration in insurance organizations, and corporate governance. Jaques not cited.
Cited in Le Breton-Miller et al 2011. At UNSW, AU. # Refu. PJ. A.
Donaldson, Lex, 1995, American Anti-Management Theories of Organization, Cambridge U.
Press, Cambridge, UK, and New York, NY, 263 p. An Australian academic familiar with Jaques
responds. The title says it all. While contingency theory is valid, it is not novel (p. 41).
Condemns the more recent management theories as driven more by academics’ need for tenure publish anything or perish - than the needs of managers. These theories included population
ecology, new institutionalism, resource dependence, organizational ecology, and organizational
economics. Proposed a unified theory and a way forward. See Abrahamson on the supply-side
of management fashions. [Was an article made from this?] HBR? (See book review by
Huseyin Leblebici. See where this leads: Cloke, Kenneth, and Joan Goldsmith, 2002, The End
of Management and the Rise of Organizational Democracy, A Warren Bennis Signature Book,
Jossey Bass, San Francisco, CA.) See Vogel, David, 1978. Refu. Bk.
Donaldson, Lex, and Frederick G. Hilmer, 1998, “Management Redeemed: The Case Against
Fads That Harm Management,” Organizational Dynamics, American Management Association,
Spring, 26(4):7-20. Article version of the book by Hilmer and Donaldson. Focused on the flatorg theory, corporate clans, and removing inside managers from the board. All are antimanagement fads. Management is a profession and in need of a code of ethics. Book cited
Jaques. Article did not. See 1996 article, names reversed. SIBL. Refu. PJ.
Donaldson, Lex, 2002, “Damned by Our Own Theories: Contradictions Between Theories and
Management Education,” Academy of Management Learning and Education, Briarcliff Manor,
NY, Sept., 1(1):96-106. Some management theories contradict the premises of management
education. ‘Efficient markets’ and ‘strategic competitive advantage’ deny the advantage of
knowledge once it is disseminated. ‘Agency theory’ postulates managers will use knowledge for
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their own benefit, not the firm’s. ‘Institutional theory’ depicts organizations as driven by ritual
and public relations rather than rationality. And then there are studies showing ‘judgmental
biases’ in managerial decision-making. Advocates identifying effective managerial practices.
Hilarious analysis. See Ghoshal 2005. Refu. PJ.
Donham, Wallace B., 1931, Business Adrift, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY. Dean Donham of
HBS wrote on the need for foresight in business. This book is dated in tone and many of the
issues addressed, but it is right on the money regarding the time horizon needed by managers.
The 1920s had been driven by short-sighted greed that collapsed in the Great Crash and a series
of scandals, not unlike Enron and Arthur Andersen in 2001. The public had lost confidence in
managers and in Wall Street. Introduction by Alfred North Whitehead was from his speech at
HBS in 1930 (q.v.). Whitehead was a good friend of Dean Donham. Misc. Bk.
Donnelly, Kate, Peter V. LeBlanc, R. Dale Torrence, and Margaret A. Lyon, 1992, “Career
Banding,” Human Resource Management, Wiley, US, Spring-Summer 92, 31(1/2):35-43. Two
cases. The article examined the human resource practice of career banding in the U.S.
Northern Telecom, Inc. (NorTel) and NCR Corporation give excellent examples of what they
have done to reduce the number of job classification titles by expanding career bands. Movement
within, across, and up these new career bands is also examined. (The first two authors were at
NorTel and the second two at NCR Corp.) Teach. TSD. # Rp. PJ.
Donovan, Lord, 1968, “Report Presented to Parliament by Command of Her Majesty,” Royal
Commission on Trade Unions and Employers’ Associations, (1965-1968), Cmnd. 3625 [?], [Cd.
q(3623) ?], June 1968, HMSO, London, UK, 351 p. Used Alan Fox’s 1966 pluralistic and
unitary “frames of reference” on industrial relations in the UK. In the “unitary” perspective there
was no division between capital and labor: they worked together toward a common aim. In the
“pluralistic” perspective divisions between the two are legitimate and to be expected. These
beliefs determined the actions and positions of each side in IR and negotiations. Cited in D.
Baker, 1999. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Dore, Ronald, 1973, British Factory, Japanese Factory: the origins of national diversity in
industrial relations, University of California Press, Berkeley, CA, 432 p. (1990 edn. has an
Afterword) Compared employment relations of two British factories with two Japanese
factories. Contrasted the “market-oriented” system in Britain to the “organization-oriented”
system in Japan. Tied the employment institutions of both countries to their respective political,
family and educational institutions. Japanese manual workers had privileges that were restricted
in Britain to middle-class, white-collar workers. Argued that “convergence” of managerial and
organizational patterns was not occurring by Japan adopting the Western model. The West was
mired in the 19th century early-capitalist form of institutional structures. A “late development
effect” was enabling Japan to overtake the West. Time rate changes a la Glacier had occurred
recently in British Leyland [Ford, Vauxhall], Imperial Tobacco, Rolls-Royce, Pressed Steel,
Fischer, and Raleigh (p. 348). A very rich study. Compare with Graham, Laurie, 1995 (USJapan). Minor cite of Brown 1962, Bolle de Bal, and Glacier: p. 348. See Lincoln and Kalleberg
1990 for confirmation. See book review by Sumiya 1974. Barnard HD8391 .D67 1973b
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Baruch, City C., & Grad. Ctr. Lehman Lib. HD8391 .D67 1989g Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Dore, Ronald, 1983, "Goodwill and the Spirit of Market Capitalism," British Journal of
Sociology, London School of Economics, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Dec83, 34(4):459-482. The
Hobhouse Memorial Lecture. ISSN: 00071315. (Reprinted as chapter 20 (p. 90-99) in Okimoto,
Daniel I., and Thomas P. Rohlen, eds., 1988, Inside the Japanese System: readings on
contemporary society and political economy, Stanford University Press, Stanford, CA, 286 p.)
Focused on obligated relational contracting in Japanese business. Consumer goods markets are
highly competitive in Japan, but trade in intermediates, by contrast, is for the most part
conducted within long-term trading relations in which goodwill give-and-take is expected to
temper the pursuit of self-interest. These relations in Japan are more common in Western
economies than textbooks usually recognize. The growth of relational contracting in labour
markets especially is, indeed, at the root of the rigidities supposedly responsible for
contemporary stagflation. The Japanese economy more than adequately compensates for the loss
of allocative efficiency by achieving high levels of other kinds of efficiency. Relational
contracts are just a way of trading off the short term loss involved in sacrificing a price
advantage, against the insurance. As for relational contracting between enterprises, there are
three things to be said. First, the relative security of such relations encourages investment in
supplying firms. Second, the relationships of trust and mutual dependency make for a rapid flow
of information. Third, a by-product of the system is a general emphasis on quality. (Traditional
economists failed to anticipate the rise of the Asian tigers – or to explain their rise afterward.)
Jaques and Fox not cited. Cited Leibenstein 1976. See Hopper 1982; Takamiya 1983; Tsurumi,
R. R., 1982. Clio Lehman Liby Resvs HC462.9 .I587 1988. # MS. PJ. A.
Dore, Ronald, 1985, “Financial Structure and the Long-Term View,” Policy Studies, Policy
Studies Institute, London, UK, July 1985, 6(1):10-29. Contrasted UK corporate structures with
Japanese. Thought it was time to rethink the balance in the modern British corporation between
the shareholders’ and employees’ interests. The City (in London) has a short-term horizon.
How can we create the “firm as community”? Perhaps have an independent arbitrator in
takeovers. MS. PJ.
Dore, Ronald, 1994, “Equality-Efficiency Trade-Offs: Japanese perceptions and choices,”
chapter 14 (p. 379-391) in Aoki, Masahiko, and Ronald Dore, eds., 1994, The Japanese Firm,
sources of competitive strength, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK, 14 chapters, 410 p.
(Papers from a 1991 conference at the Stockholm School of Economics, European Institute of
Japanese Studies.) The “inefficiency” of lifetime employment is more than offset by productive
efficiency because Japanese employees work harder and smarter than their foreign competition
(both equity wages and X-efficiency). Executive compensation is indirect and not American
style cloud cuckoo land. (Also, Japanese workers are paid more than US workers. [Warning: see
Porter and Takeuchi.]) Supports RO theory. Refu. Ch.
Dore, Ronald, and Mari Sako, 1998, How the Japanese Learn to Work, Routledge, New York,
NY, 190 p., (2nd edn.). Once the basic skills are mastered certification in vocational skills is like
earning Boy Scout merit badges. Employment selection criteria are on the worker’s ability to
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learn rather than competencies already learned. Lifetime employment means employees stay
and upgrade their skills to keep the company competitive. If the right people are chosen,
learning will organize itself. (Shows the sharp contrast with US and European approaches.)
Refu. Bk.
Dorfman, Peter, Jon Howell, Benjamin Cotton, and Uday Tate, 1992, “Leadership Within the
‘Discontinuous Hierarchy’ Structure of the Military: Are Effective Leadership Behaviors Similar
Within and Across Command Structures?” chapter in Clark, Kenneth, Miriam Clark, and David
Campbell, eds., 1992, The Impact of Leadership, Center for Creative Leadership, Greensboro,
NC. Cited in Leed PhD 2001. Rp. Ch.
Dornbusch, Sanford D., and W. Richard Scott, 1975, Evaluation and Exercise of Authority,
Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 382 p. A hospital. Tested Jaques 1956 and claimed “our own
findings were not consistent with those reported by Jaques.” [But the authors used their own
questions which were different from those asked by Jaques, so a negative result was no surprise
(Ch. 6, p. 165-167).] But they concluded: "Performers and evaluators have their behavior shaped
by evaluations made of them by others. …. The ostensible goals of organizations - their public
goals - often are not built into the evaluation system. This lack results in goal displacement.
We believe that evaluation is a fundamental process in all human interaction and specifically in
the operation of authority systems in organizations" (p. 357-358). Cited in Peterson 1984;
Thelejane 2010 MPhil. Cited Jaques 1951. Goodman not cited, but similar. Not in CUNY.
NYPL Hum os JLE 75-2943 (HSSL). Clio os & Burke [UTS] HM271 .D74. Cr. Bk.
Dornstein, Miriam, 1985, "Perceptions Regarding Standards for Evaluating Pay Equity and their
Determinants", Journal of Occupational Psychology, British Psychological Society, UK, Dec.,
58(4):321-330. ISSN: 03058107. Results of a research study dealing with perceptions regarding
standards and norms of pay equity evaluation among a sample of blue-collar and white-collar
industrial employees in Israel. The major aims were to investigate what standards of evaluation
are perceived as relevant and how they are scaled, what normative frameworks guide these
perceptions, and what factors account for the variances in these variables. The findings reveal
the existence of considerable variances, which explain a substantial amount. Occupational status
was found to be the most important of these variables. Cited and reproduced in Mamman 1990
(name misspelt: (without 'n')). Cited Jaques 1961; Adams 1963, 1965; Atchison & Belcher 1971,
1976; Finn & Lee 1972; Goodman 1971, 1974; Kuethe & Levenson 1964. NYPL online. At
Sociology and Anthropology, University of Haifa, Israel. # Rp. PJ.
Dornstein, Miriam, 1988, "Wage reference groups and their determinants: A study of blue-collar
and white-collar employees in Israel," Journal of Occupational Psychology, British
Psychological Society, UK, Sep88, 61(3):221-235. ISSN: 03058107. Reported the results of a
study on the comparative frames of reference concerning wages among white-collar and bluecollar industrial employees in Israel. References used by employees in comparing their pay were
with similar others outside the employing organization. The firm's 'ability to pay' played a
negligible role in the worker's perception of pay equity. Pay equity was 'market oriented.'
Reference was also made to the average earnings of all earners – and to trends. Those satisfied
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tended to compare themselves to similar others inside the organization. Blue-collar workers
are very dissatisfied with the current status and structure of management and often form an
antagonistic subculture (union). Jaques not cited – but completely supported. Cited Adams
1963, 1965; Dornstein 1985; Merton 1957; Homans 1974. At U. Haifa, Israel. # MS. PJ.
Dornstein, Miriam, 1989, "The fairness judgements of received pay and their determinants,"
Journal of Occupational Psychology, British Psychological Society, UK, Dec89, 62(4):287-299.
ISSN: 3058107. Based on a cross-sectional city sample of 222 employees in Israel these
findings indicate that pay fairness evaluations may be based on comparisons with similar as well
as dissimilar others; that they are guided by norms of contribution as well as norms of need; that
feelings of inequity develop where inputs/investments are undervalued in terms of prevalent
norms of just exchange ratios. The findings also indicate that variances in the individuals'
frames of reference are partly related to a variety of background characteristics such as sex, age,
income, education, etc. Jaques not cited. At U. Haifa, Israel. # Misc. PJ.
Dornstein, Miriam, 1991, Conceptions of Fair Pay: Theoretical Perspectives and Empirical
Research, Praeger, NY, NY, US; London, UK. A good book to read to get an overview of equity
theory including Jaques’s early position in it. (See Chapter 2: “The Initial Formulations”)
Unaware of most substantiating research on Jaques after 1970 WC&SJ (or 1990 C&W revision),
see p. 35 Notes. Precis of Gordon 1969 article. Cited 1964 Kuethe and Levenson validation of
EJ and Mahoney’s 1979 replication of K&L; Lawler 1965; and Beal 1963 but not Jaques’ 1964
reply. Failed to cite Richardson 1971. (A bit odd.) PhD 1973 Technion; not related. MS. Bk.
Dose, Jennifer J., and Richard J. Klimoski, 1995, “Doing the right thing in the workplace:
Responsibility in the face of accountability,” Employee Responsibilities and Rights Journal,
Association on Employment Practices and Principles, Springer, NL, 8(1):35-56. Increased
personal ‘responsibility’ by employees and expanded use of self-management practices conflict
with organizations’ felt need to maintain external control. Success of ‘accountability’ forces is
determined primarily by the relationship between the principal (party to whom one is
accountable) and the agent (employee). The agent’s ‘felt responsibility’ and perception of
control may be in conflict with reality. (Looks like the pluralist view, see Fox 1974 MM. Poor
definition of key terms. Some use of terms in economic sense. This study may be
managerialist.) MS. PJ.
Dotlich, David L., and Peter C. Cairo, 2003, Why CEOs Fail: the 11 behaviors that can derail
your climb to the top--and how to manage them, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal, US, 176 p.
Personality flaws, derailers, etc. But one real good quote: "What needs to be more openly
acknowledged is that flawed human beings can still be great leaders" (p. 150). Baruch& Clio
Bus HD57.7 .D683 2003. SIBL Non-Fic up 658.42 D. Seen. Misc. Bk.
Douglas, Mary, 1992, “Why do people want goods?” chapter 2 (p. 19-31) in Heap, Shaun
Hargreaves, and Angus Ross, eds., 1992, Understanding the Enterprise Culture: themes in the
work of Mary Douglas, Edinburgh U. P., Edinburgh, UK, 227 p. Originally broadcast as two
talks on BBC Radio 3 and published in The Listener, 8 and 15 Sept. 1977. An excellent
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introductory piece on marketing, social and monetary status-marking of goods, and the customer.
NYPL Schw JFD 92-4020. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Doukas, Dimitra, 2003, Worked Over: the corporate sabotage of an American community,
Cornell U.P., Ithaca, NY, US, 199 p. "Worked Over is about large-scale social change seen at
close range, through the lives of generations of working people in a small manufacturing center
along New York State’s old Erie Canal... [T]he Remington company, maker of arms and
typewriters …, was for many years the backbone of a thriving regional society. Corporate
takeover in 1886 ushered in a century of social distress and decreasing political autonomy. Since
the 1970s, the area has suffered mightily from deindustrialization." See Zucker 1986. PhD at
NYU. NYPL Schw Milstein Rm 121 IRM (Mohawk River Vly) 03-2303. Teach. Misc. Bk.
Dow, Louis A., and William E. Cullison, 1965, “Oligopoly, Intergroup Conflict, and the Growth
of the Firm,” American Journal of Economics and Sociology, July 1965, 24(3):273-289. An
extension of Penrose’s managerial theory of firm growth. Wright 1964 not cited. Cited Jaques
1951. # W. PJ.
Dowd, James J., 1975, “Distributive Justice and Psychological Reactance: A Convergence of
Homans and Brehm,” The Pacific Sociological Review, Oct. 1975, 18(4):421-441. Cited Jaques
1951. W. PJ.
Dowling, William F., 1973, “Conversation with Lord Wilfred Brown,” Organization Dynamics,
AMACOM, US, Autumn, 2(2):30-46. A nice profile. D. PJ. *****
Dowling, William F., 1977, “Conversation with Elliott Jaques,” Organization Dynamics,
AMACOM, US, Spring, 5(4):24-43. A nice profile. D. PJ. *****
Dowling, William F., 1979, “Conversation with Sir Adrian Cadbury,” Organizational Dynamics,
Elsevier Science Direct, Winter, 7(3):39-58. Interviewed by William Dowling. AC said only his
and Wilfred Brown’s firms had consistent responses to the Bullock Commission on employee
representation. Cadbury’s did not go as far as Glacier Metal (p. 48-49). D. PJ.
Down, Simon, and James Reveley, 2009, “Between Narration and Interaction: Situating first-line
supervisor identity work,” Human Relations, Tavistock Institute, Sage Pubs., Los Angeles,
London, New Delhi, Singapore, and Washington DC, 62(3):379–401. This article examines how
frontline managers establish new managerial identities. It combines narrational and Goffmanesque conceptions of managerial identity work in a longitudinal study of one first-line supervisor
at a restructured Australian industrial plant. Frontline manager identity work is an iterative
process in which self-narration and dramaturgical performance are almost seamlessly interwoven
and are processually co-dependent. Successful performances undergird managers’ attempts to
craft stable narrative identities. (This was done during Requisite Organization’s introduction
into this AU coke plant. The authors missed how RO clarity and horizons helped this FLM
establish a new identity. It was right in front of them.) Cited Goffman 1963, 1967, 1968, 1981,
1990, Gouldner 1954; Jacques 1989. See Briers 1997 PhD. At U. Newcastle, UK, & U.
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Wollongong, AU. # Rp. PJ.
Downey, Dianne, with Tom March, and Adena Berkman, 2001, Assimilating New Leaders: the
key to executive retention, AMACOM, NY, NY, US, 261 p. Solid. 50% of all new executives
leave the firm they join in 2 years. Over 20% said the job they took wasn't the job that was
described to them. (Actually, more like 32%.) Ugly. There were 4 stages: anticipating and
planning; entering and exploring; building; and contributing. During these periods emotions
were a roller-coaster but intellectual growth was steadier (p. 35). Support from the organization
may be smaller than promised. The 5 key goals were – create an achievement legacy, understand
organizational dynamics, build influence, assume leadership, and align systems. But each goal
will shift in each phase. (It will be helpful to create a graph showing stakeholder relationships:
up, down, and peer – inside and outside.) See Greenberg 2013. Cuny Baruch HD57.7 .D69
2001. # Misc. Bk.
Downey, H. (Howard) Kirk, 1974, Perceived Uncertainty Variability: A Methodological and
Exploratory Study, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, PA, 166 pages. UMI 75-19748. DAI-A 36/03, p. 1637, Sep 1975.
See PhDs.
Downey, H. Kirk, and John W. Slocum, 1975, “Uncertainty: Measures, Research, and Sources of
Variation,” Academy of Management Journal, Sept., 18(3):562-578. An examination of
contingency theory’s environmental uncertainty following Tosi’s and Duncan’s criticism.
Revealed L&L’s inability to define uncertainty. Many responses by firms to uncertain
environments are defensive. If a role has little discretion, the organization expects the incumbent
to perceive little uncertainty. This is dangerous. Supported Jaques 1956 and 1961 on the need
for discretion in every role. Based on Downey’s 1974 Penn State PhD (q.v.). See Milliken 1987.
MS. PJ. A.
Downey, H. Kirk, Don Hellriegel, and John W. Slocum, Jr., 1975, “Environmental Uncertainty:
The Construct and Its Application,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Dec. 1975, 20(4):613629. (See also Letters to the Editor: Anthony M. Tinker # and Downey et al Reply to Tinker #
in: Sept. 1976, ASQ, 21(3):506-510.) Studied 51 division managers of one conglomerate to
examine Duncan’s and Lawrence and Lorsch’s uncertainty scales. Both scales were supported
but with disappointing results. Duncan’s complexity-dynamism hypothesis was replicated but
produced contradictory results. (In other words, complexity equals uncertainty. Jaques
supported but not cited.) Cited Dill 1962. # MS. PJ. A.
Downey, H. Kirk, Don Hellriegel, and John W. Slocum, Jr., 1977, "Individual Characteristics as
Sources of Perceived Uncertainty Variability," Human Relations, Feb. 1977, 30(2):161-174. doi:
10.1177/001872677703000205 The view that an organization is for the most part what people
perceive it to be suggests the need to identify the potential role of individual differences in the
perceptions of organizational properties. Four sources of variability in the perception of
uncertainty were suggested and measured with a sample of 51 corporate division managers.
Cognitive process variables were more consistently related to a manager's perceived uncertainty
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than were perceived environmental variables. Used TSD as one of its measures. Cited in
Downey & Slocum 1982. Cited Jaques 1956, 1961; Duncan 1973; Downey 1972; Terreberry
1968. At Oklahoma State U.; Texas A & M U.; Penn State U. # Rp. PJ.
Downey, H. Kirk, and Arthur P. Brief, 1986, “How Cognitive Structures Affect Organizational
Design,” chapter 6 (p. 165-190) in, Sims, Henry P., and Dennis A. Gioia, eds., 1986, The
Thinking Organization, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 375 pages. The role cognition plays in
the design and development of organizational structures. The cognitive structures of the
members are essential to organization functioning and critical to practicing managers. “The
greater the required discretion, the greater the value of the member to the organization” - so the
higher their pay [TSD and FFP]. Cited Jaques 1956. See Allsop PhD 1996. See Brief and
Downey 1983. Clio Biz HD58.7 .S584 1986. Rp. Ch.
Downs, Anthony, 1965, “A Theory of Bureaucracy,” The American Economic Review,
[Nonmarket Decision Making], Mar.-May, 1965, 55(1/2):439-446. A street-wise look into
public bureaucracies and bureaucrats and how they operate by a researcher in the private sector.
Not on the theory, but ... very interesting. Misc. PJ. A.
Doz, Yves L., and C. K. Prahalad, 1988, “Quality of Management: An Emerging Source of
Global Competitive Advantage?” chapter 13 (p. 345-369) in Hood, Neil, and Jan-Erik Vahlne,
eds., 1988, Strategies in Global Competition: selected papers from the Prince Bertil Symposium
at the Institute of International Business, Stockholm School of Economics, Croom Helm, London,
UK; New York, NY, 395 p. Emphasized the importance of management for system design,
system maintenance, alliances and structures, complexity, and capability in global competitive
theory. Asked whether the quality of organization was a competitive advantage. Identified
dimensions of the quality of the management (using a contingency emphasis): informationprocessing capability (speed and responsiveness); a differentiated management system for each
business; managing interdependencies (configuration); managing strategic change; managing
innovation (core skills); establishing pivots (stability); and quality of executive processes
(integrity, transparency, alignment). Aware of quality; unaware of RO. Used by Sulej Related
2001 PhD Leeds. Baruch HD 2755.5 .S85 1988. MS. Ch.
Dozier, Janelle Brinker, and Marcia P. Miceli, 1985, “Potential Predictors of Whistle-Blowing:
A Prosocial Behavior Perspective,” Academy of Management Review, 10(4):823-836. A passing
reference to Jaques 1961 regarding work place practices overlooked by everyone. W. PJ. A.
Drago, Robert, 1995, "Divide and Conquer in Australia: a Study of Labor Segmentation,"
Review of Radical Political Economics, North-Holland, Amsterdam, NL, Sage, March, 27(1):2570. doi:10.1177/048661349502700103. Sampled 982 Australian workplaces to ascertain
whether labor segmentation affects the Australian economy. Cluster analysis allocated privatesector workplaces among the primary independent, primary subordinate, and secondary
segments. Tests overwhelmingly supported the argument that these hypothesized segments
existed and helped explain the functioning of workplaces. Various divide-and-conquer strategies
were applied by Australian firms to reduce worker solidarity. Conditions for employees in the
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primary segments have deteriorated while innovative employee relations techniques emerged.
(JEL nos. J41, J42, J50). (A different view of events in AU.) Cited in Lynch 2011 PhD. CUNY
Htr Mn. Clio online. NYPL online - PAY. At U. Wisconsin - Milwaukee. # Misc. PJ.
Dragosei, Angela Connolly, 2007, "Frozen time and endless analyses: a response to David
Tresan's ‘Thinking individuation forward’," Journal of Analytical Psychology, February 2007,
52(1):41–45. DOI: 10.1111/j.1468-5922.2007.00639.x. How does analysis end? The two forms
of time – kairos and chronos – play a role. Kairos is the psychoanalytical process. Chronos
indicates a time for it to end. For some patients time is frozen and the analysis never ends. Not
related to RO. Cited Jaques 1982 (FoT). # Misc. PJ.
Draman, Rexford H., 2004, “Organization/business, management, people and complexity – an
approach to their integration,” Human Systems Management, IOS Press, Ebsco Online,
23(2):101-110. (AN 13359273) Business is facing the same bifurcation point that physics faced
before the development of quantum mechanics and is trying to fit a Newtonian explanation onto
a non-Newtonian problem. Business needs a system based model, a living system. Many tools
and techniques are already available for implementing such a model. Linked Deming, Goldratt,
Jaques, Johnson and Kaplan, and Capra to get beyond Taylor. Currently at St. Edwards U.,
Graduate School of Business, Austin, TX. # Rp. PJ.
Draper, Peter, Maurice Kogan, and Jeremy N. Morris, 1970, The N.H.S.: three views, Fabian
Research Series 287, Fabian Society, London, UK, 24 p. A pamphlet of three essays in response
to the official green paper on changes proposed for the National Health Services of Great Britain.
Based on three papers given at a Fabian seminar held in Feb. 1970 in London. How can the new
structures meet the medical needs of the community? Both Morris and Draper called for a
research-based Royal Commission.
“Priorities in the health service”, J. N. Morris, U. London.
“Hospital management and administration”, Maurice Kogan, Brunel U.
“The development of management and participation”, Peter Draper, Guy’s Hospital.
Clio os 335.05 F115 no.279-290. # MS. Rep.
Draper, Peter, MD, and Tony Smart, 1972, The Future of Our Health Care, Dept. of Community
Medicine, Guy’s Hospital Medical School, London, UK, 30 p (21 p?). The 1974 reorganization
of NHS was fundamentally misconceived, with its centralization of bureaucratic power and put
too much power in the hands of the Secretary of State. A top-down emphasis of policy and
procedure encouraged an inflexible attitude toward both clients and staff. The ‘Grey Book’ was
old-fashioned and flawed in equating health care to standardised industrial products and services.
(Reviewed in HSSJ 12-9-1972; see HSSJ 6-23-1973, p. 1407.) Not in NYC. Not seen. Cr. Rep.
Draper, Peter, MD, and Tony Smart, 1974, “Social Science and Health Policy in the United
Kingdom: Some contributions of the social sciences to the bureaucratization of the National
Health Service,” International Journal of Health Services, Baywood Pub., Amityville, NY, USA,
1974, 4(3):453-470. A criticism of the then-recent contribution of HSORU, a unit of Bioss, to
the NHS reorganisation. Cited in Kinston & Ovretveit 1981 #2; Draper and Smart 1976. Cited
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Rowbottom 1973; Kelly 1968. Baruch Percls. Cr. PJ.
Draper, Peter, MD, and Tony Smart, 1975, “Lessons from the NHS reorganization: B. Looking
forward,” chapter 2B (p. 37-47) in Brown, Muriel, and Sally Baldwin, eds., 1976, Year Book of
Social Policy in Britain 1975, Routledge and Kegan-Paul, London, UK. Making the best of a
bad job is one thing, but the reorganised NHS will have to be changed more extensively and
much earlier than was originally suggested. Will we be in Plato's Republic ruled by managers or
will we be in the Periclean Athens with participatory decision-making. Devolution within the
health service is - not a panacea but - removing from the national level all of the decisions which
are not essentially national. This would free time for the more adequate consideration of national
questions. Immediately after R.G.S. Brown 1976 2A chapter. See R. Klein 1978 book review.
Cited Draper and Smart 1974; Smart and Draper 1974. CUNY Bklyn. # Cr. Ch.
Drath, Wilfred H., 1990, “Managerial Strengths and Weaknesses as Functions of the
Development of Personal Meaning,” The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, 26(4):483-499.
Explored the idea that certain important and typical managerial strengths and weaknesses arise
from the personal meaning systems of managers (Robert Kegan). This article asserts that
strengths arising from a stage in the development of personal meaning characterized by selfdifferentiation and identity formation are highly prized by most organizations. In seeking to be
effective and successful, managers are fixed in this stage of development with concomitant
weaknesses. At Center for Creative Leadership, Greensboro, NC. Cited EJ 1989. D. PJ. A.
Drazin, Robert, and Lloyd Sandelands, 1992, “Autogenesis: A Perspective on the Process of
Organizing,” Organization Science, Informs, May, 3(2):230-249. Organization theory is shifting
from the statics of organization toward the dynamics of organizing. “The purposeful and
efficient nature of complex organizations has always suggested the presence of some sort of
intelligence in the design process. ... Intelligence thus is a natural property of dynamical
systems.” (This points toward requisite organization? Well, it’s a stretch....) Misc. PJ. A.
Dreher, George F., and Thomas W. Dougherty, 1997, “Substitutes for Career Mentoring:
Promoting Equal Opportunity through Career Management and Assessment Systems,” Journal
of Vocational Behavior, Academic Press, NY, NY, US; London, UK, Aug., 51(1):110-124.
Focused on formal career management and assessment systems (CMAS) to overcome the
inherent preferences of like-to-like in informal mentoring systems that discriminate against
minorities and women in organizations. Described the MOR evaluation and career pool
processes. Email: dreher @ indiana.edu; TWDo at UMo-Columbia. Cited R.O.2. # Rp. PJ.
Dreher, George F., and Taylor H. Cox, Jr., 2000, “Labor Market Mobility and Cash
Compensation: The Moderating Effects of Race and Gender,” The Academy of Management
Journal, Research Notes, Oct. 2000, 43(5):890-900. Building upon the gender-based study
conducted by J. M. Brett and L. K. Stroh (1997), this study examined the moderating effects of
gender and race on the relationship between changing employers and compensation attainment.
Results suggest that, among graduates of MBA programs, the pay premium associated with an
external labor market strategy is primarily a white-and-male phenomenon. White-male pay
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differentials were observed only among graduates who changed employers. Results challenge
traditional labor-economic models of the compensation attainment process. This held neither for
females nor for non-whites. Refu. PJ. A.
Dreher, George F., and Dougherty, Thomas W., 2002, Human Resource Strategy: A Behavioral
Perspective for the General Manager, McGraw-Hill/Irwin, New York, NY, 360 p. Cited R.O. in
chapters 1 and 2. (Per TWD) Amazon has it. NOT IN NYC. Unclear how this related to R.O.
SENT EMAIL 5-11-06. ??? Re-sent 7-14-06??? Indiana. B&N? CALL McGraw-Hill: which
stores stock it??? Rp. Ch.
Dreikorn, Michael J., 2003, "Introducing Integrated Performance Leadership," Quality Congress,
ASQ's ... Annual Quality Congress Proceedings, Milwaukee, WI, 57:199- (15 pages). Integrated
the four types of logic with previous approaches to information, knowledge complexity and
leadership. Cited Jaques & Cason, Sashkin, Senge, Deming, and Burns & Stalker. # Rp. Conf.
Dreyfus, Hubert L., and Stuart E. Dreyfus, with Tom Athanasiou, 1986, Mind Over Machine: the
power of human intuition and expertise in the era of the computer, Free Press, New York, NY,
231 pages. Little 1990 cited this book as a critique of Jaques’ time span based hierarchy. Not
so. Jaques agreed with D&D on the limits of “calculative rationality” used by the computer.
Jaques 1996 had similar concerns to D&D. See RO2, pp. 20, 21, 26. Technologically dated, but
an excellent book. For example, the use of NPV led managers toward conservative investments
when instead they should plunge in at certain moments guided by their experience and mature
judgment. (Did Jaques see it?) Not in NYPL. CUNY Hunter Mn, JJay, Baruch Q335 .D73
1986. Missing from Baruch and Hunter Mn. shelves. MS. Bk.
Dror, Yehezkel, 1993, “Steering Requisites for Crises-Opportunities: On-Going Challenges”,
Journal of Contingencies and Crisis Management, Wiley InterScience, UK, Mar1993, 1(1):1314. ISSN: 09660879. Macchiavelli is the guide here, not quantitative analysis, illustrating the
dual nature of crises as opportunities and missed opportunities, and the relationship between
politics and policy. Demonstrated by the Bosnian crisis as of 1993. # Refu. PJ.
Drotter, Stephen J., and Ram Charan, 2001, “Building Leaders at Every Level, a leadership
pipeline,” Ivey Business Quarterly, University of Western Ontario, Canada, May-June 2001, p.
21-27. Reprint # 9BO1TCO4. The article version of the Charan, Drotter and Noel 2001 book.
Six transformational career crossroads along the leadership pipeline (between the seven strata).
As sold to General Electric and elsewhere by Walter Mahler, from Wilfred Brown. Teach. #
Rp. Pro.
Drucker, Peter F., 1954, The Practice of Management, Harper, New York, London, et al.
Drucker here set forth management by objective (MBO), creating end points for tasks and review
points. This was a major break with Taylorism and opened the door for Jaques’ introduction of
employee discretion. Drucker stopped here and did not further challenge Taylor. Deming later
criticized how MBO was being implemented (assigning goals without providing methods or
means) and Drucker changed MBO to ensure against such abuse (1974). See Levinson 1976;
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Zimet and Greenwood 1979. (Harold Smiddy created MBO at General Electric, not Drucker.)
The description of Sears, Roebuck was in ch. 4. MS. Bk.
Drucker, Peter F., 1960, "A Look Back and a Look Forward," chapter (p. 114-118) in Sizelove,
Oliver J., and Marshall Anderson, eds., 1960, 50 Years Progress in Management 1910-1960,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, NY, NY, US, 329 p. "Management" as a specific
area of thought and study are very new. The history of management properly begins only fifty
years ago with Taylor, Schumpeter, and Fayol. Earlier there were others, especially in Japan,
Fukuzawa Yukichi. Important questions remain: The selection of the successors to today's top
management people; the problem of manageability (complexity and size); the social and political
problems of enterprise and management (environment); and the great political question of the
legitimacy of management. Finally, management is world-wide - no longer a developed country
issue. "Management" is the catalyst which makes possible rapid economic and social
development in freedom and with human dignity. The alternative is debasement of the person to
a cypher in the inhuman machine of total society (communism). [Missed systematic
management entirely.] Dewey: 658.082 H513. Baruch, NYU, Clio os HD30 .A5. # Misc. Ch.
Drucker, Peter F., 1964, Managing for Results: economic tasks and risk-taking decisions, Harper
and Row, New York, NY, 240 pages. Executives give insufficient time nor thought to the future.
“The neglect of the future is only a symptom; the executive slights tomorrow because he cannot
get ahead of today.” He is caught in a rat race to dispose of the challenges of today. Drucker’s
identification of the problem is right (but his proposed remedies are gutterballs). MS. Bk.
Drucker, Peter F., 1970, “Entrepreneurship in Business Enterprise,” Journal of Business Policy,
Business Publications, London, UK, Autumn, 1(1):3-12. The study of entrepreneurship has been
neglected. Rather it is crucial to understanding business. So far, business education has only
professionalized the specialist functions of business. Entrepreneurial activity should be
elevated to a core subject. SIBL JLL 75-39. (Got Copy. Not yet in.) Misc. PJ.
Drucker, Peter F., 1971, “What We Can Learn From Japanese Management,” Harvard Business
Review, HBS, Boston, MA, March, 49(2):110-122. The big three things to be learned were
corporate planning, worker productivity, and management training. The Japanese practice
“consensus” management, lifetime employment, continuous training, and a godfather approach.
While Drucker and other US commentators misconstrued these items (and many still do), he got
one thing right: the role of the Japanese manager is that of a teacher. (“Consensus” was on the
definition of the problem, not the solution. Lifetime employment was for the firm to capture
the benefits from training (ROI). Continuous training was a driver of continual improvement
(Motorola grasped this). The “godfather” was accountability for - not ‘to.’) Very interesting.
Cited in Vaziri et al 1988. # MS. Pro.
Drucker, Peter, 1974, “New templates for today's organizations,” Harvard Business Review, US,
Jan/Feb74, 52(1):45-53. Today's businesses are increasingly complex and diverse. In this
article, Drucker describes new principles of organization design now in use and their applications
to today's businesses and institutions. It is his position that not only must the new principles
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make it possible for organizations to function and perform, but they must also serve the higher
goals of human endeavor. Hierarchy protects those inside from arbitrary action by those on
top. (At least, it did then.) At Claremont, US. # MS. Pro.
Drucker, Peter F., 1974, Management: Tasks, Responsibility, Practice, Harper Business, New
York, NY, 839 p. Described the Glacier studies as “the most extensive study of actual worker
behavior in large-scale industry” (p. 234-5). Then, paradoxically, compared it to David
McClelland (sic). Drucker herein revised his description of MBO in response to Deming’s
criticism of how it was being used in practice. City Coll. Cohen HD31 .D773 1974. W. Bk.
Drucker, Peter F., 1983, “Behind Japan’s Success,” McKinsey Quarterly, US, Winter 1983, 4:4557. ISSN: 00475394. Japan's industrial prowess derives neither from close government control
nor from 'cultural heritage', but from the application of four habits of economic behavior: taking
competitiveness seriously, considering the national interest first, giving high priority to external
relationships, and abjuring 'final victory' over opponents with whom one must live and work.
Alone among the great industrial nations, Japan has discovered how a complex, pluralist society
of large organizations should behave in a world of continuous change and growing
interdependence. At NYU & Clermont. # Misc. Pro.
Drucker, Peter F., 1988, “Coming of the New Organization,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, Jan.-Feb., 66(1):45-53. Repr.: 88105-PDF-ENG Twenty years from now, the typical large
business will have half the levels of management and one third the managers of its
counterpart today. Work will be done by knowledgeable specialists brought together in task
forces that cut across traditional departments. Coordination and control will depend largely on
employees' willingness to discipline themselves. Behind these changes lies information
technology. Information-based organizations pose their own management challenges:
motivating and rewarding specialists; creating a vision to unify an organization of specialists;
devising a management structure that works with task forces; and ensuring the supply,
preparation, and testing of top management people. (Drucker has part of the future right but he
is also a Taylorist and gets this part wrong.) Cited in Hattrup and Kleiner 1993. City Coll. &
Baruch. Misc. Pro.
Drucker, Peter F., 1994, “Theory of the Business,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
Sept.-Oct. 1994, p. 95-104. Drucker argues that what underlies the current malaise of so many
large and successful organizations worldwide is that their theory of the business no longer
applies. How does it make money? Any failure (of goods or services) should be seen as a sign
of theory obsolescence and time for renewal. Look at the firm’s non-customers. Every theory is
human and must change eventually. Drucker focuses on GM and IBM. # Misc. Pro.
Drucker, Peter F., 1999, Management Challenges for the 21st Century, HarperBusiness, New
York, NY, 207 pages. Chapter 5: Knowledge-Worker Productivity. He examines knowledge
worker productivity, and shows that changes in the basic attitude of individuals and
organizations as well as structural changes in work itself are needed for increased productivity.
He identifies all four elements of a task, QQT/R. (He is unable to unscramble the nature of
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work, and thus working relationships among knowledge workers, because he adheres to Taylor’s
concepts that deny discretion to lower level employees.) See article version below. Positive
book review by Stuart Rosenberg. MS. Bk.
Drucker, Peter F., 1999, “Knowledge-Worker Productivity: The Biggest Challenge,” California
Management Review, Berkeley, CA, 41(2):79-94. [See my concerns above toward the book
version.] According to Drucker, the most important contribution of management in the 20th
century was to increase manual worker productivity fifty-fold [by means of Taylorism]. The
most important contribution of management in the 21st century will be to increase knowledge
worker productivity - hopefully by the same percentage. So far it is abysmally low and in
many areas actually lower than it was 70 years ago. So far, almost no one has addressed it.
Yet it is known how to increase - and rapidly - the productivity of knowledge workers
(apparently unknown to him). The methods, however, are totally different from those that
increased the productivity of manual workers. [He’s right, but Drucker has tied himself in knots
over his love affair for Taylorism. He has become totally confused, paralyzed and has nothing to
offer.] # MS. Pro.
Druker, Janet, 2000, “Wages Systems,” chapter five (p. 105-123) in White, Geoff, and Janet
Druker, eds., 2000, Reward Management: A Critical Text, Routledge, UK, 225 p. Druker covers
the history of setting wages either by salary or by hourly wage-rate. She refers to Brown 1962 at
Glacier and to Behrend 1959. She notes research findings that payment by results locks-in the
worker to set outputs (Thorpe 1989). But she also accepts the (untenable) claim that PBR
provides large employers with economies of scale due to needing fewer supervisors when pay is
a substitute (Heywood et al 1997). A worthless article and a worthless book. The editors have
little or no understanding of how work gets done in today’s organizations. Both at U. Greenwich
B-School. NYPL SIBL JBE 01-238. Bus HF5549.5 .C67 R485 2000. Baruch online. Lost.
Ch.
Drummond, Helga, 1992, “Another Fine Mess: Time for Quality in Decision-Making,” Journal
of General Management, The Administrative Staff College, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon., UK,
Autumn, 18(1):1-14. Title is from Laurel and Hardy. How do we know what we know? It takes
time to unearth our assumptions about cause and effect. (Beware the macho manager. Ask
“What if ...?”) Delineates some of the differences between task-related CIP and planning CIP.
Cited Deming, Crosby, Harvey Jones, Neustadt and May. Unaware of RO theory. MS. PJ.
Drummond, Helga, 1993, Power and Involvement in Organizations: an empirical examination of
Etzioni's compliance theory, Avebury, Aldershot, UK; Brookfield, VT, USA, 222 p. From her
1989 PhD at Leeds, UK. Confirmed Etzioni 1975 and added ‘work alienation’ (Blauner 1964).
Cited in Wood, Stephen 1990. Cited W. Brown 1971; Adams 1965; Deming 1986; Seligman
1975. Also cited Wood 1990 [NYPL], and Korman et al 1981. No Index. NYPL SIBL os JBD
94-1195. W. Bk.
Drummond, Helga, 2000, Introduction to Organizational Behaviour, Oxford University Press,
Oxford, UK; New York, NY, 358 p. Jaques (1951), for example, defines culture as the
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customary and traditional way of thinking and doing things, which is shared to a greater or lesser
degree by all members, and which new members must learn and at least partially accept in order
to be accepted (p. 251). At CU online only. Not in NYPL, nor in CUNY. W. Bk. UP. A.
Du Gay, Paul, 2000, In Praise of Bureaucracy: Weber - Organization - Ethics, Sage, London,
176 pages. Du Gay laces into Tom Peters and others who advocate entrepreneurialism in the
public service. Du Gay shows neutral and impartial, even passive, bureaux are exactly what is
necessary in the public arena - under politicians. (He never mentions Jaques or Brown or Robert
Jackal, and thereby misses allies he needs very much.) Refu. Bk.
Du Gay, Paul, 2004, “Against 'Enterprise' (but not against 'enterprise', for that would make no
sense),” Organization, Sage, London, UK, Jan 2004, 11(1):37-57 (21 pages). Thatcher opened
the dialogue in the UK on ‘Enterprise’ in 1979 and it is still going strong. The article questions
the opposition between 'bureaucracy' and 'enterprise' that frames this self-styled 'entrepreneurial'
critique of public sector organizations and that advocates organizational reform. This conception
is very different from that in management studies, for instance. Cited Jaques 1990. At Open U.
MS. PJ.
Du Gay, Paul, 2005, “Bureaucracy and Liberty: State, Authority, and Freedom 27,” chapter two
(p. 41-61) in Du Gay, Paul, ed, 2005, The Values of Bureaucracy, Oxford University Press,
NetLibrary, Oxford, UK, and New York, NY, 345 p. Liberty is not well explored in the extant
research. This is a start. Extensively quotes Brown 1960 on p. 58-59. Cited Jaques 1990,
Vickers 1965/1995. See chapters 3 & 4 in this volume. Clio Lehman Lib. HM806 .V35 2005.
NYPL Hum Gen Res JFE 05-11412. At Open U., UK. Rp. Ch. UP. A.
du Gay, Paul, and Signe Vikkelsø, 2012, "Reflections: On the Lost Specification of ‘Change’,"
Journal of Change Management, Henry Stewart, London, UK, Jun2012, 12(2):121-143. ISSN:
14697017. DOI: 10.1080/14697017.2011.606609. [Vikkelso,] The notion of ‘change’ has
become pervasive in contemporary organizational discourse. On the other hand, change is
addressed as an abstract, generic entity. Re-readings of two classic contributions to organization
theory – the work of Wilfred R. Bion on group assumptions and Elliott Jaques on ‘requisite
organisation’ – leads us to suggest that contemporary discussion of organizational change could
benefit considerably from regaining a lost specificity - a detailed description of content, purpose,
and elements of change as a prerequisite for any normative appraisal or critique. Bion cited.
Cited Jaques 1951, 1956, 1961/1967, 1965, 1976, 1990, 2003; Kleiner 2001; Schein 1985;
McDonald et al 2006; Lawrence & Lorsch 1969; Brown & Trist 1960 [sic]. At Copenhagen BSchool, Frederiksberg, DM. NYPL home. # Rp. PJ.
Dubé, Laurette, and Leo M. Renaghan, 1999, "Surprisingly simple routes to the top: Leaders'
perspectives on the success of the lodging industry's overall best-practice champions," The
Cornell Hotel and Restaurant Administration Quarterly, US, Dec. 1999, 40(6):34-41. (Dube, .)
The industry's best lodging operators refuse to rest on their laurels. Marriott Corp. was
discussed. Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ.
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Dubin, Robert, 1958, The World of Work; industrial society and human relations, Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 448 p. Cited Jaques 1951. Baruch, City, JJay HD6971 .D82. Schw
F10-2658. W. Bk.
Dubin, Robert, 1960, “A Theory of Conflict and Power in Union-Management Relations,”
Industrial and Labor Relations Review, July, 13(4):501-518. Cited Jaques 1951. W. PJ. A.
Dubin, Robert, 1962, “Business Behavior Behaviorally Viewed,” chapter 1 (p. 11-55) in
Strother, George B., ed., 1962, Social Science Approaches to Business Behavior, Dorsey/Irwin
Press, Homewood, IL, US, 183 p. [p. 42-47 republished in Dubin, Robert, ed., 1968 & 1974,
Human Relations in Administration, with readings.] Attitudes have been more examined by
academics than have behaviors in business because they have been more available through
surveys. Glacier was a prime example of business behavior. Control is also evaded at
managerial levels. Cited Jaques 1951 (repeatedly); Brown 1960; McMurry 1958 (ASQ); Pelz
1951, 1959; Whyte 1948. Baruch HD59 .S77. Not in NYPL. # Rp. Ch.
Dubin, Robert, and Thomas C. Taveggia, 1968, The teaching-learning paradox; a comparative
analysis of college teaching methods, Center for the Advanced Study of Educational
Administration, Monograph No 18, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR, US, 78 p. A key finding
was that there were NO differences in test outcomes due to the type of instruction: lecture, group
participative, etc. CUNY Grad Ctr, Baruch LB2331 .D8. Abs. Misc. Rep.
Dubin, Robert, ed., 1976, Handbook of Work, Organization, and Society, Rand McNally College
Pub. Co., Chicago, IL, US, 1068 p. Jaques and Brown were extensively cited in this reference
work. Anthology. See Belcher and Atchison: chapter 13, especially p. 567-611. Cited Blauner;
Dubin; Evan; Hedley 1970; Herzberg; Kolaja; Korman; Maier &Thurber 1969; Moore 1967,
1969; Shepard 1970; Wells 1963; Williams 1925. Baruch , GC, JJay HD4854 .H25. D. Bk.
Dubin, Robert, R. Alan Hedley, and Thomas C. Taveggia, 1976, “Attachment to Work,” Chapter
7 (p. 281-341) in Dubin, Robert, ed., 1976, Handbook of Work, Organization and Society, Rand
McNally, Chicago, IL, US, 1068 p. Chapter is on the key interests of Dubin. We have come to
think “the working man is a whole man — he is simultaneously an economic, psychological and
sociological person. It is only when the whole man idea is taken seriously that we can perceive
that there are multiple attachments to work.” Cited Blauner 1964; W. Brown 1960; Maier and
Thurber 1969; J. Shepard 1969, 1970; W. Williams 1925; Worthy 1950. Jaques not cited.
Baruch, Grad Ctr HD4854 .H25. # D. Ch.
Dublin, Louis I., and Alfred J. Lotka, 1930, The Money Value of a Man, Ronald Press, New
York, NY, 264 p. (Rev. edn. 1946). This was for insurance to show the life-cycle of income by
occupation. An undated chart of the age-income curves was on p. 64: “Annual earnings
according to age for eight occupational classes: engineers (at the top), /\, lawyers, professional,
clerical, skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled.” (Second from the top was missing: doctors? U.S.
data was from the 1920s? Insurance applications as source?) This was not the same as
Maturation Curves, but it sure looks a lot like ‘em! Very early. Chart copied in M.M.G. Fase
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1970 on age-income profiles (p. 3, not herein) [Age-Wage Profile] [NYPL Schw D20-1562].
MS. Bk.
Dubnich, Melvin, 2005, “Accountability and the Promise of Performance: in search of the
mechanism,” Public Performance and Management Review, Sage, Thousand Oaks, CA, March,
28(3):376-417. The New Performance Management has its own agenda, which is the
relationship between accountability and performance. This relationship is paradoxical and
spurious or contingent. It measures outputs where it should be measuring inputs and views
‘accountability’ as the cause of ‘performance.’ This link is assumed and untested. (NPM p.
188). Not in CUNY. SIBL JBL 00-121 v. 28 (Sept. 2004-June 2005). Misc. PJ.
Dubnick, Melvin, 2005, "Accountability and the Promise of Performance: in search of the
mechanism," Public Performance and Management Review, Sage, M.E. Sharpe, March,
28(3):376-417. The relationship between accountability and performance is spurious and
contingent. Increasing the accountability does not improve the performance. This accountability
is unarticulated and untested for the new public management (NPM) (It is misused and becomes
a scarlet letter “A”.) Not on Jaques. Not online, stops at -2004. Not in City. Hard in Baruch (?)
and JJay. Refu. PJ.
Livre: Jean Dubost est professeur émérite de psychologie sociale des Universités (Paris
X Nanterre). Il fut membre de la mission psychosociologique fondée par Guy Palmade à
EDF-GDF, à partir de 1947. Il est co-fondateur de l'ARIP (Association pour la recherche
et l'intervention psychosociologiques) qui publie la revue Connexions, puis du CIRFIP
(Centre international de recherche, formation et intervention psychosociologiques) qui
publie la Nouvelle revue de psychosociologie.
Dubost, Jean, 1971, “Un nouveau courant de la recherche-action en Allemagne,” Connexions,
21, Epi, Paris, France. Cited in Lévy 1984. [A new movement of action-research in Germany]
In French. (NYPL Hum os JFL 78-164. NYPL has 1972-2007.) Not seen. (Date may be 1975
or 1976. Issue may be earlier than # 21? Broken cite?) D. PJ.
Dubost, Jean, 1972, “Introduction sur la methode socio-analytique d’Elliott Jaques,” en
Intervention et changement dans l'entreprise, Dunod, Paris, France, 1972, 300 pages. En
français. Traduit par Claude Lingagne. Préface de Jean Dubost, ix-xli p. Fr. Bibliogr. & Index.
Collection: Organisation et sciences humaines; 13. (Q.v. Jaques, Elliott, 1951, The Changing
culture of factory.) In French. A major essay describing social analysis as a method for a
consulting intervention in organizations. [I don’t understand the reference to Jean-Francois
Lyotard 1952. Jaques 1989 and Lyotard 1971 have since been mentioned together as postmoderns (see Lash 1988; Clegg 1990).] Cited by Faucheux et al 1982; Nehmy 1983. NYPL
Hum Offsite JLE 75-371 (HSSL). LC: HD30. Avail in 35+ libys in Fr. # Rp. Ch.
Dubost, Jean, et André Lévy, 1980, “L’analyse social,” chapter (p. 49-69) in Adoino, Jacques, et
Jean Dubost, eds., 1980, L’intervention institutionnelle, Payot, Paris, France. [Gérard Mendel is
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listed by some as the editor.] In French. A survey of the topic. References to Talcott Parsons,
Carl Rogers, Max Pages, Jean-Claude Rouchy, Andre Levy, Jacques Lacan, Elliott Jaques, and
Jeanne Favret-Saada. Cited in Lévy 1984; Durning 1987 [but as 1960, typo]; in Faucheux et al
1982. Not in NYC. In Montreal, Laval, Sao Paulo SIBI. (Try SUDOC.) ILL NYPL SIBL to
Yale on 3-16-12: HM73 .I56 (LC). Cited Jaques 1972 (in French)/ 1951. # D. Ch.
Dubost, Jean, 1984, “Une analyse comparative des pratiques dites de recherche-action,”
Connexions, [Special issue: Texte imprimé:] Recherche-action et expérimentations sociales, Epi,
Paris, France, 128 p., 43:9-28, 127. In French. En français with Summary in English. “A
Comparative Analysis of the Practices of Research-Action.” A classification system is proposed.
Found four varieties: research, action, action-research, and social analysis. As used the term
implies an imaginary unity in the concept. Intra- and trans-organizational practices are compared
and contrasted. Origine de la notice: Pritec, Lyon-Inrp, Lyon-Univ. catho.-Centre doc,
Strasboug1-Scd Psychologie, NYPL Hum os JFL 78-164 [1972- 2007]. MS. PJ.
Dubost, Jean, 1987, L’intervention psychosociologique, Presses universitaires de France (PUF),
Paris, FR, 350 p. In French. En français. Histoire et pratique de l'intervention dans les
organisations et les institutions. Focus on social analysis, action research, and interventions.
Includes discussion and contrast of the psychological theories of Elliott Jaques and Gérard
Mendel, among others. Levels 1, 2, 3 (p. 164). Cited in Arnaud 2007; Dubost 2001. Cited
Rowbottom 1977; Crozier 1964; Jaques 1948, 1961, 1964, 1971, 1972, 1976; Rice 1958; Klein,
Menzies 1969. See PhD 1973. Available in over 40 libraries in France. (51a/088.704) LC:
HM251. .D74 1987. NYPL HUM JFD 88-11248. Rp. Bk. UP.
Dubost, Jean, 2001, “Réflexions sur les passés de la recherche-action et son actualité,” [Thoughts
about the past of action-research and its relevance today], La recherche action. Perspectives
internationales, ESKA, Paris, FR, Primtemps Automne 2001, 7(16/17):9-18. ISSN 1260-1705.
DOI: 10.3917/rips.016.0009. In French. Despite its faults, the notion of action research, still
alive today, has been useful because it acts to group together critical positions with regard to the
dominant models of scientificity in the sciences of man. From this point of view the hypotheses
Fred H. Blum proposed as early as the 1950s hold today (in particular that action research was
born of the dissent over the separation of research and action instituted in the 19th century).
Action-research was the implementation of social analysis in organizations. Not in NYC.
Online. Cited Jaques 1947, 1951, 1964; Dubost 1987; Levy 1985; Piaget 1967. # D. PJ.
Dubost, Jean, 2006, Psychosociologie et intervention [Texte imprimé], L'Harmattan, Paris;
Budapest; Kinshasa [etc.], 157 p. Préface avant-propos de Dominique Fablet. En français. In
French. [aka: Analyse sociale et sociologies d'intervention.] Cet ouvrage rassemble trois articles
qui traitent de courants ayant contribué à la théorisation de l'intervention psychosociologique ou
sociologique. Le premier, l'analyse sociale s'intéresse à l'étude des structures de fonctionnement
des entreprises. Psychologie sociale. Collection(s): Histoire et mémoire de la formation, ISSN
1631-9451. ISBN: 2-296-00819-4 (br.): 15 EUR. - 978-2-296-00819-9 EAN :
9782296008199. Not seen. Not in NYC. (Available in 10+ liby in Fr.) MS. Bk.
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Duckworth, W. E. (Walter Eric), 1962, A guide to operational research, 1st edn., London, UK,
Metheun, 153 p. [2nd edn. 1965; 3rd edn. 1977.] Chapter 3 (p. 115-120) is: “on the organization
of operational research [and]… derives from the experiments in management at Glacier Metal
(Battersby).” Duckworth was operational research manager at Glacier, 1955-1960. Later, he
was at British Iron, and Managing Director of Fulmer Research Institute from 1969 until retired.
He was an honorary graduate of Brunel (1976). No index in 2nd edn. See Battersby 1963 book
review: very positive. Cited Brown 1960 on p. 120. See Kidder 2005. Baruch T57.6 .D83
1965. Rp. Bk.
Duckworth, W. E. (Walter Eric), A. E. Gear, and A. Geoffrey Lockett, 1977, A guide to
operational research, 3d ed., London, Chapman and Hall; New York, Wiley, 205 p. (Chapter 12
- p.193-199 - is similar to 3rd chapter in 1st and 2nd editions.) Rewritten completely. More
here on OR than RO. Mentioned Glacier. Cited Jaques 1956. (Dropped cite of Brown 1960.)
See Kidder 2005. Baruch T57.6 .D83 1977. W. Bk.
Duehring, Gary L., 2001, “Delegation: developing the habit,” Radiology Management, AHRA,
23(4):16-20, 22, 24. RAEW. R.A.E.W. Often, both managers and employees take personal
delegation skills for granted and assume the presence of expertise with the practice of delegation,
which may not be valid. Strictly speaking, when managers assign tasks to employees, they are
delegating the authority to perform the task. However, all responsibility for the completion of
the task remains with the manager. Delegation is a calculated risk. The manager should be
willing to take a risk to see if an employee does have the skills and ability (expertise) to perform
the specific task-work. (See DiPadova-Stocks 2005 on service-learning.) MS. Pro.
Duffield, Christine, 1994, "Nursing Unit Managers: Defining a Role," Nursing Management, SN Publications, Chicago, Ill., US, April, 25(4):63-67. Based on RL Katz 1955/1974 HBR.
Using Delphi nursing experts to group 156 skills, found first-line nurse managers needed: 49%
technical; 34% human; and 17% conceptual. Findings supported Guglielmino 1979 – who
supported RL Katz 1955/1974. At UT Sydney, AU. # Misc. PJ.
Duggan, William R., 2002, Napoleon’s Glance: the secret of strategy, Thunder’s Mouth Press/
Nation Books, Berkeley, CA, 293 p. (Bill said the theory is in there. See also his The Art of
What Works.) Clio Business & Lehman U162 .D84 2002. NYPL Hum JFD 03-6999. Cr. Bk.
Duggan, William, 2003, The Art of What Works, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 289 p. Jaques
1986 is included here but not cited. (Bill said the theory is in there. See also his Napoleon’s
Glance.) Bus (Crs Res) HD30.28 .D834 2003. Cr. Bk.
Duggan, William R., 2005, Coup d’oeil: strategic intuition in Army planning, Strategic Studies
Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle, PA. On military planning in the United States and
strategic decision making. This monograph reviews the U.S. Army's standard methods for
problem solving and decision making to see how they might take more account of a
commander's intuition at every step. The ideas offered here go beyond the Army's current Field
Manual 5-0. That version presents "analytical" and "intuitive" as two different types of decision
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making, for different situations. Recent advances in science of how the mind works have
overturned the old idea that analysis and intuition are two separate functions that take place
in two different parts of the brain. In the new view, analysis and intuition are so intertwined that
it is impossible to sort them out. Some scientists call the new model of the brain "intelligent
memory," where analysis puts elements into your brain and intuition pulls them out and
combines them into action. This new model of the brain finds two striking precedents: research
in cognitive psychology on expert intuition, especially by Gary Klein; and in On War by Carl
von Clausewitz. Electronic resource: digital PDF file. http://www.columbia.edu/cgibin/cul/resolve?clio5620099 Misc. Bk.
Duggan, William R., 2007, Strategic Intuition: the creative spark in human achievement,
Columbia Business School Pub., NY, NY, US, 192 p. Duggan had three inspirations: Thomas
Kuhn (scientific revolutions), Joseph Schumpeter (entrepreneurs), and Carl von Clauswitz
(military strategy). Flash (of insight) versus blink (speed). As John Dewey indicated learning
does not take place through lectures but instead by “self-directed discovery.” The HBS case
method is built on this method. Clio Bus, Baruch HD53 .D84 2007. Alt. Bk.
Duggan, William, 2010, “How Aha! Really Happens,” Strategy + Business, Booz & Co., NY,
NY, US, Winter 2010, Issue 61, p. 1-5. Reprint 10405. The key to innovation is “intelligent
memory.” There is no left brain-right brain; no brainstorming - it’s all one. Clausewitz, the
Prussian strategist and author, showed all four steps of innovation: examples from history
(memory); presence of mind; flash of insight; and resolution. (CEO Jack Welch and CIO Steve
Kerr put this into a matrix at General Electric in the late 1990s.) # Misc. Pro.
Duguid, Andrew, and Elliott Jaques, 1971. (See Jaques, Elliott, 1971.) ~
Dumont, Jacques, and Maurice Cliquet, 1979, Les Salaires, Editions Sirey, Paris, France, 362 p.
Chapter 3: Les Theories du Salaires. (p. 70, cited J. J. Silvestre, 1978, Les Inequalites de
Salaires, P.U.F.). In French.
Ch 10: Classification et Hierarchie des Salaires. (p. 231, cited EJ, 1965, Manuel
d’evaluation des fonctions, translation of EJ, 1964, Time-Span Handbook). In French.
Chapter 11: Les Primes de Rendement. (p. 250, cited W. Brown 1966, Le salaire aux
pieces, un anachronisme? (Piecework Abandoned in French), M. Bolle De Bal and C.
Dejean 1966, Le salaire a la production, formes nouvelles et fonctions sociologiques,
Bruxelles). In French. Rp. Ch.
Dumont, Louis, 1966, Homo hiérarchicus essai sur le système des castes, Gallimard, Paris, FR,
445 p. [Bibliothèque des Sciences Humaines ISBN: B0000DQ3SO (ASIN)] In French.
[Dumont, Louis, 1967, Homo Hierarchicus, Weidenfeld and Nicholson, London, UK, 369 pages
(in English). 1970 and 1980 edns., U. Chicago Press. On the caste system in India. Cited by
Stamp; Panzar 2009 Interesting PhD. NYPL Schw D-17 6727 (in French). Misc. Bk.
Dunbar, Roger L. M., and William H. Starbuck, 2006, “Learning to Design Organizations and
Learning from Designing Them,” Organization Science, Linthicum, Mar/Apr 2006, 17(2):171-
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180. Cited Jaques 1951; Penrose 1959. See Romme 2003. An Editors intro. W. PJ. A.
Duncan, John, Hazel Emslie, Phyllis Williams, Roger Johnson, and Charles Freer, 1996,
“Intelligence and the Frontal Lobe: The organization of goal-directed behavior,” Cognitive
Psychology, Academic Press, Orlando, FL, Scopus, June, 30(3):257-303. In Cambridge, UK.
Basic to individual differences was the concept of “general intelligence” or Spearman's g. We
suggest that g was largely a reflection of the control functions of the frontal lobe. A series of
experiments investigated “goal neglect”: disregard of a task requirement even though it has been
understood and remembered. Subjectively it was as though the neglected requirement “slips the
subject's mind.” In line with conventional distinctions between controlled and automatic
processing, the eliciting conditions for goal neglect included - novelty, weak error feedback, and
multiple concurrent task requirements. Under these conditions goal neglect was linked closely to
g and extremely common after frontal lobe lesions. We suggest that behavior in any task was
structured by a set of activated frontal constraints or requirements, derived in part from verbal
instructions and specified at multiple levels of abstraction. This is fundamental to Spearman's g.
Cited 153 times. Misc. PJ.
Duncan, John R., and Clora Mae Baker, 2007, "Teaching to Multiple Intelligences," Journal for
Global Business Education, May2007, Vol. 7, p21-35, 15p. ISSN: 15516784. Focused on the
impact of multiple intelligences (MI) on teaching in higher education (Gardiner). Teachers
should be aware of the MI of students given the fact that individual learners are diverse by
culture and their level of intelligences. Thus, these differences must be taken into account when
selecting teaching activities for the classroom to facilitate student learning. [Error online in 2nd
author last name as: MaeBaker.] Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Duncan, Robert B., 1972, “Characteristics of Organizational Environments and Perceived
Environmental Uncertainty,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Sept., 17:313-327. Confirms
L&L’s contingency theory indicating there are different types of organization structures that are
appropriate, i.e., more than one. However, this changed over time within each unit. Duncan
shifted the focus from the uncertainty of the external environment to the perceptions of it by the
internal individuals. The key was the capability level of the incumbents. Findings indicated
support for Jaques on cognitive complexity. This study indicated L&L captured the time spans
of various units at one moment in time only. (q.v. Sune Carlson 1951.) Based on his 1971 Yale
dissertation. (See Related Ph.D.s.) Jaques not cited. See Suh, Key and Munchus 2004. MS.
PJ. A.
Duncan, Robert B., 1973, “Multiple Decision-making Structures in Adapting to Environmental
Uncertainty,” Human Relations, Mar., 26(3):273-292. Found the same decision unit used a
mechanistic structure for routine decisions but shifted to an organic structure for nonroutine
decisions. These shifts were done in accordance with “perceived” changes in the environment.
The more efficient units used different structures simultaneously. Went beyond L&L on these
shifts as well as this complexity. Based on his 1971 Yale dissertation. (See Related Ph.D.s.)
Jaques not cited. MS. PJ.
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Duncan, W. Jack, 1989, "Organizational Culture: 'Getting a fix' on an elusive concept,"
The Academy of Management Executive, US, Aug1989, 3(3):229-236. ISSN: 08963789. DOI:
10.5465/AME.1989.4274741. Research shows that many executives believe organizational
culture is real and strong cultures can affect the bottom line. Reported the application of a
multimethod technique, "triangulation," to the study of one organization's culture. The use of
obtrusive observation, self-administered questionnaires, and personal interviews made it possible
to construct a holistic picture of the organizational culture that was useful to management. The
triangulation technique confirmed a subculture which existed as a counterculture. It was possible
to preserve some of the virtuous values of the counterculture while redirecting some of the
potentially troublesome ones. Cited Jaques 1951. At U. of Alabama, Birmingham. # W. PJ.
Dunford, Richard, Tom Bramble, and Craig R. Littler, 1998, “Gain and Pain: The Effects of
Australian Public Sector Restructuring,” Public Productivity and Management Review, Sage
Publications, June 1998, 21(4):386-402. (Featured Topic: Australian Public Sector Innovations.)
Based on a survey of restructuring efforts. On downsizing and re-engineering in AU and its
negative impact on staff. Partly on the deleterious effects from removal of the hierarchy.
Described the process as “traumatic,” or at least more so than in the private sector. Middle-level
managers were both the implementers and the targets of these changes and savings. But
sometimes downsizing caused the hierarchy to become right-sized, requisite. Cited Brockner;
Jaques 1990; Hilmer 1993; Tomasko 1993; Eccles 1992, 1993. At Macquarie, Queensland, and
Southern Queensland. # Rp. PJ.
Dunham, Pamela, 2000, “Six Sigma: GE's Tool for Process Management,” The Journal of
Innovative Management, Salem, NH; GOAL./QPC, Methuen, MA, Spring 2000, 5(3):3-20.
[Information Technology Six Sigma Black Belt, General Electric Aircraft Engines.] A Case
Study. (For Allied-Signal Honeywell case study see p. 35-42.) SIBL JBM 98-637. Misc. PJ.
Dunlop, T., 1999, “Creating a Meritocracy,” Macdonald Associates, unpublished paper. Ru.
Dunn, Delmer D., and Jerome S. Legge, Jr, 2001, "U.S. Local Government Managers and the
Complexity of Responsibility and Accountability in Democratic Governance," Journal of Public
Administration Research and Theory, Platinum Periodicals online, Jan., J-PART, 11(1):73-88.
Examined accountability and responsibility as they apply to local government managers in the
United States. The Friedrich-Finer debate defined accountability and responsibility, with Finer
advancing elected officials and Friedrich advancing the profession and public sentiment for
establishing responsibility and accountability for nonelected officials. Both can be viewed as
having too narrow a definition of accountability. Administrators can be simultaneously
empowered by the definition of their responsibility and constrained through mechanisms of
accountability. Thus accountability feeds into definitions of responsibility. The construct is not
one-or-the-other but both-and. Empirically supports Cooper’s 1998 definitions. # Rp. PJ.
Dunnette, Marvin D., Richard D. Arvey, and Paul A. Banas, 1973, "Why do they leave?"
Personnel, AMACOM, Saranac Lake, NY, US, May-June, 50(3):25-39. Many manufacturing
firms lose nearly half their college graduates in the first 4 or 5 years. Surveyed over 1000 grads
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in firms to find out why. Apparently, their managers 'haze' the new graduates. This created a
huge gap for the grads between their hopes, their expectations, and their actual experiences. This
causes them to quit and lowers their effectiveness – both in their first job and in subsequent jobs.
Costs of this hazing were huge. Cited in Louis 1980. Cited Ed Schein HBR article 'almost ten
years ago' calling for additional training for supervisors. [Schein's recommendations appear to
have been ignored. (Repeated here: 1. Awareness of the difficulties. 2. Share insecurities with
other supervisors. 3. Create relationships with other supervisors (network).) A 'motivation
index' was developed to allow firms to identify 'pockets' and difficulties.] (This was written after
Becker 1964.) See Hopper 1967. Clio os HF5549 .A2 P38. Nope. Baruch 3rd fl. – pgs torn out.
NYPL SIBL os *ZAN-T5093 v. 50, 1973. # Misc. PJ.
Dunnette, Marvin D., editor, 1976 (reprinted 1983), Handbook of Industrial and Organizational
Psychology, Wiley, New York, NY, 1470 p. (Reprinted 1986; 1990 edn. rewritten - 2nd edn.).
Extensive citations on the theory (Jaques 1951, 1955 (withdrawn), 1961, 1966, and Brown
1960). Chapter editors were highly skeptical however. Contrasted equity theory to expectancy
theory (EIV) (p. 105-109). Slighted it: “A significant, if inadequately statistically documented
book, is that of Jaques (1961), covering normal progression curves for equitable payment” (p.
756). Described Jaques (1966) as “impressionistic” on the impact of discrepancies between
individual capability and job demands that generate stress and ill health (p. 1008). (Jaques’
article was the first.) Yet one editor described the Glacier Project as successful planned change
(1951 and Brown 1960) (p. 1623-1625). See individual chapters by: Alderfer, Clayton P., by
Smith, Patricia C., by Locke, Edwin A., by Campbell, John E., and Robert D. Pritchard, by
Miner, John B., and J. Frank Brewer, by Bouchard, Thomas J., Jr., by Jacoby, Jacob, and by
Lawler, Edward E., III (who was Lost). [Dunnette was a sponsor of Richardson’s 1969 PhD
dissertation but did not reconcile himself to Jaques’ theory. See R. Stewart 1979 for a
commentary on these doubts about Jaques.] City Cohen HF5548.8 .H265. Cr. Bk.
Dunnette, Marvin D., and Leaetta M. Hough, editors, 1992 [1990-1994], Handbook of Industrial
and Organizational Psychology, 2nd edition, Consulting Psychologists Press, Palo Alto, CA, in 4
volumes. Two citations of Jaques in volume 3 by Yukl and van Fleet and by Gerhart and
Milkovich (q.v.). No citations on the theory in the other volumes. See chapter by Campbell,
John P., 1990, “Modeling the Performance Prediction Problem in Industrial and Organizational
Psychology,” v.1, P. 687-732). A minimum level of cognition was needed to do a job. More
was excess, was not needed, and made no positive contribution. Amount of time spent on a task
was a key to job success. (See Moustafa and Miller 2003.) Grad Ctr Ref & Baruch Ref HF
5548.8 .H265 1990. [W; W; Misc.]
Dunnigan, James F., and Raymond M. Macedonia, 1993, Getting It Right: American military
reforms after Vietnam to the Persian Gulf and beyond, W. Morrow, New York, NY, 320 p.
Wide-ranging review by Rand authors. The 1973 Mideast War shook up the American military
brass perhaps more than the failure in Vietnam. The 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Act (GNA)
increased the positional power of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and the combatant
commander in chief (CINC). It also increased “jointness” (p. 133). [Both of these policies
Jaques had favored since 1983.] Maxwell R. Thurman, a top-level advocate of Jaques’ theory,
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became commander of the Army’s Recruiting Command and initiated the challenge to potential
recruits with the theme: “Be All You Can Be” (p. 153). He was Vice Chief of Staff of the Army
(1983-1987), then headed TRADOC (Training & Doctrine). In 1989 he was head of the
Southern Command and led his reformed troops in Panama in Operation Just Cause (p. 311).
Did not cite or mention Jaques. D. Bk.
Dunphy, Dexter C., and Bruce W. Stening, in association with Millicent Easther, Bronwyn
Jones, Jeannette Shi, 1984, Japanese Organization Behaviour and Management: an annotated
bibliography, Asian Research Service, Hong Kong (G.P.O. Box 2232), China, 214 p.
Commissioned by Japan Institute of Labour. Part of a series. The other annotated bibliographies
stayed clear of organisation behaviour and mainstream management to leave room around this
one. See Ford 1984. NYPL Hum JLF 85-3016 (HSSL). Misc. Bk.
Dunphy, Dexter C., 1986, “An Historical Review of the Literature on Japanese Enterprise and its
Management,” chapter 16 (p. 343-368) in Clegg, Stewart R., Dexter C. Dunphy, and S. Gordon
Redding, eds., 1986, The Enterprise and Management in East Asia, Centre of Asian Studies,
(occasional papers and monographs, no. 69), University of Hong Kong, China, 479 p. Based on
a conference held in Hong Kong in Jan. 1985. A nice review of the literature about Japanese
business to date in English. The link between objectives and performance are not just tied to
targets (S-T) but to continual improvements (L-T). Lots of good questions. Unaware of theory.
See Blunt 1990. Cited in Witcher and Butterworth 2001. Clio East Asian HD70.E2 E57 1986.
Gone. NYPL Hum JLF 88-1344 (HSSL). Gone. Baruch: HD 70 .E22 E58 1986. Misc. Ch.
Dunphy, Dexter C., and B. Katarina Hackman, 1988, "Performance Appraisal as a Strategic
Intervention," Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources, Sage, March 1988, 26(2):23-34. doi:
10.1177/103841118802600202 Organisations are instituting formal appraisal systems for
employees at all levels. This article points out the failure of most performance appraisal (PA)
systems to form an integral part of an organisation's forward strategic plan. Current PA systems
create reward structures which reinforce the status quo. Meanwhile, these strategic plans were
designed to produce widespread organisational restructuring and the reformulation of
organisational functions. Jaques not cited. At Sydney U. & AGSM. # MS. PJ.
Dunphy, Dexter C., and Doug A. Stace, 1988, “Transformational and Coercive Strategies for
Planned Organizational Change: Beyond the O.D. Model,” Organization Studies, Walter de
Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin and New York, 9(3):317-334. AN 5994762. We challenge the
universality of O.D. theory - it is incomplete. It advocates gradual and participative changes.
Meanwhile almost instantaneous, wholesale changes take place in the real world as result of
mergers and acquisitions. What O.D. needed was another half of a model - fast and furious
transformation at coercive managerial direction. There were four types of strategies for change.
(Westpac with W. J. Reddin is likely transformational and participative.) [Reprinted as chapter
in 1990 by Massarik.] Both at AGSM, AU. Refu. PJ. A.
Dunphy, Dexter, and Doug Stace, 1993, “The strategic management of corporate change,”
Human Relations, UK / USA, Aug., 46(8):905-920. To investigate the controversy between
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universal and contingent approaches to corporate change, a study was undertaken of 13 service
sector organizations. The study used the Dunphy/Stace contingency model of change. Results
indicate that universal models are inadequate to describe the diversity of approaches used. In
particular, the traditional Organizational Development (OD) model is unrepresentative of how
change is actually made. The traditional OD model prescribes incremental change
combined with a participative management style but most organizations made rapid
transformative change using a directive leadership style. The OD model is also inadequate
because very different change strategies, some dramatically different from OD, resulted in
successful financial performance. Four case studies are presented to illustrate how each of the
major contingencies in the model can create effective organizational performance. See Caldwell
2008. Refu. PJ.
Dunphy, Dexter, and Andrew Griffiths, 1998, The Sustainable Corporation: organisational
renewal in Australia, Allen & Unwin, St Leonards, N.S.W., Australia., 246 pages. P. 97-98 first
meeting between Jaques and Carnegie. P. 220 Cited Beechler and Pucik 1989. D. Bk.
Dunphy, Dexter C., 2003, "Corporate Sustainability: challenge to managerial orthodoxies,"
Journal of the Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management, ProQuest, 9:1-11.
What we are teaching in business schools today is unsustainable and will lead to human disaster
as we run out of resources. The natural environment is even mentioned in only one text –
Thompson and Strickland's. BBA. MBA. Cited in Avery and Bergsteiner 2011. # Misc. PJ.
Dunphy, Dexter, and Bruce Perrott, 2011, “Westfield Talent Management: creating a high
performance culture in Australian Operations Finance,” chapter 11 (p. 121-137) in Benn,
Suzanne, Dexter Dunphy, and Bruce Perrott, eds., 2011, Cases in Corporate Sustainability and
Change: a multidisciplinary approach, Tilde U. Press, Prahran, Vic, AU, 166 p. ('Sustainability'
comes in two senses: internal and external to the organization.) The commercial operations of
Westfield had grown faster than the back-office functions could handle. Big changes were
needed: attracting and developing talent, capability, retaining talent, and maximizing impact.
Leadership training was needed: thought leadership, people, results, and self. Creating a talent
pool to handle these changes. Linking roles, and internal and external partners were created.
Value was leveraged across the firm and internationally. westfield.com.au Cited IBM studies
2008 (2). Jaques not cited – but hey. Clio Bus HD60 .B466 2011g. All 3 at UT Sydney, AU.
A case. Teach. # Rp. Ch. UP.
Dun’s Review, 1951, “What Should a President Do?” Dun’s Review, Dun & Bradstreet, NY,
NY, US, Aug., p. 21, 55-60. Interview responses from four presidents on what each learned new
about their job. Pick the right people on capability to carry out delegated assignments. Priorities
shift yearly – and so do the importance of departments inside a firm. Sometimes there is no good
solution and you just have to tough it out. You have to wield and lead a team. Priorities often
are in the future and outside the firm. You may get NO support for them – internal or external.
Herman W. Steinkraus (Bridgeport Brass); Frank M. Folsum (RCA); Maurice N. Trainer
(American Brake Shoe);John L. Collyer (B. F. Goodrich). NYPL os SIBL mf. # Misc. Pro.
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Durlabhji, S., 1985, “What can we expect from the Japanese?” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad, India,
July-Sept, 10(3):255-2270. What can Indians expect from Japanese management in such areas
as employment policies, industrial relations, work organization, operational management, and
strategy. Given the growing possibilities of Japanese investment in India, these characteristics
should help potential Indian corporate partners to assess their compatibility with the Japanese
mode of management. # Misc. PJ.
Durning, Paul, 1987, “Entre l’expérimentation en extériorité et l’interventiuon institutionnelle: la
recherche clinique de terrain,” Connexions, [Special issue: Texte imprimé:] L'Intervention:
sources et méthodes, Erès, Toulouse, Epi, Paris, France, 184 p., 1987/1, 49:107-118. In French.
En français. Sujets: Socioanalyse. [“Between the experimentation from the outside and
institutional consultancy: clinical research in the field.”] (I can not follow the French or the
English abstracts.) Cited Jaques 1951/1972. NYPL Hum Offsite - Req. Adv. JFL 78-164.
NYPL has 1972-2007. Also avail. in Bayerische Staatsbibliothek. # MS. PJ.
du Toit, Johan, 2007, "Talent Management is Dead without Managerial Leadership, 8 pgs."
Online essay and summary of Elliott Jaques's concepts and those of Richard Barrett by a South
African consultant specializing in black empowerment. Ru.
Dutton, Jane E., and Susan E. Jackson, 1987, “Categorizing Strategic Issues: Links to
Organizational Action,” The Academy of Management Review, Jan. 1987, 12(1):76-90. Showed
how labels translated into predictable organizational responses. Examined external threats
and/or opportunities. Threats generated greater internal responses yet reduced internal lowerlevel inputs. Opportunities have smaller and weaker organizational responses. The early
labeling influenced the decision and action taken. [Risk aversion may play a role here.] The
cognitive categories of leaders do matter to the organization. The same external event can be
interpreted in different ways with very different results. (Closer to reality than most studies.)
Jaques not cited. Cited by Day and Lord 1988. Misc. PJ. A.
Dutton, Jane E., Susan J. Ashford, Regina M. O’Neill and Katherine A. Lawrence, 2001, “Moves
That Matter: Issue Selling and Organization Change,” Academy of Management Journal, August,
44(4):716-736. Discovered middle managers sell issues while top executives buy those they find
most attractive and convincing. Found top managers create organizations that are both fixed and
flexible, fixing responsibilities and priorities, while leaving much else flexible to increase
responsiveness and innovation. Change is continuous. Sadly, these executives appear as passive
judges: decision makers and politicians rather than managers or leaders. (Closer to reality than
most studies.) Jaques not cited. Misc. PJ. A.
Dutton, John M., and Richard E. Walton, 1966, “Interdepartment Conflict and Cooperation: Two
Contrasting Studies,” Human Organization, US, Fall 1966, 25(3):207-220. Compared two plants
and how each handled internal relations. The Elgin plant took a bargaining approach and had a
conflict attitude. The Bowie plant had a problem-solving approach that developed an inclusive
and trusting collaborative attitude among its departments. Cited Landsberger 1961. Jaques not
cited. Both then at Purdue U. Cohen Basement Percls. MS. PJ. A.
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Dutton, John M., 1985, “Toward a Broadly Applicable Strategic Framework,” Chapter 6 (p. 143156) in Pennings, Johannes M. and Associates, 1985, Organizational Strategy and Change,
Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal, 563 p. Slight cite of Jaques. W. Ch.
Dwivedi, R. S., 1985, “Increasing Trust Improves Productivity,” Long Range Planning, UK,
June, 18(3):82-90. The author describes the Management by Trust system and its application in
two plants in India: the practical difficulties encountered and the rewards in terms of improved
interpersonal relationships and increased levels of trust, which are reflected in more effective
performance and a higher level of productivity. No cite of Fox or Jaques. # Misc. PJ. A.
DY Consulting Limited, 2006, “Aligning People to Strategy - A Simple Technique,” Online. A
4-page essay on the use of R.A.E.W. (Responsibility, Authority, Expertise, and Work) to surface
and address misalignment issues (tasks to roles) in organizations. An operational audit. DY
Consulting Limited, Wellington, NZ. (Source of RAEW was unknown to DY. See Crane 1986,
gantthead.com 2006.) Online. Ru.
Dyer-Smith, Martyn B. A., 1994, “Elliott Jaques: A Visionary Theorist,” Organisations and
People, Association for Management Education and Development (AMED), London, UK, April,
1(2):23-28. Online at: management. org. uk Rp. Pro.
Dyer-Smith, Martyn B. A., 1995, “Strategic Decisions in Flatland.” (Unpublished paper based on
a speech to the Strategic Planning Society, 15-16 November, London, UK. Available from the
author: martyn@dyer-smith.com) Ru.
Dyer-Smith, Martyn B. A., and David A. Wesson, 1997, “Resource allocation efficiency as an
indicator of boredom, work performance and absence,” Ergonomics, London, UK, May 1997,
40(5):515-521. Boredom has been implicated in a range of unfortunate behaviors from
absenteeism to substance abuse. Resource allocation efficiency is proposed as a proximal
indicator of both boredom and work behavior. See Dyer-Smith related 1996 PhD. MS. PJ.
Dyer-Smith, Martyn, 2001. (See article by Beadle, Ron, and Martyn Dyer-Smith.) ~
Dyer-Smith, Martyn, 2006, “The Form of Time: a Special Theory for the Human Sciences,”
International Journal of Applied Psychoanalytic Studies, Special Issue: Elliott Jaques 2, Wiley
InterScience, New York and London, December 2006, 3(4):336-347. Elliott Jaques' thesis on
work is underpinned by his two-dimensional analysis of time (1982). Jaques' analysis enabled
him to create objective measures of human intention. At Norwegian School of Hotel
Management, University of Stavanger, N-4036, Stavanger, Norway. email: Martyn Dyer-Smith
(martyn@dyer-smith.com). # Rp. PJ.
Dygert, Charles B., Ph.D., and Richard A. Jacobs, P.E., 2004, Creating a Culture of Success:
Fine-Tuning the Heart and Soul of Your Organization, Moo Press, Warwick, NY, US, 2nd edn.,
144 p. "It is not work that tires people out -- it is frustration. And frustration is generally
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introduced by the boss, the systems, policies, or the work environment." That, and trust, are the
keys. Managers need to move from watchdogs to coaches. Serves as a road map through the
mine fields that keep an organization from going from where it is, to where it wants to be. And
this requires the creation of a way of life, rather than a program or series of programs. Cover
blurbs from Honda, Dayton Rogers, REA Assoc., etc. Cited Jaques 1951, 1996. No one has this
title in NYC. A sales piece. Both at Franklin U., Ohio. Rp. Bk.
“Dynamics of Organization and Level-of-Work Measurement,” abstracted in Administrative
Science Quarterly, June 1966, 11(1):175. The full title (q.v.) is: Fohr, John Martin (1916-), and
Charles Penley Rahe, 1965, Abstracts and Proceedings of the First United States Seminar in the
Dynamics of Organization and Level-of-Work Measurement, Business Research Bureau, School
of Business, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL. Both Jaques and Brown presented.
See 'Abstracts, 1966.' Conf. ~
Dyson, K. H. F., 1976, “Institutional Government: A New Perspective in Organization Theory,”
Journal of Management Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, May76, 13(2):131-151. Almost
no one has attempted to reconcile political theory with organizational theory. The two indeed
have different concerns but organization theory is also intellectually disorganized. There is a
tendency in organization theory (private) to ignore political theory (public). Among the issues in
the public arena are ownership, accountability, and legitimacy. Yet the time has come...(actually
the ignoring continued). Cited Brown 1960 on Glacier’s constitution as a necessary starting
point. Cited also Selznick 1949, 1957; Gouldner 1954. # Rp. PJ.
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Earl, Michael, 2001, “Knowledge Management Strategies: Toward a taxonomy,” Journal of
Management Information Systems, Sharp, Armonk, NY, Summer 2001, 18(1):215-233.
Describes seven “schools” of knowledge management to propose a useful taxonomy of
strategies. See Misch 2004 MBA; Visscher 2005 PhD. At LBS, UK. # MS. PJ.
Eastman, Sheila, 1977, “Uncertainty and the Time Profile of Wages,” Canadian Journal of
Economics, Blackwell, Aug., 10(3):472-473. Comments on a study which determined the
association between uncertainty and time profile of wages. Extension to uncertainty arising
during the training period. Discussion on time profile of wages as a decision variable for the
firm. Cited in Hashimoto 1981. Cited Donaldson & Eaton 1976. # MS. PJ.
Easton, George S., 1993, “The 1993 state of U.S. total quality management: A Baldrige,”
California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Spring 1993, 35(3):32-54. An assessment of the
current state of US total quality management (TQM) based on the experience of 22 companies
being evaluated for the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award during the last 4 years.
Overall, the assessment was generally favorable. However, there were serious weaknesses in the
fundamental approaches taken to management, such as the lack of effective systems to
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implement the plans, the reliance on incentives, failure to apply the principle of management-byfact, focusing on results to the exclusion of process or methods, focusing on financial measures
to the exclusion of direct operational measures, and inadequate understanding of customer
expectations. (No management support. No hoshin kanri.) Cited by Kling 1995. MS. Pro.
Easton, George S., and Sherry L. Jarrell, 1998, “The effects of total quality management on
corporate performance: An empirical investigation,” The Journal of Business, Chicago, IL, Apr
1998, 71(2):253-308. This article examines the impact of Total Quality Management (TQM) on
the performance of 108 firms that began TQM implementation between 1981 and 1991. The
impact of TQM is measured by comparing each firm's performance to a control benchmark
designed to capture what the performance would have been without TQM. The findings indicate
that performance, measured by both accounting variables and stock returns, is improved for the
firms adopting TQM. The improvement is consistently stronger for firms with more advanced
TQM systems. The possibility that downsizing could explain the improvement is also examined.
The data do not support this hypothesis. Cited by Kling 1995. At Emory and Ga. State. Misc.
PJ. A.
Eberman, Carolin, Arni Ahronson, and Vic Catano, 2002, “Integrative Leadership Models in the
Military Context,” report prepared for Director Canadian Forces Leadership Institute (CFLI),
Ottawa, ON, Canada, 73 p. Ahronson & Associates. An inventory of models and a ranking as to
applicability. Weak - without a map they are in need of cookie crumbs. Cited “J. Elliott”
(Jaques) 1996; J&J 1987; Zaccaro 1996; Reisweber 1997; Hooijberg and Quinn 1992, et al.
Lost. Rep.
Ebert, Ronald J., and DeWayne Piehl, 1973, “Time Horizon: a Concept for Management,”
California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, 15(4):35-41. Both at U. of WA. Cited George
Farris 1962 M.A., Jay Lorsch 1965 and Piehl 1971 as having three similar approaches to time
horizon (?). Jaques 1964 on time span was noted as also using a similar concept. [Both Lorsch
and Piehl acknowledged they drew this idea from Jaques. Farris’ 1962 M.A. was unpublished.]
Provides an operational measure of the time frame within which a decision maker is operating.
Describes the dangers of using linear programming for scheduling since cost structures are
different in each firm and the TH chosen may be inappropriate. Training to make planners aware
of the impacts of THs noticeably improved scheduling for longer time horizons. Included many
practical uses of the time horizon/ time-span concept in business: matching role to employee
capability, employee appraisals, horizon of the decision problem, pay methods, game theory, etc.
Recommended Jay W. Forrester’s Industrial Dynamics (1961) as a systems approach with time
considerations. See Farris Related PhD 1966; Piehl Related PhD 1970. # Rp. Pro.
Eccles, Marriner S., 1951, Beckoning Frontiers, Alfred Knopf, NY, NY, 499 p. Ed.: Sidney
Hyman. Chair of the Federal Reserve, 1934-1947. Ch. 1: The slums of Glasgow, where his
father was born, were created by following Adam Smith and gave fodder to Dickens and Marx.
(This was a divided society economically.) Ch. 2: How Eccles thought through the cause of the
Great Depression. This is a clear example of Stratum Seven reasoning. Eccles follows one path
of possible causation until it peters out, then he follows another serial path. He never ties the
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paths together as a Stratum Eight thinker would. Eccles, a banker, came to believe that
inequality of income was the main cause of the Great Depression. It wiped out the middle class
and left it with no way to create demand. This was soon after echoed by Keynes. People want to
trust in an economic bargain for all. Cited by Reich 2010 (see p. 57[54], 71-81). Schw AN
(Eccles) (Eccles, M. S., Beckoning frontiers). City & Htr Mn HG2463 .E35 A3. Misc. Bk.
Eccles, Robert, and Nitin Nohria, with James D. Berkley, 1992, Beyond the Hype: rediscovering
the essence of management, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 278 pages. Chapter 6,
On Structure and Structuring, starts with a citation from Jaques on hierarchy and reviews the
near universal refusal to consider it - and Jaques - in the U.S. over the past several decades.
They see a reciprocal relationship between hierarchy and personal identity as the source of the
power of hierarchy and why change is so often resisted. The Jaques quote is contrasted with one
by Jamie Houghton, CEO of Corning, “The age of hierarchy is over.” (NYT 9-24-89, Sec 3, p.3)
(Where is Corning now? Down the drain. Where is Houghton? Called out of retirement to
resuscitate the firm.) (Cited Leifer.) (See Nohria and Berkley 1994 article in CMR.) D. Bk.
UP. A.
Eccles, Robert G., Scott C. Newquist, and Roland Schatz, 2007, "REPUTATION and Its Risks,"
Harvard Business Review, US, Feb2007, 85(2):104-114. Wd Cnt: 5268. ISSN: 00178012. The
article discussed the importance of companies' reputations. Discussion was given to the big
benefits to firms with positive reputations and the big consequences to businesses with poor
reputations - personnel and financial were key. 70%-80% of market value came from hard to
assess intangible assets – including reputation. The big 3 threats were: a reality-reputation gap;
an external shift in beliefs or expectations; and poor internal coordination between units. (The
first is partly under control of management. The second must be monitored. The third is entirely
a management issue.) Authors: MD, Perception Partners, West Palm Beach, Florida; CEO,
Media Tenor Institute for Media Analysis, Lugano, Switzerland. # Misc. Pro.
Eccles, Tony, 1992, “Brief Case: De-layering Myths and Mezzanine Management,” Long Range
Planning, Pergamon, London and NY, Elsevier Science, August 1992, 25(4):105-107. Given the
current fashion for slimming down, Eccles reminds us that some ‘layers’ play a useful and even
essential function. Many companies have been liberated from the dead head of bureaucracy.
What we need is some practical guidance of whether, when and how far de-layering should be
undertaken. (Readers are invited to write.) Jaques not cited. # Refu. PJ. A.
Eccles, Tony, 1993, “The Deceptive Allure of Empowerment,” Long Range Planning,
Pergamon, London and NY, Elsevier Science, December 1993, 26(6):13-21. Empowerment has
become a favoured way of seeking to utilize the talents of employees. Sceptical of the practical
application of empowerment, since its basic techniques have been available, but underused, for
decades. A management would have to re-shape the power structures and processes and build up
a hierarchy of empowerment practices if significant gains were to be made. Contrary to many
assumptions, empowerment in no way diminishes managerial responsibility for leadership,
judgment and decisive action. Jaques not cited. At LBS. # Refu. PJ. A.
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Eckert, Robert A., 2001, “Where Leadership Starts,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
Nov., p. 53-61. An article on his first days as CEO of Mattel. He came from Kraft Foods so the
imagery of ‘setting a table’ for discussion was appropriate to him. Eating lunch in the company
cafeteria was his first move and there he met equals face-to-face – the employees. His tools –
utensils – were naming the source of tension, calling for honesty, deferring to their expertise, and
recognizing common experience. A case. Teaching. Misc. Pro.
Eden, Colin, and J.-C. Spender, 1990, “Managing the Environment as a Means to Managing
Complexity,” chapter 15 (p. 154-161) in Eden, Colin, and Jim Radford, eds., 1990, Tackling
Strategic Problems: the role of group decision support, Sage Publications, London, UK;
Newbury Park, CA, 210 p. (An excellent volume. Many interesting pieces. Also, it is Jim R.
not John R.) Cited in Phillips and Phillips 1993. Clio Offsite HD30.23 .T32 1990. Baruch
HD30.23 .T32 1990. Jaques not cited. Misc. Ch.
Edmondson, Amy C., 1996, “Learning from Mistakes is Easier Said than Done: Group and
Organizational Influences on the Detection and Correction of Human Error,” Journal of Applied
Behavioral Science, Sage, March 1996, 32(1):5-28. doi: 10.1177/0021886396321001. This
research explores how group- and organizational-level factors affect errors in administering
drugs to hospitalized patients. Findings in two hospitals show differences not just in the
frequency of errors, but also in the likelihood that errors will be detected and learned from by
group members. (Don’t ever do this.) Cited in Dattner 2011 Cited Maier 1967. Elec: Htr Mn,
Baruch, Grad Ctr, City. PhD candidate at Harvard U. # MS. PJ. A,
ghoshal,Edmondson, Amy C., 2003, “Framing for Learning: Lessons in Successful Technology
Implementation,” California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Winter 2003, 45(2):34-54.
Context-setting and constant adjustment were found to be critical for learning. See Tucker et al
2002 & 2003 CMR. MS. Pro.
Edmondson, Amy, and Bertrand Moingeon, 2004, “From Organizational Learning to the
Learning Organization,” (Chapter 1, p. 21-36), in Grey, Christopher, and Elena Antonacopoulou,
2004, Essential Readings in Management Learning, Sage, London, UK, and Thousand Oaks,
Cal., 429 p. Learning about the effects of decisions in organizational settings is difficult.
Feedback is either missed altogether, delayed or misunderstood, a form of superstitious
learning (Sterman 1989). Contrasts Senge’s and Argyris’s calls for new mental models. Senge
proposed that organizational actors can learn to think systemically so that they can understand
how their own organizations work. This approach does not address the participants’ lack of
decision-making authority to act on these diagnoses, risking frustration and danger. It also
fails to teach the skills to communicate new insights. Argyris’ action science focuses on the
nature of interpersonal competence rather than on the systemic complexity of organizations.
The authors believe that becoming a learning organization requires engaging in both practices at
once. Interesting insights. (S-3 and S-2. Unaware of Jaques or Deming.) SEE SIBL JBE 05783 At CU: E-Books. (seen) [Where are they?] Refu. Ch.
Edmondson, Amy C., 2008, “The Competitive Imperative of Learning,” Harvard Business
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Review, July-Aug2008, 86(7/8):60-67. Most executives believe that relentless execution -efficient, timely, consistent production and delivery of goods or services -- is the surefire path to
customer satisfaction and positive financial results. But this is a myth in the knowledge
economy. General Motors for years had a well-developed competency in centralized controls
and efficient execution posted a record $38.7 billion loss in 2007. By contrast, since 1980
General Electric, has continued to reinvent itself from wind energy to medical diagnostics; and
enjoyed a $22.5 billion profit in 2007. Organizations that foster execution-as-learning provide
employees with psychological safety. No one is penalized for asking for help or making a
mistake. These companies also employ four distinct approaches day-to-day: They use the best
available knowledge to inform process guidelines. They encourage employee collaboration by
making information available when and where it's needed. They routinely capture data on
processes to discover how work really happens. Finally, they study these data in an effort to find
ways to improve execution. Cited in Dattner 2011. See Melman 1951, 1983. # MS. Pro.
Edmonstone, J. D., 1982, “Why management development hasn't worked (so far) in the NHS,”
Hospital and Health Services Review, Institute of Health Services Administrators, London, UK,
1982 Nov-Dec, 78(10):293-296. PMID: 10259038 [PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE] (Title
was a take-off on Weisbord 1976 article cited in Kiggundu 1986 – not herein.) Also at Mann
Liby at Cornell in Ithaca but not at Weil. Columbia Health Sci liby. Temp. Unavail. 9/10 &
4/12. 1959-1971 only, Serial H. TU 1972 on.] SUNY Buffalo. RA960 .H827. Do ILL? Not
seen. Misc. Pro.
Edmonstone, John, 1980, “Realities of Organisational Consultancy,” Leadership and
Organization Development Journal, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 1(2):20-24. The
picture which typically emerges from literature on the work of organisation consultants,
(Employee Relations Managers, Management Development Advisers, OD practitioners, etc) is
that they operate “by the book”, moving in sequence through the various phases of a consultancy
project (contacting, data-collection, diagnosis, etc), employing a repertoire of skills and
techniques and carefully developing their expertise with the passage of time. The purpose of this
article is to illustrate a rather different picture - one in which organisation consultants are subject
to a wide variety of pressures and stresses and in response often develop defence mechanisms to
cope with the realities of their situation. It draws on examples from the experience of one
internal consultancy group in a public service organisation in the UK. Cited Jaques. Baruch
1982-1991. Clio online ABI/INFORM Global 1992 to 1 year ago. Not in NYPL. D. PJ.
Edmonstone, John, 1999, “Integrated Workforce Planning: The acid test for the education
commissioning consortia?” Journal of Management in Medicine, Emerald MCB, UK, 13(1):3340. The education commissioning system established in 1995 in the NHS in England was facing
reviews. A major challenge which it faced was how integrated workforce planning was
addressed. Newly-emerging approaches to planning were reviewed and the nature of
“integration” examined. Sensitive management of the change process will be needed to “learn
our way into the future”. The education and training consortia were only “associations” of the
NHS (per Jaques). Accountability was unclear. Cited EJ 1976. Minor errors. At U. Keele. W.
Pro.
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Edvardsson, Bo, Bertil Thomasson, and John Øvretveit, (Ovretveit), 1994, Quality of Service:
Making It Really Work, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, London, UK, 293 pages. Is this a book
about quality and the staff competence needed to achieve it? Cited Jaques 1989 and Deming
1986. (That’s it.) On p. 178 cited Galileo Galilei: “Count what is countable, measure what is
measurable, and what is not measurable make measurable.” Cited in Joss and Kogan 1995.
Misc. Bk.
Edvinsson, Leif, 1997, "Developing Intellectual Capital at Skandia", Long Range Planning,
London, UK, June, 30(3):366-373. Used its own measures, not the accounting ones, to measure
‘intellectual capital.’ Jaques not cited. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Edvinsson, Leif, 2002, Corporate Longitude: what you need to know to navigate the knowledge
economy, Financial Times Prentice Hall, London; New York, 209 p. This book wanders across
the current landscape of business-related ideas. It is a pleasant journey with a good writer. Does
note the commerce clause in the U.S. Constitution: patents and copyrights. Used the phrase the
“Intangible Hand” to describe the knowledge economy. “So long Adam Smith:” the law of
diminishing returns due to decreasing resources is turned on its head and has become the law of
Increasing Returns since ideas are not used up and create abundance. Accounting focuses on
physical assets not the knowledge assets or the talent. Managerial accounting is the corruption of
Taylorism. (See Johnson 1986, 1987, 2000.) SIBL JBE 02-2141. Refu. Bk.
Edwards, Brian, and Paul R. Walker, 1973, Si vis pacem: preparations for change in the
National Health Service, Oxford University Press for the Nuffield Provincial Hospitals Trust,
London, New York, 89 p. An excellent backgrounder to the 1974 changes in the NHS.
Mentioned Jaques’ role in those changes. P. 65-66 biblio. Baruch RA395.G6 E25. MS. Bk.
UP. A.
Edwards, Brian, 1993, The National Health Service: a manager's tale 1946-1992, Nuffield
Provincial Hospitals Trust, London, UK, 208 p. (with Jacqueline Linton and Claire Potter). See
chapter 3 (p. 12-19) for the preparation of the 1974 reorganisation. 1st Green Paper in 1968.
Chapter 4 (p. 20-36) for the confusion and disaster. Chapter 5 (p. 37-45) for lessons to be drawn.
The 1974 reorganisation lasted 19 months before the plug was pulled by PM Harold Wilson, who
called for a Royal Commission headed by Sir Alec Merrison on the new NHS management.
White Paper in 1978. A fiasco resulted. NYPL Schw JFD 95-1114. Brunel U.: RA412.5
.G7E38 1995 (Rev. Edn. 1995). Cr. Bk.
Edwards, Jeffrey R., 1991, "Person-Job Fit: A Conceptual Integration, Literature Review, and
Methodological Critique," International Review of Industrial and Organizational Psychology,
vol. 6, Wiley, UK-US, annual, chapter 8, 6:283-357. As of now, there were three basic
deficiencies in the P-J literature: research was done independently - and overlapped; empirical
research was reviewed and evaluated infrequently and; there were serious methodological
problems with the empirical research, sometimes acknowledged. There was "no unified body of
knowledge." Three separated domains of P-J research: person, job, and outcome. EJ not cited.
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Cited Turner & Lawrence 1965; Porter & Lawler 1964. Not in Clio. NYPL os SIBL JFL 87-66
V. 6 1991. CUNY Baruch hard 1987-2012 HF 5548.7 .I58 (4th fl., not 3rd). At Darden, UVA.
[Copied in 3 parts.] # Misc. PJ.
Edwards, Richard, 1979, Contested Terrain: the transformation of the workplace in the twentieth
century, Basic Books, New York, NY, 261 p. [b. 1944]. A classic. Chapter Six (p. 85-101),
“Segmented Labor Markets,” reproduced in Zysman, John, and Laura Tyson, eds., 1983,
American Industry in International Competition: government policies and corporate strategies,
Cornell University Press, Ithaca, NY, 436 p. There are three types of management control
available: technical, bureaucratic, and the division of labor. The key is the conditions of control capitalistic or democratic. The American dream is pitted against its consumer version. In short,
there is a conflict between the segmented labor market and a nationwide mass market for goods
and services which remains unresolved. (Many citations of this book, esp. by British
sociologists.) At U. Mass. Baruch HD6957.U6 E35. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Edwards, Tony, and Anthony Ferner, 2002, “The renewed ‘American Challenge’: a review of
employment practice in US multinationals,” Industrial Relations Journal, Blackwell Publishers,
Oxford; London, UK, June 2002, 33(2):94-111. While a literature review reveals a number of
general tendencies—for example, American MNCs tend to be highly centralised in the decision
making on IR matters—it also reveals a number of gaps and weaknesses. We argue that
previous research has failed to develop a convincing understanding of how the ‘embeddedness’
of US MNCs in the USA informs the behaviour of them as employers outside. # Misc. PJ.
Edwards, Tony, and Sarosh Kuruvilla, 2005, “International HRM: national business systems,
organizational politics and the international division of labour in MNCs,” International Journal
of Human Resource Management, Routledge, London, UK, Jan2005, 16(1):1-21. We address a
key issue that dominates international HRM research, namely the global-local question. This
question concerns how multinationals can or should balance the pressures to develop globally
standardized policies with the pressures to be responsive to the local context. In our view, three
important conceptual weaknesses have restricted research progress in this field: 1 the inadequate
conceptualization of national effects (which results in culture being used as an 'catch-all'); 2 the
lack of attention to the influence of internal organizational politics; and 3 the absence of focus on
the internal division of labour within MNCs. At King's College London; Cornell. # Misc. PJ.
Edwards, Tony, and Miao Zhang, 2008, “Multinationals and National Systems of Employment
Relations: Innovators or Adaptors?” Advances in International Management, Emerald Group,
US, 21:33-58 (annual). The question is posed wrongly so the answers become more and more
complex. This lies at the heart of much international HRM research. They fail completely to
differentiate Japanese corporate strategies (segmentation) from American ones (global-local).
They claim sector-specific conditions cause the variation. This generates complexity where
there is none. Researchers here include the evidence, then ignore it. # Misc. PJ.
Eggers, J. P., 2012, “Falling Flat: Failed Technologies and Investment under Uncertainty,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, US, Mar2012, 57(1): 47-80. ISSN: 00018392. DOI:
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10.1177/0001839212447181. This study theorizes about the behavioral and knowledge creation
implications of betting on the losing technology. Investigated the technological competition
between plasma and liquid crystal displays. Firms that invest initially in the losing technology
will not build new knowledge in the winning technology because they then pursue less risky
alternatives. Second, two classic risk-reducing strategies—investing in both technologies or
entering after uncertainty is resolved—will not be completely effective. Firms investing in both
suffer the penalties of generalists, while late entrants will suffer learning disadvantages. Third,
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Learning from peers enables employees to quickly absorb targeted knowledge that is directly
relevant to their work. Cited Jaques by name. # W. Pro.
Emerson, Sandra M., 1991, “Job Evaluation: A Barrier to Excellence?” Compensation and
Benefits Review, American Management Association, Saranac Lake, NY, 1 January 1991, 23:3951. The Hay Point system was developed during the Depression and others came along during
WWII - when the markets were not working. Markets are dynamic, so these job evaluation
measures are now hindrances. Peters and Waterman 1982 show how much has to be dumped
overboard to create flexible organizations to meet the needs of managers to face foreign
competition, volatile markets and deregulation. One exception to the use of ordinal numbers is
Elliott Jaques's time span analysis, which measures the longest period of time (in days, weeks,
years) the incumbent is able to work on his or her own. See Exhibits. At USC. # Rp. PJ.
Emery, Fred, and Eric Trist, 1960, “Socio-technical Systems,” paper in vol. 2 of Churchman, C.
West, and Michel Verhulst, eds., Management Sciences: Models and Techniques, Proceedings of
the 6th international conference of the Institute of Management Sciences, Sept. 1959, Paris, 2
vols., Pergamon Press, London, UK. This is the original Tavistock statement of STS theory.
CLIO Offsite HD29 .In73 1959. Alt. Conf.
Emery, Fred E., and Eric L. Trist, 1965, “The Causal Texture of Organizational Environments,”
Human Relations, Jan., 18(1):21-32. A classic from Tavistock and STS. Identified four types of
environments: placid randomized, placid clustered, disturbed reactive, and turbulent fields. This
is sometimes mixed in with contingency theory because it deals with the organization and its
changing environment. This essay deals with organizations as open systems. This is a more
advanced concept than contingency theory. (However, environment is not causal for
organizations. Leadership is. Managers have choices.) Keyword: “turbulent.” See Child 1972.
Alt. PJ.
Emery, F. E., Einar Thorsrud, and Eric L. Trist, 1969, Form And Content In Industrial
Democracy: Some Experiences from Norway and other European countries, Tavistock
Publications, London, UK, 136 p. [Originally published 1964 in Norwegian as "Industrielt
demokrati, Oslo, Universitetforlaget, 116 p.] This was blown to smithereens by the contest with
the Japanese manufacturing methods including Jaques’ concepts. Cited EJ 1951. NYPL Hum
D 20-1414. W. Bk.
Emery, Fred, 1997, “Le concept "d'organisation requise" d'Elliott Jaques,” Revue Internationale
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de Psychosociologie, année 1997 - Psychanalyse et organisation (n°6-7), McGill University,
Montreal, QU, Canada, ou Eska, Paris, France, 4(6-7):185-194, 220, 224. ISSN 1260-1705.
[Elliott Jaques' concept of requisite organization.] cat.inist.fr In French. [This is not a reprint of
his 1995 Business Review Weekly (BRW) article in AFR.] Cited by de Araújo & Carreteiro 2006
(FR); Perret 2009 (FR). CUNY GradSchJnlm, LaG, York – ejnl since 2010. Not in NYPL. Clio
online since 2001. In HEC Montreal liby HM 251 P974o. Not seen. Only Abs # Cr. PJ.
Emirbayer, Mustafa, and Ann Mische, 1998, "What is Agency?" American Journal of Sociology,
U. Chicago Press, US, Jan1998, 103(4):962-1023. ISSN: 00029602. Aimed to (1) disaggregate
agency into its several component elements (though these are interrelated empirically), (2) show
how agentic dimensions inter-penetrate with forms of structure, and (3) indicate the implications
of such a conception of agency for empirical research. The authors conceptualize agency as a
temporally embedded process of social engagement, informed by the past (in its "iterational" or
habitual aspect) but also oriented toward the future (as a "projective" capacity to imagine
alternative possibilities) and toward the present (as a "practical-evaluative" capacity within the
contingencies of the moment). Both at New School for Social Research. # Refu. PJ. A.
Emmet, Boris, and John E. Jeuck, 1950, Catalogues and Counters: A history of Sears, Roebuck
and Company, UCP, IL, US, 788 p. Chapter 29 (p. 547-603) on the expansion of the personnel
function and the maturation of Personnel Management was directly from Jeuck’s 1949 PhD
dissertation. Also, profit-sharing was a plus if on top of wages (Chapter 17 p. 276-292).
Miscellaneous pages (p. 353-357; p. 145-147) were probably also JEJ entrees. No cite of
Worthy (1947 only) or Jaques. CUNY Baruch, Htr Mn, City HF5467 .S4 E5. NYPL SIBL
Offsite TNK (Sears)(Emmet, B. Catalogues and Counters) # # # Misc. Bk.
Emmison, Mike, 1988, “On the Interactional Management of Defeat,” Sociology, The Journal of
the British Sociological Association, London, UK, May, 22(2):233-251. In defeat the logic of
the sporting order is reaffirmed by the losers: effort, dedication and determination will eventually
be rewarded. Cited Goffman 1962 on cooling out the mark. Marvelous. Not on EJ. Misc. PJ.
A.
Encyclopædia Britannica, 2005, "Jaques, Elliott." Encyclopædia Britannica Premium Service,
retrieved 26 Jan. 2005, 215 words. <http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?tocId=9396154> ~
Endo, Koshi, 1978, “Toyota System – Image and True Nature,” Kojokanri (Factory
Management), 24(13):141-145. (In Japanese.) [True Intention (Honne) and Stated Reason
(Tatemae).] Endo is keen. Cited in Monden 1983. See Karatsu 1988. Not seen. Refu. PJ.
Endo, Koshi, 1994, “Satei (Personal Assessment) and Interworker Competition in Japanese
Firms,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, and Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Jan. 1994, 33(1):70-82.
A case study of ZOFD a subsidiary of an electronics manufacturer. Satei (or koka) determined
the Japanese worker’s current level of pay and rate of promotion (mode). Most Japanese firms
used satei for their regular employees (key-core and full-time) twice a year. A satei assessment
was conducted in December to determine bonus. Each April the team leader conducted a
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personal assessment of the worker on previous performance, eagerness to perform job and
attitude as a team member, and “his or her potential ability to perform jobs more effectively.”
This was designed to link the work of each autonomous team to the overall objectives of the firm
(!). The section manager reviewed the assessment and added his or her own assessment. The
department manager adjusted the scores (equilibration?). The employees were rated (A - F)
across each unit according to a narrow forced distribution with tiny but extended upper and
lower tails. This was to stimulate competition among the employees. Mode determined the
status (shokunoshikaku) of the employee in the firm (!). The pay package was made up of: base
pay, status pay, and miscellaneous allowances (e.g. dependents). Satei influenced the speed of
promotion, the “fast track” (maturation curves (Fig. 1) and differential wage structure (Fig.
2.)). There was intense competition for satei scores among workers. But these scores were NOT
shared with the workers. They were inferred from differences in task assignments and pay/
conspicuous consumption. This inter-worker competition decreased workers leisure by
increasing working hours, under-reporting work hours, declining to apply for paid holidays, and
adding quasi hours (e.g. QC-circles, events). Worker obedience to management also increased.
At Toyota this resulted in homogenized conforming behavior. Filing a complaint would result in
a lower satei score. Some viewed the satei system as discriminatory and it may push karoshi
(death from overwork). Japanese firms in the US had not introduced satei, possibly due to the
power of the UAW to regulate jobs. [NOTE: Both Jaques and Deming violently condemned the
ranking of employees and forced distribution. Jaques required sharing the rating with the
employee and obtaining agreement. Other elements of satei, as standardized in the mid-1970s,
resembled parts of Jaques’ Personal Effectiveness Appraisal (PEA). Jaques stated the PEA
“brings together all of the major features of the nature of the MAH,” 1996, pp. 107.] Cited Aoki
1988 ch. 3 description of satei. Cited Cole 1971 on recently installed satei. Cited Ishida 1990,
and Shimada and MacDuffie 1986/1987. Cited in Adler and Cole 1993 (sic), Endo 1998. At
Yamagata University, Economics Dept. (Christina L. Ahmadjian was R.A. In 2001 at
Hitotsubashi U.) See Endo 1997; Marsh and Mannari 1973; Yoshino 1968. Clio Biz Micro
FN1537. MS. PJ. A.
Endo, Koshi, 1995, “Densan Chingin Taikei ni okeru Noryokuky© to Jinji-satei,” (Ability-based
Wages and Performance Evaluation in the Payment System Defined in the Contract of the Japan
Electric Power Industry Workers’ Union), ∅hara Shakai Mindai Kenky©jo Zasshi, 437:1-38. In
Japanese. Not seen. Cited in Endo 1998. Very Interesting. Misc. PJ.
Endo, Koshi, 1996, “Jinji-satei-seido no Nichibei Hikaku,” (A Comparison of the U.S. and
Japanese Performance Appraisal Systems), ∅hara Shakai Mindai Kenky©jo Zasshi, 449:1-29.
In Japanese. Not seen. Cited in Endo 1998. ??? Interesting. Misc. PJ.
Endo, Koshi, 1997, “Sex and Union Member Discrimination under the Satei System in the
Japanese Firm,” Review Of Radical Political Economics, Sage/ JAI Press, June 1997, 29(2):2644. A case study shows that a Japanese firm discriminates against employees on the basis of sex
and union affiliation through the satei assessment system. Analyzed the effect of discrimination
on the amount of monthly pay. The nature of sex discrimination is found to be different from
that of discrimination by union affiliation. (A very disturbing abuse of the system.) MS. PJ.
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Endo, Koshi, 1998, “Japanization of a Performance Appraisal System: A Historical Comparison
of the American and Japanese Systems,” Social Science Japan Journal, 1:247–262. Americans
are adopting the Japanese system, but that system was based on one popular in the US in the
1930s. Newer features include ability items. The three pillars included: trait-oriented factors,
job-related factors, and ability-based personnel management (judgment, leadership, planning
ability, negotiating ability). A hybrid between the relative and absolute appraisal approaches
was adopted. It is largely subjective. Charges of discrimination against ‘undesirables’ under the
Civil Rights Act by Americans employed by Japanese-owned firms due to non-disclosure of
results. See Endo 1997; Nikkeiren 1969a, 1969b, and 1969c for documents. MS. PJ.
Engel, Gloria V., 1969, “The Effect of Bureaucracy on the Professional Autonomy of the
Physician,” Journal of Health and Social Behavior, US, March 1969, 10(1):30-41.
Bureaucracy is frequently viewed as being detrimental to certain aspects of professionalism.
Examined the relationship between bureaucratic structure and degree of professional autonomy
within the client-professional relationship. Perceived autonomy of physicians in three levels of
bureaucratic intensity are compared. Those associated with the moderately bureaucratic setting
were most likely, and those in the highly bureaucratic setting were least likely, to perceive
themselves as autonomous. These findings suggest that there is an optimal level of bureaucratic
organization with respect to professional autonomy within the client-professional relationship.
(Pre-HMO.) Based on her Related 1968 PhD, UCLA. MS. PJ.
Engel, Gloria V., 1970, “Professional Autonomy and Bureaucratic Organization,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, March 1970, 15(1):12-21. A number of investigators claim that bureaucratic
organization limits professional autonomy. This study was undertaken to determine empirically
the validity of this claim. The relationship between bureaucratic structure and degree of
professional autonomy within the client-professional relationship was examined by comparing
the perceived autonomy of professionals in three levels of bureaucratic intensity. Those
professionals associated with the moderately bureaucratic setting were most likely and those in
the highly bureaucratic setting were least likely to perceive themselves as autonomous. These
findings do not support the contention that bureaucracy is necessarily detrimental to professional
autonomy. (SPE, # 3, Pre-HMO.) Based on her Related 1968 PhD, UCLA.. MS. PJ. A.
Engel, James A., Jr., 1966, “Middle Management Report,” American Management Association,
New York, NY. Engel was director of the AMA Executive Compensation Service. Survey
covered 15,000 “middle managers” in 425 highly diverse companies. Reported in Business
Week, May 7, 1966 p. 80-82: “The size of the salary the AMA has found is directly and
consistently matched to the degree of responsibility shouldered by the manager.” This was not
sales but the amount of business overseen. (Not Jaques, but ... TSD:AP?) See 1950 AMA study
and Arch Patton 1951 and 1961. Cited by Homa Hunt 1967 PhD, p. 103. MS. PJ.
Engels, Donald W., 1978, Alexander the Great and the Logistics of the Macedonian Army, U. of
California Press, Berkeley, CA. How Alexander conquered the world through extraordinary
logistics. The best antidote to the Great Man theory of leadership. Moving an army means
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feeding the army along the way. How to think through a task. Most generals destroy their own
armies before they encounter the enemy. See Cohen and Gooch; Ferrill. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
England, George W., O. P. Dhingra, and Naresh C. Agarwal, 1974, The Manager and the Man,
Kent State University Press, Kent, OH, US, 97 p. Focus was on the values of the Indian manager
and comparisons with Korea, Japan, Australia, and the U.S. – their differences and similarities.
There were two types of managers – the practical (eastern) vs. moral 'right' (western). The
Australian managers were more eastern-like. [Surprisingly, the U.K. was not included.] Cited
Bentz 1967 (p. 51); Jaques 1951 (p. 59); Barnard 1938 (p. 90); Chowdhury 1970, 1971. NYPL
SIBL JLF75-663. Clio os HF5500.3 .I5 E52. W. Bk. UP.
England, George W., 1983, “Japanese and American Management: Theory Z and Beyond,”
Journal of International Business Studies, Special Issue on Cross-Cultural Management, Autumn
1983, 14(2):131-142. Not an optimistic article. Doubts that Theory Z will become an accepted
norm in the US. The key lesson for the US is the need to develop a management system that is
internally consistent, fits societal norms and expectations, and obtains stakeholder support.
Excellent biblio of books on work by Japanese in English. Not on the theory. Useful. Misc. PJ.
Engle, Allen D., Sr., and Mark E. Mendenhall, 2004, “Transnational roles, transnational rewards:
global integration in compensation,” Employee Relations, MCB UP, Bradford, UK, 26(6):613625. Delineated the current "disconnect" between traditional models of executive compensation
and Bartlett and Ghoshal's model of a transnational strategy. Bartlett and Ghoshal 2000 model
of global compensation based on inputs, processes, and outputs globally integrated the
compensation. Jaques and Mahoney defined the horizontal aspects of past, present, and future
executive contributions. The vertical dimensions were defined as: global, regional, and local.
Cited Jaques 1961; Mahoney 1979, 1989; Bartlett and Ghoshal 1997, 2000. # Rp. PJ.
Ensley, Michael D., James W. Carland, Rhonda L. Ensley, and JoAnn C. Carland, 2011, “The
Theoretical Basis and Dimensionality of the Talent Management System,” Academy of Strategic
Management Journal, The DreamCatchers Group, Callowhee, NC, US, Jan., 10(1):81-114. On
development and validation of ExecuSmart system. Cited Jaques & Clement 1991. # W. PJ.
Entman, Robert M., 2003, “Cascading Activation: Contesting the White House's Frame after
9/11,” Political Communication, Washington, DC, Oct-Dec 2003, 20(4):415- . President
Bush's initial frame for the attacks of September 11, 2001, overwhelmingly dominated the news.
Using that frame as a springboard, this article advances a coherent conception of framing within
a new model of the relationship between government and the media in U.S. foreign policy
making. The cascading activation model supplements research using the hegemony or indexing
approaches. The model explains how interpretive frames activate and spread from the top level
of a “stratified system” (the White House) to the network of nonadministration elites, and on to
news organizations, their texts, and the public--and how interpretations feedback from lower to
higher levels. To illustrate the model's potential, the article explores the frame challenge
mounted by two journalists, Seymour Hersh and Thomas Friedman, who attempted to shift the
focus from Afghanistan to Saudi Arabia. (Not on SST but most intriguing.) Misc. PJ.
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Entwistle, Tom, Gillian Bristow, Frances Hines, Sophie Donaldson, and Steve Martin, 2007,
“The Dysfunctions of Markets, Hierarchies and Networks in the Metagovernance of
Partnership,” Urban Studies, Sage, UK, Jan. 2007, 44(1):63-79. Governments increasingly see
partnerships as their delivery instrument of choice. One interpretation sees ungovernability,
instability and unaccountability in the fragmented institutions of local governance. Another
maintains that the new approaches to co-ordination have allowed for the reassertion of
hierarchical control. On the basis of a theoretical exposition of the logic of co-ordination and a
study of 10 partnerships in Wales, they suffer from the dysfunctional effects of hierarchical and
market co-ordination. [They fall between two stools.] Authors at Cardiff U., UK. Misc. PJ.
Epley, David, and David R. Ricks, 1963, "Foresight and Hindsight on the TAT," Journal of
Projective Techniques, US, March, 27(1):51-59. Stories and fantasies told in response to TAT
cards were oriented to the future or to the past and also revealed a time span. Subjects were 23
Harvard sophomores. These could be comparatively measured both among students and within
each, a year apart. Those with longer rather than shorter time spans had less anxiety, took more
responsibility, had greater achievement, and were more empathetic toward others. Those with
longer future time spans had greater tolerance for ambiguity, stronger tunnel-vision, and delayed
gratification longer. Those with longer retrospective time spans had more narcissism, sensitive
imaginativeness, and openness to experience. These two orientations were quite different,
relating to different sets of variables. Time span was not related to intelligence or the SAT, but it
did relate to achievement. The results "support and extend Jaques' theory of responsibility."
Cited by Squyres 1981; Wohlford 1964 PhD, 1968. Schw Rm 100 *ZAN-3291. At Harvard U.
# Rp. PJ.
Epstein, Gil S., Astrid Kunze, and Melanie E. Ward, 2009, "High-Skilled Migration and the
Exertion of Effort by the Local Population”, Scottish Journal of Political Economy, UK, July,
56(3):332–352. doi: 10.1111/j.1467-9485.2009.00487.x. We present empirical evidence from a
firm level dataset collected in 2000 on the demand for high-skilled workers, including foreign
workers, in Europe. Our major findings are that the fraction of high-skilled workers recruited
from the international labour market is very small, and that foreign and domestic workers are
very similar in terms of their formal education (measured by specialization subject), and their job
characteristics. We suggest an efficiency wage model to explain why firms recruit and pay
immigrants the same wage as local workers. Clio os HB1 .S3. All at IZA. # Misc. PJ.
Erikson, Erik, 1950, Childhood and Society, W.W. Norton, New York, NY. (Cited by Jaques in
Creativity and Work 1990.) ~
Eriksson, Stefan, 2006, “Skill Loss, Ranking of Job Applicants and the Dynamics of
Unemployment,” German Economic Review, Verein fur Socialpolitik und Blackwell, Oxford,
UK, Aug 2006, 7(3):265-296. In English. This paper investigated the consequences of skill loss
as a result of unemployment in an efficiency wage model with labor turnover costs and on-thejob search. Firms were unable to differentiate wages and therefore prefer to hire employed
searchers or unemployed workers who have not lost human capital. If some fundamental factor
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in the economy changes, this will result in a lengthy adjustment process with substantial longrun unemployment effects. The model generated persistence, but the amount depended on the
duration of the shock itself. Jaques not cited. Cited Akerlof. See Rudin 2004. At Uppsala
Univ.; Email: Stefan.Eriksson@nek.uu.se. # Refu. PJ.
Erskine, Keith, 1974, "Securicorp Cares," Journal of General Management, The Administrative
Staff College, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon., UK, Spring, 1(3):16-19. A backgrounder on the firm
by the chairman. It was doing good by its customers and employees well before adopting RO in
2000. [Erskine died later in 1974.] # Misc. PJ.
Esland, Geoff, and Graeme Salaman, eds., 1980. See Alan Fox, 1980. ~
Espejo, Raul, 2002, “Systems and the Information Society: Requisite Organizations and Problem
Solving,” University of Lincoln, UK, 45 pages. This essay is on Ashby and Stafford Beer, and
on values and policy issues that provide meaning in a tacit organization. The term ‘requisite
organization’ naturally emerged from this discussion. Also used terms such as discretion and
systemic purposes. Interesting. Not on RO theory. Unpublished essay posted online at
http://itsy.co.uk/archive/sisn/Out/SisRops.pdf Off. Pamph.
Espejo, Raul, 2004, “The Footprint of Complexity: The embodiment of social systems,”
Kybernetes, London, UK, 33(3/4):671-700. This article deals with organisational complexity.
Historically, this unfolding has produced rigid social systems, where those in power positions
have forced unfair constraints over the majorities at the local level, and often excluded them.
There is a need to move towards flexible, fair, social systems, inclusive in character. How to
practically produce this management. The “requisite organization,” is the viable system model,
developed by Stafford Beer. This has little to do with Jaques. Off. PJ.
Espejo, Raul, 2007, “The RISCOM model: dialogues and requisite organisation,” Kybernetes,
Emerald, London, UK, 36(3/4):291-306. Complementarity of Habermas's political theory of
communicative action and Stafford Beer's Viable System Model of organizational cybernetics.
Relevance of the ideas of requisite organisation in policy-making and of "orthogonality" in
social communications. Transparency of policy processes is more than making information
available to stakeholders; it is enabling the development of an effective organisational system for
the policy of concern. (NOT Jaques’ R.O.) See Gavin Ritz 2000. Off. PJ.
Estes, Ralph W., 1996, Tyranny of the Bottom Line: why corporations make good people do bad
things, Berrett-Koehler, San Francisco, CA, 296 p. The irresponsible behavior of some of our
corporate citizens is due to power without accountability. Costs do not appear on the balance
sheet - in the near term. Employees and suppliers are treated as expendable, as costs rather than
assets. How the system is constructed creates this way. Customers “pay twice” for defects once for the product and again for the corrective treatment - for pollution and discrimination.
Estes’ remedy is a return to the original public purpose of incorporation and away from its
current private-only purpose. There must be fuller disclosure to all stakeholders to ensure
accountability is linked to economic, moral and ethical growth. A populist set of answers. See
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positive 1997 Bk Rev in B&S by Susan Key (not here). Clio Bus HD60 .E784 1996. MS. Bk.
Etheredge, Lloyd S., 1981, “Government Learning: An Overview,” chapter in Samuel L. Long,
ed., 1981, Handbook of Political Behavior, Plenum Press, NY, vol. 2, pp. 73-161. (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Center for International Studies. September, 1979.) This is new area. One ref to EJ
1955 (p. 115). Full description of EJ’s 1976 four cognitive levels (p. 103-106, 109, 132-133).
Maslow seen as a similar schema. Jaques got the most write-up. Found 19 theories of the ‘smart
organization.’ The modern fraud according to Vonnegut is that mankind does not need religion,
that science explains everything. Aquinas focused on mercy, fairness and compassion. Science
may be busily quantifying the obvious. Refs to Kurt Vonnegut 1970/1976 (p. 165-167)
Wampeters, ... (Hum JFD 74-4920), Plato The Republic (4, 428a) (p. 81-82), Technical Review:
Innovation, 1979 (p. 119). Clio Psych Liby JA74.5 .H347. At Poli Sci, MIT. D. Ch.
Etheredge, Lloyd S., 1985, Can governments learn?: American foreign policy and Central
American revolutions, Pergamon Press, New York, NY, 227 p. (EJ cited in footnotes.) Cited EJ
1976, 1978. CUNY Grad Ctr, Hunter Mn, Lehman, JJay, Baruch E840 .E88 1985. NYPL Hum
Hist+Geog ICM (Central America) 85-3326. W. Bk.
Etheredge, Lloyd S., 1992, “Wisdom and Good Judgement in Politics,” Political Psychology,
13(3):497-516. The institutional processes of decision-making were designed into the US
government by Madison et al. It takes at least a year to make a major decision, except in
hardball foreign relations (national security). This is wise and good. Speedsters get derailed.
Draft Online. At Yale Political Science Dept. Rebuke of Simon. Cited Burke, Greenstein, et al
1991, and Hickson 1987. Jaques not cited. Unaware of the theory. See Landsberger 1961;
Kriger 1992. Lehman Lib. JA74.5 .P63 Refu. PJ.
Eto, Hajime, 2008, “National management system in global era: methodological assessment of
its possibility”, International Journal of Business and Systems Research, UK, 2(4):325–342.
The 1980s saw the success of the Japanese industrial system called ‘Japanese system’. Some
praised it as a new model of industrial system, while others blamed it for disturbing the
international competition. There were two levels to this system: government-industry and within
firm management-employee relations. The 1990s saw the sudden collapse of the top level in the
globalisation process and its transition toward the US system. However, the second level
remained intact. Today, the need for a new arrangement of cooperation and basic research at the
government-industry level is recognized. Cited Abegglen 1973, 2006; Hofstede 1980; Inoki and
Higuchi 1995; Kanji 1990; Shimada 1988. At U. Tsukuba, Japan. # Misc. PJ.
Etzioni, Amitai, 1975, “Accountability in Health Administration: Alternative Concepts of
Accountability,” Report of the Commission on Education for Health Administration, Vol. II,
Selected Papers, Health Administration Press, Ann Arbor, MI. This chapter did not include
Jaques’ concept of accountability. Etzioni still didn’t get it. Cited in Dixon PhD 1981/1982.
Misc. Ch.
Etzioni, Amitai, 1985, "Guidance Rules and Rational Decision Making," Social Science
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Quarterly, University of Texas Press, TX, US, Dec1985, 66(4):755-769. ISSN: 00384941.
Rules people used to render decisions provide an unusually attractive research site. They
allowed empirical study of such global questions as how rational active people and institutions
were as compared to being governed by forces they do not understand or control. Ultra-rational,
moderate rational, moderate nonrational, and ultra-nonrational positions were explored. Most
rules seem to be quite nonrational, but most of the research on various kinds of rules, and
systematic differences among those who apply them, had yet to be carried out. [Time span gives
a clue here to the rational/nonrational.] Cited Jaques 1982 (FoT). At GWU. # W. PJ.
Etzioni, Amitai, 1987, “Entrepreneurship, adaptation and legitimation: A macro-behavioral
perspective,” Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, Elsevier, North-Holland Pub.,
Amsterdam, NL, June 1987, 8(2):175-189. doi: 10.1016/0167-2681(87)90002-3. Societal
patterns often lag behind the constantly changing environment. Entrepreneurs, by seeking new
ways of doing business, enhance societal adaptation. This process of destroying old patterns and
replacing them with new ones is usually not revolutionary, but instead involves numerous small
adjustments. Entrepreneurship is thus studied as a societal function, not individual. See Ronen
1987; Leibenstein 1987 (same issue). Baruch, City. Clio online. At GWU. # Misc. PJ.
Etzioni, Amitai, 1989, "Humble Decision Making," Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
July-Aug, p. 122-126. Half the choices the executives of today make every day are impossibly
complex. In the 1990s there will be too much data and too little time. Textbook models miss
flexibility, caution, and the capacity to proceed with partial knowledge, incrementalism, rational
ritualism, and mixed scanning. Adaptive rules are needed like focused trial and error, hedging
bets, tentativeness, procrastination, decision staggering, maintaining strategic reserves, and
reversible decisions. Only fools make rigid decisions and decisions with no sense of overarching
purpose. [A clear call for crystal rather than fluid intelligence in executives.] # MS. Pro.
Eustace, Angela, and Nico Martins, 2014, "The role of leadership in shaping organisational
climate: An example from the fast moving consumer goods industry," SA Journal of Industrial
Psychology, SA, March 2014, Art # 1112. 13 pgs. Jaques andClement (1991) defined leadership
as a process whereby a person sets direction for others to follow and then takes them in that
direction with competence and full commitment.
African leadership has six fundamental values:
1. respect for the dignity of others;
2. group solidarity (an injury to one is an injury to all);
3. team work is greater than the efforts of the individual;
4. service to others in the spirit of peace and harmony;
5. interdependence and connectedness;
6. persuasion (see Mbigi 2004, not herein).
A focus on people, their dignity, the collective unit and its brotherhood characterise African
leadership. African leadership highlights supportiveness, cooperation and solidarity. We
commonly refer to all of these as ubuntu (Baicher 2005, not herein). The concept of ubuntu in
African leadership is pivotal because it emphasises the collective brotherhood of humankind.
An understanding of the effect of leadership on organisational climate in South Africa allows for
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customised solutions to the problems of leadership, organisational climate and business
performance. Using a descriptive, cross-sectional field survey approach, 896 participants (all of
whom worked in one organisation) participated. An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and
structural equation modelling (SEM) multivariate analyses revealed a new set of organisational
dimensions, confirmed the relationship between leadership and organisational climate as well as
the relationship between organisational climate and its various dimensions. Based on Eustace
MA at Unisa. Cited Jaques & Clement 1991. Open journal. # D. PJ.
<http://www.sajip.co.za/index.php/sajip/article/view/1112/1534>.
Evan, William M., 1961, “Organization Man and Due Process of Law,” American Sociological
Review, Aug., 26(4):540-547. Contended the emergence of organization man (W. H. Whyte,
1956) was due to the lack of an appeals process in modern organizations and thus the
dependence of employees on the manager’s good will. (prisoner’s dilemma). Described the
Glacier Metal appeals process that covered all employees as a “deviant case” and suggested three
types of further research to see how it could be extended. (As far as I know, not done.) See
Gomberg 1970. Cited Jaques 1951. # Rp. PJ. A.
Evan, William M., 1962, “Role Strain and Norm Reciprocity in Research Organizations,”
American Journal of Sociology, 68(3):346-354. This article is on role definition, discretion and
level of capability for a role. Examined scientists engaged in three types of research: basic,
applied and development. Those in applied had the greatest role strain. Was this person the man
in the middle (a foreman)? Or was the role that of a bureaucratic-employee to firm? A scientistprofessional to client? Or an artist to a patron? Well, not a professional. Maybe an employee.
But the artist has discretion. The NSF and PHS allow scientific discretion on their research
grants. Bennis 1956 described discretion but confused it with market effect. Cited by J. W.
Hunt in related 1972 PhD. Did not cite Jaques or Brown. MS. PJ. A.
Evan, William M., 1962, “Public and Private Legal Systems,” chapter (p. 165-184) in Evan,
William M., ed., 1962, Law and Sociology, Free Press, Glencoe, LI, NY, 235 p. Includes essays
from seminar in 1956. We have private legal systems inside our organizations already. Most
scholars simply looked at the formal public ones and missed how business actually operated.
Advocated a link between law scholars and social scientists. Max Weber was a lawyer. Looked
at Eugen Ehrlich, too. (Similar to Brown 1960 and the Glacier appeals system.) Cited by Allan
1966. See Boulding 1953. NYPL Hum D 15-446. CUNY John Jay/ CC K376 .E85. MS. PJ.
Evan, William M., 1963, “Indices of the Hierarchical Structure of Industrial Organizations,”
Management Science, The Institute of Management Sciences, INFORMS, April, 9(3):468-477.
Tried to establish the real nature of three hierarchies inside organizations: skills, rewards and
authority. Encountered the “dearth of evidence on the structure of organizations.” Time span
worked. Cited in Weick 1965; Lynch 2011 PhD. Cited Jaques 1951, 1956; Brown 1960. # Rp.
PJ. A.
Evan, William M., 1965, “Superior-Subordinate Conflict in Research Organizations,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, June, 10(1):52-64. Special Issue on Professionals in
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Organizations. Discovered the presence of an informal due process appeal system which
indicates pressures to constitutionalize the corporation. Cited Brown 1960 on separation of
powers at Glacier. # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Evan, William M., 1965, “Conflict and Performance in R&D Organizations,” Industrial
Management Review: IMR, Industrial Management Review Association, MIT, Cambridge, MA,
7(1):37-46. (Also listed as title: “Conflict versus Performance.”) Survey data confirmed the
hypothesis that interpersonal conflict was negatively associated with performance. Technical
conflict, on the other hand, was positively associated with performance. Group size also has an
impact. Smaller groups have technical conflict more. Larger groups have more interpersonal
conflicts. Oddly, a high degree of project group loyalty may reduce the technical conflict in the
group, thus reducing its performance. Cited Landsberger 1961; Evan 1965, 1966, others. At
MIT Sloan. Baruch Percls. # MS. Pro.
Evan, William M., 1966, “Organizational Lag,” Human Organization, Journal of the Society for
Applied Anthropology, Washington, D.C., Spring 1966, 25(1):51-53. Many of the same ideas as
Leibenstein later in 1966, but expressed in anthropological and sociological language. Technical
innovation lags due to administrative delays. Harkens back to William F. Ogburn in 1922 and
cultural lag. Also, the trickle effect seems to play a role. Both types of lag have to be addressed.
No citations of Brown or Jaques or Leibenstein. At MIT. # Rp. PJ. A.
Evan, William M., and Roberta G. Simmons, 1969, “Organizational Effects of Inequitable
Rewards: Two Experiments in Status Inconsistency,” Administrative Science Quarterly,
Laboratory Studies of Experimental Organizations, Ithaca, NY, June, 14(2):224-237. Status
inconsistency was found to exert a significant effect on performance and to a lesser extent on the
conformity to organizational rules. Underpaid subjects produced work of a lower quality.
Overpaid workers however were not consient with the theory in their behavior. Cited Jaques
1961; Adams 1962, 1963, 1965; Goodman and Friedman 1967, 1968; Homans 1961; Lawler
1967, 1968; Simmons 1968; Weick 1966. # Rp. PJ. A.
Evan, William M., 1973, “Some Occupational and Organizational Implications for Designing an
Experimental Program in Educational Administration,” Journal of Educational Administration,
MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, Bradford, UK; U. New England, Armidale, AU; 11(2):216-243.
The purpose of this paper is to design an experimentally-oriented program for the training of a
new generation of educational administrators. The rationale for the program is based on selected
concepts and propositions of occupational sociology, organization theory, and systems theory.
See p. 225, 226. Cited Jaques 1951. See Percls in Grad Ctr. W. PJ.
Evan, William M., 1977, “Hierarchy, Alienation, Commitment, and Organizational
Effectiveness,” Human Relations, Jan. 1977, 30(1):77-94. Four dimensions of organizational
hierarchy were identified: inequality of skills and knowledge, inequality of rewards, inequality of
authority, and inequality of information distribution. An alternative hypothesis was formulated:
that hierarchical structure was negatively related to performance. This hypothesis was linked to
work alienation, organizational commitment, and organizational effectiveness. The phenomenon
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of "shop-floor democracy" was conceptualized as involving destratification with respect to all
four dimensions of hierarchy. (As the positive slope of the relationship between these two
clusters of variables increases, organizational effectiveness increases and work alienation
decreases.) This hypothesis needs to be tested. Cited Blauner 1964; Drenth 1969; Kolaja 1965;
Emery, Trist & Thorsrud. Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ.
Evans, David S., and Linda S. Leighton, 1989, “Why Do Smaller Firms Pay Less?” The Journal
of Human Resources, Spring, 1989, 24(2):299-318. Wages. We find “evidence of sorting on
observed and unobserved ability characteristics across firm sizes. Better educated and more
stable workers are in larger firms.” (Wily non-economists. They must be business types.) Cited
Brown and Medoff 1989. Cited in Kruse 1992. MS. PJ.
Evans, James A., 2008, "Electronic publication and the narrowing of science and scholarship,"
Science, NY, NY, US, 18 July 2008, 321(5887):395-399. DOI:10.1126/science.1150473.
Online journals promise to serve more information to more dispersed audiences and are more
efficiently searched and recalled. But because they are used differently than print—scientists and
scholars tend to search electronically and follow hyperlinks rather than browse or peruse—
electronically available journals may portend a change for science. As more journal issues came
online, the articles referenced tended to be more recent, fewer journals. This may accelerate
consensus, narrow the range of findings, and ideas built upon. At U. Chicago. # Misc. PJ. A.
Evans, John S., George Krimpas, and Robert L. Miller, 1968, “The Brunel Project,” [Krimpas
uses this title for this study in 1975]. Study cited by Jaques (1969) in New Society (27-11-69)
and attributed to John S. Evans, Krimpas and Robert L. Miller. A larger version was published
by Krimpas in 1975. Krimpas published results for the Glacier study and from 10 other
organizations (p. 39-40). Jaques had reported the results of the Brunel Project as +0.83 in 1969.
Krimpas reported them as +0.84 in 1975. Krimpas in 1973/1975 reported Jaques’ Glacier result
as +0.94 for 70 observations. It is not completely clear, but this looks like a revised figure from
that reported by Jaques (1969), which was over +0.90 (“over .9"). A cross-organizational study
of 125 employees in ten organizations (industrial, research and local government authority) in
Scotland, the midlands and the London area. Authors were at Brunel University, where Jaques
was head of the Social Science School. [See Goodman and R. Miller review of Richardson’s
book in ASQ 1973. Very important.] Confusing! Ru.
Evans, John S., 1970a, “Time-Span – the Neglected Tool,” Personnel Management, Blackwell,
London, UK, February, 2(2):28-32, 39. Also in The Professional Engineer, Vol. 15, No. 2.
Teach. # Rp. PJ.
Evans, John S., 1970b, “Tracing Salary Patterns,” Personnel Management, Blackwell, London,
UK, December, 2(11):30-35 (-34). Worked on 100,000 earnings profiles (growth curves). See
1971a also. Cited in Krimpas 1975, p. 136; Evans 1971b. # Rp. PJ.
Evans, John S., 1970c, “Managerial Accountability, Chief Officers, Consultants and Boards,”
School of Social Sciences, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK. Unpublished paper. Ru.
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Evans, John S., 1971a, “Career Travel in Works Management: The 1970 Survey,” Personnel
Management, January, UK, 3(1):…-…. Devised methods for observing average behaviour of
earnings profiles. See 1970b also. Cited in Krimpas 1975, p. 136. Not found. Rp. PJ.
Evans, John S., 1971b, “Salary Patterns and the Language of Responsibility,” Personnel
Management, Blackwell, London, May, UK, 3(5):25-28. Cited Evans 1970b. Teach. # Rp. PJ.
Evans, John S., 1971c, "Responsibility: Can We Talk It?" July 29, 1971, New Society, London,
U.K., 18(461):192-194. Rp. PJ.
Evans, John S., 1971d, “Contrasting Task Analysis Procedures in Consultancy-based and
Survey-based Research,” Human Relations, April, 24(2):139-148. A solid description of the
theory in action, task analysis, and structure. Teach. # Rp. PJ. *****
Evans, John S., 1979, The Management of Human Capacity: an approach to the ideas of Elliott
Jaques, MCB Publications, Bradford, UK. [Originally published in 1977 as a double issue of
Management Decision, MCB Journals, Bradford, West Yorkshire, England, U.K., 15(7/8):563768. The 1977 journal version lacked an index.] Jaques’ blunt account of the “managersubordinate” relationship seems at first sight to place him in the legalistic “principles of
management” camp rather than in the ranks of the subtler “people centred” schools. First
impressions can be misleading. Jaques is not making simplistic assumptions about the human
psyche. But he sees no point in agonising over the mechanism of association which brings
organisations and work-groups into being when the facts of life are straightforward. A thorough
critique of Jaques’ major ideas. Evans linked the theory to independent supportive research
findings, including Behrend, et al, 1970 and Baldamus 1961 (and 1967). [There was a split
between the tone of the text and the tone of the footnotes. The text was an excellent exposition
of the theory and its background. The footnotes were quite skeptical about Jaques and the
theory, even sniping, as if Evans had fallen out of love with them along the way. Book was
completed in 1973. It is an absolute must read for any researcher (but only after you get a grip
on the theory).] Cited in Paskins 1985; S . M. Johnston 2010 Interesting PhD. Rp. Bk.
Evans, Martin G., 1970, “Leadership and motivation: A core concept,” Academy of Management
Journal, March, 13(1):91-102. An attempt was made here to deepen the understanding of
Supervisor/Subordinate relationships by examining the impact of a supervisor's behavior upon
the motivational state of his/her subordinates. This was done by outlining a path-goal theory
of human motivation and by examining the major articulations between variables in this theory
and variables of supervisory behavior (Initiation of structure and/or Consideration). The results
of a survey that was carried out to test these inter-relationships were reported. Reprinted in
Koontz & O'Donnell 1972; Summer & O'Connor 1973. Based on Yale Related 1968 PhD. (On
management’s accountability per Danny Miller pc 12-20-08.) At U. Toronto. # MS. PJ. A.
Evans, Martin G., and Larry Molinari, 1970, “Equity, piece-rate overpayment, and job security:
Some effects on performance,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA , Apr 1970, 54(2):105-114.
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Predicted that if the idea that the equity manipulation of attacking an S's qualifications for a task
may generate feelings of low self-esteem and high insecurity is valid, then results of equity
experiments could be explained more parsimoniously by expectancy theory. Conditions of job
security (high-low) were varied independently of equity-overpayment manipulations for 32 Ss.
Three possible predictive models were put forward; data indicate that a model in which this
equity manipulation (attack on qualifications) creates a security manipulation is appropriate. [A
test and validation of Andrews’ attack on Adams.] Cited Adams 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965;
Andrews 1967; A. Friedman and Goodman 1967; Lawler 1967, 1968 (3); Weick 1966. Did not
cite Jaques. At U. Toronto, B-School, Ontario, Can. # Alt. PJ. A.
Evans, Martin Griffith, 1970, “The Effects of Supervisory Behavior upon Worker Perception of
their Path-Goal Relationships,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, [now
...Human Decision Processes], 5(3):277-298. (The same title as Yale Related 1968 PhD.) This
paper attempted to extend the understanding of leadership behavior by examining the impact of
a leader's behavior (in terms of initiation of structure and consideration) on the subordinates'
path-goal instrumentalities. Data relevant to the theoretical scheme were presented for two
organizations. In both, support was gained for the theory: although in one organization a set of
positive results emerged, while in the second there was a consistent failure to support
hypothesized relationships. [What was the difference between the orgs?] The way a leader
affected her/his subordinates might be through affecting components of the subordinate's
motivation. Managers here are a part of the social system, not above it, giving orders. This was
the beginning of systems thinking by business academics. Based on Yale Related 1968 PhD.
(On management’s accountability per Danny Miller. 12-20-08.) See City Coll. & Baruch
Percls. At U. Toronto. MS. PJ.
Evans, Martin G., 1973, “A leader's ability to differentiate, the subordinate's perception of the
leader, and the subordinate's performance,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK,
Autumn 1973, 26(3):385-395. Explored the possibility that a leader behaves differently to
different subordinates. Furthermore, a number of authors have suggested that it is an oversimplification to regard an effective leader as having a general unitary style of behavior. Results
indicate (1) supervisors are highly discriminating in judgments about their subordinates; and (2)
a supervisor's differentiation moderates the behavior and the subordinate's rating of his own
performance. # Misc. PJ. A.
Evans, Martin G., and Jerry Dermer, 1974, “What does the Least Preferred Co-Worker Scale
really measure? A cognitive interpretation,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Apr 1974,
59(2):202-206. The Least Preferred Co-Worker Scale (LPC) has been variously interpreted as a
measure of leadership style or as a measure of the cognitive complexity of the leader. In this
study, using 112 Ss including business students, managers, and systems analysts, the LPC scale
scores were correlated with two other measures of differentiation and with three cognitive
measures in an attempt to assess the interpretation of the scale as a cognitive measure. Results
show that while the low end of the LPC seems to be associated with cognitive simplicity, the
high-least preferred co-worker S was not unequivocally cognitively complex. [It is more
complicated than that.] # Refu. PJ. A.
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Evans, Martin G., 1979, “Leadership,” chapter 9 (p. 207-239) in Kerr, Steven, ed., 1979,
Organizational Behavior, Grid Pubs., Columbus, OH, 460 p. A reader. Evans agreed with the
mainstream academics that ‘leaders do not make a difference,’ especially in his reading of
Lieberson and O’Connor 1972. (Misreading, far off.) He also thought Gouldner 1954 and Guest
1962 contrasted with each other. (No, they are well-aligned. Evans was so wrong.) He pointed
to Stogdill 1948 which found that leaders had high expert power, high intelligence and taskrelated competence. (Yeah!) In any organization there are two types of leaders: appointed and
emergent. Emergent leaders had all the powers of appointed ones except the formal authority.
Cited EJ 1951, 1961; Reddin 1970; Davis 1968; Duncan 1973; Korman 1966, Turner and
Lawrence 1965. Not in NYPL. Baruch HD58.7 .O68. MS. Ch.
Evans, Martin G., Hugh P. Gunz, and R. Michael Jalland, 1996, “The Aftermath of Downsizing:
A cautionary tale about restructuring and careers,” Business Horizons, Indiana Univ.,
May/Jun96, 39(3):62-66. Focuses on the importance of thinking through to the career
consequences of downsizing. Case study on the downsizing of MidLife Mutual; Downsizing as
a process where unnecessary personnel are eliminated and needed employees resign from the
company due to uncertainty about their future; Tips to facilitate downsizing. Best practices are
often paradoxical for downsizing; Career structures. It is not enough to think through the change
process itself. It is not enough to manage the downsizing event effectively and humanely and
make sure the changes mesh with a clear business strategy. It is vital to think through to the
career consequences of the downsizing. At U. Toronto. # Misc. PJ.
Evans, Martin G., 1999, "On the Asymmetry of g," Psychological Reports, Special Issue, Dec.
1999, 85(Iss. 3, Pt. 2):1059-1069. At lower levels of intelligence there appears to be a singular
general skill set or ‘g’. At upper levels the multiple skills appear to splay out like a floral
arrangement in a vase. City & Grad Ctr. hard. JJay & Queens e-jnl. Misc. PJ.
Evans, Paul, 1988, “Managing Career Development,” Journal of Management Development,
ProQuest, Bradford, UK, 7(6):5-13. If it is assumed that development stops at mid-late career,
no developmental opportunities are provided and the issue of stagnation confirms the initial
assumption. Three general conclusions are: 1. The notion of a career as a vertical ladder is
simplistic. 2. The concept of potential, as with the linear career concept, limits career
management. 3. Career management is the responsibility of line managers. Online from
1992 only: Clio. In Wisser liby NYIT in Old Westbury. Not seen. Teach. MS. PJ.
Evans, Paul, Vladimir Pucik, and Jean-Louis Barsoux, 2002, The Global Challenge:
Frameworks for International Human Resource Management, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY,
554 p. Cited Jaques 1989 on p. 88. Not in NYPL. Baruch HF 5549.5 .E45 E93 2002. W. Bk.
Evans, Sara M, and Barbara J. Nelson, 1989, Wage Justice, Comparable Worth and the Paradox
of Technocratic Reform, U. of Chicago Press, Chicago and London. A wandering, lost
examination of comparable worth. Shows the futility of approaching comparable worth without
a knowledge of Jaques’ levels of information processing complexity. The authors see the Hay
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Point system as unbiased but Deming revealed the Hay system was not valid and Jaques showed
it was subjective. (See Ph.D. thesis by Quaid, 1988, Oxford, and book version 1993. See
Emerson 1991, Acker 1989, Madigan.) Very lost. Lost. Bk. UP. A.
Evans, Tony, and John Harris, 2004, “Street-Level Bureaucracy, Social Work and the
(Exaggerated) Death of Discretion,” British Journal of Social Work, BASW, Academic Press,
London, UK, Sept. 2004, 34(6):871-895. Revisit with Lipsky's classic study of `street-level
bureaucracy' (1980) on front line practice in public organizations. Since then has discretion in
social work been curtailed? Paradoxically, more rules may create more discretion. Also,
discretion in itself is neither `good' nor `bad'. It may be a cloak for political decision-makers to
hide behind or an opportunity for professional abuse of power. Discretion was freedom to make
decisions and should be evaluated on a situation-by-situation basis. [Fine, up to this last point.]
Cited Lipsky 1980. At Oxford Brookes U. and U. of Warwick. JJay. # Misc. PJ. A.
Evered, James F., 1981, Shirt Sleeves Management, AMACOM, NY, NY, USA, 180 p. The
Supervisor must do three things to the employees: deputize, supervise, and energize. This leads
them to provide: commitment, ability, and achievement. This results in the goals being met.
(These sentiments are very close to Jaques’. Very close naturally. I do not think Evered read
Jaques. Wow!) Cited in Barley 1996. Baruch HF 5549 .E86. MS. Bk.
Everstine, L., and E.R.F.W. Crossman, 1965, “Case Studies in Time-Span Measurement,”
Human Factors in Technology Research Group, Department of Industrial Engineering and
Operations Research, University of California, Berkeley, CA. [Working Paper] Unpublished.
Not seen. Ru.
Eyal, Tal, Michael D. Sagristano, Yaacov Trope, Nira Liberman, and Shelly Chaiken, 2009,
“When Values Matter: Expressing values in behavioral intentions for the near vs. distant future,”
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, APA, January 2009, 45(1):35-43. It was predicted
that because of their abstract nature, values will have greater impact on how individuals plan
their distant future than their near future. Experiments 1 and 2 found that values better predict
behavioral intentions for distant future situations than near future situations. Experiment 3 found
that whereas high-level values predict behavioral intentions for more distant future situations,
low-level feasibility considerations predict behavioral intentions for more proximate situation.
Finally, Experiment 4 found that the temporal changes in the relationship between values and
behavioral intentions depended on how the behavior was construed. Higher correspondence is
found when behaviors are construed on a higher level and when behavior is planned for the more
distant future than when the same behavior is construed on a lower level or is planned for the
more proximal future. (Time perspective is here linguistic? Testable? Consistency testable?
Does the individual’s terminology change at the TSD? When?) Eyal at Psychology, Ben Gurion
U., Beer Sheva 84105, Israel. Misc. PJ. A.
Ezzamel, Mahmoud, Simon Lilley, and Hugh Willmot, 1994, “The ‘New Organization’ and the
‘New Managerial Work’,” European Management Journal, Scottish Business School, Dec.
1994, 12(4):454-461. New management theories created by gurus are often rejected by
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practicing UK managers. These theories have flaws, implementation is underestimated, and
employer and employee interests do not coincide or disappear. The managers have been urged to
change from ‘command-and-control’ to ‘facilitate-and-empower.’ # Refu. PJ.
Ezzy, Douglas, 1997, “Subjectivity and the Labour Process: Conceptualizing ‘Good Work’,”
Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK, 31(3):427-444.
Two magnificent quotes from Simone Weil on Taylor’s assembly-line degradation of the worker:
the ‘attention’ of the worker was subverted toward speed and routine. She described the
derailment of the employee away from ‘discretion’ and judgment, and the failure of managers to
‘recognize’ the work and the worker. [c.f. Weil 1949 & 1978, p. 94, and Weil “Prerequisite to
Dignity of Labour,” (p. 276) in S. Miles, ed., 1986, Simone Weil, An Anthology, Virgo, London,
UK.] Unaware of Jaques. Ezzy thought the issue was the self-evaluation of his or her own work
by the worker and had no idea of recognition by the manager (and the customer). At La Trobe
U. in Melbourne, AU. Refu. PJ. A.
Ezzy, Douglas, 2001, “A Simularcum of Work Place Community: Individualism and Engineered
Culture,” Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK,
35(3):631-650. Once again, Ezzy draws on Simone Weil as a source. The choice is between an
ethical orientation that respects others versus a moral framework that is individualistic.
Engineered culture emphasizes teamwork, rituals and training. Unaware of Jaques. At U.
Tasmania. Refu. PJ. A.
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Fahey, L., and Narayanan, V. K., 1989, “Linking changes in revealed causal maps and
environmental change: An empirical study,” Journal of Management Studies, Basil Blackwell,
Oxford, UK, 26: 361-378. A study linking executive cognition, firm outcome and firm
performance over time. Did not cite Jaques. Cited by Sutcliffe. MS. PJ.
Fahey, Liam, and Robert M. Randall, eds., 1998, Learning From The Future: Competitive
Foresight Scenarios, Wiley, NY, NY, US; London, UK, 446 p. A collection of chapters by
managers, consultants, and academics, many by former Royal Dutch/Shell executives involved
with scenario development and planning over the preceding 2.5 decades there: Ch. 3 Marsh,
Brian (20 year time horizon; Shell & St. Andrews Mgt Inst); Chs. 4 and 10 Schwarz, Peter
(Shell); Ch. 5 Wilson, Ian (General Electric); Ch. 19 van der Heijden (Shell & U. Strathclyde –
included herein); Ch. 25 Shoemaker, Paul J. H. (Shell & Wharton). See Arie de Geus 1988 &
1997; Wack 1985 (2); Schwartz 1991 & 2003; van der Heijden 1997. See Book Review by
Lloyd, Bruce, 1998, LRP, UK, Dec., 31(6):948. Not in CLIO. NYPL SIBL os JBE98-175.
MS. Bk.
Faia, Michael A., 1972. See Hage, Jerald, et al, 1971. ~
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Fair, Ray C., 1971, “The Optimal Distribution of Income,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics,
Harvard/ MIT, US, Nov., 85(4):551-579. Lost in economic logic. Cited Mayer 1960 “scale of
operations effect” which was based on Jaques 1956. See Grubb 1985. Off. PJ. A.
Fairburn, James A., and James M. Malcomson, 1994, “Rewarding performance by promotion to
a different job,” European Economic Review, Elsevier Science, April 1994, 38(3-4):683-690.
Use of promotions rather than performance-related pay to provide incentives can be justified if
performance is non-verifiable information. This does not explain why promotion is to a
different job rather than simply a better paid job. The effectiveness of tournaments is
undermined, however, if unsuccessful workers are equally suited to higher paid jobs. Based
on Fairburn's 1994 PhD at Southampton (not herein). At Sussex and at Southampton. See F&M
2001. Unaware of Jaques. MS. PJ.
Fairburn, James A., and James M. Malcomson, 2001, “Performance, Promotion, and the Peter
Principle,” The Review of Economic Studies, UK, Jan. 2001, 68(1/234):45-66. Considers why
organizations use promotions, rather than just monetary bonuses, as the primary incentive to
motivate employees. This may conflict with efficient assignment of employees to jobs. There is
a potential conflict with the current manager. When employees are risk averse, the distortion
may be either to promote more employees than is efficient (the Peter Principle effect) or fewer.
(OK, so why? Why?) Based on Fairburn's 1994 PhD at Southampton (not herein). See F&M
1994. At Sussex and at Oxford. Unaware of Jaques. Misc. PJ.
Fairfield, Julian, 2002, Levels of Excellence, a management novel, Random House Australia,
Sydney, NSW, and Melbourne, Vic, Australia, February, Pbk. A business book written in the
form of a novel. Offers a “real-world” case example of how Jaques’ Levels Theory and the
McKinsey Seven-S model can be combined in practice to produce better outcomes for the
business and its employees. Keys on the Archimedes growth principle. (See Goldratt’s The
Goal for a similar novelistic approach to theory.) Fairfield heads Bach Consulting in the Sydney
area. Fairfield was formerly a consultant with McKinsey and Rio Tinto. (See Hilmer 1989
article in McKinsey Quarterly.) See Collins 2001. A case. Rp. Bk.
Fairhurst, Gail, 1993, “Echoes of the Vision: When the Rest of the Organization Talks Total
Quality,” Management Communication Quarterly, May, 6(4):331-371. This case is of an
organization that recently began Deming's Total Quality (TQ). Using discourse analysis, routine
work conversations between leaders and members in five manufacturing plants were analyzed in
terms of the framing devices used in implementing the TQ vision. This study found five framing
devices: Communicated predicaments, possible futures, jargon and vision themes, positive spin,
and agenda setting. The characteristics of the framing devices were discussed, along with how
leaders and members enacted their roles when using the devices, and how the framing devices
succeeded or failed in implementing the vision. Won best article award. Cited Deming 1986;
Juran 1964, 1988; Bennis & Nanus 1985; Walton 1986; Smircich & Morgan 1982. See Fairhurst
and Wendt 1993. At U. Cincinnati. # MS. PJ.
Fairhurst, Gail, and Ronald G. Wendt, 1993, “The Gap in Total Quality: A Commentary,”
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Management Communication Quarterly, May, 6(4):441-451. Using the routine work
conversations from Fairhurst (1993), an analysis of the jargon and themes of both the total
quality (TQ) and high commitment work systems (HCWS) visions was conducted. HCWS was
started in the firm several years before TQ and was based on STS/QWL. TQ was mentioned in
55% of discussions, while HCWS was mentioned in 100%. This juxtaposition revealed a gap in
TQ. TQ lacked a jargon on how teams should function. HCWS moved away from job-based to
self-managed team-based functioning. [The author felt both approaches were necessary. I spent
a year trying to reconcile Heifetz’s and Deming’s approaches and came to the conculusion that
they were opposites. Heifetz’s was based on A.K. Rice: STS. TQ requires accountability as in
Japan and in RO, otherwise it fails.] Cited Bennis 1969 (not herein); Nishiyama 1981; Deming
1986; Walton 1986; Manz & Sims 1987; Bowles & Hammond 1991; Lawler & Mohrman 1985.
Jaques not cited. See Fairhurst 1993; Scholtes 1988. At Cincinnati and Purdue. # Refu. PJ.
Fairhurst, Gail T., and Robert A. Sarr, 1996, The Art of Framing: managing the language of
leadership, Jossy-Bass, San Francisco, Cal., 216 p. What every problem-solver does to lead
those accountable to him or her at every level: put it in context with these tools. Dozens of reallife examples using language to frame events, ideas, and goals. Combined the teachings of
Deming and Jaques. (The danger is that this becomes PR.) Won best book award. Cited Jaques
1990; Walton 1986; Smircich & Morgan 1982. Compare to Culbert & McDonough 1990. SIBL
JBE 96-1230. At U. Cincinnati. Rp. Bk.
Fairhurst, Gail T., 2005, “Reframing the Art of Framing: Problems and Prospects for
Leadership,” Leadership, Sage, London, UK, June, 1(2):165-185. Invited article. Three
explanations for why some leaders embrace the skill of framing and others struggle with it. The
first draws boundaries around that which is open to framing and that which is not. The second
draws from O’Keefe’s (1988; 1997) theory of ‘Message Design Logics’, which argues that the
logics that managers employ to produce and receive messages likely impacts framing ability.
The third grapples with whether framing is a teachable skill. Jaques not cited. [This has great
import for teaching managers.] At U. Cincinnati. gfairhurst@cinci.rr.com # MS. PJ.
Fairhurst, Gail T., 2007, Discursive Leadership: in conversation with leadership psychology,
Sage, London, UK, 243 p. On the words and discourses used by leaders to manifest their
leadership to potential followers. Leadership is not the leader alone but a dialogue between the
leader and the followers. Not on the theory but very good. Not in Clio, not NYPL. CUNY
Baruch HM1261 .F35 2007. Cited Jaques 1990; JG Hunt 1991. See Tourish 2008. W. Bk.
Falk, Armin, and Michael Kösfeld, 2006, "The Hidden Costs of Control," American Economic
Review, Cambridge, MA, US, Dec. 2006, 96(5):1611-1630. We devised a principal-agent game
to assess the consequences of control on motivation. Our findings showed that control entailed
hidden costs since most agents reduced their inputs in response to the principal's controling
decision. Most agents said they saw control as a signal of distrust and a limitation on their
choice autonomy. Jaques not cited. Cited by Muehlheusser 2013. # Refu. PJ. A.
Fallon, Carlos, 1980, Value Analysis, 2nd rev. ed., Triangle Press, Dallas, TX. (1st edn, 1971, 359
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p.) An important book related to Lawrence Miles’ value engineering. See Akiyama. See
Mudge. Cited in Barlow 1990 Related PhD. Misc. Bk.
Fallon, Ivan, 1991, Billionaire, Hutchinson / Random Century, London, U.K. The life of Sir
James Goldsmith. Several extended quotes reveal his level of mental complexity (S-6). His
actions reveal, however, a value system that is self-rooted. A case. Misc. Bk.
Fallow, Jack, 2002, “The Gas Engineers ICS,” and “The GasForce Story,” The Centre for
Organisation Effectiveness, London, UK. A case study and a letter. Cited Jacobs and Jaques
1991 p. 434. Presented at Cass Business School, City University, London, UK, Sept. 15, 2003 in
David Sims’ EMBA class. Ru.
Fallow, Jack, 2004 e., “Attractive Leadership” [working title, unpublished manuscript].
Combines Jaques’ theory with complexity theory. London, UK. See Fallow email Jan 8, ’03.
Ru.
Fanelli, Angelo, Vilmos F. Misangyi, and Henry L. Tosi, 2009, "In Charisma We Trust: The
Effects of CEO Charismatic Visions on Securities Analysts," Organization Science, INFORMS,
US, Nov/Dec2009, 20(6):1101-1033. ISSN: 10477039. Analyzing the initial letters to
shareholders following a CEO succession event, we analyzed whether CEO charismatic visions
(CEO C.V.) influenced a key external constituency in the stock market: securities analysts'
recommendations and forecasts. They did and positively. But they also appear to be related to
errors in individual analysts' forecasting of future firm performance (too high). It appears that
CEO C.V., as a form of symbolic action, adversely affect analysts’ forecasts of future firm EPS.
How such collective perceptions of charisma operate outside of the firm might have a higher
practical relevance than studying this phenomenon within the firm. The securing of external
resources (i.e., legitimacy and capital) entails effectiveness in the meaning thread and CEO C.V.
provides this thread. At HEC School of Management, CEDEX, France; Smeal, Penn State U.;
U. FLA; Università Bocconi, Milan, Italy. # Misc. PJ. A.
Fararo, T. J., 1970, “Strictly Stratified Systems,” Sociology, US, Jan70, 4(1):85-104. This paper
is intended as a contribution to the formal theory of stratification systems. A purely
mathematical approach. (The computer foists this one.) At Pittsburgh. Off. PJ. A.
Farazmand, Ali, 2002, Modern Organizations, theory and practice, 2nd edition, Praeger,
Westport, CT, 285 pages. Excellent chapter essays. Chapters 2 and 4 (overviews of O.T. by
Farazmand), and 9 (by Golembiewski on burnout) are excellent. Puts post-modernism in
perspective. Not on Jaques, but solid background. (See Golembiewski). Misc. Bk.
Faris, Robert E. L., ed., 1964, Handbook of Modern Sociology, Rand McNally, Chicago, IL,
1088 pages. Anthology. Chapters 14, 15 and 17 cited Jaques 1956. Chapter 14: Scott, W.
Richard, “Theory of Organizations,” p. 485-529. (Cited Landsberger 1961 also.) Chapter 15:
Svalastoga, Kaare, “Social Differentiation,” p. 530-575. [See his 1965 book with same title.]
Chapter 17: Gross, Edward, “Industrial Relations,” p. 662-676 (?). [See his 1965 book, Industry
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and Social Life.] All three had an accurate understanding of the points they cited. Faris was at
U. Washington. (q.v. T. Atchison 1965 PhD.) Rp. Ch.
Faro, David, France Leclerc, and Reid Hastie, 2005, “Perceived Causality as a Cue to Temporal
Distance,” Psychological Science, APA, Sep2005, 16(9):673-677. Participants judged pairs of
causally related events to occur closer together in time than pairs of causally unrelated events
that were separated by the same actual time interval. The causality-time relationship was first
demonstrated for time judgments about historical events. Our results suggest that people use
strength of perceived causality as a cue to infer temporal distance. The 'planning fallacy' is the
underestimation of time to completion of a series of linked events. Cited in Bilgin and LeBoeuf
2010. Jaques not cited. dfaro@gsb.uchicago.edu Misc. PJ.
Farr-Wharton, Rod, 2003, “Multimedia projects and the optimum choice of individuals and
teams,” International Journal of Project Management, May, 21(4):271-280. Slight reference to
Jaques. W. PJ.
Farrant, Patricia, 1967, “What The Project Gave Glacier Metal,” Management Today, Haymarket
Press, London, UK, July, p. 78-83, 134-136. The Project gave Glacier the time it needed to
develop new products and markets while it fended off potentially fatal patent lawsuits. It
worked! Kelly 1968 made this point. Glacier Metal had won the Queen’s Award to Industry.
J.W. Hunt 1972 noted the focus on profits as a success criterion was inappropriate. See The
Times 1950. Really. D. Pro.
Farris, George F., 1969, “The Drunkard's Search in Behavioral Science,” Personnel
Administration, Washington, DC, Jan., 32(1):10-18. Farris attempts to dispel several myths
"regarding the application of behavioral science to management" flowing from the Hawthorne
studies: the human relations approach is valid, satisfaction causes productivity, one leadership
style works best, correlation indicates causality, (leadership causes performance, salary causes
performance), and human relations increases productivity immediately. Cited Alex Carey’s
1967 ASR radical critique of the Hawthorne Studies. Using Abraham Kaplan’s story of the
drunkard’s search for his keys under the street lamp as a starting point, this is a most damning
indictment of both Hawthorne and the academic behavioral scientists who never saw the gaping
hole in these experiments. (See Carey , et al, for disputes over Hawthorne.) Refu. PJ.
Farris, George F., 1969, “Organizational Factors and Individual Performance: a longitudinal
study,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Washington, DC, April, 53(2, Part 1):87-92.
Simultaneity of measurement of performance and influence has been assumed in many
organization studies. This has led to the claim that managerial influence causes employee
performance. Found rather that performance causes influence in firms. Concluded that the
correlations in Tannenbaum 1962 and in Likert 1961 and 1967, that influence causes
performance, were unsupported. (This has large implications for the leadership, management,
and psychology literature.) See Farris and Lim 1969 for more authors. Based on Farris 1966
PhD. (See Peltz & Andrews 1966, 1976 2nd edn.). See Butterfield & Farris 1974. Refu. PJ. A.
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Farris, George F., and Francis G. Lim, Jr., 1969, “Effects of Performance on Leadership,
Cohesiveness, Influence, Satisfaction, and Subsequent Performance,” Journal of Applied
Psychology, APA, Washington, DC, 53(6):490-497. Partly based on a lab experiment (Lim’s
1968 MS thesis at Sloan/MIT). Many organization theories and “empirical” research findings
are based on single-point-in-time correlations arguing leadership causes performance. The
reverse may be true. (Expanded Farris’s earlier 1969 list of authors whose correlations were
unsupported to include: Blake and Mouton 1964, and McGregor 1960.) (Anyone for Theory
Y? Has large implications for leadership, management, and psychology lit.) Refu. PJ. A.
Farris, George F., 1969, “Toward a Non-Experimental Method for Causal Analyses of Social
Phenomena,” Australian Journal of Psychology, Australian Academic Press, Parkville, (Vic?
NSW?), Australia, Dec., 21(3):259-276. Described a new method for detecting causal
relationships among social phenomena in the natural setting. Based primarily upon obtaining an
association between two factors, one measured earlier in time than the other, and controlling the
influences of outside factors, it considers causality to be a matter of degree and allows for
symmetrical causal relationships. A study of organizational behavior demonstrates the
method’s applicability. Contrasted this method with path and panel-study analysis. All three
disturb the system under investigation less than experiments. It also allows more valid inference
of causality than correlations. Based on Farris’ 1966 Related PhD. Misc. PJ.
Farris, George F., 1975, “Chickens, Eggs, and Productivity in Organizations,” Organizational
Dynamics, American Management Assn., Spring, 3(4):2-15. Demonstrated that productivity in
organizations is not simply the result of individual and organizational characteristics but their
cause as well. Performance feedback loops (incl. impact of performance on organizational and
individual characteristics) create a need for a dynamic view of organizational behavior including
multiple causal relationships among productivity, individual characteristics, organizational
characteristics, and external factors. (Farris outlined the impact that true scientific method would
have on OT and OB academics.) A think piece based on Farris’ 1966 Related PhD. Refu. PJ.
Farris, George F., 1976. See two essay/chapters by Frank Andrews and George Farris in Pelz
and Andrews book, 1976 edition. ~
Farrell, Joseph, and Matthew Rabin, 1996, “Cheap Talk,” Journal of Economic Perspectives,
AEA, Summer, 10(3):103-118. Talk that frames the bargaining games people play, but is not
verifiable, is “cheap talk.” It indicates intentions, quality, asymmetric information issues, and
indirectly but powerfully affects the payoffs of games. In hiring and selection it appears to be in
the self-presentations of self-confident “articulate incompetents.” Effort Bargain. MS. PJ. A.
Farson, Richard E., ed., 1996, Management of the Absurd, Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, 172 p.
“The opposite of a profound truth is also true.” Farson puts forward wisdom and paradox.
Management is not a cookbook, not painting by numbers. It requires maturity. And it is absurd.
The opposite of Herb Simon’s famous 1946 essay. See Weick 1998. Clio Biz HD31 .F273
1996. Misc. Bk.
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Fast, Nathanael J., and Serena Chen, 2009, “When the Boss Feels Inadequate: Power,
Incompetence, and Aggression,” Psychological Science, US, Nov. 2009, 20(11):1406-1413.
Four different types of studies demonstrated that individuals with power become aggressive
when they feel incompetent in the domain of power. Regardless of whether power was measured
in the workplace (Studies 1 and 4), manipulated via role recall (Study 2), or assigned in the
laboratory (Study 3), it was associated with heightened aggression when paired with a lack of
self-perceived competence. As hypothesized, this aggression appeared to be driven by lack of
self-perceived competence. Cited by Halevy et al 2011. Cited Baumeister, et al, 1996;. See
Bushman and Baumeister 1998; M. Maccoby article on CEOs in HBR, Jan. 2004; Namie 2009.
[Thanks to Forrest Christian for referral.] At U. So. Cal. and UC-Berkeley. Baruch. # MS. PJ.
Fatharly, Peter, 1970, “The Value Concept,” chapter 12 (p. 145-155) in Lock, Dennis, ed., 1972,
Guide to Management Techniques, 2nd edn., Gower Press, London, UK; Wiley, NY, NY, 482 p.
Adv. ed.: George Bull. Value assessment is similar to Brown and Jaques’ product analysis
pricing and to Miles’ value analysis/ value engineering. CEO of Allied Polymer Group. Clio
Offsite HD31 .G83 1972. Hunter Mn (level B2). NYU Bobst. MS. Ch.
Faucheux, Claude, Gilles Amato, and André Laurent, 1982, “Organization Development and
Change,” chapter in Rosenzweig, Mark R., and Lyman W. Porter, eds., 1982, Annual Review of
Psychology, Palo Alto, Cal., USA, 33:343-370. In English. Authors French. This was a nonAnglo view of developments in organization and intervention worldwide. OD was then
threatened by Quality of Working Life (QWL) in North America. Much of the rest of the world
viewed the psychoanalytical approach and the ‘self-learning’ organization as a liberation. Latin
America rejected the HR school entirely. STS viewed both the technical and social sides as
necessary considerations for work. Cited Burke 1976; F. Borum 1980; Dubost (Jaques) 1972;
Dubost and Lévy 1980 (in Mendel and Beillerot 1980); Maccoby 1976; Lapassade 1967. Jaques
not cited directly. CUNY City Coll. BF30 .A56. Misc. Ch.
Faunce, William A., 1965, “Automation and the Division of Labor,” Social Problems, UCBerkeley, Cal., USA, Autumn 1965, 13(2):149-160. Specialization of function has been a
cardinal principle of business organization since the beginning of the industrialization process.
Increasing job simplification meant increasing efficiency of operation. But the effects of full
automation suggest a decrease in division of labor in both offices and factories. Job
enlargement in the sense of responsibility for a larger share of the production process appears to
be the key element in this change. The effects should be profound. [Note the non-discussion of
computers.] Cited Blauner 1964. See Braverman 1974. At Mich. State, US. # Refu. PJ.
Faurea, Guy Olivier, and Tony Fang, 2008, “Changing Chinese values: Keeping up with
paradoxes,” International Business Review, April 2008, 17(2):194-207. The impact of China's
modernization during the past three decades (1978–2008) on the changes of Chinese behaviours
is salient. However, China seems to have never given up its single most important cultural
characteristic, the ability to manage paradoxes. Ancient Chinese society was an oxymoron
melting pot. Nonetheless, in terms of the thinking process, modern Chinese society remains
anchored to balancing the classical Yin Yang approach: Paradoxes and continuities: Guanxi vs.
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professionalism, Importance of face vs. self-expression and directness, Thrift vs. materialism and
ostentatious consumption, Family and group orientation vs. individuation, Aversion to law vs.
respect for legal practices, Respect for etiquette, age and hierarchy vs. respect for simplicity,
creativity and competence, Long-term vs. short-term orientation, and Traditional creeds vs.
modern approaches. At China Europe Internat’l B-School, China; Stockholm U. School of
Business, Sweden. Misc. PJ.
Favaro, Ken, Per-Ola Karlsson, and Gary L. Neilson, 2011, “CEO Succession 2010: The Four
Types of CEOs,” Strategy + Business, Booz, Allen & Hamilton, NY, NY, US, Summer 2011.
Booz & Company’s annual study of turnover among chief executives — now increasingly
diverse, as the world’s largest companies migrate to emerging economies — suggests that the
nature of the job varies with the role of the corporate core. There are four main types determined
by the role of the Board: 1. Holding company; 2. Strategic management; 3. Active management;
and 4. Operationally involved. [In terms of RO theory, these firms are at levels six, six, five and
four.] The most short-lived tenure for a CEO is in the last category. # Misc. Pro.
Fehr, Ernst, Georg Kirchsteiger, and Arno Riedl, 1993, “Does Fairness Prevent Market Clearing?
An Experimental Investigation,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, May,
108(2):437-459. Experiments conducted in Vienna, Austria. Findings provided experimental
support for the fair wage-effort theory in voluntary unemployment. Cited Adams, Homans,
Marshall, Akerlof. Jaques not cited. (See studies by Fehr.) Effort-wage bargain. MS. PJ. A.
Fehr, Ernst, Simon Gachter, and Georg Kirchsteiger, 1996, “Reciprocal Fairness and
Noncompensating Wage Differentials,” Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics
(JITE), 152(4):608-640. Based on experiments. Found ALL profitable firms paid substantial
positive job rents (efficiency wages). The employment relationship was based on reciprocal
fairness (gift exchange), but not on unconditional fairness (gratuitous). The pattern of
noncompensating wage differentials was stable. “The higher the profits of a firm from the
employment of a worker, the higher are its wage offers. Moreover, the higher the wage paid, the
higher is the worker’s effort level.” (Gee, you get what you pay for? So, economics is paranoid
and dysfunctional, even dead? What will we do now? Make money?) Supports RO theory.
Cited in Akerlof 2002. At U. Zurich and U. Vienna. MS. PJ. A.
Feigenbaum, Armand V., 1956, “Total Quality Control,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, Nov-Dec. 1956, p. 93-101. The introduction of the system, where quality is no longer
inspected into the product after production but is designed in before production, designed into
the incoming material, and then ensured by product and process control. Make it right the first
time. Everyone must move from reacting to anticipating. Responding to demanding and/or
disappointed customers is expensive. Experiments to validate the feedback from customer may
take up to six months. This was a call for a shift in time horizon that was ignored. Except by
GE. Feigenbaum lived in Pittsfield, MA. MS. Pro.
Feigenbaum, A. V. (Armand Vallin), 1961, Total Quality Control: engineering and
management: the technical and managerial field for improving product quality, including its
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reliability, and for reducing operating costs and losses, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 627
pages. First published in 1951 under title: Quality Control. 3rd edition, 1983, 851 pages. (4th
edn.?) This was the foundation textbook for Japanese TQC , which was different from QC
statistical control and QC-circles, later in the 1960s became cross-functional management, and
still later may have been a foundation for hoshin kanri. See Ishikawa 1981/1985 p. 90. MS. Bk.
Feigenbaum, Armand V., and Donald S. Feigenbaum, 2003, The Power of Management Capital,
McGraw-Hill, 201 p. What matters is the Quality of management, not the Quantity of
management. There are three parts to this power: Passion, Populism, and Disciplined
Responsibility (p. 37-55). The present Disconnected firm only has vertical authority (US). This
creates several hidden organizations inside the firm in each department. The new Connected
firm shares learning horizontally and manages its work more effectively (Japan). Illustrations (p.
64-65) show top-down and bottom-up processes and the changing role of the Supervisor.
(Exactly what Jaques described.) Increased clarity of responsibilities was key (p. 145). The
Disconnected firm had 70% vague, 20% clear, 10% non-existent. The Connected firm had 90%
clear and 10% vague (p. 103). Innovations had a better chance of sticking. The Connected firm
could “blindside” the Disconnected one in the marketplace. (See Toyota vs GM.) The financial
results were striking. Customers, not Wall St., was the source of the business’s income.
Unaware of Jaques and Leibenstein. MS. Bk.
Feigenbaum, Edward A., and Pamela McCorduck, 1983, The Fifth Generation: Artificial
Intelligence and Japan's Computer Challenge to the World, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, US,
275 p. Parts of several chapters explain what the Japanese were about, how they discovered the
computer advantage, and how they organized – on a national level – how to capture this for
themselves. By inference – how the US blew it. Part 4, ch. 1 (p. 99-103) '40 Samurai' – ICOT;
Part 4, ch. 8 (p. 125-126) What's Real?; Part 4, ch. 16 (p. 144-147) High School; ch. 52 (p. 244246). Clio os HD9696 .C63 J315 1983. NYPL SIBL os JLE 83-1708 (SIBL). # Misc. Bk.
Feilden, Geoffrey B. R., 1963, "Engineering Design", London, UK, HMSO, London, UK, 54 p.
Chairman: G. B. R. Feilden. [aka: 'Feilden Report'.] Report of a committee appointed by the
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research to consider the present standing of mechanical
engineering design. Corp. Author: CSIR, Committee on Engineering Design. Strongly
supported WBD Brown 1960. Cited in Burstall 1963 (ftnt 16). Not in NYC. (Successfully got
help locating this item from NYPL librarian.) In British Liby: UKM (National Liby:
001104718); BL Reference Colln.: BLSTP; Univ. of Leicester. Accn Num: 558796161. Not
seen. Rp. Rep.
Fein, Melvin L., 1990, “Dysfunctional Role Maintenance,” Clinical Sociology Review, Brunner/
Mazel, US, 8:87-99. Sociological concepts can be used to approach social resistance to changing
dysfunctional social and family roles so an individual can get beyond them and grow beyond the
rigidity of learned role scripts. This is often used in conjunction with a psychological focus on
the person’s internal emotional structure and changes in that domain. On social roles. Misc. PJ.
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Fein, Mitchell, 1974, “Job Enrichment: A Reevaluation,” Sloan Management Review, MIT,
Cambridge, MA, Winter, 15(2):69-88. A response to James O’Toole, et al, 1973 book, Work In
America (MIT Press), which advocated job enrichment and worker participation to improve
motivation and reduce alienation. Blue collar workers place more value on pay, job security, and
rules. Memory reminds the worker that any prior productivity improvement resulted in layoffs.
Job enrichment tries to talk workers into involvement. This is why there are few, if any,
genuine cases of job enrichment. Most were common sense redesigns of jobs. Not on Jaques,
but real. See Shrank. (See comments on enrichment by Wilfred Brown.) Refu. Pro.
Feinberg, S. E., 1997. See Fienberg.
Feiner, Michael, 2005, “Why Organizations Don’t Work?” The Human Factor, IIPM
Intelligence Unit Publication, India, Aug-Oct, 2(1):28-33. Four of his top Laws: Loyalty vs.
Insubordination; Re-Pledging Allegiance; Strategic Retreat; and the Candy Store. In short, the
high-performance leader learns how to push back upward - and does it. Information goes
nowhere without push-back. Push-back is not insubordination. Information needs to go up - to
the decision makers. (See also articles on hoshin kanri and catchball.) At Columbia Business
School. # MS. Pro.
Feldman, Steven P., 1987, “The Crossroads of Interpretation: Administration in Professional
Organization,” Human Organization, Summer 1987, 46(2):95-102. In his theory of bureaucratic
organization, Max Weber distinguished bureaucratic authority from the anti-authoritarian nature
of collegial organization which historically preceded it. These organizations tend to limit
bureaucratic or hierarchical authority by exercising collegial control because of the unusual
degree of autonomy professionals demand for their work. The literature on professional
organization, however, has ignored the role of authority, or posited a dual-authority structure. In
this essay, the administrative process of a law school was analyzed in terms of the role
hierarchical authority plays in collegial organization. Two major points were developed
conceptually and demonstrated empirically. First, since two different kinds of decision-making
structures are involved in professional organization—collegial and hierarchical—the
interpretive process that was used to define the situation became extremely important. Second,
since professional organization is fundamentally collegial, persons in positions of hierarchical
authority cannot stay in office without the confidence of their colleagues. The concept of
goodwill was introduced to show the ways hierarchical authority was integrated and maintained
in an environment of collegial relations. [One product of colleges is business managers.] Jaques
not cited. Cited Weber 1946, 1947. At Case Western Reserve U.; OH, US. # MS. PJ. A.
Feldman, Steven P., 1989, “The Broken Wheel: the inseparability of autonomy and control in
innovation within organizations,” Journal of Management Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK,
Mar89, 26(2):83-102. 20 p. Discovered the inseparable verities of discretion and prescriptive
elements in work, but called them autonomy and control. Used culture as an interpretive tool.
Completely supported Jaques’ findings. (May have read Jaques 1951.) Cited by Pinnington and
Haslop 1995. Unaware. At Weatherhead. # MS. PJ.
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Feldman, Steven P., 1996, “The Ethics of Shifting Ties: Management Theory and the Breakdown
of Culture in Modernity,” Journal of Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, May96,
33(3):283-299. Despite a long tradition of documenting unethical practices in organizations, the
sociology of organization literature has seldom addressed the question of management ethics.
One early work in the field, Melville Dalton's Men Who Manage (1959), did develop a
contingent approach to ethics. Dalton focused instead on the 'system'. This allowed him to
absolve each individual of moral responsibility, especially the leader. This reduced morality to
politics and provided an intellectual rationale for the contemporary dark ages of moral behaviour
with its worship of the cult of the individual. Cited Dalton 1959; Jackall 1988; Jaques 1951;
Pettigrew 1985. At Case Western Reserve, USA. # Refu. PJ.
Fells, R. E., and L. K. Savery, 1984, “Leadership as a Productive Strategy in Negotiation,”
Leadership and Organization Development Journal, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK,
5(1):21-24. Collective bargaining can be perceived as a form of joint decision-making between
groups, and the process by which agreements are reached can be analysed through the accepted
principles of group dynamics. This article considers the process of collective bargaining with
particular reference to the structure and behaviour of the groups involved. It suggests that a
strong leadership strategy is an important aspect of securing agreements. Cited Jaques 1953.
Baruch Coll. 1982-1991. Clio online ABI/INFORM Global 1992 to 1 year ago. Off. PJ.
Felstead, Alan, Duncan Gallie, and Francis Green, 2004, “Job Complexity and Task Discretion:
Tracking the Direction of Skills at Work in Britain”, chapter 9 (p. 148-169) in Warhurst, Chris,
et al, eds., 2004, The Skills That Matter, Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke, UK, 272 p. Over the
previous 15 years there was a measurable rise in the complexity of jobs in the UK. But there was
also a measurable decline in task discretion over the same period. There was also a growing
mismatch between the skills held by workers and the jobs available to employ them. The job is
not enough. Cited Blauner 1964. SIBL JBE 04-2080. MS. Ch.
Fensham, Peter J., and Douglas A. Hooper, 1964, The Dynamics of a Changing Technology; a
case study in textile manufacturing, Tavistock Publications, London, UK, 248 p. Foreword by
O. L. Zangwill. Cited Jaques 1951. Not in CUNY. NYPL Schw Rm 315 D-15 9543. W. Bk.
Ferber, Marianne A., and Joe L. Spaeth, 1984, “Work Characteristics and the Male-Female
Earnings Gap,” The American Economic Review, AEA, Nashville, TN, May 1984, 74(2):260264. The data were obtained in 1982 from 557 persons living in Illinois. The final sample
contained 44% women and 56% men. Analysis confirms that human capital is rewarded for both
men and women, and that rewards are influenced by the setting in which the human capital is
employed, suggesting that the dual labor market theory is applicable. Further evidence is
found that two job characteristics - sex of the supervisor and monetary authority over job-related
resources - have considerable independent influence not readily explained by either of the
established theories. Misc. PJ. A.
Ferber, Marianne A., Carole A. Green, and Joe L. Spaeth, 1986, “Work Power and Earnings of
Women and Men,” The American Economic Review, AEA, Papers and Proceedings of the
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Ninety-Eighth Annual Meeting of the American Economic Association, [Occupations and Labor
Markets: A Critical Evaluation], Nashville, TN, May 1986, 76(2):53-56. Confirmed that reward
structures for women and men were different even when they both have similar characteristics
and jobs. The earnings gap was $11, 359. Women also were at a disadvantage in attaining
control over work-related financial resources. Cited Spaeth 1985; M. Hill 1980. Misc. PJ. A.
Ference, Thomas P., James A. Stoner, and E. Kirby Warren, 1977, “Managing the Career
Plateau,” American Management Review, Oct. 1977, 2(4):602-612. How managers should
handle the career plateaus - including the Peter prescription. A huge difference from R.O. in
how to respond. Maybe train and do nothing. Misc. PJ. A.
Ferguson, Anne, 1989, “Britain’s Best Factories”, Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, Nov., p. 68-96. Five factories were chosen and profiled: Sony, ICL Ashton,
Toshiba, Rank Xerox Mitcheldean, and Oxford Automotive. Two were Japanese owned and
operated with MRP, JIT, SPC, TQC. Both made colour telly sets and espoused global localism.
Sony sourced 99% of its components from Europe and increased output per worker by 450%
since 1973. Toshiba has created seasonally flexible work hours, a small, single-status work
force, reduction of manufacturing lines, five layers in its plant hierarchy, un-automated factory,
single-source suppliers, and 80-85% European content. Toshiba had announced a European head
office for London (before 1992). See Williams 1984; Gabb 1988. # Misc. Pro.
Fernandez-Araoz, Claudio, 2007, Great People Decisions, Wiley, NY, NY, 336 p. [This book
on the executive search business got a negative book review in the Financial Times by Stefan
Stern (5/31/07), but it had important insights in it.] Buenos Aires, AR. Private equity investors
do manage their leadership talent actively, which is arguably the key factor in their success. The
author had a 2006 interview with Jim Collins, who remarked this should be “rigorous, not
ruthless.” The great companies were different: “They first got the right people on the bus, the
wrong people off the bus, and the right people in the right seats - and then they figured out where
to drive it” (p. 30). (Strategy comes last, after organization and well after people - who come
first. Right on.) In addition, the author cites a 2004 survey by McKinsey and Egon Zehnder (his
employer) of large employers (p. 89, 309). 3/4 say they do not successfully recruit highly
talented people, nor do they identify high and low performers, retain top talent, and assign the
best to fast-track jobs. The same percentage don’t hold managers accountable for people quality
and don’t develop talent effectively. Some 90 percent of these organizations are not good at
removing low performers quickly. (International Talent Management Survey, 2004). [This is
intellectual bankruptcy of the HR function.] Misc. Bk.
Ferrill, Arther, 1985, The Origins of War: from the Stone Age to Alexander the Great, Thames
and Hudson, London and New York (Rev. 1997). Shows the importance of speed with power
and the difficulty of combining them. See Engles, and Cohen and Gooch. Misc. Bk.
Ferrill, Arther, 1988, The Fall of the Roman Empire: the military explanation, Thames and
Hudson, New York, NY, 192 pages. Rome--History--Empire, 284-476. Rome--History,
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Military--30 B.C.-476 A.D. How to blow an empire by cheaply copying “best practices” from
the Huns. Misc. Bk.
Ferris, Edward, and Justus O’Brien, 2010, “Examining the Impact of SEC Guidance Changes on
CEO Succession Planning,” The Conference Board, NY, NY, Director Notes DN-007, April
2010, 14 p. [Reprinted in Leadership Selection and Compensation eJournal, Sep 17, 2010,
2(8).] The SEC, in an Oct. 2009 ruling, made the Board accountable for a succession planning
system for the CEO being in place at all times. Regulators have reframed CEO succession as a
risk management issue and placed its responsibility in the Board. See van Clieaf. # Misc. Rep.
Ferris, Gerald R., L. A. Witt, and Wayne A. Hochwarter, 2001, “Interaction of social skill and
general mental ability on job performance and salary,” Journal of Applied Psychology, Dec
2001, 86(6):1075-1082. The importance of social skill [emotional intelligence, EQ] at work is
widely recognized, yet research has been limited. Investigated the interaction between social
skill and general mental ability (GMA) in the explanation of job performance and salary,
controlling for personality and demographic characteristics. The results indicated that the
relationships between social skill and job performance were stronger among workers high
than low in GMA. In a similar manner, the relationships between GMA and job performance
were stronger among workers high than low in social skill. Increases in social skill (or GMA)
for high-GMA (or social skill) individuals were associated with higher salary levels. But
increases in social skill (or GMA) for those low in GMA (or social skill) contributed to lower
salaries. “Interesting.” [Is this redundant, a circle? A fad? Lost?] Ferris at Flordia State U.
Refu. PJ. A.
Ferris, Kenneth R., 1977, “Perceived Uncertainty and Job Satisfaction in the Accounting
Environment,” Accounting, Organizations and Society, Pergamon Press, Oxford, UK, 2(1):2328. A sample of staff accountants revealed that as the level of perceived uncertainty increased
the level of job satisfaction decreased. Cited Downey & Slocum 1975; Downey et al 1975;
Duncan 1972; Thompson 1967. Jaques not cited. SIBL JLL 85-51 pt. 2 (1977). # MS. PJ. A.
Ferris, Stephen M., 2006, “‘Our Most Valuable Resource Is Our…’: How to help employees
believe in a slogan,” Ivey Business Journal, Ivey School of Business, UWO, London, ON, CA,
Mar/Apr 2006, 70(4):1-5. (AN 20342562) Reprint # 9B06TB07. Match each employee’s work
assignment to his/her work capacity. A full explication of R.O. theory by a CODA consultant
(Georgetown, ON, CA). Nicely and concisely done. Based on Jaques 1976, 1986, 1996; Stamp
1986, 1993; Cskiszentmihalyi 1975. Rp. Pro. *****
Ferryanto, Liem, 2005, “DFSS: Lessons Learned,” ASQ Six Sigma Forum Magazine,
Milwaukee, WI, Feb 2005, 4(2):24-28. Successful DMAIC (define, measure, analyze, improve,
control) Six Sigma programs for operations or production naturally evolve into what is now
known as design for Six Sigma (DFSS) for product or process development. Today, DFSS and
DMAIC Six Sigma are applied to various processes and products beyond engineering and
manufacturing industries. Seven common tactical and strategic elements are found in
organizations that implement DFSS, particularly organizations that create a Six Sigma
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infrastructure: 1. company commitment, 2. organizational leadership, 3. product or service
perception, 4. main methods, 5. operators, 6. deployment, and 7. measures of success.
Robustness and optimal solutions, as DFSS measures, should be understood in terms of cost
avoidance. Cited Jaques 1996. Misc. PJ.
Ferryanto, Liem, 2006, “Why Is Quality Job No. 1?” ASQ Six Sigma Forum Magazine,
Milwaukee, WI, Feb 2006, 5(2):22-25, 14. Most manufacturers say cost, time and quality form
the golden triangle of product performance measures when trying to satisfy customers.
Therefore, starting with quality will provide consumers an intended and timely product at a
lower cost, which eventually improves the manufacturer's profitability. Shorter lead times can
produce larger market share and higher productivity. Cited Crosby 1979, Juran 1974, Taguchi,
Jaques 1989. Misc. PJ.
Festinger, Leon, 1954, “A Theory of Social Comparison Processes,” Human Relations, London,
UK; Ann Arbor, MI; 7:117-140. We seek information from others to reduce our uncertainty.
We also constantly compare ourselves to others. Stacy Adams used this article as his starting
point in developing his version of equity theory. Jaques did not. This turns out to be a very
important difference between the two theories. Many folks miss this point. Misc. PJ.
Festinger, Leon, 1957, A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance, Row, Peterson, Evanston, Ill., 291 p.
(Reprinted 1962 Stanford University Press, Cal.) We each try to maintain a balance of cognitive
balance, symmetry and consonance in our relationships. Pointed out the dissonance that resulted
from being paid an amount different from our perceived self-worth. Each of us constantly
compares ourselves to others. (Influenced Stacy Adams’ version of equity theory. Adams,
however, looked for a single “other” that we compared ourselves to. This “other” was not
found.) Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Festschrift for Elliott Jaques. 1992. See Cang, Stephen, editor. ~
Fetter, Joel, 2002, “The Strategic Use of Individual Employment Agreements: Three Case
Studies,” Centre for Employment and Labour Relations Law (CELRL), Working Paper No. 26,
December, Melbourne, Vic, Australia, 35 p. The cases examined are: CRA Weipa (p. 4), BHP
Iron Ore (p. 12), and Commonwealth Bank (p. 24). An assessment of the management’s reasons
for each offer of staff agreement. CRA wished to rid itself of militant unions; BHP Iron Ore
sought workrule and technology flexibility; and Commonwealth Bank was trying to transform
itself in the wake of privatization. See Waring Related PhD. See McDonald and Timo 1996.
See van Barneveld and Waring 2002. Ru.
Feuerstein, Reuven, 1972, "Cognitive assessment of the socioculturally deprived child and
adolescent," chapter (p. 265- 275) in Cronbach, Lee J., and R. D. Drenth, eds., Mental Tests and
Cultural Adaptation, Mouton, The Hague, NL, 495 p. Papers given at Istanbul conference 1971.
Feuerstein looked into performance on transfer tasks after training as a superior indication of
'learning potental.' This was part of his procedure for training in reasoning. [More related to
Deming.] Not in Clio. NYPL os JFE 77-254. # Misc. Ch.
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Fiedler, Fred E., and Stanley M. Nealey, 1966, Second-Level Management: A Review and
Analysis, U.S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, DC, March, 48 p. Found a “surprising
paucity of related data.” Concatenated Jaques and Martin as both finding “longer time
perspectives” higher in the managerial hierarchy (p. 34). Favored his own LPC model. (Was
this L2 or L3? Unclear.) Cited Jaques 1951, 1961; Martin 1959; Rosen 1960, 1961, 1961.
Schw Perls. Clio os HF5500 .F5 W. PJ. Rep.
Fiedler, Fred E., 1971, Leadership, General Learning Press, NY, NY, US, ... p. Contingency
model. Cited in Fiedler 1974. Supported by Gillen & Carroll 1985. Not in Clio, NYPL, CUNY.
Not in NYC. Not seen. [see, where ?] ~
Fiedler, Fred Edward, and Martin M. Chemers, 1974, Leadership and Effective Management,
Scott, Foresman, Glenview, Ill., 166 p. The Contingency Model opens new leadership issues.
Those holding higher opinions of their least preferred co-worker (LPC) also tended to be
cognitively more complex and differentiated more in perception and evaluation of interpersonal
environment [p. 77]. (See McGregor's 1967 Theory Y.) Jaques not cited. Cited Ashour 1973
(ch. 5); J. G. Hunt 1967 (ch. 10); Mitchell 1969 PhD, 1970 (p. 92); Foa et al 1971. Not in Clio.
CUNY Medgar Evers & Lehman Coll. HM141 .F47. NYPL os JLD 74-3129 (SIBL). MS. Bk.
Fiedler, Fred E., and Joseph E. Garcia, 1987, New approaches to effective leadership: cognitive
resources and organizational performance, Wiley, New York, NY, 240 p. A cognitive resource
theory of executive experience and intelligence is required to explain crucial elements of
performance. Stress causes variation and a shift. High stress causes experience (skilled
knowledge) to become more important for performance (higher corr.) than intelligence. (And
vice versa.) Experience and expertise (schematically guided knowledge) allows us to resort to
easily applied procedures and situation-specific knowledge with little cognitive load. Cited by
Lord and Maher 1991 on p. 285. NYPL os JLE 87-1912 (HSSL). CUNY Baruch & Hunter Mn
HM141 .F475 1987. MS. Bk.
Fields, Ashley F., 2001, "Intuition Engineering," Journal of Organizational Engineering,
Organizational Engineering Institute, Ann Arbor, MI, July 2001, 2(3). Word 16 pgs.
Organizational Engineering can explain the phemenon of intuition, as can psychologically
oriented theories (see Fields 2001). OE is a theory of human behavior. Intuition is but one
behavior among many that are seamlessly, naturally woven into the repertoire of human
behaviors which shape social interaction. Heredity/environment questions can easily be resolved
with longitudinal studies. Validation of the instrumentation and the reliability of methodology
(Soltysik, 2000 book, not herein.) allows researchers to rely on study results. This research
demonstrated that intuition is connected through election of an information processing method
and mode, the Relational Innovator (unpatterned thought method) strategic style. It also showed
that use of this strategy varies by hierarchical rank. These findings not only explain why
individuals at higher levels display greater intuitive abilities; they also provide guidance for
growing future generations of leaders. Entry to managerial ranks appears dependent on a
threshold level of the Reactive Stimulator (RI, plus unpatterned action) strategic style. Jaques
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not cited. Based on 2001 Related PhD. # MS. Pro.
Fields, Gary S., 1997, "Wage floors and unemployment: A two-sector analysis", Labour
Economics, UK, March 1997, 4(1):85-91. doi: 10.1016/S0927-5371(96)00022-X Analyzed the
effect of a wage floor on unemployment. I assume that the wage floor is above the wage that
would otherwise be determined by the forces of supply and demand.I ask, when will the amount
of unemployment resulting from a wage floor be large and when small? It turns out, contrary to
the existing literature, that for none of these (market) parameters is the comparative static effect
unidirectional. At Cornell U. # Refu. PJ. A.
Fienberg, Stephen E., 1997, “Ethics and the Expert Witness: Statistics on Trial,” Journal of the
Royal Statistical Society, Series A (Statistics in Society), Blackwell Publishing, UK, 160(2):321331. The adversarial rules of the common law legal system often make it difficult for
statisticians. How statisticians can protect against the most pernicious aspects of the game
associated with the use of expert witnesses in the adversarial process. Cited Deming 1965, 1972.
At Carnegie Mellon U. [Alt. spelling: Feinberg] # Misc. PJ. A.
Fiero, Janet, 1992, "The Crawford Slip Method," Quality Progress, ASQC, Milwaukee, Wisc.,
May, p. 40-43. This method of gathering suggestions from below is faster than QC-Circles and
TQM. Managers target issues. Employees write targeted suggestions on little slips of paper and
a report is drawn up from these ideas. (This may require the help of an outside consultant.) This
way is the preferred US group method. It builds on speed and independence. It includes the
'oops' – long-term and short-term negative consequences of the suggestions. # Misc. Pro.
Filion, Louis Jacques, 1991, “Vision and Relations: Elements for an entrepreneurial metamodel,”
International Small Business Journal, 9:112-131. Based on interviews with entrepreneurs.
Found the content of their new venture visions included imagery about products, markets, and
organizations that were a function of the stage of venture development (i.e. the next stage).
Proposed a new entrepreneurship model based on the relationship between the vision, the
relations with people who will implement it, and the anticipatory learning to make it happen.
Unaware of Jaques. (From his 1988 Lancaster PhD, unrelated.) Cited by Baum et al 1998.
Misc. PJ.
Filipczak, Bob, 1994, “It’s Just a Job: Generation X at Work,” Training, US, April 1994, p. 2127. Corporate loyalty might be gone. Gen X saw their parents laid off without cause. They are
far more interested in day care and a health center than a pension plan. A lateral move that will
give them new and marketable skills is interesting to them. Paying ‘dues’ is not. Gen X is bored
by any job that lasts too long. They can process lots of information from multiple sources at
once. They have seen that companies don’t deliver on promotions, job security, or career
ladders. Life is elsewhere. Work enables you to live life. Bosses should be more like parents:
they must ‘authoritate.’ Gen Xers don’t have a problem with authority and they want managers
to take ‘accountability.’ They really don’t want to talk things over. They see their economic
future as rather bleak. Misc. Pro.
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Finch, Frederic E., 1977, “Collaborative Leadership in Work Settings,” Journal of Applied
Behavioral Science, NTL Institute, US, July 1977, 13(3):292-302. The role of the manager must
change from a hierarchical to a collaborative one and the design of both work and the locus of
decisionmaking must be altered so the work group becomes responsible for planning,
organization, direction, and control of work. The role of the manager becomes more a
facilitating one, an advising and negotiating role. Cited EJ 1964. # W. PJ. A.
Findlay, Patricia, 1992, “Electronics: a ‘culture’ of participation?,” chapter in Beirne, Martin,
and Harvie Ramsay, 1992, Information Technology and Workplace Democracy, Routledge,
London and New York, 274 pages. Employee participation in Scotland’s ‘leading edge’ industry
was at the task level only (despite claims otherwise). Cited Rolfe 1990; Fox 1974 (M.M.). See
1990 Related PhD Oxford. Refu. Ch.
Findley, LTC Rusty, 1994, “Soldier/Statesmen: Do They Matter?” Industrial College of the
Armed Forces, National Defense University, Ft. McNair, Washington, DC., 38 p., online.
Michael L. McGee, faculty research advisor. Executive Research Project S10. Reviewed great
captains through the lens of the soldier/statesman: Alexander, Napoleon, MacArthur, and
Eisenhower. Reviewed the Strategic Leadership Development Inventory (SLDI). Compared
Vietnam to the Persian Gulf War. Examined the career of Colin Powell. Cited Jaques 1989; J&J
1990; McGee 1993; Forsythe 1992; Markessini 1990; Lucas and Markessini 1993. Ru. Rep.
Fine, Sidney, 1956, Laissez faire and the General-Welfare State: a study of conflict in American
thought, 1865-1901, U. Mich. Press, Ann Arbor, MI, 468 p. [Pubd 1948 PhD.] (Chapter 1 was
on these two ideas between 1763-1865.) It was a different era. But it did lead into the next era
where laissez faire was given full reign and which he writes about at length. Based on 1948 PhD
(DAI-09/01, P. 118, 1949). Cited in Wang & Dobbs 2008. NYPL Schw E-10 5874. CUNY
Grad Ctr, Htr Mn, City, Bklyn HN57 .F54 1964. Clio os KF1600 .F54 & 906 M582 v.22. (Ch.
1: 1763-1865) ch # Misc. Bk.
Fine, Sidney A., and Wretha W. Wiley, 1971, “Introduction to Functional Job Analysis, Methods
for Manpower Analysis; a scaling of selected tasks from the social welfare field,” W. E. Upjohn
Institute for Employment Research, Methods for Manpower Analysis; No. 4, Kalamazoo, Mich.,
September 1971, 87 p. Chapter III, section: “Prescribed and Discretionary Components of
Tasks.” Appendix A: “Scale of Worker Instructions” (p. 71-76). After reading Jaques 1956 and
1961, Fine realized his Scale of Worker Instructions had been intuitively based on the concept of
prescriptive and discretionary work elements and that he had actually scaled these two
interdependent concepts.” This was an adaption of Jaques. The technique for writing “reliable
and valid” task statements is in the Introduction. (This pamphlet is part of a series on FJA.) See
also Fine and Getkate 1995, Fine and Cronshaw 1999, Moore 1999. See Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, 3rd edition, 1965. Cited in McLagan 1988. Cited Jaques 1956, 1961.
(Note: Robert Miller worked at the Upjohn Institute in DC for Fine, 1969-70.) (See U.S.
Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, 1972.) Rp. Rep.
Fine, Sidney A., and Maury Getkate, 1995, Benchmark Tasks for Job Analysis: a guide for
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functional job analysis (FJA) scales, L. Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale, N.J. 251 p. Develops
benchmark tasks for his seven scales, including the worker instruction scales and general
education development on reasoning. Appendix D provides the direct connection to Jaques and
Brown: “The Origin and Nature of the Functional Job Analysis” (FJA). See Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, 3rd edition, 1965. See Fine and Wiley 1971. Rp. Bk.
Fine, Sidney A., and Steven F. Cronshaw, 1999, Functional Job Analysis, a foundation for
human resources management, L. Erlbaum Associates, Mahwah, N.J., 307 p., [electronic]. FJA
was under development in the 1950s and was adjusted to include Jaques 1956 findings. See
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 3rd edn, 1965. See Fine and Wiley 1971. Cited Jaques 1956.
D. Bk.
Fingleton, Eamonn, 2003, Unsustainable: How Economic Dogma is Destroying American
Prosperity, Thunder's Mouth Press/Nation Books : Distributed by Publishers Group West, NY,
NY, US, 290 p. We are too much in love with the free market. Many US software and internet
firms have flamed out. We allow the confrontation: manufacturing versus finance. Other
countries play by different rules – to our disadvantage. This is still so. Clio Bus HD9725 .F56
2003. Misc. Bk.
Fingleton, Eamonn, 2008, In the Jaws of the Dragon: America's Fate in the Coming Era of
Chinese Hegemony, Thomas Dunne Books/St. Martin's Press, NY, NY, US, 355 p. Fingleton's
central insight is that the world now has two incompatible economic models competing for
dominance: the Western model, and the East Asian model. Moreover, in a head to head
confrontation, the East Asian model always wins hands down. In recent years, popular
wisdom has held that opening American markets to Chinese goods was the best way to promote
democracy in Beijing - that the Communist Party's grip would quickly weaken as increasingly
affluent Chinese citizens embraced American values. That popular wisdom was wrong. China is
changing America. Uncle Sam should give the Chinese power system a wide berth -- lest he
catch his coattails in the jaws of a dragon. Clio os JZ1480.A57 C645 2008. Misc. Bk.
Fingleton, Eamonn, 2012, “The Myth of Japan’s Failure,” New York Times, Sunday, Jan., 8,
2012, SR 1, 6-7. Japan has not failed. This is a comforting media myth. (Online reply by Paul
Krugman 1-9-12. Fingleton overstates, but is not wrong.) # Misc. Pro.
Finifter, Ada W., 1996, "Report of the Editor of the American Political Science Review, 199596," American Political Science Review, PS: Political Science and Politics, ProQuest, US, Dec.,
29(4):758-768. Annual report on submissions, classification of the submissions, distribution,
publication, the peer review process, turnaround times, acceptance rates, formatting,
communication with readers and authors, and book reviews. A description of the peer review
process in a journal. Very interesting. # Misc. PJ.
Finkelstein, Sydney, and Brian K. Boyd, 1998, "How much does the CEO matter? The role of
managerial discretion in the setting of CEO compensation," Academy of Management Journal,
US, 1998, 41(2):179-199. ISSN: 00014273. DOI: 10.2307/257101. The idea that managerial
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discretion --defined as latitude of action-- may be an important determinant of CEO
compensation has been recognized for some time. However, in spite of considerable work that
has implicitly invoked related ideas on the sources of potential managerial contribution, a formal
test of the discretion hypothesis has yet to be conducted. In addition, few studies have tested the
performance consequences of CEO pay. In a sample of Fortune 1,000 firms, the authors found
support for both a main effect of managerial discretion on CEO pay and a contingency effect,
whereby firm performance is higher when discretion and pay are aligned than when they are not.
At Dartmouth College; Arizona State U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Finkelstein, Sydney, 2003, Why Smart Executives Fail: and what you can learn from their
mistakes, Portfolio, New York, NY, 321 pages. Author lacked knowledge of Jaques but the
dynamic of an under-capable CEO (and supporting roles) was accurately described in detail.
Constantly looked for destructive patterns of behavior. Some $1.5 billion of shareholder value
was lost. Many of these failures can be explained through Work Levels, Levels of Conceptual
Capacity, and poor fit. (Mark VC noted the discussion of Quaker Oats and its Snapple
acquisition. 5 of the 14 + companies in the book were former clients. Case histories, but
negative ones.) See Van Clieaf 2004 (Ivey). Baruch HD38.2 .F56 2003. MS. Bk.
Finkelstein, Sydney, 2004, “The Seven Habits of Spectacularly Unsuccessful Executives and
How to Spot Them,” Ivey Business Journal, UWO, Jan-Feb, 68(3):1-6. It takes some special
personal qualities to be spectacularly unsuccessful. How leaders can be not only instruments of
success, but sometimes also architects of failure. (Worth reading and learning from.) Article
version of 2003 book. Cited in Finkelstein et al 2007. # Misc. Pro.
Finkelstein, Sydney, Charles Harvey, and Thomas Lawton, 2007, Breakout Strategy: meeting the
challenge of double-digit growth, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 346 p. A good strategy reflects
the stakeholder needs, interests, and aspirations not just the executive’s purposes and values (p.
152). Baruch HD57.7 .F5558 2007. Misc. Bk.
Finn, Bridget, 2008, “The Life Cycle of Great Business Ideas,” strategy and business, BoozAllen Hamilton, NY, NY, US, Sept. 30. Jaques mentioned during this panel discussion. # W.
Pro.
Finn, Robert H., and Sang M. Lee, 1972, “Salary Equity: Its Determination, Analysis, and
Correlates,” Journal of Applied Psychology, Aug., 56(4):283-292. Interviewed 170 professional
and scientific employees of the US Federal Health Service. Asked: “Do you feel that you are
being fairly paid at the present time in view of your training and experience, the work you do,
and your capabilities?” 96 replied Yes; 74 No. This was close to Jaques’ fair-pay question
(1956, 1961). Salaries seen as equitable were based on maturity type variables whereas those
seen as inequitable were based on performance evaluations. Derived a mathematical model for
the current equitable wage (R = .933). [Unfortunately, also used null hypothesis testing.] Cited
in Mamman 1997. Cited Atchison and French 1967; Belcher 1964; Zedeck & Smith 1968. See
Homa Hunt PhD 1967; Capelle 1999. See S. M. Lee 1969 PhD. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Finney, Michael, and Ian I. Mitroff, 1986, “Strategic Plan Failures: The Organization as Its Own
Worst Enemy,” Chaper 12 (p. 317-335) in Sims, Henry P., Jr., and Dennis A. Gioia, eds., 1986,
The Thinking Organisation: Dynamics of Social Cognition, Jossey Bass, San Francisco, CA, 375
p. A method to surface the hidden assumptions driving organizational action. Here, the
environment is inside. A case: A new organizational strategy of matrix management failed
because the CEO enforced individual accountability to achieve organizational success. (Exactly
what Jaques would expect. Sadly, unaware of Jaques.) Cited in Allsop PhD 1996. Refu. Ch.
Firey, Walter, 1963, “Conditions for the Realization of Values Remote in Time,” chapter (p.
149-159) in Tiryakian, Edward A., ed., 1963, Sociological Theory, Values, and Sociocultural
Change: essays in honor of Pitirim A. Sorokin, Free Press of Glencoe, NY. People in
organizations are exhorted to work toward future-referring values. But these values can only be
institutionalized under special circumstances. Some cultures have impermanent “futurereferring values” – e.g. Roman-Byzantine land use values (deep wells) were not retained under
the new Arab social order and Arab land use values (and practices) turned Northern Africa
into the desert familiar to them. (See W. Moore in same volume.) At UT-Austin. Misc. PJ.
Fischer, David Hackett, 1970, Historian’s Fallacies: toward a logic of historical thought,
Harper & Row, New York, NY. How to create scientific method for the humanities and social
sciences. A basic book – a must read. Scientific method as a form of logical thought that avoids
fallacies. Used few statistics. Contains all the history the reader needs to illustrate the fallacies.
This book will change the way you think. Misc. Bk.
Fischer, Kurt W., 1980, “A Theory of Cognitive Development: the control and construction of
hierarchies of skills,” Psychological Review, American Psychological Association, November,
87(6):477-531. Found that cognitive development is maturational rather than dependent on
experience and/or proclivity. This development is through a series of skill structures, called
levels, together with a set of transformation rules that relate these levels to each other. The skills
at one level are built directly from skills at the preceding level. The skills are gradually
transformed from sensory-motor to representations to abstractions. A stage-like shift occurs as
the person develops each new optimal level. There are four levels in each tier: or, and, systems
(if-then), and systems of systems (if-then, then). [A replication and confirmation. Was SL
Kenny an asst. then?] Cited H. Werner, Piaget 1938 & etc., Isaac and O’Connor 1975 [1976],
Skinner 1969. Did not cite Jaques. Cited in Jacobs and Jaques 1990, 1991, and in Human
Capability 1994. Cited in Jacobs 2010. Clio in Psych Lib., Barnard, Butler. # Rp. PJ. A.
Fischer, Kurt W., 1983, “Developmental Levels as Periods of Discontinuity,” New Directions for
Child Development, Jossey-Bass/ Wiley, San Francisco, CA, USA, Sept 1983, 1983(21):5-20.
First chapter, by editor. SL Kenny 1983 (same issue) cited in her chart showing FOUR
development levels in childhood and adolescence on p. 12 (ages 4 through 16). Her theory was
from Jaques, Gibson and Isaac 1978. Robert B. McCall (same issue) found FOUR levels in
infancy. (Jaques not cited by Fischer. Jaques predicted both sets of findings.) # MS. PJ.
Fischer, Kurt W., Helen H. Hand, and Sheryl Russell, 1984, “The development of abstractions in
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adolescence and adulthood,” chapter 3 (p. 43-73) in Commons, Michael L., Francis A. Richards,
and Cheryl Armon, eds., 1984, Beyond Formal Operations, late adolescent and adult cognitive
development, Praeger, New York, NY, 465 p. The changes at age 10-12 are not an end. Rather
they mark a beginning - the start of abstract thinking. Used examples from ‘Arithmetic Study’
(research with SL Kenny 1983) and from a study of ‘intention and responsibility.’ The approach
used here was called ‘Skill Theory’ and differed sharply from classical stages of development
(Piaget, Erikson). Here the individual grows from the concrete to the abstract, called a TIER,
which contains FOUR cognitive levels (very like Jaques and Isaac levels). But many questions
remain unanswered: is this growth uneven or is it stage-like? “Without support from structured
situations, most adults seem normally to function far below their optimal level of abstraction.”
“One process highlighted in skill theory ... is the joint occurrence of simplification and
complication in development.” Cited in McElroy 2009 Ph.D. Cited Jaques, Gibson and Isaac
1978; Fischer 1980; Hand PhD 1981. SL Kenny 1983 not cited. # Rp. Ch.
Fischer, Kurt W., and Sandra L. Pipp, 1984, “Processes of cognitive development: Optimal level
and skill acquisition,” chapter (p. 45-80) in Steinberg, Robert J., ed., 1984, Mechanisms of
cognitive development, Freeman, San Francisco, CA, 217 p. (Parts of this article were
reproduced in Fischer-Kenny-Pipp article in 1990.) Cited in Jacobs 2010. Grad Ctr BF311
.M433 1984. # Misc. Ch.
Fischer, Kurt W., and Arlyne Lazerson, 1984, Human Development: from conception through
adolescence, Freeman, NY, NY, 747 p. A textbook on cognitive development. Piaget refers to
stages, the neo-Piagetians refer to levels. A hierarchy is natural to cognitive development (p.
222-4). Abstraction relationships (p. 588). Cited Jaques 1978; SL Kenny 1983; McCall 1983;
Case 1980; Fischer 1980; Fischer & Pipp 1984; and Fischer, Hand & Russell 1983. CUNY Htr
Mn RJ131 .F47 1984 (not on shelf). NYPL Hum JFF 84-923. W. Bk.
Fischer, Kurt W., and Louise Silvern, 1985, “Stages and individual differences in cognitive
development,” Annual Review of Psychology, Palo Alto, CA, 36:613-648. Focused on different
stages of cognitive development and examined whether every individual goes through same
stages of cognitive development. Features of cognitive development; Investigation of evidence
of individual differences in cognitive development; Definition of developmental plasticity.
Individuals grow through at least 8 levels up to 18 years of age. Environmental and organismic
factors each have powerful effects. Competence can be separated from performance to show the
two separately so future research designs should be aimed at showing human plasticity. Cited
Fischer 1980 (and lots more); SL Kenny 1983; Jaques, Gibson, & Isaac 1978; Piaget (lots). #
Rp. PJ.
Fischer, Kurt W., and Sheryl L. Kenny, 1986, “The environmental conditions for discontinuities
in the development of abstractions,” chapter (p. 57-75) in Mines, Robert A. and Karen S.
Kitchener, eds., 1986, Adult Cognitive Development: Methods and Models, Praeger, New York,
NY, 173 p. (See p. 187 in Alexander 1990: part of this article was included in Fischer, Kenny,
and Pipp 1990.) Baruch BF311 .A3 1986. Rp. Ch. *****
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Fischer, Kurt W., Sheryl L. Kenny, and S. Rose, 1987, “Levels and variations in the
development of arithmetic concepts,” MSS in preparation. (See unpublished research 1983.)
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA. Ru.
Fischer, Kurt W., and Michael Jeffery Farrar, 1987, “Generalizations about generalization: How
a theory of skill development explains both generality and specificity,” International Journal of
Psychology, Nov., 22(5/6):643-677. Within a skill-theory framework, the traditional opposition
between generalization and specificity is resolved. Instead, they are both phenomena that can be
predicted and explained in terms of skill structures and functional mechanisms of development
or learning. A person acquires a skill in a specific context and must work to gradually extend it
to other contexts. True generalization must be distinguished from optima-level synchrony,
where new capacities emerge across domains as a new developmental level emerges. SIBL
online. Jaques not cited, nor SL Kenny. # MS. PJ.
Fischer, Kurt W., Sheryl Kenny, and D. Beals, 1988, Revised scoring manual for the
development of concepts of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division from grade school
to college. (See unpublished research 1983, 1987.) Cognitive Development Laboratory Manual
Number 6, Harvard University. Misc. Rep.
Fischer, Kurt W., Sheryl L. Kenny, and Sandra L. Pipp, 1990, “How Cognitive Processes and
Environmental Conditions Organize Discontinuities in the Development of Abstractions,”
Chapter 7 (p. 162-187) in Charles N. Alexander and Ellen J. Langer, eds., 1990, Higher Stages in
Human Development, Oxford University Press, New York, NY and Oxford, UK, 406 p.
(Includes reprinted portions of F&P "Processes of cognitive development: Optimal level and
skill acquisition," 1984, and F&K "The environmental conditions for discontinuities in the
development of abstractions," 1986.) Cited by Jaques and Cason in Human Capability. Cited
Jaques, Gibson and Isaac 1978. See SL Kenny 1984 M.A. Cornell. City Coll Cohen BF724.5
.H53 1990. kurt_fischer@gse.harvard.edu # Rp. Ch. UP. A.
Fischer, Kurt W., Daniel Bullock, Elaine J. Rotenberg, and Pamela Raya, 1993, “The dynamics
of competence: How context contributes directly to skill,” chapter four (p. 93-117) in Wozniak,
Robert H., and Kurt W. Fischer, eds., 1993, Development in Context: Acting and thinking in
specific environments, JPS Series on Knowledge and Development, Erlbaum, Hillsdale, NJ, 291
p. 19th Annual Symposium of the Jean Piaget Society. NYPL Hum JFE 93-11413. Clio Psych
BF723.C5 D467 1993. Grad Ctr, Bklyn., City Coll Cohen BF723 .C5 S68 1993. # Misc. Ch.
Fish, Lounsbury S., 1942, "Administrative Organization," chapter (p. 192-193) in Sizelove,
Oliver J., and Marshall Anderson, eds., 1960, 50 Years Progress in Management 1910-1960,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, NY, NY, US, 329 p. [corrected.] Organization is
the chassis upon which management is mounted — if adequately designed, the management job
is made easier and more effective, if poorly designed, management is difficult and results often
unsatisfactory. Recent trends - 1 Freeing executives of administrative detail to concentrate on
policy determination, long-range planning, over-all control. 2 Decentralization. 3 Delegation of
decision. 4 Belter co-ordination and integration of staff functions. 5 Clear-cut definition of
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functions, objectives, relationships, and authority. See Holden, Fish, & Smith 1941. Dewey:
658.082 H513. Baruch, NYU, Clio os HD30 .A5. At Standard Oil (Calif.). # Misc. Ch.
Fisher, Caroline M., Cassandra C. Elrod, and Rajiv Mehta, 2011, "A replication to validate and
improve a measurement instrument for Deming’s 14 Points," International Journal of Quality
and Reliability Management, Emerald Group Publ., UK, 28(3):328-358. 0265-671X DOI:
10.1108/02656711111109928. Tamimi et al 1995 developed a set of operational measures for
Deming's 14 Points using a sample of firms that were involved in implementing TQM practices
from one to five years out from implementation. In this study, which retested their measurement
items 16 years later, data were collected from over 100 manufacturing and service companies of
all sizes across the USA and Canada. The results replicated the 1995 study by Tamimi et al and
supported their operational definitions with two exceptions. (The scales for “Eliminating slogans
and targets”, and “Taking action to accomplish the transformation”, were not found to be
reliable. OMG!) See Elrod 2011. At MoUST, Rolla, MO; MoUST, Rolla, MO; NJIT, USA. #
Refu. PJ.
Fisher, Cynthia D., 1980, "On the dubious wisdom of expecting job satisfaction to correlate with
performance," Academy of Management Review, US, Oct 1980, 5(4):607-612. ISSN: 03637425.
DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1980.4288967. The lack of consistent findings on the satisfaction/
performance relationship is explained as an aggregation problem. The relationship is between
general job satisfaction attitudes and specific outcome behaviors. Specific attitude measures
should be related to specific job behaviors, while general job satisfaction measures should be
related to the favorableness or unfavorableness of an individual's total set of work-related
behaviors. At Texas A&M University. Teach. # Refu. PJ. A.
Fisher, Cynthia D., 1993, "Boredom at Work: A Neglected Concept," Human Relations, Sage,
UK & US, March 1993, 46(3):395-417. doi:10.1177/001872679304600305. Previous research
on industrial monotony is unable to explain boredom on any but the simplest of tasks. A broader
view of the causes of boredom, including attributes of the task, environment, person, and personenvironment fit, is proposed. Individual choices of response to feelings of boredom are also
considered. [Capability level not considered, but good.] Cited by Carroll et al 2010; Leana &
Barry 2000; Staats & Gino 2012. [Author name is mis-spelt online as 'Fisher1'. The last letter is
a footnote number. Computer boredom.] At Bond U., Gold Coast, QLD, AU. # Misc. PJ.
Fisher, Dalmar, and William R. Torbert, 1995, Personal and Organizational Transformations:
the true challenge of continual quality improvement, McGraw-Hill, London and New York, 271
pages. A nice discussion of chaos theory and fractals in chapter 11 (p. 186): The keys are: (1)
the shape is discernable from a higher dimension (x+1), (2) fractals are self-similar across scales,
and (3) there is a great sensitivity to initial and ongoing contextual conditions. Also, there is an
organizational syncopation and changes occur in spurts. Some of this is on Deming and Juran.
Not on Jaques. (Cited in Rosie Steeves’ 1997 unrelated PhD on Kohlberg, and quality leadership
at a large Canadian bank.) NYPL SIBL JBF 95-516. See below. Misc. Bk.
Fisher, Dalmar, David Rooke, and Bill Torbert, 2000, Personal and Organizational
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Transformations through Action Inquiry, Edge Work Press, Boston, MA, 3rd edn., c. 220 p. See
Fisher and Torbert 1995, 1st edn. Created frameworks to guide the development of the cognitive
complexity of individuals. For organization development, discussed the maturity stage of
development of the CEO/MD (a la Kohlberg, Kegan) up to the level of transformational
leadership. Cases, exercises and experiments. Two new chapters. Cited by Kriger 2005 who
also endorsed it strongly on Amazon.com. (Not Seen: is Part II on Jaques?) See above. ~
Fisher, George, and Michael Day, 1983, “Towards a black perspective?: report of an
experimental Afro-Caribbean training project for part-time youth and community workers,”
Commission for Racial Equality, London, UK, 112 p. Pamphlet. Social work with minority
youth from the West Indies in UK. Brunel Uxbridge HV1441.G7F57. Not seen. Rp. Pamph.
Fisher, Glen, 1998, "International Negotiation: Cross-Cultural Perception," Ch. 65 [1985], (p.
503-508) in Weaver, Gary Rodger, ed., 1998, Culture, Communication and Conflict: readings in
intercultural relations, Rev. 2nd ed., Pearson, Boston, MA, US, 567 p. (Text used at Baruch in
2012: course COM4900.) Perceptual differences on culture, religion, value of time, short-term
vs long-term, life, etc. Jaques not cited. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Fisher, Helen, 1997, "Plastering Over the Cracks?: A Study of Employee Counseling in the
NHS", chapter 17 (p. 288-308) in Carroll, Michael, and Michael Walton, eds., 1997, Handbook
of Counseling in Organizations, Sage, London, UK; New Delhi, India, 363 p. [Reviewed
positively by Shah, Nayana, 1998, Vikalpa, Oct-Dec, 23(4):95-98.] Fisher attempts to explore
the role fulfillment processes of service managers of counseling in the NHS (National Health
Service). The author found strong linkages between the role of the counselor and organizational
systems and structure. Conflicts arising out of the pull of the client and the pull of the
organization were also discovered. Clio SocWk HF5549.5 .C8 H36 1997g (Not on shelf.)
NYPL Schw os JBE 97-2095. # Misc. Ch.
Fishman, Steve, 2007, “Boss Science,” New York Magazine, NY, NY, April 9, 2007, p. 42-49.
Other articles were in this ‘Office Life: A Survival Manual’ issue as well. Like many psych
articles this one spins and comes to no conclusions. The neurotic types show up best as
“leaders” in leaderless groups, a la Lord of the Flies (Sir William Golding). One outcome from
the research is now clear even to psychologists that neurotic climbers/ hysterics are not
effective managers. “The only thing charisma collates to is high salary.” But at work we still
have to get things done so we continue to pick neurotics as “leaders.” “We?” Cited academic
psychologists Fred Luthans, Timothy Judge, Seymour Adler, Robert Sutton, Robert E. Kaplan,
Robert B. Kaiser, and Michael Maccoby. Refu. Pop.
Fisk, Catherine L., 1998, “Removing the 'fuel of interest' from the 'fire of genius': Law and the
employee-inventor, 1830-1930,” The University of Chicago Law Review, Chicago, IL, Fall 1998,
65(4):1127-1198. Examined the development of the law respecting ownership of employee
inventions. It explores how employers and employees used law to define their respective
control over the knowledge - what is now called human capital - that was often both the
employee's and the employer's most valuable asset. This article describes a historical legal
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progression in three stages: 1. employees usually owned the entire right to their inventions, 2.
then employees owned their inventions but employers often had a license to use them, and 3. the
twentieth century rule that employers own most employee inventions. (See 1787 US
Constitution.) Misc. PJ. A.
Fitton, Robert A., 1993, “Development of Strategic-Level Leaders,” Industrial College of the
Armed Forces, Washington, DC. Apr 1993, 52 p. Research Report: NDU-ICAF-93-S23. NTIS,
Springfield, VA, ADA2766814. Strategic leadership is an elusive and complex, multidimensional process that involves establishing a vision, making decisions and establishing
policies that have long-term impacts, recognizing frames of reference and time horizons, and
effectively employing human resources. How military leaders lead subordinates at each
successive level of the organization and developing joint military strategic leaders are essential
to future battlefield success. This paper discusses joint military strategic leadership development.
Placed Jaques in context with other thinkers. # Rp. Rep.
Fitzgerald, F. Scott, 1956, The Crack-up, New Directions, New York, NY. A famous quote. ~
Flack, William F., and Daniel R. Miller, 1992, “Normality, Abnormality, and the Meaning of
Schizophrenia,” chapter in Cang, Stephen, ed., 1992, Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall,
Gloucester, MA, p. 175-190. All three conditions were defined in functional and ecological
views in interactions with other people. See Jaques and Miller 1970; Miller & Jaques 1988. #
MS. Ch.
Flamholtz, Eric G., Maria L. Bullen, and Wei Hua, 2002, “Human resource accounting: a
historical perspective and future implications,” Management Decision, MCB UP Ltd., UK,
40(10):947-954. DOI: 10.1108/00251740210452818 The purpose of this paper is to promote
both continued academic research and organizational applications in human resource accounting
(HRA). The paper suggests implications of measuring human capital for financial reporting and
managerial uses. Recent Swedish-based HRA applications measuring human assets and
intellectual capital, incl. Skandia Navigator, illustrate. At UCLA; Ga State; UCLA. # Misc. PJ.
Flanders, Allan D., 1964, The Fawley Productivity Agreements; a case study of management and
collective bargaining, Faber and Faber, London, UK, 360 p. On wage-work agreements at Esso
Petroleum Co., Ltd. Refinery (Fawley, England : Hampshire). Esso was the first to face people.
Elsewhere managers focused on the technical. Many in UK used the term ‘productivity
agreement’ thereafter. See BJIR book reviews by Adamson 11/1964 # and Banks 3/1967 # .
Cited by Behrend et al 1969/ 1970; in Grinyer & Kessler 1967. Neither Brown nor Jaques cited.
Cited Baldamus 1961; Behrend 1961. See Klein, Lisl, 2005. Not in Clio, CUNY. NYPL Schw
D-16 2473. Misc. Bk.
Flanders, Allan, 1965, Industrial Relations: What is Wrong with the System? An essay on its
theory and future, Occasional Paper, Institute of Personnel Management, Faber & Faber,
London, UK, 63 p. The British had a strong preference for voluntary rather than compulsory
legal rules. Between 1920-1940 there was high unemployment, but 1940-1965 there was full
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employment in the UK. IR in the future faced two forces: more planning from above and more
democracy from below. He favored a three-tier approach to IR: national, industry, and plantlevel. Cited by Newman and Rowbottom 1968: “requisite structure and functioning of industrial
relations systems and unions, from national down to shop-floor level.” (This use of “requisite”
may be too early for Jaques.) Baruch HD8391 .F55. At Oxford U. MS. Rep.
Flanders, Allan, 1966, “The Internal Social Responsibilities of Industry,” British Journal of
Industrial Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics, London, UK, March
1966, vol. 4, p. 1-21. On joint consultation and managerial responsibility for the social
environment of the workplace including Brown 1960 & Glacier Metal. See Jaques 2002. Cited
by Newman & Rowbottom 1968. Cited Fogarty 1963. Author at Nuffield College at Oxford
(see Fox & Goldthorpe.) # Rp. PJ. A.
Flanders, Allan D., Ruth Pomeranz, and Joan Woodward, assisted by B. J. Rees, 1968,
Experiment in Industrial Democracy: a study of the John Lewis Partnership, Faber, London,
UK, 261 p. One in a series: Society today and tomorrow. Foreword by Sir Bernard Miller,
Chairman of the J.L.P. It was begun in 1914 in retail trade. Large focus on accountability and
authority. [Nothing about Jaques or Brown. J.L.P. and Scott Bader Commonwealth are often
mentioned with Glacier as major industrial-social experiments.] See R. O. Clarke et al 1972.
See Bk Rev at 29 Sept. 1968 newspapers: Klein, Rudolf, 1968. Profit-sharing – Great Britain –
Case studies. Clio Barnard and NYPL HUM Gen Res D-19 7935. Misc. Bk.
Fleishman, Edwin A., Michael D. Mumford, Stephan J. Zaccaro, Kerry Y. Levin, Arthur L.
Korotkin, and Michael B. Hein, 1991, "Taxonomic Efforts in the Description of Leader
Behavior: A synthesis and functional interpretation," Leadership Quarterly, Elsevier Science,
UK, Winter, 2(4):245-287. Attempted to formulate a general taxonomy capable of describing
the functional behavioral requirements for effective organizational leadership. Gavespecification
of the demands placed on leaders. Analysis of actions required for an adaptive response to these
demands led to the specification of 13 leader behavior dimensions to understand the
determinants of leadership performance. Cited Jaques 1976; Jacobs 1983; Barnard 1946;
Mahoney et al 1965; House & Mitchell 1968; Mumford et al 1991; Korotkin et al 1985. CUNY
Htr Mn. # Rp. PJ. A.
Fleishman, Edwin A., and Michael D. Mumford, 1991, “Evaluating classifications of job
behavior: a construct validation of the ability requirement scales,” Personnel Psychology, WileyBlackwell, US/UK, Autumn91, 44(3):523-575. Fleishman’s job analysis system and ability
requirements scale was evaluated in light of several major inferential issues. The taxonomy of
ability requirements was found to describe job activities meaningful in respect to these criteria.
At GMU. Cited Jaques 1978. W. PJ. A.
Fleming, Peter, and Graham Sewell, 2002, “Looking for the Good Soldier Svejk: alternative
modalities of resistance in the contemporary work place,” Sociology, The Journal of the British
Sociological Association, London, UK, 36(4):857-873. The authors turn to a modern classic of
fiction, The Good Soldier Schweik, by Jaroslav Hasek. Schweik avoids authority, is resourceful,
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is terrified by war, appears compliant, and is a survivor. He was a Czech who existed in the
Austro-Hungarian Army during the First World War. Great lit. - but is this the organization we
need and want? (Both authors at the U. of Melbourne.) Misc. PJ. A.
Fletcher, Joyce K., 1999, Disappearing Acts: Gender, Power and Relational Practice At Work,
MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 166 p. P. 25-26, ft. 8. Time span as a measure of value is in the
typology offered by Elliott Jaques 1979. Clio Barnard TA157 .F54 1999. W. Bk.
Fligstein, Neil, 1987, “The Intraorganizational Power Struggle: Rise of Finance Presidents in
Large Corporations, 1919–1979,” American Sociological Review, Feb., 52(1):44–58. Power has
shifted in the 100 largest corporations over the last half-century from manufacturing, to sales and
marketing, and in the last 25 years to finance. These changes were based on resources within
and outside the organization, on shifts in the strategy and structure, and on changes in the antitrust laws that allowed mergers. It was also due to mimicking. Cited in Zajac & Westphal 1996;
Witcher & Chau 2012. Misc. PJ. A.
Fligstein, Neil, 1990, The Transformation of Corporate Control, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, Mass, 391 p. Between 1919-1979: the rise of finance personnel; the shifts in antitrust law and regulation; the spread of the multi-divisional form; the rise of bigness; all
contributed to an enormous transformation leading to the conglomerate organization, financial
control arrangement, and short-return focus. Each control conception grew out of its predecessor
and became an ideology of what was successful. A different slant from Chandler. Unaware of
Jaques. Cited in Witcher & Chau 2012. Clio Biz HD3616.U46 F57 1990 Misc. Bk.
Fligstein, Neil, and Peter Brantley, 1992, “Bank Control, Owner Control, or Organizational
Dynamics: Who Controls the Large Modern Corporation?” The American Journal of Sociology,
Sept., 98(2):280-307. Who determines the economic actions taken by the large corporation
today? It is not the managers/owners, nor the banks, nor board interlocks. It is the power
relations within the firm, the conception of control that dominates the firm’s actions, and the
actions of competitors. Suggested research into the sociology of markets. (Structure and
managerial practices are 2 of the 3 keys.) Not on R.O., but helpful as history. Misc. PJ. A.
Flippo, Edwin B., 1980, Personnel Management, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 5th edition. A
textbook. Discussed time-spans and pay differentials. Cited Jaques 1963, 1965; Atchison and
French 1967; Rezler 1969. D. Bk.
Flood, Robert L., 1999, Rethinking The Fifth Discipline: learning within the unknowable,
Routledge, London, UK and NY, NY, 213 p. (Flood undercuts Senge to the quick.) The
outcome of spontaneous self-organization is impossible to know. Senge focuses on one type of
system thinking: system dynamics (thus leaving his readers out on a limb). Others are provided
by von Bertalanffy, Stafford Beer, Ackoff, Checkland, and Churchman. Each is summarized. In
Ch. 14, “Window 2: Systems of Structure” RO theory is not cited (nor elsewhere). The Santa Fe
Institute reconfigured Deming’s 14 Points into “The 14 Steps” to quality. (N.B. These refugees
from “AA” drove Deming to rewrite his theory as The New Economics. Were these systems
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thinkers just a bunch of disconnected addle-brained intellectuals? See John Reed and Citibank.)
Very helpful. See Geoghegan & Pangaro 2004. Clio Bus HD31 .F568 1999 Refu. Bk.
Florida, Richard L., and Martin Kenney, 1990, The Breakthrough Illusion: corporate America’s
failure to move from innovation to mass production, BasicBooks, NY, NY, 262 p. Venture
Capitalists search of the huge payoff innovations, build a company rapidly and then flip it - sell it
to a big company for production. The Japanese have a development system. This VC system
stops short of exploitation. The US has no development system. We separated innovation and
production - it goes back to Taylorism. The “breakthrough economy” of Silicon Valley and
Route 128 was an illusion. VCs were not competitive against the Japanese. See hightemperature resistance-free ceramics. The U.S. VCs lost that “race” within 18 months. This is
MASSIVE X-Inefficiency. See Leibenstein. See their 1993 book also: Kenney 1st author.
Barnard HC110.T4 F57 1990. Misc. Bk.
Florida, Richard, and Martin Kenney, 1991, “Transplanted Organizations: The Transfer of
Japanese Industrial Organization to the U.S.,” American Sociological Review, June 1991,
56(3):381-398. Found Japanese industrial organizations changed the environment they
encountered in the US to fit their needs. This was at odds with the assumptions of other US
sociologists. [Density, my boy, always remember density. Depleted uranium and all that.] (See
their 1990 and 1993 books also.) See Kenney & Florida 1991; Liker & Choi 2004. MS. PJ. A.
Florida, Richard, and David Browdy, 1991, “The Invention That Got Away,” Technology
Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, Aug/Sep 1991, 94(6):42-53. Active-matrix display technology,
which uses advanced microelectronics techniques to produce brighter, sharper images, was
invented in the US by T. Peter Brody. It is being manufactured by Japanese electronics
companies, which own 98% of the market for flat-panel displays and virtually 100% of the
market for those using active-matrix technology. Worldwide sales already exceed $4 billion and
are projected to reach $14 billion by 1997. The loss of this vital technology reveals fundamental
weaknesses of the US high-technology system. Not only did large US corporations lack the
vision to turn this invention into a marketable product, but venture capital financiers, who
made possible such industries as personal computers and semiconductors, failed too. The story
of how the display invention got away reveals a typical pattern. A large company, in this case
Westinghouse, was unwilling to gear up for the high-volume production required to attain
commercial success. See Kenney and Florida 1991, Pucik 1988. Misc. Pro.
Florida, Richard L., and Mark Samber, 1999, “Capital and Creative Destruction, Venture capital
and regional growth in US industrialization,” chapter 12 (p. 265- 291) in Barnes, Trevor J., and
Meric S. Gertler, eds., 1999, New Industrial Geography, Routledge, London, UK; NY, US, 325
p. The role of venture capital – often decisive – in the regional growth in US industrialization.
A good backgrounder for entrepreneurs. Jaques not cited. SIBL JBE 00-119. # Misc. Ch.
Florida, Richard, and Martin Kenney, 2000, "Transfer and Replication of Organizational
Capabilities: Japanese Transplant Organizations in the United States," chapter 10 (p. 281-307) in
Dosi, Giovanni, Richard R. Nelson, and Sidney G. Winter, eds., 2000, The Nature and Dynamics
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of Organizational Capabilities, Oxford Univ. P., UK, 389 p. ISBN-13: 9780199248544. DOI:
10.1093/0199248540.001.0001. Industrial sociology and organization theory both predict that it
will be difficult to transfer and replicate key practices into a new environment. This research,
based on Japanese automotive firms, shows that this was not so for them. American short-term,
adversarial approach worked less well with suppliers. This showed organizations shape their
environment. Not in NYPL. Clio Bus HD58.82 .N38 20. # Misc. Ch.
Florida, Richard L., 2002, The Rise of the Creative Class: And how it's Transforming Work,
Leisure, Community and Everyday Life, Basic Books, NY, NY, US, 404 p. His ‘creative class’ is
30% of the US workforce. Florida never heard of Jaques, but his ‘creative class’ is Stratum 3
and above (capable) workers. NYPL Schw JFE 02-15037. Clio Lehman Liby - out. Barnard
Crs Resv HD53 .F653 2004. At U. Pittsburgh, US. MS. Bk.
Floyd, Steven W., and Bill Wooldridge, 1996, The Strategic Middle Manager: how to create and
sustain competitive advantage, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 167 p. Chapter 9: “The
Challenge of Executive Leadership,” is a short, solid description of Jaques’ theory on
accountability, time span, requisite organization, and work complexity (p. 111-125). Cited
Jaques 1990 HBR. See Kriger 2005. Cited Warner 1987. See Lubatkin and Ulizio 1996. (See
their 2000 book also.) Rp. Bk.
Floyd, Steven W., and Peter J. Lane, 2000, “Strategizing Throughout the Organization:
managing role conflict in strategic renewal,” Academy of Management Review, 25(1):154-177.
Strategic renewal consists of three sub-processes - competence definition, deployment, and
modification. Managers at each level - top, middle and operating - differ in their time horizons,
information requirements, and core values. Dissensus of perceptions about the need for change
creates conflict within individuals and between roles. Used mainstream citations. Neither
Jaques nor Kriger cited. MS. PJ. A.
Flynn, Francis J., and Barry M. Staw, 2004, "Lend me your Wallets: the effect of charismatic
leadership on external support of an organization,” Strategic Management Journal, John Wiley
& Sons, NY, NY, Apr2004, 25(4):309-330. 22p. DOI: 10.1002/smj.377. ISSN: 01432095. We
argue that charismatic leadership can make the company more attractive to outside investors.
Two studies were conducted. First, an archival study demonstrated that the stock appreciated
more, even after differences in corporate performance were controlled. In the second, results
showed that appeals from a charismatic leader led to increased investment in the firm. It was
also found that charismatic leadership may have affected the general risk propensities of
followers. These findings illustrated how leaders can manage the firm's economic and social
environment. Cited in Thurgood 2008 PhD. Cited Waldman & Yammarino 1999. email:
ff144@columbia.edu At Columbia U.; Haas, UC-Berkeley. # Misc. PJ. A.
Flynn, Gillian, 1999, "Stop toxic managers before they stop you!" Workforce, Costa Mesa, Cal,
US, August, 78(8):40-44. ISSN: 10928332. Wd Cnt: 2683. How a human resources (HR)
professional handles managers and their employees. Eight toxic-manager behaviors and the
cultures that support them. Cited in Appelbaum & Roy-Girard 2007. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
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Foa, Uriel G., Terence R. Mitchell, and Fred Fiedler, 1971, "Differentiation Matching,"
Behavioral Science, US, March, 16(2):130-142. An individual will be more effective in his
adjustive and task-related functions when the degree to which he distinguishes among elements
of his environment or other people matches the differentiation found in the environment or in the
other people. Differentiation matching is discussed in three settings: matching of the group
leader’s cognition to the task situation; communication among members of different cultures;
and a comparison of the interpersonal cognitive structures of mental patients and normal
individuals. The effects of differentiation matching are related to problems of cognitive
development, its cultural diversities, and its pathology. Jaques not cited. Cited in Fiedler &
Chemers 1974 (ch. 5, p. 77). At U. MO; U. WA. # MS. PJ.
Fogarty, Gerard, and Lazar Stankov, 1982, “Competing Tasks as an Index of Intelligence,”
Personality and Individual Differences, Pergamon Press, UK, 3(4):407-422. Examines two key
questions. Is there a separate ability involved in competing-task performance? Is competingtask performance more indicative of general intellectual functioning? 91 Ss competed a battery
of two tests of both single and competing tasks. Two sets of scores were obtained from the
competing tasks: primary and secondary. Single and primary were measuring the same thing.
The secondary scores measured a time-sharing factor. The two together may have been more
indicative than the single task of the general factor. Some support for Stankov 1981 and
Svenkob 1981. Both at U. Sydney. MS. PJ.
Between 1959 and 1965 Michael Fogarty wrote mainly on Jaques’ and Brown’s theory.
He was a renaissance professor of letters, a humanist, and learned scholar. He cited
evidence to show the reality of the theory but did not offer scientific proof or
quantification. Jaques worked with him in the early 1960s. This approach made little
headway in getting the theory accepted. He headed a research institute in Dublin (c.
1969-1975) and was joined by Hilde Behrend. He later worked in another in London.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1959, “The Autonomy of the University,” Blackfriars, London, UK,
January. “The university becomes more the model for the enterprise than the enterprise for the
university.” Cited in Fogarty 1963, p. 285. Not seen. Misc. Pop.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1959, “The White-Collar Pay Structure in Britain,” The Economic Journal,
UK, March, 69(273):55-70. A general cite of Jaques 1956. W. PJ. A.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1959, “On Substitution Between The Goals Of Working Groups,” British
Journal of Sociology, Mar1959, 10(1):38-44. Goals can be achieved either directly, for example
by placing people in jobs where they can use their abilities to the full, or indirectly, by creating
conditions, such as the free availability of resources, in which the choices needed for personal
development can easily be made. The efficiency conditions are those ordinarily noted in microeconomic analysis. Opportunity cost must be minimized: that is, supply must be adapted so
closely to demand that no shifting of resources to new uses would allow the needs of either
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productivity or personal development to be better met. Real cost must be minimized: each job
must be done with the minimum of resources permitted by available techniques. But the longterm test of any activity is its contribution to the growth of human personality. Cited Jaques
1956. CUNY Hunter SW Percls. Available online at SocINDEX. # Rp. PJ. A.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1960, “The Clerk and the New Class,” Education for Commerce, UK., July.
Misc. Pro.
Fogarty, Michael Patrick, 1961, The Just Wage, Geoffrey Chapman, London, UK. (References
to Jaques: see esp. p. 80-81, p. 86-89, Chs. 1 & 2 and Appndx.) This book is on the history of
wages, the scholastic (Mediaeval) just wage and on felt-fair pay (equity theory). There is a good
deal of overlap here with Fogarty 1963 (q.v.). This is a humanities professor, to be sure an
economist, who has a an enormously broad grasp of human activity. The Appendix is a history
of the concept of a ‘just wage’ since Aquinas. Remarkable work. MPF was Mantagne Burton
Professor of Industrial Relations at U. Wales (Cardiff). See Pierson book review 1962 (which
precedes Jaques’ review). See Roberts US book review 1962 - a joint review with Jaques. Also,
see Robertson’s UK joint book review 1961. See Vonnegut 1976. Rp. Bk.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1962, “The Rooting of Ideologies,” Social Compass, [then: International
Federation of Institutes for Social and Socio-Religious Studies (?), Netherlands], Sage Pubs.,
London, UK, 9(1-2):109-124. Ideology needs to be explicit in a time of change - explicitly
rooted - at three levels: ultimate values and principles, general aims and methods, and priorities
and procedures for current problems. Flexibility can be maintained only if the organization
ideology is deeply rooted at the second two levels. Described in Fogarty 1963b, p. 282. Not on
Jaques. Clio Butler 305 So139. Misc. PJ.
Fogarty, Michael Patrick, 1962, Under-governed and Over-governed, G. Chapman, London, UK,
135 p. This book was not directly related to the theory. That said, Fogarty details the horrors of
the government’s micro-managing social policy (by-the-rules) in Britain while being oblivious to
the big picture. (Indeed, echoes of the theory.) [Bk Rev by D.V.D. in British Journal of
Sociology, Mar1963, 14(1):96-97.] MS. Bk.
Fogarty, Michael Patrick, 1963a, “Portrait of a Pay Structure,” chapter 1 in J. L. Meij, ed., 1963,
Internal Wage Structure, North-Holland, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, p. 1-114. [Jacob Louis
Mey?] See Fogarty 1961 - a lot of overlap. The first half of this long essay is an extensive
explication of Jaques’ approach to time span of discretion, felt-fair pay, and growth curves.
Cited Behrend 1957, Royal Commission on Doctor’s and Dentists’ Remuneration (Cmd 939)
(1960), and British Transport Commission’s Railway Pay Committee (1960), as confirming
Jaques’ theory of differential pay structures (1956, 1958, 1961). Cited Royal Institute of
Chemistry, 1956, “Remuneration Survey,” p. 57. Cited Copeman 1959, 1960. Pointed out the
potential for “mounting confusion” by using purely ‘empirical’ explorations without theory
in this area (p. 107). [This is exactly what U.S. academics did. See Koontz 1961/1962.] This
book may have fed interest about the theory in The Netherlands even though it was written in
English. See E.H.P. Brown 1977 study. See Creedy 1987 study. D. Ch.
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Fogarty, Michael Patrick, 1963b, The Rules of Work, Geoffrey Chapman, London, UK, 299 p.
This book IS the theory (plus). This was the first attempt at a ‘popular’ book on the theory.
But Fogarty was a professor of the humanities and a real scholar of breadth and range. His idea
of ‘context’ was to place the theory in the framework of Aristotle, Aquinas, Kant, Marx, and
Follett. A work organization is a social system with a managerial hierarchy as its core. At the
center is a manager who directs, coordinates and supervises people. Various interests have a
claim to make on the firm - and on the manager - customers, suppliers, financiers, workers, and
the community. The manager has to make choices to meet obligations within the constraints
these interests impose. On Ideology (Ch. 17), recommended on management: F. X. Sutton,
1956, The American Business Creed; for labour: S. Perlman, Theory of Trade Unionism. Cited
Jaques and W.B.D. Brown lots. Noted connections to Behrend and Baldamus. Lacked a
bibliography but had lots of footnotes. See references on p. 47 to H.F. Lydall 1955, 1955, to
R.C. Cmd 939, 1960, and to R.I. of Chemistry 1959. See p. 78/76 for citation of Walker 1961 on
employees seeking their level of capability. See A. W. Smith book review 1965; E.H.P. Brown
1977; Creedy 1987. Rp. Bk.
Fogarty, Michael Patrick, 1964, “Co-Determination and Company Structure in Germany,”
British Journal of Industrial Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics,
London, UK, March 1964, 2(1):79-113. Described the double-decker board system in Germany,
the Vorstand (executive board of the CEO and the management team) and the Aufsichtsrat
(supervisory board of elder statesmen), that dated back to 1870. Cited: Britain’s Industrial
Future, Report of Liberal Industrial Enquiry, 1928, Benn, London, UK. This was a response to
the dispersed shareholders and weak board issue by Keynes, S. Rountree, Samuel, Layton,
Urwick, and H. Henderson. They advocated a double-decker governance system for the UK
similar to that in Germany. The second board of employees calls the executive board members
to account - and appoints them. They saw this as a counterweight to potentially unchecked
managerial power. In the free world successful works councils bargain over real issues and have
real outcomes. The unsuccessful ones handle trivia. Contrast this to the Berle and Means’
response: principal-agent theory. Did not cite Brown 1960. Cited by Strauss and Rosenstein
1970. CUNY online since 1966; City Coll since 1963 hard. SIBL os JBM 94-990 v. 2 (1964).
# Misc. PJ. A.
Fogarty, Michael Patrick, 1964, “The National Incomes Commission: The Wider Implications of
Its Award in the University’s Case,” British Journal of Industrial Relations, Basil Blackwell for
the London School of Economics, London, UK, November, 2(3):360-378. Greater efforts must
be made to limit the disintegrative impact of short-term market forces on the internal labour
force. They tend to exacerbate the sense of unfairness in job comparisons. Cited in Fox 1966. #
Misc. PJ. A.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1965, Company and Corporation – One Law?, Chapman Publishers,
London, UK, 210 p. This book is an examination of German practices of labor and governance.
The Corporation is the equal responsibility of both capital and labor. Cited Jaques 1951; W.
Brown 1960; Glacier. CUNY Baruch KKCO .F64 1965. D. Bk.
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Fogarty, Michael P., 1965, “Wage and Salary Policies for Recruitment,” British Journal of
Industrial Relations, London School of Economics, London, UK, Nov. 1965, 3(3):311-325.
Borrowed the term ‘equitable payment’ from Jaques 1961 but used it in a bit different way than
Jaques did. Wage flexibility is useful in recruiting the young. Two studies (H. R. Kahn 1964,
and C. R. Walker and R. H. Guest 1952) showed a firm can keep a satisfactory and satisfied
worker either by high pay in spite of an unsatisfactory technology OR by more interesting,
convenient, or secure work, or better human relations. Discussed Jaques, Behrend and Phelps
Brown in the same terms. # Rp. PJ. A.
Fogarty, Michael Patrick, 1969, Worker Representation on Company Boards, a discussion,
Industrial Educational and Research Foundation, London, UK. Cited by Daniel 1972. Not seen.
D. Rep.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1971, “Participation in the Enterprise,” International Studies of
Management & Organization, Ebsco, Summer71, 1(2):164-180, 17p. (Reprint of Fogarty, June
1968, CABE-UNIAPAC, UK.) Participation is the opposite of alienation. This is a report on the
British movement toward participation. Cited Brown 1960; Jaques 1951; Fogarty 1963. Rp. PJ.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1972, "Women at Work: the small child gap and other problems,"
Personnel Management, Blackwell, London, UK, p. 18-22. [From his 1971 book.] See women's
career chart on p. 19. Recognition versus capability. At Henley MC and in Dublin. # Rp. PJ.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1972, “Company and Corporation Reform and Worker Participation: The
State of the Debate,” British Journal of Industrial Relations, London, UK, March, 10(1):1-11.
Clarifying the available choices was crucial to the then-current debate over a European
corporation law. This held particularly for accountability and the ways in which workers should
play a role in company decision-making at board level. Based on a series of earlier P.E.P.
studies that became Broadsheets (1965-1971, see footnotes). (Political and Economic Planning),
(See Fogarty 1976, complementary piece on managers.) At Dublin. # Rp. PJ. A.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1973, “Fiscal Measures and Wage Settlements,” British Journal of
Industrial Relations, March 1973, 11(1):29-65. The ‘fiscal measures’ were in complement to
monetary activities to bring wage inflation under control. (In the end, I suspect, nothing worked
in the 1970s.) Cited Behrend 1973, Brown 1972, Fogarty, Wootton. All had put forward their
own remedies. See Blackaby 1972. # Rp. PJ. A.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1973, “Irish Entrepreneurs Speak for Themselves,” Economic and Social
Research Institute, Dublin, Ireland. (A published study. Length unknown. Findings also
published in Fogarty 1975 article.) MS. Rep.
Fogarty, Michael Patrick, 1975, Company responsibility and participation: a new agenda,
Political and Economic Planning, London, UK, Vol. 41, PEP Broadsheet no. 554, August, 116
pages, ISBN: 0853741433. A general summary of the more prominent proposals for voluntary
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industrial democracy then being proposed in the UK and Ireland. This report emphasises
collective representation rather than direct participation. A major issue was management’s
responsibility and accountability and managerial prerogatives. Considered actions that appeared
practical and feasible. Within a year or two employee participation in G.B. had evaporated.
Described in Fogarty 1976, Maley et al 1979. Cranfield has it. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1975, “Irish Entrepreneurs Speak for Themselves,” Journal of General
Management, The Administrative Staff College, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon., UK, Autumn 1975,
3(1):61-74. (Based on Fogarty 1973 study.) Irish entrepreneurs were surveyed and interviewed
on business and expectations in Irish life, culture, business support, education, training,
associations, and practicality that helped or hindered development of the entrepreneurial spirit.
MPF at Henley and Centre for Studies in Social Policy, London. MS. PJ.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1975, Forty to Sixty: How We Waste the Middle-Aged, Centre for Studies in
Social Policy, Bedford Square Press, London, UK, 250 p. As people age they increase their
work capacity. But we devalue their work capacity as they age due to our belief systems.
(Jaques is not the sole source for evidence of this dynamic. It is everywhere around us.) No
index. Cited Jaques 1965; D. Levinson 1972; H. Levinson 1969. CUNY Baruch & Brunel Uxb.
HQ1064 .G7 F75. Rp. Bk.
Fogarty, Michael Patrick, 1976, “The Place of Managers in Industrial Democracy,” British
Journal of Industrial Relations, London School of Economics, July 1976, 14(2):119-127.
Focused on the development of varied positions on the future of industrial democracy in Great
Britain with references to Ireland and to German works councils. The recent debate over
industrial democracy had fragmented - if not exploded. Argued that both labour and executives
were already ideologically locked in place. Unlike other observers he felt a place for managers
was a key to the future. But how could he get the collective voice of managers into the process?!
How about calling them “Rabbits in tin hats.” Clever and solid: this drew managers into the
discussion. (See Fogarty 1972, complementary piece on workers.) At London. # Rp. PJ. A.
Fogarty, Michael Patrick, and Eileen Reid, 1980, Differentials for managers and skilled manual
workers in the United Kingdom: the lessons of the seventies, P.S.I., London, UK, 100 p. ISBN:
0853741778 (pbk.). [Salaries in G.B.: Executive, Middle Managers, Skilled Labour.] A report
by the Policy Studies Institute with the British-North American Research Association. What
happened to differentials? Did the squeeze on differentials damage recruitment of managers?
Skilled manual workers? Did it damage the motivation and performance of experienced staff?
Well… no. Employees “were dissatisfied with inadequate opportunities for doing a job at the
highest level of skill and effort and of obtaining the promotion of which they thought they were
capable … and … higher pay.” Disorganized manpower recruitment and utilisation. Cited
Fogarty 1963, 1965, 1973, 1975; Daniel 1975; Mant 1969. NYPL SIBL os JLM 84-1097 no.
586. Clio os HC251 .P751 no. 586. Cranfield University library has it. # Rp. Rep.
Fogarty, Michael, 1985. See Northcott, Jim, Michael Fogarty, and Malcolm Trevor, 1985. ~
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Fogarty, Michael P., 1989, Trade unions and British industrial development, Policy Studies
Institute, London, UK, 184 p. PSI report no. 684. (2nd edn. with Douglas Brooks. 1st edn.
1986.) Not seen. Brunel Uxbridge HD6460.F63 1989. Misc. Rep.
Fogarty, Michael P., and Ian Christie, 1990, Companies and Communities: promoting business
involvement in the community, Policy Studies Institute, London, UK, 134 p. Social aspects of
industry in Great Britain. Not seen. Brunel Uxbridge HD60.5.G7F64. Misc. Rep.
Fogarty, Michael, 1994. See Metcalf, Hilary, Annette Walling, and Michael Fogarty, 1994. ~
++++++++++
Fohr, John Martin, and Charles Penley Rahe, eds., 1965, Abstracts and Proceedings of the First
United States Seminar in - Dynamics of Organization and Level-of-Work Measurement, Business
Research Bureau, School of Business, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, 48 pages.
Also, Richard J. Judd, ed. [eh?] Anthology. Abstracted as: Dynamics of Organization and
Level-of-Work Measurement in Administrative Science Quarterly, June 1966, 11(1):175-178
(See 'Abstracts, 1966.' This was off by a mile). Jaques and Brown made six presentations
between them. Other presenters included John J. McCarty, Victor Reback (Allen Industries),
and Fremont A. “Bud” Shull. Attendees included Jerry L. Gray, Andre Delbecq, Albert Low,
and Edna Homa (Hunt). See Grimes 1969 for second SIU conference. See Managing the
Challenge of Change for 1970 conference at U. Georgia. Avail. in SIU Edwardsville: HD6961
.A1 B5 1965. Rp. Rep.
Follett, Mary Parker, 1926, "The Giving of Orders," chapter 4 (p. 29-37) in Shafritz, J. M., and
A. C. Hyde, eds., 1996, Classics Of Public Administration, (2nd ed., pp. 5-74), Brooks/Cole,
Pacific Grove, CA. Her 1926 chapter. Some men expect to issue orders and have them obeyed.
Others see a psychological complexity here. The heart of the question is authority and consent.
In Scotland, at the extreme, the minemen down their tools and stop work when they see an
overman coming. They won’t let the supervisor observe them work. CUNY Baruch JF 1351
.C465 1987b. 2nd edn. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Follett, Mary Parker, 1937, "The Process of Control," chapter 8 (p. 159-169) in Gulick, Luther,
and Lydell Urwick, 1937, Papers on the Science of Administration, (3rd edn, 1954), Institute of
Public Administration, Columbia U., NY, NY, US, 195 p. (From a 1932 lecture.) "Biologists
tell us that the organizing activity of the organism is the directing activity, that the organism gets
its power of self-direction through being an organism, that is, through the functional relating of
its parts." "Socialists wish to give us in its place state control, and they mean by that state
coercion — we find again and again in their pamphlets the words force, coerce. Those using
these words are making the fatal mistake, I believe, of thinking that the opposite of laissez-faire
is coercion. And it is not. The opposite of laissez-faire is co-ordination." 1954, 3rd edn/repr,
CUNY GCtr JF 1351 .G8. # Misc. Ch.
Fombrun, Charles J., 1984, “An Interview with Reginald H. Jones and Frank Doyle,” Chapter 24
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(p. 423-446) in Fombrun, Charles, Noel M. Tichy, and Mary Ann Devanna, eds., 1984, Strategic
Human Resource Management, John Wiley, New York, NY, 499 p. [Interview also appeared in
Organizational Dynamics, winter 1982.] Since the early 1970s General Electric trained its
HRM staff in strategic planning. A key goal was to keep new hires interested in their jobs until
they matured into general managers 20 years later. Managers’ personal advancement was tied to
how well they developed their people. Mentioned Ted LeVino’s development work.
Mentioned Ouchi’s and Pascale and Athos’ books - focus on people and Japanese consensus
rather than adversarial advocacy in US. The Board should insulate management from short-term
pressures. See Friedman and LeVino 1984. In Clio Biz HF5549 .F587 1984. # MS. Ch.
Fombrun, Charles J., Noel M. Tichy, and Mary Ann Devanna, eds., 1984, Strategic Human
Resource Management, John Wiley & Sons, NY, NY, US, 499 p. An interesting book with
chapters that mention firms using 'strategic HRM': Ch. 2 – Texas Instruments (TI), Exxon,
General Electric (GE); Ch. 5 – Chase [JPMorganChase]; Ch. 12 – General Electric (GE);
Ch. 16 – Honeywell. There were also chapters on various topics: Ch. 11 – HRD by DT Hall;
Ch. 21 – QWL; Ch. 23 – by Pucik. [In many instances these firms were already using Brown's
and/or Jaques' version of RO, not strategic HRM. It is not clear that this was apparent to the
contributors or to the editors. Roger Crane was a consultant to Texas Instruments (TI) in the
early 1980s.] Cited by Nutt 2002. CUNY Baruch & JJay; Clio Biz os HF5549 .F587 1984.
[SIBL *ZAN-B181 v. 25 (1986). Microfilm.] Contributors & TOC only # MS. Bk.
Fonda, Nickie, 1986, “MANDIT, (Pt.2), Aids to developmental performance through
information technology: a guide for top managers,” Manpower Services Commission, Great
Britain, 16 p., Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies (Bioss). Management
Development for Information Technology. Management information systems; Data processing.
Typo in title. See MANDIT 1986. Brunel Uxbridge T58.6.M36 VOL.2/1. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Fonda, Nickie, 1986, “MANDIT. (Pt.2), Aids to development for information technology: a
guide for management development managers,” Manpower Services Commission, Great Britain,
16 p. Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies (Bioss). Management Development
for Information Technology. Management information systems; Data processing. Typo in title.
See MANDIT 1986. Brunel Uxbridge T58.6.M36 VOL.2/8. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Fonda, Nickie, 1989, "Management Development: the missing link in sustained business
performance," Personnel Management, Blackwell, London, UK, p. 50-53. Management
development prepares the firm for a future it cannot yet conceive. # MS. Pro.
Forbringer, Louis R., and Carol Oeth, 1998, “Human Resources at Mercantile Bancorporation,
Inc.: a critical analysis; Overview,” Human Resource Management, NY, NY, Summer 1998,
37(2):177-189. After the influential Stewart 1996 article this firm revisited its HR. Came to the
(false) conclusion that HR’s most important role was to help management re-engineer the firm
and to attract employees to implement the strategy. (Misguided and short-sighted.) Off. PJ.
Ford, Bill, Margaret Coffey, and Dexter C. Dunphy, in association with Garry Cousins, et al,
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1981, Technology and the Workforce: a select, classified, and annotated bibliography of studies
and citations published in the 1970's on the inter-relationship between technology and the
workforce in industrialised countries, Technology Research Unit, N.S.W. Ministry of
Technology for the Dept. of Organizational Behaviour, University of New South Wales, Sydney,
NSW, AU, Baker and Taylor (BTCP), 193 p. Effect of technological innovations on industrial
relations, the labor supply, the quality of work life, and technological unemployment. (Also on
up-skilling and down-skilling.) Part of a series. (CU. LC: Z7164.L1; HD6331.) Clio Offsite
Z7914.M25 F67. Misc. Bk.
Ford, Bill, [G. W. (Gordon William)], Millicent Easther, and Ann Brewer, 1984, Japanese
employment and employee relations: an annotated bibliography, Australian Government
Publishing Service, Canberra, FD, AU, 180 p., 536 items. Cat. no. 8408602. [Ann Maree
Brewer]. Part of a series initiated by the Japan Institute of Labour in 1977. Very useful. Preface
indicated English publications that look like in-house journals but are not: The Wheel Extended:
A Toyota Quarterly Review, Sumitomo Quarterly, Japan Labour Bulletin, Japan Echo, and
Japanese Economic Studies. See Dunphy 1984. Clio Offsite Z7164.L1 F67. Misc. Bk.
Ford, Bill, 1987, “A Learning Society: Japan through Australian eyes,” chapter 20 (p. 264-275)
in Twinning, John, ed., 1987, World Yearbook of Education, 1987, Vocational Education, Kogan
Page, London, UK, … p. Because of their functional (divided) backgrounds Westerners do not
grasp what the Japanese mean by ‘skill formation’ and work organization. The Japanese
workforce is adaptable and innovative because learning is not isolated by subject. In the West
(including AU) there is a belief that both technical and managerial education is a public
responsibility. Not so in Japan. There education is part of the workplace and all workers are as
skilled as possible and lifelong learners. “As one senior Japanese executive from a large
electronics group once said to me, ‘We now understand that the way we develop and
organize our workforce is our competitive advantage over Western organizations, so from
now on that is the top corporate secret.’” Westerners are given ‘catwalk’ tours of the plants
and technology from above, but are not allowed to see the innovative personnel interrelationships
on the shop floor. (Magnifico!!!) MS. Ch.
Ford, Bill, 1991, “Integrating Technology, Work Organization and Skill Formation: Lessons
from Manufacturing for Ports,” chapter 12 (p. 229-250) in Costa, Michael, and Michael Easson,
eds., 1991, Australian Industry, What Policy?, Pluto Press of Australia, Leichhardt, NSW, AU,
414 p. The dominant integrating values are: Internationalization, Quality, Just-in-Time,
Flexibility of Work Organization, Adaptability of Technological Investment, Speed of Product
Development, Rate of Conceptual Change and Skill Formation, and Integrated Investment. This
transference to the service sector makes for exciting times. Cited Ford 1987. SIBL JBD 92614. # MS. Ch.
Ford, Cameron M., 2002, “The futurity of decisions as a facilitator of organizational creativity
and change,” Journal of Organizational Change Management, MCB UP, Emerald, UK,
15(6):635-646. Behavior in organizations is predominantly driven by expectations and routines
derived from past experience rather than by envisioned scenarios reflecting future potentialities.
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Drucker in 1959 addressed this long-standing problem by arguing that decision makers must
address the degree of “futurity” they need to factor into their present thinking and action. Firms
have to change. [Correct, but late.] Cited Anacona 2001. At Central Fla., US. # Misc. PJ.
Ford, G. W., J. M. Hearn, and Russell D. Lansbury, 1990, Australian Labour Relations:
Readings, 4th edition, Macmillan Co. of Australia, Melbourne, Australia. [G. W. is Bill.] Good
backgrounder. The famous quote by Kurt Lewin is cited as verbal. Lewin did write it - in 1945!
Misc. Bk.
Ford, Bill, and Millicent Easther, 1991, Technology, Work, and Change: an annotated
bibliography of employment practices in Scandinavia and Germany, Australian Government
Publishing Service, Canberra, AU, 109 p. Dept. of Industrial Relations, Development Services
Branch. The effect of technological innovations on employee participation and employment in
Scandinavia and Germany. NYPL Hum JFF 92-2224. Misc. Rep.
Ford, Charles H., 1973, “Structuring the Organization for Fast Decision-Making,” Human
Resource Management, NY, NY, Summer 1973, 12(2):2-14. As the No. 1 organizational
problem, slow decision-making affects every large and medium sized company. This, not size,
makes these companies ponderous and cumbersome. After examining why slow decisionmaking occurs, the author details a new decision-making process (DCA) designed not only to
speed up decision-making, but to give management, for the first time, control over its corporate
tempo. (He uses many similar terms to this theory: accountability, authority, time frame of
decision, and deadline.) A key source of slowness and drift is remote decision-making. No
citations. Author was a manager. SIBL *ZAN B181. MS. PJ.
Ford, Charles H., 1974, “Developing a Successful Client-Consultant Relationship,” Human
Resource Management, Summer74, 13(2):2-11. The article focuses on developing a successful
client-consultant relationship in companies. Developing a higher rate of successful clientconsultant relationships depends primarily on what safeguards the client takes initially, despite
the fact that the principle of caveat emptor applies in full force. Business has become even more
compartmentalized in specialized functions. Co-owner, Duval Corp., Canton, MA. Misc. PJ.
Ford, Charles H., 1976, “Good Ideas ÷ The Wrong Corporate Orientation = 0,” Human Resource
Management, Fall76, 15(3):19-31. The article analyzes organization orientations towards new
ideas. Organizations move only by making decisions relative to new ideas. Whether these new
ideas are approached positively or negatively will govern to a large extent the success of the
organization. Yet, every organization -- no matter how sophisticated or aggressive its top
management -- is to some degree negatively charged toward new ideas. This can be total or can
exist in pockets at various levels of management which results in an insidious braking effect on
the whole organization. Virtually no organization is aware of whether it exists in a positive or
negative environment. Co-owner, Duval Corp., Canton, MA. MS. PJ.
Ford, Charles H., 1977, “The "Elite" Decision-Makers: What Makes Them Tick?” Human
Resource Management, New York, NY, Winter 1977, 16(4):14-20. At one extreme, some
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executives can take what seemingly appears to be a simple situation, render it complex, zero in
on the wrong problems, seek solutions that are peripheral to the core issues, and then take what
seems forever to make a decision. At the other extreme, some executives have the ability to
quickly reduce seemingly complex situations to their essentials, distill the problems, and make a
decision. Uses “time-span” as a term. (Key finding: Elite decision-makers focus less on the
problem and more on its impact. Two steps ahead.) No citations. A manager. [A real find beyond academia. 9-5-08] SIBL *ZAN B181. # MS. PJ.
Ford, Charles H., 1978, “A Manager’s View of Business Journals,” Business Horizons, U.
Indiana, Bloomington, IN, April, 21(2):18-22. Few managers read or publish articles in the
academically oriented press. Editors could fix this. Ford was an editor. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Ford, Charles H., 1979, “MBO: An Idea Whose Time Has Gone,” Part I, Business Horizons, U.
Indiana, Bloomington, IN, Dec., 22(6):48-55. MBO has not delivered what it promised, likely
never can. How do we avoid the same mistakes? Cited in Bigler 1982 PhD unrelated. Teach. #
Misc. PJ.
Ford, Charles H., 1980, “Manage by Decisions, Not by Objectives,” Part II, Business Horizons,
U. Indiana, Bloomington, IN, Feb., 23(1):7-18. Outlined decision-making system to encourage
coordinated executive effort without loss of responsibility and recognition. Decisions must be
timely, delegated, and future-focused. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Ford, Jeffrey D., 1994, “Management Education: Shifting Our Assumptions,” Journal of
Management Education, Sage, May, 18(2):212-226. Many have come to believe B-schools are
the cause of America’s problems. Well, if the world is no longer a knowable and controllable
one – but is chaotic and knowledge is the product of action – then the change is profound.
Reality has a different order than we have assumed. (He tried this out in a class: Make a change.
No direction given. And - No response from the students. See Deming on exhortations: Point
10; BDA pamphlet A2.) At Ohio State U. Teach. Misc. PJ.
Ford, Kenneth M., and Patrick J. Hayes, 1996, “The Turing Test is Just as Bad When Inverted:
Commentary on Watt on Turing-Test,” Psychology, American Psychological Association (APA),
7(43)[7]. The Turing Test is fundamentally flawed for two reasons: it is a basically poor
experimental design, and it tests for the wrong thing. Similarity to human behavior is not a
sensible criterion for intelligence. At Institute for Human and Machine Cognition, U. of W. Fla.
See Turing 1950. Misc. PJ.
Ford, Neil, 2008, “Africa’s Top 200 Companies,” African Business, IC Publishers, London and
Paris, April, No. 341. p. 14-22. Five of the top ten publicly held firms in Africa use the RO
approach. But only 4-6 of the rest listed also use it. “There are … many companies in private
hands, huge conglomerates … apprehensive of opening up their books.” (Several large private
firms known to use this approach are not on this list.) Misc. Pro.
Ford, Robert N., 1969, Motivation Through the Work Itself, AMA, NY, NY, 264 p. A VP at
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AT&T. This is on Herzberg (then at Case Western U.) One key was to improve the jobs four
ways: 1. increase the responsibility, 2. achievement, 3. recognition, and 4. growth and
advancement (p. 29, 148-9). It worked. A rebuff of those who didn’t buy its intellectual
justification. Not on EJ. (Translated into Japanese 1971 as Shigoto kakushin: mochibeshoneno
chosen, Manejimentosenta, Tokyo, JN, 244 p. In Waseda Univ. Library.) CUNY Baruch,
Hunter SW, & Clio Offsite HE 8846 .A55 F6. Refu. Bk.
Ford, Robert N., 1973, "Job Enrichment Lessons from AT+T," Harvard Business Review,
Jan/Feb 1973, 51(1):96-106. AT+T was a pioneer in the enrichment of routine white-collar and
blue-collar jobs. Seven years of experience demonstrated that productivity and morale rise when
a worker can claim 'a thing of my own'. Described how the "slice" of work could be redesigned
into a natural functional unit, control of it was given to the employee, who was ensured sufficient
feedback to know how the work is going. Jaques not cited. At AT&T. # MS. Pro.
Foren, Robert, and Malcolm J. Brown, 1970, “Psychological Problems in the Social Services,”
British Hospital Journal, UK, LXXX, 4195, 5 September, p. 1739. (These authors wrote other
pieces on the theory that I have seen.) Not in CUNY or NYPL or Brunel. Not seen. ~
Foren, Robert, and Malcolm J. Brown, 1971, Planning for Service: an examination of the
organisation and administration of local authority social services departments, Charles Knight,
London, UK, 109 p. A common-sense understanding of the structural and administrative
problems, incorporating a Glacier/ Tavistock organizational perspective. A ‘Seebohm’
Bibliography of 473 published items following the Act of 1970 in UK (p. 89-109). See
disappointed Spencer 1972 Bk Rev. Cited government publications and: Jaques 1951; W.
Brown 1960/1965; Lawrence and Lorsch 1969; DHSS 1970; articles: M. Brown 1969; Algie
1970; Rowbottom, Seed & Davidson 1970; M. Brown and Foren 1970; Foren and M. Brown
1970. At U. Bradford. CUNY Lehman Coll. HV40 .F66. NYPL Schw JLD 89-3934 (SASB).
Rp. Bk.
Form, William H., 1969, "Occupational and social integration of automobile workers in four
countries, a comparative study," International Journal of Comparative Sociology, International
Society for Comparative Psychology, March and June, 10(1/2):95-116. Workers employed at
automotive plants in each of four nations adapt in similar fashion to all areas of their lives, the
factory, union, neighborhood, community, and the wider society. That is, the degree of
industrialization will not greatly affect the worker’s adaptation, since a similar adaptation is
expected of workers in the four nations. Thus, the technological requirements of a particular
type of industry are seen as pre-eminent. Variations in worker adaptions are a function of degree
of control, which workers have over the technical and social environment of work. Cited by
Osako 1977. Jaques & Blauner not cited. At Michigan State U., E. Lansing, USA. # Misc. PJ.
Form, William H., 1972, “Technology and Social Behavior of Workers in Four Countries: A
Sociotechnical Perspective,” American Sociological Review, Dec. 1972, 37(6):727-738.
Compared new and experienced factory workers in different automobile factories across four
countries: US, Italy, India, and Argentina. Technology varied widely. Found they had the
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similar levels of alienation at work and socially. Thus, observers must look beyond length of
experience and the types of technology for the cause of alienation. These findings cast doubt on
the long held belief that anomie results from an oppressive technological environment. (Even
though title said 'STS', this was not an STS study.) Cited in Osako 1977. Cited Jaques 1951;
Blauner 1964; Hickson 1969. (And Marx of course.) At U. Ill. # Rp. PJ. A.
Forrester, Peter, 1984, “Developing Professional Managers,” chapter 13 in Kakabadse, Andrew,
and Shuresh Mukhi, eds., 1984, The Future of Management Education, Nichols Publishers, New
York, NY, pages 193-202. Cited EJ 1976 and WB 1960. Brown was the only writer who
defined a boundary definition of the manager (achieves results through other people): select,
deselect, and differentially reward subordinates. (Omitted evaluate effort.) Noted that some
managerial positions do not have subordinates. There were four forms of management
education: undergraduate, immediately postgraduate, MBA with 2-4 years experience
(preferred), and company controlled. Cited Jones, R.S., and Lakin 1977. Rp. Ch. *****
Forstater, Mathew, 2005, “In Memoriam: Robert L. Heilbroner - The Continuing Relevance of
The Worldy Philosophers,” Economic Issues, US, March, 10(1):59-66. General level of
difficulty. Obit. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Forster, Thomas Hamilton, and Venkataraman Nilakant, 2005, “Role of Trust in Privatization,
Transformation of the Electricity Utility in the Gambia,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science,
US. September 2005; 41(3):348-366. This was a qualitative study of the privatization process of
an electricity utility in a less developed country—the Gambia. The utility went through three
forms of privatization between 1965 and 1999. Each form was characterized by a different
governance structure. This article explores the organizational dynamics under the three
governance structures using trust as an analytical construct. The authors argue that the dynamics
of trust in each governance structure shaped the organizational culture and performance. The
findings suggest that organizational factors such as trust generation may be as crucial as
economic factors in ensuring the success of deregulation and privatization in less developed
countries (LDCs). Jaques and Alan Fox not cited. Both at U. Canterbury, NZ. # MS. PJ. A.
Forsythe, George B., Howard T. Prince, II, John M. Wattendorf, and Gayle L. Watkins, 1988, "A
Framework for Leader Development," Military Review, US Army Command and General Staff
College, Fort Leavenworth, KS, US, Nov., 68(11):17-27. Many practices advocated for battalion
command apply equally well to strategic leader development. Cited in Forsythe 1992. Cited
Green & Cashman 1975; FM 100-5 1986; FM 22-100 1988. CUNY Htr Mn. # Rp. Pro.
Forsythe, George B., 1991, Cognitive Frames of Reference and Strategic Thinking, NTIS,
Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, 5 Apr 1991, 62p. ADA2343812. DTIC. Using Stratified
Systems Theory and the research on expertise as a conceptual framework, this study explored the
differences in the structure and content of the cognitive frames of reference that mid-level and
strategic-level leaders used when engaged in strategic thinking. Strategic-level leaders' frames of
reference were more interconnected, sophisticated, and action oriented; were more likely to
anticipate second- and third-order effects because their frames of reference contained complex
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casual networks; and were more oriented on the organization's external environment. (See
Shively PhD 1966 for similar findings.) Forsythe teaches at West Point. # Rp. Rep.
Forsythe, George B., 1992, "The Preparation of Strategic Leaders," Parameters, Carlisle
Barracks, PA, US, Spring 1992, 22(1):38-49. Eisenhower was well-prepared as a strategic leader
by 1944. This has recently attracted a lot of attention in Army leaders. Eisenhower's readiness
was based on development, experience, education, and on self-development. The Army cannot
wait. It must start the process now – and provide time for reflection. Cited Jacobs & Jaques
1987; Lewis & Jacobs 1991; D. Levinson 1978; Kegan 1982; Piaget 1951, 1970; US DA Field
Manuals 22-100, 22-103; DA Pamphlet 600-80. (Jaques co-wrote the last three.) # Rp. PJ.
Fortune, 1948, “Who’s Utopian Now?” Editorial, Jan. 1948, 37(1):2-4. The important role of
the hidden hand in "allocating the country's resources and energy while government provides the
indispensable framework for the release of private initiative." Cited in Worthy 1949/1994.
Cuny: Baruch-x, Htr Mn-x, City, JJay. # Misc. Pro.
Fortune, June 25, 2001. (See Geoffrey Colvin) ~
Foster, Geoffrey, 1977, “What Makes Baxi Burn,” Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, February, p. 43-49, 106. How Baxendale Heating used Glacier’s SST to become
Baxi Group. Growth from 2.5 MM pounds turnover (revenue) in 1965 to 10 MM in 1977
(400%). Productivity rose steadily. Employment also expanded, from 600 to over 950, until the
recession of 1973-74 when over 100 had to be let go. It had been flat since. See Wilce 1971. D.
Pro. *****
Foster, Geoffrey, 1980, “Management’s Missing Ideas,” Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, March, p. 72-77, 154-156. Refers to British academics and the lack of current
gurus. Both Brown and Jaques mentioned. Misc. Pro.
Foster, Geoffrey, 1987, “The Juran Quality Cure”, Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, Nov., p. 78-81. Firms that have done well have set up a quality council or
committee – the board. See O’Neill 1981. # Misc. Pro.
Foster, Gregory D., et al, 1988, Seminar on Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence: guest presentations, Spring 1987, Harvard University, Center for Information
Policy Research, Program on Information Resources Policy, Cambridge, MA, 194 p. In
particular noted the CISC 1983 study produced by Georgetown U., with endorsement of
structural change by six former Secretaries of Defense. On Goldwater-Nichols Act of 1986, see
especially how it came to be: Misc. Rep.
Locher, James R., III, “Defense Organization: A View from the Senate,” p. 147-171.
Barrett, Archie D., “Defense Organization: A View from the House,” p. 173-194.
Foster, Kenneth E., 1969, “Accounting for Management Pay Differentials,” Industrial Relations,
Berkeley, CA, Oct69, 9(1):80-87. Little attention has been paid to the relationship between an
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executive’s age and his compensation. This study of 19 companies focused on that and viewed
them through Jaques’ four managerial levels in an SBU. Found the factors associated with
managerial pay were identifiable, objective, and quantifiable. Questions - How does this impact
job evaluations? Performance appraisals? Ended with questions more than answers - Is Jaques
right? Does his concept of social norms for felt fair pay hold? [Did not start out to test Jaques,
but ended there.] Foster was Compensation Director, Northrop Corp., Beverly Hills, CA. Cited
Belcher 1962; Los Alamos 1968; Patten 1968; Patton 1968; Jaques 1961. # Rp. PJ. A.
Foster, Tom, 2013, Hiring Talent: Decoding Levels of Work in the Behavioral Interview, Foster
Learning Corp., Miami, FL, US, 158 p. 225 KB. ISBN-10: 0988916517. ISBN-13: 9780988916517. Blended the research on levels of work with the discipline of behavioral
interviewing. Every role has a level of decision making, a level of problem solving. The
research on levels of work is powerful science and this process provides a practical framework
for managers faced with the hiring decision. Foster's four "Building Blocks" are for managers to
[1] Know the levels of work, and fully understand, at each level - the decisions they make, what
problems they solve, and the role's time-span; [2] Create an accurate role description (the
position title, the purpose, and the level of work); [3] Create a list of interview questions; and [4]
Conduct the face-to-face interviews. This will enable you to hire the right people for the right
spots, analyze candidates more objectively, and build the strongest organizational structure you
can find. Cited Jaques. Not in NYC – yet. Not seen. Avail. Amazon. Rp. Bk.
Fotaki, Marianna, 2006, “Choice is Yours: A psychodynamic exploration of health policymaking
and its consequences for the English National Health Service,” Human Relations, Tavistock
Institute, 59(12):1711-1744. Patient choice requires an understanding of the complexities and
the multiple consequences involved that calls for an analytic framework extending beyond
economic determinism and positivist social science paradigms. This study applies
psychoanalytic concepts to illuminate policy dynamics and limitations, using the example of
patient choice in the English NHS. At Manchester B-School, UK. marianna.fotaki@mbs.ac.uk
Jaques disowned this 1953 article. Off. PJ.
Foulkes, Fred K., ed., 1991, Executive Compensation, HBSP, 550 p. Many well-considered
chapters on this topic, several by Graef Crystal, E. E. Lawler, Ray Stata, Robert W. Keidel
(listed), etc. Some look into short-term vs. long-term impacts. Some compare US and Japanese
practices. Solid readings book. Jaques not cited. Clio os HD4965.5 .U6 E87 1991. Misc. Bk.
Fowke, Donald V., 2005, “Thinking About Organization Strategically, a systems approach to
strategy, structure and staffing,” Toronto, ON, Canada, October. Based on a presentation to the
GO Society biennial conference, Toronto, ON, Canada, August 2005. Stratified systems enable
the organization to achieve its strategy by utilizing appropriate levels of leadership. Published
online at The New Management Network and GlobalRO.org. Ru.
Alan Fox started in 1966 as a critic of Jaques but in 1971 began to shift toward him. His
two 1974 books revealed a dramatic change over to Jaques’ radical position. These
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books did much to embed the concepts of ‘discretion’ and ‘high-trust vs low-trust roles’
into the dialogue about the British workplace.
Fox, Alan, 1966 a, Industrial Sociology and Industrial Relations: an assessment of the
contribution which industrial sociology can make towards understanding and resolving some of
the problems now being considered by the Royal Commission, Research Paper 3, H.M.S.O.,
London, UK, 34 p. Corporate author: Great Britain. Royal Commission on Trade Unions and
Employers' Associations, a.k.a. The Donovan Commission. This is Fox’s explanation of the
unitary view of the firm, where everyone has one goal and forms one team, and its limitations.
This was central to scientific management, to human relations, and team theories of organization.
But when the goal of the managers is to serve the well-being of the shareholders, the employees’
well-being is abandoned. Thus, interests of workers are divergent and pluralistic. Trade unions
have a place and internal conflict is a reality. (British sociologists often refer to this pamphlet.
See Priest book review 1975 of Fox 1974b. Not in Clio or NYPL.) Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Fox, Alan, 1966 b, The Time-Span of Discretion Theory: an Appraisal, Institute of Personnel
Management, Research Paper No. 1, London, U.K., 30 pages. Summarized Wijnberg and Homa.
Declared felt-fair pay to be DOA as public policy and as a collective bargaining aid. (See letters
1967) See Evans 1979 (p. 186) for critique of Fox’s appraisal. Evans recommends comparing it
with Laner and Crossman 1970 for a reality check. “Most of Fox’s points are purely imaginary.”
“Fox is articulate and objective - but academic, because he has failed to examine real work, fieldstudy fashion, as closely as Jaques has done.” Cited in Ramsay 1980. See Hyman’s 1971 review
of Richardson’s 1969 book: cite of Fox 1966. See Hyman and Brough 1975, ibid cite. See Fox
1974 (all 3) where he embraced Jaques’ theory of work. Cr. Rep.
Fox, Alan, 1967. [Exchange of letters-to-the-editor on the time-span of discretion (TSD) in New
Society. See Jaques 1967.] ~
Fox, Alan, 1971, A Sociology of Work in Industry, Collier-Macmillan, London, UK, 218 p.
Quoted in Richard Butler 1991: “Ideology is a resource in the struggle for power. Management
seeks an ideology to justify its behaviour” (p. 124) [i.e. legitimacy] (see esp. p. 124-132).
Extensive annotated bibliography, p. 193-216. Cited Jaques 1951; Brown 1960; Brown and
Jaques 1965; Baldamus 1961 (esp. Ch. 8: normative aspects of work); Behrend 1957; Jasinski
1968 (in Dubin); Blauner 1964; Worthy 1957. Fox seems to have encircled Jaques in his
research. Fox on Jaques 1966 not cited. Annotated Bibliography p. 196-216. (Cited in John
Child, 1981, Sociology of Industry. Cited in Wild 2002.) [Not in CUNY. Clio Offsite HD6961
.F68. NYPL - Hum Gen Res JFD 71-1736. Missing 3/12.] MS. Bk.
Fox, Alan, 1973, “Industrial Relations: A Social Critique of Pluralist Ideology,” chapter seven
(p. 185-233) in Child, John, ed., 1973, Man and Organization : the search for explanation and
social relevance, Allen and Unwin, London, UK, 261 p. Pluralism does not challenge the
unequal social structure within which unequal interest groups conflict and compete. Cited J.
Kelly 1970 in HBR p. 215. In Brunel. Not in Clio, NYPL. CUNY Grad Ctr HD6971 .M327.
Refu. Ch.
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Fox, Alan, 1973, “Is Equality a Necessity?” Socialist Commentary, [London, UK], June 1973, p.
i-viii. [This looks like an issue editor’s comments on the issue.] Not seen. (Ref.?)
Fox, Alan, 1974a, Beyond Contract: Work, Power and Trust Relations, Faber and Faber,
London, UK, 408 p. Fox built on Jaques’ theory and extended the element of trust to the center
of the workplace. An important, powerful book and influential in the UK. It placed discretion at
the center of the employment relationship. Fox deeply embraced Jaques, including prescribed
and discretionary elements of work, TSD, the exercise of discretion, alienation, and equitable
payment. He extended the theory to show that contractual relationships are low trust while social
relations are high trust. Contracts are formal and specified. For work to get done in
organizations more is required - more than an economic, contract relation can provide. The
effort-wage bargain was continually renegotiated and this required high trust. This was also a
challenge to the ‘pluralist’ industrial relations ideology and a shift by Fox to the ‘radical’
position. However, Fox was no Marxist. This book is almost unknown in the U.S. Cited EJ
1956, 1967 (2nd); Brown 1960; Adams 1963, 1965; G. D. Bell 1965, 1966; Hickson 1966;
Richardson 1971; Blau. (References to S. Rountree.) See Goldthorpe book review 1975; Steven
J. Wood book review 1975; Nilakant and De book review 1976. See responses by Clegg 1975,
1979, and Hyman 1978. See Ph.D.s: Starkey 1985/86 (article 1989), McGovern 1993 (book in
SIBL), Roche 1987 Related, Watson 1989 Related, Kelleher 1993 Related, Kenmore 2002
Related (the only one in the US), Ken V. Pankhurst 2003 Related (p. 187 et seq.). Also, c.f.,
Stinchcombe 1985, Freidman 1977, and Fulcher 1991. Rp. Bk.
Fox, Alan, 1976, Beyond Contract book excerpt (p. 362-369) in Weir, Mary, ed., 1976, Job
Satisfaction: Challenge and Response in Modern Britain, Fontana/Collins, Glasgow,
Scotland, UK, 288 p., ch., p. 257-265 (Sec. 7). Reprint. Mary Weir: NYPL SIBL os JLC
89-394. Teach. #
Fox, Alan, 1974b, Man Mismanagement, Hutchinson, London, UK, 179 p. (2nd edition, 1985,
224 p. in USA, Brookfield Publishers, VT). A book for managers, drawing on the theoretical
approaches developed in Beyond Contract, to show them the error of their ways in power
bargaining, the importance of managing high and/or low trust workplace relationships, collective
bargaining and employee participation. Management control is either through coercion or
consent. Described Glacier Metal’s permanent employee representatives, the prescribed and
discretionary aspects of work (Chs. 5 & 6), and enriched job descriptions. Described the
pluralist and radical positions on industrial conflict. Concluded only a long-term, radical
programme of social equality will resolve the problems. (Discussed social and material
technology at work but not Trist and Emery or STS/QWL. Discussed Seebohm Rountree.)
Cited Jaques 1967 (2nd). (Contrast with Fox 1966.) Cited as model by Friedman, A., 1977. [1st
edition SIBL; 2nd Hum-NYPL]. See 1975 book review by Arthur Priest. Rp. Bk.
Fox, Alan, 1979, “A Note on Industrial Relations Pluralism,” Sociology, The Journal of the
British Sociological Association, London, UK, Jan., 13(1):105-109. A rejoinder to Stephen
Wood and Ruth Elliott’s January 1977 article on his book, Beyond Contract. An important
article. Others refer to it often. Fox here uses the term “radical transformation” for the first time
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(from Miliband). He blasts Wood-Elliott for making false “contingent associations” about him
and his ideas. Such ‘noise’ is not logical entailment but ‘tramline’ thinking and damages British
political discussion and sociological argument with stale “mental habits and automatic reflexes.”
The Establishment loves “contingent associations” since they can be used to defame anyone
straying out of the cozy incremental liberal-pluralist (non)change critique. (This still holds in the
US.) See also, Hyman 1978. CUNY Grad Ctr Lib. has it. Teach. # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Fox, Alan, 1980, “The Meaning of Work,” Chapter 5 (p. 131-191) in Esland, Geoff, and Graeme
Salaman, eds., 1980, The Politics of Work and Occupations, Open University Press, Milton
Keynes, UK, and U. Toronto Press, 408 p. (Cited by R. K. Brown, BSA presidential inaugural
address, 1984, Sociology, 18(4):311- .) This was a reader for a course developed c. 1976 by the
editors. Fox’s essay was original to this volume. An erudite and profound essay on what we are
trying to achieve when we work. Poetic. Cited Jaques 1961, 1976; Blauner 1964. See Salaman
1980; W. Brown 1962. CUNY Baruch, Grad Ctr - HD6955 .P64. Teach. # Rp. Ch. UP. A.
*****
++++++++++
Fox, Frederick V., and Barry M. Staw, 1979, “The Trapped Administrator: Effects of Job
Insecurity and Policy Resistance Upon Commitment to a Course of Action,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, Sept., 24(3):449-471. As job insecurity and policy resistance increased, the
administrator’s commitment to a previously chosen course of action also increased. The
manager became inflexible. This confirmed Donald Campbell’s “trapped administrator” effect
(1967, 1969, 1977). (Similar to Isaac and O’Connor’s findings: When task results became
personal outcomes the job became a gamble. The stress caused the manager to lose cognitive
capacity. Employees need protection from uncontrolled stress if the firm is to retain
flexibility. This is the reverse of the new employment contract.) MS. PJ. A.
Fox, Jonathan, 1988, "Norsk Hydro's new approach takes root," Personnel Management,
Blackwell, London, UK, Jan., p. 37-40. First, the fertilizer division had to move to a flatter
structure. Then, it could address the employee issues of a fully integrated and harmonized
workforce: single union arrangement, training of incumbent employees, creating trust. "We need
to know more about the cost of not doing things. The absence of initiative, poor teamwork,
under-utilisation of people's talents, quality, safety, are not part of the financial model." (From
the Japanese.) Teach. # MS. Pro.
Fox, William M., 1976, "Reliabilities, Means, and Standard Deviations for LPC Scales:
Instrument Refinement," Academy of Management Journal, Sep. 1976, US, 19(3):450-461. 12 p.
Mean data indicates it is not always obvious which scales possess clearly favorable-unfavorable
ends. Scale selection and wording, modification of instructions to respondents, and test-retest
time intervals affect scale reliabilities appreciably. Certain scales clearly differentiate LPCs
better than others. Apparently, a transient rather than durable state is being measured in LPC.
Jaques not cited. Cited MG Evans + Dermer 1974; Muller 1970. # MS. PJ. A.
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Fraisse, Paul, 1964, The Psychology of Time, Eyre and Spottiswoode, London, UK. Orig. in
French. Tr. by J. Leith. See Chapter 6: p. 151-198. Fraisse uses “temporal horizon” but his
general idea is similar to Jaques’ time-horizon. Cited in Form of Time, p. 135. MS. Ch.
Fram, Eugene H., and Andrew J. DuBrin, 1981, “Time-Span Orientation: A Key Factor of
Contingency Management,” Personnel Journal, Personnel Research Federation, Baltimore, MD/
Costa Mesa, CA, January, 60(1):46-48, 61. [NOT on time-span of discretion.] Off. Pro.
Frame, J. Davidson, 2013, Framing Decisions: Decision-Making that Accounts for Irrationality,
People and Constraints, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal, US, 279 p. ISBN-10: 1118014898;
ISBN-13: 978-1118014899. The economic crisis of 2008–2009 was a transformational event: it
demonstrated that smart people aren't as smart as they and the public think – and experts aren't as
expert. The crisis arose because traditional decision processes did not account for three critical
immeasurable elements— irrationality, people, and constraints. Decision-makers in the realworld need to move beyond their single-minded focus on rational and optimal solutions as
preached by the traditional paradigm. They must accommodate a decision's social space and
address the realities of dissimulation, incompetence, legacy, greed, peer pressure, and conflict. In
the final analysis, when making decisions of consequence, they should focus on people – both as
individuals and in groups - in the real world. This pushes decision-makers beyond 'thinking
outside the box' to redefine boundaries to accommodate constraints and to account for social
context. Cited Jaques 1976, 1989, 1994; Descartes 1965/1637. (Ch. 6; p. 134-139.) Clio os &
ebook BF448 .F73 2013. D. Bk.
Francis-Smythe, Jan A., and Ivan T. Robertson, 1999, “On the Relationship between Time
Management and Time Estimation,” British Journal of Psychology, UK, Aug., 90(3):333–348.
The study explores the relationship between people's self-report of the use of time management
practices and estimates of task duration. Of those who do not perceive themselves as good time
managers, some grossly overestimate and many underestimate to quite a considerable extent.
The latter finding thus provides support for the 'planning fallacy' (Kahneman & Tversky 1979).
In the prospective setting results indicate those who perceive themselves as good time managers
tend to underestimate time passing. It is suggested that this is a motivational strategy designed to
enhance a sense of control over time. Jaques not cited. Hunter SW. Misc. PJ. A.
Francis-Smythe, Jan, and Ivan Robertson, 1999, “Time-Related Individual Differences,” Time &
Society, Sept., 8(2):273-292. Postmodernism has brought about changing demands with respect
to time in work organizations. On the extent individual differences moderate the impact of these
changes and identifies a five-factor structure for time-related individual differences and related
measurement scales. [Gave full creditibility to Goodman, who was first in list on Table One.
Unaware Goodman withdrew his 1967 article and PhD findings in 1973. Serious confused belief
that individual’s task time horizon is flexible. It is not.] Based on 1996 Francis-Smythe PhD at
UMIST. Cited Goodman 1967. Did not cite Jaques 1961, 1976, 1982 FoT, 1994. Off. PJ.
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Frangos, Stephen J., and Steven J. Bennett, 1994, “Turnaround at Kodak Park” Business
Quarterly, Spring, 58(3):30-35. (See commentary by: Child, Arthur, Elliott Jaques, et al.) Off.
Pro.
Frank, Anne, 1952, The Diary of a Young Girl, Doubleday, Garden City, NY, 285 p. (Many
editions since, also a play, movie, and musical.) Translated from the Dutch by B. M. MooyaartDoubleday, with an introduction by Eleanor Roosevelt. Teenager Anne Frank (1929-1945) hid
with her family in an attic in Amsterdam for two years to avoid the Nazis. During that time she
grew physically, emotionally, and cognitively. This happened despite the deprivation of school,
people, and normal events. An example of spontaneous and intrinsic growth. MS. Bk.
Frank, Lawrence K., 1939, "Time Perspectives," Journal of Social Philosophy, NY, NY, US,
July, 4(4):293-312. Qtly. We constantly reorganized past experience to give meaning to the
future – which is uncertain - in the present Time passes slowly for the child, who lives in the
present. Time passes quickly for the adult, who lives in the past and future. Cited in Graves
1961 PhD (not herein). NYPL os & City hard (1935-1942). Queens Percl. Level 1 H1 .J565.
Clio Butler hard 305 J827 v.1 (1935:Oct.)-v.6 (1941). # Misc. Ch.
Frank, Robert, H., 1984, “Are Workers Paid their Marginal Products?,” The American Economic
Review, September, 74(4):549-571. This is on piece rates - in 1984! Cited Piecework
Abandoned by Wilfred Brown. (See Behrend 1957.) MS. PJ. A.
Fransoo, Jan C., and Vincent C. S. Wiers, 2006, “Action Variety of Planners: Cognitive load and
requisite variety,” Journal of Operations Management, ScienceDirect, December 2006,
24(6):813-821. The complexity of planning tasks have increased over the past decade in
planning and scheduling operations. We investigated the effects of task complexity in a
chemical plant on the variety of actions deployed by the planners. The single work center
resource structure and the availability of actual planning data from an MRP-application database
allowed us to both use field data and study a situation which was simple enough to measure the
main effect. Our results suggested that increased task complexity without time pressure did
indeed lead to increased action variety deployed by the planners. At Technische Universiteit
Eindhoven, NL. j.c.fransoo@tm.tue.nl and v.c.s.wiers@tm.tue.nl Theory not cited. MS. PJ.
Frantz, Allison, 2000, “The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company: 1992 and 1999 Malcolm Baldrige
Quality Award Winner,” The Journal of Innovative Management, Salem, NH; GOAL./QPC,
Methuen, MA, Fall 2000, 6(1):3-29. Nice pyramid on page 4 showing the firm’s 10-year
mission, the 5-year mission, and so on down to the bottom - values, standards, credo. It is a
service industry. A Case Study. Hoshin kanri. (Frantz is Corporate Director of T&D.) SIBL
JBM 98-637. MS. PJ.
Frantz, Roger, 1992, “X-Efficiency and Allocative Efficiency: What Have We Learned?” The
American Economic Review, (in X-Inefficiency After a Quarter of a Century), Papers and
Proceedings of the Hundred and Fourth Annual Meeting of the American Economic Association.
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(May, 1992), pp. 82(2):434-438. Conference papers. A nice precis and history of Leibenstein’s
theory. (Did not connect these ideas to Jaques or Baldamus.) Misc. PJ. A.
Frantz, Roger S., 2005, Two Minds, intuition and analysis in the history of economic thought,
Springer, NY, NY, 178 p. Frantz showed the thought of economics was never as rational as it
was reported. Frantz contrasted Simon and Leibenstein, George Shackle, and F. von Hayek.
Leibenstein was at UC Berkeley in the late 1960s. (Frantz edited other books on Leibenstein.)
Referred to McClelland 1967; Harry Levinson 1968. NYPL SIBL JBE 05-1000. Misc. Bk.
Fraser, Nancy, 1995, “From Redistribution to Recognition: Dilemmas of Justice in a ‘PostSocialist’ Age,” New Left Review, London, UK, July-Aug., I/212, p. 68-93. From her book,
Justice Interuptus. A perceptive analysis of one effect of the collapse of socialism. # Misc. PJ.
Frederick, Jim, 2002, “Microsoft’s $40 Billion Bet,” Money Magazine, May 2002, p. 66-79.
(Bill Gates & Co. are Hoarding Cash. Is it an Insurance Policy? A Tax Play? A Tool to
Transform the Company?). Plus, a four-page centerfold graph/article by Erica Garcia, Jeanne
Lee, and Cybele Weisser, “A Look at How the World’s Most Important Tech Firm Makes and
Spends its Cash.” The main article asks senior MS execs what they are anticipating: the answer
is “over the next 10 years...” These are clearly Stratum Six VPs reporting to CEO Steve
Balmer. Gates now floats. See Cusumano 1997. See HBR Jan. 2002, “Inside Microsoft.”
NYPL, Hum Gen Res, Periodicals 108. Information technology. # D. Pro.
Fredrickson, James W., 1986, “The Strategic Decision Process and Organizational
Structure,”Academy of Management Review, US, April, 11(2):280-297. DOI:
10.5465/AMR.1986.4283101 Strategic decision processes were synthesized and integrated with
organizational structure and propositions emerges on strategic process characteristics that were
likely to be associated with different types of structures. Lower-level members in a highly
centralized organization were exempted from important decision making and thus could ignore
important information that could be useful to top management teams or fail to note important
cues with organizationwide ramifications. Cited in Thelejane 2010 MPhil. At Columbia U. #
MS. PJ. A.
Freedman, Arthur M., 1995, "Why managers don't manage," chapter 1 (p. 3-13) in Ritvo, Roger
A., Anne H. Litwin, and Lee Butler, eds., 1995, Managing in the Age of Change, NTL, Irwin
Professional Publishers, Burr Ridge, IL, 296 p. NTL book. Promotions are based on technical
expertise, dedication, loyalty, and high performance. Nothing has anything to do with capability
or management. [Now, with this magic wand, I dubb thee, 'a manager.' Did you expect
something else? Ugly.] Cited in Freedman 1998. Not in Clio. CUNY Baruch HD 31 .M29417
1995. NYPL SIBL 95-274. # Refu. Ch.
Freedman, Arthur M., 1997, “The undiscussable sides of implementing transformational
change,” Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice & Research, APA, Winter 1997, 49(1):51-76.
Consultants perpetuate the false belief in reasonable but simplistic mental models when they fail
to warn clients about the emergence of unknown but predictable complexities during the
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implementation of planned organizational change. Article describes the most likely complexities
and required interventions throughout the transformational process. Practical advice. # D. Pro.
Freedman, Arthur M., 1998, “Pathways and Crossroads to Institutional Leadership,” Consulting
Psychology Journal: Practice and Research, APA, Summer 1998, 50(3):131-151. A clear
description of the career crossroads model, managerial growth stages, leadership, and
responsibility. Cited in Leonard 2005. Cited Walter Mahler and Wrightnour, 1973; H. Levinson
1972, 1992; Freedman 1995. See Jackson and Schuler 1990. Freedman director o
f NTL and OD masters programs at American U. At QUANTUM Associates (Chicago) and
Effectiveness Consultants International (Sweden, Norway, UK, Zimbabwe). # MS. Pro.
Freedman, Arthur M., 2005, "Swimming Upstream: The Challenge of Managerial Promotions,"
chapter 3 (p. 25-43) in Kaiser, Robert B., ed., 2005, Filling the Leadership Pipeline, Center for
Creative Leadership, Greensboro, NC, US, 125 p. ISBN: 9781882197903; 1882197909 (Trade
Cloth). There are three elements in every promotion – letting go, preserving, and adding on.
The pipeline model traces back to the work of Walter Mahler, among the first to describe the
promotion policies and practices of a few leading corporations like General Electric and Exxon.
Cited by Kaiser & Craig 2011. WBD Brown not cited. Cited Mahler and Wrightnour 1973;
Charan, Drotter and Noel 2001; Kaplan and Kaiser 2003; Freedman 1998. See Leonard 2005.
HD57.7 .F54 2005 658.4 '092-dc22. Not in NYPL. CUNY &Clio ebook. # Rp. Ch.
Freedman, Arthur M., 2011, "Some Implications of Validation of the Leadership Pipeline
Concept: Guidelines for Assisting Managers-in-Transition," Psychologist-Manager Journal,
2011, 14(2):140-159. 20p. DOI: 10.1080/10887156.2011.570146. ISSN: 10887156. A brief
commentary on the literature review and the prior two studies with an emphasis on their value in
substantiating the practical application of the Leadership Pipeline concept. The author uses the
triple challenge notion of what tasks, activities, and functions managers-in-transition need to 'letgo, preserve, and add-on' at each successive level of management as an organizing principle.
Mentors and coaches can thus more effectively help managers-in-transition to navigate the
promotional crossroads and increase their likelihood of making a successful upward transition.
Career crossroads. Jaques, Charan et al not cited. Cited Freedman 1998, 2005; Mahler &
Wrightnour 1973. At World Institute for Action Learning. arthurf796@aol.com # Rp. PJ.
Freehill Holingdale & Page, 1995, “CRA Cases an Analysis,” In Time: Employee Relations,
Issue No. 10, November. They quoted Hon. J. T. Ludeke. A case. Not seen. (I cannot find this
publication - the words in the title are too common. Is the author a law firm?) Cited in Hearn
Mackinnon 2003 PhD. ASK HIM. (?) ~
Freeman, Chris, and Luc Soele, 1994, Work for All or Mass Unemployment? Computerised
technical change into the twenty-first century, St. Martins/ Pinter Pub., NY, NY/London, UK,
193 p. An excellent book on technology and economics. Electrification of industry in the 1920s
led from one overhead steam cam shaft to greater flexibility in factory layouts, greater efficiency
of production lines – and mass layoffs. This led to the Depression of the 1930s. ICT will do the
same after 2000. (My analysis leads to the same conclusion but through different reasoning.)
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NYPL os JBD 94-1735. Clio os. CUNY Baruch, Htr Mn HD6331 .F67. # MS. Bk.
Freeman, Neil B., 1996, The Politics of Power: Ontario Hydro and its Government, 1906-1995,
U. of Toronto Press, Toronto ON, Buffalo NY and London UK, 252 pages. See p. 173-194.
[Strong, Maurice], 1993, “The New Ontario Hydro,” Ontario Hydro, Toronto, ON, Canada, 13
April 1993. Strong’s change plan and goals issued as a corporate report. Annual Report, 1993,
Ontario Hydro, Toronto, ON, Canada, 14 March 1994. Loss of C$3.6 billion, largest in
Canadian corporate history, included one-time separation costs for 6,700 employees and 4,000
contract employees. A chapter is on Strong but not a mention of Jaques. Misc. Bk.
Freeman, Richard B., 1976, The Overeducated American, Academic Press, NY, NY, US, 218 p.
On education and economics. No age-wage charts. In early 1970s reports started to indicate
high-paying U.S. jobs were disappearing. Figs. 4 & 5 (p. 17 & 19) showed the number of
professional and managerial jobs leveled off in the 1970s while the total number of college
graduates increased. This trend was not foreseen by the human capital advocates (Becker et al)
or by the educators. Becker helped to cause this dynamic. A solid rebuke of Becker 1964.
CUNY Htr Mn, Baruch, GC, City HD6278 .U5 F73. NYPL os JLE 76-3731(SASB). Refu. Bk.
Freeman, Richard B., and Morris M. Kleiner, 2005, “The Last American Shoe Manufacturers:
Decreasing Productivity and Increasing Profits in the Shift from Piece Rates to Continuous Flow
Production,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, 44(2):307-330. This study examines the
economic effects of changes in a group of managerial policies, a key element of which was the
switch from piece rate to time rate modes of compensation, in one of the last remaining firms in
the U.S. shoe industry in the 1990s. Our finding that labor management policies associated with
piece rate compensation can raise productivity but lower profitability is consistent with the
broad decline of piece rate pay in advanced economies. [The economists had it wrong.] MS.
PJ. A.
Freidson, Eliot, 1970, Professional Dominance, The Social Structure of Medical Care, Atherton
Press, New York, NY. An examination of the emergence of professionals in certain institutions
that contrasted with Jaques’ concepts of the ‘association’ and the ‘managerial accountability
hierarchy (MAH).’ [An excellent description of the hospital structure.] See Øvretveit
(Ovretveit) 1988 Ph.D on social work professionals. Cited by K. J. Williams 1972. Alt. Bk.
French, John R. P., Jr., and Bertram H. Raven, 1959, “The Bases of Social Power,” chapter (p.
302-311) in Cartwright, Dorwin, ed., 1959, Studies in Social Power, Institute for Social
Research, U. Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 225 p. A classic essay on the five sources of social
power: referent, expert, reward, coercive, and legitimate. Great background. Cited in Raven &
French 1958 (yes). Not related to Jaques. See Borum 1976, 1980. Sdwy. # Misc. Ch.
French, John R. P., Jr., Joachim Israel, and Dagfinn As, 1960, “An Experiment on Participation
in a Norwegian Factory: Interpersonal Dimensions of Decision Making,” Human Relations, UK,
Feb. 1960, 13(1):3-20. Hypothesized increased participation would effect production, labormanagement relations, and job satisfaction. But there was no difference in production between
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the experimental and control groups. Worker-management relations improved only when the
participation was viewed as legitimate and that meant through the union - not direct participation
as in the US. (Cited in Strauss 1970, p. 163, ft 34. Compare with STS-Harwood by Marrow et
al 1967.) In City, Baruch & Lehman Coll. Refu. PJ.
French, John R. P. Jr., Emanuel Kay, and Herbert H. Meyer, 1966, “Participation and the
Appraisal System,” Human Relations, Sage, Ebsco, Feb. 1966, 19(1):3-20. A situation where a
mutual planning by employee and manager at the appraisal resulted in a positive outcome of
measurable achievements on plans and goals. Builds on Mayer, Kay and French in HBR 1965;
Kay, Meyer and French in JAB 1965. Lehman Col., Baruch & City Cohen Percls. MS. PJ.
French, Robert, 1999, “The Importance of Capacities in Psychoanalysis and the Language of
Human Development,” The International Journal of Psychoanalysis, Institute of Psychoanalysis,
Dec., 80(6):1215-1226. <http://ejournals.ebsco.com/direct.asp?ArticleID=
HN8HJVQD724NM0WPCMMG> Hidden in the word “capacity” is a particular perspective on
mental mechanisms fundamental to object-relations theory, especially as used by Bion and
Winnicott. Development is the progressive emergence/ evolution of capacities. The underlying
meaning of the word suggests development is expansive rather than linear, step-by-step or
cyclical and may help apply insights in organisational and societal contexts. Cited Jaques 1960.
Rp. PJ.
French, Robert, 2001, “‘Negative Capability’: Managing the Confusing Uncertainties of
Change,” Journal of Organizational Change Management, Emerald, MCB U.P., Bradford, UK,
14(5):480-492. Set forth concepts for managing (containing) the anxieties aroused by change,
which Wilfred Bion called ‘negative capability’ (using the poet Keats’ phrase). Cited Jaques
1995 HR. Minor. French was at Univ. of West England in Bristol, UK. SSCI. Not in Clio. W.
PJ.
French, Simon, John Maule, and Nadia Papamichail, 2009, Decision Behaviour, Analysis and
Support, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, 502 p. ISBN: 9780521709781.
Behavioural studies have shown that while humans may be the best decision makers on the
planet, we are not quite as good as we think we are. We are regularly subject to biases,
inconsistencies and irrationalities in our decision making. Showed how we can help decision
makers to deliberate and make better decisions - both the use of computers and databases to
support decisions as well as human aids to building analyses and some fast and frugal tricks to
aid more consistent decision making. Cited Jaques in ch. 1. Not in CUNY, NYPL. Clio online.
At business schools: U. Manchester; U. Leeds; U. Manchester. (Partial #) D. Bk. UP. A.
French, Wendell L., 1982, “The Emergence and Early History of Organization Development:
With Reference to Influences on and Interaction among Some of the Key Actors,”
[Perspectives], Group and Organization Studies, Sage, Beverly Hills, CA, September, 7(3):261277. Reprinted in Porter, Lyman W., and Gregory A. Bigley, eds., 1995, Human Relations,
Dartmouth Publishing/Gower House, Aldershot, Hants, UK, and Brookfield, VT, p. 485-502.
Very enlightening for what French includes and omits. Much on action research, including
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Lewin, Jaques, and Sofer. Clearly showed the links between Tavistock in the UK and OD in the
US. (Many G&OS journal readers vigorously took exception to French’s version of history in
the next issue!) Misc. PJ.
Freud, Sophie, 1999, “The Social Construction of Normality,” Family in Society, Families
International, US, 80(4):333-339. Our rapidly changing culture raises questions about standards
of normality that social workers are often asked to help enforce. We need standards to guide our
communal life but normality is a mere context-dependent social construct. The linkage between
ethical values and clinical practice is often close. The ambiguity of the meaning of normal and
abnormal is discussed. Abnormal behavior may be required in the face of social injustices.
Cited Erikson 1950; D. Levinson 1978. (Reference to EJ 1965.) At Simmons Coll. # W. PJ.
Frey, Bruno S., 1998, Not Just for the Money: An Economic Theory of Personal Motivation,
Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 156 p. The use of money – extrinsic motivation - 'crowds out'
people's native intrinsic motivation. But the latter is needed to get work done. Thus, more
money is paid to executives to keep them more focused on the organization's work. These
market incentives are self-defeating, circular, and insensitive to private and moral motives.
Interesting. Cited in Engel & Mendenhall 2004. Deming, Juran, Brown, Jaques not cited. Cited
Adams 1963, 1965; Kahneman et al 1986, 1986; Kohn 1993; Leibenstein 1976, Leibenstein &
Maital 1994; Walster et al 1977. Not in Clio. CUNY Baruch, Grad Ctr HF 5549.5 .M63 F74
1997. NYPL os SIBL JBD 97-756. At U. Zurich, Ch. (Copied Refls. Only) Misc. Bk.
Fried, Yitzhak, and Linda Haynes Slowik, 2004, “Enriching Goal-Setting Theory with Time: An
Integrated Approach,” Academy of Management Review, US, Jul2004, 29(3):404-422. We
examined the overlooked role of time in goal-setting theory and demonstrate how the integration
of time into this theory adds to its dynamism and validity in the increasingly complex, constantly
changing work environment. How time can be integrated into goal difficulty, goal attainability,
and goal specificity. Cited Jaques 2002 (FoT). At Wayne State Univ. # Rp. PJ. A.
Friedman, Abraham, and Paul S. Goodman, 1967, “Wage Inequity, Self-Qualifications, and
Productivity,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance [now ...Human Decision
Processes], 2:406-417. A review of Adams’ equity theory. “Unable” to replicate Adams’
finding of higher productivity. No mention of Jaques. Cited in Lawler 1971 (see p. 151). See
Goodman and Friedman 1971. (These articles were part of destructive Management Theory
Jungle infighting.) [See Related 1985 Ph.D. by Gareth Stephen Taylor at Virginia Polytechnic
that concluded equity theory was abandoned too early. Wiswell was advisor.] Alt. PJ. A.
Friedman, Andrew L., 1977, Industry and Labour: class struggle at work and monopoly
capitalism, Macmillan, London, UK, 313 p. There are two contrasting capitalist managerial
strategies toward labour: direct control and responsible autonomy. Direct control involves close
supervision and minimal responsibility for the rest. Responsible autonomy (R.A.) grants
authority, responsibility and status to privileged workers to earn their willing cooperation. Marx
called the problem of labour “variable capital” because it could not be measured and was subject
to an independent will - the person’s. See Chapter 6, p. 77-79. These strategies have strong
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parallels with Alan Fox’s models of low and high trust (1974 b) (per Paul Edwards at Warwick
in IEBM Handbook 1998). R.A. was close to discretion. Predates Waterman’s use of the term,
R.A., by a decade. (Is the division here reflective of a gap between strata? Privileged workers
may have been at S2. White collar?) Cited A. Fox 1974 MM. [See Townley 1998; Keenoy and
Anthony 1992.] SIBL offsite JLE 78-1878. Clio Barnard & CUNY John Jay HD8391 .F74
1977 (Clio Biz copy is gone) MS. Bk.
Friedman, Andrew L., and Dominic S. Cornford, 1987, “Strategies for meeting user demands: an
international perspective,” International Journal of Information Management, Science Direct,
UK, March, 7(1):3-20. Taylorism was no longer an explanatory framework for the actions of
managers in IT departments. The growth in the volume of end-user requests for systems, and the
character of the systems requested, have made traditional DP methods inadequate. “Responsible
autonomy” had replaced “direct control” as the managers’ modus operandi in the UK and
US. Many models had replaced Taylorism and this abandonment manifested itself as
schizophrenic practices and structural designs. Data from USA, Japan, UK and Scandinavia.
Information Technology. Refuted Drucker. Cited in Borum 1990/1992. ALF at U. Bristol.
Email: A.L.Friedman@bristol.ac.uk. MS. PJ.
Friedman, Andrew L., 1987, “Specialist Labour in Japan: Computer Skilled Staff and the
Subcontracting System,” British Journal of Industrial Relations, UK, Nov87, 25(3):353-369. A
second belt of insecure and temporary workers surround the permanent members of the firm who
enjoy lifetime employment, seniority wages, and enterprise unionism. Skipping to the next rank
of pay is the jinjikoka evaluation of the employee. This decision is made by the personnel
department - outside the DP department. Job rotation weakened identification with any
department. In the UK DP personnel identify with the profession, not the firm or the industry.
There was high turnover. In Japan less than half considered themselves to be specialists. This
subcontracting system (shitauke) acts to weaken the Japanese computer software sector. This
also becomes a pyramid of contractors. Large firms send employees to the smaller contractors
(shukko). Haken is movement between firms taking into account the relative level of the
employee. A correct description of Japanese labour practices. # MS. PJ. A.
Friedman, Andrew L., 2000, “Microregulation and Post-Fordism: Critique and Development of
Regulation Theory,” New Political Economy, UK, Mar2000, 5(1):59-76. Fordism is dead but
many models have sprung up. Is super-national regulation the answer? No answer has yet
emerged. # Misc. PJ.
Friedman, Andrew, and Mary Phillips, 2004, “Balancing Strategy and Accountability: A model
for the governance of professional associations,” Nonprofit Management and Leadership, Wiley,
UK, Winter, 15(2):187-204. Professional associations are operating in a context of uncertainty
and change, with which their traditional governance structures struggle to manage. A normative
model is presented, the cupped hands model, that has arisen from the research. This model
offers a possible means of balancing the representation required by their status as membership
associations with the requirement that professional associations become more strategic and
proactive. Cited Carver 2001. Erratum in NM&L, 2005, 15(4):487 [minor]. Misc. PJ.
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Friedman, David, 1981, “Why There Are No Risk Preferrers,” The Journal of Political Economy,
[Miscellany], June 1981, 89(3):600. [Gee, willikers, Mr. Friedman, do you really think
economists are barking up the wrong tree? Heaven forefend!] At Va. Poly. Inst. Alt. PJ. A.
Friedman, David, 1983, “Beyond the Age of Ford: The Strategic Basis of the Japanese Success
in Automobiles,” chapter seven (p. 350-390) in Zysman, John, and Laura Tyson, eds., 1983,
American Industry in International Competition: government policies and corporate strategies,
Cornell University Press, Ithaca, NY, 436 p. Reproduced in Frank Hearn 1988. US auto firms
and the US government were fighting the wrong war with the wrong strategies. They
responded to Japanese initiatives with ideas still mass production oriented, a la Ford. GM beat
Ford in the 1920s but both still retained the mass production mentality. The first two oil crises
created the demand for small cars and Japan and Europe were ready. Detroit still made big road
cruisers that no one wanted. Detroit then conceived of a small ‘world car’ that would ensure big
economies of scale through standardization. The Japanese fragmented the market into
submarkets for each car - product differentiation, not mass production. Lower labor and steel
costs had nothing to do with this strategy change, due to ‘kanban.’ (Similar to chapter eight (p.
391-421) on the Italian economy by Piore and Sabel which led to their 1984 book.) Baruch
HC106.8 .A45 1983. Misc. Ch.
Friedman, David (David Bennett), 1988, The Misunderstood Miracle: industrial development
and political change in Japan, Cornell University Press, Ithaca, NY, 265 p. Most explanations
of Japan’s post-war success revolve around one of two sources: the bureaucracy or the market.
Based on his analysis of the Japanese industrial policy and the machine-tool industry, Friedman
dismissed both and posed a third: the extensive use of innovative, flexible manufacturing
strategies. (The reviewers, Cusumano, Lynn, and O’Brien among them, misinterpreted the
volume as simply an extension of Piore and Sabel 1984 with whom he had studied.) Attorney
and political scientist. See Related 1986 PhD. Not in Clio or CUNY. NYPL os JLE 88-4254
(HSSL). Misc. Bk.
Friedman, Milton, John Mackey, and T. J. Rodgers, 2005, "Rethinking the Social Responsibility
of Business," Reason, Reason Foundation, Escondido, LA, CA, US, October 2005, 37(5):28-37.
http://reason.com/archives/2005/10/01/rethinking-the-social-responsi/singlepage. John Mackey,
the founder and CEO of Whole Foods, is one businessman who disagrees with Friedman.
Mackey believes Friedman's view is too narrow a description of his and many other businesses'
activities. As important, he argues that Friedman's take woefully undersells the humanitarian
dimension of capitalism. Friedman responds, as does T. J. Rodgers, the founder and CEO of
Cypress Semiconductor and the chief spokesman of what might be called the tough love school
of laissez faire. Dubbed "one of America's toughest bosses" by Fortune, Rodgers argues that
corporations add far more to society by maximizing "long-term shareholder value" than they do
by donating time and money to charity. wd # Misc. Pro.
Friedman, Stewart D., and Theodore P. LeVino, 1984, “Strategic Appreciation and Development
at the General Electric Company,” Chapter 12 (p. 183-201) in Fombrun, Charles, Noel M. Tichy,
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and Mary Ann Devanna, eds., 1984, Strategic Human Resource Management, John Wiley, New
York, NY, 499 p. A detailed history of the development of GE’s executive management staffing
system since the late 1960s. EMS was responsible for the development of the top 5000 positions
in GE with emphasis on the top 600. Used three approaches: the slate appraisal system,
organization and staffing reviews, and accomplishment analysis. CEO Jack Welch said
executive development is his # 1 priority, “Strategy follows people; the right person leads to
the right strategy” (p. 198). Levino was made head of GE’s HR in 1976. The selection process
on Jack Welch was overseen by Roy Johnson and Don Kane. GE had 29 salary grades (but far
fewer managerial levels). See Jones 1982 HBS videotape. See 1980 HBS case on GE’s
executive manpower by D.C. Rickert. David Orselet reported to LeVino. See Tichy 1982 on
GE’s slate system. See Fombrun 1984. See Mahler and Gaines 1984, Rossman 1961. In Biz.
HF5549 .F587 1984. [SIBL *ZAN-B181 v. 25 (1986). Microfilm.] Baruch & JJay # Rp. Ch.
Friedman, Stewart D., 1985, Leadership Succession Systems and Corporate Performance,
Columbia Graduate School of Business, Center for Career Research and Human Resource
Management, New York, NY, 141 p. Monograph based on 1984 PhD, U. Michigan. Two case
studies formed the basis for the survey. Cases were General Electric and Honeywell (ch. 2).
235 companies in the survey. Formalization of the succession process plays a large role.
Cited in D.T. Hall 1986. Cited Mahler 1973; Mahler and Gaines 1984; Friedman and Levino
1984; W. G. Scott et at 1981; Sonnenfeld 1984; Tichy et al 1981, 1982, 1983; Weiner 1977 PhD;
Weiner and Mahoney 1981; Denison PhD 1982; Lieberson and O’Connor 1972. Did not cite EJ.
Not in Clio, NYU. NYPL Hum JLF 87-255 (HSSL). Baruch HD38.2 .F73 1985. # Rp. Rep.
Friedman, Stewart D., 1986, “Succession Systems in Large Corporations: Characteristics and
Correlates of Performance,” Human Resource Management, Special issue on Leadership
Succession, [ed. Friedman], U. Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, Summer 1986, 25(2):191-213. A
survey of 235 of the Fortune 500 largest industrial and service firms on their succession systems.
In only 3% of this sample did “HR reviews precede and provide the basis for discussions in the
leaders’ planning sessions.” In short, people preceded strategy, as Jack Welch (and Andrew
Carnegie and Charles Schwab) indicated. Friedman found seven dimensions to succession
systems. Formalism didn’t matter. The involvement of staff and HR in the process was a
negative. Information systems regarding the process did matter. High and low performing firms
differed in how they manifested succession systems. Did not cite Mahler. Cited in D.T. Hall
1986. Cited his 1984 article with Ted Levino; 1985 monograph based on his 1984 PhD;
Lieberson and O’Connor 1972; Nanette J. Weiner PhD 1977; Pfeffer and Salancik 1978; Zald
1965; Vancil 1987/88. [SIBL *ZAN-B181 v. 25 (1986). MFlm.] At Wharton. # Rp. PJ.
Friedman, Stewart D., 1987. See reissue of book in 2011.
Friedman, Stewart, and Harbir Singh, 1989, "CEO Succession and Stockholder Reaction: The
Influence of Organizational Context and Event Content," Academy of Management Journal, US,
Dec1989, 32(4):718-744. 27p. DOI: 10.2307/256566. ISSN: 00014273. We construe CEO
succession events as instances of organizational change. We found that poor pre-succession
performance was associated with board-initiation and predecessor departure. Stockholder
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reactions were positive when pre-succession firm performance was poor and either boards or, to
a lesser extent, CEOs initiated successions. Successions that occurred when performance had
been good resulted in negative consequences, as did those caused by CEO disability. However,
most successions studied were customary retirements associated with no significant stockholder
reaction. Cited Grusky 1960, 1961, 1963; Singh & Friedman 1986; Lieberson & O'Connor
1972; Miller & Friesen 1988; Sonnenfeld 1986. At Wharton, UPA. # Misc. PJ. A.
Friedman, Stewart D., and Paul Olk, 1995, “Four Ways to Choose a CEO: Crown Heir, Horse
Race, Coup d'Etat, and Comprehensive Search,” Human Resource Management, Wiley,
Spring95, 34(1):141-164. (Reprinted in 2004 as "Varieties of CEO succession," Global CEO,
March, p. 41-51.) Most attempts to understand CEO succession fail to adequately differentiate
the four kinds of CEO succession processes, distinguished according to two key factors: political
dynamics (who rules?) and the candidate search (are preferences known in advance?).
Is the process perceived as fair? Is the chosen successo seen as good for an organization's
future? Is the extent of disruption attending the leadership change enough? —reflects how the
politics and the search are managed. How internal and external stakeholders respond to a CEO
succession can affect a new CEO's capacity for exercising effective leadership. At Wharton (U.
PA), & UC-Irvine. # Misc. PJ.
Friedman, Stewart, and Sharon Lobel, 2003, "The Happy Workaholic: a role model for
employees," Academy of Management Executive, US, 17(3):87-98. Most business leaders
believe they must be role models to be effective executives. They have to "walk the talk." A
workaholic executive, known to work 15-hour days, would seem disingenuous and engender
employee skepticism if she claimed that her organization supports a "balanced life" for
employees. Right? Well, not necessarily. Contrary to popular belief, "Happy Workaholics," as
we call them, can advocate for employees to realize both their company's goals and what matters
to them in their personal lives. Happy Workaholics serve as role models for authenticity.
Happy Workaholics closely examine their core values about work and personal life. They focus
on acting in accord with these values. Employees flourish when senior leaders help them focus
on what matters most not only at work but in all aspects of their lives--at home, in their
communities, and in their pursuit of physical, emotional, and spiritual well-being. The happy
result: committed people driving hard to achieve superior performance. # Misc. PJ.
Friedman, Stewart D., 2011, Leadership Succession, Transaction Books, New
Brunswick, NJ, US, 157 p. (A reissue of 1987 book, 177 p.) ISBN-10: 1412842360. ISBN-13:
978-1412842365. Argued that it is the quality of corporate leadership that will determine
corporate winners and losers in the global competitive game. The selection of key figures is the
one human resource activity that no one belittles for being of secondary importance. But the
succession process is often fraught with political intrigue, it lacks discipline, and excludes
meaningful involvement of senior HR executives. The contributors reveal a succession planning
process that is frequently sloppy, superficial, and regularly sabotaged by senior management.
The result is a lack of integrity throughout the human resource systems that eventually leads to a
collapse of belief in the system and its governance. [v. 25, no. 2 (summer 1986) of HRM.]
Not in NYPL, Clio. CUNY Qns HD38.25 .U6 L43 1987. Neither edn. seen. Misc. Bk.
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Friel, Thomas J., and Robert S. Duboff, 2009, “The Last Act of a Great CEO,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, USA, Jan2009, 87(1):82-89. Candid, in-depth discussions between
outgoing and incoming CEOs rarely take place. No one is in a better position to get an
incoming CEO up to speed than his or her predecessor, whose insights and accumulated wisdom
are uniquely valuable during the transition and even beyond. The authors try to find out why
those discussions didn't happen as a matter of course and how best to draw on the knowledge of
a departing leader. Much of an outgoing CEO's knowledge will be lost unless a conscious effort
is made to capture it. [A crie de cour.] See Carrott & Jackson 2009. At HawkPartners,
Cambridge, MA, USA. # Misc. Pro.
Frijda, Nico H., and Adriaan D. de Groot, eds., 1982, Otto Selz, his contribution to psychology,
Mouton, The Hague; NY, NY, US, 305 p. [In English. Translations of essays from German,
Dutch, and French by Jop A. Spiekerman and Christine E. Thirlway]. See de Groot 1965/1946;
Selz 1922; Rasmussen 1985. Not in Clio, CUNY. NYPL os JFE 83-2156. Misc. Bk.
Frink, Dwight, and Richard Klimoski, 1998, “Toward a theory of accountability in organizations
and human resource management,” chapter one (p. 1-51) in Ferris, Gerald R., ed., 1998,
Research in personnel and human resources management, JAI Press, New York, NY, 16:1-51.
Accountability is the most fundamental concept in organizations and in organizing. It is “the
adhesive that binds social systems together.” Researchers have to acknowledge its inherent
influence across levels. It is a meso-theoretical phenomenon. (Cited Tetlock 1999 as an
example of a study which looked at accountability across levels.) SIBL JLL 85-29 v. 16.
(SIBL does not have vol. 16.) Kingsborough online onsite. Baruch hard copy since 1983.
CUNY JJay; Hunter Mn HF5549 .A2 R49. MS. PJ.
Frink, Dwight D., Angela T. Hall, Alexa A. Perryman, Annette L. Ranft, Wayne A. Hochwarter,
Gerald R. Ferris, and M. Todd Royle, 2008, "Meso-level theory of accountability in
organizations," Research in Personnel and Human Resources Management, Vol. 27, 27:177-245.
Most academic research on accountability has been done in the last 25 years. “Accountability is
ubiquitous in social systems, and its necessity is magnified in formal organizations. [S]inglelevel conceptualizations of the phenomenon are incomplete and inherently misleading. ...
Despite this suggestion (by Frink and Klimoski 1998) the preponderance of research typically
has investigated accountability within one level, rather than acknowledging its inherent
influence across levels.” A key finding. [Klimoski was aware of Jaques’ theory.] Cited Monks
and Minow 1991. SIBL JLL 85-29 v. 27. [see P. 1152] [copied parts of bibliog] v. 28.
Baruch hard since 1983. Hunter Mn HF5549 .A2 R49; and JJay. MS. Ch.
Frisch, Bob, 2011, "Who Really Makes the Big Decisions in Your Company?" Harvard Business
Review, US, Dec2011, 89(12):104-111. Word Cnt: 4333. ISSN: 00178012. In many companies,
the top management team is officially responsible for helping the CEO make a company's big
decisions. But another, unofficial group usually does that job de facto - an unnamed "kitchen
cabinet." Problems can nevertheless arise when senior executives learn about important
decisions after the fact. They mistakenly assume that they have real power to protect their
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hidden. The key was to use senior executives' time and talents by giving them specific
responsibilities that complement - but do not overlap - the advisory duties of the kitchen cabinet.
[Clarity? Or informal?] At Strategic Offsites Group. # Misc. Pro.
Fritz, Jan M., ed., 1985, The Clinical Sociology Handbook, Garland, New York, NY, 292 p.
Garland bibliographies in sociology; vol. 7. Garland reference library of social science; vol. 134.
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practice. Works were classified into 14 topics. The entire collection was housed at Georgetown
University library. Several of Jaques’ and Rowbottom’s works were included, mostly under
Organizations and the Workplace. Jaques 1962 (in HBR), 1978 (Health Services), 1980 (1976
GTB), 1981 (sic 1982 Form of Time), 1982 (in CSR). Rowbottom 1973 (Hospital
Organisation), 1974 (Social Services Departments). See also Glassner 1982 - included. See
Jaeckel 1989 and 1991 for negative review of Jaques 1982. D. Bk.
Froissart, Daniel, 1971, “The Day Our President and MBO Collided,” European Business,
S.E.E.D., Paris, France, Autumn 1971, 29:70-79. In English. MBO was introduced into the firm
from the bottom up as a form of lower-management participation. But when a new product led
to consumer complaints and dissatisfaction, the president exploded. The company was recentralized and that was the end of MBO. A case study in what happens when participation/
empowerment is begun bottom-up. See Dearden 1971. Case. MS. Pro. *****
Fromm, Eric, 1959, “The Creative Attitude,” chapter 4 (p. 44-54) in Anderson, Harold H., ed.,
1959, Creativity and its Cultivation, Harper, NY, NY, 293 p. International Symposium on
Creativity, Mich. State U. Most people are unaware and unresponsive most of the time. This is
not a creative attitude, which must precede creativity. Fromm “posits that humans have a basic
drive toward creativity and significance.” To be creative we must see and respond. We must
also concentrate. We must accept conflicts and tension, even accidents, to let go of illusory
certainties. In short, we must have courage and faith. Only then is creativity possible.
“Education for creativity is nothing short of of education for living.” (Jaques and Deming would
agree.) Cited in Weiss and Riesman 1961 (p. 464). Htr Mn BF408 .I55. Misc. Ch.
Frost, Robert, 1986, Collected Poems, Buccaneer Press, Cutchogue, NY. (From Mountain
Interval, 1916.) See the first several lines of “Two roads diverged in a yellow wood” for a
wonderful description of the limits of time horizon. Misc. Bk.
Froud, Julie, Colin Haslam, Sukhdev Johal, and Karel Williams, 2000, "Shareholder value and
Financialization: consultancy promises, management moves," Economy and Society, Routledge,
London, UK, 29(1):80-110. DOI: 10.1080/030851400360578. 'Shareholder value,' in the pages
of the daily financial press, is a loose rhetoric. For business consultants who sell financial
metrics and implementation, shareholder value is also a product and a promise - that purposive
management action will be rewarded. This paper presents empirics on micro performance and
the meso limits to shareholder value. We argue that most corporate managements cannot easily
deliver what consultants promise and the capital markets demand. The paper ends by taking a
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broader view of value-based management as part of a process of financialization. If the results
are contradictory and disappointing, a persistent gap between expectations and outcomes can
nevertheless drive management behaviours, which change the world. # Misc. PJ.
Fry, Geoffrey K., 1984, “The Development of the Thatcher Government’s 'Grand Strategy' for
the Civil Service: A Public Policy Perspective,” Public Administration, Royal Institute of Public
Administration, Oxford U. P., London, UK, Sept., 62(3):322-335. Since the Thatcher
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'grand strategy' for the civil service was eventually given the form of the financial management
initiative in 1982, an attempt to universalize MINIS and institutionalize Raynerism (audits).
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dismantling of the Priestley pay system, the civil service strike of 1981, and the disbanding of the
Civil Service Dept., involving the dismissal of the Head of the Home Civil Service. Cited in
Harrison 1988. Fry was at U. Leeds. CUNY Hunter Mn - Perls, 5th fl. JJay. Misc. PJ.
Fuchs, Peter H., Kenneth E. Mifflin, Danny Miller, and John O. Whitney, 2000, “Strategic
Integration: Competing in the Age of Capabilities,” California Management Review, Berkeley,
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integration. [Written by Miller and Whitney. Paid for by Fuchs and Mifflin - and Andersen
Consulting (now Accenture).] # MS. Pro.
Fukuda, K. John, 1988, Japanese-style Management Transferred: the experience of East Asia,
Routledge, London, UK; NY, NY, 220 p. (Kazuo John Fukuda) Advisor: S. Gordon Redding.
Industrial management in Japan and East Asia. The management thoughts of two great sages,
Confucius and Han Fei Tzu. How the Japanese adopted some of the ideas offered by the West,
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barriers, to the rest of East Asia. Culture is allowed first place but managerial organization
design, in the absence of clearly-formulated Japanese theories of management, was really
the key here. (Ch. 3:) Japanese organizations are described as “organic” and US as
“systematic.” (This feels right.) Elements of the Japanese decision-making function are ideas,
things and people. In the “ringi” system upper management defines the problems, middle
management receives instructions and analyzes the problems, while lower management and staff
work out alternatives. Consensus is worked out as the decision rises. Back at upper
management it is “authorized.” People are not viewed as interchangable and replaceable in
Japan as they are in the U.S. Based on his 1984 PhD at Uni. Hong Kong. Jaques not cited.
Cited Ishida 1986; Hattorri 1978; Sato and Hoshino 1984. NYU Bobst HD70.E22 F84 1988.
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hold agents accountable in the public sector. Use of the category of specificity. Discretion as a
source of ambiguity in organizational design. Disadvantage of decentralization in government.
Misc. PJ.
Fulcher, James, 1991, Labour Movements, Employees and the State: conflict and co-operation in
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Enhancing Quality,” National Productivity Review, [continued by Journal of Organizational
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management discovers that the results fall far below what Wall Street expects. They can stretch
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reasonable to lift price out of the complex and discuss it by itself. Cited Brown and Jaques 1964;
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Gaddis, Paul O., 1997, "Strategy Under Attack," Long Range Planning, UK, 30(1):38-45.
Future-oriented management has been expected of executives and boards for 40 years. This is a
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reject the reactive theme of powerlessness over the future which runs through all of these
challenges. At UT-Dallas, TX. # MS. PJ. A.
Gaertner, Karen N., 1989, “Winning and Losing: Understanding Managers’ Reactions to
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Strategic Change,” Human Relations, Sage, UK/US, June, 42(6):527-546. Examined why and to
what extent the employees charged with implementing a new strategy supported it. Found that
support for the strategy depended on whether the employees gained or lost power and
opportunity as a result of the change. Among those in winning functions, support was associated
with personal career implications and expectations. Among losers, support was based much
more on whether the employee believed that the process of change was conducted in a way that
took adequate account of the needs of individual employees and, to a much smaller extent, on
whether or not the employee believed that the company could or was able to execute the strategy
effectively. Jaques not cited. [This is equity.] At Georgetown U. CEO. # MS. PJ.
Galbraith, James K., 1998, Created Unequal: the crisis in American pay, Free Press, New York,
NY, 350 p. If our economy is doing so well, why are so few of us better off? The answer: rising
wage inequality. Since the early 1970s, the gains of growth have gone almost entirely to a small
fraction of the wealthiest and most powerful. Inequality is not inevitable, nor irreversible, nor
the result of impersonal market forces. Instead, blame belongs to specific political decisions and
the poor economic performance they produced. And the solution lies within reach, through a
return to an economic policy committed to full employment, low and stable interest rates, strong
and stable economic growth, and control of inflation by civilized means. At LBJ, U. Texas,
Austin. City Cohen & Baruch HD4975 .G28 1998. Misc. Bk.
Galbraith, James K., 2008, The Predator State: How conservatives abandoned the free market &
why liberals should too, Free Press, NY, NY, 221 p. How the state has been used by
conservatives under President George W. Bush to redirect public money to the rich and wellconnected. That means the abandonment of free-trade by conservatives. It explores the true
nature of the Bush regime: a "corporate republic." The real economy is not a free-market
economy. It is a complex combination of private and public institutions. The real problems and
challenges -- inequality, climate change, the infrastructure deficit, the subprime crisis, and the
future of the dollar -- will be solved only with planning, with standards and policies that
transcend and transform markets. (Unaware of levels. Very aware of dismissal of capability.)
CUNY Baruch HB95 .G35 2008. Misc. Bk.
Galbraith, James K., 2009, “Who Are These Economists, Anyway?” Thought and Action, NEA,
Washington, DC, 25(Fall 2009):85-97. Using Paul Krugman’s NY Times Sunday Magazine
piece (9-6-09) as a start, a few economists saw the financial crisis coming, including Dean
Baker, Wynne Godley, Hyman Minsky, (Peter Albin, Barkley Rosser Jr., Ping Chen), Gary
Dymski, William K. Black, etc.. An unsustainable condition (a bubble) probably exists when a
ratio deviates far from prior values. Instability arises within capitalist finances. The weakening
or corruption of controls, both internal and external, by executive firm officers leads toward
Ponzi schemes and criminal disaster. The real economy has yet to be explicated. Misc. PJ.
Galbraith, Jay R., 2009, Designing Matrix Organizations That Actually Work: How IBM, Procter
& Gamble, and others design for success, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, 258 p. It all began with
the Boeing 'star.' But matrix was complex, easily misunderstood and then abused. [Origins of
the matrix concept: p. 7, 10-14. Peters & Waterman 1982 claimed that none of their 'excellent'
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company example" p. 171. Responsibility charts for clarifying roles, p.82-85. Royal
Dutch/Shell was used as an example of two-hat matrix, 45-46. Tesco of the UK was a threedimensional model, p. 109. The BIG positive of matrix was the acceptance of conflict as normal
and natural. Ch. 15 sets forth a list of matrix capabilities. Now matrix is back. Cited in Degen
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NY, NY, US, 2013, 36(1):6. ISSN: 0199-8986. Commented on the Kevan Hall article.
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organizations are multidimensional. He believed that the more complex the structure is, the
more important management processes become, and that in a matrix, the resource allocation
process is paramount. The most successful practitioners of matrix are those who have had
responsibility on several sides of the structure. [This comment began responses from p. 6 to p.
10 by Kates, Amy, and Greg Kesler; Campbell, Andrew; Worren, Nicolay; Clement, Stephen T.;
and by Shepard, Ken, Paul Tremlett, and Glenn Mehltretter. All included herein in this one file.]
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Gallaway, Edward A., 1975, Accountability, Dorrance, Philadelphia, PA, 99 p. A former VP of
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Unaware of Jaques. WOW. NYPL Schw JLD 77-740 (SASB). Misc. Rep.
Gallie, Duncan, Alan Felstead, and Francis Green, 2004, “Changing patterns of task discretion in
Britain,” Work, Employment and Society, Sage Publications, UK, June 2004, 18(2):243-266.
Differences about the factors that determine task discretion and its principal trends over time
have been pointed. Using evidence from three national surveys, this article shows that there has
been a decline in task discretion since the early 1990s. This contrasts with an increase in other
forms of employee involvement such as direct participation and consultative involvement. Many
of the arguments in the literature about the factors that favour higher task discretion are
supported by our evidence - in particular those emphasizing the importance of skill levels and the
broader organizational ethos with respect to employee involvement. However; such factors do
not account for the decline in task discretion, implying that existing theories fail to address
some of the crucial determinants. It is tentatively suggested that it may be necessary also to take
account of macro factors such as competitive pressure, public sector reform programmes, and the
growth of accountability structures. [Not clear authors use the words as Jaques or Fox used
them. Neither was cited.] Cited by Østhus 2007; Green 2012. At Oxford; Leicester; Kent. #
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Gallivan, Michael J., 2001, "Striking a balance between trust and control in a virtual
organization: a content analysis of open source software case studies," Information Systems
Journal, Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Oct2001, 11(4):277-304. DOI: 10.1046/j.13652575.2001.00108.x. Researchers have emphasized trust as a necessary condition for ensuring the
success of virtual organizations. Examined the open source software (OSS) ‘movement’ as an
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is critical for virtual organizations. Borrowing from the theory of the ‘McDonaldization’ of
society, given a set of practices to ensure the control, efficiency, predictability, and
calculability of processes and outcomes in virtual organizations, effective performance may
occur in the absence of trust. Cited Das and Teng 1998. At Ga. State. # Misc. PJ.
Gallivan, Michael J., and Gordon Depledge, 2003, "Trust, control and the role of
interorganizational systems in electronic partnerships," Information Systems Journal, WileyBlackwell, Oxford, UK, April, 13(2):159–190. Organizations are increasingly migrating to new
organizational structures in which partnerships and interorganizational systems (IOSs) are
becoming more important. The success of these partnerships depends on both trust and control –
complex constructs that act on and shape each other over time. Findings suggest that
researchers fail to distinguish the need for trust (which is inversely related to the organization's
ability to control its partners) and the level of trust (which is an actual quantity that may change
during the lifetime of the partnership). Management attempts to close this gap by changing the
level of control. (This does not work, but ...) Created a framework for relating trust and control.
Cited and validated by Ibbott and O’Keefe 2004. Fox and Jaques not cited. Cited Das and Teng
1998, 1999, 2001; Bertalanffy 1973; Ashby 1956. See Das; Sabel. Both at Ga. State U. (close)
# MS. PJ.
Galvin, John R., 1989, "What's the Matter With Being a Strategist?" Parameters, Army War
College, Carlisle Barracks, PA, March, 19(1):5-19. The Army needs young strategists – and old
ones – and when a crisis hits, it will never have enough. Lifelong learning not just operational
experience was key. Academies and War Colleges had to change and keep educating their
graduates. Cited in McLaughlin 2012. (1st of 3 articles on the role of strategist.) # MS. Pro.
Gambhir, Sanjiv, and Kanika T. Bhat, 1996, “Who is the Loser? A Case Study of Career
Management,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, July-Sept, 21(3):49-53. Case. Case on how
lack of decision-making and a tentative approach of the management in an organization can lead
to disillusionment and dissatisfaction among employees. See Diagnoses below. Teach. # Misc.
PJ.
Gambhir, Sanjiv, and Kanika T. Bhat, 1997, “Who is the Loser? A Case Study of Career
Management,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, Jan-Mar, 22(1):45-49. Diagnoses.
In this issue, we are featuring diagnoses of the case by Mukul S. Vasavada, A. Monappa, T. V.
Rao, and by R. N. Goyal and Kirit Goyal. The firm must step forward and improve its human
resource development program to keep talent. See above. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Ganesh, K., 1983, “Corporate Planning is No Monster,” Indian Management, India, Sept., p. 3335. Indian Managers tend to view corporate planning suspiciously, as a cure-all on one hand and
a terrible power on the other. Top executives do it all the time, even in small firms. It is how the
future is to be handled. Unknown? Sure. Unknowable? Nah. Teach. # Misc. PJ. Pro.
Ganesh, S. R., 1978, "Organizational Consultants: A Comparison of Styles," Human Relations,
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Sage, UK/US, January 1978, 31(1):1-28. ISSN: 00187267. 21 leading organizational
consultants, 11 in the U.S.A. and 10 in India, were interviewed on their styles for application of
behavioral science knowledge to the development of organizations. Two distinct styles of
organizational consulting emerged, People and Task-Structure. These involved also shorter and
longer time-horizons, trust or professionalism, level of intervention, and cognitive ability. [3
Indian followers of Jaques were participants but none were cited as such. p. 4.] Cited Jaques
1951; Lawrence & Lorsch 1969; Herzberg et al 1959. At ASCI, Hyderabad, India. # D. PJ.
Ganesh, S. R., and Padmanabh Joshi, 1985, “Institution Building: Lessons from Vikram
Sarabhai’s leadership,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad, India, Oct-Dec, 10(4):399-413. Bio/ Case.
This man set up an institution each year between 1947 and his death in 1971 for business and/or
scientific research. The two most prominent were Ahmedabad Textile Industry's Research
Association (ATIRA), Ahmedabad, and Physical Research Laboratory (PRL), Ahmedabad. His
impact was enormous. # Misc. PJ.
Gangjee, Zahid H., 1986, "The Business Context of India: Some thoughts on the Underlying
Psychic Relatedness," chapter five (p. 85-92) in Chattopadhyay, Gouranga P., Zahid H. Gangjee,
M. Linda Hunt, and W. Gordon Lawrence, 1986, When the Twain Meet: Western Theory and
Eastern Insights in Exploring Indian Organizations, A. H. Wheeler, Allahabad, India, 170 p.
Nature is not as neatly divided into disciplines as universities are. Only the outsider can flourish.
Two unconscious Indian processes: guilt and atonement, and split and abdication. # Misc. Ch.
Ganguli, H. C., 1969, “Developments in Industrial Psychology in India,” Applied Psychology,
(Applied psychology = Psychologie appliquée, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Ltd. for the
International Association of Applied Psychology, London, UK, 20(2):121-142. Pub. Online: 22
Jan 2008. (This paper was presented at the International Congress of Psychology at London in
August 1969.) Then at Department of Psychology, University of Delhi, India. See Baruch, Grad
Ctr, John Jay College Periodicals - BF636 .A1 R4. Cited in Chary 2006. Not in Grad Ctr,
Hunter Mn, JJay. SIBL - Not online. Not in NYC. Blackwell online. Internet. Misc. PJ.
Ganitsky, Joseph, and Gerhard E. Watzke, 1990, “Implications of Different Time Perspectives
for Human Resource Management in International Joint Ventures,” Management International
Review, Weisbaden, Germany, Special Issue, 30(SI):37-51. Problems affecting IJVs include
differing time perspectives of the partners and the IJV. They must synchronize their respective
time-reckoning systems to avoid strategic and operational difficulties, including market
development, mission, planning, life cycles, risk, people, and flexibility. Cited Stalk 1988; PA
Clark 1978, 1985. Did not cite Jaques. At Tulane U. Misc. PJ.
Gannon, Martin J., and J. P. Noon, 1971, “Management’s Critical Deficiency: Executives
Unaware of Applicable Research,” Business Horizons, 14:49-56. Managers don’t have to read
the stuff just be more aware of what is out there. Well, ... any excuse in a storm. (q.v.
Brayfield and Crockett 1955) Misc. PJ.
Gannon, Martin J., 1971, "Employee Perceptions of Promotion," Personnel Journal, Santa
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Monica, Calif., March, 50(3):213-215. Among the factors utilized in making promotions,
education and accuracy were stressed the most by bank managers in making their selections.
Hard work and speed were discounted by managers. The emphasis on education was the most
resented by employees. (Equity really does count.) Jaques, Gannon 1969 PhD not cited. Cited
Adams & Rosenbaum 1962; Patchen 1961; Vroom 1964. CUNY Htr Mn 5th fl. # MS. Pro.
Gannon, Martin J., and Frank T. Paine, 1974, "Unity of command and job attitudes of managers
in a bureaucratic organization," Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, US, June 1974, 59(3):392394. DOI: 10.1037/h0036770. Investigated the use of the classical principle of unity of
command (i.e., a subordinate should report to 1 superior only). Ss were 304 government
managers working in a bureaucratic agency, 181 of whom reported to 1 superior only, while 123
reported to 2 or more superiors. [Yup. Found that the violation of this principle was related to
predictable negative attitudes.] Cited Mahoney & Weitzel 1969. At U. MD. # MS. PJ. A.
Gannon, Martin J., and Peter Arlow, 1985, "The Mystique of the MBA Degree," Business
Horizons, Elsevier Science, NL, Jan/Feb85, 28(1):20-25. 6p. ISSN: 00076813. A way to
measure the worth of the MBA to find its value as a means of training and socializing managers,
so it is not overshadowed by the problems associated with it. The MBA has become one of the
most popular degrees granted by American universities. The reasons for the phenomenal growth
of the MBA are unclear, and very few writers have examined this issue in depth. We also
examine why the MBA degree is much less popular in other industrial societies. # Misc. PJ.
gantthead.com, 2006, “RAEW Analysis Technique,” Fairfax, VA. Accessed 1-06. A short
online description of R.A.E.W. and how it is used by consultants and by managers. See Crane
1986. Located at: www.gantthead.com/process/allTechniques.cfm?ID=2-12009-2 Ru.
Garavan, Thomas N., and Alma McCarthy, 2008, "Collective Learning Processes and Human
Resource Development," Advances in Developing Human Resources, Sage/Berrett-Kohler, San
Francisco, Cal., US, Aug. 2008, 10(4):451-471. doi: 10.1177/1523422308320473. Collective
learning is important to both human resource development (HRD) researchers and practitioners.
Collective learning is a broad term and includes learning between dyads, teams, organizations,
communities, and societies. Most conceptions of collective learning highlight characteristics
such as relationships, shared vision and meanings, mental models, and cognitive and behavioral
learning. Collective learning processes pose challenges for both HRD research and practice. For
researchers, we need to more fully understand how collective learning processes occur, the
factors that affect collective learning, and the emergent nature of collective learning. For
practitioners, the challenge concerns whether collective learning can be planned, structured, and
managed. Cited Jaques 2002 (LBLO); Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995; Hedberg 1981. At U.
Limerick; NUI, Galway, Ireland. # W. PJ.
Garcia-Berthou, Emili, and Carles Alcaraz, 2004, “Incongruence between test statistics and P
values in medical papers,” BMC Medical Research Methodology, 4:13, 28 May 2004, 5 pages,
online journal. http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmedresmethodol/ About 4 percent of articles
may contain important errors that alter their conclusions. In 12 percent, the relative bias may be
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altered by an order of magnitude. (This issue may be much worse in the social sciences
including management and organization studies. I have dubbed this “measuring sand dunes on
the beach.” Part of this issue is on the over-use of hypothesis testing and confidence
intervals. Deming warned about this nonsense!) See Matthews, Robert, July 9, 2004 article in
FT (herein). See Berkowitz 1992. Refu. PJ.
Gardell, Bertil, 1976, “Technology, Alienation and Mental Health,” Acta Sociologica, Taylor &
Francis Ltd, UK/Sweden, 19(1):83-93. Two aspects of job content are shown to be of critical
importance for the satisfaction of basic human needs at work. These are the degree of discretion
given to the individual to determine pace and working methods and the possibility to use a level
of skill and a variety of human resources in the performance of work (the “D-S index”).
Workers whose jobs are severely circumscribed in these two respects react with strain and
feelings of monotony and with symptoms of impaired mental health - passivity, nonparticipation and withdrawal of human resources. They appear to come into conflict with values
in the larger society related to active participation in democratic processes in working life.
Monotony and stress in industrial work call for a re-organization of work. (Exactly as Jaques
found them.) Cited Walker & Guest 1952; Blauner 1964. Jaques not cited. See her Related
PhD 1971 at Goteberg U. At U. Stockholm. MS. PJ.
Gardell, Bertil, 1976, Technology, alienation and mental health: summary of a social
psychological research programme on technology and the worker, Huvudbiblioteket Magasin,
RAPP, Sthlm, Psykol Reports 456. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Gardiner, Jean, 1998, “Beyond Human Capital: Households in the macroeconomy,” New
Political Economy, Carfax Publishing, Taylor & Francis Ltd., Abingdon, UK, ProQuest, July 98,
3(2):209-221, (AN 933591). Unlike human capital theory, which focuses on conscious
investment in specialist skills, the human capability approach (EJ & KC 1994) makes a
conceptual distinction between generic potential capability and actual capability for specific
work. (Cleaning tasks from less than one day to childrearing with a TSD of 20 years.) A major
advantage with this approach is that capability can be measured in its own right (Logic level),
unlike human capital which can only be deduced from market values. (This article sets forth a
feminist model of human capability based on Jaques and Cason. Legal.) Cited Jaques and
Cason 1994 (p. 218-219); Alfred Marshall 1959 (p. 214); Adam Smith 1776; Gardiner 1997;
Becker 1964; Parkinson’s Law (p. 214). At U. Leeds, UK. # Rp. PJ.
Gardner, Burleigh B., and David G. Moore, 1955, Human Relations in Industry: organizational
and administrative behavior, 3rd ed., R. D. Irwin, Homewood, Ill., 427 p. [Editions in 1950/
1952, 1964 were deemed less viable for descriptions of studies at Sears than the 1955 edition.
The 1945 edition was by Gardner alone.] Moore was Dean of Cornell B-School 1964. No cite
of Jaques, Brown, Worthy, Whyte. Includes curriculum with refs to cases in Glover and Hower
1952 edn. Ch. 8: The Functions and Problems at Each Level (p. 125-144). The differences at
each of the first five managerial levels. (Up to the ‘Big Boss’). Ch. 13: The Techniques of
Organization. (p. 223-243) Work simplification. ‘Tall’ versus ‘Flat’ organizations. Study
Guide (curriculum). (p. 405-418) A chapter-by-chapter outline for learning. 20 chapters. Cuny
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City 3rd. edn., 427 p, HF5549 .G316 1955. Schw E-13 642. # # # MS. Bk.
Gardner, Burleigh B., 1978, "Doing Business with Management," chapter 13 (p. 245-260) in
Eddy, Elizabeth M., and William L. Partridge, eds., 1978, Applied Anthropology in America,
Columbia University Press, NY, NY, USA, 484 p. 1st edition only (not in 1987 edn.). In 1946,
Burleigh Gardner and W. Lloyd Warner organized Social Research, Inc., in the city of Chicago
as a means of providing help to business organizations in the solution of human problems.
Gardner describes the work of this consulting firm. SRI utilized social anthropological
perspectives and field techniques in combination with other methods of data collection and
perspectives derived from both psychology and sociology. Cited by Jacoby 1986. Jaques not
cited. See Glass 1980. CUNY Grad Ctr, Htr Mn, JJay GN397.7.U6 A66. NYPL Offsite JLE
79-58 (SASB). # Misc. Ch.
Gardner, Howard, 1981, The Quest for Mind: Piaget, Levi-Strauss, and the structuralist
movement, 2nd edn., University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 303 pages. Cited by John W.
Berry. Gardner also authored Multiple Intelligences: the theory in practice in 1993. [Jaques’
concept of continuing life-long growth through progressive adult capability levels extends
Piaget’s structure of childhood growth. Jaques’ judgment and time-span of discretion (TSD) is a
form of work-related intelligence that allows the member to carry a task to completion. Gardner
did not discuss TSD.] Alt. Bk.
Gardner, William L., and Claudia C. Cogliser, 2009, “Meso-modeling of leadership: Following
James G. (Jerry) Hunt's lead in integrating micro- and macro-perspectives of leadership,” The
Leadership Quarterly, Elsevier, US, vol. 20, 8 p. Available online 3 June 2009. This
introduction provides a tribute to James G. (Jerry) Hunt as leader of leadership scholars, along
with an overview to The Leadership Quarterly special issue on meso-modeling of leadership.
Our tribute traces Jerry's evolution from a right-brain, defrocked engineer to a pioneering
leadership scholar. Through early and sustained scholarly contributions regarding the
importance of context to leadership, Jerry paved the way for meso-modeling perspectives on
leadership, such as those reflected in this special issue. We conclude by highlighting the
contribution of nine articles that serve to further Jerry's legacy through the advancement of
conceptual and empirical insights into meso-level leadership processes. Both at Texas Tech.
Cited Jaques 1976, 1989; J&J 1987; Hunt et al 1992, 1999, 2002, 2007. # Rp. PJ.
Garg, Pulin K., and Indira J. Parikh, 1986, “Managers and Corporate Cultures: The Case of
Indian Organizations,” Management International Review, Weisbaden, Germany, 26(3):50-66.
Many Western management concepts were adopted but “they are academic but not practical.”
Many structures do not operate as per the formal design. The cultural context must be
considered. There are three basic Indian organizational structures: joint family, arbitration, and
extended family. These are very different from Western assumptions. Some behaviours may be
identical across cultures but the processes and meanings are unique. Management theory must
be culture specific. The Indian identity revolves around three assumptions: the nature of man,
nature of group and society, and nature of man’s relationship with one’s group. Indian identity
has continuity from the cultural past to the present. Cited Dayal 1972; Hofstede 1984. At IIM
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Amedabad, India. Misc. PJ.
Garibaldo, F., and E. Rebecchi, 2004, “Some reflections on the epistemological fundaments of
an Italian action-research experience,” AI & Society, London, UK, Jan 2004, 18(1):44-67.
Accidentally used the term 'requisite organization.' Has nothing to do with Jaques or the theory.
Off. PJ.
Garicano, Luis, 2000, “Hierarchies and the Organization of Knowledge in Production,” The
Journal of Political Economy, October, 108(5):874-904. A knowledge based hierarchy is the
natural way to organize the acquisition of knowledge when matching problems with those most
able to solve them is costly. Production workers acquire knowledge about the problems easiest
to solve. Specialized problem solvers (including managers) deal with harder problems. Cited
Calvo and Wellisz 1979, and S. Rosen 1982. Cited in Dessein and Santos 2003; Harris and
Raviv 2002. See Karen and Levhari 1989. Unaware of Jaques. MS. PJ. A.
Garnsey, Elizabeth, 1998, “A Theory of the Early Growth of the Firm,” Industrial and Corporate
Change, Oxford U. Press, UK, Sept. 1998, 7(3):523-556. Economic enterprise consists in the
matching of resources and opportunities to create value. Growth processes of the new enterprise
are here explored in a systems model inspired by Penrose 1959. A sequence of phases in the
early life of the firm reflects growth processes and problems, solutions giving rise to new
problems. Firms must access, mobilize and deploy resources before they can generate resources
for growth. Subsequent phases - in which growth reinforcement and growth reversal forces
contend - are not universal, but are set in motion in an important minority of firms, the major job
creators. Beyond the early phases, critical problems facing the firm are more diverse. The
growth of the firm is related to the building of the competence needed to respond to changing
industrial opportunities. Cited Packard 1995. Judge Institute, Cambridge Univ., UK. MS. PJ.
Garrahan, Philip, and Paul Stewart, 1992, The Nissan Enigma: Flexibility at Work in a Local
Economy, Mansell Publishing Ltd., London, UK, 148 p. A post-Marxian analysis of work under
the Japanese that focuses on domination - 'control, control – who has it.' Well, managers still
control the work. Has some excellent points. Cited in Rehder and Thompson 1994. See
Wickens 1987. NYPL SIBL os JBE 92-2184. Baruch, Clio os HD9710 .G74 N574 1992. At
Teeside Poly; Cardiff, U. Wales. Misc. Bk.
Garrety, Karin, 2007 "Beyond ISTJ: A discourse-analytic study of the use of the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator as an organisational change device in an Australian industrial firm," Asia Pacific
Journal of Human Resources, Sage, Aug., 45(2):218-234. DOI: 10.1177/1038411107079117.
Although the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is widely deployed in work organisations,
very little is known about its impact. The effects of the MBTI cannot simply be read off from
the claims contained within it. Despite the variety of uses to which the tool was put, employees
judged its effects to be only moderately beneficial. Contrasted MBTI with RO – but RO was
only minimally described. Cited Jaques 1989. At U. Wollongong, NSW, AU. # W. PJ.
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Gartrell, C. David, 1985, “Relational and Distributional Models of Collective Justice
Sentiments,” Social Forces, Sept., 64(1):64-83. A test comparison of G. Jasso’s distributional
model against equity theory (relational). Jasso failed badly. Cited Jaques 1961. At U. Victoria,
BC, Can. # MS. PJ. A.
Garvin, David A., 1991, “How the Baldrige Award Really Works,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Nov.-Dec. 1991, 69(6):80-93. Garvin dismisses three myths about Baldrige Award
winners. Most damaging is the presumed link with poor financial performance. Winning
managers are taught to think long-term about results, including financial ones. Also, the award
focuses as much on quality processes as on products and services. The comprehensiveness of the
award appeals to top executives. One question – usually about customers or quality efforts – is
asked of both CEO and operating level employees and reveals vertical linkage, or hoshin
planning. When quality programs are integrated the speed increases. The Award requires
performance in leadership, information, planning, strategy, goals, human resources,
empowerment, quality products and services, quality assurance to customers, quality results, and
consumer satisfaction. But it does not include financial results since quality is considered a longterm investment. It is a competition rather than a qualification, as in Australia and Japan. See
also Garvin=Debate, 1992, “Does the Baldrige Award Really Work?,” HBR, Jan.-Feb. 1992,
70(1):126-147. 20 Letters to the Editor responding to this article. # # MS. Pro.
Garvin, David A., 1993, "Building a Learning Organization," Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, July-Aug 1993, 71(4):78-91. Only a few executives see the links between learning and
competence and have begun to organize their firms to engage the future. (Ten-plus years into
quality and learning and this is what our executives give us?) Baruch. City. Misc. Pro.
Gavetti, Giovanni, and Daniel Levinthal, 2000, “Looking Forward and Looking Backward:
Cognitive and Experiential Search,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Mar., 45(1):113-137.
Examined the two directions for the basis of ‘bounded rationality.’ Assumed trade-offs between
looking forward and backward that are phantasies. Assumed a limited rationality that is like a
moving searchlight of a given dimension. No awareness of growth in the cognitive capability of
individuals, only movement across a surface that focuses either on the past or the future. Based
on Simon. But they pick up many hints of the presence of Jaques’ dynamic. This might be the
point to build a bridge. Unaware of Jaques. MS. PJ. A.
Gavetti, Giovanni, 2005, “Cognition and Hierarchy: Rethinking the Microfoundations of
Capabilities' Development,” Organization Science, Linthicum, Nov/Dec 2005, 16(6):599-617.
Identified gaps in capabilities research, particularly evolutionary economics, which has focused
on the routine-based aspects of capability development and largely neglected cognition and
organizational hierarchy (Nelson and Winter 1982). Managers’ cognitive representations of their
strategic decision problems fundamentally drive organizational search, and therefore the
accumulation of capabilities. The representations a manager chooses might vary according to
where she is situated in the organizational hierarchy. Different hierarchical arrangements may
influence capability development and organizational performance. Based on his Related 2000
PhD at Wharton. See Tripsas & Gavetti 2000. MS. PJ. A.
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Gavin, James F., and Jeffrey H. Greenhaus, 1976, "Organizational tenure, work environment
perceptions, and employee mental health," Journal of Vocational Behavior, Elsevier Inc., April
1976, 8(2):247–258. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0001-8791(76)90025-7 Participants were 257
managerial-level employees in a line organization (>12 years tenure) and 214 in a staff setting
(<4 years tenure). In line organization greater areas of the employee’s life space were committed
to work setting with a concomitant increase in responsivity to perceived organizational
stimuli. The mixed findings in staff organization suggest that other characteristics of
environment (e.g., systems function) and of members (e.g., organizational versus occupational
identification) need to be included. A serious difficulty arises from the distinction between the
“perceived” and the “objective” work environments. Organizations have responsibilities to
their members if they want commitment. Cited J. French 1974 (in Kahn-Cobb-French 1974).
At CO State U.; Stevens Inst. # MS. PJ.
Gavin, James F., and Wendy L. Axelrod, 1977, "Managerial stress and strain in a mining
organization," Journal of Vocational Behavior, Elsevier Inc., August 1977, 11(1):66–74.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0001-8791(77)90017-3. Measures of job stress and strain were
obtained from 95 management employees in an underground mine. 13 potential moderators were
also assessed. Findings indicated that such stresses as under-utilization of skills, job insecurity,
role conflict and ambiguity, variation in work load, and lack of participation had demonstrable
moderate to high relationships with the psychological strains of anxiety-irritation-depression,
psychosomatic symptoms, and job dissatisfaction. But, none of the moderators, such as Type
A personality, flexibility, need for social approval, social support, age, and tenure, had an
appreciable effect on the stress-strain linkage. Other variables should be included, such as type
of organization. See A & G 1980. At Colorado State U., US. # MS. PJ.
Gavin, James F., and Robert E. Kelley, 1978, "The Psychological Climate and Reported WellBeing of Underground Miners: An Exploratory Study," Human Relations, Sage, July 1978,
31(7):567-581. doi: 10.1177/001872677803100701. Explored the dimensions of US
underground miners' work-environment perceptions. 469 non-management employees
participated. Perceptions of the interpersonal behaviors of supervisors and of promotion
practices in the mine seemed to have greatest significance for the miners' reports of well-being.
Analyses of the effects of age, seniority, and work assignment yielded few statistically
meaningful associations. Both at Colorado State U., US. # MS. PJ.
Gavin 1980 – See Axelrod and Gavin 1980.
Gaziel, Haim, 2008, “Principals' Performance Assessment: Empirical Evidence from an Israeli
Case Study,” Educational Management Administration and Leadership, Sage, UK, July 2008,
36(3):337-351. Results from semi-structured interviews of eight primary school supervisors and
24 primary school principals revealed that both groups had different perceptions regarding the
principal appraisal purposes, processes, usefulness and effectiveness, which corroborate studies
conducted in other countries. While most supervisors believed that the assessment process was
helpful, 75 percent of principals reported it was a waste of time. Regarding improvement, while
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the supervisors put emphasis on summative assessment and the need for more resources for
supervision, school principals emphasized formative assessment, portfolios, being involved in
the process, and peer assessment. At Bar Ilan University, School of Education, Israel,
gazieth@mail.biu.ac.il [Not on the same page.] # MS. PJ.
Gazier, Bernard, 1997, "Tris et contrôles des salariés dans les organisations: Quelques chasséscroisés entre économie et sociologie," Revue française de sociologie, Sociologie et économie,
FR, July-Sep. 1997, 38(3):525-552. Abstract below in: French, English, German, and Spanish.
Cet article examine quelques composantes centrales de la relation d'emploi et montre que leur
analyse depuis une vingtaine d'années en France a fait jouer une série de chassés-croisés entre
économie et sociologie. Trois entrées sont tour à tour utilisées: l'" employabilité ", le pouvoir et
la rationalité stratégique, et la culture d'entreprise. Bien au-delà des jeux de complémentarité/
concurrence auxquels on pourrait s'attendre, les apports et spécialisations témoignent d'une
dépendance réciproque forte entre les deux disciplines. Celle-ci est repérable dans un ensemble
de torsions et de polarisations liées que subissent les concepts élaborés dans un contexte national
et disciplinaire donné, à l'occasion de leur importation, mobilisation et retraitement dans un autre
contexte. Il semble que les économistes et sociologues impliqués dans ce processus, et qui ont
exploité les marges de manœuvre qu'il recèle, n'ont pas pu, ou n'ont pas voulu, mettre en
évidence et en discussion la dépendance étroite apparue entre ces deux disciplines. ///
This article takes a look at a number of central components in work relations and shows how in
France, over the last twenty years, the analysis of these components has made apparent several
areas of common ground between economics and sociology. Three inputs are systematically
used: employability, strategic power and rationality, and enterprise culture. Well apart from the
expected complementarity and competition between the two disciplines, the results actually show
their strong mutual dependence. This can be observed in a series of related changes and
polarizations, which concepts undergo when they are imported, mobilized, or re-treated in a
different context. It appears that economists and sociologists implicated in this process, making
use of the wide areas of common ground, have either not been able, or not wanted, to bring
forward into debate the close dependence which has appeared between these two disciplines. ///
Dieser Aufsatz prüft einige Kernkomponenten des Beschäftigungsverhältnisses und zeigt, daß
diese Analyse seit ca. zwanzig Jahren in Frankreich ein hin und her zwischen Wirtschaft und
Soziologie ins Spiel brachte. Drei Untersuchungsrichtungen werden nacheinander verfolgt: die
"Beschäftigbarkeit", die Markt und die strategische Rationalität, und die Unternehmensstruktur.
Weit über die Spiele der Komplementarität/ Konkurrenz hinaus, die man hier anzutreffen
vermutet, zeugen die Beiträge und Spezialisierungen eine starke gegenseitige Abhängigkeit
zwischen beiden Disziplinen. Diese Abhängigkeit ist sichtbar in einer Reihe von miteinander
verbundenen Verdrehungen und Polarisierungen, die die in einem gegebenen nationalen und
disziplinarischen Kontext erarbeiteten Konzepte erfahren, anläßlich ihrer Einführung,
Mobilisierung und Nachbehandlung in einem anderen Kontext. Es sieht so aus, als ob die in
diesem Prozeß befindlichen Wirtschaftler und Soziologen, die die Handlungsmöglichkeiten
dieses Prozeßeß durchgearbeitet haben, nicht die enge Abhängigkeit zwischen diesen beiden
Disziplinen aufdecken und zur Diskussion stellen konnten oder wollten. ///
Este artículo examina la relación de algunos componentes centrales sobre el empleo en Francia y
muestra que desde hace veinte años su análisis ha puesto en juego una serie de intercambios
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entre economía y sociología. "La empleabilidad", el poder y la racionalidad estratégica, como la
cultura de empresa son utilizadas una y otra vez como tres puertas de entrada. Mucho mas allá de
los juegos de complementaridad/ competencia de lo que se podría esperar, los aportes y
especializaciones atestiguan una enorme dependencia recíproca entre las dos disciplinas. Esta es
detectable en un conjunto de situaciones ligadas a polarizaciones que soportan los elaborados
conceptos en un contexto nacional y disciplinario determinado, con ocasión de su importación;
movilización y retirada en otro contexto. Parece que los economistas y los sociólogos, que han
explotado los ocultos márgenes de maniobra, implicados en este proceso, no han podido o no han
querido poner en evidencia y en discusión la estrecha dependencia generada entre esas dos
disciplinas. Cited Jaques 1951. # D. PJ.
Geeraerts, Guy, 1984, “The effect of ownership on the organizational structure in small firms,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, US, June, 29(2):232-237. ISSN: 00018392. Results are
presented that show that the relationship between the size of an organization and its structure is
modified by the status of the management of the firm (ownership). These findings may explain
the erratic intersample behavior of correlations between size and structure. It is also argued that
they point to the possible existence of differences in the socialization patterns of managers.
[Aston studies went wrong here.] At Tilburg U., NL. # Misc. PJ. A.
Geiger, R. L., 1954, “The Quality Bogeyman,” The Journal of Industrial Engineering, Sept.
1954, 5(5):7, 25. A danger in quality is trying for perfection. Too many organizations run up
their costs. See Hefner 1951. At American Aluminum Co. SIBL. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Gélinas, Patrice, 2005, “Redefining Total Compensation to Include the Value of Job Security,”
Ivey Business Journal, Ivey Business School, University of Western Ontario, Canada, Nov/Dec
2005, p. 1-7. Gelinas, Patrice. Job security, once the most treasured and tangible benefits of the
smokestack era, is vanishing due to outsourcing and globalization of the job markets. Job
security may not be right for every industry, but where it is right and valued, the promise of job
security can and should be incorporated into an employee’s total compensation package. Also,
job insecurity compromises performance. Gélinas was at Administrative Studies, York U. See
also Jerry Harvey and anaclitic shock: promises may not be enough. Unaware of RO. MS. Pro.
Gellerman, Saul W., 1963, Motivation and Productivity, American Management Association,
NY, NY. A detailed history of the human relations research in the US from the 1920s through
the 1950s. Mayo and Harvard on workers, Likert and Michigan on first line supervisors,
Herzberg and Pittsburgh on professionals. What each discovered and how this led to further
research questions. Described Herzberg’s findings, “This personal growth – attaining an everincreasing mastery over one’s environment – is potentially the most powerful motivation of all,
because unlike other motives it can never really be satisfied” (p. 54-55). [See also p. 173-4]
Cited in Homa Hunt 1967 PhD, p. 125, as similar to Jaques’ concept. Cited in Mumford 1975;
Wattenwyl Related PhD 1967. In NYPL Schw E 12 8; & Clio os HF5548.8 .G28. MS. Bk.
Geneen, Harold S., 1984, “Why Directors Can’t Protect the Shareholders,” Fortune, NY, NY,
Sept. 17, 110:28-32. An exerpt from his book, Managing. Lets hear a few words from Athos
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and Pascale’s CEO bad guy. Maybe he’s got a few insights. Not related to Jaques. (But may be
relevant in the accountability/ financial meltdown in 2008-2009.) Misc. Pop.
Gensollen, Michel, et Nicolas Curien, 1985, “La communication dans un groupe de travail:
l'analyse du fonctionnement interactif et le marché des téléconférences,” Réseaux, Persée, Paris,
France, 3(10):39-74. En français. In French. Jaques cite p. 66. W. PJ.
Gent, Michael J., 1984, “Theory X in Antiquity, or The Bureaucratization of the Roman Army,”
Business Horizons, ScienceDirect Elsevier B.V., Foundation for the Kelley School of Business at
Indiana University, Jan/Feb 1984, 27(1):52-56. This is an extended book review of Connolly,
Peter, 1979, The Roman Army, Silver Burdett, Morristown, NJ (not seen). Between 100 BC and
100 AD the Roman Army moved from a “citizen” based entity to a “professional” army - and
fell into deep corruption. Gent lets the blame fall on Theory X, but it was far more than that.
Legions went from a 3-level hierarchy to 5-levels with lots of staff jobs as they grew in size from
4300 to 5300. Jobs grew simplified and soldiers were motivated by pay, not citizenship. (And
pay-off.) The size of the Army grew from 8 to 28 legions and shifted from conquest to
maintaining the frontier. Centurions were no longer elected, but appointed from above. They
drove the men with brute force as if men were idiots. Then the legions took up residence in
Rome. (The Roman road was different from the modern one, but they got there.) Misc. PJ.
Gentile, Mary C., 2008, "The 21st-Century MBA," Strategy and Business, Booz-Allen, NYC,
US, June 2008, Issue 51, 11 p. Today's curriculum generates a generation of MBAs who lack a
sense of how to manage corporations in the complex, multicultural environment of today’s
global businesses, and who don’t recognize the way that business fits into the broader fabric of
society. Tomorrow's companies will have to be different, or else firms will miss the best and
brightest – and the leaders. # Misc. Pro.
George, Claude S., Jr., 1968, The History of Management Thought, Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, NJ, 209 pages. It began with the Summerians, Egyptians, Hebrews, Chinese, Greeks,
Persians, and Romans - The Code of Hammurabi and all that. Continued into the middle ages
with the Arabs, Venetians, English, Italians, on to the Americans and down to 1960. Cited
Jaques 1951 and Shewhart 1924. Missed Deming. George was dean of UNC B-school at Chapel
Hill. Nicely done. Compare with John Child 1968 on British management thought. Cited in
Srinivasan 1987. Misc. Bk.
George, Jennifer M., 2000, “Emotions and Leadership: The role of emotional intelligence,”
Human Relations, The Tavistock Institute, UK, US, Aug., 53(8):1027-1055. This paper suggests
that feelings (moods and emotions) play a central role in the leadership process. More
specifically, it is proposed that emotional intelligence, the ability to understand and manage
moods and emotions in the self and others, contributes to effective leadership in organizations.
Four major aspects of emotional intelligence, the appraisal and expression of emotion, the use of
emotion to enhance cognitive processes and decision making, knowledge about emotions, and
management of emotions, are described. Emotional intelligence contributes to effective
leadership by focusing on five elements of leader effectiveness: development of collective goals
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and objectives; instilling in others an appreciation of the importance of work activities;
generating and maintaining enthusiasm, confidence, optimism, cooperation, and trust;
encouraging flexibility in decision making and change; and establishing and maintaining a
meaningful identity for an organization. [Well put.] At Rice U., USA. Alt. PJ.
Geraci, John, 1994, "Real Managers Don't Boss," Research-Technology Management, IRI, Nov.Dec. 1994, 37(6):12-13. ~
Gereffi, Gary, Vivek Wadhwa, Ben Rissing, and Ryan Ong, 2008, "Getting the Numbers Right:
International Engineering Education in the United States, China, and India," Journal of
Engineering Education, US, January 2008, p. 13-25. This article challenges the commonly cited
statistics for engineering graduates in the United States, China, and India. The authors argue that
the key issue in engineering education should be the quality of graduates, not just the quantity.
By this measure the U.S. has the strongest education system and is still the leading source of
high-quality engineering talent. # Misc. PJ.
Gereffi, Gary, and Karina Fernandez-Stark, 2010, "The Offshore Services Global Value Chain,"
CGGC, Duke University, Raleigh, NC, US, March, 67 p. Showed the offshore centers – Dublin,
Warsaw, Mumbai, Beijing, Manila, Buenos Aires, and Mexico City. They service other firms in
Europe, India, China, and U.S. In U.S. there are customer service centers. R&D centers are
being opened in India and China. Knowledge, technology, and labor costs have moved there.
The biggest impact was on IT and consulting – both high-end labor services. The global market
is consolidating with local and regional firms finding it harder to compete. Cited Sako 2005,
2009. # Misc. Pamph.
Gergen, David, 2003, “How Presidents Persuade,” Harvard Business Review, Jan2003, 81(1):2021. [An interview by HBR's Gardiner Morse.] David Gergen, was adviser to presidents Nixon,
Ford, Reagan, and Clinton. In politics, “Trust is the coin of the realm.” “To have faith in a
leader, people must also believe in his or her competence and steadiness. That's why it's so
important that leaders have both character and capacity. Each is essential to earning people's
trust.” "Reagan recognized that to stir people, you must give voice to their own deep desires,
inspiring them to believe they can climb mountains they always thought were too high." Thus,
trust leads to persuasion. # Misc. Pro.
Gergen, Kenneth J., Stanley J. Morse, and Katherine Anne Boda, 1974, “Overpaid or
Overworked? Cognitive and Behavioral Reactions to Inequitable Rewards,” Journal of Applied
Social Psychology, Scripta Pub., USA, 4(3):259-274. Equity theory predictions can be
challenged. Subjects overpaid could alter their perceptions of task difficulty and of a fair return
for it. No actual performance differences were found. Studies were conducted in the US and
Italy. Cited Adams, Lawler, Valenzi and Andrews 1971. MS. PJ.
Gerhart, Barry, and George T. Milkovich, 1992, “Employee Compensation: Research and
Practice,” v. 3, chapter 9, p. 481-569, in Dunnette, Marvin D., and Leaetta M. Hough, editors,
1992 [1990-1994], Handbook of Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 2nd edition,
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Consulting Psychologists Press, Palo Alto, CA, in 4 volumes. Identified level, structure,
individual differences, benefits, administration. Pay distributions have important performance
consequences. Endorsed by Bloom 1999. Cited Jaques p. 497; Mahoney p. 510. D. Ch.
Gerhart, Barry A., and Sara L. Rynes, 2003, Compensation: theory, evidence, and strategic
implications, Sage, Thousand Oaks, CA, 310 pages. Cited Jaques 1961, et al, on p. 95 as
evidence to support their version of compensation as the outcome of Tournament Theory due to
a “convex pay structure” with compression at the bottom and extension at the top (winners get
more). Cited Kuethe and Levenson 1964; Mahoney and Weitzel 1978; Mahoney 1979; (and
Herb Simon 1957). [A badly misconstrued reading of Jaques’ equitable pay scale. This is
not what the cited researchers found. See Tang 1996 to explain this sexist nonsense.] Off. Bk.
Gersick, Connie J. G., 1988, “Time and Transition in Work Teams: Toward a New Model of
Group Development,” The Academy of Management Journal, March 1988, 31(1):9-41. In her
1984 Yale dissertation she discovered a two-stage pattern of activity in teams working on tasks
with deadlines. This differed from the literature on team development. Changes were stimulated
by members’ awareness of time and deadlines. This may be a rediscovery that Bion’s social and
t-groups were fundamentally different from workplace task groups (Jaques). She called this midpoint shift “punctuated equilibrium” after Tushman and Romanelli although this was not related
to their strategy work. Cited in Bluedorn and Denhardt article. (See Gersick 1994 article and
Related 1984 PhD.) Teaches at UCLA. Misc. PJ. A.
Gersick, Connie J. G., 1991, “Revolutionary Change Theories: A Multilevel Exploration of the
Punctuated Equilibrium Paradigm,” The Academy of Management Review, Jan. 1991, 16(1):1036. Punctuated equilibrium is contrasted with traditional models of incremental change in six
domains: individual, group, organization, history of science, biology, and physics. This new
theory has broad application for organization studies. There are warnings however. Cited
Romanelli and Tushman 1986. See Sastry 1997 for rebuttal. Alt. PJ. A.
Gersick, Connie J. G., 1994, “Pacing Strategic Change: The Case of a New Venture,” The
Academy of Management Journal, Feb. 1994, 37(1):9-45. Reactive change in organizations is
known, but proactive revolutionary change is not. Can paced change help? Two forms of pacing
were discovered: time-based at temporal milestones, and event-triggered. The two fostered
systematically different patterns of momentum and growth. Did not cite Jaques. (These studies
by Gersick offer a line of inquiry that points toward Jaques’ work and could prove very fruitful.)
Misc. PJ. A.
Gersick, Connie J. G., and Kathy E. Kram, 2002, “High-Achieving Women at Midlife: An
exploratory study,” Journal of Management Inquiry, Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA,
June, 11(2):104-127. In-depth interviews with 10 senior women financial executives (plus group
data) explored the central developmental tasks these women have faced as the first generation of
professional women. Findings broadly supported Daniel Levinson’s model of adult development
(1978, 1996) [derived from Jaques]. Misc. PJ.
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Gerstenfeld, Arthur, 1969, “Employee Absenteeism: New insights, Data reveal external factors,”
Business Horizons, Elsevier Inc., October 1969, 12(5):51-57. No relation was found in research
on two firms between the employee's attitudes toward the company in general, toward his pay, or
toward his work load. However, those workers who felt that their immediate supervisor was
fair were the same employees with few absences. For working mothers the lack of day care
centers is a major contributor to absenteeism. At Boston University. MS. PJ.
Gerwin, Donald, and Linda Moffat, 1997, “Withdrawal of team autonomy during concurrent
engineering,” Management Science, Informs, Sept 1997, 43(9):1275-1287. A study was
conducted to examine the effects of the withdrawal of team autonomy during concurrent
engineering (CE). Findings revealed that the loss of autonomy is negatively correlated with both
task and process aspects of team performance (first and cause not here). Among the
determinants of withdrawing discretion were a lack of shared understanding of the
development process, environmental change, and a lack of managerial belief in team
autonomy. [This is a yo-yo, not a balanced discretion-within-authority as advocated by Jaques.]
Both at Carleton in Ottawa, CA. Off. PJ. A.
Gerzema, John, and Michael D'Antonio, 2011, “The Power of the Post-Recession Consumer,”
Strategy + Business, NY, NY, US, Issue 62, Spring 2011, p. 1-6. An analysis of attitudes and
spending reveals a return to traditional values. Say hello to a lifestyle more focused on
community, connection, quality, and creativity. They also realize that how they spend their
money is a form of power, and are moving from mindless consumption to mindful
consumption, increasingly taking care to purchase goods and services from sellers that meet
their standards and reflect their values. This change in consumer attitudes — visible not only in
the United States but also in other countries affected by the Great Recession — is not a fad or
whim. It is, in part, a reaction to economic hard times. But it is also closely related to the civic
dissatisfaction that is rocking the political establishment, and additionally has some roots in
environmental awareness and changing aspirations. (For another perspective, see “Values vs.
Value,” by Timothy Devinney, Pat Auger, and Giana M. Eckhardt, strategy + business, Spring
2011.) # Misc. Pro.
Getz, Marshall J., 2014, “Henry A. Murray: Brief life of a personality psychologist: 1893-1988,"
Harvard Magazine, US, March-April 2014, 116(4):36-37. Murray developed the Thematic
Apperception Test (TAT) projective personality test in the 1930s at Harvard. The TAT was used
in WWII to help select agents. Jaques studied under him (1941-1942) and used the TAT to help
select Allied officers in the Canadian, British, and American armies. # Misc. Pop.
Gherardi, Silvia, and Antonio Strati, 1988, “The Temporal Dimension in Organizational
Studies,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany, and New York,
9(2):149-164. Organization studies and theories are based on time-free assumptions. Time is
important in decision-making processes, in structuring the internal activities of organizations, for
boundary definition, change, learning and adaption, for levels of analysis, and for phases of
development and strategy. Cited Jaques 1982. MS. PJ. A.
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Ghiselli, Edwin E., 1956, “Occupational Level Measured through Self Perception,” Personnel
Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Summer, 9(2):169-176. Asks many similar questions to
Jaques and comes up with similar evidence on the existence of a natural hierarchy. Top
managers scored higher on intelligence and occupational level self-perception than middle
managers. Skilled and semi-skilled workers were followed by the unskilled workers. Job
proficiency was the same as increased complexity. Coefficients between occupational level
scores and supervisor’s judgment ratings or proficiency (and career ‘ceiling’) was 0.30 for the
managers and -0.33 for the workers. Not strong but there. Pre-Jaques. Supportive. Baruch
Percls. MS. PJ. A.
Ghiselli, Edwin E., 1963, “The Validity of Management Traits in Relation to Occupational
Level,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Summer 1963, 16(2):109-113.
Measured managers on five traits: intelligence, supervisory ability, initiative, self-assurance, and
perceived occupational level - and found the higher the level of the job the higher the score on
these five tests. Also, the higher was the validity of the tests. These traits become more and
more critical the higher the individual was placed. Superiors placed ever greater weight on these
five traits. Intelligence was highest and self-assurance was lowest among them. The relationship
between intelligence and managerial success was curvilinear with intermediate levels having the
highest success. Unaware of RO theory, but supported it. Cited in Most 1990. MS. PJ. A.
Ghiselli, Edwin E., 1963, “Intelligence and Managerial Success,” Psychological Reports, US,
June, 12(3):898. This was a one-page article indicating “the validity of intelligence tests for
managerial positions appears to be quite modest … [and] curvilinear.” Both low and very high
intelligence test scores were less likely to achieve success. Cited in Paskins 1985. See Bingham
and Davis 1924. City Coll. Perls. # Refu. PJ.
Ghiselli, Edwin E., 1963, "Managerial Talent," American Psychologist, American Psychological
Association (APA), Oct. 1963, 18(10):631-642. I have come to the conclusion that important to
managerial success are the traits of intelligence, supervisory ability, initiative, self-assurance and
perceived occupational level. Self-assurance and initiative seem to be of lesser importance than
intelligence, supervisory ability, and perceived occupational level… . Self-realization and
autonomy universally are more important to managers than prestige, social satisfactions, and
even security. The substratum of managerial talent is individuality and the desire for selfrealization through creative activity. [Maslow is in this.] At U. Cal. Berkeley. MS. PJ. A.
Ghiselli, Edwin E., 1969, “The Efficacy of Advancement on the Basis of Merit in Relation to the
Structural Properties of the Organization,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance
[now ...Human Decision Processes], Nov., 4(4):402-413. Found that flat organizations
generated better quality people for promotions than did tall ones. This was related to the size of
the span of control (tall 1:3 and flat 1:20) [definition] and the screening effect of the reduction of
the number of managers at each successive level. “In terms of the quality of personnel advanced
[performed better in the new position], the advantage clearly lies with flat rather than with tall
organizations.” Supported Jaques 1961; Parkinson 1956; Worthy 1950. Refuted his Berkeley
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colleagues, Porter and Lawler, in their attacks on Worthy in the 1960s. (Ghiselli cited only his
own work.) See Ghiselli 1969 ch. Cited by Skvoretz & Mayhew 1988. Refu. PJ. A.
Ghiselli, Edwin E., 1969, “Managerial Talent,” chapter (p. 212-239) in Wolfle, Dael Lee, ed.,
1969, The Discovery of Talent, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 316 pages. “Managerial
talent has a heavy intellectual component .... It does involve the capacity to see and to develop
novel solutions to problems” (p. 235). (From a 1963 lecture.) See Ghiselli 1969 article. NYPL
Hum Genl Res D-19 4477. MS. Ch. UP. A.
Ghiselli, Edwin E., and Douglas A. Johnson, 1970, “Need Satisfaction, Managerial Success, and
Organizational Structure,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, 23:569-576.
Managers who have needs for autonomy and self-actualization are more likely to achieve success
in flat organizations. The measure of success was obtained by referencing the organizational
level the individual attained to the average level reached by managers of the same age. This
stands in contrast to Porter and Lawler, Ghiselli’s colleagues at the Berkeley psychology
department. (See Mullen et al 1987; Ghiselli and Siegel 1972.) (Johnson got his Related PhD at
Berkeley in 1971 on equity theory.) Refu. PJ. A.
Ghiselli, Edwin E., 1971, Explorations in Managerial Talent, Goodyear Publishing, Pacific
Palisades, CA, 166 p. A key element of managerial talent is the ability to supervise subordinates.
Corr. of intelligence with managerial proficiency was .27 (see Fig. 8). This stands in contrast to
Porter and Lawler, but book is on traits. Not City Coll. CUNY JJay HF5500.2 .G5. Misc. Bk.
Ghiselli, Edwin E., and Jacob P. Siegel, 1972, “Leadership and Managerial Success in Tall and
Flat Organization Structures,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Winter,
25(4):617-624. Found support for Worthy 1959. In flat organizations managers must act on
their own yet must also keep control of the governance of the group. In tall organizations
managers who limited the sharing of information advanced more rapidly (viz. Ghiselli and
Johnson 1970). This contrasts with Porter and Lawler - again. (Siegel got his PhD at Berkeley
in 1968.) Refu. PJ. A.
Ghosh, Partha S., 1989, "Building a Competitive Economy: Lessons from The East Asian
Experience," Indian Management, India, 28(2):33-43. India can learn much from "the economic
growth experience" of Japan and other East Asian countries including the process of problem
solving, the process of managing major revolution and/or transformation, and the process of
continuously upgrading the socio-economic fabric of a country by establishing meaningful links
worldwide. Myths have clouded Indian thinking for several decades. Indian companies have
three current weaknesses: (1) They lack a global view on opportunities. (2) Their strategic
thinking regarding management of product development, design, and delivery is inadequate, and
(3) they have poor discipline in implementing planned development. Specific tasks were
recommended including quality management of people, customer orientation, and obsession with
perfection. NOT in Clio os. NYPL SIBL M-10 8297 v. 28. # MS. PJ.
Ghosh, Partha S., 1989, "Building a Competitive Economy: Lessons from The East Asian
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Experience," Indian Management, India, 28(2):33-43. India can learn much from "the economic
growth experience" of Japan and other East Asian countries including the process of problem
solving, the process of managing major revolution and/or transformation, and the process of
continuously upgrading the socio-economic fabric of a country by establishing meaningful links
worldwide. Myths have clouded Indian thinking for several decades. Indian companies have
three current weaknesses: (1) They lack a global view on opportunities. (2) Their strategic
thinking regarding management of product development, design, and delivery is inadequate, and
(3) they have poor discipline in implementing planned development. Specific tasks were
recommended including quality management of people, customer orientation, and obsession with
perfection. NOT in Clio os. NYPL SIBL M-10 8297 v. 28. # MS. PJ.
Ghosh, S., 1958-59 ?, “Workers’ Participation in Management: Its Meaning, Purpose and Form,”
Indian Journal of Labour Economics: the quarterly journal of the Indian Society of Labour
Economics, Lucknow, India, 1(-):409. Defines workers’ participation, divides its purpose in two
parts, economic and social. Describes joint consultation, co-determination or co-management
and works’ control in three forms of participation. [SIBL begins with vol. 2. SIBL JBL 95-82.
Not in CUNY. Clio Offsite HD4811 .In8. [Cite of Brown 1948 ?] Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Ghosh, Somnath, Vijay Aggarwal, and Ishwar Dayal, 1992, “Towards Developing an Open
System in an Educational Institution: An Experiment that Failed?” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad,
India, April-June, 17(2):3-13. Faculty feedback sessions can be used to surface and analyze the
complex forces in the institution. But they also expose the conflicting elements in managing the
institution. Jaques not cited. Cited J. Harvey 1974; Katz & Kahn 1966; Becher & Kogan 1980.
At IIM Lucknow; MDI, Gurgaon, IN. # Misc. PJ.
Ghoshal, Sumantra, and Christopher A. Bartlett, 1994, "Linking Organizational Context and
Managerial Action: The Dimensions of Quality Management." Strategic Management Journal,
Wiley, US, Summer 1994, 15:91-112. Special Issue on New Strategy Paradigms edited by C.K.
Prahalad and Gary Hamel. Organizational context is created and renewed through tangible and
concrete management actions. The context, in turn, influences the actions of all those within the
company. In this article, we elaborate this theme of an interactive development of context and
action that, we argue, lies at the core of a company's management process and is a key influencer
of its performance. Based on a longitudinal field-study in one company, we identify discipline,
stretch, trust and support as the primary dimensions of organizational context and we describe
how each of these dimensions can be developed and how these dimensions, in turn, influence the
levels of individual initiative, mutual cooperation and collective learning within companies.
Shaping the organizational context, we suggest, is the central task of general managers and we
propose our model of context as a way to assess an organization's quality of management. [NonRO and pre-RO should score lower than post-RO. Testable?] Cited by Penrose 2008. See
Mitton 1969. Misc. PJ. A.
Ghoshal, Sumantra, and Peter Moran, 1996, “Bad for Practice: A Critique of the Transaction
Cost Theory,” The Academy of Management Review, Jan., 21(1):13-47. Authors argue that O. E.
Williamson’s version of TCE was fundamentally flawed and as advocated by its adherents is
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“not only wrong but also dangerous for corporate managers.” Organizations are not
substitutes for market failure. They have governance advantages based on their own logic and
assumptions. Authors identify advantages for the “organization economy.” They show the
debilitating assumptions and limited applications of TCE. Opportunism is not a universal
motive and thus managerial discretion is not an evil. In fact, it is a necessity. A response to
Williamson 1995 book. This is a powerful counter to TCE and by inference, a boost to Jaques’
concept of discretion for every role. Based on Peter Moran’s Related 1999 PhD at Insead. Not
on Jaques’ theory, but an excellent defence of management and riposte to misguided,
imperialistic economics. See Goronzy and Gray 1974. See Hendry 2002. Reply: Williamson
responded and Moran and Ghoshal replied (each talking past the other): Refu. PJ. A.
Williamson, Oliver E., 1996, “Economic Organization: The Case for Candor,” The
Academy of Management Review, Jan., 21(1):48-57.
Moran, Peter, and Sumantra Ghoshal, 1996, “Theories of Economic Organization: The
Case for Realism and Balance,” The Academy of Management Review, Jan., 21(1):58-72.
Ghoshal, Sumantra, Christopher A. Bartlett, and Peter Moran, 1999, "A New Manifesto for
Management," Sloan Management Review, Cambridge, MA, US, Spring99, 40(3):9-20. The
corporation has emerged as a powerful social and economic institution of modern society. Yet,
corporations and managers are suffering from a profound social ambivalence. The authors call
on managers to act out a positive role. The new role for management breaks from the narrow
economic assumptions of the past to recognize that modern societies are not market
economies. The growth of firms and, therefore, economies is dependent on the quality of their
management. Rather than value appropriators, companies are value creators. # Misc. Pro.
Ghoshal, Sumantra, and Heike Bruch, 2004, "Reclaim Your Job," Harvard Business Review, US,
Mar2004, 82(3):41-45. 5p. Wd Cnt: 3520. ISSN: 00178012. Ask most managers what gets in
the way of their success, and you'll hear the familiar litany of complaints: Not enough time.
Limited resources. No clear sense of how their work fits into the grand corporate scheme. These
are, for the most part, excuses. The negative is fear of the consequences of making their own
decisions and acting accordingly. Fully 90% of the executives the authors have studied over the
past few years wasted their time and frittered away their productivity, despite having welldefined projects, goals, and the necessary knowledge to get their jobs done. Such managers
remain trapped in inefficiency because they assume they do not have enough personal
discretion or control. [They are inside the system created by top executives. Correctly
identified the immediate source of the waste - fear - but incorrectly identified the organizational
remedy.] The authors properly identified many of the fantasy-barriers that managers who are
under-capable see blocking their paths to action. They failed to understand only a manager
capable at the level of the role will take action. And roles often get changed while the incumbent
stays. Effective managers, by contrast, take charge of their jobs by developing trust in their own
judgment and adopting long-term, big-picture views to fulfill personal goals that match the
organization’s. (Excerpts from their 2004 book, A Bias for Action.) Cited Stewart, Rosemary,
1967, 1982. At London Business, UK, and U. St. Gallen in CH. heike.bruch@unisg.ch Teach.
See Bentz 1987. At LBS (UK); U. St. Gallen (CH). # MS. Pro.
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Ghoshal, Sumantra, 2005, “Bad Management Theories are Destroying Good Management
Practices,” Academy of Management Learning and Education, Briarcliff Manor, NY, March,
4(1):75-91. Published posthumously. Observed economics was taking over management. This
was a rebuttal to the individualistic amoral perspective of the Chicago School (and Milton
Friedman) in Economics, Sociology, and Management. Agency theory lacked face validity
and empirical support yet it continued to grow and dominate academic research. Human
intention was denied in the pursuit of neutral, “objective science.” This has transformed these
social sciences into Hayek’s “pretense of knowledge” (1989). Many people commented in
support of this article (p. 92-113): Walter Nord, Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Jeffrey Pfeffer, John
Gapper, Donald C. Hambrick, Henry Mintzberg, and Lex Donaldson. [This article echoed many
arguments by Jaques regarding the social sciences over the prior decades and also in his final
summas. See Jaques 1982 (FEFE), 2002 (LBLO), 2003 (Ethics ...), 2005 (On Trust ...).] See
Bennis and O’Toole 2005. Refu. PJ.
Gibb, Cecil A., 1954, « Leadership » dans Handbook of Social Psychology, vol. 2 (éd. Lindzey),
Addison Westley, Cambridge, MA, US. p. 877-920. p. 904. (1985. 3rd edn.) A widely cited
essay depicting the three major styles of leadership: authoritarian, democratic, and laissez-faire.
(This last one is not leadership, so it is out.) All leadership is interactional and is on a continuum
between democratic and authoritarian. [Not much help here.] CUNY Htr Mn HM251 .L485
1954. Cited in Holmes 1966; Levy 1985; many others. Then at Dartmouth Coll. # Misc. Ch.
Gibb, Jack R., 1961, "Defensive Communication," Journal of Communication, Annenberg
School Press, UPA, Philadelphia, PA, 11(3):141-148. ONR. Communications is also a people
process. There are two types of reactions to communications: one defensive, the other
supportive. Communications set the tone and fairly simply. Defensiveness is set off by an
attitude of evaluation, control, strategy, neutrality, superiority, or certainty. Supportive can be
set off by description, problem orientation, spontaneity, empathy, equality, and provisionalism.
One alteration is to reduce the degree of defensiveness. [Cited in many journals outside the
communications field.] Cited in Gordon 1988. CUNY Htr Mn perls. # MS. PJ.
Gibb, Jack R., 1965, "Fear and Facade: Defensive Management," chapter (p. 197-214) in
Farson, Richard E., ed., 1965, Science and Human Affairs, Science & Behavior, Palo Alto, Cal.,
US, 214 p. An excellent outline of how managers could create mistrust. A list managers made
set forth the policies and practices they saw as creating mistrust. [Golly, that's the way it is done
now.] Examples of interpersonal trust at different hierarchical levels. No Index. See Luhmann
1979; Barber 1983. Jaques not cited. Cited by Atwater 1988. Not in NYPL, Clio. CUNY
Lehman Coll., City, Brooklyn - BF149 .F35. At Mich. State & NTL. Teach. # MS. Ch.
Gibb, J., 1993, "Soft Methods in Shell," talk to London and South East Operational Research
Society, UK, 22 September 1993. Cited by Rosenhead 1996. Not seen. Misc.
Gibbons, Robert, and Lawrence F. Katz, 1991, “Layoffs and Lemons,” Journal of Labor
Economics, U. Chicago Press, US, Oct91, 9(4):351-380. We provide indirect theoretical and
empirical analyses of an asymmetric-information model of layoffs. When firms have discretion
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with respect to whom to lay off, the market infers that laid-off workers are of low ability. No
negative inference is warranted if workers are displaced in a plant closing. Post-displacement
wages should be lower and post-displacement unemployment spells should be longer for those
displaced by layoffs than for those displaced by plant closings. Pre-displacement wages should
not differ by cause of displacement. Evidence on displaced workers from Current Population
Surveys supports all three of our predictions. [‘The market’ is other HR managers.] Cited
Akerloff 1970, 1976; Greenwald 1986. At Cornell U.; NBER; Harvard U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Gibbons, Robert, and Michael Waldman, 1999, “A Theory of Wage and Promotion Dynamics
inside Firms,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, Nov., 114(4): 13211358. Noted the differential frequency of raises and promotions among employees. A
framework that integrates job assignment, human-capital acquisition, and learning also captures
several empirical findings concerning wage and promotion dynamics inside firms, including the
following. First, real-wage decreases are not rare but demotions are. Second, wage increases are
serially correlated. Third, promotions are associated with large wage increases. Fourth, wage
increases at promotion are small relative to the difference between average wages across levels
of the job ladder. Fifth, workers who receive large wage increases early in their stay at one level
of the job ladder are promoted quickly to the next. (Like the Matthew effect, the fast get faster.)
Cited Mayer’s 1960 “scale of operations effect,” which was based on Jaques 1956. See Fair
1971, Grubb 1985. See Waldman 1984a, 1984b, G&W 2006. See Smeets and Warzynski 2008.
At MIT, and Cornell. MS. PJ. A.
Gibbons, Robert, and Michael Waldman, 2004, “Task-Specific Human Capital,” The American
Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings, Nashville, TN, May 2004, 94(2):203-207.
Beginning with the Gary Becker 1964, most of the literature concerning human capital has
focused on the concepts of general-purpose and firm-specific human capital. However, taskspecific human capital is potentially as prevalent and important as are the others. Clearly,
much human-capital acquisition involves becoming more proficient at the task or tasks being
performed. Thus, rather than human capital going unutilized when a worker switches firms,
human capital goes unutilized when a worker switches jobs and is assigned a new set of tasks,
whether the switch entails staying within the same firm or moving across firms. (This is the
same as X-Efficiency.) See Waldman 1984a, 1984b. At MIT, and Cornell. MS. PJ. A.
Gibbons, Robert, and Michael Waldman, 2006, “Enriching a Theory of Wage and Promotion
Dynamics inside Firms,” Journal of Labor Economics, Chicago, IL, Jan 2006, 24(1):59-108. In
previous work, we explained several empirical findings concerning wage and promotion
dynamics inside firms (G&W 1999). In this article, we extend that model in two ways. First, we
incorporate schooling. Second, and more important, we show that introducing "task-specific"
human capital allows us to produce cohort effects. We further argue that task-specific human
capital is a realistic concept and may have many important implications. (In the right direction.)
See Waldman 1984a, 1984b. At MIT, and Cornell. MS. PJ. A.
Gibbs, Michael J., Kenneth A. Merchant, Wim A. Van der Stede, and Mark E Vargus, 2005,
“The Benefits of Evaluating Performance Subjectively,” Performance Improvement, Silver
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Spring, MD, May/June 2005, 44(5):26-32. Performance evaluation is a key element in the
human performance technology (HPT) model (Van Tiem, Moseley, & Dessinger, 2004).
Evaluations can affect many different management actions, such as job assignments, promotions,
bonuses, and performance interventions (Baker, Jensen, & Murphy, 1988; Murphy & Cleveland,
1995; Prendergast, 1999). Performance evaluations can be to classify performance evaluations is
in terms of the extent of subjectivity used in the evaluation process. Despite the problems its use
can cause, subjectivity in evaluating performance is important to the allocation of incentives
(even in situations where objective evaluations would be feasible). Misc. PJ.
Gibney, Frank, 1982, Miracle by Design: The Real Reasons behind Japan's Economic Success,
Times Books, NY, NY, USA, 239 p. A book by a successful American businessman who lived
and worked in Japan for over 10 years. Fluent in Japanese. This is NOT an academic book but
written by a businessman explaining what Japanese managers did and why. Gibney used
Japanese methods to build successful multimillion dollar businesses in Japan. This is far better
than Peters and Waterman, or Ouchi, or Pascale. Does not mention Brown or Jaques but does
mention Nikkeiren, Deming, and Juran. Quotes at the beginning of each chapter. THIS IS IT.
Cited in Besser 1993 and 1995. CUNY Baruch, Htr Mn, JJay HD70 .J3 G52 1982. Teach. This
is appropriate at college level. Misc. Bk.
Gibson, Cyrus F., and Richard L. Nolan, 1974, “Managing the four stages of EDP growth,”
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, US, Jan/Feb74, 52(1):76-88. How the EDP department
ought to grow or what management ought to be doing about the department at each stage of its
growth. Here is a convenient categorization for placing the life crises of the EDP department in
perspective. The four stages are: initiation, expansion, formalization, matutity - and post-stage 4.
All have to be managed. The technology changes and the report requests from management
expand, but the human issues are the most complex for EDP. Showed how these human issues
change shape as a company moves through the four stages of EDP development. This
framework was useful in identifying issues and in evaluating and controlling the growth of EDP.
Not on Jaques or RO. At HBS. # Misc. Pro.
Gibson, Cyrus F., 2003, “IT-enabled Business Change: an approach to understanding and
managing risk,” MIS Quarterly Executive, Kelley School, Indiana U., Bloomington, IN,
2(2):104-115. Why IT-enabled projects fail. 30% to 70% of IT projects do not live up to
expectations. These projects have grown in size, scope and cost. Senior management is failing
to (1) assess business risk up front, (2) mitigate the costs, and (3) adjusting project management
to lessen the risks. These three steps will increase the chances of success. Information
Technology. SIBL JBM 02-575 (nix) (Last Received: June 2003 v.2 no.2.) At MIT. Also
formerly at CSC Index. Misc. PJ.
Gibson, J., 1975, “Events are Perceivable but Time is Not,” The Study of Time, 2(2). Not seen.
~
Gibson, R. Oliver, and Herold G. Hunt, 1965, The School Personnel Administrator, Houghton
Mifflin, Boston, MA, 493 p. (Confusion over first name: Robert.) Cited Jaques 1956 on p. 253,
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Ch. 10. Not in NYPL. City Coll. (missing), Htr Mn, & Lehman Coll. LB2831.5 G5. W. Bk.
Gibson, R. Oliver, 1966, "Toward a Conceptualization of Absence Behavior of Personnel in
Organizations," Administrative Science Quarterly, US, June 1966, 11(1):107-133. 27p. ISSN:
0001-8392. This paper proposes a conceptualization based upon concepts of the need-oriented
individual and the goal-oriented organization linked together by contract to explain the
conflicting findings on absences of personnel. Cited Behrend 1959. Jaques not cited. Professor
of Education at SUNY Buffalo. # Misc. PJ. A.
Gibson, R. Oliver, 1968, "A General Systems Approach to Decision-Making in Schools",
Journal of Educational Administration, MCB UP Ltd., Bradford, UK; U. of New England, AU,
May, 6(1):13-32. Educational administration still relies greatly on “wise” generalizations from
the experiences of outstanding practitioners. The person must be both a humanist and a scientist
by using common sense. Recent emphasis in decision-making has tended to shift to the expert
and the technician based on scientific knowledge about human behavior. A decision is a
prediction of future events and involves (1) monitoring, (2) control (diagnosis, selection,
transformation) and (3) action. Cited Jaques 1956; Kolaja 1963; S. Beer 1964; Boulding 1956;
von Bertalanffy 1951, 1960; Patchen 1965. [Kolaja confirmed Jaques.] Cuny Hunter Mn MF.
Clio, TC, NYPL since 1999. [Seen but not copied. Then Hunter tossed it 11/10.] At SUNY
Buffalo. NYPL ILL: Cornell U., Mann Liby in Ithaca. LB 2979 .A1 .J86. # Rp. PJ.
Gibson, R. Oliver, and Richard A. King, 1977, "An Approach to Conceptualizing Competency of
Performance in Educational Administration," Educational Administration Quarterly, US, Feb.
1977, 13(3):17-30. doi: 10.1177/0013161X7701300305. Three major areas of competence in
educational administration are explored within a framework of social action. They include the
ability to explain and predict changes in the objective setting, to understand human meaning and
intentionality, and to act on the basis of those explanations and understandings. Specific
examples of administrative problems are explored within this conceptualization to develop
several hypotheses for use in the preparation of educational administrators. Cited Jaques 1961;
Gibson 1968. At SUNY Buffalo; UNM. # Rp. PJ.
Gibson, Roland Oliver, 1978, wrote seven chapters - 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 - in: Jaques,
Elliott, with Roland O. Gibson, and D. John Isaac (eds.), Levels of Abstraction in Logic and
Human Action, Heinemann, London, UK. Available from Cason Hall Publishers. ~
Gibson, Roland, 1999, The Disappearance of God and Science, The Book Guild, Sussex, U.K.
Cited by Jaques in The Life and Behavior. ~
Giddens, Anthony, 1987, Social Theory and Modern Sociology, Polity Press, Cambridge, 310 p.
Chapter “Time and Social Organization,” (p. 140-165) used by Barbara E. Adam in her Related
1988 PhD. Originally a 1984 lecture at U. Uppsala. Cited Fox 1974 once. W. Ch.
Gifford, Walter S., 1928, “Does Business Want Scholars?” Harper’s Magazine, New York, NY,
May, 156:671-674. Gifford was CEO of AT&T and Western Electric, 1925-1949 (selected by
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Vail, who was himself selected by Morgan). This study of 3,806 AT&T employees who were
college graduates showed those in the top 10 percent of their classes were paid 55 percent above
median of the group. Those in the top third were paid 20 percent above median vs 20 percent
less than median for those in the bottom third. This divergence only began 5 years after
graduation and increased across their careers. (See Gifford’s chart.) Cited by Strong 1938, p.
567. [This predates Jaques’ earnings progression curves (1958, 1961, 1968). Jaques noted this
study did not correct the raw pay data by the Earnings Index and was based around a mean, so it
did not produce the earnings progression curve. The details of this study are not available to
answer Jaques’ critique. But, mild deflation was the concern for the prior half-century.] One
final note: this article was written while Elton Mayo and his Harvard associates were conducting
their experiments at Western Electric’s Hawthorne (IL) plant. See Haire, Ghiselli, and Gordon,
1967; Homa Hunt 1967 PhD; Creedy and Hart 1979; Levy & Murnane 1992. MS. PJ.
Gil, Nuno, Jeffrey Pinto, and Hedley Smyth, 2011, "Trust in Relational Contracting and as a
Critical Organizational Attribute," Chapter 18 (p. 438-460) in Morris, Peter W. G., Jeffrey K.
Pinto and Jonas Söderlund, eds., 2011, Oxford Handbook of Project Management, Oxford U.
Press, Oxford, UK; NY, NY, US, 550 p. Focus was on contracting between firms. Traditional
contracting added transaction costs and even put the joint project in jeopardy. Only by allowing
relationship-building could the shift to a more efficient and effective modus operandi be
accomplished. Reputation was key but may be short-lived and up-front. Even so, a conceptual
and practical tension existed between trust and confidence. Das, Fox, Jaques not cited. Cited
Sako 1992; Rousseau 1998; Bechky 2006. Clio Bus HD69 .P75 .O95 2011. # Misc. Ch.
Gil, Peter P., and Warren G. Bennis, 1968, “Science and Management: Two Cultures,” The
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, Sage, Thousand Oaks, CA, March, 4(1):74-108. doi:
10.1177/002188636800400104. [Invited comments p. 109-124 by J. C. Bailey, W. R. Dill, L. L.
Ferguson, Mason Haire, and Col. L. F. Urwick. doi: 10.1177/002188636800400105.] Used C.
P. Snow’s 1959 metaphor, that science is a different culture from the literary humanities. Here
management (i.e. the practitioner) is posed as the opposite to science. Content analysis ensued.
The effects of the behavioral scientists’ anti-authoritarian bias were clear right here - ‘even
fear’ - right from the get-go. They were drawn toward rationalism as a form of authority and
an interrelated systems approach. (This is a big part of the problem in getting the theory
accepted in academia.) The practitioners were drawn toward legitimate organizational
authority - and its use in suppressing opposition. Science was in its heyday. (The assumptions
were that individual and organizational goals were incompatible and fulfilled the needs of
neither.) See Bennis 1962, 1981. Clio Offsite H1 .J53 (v.1 (1965)-v.6 (1970)). Baruch.
Teach. # # MS. PJ. A.
Gilbert, Daniel, 2005, Stumbling on Happiness, Knopf, New York, NY 304 p. Gilbert is a
psychologist. What distinguishes us as human beings from other animals is our interest in
predicting the future. Our desire to control is so powerful, and the feeling of being in control
so rewarding, that people often act as though they can control the uncontrollable,” Gilbert writes.
It is by trying to exert some control over our futures that we attempt to be happy. But we are
really bad at that predictive function (“prospection”). Why we are so terrible? (With thanks to
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Macolm Gladwell) (A bestseller.) (False prediction and false time-horizon should be
investigated vigorously since it may impact interviews and this theory.) Unaware of the theory.
See Lambert 2007, Maslow 1962, Langer 2006. Misc. Bk.
Gilbert, Thomas F., 1978, Human Competence: Engineering Worthy Performance, McGrawHill, New York, NY, 376 p. A wise but particular book. Not on RO but ... Advocated formal
“leisure” on the job: “time allowed before it is too late” and “an opportunity afforded by freedom
from occupations.” We need leisure to attain competence through learning: to convert potential
into human capital (double loop learning). [George Ordiorne, Management and the Activity
Trap, 1973.] (See p. 10 and 169.) (Reply to Senge and Argyris?) Motivation has little to do
with work compared to other elements in the workplace, is internal to the person, is the hardest
to access or to alter, and has the least leverage on performance or results. Those who focus on it
are a cult - with sub-cults of work quantity, data knowledge, and subconscious motivation. The
key is Levels of Vantage in the assessment of competence (e.g. Lee at Gettysburg). “Of course,
talent, ability, and special skills become increasingly important in poorly designed performance
systems” (p. 168). “The greatest effect we can have on people’s motives comes through indirect
means, by improving the environment: improving incentives, information, work tools, and the
assignment of greater responsibility or the redesign of the job” (p. 169). “Them is ducks.”
Cited in Otley 1982 (not herein). In SIBL JSE 78-1145. Clio Offsite LB 1062.6 .G54 (Baruch
same) Refu. Bk.
Gilbreth, Lillian M., and W. L. Jaffe, 1960, "Management's Past – A Guide to Its Future,"
chapter (p. 5-15) in Sizelove, Oliver J., and Marshall Anderson, eds., 1960, 50 Years Progress in
Management 1910-1960, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, NY, NY, US, 329 p.
Norbert Wiener's admonition about the "inhuman" use of human beings (1950) - "... any use of a
human being in which less is demanded of him, and less attributed to him than his full status is a
degradation and a waste ... " - is as applicable to the engineer as to those who operate the
machines he designs. A warning largely ignored. (L. P. Alford was a revelation. He did as
much as anyone to ensure the emergence of management from 1912 to 1934.) Dewey: 658.082
H513. Baruch, NYU, Clio os HD30 .A5. # Misc. Ch.
Gilchrist, Ronald Reid, 1971, Managing for Profit: the added value concept, Allen and Unwin,
London, UK, 165 p. Discussed EJ's time span theory but decided in favor of the market theory.
See article 1971. At Urwick Intl., Sydney, AU. CUNY Hunter Mn HD47.5 .G55. Cr. Bk.
Gilchrist, Ronald Reid, 1971, “The Employee's Share of Company Income,” Compensation and
Benefits Review, UK, 3:60-64. Article version of a chapter from Managing for Profit. Discussed
EJ's time span theory but decided in favor of the market theory. At Urwick Intl., AU. # Cr. PJ.
Giles, Brian A., and Gerald V. Barrett, 1971, “Utility of Merit Increases,” Journal of Applied
Psychology, APA, April, 55(2):103-109. Used four frames of reference to determine the
relationship between merit pay increases and satisfaction for 157 professional employees of an
electronics firm. Percentage of equitable merit increase and the power function gave the best fit.
Each dollar of merit increase had increased utility. Diminishing utility was not supported. For
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10 percent of sample satisfaction was not a monotonic increasing function of dollars. Results
were contrary to accepted economic theory but consistent with equity theory. (Contradicted
Porter and Lawler 1968. See replication by Schuster, Colletti and Knowles 1973.) At U.
Rochester. Refu. PJ. A.
Gill, John, 1995, “Building Theory from Case Studies,” Journal of Small Business and
Enterprise Development, Emerald, MCB UP Ltd., Bradford, UK, 2(2):71-75. On methodology.
When case material is used confusion surrounds the distinctions between qualitative data,
inductive logic and case study research. The theory process lacks clarity. Several cases in which
the author has been personally involved are used as illustrations. The extremes are a single,
depth case study and comparative logic on multiple case studies. (How does one look at
Glacier?) See Eisenhardt 1989. Abstract seen. Not in Clio, CUNY, NYPL, NYU. Online only
since 2003. Misc. PJ.
Gill, John, and Phil Johnson, 2002, Research Methods for Managers, (3rd edn.), Sage
Publications, London, UK, 234 p. A textbook. Cited Glacier Metal in depth in chapter 5 (p. 5474), as an example of 'action research' in action, how the status of the researcher was negotiated,
etc. A case example. Managers saw bringing a solution to the problem was a test of
validity, whereas the academics saw high correlations and a causal model as validity. "A
necessary reading for those managers - both of the student and/or practising variety - who in their
search for a coherent and hard identity have chosen to see themselves as men and women of
action rather than theorisers." (Alex Weich, Westminster B-School). Cited Schein and Evered
1978, Schein 1987. SIBL JBE 91-1314. Rp. Bk.
Gillen, Dennis J., and Stephen J. Carroll, 1985, "Relationship of managerial ability to unit
effectiveness in more organic versus more mechanistic departments," Journal of Management
Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Nov., 22(6):668–676. A test of Burns and Stalker – The
correlation between overall managerial ability and unit effectiveness is significantly higher in the
organic units than in the mechanistic units and in the mixed units at the 0.05 level. The data
support the primary hypothesis that an organizational unit’s structural characteristics may act as
a substitute for certain managerial skills thus influencing the relationship of such abilities to unit
effectiveness. Dubin 1965 refuted. (Managerial ability does matter.) Fiedler 1971 supported.
Jaques not cited. Cited in Cockerill et al 1995, 2007; DeRue and Wellman 2009. # Misc. PJ.
GIM, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1968. Glacier Institute of Management. Schedules of courses offered
and books in advertisements in BJIR. [In several files.] (None in BJIR in 1967, 1969-1972.) ~
Ginsberg, Ari, and Michael Hay, 1994, “Confronting the challenges of corporate
entrepreneurship: Guidelines for venture managers,” European Management Journal, London,
UK, Dec 1994, 12(4):382-389. Corporate entrepreneurship is both a top down and a bottom up
process reliant on the initiatives emanating from below as much as on the creation of a receptive
climate from above. Specific recommendations for venture managers to protect the autonomy
and flexibility of the venture. (Near to Honda.) At NYU and at LBS. MS. PJ.
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Ginzberg, Eli, 1982, "The mechanization of work," Scientific American, US, Sept., 247(3):66-75.
doi: 10.1038/scientificamerican0982-66. A history of work specialization since Adam Smith in
1776 with the worker loss of challenge and responsibility, through the era of mass production, to
the present micro-chips. Not Jaques. Cited in Alcalay & Pasick 1983. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Gioia, Dennis A., and Charles Manz, 1985, “Linking Cognition and Behaviour: A Script
Processing Interpretation of Vicarious Learning,” Academy of Management Review, 10(3):527539. The ordering of knowledge for the purpose of comprehension and action appears to be
closely related to organization modeling and learning. Did not cite Jaques or Quinn. Cited in
Allsop PhD 1996; Zohar & Luria 2003. MS. PJ. A.
Gioia, Dennis A., and Henry P. Sims, Jr., 1986, “Social Cognition in Organisations,”
Introduction (p. 9-19) in Sims, Henry P., Jr., eds., 1986, The Thinking Organisation: Dynamics
of Social Cognition, Jossey Bass, San Francisco, CA, 375 pages. This anthology focuses on the
connection between action and cognition. The capability to handle complexity and to
conceptualize strategic abstractions appear to be closely related to the leadership function.
Several other chapters are also relevant to Jaques, see: Downey and Brief; and Finney and
Mitroff. Cited in Allsop PhD 1996. MS. Ch.
Gioia, Dennis A., and Clinton O. Longnecker, 1994, “Delving into the dark side: The politics of
executive appraisal,” Organizational Dynamics, AMA, Winter 1994, 22:47-58. Politics can play
a sinister role in executive appraisals. This happens whenever a higher-ranking executive uses
the appraisal to enhance, control, promote self-interests or organizational interests through the
appraisal of subordinate executives. The higher one rises the more political the appraisal process
becomes. Agenda plays a role rather than performance. [The lack of any appeals process at that
level in US corporations guarantees politics.] The appraisal becomes a control tool over people
and resources. Consequences are the undermining of organizational goals and performance and
the exposure of the firm to litigation after termination. See Longnecker 1987 AME, 1988 SMR,
1989 BH (not herein). Baruch Perls. MS. PJ.
Gittell, Jody Hoffer, 2000, “Paradox of Coordination and Control,” California Management
Review, Berkeley, CA, Spring, 42(3):101-117. On accountability and supervision in horizontal
coordination. Contrasted American Airlines with Southwest. This may be a response to Michael
Porter in HBR 1996 (q.v.). Coordination is not achieved by creating “a flat organization based
on performance measurement and little supervision. Rather it is better to build an organization
based on cross-functional accountability to diffuse blame, with adequate supervisory staffing to
provide coaching and feedback.” (This is convoluted but is partly right.) Unaware of Jaques.
Refu. Pro.
Gittell, Jody Hoffer, 2001, "Supervisory Span, Relational Coordination and Flight Departure
Performance: A Reassessment of Postbureaucracy Theory," Organization Science, INFORMS,
US, Jul/Aug2001, 12(4):468-483. 16p. ISSN: 10477039. I find that 'small' supervisory spans
improve performance through their positive effects on group process. In particular, supervisors
with smaller spans achieved higher results through working with, and providing intensive
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coaching and feedback to their direct reports. Cited Bell 1967; Porter & Lawler 1964. Not
Worthy; nor Jaques cited. At HBS. # Misc. PJ. A.
Gittell, Jody Hoffer, 2005, The Southwest Airlines Way: Using the Power of Relationships to
Achieve High Performance, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY., 319 p. Gittell examined and compared
Southwest and American Airlines. Teams at SW were cross-functional. American, under
Crandall, embraced military-style functional deployment , accountability for results, precision,
and fear. American lost money; SW was profitable. P 28 cited in Dattner 2011. Clio Bus
HE9803 .S68 G588 2007. Clio e-bk. Misc. Bk.
Glacier Institute of Management, 1966, “The Individual in Employment - Basic Factors,” Brief
No. 8, Glacier Institute of Management, Ruislip, U.K. (Cited in Hellriegel and French 1969) D.
Rep.
Glacier Institute of Management, 1966-1971. Set of course syllabi and outlines on management
issues; file also contains correspondence. See Cambridge University, Churchill Archives, Papers
of Lord Brown, BRWN, Box 3/11/8. ~
Glacier Metal Company Ltd. Case, 1964, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA. Reported in an
anonymous Business Week article, “Playing Guinea Pig,” on Nov. 7, 1964, p. 166-170. Case was
allegedly written by Professor Pearson Hunt. However, HBS has no record of such a case. It is
not in any HBS Catalog since 1987. Hunt wrote articles on Glacier in 1962 and 1966. None of
Hunt’s many published cases and textbooks (all in finance) have references to Glacier, Brown or
Jaques. (Edna confirmed, as far as she knew, it never existed, 1/05.) ~
Glacier Metal Company, Ltd., 1965, London Factories Works Council, How It Works and What
It Does, issued by the Glacier Metal Company, Ltd., London, UK. (Perhaps issued for the
benefit of Associated Engineering, the new owners?) Rp. Rep.
Glacier Metal Company Ltd., 2001, company records are at: Argyle House, Joel Street,
Northwood Hills, Middlesex, UK. HA6 1LN. Tel: +44 (0)1923 826100. Fax: +44 (0)1923
421815. Keywords are bearings/gears; manufacture/supply. Profile: bearings for rotating
machinery. ~
Glacier Metal Works Committee 1941-86. University of Warwick Library. UK. MSS.300,
Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick. The records and minutes of the Works
Committee meetings. The archive has been catalogued to file level. A copy of this catalogue is
available in the Centre's searchroom. The company, plain bearings specialists, was founded in
north London in 1899 and was associated with Alperton for most of the twentieth century,
although production was dispersed to Ayrshire during the Second World War. It joined
Associated Engineering Ltd. in 1964, which was then taken over by Turner and Newall in the
1980s. Glacier Metal became well known through the research and development in organisation
and management initiated by Wilfred Brown, its managing director, 1939-65. Opened 2001. A
significant source for researchers. ~
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Glacier Project and GIM, 1965 - 1973, Ads for courses and books, many in BJIR. ~
Gladwell, Malcolm, 2002, “The Talent Myth, Are smart people overrated?” The New Yorker,
New York, NY, July 22, p. 28-33. A review of the Enron personnel system developed by
McKinsey: hire the smartest people, set up an internal “open market for talent” and let them run.
Your company. Into the ground. Gladwell shows how high I.Q. and the star system shatter an
organization, which must function as a system and as a team to be efficient and effective.
(Deming said as much two decades earlier. Jaques says the talented need a structure to stay
pointed in the right direction - the same as everybody else. One more time, from the top ....)
Misc. Pop.
Gladwell, Malcolm, 2009, “Cocksure,” The New Yorker, NY, NY, July 27th. Gladwell compares
the current financial meltdown to the Gallipoli invasion in Cohen and Gooch’s book, Military
Misfortunes. Games of skill generate increasing skills and experience. But games of chance
remain chance. The failure to adapt to changing circumstances is key. Bridge, for example, is a
card game and those at the top of Bear Sterns were good at it. It is a game and gives immediate
feedback and builds on learned expertise. That is not true in real life at war or on Wall Street.
See Stanley 1994. Misc. Pop.
Glaser, Barney G., and Anselm Strauss, 1967, The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for
Qualitative Research, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London, UK; Aldine Publishing, Chicago, IL,
271 p. Authors were at the UCSF Medical Center. Used Robert Blauner 1964 (Berkeley PhD
1962) as an example of a substantial part of grounded theory (p. 121-125). No awareness of
Jaques’ social analysis. Jaques did not link to their work while he was developing his medical
model for organizational diagnosis in the early 2000s. Several R.O. researchers have used
grounded theory. According to Cavana, Strauss was then “well-versed with Emery, Trist, and
Bertalanffy” (Email: 12/31/02). Misc. Bk.
Glaser, Barney G., 1978, Advances in the Methodology of Grounded Theory: Theoretical
Sensitivity, The Sociology Press, Mill Valley, CA. Misc. Bk.
Glass, John F., 1994, “Understanding Organizations and the Workplace,” chapter 5 (p. 81-99) in
Straus, Roger A., ed., 1994, Using Sociology: An Introduction from the Clinical Perspective, 2nd
edn., General Hall, Bayside, NY, 194 pages. (1st edn., 1985; 3rd, 2002, Rowman and Littlefield,
336 p.) Cited the work of Elliot Jaques (sic) on the social analysis of institutions. Also cited
Ron Capelle’s combination of the social systems perspective with behavioral techniques to create
a human systems consultation. (The two later worked together.) This was on clinical sociology.
4242 Wilkinson Ave., Studio City, CA 91606-1661. Positive Bk Rev by Diane Barthel 1988.
Cited in Finelli 2012 Interesting PhD. Cited Jaques 1982; Landsberger 1958; H. Levinson 1972;
R. Straus 1983; Capelle 1979; Gouldner 1954. JJay HM15 .U75 1985. # Rp. Ch.
Glass, John F., 2001, “The Founding of the Clinical Sociology Association: A Personal
Narrative,” Sociological Practice: A Journal of Clinical and Applied Sociology, Springer
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Science+Business Media B.V. (Formerly Kluwer Academic Publishers B.V.), March, 3(1):7585. [Formerly: Clinical Sociology Review.] Discusses the rediscovery of clinical sociology in
the 1970s and the founding of the Clinical Sociology Association in 1978. The author recounts
his role in these events and traces their origin in his personal life. Since 1986 CSA was known
as the Sociological Practice Association (SPA). 4242 Wilkinson Avenue, Studio City, Cal.,
91606-1661. Email: jglasshouse @earthlink.net Cited Jaques 1982 in CSR on Social Analysis
as a foundation of CSA (later SPA). (See SALS.) See R. Straus 1985; Fritz and Clark 1986;
Hess 1981. D. PJ.
Glass, Victor, and Ellen Susanna Cahn, 1997, “A Queuing Model of Organization Structure,”
Journal of Business & Economic Studies, 1 October 1997, 3(3):13- . Pooling managers of
several groups into a management team is shown to be a potentially efficient alternative to unity
of command when workers must wait for help. Only when it results in sufficient service gains
through specialization is unity of command preferred. Noted Jaques’ time span provided one of
the few analytical models of organization structure. (Used Graicunas-like logic without requisite
levels. Both authors got PhDs at Columbia U. in 1980.) Cited R. Stewart 1967 [1976?], Jaques
1956. Cahn is at Pace U. in NYC (scahn). MS. PJ.
Glassman, Robert B., 1973, “Persistence and loose coupling in living systems,” Behavioral
Science, March, 18(1):83-98. The core ideas in Weick 1976 are from here (I think). Living
systems react to inputs differently at each level - cell and organ, organism and group,
organization and society. Loose coupling, similar to Ashby’s ‘independence,’ contributes to
stability by allowing persistent behavior of the system in the face of certain inputs. Thus, certain
variables are allowed only limited access to the system. Coupling is either adaptive or
maladaptive. See Weick 1976. Misc. PJ.
Glassner, Barry, and Jonathan D. Moreno, 1982, “Clinical Sociology and Social Research,”
Sociology and Social Research, Jan., 66(2):115-126. What is the relation between research
information and clinical uses of it? The patient is conceptualized as a group member. Much of
this debate has already taken place for psychology. Here is the issue for clinical sociology.
Proposed three criteria for the adequacy of research data. (1) A body of data that is accurate,
valid, reliable and is applicable to clinical work. (2) Are the data and variables appropriate to the
clinical case-at-hand? (3) Does needfulness overcome the uncertainty of outcome and reach a
moral obligation to intervene? Also important is the difference between statistical and clinical
inference. (See: Paul E. Meehl, 1954, Clinical versus Statistical Prediction (pbk 1996), and
Moreno 1978.) Psychologists developed intelligence tests where clinical sociologists used
simulations and sociodramas. Both data gathering and treatment are accomplished at one stroke.
Summarized in Fritz, ed., 1985. Misc. PJ.
Glassop, Linda, 1995, The Road to Quality: turning effort into reward, Prentice Hall, Sydney,
AU, 157 p. On total quality management and how it leads to a competitive edge. Matching
individual capability to job requirements. (103 libraries own this item: only one in the US or CA
- in NH - owns it.) DU MELB 658.562 Gla/Rtq. Not seen. Rp. Bk.
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Glassop, Linda, 1997, The Role of Government: an analysis of the Australian constitution using
systems theory, Seminar 11. Seminar series 1997, Dept. of Commerce, Faculty of Economics,
the Australian National University, Canberra, ACT, AU, 21 p. Dewey: 342.94/02. Ru.
Glassop, Linda, and Dianne Waddell, eds., 2005, Managing the Family Business, Heidelberg
Press, Heidelberg, Vic., AU, 243 p. On the management of family-owned business enterprises.
Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Glassop, Linda Irene, 2007, Rethinking Causality: pattern as the science of change, Heidelberg
Press, Heidelberg, Vic., AU, 178 p. Deakin: DU MELB 122 Gla/Rcp. ISBN 9781920889180
(pbk.) Publication of her 2007 Deakin PhD thesis. Philosophy of science. Causality in science.
Natl Libr of AU, Dewey 122. Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Glastonbury, Bryan, 1975, “The social worker: ‘cannon fodder’ in an Age of Admin?”, Social
Work Today, UK, 21 Aug 1975, 6(10):290-292. The 1974 reorganisation created a layered
hierarchy that generated problems at the field level and impeded service development. See Algie
1975. At U. Southampton, UK. # Cr. Pro.
Glickman, Michael, 1989, “Red in Tooth and Claw”, Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, Nov., p. 200. Guest Editorial. A short-term outlook focus shifts our behavior. We
become survivors and are no longer nurturers. [Part from Management Today.] # Misc. Pro.
Globerson, Shlomo, and Edward R. F. W. Crossman, 1976, “Nonrepetitive Time: An Objective
Index of Job Variety,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance [now ...Human
Decision Processes], 17:231-240. Factor analysis yielded a single factor loaded highly with
complexity, variety, and interest. The term “variety” is suggested for this factor, which
correlates highly with NRT. As an objective job characteristic Nonrepetitive Time (NRT)
(variety) should prove useful in predicting worker preferences and hence optimizing job design
for the performance of a given operation. (The findings of Globerson Related 1974 PhD.) Not
on Jaques’ theory. Cited in Nystrom and Starbuck 1981, v. II. Not seen. # Misc. PJ. A.
Globerson, Shlomo, and E.R.F.W. Crossman, 1976, "Minimization of worker induction and
training cost through job enrichment," International Journal of Production Research, The
International Journal of Production Research, Taylor & Francis, London, UK, May,
14(3):345-355. Reporting on results of a job-enrichment programme applied to an automotive
assembly operation, Ruehl (1974), attributes significant savings to the impact of reduced labour
turnover on training cost. Despite higher skill requirements entailing longer training time, net
cost was reduced rather than increased. This paper develops an economic job-design model
based on the trade-off between labour turnover and training time, both as functions of job size
measured by cycle time. Calculations based on empirical parameter estimates show minimum
cost at a cycle time of about 20 min. Jaques not cited. Cited Globerson 1974 PhD; J.M. Shepard
1972; Crossman 1959. Baruch hard 1981 on - . At UC-Berkeley, US (S.G. - with EDS, San
Francisco.) # Misc. PJ.
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Globerson, Shlomo, 1977, “The Just Noticeable Difference in Complexity of Jobs,” Management
Science, INFORMS, February, 23(6):606-611. The results indicate that two jobs would be
subjectively considered to be significantly different one from the other in terms of their
complexity, if the NRT index of one of them is larger by approximately 100 percent than the
other. This is the "Just Noticeable Difference" of job complexity. Together, they enable the job
designer to evaluate the nature of the jobs and to compare the complexity of one job to another.
Cited in Nystrom and Starbuck 1981, v. II. Related to Globerson’s Related 1974 PhD. Not on
theory. Cited Zedeck and Smith 1968. At Tel-Aviv U. MS. PJ. A.
Globerson, Shlomo, 1983, "Temporal aspects of job structure as function of organizational
hierarchy," International Journal of Production Research, Taylor & Francis, London, UK,
Jan/Feb1983, 21(1):87-93. 7p. ISSN: 0020-7543. Time structure of a job is affected by the
length and frequency of its constituting tasks. It is probably one of the major variables in the
subjective perception of variety of jobs. This paper defines an index called Non-Repetitive
Cycle Time (NRCT) which can be used as an indicator of the temporal pattern of the job.
Investigation of the value of NRCT for jobs in two organizations confirmed the hypothesis that
NRCT is positively correlated with the job level in the organizational hierarchy. This index can
be used by job designers in estimating the temporal impact of assigning tasks to jobs. [He sort of
gets the theory, but backwards.] Jaques not cited. Cited Globerson 1974 PhD. # MS. PJ.
Globerson, Shlomo, and Gavriel Salvendy, 1984, “A Socio-Technical Accounting Approach to
the Evaluation of Job Performance,” International Journal of Operations & Production
Management, 1984, 4(3):36-42. The article reviews limitations of the methodologies of
productivity measures, human resource accounting, and socio-technical aspects of job design. In
order to overcome some of the limitations inherent in the above methodologies, a SocioTechnical Accounting System (STAS) was developed and proposed for possible use in
evaluation of personnel, jobs, and value of human assets. Cited Jaques 1964. At Northeastern
U. and Tel Aviv U.; and at Purdue U. MS. PJ.
Glover, John Desmond, and Ralph M. Hower, 1957, The Administrator; cases on human
relations in business, 3d edn., R. D. Irwin, Homewood, IL, 803 p. A casebook to accompany the
Gardner and Moore textbook, Human Relations in Industry. See curriculum and linkages in
Gardner & Moore textbook. 1952 & 1955 edns. of G&H not in NYC. Not in CUNY. NYPL
Schw E 11-4181. 1963, 4th edn., 843 p. SIBL JBE 00-94. Not seen. ~
Glueck, William F., and Dragoljub Kavran, 1972, “Worker Management in Yugoslavia: An
impressive incentive and participation system,” Business Horizons, Bloomington, IN, February
1972, 15(1):31-39. A number of economic and noneconomic incentive programs have been tried
in both America and Europe in an effort to improve worker productivity. Both approaches are
integral parts of the system now used in Yugoslavia. Workers councils make long-run policy
decisions delegating intermediate-term decisions to an elected board of management and day-today decisions to a hired manager. The over-all results are impressive. This country, a nation
with a diverse and undereducated population with no tradition of industrialization, has revitalized
its stagnant and war-ravaged economy. Its steady economic growth is topped only by Japan's.
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Kaiser steel pay plan. Baruch. SIBL. At U. Mo.-Columbia. # Rp. PJ.
Godfrey, Paul C., 1994, “The Functions of the Executive and The Republic: Exploring the
Platonic Roots of Chester Barnard,” International Journal of Public Administration, Routledge,
UK; Dekker, NY, NY; EBSCO Host, May 1994, 17(6):1071-1091. (Special Issue on Barnard.
Jack Rabin, editor). Examined the similarities between Barnard’s book and Plato’s The Republic
on ethical and political foundations, and the role of education. Current issues in management
theory and practice are often linked to this Barnard-Plato dialogue. Misc. PJ.
Goffee, Rob, and Gareth Jones, 2005, “Managing Authenticity: the paradox of great leadership,”
Harvard Business Review, Dec., p. 87-94. To be a manager is to be many things to many people
– while remaining true to yourself. If followers think you are not authentic, they will feel
cheated. Not an easy task. Teaching. Misc. Pro.
Goffman, Erving, 1952, “On Cooling the Mark Out: Some Aspects of Adaptation to Failure,”
Psychiatry, Washington School of Psychiatry, Washington, DC, November, 15(4):451-463.
Reprinted in Warner and Martin, 1959. Who needs to be adapted to failure? Anyone who loses
one of his social roles - employee, spouse, etc. Some people refuse to be cooled out following
their social deaths. (Not on Jaques, but wow.) Misc. PJ.
Goffman, Erving, 1961, “The Characteristics of Total Institutions,” chapter (p. 312-340) in
Amitai Etzioni, ed., 1961, Complex Organizations: a reader on Sociology, Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, NY, NY, 497 p. From a Symposium on Preventive and Social Psychiatry, held 15-17
April 1957. Saw TSD not only as discretion granted for work but also as a reward (suspension
of oversight) by the manager. Cited Jaques 1956, p. 319. Clio Bus: HM131 .E8. # D. Ch.
Goffman, Erving, 1974, Frame Analysis: an essay on the organization of experience, Harvard U.
Press, Cambridge, MA; Harper, NY, NY, US, 586 p. We use frames to make sense of the
information coming in to us. Each person has a frame which is different in size and shape. (See
footnote p. 572, game "So Long Suckers." See Hausner et al 1964.) Cited by Miller & Sardais
2013. NYPL Mid-Manh 3rd Fl 301.1 G; SIBL os JFD 75-6622. CUNY Baruch - HM 291
.G582 1986 & HM 291 .G583. (Also: Htr Mn, Grad Ctr, City Coll.) Clio os & Barnard &
Milstein [Butler] HM291 .G583 1974b. MS. Bk.
Goggin, W. C., 1974, “How the Multidimensional Structure Works at Dow Corning,” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, US, Jan/Feb 1974, 52(1):54-65. In 1967 Dow Corning
Corporation, which was jointly owned by the Dow Chemical Company and Corning Glass
Works, reorganized from a conventional divisionalized type of organization into a matrix form of
organization and then what the company now calls a multidimensional organization. Judging
from employees' reactions to the new pattern, as well as from impressive gains in sales, profits,
productivity, and exports, the multidimensional organization is a striking success. (It has two
bosses for each position and thus blurs accountability.) Cited in Cliffe 1984 PhD. # Alt. Pro.
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Goldberg, Matilda, David Walker, and James Robinson, 1977, “Exploring the Task-centred
Casework Method”, Social Work Today, Journal of the British Association of Social Workers,
London, UK, 9(2):9-14. This was not a critique of the Jaques/Bioss approach but about the
operational issue of long-term versus short-term. Many client issues were chronic, not acute and
resolvable. Cited Goldberg & Fruin 1976 (out). Clio Offsite: HV1 .S648. # Misc. Pro.
Golden, Brian R., 1992, “The Past is the Past - Or is it? The Use of Retrospective Accounts as
Indicators of Past Strategy,” Academy of Management Journal, [Research Notes], Oct92,
35(4):848-860. This study challenges the common assumption that retrospective accounts of
business strategy are reliable and valid. Chief executives reported their firms' current strategies,
and two years later, they reported their firms' strategies of two years earlier. Of these
retrospective accounts, 58 percent did not agree with the previous and validated reports of
past strategy. Retrospective errors appear to occur systematically and may be attributable to
faulty memory or to attempts to cast past behaviors in a positive light. By implication, if these
errors are systematic, they are controllable. (Is this the effect of power? Is this shifting really
surfing to stay on top of the market (organization first) or the organization (self first)? This is
one way to show length of thinking - or turbulence of market.) At UTx Austin. Refu. PJ. A.
Goldenberg, Jacob, Donald R. Lehmann,. and David Mazursky, 2001, “The Idea Itself and the
Circumstances of Its Emergence as Predictors of New Product Success,” Management Science,
US, Jan2001, 47(1):69-84. We propose a framework for early product analysis based on the
product-idea itself and the circumstances of its emergence. Based on two studies reporting actual
introductions, we identified several determinants (such as how the ideas originated, their specific
configurations, and the level of technology required for their implementation) that significantly
distinguish successful from unsuccessful new products in the marketplace. These factors,
together with already known factors of success/failure, may aid a concept early in its
development. At Hebrew U. of Jerusalem; Columbia U. of NY (2). Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Goldenberg, S. J., 1968, “Significant Difference: A Method of Job Evaluation,” Canadian
Personnel and Industrial Relations Journal, Council of Canadian Personnel Associates, Toronto,
ON, Canada, May 1968, 15(3):19-23. Developed a job evaluation method based on the
“judgment used” that was described in Belcher 1974 (p. 143) as a single factor system similar to
Jaques’ time-span. This method used by the Canadian National Railways was based on Jaques
as cited by Livy 1975. See Zedeck and Smith 1968; Zedeck 1967 Masters; Calnan and Firth
1970; Krefting 1974 PhD, 1977, 1980. HUM Micro *ZAN-4427. Rp. NJ.
Goldfarb, Avi, and Mo Xiao, 2008, “Who Thinks about the Competition? Managerial Ability
and Strategic Entry in US Local Telephone Markets,” (Oct. 2008). NET Institute Working
Paper No. 08-21. Many presentations. Draft abstract SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1286240
This paper examined how manager and firm characteristics related to entry decisions in US local
telephone markets. To do so, it developed a structural econometric model that allowed
managers to be heterogeneous in their ability to correctly conjecture competitor behavior. The
model adapted Camerer, Ho, and Chong's 2004 ‘Cognitive Hierarchy’ model to a real-world
setting. We observed the industry in 1998, shortly after the Telecommunications Act of 1996
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opened up the market. We found that older firms with older, more experienced managers have
higher estimated levels of strategic ability. Managers with degrees in economics or business,
and managers with graduate degrees, also have higher estimated levels of strategic ability. We
found no evidence that university quality was related to ability. We repeated this exercise
using data from 2000, 2002, and 2004. While the core results did not change, the overall level of
measured strategic ability increased substantially by 2004. The estimates of strategic ability
were also correlated with survival: those firms with lower estimated levels of ability were more
likely to exit the industry early. (Used education level as a measure of intellectual capital.) EJ
not cited. EJ confirmed. At Toronto Rotman and Arizona Eller. Not yet published. CHECKED
THIS on 6/2009. Ru.
Goldfarb, Avi, and Botao Yang, 2009, “Are All Managers Created Equal?” Journal of
Marketing Research (JMR), AMA, Chicago, IL, Oct., 46(5):612-622. Some managers are better
than others. Based on the cognitive hierarchy framework of Camerer, Ho, and Chong 2004,
the authors develop a structural econometric model that estimates the level of strategic thinking.
In the model, firms with a high level of strategic thinking are more likely to correctly conjecture
the expected actions of their competitors in the market. The authors apply this model to
decisions by managers at 2,233 Internet Service Providers to offer their customers access through
56K modems in 1997. The model is validated by showing that firms with a higher estimated
probability of strategic thinking were more likely to have survived through April 2007. The
estimation results show considerable heterogeneity in the degree to which firms behave
strategically and suggest that strategic ability affects marketing outcomes: a simulated increase in
strategic ability means that fewer firms offer the technology to their customers. Also cited Che,
Sudhir, and Seetharaman 2007. See White 1948; Gore 1993. Both authors at U. Toronto,
Rotman. SIBL online, onsite. SIBL *ZAN-B262. Baruch, 2009. MS. PJ. A.
Goldman, Ellen F., 2008, “The Power of Work Experiences: characteristics critical to developing
expertise in strategic thinking,” Human Resource Development Quarterly, Autumn (Fall) 2008,
19(3):217-239. The ability to think strategically is an increasingly important requirement for
managers at all organizational levels. HRD professionals have attempted to help develop this
ability through work experiences. However, research identifying which work experiences are
most beneficial is limited. As a result, HRD efforts may be weakened. Nine categories of work
experiences are important to developing the ability to think strategically. The characteristics
vary with the experience but do follow some general themes. Cited Jaques and Clement 1991;
Kolb, Lubin, Spoth and Baker 1986. At GWU. W. PJ.
Goldman, Loren Lee, 1999, Work Strata Selection As a Measurement of Law Enforcement
Organizational Leadership, D.P.A., dissertation in Public Administration, Political Science,
Sociology and Criminology, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, 254 pages.
UMI AAT 9955039 [24 page preview]. DAI-A 60/12, p. 4599, Jun 2000. Unpublished
dissertation. See Densten PhD 1997 Monash AU. See Ph.Ds.
Goldman-Schuyler, Kathryn, and Linda Branagan, 2003, "Power Line: a model of generating a
systemic focus on organization health," Journal of Applied Sociology, 20(2):77-88; Sociological
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Practice, 5(2):77-88. [JAS/SP] The Power Line model identified three levels in every
organization: firm-wide purpose; team action; and individual energy. The CEO must set forth a
means to reach and energize all 3 levels - at one time. Low, Jaques not cited. Cited Bennett
(Gurdjieff ) 1961, 1966, 1976, 1978, 1983; Denton 1998; Greenleaf 1996; Krone 1971, 1975;
van Velsor & Leslie 1995. See Ellerington et al 1992; Sink 2007. [Bennett was a follower of
Gurdjieff, as was Krone. Krone was also a developer of Open Systems Thinking.] At Alliant
International U. # Misc. PJ.
Goldmark, Peter C., 1974, "How the LP Record was Developed - or the Case of the Missing
Fuzz," Research Management, Industrial Research Institute, NY, NY, US, July 1974, 17(4):2125. The inventor of the long-playing record described the technical and non-technical barriers he
had to surmount to gain acceptance of a product system that seeded what is now the multibillion
dollar hi-fi industry. "You start alone . . . once we got the money, we didn't retreat, despite
setbacks. We never reported slippage. Ninety-nine percent of the battle is thinking; the rest is
perseverance." A case. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Goldner, Fred H., and R. Richard Ritti, 1967, “Professionalization as career immobility,”
American Journal of Sociology, March, 72(5):489-502. Management may thrust the title of
‘professional’ onto employees who have not made it into the management ranks to turn
perceived failure into success. They will stay as ‘professionals’ but they do not have autonomy.
These employees are not moved up by top management. The true professional ladder for
scientists and engineers remains but is separate. Refu. PJ. A.
Goldner, Fred H., R. Richard Ritti, and Thomas P. Ference, 1977, “The Production of Cynical
Knowledge in Organizations,” American Sociological Review, Aug. 1977, 42(4):539-551. What
happens when an altruistic organization was seen by its members as actually serving to maintain
its public legitimacy of existing authority or institutional structure. This was true of professional
organizations that are dependent on altruistic ends. A study of Catholic priests. Misc. PJ. A.
NOTE:

Goldratt’s theory of constraints is focused on the horizontal system, is
complementary to Deming and does not appear to conflict with Jaques.

Goldratt, Eliyahu M. and Jeff Cox, 1986, The Goal: A Process of Ongoing Improvement, North
River Press, NY. The goal is the throughput of saleable goods and services. The work must be
completed. Otherwise no sales: no profits. Technically, this is fiction. But it is real. (See Julian
Fairfield’s Levels of Excellence, a management novel [2002] for a similar way of explicating
Jaques’ organization theory and the McKinsey Seven-S model.) Misc. Bk.
Goldratt, Eliyahu M., 1991, The Haystack Syndrome: Sifting Information Out of the Data Ocean,
North River Press, NY. Explains the difference between data and information. Describes the
logic that must underpin the information at each level in the structure of an organization and the
interplay between the system and the manager. Misc. Bk.
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Goldratt, Eliyahu M., 1994, It’s Not Luck, North River Press, NY. A continuation of the novel.
Misc. Bk.
Goldratt, Eliyahu M., 1997, Critical Chain, North River Press, NY. How to develop innovative
new products. Misc. Bk.
Goldratt, Eliyahu M., 1999, Theory of Constraints, North River Press, NY. How to achieve
continuous improvement, to detect effect-cause-effect, and develop simple solutions to complex
problems. Misc. Bk.
Goldratt, Eliyahu M., with Carol A. Ptak and Eli Shragenheim, 2000, Necessary But Not
Sufficient, North River Press, NY. Another novel. Explains the inadequacy of technical
solutions alone to solve business problems. Shows the need to change our measurements to get
the promised benefits from ERP/APS systems, for example. Misc. Bk.
Goldratt, Eliayhu, c. 2006, “Empowerment - Misalignments between responsibility and
authority.” A 10-page paper by Dr. Eli Goldratt. In many work situations responsibility does
not equal authority. How to recognize, diagnose and cure this problem. (Unclear if this was ever
published.) Copy from Grant Lindsay of Tempe, AZ – with thanks. # MS. Rep.
Goldring, Ernest, 1971, “Engineering: A Management View,” chapter (p. 111-123) in Chomet,
S., ed., 1971, Industrial Relations Bill: A Basis for Agreement?, Transcripta Books, London, UK,
227 p.; Bill p. 188. [Not spelled Chornet.] A new IR law was being considered by Parliament.
This conference was put together by IPC. Goldring had worked at Glacier for 20 years and it
had excellent IR. Its procedures were unlikely to be impacted by the new act. Referred to
Glacier Project, IR, and Wilfred Brown. Brown created the works committee in 1941, later
becoming the works council, a legislative body which sets a framework for managerial decisions
and actions. The members come as representatives, not degates with mandates. This body
created the ‘company policy document’ of managerial authority and freedom at each level. Each
meeting begins with the manager’s report. Brown also created an appeal to the ‘one up’ or ‘skipover’ manager (MOR) procedure, since managers are not infallible. Thus, managers might have
to justify any decision or action to their own manager. The trade unions supported these
innovations. Did not refer to Jaques. No index. Cited in Ramsay 1980. Goldring was Principal,
Glacier Institute of Management, UK. Sibl Offsite JLD 73-1555 (SIBL). # Rp. Ch.
Goldstein, Don, 1997, "Clashing Paradigms? Total Quality, Financial Restructuring and Theories
of the Firm," Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford UP, UK, Sep97, 6(3):665-700. 36p.
ISSN: 09606491. During the 1980s two key movements can be singled out as distinct: financial
restructuring (generally debt-financed, often involving mergers), and total quality management (a
particular approach to productive restructuring). While financial restructuring has been here
interpreted through the lens of neoclassical agency theory, total quality management has strong
links with alternative approaches that can be grouped under the heading 'capabilities theory'.
At Allegheny College, Meadville, PA, USA. # Misc. PJ. A.
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Politics and Society, UK, Jan. 1974, 4:419-452. Cited Brown 1962. W. PJ.
Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1986 (Title 10 USC, Subtitle
A, Part I, Chapter 5). See Crowe 1993, Meyer 1995, and Powell 1993 for descriptions of the
enactment process and the impact of this law. Online at http://dtic.mil/jcs/core/title_10.html D.
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Goleman, Daniel, 1998, Working with Emotional Intelligence, Bantam, NY, NY, 383 p.
See p. 123, ftnt 35. Schw JFE 99-6458. Htr Mn HD 38.2 .G647 2006. W. Bk.
Golembiewski, Robert T., 1967, “The 'Laboratory Approach' to Organization Change: Schema of
a Method,” Public Administration Review, US, Sep67, 27(3):211-221. Public agencies have kept
pace with business organizations in utilizing the laboratory approach as a vehicle for
organization change. The author describes the laboratory approach and analyzes its limitations,
bias, goals and techniques, consistency with broad features of organization life, and inadequacies
as a vehicle of organization change. [NTL is the ‘lab’ approach.] At U. Ga. # Misc. Pro.
Golembiewski, Robert T., 1969, “Organization Development in Public Agencies: Perspectives
on Theory and Practice,” Public Administration Review, US, Jul/Aug69, 29(4):367-377. If the
preceding age stressed stability and consistency, the emphasis today is on organizing for change
and variability. The three core-objectives of OD programs are - changing attitudes or values,
modifying behavior, and inducing change in structure and policies. In contrast, the
reorganization literature in political science is concept-oriented. This article summarizes
experience from a number of OD efforts in public agencies at federal and local levels and their
distinctive challenges. Cited Winn, Alexander, 1968. At U. Ga. # Misc. Pro.
Golembiewski, Robert T., 1994, “Is Organization Membership Bad for Your Health? Phases of
Burnout as Covariants of Mental and Physical Well-Being,” chapter 9 (p. 211-227) in
Farazmand, Ali, edr., 1994, Modern Organizations, administrative theory and contemporary
society, Praeger, Westport, CT, 257 p. “Specific managerial orientations seem directly related to
the physical and emotional health of employees, for good or ill. ... Hence the question now
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be bad for your health?” [2nd edn., 2002] See Jaques 2002, Social Power and the CEO. Clio
Lehman Liby & JJay - JF 1351 .M57 1994. # Misc. Ch.
Golembiewski, Robert T., R. Boudreau, R. F. Munzenrider, and H. Luo, 1996, Phases of
Burnout, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT. How to identify burnout, how to document it, how to
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Inhibited the Urgings of My Developing Professional Sense of Self,” essay online. Annual
Meeting, American Society for Public Administration, Philadelphia, PA., July 26-28, 1997.
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Golembiewski at U. Ga. A critical appreciation/review of mainstream “great ideas” that include:
* the organization theory associated with both Public Administration and Political Science;
* the Politics/ Administration distinction;
* Simon's Administrative Behavior (1947);
* Minnowbrook (conference I, 1969; II, 1989) and the anti-managerialism "New PA"; and
* the lack of a theory of praxis, or of a sense of reflective inquiry concerning practice.
Misc. Unpub.
Golembiewski, Robert T., 2002, “Is Organization Membership Bad for Your Health? Phases of
Burnout as Covariants of Mental and Physical Well-Being,” chapter 9 in Farazmand, Ali, 2002,
Modern Organizations, theory and practice, 2nd edition, Praeger, Westport, CT, 285 pages.
“Specific managerial orientations seem directly related to the physical and emotional health of
employees, for good or ill. Hence the question now becomes: Will organizations do more to
decrease the probability that membership in them will be bad for your health?” (p. 248). Cf:
Jaques 2002, Social Power and the CEO. Not copied. Misc. Ch.
Golin, Al, 2004, Trust or Consequences: Build trust today or lose your market tomorrow,
AMACOM, New York, NY, 248 p. This book is good, lots of good insights and good quotes,
but it is not on the theory. Every company needs a CTO to advise the CEO on trust. Good
advice following the 2008 economic disaster. Baruch online-onsite. SIBL JBE 03-2202. Misc.
Bk.
Gomberg, William, 1966, “The Trouble with Democratic Management,” Trans-action, (JulyDec.), 3(4):30-36; 3(5):35-37, 56; 3(6):48. [Reply by Warren Bennis and Report on Harwood by
Alfred Marrow.] Reprinted as a chapter (p. 39-52) in Bennis, Warren G., ed., 1970, American
Bureaucracy, Aldine Pub. Co., Chicago, IL, 187 pages. Trans-action books; TA-14. Showed
how Taylor failed to check superior power. Bennis and the other advocates of democratic
management also fail. William M. Evan of MIT (1961) stated the issue: How much protection of
due process is enjoyed by middle management in its relations with top management? The
unaddressed issue remains: superior power. (C.F. the Glacier Metal Works Councils.) Bschools are spreading the concept of democratic management. (See Bertrand and Mullainathan
2000, Robert W. Moore 1984.) Refu. PJ.
Gomberg, William, 1985, “Participation or Pretense? A Critic's Appraisal of the ‘Participative
Management’ Chic,” Wharton Magazine (annual), Philadelphia, PA, US, p. 44-45. In Silicon
Valley has participation been a way of sharing power or has it become a way of mining –
exploiting – knowledge workers? Their engineering and design work is being shipped overseas
to managements having no constraints on exploiting mass production workers. How to reconcile
the rights of constituents against the obligations of management? The struggle between
authoritarians and utopians generates unacceptable outcomes: a jailhouse or a brutish and short
Hobbesian life. At Wharton. # Misc. Pro.
Gomberg, William, 1985, "The Historical Roots of the Democratic Challenge to Authoritarian
Management," Human Resource Management, Wiley, US, Fall 1985, 24(3):253-269. ISSN:
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00904848. Democracy is among the most misused words in our vocabulary and one of the most
evanescent and slippery operational concepts. Sadly, although it should not come as a surprise,
theory and reality often fail to mesh. This article provides an historical perspective on the
participative management movement, based on the works of such theorists as Trist, Chandler,
Taylor, and Fayol among others. It takes a critical look at the real problem facing managers
today: How do we accommodate efficiency with democracy in a world economic giants are
subverting historical political sovereignties? At Wharton School, U. Penn. # Misc. PJ.
Gomez-Mejia, Luis R., Ronald C. Page, and Walter W. Tornow, 1982, “A Comparison of the
Practical Utility of Traditional, Statistical, and Hybrid Job Evaluation Approaches,” Academy of
Management Journal, December, 25(4):790-809. Noted the key features for acceptability of a
job evaluation system were “equitable, understandable and efficient.” “These aspects have been
almost totally ignored in the literature in spite of their theoretical and practical significance.”
Developed own hybrid system. A passing reference to Jaques 1961 on acceptability, but also
cited Atchison and Belcher. The second two authors worked at Control Data Corporation. See
Worthy 1995. W. PJ. A.
Gooch, J. H., R. A. F. Harcourt, J. F. R. Ibbetson, and D. A. Whitmore, 1972, "The Hospital
Consultant's Secretary," The British Medical Journal, UK, Aug. 19, 1972, 3(5824):456-459.
BIOSS. Analysis of work done by the secretaries attached to one medical unit in a general
hospital showed that much was discretionary in character and entailed making decisions. Work
in the unit was made easier and more efficient by this intelligent use of initiative by the
secretaries. At present the pay given to medical secretaries in hospital is below commensurate
with their responsibility. Combined a method of job analysis from MBO and Glacier Project
with work sampling to get result. Cited Jaques 1956; Brown 1960; Humble 1970. # Rp. PJ. A.
Good, Darren J., and Garima Sharma, 2010, "A Little More Rigidity: Firming the Construct of
Leader Flexibility," Journal of Change Management, Henry Stewart, London, UK, Jun2010,
10(2):155-174. DOI: 10.1080/14697011003795636. ISSN: 14697017. Scholars and
practitioners have identified leader flexibility as a determinant of leader emergence and
effectiveness. Yet the existing literature on leader flexibility describes it as a general capacity to
respond well to situational requirements. By looking at flexibilities (e.g. cognitive, emotional,
and interpersonal) available in other literatures, we can deepen our understanding of its multidimensionality. Cited Jaques 1989; Zaccaro (repeatedly); Mumford (repeatedly). # Rp. PJ.
Goode, William J., 1960, "A Theory of Role Strain,” American Sociological Review, 25:483496. Keeping commitments to each role in our role set can cause a total over-commitment and
result in strain. See Coser 1974; Marks 1977; Starkey 1985/86, 1989. MS. PJ. A.
Goode, William J., 1960, "Encroachment, Charlatanism, and The Emerging Profession:
Psychology, Sociology, and Medicine," American Sociological Review, US, Dec60, 25(6):902914. 13p. ISSN: 00031224. An industrializing society is a professionalizing society. Societies
may grant equivalent prestige ranking to the same occupation, such as lawyer, physician, or
university professor, but such rankings are the consequence of a complex struggle for power,
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recognition, and income among all occupations. No occupation becomes a profession without a
struggle. The emotion-laden identification of men with their occupation, their dependence on it
for much of the daily meaning of their lives, causes them to defend it vigorously and to advance
its cause where possible. Cited in Gorman 1982 PhD. At Columbia U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Goode, William J., 1972, "Presidential Address: The Place of Force in Human Society,"
American Sociological Review, ASR, US, Oct72, 37(5):507-519. 13p. ISSN: 00031224.
The article focuses on the role of force systems in human society. Force constitutes one of the
major foundations of all social structures. The processes, by which the command of force is
expended, exchanged, accumulated, or lost, are universal in social interaction, because force is
one of the fundamental resources people and groups need to elicit cooperation, help, and
conformity from one another. For two millennia, social analysts have given much attention to
three great social control systems - force, prestige, and wealth - because these underlie all
stratification systems. Every person and group participates in these three control systems.
(Formal Authority.) [The fourth, - which may be called love, friendship, or personal attraction has often been viewed as an accidental or intrusive set of forces. It is unclear whether its impact
is as systematic as the other three.] Cited in Gorman 1982 PhD. Cited Berscheid and Walter
1967. See Declaration of Independence 1776. At Columbia U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Goodge, Peter, 1998, “How Do We Make Management Development Effective?” The Journal of
Management Development, Bradford, UK, 17(1):83-87. Two points: focus on development
rather than assessment, and go for benefits with little cost - use internal cases (as General
Electric does at Crotonville). Practical and cheap. Duh. MS. PJ.
Goodman, Paul Samuel, 1966, A Study of Time Perspective: Measurement and Correlates,
Ph.D., dissertation in Social Psychology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 159 pages. UMI
AAT6605512. DAI, v. 28/02A, p. 0780, Aug 1967. Published in 1967 as an article. Claimed to
have disproved Jaques’ time-span theory. Nonetheless, time span was an important variable in
organizational studies, particularly in relation to leadership, motivation, and job satisfaction
Goodman had actually obtained strong correlations that supported Jaques’ findings when he used
only the managerial roles (r = +0.75 and +0.91, both significant at p<.01). Abandoned this claim
in 1973: see Goodman and Miller book review. Recanted. (See notes in Introduction to Ph.D.s
and in his Ph.D.) ~
Goodman, Paul S., 1967, "An Empirical Examination of Elliott Jaques' Concept of Time Span,"
Human Relations, London, UK, and Ann Arbor, MI, May, 20(2):155-170. doi:
10.1177/001872676702000204. Recanted 1973. Goodman ambiguously claimed his 1966
dissertation was not on Jaques, yet he immediately published this article claiming his future time
perspective (FTP) data was an “empirical examination of Elliott Jaques” that had disconfirmed
Jaques’ concept of “time span.” This study was praised by Weick (1966). In a footnote
Goodman had actually obtained strong correlations that supported Jaques’ findings when he used
only the managerial roles (r = +0.75 and +0.91, both significant at p<.01). Goodman’s low
results between TSD and hierarchy level could not be replicated in dissertations at Berkeley by
Kvålseth [Kvalseth] (1971) and Wirth (1976), by three Canadian studies by Hansen (1973, 1974,
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1975), or in Vinton’s dissertation (1995). Goodman’s low results have not been replicated
successfully after six tries. Daltrey asserted in 1982 that Goodman had no agreed definition for
“future time perspective” and no valid and reliable tool to measure it. Vinton then developed
one, found FTP was unitary and a cognitive construct. It was Jaques’ time horizon. (See further
discussion at Introduction to Ph.D.s and Goodman’s 1966 dissertation. See Goodman and Miller
1973 bk rev where Goodman abandoned the dissertation and article.) # Rp. PJ.
Goodman, Paul S., and Abraham Friedman, 1971. “An Examination of Adams’ Theory of
Inequity,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, Sept., 16(3):271288. Found “initial support” for Adams’ decade-old theory. Tepidly positive. (See Pritchard
1969. See Friedman and Goodman 1967. These articles are part of the Management Theory
Jungle infighting.) [See Related 1985 Ph.D. by Gareth S. Taylor at Virginia Polytechnic that
concluded equity theory was abandoned too early.] MS. PJ. A.
Goodman, Paul, and Robert L. Miller, 1973, “Book Review of Fair Pay and Work by Roy
Richardson,” Administrative Science Quarterly, March, 18(1):135-137. More than a book
review. They praised Richardson’s TSD:FFP findings (+0.862), published Miller’s 1973
TSD:FFP results (+0.84), and commended Evans, Krimpas and R. Miller’s 1969 [1968] results
(+0.83) [revised in Krimpas 1973 and 1975 to +0.84]. These three studies “provide fairly clear
evidence ... the relationship between FFP and TSD ... seems well documented.” The authors
suggest several thoughtful avenues for future research. Goodman effectively abandoned and
recanted his 1966 dissertation findings and his 1967 ‘empirical’ article by not citing them at all.
However, this contrition by omission was so subtle that no one seems to have noticed it.
Goodman probably learned from R. Miller of Krimpas’ 1973 PhD and the forthcoming 1975
book version. (See Goodman 1966 PhD, Weick 1966 article, Goodman 1967 article, Jaques
November 1969, R. Miller 1973 study [summarized herein but unpublished elsewhere], and
Krimpas 1973 PhD and 1975 book.) See R. Miller 1968 MS at SIU. Compare these reactions to
Cameron’s hostile 1976 pamphlet on the same data. See hostile Hyman and Lawler book
reviews. (This is a duplicate entry as book review and as research.) # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Goodman, Paul S., 1974, “An examination of referents used in the evaluation of pay,”
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, [now ...Human Decision Processes], Oct.,
12(2):170-195. The research evidence indicated that people used multiple referents. Goodman
divided the pay referents into three categories: other, system, and self. ‘Other’ was other people,
those outside the organization and those inside. ‘Self’ was an internal measure against one’s
present sense of worth and past progress. ‘System’ was whether the organization had changed
the deal the person had agreed to when he/she joined it. The person compared both the absolute
pay and the percent raise. Support found for this construct of equity comparisons. Cited by
Taylor and Vest 1992; Mamman 1997. Cited Adams 1963 and Patchen 1961. Did not cite
Jaques. CUNY City Coll., Baruch Percls. # MS. PJ. A.
Goodman, Paul S., 1977, “Social Comparison in Organizations,” chapter (p. 97-132) in B. Staw
and G. Salancik, eds., New Directions in Organizational Behavior, St. Clair, Chicago, IL, 300 p.
(Cited in W. McGee PhD 1984; Taylor & Vest 1992.) Baruch HD58.7 .N48 1982. MS. Ch.
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Goodman, Paul S., and Johannes M. Pennings, 1980, “Critical Issues in Assessing
Organizational Effectiveness,” Chapter 10 (p. 185-215) in Lawler, Edward E., III, David A.
Nadler and Cortlandt Cammann, eds., 1980, Organizational Assessment, John WileyInterscience, NY, NY. Cited Jaques 1964 positively on time span, pay differentials, and
assessing organizational effectiveness (p. 208). [This felt like a rework of Pennings and
Goodman, 1977, “Toward a Workable Framework,” in New Perspectives on Organizational
Effectiveness, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA.] MS. Ch.
Goodman, Paul S., 2001. See Ancona, D. G., first author. ~
Goodman, Richard Alan, 1973, “Environmental Knowledge and Organizational Time Horizon:
Some Functions and Dysfunctions,” Human Relations, Tavistock Publications, London, UK,
26:215-216. “For most organizations there is a time horizon which consciously calls for positive
[management] action, all longer plans receiving only lip service.” [This reflects Contingency
Theory as well as Jaques’ Theory.] Cited in Das 1991. MS. PJ.
Goodsell, Charles T., 1980, "Conflicting Perceptions of Welfare Bureaucracy," Social Casework,
Family Service Association of America, USA, June, 61(6):354-360. Found through surveys that
the criticisms of welfare bureaucracy made by academic and media commentators do not square
with the perceptions of clients and workers. Each used a different level of analysis. Society or
economic impact versus a single case. The bias against welfare was based on a myth that
supported individualism, was a political scapegoat, and gave “vent to academic professionals’
own resentment against organizational controls.” Yet clients may be “disguising a sense of
powerlessness and intense dissatisfaction. They may have low expectations.” Client data was
avoided for a very long time. Abstracted in BJSW 1981 11(2):236. JJay HV1 .S56. Misc. PJ.
Goodwin, Paul, and George Wright, 1991, Decision Analysis for Management Judgment, Wiley,
New York, NY, and London, UK, 454 pages (1998, 2nd ed.). Foreword by Lawrence D.
Phillips. Includes probability, decision trees, simulation, decision framing, cognitive inertia,
scenario planning, analytic hierarchy processes, and decision support systems. This excellent
book is not on the theory but the end of chapter references are first-rate. No mention of Deming,
Jaques, Brown, de Geus, Glacier, etc. But no null hypothesis silliness either. See Goodwin 1998
Related PhD and Wright 1980 Related PhD. Misc. Bk.
Goodwin, Vicki L., and Laurie Ziegler, 1998, "A test of relationships in a model of
organizational cognitive complexity," Journal of Organizational Behavior, Wiley, UK/US, July
1998, 19(4):371-386. Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/3100153. We examined
relationships in a model of organizational cognitive complexity (CC) via a field study. Results,
based on a sample drawn from six organizations, indicate that problem familiarity (r = 0.25, p <
0.10) and variety of work experience (r = 0.29, p < 0.05) are related to the number of script
tracks available for problem solving. In turn, script tracks are related to CC (r = -0.26, p <
0.10). The relationship between CC and job level is statistically, significantly moderated by
job complexity. Finally, chi-square analysis indicated the data fit the model as proposed. Cited
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by Horn 2008 PhD. Jaques not cited. Cited Hendrick 1979; Zajonc & Wolfe 1966. # MS. PJ.
Gorb, Peter, 1980, “The Place of Design in Management Education,” Management Learning,
11:190-200. Lord Wilfred Brown, an ardent advocate of design, claims an operational place for
design alongside manufacturing and marketing. Design combines special skills with operation
functions, training in its principles, and a means of observation. Cited Brown 1977. # Rp. PJ.
Gordon, Angela, and Gary Yukl, 2004, “The Future of Leadership Research: Challenges and
Opportunities,” Zeitschrift für Personalforschung, München, Germany, 18(3):359-365 (7 pages).
In English. Review of the past half century of leadership studies with a focus on the
shortcomings and reasons for the slow progress. Omitted Jaques. Cited S. J. Zaccaro; J. G.
Hunt; R. House. Misc. PJ.
Gordon, David M., 1990, “Who Bosses Whom? The Intensity of Supervision and the Discipline
of Labor,” The American Economic Review, (The New Economics of Personnel: Rationale or
Rationalization?), Papers and Proceedings of the Hundred and Second Annual Meeting of the
American Economic Association, May 1990, 80(2):28-32. The labor-discipline model is
strongly supported with its conflictual tones. Not so supported is the efficiency-wage model.
Questions remain. Why are supervisory armies relatively so vast in the US? What role has this
conflictual style of IR had in the eroding global competitiveness of the US? Cited by Vernon
2003. Misc. PJ. A.
Gordon, David M., 1994, “Bosses of Different Stripes: A Cross-National Perspective on
Monitoring and Supervision,” The American Economic Review, (Motivation and Monitoring),
Papers and Proceedings of the Hundred and Sixth Annual Meeting of the American Economic
Association, May 1994), 84(2):375-379. Given the interest in motivation and morale the lack of
interest in the intensity of supervision and monitoring is remarkable. The bureaucratic burden of
non-productive supervisors in the US is almost five times as heavy as in Switzerland and
Sweden. Cross-national variations are enormous but this appears largely due to differences in
measurements. See Sousa-Poza 2004. Cited by Vernon 2003. Misc. PJ. A.
Gordon, David M., 1996, Fat and Mean: The Corporate Squeeze of Working Americans and the
Myth of Managerial "Downsizing", Free Press, NY, NY, 336 p. A huge inefficient bureaucracy
of corporate bosses hoards a disproportionate share of the national income at the expense of the
people who are doing the real work and, in turn, leads to conflict and tension. Gordon provides a
wealth of statistical evidence to support this theory. "The Gordon case is this: Standard
economic theory has masked the most important reason for the stagnating incomes and the rising
inequality of income levels.... The real malefactor, Gordon argues, is corporate America's
approach to management." said the NY Times. The result is a disincentive to work and a loss
in productivity. Gordon argues that it is corporate policy, not worldwide economic conditions,
that has created the problem. Corporate bureaucracy uses a big stick to "manage" employees.
Tracing employment over the past decade, Gordon shows most American companies actually
employ more managers and supervisors than ever before. They need to trim managerial layers,
but most of them have only gone halfway. They are "mean," but far from lean. (Gordon died in
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1996.) See Melman 1951, 1958, 1970, 1983, Sousa-Poza 2004. Cited by Vernon 2003. See
Solow Bk Rev of Melman 1983. MS. Bk.
Gordon, Jack, 1994, “The Team Troubles that Won't Go Away,” Training, VNU Business
Media, US, August 1994, 31(8):25-34. (And see editorial by Chris Lee on p. 8.) (Cover Story)
A team-based organization is widely touted as better than hierarchical organization here in the
Information Age. Many believe hierarchies are paralyzed by bureaucracy and are unable to
adapt to the pace of change. Empowered teams do not have the irreparable flaws inherent in
hierarchical systems. But some advocates of the team concept are now conceding that teams
may pose their own endemic difficulties that cannot easily be resolved, including leadership,
accountability, multi-skilling, the nature of the task, and interpersonal dynamics. (Many Gerry
Kraines quotes.) # Rp. Pro. *****
Gordon, Michael E., 1965, “Equitable Payment by Elliott Jaques,” Dept. of Psychology, Uni.
California, Berkeley, CA, April 1965. (Unpublished report.) Cited in Laner & Crossman 1970.
D. Rep.
Gordon, Michael E., 1969, “An Evaluation of Jaques’ Studies of Pay in Light of Current
Compensation Research,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Dec. 1969, Winter,
22(4):369-389. Reprinted in Henry L. Tosi, House, and Dunnette, eds., 1972. Thanked Mason
Haire and Lyman Porter of Berkeley. Gordon criticized Jaques for use of psychoanalytical,
“unconscious” concepts that nullify the verbal responses of people and make the theory
“unverifiable.” Gordon was unaware of other studies that had verified Jaques’ theory already.
(See description of Child 1969 book and 1967 Ph.D. herein for one list of published studies at
that time.) Despite the fact that Equitable Payment, Elliott Jaques’ major work on compensation,
had been widely disparaged, the author said, Jaques was entitled to serious study. Gordon saw
the value of Jaques’ theory was as a ‘first approximation’ of research on pay that included job
analysis, equity, level of work, prescribed vs. discretionary content of work, and pay curves.
Cited Herzberg (1954) and Herzberg et al (1959) in support of Jaques’ definition of pay equity.
Gordon made a constructive critique in scientifically valid terms, pointing out what questions
needed to be asked to validate the theory and offered suggestions on future research on pay: (1)
the behavior of pay over time, (2) the use of statistical models of pay, and (3) relationship among
pay and other job satisfaction variables (p. 386-7). Gordon suggested several tests of Jaques’
theory using the Haire, Ghiselli and Gordon (1967) pay database. (Nystrom (1973) successfully
developed the second one. The Japanese had developed and kept statistics since 1927 on the
age-wage profile of employees. This was unknown to Gordon. Gordon’s other research
suggestions have yet to be explored. HINT, HINT. This was one of the most important articles
on Jaques’ theory. See Related Ph.D. 1969. See precis of this article by Dornstein 1991,
Chapter 2, p. 24-25.) (Summarized in Compensation & Benefits Review, Sage, Jan. 1970, vol.
2.) Now at Rutgers. # Rp. PJ. A.
Gordon, Robert A., and James E. Howell, 1959, Higher Education for Business, Columbia Univ.
Press, NY, NY, 491 p. Funded by the Ford Foundation. One of two influential studies of
business education that came out in 1959. Advocated a shift away from undergraduate
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vocational training and toward graduate level business education due to an anticipated increase
in the complexity of business. Focused on employer attitudes and requirements. Together these
studies helped business education take off. (Howell later alleged Ford gave money to B-schools
for following these recommendations.) In addition, while these recommendations may have
“earned the business schools academic respectability,” ...“an over-emphasis on ‘academic’
research” eventually led to rigidity within the business schools “inhibiting cross-functional
interaction and openness to new ideas” and a “lessened emphasis on teaching and curriculum
development.” This led to “extensive 1980s criticism” per Noel Capon (1996, p. 36n). See
Robert S. Kaplan remarks in Deutschman 1991. See Pierson 1959, Worthy 1955. Clio Offsite
HF1111 .G65. CUNY Baruch & JJay. NYPL Hum JLD 87-1086 (HSSL). Misc. Bk.
Gordon, Robert J., 1990, “What Is New-Keynesian Economics?” Journal of Economic
Literature, AEA, Sep. 1990, 28(3):1115-1171. Explored the history of Keynesian economics in
the U.S. It emphasized the contributions of economists who attempted to build the
microeconomic foundations of wage and price stickiness. The article also presented a survey
containing a substantial empirical prologue on new Keynesian theory. A brief survey of the
emerging literature in the new empirical time-series investigation of price adjustment across time
and countries was also discussed. At NWU. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Gordon, Ronald D., 1988, "The Difference between Feeling Defensive and Feeling Understood,"
Journal of Business Communication, Association for Business Communication, Winter88,
25(1):53-64. 12p. ISSN: 00219436. Sears studies showed that executives who did not rise had
the 'fatal flaw' of 'triggering defensiveness' in other people. Communicators who are operating
from the state of "defensiveness" tend to become physically tensed, discomfited, sped-up,
gripped by the situation, estranged, mentally confused, and feel like striking out against the
other person. "Feeling understood," on the other hand, is characterized by feeling awakened,
empowered, comforted, and wanting to move toward others. When they feel understood they
want to do something FOR the other person; when they feel defensive they want to do
something TO the other person. These have greatly different implications for message sending
and receiving behaviors. (!) Cited Gibb 1961 (vol. cited as 2 , really 11 - arabic); Horn 1986
(from Bentz 1985 presentation). At U. Hawaii - Hilo. # MS. PJ.
Gore, Albert, 1993, From Red Tape to Results: Creating A Government That Works Better &
Costs Less: the report of the National Performance Review, Plume, NY, NY, 323 p. Vice
President Gore cited President George Washington in 1789 (p. 95, start of chapter 3) on the
differing results of different managers. “Take two managers and give to each the same number
of laborers and let these laborers be equal in all respects. Let both managers rise equally early,
and go equally late to rest, be equally active, sober, and industrious, and yet, in the course of the
year, one of them, without pushing the hands that are under him more than the other, shall have
performed infinitely more work.” (See original quote in White, Leonard D., 1948. Is there a
difference in meaning between the two quotes?) No index. Cited by Anschutz 1995. Baruch
JK469 1993 .N4 1993. (Review, 168 p.) Barnard JK469 1993i. (Update 1994, Free Access
WebStations, CUNY.) Misc. Bk.
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Gore, William J., and Fred S. Silander, 1959, “A Bibliographical Essay on Decision Making,”
(in Research Notes and Comments), Administrative Science Quarterly, June 1959, 4(1):97-121.
Contrasts an organismic approach to decision making (the organization and its environment) to a
management science approach (mathematics, probabilities, game theory, linear programming).
Cited Jaques 1951 in conjunction with the Lynds’ and Warner and Low’s classic studies to show
“the invisible chain of interdependencies” that create a “more or less stable social system” inside
an organization. Also cited Robert Dahl 1955 on the processes of decision making. W. PJ. A.
Gorman, Alan, 2004, APFG at July 2, 2004 06:35 AM at: manasclerk’s The Power Struggle:
Elliott Jaques (blog) posted: “I would like to draw our attention to the reference "theory" as it
applies to RO. We commonly refer to stratified systems "theory". It is important to distinguish
that the theory in this instance is not a hypothesis. Jaques summarized what he observed as
occurring as a practical application in organizations into a conclusive summary which he labeled
"theory". In many other instances the hypothesis is advanced and then one sets forth to support it
with scientific evidence. In this case the supporting scientific evidence was interpreted and then
summarized as theory. We might consider nonetheless that in virtually every hypothetical case
that the hypothesis is inspired by some observation or deduction in logic derived from, or
constructed from, something else that is already observed to be in existence.” (This is Forrest
Christian’s website. This posting is a very articulate defense of a key point on which Jaques is
often attacked by confused academics.) Requisite Reading: The Manasclerk Blog.
Gorman, Alan P. F., 2004, “Demystifying Management.” July 2004, 4 p., Sudbury, ON.
Unpubd. ~
Gorman, Alan, 2005, Dream Catcher and Mythmaker, Tundra Publications, Sudbury, ON, CA,
192 p. Gorman is the supervisor of an INCO mine in Sudbury, ON, CA. The book is aimed to
help release the untapped capabilities of people by using requisite applications and practices. D.
Bk.
Gorman, Patrick, 1996, Weipa: Where Australian Unions Drew Their “Line in the Sand” with
C.R.A., Weipa Industrial Site Committee, Weipa, QLD, AU, 57 p. NatlLibAU has it. Not seen.
Misc. Rep.
Gorman, Sheila, and Noreen Clark, 1986, "Power and Effective Nursing Practice: a report on the
findings of the Nursing Knowledge Project," Nursing Outlook, American Journal of Nursing Co.,
NY, NY, US, May/June, 34(3):129-134. The strategies underlying the Nursing Knowledge
Program were a way to develop a more effective and satisfied nursing staff, to encourage new
leadership, and to create a stronger constituency among staff members. The training program,
therefore, included both educational and structural solutions for the problems of powerlessness
experienced by nurses in the hospital setting. Based on Gorman 1982 PhD. Cited Gorman 1982
PhD; Kanter 1977; Pelz & Andrews 1966. Tiffany, Bell not cited. Clio os RT1 .N273. Online
CUNY since 1995. Hard at Htr Health Profns. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov # Rp. PJ.
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Goronzy, Friedhelm, 1972, “A Simulation Model of Corporate Growth,” Management
International Review, Wiesbaden; Germany, 12(4-5):77-99. (In English 77-94; in French 95-96;
in German 97-99.) On managerial planning concepts. The market, product life-cycle, profits,
market-share, corporate growth, constraint sales maximization, capital, expansion of production
capacity, and the time-path of the simulation model. (This was a lead-in to Goronzy + Gray’s
1974 article - it was not on Jaques.) Misc. PJ.
Goronzy, Friedhelm, and Edmund Gray, 1974, “Factors in Corporate Growth,” Management
International Review, Augsburg, Bavaria, Germany, 14(4-5):75-85[90]. (In English, in French,
and in German.) Review of the literature in economics and management on business growth.
Postulated that Jaques’ concept of individual growth in capacity (1956) was an alternative
explanation of corporate growth in contrast to Coase-Williamson. (This potentially linked
Jaques to Penrose.) A firm with young top managers must grow to create positions for them.
Instances suggested: Texas Instruments, Ling-Temco-Vought, Litton Industries, and Xerox.
[Source not cited.] Archimedes growth. This was a reversal of attitude from Hicks and Goronzy
1967. See Goronzy 1972; Wright 1964; Byrne 1993; Cowden 2004. # Rp. PJ. *****
Gott, H. H., 1968, "The Engineering of Large Projects," Proceedings of the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers, Conference Proceedings, Sage, UK, Sept. 1968, 183(11):30-53. Paper 2.
doi: 10.1243/PIME_CONF_1968_183_202_02. Attempted to extract valid and useful
generalizations from my experience engineering complex projects (where the success of the
project fell below what I regard as acceptable), in power plant projects costing typically £80–
£100m. Such projects are characterized by: Long time span from commitment to completion.
The project may occupy a significant fraction of an engineer's working lifetime, and a period
unhappily long when related to the rate of technical evolution [learning]. Capital commitments
which are of ‘national’ magnitude. Lack of coherence in total labour force arising from
complexity of organization, large number of organizations participating, often with only partial
loyalty to the completion of the project. Complex and shifting relationships as the project
develops. [While not on the theory this paper raises many related questions.] Managing
Director, Associated Nuclear Services, London, S.W., UK. # MS. PJ.
Gottfredson, Mark, Steve Schaubert, and Hernan Saenz, 2008, "The New Leader's Guide to
Diagnosing the Business," (cover story), Harvard Business Review, Feb2008, 86(2):62-73.
ISSN: 00178012. Wd Cnt: 7139. Incoming CEOs and general managers don't have much time
to show what they can do to improve a business's performance. (In 2006, for instance, about
40% of CEOs who left their jobs had lasted an average of just 1.8 years -- and many of them
were ushered out the door.) Within a few months at most, leaders must find ways to boost
profitability, increase market share, overtake a competitor. But they can't map out specific
objectives and initiatives until they have accurately assessed their companies' distinctive
strengths and weaknesses, and the particular threats and opportunities they face. Organizations
must figure out which goals are reasonable and where to focus performance-improvement
efforts. First, costs and prices almost always decline; second, your competitive position
determines your options; third, customers and profit pools don't stand still; and fourth, simplicity
gets results. Inset: Questions. At Bain & Company, Dallas and Boston, USA. # Misc. Pro.
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Gould, Allan, 1991, “The Universe of the Outside Consultant,” Canadian Business, CB Media,
Toronto, ON, September, 64(9):70-75. Suncor, Canadian division of Sunoco, used SST / RO.
See Douglas MacKenzie 1992. A case? D. Pro. *****
Gould, Donald Porter, 1984, An Examination of Levels of Work in Academic Library Technical
Services Departments Utilizing Time-Stratified Systems Theory, Ph.D., dissertation in Library
Science (Administration), U. Southern California, L.A., CA, 199 pages. Published as an article
in 1985. See PhDs.
Gould, Donald Porter, 1985, “Measuring Levels of Work in Academic Libraries: A Time Based
Approach,” College and Research Libraries, 46(3):236-248. (From his 1984 USC dissertation:
TSD:FFP Corr. Coef. +0.948, statistically significant. N = 37.) Rp. PJ. *****
Gould, Donald Porter, 1986, “Stratified Systems Theory in the Design of Organization-wide
Information Systems,” International Journal of Information Management, March 1986, 6(1):515. MIS has focused on the internal, concrete data requirements of lower organizational levels to
the exclusion of the external, intuitive, problem-finding needs of strategic levels. Specified the
varying information requirements of each managerial level within the organization’s
environmental context. Information Technology. (See LSE Professor Lawrence Phillips and
Chun 1992 PhD.) Teach. # Rp. PJ. *****
Gould, Donald P., 1987, “Work Analysis in Libraries,” Encyclopedia of Library and Information
Science, Volume 43 (Supplement 8: Apple Computer, Inc. to Work Analysis in Libraries), editor:
Allen Kent, Marcel Dekker - Taylor & Francis - CRC, 408 p., ISBN: 0824720431. A perfect
short to-the-point introduction to SST/RO for S3s (20-pages). Clio Butler Ref RO30.2 En19
NYPL Hum - Perf Arts. D. NJ. *****
Gouldner, Alvin W., 1954, Patterns of Industrial Bureaucracy, Free Press, Glencoe, Ill., 282 p.
(Reprinted 1964). The question then was: Do managers matter? A detailed sociological
description of the output, functioning, and morale of an organization both before and after a
managerial succession at a surface mining and processing gypsum plant in the US Midwest. The
new plant manager fired several long-time senior managers, abolished the “indulgence era,”
followed company policies, forced bureaucratic controls on the employees, faced down worker
resistance (they only accepted the new safety rules), and established a punishment-centered
bureaucracy. (This conflict led to lower profits.) Not on RO theory but shows managers and
their policies DO matter. (See pt. I, p.133.
Reference to Donald Pelz, p. 222. See p. 25-28 on Weber, Machiavelli, Max Lerner. See
citation in Robert Guest 1960 and 1962 for parallel. Cited by Crozier 1964. See Blau 1968 and
Crane 1986 on 'expertise.') Clio Bus HD31 .G73 Refu. Bk.
Gouldner, Alvin W., 1955, “Metaphysical Pathos and the Theory of Bureaucracy,” American
Political Science Review, 49:496-507. Pathos had come to surround bureaucracy and had stifled
research which would allow it to evolve to deliver efficiency without enslavement. The
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beginnings of ‘management theory jungle’: an insoluble problem. [Its study was frozen into its
present form long before anyone knew.] Cited in Adler and Borys 1996. Misc. PJ. A.
Gouldner, Alvin W., 1957, “Theoretical Requirements of the Applied Social Sciences,”
American Sociological Review, Feb. 1957, 22(1):92-102. Cited Jaques 1951 on the similarity of
social analysis to psychoanalytic technique. MS. PJ. A.
Goyal, Manish, Maryanne Q. Hancock, and Homayoun Hatami, 2012, "Selling into
Micromarkets," Harvard Business Review, US, Jul/Aug2012, 90(7/8):78-86. Wd Cnt: 4549.
ISSN: 00178012. While B2C companies are typically adept at mining the petabytes of
transactional and other purchasing data that consumers generate as they interact online, B2B
sales organizations have only recently begun to use big data to both inform overall strategy and
tailor sales pitches for specific customers in real time. Micromarket analyses involve five steps:
defining the optimal micromarket size; determining the growth potential for each; gauging
market share in each; understanding the causes of variation in market share across them; and
prioritizing high potential markets to focus on. But exploiting new-growth hot spots will require
crossfunctional collaboration between sales and marketing. At McKinsey. # MS. Pro.
Grady, James, and Victoria Grady, 2011, “Organisational Mistrust: Exploring the Issues,
Pondering Its Fate …,” Organisational and Social Dynamics, Karnac Books Ltd., London, UK,
11(1):41-58. ISSN 1474-2780. Whether it is in international affairs, politics, business, or
family matters, whether it is justified or unjustified, real or imagined, a general feeling of
suspicion and mistrust is everywhere. Many of the reasons for a widespread sense of
organisational mistrust are hidden in the unconscious realm. Our primary intention is not new
information relating to the causes of this mistrust, but to explore through the lens of a new
perspective some likely overlooked explanations that may lie buried within this organizational
heart of darkness. Our focus is on interconnections that may exist in chains of thought from
individual and organisational psychology that have previously met with some degree of
acceptance, but that may not have yet become associated with this culture of mistrust. We begin
to bring matters from the unconscious into consciousness. Cited Jaques 1976, 1998, 1998, 2002;
Sievers 2003; Harvey 1988, 1999; Hirshhorn 1988. At GWU. # Rp. PJ.
Grady, Victoria, and Marvine Hamner, 2004, “The Effect of Technological Change on
Organizational Effectiveness,” American Society of Engineering Managers Practice Periodical,
Summer 2004, 1(2). Goetz, . Jaques not cited. Not found in NYC. Misc. PJ.
Grady, Victoria M., and James D. Grady, III, 2008, “KM Technologies and the Organizational
LOE: The Unintended Consequence of Constant Organizational Change,” chapter 7 (p 104-118)
in O’Sullivan, Kevin, ed., 2008, Strategic Knowledge Management in Multinational
Organizations, Information Science Reference, IGI Global, Hershey, PA, 405 p. Knowledge
management (KM). Level of effectiveness (LOE). When organizational changes reach a certain
frequency the organization begins to falter and decline due to their impact on the people. Trust is
lost. Based on her GWU 2005 PhD. Jaques not cited. Cited Grady 2004, 2005; Harvey 1988,
1999; Senge et al 1999. SIBL JBF 08-258. Clio Bus HD30.2 .S7885 2008. # MS. Ch.
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Grady, Victoria M., Erikka A. Gleckel, and Erin R. Grody, 2009, “The Organizational Loss of
Effectiveness (LOE) Model and the LOE Index: A Quantitative Measurement Tool for
Identifying Individual Symptomatic Response to Technological Change,” Integration Journal,
June 2009. (This article received the Leadership Excellence Award.) Jaques not cited. Not
seen. MS. PJ.
Grady, Victoria M., Beverly Magda, and James D. Grady, 2011, "Organizational Change, Mental
Models and Stability: Are They Mutually Exclusive or Inextricably Linked?" Journal of
Organizational Development. [Accepted: Pub. Date: Oct. 2011.] Jaques cited. Rp. PJ.
Graen, George B., 1990, “Designing Productive Leadership Systems to Improve Both Work
Motivation and Organization Effectiveness,” chapter 9 (p. 133-156) in Kleinbeck, Uwe, et al,
eds, 1990, Work Motivation, Lawrence Erlbaum, Hillsdale, NJ, 283 p. Papers from 1987
symposium in Leichlingen, W. Germany, sponsored by German Research Foundation. Cited
Jaques 1986 and Jacobs and Jaques 1987. Integrated the Jacobs and Jaques framework of types
of managerial functions into his own “dyadic leader-member exchange” (LMX) framework.
Graen notes much OT assumes managers “do not grow out of their prescribed roles.” [Sad,
circular, but true.] # Rp. Ch.
Graham, Ann, 2004, "The Company That Anticipated History," Strategy + Business (S+B),
Booz & Co., NY, NY, US, Winter 2004, Issue 45, p. 1-12. Reprint 06406. How South African
power utility, Eskom, combined social leadership with business strategy to plan ahead for end of
apartheid. The de Villiers commission created a two tier governance system, for policy and
management, in 1984. For the first time, the company would be accountable for profits and for
losses. ‘Electricity for all’ became its motto - not just for a third of the population. The firm saw
the need of five coal-fired plants but had not enough whites to operate them. It had to hire and
train – and promote - blacks ahead of the end of apartheid. (South African Breweries was
mentioned favorably.) With the shift to black management, the ubuntu vision prevailed: the
individual gets his/her identity from the community. “It’s not only that society needs strong and
sustainable businesses. Businesses need sustainable societies in which to operate.” # MS. Pro.
Graham, Ann, 2010, “Too Good to Fail," Strategy + Business, Booz & Co., NY, NY, US, Spring
2010, Issue 58, p. 1-12. Reprint 10106. India’s Tata, one of the world’s largest conglomerates,
is basing an ambitious global strategy on 142 years of social entrepreneurship. It maintains an
active social role of long-term commitment and values to produce social capital. Executives
refer to the Tata conglomerate as ‘family.’ Hard assets are for sustainable growth. Recently they
purchased Corus Steel and Jaguar Land Rover (JLR). The conventional view is conglomerates
are unfocused and sluggish. In 1992 its revenue was $5.8 Bn, and its profits were $320 Mn. By
2008 it was $62.5 Bn, and its profits were $5.4. Its family values stand up in the capital markets
outside India. N.Y. Reputation Institute ranked them with Google, Microsoft, GE, Toyota,
Coca-Cola, Intel, and Unilever. Tata Steel won the Deming Prize in 2008. The firm provides
the poorest with products they can afford – like water purifiers. Tata is emerging from the
financial crisis relatively unscathed. Jaques, Billis, not mentioned. # MS. Pro.
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Graham, Benjamin, and David L. Dodd; with Charles Tatham, Jr., 1951 and 2005, Security
Analysis: principles and technique, 3rd ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 770 p. (Other
editions issued in 1934, 1940, 1962.) The classic work describing Fundamental Analysis of Wall
Street securities (equity and debt) using public information disclosed by companies to the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) beginning in 1933. Ratio analysis of the financial
statements and reported operations of companies over time to detect trends, variations, changes
in direction, leverage, and gaps. How to identify gaps between price and value of firms’
financial instruments. Includes industry analysis. Bus Ref HG4521 .G67 2005. Misc. Bk.
Graham, Benjamin, 1973 and 1985, The Intelligent Investor: a book of practical counsel, 4th rev.
ed., Harper & Row, New York, N.Y., 340 p. (1st edn. 1950). (1985 edn. has a new preface and
appendix by Warren E. Buffett, who commented, “by far the best book about investing ever
written.”) The essential ideas of Fundamental Analysis of securities (equity and debt) in plain
English. Understanding these ideas is essential for every manager so he or she can differentiate
between long-term financial investors and short-term speculators in the financial market. (The
executive and the investor must understand both.) Clio Biz HG4521 .G665 1985. Misc. Bk.
Graham, Laurie, 1995, On the line at Subaru-Isuzu, ILR Press, Cornel U., Ithaca, NY, 169 p.
Author conducted participant-observed study of this car plant in Lafayette, IN. She was covert
and worked on the line. Compare with Dore 1973 (UK-Japan). Clio offsite. Baruch, GC, JJay
HD8039 .A82 U646 1995. Misc. Bk.
Graicunas, Vytautas A., 1933, “Relationship in Organization,” Bulletin of the International
Management Institute, March, 13(4). Reprinted, 1937, as a chapter (p. 183-187) in Gulick, L.,
and L. Urwick, eds., Papers on the Science of Administration, New York Institute of Public
Administration, Columbia University Press, New York, NY. This is the source for the original
span-of-control concept of 1:6. It assumed complete managerial control over very possible interpersonal relationship, which goes up exponentially with the number of subordinates. It was
intended as “speculative rather than [of] a directly practical nature” but this ratio was held up as
a rule in textbooks (even today) and was finally dismissed. See Bedeian 1972 for clarification.
See Suojanen 1955. See Worthy 1958. Misc. PJ.
Grams, Robert, and Donald P. Schwab, 1985, “An Investigation of Systematic Gender-Related
Error in Job Evaluation,” Academy of Management Journal, 28(2):279-290. Gender composition
did not influence evaluations - but pay level did!!! (See Matthew Effect, Nystrom 1973.) Cited
Jaques 1961; Mahoney 1979. # Rp. PJ. A.
Granit, R., 1985, “Comments on time in action and perception,” Human Neurobiology, Springer,
Heidelberg, Ger.; NY, NY, US, 4(2):61-62. [Guest Editor: J. M. Fuster. Temporal organization
of behavior (1 & 2).] [Mechanical only.] The brain is employing time as a creative element in
motor and sensory processes, for example in vision or in auditory perceptions. # Misc. PJ.
Granovetter, Mark, 1995, “Coase Revisited: Business Groups in the Modern Economy,”
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Industrial and Corporate Change, Oxford Journals, Oxford University Press, 4(1):93-130.
Ronald Coase's celebrated query as to why economic actors typically aggregate into entities
called ‘firms’ rather than transacting as individuals in a market has engendered a vigorous
stream of research. This paper asks a parallel question: why is it that in all modern economies,
firms themselves aggregate into larger entities, often more stable than any literature predicts,
which are here referred to as ‘business groups’? After establishing some working definitions,
and discussing the curious conjunction of empirical importance and analytical invisibility of
‘business groups,’ an attempt is made to establish the most significant dimensions along which
such groups vary. Cited by R..Whittington 2002. SIBL Online. At Sociology, Northwestern U.
Abstract only seen. Misc. PJ. A.
Grant, Philip C., 1988, "Why Job Descriptions Don't Work," Personnel Journal, Santa Monica,
Cal., US, Jan., 67(1):52-59. Most job descriptions are almost worthless to managers and to
employees. Better ones would include time requirements and the relative importance of tasks.
(Good suggestions.) CUNY City Cohen. At Husson Coll., ME, US. Teach. # Refu. Pro.
Grant, Robert, M., 1996, “Prospering in Dynamically-Competitive Environments: Organizational
Capability as Knowledge Integration,” Organization Science, INFORMS, July-Aug., 7(4):375387. Grant understands knowledge resides inside individuals and, in the hierarchy of
capabilities, this means “the span of integration increases as one ascends the hierarchy.” But he
then wanders off into networks as the means of integrating of knowledge within a firm. So
close. See Nerkar 2003. At Georgetown U. Unaware of Jaques. Off. PJ. A.
Gratton, Lynda, and Jill Pearson, 1993, “Empowering Leaders: Are They Being Developed?”
paper delivered at the Occupational Psychology Conference, Brighton, UK, January. Reprinted
(edited) as Chapter 8 in Mabey, Christopher, and Paul Iles (eds.), 1994, Managing Learning,
Routledge (with the Open University), London, UK, p. 87-104. (This version was seen.) Cited
Jaques 1989. Misconstrued Jaques’ accountability hierarchy as the type of organization most
current managers have prospered in as “autonomous individuals.” Not so. They also do not
identify politically savvy ‘high-potential managers’ as possible articulate incompetents. But they
do identify a lack of empowerment of their employees by these managers. Off. Ch.
Graves, Clare W., 1970, "Levels of Existence: An open system theory of values," Journal of
Humanistic Psychology, Sage, Thousand Oaks, Cal., US, Oct., 10(2):131-155. doi:
10.1177/002216787001000205. In some ways this work was an extension of Maslow's ideas.
The problem of ethical and moral decline lies not so much in the breakdown and discard of ’the
old’ as in the retention of existentially inappropriate values during a period of profound
transformation in human existence. # Misc. PJ.
Gray, Colin, and Will Hughes, 2001, Building Design Management, Butterworth-Heinemann,
Oxford, UK; Boston, MA, US, 177 p. On levels of complexity in work and hierarchy levels
appropriate to that work in construction [II-V]. For levels see esp. ch. 4: Stages, Roles and
Responsibilities; ch. 5: People and Organizations. Cited in Al-Bizri and Gray 2010. Cited
Jaques 1976; Lawrence and Lorsch 1967. Not in CUNY, NYPL. Clio Avery (Non-
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Circulating)AA3102 G79. Brunel Liby has it. At U. Reading, UK. Rp. Bk.
Gray, H. L., 1989, “Resisting Change: Some Organisational Considerations About University
Departments”, Educational Management Administration and Leadership, Sage, UK, Nov. 1989,
17(3):123-132. University departments face conceptual and practical problems in organising
themselves. Concluded that there was a need for an extensive programme of management
development, starting with vice-chancellors. Cited Parker and Kakabadse 1984. At U. Lancaster,
UK. # Misc. PJ.
Gray, Jerry, L., 1971, “The Nature of ‘Work’ in Employment Organizations,” Journal of the
Canadian Dietetic Association, December, 32(4):217-24. Prescribed and discretionary work;
managerial review; TSD; and psychological work. Precis of the basics of the theory. Teach. D.
PJ. *****
Gray, Jerry, L., 1974, “Matrix Organizational Design as a Vehicle for Effective Delivery of
Public Health Care and Social Services,” Management International Review, Wiesbaden,
Betriebswirtschaftlicher Verlag, 14(6):73-88. Advocated matrix design to improve the
administration of health and social services. Cited by Knight 1976. # Rp. PJ.
Gray, Jerry L., ed., 1976, The Glacier Project: Concepts and Critiques, Crane Russak, New
York, NY and Heinemann Educational Books, London, UK, 452 pages. A first rate anthology of
30 articles and chapters about the theory and the project, mostly previously published. This is an
excellent readings book for an introductory course on Jaques’ theory. Its flaws: It does not
demolish foolish critics and it allows Jaques and Brown enough rope to hang themselves with
FFP and works councils - and Hill with expenditure economics (a dead end). Note: Chapters 89-10 and 19-20-21 are sequences. Includes original essays by Gray, John J. McCarty, Robert L.
Miller, and Fremont A. “Bud” Shull, Jr. See Child 1977 book review. (In: Aronson, Randi,
1977, “Summaries,” Compensation & Benefits Review, Sage, Jan. 1977, 9:76-80.) Gray is dean
emeritus of the I. H. Asper School of Business at the U. of Manitoba in Winnipeg, MB, Canada.
Table of Contents:
Part One: Introduction and Definition of Concepts: 1. The History, Nature, and Scope
of the Glacier Project (orig.), McCarty and Gray; 2. Social Analysis and the Glacier
Project (1964), Jaques; 3. Concept Formation (1971), Brown; 4. What is Work? (1962),
Brown; 5. The Time-Span of Discretion in Job Analysis (1956), Hill.
Part Two: Time-Span of Discretion and Fair Payment (Micro): 6. The Time-Span of
Discretion Theory: An Appraisal (1966), Fox [Reversed in 1974]; 7. An Empirical
Examination of Elliott Jaques’ Concept of Time Span (1967), Goodman [Recanted in
1973]; 8. Objective Measures for Pay Differentials (1962), Jaques; 9. In Praise of Job
Evaluation (1963), Beal; 10. Level-of-Work-Measurement and Fair Payment: A Reply to
Professor Beal’s Comparison of Time-Span of Discretion and Job Evaluation (1964),
Jaques; 11. Pay Systems for Scientists and Engineers (1967), Atchison and French; 12.
Difficulties in the Use of the Time-Span Technique to Measure Level-of-Work (1969),
Robert L. Miller; 13. A Critique of Jaques’ Equitable Payment System (1969), Hellriegel
and French [BAD. See chapters 15 and 16.]; 14. Growth of Individual Capacity (1970,
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Equitable Payment, Ch. 8), Jaques; 15. The Current Status of the Jaquesian Time-Span
of Discretion Concept: Research and Applications (1970), Laner and Crossman.
Part Three: Time-Span of Discretion and Fair Payment (Macro): 16. The Jaquesian
General Theory (1964), Alderson [See chapter 13.]; 17. A Note on Time-Span and
Economic Theory (1958), Hill [A dead end.]; 18. Economic Justice – By law? (1965
GPP), Jaques [D.O.A.]; 19. A System for Income Equity (1963), Jaques; 20. The
Jaques System: Impractical? (1963), Paterson [See his 1972 book.]; 21. Time-Span: A
Reply (1963), Jaques; 22. A National Council for the Regulation of Differential Wages
(1973), Brown [D.O.A.].
Part Four: Glacier Organization Theory: 23. A Critique of Some Current Ideas About
Organization (1963), Brown; 24. Two Contributions to a General Theory of
Organisation and Management (1964 & 1965 GPP chapters 7 & 8), Jaques; 25. Too
Many Management Levels (1965 CMR), Jaques; 26. Policy-Making Works Councils
(1971), Brown; 27. Productivity as a Function of Role Design (orig.), McCarty and
Shull; 28. An Assessment of the Glacier System of Management (1968 Ch. 10), Kelly;
29. Comments on Organization Design and the Glacier Model (1969), Shull.
Part Five: Conclusions: 30. The Glacier Project: Quo Vadis? (orig.), Gray. Rp.
In France available at: EVRY-BU, NANTERRE-BU PARIS10, PARIS-DAUPHINE-BU
GestionEconomie. Rp. Bk.
Gray, Jerry L., 1986, “Improving Management Development Through Better Participant
Selection,” Journal of Management Development, MCB UP, ProQuest, Bradford, UK, Summer,
5(2):7-14. Companies frequently waste dollars either by sending the wrong people to a training
program or by not preparing them. Potential trainees should be diagnosed to distinguish between
skill/ability and motivation problems. Increasing managerial accountability for selection would
assure an improved process. Participant accountability for learning should be manifest. In
addition, the participant's manager must support the trainee to implement the training afterward.
Not in NYPL, Clio or CUNY. Gale useless circular. ILL via NYPL. # MS. PJ.
Gray, Jerry, 2004, “Growth: the Holy Grail of Business, How growth can slam your business,”
Manitoba Business, Winnipeg, MA, Canada, Jan/Feb 2004, 26(1):34-37. The circle of growth
worship is a sign of success. Managing complexity is weak. But a one-person business faces a
much different level of complexity than the CEO of a multimillion dollar business scattered over
several continents. # Rp. PJ.
Gray, Jerry L., James G. (Jerry) Hunt, and Sarah McArthur, eds., 2007, Organization Design,
Levels of Work and Human Capacity: Executive Guide, Global Organization Design Society,
Toronto, ON, CA, 470 pgs. (Ken Shepard, series editor. E. Forrest Christian, writing
consultant.) A guide for executives on the theory and its application. 32 chapters (in seven
parts) contributed by academics, business executives, and consultants including: Alexander Ross,
Maurice Dutrisac, Herb Koplowitz, Ken Shepard, Jerry B. Harvey, Gerald A. Kraines, Jos J.
Wintermans, Paul J. Tremlett, Mark van Clieaf, Janet Langford Kelly, Atillo A. Penna, Julian
Fairfield, Jack Fallow, Elliott Jaques, Nancy R. Lee, Stephen D. Clement, T. Owen Jacobs,
George Weber, Dwight Mihalicz, John Morgan, Catherine G. Burke, Ian Macdonald, Karl
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Stewart, Sheila Deane, Charlotte M. Bygrave, Richard B. D. Brown, Piet L. Calitz, Paul
McDowell, George Reilly, Judith Hobrough, Peter Taylor, Andrew Olivier, Donald V. Fowke,
Glenn W. Mehltretter, Jr., Michelle Malay Carter, Harald Solaas, Alistair Mant, and Kenneth C.
Craddock. Of the 40 authors and editors, 11 are or have been professors, and 15 hold earned
PhDs. Rp. Bk.
Gray, Judy, 1997, Qualitative analysis of latent and manifest variables in a study of
entrepreneurial locus of control, 13 p., Working Paper 57/97. Monash University, Faculty of
Business & Economics, Melbourne, Caulfield East, Vic., AU. Monash SQ 658.42/34. Not seen.
Ru.
Gray, Judy, and Iain L. Densten, 1998, Analysis of latent and manifest variables in a study of
small business strategy, 13 p., Working Paper 15/98, Monash University, Faculty of Business &
Economics, Melbourne, Caulfield East, Vic., AU. Monash SQ 658.022/112. Not seen. Ru.
Gray, Judy H., and Iain L. Densten, 2005, "Towards an Integrative Model of Organizational
Culture and Knowledge Management," International Journal of Organisational Behaviour,
9(2):594-603. ISSN 1440-5377. Proposed the integration of The Competing Values Framework
(Quinn 1984; 1988) with Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) knowledge creation and conversion
model. The resulting Organizational Knowledge Management Model should further
understanding of the social and organizational cultural processes. usq.edu.au Cited Boal and
Whitehead 1992; Denison, Hooijberg and Quinn 1995; Kakabadse et al 2001; Nonaka and
Takeuchi 1995; Nonaka et al 2002, 2003, 2004; Quinn 1984, 1988, 2003. # Rp. PJ.
Gray, R. B., 1971, “The Scanlon Plan – A Case Study,” British Journal of Industrial Relations
(BJIR), Blackwell Publishers, Oxford, UK, Nov., 9(3):291-313. Investigated the plan at
Linwood plant of Pressed Steel in UK. [Not clear if this was Rob Gray.] Cited in Ramsay 1980.
Cited Herzberg 1959. Jaques not cited. Based on Interesting 1972 PhD. # Misc. PJ. A.
Gray, Rob, 1993, Accounting for the Environment, Paul Chapman, London; Markus Wiener,
New York, 348 p. Rob Gray with Jan Bebbington and Diane Walters; editorial adviser, Martin
Houldin. [2001, 2nd edn., 359 p.] Gray was with the Environment Management Centre at Brunel
U. in UK (Not extant as of 2005). [Alan Dale and Ken Knight were affiliated with this centre.]
Emphasis was on environment. Clio os HF5686 .C7 G568 1993 [Missing]. CUNY Baruch - HF
5686 .C7 G568 1993. NYPL SIBL os (2): 1993: JBE 93-2282; 2001: JBE 02-2446. Misc. Bk.
Grayson, C. Jackson, Jr., 1973, “Management Science and Business Practice,” Harvard Business
Review, July-Aug., p. 41-48. On the conceptual split between business academics and managers
a la C. P. Snow’s communication gulf between scientists and humanists. What the academics
and scientists are doing is not helpful to managers. In particular, the shortage of time in decision
making is critical to managers, yet not a part of the academic models. Likewise shortchanged are
data inaccessibility, unwillingness of people to change, power – and nastiness. The models are
oversimplified for the complex implementations faced by managers. Managers are action – and
intuition - oriented. They see situations not as tools and facts but as mosaics and experiences.
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(That cocktail party is getting rather unpleasant.) Cited by McKenney & Keen 1974. Misc. Pro.
Great Britain, Department of Health and Social Security, 1976, “The NHS Planning System”,
HMSO, London, UK. Brunel? NYAM - nope. Not in NYC. Not seen. ~
Green Paper, 1970, National Health Service: The Future Structure of the NHS, HMSO, London,
UK. A report. See Brunel University 1970 for comments and analysis. Cited in Kakabadse
1982. (Q.v. Bioss influence in this report.) See Cranfield U. Liby. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Green, Francis, and Nicholas Tsitsianis, 2005, “An Investigation of National Trends in Job
Satisfaction in Britain and Germany,” British Journal of Industrial Relations, Sep2005,
43(3):401-429. Trends in job satisfaction in Britain and Germany were described, and potential
explanations investigated. Contrary to what might be expected from popular commentary,
changing job insecurity does not explain the fall in job satisfaction in either country. It was
found that intensification of work effort and declining task discretion account for the fall in job
satisfaction in Britain. In Germany there was a modest fall in the proportion of people working
the number of hours that they wanted to. However, while working too many or too few hours
was a significant source of job dissatisfaction, the changes were too small to account for the fall
in job satisfaction. At Economics, U. Kent. # MS. PJ. A.
Green, Francis, 2008, “Leeway for the Loyal: A Model of Employee Discretion,” British Journal
of Industrial Relations, Blackwell, UK, March 2008, 46(1):1-32. doi: 10.1111/j.14678543.2007.00666.x Argued that the key axis for understanding discretion was the trade-off
between the positive effects of discretion on potential output per employee and the negative
effects of greater leeway on work effort. Discretion was generally greater in high-skilled jobs
and lower where employees were under-skilled. Teamworking had mixed impact. There were
also significant and substantial unobserved establishment-level factors which affect task
discretion. [e.g. managerial x-inefficiency?] (Sees the dynamic but not the theory.) # MS. PJ.
Green, Francis, 2012, "Employee Involvement, Technology and Evolution in Job Skills: A TaskBased Analysis," Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Cornell U., Ithaca, NY, US, Jan2012,
65(1):36-67. ISSN: 00197939. The author investigated the evolution of job skill distribution
using task data. Explored the extent to which employee involvement in the workplace and
computer technologies (IT) promote the use of higher order cognitive and interactive skills.
Literacy, numerical, and problem-solving skills have become more important, but repetitive
physical skills have largely remained unchanged - but substituted. The classification of all tasks
as either routine or non-routine is found to be problematic. Found strong connection between the
rising use of more academic skills and the education level required for entry into the labor
market. Cited Gallie, Felstead & Green 2004. At London U., UK. # Misc. PJ. A.
Green, Stephen, 1975, “Professional/Bureaucratic Conflict: The Case of the Medical Profession
in the National Health Service,” The Sociological Review, U. of Keele, UK, Feb., 23(1): …-… .
The medical profession in the three Scottish hospitals examined, was not a united body. The
internal differences may have showed only because the profession had a strong position. This
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confliuct is static and has not kept pace with changes in organization theory. A better view
might be in terms of the interest/pressure group model. These findings have many parallels to
issues in social work and it grasps the complex nature of social life. Builds on Benson 1973.
Abstracted by Pauline Hardiker in BJSW 5(3):335-336. MS. PJ.
Greenberg, Jerald, and Suzyn Ornstein, 1983, "High Status Job Title as Compensation for
Underpayment: A Test of Equity Theory," Journal of Applied Psychology, American
Psychological Association, US, 1983, 68(2):285-297. Two experiments were reported on
undergraduate student workers performing a proofreading task were given extra job
responsibilities in conjunction with a high status job title that was either Earned on the basis of
their superior performance or Unearned—bestowed for no apparent reason. It was found that the
Earned job title proved adequate compensation for the additional inputs to keep workers feeling
equitably paid and to maintain their pretitle level of performance. A worker's title may operate
as a status symbol. In contrast, bestowal of an Unearned job title at first led to an improvement
in performance accompanied by feelings of overpayment but then led to a sharp performance
decrement and feelings of underpayment. Jaques not cited, but validated. Cited Adams 1965,
1978; Pritchard 1969; Walster et al 1973, 1979. Both at Ohio State U. # MS. PJ. A.
Greene, Charles N., 1972, “The Satisfaction-Performance Controversy,” Business Horizons,
Bloomington, IN, Oct. 1972, 15(5):31-41. A review of the literature. The causal nature of the
two is not clear. Porter and Lawler are allied with the performance-causes-satisfaction belief
system. This has found some support. The other way is still more widely held but the recent
evidence goes against it. Does not include Jaques. Reprinted in Connor 1978, as ch. 46. (Ian
Wilson quote p. 41.) Misc. PJ.
Greenhalgh, Leonard, 1980, “A Process Model of Organizational Turnover: The Relationship
with Job Security as a Case in Point,” Academy of Management Review, US, 5(2):299-303. A
turnover process model applies Barnard's participation and contribution decisions to various
organizational career stages. Organizations are affected because, given job insecurity, better
workers shy away during recruitment or are predominant quitters. Cited Rice, Hill, and Trist
1950 (Glacier Metal). At Dartmouth Coll. # W. PJ. A.
Greenley, Gordon E., 1989, Strategic Management, Prentice Hall, Hemel Hempstead, UK, 499
p. ISBN: 0138505128. LC: HD30.28; Dewey: 658.4/012. Re: Levels. Cited by Blunt 1990:302.
Not in NYC nor in Brunel Lib. In BL. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Greenspon, Stanley P., 1963, “Some Theoretical Contributions Made by Marx, Weber, and
Durkheim to the Field of Industrial Sociology,” Journal of Educational Sociology, Jan.,
36(5):213-218. If the organization is the producer today, then status belongs not to the worker
but to the job (role). Cited Jaques 1951. MS. PJ.
Greenstein, Fred I., 1982, The Hidden Hand Presidency, Eisenhower as Leader, Basic Books,
Harper Colophon, New York, NY, London, UK, 286 p. A richly detailed history of
Eisenhower’s leadership style revealing his deliberate stances as an outward neutral “non-
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politician” containing an internal hard edged schemer. Ike was rated stratum VIII capable as of
June 6, 1944 by Jaques. This is supported by a quote on page 9 from Richard Nixon’s Six Crises
(1962, p. 161), that Ike “always applied two, three or four lines of reasoning to a single problem
and he usually preferred the indirect approach where it would serve him better than the direct
attack on the problem.” See Greenstein 1984; Burke and Greenstein 1981. See Zand 1985 book
review. See Malan and Kriger 1998. Compare with Hesseltine’s 1935 book on Grant, and
Morgan’s 1980 on Washington. Unaware of the theory. Misc. Bk.
Greenstein, Fred I., 1984, “‘Centralization is the Refuge of Fear’: A Policymaker’s Use of a
Proverb of Administration,” Chapter Six (p. 117-139) in: Golembiewki, Robert, and Aaron
Wildavsky, eds., 1984, The Costs of Federalism, in honor of James W. Fesler, Transactions
Books, New Brunswick, NJ, and London, UK. An essay on Ike precipitated by his 1946 remark
on leadership. Also, a sharp rebuff of Herb Simon’s famous 1946 essay against proverbs of
administration. Ike was rated stratum VIII capable by Jaques. (This is the author of the rich
history of Ike: The Hidden Hand Presidency, 1982, q.v.) See Malan and Kriger 1998. Cf.
Simon 1946 and 1947; . Unaware of the theory. Misc. Ch.
Greenwald, Bruce C. N., 1979, Adverse Selection in the Labor Market, Garland Pub., New York
and London, 292 p. Because it takes time for an employer to get to know the abilities of its
employees and is willing to pay more for better workers, those employees leaving are usually of
poorer than average quality. The next employer, in the face of imperfect information on the
abilities of the potential employee, should pay less. This information asymmetry was persistent
and there was no way to circumvent this adverse selection situation. This is the author’s doctoral
thesis in economics at MIT in 1978 (not herein). (Greenwald’s first error was the assumption
that the employee was a commodity being bought and sold among employers. This fallacy was
extended to comparison of the free-labor market with the ante-bellum slave trade in New
Orleans. Greenwald was unaware of SST/RO theory, unaware of employee discretion, unaware
of TSD as a measurement of responsibility and capability, and unaware that labor market adverse
selection has persisted due largely to the refusal of academics to understand this theory (Koontz).
This thesis was a near-perfect example of an alchemical dissertation and a waste of Greenwald’s
talent and time. Adverse selection of employees was a phoney problem in 1978 because it was
solved by Jaques in 1956.) Thanked Andrew Weiss. Cited Akerlof, Lazear, Salop, Spence.
CUNY Hunter HD5707 .G72 1979. Alt. Bk.
Greenwald, Bruce C., 1986, “Adverse Selection in the Labour Market,” The Review of Economic
Studies, UK, July 1986, 53(3):325-347. The article version of his 1978 PhD at MIT (not herein)
and the 1979 book version. Adverse selection in the labour market seriously impairs a worker’s
freedom to change jobs. It is a three-way interaction among workers, their current employers
and the world of prospective employers. The employers are unable to differentiate among the
capabilities of the workers so they low-bid anyone on the market for a job. True. [It promotes
age-ism and sexism.] Also, economists don’t know Jaques had solved this problem in 1956. Alt.
PJ. A.
Greenwood, Frank, and Bulent Kobu, 1990, "Management Modifications," S.A.M. Advanced
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Management Journal, Society for Advancement of Management, Cincinnati, OH, US, 55(1):3033. Presented textbook solutions used for handling management problems in US companies and
found them generally fitting into the traditional definition of management with hierarchical
and authoritarian characteristics. But in a book by Yoshio Hatakeyama, President of Japan
Management Association (Manager Revolution!, 1985), the human aspect of management was
highlighted with emphasis on fostering mutual trust, motivation, and creation of a favourable
atmosphere. This was believed to help Japanese managers to attain long-term stability and
enabled the firm to produce quality goods and services. At SE Mass U. # MS. PJ. A.
Greenwood, Ronald C., 1981, "Management by Objectives: As Developed by Peter Drucker,
Assisted by Harold Smiddy," Academy of Management Review, Apr1981, 6(2):225-230. ISSN:
03637425. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1981.4287793. In this article, I discuss the early development
of the philosophy and concept of management by objectives (MBO) as it has been traditionally
defined in the literature. Peter Drucker worked out the philosophic foundations of MBO with the
assistance of Harold Smiddy of General Electric, who had already put the "manager's letter"
concept into practice in the late 1940s. At U. Wisc. La Crosse. # Misc. PJ. A.
Greif, Avner, 1996, "The Study of Organizations and Evolving Organizational Forms Through
History: Reflections from the Late Medieval Family Firm," Industrial & Corporate Change,
Oxford UP, UK, 1996, 5(2):473-501. 29p. ISSN: 09606491. Despite the diversity of economic
environments and organizations utilized throughout history, historical studies of organizations
and organizational innovations, by and large, have concentrated on the very recent past.
Arguably, this reflects the perception that historical records are not rich enough and
organizational problems in past economies are irrelevant. This paper combines historical
information and game theory to demonstrate that the study of past organizations is both feasible
and relevant. Specifically, it presents a game theoretical analysis of the factors that led to the
emergence of the late medieval family firm in the Latin, rather than the Muslim, world. At
Economics, Stanford University, CA, USA. # Misc. PJ. A.
Greig, I. D., 1984, “"Basic Motivation and Decision Style in Organisation Management,"
OMEGA, Pergamon, UK, 12(1):31-41. Two concepts of management style were drawn together
for a more complete description of the individual and therefore of the organisation. The concepts
were those of decision style, based on Jung's personality types, and Maslow's concept of basic
motivation, embracing his famous hierarchy of needs. Maslow's growth-motivated managers
were found to have the flexibility of decision style which characterises the best managers and
was seen as necessary for successful multidimensional functioning. Cited Stamp 1981; Davis
1967; Hellriegel and Slocum 1975. At International Wool Secretariat, London, UK. # MS. PJ.
Greiner, Larry E., 1967, “Patterns of Organization Change,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, May/Jun67, 45(3):119-130. Looked for “success patterns” among the studies reporting
successful change efforts. Examined preceding conditions (including pressure for change) , the
change, implementation difficulties, and the results. Change begins at the top and moves
downward. Failures were also examined and were found to be internally inconsistent. Cited
own HBS PhD 1965 (not herein). Cited as examples of “successful” (and phased) change
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efforts: Jaques 1951 (Glacier); Rice 1958; Guest 1962; Blake and Mouton 1964; Seashore and
Bowers 1963. # Rp. Pro.
Greiner, Larry E., D. Paul Leitch, and Louis B. Barnes, 1970, “Putting Judgment Back Into
Decisions,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Mar-Apr 1970, 48(2):59-67. A major task
of management is to know what is actually going on in its organization. The use of objective
(computer generated) data on operations leads to differing assessments of unit performance
among managers. Managerial knowledge is the context. Without this, numerous myths and
assumptions abound. As a result, mistrust of managerial judgment grows. Calls for more
numbers is one clear sign of this distrust. Managers who use older, more qualitative information
agree with each other more and take actions that are more stable. Top managers must strive to
make IT systems more “helpful servants rather than irrelevant masters.” Information
Technology. # MS. Pro.
Greiner, Larry E., 1972, “Evolution and Revolution as Organizations Grow,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, July-August, 50(4):37-46. A “classic” on entrepreneurial transitions.
Greiner may have stumbled into the boundaries between strata. See Hackman 1984 for a failed
confirmation of transitions at People Express. See Bucy 1992. Unaware of Jaques’ theory.
Cited by Torbert 1974 who compared this with his and with Lippitt and Schmidt 1967. (p. 1213). Misc. Pro.
Greiner, Larry E., 1983, “Senior Executives as Strategic Actors,” New Management, USC, Los
Angeles, Cal., US, Summer, 1(2):11-15. In even the best companies, good strategic plans are
ignored. Strategies are inhibited and limited by actions and decisions that are made daily by
executives. All plans about facing the future – all strategies - are made this way. They are not
rational, orderly, set one-off. NYPL SIBL os JLM 86-1211 v. 1-2 (1983-1985). # MS. Pro.
Grenier, Guilliermo J., 1988, Inhuman Relations, Quality Circles and Anti-Unionism in
American Industry, Temple U. Press, Philadelphia, PA. How a good idea that worked in Japan
was abused and destroyed in the US. How the prevailing managerial ideology of anti-labor was
shown in participation as a form of control. Positive Bk Rev by A. J. Riech in CSR 1991, 9:1913. Sad. Misc. Bk.
Greve, Henrich R., and Hitoshi Mitsuhashi, 2007, “Power and Glory: Concentrated Power in Top
Management Teams,” Organization Studies, Sage / De Gruyter, Berlin, Germany, 2007,
28(8):1197-1221. Strategic change is one of the most critical decisions that organizations make.
We focus on the role of groups at the upper echelon of hierarchies and propose that concentrated
power either in the CEO or the top management team is prone to be exercised, leading to a high
rate of strategic change. We derive hypotheses on how formal and informal power concentration
have an effect on changes in corporate diversification. EJ not cited. Email: henrich.greve@bi.no
and hitoshi@sk.tsukuba.ac.jp. At Norw. Sch. Mgt., Oslo, and U. Tsukuba, Japan. Misc. PJ. A.
Grewal, T. S., 1963, "Autocracy Versus Democracy in Management," Indian Management, All
India Management Association, New Delhi, India, Mar-Apr 1963, 2(2):33-35. Both pro and con
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for autocracy and for democracy in management are contrasted with wartime needs. The need
for secrecy, confidentiality, and expediency favor autocracy. The need for openness,
participation, and leadership favor democracy. At Dehli U. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Grey, Christopher, 1999, "'We Are All Managers Now'; 'We Always Were': On the Development
and Demise of Management," Journal of Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Sep99,
36(5):561-585. ISSN: 00222380. The separation of managers from others has been questioned
for some years by critical writers, not least because it ignores the many managerial activities
performed by non-managers both in and outside the workplace. Now, organizational members
are told that 'we are all managers', and the three approaches (technical, elite, and political) have
various ways of explaining this. This demise has implied an erosion of the distinction between
managers and managed. Critics may reply 'we always were', but this reply reflects an
inadequate, and potentially oppressive, understanding of management. Jaques not cited. NYPL
online. Cited in Shrivastava 2008 PhD. At Judge Institute, U. Cambridge, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Grey, Christopher, 2005, A very short, fairly interesting and reasonably cheap book about
studying organizations, Sage, London, UK; Thousand Oaks, Cal, US, 146 p. Nice quotes by G.
K. Chesterton, N. Rose, F. Kofka, T. Frank, and Wm. Pitt. Little else. Part of a series. Not in
NYPL, Clio. N.S.U. & CUNY Bklyn HD58.7 .G73 2005. Bklyn P. L. Biz 658.4G. Misc. Bk.
Greyvenstein, Henk, and Frans Cilliers, 2012, "Followership's experiences of organisational
leadership: a systems psychodynamic perspective," SA Journal of Industrial Psychology,
University of South Africa, Johannesberg, SA, Sabinet Online, DOE, 38(2):1-10. ISSN:
02585200. In English. Followers' experiences of leadership in their organisations were
qualitatively explored and described from a systems psychodynamic perspective. The findings
revealed a very negative view on how leadership treats followership, and that leadership is seen
as inconsistent. Six themes manifested, namely a negative leadership view; idealisation of the
past and blaming the present; obsession with race and gender; constantly changing identity;
unfinished business and the future; and cope and hope. Leadership that focused more on
business than followership issues caused followers to feel disregarded and de-authorised. As a
result followers withheld authorisation from leadership which may be instrumental. Cited
Botha 2009; Grossman & Valiga 2009; Jaques, Clement & Lessem 2003. # W. PJ.
Grieves, Jim, 2000, “Introduction: the origins of organizational development,” Journal of
Management Development, Emerald MCB, UK, 19(5):345-447. OD reached its apogee in the
1960s-1970s. Cited Jaques 1955, which Jaques has withdrawn. Very long. Off. PJ.
Grieves, Jim, Janice McMillan, and Philip Wilding, 2006, “Barriers to Learning: conflicts that
occur between and within organisational systems,” International Journal of Learning and
Intellectual Capital, Inderscience Enterprises Ltd., London, UK, 3(1):86-103. ISSN 1479-4853
(Print); 1479-4861 (Online). DOI: 10.1504/ULK.2006.009212. Organisational Learning (OL), is
the underpinning process for Strategic HRD, but has not yet reached a sufficient degree of
maturity. OL literature is rich in rhetoric but is empirically doubtful. Associated with this is
research that underplays social context, preferring instead personal cognition. Managers should
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be capable of diagnosing organisations but for organisational constraints that limit the actions of
individuals and groups to learn effectively. Greater attention should be paid to the structural,
cognitive and social barriers to OL. Finally, we favor diagnosis through Action Research. Not
in NYC. (Online want $$$). At U. Hull; U. Northumbria, UK. Abstract only seen. Rp. PJ.
Griffin, Larry J. and Arne L. Kalleberg, 1981, “Stratification and meritocracy in the United
States: class and occupational recruitment patterns,” British Journal of Sociology, Mar1981,
32(1):1-38. It has been argued that achievement in the United States is governed by
‘meritocratic’ processes. We argue that previous researchers have failed to sufficiently
demonstrate the validity of the ‘meritocratic’ thesis because they have restricted their focus to
occupation and have not considered the processes allocating people to unequally rewarded class
positions. We first identified six class positions: employers, managers, technocrats, supervisors,
semiautonomous employees and proletarian workers. We then examined the mechanisms by
which men were allocated into these class positions. We found that men were not generally
sorted into class positions on the basis of ‘meritocratic’ criteria, at least as we measured these
variables in this paper. This conclusion held for a variety of equation specifications and for a
number of data sets. We discussed these implications. At Indiana U. MS. PJ. A.
Griffith, David A.; and Robert F. Lusch, 2007, “Getting Marketers to Invest in Firm-Specific
Capital,” Journal of Marketing, US, Jan2007, 71(1):129-145. DOI: 10.1509/jmkg.71.1.129.
Showed that marketers' perceptions of the governance structure against abuse and devaluation
employed by the firm to protect marketer capital do influence marketers' job outcomes of organizational commitment, organizational trust, job satisfaction, and intention to turnover,
which in turn influence the accumulation of capital more specific to the firm. These results
provide insights for senior marketing managers charged with both retaining current marketing
talent and developing a more effective marketing group. Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ. A.
Griffith, Rachel, Jonathan Haskel, and Andy Neely, 2006, “Why is Productivity so Dispersed?”
Oxford Review of Economic Policy, Oxford, UK, Winter 2006, 22(4):513-525. Wide variations
in productivity in narrowly defined industries have been documented. Some argue that this
reflects persistent differences in performance due, for example, to management. This paper
looks at productivity differences not within an industry but within a firm, a major UK-based
wholesaler. These productivity data was more likely to compare like with like. We document
sustained differences in productivity even between branches within the same line of
business, are correlated, and "account" for around 40 per cent of the difference in productivity.
Role of management. (X-inefficiency lives! See Sears X-Y studies: Bentz 1987) At IFS, Queen
Mary, Cranfield. Clio Bus HC256.6 .O83. MS. PJ. A.
Griffith, Rachel, and Andrew Neely, 2009, “Performance Pay and Managerial Experience in
Multitask Teams: Evidence from within a Firm,” Journal of Labor Economics; U. Chicago Press,
US, Jan2009, 27(1):49-82. Our results suggest that the Balanced Scorecard (a performancerelated pay scheme) had some impact but that it varied and bank branches with more experienced
managers were better able to respond to the new incentives. See Bentz 1987 for Sears X-Y Mgrl
Study. At U. College London; U. Cambridge. # Refu. PJ. A.
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Grime, J. P., 1974, “Vegetation classification by reference to strategies,” Nature 250, 26 - 31 (05
July 1974), [5461], UK; doi: 10.1038/250026a0. It is suggested that there are three major
determinants of vegetation—competition, stress and disturbance—and that each has invoked a
distinct strategy on the part of the flowering plant. A method is described whereby it is possible
to distinguish types of herbaceous vegetation by reference to the relative importance of the three
strategies in the genotypes of the component species. At Unit of Comparative Plant Ecology,
Department of Botany, The University, Sheffield SIO 2TN, UK. (Elliott did not include this in
his last book on evolution. He was baffled by plants.) See Jaques 2002 LBLO. Misc. PJ. A.
Grimes, Andrew J., ed., 1969, The Glacier Project: A Compendium, Council for Analysis of
Organizational Structure, Center for Management Development, School of Business, Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, IL. Anthology of eleven papers from May 1969 [1967?]
conference: “Second International Seminar on the Glacier Model,” at Carbondale, IL. Three
papers were included in Gray 1976: Miller, Jaques, Shull. Homa’s may have been her 1962
book review. Both of Brown’s papers were included in his 1971 book. Jaques’ paper is his
CMR 1965 article. See Taylor and Wills 1969 for L. Simons second chapter. [See Fohr and
Rahe 1965 for first SIU conference. See Managing the Challenge of Change for 1970
conference at U. Georgia.]
Contents:
“The Glacier Project,” A. D. Newman; “The Objectives of the Organization and the
Individual,” Leon Simons; “Difficulties in Using Time-Span in Measuring Level of
Work,” Robert L. Miller; “The Realities of Work,” John J. McCarty; “The Representative
System,” Wilfred Brown; “Equitable Payment: A Review,” Edna Homa; “Too Many
Management Levels,” Elliott Jaques (CMR, 1965); “Selection of Managers,” John J.
McCarty; “Product Analysis Pricing,” Leon Simons; “Comments on Organization Design
and the Glacier Model,” Fremont Shull; “Glossary of Technical Terms,” Wilfred Brown.
Rp. Bk.
Grimes, Andrew J., Stuart M. Klein, and Fremont A. Shull, Jr., 1972, “Matrix Model: A
Selective Empirical Test,” Academy of Management Journal, March, 15(1):9-31. The authors
pulled away from Jaques’ theory with this article due largely to frustration over time-span. They
contrasted their model with Perrow’s 1967 model. They cited many related works: Newman and
Rowbottom 1968, Katz and Kahn 1966, Kelly 1968, Koontz 1968, Pelz and Andrews 1966,
Hickson, Pugh and Pheysey 1969 (Aston School), and Shull 1965. Cited by Knight 1976 as a
version of ‘contingency theory.’ “Bud” Shull was working with Derek Newman, former head of
GIM, in Fulmer, UK. See UGa seminar, Shull 1970. MS. PJ. A.
Grimes, Andrew J., and Stuart M. Klein, 1973, “The Technological Imperative: The Relative
Impact of Task Unit, Modal Technology, and Hierarchy on Structure,” The Academy of
Management Journal, Dec., 16(4):583-597. Built on earlier study, Grimes et al 1972 (sic).
Findings supported Mohr 1971 that “technology may have some impact [on structure] but not a
dramatic one.” It is reduced as one moves from “differentiated technological task units to
aggregate, global task units” (i.e. upward in the hierarchy). See UGa seminar, Shull 1970. Many
related citations: Grimes et al 1972, Hickson 1966, Kelly 1968, Shull 1965. MS. PJ. A.
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Grimshaw, Damian, Mitch Marchington, Jill Rubery, and Hugh Willmott, 2005, “Introduction:
Fragmenting Work Across Organizational Boundaries,” chapter one (p. 1-31) in Mitch
Marchington, Damian Grimshaw, Jill Rubery, and Hugh Willmott (eds.), 2005, Fragmenting
Work: Blurring organizational boundaries and disordering hierarchies, Oxford U. Press,
Oxford, UK, and NY, NY, 319 p. “The claim that ‘organizational forms are changing and new
forms are emerging’ is a popular mantra of contemporary commentaries on organization,
management, and society.” … “The internalization of employment relationships within
bureaucracies is [also] being reversed.” But problems, exactly as predicted, are surfacing in
network land. Employees are no longer sure who their boss is, what the priority of tasks is, what
payroll they are on? Is this modernization or disintegration? The best run networks were the
Japanese kieretsu. [Which follow Jaques’ theory.] Otherwise networks are the major source
of vertical disintegration, disordering hierarchies, fragmenting work and relationships - and
stasis. [Not all positive. It’s a mixed bag.] Most of these researchers are out of Uni. Manchester
and on projects that are interrelated. Unaware of Jaques. Cited Fox 1974 BC, Child & McGrath
2001, Barley & Kunda 2001. See O'Toole and Meier 2004. See Grugulis, Vincent, and Hebson
2003. See Currie et al 2008; Concludion chapter as well. (CU: out to Fac. Clio Bus HF5549.2.
G7 F73 2005g.) SIBL JBE 06-751. MS. Ch.
Grimshaw, Damian, Mitch Marchington, Jill Rubery, and Hugh Willmott, 2005, “Conclusion:
Redrawing boundaries, reflecting on practice and policy,” last chapter (p. 261-286) in Mitch
Marchington, Damian Grimshaw, Jill Rubery, and Hugh Willmott (eds.), 2005, Fragmenting
Work: Blurring organizational boundaries and disordering hierarchies, Oxford U. Press,
Oxford, UK, and NY, NY, 319 p. See Intro chapter as well. (CU: out to Fac. Clio Bus
HF5549.2 .G7 F73 2005g.) SIBL JBE 06-751. Not seen. Misc. Ch.
Grinnell, James P., 2003, “An Empirical Investigation of CEO Leadership in Two Types of
Small Firms,” S.A.M. Advanced Management Journal, Autumn 2003, 68(4):36-41. None of the
four hypotheses tested using four leadership styles and two organization configurations taken
from recent research were supported. The CEOs were similar. Questioned “whether there is any
relationship between organizational type and leadership style.” Dyadic models of leadership
should not be used in isolation. Alterative models, “e.g. Jacobs and Jaques 1987; Pfeffer and
Salancik 1978; Selznick 1957.” Also cited Ropo and Hunt 1995. At Merrimack College (MA).
Refu. PJ. A.
Grinyer, Peter H., and Sidney Kessler, 1967, “The Systems Evaluation of Methods of Wage
Payment,” Journal of Management Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Oct., 4(3):309-320. ISSN:
00222380. While a number of major companies in the U.S. and Great Britain have found wage
payment methods unfavorable, many others have expressed satisfaction with output-based
financial incentives. A survey conducted by the Institution of Works Managers was examined in
which five-sixths of the 229 firms that returned questionnaires claimed to operate incentive
schemes. 61 per cent of these firms stated that they were satisfied. Controversies aroused by the
use of financial incentive schemes were also discussed. Cited Brown 1962; Jaques 1961, 1964;
Flanders 1964; Behrend 1957. Behrend 1959 not cited. At City U., UK. # W. PJ.
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Grinyer, Peter H., Masoud Yasai-Ardekani, and Shawki Al-Bazzaz, 1980, “Strategy, Structure,
the Environment, and Financial Performance in 48 United Kingdom Companies,” The Academy
of Management Journal, June, 23(2):193-220. Confirmed Chandler’s and Rumelt’s strong
correlation between structure and strategy. [But used null hypothesis testing.] This fit appears to
facilitate coping (see Franko 1974 and Galbraith and Nathanson 1978). These UK results
differed from Rumelt’s US results in that single BU firms grew faster in sales and profits than
did diversified companies. Rumelt found no difference. Misc. PJ. A.
Grinyer, Peter H., and Masoud Yasai-Ardekani, 1980, “Dimensions of Organizational Structure:
A Critical Replication,” The Academy of Management Journal, Sept., 23(3):405-421. This is a
bibliographic analysis of UK and US studies that supported the Aston and National findings on
organizational structure. (THIS is the type of article I should write to summarize the GlacierSST-RO theory.) At St. Andrews in UK. This goes in PART I as well. Misc. PJ. A.
Grinyer, Peter H., and Masoud Yasai-Ardekani, 1981, “Strategy, Structure, Size and
Bureaucracy,” The Academy of Management Journal, Sept., 24(3):471-486. In other studies
(Chandler et al), the relationship between strategy and structure in the UK electrical engineering
industry was found to be strong and largely independent of other characteristics. This study
showed the strategy-structure linkage was created via the size of the firm. In this, size was
dominant and was linked to bureaucracy through diversification (divisionalization). This throws
a curve at the contingency theory of Lawrence and Lorsch. Smaller firms had more varied and
unique structural adaptions to the environment. Misc. PJ. A.
Grinyer, Peter H, 1982, “Divisionalisation and Size: A Rejoinder,” Organization Studies, Walter
de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany, 3(4):339-350. (Discussion Note) Found that the M-form
organization was not possible in a firm with less than 250 employees. Confirmed RO theory
- bumped against the MRU. (Rejoinder to Lex Donaldson that divisionalization was more
related to product diversification than to size, 17 p. John Child commented on both, 3 p. All
three articles in same issue. The other two were not related to RO theory.) MS. PJ. A.
Grinyer, Peter H, Peter McKiernan, and Masoud Yasai-Ardekani, 1988, “Market, Organizational
and Managerial Correlates of Economic Performance in the U.K. Electrical Engineering
Industry,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, July-Aug., 9(4):297-318. Found market
share and barriers to entry were the principle determinants of profit margins. Tightness of
control of working capital and aggressiveness of management also contributed. Profitability was
the most important predictor of rate of company growth in sales. In small companies
centralization of decision-making was linked to greater profitability. Greater budget control,
planning of acquisitions/ diversification linked to lesser profitability. Data from structured
interviews with 45 UK electrical engineering companies. (Table 2, Eq. 1: R2 = 0.46, p. 307a).
Misc. PJ. A.
Groen, Jan J. J., 1999, “Long Horizon Predictability of Exchange Rates: Is it for Real?”
Empirical Economics, Springer-Verlag, NL, August 1999, SSRN, 24(3):451-469. This paper
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reexamines recent results on the predictability of nominal exchange rate returns by means of
fundamental models. Using a monthly sample of the post-Bretton Woods period we show that
the in-sample fit between long-horizon exchange rate returns and various models is not
significant if we correct for the persistence that is caused by overlapping data and spurious
regression phenomena. The long horizon out-of-sample predictive power of the fundamental
exchange rate models is found to be very weak. This is especially the case when we conduct the
out-of-sample forecasting tests for a longer time span than that of earlier papers. We show that
this failure in forecasting performance, resulting from extending the time span, is due to the
absence of cointegration between exchange rates and structural exchange rate models. (They
may fail for many reasons.) Groen at Bank of England - Monetary Assessment and Strategy
Division, London, UK. Refu. PJ.
Gronn, Peter, 1996, “From Transactions to Transformations: A New World Order in the Study of
Leadership?” Educational Management and Administration, Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks,
CA, January 1996, 24(1):7-30. Brings recent developments in leadership up to date. It discusses
the shift towards the language of performance outcomes used increasingly to describe leaders
and leadership and the changing political and economic environments in which educational
leaders act. Theories have polarized around transformational and managerial leadership, the
former emphasizing the personalities and action of individuals, and the latter stressing a rational,
structural approach. Cited Hunt 1991, Jacobs and Jaques 1991, Jaques 1957, 1970, 1986, 1989,
Lewis and Jacobs 1991, 1992. Then at Monash Uni., Australia. # Rp. PJ.
Gronn, Peter, 1997, “Leading for Learning: organizational transformation and the formation of
leaders,” Journal of Management Development, 16(4):274-283. Reviewed the many cultural
approaches to training and developing leaders. The English ‘public school’ system wasn't
perfect but it wasn't bad either. Cited EJ & SC 1991. At Monash U. W. PJ.
Gronn, Peter, 2000, “Distributed Properties: A New Architecture for Leadership,” Educational
Management Administration and Leadership, British National Leadership, Management and
Administration Society, UK, 2000, 28(3):317-338. Existing dualisms (leader-follower) are
rejected in favour of the claim that the leadership of organizations is most appropriately
understood as a distributed, rather than as a focused, phenomenon, centred on conjointly
performed activities. ‘Activity theory’ is a bridge that provides for contextual analysis — an
aspect sorely neglected by the field of leadership — and focuses on the evolving division of
labour in systems. Work comes before leadership. Cited Jaques 1989; Gibb 1954, 1968; Hunt
1999; Gronn 1996. At Monash U., AU. [Peter.Gronn@education.monash.edu.au] # Rp. PJ.
Gronn, Peter, 2002, “Distributed leadership as a unit of analysis,” The Leadership Quarterly,
August, 13(4):423-451. This article proposes a new unit of analysis, distributed leadership. The
article shows how conventional constructs of leadership have difficulty accommodating changes
in the division of labor in the workplace, especially, new patterns of interdependence and
coordination. A number of forms of distributed leadership are then outlined, in particular, three
varieties of concertive action in which a key defining criterion is “conjoint agency.” Cited
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Jaques and Clement 1991; Hunt and Ropo 1995; Hunt 1991 and 1999; Greenleaf 1977. Then at
Monash U., Vic., AU. As of 2007 at Univ. of Glasgow: p.gronn@educ.gla.ac.uk # Rp. PJ. A.
Groshen, Erica L., and Alan B. Krueger, 1990, “The Structure of Supervision and Pay in
Hospitals,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Special Issue: Do Compensation Policies
Matter?, Feb. 1990, 43(3):134S-146S. The wages of staff nurses tend to fall with the extent of
supervision, suggesting that workers do not receive a compensating wage premium in return for
closer supervision. (Economic thinking.) Cited in Kruse 1992. Refu. PJ. A.
Gross, Edward, 1965, Industry and Social Life, Wm. C. Brown, Dubuque, IA, 172 pages. See
Chapter on “Industrial Relations” in Faris 1964 that cited Jaques 1956. Not in Clio. Not seen.
W. Bk.
Grossmann, Volker, 2007, "Firm Size, Productivity, and Manager Wages: A Job Assignment
Approach," The B.E. Journal of Theoretical Economics, February 27, 2007, Vol. 7 : Iss. 1
(Advances), Article 8. Available at: http://www.bepress.com/bejte/vol7/iss1/art8 In English.
Ability of managers and other nonproduction professionals is key for the productivity of firms.
Hence, the assignment of heterogeneous nonproduction workers across firms determines the
distribution of productivity. In turn, the transmission of productivity differences into profit
differences determines firms' willingness to pay for higher managerial skills. The model predicts
a positive relationship of firm size to productivity, manager quality, and manager remuneration
and can account for increases in the compensation at the top of the wage distribution. At Uni. of
Fribourg, Switz. MS. PJ.
Grover, Steven L., 1993, "Why Professionals Lie: The Impact of Professional Role Conflict on
Reporting Accuracy," Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Elsevier Inc.,
US, July 1993, 55(2):251-272. http://dx.doi.org/10.1006/obhd.1993.1033. Hypothesized that
professionals may react to the conflict between bureaucratic and professional expectations by
behaving according to either the bureaucratic or the professional role, but reporting having
behaved according to the other role. Their loyalty is conflicted and divided between the
organization and their career – so they lie. Level of organizational or professional 'commitment'
played a key role. [Did we always know this?] At Indiana U. # Misc. PJ.
Groysberg, Boris, L. Kevin Kelly, and Bryan MacDonald, 2011, “The New Path to the C-Suite,”
(cover story), Harvard Business Review, Mar2011, 89(3):60-68. Job requirements – the skills at the top of corporations have changed. One strikingly consistent finding is that today technical
and functional expertise matters less at the top than business acumen and "soft" leadership
skills do. To thrive at the C-level, you must be a strong communicator, a collaborator, and a
strategic thinker. You need a global mind-set and are expected to offer your CEO deep insights
on key business decisions. There are seven C-level jobs: CIO, chief marketing and sales officer,
CFO, general counsel, chief supply-chain management officer, chief human resources officer,
and CEO. Unaware of levels of ability. At Heidrick & Struggles. # Misc. Pro.
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Grubb, David, 1985, “Ability and Power over Production in the Distribution of Earnings,” The
Review of Economics and Statistics, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, May, 67(2):188-194. Earnings
were distributed log-normally across the hierarchy except at the top, where they followed the
Pareto form. Found this was due to power. “Individuals at the top appear to be paid according
to the job they perform, rather than their ability.” This “generates a great excess of very high
earnings [for them]” ... “because even a small increase in their performance leads to a
worthwhile increase in [firm] output.” Their “greater influence over output derives from having
much more control over a company’s resources” than lower level managers. (Grubb’s definition
of pay for positional power is circular. It is excess pay for being #1, tournament-like. He has no
definition for ability. At least he was trying to get at these key issues.) (This is somewhat
related to AP:HierLvl correlation.) Grubb was at LSE. Built on Mayer 1960, Lydall 1968, and
Reder 1968. (Re Mayer, see Jaques 1956.) Cited S. Rosen 1982, not Jaques. See Fair 1971.
Alt. PJ. A.
Gruenfeld, Deborah H., and Jared Preston, 2000, “Upending the Status Quo: Cognitive
complexity in U.S. Supreme Court Justices who overturn legal precedent,” Personality and
Social Psychology Bulletin, Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA, Aug., 26(8):1013-1022 (10
pgs.). Members in the majority think more about the trade-offs associated with alternative
decision outcomes than do members in the minority, who are more single-minded in support of
their own position. Unclear if this also holds when decision makers change the status quo.
Jaques not cited. See Shively 1966 PhD. Misc. PJ.
Grugulis, Irena, 2003, “Putting Skills to Work: Learning and employment at the start of the
century,” Human Resource Management Journal, London, UK, 13(2):3-12 . Intro to special
edition. How working practices, control systems and regulation can have an impact on skills was
shown. The interrelationship between the individual expertise, job design and discretion that
constitute skill was described. Noted developments were not necessarily compatible with one
another. Good employers and line managers can make a significant difference. Research
revealed under-utilisation of skills. There was a sharp decline in discretion that employees can
exercise. Skills ware influenced by all workplace activity. Jaques and Fox not cited. # MS. PJ.
Grugulis, Irena, Steven Vincent, and Gail Hebson, 2003, “The Rise of the ‘Network
Organization’ and the Decline of Discretion”, Human Resource Management Journal, WileyBlackwell, Oxford, UK; NY, NY, US, 13(2):45-59. This article explored the implications of
'networked' and 'flexible' organisations for the work and skills of professionals. Drawing on
material from four different case studies, work that was outsourced was managed very
differently to that undertaken in-house, with managerial monitoring replacing and reducing
employees' discretion. By contrast, the production staff directly employed on permanent
contracts in the inter-firm network were given (and took) significant amounts of responsibility,
with positive results for both their skills and the work processes. Yet, despite the negative
impact they have on skills, outsourcing and subcontracting are far more common means of
securing flexibility than organisational collaboration. [S-T vs L-T?] Cited Fox 1974 (BC).
Did not cite Jaques. See Danielle 1990; O'Toole & Meier 2004. At U. of Salford; U. of Leeds;
UMIST. Email Irena.Grugulis@salford.ac.uk NYPL Sibl online 2004- on. Clio. # Rp. PJ.
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Grundy, Tony, 1995, "Destroying shareholder value: Ten easy ways," Long Range Planning,
UK, April, 28(2):7-8, 76-83. Shareholder value is a concept which many companies espouse,
but few actually manage for on a day-to-day basis. Managers seem to be adept at not creating
shareholder value. This article focuses on how they can avoid destroying shareholder value:
misguided mission statements, over-complex businesses, pricing decisions, and organic and
acquisitive investment. In addition, costs are frequently mismanaged, undermining shareholder
value, and change programmes are embarked upon which are not effective. # Misc. PJ. A.
Grusky, Oscar, 1960, "Administrative Succession in Formal Organizations," Social Forces, UNC
Press, Dec. 1960, 39(2):105-115. Succession is a universal organizational process and therefore
important for a comparative analysis of organizations. A review of published research indicated
that succession tends to be a disruptive process. The small role-system of which the successor is
a part and key characteristics of the whole organization's structure influence the degree of
instability generated by succession. Misc. PJ. A.
Grusky, Oscar, 1963, "Managerial succession and organizational effectiveness," American
Journal of Sociology, U. Chicago, July, 69(1):21-31. A negative correlation is found between
(1) rates of managerial succession and effectiveness and (2) change in succession rate and
change in organizational effectiveness among sixteen professional baseball teams examined over
two time periods, 1921-41 and 1951-58. A set of ten variables from organization theory is
applied to the analysis of team performance and administrative succession. [Silly.] Cited by
Zald 1965; Zajac 1990. Misc. PJ. A.
Grzeda, Maurice M., 2005, “In competence we trust? Addressing conceptual ambiguity,”
Journal of Management Development, MCB U. Press, UK, 24(6):530-545. The competence
framework continues to be plagued by unresolved conceptual ambiguity. Sources of conceptual
ambiguity are rooted in treating competence as both independent and dependent variables in
relation to managerial performance. (Grzeda gives everyone some say, and thus becomes
disoriented.) Cited Stamp 1989 (Mgt Styles); Kolb et al 1986; Antonacopoulou & FitzGerald
1996; Scholtes 1999. # MS. PJ.
Gu, Jifa F., and Fei Gao, 1999, “Monitoring, Evaluation and Dissemination Management Idea,
Wuli-Shili-Renli Systems Approach and Their Application,” chapter 73 (p. 433-438) in Castell,
Adrian M., et al, ed., 1999, Synergy Matters: Working With Systems in the 21st Century, Kluwer
Academic/ Springer, NY, NY, 104 chapters, 657 p. (Proceedings, 6th Conference of UK Systems
Society.) Chinese Wuli-Shili-Renli (WSR) approach to management is a complement to the
Western Monitoring-Evaluation-Dissemination (MED) approach and a useful way to implement
it. WSR was developed from Confucian teachings regarding an institutional context for
individual knowing and learning. See Zhu 1999; Gu and Tang 2004. CUNY Bklyn T58.6b
.S843 1999. Not in NYPL. # Misc. Ch.
Gu, Jifa, and Xijin Tang, 2004, “Wu-li Shi-li Ren-li System Approach to a Major Project on the
Research of Meta-synthesis System Approach,” International Journal of Knowledge and Systems
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Sciences, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Japan (?), October 2004,
1(1):70-77. In English. Since 1999 we have participated in a major project to explore
macroeconomic system problems by the meta-synthesis systems approach (MSA) proposed by
Chinese system scientist Qian Xuesen (Tsien HsueShen). It was found that the oriental Wu-li
Shi-li Ren-li system approach may be applied to describe the working contents and process all
through the project. Three kinds of coordination, - negotiation, technical, and practice
coordination - are emphasized during the research process. Network analysis was also applied to
reveal Ren-li factors. http://www.jaist.ac.jp/iskss/ At Institute of Systems Science, Academy of
Mathematics and System Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100080, P.R. China.
See Zhu 1999; Gu and Gao 1999. # Misc. PJ.
Guasch, J. Luis, and Andrew Weiss, 1981, “Self-Selection in the Labor Market,” The American
Economic Review, June, 71(3):275-284. Employers use tests in the attempt to assess the
qualifications of a job applicant. If they charge a fee, 'unqualified' applicants won’t pay the fee
and will thus weed themselves out. (This is armchair economic reasoning on the efficiency
wage.) Cited Akerlof, Spence, Stiglitz, Greenwald - and Wilfred Brown 1962 (as William).
(Failed to cite Ghiselli 1966 on the validity of the employment tests: only 0.40. Who wants to be
subjected to garbage tests - and be charged for it?) A winger - but nice. See Weiss 1980 and
1976 PhD at Stanford (Interesting). W. PJ. A.
Guastello, Stephen J., 1987, "A Butterfly Model of Catastrophe Motivation in Organizations:
Academic Performance," Journal of Applied Psychology, JAP, APA, US, Feb., 72(1):165-182.
Advanced and tested a model proposing that changes in performance levels, rates of
absenteeism, and turnover are best described by a nonlinear interactive process (that is controlled
by the subject's abilities, intrinsic and extrinsic motivational factors, and organizational climate
variables.) This theory subsumes most known motivational effects and ideas. Its predictive
superiority in appropriate situations warrants further motivation research, plus explorations of
other applications of catastrophe theory in applied psychology. Jaques not cited. Cited Adams
1965; Deci 1975; Dittrich & Carrell 1979; Herzberg et al 1959. At Marquette U. # MS. PJ. A.
Guest, David, 1976, “Motivation After Maslow,” Personnel Management, Blackwell, London,
UK, March 1976, 8(3):29-32. New trends have replaced the motivational techniques of Maslow,
McGregor and Herzberg. Alderfer has suggested that Maslow's five levels of need can be
combined into three: existence, relatedness and growth needs. His 'erg' theory places needs on a
continuum rather than a hierarchy, distinguishes between chronic and episodic needs, and
accepts the fact that two needs can operate contemporaneously. The ERG theory implies that
effective performance levels lead to job-satisfaction rather than vice-versa. (He is familiar
with SST / RO.) See Church 1993 book review. NYU Bobst Microform Film/Percl Holdings: 722(1975-1990). Baruch Percls 3rd Fl. - Baruch Ripped Out. SIBL *ZAN-B173 v. 8-11 (197679). At LSE. # Refu. PJ.
Guest, David, and Kenneth Knight, eds., 1979, Putting Participation into Practice, Gower Press,
Teakfield Ltd., Westmead, Farnborough, Hants., UK, 333 p. Anthology centered on Brunel and
Bioss. The book had its origin in a series of seminars at Brunel University, 1974-77, directed by
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the two editors as part of the Brunel Management Programme on multilevel employee
representation in management in the UK. 17 chapters by academics and managers. A case book:
7 cases. ‘Beyond Glacier Metal’. Contrast with Cressy, et al, 1985 – cases and book. Cited
Blauner, Fox, Herzberg, Wren, Brown and Jaques. See Knight 1977. Brunel Lib: HD5660 .G7
P87. At LSE and Brunel U. Not in Clio, NYPL. CUNY Baruch: HD 5660 .G7 P87. St. Johns
U. has it. Wagner U. may have it. # Rp. Bk.
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Guest, David E., 1984, “Social Psychology and Organizational Change,” chapter (p. 183-225) in
Gruneberg, Michael M., and Toby D. Wall, eds., 1984, Social Psychology and Organizational
Behaviour, Wiley, Chichester [West Sussex], UK; NY, NY, US, 265 p. Cited Jaques 1951.
Baruch HD58.7 .S64 1984. Clio Lehman Liby. NYPL Offsite JLE 85-3507 (SASB). W. Ch.
Guest, David E., 1990, “Human Resource Management and the American Dream,” Journal of
Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, US-UK, July, 27(4):377-397. Focused on the
emergence of human resource management (HRM) in Great Britain and the U.S. in the 1980s.
One claim of HRM is that through the full utilization of human resources, organizations can
achieve a competitive advantage. But only a few well-known firms in the U.S. actually adopted
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HRM. This leads us to some … doubts. At London School of Economics. # Misc. PJ.
Guest, David E., 1990, “Have British Workers Been Working Harder in Thatcher's Britain? A
Re-Consideration of the Concept of Effort,” British Journal of Industrial Relations, Blackwell,
London, UK, Nov 1990, 28(3):293-312. Increased intensity of work has been frequently cited as
part of the explanation for the productivity gains in UK manufacturing industry during the reign
of Margaret Thatcher in the 1980s. One of the main sources for this claim has been the
Percentage Utilization of Labour (PUL) index, a measure of throughput at the point of
production. Analysis of the underlying rationale for this measure leads to the conclusion that it
is not a sound basis on which to assess workers' effort. The validity of psychological and
psychophysiological measures is also considered. Whichever measure is used, there is little
support that workers' effort has been significant in productivity increases. Cited Jaques 1961;
Lupton 1963; Baldamus 1961; Deming 1982; Lawler 1971. # Rp. PJ. A.
Guest, David, 1992, “Right Enough to be Seriously Wrong: an analysis of the In Search of
Excellence phenomenon,” chapter one (p. 5-19) in Salaman, Graeme, ed., 1992, Human
Resource Strategies, Sage/Open U. P., UK, 350 p. Summarized the methodological and
conceptual criticisms of the P&W 1982 book, explained its success - a valid message, perceived
as valid, an easy read, good timing, good marketing, and practical. The eight attributes of
success were also found in the UK. This and a flurry of other contemporary works had the
McKinsey imprint: the soft stuff was good for managers - inspiration without practical
direction - the solution is culture and leadership. McKinsey was the top strategy and structure
consulting firm (sic). Another major issue was - these variables were internal yet the
environment often determined the fate of the company. (What was the question? Oh, yes, those
pesky Japanese keep swiping our customers. External.) Observed the book’s potential
implications for the social sciences. British industry viewed social scientists as “not relevant.”
SIBL JBE 92-687. Misc. Ch.
Guest, David, and Kim Hoque, 1993, “The Mystery of the Missing Human Resource Manager,”
Personnel Management, London, UK, June 1993, 25(6):40-41. Firms have been testing out new
techniques associated with human resource management (HRM), and it was assumed that job
titles in industry were changing to reflect the new reality. However, over 2,000 establishments
sampled and only a minority employed a personnel specialist. Well under 1% had "human
resource/manpower" in their titles. In the total sample, only 44 respondents even used the
HRM title. It could be that HRM is found at head offices. (They could also be dead, but the
authors do not say.) See Behrend 1959. Baruch Perls 3rd Fl. SIBL *ZAN-B173 v. 8-11 (197679) [others] - and online access at Sibl. # Misc. Pro.
Guest, David, and Zella King, 2004, “Power, Innovation and Problem-Solving: The Personnel
Managers' Three Steps to Heaven?,” The Journal of Management Studies, Oxford, UK, May
2004, 41(3):401-423. Karen Legge's seminal book on personnel managers (Legge 1978)
identified ambiguities in their role, vicious circles that limited their power, and possible
strategies to improve their effectiveness. Analysis of interviews with 48 senior executives
indicates that personnel managers have failed to overcome many of the problems identified by
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Guest, David, 2007, “Now we are sixty,” People Management, CIPM, UK, 23 Aug. 2007, p. 40on. A history of the influence of the Tavistock on managers and OD over the prior 60 years.
Cited Jaques 1951. # W. Pro.
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of Management Journal, Briarcliff Manor, NY, Oct 2007, 50(5):1020-1028. The challenge of
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management research the Rynes, Giluk, and Brown 2007 (same issue) "separate worlds" study
takes this debate a step further by exploring the role of a distinctive group of communicators of
knowledge. Rynes et. al. make three main claims: First, academic experts agree about evidence
supporting the benefits of using specific practices (especially where practitioners have muddled
or incorrect beliefs) and human resource (HR) findings that they believe all managers should
know about. Secondly, intermediate practitioner-oriented publications should communicate this
information accurately and reflect the academic evidence. Thirdly, the existing evidence
suggests that US intermediary publications fail on both counts. See Rynes et al 2007. #
Refu. PJ. A.
Guest, Robert H., 1956, “Of Time and the Foremen,” Personnel, Saranac Lake, NY, NY, US,
May 1956, 32(6):478-486. [Foreman?] A Yale Technology Project. The direct and constant
observation of 56 assembly line foremen in “Plant Y” was conducted on each for an eight-hour
day. 32,652 behavioral incidents (interruptions) were recorded and coded. Foremen who had to
cope with fewer emergencies “(a) had more time for planning, and (b) were judged by others to
be more successful.” The foremen were clearly overwhelmed with scattered responsibilities and
had little time or attention to achieve the goals of the organization. Top management got the
message and changed their situation. A part of his 1960 Related PhD. Baruch has Microfilm, 3rd
floor. NYPL SIBL *ZAN-T5093. Clio Offsite. MS. PJ.
Guest, Robert H., 1962, “Managerial Succession in Complex Organizations,” The American
Journal of Sociology, July 1962, 68(1):47-56. Compared and contrasted his study of a
succeeding executive who adopted “representative” measures with Alvin W. Gouldner’s 1954
succession study of a “punishment-centered” executive. The punishment-centered manager
created tensions, failed and was replaced. Included a Comment by Gouldner, and a Rejoinder by
Guest. (See my essay on “CEO Capability.”) See also Guest 1962 book. Cited by Zajac 1990.
# MS. PJ. A.
Guest, Robert H., 1962, Organizational Change: the effect of successful leadership: a patient
who got ill and became extremely healthy, Tavistock Publications, London, UK; Dorsey Press,
Homewood, Ill., 180 p. A Yale Technology Project. An account of a “patient who fell ill” and
was brought back to health. The patient was the management of “Plant Y”. Described the
failure of one manager due to “close supervision” by his supervisors and its impact. Then
described the rejuvenating influence of a successor who was given the leeway to provide the
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authority and leadership needed. The first had short-term perspective (emergency response) and
the second with long-term (planning) perspectives on the conditions of effective authority
(Chapters 7 & 8: esp. p. 128-133): discretion and “leeway to act”, longer time perspective,
horizontal work-flow, enlarging the span of cognition, authority, and group interaction.
Discussed the managers’ dual roles as “agent” (downward) and “representative” (upward). “The
first manager chiefly responded to immediate emergencies while the second manager devoted a
greater part of his time to matters related to future planning. ...A leader’s efforts ... will be
successful to the extent that his activities are focused on a longer time perspective. This same
hypothesis would appear to hold true for other members at different levels in the organization”
(p. 128-9). Guest found this to be true for foremen as well (Guest 1956, and Jasinski and Guest
1957). Results took 2.5 years to become evident (See CCF 1951, and Lieberson and O’Connor
1972, King 1997). Specialists had to be encouraged to see the total picture and to work toward
comprehensive goals. Then in Chapter 9 (p. 134-137) [added for the book] Guest suddenly
attributed the successful turnaround by the second manager to STS and Tavistock. (His 1977
book was laced with STS Tavistock. There is a piece missing here and reviewer Walter Mahler
in Mgt Rev caught it.) See also Walker, Jasinski, Turner, et al, at Yale. This is his 1960 Related
PhD. Results have many parallels with Alvin W. Gouldner’s 1954 book, Patterns of Industrial
Bureaucracy (Free Press, Glencoe, LI, NY). See Anonymous book review in 1963 Industrial
Welfare; see positive review by Oscar Grusky in 1962 AJS, 68(3):361-2. Cited Pelz; Rice; Tris;,
Guest 1956; Jasinski and Guest 1957. Cited Jaques 1951, but not 1956, 1961. From his 1960
Related PhD. Baruch: HD31.G8. NYPL Schw D 14-3324; Clio os 658 G936. Misc. Bk.
Guglielmino, Paul J., 1979, "Developing the Top-Level Executives for the 1980s and Beyond,"
Training and Development Journal, American Society for Training and Development, Madison,
WI, April, 33(4):12-14. ISSN: 00410861. Analyzed research findings on top-level management
skills sought by corporations in the US. Cited and used RL Katz 1955/1974 formulation of three
categories of skills needed by first-line managers were here: 47% technical; 35% human; and
18% conceptual. Both sets of findings supported by Duffield 1994. This hierarchy of skills
virtually reversed itself as the person rose from entry-level to top-level executive. Jaques not
cited. Cited 1978 Related PhD; Drucker 1971, 1974; Mintzberg 1973; H. Levinson 1965;
Reddin 1974; A. Toffler 1970. See Peterson et al 2004. At Fla. Atlantic U. # MS. PJ.
Guillén, Mauro F., 1994, Models of Management: work, authority, and organization in a
comparative perspective, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 424 p. An international
history of management thought and technique across several countries in the 20th century: mainly
US, UK, Germany, and Spain. Three movements were central: scientific management
(Taylorism), human relations (Mayoism), and structuralism. Distinguished between the adoption
of these ideas as philosophical ideology and as managerial practice. A very important point.
This goes beyond its adoption by academics and/or by managers. A good backgrounder.
(Modest mention of Jaques and Brown but not on the theory. Positively reviewed in AMR
1/1997 by Wolf Heydebrand. Based on his 1992 PhD at Yale (not included). Chair: Charles
Perrow.) At Wharton, Sociology. (Spanish/English) SIBL JBE 94-2707. Clio Bus HD30.55
.G85 1994 (Checked out to Fac.) Baruch & JJay HD 30.55 .G85 1994. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
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Guillen, Mauro F., 1997, “Scientific Management's Lost Aesthetic: Architecture, Organization,
and the Taylorized Beauty of the Mechanical,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Dec. 1997,
42(4):682-715. The mechanical world was once seen as beautiful and modernist - clean and
uncluttered. A powerful influence in the 20th century. Misc. PJ. A.
Guillot, W. Michael, 2003, “Strategic Leadership: Defining the Challenge,” Air & Space Power
Journal, Maxwell AFB, AL, Winter 2003, 17(4):67-75 (9 pages). Col., USAF. Leadership
requires the manipulation of microscopic perceptions and macroscopic expectations - a complex
process. For introductory managers. Cited Jacobs and Jaques. Cited T. O. Jacobs 2000. online.
# Rp. Pro.
Guimón, José, 2005, “Intellectual Capital Reporting and Credit Risk Analysis,” Journal of
Intellectual Capital, JIC, Emerald, MCB U. Press, Bradford, UK, 6(1):28-45. Guimon. On
European Union markets and firms. Current accounting methods focus on hard assets and ignore
intangibles. Found a significant gap between the perceived potential impact of IC reports in
credit risk analysis for loans and their real impact. Proposed a classification of the barriers in the
market for corporate information. Right now, firm reports use varied methods to determine IC
which makes interpretation difficult. Two case studies. Jaques not cited. Cited Sveiby 2000/
1997 (bk). See Swart 2006. CUNY Bklyn Perls HD53 .J675. Clio. # Misc. PJ.
Gulick, Luther, 1987, “Time and Public Administration,” Public Administration Review, 47:115119. “... time is a crucial factor in every event. Without it, there is no change, no growth, no
cause and effect, and no responsibility for management.” Not on Jaques. Cited in Goldman
PhD. See (is this the AU jrnl or the US jrnl?) A dynamic quote. Misc. PJ.
Gummesson, Evert, 2002, Total Relationship Marketing: Marketing Strategy Moving From the
4Ps – Product, Price, Promotion, Place – of Traditional Marketing Management to the 30Rs –
the Thirty Relationships – of a New Marketing Paradigm, Butterworth-Heinemann, Oxford, UK;
Boston, MA, 350 p. Business HF5415.55 .G86 2002. Cited Jaques 1990. W. Bk.
Gunal, Hasan Peker, 1990, New Horizons of Command and Leadership at the Strategic Level of
Responsibility, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, 23 pages. US Army War College, Carlisle
Barracks, PA. 12 Feb 1990. 23 p. AD-A 223 511. M.S.-level study. Predicted initial evolution
of two social events - warfare and the social body - which are basic definers of command and
leadership. Tried to define future dimensions of command and leadership, and the measures
necessary for evaluating, selecting, and developing commanders and leaders. MS. Rep.
Gupta, Anil K., and Vijay Govindarajan, 1984, “Business Unit Strategy, Managerial
Characteristics, and Business Unit Effectiveness at Strategy Implementation,” The Academy of
Management Journal, March 1984, 27(1):25-41. One finding was that strategy implementation
was affected by the SBU manager’s tolerance for ambiguity. (This is a key feature of greater
complexity of information processing (CIP) capability as described by Jaques.) However, much
of this study was based on self-report. Unaware of Jaques. # MS. PJ. A.
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Gupta, Anil K., 1985, "On Organising Equity: Are Solutions Really the Problem?" Journal of
Social and Economic Studies, Sage, New Delhi, India, Oct-Dec, 2(4):295-312. Equity in the
Indian context could be achieved (structurally) not by the equitable bureaucratic distribution of
resources but by increasing responsibility at higher levels of power and increasing the
accountability of people performing these important tasks. Jaques not cited. Clio os H1 .J5561.
At IIM Ahmedabad. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Gupta, P. P., 1998, “Personnel and Management Philosophies for IT Companies,” Vikalpa, IIM,
Ahmedabad, India, Oct-Dec, 23(4):89-91. We should have faith in our staff and should provide
opportunities for them to be imaginative, creative, and trustworthy. Otherwise, information
technology firms will suffer. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Gupta, Rajen K., 1991, "Employees and Organization in India - Need to Move Beyond American
and Japanese Models," Economic and Political Weekly, India, May 25, 26(21):M-68—M-76.
Noted the similarities and differences between American, Japanese, and Indian psyche and
speculated on the implications of adapting American or Japanese management techniques by the
Indian organizations. Suggested there have been difficulties in implementation of both sets of
techniques to Indian conditions. Simply transplanting Japanese management in Indian soil may
not produce miracles. Beware, the trend of universalization of organization and management
theories may omit necessary culture-specific elements. Cited Dayal 1977. # Misc. Pro.
Gurd, Thomas J., 2002, “Driving Sustainable Change with Six Sigma? Constancy of Purpose and
Continuous Acceleration,” The Journal of Innovative Management, Salem, NH; GOAL./QPC,
Methuen, MA, Fall 2002, 8(1):35-43. A focus on purpose, which is very much the same as
Jaques’s intent. [Vice President, Quality and Business excellence, Dow Chemical.] A Case
Study. SIBL JBM 98-637. MS. PJ.
Gusfield, Joseph R., 1957, "The Problem of Generations in an Organizational Structure," Social
Forces, Chapel Hill, NC, US, May 1957, 35(4):323-330. ISSN: 00377732. Factories, churches,
labor unions and political parties often distribute power, prestige and income along an age-grade
hierarchy. A depiction of the age-grade problem as one of culture conflict points to the
difficulties age differences entail for organizational unity. Discussion of the Women's Christian
Temperance Union suggested that the choice of traditionalists as successors was caused by
extreme ideological attachment reserving office to the fully indoctrinated. One factor explaining
the power of the incumbents on the national level was the scarcity of the skills and resources
requisite for holding office. At U. Illinois, IL, US. Cited in Zald 1965. # Misc. PJ. A.
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Haber, Sheldon E., and Robert S. Goldfarb, 1995, “Does Salaried Status Affect Human Capital
Accumulation?,” Industrial & Labor Relations Review, Cornell U., Jan95, 48(2):322-337. The
authors’ framework explains why some workers are paid salaries and predicts that salaried
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workers will invest more in human capital than will hourly workers. In particular, this prediction
hinges on the differing effort incentives facing hourly and salaried workers and their employers,
in jobs that are paced versus unpaced. Some empirical evidence was presented. [Was this
hypothesis tested? Replicated?] At George Washington U. Alt. PJ. A.
Hackman, B. Katerina, and Dexter C. Dunphy, 1990, “Managerial Delegation,” chapter (vol. 5,
p. 35-57) in Cooper, Cary L., and Ivan T. Robertson, eds., 1990, International Review of
Industrial and Organizational Psychology, John Wiley & Sons, Chichester, UK. Delegation has
three dimensions. The first is 'delegation of discretion'. The second is the 'supervision of the
subordinate' while completing the task. The third dimension is the 'subordinate accountability to
the manager'. Managerial influence variables can be grouped into five categories: the individual
characteristics of the manager, the manager’s perceptions of the subordinate’s characteristics, the
manager’s perception of the task characteristics, the manager’s perception of his/her own role,
and the manager’s perception of the wider work context. From her 1990 PhD. Cited Jaques
1956, 1976, 1979, 1989. NYPL os JFL 87-66 v.5 1990. At AGSM, UNSW. # Rp. Ch.
Hackman, B. Katarina, 1995, “Reconceptualizing Managerial Delegation Behaviour,” Asia
Pacific Journal of Human Resources, AHRI, Sage, March 1995, 32(3):33-52. doi:
10.1177/103841119503200303. Data was collected from 562 managers comprising 137 work
groups drawn from four Australian organizations. Investigated three sequential dimensions:
delegation of discretion by the manager, supervision by the manager, and subordinate
accountability to the manager. Variables were found to have relationships with different parts of
the delegation process. Delegation is a complex yet flexible process and managers make it so.
Cited Jaques 1979. At Burns Philip & Company Ltd, Sydney, AU. # Rp. PJ.
Hackman, Katerina, 2005, "Providing customers with the ‘right help’: Implementing financial
services reform in Insurance Australia Group," Journal of Change Management, Routledge, UK,
Sept., 5(3):345-355. DOI:10.1080/14697010500257041. (B. Katarina) A challenge in
implementing new processes for frontline staff is skilling them to handle every situation that
customers might present. This situation is more difficult when there can be penalties for
inappropriate interactions as with the Financial Services Reform (FSR) requirements in
Australia. This paper describes how the FSR changes were implemented for frontline staff in
Insurance Australia Group (IAG) using the ‘right help’ program. A framework for developing
and implementing the change plan was presented. Details of the change activities are provided
together with an assessment of the success of the change program during the implementation
starting mid-2003 and 18 months later in January 2005. This case study highlights the
importance of considering history, context and process linking to clear performance outcomes
when designing appropriate change interventions and the importance of using activities to
engage people in the change, to explain the new behaviours and to institutionalize the change
with measures to assess progress and success. [The CEO/MD of this firm was applying Jaques.
Hackman says this had nothing to do with RO. Evidence indicates otherwise.] Cited by Bennet
al 2007 (re IAG). Jaques not cited. Cited Stace & Dunphy 1994. Clio. # Rp. PJ.
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Hackman, J. Richard, and Greg R. Oldham, 1975, “Development of the Job Diagnostic Survey,”
Journal of Applied Psychology, 60:159-170. How to arrange work so employees go away
satisfied. (It was adopted at one firm, People Express Airlines, which ground to a halt and then
blew up. An empirically dysfunctional approach to tampering in the work place - but still
popular with many academics. It was repeated as JCM in Robbins 1993, p. 217-218.) See
Lublin 1986 PhD: H&O provide no definition of job complexity. See Umstot’s 1975 Related
PhD dissertation that concluded: “not supported.” See Hackman 1984. Alt. PJ. A.
Hackman, J. Richard, and Greg R. Oldham, 1976, "Motivation through the Design of Work: Test
of a theory," Organizational Behavior and HumanPerformance, Elsevier, Aug., 16(2):250-279.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0030-5073(76)90016-7. A model was proposed that specified the
conditions under which individuals would become internally motivated to perform effectively on
their jobs. The model was tested for 658 employees who worked on 62 different jobs in seven
organizations, and results supported its validity. [Mixt together job design, psychology, and
cognitivity in a lethal combination. Claimed the survey instrument gave them the answer. Not
close. A classic – a very bad one. They went right past Requisite and never saw it.] Mis-cited
in Thurgood 2008 PhD. Jaques not cited. Cited Rice 1958; Emery & Trist 1965; Turner &
Lawrence 1965. Not in CUNY. Clio online. At Yale U.; U. of Illinois. # Alt. PJ.
Hackman, J. Richard, and Greg R. Oldham, 1980, Work Redesign, Addison-Wesley, Reading,
MA, 330 p. The aim of the book sounds promising: “One of the major influences on
organizational productivity is the quality of the relationship between people who do the work and
the jobs they perform.” To increase their satisfaction employees require more interesting work
and more responsibility. But this book has a distinct socio-technical (STS) and quality of work
life (QWL) flavor and as examples uses Topeka, Volvo, and Butler Manufacturing. (Where
cited as SST?) Milstein: HD51 .H32 (missing). Not in Clio Biz or Baruch or NYPL or NYU.
Out to Fac. Not seen. Alt. Bk.
Hackman, J. Richard, 1984, “The Transition That Hasn’t Happened,” chapter (p. 29-59) in
Kimberly, John R., and Robert E. Quinn, eds., 1984, New Futures: the Challenge of Managing
Organizational Transitions, Dow Jones-Irwin, Homewood, IL. A description of the founding of
People Express Airlines looking for confirmation of Larry Greiner’s 1972 transitions as the firm
grew. Found no evidence of any of them. Connie Gersick pointed out (p. 56) that it was “as if
extraordinary motivation and commitment of the employees, coupled with a clear sense of
direction, somehow compensated for the absence of structures, roles, and management practices
that many firms introduce shortly after the rush of start-up subsides.” It didn’t. [C.f. Enron
1992-2001 for the end-game version of this absence of structure, etc.] People Express also used
Hackman’s theory of job satisfaction. It didn’t work either. People Express crashed. See
Hackman and Oldham 1975. Refu. Ch.
Hackman, Katerina. See Hackman, B. Katerina.
Hadler, Markus, 2005, “Why Do People Accept Different Income Ratios?: A Multi-level
Comparison of Thirty Countries,” Acta Sociologica, Universitetsferlaget, Oslo, Norway, June,
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48(2):131-154. In English. How much income inequality are people in 30 countries willing to
accept? This study examines three theses: the structural position thesis, the reflection thesis, and
dominant ideology thesis. Societal differences are well explained by ideologies but socioeconomic characteristics remain important. People accept different ratios of income inequality
as just in different societies. (This appeared to contradict Jaques’s claim that the ratios are
universal. Hadler identified individuals feel the system is unfair if they feel underpaid. The
reverse was an armchair analysis. General prosperity is reflected in the responses also. Study is
provocative.) At U. Graz, Austria. Cited EJ 1967, 2nd edn. # Cr. PJ.
Hadley, Roger, 1964, “Junior Management Participation in Selection in a common ownership
firm,” Industrial Welfare, Journal of the Industrial Welfare Society, (aka I.W.S. Journal),
London, UK, Aug. 1964, p. 191-194. Scott Bader was a chemical firm in Northamptonshire
employing about 300 people - who are also the owners. Described its executive, legislative and
judicial systems (very similar to Glacier Metal). Key goals were to foster the growth of
individuals in the firm and their responsibility to the community. Selection of employees to
membership (and ownership) had been done by the works manager and personnel officer. This
was extended to include the foeman and charge-hand supervisor. These changes have improved
recruitment of higher capable people and reduced selection errors. Hadley was a personnel and
training adviser. A case. See Albu 1964. MS. NJ.
Haeckel, Stephan H., 1999, Adaptive Enterprise — Creating and Leading Sense-and-Respond
Organizations, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, US, 206 p. (Ch. 3, p. 37, Nietzsche
quote re future on today.) [Bk. Rev., LRP, Pages 33(2):268-271.] Cited Jaques & Clement
1991. Not in Clio. CUNY SI: HD58.8 .H34 1999. SIBL JBE 99-1610. W. Bk.
Haeckel, Stephan H., 2004, “Peripheral Vision: Sensing and Acting on Weak Signals: Making
Meaning out of Apparent Noise: The Need for a New Managerial Framework,” Long Range
Planning, UK, April 2004, 37(2):181–189. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.lrp.2004.01.006. Doing
business in the face of constant to what would have been considered the periphery of the
traditional make-and-sell company—change requires a shift from a ‘make-and-sell’ to a ‘senseand-respond’ framework. This in turn requires four new competencies which require intense
attention the customers and environment. This will make meaning out of apparent noise; it will
extend the number and types of signals that can be sensed; it will drive the development of an
ability to transform new signals into meaning; and it enables role-specific management. Cited
Prahalad 2004. Wd & # MS. PJ. A.
Hage, Jerald, and Michael Aiken, 1969, “Routine Technology, Social Structure, and
Organization Goals,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Sep. 1969, 14(3):366-376. The degree
of routineness of work was related to the social structure of the metropolitan area’s health and
welfare organizations. The more routine work was more centralized, less professionalized, and
more formalized. Emphasized efficiency, the quantity of clients served, but not innovativeness,
staff morale, or quality of client services. No relationship with stratification was found. Solid.
Found considerable support for Perrow 1967's hypotheses. Cited by Meyer 1979. Cited Blauner
1964. See Aiken and Hage 1968; Hage and Dewar 1973. JSTOR. Misc. PJ. A.
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Hage, Jerald, Michael Aiken, and Cora Bagley Marrett, 1971, “Organization Structure and
Communications,” American Sociological Review, Oct. 1971, 36(5):860-871. March and Simon
indicated in 1958 that there were only two ways organizations communicated: feedback or
planning (bottom up or top down). The authors agree. Cited Landsberger 1961. MS. PJ. A.
Faia, Michael A., 1972, "A Comment on 'Organization Structure and Communications',"
American Sociological Review, Aug. 1972, 37(4):500-501. The article by Hage, Aiken,
and Marrett 1971 contains serious deficiencies. (Reply follows from the authors.) ~
Hage, Jerald, Michael Aiken, and Cora Bagley Marrett, 1972, “Reply to Faia,” American
Sociological Review, Aug. 1972, 37(4):501-505. The reply to Faia’s comments. No, it
doesn’t contain the deficiencies. Michael A. Faia comment precedes. Cited Landsberger
1961. ~
Hage, Jerald, and Robert Dewar, 1973, “Elite Values Versus Organizational Structure in
Predicting Innovation,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Sep. 1973, 18(3):279-290.
Combining the values of the organizational elite and a measure of complexity produces a .60
predictive correlation with the amount of innovation in the organization. The importance of
leader values is not to be minimized. But the values of the elite inner circle were even more
important. Their association was important to the performance of the organization. Input from
the elite on structure, lines of authority, regulations, authority, and performance is important
since the elite very likely influences them already. They have the strongest influence over
change. This strongly supports James D. Thompson’s 1967 insight that an inner circle develops
and runs each organization. An inner circle appears to be needed for efficiency in decision
making. Chandler 1962 assumed this group set goals and determined performance
independently of structure. Study used many of Perrow’s 1970 definitions. The executive
director had the strongest correlation with strategic direction at .69. Solid. See Aiken and Hage
1968; Hage and Aiken 1969. JSTOR. Misc. PJ. A.
Hahnel, Robin, 2007, “The Case Against Markets,” Journal of Economic Issues, Association for
Evolutionary Economics, US, Dec., 41(4):1139-1159. Contrary to popular and professional
opinion, there is every reason to believe that markets allocate resources inefficiently and
undermine rather than promote democracy. Additionally, markets are perhaps the most
socially destructive institution ever devised by humans. A historical review of global markets
that were successful and those that weren’t, an analysis of how bad markets are, and if there are
alternatives that are any better. Markets may eventually be replaced with democratic planning.
At American U. # Misc. PJ.
Hahnel, Robin, 2009, “Why the Market Subverts Democracy,” American Behavioral Scientist,
March 2009, 52(7):1006-1022. Proponents of neoliberalism contend that promoting free markets
is nearly synonymous with promoting democracy. Even those who reject extreme neoliberalism
and call for regulating markets often express reluctance to do so because such interventions, in
their view, diminish economic freedom to some extent. Contrary to popular opinion, the market
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system undermines both economic and political democracy in a number of ways. At
American U., and Portland State U. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Haight, Alan Day, 2001, “Burnout, chronic fatigue, and prozac in the professions: The iron law
of salaries,” Review of Radical Political Economics, Union for Radical Political Economics,
USA, Spring, 33(2):189-202. In this model of contested exchange, ambitious salaried yuppies
(in accounting, consulting, engineering, higher education, investment banking, law, management,
marketing, medicine, etc. professions) toil on the verge of depression (malaise), much as wage
workers once toiled on the verge of starvation. This depression reduces diligence yet maximizes
profit, subject to the rejection-rate Laffer curve. Chronic fatigue syndrome provides a status
defense [conspicuous excess capacity] for workers denied promotion. Wellness programs,
psychological counseling, anti-depressant drugs, exercise, and cheerful human resources
management techniques improve profits more than morale. (This may constitute exploitation per
Roemer 1982 or Steiner 1984.) Cited in Financial Times 10-10-05, p. 9. At Bowling Green
State U., Ohio. ahaight@cba.bgsu.edu Misc. PJ.
Haire, Mason, Edward E. Ghiselli, and Lyman W. Porter, 1963, “Psychological Research on Pay:
an Overview,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, Oct., 3(1):3-8. See Lawler and Porter 1963
(in same issue of I.R.) In this introduction to a symposium issue these authors called the L&P
results on the close relationship of hierarchy-level to felt-fair pay “surprising” and “remarkable.”
Results reported in Business Week, March 2, 1963, p. 58. See Haire 1965. See Gaddis 1964, p.
140. (This is NOT the Feb. article in IR.) Not in Baruch (cut out). In City Coll. # MS. PJ. A.
Haire, Mason, 1965, “The Incentive Character of Pay,” chapter in Andrews, Robert, ed., 1965,
Managerial Compensation, Foundation for Research on Human Behavior, Ann Arbor, MI. A
report on two seminars held in 1964. Haire commented the 1963 findings on levels of pay were
remarkable. (Cited in Homa Hunt 1967 PhD. Cited in Evans 1979: editor as “Andrews, E.” and
dated “1967.”) NYPL Offsite Schw JAX E-156. MS. Ch.
Haire, Mason, Edward E. Ghiselli, and Michael E. Gordon, 1967, “A Psychological Study of
Pay,” Journal of Applied Psychology Monograph, American Psychological Association, August
1967, 51(4):1-24 (Whole No. 636, part 2 of 2: editor, Kenneth E. Clark). Cited Jaques 1961,
Adams 1963, Brenner and Lockwood 1965, Herzberg 1962, Lawler and Porter 1963, Vroom
1964, Fleishman 1960. The authors developed pay data that scattered across 25-year careers.
“One startling result of this is that executives’ salaries become more dissimilar over time.” They
had come upon Jaques’ growth curves. See Gordon 1969, Nystrom 1973, Saunders’ M.A. 1968,
Routh 1965, 1980, Gifford 1928, Homa Hunt 1967. [Ghiselli broke with Porter, Lawler, and
Haire around 1968. See his subsequent research.] Rp. PJ.
Haire, Mason, 1970, “A New Look at Human Resources,” Industrial Management Review: IMR,
Industrial Management Review Association, MIT, Cambridge, MA, Winter 1970, 11(2):17-23.
Time, present value, contribution, salary. Argued that HR must be taken more seriously than
before (again). Today society expects a career model not just jobs. Modeling forces one to
make the variables explicit. Chart shows discounted present value declining for people in the far
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future. Personnel functions are the first to be cut in a money pinch. Personnel were viewed as
“overhead burden.” According to these calculations it took 12 ½ years until the firm reached
break-even on employees. (Off but widespread managerial belief.) Teaching. # Misc. Pro.
Hajime, Ohta, 1980, "Productivity Changes in Japan, 1960-1980," United States – Japan Trade
Council Report, no. 39, Oct 10, 1980. (Reprinted 1988 as chapter 30 (p. 144-149) in Okimoto,
Daniel I., and Thomas P. Rohlen, eds., 1988, Inside the Japanese System: readings on
contemporary society and political economy, Stanford U.P., CA, 286 p.) Productivity must rise
faster than domestic inflation (wage levels). Faced with simultaneous imported inflation (oil
price hikes), firms have been faced with shrinking profits and shrinking internal investment.
Clio Lehman Liby Reserves HC462.9 .I587 1988. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Håland, Erna, and Aksel Tjora, 2006, “Between Asset and Process: Developing competence by
implementing a learning management system,” Human Relations, July, 59(7):993-1016. doi:
10.1177/0018726706067599 Competence, as the company's most important and valuable
resource, is constantly highlighted. But what does this imply? In this article we present different
understandings of competence among employees in a large Norwegian oil company, Statoil, as
well as the different views on competence found in the literature. We find that the focus is more
on competence as asset than competence as process. This leaves out important dimensions of
competence in today’s complex society and as expressed by several of the employees in Statoil.
No EJ cite. At Norwegian U. of Sci. and Techy. erna.haland@svt.ntnu.no and
akselht@svt.ntnu.no . MS. PJ.
Haldane, Bernard, 1947, “A Pattern for Executive Placement,” Harvard Business Review, US,
Autumn47, 25(4a):652-663. Employees who enjoy their work are more productive. There were
six advantages for the employer who places executives in positions that make effective use of
their talent. But six weak spots in personnel policies include a rigid policy on promotions,
discrimination against older job applicants, and dishonesty in the firing and hiring process.
Executives currently had a typical efficiency of 30% according to Carroll L. Shartle: “It is
relatively rare, he says, for men and women to produce the results they might obtain if their
talents were more efficiently organized." Cited in Worthy 1949/1994. # Misc. Pro.
Hale, Andrew, Bernhard Wilpert, and Matthias Freitag, eds., 1997, After the Event: from
accident to organisational learning, Pergamon, Elsevier Science, New York, NY; London, UK,
250 p. See diagram on p. 30; a triangle of Prescription (external conditions), Identity (internal
conditions), and Event (unit of action). In the center is Responsibility. Poses intriguing
questions. This book looks promising to further RO research. (P. 21 van der Schaef et al 1991;
Engel 1985.) Misc. Bk.
Hales, Colin, 2000, “Management and Empowerment Programmes”, Work, Employment and
Society, UK, 14(3):501-519. The interpretation of empowerment which senior managers
enthusiastically promote is rather different from the one which junior managers reluctantly
accept and that empowerment programmes are as much about the putative reorganisation of
junior managers' work as any substantive increase in worker autonomy. Ambiguities in the
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empowerment concept presents senior managers with a convenient ideological justification for
the reorganisation of managerial work but also presents junior managers with a set of ideas with
which to justify their continued existence. The rhetoric of empowerment is an ideological terrain
on which the conflict between senior and junior managers over attempts to reconstitute
managerial work is conducted. At U. of Westminster, UK. # Refu. PJ. A.
Hales, Colin, 2006, “Moving down the line? The shifting boundary between middle and first-line
management,” Journal of General Management, UK, Winter 2006/2007, 32(2):31-55. First-line
managers have acquired some business management responsibilities previously associated with
middle managers, but that these have supplemented, rather than replaced, first-line managers'
core responsibility for performance oriented supervision. Some now are also - performance
managers, customer/client service managers, and budget holders - with a re-drawing of the
boundary with middle managers. Cited Jaques 1976. At U. Surrey, UK. # W. PJ.
Hales, Jeffrey, and Michael G. Williamson, 2010, “Implicit Employment Contracts: The Limits
of Management Reputation for Promoting Firm Productivity,” Journal of Accounting Research,
Wiley-Blackwell, US, Mar2010, 48(1):147-176. DOI: 10.1111/j.1475-679X.2009.00352.x.
Implicit employment contracts require that employees trust management to be fair when
allocating postproduction firm resources between employees and owners. We use an experiment
to study when managers have an incentive to favor the owner's interests over those of the
employee. We find that reputation concerns lead to greater firm productivity and higher payoffs
for all firm members, but only when manager pay is relatively insensitive to the owner's ex post
allocation. Thus. executive compensation is, in practice, surprisingly insensitive to owner
returns. At Ga. Inst of Tech; U. Texas at Austin. # Misc. PJ. A.
Halevy, Nir, Eileen Y. Chou, and Adam D. Galinsky, 2011, “A Functional Model of Hierarchy:
Why, how, and when vertical differentiation enhances group performance,” Organizational
Psychology Review, US, Feb. 1, 2011, 1(1):32-52. Hierarchy is functionally adaptive and
enhances a group’s chances of survival and success. Hierarchy (a) creates a psychologically
rewarding environment; (b) motivates performance through hierarchy-related incentives; (c)
capitalizes on the psychological effects of having versus lacking power; (d) supports division of
labor - and coordination; and (e) reduces conflict and enhances voluntary cooperation. Overall,
organizational structure (hierarchy), processes (motivation, leadership, coordination, and
cooperation) and outcomes (performance) can be causally linked. Three moderating variables –
(a) the level of task interdependence; (b) the legitimacy of hierarchical differentiation; and (c) the
alignment of different bases of hierarchy. Cited Fast & Chen 2009. Jaques not cited. At
Stanford; Northwestern (2). halevy_nir@gsb.stanford.edu # Misc. PJ.
Haley, Jay, 1967, “Toward a Theory of Pathological Systems,” chapter (p. 11-27) in Zuk, Gerald
H., and Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy, eds., 1967, Family Therapy and Disturbed Families, Science
and Behavior Books, Palo Alto, CA, 243 p. Cited by Bert Hellinger as leading to the discovery
of the importance of hierarchy in families. A cross-generational denied dyad was a coalition
against a third member. These triadic-based constructs led family flexibility into rigidity. [See
Zuk 1971 and Georg Simmel 1902, not herein.] See Valentine, Marguerite, 1989, Interesting
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PhD; Bateson 1956, BehSci. CLIO Offsite RC488.5 .Z8 1967. Baruch, City C. Sci., Hunter
SW, and JJ. Not in NYPL. Misc. Ch.
Halford, Graeme S., Rosemary Baker, Julie E. McCredden, and John D. Bain, 2004, “How many
variables can humans process?” Psychological Science, Jan., 16(1):70–76. Four. That’s it.
[Unaware of Jaques’ levels or stratification of abilities. Absolutely worth nothing, not even the
gunpowder to blow it to hell.] Cited by Snyder 2010. Misc. PJ. A.
Hall, Angela T., Fred R. Blass, Gerald R. Ferris, and Randy Massengale, 2004, “Leader
Reputation and Accountability in Organizations: Implications for dysfunctional leader behavior,”
Leadership Quarterly, Elsevier, Aug 2004, 15(4):515-536. We argue that leader accountability
is more of an informal, sociopolitical process, than it is a formal one, and a central component of
this informal accountability is leader reputation. We propose that leaders' reputations (which
includes human and social capital, political skill and style, etc.) influence how much stakeholders
trust them. This, in turn, affects the extent to which formal accountability mechanisms are
imposed upon leaders. In this paper, we concentrate on the potential for dysfunctional leader
behavior. How stakeholders interpret leader behavior is moderated by the motives or intentions
that those stakeholders attribute to the behavior. The result is a perception of leader performance
and effectiveness that redefines or reinforces leader reputation. The risk of a diminished
reputation is a form of accountability that is effective to the extent that attributions of leader
intentions are accurate. SIBL. Misc. PJ. A.
Hall, Angela T., Michael G. Bowen, Gerald R. Ferris, M. Todd Royle, and Dale E. Fitzgibbons,
2007, “The Accountability Lens: a new way to view management issues,” Business Horizons,
Bloomington, IN, Sep-Oct 2007, 50(5):405-413. Viewing organizations through an
accountability lens (in terms of source, focus, salience, and intensity) helps illuminate issues of
governance and ethical dilemmas common to most individuals at work. We propose that
disconnects between aspects of accountability may pressure individuals to behave unethically
and seek to rationalize their behaviors. We suggest accountability is a lens to observe and
understand behavior in, and of, organizations. As such, we demonstrate herein how to make
better sense of functional and dysfunctional behavior in organizations by applying the
accountability lens. A key component of this accountability lens is the experience of felt
accountability. The notion that individuals perceive and interpret their accountabilities
subjectively is critical to understanding why multiple employees can behave differently (and
sometimes unethically) under the same accountability conditions. MS. PJ.
Hall, Anthony S., and Jimmy Algie, 1974, A Management Game for the Social Services, Bedford
Square Press, London, UK, 55 p. A simulation game of a department meeting to allocate
resources. It mimics the inner workings of the management of social services of power and
constraints. Schw JLD 75-2981 (SASB). At NISW. Teach. Misc. Rep.
Hall, Brian J., and Jeffrey B. Liebman, 1998, “Are CEOS Really Paid Like Bureaucrats?,” The
Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, Aug. 1998, 113(3):653-691. Authors use a
new 15-year panel set of CEO pay data to demonstrate the strong link of CEO compensation to
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firm stock performance through the extensive use of stock option grants. Both the level of
CEO compensation and its sensitivity to the stock price of publicly traded companies have risen
dramatically since 1980. Boards have resorted to options since they are not expensed and are
less visible to the public. (The opposite view, that the link of CEO compensation to the firm’s
stock performance is weak, can be dismissed. [CALpers is wrong.] The issues now are: Does
the board still control the CEO? Why does a company that pays the CEO in options still need a
board? This direction is the opposite of accountability.) See Jensen and Murphy 1990. Misc.
PJ. A.
Hall, C. Margaret, 1989, “Triadic Analysis: A conceptual tool for clinical sociologists,” Clinical
Sociology Review, Brunner/Mazel, US, 7:97-110. Triads are interdependent and form the
structural basis for both micro- and macro-processes. A third party stabilizes a conflicted dyad
and goes beyond traditional class analysis. Focused on horizontal triads but also vertical triads
(mutual recognition units - MRUs). Examples from family practice. Unaware of the theory.
Great footnotes. Misc. Pro.
Hall, David J., and Maurice A. Saias, 1980, “Strategy Follows Structure!,” Strategic
Management Journal, Wiley, NY, NY, US, April-June 1980, 1(2):149-163. Man Bites Dog!
Churchill was right! Once we build our structure, it constrains our strategic options into the
future. It also determines what the firm pays attention to or doesn’t, since structure is designed
for action not reflection. Chandler had shown that many times firms failed to install a new
structure until a decade or more after the need for it was known. Structure failed to anticipate
strategy. This reluctance included Jersey Standard and Sears, Roebuck (X-efficiency). But at
General Motors the structure adopted in the 1920s under Sloan allowed it to prosper during the
Great Depression. Strategic planning requires structure to execute it. Article supports RO
theory. MS. PJ. A.
Hall, Douglas T., and Khalil E. Nougaim, 1968, “An Examination of Maslow’s Need Hierarchy
in an Organizational Setting,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance [now ...Human
Decision Processes], February 1968, 3(1):12-35. Found NO support for Maslow’s hierarchy of
needs among managers. Found a two-stage development. Nothing in the first five years as
managers (after college graduation?). Then safety needs fell and others rose: affiliation, esteem
and achievement, and self-actualization. They may be sequential status passages and not need
gratification. Not on Jaques’ theory. Compare with 5th-year data in Gifford 1928. See Alderfer
1969. See Oeltjen Related PhD 1972. At Boston U. # Refu. PJ. A.
Hall, Douglas T., 1984, "Human resource development and organizational effectiveness,"
chapter11 (p. 159-181) in Fombrun, Charles, Noel Tichy, and Mary Ann Devanna, 1984,
Strategic Human Resource Management, John Wiley & Sons, NY, NY, US, 499 p. Strategic
development of human resources in contemporary work organizations is virtually nonexistant.
Start with collaborative development of a strategic plan and cascade it throughout the firm. It is
a logical way to work backwards from organization objectives and goals. Baruch & JJay, Clio os
HF5549 .F587 1984. [SIBL*ZAN-B181 v. 25 (1986). Mfilm.] # MS. Ch.
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Hall, Douglas T., 1986, “Dilemmas in linking succession planning to individual executive
learning," Human Resource Management, Wiley Online Library, Summer, 25(2):235–265. doi:
10.1002/hrm.3930250206. This paper examines the issue of linking the selection of top-level
executives with the development of these people. It first describes three stages which promote
the attainment of a firm's objectives: position staffing, replacement planning, and succession
planning. Then we examine executive learning. Most planned executive development is aimed
at task learning, not personal learning. Consistent with this condition, most executive education
activities overstress classroom style receptive methods, while neglecting active learning. The
linkage of development to strategy is seen as the “acid test” in a firm's strategic planning process.
... Walter Mahler, an expert in succession planning, has described the effectiveness of the
management review ... Mahler cites numerous pitfalls in the review process which can be
responsible for [errors] ... Or it may simply not occur to top management to consider the business
strategy … Tim Hall has consulted to Sears, AT&T, American Hospital Supply, General
Electric, Borg-Warner, Price Waterhouse, Ford, Eli Lilly, and World Bank. Cited Mahler 1982;
Korman 1980; D. Levinson 1978; Bennis & Nanus 1985; Bartunek & Louis 1985. # Rp. PJ.
Hall, Douglas T., ed., 1986, Career Development in Organizations, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco,
Cal., US, 366 p. Chapters. CUNY Htr Mn, Baruch - HF5549.5 .C35 H35 1986. One chapter on
mentoring cited Jaques 1965 (MLC). W. Bk.
Hall, Douglas T., 1989, “How Top Management and the Organization Itself Can Block Effective
Executive Succession,” Human Resource Management, New York, NY, Spring 1989, 28(1):524. Some organizations are able to do effective succession planning that is linked to corporate
objectives, while others fail. Strategy and policy come first rather than implementation. (This
article missed the dynamic while staring straight at it. How?) Cited DT Hall 1986; SD Freidman
1986; Mahler and Drotter 1986; Duncan and Weiss 1979; Jaques 1989. At Boston U. # Rp. PJ.
Hall, Edward Twitchell, 1969 (c. 1966), The Hidden Dimension, Doing Business With the
Japanese, Anchor/Doubleday, New York, NY. A classic work on clashing business cultures,
hidden assumptions, and cross-wired meanings, signals and practices. Misc. Bk.
Hall, Edward Twitchell, 1983, The Dance of Life, The Other Dimension of Time, Anchor/
Doubleday, New York, NY. This book covers cross-cultural definitions of time, monochronic
(M) and polychronic (P) (p. 48-50). M-time is European-American and is oriented to tasks. Mtime bureaucracies grow oblivious to their own structure, blind to the humanity of its members,
turns inward and rigid, and loses sight of its original purpose. P-time is Native American and is
oriented to people. P-time organizations are dependent on the leader to handle contingencies and
people and require gifted talent at the top. Within the majority culture M-time dominates in
business, while P-time is at home. Did not cite Jaques 1982 (which was too recent). M-time is
close to Jaques’ single-task roles (on shop floor), while P-time is close to his multiple-task roles
(managerial and professional). Misc. Bk.
Hall, George Lawrence, 1948, The Management Guide; the development of the management
guide as an organization and administrative aid in the Standard Oil Company of California,
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Standard Oil Company of California, San Francisco, CA, 74 p. (2nd edn., 1956, 76 p.) In
English. A detailed description of the roles of the top managers in the organization from the
president down through the general managers broken out by - I. Function, II. Responsibilities
and Authority, and III. Relationships. Cited by Nobuo Noda in 1969 as influential on postWWII Japanese management. Cited by Schaffir 1954. (See P. E. Holden et al 1941/1948 for
similar reason.) [Cornell HD 45 S78 1956. Clio Offsite 230 St24. SIBL Offsite: TMF
(Standard Oil Company of California. Management Guide) Misc. Pamph.
Hall, Jay, 1980, The Competence Process: Managing for commitment and creativity,
Teleometrics Int’l., The Woodlands, (Waco), TX, 275 p. On labor productivity and employee
participation. [This book may contain references to EJ or to Japanese mgt practices.] Cited in
Cohn 1991. In TAMU Evans 5th fl or Annex HD57 .H32. Not Seen. ~ Bk.
Hall, Kevan, 2013, "Revisiting Matrix Management," People & Strategy, NY, NY, US, 2013,
36(1):4-5. 2 pgs. ISSN: 0199-8986. Discussed the need for people to develop new ways of
working in a matrix environment with its multiple reporting lines, competing goals and higher
levels of ambiguity. He shows that reporting in a horizontal line, which may entail involvement
with other client groups and virtual teams, consumes more time and increases interaction and
opportunities for misunderstandings. The author claimed that matrix management must allow
individuals to clarify their own goals and role. See his book. [This was the article that Jay
Galbraith and others responded to in 36(1). Included.] CEO, Global Integration. # Misc. PJ.
Hall, Richard, 1997, “Long Term Survivors,” Journal of General Management, Henley-onThames, UK, Summer97, 22(4):1-15. The research consisted of two questionnaire surveys of
chief executives of the 214 extant companies which started trading in the UK prior to 1800.
None of the respondents associated their organizations with an ‘extraordinary’ management
style, whereas half chose the less extreme ‘evolutionary’ management style, and half chose the
traditional ‘command and control’ style. Perhaps the surprising aspect was the large proportion
claiming traditional ‘command and control’ over periods which must have seen the need for
significant change. Jaques not cited. At U. Durham, UK. # Refu. PJ.
Hall, Richard H., J. Eugene Haas, and Norman J. Johnson , 1967, “An Examination of the
BlauScott and Etzioni Typologies,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June 1967, 12(1):118-139.
A study of 75 firms confirmed both typologies were limited, each was incomplete, and some data
did not fit either. (First of two studies from this database.) (See critique by Peter D. Weldon in
ASQ, March 1972, 17(1):76-80.) See Carter and Keon 1986. Misc. PJ. A.
Hall, Richard H., Norman J. Johnson, and J. Eugene Haas, 1967, “Organizational Size,
Complexity, and Formalization,” American Sociological Review, Dec. 1967, 32(6):903-912. A
study of 75 firms found that size appeared not to be related to complexity. This was at variance
with popular and academic US belief at the time. (Second of two studies from this database.)
See Carter and Keon 1986. C&K indicated this was the only study on size and complexity
published on private firms. All the others were on public sector agencies or on hospitals. Very
interesting. Cited in Meyer 1972. Misc. PJ. A.
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Hall, Richard H., 1972, The Formal Organization, Basic Books, New York, NY. Not seen. City
Coll Cohen HM131 .H236. ~ Bk.
Hall, Richard H., 1977, Organizations: Structure and Processes, 3rd Edn., Prentice Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ. Cited on role clarity in Ulrich and Lake 1990. See Carter & Keon 1986.
City Coll Cohen HM131 .H237. ~ Bk.
Hall, Robert E., 1975, “The Rigidity of Wages and the Persistence of Unemployment,”
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, The Brookings Institute, Washington, DC, Vol.
1975(2):301-335. See pages 302 and 331. “Rigid wages can permit persistent unemployment.”
Hall identified a major culprit in the “inflexible wages” in the “government, regulated industries,
and nonprofit institutions” that spills over into the “competitive sector.” Hall makes diagnostic
errors in light of Jaques’ levels of capability, time-span of discretion required for the work, and
the felt-fair pay at each strata. See also: Christopher Sims, Robert Solow and R. A. Gordon,
1975, “Comments and Discussion,” in same issue, p. 336-349. (These are included as an
example of isolated economic reasoning that cannot get to the root of the problem.) Off. PJ.
Hall, Robert E., 1982, “The Importance of Lifetime Jobs in the United States,” The American
Economic Review, Sept. 1982, 72(4):716-724. The US labor market is famous for high turnover
and high unemployment. However, the typical worker in 1982 was holding a job that will last
about eight years. Above age 30 some 40 percent of employees were holding jobs that will last
20 years or longer. Also, 75 percent were in jobs that will last 5 years or longer. Employment
duration among blacks was similar to whites. On all other dimensions the jobs were worse for
blacks than for whites. [In other words, lifetime employment was important to US workers after
a certain age. I wonder how these histories-cum-predictions held up across the next eight years.]
Cited in Koike 1997. Misc. PJ. A.
Hall, Roger I., 1981, “Decisionmaking in a Complex Organization,” chapter 5 (p. 111-144) in
England, George W., Anant R. Negandhi, and Bernhard Wilpert, eds., 1981, The Functioning of
Complex Organizations, publication of the Science Center Berlin, No. 35, Oeleschieger, Gunn,
and Hain, Cambridge, MA, 628 p. Papers from a 1978 conference in Berlin. Cited Jaques. W.
Ch.
Hall, Roger I., 1999, “A Study of Policy Formation in Complex Organizations: Emulating Group
Decision-Making with a Simple Artificial Intelligence and a System Model of Corporate
Operations,” Journal of Business Research, June, 45(2):157-171. Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
The study provides the paradoxical finding that a better group cognitive map, containing causal
relations more closely mirroring the real world system, will likely engender more internal
conflict. The study also provides insight into the process by which key feedback loops of
influences become overlooked in the building of a group cause map. Cited Jaques and Cason
1994, Ashby, Beer, Checkland, DeGues, J.W. Forrester. Lots on systems. # Rp. PJ.
Halpern, David, and Stephen Osofsky, 1990, "A dissenting view of MBO," Public Personnel
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Management, International Personnel Management Assn., Washington, D.C., US, Fall90,
19(3):321-330. Word Cnt: 4321. ISSN: 00910260. Argued against the assumptions of the
management by objective (MBO) approach. MBO has not produced a coherent theory on which
to ground its assumptions. Drucker's MBO is pseudo-participation, failing to give protection to
the subordinate against arbitrary goals. There is no grievance procedure in the case of abuse.
MBO must rise to become a sustainable theory or descend into a hit-or-miss performance
appraisal system. # Refu. PJ.
Halpern, Stephen, 1981, “Scots’ Mystification,” Health and Social Service Journal, London,
UK, 3 April 1981, 91(4737):374-375. Scottish professionals who must make the new
reorganisation of the NHS work are saying ‘let well alone.’ The post-1974 reorganisation had
problems and needed fixing, not a wholesale re-do. Scottish professionals were proceeding but
less publicly than in England. Cited by Murray 1981. In NY Acad. of Medicine. # Misc. Pro.
Hamada, Kazuki, 2000, “A Management System for the Simultanious Attainment of Customer
Satisfaction and Employee Satisfaction,” chapter 19 (p. 416-433) in Monden, Yasuhiro, ed.,
2000, Japanese Cost Management, Imperial College Press, London, UK, 490 p. [21 chapters]
TP (total productivity) and balanced scorecard management methods have many advantages but
it should be understood that the "balanced scorecard" method only arranges and lists the
important points for strategy developments and attainment evaluations. Although it is difficult to
compare the two methods, as their focal points are different, it seems that TP management TP
(total productivity) has more advantages (the breaking down of goals, the relations between goals
and measures taken, and how a change of measure and a part goal have influences over a total
goal) than the management by balanced scorecard. Not in Cuny, NYPL. Clio Biz: HD47.3
.J363 2000. At Osaka Sangyo U., Daito, JN. # MS. Ch.
Hamada, T., 1980, “Winds of Change: Economic Realism and Japanese Labor Management,”
Asia Survey, 20:397-406. Estimated only 25 percent of the workforce are the core employees
who benefit from permanent employment (nenko). These are the males with tenure, white-collar
and full-time employees in the major, big name enterprises. Cited in Clegg 1990:199. Misc. PJ.
Hamada, Tomoko, 1997, "Japanese Corporate Environmentalism and New Industrial Standard
for Excellence," Journal of Social Sciences, Kamla-Raj Enterprises, Delhi, India, July 1997,
1(3):201-208. ISO 14000 standards are the most comprehensive environmental quality
management initiatives implemented so far. The move is from energy usage to environmental
impact. Japan has reacted to this both through government and industry. Past environmental
disasters have been both a spur and a guide. At William & Mary, VA, USA. # Misc. PJ.
Hambrick, Donald C., 1981, "Environment, Strategy, and Power Within Top Management
Teams," Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell U., US, June 1981, 26(2):253-275.
Distinguished two sources of critical contingencies for organizations: environment and strategy.
In turn, it explored how coping with each type of contingency (uncertainty) was related to power
within top management teams. Hierarchical level was the dominant predictor of power, then
came functional area and scanning activity. Executives had higher power if, by virtue of their
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functional area or scanning behavior, they coped with the dominant requirement imposed by
their industry's environment. Power patterns within each industry were further affected by the
extent to which executives coped with the contingencies posed by their organizations' particular
strategies. A temporal critical contingencies model of power was proposed. Hierarchical
advancement was related to executives' previous power. Studied hospitals, colleges, and
insurance firms. Jaques not cited. Cited Hambrick 1979 PhD, 1980; Miles & Snow 1978;
Hickson et al 1971; Hinings et al 1974. At Columbia U. (later Penn State). # Misc. PJ. A.
Hambrick, Donald C., and Phyllis A. Mason, 1984, “Upper Echelons: The Organization as a
Reflection of Its Top Managers,” The Academy of Management Review, April 1984, 9(2):193206. Reviewed Lieberson and O’Connor 1972, and Salancik and Pfeffer 1977, and reinforced
the Weiner and Mahoney 1979 critique of their methodology as blocking any leadership effect.
Also reviewed the Carnegie School approach through “strategic choice” and “bounded
rationality.” Set forth a decision-making model based on observable demographic characteristics
of the managers in the organization’s upper echelon. (This misses the cognitive capability,
although they mention it. No citations on cognition!) CEO-level only. # Misc. PJ. A.
Hambrick, Donald C., and Lynn M. Crozier, 1985, “Stumblers and Stars in the Management of
Rapid Growth,” Journal of Business Venturing, Elsevier, Winter 1985, 1(1):31-45.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0883-9026(85)90005-9 An empirical observation of 30 rapid-growth
companies focusing on recurring traps and challenges and on firms which avoided or overcame
them. Instant size created gaps in skills, systems and disaffection. Infallibility was - well,
hubris. Internal turmoil from so many new faces who didn’t know the company. Resource
shortages that forced everyone to work in a bare-bones world. The CEO must envision and
anticipate the firm of the future - huge! The team needed then must be hired and developed
today. Crozier at Citibank. Unaware of the theory (?). Solid and realistic. # MS. PJ.
Hambrick, Donald C., and Sydney Finkelstein, 1987, “Managerial Discretion: A Bridge Between
Polar Views of Organizations,” in Cummings, L.L., and B.M. Staw, eds., Research in
Organizational Behavior, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT, 9:369-406. Why was CEO pay in some
industries so much more than in others? In some industries the CEO was required to make big
choices with major consequences for their firm. The economic differences between the best and
the worst managers was huge. Boards paid more to get the best. In other industries the
environment was less turbulent and managers were more constrained, so the economic
differences between the best and worst were not so great. This was a very influential academic
article. (This definition of “managerial discretion” was not Jaques’ definition of employee
discretion but degrees of freedom. “Latitude of action” was based on the number of options that
were allowable in the environment, acceptable by powerful parties, and within the personal
repertoires and aptitudes of the manager. Yet this definition was fairly close to Complexity of
Information Processing (CIP) and Level of Work Complexity of the CEO’s role. These Boards
were right to seek someone who could handle greater complexity - and to pay more to get it. All
CEO roles are not the same.) [Contrast this with Williamson’s, Perrow’s, Karasek’s, and
Wilfred Brown’s definitions.] CEO-level only. Misc. PJ.
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Hambrick, Donald C., James W. Fredrickson, Lester B. Korn, and Richard M. Ferry, 1989,
"Preparing Today's Leaders for Tomorrow's Realities," Personnel, AMACOM, Saranac Lake,
NY, US, Aug., 66(8):23-26. Discussed five recommendations from top executives around the
world on how Human Resources (HR) policy should change in order to meet the challenges of
the 21st century. They have been collected from 1,500 CEOs and senior executives in 20
countries. The five policy recommendations included making HR planning an intrinsic part of
corporate strategy, making the human resources executive a member of the top management
team, and ensuring the unity of the corporation by choosing leaders and managers who
internalize corporate culture, values, and goals. For tomorrow's CEOs the respondents ranked
expertise in the HR area second in importance, next only to expertise in strategy formulation.
By the year 2000 many corporations would find themselves in a global marketplace of
hypercompetition and incessant change calling for unprecedented flexibility. By stressing
common goals and values, however, the HR function can help the corporation to function as a
unified, successful entity. At Columbia U.; Korn/Ferry. Wd # Misc. PJ.
Hambrick, Donald C., and Sydney Finkelstein, 1996, Strategic Leadership, Top Executives and
Their Effects on Organizations, West Publishing, St. Paul, MN, p. 26. Not on Jaques. [Can this
description of William Agee at Morrison Knudsen be used as a model of anything? A disastrous
leader who drove the firm into bankruptcy.] See their “Managerial Discretion.” Misc. Pamph.
Hamel, Gary, and C. K. Prahalad, 1989, “Strategic Intent,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, May-June, p. 63-76. A classic on strategy. Recognized current strategic thinking was static
not dynamic. Then showed Komatsu’s successful 20-year strategy of pursuing both low cost and
differentiation (i.e. quality) - exactly what Michael Porter calls competitive suicide. The failure
to perceive the intent of Honda drove competitors to surrender the market piecemeal. ROI
targets have led managers to practice denominator management - cut costs, cut costs. Growth is
needed but ROI targets can be achieved without it. Upward communication is ignored and
strategy formulation is an elitist, top-down activity. “Investors’ so-called short-term orientation
simply reflects their lack of confidence in the ability of senior managers to conceive and deliver
stretch goals.” Investors are skeptical. See Dearden on ROI. Right on. Rp. Pro.
Hamel, Gary, and C. K. Prahalad, 1994, “Seeing the Future First,”(book excerpt from Competing
for the Future), Fortune, NY, NY, September 5, pages 64-70. Managers spend far too little
energy thinking about the future of their industry. The authors estimate it to average 2.4 percent.
Managers do not have the foresight to detect trends and discontinuities. This means getting
beyond being customer-led to leading the customer. Today’s customers may not be tomorrow’s
customers. Historical market research is inadequate. [This is pure Deming, but as usual without
attribution.] (When these authors discuss core competencies they lose me.) Cited in Fields 2001
Related PhD. CUNY Baruch Perls. MS. Pro.
Hamel, Gary, 2011, "First, Let's Fire All the Managers," Harvard Business Review, US,
Dec2011, 89(12):48-60. (cover story). Wd Cnt: 6610. ISSN: 00178012. A hierarchy of
managers exacts a hefty tax on any organization: Managers are expensive, increase the risk of
bad decisions, disenfranchise employees, and slow progress. In fact, management may be the
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least efficient activity in any company. Yet it's clear that market mechanisms alone can't provide
the degree of coordination and control that many companies require. Is there any way to get the
flexibility of a market system and the discipline of a tightly knit hierarchy - without a
management superstructure? Morning Star, the global market leader in tomato processing,
proves that there is. Morning Star, which has seen double digit growth for the past 20 years, has
no managers. Morning Star's self-management model has two cornerstones: the personal
mission statement, and the Colleague Letter of Understanding, or CLOU. In a personal mission
statement, each employee outlines how he or she will help the company achieve its goals. The
CLOU, which must be hammered out every year with colleagues, is an operating plan for
fulfilling it. Its success shows that it is possible for organizations to transcend the seemingly
intractable trade-off of freedom versus control. [More of his pied piper stuff.] At LBS:
Management Innovation eXchange. # Misc. Pro.
Hamermesh, Daniel S., 1975, “Interdependence in the Labour Market,” Economica, London,
UK, New Series, November, 42(168):420-429. People inside a firm are interdependent since
they react to how much is paid and they are concerned that everyone is equitably treated. Cited
Jaques 1956; Adams and Rosenbaum 1962; G. Becker 1965. # Rp. PJ. A.
Hamilton, Alexander, 1789, "Report on the Subject of Manufacturers," as reprinted (p. 679-708)
in Alexander Hamilton – Writings, The Library of the America, NY, NY, US, 1108 p. Degen
asserted that the U.S. followed Hamilton's protectionist policies from the War of 1812 until after
WWII. Only then, when it had dominant large corporations, did it switch to global free trade.
Hamilton was aware of and on guard against the evils of the meaner forms of self-interest. See
Hollings 2008. Cited in Degen 2009. CUNY Baruch E 302 .H22 2001. NYPL [microfilm??] ~
Hamilton, Gary G., and Robert C. Feenstra, 1995, “Varieties of Hierarchies and Markets: an
Introduction,” Industrial and Corporate Change, Oxford Journals, Oxford University Press,
4(1):51-91. The paper presents both a theoretical and an empirical argument that the concept of
hierarchy needs to be reconceptualized. In our theoretical discussion we develop a synthesis
between Coase's and Williamson's conception of a market/hierarchy dichotomy and Weber's
distinction between economic power and authority. We hold that the authoritative aspects of
hierarchies, especially within networks of firms, have independent effects on the formation of
market economies. Using South Korea and Taiwan, we show that two different types of
authoritative interfirm networks, one vertically and the other horizontally arranged, substantially
shape the performance of these economies. At Sociology, U. Washington; Economics, U. Cal.Davis. Abstract only seen. Misc. PJ. A.
Hamilton, V. Lee, 1978, "Who is Responsible? Toward a Social Psychology of Responsibility
Attribution," Social Psychology, American Sociological Association, US, Dec. 1978, 41(4):316328. ISSN: 0147829X. The currently dominant psychological model of responsibility
attribution is criticized and expanded upon from a sociological perspective. It is argued that
responsibility judgments entail consideration of both what the actor did and what the actor was
supposed to do: i.e., both physical deeds and social roles. Including roles in a responsibility
attribution model means: (1) a coherent account of alternative meanings of responsibility; (2) a
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social psychological approach that is congruent with rules actually followed in adult sanctioning
judgments; and (3) an opportunity for social psychologists to study the crucial dichotomy of
authoritative versus subordinate roles. Close to RAEW. At U. Mich. # MS. PJ. A.
Hamilton, Walton H., 1922, "A Theory of the Rate of Wages," Quarterly Journal of Economics,
Harvard/MIT, US, Aug22, 36(4):581-625. ISSN: 00335533. Examined a theory of wages that
was relevant to the problem of how real wages are to be raised. The approach to the theory of
wages indicated the salient features of the problem which has no direct relevance to an
explanation of wage rates in terms of native ability. It assumed that wage rates were being
redetermined in a developing industrial system, in which the efficiency of labor, the ability of
management, the arrangement of work, the technique of production, and the conventions under
which business was being done, were all undergoing transition and modification. See Marshall
1920. [A search on keywords: discretion, requisite.] At Amherst College. # Misc. PJ. A.
Hammer, Michael, and Champy, James, 1993, Reengineering the Corporation: a manifesto for
business revolution, Harper Business, New York, NY, 223 pages. A fad that grabbed credit for
much that quality did, derailed quality, and had a 5 percent success and a 71 percent failure rate.
Champy, at least, said he was shocked at the eagerness of US managers for embracing this
untried fad. His firm, CSC Index, went under when the fad ended. Hammer was still out there,
pumping it for all it was worth, unfazed by the frenzied bloodletting in downsizing. Misc. Bk.
Hammer & Vardi 1977. See Vardi & Hammer 1977.
Hammer, Tove Helland, 1979, "Affirmative Action Programs: Have we forgotten the first-line
supervisor?" Personnel Journal, Baltimore, MD, US, June, 58(6):384-389. She. AAPs mean a
transfer of authority over the employee from the first-line supervisor to the personnel staff. The
supervisors remain accountable for the outputs. The problem was creation of a fair and equitable
criterion for hiring, firing, and discipline, but there has been no planning and no training, so
nothing happened. Jaques not cited. Not in NYPL. CUNY Htr Mn 5 fl. # Misc. Pro.
Hammer, Tove Helland, and Robert N. Stern, 1980, "Employee Ownership: Implications for the
Organizational Distribution of Power," Academy of Management Journal, US, Mar1980,
23(1):78-100. DOI: 10.2307/255497. ISSN: 00014273. Workers' and managers' perception of
their roles as employee owners, financial partners, and joint decision makers were examined in a
furniture factory purchased by its employees through a corporate divestiture. Worker-owners
considered management as the true owners of the firm, did not see themselves as partners, and
preferred an internal distribution of power that favored management over power
equalization. Jaques and Brown not cited. [See Baxi arrangement in UK.] She and he were at
Cornell U., US. # MS. PJ. A.
Hammer, Tove H., and Jay M. Turk, 1987, "Organizational determinants of leader behavior and
authority," Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, US, Nov. 1987, 72(4):674-682. ISSN: 00219010 (Pr); 1939-1854 (Elec). DOI: 10.1037/0021-9010.72.4.674. Data came from 160 first-line
supervisors in 12 sections of a manufacturing plant. Technology dominated the prediction
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equation for authority. Supervisors in intensive technologies focused more on developing and
maintaining horizontal links; supervisors in long-linked technologies spent more time on workgroup maintenance; supervisors in heavily unionized sections interacted with subordinates more
according to written rules and regulations; and supervisors whose upper level managers
[vertical] favored close, strict supervision responded by pushing subordinates to work in a
punitive manner. Supervisors in intensive technologies (skilled workers, L2) had more
authority than supervisors in long-linked (mass production, unskilled, L1). [Taylorism.] Cited
Jaques 1976; Hunt & Osborn 1982; Pfeffer & Salancik 1978; Hammer 1973 PhD. At Cornell U.,
US. # MS. PJ. A.
Hammond, Kenneth R., and Leonard Adelman, 1976, “Science, Values, and Human Judgment,”
Science, New Series, Oct. 22, 1976, 194(4263):389-396. Efforts to integrate these concepts are
defeated by the widespread use of ascientific methods. The adversary system is focused on
victory rather than truth. The person-oriented approach is focused on people and their
motives rather than on the adequacy of methods. Instead, human judgment can be brought under
scientific analysis. Refu. PJ. A.
Hammond, Kenneth R., 2007, Beyond Rationality: the search for wisdom in a troubled time,
Oxford University Press, NY, NY, 338 p. An extension of the thinking of Egon Brunswik, an
Austrian, a psychologist, and perhaps a century ahead of his time. On judgment and
decisionmaking and the modern search for wisdom. Intuition won’t help us out. Numerical
analysis won’t help us. Let us try to learn from history. Management writing is a flight from
rational analysis. Amartya Sen recently attacked the “various arbitrarily narrow formulations” of
rationality. Uncertainty is the greatest barrier to the competence of human judgment. Not in
Clio Psych. NYU Bobst BF447 .H36 2007. Misc. Bk.
Hammond, Thomas H. , and Gary J. Miller, 1985, "A Social Choice Perspective on Expertise
and Authority in Bureaucracy," American Journal of Political Science, Midwest Political
Science Assoc., US, Feb. 1985, 29(1):1-28. Almost no attention has been paid by social choice
theorists to the properties of institutions such as bureaucracies. First, the properties of
decentralized bureaucracies, which stress the importance of "expertise" in decision making, are
illuminated through application of a theorem by A. K. Sen, which suggests that decentralized
institutions are susceptible to several different kinds of problems. Adding hierarchical
"authority" does not solve these problems: hierarchies are prone to the same kinds of problems as
decentralized institutions. [Is this arm-chair analysis?] RAEW. Cited Gouldner 1954, 1955;
Leibenstein 1982; Sen 1970, 1976, 1983. At Mich. State U. # Alt. PJ.
Hammonds, Keith H., 2002, “The Strategy of the Fighter Pilot,” FastCompany, Gruner + Jahr,
Boston, MA, June, 59:98- . On John R. Boyd. “Business is a dogfight. Your job as a leader:
Outmaneuver the competition, respond decisively to fast-changing conditions, and defeat your
rivals. That's why the OODA loop, the brainchild of "40 Second" Boyd, an unconventional
fighter pilot, is one of today's most important ideas in battle or in business.” See Coram 2002
bio. (OODA has similarities to PDSA. Unaware of Jaques or structure.) Misc. Pro.
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Hampden-Turner, Charles, and Alfons Trompenaars, 1993, The Seven Cultures of Capitalism:
Value Systems for Creating Wealth in the United States, Japan, Germany, France, Britain,
Sweden, and the Netherlands, Currency Doubleday, NY, NY, US, 405 p. There are now seven
ways to create wealth. Each country has a separate value system in its culture - based on a
survey of 15,000 managers around the world. Chapter 7 was on Japan (p. 135-162). They were
long-term thinkers and planners. The US was #19 in the world. The Japanese puzzle-box
structure versus the chain-of-command in the US. Cited de Guess 1988; Jaques 1982, 1982,
1976; Hofstede 1980; Hampden-Turner 1985; Mant 1977; Reich & Mankin 1986 HBR;
Trompenaars 1981; Vogel 1979/1989. No index. NYPL SIBL os JBE 93-1990. CUNY Baruch,
City, Bklyn. Clio os HB501 .H333 1993. Ch 7.: # Misc. Ch.
Hampden-Turner, Charles, and Fons Trompenaars, 1997, Mastering the Infinite Game: How
East Asian Values are Transforming Business Practices, Capstone Pub., Oxford, UK, 252 pages.
Singapore is now overtaking the USA in GDP per person. China is growing faster than any
capitalist country has ever grown since measurement began. Japan’s GDP at $40,000 per person
is now a third larger than the US’s $28,000. Why do these economies continue to generate such
extraordinary wealth? [Warning: This figure is unadjusted. See M. Porter and Takeuchi for
purchasing power parity effect - the US was still ahead but not by much.] See Brand. See Carse.
Cited Jaques 1982, 1982. SIBL JBE 97-1634. Rp. Bk.
Hampden-Turner, Charles, 1997, "Masters of the Infinite Game," chapter (p. 361-368) in
Mulgan, Geoff, ed., 1997, Life after Politics, Demos Organization, Harper Collins/ Fontana,
London, UK, 458 p. (From Demos journal.) The Asian Tigers are growing at 8%-12% annually.
Nothing in the Western industrial revolution was anything like this growth rate. (Since 1997
some were taken down financially.) They are not playing competitive finite games to kill each
other. They are playing the cooperative infinite game to learn and grow with each other. The
West better learn this and do it too. See Carse. NYPL Hum JFD 97-6858. Misc. Ch.
Hampden-Turner, Charles M., and Fons Trompenaars, 2000, Building Cross-Cultural
Competence: How to Create Wealth from Conflicting Values, Yale University Press, New
Haven, CT, 388 p. Illustrations by David Lewis. Jaques forms the centerpiece of chapters 11
and 12 on sequential and synchronous time. Used two movies as his examples: Groundhog Day
for sequential time (Western-US) and Shall We Dance for synchronous time (Eastern-Japanese).
A nice choice, very apt. Jaques was a key to their arguments regarding time. Cited Jaques
1982a, 1982b. Clio Bus HD62.4 .H35 2000 Out to FAC. NYPL SIBL JBE 01-32. Rp. Bk.
UP. A.
Hampson, Ian, 1999, “Lean Production and the Toyota Production System - Or, the Case of the
Forgotten Production Concepts,” Economic and Industrial Democracy, Sage, UK, Aug 1999;
20(3):369-391. The National Institute for Working Life, Sweden. Advocates and critics alike
have accepted ‘lean’ as a description of the Toyota production system. But certain production
concepts that are integral to Toyota production system theory and practice actually impede this
‘leanness’. Most important are the concepts of heijunka, or leveled (‘balanced’) production, and
muri, or waste from over-stressing machines and personnel. Actual Toyota production systems
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are a compromise between these concepts and the pursuit of leanness via kaizen. The
compromise is influenced by the ability of unions and industrial relations regulations to counter
other management practices such as short-notice overtime and ‘management by stress’. (Toyota
doesn’t do lean.) See Krafcik and MacDuffie (all cites!). At U. NSW, AU. MS. PJ.
Hampson, Ian, and Anne Junor, 2010, “Putting the Process Back In: rethinking service sector
skill,” Work, Employment and Society, British Sociological Association, UK, Sept. 2010,
24(3):526-545. The basis for a new framework identifying hitherto under-specified ‘work
process skills’ is outlined. This allows recognition of the use of awareness-shaping, relationshipshaping and coordination skills, at different levels of experience-based complexity, derived from
reflexive learning and collective problem-solving in the workplace. Political struggles may
result either in reduced autonomy, or in improved skill recognition, enhancing equity and career
paths. Cited Thompson et al 2001; Gallie et al 2004. Both at UNSW, AU. Email
I.Hampson@unsw.edu.au # Refu. PJ. A.
Hampton, David R., 1970, “Contests Have Side Effects Too,” California Management Review,
Berkeley, CA, Summer, p. 86-94. Contests are neither simple nor harmless. Incentive programs
often have seriously dysfunctional consequences (c.f. Ridgway 1956). Cited in Belcher and
Atchison 1976. Misc. Pro.
Hampton, David R., Charles E. Summer, and Ross A. Webber, 1973, Organizational Behavior
and the Practice of Management, Scott, Foresman, Glenview, IL, 2nd edn., 939 p. A textbook.
Quoted William G. Scott’s 1965 description and cited Wilfred Brown 1960 on the Glacier
appeals system. D. Bk.
Hampton, Leonard A., and Fremont A. Shull, Jr., 1973, “Contemporary Approach to
Administrative Decision Making,” Journal of Extension, Eugene, OR, Summer 1973, 11(2):1727. Authors discuss the evolvement of decision-making theory from the authoritarian style in the
early days to the current trend toward the participative approach. Decision making in Extension
administration, as in other organizations and institutions, has undergone many changes. The
authors discuss the evolvement of decision-making theory from the authoritarian style in the
early days to the current trend toward the participative approach. They suggest functional
analysis as one method applicable to such a highly complex, decentralized organization as
Extension. Where do you stand on this issue? A good history. Cited EJ 1961. Rp. PJ.
Hampton, William J., 1988, “How does Japan Inc. pick its American workers?” Business Week,
October 3, pp. 84-88. A key question. Answer: very carefully. Cited by Connerly and Rynes
1996 (erroneously). Misc. Pro.
Hanami, Tadashi, 1982, “Worker Motivation in Japan – Part I,” Japan Labor Bulletin, Japan
Institute of Labour, Tokyo, JN, Feb., 21(2):5-8. Do Japanese workers really work harder? Sort
of. They have better motivation, so they work longer hours and quit less. They also have more
job security and equal opportunity. [Was this the duh-and-obvious?] Teach. # Misc. Pro.
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Hanami, Tadashi, 1982, “Worker Motivation in Japan – Part II,” Japan Labor Bulletin, Japan
Institute of Labour, Tokyo, JN, March, 21(3):5-8. The employment system and the promotion
system were seen as better and fairer than in the West. New technology, including robots, were
seen as ‘friends,’ not rivals to be destroyed. At Sophia U., JN. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Hancock, Peter A., and Joel S. Warm, 1989, “A Dynamic Model of Stress and Sustained
Attention,” Human Factors, the journal of the Human Factors Society, Johns Hopkins University
Press, Baltimore, MD, Oct., 31(5):519-537. The effect of stress on vigilance from a sustained
attention-demanding task. Adaptability in psychology and physiology as a remedy to increased
stress. Jaques not cited. Then at USC; U. Cincinnati. City Coll. Percls. MS. PJ.
Hancock, Peter A., and James E. Hoffman, 1997, “Stress and Cognitive Workload,” chapter 6 (p.
130-163) in National Research Council (U.S.), 1997, Tactical Display for Soldiers, Human
Factors Considerations, Panel on Human Factors in the Design of Tactical Display Systems,
National Research Council (NRC), National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 228 p. Working
memory allows only so many demands on its resources before it reaches cognitive overload. We
just don’t know much about individuals performing physical and cognitive tasks at the same
time. One danger is “cognitive capture” by flooding individuals with data thus cutting them off
to threats of the external environment. Cited Kahneman 1973, p. 145; Beatty 1982, p. 146 (not
herein); Just & Carpenter 1992, 1993, p. 148 (not herein). Jaques not cited. At U. Minn; U. Del.
City Coll Sci/Engin UG489 .N38 1997. Misc. Bk.
Handlin, Harry C., 1992, "The Company Built upon the Golden Rule: Lincoln Electric," Journal
of Organizational Behavior Management, Haworth Press, 12(1):151-163. ISSN: 0160-8061.
'An exemplary case description.' Incentive mananagement. The real thing – not an HR theory.
Not a variant of pay-for-performance. See Peach & Wren 1992 (same issue). NYPL os SIBL
JLL 84-95 v. 12-13 (1992-1993). At Lincoln Electric. # MS. PJ.
Hands, David, 2000, “Evidence-based Organisation Design in Health Care: the contribution of
the Health Services Organisation Research Unit at Brunel University,” The Maureen Dixon
Essay Series on Health Service Organization No. 2 (of 4), Nuffield Trust, UK, 30 Dec 1999, 44
p. ISBN: 1 902089 49 9. Available for purchase: nuffieldtrust.org.uk The NHS is always
reorganizing itself, so past knowledge and experience may be devalued or even forgotten. This
includes the work done by the Health Services Organisation Research Unit at Brunel University
(Bioss). Today much importance is attached to evidence-based practice, so we should remember
Elliott Jaques and his colleagues for building effective organisation structures in the NHS.
Inappropriate organisation makes the clinical contribution less effective. Reappraisal of the most
important organisational action research ever undertaken in NHS. See Hands 2005. # Rp. Ch.
*****
Hands, David, 2005, “Evidence-based Policy Making for Health and the National Health
Service, Reports S.,” University of Wales, Bangor, Wales, UK, Jan 2005. Essay available for
purchase: nuffieldtrust.org.uk Not seen. See Hands 2000. ~
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Handy, Charles B., 1985, Understanding Organizations, Penguin, 3rd edn, London, UK, 487 p.
An overview of concepts, theories, applications, and organizations. Cited Jaques 1961; 1976,
and Brown 1971 a half-dozen times. Cited Kelly 1970; Kakabadse 1983; Trist. Rp. Bk.
Handy, Charles, 2012, "The Unintended Consequences Of Good Ideas," Harvard Business
Review, US, UK, Oct2012, 90(10):36. Wd Cnt: 641. ISSN: 00178012. Discussed the
unintended consequences of the joint stock company and limited liability that have resulted in
corporations accumulating too much power. The former encouraged a gambling spirit in
shareholders, while the latter gave managers license to take risks without bearing responsibility
for them. [Dates? Ummh.] # Misc. Pro.
Handyside, Edward, 1997, Genba Kanri, Gower, Aldershot, HR, UK; Brookfield, Vt., USA, 261
p. How the Japanese shop floor really works under quality and just-in-time. This is not soft
culture but professionalism. There are NO self-directing teams. The FLM is a manager and a
coach, not a straw-boss - Responsibility, Authority, Time, Knowledge, and Encouragement.
(Close to RAEW.) The overlaps with R.O. are obvious throughout. This is for the advanced
student. Hoshin kanri. QFD. (Nice quotes, p. 79, p. 27) Unaware of R.O. Bus HD31 .H3128
1997. SIBL JBE 98-1032. MS. Bk.
Hanika, Frances de Paula, 1965, New Thinking in Management: A Guide for Managers,
Hutchinson, London, UK, 110 p. [Rev. 1973, 160 p.] An Administrative Staff College book.
The new thinking was that of the systems and cybernetic view showing the (then) recent
influences of the post-Newtonian ideas of Norbert Wiener, Boulding, Vickers, S. Beer, and von
Bertalanffy on managerial thinking. “Feedback” was key. Cited Glacier; Brown 1960; Jaques
1956, 1961. At Churchill Coll., Cambridge. W. Bk.
Hannah, Richard L., 1995, “The Equity Niche in Total Compensation: A Brief Review of Recent
Research and Some Practical Applications,” Benefits Quarterly, 1995 First Quarter, 11(1):18-24.
Many firms set pay in an environment of subjective equity valuation by managers and/or human
resources administrators. Formalization of compensation equity may improve employer
credibility and managerial accountability. The organizational environment would be one of
collective fairness. Cited Jaques 1970 (EqPay 2nd); Belcher 1979; Akerlof & Yellen 1986,
1988; Dornstein 1991. MS. PJ.
Hannah, Sean T., Peter L. Jennings, and Orly Ben-Yoav Nobel, 2010, "Tactical Military Leader
Requisite Complexity: Toward a referent structure," Military Psychology, Hogrefe & Huber,
Taylor & Francis Ltd., UK; Lawrence Erlbaum Assoc., NJ, US; Oct-Dec, 22(4):412-49. ISSN:
0899-5605. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/08995605.2010.513253. MEDLINE Info: NLM
UID: 8915802. The U.S. Army has focused on developing leader competencies in order to
promote adaptability for asymmetric warfare. Expanding leader adaptive capacity, however,
requires integrating competencies with deeper knowledge structures and leader identity. We
conduct a three-stage exploratory study using semistructured interviews and three separate
samples of experienced combat leaders to assess the organization of tactical leader functional
roles. We identify the breadth of roles, tasks, skills, and attributes representative of expert
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tactical military leaders. We hope to take a first step in circumscribing the requisite cognitive
and behavioral complexity required of tactical leaders and thereby provide a referent structure
for future research on what constitutes requisite complexity for tactical military leaders. Cited
Jaques 1989; Jacobs & Jaques 1987, 1990, 1991; Day & Lance 2004, 2009; Hoojiberg 1992,
1996, 1997, 1999; Osborn et al 2002; Zaccaro 2001. At West Point, NY. # Rp. PJ.
Hannah, Sean T., Robert G. Lord, and Craig L. Pearce, 2011, “Leadership and collective
requisite complexity,” Organizational Psychology Review, Sage, US, Aug. 2011, 1(3):215-238.
doi: 10.1177/2041386611402116. We maintain that the requisite complexity of collectives is an
important component of collective learning and adaptive performance. It is comprised of two
components: static complexity (group or team heterogeneity - cognitive, social, self, and
affective domains) and dynamic complexity (a social interactive process by which one person’s
contributions transform those of another). We propose that social-regulation processes involving
active goals, identity, and affect, as well as formal and emergent leadership processes, such as
shared leadership, provide the key social structures within which dynamic complexity emerges.
We also propose that these structural aspects are transformed through “double-loop learning.”
At West Point, USMA; U. of Akron; American U. of Nigeria. rlord@uakron.edu # MS. PJ.
Hannan, Michael T., M. Diane Burton, and James N. Baron, 1996, "Inertia and Change in the
Early Years: Employment Relations in Young, High Technology Firms," Industrial & Corporate
Change, Oxford UP, UK, 1996, 5(2):503- . 34p. ISSN: 09606491. Examined the imprinting of
employment relations among young, high technology firms in California. The models were well
aligned with business strategy when the firm was founded. But this has deteriorated since due to
the proliferation of employment models. The star and commitment models were less stable and
persistent than the factory and engineering models. However, firm that began with these two
models had higher rates of (1) replacing the founder and (2) completing an IPO. [Wow! What
this tells us about VCs and values.] At Stanford U., Cal, USA. # Misc. PJ. A.
Hannaway, Conor, 1992, "Why Irish Firms Are Smiling," Personnel Management, UK, May, p.
38-41. The Irish have a distinctive HR approach and a cooperative union-managementgovernment culture far different from that of the UK. They exported heavily and became the
most profitable European locale for US investors. # Misc. Pro.
Hanoch, Giora, 1967, "An Economic Analysis of Earnings and Schooling," The Journal of
Human Resources, U. Wisc. Press, US, Summer 1967, 2(3):310-329. Stable URL:
http://www.jstor.org/stable/144837 This study was concerned with an analysis of male earnings
in the United States in 1959, with special emphasis on their relation to schooling and age, and
on the demand for investment in schooling among various population groups. The empirical
investigation was based on a cross-sectional sample of the 1960 Census of Population. The first
section comprised an estimation of the earnings function, correlating expected earnings with age
and education, after various other relevant factors were standardized. In the second section,
internal rates of return (IRR) on schooling were derived on the basis of the previous estimates.
These rates were then interpreted and analyzed in terms of the demand function for investment in
education. Age-Education chart. Age-Wage chart. Cited by Hunt and Cudd 1975. Confirmed
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Jaques (EP2, not cited). Jaques not cited. Cited Hanoch 1965 Related PhD, U. Chicago;
Becker 1964. # MS. PJ.
Hansard, 1969, House of Lords Official Report: 19th November 1969. Cited in Jaques 1976 (p.
ix, ftnt.) as relating to his work and/or results on the civil service (see also Jaques 1972). ~
Hansen, David Romme, Robert C. Cliff, and E.R.F.W. Crossman, 1973, “Estimating Timespan
of Discretion, A Demonstration Interview,” HFT report No. 73-8. Department of Industrial
Engineering and Operations Research, University of California, Berkeley, November 1973. Not
in NTIS. Unpublished Paper. According to Wirth 1976 (p. 74-75), this demonstration was
conducted on the Chief Petty Officer role by Hansen at the Naval Postgraduate School in
Monterey, Cal. (It appears to have been conducted wrongly.) Ru. Rep.
Hansen, David Romme, 1973, Some Results of a Test at Canadian Forces Base Uplands of a
Measure of Work and Responsibility, Memorandum No. DRAE M45, Department of National
Defence, Ottawa, Canada, Feb.1973, 32 pages. A pilot study on 130 personnel ranging from Lt.
Col. to private conducted at an air support base of the Canadian Forces has shown TSD to be
applicable as a measure of military work and responsibility. “The uniformity of the progression
of time-span with rank” in superior-subordinate pairs (r = +0.96) “lends support to those who
contend that TSD is the measure used intuitively by everyone to assess level of work.” (See
McGee 1984 PhD). TSD:FFP correlation coef: +0.66. Rank theory. (Confounded by general
pay increase in midst of study. Cameron 1976 (Theocarakis 1990) noted data suggests
misapplication of TSD since Majors were found to have TSDs in the sub-managerial range.)
Hansen was a Berkeley graduate student (PhD 1975). Rp. Rep.
Hansen, David Romme, 1974, Results of a Test at a Land Base of a Measure of Work and
Responsibility, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, Performer: Operational Research and
Analysis Establishment Ottawa (Ontario), Dec 1974, 36 p., ADA0096537. Also, ORAE
Memorandum M.60, Department of National Defence, Ottawa, Canada. Time-Span of
Discretion (TSD) was tested as a measure of military work and responsibility in a unit of the land
forces. It was found useable. Evidence was obtained to indicate that everyone assesses worklevel in terms of the measure of time which TSD describes. FFP showed differences in the
assessment of military and civilian pay. Strata I-III.. TSD:FFP corr. coef: +0.71.
TSD:MilitaryRank +0.84. Hansen was a Berkeley graduate student (PhD 1975). Rp. Rep.
Hansen, David Romme, 1975, Tests of a Measure of Work and Responsibility in Some Navy
Units of the Canadian Forces, ORAE Memorandum M.66, Department of National Defence,
Ottawa, Canada, 28 pages. Study conducted on 95 roles in three naval units - two ships and a
submarine - from Private to Captain and Major (no Lieutenants included). TSDs ranged from 1
hour to 12 months. Most incumbents felt underpaid. These included Strata I - III. Results of
Index of Order of Association: TSD:Rank +0.74. FFP:Rank +0.66. TSD:FFP +0.55. (Military
people had trouble stating an FFP. Some related it to the private sector and some to the military.)
Hansen was a Berkeley graduate student (PhD 1975). Rp. Rep.
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Hansen, Hans, 2003, “The Creation of Culture Via Interaction,” Journal of Applied Management
and Entrepreneurship, April, 8(2):48-64. Organizations and people use their culture to interpret
environments, make sense of experiences, and construct new guides to behavior. New cultural
understandings help make sense of new complex problems, experiences, and ever-changing
environments. This interactionist perspective conceptualizes culture and its operation as a
multilevel process that is: emergent, malleable, dynamic and complex. Cited Jaques 1989, 1998
(p. 59) [not 1951]; Kleinberg 1989 (p. 60); Brannen and Salk 2000. (Now at Tx Tech. US) #
Rp. PJ.
Hansen, Moreton T., Herminia Ibarra, and Urs Peyer, 2010, “The Best-Performing CEOs in the
World,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Jan.-Feb., p. 104-113. The top 50 CEOs based
on the wealth they each have generated in market cap increases to the shareholders. Some 4-6 of
the Top 20 used R.O., and some 5-7 of the Top 50 used it. 2 of the 10 former CEOs used it. One
of the top female CEOs uses it. See Barron’s 3/2010 list. At Berkeley, Insead, and Insead. #
Misc. Pro.
Harari, Oren, 1992, "Imperatives for Deflating the Fat Organization," Management Review,
Saranac Lake, NY, US, June, 81(6):61-62. Hierarchical layers between the CEO and the factory
floor: Toyota 7, Ford 17, GM 22. Includes a funny, pseudo-Biblical parody of a managerial
hierarchy and how a losing project is perceived more and more as a winner as it is evaluated at
higher and higher levels. [Copy in Olde English.] Unaware of Jaques, but right on the money.
At U. San Francisco. # MS. Pro.
Harbert, Wally, 1979, “Comment: The case against ‘organic change’”, Social Work Today, UK,
24 April 1979, 10(33):1. This was a proposed change to roll back the 1974 reorganization of
social services. The local units then were too small. The writer was against it. # Refu. Pro.
Harbert, Wally B., 1983, “The Five Layers of Care,” Community Care, Reed Business
Publishing, Sutton, U.K., 8th December 1983, No. 489. Cited in Harbert 1988. CUNY, NYPL,
Clio have it online since 2001. Clio S.W. has hard since 1993. Brunel Libry HV1 .C55.
Uxbridge holdings: No. 156 - 1803, 1977-2009. Not seen. Rp. Pro.
Harbert, Wally B., 1988, The Welfare Industry: a management perspective, Holhouse
Publications, Hadleigh, Essex, UK, 420 p. (Name variously given as W. B. and Wally.)
Director of the Avon County Social Services agency and head of the British county social
services managers’ association. Chapter 9 devoted to a explication of levels. Earlier Chapter 4
devoted to lessening the impact of Menzies’ anxiety levels among staff. Responsibility
reverberated around “no trust, understanding or acceptance.” An ex-post evaluation of
experience seen through this theory. According to Hugman and Hadley 1993 this author is in
agreement with Bioss. Cited Jaques 1956, 1961, 1976; Billis 1984; Rowbottom 1973, 1974; Hey
1978; Harbert 1983; Brunel; Menzies 1961. NYPL Hum JLD 90-485 (HSSL). Rp. Bk.
Hardin, G., 1968, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science, Moses King, Cambridge, MA,
162:1243-1248. [One result of paying managers and executives with stock options was that they
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grabbed all they could for themselves, leaving nothing but a wasteland behind for everyone else
associated with the company. This ending was not visible to economists or to Wall St. analysts.]
Misc. PJ. A.
Harding, G., and K. Craft, (pre-2001, date unknown), "Stratified Systems Research,"
Organization Productivity and Human Development. (Ch.?) Cited in Fields 2001 Related PhD.
Not in CUNY, NYPL, Clio, Nova SE U. liby. Ask author of PhD - Fields. Can not find. ~
Härenstam, Annika, 2008, “Organizational approach to studies of job demands, control and
health,” Swedish Journal of Welfare, Employment, and Health, SJWEH Suppl., 6(Suppl.):144–
149. Harenstam. Attempted to find out whether the two dimensions, demands and control, are
rooted in organizational conditions or in factors related to the individual person. Empirical
evidence for organizational determinants of job stress were described. Both managers and
workers in organizations should be allowed the discretion to act in ways that lead to healthy
workplaces. Several levels of data and analysis should be involved in future empirical studies.
Cited Blauner 1964. Jaques not cited. At U. Göteborg & Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden. MS. PJ.
Hargreaves, Rosalind G., and Janet Hadlow, 1995, “Preventive Intervention as a Working
Concept in Child-Care Practice,” British Journal of Social Work, Jun95, 25(3):349-365.
Prevention persists in social work despite criticism of the term. However, “unambiguous causal
links” as Billis wrote, must be established first. Cited Billis 1984. At Univ. of Kent. Hunter
SW, JJay. # W. PJ. A.
Harley, Bill, 1999, “The Myth of Empowerment: Work Organisation, Hierarchy and Employee
Autonomy in Contemporary Australian Workplaces”, Work, Employment and Society, UK,
March, 13(1):41-66. The aim of this paper is to assess the validity of the `empowerment thesis':
the belief that new forms of work organisation are overturning traditional managerial structures
and returning control to employees (in particular Total Quality Management, team-based work
and consultative committees). Analysis of data from the 1995 Australian Workplace Industrial
Relations Survey (AWIRS95) showed no association between `empowerment' and employee
autonomy. There were, however, clear relationships between employees' positions within
occupational hierarchies and their levels of control over their work. Therefore, the
empowerment thesis was rejected. A provisional explanation can be found in the fact that
organisational power resides primarily in organisational structures. Contrary to claims of
the emergence of the `post-bureaucratic organisation', hierarchical structures remain central to
contemporary organizations. At U. of Melbourne, Parkville VIC, AU. # Refu. PJ. A.
Harmon, Harry A., 1997, “A gender blind system for promotion in the salesforce,” Marketing
Intelligence and Planning, Emerald ©MCB UP Ltd., UK, 15(1):28-31. Explored equity theory
and its implications for the promotion system in a sales organization. Argued that the increasing
number of female sales representatives will encourage the promotion of women to sales
management positions and increase the perception of inequity by male sales managers. Focused
on Adams’ version. Cited Jaques 1961, Adams 1963, Walster, Walster and Berscheid 1978. At
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Central Missouri State. W. PJ.
Harper, Carol, 2004, “A ‘New’ Classical Management System, 100 years in the Making: an
examination of Requisite Organization as the ‘new order’ of classical management for the 21st
century,” University of Toronto, M.A. program, 12-page unpublished paper, posted online, AEC
1141, Fall 2004. Compared Jaques’ RO to Taylor’s scientific management. By ‘classical’ she
meant a focus on structure as in Weber and Fayol. RO offered “little to counter the criticism that
has plagued the classical approach for over half a century” since “it provided only cursory
attention to the myriad of human relations issues ... in organizations.” She noted the
“increasingly complex and severe separation of ‘planning’ from ‘work’ in each stratum” and the
potential for alienation. She missed some points but generally very insightful. Saw a potential
dark, normative side to RO. UofT M.A. 2005. See Joe Kelly 1966 PhD and 1968 book. Ru.
Harper, Harriet, 2000, “New College Hierarchies?: Towards an Examination of Organizational
Structures in Further Education in England and Wales”, Educational Management
Administration and Leadership, UK, October 2000, 28(4):433-445. Reported what form of
organisational structures have been adopted five years after their removal from local education
authority control. It draws on models of markets, hierarchies and clans, widely associated with
the work of William Ouchi, as a framework with which to examine the dominant structure within
the sector. Cited Jaques 1990. At U. Greenwich, London, UK. h.harper@gre.ac.uk # W. PJ.
Harper, John, ed., 2007, Chairing the Board: a practical guide to activities and responsibilities,
Kogan Page, London, UK, 226 p. Rev edn. [legal. £25.] Solid and thorough, if ponderous.
The Board directs, not manages. The focus is on issues that will affect the firm's strategic future,
not the present. Setting vision, values, objectives and plans. Compliance with the law and
regulations. Establishing clear lines of managerial delegation and accountability. Reviewing
execution and appraising performance of the CEO in attaining objectives while maintaining
values. Develop and select successor to the present CEO [omitted]. Cadbury Report p. 166.
Future p. 27-33, 44. Bk Rev: Johnston, Michael, LRP, 2001, 34(5):627-628 [1st edn.]. LC:
HD2745 -- .H384 2007eb Dewey: 658.422 Not in NYPL. CUNY, Clio e-book. Misc. Bk.
Harper, Stephen C., 1988, "Intuition: What separates executives from managers," Business
Horizons, Indiana U., Elsevier, US, September-October, 31(5):13-19. 7p. ISSN: 0007-6813. It
is ironic that in the midst of the computer age, human talent may still be a scarce commodity. In
this ever-changing world, executives have to think on their toes. To do that, they need intuition.
To sense where things are going, they have to be future-oriented. Managing by the numbers –
even computer generated numbers – just doesn't feel right. Numbers are from the past. Whether
called insight, judgment, intuition, executive ESP, wisdom, or a sixth sense, these skills help
executives see things that other people don't see and incorporate factors computers still cannot
handle. This is where the top executive earns his or her salary. [Beware creeping Taylorism.]
Cited in Fields 2001 Related PhD. Jaques not cited. Cited Isenberg 1984; Bennis & Nanus
1985; Ford 1977; Agor 1986. At UNC-Wilmington. CUNY-wide since 1973. # MS. PJ.
Harris, Dawn, and Constance Helfat, 1997, “Specificity of CEO Human Capital and
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Compensation,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, Dec. 1997, 18(11):895-920. The
authors establish that new CEOs are paid for inputs, not just outputs - for skills, not just
performance results. They also plunge headlong into the “skill specificity” tar baby and get
sucked all the way in. Along the way, however, they uncover data that refutes this ‘canard’: new
CEOs recruited from outside the firm are paid more than those from inside (whose skills should
exactly fit the firm); and those from outside the industry get paid still more. The empirical
reality conflates the CEO as Savior with the Adverse Selection problem. Today’s Boards
continue to have enormous difficulty picking a CEO. [“Will we be embarrassed?” “Don’t
worry. He’s six-foot, trim as a rail, and has a shock of white hair.”] Cited Murphy 1986. MS.
PJ. A.
Harris, Dawn, and Constance E. Helfat, 1998, “CEO Duality, Succession, Capabilities and
Agency Theory: Commentary and Research Agenda,” Strategic Management Journal, Research
Notes and Communications, Wiley, US, Sep. 1998, 19(9):901-904. Re-interpreted a recent SMJ
article (1997) to find CEO duality (CEO and Chairman held by one individual) signaled to the
market a lack of succession planning. The market discounted the stock at this lapse. Worse
discounting took place when a third title was added, President. Cited Murphy 1986. MS. PJ.
A.
Harris, Graham, 2007, Seeking Sustainability in an Age of Complexity, Cambridge Uni. Press,
Cambridge, UK, 376 p. Focus was on water and landscape management. Global climate and
habitat changes are at the top of everyone’s agenda. ‘Collapse’ is an ever-present danger. Here
are tools for managing ‘unruly’ complexity. Chapter 20 (“Community, capacity, collaboration
and innovation”) has a description of Andrew Olivier’s working journey, Jaques’s levels of
work, time-span, and impact of the loss of the more skilled (higher capacity) people on the future
of communities, especially the poorer ones and rural ones. Transition to a wider world will be
difficult for many professions. An aim is to facilitate stronger regional dialogues. Also cited
Rycroft and Kash 1999. At U. Tasmania in AU and McMaster in CA. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Harris, Margaret, and David Billis, 1986, Organising Voluntary Agencies: A Guide Through the
Literature, National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO), Bedford Square, London,
UK, and Ashgate Publishing, US, 125 p. (pbk). An annotated bibliography. Why accountability
is a problem. See Harris, 1985 Related M.A. NYPL SIBL os JLD 87-1156. Misc. Bk.
Harris, Margaret, 1987, “Management Committees, Roles and Tasks,” Brunel University,
Working Paper, PORTVAC, 4, Uxbridge, UK. Not seen. Aston Library: 361.8, HAR. Ru.
Harris, Margaret, 1994, “Care by Congregation, features and issues of organisation,” London
School of Economics and Political Science, Centre for Voluntary Organisation, London, UK,
Working paper, 15. Aston Library: 361.8, HAR. Ru.
Harris, Margaret, 1994, “The Power of Boards in Service Providing Agencies: Three Models.”
Administration in Social Work, Taylor & Francis, UK, 1994, 18(2):1–15. ISSN: 03643107.
Tensions in the relationship between boards and staff are a common feature of voluntary and
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nonprofit agencies which deliver services. Many of the difficulties reflect lack of clarity about
the power of boards. The author describes three models of governance: traditional, membership,
and entrepreneurial. Each model has different implications for the power of a board in relation
to staff. Practitioners in nonprofit service delivering agencies in the UK have found the models
to be a useful tool for explaining the practical difficulties they experience. Cited Billis 1992;
Carver 1990; Harris 1993; Rowbottom 1977; Zald 1969. NYPL abs only; too early. Clio SW, os
HV1 .A27. [p. 13 upside down] At Centre for Voluntary Organisation, LSE, UK. # MS. PJ.
Harris, Margaret E., 1995, The Work and Organisation of Local Churches and Synagogues :
Four English Congregations in the 1990s, Ph.D., thesis in Organization Studies (A2e, Christian
Religion - Practical Theology, Clergy - eh?), London School of Political and Economic Science
(LSE), University of London, London, UK, [length unknown]. LSE Library, F7254, (THESES),
SPECIAL, 1995. [Online catalogue entry is blank.] Published as a book in 1998. See Related
PhDs.
Harris, Margaret, 1996, “Do We Need Governing Bodies?” chapter 10 (p. 149-165) in Billis,
David, and Margaret Harris, eds., 1996, Voluntary Agencies: challenges of organisation and
management, Macmillan, Basingstoke, UK, 255 p. Conference proceedings. Used Brown’s
distinction of the ‘manifest’ organization to explore the need in a voluntary sector firm of a
management committee when they have been devalued and eroded. Jaques not cited. Cited W.
Brown 1960/1965. Not in Clio, CUNY. NYPL Sibl os JBD 96-881. # Rp. Ch.
Harris, Margaret, and David Billis, 1996. See Billis, first editor.
Harris, Margaret, 1998, Organizing God's Work, challenges for churches and synagogues,
Macmillan, Houndmills, UK. An examination of four congregations in the UK, comparing them
for commonalities. There were Roman Catholic, black-led Pentecostal, Anglican and a reform
synagogue. Harris examined four themes: purposes and goals, roles and role relationships,
organizational change, and denominational institutions. Cited Billis 1984 and Silverman 1993
(p. 42). Aston library: 361.8, HAR. Union Theological Seminary in NYC has it also. This was
her Related 1995 PhD thesis at LSE. (Bibliography not examined. ) MS. Bk.
Harris, Margaret, and Jane Harris, 2002, “Achieving Organizational Collaboration in the
Nonprofit Sector: An action research approach,” Organization Development Journal,
Chesterland, UK, Spring 2002, 20(1):28-35. Action research using social analysis and other
methods explored collaborative possibilities between independent voluntary agencies working on
HIV/AIDS. 6 of the 8 agencies studied decided to merge. Looks like it worked. # Rp. PJ.
Harris, Milton, and Bengt Holmstrom, 1982, “A Theory of Wage Dynamics,” The Review of
Economic Studies, July 1982, 49(3):315-333. Explained recent empirical literature on ageearning profiles how earnings may be positively related to experience even after controlling for
productivity. Firms learn, as do workers, about each worker’s productivity by observing the
worker’s output over time. Wages never decline with age and increase when the worker’s
market value increases above his current wage. (This model was very influential and economic
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horse manure.) Cited Becker 1962, 1975, Mincer 1974, and Lazear 1980. Both at NWU. Misc.
PJ.
Harris, Milton, and Artur Raviv, 2002, “Organization Design,” Management Science, Linthicum,
Informs, July 2002, 48(7):852-865. Explained organization structure based on optimal
coordination of interactions among activities. (This repeated the Graicunas 1933 fallacy.) The
optimal design of the organization traded off the information costs and benefits of various
configurations of managers. The results consisted of classifying the characteristics of activities
(project management) and managerial costs that lead to either the matrix organization, the
functional hierarchy, the divisional hierarchy, or a flat hierarchy. This model found the
opportunity cost of middle managers could be ignored and was absent incentive problems. Close
to Garicano 2000 (q.v.). MS. PJ. A.
Harris, Patricia, and Kenneth W. Lucas, 1994, Executive Leadership: Requisite Skills and
Developmental Processes for Three- and Four-Star Assignments, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161,
USA, Aug 1994. 67p. Report: ARIRN-94-28, ADA2854990. (1991 date) This report describes
the investigation of work and skill requirements for three- and four-star general officers.
Implications for executive development are described in terms of level-specific organizational
and individual requirements. Stratified systems theory, Leadership skills, Career paths. Cited by
Jacobs and Jaques 1990, p. 287-292. See Daft and Lengel 1986. Rp. Rep.
Harris, Richard J., 1976, "Handling Negative Inputs: On the plausible equity formulae,"
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, Elsevier, UK, March 1976, 12(2):194-209.
Equity research has been based on formulae that do not necessarily imply the hypotheses thought
to have been derived from them and are not consistent with empirical data cited as supporting it.
Neither Adams' (1965) ratio definition nor Walster et al's (1970, 1972, 1973) formula satisfy the
fundamental criterion that, when equity holds, outcome should be an increasing function of
input. Six formulae that do satisfy this criterion (including other Adams and Walster formulae)
are compared to 11 other criteria and with two thought experiments. [see erratum #] Jaques not
cited. NYPL os L-10 8914 v. 12, 1976. CUNY Htr Mn 5th fl. # Cr. PJ.
Harrison, Frank, and Monique A. Pelietier, 1989, "The Half Truths of Management,"
International Journal of Management, Geelong, Vic., AU, 6(2):168-173. Discussed seven
common half-truths of management that guide the daily decision-making of managers.
Managers tend to proceed on the basis of the overt half-truths in management to the exclusion of
the reciprocal covert half-truths. For example, the overt half truth relating to motivation is "there
are many ways to energize motivate-able employees." The whole truth here would concentrate
on the motivate-able employees while acknowledging the unmotivate-ables — the numerous
employees who don't seek recognition, advancement, or achievement. The covert half-truth here
being: "There are few techniques for energizing immotivable employees." See Simon 1946.
NYPL & Clio online since 2002. CUNY Baruch. At S. F. State U. # Misc. PJ.
Harrison, Stephen, 1988, Managing the National Health Service: shifting the frontier?
Chapman and Hall, London, UK, 157 p. (p. 14-29 on 1974 changes, copied). The 1985 changes
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as a result of the Griffiths Report. Background in chapters 2 (p. 14-29) and 3 (p. 30-55).
Managers were not order-givers but diplomats as a result of the 1974 reorganisation. The power
was (still) held by the doctors. Managers treated other NHS employees as the client rather than
the public. Changes in 1974 were pragmatic and were not the result of the reorganization or the
studies that preceded it. Thatcher was elected in 1979 with market-oriented solutions. In the
early 1980s she sent auditors into government operations in pursuit of waste and responsibility
for it. (Jaques left the UK in 1980 and resigned as head of Bioss in 1985.) In 1982-84 the
managers became scapegoats. Cited Jaques et al 1978 (p. 16, 26-7, 141) on p. 26-7; DHSS Grey
Book 1972 (p. 16); Kogan et al 1978; Rowbottom et al 1973; Kakabadse 1982; Tolliday 1978 (in
Jaques); Levitt 1976 et seq.; Naylor 1971; Lindblom 1959 and 1979; Klein 1974, 1978, and
1985; Fry 1984; Pettigrew 1985; R. Brown 1979. At U. Leeds. NYPL Schw JLD 90-1733
(SASB). Rp. Bk.
Hart, Oliver, and John Moore, 2005, "On the Design of Hierarchies: Coordination versus
Specialization," Journal of Political Economy, U. Chicago Press, August, 113(4):675-702. We
develop a model of hierarchies based on the allocation of authority. A firm's owners have
ultimate authority over a firm's decisions, but they have limited time or capacity to exercise this
authority. Hence owners must delegate authority to subordinates. In the optimal chain of
command different agents have different tasks: higher-placed agents are engaged in coordination
and more narrowly placed agents in specialization. Our theory throws light on the nature of
hierarchy, the optimal degree of decentralization, and the boundaries of the firm. (This forms
part of the ‘GHM’ economic model of the firm, the last of five articles [see references]. This is
devoid of any real understanding of humans inside an organization. Hierarchical control/
authority is based on ownership, not problem-solving ability; static, not dynamic. The
closest they come is: "... Individuals with a broad remit, that is, whose tasks cover a large subset
of assets, should appear higher in the chain of command than those with a narrow remit. In other
words, big thinkers or coordinators should be senior to small thinkers or specialists (p. 696).”)
See F.D. Harvey 1965; Fox 1974 (BC); King 1997 PhD at GWU. Cited Calvo and Wellicz
1979. Misc. PJ. A.
Hart, Stuart L., and Robert E. Quinn, 1993, "Roles Executives Play: CEOs, Behavioral
Complexity and Firm Performance," Human Relations, Tavistock Institute, London, UK,
46(5):543-574. This is a behavioral complexity model of leadership. See Hooijberg and Quinn.
Cited by Paparone and Crupi 2000. Misc. PJ.
Harter, Nathan, 2006, “Leadership as the Promise of Simplification,” Emergence: Complexity &
Organization (E:CO), The Complexity Society, ISCE Research, and Bookmasters, [Special
Issue: Complexity & Leadership], 8(4):77-87. As the complexity of a situation increases human
beings look to leadership for a promise to simplify the situation and reduce the inherent tension.
Identified five strategies toward simplification. Leadership as - focal point/unifying symbol
(Burns 1978), reversion to compactness (John Gardner 1990), transformation to a new order
(Heifetz 1994), disintegration of the system (creative destruction, Schumpeter), and pragmatic
adaption (Ortega y Gasset 1940/1946). Bureaucracy is “the highest form of complexity in
human systems (p. 87)” “Management is about seeking order and stability; leadership is about
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seeking adaptive and constructive change (p. 87)” [Cited Northouse 2001 citing Kotter 1990]
Jaques not cited. At Purdue. Misc. PJ.
Hartley, John R., 1984, Flexible automation in Japan, Springer-Verlag, Bedford, England; NY,
US; Berlin, GR; 264 p. Robots in Japan are being used flexibly. In the US they are not. CUNY
Htr Mn, BVaruch T59.5 .H28 1984. Misc. Bk.
Hartnett, A., ed., 1982, The Social Sciences in Educational Studies, Heinemann, London, UK.
David Marsland wrote Chapter 9. ~
Hartwick, C. T., and B. F. Landuyt, 1966, Administration, Strategy, and Decision Making, South
West Pub., Cincinnati, OH, 642 p. Cited W. Brown 1960. W. Bk.
Harvard Business Review, 1982, How Japan Works, Boston, MA, 160 p. Good articles reprinted
from the Harvard Business Review, 1961-1981. These included Pascale’s 1978, “Zen and the
Art of Management.” Haiku on p. 150 by Matsuo Basho (1644-1694) - “Do not seek to follow in
the footsteps of the men of old; seek what they sought.” CUNY Baruch HD70.J3 H37 1982
Misc. Bk.
Harvard Business Review, 2005, Harvard Business Review On Appraising Employee
Performance, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, ... p. Two articles from HBR
reprinted herein were based on Requisite concepts: "Management by Whose Objectives?" by
Harry Levinson (1970); and "Taking Time Seriously in Evaluating Jobs," by Elliott Jaques
(1979). Online. (Got both articles.) Clio Bus HF5549.5.R3 H3 2005. W. Ch.
Harvard Business Review, 2010, “How Hierarchy Can Hurt Strategy Execution,” (cover story)
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, US, Jul/Aug2010, 88(7/8):74-75. Results of a survey
are shown of a representative group of HBR's readership who were asked about strategic
planning in their organizations. About 59 percent said there is a distinct separation between
strategy and execution. These obstacles are noted in two graphs including resource constraints
and conflicting priorities. See Martin 2010 (prior article). Taylorism extended. City (B), Htr
Mn (5), Clio Bus. # Misc. Pro.
Harvey, Charles E., 1981, The Rio Tinto Company, 1873-1954: An Economic History of a
Leading International Mining Concern, Penzance, Cornwall, UK, Alison Hodge, 390 pages,
maps. Background material for any study of Rio Tinto (including RTZ, CRA, and Comalco) and
the Jaques/ SST transformation there in the 1980s and 1990s. (See Harvey’s Interesting 1981
PhD thesis.) National Library of Australia. has it. ISBN: 0906720036. Misc. Bk.
Harvey, F. D., 1965, “Two Kinds of Equality,” Classica et Mediaevalia, Librairie Gyldendal,
Copenhague, Denmark, 26:101-146. Quoted Isocrates, “To Nicocles” (2), 14 (cited in Harvey,
1965, p. 112 fn46): “It is monstrous that the worse should rule the better, and that the
more foolish should give orders to men of greater wisdom.” In the first instance Isocrates
writes of ethical qualities. In the second he writes of abilities. Under a value system that exalts
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wealth at the top of its values, are both negative conditions met? Is the result variation loosed
without stability except periodic returns to a target? (Rule Three of Deming’s Funnel?) City
Coll. has 1938-1961 only. NYPL Hum NRA (Classica et mediaevalia) Library has: 1 (1938) 41 (1990). Cited by Theocharacis 1990, p. 53. See Hart and Moore 2005. Seen. Misc. PJ.
Harvey, Jean, 1998, “Service Quality: a tutorial,” Journal of Operations Management,
Elsevier Science B.V., Amsterdam, NL, Oct., 16(5):583-597. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S02726963(97)00026-0. A summary model of current thinking on aspects of quality which included:
Quality of results and quality of process; search, experiential and credence quality; reality vs.
perception; expectations vs. perceptions; customer satisfaction and technical quality. Various
approaches and techniques were presented to improve performance quality - QFD, moving the
line of visibility, blueprinting and fail-safeing, conformance quality-guaranteeing, mystery
shopping, and recovering and measuring. At U. Quebec at Montreal, Can. # Misc. PJ.
Harvey, Jerry (c. 1982 ?). “Time Span and Work, Capacity Questionnaire.” Unpublished. Ru.
Harvey, Jerry B., 1988, The Abilene Paradox, Lexington Books, Lexington, MA, 150 p.
Hysterical analysis of organizations and people. Introduction -- The Abilene Paradox: the
management of agreement -- Organizations as phrog farms -- Management and the myth of
Abraham; or, Go plant a cabbage on God's behalf -- Captain Asoh and the concept of grace -Eichmann in the organization -- Group tyranny and the Gunsmoke phenomenon -- Encouraging
future managers to cheat. Misc. Bk.
Harvey, Jerry B., 1992, "Musing About the Elephant in the Parlor, or 'Who the Devil Is Elliott
Jaques?'" in Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA. [Also printed in his 1999
book, How Come ... (q.v.).] Harvey delineated a list of a half-dozen explanations proposed for
why Jaques and his theory have been overlooked, and his own reasons for rejecting them. # Rp.
Ch.
Harvey, Jerry B., 1995, “Prayers of Communication and Organizational Learning,” Management
Learning, Sage, 26(2):147-158. According to the author, for organizations to learn, their
members must constantly engage in a type of prayer, called 'prayers of communication'. The
paper describes several such prayers as they occur in everyday organizational settings. It then
explores the impact of praying and not praying on individual and organizational learning and the
fear that exploration of prayer generates in many. At GWU. W. PJ.
Harvey, Jerry, 1997, “Eight Myths OD Consultants Believe in … and Die By!” chapter 3 (p. 3344) in Van Eynde, Donald F., Judith C. Hoy, and Dixie Cody Van Eynde, eds., 1997,
Organization Development Classics: the practice and theory of change- the best of the OD
practitioner, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal., US, 308 p. (This was an address given originally
in Oct. 1975 and published in the OD Practitioner 7(1):1-5.) 8 myths: First, the resistance to
change; the myth of conflict; time as a relevant variable; conformity; confrontation inevitably
involves conflict; the OD consultant as a change agent; the primacy of management style; and
finally, the myth of OD. Thus, Harvey may well say, OD – “It’s not my dog.” CUNY Baruch
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HD 58.8 .O7283 1997. NYPL SIBL JBE 11-141. # Misc. Ch.
Harvey, Jerry B., 1999, How Come Every Time I Get Stabbed in the Back My Fingerprints Are
on the Knife? and Other Meditations on Management, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 264 p.
Hysterical analysis of organizations and people. Chapters: 1. Some thoughts about
organizational backstabbing or how come every time I get stabbed in the back my fingerprints
are on the knife? -- 2. The spin doctors: an invitation to meditate on the organizational dynamics
of the Last Supper and why Judas was not the traitor -- 3. On the ethics of standing for something
or sitting on our duffs -- 4. Learning to not* teach -- 5. Prayers of communication and
organizational learning -- 6. This is a football: leadership and the anaclitic depression blues -7. What if I really believe this stuff? (Jaques 1976, Deming 1984) -- 8. Musings about the
elephant in the parlor or “who the hell is Elliot Jaques?” (from Festschrift for Elliott
Jaques, 1992) -- 9. On tooting your own horn or social intervention as the process of releasing
flatus in the confines of religious institutions -- 10. Ode to Waco: when bizarre organizational
behavior is concerned, God works in strange and mysterious ways -- 11. When we buy a pig: the
tragedy of the no-nonsense manager. Cited in Grady & Grady 2011. Ch 7. # Rp. Ch.
Harvey, Jerry B., 2004 e., “The Future of OD, or Why Don’t You Take the Tubes Out of
Grandma?” a chapter in Burke, W. Warner, and David Bradford, eds., 2004 e., The Future of
OD, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA. [Working Titles] Forthcoming as of 2-1-04. Organization
Development is on its deathbed. What should we do now? Refu. Ch.
Harvey, Michael, and Milorad M. Novicevic, 2001, “The Impact of hypercompetitive
"timescapes" on the development of a global mindset,” Management Decision, US, 39(5):448- .
Many managers are experiencing a "quickening" of their decision-making processes. This leaves
top managers groping for a meaningful decision-making framework that provides rationale to
justify their choices under time pressure. Cited Bluedorn & Denhardt 1988; Reber 1989; J.
McGrath & Kelly 1986; Zaheer et al 1999. # MS. PJ.
Harvey, O. J., David E. Hunt, and Harold M. Schroder, 1961, Conceptual Systems and
Personality Organization, J. Wiley, New York, NY, 375 pages. (HHS 1961) Jaques stated this
book was the first to identify discontinuities in the development of adult capability (1986). It is
far, far more! This was the foundation of adult cognitive complexity (as opposed to IQ), one
strand of which was Jaques’ research. Piaget traced the child’s cognitive behavior from rigidity
to flexibility. The authors extend this concreteness-to-abstraction into adult stages and levels of
conceptual structures relevant for modification. Found levels of cognitive complexity underlay
differences in how people conceptualized their reality and thus their strategies for
responding to changing and novel situations. Personality pathology was seen as a ‘closer’ for
cognitive development to the next level. Parental training of the child was one key, with three of
four methods leading to arrestation at various levels. Only ‘informational imposition’ allowed
progression. An evaluation was significant as a confirmation/ refutation of the individual and
generated a heightened quality of affect. (See Schroder, Driver and Streufert 1967.) Cited in
Venda and Hendrick 1994. TC has it. NSSR: BF311 .H36 1961. Hunter Mn-?, City Coll-x
Cohen BF311 .H36. Misc. Bk.
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Harvey-Jones, John, 1984, “The Development of Management as an Art in the Private Sector”,
Journal of the Royal Society of Arts, London, UK, May 1984, 132(5334):380-389. The third of
Three Cantor Lectures on ‘The Art of Management’. Mr. Harvey-Jones described the delayering of ICI during his tenure as Managing Director (CEO) and its energizing impact. No
mention of RO/SST or Jaques. See Kennedy 1993. Clio AveryN1 R815. NYPL? # MS. PJ.
Hashemi, Lilla A., 1983, “Executive Succession: Factors Related to Executive Strain,”
Administration in Mental Health, US, 11(1):36-45. Assessed strain experienced by persons
assuming new leadership positions. Appears to have been unaware of Jaques. Another part of
her results was reported in Kohler and Strauss 1983 (qv). These articles were part of her PhD
dissertation at Tulane, 1982 (not related). Articles in a special issue of AMH. Misc. PJ.
Hashimoto, Masanori, 1979, ‘Bonus Payments, on-the-Job Training, and Lifetime Employment
in Japan,’ The Journal of Political Economy, U. Press Chicago, US, Oct. 1979, 87(5, part
1):1086-1104. Has all the elements but can not get out of the economics mind-set to see the
reality. High profits from investments and low transaction costs led to OTJ training. (Really? Is
that so?) Unaware of RO or adaption. Great early bibliography. Cited Taira 1970, Kuratani
1973 PhD, and Shimada 1974 PhD. Cited by Breton and Wintrobe 1982. At U. of Washington.
# MS. PJ. A.
Hashimoto, Masanori, and John Raisian, 1985, “Employment Tenure and Earnings Profiles in
Japan and the United States,” The American Economic Review, Sept. 1985, 75(4):721-735.
Growth rates in earnings attributable to firm tenure are far greater for Japanese workers than
Americans. The Japanese are trained a lot more than Americans and this human capital is
used better. Firm-specific experience generates earnings far steeper and far higher than
market-based experience. In the end, Japanese workers are more productive. This
contradicts agency and transaction cost assumptions. Information asymmetries are missing
in Japan while remaining a barrier in the US. US managers appear not to know their workers.
(Oh yeah. And Japanese workers are paid a lot more. Like mucho dinero.) Unaware of RO
theory. Contrast with Koike 1977 per Iwai 1995. [See Motorola training levels.] Cited
Hashimoto 1979; Rees & Schultz 1970. See Comment by Clark and Ogawa March 1992 [82(1)]
and a following Reply by the above authors. # Refu. PJ. A.
Hashimoto, Masanori, and John Raisian, 1989, “Investments in employer-employee attachments
by Japanese and U.S. workers in firms of varying size,"	
 Journal of the Japanese and
International Economies, Sharpe, Armonk, NY, US, Elsevier Inc., March 1989, 3(1):31-48. doi:
10.1016/0889-1583(89)90030-0 s This paper estimates the magnitudes of on-the-job
investments in human capital in Japan and the United States for three firm size categories.
Japanese workers are found to invest more than U.S. workers, and workers in large firms
invest more in both countries. Our findings conform to the observed tenure differentials, both
between the two countries and across firm size groups. NYPL SIBL v. 3 (1989) JLL 87-534.
CUNY abs only. CLIO Lehman Liby Serls J. 1987-2003. Clio online. At Ohio State U.;
Stanford U., Cal., US. # Misc. PJ.
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Hashimoto, Masanori, and John Raisian, 1992, “Employment tenure and earnings profiles in
Japan and the United States: Reply,” American Economic Review, March 1992, 82(l):346-354.
[Online in the title this word is erroneously “profits”. Reply to prior article by Clark and Ogawa
1992 on their one of 1985.] One of the main findings reported in the C&O article was that the
firm-specific tenure increased earnings for male employees in small and large Japanese
nonagricultural firms and were more steeply sloped in Japan than in the U.S. Earnings growth
rates attributable to firm-specific tenure, rather than to the general market experience, were far
greater in Japan than in the U.S. Since the 1980's were years of substantial change in the
Japanese economy, Clark and Ogawa's findings certainly suggested that the relative importance
of firm-specific tenure may have declined in the 1980's. CUNY Htr Mn. At Ohio State U.;
Hoover Institution, Stanford U. # Refu. PJ. A.
Haskel, Jonathan, and Amparo Sanchis, 1995, “Privatization and X-Inefficiency: A Bargaining
Approach,” Journal of Industrial Economics, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK and Cambridge, MA,
September, 43(3):301-321. Challenges the definition of “effort” as a form of agency theory.
Instead, assumes “effort” is determined by a bargain between the firm and the worker. Because
private sector firms focus on profits, they insist on a higher level of effort than do public sector
organizations. But X-inefficiency depends on many factors, so there is no presumption that the
public sector is more inefficient than the private sector. This issue will require more empirical
research. See Behrend 1957 for “effort bargain.” Very close. MS. PJ.
Haskel, Jonathan, Barbara Kersley, and Christopher Martin, 1997, “Labour market flexibility and
employment adjustment: Micro evidence from UK establishments,” Oxford Economic Papers,
Oxford, UK, July 1997, 49(3):362-379. Findings suggest that very few firms choose to adjust
the price offered to labour in response to a demand shock, and firms with more flexibility are
more likely to respond to demand shocks by adjusting employment and hours. The results
provide a microeconomic explanation for recent macroeconomic evidence that labor input has
become more closely aligned to the business cycle. While flexible firms are more likely to
create jobs in upturns they are also more likely to destroy them in downturns. In this sense,
flexibility might be a double-edged sword. MS. PJ. A.
Haskel, Jonathan, 1999, “Small Firms, Contracting-Out, Computers and Wage Inequality:
Evidence from UK Manufacturing,” Economica, New Series, Feb. 1999, 66(261):1-21. Over the
past 15 years we have seen a major decline in the relative wages of lower paid workers in the
U.K. Looking over 80 industries, the skill premium rose 13%. This relative decline of the
lower-paid workers is due to four factors: the introduction of computers (50%), the growth in
small firms and a rise in contracting-out (20%), and the fall in unionization (15%). [He is way,
way off. The Japanese have it also and have few of these impacts.] Cited Lindbeck and Snower
1996, 2000. At Queen Mary and Westfield, U. London. Misc. PJ. A.
Haskel, Jonathan, and Ylva Hedén, 1999, “Computers and the Demand for Skilled Labour:
Establishment and Industry Panel Evidence from the UK”, Economic Journal, Conference
Papers, March 1999, 109(454):C68-C79. Heden. Computerization has driven down the demand
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for all manual labour, especially the unskilled. Much training for this upskilling has been inhouse. Jaques not cited. Cited in Green & Tsitianis 2005. Cited Bartel & Lichtenberg 1997;
Bartel & Sicherman 1997. See Hedén (Heden) Related PhD 2005. At Queen Mary, U. London.
# MS. PJ. A.
Haskel, Jonathan, and Christopher Martin, 2001, “Technology, Wages, and Skill Shortages:
Evidence From UK Micro Data”, Oxford Economic Papers, Oct. 2001, 53(4):642-.... Technical
progress has raised the demand for skilled labour to match the observed increase in supply.
Hiring difficulties are inversely related to the relative wage. If technological progress continues
to be skill biased, policies that address skills deficiencies will only be successful if they produce
a continual, rather than a temporary, increase in levels of skills among the workforce. Chris
Martin is Professor of Economics and Deputy Head of Brunel Business School with
responsibility for research. Unaware of RO and its implications for public policy. Misc. PJ. A.
Haskel, Simon, Lord, 2006. Email. See Brown, Wilfred, Lord, 1972 on. See also Lord Haskel’s
remarks of 2000 and 1999 on the floor of the House of Lords re Brown in the late 1960s. ~
Haslebo, Gitte, and Kit Sanne Nielsen, 2000, Systems and Meaning: Consulting in
Organizations, Karnac Publishers, London, UK, 261 p. ISBN 13: 9781855752351; ISBN 10:
1855752352. A book on leadership. Looked at organisational problems occurring in a particular
context, and clearly traced the way problems arise out of relations amongst the different parts of
the larger system. Case studies are used to illustrate the way systemic concepts can be translated
into consultation work. Cited in Cilliers 2006. Not in NYC. Not seen. Abs-only. Misc. Bk.
Haslop, Dennis, 1997, Team leader autonomy in manufacturing companies' new product
development, D.B.A., thesis in Personnel Management; Industrial Training (B9d), Henley
Management College (then affiliated with Brunel Uni.), Greenlands, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon,
UK. In Henley PowerGen Library. Abstract online at Henleymc.ac.uk. Theses # 46-9797. BL:
DX194325. Natl Lib: G05325725. Unpublished. (Based on Lotte Bailyn’s 1985 definition of
‘autonomy.’ Ed Schein noted this was identical to Jaques’ ‘discretion within limits.’) The
problems of managing and monitoring team leaders are discussed and conceptually represented
in an improved definition of 'autonomy' originally proposed in Bailyn 1985. Autonomy is
characterized in multi-dimensional terms and provides a new approach to understanding its
complexity. 'Strategic' autonomy is found to reside primarily with senior management whilst
team leaders are delegated more 'operational' autonomy. Top management cannot abrogate
responsibility for directing and managing the company and its strategic tasks, but, it is argued, a
number of the strategic tasks could become more the responsibility of the team leader without
stifling employees' technical competence, innovation and entrepreneurialism. A major finding is
that in high technology types of company, management shares 'strategic' responsibilities with the
team leader more than in other types of company. (O.K., but why?) (Probably unaware of
Jaques. If the Alan Fox-based theses are allowed in, then this one should be also.) See
Rosborough 1999 Related PhD. See PhDs.
Hassan, Robert, and Ronald E. Purser, editors, 2007, 24/7, Time and Temporality in the Network
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Society, Stanford University Press, Stanford, CA, 304 p. Offered thoughts on the new economic,
cultural, and political world of the networked society. Contributions from Barbara Adam, Mike
Crang, Thomas Hylland Erikson, and Geert Lovink. “The essays demonstrate Elliott Jaques'
justification for studying time: ‘In the form of time is to be found the form of living’.” - Allen C.
Bluedorn. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Hassard, John, 1989, “A Qualitative Paradigm for Working-Time,” International Social Science
Journal, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, February, #119, 41(1):93-104. [Continuation of #107,
1986.] Linear, quantitative clock time vs. cyclical, qualitative lived time. Cited Jaques 1982 in
endnotes but not in text. W. PJ.
Hassard, John, 1989, “Time and Industrial Sociology,” chapter 2 in Blyton, Paul, John Hassard,
S. Hill, and Kenneth P. Starkey, 1989, Time, Work and Organization, Routledge, London, UK, p.
13-34. Hassard used Jaques’ work on time. Time is a missing variable in industrial sociology.
Industrialism ignores time as a cycle in favor of time as a line. This in turn leads to time as a
commodity. This is reflected in the literature which has a narrow view of time. Rp. Ch.
Hassard, John, 1989, “Time and Organization,” chapter 5 (p. 79-104) in Blyton, Paul, John
Hassard, S. Hill, and Kenneth P. Starkey, eds., 1989, Time, Work and Organization, Routledge,
London, UK. Natural time cycles, such as circadian rhythms, differ by social unit within an
organization. Activities need to be synchronized, sequenced and structured according to their
differing rates. Cited Jaques. Unaware of Lawrence and Lorsch (1967). W. Ch.
Hassard, John, ed., 1990, The Sociology of Time, pp. 21-34, St. Martin’s Press, New York, NY.
The lead chapter is a reprint of chapter one from Form of Time. (See Jaques 1982, 1990). ~
Hassard, John, 1991, “Aspects of Time in Organization,” Human Relations, London, UK,
44(2):105-125. We are conditioned into time-sense by family, school and workplace. The
organization has become the main regulator of time and its primary claimant. Mostly on Wilbert
E. Moore, 1963, Man, Time and Society, Wiley, NY, NY. E.G.: “If activities have no temporal
order, they have no order at all.” (p. 9) Cited Jaques FoT 1982 in endnotes. W. PJ.
Hatakeyama, Yoshio, 1985, Manager Revolution! : a guide to survival in today's changing
workplace, Productivity Press, Stamford, Conn., 180 p. The Japanese managerial revolution:
there were three elements to supervision: trust, motivation, and development. Cited by
Greenwood and Kobu 1990. CUNY Baruch HD70.J3 H35 1985. Misc. Bk.
Hatch, Mary Jo, 1993, “The Dynamics of Organizational Culture,” The Academy of Management
Review, October, 18(4):657-693. “It was not until the 1980s that management scholars adopted
the culture concept” (P. 657). Included a review of Ed Schein’s 1985 three-level model of
organizational culture. Cited Jaques 1951. Teaches at Copenhagen Business School and San
Diego State. W. PJ. A.
Hatch, Mary Jo, 1997, Organization Theory: Modern, Symbolic, and Postmodern Perspectives,
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Oxford U. Press, UK; US, 387 p. A text book. Cited Jacques 1951 (p. 177-179) as starting the
study of organization culture. Jaques inspired others: Barry Turner and Andrew Pettigrew in
UK, Pasquale Gagliardi in Italy, Gareth Morgan and Peter Frost in Canada, Lou Pondy and
Linda Smircich in US. Later: William Ouchi, Terrence Deal and Allan Kennedy, Edgar Schein,
and Tom Peters and Robert Waterman. "The wide appeal of these (later) books stunned and
seduced much of the academic community, which … had never seen one of its concepts attract
so much public attention." These authors were very optomistic about culture's being
manipulated to bring 'excellence' and an alternative to market or hierarchy. Hatch mentioned:
M.R. Louis, J. Van Maanen, and Harrison Trice and Janice Beyer. Nothing on TSD. NYPL os
JBF 97-622. Clio (2nd edn.) Social Wk Res HD58.7 .H4 2006. At McIntire, UVA. D. Bk.
Hatfield, Elaine. See Elaine Walster.
Hattori, Ichiro, 1978, "A Proposition on Efficient Decision-Making in the Japanese
Corporation." Columbia Journal of World Business, NY, NY, US, Summer 1978, 13(2):7-15.
All decisions in Japan are guided by concepts of fair play and equity – not by property rights.
The internal decision keys are profit sharing and promotions. Decision-making in Japanese firms
is centered in middle management, not top management. The Ringi process is the confirmationauthorization process of decision-aking and involves: 1. defining the problem, 2. analyzing the
problem, 3. finding solutions, 4. selecting a solution, and 5. executing that solution. The
capability of a corporate organization to make good decisions is related to: 1. top management
leadership, 2. trust by the corporate community, and 3. the balance between the two forces.
(Cited in Fukuda 1988 p. 64, on ringi decision-making, Fig. 3-5 and Fig. 3-6. See p. 13.) As a
result, employees and middle managers trust top management. This is not true in the West. A
corporate community in Japan is created by limiting contact with the outside world for the
operators and FLMs. The Japanese structure differs from the US. [Hidden under Newman
editorial in computer.] See Pfeffer 1998. # MS. PJ.
Hattrup, George, and Brian Kliener, 1993, "How to Establish a Proper Span of Control for
Managers," Industrial Management, Industrial Management Society, Des Plaines, IL, Nov-Dec,
35(6):28-29. An exact description of Jaques’ levels and strata. Cited a study by Sears, Roebuck
and Co. that supports this. Small groups will be too small to solve problems. Drucker (HBR
1988) projected less than half the layers of management and about a third of managers will be
needed. Cited J. O. Whitney 1987; Rowbottom and Billis 1987 article. Hattrup at Moore &
Taber in Anaheim; Kleiner at Cal State at Fullerton. SIBL JLM 72-139. # Rp. Pro.
Hatvany, Nina, and Vladimir Pucik, 1981, “Japanese Management Practices and Productivity,”
Organizational Dynamics, Elsevier Science Inc., UK, Spring81, 9(4):5-21. The Japanese
management paradigm was concern for human resources. The result was increased effectiveness
and productivity. A model of the Japanese human relations system and positive work outcomes
was outlined, such as commitment and productivity. [A close description of the methods adapted
from Glacier Metal, but without awareness.] Jaques not cited. (Hatvany assisted Wm. Ouchi
with Theory Z in 1978) At Business, Columbia U. # D. PJ.
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Hatvany, Nina, and Vladimir Pucik, 1981, “An Integrated Management System: Lessons from
the Japanese Experience,” The Academy of Management Review, July 1981, 6(3):469-480. The
Japanese focus on human resources through: development of an internal labor market, company
philosophy, intensive socialization. The means were: long tenure, job rotation, and consultative
decision making. Some top US companies already use these techniques (not named). Cited by
Yeh 1991. Cited lots of secondary sources: Blauner 1964; Levinson 1976; Pelz 1967; Adams
1965; Cole; Yoshino 1968. # Rp. PJ. A.
Hatvany, Nina, and Vladimir Pucik, 1981, “Japanese Management in America: What Does and
Doesn't Work;” National Productivity Review, [continued by Journal of Organizational
Excellence since 2000], New York, NY, Dec 1, 1981, 1(1):61-74. Japan's productivity growth in
manufacturing has been so impressive over the past two decades - an average of 7.8 percent per
year between 1960 and 1978, and even now well over 5 percent - that enormous interest has been
sparked in the Japanese management system. Japanese management techniques form a complex
set of interrelationships. How do these techniques fare in Japanese subsidiaries on U.S. soil?
Western managers, looking for clues to their own productivity problems, have begun to apply
Japanese concepts. # Misc. PJ.
Hatvany, Nina G., and Vladimir Pucik, 1982, “An Integrated Management System Focused on
Human Resources: the Japanese Paradigm,” chapter 26 (p. 345-357) in Nadler, David A.,
Michael L. Tushman, and Nina G. Hatvany, eds., 1982, Managing Organizations: readings and
cases, Little, Brown, Boston, MA, 557 p. From Columbia Business School, 1981, Research
working paper No. 410A, 47 p. A model of the Japanese management system as a strategy of an
emphasis on human resources, the techniques of job rotation, evaluation, work in groups,
communication, consultative decision-making, and concern for the employee. Adaption of
Japanese management in the US is quite feasible. Without it, the US will fall still further behind.
A description that has close resonance with Jaques’ system. Unaware of Jaques. See Pucik
1979; Pucik and Hatvany 1983. Not in NYPL, CUNY. In NYU & NSSR HD31 .M29424 1982
In Lehman Lib. HD31 .M29424 1982. # MS. Ch.
Haubenstock, Michael, 1999, “Organizing a financial institution to deliver enterprise-wide risk
management,” The Journal of Lending and Credit Risk Management, Philadelphia, PA, Feb
1999, 81(6):46-52. Accidental use of term R.O. Clio Bus HG1507 .R571. Off. PJ.
Hauser, Jerry, 2003, "Organizational lessons for nonprofits," McKinsey Quarterly, US, 2003
Special Edition, US, Issue 2, p. 60-69. Word Cnt: 3150. ISSN: 00475394. This article profiles
the U.S.-based nonprofit organization, 'Teach for America' and the lessons it learned about the
importance of building organizational capacity. Wendy Kopp used her senior thesis to offer a
remedy to address the education gap in the U.S. by suggesting that graduates of the top U.S.
universities spend two years teaching disadvantaged students after graduation and before starting
their working careers. She started Teach for America in less than a year with $2.5 million, 2,500
college seniors and 500 open teaching positions but five years later, the nonprofit was near
collapse. This is the story of the turn-around. Case. Cited Bower 2003/1966. # Misc. Pro.
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Hausner, M., J. F. Nash, L. S. Shapely, and Martin Shubik, 1964, "'So Long Sucker' – a fourperson game," chapter 24 (p. 359-361) in Shubik, Martin, ed., 1964, Game theory and related
approaches to social behavior; selections, Wiley, NY, NY, US, 390 p. This game was invented
in 1950 by the authors. The contracts are unenforceable. The game rules provide no penalty for
failure to live up to an agreement. The winner is the player surviving after all others have been
defeated. The purpose was to allow the reader to "contemplate some of the problems of social
conflict and bargaining." Cited in Goffman 1974 (p. 572). Clio Butler Stacks 301 Sh913.
NYPL Schw D-16 1312. CUNY Htr Mn, HHS, Baruch, City Coll. H61 .S52. # Misc. Ch.
Havaleschka, Finn, 1999, “Personality and Leadership: a benchmark study of success and
failure,” Leadership and Organization Development Journal, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online,
UK, 20(3):114-132. Does the top-level management team make the difference between a
company’s success and failure? By using two different assessment tools (developed on the
model of the Head-Heart-Leg work of the personality) to map the personalities of the members
of two management teams, including the top executive managers, and by following the
development in the companies’ results over a period of five years, it is shown that the
personality of the executive manager and the team he is selecting is the key to understanding a
company’s rise or decline in the market. Managers with an average level of cognitive skills
tend to select managers with the same or lower level of cognitive skills and style. Therefore,
when an executive manager is recruiting managers to his team, be sure that someone with
authority is a part of the process to ensure that he is not selecting clones of himself. [Note: The
author’s term ‘personality’ is as wide as the person. His recommendation is practical and his
chart depicts the top management team in a way managers can understand and use.] Cited
Jaques 1976, 1978, Cattell 1946, 1950, 1977, Revans 1971, Erikson 1968. Barnard Coll., Bklyn
Col. Garuda Research Inst., Knebel, Denmark. # Rp. PJ.
Havaleschka, Finn, 2002, “Differences between Danish and Swedish management,”
Leadership and Organization Development Journal, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK,
23(6):323-332. To most non-Scandinavians Danes and Swedes are very much alike. But there
are differences. Based on personality test data, this article confirms the perceived difference
between the two groups. Swedish managers appear more organised, structured, and systematic,
as they seek consensus through social processes. The individual strives for power and authority
on the group’s terms. The Danes are seen as more undisciplined and impulsive, with a tendency
toward the anarchistic, because the individuals strive for power, authority and control more
based on the individual’s own terms. (Used “Levels 1-5" but this is really on Garuda’s
competencies profile.) Cited Jaques 1976, 1978; Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner 1997, 1998.
Baruch Coll. 1982-1991. (Onsite access.) Clio online ABI/INFORM Global 1992 to 1 year ago.
# Rp. PJ.
Haveman, Heather A., Hayagreeva Rao, and Srikanth Paruchuri, 2007, “The Winds of Change:
The Progressive Movement and the Bureaucratization of Thrift,” American Sociological Review,
Albany, NY, Feb. 2007, 72(1):117-142. Our empirical site is the Progressive movement and the
early thrift industry in California. A new ideal of thrift, bureaucratized cooperation among
strangers, replaced the original idea of thrift, friendly cooperation among neighbors. This shift
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was possible only after the modernizing temper of Progressivism gave rise to two institutions,
the news media and role-model organizations, that made bureaucracy culturally appropriate.
This resulted in a centralization of power, which clashed with the Progressive ideal of equitably
distributing power. This shows a revolution in American social organization in the 20th century:
the replacement of community-based groups by bureaucracies. See Marsland. # Misc. PJ. A.
Havens, Tim, 1993, “The Change-Dazed Manager,” Harvard Business Review, Sep/Oct93,
71(5):22-29, 2 maps. Experts comment on a case. Mitchell T. Rabkin, M.D., CEO of Boston’s
Beth Israel Hospital recommended Jaques 1989 and 1991 to help sort out the mess. # W. Pro.
Hawgood, John, 1985, “Information morphology in bureaucratic subsystems,” Knowledge
Representation for Decision Support Systems, Proceedings of the IFIP WG 8.3 Working
Conference, North-Holland, Amsterdam, NL, p. 211-220. Conference: 24-26 July 1984.
Location: Durham, UK. Most decision support systems (DSS) are designed for use in
`bureaucracies', but the value of the DSS cannot be defined without reference to the goals of the
wider system which the bureaucracy exists to serve. This paper is an attempt to approach this
problem by combining Elliott Jaques' notion of `levels of abstraction' in bureaucracy (1976)
with Peter Checkland's `human activity system' concepts (1981). The purpose is to derive
some guidelines for the structuring of information for decision support, related to the `system
morphology' of the organization (that is, the structural relation between its subsystems). First
Jaques' notion is outlined, with some comments on the light thrown on it by Checkland's
approach (and vice-versa), then the concept of `supersystem language and subsystem dialect is
introduced as a description of problems of communication between remote organizational
subsystems, an important factor affecting the human acceptability of `raw data', hence a vital
design parameter for DSS. Finally, it is suggested that a DSS generator for a given organization
should contain a general system morphology module which would guide the construction of each
specific DSS for individual managers in the organization by indicating how much detail should
be provided about remote subsystems. Cited also Jaques 1982 FEFE; Humphreys 1983;
Rowbottom and Billis 1978. At Durham Univ., UK. Clio Offsite T58.6 .I38 1984. # Rp. Ch.
Hawking, Stephen W., 1988. A Brief History of Time From The Big Bang to Black Holes.
Bantam Books, Toronto, New York. Developed two aspects of time. Jaques has three. Misc.
Bk.
Hawkins, Jeff, with Sandra Blakeslee, 2004, On Intelligence, Times Books, NY, NY, US; Owl
Books, London, UK, 261 p. Asserted mainstream IQ researchers have put too much emphasis on
problem solving, and neglected the two things that the brain does best - recognizing patterns and
forecasting events. The brain’s neocortex is a memory-driven system that uses our senses and
our perception of time, space, and consciousness to construct a predictive model of the world in a
way that’s totally unlike even the most complex computer software. Predictions are the essence
of ‘real’ intelligence – not AI. The neocortex has a hierarchical structure for storing patterns,
sequences, and temporalities. Developed the PalmPilot. Cited by Lunoe 2009. Boro of Manh
CC: QP376 .H294 2005. Sibl br & Mid-Manh 612.82H. Refu. Bk.
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Hax, Arnoldo C., and Harlan C. Meal, 1973, “Hierarchical Integration of Production Planning
and Scheduling,” NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge Operations Research Center, Sept. 1973, 28 pages, TR88; AD7713068. [Reprinted
in M. A. Geisler, ed., 1975, Logistics, (TIMS Studies in Management Sciences, Vol. 1), North
Holland-American Elsevier, p. 53-69.] This is the first use of ‘HPP.’ Hax earned his PhD at
Berkeley in 1967. Hax was ‘in the room’ in 1965-1967 when Jaques was first ‘discovered’ at
Berkeley IEOR. They did not cite Crossman or Jaques. (Hax, however, says there was no
connection. He did research on HPP after he left Berkeley.) Misc. Rep.
Hax, Arnoldo, and Nicolas Majluf, 1994, “Corporate Strategic Tasks,” European Management
Journal, Scottish Business School, Dec. 1994, 12(4):366-381. Three different imperatives of
corporate strategy were - leadership, economic, and managerial tasks. Leaders provided the
corporate vision. The authors identified eight economic tasks: scan the environment, state the
mission, segment the business, go horizontal, integrate vertically, seek philosophy, posture, and
allocate resources. The two managerial tasks: managerial infrastructure, and HR management of
key personnel. They referenced Procter and Gamble using publicly-available information.
CUNY Abstact. SIBL JBM 93-163. At Sloan MIT and Catholic U. of Chile. # MS. PJ.
Hay, Julie, 1996, “Indian Lessons in Organizational Issues,” Management Development Review,
Emerald MCB, UK, 9(4):35-37. A report on her month-long 1995 lecture tour in India. She
found interest in Western trends that were impacting India - “decent” behavior, flatter
organizations, gold-collar workers seeking their highest level of work, the visibility of women in
business. Used the organization image of a ship of six sails: strategy, structure, systems, safety,
stroking (recognition) and stimulation (challenge). “It seems that Elliott Jaques’ ideas on TSD
may at last be acted on.” EJ 1989. D. Pro.
Hay, Julie, 2000, “Developmental Mentoring: Creating a healthy organisational culture,”
Journal of Communication Management, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, London, UK, 4(4):378384. Explored the nature of mentoring and contrasted traditional approaches with a
developmental format that is more suited to today's flatter organisations. Traditional and
developmental mentoring, coaching, counseling, and managing are contrasted. Various
mentoring formats have an impact on communication processes within organisations. (PhD
2000 at GWU, not related.) Cited Jaques 1989, Hay 1995/1999. Online. # Rp. PJ.
Hay, Michael, and Peter Williamson, 1991, “Strategic Staircases: Planning the Capabilities
Required for Success,” Long Range Planning, Elsevier Science Ltd., Pergamon Press, London,
UK, August 1991, 24(4):36-43. Creating an adequate supply of requisite skills, competencies
and capabilities is a fundamental objective of strategy. Starting with the present, establish your
goal and think backward from it. What capabilities must you have at what point to attain the
goal? They examine the case of Komatsu’s strategic thinking to catch Caterpillar: “Surround
Caterpillar.” This is on how to think backwards from a multi-year goal and to develop the
requisite skills and capabilities to achieve it. Otherwise executives are asking middle
managers to resolve directly conflicting goals that result in failed implementation. Unaware of
the theory (?). A case. See Wildavsky and Pressman 1973. Cited by Solymossy and Penna
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1991. # MS. PJ. A. *****
Hay, Michael, and Jean-Claude Usunier, 1993, “Time and Strategic Action,” Time and Society,
Sage, London, UK, 2(3):313-333. This article contrasts Western time horizons with the Japanese
cyclical temporal framework (Makimoto time). The temporal culture within which the
organization operates, including its stakeholders, is a key to understanding its approach to and
expectations for strategy. Noted TSD has generated “considerable attention.” Fascinating.
(Usunier is the EJ fan.) Cited Jaques 1964 (TSH), 1976, 1982 (FoT). Also cited Das 1986,
1991. # Rp. PJ.
Hay, Michael, Paul Verdin, and Peter Williamson, 1993, "Successful New Ventures: Lessons for
Entrepreneurs and Investors," Long Range Planning, Elsevier, UK, Oct. 1993, 26(5):31-41. Pick
your battleground! Blindingly obvious but useful. Not on theory. (In Comerford PhD, 2011 e.)
# Misc. PJ. A.
Hay, Michael, and Peter Williamson, 1997, “Good Strategy: The view from below,” Long Range
Planning, London, UK, Oct 1997, 30(5):651-664. Strategies often are subjected to rigorous
quality tests from above, by top management. Yet, the view from below is equally important,
though neglected. In this article we identify the key difficulties associated with prevailing
stereotypes of strategy, the sources of much disenchantment with strategy, and the qualities that
people would look for in a ‘good’ strategy. Spelled out role of senior management to ensure the
company strategy looks just as good when viewed from below as from above. Cited in
Kantabutra 2008. CUNY HD1 .L6. # MS. PJ. A. *****
Hayashi, Fumitoshi, and Toshihiro Matsubara, 1998, “The Influence of Subordinate Readiness
on Leadership Effectiveness: A Test of Situational Leadership Theory Considered Hierarchical
Level of Organization,” The Japanese Journal of Administrative Science, Keiei Kodo Kagaku
Kenkyukai, Nagoya-shi, JN, 12(2):103-112. Keiei kodo kagaku (Online). In Japanese, with
summary in English. An examination of Hersey and Blanchard’s situational leadership theory,
that subordinate readiness moderates the relationship. When leadership scales of participation
and delegation were used, their theory was supported. But when performance-maintenance (PM)
scales were used, it was not supported. Jaques not cited. See Misumi and Peterson 1985; Leong
Hoe Yuen 1990 PhD. Not in NYPL or CUNY. LC: HD70.J3 New York City Col Of Tech,
Cuny Grad Sch, [Grad Ctr]?-- , New School Univ Libr-x. ILL from New School to Berkeley
ISSN: 09145206. # Refu. PJ.
Hayden, F. Gregory, 1993, “Order Matters, and Thus So Does Timing: Graphical Clocks and
Process Synchronicity,” Journal of Economic Issues, Association for Evolutionary Economics,
Lincoln, NE, [Cal State, Sacramento, CA,] Mar93, 27(1):95-115, 1 chart, 3 diagrams. Quoted
Jaques 1982 FT on time as directionless. The definition of time is reviewed, particular
dimensions of time are discussed, and the relationship of those dimensions to graphical clocks is
examined. The clocks for the integration of system networks will be computerized matrices and
concomitant digraphs. Such networks can be used to provide a standardized system clock to
determine timeliness. This places events into a common system, which is timed by sequenced
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events. The coordination of broadly recurring sets of meaningful events characterizes
synchronicity. Thus, timeliness is defined by system synchronicity. # Rp. PJ.
Hayden, F. Gregory, 2006, “The Inadequacy of Forrester System Dynamics Computer Programs
for Institutional Principles of Hierarchy, Feedback, and Openness,” Journal of Economic Issues,
Association for Evolutionary Economics, US, Jun2006, 40(2):527-535. Discussed the
institutional system principles of hierarchy, feedback and openness in order to explain the
inadequacy of the Forrester-type system dynamics programs to apply those principles. In terms
of systems, hierarchies existed to control what events should take place, and to determine when,
where and how they should take place. Control paths along institutional lines and rules,
regulations and requirements were established to meet normative criteria. Forrester based his
models on electrical closed systems with pluses and minuses (electrical charges) and ends in
‘tweaking’ the results. At U. Nebraska - Lincoln, USA. # Misc. PJ.
Hayek, F. A,, 1945, “The Use of Knowledge in Society,” American Economic Review,
September 1945, p. 519-530. On the need for testing hypotheses and for follow-up after social
interventions. (See Pascale 1999, Duehring 2001). Misc. PJ. A.
Hayek, F. A., 1972, “Scientism and the Study of Society,” Economica, LSE, London, UK, 9:191267. [long] Misc. PJ. A.
Hayes, James L., 1978, “Memo to Management: The high cost of buying cheap,” The
Management Review, AMA, US, June 1978, 67(6):2-3. The AMA president endorsed Jaques on
fair pay and training. Buying cheap labor causes cost to rise. If business buys labor cheap, it
will also pay dearly in the loss of quality. Cited EJ by name. Bingo. # Rp. Pro.
Hayes, John and R. Prakasam, 1989, “CULTURE: The Efficacy of Different Modes of
Consultation,” Leadership and Organization Development Journal, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald
online, Bradford, UK, 10(1):24-32. Culture may well be a factor which affects the efficacy of
different modes of business consultation. Both the US and UK are low power distance cultures,
whereas India is a high power-distance culture. Cited Jaques 1947 (in Bennis, et al, eds., 1961).
At U. Leeds. W. PJ.
Hayes, Robert H., and William J. Abernathy, 1980, “Managing Our Way to Economic Decline,”
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, July-Aug., 58(4):67-77. Authors place responsibility for
the current economic malaise on the failure of U.S. managers to keep their companies
technologically competitive. Renewed excellence will require informed leaders who will take
the long view, and financial controls with a longer-term emphasis, rather than short-term
principles. “Branded these new [MBA] managers as ‘pseudo-professionals’ who systematically
mismanage a manufacturing business” (Clegg 1990:199). “Finding out and implementing are
very possibly far tougher elements of management than analysis” (Wills 1993). (An HBR classic
still valid decades later. Today the title might read, “Educating Our Way to Economic Decline.”)
See Peters and Waterman 1982; Teece and Winter 1983; Ghoshal 2005; Bennis and O’Toole
2005. Misc. Pro.
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Hayes, Robert H., 1981, “Why Japanese Factories Work,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, July/Aug 1981, p. 56-66. The managerial focus was not on speed or robots but on longterm problem solving. Japanese workers worked more slowly than US workers, more orderly,
no WIP inventory buffers (a sign of JIT), anticipation of problems, no machine overload,
comprehensive monitoring (SPC), and early warning systems. Highly skilled people were
matched to highly sophisticated machines. Focus was on assuring long-term commitments,
roles and responsibilities through lifetime employment. Manufacturing capability was
continually upgraded. In the West unskilled people run the machines, the focus was on money
and non-manufacturing, jobs were deskilled, the people were described as “expendable” which
left morale, flexibility, production, and the company in the dumps. Remarkable. Cited by A.
Weiss 1984. See Wheelwright in same issue. See Thomas 1982; Koike 1984. MS. Pro. *****
Hayes, Robert H., and David A. Garvin, 1982, “Managing as if Tomorrow Mattered,” Harvard
Business Review, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA, 60(3):70-80. Time - time - time.
Investments in plant and equipment are sensitive to differences in how managers view the
importance of short- vs. long-term issues. Yet most managers depend on highly analytic
techniques like discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis to evaluate capital investment proposals,
and these techniques are often biased against long-term investment. Such methods place most
of their emphasis on net present value (NPV) or internal rate of return (IRR), and as their use has
increased, the growth of capital investment, R&D spending, and executive development/ HR
skills in the US has decreased. McKinsey Winner. Cited by Clegg 1990:197. MS. Pro.
Hayes, Robert H., and Steven C. Wheelwright, 1984, Restoring our Competitive Edge:
Competing through Manufacturing, John Wiley, New York, NY, 427 p. ROI, as singled out by
Dearden, is the culprit behind the MBA-lead decline in US manufacturing. ROI leads to
decisions that do not reinvest in technology. Time frames are weighted toward the present.
Financial institutions dominate and are separated from manufacturing organizations which create
an artificial distinction between capital outlays and operating costs. These ‘professional
managers’ have systematically chosen self-defeating strategies. Cited by Clegg 1990:197, :198;
p. 11-13. Baruch, Hunter Mn, Clio Offsite HD9725 .H39 1984. MS. Bk.
Hayes, Robert H., 1985, “Strategic Planning - Forward in Reverse?” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Nov-Dec 1985, p. 111-119. Which way does strategic thinking go? Ends-waysmeans or is it means-ways-ends? Is it strategic planning or guerrilla warfare and continual
adaptation? Ah, there you have it, haven’t you? Vietnam preys on the mind of the Westerner.
Jaques says it goes both ways and at the same time. Unaware of Jaques. MS. Pro.
Hayes, Robert H., Steven C. Wheelwright, and Kim B. Clark, 1988, Dynamic Manufacturing:
creating the learning organization, Free Press, New York, NY, USA; Collier Macmillan,
London, UK; 429 p. The second major principle (after divide and conquer) of modern
manufacturing is 'a manager's responsibility should equal his or her authority.' The authority
should be over staff, resources and actions, and responsibility should be measurable. This
sounds rational, but organizational in-fighting increases the more performance measurement is
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based on individual results and the shorter the time period (p. 101-104). Learning died out in
the US. The balance was lost between the manufacturing expertise (inherent learning from the
artisan) and academic cleverness. They abandon command and control and "contingency theory"
(p. 250-252) in favor of creating the learning organization. The task is in both business and
academia. The earlier tradition is being validated by the latest production technologies.
"Unusual wisdom about organizational reality and human nature." See very positive review by
Arthur N. Turner. See Grayson 1973. Baruch HD 9725 .H38 1988. Misc. Bk.
Hayes, Robert H., and Ramchandran Jaikumar, 1988, “Manufacturing's Crisis: New
Technologies, Obsolete Organizations,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Sep/Oct88,
66(5):77-85. Why are so few U.S. companies absorbing the advanced production technologies to
stay competitive? Most manufacturers are inhibited by their own organizations - their divisional
managerial structures and practices. Capital-budgeting procedures often set unrealistic hurdle
rates because they don't take account of corporate learning or other "soft" benefits of advanced
technology. (Acquiring an advanced manufacturing system is more like replacing that old car
with a helicopter. These technologies can shock a business organization because they require a
quantum jump in an organization’s precision and integration. To replicate a machinist’s talent
for recognizing errors, engineers and supervisors will need either an elaborate data base or a
scientific understanding of the technology itself. They can’t. Deming lectured about this issue.)
See Kagono et al 1984. MS. Pro.
Hayes, Treasa, 1996, Management Control and Accountability in Nonprofit/ Voluntary
Organisations, Avebury, Aldershot, UK, 281 pages. This book is concerned in particular with
the unique features of management control and accountability in Irish voluntary organisations.
This is the book version of her PhD thesis. Cited Billis and Harris repeatedly. See Related 1993
PhD. SIBL JBD 96-1325. MS. Bk.
HayGroup, 2004, “Towards a More Perfect Match: Building Successful Leaders by Effectively
Aligning People and Roles,” Working Paper, Hay Group, 19 p. [HayGroup website ] About
levels of work (LoW) and matching people to roles. How a company does this one step at a
time. Two years earlier Hay set up an international team to study the roles and competencies of
600 top-performing senior executives from some of the world's most successful organizations,
including IBM, PepsiCo and Unilever. Their findings, reported in this paper, shine new light on
leadership roles and the individuals who fill them, and exposes some common misconceptions.
[“Findings” were identical to R.O. theory.] See MVC and Kelly 2005 DNA. Ru.
'Designing the Accountable Organization' [HayGroup website] later. ???
'Foundations and Applications.' [HayGroup website] later. ???
'Attracting and Motivating Talent' [HayGroup website] later. ???
Haynes, Peter, and Michael Allen, 2001, “Partnership as Union Strategy: a preliminary
evaluation,” Employee Relations, MCB UP, UK, 23(2):164-193. Discussed the determinants of
a robust union-management “partnership” relationship which has distinctive characteristics
arising from its specific context. Two cases are used to illustrate the internal dynamics of
workplace partnership and the nature of interaction with environmental factors. Partnership is
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found to be not only compatible with, but dependent upon, stronger workplace organisation.
Case 2 was USDAW & Tesco 1998 (annual report). Cited EJ 1951, Fox 1974 (BC). At
Auckland and Cranfield. # Rp. PJ.
Haynes, Ray M., 1990, “The ATM at Age Twenty: A Productivity Paradox,” National
Productivity Review, [continued by Journal of Organizational Excellence since 2000], New
York, NY, Summer 1990, 9(3):273-290. In 1969 tellers were estimated to cost $1.15 per
transaction. ATMs were promoted by claiming only $.07 cost per transaction. A huge
difference. But 20 years on the ATMs were actually costing $.52 per transaction. Meanwhile,
improvements at the windows had greatly reduced the cost of tellers. The big winners were the
customers who got 24/7 access, and the industry overall saved money per. The Taylorist song to
replace “costly” employees with “efficient” machines was still heard. (A better measure was the
number of transactions per customer per week. By 1990 Cal. banks were returning to
‘personalization’ with extended teller hours.) # Misc. PJ.
Hayslip, Bert, Carolyn Miller, Michael M. Beyerlein, Douglas Johnson, et al., 1996, “Employee
Age and Perceptions of Work in Self-Managing and Traditional Work Groups,” International
Journal of Aging & Human Development, Baywood Publishing Co Inc, US, 42(4):291-312.
Older employees (40+) who were members of a self-managed work groups (SMWG) were more
impacted by this form of work design and reported more positive perceptions of their access to
information essential to the performance of their work. (A generation thing?) Misc. PJ.
Haythorn, William W., Melvin J. Kimmel and Alma G. Steinberg, 1985, “Senior Leaders on the
Future Battlefield: Extracts from the Literature,” Chapter 5 (p. 49-61) in Hunt, James G., and
John D. Blair (eds.), Leadership on the Future Battlefield, Pergamon-Brassey’s International
Defense Publishers, Washington, London, Toronto, Sydney, Paris, Frankfurt. On Stratified
Systems Theory (SST). Rp. Ch.
Hayton, C. R., 1980, “Management Arrangements Below District Level,” Hospital and Health
Services Review, UK, May 1980, vol. 76. Applied work-level ideas in NHS. Cited in
Rowbottom and Billis 1987, p. 140 and 154. Not in CUNY, NYPL, Brunel, NYAM. Clio temp
unavailable Serial H. ILL? Not seen. Rp. Pro.
Haywood, Stuart, 1979, “Team management in the NHS – what is it all about?” Health and
Social Service Journal, London, UK, Centre eight papers: Health administration, Oct. 5, 1979,
89(4662)>1288, p. B53-B60. Multidisciplinary management teams were a significant new
element in the 1974 reorganisation of the NHS. They were created at the region, area and district
levels. There was no prior national blueprint for their compensation or structure. After five
years patterns have emerged and their contribution can be evaluated. There were five categories
of business at the meetings (largest first): information (40%), routine decisions (30%), process
(20%), position taking, and non-routine decisions. Teams allocated decision responsibility to
individuals and other groups and acted as a learning forum; as directors of process; and as
reactors rather than initiators. Officially, the process was rational. Unofficially, political
considerations influenced decisions. The teams were rather the distributors than the motor. This
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role was different from that of private sector senior managers. Cited Bioss 1973; the Grey Book
1972. At Hull U. # Rp. Rep.
Haywood, Stuart, and Andy Alaszewski, 1980, Crisis in the Health Service: the Politics of
Management, Croom Helm, London, UK, 154 p. Bioss and Jaques may have designed and
wanted a balance between upward accountability and downward decentralization of services in
health care, but they only got Accountability as a form of increased management control. See
Alaszewski & Manthorpe 1988. Not in NYPL, CUNY, Clio. In Brunel Liby: RA395 .G6 H38.
Not seen. Cr. Bk.
Hazama, Hiroshi, 1978, “Characteristics of Japanese-Style Management,” Japanese Economic
Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Sp-Smr 1978, 6(3-4):110-173. Translated from the
Japanese. Community vs individualism. The Demerits and Merits of lifetime employment and
seniority employment systems (p. 140 and 145). Source: Japan Federation of Employers’
Associations, “Noryokushugi Kanri,” [Ability Oriented Management], 1969b, appendix. (This is
the second of the 1969 Nikkeiren reports: "b".) CUNY Grad Ctr. # MS. PJ.
Hazekamp, Frans C., 1966, “Werk, capaciteit en beloning in het ‘Glacier-project’,”
Polytechnisch Tijdschrift [P.T.], [edition and issue - see below], Heemsteede, Nederlands. [In
Dutch, “Work, Capacity and Payment in the ‘Glacier Project’,” Polytechnical Journal] A threepart article on the work-capacity-pay nexus, time-span, tasks, roles, felt-fair pay, differential pay,
growth curves, strata, MRU, talent pool and promotion to meet long-term demand. It began at
Glacier under Brown starting in 1939 and was further developed by Jaques. Discussion of
application to conditions in The Netherlands. It appeared in parallel in two editions (Uitage) of
P.T., the professional engineering magazine of the Netherlands: chemical, mechanical and
industrial [A], and electrical [E]. (This series did not run in edition B, construction.) [Day-Mo.Yr.] Vol. 21, Uitgave A (edition A): Part 1: #11, PT 25-5-‘66, p. 447A-455A; Part 2: #13, PT
22-6-‘66, p. 534A-538A; Part 3: #14, PT 6-7-‘66, p. 578A-582A. In Editie E: Part 1: #11, PT
25-5-‘66, p. 391E-399E; Part 2: #13, PT 22-6-‘66, p. 463E-467E; Part 3: #14, PT 6-7-‘66, p.
499E-503E. The pagination and editions are strangely designated. This magazine was renamed
and the editions were changed/consolidated after Sept. 1966. (Hazekamp was cited in Jaques, E.,
A General Theory .... Thanked in Newman and Rowbottom 1968. See Vinton?) SIBL has it.
Hazekamp’s endnotes reveal numerous prior articles in Dutch (included in this Biblio).
They were not seen by me. I do not read the language and do not know the literature
well enough to pursue this line of inquiry further. (Someone else, please follow up on
this! Where did this dialogue go? What Dutch firms attempted to adopt the theory?
Philips NV? Unions? We only have rumors. See Wijnberg 1965 also.) Rp. PJ.
Hazekamp, Frans C., (undated, 1966 ?), “A Comparison Between Elliott Jaques’ Time-Span of
Discretion and some Methods of Job Evaluation,” unpublished (?), “circulated” by Dutch
General Employers’ Association, Haarlem, NL (Algemene Werkgevers-Vereniging VNONCW, AWVN). (Cited and described in S. Cameron, 1976, p. 22.) Directly compared TSD
with a points’ rating job evaluation system and with a paired comparison rating by top
executives. All were strong and produced similar rankings of jobs. The sample was small. The
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results for managerial jobs were much stronger for TSD. Cameron considered why we should
use TSD: “The relative ease of obtaining TSDs would be a major advantage, as well as the point
of objectivity.” When FFP is included, it also considers what the employee thinks the job is
worth, not just the manager. Cited in Theocarakis 1990 PhD Ch. 2. Ru.
Hazekamp, Frans C., 1970, “Enige ervaringen met de timespan-methode van dr. Elliott Jaques”
[In Dutch: “Some Experiences With the Timespan-Method of Dr. Elliott Jaques”], chapter 42 in
P. J. D. Drenth, P. J. Willems, and Ch. J. de Wolff, 1970, Bedrijfspsychologie, onderzoek en
evaluatie [Industrial Psychology: Research and Evaluation], Kluwer, Van Loghum Slaterus,
[Deventer,] The Netherlands, p. 732-746. [Cited in de Jong and Thierry 1984 1984: p. 373:
noted strong correlation between UGM and time-span results, table 6.] (I can’t read this, but I
got it.) NYPL Hum JFE 71-173. Rp. Ch.
Head, Thomas, Theresa Yaeger, and Peter Sorensen, 2010, “Global Organization Structural
Design: Speculation and a Call for Action,” Organization Development Journal, US,
Summer2010, 28(2):41-48. While the roles of business strategy and culture have been explored
in depth, the third major organization change lever, structure, has been neglected in the
international organization development literature. Global organization structure and design
focuses exclusively upon horizontal complexity and locus of decision making. Logical
speculation suggests how different cultural values could impact a population's preferences for the
structural dimensions of vertical complexity, specialization, formalization, and standardization.
Jaques not cited. At Roosevelt U. & (2) Benedictine U., IL. # MS. PJ.
Health Services Organization Research Unit, Brunel University, (Bioss). (See Brunel Institute...)
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce William, 1997, “The Weipa Dispute: Ramifications for the Spread of
Australian Workplace Agreements,” chapter in Frazer, Andrew, Ron McCallum, and Paul
Ronfeldt, eds., 1997, Individual Contracts and Workplace Relations, Australian Centre for
Industrial Relations Research and Training, ACIRRT Working Paper No. 50, University of
Sydney, Sydney, NSW, Australia, 181 pages. (Also, p. 287-295.) Rp. Ch.
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce William, 2003, Strategic Management and Employee Relations:
CRA/Rio Tinto's de-unionisation campaign 1991-2001, PhD, thesis in management, Dept. of
Management, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Victoria, AU, 249 p. (He is teaching at
Deakin Univ., Bowater School, and at Swinburne.) Published as a book in 2007. See also,
Mackinnon. See PhDs.
[Hearn] Mackinnon, Bruce, 2004, “Employer Matters in 2003,” The Journal of Industrial
Relations, Blackwell Asia Ltd, Victoria, AU [C1], June, 46(2):226-241. A review of workplace
activity, legal actions, and legislation during 2003. 2003 was characterised by employer
proactivism, and a preparedness to pursue new legal manoeuvres to prevent or terminate
protected industrial action. The year also witnessed all the members of the ‘industrial relations
club’ embrace and declare a common concern for work and family balance issues. See Hearn
Mackinnon. # Misc. PJ.
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[Hearn] Mackinnon, Bruce, 2005, “Employer Matters in 2004,” The Journal of Industrial
Relations, Industrial Relations Society of Australia, Sydney, New South Wales, AU [C1], June,
47(2):212-225. A review of workplace activity, legal actions, politics, and legislation during
2004. Employers were generally disappointed with the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission’s safety net review decision. The year ended on a positive note for most employers,
with the Howard Government re-elected with a majority in the Senate. See Hearn Mackinnon.
Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce, 2006, “Employer Matters in 2005,” Journal of Industrial Relations,
SAGE Pub. Ltd, London [C1], June, 48(3):385-399. The year was dominated by the looming rewriting of Australia’s industrial relations regulatory regime. Most of 2005 was spent in anxious
anticipation of the Howard government’s impending ‘WorkChoices’ legislation. Major
employer organizations devoted significant resources to building the case for industrial relations
reform and attempting to sell that message to the electorate. By year’s end, employers had
succeeded in the first objective, but had seemingly failed in the second. See Mackinnon. #
Misc. PJ.
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce, 2006, “Requisite Organization Theory and Employment Relations,”
International Journal of Applied Psychoanalytic Studies, Special Issue: Elliott Jaques 2, Wiley
InterScience, New York and London, December 2006, 3(4):325-335. The ramifications for
employment relations from the Elliott Jaques' organizational theories requires understanding the
ideas as well as the way they have been implemented. Australian experience has been profound
due to Jaques' direct collaboration with the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of one of Australia's
most important companies (CRA). The apparent success of the application of his models led
other companies to implement similar organizational systems. Several of them are linked to
management efforts to deunionize and decollectivize their employment relations. Such outcomes
are not in keeping with Jaques' theory since his whole work reveals a wider concern with equity
and fairness. His broader macro-economic concerns, including abundant employment and
workplace democracy, are essential to the proper operation of requisite organizations. Cited
Evans 1977; Jaques 1961, 1976, 1982 (FEFE), 1989, 1994, 2002 (LBLO); BHM 1997; Timo
1996, 1997, 2001. Senior Lecturer, Management & Marketing, Deakin U., Burwood, Vic., 3125,
AU. email: Bruce Hearn Mackinnon (bhmackin@deakin.edu.au) # Rp. PJ.
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce, 2007, “Employer Matters in 2006,” Journal of Industrial Relations,
Sage Pubs Ltd., UK [C1], June, 49(3):394-409. If 2005 was a watershed year with the passing of
the ‘Work Choices’ legislation, then 2006 may well be considered year zero, symbolizing the
beginning of a new era of Australian industrial relations under the employer friendly legislative
regime. Employer groups lobbied the Federal Government in relation to the award
rationalization process, and for codification of definition of `independent contractors', as a means
of immunizing them from many of the rigours currently imposed by employment and labour law.
Key employer groups before the Australian Fair Pay Commission generally urged caution in
raising minimum wages. The year witnessed a number of employers exercising their newfound
powers to either by-pass unions or to constrain union activity. See Mackinnon. # Misc. PJ.
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Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce, 2007, Behind WorkChoices: How one company changed Australia's
industrial relations, Heidelberg Press, Heidelberg, Vic, AU, 145 p. This is his published 2003
PhD research on CRA. “A thorough analysis of the strategies adopted by the firm at the
forefront of attempts to individualise Australian employment relations and reassert managerial
rule. ... He has also shown how even concerted, coherent strategies can come adrift when
confronted by equally determined employee resistence.” - David Peetz, Professor, Griffith U.
"This lucid analysis ... is essential reading for practitioners and academics ... in understanding
the basis of WorkChoices [legislation]." - Joe Isaac, Professor, U. Melbourne (former Dep.
President of the Australian Industrial Relations Comn). See Mackinnon. # Rp. Bk.
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce, 2009, "CRA/Rio Tinto in the 1990s: A Decade of Deunionisation,"
Labour History, Australian Society for the Study of Labour History, AU, Nov. 2009, 97:75-96.
How did management win? A political, legal and economic environment conducive to the
introduction of individual contracts occurred against a background climate of fear and
uncertainty amongst the workforce. The company allowed enterprise negotiations with unions to
drag on for long periods of time, leading the workforce to become frustrated with the process of
collective bargaining and eager for any result which would deliver their expected wage increases.
The CRA offers of 'staff contracts' included significant financial inducements, meanwhile the
unions were unable to deliver wage increases through collective bargaining. The introduction of
'staff contracts' coincided with announcements of impending large-scale redundancies and job
insecurity. In all cases under examination, management's strength and decisiveness was met by a
hesitant, disorganised and ultimately poor leadership from the unions. Cited Jaques 1961, 1976,
1989/1996/1999, 2002 (LBLO); Swain 1995. At Deakin U., AU. # Rp. PJ.
Hearnshaw, L. S., 1954, “Attitudes to Work,” Occupational Psychology, National Institute of
Industrial Psychologists, London, UK, July, 28(3):129-139. Beliefs and values determine
people’s attitudes toward work and productivity. In Europe these may have originated in the
Middle Ages. Mentioned Hawthorne (Whitehead 1938) and Glacier Metal (Jaques 1951) as
studies that showed changes in attitudes resulting from changes in the industrial situation.
Cited Jaques 1951; T. N. Whitehead 1938; A. Marshall 1920. Teach. # D. PJ.
Hecht, Maurice R., 1984, “A Matter of Time,” [Training Today], Training, Minneapolis, MN,
July, 21(7):17, 70. Interview with consultant Maurice R. Hecht on Jaques’ TSD in the hierarchy
concept. Sibl *ZAN-T4685 Library has: 1974-2000. # D. Pro.
Hecht, Maurice, 1986, “A comp-worth method for all time,” [Training Today], Training, Gellert
Pub., NY, NY; Lakewood Pubs., Minneapolis, MN, February, 23(2):12, 16. Maurice Hecht on
equal pay for equal work, on job evaluation, comp-worth, and time span of discretion. Not in
Clio. SIBL offsite *ZAN-T4685 1974-2000. CUNY Online since 1989. JJay Coll - Microfilm HF5549.5 .T7 T67 (1974-2005). # D. Pro.
Heckscher, Charles, 1991, "Can business beat bureaucracy?" The American Prospect, Spring,
2(5):114-128. Cited Jaques 1990. NYPL SIBL os JFM 91-296. No copy. D. PJ.
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Hedberg, Bo, and Sten A. Jönsson, 1978, “Designing semi-confusing information systems for
organizations in changing environments,” Accounting, Organizations and Society, Pergamon
Press, Oxford, UK, 3(1):47-64. Information and accounting systems are internal and stabile.
But organizations need signals that show when the environment is changing. Here are some
principles to design a system to signal confusion. SIBL JLL 85-51 pt. 3-4 (1978). Misc. PJ.
Hedley, R. Alan, and Thomas C. Taveggia, 1974, “Don't Shake the Chauffeur's Hand: Toward
Reliable Knowledge about Industrial Life,” Industrial Relations, Blackwell, US, Oct., 13(3):313318. Reliable conclusions concerning industrial life are problematic. Discussion of sampling
biases reveals that error of unknown proportions is introduced into the research process: first,
when decisions about whom to study are made; second, when entree is attempted; and third,
when individual response cooperation is solicited. “Very few field studies of organizations …
are based on truly random samples.” (For exception: Pugh et al 1968). Jaques was referred to as
an example of a researcher who was over-involved at Glacier because the project lasted 20 years.
The authors claim this had affected his ability to be objective about his subjects. [A work of
Jaques was not cited, but the critique was real and was answerable. Otherwise, this was pseudoscientism.] At U. Victoria, BC, Can.; IIT, IL, US. # Cr. PJ. A.
Hefner, Ralph A., 1951, “What Is Statistical Quality Control?” The Journal of Industrial
Engineering, May 1951, 1(Convention Issue):14-15, 17. A short and very good introduction to
the topic. See Geiger 1954. Reprinted with Permission of Georgia Tech Research Engineer. At
Georgia Tech. SIBL. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Heifetz, Ronald A., 1994, Leadership Without Easy Answers, Belknap/ Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, MA. An adaption that builds on the Tavistock model, especially A. K. Rice.
Cited Jaques 1976. W. Bk. UP. A.
Heifetz, Ronald A., and Donald L. Laurie, 1997, “The Work of Leadership,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, Jan.-Feb., p. 124-134. Also, Dec. 2001 classic. Companies today are
facing adaptive challenges. The authors suggest that the prevailing notion that leadership
consists of having a vision and aligning people with it is bankrupt; this approach ignores the fact
that many work situations are adaptive rather than technical. Authors instead offer six principles
for leading adaptive work. Finally, the leader needs to protect the voices of leadership coming
from below. See 1994 book version. Rice. Misc. Pro.
Heifetz, Ronald A., and Marty Linsky, 2002, Leadership On the Line: Staying Alive Through the
Dangers of Leading, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 252 pages. Let's face it, to
lead is to live dangerously. Although leadership is often viewed as an exciting and glamorous
endeavor, one in which you inspire others to follow you through good times and bad, such a
portrayal ignores leadership's dark side: the inevitable attempts to take you out of the game. This
is particularly true when a leader must steer an organization through difficult change. When the
status quo is upset, people feel a sense of profound loss and dashed expectations. They may
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need to undergo a period of feeling incompetent or disloyal. It's no wonder they resist the
change and often try to eliminate its visible agent. Rice. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Heifetz, Ronald A., and Marty Linsky, 2002, “A Survival Guide for Leaders,” Harvard Business
Review, Cambridge, MA, June 1, 2002, R0206C, 8 p. Adapted from their 2002 book Leadership
on the Line, the article has two main parts. The first looks outward, offering tactical advice
about relating to your organization and the people in it. It is designed to protect you from those
who would push you aside before you complete your initiatives. The second looks inward,
focusing on your own needs and vulnerabilities. It is designed to keep you from bringing
yourself down. Staying in the game and bearing that pain is worth it, not only for the positive
changes you can make in the lives of others but also for the meaning it gives your own. Misc.
Pro.
Heilbroner, Robert L., 1964, "The View from the Top: Reflections on a Changing Business
Ideology," chapter 1 (p. 1-36) in Cheit, Earl Frank, ed., 1964, The Business Establishment,
Wiley, NY, NY, US, 248 p. An examination of several CEO lectures under the sponsorship of
McKinsey, including ones by Ralph J. Cordiner, T. V. Houser, Crawford H. Greenewalt, Roger
M. Blough, Frederick R. Kappel, and Thomas J. Watson, Jr. (q.v.). A book came out of most of
these lectures. His conclusion: "Corporations expect a degree of dedication on the part of their
upward-aspiring employees that does not accord well with the heavy ideological emphasis on
personal creativity and freedom." And he adds, "Given the growth of corporate size and the
more or less inevitable increase in bureaucratization, these pressures for conformity are no doubt
a more or less inevitable trend." Cited by Watson 1965. Cited Baritz 1960. See Chandler 1966;
Cordiner 1967. Clio os (out to fac) HC106.5 C41. NYPL Schw D-15 8117. # Misc. Ch.
Heilbroner, Robert, 1990, “Analysis and Vision in the History of Modern Economic Thought,”
Journal of Economic Literature, AEA, Sep90, 28(3):1097-1114. ISSN: 00220515. He explored
how modern developments have been perceived by economists. Cited studies conducted on the
state of the economy in the 1930s. The period was given consideration because it had a decisive
importance in the economic histories of both capitalism and socialism. Both are visionary
preconceptions that underlie economic analytical work itself - ambiguities of the world. At New
School for Social Research. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Heimer, Carol A., and Arthur Stinchcombe, 1980, “Love and Irrationality,” Social Science
Information, 19(4/5):697-754. When consumers purchase any durable goods they engage in
long-term planning. An interesting thesis. Of course, this depends on their remaining as
couples. See Heimer 1989 citation (p. 306). MS. PJ.
Heimer, Carol A., and Lisa R. Staffen, 1995 ?, “Good-enough parents for special children: social
control and responsibility at home,” American Bar Foundation, ABF working paper; #9518,
Chicago, IL, 50 pages. NWU Law Lib. Not Seen. Misc. Pamph.
Heimer, Carol A., and Lisa R. Staffen, 1996, “Responsible individuals in an organizational
world,” American Bar Foundation, working paper, January 1, 1996, 61 pages. Chapter eight (p.
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327-374) of 1998 has the same title. NWU Law Lib. Not Seen. Misc. Pamph.
Heimer, Carol A., and Lisa R. Staffen, 1998, For the Sake of the Children: Responsibility in the
Hospital and the Home, U. Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 419 p. (Morality and Society Series.)
Neonatal intensive care units. Viewed future parenthood as a long-term responsibility linked to
discretion (p. 85 et seq.). Discussed Jaques 1956/1972 as one of the few studies of industrial
responsibility. Set forth the requirements for raising responsible adults. A solid book in the
social sciences. Cited Soltan 1987, Rosenbaum and Karinja 1989, Padgett and Ansell 1993,
Heimer and Stinchcombe 1980. Chapter three cited in Stinchcombe 2005. Both at NWU in
sociology and law. NYPL HUM JFE 98-8558; City Coll Sci, JJay. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Heimer, Carol A., 1999, “Rules and Responsibility: what kinds of rule systems encourage
responsibility rather than accountability,” Institute for Policy Research, NWU Working paper
WP-99-13, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, 47 pages. Hummm. NWU Law Lib. Not
Seen. Misc. Pamph.
Helfat, Constance E., 1997, "Know-how and asset complementarity and dynamic capability
accumulation: The case of R&D," Strategic Management Journal, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, May,
18(5):339-360. DOI: 10.1002/(SICI)1097-0266(199705)18:5<339::AID-SMJ883>3.0.CO;2-7.
[Online: 28 APR 1999.] Dynamic capabilities enable firms to create new products and processes
and respond to changing market conditions. This empirical investigation of dynamic R&D
capabilities deals with the role of complementary know-how and other assets in the context of
changing conditions in the U.S. petroleum industry during the 1970s and early 1980s. Firms
with larger amounts of complementary technological knowledge and physical assets undertook
larger amounts of R&D on coal conversion (a synthetic fuels process). # Misc. PJ.
Helfat, Constance E., and Ruth S. Raubitschek, 2000, "Product Sequencing: Co-Evolution of
Knowledge, Capabilities and Products," Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, Oct/Nov2000,
21(10/11):961-979. ISSN: 01432095. This view starts with the product. It provides a conceptual
model that explains how the coevolution of organizational knowledge, capabilities, and products
over long time spans can result in competitive advantage over time. At the heart of the model
are sequences of products supported by vertical chains of activities into resource and knowledgebased competitive advantage. The model also suggests that we can think about the evolution of
industries too in terms of vertical chains and products. At Amos Tuck, Dartmouth Coll.;
Antitrust Division, U.S. Department of Justice. # MS. PJ. A.
Helgesen, Sally, 2008, "The Practical Wisdom of Ikujiro Nonaka," Strategy and Business, Booz
& Co., NY, NY, US, Winter 2008, A portrait of the venerable Japanese advocate of phronesis:
ingrained wisdom as a business practice. He is the co-author of the recent book –Managing
Flow. He asks the five “Whys?” Firms that favor explicit knowledge over tacit knowledge may
promote senior executives who do not understand the subtleties of the business. # MS. Pro.
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Heller, Frank A., 1960, “Studies in Organisation: The Effect of Structure on Industrial
Relations,” Journal of Industrial Relations, University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW, Australia,
2(1):1-19. Cited Glacier, Brown 1960; Jaques 1951 - and 1956. At Tavistock. # Rp. PJ. A.
Heller, Frank A., 1961, “An Evaluation of the Personnel Management Function,” Journal of
Industrial Relations, AU, 3:32-43. Showed how and why social science knowledge is relevant in
Personnel. Cited Wilfred Brown 1960; Jaques, 1951, 1956; Behrend 1959. At Tavistock. # Rp.
PJ. A.
Heller, Frank, 1970, “On the Misuse of Human Skill”, Tavistock Institute of Human Relations,
Document HRC 318, London, UK. (Reprinted as chapter (p. 51-58) in Weir, Mary, ed., 1976,
Job Satisfaction: challenge and response in modern Britain, Fontana/Collins, Glasgow, UK, 288
p.) We spend a great deal of time and effort in developing human skills and little making good
use of them. There are three major barriers to their use: 1. technical, 2. social, 3. psychological.
Unused skills get old and rusty. Training may be haphazard and the learner immobile. The
longevity of a skill may also play a role. If skills are a reservoir, the invisible hand has not done
its job at all well. NYPL Offsite - Req in Adv JLC 89-394 (SIBL). Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Heller, Frank, 1978, “The Realities of Participation,” Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, March 1978, p. 74-77, 153. Mentioned Glacier. Baruch Percls. SIBL *ZANB187. D. Pro.
Heller, Frank, and Bernhard Wilpert, 1981, Competence and Power in Managerial DecisionMaking: a study of senior levels of organization in eight countries, Wiley, Chichester, UK, New
York, NY. Neatly described Glacier, Jaques and Brown (p. 10-11, 94). As of 1981, Glacier
“remain(ed) an outstanding, long-lived example of entrepreneurial innovation.” D. Bk.
Heller, Frank, ed., 1986, The Use and Abuse of Social Science, Sage Publications, London, UK.
See Chapter 9: “Use and Abuse of Science,” p. 123-142, and “Conclusions,” p. 266-281, for
discussions of the application of social science methods at Glacier. The joint consultation
process for policy making at Glacier (leaving managers to implement them) seems to have
“worked quite well at this company for over thirty years,” p. 131-2. Heller was at Tavistock but
his judgments are even-handed. A solid assessment. Rp. Ch.
Heller, Frank, and Jyuji Misumi, 1987, “Decision Making,” Chapter 16 (p. 207-219) in Bass,
Bernard, Pieter J. D. Drenth, associate editor, Peter Weissenberg, eds., 1987, Advances in
Organizational Psychology: an International Review, Sage Publications, Beverly Hills, Cal., US,
314 p. ISBN: 0803928025. Longitudinal results of organizational decision making are reviewed
in seven European firms using in common a contingent decision-making model. The
competence of the individuals within the process was underutilized. The status of one's position
gave power, which continued in 'participation.' In contrast, the current practice of the ringi
method in Japan is described in detail both as a method of bottoms-up communication as well as
of organizational decision making. Consensus is sought as an idea filters slowly upward in the
firm, but implementation can be very rapid. Problems caused by the ringi method are examined
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as well as another Japanese decision aid, nemawashi—an informal sounding of opinions. The
ability to use the ringi method or nemawashi requires a high degree of frustration tolerance. See
Bass 1987 (ch. 1) for Refs. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Heller, Frank, 1991, “Participation and Competence: A Necessary Relationship,” Chapter 16 (p.
265-281) in Russell, Raymond, and Veljko Rus, eds., 1991, International Handbook of
Participation in Organizations, Vol. II, Ownership and Participation, Oxford U.P., Oxford, UK,
New York, NY. Heller, at Tavistock, has recognized participation by employees in decisionmaking without competence is meaningless. But Heller defined it as level of experience and
skill, rather than as Jaques did, as level of information processing capability. Did not cite Jaques.
Misc. Ch. UP. A.
Heller, Frank, Eugen Pusic, George Strauss, and Bernhard Wilpert, 1998, Organizational
Participation, Myth and Reality, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK and NY, NY. Described
Glacier, Jaques, and Brown on p. 145, 153. Assumed the Tavvy perspective. Critical of Glacier:
“This alleged solution ... assumes policy making requires no competence, or less than
implementation.” Introduction described the dilemma of participation in “the harsh reality of life
in competitive organizations.” Recognized the need for citizen rights for employees but offered
no solution. Also linked Tavistock/STS to QWL and Team Working - and many fads. STS
bibliography in 1994 had 3000 entries. See Heller 1986; Child 1976; Hilmer and Donaldson
1996; Spitzer and Evans 1997; Kieser 1997. W. Bk. UP. A.
Heller, Frank, 1998, “Influence at Work: A 25-year program of research,” Human Relations,
New York, NY, Dec 1998, 51(12):1425-1456. A series of projects on the distribution of
influence were developed over a quarter of a century. Organizational influence sharing appears
to have made only limited progress during the last 50 years. Four explanations are put forward:
1. Over-idealistic expectations, 2. a tendency to ignore the need for certain necessary
antecedents, 3. a tendency to act as if influence sharing is not subject to contingencies like the
nature of tasks, and 4. the almost universal tendency to design influence sharing measures
through uncoordinated mechanistic social engineering. Cited EJ 1951. Refu. PJ.
Hellriegel, Don, and Wendell French, 1969, “A Critique of Jaques’ Equitable Payment System,”
Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, May 1969, 8(3):269-279. The authors noted that in an
earlier article, “Atchison and French [1967] found little or no empirical evidence to confirm
Jaques' strong criticism of traditional job evaluation.” (p. 275) [But Atchison’s dissertation did
not ask this question. In fact, Jaques’ critique of traditional job evaluation was because it was
not based on scientific method, but on subjective procedures that were “adjusted” after the data
was collected, such as in the point-system.] Hellriegel and French cited Goodman’s article
(since recanted 1973), but omitted the key piece of information - that Goodman claimed his
terms were equivalents of Jaques’ terms - while using different definitions for them. They
condemned Jaques’ assertion that time-span would apply to American workers as well as to
British workers with the [unsupported] claim that time-span was culture-specific. [But French
already knew from Atchison’s 1965 Ph.D. results and his own 1967 article with Atchison that
Jaques’ time-span (TSD:FFP) held at +0.90 for U.S. employees. In Appendix 1 (1961) Jaques
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had reported earnings progression data from seven US companies that was “practically identical”
to his British data.] They falsely claimed Stanley Alderson’s 1964 article, “The Jaquesian
General Theory,” supported their critique of Jaques. However, Alderson actually had lavished
praise on Jaques: “His [Jaques’] research has been able to proceed from hypothesis to experiment
to an extent which has no precedent in its field except perhaps Mayo's Hawthorne experiments.”
(p. 83) Alderson concluded, “Dr. Jaques' book [Equitable Payment] is important alike for its
academic and its social implications. It is not too much to hope that it will be to industrial
sociology what ‘The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money’ [by John Maynard
Lord Keynes] has been to economics” (p. 90). [This article misconstrues each of its major
citations and comes to a seriously defective and unsupported conclusion.] Based on Hellriegel
1969 Related PhD. Hellriegel worked at Penn State [see Downey 1974 Ph.D.] and then at Texas
A&M, and French was at U. WA. (See Quaid-Ahlstrand, Related PhD 1988 and book, and
Acker book, for more skeptical views of traditional job evaluation.) # Cr. PJ. A.
Hellstrom, Christina, 2001, “Affecting the Future: Chronic Pain and Perceived Agency in a
Clinical Setting,” Time and Society, Sage, London, UK, Thousand Oaks, CAL., New Delhi, IN,
March, 10(1):77-92. Pain alters the sense of the future and time. Intentions give a person
something to strive for and have survival value for patients. Found significant changes in
perceptions of the future in chronic pain patients along six general conceptual patterns: diagnosis
as a signpost to the future, changes in prospective thinking and feeling, “frozen futures,” changed
strategies for coping with the future, perceived degree of agency, and approaches to handling
conflicts in the clinical setting. Doctors need more “time empathy” toward the patients. Cited
Jaques 1982. At Goteborg U., Sweden. # Rp. PJ.
Hellstrom, Christina, and Tomas Hellstrom, 2003, “The Present is Less than the Future: Mental
Experimentation and Temporal Exploration in Design Work,” Time and Society, Sage, Sept.,
12(2):263-279. This article explores the dimensions of time and temporality in the context of
product design for marketing. The results provide insights into how the designers use mental
experimentation and imagination by actively envisioning various futures, or `possible worlds' in
the design process. We were able to discern two additional cognitive factors: by projecting a
future goal; and by investing this goal or image with an emotional loading. Envisioning the
future state in design. Cited Jaques 1982. See Shively 1966. # Rp. PJ. *****
Helmstetter, Craig, 2008, “The Stratification of Ideological Sophistication in the General
Public,” Social Science Electronic Pub., July 20, 2008. Online at:
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1158142 This paper extends Delli Carpini and Keeter's stratified
democracy theory (1996) in an attempt to answer the question, "Why do some people develop
sophisticated systems of political opinions, while others do not?" After Converse's seminal
findings of a mass-elite divide in levels of sophistication (1964), the literature devolved into
methodological debates, leaving the question largely unanswered. Using National Election
Study data, I propose improved measures of ideological consistency and stability. A path
analysis that incorporated structural equation modeling (SEM) techniques suggests support for
the treatment of ideological sophistication as a stratified resource, and suggests that sex, race,
ethnicity, social capital, frequency of political discussions, level of political knowledge, and
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especially interest in politics and education are important determinants of ideological
sophistication. At Wilder Foundation, St. Paul, MN, USA. # MS. NJ.
Helsel, A. Ray, Herbert A. Aurbach, and Donald J. Willower, 1969, "Teachers' Perceptions of
Organizational Climate and Expectations of Successful Change," The Journal of Experimental
Education, Taylor & Francis, Ltd., UK, Winter 1969, 38(2):39-44. Correlations were computed
between teacher's perceived climate, eight sub-dimensions of climate on one hand, and the
expectations for successful change on the other. Principal-teacher relations were significant, but
not teacher-teacher. Authors speculated that teachers saw themselves as having a limited impact
on change in the schools. Values are permanent but external circumstances are not. Cited and
used Nehnevajsa 1966 unpublished book in mimeo. # MS. PJ.
Helson, Ravenna, Brent Roberts, and Gail Agronick, 1995, “Enduringness and Change in
Creative Personality and the Prediction of Occupational Creativity,” (Institute of Personality and
Social Research, University of California, Berkeley), Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, APA, US, Dec. 1995, 69(6):1173-1183. DOI: 10.1037/0022-3514.69.6.1173.
ISSN: 0022-3514 (Pr); 1939-1315 (Elec). Participants in a longitudinal study of women's adult
development were scored at midlife on the Occupational Creativity Scale (OCS), which draws on
J. L. Holland's 1985 model of vocational environments in the assessment of participants' creative
achievement. College measures of cognitive-affective style and career aspirations predicted
OCS scores at age 52, and consistency of creative temperament (H. G. Gough, 1992). There was
change along with this enduringness: Large fluctuations in creative temperament over one period
of life or another were common in individuals, and OCS scores were associated with an increase
in level of effective functioning over 30 years. Mid-life. Cited Jaques 1965. # MS. PJ. A.
Hemman, Eileen Ann, 1998, Leadership Profiles of Senior Nurse Executives (Stratified Systems),
Ed.D., dissertation in Health Sciences, Education, Nursing and Hospital Management, Seattle
University, Seattle, WA, 238 pages. UMI AAT 9923892 [24 page preview]. DAI-B 60-03, p.
1017, Sep 1999. Unpublished. See PhDs.
Hemphill, John K., 1959, "Job Descriptions for Executives," Harvard Business Review, US,
Sep/Oct., 37(5):55-67. ISSN: 0017-8012. The basic dimensions of responsibility should
describe executive jobs and should measure an executive's responsibility, be a basis for
evaluating a manager's performance, and paying different salaries. It also should guide the
development of management ability. The job dimensions include: supervision of work; internal
business control; technical aspects of products and markets; long-range planning; exercise of
power and authority; business reputation; personal demands; and preservation of assets. Very
influential. Supported by Pinto and Tornow 1975. [Online chart unreadable.] # # Misc. Pro.
Hemphill, J. K., 1961, “Why People Attempt to Lead,” chapter in L. Petrullo and B. M. Bass,
eds., 1961, Leadership and Interpersonal Behavior, Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, New York,
NY. Group members who realized they were less competent made fewer leadership attempts.
Cited by R. T. Stein and Heller 1979. MS. Ch.
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Henderson, Andrew D., and James W. Fredrickson, 1996, “Information-Processing Demands as
a Determinant of CEO Compensation,” The Academy of Management Journal, June 1996,
39(3):575-606. Results from four industries support the view that CEOs are paid according to
the information processing demands of their jobs. CEOs are paid more when the firm’s
diversification strategy, technology, and top management team structure placed particularly high
information processing demands on the CEO role. Cited Agarwal 1981. Unaware of RO theory.
Strong support of theory. (ADH 1996 PhD not related.) Cited by Combs and Skill 2003. MS.
PJ. A.
Henderson, Andrew D., Danny Miller, and Donald C. Hambrick, 2006, “How Quickly Do CEOs
Become Obsolete? Industry dynamism, CEO tenure, and company performance,” Strategic
Management Journal, Wiley InterScience, 27(5):447-460. Scholars have characterized CEO
tenures as life cycles in which executives learn rapidly during their initial time in office, but then
grow stale as they lose touch with the external environment. In the stable food industry, 98 firmlevel CEO performances improved steadily with tenure, with downturns occurring only among
the few CEOs who served more than 10-15 years. In contrast, in the dynamic computer industry,
228 CEOs were at their best when they started their jobs, and firm performance declined steadily
across their tenures, presumably as their paradigms grew obsolete more quickly than they could
learn. [Dynamic? Chaotic? Empirical? Where are the VCs? Or are they the problem?] Alt.
PJ. A.
Henderson, Bruce D., and John Dearden, 1966, “New System for Divisional Control,” Harvard
Business Review, Sep/Oct66, 44(5):144-154. The authors suggested that return-on-investment
(ROI) for divisional performance evaluation among U.S. corporations and business enterprises
can be misleading because it can provide information that leads to incorrect decisions, motivates
division managers to take actions contrary to the best interests of the company, and misleads top
management about divisional performance. ROI used profit centers that cannot function as such,
transfer prices that are not really prices, and investment bases that are not in fact relevant. ROI
has severe limitations. The authors outlined a new approach that holds division managers
responsible only for what they can control, was based on a budget of the division's expected
contribution, on a fixed- and managed-cost budget, and on a capital budget. # MS. Pro.
Henderson, Bruce, 1986, “The Logic of Kanban,” Journal of Business Strategy, New York
University, NY, Winter 1986, 6(3):6-12. The founder of BCG embraces JIT, Deming, quality,
Ohno, and admits the error of his strategy matrix / portfolio analysis - or almost - in favor of the
operational benefits of the Japanese Way. But he had retired to Vanderbilt U. Misc. PJ.
Henderson, Rebecca M., and Kim B. Clark, 1990, “Architectural Innovation: The
Reconfiguration of Existing Product Technologies and the Failure of Established Firms,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, Ithaca, NY, March 1990, 35(1):9-30. The traditional
categorization of innovation as either incremental or radical is incomplete. We define product
"architecture" as innovations that change the architecture of a product without changing its
components. Since architectural knowledge tends to become embedded in the structure and
information-processing procedures of established organizations, this destruction is difficult for
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firms to recognize and hard to correct – with significant competitive implications. We
illustrate this through an empirical study of the semiconductor photolithographic alignment
equipment industry. From Henderson 1988 Interesting PhD. At MIT and HBS. # Misc. PJ. A.
Henderson, Rebecca, 1993, “Underinvestment and incompetence as responses to radical
innovation: Evidence from the photolithographic alignment equipment industry,” Rand Journal
of Economics, Mount Morris, Ill., Rand Corp., Summer, 24(2):248–270. Using data from a field
study of the photolithographic alignment equipment industry, I show that as neoclassical theory
predicts, established firms invested more than entrants in incremental innovation. But in
agreement with organizational theory, the research efforts of incumbents seeking to exploit
radical innovation were significantly less productive than those of entrants. Cited Hedberg 1981;
Henderson 1988 Interesting PhD. At MIT. # MS. PJ. A.
Henderson, Rebecca, and Iain Cockburn, 1994, “Measuring Competence? Exploring firm effects
in pharmaceutical research,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, NJ, US, 15(Winter Special
Issue):63–84. [Measuring 'organizational competence' in R&D by counting patents produces a
hash. Toward the end the authors concede as much.] The key may be hiring world-class
researchers – inputs, not outputs. To do this, a firm must - must – offer publications to count
toward promotions, be located close to medical centers, and allocate resources by committee
consensus of peers, not single boss-dictators. At Sloan/MIT, US; UBC, Can. # Misc. PJ. A.
Henderson, Richard I., and Kitty Clarke, 1981, Job Pay for Job Worth, Georgia State U. Press,
Atlanta, GA, 328 p. Time-span of discretion. One sentence on Jaques and one on T.T. Paterson.
JJay & Baruch HF 5549.5 .J62 H34. 1994 edn., SIBL JBE 94-2673. W. Bk. UP.
Henderson, Richard I., 2003, Computer Management in a Knowledge-based World, 9th edn.,
Prentice Hall, 578 p. A textbook. Not in CUNY or NYPL. W. Bk.
Hendrick, Hal W., 1979, “Differences in Group Problem-Solving Behavior and Effectiveness as
a Function of Abstraction,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Oct. 1979, 64(5):518-525.
Group problem solving and decision making often have been shown to increase productivity.
This was largely due to increased motivation through acceptance of goals by the group.
Differences between individuals using concrete and abstract reasoning styles were “consistent
and dramatic.” Cue utilization, pace (task completion time), flexibility, challenging the rules,
and focusing on the work of the others in the team were greater among those using abstract style
reasoning. Found the group’s behavior and effectiveness was better with abstract cognitive
complexity. Graduate and undergraduate students were used as subjects. Cited numerous
unpublished dissertations. Cited HHS 1961, Harvey 1966. Cited in Goodwin & Ziegler 1998.
Validated John O’Connor 1971 PhD at Peabody which was a test of Kohlberg. MS. PJ. A.
Hendrick, Hal W., 1981, “Abstractness, Conceptual Systems and the Functioning of Complex
Systems,” chapter two (p. 25-50) in England, George W., Anant R. Negandhi, and Bernhard
Wilpert, eds., 1981, The Functioning of Complex Organizations, publication of the Science
Center Berlin, No. 35, Oeleschieger, Gunn, and Hain, Cambridge, MA, 368 p. Papers from a
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1978 conference in Berlin. Organizations have increasingly come under public attack in the
1960s and 1970s, led by consumer groups, and have inadequately responded with low quality
products and high costs. Fewer abilities of employees are used. The failure at the managerial
level is in interpersonal, group, and intergroup relations. Changes are first needed in values,
psychology, and competencies. Data have recently surfaced for Concrete and Abstract thinking
styles. These are reflections of continuities and discontinuities in four mental structures.
Differences in Abstractness affect the relationships and structures in complex organizations. The
symptoms of organizational dysfunction have increased. The managers have lived largely in a
concrete world. But the 1980s will be more Abstract and Jaques’ depiction is more appropriate.
Cited HWH 1979; Jaques 1976; H. Levinson 1977; K . Davis 1966/1964. Clio Offsite HD29
.F86. Hum Offsite JLE 83-1793 (HSSL). CUNY Baruch HD58.9 .S95 1984. # Rp. Ch.
Hendrick, Hal W., 1984, “Cognitive Complexity, Conceptual Systems, and Organization Design
and Management: Review and Ergonomic Implications,” chapter (p. 15-25) in Hendrick, Hal W.,
and Ogden Brown, Jr., eds., Human Factors in Organizational Design and Management, North
Holland, Amsterdam, NL, 628 p. (First of two.) Proceedings of first symposium held in
Honolulu, Hawaii, 21-24 August, 1984. The importance of empirical findings on the cognitive
complexity variable and related “natural” conceptual systems with their ergonomic aspects are
reviewed. “In the future a macroergonomics approach will be required which systematically
considers alternative organizational designs and the complexity level of those who will manage
the system.” Cited HWH 1979, EJ 1976, H. Levinson 1977, Piaget 1948, Kohlberg 1969. Not in
Clio, NYPL. NYU Offsite. CUNY Baruch HD58.9 .S95 1984. # Rp. Ch.
Hendrick, Hal W., 1986a, “Macroergonomics: A conceptual model for integrating human factors
with organizational design,” chapter (p. 467-478) in Brown, Ogden, Jr, and Hal W. Hendrick,
eds., 1986, Human Factors in Organizational Design and Management - II, North Holland,
Amsterdam, NL. This is the proceedings of the Second Symposium on HFODM, held in
Vancouver, B.C., Canada, 19-21 August, 1986, co-sponsored by the Human Factors Society.
Lots of PhDs cited, p. 83-89. NYPL HUM JLD 87-1414 (HSSL) Misc. Ch.
Hendrick, Hal W., 1986b, “Matching individual and job complexity: validation of stratified
systems theory,” Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 30th Annual Meeting, 29 Sept.-3
Oct. 1986, Dayton, OH, USA. Publisher: Human Factors Soc, Santa Monica, CA, USA, v. 30, p
999-1001. Stratified systems theory (SST) holds that hierarchical differentiation of jobs in
organizations differ systematically in their cognitive complexity requirements, and that managers
perform most effectively and are happiest when their own complexity level matches that of their
position. In the present study, the cognitive complexity level of 22 hotel managers was assessed,
and their potential for promotion to Area Manager was evaluated. The relationship between the
two was significant beyond .01. Of the seven who were actually promoted during a three-year
period, all but two were high on complexity. One of the two low on complexity later was
demoted (5 refs.) Hendrick was at USC. (See Venda and Hendrick 1994). NYU Bobst
TA166.H8n 18-36 1974-1992. # Rp. PJ.
Hendrick, Hal W., 1987, “Human Factors in Organizational Design and Management,” chapter
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(p. 347-398) in Hancock, Peter A., ed., 1987, Human Factors in Psychology, Advances in
Psychology, No. 47, North Holland, Amsterdam, NL, 433 p. Not in NYPL or CUNY.
Clio Psych/Math Offsite. BF 441 .H814 1987. Not Seen. Misc. Ch.
Hendrick, Hal W., 1990, “Perceptual Accuracy of Self and Others and Leadership Status as
Functions of Cognitive Complexity,” chapter (p. 511-520) in Clark, Kenneth E., and Miriam B.
Clark, eds., 1990, Measures of Leadership, Leadership Library of America, West Orange, NJ.
Perceptual accuracy and leadership effectiveness were related to level of cognitive complexity.
Cognitively complex leaders will tend to be more effective leaders. Significant relationship
found. Jaques omitted but HWH did presentation with Jacobs at 1988 conference. TC & NYU
BF637 .L4 M43 1990. # Rp. Ch.
Hendrick, Hal W., c. 1990, “Leadership Behavior and Effectiveness as a Function of Cognitive
Complexity.” Manuscript in preparation for submission for publication. (Book length?
Article?) Not seen. Ru.
Hendrick, Hal W., 1996, “Cognitive complexity, conceptual systems, and behavior,” Journal of
the Washington Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC, 84(2):53-67. [vol. 86 ???] City Coll
Sci/Engr & Cohen pre-1972: Holdings 1964-1972. Queens 1967-1992 (v57-v82) level 1: Q11
.W32. NYPL Offsite *EA W317 (Washington Academy of Sciences. Journal) v. 1-32. [Clio
offsite – 1911-till -1978, 1975?] Not in NYC. Not seen. NYPL ILL ? ask Libn. Rp. PJ.
Hendry, John, 1999, “Cultural Theory and Contemporary Management Organization,” Human
Relations, London UK, Ann Arbor MI, New York, NY, May, 52(5):557-577. SSCI. Mary
Douglas’ social anthropology theory of grid-and-group (1973, 1978, 1982) provides a framework
for understanding collective coercion in a world of markets and hierarchies. The individualist
Big Men of the financial market need organizational hierarchies to coordinate collective labor.
Cited Jaques 1990. W. PJ.
Hendry, John, 2002, “The Principal’s Other Problems: Honest Incompetence and the
Specification of Objectives,” Academy of Management Review, Jan., 27(1):98-113. The
problems of principal-agent theory are bone deep, at the core of the concept. It misses the
central concerns of managing an enterprise. It assumes bad intentions on the part of managers,
unenlightened self-interest, even self-dealing. The effects attributed to self-seeking are
fundamental to the agency relationship itself. Tough but even-handed. (Jaques dealt with the
incompetence issue and Deming with the folly of specifications.) This opens the door to
research on true managerial discretion and the hiring of CEOs. (The underlying issue is the
denial of discretion to the agent.) At Birkbeck, U. London, and U. Cambridge. See Meek also.
See Ghoshal and Moran 1996. Refu. PJ. A.
Heneman, Herbert G., III, 1985, "Pay Satisfaction," Research in Personnel and Human
Resources Management, JAI Press, CT, 3:115-139. Largely followed Lawler’s 1971discrepancy
model. But this one wasn’t so strong. Jaques; Shapiro and Wahba 1978 not cited. Cited Lawler
1971, 1981; Goodman 1974; Mahoney & Weiner 1978; Weiner 1980; Krefting & Mahoney
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1978; Krefting 1980. Cited in Perret 2009. Baruch, Clio HF5549 .A2 R49. # MS. PJ.
Heneman, Robert L., Gayle Porter, David B. Greenberger, and Stephen Strasser, 1997,
"Modeling the Relationship Between Pay Level and Pay Satisfaction," Journal of Business and
Psychology, Springer, Winter 1997, 12(2):147-158. DOI: 10.1023/A:1025066017232. The
relationship between pay level and pay satisfaction was modeled in a field study with 456
employees of nursing departments in a large hospital. After controlling for person, job, and pay
system characteristics, pay satisfaction variance was better explained by treating pay level as a
power function rather than a linear function. This result was expected given the low wage rate
relative to the market, the lack of a formal rewards system, and the high level of tenure in the
workforce. Not cited: Jaques; Calnan & Firth 1970. Cited Adams 1965; Zedeck and Smith
1968; Krefting 1980; Krzystofiak, Newman & Krefting 1982. See Porter, G., et al 1990. At
Ohio State U.; Rudgers U., NJ. # Rp. PJ.
Henkel, Mary, and Maurice Kogan, 1981, The DHSS Funded Research Units: The Process of
Review, Dept. of Government, Brunel U., Uxbridge, UK. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Henkel, Mary, Maurice Kogan, Tim Packwood, [T. Whitaker,] and Penny Youall, 1989, The
Health Advisory Service: an evaluation, King Edward’s Hospital Fund for London, UK, 104 p.
Sadly, the HAS does not have the resources to do its job and needs a sharper focus. The Brunel
team is appropriately restrained in the claims for the ability of their social science to evaluate
public policies. Positive Book Review in Public Administration by David J. Hunter of Nuffield
Institute, U. of Leeds, 68(4):546-547. Bk Rev in Journal of Social Policy by Rudolph Klein of
U. of Bath, 19(4):581-583. MS. Bk.
Henly, John, and Steve Harrison, 1981, “Remedial Professions in the Corporate Management
Structure”, unpublished document, Nuffield Centre for Health Services Studies, University of
Leeds. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Henly, John, and Steve Harrison, 1982, “Lines of Accountability”, Health and Social Service
Journal, London, UK, 22 April 1982, 92(4793):506-508. Despite the creation of new managerial
posts in 1974, paramedical and remedial departments still ambiguously ‘float’ in organizational
terms. Some therapists were accountable to a community physician, some to an administrator –
and some to both. Chief officers in other disciplines did not take them seriously. The issue was
profession power and authority. Not in CUNY, NYPL, or Brunel. Cited by Øvretveit 1985.
Jaques not cited. [Authors may be reversed.] In NY Acad. of Medicine. # Misc. Pro.
Hennessey, J. Thomas, Jr., 1998, "’Reinventing’ Government: does leadership make the
difference?” Public Administration Review, 1 November 1998, 58(6):522- . ISSN: 0033-3352.
Examined the role of leadership in the "reinvention of government" initiatives in nine federal
offices. The leader was critical to reinvention efforts. Leaders were categorized according to
Bennis's four leadership competencies. The research found that organizational culture facilitated
or hampered reinvention. Leaders influenced the organizational outcomes in both reinvention
and related performance measures, most likely via the organizational culture. “The concept that
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organizations have specific cultures may be traced to Elliot Jaques's (sic) The Changing Culture
of a Factory (1951).” W. PJ.
Herbold, Robert J., 2002, “Inside Microsoft: Balancing Creativity and Discipline,” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, Jan., p. 73-79. Seven years earlier, Herbold came from Procter
and Gamble where things had been formal. But at MS meetings had an ad hoc quality. He
dressed in khaki shorts. His new experience of delegated responsibility and decision-making
was exhilarating but also disorienting. Financial and operating data in each division was
constructed to fit the division’s needs not those of the corporation. The result was disastrous.
Top management took weeks to harmonize the diverse frameworks. A single IT system
company-wide solved the problem and produced uniformly-defined information by division and
geography. The Purchasing and Invoicing took two systems. The new human resources
management system strengthened MS’s ability to attract and to assess top talent. The firm uses a
3-year planning forecast for existing and new products. These new systems simplified the jobs
of those who used them daily so they were accepted. But the CEO had to fully back the new
systems for them to be installed by managers. Information Technology. Author was MS’s COO
1995-2001. # Misc. Pro.
Herbst, Kobus, Peter Littlejohns, Jakes Rawlinson, Mark Collinson, and Jeremy C. Wyatt, 1999,
“Evaluating computerized health information systems: hardware, software and human ware:
experiences from the Northern Province, South Africa”, Journal of Public Health Medicine,
Oxford U. Press, UK, 21(3):305-310. Failure to evaluate the human impact of changes and
improvements to the HIS could lead to failure of the entire project. Concentration on hardware
and software to the detriment of human ware can be a risky strategy. The major risks include
the training of end users and the communication between commissioners and the implementers.
The complex milieu is social, political, financial, professional and managerial – and constantly in
a state of flux. At Medical Univ. of So. Af. (MEDUNSA). # Misc. PJ.
Herbst, P. G., 1976, “Non-Hierarchical Forms of Organization,” Acta Sociologica, Taylor &
Francis Ltd, UK/Sweden, 19(1):65-75. This article discussed composite autonomous, matrix and
network organizations, first at the level of small groups, and then considered larger social units.
The non-hierarchical organization has the capacity for multi-structured functioning, and the
capacity for achieving and maintaining directive correlation of on-going activities. Goes beyond
the choice between the Scylla of competitive individualism and the Charybdis of collectivistic
and authoritarian solutions, thus avoiding the sacrifice of the individual to the overriding needs
and demands of a social system. But known actual cases are on a small scale. (Speculative.
Very STS-oriented.) At Oslo. # Alt. PJ.
Herman, Jeanne Brett, and Charles L. Hulin, 1972, “Studying Organizational Attitudes from
Individual and Organizational Frames of Reference,” Organizational Behavior and Human
Performance, [now ...Human Decision Processes], Aug., 8(1):84-108. Based on Related 1972
PhD. Organization structure is the largest determinant of individual attitudes. We should not
hire on attitudes. We should look at changing the organization structure to improve individual
attitudes. Noted that Porter and Siegel 1965 failed to confirm Porter and Lawler 1964 on tall vs
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flat organizations above 5000 employees. Lyman Porter’s scales for measuring Maslow’s
need hierarchy theory did not have the internal structure to support its scale scores.
Findings also supported Jaques. Jaques not cited. See similar results in: Lawler and Porter 1963;
Belcher 1964; Hall, DT, and Nougaim 1968; Alderfer 1969; Oeltjen 1972. (Newman’s
Interesting Ph.D. 1974 built on this Ph.D.) MS. PJ.
Herman, Robert D., and David O. Renz, 1999, “Theses on Nonprofit Organizational
Effectiveness,” Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly, Sage Pub., Thousand Oaks, Cal.,
June, 28(2):107-126. This article advances six theses about the effectiveness of public benefit
charitable nonprofit organizations (NPOs). (a) Non-profit organizational effectiveness is always
a matter of comparison. (b) Nonprofit organizational effectiveness is multidimensional and will
never be reducible to a single measure. (c) Boards of directors make a difference in the
effectiveness of NPOs, but how they do this is not clear. (d) More effective NPOs are more
likely to use correct management practices. (e) Nonprofit organizational effectiveness is a social
construction. (f) Program outcome indicators as measures of NPO effectiveness are limited and
can be dangerous . The article concludes by considering three possible futures for NPO
effectiveness research. At U Missouri - Kansas City. Misc. PJ.
Herriot, Peter, and Carol Rothwell, 1983, “Expectations and impressions in the graduate
selection interview,” Journal of Occupational Psychology, UK, Dec., 56(4):303-314. The
interview was used to infer personality traits and suitability beyond the application form alone.
Most interviewers were negative and tried to avoid 'false positive' impressions. One key was
congruence on topic coverage (multiple). A way to avoid these expectation differences would be
to negotiate topics at the beginning. Also, the interviewer would be better off verifying
biological data than gathering personality inferences. At U. London, Birkbeck. # Misc. PJ.
Hersch, Joni, and Patricia Reagan, 1990, “Job Match, Tenure and Wages Paid by Firms,”
Economic Inquiry, Huntington Beach, CA, July 1990, 28(3):488-507. Most of the important
theories of compensation imply that wages rise with job seniority. However, recent authors have
claimed that ordinary least squares estimates of the return to tenure are biased upward because of
unobserved individual and match heterogeneity (including Topel). Consistent estimates of the
returns to tenure are obtained by estimating a structural model of the wage-tenure relation,
utilizing a matched sample of workers and firms. Strong evidence is found that wages do rise
with job seniority. Job match is an important determinant of wages but not of tenure. However,
omitting job match quality has only a minor effect on the estimated returns to seniority. A
striking result is that even though firms differ in their average wage levels, wages rise with
tenure independently of the firm's wage level. See Topel 1990, 1991, 1993. Unaware of Jaques.
MS. PJ.
Hersch, Joni, and Patricia Reagan, 1994, “Job matching and women's wage-tenure profile,”
Applied Economics, London, UK, Mar 1994, 26(3):205-215. Recently, researchers have
challenged the validity of the dominant theories of wage growth, claiming that the observed
positive relation between wages and tenure is an artifact of omitted job match quality (including
Topel). In sharp contrast to the human capital theory, job match theory implies that women's
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wages are not directly affected by their discontinuous labor force participation. Using samples
of women workers from three data sets, structural models of the wage-tenure relation which
control directly for job match quality are estimated, and evidence is found of a strong positive
relation between wages and tenure. JH at U. Wyo; PR at OSU. Unaware of Jaques. MS. PJ.
Herzberg, Frederick, 1954, “An Analysis of Morale Survey Comments,” Personnel Psychology,
Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, 7:267-275. Gordon (1969) cited Herzberg (1954) and Herzberg et al
(1959) in support of Jaques’ definition of pay equity. Homans’ 1953 study was the first to
identify an equity element in the workplace. This article was the second. MS. PJ. A.
Herzberg, Frederick, Bernard Maussner, Richard O. Peterson, and Dora F. Capwell, 1957, Job
Attitudes: Review of Research and Opinion, Psychological Service of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA,
US, 279 p. "Originally published in seven separate reports during the first part of 1955." From
an extensive review of job satisfaction literature, Herzberg and his associates ranked job factors
affecting attitudes toward work in this order: security, opportunity for advancement, company
and management, wages, intrinsic aspects of the job, supervision, social aspects of the job,
communication, and working conditions. This rank order should be considered as characteristic
of the findings in most of the studies that were reviewed (p. 72-81). Per Shepard 1969. See
McMurry 1942; Maccoby 1976, etc. Cited Jaques 1951, 1947, 1946. CUNY Bklyn, Qns, SI
HD4904 .P7 1957. Baruch HF 5549.5 .J63 J57 1987. [Same # pgs.] D. Bk.
Herzberg, Frederick, B. Mausner, and B. Synderman, 1959, The Motivation to Work, second
edition, John Wiley, New York, NY, 157 pages. (Where is first edition?) Discovered five
“hygiene factors” that satisfied needs for fair treatment but were not motivators: compensation,
supervision, working conditions, administrative practices, and personal growth. Below this level
of satisfaction, employees left the firm. But above this level, productivity did not increase (p.
115-8). (Herzberg left his definitions vague enough to invite attacks. In 1966 he shifted his
definitions somewhat and as many as five versions were proposed by others in the 1960s, which
greatly undermined his credibility among weak-minded academics.) Gellerman 1963 noted these
studies were on engineers and accountants - professionals. Porter and Lawler 1968 claimed to
have produced contradictory data. Typically, this was based on Lawler’s 1964 dissertation
which actually produced stunningly low correlations which could hardly be said to ‘contradict’
anything (.15, .17, .24, .34). Gordon (1969) cited Herzberg (1954) and Herzberg et al (1959) in
support of Jaques’ definition of pay equity. Jacoby (1986) felt Herzberg implicitly criticized the
Mayoites for having substituted one dogma, human relations, for another, Taylor's homo
economicus (p. M to W, p. 113-37). Herzberg did not cite Jaques (too early). Evans 1979 cited
Herzberg et al, stating “hygiene factors” satisfied the need for fair treatment (p. 99). Picard
(1964) found Herzberg even more helpful than Jaques in explaining his empirical findings.
Homa Hunt (1967) referred to this as “the Pittsburgh study.” See Dayal and Saiyadin 1970 for
replication in India. Clio Biz HD4904 .H493 1959. MS. Bk.
Herzberg, Frederick, 1964, "The Motivation-Hygiene Concept and Problems of Manpower,"
chapter 24 (p. 217-222) in Shafritz, J. M., and A. C. Hyde, eds., 1996, Classics Of Public
Administration, (2nd ed., p. 5-74), Brooks/Cole, Pacific Grove, CA. From 1964 article. There
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are two major human factors for jobs. The hygiene ones meet man’s need to avoid (dirty)
unpleasantness. The motivation ones meet the needs for psychological growth and increasing
competence. CUNY Baruch JF 1351 .C465 1987b. 2nd edn. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Herzberg, Frederick, 1966, Work and the Nature of Man, World Publishing Co., Cleveland, OH,
203 p. This was Herzberg’s conceptualization of his hygiene factors into extrinsic and intrinsic
classes of work motivators. It became known as his “two-factor model.” The five external
factors were in his 1959 book. He added four intrinsic factors: achievement, recognition,
responsibility, and advancement. See Chapter 5, “Psychological Growth” (p 57-70) which was
cited in Homa’s 1967 PhD (p. 77) as analogous to Jaques’ stages of cognitive capacity growth.
See Dunnette book review and Jerry Gray critique. See Gellerman 1963. MS. Bk.
Herzberg, Frederick, 1968, “One more time, how do you motivate employees?” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, Jan-Feb 1968, p. 53-62. (An HBR classic reprinted in 1987 (with
commentary) and in HBR, Jan. 2003, # R0301F.) KITA - a kick in the pants - changes
immediate employee behavior and gets a reaction but does not change motivation. Intrinsic
motivation becomes an internal energy generator. An employee with an internal generator does
not need KITAs. Rather - achievement, recognition, the challenge of the work itself,
responsibility, plus growth or advancement motivate people. Careful job redesign, clear
accountability, individual development, and job enrichment can engender motivation. KITAs are
short-term and lead to job dissatisfaction. Misc. Pro.
Herzberg, Frederick, 1982, The Managerial Choice: to be Efficient and to be Human, 2nd ed.
(rev.), Olympus Pub., Salt Lake City, UT, USA, 360 p. A collection of earlier pieces of this wise
man. KITA: “The Choice,” p. 221-230. Baruch, Lehman HF5549.515 .H47 1982. Misc. Bk.
Herzberg, Frederick I., 1993, "Happiness and Unhappiness: an autobiography," chapter (p. 1-37)
vol. 2 in Bedeian, Arthur, ed., 1993, Management Laureates, a collection of autobiographical
essays, JAI, Greenwich, CT, US, 414 p. [It was here that I saw Jaques' theory as compatible
with Herzberg's findings (2012).] # MS. Ch.
Heskett, James L., Thomas O. Jones, Gary W. Loveman, W. Earl Sasser, Jr., and Leonard A.
Schlesinger, 1994, "Putting The Service-Profit Chain to Work," and "Service-Profit Chain
Audit," Harvard Business Review, Mar/Apr94, 72(2):164-170, 170-174. ISSN: 00178012.
Word Cnt: 3009 & 2498. [in 2 files] A radical shift occurs when companies shift to investment
in people, technology that supports frontline workers, revamped recruiting and training practices,
and compensation linked to performance to drive long-term profitability. This service-profit
chain establishes relationships between profitability, customer loyalty, employee satisfaction,
loyalty, and productivity. [Human capital.] Cited in Capelle 2013. At HBS. # # Misc. Pro.
Heskett, James L., W. Earl Sasser, Jr., and Leonard A. Schlesinger, 1997, The Service Profit
Chain: How Leading Companies Link Profit and Growth to Loyalty, Satisfaction, and Value,
Free Press, NY, NY, US, 301 p. A sequence showing the source of profits and growth. Cited by
Buckingham and Coffman 1998; Capelle 2013. NYPL SIBL - JBE 10-1378. Misc. Bk.
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Hesmondhalgh, Sally, 1978, “Diagnosing Management Ills in the NHS,” Personnel
Management, London, UK, March 1978, 10(3):37-41. The recent reorganization of the NHS
should have offered an opportunity for professional personnel management to create order out of
chaos. But did it? A good background on the old NHS – very individualistic - and its 1974
reforms. Expectations of a managerial rational approach – were dashed. No one was
empowered to make timely decisions. The union called for a clearer structure and direct lines of
negotiating authority. Well, we all have to develop. Jaques not cited. # Misc. Pro.
Hespe, George, and Toby Wall, 1976, “The Demand for Participation among Employees,”
Human Resources, 29(5):411-428. The demand level was mixt. Cited W. Brown 1960. W. PJ.
Hess, Remi, 1981, La Sociologie d'Intervention, Presses Universitaires de France, Paris, FR, 211
p. In French. A progress report on the emergence of interventionist sociology. Reviews the
literature of the field by Mayo, Lewin, Malinowski, Le Play, Freire, Freud, and the Marxists.
Elliott Jaques’s work is very important here (sic: Elliot Jacques). In contrast to this
interventionist and subjective European approach, US sociologists hold to a dogma of nonintervention and value-free observation and analysis. Thus, Jaques’ approach is in direct
contradiction to American sociologists’ beliefs and practices, and is viewed as interference. But
teachers and psychiatrists also interfere to promote a transformation. So what’s up, Doc? See
book review by Hegy in English, 1982. See Jaques 1982, Glass 1994, 2001, and contrast with
Jaeckel review 1989. Rp. Bk. UP.
Hesseltine, William Best, 1935, Ulysses S. Grant, Politician, Dodd, Mead & Company, 1935; F.
Ungar, 1957; New York, NY, 480 p. Winner of Pulitzer Prize. A rich, moment-by-moment
history of Grant as president that lays to rest his claim of being a “simple man” and a “nonpolitician.” He was at least stratum VII capable and possibly VIII. He knew exactly what was
going on but he had no positive agenda. By the end of his second term he was despised by the
US public. Compare with Greenstein’s 1982 book on Ike and Morgan’s 1980 on Washington.
Misc. Bk.
Hessle, Sven, 1972, “Egoutveckling - forsvarsmekanismer - perception. En teoretisk - empirisk
oversikt av omraden relevanta for perceptgenetisk teori och metodik (A theoretical-empirical
overview of areas relevant for perceptgenetic theory and method),” Stockholm Univ., Pedag.
Inst., BIG 4 (1972). (A working paper on the DMT?) Ru.
Hessle, Sven, 1975, “Sjalvidentitet och varseblivning (Self-identity and perception),” Acad. Avh.
Stockholm Univ., Pedag. Inst., BIG 20 (1975). (A working paper on the DMT?) Ru.
Hessle, Sven, 1975/1976, “The Defense Mechanism Test: a Personality Test for Studying
Changes in Defense Organization and Self-Identity with Clients in Psychotherapy,”
Interpersonal Development, Basel, Switzerland, 6:125-140. The DMT was, with interview data,
found to be a good predictor of group psychotherapy effects. Different forms of psychotherapy
can be followed. Experiment conducted 1971-75. At Stenhamra, Sweden. (Good DMT
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bibliography.) MS. PJ.
Hewlett, Sylvia Ann, and Carolyn Buck Luce, 2005, “Off-Ramps and On-Ramps,” Harvard
Business Review, Mar2005, 83(3):43-54. Most professional women step off the career fast track
at some point. With children to raise, elderly parents to care for, and other pulls on their time,
these women are confronted with one off-ramp after another. When they feel pushed at the same
time by long hours and unsatisfying work, the decision to leave becomes even easier. But woe to
the woman who intends for that exit to be temporary. The on-ramps for professional women to
get back on track are few and far between, the authors confirm. Employers must learn to reverse
this brain drain. How to allow women to reenter the workforce without being marginalized for
the rest of their lives? [The suggestions these authors made were the standard nonsense that has
never worked. They were aware of Sen’s alertness to discrimination against women worldwide.
Sadly, they were unaware of Jaques’ theory.] Misc. Pro.
Hey, Anthea, and Ralph Rowbottom, 1971, “Task and Supervision in Area Social Work,” British
Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, 1(4):435-454. A response to the Seebohm Report,
1968. Findings from unstructured interviews with social workers about their jobs. Social
workers find it “particularly difficult to be precise in articulating the processes by which they
expect to promote change.” Advantages were possible from the explicit definition of tasks,
clearer accountability, and clearer supervision and managerial roles and authority. Cited Jaques
1967; Rowbottom & Hey 1970; Rowbottom 1971 BHJ; Newman & Rowbottom 1968; Brown &
Jaques 1965. Cited in Pettes 1979. 1st vol. is in JJay HV1 .B67 and Fordham. # Rp. PJ. A.
Hey, Anthea M., 1973, "Analysis and Definition of the Function of Caring Establishments",
chapter in Hey, A. M., ed., 1973, Residential Establishments: The Evolving of Caring Systems,
School of Social Administration, Dundee Univ. Press, Scotland, UK, 61 p. (Last name mis-spelt
in WorldCat and perhaps on the book as "Hay". Some six libraries have this volume and all are
in the UK: Glasgow U., U. Edinburgh, U. Wales, etc.) Cited in Billis 1975. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Hey, Anthea, 1974. See Rowbottom, Ralph W., and Anthea Hey, 1974, in HSSJ.
Hey, Anthea, 1974. See Rowbottom, Hey and Billis.
Hey, Anthea M., 1975, “Emerging professional and occupational groups in local authority social
services departments”, Social Service Organisation Research Unit, Bioss, Brunel U.
Unpublished paper. Cited in Bromley 1981. Ru. Rep.
Hey, Anthea, and Geoffrey Bromley, 1976, “Social work specialization: an overview,” Health
and Social Service Journal, London, UK, Jan. 10, 1976, p. 69. [1 of 4] The assignment of a
worker to a narrow specialisation does not give that person the capability to handle the more
complex work. Reality is the other way around. The capability comes first, then the ability to
handle more complex case work. # Rp. Pro.
Hey, Anthea, 1976, “Social work specialization: career grading schemes,” Health and Social
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Service Journal, London, UK, Jan. 17, 1976, p. 116. [2 of 4] The view is often expressed that
'genericism' in social work has led to a loss of expertise. True, but concentration on a narrow
field of work does not necessarily lead to distinctive competence in practice. In fact, the reverse
argument can be made. Allocating distinctively competent workers to duty/intake systems, and
thus attaching less competent workers for specific focused training and experience. # Rp. Pro.
Hey, Anthea M., 1977, “Local Authority Social Services Departments: examples of matrix
organisation,” Chapter Seven (p. 91-105) in: Knight, Kenneth, ed., 1977, Matrix Management,
Gower Press, Farnborough, UK, 233 pages. This article covers the history of functional and
organizational changes in social services departments in the UK since 1971. Most are organized
according to function or geographical area. However, the complex interactions of the services
offered required dotted-line relationships. These were TIRRs/CFWRs and some were crosspostings of personnel to form project teams. This was the “matrix” - not the popular definition.
Starting in 1969 Hey was an original member of Bioss’ Social Services Research Unit. Rp. Ch.
Hey, Anthea M., 1978, “The future of home help service – alternative models,” chapter in
Domiciliary Care in the Eighties, Central Regional Council, Social Work Dept., Langgarth,
Stirling, UK. Presented also as a paper in seminar at U. of Sirling. Cited by Bromley 1981. Not
seen. Rp. Ch.
Hey, Anthea, 1978, “Social Work – Practice, Careers and Organisation in Area Teams,” Bioss,
Brunel University, Kingston Lane, Uxbridge, Midx., UK. A Social Services Unit Working
Paper, 45 pages (?). Dundee University Main Library has it entitled: “Social Work Practice,
Careers and Organisation in Area Terms (sic): a Working Paper.” Cited by Harbert 1988;
Bromley 1981. Ru. Rep.
Heydebrand, Wolf V., ed., 1973, Comparative Organizations: the results of empirical research,
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 571 p. A solid book of readings. “General Introduction”
(p. 1-40) mentioned Jaques 1956 on p. 28. [P. 61 ftnt: Goals indicate de-bureaucracy and
democracy tendencies.] Chapter 4: by William R. Dill 1958 “Environment as an Influence on
Managerial Autonomy.” Chapter 29: by Peter Blau 1968 “Hierarchy of Authority in
Organizations.” Chapter 30: by Gerald D. Bell 1967, “Determination of Span of Control.”
Several chapters by Heydebrand unpublished elsewhere. Clio Milstein & Baruch HM131 .H45.
MS. Bk.
Heyman, Bob, 2010, "Time and health risks," chapter 5 (p. 107-122) in Heyman, Bob, Andy
Alaszewski, Monica Shaw, and Mike Titterton, eds., 2010, Risk, Safety and Clinical Practice:
Health care through the lens of risk, OUP, UK & US, 246 p. Print ISBN-13: 9780198569008.
DOI: 10.1093/acprof:oso/9780198569008.001.0001. 6568 words. Explored the role of temporal
considerations in risk-thinking. It argues that risk-thinkers maintain a resolutely forward-looking
orientation, but cannot avoid placing temporal horizons around their assessments, without which
risks would become uncalculable. The lifespan and standard time frames such as 5-year survival
do not necessarily match those of directly affected individuals. The issue of time-discounting
within selected temporal horizons is considered. Finally, future-oriented perspectives are
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contrasted with the retrospective accounting that occurs with hindsight after an adverse outcome
is seen to have or have not occurred. Jaques not cited. Clio ebook. Wd. # Misc. Ch.
Heywood, John, 1978, “Factors Influencing Attitudes to Technology in Schools,” British Journal
of Educational Studies, UK, June 1978, 26(2):137-149. In addition to cultural factors, cited W.
Brown 10 Oct.1977 article in The Times which initiated a national discussion of the quality of
British product design. (See 1982 Bk Rev of Topping.) At Uni. Dublin, IE. # W. PJ.
Heywood, Suzanne, Jessica Spungin, and David Turnbull, 2007, “Cracking the Complexity
Code,” McKinsey Quarterly, New York, NY, 2007(2):85-95. There are two types of complexity,
individual and institutional. Complexity is not to be overcome. It is not a negative. Simplicity
may not be the answer. Understand complexity, its origins, and manage it. Make it harder for
others to replicate. Misc. Pro.
Hicks, Herbert G., and Friedhelm Goronzy, 1967, “On Methodology in the Study of
Management and Organization,” Academy of Management Journal, December, 10(4):371-384.
The authors reviewed three methodologies of theory formulation: academic, descriptive and
normative. They categorized Jaques’ theory of “time span of discretion” (TSD) as the third ‘normative,’ ‘prescriptive,’ ‘axiomatic,’ and ‘deductive.’ It was thus subject to the ‘naturalistic
fallacy’ of mixing what IS with what SHOULD BE. They claimed TSD was an ‘assumption’
[false] and identified four models that Jaques developed through deductive reasoning from this
‘assumption’: compensation, promotion, enterprise growth, and executive rank and
organizational structure [true]. They compared the ‘assumption’ of TSD to the role of marginal
utility and marginal productivity in neoclassical economic theory. [Yet, in citing Jaques 1956
they were aware of Jaques’ charts showing the initial data he had on TSD and showing TSD was
not an assumption.] The third section, on Jaques, was the longest in the article. This was a real
body blow to Jaques’ credibility. The authors praised Golembiewski for avoiding this pitfall and
praised Brown for openly stating his preference for formal hierarchy (a misquote of Brown, who
was talking about law being needed to create a space for freedom). Golembiewski later wrote
(1990?) of the assumptions hidden within normative and prescriptive theories. Golembiewski
had been faculty advisor for Hicks’ dissertation. [Contrast the categorization here with Shull
1962. See McCarty and Gray (in Gray 1976) p. 3 and p. 9-10 for a discussion of Hicks and
Goronzy, and Gray, p. 428-429, on “Normative versus Descriptive Theories.” See Walter,
1993. See also Dunnette’s 1967 review of Herzberg’s book. Contrast with R. M. Young, 1990
and 2001, on ‘neutral’ values.] (Goronzy completed his Ph.D. in 1968. It was unrelated to
Jaques. See Goronzy 1974 for a reversal and an appreciation of Jaques 1956 as explanatory.)
See Nystrom and Starbuck, 1977, for an alternative view of prescription. See Child 1976, who
claimed values were explicit at Glacier. (See discussion below.) # Cr. PJ. A.
Discussion: Jaques’ failure to publish his time span data (combined with his prescriptive
writing style and his talent for extrapolation) left him and the theory open to this type of
in-your-face attack. The theory was misconstrued here just enough to indicate Jaques
was hiding assumptions, although the authors never identified what they were. (Hicks
and Goronzy did compare TSD to neoclassical models in economic theory.) They
praised Brown for being open about his values. Jaques did not reply to this article and
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did not learn of it until 2002. Jaques’ prescriptive writing is due largely to his
engineering approach to organization design: THIS is the way to do it, not THAT way.
He did not see his prescriptions as value-based but as fact-based blueprints and
directions.
Hicks, John Richard, Sir, 1932, Theory of Wages, P. Smith, Gloucester, MA, 247 p., 1st edn. (2nd
edn., 1964, St. Martins, New York, NY, 388 p.) C. Pissarides (Stiglitz 1986) mentioned the first
articulation of the efficiency wage theory was made in this book, following Keynes (but see
Smith and Marshall). Lowering wages lowers the quality of labor - and vice versa. Hicks called
them that! See 1st edn. Chapter V: Individual Supply of Labour (p. 93-97), and Chapter X:
Further Consequences of Wage-Regulation (p. 207-211). Hicks also noted there was a
difference in the impact on time-rates versus piece rates. Clio Barnard & BIZ: HD4909 .H52
1964 Baruch: HD4909 .H5 1964. NYPL HUM D-14 7468. MS. Bk.
Hickson, David J., 1966, “Convergence in Organization Theory,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, September, 11(2):224-237. A ringing announcement
that organization theory (OT) academics have it all wrong and Jaques has it right: Jaques has
delineated the discretionary part of a role. The Aston Group, including Pugh and Hickson, (q.v.)
were attempting to measure the prescriptive part of a role. This may have been the high point of
Jaques’ theory. The academics counter-attacked within months and have kept OT floundering in
chaos ever since. Cited Brown and Jaques. See K. Cason’s 1997 quote by an academic to the
same effect. See Koontz 1964. # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Hickson, David J., Derek Pugh, and Diana C. Pheysey, 1969, “Operations Technology and
Organization Structure: An Empirical Reappraisal,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell
University, Ithaca, NY, September, 14(3):378-397. Reprinted in: Personnel Management, Feb.
1970, 2(2):21-26. Also in: Graham, William K., and Karlene H. Roberts, eds., 1972,
Comparative Studies in Organizational Behavior, Holt Rinehart and Winston, NY, NY. Used
Perrow 1967 to reopen the role of technology at the organization level. Replicated Woodward’s
studies (1958, 1965) and found the “technological imperative” claimed by Trist and Bamforth
(1951) [STS] and others “not supported.” Technology impacted the organization only at the
operating level and only where “structures are centered on the workflow.” Thus, small firms
were strongly influenced by technology but the upper levels of large firms were not. (This
illustrated why Jaques’ vertical and Deming’s horizontal theories should have few points of
contact and conflict.) At Aston School. Cited W. Brown 1960; Blauner 1964; but not Jaques. #
Rp. PJ. A.
Hickson, David J., 1987, “Decision-Making at the Top of Organizations,” Annual Review of
Sociology, Annual Reviews Inc., Palo Alto, Cal., 13:165-192. Major decisions took about a year.
Cited in Etheredge 1992, who noted public sector decision processes took at least this long. See
Mark Kriger research. MS. PJ. A.
Hickson, David J., 1996, "The ASQ Years Then and Now through the Eyes of a Euro-Brit,"
Administrative Science Quarterly, ASQ, Cornell U., US, Jun96, 41(2):217-228. Those in the
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five editions of Writers on Organizations epitomize the changes in organization theory during
the ASQ years. One trend: the slow though accelerating growth of cross-national research.
Organization theory is overwhelmingly North American and Euro-U.K. A comparison of papers
in the American-based ASQ and the European-based Organization Studies shows that
Americans cite Americans and very little else. Organization theory and its theorists continue
to be ethnocentric. Mentioned Jaques and W. Brown. Cited Attiyah 1992; Hofstede & Bond
1988; Inkson et al 1970; Koza & Theonig 1995; Maruyama 1984. # Misc. PJ. A.
Hickson, David J., Susan J. Miller, and David C. Wilson, 2003, "Planned or Prioritized? Two
Options in Managing the Implementation of Strategic Decisions," Journal of Management
Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Nov. 2003, 40(7):1803–1836. 34p. Wd Cnt: 13077. ISSN:
0022-2380. DOI: 10.1111/1467-6486.00401. The failure of strategic change is most often in
the implentation rather than in the strategy itself - internal not external. This research on 55
cases of decision implementation identifies a number of features that characterize the way
implementation is managed which appear to enhance the chance of success. Analysis reveals
patterns fall into two groupings. These are termed the Experience-based approach and the
Readiness-based approach from the initial conditions which give rise to each. Although either
may enhance decision performance, the greatest success was associated with a dual approach.
Implementations that followed neither were generally less successful. Cited in Hutzschenreuter
et al 2012. Jaques not cited. Cited Kriger and Barnes 1992; Nutt 1999. At U. Bradford; U.
Durham; Warwick. # MS. PJ.
Higashi, Chikara, 1980, "The Automobile Issue: What is the Real Problem? (Parts 1 & 2)
Ford's and UAW's alternatives are a take-and-take approach," The Japan Economic Journal,
Tokyo, JN, Oct. 28, 1980, p. 24, 17. In English. "Making industries competitive is fully
possible — not 'myth'," Nov. 4, 1980, p. 20. The Japanese car market is even more open than the
U.S.'s. Protectionist policy has farreaching side effects. There is no myth in making industries
competitive even in Japan, which may appear mythical to Western eyes. High investment in
innovative technology, meticulous sensitivity to quality controls, motivation of workers, and
managerial responsibility, all these factors combined have made today's Japanese auto industry
strong. Guest Scholar, The Brookings Institution. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Higgins, Chad A., 2002, “The Emergence of Person-Organization Fit in Organizational Staffing
Processes,” chapter 5 (p. 231-242) in Ferris, Gerald R., M. Ronald Buckley, and Donald B.
Fedor, eds., 2002, Human Resources Management, 4th edn., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River,
NJ, 644 p. Recently, there has been a shift of interest to larger human values which constitute
‘fit.’ The person is no longer matched to the job (P-J fit). A longer-term view of the relationship
seems to interest the potential employer. The hiring is on work values, cooperative attitude and
commitment to the firm (P-O fit) rather than job-specific knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs).
Cited Higgins Related PhD 2000; E. Klein 1992; Barrick and Mount 1991. MS. Ch.
Higgins, Winton, and Stewart R. Clegg, 1988, “Enterprise Calculation and Manufacturing
Decline,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany, 9(1):69-89. The
MBAs’ “hopelessly unrealistic assumptions and expectations are often built into [their]
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‘analyses,’ like payback periods of three years or less, and very high, rule-of-thumb hurdle rates
that bear no relation to the real cost of capital to the business or the actual rates achievable from
external placements (of that capital)”. See this article for NPV overkill with catastrophic
consequences, such as in the British Nation Coal Board, British Steel, and British Leyland.
Cited in Clegg 1990:198. # Refu. PJ. A.
Higham, T.H., 1969, “The Terminology of Management,” Journal of Management Studies, Basil
Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Oct69, 6(3):376. Letter to editor expressing shock at R. French's lack of
awareness of the T. T. Paterson approach to job classification. (Erroneously attributed online to
Daniel, W. W.) Paterson’s key publications cited. Helpful. Misc. ~
Higuchi, Yoshino, 1997, “Trends in Japanese Labor Markets,” chapter 1 (p. 27-52) in Sako,
Mari, and Hiroki Sato, eds., 1997, Japanese Labour and Management in Transition: diversity,
flexibility and participation, Routledge: LSE, London, UK: New York, NY, 344 p. Page 49 is an
Age-Wage Profile of male high school graduates and male university graduates in 1977 and in
1992. (In 1992 high school grads earned amounts very similar across their lifetimes to those in
1977. In 1992 university grads were earning comparatively less across their lifetimes than
university grads in 1977.) Wage compression among the more highly educated was taking place
in Japan. Clio Bus HD8726.5 .J384 1997. Misc. Ch. UP. A.
Hill, Carolyn J., and Laurence E. Lynn Jr., 2005, “Is Hierarchical Governance in Decline?
Evidence from Empirical Research,” Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory,
15(2):173-195. doi: 10.1093/jopart/mui011 The growing acceptance of “governance” as an
organizing concept for public management reform reflects a widespread, though not universal,
belief that the focus of administrative practice is shifting from hierarchical government toward
greater reliance on horizontal, hybridized, and associational forms of governance. We report on
our review of over eight hundred individual research studies. We observed a gradual addition of
new administrative forms that facilitate governance within a system of constitutional authority
that is necessarily hierarchical. See Lynn 2001. At Georgetown U. and Texas A&M U.
Carolyn J. Hill at cjh34@georgetown.edu. # Alt. PJ.
Hill, Carolyn J., 2006, "Casework Job Design and Client Outcomes in Welfare-to-Work
Offices," Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory, Lawrence, KS, US;
Oxford Univ. Press, UK, April 2006, 16(2):263-288. doi: 10.1093/jopart/mui043. Differences
in performance across different locations of a human service program may be driven by client,
managerial, organizational, policy, or environmental characteristics. Many are outside the
control of local managers. But one issue facing local managers is how to divide job tasks
among frontline staff. Here, I examined the relationships between different casework task
configurations and welfare-to-work office performance. Found that clients' average earnings
were higher over a two-year period in offices that primarily used unified case management and
in offices with a specialist who developed job opportunities. Overall, the findings suggested that
local managerial decisions regarding job design help explain the variation in performance across
offices and suggest it as a possible lever for performance improvement. (Duplication of Sears
findings.) Clio H96 .J6. At Georgetown U. cjh34@georgetown.edu # MS. PJ. A.
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Hill, John, 1980, “An Approach to Effectiveness and Efficiency,” Local Government Studies,
UK, 6(5):37-45. Contrary to the resource input focus of many local governments, which try to
ensure that its services are both effective in response to public need and are cost effective, UK
central government was now pressing for output information. The impact of the monopoly
services provided should be measured. Appropriate output limits should be established. Service
achievements were a common issue for social work, health, education, criminal justice, etc. The
problem often was the way UK local government was organized and decisions made. The local
committee structure may not fit the provision of services. (A very significant article.)
Abstracted in BJSW 1981 11(2):237. See Hayek 1945. Grad Ctr -X, JJay -X. Not in Clio.
NYPL 1997-on, online. [$30 per] Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Hill, J. M. M. (John Michael Meath), 1951, “A Consideration of Labour Turnover as a Result of
a Quasi-Stationary Process,” (The Glacier Project - Part IV), Human Relations, 4(3):255-64.
[See Behrend 1953 for review.] Misc. PJ.
Hill, J. M. M., 1952, “Approach to Labour Turnover,” The Engineer, UK, Sept 5, 1952,
194(5041):306-309. Suggestion of a new approach to problem, whereby labour turnover is
studied as part of continuous social process instead of concentrating on single incident,
employee's decision to leave. In work carried out by Tavistock Institute of Human Relations,
with help of Glacier Metal Co, experiences of a group of employees from time of their
engagement until leaving firm were followed. (Hill was part of the Glacier Project. On the
theory.) Cited Lewin on methods; Jaques 1951; Glacier Series articles in HR 1950, 1951 and
1951. (No others.) City Col - Sci/Cohen1. Peer. MS. PJ.
Hill, J. M. M., and Eric L. Trist, 1953, “A Consideration of Industrial Accidents as a Means of
Withdrawal from the Work Situation,” Human Relations, London, UK, 6:357. Misc. PJ.
Hill, J. M. M. (John Michael Meath), 1956, “Time Span of Discretion in Job Analysis,” Human
Relations, Tavistock Publications, London, UK, August, 9(3):295-323. doi:
10.1177/001872675600900303 (Also published as: Tavistock Pamphlet No. 1, 1957, London,
UK.) The article version of Jaques’ 1956 book. “A recent book by Dr. Elliott Jaques ....” He
had pre-publication access to Jaques’ MSS. This article had to be ready for press around June
1st. Hill was Policy Research Officer in the Glacier Metal Company, reported to MD Brown and
was technically Jaques’ supervisor. Contains three examples of time span analysis of jobs. Hill
showed the steps and forms used in determining the time-span of individual workers at Glacier
Metal. On time-span but not on fair pay. See Anonymous Bk Rev in Nature, Oct. 11, 1958,
182(4641):998-999. Mishra and Banerjee 1962 used this implementation of the theory as a
guide to time-span. Reprinted in GPCC. See Hill 1958. Rp. PJ. *****
Hill, J. M. M. (John Michael Meath), 1958, “A Note on Time-Span and Economic Theory,”
Human Relations, Tavistock, London, UK, 11(4):373-379. doi: 10.1177/001872675801100406
Not es that Jaques’ concept of time-span of discretion can be looked at two ways: (1) as a
description of a way to analyze work, and (2) as a hypothesis concerning equitable work-
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payment differentials. See G. Williams 1956 for economic objection. See Hill 1956. Rp. PJ.
*****
Hill, Linda, 1994, "Managing Your Team," Harvard Bussiness School, Boston, MA, US, 22 p.
Building a team. Running a team. Seasoned managers know how important this is to their
success. Case. Note. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Hill, Paul, 1971, Towards a new philosophy of management; the company development
programme of Shell UK Limited, Gower Press, London, UK; Banes and Noble, NY, NY, 1972,
255 p. (Charles Paul Hill) (2nd edn. 1976). STS case studies. An optimistic report on the
Tavistock STS intervention at Shell UK Oil in the late 1960s. (However, see Blackler and
Brown 1980 for a 10-years-on evaluation of this engagement that was damning. It was really a
fiasco like other STS interventions in India, Canada, and Scandinavia.) See Prior 1992 for SST
and CPA in Shell Canada. CLIO Biz HD9571.9.S48 H54 1972 Checked out to Fac. NYPL
SIBL Offsite JLE 73-285. Misc. Bk.
Hill, Rod, and Tony Myatt, 2010, The Economics Anti-Textbook: a critical thinker's guide to
microeconomics, Fernwood, Halifax, NS, Can.; Zed Books, London & NY, 305 p. The holes in
standard micro intro texts are covered in advanced courses. But they leave foolish beliefs in
those exposed to them at the Intro level. These ideas are make-believe, imaginary, and real
economic dynamics are ignored or down-played. Information is asymmetric and imperfect;
perfect competition and efficiency do not exist; externalities and market failure are ignored;
income distribution and inequality are out of line; government does tax; redistribution is
expensive; globalization and trade require rose-tinted glasses. There was really a 2008 financial
meltdown. [Economists in large numbers are now revolting.] CUNY JJay HB171 .H637 2010.
Misc. Bk.
Hill, Roy, 1977, “The Importance of Accountability” (An Interview With Elliott Jaques),
International Management, McGraw-Hill, Maidenhead, Berkshire, UK, July 1977, 32(7):43-45,
17. Prof. Elliott Jaques, professor of sociology at Brunel University in the U.K., has repeatedly
stressed the importance of accountability in work organizations. He links this aspect with his
own most controversial theory, the time span of discretion (TSD). The longer this period, the
more the worker should be paid. At the heart of Glacier is the works council which represents all
employees and has to reach unanimous decisions before any courses of action can be taken. A
short profile of TSD, accountability, the Glacier Project, and the works council. See Arbose
1977. Baruch. Rp. NJ.
Hill, Roy, 1977, “How Effective Are Works Councils?” International Management, McGrawHill, Maidenhead, Berkshire, UK, October, 32(10):16-19. On the works council at Anglesey
Aluminum Ltd. in Wales. Cited Jaques and Glacier. Did not cite W. Brown even tho he was a
consultant to the firm (see correspondence in his archives). Baruch Percls. SIBL *ZAN-T4579.
# Rp. NJ.
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Hill, Stephen, 1991, “Why Quality Circles Failed but Total Quality Management Might
Succeed,” British Journal of Industrial Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of
Economics, London, UK, 24(4):541-568. When quality is at stake, the managerial level plays as
important a role, if not more important, than that of the non-managerial workforce. Cited by
Hassard (?) and McGovern. Revised version published as: Hill, Stephen, 1995, "From Quality
Circles to Total Quality Management", in Wilkinson, A. and Willmott, Hugh, eds., Making
Quality Critical, Routledge, London. # Misc. PJ. A.
Hillner, Matthias, 2006, “Virtual(ly) Typography - towards a notion of poetics,” [This feature
was originally commissioned by Leonardo Electronic Almanac, 19(5). (www.leoalmanac.org).
It is reprinted with permission.] “Rather than rejecting time as a model of succession, Jaques
unites the two different time aspects. As a result people's sense of time is constantly fluctuating
between [the] two ... which are not disjointed phenomena.” Misunderstands. At
hillner@virtualtypography.com and at http://www.icograda.org/web/feature-pastsingle.shtml?pfl=feature-single-2.param&op2.rf1=287 Misc. PJ.
Hills, Frederick S., 1980, “The Relevant Other in Pay Comparisons,” Industrial Relations,
Berkeley, CA, Fall80, 19(3):345-351. Found external factors indicating three major “other”
categories: market comparisons, economic need, and social/family comparison. Previous pay
(historical) plays a fourth but moderate role. (Given that the inflation over the prior 10 years had
left historical prices and wages almost meaningless, this is not surprising.) An internal
comparison was not found. The variance explained (R2) by each of the four factors was 0.960.94. Serious problems exist for the second (inflation) and third (non-economic) factors. As
warning, these relationships “are so weak as to cast doubt on the utility of these variables as
predictors.” Very critical of Jaques’ theory of internalized comparisons for FFP. Cited Jaques
1961, 1964. [Did not cite Jaques 1967 (2nd edn.), 1976, 1978, 1978, and much research by
others.] Then at Va. Polytechnic. # Cr. PJ. A.
Hilmer, Frederick G., 1985, When The Luck Runs Out: the future for Australians at work, Harper
and Row, Sydney, Australia, 163 p. Pbk: Angus and Robertson, 1990. (Hilmer provided much
of the strategy and plans to match with Jaques’ structural concepts at Comalco/CRA/RTZ/Rio
Tinto. Hilmer worked on this at McKinsey for a decade until 1989.) An examination of why
Australian businesses were failing in the global market place and how to improve their game.
Examined the reasons for traditionally negative Australian attitude towards work and suggested
‘sound common sense’ strategies for handling disputes, drawing on examples from Australian
companies which have profitably used the energy and ingenuity of their staff. Advocated a shift
from a ‘conscript’ attitude by workers to a ‘volunteer mindset.’ Hilmer was trying to start a shift
in the domestic dialogue, similar to Peters and Waterman in the US (also McKinsey). Examined
employment, education, training, enterprise strategies, organisation structures, systems. See
Trinca 1997 and O’Brien 1994. Hilmer cited Jaques per Alman 1988. (ask Lynch.) Not seen.
MS. Bk.
Hilmer, Frederick G., 1989, “Real Jobs for Real Managers,” McKinsey Quarterly, New York,
NY, Summer, p. 20-36. Hilmer was Managing Director of the Australian office of McKinsey
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before becoming Dean of the Australian Graduate School of Management at the University of
New South Wales in Sydney. A major decade-long client was RTZ/ CRA/ Comalco/ Rio Tinto
(one firm). This article reports McKinsey had “extensively tested [SST] in our work with
companies in a wide variety of industries.” Cited in John Nicholls’ book review of Requisite
Organization. (Also see Julian Fairfield and Nancy Lee.) Around 2000 Hilmer became CEO of
Fairfax Publications, and in 2008 Prochancellor of UNSW. Nice Introductory article. SIBL has
it. Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Hilmer, Frederick G., 1989, New Games, New Rules: Work in Competitive Enterprises, Angus
and Robertson, North Ryde, NSW, Australia, 296 pages. The Australian economy was opened
up to international forces in the product and financial markets in the 1980s. The trade
imbalances demanded there be significant changes in the regulation of the labour markets to
match the changed economic circumstances. Compulsory conciliation and arbitration has run its
course. Proposed a new language to match this change in philosophy of employee relations
rather than industrial relations and move beyond the ‘machine’ metaphor. Hilmer used many of
Jaques’ terms for his own purposes here. Hilmer was heading toward enterprise bargaining
units. (See O’Brien 1994.) Not seen. Ask Lynch. MS. Bk.
Hilmer, Frederick G., 1989-1993. Hilmer was the lead author on three implementation reports
issued by the Business Council of Australia regarding employee relations and enterprise-level
wage bargaining. They are described in detail in O’Brien 1994 (q.v.). Jaques had left AU and
was not involved in this effort. CRA/RTZ/Rio Tinto followed this path culminating in the Weipa
Dispute in 1995. In 2002 the union was voted back in by the employees. MS. Rep.
1989: Enterprise Based Bargaining Units: A Better Way of Working, Report of the
Business Council of Australia by the Industrial Relations Study Commission, BCA,
Melbourne, Vic, Australia. Not seen.
1991: Avoiding Industrial Action: A Better Way of Working, Allen & Unwin and the
Business Council of Australia, Sydney, NSW, and Melbourne, VIC, Australia. Not seen.
1993: Working Relations: A Fresh Start for Australian Enterprises, Business Library
Press and the Business Council of Australia, Melbourne, VIC, Australia, 354 pages. The
Employee Relations Study Commission of the Business Council of Australia. Not seen.
Hilmer, Frederick G., 1991, “Beyond Benchmarking and Continuous Improvement: A Challenge
to Management,” chapter 8 (p. 167-186) in Costa, Michael, and Michael Easson, eds., 1991,
Australian Industry, What Policy?, Pluto Press of Australia, Leichhardt, NSW, AU, 414 p. Over
the 1970s and 1980s in Australia “the old beliefs and old paradigms have been shaken, but the
new ones remain hidden.” Half of all workplaces did not measure labour productivity in
quantifiable manner at all. Only 40 % had some form of quality improvement group. Japanese
firms employing ‘continuous change’ have made not small incremental changes, but massive
ones. Australian managers do not see any need for change, do not plan a program, and long-term
change is not now forthcoming (10-20 years). Cited Hilmer 1985; Dunphy and Stace 1988;
Jaques 1989. SIBL JBD 92-614. # Rp. Ch.
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Hilmer, Frederick G., Philip Yetton, Jane Craig and Jeremy Davis, 1992, “Are Diamonds a
Country’s Best Friend?: A Critique of [Michael] Porter’s Theory of National Competition as
Applied to Canada, New Zealand and Australia,” Australian Graduate School of Management,
Sydney, NSW, Australia. Working Paper 92-025; September 1992. Michael Porter. Yetton
was first author. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Hilmer, Frederick G., 1993, Report of the Independent Committee of Inquiry into national
competition policy, Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, FD, AU. A very
influential report on the state of AU competition. The report recommended extended rules of
competitive conduct of the 1974 commonwealth trade act, reduced restrictions on competition,
and increased impact of competitive forces on public sector monopolies. Misc. Rep.
Hilmer, Frederick G., and Lex Donaldson, 1996, Management Redeemed, Debunking the Fads
That Undermine Our Corporations, The Free Press/ Simon & Schuster, NY and Sydney, 223 p.
Written by Australians who knew R.O. Managers suffer from the blandishments of fad mongers
- both academics and consultants - peddling ready-made, ‘instant coffee’ solutions. They
identify myths and false metaphors. They hold up four firms as examples of steady management
commitment long enough to produce results: General Electric, Motorola, Proctor & Gamble
(P&G), and CRA (slight). (See Dana Manufacturing with five levels [Glacier-Vandervell], p.
48-53.) Cited Brown on participation and Jaques on hierarchy and TSD. Two articles, Hilmer &
Donaldson 1996; 1998 names reversed. CUNY Bklyn, Baruch - HD 31 .H492 1996. See book
review by Carter 1998. See Kieser 1997; Spitzer & Evans 1997; Heller et al 1998. Rp. Bk.
Hilmer, Frederick G., and Lex Donaldson, 1996, "The Trivialization of Management," The
McKinsey Quarterly, NY, NY, US, 4(4):26-37. ISSN: 0047-5394. (Bk excerpt: Management
Redeemed.) "The traditional, hierarchically structured company is finished. Corporations must
flatten themselves, get reengineered, burn the rule books, start all over again. Their survival
depends on it." So various modern management theories go. Their book takes five management
"fads" that companies are being urged to follow – flatten the structure, action now, techniques
for all, corporate clan (culture), and strengthen the board - and exposes them as false trails which
can damage both companies and society. Instead, professional management that builds on past
achievements is needed to achieve the true progress in business that spurious quick fixes can
never deliver. Book cited Jaques. Article did not. See 1998 article, names reversed. Both at
AGSM, UNSW, AU. # Refu. Pro.
Hilmer, Frederick G., Chair, 1998, Strictly Boardroom: improving governance to enhance
company performance, 2nd edn., Report of the Independent Working Party into Corporate
Governance, Information Australia, Melbourne, VIC, 124 pages. Not seen. MS. Rep.
Hilmer, Frederick G., and Barbara Drury, 2007, The Fairfax Experience : what the management
texts didn't teach me, John Wiley & Sons, Milton, QLD, AU, 188 p. Hilmer was CE O of
Fairfax Publications for 7 years, from 1999-2006. How he handled the job, lifting the firm from
family-run to a ‘good company.’ (Not yet a great company.) He was confronted with fighting
fires and fixing breakage. Practical. Both before and after he was an academic. He had been a
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McKiney consultant. Jaques not cited. Not CUNY, Clio. NYPL SIBL JBE 07-828. Misc. Bk.
Hilmer, Steven, and Dennis Karney, 1997, “Towards understanding the foundations of Deming's
theory of Management,” Journal of Quality Management, 1997, 2(2):171-189. Discusses the
relationship between W. Edwards Deming's familiar 14 points for management and the axioms
and propositions. Foundations of Deming's management philosophy; Understanding variation;
Knowledge and organizational learning as essential to good management; Propositions that
follow from the basic axioms. [sp: Hillmer, ?] Misc. PJ.
Hilton, Andrew S., and Patricia C. O'Brien, 2009, “Inco Ltd.: Market Value, Fair Value, and
Management Discretion,” Journal of Accounting Research, U. Chicago, Wiley-Blackwell,
Mar2009, 47(1):179-211. DOI: 10.1111/j.1475-679X.2008.00314.x. A case. We examine
management discretion to decide when and how much to write down an asset. We find that,
despite market evidence that Inco's financial statements substantially overvalued the Voisey's
Bay nickel mine throughout 1997 to 2000, management chose not to write down the mine until
2002. GAAP's reliance on undiscounted cash flows for impairment decisions allows huge
unrecorded disparities between book and market value. At UBC-Okanagan & U. Waterloo, Can.
# Misc. PJ. A.
Hiltrop, Jean-Marie, 1995, “The Changing Psychological Contract", European Management
Journal, Science Direct, 13(3):286-294. Under intensifying globalization, the employee will be
employed as long as he or she adds value to the organisation. He or she is personally responsible
for finding new ways to add value. In return, the employee has the right to demand interesting
and important work, has the freedom and resources to perform it well, receives pay that reflects
his or her contribution, and gets the experience and training needed to be employable here or
elsewhere. Commitment, self-reliance, flexibility, and adaptability are in. Stability,
permanence, predictability, fairness, tradition, and mutual respect are out. See Baker 1999.
Hiltrop was at IMD. Alt. PJ.
Himmelweit, Hilde T., Patrick Humphreys, and Marianne Jaeger, 1985, How Voters Decide: a
model of vote choice based on a special longitudinal study extending over fifteen years and the
British election surveys of 1970-1983, Rev. and updated ed., Open University Press, Milton
Keynes, UK; Philadelphia, PA, US, 283 p. (first edition: Academic Press, 1981) NYPL Offsite JLE 88-2384 (SASB). CUNY Grad Ctr JN956 .H68 1985. Misc. Bk.
Hinckley, Stanley R., Jr., 1985, “A Closer Look at Participation,” Organizational Dynamics,
Elsevier Science Inc., UK, Winter 1985, 13(3):57-67. Participation in a processing task (doing
work) or a structuring task (planning the work to be done by others), occurs in one of five
modes: (1) downward participation (a manager participates in work); (2) upward (employees join
higher levels to plan work); (3) lateral (people on the same level collaborate); (4) organizational
(people across functions and levels address issues); and (5) personal (individual applies his or her
own abilities and energy to the job). These five modes of participation take place within the
context of directions (who invites whom to join in work), agendas (what they work on together),
and outcomes (what and who influence individuals, interactions, and organization). Cited Jaques
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1979; Kanter 1983; Hatvany & Pucik 1981; Marsland & Beer 1983; Zussman 1983. # Rp. PJ.
Hindle, Tim, 2008, Guide to Management Ideas and Gurus, Profile Books, The Economist
Publishers, UK, 322 p. (£20) A guide to 50 of the world’s influential management thinkers past
and present and over 100 of the most influential business-management ideas. The Economist ran
many profiles in 2009 issues of the magazine. Elliott Jaques was profiled on May 1st. (Cited
Michael Raynor’s 2007 book. With quote from this Bibliography.) [Builds on: 2003, Guide to
Management Ideas, 247 p. SIBL branch - Non-Fiction 658 H.] D. Bk.
Hindle, Tim, 2008, “Elliott Jaques,” Guide to Management Ideas and Gurus, Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU), London, UK, 2008, p. 253-254. Part II of the book discusses some ideas
used by management guru Elliott Jaques. Used Michael Raynor’s 2007 book. (See Economist
2009 for selections.) W. Ch.
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd., 1973, “Corporate Objectives”, Lok Udyog, New Delhi, IN, Dec.,
7(9):39-41. Without corporate objectives managers cannot set smaller targets. Accountability
gets diluted. Objectives are of two types – basic and programmed. The latter are necessary to
achieve the former. SIBL os JLM 71-55. v. 8, 1974. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Hinshelwood, R. D., and W. Skogstad, 2000, Observing Organisations, Routledge, London, UK,
175 p. Cited Jaques 1955; Khaleelee. W. Bk.
Hinshelwood, R. D., 2008, “Systems, Culture and Experience: Understanding the Divide
between the Individual and the Organization,” Organisational and Social Dynamics, Karnac
Books Ltd., London, UK, May 2008, 8(1):63-77. ISSN 1474-2780. Group relations was more
than sixty years old, formed from two roots - psychoanalysis and Kurt Lewin's field theory. The
latter has subsequently been replaced by systems theory. The two roots do not necessarily live
easily together, and tension remains between them, focusing either on the individual or on the
organization of the team. This split has led to a schism as exemplified in Elliott Jaques's journey
from a deeply psychoanalytic view in the 1940s-1950s based on individual psychoanalysis, to his
‘recanting’ in 1995. Cited Jaques 1951, 1953, 1955, 1956, 1995. Clio Bus Colln, Lehman Liby
HM716 .O85 2007-2010 Hard & E-Jrnl. At U. Essex, UK. # Rp. PJ.
Hinshelwood, R. D., 2008, “Social Science and Psychoanalysis: Marriage or Infection?”
Organisational and Social Dynamics, Karnac Books Ltd., London, UK, Oct. 2008, 8(2):115-137.
ISSN1474-2780. The interdisciplinary transfer of knowledge has been described as an infection
as well as a reluctant suitor. This study compares the underlying assumptions (e.g., levels of
observation); and bridges the two disciplines. The correlation with a social science concept,
‘culture’, is attempted. Cited Jaques 1951, 1955. D. PJ.
Hinshelwood, Bob, 2010, “Impressions of Isabel Menzies Lyth 1917–2008,” British Journal of
Psychotherapy, BAP and Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford, UK, May, 26(2):179-185. doi:
10.1111/j.1752-0118.2010.01171.x [Robert D.] Contrasted her work with Jaques' work in rather
similar 'social defense systems' (people-organisation) concepts. But her difference was that the
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unconcious phantasies of people were not to be found in their common shared humanity, but in
the common work they did together. This bound them together and the work led to their
coordination of effort. In Hinshelwood's eyes she got it right. Obit. Cited Jaques 1953, 1955
(disowned by Jaques), 1995; Menzies Lyth 1960, (lots). At U. of Essex, Colchester, UK.
[rhinsh@essex.ac.uk] # MS. PJ.
Hinton, Bernard M., 1972, “The Experimental Extension of Equity Theory to Interpersonal and
Group Interaction Situations,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, [now
...Human Decision Processes], December, 8(3):434-449. Noted that equity theory has mostly
found empirical support when both the quantitative and qualitative performance standards were
determined by the subject and in part without external references. (See Mulkowsky Related PhD
1977, p. 59. See Walster, et al, 1973) MS. PJ. A.
Hirschhorn, Larry, and Katherine Farquhar, 1985, “Productivity, Technology And The Decline
Of The Autonomous Professional,” Information Technology & People, MCB UP Ltd., UK,
2(4):245-265. The discussion of professional productivity has foundered on the problem of
measurement. But the wider problem is how and through what mechanisms professionals will
become more accountable to the organizations in which they work. We identified three key
processes: the amplification and rationalization of decision-making, vertical and horizontal
integration of jobs, and investments in the organizational boundaries. We outlined three
scenarios: the scenario of degradation, the scenario of the Research and Developmental settings,
and the mixed scenario in which professionals lose some autonomy but gain in effectiveness and
become more responsive. MS. PJ.
Hirschhorn, Larry, 1988, The Workplace Within: The Psychodynamics of Organizational Life,
MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 265 p. Draws on Klein, Menzies, and Jaques (1953 withdrawn),
among others. Jaques now disagrees with this approach and has withdrawn his writings on this
topic. Cited in Grady & Grady 2011. Baruch, Grad Ctr HF 5548.8 .H493 1988. Mid-Manh (5
fl) 158.7 m.; SIBL Offsite JLE 88-3109. Off. Bk. UP. A.
Hirschhorn, Larry, and Thomas Gilmore, 1992, “The new boundaries of the ‘boundaryless’
company,” Harvard Business Review, May-June, p. 104-115. Taking another look at General
Electric, the authors get beyond the boxes and lines to try to determine the hidden boundaries
that matter. They find four: authority (for containment, not control), task, political, identity.
These new boundaries help to clarify new roles. Managers design and manage the system. Not
far off the theory. Both at Wharton. Cited in Bushe, Havlovic and Coetzer 1996b, q.v. MS.
Pro.
Hirschman, Albert O., and Charles E. Lindblom, 1962, “Economic Development, Research and
Development, Policy Making: Some Converging Views,” Behavioral Science, Louisville, KY,
April 1962, 7(2):211-222. Incompleteness. Seeking after data completeness may be a fool’s
errand. Imbalance may be the way to go to solve future problems in economics, research and
development, and policy-making. Balance may be another fool’s errand. Problem-solving
incentives are a very important influence on the manager’s behavior, in addition to intellectual
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capacity. The researcher seeks after effectiveness and breakthroughs not just efficiency in
problem-solving. See Lindblom 1959, 1979. City Coll., Baruch, Grad Ctr Percls. MS. PJ.
Hirschman, Albert O., 1970, Exit, Voice and Loyalty, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA.
An important economics classic on employee and follower behavior. Do read this short book.
Alt. Bk.
Hitachi, 1980, "Employee education aims to instill 'Hitachi spirit," [advertisement], The Japan
Economic Journal, Tokyo, JN, Nov. 11, 1980, p. 30. In English. In addition to creating Hitachi
Institute of Management Development at Abiko, Chiba, JN, there is on-the-job training and
project responsibilities. Teach. # Misc. Ad.
Hitt, Michael A., and Barbara W. Keats, 1992, “Strategic Leadership and Restructuring: A
Reciprocal Interdependence,” Chapter 4 in Phillips, Robert L., and James G. (Jerry) Hunt, eds.,
1992, Strategic Leadership, A Multiorganizational-Level Perspective, Afterword by Robert J.
House, Quorum Books/ Greenwood Publishing, Westport, CT and London, UK, 336 p. On
Jaques. Rp. Ch.
Hitt, Michael A., R. Duane. Ireland, and Robert E. Hoskisson, 2008, Strategic Management:
Competitiveness and Globalization, 5th edn. (?), Thomson-South Western, Mason, OH, US, 479
p. Preparing an Effective Case Analysis. Case 3: Barclays Bank (UK). Case 27: Tesco versus
Sainsbury (UK). Both are requisite RO cases. ECA: # Rp. Ch.
Hlavacek, James D., and Victor A. Thompson, 1978, “Bureaucracy and Venture Failures,” The
Academy of Management Review, April 1978, 3(2):242-248. During the 1970s many large firms
resorted to internal ‘venture teams’ to see innovative products through to market. Many failed.
The reasons were concerns over financial costs, marketing problems, personnel and operational
factors. Teams were not enough. Refu. PJ. A.
Ho, Samuel, 1993, “Transplanting Japanese Management Techniques,” Long Range Planning,
Elsevier Science Ltd., UK, August 1993, 26(4):81-89. Explored management tools used in
Japanese firms its philosophical, strategic level down through managerial and operational
previous levels. (Much of the existing literature on Japanese management deals mainly with
conceptual areas such as management thinking, decision styles, and employee loyalty.) These
techniques can be used wherever they fit local needs and the local environment. Many concepts
and systems can be applied immediately, without change. Companies in the U.K. and Europe
should selectively adapt Japanese management systems - to their own environments and needs as the Japanese have done. At Warwick U., UK. Unaware of the theory. # MS. PJ. A.
Ho, Violet T., and Sze-Sze Wong, 2009, “Knowing Who Knows What and Who Knows Whom:
Expertise recognition, network recognition, and individual work performance,” Journal of
Occupational and Organizational Psychology, British Psychological Society, UK, Mar2009,
82(1):147-158, 12p. We tested the relationship between individuals' expertise recognition and
work performance, the role of job resourcefulness (i.e. individuals' ability to garner resources to
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overcome obstacles) as a mediator, and network recognition as a moderator in the link between
expertise recognition and job resourcefulness. We found that the positive impact of expertise
recognition on work performance was mediated by job resourcefulness, but network
recognition did not play a moderating role. violet.ho@pmail.ntu.edu.sg [hint: Levels of
Capability.] Wow! MS . PJ.
Hoare, Carol, 2006, “Work as the Catalyst of Reciprocal Adult Development and Learning:
Identity and Personality,” chapter 16 (p. 344-380) in Hoare, Carol, ed., 2006, Handbook of Adult
Development and Learning, Oxford U. Press, UK, 579 p. A summation of the mainstream
research to date on work and development. She concludes that more complex work requiring
complex mental action to do it results in growth of adult mental ability and the delay of
dementia. (Hold the hoo-rays. There is a chicken-and-egg causation issue that remains
unaddressed and unsolved: Does a higher mental ability lead to the assignment of more complex
work?) ‘Autonomy’ is connected to growth but work is assigned by – someone [not ever
mentioned nor named]. Cited Barrick and Mount, Kohn and Schooler, Laske 2003, and Jaques
1965. At GWU. Baruch & Htr Mn BF724.5 .H365 2006. Not in NYPL. # MS. Ch. UP. A.
Hobrough, Judith, 1992, “An Integrated Approach to Human Resource Management,”
bioss.com, November, 17 pages. An introduction to the Career Path Appreciation and Levels of
Work model. Increasingly the debate over people as a key organisation resource is focusing on
the identification of key skills and particularly on long-term potential for development.
Described Levels 1 - 6 in terms of Time Spans and the Matrix of Working Relationships.
Downloadable (7/03). www.bioss.com/Phase2/OnlineLibrary/ Rp. Pamph.
Hochschild, Arlie Russell, 1983, The Managed Heart: Commercialization of Human Feeling,
University of California Press, Berkeley, CA., 307 p. Emotional labor is part of many
workplaces. This is the act of managing emotion at work. Salespeople have to control their
emotions while attending to customers. Often an emotion has to be expressed which the
employee does not feel. These tensions can back up into counterproductive behaviors. This later
became part of affective event theory (AET). See Ashkanasy and Daus 2002. See Clio Barnard
& Milstein: Lehman Lib. BF531 .H62 1983 Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Hodgkinson, Christopher, 1978, Towards a Philosophy of Administration, Basil Blackwell,
Oxford, UK; St. Martin’s, NY, NY, US, 243 p. Followed Chester Barnard as his leading
authority while comparing and contrasting Barnard’s views with those of Herb Simon. The
second section (of three) included his model of ‘three levels’ of human motivation: motivational
base, value system, and attitudes. He also discussed ‘responsibility’ and noted the enormous cost
when values were in conflict. Very positive Bk Rev in Public Administration by Vickers in
1979, 57(2):229-230. Jaques not cited. Cited Reddin 1970; Vickers 1965, 1970, 1978; Alderfer
1969; Weiner 1954; von Bertalanffy 1956,1968. Baruch HD31 .H558. Not in NYPL. Misc.
Bk.
Hodgkinson, Gerard P., and Paul R. Sparrow, 2002, The Competent Organization: a
psychological analysis of the strategic management process, Open University Press,
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Buckingham, UK; Philadelphia, PA, US, 412 p. Cognitive perspective. Jaques and Brown not
cited. At Leeds & Manchester. Baruch HD 30.28 .H62 2002. Off. Bk. UP.
Hodgson, Alan, 1987, "Deming's never-ending road to Quality," Personnel Management,
Blackwell, London, UK, p. 40-44. Deming's 14 Points, 5 Deadly Sins of Western management.
"Besides, we know you won't do it!" Excellent intro to quality. [See QAJ.] Cited Deming 1982;
Tribus 1984; Juran 1964; Sherkenbach 1986; Shaw and Dale 1987. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Hodgson, Damian, and Svetlana Cicmil, 2007, "The Politics of Standards in Modern
Management: Making 'The Project' a Reality," Journal of Management Studies, WileyBlackwell, May2007, 44(3):431-450. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-6486.2007.00680.x. We explore the
standardization of contemporary management knowledge. These 'standards' create and reify
'organizational objects,' with powerful consequences and with often unrecognized ethical
implications. It is our argument that modernist beliefs in 'general, abstract and timeless ideas',
enshrined in a universal and abstract rationality, results in the marginalization of more
reflective forms of rationality, and the suppression of autonomy, creativity, and discretion
in organizations. We looked at project management for the consequences - the reification of the
object of management, dissemination of a universal 'body of knowledge', and to the political and
moral significance of the 'blackboxing' of knowledge. Cited Shenhav 1999. # Misc. PJ.
Hodgson, Godfrey, 1973, “Do Schools Make a Difference?” Atlantic Monthly, US, March 1973,
p. 231(3):35-46. James Coleman had found (1966) that, “Schools make no difference, families
make the difference.” Daniel Patrick Moynihan at Harvard. From FDR to LBJ education policy
had been based on the belief that education would lift everyone to the next level. But perhaps
this policy had reached a point of diminishing returns. See rebuttal of Coleman by Bidwell and
Kasarda 1975; Ornstein 2007. Clio. Not in Cuny. Schw - MFs Ref. *ZAN-2680 v. 229-232
(Jan 1972 - Dec 1973). Misc. Pop.
Hodson, Randy, Gregory Hooks, and Sabine Rieble, 1994, “Training in the Workplace:
Continuity and Change,” Sociological Perspectives, Spring 1994, 37(1):97-118. Training is
most likely to occur where workers are structured into internal labor markets that cultivate and
retain their skills and is less likely to occur in organizations which rely on secondary labor
markets. Approaches to training are strongly differentiated by enterprises with and without
internal labor markets. Increased training does not appear to have "trickled down" into
production systems employing less-skilled labor. Training thus may increase existing divisions
in the labor force. See Hodson 1980 PhD; Hooks 1985 PhD. # MS. PJ.
Hoebeke, Luc, 1994, Making Work Systems Better - A Practitioner’s Reflections, John Wiley and
Sons, Chichester, UK, 204 pages. Online edition, 2000, 138 pages. Hoebeke used Requisite
concepts, along with those of Stafford Beer and Peter Checkland, in developing his own
consulting framework. He offered a framework to recognize the dynamics of successful
organizations and to improve performance. Time-Span of Discretion (TSD) was used to focus
on the task related issues of work systems and information overload. He linked the strata to
develop four overlapping domains: Added-Value (1 day to 2 years), Innovation (1 to 10 years),
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Value-Systems (5 to 50 years), and the Spiritual (over 20 years). He developed a typology of
human activities which revealed boundaries relevant to practical interventions in work-systems.
The ability to think analytically and holistically and to find novel solutions lies at the core of the
successful leader and manager. Cited by Church in his 1997 presentation to BDA. (Church
noted that Jaques failed to fully reflect the importance of feedback information for steering
processes, and neglected the importance of more intangible, social information (such as
perception and values). In general, Jaques' presentation of his theory was still couched in the
language of command/ control.) See Hollocks 1996 book review, Wenger 2004. Also cited by
Boxer and Wensley 1996. See Stamp 1997 essay online, Parsons 1958, Mahler 1973. (At Univs
of Amsterdam, Leiden, and Cape Town.) [What a mixed bag.] Cr. Bk.
Hoffer, Eric, 1965, “Automation Is Here to Liberate Us,” New York Times Magazine, New York,
NY, Oct. 24, 1965. Also a chapter in Moore, Wilbert E., ed., 1972, Technology and Social
Change, Quadrangle Books, Chicago, IL, p. 64-74. A New York Times Book. The ol’
stevedore quotes an executive saying automation is eliminating 40,000 jobs a week. Gee, that
adds up fast. Let’s create a state, a new state, of the unemployed. Let’s put intellectuals in
charge - they have ever been the most repressive. But we’ll have two systems then - more choice
and freedom. Let’s send everyone to school so everyone is an intellectual. God created man in a
moment of boredom, and man made the machine, so the machine age. That was to create a hell
on earth. Then came the automated machine. Eden is the next stop. Or the ultimate sabbath. (A
great reading.) Misc. Pop.
Hoffman, L. Richard, and Norman R. F. Maier, 1959, “The Use of Group Decision to Resolve a
Problem of Fairness,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, 12(4):545-559. The
key to the acceptance of a decision is based on the opportunity the members had to make
suggestions on it. (This was altered by some consultants and managers to manipulate employees
into believing they had input when they did not. This improved acceptance in the short term.)
MS. PJ. A.
Hofmeister, John, and Sarah Parker, 2003, “Creating and Sustaining Balance in Global
Businesses: A Practitioner View,” Advances in Global Leadership, Elsevier Science Ltd., 3:275301. An annual. Productive efforts to achieve strategic and operational success are enabled by
the balance of competing tensions - centripetal and centrifugal - not their oscillations. Internal
regulators contribute to this balance when they are understood and systematically integrated into
both short and long-term decision-making. Inattention to this balance dilutes value creation,
or worse, destroys it. Gaps are exploited by competitors to the detriment of shareholder value
creation. Some firms create tensions to keep this balance. Many firms fail to keep this balance
and to create value. Cited Jaques 1989, 2002, 2002. SIBL JBL 00-60 v. 3. Rp. PJ.
Hofmeister, John, 2010, "Why We Hate the Oil Companies," Strategy and Business, Booz &
Co., NY, NY, US, Summer 2010, 8 pgs. (Repr. 10207.) As Shell’s then top U.S. executive
traveled the country, he discovered how corporate leaders create their own reputation for
arrogance — and lose their chance to deliver the right message. Oil prices had been climbing for
the past three years, and the serious supply disruptions caused by the storms sent them
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skyrocketing. [But "I started receiving hate mail, including a drawing showing me hanging in
effigy; not exactly what I expected when I took the job. Moreover, most lawmakers were
ignoring the critical issues in energy.] Energy solutions were 10-25 years out. (Time gap.) #
Rp. Pro.
Hofmeister, John, 2011, Why We Hate the Oil Companies: straight talk from an energy insider,
Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke, UK; NY, NY, US, 264 p. With a new afterword (post-BP
Gulf spill). There are two time-cycles: “energy time” measured in decades and “political time”
measured in two- and four-year cycles. National public policy efforts to support or expand the
nation’s energy system, including supplies, efficiency, infrastructure, and environmental
protections, and to deliver “energy independence” have failed over the past four decades. Given
the current trajectory of an aging infrastructure, decades of restrictions on drilling, failure to
tackle the obstacles that prevent both more nuclear plant and clean coal plant projects, frittering
at the edges of renewable energy, and avoidance of other energy “hard choices,” within the
decade the nation faces an unprecedented energy abyss. By 2020 there will be inadequate
supplies of liquid fuels. The nation has to come to grips with its energy future sooner, not later.
The world and this country have more energy than we will ever need. The energy industry has
the people, the technology, and the capacity to produce it. We can do better than allow or
tolerate its rationing and excessive pricing for the narrow political interests of those who govern
us. We need a periodic reminder of who works for whom in a democracy. He was the president
of Shell Oil Company in the US from 2005 to 2008, and has been founder and CEO of the
nonprofit association Citizens for Affordable Energy since. See Hofmeister 2010 S+B article.
Not in CUNY, NYPL. Clio online, Business, Lehman Res HD9565 .H64 2011. Rp. Bk.
Hofstede, Geert, 1980, “Motivation, leadership and organization: do American theories apply
abroad?” Organizational Dynamics, AMA, US, Summer 1980, 9(1):42–63. Determined the
impact of management styles of U.S. companies on organizations abroad as of 1980, and its
relation to national culture. There has been little consensus on the national culture of - U.S.
citizens, Mexicans, French, or Japanese. Four such dimensions are Power Distance, Uncertainty
Avoidance, Individualism-Collectivism, and Masculinity-Femininity. National culture can be
compared with the dimensions of personality used to describe individuals' behavior. In
recruiting, an organization often tries to get an impression of a candidate's dimensions of
personality, such as intelligence (high-low); energy level (active-passive); and emotional
stability (stable-unstable). Cited by Eto 2008; Ryan & Rose 2010. # Misc. PJ.
Hofstede, Geert, 1986, “The Usefulness of the Organization Culture Concept,” Journal of
Management Studies, Blackwell, UK, May, 23(3):20-25. (Hofstede was the guest editor for this
issue.) Cited Jaques 1951. W. PJ.
Hofstede, Geert, and Michael Harris Bond, 1988, “The Confucius Connection: From Cultural
Roots to Economic Growth,” Organizational Dynamics, AMA, US, Spring88, 16(4):5-21. (AN
4640478) A global survey of Chinese values (!). Contrasted Chinese values with those of the
West in over 20 countries. Linked cultural values to economic growth. Noted Western
economists missed the explosive growth of East Asian tigers. A key: the contrast between short-
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term versus long-term temporal perspectives. The West thinks shorter, wee shorter. Cited by
Bluedorn 2002; Blunt 1990; Eden and Spender 1998; Hickson 1996; Ryan & Rose 2010. See
Ashkanasy also. [See Deming: P-P-Do-Do.] # MS. PJ.
Hogan, Robert, Dan Fazzini, and Robert Raskin, 1990, “How Charisma Cloaks Incompetence,”
Personnel Journal, Santa Monica, Calif., US, May 1990, 69(5):73-76. Mentioned studies in
Standard Oil and by Jon Bentz at Sears, Roebuck that showed insufficient chacteristics selected
by superiors. Tenure at the top post was 3-4 years. Statistically some 60%-70% of those
selected as managers were incompetent. 60%-75% of employees reported that the source of job
stress was their immediate boss. 89% of employees thought management should be ethical, but
only 41% thought this was true of their current employer. “The behaviorist model of
management is wrong.” It omits any cognitive element of competence and cloaks many bad
managers. Htr Mn, Baruch & City Coll have Hard. All three authors have PhDs in psychology
and are from Tulsa, OK. Teach. # Refu. Pro.
Hogan, Robert, Gordon J. Curphy, and Joyce Hogan, 1994, "What We Know About Leadership:
Effectiveness and Personality," American Psychologist, APA, US, Accepted June, p. 1-33.
Leadership does matter. Politicians ask: "Who shall rule?" Psychologists rather ask, "Who
should rule?" This article summarizes what mainstream psychologists know. Cited Bentz 1985,
1987, 1990; Bennis & Nanus 1985; Hogan et al 1990; Zaccaro et al 1991. # Misc. PJ. A.
Hogan, Robert, Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic, and Robert B. Kaiser, 2013, "Employability and
Career Success: Bridging the gap between theory and reality," Industrial and Organizational
Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, UK/US, March, 6(1):3-16. DOI: 10.1111/iops.12001. Dramatic
changes in the nature of work since World War II and current levels of persistent unemployment
make employability an important public policy issue. Employability is defined as the capacity
to gain formal employment or find new employment. This review begins by considering what
existing research tells us about employability; it focuses on the most common psychological
approach to employability—the study of career success—as determined by cognitive abilities,
personality, and educational achievement. Next, we review the literature concerning what
employers actually want. This section highlights the importance of social skills (being
rewarding to deal with) as a key determinant of employability. We conclude by proposing a
model for bridging the gap between what psychologists prescribe and what employers want. Not
in NYPL, CUNY. Clio onsite online. Not seen yet. Teach. Misc. PJ.
Hogarth, D. W., 1981, “Beyond Discrete Biases: Functional and Dysfunctional Aspects of
Judgmental Heuristics,” Psychological Bulletin, APA, US, 90(2):197-217. (Reprinted as
Chapter 41 (p. 680-704) in Arkes, Hal R., and Kenneth R. Hammond, 1986, Judgment and
Decision Making, Cambridge U. P., Cambridge, UK; NY, NY, US; Melbourne, Vic, AU, 812
p.) T&K assume a stabile time horizon, and this is unrealistic. If their discrete ‘biased
judgment’ example is reinterpreted using the more natural continuous environment, it becomes
entirely rational. Cited by Jungermann 1983. Cited Tversky & Kahneman 1973. # Refu. PJ.
A.
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Hogarth, Robin M., 1975, “Decision Time as a Function of Task Complexity,” chapter (p. 321338) in Wendt, Dirk, and Charles A. J. Vlek, eds., 1975, Utility, Probability, and Human
Decision Making: selected proceedings of an interdisciplinary research conference, Rome, 3-6
September 1973, D. Reidel Pub. Co., Dordrecht, NL; Boston, MA, US, 418 p. When a choice
was to be made among a given number of alternatives, task complexity as well as cognitive
strain were defined to be increasing functions of both the number of aspects per alternative and
difficulty of choice between alternatives. The decision maker was purposed to minimize the cost
of (1) time of the decision procedure and (2) errors made. The model was described in terms of
several observable variables functionally linked to an unobservable variable of the psychological
process - cognitive strain: the model thus offered the possibility of inferring mechanisms of the
underlying psychological process by observation of measurable variables. Optimal decision
time (point) was relatively small. Comments by D. L. Ford (p. 339-343). Task complexity to be
defined more exactly. Cited by Jungermann 1983. Based on Hogarth Related PhD 1972. Jaques
not cited. CUNY Grad Ctr HD69.D4 R43 1973. Schw JLD 76-3767 (SASB). # MS. Ch.
Hogarth, Robin M., Claude Michaud, and Jean-Louis Mery, 1980, “Decision Behaviour in Urban
Development: A Methodological Approach and Substantive Considerations,” Acta Psychologica,
London, UK, August, 45(1-3):95-117. On procedural uncertainty, where a decision maker is
unclear how to process the decision or what information is needed or even where it is.
Anticipations include: delays, imitation, abstract and/or concrete information conditions for
action, and dynamic interactions. Not on the theory, but very good. (Forthcoming book in
French: “Urbanisme et amenagement: decision et anticipation.”) Cited in Humphreys 1984. Not
in file. MS. PJ. A.
Hoggett, Paul, 2006, “Conflict, Ambivalence, and the Contested Purpose of Public
Organizations,” Human Relations, New York, NY, Feb 2006, 59(2):175-194. doi:
10.1177/0018726706062731 Argued that public organizations are inherently more complex than
private ones because their complexity derives from two sources. The public sphere is first the
site for the continuous contestation of public purposes and this means that questions regarding
values and policies saturate all public organizations, particularly at the point of delivery.
Second, because government partly acts as the receptacle for the alienated subjectivity of
citizens, public organizations have to contain much of what is disowned by the society in which
they are situated. It follows that the fate of the public official, sometimes referred to as the
‘street-level bureaucrat’, is to have to contain the unresolved (and often partially suppressed)
value conflicts and moral ambivalence of society. Such a perspective has implications for all of
those who, in their different roles, seek to bring about change or development in public
organizations. Psychoanalytic approaches to organizational consultation have not adequately
understood the contested nature of public organizations and some key aspects of this approach,
such as the concept of the organization's primary task, need to be reconsidered. Cited Jaques.
MS. PJ.
Holden, Paul E., Lounsbury S. Fish, and Hubert L. Smith, 1941, Top-management Organization
and Control; a research study of the management policies and practices of thirty-one leading
industrial corporations, published for the Stanford University Graduate School of Business [by]
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McGraw-Hill Book Co., NY, NY, 257 p. (Reprinted 1951.) Both Fish and Smith were with
Standard Oil of Calif. (Expanded 1948 edn. includes a section on the Board of Directors.) 586
libraries have it. Solid. Part A is a summary and conclusions. The primary responsibilities of
top management are to provide farsighted planning and clarification of objectives, a sound plan
of organization, fully qualified personnel in all key positions, and provide effective means of
control. Two of the 31 had plans five years ahead. Half had them one year ahead. Organization
structure must be clear on directors, general (top) management and divisional management.
Committee coordination of viewpoints should be handled by one high-level person. When it
comes to personnel selection and training most firms leave it to providence but equitable action
is a key to maintaining morale. An effective plan of control allows delegation by top
management thus freeing themselves of detail to concentrate on broad planning and direction.
(A vertical system loop.) Half of firms used budgeting as their primary means of control but
more is needed to ensue participation, commitment, and flexibility. Cited as a formative
influence on post-WWII Japanese management by Nobuo Noda 1969. Translated into
Japanese by Eikichi Kishinoue in 1957 as: Toppu Manejimento: saiko keieiso no soshiki to keiei
tosei, Daiyamondosha, Tokyo, JN, 348 p. Waseda U. and two other libraries have it. See G. L.
Hall 1948/1956 for similar reason. [Also in French, L'organisation de la direction dans les
grandes enterprises, 1951. In German 1957: Industrielle Führungskunst.] Not on the theory but
damn close to it. Excerpted in Joseph A. Litterer 1963, p. 76-83 as formal organization.
(Informal by Selznick 1943 and Roy 1952.) Ignored by Pierson and by Gordon and Howell in
1959 reports on business education. See unrelated PhD 1955 John S. McGuinness. Cited by
Alvin Brown 1945; Schaffir 1954; Noda 1969; Kono 1984. See Fish 1942 article. At Stanford
U. See below for 1968 edition. NYPL has it. City Cohen has both. Clio Offsite: HD31 .H6
1951; HD31 .H71; 261 H711. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
[SEE 1959 REPORTS. Gordon.]
Holden, Paul E., Carlton A. Pederson, and Grayton E. Germaine, 1968, Top Management; a
research study of the management policies and practices of fifteen leading industrial
corporations, McGraw-Hill Book Co., NY, NY, 263 p. Not on the theory. Solid. Similar to
above book as a third edition. A study of another 15 manufacturing companies this time. In
part, a contrast with the prior study to show areas of change and progress. Chapter One is a
Synopsis of the argument. New areas included M&A, international operations, MIS, and the
road to the top (operations). See above for earlier editions. At Stanford U. Baruch, City & Clio
Offsite: HD31 .H585. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Holder, Robert J., 1993, “Creating a Quality Lifestyle,” The Journal for Quality and
Participation, Cincinnati OH, March 1993, 16(2):16-21. Quality does not become an
organization's or individual's way of life, but an exercise in following the commandments and
exercises of a guru. A firm must discover its own philosophy of quality for commitment to be
developed. Rather than adopting someone else’s system of total quality management, you might
want to think about creating a quality lifestyle and philosophy that uniquely expresses the needs
of your customers and the people with whom you work. This article explores the concept of a
quality lifestyle, the characteristics of a quality philosophy and roadblocks to developing a
quality philosophy. We have also included a process which might be used to begin a quality
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lifestyle journey. Cited Jaques 1970. Misc. PJ.
Holding, Dennis H., and Robert I. Reynolds, 1982, “Recall or evaluation of chess positions as
determinants of chess skill,” Memory and Cognition, Psychonomic Society, Austin, Texas,
10(3):237-242. Skilled chess players recalled positions better than less skilled players (except
when random positions were offered). Memory and skill determined the evaluation of future
positions. See Charness 1989. Cited in Klein 1998. In Psych Lib. MS. PJ.
Holland, John H., 1995, Hidden Order: How Adaptation Builds Complexity, Addison-Wesley,
Reading, MA, US, 185 p. A weak Index. CAS = complex adaptive system. Identified six
elements which make up a system. Evolution requires a hierarchy of tiers. Adaptive agents have
bounded rationality that requires each to anticipate [the future] and test hypotheses by learning
the rules and taking dynamic actions. Credit = future. (A real book on complexity - not fads and
fashions.) Jaques not cited. City Coll. Engg & Clio Millstein [Rm. 409] TJ217 .H64 1995.
NYPL offsite JSD 96-31. At Santa Fe Inst. MS. Bk.
Hollander, Edwin P., 1958, “Conformity, status, and idiosyncrasy credit,” Psychological Review,
APA, March, 65(2):117-127. [Reprinted as chapter 15 in his 1964 book.] 'Idiosyncrasy credit' is
taken to be an index of social status, in the operational sense of permitting deviations from
common 'expectancies' of the group. Credits are postulated to increase or decrease as a function
of the group's perception of the individual's task performance and solution ability. These credits
emerge as low conformity, high status, and group leadership. MS. PJ. A.
Hollander, Edwin P., 1960, “Competence and conformity in the acceptance of influence,”
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, APA, Nov., 61(3):365-369. [Reprinted as chapter
17 in his 1964 book.]. A study was conducted to test the relationship between competence on a
group task and conformity or nonconformity to procedural norms in determining a person's
ability to influence other group members. Influence was measured by the number of trials in
which the confederate's recommended solution was accepted as the group's choice. A significant
increase in his influence occurred as the trials progressed and there was successive evidence of
his competence. Past conformity was also found to be positively and significantly related to the
acceptance of his influence. MS. PJ. A.
Hollander, Edwin P., 1964, Leaders, Groups, and Influence, Oxford U. P., NY, NY; Oxford,
UK, 256 p. Most chapters were taken from his published articles. Hollander, like Stogdill 1948,
argued that leaders differ from followers in social skills, degree of cooperativeness, etc. In
addition, they should be high in skills related to task accomplishment and have an expert power
based on their contribution to task success. Thus, emergent leaders gain ‘idiosyncratic credits’ in
the eyes of their followers. On the other hand, appointed leaders will have great technical skills
but lack a social skill base for their authority. [Predecessor to EJ research. Chapters 15 and 17
were previously published in 1958 and 1960.] City Coll., JJay: HM141 .H58 1964. MS. Bk.
UP. A.
Hollander, Edwin P., 1978, Leadership Dynamics: a practical guide to effective relationships,
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Free Press, New York, NY, 212 p. Cited Jaques 1961; Jacobs 1970. W. Bk.
Hollander, Edwin P., and Lynn R. Offermann, 1990, “Power and Leadership in Organizations:
Relationships in Transition,” American Psychologist, American Psychological Association,
Special issue: Organizational Psychology, February, 45(2):179-189. The trend in research on
power and leadership in organizations has been toward greater interest in the role of followers
and their involvement. Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1987; H. Levinson 1984; Sashkin 1984;
Hollander 1958, 1964. At CUNY Baruch Coll.; Grad Ctr.; GWU. # Rp. PJ. A.
Hollander, Edwin P., and Lynn R. Offermann, 1990, “Relational Features of Organizational
Leadership and Followership,” chapter (p. 83-97) in Clark, Kenneth E., and Miriam B. Clark,
eds., 1990, Measures of Leadership, Leadership Library of America, West Orange, NJ, 636 p.
A review of the development of concepts and theories of leadership up to the present time. Our
approach sees leadership as a process involving a collaboration between a leader and responsive
followers and a delegation to followership. Leadership and followership therefore consist of an
interlocking system of relationships. Hierarchical organizations require both functions at every
level. Cited Jacobs & Jaques 1987, 1990. At Cuny Baruch, and GWU. # D. Ch.
Hollander, Edwin P., 1993, “Legitimacy, Power, and Influence: A Perspective on Relational
Features of Leadership,” chapter 2 (p. 29-47) in Chemers, Martin M. and Roya Ayman, eds.,
1993, Leadership Theory and Research: perspectives and directions, Academic Press, San
Diego, Cal, US, 347 p. Explored the role that followers play in the legitimation of a leader’s
authority and prerogatives, including leader-follower exchanges, perceptions of charismatic
influence, and aspects of group decisionmaking. Cited Jacobs 1970; Jacobs and Jaques 1987;
Burns 1978; Hollander and Offermann 1990; Ridgeway 1981. Not in Clio. Bklyn Coll. HD57.7
.L437 1993. NYPL Schw JFE 92-658. At Baruch. # W. Ch.
Hollenbeck, John R., and Charles R. Williams, 1986, "Turnover Functionality Versus Turnover
Frequency: A note on work attitudes and organizational effectiveness," Journal of Applied
Psychology, Nov. 1986, 71(4):606-611. Tested whether work attitudes, widely praised as
predictors of turnover frequency (i.e., the number of separations), were also useful predictors of
turnover functionality (i.e., the nature of separations). Measures were obtained from 112 retail
salespersons. Results indicate that (a) the traditional measure overstates the detrimental effects
of turnover on organizational effectiveness (53% of the turnover was functional) and (b) turnover
functionality, which emphasizes the performance levels of stayers and leavers, was unrelated
to work attitudes. Decreasing turnover frequency will not necessarily result in beneficial
consequences to the firm. Cited in Hart 1990 Related PhD. # Refu. PJ. A.
Hollenbeck, John R., Aleksander P. J. Ellis, Stephen E. Humphrey, Adela S. Garza, and Daniel
R. Ilgen, 2011, “Asymmetry in structural adaptation: The differential impact of centralizing
versus decentralizing team decision-making structures,” Organizational Behavior and Human
Decision Processes. Elsevier, US, Jan. 2011, 114(1):64-74. doi:10.1016/j.obhdp.2010.08.003.
Results from 93 four-person teams working on a command and control simulation generally
supported Structural Adaptation Theory (SAT), documenting that it was more difficult for teams
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to adapt to a centralized decision-making structure after formerly working within a decentralized
structure, than it was to adapt in the alternative direction. The negative effects of centralized
shifts were mediated by efficiency and adaptability. Cited Marks, Mathieu, & Zaccaro 2001. At
Michigan State U., U. Arizona - Tucson, Penn State U,. US. # Misc. PJ. A.
Holliday, Heather – misspelling for Tolliday, Heather (q.v.). ~
Hollingworth, Leta Stetter, 1926, Gifted Children, their nature and nurture, Macmillan, New
York, NY, 374 p. See “Leadership” p. 131-135. Children of average intelligence chose leaders
from peers whose IQ was between 115 and 130 but never 160. Leaders of IQ 160 might lead a
group with average IQ of 130. Communication was the key. Average children can not
comprehend the vocabulary of children whose IQ was substantially higher than their own.
Overly bright children were isolated by the others (Yoder) unless there was an intermediary
group through which they could exercise leadership. Other differences also created barriers:
interests, goals and activity patterns. [This looks like a difference in CIP level and capability/
logic levels at each 20-30 IQ points.] The IQ 130 group “gives allegiance to a degree of insight
above that which wins the average group [at IQ 100].” “Social intelligence” was then a canard.
In one group the high IQ child has “social intelligence” and in the other he/she does not.
Leadership is founded largely on the IQ’s of the group and the optimum degree of related IQ of
the leader. S.I. was the precursor to “emotional intelligence” (E.I.) today. This supports the
discoveries of growth modes and the one-stratum distance for leadership. See also “Play” p.
135-9. Cited in: Most 1990 (Bass 1981). Wow!!! Clio Barnard 150 H734 - OUT. Baruch
LC3965 .H55; City LC3993 .H55; Hunter LC3965 .H55. SIBL offsite. Seen. MS. Bk.
Holloway, David, 1999, “The Audit Commission, Managerialism and the Further Education
Sector,” Journal of Vocational Education and Training, Triangle Journals, UK, 51(2):229-243.
triangle.co.uk The New Right was using the Audit Commissions in the UK to sling accusations
at anything that moved in this sector. This is where “accountability” becomes the “Scarlet Letter
A”. This approach can become a massive abuse of Accountability and degenerates into guiltmongering. In T.C. Lib. Sent to Hebe 5-18-06. Misc. PJ.
Hollwitz, John, and Eric Matthiesen, 1981, ‘Improved communication: Improved productivity.'
Proceedings, Southwest American Business Communications Association (SW-ABCA),
Houston, 1981. [Often mispelt as Hollowitz.] Cited by Sullivan 1983 with their positive
reference to Jenkins 1977 Related PhD. Not seen.
Holmberg, Bengt A., 1989. “Developing organizational competence in a business,” chapter 10
(p. 271-297) in Espejo, Raul, and Roger Harnden, eds., 1989, The Viable System Model:
Interpretations and Applications of Stafford Beer’s VSM, John Wiley, Chichester and New York,
472 p. A case on how ASSI Group, a Swedish paper and packaging company with 8000
employees in five countries, implemented Beer’s VSM. Beer’s five-system model bore strong
resemblance to Jaques’ and Brown’s five-level SBU at each level. (The systems, as Deming
indicated, are nested at each level.) By the Director of Corporate Development. No direct
mention of EJ or WB. Editors at U. of Aston. Misc. Ch.
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Holmes, Roger, 1965, “Freud, Piaget and Democratic Leadership,” The British Journal of
Sociology, LSE, London, UK, 16(2):123-139. Regarding the legitimacy that private sector
managers felt, or didn’t feel, about their roles in a democracy. Managers must adjudicate among
their employees as part of the role. But the managerial use of manipulation and intra-group
competition for rewards destroyed the claim of the leader on the loyalty of the followers.
This forces every employee to become his/her own leader/manager.
French translation 1966: "Freud, Piaget et le leadership démocratique," Cahiers Vilfredo Pareto,
Librarie Droz, Jean Piaget et les Sciences Sociales, Paris, FR, 4(10):85-103. In French. (See
1965 English version.) "... Plus la position que l'on occupe est impressionnante, plus le degré
d'élévation monte. Les gestionnaires d'Elliott Jaques ne faisaient pas assez de cas de leur
condition de « gestionnaires ». ... Le leader doit aussi posséder les capacités et la personnalité
requises. ...” # Cited Jaques 1951 (p. 125.) ; Piaget 1960; Gibb 1968 [from 1954] ; Barnard
1938. Oddly, not Brown 1960. See Child and Partridge 1982; 1989 PhD by A. R. Watson for a
similar vertical legitimacy issue. Holmes was at LSE. # Rp. PJ. A.
Holmes, Roger, 1967, "The Ownership of Work: A psychological approach," British Journal of
Industrial Relations, Blackwell, UK, Mar1967, 5(1):19-27. 9p. ISSN: 00071080. Discussed the
psychological approach in the study of ownership at work. Both morality and power can be seen
in terms of property. And property is psychologically viewed as an extension of the self. The
notion of property implies a preoccupation with the self and an indifference to the claims of
others that argues a close association with felt power. Agreed rights and ownership are accorded
to by an individual to the extent that they accord the person the illusion of an extended control
and an enhanced significance. [Befuddled.] Cited Jaques 1956. At LSE, UK. # W. PJ. A.
Holmes, Ron W., 1980 / 1981, “Job Evaluation: Theory and Practice (Part 1)” Asia Pacific
Journal of Human Resources, Sage, Summer 1980 / June 1981, 18:42-49. (1st of 2 articles.)
Ron considered many techniques including the Hay-Point, Paterson Decision-Band, and Jaques'
TSD. Cited B. Livy 1975, Paterson 1963 , and Fox 1966 as critical of Jaques. Failed to look at
any approach in depth. Cited Belcher 1974. At Flinders U., AU. W. PJ.
Holmstrom, Paul, 2003, “Medvetna Ledarstilar,” published online at holmstrom.se, 19 pages,
152 kB, pdf. E-booklet. In Swedish. Translated title: (Conscious leadership styles.) Situational
leadership as described by Blake/Mouton and Hersey/Blanchard builds on the two dimensions of
task and relation. This e-booklet uses requisite organization (RO) theory and the tripod of work
(Stamp) to explore the connection between task and relation. Included are questionnaires and
diagnostic manuals to support an understanding of the situation at hand and enable managers to
consciously choose among situational leadership styles. Ru.
Holt, Harry William, 2004, A Sculpture Representing Elliott Jaques’ Universal Depth Structure,
George Washington U., Washington, DC. Academy of Management, 2004 Annual Convention,
New Orleans, LA. Program Session #: 385, The Fringe Café, Sunday, Aug. 8, 2004. Jaques’
findings developed into a unified structure that takes into account time-spans and roles. Created
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a sculpture depicting this structure to be utilized as a teaching tool. The sculpture shows, as one
moves higher up the hierarchy, there is a fanning out of the time spans. ~
Homa, [Hunt], Edna Beatrice, 1967, The Dynamic Inter-Relationships Among Work, Payment
and Capacity, D.B.A., thesis in Business Administration, Graduate School of Business
Administration, Harvard University, Boston, MA. ADD X1967. Baker Library No. 197928,
Stack 1C. Not in UMI or DAI. Unpublished. Abstract obtained from author. [Summarized in
Fox 1966; Laner and Crossman 1970; Jaques and Stamp 1990.] See Pearson Hunt 1966. See
King et al 1999 and 2001. See Goldman 1999 PhD. See Capelle 1999. (See Biblio Part I,
“Works on the Progression Curves” for a listing of the many studies done in this area.) Online at
Global.org See PhDs.
Homans, George C., 1941, “Western Electric Researches,” chapter 4 (p. 56-99) in Fatigue of
Workers, its relation to industrial production, National Research Council, Committee on Work
in Industry, Reinhold Pub. Corp., NY, NY, US, 165 p. (As Secretary of the Committee Homans
wrote the entire report. Reprinted as chapter (p. 210-241) in Hoslett, Schuyler Dean, ed., 1951,
Human Factors in Management; and as chapter (p. 99-114) in Etzioni, Amitai, ed., 1969,
Readings in Modern Organizations. The Committee was comprised of: Henderson, Mayo,
Willard, Hunter, Robinson, and Ruttenberg: the Pareto Circle itself.) Showed the command and
control weakness and the employee participation strength in the Hawthorne experiments in the
1930s. The workers were divided into two groups, to vary the illumination and to keep it steady.
The operators in both rooms were closely watched and knew it. The reactions of the two groups
could not have been more different. One group rationed/ restricted the amount of work
performed to eliminate variation in output. Men traded jobs, which was forbidden. The
experimenters saw this as a conflict between technical and social organizations, and the rates of
technical change that management imposed which disrupted social relations. The other group
was consulted about the experiments and cooperated fully. Increases in outputs were welcomed.
This was obviously different reactions by the workers to the different types of supervision. (The
results supported participation and involvement.) See Wren 1961/1986 Interesting PhD. CUNY
[Etzioni] City HM131 .E85. CUNY City HD4904.5 .N3. Dewey: 331.822. # Misc. Ch.
Homans, George C., 1953, “Status Among Clerical Workers,” Human Organization, 12:5-10.
The first study to identify an equity element in the workplace. (Herzberg 1954 was second.) ~
Homans, George C., 1961, Social Behavior: Its Elementary Forms, Harcourt, Brace and World,
New York, NY, 404 p. Revised edition, 1974. This is Homans’ version of equity theory. It is
treated on a par with Jaques 1961, Patchen 1961, and Adams 1963 & 1965. Vroom 1964 could
not tell these theories apart. See dual positive reviews in AJS by Davis and Boulding (1/1962).
MS. Bk.
Homans, George C., 1966, “Bringing Men Back In,” chapter in Rubenstein, A. H., and C. J.
Haberstroh, eds., Some Theories of Organization, Irwin-Dorsey, Homewood, IL. A cri de cour
to stop treating employees as functions and acknowledge people as whole and human, having
personalities. MS. Ch.
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Homans, George C., 1975, “Conversation...with George C. Homans,” Organizational Dynamics,
Elsevier Science Publishing, Autumn75, 4(2):34-54. Editor Dowling interviewed George C.
Homans, a historical researcher and sociologist, regarding his works on sociology and human
behavior in relation to personnel management. Lessons essential for operating managers in his
books "Social Behavior and The Human Group." Checklist of important factors in industrial
behavior that sociologists have developed. View of the workers' concept of equity in pay at
Honeywell corresponded to their perceptions of time span of discretion. (Ref. to Richardson
1971?) Jaques cited. D. PJ.
Hood, Christopher, 2010, “Can We? Administrative Limits Revisited,” Public Administration
Review, The American Society for Public Administration, US, July/Aug 2010, 70(4):527–534.
doi: 10.1111/j.1540-6210.2010.02172.x. What are the effective limits of taxable capacity after
the financial crash and economic recession of 2008? What are the limits of safety and security?
What are the limits to the achievement of ambitious social engineering? Such questions address
issues that are of continuing importance. At Oxford U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Hood, Christopher C., 2011, The Blame Game: spin, bureaucracy, and self-preservation in
government, Princeton U. Press, Princeton, NJ, US, 226 p. This book took 10 years to write.
How to avoid blame. How to claim credit. Mentioned the computer and its impact. Good blame
versus bad blame. The culture of audit. (Very powerful and disturbing yet generous. The best
book on power since Machiavelli.) Thanked LSE staff. E-mail:christopher.hood@allsouls.ox.ac.uk See Khaleelee 2004. Clio Lehman Liby: JF1351 .H67 2011. Misc. Bk.
Hoof, Josephus Adrianus Petrus van, 1963, Autonomie en motivie van arbeiders in industriële
bedrijven, G. Janssen, Nijmegen, NL, 229 p. [In Dutch. English sumry p. 187-189.] This book
was the published version of the Dr.Let. dissertation in Sociology, Radboud Universiteit
Nijmegen (a public university, formerly Katholieke Universiteit te Nijmegen), NL. Used
Simon’s decision-making as an upper managenent model. An equilibrium is maintained between
the autonomy granted the worker by management, worker motivation, and foreman direct
supervision and inspection. Upper management can unwittingly disturb this balance by its
actions and policies. Used the term "time span of control" (p. 58) instead of TSD. (Per Geenen
1973: Hoof had similar findings regarding autonomy and freedom of choice available and
desirable to the worker as in Turner and Lawrence 1965.) Cited by J. Geenen 1973 M.I.E. Cited
Jaques 1956, 1961; WF Whyte 1955; Leibenstein 1960; Herzberg 1957, 1959; Simon
(numerous). Clio os HD6974 .H67. Seen. Abs # Rp. Bk.
Hooijberg, Robert, and Robert E. Quinn, 1992, “Behavioral Complexity and the Development of
Effective Managers,” Chapter 10 (p. 161-175.) in Phillips, Robert L., and James G. Hunt, eds.,
1992, Strategic Leadership, A Multiorganizational-Level Perspective, Quorum Books/
Greenwood, Westport, CT, 336 p. See Hooijberg’s Related 1992 Ph.D. Ties Jaques’ cognitive
complexity to Quinn’s behavioral complexity. Rp. Ch.
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Hooijberg, Robert, James G. (Jerry) Hunt, and George E. Dodge, 1997, “Leadership Complexity
and Development of the Leaderplex Model,” Journal of Management, 23(3):375-408. Authors
propose an integrative framework to combine cognitive, social, and behavioral aspects of
leadership. They call it the Leaderplex Model. This also embraces the contingency theory
elements of differentiation and integration (p. 401). Extends Jaques’ cognitive complexity.
Proposes further research and new managerial development programs. Great footnotes. Ties
Jaques to Ashby. Ties Jaques to Streufert, to Quinn, and to Bolman and Deal 1991. Cited by
Gill 2006. Cited Jaques 1976; Jacobs & Jaques 1987, 1990. # Rp. PJ.
http://www.findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m4256/is_n3_v23/ai_20147091/print
Hooijberg, Robert, R. Craig Bullis, and James G. Hunt, 1999, “Behavioral Complexity and the
Development of Military Leadership for the Twenty-First Century,” Chapter 6, p. 111-130. In
Hunt, James G., George E. Dodge, and Leonard Wong, eds., 1999, Out-of-the-Box Leadership:
Transforming the Twenty-First-Century Army and Other Top-Performing Organizations, JAI
Press, Stamford, CT. Monographs in Leadership and Management, Vol. 1 (q.v.). Linked Quinn
and Jaques. Rp. Ch.
Hooijberg, Robert, James G . (Jerry) Hunt, John Antonakis, and Kimberly B. Boal, eds., 2007,
Being There Even When You Are Not: Leading Through Strategy, Structures, and Systems,
Elsevier JAI, Amsterdam, NL; Boston, MA, US, 319 p. ISSN: 1479-3571. doi: 10.1016/S14793571(07)04021-7. Examined indirect leadership - the leadership of organizations. It explored
how leaders exercise leadership indirectly through structures, processes, and systems that
stimulate others to contribute to organizational goals. (Chs. 1, 2, 4, 6, 12, 13, 16, and 17 are
copied and in this file separately.) [Table of Contents:]
1. Being there even when you are not : the leadership of organizations /; Robert Hooijberg ...
[et al] # --; 2. Structuring the organization for leadership development /; David V. Day # --; 3.
Developing organizational capacity for leadership /; Ellen Van Velsor and Patricia M.G.
O'Connor --; 4. Nestlé on the move : evolving human resources approaches for company
success /; Paul V. Broeckx and Robert Hooijberg # --; 5. Strategic leadership, organizational
learning, and network ties /; Kimberly B. Boal --; 6. Creating, growing and protecting
knowledge-based competence : the case of Sharp's LCD business (Cited Reber 1993)/; Kazuo
Ichijo # --; 7. Strategic leadership as management of meanings /; Boas Shamir --; 8. Managing
meanings in times of crisis and recovery /; Heike Bruch, Boas Shamir and Galit Eilam-Shamir -; 9. Positive strategic leadership : lessons from a university president /; Gretchen M. Spreitzer,
Mary Sue Colement and Daniel A. Gruber --; 10. Dark side of discretion : leader personality
and organizational decline /; Robert B. Kaiser and Robert Hogan --; 11. Viral strategic
leadership and organizational consequences : is your healthy organization sick? /; Timo J.
Santalainen and B.R. Baliga --; 12. Positive discretion of leadership /; Corey Billington and
Michèle Barnett Berg # --; 13. Cascading vision for real commitment /; John Antonakis and
Robert Hooijberg # --; 14. Cascading must-win battles at Calsberg /; Thomas Malnight and
Tracey Keys --; 15. Journey from a traditional to a new learning model using cascading
leadership /; Luc Verburgh and Nancy Lane --; 16. Complexity and strategic leadership /;
Russ Marion and Mary Uhl-Bien # --; 17. Leading through strategy, structures and systems :
concluding thoughts /; Robert Hooijberg ... [et al] #. LC: HD57.7.
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Not in NYC. In SIU Edwardsville, NYU Bobst HD57.7 .B44 2007. abs # Rp. Bk.
Hooijberg, Robert, James G . (Jerry) Hunt, John Antonakis, and Kimberly B. Boal, 2007, "Being
There Even When You Are Not: the Leadership of Organizations," chapter 1 (p. 1-9) in
Hooijberg, Robert, et al, eds., 2007, Being There Even When You Are Not: Leading Through
Strategy, Structures, and Systems, Elsevier JAI, Amsterdam; Boston, 319 p. ISSN: 1479-3571.
doi: 10.1016/S1479-3571(07)04021-7. An introduction to the book and its chapters. Leadership
'of' not 'in' organizations. Most leadership researchers have tried to better understand how
leaders influence others to follow them and most of this research has focused on direct ways of
influencing (potential) followers. However, leaders at the apex of large organizations rarely
personally influence all those who work in their organization. The challenge then becomes:
Being there even when you are not. Cited Jaques 1987, 1989, 1991; Hunt 1991. # Rp. Ch.
Hooijberg, Robert, James G. (Jerry) Hunt, John Antonakis, and Kimberly B. Boal, 2007,
"Leading Through Strategy, Structures and Systems: Concluding Thoughts," Chapter 17 (p. 289319) in Hooijberg, Robert, et al, eds., 2007, Being There Even When You Are Not: leading
through strategy, structures, and systems, Elsevier JAI, Amsterdam; Boston, 319 p. ISSN: 14793571. doi: 10.1016/S1479-3571(07)04021-7. Hopefully, this book stimulated thinking in both
academics and practitioners toward getting superior performance through people. Leaders
cannot constantly and continuously steer the organization toward its destination. Like a pilot of a
plane, leaders need to be there and intervene when there is turbulence, when they are charting a
new course, taking off, or landing. Otherwise, the plane should be on organizational autopilot –
and on trust. Cited Jaques 1996; Hunt 1991; Bennis & Nanus 1985. # Rp. Ch.
Hoopes, James, 2002, “Managing a Riot: Chester Barnard and social unrest,” Management
Decision, UK, Oct 2002, 40(10):1013-1023. (Management History: Reflections on Key
Thinkers in Management, Part 2) Trenton, New Jersey's unemployment riot in 1935 offers a key
insight into the limits of Chester Barnard's management science theory. While Barnard
maintained that dignity and recognition are more powerful incentives than money, newspaper
accounts reveal the rioters were motivated by monetary issues. Baruch. # Misc. PJ.
Hoopes, James, 2003, False Prophets: the gurus who created modern management and why their
ideas are bad for business today, Perseus Pub., Cambridge, MA. 320 p. Management gurus are
uncomfortable addressing the fundamental discrepancy in American culture between corporate
power and political ideals. Instead, they posit "bottom-up" organizational models suggesting
corporate authority doesn't exist, but is conferred upon managers by employees who reject the
responsibility of decision making. American business theory's antidemocratic strain is strong.
Modern workers are just as commodified as slaves. By pretending corporate power doesn't
operate from a "top-down" model, theory fails to address the moral questions that come with
authority. Baruch, Htr Mn HD70 .U5 H65 2003. NYPL SIBL br. At Babson College history.
Seen. Misc. Bk.
Hoover, S. M., and J. F. Feldhusen, 1994, “Scientific Problem Solving and Problem Finding: A
Theoretical Model,” in Mark A. Runco, ed., Problem Finding, Problem Solving, and Creativity,
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Ablex Publishers, Norwood, NJ. Not so theoretical. Practical as all apples. See Pounds 1969.
Misc. Bk.
Hopfl, H., 1995, “Organisational rhetoric and the threat of ambivalence,” Studies in Cultures,
Organisations and Societies, 1995, 1(2):175-188. (Title.) Online in CUNY since 1997 only.
Not in NYPL. Refu. PJ.
Hopper, Kenneth, 1967, "The growing use of college graduates as foremen," Human Resource
Management, Wiley, US, Summer 1967, 6(2):2-12. DOI: 10.1002/hrm.3930060202. ISSN:
00251852. A number of companies have concluded college graduates result in more efficient
production (Du Pont, IBM, RCA, Procter and Gamble, and Texas Instruments, for example). To
gain full benefit companies should revise their training, communications, decision-making, and
motivation procedures. Contrast with Dunnette et al 1973. NYPL SIBL os *ZAN-B181 v. 1Hopper, Kenneth, 1982, “Creating Japan’s New Industrial Management: The Americans as
Teachers,” Human Resource Management, Wiley, NY, US, Summer/Fall82, 21(2/3):13-34.
ISSN: 00904848. Thirteen years ago, I first heard mention of three American engineers who had
helped Japanese industry in important ways during the Occupation: Frank Polkinghorn, Charles
Protzman, and Homer Sarasohn. This is their story – and what a story! How Japan's "new"
industrial management was shaped - a process about which very little has been written, at least in
English. I have wanted to pay tribute to the gift mid-century Americans made to the world - a
gift of their sacrifice, generosity, and vision. [Note: Japan rejected European scholasticism and
the American Revolution was also a rejection of it. Managers had to be alert to academics being
over-intellectual.] Role of Nikkeiren. (Another article 'forthcoming' - but not found – 1985?)
See Takamiya 1983; Dore 1983; Tsurumi, R. R., 1982; Hopper 1985. # Misc. PJ.
Hopper, Kenneth, 1985, "Quality, Japan, and the US: The First Chapter," Quality Progress,
American Society for Quality Control, Milwaukee, Wis., US, Sept. 1985, 18(9):34-41. 8p.
ISSN: 0033524X. Polkinghorn, Sarasohn, and Protzman were the three US engineers who
taught top Japanese management in a course called "CCS." They offered the course twice, in
1949-1950. The shape of the firms they created resembled the modern corporation. The poor
quality of Japanese products led them to stress improved quality. Andrew Carnegie quote (p.
37). Other topics stressed included human relations (against Hawthorne), training and
development, company philosophy, leadership (ai), industrial democracy (joint consultation),
limiting scientific management to the lower levels, manager teaching, and even bottom-up
management system (BUMS). One key is often overlooked: top management was purged by the
Americans after WWII and middle management had to take over and run the firms. Even today,
they have a much higher social recognition in Japan than in the West. Oh, yes, the Japanese ran
the CCS course until 1974. Nikkeiren mentioned. Deming arrived later. Cited Cole 1979;
Sarasohn & Protzman 1949 (not herein); Hopper 1982. Baruch perls. # Misc. PJ.
Hopper, Kenneth, and William Hopper, 2007, The Puritan Gift: triumph, collapse and revival of
an American dream, IB Tauris & Co. Ltd., London, UK, 352 p. Traced the characteristics and
origins of a managerial culture which, over the course of three centuries, turned a handful of
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small American colonies into the greatest economic and political power on earth. It argued that
the energy, social mobility, competitiveness, and capacity for innovation had their origins in
America’s first wave of European immigrants: the Puritans. How American managerial culture
has spread, in particular, the impact of the US occupation of Japan (the reverse of common
knowledge). There were four abiding aspects of Puritanism: 1) the purpose of life was to
establish the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth; 2) an aptitude for mechanical skills; 3) a moral
outlook that subordinates the interest of the individual to the group; and, 4) an ability to gather,
galvanize and marshal financial, material and human resources to a single purpose at whatever
scale. More briefly: Rectitude, Pragmatism, Teamwork, and Leadership. A list is given of 25
principles from the Golden Age of Management (1920-1970). But since then a cult of ‘experts’
has arisen – its temple has been the business schools - versus CEOs. As America distances itself
from the core values which underlay its commercial and economic success during the 19th and
20th centuries, it puts its own future prosperity and security at risk. (Myron Tribus thought
highly of this book.) Compare with Useem 1993. Clio Bus HD70 .U5 H66 2007g. Misc. Bk.
Hopper, Trevor M., 1980, “Role Conflicts of Management Accountants and Their Position
Within Organization Structures,” Accounting, Organizations and Society, Pergamon, Oxford,
UK, 5 (4):401-411. Cited W. Brown 1960 (1965); Child and Ellis 1973; Miller and Gordon
1976. MS. PJ.
Hopwood, Anthony G., and Peter Miller, eds., 1994, Accounting as Social and Institutional
Practice, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, and New York, NY, 324 p. Accounting as an
intersection of social institutions, economic and administrative techniques, social norms and
measurements. A knowledge of Foucault on power would help the reader. Not on Jaques, but
on a powerful cross-current that confounds an understanding of Jaques. See more Miller. Misc.
Bk. UP. A.
Horn, Jack C., 1986, "Executive Action," Psychology Today, Sussex Pub., NY, NY, US,
Jan86, 20(1):14. 1p. ISSN: 00333107. A review. A presentation by V. Jon Bentz to 1985 APA
conference covered a 30-year research study conducted by Sears Roebuck and Co. regarding
the reasons for success and failure of executives. Eight damaging characteristics and behaviors
led to failure of executives including aggressive personalities (put others on the defensive; hide
weak administration skills), poor coordination with the staff (lost; rudderless leader;
undisciplined judgment), and lack of business knowledge (skyrocket career; Peter Principle
promotions; executor, not leader). The people examined were not failures but did not perform up
to their original promising ability. Cited in Gordon 1988. NYPL Schw Rm 100 *ZAN-3671.
Mfilm vol. 2. CUNY hard Baruch, City Coll. Perls. Mfilm. # MS. Pro.
Horn, John L., 1967, “Intelligence – Why It Grows, Why It Declines,” Trans-action, Washington
U., St. Louis, MO, Nov., 5(1):23-31. There are two kinds of intelligence: fluid and crystallized.
Fluid flows into a great number of mental activities. Crystallized, on the other hand, flows out of
experience. Fluid peaks around 20-25 years of age. It includes speed of recall and is
independent of education. Crystallized peaks around age 55-60 years of age. It includes context
and when we do things – or don’t do them. A key is judgment and it can be increased though
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education. Hunter SW. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Horn, John L., 1968, “Organization of Abilities and the Development of Intelligence,”
Psychological Review, APA, US, May 1968, 75(3):242-259. Performances which indicate
intelligence are interrelated to produce two broad factors, each representing a kind of
intelligence. The first, crystallized intelligence, indicates the extent of acculturation as it
determines human abilities. The other, fluid intelligence, indicates a pattern of neuralphysiological and incidental learning influences. The two become independent as development
proceeds from infancy to adulthood. Measures of fluid intelligence are more sensitive indicators
of brain malfunction; fluid intelligence declines with brain damage and aging in adulthood.
Performances on ability tests involve processes other than intelligence (sensory modality
functions, perhaps endocrine functions [in speediness], strategies of performance, and
motivation). [Ref. by T. Owen Jacobs, 8-11]. # Misc. PJ. A.
Hornsby, Jeffrey S., and Michael G. Goldsby, 2009, “Corporate Entrepreneurial Performance at
Koch Industries: A social cognitive framework,” Business Horizons, U. Indiana, US, Sept-Oct
2009, 52(5):413-419. Koch illustrates how organizations can create a competitive advantage by
implementing innovation and corporate entrepreneurship strategies. These strategies necessitate
a top-down bottom-up approach, whereby senior management must set the entrepreneurial
strategy and provide a supportive organizational environment structure to be an effective
combination of empowerment, accountability, and integrity. This has enabled Koch to grow
from a $250 MM to a $100 BN. At Kansas State U. and Ball State U., IN, US. # MS. PJ.
Hornstein, Harvey A., Barbara B. Bunker, and Marion G. Hornstein, 1971, “Some Conceptual
Issues in Individual and Group-Oriented Strategies of Interventions into Organizations,” Journal
of Applied Behavioral Science, 7(5):557-567. Cited Jaques’ as advocating an individualistic
‘analytical approach’ in H.R. article 1964. Similarly saw Wilfred Bion 1948 and Gerald Caplan
1964. Saw the group-oriented change of OD as the mediator of organizational change. See Ross
critical comments in same issue. D. PJ. A.
Hornstein, Harvey A., 1996, Brutal Bosses and Their Prey, Riverhead Books, NY, NY, US, 172
p. Has a two-page questionnaire to determine whether a boss is tough but fair – or brutal and
unfair (p. 157-8). Very helpful. Cited by Benedict 2004. SIBL JBD 96-1496. CUNY Bklyn
HF5549 .5 .E43 H67 1996. CLIO Bus HD57.7 .H678 2003 (?). Misc. Bk.
Horrell, S., J. Rubery, and Brendan Burchell, 1988, “Gender and Skills,” ESRC Social Change
and Economic Life Initiative, Working Paper No. 5, Nuffield College, University of Oxford,
Oxford, UK. Argued that certain functions or responsibilities are more important than discretion
when considering skills. Cited by McGovern 1996. [Was this published? Not seen.] ~
Horton, Thomas R., 1992, The CEO Paradox: the privilege and accountability of leadership,
Amacom, NY, NY. Mention of Jaques in “Teamwork and Trust” section, p. 50-52. W. Bk.
Hoshino, Y., 1982, “The Japanese Style of Management; Technical Innovation,” Sumitomo
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Quarterly, Tokyo, Japan. Four articles. Part I 7:15-18; Part II 8:15-18; Part III 9:19-22; Part
IV 10:8-10. (Part III is subtitled: ‘Staff Motivation, Job Mobility Are Keys to Japanese
Advance.’ Part IV is subtitled: ‘Creative Technology Needs New Environment.’) While
stressing technological innovation, Hoshino argued that it was characteristics of the organization
structure which enabled long-term research planning to occur easily, notably the flexibility of
the specialist workforce. Such as workforce is infinitely re-skillable. Cited by Clegg 1990:200.
SIBL JLM 86-1043 Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1980)- . MS. PJ.
Hoslett, Schuyler Dean, 1951, Human Factors in Management, Rev. ed., Harper, NY, NY, US,
327 p. (Earlier edition, 1946, also first rate.) Included chapters by Homans (1941), Worthy
(1950), Whyte and Gardner, Gardner and Moore (1950), Maier, Roethlisberger and Dickson
1939. A great reader. Not in NYPL. Clio offsite 261 H79311. City & Baruch HF5549 .H54
1951. At Cornell. Misc. Bk.
Hough, Jill R., and Margaret A. White, 2001, “Using Stories to Create Change: The object lesson
of Frederick Taylor’s ‘pig-tale’,” Journal of Management, Sept-Oct 2001, 27(5):585-601. Just
over 100 years ago, Frederick Taylor conducted the pig-iron handling experiments. Taylor told
the story to persuade listeners that even the most basic processes could be improved for the joint
prosperity of employer and employee. When evaluating historical records, we must not allow
relatively minor discrepancies to overshadow the object lesson of the story. (Both miss Taylor’s
denial of discretion to the worker, denial of quality to the system, and that Taylor was fired by
Wharton over this experiment and the shoveling one.) At U. Tulsa and at Okla. Refu. PJ.
Hough, Jill, R., and d t ogilvie, 2005, “An Empirical Test of Cognitive Style and Strategic
Decision Outcomes,” The Journal of Management Studies, Oxford, UK, Mar 2005, 42(2):417446. We examine how cognitive style, as measured by the MBTI, affects strategic decision
outcomes. We found that iNtuiting/Thinking managers used their intuition to make cognitive
leaps based on objective information to craft more decisions of higher quality than other
managers. In contrast, Sensing/Feeling types used time to seek socially acceptable decisions,
which led to the lowest number of decisions and the lowest perceived effectiveness of all. We
found no effect on decisiveness or perceived effectiveness based on a manager's preference for
Perceiving or Judging. However, others perceived Extraverted managers as being more effective
than Introverts. Misc. PJ.
Hough, Jill R., 2006, “Business Segment Performance Redux: a Multilevel Approach,” Strategic
Management Journal, Wiley, Chichester, UK, Jan 2006, 27(1):45-61. Over the last 20 years,
strategy scholars have explored the relative influence of industry and corporate effects on
business segment performance. The present research acknowledges the inherent multilevel,
cross-classified nature of the data and demonstrates that results are not robust to statistical
method. Using 1995-99 data from operating segments, the multilevel analysis presented in this
article found that (1) business segment effects explain twice as much variance in business
segment performance as do corporate effects, (2) corporate effects explain almost four times
more variance in business segment performance than industry effects, and (3) segments explain
almost eight times more variation than industry effects. Methodologically, multilevel analysis
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least squares. The method provides a means for modeling relationships between the industry,
corporation, and business segments, thereby moving beyond the descriptive nature of explained
variance. Response to McGahan and Porter 2005; Ruefli and Wiggins 2003, 2005. Refu. PJ.
A.
Houghton, James, 1998, “Corporate Transformation and Senior Leadership,” chapter 2 (p. 28-37)
in Hambrick, Donald C., David A. Nadler, and Michael L. Tushman, eds., 1998, Navigating
Change, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, US, 414 p. The leader (CEO) must do
seven things: 1. Define reality; 2. Enshrine the institutional values; 3. Articulate a vision; 4. Set
the strategic path to that vision; 5. Demand performance; 6. Empower the people (and get out of
their way); and 7. Say thank you. ['Nuf said.] # Misc. Ch.
Houlihan, Maeve, 2002, “Tensions and Variations in Call Centre Management Strategies,”
Human Resource Management Journal, London, UK, Summer 2002, 12(4):67-85. Management
strategies in call centres face a series of tensions stemming from conflicts between achieving
efficiency (lower costs) and providing a quality service to the customer. Recent research
suggests high commitment management (HCM) techniques are being applied in call centres in a
paradoxical strategy of 'low discretion, high commitment' (LDHC). LDHC was a substitute for,
rather than a reflection of, commitment. [Taylorism.] Cited MacDuffie 1995; Storey 1992.
Abstract seen. At U.C. Dublin, Ireland. maeve.a.houlihan@ucd.ie # Refu. PJ.
House, Robert J., Leon E. Peters, Hugh M. Stephenson, and James E. McElwain, 1962, "Criteria
for the Determination of Compensation and Organizational Status for Managerial Jobs,"
Academy of Management Proceedings (00650668), 1962, p. 67-82. ISSN: 00650668. DOI:
10.5465/AMBPP.1962.5068264. A report of an analytical attempt to measure and explain the
essential factors inherent in the determination of compensation and status for managerial jobs.
The top management of the R & D Division authorized a search for measurements for assigning
managerial jobs, and for rewarding management jobs on the basis of their contribution to
organizational objectives. This was an exploratory study. (Used Jaques theory.) Cited Jaques
1956, 1961 - only. At Ohio State U.; National Cash Register Co. (3). # Rp. Rep.
House, Robert J., and Lawrence A. Wigdor, 1967, “Herzberg's Dual-Factor Theory of Job
Satisfaction and Motivation: A Review of the Evidence and a Criticism,” Personnel Psychology,
Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Winter67, 20(4):369-389. A review of other studies, some of which
asked similar questions to Herzberg 1959. A “refutation” of Herzberg’s claims as an
“oversimplification.” (These studies were all over the lot - from high school students to nearretirees - no attempt to match jobs to people first. These studies were chaos.) Cited in Rousseau
2006. # Misc. PJ. A.
House, Robert J., 1971, “A Path Goal Theory of Leader Effectiveness,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, Sept., 16(3):321-339. ISSN: 00018392. An early statement of path-goal leadership
theory. Managers clarify goals (prescribed) and set paths for tasks (semi-prescribed) by
subordinate employees which improved subordinate satisfaction, motivation, and performance.
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1971. See his book review of Joe Kelly’s 1968 book on Glacier theory earlier in 1971. He was
already aware of Jaques.) At Baruch College, CUNY. # MS. PJ. A.
House, Robert J., and Gary Dessler, 1974, “The Path-Goal Theory of Leadership: Some Post
Hoc and A Priori Tests,” chapter (p. 29-55) in Hunt, James G., and Lars L. Larson, eds., 1974,
Contingency Approaches to Leadership, Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale, IL. The
motivational functions of the leader consist of clarifying the goals of subordinates, as well as the
path to these goals. Participatory management. This included expectancy theory - the
employee’s expectation of reward for achieving the goal. NYPL HUM Gen res JLE-76 2961
Misc. Ch. UP.
House, Robert J., 1992, “Afterword: Stratified Systems Theory and Leadership: Where We Go
From Here,” chapter (p. 267-274) in Phillips, Robert L., and James G. (Jerry) Hunt, eds., 1992,
Strategic Leadership, A Multiorganizational-Level Perspective, Quorum Books/ Greenwood
Publishing, Westport, CT and London, UK, 336 p. Clio os HD57.7 .S78 1992. Rp. CH.
House, Robert J., Mansour Javidan, Paul Hanges and Peter Dorfman, 2002, “Understanding
Cultures and Implicit Leadership Theories Across the Globe: an introduction to project
GLOBE,” Journal of World Business, ScienceDirect, Spring, 37(1):3-10. [This was a special
issue on the GLOBE project and its regional/cluster results to date.] A global academic project
led by House to identify the variety of implicit theories of leadership and the attributes of
effective leadership in 61 nations and many culture clusters. One of the nine dimensions
examined was the long-term versus short-term future orientation. Cited in Ashkanasy 2003 book
review of Bluedorn 2002. # Misc. PJ.
Houseman, Susan N., and Katharine G. Abraham, 1993, “Female Workers as a Buffer in the
Japanese Economy,” The American Economic Review, (Women in the Labor Market) Papers and
Proceedings of the Hundred and Fifth Annual Meeting of the American Economic Association,
May 1993, 83(2): 45-51. Indeed, female workers were a buffer for the male “core” workers in
the recession of the 1970s. But in the 1980s Japanese employers appeared to be reluctant to lay
off female workers due to an overall labor shortage. Yet in contrast, “Japanese women enjoy
greater employment security than either American men or American women.” [Not on RO but
on fair treatment. EJ suspected the earlier layoffs violated the women’s feelings of equity and
prolonged the 1990s recession. Find out what happened in the recession of the 1990s?]. Misc.
PJ. A
Houser, J. David, 1927, What the Employer Thinks, executives’ attitude toward employees,
Harvard U. P., Cambridge, MA, US, 226 p. Responsibility is the key word here. CUNY Baruch
& City HF5549 .H6. Teach. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Hout, Thomas M., and John C. Carter, 1995, “Getting It Done: new roles for senior executives,”
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Nov-Dec, p. 133-146. TQM, Re-engineering, etc., is
not enough. Vision, recognizing emerging patterns, making unexpected connections, and
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incremental improvement may determine when a new strategy is needed. (Congruent with the
theory but unaware of it.) MS. Pro.
Howard, Ann, and Douglas Weston Bray, 1988, Managerial Lives in Transition: Advancing Age
and Changing Times, Guilford Press, New York, NY, 462 p. Longitudinal study of AT&T
employees and organizational effectiveness using assessment center data. Cite from Kirkpatrick
and Locke 1991. Misc. Bk.
Howard, John A., 1959, “Looking Around,” Harvard Business Review, Jan/Feb59, 37(1):33-156.
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been done under the title of social science. He shows the social scientists' work points to some
conclusions about product development that are quite different from those suggested in the
traditional literature of management. Cited Jaques 1951. At U. Pittsburgh. # D. Pro.
Howard, Pierce J., Ph.D., 2006, The Owner's Manual for the Brain: Everyday Applications from
Mind-Brain Research, Bard Press, 1040 p., 3rd Edition. Discussed Jaques (1994) and TSD on p.
682 and p. 787-792, with chart showing link (34.2). Recognized a unique feature of Jaques was
time-span. Still preferred the Gardner-Sternberg model of four multiple intelligences (Gardner
1997). Skeptical of emotional intelligence. MS. Bk.
Howe, David, 1992, “Child Abuse and the Bureaucraticization of Social Work,” Sociological
Review, UK, 40(3):491-508. Solutions for child abuse over the prior 20 years favored
bureaucratic forms of organization and weakened professional and therapeutic autonomy. Both
social work practice and management were viewed as problematic. The focus had been on the
family as a whole rather than to protect the child. The agencies failed to processes and
communicate the information they did have. They also failed to formulate plans to protect the
child. The focus shifted from rehabilitation to surveillance. Information flowed upward to the
managers who created failsafe systems for practitioners to follow. Social workers were required
to become more intrusive. The discretion and autonomy of social workers was reduced in favor
of management. These outcomes were unintended. The logic of each stage increased
bureaucracy. Abstracted in BJSW by Graham Allan in Feb. 1993 [23(1):67-68]. MS. PJ.
Howell, James G., 1999, “Educating the Knowledge Worker,” chapter 105 (p. 625-630) in
Castell, Adrian M., et al, ed., 1999, Synergy Matters: Working With Systems in the 21st Century,
Kluwer Academic/ Springer, NY, NY, 106 chapters, 657 p. (Proceedings, 6th Conference of UK
Systems Society.) Some kinds of behavior have devolved from the supervisory manager to the
empowered worker. Is this knowledge worker a form of new manager? (This is exactly what
Jaques says is happening.) Paul Kolb outlined in 1984 four adaptive managerial competencies
integrated by this new worker: affective, symbolic, perceptual, and behavioural. Each IT skill
becomes obsolete within a few years, so education for reskilling is necessary. Human skill is
becoming the critical success factor and/or the limiting constraint for companies. Information
Technology. Misc. Ch.
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22(4):15-18. Cited by Dixon 1981/1982. Misc. Pro.
Hrebiniak, Lawrence G., 1974, “Job Technology, Supervision, and Work-Group Structure,"
Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, Sept., 19(4):395-410. ISSN:
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Cited in Tiffany et al 1988. Cited GD Bell 1965, 1966; Katz & Kahn 1966; Grimes, Klein &
Shull 1972. At Pennsylvania State U. # Rp. PJ. A.
Hrebiniak, Lawrence G., 1974, “Effects of Job Level and Participation on Employee Attitudes
and Perceptions of Influence,” The Academy of Management Journal, Dec. 1974, 17(4):649-662.
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660).” Cited Patchen 1970. MS. PJ. A.
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Booz & Co., NY, NY, US, Spring 2010, Issue 58, p. 1-8. Reprint 09502. Under prior empires
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pay for the armies, followed – until collapse. Rome had conquest slavery, debtor slavery, and no
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have been anti-business – either absolutist or feudal. But the geography of the European
continent and its short river systems made it incapable of central control. In the 1100s the
Venetian system of corporate control and trade took modern shape. Banking flourished. By
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Westfield Group retail property holdings. See Stace 1997 for Bovis Lend Lease. (I am unclear
about Harvey Norman.) At least four of these eleven used Jaques’ theory. (Ch. 4 on role levels.)
See Pandit 1989; Kottary 1982. NYPL SIBL JBE 03-214. MS. Bk.
Huber, Bettina J., 1971, “Studies of the Future: a selected and annotated bibliography,”
[appendix.] in Bell, Wendell, and James A. Mau, eds., 1971, The Sociology of the Future:
Theory, Cases, and Annotated Bibliography, Russell Sage Foundation, NY, NY, US, 464 p.
References to studies by Nehnevajsa. CUNY Htr Mn HM51 .S6635. # Misc. Ch.
Huber, G. P., 1981, “The Nature of Organizational Decisionmaking and the Design of Decision
Support Systems,” MIS Quarterly, June, 5(2):1-10. A precis of four decision making models:
rational, garbage can, political/competitive, and program. A classic. Very helpful. Misc. PJ.
Huber, John D., and Charles R. Shipan, 2002, Deliberate Discretion: the institutional
foundations of bureaucratic autonomy, Cambridge University Press, New York , NY, 284 p.
The relationship between bureaucrats and politicians leads us to assumptions. Is this due to
rational delegation or helpless abdication? Statutes are blueprints for policymaking processes.
This is also a comparative theory of legislative discretion and the policymaking process. (See
very positive Bk Rev by Giovannoni 2004. Discretion is not defined in this review.) NYU
Bobst JF229 .H833 2002. Lehman Coll. Res JF229 .H833 2002. Seen. CUNY Queens (Level
4) JF229 .H833 2002. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Huczynski, Andrzej A., 1993, "Explaining the succession of management fads," International
Journal of Human Resource Management, Routledge, UK, May93, 4(2):443-463. ISSN:
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09585192. Popular applications such as team-building and customer care programmes are well
known. The paper is based on a historical analysis of management ideas (Huczynski, 1993).
Fads were the result of the conscious and unconscious collusion between managers as consumers
of management ideas and consultants as suppliers of such ideas. This is unlikely to decline and,
indeed, may accelerate. See Abrahamson. At University of Glasgow, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Hudson, W. R., 1958, “Why Do Unions Oppose Management Determined Performance
Standards?” The Journal of Industrial Engineering, Nov-Dec 1958, 9(6):489-491. (What planet
is this guy on?) SIBL. At State Univ. of Iowa. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Huff, Anne Sigismund, 1978, “Consensual Uncertainty,” Academy of Management Review
(AMR), July 1978, 3(3):651-655. The primary value of consensual uncertainty is to shift
attention from variance in the setting to variance in those who perceive the setting. The more
one takes seriously the notions of relative definitions of reality, individual values, and
experiential learning, the more important it is to look at the respondent to uncertain
environments. What is certain to one person is not certain to another. What seems unclear at
one point in time suddenly becomes clear and vice versa. These perceptions help create ongoing
change in conditions and interpretations. As factors affecting certainty, they should be included
in research as well. (A predecessor to phenomenography?) Cited Duncan 1972; Evan 1976;
Downey et al 1975; Lawrence & Lorsch 1967; Tosi et al 1973. At UCLA. # MS. PJ. A.
Hughes, John M., 1988, “The Body of Knowledge in Management Education,” Management
Learning, Sage, 19: 301-310. There were five contenders for a body of knowledge in
management. Four are written for other researchers (with the possible exception of the Glacier
Project). The problems of the professional manager are rarely addressed. MS.
Hughes, Mark, 2009, “Reengineering Works: Don't report, exhort,” Management and
Organizational History, Sage, US, 4(1):105-122. DOI: 10.1177/1744935908098861.
This article reviewed over two decades the evolution of reengineering, a supposedly
revolutionary approach to organizational change. The reporting of reengineering in the early
1990s in Lloyds Bank and National Westminster Bank offered an opportunity to consider the
organizational language in use of reengineering. The conclusions that may be drawn were that
reengineering was stronger as a mandate for radical change than a methodology of radical
change and that reengineering tends to be exhorted rather than reported. [Ironic, that.] At
U. Brighton, UK. m.a.hughes@brighton.ac.uk # Refu. PJ.
Hughes, R. Eugene, and Joseph M. Tomkiewicz, 1993, “Shared Cost of Health Care Benefits:
Some Cautionary Thoughts from Equity Theory,” Work Study, Emerald MCB, UK, 42(3):11-14.
Used Jaques 1961 for examination of the equity of the proposed Clinton health plan. Both at
East Carolina U., NC. (See 1994 article.) Rp. PJ.
Hughes, R. Eugene, and Joseph M. Tomkiewicz, 1994, “The Clinton Health Plan and Equity
Theory: Pay-Work Disequilibrium,” Work Study, Emerald MCB, UK, Nov. 1994, 43(7):21-25.
Used Jaques 1961 to examine how the work-capacity-pay nexus impacted the equity of the
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proposed Clinton health plan. Both at East Carolina U., NC. (See 1993 article.) # Rp. PJ.
Hughes, R. Eugene, 2001, “Deciding to leave but staying: Teacher burnout, precursors, and
turnover,” The International Journal of Human Resource Management, Taylor & Francis/
Routledge, U.K., March, 12(2):288-298. [East Carolina U, School of Business, Dept of
Management, Greenville, NC, US] Large percentages of teachers who suffer burnout remain in
their positions and may negatively affect the educational process. To identify behaviours that are
precursors to burnout a model is presented here that incorporates a direct comparison between an
employee's capacity and job demands (Jaques 1961). See Thompson & Heron 2005. # Rp. PJ.
Hughes, Will, and John R. Murdoch, 2001, Roles in Construction Projects: analysis and
terminology, Construction Industry Publications, Birmingham, UK, 176 p. ISBN 1852638982 &
9781852638986. There are no definitive rulings from the courts that give an indication as to the
detailed responsibilities of project participants. Organizational mapping offers a useful
technique for reducing text-based descriptions of project management roles and responsibilities
to a comparable basis. There is an enormous amount of variety in the way that terms are used for
identifying responsibilities of project participants. A catalogue of concepts and terms (a
“Terminology”) has been compiled and indexed to enable those who draft contracts to choose the
most appropriate titles for project participants. The purpose of this terminology is to enable the
selection and justification of appropriate terms in order to help define roles. The terminology
brings clarity to the description of roles and responsibilities in construction projects and helps
assemble a team and specify roles for project participants. Related to ’3Rs’ in Hughes 1989
PhD. Cited in Hughes and Hillebrandt 2003. Not in NYC. [Only in LJMU liby in UK, with
second author listed erroneously as Murtaugh.] Rp. Bk.
Hughes, Will, 2001, "Evaluating plans of work", Engineering Construction & Architectural
Management, Blackwell Publ., UK, Aug2001, 8(4):272-283. ISSN 0969-9988. DOI:
10.1046/j.1365-232X.2001.00208.x DOI: 10.1108/eb021188. Each plan of work purports to
explain how (all) construction projects should be organized and it can be very difficult to assess
their relative benefits and the circumstances most appropriate for their use. Techniques for
analysing organizational structures are rarely applied to construction projects. A scheme
produced by the Construction Industry Board (CIB, UK) is compared to the Royal Institute of
British Architects (RIBA) plan of work. The results show that the CIB scheme does not provide
proper guidance for the management of projects, neither does it allocate responsibilities to
participants. Jaques and Fox not cited. At U. Reading, UK. # MS. PJ.
Hughes, Will P., 2003, “A comparison of two editions of the RIBA plan of work”, Engineering,
Construction and Architectural Management, Blackwell, UK, 10(5):302-311. ISSN 0969-9988.
DOI: 10.1108/09699980310502919. The new RIBA Plan of Work describes the way
construction process should be imposed upon construction projects. Using analytical principles
from organizational theory, both plans are analysed by converting them into organizational
matrices and assessing their relative complexities, the load on participants, decentralization of
responsibility, number of interfaces, and the extent to which they provide for co-ordination and
control. The analysis of organizational structure is an appropriate approach for undertaking
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comparisons of such documents. While both plans of work are of roughly equal complexity, the
new one is more demanding on the participants; produces a higher number of interfaces between
processes, and provides for more co-ordination than the old one. Neither plan deals with
controlling the output of individuals, leaving it as an internal matter for each participating
organization. Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ.
Hugman, Richard, 1991, Power in Caring Professions, Macmillan, Houndmills, Basingstoke,
Hampshire, UK, 250 p. Cited Rowbottom 1973, 1974; Billis et al 1980; Bromley 1978;
Whittington and Bellaby 1979. Preferred the latter (p. 68). At Curtin in Perth, AU. Hum JFD
91-13086. Cr. Bk.
Hugman, Richard, 1991, “Organization and Professions, the social work agenda in the 1990s,”
British Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, June, 21(3):199-216. Summarized the key
points of developments in the last two decades, in which debates between professionalism and
anti-professionalism and between specialization and localization can be discerned. Maintained
that there was nothing ‘natural’ about hierarchy. It was an outcome of the struggle between the
state and the workers. Bioss intervened but brought unexamined assumptions about traits with it.
Hierarchy was a limitation to the professionalization of social workers. Cited Rowbottom, Billis,
& Hey 1974; Whittington & Bellaby 1979. At U. Lancaster. # Cr. PJ. A.
Hugman, Richard, and Roger Hadley, 1993, “Involvement, Motivation, and Reorganization in a
Social Services Department,” Human Relations, New York, NY, Nov 1993, 46(11):1319-1348.
doi:10.1177/001872679304601103 Aspects of research in the reorganization of a local
government social services department were examined, focusing on the issues of involvement,
participation, and motivation. It was found that relationships with immediate managers,
especially if grounded in a team context, were regarded as more likely to be participative, or at
least consultative. Some interviewees suggested that any change was negative because change
required old working relationships to end and new ones to form. The senior managers intended
to establish a principle for change and a framework that would enable staff at all levels to take
part in the creation of new team structures. However, only a few had a clear idea of how they
might use the enhanced responsibility. Where active facilitation did occur, it made an observable
positive difference. Efforts to create a more participative environment foundered due to lack of
direction. Stockport Social Services. Highly critical of BIOSS approach. Based, I think, on
Hugman 1984 PhD at Lancaster under Hadley. Cited Rowbottom and Billis 1974, 1980, Harbert
1988, Whittington and Bellaby 1979. Cr. PJ.
Huizinga, Harry, 2000, “Intrafirm information management and wage dynamics,” European
Economic Review, Elsevier Science, January 2000, 44(1):163-180. Firms continually have to
decide what information to transfer to what workers. Better informed workers produce more, but
they also demand higher wages reflecting improved outside options. The model can explain an
upward sloping wage schedule or a return to tenure. (As screwy an explanation of the age-wage
profile as we find. It has no bearing on reality.) At Katholieke U. Brabant, Tilburg, NL. Off.
PJ.
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Hulin, Charles L., 1962, “The Measurement of Executive Success,” Journal of Applied
Psychology, APA, Washington, DC, Oct. 1962, 46(5):303-306. What comprised executive
success? Absolute salary, salary increase, and levels promoted. But if just one criterion been
used, quite different conclusions would have been reached. For 50 executives, salary (corrected
for tenure) was the central variable. A tease on Jaques’ title. Close to validating Jaques. Cited
Gifford. Thanked Landsberger. Jaques not cited. Patten not cited. At U. Illinois. # Rp. PJ. A.
Hull, Frank M., Natalie S. Friedman, and Theresa F. Rogers, 1982, “The Effect of Technology
on Alienation from Work, testing Blauner’s inverted U-curve hypothesis,” Work and
Occupations, Sage, Beverly Hills, Cal, US, Feb. 1982, 9(1):31-57. Blauner was tested and
supported. Bureaucratization was not determined by technology nor was there a link between
technology and unemployment. Most blue collar workers liked machines since this work was
more intellectually challenging and required less physical effort. Technological advance was not
inevitably alienating. Cited Blauner 1964; Alderfer 1969; Sussman 1972; Turner and Lawrence
1965; Hull 1977 Related PhD. Clio Lehman Liby HT675 .S61 v.9-v.30. At UMD; Columbia U.
# Rp. PJ.
Hull, Frank, and Jerald Hage, 1982, “Organizing for Innovation: Beyond Burns and Stalker's
organic type,” Sociology, U. Chicago Press, US, Nov., 76(4):564-577. doi:
10.1177/0038038582016004006. Investigated the extent to which characteristics of the organic
model of organization were correlated with innovation rates in a sample of 110 American
factories. The more organic rather than mechanical, the socio-technical structure of the
organization, the higher the innovation rate. However, the organic design rules work best in a
small-scale, high technology niche. This result transcends Burns and Stalker 1961 - there are
more than two best ways to organize for innovation. Cited Blauner 1964; Hickson 1966; Hull
1977 Related PhD, 1982. # Rp. PJ. A.
Hulme, Robert D., and Richard V. Bevan, 1975, "The blue-collar worker goes on salary,"
Harvard Business Review, US, March-April 1975, 53(2):104-112. During the past century it was
believed, if pay were not directly related to work performed, productivity would diminish and
result in ineffective utilization of the work force. The authors counter a number of specific
objections to paying all employees a salary by candidly reviewing the problems and benefits of
five companies that have done just that. They list criteria to determine the practicality of a
universal salary plan for other organizations. FLMs were at first hostile. But added
accountability did not come with added blame-throwing. Their judgment within context was
recognized by upper managers, and managerial discretion and communication improved. Cited
Peach 1974. Cited in Wickens 1987. At Towers, Perrin in US & UK. # MS. Pro.
Hummel, Ralph P., 1987, The Bureaucratic Experience, 4th ed., St. Martin's Press, NY, NY, US,
282 p. Cited Jaques 1956; Pugh 1985; Vickers 1961. CUNY JJay, Lehman Coll., Baruch
HD38.4 .H85 1982. Clio Social Work HD38.4 .H85 1987. At NYU. W. Bk.
Humphrey, John, 1995, “The Adoption of Japanese Management Techniques in Brazilian
Industry,” Journal of Management Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Nov95, 32(6):767-787.
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Competitive conditions in Brazilian industry are leading companies to seek Japanese
management techniques as a means of rapidly raising productivity and quality. Macroeconomic
instability, low levels of educational achievement, and poor labour relations would seem to
present barriers. But case studies of firms in the motor components industry show that firms in
Brazil can make radical changes to their production systems, overcome educational deficiencies,
and reverse past employment relations At U. Sussex, UK. # MS. PJ.
Humphreys, John H., 2002, “The Anabasis and Lessons in Leadership” Journal of Management
Research, South Asia Publications, University of Delhi, Delhi, India, Dec., 2(3):136-146.
Transformational leaders create heightened follower performance, satisfaction, and commitment,
particularly during times of turbulence - by way of charisma (idealized influence), inspirational
motivation, individual consideration, and intellectual stimulation. One such example was the
ancient Athenian Xenophon. [A bit of Xenophon’s p.r. got to him.] # Misc. PJ.
Humphreys, John H., and Walter O. Einstein, 2003, "Nothing new under the sun:
Transformational leadership from a historical perspective," Management Decision, Proquest,
MCB UP, Bradford, UK, 41(1/2):85-95. (Formerly: Journal of Management History.)
Transformational leadership theory is a relatively recent entrant into the realm of management
thought. But the ideas are not necessarily new. Many of these constructs can be found in the
writings of earlier management theorists. Cited in Thurgood 2008 PhD. Not in NYPL, Not in
Baruch. Clio online. # Misc. PJ.
NOTE: Patrick C. Humphreys did research in the 1980s on decision making in abnormal
conditions and on disturbance analysis systems in nuclear power plants. This was
ironic given what happened to Jaques and Cason at Ontario Hydro in the 1990s.
Humphreys, Patrick C., and A. Wisudha, 1979, “MAUD – an interactive computer program for
the structuring, decomposition and recomposition of preferences between multi-attributed
alternatives,” Technical Report 79-2, Decision Analysis Unit, Brunel University, Uxbridge,
Midx., UK. See 1982. Ru.
Humphreys, Patrick, Stuart Wooler, and Lawrence D. Phillips, 1980, “Structuring Decisions: the
role of structuring heuristics,” Decision Analysis Unit, London School of Economics, Tech. Rep.
80-1, 94 pages. Pure Jaques. Ru.
Humphreys, Patrick C., and Wendy McFadden, 1980, “Experiences with MAUD: Aiding
Decision Structuring versus Bootstrapping the Decisionmaking,” Acta Psychologica, London,
UK, August, 45(1-3):51-69. On how or what a decision aid can aid. MAUD (MultiAttibute
Utility Decomposition) was developed to aid when the work structure was quite uncertain a
priori. The use of convergent validation procedures between predicted and obtained preference
orderings for choice alternatives was shown to be a fallacious index of the degree to which
aiding was accomplished. MAUD was designed to help decision makers in the structuring,
decomposition and recomposition of preferences between multiattributed alternatives. MAUD
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aided by reducing goal confusion and raising the value-wise consciousness about the importance
of alternative choices. Cited in Humphreys 1984. # Rp. PJ. A.
Humphreys, Patrick C., 1982, “Value Structures Underlying Risk Assessments,” chapter in
Kunreuther, H., ed., 1982, Risk: A Seminar Series, International Institute of Applied Systems
Analysis, Laxenburg, Austria. Cited in Humphreys 1984. Working paper (1981) in Brunel
Uxbridge HG8054.5.H85. Not seen. Ru.
Humphreys, Patrick C., and A. Wisudha, 1982, “MAUD4,” Decision Analysis Unit, London
School of Economics, London, UK, Tech. Rep. 82-5. A computerized decision support system.
See 1979. Ru.
Humphreys, Patrick C., and Dina Berkeley, 1983, “Problem Structuring Calculi and Levels of
Knowledge Representation in Decision Making,” chapter (p. 121-157) in Scholz, Roland W., and
V. E. Vroom, eds., 1983, Decision Making Under Uncertainty: cognitive decision research,
social interaction, development and epistemology, North Holland, Amsterdam, NL; Elsevier
Science Pub., NY, NY, US, 445 p. Symposium, Bielefeld U., 1982. Decision making is
postulated at only two levels: the form at one level becomes the content at the next higher level
(Tversky and Kahneman 1980). Real life is not so neat. Data is often incomplete. Lab
experiments and theories do not reflect this uncertainty. Jaques postulated (at least) five levels of
abstraction. Cited in Humphreys 1984, Hawgood 1985. Cited Jaques 1976, 1978, 1982;
Humphreys 1977, 1980, 1982, 1983; Phillips 1982, 1983; Berkeley 1982. Baruch HD30.23
.D383 1983. Schw JFD 86-8913. # Rp. Ch.
Humphreys, Patrick C., Ola Svenson, and Anna Vari, eds., 1983, Analyzing and Aiding Decision
Making Processes, North Holland, Amsterdam, Netherlands. Anthology. Three key chapters,
see: Bronner and de Hoog, Lathrop and Linnerooth, and Kunreuther. All cited in Humphreys
1984. See Phillips chapter also. ~
Humphreys, Patrick C., 1984, “Levels of Representation in Structuring Decision Problems,”
Journal of Applied Systems Analysis, Lancaster Uni., UK, January, 11:3-22. [Peter Checkland
was at L.U.] Var. title: “Levels of Representation in Structuring Decision Problems.” [Now:
European Journal of Information Systems] Linked Piaget and Jaques to decision formulation at
appropriate organizational Strata. As of 1984: S1, S2, and S3 were served but S4 and S5 were
not. Article has a pivotal bibliography. Cited in Dobson et al 1994; L. D. Phillips 1984. See
Larichev 1984; Vari and Vecsenyi 1984 (in same JASA issue). Rutgers Liby has it. # Rp. PJ.
Humphreys, Patrick C., and Dina Berkeley, 1986, “Organizational Knowledge for Supporting
Decisions,” chapter (p. 205-220) in McLean, Ephraim R., and Henk G. Sol, 1986, Decision
Support Systems: a decade in perspective, (proceedings of the IFIP WG 8.3 Working Conference
on Decision Support Systems: a Decade in Perspective, Noordwijkerhout, the Netherlands, 16-18
June 1986), North-Holland, Amsterdam, NL; NY, NY, USA; Canada, Elsevier Science, 251 p.
A cognitive analysis of responsibilities associated with four levels of management is linked to a
discussion of key capabilities required from Decision Support Systems to provide effective
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support at each level. In managing organisational change, however, it is essential to be able to
integrate knowledge across perspectives, and so a general procedural schema is described. Cited
Jaques 1982 (FEFE); Rowbottom 1977; Phillips 1984, 1985; Berkeley and Humphreys 1982;
Humphreys and Berkeley 1983, 1985, 1986. Htr Mn T58.6 .I37 1986. # Rp. Ch.
Humphreys, Patrick, 1988, “Intelligence in Decision Support – A Process Model,” in Georgios
Doukidis, Frank W. Land, and Gordon Miller, eds., 1988, Knowledge Based Management
Support Systems, Ellis Horwood, p. 22-51. Cited Jaques and others extensively. At Department
of Social Psychology, LSE. Rp. Ch.
Humphreys, Patrick C., 1989, “Intelligence in Decision Support -- A Process Model”, chapter 2
(p. 22-51) in Doukidis, Georgios I., Frank W. Land, and Gordon Miller, eds, 1989, Knowledge
Based Management Support Systems, Ellis Horwood, Chicester, UK; Halsted Press/Wiley, NY,
NY, US, 356 p. Artificial Intelligence has failed to become a decision support because it has
seen the manipulation of data as a declarative-level application. If it is viewed instead as five
qualitatively different levels and as procedural stages within an overall decision making schema,
then we can understand how and where DSS may act as intelligent resources. Cited Jaques 1976,
1982 (FEFE); Humphreys 1980, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1988; Phillips 1983, 1984, 1985; Rowbottom
1977. NYPL Offsite JSE 89-726. Baruch T 58.62 .K66 1989. At LSE, UK. # Rp. Ch.
Humphreys, Patrick, 1998, “Discourses Underpinning Decision Support,” chapter (pp. 1-23) in
Berkeley, Dina, George Widmeyer, Patrick Brezillon, and Vladislav Rajkovic, eds., 1998,
Context-Sensitive Decision Support Systems, Chapman and Hall, London, UK; Kluwer
Academic Publishers, New York, NY, 280 pages. (ISBN 0 412 83740 4). (Selected papers
presented and discussed at the International Conference on Context-Sensitive Decision Support
Systems, which was sponsored by the International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP)
and held in Bled, Slovenia in July 1998.) This paper focuses on the discourses employed in
decision making, decision analysis and the design of decision support. It first identifies the kind
of discourse employed in negotiating and constructing decision problem representations at five
qualitatively different levels in determining prescriptions for action. Then it investigates how
these representations are employed as artefacts by those people who participate in the making of
decisions and attempt to get them implemented in organisational contexts. # Misc. Ch.
Hunt, Herbert G., III, and Raymond L. Hogler, 1990, “Agency Theory as Ideology: A
Comparative Analysis Based on Critical Legal Theory and Radical Accounting,” Accounting,
Organizations and Society, Pergamon Press plc, Oxford, UK, 15(5):437-454. The free-market
concept and agency theory are ideological constructs and tautologies that can not be
disproven. They are articles of faith only and serve to obscure the biases of power inherent in
economic organizations. Not on Jaques. On buncum in economics. Refu. PJ.
NOTE: James G. (Jerry) Hunt listings are in date order. See Hunt’s website at Texas
Tech University for his extensive list of research projects and publications. His focus has
been on leadership and he has done extensive research on Jaques’ theory. Hunt's ninevolume leadership symposia series in the 1970s was separate from his other works.
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Hunt, James G., and J. W. Hill, 1969, “The New Look in Motivation Theory for Organizational
Research,” Human Organization, 28:100-109. On expectation pay theory. Cited by Schuster
and Clark 1970. Misc. PJ.
Hunt, James G., and Lars L. Larson, eds., 1974, Contingency Approaches to Leadership,
Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale, IL. The results of a conference. House paper on
path-goal theory and comments on another by Jacobs. No refs to Jaques here. Ref: Ghiselli
1971, p. 192. Bk.
Hunt, James G., Richard N. Osborn, and H. J. Martin, 1981, “A Multiple Influence Model of
Leadership,” (Tech. Rep. No. 520), US Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences (ARI), Alexandria, VA. Leadership is a process which only occurs where there is
decision discretion. If there is no discretion, there is no opportunity for leadership. (Hunt’s
research with the US Army may have opened the door to bring Jaques over from the UK.) (Was
this also a presentation?) Cited by Jacobs and Jaques 1990. MS. Rep.
Hunt, James G., and John D. Blair, eds., 1985, Leadership on the Future Battlefield, PergamonBrassey’s International Defense Publishers, Washington, London, Toronto, Sydney, Paris,
Frankfurt. Hunt is at Texas Tech University. Anthology. Table of Contents (?): See
articles/chapters by Blair and Hunt, Clement, Jacobs, Osborn, Haythorn and Kimmel, Weick.
MS. Bk.
Hunt, James G. (Jerry), Kimberly B. Boal, and Ritch L. Sorenson, 1990, “Top Management
Leadership: Inside the Black Box,” Leadership Quarterly, JAI Press, 1(1): 41-65. A close look
at the match or mismatch of the executive and the job dimension. Considers the organizational
consequences of a mismatch of the prototype/ behavior. What is in the black box? A model of
leadership to be tested. Next, seek consistency across CEO subordinates. Cited J&J 1989. W.
PJ. A.
Hunt, James G. (Jerry), 1991, Leadership: A New Synthesis, SAGE Publications, Newbury Park,
CA and London, UK. Hunt used Jaques’ approach because it contributed to strategic leadership
and provided a systematic framework for hierarchical levels. Hunt extended Jaques’ theory,
combining Jacobs, and developed his own approach – the Extended Multilevel Leadership
Model - with special emphasis on executive leaders or managers. Hunt critiqued prior leadership
studies which would likely have yielded different results if the appropriate measures of work
level and capability level had been included. (Hunt also critiqued Jaques’ theory as a form of
predestination and a return to the Great Man approach to leadership.) Cited by Misumi in 1995 –
as confirmatory of his PM leadership model. Rp. Bk.
Hunt, James G. (Jerry), and Robert L. Phillips, 1991, “Leadership in Battle and Garrison: A
Framework for Understanding the Differences and Preparing for Both,” chapter 21 in Handbook
of Military Psychology, ed. by Gal, Reuven, and A. David Mangelsdorff, Wiley, New York, NY
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and Chichester, U.K., p. 411-429. Explored the behavioral complexity of Robert Quinn at
Michigan. (Also in Hunt (ed), 1984, Leadership and Management - ?) Misc. Ch.
Hunt, James G. (Jerry), 1992. Listed as: Phillips, Robert L., and James G. (Jerry) Hunt, eds.,
1992.
Hunt, James G. (Jerry), and Arja Ropo, 1995, “Multi-Level Leadership: Grounded Theory and
Mainstream Theory Applied to the Case of General Motors,” The Leadership Quarterly, JAI
Press, Westport, CT, Autumn, 6(3):379-412. A non-movie parallax version of the Roger Smith
saga. Also published as Chapter 6 in Dansereau, Fred, and Frances J. Yammarino, 1998,
Leadership: the Multiple-Level Approaches: Part A, Classical and New Wave; Volume 24-A of
Monographs in Organizational Behavior and Industrial Relations, JAI Press, Stamford, CT, p.
289-327. See also, Hunt and Ropo, “Appendix: Measures and Assessments for the Multi-Level
Leadership Approach,” p. 329-340. See comments by L. L. Cummings, p. 341-346, and by John
W. Slocum, Jr., p. 347-351. See Hunt and Ropo, “Grounded Theory and Mainstream Theory in
Multi-Level Leadership: Beyond the Foothills,” (response to Cummings, Slocum), p. 353-362.
This was based on a case and builds a conceptual framework around the case. (Maybe it is an
anti-case.) Rp. PJ.
Hunt, James G., George E. Dodge, and Leonard Wong, eds., 1999, Out-of-the-Box Leadership:
Transforming the Twenty-First-Century Army and Other Top-Performing Organizations, JAI
Press, Stamford, CT, 318 p. Anthology. Monographs in Leadership and Management, Vol. 1.
Papers presented at a March 1996 Chicago conference: ‘Army Leadership in the Twenty-First
Century Symposium.’ (See Robert Phillips and Hunt 1992 for book from prior conference.) Six
of 14 chapters focused on Jaques’ theory (Chapters 1, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13):
Foreword: From Theory to Practice / Gordon Sullivan -- Pt. I. Setting the Stage. Ch. 1.
Out-of-the-Box Leadership for the Twenty-first Century: An Introduction / James G.
Hunt, George E. Dodge and Robert L. Phillips. Ch. 2. Leadership in an Open Army?
Civilian Connections, Interorganizational Frameworks, and Changes in Military
Leadership / Boas Shamir and Eyal Ben-Ari -Pt. II. Leadership Decision-Making in Time-Constrained, Electronically Networked
Organizations. Ch. 3. Organizational Morphing: The Challenges of Leading Perpetually
Changing Organizations in the Twenty-First Century / W. Scott Sherman, Michael A.
Hitt and Samuel M. DeMarie <et al.>. Ch. 4. Decision-Making Requirements for Future
Organizational Leaders: A Creative Action-Based Approach / dt ogilvie and Frances
Hauge Fabian. Ch. 5. Leadership and Decision Processing in Twenty-First-Century
Technical Organizations / J. Pace VanDevender and James R. Barker -Pt. III. Social, Cognitive, and Behavioral Leadership Requirements. Ch. 6. Behavioral
Complexity and the Development of Military Leadership for the Twenty-First Century /
Robert Hooijberg, R. Craig Bullis and James G. Hunt. Ch. 7. Social Complexity and the
Competencies Required for Effective Military Leadership / Stephen J. Zaccaro. Ch. 8. In
Search of the Self-Led Soldier: Army Leadership in the Twenty-First Century /
Christopher P. Neck and Charles C. Manz --
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Pt. IV. Leadership in Interorganizational Networks. Ch. 9. The Social Capital of TwentyFirst-Century Leaders / Daniel J. Brass and David Krackhardt. Ch. 10. Leadership in the
Peacekeeping Army of the Future / Michael Gurstein -Pt. V. Short-and Long-Term Leadership Training and Development Strategies. Ch. 11.
Conceptual Capacity as Competitive Advantage: Developing Leaders for the New Army /
Michael L. McGee, T. Owen Jacobs and Robert N. Kilcullan <et al.>. Ch. 12. U.S.
Army Leadership in the Twenty-First Century: Challenges and Implications for Training
/ George B. Graen and Chun Hui -Pt. VI. Concluding Commentary. Ch. 13. Leadership Competencies Required for the
New Army and Approaches for Developing them / Gary Yukl. Ch. 14. Postscript:
Leadership and Organizational Overtones of the Twenty-First-Century Army / Leonard
Wong and Catherine A. Duran – Afterword: Leadership / Dennis J. Reimer.
Hunt, James G. (Jerry), and George E. Dodge, 2000, “Organizational Management,” chapter in
Kazdin, Alan E., 2000, Encyclopedia of Psychology, American Psychological Association
Books, Washington, DC, and Oxford University Press, NY, NY, 8 volumes, 6:3-9. Places SST
into the OT and industrial and organizational (I/O) psychology contexts in an interesting way.
(Slips it in.) These references to SST and Jaques are the only ones to either in the entire eight
volumes. Not even the Midlife Crisis is mentioned! (Tempus fuggit.) MS. Ch. UP. A.
Hunt, James J. (Jerry), 2002, "Born to be an Editor," chapter (p. 161-198) in vol. 6 in Bedeian,
Arthur, ed., 1993, Management Laureates, a collection of autobiographical essays, JAI,
Greenwich, CT, US, 414 p. (Jerry Hunt) See p. 181-3 Arja Ropo, 1992. # MS. Ch.
Hunt, James G. (Jerry), and Arja Ropo, 2003, “Longitudinal Organizational Research and the
Third Scientific Discipline,” Group and Organization Management, Sage, 28(3):315-340.
Longitudinal research in organizations has gained momentum to the point where it may now be
considered to reflect the tenor of the times, or zeitgeist, for organizational studies. An important
part of that longitudinal research is what, borrowing and extending from the work of Ilgen and
Hulin, is called the third scientific discipline. That discipline consists of numerous perspectives
focusing on various aspects of chaos/ complexity, dynamic systems, and processual approaches.
These approaches are being increasingly applied across various organizational research fields
such as social and industrial/ organizational psychology and small-group and leadership studies.
A dynamic systems approach is turned on itself to analyze the scientific development of thirddiscipline approaches. Although the jury is still out, these approaches appear to be making
increasingly strong contributions to the longitudinal zeitgeist and to organizational studies in
general. At Texas Tech and Tampere. Misc. PJ.
Hunt, James G. (Jerry), George Edward Stelluto, and Robert Hooijberg, 2004, “Toward NewWave Organization Creativity: Beyond romance and analogy in the relationship between
orchestra-conductor leadership and musician creativity,” The Leadership Quarterly, Elsevier
Science, US, Feb., 15(1):145–162. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.leaqua.2003.12.009. Some
researchers have argued that symphony orchestras - their conductors and musicians - can be used
as analogies for the flatter and more creative new-wave organizations of the future. An overly
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analogies and develop propositions that will allow us to study orchestra-conductor leadership and
musician creativity more realistically. We then move to draw important conclusions about the
leadership of creative people in new-wave organizations. (Reference to Jaques is in a footnote.)
Cited by Reid & Karambayya 2009 [author misspelled as Jooijberg]. Cited Jaques 1989; Jaques
& Cason 1994; Hooijberg 1997; Hunt 1991; Quinn 1988. See Suchy. # Rp. PJ. A.
Hunt, James G. (Jerry), 2004, “What is leadership?” chapter two (p. 19–47) in Antonakis, John,
Anna T. Cianciolo, and Robert J. Sternberg, eds., 2004, The Nature of Leadership, Sage,
Thousand Oaks, CA, 448 p. Focusing on the antecedents and leadership examples considers
purpose and definition to be considered explicitly. Leadership of organizations (e.g., strategic
leadership) should be conceptualized differently from leadership in organizations (e.g., lowerlevel, direct leadership). Historical and cultural contexts matter. Relational and networking
aspects of leadership and leadership as a shared influence process should be considered. Level
of analysis and temporality should be emphasized and recognized as a function of each other.
Cited Jaques 1961, 1976, 1980, 1989, 1991; Jacobs and Jaques 1987, 1987, 1990; Jacobs and
McGee 2001; Hooijberg 1996, 1997, 1999, 2001. Baruch HD57.7 .N377 2004. # Rp. Ch.
Hunt, James G. (Jerry), 2007, “A Reaction to Guru of Gurus,” Journal of Management Inquiry,
Sage, online, 16:18-25. Reacted to Grace Teo-Dixon and Nanette Monin's “logo-logical
analysis” of guru of gurus Peter Drucker 1955-2002 (p. 6-17 of this issue). Their analysis
focused on how much Drucker differentiated between leaders and managers in his earlier and
later writings and the degree to which leadership moved toward becoming a "god term."
Drucker has tended to move away from managers and leaders being the same, though not
entirely. Contrasted Drucker's approach with Jaques’ and the need for hierarchy. Leadership
should not be a 'god-like term' because leaders are managers. Cited Hunt 1991; Jaques 1989;
Jaques and Clement 1991; Boal and Hooijberg 2000. At Texas Tech U. # Rp. PJ.
Hunt, James G. (Jerry), Richard N. Osborn, and Kimberly B. Boal, 2009, “The Architecture of
Managerial Leadership: Stimulation and Channeling of Organizational Emergence,” The
Leadership Quarterly, 20(4):503-516. This conceptual manuscript emphasizes the indirect
influence of senior managers who occupy positions between the strategic apex of the
organization and its middle management. It combines a traditional organization behavior/theory
perspective with that of a complex adaptive theory (CAS) approach to examine why and how
leaders should and can stimulate and channel “emergence.” In technical terms, we emphasize
the level VI managerial leadership (ala Elliott Jaques) level just below the level VII strategic
apex. We argue that these managerial leaders should use the complexity theory “order for free”
notions to traverse the narrow path between order and disorder to simultaneously improve the
fitness of the organization and benefit its members. We emphasize alterations to help the
organization stimulate bottom up order for free activities. Thus, it emphasizes the architecture
established by these leaders and Jaques' organization theory approach. Cited Jaques 1976, 1989;
J&J 1987; Jacobs and McGee 2001; Hunt 1991, Hunt and Ropo 2003, Osborn and Hunt 2007.
At Texas Tech and Wayne State. (Hunt was deceased.) # Rp. PJ.
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Hunt, John Wallace, 1972, The Restless Organization, John Wiley and Sons, Sydney, New York,
London, Toronto, 460 p. Hunt set forth a model of the organization as an open system that was
largely derived from Tavistock concepts (except for Chapters 18 and 19 from Glacier on
change). Noted that Tavistock relied largely on Jaques 1951 (p. 326). Gave a defense of Glacier
Project (p. 356), although skeptical (p. 334). “The Glacier work was never intended ... as an
organization development or change programme, but was a sociological study to understand
organizations.” [Nah, it was about money.] Book was based on Hunt’s 1969 Related PhD.
Cited Jaques 1951, 1956 (not 1961); Brown 1960, 1961, 1963; Kolaja et al 1963; W. M. Evan
1962, 1966 (not 1963 or 1965); Farrant 1967. See book review by F. E. Gordon 1974. This is
the FT columnist and LBS professor. (q.v. managerial competencies in 1990s.) MS. Bk.
Hunt, John W., 1982, “Developing Middle Managers in Shrinking Organisations,” Journal of
Management Development, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 1(2):10-22. This article focuses
on managers in the middle who are hierarchically suppressed by new systems from above and
squeezed by new technologies from below. They represent one of the most disillusioned groups
in work organisations. Mid-career crises, redundancies and exhortations to perform better make
their plight worse. One answer has been management development. My thesis here is that very
little development actually occurs and strategies and structures work against it and the realities
of learning are ignored. Cited Jaques 1965. Sibl JBL 95-13, but has 1994-6 only. City online
- abstracts only. In Wisser liby NYIT in Old Westbury (?). MS. PJ.
Hunt, John W., 1986, “Alienation Among Managers - The New Epidemic or the Social
Scientists' Invention?” Personnel Review, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 15(1):21-26.
Literature review. The problems of the individual's adjustment to the demands of work
organisations has a long history - Argyris, Merton, Maslow, and Ziller are mentioned. Cited
Jaques 1965; Levinson 1976, 1978; Kets de Vries 1978; Sheehy 1976. At LBS. CUNY since
1994. SIBL JLM 78-1225. SIBL stops at 1988. D. PJ.
Hunt, John W., 1986, Managing people at work: a manager's guide to behaviour in
organizations, 2nd edn., London ; New York : McGraw-Hill, 286 p. [1st edn, 1979, 207 p.]
(Copied p. 50-51 for results of survey showing beliefs of European/American and Japanese
managers. Gross error by Hunt assuming these differences were cultural. Japanese managers
more favored relationships and structure. E/A managers more favored power and autonomy.
They both wanted recognition and comfort.) Cited in Kono 1984. Jaques not cited. Baruch
HF5549 .H878. (2nd edn, 1986, JJay: HF 5549 .H878 1986.) SIBL offsite. Misc. Bk.
Hunt, John W., 1987, “Managers . . . A Disappearing Resource?,” Journal of Management
Development, ProQuest, Bradford, UK, 6(1):30-42. Organizations are beginning to suffer from a
lack of candidates for management as more individuals are preferring advisory to executive
roles. There are a variety of influences on this trend, involving: 1. management development
practices, 2. rewards, 3. professionalism, 4. career blockage, 5. false view of management, 6.
negative feedback, and 7. authority shift. To correct this situation, rewards should be improved
and authority should be focused in task. Those with management talent should be identified
early in their careers and should be given managerial experiences with small teams. A business
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liby NYIT in Old Westbury. Misc. PJ.
Hunt, Joseph W., Jr., and Kermit G. Cudd, 1975, "Impact of a Work Release Program on
Earnings of Ex-Convicts," Eastern Economic Journal, Palgrave Macmillan, US, Jan. 1975,
2(1):88-95. Earnings from a work release program were $.49 per dollar before for those married,
and $.25 for the unmarried. The effect of a criminal record may be temporary. Their flat
earnings profile confirmed both Jaques and Hanoch. Cited Jaques 1970 (EP2); Hanoch
1967/1965 (PhD, U. Chicago). At U. Del. # Rp. PJ.
Hunt, Pearson, 1962, “Structuring and Managing an Organization,” California Management
Review, Berkeley, CA, Winter 1962, 5(2):67-72. A precis of the Glacier Project findings with
emphasis on Brown’s Executive and Representative systems (Brown 1960). “A landmark.”
Hunt was professor at HBS. Cited also Jaques 1951, 1956, 1961. Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Hunt, Pearson, 1966, “The Fallacy of the One Big Brain,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, July-Aug., p. 84-90. The top-dogs cannot do all the planning for the organization.
Planning must be part of every manager’s job at every level so they become skilled at it. “A
company that denies the planning dimension of work to the lower levels of management obtains
what it deserves -- [people] who, when promoted, are not able to plan ahead.” There is no one
big ‘rational’ decision - and computers magnify the fallacy. Each major decision is made up of
multiple sequential ones before it - the decision system - and the hierarchical assignment of work
to implement it. (Article was viewed as a major early treatment of corporate decentralization.)
Thanked Edna Homa (Hunt, PhD 1967). Cited Jaques 1964. Cited Yair Aharoni, 1966, The
Foreign Investment Decision Process, HBSP, Boston, MA. See Dearden 1966; Kriger, HBS
PhD 1983; Bhardwaj 2000 Related PhD. Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Hunt, Pearson (See Glacier Metal Company). See Edna Homa [Hunt] PhD 1967.
Hunt, Raymond G., 1976, “On the Work Itself: observations concerning relations between tasks
and organizational processes”, chapter (p. 99-119) in Miller, Eric J., ed., 1976, Task and
Organisation, Wiley, London, UK; NY, US, 379 p. Cited Jaques 1967 (EP2). CUNY Htr Mn
HD31 .T27 1976. (B2). At SUNY Buffalo. # D. Ch.
Hunt, Robert A., and Fernando B. Xavier, 2003, "The leading edge in strategic QFD",
International Journal of Quality & Reliability Management, MCB UP Ltd., UK, 20(1):56-73.
DOI: 10.1108/02656710310453818 A case. Introduced to the West from Japan, Quality
Function Deployment (QFD) is a powerful approach to customer-focused product development.
Identified the parallels and contrasts evident in these cases with the techniques of hoshin kanri
(also known as policy deployment). Hoshin kanri was a planning system developed in Japan in
the 1960s as a derivative of MBO and addressed many of MBO's shortcomings. [Erroneous] At
Macquarie U., Sydney; Schindler Lifts AU, Sydney, AU. $ Misc. PJ.
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Hunter, John E., and Hunter, R. F., 1984, “Validity and Utility of Alternative Predictors of
Performance,” Psychological Bulletin, APA, US, 96(1):72-98. Tests of ability generate
predictions of job performance of .53; Taylorist work sampling is .54. Racial quotas decrease
the utility 5 percent. Other criteria are needed, such as job tryout and age, to increase these
predictions of performance. (Cited in Human Capability; Wright et al 1995.) Misc. PJ.
Hunter, John E., Frank L. Schmidt and Michael K. Judiesch, 1990, “Individual differences in
output variability as a function of job complexity,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Feb.,
75(1):28-42. Conducted a meta-analysis of managerial jobs and found both cognitive demands
and variation in performance increase dramatically with the manager’s level in the organizational
hierarchy. The hypothesis was also tested that the standard deviation of employee output as a
percentage of mean output (SD-sub(p)) increased as a function of the complexity level of the
job. The data examined were adjusted for the inflationary effects of measurement error and the
deflationary effects of range restriction on observed SD-sub(p) figures, refinements absent from
previous studies. Results indicate that SD-sub(p) increases as the information-processing
demands (complexity) of the job increase; the observed progression was approximately 19%,
32%, and 48%, from low to medium to high complexity nonsales jobs, respectively. SD-sub(p)
values for sales jobs are considerably larger (120%). These findings have important
implications for the output increases that can be produced through improved selection.
They may also contribute to the development of a theory of work performance. In addition, there
may be implications in labor economics. Cited in Martin and Laroche 2000, Lord and Maher
1991 on p. 285. At Mich. State & Iowa. MS. PJ. A.
Hunter, John E., and Frank L. Schmidt, 1996, "Intelligence and Job Performance: Economic and
social implications," Psychology, Public Policy, and Law, APA, Sep-Dec 1996, 2(3-4):447-472.
General mental ability (intelligence) is the dominant determinant of the large individual
differences in work output on the job revealed by research. But highly visible individual
differences in citizenship behavior on the job make the intelligence-performance relationship
harder to observe in everyday life. Job experience declines as a predictor of performance, while
ability remains constant or increases. Higher ability individuals learn relevant job knowledge
more quickly and learn more of it. The current policy that discourages use of mental ability in
hiring is counterproductive and has produced severe performance decrements. This policy
should be changed. [Refd. by T. Owen Jacobs, 8-11]. At Mich State & Iowa. # MS. PS. A.
Hunter, Samuel T., Katrina E. Bedell-Avers, and Michael D. Mumford, 2007, “The typical
leadership study: Assumptions, implications, and potential remedies,” The Leadership Quarterly,
October 2007, 18(5):435-446. Leadership has seen notable growth in the amount of research
conducted since the turn of the century. As such, it now seems appropriate to evaluate how most
leadership research is conducted. We explored the assumptions made with regard to (a)
subordinates, (b) leaders, (c) context, and (d) the processes involved in leadership. These
assumptions reveal a number of problems ranging from simple methodological issues to more
substantive theory-based concerns. The long-term impact associated with the typical leadership
study approach is considered. At Penn State and U. Oklahoma. Misc. PJ. A.
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Hunter, Trevor, and Murray Bryant, 2010, "BP and public issues (mis)-management," Ivey
Business Journal Online, UWO, Sept-Oct 2010, pNA. BP's horrible missteps after the
Deepwater Horizon rig exploded were almost predictable, given the culture of deceit and
arrogance that executive actions had encouraged. While the accident could have been prevented,
BP might have avoided its intense and deserved public flogging if only it had respected the best
practices for managing a crisis -- and for managing. Readers of this article will learn what BP
could and should have done differently. [This is on PR. Any RO?] # # Misc. Pro.
Hurley, Robert F., 2006, “The Decision to Trust,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Sept.
2006, p. 55-62. Trust is not a question of personal qualities. Surveys reveal 80% of Americans
don’t trust corporate executives. Roughly half of all managers don’t trust their own leaders.
Trusting is a decision by subordinates based on the system they find themselves in designed by
managers - including mergers, downsizing, and globalization. This creates a crisis of trust. It is
not an accident. Competence is one of the personal qualities subordinates require of their
managers. This attempted to show managers how they might deal close and short-term with the
long-term reality they have created. D. Pro.
Hurst, David K., James C. Rush, and Roderick E. White, 1989, “Top Management Teams and
Organizational Renewal,” Strategic Management Journal, Special Issue: Strategic Leaders and
Leadership, Wiley, US, Summer, 10(S1):87-105. Reprinted as chapter 21 in Starkey, Ken, ed.,
1996, How Organizations Learn, International Thomson Business Books, London, UK, p. 381409. Authors at CCL. Used Jaques’ time definition (Form of Time) to show how top managers
view the past and the future (see “V” shaped chart, p. 90). Puts forth a “Creative Management
Model.” They mix in pop psych and pop cognitive types. Top management groups should be
composed of mix of types Jungian types - Intuitives, Feelers, Thinkers and Sensors. [A unique
mixing of Jaques time-span capabilities and Jungian types.] Cited Jaques 1982 FoT (on p. 90);
Worthy 1984; Jung 1960. Interesting. # Rp. PJ. A.
Hurst, David K., 1995. See his response: under Charles Ehin.
Hurst, David, 1995, "Crisis and Renewal: Ethical Anarchy in Mature Organizations," Business
Quarterly, [Ivey Business Quarterly], University of Western Ontario, Canada, Winter '95,
60(2):32-40. Argued that just as mature forests need to burn in order to be renewed, mature
firms need to go through crises for renewal. See Alan Pearson 1996 reply letter. # Misc. Pro.
Husband, Tom, 1975, “Payment Structures Made to Measure,” Personnel Management, London,
UK, April 1975, 7(4):27-29. The approaches of E. Jaques and T. T. Paterson were compared and
contrasted. Both quoted. His 1976 forthcoming book was highlighted. # Rp. Pro.
Hurst, David K., 1997, “When It Comes to Real Change, Too Much Objectivity May Be Fatal to
the Process,” Strategy and Leadership, Emerald/ProQuest, UK, March/April 1997, 25(2):6-12.
With its promises reengineering has been a particularly seductive framework, suggesting that
organizations can redesign their systems from scratch. It is the 'objectivity' that frameworks such
as reengineering give their users that undermines the social dynamics leading to fundamental
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intellectual and social. The intellectual problem is that business realities do not exist
independently of their observers. The social issue is that change requires everyone to be involved
and no one to be manipulated. Cited in Mintzberg 2010 (not herein). # Misc. PJ.
Husband, Tom, 1975, "Management Style and Fair Payment," Personnel Review, Institute for
Personnel Management, UK, Autumn, 4(4):23-26. An interesting broad-gaged piece by a
follower of Paterson. Mentioned Jaques 1961 (1967, 2nd edn.); Paterson. SIBL offsite JLM 781225 v. 3-4 (1974-1975). # Rp. PJ.
Husband, Tom, 1975, “Management Style and Fair Payment,” Personnel Review, Gower Pub.,
Aldershot, UK, 4(4):23-26. As British firms shift from the traditional praternalist style to the
modern participative style, they must change their pay methods too. Some of this piece was on
Jaques’ equitable pay and some was on T. T. Paterson. The article was a general review. Not in
biblio, not copied. PR was online since 1995. At Loughborough U. of Tech. SIBL hard. JLM
78-1225 v. 4. (SIBL stops in 1988.) # D. PJ.
See see
Husband, T. M. (Tom M.), 1976, Work analysis and pay structure, McGraw-Hill, London and
New York, 233 p. Part 3 contains descriptions of Jaques's theory and that of Paterson. Reviewed
positively by David C. Eldredge. (In: Eldredge, David C., 1976, “Summaries,” Compensation &
Benefits Review, Sage, Jan. 1976, 8:68-80.) Baruch HF5549.5.C67 H87. Rp. Bk.
Huse, Morten, 1998, "Researching the dynamics of board-stakeholder relations," Long Range
Planning, UK, April, 31(2):218-226. Academics and business executives are frustrated because
of the ambiguous results in research into boards of directors. This article criticises mainstream
research about directors and presents the results of a study, conducted in a Scandinavian research
tradition (Huse 1995). This study shows how interactions between the board and external and
internal stakeholders influence board roles and how trust and emotions affect the effectiveness of
the board. A new model for board activities is introduced. # Misc. PJ. A.
Huselid, Mark A., 1995, “The impact of human resource management practices on turnover,
productivity, and corporate financial performance,” Academy of Management Journal, June
1995, 38(3):635-672. A study comprehensively evaluated the links between systems of High
Performance Work Practices and firm performance. The results, based on a national sample of
nearly 1,000 firms, indicate that these practices have an economically and statistically significant
impact on both intermediate employee outcomes (turnover and productivity) and short- and longterm measures of corporate financial performance. Found support was limited for predictions
that the impact of High Performance Work Practices on firm performance is in part contingent
on their interrelationships and links with competitive strategy. Cited extensively by Pfeffer
1998. (It got better.) Unaware of Jaques. From his 1993 Related PhD MS. PJ. A.
Huselid, Mark A., and Brian E. Becker, 1996, “Methodological issues in cross-sectional and
panel estimates of the human resource-firm performance link,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley,
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CA, July 1996, 35(3):400-422. Because companies differ in factors such as management ability
that may lead to both high performance work systems and enhanced firm performance,
conventional estimates of the effects of human resource management practices on firm
performance may be biased upward. Alternatively, if HR management practices are measured
with error, estimates of their effects on firm performance may be biased downward. It is found
that, although longitudinal estimates that avoid the first source of bias are substantially smaller
than cross-sectional estimates, the former are strongly influenced by errors in measuring HR
management practices. Based on independent estimates of the measurement error, a range of
estimates is calculated that correct for both biases. It is estimated that a one standard deviation
increase in the given measure of high performance work systems raises the market value of the
corporation by approximately $15,000 per employee. This approach leads to panel data - as
expected. Mixed HR. Misc. PJ. A.
Huselid, Mark A., Susan E. Jackson, and Randall S. Schuler, 1997, “Technical and strategic
human resource management effectiveness as determinants of firm performance,” Academy of
Management Journal, Briarcliff Manor, NY, Feb 1997, 40(1):171-188. Expanded on prior
research by evaluating the impact of human resource managers' capabilities on HRM
management effectiveness and the latter's impact on corporate financial performance. Found
relationships between HRM management effectiveness and productivity, cash flow, and market
value. Findings were consistent across market and accounting measures of performance. Cited
by Rudin et al 2004. At Rutgers; at NYU (two). Misc. PJ. A.
Huselid, Mark A., Brian E. Becker, and Richard W. Beatty, 2005, The Workforce Scorecard,
Harvard Business School Publishing, Boston, MA, 278 p. Beyond ‘HR.’ Built on their earlier
2001 book (it was after all a best seller). A great deal on Accountability but no citations on
Authority. Draws a similarity between Capabilities and Competencies. Generally, employees
grow mostly by real work experiences. This means that individuals need to rotate through jobs,
and such rotations are in the best interest not only of the firm, but also of the employee.
Competency growth models for strategic positions gauge employee growth and contribute to the
firm's competitive advantage. HR time and effort should be devoted to the development of
competency growth models. Employee growth and development is often random, as in
promotion decision-making, including the movement from non-managerial to managerial jobs.
(Not on the theory but lots on execution of the firm’s strategy and on implementation. Excerpt in
Canadian HR Reporter June 6, 2005.) At Rutgers, SUNY Buffalo, Rutgers. See their 2001
book also. SIBL JBE 05-457. [The only copy.] MS. Bk. UP. A.
Huselid, Mark A., Richard W. Beatty, and Brian E. Becker, 2005, “"A Players" or "A Positions"?
The Strategic Logic of Workforce Management,” Harvard Business Review, Dec. 2005, p. 110117. To learn how to identify the jobs in a company that enable the organization to execute its
strategy, how to establish performance criteria for those positions and evaluate employees
against the criteria, and how to develop the skills of employees in these mission-critical roles.
(Almost there.) Companies simply can't afford to have "A players" in all positions. Rather,
businesses need to adopt a portfolio approach to workforce management, systematically
identifying their strategically important A positions, supporting B positions and surplus C
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Raising the average performance of individuals in these critical roles will pay huge dividends in
corporate value. Inattention to them could represent a significant downside risk. Accomplishing
this requires a differentiated workforce strategy. (Close, but no seegar.) Misc. Pro.
Hutchings, R. G. and P. Smith, 1964, “How and why we abolished the time clock,” Industrial
Welfare, Journal of the Industrial Welfare Society, (aka I.W.S. Journal), London, UK, June 1964,
p. 134-135. How the impact of abolition of clocking was assessed, some misguided attempts at
it, and final success after the employees joined in consultation. There was no increase in
lateness. The authors were respectively the works manager and personnel officer at the Plastic
Works, ICI, Darwen, UK. (Jaques was a consultant to ICI during the 1960s. These authors
predate their concerns to 1958. See Albu 1964.) MS. NJ.
Hutzschenreuter, Thomas, and Fabian Guenther, 2009, “Complexity as a constraint on firm
expansion within and across industries,” Managerial & Decision Economics, Wiley & Sons,
Sep2009, 30(6):373-392. We want to shed light on factors influencing a firm's rate of expansion.
We argue that expansion is a complex task and complexity associated with expansion projects in
one period can negatively impact rate of expansion in the following period. Moreover, we argue
that firm portfolio complexity also slows down further expansion. Using longitudinal data on the
expansion path of 91 German companies, we show that added product scope of expansion and
degree of internationalization characterizing expansion in one period as well as level of product
and international diversity have a significant impact on slowing down rate of expansion in the
subsequent period. Cited Keren and Levhari 1983. At Dept. of Strategy, WHU Otto Beisheim
Sch. of Mgt, Vallendar, Germany. th@whu.edu MS. PJ.
Hutzschenreuter, Thomas, Ingo Kleindienst, and Claas Greger, 2012, "How New Leaders Affect
Strategic Change Following a Succession Event: A critical review of the literature," The
Leadership Quarterly, US, October 2012, 23(5):729-755. Reviewed literature on leaders' impact
on strategic change in the context of CEO succession events. We critically examine the progress
made by research within the field focusing on four questions: WHY, WHAT, HOW, and WHEN.
(WHY and WHEN embrace issues that involve RO greatly.) Overall, we find the research is
immature. Did not cite Jaques, obliviously. But did cite Das 1987; Hickson et al 2003; Bluedorn
& Jaussi 2008; Miller 1993; Ancona, Okhuysen, & Perlow 2001; Simons 1995. # Rp. PJ. A.
Huusko, Liisa, 2006, “The Lack of Skills: an obstacle in teamwork,” Team Performance
Management, Emerald, UK, 2006, 12(1/2):5-16. Implementing team work leads to shifts in
traditional supervisory relations. The concepts of management and leadership of Katz and the
division constructed by Kotter are tools to open the backgrounds of teams. The division of tasks
into management and leadership tasks, combined with the idea of skills needed at several
management levels: the need of different skills in teams. Finds how unspecified empowerment
can establish an obstacle to the success of teams. At U. Joensuu, Finland. MS. PJ.
Huxham, C. S., and M. R. Dando, 1981, “Is Bounded-Vision an Adequate Explanation of
Strategic Decision-Making Failure?” Omega, The International Journal of Management Science,
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bounded rationality - not enough of either in the CEO will sink the firm. Misc. PJ.
Huy, Quy Nguyen, 2001, “In praise of middle managers,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, US, Sept., 79(8):72–79. Middle managers have often been cast as mediocre intermediaries
who defend the status quo. But middle managers - largely unrecognized by senior executives,
have good entrepreneurial ideas - if they can get a hearing. Second, they're far better than most
senior executives with the informal networks that run deep and make substantive, lasting change.
Third, they stay attuned to employees' emotional needs during organizational change, thereby
maintaining momentum. And finally, they keep the organization from falling into extreme
inertia or chaos. Cavalierly dismissing middle managers - reducing their ranks – stymies senior
managers' chances of realizing change. Cited by Karube et al 2009. At INSEAD. # MS. Pro.
Huy, Quy Nguyen, 2001, "Time, Temporal Capability, and Planned Change," Academy of
Management Review, US, Oct2001, 26(4):601-623. Wd Cnt: 14992. ISSN: 03637425. DOI:
10.5465/AMR.2001.5393897. Proposed four ideal types of planned change processes, each with
distinct temporal and nontemporal assumptions, and each associated with altering a distinct
organizational element. These types were - commanding, engineering, teaching, and socializing.
Argued that large-scale change required agents to display temporal capability skills to
effectively sequence, time, pace, and combine interventions. [Used GE training center as his
best example. Go figure.] Jaques not cited. Cited Das 1987; Dunphy 1996; Juran 1967;
Pettigrew et al 1985 (ICI), 1992 (NHS). At INSEAD. # MS. PJ. A.
Hyde, Paula, and Alan B. Thomas, “Organisational Defences Revisited: systems and contexts,”
Journal of Managerial Psychology, Emerald MCB, UK, 17(5). Cited Jaques 1953, which Jaques
has withdrawn. Off. PJ.
Hyder, Sally, and David Sims, 1979, “Hypothesis, Analysis and Paralysis: Issues in the
Organisation of Contract Research,” Management Learning, Sage, June 1979, 10:100-111.
Failure in UK research is laid to the short time-span of its duration. Longer time-spans are
needed for success. Grant-holders rather than researchers must open this discussion first. Cited
Jaques 1956. # Rp. PJ.
Hyman, Richard, 1974, “Inequality, Ideology and Industrial Relations,” British Journal of
Industrial Relations, July 1974, 12(2):171-190. Argued that pay inequality in the UK was class
based. However, he also asserted that “the applications of Jaques’ techniques (of ‘equitable
payment’) mirrors widespread cultural assumptions concerning fair pay (as well as the broad
outlines of the actual structure of contemporary inequality)” (p. 184, italics in original). Hyman
was a Marxist at Warwick U. who was openly hostile to Jaques and the theory. [“Widespread”?
Would that it were so.] This was the article version of his 1975 book. # Lost. PJ. A.
Hyman, Richard, and Ian Brough, 1975, Social Values and Industrial Relations: a study of
fairness and equality, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 277 p. Warwick series on industrial relations. (A
huge bibliography but no index. This book is an erudite, discursive essay which is rendered
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nearly useless because it lacks an index. Such books should be remaindered. Most of the works
in the bibliography are not sourced in the page footnotes. This is one-upmanship. Hyman was a
Marxist with an encyclopedic secondary reading.) They failed to cite Alan Fox 1974, Beyond
Contract. According to R. K. Brown 1992, chapters 2 and 3 constituted a sharp critique of the
Glacier Project. Not really. This is a political tract. Ad Hominem Ad Excelsior. Cited Daniel
1972 on Jaques. H&B did contrast Baldamus and Behrend to Jaques, which was unique and
provocative (p. 30-39). Also, mentioned Jaques 1969 on how Jaques failed to convince his peers
of the validity of his theory. See Hyman’s 1971 negative book review of Richardson 1971.
(Biblio not yet gone through.) D. Bk.
Hyman, Richard, 1978, “Pluralism, Procedural Consensus and Collective Bargaining,” British
Journal of Industrial Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics, London,
UK, March, 16(1):16-40. Reply to Fox 1974 (about time!) by a Marxist. Also on Clegg 1975
and Flanders. This is an important item but it rambles. See Fox 1979 - devastating response.
SIBL. # Alt. PJ. A.
Hyman, Richard, 1987, “Strategy or Structure? Capital, Labour and Control,” Work, Employment
and Society, The British Sociological Association, London, UK, March, 1(1):25-56. According
to this Marxist, due to the internal contradictions of capitalism, no labour strategy will be
successful. Thus, the default strategy of managers becomes the control of labour. Cynical, but
he may not be wrong on this second point, especially if the managers are under-capable. Cited
Fox 1974 (BC); Rolf 1986; Storey 1985 (a close parallel). SIBL has it. Misc. PJ. A.
Hymowitz, Carol, 2008, “They Ponder Layoffs, But Executives Still Face Gaps in Talent,” Wall
Street Journal, NY, NY, US, Jan. 28, p. B1. There they go - again. # Misc. Pro.
Hynes, Geraldine E., Kathy L. Hill, and Betty Johnson, 2011, “International Students'
Unfamiliarity with U.S. Business Culture: Overcoming a Roadblock to Success in MBA
Programs,” Journal for Global Business Education, Jun2011, 11:17-29. ISSN: 15516784.
International business students often arrived on campus with positive expectations and great
enthusiasm, only to face special challenges. Some of these challenges, chiefly language and
cultural differences, have been addressed. A relatively unrecognized challenge was knowledge
of contemporary American business customs and culture. International students enrolled in two
business schools formed focus groups. They said they wanted their professors and the university
to assist in their struggles to understand U.S. business culture. They offered a range of concrete
suggestions for how to help. [Note: CBS eliminated the core ConFounds course in 1993.] At
Sam Houston State; Stephen F. Austin State, Nacogdoches, TX. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
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Ibarra, Herminia, 2003, Working Identity: Unconventional Strategies for Reinventing Your
Career, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 224 pages. Identified nine strategies for
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making career transitions at midcareer due to frustration, midlife crisis, or growth into another
stratum. Showed the rational, career plan model is hogwash. Confusion and stress are normal
during such a major transition. Try on different career hats, try on many, to see what fits.
Changing your career also means changing your identity so don’t jump. Good practical advice to
the individual who has outgrown his or her job. Unaware of Jaques. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Ibarra, Herminia, 2004, “Interview: Herminia Ibarra on Changing Career, Changing Identity,”
HR.com. Interviewed by David Creelman c. 4/14/04. Companies now want people to take
responsibility to manage their own careers. People, it turns out, want meaning, passion,
flexibility, and to be in charge of their own destinies. But many firms are ill-equipped to deal
with this - so their people leave. [Duh.] Misc. NJ.
Ibbott, Christopher, 2004, “Interorganisational Relationship Transformation in a Global Virtual
Community,” chapter 2 (p. 24-42) in Coghlan, David, et al, ed., 2004, Managers Learning in
Action: management learning, research and education, Routledge, NY, US; London, UK, 193 p.
The pace of change (rapid versus gradual) may be different from the nature of that change
(radical versus incremental). The two should be considered separately by the change agent.
Jaques not cited. Cited Ibbott 2001 Interesting PhD (p. 33; p. 277). Not in CUNY, Clio. In
Fordham RH. NYPL SIBL os JBE 04-1364. # MS. Ch.
Ibbott, Christopher, and Robert O’Keefe, 2004, “Transforming the Vodafone/Ericsson
Relationship,” Long Range Planning, UK, June 2004, 37(3):219–237. Doi:
10.1016/j.lrp.2004.03.002. There was limited evidence or guidance as to how firms transformed
their existing physical in-country relationships into an IT-enabled global relationship. That was
the case when Vodafone of the UK joined with Ericsson of Swedento transform their relationship
into a global and virtual one, through an inter-organisational information system (IIS). This was
treated from the start as an improvisation. There was no project plan, only a shared acceptance
that the benefits accruing to the two companies would be asymmetric. The resulting IIS, which
both companies call eRelationship, allows for information sharing, communication, virtual
teams, competence development, network support services, and product forecasting, ordering
and tracking. Cited Ibbott 2001 Interesting PhD. Wd. # MS. PJ. A.
Ibbott, Christopher J., and Robert M. O'Keefe, 2004, "Trust, planning and benefits in a global
interorganizational system," Information Systems Journal, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Apr2004,
14(2):131-152. ISSN: 13501917. Described an example of an IOS developed as part of a strong
inter-firm relationship based on trust. In 1999, Vodafone of the UK embarked on a
transformation to globalize with Ericsson of Sweden, moving from in-country relationships to a
global relationship mediated through an IOS. Vodafone and Ericsson pursued a journey-oriented
approach to globalization and development, freed from any formal project plan, and identified
asymmetric benefits. Using Gallivan & Depledge (2003), we explored the roles and dynamics
of trust, planning, and benefits. We posited that a journey or improvisational approach to IOS
development worked where a relationship was strong and levels of inter-firm trust were high.
Jaques and Fox not cited. Cited Ibbott's 2001 Interesting PhD; Das & Teng 2001; Whyte et al
1991 (miscited as Foote); Zand 1972. At Vodafone; U. Surrey, Guildford, UK. # MS. PJ.
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Ibbott, Christopher J., 2007, Global Networks: the Vodafone-Ericsson journey to globalization
and the inception of a requisite organization, Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke, Hampshire;
NY, NY, 210 p. Vodafone is one of the most successful global companies of the last 20 years.
Provided a unique longitudinal insight into the hidden globalization of Vodafone that now serves
over 190 million customers. Through its partnerships with Ericsson (and then with Nokia,
Siemens, and Nortel) Vodafone moved the industry to a global stage, negotiating commercial
terms and operational excellence, for global advantage. This included an industry leading move
to 'reverse electronic auctions.' Managers within Vodafone and its suppliers cooperated as a
virtual global network organization; an invisible structure that gave Vodafone a unique
advantage. (See 2001 PhD Brunel on IS. Information Technology.) Das, S. Beer not cited.
Cited Ibbott & O'Keefe 2004; Jaques 1996 (RO2, ch. 4: may use different definitions.) In NYU;
Fordham RH; e-book. Clio Bus HD9696 .T444 V635 2007. Director, Ibbott & Assoc., U.
Surrey, Mgt. Case. Misc. Bk.
Ibison, David, 2004, “Citigroup apologizes to Japan,” The Financial Times, London, UK, and
New York, NY, October 26, 2004, p. 19. Following the Travelers-Citibank merger Sandy Weil
placed two managers in each role and let them fight it out. (This had failed at Monsanto.) He
stopped this Darwinian exercise when it threatened profits. The real results came in 2004:
Citibank had to apologize for disrupting the electronic European bond market and set aside $5.2
billion to settle potential lawsuits. After 100 years of doing business in Japan, financial
authorities there forced Citibank to close its private banking operations. Citibank officials had to
publicly bow in apology to the Japanese public for doing business with organized crime and
money launderers. (In Germany too.) Many of the ‘survivors’ of Weil’s jungle experiment were
forced to resign. Life isn’t a ‘reality’ TV show. There may be NO winners. Misc. Pop.
IBM, 2010, Capitalizing on Complexity: Insights from the global chief executive officer study,
IBM Global Business Services, Somers, NY, US, 70 p. Available from http://www935.ibm.com/services/us/ceo/ceostudy2010/ Survey of over 1500 face-to-face interviews with
CEOs from companies of all sizes across 60 countries, representing 33 industries. In a world
fraught with uncertainty, what are today's CEOs doing to strengthen their situations against
competitors? Previously, CEOs have consistently identified change as their most pressing
challenge. Today, CEOs are telling us that the complexity of operating in an increasingly
volatile and uncertain world is their primary challenge. And, a surprising number of them told us
that they feel ill-equipped to succeed in this drastically different world. How are leaders dealing
with this level of complexity? What strategies are successful organizations employing to tap into
new opportunities, and overcome the barriers to growth? [4 dnlds for 2010] # Misc. Rep.
Ichijo, Kazuo, 2007, "Creating, Growing and Protecting Knowledge-Based Competence: The
Case of Sharp's LCD Business," Chapter 6 (p. 87-104) in Hooijberg, Robert, et al, eds., 2007,
Being There Even When You Are Not, Elsevier JAI, Amsterdam; Boston, 319 p. ISSN: 14793571. doi: 10.1016/S1479-3571(07)04021-7. Sharp Corporation has always tried to identify
unique niches that its competitors do not enter, while at the same time continuing to pursue
innovation and knowledge creation in those niches. The liquid crystal display (LCD) business is
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a typical example of Sharp's strategy and innovation. Sharp developed the first successful LCD
product - a pocket calculator with a small black and white LCD in 1973. In 1998 the company's
new president and strategic leader announced his vision of upgrading all televisions sold in the
domestic market to flat screen LCD sets by 2005. However, the CEO predicted tough price
competition in the CRT business in the future and so began to mobilize Sharp's employees to
gain and sustain competitive advantage in the new market. Cited Reber 1993. # Rp. Ch.
Ichniowski, Casey, Thomas A. Kochan, David Levine, Craig Olson, and George Strauss, 1996,
“What Works at Work: Overview and Assessment,” Industrial Relations, July 96, 35(3):299333. (AN 9612044461) It is difficult to measure the effects of managerial practices on
organization performance. Some innovative work practices (from lean and/or flexible
production) have been adopted by a majority of U.S. businesses. Only a small percentage have
yet adopted a full system of such practices. In non-union U.S. shops this is entirely an employer
prerogative and has short-run costs. Long-run benefits are less visible to the financial sector and
less certain. See Ichniowski 2000 (Intro). # MS. PJ. A.
Ichniowski, Casey, Kathryn Shaw; and Giovanna Prennushi, 1997, “The Effects of Human
Resource Management Practices on Productivity: A Study of Steel Finishing Lines,” The
American Economic Review, June 1997, 87(3):291-313. Found consistent, statistically large and
positive support that complementary innovative human resource management (HRM) practices
had large effects on productivity. Examined data from 36 homogeneous US steel production
lines owned by 17 companies. This set included: incentive pay, teams, flexible job assignments,
employment security, and training. A traditional set of HRM included: narrow job definitions,
strict work rules, hourly pay, and close supervision. Individual changes in HRM had little or no
effect. (From 1993 working paper.) Their 1999 article included data from Japan. See Pfeffer
1998. # MS. PJ. A.
Ichniowski, Casey, and Kathryn Shaw, 1999, “The Effects of Human Resource Management
Systems on Economic Performance: An International Comparison of U.S. and Japanese Plants,”
Management Science, May 1999, 45(5):704-721. Data collected from 41 steel production lines
in the US and Japan. The Japanese used a common system of HR practices: information sharing,
job rotation, employment security, and profit sharing. Japanese lines were significantly more
productive than US lines on average. But US manufacturers that adopted the full system of HR
practices patterned after the Japanese achieved levels of productivity and quality equal to the
Japanese. # MS. PJ. A.
Ichniowski, Casey, David Levine, Craig Olson, and George Strauss, eds., 2000, The American
Workplace: Skills, Compensation, and Employee Involvement, Cambridge U. P., Cambridge UK,
New York USA, Melbourne AU, 287 p. A collection of previously published peer-reviewed
articles (many A-level). Ichniowski et al 1996 serves as the Intro. George S. Easton and Sherry
L. Jarrell link improved post-TQM implementation to better financial performance. Kevin B.
Hendricks and Vinod B. Sinhal link “quality award winners” to improved financial performance.
Very positive review by Peter B. Doeringer (2002, JEL) noted these articles show a greater
adoption of these Japanese-type high performance principles improves the performance of the
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firm. Complementarities exist among these practices. These findings are robust to differences in
the definition of these practices, measurements, time periods, and data sources. Unaware of the
connections to the Glacier theory or that these empirical studies are confirmatory of the theory.
Bus HD70.U5 A56 2000 MS. Bk. UP. A.
Ichniowski, Casey, and Kathryn Shaw, 2003, “Beyond Incentive Pay: Insiders' Estimates of the
Value of Complementary Human Resource Management Practices,” The Journal of Economic
Perspectives, Winter 2003, 17(1):155-180. Found lots of adoption of “innovative” HR practices.
Yet managers continue to debate their value - no, they are divided into warring corners. This is
not surprising when these practices are listed together: pay-for-performance, gain sharing, profit
sharing, problem-solving teams, participation, broad-banding, job cross-training, employment
security, information sharing, and communications. [Apparently scatter-shot sparks that won’t
light any fire. Plus some of the new HR practices coincided with new IT approaches that have
an impact (or something does). Used “insider econometrics” approach (grounded theory?) to
identify the economic value of these practices.] Information Technology. See Bartel 2001. #
Misc. PJ. A.
Ichniowski, Casey, et al, 2003. See Bartel, Ann P., et al, 2003.
ICMR, 2007, "CEO as Change Agent," ICMR Case Studies Collection, Hyderabad, India. Three
caseletts on: Miller, JCPenney, Whirlpool. Cases created from public sources. Interesting. But
the focus is on the CEO. Typical. Online. http://www.icmrindia.org Caselets. # MS. NJ.
Ilgen, Daniel R., and Jack M. Feldman, 1983, "Performance Appraisal: a process focus," in Staw,
Barry M., and L. L. Cummings, eds., Research in Organizational Behavior, vol. 5, JAI Press,
Greenwich, CT, 5:141-197. The performance appraisal process is construed as a function of
three interacting systems: the organizational context within which the appraisal takes place, the
appraiser's information processing system, and the behavioral system of the appraisee. These
approaches failed to consider performance as a process. Offered suggestions for designing
performance appraisal systems to better deal with the interactive effects. Cited Jacques 1961,
1972/1967. Clio Bus Colln, Lehman Liby HD58.7 .R47. [v.1 (1979)-v.27 (2006)] # W. Ch.
Ilgen, Daniel R., and Jack M. Feldman, 1983, "Performance Appraisal: a process focus," in Staw,
Barry M., and L. L. Cummings, eds., Research in Organizational Behavior, vol. 5, JAI Press,
Greenwich, CT, 5:141-197. The performance appraisal process is construed as a function of
three interacting systems: the organizational context within which the appraisal takes place, the
appraiser's information processing system, and the behavioral system of the appraisee. These
approaches failed to consider performance as a process. Offered suggestions for designing
performance appraisal systems to better deal with the interactive effects. Cited Jacques 1961,
1972/1967. Clio Bus Colln, Lehman Liby HD58.7 .R47. [v.1 (1979)-v.27 (2006)] # W. Ch.
Ilott, Irene, 2001, “Incompetence: An Unspoken Consensus,” chapter five (p. 57-66) in Raven,
John, and John Stephenson, eds., 2001, Competence in the Learning Society, Peter Lang, New
York, NY, 535 p. (See chapter six by Raven also, p. 67-77.) Not just unsafe practices and lack
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of learning but the inability “to grasp the situation as a whole.” The professions pose a very
difficult problem. Hogan et al 1990 claims 50% of managers in the US are incompetent (p. 67).
Jaques not cited. MS. Ch.
Imai, Ken-ichi, Ikujiro Nonaka, and Hirotaka Takeuchi, 1985, “Managing the New Product
Development Process: How Japanese Companies Learn and Unlearn,” Chapter 8 (p. 337-382) in
Clark, Kim B., Robert H. Hayes, and Christopher Lorenz, 1985, The Uneasy Alliance: managing
the productivity-technology dilemma, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 485 p. New
product development projects are the driver of organizational learning. Elements include
overlapping development phases, top management leadership, self-organizing teams, shared
division of labor (!?), a trial and error approach to implementation, and a shift from strategic
implementation to learning and shaping the hierarchy and culture. [This is key: embed the
learning.] (Speed is not mentioned.) Generally positive commentary by John L. Doyle, EVP of
Hewlett-Packard. Clio Barnard and Biz HD56 .U53 1985. All at Hitotsubashi B-school. MS.
Ch. UP. A.
Imai, Ken-ichi, Hiroyuki Itami, and Kazuo Koike, 1985, Naibu Soshiki no Keizaigaku, (The
Economic Theory of Internal Organizations), Koyo Keisai Shinposha, Tokyo, Japan. In
Japanese. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Imai, Masaaki, 1980, “Japanese manager - Does he really manage?” The Japan Economic
Journal, Tokyo, JN, June 10, 1980, p. 26-27. In English. Because managers in Japan do not
have the power to hire or fire employees (life-time employment), upward influence by
employees becomes very important. Employees remain mute because they do not wish to
embarrass the manager. Many 'managers' are white-collar staff. Power vs Influence. Tokyo:
Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 1963-1991. Clio offsiteHC461 .N4743. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Imai, Masaaki, 1980, “Japanese workers join management in considering important matters,”
[How to Trade in Japan - advertisement], The Japan Economic Journal, Tokyo, JN, Oct. 28,
1980, p. 13. A manifestation of Japanese management's long-term commitment is in personnel
management. Inside Japan, in return for the long-term commitment of life-long employment,
management receives the workers' wholehearted support, commitment, and dedication to the
company. Internationally, the availability of good, stable and dedicated labor has always been
on the top of company priorities. And it may be no wonder if we consider the extent of the
identity the Japanese workers have with the company they work for. Teach. # Misc. Ad.
Imbasciati, Antonio, 2008, La mente medica - Che significa “umanizzazione” della medicina?
Springer Milan, Milano, IT, 254 p. [The Medical Mind: What significance has ‘humanization’ to
medicine?] ISBN 978-88-470-0791-8 (Print); 978-88-470-0792-5 (Online). “Organizzazione e
Istituzione”, Capitolo 12 (p. 163-189), Behavioral Science, [I don’t read Italian. Jaques was
cited at length in chapter 12. Jaques cited in “Cultura medica, tradizione e sviluppo della
psicologia,” Capitolo 7 (p. 87-95). Jaques cited slightly in Chapter 2, the intro. and Chapter 7.)
Cited Jaques 1951, 1955, 1961, 1970. Not in NYPL. Clio online: e-book. CUNY online ebook
at: S.I., City, Htr Mn. # MS. Ch.
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Imbasciati, Antonio, 2008, “Le capacità relazionali,” capitolo 11 (p. 153-161) in La mente
medica: che significa "umanizzazione" della medicina, SpringerLink ebooks, Behavioral Science
http://clio.cul.columbia.edu:7018/vwebv/holdingsInfo?bibId=7829580 ISBN: 9788847007918
8847007917 . [I am stumped. I don’t read Italian. I can’t find anything in this e-book. I am
unable to view this chapter. See ch. 12.] Cited Jaques 1951, 1955, 1961, 1970 (I think). Not in
NYPL. Clio online: e-book. CUNYonline, onsite: City, Htr Mn. Rp. Ch.
Imbasciati, Antonio, 2008, “Organizzazione e Istituzione,” capitolo 12 (p. 163-189) in La mente
medica: che significa "umanizzazione" della medicina, SpringerLink ebooks, Behavioral Science
http://clio.cul.columbia.edu:7018/vwebv/holdingsInfo?bibId=7829580 ISBN: 9788847007918
8847007917 . [I am stumped. I don’t read Italian. I can’t find anything in this e-book. I
downloaded this chapter] Cited Jaques 1951, 1955 (withdrawn), 1961, 1970. Not in NYPL.
Clio online: e-book. CUNYonline, onsite: City, Htr Mn. # Rp. Ch.
Immelt, Jeffrey R., Vijay Govindarajan, and Chris Trimble, 2009, "How GE Is Disrupting Itself,"
Harvard Business Review, US, Oct., 87(10):56-65. The model that General Electric and other
industrial manufacturers' have followed for decades - developing high-end products at home and
adapting them for other markets around the world - won't suffice any more as growth slows in
rich nations. Now companies must learn reverse innovation: developing products in countries
like China and India and then distributing them globally. While multinationals need both
approaches, there are deep conflicts between the two. If GE doesn't master this reverse
innovation, the emerging giants could destroy the company. # Misc. Pro.
Immelt, Jeffrey R., 2012, "The CEO of General Electric On Sparking an American
Manufacturing Renewal," Harvard Business Review, US, Mar2012, 90(3):43-46. Wd Cnt: 2808.
ISSN: 00178012. About 30 years ago, as its appliances business became less profitable, GE
began moving manufacturing to low-cost countries. But competitors soon emerged there;
shipping and materials costs rose; wages increased in China and elsewhere; and GE didn't
control the supply chain. Finally, core competency was an issue: appliance design work is done
in the US, and at a time when speed to market is everything, separating design and development
from manufacturing made no sense. In 2008 General Electric came to the conclusion that
outsourcing was outdated as a model for its appliances business. It set about to build inhouse
innovation capability, lean manufacturing, and a new approach to labor relations, creating
thousands of U.S. jobs and investing billions of dollars. Chairman and CEO, GE; and head,
President Obama's Council on Jobs and Competitiveness. Jaques not mentioned. # MS. Pro.
Imperato, Gina, 1999, "You Have to Start Meeting Like This," Fast Company, NY, NY, US,
April, p. 204-210. Michael Begeman is knowledgeable about business meetings, how to
organize them, how to run them. Stand to take the floor. Pass out toys to get the members
serious. Let someone else lead the meeting, if you want all to share ideas. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Inagami, Takeshi, 1982, “QC Circle Activities and the Suggestion System,” Japan Labor
Bulletin, Japan Institute of Labour, Tokyo, JN, Jan., 21(1):5-8. Quality circles as a powerful
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suggestion system. As of 1980 Japan had over 100,000 QCs with over 1 million participants. At
Hosei U., JN. Teach # Misc. Pro.
Inagami, Takeshi, 1985, "Japanese Workplace Industrial Relations," in Japan Institute of Labor,
Japanese Industrial Relations Series, 14, Tokyo, JN, p. 14—19. Measured the continuing role of
seniority wages in Japan, and the growing emphasis since the 1960s on merit evaluations and
pay. Misc. Rep.
Inagami, Takechi, 1988, Japanese Workplace Industrial Relations, Japan Institute of Labor,
Tokyo, JN, 31 p. Described the nenko (seniority) and satei (ability) raise and promotion
systems. Never used the term satei (but described it and the relationship of trust – wa - between
manager and employee). Clio Biz in Lehman Liby HD8726.5 .i51 1988. # MS. Rep.
Indian Institute of Management, 1968, “Some Concepts of Decentralization,” Postscript (p. 153157) in: Decentralization: Strategy and Structure, Proceedings of the Alumni Conference held
at New Delhi, from March 5 to 7, 1967, 161 p., Indian Institute of Management (IIM),
Ahmedabad, India, 161 pages. Described time span of discretion (TSD) as “the most practicable
method of determining the degree of centralization.” This description was a bit confused but
very enthusiastic. (See Dearden; Pearson Hunt; Jaques.) D. Ch.
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, (Ed.), 1999, Feb., Strategic Leadership and Decision
Making, National Defense University, Washington, DC. (ICAF, Department of Strategic
Decision Making and Executive Information Systems faculty.) Online textbook, twenty chapters
long. Extensive application of the theory to the military. Thanked T. O. Jacobs and Michael L.
McGee (among others) for their contributions. Cited Jaques. D. Bk.
Inge, William, 1958, Dark at the Top of the Stairs, Random House, NY, NY, 108 p. About a
salesman and his family after the end of the boom days – the 1920s – as they head into the Great
Depression and he cannot find work. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize. This play was made into a
movie starring Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire, Shirley Knight; written by Harriet Frank Jr. &
Irving Ravetch; directed by Delbert Mann in 1960 (PG, 124 min., color). It has never been
issued in VHS or DVD. IMDB Pro. See Reich 2010. City Coll. PS3517 .N265 D3. Misc. Bk.
Ingersoll, Virginia Hill, and Guy B. Adams, 1992, The Tacit Organization, JAI Press,
Greenwich, CT, 280 p. Modern academic and managerial metamyths reinforce each other as
treating the world and people as rational, technical, individualistic and nonmythical. They
investigate the transformation of the Washington State Ferry System from a family run system to
a modern, rational organization. They use grounded ethnographic methods. As a result, we see
the context, which we would miss entirely if a purely quantitative approach were used.
Scientific thinking is thus participant action research. A solid book and a solid method of the
changes. See positive review by Torbert 1994. Not in Clio or CUNY. NYPL Hum JFE 9211474. Misc. Bk.
Ingvar, D. H., 1985, "Memory of the Future: an essay on the Temporal Organization of
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Conscious Awareness," Human Neurobiology, Springer, Heidelberg, Ger.; NY, NY, US,
4(3):127-136 . [Guest Editor: J. M. Fuster. Temporal organization of behavior (1 & 2).]
Mostly focused on the mechanics of the brain. Which parts of the brain were involved in its
organization of time. Cited in Chapter 12, Senge, (p. 243). Adv in Orgn Devel, v. 1, 1990. JBL
91-1, v. 1. Cited Freud 1915; Kant 1781/1919; Popper 1977; St. Augustine 1945; Wittgenstein
1953. Not in NYPL, CUNY, NYU, Bklyn PL. Clio os QP360 .H87. # Misc. PJ.
Inozemtsev, Vladislav, 1999, “Work, Creativity and the Economy,” Society, New Brunswick,
NJ, Jan/Feb, 36(2):45-54. Article looked at the wide variety of definitions of the Western words,
“work” and “labour.” Instinctual work is closer to “play.” Labour is an English, unfree,
economic concept, which has no parallel in French, in German or in Russian. Work now
includes “creativity” due to Jaques and the changing nature of the activity itself. As a result,
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1977.) SIBL JLL 85-51 pt. 3-4 (1978). Misc. PJ.
Jackall, Robert, 1983, “Moral Mazes: Bureaucracy and Managerial Work,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, Sept.-Oct., 61(5):118-130. (McKinsey Award Winner) This is not related
to Jaques, but to what happens in a political bureaucracy, like so many organizations. Bad news.
See also, later book version with same title. See du Gay 2000. Misc. Pro.
Jackall, Robert, 1989, Moral Mazes, chart for new MBAs. Presentations to upper managers are
what newly hired MBAs will be judged on. Chart by Craddock from the book. Teach. # Misc.
~
Jackofsky, Ellen F., and Lawrence H. Peters, 1983, “The Hypothesized Effects of Ability in the
Turnover Process,” Academy of Management Review, US, Jan1983, 8(1):46-49. ISSN:
03637425. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1983.4287655. Findings from task-relevant ability and turnover
studies have been inconsistent. The turnover process suggests that ability may be related to
turnover through the individual's perception of both the ease and desirability of movement.
Jaques not cited. Cited Porter & Steers 1973. See Wells & Muchinsky 1985. At So. Methodist
U.; So. Ill. U., Carbondale. # MS. PJ. A.
Jackson, Kevin, and Jonathan Stamp, 2003, Building the Great Pyramid, Firefly Books, Toronto
and Buffalo, 191 p. II.) Book to accompany the BBC/Discovery 2002 TV show (VHS/DVD
2003). Design and construction of the Great Pyramid of Khufu in ancient Egypt. Workforce
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structure described p. 51-62: 1212 cutters, 1360 movers, 680 setters = total 3252 (with overseers
c. 4000). These were divided into gangs of 1000 each, with five phyles of 200 each, divided into
ten teams of 20 each. Plus an equal sized army of scribes, masons, copper tool makers, sled
carpenters, cooks, tailors, etc. It could be built in 23 years - and was! (A stratum-seven project.)
The medical doctors were in six major ranks. (Film written and directed by Jonathan Stamp.
See Vispo 2004 unpublished, re: Hodo K’Mhet, architect and project manager. Link to external
web site http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0615/2003278810-b.html ) LC: DT63 .J33
2003. NYPL Mngsd Hts. Br. 932.012 J. Rp. Bk. / VHS/ DVD. ~
Jackson, Michael D, 1991, Systems Methodology for the Management Sciences, Plenum, New
York, NY, 298 p. At U. Hull, UK. Cited Gouldner 1955, Jaques 1951. Cited by Melan 1999.
SIBL JBE 92-676. W. Bk.
Jackson, Michelle, 2009, “Disadvantaged Through Discrimination? The role of employers in
social stratification,” British Journal of Sociology, Dec2009, 60(4):669-692. Sociologists have
consistently demonstrated that a rather strong association exists between an individual's social
class origin and their social class destination, even after controlling for educational attainment.
One explanation for this was access to advantaged class positions due to discrimination by
employers. This was tested. Letters of job application for professional and managerial
occupations were sent to 2560 large UK companies. The six treatment conditions in the
experiment were: the name of the candidate, the type of school attended, the candidate's interests
outside work, their sex, the university that they attended, and their achieved degree class.
Results suggest that employers do pay attention to the class origin characteristics. However, the
treatment conditions do not, on the whole, have significant effects on the employers' responses in
and of themselves. Instead, employers appear to favour particular combinations of
characteristics while penalising others. Jaques not cited. Refu. PJ. A.
Jackson, S., I. MacFarlane, and A. Ostel, 1976-1977, UK. Three reports to Imperial Chemical
Industries Limited (ICI). [Were these reports by Bioss?]
1.
Pilot study into improving the effectiveness and assessing the impact of procedures to
communicate a business information statement on the Grangemouth Works, 1976.
2.
Communication of the 1977 Works/Departmental Plans at Grangemouth, 1977.
3.
Communication of the 1977 Works/Departmental Plans. A follow-up study, 1977.
Cited in Guest and Knight 1979. See Roeber 1975 agreement; Maccoby 1981,
chapter 6. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Jackson, Susan E., and Sheldon Zedeck, 1982, “Explaining performance variability:
Contributions of goal setting, task characteristics, and evaluative contexts,” Journal of Applied
Psychology, APA, Dec. 1982, 67(6):759–768. 263 undergraduates participated in a factorial
design consisting of 4 goal conditions (no goal, do your best, easy goal, and difficult goal) × 3
evaluative contexts (control, peer evaluation, and compliance) × 2 task characteristics (low and
high variety) × 2 (order of task presentation); all Ss worked on 2 tasks (manual and cognitive).
Univariate MANOVAs revealed that performance on the cognitive task was significantly
affected by type of goal, task variety, and evaluative context. Performance on the manual task
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was affected by task variety and evaluative context but not by type of goal. For both tasks,
satisfaction was adversely affected by the presence of goals but was unaffected by evaluative
contexts. For the cognitive task only, satisfaction was significantly higher in the low-variety
condition. Cited by Shalley 1991; Bass 1987. Misc. PJ. A.
Jackson, Susan E., 1983, “Participation in Decision Making as a Strategy for Reducing JobRelated Strain,” Journal of Applied Psychology, American Psychological Association, APA,
68(1):3-19. A causal model was proposed to describe the effect of participation in decision
making on perceived influence, role conflict, role ambiguity, and other elements. Participation
was shown to have a significant, negative effect on role conflict and role ambiguity and a
positive effect on perceived influence. At U. MD. # MS. PJ. A.
Jackson, Susan E., and Randall S. Schuler, 1990, “Human Resource Planning: Challenges for
Industrial/Organizational Psychologists,” American Psychologist, February 1990, 45(2):223-239.
At NYU. Under past conditions of relative environmental certainty and stability, human
resource planning focused on the short term and was dictated largely by line management
concerns. Increasing environmental instability, demographic shifts, changes in technology, and
heightened international competition are forcing organizations to realize that in order to
adequately address human resource concerns, they must develop long-term as well as short-term
solutions. Outstanding programs included those sponsored by IBM, Exxon, Squibb, and
General Electric. Cited Walter Mahler and Drotter 1986, and Vancil 1987 on succession
planning. See Freedman 1998; Schuler and Jackson 1987. At NYU. # MS. PJ. A.
Jackson, Thomas L., 2006, Hoshin kanri for the lean enterprise: developing competitive
capabilities and managing profit, Productivity Press, NY, NY, 205 p. and CD-ROM. On
organizational learning and TQM. Showed the seven (7) layers of on-going hoshin experiments
as implemented by four teams (p. 149), each is defined at its own level and each is circumscribed
by a time-horizon (p. 181). (They don’t match the theory exactly and they are not quite MECE.)
Action teams of continual improvement: up to three (3) months. Operational teams of periodic
quantum leaps - 3 to 6 months. Tactical teams of periodic quantum leaps - 6 to 18 months. And
at the top, hoshin teams of periodic quantum leaps (3 layers in all): annual hoshin (6-18 months);
midterm strategy of 3 to 5 years; and long-term strategy of 5 to 100 years. The goal of each is to
standardize the work or the process it has improved. [Business is - who is closest to the
customer - not perfection.] Unaware of this theory. Clio Bus HD31 .J2329 2006. MS. Bk.
Jacobs, Jane, 1992, Systems of Survival, Random House, NY, NY, US, 236 p. Two survival
systems create contradictory value systems that divide us: guardian vs. commercial. Political
and commercial moral syndromes give rise to the loyalty culture vs trust culture. This generates
conflicts whenever one value system is imposed on the holders of the other. (Jack Fallow and
Gillian Stamp think highly of this book.) NYPL Schw os JFE93-2871. Mid-Manh & SIBL br
174.4 J. Misc. Bk.
Jacobs, Michael T., 1991, Short-term America: the causes and cures of our business myopia,
Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 268 pages. This is an excellent financial critique
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of short sightedness in US business. It also corrects the widespread misconception that
shareholders are the owners of corporations. It is not on Jaques but addresses one of his key
issues from another perspective. This also covers two of Dr. Deming’s deadly diseases. Cited
by David A. Cowan, 1995. Misc. Bk.
Jacobs, T. Owen, 1972, Leadership and Exchange in Formal Organizations, Human Resources
Research Organization, Alexandria, VA. [U.S. Army]. (1970?) An excellent history, overview
and analysis of the state of research in leadership. See Bell book review 1973. Misc. Rep.
Jacobs, T. Owen, 1979, Leadership and Exchange in Formal Organizations, U.S. Army, OE
School, Fort Ord, CA. [A reprint? A revision of 1970? A typo?] ~
Jacobs, T. Owen, 1983, “Cognitive Behavior and Information Processing Under Conditions of
Uncertainty,” Chapter (p. 165-169) in Williams, Robert F., and Richard D. Abeyta, eds., 1983,
Management of Risk and Uncertainty in Systems Acquisition: Proceedings of the Defense Risk
and Uncertainty Workshop, Army Procurement Research Office, Fort Belvoir, VA, held 13-15
July 1983, AD-A136 230. Also available from NTIS: ADP0023101, 15 July 1983, 5 pages.
Earlier conceptualizations about the decision process were either overly simplistic or lacking in
veridicality. The nature of the decision task, and the conditions under which it is performed have
a profound influence on the decision process. These effects include the information processing
strategies which the decision maker may be unaware of having chosen and the organizational
level at which the decision maker is located, i.e., critical functions and the nature of the cognitive
skills he therefore must bring to the task. (See Isaac and O’Connor 1975.) MS. Ch.
Jacobs, T. O. (Thomas Owen), and Johnson, Edgar M., 1984. See Johnson, first author. ~
Jacobs, T. Owen, 1985, “The AirLand Battle and Leadership Requirements,” Hunt, James G.,
and John D. Blair, eds., 1985, Leadership on the Future Battlefield, Pergamon-Brassey’s
International Defense Publishers, Washington, London, Toronto, Sydney, Paris, Frankfurt.
Lehman Liby. Misc. Ch.
Jacobs, T. Owen, and Elliott Jaques, 1987, “Leadership in Complex Systems,” first chapter (p.
7-65) in Joseph Zeidner (ed.), Human Productivity Enhancement, Vol. II, Organizations,
personnel and decision making, Praeger, New York, NY. Historical critique of leadership
research, which has been too narrow. Offered another view - that of open systems theory.
Leadership needs to be situationally defined and then evaluated in terms of organizational
outcomes. Arguments are constructed from a series of testable hypotheses (Covert Bk Rev).
Future research is hoped for. Cited by Bentz 1987. Rp. Ch. *****
Jacobs, T. Owen, and Elliott Jaques, 1990, “Military Executive Leadership,” chapter (p. 281295) in Clark, Kenneth E., and Miriam B. Clark, eds., 1990, Measures of Leadership, Center for
Creative Leadership and the Psychological Corporation, Greensboro, NC; Leadership Library of
America, West Orange, NJ, 636 p. (See Abstract on p. 277.) A collection of papers presented at
Oct. 1988 San Antonio TX conference. Jaques’s General Theory of Bureaucracy (1976) has
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quite significant implications concerning the nature of leadership within the total organization,
and for the development of capacity to exercise leadership at the various levels of this
organization. Outlined RO theory and its implications, presented the results of two research
efforts which seem to provide substantial support for RO theory itself: on theoretical structure
[ARI: leadership definition, organizational structure]; and on assessment of managerial potential
though interviews of military executives [Stamp 1988: CPA]. (See other chapters by Sashkin
and Burke, by Hendrick, and by Most.) See comment by Gen. Meyer p. 61-62. See Summers
1991 review. Cited Harris and Lucas 1994 (yes); Fischer 1980. In: Clio TC, NYU, Fordham,
Stevens libys. # Rp. Ch. *****
Jacobs, T. Owen, 1991, “Introduction to Section 4,” in Handbook of Military Psychology, ed. by
Gal, Reuven, and A. David Mangelsdorff, Wiley, NY, NY and Chichester, U.K., p. 389-392. ~
Jacobs, T. Owen, and Elliott Jaques, 1991, “Executive Leadership,” chapter 22 (p. 431-447) in:
Gal, Reuven, and A. David Mangelsdorff, eds., 1991, Handbook of Military Psychology, Wiley,
New York, NY and Chichester, U.K., 780 p. Also published as: U.S. Department of the Army,
Pamphlet 600-80, 19 June 1987. (Cited in Sternberg et al 2000 without author attribution.) Rp.
Ch. *****
Jacobs, T. Owen, 1992, “Military Applications of Stratified Systems Theory,” in Cang, Stephen.
(ed.), 1992. Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA. p. 255-266. [From 1991
ARI working paper.] # Rp. Ch.
Jacobs, T. O. (Thomas Owen), 1994, “A Guide to the Strategic Leader Development Inventory,”
Industrial College of the Armed Forces (U.S.), National Defense University, Department of
Strategy, Washington, DC, 39 pages, August 1994, Shipping list no.: 94-0273-P. Prepared for
ICAF's strategic decision making course. 2nd rev. edn., 1998, USAWC, Carlisle Barracks, PA.
SLDI. Much of this work is based on the theories of social scientist Elliot Jacques (sic), who
indicated an absolute need for hierarchy in organizations (pg. 5). SLDI. Cited in Paparone 2003.
Cited by AF Major David K. Gerber in his 1999 Maxwell AFB thesis. See Hatfield 1997 also.
In Lehman Lib. Rp. Rep.
Jacobs, T. O., 1996, “Strategic Pitfalls and Opportunities: power and politics,” in: A Course Text
Strategic Decision Making, Industrial College of the Armed Forces, National Defense
University, Washington, DC. ~
Jacobs, T. Owen, 2000, Strategic Leadership: The Competitive Edge, Industrial College of the
Armed Forces, National Defense University, ICAF/ NDU text, Ft. McNair, Washington, DC.
(Draft: 1996. 2nd edn.: 2002, Strategic Leadership and Decision Making, 277 p.) A multi-course
reader in leadership. Chapter titles include: Strategic Leadership—A Frame of Reference.
Organizational Competence. Critical Thinking. Consensus Team Decision-Making (CTDM)
model. Strategic Capacity. Strategic Negotiations. Not seen. Rp. Bk. ~
Jacobs, T. Owen, 2002, Developing Information Age Leaders, National Defense University,
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Washington, DC. On distributed leadership. Cited in Stamp 2004. Not seen. Not in Google.
Broken cite (?). ~
Jacobs, T. Owen, 2010, “On becoming more complex (and what to do about it),”
On the Horizon, Emerald Group Pub. Ltd., UK, 18(1):62-70. Examined an individual’s
capability to manage complex or ‘wicked’ problems, problem solving and decision making.
Fischer’s three-tier model of successive cognitive stages, based on the operation of successively
more demanding cognitive processes, serves as a foundation for intervention suggestions to
strengthen executive cognitive processes and thus the ability to create complex mental models.
Critical cognitive processes include response inhibition, reflection, and integrative association of
differentiated perceptual elements. Intervention design must take into account both basic
processes and epistemic cognition (for Tier Three problems). Global complexity results in large
part from intelligent but often covert competition by organizations and governments for scarce
resources. Cited Fischer 1980, Fischer and Pipp 1984; King and Kitchener 1994; Jaques 1978,
1989, 1994; Stamp 1978, 1988; Duffy PhD 2006; Tribus 1994. # Rp. PJ.
Jacoby, H., 1973, The Bureaucratization of the World, University of California Press, Berkeley,
CA. [Indeed.] Misc. Bk.
Jacoby, Jacob, 1976, “Consumer and Industrial Psychology: Prospects for Theory Corroboration
and Mutual Contribution,” chapter 24 (p. 1031-1061) in Dunnette, Marvin D., ed., Handbook of
Industrial and Organizational Psychology, Rand-McNally, Chicago, IL, 1st edn., 1470 p. (1983,
2nd edn.; Reprinted 1986; 1990 edn. rewritten). Both branches trace their roots back to social
psychology. Cited Jaques 1961 (p. 1053); Sales 1969. City Cohen HF5548.8 .H265. W. Ch.
Jacoby, Sanford, 1979, “The Origins of Internal Labor Markets in Japan,” Industrial Relations,
Berkeley, Cal., 18(2):184-196. A backgrounder for Westerners. There are two explanations for
the ILM: particularist cultural (Abegglen 1958: feudal clan loyalties), and specific human capital
(Sumiya 1977: the nenko system of employment security). Abegglen was already passe. The
ILM served to retain workers who embodied skill formation which was valuable to the firm. (Is
this armchair BS?) See Sumiya 1977, Koshiro 1981, Ballon and Sukurabayashi 1966, Clegg
1990. # MS. PJ. A.
Jacoby, Sanford M., 1983, “Industrial Labor Mobility in Historical Perspective,” Industrial
Relations, US, Spring83, 22(2):261-282. Decline in labor mobility in the United States after
1920 had sources much broader than employer personnel policies. (Some of the labor stability
was due to the closing off of immigration.) Attributed the rise of internal labor markets to the
threats posed by unionization as much as to the pervasive desire by management to obtain
perceived economic benefits. Other changes were due tothe social and demographic
characteristics of the labor force. Cited Fox 1974 (BC); Jacoby 1981 PhD. # Misc. PJ. A.
Jacoby, Sanford M., 1985, Employing Bureaucracy: managers, unions, and the transformation
of work in American industry, 1900-1945, Columbia U. P., NY, NY, US, 377 p. Introduction
claimed the Lordstown strike against General Motors in 1972 was over the same personnel
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issues as requisite. But US academics looked at the intrinsic drivers rather than the extrinsic
ones. Spectacular growth of the personnel department, 1916-1920. Another spurt due to the
growth of unions, 1933-1935. (Discretion was not considered. Jaques not cited.) See Child
1978. NYPL Offsite JLE 85-4254 (SIBL). Baruch & GC HF5549.2 .U5 J32 2004. Intro #
MS. Bk.
Jacoby, Sanford M., 1986, “Employee Attitude Testing at Sears, Roebuck and Company, 19381960,” Business History Review, Harvard University, Winter/ April 1986, 6(4):602-632.
Examined the employee attitude testing program at Sears, Roebuck and Company and placed it
in a larger historical context and the narrower framework of personnel relations. During the
1940s and 1950s the Sears program was one of the most innovative and sophisticated
applications of behavioral science, and it served as a model for many other companies. Although
the testing program was developed to forestall unionization, it also made important contributions
to organizational theory and industrial sociology. Cited by French Bk Rev 1996. See Worthy
1986, 1994 book. Cited Jeuck PhD 1949; Bentz 1987 (n.d.). At UCLA. # MS. PJ.
Jacoby, Sanford M., 1995, “Recent, Organizational Developments in Japan,” British Journal of
Industrial Relations, Blackwell Publishers, Oxford, UK, Dec., 33(4):645-650. Comments on
Morishima in same issue on HRM policies in Japan. There was change amidst continuity.
However, social institutions are portrayed as exogenous constraints on management. The MBO
link to increased productivity was indirect. Indeed, Morishima found a sharp inversion in the
relation between MBO usage and corporate profitability in the early 1990s (unremarked). See
Willman, same issue. See Nystrom 1977. # Refu. PJ. A.
Jacoby, Sanford M., 1997, Modern Manors: welfare capitalism since the New Deal, Princeton
University Press, Princeton, NJ, US, 345 p. Welfare capitalism as an alternative to organized
labor. Chapter 4 on Sears, Roebuck. Cited Worthy, Mary Parker Follett. SIBL JBE 97-2181.
Baruch & ebook HC 106.5 .J33 1997. Misc. Bk.
Jacoby, Sanford M., 1999, “Are Career Jobs Headed for Extinction?” California Management
Review, Berkeley, CA, Fall99, 42(1):123-145. Regarding risk sharing, employers in the 1990s
were transferring more of the burden to employees, but these are changes of degree, not of kind.
The author believed that the risk shifting experienced by workers in the economy was a serious
problem but it should not overshadow the more critical situation facing less-educated and lessskilled workers. He believed the primary cause of inequality is not downsizing but rising returns
to education accompanied by the waning of wage-setting institutions in the low-wage labor
market (unions, minimum wage laws). Unaware of Jaques. Cited David Hackett Fisher, and
Fred Hilmer and Lex Donaldson. # MS. Pro.
Jacoby, Sanford M., 1999, “Reply: Premature reports of demise,” California Management
Review, Berkeley, CA, Fall 1999, 42(1):168-179. Discussed his differences with Cappelli (same
issue). He felt the duration of jobs had not changed as much as Cappelli claimed. # Misc. Pro.
Jacou, Pierre, 1997, “Managing for the 21st Century at Mack Trucks, Inc.,” The Journal of
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Innovative Management, Salem, NH; GOAL./QPC, Methuen, MA, Spring 1997, 2(3):21-29.
The President and CEO of Mack Truck. The future can be a problem or could hold an
opportunity. Loss of focus in 1980s on quality, customers, and employees. TQM means
improving quality but it also means getting rid of waste - wasted resources and wasted effort.
TQM is about the quality of management, not the management of quality. Hoshin planning leads
the way to the goal: progress management. Not available at GOAL/QPC website. (Also spelled
Jocou, Pierre.) SIBL JBM 98-637. MS. PJ.
Jacques, Roy, 1996, Manufacturing the Employee, Sage Publishers, London UK. He warns
about the publications of other academics: when all the writing is on change, and nothing is on
continuity or preserving what works, something has gone amiss. Misc. Bk.
Jaeckel, Martin, 1991, “Clinical Sociology,” Teaching Sociology, USA, Jan. 1991, 19(1):96-102.
An essay that began as a double book review. He had blasted Elliott Jaques’ 1982 chapter in a
1986 book he reviewed several years earlier (1989), calling for its removal. It was omitted. He
was happy with the results. [He thus limited the scale and scope of the clinical sociology field
and practice. The Archimedes Principle: he narrowed it down to the scope of his mental
capacity, probably L3.] See Hess 1981. # Cr. PJ.
Jaffe, Adam B., and Josh Lerner, 2004, Innovation and Its Discontents: How Our Broken Patent
System Is Endangering Innovation and Progress and What To Do About It, Princeton University
Press, Princeton, N.J., 236 p. Legal. Law. Administrative changes began in 1982. Patent
examiners are rewarded for the number of issued patents and issuing a patent is much less timeconsuming than rejecting one. The current combination of strong patent enforcement with weak
quality control on patent issuance is unprecedented and causing serious economic damage in the
United States. Europe does not have these issues. [The Koch brothers have the US patent
system as one of their major targets. That means they oppose Ben Franklin, Alexander
Hamilton, Geo. Washington, etc., and favor Adam Smith.] See Berkowitz Bk Rev 2005. Clio
Jrnlsm KF3120 .J34 2004. SIBL Open Shelf *R-SIBL KF 3120 .J34. Misc. Bk.
Jagannathan, Ravi, Keiichi Kubota, and Hitoshi Takehara, 1998, "Relationship between LaborIncome Risk and Average Return: Empirical Evidence from the Japanese Stock Market," Journal
of Business, U. Chicago Press, IL, US, 1998, 71(3):319-347. [From 1996 CU-CJEB Working
Paper No. 106.] There is little empirical support for the standard CAPM. Fama and French
1993 used data from the US. In Japan and the US the relationship between average stock returns
and betas is flat. But stocks that are more sensitive to changes in the monthly growth rate of
labor income earn a higher return. The stock-index beta and labor beta together explain 75%
of the variation. Labor-factor betas drive out size-factor betas but not book-to-price betas.
Labor-factor betas and size-factor betas seem to be proxies for the missing effect in the stockindex return factor. But there is little empirical evidence against the CAPM with this
modification. At Northwestern U.; Musashi U.; U. Tsukuha. # MS. PJ. A.
Jahoda, Marie, 1993, "Some Comments on Industrial Relations Research in the Twentieth
Century," Industrial and Corporate Change, Notes And Reviews, Oxford U.P., UK, 2(2):279-
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289. doi:10.1093/icc/2.2.279. In the late forties Elliot Jaques began full-time consultancy to the
Glacier Metal Company Ltd. Beginning with a commitment to the idea of industrial democracy
Jaques developed and described the changing social relations. He was able to identify some of
the known frustrations of middle management. Jaques was a member of the Tavistock Institute.
Not online free. No abs. D. PJ. A.
Jain, Pramod Kumar, 1981, "Unit Trust of India and corporate holdings," Prajnan, Quarterly
Journal of the Institute of Bank Management, Bombay, India, July-Sept, 10(3):271-298.
Examined the position of the Unit Trust of India, as a holder of corporate securities comprising
equity, preference, and debentures. The scope of the study is limited to the holdings in nonfinancial non-government public limited companies listed on Bombay Stock Exchange. The data
revealed that the Unit Trust ranked third in 1965 and second in 1974 as a holder of corporate
securities. The ratio of its share of corporate holdings with those of LIC narrowed from 7:1 in
1965 to 2:1 in 1974. Its equity holdings were increased from 0.6 to 4.3 per cent, preference share
from 1.77 to 9.3 per cent, and debentures from 5.6 to 18.7 percent in terms of amount during
1965-1974. Its investments were concentrated heavily in securities of large and well-established
companies. Steel, metal and alloys, engineering, textiles, cement, dyes and chemicals, and
pharmaceuticals were the preferred industrial groups. See Japan’s kieretsu, cross-holding of
equity; a block to the open market. [Note: UTI existed 1963-2002 legally. Due to a scandal it
was privatized by the government.] # Misc. PJ.
James, Harvey S., 1999, "Owner as manager, extended horizons and the family firm,"
International Journal of the Economics of Business, Routledge, UK, Feb. 1999, 6(1):41-55.
ISSN: 13571516. DOI: 10.1080/13571519984304. Wd Ct: 7823. Previous work on firm
ownership structure suggests that organizations in which ownership and control are combined
may be undervalued relative to the market investment rule because decision makers have an
incentive to forgo investment projects that managers in firms with specialized ownership find
profitable [>1 year]. However, the specialization of ownership and decision-making functions
may result in substantial agency costs. This paper shows that these tradeoffs may not exist in
family firms. The extended horizons characteristic of family businesses may provide the
necessary incentives for decision makers to invest according to the market rule while limiting
agency costs that arise when ownership and control are separated. Family ties, loyalty,
insurance, and stability are expected to be effective in lengthening the horizons of managers and
in providing the incentives for family managers to make efficient investments in the family
business. Cited in Le Breton-Miller et al 2011, 2014. Jaques & King not cited. [See Ho 2003
Related PhD on liquefying.] # MS. PJ.
James, Jr., Harvey S., 2000, “Reinforcing Ethical Decision Making Through Organizational
Structure,” Journal of Business Ethics, Nov 2000, Part 1, 28(1):43-58. Examined how the
constituent elements of a firm's organizational structure affected the ethical behavior of workers.
The formal features examined were the compensation practices, performance and evaluation
systems, and decision-making assignments. The formal organizational structure, which is
distinguished from corporate culture, is necessary, though not sufficient, in solving ethical
problems. At best the formal structure should not undermine the ethical actions of workers.
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Combined with a strong culture the organizational structure may be sufficient in promoting
ethical conduct. While helpful, ethics training and corporate codes are neither necessary nor
sufficient in promoting ethical behavior within firms. hjames@mail.hartford.edu MS. PJ.
James, Kim, and Michael Jarrett, 2003, “The Elusive ‘Dream Team’: CEO or Consultant
Fantasy?” Organisational and Social Dynamics, Karnac Books Ltd., OPUS, London, UK,
3(1):61-82. ISSN 1474-2780. This paper argues that top-team consulting can be derailed by a
collusive fantasy of creating a ‘dream team’ for the organisation. Consultants need to understand
the psychological role of the top team and how unconscious dynamics can lead the team off task.
Top-team interventions are argued to be more effective when they combine attention to the dual
aspects of the group's strategic task and its contextual and internal dynamics. Cited Jaques 1953
(disowned), 1965 (GPP); Jarrett 1998 Related PhD (Cranfield); Heifetz & Laurie 1997; Kets de
Vries & Miller 1984, 1986; Kakabadse 1994, 1999. Not in Baruch. At Cranfield U. # MS. PJ.
James, Kim, and Clare Huffington, 2004, “Containment of Anxiety in Organizational Change: A
case example of changing organizational boundaries,” Organizational and Social Dynamics,
Karnac Books, UK, & Other Books, US, 4(2):212-233. For the Organisation for Promoting
Understanding of Society (OPUS), London, UK. Both structure and culture are interconnected
and not the products of linear causality. Cited in Long 2006. Not in NYC. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
James, Lawrence R., and Allan P. Jones, 1976, “Organizational Structure: a review of structural
dimensions and their conceptual relationships with individual attitudes and behavior,”
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance [now ... Human Decision Processes],
Academic Press, London, UK; NY, NY, US, June, 16(1):74-113. Many calls have been made
for research on the situation, not just on the individual employee. This paper reviewed aspects of
organizational research on structure and the conceptual relationships between organizational
structure and individual attitudes and behavior. The authors found that the situation WAS the
hierarchy. Cited in Bedeian et al 1989. Jaques not cited. At Texas Christian. MS. PJ. A.
James, Lois A., and Lawrence R. James, 1989, “Integrating work environment perceptions:
Explorations in the measurement of meaning,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Oct. 1989,
74(5):739-751. Many perceptual variables assess the meaning that work environment attributes
have for individuals. This study tests the hypothesis that a unifying theme exists for integrating
diverse measures of meaning for individuals. The unifying theme is based on a hierarchical
cognitive model wherein each assessment reflects whether the overall work environment is
personally beneficial (versus personally detrimental) to the organizational well-being of the
individual. Results supported a hierarchical cognitive model with a single, general factor
underlying measures of meaning. No awareness of the theory. Tests and confirms several EJ
concepts. Both authors at GaIT. MS. PJ. A.
Jans, Nicholas, and Judy Frazer-Jans, 2004, “Career development, job rotation, and professional
performance,” Armed Forces and Society, Sage Publications, Jan., Winter, 30(2):255-277. A
survey of the Australian Defence Force revealed positives and negatives of widespread shortterm job rotation, which was practiced extensively in the armed forces of developed countries.
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Job rotation can carry a cost in terms of foregone job performance and satisfaction at middle and
junior career levels. While justified in some line officer career categories, it may be time to
reconsider this practice for staff officers and enlisted personnel. (The implications of TSD are
unclear.) At Sigma Consulting, Marysville, Vic, AU. Cited R.O. and Mant 1997. # Rp. NJ.
Jantsch, E., 1980, The Self-Organizing Universe, Pergamon Press, Oxford, UK. Information has
two complementary aspects, novelty and confirmation. Teams generate new ideas and
hierarchies validate, store, and share information among the teams. See Von Weizsacker. Cited
by Romme 1996 and linked to Jaques 1990. MS. Bk.
++++++++++
Jaques Elliott, 1942, “Miscomprehensions of Parents Concerning Child Health and Behavior.”
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry: A Journal of Human Behavior, Albany, NY, April,
12(2):202-213. (Temple U. Lib. has it, as Jacques) Parents of about one-third of children
patients at the Johns Hopkins University clinic erroneously believed the child’s behavior
problems were hereditary and unmodifiable. (Reported in NY Times by Catherine MacKenzie
4/26/42 also.) Misc. PJ.
Jaques Elliott, and Leopold Bellak, 1942, “On The Problem of Dynamic Conceptualization In
Case Studies,” Character and Personality [extant as Journal of Personality], Duke University
Press, September, 11(1):20-39. The field of psychosomatic medicine is particularly rich in
suggestions regarding the reversible relationships between the psychological functioning of the
organism and structural modification. Two cases were presented. The complete story can only
be told through the facts of biology, psychology, and sociology. Both authors were members of
Harvard Psychological Clinic. Double-listed at: Bellak and Jaques 1942. # Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1945, “The Clinical Use of the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) with
Soldiers,” The Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, APA, US, Oct., 40(4):363-375. doi:
10.1037/h0062788. The TAT is helpful in a military hospital where speed is essential in
diagnosis in revealing emotional problems and conflicts of neurotic patients. (Reprinted in
Studies in Motivation, David C. McClelland, ed., 1955, Appleton-Century-Crofts, NY, NY, 552
p.) Jaques was a Major in the Royal Canadian Army Medical Corps. Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Major Elliott L, and Isobel Crook, 1946, “The Personality Makeup of Emotionally
Unstable Soldiers in Relation to Occupational Adjustments,” Journal of Clinical Psychology,
John Wiley, NY, NY, July, 2(3):221-230. The sample consisted of 150 soldiers medically
downgraded for psychiatric reasons alone and categorized as unfit for front line duty but fit for
duty in base units. The first syndrome (21 cases) was characterized by the desire to lead and
direct others, the desire to face and overcome problems either in action or in thought, and a
striving for social recognition and prestige to accompany success. # Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1947, “On Children’s Film Appraisal,” Documentary News Letter, UK. Misc.
Pro.
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Jaques, Elliott, 1947, “Some Principles of Organization of a Social Therapeutic Institution,”
Journal of Social Issues, Blackwell, 3(2):4-10. ‘Social Therapy’ – A Special Issue.’ [Issue
Editor: Jaques] A description of the Tavistock Institute and how it was designed to bring
together all the social sciences to attack social problems. (Cited in: Dunham, H. Warren, 1948,
“Social Psychiatry,” American Sociological Review, April, 13(2):183-197.) (See Wilfred Brown
1946 title.) Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1947, “Social Therapy: Technocracy or Collaboration?,” Journal of Social Issues,
Blackwell, Spring, 3(2):59-66. Theme: ‘Social Therapy’ – A Special Issue. Issue Edited by
Jaques. (Reprinted as a chapter in Bennis, et al, 1961. Cited by Roethlisberger 1968, p. 111;
Archibald 1970; Hayes & Prakasam 1989; and Timo 2001.) Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1948, “Leadership and Group Behaviour,” Discussion (Bureau of Current
Affairs), U.K. No. 6. Misc. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1948, “Social Science is Not Just Another Stunt,” Labour, UK. [NO vol./iss./p.]
(This is not the European economics journal started in the mid-1980s.) Misc. Pro.
Jaques, Elliott, 1948, “Human relations and occupational health,” British Medical Journal [Br
Med J], UK, 1948 July 10, 2(4566):100. Precis of Jaques’ presentation to the BMA on the
importance of working with people to help them rather than working on them or for them. Full
paper appeared in the Proceedings of the 116th Annual Meeting of the BMA held at Cambridge
in June-July. This was the beginning of the Social Analytic methodology. Below are three
citations from the British Library Public Catalogue. Elliott’s paper is in there somewhere. Not
seen. Misc. PJ. A.
1.
British Medical Association. 116th [etc.] Annual Meeting ... 1948 [etc.]. Handbook of meeting. 1948 BL:
Ac.3822/25.
2.
System number
Cataloguing level
Author - corporate
Title
Publisher/year
Physical descr.
Holdings (All)
Shelfmark

001129370
Minimal record
British Medical Association.
Proceedings of the Annual Meeting, 1948 [etc.].
Butterworth & Co.: London, 1949- .
8º.
Details
Ac.3822/23. Request

3.
System number
005746290
Cataloguing level Minimal record
Meeting name (DSC) PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL MEETING- BRITISH
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION (1948 JUN : CAMBRIDGE)
Title
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL MEETING- BRITISH
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Subject
MEDICAL
Holdings (All)
Details
Shelfmark
6841.365000 DSC Request
Prev. no.- DSC conf
c6801780c
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Jaques, Elliott, 1948, “Field Theory and Industrial Psychology,” Occupational Psychology,
British Psychological Society, National Institute of Industrial Psychology, Aldwych House,
London, UK, July, 22(3):126-133. An essay on the contribution and influence of Kurt Lewin,
especially in explicating and establishing Gestalt psychology, participation, change, and groupdecisions, following his recent death. City Pers. Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1948, “Interpretive Group Discussion as a Method of Facilitating Social Change,”
Human Relations, Kluwer/Plenum, US, 1(4):533-549. (Translated into French and published as
an article in a psychology journal, 1972, “L’utilisation du groupe d’évolution comme méthode de
facilitation du changement social,” Connexions 3, Epi, Paris, France. q.v.) Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1950, “Studies In The Social Development Of An Industrial Community,” (The
Glacier Project - Part I: Case Study), collaborative group methods in a wage negotiation
situation, Human Relations, Kluwer/Plenum, US, 3(3):223-49. Cited (as two articles) by Jean
Dubost 1972, p. 296. Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, A. K. Rice, and J. M. M. Hill, 1951, “The Social and Psychological Impact of a
Change in Method of Wage Payment,” (The Glacier Project - Part V), Human Relations,
Kluwer/Plenum, US, 4(4):315-340. # Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1951, The Changing Culture of a Factory, Tavistock Publications, London, 1951;
Dryden Press, New York, 1952. (Reprinted 1987, Garland Publishing, New York, NY; currently
issued by Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA.) This book was Jaques’ 1951 Harvard Ph.D. dissertation.
Delineated managerial authority and accountability, and the structure of Glacier Metal’s works
councils. Described worker participation and the formal representative system, yet even so,
most workers did not participate. Applied anthropological concepts to a business organization
and structure for the first time. A key innovation was his methodology, Social Analysis, a
process of “working through” organizational issues with the aid of a social analyst. Others at
Tavistock also used this method or variants of it. Book contains five case studies on change. It
took three years for major changes to come about. This book went through 17 printings over
25 years. Jaques later came to think ‘culture’ was not a valid approach to organization study.
See chapter 7 of Czarniawska-Joerges 1992 for review of book and its impact. (See Philip
Selznick 1957. See Abegglen 1958 for a culturalist study of Japanese commerce and industry
that derailed academic inquiry for two decades and still throws up roadblocks to understanding
Japan today. See Ohashi and Teruyama 1998, p. 269-270.) Clio Offsite 261 J1641; 331.15
J36; and Psych 158 J276. See entry at Jaques, Elliott, 2009, for one-page description of the
Jaques 1951 book. MS. Bk.
French translation: Intervention et changement dans l'entreprise. (Traduit par Claude
Lingagne. Introd. de Jean Dubost, “Introduction sur la methode socio-analytique
d’Elliott Jaques,” ix-xvi.) Paris, Dunod, 1972, 300 pages. (q.v. Dubost.)
Dutch translation: Veranderend bedrijfsklimaat, (Vert. van oorspr. titel: The changing
culture of a ffactory [sic], deur B.M.B. Holleman), Pocketboek voor organisatie en
bedrijf, S.1.: Marka-boeken, [location unknown], 1967, 367 p. (Available in UNISA
Library, Pretoria, South Africa.)
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Italin translation: [Trad. it.: Autorità e partecipazione in azienda, Franco Angeli, Milano]
See Trist, Eric, Hugh Murray and Beulah Trist, eds., 1990, The Social Engagement of
Social Science: A Tavistock Anthology, Vol. I: The Socio-Psychological Perspective, U.
of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, PA. Chapter by Jaques, pp. 379-404. Revision of
Chapter 4 in The Changing Culture of a Factory, “Working-through Industrial Conflict.”
Reviewed: American Journal of Sociology v. 58 (Nov. 1952) [with excerpt]; American
Sociological Review v. 17 (Dec. 1952); Library Journal (1876) v. 77 (Sept. 1 1952) [with
excerpt]; Management Review v. 41 (Aug. 1952) [with excerpt]; Spectator v. 187 (July
27 1951) [with excerpt]; Research v. 5 (March 1952) p. 140-1; Moult, V. J., 1952,
Changing culture of a factory [Reply], Research, April 1952, 5:187.
Jaques, Elliott, 1952, “The Hatred of Convention,” Membership Paper (application), British
Psycho-Analytical Society, London, UK. (Unpublished.) Cited in Pearl King 2005. Not seen.
Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, 1953, “The Changing Culture of a Factory,” in The Working of Joint
Consultation, Industrial Administrative Group, College of Technology, Birmingham, UK. (This
does not appear to be the book. Perhaps it is a paper in the proceedings of a conference.) ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1953, “On the Dynamics of Social Structure,” Human Relations, Tavistock
Publications, London, UK, Feb., 6(1):3-24. doi:10.1177/001872675300600101 (Organization as
a defence against anxiety. Note: Jaques has withdrawn this paper from circulation.)
Reproduced as Chapter 20, “Social Systems as a Defence Against Persecutory and Depressive
Anxiety,” in Melanie Klein, Paula Heimann, and Roger E. Money-Kyrle, eds., 1955, New
Directions In Psycho-Analysis, Tavistock Publications, London, UK, and Basic Books, New
York, NY, p. 478-498. Also in Trist, Eric, et al, eds., 1990. [Note: Jaques has withdrawn this
paper from circulation. However, it continues to be reprinted and included in collections.]
Translated into Spanish and reprinted in 1969 as part of a book. See below. # Off. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1955, “Social Systems as a Defence Against Persecutory and Depressive
Anxiety.” This is a reprint of Jaques 1953 (see above). Jaques has withdrawn this paper.
Translated into French and reprinted as a chapter in Jaques, Elliott, 1963 (q.v.). Off. PJ.
Translated into French and reprinted dans: Lévy, André, ed., 1965, Psychologie sociale,
Textes fondamentaux anglais et américains, (choisis, présentés et traduits), préface de O.
Klineberg et J. Stoetzel, tome II (de II), Dunod, Paris, France (ch. 35). [Nouveau tirage,
1970, 250 p.] [2e éd., 1990, 2 vol., 565 p.] [Nouv. éd., 1994, 2 vol., 565 p.]
Translated into Italian: Jaques E., 1955, “Sistemi sociali come difesa contro l’ansia
persecutoria e depressiva. Contributo allo studio psicoanalitico dei processi sociali,”
capitol (p 42-73) en Klein M, Heimann P, Money-Kyrle R., 1966, Nuove vie dalla
psicoanalisi, Il Saggiatore, Milano.
Jaques, Elliott, 1956, “Psycho-Pathology in Industrial Life,” The Twentieth Century, London,
UK, May, Vol. 159 (Issue 951):493-500. See Margaret Mead Sept. 1957 for a complementary
article on the US in response to this one on changes in the value system of work versus leisure in
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the UK. [This is also cited as published in 1959 in Mental Health, UK, - but with the above
vol/iss numbers, this may be eye-wobble. Is it real?] NYPL Hum DA (Twentieth Century,
London, England). MS. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1956, Measurement of Responsibility: a study of work, payment and individual
capacity, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA; and Tavistock Publications, London, 143 pages.
(2nd ed. Tavistock Publications, 1962 [per Pugh 1976]. Republished in US by Krieger Publishing
1972 or by Wiley. Reprinted by Heineman in 1972 in the UK. Review in JIR 1975 said, “over
time it has become a classic contribution to industrial relations.”) The first book on “the theory.”
Delineated the prescribed from discretionary elements of work. Explained time span of
discretion (TSD) and felt-fair pay (FFP) and began strata. Full of suggestions for further
research. (Many of which were later dropped.) A tentative sketch of maturity curves. Evans
1979 recommended the chapter on the psychological meaning of work for its description of
discretion and time-span. Behrend (1957) confirmed many parts of Jaques’ theory and appears
to have adapted it into economics as the “effort bargain” and “efficiency wage.” See also
Baldamus 1957 on same study. Earliest cite of this book was by Mack, July 1956. Mack in
Scotland had read it already and praised it. The second was by J.M.M. Hill, Aug. 1956. (Tavvy
may have published it first.) See Norman Martin, October 1956 article, for fast-follower
research (no reference to M.R. until 1959 reprint). See response by G. Williams, Dec. 1956. See
Snelgar 1983. Clio Bus HD4915 .J27. Clio Lehman Liby Resv. 331.2 J276. Rp. Bk.
HUP listed M.R. with a June 1956 publication date. First advertized in Sept-Oct HBR,
the lead book of five in a full page ad (the first of its kind). Also, appeared in a first-ever
double-page ad for 13 books in Jan-Feb 1957 HBR. This “major” book was hyped and
must have had serious pre-publication buzz. The second ad contained an endorsement by
Chester I. Barnard, “A very important contribution to the theory and practice of
management, containing ideas and techniques that are entirely new ....” (No source cited).
See display ad for nine books by HUP on page 10 of NY Times Book R eview of Jan. 6,
1957. See numerous reviews.
Italian translation, La valutazione della resonscibilita, Isper Edizioni, Turin, 1966.
Spanish translation (by Anibal Leal), La medicion de la responsibilidad laboral: el
trabajo y el salario, Ediciones Hormé, Buenos Aires, AR, 1968, (Buenos Aires Paidos,
1973), [Jacques], 192 pages.
Japanese translation by Kitano, Toshinobu, Sekinin no sokutei: koseina shigoto kyuryo
kojin noryoku o kyakkanteki ni sokuteisuru kenkyu, Hyoronsha, Tokyo, JP, 1968, [1970?],
212 pages. [at Waseda Univ. Lib., cited by Kohda 1996.]
French translation not identified. (Perhaps never made.)
Jaques, Elliott, 1957, “Work, Payment, and Capacity,” British Journal of Industrial Medicine,
[now: Occupational and Environmental Medicine], Association of Industrial Medical Officers:
21st Anniversary Meeting (Sept. 1956), London, UK, Jan., 14(1):60-62. Description of a paper
presented by Elliott Jaques (p. 61b). Measurement was based on assessment of the maximum
span of time employee exercised discretion on his own account without review. This time-span
measure could be accurately applied to any job from shop floor up. Miscellanea: (See April
below for paper with same title.) # D. Pro.
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Jaques, Elliott, 1957, “The Impact of the Production Engineer Upon the Structure of Work and
Payment In Industry,” Institution of Production Engineers Journal, UK, May 1957, 36(5):344350. Based on Oct. 1956 talk. Responsibility level of work measured by "time span of
discretion " principle i.e., by length of time individual workers spend for exercising own
judgement; analysis of over 900 jobs at Glacier Metal Co shows that workers tend to be satisfied
with earnings if consistent with discretion level of work; application of method in industries
where work structure is modified by changes in production. Age-Wage diagrams. # Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1957, “Work, Payment, and Capacity,” Transactions of the Association of
Industrial Medical Officers, UK, 6:51-53. [aka: Occupational Medicine, Oxford Univ., London,
UK, April, 7(1):51-53. Requires an online subscription.] Not in NYC. (See Jan. above for
paper with same title.) Not seen. # Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1957, “The Resolution of Disputes Over Payment Differentials,” Journal of the
Institute of Personnel Management, UK, pp. 9-17. In French: “Une Solution des Conflits sur les
Eventails des Salaires,” CEGOS - Cahiers de la section 4, mai 1957. (Cited by Bolle De Bal
1962.) Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1957, “National Wage and Salary Policy In Britain,” Nature, London, UK, Sept.
14, 180(4585): 525-526. TSD length indicates the felt-fair pay for the position. TSD should be
the basis for public policy. (TSD scale was incomplete. No 3-month break between strata found
yet.) Cited Jaques 1956; Hill 1956. # Rp. PJ. A.
Jaques, Elliott, 1957, “The Time-Span is an Accurate Yardstick,” Personnel Management and
Welfare, UK. Not in Clio. NYPL: SIBL [TMA (Personnel Management) is conference papers at
U. IL.) HUM Gen Res and SIBL: BZAA W446 (This is a WWII Civil Defense magazine).
Last Chance: NYPL HUM: TRY: TMA (Personnel Management). TMA (Personnel
management) v. 16-17 or 18-19. TMA (Personnel management) Library has: July 1946-June
1965 (incomplete). Personnel management & welfare July 1946-May 1951. UK – v. 21-24 ? [I
can not find this. The problem seems to be the library.] Not seen. Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1958, "Analysis and Prevention of Fatigue and Lowered Morale Arising from
Employment of Individuals at Levels Above or Below their Capacities," 65th Health Congress,
Eastbourne, Occupational Health Section, May 1, Part of a Symposium on Fatigue. Schedule:
The Journal of the Royal Society for the Promotion of Health, 1958, 78:33-39. See below. Rp.
Conf. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1958 (a), “Fatigue and Lowered Morale Caused by Inadequate Executive
Planning,” The Journal of the Royal Society for the Promotion of Health, Sage, London, UK,
Jan. 1958, 78(5):513-518. Online. See above. # Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1958 (b), “An Objective Approach to Pay Differentials,” New Scientist, London,
UK, 3 July 1958, 4(85):313-315. This article was reprinted in 1961 in The Manager (q.v.). TSD
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and equitable work-payment scale are described. Urged using TSD to set national wage policy.
See Fogarty 1963, p. 6. See reply by Clegg 1961. Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1958 (c),“Standard Earning Progression Curves: A Technique for Examining
Individual Progress in Work,” Human Relations, Tavistock, London, UK, May, 11(2):167-190.
doi:10.1177/001872675801100206 The first full piece on the growth curves! # Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1958 (d), “Psycho-Analysis and The Current Economic Crisis,” chapter (p. 125144) in D. W. Winnicott and J. D. Sutherland, eds., 1958, Psycho-Analysis and Contemporary
Thought, The Hogarth Press, Series: International Library of Psycho-Analysis (No. 53), London,
UK. Also, reproduced in Work, Creativity and Social Justice (q.v.). Misc. Ch.
Jaques, Elliott, 1959, “Psycho-Pathology in Industrial Life,” Mental Health, London, UK, 18:5055. [This is also cited as published in 1956 in The Twentieth Century.] ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1960, “Disturbances In the Capacity to Work,” International Journal of
Psychoanalysis, UK, 41(Parts 4-5):357-367. In GPP 1965 as chapters 3 and 5. # Rp. PJ.
In French: 1961, “Les troubles de la faculté de travail”, Revue française de psychoanalyse,
juillet/décembre 1961, 25(4-5-6):727-728. 18 p. # (Cited by Kramer 1964.) # Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1961, “An Objective Approach to Pay Differentials,” The Manager, London, UK,
29(1):27-29, 57. This is a reprint of the 1958b article of the same title in New Scientist. (“Based
on a paper given to the BIM National Conference, Harrogate, October, 1960.” - sic) TSD and
the equitable work-payment scale are described. Urged using TSD to set national wage policy.
See reply by Clegg 1961. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1961, “An Objective Approach to Pay Differentials”, Time and Motion Study,
Institute of Industrial Technicians, Sawell Publications, London, UK, Feb. 1961, 10(2):25-28.
Journal of the Institute of Industrial Technicians (with the Canadian Time Study Association,
Feb. 1954-1962). Originally an address to the Fall 1960 B.I.M. conference. Same title as 1958
article and 1961 article in The Manager. See ‘Letter to Editor’ in March edition by G. Brace (p.
24, 26). Cited by Deutschmann 1989. Cited in Takamiya, Susumu, and Keith Thurley, eds.,
1985, Japan's Emerging Multinationals: an international comparison of policies and practices,
U. Tokyo Press, Japan, 287 p. Baruch HF5549 .J3343 1985. SIBL os L-10 822, v.10 1961.
Clio too. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1961, Equitable Payment: a General Theory of Work, Differential Payment, and
Individual Progress, Heinemann, London, UK; John Wiley, New York, NY, 336 p.; (Revised)
Second Edition, 1967 Penguin/ Pelican, Harmondsworth, UK, 382 p. (q.v.); Second edition,
1970, Southern Illinois U. Press, Carbondale and Edwardsville, IL. (1961 edition reprinted 2007
as vol. 6 in 7 vol. series, Motivation, Pickering & Chatto, London, UK.) The first full-scale
statement and extension of the theory, especially felt-fair pay. In divergence from economic
theory (and expectancy theory, developed later), Jaques revealed overpayment inequity distress not just distress at underpayment inequity. (Walster et al 1978 p. 118-9 point to Pritchard et al
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1972 as supporting this.) Postulated the judgment of equity/inequity was a complex internal
standard based on a nexus of capability-worklevel-pay. Described the time-span yardstick for
objectively measuring the level of work in a role. Differentiated the bases for discretion as skill
and nous: skill is physical and sensory, while nous is cognitive and initiative (p. 81-82). This
shows a pattern of norms among roles on which the differential scale is built to establish pay
equity across roles, even across companies. First formulation of QQT as APQT: Application,
Pace, Quality, and Timeliness. “X-efficiency” - See APQT in Leibenstein 1973, 1976 and
Discretion in Leibenstein 1966, 1975, 1978. Appendix 1 was a progression curve chart using
data from seven US companies (salary:age). See reply by Hugh A. Clegg 1961. See Roberts
book review 1962 - a joint review with Fogarty! See Lach 1962. See Davis and Moore 1945.
Clio Off Site HD4909 .J27. Rp. Bk.
In French translation, Rémunération objective des cadres et du personnel, Editions
hommes et techniques, Neuilly-sur-Seine, FR, 1963, 321 p. Trad. par A.F. Daly et C.
Lipman. (Apparently a collection of his pieces, including translations of Equitable
Payment and of his 1955 chapter, “Systèmes sociaux en tant que défenses contre
l’anxiété.” Jaques has withdrawn this paper from circulation.)
In Spanish translations, Trabauo incontivas y retribucion (sic), Ediciones Home SAE,
Buenos Aires, 1968. See also, Trabajo, incentivos y retribution, 1st edition (1968): 2nd
edition (1970), Paidós, Buenos Aires, AR, 1973, 372 pages. (BkRev., Foro
Internacional, El Colegio De Mexico, July-Sept. 1974, 15(1)(57):139. # )
In Italian translation, La retribuzione obiettive del capi e del dependenti), Isper Edizioni,
Turino, 1967 [Equitable Payment for Managers and Employees].
Also translated in German (no other info).
Jaques, Elliott, 1961, “Capacity Growth Curves.” Rev. 1963. These are the age-wage profiles
used as graphs by Jaques 1961-1976. Similar data to that issued by the Japanese Prime Minister
since 1927. (In Spanish, cited in Aguirre 1970 notes as “Curvas de Crecimiento de la
Capacidad.”) They were superseded by age-capacity profiles, “Maturity Curves,” in 1976. Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, 1962, “Objective Measures for Pay Differentials,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Jan.-Feb., 40(1):133-138. In French: “Mesures Objectives pour une hierarchie des
salaires,” (diffuse en Francais par la CEGOS, Cahiers de la Section 4, mars 1962. This may be a
publisher.) Jaques offered a radically new policy for setting pay scales in the public and private
sectors by tying a new work measurement method to a pay differential predicated on what
employees felt was fair pay. (Cited by Bolle De Bal 1962.) (See response by Beal 1963 in
CMR) # Rp. Pro. *****
Jaques, Elliott, 1962, “La Mesure du Niveau de la Fonction,” (resume de Equitable Payment),
CEGOS, Cahiers de la Section 4, mars 1962. (This may be a publisher.) In French. (Cited by
Bolle De Bal 1962.) ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1962 and 1962 and 1963 and 1964, “Clinical Essay Prize,” International Journal
of Psycho-Analysis, UK. The formal advertisement in the Journal announcing the annual essay
prize contest. Jaques was secretary of the organization sponsoring both the contest and the
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Journal. 43:361, 43:480, 44:387, 45:456. Misc. ~
Jaques, Elliott, and Wilfred Brown, 1963, An Analysis of Work as a Conceptual Framework for
Structuring the Field of Management Teaching, Glacier Institute of Management. [Brown was
listed as first author, q.v.] Cited in Fogarty 1963b, p. 245. (Was this a draft of 1964?) Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, 1963, “A System for Income Equity – An Argument: Part 1,” New Society,
London, UK, Dec. 12, 26(63):10-12. Reprinted in Glacier Project Papers as Chapter 15,
“National Incomes Policy” p. 237-245. See response by T. T. Paterson, “The Jaques System:
Impractical?” Dec. 19, 1963, 26(64):9-11. See editorial of May 14, 1964 and Jaques’ reply of
May 28, 1964. (Additional ‘parts’ not found.) Cited by Kramer 1964. On TSD. Rp. NJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1963, “Time Span: A Reply [to T. T. Paterson],” New Society, London, UK,
Letters, 26 December 1963, 26(65):26. Rp. NJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1963, Rémunération objective des cadres et du personnel, Ed. Hommes et
Techniques, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France, 321 p. In French. Trad. par A.F. Daly et C. Lipman.
Apparently a collection of his pieces, including translations of Equitable Payment and of his
1955 chapter, “Systèmes sociaux en tant que défenses contre l’anxiété.” Jaques has withdrawn
this paper. Not in CUNY or NYPL. Try SODOC. Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Jaques, Elliott, 1964, “Economic Justice - By Law?” Twentieth Century, London, UK, Spring,
172(10-21):18-22. In GPP 1965 as chapter 16. Rp. NJ.
Jaques, Elliott, and Wilfred Brown, 1964, “The Business School Syllabus – A Systematic
Approach,” The Manager, UK, April, 32(4):33-40. In GPP 1965 as “Management Teaching.”
[Brown is listed as first author, q.v.] This shows what the theory offers, and does not offer, the
student. Teach. (See 1963 - a draft?) Rp. Pro.
Jaques, Elliott, 1964, “National Incomes Policy: A Democratic Plan.” Pamphlet published by KH Services Ltd., 162 Buckingham Palace Road, London, UK, May, 8 p., 2s. net. Kay King-Hall.
“What each employed person should receive from the money value of the national product.”
TSD “is not job evaluation but objective measurement.” TSD has been applied to some 3,000
jobs in the UK and other countries. [This pamphlet set off a public policy storm.] A copy is in
the Liddell Hart Centre for Military Archives, King's College, London. Announced twice in
Nature, June 13, 1964, 202:1060, and lecture in July 4, 1964, 203:106. Not seen. Rp. Pamph.
Jaques, Elliott, 1964, “Level-of-Work Measurement and Fair Payment: A Reply to Professor
Beal’s Comparison of Time-Span of Discretion and Job Evaluation,” [Communications from
Readers], California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Summer, 6(4):90-94. Not in CMR
online Index. (See also, Gray, Beal, and Quaid.) Rp. Pro. *****
Jaques, Elliott, 1964, “Two Contributions to a General Theory of Organisation and
Management,” Scientific Business, Aug., p. 201-214. In GPP 1965 as chapters 7 and 8. Rp. PJ.
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Jaques, Elliott, 1964, “Social-Analysis and the Glacier Project,” Human Relations, Tavistock
Publications, London, UK, Nov., 17(4):361-375. doi: 10.1177/001872676401700404 Cited by
Patten 1970 on the relationship that developed. (In Glacier Project Papers.) Abstracted in
French in Revue française de sociologie, 1965:avril/juin, 6(2):266. Cited in Dubost 1972 p.
xxix. # Rp. PJ. *****
Jaques, Elliott, and Wilfred Brown, 1964, Product Analysis Pricing, Heinemann Educational
Books Ltd., London, UK, and later Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale and
Edwardsville, IL, 148 p. [Brown was not listed as first author, q.v.] A case study of the pricing
and cost systems at Glacier Metal. Gives the feel of the MD’s role running a job shop.
Managerial and cost accounting from a unique viewpoint. This book is a challenge to cost
accounting and economics. Explained how to delegate pricing decisions by attaching values to
the objective qualities of the product/ service desired by customers rather than to unit costs. See
Lawrence Miles’ value engineering and value analysis/ function analysis (VE/VA) for an
interesting parallel. See Simons 1974/1978. See Bostock 1965 and R. May 1970 book reviews.
Reviewed positively in The Director, UK, in 1964, no date. (Chapters 25 and 27 in Brown’s
1971 Organization were based on this book. Cited Jules Backman 1961.) French translation:
1965, Détermination des prix de vente par analyse de produits, Hommes et Techniques, Paris,
France. [À paraître.] (Was this book ever translated into Japanese?) Clio Biz HF 5415 .B815
Rp. Bk.
Jaques, Elliott, 1964, Time-Span Handbook, the use of time-span of discretion to measure the
level of work in employment roles and to arrange an equitable payment structure, Heinemann,
London, UK, 133 p. Available from Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA. A handbook on how to find
the time-span of discretion of a role. However, it was criticized for putting forward a new
definition of time-span and for not resolving the outstanding issues on methodology (see
Crossman and the Berkeley group). Cited Mishra and Banerjee 1962 which described the use of
time-span in India and the changes to it as it was implemented. (Misspelled Mishra as Misra.)
French trans., Manual d’évaluation des fonctions, Editions Hommes et Techniques, Paris, 1965,
135 p. Italian trans., Manuale per La valutazione direezione aziendale. Isper Edizioni, Turin,
1967. Spanish trans., Manual de valoración de puestos, Ed. Index. Madrid, Spain, 1974 (U. San
Andres). See Snelgar 1983. Cited in Paskins 1985. Clio offsite HF5549.T5 J16. Rp. Bk.
Jaques, Elliott, 1965, “The Science of Society.” Inaugural Lecture as Head of the new School of
Social Science. Published by Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK. See Jaques 1966, published in
Human Relations and C&W 1990. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1965, “Too Many Management Levels,” California Management Review, Fall,
8(1):13-20. Excess layers befoul the effectiveness of the organization and the development and
authority of its managers. [Precise of article on p. 88, Journal of Marketing, January, 1966].
This article appeared in the same CMR issue as Urwick’s 1965 commentary on Wilfred Brown
in Koontz’ 1964 book (the 1962 UCLA symposium). Rp. Pro.
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Jaques, Elliott, 1965, "Death and the Midlife Crisis," International Journal of Psycho-Analysis,
for the Institute of Psycho-analysis by Baillière, Tindall, London, UK, Oct. 1965, 46(4):502-514.
Reprinted in Creativity and Work, 1990, International Universities Press, Madison, CT, USA.
(Reprints available from Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA.) # Misc. PJ.
This article is frequently reprinted. For example:
Jaques, Elliott, 1988, “Death and the mid-life crisis,” Chapter in Spillius, Elizabeth Bott,
ed., Melanie Klein today: Developments in theory and practice, Vol. 2: Mainly practice.
New library of psychoanalysis, 8. (pp. 226-248). Florence, KY, US; Taylor &
Francis/Routledge. vii, 315pp.
Jaques, Elliott, 1993, “The midlife crisis,” Chapter in Pollock, George H., and Greenspan,
Stanley I., eds., The course of life, Vol. 5: Early adulthood. (pp. 201-231). Madison, CT,
US: International Universities Press, Inc., 419 p.
Jacques, E., 1984, "Death and the mid-life crisis," chapter (p. 195-223) in M. Kets de
Vries, ed., The Irrational Executive, International Universities Press, NY, NY.
Jacques (sic), Elliott, 1966, “The Death and Crisis at Middle-Age Life,” [Journal Article]
Revista de Psicoanalisis, Asociacion Psicoanalitica Argentina, Argentina, 23(4):401-423.
Jacques (sic), Elliott, 1996, “Death and midlife crisis,” [Spanish]. [Journal Article]
Revista Chilena de Psicoanalisis, Asociacion Psicoanalitica Chilena, Chile, August,
13(1):9-23.
Jaques, Elliott, and Wilfred Brown, 1965, “Consent or Command in Committee,” The Manager,
UK, 33(1):17. In GPP 1965 as Chapter 9, “Boards, Committee and Executive Meetings,” 14
pages. [Brown is listed as first author, q.v.] Rp. Pro.
Jaques, Elliott, and Wilfred Brown, 1965, Glacier Project Papers; some essays on organization
and management from the Glacier Project research, Heinemann, London, UK, 277 pages.
[Brown is listed as first author.] An anthology of 16 articles on organization and management
from the Glacier Project written by the two authors - the social analyst and the managing
director. Pulled together the short research articles published on the theory. (This book is
abbreviated as “GPP.”) Italian trans., Nuoir orizzonti per la delle Mansioni secondo il periodo di
autonomia, Isper Edizoni, Tunis, 1967. Japanese trans. by Kitano, Toshinobu, Glacier
[Guresha] Keikaku: noryoku o ikasu soshiki to keiei no kenkyu,, Hyoronsha, Tokyo, 1969, 378
pages. See book review by Alexander Stewart. Clio offsite HD31 .B8153. Rp. Bk.
Table of Contents
[Format: Title of chapter, Author (original date, Title of original article if different).]
1. Organization and Science, Brown (1962, Stephenson Lecture at Durham); 2. SocialAnalysis and the Glacier Project, Jaques (1964); 3. Note of the Etymology of Work,
Jaques (1960, Disturbances in the Capacity to Work - part); 4. What is Work?, Brown
(1962); 5. The Mental Processes in Work, Jaques (1960, Disturbances in the Capacity to
Work - part); 6. Judging the Performance of Subordinates, Brown (1964); 7.
Speculations Concerning Level of Capacity, Jaques (1964, Two Contributions to a
General Theory of Organization and Management - part); 8. Preliminary Sketch of a
General Structure of Executive Strata, Jaques (1964, Two Contributions to a General
Theory of Organization and Management - part); 9. Boards, Committees and Executive
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Meetings, Brown and Jaques (1965, Consent or Command in Committee); 10. Informal
Organization, Brown (1963, A Critique of Some Current Ideas about Business); 11.
Management Teaching, Brown and Jaques (1964, The Business School Syllabus: A
Systematic Approach); 12. Psychology and Organization, Jaques (original); 13.
Negotiation Between Managers and Representatives, Brown (original); 14. Legislation,
Brown (original); 15. National Incomes Policy, Jaques (1963, A System for Income
Equity); 16. Economic Justice – By Law?, Jaques (1964).
Jaques, Elliott, 1965. At SIU Conference: See 'Abstracts, 1966.'
Jaques, Elliott, and D. V. E. Howard, 1966, “Equitable Payment,” Proceedings of the Institution
of Civil Engineers, London, UK, May, 34:110-111. Elliott gave a talk to the members on TSD
and equitable payment. This was a report by Howard of the discussion. (Error typo: co-author
listed as ‘Howard Dve.’) Not in NYPL. Clio os TA1 .I56. [v.1=1952, v.51=1972.] # D. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1966, “The Science of Society,” Human Relations, May, 19(2):125-137.
Biographical Note, p. 137. doi:10.1177/001872676601900201 Inaugural address at Brunel in
1965 as head of school (q.v.). Reprinted in C&W 1990. Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1966, “Executive Organization and Individual Adjustment,” Journal of
Psychosomatic Research, Pergamon Press, Elsevier Science, UK, July, 10(1):77-82. Part of a
special issue/ proceedings with a theme of, “Stress Disorders in Modern Society.” Reprinted as
Chapter 9 “Stress” in Jaques, Elliott, 1970, Work, Creativity and Social Justice. Described the
importance of a match among capacity, work, and payment (C-W-P). Discrepancies can create
so much stress they lead to breakdowns. Short and sweet. Intro level. Teach. Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1967, Equitable Payment: a General Theory of Work, Differential Payment, and
Individual Progress, (Revised) Second Edition, Penguin/ Pelican, Harmondsworth, UK, 382 p.
(First edition, 1961, Heinemann, London, UK; John Wiley, New York, NY, 336 p.). Influential
in India. Clio Off Site HD4909 .J3 1967. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1967, “Guilt, Conscience and Social Behaviour,” chapter in Winter Lectures on
Psycho-Analysis, Ballaire, Tindall and Cassell, Ltd., London, UK. In WC&SJ. Rp. Ch.
Jaques, Elliott, 1967, “The Time-Span of Discretion,” (Letters), New Society, New Science
Publications, London, UK, 19 Jan 1967, 9(225):104. This was an exchange of letters with Alan
Fox. Jaques complained to the IPM about Fox’s 1966 critique of Jaques’ TSD theory. Jaques
insisted, “It is independent, active testing [of the TSD theory] that is required, not scholastic
argument.” Fox replied that he had put Jaques’ sentiment in the concluding recommendation of
his report. (Jaques came off looking the worse for wear.) See Hyman’s 1971 review of
Richardson’s 1969 book: cite of Fox 1966. Duplicated in newspapers. Rp. Pop.
Jaques, Elliott, 1967. See Chistofferson 2005 for Jaques presentation to ACA in 1967. ~
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Jaques, Elliott, 1967, Organisation for overseas marketing, An aid for reviewing current
practice, Board of Trade, Great Britain, London, UK, 46 p., 3rd edition 1969. Board of Trade,
Export Handbook, Number 3. Each no. revised annually (1967-1970). [2nd edition cited by
Brown 1968. 3rd edition in NYPL SIBL, seen.] The first part of this publication is general notes
on the internal organisation for the firm (the diagram is on p. 12). The second part depicts the
different kinds of organisation which might be used for selling overseas to be used by CEOs as a
check to ensure all methods are being used. [Also listed as a 'Board of Trade' publication. See
McNeil, Hector, et al, 1969.] NYPL SIBL JLL 74-352 no. 1-3. # Rp. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1968, Progression Handbook: how to use earnings progression data sheets for
assessing individual capacity, for progression, and for manpower planning and development,
Heinemann Educational Books, London, UK, and Southern Illinois University Press,
Carbondale, IL. What the growth curves look like. The rates at which people grow in their work
capacity. How to develop a talent pool for the organization’s future. [See Gifford 1928, Strong
1938.] See Bostock book review 1968. Clio OffSite HD4909 .J32 1968b. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Jaques, Elliott, 1968, Employee Participation and Managerial Authority, London. MASSIVE
CONFUSION HERE. Only cited in Evans 1979. (Erroneous?) It was published too early for
computer searches to now resolve this confusion. Was this a collection of essays, articles and
papers? (BUT - See Wilfred Brown 1975/1972/1981. See also, Gray 1976, p. 438. I have seen
the Brown 1975 version published by MCB in NYPL. It exists.) It was also translated into
Italian in 1975 (q.v.). [See Ch. 16 in Jaques, ed, Health Services, 1978.] ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1968, “Personal Services Under Large Scale Bureaucracy”, extracted from the
Association of Children's Officers: Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual Conference, UK,
unpublished, 1968, p. 41. A speech on social services. Cited in Whittington. Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, 1969, “Society IS Background To Study,” The Times, London, UK, Friday, Jul
04, 1969; pg. IV; Issue 57603; col C. (News) A detailed description of the Brunel University
graduate program in social sciences revealing it was a school of business management and public
and social administration with a unique approach to sociology, psychology, economics,
organization, and other areas. One of three articles on this page on Brunel. (Duplicate entry in
section on newspapers.) Rp. Newspr.
Jaques, Elliott, 1969, "Fair Pay: How to Achieve It," New Society, 27-Nov-1969, London,
14(374): 852-854. Published the TSD:FFP results from the Brunel Project: “over 0.9.”
[Amended in Krimaps’ 1975 book to +0.94] The 1968 unpublished TSD:FFP study (“The
Brunel Project” in Krimpas?) with results of +0.83, was by John S. Evans, George Krimpas and
Robert L. Miller of Brunel University in London, where Jaques was head of the Social Science
School. Subsequently Krimpas took on the lead research role for his 1973 dissertation and
published it as a book with a larger study of 125 interviews in 1975 [results amended to +0.84].
Also cited Richardson’s results as +0.85 [amended to +0.862 when published in 1971.] (See
Goodman and R. Miller 1973 book review for an endorsement of these findings. See Hyman
1971 book review for a grudging of Richardson. See Cameron 1976 for a dismissal of these
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same findings.) See Robertson, M. F., 1969. See Hyman and Brough 1975 on peer nonacceptance. Rp. NJ.
Jaques, Elliott, et al, 1969, “Work,” second edition, New Society, London, UK. A New Society
Social Studies Reader, 31 pages. (University of Adelaide library has it.) [Class readings?] ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1969: See McNeil, Hector, as first author of three. Jaques was the second
author. See Jaques 1967 also. ~
Jaques (Jacques), Elliott, and Isabel E. P. Menzies, 1969. Menzies was first author. See
Menzies. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1970, “The Human Consequences of Industrialisation,” Winter Lectures on
Psycho-Analysis, Ballaire, Tindall and Cassell, Ltd., London, UK. In WC&SJ 1970. Also, 1970,
“Industry’s Human Needs,” Management Today, Haymarket Press, London, UK, p. 82-85, 150.
Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1970, “Power and Authority in Industry,” Management in Action, Oct., pp. 61-63.
Rp. Pro.
Jaques, Elliott, 1970, “Quien le teme a Elliott Jaques,” Competencia, No. 88. (Where?) (This
journal title is - not Spanish, not Portuguese, not French, not Italian. Could it be - Rumanian?)
(‘Who is bothering EJ?’ - ??) This may be a broken citation. (See Alison Brause’s Biblio) ~
Jaques, Elliott, and Daniel R. Miller, 1970, “Normality and Clinical Practice: A Second Report
Prepared for the Melanie Klein Trust.” Unpublished manuscript. (Cited in Flack and Miller,
Festschrift, 1992, q.v.) I have no idea what the First Report was or where it is. I have not seen
it. See Miller and Jaques 1988 chapter. See Jaques 1991 chapter. Misc. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1970, Work, Creativity and Social Justice, Heinemann, London, UK, and
International Universities Press, Madison, CT, 262 pages. An anthology of Jaques’ essays. A
good introduction to the theory. No bibliography. See Chapter 10, p. 161-162 for discussion of
Miller and Swanson 1958. (Revised as Creativity and Work in 1990 with half of those essays
having comprised about half of the essays of WC&SJ.) Note: Chapter 9 “Stress” was published
as “Executive Organization and Individual Adjustment” [1966] and Chapter 10 “Social
Organization and Individual Adjustment” [1967] was originally “Social Institutions and
Individual Adjustment.” (Below: * indicates essay was previously published. # indicates title
was changed for this book.) Italian trans., Lavoro, creatività e giustizia sociale, 1978, (incl.
¨Morte e crisi di mezza età.") Clio Lehman HF5548.8 .J28 1970. Rp. Bk.
[Mid-Manhattan Lib: Res 158.7 J] NYPL HUM Genl Res Lib D-20 3592.
Table of Contents.
1. The human consequences of industrialization. [orig.] – 2. The science of society.*
[1966] – 3. Death and the mid-life crisis.* [1965] – 4. Theses on work and creativity.– 5.
Disturbances in the capacity to work.* [1960] – 6. Time and the measurement of human
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attributes.– 7. Learning for uncertainty.– 8. On being a manager.– 9. Stress.* [1966] # –
10. Social organization and individual adjustment. [1967] # – 11. Guilt, conscience, and
social behaviour.* [1967] – 12. Psychotic anxieties and the sense of justice.– 13. Psychoanalysis and the current economic crisis.* [1958d] – 14. A contribution to a discussion of
Freud's 'Group psychology and the analysis of the ego.'
Translation into Italian: [Trad. it.: Lavoro, creatività giustizia sociale, Boringhieri,
Torino, IT, 1978.
Jaques, Elliott, Anno 1990, Lavoro creativitaa e giustizia sociale, Collana, Gli Archi,
bollatiboringhieri editore. [In Italian.] ISBN-10: 8833905438. ISBN-13: 9788833905433.
Two chapters were translated into Italian and now appear in Psychiatry On-Line (POL.it).
Elliott Jaques, 1972, “Tesi sul lavoro e la creatività,” Psicoterapia e Scienze Umane,
editor: Franco Angeli, (1970, Chapter 4), pol.it.org, 3-4, 1972.
Elliott Jaques, 1972, “L'apprendimento dell'incertezza,” Psicoterapia e Scienze Umane,
editor: Franco Angeli, (1970, Chapter 7), pol.it.org, 3-4, 1972.
Reviewed: Choice v. 8 (July 1971) [with excerpt]; Contemporary Sociology v. 1 (July
1972) [with excerpt].
Jaques, Elliott, 1971, “Organizational Structure and Role Relationships,” Nursing Times, UK,
1971 Feb. 4, 67(5):154-157. Rp. Pro.
Jaques, Elliott, 1971, “Individual Adjustment,” chapter 4 (p. 47-57) in Sutherland, John D., ed.,
1971, Towards Community Mental Health, Tavistock Publications, London, UK, 130 p. (Alt.
title: “Social Institutions and Individual Adjustment.”) Used Daniel R. Miller and G. Swanson’s
1958 study of the prevalence of different types of mental illness in different economic parts of
Detroit. M&S duplicated in 1958 New Haven study. (See Jaques 2002 SP&CEO; Johnson 1972
book review. Originally republished in Jaques 1970 from 1967 version.) Not in Psych Lib.
Clio: RA790 .A1 T65 1971. Baruch & City Sci/Engin RA790.A1 T68. Rp. Ch.
Jaques, Elliott, and Andrew Duguid, 1971, Case Studies in Export Organization, Dept. of Trade
and Industry, Board of Trade, Organization for Overseas Marketing, Her Majesty’s Stationary
Office, London, U.K., 183 pages. (Includes reprint of “Organization for Overseas Marketing,”
1969 edn., Board of Trade export handbook No. 3.) Published with Duguid as first author.
[Elliott says there was no theory in this book. However, see Jaques 1976, p. viii-xi.] In libys: U
Penn; Port Authority; HBS. Brunel HF1009.5 .D83. Misc. Bk.
Jacques, Elliott, 1972, «Le concept kleinien de névrose infantile et son impact sur la théorie et la
technique» Psychiatrie de l'enfant, Presses Universitaires de France, 15(1):5-19. Mémoires
Cliniques. [in French] (Kleinian concept of child neurosis and its impact on theory and
technique.) From a speach to Colloque des Psychoanalystes de langue anglaise, Londres, [UK]
octobre 1970. No footnotes. Jaques. # Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1972 = 1948, reprinted in Connexions 3, Epi, Paris, France. In French. Cited in
Levy 1984.
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Jaques, Elliott, 1972, “Grading and Management Organization in the Civil Service,” O. and M.
Bulletin (Journal ?) [“Organization and Methods”], Civil Service Department, London, UK,
27(3):116-123. [The journal, Organisation and Methods, ceased publication in June 1957. This
may be a broken citation.] See Hansard, 1969, House of Lords Official Report: 19th November
1969. [Not seen.] ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1972, “Equity in Compensation,” Chapter 10 in Tosi, Henry L., Robert J. House
and Marvin D. Dunnette, eds., Managerial Motivation and Compensation, A Selection of
Readings, MSU Business Studies, Michigan State, East Lansing, MI, p. 170-206. [A paper
delivered at the 1967 McKinsey Seminar on Managerial Motivation.] Rp. Ch. *****
Jaques, Elliott, 1972, “What is the Normal Personality?” Scientific Bulletin of the British PsychoAnalytical Society, No. 63. But: (“Unpublished article.”) [I am unable to resolve this conflicting
information.] See Jaques and Miller 1970 unpublished article. See also related: “The human
consequences of industrialization,” in WCSJ (1970). See Jaques 1991 chapter. ~
Jaques, Elliott, and Sir Richard Meyjes, 1972, “Models of Organization at Department and
Regional Levels of NHS,” presented to ‘Secretary of State and Permanent Secretary’ for the
Department of Health and Social Security, at the time of planning of reorganization of the
National Health Service. (Also, to the Steering Committee of NHS? To Rogers?) The structure
had already been determined by the government of the day. (See Jaques, ed., 1978, p. 28 and
xviii.) Ru. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1972, Intervention et changement dans l'entreprise, Dunod, Paris, France, 300
pages. In French. En français. Traduit par Claude Lingagne. Préface de Jean Dubost. (Q.v.
Jaques, Elliott, 1951, The Changing culture of factory.) See Dubost 1972. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1973, “Reshaping the NHS: why Sir Keith is right”, (Business and Finance), The
Times, London, UK, Monday, Feb 12, 1973; pg. 18; Issue 58705; col D. Jaques replied to an
article the week earlier by Draper and Smart criticizing his emphasis on management in the Grey
Book. (Duplicate entry in section on newspapers) Rp. Newspr.
Jaques, Elliott, 1973, “Management 'Why Pay Board will fail'”, (Business and Finance), [Edited
by Richard Spiegelberg], The Times, London, UK, Monday, Apr 09, 1973; pg. 20; Issue 58753;
col A (1097 words). The newly created Pay Board will decide special cases, creating an endless
sequence of adjustments to the overall pay differential scale - and an ever-expanding set of
special cases. See Baxi article by MacBeath, same page. (Duplicate entry in section on
newspapers) NYPL Hum Gen Res Rm 315 Microfilm *ZY (Times, London) *A 1973. Rp.
Newspr.
Jaques, Elliott, 1973, “Constitutional alternative to the strike” (Business and Finance), The
Times, London, UK, Monday, Jul 09, 1973; pg. 18; Issue 58829; col D (1085 words). Described
the two-tier board structure in Germany that had been proposed by the TUC. Described the
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representative veto system at Glacier, its dangers, and how it worked. Full participation means
full. (Duplicate entry in section on newspapers) NYPL. Rp. Newspr.
Jaques, Elliott, [with Ralph Rowbottom and others as authors], 1973, Hospital Organization.
(This was Ralph Rowbottom’s 1972 PhD thesis – he was listed as first author.) ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1974, “Management: 'Gross flaw' in Pay Board thinking on relativities”
(Business and Finance), [Edited by Richard Spiegelberg], The Times, London, UK, Monday, Jan
28, 1974; pg. 18; Issue 58999; col E (1000+ words). A critique of the Pay Board report on pay
relativities. A blast at “labour economics cum personnel management” that leads to the
alienation of large groups of workers. Compares the Pay Board to proposals for a Royal
Commission, the NDRC of Lord Brown, the TUC initiative on miners’ pay, and finds it feeble.
(Duplicate entry in section on newspapers) Rp. Newspr.
Jaques, Elliott, and M. Dixon, 1974. See Dixon, Maureen. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1975, Autoritaa e partecipazione nell'azienda, Angeli, Milano, Italy, (Authority
and Participation in the Firm). In Italian. Was this a translation of the alleged 1968 book by
Jaques? (q.v.) Was this a collection of essays, articles and papers? It is still in print as of 2004.
Not seen. (Find this, anyone.) ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1976, A General Theory of Bureaucracy, Heinemann, London, UK, and Exeter,
NH (1980); and Halsted/ Wiley, New York, NY, 412 p. Reissued 1981. Also, reprint, Gower,
1986 and 1993, Gregg Revivals, Aldershot, UK. Available from Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA.
A reconceptualization of the Glacier theory on a higher level as “stratified systems theory (SST)”
based on the discovery of a uniform and universal depth structure of stratification of work levels
in the bureaucratic hierarchy. This was an expression of discontinuity in the distribution of
work-capacity among people. A comprehensive account of the interconnections of the theory,
their implications for social and economic issues, and its applications. (Sections were
reproduced as chapters 15 and 19 in Jaques, Elliott, with Roland Oliver Gibson, and D. John
Isaac (eds.), 1978, Levels of Abstraction in Logic and Human Action, Heinemann, London, UK.)
(In libraries [as Jacques]: IRS, Pentagon, US Army SSI Media Ctr.) See page 194 ftnt for UK
companies then using the theory: “Scott Bader Organization, Richard Baxendale & Sons [now
Baxi Group], Limited, some Airport Authorities (from Brown’s service in government at the
Board of Trade, see Turner 1976), the Glacier Metal Company, Stirling Industries” (Spelling:
Sterling?). See p. ix, ftnt., as relating to his work and/or results on the civil service (see also
Jaques 1972 and Hansard, 1969, House of Lords Official Report: 19th November 1969). Ch. 24
delineates the transactional competition in the goods and services market from the requisite
employment relationship. When the two are confounded, transactional competition destroys the
labor relationship and ends in exploitation. (Ch. 8 reprinted in Pugh, D. S., 1985, Organisation
Theory, Penguin, UK.) See book reviews by Abell 1977(?), Choice v. 13 (Jan. 1977) [with
excerpt]; The Economist, v. 261 (Dec. 4 1976) [with excerpt], and many others. French book
review by Lautman, Jacques, Revue économique, 1977, 28(2):302-304. Clio OffSite JS113 .J35
1976. Rp. Bk. >
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Table of Contents.
Prolegomenon: Metamorphosis of Bureaucracy and the Question of Values; 1.
Bureaucracy in Industrial Society; 2. Role, Social Structure, and Certain Other Social
Things Defined; 3. Bureaucracy and the Employment Contract; 4. Managerial
Accountability, Authority, and Dependency; 5. Bureaucracy and Associations
Contrasted; 6. Work and the Measurement of Level of Work; 7. On the Nature of the
Capacity to Work; 8. The Stratified Depth-structure of Bureaucracy; 9. Levels of
Abstraction and the Stratification of Mental Activity; 10. Growth of Individual Capacity
and the Dynamics of Bureaucratic Systems; 11. The Right to Abundant Employment and
Individual Opportunity; 12. The Right to Participate in the Control of Change; 13.
Requisite Conditions for Employee Participation; 14. The Right to Equitable Differential
Reward; 15. The Right to Individual Appeal; 16. Operational Spine and Delegation of
Tasks; 17. Horizontal Role Relationships and Degrees of Accountability and Authority;
18. Grading, Career Progress, and Level of Aspiration; 19, Elective Leadership and
Managerial Leadership; 20. Growth of Bureaucratic Systems; 21. Direct Command
Systems: Two- and Three-stratum Hierarchies; 22. General Command Systems: Fourand Five-stratum Hierarchies and Above; 23. Constitutional Bureaucracy, Alienation, and
Community; 24. Economic Competition Without Labour Exploitation; 25. Status, Class,
and the Open Society. Bibliography.
Translated in Italian: Teoria generale della burocrazia / Elliott Jaques ; traduzione di
Paola Unnia e Massimo Bellotto. Milano: ISEDI : Arnoldo Mondadori Editore, 1979.
xiii, 462 p. (Collana di psicologia delle organizzazioni; 10).
Jaques, Professor Elliott, and Lord Wilfred Brown, 1977 [undated], Alternative to Bullock. A
pamphlet. See Brown, first author. Rp. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1977, “Conversation ... with Elliott Jaques,” [interview by Dowling, William F.,
q.v.], Organizational Dynamics, Spring, 5(4):24-43. A nice profile. Teach. # D. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1977, “Time-Span of Discretion and Human Resources Management ... An
Interview with Elliott Jaques,” Personnel, AMACOM, Saranac Lake, NY (also NY, NY), US,
July-Aug., 54(4):47-58. Jaques interviewed by Ernest C. Miller (q.v.). D. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, [Anonymous], 1977, “The Importance of Accountability,” International
Management, McGraw-Hill Intnl., London, UK, July, 32(7):43-45, 17. An interview by Roy
Hill. A short profile of TSD, Glacier Project, and the works council. See Hill 1977. Teach.
Baruch. Rp. NJ.
Jaques, Elliott, with Roland O[liver] Gibson, and D. J[ohn] Isaac, eds., 1978, Levels of
Abstraction in Logic and Human Action: A Theory of Discontinuity in the Structure of
Mathematical Logic, Psychological Behavior and Social Organization, Heinemann, London,
UK, 313 p. Available from Cason Hall Publishers, Gloucester, MA. An anthology on levels of
logic, mathematics, complexity, human capability, and time, some by the editors, plus Ian
Macdonald, Gillian Stamp, Brian M. O’Connor, Ralph Rowbottom and David Billis. Chapters 4,
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5, 6, 7, and 16 were previously published as articles in Human Relations. Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7,
by Isaac and O’Connor, contained the basis for the card sorting task in CPA (per Stamp 2/11/06).
Chapters 15 and 19 were published as sections of A General Theory of Bureaucracy, Jaques
1976. Jaques wrote chapters 1, 2, and 3 for this book. Gibson wrote seven chapters (8-14).
Stamp wrote chapter 17 and Macdonald 18. [Thanks to Herb Koplowitz in Toronto.] See the
Back End-Paper for a map of the ideas in the book. [See Addis 2000; SL Kenny 1984 M.A.]
NYU Bobst BF455 .L3897 (not on shelf). Not in CUNY, NYPL, Clio. Rp. Bk.
Table of Contents.
Introduction: 1. Structure of the Book, Jaques; 2. The System of Levels and
Components, Jaques; 3. Speculations on Deductive and Inductive Logic and Knowledge,
Jaques;
Part A: Experimental Work on Discontinuity in Psychological Development: 4.
Experimental Treatment of Discontinuity Theory of Psychological Development, John
Isaac and Brian M. O’Connor; 5. Use of Loss of Skill under Stress to Test a Theory of
Psychological Development, Isaac and O’Connor; 6. Separation of Two Adult
Populations Identified with Two Levels of Psychological Development, Isaac and
O’Connor [See Addis 2000];
Part B: Abstract Relations Structure: 7. A Discontinuity Theory of Psychological
Development, Isaac and O’Connor;
Part C: Conversion to System of Truth Tables: 8. Conversion from the Relational to the
Contrast System, Gibson and Isaac; 9. Truth Tables as a Formal Device in the Analysis of
Human Actions, Gibson and Isaac; 10. Development of Truth Tables and ‘Levels,’
Gibson; 11. The Null Set, Gibson;
Part D: Truth Tables and Levels of Abstraction: 12. S-R and F-T [Stimulus-Response
and False-True], Gibson; 13. ‘Fermat’s Last Theorem’ as an Expression of Duality,
Gibson; 14. ‘The Two Cultures’ and ‘Levels of Abstraction,” Gibson;
Part E: Discontinuity Theory in Human Activity: 15. Stratified Depth Structure of
Bureaucracy, Jaques; 16. Stratification of Work and Organizational Design, Rowbottom
and Billis; 17. Assessment of Individual Capacity, Stamp (used J. G. Bennett’s
description of levels of complexity in mathematics from The Dramatic Universe); 18.
Five Levels of Mental Handicap, Macdonald; 19. Levels of Abstraction in Mental
Activity, Jaques.
Jaques, Elliott, ed., 1978, Health Services: Their nature and organisation, and the role of
patients, doctors, nurses, and the complementary professions, Heinemann Educational Books,
London, UK, 346 pages. Anthology of contributions from members of the Brunel Health
Services Organization Research Unit dealing with a wide range of problems in the organization
of health services. HSORU still used social analysis as its methodology. This is more diagnosis
rather than prescription. Jaques defended the unit’s methodology on the NHS reorganization.
Rights of patients and practitioners were protected within NHS and Hayek’s critique was refuted
by Jaques. Positive but wary Bk Rev in Public Administration by Derek Williams 1979,
57(2):241-242. Available from Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA. [I have counted this anthology as a
singular. I have not counted the articles separately.] >
Table of Contents.
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Preface: Outline of the Book and the Role of the HSORU; Part One: Basic Conceptions:
1. Complex Organization and Individual Freedom, E.J.; 2. The Natural Health Care
Community, E.J.; 3. Clinical Autonomy, Heather Tolliday; 4. Structural Aspects of
Doctor-Patient Relationships, Stephen Cang; 5. Professionals in Health and Social
Services Organizations, Ralph Rowbottom; 6. Work Levels and Grading, E.J.; 7. The
Stratification of Work and Organizational Design, R.R. and David Billis; 8. Teams and
Leadership, E.J.; 9. Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy, H.T. and E.J.; 10. The
Future of Child Guidance – A Study in Multidisciplinary Teamwork, R.R. and Geoffrey
Bromley; 11. ‘Full-time’ and ‘Part-time’ Patients: an Analysis of Patient Needs and their
Implications for Domiciliary and Institutional Care, S.C.; 12. The Role of Departments of
Geriatric Medicine, Tim Packard; 13. The Organization of Care for the Severely Mentally
Handicapped, T.P. and Ian Macdonald; 14. Assessment of Mental Handicap: The
Leavensden Project, I.M.; 15. Community Health Councils: Intentions, Problems and
Possibilities, S.C.; 16. Employee Participation, E.J.; 17. Collaboration Between Health
and Social Services, R.R. and Anthea Hey; Appendix A: Organization of the NHS, E.J.;
Appendix B: Definitions of Concepts. Selective Bibliography.
[NYPL HUM Genl Res: JLD 79-2975. Brunel Uxbridge RA395 .G6 H482.] Rp. Bk.
Jaques, Elliott, 1979, “Taking Time Seriously In Evaluating Jobs,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Sept-Oct., 57(5):124-132. On time-span of discretion - TSD. Summary of findings
to date. The relationship between time span and level of work shows in two ways. TSD
coincides with a person's felt-fair pay regardless of actual pay. And, time-span measurement
reveals a universal underlying structure of management levels. Using TSD to set up the
management structure with only one role in each level ensures work will be completed on
schedule. Excellent for Introduction to the theory. Included in Performance Appraisal, HBR,
Boston, MA, 1982 and in 2005 HBR on Appraising Employee Performance. See Nonaka and
Takeuchi 1995. Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Jaques, Elliott, 1980, “Some Observations on Industrial Relations Developments at Hamersley
Iron Pty Limited.” Unpublished report, CRA/Rio Tinto. Recommendations on changing the
Hamersley organisational structure around requisite layers following his visits to the Pilbara
operations in 1979 and 1980. Cited in Tracy 2003. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1980, “Essential Developments in Bureaucracy in the 1980s,” Journal of Applied
Behavioral Science, NTL Institute, JAI Press, July/Aug./Sept., 16(3):439-447. A warning bell
on the difficulties of reforming our bureaucracies. # Rp. PJ. A.
Jaques, Elliott, 1981, “The Aims of Psycho-Analytic Treatment,” chapter (p. 417-425) in
Grotstein, James S., ed., 1981, Do I Dare Disturb the Universe?: a memorial to Wilfred R. Bion,
Maresfield Reprints, Karnac Classics, London, UK, 688 p. (A festschrift. Reprinted 1983, 1988,
1990, 1993.) The values held by the analyst in giving psycho-analytic treatment. (Not on
management or organizations. No index.) Not in NYPL. Baruch RC 504 .D6 1983. Misc. Ch.
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Jaques, Elliott, 1981, “Assessment of Capacity in Selection of Managers,” Social Science
Research Council, London, UK, October, 40 pages. In the: British Library, Document Supply
Centre. Call Non.: 8318.172 (SSRC-HR–5120). Record ID: UKBWNGB8205027-B. [Not
Seen] Rp. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1982, “The Method of Social Analysis in Social Change and Social Research,”
Clinical Sociology Review, Brunner/Mazel, US, 1:50-58. Clinical sociology must conjoin theory
and practice - theory developed in practice and toughened by use, and practice informed by
theory. Social-analytic method was used to modify and develop organizational structures to
achieve more humane and effective social structures. Projects discussed: Glacier Metal, Church
of England, National Health Service (NHS). Others mentioned: Comalco/CRA and ARI.
(Jaques had been pioneering clinical sociology for over 30 years at S7 and S8.) Reprinted as
Chapter Three in: Fritz, J. M., and E. J. Clark, eds., 1986, The Clinical Sociology Resource
Book, ASA Teaching Resources Center, Washington, DC, 155 pages. Originally presented at
CSA as a paper in 1980. See negative review of Jaques chapter by Jaeckel 1989, 1991. See
Glass 2001; Hess 1981. # Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1982, “Wilfred R. Bion: Reflections on his Life and Work,” American Journal of
Psychoanalysis, Fall 1982, 42(3):249-252. (See Jaques 1998.) # Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1982, The Form of Time, Crane Russak & Co, NY, NY, US; Heinemann,
London, UK. (Available from Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA. In Spanish (1984): La Forma del
Tiempo, Paidos, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Trans: J. L. Etcheverry.) Time has two dimensions in
human affairs, time of succession, which is the familiar dimension of dating events as earlier or
later, and time of intention, where we state our current goals and intentions (which may vary
moment by moment). Together, the two allow us to date and measure changing psychological
states, allowing the human sciences to be as exact as the physical sciences and be both
positivistic and interpretive. See 1987 book review by Maurice Roche for an excellent
commentary and the true introduction for this book. This book leads into Jaques’ 2002 book on
evolution. Rp. Bk.
Table of Contents.
Thema: A Summary of the Main Argument; 1. The Enigma of Time; 2. Time and the
Time Arrow; 3. Time as Continuity and Change; 4. The Conscious, Preconscious, and
Unconscious Experience Called Time; 5. The Perpetual Present; 6. The Two Dimensions
of Time: Succession and Intent; 7. The Goal-Directed Human Episode; 8. The TimeFrame of the Individual; 9. Patterns of Growth of Time-Frame; 10. Psychological and
Social Entities; 11. Quantification in the Human Sciences; 12. Dual Perspectives in
Temporal Experience. Bibliography.
Reviewed: Choice v. 20 (Nov. 1982). [with excerpt]; The Times Literary Supplement
(Apr. 8 1983). [with excerpt]; American Journal of Sociology v. 90 (July 1984); Social
Science Quarterly v. 65 (Sept. 1984).
Jaques, Elliott, 1982, Free Enterprise, Fair Employment, Crane Russak & Co, New York, NY,
and Heinemann Educational Books, London, UK, 137 pages. Available from Cason Hall,
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Gloucester, MA. Jaques presents the argument that a political consensus to achieve equitable
pay differentials based on the time-spans of individuals would eliminate inflation-unemployment
cycles. Felt-fair pay would reduce the use of power negotiations to bargain for pay increases.
The excesses of this drive create inflationary swings in actual pay and set off the cycles.
Rejected both Keynesian and Friedmanite economic measures as inadequate for ending these
wage-push cycles. Written while a Senior Fellow at Wesleyan University during 1980. Thanked
the CRA gang. No bibliography. Cited in the Encyclopedia Britannica Online under “Labour
Economics: additional reading.” Recommended by Robert W. Moore 1984 as a practical
alternative to standard wage and salary administration concepts. Rp. Bk.
Reviewed: Choice v. 21 (Sept. 1983) [with excerpt]; The Times Literary Supplement
(Apr. 8 1983) [with excerpt]; American Journal of Sociology, v. 91 (Nov. 1985);
Personnel Psychology, v. 36 (Aut 1983).
Jaques, Elliott, 1982, “Implications of Discrete Levels of Human Capacity for Military
Organizations and Operations,” Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, England. Working
Paper(?). Not seen. Cited online at ‘Online Bibliography of Military Leadership’ (accessed 2-104): http://www.west.asu.edu/vanfleet/milbib/milbibj.htm Rp. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1983. (See Phillips, Lawrence D., and Elliott Jaques, 1983. Phillips was first
author: q.v.) ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1984, “Discontinuities in Intellectual Development,” Unpublished research
report. [See cite in Boals PhD 1985] Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, 1984, “Principles of Organization Structure for the U.S. Army,” ARI presentation
overheads, Dec. 1984, 69 p. Grant No. DAJA 37-80-C-007 USA RIBSS. How SST might be
applied to the US Army. In the early 1980’s, Dr. Elliott Jaques began an association with the
Army Research Institute that was to last nearly one and a half decades. Its purpose was to test
the relevance of Stratified Systems Theory (SST) to military organization – both operations and
personnel management – and to seek improvements in both these areas through application of
Requisite Organization principles. The present document was a briefing package he prepared for
presentation at the General Officer level to expand exploratory work already completed. The
research program that followed confirmed that the field Army organization of that time period
was remarkably consistent with RO principles. It also made major contributions to the
understanding of strategic military leadership and how senior military colleges can improve its
development. [per T. Owen Jacobs] # Rp. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1985, “A Look at the Future of Human Resources Work via Stratified Systems
Theory,” Human Resources Planning, Dec., 8(4):233-237. Presented the hierarchical
organization system that was a permanent feature of our modern industrial society. He looked at
the definition of work, management capabilities, seven strata, discretion, and the time-horizon
maturation curves of this system. (Presentation and article introduced by Larry Wyatt.) NYPL:
ILL. Yeshiva U. Liby. # Rp. PJ. *****
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Jaques, Elliott, 1985, “Development of Intellectual Capability,” chapter 6 (p. 107-142) in Link,
Frances R., ed., 1985, Essays on the Intellect, Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, Alexandria, VA, 151 p. [UMI Books on Demand.] Anthology of educational
essays. Sets forth modes of mental growth, the strata within hierarchical layering, Piaget’s
discontinuous stages of mental growth, an extrapolation of time frame growth beyond childhood
into adulthood, the quintave theory of stratification (since withdrawn), and the growth of time
span. Teachers could use the time-frame of capacity to match and assign learning tasks to each
students. Mentioned as high-mode individuals: Vail of AT&T, Sloan of GM, and Matsushita.
Connected CPA to Brunner’s cards 1966. Cited Tom Kohler of UCLA p. 129. IQ reaches its
zenith around age 18 and is inadequate for adults. IQ is based from a paper-and-pencil test not
real task work. (See Jaques 1986 article, same title, very similar in content. See conferences,
1984 ARI for presented paper of same name.) Baruch & Hunter Mn BF431 .E85 1985. Grad
Ctr LB1590.3 .E77 1985 a. # Rp. Ch.
Jaques, Elliott, 1985, “Stratification of Cognitive Complexity,” US Army Research Institute for
the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Grant No. DAJA 37-80-c-007. Unpublished report. Cited in
Gould 1987; Hunt et al 1992. Not seen. Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, 1985, “Stratified Systems Theory for Executives,” Washington, DC.
[Mimeographed. Unpublished. Cited by Bucy in Festschrift 1992.] Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, Clement, Stephen, Rigby, Carlos, and Jacobs, T. Owen, 1985, Senior Leadership
Performance Requirements at the Executive Level, U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences, Research Report 1420 [January 1986]. AD B103 760. (Not yet
declassified. Not available from NTIS as of Jan. 10, 2001.) Cited in Jacobs and Jaques 1990, p.
286-287; Markessini et al 1993; online ‘Online Bibliography of Military Leadership’:
http://www.west.asu.edu/vanfleet/milbib/milbibj.htm (accessed 2-1-04) Rp. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1985, “Assessing Creative Leaders,” chapter (p. 145-156) in Hendrix, Val E.,
Daniel B. Chapla, and William Mizzelle, eds., 1985, Creativity and Innovation in Bureaucracy
Symposium: National Defense University Proceedings of the Creativity and Innovation
Symposium, National Defense University, Washington, DC, US, 245 p. (Presentation 1983.) A
description of all eight stratum and the growth of the individual through the various strata.
Military ranks are used. War College experience is an educational boost. Elliott referred to
some of his inter-racial experiences in RSA. Description of the CPA card-sorting exercise.
Cited Jaques 1976, 1982, 1982. NDU Marshall Hall HD38.4 .C86 1985. CUNY JJay HD 38.4
.C73 1985. SIBL Offsite JLF 86-60 (SASB). # Rp. Ch.
Jaques, Elliott, 1986, “The Development of Intellectual Capability: A Discussion of Stratified
Systems Theory (SST),” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, Sage Publications / JAI Press,
Nov., 22(4):361-383. Sponsored by ARI. (See related article by G. Stamp in same issue. See
1985 article with same title, very similar in content. See conferences, 1984 ARI for presented
paper of same title.) Quintaves were the new element in the theory. [They were shortly to be
dropped.] # Rp. PJ. A.
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Jaques, Elliott, and T. Owen Jacobs, 1987, “Leadership in Complex Systems.” See Jacobs, T.
Owen [first author]. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1987, “Cognitive Complexity,” manuscript in personal file of J. Flynn Bucy,
January 1987. Unpublished. (See Bucy PhD, 1989.) Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, 1987, “Suggested Readings from Elliott Jaques for Participants to Read”. (24
page handout). For “Elliott Jaques’ Visit to the University of Texas at Austin on November 13
and 14, 1987.” Unpublished. (See Alison Brause personal files.) ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1988, “SST: A Briefing Book for CEO’s on Corporate Organization and
Leadership,” ABC Publishing Co., New York, NY. On organizational culture and leadership.
(Jaques says this was not a book. It was probably a binder for a training seminar.) Cited by
Waitzer and Enrione 2005. Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, and Daniel R. Miller, 1988. See: Miller, Daniel R., and Elliott Jaques, 1988,
“Identifying Madness: An Interaction Frame of Reference.” (Miller is listed as first author.) See
Jaques and Miller 1970. See Jaques chapter 1991. See Flack and Miller in Festschrift 1992. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1989, Requisite Organization: A Total System for Effective Managerial
Organization and Managerial Leadership for the 21st Century, 1st edition 1989, [2nd edition
1996, 2nd edition amended 1999,] Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA; Gower Publications, Aldershot,
England, 1991; Arlington, London. (Spanish translation of the second edition: Jaques, Elliott,
2001, La Organizacion Requerida: Un Sistema Integrado Para Crear Organizaciones Eficaces Y
Aplicar El Liderazgo Gerencial En El Siglo XXI (Management Master Series), Granica SA,
Argentina, 400 p. Prologue by Aldo Schlemenson. Translator: Wolfson, Leandro.) A
reconceptualization of the SST theory for CEOs on a more practical level. This book
incorporated what Jaques learned while consulting to CRA/Comalco/ RTZ/Rio Tinto [one firm]
in Australia and the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff during the 1980s. Explored the linkage between
increasing organizational complexity and managerial cognitive complexity as one moves up the
hierarchy. (Michael Church 1997 noted this failed to fully reflect the importance of feedback
information for steering processes, and neglected the importance of more intangible, social
information, such as perception and values. In general, Jaques' presentation of his theory was
still couched in the language of command/ control.) See Edith Penrose 1955 for a different
version (in economics) of “The Archimedes Principle” (2nd edn. pp. 127-129). No Index. Cited
by Blunt 1989/1990, S. Clegg 1990, and Lord and Maher 1991 on p. 286. [Reviews: Long
Range Planning, April 1991, 24(2):127; Nicholls, 1993, Long Range Planning, 26(1):140-141. #
Bk Rev. A.] Rp. Bk.
Jaques, Elliott, 1989, Requisite Organization: Key Charts, Revised 2000, Cason Hall,
Gloucester, MA. Presentation Charts. Not published. ~
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Jaques, Elliott, and T. Owen Jacobs, 1990, “Military Executive Leadership.” See Jacobs, T.
Owen. [first author] ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1990, “The Enigma of Time,” chapter in Hassard, John (ed.), The Sociology of
Time, pp.21-34, St. Martin’s Press, New York, NY. This is a reprint of chapter one in Form of
Time. It is the first chapter in this book as well. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1990, “In Praise of Hierarchy,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Jan-Feb.,
68(1):127-133. See Jaques’ response to letter: “Examining the Issue of Hierarchy,” May-June
1990, 68(3):216. In Spanish: “En elogio de la jerarquia,” 1990 translation by Norma Duran and
Aldo Schlemenson. Republished as Chapter 8 in Thompson, Grahame, ed., 1991, Markets,
Hierarchies, and Networks: the coordination of social life, Sage, London and Newbury Park,
306 pages: p. 108-118. Reprinted in Shafritz, Jay M., and J. Steven Ott, eds., 1992. Published as
Chapter 25 in Managing People and Organizations, readings selected by John J. Gabarro, 1992,
Harvard Business School Publications, Boston, Mass. Hierarchical levels depend on jumps in
responsibility that in turn depend on how far ahead the manager must think and plan. An
organization is designed on the capability levels of its employees and managers. The higher the
role, the greater the complexity of work the occupant must handle. See Dougherty review 1990;
DeLisi 1990; du Gay 2000. Available at casonhall.com. Also at:
hbsp.harvard.edu/hbsp/prod_detail.asp?90107 Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Jaques, Elliott, 1990, “Working-through Industrial Conflict: The Service Department at the
Glacier Metal Company,” chapter in Trist, Eric, Hugh Murray and Beulah Trist, eds., 1990, The
Social Engagement of Social Science: A Tavistock Anthology, Vol. I: The Socio-Psychological
Perspective, U. of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, PA [Baltimore, MD?]. pp. 379-404.
Revision of Chapter 4 in The Changing Culture of a Factory. ['Working-through' is a theraptic
process term.] ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1990, “Basic Propositions About Leadership.” Personal notes by Professor Jerry
Harvey from “The Psychology of Political Leadership” seminar, The George Washington
University, Washington, D.C., Jan. 12, 1990. Cited by Harvey in Festschrift 1992 and in Harvey
1999. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1990, “How to Observe the Current Working Potential of Individuals.”
Unpublished manuscript, The George Washington University, Washington, D.C. Copy in
possession of Professor Jerry Harvey. Cited by Harvey in Festschrift 1992 and in Harvey 1999.
Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, 1990, Lavoro, creatività e giustizia sociale, Perfect Paperback, Bollati
Boringhieri, IT. Italian translation of Work, creativity, and social justice, Elliott Jaques, 1970. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1990, Creativity and Work, International Universities Press, Madison, CT, 433 p.
An anthology of Jaques’ articles on psychoanalysis, work, knowledge and uncertainty. [About
half were previously published in Work, Creativity and Social Justice, 1970 (q.v.). Bold #s: 1, 2,
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7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17.] See book reviews by Obholzer 1991 and Ruskin 1992. Clio
Burke [UTS] LC Stacks HF5548.8 .J27 1988. Rp. Bk.
Table of Contents.
1. The science of society.* [1966] – 2. The human consequences of industrialization.– 3.
Task Complexity. – 4. Cognitive Complexity. – 5. Maturation of Cognitive Power. – 6.
Notes on the Psychological Meaning of Work. – 7. Learning for uncertainty.– 8. Theses
on work and creativity.– 9. The Work-Payment-Capacity Nexus. – 10. The Conscious,
Preconscious, and Unconscious Experience Called Time. – 11. Time and the
measurement of human attributes.– 12. Quantification in the Human Sciences. – 13.
Death and the mid-life crisis.* [1965] – 14. Disturbances in the capacity to work.* [1960]
– 15. A contribution to a discussion of Freud's 'Group psychology and the analysis of the
ego.' – 16. Psychotic anxieties and the sense of justice.– 17. Guilt, conscience, and social
behaviour.* [1967].
Published in Italian: Jaques, Elliott, 1992, L'organizzazione indispensabile. Guida
pratica alla leadership e alla struttura creativa, saggio introduttivo di Eraldo Cassani,
[(LA) 1992, pp. 344, € 26.00, ISBN 88-7802-250-0]. Found online at Guerini.it.
Jaques, Elliott, and Stephen D. Clement, 1990, Military Leadership: Who, How and Why, Cason
Hall and Company Publishers, Gloucester, MA. ISBN 096107026. (Eh? Cited on Barnes and
Noble website 3/02, and on ebay’s half.com website 7/02. Hardback. “Not in stock.” Title does
not sound like a book by Elliott. Could it be a working paper?) Rp. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, and Gillian Stamp, 1990, Development of Stratified Systems Theory for Possible
Implementation in the U.S. Army, Jul 1990, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, US, 91p. Report:
ARIRN-90-74, ADA2269108. Outlines the main features of a 3-year research project to
contribute to concepts and principles for leadership and organization in defense forces,
including: organizational structuring of the Army, analysis of the work and development of
leadership at senior executive levels, validation and development of the Career Path
Appreciation (CPA) procedure for assessment of individual capability and potential, and
consequences of SST for various aspects of the Army's personnel management system.
Appendix C (p. C15-22) contained abstracts of the five supporting studies: Wijnberg, Atchison,
Homa, Richardson, and T. Kohler. (Wijnberg was stencil-published in The Netherlands. Homa
Hunt and Kohler were not published. Homa Hunt's is now available online.) (See Biblio Part I,
“Works on the Progression Curves” for a listing of the many studies done in this area.) Rp. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1991, “Schizophrenia: An Interpersonal and Kleinian Viewpoint,” chapter 8 (p.
91-96) in: Flack, William F., Jr, Daniel R. Miller, and Morton Weiner, (eds.) 1991, What is
Schizophrenia?, Springer-Verlag, New York, NY, London, UK, and Berlin, Germany. Chapter
based on comments made during the conference that generated this book. Is schizophrenia a
disease open to physical interventions? Or is it a social phenomenon linked to stress? The latter
is favored. See Jaques and Miller 1970 unpublished article. See 1988 Miller and Jaques chapter.
Misc. Ch.
Jaques, Elliott, 1991, “Managerial Leadership: The Key To Good Organization,” The World & I,
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October, pp. 535-542. Reprinted as Chapter 18 in Mabey, Christopher, and Paul Iles (eds.),
1994, Managing Learning, Routledge, London (with Open University). Reprinted as: “Increased
employee participation would harm labor,” chapter six (p. 234-240) from, 1992, Economics in
America: opposing viewpoints, section titled: What is the future of American labor? Greenhaven
Press, San Diego, CA, 2nd edn., 258 p. Those who advocate increased participation have little
regard for accountability or authority. They never mention them. Managerial leadership
disappears. The result is disorganization and ineffective business organization. Baruch - Ref.
2nd Floor - HJ 2051 .E34 1992. Available for purchase at casonhall.com. Rp. PJ. *****
Jaques, Elliott, and T. Owen Jacobs, 1991, “Executive Leadership.” Chapter. See Jacobs, T.
Owen, 1991 [first author]. ~
Jaques, Elliott, and Stephen D. Clement, 1991, Executive Leadership: a Practical Guide to
Managing Complexity, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, and Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA, 316 pages. A
popular version of requisite theory and the practice of leadership across the varied levels of an
organization. Does not mention felt-fair pay, works councils, or social analysis. This is a solid
introductory work. Excellent Introduction by Ronnie Lessem. [Esp. ch. 8 #] HD57.7 .J36 1991.
Teach. Rp. Bk.
Elliott Jaques Festschrift, 1992. See: Cang, Stephen, ed. (q.v.). ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1992, “Managerial Accountability,” Journal for Quality and Participation,
Cincinnati, OH, March, 15(2):40-44. “The Foundation for Organizational Excellence:
Managerial Accountability.” On line at: quality.org/tqmbbs/prin-pract/orgex.txt Available for
purchase at casonhall.com. # Rp. PJ. *****
Jaques, Elliott, 1992, “European Management Development Conference,” Journal of European
Industrial Training, MCB (European Training) Ltd., Bradford, West Yorkshire, Eng., 16(2):iiiiv. A report of the 9th MCE Conference in London in October 1991. Both Jaques and General
Maxwell Thurman presented to 60-some executives. MCE is in Brussels. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1992, “Organization and Decisive Managerial Leadership Key Charts.” Cason
Hall & Co. Publishers, Gloucester, MA. Key Charts Regarding Stratified Systems Theory. (SST
- sic?) Unpublished. (Revised, 1997) ~
Jaques, Elliott, 1993, “The Midlife Crisis,” Reprinted George H. Pollock and Stanley I.
Greenspan (Eds.), The Course of Life, Vol. 5: Early Adulthood, pp. 201-231. International
Universities Press Inc., Madison, CT. [see 1965 original] ~ *****
Jaques, Elliott, 1993, “Resumen de hallazgos sobre los principales estudios sistemáticos sobre la
Organización Requerida,” 8 de octubre de 1993. Per Harald Solaas Jan. 2007. 4 paginas.
Obtained originally from Levinson Institute in 1995 in Spanish tranlation. (“A Summary of the
Main Systematic Studies on Requisite Organization.”) Unpublished. (Similar to # 1006?) #
Ru.
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Jaques, Elliott, 1994, “Today’s Compensation Systems: Rewarding The Wrong Things,”
Canadian Manager, 19(4):10-11. Rp. NJ.
Jaques, Elliott, and Kathryn Cason, 1994, Human Capability, Cason Hall Publishers, Gloucester,
MA, 165 p. A study to assess a method to determine the level of potential capability of
individuals. Levels of mental complexity are closely related to the personal effectiveness
appraisal (PEA). Validated a method of objectively measuring human capability and predicting
individual success in the workplace capability independently and directly based on the
individual’s time-horizon, without reference to position in the hierarchy, time-span of discretion
(TSD), or felt-fair pay (FFP) as indirect measures of capability. See King et al 2001 for
replication. See Willett 1997. See Boole 1854. Clio [missing] BF444 .J37 1994 Rp. Bk.
Jaques, Elliott, 1995, “Why the Psychoanalytical Approach to Understanding Organizations Is
Dysfunctional,” Human Relations, Kluwer/Plenum, US, April, 48(4):343-349. doi:
10.1177/001872679504800401 (A talk given at International Society for the Psycho-Analytic
Study of Organizations, June 1992.) Psychoanalysis has little to offer that is helpful to
managers. In particular, the concept of transference does not exist inside organizations.
Disavowed his own work on ‘social defense against anxiety’ in 1953 and 1955: it did not exist.
(Available for purchase at casonhall.com.) See Amado, Gilles, “Why Psychoanalytical
Knowledge Helps Us Understand Organizations: A Discussion With Elliott Jaques,” pp. 351357, doi: 10.1177/001872679504800402; Jaques, Elliott, “Reply to Dr. Gilles Amado,” pp.
359-365, doi: 10.1177/001872679504800403; Then later: Ridgeway, Christopher, 1997,
“Some Brief Comments on the Jaques-Amado Debate,” 50(6):751-755, doi:
10.1177/001872679705000606. See Zaleznik 1995. # Rp. PJ.
Reprinted in French: Revue Internationale de Psychosociologie, année 1997 Psychanalyse et organisation (n°6-7), McGill University, Montreal, QU, Canada.
Amado, G., Enriquez, E. (1997). Editorial. 4, 6. 3-6. Jaques, E. (1997). Pourquoi
l'approche psychanalytique des organisations est dysfonctionnelle. 4, 6. 7-14. Amado, G.
(1997). De l'intérêt de la psychanalyse pour comprendre les organisations : une
discussion avec Elliott Jaques. 4, 6. 15-22. Jaques, E. (1997). Réponse à Gilles Amado.
4, 6. 23-30.
Reprinted in Portuguese: Jose Newton García de Arújo and Teresa Cristina Carreteiro,
eds., [n.d.], Cenários Sociais e Abordagem Clínica, Parte III: A intervenção
psicossociológica: entre teoria e prática, “Um debate entre Elliott Jaques e Gilles
Amado,” Elliott Jaques e Gilles Amado, Editora Escuta, São Paulo - SP, Brazil.
Reprinted in Italian: INDICI 2000, (The Italian on line psychiatric magazine), Vol. VIII,
n°1, 2000. TRA PRASSI E TEORIA. Perché l’approccio psicoanalitico alla
comprensione delle organizzazioni è disfunzionale by Elliott Jaques. Perché la
conoscenza psicoanalirica ci aiuta a capire le organizzazioni: una discussione con Elliott
Jaques, by Gilles Amado. Risposta al Dott. Amado by Elliott Jaques.
Jaques, Elliott, 1995, “From Manifest to Extant to Requisite Organization,” Working Paper,
Cason Hall Publishers, Gloucester, MA. (Cited in Requisite Organization.) # Ru.
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Jaques, Elliott, and Gillian Stamp, 1995, Level and Type of Capability in Relation to Executive
Organization, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA. ARI, 99 p. Report: ARIRN-95-13,
ADA2986214. Examined the nature of the psychological processes underlying the level of
complexity of action the person can generate, comprehend, and effect; the type of capability they
prefer to use; and the growth of capability to act and take responsibility at increasingly complex
levels. The implications of Stratified Systems Theory are applied to military organizational
settings. Performed through Bioss. [See US Army War College, PA, and Naval War College,
RI. See BL: Shelfmark 0678.231000 and Document Supply Centre (fiche).] Rp. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1996, Requisite Organization, second edition, Cason Hall Publishers, Gloucester,
MA. See 1989, first edition. (Also see, 1999 second edition amended.) No Index. Reviews:
Business Quarterly v. 61 (Spr 1997) [with text]; Review Briefs, Long Range Planning, August
1997, 30(4):635 # A; Sacks, Ruth, 1997, Long Range Planning, Dec. 1997, 30(6):950-952. At
SJS Assocs. # A. Clio Bus HF5549.5.J63 J373 1996g. Rp. Bk.
Spanish translation by Leandro Wolfson: La Organizacion Requerida: Un Sistema
Integrado Para Crear Organizaciones Eficaces Y Aplicar El Liderazgo Gerencial En El
Siglo XXI, 2000, Editorial Granica, Buenos Aires. Barcelona, Mexico, Chile, 396 pages.
Prologo de Aldo Schlemenson. Print on demand paperback. (This was not a straight
translation. Extensive changes were made to the 1996 second edition to adapt the book to
a Spanish-speaking audience. 2nd edition, 2004.)
Jaques, Elliott, 1996, The Great Management Crisis: How to Stem the Tide of Fancy Fads &
Panaceas & Regain Our Common Sense, Pbk. Listed on half.com by ebay. Not in stock. Is this
a working paper at Cason Hall? D.K. Get. Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, 1997, “Introduction to Special Issue on ‘Time and Entrepreneurship,’”
Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, Baylor University, Waco, TX, Winter, 22(2):11-12.
Editors: Barbara J. Bird and G. Page West III. The article discusses various reports published
within the special issue which focuses on the development of sound management practices,
especially the problem of time. (See also West and Meyer) # Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, and Elizabeth M. Watson, 1998, “Police Leadership Through Organizational
Transformation,” United States Department of Justice, Washington, DC, March 1998, 66 p.
Watson listed as first author (q.v.). Cited in Watson 2005. Rp. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1998, "Effective Organizational Design…" ACCORD Flier and Registration
Form, Toronto, ON, CA, April 24, 1998, 4 pgs. Included an endorsement quote from David R.
Whitwam, CEO of Whirlpool and Inglis. # Ru. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 1998, “On Leaving The Tavistock Institute,” Human Relations, Plenum
Publishers, New York, NY, Springer Science+Business Media B.V., Formerly Kluwer Academic
Publishers B.V., 51(3):251-257. Jaques describes the intellectual rift that had developed between
himself and Emery and Trist by 1952. In retrospect he recognized he probably could have
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remained affiliated with Tavvy. On line at: continents.com/Art44.htm (See Jaques 1982;
Pasmore and Khalsa 1993; Peter Miller 1992.) # Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 1999, “The Glacier Story IV: How the Natural Organisational Strata were
Found,” Four Studies, Glacier project working papers #3003, Cason Hall & Co Publishers,
Blackburn Center, Gloucester, MA, USA. Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, Dr., and William K. Zinke, 2000, ‘The Evolution of Adulthood: a New Stage,’
Human Resource Services, Boulder, CO, March 2000, 6 p. Unpublished working paper. The
onset of old age occurs much later in life and a new stage of adulthood has emerged from 62 to
85 years of age. A whole new stage of mature adulthood has come onto the scene, and old age
has been pushed back by many years. There are three stages of adult development: 18-40, 40-62,
and 62-85. Staying actively involved adds 4 years to the lifespan. Some 80 percent of Baby
Boomers plan to keep employed after retirement. According to Jaques’ maturity curves, for
many of them their level of capability continues to increase as they age. # Ru. Rep.
Jaques, Elliott, 2000, “Diagnosis of Organization Problems and the Achievement of Change,”
Revista Petrotecnia, magazine of the Instituto Argentino del Petroleo y del Gas (iapg.org.ar),
Buenos Aires, AR, Abril, Ano 41, No. 2. In Spanish. (In English: in The Requisite Reporter,
Spring 2000, ROII, p. 4-6.) Jaques described the medical model for diagnosis: symptoms, signs
and theory. Using R.O. theory, the symptoms can be seen “arising from faults in the managerial
organization structure and processes.” (Cited by Harald Solaas 2003.) (Early version of 2001
CPJ article?) # Rp. Pro.
Jaques, Elliott, 2000, “Associations and Bureaucracies,” The Physician Executive Journal,
American College of Physician Executives, Tampa, Fla., May-June, 26(3):6-11. On line. There
are two types of medical practice: private practice and hospital. The physician in private practice
is free standing. One in a hospital is an employee with a treating physician as the manager. Do
not confuse these two situations. They are entirely different. (See Editorial/Responses in same
issue by Ludden, Dahl, and Mitchell. See letter in Sept/Oct by Sanders.) # Rp. Pro. *****
Jaques, Elliott, 2000, “Leadership Accountability in Managerial Roles,” International Journal of
Psychology, Psychology Press, Dunod, Paris, France. Iss. SI June-Aug 2000, 35(3-4):223.
[Note: Jaques did not recognize this. It was a meeting abstract. Obtained from SSC Index.] ~
Jaques, Elliott, 2001, “Diagnosing Sources of Managerial Leadership Problems for Research and
Treatment,” Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and Research, Educational Publishing
Foundation, American Psychological Association, Division of Consulting Psychology (Division
13), Washington, DC, Spring, 53(2):67-75. (Issue Theme: Building Effective Health Care
Organizational Structures) Jaques used the medical model to diagnose managerial and
organizational problems: symptoms, signs and theory. (The first of four projected articles by
Jaques. American Psychological Association, Division 13-Consulting Psychology, Second Most
Outstanding Article: 2001.) See Jaques’ 2000 Revista Petrotecnia article. See Jaques and Cason
2007 e. # Rp. PJ. *****
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Jaques, Elliott, Charlotte Bygrave, and Nancy Lee, 2001, “Aligning Multiple Time Horizons and
Multiple Functions in Strategic Planning and Budgeting,” International Journal of
Organizational Analysis, Bowling Green, OH, January, 9(3):257-271. Showed how to structure
an organization using a recursive hierarchy of time horizons. Cited Judge and Spitzfaden 1995
as a “a common answer.” Also modified Kaplan and Norton’s balanced scorecard (1996) to
move it closer to requisite concepts. Changed its name to “key goals” to incorporate it into the
planning and budgeting systems. Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 2002, Social Power and the CEO: leadership and trust in a sustainable free
enterprise system, Quorum/ Greenwood, Westport, CT, April, 200 pages. The creation of a
healthy workplace that will also improve all aspects of social life is within the power of the CEO.
High mutual-trust is essential for the sustenance of a free enterprise system. [p. 79-83:
Applicable Capability = ΙTH ≅ K/S ≅ C ≅ RB] {C = commitment to valued work. RB = required
behaviors, especially in services.} Summary and review prepared by Lydia Morris Brown for
Business Book Review, 2004, 21(26), 9 pages, online. See Scott 1982 on Barnard. See Colin
Powell. See White 1989 on the organization breakdowns leading to the Chinese Cultural
Revolution. Clio Bus HD38.2 .J37 2002. Rp. Bk.
Table of Contents:
Ch. 1. Introduction: Creating the High Mutual-Trust Organization -- Ch. 2. The New and
Powerful CEO Class -- Ch. 3. Why People Work -- Ch. 4. Manager-Subordinate
Accountability -- Ch. 5. The Four Managerial Authorities -- Ch. 6. The Nature of Time
and the Measurement of Size of People and Size of Roles -- Ch. 7. In Praise of Hierarchy
[not a reprint of the article in HBR 1990] -- Ch. 8. The Cross-Functional Morass -- Ch. 9.
Getting the Right Person for the Right Role -- Ch. 10. The Appraisal of Personal
Effectiveness and Merit Recognition -- Ch. 11. Strategic Planning and Alignment -- Ch.
12. The Demystification of Compensation -- Ch. 13. Managerial Leadership – Ch. 14.
CEOs of Public Service Organizations -- Ch. 15. The Light at the End of the Tunnel –
Ch. 16. Some Practical Examples of Organizational Development -- Ch. 17. Some
Results in One Company -- Ch. 18. Managerial Leadership and the Great Free Enterprise
Democracy.
(See Book Review by Roderick Carnegie in AFR.)
Jaques, Elliott, 2002, The Life and Behavior of Living Organisms: A General Theory, Praeger/
Greenwood, Westport, CT and London, UK, April, 320 pages. Evolution viewed as the growth
of information processing capability. How organisms operate as whole integrated dynamic
systems that adapt, survive, reproduce, communicate and collaborate with others of their kind,
and work towards achieving intention-formed goals. The benefits and hidden traps in the
language-suffused world of human beings. Time span of intention, work, and goal-directed
choice. A science-based art of social ordering. (Continued.) See Addis 2000, Ghoshal 2005,
Grime 1974, Pringle 1951/1956, Darwin 1859. Clio Psych Lib BF38 .J365 2002. Misc. Bk.
Table of Contents:
Preface: Brief Biosketch and Acknowledgments -- Pt. I. Introduction. Ch. 1. What Is
Life? Overview -- Pt. II. A Half-Century of Findings on Work, Complexity, and
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Capability. Ch. 2. Work as Goal-Directed Choice (Laboro Ergo Sum). Ch. 3. Complexity
and Capability in Living Organisms -- Pt. III. Laying the Groundwork. Ch. 4. Awareness,
Signaling, Language, and Other Basic Concepts. Ch. 5. Minds, Bodies, Reductionism,
and Systems Theory. Ch. 6. Potential and Applied Capability Throughout the Living
Kingdom -- Pt. IV. Life in the Prelinguistic World. Ch. 7. The Choice-Making Functions
of All Living Organisms. Ch. 8. The Whole Organisms and Its Parts. Ch. 9. The
Organisms in Action: Needs, Intentions, Goals, Attention, and Association Theory. Ch.
10. Reality in the Sensible World as Cause-and-Effect Testing -- Pt. V. The LanguageSuffused World of Humans. Ch. 11. The Evolutionary Emergence of Homo Sapiens, with
Language and Consciousness. Ch. 12. The Fruits of Evolution. Ch. 13. The Spread of
Homo Sapiens Across the World. Ch. 14. The Language-Suffused World: Prometheus,
Pandora, and the Unicorns. Ch. 15. Modern Alchemy and the Disruption of Capitalist
Democracy -- Pt. VI. Time, Science, and Freedom. Ch. 16. Toward a Science-Based Art
of Social Ordering. Ch. 17. Values for a Living World: Freedom and Constraint, and
Mutual Trust and Morals. Ch. 18. Some Retrospective Musings.
Bibliography
The bibliography of this book is large by Jaques’ standards and it is unique, somewhat
like that of Form of Time. It includes a large number of “big names” including, Arrow,
Bergson, Bion, Capra, Cassirer, Chomsky, Damasio, Dante, Derrida, Emerson, Freud,
Gleick, Gould, Hayek, Hofstadter, Hume, Klein, W. Kohler, Lewin, C. I. Lewis,
Margulis, Mill, Piaget, Polanyi, Popper, Sagan, St. Augustine, Schopenhauer,
Schrodinger, Spinoza, Thom, von Bertalanffy, E. O. Wilson, and Wittgenstein. (The one
I expected, but is not included, is Darwin. He is in the index.) Only a few of these works
have been included in this online bibliography. To understand their connection to Jaques
you will have to read this unique book.
Jaques, Elliott, 2002, "Orders of Complexity of Information and the Worlds We Construct," 2
pgs. Unpublished Paper. People in different information set live in different worlds. This adds
a difficulty in communication to a lower level. But to truly problem-solve at a higher set, the
problem and solution has to be reduced/translated/communicated at each lower set. [May be part
of 2002 book.] Sergey Ivanov cited it. sergey@sergeyivanov.org # Ru.
Jaques, Elliott, 2002, “The Psychological Foundations of Managerial Systems, a scientific
general systems approach to the art of psychology in management,” (Keynote Address for the
Mid-Winter Conference of the APA Consulting Psychology Division (XIII), Feb. 2002), for
Consulting Psychology Journal, American Psychological Association, Washington, DC.
Unpublished. This was to have been the second of four articles by Jaques for this publication.
The other three are on ‘Diagnosing ...’ (published Spring 2001), and ‘The Measurement of Time
Span,’ and ‘The Evaluation of Potential Capability.’ Available for purchase as an audio tape at
casonhall.com. Available from Harald Solaas in Spanish. Cited by Ivanov 2006 PhD. See
Jaques and Cason 2006. ~
Jaques, Elliott, and William Zinke, 2002, “The New Adult Stage,” Human Resources Services,
Boulder, CO. A working document around developing a national association for the new adult
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age group. Unique. (Cited in Jaques, The Life and Behavior…, 2002) See Bronte 1993. Misc.
Pro.
Jaques, Elliott, 2002, “Welcome Back, Elliott,” BOSS Magazine, Australian Financial Review
(http://boss.afr.com.au), June 14. A letter in response to Helen Trinca’s AFR article of April 15,
2002 (q.v.). See Koplowitz (5/1/02) AFR article and Carnegie book review. ~ # Rp. Pop.
Jaques, Elliott, 2002, “Time, Human Behavior and Management,” Dynamic Time and Creative
Inquiry in Organizational Change, presentation paper at a conference sponsored by the Center
for Creative Inquiry in Essex, MA, June 18-21. Elliott Jaques, George Washington University.
Eight propositions on the two dimensions of time as the scientific foundation for the behavioral
sciences. (See Jaques Charts.) http://www.creativeinquiry.org/juneconference/15 ~ # Rp.
Conf.
Jaques, Elliott, 2002. Interview on internet radio show, “Leaders.” Discussion was on Jaques’
latest client, an Asian firm with 60,000 employees. The CEO was at Jack Welch’s level of
capability. August 7. Interview can be heard at: http://leadertalk.seaglass.com/archives.html ~
Jaques, Elliott, 2002, [article - title unknown - in Chinese], Communist Party Newspaper [don’t
know which one], Beijing, China, Fall 2002, [don’t know date of pub.] The Chinese would do
well to keep out the US-style MBAs. It is the last thing that China needs. Ethics. (This cite is
verbal from Art Mann Sr. Ask Kathryn.) ~
Jaques, Elliott, 2003, “Work and the Unconscious,” Psychoanalytic Psychology, Educational
Publishing Foundation, APA, Washington, DC, Spring 2003, 20(2):236-244. The construct of
work gives a more comprehensive conception of non-articulated, dynamic, intentional, goaldirected behavior than does the psychoanalytical conception of the unconscious, and readily
includes and encompasses the latter. It leads also to a clarification of the nature of conscious
awareness and of language. # Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 2003, “Ethics for Management,” Management Communication Quarterly, SAGE
Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA, August, 17(1):136-142. Observations in response to the
Enron and Arthur Andersen scandals on accountability, structure, leadership, appraisal,
compensation, and selection. These problems are a reflection of a deep-seated and chronic
problems embedded in governance and people-management systems and practices. Dysfunctioninducing systems like these cannot be repaired by teaching ethics. The systems themselves need
drastic changes to bring them into line with ethical requirements. The solution is to change our
governance and people management systems. Leave the people alone. They are fine. See
Conrad 2003 Intro in same issue. See Ghoshal 2005. # Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 2005, “On Trust, Good, and Evil,” International Journal of Applied
Psychoanalytic Studies, Special Issue: Elliott Jaques 1: The Contributions of Elliott Jaques,
Whurr Publishers (subsidiary of John Wiley), New York and London, December 2005, 2(4):396403. This was the Cason Hall working paper No. 1004 with the title, “On Trust, Good and Evil.”
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Trust was a basic concept informing the work of Elliott Jaques. Trust is the social glue that
binds people together and has consequences for all social domains. The etymological origins of
trust connect it with major normative concepts, including truth and relying upon others. These
concepts are vitally connected with the psychoanalytic approaches of Sigmund Freud and
Melanie Klein, as well as the nature of requisite structures and practices throughout society.
Trust generates philogenic relations among people. See Ghoshal 2005. # Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 2005, “Honoring Elliott Jaques’ Contributions to Society: 56 Years of Research 1947-2003,” International Journal of Applied Psychoanalytic Studies, Special Issue: Elliott
Jaques 1: The Contributions of Elliott Jaques, Whurr Publishers (subsidiary of John Wiley), New
York and London, December 2005, 2(4):404-410. This was a version of Elliott Jaques’s career
and thought development displayed through the Timeline at the Cason Hall website. D. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, 2005, (See Elizabeth Watson, 2005) “The Organization Leadership of Police
Departments,” [Working title of a book in progress]. Unpublished working papers on this topic
include:
1998, “Police Leadership Through Organizational Transformation.” A Project of: The
Office of Community Oriented Policing Services, United States Department of Justice.
Visiting Fellow, March.
1999, “On Police Organizations,” distributed at the October 1999 Requisite Conference
in Gloucester MA. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 2006, “Values, Mutual Trust and Terrorism,” International Journal of Applied
Psychoanalytic Studies, Special Issue: Elliott Jaques 2, Wiley InterScience, New York and
London, December 2006, 3(4):296-298. Elliott Jaques explored what is evil about terrorism and
the specific good that this evil destroys. It is essential to formulate the foundations of systems of
relationships, justice, and law that can guarantee the global victory of good over evil. The basic
glue that allows humanity to live together is global mutual trust that each will not harm the other.
To be able to rely upon that bond is the primal good. The war against terrorism requires both
that the USA leads a coalition of willing nations against the perpetrators of evil as well as
becoming the leader of the people of the world in sustaining the primal good of world-wide
mutual trust. (From 2001 online talk, hr.com # 6?) # Rp. PJ.
Jaques, Elliott, and Kathryn Cason, 2006, “Root Values for a Global One-World: Darwinian
Biology and Social Etymology,” International Journal of Applied Psychoanalytic Studies,
Special Issue: Elliott Jaques 2, Wiley InterScience, New York and London, December 2006,
3(4):299-307. Global terrorism can harm anyone anywhere. It is imperative that we shift to a
commonly shared system of powerful primary values which will determine basic behavior so as
to enable us to live together in mutual trust. The untestable belief systems that have created
terrorism and other divisive wars must be replaced by a testable science-based, trust-inducing
system of values. Cited Darwin 1859 (1994). [Edited extract from unpublished, A Scientific
Foundation for Ethics, Economics, and Government (2003).] Cason at Requisite Organization
International Institute, 1101 St Paul Street, Suite 1112, Baltimore, MD 21202, USA. email:
Kathryn Cason (kcason@requisite.org) # Rp. PJ.
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Jaques, Elliott, and Kathryn Cason, 2007-8 e., “Foundations.” (Working title.) An article in
preparation that extends and elaborates Jaques 2001 and 2002 e. for Consulting Psychology
Journal (Keynote Address) on diagnostics. ~
Jaques, Elliott, 2009, "Elliott Jaques," entry in Business: the ultimate resource, Bloomsbury
Books, London, UK; A&C Black/ Perseus, US, 2172 p. [Erroneously listed under Thompson,
Nicky, 2009] A one-page description of the Jaques 1951 book. ISBN: 0-7136-7509-8, 978-07136-7509-2. Clio Bus (Non-Circ) HD38.15 .B87 2002g. Clio online. # D. Ch.
(See also Wilfred Brown, Maureen Dixon, Andrew Duguid, H. McNeil, Isabel E. P.
Menzies, Daniel R. Miller, Lawrence D. Phillips, Ralph Rowbottom, Elizabeth Watson,
and William Zinke as co-authors with Elliott Jaques.)
Working Papers and Reprints from Cason Hall (casonhall.com) [each US$5.00 as of 11/06].
Some of these became chapters or articles.
# 1001

Glossary of Requisite Organization Terms.

# 1002

"What is Requisite Organization Anyhow?"

# 1003

Alchemy & Management Science

# 1004

On Trust, Good and Evil (Published as an article: see Jaques 2005)

# 1005

Essential Developments in Bureaucracy

# 1006

Summary of Findings from Research (See Jaques 1993 in Spanish)

# 1008

Measurement of Time-Span of a Role

# 1009

Teams and Team Working

# 1010

Organization of Cross-Functional Processes

# 1011

The Control of Process Variance

# 1012

A Note on Empowerment

# 1013

Basic Requirements for Hospital Organization

# 2001

Comparison of Categories of Mental Processing with Piaget's developmental
stages
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# 2002

The Mental Processes and Modern Logic

# 2003

Maturation of Potential Capability

# 2004

Three Basic Categories of Human Work Capability

# 3001

Implementing Requisite Organization

# 3002

Five Special Organizational Studies

# 3003

Four Studies from the Glacier Project

# 3004

First-line Managerial Leadership
+++++++++++++

Jaques, Tony, 2004, “Issue Definition: The neglected foundation of effective issue
management,” Journal of Public Affairs, (14723891), May2004, 4(2):191-200. Many issue
management models proceed from issue scanning and identification directly to determining an
objective,. Proper definition is a vital foundation for effective issue management, and a full
appreciation of the agendas of other parties to redefine the issue to their competing agendas. At
Dow Chemical, AU-NZ; RMIT U., Melbourne, AU. ajaques@dow.com # Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Tony, 2005, “Systematic objective setting for effective issue management,” Journal of
Public Affairs, (14723891), AU, Feb2005, 5(1):33-42. Issue management is distinguished from
broader corporate planning processes. There should be a single, overarching objective which is
fully aligned and consistent with relevant corporate strategy. It should specifically address or
respond to the issue at hand and be clear, unambiguous and measurable. # Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Tony, 2006, “Issue Management: Process Versus Progress,” Journal of Public Affairs,
(14723891), Feb2006, 6(1):69-74. Issue Management most often attracts excessive process at
the expense of real progress. Understanding this over-emphasis on process is important because
we need to promote an optimal balance between a disciplined approach and formulating creative
and original solutions. At Dow Chemical, Melbourne, AU. ajaques@dow.com # Misc. PJ.
Jaques, Tony, 2010, “Reshaping crisis management: The challenge for organizational design,”
Organization Development Journal, US, Spring2010, 28(1):9-17. A new approach to crisis
management is emerging which progresses beyond a purely reactive response and creates fresh
opportunities for improved organizational development. Outlined the traditional event approach
to crisis management, which focused on preparing for and responding to a major adverse
occurrence, and discussed the new process approach, which reshapes crisis management within a
broader continuum of management activity. Crisis prevention instead of just crisis response
necessitates moving responsibility from the operational to the executive level to optimize
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organizational effectiveness. Elliott Jaques not cited. At RMIT U., AU. # MS. PJ.
Jarrett, Michael, and Kamil Kellner, 1996, “Coping with uncertainty: a psychodynamic
perspective on the work of top teams,” Journal of Management Development, Emerald MCB,
UK, 15(2). Cited Jaques 1953, which Jaques has withdrawn. # Off. PJ.
Jasinski, Frank J., 1956, “Use and Misuse of Efficiency Controls,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, July-August 1956, p. 105-112. A classic on the dysfunctional consequences of
controls. An indictment of Taylorist and accounting control concepts. A reality-based analysis
of their destructive impacts on the workplace. Showed the dysfunctionality of these methods and
how they can destroy productivity, quality, and profits. Described how accountants become
“managers by default” yet were blocked from correcting the defects in this system. A close and
careful analysis of workplace control concepts then in place [and - with the computer - still
followed in many workplaces into the 21st century.] Not on RO theory. Refuted the status quo.
Still valid. The flip-side is even more so today. Based on his 1955 PhD at Yale. See John
Dearden articles on accounting control systems, 1968-1987. See Ridgway 1956. Refu. Pro.
Jasinski, Frank J., and Robert H. Guest, 1957, “Redesigning the Supervisor’s Job,” Factory
Management and Maintenance, December, 115(12):105-107. [Management Job Design] Yale
Technology Project. Used moment-observation and analysis of a foreman’s daily activities to
show executives the foremen were being overwhelmed with work outside their control and
distracted away from true supervisory work. Individual training of such managers is irrelevant.
Every 45 seconds a new issue faced the supervisor. The conditions that circumscribed the job
had to be changed (the system, context, bottlenecks). Once this happened, the supervisors began
to see things inside their control that were done wrong and refocused their attention (e.g. onto
quality). The beginnings of system awareness, responsibility, and accountability. Close to the
theory. A case. From Jasinski PhD 1955 at Yale. See Guest 1960 PhD at Columbia. MS. PJ.
Jauch, Lawrence R., 1976, “Tailoring Incentives for Researchers,” Research Management,
Industrial Research Institute, New York, NY, Nov. 1976, 19(6):23-28. (Continued by Research
Technology Management/ ProQuest online. Reprinted in Compensation & Benefits Review, Jan
1977, 9(1):65-69.) Jauch noted Atchison tested use-classification, maturity curve, and time span
of discretion - and compared them with each other. He recommended time span of discretion
(TSD) to be the most attractive. Jauch advocated a cafeteria approach. [You can lead a horse to
water....] Cited Atchison 1967. SIBL *ZAN-V978. At SIU. # Cr. PJ.
Javidan, Mansour, 1984, "The Impact of Environmental Uncertainty on Long-range Planning
Practices of the U.S. Savings and Loan Industry," Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, NY,
NY, US, Oct-Dec84, 5(4):381-392. ISSN: 01432095. The results cast doubt on the validity of
deterministic models. The 'extensive' and 'limited' planners interpreted the environment
differently. The former believed that it had undergone major permanent structural changes,
whereas the latter viewed the changes as temporary. The 'limited' planners felt no need for
internal change and viewed long-range planning as a fruitless effort - useless in uncertain
conditions. 'Extensive' planners, however, viewed long-range planning as a strategic tool in their
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attempt to adapt to the new contingencies, and thus, of great value. However, the presidents of
S&Ls felt permanent changes in the industry required major strategic changes such as
diversification and mergers, to adapt to the new environmental demands. [A clear delineation of
differing time-spans – and impacts.] At U. Alberta, Edmonton, AL, Canada. # MS. PJ. A.
Jaworska, Agnieszka, 2007, “Caring and Full Moral Standing,” Ethics, Chicago U. Press, US,
Apr2007, 117(3):460-497. ISSN: 00141704. The article discusses the concept of full moral
standing which is associated exclusively with humans. The author argues that the ability to
emotionally care is a condition of an individual's full moral standing, and that common sense
morality is a part of being a member of the human species. (Leadership.) At Philosophy,
Stanford U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Jay, Mike, 2003, “Understanding how to leverage executive coaching,” Organization
Development Journal, O.D. Institute, Chesterland, OH, US, Summer 2003, 21(2):6-19.
Starting with emotional intelligence (EI) Jay reviews single loop learning, double loop (Argyris),
triple loop (Bandura), and moves into a new “4ourth Loop.” This last is Jaques’ fourth order of
complexity - universals - combined with Kaplan and Norton, and Ken Wilber to form a “Bingo
Card” Domain/Perspective Matrix that generates transformation in parallel systems allowing us
to become consciously competent. The value and leverage of executive coaching are enormous.
Cited Jaques 1996. Not in NYPL. CUNY online since 2004 only. Clio Biz only. # Rp. PJ.
Jay, Mike R., 2004, “The Foundations of Emergenics,” Mike Jay's Thoughts on
Developmentalism, online. Combines the thoughts of Clare Graves, James Watson, Capra,
Deming, and Jaques (lots). What is different about leaders today are the number of additional
problems they are creating while attempting to solve complex problems. Most leaders are in over
their heads (Kegan 1994). Emergenics is a cross-paradigmatic approach to leadership in today’s
complex economy. An interesting essay. http://www.emergenics.com/ Ru.
Jekielek, Jan, 1997, “Destructuring for Performance: Practical aspects of managing chaos,” 1997
ISA TECH/EXPO Technology Update Conference Proceedings, Elsevier Inc., Oct 7-9 1997;
Anaheim, CA, USA; Code:47602. ISA, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA. 1(5):229-236.
(Instrumentation, Systems and Automation Society (ISA).) The outside world demands better
performance, yet these demands are often contradictory and chaotic. This paper introduces a
concept of chaos in the organizational environment as seen by an organization, an organizational
unit, and an individual. A brief introduction of three contemporary organizational improvement
concepts is given: restructuring, reengineering, and requisite organization. Setting context for
managing chaos, for an organization, an organizational unit, and an individual, is a key to
flexibility. The author's view is that managing chaos can be effected only in the context of
flexibility which can be achieved by removing obstacles and/or loosening structures in the
organization and its processes. The author calls it `destructuring for performance'. Practical
aspects of managing chaos are described using real life examples including two from the
author's experience. The paper is directed at individuals, advocating transformation into
`individual performers' - a new autonomous breed of people who do not wait for the outside
world; rather they create a performance context for themselves, to the benefit of their
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organization. Information Technology. Eng, P., at Ontario Hydro Nuclear, Toronto, Ont,
Canada. ILL: Cornell & Princeton. Rp. NJ.
Jekielek, Jan, P. Eng., 2003, “On Power Plant Revamp Project Management,” POWID 2003.
Planning and execution of a revamp or retrofit project is fundamentally different from that
required for new construction. The level of project complexity tends to be far greater. Topics
addressed in this paper include a summary of up-to-date project management methodology,
expectations of today’s customers, employees, and organizations (including those that have been
"recently restructured" or that are in a transitional phase) and organizational infrastructure
handicaps. From the author’s experience, over-planning and over-control are the main reasons
for many of the problems; this becomes most obvious during revamps and retrofits. Project
planning and control vs. people is identified and explored in some detail. Information
Technology. ISA Product ISBN/ID: TP03POW057. Ru.
Jelinek, Mariann, 1980, "Toward Systematic Management: Alexander Hamilton Church," The
Business History Review, HBS, Spring 1980, 54(1):63-79. The history of scientific management
has been dominated by the powerful personality of Frederick W. Taylor. This has led us to
neglect the founders of systematic managemnent, especially A.H. Church. Taylor's contribution
was to move thinking down "one level of abstraction" to allow control in shop floor operations.
Church, on the other hand, moved it up one level to construct a pattern of observations useful for
management planning and evaluation. Church focused on administrative coordination and
control, and this was very different from Taylor's focus on technical efficiency. Church
impounded Taylor's principles within his own concepts. # MS. PJ. A.
Jellison, Jerald M., and John Riskind, 1970, “A social comparison of abilities interpretation of
risk-taking behavior,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, APA, August 1970,
15(4):375-390. Reports experiments which test a new interpretation of the risky-shift
phenomenon. The social comparison of abilities interpretation assumes that risk and ability
are directly related and that amount of risk chosen is an indication of a person's abilities. Since
persons want to be higher in ability than comparison others, they are motivated to take higher
risks to demonstrate their ability. Previous research is discussed within this new interpretation
with emphasis on the failures to find a risky shift in chance situations which is predicted by
the social comparison of abilities but not by other interpretations. MS. PJ.
Jellison, Jerald M., John Riskind, and Lorraine Broll, 1972, “Attribution of ability to others on
skill and chance tasks as a function of level of risk,” Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, APA, May 1972, 22(2):135-138. Tested the hypothesis that persons who take high
risks would be perceived as higher in ability than a person who takes low risks on a task
involving skill but that there would be no difference in perceived ability on chance tasks as a
function of level of risk. 52 male and 32 female undergraduates learned that a male bettor had
either made high or low bets on his performance on a task. For 1/2 the Ss, the task was portrayed
as one on which ability could determine success; for the other Ss, chance was the factor that
could determine success. Ss then rated the ability of the bettor. Results support the prediction of
the social comparison of abilities interpretation of risk taking. At U. So. Cal., Yale, U. Wisc.
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MS. PJ.
Jencks, Christopher, Lauri Perman, and Lee Rainwater, 1988, “What Is a Good Job? A New
Measure of Labor-Market Success,” The American Journal of Sociology, University of Chicago,
Chicago, IL, May 1988, 93(6):1322-1357. The 1980 Survey of Job Characteristics provided the
data to estimate the overall desirability of specific jobs: the index of job desirability (IJD).
Earnings were the most important criteria, but 13 nonmonetary job characteristics together
were twice as important as earnings, which included four keys: paid vacation, interesting
work, learning useful new things, and dangerous work (a burden). Proposed index explains
almost all the variation in job ratings provided by workers regarding race, sex, educational
attainment, and experience on the job. (This received short-shrift from reviewers. Jaques was
not alone.) Based on Perman’s 1984 Related Harvard PhD. Cited in Kruse 1992 with cite of
Jaques 1956. See Paul Siegel 1971 PhD at Chicago (ADD, not herein). At NWU; Penn State;
Harvard. MS. PJ. A.
Jenkins, David, 1968, Supervisory Selection and Training in Manufacturing Industry, Staples
Press, London, UK, 77 p. Grasped managerial discretion and executive task prescription. Did
not include time-span. [Exception – the recommendation that IQ tests be used to weed out the
bottom 30% (p. 49) was not mentioned by Jaques or Brown.] Cited Brown 1960; Jaques 1956;
Woodward 1965; Burns & Stalker 1959; Walker, Guest, & Turner 1956. Not in CUNY, Clio.
NYPL Schw D-18 4377. # Rp. Bk.
Jenkins, David, 1973, Job Power; blue and white collar democracy, Doubleday, NY, NY, 375 p.
(1974, Heinemann, London, UK.) (b. 1928- ) Chapter Eleven on the British experiments at
Glacier and articles at Tavistock. P. 176-178 on Brown, Jaques, and Glacier. But Jenkins was
more interested in employee participation and in the rest of the chapter went on to Tavvy and
STS. Cited Jaques 1951; Blauner 1964. Cited in Parkyn 1979. Clio Offsite & Barnard HD5650
.J43. Grad Ctr (1973 & 1974), Baruch (1974). NYPL Offsite JLC 75-288 (SIBL). D. Ch.
Jenkins, David, 1978, West German Humanization of Work Program: a preliminary assessment,
Advisory Council and Arbitration Service, Work Resources Section, London, UK, WRU
Occasional Paper No. 8, July, 22 p. Tavvy. Lisl Klein. Gary L. Cooper. Not on Jaques.
(Similar to Swedish Employers’ Confederation 1975 report which was translated by David
Jenkins.) Not in CUNY. NYPL SIBL *ZT-1795 no.8. MS. Bk.
Jenkins, David, 1978, “The Truth at Volvo”, Management Today, Haymarket Press, London,
UK, Oct., p. 84-89. 2nd of 3 articles on participation in this issue (see Child and Brewer). Volvo
adopted job enrichment at its Kalmar plant. When turnover remained high, it was seen as a
failure. [Wrong. The line workers did want responsibility and the extended competence.
Supervisors had to give up managerial functions, but they were still needed and included.
Shopfloor teams were created and the management structure became more flexible. A case. The
workplace changes at Norsk Hydro were a predecessor. See Brown 1977 bk rev.] # MS. Pro.
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Jenkins, G. Douglas, Jr., Atul Mitra, Nina Gupta, and Jason D. Shaw, 1998, “Are Financial
Incentives Related to Performance? A Meta-Analytic Review of Empirical Research,” Journal of
Applied Psychology, American Psychological Association, October, 83(5):777-787. The
relationship of financial incentives to task performance quality and quantity was reviewed
across 39 studies and were found not related to performance quality. They had a correlation
of .34 with performance quantity. Found the theoretical frameworks of earlier studies effected
the strength of observed relationships. Task type did not moderate the relationship. Rewards
only eroded intrinsic motivation under extremely circumscribed conditions. Cited Jaques, Rice
& Hill 1951; Deci 1971, 1972, 1975. See Shaw & Gupta 2001. See earlier findings of Behrend
1959 b. # MS. PJ. A.
Jenkins, Heledd, and Natalia Yakovleva, 2006, "Corporate Social Responsibility in the Mining
Industry: Exploring trends in social and environmental disclosure," Journal of Cleaner
Production, Elsevier, 14(3-4):271-284. Discussed the CSR reporting of the top 10 world-wide
mining firms. There was considerable variation and maturity among them. Mentioned Anglo
American, Rio Tinto, and BHP Billiton as among the more mature. At U. Cardiff. # Misc. PJ.
Jenkins, Simon, 1995, Accountable to None: The Tory Nationalisation of Britain, Hamish
Hamilton, London, UK, 303 p. Chapter 4 (p. 66-88) was on NHS reforms: 1974, 1982, 1994.
There were several struggles going on at the same time. National (Whitehall) vs. local control.
Managers vs. doctors. The doctors initially ran the NHS from 1947 but the budget bill was too
enormous and provoked national outcry. The Thatcher reforms of 1994 created a national
managerial autocracy by giving limited national monies to each general practitioner. Not in
CUNY. NYPL Schw JFD 96-1145. Clio Lehman Liby HD4145 .J46 1995g. Misc. Bk.
Jennings, Eugene Emerson, 1954, “The Validity of Basic Assumptions in Motion and Time
Study,” Journal of Industrial Engineering, American Institute of Industrial Engineers, (AIIE),
Ohio State U., Columbus, OH, US, March, 5(2):16-18. “The whole pattern of movement is
necessarily superordinate to the sum of its motions. …It is their sum plus their interrelationships. Any task therefore would represent an integrated whole whose characteristics vary
according to change of any of its parts or conditions of activity.” (Taylorism done gone.) At
Wharton. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Jensen, Michael C., and Kevin J. Murphy, 1990, “CEO Incentives - It's Not How Much You Pay,
But How,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, US, May/June, 68(3):138-149. 16 p. HBR
90308. "The relentless focus on how much CEOs are paid diverts public attention from the real
problem - how CEOs are paid.” Pay and performance have been highly linked because 80
percent of an executive’s compensation is tied to stock price. Compensation policy not only
shapes how top executives behave, it also helps determine the kind of executives an organization
attracts. Boards of directors must adopt systems that reward outstanding performance and
penalize poor performance. How much is simply due to an inflationary stock market? By 2003
“All of them.” CEOs were in the role for 10 years. See Desai 2012 HBR (reversal article); Tosi
& Gomez-Mejia 1989; Crystal 1992. # Misc. Pro.
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Jensen, Michael C., and Kevin J. Murphy, 2007, CEO Pay And What to Do About It: Restoring
Integrity to Both Executive Compensation And Capital-market Relations, Harvard Business
School Press, Boston, MA, 1st edition (May 2007), 256 pages. Not in NYC. Not seen.
Suspense. !!! Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Joannidis, Christo, 2005, “Words Murder Time,” International Journal of Applied
Psychoanalytic Studies, Whurr Publishers (subsidiary of John Wiley), New York and London,
June 2005, 2(2):164-173. This title was cited in Jaques 1982 and attributed to Hegel (but not
located). Time is the limiting concept. By imposing form on a sheer extension we create Time
itself. Slight cite. W. PJ.
Johada, Marie, 1988, “Time: A Social Psychological Perspective,” chapter seven (p. 154-172) in
Young, Michael, and Tom Schuller, eds., 1988, The Rhythms of Society, Routledge, London,
UK; New York, NY, 233 p. Reports of the Institute of Community Studies. An extensive
discussion of Jaques’s concept of time and compared it to Freud and Piaget. Elliott’s formation
of time as succession and intention was original. Few used it as yet. He lamented the neglect of
historical time in psychology and social psychology. Cited EJ 1951, 1956, 1965 & 1982.
Lehman Lib. HM73 .R48 1988. D. Ch.
Johansson, F. Paul, 1978, “TM-utövnings inverkan på neurotiseringsgrad mätt med DMT,” [In
English: The influence of TM-implementation/execution on the degree of neurotization matched
with the DMT], FOA rapport; C 55018-H6, Huvudavd. 5, Stockholm, Sweden, 14 p. Klsn
(UDK): 159.9. Svenska. In Swedish. (In the Anna Lindh Library of the Swedish National
Defence College and the Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Stockholm, Sweden. With
thanks to Marie Christine Taylor and Professor Bjorn Jorgensen. Does “TM” stand for
transcendental meditation? Time-motion? - DK.) See Kragh. Rp. Rep.
Johns, Gary, 2001, “In Praise of Context,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, Wiley,
Chichester, UK, Feb. 2001, 22(1):31-42. The author’s task here is to reflect on what context is,
how it works, and how considering it can improve research and writing. On one hand, the author
shares with Daft (1983, p. 543) the observation that 'it becomes painfully clear that many authors
have never seen or witnessed the phenomena about which they write.' Ipso facto, this obviates
any grasp of contextual effects. On the other hand, some authors have seen context, witnessed it,
and seem determined to keep the fact from the reader, even though it contributes to
understanding the results or appreciating certain research decisions. Properly conveying context
contributes to the manuscript telling a story, an attribute that Daft ascribed to craftfull research.
(Lifting it from static to dynamic.) Not on Jaques but related. Misc. PJ.
Johnson, Chalmers, 1988, “The Japanese Political Economy: A Crisis in Theory,” Ethics and
International Affairs, Carnegie Council on Ethics and International Affairs, New York, NY,
2:79-97. He begins this article with a joke about neoclassical economists: “The scandal is the
systematic discrimination in virtually every department of economics in any American
research university against the study of the Japanese economy.” Tough words from an old
hand. “Growing inability ... to explain the achievements of Japan.” “All employees [are made]
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as skilled as possible.” Do you know what that means? Do academics care? MS. PJ.
Johnson, Chalmers, 1988, “Japanese-style Management in America,” California Management
Review, Berkeley, CA, Summer 1988, 30(4):34-45. The management lesson from Japan: “Labor
in advanced capitalism means ‘Human Capital’ that is cultivated and developed within a firm as
carefully as any proprietary trademark.” (Humanware.) Cited Koike 1978. Teach. MS. Pro.
Johnson, Douglas Alan, 1971, Equity Theory and Overpayment: The Behavior of Children of
Differing Socio-Economic Backgrounds, Ph.D., dissertation in Psychology, University of
California, Berkeley, CA, 67 pages. Main Stack 308t.1971.452; Storage Info: C 2 977 823. Not
available from UMI. [ADD X1971] Abstracted in the JSAS Catalog of Selected Documents in
Psychology, 1975, Vol 5, #1, MS851 (page 186 ?), 34 pages. Johnson used a non-esteemlowering induction method and his results generally confirmed Adams’ equity theory for hourlypay overpayment. Johnson’s findings challenged the Valenzi and Andrews (1969/1970/1971)
findings, which were seen to invalidate Adams. (Problem: this test was done on 6th graders (11
year olds). Most studies are on college students, who are barely at Stratum I capability. These
kids just can not carry this much weight. Johnson noted that he did not collect data for the
children’s cognitive processes, so he may have suspected this was a deep flaw. In fact, those
from Johnson’s lower socio-economic group either quit, could not perform, or performed more
poorly than the middle-class group. Any conclusion that class played a role in equity theory is
off the mark.) See Ghiselli and Johnson 1970. See Related PhDs. ~
Johnson, Edgar M., and T. O. (Thomas Owen) Jacobs, 1984, Perspectives on the Utility of
Systems Science in the Army, U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Alexandria, Va., Special report; S-8, 14 pages,
Microfiche, October. [Also available from: NTIS, 22 pages, ARI-SR-S-8; ADA1486083.
Results of a conference on systems science and its potential for solution of Army problems.
Conferees made a distinction between systems science (an emerging discipline) and systems
approach (a body of systematic technologies). Areas of potential application were complexity (in
systems of people, equipment, and missions), ongoing change (in structure or components),
information flows, and decision making (especially where relevant information is imprecise,
uncertain, incomplete, unreliable, partially inconsistent, or any combination of these). Two areas
recommended for further work were: (a) The assessment of battalion operations/ effectiveness
and (b) The design of complex systems. GMU Library has it. In Lehman liby. Rp. Rep.
Johnson, George F., 1924, "President's Letters to His Workers: How Should Profits Be
Divided?" IV. System, The Magazine of Business, Shaw-Walker Co., Muskegon, Mich., & NY,
NY, US, Dec., 46(6):724-728, 789-791. Part of a series. Systematic management. This was on
surplus sharing, which had made employees partners in the business. It’s not what you make,
but what you keep, that makes you better off. A contented workman is saving money, has a
brain, and does his own thinking. Plenty includes those things that are beyond money – good
health, comradeship, and real happiness. After a fair wage is paid and investors are paid 10%,
then the surplus profits are shared 50%-50% between employees and common shareowners. In
the past, capital has taken it all. Labour would take all likewise. Nah to both. A corporation has
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obligations to the community. President of Endicott Johnson Corp. # Misc. Pro.
Johnson, H. Thomas, and Robert S. Kaplan, 1987, Relevance Lost: the rise and fall of
management accounting, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 269 p. A history of
managerial accounting in the United States over the prior century. Initially ROI was used to
allocate capital across divisions and hold managers accountable for results. By the 1920s it was
fully developed and was computerized in the 1960s. With scientific management (Taylorism)
cost management became cost accounting and with it the allocation of percentages of overhead
costs to products according to direct labor. This was not valid. Then financial report accounting
triumphed and the distortions grew: HQ overhead costs were allocated across products and
divisions by HQ. These were not based on profitability or long-term R&D and strategic
considerations. These were HQ decisions that “made” products profitable - or not. Pareto’s
80/20 rule holds for profits in reality - but not under this self-serving arrangement. HQ excused
itself from cost-benefit analysis (p. 202-5). [This was the corruption by Taylorism. It also raises
the question: If management accounting was this distorted, how realistic was Coase in
1937? Pure economic theory? Indeed, things had gotten worse in the 1970s.] Cited John
Dearden on ROI (repetitur), Robert Anthony on hierarchical frameworks for accounting, and
Richard Vancil on evaluation. See Edvinsson 2002. Clio Biz HF5605 .J64 1987 MS. Bk.
Johnson, H. Thomas, 1992, Relevance Regained: from top-down control to bottom-up
empowerment, Free Press, New York, NY; Maxwell Macmillan, Toronto, ON, Canada, 228 p.
The allocation of overhead costs by HQ to divisions and products began to be distorted after
WWII (p. 44 and Ch. 8). This led to remote control management and the consequences were the
loss of contact between the executive decision-makers and the true source of profits. Laid out
the basis for Activity-Based Cost accounting (ABC). True costs are generated by the operating
system and products not as decided by executives in the hierarchy. Not on RO but on TQM and
accounting. Nothing on Dearden. Lots on Japanese and on JIT. Very important for RO.
Lehman Lib. HD31 .J555 1992. MS. Bk.
Johnson, H. Thomas, and Anders Bröms, 2000, Profit Beyond Measure: extraordinary results
through attention to work and people, Free Press, New York, 256 p. Foreword by Peter M.
Senge. Two approaches have evolved: management by results (MBR) and management by
means (MBM). MBR was preferred by professional managers (MBAs; hired guns). But MBM
was customer related and focused on the contact point for profits. With MBM ABC accounting
(Measuring Up, 1991) evolved into order-line profitability analysis. Used by Toyota and Scania
AB in Sweden for the allocation of indirect (overhead) costs. Tools included order-line maps
and ratios. (Scania was then about to merge with Volvo.) No Dearden; No Miles. Lots on
Ohno, Toyoda, S., Jidoka, etc. Not on RO but very important for RO. First rate. Thanked by
Rother 2010 (q.v.). NYPL JBE 00-3236. Clio Bus. & Baruch - HD 31 .J554 2000. MS. Bk.
Johnson, H. Thomas, 2006, “Manage a Living System, Not a Ledger,” Manufacturing
Engineering, Dearborn, MI, Dec 2006, 137(6):73-80. "Lean accounting" embodies a fatal flaw
common to all "lean" activities such as lean manufacturing, lean enterprise, lean leadership, and
lean sustainability. But the improved business performance promised by these features can never
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be more than temporary, because "lean" does nothing to change a host of finance-driven
practices that inevitably increase instability and diminish long-run business performance. The
fact that Toyota makes virtually no use of management accounting targets (or "levers") to
control or motivate operations is no doubt an important reason why Toyota's financial
performance is unsurpassed in its industry. All companies must follow a systemic path marked
by living-system principles. They will never get there by trying to motivate and direct though
management accounting levers of control. Refu. PJ.
Johnson, H. Thomas, 2007, “Lean Dilemma: choose system principles or management
accounting controls - not both,” chapter one (p. 1-7) in Stenzel, Joe, ed., 2007, Lean Accounting:
best practices for sustainable integration, John Wiley & Sons, Hoboken, N.J., 309 p. Reprinted
as “Manage a Living System, Not a Ledger,” in Manufacturing Engineering, Dec, 2006,
137(6):73-80. (Available on-line at sme.org/.) “Lean accounting” helps get rid of waste but it is
part of the management problem besetting US industry. Toyota does not use it because it is a
linear attempt to control a more complex managerial system. [In effect, financial results are
too simple and using them to manage an operating system violates Ashby’s law of requisite
variety.] SIBL JBE 07-712. Teach. MS. Ch. *****
Johnson, Harry G., 1960, "The Political Economy of Opulence," The Canadian Journal of
Economics and Political Science / Revue canadienne d'Economique et de Science politique, U.
of Toronto Press, Ont., Can., Nov., 26(4):552-564. Marx’s line of reasoning was out. Instead,
an analysis of capitalism lead to the "highly differentiated hierarchy with status determined by
educational attainment." [A predecessor to Becker 1964.] # Misc. PJ.
Johnson, Harry G., 1967, “Are You Worth Your Weight in Gold?” The Journal of Political
Economy, U. Chicago, IL, April 1967, 75(2):205-207. At $35 per Troy once the average person
would have to be worth $78,300. That’s human capital. The cost of education increases the
earning capacity of the individual to about 80 percent of their weight in gold for college
graduates. Other forms of wealth would include real estate and life insurance (based on past
earnings). (Is this still true?) But you can always go on a diet and lose weight. Misc. PJ. A.
Johnson, Kirsten, 2006, “A Letter to Corporate America,” Worthwhile (magazine), April/May
2006, p. 44-45. A cri de coeur to CEOs from a 26-year old for a working adulthood that will
allow her and her generation to use their creativity, energy and optimism in their work. She has
already sensed that many over 30, and certainly those over 40, have already lost it. Their
adulthood has become boring. She and her peers “are looking for work that is creative, effective
and less hierarchical.” She senses the key for companies and 20-somethings is “changing the
culture of adulthood.” [She is facing derailment over culture and hierarchy. Her aspirations are
otherwise largely congruent with RO theory.] Teach. Misc. Pop.
Johnson, Leonard W., and Alan L. Frohman, 1989, "Identifying and Closing the Gap in the
Middle of Organizations," Academy of Management Executive (08963789), US, May1989,
3(2):107-114. ISSN: 08963789. DOI: 10.5465/AME.1989.4274760. To increase the
effectiveness of their organizations, many top executives have decided to shift decision making
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downward. However, this decision is not working, and frustration, both at the top and in the
middle, is mounting. This "gap in the middle" — that is, the existence of a more negative view
than those below and above them — exists across a broad range of issues. This gap reflects a
narrow, local perspective, and poor lateral, cross-functional cooperation and teamwork. [None
of solutions proposed herein will work.] Jaques not cited. Johnson 1989 PhD not cited. Cited in
Ward 2011 PhD. At Frohman Associates, Lexington, MA; Boston U., US. # Misc. PJ.
Johnson, Lyndon B., 1967, “How Johnson brings the world to his desk,” Business Week,
McGraw-Hill, US, March 4:178-182. LBJ’s technology was the phone. He used the press to
look at the performances of the agencies under him. Worldwide communication began as a
result of the Cuban Missile Crisis by JFK. Cited in Mintzberg 1973. Baruch MF, 3rd fl.; City
Coll. 1965-1969. Hard - Clio os MICROFLM FN 619. # Misc. Pro.
Johnson, Richard A., Fremont E. Kast, and James E. Rosenzweig, 1964, “Systems Theory and
Management,” Management Science, US, Jan64, 10(2):367-384. Ludwig von Bertalanffy, in
1951, and Kenneth Boulding, in 1956, provided a modern foundation for general systems theory.
This is a theory for business, and an illustrative model of the systems concept is developed to
show the business application. The systems concept is also related to business functions planning, organizing, control, and communications. At U. Washington, Seattle. # Misc. PJ. A.
Johnson, Stuart E., and Alexander Levis, eds., 1988, Science of Command and Control: Coping
with Uncertainty, AFCEA International Press, Washington, D.C. This book and their 1989 work
appear to be derived from Jaques’ theory. [Not seen. See 1989. Ask Tom M. (?)] Not in
NYPL or CUNY.
Johnson, Stuart E., and Alexander Levis, eds., 1989, Science of Command and Control: Coping
with Complexity, AFCEA International Press, Washington, D.C. [Not seen. See J&L 1988.]
ibid.
Johnson, Stuart E., 1995-6, 2001-2012. Many Rand online published books in Clio. Many have
some applied relation to RO. See. MS. Bk.
Johnson, William R., 2000, “Leadership for a changing world,” chapter (p. 59-68) in Schiro,
James J., ed., 2000, Memos to the President: management advice from the nation’s top CEOs:
Management advice from the nation’s top CEOs, John Wiley, NY, NY, USA, 237 p. Chairman
and CEO of H. J. Heinz. Change is everywhere – both in business and government. But change
is local - one person and one community at a time. Solid advice from a Stratum V CEO. See
Marriott 2000. Bklyn; Baruch HD57.7 .M46 2000. # MS. Ch.
Johnstone, R. Edgeworth, 1962, “Some Thoughts on Engineering Education,” Nature, UK, 17
February 1962, v193, p618-622. Lady Trent Professor of Chemical Engineering, University of
Nottingham. “What is engineering?” is not so academic a question as it might sound.
Engineering is very wide in scope and science is only part of it. A large increment in knowledge
results in a much smaller increment of required skill. Judgment, both skill with facts as to their
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relevance and with people, is a part of applied engineering education. Theory not mentioned.
Congruent with RO. # Misc. PJ. A.
Johnstone, R. Edgeworth, 1962, “A Logical Basis for Management Studies,” Engineering, The
Design Council, London, UK, Dec. 7, 1962, 194:754-755. The Lady Trent Professor of
Chemical Engineering, Professor Johnstone became head of chemical engineering at Nottingham
the year before and attended a three-week intensive executive seminar at G.I.M. in 1961-62 (date
uncertain). He called it Organization Analysis, after Brown, and noted it held clear definitions
and the beginnings of a management science. (This was Jaques’ position.) This article set forth
his findings: it would be good for engineering education. He pointed out potential dead-ends.
Insightful. Johnstone, Robertson, Kelly, and Mack were about the only academics to observe
Glacier first-hand - all were positively impressed. Professors Johnstone, Robinson, and others
from Nottingham later taught at GIM. Johnstone was thanked by Newman and Rowbottom of
GIM in their 1968 book. (Cited in Hazekamp 1966) (See Engineering.) Clio Engrg Lib. FN
344 City Coll. Sci TA157 T44. Teach. # Rp. PJ.
Johnstone, R. Edgeworth, 1963, “Job Specification for a Chemical Engineer,” Institution of
Chemical Engineers, London, UK. A free pamphlet of career and college advice on the
profession for high school students by Professor Johnstone. See Engineering, 18 Jan. 1963, p.
86. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Johnstone, R. Edgeworth, 1967, “From Practice to Theory and Back,” Nature, UK, March 25,
1967, p. 1177-1179. Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Nottingham. Should
engineers be taught at university in the same way as scientists? (Author expands on a talk to
ICE.) Sees three steps to engineering problems: translate practical into theoretical; solve the
problem at the theoretic level, and; convert the theoretical into a practical solution. But this third
part involves people and how to manage them to get results. Logical thought is one key.
Practicing engineers should be part of the teaching staff. Teaching should not be purely by
academics. British universities are awakening to the importance of management but it is
developing along the social sciences not engineering. Theory not mentioned. # MS. PJ. A.
Johnstone, R. Edgeworth, 1969, “A Report on Continuing Education in Engineering, with special
reference to Chemical Engineering,” Institution of Chemical Engineers, London, UK. (See his
1969 article in Engineering.) Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Johnstone, R. Edgeworth, 1969, “Continuing Education for Engineers,” Engineering, The Design
Council, London, UK, 13 June 1969, v. 207, p. 844. By “late” Professor Johnstone of U. of
Nottingham. Proposed joint action by industry, universities and the engineering institutes to
expand educational opportunities into social sciences - especially economics and management.
Based on his 1969 Report (see above). Misc. PJ.
Johnstone, R. Edgeworth, 1987, “The Dark Days,” The Chemical Engineer, UK, Jan. 1987,
432:38-39. The professional and intellectual ban on chemical engineers in the UK did not end
until 1964. The subject was not taught in any of the “ancient” universities. The textbooks were
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all American between 1901 and 1954. The whole field was secret. Firms simply refused to
allow their employees to publish anything about processes. Everything was proprietary. Both
chemists and mechanical engineers each were cozy in their own silos. Alchemy-like. British
industry did things in a roundabout way until the discovery of oil in the North Sea. City Coll.
Sci Perls. Clio Engrg. Misc. PJ.
Joiner, Charles W., Jr., 1987, Leadership for Change, Ballinger, Cambridge, MA, 195 p. The
author was a President and General Manager of major divisions of large enterprizes. Lots of
focus on people, trust, and on Japanese innovations in humanistic management. Solid.
“Changing long-established organizations cannot be accomplished in less than five years. ...
They [the Japanese] did not build their competitive positions by importing products from their
low-cost producers in the United States or pursuing aggressive acquisition programs. Instead,
they concentrated on developing the skills of their engineers and workers. ... They all have true
top management teams, a clear strategic vision, strong personnel support systems, and
participative organization structures. ” (p. 178) Cited Zand 1972. Clio Offsite. CUNY Baruch
HD57.7 .J65 1987. Misc. Bk.
Jolayemi, Joel K., 2008, “Hoshin kanri and hoshin process: A review and literature survey”,
Total Quality Management & Business Excellence, Routledge, UK, March, 19(3):295-320. DOI:
10.1080/14783360701601868 This research is based on a comprehensive survey and review of
hoshin kanri (HK) literature. In the research, the lists of elements that characterize HK and
elements that distinguish it from the conventional strategic planning are compiled and presented.
The seven steps of the hoshin process developed by GOAL/QPC are extended to ten. Most
Western published works on it and its processes fail to adequately cover the key elements and
characteristics that give it superiority and advantage. Cited Witcher & Butterworth 1997, 1999,
2000, 2001; Witcher 2002, 2003, 2004. At Tenn. State – Nashville, USA. # Misc. PJ.
Jolayemi, Joel K., 2009, “Policy Deployment: A review and comparisons of two best practices
models,” Total Quality Management & Business Excellence, Routledge, UK, Aug., 20(8):877–
902. DOI: 10.1080/14783360903128363. Hoshin kanri at Xerox and Hewlettt-Packard. We
find these two models to be very comprehensive, innovative, and effective. We find their
implementations to be thorough, well-organised, successful, and inspiring. The research also
shows that they have continued to hold and sustain their enviable quality cultures and superior
performances since the developments and applications of HK between the early 1980s and mid1990s. At Tennessee State U., Nashville, TN, USA. # Misc. PJ.
Jones, Alun, 1999, “`Listen, listen trust your own strange voice' (psychoanalytically informed
conversations with a woman suffering serious illness),” Journal of Advanced Nursing, Blackwell
Synergy, Oxford, UK, April, 29(4):826- . Cited Jaques 1951 and Menzies 1961 on organizations
as social defenses. Jaques has disowned this theory. Off. PJ.
Jones, Del, 2001, “Why Welch Did an About-Face on GE’s Strategy,” USA Today, 28 March
2001, p. 2A. When Jack Welch became CEO in 1981 he set the bar for General Electric: ‘Be 1
or 2 in the industry, or fix, sell or close the unit.’ But in 1990 an officer from the US Army
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noted that anyone could meet those standards simply by changing the size of the boundaries. By
drawing them too tight anyone could be numero uno. Welch realized he had been wrong and
missing out on many opportunities due to his own rules. He changed the strategic rules inside
GE. But he also realized that others were playing into his hands by sticking with the old rules.
So, he ‘forgot’ to tell the world of this change until he retired in 2001. (He has done the same
with A-B-C rank-and-yank personnel assessments.) Online LexisNexis, CUNY. Misc. Pro.
Jones, Derek C., Takao Kato, and Adam Weinberg, 2003, "Managerial Discretion, Business
Strategy, and the Quality of Jobs: Evidence from Medium-Sized Manufacturing Establishments
in Central New York," chapter 13 (p. 479-525) in Appelbaum, Eileen, Annette Bernhardt, and
Richard J. Murnane, eds., 2003, Low-Wage America: how employers are reshaping opportunity
in the workplace, Russell Sage Foundation, NY, NY, US, 535 p. Economists claim that firms
subject to global competition have little discretion in their employment practices. Research
based on 10 case studies finds the opposite to be true. Based on 10 case studies managerial
choice is possible. The evidence does not suggest only one road is open to managers - that of a
low-road. “...Over the long haul this choice may lead a firm into a low-equilibrium trap.” Highperformance work practices may offer beneficial effects even in rural areas. Jobs are the key to
development and revival. Firms vary widely in workplace and labor relations practices; for
example, plants that use teams and incentive pay schemes (profit sharing, ESOPs) provide
greater amounts of training (this divergence is so great that three labor strategies emerge). These
strategies matter to workers because they lead empowerment, satisfaction, commitment, trust,
communication - and work effort. High-performance work practices (HPWP) may give
important benefits to both firms and employees. Cited MacDuffie 1995; Kato & Morishima
2002. See Swain1992 Related PhD & 1995 book. Baruch & Htr Mn; Clio Bus HD5724 .L44
2003. At Colgate & Hamilton. Teach. # MS. Ch.
Jones, Gregory P., 1978, Worker Participation in Management: a select and annotated
bibliography of worker participation in management in Australia, Canberra College of
Advanced Education Library, Canberra, ACT, AU. This publication is a useful source on
Australian material of a kind which is not usually included in standard references. Contains a
classification and a glossary of terms currently in use. Cited in Maley, Dunphy and Ford 1979.
Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Jones, John Paul, 1962, "People - The Independent Variable," chapter (p. 48-55) in Haire,
Mason, ed., 1962, Organization theory in industrial practice; a symposium, Foundation for
Research on Human Behavior, (U. Cal - Berkeley), Wiley, New York, NY, 173 p. Cited by
Argyris 1964, p. 273. [Not the US sea captain.] An innovative attempt to tackle the relationship
of the organization's values and planning to its objectives. A firm needs able and interested
people, clear and difficult goals, and articulate and dedicated leadership. If people are treated as
the independent variable then certain human relations clichés and gimmicks can be dispensed
with – happiness, self-fulfilment. Authority and responsibility are assumed by people of
capacity to assume them. At Union Carbide. NYPL Gen Res E 12-317. Refu. Ch.
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Jones, Halsey R., Jr, 1969, “A Study of Organization Performance for Experimental Structures of
Two, Three and Four Levels,” The Academy of Management Journal, Sept., 12(3):351-365. A
study that supported Worthy’s 1950 argument for the superior performance of flatter
organization structures. Based on his 1966 PhD dissertation at Penn State. (Somewhat
contradicted by Carzo and Yanouzas 1969.) This was the opposite of Lawler and Porter.
Unaware of Jaques. MS. PF. A.
Jones, Karen, 1996, “Trust as an Affective Attitude,” Ethics, Oct., 107(1):4-25. A philosophical
essay. Trust and distrust are intuitions based on affect. They are soft, exploratory and tentative,
and are separate from evidentialism (the requirement for evidence). This means trust and distrust
are not hard beliefs but tendencies requiring self-awareness. We may misplace our trust or
distrust and thus must continually judge the cost and possibility of being wrong in our distrust
versus our trust. (See Luhmann; AET.) Baruch Percls. Misc. PJ.
Jones, Kathryn A., and William Q. Judge, 2002, “CEO Trustworthiness: A Source of
Competitive Advantage,” Academy of Strategic Management Journal, The DreamCatchers
Group, Callowhee, NC, US, Jan., 1(1):57-78. This study developed and tested a resource-based
model of CEO trustworthiness as a source of competitive advantage. We found strong
empirical support for a positive relationship between CEO trustworthiness and firm
performance. In addition, this relationship was moderated by organizational and environmental
variables lending strong support for the resource-based perspective. Jaques not cited. Cited
Whitney 1993/1994; Hambrick & Finkelstein 1987; D. Miller 1988, D. Miller & Shamsie 1996;
Gabarro 1988; Zand 1972. # MS. PJ.
Jones, R. S., and C. F. Lakin, 1977, “The Four Orders of Administration,” Management
Decision, MCB Univ. Press, UK, 15(4):367-373. Many organisations have clearly defined
objectives. Work which is essential to the accomplishment of primary tasks will be called 'first
order operations'. Some of these will be administrative in character and will be designated 'first
order administration'. In work organizations there are three orders of abstraction above those
who actually do work. (A spoof of levels of abstraction. Charming.) Cited by Forrester 1984.
Not in Brunel Liby. Hard – CLIO Offsite 1967-1990 HD28 .M43. # Misc. PJ.
Jones, Reginald H., 1977, "Corporate Governance: the role of directors," McKinsey Quarterly,
US, Summer77, Issue 2, p. 2-13. ISSN: 00475394. As external constraints on business tighten
and the balance of corporate power was challenged, it is more than ever important for a
company's board of directors to play its proper role in the successful operation of the business.
The Chairman of General Electric argued that a supportive board of knowledgeable
independents was needed to help management run the company flexibly enough to cope with
today's demanding business environment. See Patricof et al 1995 HBR. CEO. # Misc. Pro.
Jones, Robert, James Latham, and Michela Betta, 2013, "Creating the Illusion of Employee
Empowerment: Lean Production in the International Automobile Industry", International
Journal of Human Resource Management, Routledge, London, UK, June 2013, 24(8):16291645. ISSN: 09585192. DOI: 10.1080/09585192.2012.725081. Studies have pointed out the
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plants. Here we analyse some of the major studies in the lean automobile literature and identify
a range of factors employed by lean managers which effectively explain how employee
empowerment is silenced, despite corporate rhetoric to the contrary. We use a case study in a
lean automobile plant as illustration. See Womack, Jones, & Roos 1991; Cutcher-Gershenfeld,
et al, 1998; Shimada 1991. Not seen. Not online NYPL. CUNY, Clio - online after 18 mos.
Embargoed. All at Swinburne U.T., VIC, AU. Refu. PJ.
Jones, Stephen C., and Dennis T. Regan, 1974, “Ability Evaluation Through Social
Comparison,” Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, APA, 10(2):133-156. Two
experiments were conducted to clarify and extend social comparison theory for abilities. In the
first experiment, the hypothesis was supported that people want information about their ability
level more when they anticipate making a decision about an action based on the ability than
when the decision has already been made. The evaluative need is thus primarily a predecision
phenomenon. The second experiment showed that the preference for comparison with similar
others predicted by social comparison theory is strongest when those others have had experience
utilizing the ability in situations relevant to subjects' decisions. (Supports Adams’s and
Jaques’s theories.) MS. PJ.
Jong, John R. de, and Henk Thierry, 1984, “Job Evaluation,” chapter 2.10 (p. 363-394) in
Drenth, Pieter J. D., Henk Thierry, Paul J. Willems, and Charles J. de Wolff, eds., Handbook of
Work and Industrial Psychology, Vol. 1, Wiley, Chichester UK, and New York, NY. Jaques on
p. 372-374. An excellent review of EJ and bibliography of English, American and Dutch
sources. Cited Wijnberg 1965, Hazekamp 1966, 1970 (UGM:TSD p. 373), Thierry 1969, Turner
and Lawrence 1965, Atchison and French 1967, U.S. Department of Labor 1972, Paterson 1972,
1981, Scholten 1981, Goodman 1967, Richardson 1971, Kvalseth and Crossman 1974, Jaques
1956, 1961, 1964. Clio Biz HF5548.8 H2655 1984. D. Ch.
Joni, Saj-nicole A., 2004, "The Geography of Trust,” Harvard Business Review, US, Mar2004,
82(3):82-88. 7p. Wd Cnt: 3977. ISSN: 00178012. Trust can protect leaders from being sold
short and possibly betrayed or from making enormous, yet preventable, mistakes. Found three
fundamental types of trust--personal trust, expertise trust, and structural trust. Personal trust
doesn't provide deep, often specialized knowledge needed. In organizations, leaders develop
expertise trust with people who consistently demonstrate their mastery of particular subjects or
processes. Structural trust refers to how roles and ambitions influence advisers' perspectives and
candor. High-level structural trust can provide leaders with pure insight and information. But
advisers in positions of the highest structural trust generally reside outside organizations
andprovide leaders with insights that insiders cannot. High-performing leaders rely on all three
kinds of trust. CEO Cambridge International Group. # Misc. Pro.
Joos, John G., and Daniel A. Wren, 2010, "In His Own Words: A Conversation with Edgar
Schein," Journal of Applied Management and Entrepreneurship, Apr 2010, 15(2):112-120.
Sn interview with Edgar Schein. He thinks Doug McGregor has been misunderstood. First of
all, he practiced what he preached. He liked to get people started, rather than telling them what
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What McGregor said is, if you trust your people you get better results. How you manage them
should be related to the task, not to your theory of people. As a graduate student, he had already
encountered the Tavistock stuff (coal mining). Jaques not mentioned. # Misc. PJ.
Joransen, William S., 1973, M.A. thesis. See Wood, Leland Edward, Jr., and William S.
Joransen (co-developers). ~
Jordan, Bill, 1987, Rethinking Welfare, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK; New York, NY, US, 231
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insecurity. Government programs are seen as ‘take it or leave it’ monopolistic non-choices with
a concentration on the lack of freedoms within the patterns and structures of formal welfare. A
loss of fairness is between those who pay and those who receive when welfare expands and is a
guarrator. But the public views it as good if government programs are seen as a means of
providing for themselves – land, tools, and communities. See positive Hugman 1988 Bk Rev.
Hunter SW, JJay, Baruch – HV31 .J66 1987. Misc. Bk.
Jordan, Josephine, 1989, “Castellion Job Evaluation System: Revised Manual,” Coopers and
Lybrand Associates, Harare, Zimbabwe. Not seen. See Jordan et al 1992. Alt. Rep.
Jordan, Josephine, Collette Mills, Theodore Moyo, Chandra Keshav, and Joshua Ndoziya, 1992,
“Classification of Jobs into Levels of Work: Four Reliability Studies,” Zambezia, The Journal of
the University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe, 19(2):139-144. Tested the reliability of
Paterson job gradings (Paterson 1972, 2 vols.), Castillion gradings (Biesheuvel 1977) and the
Stamp/Jaques gradings of current work levels (Stamp 1978, 1981, 1986, 1988, 1989a-c, Baker
and Stamp 1990, and Jaques 1956, 1961, 1967, 1968, 1970, 1976, 1978, 1982, 1986, 1989). The
Paterson and Stamp/Jaques classifications were each favorable enough to reject the null
hypothesis. The finer gradings of the Castellion system failed to reject the null hypothesis.
[Two problems here: small sample size and null hypothesis testing.] See Cortis 1962 Interesting
PhD, 1972. See Thomason 1973 Bk Rev; Snelgar 1983. NYCCT online 1969-2003. # Rp. PJ.
Joshi, Kazlash, 1989, “Role Conflict and Role Ambiguity in Information Systems Design,”
OMEGA, International Journal of Management Science, Maxwell Pergamon Macmillan plc, UK,
17(4):369-380. Provided evidence to support the relevance of role conflict and role ambiguity in
the users' evaluation of information systems. It introduces a socio-technical systems perspective
as a framework for research. Results of an empirical survey are reported which evaluate the
impact of information systems on role conflict/role ambiguity. The systems staff can no longer
afford to concentrate only on the technical aspects of their jobs and ignore the impact their
action and decisions have on the social subsystem of the organization. They must become STS
designers. Cited Schuler 1977; Schuler et al 1977. At MO. U. – St. Louis. # Misc. PJ.
Joshi, Navin Chandra, 1974, “Peter F. Drucker, the Giant of Management Philosophy,” Lok
Udyog, New Delhi, IN, June, 8(3):5-8. A positive assessment of the man and his impact. He
was an observer who escaped the pomposity of complexity of European intellectualism. See
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not a creator of ideas. SIBL os JLM 71-55. v. 8, 1974. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Joss, Richard, 1994a, “Converging Implementation Strategies in Commercial TQM Initiatives:
Implications for the NHS,” International Journal of Health Care Quality Assurance, MCB
University Press, Bradford, UK, 7(2):4-9. Maurice Kogan and Mary Henkel also worked on this
project. TQM projects were cascaded into two commercial firms, Post Office Counters and
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weak adoption at strata 3 and 4. Proposed a ‘mixed TQM model’ for NHS (cite omitted, see
1995). Customer-focused TQM implementation at NHS was blocked by autonomy and
professional groups. Jaques 1976 cited. SST had mostly been tossed out of NHS. See 1998
PhD. <http://ejournals.ebsco.com/direct.asp?ArticleID=4PQP4T9R8TE96153WNYN> # Rp.
PJ.
Joss, Richard, 1994b, “What Makes for Successful TQM in the NHS?” International Journal of
Health Care Quality Assurance, MCB University Press, Bradford, UK, 7(7):4-9. Examines a
three-year implementation of TQM at NHS. The essentials were pre-planning, management and
clinician commitment, structuring for quality, mapping change, monitoring, and resourcing. See
1998 PhD. <http://ejournals.ebsco.com/direct.asp?ArticleID=7CRB1MUFQGQWB4QGVR59>
# Rp. PJ.
Joss, Richard, and Maurice Kogan, 1995, Advancing Quality; total quality management in the
National Health Service, Open University Press, Buckingham, UK; Philadelphia, PA, 215 pages.
See Chapter 4, p. 49-68. See Joss 1998 PhD. SIBL JBE 96-129. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Joss, Richard, 1998, An evaluation of total quality management projects in the National Health
Service, Ph.D., thesis in Government and Social Administration, Brunel University, Uxbridge,
Midx., West London, UK, 333 pages, Advisor: Maurice Kogan, Brunel: PH.D.J6795. Theses #
47-10907. BLL. no. DX199299. Published as two articles (1994a and 1994b) and a book 1995.
This thesis was primarily focused on the implementation of TQM in the NHS. TQM was piloted
at two commercial and two NHS sites. Weaknesses were detected at middle management Levels
3 and 4, so Jaques’ hierarchy was adapted and introduced to strengthen TQM implementation.
Bevan 1997 Interesting PhD at Brunel not cited. See PhDs. # ~
Jouvenel, Bertrand de, 1965, "Political Science and Prevision," The American Political Science
Review, US, March 1965, 59(1):29-38. In English. Politicians can do nothing about the past.
The present leaves no room – it is what it is. Only the future is open to influence. Politics and
public affairs are focused on the future – always. Jaques, Nehnevajsa not cited. # MS. PJ. A.
Jovanovic, Boyan, 1979, “Job Matching and the Theory of Turnover,” The Journal of Political
Economy, Oct. 1979, 87(5-1):972-990. A long-run theory of labor turnover is presented and
shown to explain the regularities observed by empirical researchers. A worker’s productivity is
known ex ante as the worker’s job tenure increases. The quality of the worker-employer match
is assumed. (Ridiculous. Unaware of Jaques. Based on PhD at U. Chicago.) Cited by Simon
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Judge, Timothy A., and Gerald R. Ferris, 1992, “The elusive criterion of fit in human resources
staffing decisions,” Human Resource Planning, 15(4):47-67. Traditional views of the human
resources staffing process have assumed a rational framework, where the objective qualifications
of individuals are matched to the requirements of the job. This article presents a political rather
than a rational approach to staffing decisions. Fit is viewed as not just a passive process, but
rather the outcomes of active influence attempts by candidates to manage impressions. This is a
more realistic assessment of how staffing decisions are made. Finally, we re-evaluate the
effectiveness of staffing decisions and decision tools such as the interview. Misc. PJ.
Judge, Timothy A., and Daniel M. Cable, 2004, “The Effect of Physical Height on Workplace
Success and Income: Preliminary Test of a Theoretical Model,” Journal of Applied Psychology,
American Psychological Association, June, 89(3):428-441. In this article, the authors propose a
theoretical model of the relationship between physical height and career success. We then test
several linkages in the model based on a meta-analysis of the literature, with results indicating
that physical height is significantly related to measures of social esteem (p = .41), leader
emergence (p = .24), and performance (p = .18). Height was somewhat more strongly related to
success for men (p = .29) than for women (p = .21), although this difference was not significant.
Finally, given that almost no research has examined the relationship between individuals'
physical height and their incomes, we present four large-sample studies (total N = 8,590)
showing that height is positively related to income (ß = .26) after controlling for sex, age, and
weight. Overall, this article presents the most comprehensive analysis of the relationship of
height to workplace success to date, and the results suggest that tall individuals have advantages
in several important aspects of their careers and organizational lives. (Yup. As suspected all
along: tallth counts.) See Stogdill 1948, Dawes 1977, Young and French 1996. At U. FL, and
UNC. Teach. # Refu. PJ. A.
Judge, Timothy A., Amy E. Colbert, and Remus Ilies, 2004, “Intelligence and Leadership; A
Quantitative Review and Test of Theoretical Propositions,” Journal of Applied Psychology,
Washington, DC, June 2004, 89(3):542-552. Meta-analysis was used to aggregate results from
96 studies examining the relationship between intelligence and leadership. Results indicated that
the corrected correlation between intelligence and leadership was .27 (when uncorrected for
range restriction it was .21). Perceptual measures of intelligence showed stronger correlations
with leadership than did paper-and-pencil measures of intelligence. (They found the split.)
Intelligence correlated equally well with objective and perceptual measures of leadership.
Additionally, the leader's stress level and the leader's directiveness moderated the intelligenceleadership relationship. Overall, results suggest that this relationship is considerably lower than
previously thought. (This was using IQ.) The results also provide meta-analytic support for both
implicit leadership theory and cognitive resource theory. (Related to RO theory.) See
Hollingworth 1926. Cited in Gill 2006, p. 37. MS. PJ. A.
Judge, Timothy A., and Charlice Hurst, 2008, "How the rich (and happy) get richer (and
happier): Relationship of core self-evaluations to trajectories in attaining work success," Journal
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of Applied Psychology, APA, US, July 2008, 93(4):849-863. ISSN: 0021-9010 (Print); 19391854 (Electronic). DOI: 10.1037/0021-9010.93.4.849. Linked core self-evaluations to job and
work success. Utilizing a design from the National Longitudinal Surveys of Youth (NLSY79),
core self-evaluations were hypothesized to predict individuals' intercepts (starting levels of
success), and their growth trajectories (slope of individuals' success over time) with respect to
job satisfaction, pay, and occupational status. Results indicated that higher core self-evaluations
were associated with both higher initial levels of work success and steeper work success
trajectories. Results suggested individuals with high core self-evaluations have more ascendant
jobs and careers, in part, because they pursue further education and maintain better health. [This
appears to contradict Becker 1965 but may be bassackwards.] At U. Fla. Email:
timothy.judge @cba.ufl.edu # MS. PJ. A.
Judge, William Q., Jr., and M. Spitzfaden, 1995, “The Management of Strategic Time Horizons
within Biotechnology Firms: the impact of cognitive complexity on time horizon diversity,”
Journal of Management Inquiry, 4:179-196. Cited in Jaques, Bygrave, and Lee 2001 as “a
common answer.” Cited in Das 2004. Not on theory. Misc. PJ.
Juffe, Michel, 2006, “Pouvoirs et valeurs dans l’entreprise,” [Powers and values in the
company], Editions ESKA, Paris, France, 22 p. En francais. In French. (A chapter in Martinie,
Catherine, Cours organisation et fonctionnement de l’entreprise. A casebook? Not in English.
In French.) Elliott Jaques’ theories are covered p. 9-11, 18, 19. Online. # D. Rep.
Junger, Sebastian, 1997, The Perfect Storm: a true story of men against the sea, Norton, New
York, NY, 227 pages. Set in Gloucester, MA. Of incidental interest but a good read. Movie
version was not as good as the book. ~
Jungermann, Helmut, 1980, “Speculations about decision-theoretic aids for personal decision
making”, Acta Psychologica, North-Holland Pub., UK, Aug. 1980, 45(1):7-34. The paper was
concerned with techniques for helping people to make personal decisions. These were where the
individual decision makers have to bear the consequences of their actions themselves. A
conceptual framework was suggested for the decision (possibility of continuity, reversibility,
range of effects, and time pressure) and the decision maker (cognitive, motivational and coping
features). Then, some aspects of potential decision aids were outlined. Cited Humphreys, P.C.,
1980.; Humphreys, P.C. and W. McFadden, 1980; Miller, D.W. and M.K. Starr, 1967; Phillips,
L.D., 1980; Vlek, 1978. At Institut fur Psychologie, Universitat Berlin, GR. # Misc. PJ.
Jungermann, Helmut, 1983, “The Two Camps on Rationality,” chapter (p. 63-86) in Scholz, R.
W., ed., Decision Making under Uncertainty, Elsevier Science, North-Holland, Amsterdam, NL.
(Reprinted as Chapter 39 (p.627-641) in Arkes, Hal R., and Kenneth R. Hammond, 1986,
Judgment and Decision Making, Cambridge U. P., Cambridge, UK; NY, NY, US; Melbourne,
Vic, AU, 812 p.) Pessimists: Simon 1955 and Tversky & Kahneman 1974 saw the rationality of
people as deficient (violated the SEU model) due to biases, representational faults, coping
defects, and boundedness. Optimists: Others claim the biases are in the research. Limitations of
time, cost, and resourses realistically limit the decisions people make yet are still rational.
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the problem will be different given the differing cognitive levels of individuals and their contexts
may be different. Lastly, the rational model may be cognitive rather than behavioral. Cited
Berkeley & Humphreys 1982; Phillips 1983; Phillips & Wright 1977; Miller & Starr 1967;
Hogath 1975, 1981; March 1978. Jaques not cited. LoC: BF441 .J70 1986. # Rp. Ch.
Juran, J. M. (Joseph M.), 1964, Managerial Breakthrough; a new concept of the manager’s job,
McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 396 p. Juran stressed the importance of managerial attention to
improvement. Managers must start the process of reaching for the next level of performance
improvement. But they have to do two things at once - control the process and achieve the
breakthroughs. Some resist but the vast majority are simply conservative - do the same thing (p.
188, fig. 21). Managers must attend to the vital few important items (Pareto importance).
Showed the dynamic process (PDCA) of change and how it can be sustained. Did not include
any Age-Wage Profiles, time horizons, or the satei personnel evaluations. Cited in Lee and Dale
1998 as a foundation for hoshin kanri. See Misumi 1985, Misumi and Peterson 1985 for
complementary leadership. Clio Bus HD38 .J97. Misc. Bk.
Juran, Joseph M., and J. Keith Louden, 1966, The Corporate Director, American Management
Association, NY, NY, US, 400 p. Accountability for the results achieved by the company can
not be delegated. The Board has three purposes: to comply with the law; to help the CEO to 'plot
the course' into the long range future (including selection of the next CEO); to represent the
shareholders' interests. Clio os HD2745 .J97. NYPL Schw E-12 7696. Intro. # Misc. Ch.
Juran, Joseph M., 1967, “The QC Circle Phenomenon,” Industrial Quality Control, January, p.
329-336. Beginning in 1962, the QC circles of foremen and work leaders (gemba) snowballed
across Japanese industry. An excellent example of how to spread tools and practices that
improve performance and quality. Projects were proposed either by the Circle or by the
Hierarchy (company). Coordination across departments was by QC Team formed by
management order. The three keys: the Japanese manager had retained the leadership of the
workforce, Taylorist separation of planning from execution was almost unknown, and industrial
motivation consisted of - company performance, self-improvement, recognition, creativity amid
boredom, and (lastly) money incentives. QC members said awareness of job context and
responsibility improved. Formal training in tools was required. This was a clean break with
principal-agent theory at all levels and “a tour de force in management leadership.” “The
conclusion is inescapable: The Japanese are headed for world quality leadership, and will attain
it in the next two decades, because no one else is moving there at the same pace.” Not in CUNY.
NYPL [SIBL???] VKA (Industrial quality control) [vol. 23 or 24]. Misc. PJ.
Juran, Joseph M., 1973, “The Taylor System and Quality Control,” Quality Progress, USA,
May, 6(5):42. [Under the series title: “Management Interface.”] (A series of eight short monthly
articles also available from ASQ, May-Dec.) On some of the problems of the underpowered and
under-capable supervisor. Status and capability were the issues. “In the Taylor system, work
was separated into planning and execution, and the former was entrusted to specialists on the
premise that, in [those] days, workers at the foreman or operator levels were of low ability and
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These led to lack of respect from above and lack of creativity by workers at stratum I. Taylorism
was the source of this problem. See Deming 1980. Clio Offsite TS156.Q3 Q83. SIBL VKA
(Quality progress) Library has: Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1968)-v. 11, no. 12 (Dec. 1978) Later vol. on
microfilm in: *ZAN-V1688. Refu. Pro.
Juran, Joseph, 1975, “Standardization and quality,” Quality Progress, American Society for
Quality Control, Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 1975, 8(2):4-6. The developmental phases that an
emerging economy grows through. Errata in May issue (herein). SIBL. # Misc. Pro.
Juran, Joseph, 1975, “Quality control of service – the 1974 Japanese symposium,” Quality
Progress, American Society for Quality Control, Milwaukee, Wis., April 1975, 8(4):10-13. A
précis of the papers given in this first-ever event on quality in services. SIBL. # Misc. Pro.
Juran, Joseph, 1975, “The Non-Pareto Principle: Mea Culpa,” Quality Progress, American
Society for Quality Control, Milwaukee, Wis., May 1975, 8(5):8-9. Juran explains how he
created the ‘Pareto Principle’ in the late 1940s - the vital few (20%) and the trivial many (80%).
[Crediting this concept principally to Pareto was an error by Juran.] Cited in Sashkin and Kiser
1993. See Keller 1984. SIBL VKA (Quality progress): Vol. 1(1968)-11(1978). # Misc. Pro.
Juran, Joseph M., 1981, "Product Quality — A Prescription for the West: Part I: Training and
quality programs," Management Review, AMA, US, June 1981, 70(6):8-14. Western managers
must think into the future and stop treating employees as if they would be gone tomorrow – or
they will. SIBL *ZAN-T4884. Bklyn Pub. Liby.650.6 M266. Clio offsite. # MS. PJ.
Juran, Joseph M., 1981, "Product Quality — A Prescription for the West: Part II: UpperManagement Leadership and Employee Relations," Management Review, AMA, US, July 1981,
70(7):57-61. Western managers must exercise leadership for quality and revise their relations
with employees. SIBL *ZAN-T4884. Clio offsite. # MS. PJ.
Juran, Joseph, 1985, "Catching Up: How Is the West Doing?" Quality Progress, American
Society for Quality Control, Milwaukee, Wis., US, Nov., 18(11):23-29. As of this date, Juran
felt the West top managers were not even trying to catch up. Products were made – on time and
under cost. Quality was not yet a consideration. Executives were not managing for quality.
Managers were turned off by manufacturing terms – like ‘process.’ On the other hand, managers
were getting involved with specific improvement projects. # Misc. PJ.
Juran, J. M., 1987, “QC Circles in the West,” Quality Progress, ASQC, Milwaukee, WI, Sept.,
20(9):60-61. The contrast with Japanese QCs is large. In Japan the QCs have grown, but in the
West they have been only a fad, following a boom-and-bust cycle. In Japan managers have been
trained in those ideas, but in the West there has been no training at all and quality was delegated.
In Japan JUSE coordinated the training and the QC movement, but in the West there has been no
coordination. The West is already a decade behind. The QC circles will revive. Misc. Pro.
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Juran, Joseph M., 1989, Juran on Leadership for Quality, Free Press/ Simon and Schuster, New
York, NY. Also, Juran’s thoughts on organizational structure. Different from Jaques and
Deming. Many interesting points. Juran uses “ownership” to mean “managerial responsibility”
and (maybe) “accountability.” (This bears a close reading.) MS. Bk.
Juran, Joseph M., 1993, "Why quality initiatives fail, Journal of Business Strategy, Emerald,
Cambridge, UK, July-Aug., 14(4):35-38. Less than 10% of the largest US firms had attained
world class quality. Quality was not 'job one.' CEOs had never done the work they wanted
improved, they delegated quality to others, and no measures were developed. Public and CEO
values favored laissez faire over cooperation. Internally, there remained a top-down control
mechanism. Cited in Tamimi et al 1995. LC: HD28 .J593. Clio os HF5001 .J6 # Misc. PJ.
Juran, Joseph M., ed., 1995, A History of Managing for Quality: the Evolution, Trends, and
Future Directions of Managing for Quality, ASQC Quality Press, Milwaukee, Wis. A research
project sponsored by Juran Foundation, Inc. to uncover the theme of quality through human
history - from ancient China, Mesopotamia, and Greece to today. (Would that someone might
write such a book looking backward to identify the threads of requisite organization concepts in
earlier eras and other cultures, especially hierarchy, discretion and time span. See Fogarty 1961
for a book on “The Just Wage” - a good start on felt-fair pay. Hint for historians.) Misc. Bk,
Jürgens, Ulrich, Thomas Malsch, and Knuth Dohse, 1993, Breaking From Taylorism: changing
forms of work in the automobile industry, Cambridge U. P, Cambridge, UK, 442 p. (Jurgens)
(Moderne Zeiten in der Automobilfabrik. Title in German.) Comparison of car making in four
countries during the late 20th century: US, UK, Germany, and Japan. In 1980 the auto firms in
North America and Western Europe had excess capacity, faced layoffs and bankruptcies. Poor
quality of work and high control costs were hurting Western companies. Western manufacturers
soon saw the reason. “Technical factors played a secondary role for the Japanese superiority.
Factors like personnel management, industrial relations, work organization, and labor
deployment were much more important causes.” Management in the West favored technology
know-how since their idea was that they could not compete with the Japanese in “people
management” anyway. They also wanted an increase in worker commitment. Today, top
management disowns the Taylorist-Fordist system. (But middle and lower managers may still
practice it.) These are: (1) the separation of planning and control for work execution is
constitutive for Taylorism, and (2) the principle of standardization is constitutive of Fordism.
(But the authors are mesmerized by this framework - or its opposite.) Skilled workers were
caught between specialization and flexibility. Were skills still portable between jobs? The role
of industrial engineers changed. The assembly line had shifted to modular production with
required new skill levels and worker participation. Cited Leibenstein 1987 and his x-efficiency
1966. Cited in Marsden 1999; Streek 1996. Baruch HD 9710 .A2 J7813 1993. SIBL JBE 941667. Refu. Bk. UP. A.
Just, David R., and Brian Wansink, 2011, “The Flat-Rate Pricing Paradox: Conflicting Effects of
‘All-You-Can-Eat’ Buffet Pricing,” Review of Economics and Statistics, MIT Press, Cambridge,
MA, USA, Feb. 2011, 93(1):193-200. An all-you-can-eat pizza restaurant shows that a 50%
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discount on the price of the meal led customers to consume 27.9% less pizza (2.95 versus 4.09
pieces). One possible interpretation of these findings was that individuals in a flat-rate (or fixedprice) context may consume the amount that enables them to get their money's worth rather than
consuming until their marginal utility of consumption is ‘0’. (Price and consumption may be
independent: equity may exist in the consumer market.) At Cornell U. Abs # Misc. PJ. A.
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Kaboolian, Linda, 1990, Shifting Gears: Auto Workers Assess the Transformation of Their
Industry (Collective Bargaining), PhD, dissertation in Sociology, Industrial and Labor Relations;
Business Administration, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 791 pages. Advisor Robert E.
Cole. UMI AAT 9116213, DAI-A 52/01, p. 311, Jul 1991. Unpublished. Abstract seen. See
PhDs.
Kagono, Tadao, Ikujiro Nonaka, Akihiro Okumura, Kiyonori Sakakibara, Yoichi Komatsu, and
Akinobu Sakashita, 1984, “Mechanistic vs. Organic Management Systems: A comparative study
of adaptive patterns of American and Japanese firms,” chapter 1 (p. 27-69) in Sato, Kazuo, and
Yasuo Hoshino, eds., 1984, The Anatomy of Japanese Business, M.E. Sharpe, Armonk, N.Y.,
Croom Helm, London and Sydney, 371 p. Edited with an introduction. Most selections from
journal, Japanese Economic Studies. Through large-sample data encompassing many variables,
the respective management systems and profiles differ in significant ways. A short-term focus
may create a mechanistic system, while a longer-term focus creates an organic system. Table 8
indicated US firms had more formalized and standardized structure than Japanese firms (p. 4546). Fig. 2 showed a diminishing influence of the American CEOs on strategic decisionmaking among their hierarchical levels (p. 45, 47). It was between “Some influence” and
“Little or no influence” at the operating level. It was less than their Japanese CEO counterparts,
who had “Quite a bit of influence.” But US CEOs themselves were more powerful (A. S.
Tannenbaum 1968). Cited by K. John Fukuda 1988. Unaware of the theory. NYU Bobst
HD70.J3 A54 1984. MS. Ch.
Kagono, Tadao, and Kansai Seisansei Honbu hen, 1984, Midoru ga kaita Nihon no keiei: Wa-Ei
taiyaku = How Japanese companies work, Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha, Tōkyō, JP, Shōwa 59,
[1984], 216 p. [Okada, Haruo, trans.] English and Japanese on alternating pages. Trust (wa)
between the managers and the workers was a key element. P. 211 age-wage profile. Footnote
to Shimada 1974. Neither Jaques nor Fox cited. CUNY Baruch HD 70 .J3 M487 1984. MS.
Bk.
Kagono, Tadao, Ikujiro Nonaka, Kijonori Sakakibara, and Akihiro Okumura, 1985, Strategic vs.
Evolutionary Management: a U.S.-Japan comparison of strategy and organization, NorthHolland, Elsevier Science Pub. Co., New York and Amsterdam, 328 p. (English version of
1984: Nichi-Bei kigyo no keiei hikaku.) In collaboration with Shiori Sakamoto, Johny K.
Johansson. (Advanced series in management ; v. 10.) A major book. The research on
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Japanese management had so far been by social science researchers, particularly in sociology and
cultural anthropology. The dominant perspective also lacked empirical data and an orientation
toward a theory of management. The Japanese economy was doing much better than expected
and the uniqueness of Japanese organizations needed a better explanation. This group started in
1976 with contingency theory and has evolved toward an information processing paradigm
(see Nonaka 1972, 1974, and Kagono 1980 - in Japanese). Surveyed 1000 firms in the U.S. and
in Japan to discern the differences in strategy and organization. U.S. companies focused on
product uniqueness while Japanese firms identified domains of activities to explore and
allowed employees the discretion to take the initiative (see Pascale 1984). (These authors were
finding requisite practices in place in Japanese firms and documenting them.) [Note: General
Motors had 44.4% US market share in 1973; by 1974 it was 37.5%. Laid off 84,000 and shut 15
assembly plants after the first oil crisis. GM predicted the oil crisis correctly but did little
preparation.] No index. End of chapter notes. Article version in JES and Sato 1984 book. See
Itoh 1987. City Cohen, Clio Engrg Lib HD70 .U5 N513 1985 MS. Bk.
Kahn, Lawrence M., and Peter D. Sherer, 1990, “Contingent Pay and Managerial Performance,”
Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Feb90 Special issue, Cornell U., Ithaca, NY, 43(3):107S---120-S. This paper uses longitudinal data on managers from one company to examine the
relationship between financial incentives and performance. One important finding is that
bonuses for managers who are in high-level positions, work at corporate headquarters, and have
low seniority are more sensitive to performance than are the bonuses given to managers without
those three characteristics. [Young? Vulnerable?] A second important finding is that the
managers for whom bonuses are most sensitive to performance have higher subsequent
performance levels than other managers, even when past performance levels are controlled for.
[Young? Vulnerable?] Merit pay, in contrast to bonuses, appears to be awarded on the same
basis across managerial levels, plant locations, and seniority levels, and differences in the
sensitivity of merit pay to performance appear to have no significant effect on subsequent
performance. # Alt. PJ. A.
Kahn, Paul, 1967, “Time span and Rorschach human movement responses,” Consulting
Psychology Journal, APA, Feb. 1967, 31(1):92-93. DOI: 10.1037/h0020985. It was
hypothesized that perception of M on the Rorschach Test is related to future time perspective as
measured by a time-span technique. High M persons were found to have a longer future time
perspective while low M was correlated with shorter future time perspective. The results were
seen as supporting the concept that both M and time perspective are related to the ability to delay
immediate gratification of needs. (Time perspective.) [Not clear if this was really TSD.]
(Psychological – this was done on children, so it was very limited.) Cited in Wohlford 1968.
Cited Ricks et al 1964. At Board of Education, NYC, US. # MS. PJ.
Kahn, Robert L., Donald M. Wolfe, Robert P. Quinn, and Dietrick J. Snoeck, 1964,
Organizational Stress: Studies in Role Conflict and Ambiguity: a psychological study of
organizations, John Wiley, NY, NY, US, 470 p. [1981 was a reprint of 1964 edn., with Robert
A. Rosenthal.] This was the first major study of the mental health consequences of role conflict
and ambiguity in organizations. These were the “unintended effects on people” by companies
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that “damage their members.” “We know of no more urgent problem” in part because “data on
organizations is still fragmentary.” The positive correlation between [upward] influence and
effectiveness showed that when the influence of the superior is accepted, superiors allow the
subordinates to make their own judgment and when the professional experts are granted
autonomy in decision-making, there is greater degree of efficiency at all levels and on all
dimensions of effectiveness. Cited and supported in Mishra 1982. [See also Ch. 5, ch. 11 (p.
185-205), Ch. 18 (p. 352-362), ch. 19 (part, p. 381-2).] Cited Gardner & Moore 1955; Maier
1949; Miller & Swanson 1951. NYPL E-12 3952. Clio Leh HF5548.8 .O7 1981. Misc. Bk.
Kahn, Robert L., 1974, “Conflict, Ambiguity, and Overload: three elements in job stress,”
chapter 6 (p. 47-61) in McLean, Alan A., ed., Occupational Stress, Charles C. Thomas Pub.,
Springfield, IL, US, 111 p.
Cobb, Sidney, 1974, “Role Responsibility: the differentiation of a concept,” chapter 7
(p. 62-69).
French, John R. P., Jr., 1974, "Person-Role fit," chapter 8 (p. 70-79).
Presentations at a 1972 conference. These three presenters were engaged on the same research
project. All 3 in one file. Jaques not cited. [Close, but no segar.] Cited in Gavin & Greenhaus
1976. NYPL os JLE 77-3051 (SIBL). CUNY Htr Mn - BF481 .M25. Clio os RC963.3 .M26.
# Misc. Ch.
Kahneman, Daniel, 1973, Attention and Effort, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 246 p. (The
core ideas of his theory were laid out in the seventh chapter of Freud's "Interpretation of
Dreams," which sketches a model of mental energy (cathexis). Fifteen years later, I published a
book, Attention and Effort, which contained a theory of attention as a limited resource.) Beyond
this, attention was divided among inputs or there were decision bottlenecks. Capacity was a
synonym for attention and for effort. [Everything mental was a momentary demand. This
limitation was like that of a faucet. Unaware of Becker’s 1965 comment on mental juggling, or
the shifting temporal priorities of tasks, or variations in managerial/ hierarchical responsibility.
Unaware of time-span.] Cited by Hancock and Hoffman 1997. See White 1948. Did not cite
Jaques. Grad Ctr, Hunter Mn, JJay, City Coll. BF321 .K26. Misc. Bk.
Kahneman, Daniel, and Amos Tversky, 1973, “On the Psychology of Prediction,” Psychological
Review, APA, July, 80(4):237-25l. (I was so impressed by the complete lack of connection
between the statistical information and the compelling experience I coined a term for it: "the
illusion of validity." Considered that intuitive predictions followed a judgmental heuristic of
representativeness in the sample that is observed. By this heuristic, people predict the outcome
that appears most representative of the evidence during interviews. Consequently, intuitive
predictions are insensitive to the reliability of the evidence or to the prior probability of the
outcome, in violation of the logic of statistical prediction. The hypothesis was supported in
studies with university students (N = 871). The ranking of outcomes by likelihood coincided
with the ranking by representativeness, and subjects erroneously predicted rare events and
extreme values if these happened to be representative. Unjustified confidence in predictions
and fallacious intuitions concerning statistical regression are traced to this heuristic. [Jaques
overcomes this heuristic bias in appraisals by requiring 3 months of mutual work exposure and
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an awareness of TSD of the role.] Refu. PJ. A.
Kahneman, Daniel, Jack L. Knetsch, and Richard Thaler, 1986, “Fairness as a Constraint on
Profit Seeking: Entitlements in the Market,” American Economic Review, AEA, September,
76(4):728-741. Study of what people in Canada thought was a fair and acceptable reason for
layoffs and wage reductions. Also, when it is acceptable for a firm to raise prices or cut wages
when profits are threatened. “Like labor markets, customer markets also sometimes fail to
clear.” Right. Expanded by Charness and Levine (2000, 2002) who found this held in Silicon
Valley as well. Effort bargain in the marketplace. (This may refute the Dodge v. Ford decision
of 1916.) Cited lots of Akerlof. MS. PJ. A.
Kahneman, Daniel, and Dan Lovallo, 1993, "Timid Choices and Bold Forecasts: A cognitive
perspective on risk taking," Management Science, INFORMS, US, Jan., 39(1):17-31. ISSN:
00251909. Decision makers consider problems as unique. They isolate current choices from
future opportunities and neglect the statistics of the past in evaluating current plans. Overly
cautious attitudes to risk result from failure to appreciate statistical aggregation in mitigating
relative risk. Overly optimistic forecasts result from an insider's view of the problem, which
anchors predictions on existing plans and scenarios. Cited in Trope & Liberman 2003. At UCBerkeley, Cal., US. # Misc. PJ. A.
Kahneman, Daniel, 2003, “A Perspective on Judgment and Choice: mapping bounded
rationality,” American Psychologist, APA, Washington, DC, Sept., 58(9):697-720. (Also in Dec.
2003 issue of AER.) 2002 Nobel Prize Lecture. Cited Simon’s Nobel Lecture of 1979 on
bounded rationality. Misc. PJ. A.
Kahneman, Daniel, 2003, "Maps of Bounded Rationality: Psychology for Behavioral
Economics," American Economic Review, Dec2003, 93(5):1449–1475. 27p. ISSN: 0002-8282.
[Version of his 2002 Nobel speech.] Economists often criticize psychological research for its
propensity to generate lists of errors and biases, and for its failure to offer a coherent alternative
to the rational-agent model. The present treatment distinguishes two modes of thinking and
deciding, which correspond roughly to the everyday concepts of reasoning and intuition. In the
examples discussed, intuition was associated with poor performance, but intuitive thinking can
also be powerful and accurate. A defining property of intuitive thoughts is that they come to
mind spontaneously, like percepts. The evaluation of stimuli as good or bad is a particularly
important natural assessment. A general property of perceptual systems is that they are designed
to enhance the accessibility of changes and differences. Perception is reference-dependent: the
perceived attributes of a focal stimulus reflect the contrast between that stimulus and a context of
prior and concurrent stimuli. The assumption that preferences are not affected by
inconsequential variations in the description of outcomes has been called extensionality and
invariance, and is an essential aspect of rationality. Cited in Tiwana 2007. # Misc. PJ. A.
Kaiser, Inc., 1973, “Kaiser Aluminum Flattens Its Layers of Brass,” Business Week, McGrawHill, New York, NY, February 24, 1973, p. 81-84. New president and CEO Cornell C. Maier
removed layers of hierarchy and increased the number of direct reports to achieve a ‘flat’
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hierarchy. He met with ordinary employees. These changes were attributed to the recession and
to ideas from his European assignment. A climate of cooperation and self-reliance ensued.
Lyman Porter disagreed. [Was this an adoption of strata and a flat hierarchy? Probably YES.
Maier was CEO until 1987.] (See connection of Kaiser VP HR to the Berkeley research group
under Crossman, c. 1966-1976.) See Laner and Crossman 1970. A case? (Look Into this more
– ask him.) D. Pop.
Kaiser, Robert B., Robert Hogan, and S. Bartholomew Craig, 2008, “Leadership and the Fate of
Organizations,” American Psychologist, APA, Washington, DC, US, Feb.-Mar 2008, 63(2):96110. DOI: 10.1037/0003-066X.63.2.96. Leadership impacts the success or failure of
organizations. Most existing literature, however, describes the success of individual managerial
careers, rather than how these people lead: leading groups, teams, and organizations. Leaders do
indeed affect the performance of organizations—for better or for worse. Described the
mechanisms through which they did so. Cited in Bluedorn & Jaussi 2008. Cited Jaques and
Clement 1991 (5 times); J. Hunt 1991 (4 times); Hooijberg and Choi 2000; Burke, et al 2006;
Judge, Heller and Mount 2002; Zaccaro and Klimoski 2001; Zaccaro et al 2001; Lieberman and
O’Connor 1972; Bentz 1985. At Kaplan DeVries, Inc. Teach. rkaiser@kaplandevries.com #
Rp. PJ. A.
Kaiser, Robert B., and Randall P. White, 2008, "Strength Test: Debunking an unbalanced
approach to development," Leadership in Action, Center for Creative Leadership, NC, Nov/Dec
2008, 28(5):8-12. 5p. ISSN: 1093-6092. An approach to development that concentrates on
identifying and maximizing leaders' strengths, to the exclusion of addressing their weaknesses,
has gained enormous popularity in recent years. But amid the hype, there may be hidden
dangers. A more balanced strategy for developing leaders would be more likely to raise their
effectiveness and enhance organizational performance. What the organization needs is more
important. At Kaplan DeVries, Principal of Executive Development Group. # Refu. Pro.
Kaiser, Robert B., 2011, "The Leadership Pipeline: Fad, Fashion, or Empirical Fact? An
Introduction to the Special Issue," The Psychologist-Manager Journal, Taylor & Francis, UK,
14(2):71-75. DOI:10.1080/10887156.2011.570126. Guest editor. The leadership pipeline
concept has had an enormous impact on leadership development and talent management over the
past decade. This model assumes that what it takes for managers to succeed differs for jobs at
different levels in the organizational hierarchy. However, the research basis behind popular
books on the topic is thin. This special issue of The Psychologist-Manager Journal features a
summary of relevant empirical research and two direct tests of whether and how the behaviors
related to effectiveness are different at the bottom, middle, and top. The issue concludes with
differences in expectations (De Meuse et al) and a practical commentary by one of the original
thinkers (Freedman). Career crossroads. Cited Charan et al 2001. Jaques not cited. # Rp. PJ.
Kaiser, Robert B., S. Bartholomew Craig, Darren V. Overfield, and Preston Yarborough, 2011,
"Differences in Managerial Jobs at the Bottom, Middle, and Top: A Review of Empirical
Research," The Psychologist-Manager Journal, Taylor & Francis, UK, 14(2):76-91. DOI:
10.1080/10887156.2011.570137. Often managers are segmented at different organizational
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levels in order to focus on the unique requirements thought to characterize jobs at each level.
This movement has been spurred by popular books that emphasize differences in managerial
work at different hierarchical levels. The present article summarizes the extensive research
literature on level differences in managerial jobs in terms of three broad generalizations: The
number of distinct management levels; five different ways to characterize work at each level; and
how radical differences in work at each level pose adaptive challenges of greater authority and
responsibility. Cited Charan et al 2001; Freedman 1998, 2005; Hunt 1991, 1995; Jacobs &
Jaques 1987; Jaques 1976, 1989; Kaiser 2005; Mahler & Wrightnour 1973; Mumford et al 2000,
2007; Osborn et al 2002; Phillips & Hunt 1992; Zaccaro 2001. # Rp. PJ.
Kaiser, Robert B., and S. Bartholomew Craig, 2011, "Do the Behaviors Related to Managerial
Effectiveness Really Change with Organizational Level? An Empirical Test," The PsychologistManager Journal, Taylor & Francis, UK, 14(2):92-119. DOI: 10.1080/10887156.2011.570140.
Directly tested whether the behaviors that predict effectiveness were different at different levels.
The authors tested whether organizational level moderated the relationships between subordinate
ratings on seven dimensions of managerial behavior and superior evaluations of effectiveness.
They used identical measures in a sample of 2,175 supervisors, middle managers, and executives
- representing 15 different industries and dozens of organizations in the US. Multivariate
analyses revealed significant behavior differences for effectiveness across levels. Many were
discontinuous (e.g., positive predictors at one level were negative at another) and generally
consistent with the unique requirements of managerial jobs at different organizational levels.
Cited Charan et al 2001; Day & Lord 1988; Freedman 1998, 2005; Hunt 1991, 1995; Jacobs &
Jaques 1987; Jaques 1976, 1989; Kaiser 2005; Leonard 2005; Mumford et al 2000, 2007; Osborn
et al 2002; Zaccaro 1991, 2001, 2002. # Rp. PJ.
Kakabadse, Andrew P., 1975, “Analysis of Social Work,” Health and Social Service Journal,
London, UK, 3 May, 85(4437):1007. Roles and working relationships needed clearer definition.
Lateral collaboration between case workers on case problems would be helpful. Cited in
Kakabadse 1979. In NY Acad. Of Medicine. # Rp. PJ.
Kakabadse, Andrew P., 1977, "Caring foundations in danger of cracking under a weighty
structure," Health and Social Service Journal, UK, May 27, 1977, p. 862-863. Employees of
highly centralised organisations express high rates of job dissatisfaction. The social services
have expanded very quickly with attractive promotional opportunities for its personnel, despite
the fact that, as social analysis shows, involvement with the hierarchy leads to immediate job
dissatisfaction. An increase in size can induce departmentalisation, lack of identity with
organisational objectives, and an over-concern with bureaucratic behaviour. (Will this be the
fate of social services?) At Manchester Polytechnic. # Rp. PJ.
Kakabadse, Andrew P., 1977, “Corporate Management in Local Government: A Case Study,”
Journal of Management Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Oct., 14(3):341-351. Used
‘social analysis’ to conduct 15 unstructured interviews on the state of thinking in local
government. Found a shift in attitude of mind. But – will a clear hierarchy encourage or inhibit
the process of change? This is not clear. Resistance to change was rooted in the loss of power
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and the lack of clarity in functions. Future options will be assessed in terms of their ‘fit’ into the
existing administrative arrangements. Values and ethics of service-giving may be displaced by
management rationality. Professional autonomy of decision-making was threatened. But these
changes also have the potential of coordinated policies between social work, housing, education
and other social services. (What was the contribution of social analysis to organization
development? The answer was ‘not much.’) Abstracted by G. Smith in BJSW, 1978, 8(2):211212. Some of the author’s most interesting and worrisome observations emerged once he went
beyond ‘social analysis.’ Cited Bennis 1966; Brown & Jaques 1965; Seebohm 1968. # Rp. PJ.
Kakabadse, Andrew P., and Richard Worrall, 1978, “Job Satisfaction and Organizational
Structure: A Comparative Study of Nine Social Service Departments,” British Journal of Social
Work, BASW, London, UK, 8(1):51-70. Formalization and centralization across nine (postSeebohm) social service departments related significantly but negatively to job satisfaction. In
particular the 603 social service employees (S1 - S3) did not like the hierarchy of authority (0.25). This was the first such study (1975) and indicated organization designs by Jaques and
Bioss were not making the employees happier one year after implementation. See Kogan 1971.
See C. Whittington and Bellaby 1979. See Burnage Related PhD 1982. JJay. # Rp. PJ. A.
Kakabadse, Andrew, 1979, “Organisation Structure and Attitudes to Work,” Management
Decision, London, UK, 17(2):189-201. The structuring of roles in social services and their affect
on attitudes. (In next issue as Parkyn.) Cited Kogan, Rowbottom, Blauner 1964. # Rp. PJ.
Kakabadse, Andrew P., and Charles Margerison, 1981, “Developing Management Development:
An Intervention into a Bank,” Management International Review, Weisbaden, Germany,
21(4):73-78. Authors set up an internal management development programme in a bank.
Bankers making other bankers, specifically branch managers. Workshop participants identified
three areas of concern: managing relationshiops, adapt to new job requirements, and the ability to
manage superiors. A course was given, evaluated and research was proposed including current
problems facing managers. A case. # Rp. PJ.
Kakabadse, Andrew P., 1982, Culture of the Social Services, Gower, Aldershot, UK, 199 p.
Social work administration in Great Britain. The orientation, actions, design, and integration of
each employee within the organization. Three cultural variations are identified – power, role,
and task. A powerful figure controls activity. The roles (and tasks) are defined formally. The
problem or common task is the focus of the teamwork. Cited in Byford PhD 1994, p. 50;
Harrison 1988. Cited Algie, Bioss, Kogan, Newman, Parsloe, and Rowbottom, et al. Did not
cite EJ or WB. Mixt and confused Bk Rev by Carole Satyamurti in BJSW, 1982, 12(5):558-559.
A. Negative Bk Rev in Public Administration by T.A. Booth in 1982, 60(2):251. In Brunel Lib.
and NYPL Hum JLD 83-770 (HSSL). Rp. Bk.
Kakabadse – 1983. See Handy 1985.
Kakabadse, Andrew P., 1983, “Framework of the Social Services: A Comparative Study of 11
English Social Service Departments (SSDs),” International Journal of Sociology and Social
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Policy, UK, 1983, 3(3):16-36. This article focuses on the framework of social services with
regards to a study on several English social service departments (SSD). Over the years, local
governments in England and Wales have implemented changes in their social services due to the
recommendations of several industrial reports. Two of the reports, written by M. Kogan and R.
W. Rowbottom, are analyzed to determine their influence on social services. The Kogan report
dealt with organizing an SSD, basing its recommendations on the objectives, structure and
accountability of social services. Rowbottom, on the other hand, focused upon the different
types of interpersonal relationships. In another report, this one produced by the Aston University
in England, attempted to measure the importance of selected dimensions of organizational
structure by examining the relationship between its dimensions: centralization, formalization and
complexity. In their efforts to cause social change, social workers are faced with several
difficulties, such as the severity of the situation of the client, changes in the variables which
constitutes social change and identifying the differences between the social cases, no matter how
similar they may be. At Cranfield U. Rp. PJ.
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SIBL Offsite - Req JLE 87-2756 (SASB). CUNY ebook Lehman Coll., GS Jnlsm. W. Bk.
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on the career successes, behaviour patterns, and expertise that make a promising manager into a
powerful top executive. Motivational drive for achievement is paramount, as well as
interpersonal skills and ability to project a favourable and meaningful image. But personality
was found to play no role in performance or results. Senior executives’ deeply held beliefs about
the direction of the business are the most influential element on others in the organization. So
what is needed is P&L responsibility early on and working in many areas and with a wide range
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clear mission and values at next level. (E.g. Northern Telecom.) No ftnotes or refs. # Rp. PJ.
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Cited in Kakabadse et al 2003. Cited W. Brown 1960; Jaques 1951, 1979; Barnard 1938, 1948;
Bennis 1984; Kogan 1996; Vickers 1983; Cadbury 1992; J. M. Burns 1978. Not in CUNY.
NYPL SIBL JBE 98-1854. Misc. Bk.
Kakabadse, Andrew, 1999, "Younger does not mean better", The British Journal of
Administrative Management, Institute of Administrative Management, Orpington, Kent; London,
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intimidating toward subordinates (and stifle suggestions). Implementation, valuing people,
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1980. Temps industriel et personalite. These de doctorat. Universite de Nancy, Service des
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Kane, John, and Haig Patapan, 2006, “In Search of Prudence: The Hidden Problem of
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pkapelus@worldonline.co.za SIBL JLM 86-742 BIZ: in jrnls. # Rp. PJ.
Kaplan, Robert E., 1979, “The Conspicuous Absence of Evidence That Process Consultation
Enhances Task Performance,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, NTL Institute, 15(3):346360. Organization development (OD) had been promulgated since mid-1960s but a review of the
literature and case studies revealed not one supported claim that it was effective in promoting
task effectiveness. (These folks have wandered from Tavistock to STS to OD to QWL to TQM.)
MS. PJ. A.
Kaplan, Robert E., and Robert B. Kaiser, 2003, "Developing versatile leadership," MIT Sloan
Management Review, Summer, 44(4):19-26. Aristotle was right – balance is essential to be a top
executive. Cited Charan, Drotter and Noel 2001. At Kaplan/DeVries. Html # Misc. PJ.
Kaplan, Robert S., 1984, “Yesterday’s Accounting Undermines Production,” Harvard Business
Review, HBS, Boston, MA, July/Aug. 1984. We must shift from external financial to a new
internal managerial accounting. 100 years earlier ROI allowed the separation of senior
management from operations. That must be reversed. Accounting in that world for “efficient
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production of a few standard products with high labor costs” is gone with the wind. Current
accounting has nothing on employee skills, ROI is a distortion (John Dearden 1987), and
bufferless production (JIT) is omitted. The new world is one of “quality, flexibility, expensive
information workers and capital.” Misc. Pro.
Kaplan, Robert S., 1991, "Keynote Address." In The Total Quality Forum: Forging Strategic
Links with Higher Education: A Report of Proceedings. Procter & Gamble Company (The),
Cincinnati, Ohio, August 1991. (pp. 4-10.) Not seen. See Deutschman 1991. Not in CUNY or
NYPL. Misc. Conf.
Kaplan, Robert S., and David P. Norton, 1996, “Using The Balanced Scorecard as a Strategic
Management System,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Jan-Feb, p. 75-85. Cited in
Jaques, Bygrave, and Lee 2001. Misc. Pro.
Kaplan, Robert S., and David P. Norton, 2001, “Transforming the balanced scorecard from
performance measurement to strategic management: Part I,” Accounting Horizons, Sarasota, FL,
March 2001, 15(1):87-104. The authors criticized academics for not grasping the importance of
the balanced scorecard as a management system. The BSC is a non-financial metric sold to
financial officers with the expectation that it would boost the financial results in the longer term.
It widens the scope of who should be monitored beyond the shareholders. (A good thing.) But it
has no center. (A not so good thing.) Plus: there was a recession. See Meyer 2002. Misc. Pro.
Kaplan, Robert S., and David P. Norton, 2008, “Mastering the Management System,” Harvard
Business Review, Jan. 2008, R0801D, 18 pgs. Companies have always found it hard to balance
pressing operational concerns with long-term strategic priorities. The tension is critical: Worldclass processes won't lead to success without the right strategic direction, and the best strategy in
the world will get nowhere without strong operations to execute it. The authors explain how to
effectively manage both strategy and operations by linking them tightly in a closed-loop
management system which comprises five stages: strategy development, strategy maps (themes,
and balanced scorecards, which link objectives to performance metrics), operational plans and
dynamic budgets, monitoring their effectiveness (including barriers to execution), and continual
testing of the correlations between strategy and performance. Examples from HSBC Rail, Cigna
Property and Casualty, and Store 24. Misc. Pro.
Kaplan, Sarah, Fiona Murray, and Rebecca Henderson, 2003, “Discontinuities and Senior
Management: assessing the role of recognition in pharmaceutical firm response to
biotechnology”, Industrial and Corporate Change, Oxford U. Press, UK, Apr2003, 12(2):203233. Despite an increasing emphasis on the role of senior management cognition in shaping
organizational action, there have been few attempts to link top management mental models to
strategic choice in the face of discontinuous innovation. Using 23 years of data covering 15
major pharmaceutical firms to explore the degree to which each firm's response to the revolution
in biotechnology was shaped by the senior team's recognition of biotechnology's importance.
Controlling alternative explanations, we show that recognition may be an important predictor of
action, suggesting that cognition at the most senior level can play a critical role in shaping
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response to discontinuities. At MIT Sloan, Cambridge, MA, USA. # MS. PJ. A.
Karasek, Robert A., Jr., 1979, “Job Demands, Job Decision Latitude, and Mental Strain:
Implications for Job Redesign,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca,
NY, June, 24(2):285-308. The analysis in this article closely corroborates the dynamic in Jaques
theory where a person is in a role beyond their level of capability. This became known as the
“demand-discretion model” and the “job strain model.” No awareness of the individual’s level
of capability and how it matched with role’s level of work demands. Unclear if this “discretion”
slips into “autonomy.” Comparisons between US Quality of Employment Survey and the
Swedish Level of Living Survey. (See other uses of discretion: Williamson, Hambrick, Jaques.)
This model has received some support in later PhD studies. Cited Turner and Lawrence 1965,
Beehr 1976, and Ritti 1971. Did not cite Jaques. See Interesting 1976 Ph.D. MS. PJ. A.
Karasek, Robert A., 2004, “A Vacuum in Political and Economic Labor Policy?,” Bulletin of
Science, Technology and Society, SAGE Publications, 24(4):353-365. The current model of
labor policy in advanced economies has run out of gas. A new one is needed to solve current
dilemmas relating to a) skill development and value added, b) hidden costs from work intensity
and job security, c) service sector productivity, and d) the fragility of democratic institutions.
Excellent article. Parallels concerns of Jaques 2002. Apparently unaware of RO. Close but no
seegar. FIND HIM !!!! MS. PJ.
Karatsu, Hajime, 1980, “Secret of Japanese Product Quality (Parts 1 & 2), ‘Cultural difference’
does not explain superiority over West,” The Japan Economic Journal, Tokyo, JN, Sept. 16,
1980, p. 24. In English. Team spirit may be nothing special to Japanese eyes, but for those who
are familiar with the tradition of labor-management relations of the West, it is an utter surprise.
“Starting point is care for consumer; Japanese makers have discovered it,” Sept. 23, 1980, p. 20.
"An organization after all depends on management. The management technique [TQM], born in
the U.S. and developed in Japan, is certain to spread through the world, along with the progress
in internationalization of Japanese business." MD, Matsushita Comm. Indl. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Karatsu, Hajime, 1988, TQC Wisdom of Japan, Managing for Total Quality Control,
Productivity Press, Cambridge, Mass., US, 125 p. Trans. David J. Lu. Orig: 1981, TQC Nihon
no chie. Karatsu was winner of the Deming Prize in 1981. Chapter 5 (p. 45-54): Statistical
Quality Control. Chapter 11 (p. 107-115): Peripheral Topics: True Intention (Honne) and Stated
Reason (Tatemae). There is nothing peripheral about this topic. (He has a different definition of
these terms than I have read elsewhere.) Clio os. Teach. Ch 5 & 11. # # Misc. Bk.
Kariya, Takehiko, and James E. Rosenbaum, 1987, “Self-Selection in Japanese Junior High
Schools: A Longitudinal Study of Students' Educational Plans,” Sociology of Education,
American Sociological Association, Albany, N.Y., July 1987, 60(3):168-180. The Japanese HSs
do the job selecting. The process begins as early as junior high. In the US educational system
may have some undesirable consequences. Youth’s plans may be vague or inconsistent with
their school performance. Under the US system this may be due to confusion or the cooling-out
process. This is not inevitable. The Japanese system is more conducive to the formation of clear
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and responsive plans. Does this system over-determine youth’s plans? Based on Kariya 1988
Related PhD. MS. PJ.
Karlan, Dean, and Martin Valdivia, 2011, “Teaching Entrepreneurship: Impact of Business
Training on Microfinance Clients and Institutions,” The Review of Economics and Statistics,
EBSCOhost EJS, Harvard & MIT, US, May, 93(2):510-527. Most academic and development
policy discussions about microentrepreneurs focus on credit constraints and assume that subject
to those constraints, the entrepreneurs manage their business optimally. Yet the self-employed
poor rarely have any formal training in business skills. We measured the marginal impact of
adding business training to a Peruvian group lending program for female microentrepreneurs but
found little or no evidence of changes in key outcomes such as business revenue, profits, or
employment. We nevertheless observed business knowledge improvements and increased client
retention rates. At Yale Univ.; Grupo de Análisis para el Desarrollo. # Misc. PJ. A.
Karmarker, Uday, 1989, "Getting Control of Just-in-Time," Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, US, Sept-Oct, 67(5):122-131. Clarified the debate between supporters of "MRP," a system
of materials management developed in America, and "JIT," a manufacturing philosophy
developed in Japan. He characterized MRP as a "push" system based on forcasted demand. In
contrast, JIT is characterized as a "pull," system — similar to a bucket brigade — whereby
production is "pulled" through work centres by the actual requirements of the centre's
"customer." Thus, JIT is based on firm orders while MRP is based on some speculation. He
showed how JIT and its associated information system called "kanban" is an improvement over
MRP. He pointed out that kanban enforces attention to sources of variability in a manufacturing
organization. Consequently, its reaction to changes in demand were deliberate compared to the
potential volatility of MRP. He advocated the use of Japanese JIT/kanban (pull) for daily
operations and American MRP II (push) for long-term planning. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Karmiloff-Smith, Annette, 1992, Beyond Modularity: A Developmental Perspective on Cognitive
Science, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 234 p. Per Michael Church 1997, there is now a
considerable body of evidence to support the view of different levels of thought in the area of
infant development. Karmiloff-Smith uses the term ‘representational redescription’ to describe
this process. [According to Church, although the empirical evidence is less comprehensive, a
comparable process (which may be the same fundamental process) is apparent in younger and
older adults described by Elliott Jaques (1976) as different levels of capability which grow at
different rates for different individuals.] Clio Psych BF723.C5 K376 1992. NYPL Hum JFE
93-1905. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Karniol, Rachel, and Michael Ross, 1996, “The motivational impact of temporal focus: Thinking
about the future and the past,” Annual Review of Psychology, 47(1):593-620. Over the prior
twenty years researchers have displaced behavioral motivation with cognitive motivation, the
past with the future. Clearly, Jaques is in one camp and not the other. Whenever war breaks out
.... See Gordon O. Pehrson quote 1982. Cited Jaques 1982. At Tel Aviv and Waterloo. # Rp.
PJ.
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Karp, Tom, and Thomas I.T. Helgø, 2009, “Leadership as Identity Construction: the act of
leading people in organisations; A perspective from the complexity sciences,” The Journal of
Management Development, Bradford, UK, 28(10):880-896. Helgo. Leadership emerges from
recognizing people and also being recognized. It is therefore a social identity construction.
Leaders do not always have the control that mainstream leadership theory suggests. Complexity
science highlights this. The concept of leadership is hence the ability to mobilise the discipline
necessary to develop one's self by reflecting on identity in different contexts and coupling this to
the acts of leadership. Cited Jacobs & Jaques 1990. At Oslo, NO. # W. PJ.
Karsh, Bernard, 1968, "Human Relations vs Management," chapter 4 (p. 35-48) in Becker, H. S.,
eds., 1968, Institutions and the Person, papers presented to Everett C. Hughes, Aldine, Chicago,
IL, 372 p. Karsh participated in the Committee on Human Relations in Industry (CHRI) in the
Sociology Department at U. Chicago in the late 1940s and Hughes was a leading player. Both
scientific management and human relations (sometimes under the banner of participation) were
duking it out over mass production. Meanwhile, the new technologies around the computer were
emerging - and required professionalism with entirely different skills. Cited WF Whyte 1955.
Cited by Clarke et al 1972. Clio Butler (2nd) HM51 .I54. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Karube, Masaru, Tsuyoshi Numagami, and Toshihiko Kato, 2009, “Exploring Organisational
Deterioration: ‘Organisational Deadweight’ as a Cause of Malfunction of Strategic Initiatives in
Japanese Firms,” Long Range Planning, Elsevier Ltd., UK, Aug. 2009, 42(4):518-544. The
construct of ‘organisational deadweight’ is designed to capture excess organisational load –
unnecessary organisational burdens that divert managers' resources from their organisational
goal – as a symptom of deterioration at BU level. Factors increasing deadweight: Lack of an
effective formal planning and overuse of personal networks (leading to complexity). And
factors tending to reduce deadweight: A flat organisational structure and sufficient
communication through a formal authority structure. In contrast to the accepted view, that
bureaucracy fails to nurture new initiatives, this malfunction appears to be caused by excessive
democracy, which transforms a firm into a ‘flaccid community’ lacking coherence or a sense of
future direction and goals for change. Cited Nobeoka 2002; Jaques 1990; Huy 2001; Littler,
Wiesner and Dunford 2003; Miller and Friesen 1980. At Hitotsubashi U. # Rp. PJ. A.
Kasparian, Jean-Jaques, 2005, “Les commentaires de Jean-Jacques Kasparian,” a chapter in
Bloch, Laurent, 2005, Systèmes d'information, obstacles et succès, (Information Systems:
obstacles and success), Vuibert, Paris, France, 4 p. (Institut National de la Santé et de la
Recherche Médicale (INSERM).) In French. (My guess.) A close reading and understanding of
Jaques’ theory. There is no such thing as “zero competence.” Businesses are not looking for
“zero competence” (Q.v. Aldous Huxley). Online. D. Ch.
Kast, Fremont E., and James E. Rosenzweig, 1972, “General Systems Theory: Applications for
Organization and Management,” The Academy of Management Journal, General Systems
Theory, Dec., 15(4):447-465. Reviewed the GST approach and discussed the then outstanding
dilemmas of implementation. Included Ackoff, Boulding, Kuhn, Simon, von Bertalanffy - not
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Deming or Jaques. Advocated the contingency approach as less abstract and more applicable.
Otherwise very good. Misc. PJ. A.
Katayama, Zenzaburo, 1993, “History of Cross-Functional Management,” chapter two (p. 1733) in Kurogone, Kenji, ed., 1993, Cross-Functional Management, Asian Productivity
Organization, Tokyo, JN, 253 p. With particular attention to Toyota’s adoption of TQM in 1961.
CFM began in 1965 there. It is driven by a top-management committee directly below the
president and focuses on planning, quality, cost, and delivery. Administrative and personnel
management are seen as keys to the future. Engineering, product design, production, purchasing,
sales and related companies are key CFM areas of focus. See Koura 1993. Misc. Ch.
Katerberg, Ralph, and Gary J. Blau, 1983, "An Examination of Level and Direction of Effort and
Job Performance,” Academy of Management Journal, US, Jun83, 26(2):249-257. ISSN:
00014273. DOI: 10.2307/255973. The degree to which effort level and direction of the effort
were related to job performance was examined in a field setting. Both direction and effort level
were found to be significant predictors of individual performance, and direction of behavior
contributes uniquely to the prediction of performance. [“Positions that require considerable
effort and time before any observable performance feedback is available (i.e., long time-span
discretion jobs, Mintzberg, 1973) are particularly in need of a definition of behaviors that are
likely to yield successful performance eventually.” But Mintzberg did not here cite TSD.] See
also Ramus & Steger 2000. Cited Vroom 1964. At U. Cincinnati; Miami U. # MS. PJ. A.
Kato, Takao, 1991, “Specific Human Capital and Worker Transfers as an Alternative to Layoffs:
Theory and Evidence,” Ricerche Economiche, Facultie Economiche, Università degli Studi Ca’
Foscari, Venezia, IT, Aprile-Settembre 1991, 45(2-3):397-420. In English. Contrasted Japanese
transfers with American layoffs. A retained worker continues to acquire firm-specific human
capital, while a laid-off worker does not. At Colgate U., US. # MS. PJ. A.
Kato, Takao, and R. Steven, eds., 1993, Is Japanese Management Post-Fordism? Madosho,
Tokyo, Japan. Good question. In English? Not in Clio, CUNY, NYPL, NYU. Not in NYC.
See Blunt 1989/1990 re post-modernist; or Clegg 1990. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Kato, Takao, and Motohiro Morishima, 2002, “The Productivity Effects of Participatory
Employment Practices: Evidence from New Japanese Panel Data,” Industrial Relations,
Berkeley, Blackwell, October 2002, 41(4):487-520. doi:10.1111/1468-232X.00262. First results
for Japanese firms on the effects of clusters of participatory employment practices (or
participation/ employee involvement at the top level as well as at the grassroots level, and
financial participation) by estimating production functions using new panel data. A group of
complementary practices will lead to a significant 8–9 percent increase in productivity.
However, the full productivity effect comes only after a long developmental period. Also, when
one HR piece is pulled out the entire house may come down. This approach leads to panel data
from Japan - as expected. Cited in Jones et al 2003. Kato at Colgate and Columbia; Morishima
at Hitotsubashi. See Delaney and Huselid 1996; Kato 2006. MS. PJ. A.
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Kato, Takao, 2006, “Determinants of the Extent of Participatory Employment Practices:
Evidence from Japan,” Industrial Relations: A Journal of Economy and Society, WileyBlackwell, UK (formerly Berkeley, CA), October 2006, 45(4):579-605. Prior studies on the
effects of participatory employment practices often assume that once introduced, participatory
employment practices change little in their nature and scope over time. Using unique micro data
that provide detailed information on various attributes of participatory employment practices of
Japanese firms as well as the age of such practices, we provide the first direct and systematic
evidence that such practices expand significantly in their scope and nature as they age. Japanese
firms utilize three types of participation vehicles: joint labor management committees (JLMCs)
near the top, shop-floor committees (SFCs), and employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs).
Also, there are three types of participation: joint determination, consultation, and information
sharing. JLMCs were more prevalent among larger firms. Avg. 60 %. MS. PJ. A.
Katzenbach, Jon R., and Douglas K. Smith, 1993, “The Discipline of Teams,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, 71(2):111-120. Team accountability rather than leader accountability. Not
about RO accountability. Alt. Pro.
Katz, Daniel, and Robert L. Kahn, 1966, The Social Psychology of Organizations, John Wiley
and Sons, New York, London, Sydney, 498 p. A classic on the open-systems view of the
organization. Identified the major weakness in the human relations school of organization
change: the logic sequence from individual to group to organization change is long and tenuous
and is NOT addressed. They dub this the “psychological fallacy” (p. 391-2). (Key points drawn
on by R.O. are summarized in Jacobs and Jaques 1990.) Decisions at different layers required
different thinking skills. Operating level concrete tasks required technical and interpersonal
skills; boss’s managers required indirect means of facilitating task accomplishment and
coordinating interdependencies over time; and executives provide a sense of purpose to the
organization, reduce uncertainty through an appropriately complex causal map, and gain access
to external resources. Also, a great confusion in this “classic” book is over the Glacier Project.
In 1st edition K&K confuse Social Analysis with Group Therapy (see pages 409-451). (Chapter
13 (p. 390-451) were excerpted in Thomas, John M., and Warren G. Bennis, eds., 1972,
Management of Change and Conflict, Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, Midx., UK, as Chapter
12 (p.304-354).) Both use the “working through” process but their goals are entirely different.
Social Analysis never deals with the personal problems of individuals but rather diagnoses the
organizational problems of the workplace. Cited by Mahoney 1967, Heller and Wilpert 1981,
Jacobs and Jaques 1990; Das 1972. See Baldridge 1972. (See 2nd edition 1978.) Clio does not
have this edition. NYPL Schw E12-6147. MS. Bk.
Katz, Daniel, and Robert L. Kahn, 1966, "Organization and the System Concept," chapter 26 (p.
238-249) in Shafritz, J. M., and A. C. Hyde, eds., 1996, Classics Of Public Administration, (2nd
ed., p. 5-74), Brooks/Cole, Pacific Grove, CA. Except from their 1966 book. Companies are not
the sum of the individuals in them. They are the goals, missions, and systems developed by its
founders. Systems deal with the interconnections between elements not with characteristics
within individuals – the parts of the systems. The goals of the founders and leaders were
paramount. Organizations should be viewed as open systems with a feedback loop. Cited von
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Bertalanffy 1956, 1940. [last page upside-down.] CUNY Baruch JF 1351 .C465 1987b. 2nd
edn. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Katz, Daniel, and Robert L. Kahn, 1978, Social Psychology of Organizations (2nd edn.), John
Wiley and Sons, New York, London, Sydney, 838 p. (See 1st edition 1966.) (Even though the
title is the same, this is really a different book from the first edition. In this 2nd edn. Jaques and
Glacier almost completely disappear.) Again, K&K present a view of very different demands,
cognitive and emotional, on managers at each various level in an organization. Executives create
structure; middle-managers interpret structure; and lower-level managers use it. Clio only has
this edition. Cited in Ashour & Johns 1983; McCauley 2004; Weis 2012 PhD. MS. Bk.
Katz, Fred E., 1965, “Explaining Informal Work Groups in Complex Organizations: The Case
for Autonomy in Structure,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY,
Sept., 10(2):204-223. Builds off Roy’s work groups. Autonomy is defined as part of the
worker’s culture which must be federally integrated into the bureaucratic organization. Unaware
of Jaques and discretion. See Roy. Misc. PJ. A.
Katz, Jerome, and William B. Gartner, 1988, “Properties of Emerging Organizations,” The
Academy of Management Review, July, 13(3):429-441. Identified four properties: intentionality,
resources, boundary, and exchange. Entrepreneurial organization. Cited Hackman 1984 on
People Express. Cited Jaques 1976 (unlocated). W. PJ. A.
Katz, Robert L., 1955, “Skills of an Effective Administrator,” Harvard Business Review,
Jan/Feb55, 33(1):33-42. Performance depends on three fundamental skill sets rather than on
personality traits. Performance depends not on avoiding risk but managing it. (See quote on p.
42.) (See quote from this article in HBR Mar/Apr56, 34(2):127.) (Reprinted HBR, Sep/Oct,
1974, 52(5):90-102 with “Retrospective Commentary.” 19 years later, Katz came to feel two of
the three types of skill, human and technical, were able to be acquired, but conceptual skill, on
the other hand, was innate. This was much, much closer to Jaques.) For confirmation findings
see Guglielmino 1979; Duffield 1990. City Cohen. # MS. Pro.
Katz, Robert L., 1956, "Human Relations Skills Can Be Sharpened," Harvard Business Review,
US, Jul/Aug1956, 34(4):61-72. 12p. ISSN: 00178012. The article discusses the effectiveness of
training management to improve their human relations skills. Managers who develop selfawareness and sensitivity to others can often lead their team better by recognizing potential
problems and tailoring their business communication to individual employees. The varying
factors that affect a person's interpretation of a situation are analyzed, as well as the tendency to
pass judgment by many people, which must be avoided if one wishes to become a successful
leader. # Misc. Pro.
Katz, Robert L., 1960, “Toward a More Effective Enterprise,” Harvard Business Review, US,
Sep/Oct60, 38(5):80-102. 17 p. ISSN: 00178012. Focused on organizational behavior, job
satisfaction, and effective management regarding the situation and results intended. Seven
concepts in business administration need to be updated - profits, profit determinants, policy
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planning, program formation, delegation of responsibility, duties of superiors, and duties of
subordinates. Mechanistic beliefs about vertical organization structure and employee behavior
was based on power relationships between roles or positions. Denounced the tendency of US
managers to adopt mechanistic behavior toward subordinates. Pointed to the hierarchy of needs
proposed by Abraham A. Maslow and a study by Louis B. Barnes of employee motivation and
group behavior. Cited Clark 1960. Teach. # MS. Pro.
Kauffman, Stuart A., 1993, The Origins of Order: self organization and selection in evolution,
Oxford U. Press, NY, NY, 709 pages. On the origins of life and self-organizing systems.
Recommended by Mark Van Clieaf. Kauffman’s biological levels model duplicated the Isaac
and Gibson 1978 relationship object model in Levels of Abstraction. See Santa Fe Institute
parallels with Jaques and Bioss’ earlier discoveries on levels of human work capability. Rp. Bk.
UP. A.
Kaufman, Bruce E., 2010, Hired hands or human resources?: case studies of HRM programs
and practices in early American industry, ILR Press, Ithaca, NY, US. 210 p. The context and
history of human resource management from 1840-1930. The first large US firms were railroads
which had contrasting HRM strategies, for example - Pullman and Baldwin. HRM and
alternative systems of workforce governance. Cases on the United States Steel Corporation, the
Ford Motor Company, and High-Beam Steel. Other cases on Top-Grade Oil Company, Great
Eastern Coal Company, the United Steel and Coal Company, Mega-Watt Light and Power, and
New Era Radio. SIBL JBE 10-258. Misc. Bk.
Kaufman, Carol Felker, Paul M. Lane, and Jay D. Lindquist, 1991, “Exploring More than 24
Hours a Day: A Preliminary Investigation of Polychronic Time Use,” The Journal of Consumer
Research, U. Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, December, 18(3):392-401. Beyond the job, the timehorizon of the individual can lead to role overload as a consumer. Like money, a consumer’s
time is budgeted. (An awareness of the consumer’s time-horizon limit and the juggling of tasks
may help in marketing the time-feature of products.) Cited Jaques Time Span Handbook 1964.
Failed to cite 1982. MS. PJ. A.
Kaur, Parvinder, and Arvind K. Sinha, 1992, “Dimensions of Guna in Organization Setting,”
Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad, India, July-Sept., 17(3):27-32. An Indian cultural value concept
measured through statistical correlation. There are three types of gunas [the English words are
suggestive]: sattwa (illumination), rajas (movement), and tamas (obstruction). These three have
an infinite number of interactions in the person. The sample was 310 male executives. The
Sattwa Guna was clearly superior. Tamas Guna was undesirable. The Rajas Guna was mixed.
Each was an aid to the mind for understanding of facts and events in leadership, work ethic,
personal effectiveness, self-actualizing behavior, and organizational effectiveness. # Misc. PJ.
Kavanaugh, Michael J., 1972, “Leadership Behavior as a Function of Subordinate Competence
and Task Complexity,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY,
December, 17(4):591-600. Example of pre-Jaques research. Flotsam. Off. PJ. A.
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Kaw, Wu Yong, and John C. Malley, 1988, “Computer-Based Information Systems: Their Role
in Revitalising the United States Manufacturing Industry,” Industrial Management + Data
Systems, Wembley, Jul/Aug 1988, pg. 3-5. Rather than return to the standardized, high volume,
and strict control manufacturing of the 1950s and 1960s, the US manufacturing process should
undergo a major restructuring to restore its competitive edge. The first step involves
incorporating manufacturing in the overall strategy by viewing the manufacturing functions as a
competitive resource. The 2nd restructuring step involves the application of computer
technology to manufacturing. (Recomendation to go with the computer as a means of expanding
Taylorism: reengineering (BPR).) Compare with Kenney and Florida 1988. Alt. Pro.
Kawanishi, Hirosuke, 1986, "The reality of enterprise unionism", chapter (p. 138-156) in
McCormack, Gavan, and Yoshio Sugimoto, eds., 1986, Democracy in Contemporary Japan, M.
E. Sharpe, Armonck, NYC, US, & London, UK; Hale & Iremonger, Sydney, AU, 272 p. Critical
of Japanese unionism. Japanese unions do not protect the worker. Cited in Ellem 2009. Jaques
not cited. CUNY Htr Mn, City, Clio E Asian JC599.J3 D46 1986. NYPL SIBL os JLD 874750 (SASB). Eds at La Trobe U., AU. K. at Chiba U., JN. Notes sep. file. # Misc. Ch.
Kay, Emanuel, Herbert H. Meyer, and John R. P. French, Jr., 1965, “Effects of threat in a
performance appraisal interview,” Journal of Applied Psychology, Oct. 1965, 49, 311-317.
Managerial suggestions to improve employee performance were perceived as threats. Identified
another source of negative conflict that undercuts the traditional performance appraisal. See also
Mayer, Kay and French in HBR 1965; French, Kay and Meyer in HR 1966. Psych, Grad Ctr.,
City Cohen Percls. MS. PJ. A.
Kay, Ira T., ed., 2012, Executive Pay at a Turning Point, Pay Governance LLC., US, 180 p.
Although Kay is the editor he also wrote or co-wrote over half the 14 chapters in this book. He
also debated Elson and Ferrere in 2013 (q.v.). Misc. Bk.
Kaye, Beverly, and Julie Winkle Giuliani, 2012, Help Them Grow or Watch Them Go: career
conversations employees want, Barrett-Kohler, San Francisco, Cal., US, 126 p. Three types of
conversations managers should have are focused on: hindsight (past events); insight (current
circumstances); foresight (future possibilities and trends). Little in this book violates requisite
organization and a great deal supports it. The manager provides context. People always grow.
[Positive review by Walsh in NY Metro, Aug. 27, 2012, p. 19.] Jaques not cited. MS. Bk.
Kaye, Leah, 1999, “Strategic human resources management in Australia: the human cost,”
International Journal of Manpower, AU, 20(8):577-587. Research paper. Recent changes in
strategic HRM in AU are prioritizing “management” aspects over and above their “human”
aspects. Workers are often viewed as commodities in the labour market. The AU experience
suggests this has led to greater job insecurity and lower job satisfaction. Strategic HRM needs to
be reconceptualized. EJ not cited. At Swinburne U., Melbourne, Vic., AU. MS. PJ.
Kazarosian, Mark, 1997, “Precautionary Savings—A Panel Study,” Review of Economics and
Statistics, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, USA, May 1997, 79(2):241-247. I derive measures of
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total, permanent, and transitory income uncertainty from panel data — the National
Longitudinal Survey—and find a strong precautionary motive. A doubling of uncertainty
increases the ratio of wealth to permanent income by 29%. Based on 1992 PhD. At
Northeastern U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Keaney, Michael, 1999, “Are Patients Really Customers”, International Journal of Social
Economics, MCB U. Press, UK, 26(5):695-218. The NHS has been an exception to the rule of
the market. A recent innovation in policy discourse has been the treatment of patients as
‘consumers’. Such a development would change the patient's role in the British health care
system. It would ethically sanction the achievement of previously undreamt of riches within the
field of health care. The ‘enclosure’ of health care that has resulted in the "Managed care"
system in the USA threatens the universal provision of care in other countries. It would also
reinforce the commodification of health care. The language of TQM has aided this movement.
Cited in Keaney 2001 (not herein). Cited Ovretveit 1992. Clio online 1996-on. # MS. PJ.
Keaveny, Timothy J., 2005, “Time span of discretion,” Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of
Human Resource Management, UK, 2005, 382 p. Elliot Jaques has proposed time span of
discretion as a measure of the amount of responsibility for work that a person has in a job.
Jaques (1961, p. 10) defined TSD as, "the maximum period of time during which the use of
discretion is authorized and expected without review of that discretion by a superior." This
concept provides a basis for placing a value on the work performed by a person in a job. TSD
can be viewed as a single-factor method of job evaluation, although it is unique in that it
provides an objective measure of worth as opposed to a subjective judgment. D. Ch.
Keaveny, Timothy J., 2005, “Time span of discretion,” Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of
Human Resource Management, edited by Lawrence H. Peters, Charles R. Greer and Stuart A.
Youngblood, Cambridge, MA; Oxford, UK, 382 p. ENTRY: "Elliot Jaques has proposed time
span of discretion as a measure of the amount of responsibility for work that a person has in a
job. Jaques (1961, p. 10) defines time span of discretion as, "the maximum period of time during
which the use of discretion is authorized and expected without review of that discretion by a
superior." This concept provides a basis for placing a value on the work performed by a person
in a job. Time span of discretion can be viewed as a single-factor method of job evaluation,
although it is unique in that it provides an objective measure of worth as opposed to a subjective
judgment." (1997 edn. 438 p. in SIBL JBF 05-199.) See Tom Ward 1967. W. Ch.
Keenoy, Tom, and Peter Anthony, 1992, “HRM: Metaphor, Meaning and Morality,” Chapter 14
(p. 233-255) in Blyton, Paul, and Peter Turnbull, eds., 1992, Reassessing Human Resource
Management, Sage Publications, London, UK and Newbury Park, CA, p. 270. TQM and JIT
have been used to push managerial responsibility onto subordinates without its rewards. They
cited the modern HRM under their section on the Limits of Responsibility: “Discretionary
judgment, once the measurement of reward in time span theory (Jaques, 1961), becomes almost
an inverted objective.” “Risk taking” and “responsibility in all directions” are “pressed
downwards and measured by individual accountability, performance appraisal and budgetary
controls” (p. 245). In the same breath they mention accountability and authority, risk taking,
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hierarchies, managerial responsibilities, values, and intentions. They get it - but bass ackwards they think it is the re-commodification of labour and is Thatcherite. (Unaware Jaques left the
UK around 1980.) [If true, what an abuse of Deming, Juran, et al!] Also cited Fox 1973, 1974;
A. Friedman 1977; Jackall 1988. Cited by Hassard and by McGovern. Keenoy at Leicester.
SIBL JBE 93-888. MS. Ch.
Kegan, Robert, 1982, The Evolving Self: problem and process in human development, Harvard
U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 318 p. Builds on Piaget. Constructive-developmental theory is a
stage theory of adult development that focuses on the growth and elaboration of a person's ways
of understanding the self and the world. Theoretically linked to Kohlberg and Torbert. Steven
R. Stewart used Kegan’s concept of ego development in his 1989 PhD dissertation at SIU as a
complement to Jaques’ theory. See also, Mehltretter 1995 PhD, Johnston 2008 PhD, and Laske
1999 Related PhD. Burke [UTS] Stacks BF713 .K44 1982. Misc. Bk.
Kegan, Robert, and Lisa Laskow Lahey, 1984, “Adult Leadership and Adult Development: A
constructivist view,” chapter 10 (p. 199-230) in Kellerman, Barbara, ed., 1984, Leadership:
Multidisciplinary Perspectives, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 288 p. Foreword by James
MacGregor Burns. Contends the differences between people are not due to age but to their
differing meaning systems or world views. “While ... older people’s ... world views ... tend to be
more complicated, differentiated, and encompassing than those of much younger people, they are
not a function of age.” “People do not grow by having their realities only confirmed. They grow
by having them challenged, as well, and being supported to listen to, rather than defend against,
that challenge. We defined leadership as the exercise of authority ... on behalf of facilitating the
development of those around him or her....” [This is a psychiatrist speaking.] Cited D. Levinson
1977, 1978; Sheehy 1976; Jacques 1965 - on all four dimensions of the appendix charts (on p.
227-8) from Wortley and Amatea 1982, q.v. NYPL Offsite Req in Adv JLE 84-3290 (SASB).
Baruch & Grad Ctr. HM141 .L396 1984. # Rp. Ch.
Kegan, Robert, 1994, In Over Our Heads: the mental demands of modern life, Harvard U. Press,
Cambridge, Mass., 396 p. Not on Jaques. But an interesting take on what is happening to us all.
(Perhaps Dilbert is right: we are all incompetent.) Cited Lewis and Jacobs 1993 (chapter in Hunt
and Phillips) in chapter six. Cited by Laske 2003. See Weick 1985. Burke Lib UTS - LC stacks
BF311 .K37 1994; Baruch & Hunter Mn; NYPL HUM JFE 94-9401. Misc. Bk.
Kegan, Robert, and Lisa Laskow Lahey, 2001, “The Real Reason People Won't Change,"
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Nov 2001, 9 p. Every manager is familiar with the
employee who just won't change. Sometimes it's easy to see why - the employee fears a shift in
power or the need to learn new skills. Other times, such resistance is far more puzzling. What's
going on? Two organizational psychologists present a surprising conclusion. Even as they hold
a sincere commitment to change, many people unwittingly apply productive energy toward a
hidden competing commitment, a kind of personal immunity to change. The competing
commitment may be to avoid the even tougher assignment - one he fears he can't handle - that
might follow if he delivers too successfully on the task at hand. (The resulting new job may be
at a higher stratum. Or employees don’t trust the judgment of managers to match their
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capabilities to their new job’s demands.) See 2009 book version. MS. Pro.
Kegan, Robert, and Lisa Laskow Lahey, 2009, Immunity to Change: how to overcome it and
unlock potential in yourself and your organization, Harvard Business Press, Boston, MA, 340 p.
The book version of their 2001 HBR article. Chapter One of this book has diagrams very similar
to the diagram of human development by Jaques. Kegan recognized levels/stages. Humans do
not grow or develop in a straight line, but in spurts. SIBL JBE 09-560. Ch. # MS. Bk.
Kehoe, Jeff, 2010, “How to Save Good Ideas,” Harvard Business Review, Oct2010, 88(10):129132. An interview is presented with author and management scientist John P. Kotter. He cites
research on organizational change in support of the contention that earning support within an
organization for an idea is a teachable skill. A reason individuals and organizations have
difficulty in adapting new ideas is that they tend to place much too much attention on generating
new ideas and strategy rather than communicating its value to others. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Keidel, Robert W., 1991, "Executive Rewards and Their Impact on Teamwork," Chapter 8
(p.152-163) in Foulkes, Fred K., ed., 1991, Executive Compensation, HBSP, 550 p. Unaware of
RO, levels of work/capability, but he asks many of the right questions about rewards being
individual while leadership being team and group oriented. This was a point of conflict. As of
the date of this chapter, there was little horizontal cooperation and there still remained a bias
toward the vertical. Cited de Geus 1988. Clio os HD4965.5 .U6 E87 1991. # Misc. Ch.
Keidel, Robert W., 1994, “Rethinking Organizational Design,” Academy of Management
Executive, Briarcliff Manor, NY, Nov 1994, 8(4):12-30. Organizational design clutter can be
eliminated by grouping design approaches into one of three categories: 1. restructuring
(organizational unit structures), 2. reengineering (organizational process units), and 3. rethinking
(organizational cognition). Restructuring is typically concerned only with shareholder wellbeing, reengineering addresses the needs of both shareholders and customers, and rethinking
responds to the claims of shareholders, customers, and employees. Rethinking offers the best
long-term prospects because it clarifies organizational complexity without trivializing it.
Organization is conceptualized as a balance of hierarchical control, individual autonomy, and
spontaneous cooperation in the face of financial pressures. (With comments by Sherry M. Bell
and Kevin J. Lewis.) (Nice overview; passing on Jaques. See ftnt 16. Claimed Jaques was
compatible with article's model. Not proved.) W. PJ.
Keil, Mark, and Jerry Flatto, 1999, "Information Systems Project Escalation: A reinterpretation
based on options theory," Accounting, Management and Information Technologies, April,
9(2):115-139. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0959-8022(99)00004-1. Failure to consider options
means the valuation of a project through NPV is lower than its real value. Escalation of
commitment is a well-known phenomenon whereby individuals and organizations continue to
invest in what appear to be losing courses of action. Traditional theories of escalation implicitly
assume the phenomenon is dysfunctional and results from flawed, or irrational, decision-making.
Some have argued, however, that the phenomenon results from equivocal information
concerning a particular course of action and does not necessarily represent a flawed or irrational
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decision process. To shed light on this distinction, we examine prior theories of escalation and
introduce a reinterpretation of the phenomenon based on options theory. Cited by McGrath et al
2004. Cited Flatto 1996 PhD (unrelated). Baruch perls. Wd. # Refu. PJ.
Keil, Mark, Joan Mann, and Arun Rai, 2000, "Why Software Projects Escalate: An Empirical
Analysis and Test of Four Theoretical Models," MIS Quarterly, The Society for Information
Management, Dec2000, 24(4):631-664. 34p. Word Count: 17101. ISSN: 02767783. Software
projects can often become ‘runaway systems’ that far exceed original budget and schedule
projections. A survey was administered to IS audit and control professionals to gather data on
projects that did not escalate as well as those that did. The results of our research suggest that
between 30% and 40% of all IS projects exhibit some degree of escalation. We explored
four constructs derived from - self-justification theory, prospect theory, agency theory, and
approach avoidance theory. The completion effect construct derived from ‘approach avoidance
theory’ provided the best classification of projects, correctly classifying over 70% of both
escalated and non-escalated projects. NYPL SIBL os JBM 91-534 v. 24, no. 1-4 (2000). At
Georgia State U., GA; Old Dominion U., VA; Georgia State U., GA. # MS. PJ. A.
Keller, Robert T., 1984, “The Harvard ‘Pareto Circle’ and the Historical Development of
Organization Theory,” Journal of Management, Southern Management Association, US,
Summer 1984, 10(2):193-203. A small group of influential scholars met at Harvard University
during the 1930s and early 1940s to discuss the ideas of Vilfredo Pareto. The concepts of social
system and social equilibrium were posited in a physiological, homeostatic system framework
that was a paramount theory for more than three decades. In the hard sciences hypotheses are
supported or refuted by the facts of reality. But in the social sciences and organization theory
hypotheses are more the reflections of the theorist’s values. This faculty circle included
Henderson, Mayo, Parsons, Brinton, Homans, and Barnard. Only in the 1960s did OT embrace
open systems featuring adaption to the external environment and conflicting values. Cited by
Wren 2005. See Juran, May 1975. Baruch Pers. Hard. # Misc. PJ.
Kelley, Maryellen R., 1994, “Productivity and Information Technology: The Elusive
Connection,” Management Science, INFORMS, Nov. 1994, 40(11):1406-1425. Programmable
automation in cellular production where workers used more machines was slowly displacing
mass production due to its advantages and greater efficiency. Union shops were more efficient
than non-union ones. Unaware of RO. (S2 workers versus S1 workers. Unions as legislativejudicial organizations.) Supports RO. MS. PJ. A.
Kelley, Robert E., 1988, “In Praise of Followers,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Nov.Dec., 66(6):142-148. Reprinted as chapter 12 (p. 135-144) in Taylor, Robert, and William
Rosenbach, (eds.), 1996, Military Leadership: in pursuit of excellence, Westview Press, Boulder,
CO. Developing competent followers is very hard to do. Found the same criteria were valid for
followership as for leadership. (This echoes Jaques who said there was nothing special about
‘leadership.’) Misc. Pro.
Kelly, Anthony E., 2004, Intellectual Capital of Schools: measuring and managing knowledge,
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responsibility and reward: lessons from the commercial sector, Kluwer Academic Publishers,
Dordrecht, NL; Boston, MA, US, 161 p. ToC and Preface. Chapter 3 (p. 46-58) is entitled,
“Measurement of Responsibility.” In it he describes TSD and discretion in the job (see p. 51).
In Chapter 4 (p. 59-80), using 3 aspects of job analysis: task, behavior, and trait, he extends this
measurement in a hybrid Guide Chart method with 3 factors: Know-how, Problem-solving, and
Accountability. (A very interesting extension of the theory. The focus is on the teachers, not the
students. Later chapters on pay-for-output are dubious. Badly lacks an index.) Cited Jaques
1956; Mant 1969; Itami & Roehl 1987; Stewart 1997, 2002. Becker not cited. Not in CUNY
nor NYPL. Clio TC 3L Main LB2822.8 .K45 2004. At U. Southampton, UK. Ch. # Rp. Bk.
Kelly, James, 2004, “Corporate Leadership: Reflections of a CEO and CEO Advisor,” Long
Range Planning, UK, Oct. 2004, 37(5):389–398. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.lrp.2004.07.013.
This article reviews the careers of five successful CEOs to identify three core ingredients behind
the effective management of large corporate groups. From nearly 40 years experience as a CEO
and a consultant to CEOs, the author distinguishes - (1) culling standards of performance, (2)
values and design that motivate people and (3) appropriate and positive growth paths - as three
ingredients most likely to increase the chances of success for corporate leaders. [Lloyds TSB
Bank, General Electric, Schroders’ investment bank, Omnicom advertising, Tesco retailing]
Analysed two examples of significant CEO failure [a building materials firm and a well-known
retailer]. Suggested modifications to the messages of three leading business academics - Alfred
Chandler, Henry Mintzberg, and Michael Porter. CEO. Wd & # MS. PJ. A.
Kelly, Janice R., and Joseph E. McGrath, 1988, On Time and Method, Sage Publications,
Newbury Park, CA, 151 p. They found that there was in research “a vicious cycle of neglect of
temporal effects in substantive, conceptual and methodological domains.” [p. 56] [Strong
words.] (Kelly did her MA in 1984 at UIL Urbana; PhD 1987) A solid book. Cited in Mitchell
and James 2001. No cite of EJ. Hum Rm315 JLD 88-4594 (HSSL). Baruch, JJay, Hunter SW:
H 62 .K415 1988. Both at U-IL-Urbana. Refu. Bk.
Kelly, J., B.Sc, Ed.B., 1963, “Searching for the Hidden Agenda,” Education and Training, MCB
UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 5(8):364-367. [Joe Kelly ?] Group Dynamics is a field of inquiry
concerned with learning about the nature of groups, how they develop, and their effect on
individuals, other groups, and society. Many of the techniques of Group Dynamics have been
widely used to improve training in human relations, particularly for teaching discussion-leading
techniques. ‘The Hidden Agenda’ refers to the social and emotional problems that develop when
a discussion group is working on a problem. Did not cite Jaques. Brunel Univ. T61.T38 since
1994, MCB/ Emerald. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Kelly, Joe, and J. M. Livingstone, 1963, “Crisis Point in Management Education,” Engineering,
The Design Council, London, UK, 1 Nov. 1963, v. 196, p. 575-6. New B-schools were being set
up in the UK at new universities. One was expected to be designated the top school (a la HBS or
MIT). However, there was a great need for a theory that will generate accurate predictions and
sustain managerial professionalism. “Management education in the UK has suddenly come to its
years of discretion and responsibility.” Management studies must move beyond anecdotes and
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armchair theorizing. The human relations approach was giving way to the task approach as
advocated by Wilfred Brown in the UK and Fred Fiedler (sic) in the USA. Rp. PJ.
Kelly, Joe, 1964, “Changing Views of Management Efficiency,” Journal of Industrial
Economics, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, March, 12(2):108-114. On the Jaques ‘task’ approach at
Glacier Metal. Part of his on-site field work. # Rp. PJ.
Kelly, Joe, 1964, "The Study of Executive Behavior by Activity Sampling," Human Relations,
Aug., 17(3):277-287. doi:10.1177/001872676401700310 Kelly used Sune Carlson’s sampling
approach to examine what executives do on a daily basis. Cited in Kelly and Ibrahim 1991.
Cited W. Brown 1960; Jaques 1951; Carlson 1951. # MS. PJ.
Kelly, J., 1965, “The group dynamics approach to leadership,” Education and Training,
Bradford, England, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 7(2):62-65. [Joe Kelly ?] The new
social science approach to business behaviour optimistically assumes that the modern executive
has a grounding in social psychology and its latest sub-division, Group Dynamics. The origins
of Group Dynamics are to be found in the work of Kurt Lewin who emigrated to the United
States in the inter-war period. Research in group atmosphere and styles of leadership produced
empirical evidence to support the concept of ‘democratic’ leadership. The ‘democratic’
leadership of the '30s and '40s is giving way to a more positive direct form of leadership. This
article might be considered as an obituary notice for the ‘human relations’ oriented boss. Cited
Jaques. J. Kelly 1965 cited by Ward 1969. Not in CUNY City before 1994 or NYPL (too early).
(Tried Bank St-x., Fordham-x, NYU-x, Brunel-x, Strathclyde [hard since 1970; online since
1994], TC-x.) Not in NYC. Not seen. Brunel U. T61.T38 since 1994, MCB/ Emerald. Rp. PJ.
Kelly, Joe, 1965, “What Do Managers Do?” Engineering, The Design Council, London, UK, 8
Oct. 1965, v. 200, p. 454. A study by Kelly of how section managers spent their time at Glacier
Metal. Two-thirds of their time was spent talking with others: a fifth with his boss, a third with
his colleagues and half with his subordinates. (Yes, they were all male.) Much of this was
informal and meetings ran longer than planned to accommodate it. Managers were of two types,
psychologically distant (task specialists) or close (human relations specialists). The distant
manager was seen as better able to assign tasks and more effective. At U. Strathclyde. Cited EJ
1951. # Rp. PJ.
Kelly, Joe, 1966, “Observing Organisations: Methods,” Scientific Business, UK, March. How he
did his research at Glacier Metal’s Kilmarnock plant. Rp. PJ.
Kelly, Joe, 1966, “Management Education, Its Data, Efficiency, and First Principles,”
Management International Review, Betriebswirtschaftlichen Verlag, Wiesbaden, Germany, with
the Tavistock Institute, London, UK, 1966, 6(4):69-98. (In English 69-80; in French 81-88; in
German 89-98.) An essay on Taylor, Urwick, Mayo, W. Brown and F. Fiedler. Management
education was approaching a critical turning point in the UK. Mentioned W. Brown and Glacier
Metal’s task approach as one of the three main approaches to management. (Re-do copy) # Rp.
PJ.
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Kelly, Joe, 1966, A Critical Evaluation of the Glacier System of Management, Ph.D., thesis in
Industrial Administration, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, UK. Thesis Supervisor
was Professor Thomas Thomson (T.T.) Paterson, Head of department. Published 1968 as a
book. See Ph.Ds.
Kelly, Joe, 1968, Is Scientific Management Possible? A Critical Examination of Glacier’s
Theory of Organization, Faber & Faber, London, UK. This is Kelly’s 1966 Ph.D. dissertation.
Kelly’s visits to Glacier’s Kilmarnock factory were in 1963-65 shortly before it was acquired by
Associated Engineering. He found the theory worked and was valid but uneven. He noted a
‘gap’ between the theory and its practice, but this was at two points in its evolution over time.
He confused Taylorism with the Glacier task-system. Used activity sampling. He rendered a
Scottish verdict on the theory: useful but not proven. (Kelly today misremembers his book’s
conclusion. He now thinks the ‘task’ approach did not work.) Johnstone, Robertson, Kelly, and
Mack were about the only academics to visit Glacier. All came away positively impressed but
Kelly was the most critical. Chapter 10, “An Assessment of the Glacier System of
Management,” is reprinted in Jerry L. Gray 1976. Precis in Kelly 1974. See book reviews by R.
Brown and R. Thomas 1969 (positive), Rowland (mixt), by Travis 1969 (mixt), and by House
1971 (negative). Rp. Bk.
Kelly, Joe, 1970, “Make Conflict Work for You,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, JulyAug., -113. Objected to the old-school of human relations that saw all conflict as negative.
Major sources of conflict were over social space, geographic space, and role space. Conflict can
be used creatively. Maintaining good faith is key in negotiations. Jaques not cited. Misc.
Kelly, Joe, 1970, “The Organizational Concept of Leadership,” Management International
Review, Augsburg, Germany, December, 10(6):3-32. (In English 3-17; in French 17-24; in
German 24-32.) A nice precis of the history of the topic and of the Jaques-Brown-Glacier
theory. Places the theory in its intellectual context: personality trait, group, functions, Fiedler,
Carlson, Paterson, Argyris, and Woodward. Cited by Handy 1985. Baruch. SIBL *ZAN-T4725
[Microfilm] Library has: 1961-2000; V1-V40. # Rp. PJ. *****
Kelly, Joe, 1974, Organizational Behaviour, Irwin, Homewood, IL, (Rev. edition. Orig. 1969.)
A full textbook. Pages 179-184 on Brown, Glacier and Jaques. (Also note on Edgar Schein.)
This is a neat distillation of his 1968 book and 1966 dissertation on Glacier. Described Glacier
Metal as “this beautiful, elegant, and comprehensive organization” (p. 184). City Coll. D. Bk.
*****
Kelly, Joe, and A. Bakr Ibrahim, 1991, “Executive Behavior: Its Facts, Fictions, and Paradigms,”
Business Horizons, Kelley School of Business, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN, 1 March
1991, 34(2):27-36. Describes research by Carlson, Whyte, Burns, Mintzberg, Kotter, and Kelly
on the moment-by-moment activities of executives, middle managers, and first-line supervisors.
Executive behavior is fragmented, much of it is with peers, most is face to face, its complexity
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shifts with its context, and it involves influencing and persuading far more than giving orders.
Cited Jaques 1951; Kelly 1964, 1968. # D. PJ.
Kelly, John E., 1978, “Understanding Taylorism: Some Comments,” The British Journal of
Sociology, LSE, Blackwell, London, UK, June, 29(2):203-207. Followed Littler’s 1978 article.
The impact of Taylorism has yet to be studied enough. Littler corrects the ideological and
negative view of Taylorism by Braverman (1974). Taylor aims to fragment labour through subcontracting. The difference between the managerial drive for control and for efficiency does not
get enough attention in Littler (Gordon 1976). # Refu. PJ. A.
Kelly, John E., 1978, “A Reappraisal of Sociotechnical Systems Theory,” Human Relations,
Plentum Press, NY, NY, Dec., 31(12):1069-1099. doi: 10.1177/001872677803101204 The
purpose here was to reassess the major principles of STS theory by means of a detailed
reexamination of the case studies from which they were partly derived. The notion of a single,
homogeneous STS school was misleading. Two streams of STS theory can in fact be identified.
Worker autonomy was lost and the technology was given. Responsible autonomy (discretion)
often replaced autonomous groups. Autonomy granted to work groups was limited, and
subordinated to economic objectives. Further, the concept of joint optimization was missing and
should be replaced with the notion of intensification of labor. The role of pay incentives was
underestimated in the causation of economic and psychological changes. Organizational choice
is also inadequate. These case studies demonstrated a Taylorism: there was only one best form
of work organization: autonomous groups. STS did find the work was often beyond one
man/one job and required a group. The Volvo Kalmar plant did use STS (it was shuttered as too
expensive in 1992). [After this reappraisal STS was dead. Really dead. QWL had to be
invented to keep Trist employed.] Cited Baldamus 1961; Aguren, Hansson, and Karlson 1976;
Van der Zwaan 1975; S. K. Roy 1969. Baruch Percls; Htr SW; City; Online. At Sheffield U.
Refu. PJ.
Kelly, John E., 1982, Scientific Management, Job Redesign, and Work Performance, Academic
Press, NY, NY, USA, 257 p. A good explication of Taylorism. Taylor gave individual rewards
to fragment the work group (p. 205). Favored individuals over groups to reduce labor costs and
increase productivity. Today, flexible workers were the key concept not autonomous work
groups. (From c.1978 PhD under David Guest at U. Sheffield.) See Behrend 1959. Cited Fox
1973. NYPL os JLE 83-23351 (SASB). Grad Ctr HD51 .K44 1982. At LSE. Misc. Bk.
Kelly, Kevin, 1994, “Motorola: Training for the Millennium,” Business Week, McGraw-Hill,
NY, NY, US, 3/28/94, Issue 3364, p. 158-163. ISSN: 00077135. Beyond quality, the firm has
committed resources and time to employee learning at the rate of 4% of total payroll. If
knowledge becomes antiquated at a faster rate, education becomes a competitive tool. Other
company average rate was 1.2%. Binding of employee education to business targets. Failure in
schooling: an emphasis on individual achievement where students face a workplace built on
cooperation. Courses at Motorola U. (Schaumburg, Ill). Insets. A case. Cited by DiBella &
Nevis 1998. Baruch Hard. Clio Offsite Req MICROFLM FN 619. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
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Kelly, Susanne, and Mary Ann Allison, 1999, The Complexity Advantage: How the Science of
Complexity Can Help Your Business Achieve Peak Performance, BusinessWeek Books,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 261 p. The authors used the Santa Fe Institute and Citibank as their
starting points. John Reed, CEO of Citibank, funded part of the research there when economists’
forecasts proved inadequate. He also adopted Walter Mahler’s Career Crossroads (from Brown
1960). The authors adapted Deming’s ‘14 Points’ into a new ‘14 Steps’ to embrace complexity,
and the 4-part Shewhart cycle. (Citibank was designed. There was nothing random about it. At
the end of the book they touch on the announced 1998 merger with Sandy Weil’s Travelers
Insurance as if it was the next step in evolution. The ’14 Steps’ at Santa Fe led Deming to his
1993 book and SoPK.) They were unaware of Jaques or Brown or Mahler. Misc. Bk.
Kelman, Steven, 1990, Procurement and Public Management: The Fear of Discretion and the
Quality of Government Performance, AEI Press, Washington, DC. (See chapter list also.) [A
different use of discretion from Jaques. A deep public sector problem.] “Public officials cannot
use common sense and good judgement in ways that would promote better vendor performance.”
The system “should be significantly deregulated to allow public officials greater discretion.”
Cited by DiIulio 1993. Misc. Bk.
Kelman, Steven, 1994, “Deregulating Federal Procurement: Nothing to Fear But Discretion
Itself?” chapter 6 in Iulio, John J., Jr., ed., Deregulating the Public Service, The Brookings
Institute, Washington, DC, p. 102-128. [Is this a chapter version of the book ?] Cited by DiIulio
1993. Misc. Ch.
Kelvin, Lord, 1889, Popular Lectures and Addresses, London, UK. Contains Kelvin’s popular
and silly bromide, “When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in
numbers, you know something about it. But when you cannot measure it, when you cannot
express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactory kind.” Silly. For
replies see Einstein, Auden’s poem, Ross King 2005, Vonnegut 1976, and Descartes 1637. ~
Kempner, Tom, 1979, “Keeping the workers happy — and productive!” Industrial Management
and Data Systems, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, March, 79(3):31-32, 43. Kempner looks
at the way in which academic theories on motivation and behaviour have been modified by
managers. The organization cannot tolerate failure in its leaders. There is no evidence
autocratic leaders fail. The organization must have successful leaders. Money motivates
workers. Money is important. The workers want to eat. Cited Jaques 1964, 1976. Gale circular
NYPL. Baruch Percls. At Henley M.C., UK. # D. Pro.
Kennedy, Allan A., 2000, The End of Shareholder Value: corporations at the crossroad, Orion
Business Books, London, UK; Perseus, Cambridge, MA, US, 237 p. How an obscure academic
theory (cash flows, LBOs), discovered by investment bankers in the late 1970s, used new
analytical techniques to spot undervalued companies, turn them around, and sell them to new
investors at a handsome profit. Instead of valuing a firm by its assets the firm was valued by its
expected cash flows. The threat of these corporate raiders inspired thousands of executives and
managers to focus on restructuring their enterprises: streamlining operations, cutting costs, and
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outsourcing non-core activities. But something got lost along the way - the means became the
end in the interest of maximizing short-term value to shareholders, companies were mortgaging
their futures – managed for the best present value. Cited in Kantabutra & Avery 2011. Clio Bus,
CUNY Baruch HD 2741 .K465 2000g. NYPL os JBE 00-2402. Misc. Bk.
Kennedy, Carol, 1988, "How Marriott Corporation grew five-fold in ten years," Long Range
Planning, UK, April, 21(2):10-14. Strategy is formulated by the line management of each BU
with corporate executive officers, and financial targets agreed. Forecasts are made on a 3- to 5year time-scale. The strategy is firmly anchored in the US. Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ. A.
Kennedy, Carol, 1993, “Changing the company culture at Ciba-Geigy,” Long Range Planning,
Elsevier Science Direct online, UK, 26(1):18-27. Used Robert Waterman’s 1989 concept of
‘directed autonomy’ to encourage more initiative throughout the organization. Followed Peter
Koestenbaum’s slogan, “Where people grow – profits grow!” Reorganized around three pillar
businesses and three growth businesses. She did not see the theory. A case. # MS. PJ. A.
Kennedy, Carol, 1993, ICI - The Company That Changed Our Lives, 2nd edn., Chapman,
London, UK, 223 p. MAUD. ‘M.A.U.D.’ – the ICI 'bomb'. [What does this mean?] p. 51-52
works councils. See Harvey-Jones 1984. 1986 edn onsite - Schw JLD 88-3782. NYPL os JBE
93-2490 & JLD 88-3782. Clio os HD9652.9 .I5 K46 1993. Misc. Bk.
Kennedy, Carol, 1994, “Re-engineering: The Human Costs and Benefits,” Long Range Planning,
UK, Oct., 27(5):64-72. Re-engineering — redesigning companies around their core processes to
achieve step-changes in performance — is being applied to large numbers of British companies
in both manufacturing and service industries. Re-engineering in practice, however, is different
from the theory taught. The elegant process charts and stress on integrating systems through IT
tend to leave out the more difficult challenge of managing human change. In the case studies
analysed here — Barr and Stroud (Pilkington Optronics), Baxi Partnership, and Lucas —
performance changes have been dramatic, in Baxi's case over a remarkably short timescale.
Management has learned more about its people, too, in what motivates and demotivates them,
and how they respond to radical change and the demands of new competencies. Note: A positive
profile of two firms which underwent re-engineering in the early 1990s: Barr and Stroud, and the
Baxi Partnership. A case. Infornation technology. CUNY Baruch. NYPL. # Rp. PJ. A.
Kennedy, Carol, 1994, Managing With the Gurus, Century Business Books, Random House,
London, UK. Includes a description of Jaques - from Pugh 1990. D. Ch.
Kennedy, Carol, 2007, Guide to the Management Gurus: the best guide to business thinkers, 5th
edn., Random House Business, NY, NY, US, 340 p. A guide to the ideas of leading management
thinkers. A short chapter on each – 11 Deming; 13 Fayol; 24 Jaques; 25 Juran; 29 Kim &
Mauborgne; 53 Trompenaars; 55 Welch. Bklyn PL, Business and Career Library - Non-Fiction
658.40092 K. Clio Bus HD31 .K453 2007g. W. Bk.
Kennedy, Marilyn Moats, 1981, “Status and Perks and a Fistful of Dollars,” Savvy, US, Dec.
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1981, 2(12):37-40. What to negotiate in your pay package and bundle. Stay in command. Your
wants and concessions. Ibid for ‘the boss.’ Make a list of ‘must haves’ and negotiable points
ahead. Listen carefully to the counter-offer, point-by-point, trade-offs, negotiables. Where are
the limits to power? Learn about the boss. From her 1982 book. CEO. # Misc. Pro.
Kenney, Martin, and Richard Florida, 1988, “Beyond Mass Production: Production and the
Labor Process in Japan,” Politics and Society, Geron-X, Inc., Los Altos, CA, 16(1):121-158.
‘Shifting’ is the swift changing of technology, which is bought. ‘Deepening’ is the users of
technology as the innovators, which they keep. The authors suggest that in Japan “the close
linkage between production and innovation [through overlapping teams] and a more general
legacy of organizational flexibility has resulted in the integration of shifting with deepening (p.
140).” Networks in such firms incorporate markets rather than simply integrate vertically. Duh.
[Is this the kiss that Sleeping Beauty missed?] Cited in Clegg 1990:187. Compare with Kaw
and Malley 1988. Clio Lehman H1 .P83. MS. PJ. *****
Kenney, Martin, and Richard Florida, 1991, “How Japanese Industry Is Rebuilding the Rust
Belt,” Technology Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, Feb/Mar 1991, 94(2):24-33. [Authors’ names
omitted from ProQuest database.] US manufacturing, particularly in the steel, rubber, and
automobile parts industries, is making a comeback. Armed with a new way of organizing
production, a different corporate strategy, and a new logic for locating plants, Japanese
corporations are transplanting an extensive industrial complex into the US. They pay high wages
and employ union workers, and they boast higher productivity. There is an underside to the
transplants. Some Japanese manufacturers are hostile to unions, saddle employees with
dangerous working conditions, have a faster work pace than US companies, and sometimes use
unseemly methods of intimidation to enforce company loyalty. Nevertheless, the Japanese
companies are making long-term commitments where US business leaders had seemed to give
up hope. Japanese manufacturers have formed an efficient industrial infrastructure. See Florida
and Kenney 1991. MS. PJ.
Kenney, Martin, and Richard Florida, 1993, Beyond Mass Production: the Japanese system and
its transfer to the U.S., Oxford University Press, Oxford & New York, 410 p. While at Ohio
State these authors started following the development of the Honda U.S. keiretsu in central Ohio.
Japanese invested in building infrastructures in steel and high-tech electronics. Harnessing
knowledge at the point of production. Building a JIT system through suppliers. See Liker and
Choi 2004. See their 1990 book also: Florida at Carnegie Mellon’s Heinz School of Public
Policy and Kenney at UC-Davis. SIBL & Barnard HD9736.J32 K46 1993. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Kenney, Martin, and Richard Florida, 1994, “Japanese Maquiladoras: Production organization
and global commodity chains,” World Development, Pergamon, Oxford, UK; NY, NY, US,
January 1994, 22(1):27-44. During the last decade at least 66 Japanese maquiladoras have been
established in Mexico employing in excess of 20,000 workers. We examined the organization of
production in these plants and the insertion of these production activities in the global
commodity chains of these firms. Managers at 17 firms were interviewed either in person or by
telephone and 10 of the plants were visited. The results indicate that the production organization
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and labor-management relationships resembled that of temporary employees in Japan. Most of
the activities undertaken in the maquiladoras are low-skill level, labor-intensive activities. In
Tijuana there are at least 31 Japanese maquiladoras most in the electronics industry and these
include a number of Japanese suppliers, thereby creating a proto-industrial complex. # MS. PJ.
Kenney, Martin, and Richard Florida, 1995, “The Transfer of Japanese Management Styles in
Two US Transplant Industries: Autos and Electronics,” Journal of Management Studies,
Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Nov95, 32(6):789-802. Japanese industry is characterized by a unique
set of industrial relations and management styles. The ability to transfer these relations overseas
has been the object of debate. We examined this transfer to the US in the automobile and
electronics industries. It was found that Japanese automobile manufacturers had been able to
transfer most of the central features of the system with some adaptation. The most successful
firms were using teams, quality control activities, rotation, and quite egalitarian management
styles. On the other hand, most of the electronics transplants examined had not transferred
Japanese style industrial relations and seemed content to accept prevailing US practices. Thus,
the record of transfer is presently mixed. At UC-Davis and Carnegie Mellon U. # MS. PJ.
Kenney, Martin, W. Richard Goe, Oscar Contreras, Jairo Romero, and Mauricio Bustos, 1998,
“Learning factories or reproduction factories?” Work and Occupations, Sage, Beverly Hills, Cal,
US, August 1998, 25(3):269-314. Compared and contrasted the labor-management practices of
Japanese consumer electronics maquiladoras in Mexico with those in Japan. The extent to which
these have been transferred was weak. The maquiladoras are not learning factories. Cited
Kenney & Florida 1992, 1993, 1994; Koike 1988, 1990. # MS. PJ.
Kenney, Martin, ed., 2000, Understanding Silicon Valley: the anatomy of an entrepreneurial
region, Stanford University Press, Stanford, CA, 285 p., plus map. This is the history of Silicon
Valley - with a map! Santa Clara County (Calif.). Cited Nishigushi, Toshihiro, 1989 PhD at
Oxford. See Pfeffer 2001 on Silicon Valley management. SIBL. CUNY Lehman Coll.
HC107.22 .S3975 2000. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Kenny, David A., and Lawrence la Voie, 1985, "Separating individual and group effects,"
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, APA, Feb., 48(2):339-348. doi: 10.1037/00223514.48.2.339 Presents a new multivariate statistical technique that includes both individual and
group effects and allows for non-independence between group members in hierarchically nested
designs in small-group research. In this statistical technique, the estimated correlation matrices
for the individual and for the group can be used as input into multivariate procedures (e.g.,
multiple regression, factor analysis). Promising. # Misc. PJ. A.
Kenny, Graham K., 1987, “A Company Owned by Employees,” Management Decision, MCB
UP Ltd., Emerald, UK, 27(6):45-49. Explored an employee-owned firm started in 1979 in
Sydney, AU, on power, information, rewards, and working conditions – all managerial
prerogatives. Here, the changes are not a gain for either side. Rather, the changes have had
mixt, sideways results. At San Diego State U. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
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Kenny, Roger M., 1994, “The board's stake in succession planning,” The Corporate Board,
07468652, Mar/Apr94, Supplement, 15(85):1-2. Succession planning is the most important
function of the Board. It is continuous and ongoing. At all times the Board must have several
internal candidates for the CEO position. When the CEO leaves the company he/she should also
leave the board. Misc. Pro.
Kenny, Sheryl L., and Kurt W. Fischer, (1983: MSS in preparation.), “Optimal Levels in the
Development of Abstractions in Arithmetic,” Dept. of Psychology, U. Denver. See 1984 article.
See 1987 unpublished research. Ru.
Kenny, Sheryl L., 1983, “Developmental discontinuities in childhood and adolescence,” New
Directions for Child Development, Jossey-Bass, Wiley, San Francisco, CA, USA, Sept 1983,
1983(21):81-95. Cognitive-developmental discontinuities seem to occur during FOUR periods
in childhood and adolescence - at 4 to 5, 6 to 7, 10 to 12, and 14 to 16 years. [This study
validates part of Jaques’s theory.] Piaget left off at age 12 saying that is when ‘formal
operations’ begin. Graduate student in human development, Cornell Univ. She is especially
interested in the learning of mathematics. Cited Jaques, Gibson and Isaac 1978. See SL Kenny
MA 1984; Fischer and Kenny 1986; Fischer, Kenny, and Pipp 1990; McCall 1983 (another four
periods in infancy, same issue). sheryl.kenny@arlingtontx.gov City of Arlington, TX: 817-4596251. (2009) Grad Ctr BF 721 .N49 no. 21. # Rp. PJ.
Kentor, Jeffrey, and Terry Boswell, 2003, “Foreign Capital Dependence and Development: A
new direction,” American Sociological Review, Albany, NY, April 2003, 68(2):301-313.
Scholars [economists] have long debated the impact of foreign investment on the economies of
less developed countries. The theory is that high investment concentration limits the autonomy
of state and business elites to act in the long-term interests of domestic growth. In a series of
cross-national panel regression models of 39 less developed countries estimated at five-year
intervals from 1970 to 1995, the often cited negative effects of foreign capital penetration on
growth in GNP per capita are dramatically reduced or entirely replaced when investment
concentration, and the related concepts of export commodity and trade partner concentrations,
are included in the analyses. Foreign investment concentration has a significant, long-term
negative effect on growth that is strongest over the initial five-year period and decreases over the
next 15 years. A similar effect is also found for the 1990-1997 period. This structural aspect of
capital dependence has a greater impact on development than does the overall level of foreign
capital penetration. [The economists again wrong.] Refu. PJ. A.
Keough, Donald R., 2008, The Ten Commandments for Business Failure, Portfolio/ Penguin,
US, 190 p. Foreword by Warren Buffett, who notes Keough was of the Ben Franklin school,
"Keep thy shop and it will keep thee." Here are his 11 - from experience: 1. Quit Taking Risks;
2. Be Inflexible; 3. Isolate Yourself; 4. Assume Infallibility; 5. Play the Game Close to the Foul
Line; 6. Don't Take Time to Think; 7. Put All Your Faith in Experts and Outside Consultants; 8.
Love Your Bureaucracy; 9. Send Mixed Messages; 10. Be Afraid of the Future; plus - 11. Lose
Your Passion for Work—for Life. Who said failure was easy? A practical, funny and good read.
Former President, Coca-Cola Co. Misc. Bk.
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Kepner, Charles H., and Benjamin B. Tregoe, 1981, The New Rational Manager, Princeton, N.J.,
Kepner-Tregoe, 224 p. Revised edition of their 1965 classic. A full description of gap analysis
for strategy and then implementation resolution. See Kami 1969 for a short version. Baruch
HD38 .K442. Misc. Bk.
Keren, Michael, and David Levhari, 1983, “The internal organization of the firm and the shape
of average costs,” Bell Journal of Economics, (later Rand Journal), Autumn83, 14(2):474-486.
Do costs of coordination limit the size of firms? Do they lead to rising average costs at high
output levels? A simple model of a firm which employs production and administrative labor,
and where output is declining in coordination time by the latter, answers this question in two
steps. First we derive a cost minimizing hierarchical structure for any given size of production
labor. This structure shows similarity to that reported in the literature for both business and
military organizations. Then we use the administrative technology that is developed to derive
conditions under which average costs do eventually rise even in the presence of increasing
returns to production labor. The presumption of a limit to the size of firms is shown to hold
under reasonable, though not all, conditions. No cite of Jaques. Cited by Hutzschenreuter and
Guenther 2009. Misc. PJ. A.
Keren, Michael, 1988, “Moses as a Visionary Realist,” International Political Science Review/
Revue internationale de science politique, Sage, online, Jan. 1988; 9(1):71-84. A vision of “the
future lies at the core of transformational processes, [which] must be defined not only in
cognitive terms, as Elliott Jaques has done in his seminal studies, but also in moral terms.” A
prescriptive political leadership. Cited Jaques 1976, 1986; Mant 1983. At Tel Aviv. # Rp. PJ.
Keren, Michael, and David Levhari, 1989, “Decentralization, aggregation, control loss and costs
in a hierarchical model of the firm,” Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, Elsevier,
March 1989, 11(2):213-236. We study the multi-divisional firm with the help of a model which
links organizational structure and performance. We add to our previous model an ability to
delegate decisions at the cost of control loss, and study its effects on both the structure and the
average costs of the firm. Our technique involves the aggregation of observations and
disaggregation of commands: the aggregation, while simplifying the calculations by superiors
and saving time, introduces error into their decisions. The tradeoff between time and error is
taken into account in the construction of the hierarchy. No cite of EJ. Cited Karen and Levhari
1983; Calvo & Wellisz 1978; S. Rosen 1982. Cited by Qian 1994. At Hebrew U. of Jerusalem,
and Maurice Folk Inst. for Econ. Res., Israel. Baruch, City Coll., Htr Mn. # Misc. PJ.
Kerr, Jeffrey, and John W. Slocum, Jr., 1987, “Managing Corporate Culture Through the Reward
System,” Academy of Management Executive, May, 1(2):99-107. The managerial reward is a
powerful means of influencing corporate culture. They authors found two distinct reward
systems, each linked to a very different culture. In the hierarchy-based system, performance
was defined in qualitative terms and evaluated subjectively, and subordinates were dependent on
their superiors for evaluations and rewards. This system was associated with the clan culture,
characterized by long socialization, high commitment, peer pressure to conform, and the
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importance of superiors as mentors. In the performance-based system, performance was
defined quantitatively and evaluated objectively, rewards were based on formulas (ROI, ROE)
connected to results, and subordinates were far less dependent on the opinions of superiors for
guidance. This system was associated with the market culture, characterized by short-term
commitment, independence from peers, little socialization, and superiors as resource allocators.
The authors found the first system (the clan culture and hierarchy-based reward system) to be
useful for firms pursuing single-product, capital-intensive strategies, while the second (the
market culture and performance-based system) was useful in firms pursuing acquisitive, highdiversification strategies. (Their analysis was fine. Their conclusions were screwy.) See Jaques
1951. MS. Pro.
Kerr, Jeffrey L., 2004, "The limits of organizational democracy," Academy of Management
Executive, US, Aug2004, 18(3):81-95. 15p. DOI: 10.5465/AME.2004.14776172. ISSN:
10795545. Despite decades of encouragement from theorists and consultants, managers have
generally not embraced democratic process as a system of management and decision-making in
organizations. It is tempting to explain this in terms of managers' reluctance to share power, but
the basic function of political democracy--legitimization of authority--has no counterpart in
organizations. As for applicability, the article argues that democratic process can only be
successfully implemented where it contributes significantly to competitive advantage and
organizational performance. (Contrast with WBD Brown.) At U. Miami. # Refu. Pro.
Kerr, Steven, and Charles Schriesheim, 1974, “Consideration, Initiating Structure, and
Organizational Criteria - An Update of Korman's 1966 Review,” Personnel Psychology, WileyBlackwell, US/UK, later. Admits Korman was right in 1966. We really learned nothing from
the OSU research. Maybe it was for the money. Besides we now have the scales, which we
know are off, to deal with. Huh. Huh. [I couldn’t make this stuff up.] Cited in Misumi 1985,
1996. Refu. PJ. A.
Kerr, Steven, 1995, “The Folly of Rewarding A While Hoping for B,” Academy of Management
Executive, Jan., 9(1):7-16. A classic on illogic, misplaced hope, and our disconnects. Still great
- and funny. For years its title has reminded executives and scholars alike - ‘it's the reward
system, stupid!’ (Original published in AMJ, Dec. 1975.) [AME also surveyed its executive
panel - How much progress has corporate America made in addressing Kerr's ‘folly’? 90% said
it was prevalent. 50% saw it widespread in their own firms today.] (In two files.) Misc. PJ.
Kerr, Steven, ed., 1997, Ultimate Rewards: what really motivates people to achieve,
Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 238 p. Part one. Asinine attitudes toward
motivation / Harry Levinson ; Why incentive plans cannot work / Alfie Kohn ; Rethinking
rewards perspectives on Alfie Kohn’s "Why incentive plans cannot work" (9 respondents); How
well is employee ownership working? / Corey Rosen and Michael Quarrey ; What business can
learn from nonprofits / Peter F. Drucker -- Part two. Power is the great motivator / David C.
McClelland and David H. Burnham / Demand better results-and get them / Robert H. Schaffer ;
The new managerial work / Rosabeth Moss Kanter ; The work of leadership / Ronald A. Heifetz
and Donald L. Laurie --Part three. Speed, simplicity, self-confidence: an interview with Jack
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Welch / Noel M. Tichy and Ram Charan ; To build a winning team: an interview with Head
Coach, Bill Walsh / Richard Rapaport ; The CEO as coach: an interview with AlliedSignal’s
Lawrence A. Bossidy / Noel M. Tichy and Ram Charan ; What holds the modern company
together? / Rob Goffee and Gareth Jones [culture, 4 authority types]. HBR articles. EJ not cited.
Baruch HF 5549.5 .M63 U45 1997. Misc. Bk.
Kerr, Steven, with Glenn Rifkin, 2009, Reward Systems: does yours measure up? Harvard
Business School Press, Boston, MA, 136 p. A mini-book. Baruch HF5549.5 .I5 K47 2009.
MS. Bk.
Kesler, Gregory C., 1993, “Aligning People and Strategy: An Integrated Approach to Deploying
Goals and Mission,” Unpublished. Argues the need for a more goal oriented empowerment.
Available online (11/30/04), see CHRS.net. Cited Deming and Mahler. # Misc.
Kesler, Gregory C., 1995, “A Model and Process for Redesigning the HRM Role, Competencies
and Work in a Major Multi-National Corporation,” Human Resource Management Journal,
HRM Journal, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, Summer 1995. A model and process for
redesigning the HR function by contracting with line executives for new roles, and by upgrading
the HR staff while upgrading the HR delivery systems. Available online (11/30/04), see
CHRS.net. A case. Cited Deming. # Misc. PJ.
Kesler, Gregory C., 2002, “Why the leadership bench never gets deeper: Ten insights about
executive talent development,” Human Resource Planning, Human Resource Planning Society,
January, 25(1): 32-44 (7,978 words plus 3 exhibits). Mahler and LeVino at General Electric how Welch emerged. Career crossroads graph. Also mentioned Coca-Cola, Colgate-Palmolive,
Honeywell (Allied-Signal), and Citigroup. Managing Partner, Competitive Human Resources
Strategies LLC in Stamford, CT. Cited Jaques 1989; Charan 2001; Mahler & Drotter 1986;
Mahler & Wrightnour 1983; Welch. Rp. PJ.
Kesler, Gregory, and Paul Kirincic, 2005, “Roadmaps for Developing General Managers: The
Experience of a Healthcare Giant,” Human Resource Planning, HRP Society, 28(3):24-37.
Described the general manager career model at McKesson, a Fortune 20 corporation. Included
Career Crossroads. Cited Jaques RO 1989, Charan et al 2001, Mahler & Drotter 1986, Kesler
2002. Kirincic was EVP HR at McKesson, previously at Whirlpool and Pfizer, on board of
Eddie Bauer. Not cited by Michael E. Raynor 2007. Rp. PJ.
Kesler, Gregory, and Amy Kates, 2011, Leading Organization Design: how to make
organization design decisions to drive the results you want, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal, US,
319 p. Business leaders recognize the need to continually align their organizations to changes in
the marketplace and seek guidance from both internal and external practitioners. Top leaders
have only three levers: 1. Strategy - where and how compete and where not to compete. The
following two depend on the first: 2. Selecting talent for the top team, 3. Designing the
organization and deciding the distrution of power and resources. Cited Charan et al 2001;
Galbraith 1995, 2009; Jaques 1989; Kates & Galbraith 2007; Kesler 2002, 2005, 2009; Mahler &
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Drotter 1986. Not in NYPL. ebrary, Inc. E-bk in Clio, CUNY. Seen. Rp. Bk.
Kets de Vries, Manfred F. R., and Danny Miller, 1984, “Neurotic Style and Organizational
Pathology,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, Jan.-Mar., 5(1):35-55. The personality
of the top manager(s) can influence strategy, organizational climate, structure, and organizational
dysfunctions. We have isolated five common pathological organizational types and related each
of these to the fantasies and neurotic styles of their top executives. Each type reflects elements
of structure and strategy that are consistent with and probably caused by the neurotic style of the
cadre of top executives. The types are called paranoid, compulsive, histrionic, depressive and
schizoid. Cited Jaques 1951, 1970. D. PJ. A.
Kets de Vries, Manfred F.R., Danny Miller, Jean-Marie Toulouse, Peter H. Friesen, Maurice
Boisvert, and Roland Theriault, 1984, “Using the Life Cycle to Anticipate Satisfaction at Work,”
Journal of Forecasting, Ebsco, Apr-Jun84, 3(2):161-172. Jaques’ concept of the mid-life crisis
(1965) was a major contributor to the decline in work satisfaction in the person’s 30s and 40s
when the person’s ambition was compared with accomplishment and level attained in the
hierarchy. Cited Jaques 1965. Rp. PJ.
Kets de Vries, Manfred F. R., ed., 1984, The Irrational Executive, International Universities
Press, NY, NY, 497 p. Five chapters are interesting. Reprinted here. Ch 10 & 22 by Jaques.
(1965, 1955 disowned); Ch.5, 20 & 21 Maccoby; Ch 18 by Brocher (In). See Summers 1985
book review which includes Jaques chapter 10. Baruch, Htr Mn (B2) HF5500.2 .I73 1984. ~
Kets de Vries, Manfred F. R., and Danny Miller, 1986, “Personality, Culture, and Organization,”
The Academy of Management Review, April, 11(2):266-279. The title says it all. What’s more
to say? Cited Jaques 1951, 1970. # Rp. PJ. A.
Kets de Vries, Manfred F. R., 2000, “Manfred Kets de Vries’s reflections on organizational
therapy,” interview with E. van de Loo, Academy of Management Executive, Academy of
Management, 1 February 2000, 14(1):49-51. ISSN: 1079-5545. Preceded by an interview by
Edgar Schein (p. 31-48). Jaques’ name comes up in passing in both halves of this interview/
commentary. Considered himself a trailblazer, yet following the paths of Elliott Jaques,
Abraham Zaleznik, and Harry Levinson. D. PJ.
Kettering, Charles Franklin, and Allen Orth, 1932, The New Necessity; the culmination of a
century of progress in transportation, The Williams & Wilkins company and its associates in
cooperation with the Century of progress exposition, Baltimore, MD, US, 124 p. The progress in
autos was through several concepts, including - standardization, invention, inter-changeability,
and accuracy. (Note the quaintly different words used.) Not in Clio. NYPL os TON (Kettering,
C. F. New necessity). CUNY Bklyn, Baruch - TL15 .K4. Misc. Bk.
Kettering, Charles Franklin, and Allen Orth, 1955, American Battle for Abundance: a story of
mass production, General Motors, Detroit, Mich., 103 p. Mass production began with
Guttenberg and his printing press. Then the idea of inter-changeable parts took root in Eli
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Whitney. Then mass production was realized by Henry Ford. The mountain came to
Mohammed. This was "printing in metal." See Starr 1969. NYPL Schw SB p.v. 4209. [1955,
edn.] Orig. edn. 1947, 100 p. CUNY Bronx CC - HB171.5 .K488. Misc. Bk.
Kettering, Charles Franklin, 1961, Prophet of Progress; selections from the speeches of Charles
F. Kettering, Dutton, NY, NY, US, 252 p. Edited by T. A. Boyd. Kettering stressed the deal for
the customers. If they weren't delighted, would they repeat buy? (Probably not.) NYPL Schw
D-13 345; CUNY Bklyn, Bx CC, City College - Cohen - AC8 .K465. Misc. Bk..
Key, Susan, 1997, “Analyzing Managerial Discretion: An assessment tool to predict individual
policy decisions,” International Journal of Organizational Analysis, Bowling Green, OH, Apr
1997, 5(2):134-155. Managerial discretion, defined as individual empowerment to act, has
received increased attention in the management literature, particularly in the policy area. An
instrument to measure discretion of individual managers is developed. The investigation of the
reliability and validity of the developed measure, the Individual Discretion Questionnaire (IDQ),
reveals that it identifies variability in managerial response and correlates significantly with two
other established measures: locus of control and organizational ethical culture. The results
suggest that this assessment tool may provide a means to identify how willing individual
managers are to take preventive action in situations that present financial and sociopolitical
risks to their organizations. (Hambrick’s definition was of the top team or group, not
individuals.) At U. Ala. at Birmingham. See Key 1995; Suh, Key and Munchus 2004. MS. PJ.
Key, Susan, 2002, “Perceived Managerial Discretion: an analysis of individual ethical
intentions,” Journal of Managerial Issues, 1045-3695, Summer 2002, 14(2):218-233 (17). Used
Hambrick’s definition of managerial discretion and linked it to locus of control (internal to the
individual or external). ‘Perceived discretion’ was found to be a function of individual
differences rather than the situation or the interactions between the individual and the situation.
“Surprisingly, individual and organizational demographics did not predict perceived discretion as
[frequently] hypothesized in the literature” (Hambrick and Finkelstein 1987; Finkelstein and
Hambrick 1990; Hambrick and Abrahamson 1995). ‘Nuf said? Jaques not cited. (Based on
Related 1995 Pittsburgh PhD.) # Off. PJ.
Keys, J. Bernard, and Thomas R. Miller, 1984, “The Japanese Management Theory Jungle,”
Academy of Management Review, US, April, 9(2):342-353. A review of American writers’
conceptualizations of Japanese management theory. (Fatuous – but it may not be wrong. See
Abegglen 1958.) The drive to redeem their honor and regain world respect after WWII may be
the real key. If so, none of the single-factor management explanations will suffice. Very
thoughtful. Jaques not cited. Cited by Clegg 1990:186, not included. Cited Koontz 1961;
Hatvany & Pucik 1981; Deming 1980. See Ishikawa 1982, Urabe 1979, Marsh and Mannari.
Teach. # MS. PJ. A.
Keys, J. Bernard, and Thomas Miller, 1984, “The Japanese Management Theory Jungle,”
Academy of Management Review, US, 9(2):337-350. An excellent overview article on the many
US authors reacting to Japanese success. Each may be partly right. # Alt. PJ. A.
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Khaleelee, Olya, 1994, “The Defence Mechanism Test as an Aid for Selection and Development
of Staff,” International Journal of Therapeutic Communities, UK ?, 15(1):3-13. A description
and example of the DMT methodology for users. (See Khaleelee 1996; Kragh 1960, 1962;
Vaernes 1982.) Not found in NYC. Not NYAM. Try BL, Brunel. Not seen. Rp. PJ.
Khaleelee, Olya, and Ralph Woolf, 1996, “Personality, Life Experience and Leadership
Capability,” Leadership & Organization Development Journal, Karnac, Emerald MCB,
Bradford, UK, 17(6):5-11. Partners, Pintab Associates, UK. A critical element of leadership is
the capacity to tolerate uncertainty, both one's own and that of followers. The “time-span of
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skill theory and the development of reflective judgment (K. S. Kitchener and P. M. King; see
record 1982-00976-001), 156 students, 14-28 yrs old, were tested. Two-thirds responded to the
Reflective Judgment Interview (RJI) and the Prototypic Reflective Judgment Interview (PRJI)
twice, with the 2 administrations approximately 2 wks apart. The remaining one-third were
tested at 2-wk intervals only on the RJI. The PRJI was designed to provide support for optimal
level reflective judgment responses, whereas the RJI measured functional level. Ss scored
significantly higher on the PRJI than they did on the RJI at both testings, and there was a
significant age effect on both measures. Age differences on the two measures could not be
statistically accounted for by a measure of verbal ability. The PRJI data also provided evidence
for spurts in development between ages 18 and 20 and between ages 23 and 25-26. (This
relationship may be curvilinear- Jacobs et al 2009.) Fischer 1980 and Fischer & SL Kenny 1986
cited 5 times. CC, Baruch, Grad Ctr. Elec. CUNY (#302 of 400+). Jaques not cited. Cited by
Jacobs 2010. MS. PJ.
Kitching, Jolanda, Johan S. Basson, and Melinde Coetzee, 2006, "Career Path Appreciation:
Assessing the Equivalence of Measurement Outcomes For Employees From Diverse Cultural
Backgrounds," [draft submitted to SABR,] 31 p. (SA Bar Review ? Behaviour ?) Ensuring that
all assessment strategies are culturally unbiased has become a priority in the South African
context where historically disadvantaged South Africans (Africans, Coloureds, Indians and
women) are climbing the corporate ladder. The career path appreciation (CPA) assessment
procedure is being used worldwide to assess individuals’ capabilities and extrapolate their future
potential. The aim of this study was to determine whether the CPA procedure is culturally
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unbiased for the South African context. A non-probability convenience sample of 4 606
participants representing various race and gender groups from the banking, insurance and motor
industries was used. It was found that the CPA measurement outcomes are not biased and are,
therefore, equivalent for groups of diverse cultural backgrounds in the South African
organisational context. Cited Jaques, Rossan, Stamp, Lewis 1993, Ashton, Baker. From Kiching
MCom 2005. At U. Pretoria (2); UNISA, SA. # Ru.
Kittrell, Dancy, 1998, "A Comparison of the Evolution of Men's and Women's Dreams in Daniel
Levinson's Theory of Adult Development," Journal of Adult Development, Springer, NL,
Apr1998, 5(2):105-115. ISSN: 10680667. Examined an important difference in the adult
development of men and women never stated by D. Levinson, but implicit in his two books in
1978 and 1996. The task of forming a Dream that generated a sense of vitality and excitement
was central to men. Often occupational in nature, the men's Dreams were usually formed in their
late teens and 20s. Yet, among women, none had Dreams about long-term career goals and
nearly all gave precedence to marriage and family. Development of individualistic animating
Dreams was usually delayed until the women's Age 30 Transitions (28–33), often provoking
crisis and subsequent instability. Mid-life. Cited Jaques 1965. # W. PJ.
Kivetz. Ran, 2003, “The Effects of Effort and Intrinsic Motivation on Risky Choice,” Marketing
Science, USA, Fall 2003, 22(4):477-502. Relating effort-induced reward expectations to
prospect theory's value function provided a parsimonious theory that predicted the required effort
will have a systematic effect on such trade-offs. Using the case of frequency (or loyalty)
programs five studies demonstrated that (a) the presence of some effort requirements enhanced
the preference for sure-small rewards over large-uncertain rewards; (b) the preference for reward
certainty was attenuated when the effort activity was intrinsically motivating; and (c)
continuously increasing the effort level led to an inverted-U effect on the preference for suresmall over large-uncertain rewards. Cited Adams 1965; Walster et al 1978. Jaques not cited. At
Columbia. rk566@columbia.edu MS. PJ. A.
Klaas, Peter, and Lex Donaldson, 2009, "Underfits Versus Overfits in the Contingency Theory of
Organizational Design: Asymmetric Effects of Misfits on Performance," Chapter 8 (p. 147-168)
in Bøllingtoft, Anne, et al, eds., 2009, New Approaches to Organization Design: Theory and
Practice of Adaptive Enterprises, Springer-Verlag, Boston, MA, US, 170 p. How the standard
academics addressed this issue. Confused. Ugly. Jaques not cited. Clio Bus HD58.8 .N49
2009g. (and as E-BOOK.) # Misc. Ch.
Klatzky, S. R., 1970, “Automation, Size, and the Locus of Decision Making: The Cascade
Effect,” The Journal of Business, Chicago, IL, US, April, 43(2):141-151. This study tested prior
Weberian research on the impact of automation on decentralization. Results were the reverse of
that predicted so hypotheses were rewritten. Cited Jaques 1956. A winger. W. PJ. A.
Klein, Edward B., Faith Gabelnick, and Peter Herr, eds., 1998, The Psychodynamics of
Leadership, Psychosocial Press, Madison, CT, 371 p. All Jaques citations in this book are to the
1955 chapter which he has disowned. Chapters one (Miller, Eric J.) and four (Krantz, James)
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cited by Vansina 1999. Clio Burke [UTS] LC Stacks BF637 .L4 P78 1998. Off. Bk.
Klein, Elizabeth, 1992, “The U.S./Japanese HR Culture Clash,” Personnel Journal, Baltimore,
A. C. Croft, Nov., 71(11):30-37. American human resources managers employed in US-based
Japanese companies are adjusting to Japanese human resources management principles. Unlike
American corporations, their Japanese counterparts value teamwork over individual performance
as exemplified by the practice of consensus building. Furthermore, the Japanese hire employees
based on their attitudes instead of experience, a characteristic trait that US companies look for
in applicants (P-O, rather than P-J). Also, benefits and salaries of employees in Japanese-owned
firms are based on loyalty and not on individual merit. Training in Japanese corporations is
less formal than their US equals and tends to be general in nature, incorporating various areas of
operations. Lastly, the Japanese have high regard for senior employees regardless of their
contribution. (Nevertheless, Japanese corporations are slowly adapting to the accepted human
resources management system in the US because it is a requirement for survival and profitability
in the US market.) No Footnotes. (Lots of popular U.S. misconceptions here.) MS. Pro.
Klein, Gary A., 1998, Sources of Power: How People Make Decisions, MIT Press, Cambridge,
MA, 330 p. See esp. Chapter 10: “The Power to See the Invisible” [including the past and
future] (p. 155-6). Compared “time horizon” to night driving. If no lights are on, you must drive
very slowly. If your parking lights are on, then you can drive walking speed. If your regular
headlights are on, then you can drive the speed limit. If your brights are on, then you can go
faster. Headlights adjust your time horizon and buy you more reaction time. Otherwise you are
“flying behind the plane.” [Better than my lighthouse image.] This is also why CEOs should not
be messing in daily operations. Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1991. Cited Holding and Reynolds
1982, and Charness 1989 on chess masters (q.v.). Cited in Nieves 1997 PhD. Clio Psych
HD30.23 .K456 1998. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Klein, H. K., and R. Hirschheim, 1985, “Fundamental issues of decision support systems: A
consequentialist perspective,” Decision Support Systems, Elsevier Science Direct, January,
1(1):5-23. How might DSS affect various organizational elements? Slim connection to Jaques.
W. PJ.
Klein, Janice A., 1991, “A Reexamination of Autonomy in Light of New Manufacturing
Practices,” Human Relations, Tavistock Institute of Human Relations, London, UK, Jan.,
44(1):21-38. doi: 10.1177/001872679104400102. Inventory buffers were established to allow
for employee autonomy. Just-in-time operations and process controls are antithetical to this.
However, it may be possible to retain autonomy by shifting it from task execution to task design
and to retain participative decision making when new process controls are being introduced.
Does not cite Jaques or Deming. See Sparrow 1997 Interesting PhD. MS. PJ.
Klein, Janice A., 1994, "The Paradox of Quality Management: Commitment, Ownership, and
Control," Chapter 7 (p. 178-194) in Heckscher, Charles A., and Ann Donellon, eds., 1994, The
Post-Bureaucratic Organization: New Perspectives on Organizational Change, Sage, Thousand
Oaks, Cal., US, 247 p. Lean means 'mutual obligations' must come first – employers and
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employees together. Otherwise you don't get lean. Cited Jaques' defence of Deming's use of
hierarchy in Japan to achieve quality. Cited Jaques 1991 (article); Juran 1964. # D. Ch.
Klein, Katherine J., Henry Tosi, and Albert J. Cannella, 1999, “Multilevel Theory Building,”
Academy of Management Review (AMR), 24(2):243-248. The split between micro and macro
theories of organization behavior is bridged by a multilevel theory. This was the topic of this
special issue of this journal. (The participants cited Jaques only once – a reference to the 1955
article he has withdrawn.) Misc. PJ. A.
Klein, Katherine J., Andrew P. Knight, Jonathan C. Ziegert, Beng Chong Lim, and Jessica L.
Saltz, 2011, “When Team Members’ Values Differ: The moderating role of team leadership,”
Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Elsevier Inc., US, January 2011,
114(1):25-36. doi:10.1016/j.obhdp.2010.08.004. Team leadership moderates the effects of
values diversity on team conflict. In a longitudinal survey study of national service teams, we
found significant, but opposite, moderating effects of task-focused and person-focused
leadership. As predicted, task-focused leadership attenuated the diversity–conflict relationship,
while person-focused leadership exacerbated the diversity–conflict relationship. At U. of Pa.,
Washington U. in St. Louis; Drexel U. in Philadelphia; Ministry of Defence Singapore and
Nanyang Business School; and PepsiCo Inc., Purchase, NY, US. # MS. PJ. A.
Klein, Lisl, 1964, Multiproducts Ltd., a case study of the psychological effects of rationalization,
HMSO, London, UK, 147 p. Found the ‘ideal pieceworker’ had a ‘non-involvement in the
affairs of the firm.’ She observed under such a relationship, “It is futile to preach loyalty and cooperation.” P. 67. She found in this organization two societies – the operators and everyone else
(management). The operators were not involved with the firm – and everyone else was deeply
so. Cited in Flanders 1969 (?). Cited Rodgers & Hammersley 1954; Lupton 1963; W. Brown
1960. NYPL Schw D-17 894. At Imperial Coll., U. London. W. Bk.
Klein, Lisl, 2005, Working Across the Gap: the practice of social science in organizations,
Karnac, London, UK; NY, NY, US, 262 p. Many references to Jaques, Brown, and Glacier
Metal.. She was the resident social scientist at Esso Petroleum, 1965-1970 (ch. 4), and wrote this
experience up. She went beyond Glacier, and she built on it. Noted that Jaques defined a
‘consultant’ as a medical advisor, not managerial. [In the NHS that is what they were.] (See
Jern, Stefan, 2007, “Bk Rev:” OSD, OPUS, London, UK, v. 7, #) Cited Jaques 1951. SIBL JBE
05-1373. CUNY Medgar Evers HD31 .K522 2005. Cr. Bk.
Klein, Melanie, 1950, “The Importance of Symbol-Formation in the Development of the Ego,”
Contributions to PsychoAnalysis 1921 -1945, (Institute of Psycho-Analysis, London,
International Psycho-Analysis Library, No. 34), The Hogarth Press, London, UK, pp. 236-250.
Jaques placed great emphasis on this paper and cited it often. Misc. Ch.
Klein, Melanie, Paula Heimann, and Roger E. Money-Kyrle, eds., 1955, New Directions In
Psycho-Analysis, Tavistock Publications, London, UK, and Basic Books, New York, NY. Note
Elliott Jaques, “Social Systems as a Defence Against Persecutory and Depressive Anxiety,”
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Chapter 20, p. 478-498. This is a reproduction of a 1953 article in Human Relations, 6:3-24.
[Note: Jaques has withdrawn this essay.] Misc. Bk.
Klein, Melanie, 1957, Envy and Gratitude, a study of unconscious sources, Basic Books, New
York, 101 p. Jaques was thanked by name in chapter 1, p.7. At his suggestion, she rewrote the
Mss. to include ‘gratitude.’ Reprinted as chapter 10 in Klein 1975. Cited in Kirsner 2004.
Baruch BF 575 .E65 K5 1957. Schw D 10-8866. (1975) Misc. Bk.
Klein, Melanie, 1961, Narrative of a Child Analysis: the conduct of the psycho-analysis of
children as seen in the treatment of a ten-year old boy, Free Press, New York, NY, 496 pages.
(Also, 1975 and 1984 reprints.) Klein thanked Jaques for his help on the book. That is why his
name is cited in the computer search. But Jaques wrote nothing here. He did edit this book in
MSS. See Kirsner 2004. Misc. Bk.
Klein, Rudolf, 1971, “Accountability in the National Health Service,” Political Quarterly, OUP,
Wiley, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Oct-Dec 1971, 42(4):363-375. Consideration in the upcoming
reorganization needs to be given to problems of reconciling public accountability, managerial
efficiency, and professional attitudes. The plans seem to point to favoring managerial efficiency
at the expense of responsiveness to patient need. Creation of a Health Commissioner is seen by
health professionals as an invasion of clinical autonomy. Yet enquiries find the current hospital
management committees have failed in their basic functions. Accountability for mistakes is only
a very limited concept. Given the absence of a price mechanism, a political alternative must be
found. (To whom, and for what, should professionals in public service be accountable? How
should this be ensured?) Important. Cited in R.G.S. Brown 1976. Abstracted in BJSW, 1972,
2(2):230-231. NYPL Schw MF: *ZAN-12551. Brunel Uxbr. Libr. JA8 .P55. CUNY & Clio
online since 1993. Lehman Liby JA8 .P72. Barnard Percls. # MS. PJ. A.
Klein, Rudolf, 1973, “National Health Service: After Reorganization,” Political Quarterly, OUP,
Wiley, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, July-Sept. 1973, 44(3):316-328. The reorganization of the NHS
will do nothing to resolve the failure of the NHS to address its social purposes. Where the
NHS cannot ‘cure’ it must plan the ‘care’ for patients (the elderly, mentally and physically
handicapped). These are very different functions. Health ‘needs’ have to be defined relatively.
Management and medical controls will make such policy issues explicit. The medical
profession’s priorities may be slower to move than managerial resources. Can the medical
profession be socialized? The administrative agonies of structural reform must not lead to
neglect of social policy issues. Abstracted in BJSW, Winter 1973, 3(4):534-536. NYPL Schw
MF: *ZAN-12551. Brunel Uxbr. Libr. JA8 .P55. CUNY & Clio online since 1993. Lehman
Liby JA8 .P72. Barnard Percls. # Misc. PJ. A.
Klein, Rudolf E., 1974, “Policy Making in the National Health Service,” Political Studies,
Oxford, Clarendon Press, Blackwell, UK, 22(1):1-14. Cited Future Structure of the NHS 1970;
Management Arrangements 1972. These are Bioss. Did not cite Jaques. Not in NYPL. Baruch
online since 1976 only. CUNY City Basemt, Htr Mn. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Klein, Rudolf, 1978, “Who decides? Patterns of authority,” British Medical Journal,
Commentary, UK, 1978 July 1, 2(6129):73–74. Participation in decision-making by the medical
staff and the consuming public in the NHS can lead to difficulties and inefficiencies. The ability
to resist change is reinforced. In the end Parliament would be left to play the role of the national
community health council. (Follow up letter: 22 July 1978, p. 282.) # MS. PJ. A.
Klein, Rudolf E., 1978, “Normansfield: Vacuum of Management in the NHS,” British Medical
Journal, Commentary, UK, 1978 December 23; 2(6154):1802–1804. The disorganization and
lack of leadership in the NHS is not an isolated incident. It has been ongoing nationwide at least
since 1972. “The 1974 reorganization separated the representative and managerial tasks.”
“Indeed, … it is difficult to find a single instance where the members of the relevant HMCs or
authorities emerge with credit.” “A more effective system of accountability” is needed. At U.
Bath. CUNY City Coll. Online. Cited the Grey Book 1972. # Cr. PJ. A.
Klein, Rudolf, 1982, “Reflections of an ex-AHA member,” British Medical Journal, BMJ Publ.
Group, London, UK, 284:992-994. Under the new structure those responsible in area health
authorities (AHAs) for formulating policy will henceforth be the ones who implement policy. In
the drive to eliminate duplication in the current 'reforms', the appeals channel was also
eliminated. Oops. Cited in Kinston 1983 (SS&M). Cited the "Grey Book" DHSS 1972. Brunel
R31 .B755. Br Med J (Clin Res Ed), 1982 March 27; 284(6320):992–994. PMCID:
PMC1496461. # Rp. PJ. A.
Klein, Rudolf E., 1985, “Management in Health Care: the Politics of Innovation,” International
Journal of Health Planning and Management, Wiley, Chichester, Sussex, UK, Nov., 1(1):57-63.
The efficient manager is the new deus ex machina who is going to save the NHS from the
consequences of the failure of his predecessor in that role, the doctor, to deliver the goods by
stretching available resources further. This promise explains the British government’s eager
acceptance of the Griffiths Report (DHSS, 1983; 1984) and its radical recommendations for a
shake-up in the management style of the NHS. The earlier belief was naïve. Management in
health care is particularly difficult. Still. Not in NYPL. CUNY online 1996 on ($). MS. PJ.
Klein, Rudolf, 1995, The new politics of the National Health Service, 3rd ed., Longman, London
& New York, 265 p. The area health administrator (AHA) was the weak link in accountability.
Professional discretion and clinical autonomy are used in public research (p. 243-7). The NHS is
unsorted: a train wreck. Grad Ctr RA 395 .G6 K64 1995. (1st edn., 1983, 198 p. Clio offsite
RA395 .G6 K64 1983.) Misc. Bk.
Klein, Stuart M., 1973, “Pay Factors as Predictors to Satisfaction: A Comparison of
Reinforcement, Equity, and Expectancy,” Academy of Management Journal, Dec., 16(4):598610. Compared Lawler 1971 to Adams/Homans/Jaques/Patchen and to Vroom/Graen/Lawler/
Porter. Lawler’s 1971 reinforcement theory didn’t work. Equity was the most powerful
predictor of satisfaction. A good explication of the theories. (See other objections: Lawler 1971
as half-baked.) See Pritchard, Dunnette, and Jorgenson 1972. Cited Jaques 1961. # Rp. PJ. A.
*****
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Kleinberg, Jill, 1989, “Culture Clash Between Managers: America’s Japanese Firms,” Advances
in International Comparative Management, 4:221-243. Among US managers there is a linkage
between responsibility, authority, and risk that leads to blame. Among Japanese managers the
position in the hierarchy as well as the title gives them their sense of status. Responsibility is
matching the task to the person. US managers are frustrated but view their Japanese
counterparts as directionless. Japanese managers view Americans as avoiding responsibility and
as disloyal. Cited by Hansen 2003. See Brannen and Salk 2000. Baruch & JJay HD30.55
.A38 v.4 (1989). # Misc. PJ.
Kleiner, Art, 2001, “Elliott Jaques Levels With You,” Strategy and Business, The Creative Mind
Column, Booz-Allen Hamilton, New York, NY, January, 1st Quarter, 22(1):106-115. An easy to
read article on Jaques’ organization theory. But it has lots of errors, some very serious. (See
Craddock’s corrections and comments, unpublished 2001.) [Do NOT use this as an introductory
reading. Use with intermediates only.] This article is available online at Booz-Allen Hamilton
and Strategy and Business. # Rp. Pro.
Kleiner, Art, 2002, "What Are the Measures That Matter?" Strategy and Business, Booz & Co.,
NY, NY, US, Issue 26, 1Q2002, 6 pgs. Repr. 02101. This is the story of the fierce philosophical
feud between two former coauthors and colleagues: balanced scorecard inventor Robert Kaplan
and metrics skeptic Tom Johnson. Kaplan advocates a stronger managerial control but a more
accurate one. Toward this he promotes ABC accounting. Johnson advocates trusting the line
worker to produce and to do it right – as Toyota does. # MS. Pro.
Kleiner, Art, 2003, Who Really Matters: The Core Group Theory of Power, Privilege, and
Success, Doubleday, New York, NY. Every organization is driven by a desire to satisfy its Core
Group of influential individuals. These can be the senior executives, but not always. The Core
Group’s mission is revealed in its day-to-day actions. Understanding its message to employees
is a key to their success. Kleiner says he included several of Jaques’ concepts as a way to design
an organization so the Core Group expands and is less isolated. MS. Bk.
Kleiner, Art, 2010, “Organization is Alive,” Strategy and Business, Booz & Co., NY, NY, US,
April 2010. 5 p. "The primary organizational challenge facing any business leader is much like
the challenge facing a parent: to understand this living entity, placed partly in your care, well
enough that the moves you make will lead to productive growth and change." The organization
consists of four interlocking elements: the hierarchy, network, market, and clan/core group.
Each has its own pulse – a dynamic with its own rhythm. To make any change the CEO must
manage all four. Jaques cited in passing. # D. Pro.
Klemp, George O., Jr., M. T. Munger, and Lyle M. Spencer, 1977, An Analysis of Leadership
and Management Competencies of Commissioned and Non-Commissioned Naval Officers in the
Pacific and Atlantic Fleets, McBer, Boston, MA. Pamphlet. Raven (see below) unaware of
research link to Jaques by way of Monterey Naval Postgraduate School and the selection of
Naval officers. Raven compared the findings of this study to the findings of Jaques 1976: both
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saw more effective managers focused time more on using employee talents to their fullest. Cited
in Raven 2001. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Klemp, George O., Jr., 2001, “Competence in Context: Identifying Core Skills for the Future,”
chapter ten (p. 129-147) in Raven, John, and John Stephenson, eds., 2001, Competence in the
Learning Society, Peter Lang, New York, NY, 535 p. Felt McClelland was not fully challenged
by Barrett and Depinet. Described the dual supply-side of labor skilled in core competencies and
the demand-side of context-centered job requirements approach. [Unaware Jaques covers both
sides fully.] Defender of McBer. Time span of discretion (TSD). Speed has become a basis of
competition. This has created a stronger need for efficiency, analytical thinking and planning
skills. Both editors in the UK. Cited Jaques 1964, 1989; Fine 1974; Ghiselli 1966; McClelland
1973; Barrett and Depinet 1991. Cited in Whicker and Andrews 2004. Clio Biz HD58.82 .C65
2001 (out to Fac.) CUNY Staten Is. HD58.82 .C65 2001. # Rp. Ch.
Klevmarken, N. Anders, 1982, “On the Stability of Age-Earnings Profiles,” The Scandinavian
Journal of Economics, 84(4):531-554. Comparison of age-wage profiles between US, Sweden,
and Japan. Charts. (Still caught up in human capital and market conditions as explanations but
sees institutions as part of the answer. He pretty much gets it.) [Age-Wage Profile] See Tigges
1988. Cited Creedy and Hart 1979; Shimada 1974 PhD, 1980. # MS. PJ.
Klimoski, Richard J., and W. J. Strickland, 1977, “Assessment Centers - Valid or Merely
Prescient,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, 30:353-361. There is no necessary
relationship between salary or advancement (promotion) measures and performance in current
systems. This is in opposition to the common measures of management success at levels above
first-level. Cited by Landy and Farr 1983:47. City Coll, Baruch. Refu. PJ. A.
Klimoski, Richard J., and Lawrence Inks, 1990, “Accountability Forces in Performance
Appraisal,” Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, ScienceDirect, April,
45(2):194-208. One hundred and eighty Supervisors were the subjects. Main effects were found
both for type of feedback sharing and level of subordinate self-assessment. Supervisors
anticipating sharing face-to-face feedback with a subordinate rated the latter's performance
significantly more positively than did supervisors who received no self-assessment data.
Supervisors receiving knowledge of an unfavorable self-assessment rated their subordinates
significantly more negatively than those receiving no self-assessment information. Ancillary
analyses support the contention that the impact of knowledge of self-assessment information is
largely motivational, as opposed to informational, in nature. Care should be taken to minimize
their potential to reduce rating quality. (‘Let’s share’ is really screwy.) Refu. PJ. A.
Kling, Jeffrey, 1995, “High performance work systems and firm performance,” Monthly Labor
Review, Washington, DC, May 1995, 118(5):29-36. The strength of US firms is increasingly
dependent upon product quality and rapid adaptation to change. Firms may rely upon the
creativity, ingenuity, and problem-solving abilities of their workers. In a national sample of 700
private sector establishments, 37% had a majority of front-line workers engaged in two or more
high performance work practices. Among Fortune 1000 companies using at least one practice
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that increased the responsibility of employees in the business process, 60% reported that these
practices increased productivity, and 70% reported that they improved quality. It is the use of
comprehensive systems of work practices not piecemeal adoption that is most closely related
with stronger firm performance. Unaware of Jaques. MS. PJ.
Kling, Manfred, and Charles Davies, 1997, “Organization Redesign of DND's Materiel Group:
Operation Excelerate (Canada's Department of National Defence),” Optimum, The Journal of
Public Sector Management, Minister of Supply and Services, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, FD,
22 September 1997, 27(4):25- . ISSN: 0475-1906. www.optimumonline.ca (Online since
1998) Operation Excelerate was launched in 1994 to redesign the business processes and
organizational structure of the Materiel Group of the Department of National Defence (DND) in
response to continuing resource pressures. Dr. Elliott Jaques' Stratified Systems Theory (SST)
provided the basis for the number of layers in the organization. (Exact cite not provided.) A
case. # Rp. PJ.
Knight, Anthony V., 1991, “Developing Senior Managers, Part 2: The practice of management
development,” Engineering Management Journal, UK, June, 1:138-143. (Part 1 by D. J. Silk)
Henley adopted Jaques and began teaching his organization and leadership theory in its flagship
GMC course in its Open Executive Programme. Alan Saunders (d.) was instrumental at Henley
executive education in the very early 1990s (per Jack Fallow). # D. PJ.
Knight, Arthur, 1989, "Manageability Despite Undercomprehension?" Government and
Opposition, Wiley, UK, Oct. 1989, 24(4):427–440. doi: 10.1111/j.1477-7053.1989.tb00734.x.
Undercomprehension affects three aspects of leadership: purpose, thought and action. These are
unintended consequences. All are also aspects of employee skills and followership and are
compromised and confused by stupidity. Such people are very manageable but require constant
intervention. [Accountable? The manager still is.] Cited Jaques 1989. Grad Ctr. # Rp. PJ.
Knight, Frank H., 1921, Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, MA,
and New York, NY, 381 p. Reprinted 1971 with an introduction by George J. Stigler, U. of
Chicago Press. See esp. Part III, Chapters IX and X, “Enterprise and Profit.” A tantalizing
discussion of managerial judgment, evaluation of ability, future anticipation, self-knowledge,
risk and uncertainty, and executive salaries versus profit sharing. Involved many of the
organizational and psychological concepts articulated by Jaques, Brown, et al. Knight was much
concerned with ethics and principles. The idea of a “value-free” economic “science” would have
made him ill. Pre-dates RO theory but this would fit an advanced book-reading circle. Accessed
23 Sept. 2005. (The Japanese really like this book. Great quote on p. 297.) Online at
http://www.econlib.org/library/Knight/knRUP8.html. Bus HB601 .K7 not on shelf. Misc. Bk.
Knight, Kenneth E., 1967, “A Descriptive Model of the Intra-Firm Innovation Process,” The
Journal of Business, The University of Chicago Press, Oct. 1967, 40(4):478-496. Most
innovations are produced by traditional scientists and employees incrementally. The apparent
revolutionary breakthroughs are built on these smaller innovations. "We end up with theories
which contain general hypotheses, most of which are never tested. The greatest inadequacy is
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the lack of data to test the various hypotheses." (Also supports Deming.) Misc. PJ. A.
Knight, Kenneth, 1975, “Organizational Change Strategies”, Brunel Management Programme,
Brunel University, unpublished paper. Cited in Guest and Knight 1979. Not seen. Ru.
Knight, Ken, 1975, “The Role of Research in the Real World,” Personnel Management, London,
UK, Dec. 1975, 7(12):14-17, 33. The Glacier Project was mentioned several times as a very
large research study. Many managers are full of bogus self-confidence and glib, superficial
answers. Personnel managers need all the help they can get. Modern research makes us aware
of the complexity of the context of business. Even the questions are not simple. The research is
not conclusive and shouldn’t be expected to be. At Brunel U. D. Pro.
Knight, Kenneth, 1976, “Matrix Organization: A Review,” Journal of Management Studies,
Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, May76, 13(2):111-130. The common label for a new form of
dual-authority organization structure in industry and the public sector is ‘matrix organization.’
This structure has been adopted most quickly where people are assigned to ‘projects,’ such as
research and development units. One of its goals is ‘commitment’ at the lower levels of the
hierarchy. Extremely varied success in effectiveness and success from implementations so far.
Cited Brown 1960, 1971; Jaques 1956; Rowbottom 1973; Hey 1975; Sheane 1975; A. V.
Johnston 1975; Newman and Rowbottom 1968; Algie. # Rp. PJ.
Knight, Ken, 1976, “Taking Stock of Organisation Research,” Personnel Management, London,
UK, July 1976, 8(7):35-38. Contrasted four research studies that discredited the ‘one best way’
school of organization design: contingency theory, Tavistock school, Bioss/social analysis, and
the Aston school. But some of this research has failed and some has been contradictory,
especially regarding autonomous work groups. Some issues that are emerging are power and
change. UK unions remain skeptical. Organisations are diabolically complex and many earlier
answers were too simple. Managers had the power to impose these models but they are no
longer enforceable. Cited Rowbottom 1973; Rowbottom & Billis 1977. At Brunel U. Rp. Pro.
Knight, Kenneth, ed., 1977, Matrix Management, Gower Press, Teakfield Ltd., Farnborough,
UK, 233 pages. (“Matrix” referred to project teams under SST/RO, not the popular definition.
Discussed ‘dual influence’ situations.) Included chapters by Maureen Dixon and Anthea M.
Hey [included herein]. Also had two chapters by Derek Sheane of Imperial Chemical (ICI) [not
herein]. Others by: David Frankel, Hugh Gunz, Anthony Hopwood, Peter McCowen, and Alan
Pearson. Knight wrote about half this book. Knight was Director of the Management
Programme at Brunel and a member of Bioss. (Cited by Rowbottom and Billis 1987, p. 16;
Paskins 1985.) Book at NYU. Rp. Bk.
Knight, Ken, 1989, “Performance Indicators and the Organization,” Brunel Seminar for the
Royal Borough of Kingston-upon-Thames, UK. Cited by Burningham 1990. Not seen. Ru.
Knights, David, and Hugh Willmott, 1986, "Introduction," (p. 1-18) in Knights, David, and Hugh
Willmott, eds., 1986, Managing the Labour Process, Gower, Aldershot, UK, 220 p. An
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interesting post-Braverman explication of management's attempts to control labour. Control
work – or control people - see. Clio os HF 5549.2 .G7 M36 1986. NYPL os TSD JLD 863388. # MS. Ch.
Knights, David, and Darren McCabe, 1999, “‘Are There No Limits to Authority?’: TQM and
Organizational Power,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany, March,
20(2):197-224. doi: 10.1177/0170840699202002. (This was an interpretation of TQM through
the lens of Marxist class warfare - the managers versus the workers. But in reality it was on the
difficulty of matching accountability to authority and work coordination moving toward personal
domination.) Thus, it was erroneous to ask who has power. Instead, it was necessary to explore
how power was exercised. We explored the structural and inter-personal tensions which
emerged between the bank's mortgage division and its branches over mortgage applications.
This suggested that the problems confronting TQM were far more embedded than was often
assumed to be the case. At U. Keele, UK. # Misc. PJ. A.
Knobel, Lance, 1988, “The Pursuit of Privacy”, Management Today, Haymarket Press, London,
UK, Nov., p. 70-71. Virgin Group plc was going private though a management buyout. Richard
Branson felt he could run the firm better away from City scrutiny. “Our constant need to be
hyperconscious of how the City will react to the things we do, will fall away,” noted Trevor
Abbott, Virgin’s finance director. Virgin was already diversified. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Knowles, Michael C., 1976, “Labour Turnover: Aspects of its Significance,” Journal of
Industrial Relations, AU, 18(1):67-75. [Michael] Labour turnover is analysed in the context of
ten organizational variables. Labour turnover is one of the most sensitive variables in depicting
organizational deterioration. It is shown that labour turnover is not so much a problem within a
work organization as a problem pervading the entire organization. Long-term solutions are more
likely to be found in substantive programs of organization development rather than directed at
dissatisfaction. (Mostly used Glacier as an example.) See Jaques, Hill, Rice, etc. # Rp. PJ. A.
Knowles, Michael C., 1997, “Improving organisational effectiveness through organisational
analysis,” Australian Psychologist, APA PsychNET, Nov. 1997, 32(3):197-201. [“Increasing ...
32(3):1-5”] Organizational analysis is an overlooked area within the field of organizational
psychology. The first conceptual framework for conducting such an analysis was by Wilfred
Brown in 1960 (Penguin republication in 1965). No organizational analyses along the lines
advocated by Brown were ever reported in the literature. This is a pity, since the method
adds immeasurably to the understanding of organizations and the way they function. The first
aim is to revise the original conceptual framework in the light of subsequent insights into
behavior. The second aim is to conduct a case study of a particular company (vacuum pump
manufacturer and distributor) in which this methodology is employed to describe and analyze
how the company functions at different levels of analysis. [Unaware of General Electric and
Mahler, and Crane and RAEW.] At Monash U. Email: Mike.Knowles@buseco.monash.edu.au
A case. Teach. # Rp. PJ.
Knowles, William H., 1958, “Human Relations in Industry: Research and Concepts,” California
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Management Review, Berkeley, Fall58, 1(1):87-105. Sensed a ‘cultist’ trend and a ‘useful’
application of social science research and concepts. Cited Jaques 1951. W. Pro.
Knowlton, B., and Mike McGee, 1994, “Strategic Leadership and Personality: Making the
MBTI® Relevant,” National Defense University, Washington, DC. (I think this is related to the
theory through SLDI. McGee wrote several other pieces on MBTI®.) Not seen. Ru.
Kobasa, Suzanne C., 1979, “Stressful Life Events, Personality and Health: An inquiry into
hardiness,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, APA, Jan., 37(1):1-11. Based on her
1977 PhD dissertation at U. Chicago, "Stress Personality and Health: a study of an overlooked
possibility.” Defined “hardiness” as individuals who endured high stress while exhibiting low
physical illness. But tested people along personality traits with only one cognitive item. (None
of this was anti-requisite. Might RO re-enforce hardiness through a healthy organizational
environment? To be determined.) In Clio Psych Lib. Cited in Crawford 2005 PhD; Singh 1985;
Sonnenfeld 2001 (Warren Bennis, ed., not herein). Misc. PJ.
Kobasa, Suzanne C., Salvatore R. Maddi, and Stephen Kahn, 1982, “Hardiness and Health: A
Prospective Study,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, APA, 42(1):168-177. Tested
hardiness - commitment, control, and challenge - function to decrease the effect of stressful life
events in producing illness symptoms. Subjects were middle and upper level managers. Used
questionnaires covering 5 years. Results supported hypothesis. (Tested psychological construct
rather than cognitive match.) Cited in Crawford 2005 PhD; Singh 1985. (Not in Columbia
Psych Library: Razored Out - probably due to copier not accepting cash.) NYPL Hum Micro
*ZAN-5313 v.82/83 2002. CUNY Perls. Baruch, City C., Grad. Ctr. Misc. PJ.
Kobashi, Yasuaki, 1985, “The Use of Suggestions in a Tables-Oriented Decision Aid,” chapter
(p. 221-225) in Methlie, Leif B., and Ralph H. Sprague, Jr., eds., 1985, Knowledge
Representation for Decision Support Systems, North-Holland, Amsterdam, New York, Oxford,
267 p. Proceedings of a 1984 conference at Durham, UK. An action grammar would be a useful
tool in representing the suggestions. Discussion of MAUD. Cited Humphreys 1979, 1980. #
Rp. Conf.
Kobayashi, Shigeru, 1970, “The Creative Organization - A Japanese Experiment,” Personnel,
AMACOM, Saranac Lake, NY, US, Nov-Dec 1970, 47(6):8-17. Reprinted as chapter 22L (p.
246-254) in Herbert, Theodore T., ed., 1976, Organizational Behavior: readings and cases,
AMA-Macmillan, NY, NY, 403 p. This article/chapter was about Sony’s growth since its
founding. Author was head of Sony’s management development. Sony broke down the concept
of hierarchical organization thus ensuring authority and power. A manager who does not dodge
responsibility has no other course than to trust his people. (Texas Instruments and Rensis Likert
are highly praised.) The unrestricted flow of informal information is of central importance. A
case. Jaques not cited. (Only in 1st edn. of Herbert 1976 book: Baruch HD31 .O756. Omitted
from 2nd edn. Baruch HD58.7 .O713 1981.) See Kobayashi 1971 book. At U. Akron. Misc.
PJ.
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Kobayashi, Shigeru, 1971, Creative Management, American Management Association, NY, NY,
259 p. (English edition by Japan Management Center. Title in Japanese: Soni Kabushiki
Kaisha.) (Kobayashi 1913- ) Manager takes responsibility for the outcomes of the employee’s
actions. This includes the ideas of the employees. The manager trusts his people. (Mr. Ibara, p.
137.) Cited in Quinn 1986 Sony case. See Kobayashi 1970 article. Clio Offsite HD31 .K598.
Not in NYPL. Baruch HD31 .K598. MS. Bk.
Koch, Christian, 2001, “Enterprise Resource Planning: Information technology as a steamroller
for management politics?” Journal of Organizational Change Management, MCB UP, Emerald,
UK, 14(1):64-78. Enterprise resource planning (ERP) technologies can, despite their apparent
flexibility, act as a tool for management’s political programmes. 30 manufacturing case studies
showed that technology was not only controlled by an enterprise’s actors. Outsiders also played
a role - IT suppliers, management consultants and others – and form communities which promote
certain political programmes. But the hardness was contextual. The political role of technology
was not just a case of flexibility or hardness, but a complicated pattern of negotiability,
resources, social, and geographical distance. # Misc. PJ.
Koch, Edward G., 1961, "Three Approaches to Organization," Harvard Business Review., US,
Mar/Apr61, 39(2):32-162. ISSN:00178012. All managers are concerned with the proper
exercise of authority. Investigations into the field of organization and control strike at the root of
the managerial function. The job comes before the man-on-the-job. The manager coordinates
the jobs to produce a whole output. Administration sets the goals (Mooney at GM). Felt Dale
would most likely favor owners over managers since there was an absence of professionalism
among managers (1960). Specialization is most likely when the organization has stability and is
not continually adapting to a rapidly changing environment (March & Simon). Managerial
influence over the human decisions to participate in the organization and to produce (Barnard,
effort-bargain). What was acceptable to employees as managerial behavior was central.
Authority thus was delegated upward. Since managers do not trust their employees,
managerial delegation will be a weakness for decades to come. Cited Mooney 1954; Dale
1960; March & Simon 1958; Barnard 1938. [Not NYC mayor.] At UCLA. # MS. Pro.
Kochan, Thomas A., and Robert B. McKersie, 1992, “Human Resources, Organizational
Governance, and Public Policy: Lessons from a Decade of Experimentation,” chapter 11 (p. 169187) in Kochan, Thomas A., and Michael Useem, eds., 1992, Transforming Organizations,
Oxford University Press, New York; Oxford and London, UK, 420 p. Papers from a 1990
conference. These two authors are out to lunch, confusing TQ with QWL. (Their ‘lessons’ and
‘propositions’ are useless. The commentary afterward is at the heart of the issue and reveals key
managerial difficulties with this approach.) Commentary by Tapas Sen on implementing these
ideas in AT&T is very helpful. The middle managers at the time of the breakup had not bought
into these ideas. He sees six stakeholder groups: industry, employees and unions, government,
academia, the financial community, and the media. The Baldrige award, not government
coercion or regulation or new laws, has been effective. This is effective public policy: pull not
push.) Misc. Ch. UP. A.
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Kochan, Thomas A., Russell D. Lansbury, and John Paul MacDuffie, 1997, "Introduction,"
chapter 1 (p. 3-8) in Kochan, Thomas A., Russell D. Lansbury, and John Paul MacDuffie, eds.,
1997, After Lean Production: Evolving Employment Practices in the World Auto Industry, ILR
Press, Cornell University Press, Ithaca, NY, US, 349 p. The Japanese dominated the car market
in the 1970s and 1980s for market share and workplace production practices. In 1990 the MIT
group under Womack published a book advocating 'lean production' but it was criticized as just
another 'one best way' and a form of speed-up. But in telecommunications, no single model of
production or employment practices dominated the adjustment process. The pace and nature of
the changes varied depending on whether a market-based (US, Anglo) or a labor-mediated and negotiated adjustment process (Japan, Europe) guided restructuring. # Misc. Ch.
Koene, Bas A. S., Ad L. W. Vogelaar, and Joseph L. Soeters, 2002, “Leadership effects on
organizational climate and financial performance: Local leadership effect in chain
organizations,” The Leadership Quarterly, June, 13(3):193-215. We examine the effect of
different leadership styles in 50 supermarket stores of a large supermarket chain in the
Netherlands. Our findings show a clear relationship of local leadership with the financial
performance and organizational climate in the stores. Leadership styles have differential effects.
Charismatic leadership and consideration have a substantial effect on climate and financial
performance in the small stores. Initiating structure leadership had no effect on financial results
or organizational climate, either in the small stores or in the large stores. Cited EJ 1989 (slight),
Hunt 1991 and 1999, Lewin 1939, Misumi 1985. Refu. PJ. A.
Kogan, Maurice, 1971, The Government of Education: informal schools in Britain today,
Citation Press, NY, NY, US, 44 p. Cited Brown 1960/1964, ch. 4. Not in Clio, NYPL. Baruch
& Lehman Coll. LB2901 .K6. W. Rep.
Kogan, Maurice, 1971, “Management Efficiency and the Social Services: a review article,”
British Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, 1(1):105-122. Written in response to the
Seebohm Committee’s conclusion that improvements in the personal services had to involve
major organizational changes. This is not a book review but a concept, practice and literature
review using Jaques’ model and showing a “most serious gap in the relationship between social
sciences and their practical application.” This study emphasized the necessity of identifying the
organization’s values and objectives and of being clear as to the link between the two (see
Kakabadse and Worrall 1978). In particular ‘need’ is a value judgment, not a quantification, and
must be made explicit. Then at Bioss. See Burnage Related PhD 1982. 1st Vol. is not in CU. It
is in CUNY John Jay HV1 .B67 and in Fordham. # Rp. PJ. A.
Kogan, Maurice, Stephen Cang, Maureen Dixon, and Heather Tolliday, 1971, Working
Relationships Within the British Hospital Service, a first account, Bookstall Publications,
London, UK, 86 p. ISBN: 0903075008. Foreword by Elliott Jacques (sic). A Bioss publication.
A description of the authority relationships put in place by the reorganization to integrate the
pattern of services necessary to the patient’s treatment. Establishing roles and clarifying their
authorities with examples. Accountabilities of each role leading to creation of the executive
hierarchy and informal working relationships are described. The varying roles of the medical
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staff are outlined. Types of decisions to be taken show how jobs that seem similar are actually at
different levels. “A criterion of good organization is that which is found to be workable by
members.” Bk Rev by D. Blankinsop in BJSW, Smr 1972, 2(2):252-254. A. Inexplicable and
insoluable problems are explained. Short and readable first principles. Cited in Kogan 1974;
Jaques 1976 (p. ix); Joss and Kogan 1995. Not in NYC, NYU, NYAM, Bklyn PL. Brunel
Pubns Colln: RA986.W67 3rd fl. At Brunel U., Hospital Organization Research Unit. Not seen.
Rp. Bk.
Kogan, Maurice, and James Terry, 1971, The Organization of a Social Service Department: A
Blueprint, Bookstall Publishers, London, UK, 63 p. A Bioss publication. Not in NYPL. CUNY
Lehman Coll. HV40 .K65. [in 2 files] # Rp. Rep.
Kogan, Maurice, E. Boyle, and A. Crosland, 1971, Politics of Education, Penguin,
Harmondsworth, UK, … p. Policies were identified with individual civil servants. Cited in
Kogan 1974. Not in Clio, NYPL, CUNY. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Kogan, Maurice, 1973, “The Plowden Committee on Primary Education,” chapter 4 (p. 81-104.)
in Chapman, Richard A., ed., 1973, The Role of Commissions in Policy Making, Allen & Unwin,
London, UK, 206 p. Not on RO. A history of the education advisory and research roles leading
up to the 1968 Plowden Report. But – the outcomes are largely determined by who is included
in these committees. See other chapters by NM Thomas and R Chapman. Htr Mn., Lehman
Coll., Grad Ctr: JN407 .R64. NYPL Schw JLD 74-1128 (SASB). At Brunel U. # Misc. Ch.
Kogan, Maurice, with Willem van der Eyken, 1973, County Hall L. E. A.: The Role of the Chief
Education Officer, Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, UK, 187 p. (In conversation with Dan
Cook, Claire Pratt, and George Taylor – former C.E.O.s. Kogan was the series editor.)
Education for this group of leaders was the source of individual emancipation and upward
mobility for the public. The C.E.O.s had little discretionary control over the education budget.
And it was nearly impossible to sack an incompetent teacher. There was a difference between a
professional advisor, who was giving profession-related advice to teachers doing the work, and a
professional analyst, who was giving a technical service to managers controlling the system.
Positive Bk Rev by Halsey, A. H., in Public Administration (UK), 1973, 51(4):466-467. Cited in
Kogan 1974. Not in NYPL, CUNY, Clio, NYU. Not seen. In Brunel Liby? Misc. Bk.
Kogan, Maurice, 1974, “Social Policy and Public Organizational Values,” Journal of Social
Policy, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, April 1974, 3(2):97-111. How far do
organizations which articulate and administer social policies reveal values and objectives that are
distinctively organizational or bureaucratic? British Civil Service values include equity,
predictability, reliability, and accountability. It seems inevitable and even beneficial that there is
a conflict between control and dynamism, anxiety and uncertainty, constraint and freedom. It
relates to the sort of conflicts that any organization has in order to perform – basic, the ‘oughts’
and instrumental, the ‘hows.’ Cited Brown 1960; Jaques; Kogan et al 1971, 1971, 1973, 1969.
Abstracted by Joyce Wareham in BJSW, Winter 1974, 4(4):453-455. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Kogan, Maurice, 1975, Education Policy Making: A study of interest groups and Parliament,
Allen and Unwin, London, UK, 262 p. A good history of educational policy making at the
national level over the prior decade and a half. But some of this turns into a listing of the various
groups rather than an explanation of the reasons policy has come out one way or another.
Negative Bk Rev in Public Administration by David Coates 1976, 51(3):358-9. Misc. Bk.
Kogan, Maurice, B. Goodwin, Mary Henkel, M. Korman, Tim Packwood, Anthony Bush, V.
Hoyes, L. Ash, and J. Tester, 1978, The Working of the NHS, research paper no. 1, Royal
Commission, HMSO, London, UK. [Title may be: The Workings of the National Health Service
…] (“Kogan Report” on the NHS.) A report requested by the Royal Commission on the NHS to
validate the testimony given to it. Kogan’s team surveyed all layers of the ‘new’ NHS and
concluded the blame was on ‘top heavy management’ and its ‘over-elaborate system of
government, administration, and decision-making.’ The goal for the 1974 reorganisation of
‘Integration’ had instead led to ‘Frustration,’ too many levels, and not enough delegation. Cited
in Harrison 1988; Smith 1979. See Ball 1978 (newspapers). See - Royal Commission on the
National Health Service, 1978. Not in NYC. Not seen. Cr. Rep.
Kogan, Maurice, N. Korman, and Mary Henkel, 1980, Government’s Commissioning of
Research: A Case Study, Dept. of Government, Brunel U., Uxbridge, UK. Ru. Rep.
Kogan, Maurice, 1986, Education Accountability: An Analytic Overview, Hutchinson Press,
London, UK, __ p. A Bioss publication. Not in NYC. Try Brunel Liby, BL. Not seen. ~
Kogan, Maurice, 2007, “Maurice Kogan (1930-2007),” Public Administration, Royal Institute of
Public Administration, AU, 85(1):255-257. Obituary. A fine tribute to a major professor of
government at Brunel U. He was an expert on higher education and research groups and
combined real world and academia, the opposite from C. P. Snow. By Christopher Pollitt. Misc.
PJ.
Koggel, Christine M., 2003, “Globalization and Women's Paid Work: expanding freedom?”
Feminist Economics, Routledge, UK, July-Nov. 2003, 9(2-3):163-184. (Also a chapter in
Agarwal, Humphries and Robeyns 2005 book.) Levels of complexity need to be added to
Amartya Sen's complex account of freedom when we examine how global forces of power
interact with local systems of oppression in ways that often limit women's freedom. How
globalization affects a domain of freedom that is a central concern for Sen, that of increasing
women's freedom to work outside the home as a way of strengthening their agency.
Attending to elements missing in Sen's account will enhance freedom in women's lives. See
Robeyns 2003. At Bryn Mawr, PA. Misc. PJ.
Kogut, Bruce, and Udo Zander, 2000, "Did Socialism Fail to Innovate? A Natural Experiment of
the Two Zeiss Companies," American Sociological Review, ASA, April 2000, 65(2):169-190.
Two Carl Zeiss companies provide a natural experiment for analyzing the effects of socialist
versus market systems on innovation. By analyzing patent records from 1950 to 1990, we trace
the technological contributions of Zeiss Jena in the GDR (East) and Zeiss Oberkochen in the
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FRG (West). Zeiss Jena developed considerable technological competence, but a deficiency of
innovative potential within the socialist system led to political pressures to innovate "by plan."
These findings imply that even technologically viable firms can fail during the initial period of
radical change from socialism to capitalism. # Misc. PJ. A.
Kohda, Hirofumi, 1986, “The Historical Significance of the Glacier Project to Organization
Theory: [- With Focus on Wilfred Brown’s Organizational Concepts -],” Journal of Business
Administration, Toyo University, Tokyo, Japan, 27:33-66. 19860331 (ISSN 02866439).
[110000063285] Databases: NDL NII-ELS. Full Text: CiNii PDF. Text in Japanese. [Romanstyle Title: “Glacier-keikaku no Tokushitsu to sono keieisoshikiron Shijo no Igi - Wilfred Brown
no Shoron wo Chushin to shite -”.] (The main title is in English on the internet.) Section titles:
1. Where is the issue? 2. Steps to the Glacier Project. 3. Brown’s managerial concepts. 4.
Glacier’s managerial organization as a bureaucracy. 5. Brown’s theory and its mixture with
management organization theory. 6. Conclusion. Cited Jaques 1956, 1961, 1962, 1964, 1965,
1976; Brown 1960, 1962, 1971; Brown and Raphael 1948; Gray 1976; Shull 1976; McCarty
1976; Kelly 1968; W. R. Scott 1981; Graham 1983; Wren 1979; Astley and Van de Ven 1983;
and Fayol. [This guy does his homework.] # Rp. PJ.
Kohda, Hirofumi, 1994, “Wilfred Brown's Organizational Concepts in Managerial Policy
Documents of the Glacier Metal Co., Ltd. in London, UK,” Journal of Business Administration,
Toyo University, Tokyo, Japan, 40:65-89. 19940330 (ISSN:02866439). Full Text: CiNii PDF.
Text in Japanese. [Roman-style Title: “(Eikoku) Glacier - kinzoku - kabushikigaisha no
Keieiseisakusho ni miru Wilfred Brown no Keieigainen.”] (The title is in English on the
internet.) Section titles: 1. Brown’s organizational concepts and their relationship with Glacier’s
managerial policy. 2. Glacier’s executive system. 3. Special progress position in the workplace.
4. Glacier’s representative system. 5. Glacier’s legislative system. 6. Glacier’s appeals process
(see p. 85 diagram, in Jpns. only). Cited Brown 1960, 1965, 1971; Jaques 1965; Glacier
Company Policy Document series A, B, F, G, and H (1953-1958). [Where did he get them?] #
Rp. PJ.
Kohda, Hirofumi, 1995, “A Study of the Technical Phases of Job Analysis and Evaluation based
on the Decision-Making Factors: The Paterson Method as a New One,” Journal of Business
Administration, Toyo University, Tokyo, Japan, 42:25-39. 19960228 (ISSN 02866439).
[110000063394] Full Text: CiNii PDF. [Date may be 1996.] Text in Japanese. (The title is in
English on the internet.) Based on Paterson’s two volume summa in 1972. Also looked at
Castellion (SAB), Guide-chart method (Hay). Cited Paterson 1972; Jaques 1956 (in Jpn. trans.
1968/1970?), 1961. # MS. PJ.
Kohda, Hirofumi, 2001, “Diversity of Approach to the Study of Business Management Thought:
Mainly On the Longwave Theory of Managerial Ideology by Barley=Kunda (2),” Journal of
Business Administration, Toyo University, Tokyo, Japan, 54:21-36, 20011130 (ISSN
02866439). [110000063534] Full Text: CiNii PDF. Text in Japanese. (The title is in English
on the internet.) Begins with Barley, Stephen R., and Gideon Kunda, 1992 article in ASQ. [No
cites in Part 1, 53:129-143]. Cited Jaques 1951 in Pt. 2. (Longwave not here-in: Kondratieff
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1926/1935, Mandel 1980, Van Duijin 1983, Sterman 1990.) # # MS. PJ.
Kohda, Hirofumi, 2002, “Historical Development of Rationalization of Japanese Wage System
after World War II: On so-called Japanesque Revision Process of Wage based on Job
Evaluation,” Journal of Business Administration, Toyo University, Tokyo, Japan, 56:79-93.
20020323 (ISSN 02866439). [110000063556] Full Text: CiNii PDF. All in Japanese, no
references to anything in English. (The title is in English on the internet. The words “so-called”
mean “known as.”) # Refu. PJ.
Kohlberg, Lawrence, 1969, “Stage and Sequence: The Cognitive-Developmental Approach to
Socialization,” entry (p. 347-480) in Goslin, David A., ed., 1969, Handbook of Socialization
Theory and Research, Rand McNally, Chicago, IL, 1182 p. Cognitive-developmental theory is a
stage theory of adult development that focuses on the growth and elaboration of a person's ways
of understanding the self and the world. Theoretically linked to Kegan and Torbert. Cited
Baldwin, Dewey, Mead, Piaget, and Loevinger. Jaques not cited (too early?). Clio Psych
HM131 .S59. (Barnard, SocWork too) Misc. Ch.
Kohlberg, Lawrence, 1976, “Moral Stages and Moralization: The Cognitive-Developmental
Approach,” chapter in Lickona, Thomas, ed., 1976, Moral Development and Behavior: theory,
research, and social issues, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, NY, 430 pages. Kohlberg’s
formulation of the six stages of moral development. Misc. Ch.
Kohlberg, Lawrence, Charles Levine, and Alexandra Hewer, 1983, Moral Stages, a current
formulation and a response to critics, S. Karger Publishers, Basel, SWZ, and New York, NY,
178 pages. Series: Contributions to human development; v. 10. [Response to Carol Gilligan’s
1982 book.] Child psychology and moral education. Several researchers have linked Kohlberg’s
and Jaques’ stages of development. See Allee 1997. See Laske 1999 Related PhD. Misc. Bk.
Kohlberg, Lawrence, and Cheryl Armon, 1984, “Three Types of Stage Models Used in the Study
of Adult Development,” chapter 18 (p. 383-394) in Commons, Michael L., F. A. Richards, and
Cheryl Armon, eds., Beyond Formal Operations: Vol. 1. Late adolescent and adult cognitive
development, Praeger, NY, NY, US. Three models: functional, soft structure, and hard structure.
The last one is the most important. Based on her 1984 Related PhD. Cited D. Levinson 1978.
Baruch & Htr Mn BF311 .B4964 1984. MS. Ch.
Kohlberg, Lawrence, 1990, “Which postformal levels are stages?” chapter 15 (p. 263-268) in
Commons, Michael L., Cheryl Armon, Lawrence Kohlberg, Francis A. Richards, T. A. Grotzer,
and J. D. Sinnott, eds., Adult Development (vol. 2), Praeger, New York, NY, 289 p. [Conference
was held June 1985. Kohlberg died 1987.] Here he asked for a definition of hard and soft stages
with hard being cross-cultural and thus being universal. Common belief held that a higher stage
had more rationality. He did not give answers. City Coll BF724.55.C63 A38 1990. Misc. Ch.
NOTE: Kohler: Adam Tom is the same person as Tom and A. Thomas.
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Kohler, Adam Tom, 1977, “A Social Systems Approach to Program Evaluation,” JPSS: Journal
of Personality and Social Systems, A. K. Rice Institute, Washington, DC, US, April 1977, 1(1):
65-77. Cited Lupton 1976. SIBL JLK 79-107 v. 1 (Apr. 1977). Seen, not copied. Misc. PJ.
Kohler, A. Thomas, 1983, “The Predictable Development of Human Work Capability:
Implications for Career Progression Programs,” Working paper. Unpublished. Cited in Kohler
and Strauss 1983. See Kohler 1984 below. (A = Adam, 1969 PhD UCLA) Ru.
Kohler, Tom, and Gordon Strauss, 1983, “Executive Succession: Literature Review and
Research Issues,” Administration in Mental Health, US, 11(1):11-22. Succession is a process,
not an event as most research depicts it. Length of succession varied with key role and
organizational characteristics. 1-2 years in small hospitals and 2-3 years in large ones. Saw
Salancik and Pfeffer’s 1977 emphasis on the executive’s “capacity to cope with organizational
uncertainties is highly compatible with Jaques 1982b.” Diagram of Jaques’ strata. Cited Jaques
1982a FEFE and 1982b FofT, Rowbottom 1978, Rowbottom and Billis 1978. See Strauss and
Kohler. See Hashemi. This article contains part of her dissertation results. Part of a special
issue of AMH. Rp. PJ.
Kohler, T., and Strauss, G. D., 1983. (See Strauss, Gordon, first author.) ~
Kohler, Thomas, 1984 (1986?), “The Development of Capability in Executives and Managers,”
UCLA, working paper. Dr. Kohler was a clinical psychologist with the VA hospital at UCLA
Medical School. Analyzed Jaques’ data from interviews over 10 to 20 years with each of 58
individuals on their careers. Whenever an individual was comfortable with the assigned level of
work, the point was plotted. The resulting “comfort curves” corresponded closely to earnings
progression curves and stayed within a single mode. (Paper described in Jaques, E. and Stamp,
G., 1990, pages C19-21. Cited in Human Capability.) See Kohler 1983. Not seen. (For similar
U.S. work and findings see Laner and Crossman 1970, Nystrom 1973, Creedy 1987, Sen 1966,
and Gifford 1928. For Japanese studies and similar findings (age-wage profiles) see Sumiya
1965, Shimada 1974 (both US and Japan), Koike 1983, 1983, 1984, 1988, 1997, Weiss 1984
(HBR), Tachibanaki 1998.) (See Biblio Part I, “Works on the Progression Curves” for a listing
of the many studies done in this area.) Not seen. Ru.
Kohler, Adam Tom, 1986–?, “The Definition, determination, deployment and development of
human capability in employment systems.” (Unpublished book on the theory then in progress).
[Cited in Stamp, 1986, JABS; Jaques 1985, 1986.] Not seen. Ru.
Kohler, Wolfgang, 1927, The Mentality of Apes, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, UK. Cited
in Jaques 2002 in LBLO. See his 1929 book. CUNY - 2nd edn. 336 p.: Grad Ctr - QL737 .P96
K6413 1927;; 1st edn. 342 p.: Htr Mn - QL737 .P96 K6413 1925. ~
Kohler, Wolfgang, 1929, Gestalt Psychology, Liveright, New York, NY. Jaques did his 1938
M.A. thesis at the University of Toronto (q.v.) on this work. Cited in Jaques 2002 in LBLO.
CUNY Baruch - BF203 .K6. ~
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Kohn, Alfie, 1993, "Why Incentive Plans Cannot Work," Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, Sept.-Oct. 1993, 71(5):54-63. Rewards tend to cause people to pursue - the rewards.
Whether it’s piecework pay, stock options, commissions, or Employee of the Month privileges,
pay-for-performance gains you one thing: temporary compliance. Compared to a genuine
interest in the job, they kill creativity. They destroy authority (and accountability). They act as
bribes and narrow the focus of employees to the rewards. Herzberg and many others warned
employers against their use (see list of research). They brought the reverse of citizenship
behavior. Brown removed piece-rates at Glacier. See 1962 book and article. Deming argued
against them, as did Jaques. Managers went ahead anyway. Behrend showed in 1959 this was
an act of faith without proof. In 1982, Jude T. Rich and John A. Larson, formerly of McKinsey
& Company, using interviews and proxy statements, examined compensation programs at 90
major U.S. companies to determine whether return to shareholders was better for corporations
that had incentive plans for top executives than it was for those companies that had no such
plans. They were unable to find any difference. Instead, managers should consider more potent
strategies—including long-term goal setting and training. MS. Pro.
Kohn, Melvin L., and Carmi Schooler, 1978, “The Reciprocal Effects of the Substantive
Complexity of Work and Intellectual Flexibility: A Longitudinal Assessment,” The American
Journal of Sociology, July 1978, 84(1):24-52. Demonstrated prima facie the impact of
intellectual flexibility on substantive complexity of jobs. Over 10-years, “None of these
variables, not even age, has as large an effect on intellectual flexibility as the substantive
complexity of work” (p. 46). It is reciprocal - work challenges also created intelligence. (They
keep trying to turn this into values or class with little success.) (See also 1982 and 1983.) Cited
in Alcalay and Pasick 1983; Kohn 1980. Cited Speath 1976. Both at NIMH. # MS PJ. A.
Kohn, Melvin L., 1980, "Job Complexity and Adult Personality," chapter 9 (p. 193-210) in
Smelser, Neil J., and Erik H. Erikson, eds., 1980, Themes of Work and Love in Adulthood,
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA, US, 297 p. The intrinsic meaning and psychological
impact of a job result not just from the status or income or interpersonal relationships that the job
provides but also - and especially - from the meaningful challenges the work itself poses (or fails
to pose) toward mastering complex tasks. This affects people's psychological functioning
regardless of their needs, values, and personal capacities - and regardless of their social class.
The two are reciprocal – each impacts the other. Cited in Alcalay & Pasick 1983. Cited Blauner
1964; Coser 1975; Kohn 1969; Kohn and Schooler 1973, 1978; Speath 1976; Tudor 1972; WF
Whyte 1961, 1969. Not in Clio. NYPL Schw JFE 80-2518. UP. # MS. Ch. A.
Kohn, Melvin L., and Carmi Schooler, 1981, "Job conditions and intellectual flexibility: a
longitudinal assessment of their reciprocal effects," chapter 10 (p. 281-313) in Jackson, David J.,
and Edgar F. Borgatta, 1981, Factor Analysis and Measurement in Sociological Research: a
multi-dimensional perspective, Sage Publications, Beverly Hills, Cal., US, 313 p. ISBN:
0803998147. Confirmed and extended the reciprocal effects of the substantive complexity of
work and intellectual flexibility (K & S 1978). Cited in Kohn 1980. Jaques not cited. NYPL os
- TSD - JLD 83-3285. Clio Leh Liby HM24 .F265. # MS. Ch.
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Kohn, Melvin L. and Carmi Schooler, 1982, “Job Conditions and Personality: A Longitudinal
Assessment of Their Reciprocal Effects,” The American Journal of Sociology, [The Sociology of
Work: Two Approaches], May 1982, 87(6):1257-1286. The longitudinal causal model of 1978 is
expanded to consider ideational flexibility, a self-directed orientation to self and society, and a
sense of distress. Personality (including cognition) had consequences for job structure and social
stratification. Both ideational flexibility and self-directed orientation lead to more responsible
work that allows greater latitude for occupational self-direction. Replicated Fox 1974 BC per
Pankhurst 2003 PhD. Fox not cited. Both at NIMH. # MS. PJ. A.
Kohn, Melvin L. and Carmi Schooler, 1983, Work and Personality: an inquiry into the impact of
social stratification, Ablex, Norwood, NJ, 389 p. [with the collaboration of Joanne Miller,
Karen A. Miller; Ronald Schoenbach]. Study of men in civilian occupations showed that the
number of hierarchical levels in an organization was positively associated with both the
substantive complexity of the work (used Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 3rd edition, 1965, p.
321; App. B, C, and E.) and the ideational flexibility of the employees (p. 282 & 288; results of
Polish and Japanese studies published in 1981 replicate results of this one). (Their definition of
personality includes the person’s intelligence.) Ken V. Pankhurst 2003 did not confirm their link
between complexity and absence of routine on one hand and self-direction on the other (p. 190).
Cited in Adler and Borys 1996. See S. Fine. Replicated Fox 1974 BC per Ken Pankhurst 2003
Related PhD. Fox not cited. City, Psych & Lehman Lib. HF 5549.5 .J6 K64 1983. MS. Bk.
Kohn, Melvin L., Atsushi Naoi, Carrie Schoenbach, Carmi Schooler, and Kazimierz M.
Slomczynski, 1990, “Position in the Class Structure and Psychological Functioning in the United
States, Japan, and Poland,” The American Journal of Sociology, Chicago, IL, Jan 1990,
95(4):964-1008. Contrasted social class in all three countries. Classical definitions were
discarded in favor of a hierarchy of power, privilege and prestige. Hypothesized that men who
are more advantageously placed in their class structures value self-direction for their children,
are intellectually flexible, and are self-directed in their orientations. Strikingly confirmed in all
three countries. Opportunity for occupational self-direction plays a major role in the
psychological effect of social stratification. Distress, however, was all over the lot. (RO theory
helps explain the strange findings.) Cited Kohn and Schooler 1983. Kohn at JHU. MS. PJ. A.
Kohtamäki, Marko, Jukka Vesalainen, Elina Varamäki, and Tero Vuorinen, 2006, “The
Governance of Partnerships and a Strategic Network; Supplier actors' experiences in the
governance by the customers,” Management Decision, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, London,
UK, Aug. 2006, 44(8):1031-1051. Kohtamaki. Attempted to understand the effects of the
customer company governance in supplier actors' experiences. Data consisted of 13 customer
and 16 supplier interviews. First, the strong use of authority in the situation of a dependent
supplier and a committed actor leads to a negative - unreasonableness. Second, in the same
situation, high social governance leads to a highly positive experience - reasonableness. Third,
in intermediately governed partnerships, the supplier actors are basically satisfied with the
partnership, but question the relationship as a partnership. Cited Jaques 1990. Baruch online. In
Clio Bus. # Misc. PJ.
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Koike, Kazuo, 1978, “Sei to Nihon no Nenrei-betsu Chingo,” [The Western and Japanese
Structures of Earnings by Age], Shakai Rd Hyron, [Social Labor Journal], Tokyo, JN, August
1978. Probably included a comparison based on Shimada’s 1974 PhD. Not seen. MS. NJ.
Koike, Kazuo, 1978, “Japan’s Industrial Relations: Characteristic and Problems,” Japanese
Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, White Plains, NY, Fall 1978, 7(1):42-90. Originally Chapter 7
(p. 213-252), the conclusion, “Wagakuni Roshi Kankei no Tokushitsu to Mondsai,” in author’s
1977 book, Shokuba no Rodo Kumiai to Sanka - Roshi Kankei no Nichibei Hikaku (Labor
Unions at the Workshop and Their Participation - Japan-United States Comparison of Industrial
Relations), Toyo Keizai Simpo Sha, Tokyo, Japan, 252+ p. Argued that neither lifetime
employment nor the seniority wages were necessarily characteristic institutions in Japanese
firms. Winner of Mainichi Economist’s award for best economics book. P. 66: comparison of
US and Japanese Age-Wage Profiles. P. 67 and 69: comparison of British and Japanese AgeWage Profiles. Age-Wage profiles also on p. 68 and 88-90. See this for full comparison of
economic statistics between the US and Japan. Cited by David Friedman 1983, p. 264, ft. 36.
Time-series data is “very scarce” (in the US and Britain). Even in Japan it was only after WWII
that internal promotions took place for blue-collar employees. American academics
abandoned studies along these lines because there were “no dependable historical studies”
on it. Cited Shimada 1974 Ph.D., article in Japanese 1975. Cited Lupton 1963. See Itami in
same issue. Contrast Koike 1977 book with Hashimoto and Raisian 1985 per Iwai 1995. Clio
Offsite HC461 .J45. v.1 (1972)-v.23 (1995). CUNY Grad Ctr - Perdls., v. 1 (1972)-v.9 (1981).
# MS. PJ.
Koike, Kazuo, 1978, “Japan’s Industrial Relations: Characteristics and Problems,” Japanese
Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, US, Fall 1978, 7(1):42-90. This article was the
final chapter in Koike's 1977 award-winning book. Compared industrial relations practices in
Japan and US and their impact on the size of the pies. Described career paths in Japan. Outlined
the age-wage graph in Japan – the four types of employees. Showed US-Japan curves and UKJapan curve comparisons. How do managers protect the outer shell of the workshop? Also, how
do they give voice to the unorganized workers? Cited Shimada1974 PhD. # MS. PJ.
Koike, Kazuo, 1980, “A Japan-Europe Comparison of Female Labor-Force Participation and
Male-Female Wage Differentials,” Japanese Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY,
Winter 1980-1981, 9(2):3-27. Translated from the Japanese. Cited Koike Aug 1978, Fall 1978.
Reference to age-wage in 1978. CUNY Grad Ctr. # MS. PJ.
Koike, Kazuo, 1980, “A Japan-Europe Comparison of Female Labor-force Participation and
Male-Female Wage Differentials,” Japanese Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, US,
Winter 1980-1981, 9(2):3-27. Women in Japan had an employment profile similar to women in
Great Britain. Both exited the labour market during child-bearing years and then re-entered it.
Elsewhere in Europe, women left the market a bit later, but then stayed out. # Misc. PJ.
Koike, Kazuo, 1981, “Nenko Chingin Shushin Koyo Sei no Uso to Makoto,” [The Falsehood and
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Truth About the Seniority Wage and Lifetime Employment Systems], Shukan Toyo Keizai, July
10, 1981 (special issue), Japan. In Japanese. Not seen. Misc. Pro.
Koike, Kazuo, 1981, Chusho Kigyo no Jukuren, [Skills in Small and Medium Enterprises],
Dobunkan, Tokyo, Japan. In Japanese. Not seen. MS. Bk.
Koike, Kazuo, 1981, Nihon no Jukuren, (Skill Formation Systems in Japan), Yūhikaku, Tokyo,
JN. In Japanese. [Translated into English? Partly.] Cited in Koike 1988. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Koike, Kazuo, 1983, “Internal Labor Markets: Workers in Large Firms,” Chapter 2 (p. 29-61) in
Shirai, Taishiro, ed., 1983, Contemporary Industrial Relations in Japan, University of Wisconsin
Press, Madison, Wis., 421 p. Lots of age-wage profiles. Part of this chapter was excerpted as a
box-insert in Andrew Weiss’s 1984 HBR article. NYPL offsite. In Business & Lehman Lib.,
also in Baruch HD8726.5 .C65 1983. MS. Ch.
Koike, Kazuo, 1983, “Workers in Small Firms and Women in Industry,” Chapter 4 (p. 89-115) in
Shirai, Taishiro, ed., 1983, Contemporary Industrial Relations in Japan, University of Wisconsin
Press, Madison, Wis., 421 p. Lots of age-wage profiles. NYPL offsite. In Business & Lehman
Lib., also in Baruch HD8726.5 .C65 1983. MS. Ch.
Koike, Kazuo, 1984, “Skill Formation Systems in the U.S. and Japan: A Comparative Study,”
chapter 2 (p. 47-75) in Aoki, Masahiko, ed., 1984, The Economic Analysis of the Japanese Firm,
North-Holland (Elsevier Science), New York, N.Y., Amsterdam, 425 p. Article published in
Japanese in 1977. This was a description of the HRM system in action in Japan, including the
maturity curves, the Archimedes hiring and staffing principle, and the comparatively primitive
approach in the U.S. 2/3 of the steepness of Japanese wage trajectories were attributable to the
training of the internal labor market and rapid technology changes. Training was broad
(horizontal job rotation) and deep (vertical managerial experience). In the US job classification
was adopted in the 1940s, but not in Japan. There were four inherent career trajectories with
the key difference being the effect of time on skills: (A) craftsmen - high and flat; (B) laborer low and flat; (C) Internal Promotion - late and high ceiling for growth [favored, fast track, high
mode] and; (D) Less Internal - less growth than (C). The core group of key employees recruited
in large main firms were all type (C) males. In small firms this group was only 5% to 20% and
most were As and Bs. This was the Japanese description of the growth modes (that fed Jaques’s
structure for strategy and the implementation of Deming’s production system). The US and the
EC didn’t do age-wage profiles in this way, if at all. Koike contended this was entirely rational
and had nothing to do with any Japanese cultural exceptionalism. (Was Koike using Social
Analysis? His micro-analysis was really hitting pay-dirt. The common points of this HRM
system with RO/SST were extraordinary.) See A. Weiss 1984, Koike and Inoki 1990. Cited by
Aoki 1990. Baruch HD70.J3 E26 1984. SIBL offsite. MS. Ch. *****
Koike, Kazuo, 1987, “Human Resource Development and Labor-Management Relations,”
Political Economy of Japan, Stanford University Press, Volume 1: The Domestic
Transformation, chapter, p. 289-330; 19-20; 624-5. [Yamamura and Yasukichi, eds.] Koike
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rejected the socio-cultural explanations of Japan’s labor practices and worker attitudes. A better
explanation was the ways skills were acquired and used. Even inter-firm wage differentials were
a statistical artifact. In Japan subcontractors did the unskilled work. Worker loyalty raised
productivity and quality, skill sharing, and learning. The age-wage sloped upward due to the
accumulation of skills, especially intellectual skills in both white and blue collar professions (not
just tenure). Cited in Zeitlin 1994 syllabus, Clegg 1990:188, Aoki 1990. Not in NYPL. In Clio
Lehman Lib. Res & Biz Course Res HC462.9 .P57 1987 MS. Ch. UP. A. *****
Koike, Kazuo, 1987, “Skill Formation Systems: A Thai-Japan Comparison,” Journal of the
Japanese and International Economies, Tokyo, Japan, Sept., 1(3):408-440. (Peer-reviewed.) In
English. Intensive interviews with foremen in three auto battery manufacturing firms in Japan,
Thailand, and a joint-venture. The skill formation systems in the two countries are similar.
Implementation schemes are different and skill formation is seen as the core of the Japanese
management system. In Baruch Percls. SIBL JLL 87-534. At Kyoto U. MS. PJ.
Koike, Kazuo, 1988, Understanding Industrial Relations in Modern Japan, St. Martin’s Press,
New York, NY, 306 p. In English (trans. Mary Saso). Lots of age-wage profiles (p. 21, 23, 36,
41) contrasted among Japan, US, and Europe. See esp. Ch. 8 (p. 266-287). Cited in
Deutschmann 1989. Cited Shimada 1981; Umemura 1956, 1971 (p. 54). Clio Lehman Liby &
Barnard HD8726.5 .K548 1988. At Kyoto U. MS. Bk.
Koike, Kazuo, 1990, “Intellectual Skill and the Role of Employees as Constituent Members of
Large Firms in Contemporary Japan,” Chapter 9 (p. 185-208) in Aoki, Masahiko, Bo Gustafsson,
and Oliver Williamson, eds., 1990, The Firm as a Nexus of Treaties, Sage Publications, London,
Newbury Park CA, and New Delhi, 358 p. In the US the employee focus is on acquiring
specialized skills but in Japan it is on integrative skills. The union and joint consultation
provide the methods for worker’s voice in management policies (Koike 1987a & 1987b).
Discussed discretion. Argued firm-specific human capital skills link the workers’ interests to
the firm’s so they bear enterprise risk, thus opening them to enterprise decision making and
white collar pay incentive systems. A key incentive was the speed of promotion - in a growing
company. (Large = main keiretsu company.) See Jaques’ Archimedes principle. (This is the
opposite of the standard description of “slow” promotions in large Japanese firms.) MS. Ch.
Koike, Kazuo, and Takenori Inoki, 1990, Skill Formation in Japan and Southeast Asia, Tokyo
University Press, Tokyo, Japan, 252 p. [Jinzai keisei no kokusai hikaku] Published in Japanese
in 1987. (These two were the authors. They were not editors.) An in-depth look at the
intellectual skill development and acquisition methods of Japanese employers as they were being
extended across Asia (Thailand and Malaysia). Theory (p. 1-70) and four cases: in cement, car
batteries, machine tools, and banking. This was an extension of the US-Japan study (Koike
1984). Usual economic model in the West views capital (K) as key with labor (L) in a supporting
role, with management’s goal to deskill the labor effort. (This deskilling is a fallacy.)
“Workers’ skill is an extremely important variable in an economy, more so than is usually
realized.” The Japanese OJT and career path systems created and were sufficient to
explain the productivity gap (p. 22-27). The others didn’t. Inoki chapter used by Lam 1996.
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Cited Morikiyo 1981 (on p. 4). See career paths (p. 249). See carpenter’s craft-based union in
Japan and US (p. 4). Not in CUNY; not NYU. Clio os HD5715.5.J3 J5513 1990. NYPL SIBL
JBE 91-1802. MS. Bk.
Koike, Kazuo, 1994, “White-Collar Workers in Japan and the United States: Which Are More
Ability Oriented?” Japanese Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Jan-Feb 1994,
22(1):3-49. [This is chapter 8 (p. 129-172) of his 1993 book, Amerika no White Collar Nichibei no Dochira ga yori “Jitsuryoku Shugi” ka (White Collar Workers in America - Japan or
United States: Which are More Ability Oriented?), published by Toyo Keizai Shimpo Sha,
Tokyo, JN, 181 p. Errata slip. Stanford, Kansas, Harvard, LoC, AU Natl U., UBC, and Waseda
U. have it.] Not fully translated into English. Slow vs rapid promotion. Ability vs profit
contribution. Efficiency pay vs pay by results. Institutional pay vs market pay. (RO is not
mentioned. This IS the theory as applied by the Japanese inside their firms and contrasted
with the US system.) Baruch Percls. Then at Hosei U., Tokyo. LoC: HD8039.M4. MS. PJ.
Koike, Kazuo, 1994, “Learning and Incentive Systems in Japanese Industry,” chapter 2 (p. 4165) in Aoki, Masahiko, and Ronald Dore, eds., 1994, The Japanese Firm, sources of competitive
strength, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK, 14 chapters, 410 p. (Papers from a 1991
conference at the Stockholm School of Economics, European Institute of Japanese Studies.)
Covered the intellectual problem-solving skill attainment and the semi-annual assessment on job
grade, yearly increment, & merit rating. (See Koike & Inoki 1990, cited in Itoh 1994). MS. Ch.
UP. A.
Koike, Kazuo, 1994, Nihon no Koyo Shisutemu (The Japanese Employment System), Toyo
Keizai Shinposha, Toyko, JN. In Japanese. A book. Not seen. MS. Bk.
Koike, Kazuo, 1996, The Economics of Work in Japan, LTCB International Library Foundation,
Tokyo, Japan, 289 p. LTCB international library selection; no. 3. Published in Japanese 1991.
Professor of HRM at Hosei U. Age-wage profiles of workers in Japan, US, UK, European
countries. Confronts the myths about workplace Japan, the central need for intellectual skills
(Ch. 5), current approaches to HRM (Ch. 6), and the theory of stages (Ch. 14). An excellent
summa of Koike’s concepts about work, wages, and employment. (Hugh Patrick’s copy.) In
BIZ: HD5706 .K6871 1996g. MS. Bk.
Koike, Kazuo, 1997, Human Resource Development, Japan Institute of Labour, Japan Economic
and Labor Series No. 2, Tokyo, Japan, 145 p. OTJ training and Off-TJ training was designed to
provide the employees with the intellectual skills to handle uncertainty and change. This was
also done through deployment, job rotation, and mobility. Formal training was 2-5 days twice a
year and focused on theory. The Age-Wage Profile for male blue-collar workers in 1927 and
1979 was on p. 122. It reflects the same early ceiling curve found on Jaques’ MaturityProgression Curves for Stratum I workers peaking in their early 50s. The 1927 data was
published by the Prime Minister’s Office. (See Shirai and Shimada 1978.) In Clio Biz:
HF5549.5.M3 K74 1997g. (Missing) CUNY Bklyn HF5549.5 .T7 K65x 1997. NYPL SIBL
os JBD 97-1291. # MS. Bk.
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Koike, Kazuo, 1998, “NUMMI and its Prototype Plant in Japan: A Comparative Study of Human
Resource Development at the Workshop Level,” Journal of the Japanese and International
Economies, Tokyo, Japan, March 1998, 12(1):49-74, 26 p. This study compares skill formation
at workshops in NUMMI (a joint venture of GM and Toyota in California) with its prototype
plant at Takaoka in Japan. The TWO key indicators of skill formation were the breadth of
work experience and the capability of problem handling. NUMMI workers of short service
had broader experience than Takaoka counterparts. Long service workers at Takaoka had
broader experience than NUMMI counterparts. Yet, NUMMI workers were less capable of
problem handling, which resulted in a productivity gap. At Faculty of Business Administration,
Hosei University, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan. (Peer-reviewed journal) Cited Adler 1992,
Brown and Reich 1998, and Ledford 1998. Teach. MS. PJ.
Koike, Kazuo, 2002, “Intellectual Skills and Competitive Strength: is a radical change
necessary?” Journal of Education and Work, Dec 2002, 15(4):391-408. Intellectual skills
dealing with uncertainty and change drive improvements in efficiency at Toyota by the
workforce. Since IT cannot deal with uncertainty these skills are of increasing importance.
Investigated 30 Japanese production workshops. Calls for “convergence” toward the Western
model are unpersuasive since they neglect the role of intellect in competitive production. (Very
little on this is yet published in English.) Information Technology. See Amadjian 2001. MS.
PJ. *****
Koike, Kazuo, and Takenori Inoki, 2003, College Graduates in Japanese Industries, Japan
Institute of Labor, Tokyo, Japan, 190 p. Japanese economy and labor series; no. 8. Their career
paths and how firms utilize their skills. CLIO Biz HF5549.2 .K65 2003g MS. Bk.
Kolaja, Jiri, Robert L. Able, John P. Ferguson, W. Rush Mathews, Jr., H. M. Porter, Jr., and
Larry Ramsay, 1963, “An Organization Seen as a Structure of Decision-making,” Human
Relations, London, U.K., Nov., 16(4):351-357. doi: 10.1177/001872676301600404 An
empiricaltest of Jaques 1956 in a mental hospital. Jaques’ hypothesis was confirmed. Very early
confirmation. Individuals who more frequently make decisions on which implementation is
delayed or extended over a longer period of time will receive correspondingly higher rewards
than those whose discretion is exercised over a shorter period and whose work is more frequently
subject to review by a superior. See Landsberger 1961; Shively PhD 1966. Cited by John W.
Hunt, 1972. # Rp. PJ. *****
Kolaja, Jiri, 1966, Workers’ Councils: The Yugoslav Experience, Praeger, New York, NY, 84 p.
Abstracted in Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, June 1966,
11(1):173. [Cited in Jaques 1976 as by: Westley, W. A., and Kolaga [sic], J., 1965, Workers’
Councils: The Yugoslav Experiment, Tavistock Publications, London, UK. This was an error by
Jaques.] Their main function was informative and educational. See W. Brown 1960. See
'Abstracts, 1966.' Off. Bk.
Kolaja, Jiri, 1968, “Two Processes: A New Framework for the Theory of Participation in
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Decision Making,” Behavioral Science, Louisville, KY, January, 13(1):66-70. On the present
and future decision processes and the time gap until decisions outcomes are known. Differences
between positions tended to follow the division of labor into three groups - the executiveplanning level, the management-supervisory level, and the rank-and-file implementing level.
Cited Jaques but seemed to confuse Jaques’ TSD with Lawrence and Lorsch’s TSF. At
McMaster U., Can. # Off. PJ.
Kolaja, Jiri, 1969, Social System and Time and Space, Introduction to the Theory of Recurrent
Behavior, Duquesne University Press, Pittsburgh, PA, 113 pages. Length of cycle leads to the
amount of complexity of the social organization. (Cited in Bergmann 1982/1992) Cited his own
1963 article on TSD and referenced Jaques 1956 (p. 9, 32-42) on “TSF” (p. 68: p. 83, ftnt 15.)
Rp. Bk. UP.
Kolaja, Jiri, 1970, “Time and Space as Constraints in Planning,” Planning Outlook, Dept. of
Town and Country Planning, U. Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, March 1970, new series: 8(1-2):1623 , 2, 7. Examination of four pattern variables as developed by T. Parsons shows that they
cannot be well-used. Rather, we suggest there are two times and two spaces: planned time and
planned space, and work time and work space. Leaders should not only be more aware but also
be more bound by goals while they are more free to change means. This is called directionality
and specificity. Cited Jaques 1956. City Coll Arch Perls. NYPL Schw SERA (Planning
outlook) new series. [Renamed in 1991.] Clio Avery os AB P6945. # Rp. PJ.
Kolb, David, Stuart Lublin, Juliann Spoth and Richard Baker, 1986, “Strategic Management
Development: Using Experiential Learning Theory to Assess and Develop Managerial
Competencies,” Journal of Management Development, MCB Publications, Bradford, West
Yorkshire, UK, and Birmingham, AL, 5(3):13-24. Reprinted (edited) as Chapter 13 (p. 146-154)
in Mabey, Christopher, and Paul Iles (eds.), 1994, Managing Learning, Routledge (with the
Open University), London, UK, 270 p. (This version was seen.) Confusion over managerial
capability. Authors state managers must master longer extensions of time span as they rise in the
organization. (True enough for jobs, but this can only be up to their innate time horizon.) Cited
Jaques 1979. Cited by Bates and Dillard 1993. In Wisser liby NYIT in Old Westbury (?). MS.
PJ.
Kolesar, Peter, 1993, “Vision, Values, Milestones: Paul O’Neill Starts Total Quality,” California
Management Review, Berkeley, Cal., Spring, 35(3):133-165. [Reprinted as chapter 10 (p. 175214) in Cole, Robert E., ed., 1995, Death and Life of the American Quality Movement, Oxford U.
P., NY, NY, 242 p. All chapters from CMR.] O’Neill was CEO of ALCOA since 1987 and had
been picked over the #2. He eliminated diversification efforts, two layers of management, and
the 25 business unit heads reported to him. See Ftnts 4; 15. See Wyatt 1985; O’Boyle and Pae
1990; Schroeder 1991 BW. Baruch HD62.15 .D45 1995. SIBL JBE 95-1932. # Misc. Pro.
Koller, Tim, Marc Goedhart, and David Wessels, 2005, Valuation: measuring and managing the
value of companies, rev. 5th edn., Wiley, Hoboken, NJ, US, 739 p. (McKinsey & Co.)
Executives have been attached to earnings per share figures as if the market analysts were dumb.
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They aren't stupid (p. 73). (See also WSJ, ed., Oct 1, 1974, on p. 552.) Markets see beyond
accounting methods to business fundamentals. They are not looking at NPV or DCF. Instead
the financial markets are looking for flexibility, ROVA, MVA, and Cash Flows. NYPL SIBL os
& Ref *R-SIBL HG4028 .V3 .C67. Clio Bus Resvrs HG4028 .V3 .K65 2005. Misc. Bk.
Komine, Takao, 1991, “Structural Changes of Japanese Firms,” Japanese Economic Studies, M.
E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Smr 1991, 19(4):79-98. The US was short-term oriented, while Japan
was long-term oriented. Recently Japan had moved from the logic of the producer to the logic of
the consumer. (Is he referencing Ishikawa 1981/1985?) This was related to creativity and
originality. Cited Abegglen 1974. Misc. PJ.
Kondo, Yoshio, 1969, “Internal QC audit in Japanese companies”, Quality, [Hinshitsu,] Vol. 4,
p. 97. In Japanese. [N. Kano, editor.] Early view. Cited in Kondo 1998. Not seen. Misc. NJ.
Kondo, Yoshio, 1998, “Hoshin Kanri - a participative way of quality management in Japan,” The
TQM Magazine, Bedford, UK, 10(6):425-431. (7 pg printout.) Hoshin kanri was started in
Japanese companies in the late 1960s to create a PDCA cycle of companywide size. It is the
stage where top management display their leadership by uniting the efforts of all employees.
The essential points of hoshin kanri are annual policy, medium- to long-term policy, the
establishment of quality policy, converting methodological policy into objective policy (which is
composed of aims, targets and priority strategies), the top-down and bottom-up deployment, the
meaning and practice of interactive “catch-ball” in the deployment process, and top management
internal QC audits. Vertical participation. “Quality is different in nature from cost and
productivity and has a more human face, and quality improvement achieved by creative methods
can lead to lower cost and higher productivity. ... People try even harder to do a good job
under the leadership of top management, not just for themselves, but for their internal customers
(their downstream processes) and the organization's external customers.” Cited Miyaji 1969.
Cited by Dayan 2006 PhD. Emeritus, Kyoto U. Online. # MS. PJ.
Kondo, Yoshio, 1999, “Quality and Humanity,” The TQM Magazine, Bedford, UK, 1999,
11(6):384- . The target of quality was to attain customer satisfaction, and the efforts were
concentrated in achieving this target. Fully displaying the humanity of the employees was the
central and indispensable concern of top management. Thus the understanding of quality and
humanity as well as their interrelationship was basic. Quality goal is different from cost and
productivity. (The opposite of Taylorism.) Quoted Deming 1980; Juran 1973; Kondo 1998. #
Misc. PJ.
Kondo, Yoshio, 2002, “The Line-up of Leadership,” The TQM Magazine, Bedford, UK, 2002,
14(6):339-344. Discussed topics claimed to be indispensable for displaying leadership: 1. the
right job for the right person, 2. mandatory aims and optional methods approach, 3.
common aims and dream, 4. special features of quality, 5. fostering creative ability, and 6.
cooperation and completion. Looked at their mutual relationship and concluded that the
separation of planning from execution was a different activity from leadership, and that
clarification of the mutual relationship is important. (Personality of leaders not part of article.)
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[Items 1, 2, 3 and 6 are the same as Jaques’ task assignment.] Given at RMIT. # MS. PJ.
Kondo, Yoshio, 2002, “Quality is the Center of Integrated Management,” Managerial Auditing
Journal, Bradford, UK, 2002, 17(6):298-303. The purpose of integrated management is to find
and solve problems in an integrated way. This approach is a "breakthrough." Three examples
from Japanese experiences are: 1. quality revolution in Japanese industry, 2. "Marusei
movement" to improve service on the Japanese National Railway (1987), and 3. prerequisite for
just-in-time process. Must convert the win-lose relationship among management indicators into
a win-win relationship. # Misc. PJ.
König, Andreas, Nadine Kammerlander, and Albrecht Enders, 2013, "The Family Innovator's Dilemma:
How Family Influence Affects the Adoption of Discontinuous Technologies by Incumbent Firms,"

Academy of Management Review, US, Jul2013, 38(3):418-441. 24p. ISSN: 0363-7425. DOI:
10.5465/amr.2011.0162. Family influence induces companies to strive for continuity, command,
community, and connections and, thus, alters the mix of constraints under which firms operate.
Consequently, family influence weakens several of inertial forces described in the discontinuous
change literature, particularly the level of formalization, dependence on external capital
providers, and political resistance. However, it also aggravates critical sources of organizational
paralysis, specifically emotional ties to existing assets and the rigidity of mental models.
Overall, discontinuous change conflicts with essential goals and values of the family system.
Although discontinuous technologies were recognized later, family influenced firms
implemented adoption decisions more quickly and with more stamina.
andreas.koenig@wiso.uni-erlangen.de nadine.kammerlander@unisg.ch
albrecht.enders@imd.ch At University of Erlangen-Nuremberg; University of St. Gallen &
Otto-Friedrich University of Bamberg; IMD. # Misc. PJ. A.
Kono, Toyohiro, 1976, “Long range planning — Japan-USA — A comparative study,” Long
Range Planning, UK, Oct 1976, 9(5):61-71. Concluded in the U.S.A. long range planning is
used to integrate the strategies of divisions and to control the divisions. The planning process is
usually bottom-up rather than top-down. In Japan, long range planning is used for improving
strategic decisions of top management, so the planning process is a centralized interactive
process. Many suggest that project emphasis is the key success factor for planning. To cope
with uncertainty, American corporations tend to update their plans every year or even at shorter
intervals, while adopting contingency plans. To the same end, Japanese corporations use two
time horizon plans which are composed of a long range strategy and a medium range plan.
With respect to project follow-up and implementation, American corporations follow-up more
closely and long range planning is used for the evaluation of managers. Japanese corporations
are less inclined to follow up the long range plan itself, but it is considered as important to
implement it through the budget and also through the project plan. (Time: How is it seen? Is not
this hoshin kanri?) At Gakushuin Uni., Tokyo, JP. # MS. PJ. A.
Kono, Toyohiro, 1982, “Japanese Management Philosophy: Can it be Exported?” Long Range
Planning, UK, June, 15(3):90-102. Japanese organizations have three prime characteristics:
innovation, growth oriented, and sensitive to new opportunity. They were flexible organizations.
Jobs were ambiguous and employees were willing to do any related jobs. They were also
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community organizations and the company would take care of the employees for their life-time.
The organizations provided opportunity for promotion and wage increases. Some practices have
their roots in Japanese culture but many were the results of rational judgment, and many were
transferred from the U.S. and other countries. It was therefore a misconception to think that
these features are too indigenous to Japan to be transferred to other countries. # Misc. PJ. A.
Kono, Toyohiro, 1984, The Strategy and Structure of Japanese Enterprises, Macmillan, London,
UK; M.E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, 352 p. This book is a major contribution to understanding
Japanese management practices, structures, strategies, and decision making. Identified four
themes in his original research on management practices in 102 large Japanese firms: innovation,
competition-orientation, both centralized and soft structure (q.v. GM under Sloan), and respect
for their workers. The strategy was on long-term employee welfare and was growth focused
rather than on the conscious and relentless short-run pursuit of high financial return. There are
two-ladders of promotion - job gradings and status gradings with the result that there are many
opportunities for promotion. Lifetime employment is necessary to increase these opportunities.
This is more true for the higher echelons. Lower echelons usually have one source for
promotions. Promotion reflects ability and effort. No special fast track. (Contrast with Pucik
1990.) Employees do not view the pure merit system as a stable system. Caste promotion is
viewed as rigid. They prefer a blend. Personal statements of goals and skill to be attained are
unique. (“Such [self-statements and detailed personal] records are not found in personnel record
systems of US and UK enterprises (See Famularo 1982).” Shades of X-efficiency.) Short-term
contribution to profit is not so important. Skill, cooperation and quality of performance matter
more. Papers and presentations count in the middle ranks. Did not rely on a single evaluator.
Evaluations by supervisors three levels above the employee are compared with each other.
Wages may be increased by length of service or by merit or by promotion. Bonuses are paid
twice a year. These features were not unique to Japan and were not historical or cultural. They
were RECENT rational innovations that could be adopted anywhere to build leadership and
morale. Contrasted these with US and UK personnel practices. The effects of the Japanese style
of personnel management are positive and lead to much greater productivity. But it led NOT
to satisfied employees. Japanese workers are among the most dissatisfied in the world. (See
Herzberg on the kvetching of the top performers.) This approach has been transplanted
successfully abroad in subsidiaries. Chapter 11, Personnel Management Systems, details the
differences between US and Japanese HR beliefs and practices (p. 318-335, Teach, #). The
equal treatment of employees under Japanese management is a productivity boost. Fig. 11.3
shows the causal effects of the Japanese style of personnel management on productivity and
innovation (p. 330). Sec. 3.4 Time Horizon of Goals. Cited Abernathy 1981 as an example of a
partial explanation of those differences on cars. Cited MITI reports, 1973-1980, “Measurement
of Corporate Capability”; plus 1980, “Indices for Corporate Capability,” Tokyo. [Much of this
book was in Japanese Economic Studies, W1984-85, p. 1-205, as a whole issue. No index. This
book represents how the Japanese have implemented Glacier/RO theory in their firms in Japan.]
Cited Nikkeiren 1973; J. Hunt 1979/1986; Holden, Fish and Smith 1941. Jaques not cited. Cited
by Virmani & Guptan 1991; R. Whittington 2002. See Kono 1992. NYPL HUM JLD 88-3828.
Baruch HD70.J3 K63 1984. [Ch. 11 #.] MS. Bk.
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Kono, Toyohiro, 1984, “Long Range Planning of U.K. and Japanese Corporations – A
Comparative Study,” Long Range Planning, UK, April, 17(2):58-76. Hoshin kanri was not
mentioned but was described. Only 2 Japanese in citations. The author conducted mail surveys
and made visits on long-range planning systems in Japanese and British corporations. In the
U.K., the clarification of goals and the resource allocation were emphasized but in Japan
clarification of goals and basic problem finding were stressed. Goals expressed in the long-range
plan of the U.K. corporations put more emphasis on financial goals, but that of the Japanese
corporations emphasizes growth and employee welfare. To cope with uncertainty, multiple
scenarios and contingency plans were more frequently used in the U.K., whereas in Japan the
sequential decision was more commonly used. British corporations were better prepared for
uncertainty than Japanese corporations. In the U.K. the planning system was emphasized in
addition to the other factors, but in Japan clear goals were more emphasized. # MS. PJ. A.
Kono, Toyohiro, 1992, Long-Range Planning of Japanese Corporations, de Gruyter, New York,
Berlin, 390 p. Cited McGivering, et al, 1960 [W. Brown & Glacier - ???], E. K. Warren 1966.
Nice Biblio in Japanese and English. See SIBL JBE 93-1238 Misc. Bk.
Kono, Toyohiro, and Stewart R. Clegg, 1998, Transformations of Corporate Culture:
experiences of Japanese enterprises, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin, Ger., 445 p. Innovations:
‘vitalized cultures.’ Choice to make a product at the end of its life cycle creates a stagnant
culture system that spirals decisions downward (p. 242). Important. Experience in a Japanese
enterprise. Used Japanese data comparing it to figures from the US and India. EJ not cited.
SIBL JBE 98-1406. Misc. Bk.
Kono, Toyohiro, 1999, "A strong head office makes a strong company," Long Range Planning,
UK, April, 32(2):225-236. Based on a survey of major Japanese manufacturing corporations,
argued that the headquarters of a corporation has three functions: (a) formulating corporate
strategy, (b) building core competencies, and (c) providing expert services. In simple terms, the
headquarters is a research laboratory for management. Successful Japanese companies have
about 8% of personnel in their head offices. The interface between the headquarters and
operating units is crucial for strategic leadership. This is particularly important where the
product mix is technology-related or marketing-related. MBO not mentioned. # Misc. PJ. A.
Kono, Toyohiro, and Stewart Clegg, 2001, Trends in Japanese Management: continuing
strength, current problems, and changing priorities, Palgrave, London, UK, 322 p. An excellent
profile. Charts of Time (p. 207) and Salaries/ Remuneration (p. 268). Cited Penrose 1959, 1995;
Pelz & Andrews 1966; Pucik 1993. See Clegg & Kono 2002. Positive review by Crossman,
Alf, 2004, Bk Rev, Long Range Planning, Feb. 2004, 37(1):106–107. See ch. 10: 3 charts.
SIBL os JBD 01-849. Clio Bus HD70 .J3 K633 2001. Misc. Bk.
Konz, Stephan, 1979, “Quality Circles: Japanese Success Story,” Industrial Engineering, AIIE,
Norcross, GA, US, Oct. 1979, 11(10):24-27. A case. Japan has made significant progress in
quality control in recent years primarily through use of quality control (QC) circles. This
procedure, illustrated by a case study of Matsushita Electric, trains the workers in techniques
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needed to make product improvements, rather than strictly entrusting this responsibility to
technical staff and management. Workers choose the problem upon which they want to focus
and analyze it. The analysis would include studying the causes of defects, setting goals to reduce
them, and promoting control activities. Finally, the workers present their proposed solution to
the technical staff. Most QC circles range from 3-25 members, with 10 being optimal. They
meet monthly, or sometimes more often, on a voluntary basis. Training in sophisticated
techniques, like Pareto's diagram, is conducted for workers, circle leaders, management, and
supervisors. Not in Clio. NYPL SIBL 94-720. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Konzelmann, Suzanne, Neil Conway, Linda Trenberth, and Frank Wilkinson, 2006, “Corporate
Governance and Human Resource Management,” British Journal of Industrial Relations,
Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Sep2006, 44(3):541-567. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-8543.2006.00512.x.
The analysis showed that while performance advantages can be derived from commitment-based
HRM systems, a corporate governance regime that privileges remote stakeholders may be
constrained to implement such systems. The empirical analysis is based on the UK Workplace
Employee Relations Survey (WERS98). Cited Appelbaum 2000; Huselid 1995; Ichniowski et al
1996; Jacoby 2005; MacDuffie 1995; Wall & Wood 2005. At Birkbeck, UK. # Refu. PJ. A.
Koontz, Harold, 1961, “The Management Theory Jungle,” The Academy of Management
Journal, December, 4(3):174-188. Tried to sort out the mess in academic thinking and found a
“semantics jungle.” [Cited in Hicks and Goronzy 1967.] Management theory then was a
pulsating mess, splintering and contentious. See Koontz 1962 HBR for a reworked version.
(Compare with Fogarty 1963a, p. 107.) Not on Jaques, Brown or Glacier theory. This article led
to the 1962 Symposium, Koontz’ 1964 book, and Brown’s chapter, etc. Many subsequent
overviews of OT proclaimed it to be a jungle, an elephant, or otherwise gone Topsy. (See
Suojanen 1963; Urwick 1963; Seabury 1965; and Dwight Waldo 1978.) # Refu. PJ. A.
Koontz, Harold, 1962, “Making Sense of Management Theory,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, July-Aug, 40(4):24-46. ISSN: 0017-8012. (see 1961) In their zeal to offer a clear,
usable theory of management, scholars and practitioners alike have succeeded for the most part
only in muddying the waters. Contentiousness, faddism, and self-serving defense of pet theories
have led intelligent men into semantic difficulties compounded by a mutual reluctance to
understand the other fellow's view. The result? A jungle of confusion and conflict through
which the bewildered businessman must cut. At UCLA. # Misc. Pro.
Koontz, Harold, ed., 1964, Toward a Unified Theory of Management, McGraw-Hill, New York,
NY and London, UK. This anthology came from papers and discussions at a UCLA symposium
held Nov. 8-9, 1962, “Management Theory and Research: Their Role in Improved
Management,” that emerged from Koontz’s 1961 AMJ / 1962 HBR articles. Wilfred Brown
delivered an invited paper (see Brown 1964) and participated in 4 of the 5 panel discussions. He
was a major presence at the symposium and in the book. Severely criticized Herb Simon over
Simon’s weak definitions. But, as Ken Shepard summarized, “Wilfred Brown had the most to
contribute toward an integrated theory but the mood of the group I'm told [by Raia] went with
Herb Simon who advocated keeping the field loosey-goosey and loosey-goosey we remain”
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(3/26/06 email). The list of presenters was impressive, the very top drawer of the day, academics
and executives. Academics: Ernest Dale, Fritz J. Roethlesberger, Robert Schlaifer, Herbert A.
Simon, George A. Steiner, Robert Tannenbaum, J. Fred Weston, and W. Allen Wallis president,
U. Rochester. Executives included: Wilfred Brown Chairman and MD of Glacier Metal,
William Ballhaus EVP of Northrop, Edward D. Kemble manager of management research of
General Electric, Richard F. Neuschel Director of McKinsey, and Dr. Donald McLaughlin
president of Homestate Mining (and Chairman, UCal Regents). Other academic participants
included: Warren G. Bennis, Richard M. Cyert, Robert Dubin, Mason Haire, James G. March,
Anthony Raia, and Harry Roberts. Among the executives were: Andrew F. Kay, CEO of NonLinear Systems (See Maslow 1965), Donald Elliot of Mead Johnson, Harry M. Markowitz of
Rand Corp., Gordon D. Osborn of the US Bureau of the Budget, George L. Parkhurst of SoCal,
Dr. Martin Shubik of research IBM, Bart W. Sorge of United Geophysical, and Henry K.
Swenerton of Gladding, McBean. [See below for impact.] (See book commentary by Urwick
1965.) (See also, Zimet 1979) See Pfeffer 1993 for a similar jungle-maintaining dynamic. Clio
Engrg HD30 .K833. Rp. Ch.
Koontz, Harold, and Cyril O’Donnell, 1964, Principles of Management, 3rd edition, McGrawHill, New York, NY (esp. p. 200) [not seen]. [Cited in Hicks and Goronzy 1967.] In the 1968
edition (4th) Koontz deliberately avoided using Jaques’ name while describing the Glacier
Project. He cited Wilfred Brown 1960 and Brown HBR 1962. Quoted Brown 1962 in 3rd and 6th
editions (1976). Koontz appears to have liked Brown’s ideas and not Jaques’. D. Bk.
Koontz, Harold, 1965, “Challenges for Intellectual Leadership in Management,” [Presidential
address to Academy of Management], California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Summer,
7(4):11-18. Koontz was elected president of the academy for 1965. Did not mention Jaques or
Brown in this speech/article (both in UK). He didn’t have to after his 1964 book. MS. Pro.
Koontz, Harold, 1967, The Board of Directors and Effective Management, McGraw-Hill, NY,
NY, US, 275 p. How does the Board become and stay effective? It takes effort and focus to
have enough information and the right kind of information to oversee management and guide the
firm. See p. 5, 12, 127. Cited W. Brown 1962; Teller (n.d., quote). CUNY Laguardia & Clio
os HD2745 .K6. NYPL os JLD 80-2223 (SASB). Misc. Bk.
Koontz, Harold, 1972, “Making managerial appraisal effective,” California Management
Review, Berkeley, CA, Winter 1972, 15(2):46-55. A manager should be rated on two
dimensions, in the roles of individual contributor and as a manager. In both ways, does he
contribute - or not. The weakest link in strategy has been that of managerial assessment. Cited
Koontz 1971, Levinson 1970. (Did not cite Brown, whose ideas he knew well.) # D. Pro.
Koontz, Harold, and Robert W. Bradspies, 1972, “A Future-Directed View,” Business Horizons,
June 1972, 15(3):25-36. Most current control systems rely on feedback; unfortunately, feedback
signals error or deviation from desired performance after the fact. Since correction does not take
effect immediately, the deviation tends to persist, and the costs incurred continue to rise. An
approach, an adaptation of the principle of feedforward control in engineering systems, is now
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available to correct this serious deficiency. Future-directed control allows managers to see
problems coming in time to do something about them. The authors describe the use of
feedforward control in cash planning, inventories, and new product development, and offers
seven guidelines for its application. (Like jidoka or poka yoke or JIT, but earlier. Did anyone
listen?) Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Koontz, Harold, and Cyril O’Donnell, 1976, Management: A Systems and Contingency Analysis
of Managerial Functions, Sixth Edition [editions 1-5 published as Principles of Management],
McGraw-Hill, NY, NY. Included Wilfred Brown’s invited paper from Koontz 1964. MS. Ch.
Koontz, Harold, 1977, “Making MBO Effective,” California Management Review, UCBerkeley, US, Fall, 20(1):5-13. Clearly included parts of SST/RO. Gave a list for effective
management - #6: time-spans are a part of goals; #8: goals must be changeable. Brown nor
Jaques not cited. Misc. Pro.
Koontz, Harold, 1979, “Toward a Useful Operational Theory of Management,” chapter 20 (p.
327-347) in Zimet, Melvin and Ronald G. Greenwood, eds., 1979, The Evolving Science of
Management, AMACOM, New York, NY, 496 p. “Organization Theory” was too broad to be
useful. The management theory jungle was still flourishing. An operational approach to
management may be on the horizon. A management “glossary” was in the works as a first step
toward a new science. Koontz outlined the fields within it. He equated Chester Barnard,
Edward F. L. Brech, and Wilfred Brown as intellectual businessmen who wrote. (Harold
Smiddy of General Electric and Barksdale of GM/DuPont also belong in this group.) Rp. Ch.
Koontz, Harold, 1980, “The Management Theory Jungle Revisited,” The Academy of
Management Review, 5:175-188. It’s still there. (See 1961 and 1962 articles.) Refu. PJ. A.
Koper, Chris, 1996, “Executive Continuity: building leadership for the future,” Optimum,
Minister of Supply and Services, Ottawa, FD, Canada, 1 March (Spring) 1996, 26(4):24-31.
ISSN: 0475-1906. A primary accountability of the senior executive is to plan for the
replacement of the executive team by identifying and developing candidates with the requisite
talents. Individuals chosen for the pool would then be trained in skills to address problems of
anticipated future scenarios. In this manner, individual goals can be aligned to strategic goals in
public service. This article describes many of Jaques’ key design features and implementation
methods, outlines how to ensure their successful introduction, and shows how to implement a
successful process. Application of Jaques’ building bench strength. # Rp. NJ. *****
Koplowitz, Herb, 1998, “Unknown Genius,” Applied Organizational Science, Toronto, ON. 13
March 1998 version. Unpublished paper. Ru.
Koplowitz, Herb, 2001, “Intention in Philosophy of Science, Science and Engineering,” The
Requisite Reporter, Requisite Organization International Institute (ROII), Gloucester, MA, April,
2(2):10-12. Rp. NJ.
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Koplowitz, Herb, 2002, “The Requisite Detail,” BOSS Magazine, Australian Financial Review
(http://boss.afr.com.au), May 1. An article in response to Helen Trinca’s AFR article of April 15,
2002. See Jaques (6/14/02) and Carnegie AFR articles also. # Rp. Pop.
Koplowitz, Herb, 2007, “Leadership in Requisite Organization: A Spiral Dynamics Perspective,”
Integral Leadership Review, Jan. 2007, 8(1), online. An exploration of leadership as it is
understood in RO and as a definition of terms. Described three concepts within RO
(engineering, science, and conceptual framework) and the relationship of spiral dynamics to RO
and leadership. Accessed 9-1-07. # Rp. NJ.
http://www.integralleadershipreview.com/archives/2007_01/2007_01_koplowitz.html
Koplowitz, Herb, 2007, “How I Lost My Mind and Found the Meaning of ‘Life’,” Integral
Review, 4:59-72. How the human philosophy of Elliott Jaques (choice and judgment) replaced
the mind-body-soul problem, Newtonian physics, randomness, self-correction, and mental
calculation. Trading one duality for another is resolved by adopting a unity. Simplicity has
value. (Glad he found the meaning of ‘life.’) # Rp. NJ.
Koplowitz, Herb, 2008, “In Praise of Top-Down Decision Making in Managerial Hierarchies,”
World Futures: Journal of General Evolution, Taylor and Francis, UK, July, 64(5-7):513-523.
Many organization development consultants argue that decision making should be relatively
“flat” or “non-hierarchical” rather than “top-down.” A Metasystematic stage 12 perspective
argues otherwise. Under the right conditions, managers should unilaterally decide the tasks and
resources to assign subordinates and the departmental strategy. For the best organizational
decisions and the best employee working conditions, a manager needs to be one developmental
level more capable than the subordinate and all employees need to be accountable for giving
their manager their best advice. Cited Jaques 1990, 1996. # Rp. PJ.
Kor, Yasemin Y., and Joseph T. Mahoney, 2000, “Penrose's Resource-Based Approach: The
process and product of research creativity,” The Journal of Management Studies, Oxford, UK,
Jan 2000, 37(1):109-139. Penrose's (1959) classic The Theory of the Growth of the Firm is one
of the most influential books of the second half of the 20th century bridging economics and
management. Yet, there is little understanding of the process by which this classic came about
and the lessons to be learned concerning research creativity. This paper explores Penrose's
'resources approach' to the growth of the firm as an interactive process of scientific discovery via
induction and scientific justification by deductive reasoning. We focus on the research process,
the book’s contributions to management, the generative nature of Penrose’s research, and future
research building. At U. Del.; U. IL. MS. PJ.
Kor, Yasemin Y., and Joseph T. Mahoney, 2004, “Edith Penrose's (1959) Contributions to the
Resource-based View of Strategic Management,” The Journal of Management Studies, Oxford,
UK, Jan 2004, 41(1):183-191. (Reply) Rugman and Verbeke’s (2002) arguments about
Penrose's book underestimate the relevance of Penrose in strategic management research. Issue
is taken with their arguments on: 1. the creation of competitive advantage, 2. sustaining
competitive advantage, 3. isolating mechanism, and 4. competitive advantage and economic
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rents. Penrose was highly instrumental to the on-going development of the modern resourcebased view of strategic management. It is shown that Penrose's classic not only indirectly
contributes but also directly contributes to the knowledge of an endogenous creation of
competitive advantage. See Tan & Mahoney 2005 for true rebuttal. At U. Del.; U. IL. Misc. PJ
Korac-Kakabadse: a continuation of Kakabadse.
Korac-Kakabadse, Andrew, and Nada Korac-Kakabadse, 1997, “Best Practice in the Australian
Public Service (APS): an examination of discretionary leadership,” Journal of Managerial
Psychology, Emerald MCB, 12(7):433-491. [Huge!] A report with a unique approach to Jaques’
theory. Following an overview of the leadership arena, examined completely the lesser explored
concept of discretionary leadership with the view that the phenomenon of downsized,
delayered organizations will demand even greater discretionary choices and behaviour from the
executives and thereby testing the togetherness concept of co-operation, sharing and working
together. A benchmarking survey of the Australian Public Service (benchmarked against a
private sector and health management sector database) emphasized the point of creeping
fragmentation in organizations and highlights that the capabilities of cohesion, quality dialogue
and cabinet responsibility will be demanded even more from the leadership of today’s
organization. Gave attention to understanding, practising and developing today’s private and
public sector leaders in the capabilities of discretionary leadership. Cited Jacobs 1970; Jacobs
and Jaques 1987, 1990; Jaques 1951, 1979; Hunt 1991; Phillips and Hunt 1992. # Rp. PJ.
Korhonen, Janne J., Kari Hiekkanen, and Juha Mykkänen, 2012, “Information Security
Governance”, Chapter (p. 53-66) in Gupta, M., Walp, J., Sharman, R., eds., 2012, Strategic and
Practical Approaches for Information Security Governance: Technologies and Applied
Solutions, IGI Global. doi:10.4018/978-1-4666-0197-0.ch004. Part of Korhonen's PhD studies.
Information security governance and management are topics of great interest today to
practitioners and researcher alike. Organizations are increasingly interested in security
governance and management. The traditional view of governance as a control and conformance
mechanism turns out to be inadequate in changing environments. We subscribe to the design
science approach to help institute cross-functional information security management throughout
the organization and build it into the design. Cited Jaques 1996; van Aken 2004. # Rp. Ch.
Korhonen, Janne J., Ilkka Melleri, Kari Hiekkanen, and Mika Helenius, 2012, "Designing Data
Governance Structure: An Organizational Perspective," The GSTF Journal of Computing, 2(4):
(6 pgs). DOI: 10.5176/2251-3043_2.4.203. A pertinent data governance model is required to
ensure data is aggregated correctly at the proper level and there are requisite accountabilities at
every organization level. The Agile Governance Model (AGM) can be used to establish this
vertical organization structure. Cited Jaques 1998; Romme 1996, 1998, 2006; van Clieaf &
Kelly 2007; de Visch 2010; Korhonen et al 2012. All at Aalto U., FI. # Rp. PJ.
Korhonen, Janne J. and Jouko Poutanen, 2013, "Tripartite Approach to Enterprise Architecture,"
Journal of Enterprise Architecture, AEA, Feb., 9(1):28-38. There are three types of architecture
within every enterprise, each being dominant in its own domain (from the top): ecosystemic,
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socio-technical, and technical. Since IT is largely technical but the lowest domain, even IT
managers will not accept it alone for a solution to problems that are rooted in higher (complex,
non-linear) issues. Any monolithic approach is bound to fail. But an approach such as RO that
sets a different Weltanschauung (tone) for work in each domain (using its own methods and
tools) is more likely to be acceptable. Cited Bechky 2003; de Visch 2010; McMorland 2005;
Rowbottom & Billis 1987; Jaques 1989. At Aalto U.; U. Jyväskylä, FI. # Rp. PJ.
Korman, Abraham K., 1966, “‘Consideration,’ ‘Initiating Structure,’ and ‘Organizational
Criteria’ – a Review,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Winter66, 19(4):349361, AN 6268764. A review of the research at Ohio State since WWII. Despite the fact these
terms have become very popular, there is almost no evidence that Consideration or Initiating
Structure has any predictive validity. Any. See rebuttal by Kerr 1974. Cited in Misumi 1985.
# Refu. PJ. A.
Korman, Abraham K., 1968, “The Prediction of Managerial Performance: A Review,” Personnel
Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Autumn, 21(3):295-322. Review of the literature leads
to several insights on what matters - Intelligence (good predictor of first-line supervision but not
higher), ‘Leadership ability’ is not a good predictor (except Miner’s projective measure),
Personal history data is only fair, “Judgmental” prediction methods (executive assessment
procedures and peer reviews) are better than psychometrics. Little has been learned so far. The
“actuarial” [quantitative] methods preferred by most researchers gave inferior results to the
“judgmental.” This may be due to “judgment prediction is not as ‘criterion oriented’ as
psychometric prediction.” Judgment is predicting the “general level of [cognitive] adequacy”
and taking this future flexibility into account, whereas the criterion phenomenon is “unknown” to
the psychometrician in a psychological sense. (Future context may change. This is a huge
statement regarding modern social science research.) In support cited Dunnette 1966, Ghiselli
1966, Grant et al 1967. City Cohen. Baruch. At NYU. # MS. PJ. A.
Korman, Abraham K., 1970, "Toward an Hypothesis of Work Behavior," Journal of Applied
Psychology, American Psychological Association, Feb 1970, 54(1, Pt.1):31-41. Presents a
"balance" theoretical hypothesis which argues that the self-concept of an individual in relation to
the task at hand is a determinant of the outcome he will seek to attain and which will satisfy him.
Previous evidence and new findings relating to the hypothesis are presented. (Very similar to
equity theory. Aguirre 1970 indicates Korman's hypothesis corresponds to part of Jaques'
theory.) Cited Adams 1962; Andrews 1967. Jaques not cited. At NYU. # MS. PJ. A.
Korman, Abraham K., Albert S. Glickman, and Robert L. Frey, 1981, “More Is Not Better: Two
Failures of Incentive Theory,” Journal of Applied Psychology, 66(2):255-259. Conducted two
surveys with different size incentive schemes on potential enlistees for the US Navy. No
significant differences were found! Why? Incentives that are too large may lead to distrust.
“They must be pretty incompetent if they are willing to pay such a big bonus.” They may be
seen as a violation of equity norms or guilt and set off reactance. “I can’t be bought!” [If
incentives are this perverse at the bottom, what are they like at the top? Similar?] (q.v. Levinson
1973). Cited in Drummond 1993. Psych Lib. Refu. PJ. A.
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Korman, Abraham H., 2001, “Self-Enhancement and Self-Protection: Toward a Theory of Work
Motivation,” chapter nine (p. 121-130) in Erez, Miriam, Uwe Kleinbeck, and Henk Thierry, eds.,
2001, Work motivation in the context of a globalizing economy, L. Erlbaum Associates, Mahwah,
N.J., 439 p. There are two types of company cultures - supportive and derogatory. The growth
of anxiety is at all occupational levels. The two motivational cultures have individual responses.
Employees either face risk or they avoid it and, fearing failure or fearing success, protect
themselves from it. Results from others support these hypotheses. Anxiety reduction efforts
may be next appropriate. Baruch HF5549.5 .M63 W3728 2001. # MS. Ch.
Korukonda, Appa Rao, 1992, “Managerial Action Skills in Business Education: Missing link or
misplaced emphasis?” S.A.M. Advanced Management Journal, Society for Advancement of
Management, Cincinnati, OH, US, Summer 1992, 57(3):27-34, 42. [Last page in a separate
file.] Some of business can be taught in the traditional way when there is theory behind it. But
the action skill approach to management education fails in today's turbulent environment.
Students may benefit from a medical-school type internship with a firm-school Management
Clinic format overseen jointly by a clinical professor and an executive. In a poll, 86% of CEOs
agreed that B-schools teach "a lot about management but not much about what it takes to run a
company." Students need the responsibility of assigning and directing tasks and evaluating the
work of others. [No awareness of G.I.M. or Brunel/Northeastern U. sandwich course-work.]
Cited W.B.D. Brown 1965/1971; Hunt 1991; Korukonda & Hunt 1987 (conf); Koontz 1961,
1964, 1980; McGill 1988. Clio Mflm FN 1865, v.48 (1983)-v.70 (2005). # Rp. PJ. A.
Koselleck, Reinhart, 1985, Futures Past, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, US, 317 p. [Reissued
2004, Columbia U. Press, NY.] Time and Space in history. Perspective. Horizon of
expectation. Somewhat related to the Cambridge School for context: Quentin Skinner, JGA
Pocock, John Dunn. (Vergangene Zukunft: Zur Semantik geschichtlicher Zeiten, Frankfurt:
Suhrkamp, 1979, 388 p. NYPL Schw JFD 79-11415. German edn. lost by NYPL.) [Nowotny
1988 proved: p. 48.] In English at NYPL Schw JFE 85-4850; JFE 06-417. Misc. Bk.
Koshiro, Kazutoshi, 1980, “Japanese Studies in Labor Economics: A Survey,” Japanese
Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, US, Summer, 8(4):42-81. There was a huge split
in Japan between the Marxists and the modern economists. On the other hand, Keynes and
Schumpeter were heavily criticized for their wage rigidity - as unproven. Wage rates were not
dependent on the marginal productivity of labour – that was the accountability of management but on social power (ability). Cited Shimada 1974, 1975, 1977; Koike 1977; Yasuma Takata
1941 ["The Japanese Marshal"] (not herein). # MS. PJ.
Kosinski, Jerzy, 1971, Being there, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, NY, NY, US, 142 p. [Not on the
theory, but its opposite.] The evaluation of Chauncey Gardiner is not done. He is himself a fad.
No one really looks at his ability. He rises and rises. He has no background – no baggage. He is
a half-wit. Really. Made into a hit film starring Peter Sellers in 1979. OMG. NYPL Schw JFD
71-3117. City, Htr Mn (B1), Baruch, Grad Ctr PS3561 .O8 B4. Alt. Bk.
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Kostiuk, Peter F., 1989, "Firm Size and Executive Compensation," Journal of Human Resources,
U. Wisc., US, Winter, 25(1):90-105. ISSN: 0022166X. Relationship between executive income
and firm size was shown to be relatively stable over time and in different countries. Elasticity of
executive earnings to firm size was about the same today as it was in the 1930s, with evidence of
a decline in the earnings of top executives, controlling for firm size. In addition to the effects of
size and other firm and industry characteristics, there were returns to age and experience. There
was also substantial variability in the level of compensation among firms of comparable size,
indicating that there may be impediments to mobility. Cited by Rosen 1992. Cited Kostiuk 1986
PhD. Not in NYPL. CUNY Htr Mn. At Center for Naval Analyses. # Refu. PJ.
Kotabe, Masaaki, 1995, “The Return of 7-Eleven ... from Japan,” Columbia Journal of World
Business, NY, NY, US, Winter95, 30(4):70-81. ISSN: 00225428. Word Cnt: 6940. Examined
how Ito-Yokado Co. Ltd. of Japan acquired Southland Corporation's 7-Eleven store chain and
has begun to implement the Japanese firm's management techniques. While we have been aware
of the Japanese competitive juggernaut in the consumer durable products industry, we rarely hear
about it in services, let alone in retailing. The next Japanese competition may come from service
sectors such as retail business. Case. At U. Texas at Austin. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Kotler, Philip, and Liam Fahey, 1982, “The World’s champion marketers: The Japanese,” The
Journal of Business Strategy, Elsevier, Summer, 3(1):3-13. Many experts attribute Japan's
success to manufacturing skills. Maybe not. Perhaps this success is due to superior marketing.
Japanese management is slow to make decisions, but fast in carrying them out. They put quality
and service first. They target an industry and take over a market. Now that they are number one,
they will be prey rather than be predators. Deming not cited. # Misc. PJ.
Kotorov, Radoslav P., 2002, “Ubiquitous Organization: organizational design for e-CRM,”
Business Process Management Journal, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 8(3):218-232. Case
study. In 1998 J.P. Morgan’s analysts forecast that the market for e-CRM (customer relationship
management) solutions would grow rapidly. Since then more than 700 e-CRM firms have
emerged, also causing significant confusion and uncertainty. Corporations are uncertain which
e-CRM models and technologies will prove both profitable and sustainable over time. With so
many failed e-CRM initiatives some executives wonder whether e-CRM is not simply a hype.
Instead, organization-wide initiatives give the CEO a bird’s eye view of what is going on (using
both Jaques and Deming). In banking this allows for an interface with the customer that mirrors
that CEO’s viewpoint. Efficiency and effectiveness were addressed through differently
structured layers in Canadian banks. Cited Jaques 1990; Coase; Chandler 1980; Harter 2001.
[Did not cite Deming 1986 yet showed his system as firm’s 3 lower levels in a graph.] With
M.F. Smith consulting Morristown, NJ. # Rp. PJ.
Kottary, Sailesh, 1983, “The Success Formula on India’s Most Profitable Company,” Business
World, Calcutta, India, July 4-17, 3(7):33-48. A case. Highlighted the many 'Japanese style'
features (Theory Z) that the Kirloskar Cummins Company management had used since 1962 for 20 years. [Bingo!] The firm was most profitable in India at 43.9% - more than twice its
nearest competitors at 20% (Economic Times, Delhi). Brown, Glacier, Kirloskar 1982 not cited.
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Cited in Dhalokia 1983 [Dholakia]. (Misspelt as Kotary.) [In 1997 Cummins bought out
Kirloskar – aka KOEL.] See Hubbard 2002; Pandit 1989. Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Kotter, John, 1986, "Why Power and Influence Issues are at the Very Core of Executive Work,"
chapter 1 (p. 20-32) in Srivastva, Suresh, et al, eds., 1986, Executive Power, Jossey-Bass, San
Francisco, Cal., US, 360 p. (Srivastava). Four power points: effective and responsible
development and use of power is the central function of the executive; this is becoming a larger
part of every job; it is difficult, not easy and; few today are aware of this. Two key concepts are:
diversity (goals, abilities, values, perceptions, stakes) and interdependence (two or more parties
have mutual power over each other to get things done). Both keys make things more difficult
and both have grown recently. Kotter places the growth beyond the family, small firm to the
corporation, large firm at 1840. Not just the social, but the technological complexity has also
grown immensely. People still cling to older notions of the executive – the boss, the rational
economic decision-maker, and the maximizer of shareholder wealth. Executive work in Adam
Smith's world was simple – and is gone forever. In most organizations today there is a power
gap – one that leaves executives vulnerable. Surviving requires power – performing well more
and – leading still more. Executive skills needed include – the ability to see who has relevant
power, how to assess differences among players, and how to find and develop mutual interests.
Thus, the effective executive is very sensitive. Having a capable mentor in early career is very
helpful to develop a power base. Personal power has to fill the gap in job power. Cited in
Osborne 1991. Cited McMurry 1973 HBR (see above, p. 27. Spelling error.). Clio Lehman Liby
& os HD38.2 .S75 1986. NYPL SIBL os JSE 86-1369. CUNY Htr Mn, Baruch, Grad Ctr
HD38.2 .S75 1986. # Refu. Ch.
Kotter, John P., 1988, The Leadership Factor, New York : Free Press ; London : Collier
Macmillan, 161 p. Environmental changes have increased competitive pressures on business and
on executives. Organizations have become larger, broader in scope, and more complex.
Therefore, more visionary strategies are needed and this comes from broader knowledge of the
industry and the firm, greater cognitive skills, a network to provide timely information, and
strong interpersonal skills for reorientations. Mental complexity has increased. Cited by Lord
and Maher 1991 on p. 285. Baruch HD 57.7 .K67 1988. MS. Bk.
Kotter, John P., 1990, A Force for Change: How leadership differs from management, Free
Press, New York, NY. A vision of the future is a necessary element even in mature industries.
Kotter classifies this as a major part of leadership rather than management. Misc. Bk.
Kotter, John P., 2007, "Leading Change," Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, US, Jan2007,
85(1):96-103. 1995. Wd Cnt: 4849. ISSN: 00178012. Businesses hoping to survive over the
long term will have to remake themselves along the way. Eight large errors that can doom these
transition efforts: generating a sense of urgency, establishing a powerful guiding coalition,
developing a vision, communicating the vision clearly and often, removing obstacles, planning
for and creating short-term wins, prematurely declaring victory, and failing to embed changes in
corporate culture. Change usually takes a long time. Cited in Lynch 2011 PhD. # Misc. Pro.
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Kotter, John P., 2010, Interview with Kotter in Oct. HBR. See Kehoe, Jeff.
Koura, Kozo, 1993, “Administrative Aspects and Key Points of Cross-Functional Management,”
chapter three (p. 33-67) in Kurogone, Kenji, ed., 1993, Cross-Functional Management, Asian
Productivity Organization, Tokyo, JN, 253 p. The ability to change to meet the market is a
function of organizational structure: individuals work as “members of horizontal, vertical and
diagonal project teams.” Thus, CFM is related to Toyota’s TQM and hoshin kanri. Integrates
vertical with horizontal management. Consensus on objectives, structure, and evaluation.
Implementation/ deployment steps outlined per Akao and Iijima 1965, Iijima 1981. See
Katayama 1993. Misc. Ch.
Kouzes, James M., and Paul R. Mico, 1979, “Domain Theory: An Introduction to Oganizational
Behavior in Human Service Organizations,” The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, NTL
Institute, 15(4):449-469. The authors introduce a theory of organizational behavior in human
services organizations (HSOs), integrating their own experiences with the works of Bell, Jaques,
Weick, Weisbord, and others. HSOs are comprised of three distinct domains - the Policy
Domain, the Management Domain, and the Service Domain. Each domain operates by different
and contrasting principles, success measures, structural arrangements, and work modes. The
interactions between these create natural conditions of disjunction and discordance. Cited Jaques
1976. # Rp. PJ. A.
Kouzes, James M., and Barry Z. Posner, 1993, "The Credibility Factor," The Healthcare Forum
Journal, Jul/Aug 1993, 36(4):16. When people work with leaders they admire and respect, they
feel better about themselves. Leaders who make a difference to others cause people to feel that
they, too, can make a difference. Admired leaders do not place themselves at the center; they
place others there. Employees are significantly more likely, among other things, to be proud to
tell others of their affiliation with the organization, feel a strong sense of team spirit, and see
their own personal values as consistent with the organization's. Credibility is the foundation of
leadership, and yet an erosion of confidence in management has happened. # Misc. PJ.
Kouzes, James M., and Barry Z. Posner, 2002, The Leadership Challenge, Third Edition, JosseyBass, San Francisco, CA, 496 pages. Cited Jaques. SIBL Br 658.4092 K. SIBL B. Altman
JBE 95-2420. Misc. Bk.
Kovach, Kenneth A., 1980, “Why Motivational Theories Don't Work,” Advanced Management
Journal, Society for the Advancement of Management (SAM), Spring80, 45(2):54-59. Analyzed
the many problems in employee motivation. Things that managers considered important to the
employees turned out not to be preferred by the workers. Efforts done by managers to improve
worker's motivation appeared to be significantly off-target. They are what would motivate other
managers. Employees motivate themselves. (Earlier survey was in 1946. See McMurry 1942;
Pease 1961; Takezawa and Whitehill 1960 and 1981; Morse 2003; and Neirynck 2003 Related
PhD.) Misc. PJ. A.
Koyama, Mark, 2011, “The transformation of labor supply in the pre-industrial world,”
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Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, [In Press], Elsevier, doi: 10.1016/j.jebo.2011.
07.015 In pre-industrial economies labor supply curves bent backwards at very low levels of
income. This changed in England before the industrial revolution ([De Vries, 1994], [De Vries,
2008] and [Voth, 1998]). Both an increase in the cost of subsistence and a fall in the price of
time-intensive consumption could have generated an increase in hours worked. But that only
the latter would lead to an increase in the elasticity of labor supply. This means the industrious
revolution in England was qualitatively different from that experienced in other countries. This
clarifies the role played by consumption in the behavior of labor on the eve of modern economic
growth. This distinguishes between an increase in hours worked caused by changing patterns
of demand [England, Netherlands] and an increase in hours worked caused by involution [Italy
and possibly Japan], the falling of real wages. At George Mason U., Fairfax, VA. # Refu. PJ.
Krafcik, John F., 1988, “Triumph of the Lean Production System,” MIT Sloan Management
Review, US, Fall 1988, 30(1):41-52. Based on his 1988 Related Masters thesis at the MIT Sloan
School on the NUMMI auto plant in California (technically under joint General Motors-Toyota
management). Developed new measurements for quality and productivity. Discovered the plant
had achieved world-class quality and productivity rivaling Japanese plants within two years after
start-up - using the same old plant, same old equipment, and the same old workers that had failed
earlier under GM management. NUMMI used different HR practices, a different structure, a
different management structure and philosophy, different training, showed respect for and trusted
its workers, etc. Meanwhile GM spent billions on robotics to catch up - and still fell short.
When plants moved toward 'leaner' operating policies, performance improved (sign. corr.: 99%
on productivity; 95 % on quality) while increasing product mix complexity. Japanese parentage
mattered. Organization came before automation in determining performance! Part of the MIT
auto industry studies. A case. (Unfortunate editing interpolation of the term “lean/buffered”
when he wrote “bufferless JIT” or "fragile/robust continuum." See Shimada and MacDuffie
1986/1987 for “humanware” as the name.) (See MacDuffie and Krafcik 1992. See A. Weiss
1984 for a worker-to-engineer ratio that may be in error. See S. Wood 1990 also. See Hampson
1999.) Unaware of RO/SST. In Biz. MS. Pro.
Krafcik, John F., 1989, “A New Diet for U.S. Manufacturing,” Technology Review, MIT,
Cambridge, MA, Jan 1989, 92(1):28-36. Japanese auto producers are using lean production to
create highly flexible systems that can quickly respond to changes in demand. US companies
can achieve performance levels on par with them. This is not cultural. Lean production involves
risks. Any hiccup will stop production completely and they can be considered high-risk/highreturn ventures. [He still doesn't understand quality.] From his 1988 SMR article. MS. PJ. A.
Kragh, Ulf, 1955, The Actualgenetic Model of Perception-Personality, Acad. Avh. Lund
(Gleerup, Lund 1955). (Is this his 1955 PhD on the test that became the DMT? A book
published by the University? Defense Mechanism Test.) Ru.
Kragh, Ulf, 1960, “The Defense Mechanism Test: A New Method for Diagnosis and Personnel
Selection,” Journal of Applied Psychology, Oct., 44(5):303-309. Based on his 1955 PhD thesis
at Lund. The DMT is a method for clinical diagnosis and for personnel selection. Tested on
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naval attack divers and aviation cadets. (See Khaleelee 1994, 1996, Kragh 1962, Vaernes 1982.)
# MS. PJ. A.
Kragh, Ulf, 1961, “DMT-variabler som prediktorer för flygförarlämplighet,” [In English:
“DMT-criteria as predictors for suitability as a pilot,”] Rapport - Militärpsykologiska institutet,
ISSN: 05441803; 5, Stockholm, Sweden, 13 p. Clsn (UDK): 159.9. Svenska. In Swedish. (In
the Anna Lindh Library of the Swedish National Defence College and the Swedish Institute of
International Affairs, Stockholm, Sweden. With thanks to Marie Christine Taylor and Professor
Bjorn Jorgensen.) See others re DMT. Rp. Rep.
Kragh, Ulf, 1962, “Predictions of Success of Danish Attack Divers by the Defense Mechanism
Test (DMT),” Perceptual and Motor Skills, Southern Universities Press, 15(1):103-106. Tested
DMT on three small groups of military divers, totaling 29. Inter-rater reliability: .92 to .69.
DMT found suited for predicting success of personnel working under stress. (See Khaleelee
1994, 1996, Kragh 1960, Vaernes 1982.) At U. Lund. # MS. PJ.
Kragh, Ulf, 1969, Manual till DMT (Manual for DMT), Testforlaget AB (Scandin, Stockholm
1969). (Length? Unclear if this is a pamphlet or a book on the DMT.) Not seen. See Sjoback
1966. Rp. Pamph.
Kragh, Ulf, and G. Smith, 1970, Perceptgenetic analysis (Gleerup, Lund 1970). (Length?
Unclear if this is a pamphlet or a book on the DMT.) [Gilbert?] Not seen. MS. Pamph.
Kraimer, Maria L., Scott E. Seibert, Sandy J. Wayne, Robert C. Liden, and Jesus Bravo, 2011,
“Antecedents and outcomes of organizational support for development: The critical role of career
opportunities,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, US, May 2011, 96(3):485-500. Using a
sample of 264 exempt-level employees and their supervisors, we found development support
positively related to job performance, but only when perceived career opportunity within the
organization was high. Further, development support was associated with reduced voluntary
turnover when perceived career opportunity was high, but it was associated with increased
turnover when perceived career opportunity was low. Kraimer at U. Iowa, US. mariakraimer@uiowa.edu (See reference to this study in S+B, May 2011.) # MS. PJ. A.
Kraines, Gerald A., 1994, “Essential Organization Imperatives,” The Levinson Institute,
Cambridge, MA. He used the term ‘essential organization’ rather than requisite organization.
Misc. Pamph.
Kraines, Gerald A., 1995, “Requisite Organization: Primary Mental Health Promotion in the
Workplace,” Psychiatric Annals, April, 25(4):229-233. A good short piece. Rp. PJ. *****
Kraines, Gerald A., 1996, “Hierarchy’s Bad Rap,” Journal of Business Strategy, MCB UP Ltd.,
July-August, 17(4):13-15. The signs and symptoms of “bureausclerosis” are felt to be at the root
of the inefficiencies in work systems and corporations. In particular, CEOs are increasingly
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frustrated by their inability to depend on their people to implement their strategic intentions
reliably and effectively. # Rp. PJ.
Kraines, Gerald A., 2001, Accountability Leadership, how to strengthen productivity through
sound managerial leadership, Career Press, Franklin Lakes, NJ. An explication of requisite
theory for practical application in organizations so authority matches accountability and can
produce results. (Accountability is not blame!) Rp. Bk.
Kraines, Gerald A., 2002/2003, “Accountability Leadership,” The Systems Thinker, Pegasus
Communications, December/January, 13(10):2-6. Article adapted from Kraines’ 2001 book. #
Rp. PJ.
Kram, Kathy E., 1983, “Phases of the Mentor Relationship,” The Academy of Management
Journal, December, 26(4):608-625. Cited EJ midlife 1965; Levinson; Sheehy. Misc. PJ. A.
Kramer, Charles, 1964, “Role and Nature of Cadres,” Management International Review,
Betriebswertschaftlicher Verlag, Weisbaden, Germany, 4(1):95-115. (In English 95-104, in
French 105-113, in German 114-115. Journal then called Management International.)
Compared Jaques’ TSD to Dr. Milox and Bocquillon’s criteria for job evaluation. Found TSD
overlap on six of the nineteen M&B criteria. (Milox published his criteria in 1961.) Cited
Jaques 1961, 1963 (2 articles in French), 1960/1961; Shannon 1948, 1949, 1949, 1953; Wiener
1949; Milox 1959, 1961. Clio Bus Coll, Lehman Liby. # Rp. PJ.
Krantz, David H., R. D. Luce, P. Suppes, and Amos Tversky, 1971, Foundations of
Measurement, Vol. 1, Academic Press, New York, NY. (Cited by Jaques 1982, Form of Time.)
A solid basic text. Misc. Bk.
Krantz, David H., 1999, “The Null Hypothesis Testing Controversy in Psychology,” Journal of
the American Statistical Association, Dec. 1999, 94(448):1372-1381. This controversy has
swirled since 1960. “Teachers who place the logic of null hypothesis significance testing more
or less on a par with scientific logic need to be awakened quite rudely.” “Significance tests ...
play many different roles in scientific inference, including some ... poorly fitted.” Misc. PJ.
Krantz, James, 1989, “The managerial couple: Superior-subordinate relationships as a unit of
analysis,” Human Resource Management, Michigan Business School, Summer 1989, 28(2):161175. Couples require multiple levels of analysis - social, economic and political - to explain
these influences as they shift. These pairs can become maladaptive, as in the Agee-Cunningham
alliance. Every boundary in the personal and corporate relationships becomes a source of
conflict. In addition, any superior-subordinate relationships with each one of them get contorted.
They may trust only each other. Not on shelf at Baruch. JJay [87-05] and SI [85-96] have it.
SIBL *ZAN B181. Cited Jaques 1976, 1955; Hirschhorn 1990. # Rp. PJ. A.
Krantz, James, and Gilmore, Thomas N., 1990, "The Splitting of Leadership and Management as
a Social Defense,” Human Relations, Tavistock, London, UK, New York, NY, Feb., 43(2):183-
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204. doi:10.1177/001872679004300206 A deep restructuring in contemporary organizations is
necessary in the face of major changes in post-industrial society. The simplification into a binary
choice between managerialism of technique versus visionary heroic leadership (a la Tom Peters)
is a societal level defense against these anxieties. The ascendency of one or the other would be
dysfunctional. Ironic. Both are needed. Krantz at Yale; Gilmore at Wharton. Cited Jaques
1955 (withdrawn), and Zaleznik 1977. Cited by Long 2006. Clio Lehman H1 .H8. # Rp. PJ.
Krantz, James, 1990, “Lessons from the Field: An Essay on the Crisis of Leadership in
Contemporary Organizations,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, US, March 1990,
26(1):49-64. A consensus is emerging that organizations are in critical need of leadership with
compelling vision. People's heightened interdependence and need to exert authority and
leadership at all levels call for a focus on systemic leadership capacity. Focusing only on top
executives as the sole source of organizational leadership hinders the confrontation of the more
troubling, deeper problems contributing to the crisis in leadership. This article discusses three
books in depth (by Bennis, Gilmore, and Vaill). Cited by Eric Miller 2004. Cited Jaques 1955
(withdrawn); von Bertalanffy 1968; Krantz & Gilmore 1990; Bennis & Nanus 1985; Burns 1978.
At Yale U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Krass, Peter, ed., 2000, "Evolution of the Organization," section (p. 275-319) in Krass, Peter, ed.,
2000, The Book of Management Wisdom: Classic Writings by Great Business Leaders, Wiley,
NY, NY, US, 492 p. This section is a glimpse into the Systematic Management theory that was
replaced by Frederick W. Taylor's Scientific Management in the first decade of the 20th century.
For the most part it was strategic, high-level and dealt with social and political issues as well as
economic and technical ones. It was not as focused on the workplace and the habits of work as
Taylorism was. Included in this section were five short chapters by Charles Babbage (1832),
Andrew Carnegie (1886), Charles R. Flint (1923), Alexander Graham Bell (1909), and Alfred P.
Sloan, Jr. (1926). Teach. # Refu. Ch.
Kraus, W. Paul, 1973, “Will Success Spoil Japanese Management?” Columbia Journal of World
Business, New York, NY, Dec., 1973, 8(4):26-30. Will the Japanese management system
become a handicap or remain an asset as the country enters the world marketplace? Author is
befuddled by cultural explanations of consensus decision making and lifetime employment.
Under Watson, IBM followed Japanese management techniques closely before WWII - and
became very successful as a result. But recently huge foreign reserves and higher wages have
changed things for Japan. Language and culture will be hurdles to them as they expand abroad.
The biggest barrier was the ‘managed from home” mentality. [True.] Maximizing annual
revenue was not the “overriding goal for a Japanese corporation.” [Short-term thinking.] Cited
Drucker in HBR 1971. [What arrogance. All American short-term techniques. No strategy.]
See Tsurumi 1973 - same issue. At McKinsey. Misc. PJ.
Kraut, Allen I., 1969, “Intellectual Ability and Promotional Success Among High Level
Managers,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Autumn69, 22(3):281-290. The
Concept Mastery Test and the Ship Destination Test were given to managerial trainees as
measures of intellectual ability. Both tests are considered to discriminate well among superior
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individuals. Those managers who earned high scores were rated more favorably by their peers
and the training staff. However, advancement in the 4 to 7 years after the training program was
unrelated to test performance. [Was chaos present in their workplaces? Ugly.] Cited by
Hofstede 1975; Paskins 1985. At IBM. # MS. PJ. A.
Kraut, Allen I., Patricia R. Pedigo, D. Douglas McKenna, and Marvin D. Dunnette, 1989, “The
Role of the Manager: What's Really Important in Different Management Jobs,” Academy of
Management Executive, Nov89, 3(4):286-293. [Reprinted Nov 2005 in 19(4):122-129. DOI:
10.5465/AME.2005.19417914. ISSN: 10795545.] This article presents a study on the
differences in management roles and activities across different levels and functions within an
organization. The study asked more than a thousand managers to rate the relative importance of
a number of managerial tasks to their jobs. It identified seven major factors or groups of
management tasks. Individuals must have a clear understanding of their own roles and
responsibilities and those of their teammates, as well as an understanding of what everyone,
regardless of his or her position, must do to be successful. Thus, managers who comprehend
both the similarities and differences among management jobs enjoy certain advantages over
those who don't. At Baruch College, City University of New York; et al. Teach. # MS. Pro.
Krefting, Linda Ann, 1974, A Just Noticeable Pay Increase: possible determinants, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Industrial Relations, Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 232 p. [c1975]
ProQuest AAT 7512100; DAI 35/12 p. 7470-A, Jun 1975. Advisor: Thomas A. Mahoney. At U
of M’s Twin Cities library, in storage: MnU-D 74-183. Published as joint articles in 1977 and
1980 articles with 1961 Jaques cite. (Dissertation not seen, but likely contains EJ citation.
Krefting did not cite EJ again.) Pay increases are seen as an important organizational reward.
But not all pay increases are perceived as rewarding. Four factors influence this perception:
current pay, usual pay increase, family consumption, and satisfaction on its size. Research has
shown there are variations in perception based on the size value against which the stimulus is
compared. Most firms assume the comparison is with current pay, but it might not be. By this
logic, the more dissatisfied the individual, the larger the jnpi must be to be noticed. The other
three bases together account for about 13 percent. Personal work satisfaction adds about 2
percent. The complexity of factors leading to a rewarding pay increase at minimum cost is
“quite difficult.” Unaware of Canadian National Railways application of this (Goldenberg
1968). Unaware of Zedeck and Smith 1968 article; Zedeck 1967 Masters, and Calnan and Firth
1970 article. See Wallace and Krefting 1975 conf. At TTU. Krefting @ ba.ttu.edu or
linda.krefting @ ttu.edu (Jerry Hunt there too.) Hard Abstract seen at CUNY Grad Ctr. PhD.
Krefting, Linda A., and Thomas A. Mahoney, 1977, “Determining the Size of a Meaningful Pay
Increase,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, Feb77, 16(1):83-93, (AN 4553449). Focused on
the issues raised concerning the smallest pay increase (SMPI) the individual found meaningful.
Alternative factors that can explain SMPI; Ways by which the meaning of a pay increase affect
the relationship between the alternative factors and SMPI; Extent by which job or pay
satisfaction supplement the alternative factors in explaining SMPI. (Unaware of Canadian
National Railway implementation of this aspect in 1960s. See Goldenberg 1968.) Cited Jacques
1961. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Krefting, Linda A., 1980, “Differences in Orientations Toward Pay Increases,” Industrial
Relations, Berkeley, CA, Winter80, 19(1):81-87. Investigated factors which differentiate
workers with recognition orientations toward pay from those with money orientations.
Individual characteristics of the worker; Type of pay increase granted by the organization;
Presence of union representation; Size of last pay increase; Extent of the worker's pay
satisfaction; Effect of job satisfaction and organizational level on orientation towards pay
increases. Cited Jacques 1961. # Rp. PJ. A.
Kretschmer, Tobias, Alex Bryson, Rafael Gomez, and Paul Willman, 2007, "The diffusion of
workplace voice and high-commitment human resource management practices in Britain, 19841998", Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford U. Press, UK, Jun2007, 16(3):395-426. ISSN:
09606491. Workplace voice and systems of high-commitment human resource management
(HC-HRM) have been found to impart measurable benefits to adopting firms, yet significant
numbers of establishments fail to employ such practices. Using British data, the article finds that
variables highlighted in the technological diffusion literature are significant predictors of
workplace voice and HCHRM adoption. We also find evidence of joint usage of workplace
voice and HCHRM practices, suggesting that HC-HRM is not a substitute or natural
successor to voice. At U. Munich; U. Munich; Policy Studies Institute; LSE. # Misc. PJ. A.
Krieger, Leonard, 1965, The Politics of Discretion; Pufendorf and the acceptance of natural law,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 311 pages. On the legal philosophy, politics, and
career of Samuel Freiherr von Pufendorf, 1632-1694, a courtier of exceptional persuave ability
and immense power: adviser to Charles XII of Sweden, Peter the Great of Russia, and several
German princes. Founder of modern absolutism, international law, and legitimizer of the
philosopher-kings of the Enlightenment. The head of an ideology on governance that opposes
democracy and Jaques, and finds expression in Taylorism, moral superiority for leadership,
centralization, etc. Political tutor to Leibniz, et seq. Misc. Bk.
Kriger, Mark Phillip, 1983, Executive Decision Processes and Decision Networks: A
Longitudinal Study (Leadership, Decision Spirals, Incrementalism), D.B.A., dissertation in
Business Administration, Harvard University, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA, 378 pages.
UMI AAT 8511717, DAI-A 46/04, p. 1031, Oct. 1985. Adviser: Louis B. Barnes (q.v.).
Published as: Kriger, Mark P., and Louis B. Barnes, 1992, "Organizational Decision Making as
Hierarchical Levels of Drama," Journal of Management Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, July,
29(4):439-457. Two main frameworks were developed (1) a model of six decision-making
levels varying along temporal and spatial dimensions; and (2) the concept of influence networks
as mechanisms for actor-initiated change. Executive decision processes involve dynamics along
multiple time frames, multiple organizational levels, the interactions of individuals in multiple
networks, and multiple frames of reference. (Confirmed much of Jaques 1976 in a unique way.)
See Ph.D.s. Replication of Landsberger 1961. See McCall and Kaplan 1985 for similar
findings. See Hunt 1966. See Ancona and Chong 1996. A case. PhD.
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Kriger, Mark P., and Louis B. Barnes, 1983, "A Multi-Level Model of Executive Decision
Processes," in Vrendenburgh, D. J., and Schuler, R., (Eds.), 1983, Effective Management:
Research and Application, Presented at the Eastern Academy of Management, Pittsburgh, PA,
May 1983. From Kriger 1983 PhD. (Is this a volume of proceedings? I can’t find it.) ~
Kriger, Mark P., and Louis B. Barnes, 1986. See Barnes, first author. See also Presentations
1983 and 1984.
Kriger, Mark P., and Louis B. Barnes, 1992, "Organizational Decision Making as Hierarchical
Levels of Drama," Journal of Management Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, July, 29(4):439-457.
Developed a six-level framework of managerial decision complexity that vary in time, numbers
of participants, and the integrative effort for implementation. The result was a nested hierarchy
of simultaneously occurring processes. Based on Kriger’s 1983 PhD dissertation. Replication of
Landsberger 1961. See McCall and Kaplan 1985 for similar findings. See P. Hunt 1966. See
Ancona and Chong 1996. (Confirmed much of Jaques 1976 in a unique way.) # Rp. PJ.
Kriger, Mark P., and Esther E. Solomon, 1992, “Strategic mindsets and decision-making
autonomy in U.S. and Japanese MNCs,” Management International Review, Wiesbaden,
Germany, Fourth Quarter 1992, 32(4):327-343. A survey was sent to 120 multinational
corporations (MNC) headquartered in the US and Japan. Japanese senior managers at both the
parent and subsidiary levels are found to have higher predispositions to set globally and locally
focused strategies simultaneously. Japanese MNCs give greater decision-making autonomy to
boards of subsidiaries in MNCs when compared to US MNCs. The results consistently indicate
a greater tendency on the part of US MNCs to centralize and concentrate decision making in the
parent organization. The Japanese decision-making style reflects a much greater degree of
delegation of authority and responsibility to subsidiaries. Differences between US and Japanese
MNCs exist in terms of patterns of ownership, financing, and accountability. # MS. PJ.
Kriger, Mark P., and Bruce J. Hanson, 1999, “A value-based paradigm for creating truly healthy
organizations,” Journal of Organizational Change Management, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald,
12(4):302-317. Proposed a set of universal values, drawn from the world’s major religions,
which were the basis for creating healthy organizations. To help leaders and members identify
and articulate desirable values and behaviors rather than reflect currently realized organizational
norms. At Norwegian School of Management BI, and at Pepperdine University. # Misc. PJ.
Kriger, Mark, and Yvonne Seng, 2005, “Leadership with inner meaning: A contingency theory
of leadership based on the worldviews of five religions,” The Leadership Quarterly, Elsevier,
US, 16(5):771-806. To create the foundation for a contingency theory of leadership based on the
inner values and worldviews of five major religious traditions (Islam, Christianity, Judaism,
Hinduism and Buddhism), the article identifies similarities and differences in the implicit
leadership models among these five. Proposed an integrative model of organizational leadership
based on inner meaning, leader values, vision and moral examples at multiple levels of being as
an extension to prior behavior-based contingency theories. At Norwegian Sch. of Mgt. BI, and
at American U. # Misc. PJ. A.
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Kriger, Mark, 2005, "What Really Is Strategic Process?” chapter 16 (p. 165-175) in Floyd,
Steven, Johan Roos, Claus Jacobs, and Franz Kellermanns, eds., 2005, Innovating Strategy
Process, Blackwell Publishers, Oxford, UK, p. 263+. Developed a conceptual framework to
integrate a range of theories on the strategic process. Adopted a divergent approach to show the
complexity of the topic and its diversity. Identified a number of pervasive pitfalls managers are
prone to slip into. Cited Jaques 1986, 1989; Carse; Hampden-Turner and Trompenaars;
Pettigrew; Nonaka and Takeuchi. # Rp. Ch.
Kriger, Mark, 2006, “Ways of Questioning That Can Transform Organizations - and People,”
chapter in Aubrey, Susan M., D. Dana, V. W. Miller, P. Robinson, M. M. Ryan, and D. K. Scott,
eds., 2006, Integrative Learning and Action: A Call to Wholeness, Peter Lang Publishing, New
York, NY, 219 p. [Awbrey?] There are at least two ways of questioning. Often it is the
question, not the answer, that is important. The first way reflects a focus on human biology and
evolution. The second reflects our wisdom and inner meaning. Fordham and SUNY Albany
have it. # Misc. Ch.
[Kriger, Mark P., e. 2008, "Towards a Deep Construct of Strategic Leadership:
Strategic Vision and Top Management Values," under revision.]
[Seltzer, J., and Mark P. Kriger, e. 2008, "Organizational Vision in Not-for-Profit
Organizations," under revision.]
[Kriger, Mark P., and P. Kaipa, e. 2008, “The Many Ways of Knowing:
Leadership into the Unknown.” Working title of book in progress as of 2008.]
Krimpas, George Elias, 1973, Labour Input Measurement and the Theory of the Labour Market,
Ph.D., thesis in Economics (Labour and Wages, Industrial Relations) (B9c), Brunel University,
Uxbridge (West London), Middlesex, UK, 477 pages, (Library PH.D.K75). Theses # 26-1734.
Published in 1975 as a book. See Ph.Ds.
Krimpas, George E., 1975, Labour Input and the Theory of The Labour Market, Duckworth &
Co., London, U.K. Preliminary results were reported in Jaques article of 1969. See Krimpas
Ph.D. 1973. This book included results from the Glacier study and from “The Brunel Project”
which included 10 other organizations (p. 39-40) as +0.84. Jaques had reported results for the
1968 Brunel Project, which was then being carried out by “[John S.] Evans, Krimpas and [Robert
L.] Miller.” Jaques reported the results as +0.83. Krimpas also reported Jaques’ Glacier result as
+0.94 for 70 observations. This looks like a revised figure from that reported by Jaques in 1969,
which was ‘over’ +0.90. Used a cubic function to fit better the data (see Porter, G., et al, 1990).
Chapters 5-8 were transcripts of time-span interviews (p. 137-279). Reviewed in JEL June 1976.
Results challenged by Cameron. See Cameron, M.Phil. 1974-75 and pamphlet 1976 for a
critique and revision of Brunel Project results. See Theocarakis 1990 PhD. See also Goodman
and Miller book review 1973 for a reverse view. Rp. Bk.
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Krishnamurthy, V., 1985, “The Work Ethos in Maruti Udyog,” Productivity, India, July-Sept.,
26(2):131-138. A case by the former Chairman of Maruti Udyog (auto mfr.) includes his
Japanese experiences. Increased productivity may be the goal but its elements are capital,
technology and – most important – manpower. Teambuilding and individual effort are fine and
good, but caring for each employee is up to management. This has been a joint venture with a
Japanese partner. Going beyond Quality Circles and group meetings the secret behind the high
productivity of a successful organisation is simply a way of thinking and the desire to achieve
higher and higher productivity levels. # Misc. Pro.
Kritzman, Mark, 1994, “What practitioners need to know ... About Time Diversification,”
Financial Analysts Journal, Charlottesville, VA, Jan-Feb 1994, 50(1):14-18. The notion that
above-average returns tend to offset below-average returns over long horizons is called Time
Diversification. If returns are independent from one year to the next, the standard deviation of
annualized returns diminishes with time. Several economists have argued that time
diversification is specious because, although investors are less likely to lose money over a long
horizon than over a short one, the magnitude of one's potential loss increases with the duration of
the investment horizon. Time does not diversify risk. (Important to know.) CEO of Windham
Capital Management, LLC. Misc. Pro.
Krueger, Alan B., 1993, “How Computers have Changed the Wage Structure: Evidence from
Microdata, 1984-1989,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/MIT, US, Feb93, 108(1):3360. Used Current Population Survey data to examine whether workers who use a computer at
work earn a higher wage rate than otherwise similar workers who do not use a computer at work.
A variety of models were estimated to correct for unobserved variables that might be correlated
with job-related computer use and earnings. Estimates suggested workers who use computers on
their job earn 10 to 15 percent higher wages Expansion in computer use in the 1980s accounted
for 1/3 to ½ of the increase in rate of return to education. Cited in Bartel et al 2003. At
Princeton U. # Alt. PJ. A.
Krueger, Alan B., 2001, “Teaching the Minimum Wage in Econ 101 in Light of the New
Economics of the Minimum Wage,” The Journal of Economic Education, (The Scholarship of
Teaching Economics), Summer 2001, 32(3):243-258. Well, Card and Krueger 1995 showed that
economists have had it wrong about the minimum wage for most of a century. Krueger thinks
this will get students to critique economic theories with facts. (Yeah, sure, - if the teacher lets
them. The correcting data to mainstream economic thinking is in this Annotated Bibliography.)
# Refu. PJ.
Kruger, Arnold, 1994, “The Midlife Transition: Crisis or Chimera?” Psychological Reports, Dec.
1994, 75:1299-1305. The construct of the midlife crisis is examined on definitional,
developmental, psychoanalytic, and existential dimensions, and the literature reviewed. The
DSM-111-R criteria for Adjustment Disorder appear to subsume the midlife crisis paradigm,
and only a small percentage of people high in neuroticism are prone to developmental crises.
The crisis model is a contemporary social construct thathas outlived its usefulness. [Problem:
Jaques discovered MLC when looking at the lives of Renaissance painters.] Cited Jaques 1965;
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D. Levinson et al 1978; Erikson 1964, 1974 . At U. British Columbia, Can. # Off. PJ.
Kruger, Daniel, 2001, “Forandring av psykosociala arbetsmiljon – Effekter av omorganisation
enligt Elliott Jaques Requisite Organization”, (“Changes in the psychosocial working
environment - effects of reorganization according to Requisite Organization by Elliott Jaques”),
Institutionen for Psykologi, Uppsala Universitet, Sweden, B.A. thesis in psychology, 27 pages.
In Swedish. A quantitative survey using a test group and a control group within a medical
company. Purpose was to see how the test group (employees of an R&D unit where R.O.
reorganization had been implemented a year previously) perceived their working environment
and the effects of the reorganization. Not a before-and-after study. Results were clear that the
effects of the reorganization were psycho-socially positive. At enhancer.se Ru.
Kruglanski, Arie W., and Donna M. Webster, 1996, “Motivated closing of the mind: "Seizing"
and "freezing," Psychological Review, APA, April 1996, 103(2):263-283. A theoretical
framework is outlined in which the key construct is the need for (nonspecific) cognitive closure.
The need for closure is a desire for definite knowledge on some issue. It represents a dimension
of stable individual differences as well as a situationally evocable state. The need for closure has
widely ramifying consequences for social-cognitive phenomena at the intrapersonal,
interpersonal, and group levels of analysis. Those consequences derive from urgency and
permanence. The urgency tendency represents an individual's inclination to attain closure as soon
as possible, and the permanence tendency represents an individual's inclination to maintain it for
as long as possible. (Nothing on task time-span.) At U. MD; U. FL, US. # MS. PJ. A.
Kruglanski, Arie W., and Gerd Gigerenzer, 2011, “Intuitive and deliberate judgments are based
on common principles,” Psychological Review, APA, Jan. 2011, 118(1):97-109.
[Correction Notice: An erratum was reported online in Psychological Review on April 11, 2011
(see record 2011-07436-001). An incorrect reference was given. Incorrect: Osman, B. (2004).
“Quality assessment, …” Correct: Osman, M. (2004). An evaluation of dual process theories of
reasoning. Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 11, 998–1010.] Deliberate judgments are not
generally more accurate than intuitive judgments; in both cases, accuracy depends on the match
between rule and environment: the rules' ecological rationality. The proposed framework
adumbrates a unified approach that specifies the critical dimensions on which judgmental
situations may vary and the environmental conditions under which rules can be expected to be
successful. At U. MD; Max Planck Inst. for Human Dev., Berlin, Ger. # MS. PJ. A.
Krupp, Sherman, 1961, Pattern in Organization Analysis, Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, NY,
NY, 201 p. Pg. 101-105 cited by Scott, W. G., 1961. Authority comes from below, from the
followers. See Ramström 1964. Hum D 14 -3531. MS. Bk.
Kruse, Douglas, 1992, “Supervision, Working Conditions, and the Employer Size-Wage,”
Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, Spring 1992, 31(2):229-249. A broad-based national survey
provided evidence on two explanations of size-wage effect: monitoring and working conditions.
In respect to supervision intensity, employee self-reported supervision did bear a generally
negative relationship to wages. These results provide some support for efficiency wage theory,
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although they are also consistent with otherwise unobserved higher worker ability. Also,
controlling for 26 working conditions decreased the establishment size coefficient by about 1/3,
but the coefficient remained large and statistically significant at the 95% level. Perverse signs of
the estimated coefficients suggest that these variables may actually be acting as partial proxies
for otherwise unobserved higher worker ability. Developed proxy for TSD. Cited Akerlof &
Yellen 1986; Brown & Medoff 1989; Evans & Leighton 1989; Groshen & Kreuger 1990; Jencks,
Perman & Rainwater 1988; Jaques 1961. See Rees 1973. At Rutgers U. # Rp. PJ. A.
Krzystofiak, Frank, Jerry Newman, and Linda Krefting, 1982, “Pay Meaning, Satisfaction and
Size of a Meaningful Pay Increase,” Psychological Reports, US, Oct. 1982, 51:660-662.
Individual variation in the size of a meaningful pay increase is examined from four competing
perspectives: (a) based on psychophysical laws relating stimulus change to initial stimulus level,
(b) based on equitable treatment, (c) based on the symbolic role of money, and ( d ) based on
individual pay/job dissatisfaction and perceived increases needed to reestablish equilibrium.
Results for 77 business school alumni providing self-report data on salary histories, pay
meaning, and satisfaction suggest that all but a psychophysical explanation play significant roles
in determining the size of a meaningful pay increase. Cited Jaques 1961; Adams 1965; Zedek &
Smith 1968; Krefting 1977, 1980. At SUNY at Buffalo, & Texas Tech U., US. # Rp. PJ.
Kubly, Harold E., 1966, The Inspectors and the Foreman, Bureau of Business Research and
Service, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisc. Part [p. 32-34] reprinted in chapter 18 (p.
431-433) in Dubin, Robert, 1968, Human Relations in Administration, with readings, 3d ed.,
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 538 p. Taylorism rampant. Many novice inspectors for
each foreman. Scrambled eggs. Not in CUNY. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Kuethe, James L., and Bernard Levenson, 1964, “Conceptions of Organizational Worth,”
American Journal of Sociology, November, 70(3):342-348. (Kuethe is pronounced “kee-thee.”)
A lab test done with 110 college students. An exploration of number of subordinates, number of
hierarchy levels, and managerial pay. “Each was found to have a correlation near .90, and the
multiple correlation is .93." “Jointly the two variables account for 86 percent of the variation.”
Validated Jaques 1956 regarding a generalized sense of pay equity rather than with a specific
“other.” Did not use time-span. Replicated successfully by Mahoney 1979. (Replicated by
Agarwal 1975?, 1981?) See Dornstein 1991, p. 138-139. See Cowherd and Levine 1992.
(James Louis Kuethe, Jr. was later at SUNY Stony Brook, NY) See Haire, Ghiselli and Porter
1963; Lawler and Porter 1963; and Haire 1965. (Arthur Stinchcombe was at JHU 1959-67 in
social relations - same department, chair 1965-67.) # Rp. PJ. A.
Kuhn, Deanna, 1983, “On the Dual Executive and Its Significance in the Development of
Developmental Psychology,” chapter (p.81-110) in Kuhn, Deanna, and John A. Meacham, 1983,
On the Development of Developmental Psychology, Karger, Basel; New York, 159 p. Looked at
Robbie Case’s construct (beyond Piaget) and discovered he saw human intellect as a form of
information processing. This assumes neutrality on the part of humans. But humans (as Jaques
indicated) ‘make meaning’ and have intention. This is the second aspect of the executive
function. [Case and Simon were similar? An historical view would be helpful to provide
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context. Is information technology relevant?] Jaques not cited. Cited Case 1974, 1978. Grad
Ctr; Htr Main (B1) BF713 .O58 1983. NYPL os JFL 74-387 v. 8. # Misc. Ch.
Kuhn, Deanna, Eric Amsel, and Michael O’Loughlin, 1988, The development of scientific
thinking skills, (with the assistance of Leona Schauble, Bonnie Leadbeater, and William Yotive),
Academic Press, San Diego, Cal., 249 p. This is an examination of the key elements of
scientiufic reasoning that are developed in a child. This includes the inductive method,
evaluation of evidence, the coordination of theory and evidence, and the determination of
sufficient amount and type of evidence to reach certain conclusions. (This is based on and
extends the insights of Inhelder and Piaget (1958), who leave many questions unanswered about
their theory.) EJ not cited. City Sci/Eng., Grad Ctr, Hunter Mn. Q175 .K927 1988. MS. Bk.
Kuhn, Thomas S., 1996, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, IL, 3rd edition, 212 pages. A 1962 classic on the changing of paradigms. See 1970
“Postscript” on persuasion (consensus and agreement) vs conversion. Clio Sci Lib: Q175 .K95
1996. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Kuhn, Thomas S., 1977, “Second Thoughts on Paradigms, selected studies in scientific tradition
and change,” in Kuhn’s, Essential Tension: selected studies in scientific tradition and change, U.
Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, and London, UK, 366 p. (p. 305) Lehman Lib. and Sci Q175
.K954. Misc. Ch. UP. A.
Kuhnert, Karl W., and Philip Lewis, 1987, “Transactional and Transformational Leadership: A
Constructive/Developmental Analysis,” The Academy of Management Review, October,
12(4):648-657. (Repr. as ch. 16 (p. 192-205) in Rosenbach, William E., and Robert L. Taylor,
eds., 1989, Contemporary Issues in Leadership, Westview Press.) On James MacGregor Burns’
theory of transformational leadership and Kegan’s developmental stages. Cited Jacobs and
Jaques 1986; Lewis, P., Kuhnert, K. W., & Maginnis, R. (in press). Both authors at Auburn. W.
PJ. A.
Kukalis, Sal, and Brett Kanazawa, 1993, “Sun Microsystems Reorganizes for Growth,” Long
Range Planning, Elsevier Ltd., Oct 1993, 26(5):42-48. Sun Microsystems Inc., is the world's
leading supplier of UNIX workstations. The spectacular performance of the company has been
attributed to the quality of its strategies. Coming under increasing pressure from its own
phenomenal growth and from technologically formidable competitors, like Hewlett-Packard and
IBM, Sun introduced its first formal 3-year strategic planning process in 1989. The plan
consisted of a 3-year, medium-range planning process. This paper describes the evolution,
formulation and benefits of strategic planning at Sun. [Jaques not mentioned. Sun lost money in
2008 and merged with Oracle in 2009.] # MS. PJ. A.
Kulberg, Ralph A., 1964, “Relating Maturity Curve Data To Job Level and Performance,”
Personnel, AMACOM, Saranac Lake, NY, US, March, 41:45-50. The Age-Wage Curve chart
used at the Dewey and Almy Chemical Division of W. R. Grace & Co. Maturity curves, based
on age or experience tend to divert attention away from job performance. A case. EJ not
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mentioned. (But these curves emerged after EJ’s 1961 book.) Cited and tested by Atchison PhD
1965. # MS. PJ.
Kuleck, Walter J., and Catherine C. Knight, 2000, “An Ordinal Sequencing Technique for
Assessing Multidimensional or Hierarchical Change Models,” The Ohio Journal of Science,
April 2000, 100(2):8-2. http://hdl.handle.net/1811/23846 ISSN: 00300950. Many scientific
disciplines involve the study of growth, development, evolution, or other kinds of
multidimensional or hierarchical change processes. The order in which these changes occur can
be important to the scientist. Further, understanding these changes may depend on determining
not only the order in which they occur, but also the relationships among them. As the broader
perspectives now obtaining in science challenge our previous assumptions of linearity and simple
sequences, we increasingly require techniques that allow us to view change in a more complex,
combining and branching fashion, but with the discipline of statistical rigor. At Hennepin Group
and U. Akron. (Anyone game?) MS. PJ.
Kumar, Krishna, 1981, “Enterprise autonomy: Myths and realities,” Vikalpa, IIM-Amedabad,
India, July & Oct., 6(3 & 4):173-182. Lack of empirical studies has led to several stereotypes
and myths about autonomy of business enterprises. Both public and private firms had both high
and low autonomy of management from the owners. (Thus, principal-agent theory – Berle and
Means – goes flewy in the Asian context.) Cited Dayal 1969; Kumar 1980 PhD. # Refu. PJ.
Kumar, Sant, 1964, "Responsibility vs Authority," Indian Management, All India Management
Association, New Delhi, India, Mar.-Apr., 3(2):19-25. The two should match. Also, capability
should suit responsibility. Capability was a function of time. Delegation was vital for the
individual as well as the work (discretion). The creation of a by-pass channel allowed a worker
to approach the boss’s boss. This violated formal authority. (Source: Supervisory Management
— A report submitted to Bombay University by S. Kumar, V. N. Swamy, and M. R. Rao. It was
hard to believe these ideas were not gleaned from Brown or Jaques, but there are no citations
herein. See Klein, Lisl, 2005.) At Esso Standard Refining Co., Bombay, IN. # MS. PJ.
Kunitomo, Ryuichi, 1997, "Seven-Eleven is revolutionising grocery distribution in Japan," Long
Range Planning, UK, 30(6):877-889. Seven-Eleven Japan, which is a subsidiary of Ito-Yokado,
is the largest and most profitable convenience store chain in Japan, with around 6700
convenience stores, all operating on a franchise basis. Ito-Yokado and Seven-Eleven Japan now
owns the Southland Corporation, the US company which originated the Seven-Eleven concept.
This article explored the reasons for success: local market domination; food deliveries in
temperature-controlled vans; total merchandising (i.e. organising the whole value chain for
products of high quality and low cost); weekly briefings of 900 franchise advisers by the CEO;
an electronic point-of-sale system (for ordering and same-day delivery and for real-time market
analysis and forecasting.) # Misc. PJ. A.
Kunonga, Edward, Paula Whitty, and Stephen Singleton, 2010, “The applicability of Hoshin
Kanri for strategic planning and deployment in the public sector: A case study from NHS North
East,” Journal of Management & Marketing in Healthcare, Maney Pubg., UK, April 2010 ,
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3(1):87-97. Hoshin kanri has been used successfully by many world-class private organizations.
It was a systematic way to ensure alignment between strategy and implementation. This was a
description of how it has been used by the North East sector of NHS. Case. [Maney wants lots
of mullah for this article.] Misc. PJ.
Kur, Ed, and Richard Bunning, 1996, “A Three-Track Process for Executive Leadership
Development,” Leadership and Organization Development Journal, MCB University
Publications, UK, 17(4):4-12. Used levels of cognitive complexity and stratified systems theory
to frame their development process. The three tracks were: behavior theory, leadership
continuum, and SST. (See K&B 2002.) Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1987, Jaques and Clement
1991, Phillips and Hunt 1992. # Rp. PJ.
Kur, Ed, and Richard Bunning, 2002, “Assuring Corporate Leadership for the Future,” Journal
of Management Development, Emerald MCB, UK, 21(10):761-779. A recasting of the threetracks (1996) as business development, leadership skills, and personal development. Included
SST. (See K&B 1996) Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1987; Jaques and Clement 1991. # Rp. PJ.
Kuriloff, Arthur H., 1963, “An Experiment in Management: Putting Theory Y to the Test,”
Personnel, AMACOM, Orange, NJ, Nov-Dec, 40(6):8-17. Reported an experimental study
begun in 1960 of McGregor’s Theory Y which had much in common with other early 1960s
theories which pointed to the human need for control in the job context: Bennis, Blake and
Mouton, Burns and Stalker, Barnes, Litwak, Likert, Argyris, and of course Maslow. (They were
all so close - but then they all went to autonomy.) Competent boss, team discussion of tasks,
listened to by others, performed whole tasks, developed new skills, a limited chain of command,
no time clocks, and they set their own pace. Productivity rose 30 percent and complaints fell by
70 percent. Commitment followed. Kuriloff concluded: “the satisfaction of doing a whole job
and a genuine commitment to work tend to produce a healthier employee - and therefore a
healthier organization.” [Taylorism and Theory X are bad.] AHK was VP for executive
development at Non-Linear Systems, Del Mar, CA. Cited by Trahair 1969. NYPL SIBL
*ZAN-T5093 Library has: v. 1-68. Baruch Percls; Hunter Mn (5 fl) HF5549 .A2 P38. MS. PJ.
Kurke, Lance B., and Howard E. Aldrich, 1983, "Mintzberg Was Right!: A Replication and
Extension of the Nature of Managerial Work," Management Science, INFORMS, US, Aug.,
29(8):975-984. ISSN: 00251909. This paper reports a replication of Mintzberg 1973 [10].
Structured observation with supplemental unstructured interviewing was used to study four top
managers for one week each. Mintzberg's field study was supported by our replication in all
important dimensions. Explanations for similarities and differences between organizations and
industries are briefly discussed. Jaques not cited. At Carnegie-Mellon U.; UNC. # Misc. PJ.
Kuwahara, Yasuo, 1980, “Japan’s Productivity in Perspective,” Japan Labor Bulletin, Japan
Institute of Labour, Tokyo, JN, June, 19(6):4-8. Inputs and outputs. Japan was higher now and
was growing faster than the West. The quality of the workforce and the investment in tools
around them was unmatched. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
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Kvålseth, Tarald O., 1967, “Level-of-Work Analysis,” Human Factors in Technology Research
Group, Department of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, University of California,
Berkeley, Working Paper HFT 67-1, January 1967; also presented as an invited seminar at the
Graduate Business School, University of California, Los Angeles, 1967. U.S. Department of
Labor. [Not seen. Not summarized elsewhere.] [Kvalseth] Unpublished. Ru.
Kvålseth, T.O., 1967, “Some Further Case Studies in Level of Work Analysis,” Human Factors
in Technology Research Group, Department of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research,
University of California, Berkeley. [Kvalseth] [Working Paper HFT 67-6] Unpublished. ASK
Kvålseth at Minn. Ru.
Kvålseth, Tarald Oddvar, 1971, An Organizational Planning and Feedback Control Model
Incorporating Time-Span of Discretion, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Engineering, University
of California, Berkeley, CA, 175 pages. [UMI AAG 0262546 (?)] Not available from UMI.
ADD X1972. Published in 1972 as a book and in 1973, 1974 and 1979 as articles. [Kvalseth]
See Ph.Ds. #
Kvålseth, Tarald Oddvar, and Edward R.F.W. Crossman, 1972, An Organizational Planning and
Feedback Control Model Incorporating Timespan of Discretion, NTIS, National Technical
Information Services, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Springfield, VA, AD-755 490. U.S. Office of
Naval Research. The 1971 dissertation as a book. 175 pages. [Kvalseth] Literature relating to
production and managerial control system modeling is reviewed, and a nested multilevel
structure is developed to account for observed features of organization. Elliott Jaques' theory of
time-span of discretion is reviewed, formalized and incorporated into this model. Empirical
validation based on studies conducted in one private and one naval organization is presented.
See PhDs. Rp. Bk.
Kvålseth, Tarold O., 1973, "A Multilevel Hierarchical Cybernetic Model of Organization
Structure and Dynamics," Proceedings of the Sixth Hawaii International Conference on System
Sciences, Honolulu, Hawaii, 9-11 January 1973, p. 274-276. [“InterConference”] Kvalseth.
Outlined an application of cybernetics to the development of a general model of the structure and
dynamics of a multilevel hierarchical organization. Emphasis was placed on planning and
control functions of individual organizational role incumbents. System identification was treated
briefly. Kvalseth then at Georgia Inst. Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA. See Crossman 1972.
Rp. Conf.
Kvålseth, Tarold O., 1973, “Time-Span of Discretion for Job Evaluation -- A reaction to Bjarne
Saebo’s Article Concerning Job Enlargement and Pay,” Teknisk Ukeblad, NO, 120(42):39-41 (in
Norwegian). (Name spelled in Norwegian: Bjarne Saebo.) [Kvalseth] Not seen. Rp. PJ.
Kvålseth, Tarald Oddvar, and Edward R.F.W. Crossman, 1974, “The Jaquesian Level-of-Work
Estimators: A Systematic Formulation,” in Organizational Behavior and Human Performance
[now ...Human Decision Processes], June, 11(3):303-315. [Kvalseth] Time-span of discretion
(TSD) concepts are formulated systematically within the context of a general organizational
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control system and then expressed in terms of precise mathematical formulations. An empirical
case study of 29 roles in one steel fabrication firm are presented. These data are highly
correlated with the firm's rankings for the roles (r = 0.93) and with its actual wage and salary
structure (r = 0.96). Based on 1971 Ph.D. # Rp. PJ.
Kvålseth, Tarald O., 1978, “The Effect of Task Complexity on the Human Learning Function,"
International Journal of Production Research, Elsevier, 16(5):427-435. This experimental study
analyzed the effects of the complexity (entropy) of a repetitive task on the human learning
function for the task. The results from 20 subjects revealed that the task entropy had a
significant influence on the relationship between the performance (cycle time) and practice (the
number of repetitions or cycle number). The model parameters for this relationship were found
to be significantly and linearly related to the task entropy, the nominal rate of which varied
within the maximum range of 0.9 to 6.1 bits/s. (Unclear how this is related.) # Misc. PJ.
Kvålseth, Tarald O., 1980, “Quantitative Measures of Job Variety: an experimental study based
on a psychophysical scaling technique,” International Journal of Production Research, Taylor &
Francis, UK, Jul/Aug80, 18(4):441-454. (AN 5781108) ISSN: 0020-7543 CODEN: IJPRB8.
Kvalseth. Abstracts in French and in German. This paper presents some quantitative measures
of job variety based on entropy statistics of information theory and on a modification of the
Turner-Lawrence measure (1965). By means of psychophysical scaling technique of magnitude
estimation (Stevens 1975), subjective judgments of variety for a number of different job
situations were obtained from a total of 42 subjects using an interval-scale measure of job
variety. Power models or linear models between perceived variety and its physical correlates
were found to explain up to 99% of the variation in perceived variety. (This fills in the gap left
by Turner and Lawrence 1965.) The variety measure and its evaluation procedure are related to
the time-span of discretion (TSD) method of task analysis and job evaluation. See presentation
1979. Curiously, failed to cite Perrow 1967. Cited Jaques 1961, 1964; Kvålseth and Crossman
1974; Turner and Lawrence 1965; A. B. Hill 1970 (not herein); and S. S. Stevens 1975 (not
herein). At Univ of MN. # Rp. PJ.
Kwon, Hyeong-ki, 2004, “Japanese Employment Relations in Transition,” Economic and
Industrial Democracy, Sage, UK, Aug 2004; 25(3):325-345. The National Institute for Working
Life, Sweden. Explored the why and to what extent the Japanese model of participatory
employment relations has changed at the turn of the century. Criticized prevalent paradigms of
political economy, specifically the paradigms of the neoliberals and the institutionalists. Instead,
proposed a theoretical alternative, that of agents’ reflexivity in international competition. (Is
this discretion?) Contrary to the institutionalist argument for the path-dependent persistence of
a national model, the concepts of lifetime employment and seniority in Japan have been shifted
from being sources of competitiveness to objects and conditions for reform. Additionally, in
contrast to the neoliberals’ expectations (based on the universal relevance of liberal markets), the
Japanese adjustments do not converge towards the American liberal market model, but instead
generate new divergences inspired but not determined by foreign competitors. This new model
remained in part based on participatory employment and trust. At Seoul National University,
South Korea. MS. PJ.
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Kwon, Keedon, 2007, “Economic Development in East Asia and a Critique of the PostConfucian Thesis,” Theory and Society, Springer, Feb. 2007, 36(1):55-83. URL:
http://www.jstor.org/stable/4501775 DOI 10.1007/s 11186-007-9021. Some scholars have put
forward what they call a post-Confucian thesis to explain East Asia's successful economic
development. The thesis makes two important arguments: first, that Confucianism has enabled
East Asian countries to take a different type of capitalism and a different path to modernity than
did the West; second, that Confucianism has been the source of those ethics such as activism,
hard work, thrift, and the like that have been conducive to economic development in East Asia.
This article calls into question the first argument of the thesis by taking the example of the
employment systems in Japan and Korea and showing that Confucianism has not been an
important factor in defining their central features. In order to evaluate the second argument, this
article investigates two major modernization campaigns in Japan and Korea, claiming that those
supposedly Confucian virtues can be better seen as the products of the states' social engineering
for modernization and economic development. # Misc. PJ.
Kyoya, E., 1993, What Is Flexibility? Mado-Sha, Tokyo, JN, … p. Asks the two key questions
which have driven the 'post-Fordism controversy': What kinds of labor and work organization are
required for a production system to be efficient? How can workers be convinced to accept these
requirements? [By asking these questions he leads other academics and intellectuals off the
edge.] Cited by Ishida 1997. Not in Clio, CUNY, NYPL. Not seen. Misc. Bk.

L
LaBarre, Polly, 1996, “Knowledge brokers,” Industry Week/IW, Penton Pubs., US, 4/1/96,
245(7):50-52. Reports corporations want to incorporate employees more into the survival of the
firm. In most companies needed knowledge for individual roles is still hard to get. # Misc. Pro.
Labouvic-Vief, Gisela, 1990, “Wisdom as Integrated Thought: Historical and Developmental
Perspectives,” chapter four (p. 52-83) in Sternberg, Robert J., ed., 1990, Wisdom: its nature,
origins, and development, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK; NY, NY, US, 339 p. In mythos
learning is bound to that learned, the theoretical is linked to the practical. After the midlife
crisis, earlier learning is again integrated. but into a new and more complete whole. In logos the
learning is disembodied from that learned, like the scientific method. Much of modern society
and organization is built this way. Cited Jaques 1965. Grad Ctr BF 431 .W575 1990. NYPL
Schw JFE 90-5097. # D. Ch.
Lach, George, 1962, “Executive Compensation,” Business Quarterly, Canada, ABI/INFORM
Global, Summer 1962, 27(2):40-47. An examination of Arch Patton’s data from the US, George
Copeland’s data from the UK, and Lach’s own Canadian data. The pay of the top executive sets
the pattern for the whole firm and is key to good internal relationships between salaries. Cited
Copeman 1957 as showing pay increases of top performers compounded 18% per year. Cited
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Jaques’ 1961 earnings progression curve on rates of growth in pay over a career as 11% between
ages 32-40. See Patton 1959, 1961; Copeman 1957; Jaques 1961. (MVC) # D. Pro.
Lachman, Ran, 1985, “Public and Private Sector Differences: CEO’s Perceptions of Their Role
Environments,” Academy of Management Journal, Mississippi State, September, 28(3):671-680.
Author uses a different definition of time span of discretion, taken to mean the length of time
between reporting requirements of the CEO. Off. PJ. A.
Lafley, A. G., and Ram Charan, 2008, The Game-Changer, Crown Business, Random House,
NY, NY, US, 336 p. Chart on p. 197 breaks out length of projects: short term 1-2 years; medium
term 3-5 years; long term 6+ years. What Lafley had to do as CEO to drive innovation into
every process in the company. The customer ends up being the boss. [Jeff Immelt did
something very similar at General Electric.] Hoshin kanri. Misc. Bk.
Lafley, A. G., and Noel M. Tichy, 2011, "The Art and Science of Finding the Right CEO,"
Harvard Business Review, Boston, Mass., US, Oct. 2011, 89(10):66-74. Choosing a new CEO is
the most important job of a company's board of directors. No other decision has such a profound
impact. Yet no one pays attention to the topic of succession until the CEO's departure is
imminent - and by then it's too late to adequately vet and train a replacement. Lafley began
pushing the directors at P&G to begin the search for his successor as soon as he became CEO.
P&G set up many opportunities for direct, in-depth interaction between the board and candidates.
Lafley himself was responsible for training its top 500 executives. P&G's disciplined approach
paid off by producing a first-rate successor plus a contingent of senior executives who've led it to
tremendous growth. Jaques not cited. At U. Mich. CEO. # MS. Pro.
LaFond, Ryan, and Sugata Roychowdhury, 2008, “Managerial Ownership and Accounting
Conservatism,” Journal of Accounting Research, Wiley-Blackwell, Mar2008, 46(1):101-135.
DOI: 10.1111/j.1475-679X.2008.00268.x. We examine the effect of managerial ownership on
financial reporting conservatism. Separation of ownership and control gives rise to agency
problems between managers and shareholders. As managerial ownership declines, the severity
of agency problem increases, increasing the demand for conservatism. We find conservatism as
measured by the asymmetric timeliness of earnings declines with managerial ownership. The
negative association between managerial ownership and asymmetric timeliness of earnings is
robust to various controls, in particular, for the investment opportunity set. Thus the demand for
conservatism is from the firm's shareholders. At MIT/Sloan. # Misc. PJ. A.
Laing, Maurice, 1964, “The Social Impact of Automation,” Industrial Welfare, Journal of the
Industrial Welfare Society, (aka I.W.S. Journal), London, UK, Aug. 1964, p. 194-196. The
president of the British Employers’ Confederation examined the effect of automation on
unemployment. Unemployment in the US had never been below 5 percent since 1957.
Attribution of the cause was divided: low demand or automation. JFK had said this was “the
major domestic challenge of the sixties.” The US was also facing a sharp increase in workingage population growth. Britain had not suffered such a level of unemployment since the
Depression. The human side of automation is as important as its technical side and must be
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planned for. Misc. Pro.
Lajoux, Alexandra R., 2005, The Art of M&A Integration, 2nd ed., McGraw-Hill, New York,
NY, 450 p. (Hardcover) (1st edn, 1997) Financial capital. Nearly half of today's executives
attribute M&A failure to poor integration between merging businesses. Provided updated facts
on integration of compensation plans, new FASB and GAAP accounting rules, strategies for
merging IT systems and processes, etc. An essential ingredient in successful M&A was Jaques’
MOR-SOR relationship (1996). “... A constant hierarchy of values for employment work:
market forces could not produce this consistent value hierarchy” (Jaques FEFE 1982, p. 80).
Information Technology. Baruch (1st) HD 2746.5 .L35 1998. Rp. Bk.
Lakshman, C., 2005, "Top Executive Knowledge Leadership: Managing knowledge to lead
change at General Electric," Journal of Change Management, Routledge, UK, Dec2005,
5(4):429-446. ISSN: 14697017. DOI: 10.1080/14697010500401540. Using a single-case study,
highlighted the role of Jack Welch as a knowledge leader. Combining qualitative and
quantitative data, demonstrated the importance of knowledge management to leadership and
performance. Mahler, Brown, Jaques not cited. At Longwood U., USA. # MS. PJ.
Lam, Alice, 1996, “Work Organisation, Skills Development and the Utilization of Engineering,”
chapter Nine (p. 182-203) in Crompton, Rosemary, Duncan Gallie, and Kate Purcell, eds., 1996,
Changing forms of employment: organisations, skills, and gender, Routledge, London, UK, &
New York, NY, 281 p. Followed Inoki 1987 and Polanyi 1958 in applying the scientific method
to business - the most important type of knowledge is tacit. At U. Kent, UK. Lehman Lib.
HD4901 .C425 1996. Misc. Ch.
Lamb, Robert B., 1987, Running American Business: Top CEOs Rethink Their Major Decisions,
Basic Books, NY, NY, US, 315 p. Interviews with many CEOs. Heavily cut and edited toward
the author’s issues, but still valuable as a guide to the wisdom needed to run a business. Harold
Geneen, Roy Ash, John de Butts. Impressive. NYPL os JLE 87-2491 (SASB). Not in Clio.
Baruch, Htr Mn HD30.28 .L355 1987. Misc. Bk.
Lambert, Craig, 2007, “The Science of Happiness, psychology explores humans at their best,”
Harvard Magazine, Cambridge, MA, Jan-Feb. 2007, 109(3):26-30, 94. A look at positive
psychology, its recent founding in 1998, its influence on the field, and on Harvard. These
psychologists are still looking to the individual, rather than to the system that surrounds that
person, as the source for these upbeat states of mind. (Yes, it is helpful, but in the workplace it
may be more realistic to look at the organization.) Nancy Etcoff in a recent study (unpublished)
looks at the environs as a source of danger or well-being - a “prospect and refuge.” Featured Tal
Ben-Shahar as a rising star in this new field. Unaware of the theory. Cited Seligman 1998,
2004; Maslow 1962; Gilbert 2005; Langer 2006. See also Stamp 1991, 2000; Stamp and Stamp
1993; Fox 1980. MS. Pop.
Lambert, Paul, and Simon Thane, 2011, "The Missing Middle -- Strategic Alignment &
Empowerment," People & Strategy, NY, NY, US, 34(4):52-55. 4p. ISSN: 0199-8986.
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A case. The article illustrates how three core concepts with ChildFund International
(ChildFund), a large international development not-for-profit, addressed the Missing Middle.
The Missing Middle is described as the gap that appears between the centrally held strategy and
initiatives to deliver the mission and innovation occurring in culturally aligned and tailored frontline activity. The three organizational levers that should be addressed to create a midlevel in an
organization are provided as structure, measures, and process differentiation. These levers are
detailed in the article. At Hay Group; Tricordant Ltd. # Rp. PJ.
Lammers, C. J., 1967, “Power and Participation in Decision-Making in Formal Organizations,”
The American Journal of Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, Sep. 1967, 73(2):201216. Direct and indirect (joint consultation) participation are two different things with different
causations (see Patchen 1965). The idea that influence (power) was not a fixed amount but
rather a potentially expanding resource was followed in two directions. First, “power raises"
were comparable to “pay raises” and both were described by modern economists. Second, the
findings of some European research was explained by expanding power from indirect and direct
participation. Most U.S. research focused on direct participation. The power of an organization
can be expanded by management through its use of participation. Not in Dutch. Cited Brown
1960 as a leader in G.B. Cited by Mulder 1971; Borum 1976, 1980. At U. Leiden, NL. # Rp.
PJ. A. *****
Lan, Luh Luh, and Loizos Heracleous, 2010, “Rethinking Agency Theory: The View From
Law,” Academy of Management Review, US, Apr2010, 35(2):294-331. We draw from legal
theory to offer a fundamental rethinking of agency theory along three key dimensions: redefining
the principal from shareholders to the corporation, redefining the status of the board from
shareholders’ agents to autonomous fiduciaries, and redefining the role of the board from
monitors to mediating hierarchs. These dimensions contrast with classic agency theory. Very
interesting. At National U. Singapore; U. of Warwick, UK. # Refu. PJ. A.
Landsberger, Henry A., 1961, “The Horizontal Dimension in Bureaucracy,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, December, 6(3):299-332. This was the
author of Hawthorne Revisited. Used Parsons (1958) and Jaques’ TSD and hierarchy level
(1956) to help him to develop a scheme of horizontal work flows, conflicts, decisions, and
legitimate dilemmas at every managerial level. This is a major piece of work – widely cited.
See Pearson Hunt 1966; Kolaja et al 1963; Lindblom 1959; and Ancona and Chong 1996. See
Kriger 1983 PhD (and 1992 article) for replication. # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Landsberger, Henry A, and Charles L. Hulin, 1961, “A Problem for Union Democracy: Officers’
Attitudes toward Union Members,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, April, 14(3):419431. Refers to CCF as a most sensitive description of officer-member relations (p. 179-184). W.
PJ. A.
Landsberger, Henry A., 1968, “The Behavioral Sciences in Industry,” Industrial Relations,
Berkeley, CA, 7(1):1-19. This was a nice overview of the field. Compare with George Strauss
1968 and 1970 overview articles. (1967 ?) At Cornell. Cited Jaques 1956; himself 1961. Slight
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cite. # W. PJ. A.
Landy, Frank J., and James L. Farr, 1983, The measurement of work performance: methods,
theory, and applications, Academic Press, NY, NY, 342 p. Appendix by Robert J. Wherry.
Judgmental and nonjudgmental measures of work performance. Cognitive aspects of
performance rating. Utility. P. 41 cited by Marsden 1999:150. P.243 cited by Marsden
1999:152. Baruch HF5549.5 .R3 L35 1983. Misc. Bk.
Lane, David Stuart, 1971, The End of Inequality? Stratification under State Socialism, Penguin
Books, Harmondsworth, Eng.; Baltimore, MD, US, 156 p. Inequality was perpetuated, although
in different forms than under capitalism, by the system of political power, the division of labour,
and the nuclear family. The family did not act as an agent by which assets were preserved. But
even the notion of property was reintroduced through the control of wealth by institutions such
as banks which give rights and privilages over property to those involved. Social institutions
such as the family appear to have a strength and durability which defy almost any revolution.
(The author conflated together social and institutional organizations. He also ignored the role of
cognitive ability – while noting its degree of inheritability. Great social analysis.) Bk Rev by
Brian J. Heraud in BJSW, Smr 1972, 2(2):280-281. City Cohen HN377 .L35. Misc. Bk.
Lane, David, and Robert Maxfield, 1996, "Strategy under Complexity: Fostering generative
relationships," Long Range Planning, UK, April, 29(2):215-231. What is a strategy? When the
world was calmer and more predictable, the one answer was optimization – of resources, etc.
We focus on two currently intertwined kinds of strategic practices. The first is cognitive and the
second is structural: the firm fosters generative relationships within and across its boundaries—
relationships that produce new sources of value which cannot be foreseen in advance. We
illustrate these ideas with a story about the entry of ROLM into the PBX market in 1975. Jaques
not cited. (The same as Jaques.) # MS. PJ. A.
Lane, K. F., and J. E. Andrew, 1955, “A Method of Labour Turnover Analysis,” Journal of
Royal Statistical Society, UK, Series A (General), 118(3):296-323. Critical examination of the
generally accepted labour turnover rate as a measure of employee stability has shown that it is
not satisfactory. The probability of an employee leaving is expressed as a function of the length
of service. Data came from United Steel Companies and Glacier Metal. See Bartholomew, D.
J., 1973, Omega, April, 1(2):235-240 (cited ref). See Glacier Project articles in Human
Relations, 1950-1952. An alternative view. # W. PJ.
Lane, Larry M., 1986, “Karl Weick’s Organizing: The Problem of Purpose and the Search for
Excellence,” Administration and Society, Sage CA, Thousand Oaks, CA, May 1986, 18(1):111135. Karl Weick’s approach to organizing has gained increasing influence in the academic
world and, with the great success of In Search of Excellence, which was heavily influenced by
Weick's ideas, it is receiving prominent attention at managerial levels. Because of this
prominence, Weick's theorizing requires critical review, particularly with regard to his
subordination of the importance of purpose in organizing activity. Weick's 1979 concepts
lead to a one-sided behavioral view that ignores essential questions of organizational purpose
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and morality. A complete model requires attention to the administrative function as a moral
endeavor. At American U. and Va. Poly. Refu. PJ.
Lane, Michael S., and Karin Klenke, 2004, “The Ambiguity Tolerance Interface: A Modified
Social Cognitive Model For Leading Under Uncertainty,” Journal of Leadership and
Organizational Studies, Flint, MI, Winter 2004, 10(3):69-81. Proposed a modification of M. J.
McCormick's (2001) self-regulatory leadership confidence model by including an intervening
variable referred to as the Ambiguity Tolerance Interface (ATI). Cited Jaques [as Elliott] and
Clement 1991; Hooijberg 1996. E-mail: karikle@regent.edu W. PJ.
Laner, Stephen, and Stanley Caplan, 1969, Earnings Progression Data Sheets Expressed in U.S.
Dollars, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, University of California, Berkeley Human Factors
in Technology Research Group, Feb 1969, 16 pages, Report: HFT-69-2, AD691758. Earnings
Progression Data Sheets are one of the tools developed in conjunction with a new method of
measuring work (known as time-span of discretion). The current Data Sheets are scaled in
pounds sterling (U.K.). The working paper contains detailed instructions for plotting individual
earnings progressions corrected for changes in the U.S. Earnings Index and does so. (See Wood
MS 1973, p. 23-26 and 30.) Rp. Rep.
Laner, Stephen, Edward R.F.W. Crossman, and Henry T. Baker, 1969, Measurement of
Responsibility: A Critical Evaluation of Level of Work Measurement by Time-Span of Discretion,
NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, California Univ Berkeley Human Factors in Technology
Research Group, Nov 1969. 33p. Report: HFT-69-10, AD708767. The report gives a critical
evaluation based on extended field trails and theoretical analysis of the time-span technique of
measuring level of work in organizational hierarchies. “Work” was modified as “the application
of knowledge and the exercise of judgement over discretionary resources.” It appears that their
earlier, less highly structured versions based on detailed job content analyses show more promise
than their later shortened version. [Jaques objected strongly to this change in definition of
“work.”] On the time-span interview. Described how Taylorist fractionalization of jobs stripped
discretion away from work. Job holders were keenly aware of this loss. (See Wood MS 1973, p.
14-17 and 20.) Rp. Rep. *****
Laner, Stephen, and Edward R.F.W. Crossman, 1970, “The Current Status of the Jaquesian
Time-Span of Discretion Concept: Research and Applications,” September 1970, University of
California at Berkeley, Department of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, Human
Factors in Technology Research Group Working Paper, ONR Tech. Rep: AD 715800, HFT 69-1,
National Technical Information Service (NTIS), U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, VA
22161. Research supported by the Office of Naval Research. Reprinted as a chapter in Gray
1976. A study of the background, development, research and application of TSD. Outlines
TSD:FFP correlation, the progression curves, critiques of the theory, and empirical studies to
date. Mentioned Allen Industries in Herrin IL and its use of TSD. Goodman’s study “failed.”
Summaries of Wijnberg and Homa. He established the cumulative distribution of capacity in the
workforce, and validated the growth curves. Delineated a common-sense method for
triangulating individual capacity. Noted Dearden’s 1969 reversal of Jaques’ question regarding
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the manager’s judgment on employee effectiveness (How soon can I know?). See Ramanathan
2004 M.A.; Stamp 1988. Rp. Rep. *****
Laner, Stephen, and Henry Baker, c. 1971, “Time Span of Discretion Studies at the Alameda
Rework Facility, U.S. Navy,” Human Factors in Technology Research Group, Department of
Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, University of California, Berkeley.
[Unpublished paper in progress.] Cited in Cavana 1971 report. Ru.
Laner, Stephen, 1972, “Measuring Work That Cannot Be Measured,” Journal of Methods-Time
Measurement, 17(2):3-12. The MTM Association for Standards and Research, Fair Lawn, NJ.
An explanation of time-span of discretion (TSD) and the Glacier theory to the Taylorists. Great
for engineers. Rp. PJ. *****
Laner, Stephen, Stanley Caplan, and Henry T. Baker, 1973, Organizational Analysis and Career
Projections Based on a Level-of-Responsibility / Equitable Payment Model, NTIS, Springfield,
VA, 22161, USA, University of California, Berkeley, Human Factors in Technology Research
Group, May 1973, 49 pages, HFT-72-8; AD760717. Applicability of the level of responsibility/
equitable pay is demonstrated for the analysis, design, and re-design of organizational hierarchies
and for managerial manpower planning, for preventing the loss of key managers, for providing
for management succession, and for filling vacancies from within and outside the organization.
See Wood MS 1973, p. 26-27. Rp. Rep. *****
Langbein, Laura I., 2000, “Ownership, Empowerment, and Productivity: Some empirical
evidence on the causes and consequences of Employee Discretion,” Journal of Policy Analysis
and Management, Association for Public Policy Analysis and Management, Washington, D.C.,
Summer, 19(3):427-449. Used professional engineers (IEEE) employed in the US public and
private sectors to investigate various factors on both employee discretion and a subjective
measure of employee productivity (strata 2 and 3). These included sector of employment,
indicators of task complexity, organization size, number of rules, importance, and attentiveness
and agreement among various principals (customers or clients, peers, mid- and top-level
management, and politicians). Disagreement among important and attentive proximate
principals (mid-level managers) expanded discretion. But disagreement among important and
attentive distant principals (top executives and politicians) reduced discretion. Sector had no
direct or indirect effect on discretion. When customers or clients and peers were important
discretion increased and so did productivity. Monitoring by mid-level management had no
effect on productivity. Disagreement among distant principals was greater in the public sector.
(Finally, employee discretion! Showed the standard assumptions were deeply faulty. Reenforced WED’s lower-level only approach.) Unaware of the theory. Professor of Public
Affairs, American Uni., Washington, D.C. (Level definitions?) MS. PJ.
Langer, Ellen J., 1975, “The Illusion of Control,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology,
32(2):311-328. The self-illusion of being in control was created by the expectancy of the
person’s success as being higher than objective probability would warrant and a refusal to accept
that skill and chance combine to cause events. Based on her PhD at Yale. Included in
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Kahneman, et al, 1982 as chapter 16. [Note: see M.P. Follett essay of same title.] Misc. PJ.
Langer, Ellen J., 1989, “Minding Matters: The Consequences of Mindlessness/Mindfullness,”
Advances in Experimental Social Psychology, 22:137-173. The two mental states are seen as a
sensitivity to and awareness of context versus the submergence in a context. Mindlessness limits
human potential. Cited by Thoms 2003. Clio Psych Lib. At Harvard. Misc. PJ.
Langer, Ellen J., 2006, On Becoming an Artist: Reinventing Yourself Through Mindful
Creativity, Ballantine Books, New York, NY, 288 p. Unfortunately, fails to understand how to
use quality and continual improvement to incorporate errors into growth. However, does
recognize what stops us - our fears of evaluation, our acceptance of absolutes, and our mindless
ideas about mistakes. Except for the internal view, a nice list. Real respect for mindfulness and
uncertainty, context and perspective. But a flawed and stereotypical understanding of
organization and leadership. “Anything hierarchical suggests that there is a single metric - a
‘right’ way of understanding the world, and better and worse ways to view things.” (Confused
Taylorism with hierarchy.) “Mindfulness is the essence of charisma; when people are there we
notice. When you don’t take the world as given, but as full of possibilities, it becomes endlessly
exciting.” [But so was Peter Pan - where are we being lead? Intent?] Unaware of the theory.
Cited Seligman 1998, 2004; Maslow 1962; Gilbert 2005; Lambert 2007. MS. Bk.
Langfred, Claus W., 2004, “Too much of a good thing? The negative effects of high trust and
autonomy in self-managing teams,” Academy of Management Journal, US, June, 47(3): 385–
399. High trust can make the members of self-managing work teams reluctant to monitor one
another. Low monitoring combined with high individual autonomy can cause team performance
to suffer. 71 self-managing teams of MBA students showed this. High trust was associated with
higher team performance when individual autonomy was low. But lower performance when
individual autonomy was high. Cited deLeon 2001. At Washington U. # MS. PJ. A.
Langford, David A., H. El-Tigani, and M. Marosszeky, 2000, “Does quality assurance deliver
higher productivity?” Construction Management and Economics, Routledge, UK, Oct/Nov2000,
18(7):775-782. ISSN: 01446193. DOI: 10.1080/014461900433069. Concluded that formal
quality schemes in the construction industry (housing association houses) used fewer resources
to create the same output and thus increased productivity at the site level. # Misc. PJ.
Langfred, Claus W., 2007, “The Downside of Self-Management: A Longitudinal Study of the
Effects of Conflict on Trust, Autonomy, and Task Interdependence in Self-Managing Teams,”
Academy of Management Journal, Aug2007, 50(4):885-900. The very flexibility and
adaptability that make self-managing teams effective in the short-run can also be limiting and
dysfunctional over the long-run. Self-managing teams may restructure themselves inefficiently
in response to internal conflict. Increased team conflict is associated with lower intrateam trust,
which in turn may (1) reduce individual autonomy and (2) loosen task interdependencies. This is
less than ideal team design. Longitudinal data from 35 self-managing teams support these
expectations. Jaques not cited. Cited Zand 1972. At G. Mason U., VA, US. # MS. PJ. A.
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Langley, Ann, 1989, "In Search of Rationality: The Purpose Behind the Use of Formal Analysis
in Organizations," Administrative Science Quarterly, US, Dec., 34(4):598-631. Described how
formal analysis was actually used in practice in three different organizations. Four main groups
of purposes in formal analysis — information, communication, direction and control, and
symbolic purposes — were identified and related to the nature of the social and hierarchical
relationship between those who initiated analysis, those who did it, and those who received it. It
was concluded that far from being antithetical as often assumed, formal analysis, and social
interaction are inextricably linked in organizational decision making and that different
structural configurations may generate different patterns of use of analysis. At U. Quebec
at Montreal, Can. # Misc. PJ. A.
Langley, Ann, Henry Mintzberg, Patricia Pitcher, Elizabeth Posada, and Jan Saint-Macary, 1995,
“Opening up Decision Making: The View from the Black Stool,” Organization Science,
INFORMS, US, May/June 1995, 6(3):260-279. Set on its current course thirty years ago by
Herbert Simon's notions of bounded rationality and sequential stages, the research literature of
organizational decision making is claimed in this paper to have suffered from three major
limitations labeled - reification, dehumanization, and isolation. In particular, it has been stuck
along a continuum between the cerebral rationality of the stage theories at one end and the
apparent irrationality of the theory of organized anarchies at the other. This paper seeks to open
up decision making in three respects. First, the concept of "decision" is opened up to the
ambiguities that surround the relationship between commitment and action. Second, the decision
maker is opened up to history and experience, to affect and inspiration, and especially to the
critical role of insight in transcending the bounds of cerebral rationality. Third, the process of
decision making is opened up to a host of dynamic linkages, so that isolated traces of single
decisions come to be seen as interwoven networks of issues. The paper concludes with a plea to
open up research itself. At Université du Quebec a Montréal; McGill University; Ecole des HEC
de Montréal. Cited Pitcher 1992 Related PhD; Kriger & Barnes 1992. # Refu. PJ. A.
Langlois, Richard N., 2003, “Cognitive Comparative Advantage and the Organization of Work:
Lessons from Herbert Simon's Vision of the Future,” Journal of Economic Psychology,
24(2):167-187. (October 2002. UConn Department of Economics Working Paper No. 2002-20.
Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=353262 or DOI: 10.2139/ssrn.353262). On Simon’s
1960 chapter. One has to understand the quite different cognitive structures of humans and
machines (including computers) in order to explain and predict the tasks to which each will be
most suited. Due to cognitive comparative advantage humans have been “crowded into” tasks
that call for the kinds of cognition for which humans have been equipped by biological
evolution. These human cognitive abilities range from the exercise of judgment in situations of
ambiguity and surprise to more mundane abilities in spatio-temporal perception and
locomotion. Conversely, machines are “crowded into” tasks with a well-defined structure.
This conclusion rests on a claim that, for what are broadly “economic” reasons, it will continue
to make economic sense to create machines that are idiot-savants. (Discretion vs Prescribed.)
Email: richard.langlois @ uconn.edu MS. PJ. A.
Langlois, Richard N., 2003, “The Vanishing Hand: The changing dynamics of industrial
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capitalism,” Industrial and Corporate Change, U. Oxford, UK, 12(2):351-385. Alfred
Chandler’s portrait of the managerial revolution of the late 19th century did not extend well into
the late 20th century. At that point widespread vertical disintegration replaced the classical multiunit managerial enterprise. In short, Chandler was of a time and place. The market is once again
the coordinating mechanism Adam Smith saw it as functioning. (An economist responds to
Chandler’s 1977 and 1990 challenges to Smith.) [As GM overtook Ford in the 1920s when
customer needs changed, he is partly true. I think organizations have shape-shifted, but
hierarchy has not gone away.] Cited by Brusoni. Alt. PJ. A.
Lansberg, Ivan, 1999, Succeeding Generations: Realizing the Dream of Families in Business,
Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA. The basic idea of increased complexity as one
rises in the hierarchy was originally developed by Elliott Jaques (1976). Jaques referred to the
phenomenon as “time span of discretion.” Apparently the method used by CEO Reg Jones of
General Electric to select his successor has been quite influential in family businesses, especially
his "airplane crash" questions. On succession and governance. (IV, 13, 316, 6 ftnt./354). CU
Ebook. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Lansbury, Russell D., and Duncan Macdonald, 1994, “Workplace Industrial Relations and
Deregulation: Challenging the New Orthodoxy,” Employee Relations, MCB, Bradford, UK,
16(4):8-21. The former system of Australian industrial relations was seen as centralized and
rigid. Recent movement has been toward a more decentralized and deregulated system. The
criticisms of the old system were anecdotal. Where managers pursued a clear strategy toward
greater efficiency and kept employees involved, their initiatives were well received and
successful. This means the Business Council of Australia’s (BCA) focus on unions as significant
barriers to change may be misplaced. Misc. PJ.
Lansley, Peter, and Joanna Riddick, 1991, "The implications of small group interactions for
understanding aspects of organizational culture," Construction Management and Economics, E.
& F. N. Spon, London, UK, Jun91, 9(3):219-229. [J. Dodd] Drawing on the observations and
experiences of senior management groups in the construction industry, this paper explores the
relationship between the characteristics of small groups and the culture of the larger firm. It uses
as a frame of reference the work of W. R. Bion. At U. Reading, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Lant, Theresa K., and Patricia F. Hewlin, 2002, "Information Cues and Decision Making: The
Effects of Learning, Momentum, and Social Comparison in Competing Teams," Group &
Organization Management, US, Sept. 2002, 27: 374-407, doi: 10.1177/1059601102027003004.
Explored the applicability of individual-level models of information processing to teams of
decision makers making decisions in simulated organizations. Found cognitive schemas and
team decision-making structures focus decision-maker attention on different types of information
for different categories of decisions such as tactical or strategic decisions. Jaques not cited.
Cited Thomas & McDaniel 1990; Schwenk 1984. At NYU. # Misc. PJ.
Lao Tzu, c. 530 B.C., Tao Te Ching, Quotation on Leadership: Misc. Bk.
To lead people, walk beside them.
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A leader is best
When people barely know he exists.
Not so good when people obey and acclaim him.
Worse when they despise him.
“Fail to honor people, they fail to honor you.”
But of a good leader, who talks little,
When his work is done, his aim fulfilled, they will say,
“We did this ourselves.”
[Would such a leader survive today’s HR selection procedures? What kind of references would
they get? Cited by M. G. Evans in S. Kerr 1979, p. 239. E.g. William Slim, Nathanael Greene.]
Lapassade, Georges, 1975, Socianalyse et potentiel humain, Gauthier-Villars, Paris, FR, 211 p.
Book in French. ISBN: 2040055592. LC: BF204; Dewey: 616.8/915. Préf. de Jacques
Ardoino; avant-propos de Rémi Hess. Close - but his understanding I think is different. Cigar?
Probably not. Chairman of the Sociology department. Misc. Bk.
Larbig, W., C. Xenakis, and M. S. Onishi, 1979, “Psychosomatic and Functional Symptoms of
Japanese and Greeks in Germany, Germans in Foreign Countries,” Zeitschrift fur Psychosomatische Medizin und Psychoanalyse, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, Goettingen, Germany.
Article in German. Cited Jaques 1966 JPR. SSCI. Not seen. (I couldn’t read it.) W. Pro.
Larkin, T. J., and Sandar Larkin, 1996, “Reaching and Changing Frontline Employees,” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, May-June, p. 95-104. Not on Jaques or on Collyear, but stresses
the role of the first-line manager (FLM) as the key change agent. Largely on-target. Misc. Pro.
Larsen, Melissa A., and Michael D. Myers, 1999, “When Success Turns into Failure: a packagedriven business process re-engineering project in the financial services industry,” Journal of
Strategic Information Systems, North-Holland, Amsterdam, NL, December 1999, 8(4):395-417.
(Presented at the eighteenth International Conference on Information Systems, December 14-17,
1997, Atlanta, Georgia, US; Janice L. DeGross, U. Minn., ed. Sponsored by London School of
Economics, Dept. of IS, London, UK, p. 367-382, “BPR Success or Failure?: a business process
reengineering project in the financial services industry.”) RAEW Profile (Responsibility,
Authority, Expertise, and Work) was shown as a major part of “The Gamma Consulting
Reengineering Methodology (Figure 2, p. 373).” This was an in-depth, empirical case study of a
BPR implementation. The problem here and in most other BPR implementations is that it was
difficult to determine success or failure. The time-frame (LT vs ST) also led to different
conclusions. These terms were adopted as political statements by various parties. Information
Technology. [There was no objectivity - see Robert Solow on the lack of productivity of
computers - again.] Larsen was then with KPMG in Auckland, NZ. Myers is at U. Auckland
(2006): m.myers@auckland.ac.nz See Crane 1986; Moriarty and Thompson 1996; Nieves and
Sage 1998; Bernhard 1998, 2001; DY Consulting 2006, gantthead.com 2006. MS. PJ.
Larson, Lars L., James G. (Jerry) Hunt, and Richard N. Osborn, 1976, "The Great Hi-Hi Leader
Behavior Myth: A Lesson from Occam's Razor," Academy of Management Journal, US,
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Dec1976, 19(4):628-641. ISSN: 00014273. DOI: 10.2307/255796. The belief that 'high
initiating structure - high consideration' leadership combinations were superior was investigated.
Following Sir William of Occam's notion of parsimony (Occam's razor), simpler single variable
leadership models were tested as well. In many samples, simpler predictive models involving
structure only or consideration only were found to predict satisfaction as well as the more
complex models. (Ohio State research has been off: intellectual bankruptcy.) Jaques not cited.
Cited by Kerr & Shriesheim 1978. All at Southern Ill. U. at Carbondale, US. # Refu. PJ. A.
Larsson, Gerry, Leif Carlstedt, Jens Andersson, Lars Andersson, Erna Danielsson, Ann
Johansson, Eva Johansson, Ingemar Robertsson, and Per-Olof Michel, 2003, “A comprehensive
system for leader evaluation and development,” Leadership & Organization Development
Journal, Emerald MCB, UK, 24(1):16-25. Several of these authors had used grounded theory in
developing their doctoral dissertations. They cited RO but did not grasp its full dimensions.
Seemed to view RO as theory and not as empirical. Nine authors! Three recent PhDs on
leadership. Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1991 (but also Avolio 1999; Bass 1999.) Misc. PJ.
Larsson, Gerry, Misa Sjöberg, Aida Vrbanjac, and Torsten Björkman, 2005, “Indirect leadership
in a military context: a qualitative study on how to do it,” Leadership & Organization
Development Journal, Emerald MCB, UK, 26(3):215-227. Used a grounded theory approach
(again) to examine indirect leadership (through the layers). [I don’t think these folks want to
have any hierarchy in the Swedish military or to be forced to use any recognized research
method. They are getting silly. Do they have any idea what war is? That people kill and die?]
Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1991; Jaques 1976; Hunt 1991. At Swedish National Defence College,
Karlstad, Sweden. Slight cite. Lost. PJ.
Larsson, Gerry, Misa Sjöberg, Sofia Nilsson, Aida Alvinius, and Bjorn Bakkan, 2007, “Indirect
Leadership: a quantitative test of a qualitatively developed model,” Personnel Review, Emerald
MCB, UK, 28(8):771-784. A previously developed Grounded Theory model of indirect
leadership was tested on high-level managers, middle-level managers, and lower-level
employees. The theoretical model of indirect leadership was partly supported. Higher
importance was attributed to image-oriented top-down influence, rather than to action-oriented
influence via directly subordinate commanders. The obtained support of the theoretical model
legitimised its use as a tool in higher military management education and coaching. [This
‘confirmation’ is a bit of a jump. Perhaps the statistical significance was spurious. See Ziliak
and McCloskey 2008.] Cited Jaques 1976; J&J 1991. In Baruch. Lost. PJ.
Larwood, Laurie, and William Whittaker, 1977, “Managerial Myopia: Self-Serving Biases in
Organizational Planning,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, 62(2):194-198. DOI:
10.1037/0021-9010.62.2.194. Recent work indicates that people hold a variety of self-serving
biases, believing themselves more capable than they are in fact. Such biases, if extended to the
organizational level, would lead to overly optimistic planning for the future. This prediction was
tested with 2 groups of management students (37 freshmen and 35 seniors) and with 48 male
corporate presidents in 3 studies. Management students consistently overestimated their abilities
and influence. Executive subjects also predicted inordinate success. But this latter group
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moderated projections if prior organizational planning had been off. [Note - the business culture
value to look good - ‘self-confidence’ and 'can do' - also answers this, not just psychology of
individuals.] Cited in Van Bekkum et al 2011. Cited Langer 1975. # Misc. PJ. A.
Larwood, Laurie, Mark P. Kriger, and Cecelia M. Falbe, 1993, "Organizational Vision: An
Investigation of the Vision Construct-in-Use of AACSB Business School Deans," Group and
Organization Management, 18(2):214-236. (See 1995 Larwood, et al, article.) Did not use
Jaques’ concepts. See 1995 article. Misc. PJ.
Larwood, Laurie, Cecilia M. Falbe, Mark P. Kriger, and Paul Miesing, 1995, “Structure and
Meaning of Organizational Vision,” Academy of Management Journal, June, 38(3):740-769.
According to Baum this was the first large sample empirical study of vision content. Executives
described their vision in one sentence and evaluated them on 26 content dimensions. The
executives' self-ratings clustered into seven factors that included vision formulation (strategic
emphasis), implementation (successful communication), and innovative realism (responsiveness
to change). Vision content ratings appeared in three different clusters that were associated with
degree of executive control, rate of organizational change, and type of industry. Their study did
not relate the vision attributes to organizational effectiveness. CEOs with higher control (fewer
layers) reported the vision was better understood in the organization. (See W. Brown 1964 and
K. David 1968 on contraction.) Larwood et al were unable to test the relationship between time
horizon and hierarchy level per Jacobs and Jaques 1990. Cited many Jaques-related sources.
Responses differed from 1993 study of B-school deans (q.v.). Findings on vision attributes were
confirmed by Baum et al 1998. At SUNY Albany. See DiPadova PhD 1995. # Rp. PJ. A.
Lash, Scott, 1988, “Discourse or Figure? Postmodernism as a `Regime of Signification',” Theory,
Culture and Society, Sage, CSA Illumina, June 1988, 5(2/3):311-336. It is argued that
modernization is a process of cultural differentiation, while post-modernization is a process
of cultural dedifferentiation. This is a semiotic dedifferentiation of signifier, signified, and
referent. The upshot is that, no longer a modernist, or a "discursive" regime of signification, but
a postmodern "figural" signification takes place, not through difference, but through
resemblance. The idea of figural signification, in which the relationship of presentation and
reality is problematized, comes from Jean-Francois Lyotard's Discours, figure ([Discourse,
Figure] Paris: Klincksieck, 1971). Evidence to support this claim is then adduced from surrealist
theater and contemporary cinema. In the latter case, a didactic, discursive, and modernist
cinema, exemplified in the work of Jean-Luc Godard, is distinguished from a nondistantiated,
figural, and postmodernist cinema, seen in, e.g., David Lynch's Blue Velvet and J-J Beineix's
Diva. At U. Lancaster, UK. See Blunt 1989/1990 and Clegg 1990 book for adoption of this
definition and links to Jaques as dedifferentiated. (Interesting.) (See Sewell 2004.) See
Travica 1998. MS. PJ.
Laske, Otto Ernst, 1999, Transformative Effects of Coaching on Executives' Professional
Agenda, Psy.D., dissertation in Psychology: Developmental, Cognitive, and Industrial; Business
Administration, Massachusetts School of Professional Psychology, Boston, MA, 670 pages.
Examined the developmental preconditions of benefitting from a coaching relationship, and the
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dependency of coaching outcome on lifespan maturity. Found that development was something
brought about by humans (agentic) and by organic change as humans mature (ontic). Both
behavioral and psycho-dynamic approaches needed to be complemented by adult-development
assessment. See Kohlberg. Laske’s second PhD. See Related PhDs.
Laske, Otto Ernst, 1999, “An Integrated Model of Developmental Coaching,” Consulting
Psychology Journal, APA, Educational Publishing Foundation, Summer, 51(3):139-159.
Outlined a coaching paradigm derived from constructive-developmental psychology, family
therapy supervision, and theories of organizational cognition. The paradigm and the model are
developmental in a twofold sense, that of "ontic" development occurring in cognitive organisms
maturing over their lifetime ("nature") and of "agentic" development brought about by humans
("nurture"). Jaques not cited. # Misc. PJ.
Laske, Otto Ernst, 2000, “Foundations of Scholarly Consulting: The Developmental
Structure/Process Tool (DSPT),” Consulting Psychology Journal, APA, Educational Publishing
Foundation, Summer, 52(3):178-200. Scholarly consulting is redefined as taking into account
the level of mental growth of organization members, the most important marker of differences
between individuals above 25 years old. The Developmental Structure/Process Tool (DSPT) is
introduced as an instrument for empirically determining theory-in-use, the creativity (not just
effectiveness) of individuals and top teams. Cited Argyris. Jaques not cited. # Misc. PJ.
Laske, Otto Ernst, 2001, “Linking Two Lines of Adult Development: The Developmental
Structure/ Process Tool,” Bulletin of the Society for Research in Adult Development (SRAD),
Spring, 10(1):8-11. Cited in Vandergriff 2006. (Online Clio as - Journal of Adult Development
[electronic resource]; CUNY-wide online since 1998.) Not found in Jl. Not seen. MS. PJ.
Laske, Otto Ernst, and Barbara Maynes, 2002, “Growing the Top Management Team:
Supporting Mental Growth as a Vehicle for Promoting Organizational Learning,” Journal of
Management Development, MCB University Press, Bradford, UK, Sept., 21(9):702-727. Not in
NYC or online. Try Clio online – since 1992. Not seen. MS. PJ.
Laske, Otto Ernst, 2002, “How will you deliver strategic human resources beyond domain
competence?” HC Online, Delhi, India. [web address?]
Laske, Otto Ernst, 2003, “Executive development as adult development,” ch. 29 in Demick, Jack,
and Carrie Andreoletti, eds., 2003, Handbook of Adult Development, Kluwer Academic/ Plenum
Publishers, NY, NY, 627 p. CUNY Grad Ctr - BF724.5 .H36 2003. Not on shelf. Not seen.
Misc. Ch.
Laske, Otto, 2003, “Non-Requisite Organization: The Fallout from Using the "Balanced"
Scorecard.” Available at bettermanagement.com A brief outline of why the "balanced"
scorecard is not truly balanced in terms of human capital, and the pernicious consequences of the
absence of capability assessments that include developmental potential in companies. As Elliott
Jaques has shown, in nearly 50 years of research, only companies with "requisite organization"
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can ultimately survive and thrive (Jaques 1994, 1996, 2002). This is so because requisite
organization brings into balance the complexity of levels of work in a company on one hand, and
the levels of capability of individuals delivering work on those levels (work strata) on the other.
Capability management encompasses not just performance but current and future potential
capability of people in a company. At Laske and Associates LLC. Ru.
Laske, Otto Ernst, 2005 (e.), “Evidence Based Developmental Coaching: How to coach across
developmental levels.” Combined Jaques and Kohlberg school with others. Current coaching
had exhausted its knowledge base. Extended developmental coaching into team building. Ru.
Laske, Otto Ernst, and Mahalene Louis, 2005 (e.), “How to Become and Work as a Certified
Developmental Coach: The Evidence Based Developmental Coaching Workbook.” Provides
interpretive procedures for de-coding clients’ mental functioning at both the cultural and
developmental level.
Laske, Otto Ernst, 2005 e., “The place where work happens,” [Submitted 2003,
unpublished as of 2004].
Laske, Otto Ernst, 2005 e., “Non-Requisite Organization: The Fallout from Using the
‘Balanced’ Scorecard,” [Article in draft, 3-13-03].
Laske, Otto E., 2006, Measuring Hidden Dimensions: The Art and Science of Fully Engaging
Adults (vol. 1), Interdevelopmental Institute Press, Medford, MA. A textbook largely devoted to
Kegan 1982 and Schein 1999. Builds a fourth stage of developmental process consultation on
Schein’s three stage model: 1. expertise, 2. doctor-patient model, and 3. process consultation
model. Note: This is inner work that Hegel called “Anstrengung des Begriffs” (effort of the
concept). (Vol. 2 is being written, 2008.) Misc. Bk.
Laske, Otto, 2006b, “On Leadership As Something We Are Rather Than Have,” Integral
Leadership Review, US, March, VI(1). Demonstrated how to provide instrumentation for Ken
Wilber’s Integral Approach when used to assess and promote Leadership in the world of work.
The instrumentation provided consists of explicit assessments. It derives from research of the
Kohlberg School at Harvard, Henry Murray’s personality theories, and Elliott Jaques’s work on
requisite organization. Distinguished between two dimensions of work capacity, a vertical (leftquadrant) one of Capability, and a horizontal (right-quadrant) one of Competence, and see
Capability as a set of enablers of Competences. (This distinction is highly relevant for coaching,
mentoring, talent management, succession planning, recruitment, and mergers and acquisitions,
not just leadership.) Cited Jaques 1994, 1998, 2002; Stewart 2005. # Rp. PJ.
Laske, Otto E., 2008, Measuring Hidden Dimensions of Human Systems: The Foundations of
Requisite Organization (vol. 2), Interdevelopmental Institute Press, Medford, MA, 664 p.
(Reviewed 2009 by Jacobs, Stamp, Koplowitz, and John Hnatio. q.v.) This “massive” volume
gives “a more comprehensive frame of reference for viewing adult human development” than
Jaques, Piaget, Kohlberg, Kegan, Fisher, Commons, or Kitchener alone. It is “packed with
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concepts that challenge current thinking and stimulate the urge toward more fundamental
understanding of human resources accounting and management.” This integration of domains
among the schools is a key work facing researchers. Laske claims convergence among them,
“equivalence between levels of work (Jaques), stages of socio-emotional development (Kegan),
and levels of reflective judgment (King and Kitchener),” and develops many testable hypotheses
for future research. Contextual support and practice may well influence the development of
‘reflective judgement,’ but this correlation may be curvilinear. (Serious readers should “read
carefully” due to the small errors Laske makes in representing Jaques’ thoughts on cognitive
development.) Cited Jaques 2002, 1994, 1996, 1964/1998 ; Roger L. Martin 2007, 2007; Piaget
1952, 1954, 1964, 1970; Fischer 1980; Fischer and Pipp 1984; Kitchener et al 1993; King and
Kitchener 1994. # Rp. Bk.
Laszlo, Ervin, 1974, “A General Systems View of Evolution and Invariance,” chapter in
Rapoport, Anatol, ed., 1974, General Systems (Yearbook), 19:37-43 . Proceedings of the 7th
International Congress on Cybernetics, Namur, Belgium (1973), p. 81-on. Interesting.
Clio Temp Unavail. [aka: lost in NJ]. SIBL JSM 95-116 v. 19 (1974). # Misc. Ch.
Laszlo, Ervin, 1996, The Systems View of the World, G. Braziller, NY, NY; Hampton Press,
Cresskill, NJ, 131 p. Great ch. 1, intro to systems. SIBL JSD 72-1154. Teach. Misc. Bk.
Latham, Earl, 1959, “The Body Politic of the Organization,” chapter in Mason, Edward S., ed.,
1959, The Corporation in Modern Society, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 335 p. See p. 219.
Contained a description of the five elements of a private government. To what degree has a
corporation achieved them? This is a yardstick for assessing a diseased corporation. Contrast
this with Wilfred Brown on organizational constitutions. This is the opposite. Cited in Bunn and
Tasca 1974. See Barnard and Offsite HD 2785 .M359. (2nd, 1966, Clio Offsite KF 1414 .M3)
Alt. Ch. UP. A.
Latham, Gary P., and Edwin A. Locke, 1975, “Increasing Productivity with Decreasing Time
Limits: a field replication of Parkinson’s Law,” Journal of Applied Psychology, EBSCO Host,
PsychArticles, Aug 1975, 60(4):524-526. Experiment at a logging-mill. Purchasing of logs was
restricted to early in the week by the mill. Cutters picked up their pace of harvesting logs to
make the deliveries early each week. Parkinson’s Law allowed many restatements: a
bureaucracy grows at a fixed rate regardless of the amount of work. Cited Bryan and Locke
1967. Cited by Landy and Farr 1983. In City Coll. & online. Refu. PJ. A.
Latham, Gary P., 1998, “Selecting employees in the 21st century: predicting the contribution of
industrial-organizational psychology to Canada,” Canadian Psychology, Feb-May 1998. Cited
Rowe 1992 on Jaques’ assessment center activities in WWII (cited as 1993 in error). W. PJ.
Latham, Gary P., 2007, "A Speculative Perspective on the Transfer of Behavioral Science
Findings to the Workplace: 'The Times They Are A-Changin'," Academy of Management
Journal, AMJ, US, 50(5):1027-1032. Latham located the problem as two worlds – scientist and
practitioner. He cited Kurt Lewin's dictum, "No action without research, no research without
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action." Offered 10 possible solutions. Cited Rynes et al 2007. At U. Toronto, Can. # Misc.
PJ. A.
Latham Jr., William C., 2009, “Not My Job: Contracting and Professionalism in the U.S. Army,”
Military Review, US, Mar/Apr 2009, 89(2):40-49. The article discusses the possible implications
for the armed forces' reliance on contracting in the U.S. It claims that reliance on contracting
deteriorates the value of professional jurisdiction. It explains the reasons of privatizing the
military functions, as well as the advantages of contracting. However, it points out that heavy
reliance in contracting will drain the military's professional expertise, and undermine the
institutional legitimacy. At U. Fairbanks. # Misc. Pro.
Lathrop, John, and Joanne Linnerooth, 1983, “The Role of Risk Assessment in a Political
Decision,” chapter (p. 39-68) in Humphreys, Patrick C., Ola Svenson, and Anna Vari, eds., 1983,
Analysing and Aiding Decision Processes, North-Holland, Amsterdam, & NY, 565 p. How
parties with different motivations will deliver different scenarios. Rules of evidence should be
admitted. Cited in Humphreys 1984. CUNY Baruch - BF441 .A49 1983. Misc. Ch.
Latour, Bruno, and Steve Woolgar, 1986, Laboratory Life: the construction of scientific facts,
Princeton University Press., Princeton, NJ. Cited in Joanna Dodd Norton PhD 1994(95) and
others. Woolgar was her dissertation advisor at Brunel. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Latzko, William J., 1985, “Process Capability in Administrative Applications,” Quality
Progress, ASQC, Milwaukee, WI, June 1985, 18(6):70-73. How to find the workflow in clerical
operations. How to separate the individual employee outputs from that of the unit, to measure
errors, and the capability of that system. Misc. PJ.
Latzko, William J., 1986, Quality and Productivity for Bankers and Financial Managers, M.
Dekker and ASQC Quality Press, New York, NY and Milwaukee, WI, 207 pages. Used
Deming’s definition for quality and Juran’s Managerial Breakthrough for implementation. See
p. 134-135 for Management’s Responsibility. 85% of defects are management controllable.
SQC detects this. (Latzko worked at Irving Trust and achieved daylight Q&P over competitors.
Purchased by Bank of New York which froze everything. Huge painful trauma ensued and
BoNY never merged with anyone again. Competitors never responded.) [Financial institutions
re-engineered to replace people with machines. See Citibank ATM follow-up study: no gain to
bank, only to customers.] (See Latzko in Deming 1986.) See NYU and NYPL SIBL Br.
332.1068L. Misc. Bk.
Latzko, William J., and David M. Saunders,1995, Four Days with Dr. Deming, Addison-Wesley,
Reading, MA, EUA, 228 p. An illustrated transcript of one of his last 4-day seminars by Dr.
Deming, including questions from the audience and illustrative stories. A delightful approach to
modern methods of management and leadership. Baruch, NYU HD62.15 .L38 1995. Misc. Bk.
Laufer, A., and R. L. Tucker, 1988, "Competence and timing dilemma in construction planning,"
Construction Management & Economics, Routledge, Taylor & Francis, UK, Dec88, 6(4):339-
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355. 17p. ISSN: 0144-6193. Who should be assigned the task of planning a construction project
and within what time-frame poses serious problems. Choosing between the likely candidates manager or staff specialist - is fraught with pitfalls. The awards and penalties linked to long
lead-time planning as against short-term planning befog the decision process. Many companies
are vexed by the dilemmas resulting from any solution to the `who' and 'when' questions but by
sidestepping or overlooking them. They invite deficiencies with dire consequences.
Construction planning is not a technique but a process. Applied TSD. Cited Jaques 1961.
At Technion IIT, Haifa, Israel; TU at Austin, TX, USA. # D. PJ.
Laughlin, Richard C., 1995, “Empirical Research in Accounting: alternate approaches and a case
for ‘middle-range’ thinking,” Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal, MCB UP Ltd.,
UK, 8(1):63-87. Empirical research in accounting is of considerable importance to the academic
community. Points out the need for choices to be made on the perspective to be adopted along
three continuums concerning “theory”, “methodology” and “change”. Presents a case for
“middle-range” thinking (MRT, a la Robert Merton 1968) for empirical research in accounting.
While the reader may accept that no one perspective can provide a complete picture of
accounting reality, choices on perspective have to be, and can be, made. These choices are, and
should be, contestable. At U. Sheffield UK. Misc. PJ.
LaValle, Steve, Eric Lesser, Rebecca Shockley, Michael S. Hopkins, and Nina Kruschwitz,
2011, "Big Data, Analytics and the Path From Insights to Value," MIT Sloan Management
Review, Cambridge, MA, US, Winter 2011, 52(2):22-32. 11p. ISSN: 15329194. The article
discusses highlights of the "MIT Sloan Management Review" and the IBM Institute for Business
Value's study that determines how information and advanced analytics can help organizations.
Some of the key findings are given, including the use of analytics was five times more by topperforming organizations than lower performers. The study discovered a widespread belief that
analytics offers value, including innovating to achieve competitive differentiation and to
effectively use the growing data. All at IBM. CUNY, Clio online. Wd. # Misc. Pro.
Lavelle, John, 2006, “It’s All About Context and Implementation,” Public Personnel
Management, International Personnel Management Association for Human Resources,
Alexandria, Va., Fall, 35(3):217-228. Thoughts prompted by the 2005 UN World Public Sector
Report. Two thematic pillars of the report are: rule bound public administration must co-exist
with performance effectiveness and; responsive government should not compromise responsible
government. The failure of the role of HR in the collapse of Enron by induging ‘star
performers.’ The apeing of Jack Welch’s rank and yank system by HR is widely reported –
alongside its deleterious effects on morale. ‘Best practice’ in the private sector may not work in
the public sector. SIBL *ZAN-T4770. CUNY elec online. Refu. Pro.
Laverty, Kevin Joseph, 1993, Time Preferences, Time Horizons, and Strategic Choice: Towards
an Understanding of Organizational Myopia, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration,
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), CA, 212 pages, advisor: Richard P. Rumelt.
UMI AAT 9420438; DAI-A 55/03, p. 641, Sep 1994. Published as an article: Laverty, Kevin J.,
1996, “Economic ‘Short-Termism’: The Debate, the Unresolved Issues, and the Implications for
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Management Practice and Research,” The Academy of Management Review, July, 21(3):825-860.
Intertemporal choice is basic to all managerial work. Compared and contrasted three scholarly
domains of sources for short-termism in intertemporal choice - the economic, organizational, and
individual. Showed that economic explanations are inadequate to overcome short-termism,
Michael Jensen’s Congressional testimony notwithstanding. Maximizing shareholder value is
quantitatively trivial and not practical. R&D expenditures also are inadequate as an indicator.
Organizational trust, memory and density of future time perspective are negatively associated
with myopia. Speculated that long-term projects are screened out by lower levels and never
bubble to the top. (See Stempel quote.) (TSD:HierLvl and TH.) Cited Jaques 1976, Das 1986,
and Bluedorn and Denhardt 1988. Ph.D. ~
Laverty, Kevin J., 1996, “Economic ‘Short-Termism’: The Debate, the Unresolved Issues, and
the Implications for Management Practice and Research,” The Academy of Management Review,
July, 21(3):825-860. Intertemporal choice is basic to all managerial work. Compared and
contrasted three scholarly domains of sources for short-termism in intertemporal choice - the
economic, organizational and individual. Showed that economic explanations are inadequate to
overcome short-termism, Michael Jensen’s 1990 Congressional testimony notwithstanding (q.v.).
Maximizing shareholder value is quantitatively trivial and not practical. R&D expenditures also
are inadequate as an indicator. Organizational trust, memory and density of future time
perspective are negatively associated with myopia. Speculated that long-term projects are
screened out by lower levels and never bubble to the top. (Note similar sentiment by Robert
Stempel, Chairman of GM.) Cited Jaques 1976; Das 1986 (p. 847); Bluedorn & Denhardt 1988.
Based on 1993 PhD at UCLA. See Marginson & McAulay 2008 for replication. # Rp. PJ. A.
LaVietes, Stuart, 2003, “Elliott Jaques, 86, Scientist Who Coined 'Midlife Crisis,' Is Dead,” The
New York Times, Obituaries, New York, NY, March 17, page B7. Jaques died March 8, 2003 in
Gloucester, Mass., USA. A nice precis of Jaques’ organization theory, but there are several
errors in this story. The story used the term “time frame,” which Jaques did not use. Jaques used
“time span” for the length of a work task and used “time horizon” for the length of time the
individual could carry a task without supervision. The “time horizon” does not “change.” It
grows longer (or matures) as the person ages. Also, it was three union shop stewards who came
up with the original suggestion regarding time and pay method, not a company supervisor. To be
sure, the “midlife crisis” is usually resolved by age 45-50, when a new, more mature, and more
richly creative adult re-emerges. One huge omission here was the failure to mention that Jaques
developed the concept of “corporate culture” in 1951. (Elliott Jaques : 1917-2003) [See
Obituaries in Newspapers Section, March 2003.] ~
NOTE: The research of Lawler and Porter was mostly directed at James Worthy, then a
non-academic, at Frederick Herzberg, and at Stacy Adams. This was typical of the
destructive dynamic of the ‘Management Theory Jungle’ described by Harold Koontz
(1961/1962, 1964, 1979). Their 1960s work against equity theory, against flat
organization structures, and the propositions on expectation theory they put forward in
1968 and 1971 were not supported in research by others. See some refutations are in
the research of their Berkeley colleague, Ghiselli 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972. But they got
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ahead. Porter became president of the Academy of Management in 1974. See Herzberg
1959 for Lawler’s low PhD correlations. With Lawler, Edward E., III, - always check
Porter, Lyman W., for joint authorship.
Lawler, Edward E., III, and Lyman W. Porter, 1963, "Perceptions Regarding Management
Compensation," [Symposium: Management Compensation], Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA,
October 1963, 3(1):41-49. Survey of the attitudes of 1900 managers on pay across a diverse set
of companies. (Used titles, not strata, but did use bands of self-reported actual pay.) When
management level was held constant, they expressed similar amounts when asked “How much
pay should there be for your managerial position?” Found managers at the same level had
“remarkable” and similar pay expectations (FFP:HierLvl) and these were not related to their
present actual pay. Also found that, for any given amount of pay, the amount of satisfaction
decreased the higher the level of the manager. (These were clear correlations but were not
calculated.) They were “surprised” at their findings. L&P’s intention was to validate Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs but got only limited findings. An early citation of Jaques 1961. Evans 1979
noted these findings very strongly supported Jaques’ findings on hierarchy-level to felt-fair pay
(p. 99, ftnt 40). [A serious question arises: Since L&P cited Jaques, how they could have missed
this connection?] See Porter and Lawler 1968, chapter 7 for a similar study. Must see Haire,
Ghiselli and Porter Oct. 1963 (same issue of I.R.). See Haire 1965; Haire, Ghiselli and Gordon
1967; Kuethe and Levenson 1964; Milkovich and Campbell 1972; Mahoney 1979; and Agarwal
1981. See Lawler 1972 negative book review of Richardson. See Oeltjen Related PhD 1972.
Clio Biz FN 1537. # Rp. PJ. A.
Lawler, Edward E., III, 1965, “Manager’s Perceptions of Their Subordinate’s Pay and of Their
Superior’s Pay,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, 18:413-422. Not
surprisingly, manager’s perceptions were distorted and this influenced their
satisfaction/dissatisfaction. (How would they know upward? How would they not know
downward?) Lawler carefully described the impact of “Too Many Management Layers” but
indicated no understanding of Brown or Jaques. Misc. PJ. A.
Lawler, Edward E., III, 1966, “Ability as a Moderator of the Relationship Between Job Attitudes
and Job Performance,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, 19:153-164. Defined
ability as relative to others. Required a self-awareness of both one’s ability and the job’s
demands, then attitude kicked in. No real definitions of anything. (An “f” function formula, that
Jaques loved to satirize, is right here.) Lawler cited his 1964 dissertation. Misc. PJ. A.
Lawler, Edward E., III, 1966, "Mythology of Management Compensation," California
Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Fall, 9(1):11-22. Noted the impact of secrecy on pay as a
generator of distorted perceptions and dissatisfaction. Noted the decline in the number of pay
incentive systems (piece rates) in US from 75% in 1935, to 52% in 1939, to 27% in 1958. (p.
14). Noted the ‘law of effect’ (reenforcement). Correctly cited Brown, Piecework Abandoned,
1962, on types of pay systems (cf. Porter and Lawler 1968). Misc. Pro.
Lawler, Edward E., III, and Lyman W. Porter, 1967, “Antecedent Attitudes of Effective
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Managerial Performances,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance [now ...Human
Decision Processes], May, 2(2):122-142. Previous researchers always found that organizations
tended to reward the aggressive, forceful, decisive, inner-directed leader rather than the
cooperative, adaptable, other-directed leader. But all earlier investigations were on industrial
settings. This research was on service agencies and the opposite was found to be true. The
prime requisites of a leader in a service-centered economy (education, health, professional,
government) will be other-directed and feature interpersonal competence. (Important.)
Cited in Bennis and Slater book 1968, p. 118. See P&L book 1968. SEE above & below
(Child, Pelz). See Gavin 1969 Interesting PhD. City Coll. # Misc. PJ. A.
Lawler, Edward E., III, and Lyman W. Porter, 1967, “The Effect of Performance on Job
Satisfaction,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, October, 7:20-28. The ability to get the work
done may be satisfying. (This article is derived from the P&L 1968 book.) Misc. PJ. A.
Lawler, Edward E., III, 1968, “Effects of Hourly Overpayment on Productivity and Work
Quality,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 10(3):308-312. (See comments by
Adams also in 1968, same issue.) Randomly assigned overpayment situations set off high initial
productivity in those who were told they were ‘unqualified.’ They said they felt they had to
prove themselves. Quality then slipped. See Andrews 1967. See Wood and Lawler 1970. Off.
PJ.
Lawler, Edward E., III, 1971, Pay and Organizational Effectiveness: A Psychological View,
McGraw-Hill, New York, NY. A discrepancy model of pay based on Lyman M. Porter’s 1961
JAP article. A solid discussion of the weaknesses in Jaques 1961 (p. 211-213). Jaques used
terms “unrecognized system of norms” and “unconscious knowledge” that are untestable.
Lawler thought Jaques’ version of equity theory (TSD:FFP) came off second best to Patchen and
Adams. Lawler cited Goodman 1967 (since recanted) and gave this study full credence in
dismissing Jaques. Lawler dismissed equity theory in favor of his discrepancy theory. See
Shapiro and Wahba 1978 replication study where the Porter and Lawler discrepancy pay model
was not supported. [Note Lawler’s repeatedly cited an unpublished D. D. Penner 1966 study
on salary satisfaction for General Electric. It may support his conclusions as he says, but its
findings sound like support for equity theory.] See Berkowitz, et al, 1987 for study comparing
Adams (1963) and Lawler (1971). See Mulkowsky Related 1977 Ph.D; Shapiro and Wahba
1978. Off. Bk.
Lawler, Edward E., III, 1973, Motivation in Work Organizations, Brooks/Cole Publishing Co.,
Monterey, CA. Lawler set forth a model of the determinants of job satisfaction. Lawler’s 1973
model included time span, hierarchy level, amount of responsibility, and difficulty as job
characteristics perceived by the employee (p. 75). Clearly, he incorporated several of Jaques’
elements into his theory without attribution. Lawler advocated that equity theory should be
subsumed within his own expectancy theory of motivation (Mowday 1978). See Mulkowsky
Related 1977 Ph.D. for comparison of Adams (1963) and Lawler (1973). See Berkowitz, et al,
1987 and Sampson 1963. No references to Jaques or Brown. Off. Bk.
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Lawler, Edward E., III, 1974, “For a more effective organization — Match the job to the man,”
Organizational Dynamics, Elsevier Science Inc., Summer 1974, 3(1):19-29. Great title but no
valid recommendations. Lost. PJ.
Lawler, Edward E., III, 1976, “Control Systems in Organizations,” chapter 29 (p. 1247-1292) in
Dunnette, Marvin D., ed., 1976, Handbook of Industrial and Organizational Psychology, RandMcNally, Chicago, IL, 1470 p. (Reprinted 1986; 1990 edn. rewritten). Cited Jaques 1955 on p.
1286 which Jaques has disowned. City Cohen HF5548.8 .H265. Lost. Ch.
Lawler, Edward E., S. A. Mohrman, and Gerald E. Ledford, 1995, Creating High Performance
Organizations: practices and results of employee involvement and total quality management in
Fortune 1000 companies. Jossey-Bass, San Francisco. A study done for the Association for
Quality and Productivity in Cincinnati, OH. On TQM and WED. Some on Emotional
Intelligence. Not in Clio. Baruch HD 62 .15 .L39 1995. Misc. Bk.
Lawler, Edward E., III, and David Finegold, 1997, “CEO Selection: Why boards get it wrong,”
Industry Week, Nov 17, 1997, pp. 90-92. Boards seek outsiders and this increases their risks.
Outsiders are unknowns. But board members also lack the skills in management development or
executive selection. They may be great in strategy but they are deficient in their most important
responsibilities in executive selection and development and strategic organizational change?
Boards often use outside experts to help them. A focus herein on the executive changes at Apple
and at AT&T. [These authors have no answers to their questions.] Misc. Pro.
Lawler, Edward E., III, 2002, "The Folly of Forced Ranking," Strategy and Business, BoozAllen, NYC, US, 3Q02, July 2002, 28:28-33. 6p. Mythic leaders like Jack Welch swear by
distribution curves to remove low performers, but there were pitfalls in playing the percentage
game. There were kinks in the curve, the cost of turnover could be both prohibitive and
problematic, and managers disliked and resisted it. Cited in Lawler 2003. (Agreed with Kohn
and Deming. PS: Welch was lying about GE.) # MS. Pro.
Lawler, Edward E., III, 2003, "Reward Practices and Performance Management System
Effectiveness," Organizational Dynamics, Elsevier, Oxford, UK, Nov., 32(4):396-404. DOI:
10.1016/j.orgdyn.2003.08.007. ISSN: 00902616. When rewards are involved with a
performance management system, it assures that the appraisal will impact the individual's
relationship with the organization and potentially his or her compensation. Forced distributions
mean raters conform to a pre-determined distribution, allocate a limited amount of financial
rewards - and make bad judgments. Forced ranking was used by General Electric, Ford, Intel,
Goodyear, Capital One, and EDS. (False on GE.) Found forced distribution systems were
associated with lower performance management system effectiveness, especially when 'low
performers' were terminated. QED. Cited in Navaresse 2008 Interesting PhD. Jaques, Behrend
not cited. Not in NYPL. CUNY Baruch Hard. Cited Welch 2001. At USC. # Misc. PJ.
Lawler, Edward E., 2007, "Why Human Resources Practices are not evidence-based," Academy
of Management Journal, AMJ, US, 50(5):1033-1036. Current management education slights HR
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and needs a stronger focus on the practical. It is more likely that HR will increase professional.
It is less likely that research will become more practical because academics are not so interested
in change. The research did not focus on organizational effectiveness. The two areas will
remain separate as Rynes et al 2007 describe. At USC. # Misc. PJ. A.
Lawler, Edward E., III, 2008, "The Talent Lie: 'Putting people first' can be more than a slogan,"
Strategy and Business, Booz-Allen, NYC, US, June 2008, Issue 51. 5 p. Lawler zeroed in on
three areas of key weakness – Board ignorance of talent issues at each level, inadequate HR
departments, and irrelevant IT/data systems. In each of these, he is right on. # MS. Pro.
Lawler, John, 2007, “Leadership in Social Work: Is It a Case of Caveat Emptor?” British Journal
of Social Work, BASW, Academic Press, London, UK, Feb., 37(1):123-141. Leadership versus
management. There is little agreement on a definition of leadership in the field. It may be an
extension of managerialism or an alternative force. Leadership may also be in the profession
already. In any event, clarification of definition is needed. Cited Bennis 1974, Bennis and
Nanus 1986, Harris 1998, Kakabadse and Kakabadse 1999, Kakabadse and Korac-Kakabadse
2003. Baruch, JJay LD701 .B499 B46. At U. of Leeds, UK. # Rp. PJ. A.
Lawler, John, 2008, “Individualization and Public Sector Leadership,” Public Administration,
Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 86(1):21-34. Leadership is mainly viewed as an act of individualism.
Although there is a robust abundance of literature on the subject, there is a lack of agreed
definition. Other aspects of this phenomenon need to be explored, but aren’t. In particular, the
distributed or collective sytle is relevant to the public sector and health care. This will counteract
the alienation due to the increasingly contact-driven nature of organizational relationships. Cited
Barker 1997; Kakabadse and Kakabadse 1998. A. Fox not cited. At U. Bradford. # MS. PJ.
Lawler, Peter Augustine, 1982, “Why Quantify Academic Performance?” Improving College
and University Teaching, Spring, 30(2):53-55. Socrates never published and, if the vote at his
trial was any indication, he never got good student evaluations. Cited in Rutherford 1987. Misc.
Pro.
Lawrence, Barbara S., 1980, “The Myth of the Midlife Crisis,” Sloan Management Review, MIT,
Cambridge, MA, 21(4):35-49. ‘Nuf said. Cr. Pro.
Lawrence, Barbara S., 1984, “Age Grading: The Implicit Organizational Timetable,” Journal of
Occupational Behaviour, A Special Issue on Environment and Career, John Wiley, London, UK
and New York, NY, January, 5(1):23-35. Managers view their career progress as being “on
time” or “behind time” at given ages. The latter have the most negative attitudes. See J. Martin
1981. See Interesting 1983 PhD. Misc. PJ.
Lawrence, Barbara S., 1984, “Historical Perspective: Using the Past to Study the Present,” The
Academy of Management Review, April, 9(2):307-312. Cited Jaques 1965 midlife crisis. Misc.
PJ. A.
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Lawrence, Barbara S., 1988, “New Wrinkles in the Theory of Age: Demography, Norms, and
Performance Ratings,” The Academy of Management Journal, June 1988, 31(2):309-337. Age
depends more on people’s beliefs than on age itself. This is true both for the employee and the
organization. At UCLA. MS. PJ. A.
Lawrence, Barbara S., 1990, “At the Crossroads: A Multiple-Level Explanation of Individual
Attainment,” Organization Science, 1990, 1(1):65-85. Individual attainment within organization
careers has had multiple explanations. Systematic managerial selection processes influences
attainment. (I bet it does!) Yet managers develop differing perceptions of the career hierarchy
inside an organization. We need to examine this variation. (I bet!) At UCLA. MS. PJ. A.
Lawrence, Barbara S., 1997, “The Black Box of Organizational Demography,” Organization
Science, [Perspective], Jan.-Feb., 1997, 8(1):1-22. After more than a decade, the demography
does not explain what is going on in careers or organizations. It is used to avoid. Theories are
vague and untested. Variance explains little and variables have become irrelevant for study.
Treating demography as a black box generates only weak support for the results. Process
explanations may be more appropriate. [The bankruptcy of this field leads her toward time.] At
UCLA. MS. PJ. A.
Lawrence, Barbara S., 2011, “Careers, social context and interdisciplinary thinking,” Human
Relations, January 2011, 64(1):59-84. Scholars have engaged in studies of careers, individuals’
work experiences over time, for a century. Although much has been written about the need for
interdisciplinary research, limited work exists. This article presents a comparative technique that
facilitates interdisciplinary thinking. Cited Jaques 1961. At UCLA, US. # W. PJ.
Lawrence, J. R., 1968, “Leader -- March 1968,” OR, [Journal of the Operational Research
Society], Pergamon, Oxford, UK, March, 19(1):1-3. Editorial reference to Jaques’ maturity
curves. (Is there an article elsewhere in this issue? Not found. Perhaps a Book Review? DK.)
W. PJ. A.
Lawrence, Paul R., and Arthur N. Turner, 1965. See Turner - first author.
Lawrence, Paul R., and Jay W. Lorsch, 1965, “Organizing for Product Innovation,” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, Jan-Feb., 43(1):109-122. This is the article version of Lorsch’s
1964 Related PhD and 1965 book. Topics of their study of two plastics companies included,
“orientation toward time” and “time range of the task.” Did not cite Jaques. (Get this.) Misc.
Pro.
Lawrence, Paul R., and Jay W. Lorsch, 1967, 1969 [an imprint only, see their other 1969 book],
1986, Organization and Environment, Managing Differentiation and Integration, Harvard
Business School Press, Boston, MA, 279 p. (This work, which is the foundation of ‘Contingency
Theory,’ can be confused with their next book (1969) because this one was reissued in 1969.)
Differentiation refers to how much internal unit variation must exist to allow the organization to
cope with external variation (requisite variety). The environment and tasks determine the
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amount of integration required among the units and subunits. Integration refers to the degree of
interdependence of the units required to work together on tasks. They used the idea of “fit”
between the organization and its environment. Organizations must solve the simultaneous
problems of differentiation and integration. Addressed two managerial issues: (1) the division of
labour, and (2) coordination of effort (Locke 1970, goals). Different theories may apply under
differing circumstances. Thus, there was no “one best way” to manage and to organize. As its
environment becomes increasingly more complex, a firm’s internal organization may become too
efficient - and too simple to manage that complexity. This approach is epitomized by the HBS
talisman, “It all depends....” (This book was the culmination of a stream of PhDs and books at
HBS in the 1960s aimed at regaining the intellectual dominance from the British. L&L bested
Zaleznik’s effort since it better sustained the HBS position. See Part I.) See Silverman 1968 for
a scathing book review. Baruch HD38 .L36.
L&L used “Time Span of Feedback” (TSF) to measure the length of time a functional
manager must wait until he/she learns of the outcomes of a decision. They discovered
this varies wildly by functional department. TSF has often been confused in “empirical”
research with TSD. (See Vinton PhD 1995.) TSF was derived from TSD but Jaques and
Brown were NOT cited. (See: Peter Vaill 2001; Kolaja 1969, p. 68/ 83, ftnt 15: Jaques
1956 p. 32-42 is on TSF.) L&L cited Rice, Burns and Stalker 1961, and Woodward 1965
(but not Taylor). For a possible source of L&L’s disconcertion see Turner and Lawrence
1965. Above all, see Koontz 1961, 1962 on “unwillingness” to understand. See
reappraisals of Contingency Theory by Duncan 1972, Child 1972, Henry Tosi, et al,
1973, Downey and Slocum 1975, Stephen Wood 1979, and Milliken 1987. Wirth PhD
1976 tested TSD and Jaques across three firms and found NO differentiation among
departments, so L&L’s TSF may not be a robust measurement of differentiation but a
muddle. For a useful summary of the contingency theory debate see the 1990 issue of
AMR on “organizational economics” (including Michael Porter). Alt. Bk.
Lawrence, Paul R., and Jay W. Lorsch, 1967, “Differentiation and Integration in Complex
Organizations,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, June, 12:1-47.
Article version of 1967 book. Alt. PJ. A.
Lawrence, Paul R., and Jay W. Lorsch, 1967, “New Management Job: The Integrator,” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, Nov.-Dec., 45(6):142-151. Another article from their 1967 book
which was a comparative study of ten organizations in three industries in the US. Discussed the
emergence of a new management function to help achieve high differentiation and high
integration simultaneously, structural solutions to the organization integration problem, and four
characteristics about the behavior of effective integrators. Expressed a need for greater
specialization and integration with business enterprises within the US. At HBS. # Alt. Pro.
Lawrence, Paul R., and Jay W. Lorsch, 1969, Developing Organizations: Diagnosis and Action,
Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA and London, UK, 101 p. The authors re-discovered stratified
layers for planning (p. 90). Their stratified layers were mostly the same as Jaques’ strata. They
focused on diagnosis of their model but gave little detail on analysis and real action. They
stressed the structural over the human side of the firm. (Beware confusion of this 1969 book
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with their 1967 work, since an edition of that one was re-issued in 1969.) Cited in Dayal 1972.
See book review by Campbell 1971. Baruch HD31 .L317. MS. Bk.
Lawrence, Paul R., and Jay W. Lorsch, 1973, “A Reply to Tosi, Aldag, and Storey,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, Sept., 18(3):397-398. (q.v. Tosi, et al, 1973, which blasted
L&L’s 1967 contingency theory.) Alt. PJ. A.
Lazarsfeld, Paul F, 1959, “Reflections on Business,” American Journal of Sociology, July,
65(1):1-31. [Elliot Jaques - sic] A grand review of the literature on business. Includes
comments on The Changing Culture of a Factory (p. 18) and on Kurt Lewin. Will the ghosts of
an earlier capitalism hinder the development of business into the future? Or will the managerial
revolution lead to a perversion of democracy by a politico-economic power elite? # D. PJ. A.
Lazarus, Richard S., and Craig A. Smith, 1988, “Knowledge and Appraisal in the CognitionEmotion Relationship,” Cognition and Emotion, L. Erlbaum Associates, Hove, East Sussex, UK;
[later: Taylor & Francis, London, UK], 2(4):281-300. Distinction between the two states.
“Knowledge has to do with the fact of an adaptive encounter, whereas appraisal defines the
personal significance of an encounter for well-being.” Knowledge is distal and looser with
respect to emotion - but appraisal is proximal. Knowledge involves how things work and is
‘cold cognition.’ Appraisals involve the relationship between the person and the environment
and emotions ensue (warm or hot). Self-power (coping potential) is an appraisal component.
Many ‘appraisals’ really gather only ‘knowledge.’ (This gives the basis for having two separate
appraisals in RO practice.) The two are quite different about what is going on in the encounter.
Both at Berkeley. SIBL does not have it. Clio Psych since 1991 only. Online since 1996. NYU
and NSSR have hard copy. Refu. PJ. *****
Lazear, Edward P., 2004, “The Peter Principle: A Theory of Decline,” The Journal of Political
Economy, Chicago, IL, Feb 2004, 112(1, Part 2):S141-S163. Some have observed that
individuals perform worse after being promoted. The Peter principle, which states that people
are promoted to their level of incompetence, suggests that something is fundamentally
misaligned in the promotion process. But this view is unnecessary and inconsistent with the
data. It is argued that ability appears lower after promotion purely as a statistical matter.
Regression to the mean implies that future ability will be lower, on average. (How is it
effected?) Rather than evidence of a mistake, the Peter principle is a necessary consequence of
any promotion rule. (One could hope for a less confused leader, but oh what an intellectual
falling from Deming and Jaques. Apologies for the boss? Aha!) Misc. PJ. A.
Lazonick, William, 1990, Competitive Advantage on the Shop Floor, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, MA, 419 p. An exploration and contrast of the cotton industries in Lancashire UK,
the U.S., and Japan. Highlighted the importance of the “effort bargain” in determining the
success and competitive advantage of different forms of production organization. Used Marxian
labor analysis, Chandlerian corporate organization, and the effort bargain. Contrasted craft
control with Taylorist managerial control, and both with flexible mass production. The last
obtains a form of shop-floor trust and commitment unavailable in the other two. This book is
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based in part on a 1984 dissertation by William N. Mass at Boston College. See Related Ph.Ds.
See Behrend 1957 for “effort bargain.” See book review by Tomlinson 1992. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Lazonick, William, 1991, Business Organization and the Myth of the Market Economy,
Cambridge U. Press, UK: US, 372 p. Economists took a turn away from organizations and
toward the market as the coordinating mechanism by following Theodore Schultz, as indicated
by Becker 1964, Blaug 1965, Leibenstein 1966, and Alchian and Desmetz 1972. See chapter 5
(esp. p. 174-188), p. 328. See Marshall 1920. Baruch HB 95 .L39 1991. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Lazonick, William, 1992, Organization and Technology in Capitalist Development, Edward
Elgar, US; Gower, Aldershot, Hants, UK, 290 p. A collection of his articles and essays. See esp.
chapter 5 on The Horndal effect (p. 143-186). Arrow 1962 attributes the Horndal Effect to
‘learning by doing’, as does Leibenstein 1966 [ X-efficiency], p. 146. Both cite Lundberg 1961
in Swedish and by doing so, side with the market explanation. As a result, Leibenstein leaves Xefficiency vague and empirically undocumented. Baruch HC 256.6 L394 1992. Misc. Bk.
Lazonick, William, 1992, "Controlling the Market for Corporate Control: The Historical
Significance of Managerial Capitalism," Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford U. Press, UK,
1992, 1(3):445-488. doi: 10.1093/icc/1.3.445. ISSN: 09606491. The prevailing belief of
mainstream economics in the efficacy of the market for corporate control is inconsistent with the
history of successful capitalist development in the United States. That history demonstrates that
value-creating investment strategies increasingly require that business organizations exercise
control over, rather than be controlled by, the market for corporate control. In the few decades
leading up to the 1990s, a combination of intensified global competition and the financial
pressures exerted by the market for corporate control biased many once-dominant U.S. industrial
corporations against innovative investment strategies. At Harvard U. & Barnard Coll., Columbia
U., US. CU Law (cellar) HF352 .I53 # Refu. PJ. A.
Lazonick, William, and Jonathan West, 1995, “Organizational Integration and Competitive
Advantage: Explaining Strategy and Performance in American Industry,” Industrial and
Corporate Change, Oxford Journals, OUP, UK, Jan., 4(1):229-270. We argue that, as a general
rule, the USA's prime competitors, and particularly the Japanese, have gained competitive
advantage by becoming more organizationally integrated than their American rivals. For
some industries organizational integration is more important than others. An important
determinant of differences among American companies in the same industry in the quickness and
effectiveness of their strategic responses to competitive challenges is the extent to which these
companies are organizationally integrated. This has contributed to the decline of US
competitiveness. See Kagono et al 1984 on Japanese CEO chart. At U. Mass. at Lowell and
HBS. SIBL has abstract only online. MS. PJ. A.
Lazonick, William, and Mary O'Sullivan, 1996, "Organization, Finance and International
Competition," Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford U. Press, UK, 1996, 5(1):1-49. doi:
10.1093/icc/5.1.1. This paper shows how the economies of the USA, Germany, and Japan
outcompeted the British economy early in this century, and why more recently Japan has been
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outcompeting the USA and Germany. This paper provides a theory of economic development in
which social organization of enterprises, regions, and nations lead to innovation and
organizational learning. Fundamental conditions that characterize this are ‘organizational
integration’, which provides people with the abilities and incentives to develop and utilize
productive resources, and ‘financial commitment’, which provides ongoing control over the
money required to develop and utilize productive resources. This paper also suggests that
'imperfections' in financial, labor, and product markets may instead be improvements in social
organization that foster technological innovation and economic development. Policy debates
over employment and governance systems should focus on building appropriate social
organizations rather than on ridding the economy of 'imperfect' markets. At UMass-Lowell;
Harvard U., MA, USA. # MS. PJ. A.
Lazonick, William, 1999, "The Japanese economy and corporate reform: what path to
sustainable prosperity?" Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford U. Press, UK, 1999, 8(4):607633. doi: 10.1093/icc/8.4.607. The collapse of Japan's bubble economy in 1990 and the
persistence of recessionary conditions in the 1990s have raised doubts about the viability of the
'Japanese model', particularly in the West but increasingly in Japan as well. This paper argues
that Japan's economic problems - unemployment, unstable banks, underconsumption, and
underfunded pensions - are largely the direct results of the nation's rapid and successful
economic development in the previous four decades. An understanding of the transition of the
Japanese economy from the boom of the 1980s to the stagnation of the 1990s is essential for
assessing how the institutional foundations of Japanese economic development can be reformed
to generate economic growth that is both stable and equitable over the next generation. At U.
Mass. - Lowell, and INSEAD. E-mail: william.lazonick@insead.fr # Misc. PJ.
Lazonick, William, and Mary O'Sullivan, 2000, "Maximizing Shareholder Value: a new ideology
for corporate governance," Economy and Society, Routledge, T&F, UK, 29(1):13-35. DOI:
10.1080/030851400360541. The decade-long boom in the US stock market and the more recent
boom in the US economy have fostered widespread belief in the economic benefits of the
maximization of shareholder value as a principle of corporate governance. We provide an
historical analysis of this rise, tracing the transformation of US corporate strategy from an
orientation towards retention of corporate earnings and reinvestment in corporate growth through
the 1970s to one of downsizing of corporate labour forces, and distribution of corporate earnings
to shareholders over the past two decades. We then consider the recent performance of the US
economy, and the relation between maximization of shareholder value and the sustainability of
economic prosperity. [Repr as ch 2 (p. 11-36) in Lazonick, William, and Mary O'Sullivan, eds.,
2002, Corporate Governance and Sustainable Prosperity, Palgrave, Basingstoke, UK; NY, NY,
US, 312 p. Not in CUNY. Clio Bus HD2741 .C77495 2002. NYPL SIBL os JBE 02-1009.]
NYPL SIBL JBL 94-220 v. 29. CUNY Grad Ctr. Both at INSEAD, Fr. # Misc. PJ.
Lazonick, William, 2010, "The Chandlerian corporation and the theory of innovative enterprise,"
Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford U. Press, Associazione ICC, UK, 2010, 19(2):317-349.
doi: 10.1093/icc/dtq005. Outlined Chandler’s synthesis of business history into a coherent and
powerful analytical framework, perspective for the theory of innovative enterprise, embedded
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that theory in the “social conditions of innovative enterprise” analytical framework,
demonstrated the illogic of the neoclassical “monopoly model”, and contended that the analysis
of the dynamics and performance of industrial capitalism required a methodology that integrates
theory and history. At Center for Industrial Competitiveness, UMass-Lowell, US. e-mail:
william_lazonick@uml.edu # Refu. PJ. A.
Lazonick, William, 2011, “Why executive pay matters to innovation and inequality,” chapter 18
(p. 413-439), part IV, in Williams, Cynthia, and Peer Zumbansen, eds., 2011, The Embedded
Firm: Corporate Governance, Labor, and Finance Capitalism, Cambridge U. Press, London,
UK; NY, NY, US, 485 p. [21 chs.] (Originally a 2010 paper.) Investment in innovation creates
the potential for higher standards of living for those who contribute to the innovation process.
Inequity occurs when certain groups in the economy extract more than they create. Instability occurs
when this excessive value extraction undermines innovation and with it the potential for higher
standards of living for the broader population. The stock buyback is the most powerful “weapon of
value extraction” and by undermining innovation become “weapons of value destruction”. Corporate
stock repurchases should be banned, and stock-based compensation should be controlled so
executives cannot gain from speculation on and manipulation of the stock market. If not, executive
pay will continue to explode and American prosperity will continue to erode. See Carrott & Jackson
2009. Clio os HD2785 .E493 2011. At U. MA – Lowell, USA. [draft.] # Misc. Ch.

Leadership Quarterly, Spring 2000, JAI Press, Stamford, CT, 11(1). This special issue is on
leadership studies conducted by George Mason University faculty through MRI for ARI. Much
of this research builds on SST work with the U.S. Army. [Winter 2000?]
Also see: various issues of Leadership Quarterly 1991, 1993, 1995. ~
Leading Opinion, 1975, “Administration: Consultation,” Health and Social Service Journal,
London, UK, (editorial), Jan. 4, 1975, p. 15. Consultation can be a valuable administrative
technique for keeping everyone in the picture but it involves more expertise and judgement than
is sometimes realised. If done badly, it can become counter-productive. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Leading Opinion, 1975, “Administration: Delegation,” Health and Social Service Journal,
London, UK, (editorial), Apr. 5, 1975, p.753. Delegation is at the heart of managerial
accountability. The risk rests mainly with the chief officer because the action delegated is
basically his responsibility. If something does go wrong, he cannot let his subordinate take the
blame. He must take it himself. He must do this with no saving clauses which hint that it was
not really his fault but that of his subordinate. But there is much less risk in well selected
delegation than may be supposed. See Kanter 2010. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Leana, Carrie R., 1986, "Predictors and Consequences of Delegation," Academy of Management
Journal, AMJ, US, 29(4):754-774. Objective measures of subordinates' competence, and goal
congruence between supervisors and subordinates influenced the effectiveness of delegation.
Delegation was related to subordinates' performance, both directly and as a function of
competence and goal congruence, thus supporting Vroom and Yetton's 1973 contention that
these attributes are important considerations. Supervisors do indeed distinguish among
subordinates in the amounts of latitude they delegate. Supervisors' workload was the only
variable that was a significant predictor of potential differences among supervisors in the
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amounts of authority they delegated. Jaques not cited. Cited Ashour and England 1972. From
her 1984 Related PhD at U. Houston, TX. At U. Fla. # MS. PJ. A.
Leana, Carrie R., 1987, “Power Relinquishment versus Power Sharing: Theoretical Clarification
and Empirical Comparison of Delegation and Participation,” Journal of Applied Psychology,
APA, May, 72(2):228-233. This study explained only 24 percent of variation. Managers use
both delegation and participation. Their own workload was a significant predictor. Objective
measures of subordinate performance had a significant correlation with the use of delegation but
not with participation. Managers were willing to delegate decision-making (discretion) when the
subordinate was deemed capable. "Moreover, the results of this research indicated that the
cognitive factors such as increased information and understanding that have traditionally been
described as beneficial outcomes of participation (Locke & Schweiger, 1979), may in fact be
required antecedents rather than consequences of delegation." These two processes were distinct
and not a continuum. Jaques and Ashour not cited. Cited by Hackman 1995; Seijts 2004. Not in
NYPL. Clio os. At U. Pittsburgh, PA, US. # MS. PJ. A.
Learning-Org, 1996, “Jaques’ Requisite Organization LO8231,” An Internet Dialog on Learning
Organizations, http://world.std.com/~lo/96.07/0001.html This is the key posting (by David
Howard) in a thread of some 10 comments about Jaques and the R.O. Some are quite
knowledgeable and their comments are substantive. Many are critical. Others should be telling
it to their shrink. ~
Leat, Diana, 1996, "Are Voluntary Organisations Accountable?" chapter 5 (p. 61-79) in Billis,
David, and Margaret Harris, eds., 1996, Voluntary Agencies: challenges of organisation and
management, Macmillan, Basingstoke, UK, 255 p. Yes, depending on to whom and for what.
Fiscal? Operational? Managerial? Contractual? To the market? To the state? To the donor?
To the customer/client? To society? Complaint procedures? Cited Billis; Harris. # Misc. PJ.
Leatt, Peggy, 1994, “Physicians in Health Care Management: 1. Physicians as Managers: Roles,
and Future Challenges,” Canadian Medical Association Journal, Ottawa, FD, CA, 150(2):171176. To manage in the future environment, physicians must increase their knowledge and skills
in - policy and political processes, financial strategies, management, human resources
management, systems and program quality improvement, and organizational design.
Management education programs such as those offered by the Physician-Manager Institute and
by several Canadian universities would be helpful. Cited Jaques and Dixon. Then at HPME,
Health Administration, U. of Toronto (later chair at SPH UNC). leatt@email.unc.edu # Rp. PJ.
Leavitt, Harold J., 1965, "Applied organizational change in industry: Structural, technological,
and humanistic approaches," chapter 27 (p. 1144-1170) in March, James G., ed., 1965,
Handbook of Organizations, Rand McNally, Chicago, IL, US, 1247 p. Not in NYPL. Clio
Butler stx 301.15 M33; Milstein HM131 .H335 (out to fac). Cited Jaques 1951. W. Ch.
Leavitt, Harold J., 1986, Corporate Pathfinders: Building Vision and Values into Organizations,
Dow Jones-Irwin, Homewood, IL. (HBR article too?) Identified three key elements of the
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managing process: pathfinding, decision making, and implementation. The “rational” model
taught in B-schools covers decision making but not the other two elements. According to Peters
and Waterman (in Starkey 1996) pathfinding is a form of “design” and implementation relates to
“ownership.” Note the link to Wildavsky’s Implementation and the weakness of policy analysts.
[These three elements also seem to point to layers within the MRU.] MS. Bk.
Leavitt, Harold J., 2003, “Why Hierarchies Thrive,” Harvard Business Review, HBS, Boston,
MA, March, p. 96-102. Reprinted in the April 2003 AFR BOSS in Sydney. Hierarchies are still
with us. Over the past 50 years they co-opted three challenges: human relations, analytic
management, and communities of practice. They deliver practical and psychological value. We
find organizations comforting and confirmatory of our status. They provide ladders whereby we
can gauge our career progress. (This is a “reality check” article too late. The bubble done gone
bust.) Jaques not mentioned. (Article version of his 2004 book, Top Down: Why Hierarchies
are Here to Stay and How to Manage Them More Effcetively, HBS Press. Here he gets confused
over ‘humanizing versus systematizing’ perspectives but does identify the need for “clear lines
of responsibility and authority ” (p. 55) and does recognize middle managers are caught between
these two forces.) Helpful background but otherwise he repeats the same mistakes as the British
sociologists of the 1970s. Jaques not mentioned (unaware?). MS. Pro.
Leavy, Brian, 2007, “Managing the risks that go with high-impact strategies in uncertain
markets,” Strategy & Leadership, [CEO Advisory], Emerald, Chicago, IL, 2000, 35(4):43-46.
The author offers a perspective on the complex new concepts of Michael Raynor and others on
managing strategic risk. The strategy paradox arises from “the collision of commitment and
uncertainty.” This employs a four-phase methodology: 1. anticipate, 2. Formulate
(distinguishing between core and contingent elements), 3. accumulate, and 4. operate (manage
the portfolio of options, exercising or abandoning them, as the future unfolds). See Raynor same
issue. At Dublin City U. # Rp. PJ.
Lebbing, W., 1963, “Het Glacier-Experiment,” Het financiele Dagblad 21/2 - 28/2 - 5/3 - 13/3.
A four-part series on the Glacier Project in Feb and March 1963. In Dutch. Homepage: Het
Financiele Dagblad: http://www.fd.nl/Home.asp (They should have an archive). Cited in
Hazekamp 1966. Not seen. D. PJ.
Lebow, Rob, and Randy Spitzer, 2002, Accountability: Freedom and Responsibility without
Control, Berrett-Koehler, San Francisco, CA, 276 p. This easy-read book falls into the genre of
business parables. Control destroys accountability. The authors use the word "control" with two
entirely different meanings in mind. One connotes order and structure; the other connotes
manipulation and suppression. (In the ideal organization, everyone is personally accountable and
in complete agreement about the standards of measurement. Alas, no such organization exists.)
The real reward isn't corporate Eden, but personal accountability, freely given by employees who
innovate and work hard because they are trusted. (We trust that you'll know just how much
freedom to apply before you create chaos instead of conscientiousness.) Recommends the use of
wise counselors instead of quantitative analysts. Accountability blends Deming with research.
(The same ideas as put forth by Jaques but in a very attractive package, lots of timely examples,
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etc. Jaques not cited.) Cited Avon Products, Collins, authority. Both authors were consultants.
Baruch HD 57.7 .L4385 2002. MS. Bk.
Le Breton-Miller, Isabelle, and Danny Miller, 2009, “Agency vs. Stewardship in Public Family
Firms: A Social Embeddedness Reconciliation,” Entrepreneurship: Theory & Practice, US,
Nov2009, 33(6):1169-1191. From 2009 Interesting PhD . The current literature surfaces
disparate understandings and conclusions concerning the conduct and performance of family
businesses (FBs) under agency theory and stewardship theory, that conflict quite directly. The
agency view, based in economics, maintains that families will pursue utility for themselves to the
detriment of their public shareholders. By contrast, stewardship proponents, arguing from a
psychological perspective, suggest that family owners will invest deeply in their enterprise, to
the benefit of all. By employing a third sociological perspective, we propose to reconcile these
opposing views by considering the social embeddedness of firms and their key actors within the
institution of the family for different types of public family enterprises. Better understanding
and context-based predictions are needed across family businesses and family business
situations. Thanked Craddock. danny.miller@hec.ca isabelle.lebreton@hec.ca At U. Alberta
& HEC. # Misc. PJ.
Le Breton-Miller, Isabelle, Danny Miller, and Richard H. Lester, 2011, "Stewardship or Agency?
A Social Embeddedness Reconciliation of Conduct and Performance in Public Family
Businesses," Organization Science, INFORMS, May/Jun2011, 22(3):704-721. 18p. ISSN:
10477039. DOI: 10.1287/orsc.1100.0541. (lead author misspelled online as Breton-Miller)
Two contradictory perspectives of family business conduct and performance are prominent in the
literature. The stewardship perspective argues that family business owners and managers will act
as farsighted stewards of their companies, investing generously in the business to enhance value
for all stakeholders. By contrast, the agency and behavioral agency perspectives maintain that
major family owners, in catering to family self-interest, will underinvest in the firm, avoid risk,
and extract resources. This paper argues for both views but under different circumstances.
Stewardship behavior is less common, and agency behavior more common, the greater the
number of family directors, officers, generations, and votes, and the more executives are
susceptible to family influence. These findings are supported among Fortune 1000 firms, as well
as among the subsample of family businesses. Cited Le Breton-Miller et al 2005, 2008, 2009;
James 1999; Donaldson 1990; Shleifer & Vishny 1997. At HEC Montreal, QC, Canada, and U.
Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada; Texas A&M U., TX, US. # Misc. PJ. A.
Le Breton-Miller, Isabelle, and Danny Miller, 2013, "The Paradox of Asset Vulnerability:
Considerations for Organizational Curatorship," Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, Nov.
2013, 26 pgs. Word. Resource-based scholars have focused on the properties of resources and
the isolating mechanisms that sustain their rents in the face of competition. Unfortunately they
have devoted far less attention to the sources of vulnerability of many of these resources. We
argue that, paradoxically, sources of rent such as isolating mechanisms often have a dark side
that renders resources more vulnerable. We highlight three categories of challenges to managing
resource vulnerability -- protecting them from erosion, coping with their ambiguity, and
preserving their required alignment, and identify sources of vulnerability within each. We
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address these via three primary functions of curatorship -- preservation, connoisseurship and
orchestration, respectively. Cited Laverty 1996; Coff & Kryscynski 2011. See Suchy. Thanked
Craddock. CUNY, Clio till one yr ago. # Misc. PJ. A.
le Roux, Len, 1985, "A Guide to Job Evaluation Systems Used in South Africa," South African
Labour Bulletin, SA, 10(4):83-92. Described the three most widely used – Paterson, Peromnes,
and Castellion. The key problem of the first two methods is the large number of job grades – 2030 in each. Castellion only has 15 job grades. Points are also awarded in the Peromnes and
Castellion systems. Castellion has three main elements – effort, responsibility, and competence.
It was developed for SAB by Cortis and Biesheuvel. Both worker and supervisor are consulted.
The Jaques' TSD ('time period discretion') appears to be a large part of - 'effort'. [However, be
warned this file also contains the preceding Perold article as well.] ukzn.ac.za # MS. PJ.
Ledford, Gerald E., Jr., 1991, “Three case studies on skill-based pay,” Compensation and
Benefits Review, AMA, March/April 1991, 23:11-77. This was a series of articles, introduction
to skill based pay (SBP) and case studies on: General Mills, Northern Telecom, and Honeywell
Ammunition. Each firm successfully used SBP, but for different objectives and under different
names. Surprisingly, employees in the program pushed the managers for training and upgrades
since this meant pay increases. The pay spreads across a family of related jobs increased. In one
case layers of management were reduced and organizational learning improved, in another
customer satisfaction was increased, and in a third teams and teamwork improved. (This was not
the ‘skill’ training used in Japanese companies, which focused on a wider intellectual scope,
especially uncertainty.) (Does Catie Burke know Ledford? [NT used RO.] Cited in Koike 1998
(#7). In Clio BIZ. Not in NYPL. In Baruch. At USC. Rp. PJ.
Lee, Gun-Yung, 2000, “Japanese Management Style in Achieving Cost Reduction Targets,”
chapter 18 (p. 397-415) in Monden, Yasuhiro, ed., 2000, Japanese Cost Management, Imperial
College Press, London, UK, 490 p. [21 chapters] There were two types of cost reductions, (1)
policy-driven cost reduction targets from above by management, and (2) developed in QC-circles
by the employees working inside the process from below. The managers were looking externally
at the market competition and at the future customer. Both down and up. Hoshin kanri. Not in
CUNY, NYPL. Clio Biz: HD47.3 .J363 2000. At Osaka Sangyo U., Daito, JN. # MS. Ch.
Lee, Heejin, and Jonathan Liebenau, 1999, “Time in Organizational Studies: Towards a New
Research Direction,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany, and New
York, 20(6):1035-1058. Both in computing. Cited Jaques - lots. See LSE Professor Lawrence
Phillips and Chun 1992 PhD. See Humphreys at LSE also. Lee was at Brunel (at U. Melbourne,
2005). Liebenau was at LSE. # Rp. PJ. A.
Lee, Heejin, and Jonathan Liebenau, 2000, "Time and the Internet at the Turn of the
Millennium," Time & Society, Sage, March, 9(1):43-56. doi: 10.1177/0961463X00009001003.
Reflections on changes which the Internet has had on our concept of time focused on notions of
`timeless time' (from Castells), `absolute time for everybody' (from Negroponte), and `virtual
time'. Temporality was based in biology, sociology, and anthropology rhythms until the advent
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of mechanical clocks 300-200 years ago. With the Internet we are all faced with the 'eternal
now' and corporations have the power to coordinate work to that moment world-wide (a beat).
Instantaneous access is an illusion because humans have rhythms within. Jaques not cited. Cited
in Ballard & Seibold 2003. At Brunel U., UK. # Misc. PJ.
Lee, Heejin, and Jonathan Liebenau, 2000, "Temporal effects of information systems on business
processes: Focusing on the dimensions of temporality", Accounting, Management, and
Information Technologies, Pergamon, Elsevier, July, 10(3):157-185. Investigated how
information systems affect the temporality of business processes in two organizations. Identified
six dimensions (duration, sequence, temporal location, deadline, cycle, and rhythm) which could
effectively assess the temporal effects of information systems. They were used to describe and
analyse temporal changes which resulted from the implementation of a new network. Cited Das;
Hassard; Lee & Liebenau 1999. # Rp. PJ.
Lee, Monica, 1999, “The lie of power: empowerment as impotence,” Human Relations, Sage
Pub., Plenum Publ., Feb 1999, 52(2):225-262. The arguments in this paper are based upon an
ethnographic description of the circumstances surrounding the investigation of a complaint
against the Governors of a small rural Primary School. This is an empirical study of a local
struggle in which the role of the researcher as a prisoner in a web of power is highlighted. The
case is first analyzed using structural and functional understandings of power as described by
Hardy and Clegg (1996). However, the voluntary nature of the individual engagement of the
actors in the case highlights the role of the individual’s interpretative frameworks – both in
operation and as explanatory mechanisms. Structural and functional analyses of power do not
appear to fully account for aspects of this situation, and therefore Hopfl’s (1995) distinction
between the poetic and the rhetoric is considered as part of the explanatory mechanism. This
paper suggests that “power” can be seen as an individually interpreted quality, and that feelings
of “empowerment” are evoked by consonance between the poetic and the rhetoric, but that such
consonance also signals impotence. Refu. PJ.
Lee, Nancy, 2001, “Managing First Line Units Effectively,” Requisite Organization Associates,
Sarasota, FL. Pamphlet, 18 pages, unpublished. Ru.
Lee, Nancy, 2005, The Practice of Managerial Leadership, Requisite Organization Associates,
Sarasota, FL, 150 p. [2007, Doubleday per Lynch 2011] A book on the practical application of
the theory to managerial leadership. A case on Novus. Written with the personal guidance of
Elliott Jaques. Preface by Harry Levinson. # Rp. Bk.
Lee, R. G., and Barrie G. Dale, 1998, “Policy Deployment: an examination of the theory,”
International Journal of Quality and Reliability Management, MCB University Press, Bradford,
UK, 15(5):520-540. Less than 20 papers in the English language had been written on the subject
of hoshin kanri. Policy deployment appears to be under-researched and that a number of those
writing on the subject do not fully understand its true operating characteristics. It is the
application of the plan-do-check-act cycle to the planning and execution of strategic
organisational objectives. Its success depends on senior management leadership and effective
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communication throughout the process. Cited Akao 1991, Juran 1964. Both at UMIST,
Manchester, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Lee, R. G., and Barrie G. Dale, 1999, “Policy Deployment”, chapter in Dale, B. G. (ed.),
Managing Quality, 3rd ed., Prentice-Hall, London, pp.103-119. Definition of hoshin kanri,
outline of the planning process, the management objectives, four levels of strategy to operations,
parallels with PDSA of the four stages, added CRISP team methodology to ensure catchball
between the levels and a closed loop (check-reflect-improve-scrutinize-pass). MBO done right.
A solid description. Cited in Witcher. Clio Engrg TA190 .M38 1999. Misc. Ch.
Lee, Ronald M., 1985, “Bureaucracy as Artificial Intelligence,” chapter (p. 125-132) in Methlie,
Leif B., and Ralph H. Sprague, Jr., eds., 1985, Knowledge Representation for Decision Support
Systems, North-Holland, Amsterdam, New York, Oxford, 267 p. Proceedings of a 1984
conference at Durham, UK. Used discretion as a necessary condition of employing human
beings. Humans were required to do their ‘duty’ on tasks but provided ‘discretion’. MS. Ch.
Lee, Sang M., and Gary Schwendiman, eds., 1982, Japanese Management: cultural and
environmental considerations, Praeger, New York, NY, 302 p. Papers delivered at a conference.
On comparative management - US versus Japan. Fascinating but a bit intellectual. (Ch. 6 Mindscope: Workers and Management: Japan and USA. See Magorah Maruyama on hierarchy.)
[Wa = harmony.] Jaques not cited here. Cited in Virmani & Guptan 1991. See Lee, Sang
Moon, 1969 PhD at UGa. Both at U. Neb. CUNY Baruch HD70 .J3 J394 1982. Misc. Bk.
Lee, Sang Moon, and Maling Ebrahimpour, 1987, “Just in Time,” Management Decision, MCB
UP Ltd., Emerald, UK, 27(6):50-54. Under JIT downstream sections pick up lots from those
upstream – unlike in the West. Accompanying Kanbans are slips of two types – ordering and
withdrawals. Many US firms have adopted TQM and now JIT. JIT reduces WIP. The
implementation of a JIT system requires – training, long-term planning, everyone on-board, and
outsider support (government, stockholders, suppliers). Cited Ohno 1982; Juran 1981;
Feigenbaum 1961; Hayes 1981. At Nebraska; R.I. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Lee, William G., 1994, “Conversation with Herb Kelleher,” Organizational Dynamics, Elsevier,
Amsterdam, NL, Autumn, 23(2):64-74. Kelleher has been CEO of Southwest Airlines since its
inception in 1971. He’s unorthodox and so is the airline. The firm serves 41 cities and his role
looks like stratum five. He describes the structure as an inverted pyramid, with the front line
employees as the heroes. He backs them up. An idea may originate at headquarters, but it is
tested first by the workers and the customers. Communications are simple and direct. Kelleher
sees all personnel evaluations. Hierarchy is flat. The organization is built on lasting principles
of human nature. No gurus or fads please. (It may be requisite.) See Miles and Mangold 2005.
Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Leed, Maren, 2000, Keeping the Warfighting Edge: An empirical analysis of Army officer's
tactical expertise over the 1990s, Ph.D., dissertation in Political Science, Education, and U.S.
History, The Rand Graduate School, Santa Monica, CA, 120 pages. DAI-A 61/03, p. 1146, Sep
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2000. Not available from UMI. ISBN 0-599-70225-7. James Dewar, adviser. Published as a
Rand book, (same title), paperback, 2001, ISBN: 0-8330-3130-9. Some observers argue that
today's smaller Army is becoming increasingly strained in terms of how much it can do while
still maintaining unit training effectiveness and personnel readiness. Found empirical evidence
to support beliefs that current officers in warfighting brigades, especially at the most junior
levels, are weaker tactically than were the officers who successfully prosecuted the Gulf War.
[This was an analysis of problems within a largely requisite organization.] See PhD.
Leed, Maren, 2001, Keeping the Warfighting Edge: An Empirical Analysis of Army Officers'
Tactical Expertise, RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, CA, 116 pages, pbk. ISBN: 0-83303130-9; MR-1378-A. Published version of Leed 2000 Ph.D., RAND RGSD-152, 2000 (see).
(44 Page version is downloadable from Rand.) The US Army was profoundly affected by
changes in military missions, repositioning and reduction of forces, and a heightened pace of
deployments over the prior decade. Found this did not reduce the experience of Infantry officers
but did for Armor officers, especially at junior levels. This gap may have risen due to overreliance on requisite selection and role-person matches. Recommended monitoring this into the
future. Cited Dorfman, Howell, Cotton and Tate 1992; Jacobs and Lewis 1992; Jaques [sic],
Clement, Rigby and Jacobs 1986; Lewis and Jacobs 1992; Malone 1992 (in Phillips and Hunt
1992); S. Stewart (Stewart and Angle 1992); U.S. Army TRADOC Pamphlet 525-100-2 1993;
U.S. Army TRADOC Reg. 351-10 1997. # Rp. Bk.
Leemhuis, J. P., 1985, “Using Scenarios to Develop Strategies,” Long Range Planning, UK,
April, 18(2):30-37. Part 1 of 2. Scenarios were not used for strategic decision-making until
some time after their introduction. Structured approaches which fully use scenarios for strategy
development have only emerged in the last few years. This paper describes such an approach as
practised in Shell Nederland and focuses on the business environment with reference to the
norms and values. (A second paper dealing with the values in more detail will appear in the next
issue.) Jaques and Brown not cited. At Shell. # MS. PJ. A.
Leemhuis, J. P., 1985, “Setting investment criteria for government and industry,” Long Range
Planning, UK, June, 18(3):33-40. Part 2 of 2. (This article follows that by the same author on
using scenarios to develop strategies which appeared in LRP, 18(2):30–37.) This second paper
concentrates on the relationship between long-term objectives, criteria and strategies, as they
may be formulated by government and industry. A logical framework is presented in which
criteria emerge as essential variables in a dynamic process of strategy development. Jaques and
Brown not cited. At Shell. # MS. PJ. A.
Lefranc, Arnaud, 2003, “On the sensitivity of returns to seniority to the measurement of
earnings,” International Journal of Manpower, MCB UP Ltd, Bradford, UK, 24(7):789-811. In
English. The panel study of income dynamics (PSID) shows that estimated returns to seniority
are very sensitive to the type of wage data used. Estimates based on yearly reports are typically
twice as large as those using direct reports. Two sources account for this discrepancy. First, the
inclusion of earnings from secondary jobs and overtime in the PSID annual earnings data tends
to overestimate returns to seniority. Second, hourly wages computed from yearly measures
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include important measurement errors that tend to bias coefficients upward. (Used age-wage
profiles.) This approach leads to panel data coming out - as expected. Jaques not cited. At
THEMA, U. Cergy-Pontoise, France. # Misc. PJ.
Legge, Karen, 1973, “Obsolescence of People - in Context,” Management Decision, MCB UP
Ltd., Bradford, UK, Emerald Online, 11(1):27-49. [How obsolescence of employees in the
organization occurs and what might be done to prevent its occurrence or modify its effects.]
Most definitions of ‘obsolescence’ refer to evaluations of inanimate physical phenomena within
a dynamic context, not to human behaviour. Thus ‘obsolescent’ is often defined as ‘going out of
date’, ‘falling into disuse’, or in accountants' terminology, as part of the process of calculating
depreciation, involving the assessment of the ‘inadequacy of an asset relative to newer models’.
Yet these ‘definitions’ beg the question. These questions involve a process of evaluation in the
light of selected criteria in some particular context. (Those managers making these judgments in
1973 were even then using old, obsolete, decision criteria. As a result, many of their firms laid
off many people and went belly-up. 35 years later, what have today’s managers learned about
the context? King of the Hill is such an immediate, absorbing, fun game.) Cited Jaques 1967;
Blauner 1964; Mahler 1965. # Rp. PJ.
Legge, Karen, 2005, Human Resource Management: rhetorics and realities, Palgrave
Macmillan, Basingstoke, Hampshire, UK, and New York, NY, 430 p. The 2005 edition is an
updated decade anniversary of this classic on HRM and personnel management in contemporary
Great Britain. HRM in UK was in dire crisis. The UK was headed into “a vicious circle of low
pay, low skill and low productivity” while the political rhetoric proclaimed the UK was aiming
for a “high skill, high value added economy.” She could only ask questions and could not make
assertions about its future. See Ch. 5, HRM: Towards the Flexible Firm? She confused
delayering with a reduced promotion ladder. She did not see EJ-WB-Glacier theory as a way
“out of the crisis”. She cited EJ 1964, 1990, and NHS (p. 176) (plus Blauner 1964 and Fox 1974
BC) SIBL JBE 05-614. (2005 edn.) At Warwick BS; Jnt ed. the Journal of Management
Studies. Misc. Bk.
Legorreta, Leonardo, Craig A Kelley, and Chris J Sablynski, 2006, “Linking Faculty
Development to the Business School's Mission,” Journal of Education for Business, Washington,
DC, Sep/Oct 2006, 82(1):3-10. Used hoshin kanri to link faculty to mission per the recent
IAASB standards. Showed internal and external constituents and how to meet their needs. (But
are they the right ones?) At Cal State, Sacramento. Misc. PJ.
Lehman, Darrin R., Richard O. Lempert, and Richard E. Nisbett, 1988, “The effects of graduate
training on reasoning: Formal discipline and thinking about everyday-life events,” American
Psychologist, APA, US, June, 43(6):431-442. The theory of formal discipline—that is, the view
that instruction in abstract rule systems can affect reasoning about everyday-life events—-has
been rejected by 20th century psychologists on rather scant evidence. We examined graduates in
law, medicine, psychology, and chemistry on statistical reasoning, methodological reasoning
about confounded variables, and reasoning about problems in the logic of the conditional. Both
psychology and medical training produced large effects on statistical and methodological
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reasoning. Psychology, medical, and law training produced effects on ability to reason about
problems in the logic of the conditional. Chemistry training had no effect. The rule systems
taught by the various fields indicate a version of the formal discipline hypothesis is correct.
[This study needs to be done on the MBA.] At U. British Columbia, Can. # Misc. PJ. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1960, Economic Theory and Organizational Analysis, Harper, NY, NY,
US, 349 p. Clearly, HL was interested in firms, specialization, and roles prior to his awareness
of Jaques' theory. Here he wrote of 'factor bundles.' Contrasted JAC Brown's 1954 social
psychology view of the firm with March and Simon's classical or machine view 1958. Cited by
Hoof 1963. Jaques not cited. Not in Clio. CUNY City, Baruch - HB171 .L614. NYPL os TC
1960 ( title … ). Misc. Bk.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1966, “Allocative Efficiency vs. "X-Efficiency",” The American Economic
Review, June, 56(3):392-415. [Leebenstine]. Harvard economics professor noted that losses due
to monopoly and tariffs were minor compared to the losses due to the firm’s failure to reach the
production efficiency frontier. Asked why. It was not lack of knowledge on the part of
management. Noted that something else was present - and measurable: “X-efficiency.” Was it
slack? Was it resources husbanded for next market crisis or to implement the next innovation?
Leibenstein separated knowledge and “motivation” as causes for the firm’s failure to reach the
ultimate limits of output from given inputs. Asserted changes in incentives will change
productivity per man yet little influence the firm. This popped open neo-classical economics.
He used terms as “managerial capacities,” and “discretion and judgment” (p. 407, see Jaques
1961). Jaques’ concepts form an important part of this theory. (HL did not acknowledge or cite
Jaques.) Deming, Weber and Taylor also provided important insights yet were missed by HL here again, why (a la “X-efficiency”)? This also helps explain how the “old” firm dies in
Schumpeter’s “creative destruction.” See Leibenstein 1973, 1975, 1978. [aka “X-Inefficiency”]
See comments by McNulty and by Shelton. No citation of Evan 1966. # Rp. PJ. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1968, “Entrepreneurship and Development,” The American Economic
Review, [The Entrepreneur], Papers and Proceedings of the Eightieth Annual Meeting of the
American Economic Association, May 1968, 58(2):72-83. ISSN: 00028282. Because inputs are
not known to all (not fully marketed) the entrepreneurial opportunities are obscured, we don't
know where the true production efficiency frontier is (PEF). Entrepreneurs are gap-fillers and
input-completers - and these are scarce talents. "Persistent slack implies the existence of
entrepreneurial opportunities." Thus, they make a place for themselves in the variability inside
the PEF. They move it outward toward its reality. (They are not risk-bearers, even Schumpeter
1951 said this.) The system of rewards and punishments inside an existing firm may not be
related to outputs but to behaviors or relationships. Any successful firm must capture some longterm, time-binding elements through its reward structure to gain benefit from prior triumphs.
Thus, development economists should also study the gaps, obstructions and impediments in each
market. Jaques not cited. Cited Leibenstein 1966. At Harvard U. # Rp. PJ. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1969, “Organizational or Frictional Equilibria, X-Efficiency, and the Rate
of Innovation,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, Nov. 1969, 83(4)600-
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623. Introduces the concept of “inert areas” which act as frictional elements to slow innovation
and the spread of new ideas. Takes great pains (in a long footnote) to differentiate his theory
from the Carnegie School of Simon, March and Cyert. “However, my focus is not on nonprofit-maximizing individual behavior, but on the lack of cost minimization and the lack of
adoption of profitable innovations by firms.” (p. 601) He does not posit “satisficing behavior.”
He quotes Simon as denigrating this approach. “Organizational slack” is not related to his theory
in any way. No mention of Jaques. # Rp. PJ. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1973, “Competition and X-Efficiency: Reply,” The Journal of Political
Economy, (in Communications), May - June 1973, 81(3):765-777. [A reply to Schwartzman
1973, same issue, q.v.] Individuals choose the APQT bundles (Activity, Pace, Quality of work,
Time spent) they “like.” Jaques used APQT in 1961 (see his index). Jaques later combined
“Application” and “Pace” into Quantity - QQT. This described the prescribed task elements in
Jaques’ theory. [Inputs = Resources.] Thus, Jaques’ QQT is before us. Each element of HL’s
APQT is slightly disparate from Jaques’ and is rendered in economic terms, as if HL recalled it
rather than copied it. HL also described this bundle as a “like” (employee choice preference)
rather than as the prescribed elements assigned by the manager. This looks like a hook-shot
from Jaques 1961 without attribution. See HL 1976, Ch. 6. # Rp. PJ. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1974, “Efficiency Wages, X-efficiency, and Urban Unemployment,”
Chapter 8 (p. 168-185) in Sellekaerts, Willy, ed., 1974, Economic Development and Planning:
Essays in honour of Jan Tinbergen, Macmillan, London, UK, 266 p. He used three of the same
Jaques’ terms as his work bundle: Activity, Pace, Quality (APQ). Leibenstein addressed two
types of bundles - pre-set bundles by managers versus partially free choice bundles, which are
connected to a wage system. This efficiency wage held for agricultural workers or in an urban
model. He considered this a short-run analysis rather than a long-term solution to the issue of
unemployment. NYPL Hum JLD 78-602 (HSSL). Rp. Ch.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1975, “Aspects of the X-Efficiency Theory of the Firm,” The Bell Journal
of Economics, Autumn, 1975, 6(2):580-606. Leibenstein identified “discretion” at the individual
level in the firm. It impacted effort, motivation, and firm and industry structure. Repeat of
APQT bundles. See Jaques 1961. Not cited. # Rp. PJ. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1976, Beyond Economic Man: a new foundation for economics, Harvard U.
Press, Cambridge, MA, 297 p. A major articulation of Glacier Theory (Jaques 1961) into
microeconomic theory using X-efficiency concepts (1966; Chapter 3). Extended economic
considerations below the household and firm levels to the level of individual motivation.
Avoided the use of “agent” and used “actors” instead. Noted the different dynamics between
trust (cooperation) and distrust (conflict) (p. 92). Identified differences between this approach
and Herbert Simon’s Carnegie School approach. Used “selective rationality” to distinguish
between the two (Chapter 5). Did not use “bounded rationality.” Explicated the effort
equilibrium of the individual through APQT “effort bundles” (1973; Chapter 6). (This was
likely the high-point of X-efficiency. Cited only other economists - and Leo Tolstoy - not
Jaques.) Thanked Ralph Biggadike. See Baruch Bus HB171 .L613. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
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Leibenstein, Harvey, 1978, “On the Basic Proposition of X-Efficiency Theory,” The American
Economic Review, (In Efficiency of Managerial Decision Processes), Papers and Proceedings of
the Ninetieth Annual Meeting of the American Economic Association, May, 68(2):328-332.
Another model is needed to fit those economic realities the neoclassical theory does not fit. A
summary and statement of the heart of X-efficiency - “effort responsibility consequence”
(ERC) relations between those who make choices and those on whom they have an impact.
Individuals’ contracts and effort choices impose costs on the firm.” This was “effort discretion.”
(This was close to the “effort-wage bargain” and Jaques’ discretion, but HL’s argument was
economic. A difficulty with X-efficiency was that it focused on preference relations that were
not observable and thus did not yield testable hypotheses (De Alessi, 1983, AER, 73(1):70). This
critique was very similar to some leveled at Jaques’ theory. HL grabbed the benefits of Jaques’
insights but ended up holding the negatives too. The rehabilitation of Jaques’ theory should lead
to one for X-efficiency as well.) See Jaques 1961, and Baldamus and Behrend. See Gotsias
1988 Related PhD. Cited by Vispo 2006. # Rp. PJ. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1978, General X-efficiency theory and economic development, Oxford
University Press, New York, NY; London, UK, 189 p. (This is a book by HL. It is not edited by
him.) He takes on neoclassical economics. He describes how X-efficiency is a better way
toward economic development than the neoclassical economic model. There is no mention of
‘employment bundles’ or Jaques. See chapter 1979. Clio Barnard HD82 .L342. Baruch HD82
.L342. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1979, “The General X-Efficiency Paradigm and the Role of the
Entrepreneur,” chapter 6 (p. 127-139, 140-151) in Rizzo, Mario J., ed., 1979, Time, Uncertainty,
and Disequilibrium: exploration of Austrian themes, LexingtonBooks/ Heath, Lexington, MA,
US, 237 p. He used APQT again to explain X-efficiency theory – this time how entrepreneurs
use it. Straight out of Jaques 1961. See 1978 book with similar title. Comments by Israel M.
Kirsner 1979 follow. City & Grad Ctr HB98 .T55. # Rp. Ch.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1979, “A Branch of Economics is Missing: Micro-Micro Theory,” Journal
of Economic Literature, June 1979, 17(2):477-502. Herbert Simon's followers are known as the
Carnegie School. Argued that their theory is a form of micro-micro theory, as is his own theory
of X-efficiency. Yet neither has gotten cachet and become the leading edge of scientific inquiry
in economics. So far. (This is his attempt.) # Rp. PJ. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1982, “On bull's-eye-painting economics,” Journal of Post Keynesian
Economics, M.E. Sharpe, EbscoHost, Spring82, 4(3):460-465. (AN 8593113) An interpretation
of the economic analyst who seems to be saying, “give me an observed result and I will give you
an objective function for which the result fits.” Bull’s eye painting. Says what data is needed
and where to get it to show efficiency vs inefficiency. Eleanor Dulles (and others) knew of
equity wages in the late 1800s but managers/owners went another way. (WHY?) Response to
Charles Wolf Jr. article in JPKE (Fall 1979). Cited in Leibenstein 1984. # MS. PJ.
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Leibenstein, Harvey, 1982, “The Prisoner’s Dilemma in the Visible Hand: An Analysis of
Intrafirm Productivity,” The American Economic Review, [In Microeconomics Reconsidered],
Papers and Proceedings of the Ninety-Fourth Annual Meeting of the American Economic
Association, May 1982, 72(2):92-97. See also HL “Intrafirm Productivity: Reply,” AER, Sep.
1983, 73(4):822-823. (See Alam comment, not herein, but just preceding in this AER issue.)
How outsourcing caused the Prisoner’s Dilemma to emerge and undercut total productivity.
Cited by Hammond and Miller 1985. See A. Rapoport 1962b. # Refu. PJ. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1984, “The Japanese Management System: An X-Efficiency Game
Theoretical Analysis,” chapter nine (p. 331-357) in Aoki, Masahiko, ed., 1984, The Economic
Analysis of the Japanese Firm, North-Holland (Elsevier Science), New York, N.Y. &
Amsterdam, NL, 425 p. Lifetime employment meant all management activities had to be
considered repeated games, not one-offs. Noted the Japanese managed their organisations to
increase employee effort level and to reduce x-inefficiency in their operations. (Accepted data in
article in Sunday NY Times that costs of firm in Japan to produce small cars were 35%-45% less
than in the US.) Cited in Deutschmann 1989 (error as 1986). Cited Shimada 1982 (conf.),
Koike 1978 (?), Marsh and Mannari 1976 (?), Kagono et al 1981 (1984), Leibenstein 1982
JPKE. Clio Lehman HD70.J3 E26 1984. Rp. Ch.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1987a, Inside the Firm: The Inefficiencies of Hierarchy, Harvard U. Press,
Cambridge, Mass., 276 p. [pron: Lybenstyne] The inefficiencies of WESTERN hierarchy versus
the efficiencies of Japanese hierarchies in 1987. (Deming and Jaques! But not cited.) Praised
the (non-anti-RO) Japanese model (p. 218) for career mentors, 2-way mutual support, vertical
consensus building, job rotation and lack of boundaries, bonus system, expectations through
lifetime employment, vertical bonds, and the reduction of private agendas. HL grasped the link
between downward trust and the exercise of discretion (p. 149). But HL lapsed in and out of
economic armchair analysis. Confused over sub-unit “autonomy” based on P&Ls (these are
Business Units, p. 148). Not surprising HL was attracted to the Japanese. (This book had key
Japanese references - Aoki, Koike, Yoshino, et alia - that opened Japan to me for investigation
on RO in 11/05.) Cited Calvo and Wellisz 1978; Wintrobe and Breton 1986. See positive book
review by Peter Grinyer. Others by J. K. Galbraith and by James K. Hess. See Pucik and
Hatvany 1983; Tomer 1987; Kirchner 2005. NYPL SIBL offsite JLE 88-206 Baruch Stacks
HD 2326 .L45 1987 (City C.: in Cohen, in Hunter Mn) Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1987b, “Entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial training, and X-efficiency,”
Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, Elsevier, North-Holland Pub., Amsterdam,
NL, June, 8(2):191-205. doi: 10.1016/0167-2681(87)90003-5 The achievement motive in
entrepreneurship is to fill gaps and overcome obstacles in an imperfect market. This holds
especially when those in the market are not functioning at lowest cost - are X-inefficient. Xefficiency theory accommodates a non-heroic view of entrepreneurs, which in turn allows for the
inclusion of entrepreneurial training. See Leibenstein 1968. Cited by Mari Sako 1992. See
Etzioni 1987; Ronen 1987 (fore and aft articles). At Harvard U. # Rp. PJ. A.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1987, “On Some Economic Aspects of a Fragile Input: Trust,” chapter 21
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(p. 600-612) in Feiwel, George R., ed., 1987, Arrow and the foundations of the theory of
economic policy, New York U. Press, NY, NY, US, 758 p. As Arrow put it trust is extremely
efficient, it is fragile regarding substitutes, and it can not be purchased on the open market.
(Used a prison's dilemma situation from Tosca, the opera.) Inflation is a problem because it
disturbs the trust relationship – is it real or monetary? Cited in McMaster 2001. Fox not cited.
Cited Leibenstein 1978, 1982, 1984; Arrow 1974; Akerlof 1982; Barber 1983; Doeringer and
Piore 1971. Clio os, Baruch HB119 .A75 A78 1987. Schw JLD 87-2444 (SASB). # MS. Ch.
Leibenstein, Harvey, 1989, “Organizational Economics and Institutions as Missing Elements in
Economic Development Analysis,” World Development, Special Issue, Pergamon, Oxford, UK;
New York,:NY. US. Sept., 17(9):1361–1373. Applied X-efficiency theory to the analysis of
organizations and state enterprises with special reference to developing countries. In particular,
the black box relating to the internal operation of organizations is opened up to understand better
the decision mechanisms operating within firms and institutions. External and internal pressures
on the decision-making process and implications for institutions in developing countries were
explored. Jaques not cited. City (Bmt – title) & Htr Mn (5th fl – title). # Rp. PJ.
Leibenstein, Harvey, [Button, Kenneth, ed.,] 1989, The collected essays of Harvey Leibenstein,
New York University Press, NY, NY, 2 volumes. On microeconomics. V.1 is on everything
except ‘X-efficiency.’ V.2 is on ‘X-efficiency’. Reprints of articles and chapters. Clio Business
HB849.41 .L45 1989 (2 v.). Hunter Mn HB849.41 .L45 1989 (v.1). SIBL JBE 90-493 v. 1
& v. 2. [Listed under Button as well.] ~
Leibenstein, Harvey, and Shlomo Maital, 1994, “The Organizational Foundations of Xinefficiency: A game-theoretic interpretation of Argyris' model of organizational learning,”
Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, May 1994, 23(3):251-268. doi: 10.1016/01672681(94)90001-9 Why does X-inefficiency persist in many organizations, when its existence,
nature and causes are known and when everyone stands to gain from correcting the errors that
cause it? And why are some organizations able to ‘learn’ while others appear not to? We
construct a model of persisting X-inefficiency based on Argyris' concepts of organizational
learning. It is argued that organizations succeed in eliminating X-inefficiency by achieving a
critical mass of individuals willing to admit and correct error. Once achieved … [Dream on,
Candide.]. Cited in Frey 1997. At Harvard U., and Technion-IIT, Haifa, Israel. # MS. PJ.
Leibowitz, Zandy B., Nancy K. Schlossberg, and Jane E. Shore, 1991, "Stopping the Revolving
Door," Training and Development Journal, ASTD, Madison, Wisc., US, February, 45(2):43-50.
That 50 to 60 per cent of the new recruits leave their jobs within the first seven months in the
US. It costs $6,000 to hire a new employee in the US. The authors cite real workers in the
aerospace and financial industries. The employees' organizational-entry experience was
examined on four variables - self, situation, support, and strategics. Interviews revealed
dissatisfaction on vague task definition, lack of orientation, etc., which made reality different
from employees' expectations. Jaques not cited. At UMD. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
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Leidner, Dorothy E., and Joyce J. Elam, 1995, “The Impact of Executive Information Systems on
Organizational Design, Intelligence, and Decision Making,” Organization Science, Nov.-Dec.,
6(6):645-664. Mentioned Jaques 1976 while building on George Huber’s 1990 concept of
advanced EISs that target the highest levels of organizational decision making. Information
Technology. D. PJ. A.
Leifer, Eric Matheson, 1991, Actors as Observers: A Theory of Skill in Social Relationships,
Garland, New York, NY, 157 pages. This is the published version of his 1983 dissertation,
Robust Action: Generating Joint Outcomes in Social Relationships, Ph.D., dissertation in
Sociology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, 233 pages. UMI AAT 8322398. DAI-A 44/06,
p. 1929, Dec 1983. See Related Ph.D.s. Leifer contrasts game theory’s a priori fixed outcomes
against intentional “robust action” that keeps more options open longer in mid-game, “the
sequentially organized pursuit of unforeseen ‘subtle’ outcomes” within the “‘context’ of relative
control.” This is close to the serial-strategic frameworks of Jaques and Carse (neither is cited).
In his view, the validity of game theory is limited to the end-game. See McGrath and
MacMillan, Das, Forsythe, Wright, Boorman. MS. Bk.
Leifer, Richard, and Peter K. Mills, 1996, “An Information Processing Approach for Deciding
Upon Control Strategies and Reducing Control Loss in Emerging Organizations,” Journal of
Management, JAI Press Inc., 1996, 22(1):113-137. Our contention is that high IP capability
strategies and effective control of tasks, that is, assuring goal attainment, will be effective only to
the extent that the opportunity for control loss inherent in these strategies is reduced through
investments in bonding and trust. At Rensselaer Polytechnic I. & Indiana U. # Alt. PJ.
Leithwood, Kenneth A., R. Steinbach, and T. Raun, 1993, “Superintendents Group ProblemSolving Processes,” Educational Administration Quarterly, University Council for Educational
Administration, Sage Publications, Beverly Hills, CA, Aug., 29(3):364-391. Contrast with
Allison & Allison article, same issue. SSCI. Cited Jaques 1986. See Mid-Manh 4 fl. W. PJ.
Leithwood, Kenneth, and Teresa Menzies, 1998, “A Review of Research Concerning the
Implementation of Site-Based Management,” School Effectiveness and School Improvement,
Swets and Zeitlinger, Lisse, NL, 9(3):233-285. A meta-study of 77 studies on SBM. Mostly
used Lawler’s 1986 high-involvement approach while noting its lack of breadth. Both authors at
U. Toronto in education. In TC Library: hard copy. Online since 1999 only. Cited R.O. W. PJ.
Leitko, Thomas A., Arthur L. Greil, and Steven A. Peterson, 1985, “Lessons at the Bottom:
Worker Nonparticipation in Labor Management Committees as Situational Adjustment,” Work
And Occupations, Sage, London, UK, Aug., 12(3):285-305. Most of this article is on Jaques
1951 and the Glacier Metal Company, some on the John Lewis Partnership. Oddly, no citation
of Wilf Brown. Rp. PJ.
Lemieux, Thomas, W. Bentley MacLeod, and Daniel Parent, 2009, “Performance Pay and Wage
Inequality,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, MIT Press, US, Oxford
Journals, Economic 124 (1):1-49. doi: 10.1162/qjec.2009.124.1.1 An increasing fraction of jobs
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in the U.S. labor market explicitly pay workers for their performance using commissions, bonus
pay, or piece-rate contracts. Returns to skill due, for instance, to technological change induce
more firms to offer performance-pay contracts and result in more wage inequality among
workers who are paid for performance. Thus, performance pay provides a channel through
which underlying changes in returns to skill get translated into higher wage inequality. This
channel accounts for 21% of the growth in the variance of male wages between the late 1970s
and the early 1990s and for most of the increase in wage inequality above the 80th percentile over
the same period. [Dumbell.] At U. British Columbia; Columbia U.; McGill U. # MS. PJ. A.
Lenin, V. I., 1914, “Taylorism: Man’s Enslavement to the Machine,” [1965, Collected Works,
vol. 20, Lawrence and Wishart, London, UK, p. 152-154]. Taylorism was immoral and a
handmaiden to capitalist oppression and exploitation of the worker. [See Lenin 1918.] Misc.
Ch.
Lenin, V. I., 1918, “The Immediate Tasks of the Soviet Government: Raising the Productivity of
Labour,” [1965, Collected Works, vol. 27, Lawrence and Wishart, London, UK, p. 235-277].
Taylorism was moral and an instrument for planning and coordination of the workflows to
increase the intensity of labour so the revolution would be a success. In any case, Russians
needed the discipline. [c.f. Lenin 1914.] Before and after. If anyone ever had any doubt:
Taylorism was an instrument to control labor and command/ extract maximum value from the
worker. Duh. (See Wood and Kelly 1982, p. 80-81.) Misc. Ch.
Lennon, Elizabeth, 2000, "The Tank – Good Teamsters," The Boss, Australian Financial Review,
8 May 2000. Offered comments on Jon Katzenbach's writings on teams in the workplace. But
Lennon also cited Jaques' 1996 WP #3002: Hey, the U.S. Marines already use it! At Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu. (Robin Kramar also commented.) # D. Pro.
Leonard, Allenna, with Stafford Beer, 1994, “The Systems Perspective: Methods and models for
the future,” AC/UNU Millennium Project, Futures Research Methology, psu.edu, 70 p. Sections
on Interactive Planning, Living Systems, Operations Research, STS, Soft Systems, System
Dynamics, Total Quality Management, Viable Systems Model. Good background and
bibliography on systems theory. Linked STS to QWL. Linked Jaques (1964 (TSH): 1991) and
Beer (many). # W. Rep.
Leonard, Dorothy, and Walter Swap, 2004, “Deep Smarts,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, Sept 2004, 82(9):88-97. When a person sizes up a complex situation and rapidly comes to a
decision that proves to be not just good but brilliant, you are in the presence of something special
- deep smarts. Deep smarts are as close to wisdom as business gets. These are people whose
knowledge would be hard to purchase on the open market. Their insight is based on know-how
more than on know-what; it comprises a system view as well as expertise in individual areas.
Because deep smarts are experience-based and often context specific, they can't be produced
overnight or readily imported into an organization. It takes years for an individual to develop
them - and no time at all for an organization to lose them when a valued veteran walks out the
door. The best way to transfer such expertise is to teach the neophyte individually how to draw
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wisdom from experience. Companies have to be willing to dedicate time and effort to such
extensive training, but the investment more than pays for itself. [Article version of book by same
title. An endorsement of Penrose.] # MS. Pro.
Leonard, H. Skipton, and Arthur M. Freedman, 2000, “From scientific management through fun
and games to high performing teams: A historical perspective on consulting to team-based
organizations,” Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice & Research, APA, Winter 2000,
52(1):3-19. A history of 20th century teams, theory, and research - scientific management in the
1920s, the emergence of social psychology in the 1930s, World War II, group dynamics in
the1950s, social action of the 1960s, team building in the 1970s, economic turmoil in the 1980s,
and the ascendance of team-based organizations in the 1990s. The absence of recent teamfocused research is noted. Focus on STS and some on Deming. Not on Jaques (appropriately).
# Misc. PJ.
Leonard, H. Skipton, and Maynard Goff, 2003, “Leadership development as an intervention for
organizational transformation,” Consulting Psychology Journal, APA, US, 55(1):58–67. doi:
10.1037/1061-4087.55.1.58. Increasingly, client organizations are interested in accomplishing
organizational transformation and personal development goals in implementing leadership
development goals. A case study in which these dual goals were explicitly stated is presented.
But no changes in individual skills or behavior were obtained. Cited Person 1928. # MS. Pro.
Leonard, H. Skipton, 2005, “When Leadership Development Fails Managers: Addressing the
Right Gaps When Developing Leadership,” chapter 4 (p. 69-84) in Kaiser, Robert B., ed., 2005,
Filling the Leadership Pipeline, Center for Creative Leadership, (CCL), NC, US, 125 p. ISBN:
9781882197903; 1882197909 (TC). At least three levels of managers respond differently to
differing needs. Failure occurs when development programs are based on one-best way; when
they are not based on valid and effective learning principles; and when they are tactically,
financially (ROI), and short-term oriented. Career crossroads. Cited by Kaiser & Craig 2011.
Cited Burns 1978; Jaques 1976; Hunt 1991; Charan et al 2001; Freedman 1998; Leonard and
Goff 2003; Zacarro 2001. See Freedman 2005. At Personnel Decisions International. # Rp.
Ch.
Leonard, Jonathan S., 1990, "Executive Pay and Firm Performance," Industrial and Labor
Relations Review, Cornell U., Ithaca, NY, US, Feb90, Special Issue, 43(3):13-S - 29-S. ISSN:
00197939. Wd Cnt: 10243. Examined the effects of executive compensation policy and
organizational structure on the performance of 439 large U.S. corporations between 1981 and
1985. Companies with long-term incentive plans (stock options) enjoyed significantly greater
increases in ROE (return on equity) than did companies without such plans. By 1985 such plans
had been nearly universally adopted by large corporations. But corporate success was not
significantly related to executive pay or equity, or to the steepness of pay differentials. It was
positively related to the extent of hierarchical structure, which appears to have been the
primary mechanism for sorting individuals by human capital endowments and performance.
Jaques not cited. Cited Weiss and Landau 1985. At UC-Berkeley & NBER. # MS. PJ. A.
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Leonard, William H., Gordon R. Cavana, and Lawrence F. Lowery, 1981, “An Experimental
Test of an Extended Discretion Approach for High School Biology Laboratory Investigations,”
Journal of Research in Science Teaching, Wiley InterScience USA, Nov., 18(6):497-504.
Discretion - the exercise of independent judgment - was observed to be lacking in most
commercially available laboratory investigations for high school biology. An Extended
Discretion (ED) laboratory approach was developed and tested experimentally against the BSCS
Green Version laboratory program, using ten classes of 10th-grade biology in a suburban
California high school. BSCS was more prescriptive and directive than the ED approach and the
ED approach increased discretionary demands upon the student over the school year. A
treatment verification procedure showed statistically significant differences in favor of the ED
group and significant teacher preference for ED. Later at Clemson and at UC-Berkeley. Not Htr
Mn. City Percls. # Rp. PJ.
Leonard, William H., 1989, “An Experimental Test of an Extended Discretion Laboratory
Approach for University General Biology,” Journal of Research in Science Teaching, Wiley,
NY, NY, US, Jan., 26(1):79-91. An experiment to test the extended discretion laboratory
approach (ED) versus a guided-inquiry (GI) approach for teaching biology in a university setting.
The approach provided considerably less specific procedure for the students to follow than did a
guided-inquiry approach and required relatively high independence. The learner must exercise
discretion in the use of available resources in order to complete the task. 469 students were
involved. All three measures indicated qualitative and quantitative differences between ED and
GI approaches in the direction predicted by the operational definitions (ED). (See Leonard et al
1981; Cavana 1985.) At Clemson U. # Rp. PJ.
Leonard-Barton, Dorothy, 1992, “Core capabilities and core rigidities: a paradox in managing
new product development,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US & UK, Summer ’92
Special Issue, 13:111-125. Two new concepts about core capabilities are explored here. First,
capabilities are deeply rooted in values, which constitute a critical dimension. Second, core
capabilities also have core rigidities. How do managers of new product and process projects
avoid being hampered by their dysfunctional flip side? Twenty case studies provide data.
[Taylorist efficiency threatens to displace needed effectiveness. Aka in 1966: x-efficiency.]
Cited by Burton-Taylor 2004 PhD (p. 84). At HBS, Harvard. # MS. PJ. A.
Leonard-Barton, Dorothy, 1992, “The Factory as a Learning Laboratory,” Sloan Management
Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, Fall 1992, 34(1):23-37. Is it possible to turn a factory into an
arena for experimentation and learning? Chaparral Steel offered a model that worked, as long as
learning skills, management procedures, and values were interrelated. Problem solving was only
one type of knowledge: innovation, experimentation, internal and external knowledge.
Chapparral used same methods as Japanese best practice: emphasis on learning on and off job.
Cited Duncan & A. Weiss 1979, Kantrow 1986 in HBR, Sullivan & Nonaka 1986, Nonaka &
Johnson 1985, Nonaka 1992, Rehder 1988, Dumaine 1992 in Fortune. # MS. Pro.
Leonard-Barton, Dorothy, and Walter C. Swap, 2005, Deep Smarts: How to Cultivate and
Transfer Enduring Business Wisdom, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 288 p.
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Unconscious pattern recognition associated with RPD [?], scenario planning, and deep smarts
has a generative function in that it enables experienced decision makers to aggregate
information, using informed intuition, that appears fragmented to the novice into meaningful
patterns which facilitates not only recognition but also forward projection into uncertain futures.
Experts do recognize the importance of context. Never heard of Jaques but describes levels of
cognitive capacity (p. xi). Becker & Jaques not cited. Cited Reber 1989; Simon & Chase 1973.
Not in Clio. NYPL os JBE 05-368. MS. Bk.
Leontiades, Milton, 1991, “The Japanese Art of Managing Diversity,” Journal of Business
Strategy, Ebsco, Mar/Apr 1991, 12(2):30-36. “Japanese corporations are about the only ones
that have demonstrated the ability to move quickly into emerging new industries and out of
declining industries.” Japan’s diversification implies an emphasis on human resource
management that Western firms seem unwilling to make. US conglomerates were deemed
unwieldy by US executives and unable to be run. Does the Japanese conglomerate represent the
company of the future? At Rutgers. MS. PJ.
Leontief, Wassily W., 1982, "The Distribution of Work and Income," Scientific American, US,
Sept., 247(3):188-204. doi: 10.1038/scientificamerican0982-188. When workers are displaced
by machines, the economy suffers from the loss of their purchasing power. Historically, this has
been eased by reduction of the work week. But this is no longer happening. Some societies
have responded, and some have not, resulting in increasing social disorder. # Misc. PJ. A.
LePine, Jeffrey A., John R. Hollenbeck, Daniel R. Ilgen, and Jennifer Hedlund, 1997, “Effects of
Individual Differences on the Performance of Hierarchical Decision-Making Teams: Much More
Than g,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, 82(5):803-811. Teams in academia are made up
of undifferentiated individuals who make a decision and where there is little feedback. In
organizations, however, they are differentiated and balance cooperation, autonomy, and control
(Keidel 1995). Low horizontal substitutability teams are based on expertise. Low vertical
substitutability means positions on the teams have a hierarchy. Team members are differentiated
on general cognitive ability (g) and on conscientiousness. When both elements were high in both
the leader and the team, the team’s accuracy was highest. But the reaction to the weakest team
member depended on that member’s source of weakness. Low-g members were helped,
whereas low-conscientiousness members were ignored. A key finding. Cited Barrick and
Mount 1991. See Fiedler1967, etc. At Mich. State. Baruch. MS. PJ. A.
Le Play, Frédéric, 2006, L'organisation du travail, 8e édition, Economica, Paris, FR, 360 p.
Book in French. ISBN: 2717852301. Texte établi et présenté par Rémi Hess et Gabriele
Weigand. Close - maybe a cigar. Misc. Bk.
LeRoy, M. H., 1996, “Can TEAM Work? Implications of an Electromation and DuPont
Compliance Analysis for the TEAM Act,” Notre Dame Law Review, 71(2):215-266. SSCI.
Cited Jaques 1990 (Mis-cited the title). Needed cite to indicate the need for hierarchy. W. PJ.
Lesieur, Frederick G., ed., 1958, The Scanlon Plan: a frontier in labor-management cooperation,
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Technology Press of MIT, Cambridge, MA. The Scanlon Plan was developed at MIT (Joseph N.
Scanlon, d. 1956). This was a structure for union member participation in making decisions that
were hitherto regarded as “the prerogative of management.” It appears to have been largely
successful where it was tried. It had similarities with Brown’s version of the industrial
democracy structure at Glacier Metal in the 1950s-1960s (and perhaps quality circles). See
Jaques 1951. (Research needs to be done comparing and contrasting these two approaches.)
Cited by N. Maier 1962. NYPL Hum. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Lessem, Ronnie, 1991, “Foreword: Requisite Leadership - Managing Complexity,” in Jaques,
Elliott, and Stephen D. Clement, Executive Leadership, Blackwell/ Cason Hall, London/
Gloucester, MA, pp. xiii-xxi (p. 13-21). ~ *****
Lessem, Ronnie, and Fred Neubauer, 1994, European Management Systems: Towards Unity Out
of Cultural Diversity, McGraw-Hill, London and New York, 299 pages. Chapter 9 (p. 114-128),
“Function and Structure” was on Jaques’ theory. Jaques was tightly linked to Henri Fayol, the
French engineer, as a structuralist. Ch. 10 (p. 129-141), “The Rational European Manager”
examined the impact of structuration on managerial attitudes. Creation of a hierarchy often
separated leaders from followers, but it also generated older European values involving
professional integrity, the logic of honour, the nobility of abstraction, keeping a harmony of
values, submerging the self for duty, and overcoming an avoidance of relationships across strata.
Also see Chapter 11 on Germany for structural-rational management. Examined the complexity
of jobs. (Not in French?) Cited in Morden 1996. Cited Jaques 1976, 1989, 1991. (Mixt review
in IJHRM 12/95 by Paul Sparrow.) Not in CUNY. SIBL offsite JBE 94-681. Clio offsite
HD70 .E8 L46 1994. [Ch. 9 & 10.] # # Rp. Ch. *****
Lessem, Ronnie, 1998, Management Development Through Cultural Diversity, Routledge,
London and New York, 424 pages. (Rev. and updated ed. of: Global Management Principles,
1989.) Chapter 10, “Requisite Organization,” is on Jaques’ theory (p. 188-198). Much of the
rest of the book also is on various aspects of Jaques’ theory - “The Knowledge-Creating
Company,” (Ch. 18) and “In Search of Excellence” as anthropology. Rp. Bk. *****
Lester, Donald L., John A. Parnell, and Shawn Carraher, 2010, “Assessing the Desktop
Manager,” Journal of Management Development, Emerald Group, UK, 29(3):246-264. Morale
dropped where managers were desktop-enabled rather than hands-on. They were seen as remote
by workers. (Really.) Jaques not cited. At Jones; UNC-Pembroke; Cameron. # Misc. PJ.
Lester, Richard K., and Piore, Michael J., 2004, Innovation -- the missing dimension, Harvard U.
Press, Cambridge, MA, 223 p. Interpenetration and analysis leads to innovation. However,
sheltered spaces are needed, such as universities and regulated arenas. A tolerance for ambiguity
has to be created. Market-oriented reforms by business and government threaten the creation of
such spaces. Baruch HC110 .T4 L47 2004. Misc. Bk.
Lester, Tom, 1989, “When Bosses Buy In”, Management Today, Haymarket Press, London, UK,
Nov., p. 167-172. The spin-off of non-core businesses by large firms has given managers the
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opportunity to buy-in (get a piece of the action) and become bosses. In these situations underutilized industrial and commercial assets are matched to understretched and frustrated managers.
Headhunters can cherry-pick the best managers from slimming firms. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Levačić, Rosalind, 2008, “Financing Schools: Evolving Patterns of Autonomy and Control,”
Educational Management Administration and Leadership, Sage, UK, April 2008, 36(2):221-234.
Levacic. The article tracks the evolution of the English school finance system from 1988 to
2007. The entire period was marked by tensions between central government and local
authorities over methods for determining the amount of central government funding allocated to
education at local level. This culminated in the loss of local authority discretion with the
introduction of a centrally determined Dedicated Schools Grant. Formula funding of schools is
horizontally equitable within each local authority. The historical journey has produced an arational and non-transparent method of funding from central to local government. The present
formula for education will become increasingly inequitable and require further amendment. #
MS. PJ.
Levenson, Bernard, 1961, “Bureaucratic Succession,” chapter in Etzioni, Amitai, ed., 1961,
Complex Organizations, A Sociological Reader, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, NY, p.
362-375. Focused on anticipatory succession that surrounds high-potentials who everyone
expects to soon be promoted, leaving a vacancy. This changed their behavior toward the
humanistic (Theory Y). Subordinates ferret out the organization’s criteria for promotion. Used
Robert Merton’s paradigm of socially structured deviance (q.v. Jaques). Also, small firms are
forced to lengthen their time horizons by their bankers, creditors, and suppliers, who demand
succession plans. (Chapter replaced in 1969 second edn. with one by Oscar Grusky.) MS. Ch.
Levenson, Bernard, 1966, The Status and Prospects of Panel Analysis, Ph.D., dissertation in
Sociology and Political Science, Columbia University, New York, NY, 262 pages. DAI-A
27/11, p. 3949, May 1967. AAT 6705791. A technical and mathematical exploration of panel
analysis. He also described how further panel studies could separate the styles of leadership, that
is, traits versus situation, based on the manager’s chances for promotion. Very challenging to the
assumptions then in vogue. (Note: ‘JHU’ watermarked paper.) See article by Kuethe, James L.,
and Bernard Levenson, 1964. (Arthur Stinchcombe was at JHU 1959-67 in social relations same department, chair 1965-67.) See 1961 chapter. Interesting PhD.
Levi-Strauss, Claude, 1966, The Savage Mind, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 290
pages. Trans: 1962, La Pensée Sauvage, Plon, Paris, Fr., 395 pages. In French. Ethnopsychology.
Structural cognitive processes. Cited by John W. Berry. See also Howard Gardner. Misc. Bk.
Levi-Strauss, Claude, 1986, Anthropology and Myth: lectures 1951-1982, Blackwell, Oxford,
UK. Created the image of the bricoleur - the tinker and hustler who makes do with odds and
ends and tools rather than theory to solve problems. (The opposite of the Garbage Can Model,
a.k.a. the Harley Street Doctor.) See John W. Berry 1986, 1988. See Nelson 2002. Misc. Bk.
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Levicki, Cyril Jeffrey, 1983, Managerial Time Horizons and Decision Making and their Effects
on Organisational Performance, Ph.D., thesis in Management and Business Finance, (B9e),
London Graduate School of Business Studies, [London Business School, London University],
London, UK, 262 p. Supervisor: Derek Pugh. Adviser: Elliott Jaques. LBS Library: Theses
AEC 760. Theses # 34-4529 [date is reported in error as 1984]. Research was conducted on the
five firms in a then-nationalized British energy industry sector. “It was found that when the time
horizons of managers were well aligned (with longest at the top to shortest at the bottom of the
management hierarchy) [organisational] performance was better. Similar findings were made
with regard to time span of discretion measures. Some of the findings on time horizon contradict
the Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) statements regarding managers from different functions having
dissimilar time horizons.” Did strategy consulting until late 1990s. (His later published work
has been on nature vs nurture of leaders.) Has taught at Cranfield, UMIST, Baruch (NYC), and
now at Reading. Dr Cyril Levicki, Reading School of Business. Did not see Biblio. email:
c.j.levicki@reading.ac.uk. See Shively PhD 1966; Shleifer and Vishny 2003. See Ph.D.
Levicki, Cyril, 2002, Developing Leadership Genius, McGraw-Hill Europe, London, UK, 300
pages. ISBN: 007709848X. Many insights into the nature and nurture of leaders. A book of
advice on how you can develop your own leadership ability so you can get to the top faster and
with fewer battle scars. Used Jaques’ time horizon. Rp. Bk.
Levicki, Cyril, 2003, The Strategy Workout: A Journey to the Heart of Your Business, PrenticeHall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, and London, UK. Third edition. This book describes an interactive
strategy audit to test the strength of a new strategy. It also links that strategy to the
organization’s capabilities, time horizons, global relationships, and implementation. Rp. Bk.
Levin, Daniel Z., and Rob Cross, 2004, “The Strength of Weak Ties You Can Trust: The
Mediating Role of Trust in Effective Knowledge Transfer,” Management Science, Linthicum,
Nov 20 04, 50(11):1477-1500. We test a model of two-party (dyadic) knowledge exchange.
First, the link between strong ties and receipt of useful knowledge (as reported by the knowledge
seeker) was mediated by competence- and benevolence-based trust. Second, once we controlled
for these two trustworthiness dimensions, the structural benefit of weak ties emerged. This
finding is consistent with prior research suggesting that weak ties provide access to nonredundant information. Third, competence-based trust was especially important for the receipt
of tacit knowledge. MS. PJ. A.
Levin, Ira M., 2000, “Vision Revisited: Telling the Story of the Future,” Journal of Applied
Behavioral Science, US, March 2000, 36(1):91-107. Vision is often confused with the similar
constructs of organization mission, philosophy and values, strategy, and goals. A different
concept of organization vision is presented—vision as a descriptive story of the desired future in
action. Several examples of such vision stories are presented. A case example is used. Cited
Larwood, Kriger, et al, 1995. At Ernst & Young LLP. # MS. PJ. A.
Levin, Ira M., 2010, "New Leader Assimilation Process: Accelerating new role-related
transitions," Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice & Research, APA, US, Mar2010,
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62(1):56-72. 17p. DOI: 10.1037/a0018630. ISSN: 10659293. Movement into a new leadership
role are periods of vulnerability and opportunity. Failure to adapt and perform effectively and
quickly in the new role can be costly both to the individual and to the organization. This also
represents a new professional practice opportunity for consulting psychologists. Described a
structured intervention designed to facilitate and accelerate this transition and assimilation
process effectively by addressing common leadership role-related transition issues. Cited Bebb
2004 PhD; Charan et al 2001; Mahler 1986. ilevin@alliant.edu # MS. PJ.
Levin, P. H., 1968, “Decision-Making in Local Government: Session Report,” [“Toward
Decision-making Rules for Urban Planners,”], Special Conference Issue: Decision-Making, OR,
[Journal of the Operational Research Society], Pergamon, Oxford, UK, April 1968, 19:47-51.
Author was at the Building Research Station, UK. An interim report of decision-making in
urban design. (Jaques noted it was a gradual commitment of resources until it became
irreversible.) Levin found this occurred much earlier than the formal processes allowed. See
project management. Compare with Staw 1976. MS. PJ. A.
Levine, Arthur, 1998, “Succeeding as a Leader; Failing as a President,” Change, Jan-Feb,
30(1):43-45. A short and succinct article on the visions, the failures and the achievements of
several college presidents from the 1600s to the present. Several were visionaries ahead of their
times. They were fired. One was a visionary behind the times. He was fired. One did it all
perfectly but was fired when the political winds shifted. Lesson: life is tough on college
presidents and you’d better time your vision. (The one-step ahead principle.) (q.v. Warren
Bennis on this topic.) (Levine was president of Teachers College in NYC.) Misc. PJ.
Levine, David I., and Laura D’Andrea Tyson, 1990, “Participation, Productivity, and the Firm’s
Environment,” chapter (p. 183-243) in Blinder, Alan S., ed., 1990, Paying for Productivity: a
look at the evidence, The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 308 p. Comment by Derek
C. Jones. Identified four facilitating factors required for successful programs: profit sharing,
long-term employment relations, measures to ensure group cohesion, and guaranteed individual
rights. Substantive rather than consultative arrangements were required for any long-term
increase in productivity. Compressed wage structures can promote group cohesiveness and
reduce the relative cost of more skilled employees. But the short-term oriented capital markets
characterized by arms-length market relationships between firms and their sources of capital
mitigate against developing trust in an organization. In short, capital markets were inherently
biased against hard-to-measure investments such as culture and trust. Soup to nuts. Cited in
Bailey 1993/ Appelbaum et al 2000. Clio Bus HD4945 .P29 1990. SIBL. MS. Ch.
Levine, David I., 1992. See: Cowherd, Douglas M, and David I. Levine, 1992.
Levine, David I., 1993 a, “What Do Wages Buy?” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell
University, Ithaca, NY, September, 38:462-483. This is one question Jaques presses in
economics! Pay is for – what? Levine’s “results as a whole show that segmented labor market
theories do well, social comparison theories receive mixed support, and neoclassical theories
receive no support.” The findings supported efficiency-wage and conflict theories but not human
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capital or compensating differences theories in explaining market outcomes. This points toward
support for Jaques’ levels of capability (I think). Effort bargain. Did not cite Jaques. Cited
Adams, Blau, Homans. MS. PJ. A.
Levine, David I., 1993 b, “Worth Waiting For? Delayed Compensation, Training, and Turnover
in the United States and Japan,” Journal of Labor Economics, University of Chicago, October,
11(4):724-752. “The article tests two basic predictions of human capital theory: (1)
establishments that provide high levels of training will have high returns to tenure, and (2)
establishments with high returns to tenure will have low rates of labor turnover. ... The
predictions of human capital theory are supported neither in the United States nor Japan.”
However, “their rejection does not always bode well for alternative [economic] theories.”
Learning new things correlated with satisfaction and led to a lower intention of quitting, “a
mechanism stressed in the job design and organization behavior literatures.” This article may
open the door for Jaques’ approach to improved worker-job match. Effort bargain. Jaques was
not cited. MS. PJ. A.
Levine, David I., 1993, “Fairness, Markets, and Ability to Pay: Evidence from Compensation
Executives,” American Economic Review, AEA, Dec. 1993, 83(5):1241-1259. This paper was
based on surveys of 139 compensation executives. Respondents read scenarios describing a
hypothetical company and its labor market, and recommended wage changes for several
positions. Contrary to some popular theories, differences in unemployment, quit rates, and a
company’s return of assets led to almost no change in respondents’ recommended wage
increases. When market wages for closely related occupations diverged, most respondents did
not recommend adjusting relative wages within the firm; but when the occupations were not
closely related (blue vs. white collar), most respondents recommended adjusting relative wages
to reflect market forces. [This reflects expert opinion. Why?] Misc. PJ. A.
Levine, David I., 1995, Reinventing the Workplace: How business and employees can both win,
Brookings Institution, Washington, DC, 222 p. A case study of employee involvement at
NUMMI in California. Chapters in this book originally were co-authored articles and reports.
Levine gives the greatest credit for the book’s structure to George Strauss and Laura D’Andrea
Tyson. Most US manufacturing before the 1970s was Taylorist – separating planning from
doing. In the 1970s the national agreements of the UAW embraced QWL. [Subsequently,
Japanese-inspired quality circles suffered in the US.] Employees have no rights in the US to
voice concerns over their work conditions. Employee involvement simply has not been adopted
by US managers. It works. It increases profits. But the managers don’t adopt it. (Lots of
humorous chapter-heading quotes.) Cited by P. Adler 1999. Cited Sashkin 1984. No cite of
Jaques or Leibenstein. SIBL JBE 95-1472. Bus Clio, Baruch & City HD5650 .L437 1995.
Misc. Bk.
Levine, David I., 2000 and 2002. See: Charness, Gary, and David I. Levine, 2000 and 2002.
Levinson, Daniel J., 1978, The Seasons of a Man’s Life, Knopf, New York, NY. Although his
contributions built on that of earlier scholars – most notably, Erik Erikson, Elliott Jaques, and
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Bernice Neugarten – and Levinson's theory and method continued to be controversial, the book
has remained over the past two decades the most important contribution to a comprehensive
psychosocial understanding of the life cycle and the individual life structure. (Kelin Gersick and
Peter Newton, obit, American Psychologist, APA, March 1996, 51(3):262. 2nd edn. 1996, cited
in Gersick and Kram 2002. Cited by Jaques in Creativity and Work 1990 and in Human
Capability 1994.) Rp. Bk.
Levinson, Harry, 1965, “Reciprocation: The Relationship Between Man and Organization,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, March, 9(4):370-390. Cited Jaques 1955, which Jaques has
withdrawn. # Off. PJ. A.
Levinson, Harry, 1969, “On Becoming a Middle-Aged Manager” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, July-Aug., 49(4):51-60. Arrival at the mid-life crisis leads to changes in a person’s
work style, point of view, family relationships, and personal goals. Some recoil from the crisis
but some face it and grow through it toward maturity. Constructive action means taking
constructive action, becoming future oriented, rearing the next generation, and planning one’s
legacy. Organizing one’s own renaissance: the ferment of maturity. Pope John XXIII was great
example of such an aggiornamento. Cited Jaques 1965 D+MLC multiple times. Rp. Pro.
Levinson, Harry, 1970, "On Being a Middle-Aged Manager," McKinsey Quarterly, Fall1970,
7(2):11-24. 14p. ISSN: 00475394. Mid-life crisis. Few executives are really prepared for the
advent of middle age. For many, it is a time of painful inner turmoil and reduced personal
effectiveness. The effects of the crisis of middle age in today's organizational environment. He
suggests a strategy for surmounting its problems to achieve a new and rewarding level of
personal maturity. Cited Jaques 1965. # Misc. Pro.
Levinson, Harry, 1970, “Management by Whose Objectives?” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, July-Aug., 48(4):125-134. An HBR classic reprinted Jan. 1, 2003 (p. 107-116) and in 2005,
HBR On Appraising Employee Performance. The MBO process is self-defeating as an appraisal
process. It fails to take into account the employee’s objectives and misses the whole human
point. Objectivity and quantitative measures neglect quality. Managers should give more weight
to the discretion open to the individual and the manager’s manager should be involved. (See also
Herzberg 1968, 2003 reprint p. 87-96.) Cited Dayal 1969. # Rp. Pro. *****
Levinson, Harry, 1972, Organizational Diagnosis, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA. (with
Janice Molinari and Andrew G. Spohn). This book contains lots of references to Jaques’ work,
as well as his allies. But - no index and no footnotes. Here goes: Ch. 6.1.C. Hickson, 1966.
Ch. 6.2.E. Turner & Lawrence, 1965. Chapter 6.6.F. Compensation: Equitable Payment, 1961.
Chapter 6.8. On Time Span: Cites Goodman 1967 (since recanted) and Jaques 1956. Chapter
8.B.2.B. On Time: Bird & Yutzy, 1965. Chapter 9.D. Overall: Mahoney and Weitzel 1969.
Cited in Mahler 1974 as a basis for chapter 3. See Levinson 2002 for update. Jaques cited
Levinson 1972 in Social Power and the CEO, 2002, p. 149. (This was voted the most influential
book in consulting psychology of the 20th century. See O’Roark 2007. See Bk Rev by Kolaja
1975.) Rp. Bk.
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Levinson, Harry, 1972, “An effort towards understanding man at work,” European Business,
S.E.E.D., Paris, France, Spring 1972, 33:19-29. The answer is complicated. Very conflicted.
Psychologists and sociologists had both tried. The average manager is lost. Why do people
work? Psychological needs? Efficiency? Interpersonal relations? Self-actualization? To meet
external demands? To fulfill internal psychological and cognitive needs? Yes, indeed. (Part of
The Great Jackass Fallacy.) Cited Jaques 1970; Levinson 1972 Bk. Baruch Percls. # Rp. PJ.
Levinson, Harry, 1973, The Great Jackass Fallacy, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA. Cited
Jaques on management and the midlife crisis. (See Levinson 1973 HBR). Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Reviewed: Choice v. 10 (Feb. 1974) [with excerpt]; Library Journal (1876) v. 98 (Apr.
15 1973) [with excerpt].
Levinson, Harry, 1973, “Asinine Attitudes Toward Motivation,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Jan.-Feb., 51(1):70-76. Article version of the Great Jackass Fallacy. # Rp. Pro.
Levinson, Harry, 1976, “Appraisal of What Performance?” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, US, July-August, 54(4):30-36. Appraisals and MBO are self-defeating. They increase
stress on the individual yet provide limited choice of objectives, making appraisal a hostile,
destructive act. The abuse of time, making it into a Procrustean bed. Included Jaques’ concepts.
Management by Objective. # Rp. Pro. *****
Levinson, Harry, 1980, “Criteria for Choosing Chief Executives,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, July-August, 58(4):113-120. A graded series of 20 psychological scales to assist
boards in thinking about dimensions of personal effectiveness that need to be assessed as the
selection process unfolds. Helpful to have this at the beginning of the process. Not on Jaques.
Cited by Sauer 1999. Misc. Pro.
Levinson, Harry, 1981, “Executive Development: What You Need To Know,” Training and
Development Journal, Sep81, 35(9):84-94. The executive function is radically different from the
managerial function. Executives are expected to be more flexible, more sophisticated, more
knowledgeable, and have a greater historical sense than managers. Current psychological
theories are inadequate for executives. (Sony did well in its San Diego plant using Japanese
methods. But this approach did not work in the Deep South.) Learning is lifelong for executives
- in English, psychology, their specialty, history, economics, politics, and - training. Business
graduates are too narrowly educated and distrust their own intuitions. AT&T developed
“qualities of foresight and imagination” drilled out of managers at lower levels. Leadership is
the key differentiator of an executive from a manager at lower levels. See Jack Welch and career
crossroads at General Electric. Cited Jaques 1976; Levinson 1972; etc. # Rp. PJ. *****
Levinson, Harry, 1982, “Interview,” Group and Organization Studies, Sage, Beverly Hills, CA,
June 1982, 7(2):135-162. (28 pages) Interviewed by Marshall Sashkin. Some stuff on Tgroups. They were analysands, not like EJ and Levinson - analysts. # D. PJ.
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Levinson, Harry, and Stuart Rosenthal, 1984, CEO, corporate leadership in action, Basic Books,
New York, NY, 308 pages. Expansive biographical interviews with CEOs by interviewers who
were aware of Jaques’ theory. Probed executive leadership and strategic issues. These are case
studies. The chapter on the New York Times CEO’s strategic vision alone is worth the price of
the book. Includes index and bibliography. Misc. Bk.
Levinson, Harry, 1985, “Fate, fads, and the fickle fingers thereof,” Consulting Psychology
Journal, APA, 37(3):3-11. (See H. Levinson 1992.) CPJ online since 1993. Not in NYPL,
Clio, CUNY. Not seen. MS. Pro.
Levinson, Harry, 1986, Ready, Fire, Aim: Avoiding Management by Impulse, The Levinson
Institute, Cambridge, MA. Not in Clio, NYPL, Clio. Ask Jerry K. Misc. Bk.
Levinson, Harry, 1988, “You Won’t Recognize Me: Predictions About Changes in TopManagement Characteristics,” Academy of Management Executive, May, 2(2):119-125. After
downsizing, the CEO must exhibit compassion and a transcendent purpose. Setting a requisite
structure is a key step to an organization’s future. Cited Jaques 1976; 1989 [sic]. # Rp. Pro.
Levinson, Harry, 1992, “Fads, Fantasies, and Psychological Management,” in Cang, Stephen.
(ed.), 1992, Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA. p. 269-283. (Also printed
in: 1992, Consulting Psychology Journal, APA, 44( - ):1-12.) Blasted fads and supported
Jaques’ approach (and his own). See H. Levinson 1985. # Rp. Ch.
Levinson, Harry, 1992, Career Mastery, Berrett-Koehler, San Francisco, CA, 224 pages. A
book on personal career self-guidance. Solidly built. Many references to Jaques, on knowing
your own career stage, setting reasonable expectations, dealing with problem bosses, and
organization analysis. Cited Jerry Harvey on self-backstabbing. SIBL Car. Ctr. 650. 14L. Rp.
Bk.
Levinson, Harry, 1992, “Feedback to Subordinates,” Addendum to the Levinson Letter, Levinson
Institute, Waltham, MA, USA. Not seen. (Month ? Ask Jerry Kraines.) Ru.
Levinson, Harry, 1992, “Q & A With Harry Levinson [interview by Beverly Geber, editor],”
Training, Intertech Publishing, Minneapolis, MN, March, 29(3):37-41. Mentioned Jaques. W.
PJ.
Levinson, Harry, and Chuck DeHont, 1992, “Leading to Quality,” Quality Progress, Milwaukee,
WI, May 1992, 25(5):55-60. A case study of a company that undertook quality. The managers
learned that it was not technology that led to quality, but management and organization. # MS.
Pro.
Levinson, Harry, 1993, "Teacher as Leader," chapter (p. 177-214) in vol. 2, in Bedeian, Arthur,
ed., 1993, Management Laureates, a collection of autobiographical essays, JAI, Greenwich, CT,
US, 438 p. Cited Jaques 1989, on p. 201. # D. Ch.
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Levinson, Harry, 1994a, “Beyond the Selection Failures,” Consulting Psychology Journal, APA,
Winter, 46(1):3-8. On how to select people for roles. “Little in the literature, except the work of
Elliott Jaques, helps with this task.” Fit is between the candidate and the job, with his/her
boss and with the boss’s boss. Cited 5 works by Jaques. Cited Stamp; Levinson. # Rp. PJ.
Levinson, Harry, 1994b, “Why the Behemoths Fell: Psychological Roots of Corporate Failure,”
American Psychologist, American Psychological Association, May, 49(5):428-436. The failure
of many American corporations to adapt to changed economic circumstances has become a
major social concern. Many reasons are fundamentally psychological, including psychologically
illogical organization structure and compensation schemes, inadequate management of change,
and inability to recognize and manage cognitive complexity. Cited Jaques 1989, 1990, 1991. #
Rp. PJ. A.
Levinson, Harry, 2002, Organizational Assessment: a step-by-step guide to effective consulting,
American Psychological Association, Washington, DC, 317 p. Especially chapter seven (p.125159), “Descriptive data and analysis of current organization as a whole.” How to assess an
organization’s organization. Cited Jaques the most - after himself (10 vs 14). Used lots of
Elliott’s ideas, just as he did in 1972, etc. He really admired Elliott as an original. (Basis for
chapters 13 and 17 in Lowman 2002.) SIBL JBF 02-1373. Rp. Bk.
Levinson, Harry, 2002, “Assessing Organizations,” chapter 13 (p. 315-343) in Lowman, Rodney
L., ed., 2002, The California School of Organizational Studies Handbook of Organizational
Consulting Psychology: A Comprehensive Guide to Theory, Skills, and Techniques, Jossey-Bass/
Wiley, San Francisco, CA, 848 p. A ‘how to’ chapter. (Basis was his 2002 book.) Cited Jaques
1996; Silzer 2002. MS. Ch.
Levinson, Harry, 2002, “Psychological Consultation to Organizations: Linking Assessment and
Intervention,” chapter 17 (p. 415-449) in Lowman, Rodney L., ed., 2002, The California School
of Organizational Studies Handbook of Organizational Consulting Psychology: A
Comprehensive Guide to Theory, Skills, and Techniques, Jossey-Bass/ Wiley, San Francisco,
CA, 848 p. A ‘how to’ chapter. (Basis was his 2002 book.) Cited Jaques 1991, 1996, 2001
(CPJ); Tomasko 1987; WED 1986. Rp. Ch.
Levinson, Harry, and Jerry C. Wolford, 2002, “Approaching Retirement as the Flexibility
Phase,” chapter 14 (p. 567-581) in Ferris, Gerald R., M. Ronald Buckley, and Donald B. Fedor,
eds., 2002, Human Resources Management, 4th edn., Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, 644
p. (H. L. Mencken remarked that people work in order to escape the depressing agony of
contemplating life. Indeed!) As people get older they may plateau. Some managers may have a
fear of retirement. Loss of ability may come with age. Prospective retirees may teach or consult.
With retirement comes flexibility. Cited Jaques and Cason 1994; Levinson and Rosenthal 1984;
Vancil 1987; Levinson, D. J., et al, 1978; Deming 1986. # Rp. Ch.
Levinson, Harry, 2006, Harry Levinson on the Psychology of Leadership, Harvard Business
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School Press, Boston, MA, 184 p. Selection of HBR articles. Cited Jaques’ concepts on being a
middle-aged manager, the great jackass fallacy, and on performance appraisals. (More times
than are indexed.) (The Bio was wrong on Amazon.) Clio Bus HD57.7 .L4750 2006. (Not on
shelf.) Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Levitt, Ruth, 1976, The Reorganized National Health Service, Chapman and Hall, London, UK,
251 p. A detailed description of the way the NHS worked as a result of the 1974 reorganisation.
Discussion of Green Paper and Grey Book. Thanked Stephen Cang and Maureen Dixon.
Immediately revised. Noted a Royal Commission was set up to examine the 1974 changes. (The
NHS was reorganized every few years so this book was issued after each set of changes.) No
mention of Jaques or BIOSS. Cited in Kinston & Ovretveit 1981 #2. (2nd edn. 1979; 3rd edn.
1984 with Andrew Wall as co-author, Schw 85-853 (SASB); 4th edn., 1992, SIBL JBD 92-688;
6th edn., 1999, Schw JFF 00-38.) NYPL Schw JLD 78-1345 (SASB). Clio os RA412.5 .G17
L48. MS. Bk.
Lévy, André, 1984, “Le recherche-action et l’utilité sociale,” Connexions, [Special issue: Texte
imprimé:] Recherche-action et expérimentations sociales, Epi, Paris, France, 128 p., 43:81-97,
128-129. In French. En français with Summary in English. “Action-research and its social
utility.” Different meanings of the term, action-research, must not make us forget the questions
it polarizes in the human sciences. Rationalism, positivism, idealism, and pragmatism of action
have led to the hyper-rationalized and hyper-efficient modern societies. But they have also
contributed to alienation. ‘Action-research’ is a new basis for the human sciences. Origine de la
notice: Pritec, Lyon-Inrp, Lyon-Univ. catho.-Centre doc, Strasboug1-Scd Psychologie, NYPL
Hum Offsite (Req. Adv.) JFL 78-164. NYPL has 1972- 2007. Cited Jaques 1948/1972,
1951/1972. # Rp. PJ.
Lévy, André, 1985, « La Recherche-Action : une autre voie pour les sciences humaines ? », (p.
50-68) in Boutinet, J.-P. (dir) : Du discours à l’action, les sciences sociales s’interrogent sur
elles-mêmes, L’Harmattan, Paris, FR, 406 p. Levy, Andre. Boutinet, Jean-Pierre. Papers from a
colloquium held at Angers in 1984. Cited in Dubost 2001. Cited Gibb 1954; Jaques 1951 (p.
56); Dubost (p. 64-65). Not in CUNY. NYPL os SIBL re-cap 12-29989. W. Bk.
Levy, Frank, and Richard J. Murnane, 1992, “U.S. Earnings Levels and Earnings Inequality: A
Review of Recent Trends and Proposed Explanations,” Journal of Economic Literature,
American Economic Association, Sept., 30(3):1333-1381. An interesting examination of shifts
in the relative wages in the US over several decades. As Bailey (1993:56, 2000) noted, “The
choice by firms to adopt traditional or transformed HR practices may help explain growing wage
dispersion, even after controlling for sex, work experience, and education, within industries.”
(Somewhere in here there also may be data to show increasing differences in incomes as people
age. I don’t have the interest in sifting through this.) It may help explain Gifford’s 1928 results.
See Sattinger 1993. # MS. PJ. A.
Levy, Frank and Richard J. Murnane, 2004, The New Division of Labor: How computers are
creating the next job market, Princeton U. Press and Russell Sage Foundation, Princeton, NJ, &
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NY, NY, 174 P. ISBN: 0691124027, 9780691124025 As the current recession ends [2004],
many workers will not be returning to the jobs they once held -- those jobs are gone. Computers
are enhancing productivity in many jobs even as they eliminate other jobs -- both directly and by
sending work offshore. At greatest risk are jobs that can be expressed in programmable rules -blue collar, clerical, and similar work that requires moderate skills and used to pay middle-class
wages. The loss of these jobs leaves a growing division between those who can and cannot earn
a good living in the computerized economy. Left unchecked, the division threatens the nation's
democratic institutions. The nation's challenge is to recognize this division and to prepare the
population for the high-wage/ high-skilled jobs that are rapidly growing in number -- jobs
involving extensive problem solving and interpersonal communication. The authors describe
how these skills can be taught and how our adjustment to the computerized workplace can begin
in earnest. [Without knowledge of Strata of Capability and Levels of Work, their solution is
wrong. Excellent analysis of the problem, but no cigar.] Cited in Autor et al 2006. Clio Bus,
Bklyn, Grad Ctr, Baruch HD6331 .L48 2004. Sibl JBE 10-1664. MS. Bk.
Levy, Frank, and Richard J. Murnane, 1996, “With What Skills Are Computers a Complement?”
The American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings of the Hundredth and Eighth Annual
Meeting of the American Economic Association, San Francisco, CA, January 5-7, 1996,
[Information Technology, Human Capital, and the Wage Structure.], May 1996, 86(2):258-262.
A bank hired college graduates in its custodian unit when computers were installed in the 1980s.
Was the job really changed to allow them to do the higher-level problem-solving as management
thought? Not so fast. A high quit rate indicated the computer may have created speed-up at the
same skill level as before. Alternatively, the computer increased both the trading volume and the
complexity of the derivatives traded, making the pricing of assets far more complex than the
managers thought, and fundamentally changing the job itself. (Used some RO terms.) Supports
RO practice. A case. A lovely case. [ADD to PT I case counts.] # MS. PJ. A.
Levy, Judith, 2008, “Nothing is Performed in Isolation: The Individual and the Group in
Forster's: A Passage to India,” Organisational and Social Dynamics, Karnac Books Ltd.,
London, UK, October 13, 2008, 8(2):216-233. ISSN 1474-2780. Mentioned Jaques’ writing on
social systems. Cited Jaques 1955. Clio has it. Off. PJ.
Levy, Paul L., 2001, “The Nut Island Effect - When Good Teams Go Wrong,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, March, p. 5-12. When the Nut Island sewage treatment plant was opened
in 1967 it was intended to reduce the amount of pollution in Boston Harbor. But management
was located in the city, was disinterested and underfunded the plant. The staff persevered
anyway but used up so much oil in the treatment process they increased the pollution in the
Harbor. Regular reports showed successful operations while pollution increased and the reality
was not discovered until 1997. (An illustration of physical distance creating a hierarchy gap. A
wonderful fable. Governor Michael Dukakis’ bid for the presidency was derailed in 1988 in part
due to his failure to reduce the pollution in Boston Harbor.) Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Lewicki, Pawel, and Thomas Hill, 1989, “On the status of nonconscious processes in human
cognition: Comment on Reber,” Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, APA, Sep.,
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118(3):239-241. Two issues are discussed. The first one pertains to the generality of the
nonconscious learning processes and their somewhat paradoxical status in cognitive psychology.
We argue that the ability of the human cognitive system to nonconsciously acquire complex
knowledge structures is one of its elementary and indispensable properties. Moreover, the
existence of this ability constitutes one of the necessary metatheoretical assumptions of
contemporary cognitive psychology. Nevertheless, the contemporary cognitive psychology
literature often implies that it is only one of many controversial and unusual phenomena. The
second issue pertains to the distinction between the so-called primitive unconscious and the
sophisticated unconscious as proposed by Reber. (See Reber Reply in same issue and 1993
book.) # MS. PJ.
Lewicki, Roy J., and Barbara Benedict Bunker, 1995, “Trust in Relationships: A model of
development and decline,” chapter 5 (p. 133-173) in Bunker, Barbara Benedict, and Jeffrey Z.
Rubin, eds., 1995, Conflict, Cooperation, and Justice: essays inspired by the work of Morton
Deutsch, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 441 p. (Reprinted as chapter 7 in Kramer, Roderick,
ed., Trust in Organizations.) Is trust fragile?? There are three types (levels) of trust: at arm’s
length (transaction-based); knowledge-based; and identification-based. A violation of the
relationship might not be grounds for the suspension of trust because it has only developed so
far. CUNY Law HM216 .C657 1995; York Library HM216 .C657 1995. Hum JFE 95-11819.
Misc. Ch.
Note: Jaques built much of his theory from the work of Kurt Lewin. Lewin died very
young, so he left a limited body of work. Here it is:
Lewin, Kurt, 1935, A Dynamic Theory of Personality; Selected Papers, McGraw-Hill, New
York, NY. (Cited by Jaques in C&W 1990.) Misc. Bk.
Lewin, Kurt, 1936, Principles of Topological Psychology, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY. Misc.
Bk.
Lewin, Kurt, 1939, "Experiments in Social Space," chapter 5 (p. 71-83) in Lewin, Kurt, 1948,
Resolving Social Conflicts, selected papers on group dynamics, Harper, NY, NY, US, 230 p.
[1935-1946]. [Orig. in Harvard Educational Review, Cambridge, MA, US, (Pt V, 9:21-32)]
[Also repr. (p. 59-67) in Lewin, Kurt, 1997, US, 422 p.] Sociologists have stressed that the view
which holds a human being to be only a biological, physiological entity is wrong. They have
fought against the belief that only physical or biological facts are real, and that social facts are
merely an abstraction. Some sociologists have reversed this, saying that only the social group
has reality and that the individual person properly should be described as a cross section of the
groups to which he belongs. Taught to the Japanese by the Occupation. Cited in Misumi 1996.
Not in NYPL. CUNY hard City Coll., Bklyn L11 .H3. Clio 401 Butler MFILM FN 796. Butler
L11 .H3. Repr. 1948: CUNY Htr Mn HM251 .L474. # Misc. PJ.
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Lewin, Kurt, 1942, “Time Perspective and Morale,” chapter in Lewin, Kurt, 1948, Resolving
Social Conflicts, Harper & Row, New York, NY. [Very different from the other essay. Q.v.]
Written just before Pearl Harbor, Lewin discussed how time perspective impacts morale in
individuals and groups. He contrasted authoritarian obedience-induced morale in Nazi Germany
to democratic-based morale in the U.S., which was diffuse and conflicted, and both to the “very
low” morale of laissez faire groups (leaderless groups). He carefully mentioned leadership and
the time perspective that leadership provides (Bavelas). Also, he noted the connection between
“positive time perspective” and goals - TASK GOALS. In a post script written just after the
attack, he noted “a definite objective, the belief in final success, and the realistic facing of great
difficulties” produced high morale in the U.S. (It is unlikely he knew of the Wiedemeyer report.)
Misc. Ch.
Lewin, Kurt, 1942, "Time Preference and Morale," chapter 4 (p. 48-70) in Watson, Goodwin,
ed., 1942, Civilian Morale, Houghton-Mifflin, Boston, MA, US, 463 p. (also printed as chapter
7 (p. 103-124) in Lewin, Kurt, 1948, Resolving Social Conflicts, selected papers on group
dynamics, Harper, NY, NY, US, 230 p.) [Very different from the other essay. Q.v.] When a
person's time perspective was lengthened, their morale increased. The reverse happened, too.
Lewin noticed this in the unemployed versus the employed. Noted the abrupt rise in US morale
following the Pearl Harbor attack (goal: WIN). Cited in Graves 1961 PhD (not included).
NYPL Schomburg Ctr – Res. Sc 301.15-S. CUNY JJay ebook. City, Baruch HM251 .S68. Clio
Butler 301 So134;Clio os 301 S67. # Misc. Ch.
Lewin, Kurt, 1943, “Defining the ‘Field at a Given Time’,” Psychological Review, American
Psychological Association, APA, 50(3):292-310. Iowa State University, Ames, IA. The Classic.
Misc. PJ. A.
Lewin, Kurt, 1945, “The Research Center for Group Dynamics at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology,” Sociometry, ASA, Sage, US, May 1945, 8(2):126-136. He writes his most famous
saying here. “...A scientific level of understanding is needed, [leading practitioners are
becoming aware] that the statement ‘nothing is as practical as a good theory’ holds also in the
field of social management.” P. 129. Misc. PJ. A.
Lewin, Kurt, 1952, Field Theory in Social Science; Selected Theoretical Papers, (D. Cartwright,
ed.), Tavistock Publications, London, UK; Harper, New York, NY. Misc. Bk.
Lewin, Kurt, 1999, The Complete Social Scientist: A Kurt Lewin Reader, (Martin Gold, ed.),
American Psychological Association, Washington, DC, xi, 363 pages. (Since the rest of his
works were out of print ....) Misc. Bk.
Lewis, Bob, 1998, “When the boss is a bully, employees follow their sense of fear, not a leader,”
InfoWorld, San Francisco, Cal, US, 19 October 1998, 20(42):115. Focuses on the performance
of employees when their supervisor is a bully. Fear as a motivator of followership. Among the
consequences of installing fear in employees is they make poor decisions for the organization
because they focus more on not ticking off the boss. # MS. Pro.
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Lewis, C. I., 1929, Mind and the World Order, Charles Schribner’s Sons, NY, NY; 1956, Dover,
NY, NY. (I gave this book to Jaques because Deming loved it. Jaques cited it in Life and
Behavior 2002. Jaques liked the first half only. Deming liked the second half only. Well, I
done what I could. Go figure.) Misc. Bk.
Lewis, Jane, 1996, "What does Contracting do to Volunary Agencies?" chapter 7 (p. 98-112) in
Billis, David, and Margaret Harris, eds., 1996, Voluntary Agencies: challenges of organisation
and management, Macmillan, Basingstoke, UK, 255 p. Whereas the US drifted into a 'contracts
culture,' in the UK it was dictated by government policy. Although 'user choice' was the
lietmotif, often market conditions did not exist. Relationships set the parameters, not price. The
effects were in professionalisation and formalisation; governance and accountability; and goals.
Contracts were clearer, but more rigid. Fox not cited. Cited Billis; Harris; Leat. # Misc. PJ.
Lewis, Philip, 1991, “Performance-Related Pay; pretexts and pitfalls,” Employee Relations,
MCB UP, Bradford, UK, 13(1):12-16. Performance-related pay (PRP) has become increasingly
important in the 1980s and is likely to continue. There are several factors responsible for the
growth of PRP in the UK: 1. Labor market pressures, 2. Changes in organizational objectives, 3.
Fairness in payment initiatives, and 4. A weakening of collectivization. PRP does have some
pitfalls. It has as a capacity to subvert the purposes for which it was intended by distorting the
pay structures, creating unfairness in reward systems, and damaging team spirit. PRP detracts
from the value of other performance appraisal objectives. There are also difficulties imposed by
the necessity to measure job performance accurately. Barclays Bank. Cited by Sykes et al 1997.
Baruch Percls. 1982-89, v. 4-11. Online 1995-96, but Gale. Abstract: Clio online. Rp. PJ.
Lewis, Philip, and T. Owen Jacobs, 1992, “Individual Differences in Strategic Leadership
Capacity: A Constructive / Developmental View,” Chapter 8 (p. 121-137) in Phillips, Robert L.,
and James G. (Jerry) Hunt, eds., 1992, Strategic Leadership, A Multiorganizational-Level
Perspective, Afterword by Robert J. House, Quorum Books/ Greenwood Publishing, Westport,
CT and London, UK, 336 p. Cited in Leed 2001. # Rp. Ch.
Lewis, Philip, 1993, Career Path Appreciation (CPA) Data Reduction Analysis, NTIS,
Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, Aug 1993, 57p. Report: ARITR-983; ADA2732253. The Career
Path Appreciation (CPA) is an assessment interview that theoretically gives insight into
conceptual capacity. CPA interviews were conducted with 148 active-duty Army officers. The
inter-rater reliability, based on 57 cases scored by two raters, was 0.81. Considering the quasiclinical nature of the assessment interview, this was highly acceptable. Rp. Rep.
Lewis, Philip M., 1996, “Conceptual Capacity and Officer Effectiveness,” NTIS, Springfield,
VA, Feb 1996, 44 p. Report: ARIRN-96-26; ADA3090859. Performer: Auburn Univ., AL.
Individual differences in conceptual capacity were explored in an opportunity sample of 44 War
College students. Replicating earlier findings War College students demonstrated breadth of
perspective (Kegan 1994) and a range of conceptual work capacity (Jaques 1989). Ratings once
again were found to be positively correlated. Conceptual work capacity was positively
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correlated with War College instructor ratings of strategic thinking skill but not with rated peer
popularity. Interrater reliability of the two conceptual capability measures was established. (See
S. R. Stewart and O. Laske.) # Rp. Rep.
Lewis, Philip, 1996, “Transformational Change Using Stratified Systems Theory,” International
Journal of Public Administration, 19(6):801-826. (A public case.) It is argued that leaders and
other change agents will be able to transform organizations and the members of organizations
only if they possess compelling explanatory frameworks for viewing organizational behavior,
structure and dynamics. To illustrate this point, the stratified systems theory of Elliott Jaques is
presented in the context of an organizational intervention. The "vision" promoted by stratified
systems theory enabled an outside consultant to transform the leadership of an ailing social
services agency and was useful in explaining the inability of the organization's administrator and
board of directors to act transformationally during a period of rapid change. At Psychology,
Auburn U. Abstract only seen. Rp. PJ.
Lewis, Philip, George B. Forsythe, Patrick Sweeney, Paul Bartone, et al, 2005, "Identity
Development During the College Years: Findings From the West Point Longitudinal Study,"
Journal of College Student Development, Johns Hopkins University Press, Washington, DC, US,
July/Aug 2005, 46(4):357-373. ISSN: 08975264. Using R. Kegan's (1982, 1994) theory of
identity development, it was discovered that most military cadets enter college with relatively
simple ways of making meaning, and for most, the college years the key developmental issue is
not self-authorship but establishing shared meaning. # Misc. PJ.
Lewis, Russell, and Wilfred Brown, 1972, “Incomes Policy? Against and For.” See Brown 1972.
Li, Jiatao, and Yi Teng, 2010, "CEO Hubris and Firm Risk Taking in China: The Moderating
Role of Managerial Discretion," Academy of Management Journal, US, Dec. 2010, 53(1):45–68.
This study linked CEO hubris to firm risk taking and examined the moderating role of
managerial discretion in this relationship. Drawing on upper echelons theory and behavioral
decision theory, we developed and tested hypotheses using original survey data from 2,790
CEOs of diverse manufacturing firms in China. The positive relationship between CEO hubris
and firm risk taking was found to be stronger when CEO managerial discretion was stronger:
when a firm faced munificent but complex markets; had less inertia and more intangible
resources; had a CEO who also chaired its board; and had a CEO not politically appointed.
Jaques not cited. Cited Hambrick. At HKUST; HKPolytech U. CEO. # Misc. PJ. A.
Li, Jing, Wing Fok, Lillian Fok, and Sandra Hartman, 2002, “The impact of QM maturity upon
the extent and effectiveness of customer relationship management systems,” Supply Chain
Management: An International Journal, Emerald MCB UP, Bradford, UK, 7(4):212-224.
Contended that organizations may vary considerably in QM maturity, were meanwhile
supportive of QM, and roles under QM were performed at higher levels. Cited (Jacques) Jaques
1951; Deming 1986; Trist and Bamforth 1951. Not in NYPL. Clio online since 1996. # D. PJ.
Li, Lei, Zhiang Lin and Bindu Arya, 2008, "The turtle–hare race story revisited: Social capital
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and resource accumulation for firms from emerging economies," Asia Pacific Journal of
Management, Jun2008, 25(2):251-275. DOI: 10.1007/s10490-007-9068-x. How can firms from
emerging economies, given their internal resource constraints, compete effectively with
established multinational enterprises (MNEs) in home markets, and gain capabilities for
international expansion? We develop an integrative view of resources by incorporating networkbased social capital theories. The depth and nature of emerging economy firms’ external social
capital determines the direction and magnitude of resource exchanges with their business
partners, and thus their effectiveness in accumulating critical internal resources. Used cases on
Lenovo and Shanghai Automotive Industry Corp. (SAIC). Cited Das+Teng 2000. # Misc. PJ.
Li, Linda Chelan, 1998, Centre and Provinces – China 1978-1993: Power as a Non-Zero-Sum,
Oxford University Press, London and New York, 342 p. From a PhD dissertation (c. 1995
Related) at U. London (not in theses.com). See also, Foreign Direct Investment in China, a
Decade Review (since 1979), M.Phil. at Brunel 1992, theses # 42-0537.) There are two types of
provincial discretionary power - bargaining and implementation deviation. The centre issues
policies (on foreign investment and the budget), acquiesces to the province on implementation,
and later criticizes or endorses the actions taken (p. 42). The centre and the provinces are
irreducible. Victory in this struggle is not possible for either. The centre has coercion power but
is dependent on the province as an intermediary for implementation (p. 34). The relationship
includes discretion and hence is non-zero-sum (p. 45). [Thus, because Taylorism and principalagent economic theory do not include discretion as a positive element they become zero-sum
struggles.] Jaques’ definition of discretion has been used by several authors to describe the
Chinese administrative balance. (Contrast this with Hore, E., Ph.D. 2003, University of Essex,
UK, Centre-periphery relations in Russia: the case of Siberia, where double binding and
bonding is used.) She teaches at City University of Hong Kong. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Liabotis, Bill, 2007, "Three Strategies for Achieving and Sustaining Growth," Ivey Business
Journal, UWO, Canada, July/ Aug., 2007, 71(6):1-9. ISSN: 1481-8248. Far too many
companies fail to achieve their growth targets in revenue and profitability. However, the
probability of achieving profitable growth is heightened whenever an organization has both a
clear growth strategy and strong execution infrastructure. One without the other impairs the
probability of success. Managers should strengthen the execution infrastructure through
investments. They should initiate a process to identify strategies with a high probability for
success. It also stresses the importance of leadership. # MS. Pro.
Liao, Hui, and Aichia Chuang, 2007, "Transforming Service Employees and Climate: A
multilevel, multisource examination of transformational leadership in building long-term service
relationships," Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, US, July 2007, 92(4):1006-1019. ISSN:
0021-9010 (Pr); 1939-1854 (Elec). DOI: 10.1037/0021-9010.92.4.1006. Location was Taiwan.
This longitudinal field study integrates the theories of transformational leadership (TFL) and
relationship marketing to examine how TFL influences employee service performance and
customer relationship outcomes by transforming both (at the micro level) the service employees'
attitudes and (at the macro level) the work unit's service climate. According to the theory of TFL
(Bass, 1985), such leaders display four types of behaviors that enable followers to transcend self-
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interest and perform beyond expectations: charisma (followers trust, admire, and identify with
them); inspirational motivation (vision of the future); intellectual stimulation (challenge
assumptions, reframe problems, and take risks); and individualized consideration (treating
followers on a one-on-one basis). Results revealed that, at the individual level, managers' TFL
was positively related to employee service performance, which, in turn, positively predicted
customers' expressed intention to maintain a long-term service relationship. Store-level TFL was
positively associated with store-level service climate. Benz and Worthy studies at Sears not
cited. At Rutgers U.; National Taiwan U. email: huiliao@smlr.rutgers.edu # MS. PJ. A.
Liberman, Nira, and Yaacov Trope, 1998, “The Role of Feasibility and Desirability
Considerations in Near and Distant Future Decisions: A Test of Temporal Construal Theory,”
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, APA, US, July, 75(1):5-18. Temporal construal
theory states that distant future situations are construed on a higher level than near future
situations. Accordingly, the theory suggests that the value associated with the high-level
construal is enhanced over delay and that the value associated with the low-level construal is
discounted over delay. In goal-directed activities, desirability of the activity's end state
represents a high-level construal, whereas the feasibility of attaining this end state represents a
low-level construal. Studies showed that decisions regarding distant future activities were more
influenced by the desirability of the end state and less influenced by the feasibility of attaining
the end state or by trime constraints. In choosing a distant future assignment, students placed
relatively more weight on the assignment's interest, whereas in choosing a near future
assignment, they placed relatively more weight on difficulty. [Potential limiting issue: subjects
were 18-19 year-olds.] Cited in Berkman & Lieberman 2009. # Misc. PJ. A.
Lichtenstein, Benyamin B., and Donde Ashmos Plowman, 2009, “The leadership of emergence:
A complex systems leadership theory of emergence at successive organizational levels,”
Leadership Quarterly, Aug2009, 20(4):617-630. Complexity science reframes leadership by
focusing on the dynamic interactions between all individuals producing emergent outcomes. We
develop a Leadership of Emergence using this approach. There are the same four “conditions”
for emergence: the presence of a Dis-equilibrium state, Amplifying actions, Recombination/
“Self-organization”, and Stabilizing feedback. Jaques not cited. Misc. PJ. A.
Lichtenstein, Sarah C., Baruch Fischhoff, and Lawrence D. Phillips, 1982, “Calibration of
Probabilities: The State of the Art to 1980,” chapter 22 (p. 306-349?) in Kahneman, Daniel, Paul
Slovic, and Amos Tversky, eds., 1982, Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases,
Cambridge University Press, London and New York, 555 p. From 1977 article. Cited in
Humphreys 1984. Barnard/Millstein BF 441 .J8 1982. Not in NYPL. City - lost. Grad Ctr &
Baruch BF441 .J8 1982. LDP at Brunel. Misc. Ch.
Lieberman, Ernest, 1988, Unfit to Manage!: how mis-management endangers America and what
working people can do about it, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, US, 301 p. A scathing indictment of
those selected to be managers in US firms. Saw the 1980s super-liquidity crisis as a failure of
management by pursuing its war on unions past cost-effectiveness. Employees have practical
intelligence of the operations of the firm and this should be harnessed. Quality was not possible
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in a fearful, blame-casting environment. Responsibility without authority was everywhere.
Chaos reigns in private and public firms. See Ch. 11 & Preface. Cited S. Melman 1983. NYPL
Br 658.0097 L. Clio os; CUNY Baruch (4th), City, Grad Ctr HD 70 .U5 L54 1988. Misc. Bk.
Lieberman, Marvin B., Lawrence J. Lau, and Mark D. Williams, 1990, “Firm-Level Productivity
and Management Influence: A Comparison of U.S. and Japanese Automobile Producers,”
Management Science, US, Oct90, 36(10):1193-1215. This study compared the productivity of
six major US and Japanese motor vehicle manufacturers—General Motors, Ford, Chrysler,
Toyota, Nissan, and Mazda—from the early 1950's through 1987. The results show that
productivity improvement by the six motor vehicle producers was attained primarily through
more efficient utilization of labor: long-term growth in capital productivity was negligible for
most firms. The three Japanese producers had achieved higher labor productivity than their US
counterparts by the late 1970's. More recently, though, differences among firms within each
country have become large relative to the gap between the US and Japan. In both countries,
significant shifts in the growth rate and level of firm productivity have followed changes in top
management. Context. History. At Stanford U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Lieberman, Marvin B., and Rajeev Dhawan, 2005, “Assessing the Resource Base of Japanese
and U.S. Auto Producers: A Stochastic Frontier Production Function Approach,” Management
Science, Informs, Linthicum, July 2005, 51(7):1060-1075. The “resource-based view of the
firm” has become an important conceptual framework in strategic management but has been
widely criticized for its lack of an empirical base. To address this deficit, we utilized a new
method for identifying interfirm differences in efficiency within the context of stochastic frontier
production functions. [This may also divulge the level of X-inefficiency.] Using data on
Japanese and US automobile manufacturers [Toyota and General Motors], we develop measures
of resources and capabilities and test for linkages with firm performance. “We conclude that
organization and scale are much more important than capital investment in accounting for
labor productivity differences in the automotive industry (p. 1073).” Found Michael Porter’s
1996 position that “operational effectiveness alone is not enough to establish sustainable
competitive advantage” was not tenable in the auto industry. Indeed, Toyota’s superior
effectiveness relative to other producers has held for three decades. (A key was the WIP/Sales
ratio coefficient.) Very solid support for RO concepts and practices. See Craddock 2002. MBL
at UCLA; RD at Georgia State. # MS. PJ. A.
Lieberson, Stanley, and James F. O'Connor, 1972, “Leadership and Organizational Performance:
A Study of Large Corporations,” American Sociological Review, April, 37(2):117-130. A study
of the impact of leadership changes (executive succession) on organizational performance in 167
large organizations over 20 years. (Evans 1979, representing the mainstream, claimed leadership
changes accounted for 7% of the immediate variance in sales and income and 15% in profit.
After a lag of one year profits were up 13%, after 2, up 32%, and after 3 years, up 33%.)
Industry, year and company account for over half the variance in profit margins. (This was much
larger than the immediate impact of a leadership change and, I think, reveals academic
expectations for leadership: very immature and huge.) But leadership accounted for 47.1
percent of the variance in profit margins, after a three-year lag. This article was taken by
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many other academics as proof that’ leaders do not make a difference’ to organizational
performance. [This article has been grossly misinterpreted. Leaders do make a difference
in a firm’s profitability and the data is here if the academics will see it. Compare to Robert
Guest 1962 and Alvin Gouldner 1954 for the framework of this study.] See Salancik and Pfeffer
1977; Barrick, Day, Lord, Alexander 1991; Rumelt 1991. Unaware of Jaques. See King 1997
on the three-year lagging impact of leadership succession. See book review of CCF by Ahern
for three-year lag on change efforts. See Weiner and Mahoney 1981 for methodological critique
and reversal of findings. See Thomas 1988 for another reversal. Refu. PJ. A.
Lifson, Thomas B., 1986, “Strategic Issues for the General Trading Companies,” chapter 6 (p.
55-63) in Tung, Rosalie L., ed., 1986, Strategic Management in the United States and Japan,
Ballinger/ Harper, Cambridge, MA. What the Japanese sogo shosha (GTC’s) DO. (Parts of this
chapter are from Yoshino, M. Y., and T. B. Lifson, 1986, The Invisible Link, MIT Press, 291 p.
Clio Barnard, Bus, Lehman. HD2756.2.J3 Y675 1986.) Misc. Ch.
Liker, Jeffery K., and Thomas Y Choi, 2004, “Building Deep Supplier Relationships,” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, Dec 2004, 82(12):104-112. Some US corporations created
supply chains (keiretsu networks) that superficially resembled those of their Japanese
competitors, but they did not alter the nature of their relationships with suppliers to make them
operate in synch. As a result, relations between US manufacturers and their suppliers have sunk
to the lowest levels in decades. The Japanese supplier-partnering model, used by Toyota and
Honda, is alive and well - in North America as well as Japan. (Quality didn’t work in the US.
What makes them think Lean will work?) At U. Mich. and Ariz. State. (OLD. See Florida /and/
Kenney 1990, 1991, 1993.) Misc. Pro.
Liker, Jeffery K., and David P. Meier, 2007, Toyota Talent: Developing your People the Toyota
Way, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 326 p. On training. Hiring people, talented people, make a
company great. Train them. Principle #1: Training and development of employees was to attain
long-term organization goals even at the expense of short-term costs. All managers have this
responsibility. Index: capability, PDCA, takt time (production rhythm). (See Career Crossroads
developed by Mahler in 1973 for General Electric’s Crotonville.) Cited by Eto 2008. Not in
NYPL. Hard in Clio Bus HF5549.5 .T7 L499 2007. ebook in CUNY&Clio. Misc. Bk.
Lillard, Lee A., 1977, “Inequality: Earnings vs. Human Wealth,” The American Economic
Review, March 1977, 67(2):42-53. Based on longitudinal panel data of men (b. 1917-1925), only
10 to 12 percent of variation in human wealth (earnings capacity) was due to variation in
measured schooling, ability, and background variables. The same was true within narrow age
groups. Found the impact of measured ability (I.Q.) on earnings increased with age. It was
negligible when young. The dominant factor was “individual unobserved differences.” [Both
Gifford’s 1928 and Jaques’ maturation curves indicate a similar acceleration in earnings with
age. Jaques explains it by the maturation into higher cognitive strata from the late 20s on.] Cited
by Murnane et al 1995. See Arrow 1973. MS. PJ. A.
Lilley, Simon, Geoffrey Lightfoot, and Paulo Amara, 2004, Representing Organization:
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Knowledge, Management, and the Information Age, Oxford U. Press, NY, NY, 224 p. The
organizational impact of information technologies. This book examines the many ways in which
actors, organizations and technologies are represented through these technologies thus bridging
the gap between the abstractions of current theories of organization and those grounded on
information systems. (Lots of stuff on new intellectualization.) Stressed requisite variety
(Ashby) inside organizations with an emphasis on Nonaka and Takeuchi 1991, 1995. Jaques not
cited. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Lillrank, Paul, 1995, “The Transfer of Management Innovations from Japan,” Organization
Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany, 16(6):971-989. (AN 6497853). How the
West fumbled the QCC and TBC concepts in the 1980s. The Japanese don’t talk about how they
did it since the complexities involved in creating and running an efficient organization are
“several magnitudes larger” than devising a clever portfolio strategy. Honda wins by hard work.
(Consultants can’t sell this.) Also, Western managers simply can not understand and therefore
overlook how it is done (p. 980). (Weep.) (It has to be by planning and budgeting. How else
can it be done? It can not be by structure, improvements, and indirect motivation.) Cited in
Witcher and Butterworth 2001. At Stockholm School of Economics. Teach. # Refu. PJ. A.
Lim, Chae Un, Alan J. Dubinsky, and Michael Levy, 1988, “A Psychometric Assessment of a
Scale to Measure Organizational Fairness,” Psychological Reports, US, 1988, 63:211-224.
Equity theory posits that an individual perceives equity or inequity in a work situation on the
basis of organizational fairness. The concept of organizational fairness is a multidimensional
construct that has evolved from research directed at developing measures and identifying
dimensions of perceived equity. This paper presents the results of an empirical assessment of the
psychometric properties of a scale designed to measure organizational fairness. Cited Jaques
1961; Belcher 1962; Carrell 1976, 1978; Goodman 1971, 1974; Walster, Berscheid and Walster
1973; Vecchio 1981; Adams 1963, 1965, 1976, Homans 1961; Patchen 1961. At U. Minnesota;
St. Cloud State U. (WI); U. Miami (FL). # MS. PJ.
Lim, Hong-Hai, 2006, “Representative Bureaucracy: Rethinking Substantive Effects and Active
Representation,” Public Administration Review, US, 66(2):193-204. This article addresses
perceived deficiencies in the study of representative bureaucracy. Doing so reduces normative
disagreement to a single source of substantive effects, namely bureaucratic partiality. Minority
bureaucratic partiality (active representation) is of dubious value for helping minorities. But a
passively representative bureaucracy increases in importance because of its other sources of
substantive effects. We need to go beyond this passive-active distinction: It is more accurate to
speak of representative bureaucracy and the sources of its substantive effects. (Ron Burt says
these activists should be fired.) At Universiti Sains Malaysia. E-mail: hhlim@usm.my. Misc.
PJ.
Lim, Howard, 1981, “Japanese Management: A Skill Profile,” Training and Development
Journal, Oct., 35(10):18-21. Focuses on the management skills of Japanese executives. The
Japanese have put more effort into group oriented efforts and work than individualists have in
the U.S. “Successive fads do not add up to progress.” Jaques not cited. Misc. Pro.
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Lima, Francisco, and Pedro Telhado Pereira, 2003, “Careers and wages within large firms:
evidence from a matched employer-employee data set,” International Journal of Manpower,
MCB UP Ltd, Bradford, UK, 2003, 24(7):812-836. The relationship between the workers' career
and wages is studied using a longitudinal sample of firms. The analysis shows that the
interactions of human capital attributes with the hierarchical levels are an important determinant
of wages. The relationship between wage growth and several career events is characterized,
namely, the effects of demotions and different types of promotions on wage paths. The wagecareer dynamics generates a U-shape to the wage premiums for promotions over the hierarchical
ladder. In the context of the model discussed, this shape suggests a stronger employer learning
and/or human capital accumulation effect at the bottom of the hierarchy and a stronger job
assignment effect at the top. (Legally eight layers are required in Portugal. They are not Jaques’
eight strata.) Misc. PJ.
Limerick, David C., 1976, “Authority Relations in Different Organizational Systems,” Academy
of Management Review, Oct 1976, 1(4):56-68. An overview of the many unsuccessful attempts
to reconcile authority with people. The total organizational system must be examined in which
the authority relations are embedded. Examined in a matrix based on differing assumptions
about people and organizations. Brown was one of the closest to success at Glacier. Cited
Brown 1960, 1971. At U. Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, RSA. # Rp. PJ. A.
Limerick, David C., 1976, “Authority: An Axis of Leadership Role Differentiation,” Psychologia
Africana, National Institute for Personnel Research of South Africa, Johanesburg, RSA. At U.
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, RSA. NYPL SIBL os L-10 6822 v. 16-17 1975-78. Lehman
Coll v.16 = 1976. [1968-1976 on shelves.] Not seen. MS. PJ.
L & C - 1993 – see Saul 1996. Rp. Bk.
Lincoln, Abraham, and Stephen Douglas, 1858 : 1993, The Lincoln-Douglas Debates: the first
complete, unexpurgated text, HarperCollins Publishers, New York, NY, 394 pages. Edited and
with an introduction by Harold Holzer, 1st ed. The Lincoln-Douglas debates for Senator from
Illinois, 1858. In these seven debates Lincoln was capable at stratum six while Douglas was at
five. Lincoln lost this Senate race - the election was via the legislature not the popular vote,
which Lincoln won. (Shades of the 2000 presidential race decided by the electoral college.)
Two years later these two squared off again - this time for the presidency. Lincoln won that 5way race with a plurality. By early 1861 he was operating at stratum seven. He just grow’d into
it. (A one-hour videotape re-enactment of these debates is available. Not seen.) See analysis in
Alison Brause PhD 2000. MS. Bk.
Lincoln, James R., Mitsuyo Hanada and Kerry McBride, 1986, “Organizational Structures in
Japanese and U.S. Manufacturing,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca,
NY, US, Sept. 1986, 31(3):338-364. We report the findings of a comparative survey of 55
American and 51 Japanese manufacturing plants, focusing on differences in organizational
structures and the influences of task environment and other determining variables on those
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structures. Significant differences in structural characteristics include less specialization, taller
hierarchies, greater formal centralization, but less de facto centralization in the Japanese
organizations. The effects of operations technology on the structuring of plants were also found
to be weaker in Japan than in the U.S., a pattern anticipated from the premise that Japanese
organizations are embedded in a tighter institutional environment than U.S. organizations. Study
also gave some support for the speculative thesis of parallels between Japanese organization and
modes of organizing associated with advanced production technology. [Everything was found to
be as predictable, given what this bibliography reveals.] Cited Blauner 1964; Lincoln &
Kalleberg 1985; Hatvany & Pucik 1981; Thurow 1985; Thomas & Shimada 1985. MS. PJ. A.
Lincoln, James R., and Kerry McBride, 1987, “Japanese Industrial Organization in Comparative
Perspective,” Annual Review of Sociology, 13:289-312. A review of theory and research on
Japanese patterns of work and industrial organization. Internal labor market theory can explain
much of the Japanese difference, it does not explain it all. Job satisfaction among the Japanese
was low (see Herzberg 1959; Picard 1964 PhD; Cole 1979:238). Not on the theory. Biblio
shows the authors knew a lot. Cited Blauner, Hatvany, Pucik, Shimada, Yoshino, Shirai. Cited
by H. White 1992; Clegg 1990:201. At Arizona and Indiana. Misc. PJ.
Lincoln, James R., 1989, “Employee Work Attitudes and Management Practice in the U.S. and
Japan: Evidence from a Large Comparative Study,” California Management Review, Berkeley,
CA, 32:89-106. A precis of the Lincoln and Kalleberg 1990 book (q.v.). MS. Pro.
Lincoln, James R., and Arne L. Kalleberg; with the collaboration of Mitsuyo Hanada and Kerry
McBride, 1990, Culture, Control, and Commitment: a study of work organization and work
attitudes in the United States and Japan, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge [England];
New York [USA], 291 p. Tested Dore’s structural thesis. Reversed the assumption that
Japanese work organizations under competitive pressure from the West would adopt Western
ways and “converge” toward the Western model. The Japanese designed model of “welfare
corporatism” was more robust and more competitive than the Western model of capitalism (q.v.
Dore). Organizational design was decoupled from “the technology process and more attuned to
the needs of the human workforce” (p. 218). The Japanese model included structures facilitating
worker cooperation, work integration, job mobility and career paths, and managerial legitimacy all directed toward enhancing employee commitment. The Western (US) model fell short in all
of these internal dimensions - it was based more on values and psychology, culture and control and thus came up short in the competitive global marketplace. First level supervisors in Japan
enjoyed higher status than in the US. See Lincoln 1989 for article version. See reviews by
Granovetter 1990, Pucik 1991, S. Wood 1993 (not herein). SIBL JBE 90-505 Barnard & Bus
HD58.7 .L55 1990. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Lindbeck, Assar, and Dennis J. Snower, 1996, “Reorganization of Firms and Labor-Market
Inequality,” The American Economic Review, (The Distribution of Wages and Unemployment),
[Papers and Proceedings of the Hundredth and Eighth Annual Meeting of the American
Economic Association San Francisco, CA, January 5-7, 1996], May 1996, 86(2):315-321. Adam
Smith divided workers into specialties. Frederick Taylor accentuated this trend. But this trend is
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in retreat and is accelerating. New organizations are flatter and they are built around teams.
Japanese firms have had these features for some time. Younger workers are capable of multitasking. However, this leads to labor-market inequality. “In practice, the people in high-wage
occupations are often more versatile than people in the low-wage occupations....” Indeed. At
Stockholm and Birkbeck. MS. PJ. A.
Lindbeck, Assar, and Dennis J. Snower, 2000, “Multitask Learning and the Reorganization of
Work: From Tayloristic to Holistic Organization,” Journal of Labor Economics, July 2000,
18(3):353-376. Examined the changes in the organization of work and the widening dispersion
of wages - leading toward inequality. Frederick Taylor accentuated the trend begun by Adam
Smith to divide work and workers into specialties. But this trend is in retreat and the retreat is
accelerating. This also was due in part to the rising importance of the computer and the loss of
the unskilled due to biased trade flows. Cited Aoki in Marglin 1990. MS. PJ. A.
Lindblom, Charles E., 1959, “The Science of ‘Muddling Through’,” Public Administration
Review, US, 19:154-166. (Reprinted in: Gore, William J., and J. W. Dyson, 1964, The Making of
Decisions, Free Press, NY, NY, p. 155-169. Reprinted as 3 chapters in Etzioni, Amitai, ed.,
1969, Readings in Modern Organizations. Also Lindbloom 1959 PAR, p. 154-166. Dror,
Yehezkel reply 1964 PAR, p.166-171; Lindbloom response 1964 PAR, p. 171-173.) A classic.
Rational choice [a la Simon - no one is THAT capable] versus successive comparison and
mutual adjustment in decision making. Public policy is made and remade endlessly. Does not
cite Jaques. See Landsberger 1961 and Kriger 1983. MS. PJ.
Lindblom, Charles E., 1979, “Still muddling, not yet through,” Public Administration Review,
American Society for Public Administration, Chicago, IL, Nov.-Dec., 39(6):517-526. Many
critics of incrementalism believe that doing better usually means turning away from
incrementalism. Incrementalists believe that for complex problem solving it usually means
practicing incrementalism (or strategic analysis) more skillfully and turning away from it only
rarely. The choice between synopsis and any form of strategic analysis (including disjointed
incrementalism) is simply between ill-considered, often accidental incompleteness on one hand,
and deliberate, designed incompleteness on the other. A fast-moving sequence of small changes
can more speedily accomplish a drastic alteration of the status quo than can an only infrequent
major policy change. (There are at least 4 articles in this issue on this topic.) See Leibenstein
1966, 1976; Hirschman and Lindblom 1962; Lindblom 1959. Supports Deming’s QC-Circles;
Landsberger 1961; and Kriger 1983/1992. MS. PJ.
Linetsky, Barry L., 2009, "Requisite Structure: A Guide," online at tspg-consulting.com. 25 p.
Strategy and structure must be aligned for any organization to be effective. Yet in many this is
not so. We have used RO theory successfully to create structures, roles, and accountabilities that
support the firm strategy. At Strategic Planning Group, Toronto, Ont., CA. # Ru.
Linetsky, Barry L., 2012, "Managing For Mediocrity? Assessing the Vitality of Canadian
Corporations," Ivey Business Journal, U. Western Ontario, Can., May/Jun2012, 76(3):1-5. Word
Cnt: 4152. ISSN: 14818248. New research by the author indicates that Canadian executives do
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well when it comes to strategic intent, but have difficulty converting intent into results. Through
a better understanding of the gaps that exist in the foundational pillars important to achieving a
high-performance culture, executives and managers can focus on closing these gaps to support
strategic execution, improve employee morale and engagement, and drive marketplace success.
The Strategic Planning Group, Toronto, ON, Canada. # Rp. Pro.
Lingle, John H., and William A. Schiemann, 1996, "From Balanced Scorecard to Strategy
Gauge: Is Measurement Worth It?" Management Review, AMA, US, March 1996, 85(3):56-62.
Word Cnt: 3361. ISSN: 0025-1895. On real estate industry. There is an internal disagreement
within many firms over what should be measured, value ($) or quality. Goals are confused and
conflicted, leaving gaps. # Misc. PJ.
Linhart, Danielle, Mme., 1981, L’Appel de La Sirène, ou, L'accoutumance au travail, La
Sycomore, Paris, FR, 199 p. In French. Taylorism pits the employer against the manager/
engineer. The assumption is that knowledge is in the planning office once and for all and takes
managerial control away from the worker. The cognitive abilities of the worker do not evolve
and they become replaceable. But here’s the flaw: the customer and the product and the service
change. The practical knowledge/ tacit knowledge of the worker entirely escapes the managers.
And the technical knowledge of the engineer is no longer operational when the workforce turns
over. The manager is unable to give necessary instructions. In short, it is to the advantage of the
employer to give responsible autonomy to the workers, to urge cooperation, and to instill the
goals of the firm. (Taylorism is a fantasy.) Cited on p. 95-96 & 123 in Kate Pankhurst 1990
PhD. Not in CUNY, Clio. NYPL SIBL os JLD 84-247. Refu. Bk.
Linstead, Stephen, and Andrew Chan, 1994, “The Sting of Organization: Command, Reciprocity
and Change Management,” Journal of Organizational Change Management, MCB UP, Emerald,
UK, 7(5):4-19. Examined the structure of command in organizations and the use of “fear” to
bring people into line during periods of rapid change. Used the concept of the 'sting' to illustrate
the implications of structure on relationships – whereby an individual acts on a command, but
the 'sting' is an objection to such an obeyed command or act of deference, which can impede
later organizational relationships between individuals and groups. A focus on the short-term
'stings' can lead to long-term dysfunction. Hong Kong Telecom is used to illustrate. # MS. PJ.
Linstead, Stephen, 1997, “The Social Anthropology of Management,” British Journal of
Management, March 1997, 8(1):85-98. Social anthropology adopts a methodology of
ethnographic immersion. This enables the capture of elusive, ambiguous and tacit aspects of
research settings, and also allows grounded theory to be generated from ‘thick’ or ‘rich’ data.
Social anthropology has taken into account recent developments in postmodern and critical
thought focusing on culture, on critique, and on change. Finally the paper gives an example of
the application of the approach in a management development programme, where teaching and
research progressed in harness. At U. of Wollongong, NSW, AU. Jaques not cited. See Bate
1997. Misc. PJ.
Lippitt, Gordon L. and Warren H. Schmidt, 1967, “Crises in a Developing Organization,”
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Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Nov/Dec, 45(6):102-112. Crises emerge from stages of
development that growing organizations pass through. These are non-financial organizational
crises. Management has the power to resolve these issues as they arise. Failure to do so means
further and bigger problems confront the firm. Cited by Torbert 1974 who compared this with
his and Greiner’s articles (p. 12-13). This is three-dimensional. Did not cite Jaques. Misc. Pro.
Lippitt, Robert, and Ralph K. White, 1943, "The 'Social Climate' of Children's Groups," chapter
28 (p. 485-508) in Barker, Roger G., Jacob S. Kounin, and Herbert F. Wright, eds., 1943, Child
Behavior and Development, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, US, 652 p. Three climates were studied:
authoritarian, democratic, and laissez-faire. Easy tasks were accomplished better in democratic
climates. But the more difficult tasks were accomplished declining in the above order. (Two
reactions were created by authoritorian climates: aggressive and submissive. Group goals were
undermined in favor of the drives for leader recognition and competitive social approval.)
Laissez-faire led to cycles of individual frustration-aggression-mutual frustration which blocked
constructive work, and group goals were rejected entirely.) Taught to the Japanese by the
Occupation. [Democracy was the least-worst climate.] Cited in Misumi 1996. CUNY Baruch,
Htr Mn (B1) BF721 .B26. # Misc. Ch.
Lipsky, Michael, 1980, Street-Level Bureaucracy, dilemmas of the individual in public services,
Russell Sage Foundation, NY, NY, 244 p. Teachers, police officers, legal aid lawyers, and social
workers must use their discretion to translate policy into practice. Public service workers have to
cope with huge caseloads, ambiguous agency goals, and limited resources. They must be
granted wide discretion to get their work done. But they must also be accountable for results.
Managing discretion was at the ‘heart of the problem of street-level bureaucracy’ (p. 196).
Reviewers used many highly-acclaim terms – “excellent,” “well written,” “marvelous,”
“seminal,” and “illuminating.” (Hard to believe he didn’t read Jaques. He used the same terms
with the same definitions. But it looks like he didn’t. Jaques was not cited.) CUNY Baruch,
Grad Ctr HV41 .L53 1980. Mid-Manh 361.301L. At MIT. MS. Bk.
Lipstreu, Otis, and Kenneth A. Reed, 1965, “A New Look at the Organizational Implications of
Automation,” Journal of the Academy of Management, US, March, 8(1):24-31. In a survey of
managers who had undergone automation, they felt – it caused work interdependence to increase,
the ratio of workers to supervisors rose, attention to the machine was increased, centralization of
authority increased, but the direct vertical communication decreased, and the size of the work
crews or teams decreased. The individual workers were more isolated and this caused
psychological issues. See Bright 1958 HBR. At U. Colo. Misc. PJ.
Lister, E. Anne, 2001, “Organizational change: tales of intergenerational and sibling rivalry,”
Journal of Organizational Change Management, Emerald MCB, UK, 14(5):468-480.
Organizations often reproduce family relationships with conflicts against authority and sibling
rivalry. Related four events from a major computer project which illustrated Oedipal themes.
Based on her MA thesis. Cited Jaques 1955, which Jaques has withdrawn. Off. PJ.
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Lister, Eric D., MD, 2000, “Effective Health Care Leadership Requires Well-Organized Team,”
Click, American College of Physician Executives, Tampa, FL, 06/27/2000. Saw Elliot Jaques’
[sic] accountability as the opposite of Senge’s ideas on empowerment. Thought highly of Ron
Heifetz’ distinction among problems requiring ‘Technical’ vs ‘Adaptive’ solutions. Saw
empowerment and accountability as polar opposites, perhaps different qualities. (Unaware of the
Senge-Jaques relationship.) Article is addressed to physician executives. (What a Revoltin’
Development!) A bit lost. Cr. Pro.
Litterer, Joseph A., 1961, "Alexander Hamilton Church and the Development of Modern
Management," The Business History Review, HBS, Summer 1961, 35(2):211-225. Systematic
Management. Church saw management as a distinct function that could be manipulated for
greater efficiency. He advocated information be gathered, both quantitative and qualitative. The
more intelligent personel were needed in management. Church took a total view of management,
not a particular view. Management coordinated four activities – design, organization, operation,
and comparison. These activities were devolved (delegated) to subordinates within the company.
This was the 'science of management.' Alternatively, 'scientific management' he felt consisted of
only two elements – planning and standards. Church started with overhead cost accounting – as
a way of measurement. This cost was not a waste, but an essential, and management should be
used best – most efficiently. Cited Litterer 1959 PhD. # MS. PJ. A.
Litterer, Joseph A., 1961, "Systematic Management: The search for order and integration,"
Business History Review, HBS, US, Winter, 35(4):461-476. Before there was scientific
management and Taylorism there was Systematic Management in the US. It began about three
decades earlier and dealt with the management hierarchy, not the shopfloor. Both had roots in
engineering, but each had a different focus. Systematic embraced the concerns of the top of the
organization. Cited in Wijnberg et al 2002. Cited Litterer 1959 PhD. Not in NYPL. In Clio,
CUNY. # MS. PJ. A.
Litterer, Joseph A., 1963, "Systematic Management: Design for Organizational Recoupling in
American Manufacturing Firms," Business History Review, HBS, Winter 1963, 37(4):369-391.
The focus of systematic management was on internal co-ordination, its breakdowns, and
guidelines to identify and overcome the breakdown. If breakdowns occurred numerously, as
they did when a company expanded rapidly (as often happened in the late 19th century), they
could de-couple a firm's operations with disorder and waste. The increasing subdivision of work
required co-ordination that was too great for managers to handle. This means vertical authority
was used to co-ordinate the flow of horizontal work and material. A stable-state was the goal.
Guidelines, or policies, were developed for managers at lower levels. Gain-sharing was
introduced in 1880s. Central control and information flows followed. Cited Litterer 1959 PhD.
# MS. PJ. A.
Litterer, Joseph A., ed., 1969, Organizations: structure and behavior, 2d ed., Wiley, New York,
NY. A few of the selections are on Jaques. The G. Bell chapters were reprinted from AMJ 1965
and 1966. Other readings include Penrose (nice selections) and Tausky. (1st edn. 1963: NYPL
Schw F10-9243 (?); 3rd edn. 1980) City Coll. Cohen HD58.7 .L57 1980. ~
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Litterer, Joseph A., 1973, The Analysis of Organizations, 2nd ed., Wiley, New York, NY, 757 p.
(1st edn., 1965: cited Jaques for last chapter. JJay.) An overall view of organizations, calling
them ‘sociotechnical systems’ (with emphasis on the systems). Not alone on Jaques but cited
him and friends many times. Jaques and Martin’s fast-follower research used in last chapter on
strategy (no. 29, p. 716-742), “Changing Organizational Behavior.” Other cites: Jaques 1951,
1956, 1961; N. Martin 1956, 1959; G. Bell 1965, 1966; W.G. Scott 1961; Landsberger 1961;
Worthy 1950, 1953 (p. 474); Evan 1963; Terreberry 1968; S. Beer 1959, 1966; N. Weiner 1954;
Guest 1956; Weick 1966; Ashby 1952; Jasinsky 1956; Gouldner 1954, 1957; Hickson;
Chowdhry and Pal 1957; Katz and Kahn 1966; von Bertalanffy 1968. City Cohen HD31 .L485
1973. Rp. Bk.
Litterer, Joseph A., 1986, “Elements of Control in Organizations,” chapter 29 (p. 447-458) in
Jelinek, Mariann, Joseph A. Litterer, and Raymond E. Miles, eds., 1986, Organizations by
Design: theory and practice, 2nd edn., Business Publications, Plano, TX, 594 p. Three modes of
control found in organizations are: hierarchical, administrative systems, and self- or internal
control. Effective hierarchical control rests on a proper fit between the superior's bases of
command of power and the mode involvement with the organization of the person or persons to
be controlled. Administrative systems, a surrogate for direct action by a superior, usually
specify in written form what is to be done. Self-control, the third mode, represent an entirely
different approach. Rather than being externally directed, choice is left to the individual as to
how things will be done and also what will be done. This mode of control requires a conceptual
and often a philosophical shift. It requires a presumption that subordinates will support
organizational goals. Cited G. Bell 1965. NYU Offsite HD31 .O775 1986. # D. Ch.
Little, Stephen E., 1987, “Incremental and systemic innovation strategies: reflections of technical
choice,” Design Studies, Design Research Society, January, 8(1):41-54. On levels of
complexity, on the two types of improvement. Stretching a design to its limits (jets and
railways). Used Perrow, not Jaques or Deming. At Griffith U., Qld, AU. Misc. PJ.
Little, Stephen E., 1987, “The role of time frames in design decision-making,” Design Studies,
Design Research Society, July, (8):170-182. Linked time frame discrepancies to uncertainty
facing design decision-makers. Developed own taxonomy of time frames. Used Perrow
strongly. Passing reference to Jaques 1956. At Griffith U., Qld, AU. W. PJ.
Little, Stephen E., 1987, The organisational implications of computer technology for
professional work, Gower, Guildford, UK; Aldershot, Brookfield, VT, USA; 199 p. (See
different title in Little 1987 July.) Chapter 4 on Mintzberg 1979. In concluding two chapters he
cited Peter A. Clark 1982 (1985) who cited Jaques 1956. Cited Collingridge 1982. This is his
1987 unrelated PhD at Royal Institute of Art, thesis in Design, Uni. London. NYPL SIBL JSD
88-698. Misc. Bk.
Little, Stephen E., 1990, “Task Environment versus Institutional Environment: understanding the
context of design decision-making,” Design Studies, Design Research Society, January,
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11(1):29-42. Perrow is at the center of this article. Saw TSD levels as a “valuable adjunct to
Thompson’s [1967] constituencies and coalitions.” Confused TSD based hierarchy (Brown and
Jaques 1965) with the very limited “calculative rationality” of the computer in Dreyfus and
Dreyfus 1986. (But Jaques 1996 closely parallels D&D 1986. See RO2, pp. 20, 21, 26.) At U.
Wollongong, AU. Off. PJ.
Littler, Craig R., 1978, “Understanding Taylorism,” The British Journal of Sociology, LSE,
London, UK, June, 29(2):185-202. An excellent analysis of Taylorism as it was
institutionalized. Starting with H. Braverman’s 1974 attack on Taylorism, Littler showed it was
adopted in the UK later than in the US, in the inter-war period. Taylorism was analysed in terms
of the division of labour, the structure of control over task performance, and the implicit
minimum interaction employment relationship. It had no career structure. Used Behrend (1957)
and Baldamus (1961) to reveal the subjectivity of Taylor’s “effort scale” which obscured the
relationship between output rate and the wage scale. Cited L.E. Davis (1966/1972) on the goal
of the Taylorist job design: to change the employment relationship and make people
interchangeable. The rise of ‘human relations’ did not impact Taylorism, which continued.
Also cited Alan Fox 1974 B.C.; Trist 1973. See John Kelly 1978 following; Abruzzi 1956. (Did
not have to cite Jaques!) At City U., UK. # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Littler, Craig R., 1984, “Taylorism, Fordism and Job Design,” chapter 2 (p. 10-29) in Knights,
David, D. Collinson, and Hugh Willmott, eds., 1985, Job Redesign, Gower Pub., Aldershot, UK;
Brookfield, VT, USA, 235 p. An excellent history of the influence of Taylor and the mass
production ideas of Ford and their impact on job design in the UK starting between the Wars and
continuing into the 1980s. NYPL Schw JLD 85-3875 (SASB). Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Littler, Craig R., 1986, The Development of the Labour Process in Capitalist Societies, Gower,
Aldershot, UK, 226 p. Jaques (1961) and Fox (1974, BC) were cited and discretion and
prescribed aspects of work were explained in ch. 2. CUNY Grad Ctr HD 8390 .L48 1986.
NYPL os JLD 87-1005. Clio os - 1982. [2 edns.] # D. Bk.
Littler, Craig R., Retha Wiesner, and Richard Dunford, 2003, “The Dynamics of Delayering:
changing management structures in three countries,” Journal of Management Studies, WileyBlackwell, UK, Mar2003, 40(2):225–256. This paper delineated trends in delayering based on
surveys of 2964 organizations across three countries and assessed the effects of delayering in
terms of management structures, workloads, productivity, and 'survivor syndrome'. It concluded
delayering had been widespread with few signs of a delayering- relayering cycle. But the effect
was a collapse of managerial commitment in Australia and South Africa with significant
differences in New Zealand. Cited by Karube et al 2009; Caza 2012. Cited Gordon 1996;
Hammer & Champy 1993; Hilmer and Donaldson 1996; Jaques 1976, 1990 (sic); Littler 1994,
1996-2001, Sparrow 1996, 1998; Tomasko 1987, 1990 (rev.), 1992; Zemke 1988. At Royal
Holloway, U. London; U. So. Queensland; Macquarie U. c.littler@rhul.ac.uk # Rp. PJ.
Liu, Xiaoqing (Frank), Praveen Inuganti, and Kunio Noguchi, 2006, "Technical target setting in
time-stamped quality function deployment," Total Quality Management & Business Excellence,
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Mar2006, 17(2):149-177. ISSN: 14783363. DOI: 10.1080/14783360500450475. Quality
Function Deployment (QFD) has been applied to develop numerous products (Akao 1990),
including software systems, to improve their quality. Target setting is a complicated and
important task in product development using QFD. The targets are extremely important since
they directly affect customer satisfaction. We present an innovative quantitative approach to set
technical targets in QFD to enable assessment of the impact of unachieved target values on
customer satisfaction. By incorporating the market trend and the time of delivery of the product
into the target setting process, we can set targets that provide a competitive edge for our product
over the competitor's products and a high level of customer satisfaction. At U. Missouri- Rolla,
MO, US; Toshiba Corp., Japan. # Misc. PJ.
Livingston, J. Sterling, 1971, “Myth of the Well-educated Manager,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, US, Jan-Feb, 49(1):79-89. There is no direct relationship between performance in
school or training programs and records of success in management. Formal management
education programs in both universities and industry have been unable to develop explicitly the
traits, knowledge, and skills that are essential to career success and leadership in any business
organization. (This was written after Becker 1964.) "While the analytical skills needed for
problem solving are important, more crucial to management success are the perceptual skills
needed to identify problems long before evidence of them can be found by even the most
advanced management information system." (See quote by Chesterson.) Cited by Stamp 1981
and Eilon 1981. Teach. # MS. Pro.
Livy, Bryan, 1975, Job Evaluation: a critical review, George Allen and Unwin, London, UK,
192 p. For the personnel professional. Covers all the job evaluation methods then prominent
including Jaques, Paterson, Hay, etc. Recognized the importance and credibility issues of nonquantitative job evaluation. TSD described p. 98-108 including ranks/strata I-V but VI-VII may
exist also in large organizations. Age-Wage curve/modes p. 105. Appendix II on incumbent
evaluations in the UK Post Office, included: 2. Decisions at 25 % and; 3. Judgement at 40% (p.
173-178). In the end he rejected time span as impractical. Cited EJ 10 times: 1961, 1964, 1967
(EP2), 1967/1968, 1969, 1970; WB 1973; Adams 1963, 1965; Belcher 1963; Goodman 1967;
Goldenberg 1968; Richardson 1971. He has MA Lond. At City U., UK. (Cited by Holmes
1981.) (Cited W. H. Auden in reply to Lord Kelvin on p. 153, q.v..) NYPL Hum Offsite - JLE
76-1868 (HSSL). Rp. Bk.
Lloyd, Caroline, and Jonathan Payne, 2006, “Goodbye to all that? a critical re-evaluation of the
role of the high performance work organization within the UK skills debate,” Work, Employment
and Society, UK, March, 23(1):151-165. The high performance work organization (HPWO) has
no clear model or definition and thus offers little threat to current management practices. It
appears to subordinate employee interests to managerial goals through consensus and ‘win-win’
gains. The concept of the ‘better job’ (high skilled, high quality) is less welcome among public
sector policy-makers. Both at U. Warwick, UK. caroline.lloyd@warwick.ac.uk # Refu. PJ. A.
Lloyd, Caroline, and Jonathan Payne, 2009, “Full of sound and fury, signifying nothing’
interrogating new skill concepts in service work — the view from two UK call centres,” Work,
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Employment and Society, UK, Dec. 2009, 23(4):617-634. Currently many routine service jobs
are ‘skilled’ because they require workers to perform ‘emotion work’ and ‘articulation work’.
Workers question the validity of these new skill concepts which overplay the amount of task
variation, discretion and control available to workers. More problematic is equating skill with
the ability to cope with badly designed jobs and stressful working conditions. So, what is a
service-based ‘skilled job’? At Cardiff U., UK. Email: lloydc4@cardiff.ac.uk Teach. # Refu.
PJ. A.
Lloyd-Walker, Beverley, 2007, "Choices Within Work Choices," chapter 3 (p. 43-56) in Abbott,
Keith, Bruce Hearn MacKinnon, Leanne Morris, Kerrie Saville, and Dianne Waddell, eds., 2007,
Work Choices: Evolution or Revolution, Heidelberg Press, Heidelberg, Vic., AU, 150 p. [An
advisor to Sue Mate at VU.] Not in NYPL, Clio, CUNY. Not in NYC. Not seen. Misc. Ch.
Loasby, Brian J., 1968, “The Decision-Maker in the Organization,” Journal of Management
Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Oct68, 5(3):352-364. Organizations do not make decisions.
Decisions are made by people. Yet economic analysis postulates modern large organizations
behave as the old-fashioned entrepreneur. Economists admit that a large firm has major
problems of co-ordination and communication. The technical problems in establishing
management control systems include two conflicting aims - setting a guide to action in terms of
budget and standards for evaluating managers. But initiative cannot be commanded. One must
rely on the individual to give timely warning that action is needed. Cited Jaques 1961; Barnard
1938; Cyert and March 1963; McGregor 1961. In Economics at U. Stirling, UK. # Rp. PJ.
Lock, Andrew R., 1983, “Applying Decision Analysis in an Organisational Context,”
chapter (p. 145-166) in Humphreys, Patrick C., Ola Svenson, and Anna Vari, eds., 1983,
Analyzing and Aiding Decision Making Processes, Research Conference on Subjective
Probability, Utility, and Decision Making (8th : 1981 : Budapest, Hungary), North Holland,
Amsterdam, NL. NY and UK, 565 p. Decisions appear in client organizations as disruptions to
the status quo. Uncertain changes in the relative power and status for participants creates
resistance to the analysis process. The presence of an ‘executive-level’ dominant coalition with
the power to take explicit decisions and implement them markedly increases the likelihood of
acceptance of ‘rational choice’ models. In other situations, the process is seen as more of a
contribution toward this end. Cited Jaques 1976; Phillips 1980; Humhreys 1980, 1982. At
Kingston Polytechnic, UK. Not in NYPL, CUNY. NYU Bobst HD30.23 .A5. # Rp. Ch.
Lock, Dennis, ed., 1972, Guide to Management Techniques, 2nd edn., Gower Press, London, UK;
Wiley, NY, NY, 482 p. Adv. Ed.: George Bull. Included Leon Simons 1972; Tom Watson
1972. Chapters 2, 12, 14, 19, and 21 are of interest regarding SST/RO. Clio Offsite HD31 .G83
1972. Hunter Mn (B2). NYU Bobst. Misc. Ch.
Locke, Edwin A., 1966, “The Relationship of Intentions to Level of Performance,” Journal of
Applied Psychology, APA, PsycINFO, Feb. 1966, 50(1):60-66. Three laboratory experiments
are reported which stem from T. A. Ryan's 1958 and 1954 approach to motivation. The
fundamental unit is the "intention." The experiments examined the relationship between
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intended level of achievement and actual level of performance. A significant linear relationship
was obtained in all three experiments; the higher the level of intention, the higher the level of
performance. The findings held both between and within Subjects and across different tasks.
[Mode versus Strata?] Neither Jaques nor Baldamus cited. Ryan was then at Cornell. From his
1964 PhD at Cornell. Clio Psych Lib. # Misc. PJ. A.
Locke, Edwin A., 1976, “The Nature and Causes of Job Satisfaction,” chapter 30 (p. 1297-1350)
in Dunnette, Marvin D., ed., 1976, Handbook of Industrial and Organizational Psychology,
Rand-McNally, Chicago, IL, 1470 p. (Reprinted 1986; 1990 edn. rewritten). See section on ‘Job
Levels’ p. 1319-1321. “[T]he almost universal finding of a positive relationship between job
level and job satisfaction (p. 1321)” was due to more mentally challenging work at higher
levels. See section on ‘Pay’ and equity p. 1321-1325. Cited Whyte 1955 (p. 46); Jaques p. 1321.
City Cohen HF5548.8 .H265. D. Ch.
Locke, Edwin A., D. B. Feren, V. M. McCaleb, K. N. Shaw, and A. T. Denny, 1980, "The
Relative Effectiveness of Four Methods of Motivating Employee Performance," chapter 20 (p.
363-388) in Duncan, K. D., M. M. Gruneberg, and D. Wallis, eds., 1980, Changes in Working
Life, John Wiley, London, UK, 568 p. Locke et al reviewed studies and looked at four methods
of motivating employee performance: money, goal setting, participation in decision making, and
redesigning jobs to give workers more challenge and responsibility. He found that the average
improvement –
Money
+ 30 %
Goal setting
+ 16 %
Participation
+ <1 %
Job redesign
+ 17 %
Moreover, every study Locke reviewed that used money as a method of motivation resulted in
some improvement in employee performance. Such evidence demonstrates that money may not
be the only motivator, but it is difficult to argue that it doesn't motivate! Cited in Robbins 1991,
p. 236. See Marriott 1968. CUNY Htr Mn, Baruch HD4813 .I28 1979. At UMD. # Misc. Ch.
Locke, Edwin A., Karyll M. Shaw, Lise M. Saari, and Gary P. Latham, 1981, “Goal Setting and
Task Performance:1969-1980,” Psychological Bulletin, APA, US, 90:125-152. A summary of
their research and findings over this period. Specific and challenging goals lead to higher
performance by directing attention, mobilizing effort, increasing persistence, and motivating
cognitive strategy development (discretion). These are all motivators. Cited in McLagan 1988.
MS. PJ. A.
Locke, Edwin A., and Gary P. Latham, 2002, “Building a practically useful theory of goal setting
and task motivation: A 35-year odyssey,” American Psychologist, US, Sept. 2002, 57(9):705717. The authors summarize 35 years of empirical research on goal-setting theory. They
describe the core findings, the mechanisms by which goals operate, moderators of goal effects,
the relation of goals and satisfaction, and the role of goals in incentives. The external validity
and practical significance were explained. Jaques not cited. Wd # MS. PJ. A.
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Lockyer, Keith, and John Oakland, 1981. Part 2 of a 2-part Management Today article on
quality. See O’Neill, Hugh, 1981, for both parts. ~
Lodge, Milton, Marco R. Steenbergen, and Shawn Brau, 1995, “The Responsive Voter:
Campaign Information and the Dynamics of Candidate Evaluation,” The American Political
Science Review, June 1995, 89(2):309-326. An examination of voter memory decay and
cumulative impression calculus in voter decision making. Compares these dynamics between
the major US parties. Critically important for cognitive processes, decision making and
customer relations (S-1 and S-2). (Related to Affective Events Theory (AET).) Not on RO
theory. See Brause PhD 2000. Sent to Brause 12-05 Misc. PJ.
Loevinger, Jane, 1976, Ego Development: conceptions and theories, Jossey-Bass Publishers, San
Francisco, CA, 504 pages. (With the assistance of Augusto Blasi.) Developmental psychology.
The Loevinger Scale of ego development. Several researchers have linked Loevinger, Kohlberg,
and Jaques. Misc. Bk.
Loewenstein, George, and Nachum Sicherman, 1991, “Do Workers Prefer Increasing Wage
Profiles?” Journal of Labor Economics, Jan. 1991, 9(1):67-84. Survey data contradicted the
common assumption of labor economists that workers preferred declining wage profiles. Several
possible explanations were tested. Authors showed future wages were different from discounted
present-value calculations. Asked: Was there something special about wages that was different
from other types of payments? [Yes: Life-time wages include anticipation of increasing skill and
capability levels.] Alt. PJ. A.
Logue, Alexandra W., and Yenny D. Anderson, 2001, “Higher-Education Administrators: When
the Future Does Not Make a Difference,” Psychological Science, APS, Blackwell, Malden, MA,
US, July 2001, 12(4):276-281. (Jenny D. Anderson?) Investigated the relationships between
administrative actions and their long-term consequences. The experienced administrators were
more likely than trainees to mention long-term consequences when describing their past and
possible future administrative actions. Administrators may make choices that do not result in
their institutions meeting the highest standards. (Very intriguing.) Experienced administrators
were also more likely than trainees to choose smaller amounts of funds available immediately for
their units versus larger amounts of promised future funds. (Also, they were older.) Cited
Jaques 1989. Then at Baruch College; Logue is now Vice Chancellor of CUNY, US. # Rp. PJ.
Lomi, Alessandro, and Erik R. Larsen, eds., 2001, Dynamics of Organizations: computational
modeling and organization theories, AAAI / MIT P:ress, Cambridge, MAA, US, 502 p. Preface
by James G. March (9 pgs.). Intro by editors gives an academic European viewpoint of the IT
field over the 20th century (34 pgs.) Selection of readings by European authors on the firm.
Subtitle shows the IT and economics focus of the book on how to link the different levels of
analysis. Information technology. Interesting. Jaques not cited. SIBL (br) 302.36 D. # Misc.
Ch.
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London Borough of Brent, 1985, “A Child in Trust: the Report of the Panel of Inquiry into the
circumstances surrounding the death of Jasmine Beckford,” presented to Brent Borough Council
and to Brent Health Authority by the members of the Panel of Inquiry. AKA: The Beckford
Report. See also Parton 1986. ~
London Factories Works Council, 1965. See Glacier Metal Company, Ltd., 1965.
London, Manuel, and Valerie I. Sessa, 2006, “Continuous Learning in Organizations: A living
systems analysis of individual, group, and organization learning,” in Yammarino, F. J., and F.
Dansereau, eds., 2006, Multi-level issues in social systems, Research in Multi-Level Issues, vol.
5, Elsevier/JAI, Oxford, UK; Amsterdam, NL, 5:123-172. An annual: 483 p. [Article version of
the book of same main title. First author of book was Sessa. 1st of 4 inter-related articles in this
section.] Students of organizations are beginning to recognize the importance of continuous
learning in organizations. We view individuals, groups, and organizations as living systems
nested in a hierarchy which can learn in three ways: they can adapt, they can generate, and they
can transform. Readiness to learn is a function of the permeability of the system's boundaries,
the system's stage of development, and the system's meta-systems perspective. Additional
research questions are presented to explore learning flow between levels. Cited Jaques 2002
(LBLO). W. PJ.
2. Day, David V., and Brian W. Tate, 2006, “Continuous Learning: Why is it still an
issue,” 5:173-188. [2nd of 4 articles] Remove obstacles. Otherwise organizations
become vulnerable. Jaques not cited. Misc. PJ.
3. Markham, Steven E., Richard L. Groesbeck, and Bret R. Swan, 2006, “A Multi-level
Inquiry and Elaboration: Continuous learning within and across organizations, groups,
and individuals,” 5:189-199. [3rd of 4 articles] A key is ‘part and wholes.’ Time is an
important element. Jaques not cited. Misc. PJ.
4. Sessa, Valerie I., and Manuel London, 2006, “Continuous Learning About Continuous
Learning: Clarifying and Expanding a Multi-Level, Living System's Analysis,” 5:201213. [4th of 4 articles] Environmental triggers, readiness for learning, and feedback
provide leverage points for change and learning within and across individual, group, and
organizational systems. Cited Jaques 2002 (LBLO). Clio Lehman Liby HD58.7 .R465.
NYPL os JBE 06-1516 vol. 5. # W. PJ.
London, Manuel, and Valerie I. Sessa, 2007, “How groups learn, continuously,” Human
Resource Management, Michigan Business School, Wiley, Winter 2007, 46(4):651-669. This
article examines how groups learn, conditions that affect learning, and interventions to improve
the learning process. Adaptive group learning is reacting almost automatically to stimuli to
make minor changes in process and outcome. Generative group learning is proactive learning
for mastery. Transformative group learning is reconstructing meaning and fundamentally
changing the way the group operates. Pressures and opportunities in the environment and group
readiness stimulate and support these different types of learning. Group leaders, members, and
human resource professionals who facilitate, coach, and provide resources for development can
apply this knowledge to diagnose group conditions and encourage continuous learning. At
SUNY, Stony Brook and Montclair State NJ. email: Manuel.London@Stonybrook.edu Phone:
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631-632-7159. Cited Jaques 2002 LBLO; Reber 1993. # Rp. PJ. A.
Long, Douglas G., 1984, “Personnel Management in the Post-Capitalistic Age: A Practical
Example,” Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources, Sage, Nov 1984, 22(4):21-26. Used
Alfred Kuhn’s 1982 detector-selector-effector (DSE) example of Yazaki Australia Co. CRA has
begun to use Jaques' system in Japan. Cited Evans 1978 on Jaques. Jacques. # Rp. PJ.
Long, Susan, 1999, “The Tyranny of the Customer and the Cost of Consumerism: An analysis
using systems and psychoanalytic approaches to groups and society,” Human Relations, New
York, NY, June 1999, 52(6):723-743. Consumerism as a defense against uncertainty and
economic rationalism as a defense against loss. This gives everyone an individualist perspective
(aka narcissist). “Work organizations, while previously based on a relation of dependency, now
operate on a relation of instrumental individualism.” Broad unconscious agreements are shared
across a culture. Jaques 1989 and 1955 - which he has disowned. Cited in Long 2006. At
Swinburne (later at RMIT, AU). Misc. PJ.
Long, Susan, 2002, “Organizational Destructivity and the Perverse State of Mind,”
Organisational and Social Dynamics, Karnac Books, UK, & Other Books, US, 2(2):179-207.
For OPUS, London, UK. This paper presents two major ideas. The first concerns movement
from ‘a culture of narcissism’ (Lasch, 1979) toward elements of a perverse culture through the
process of turning a blind eye (Hoggett, 1992). The second idea proposes that where
problematic organisational dynamics have been primarily conceptualised in terms of neurotic
and psychotic processes, it has the effect of pathologising organisations, people at work and their
group dynamics. But ‘perverse’ is a corruption which involves issues of power and social
relations with abusive intent, and how these ideas promote collective meaning. This is named as
the vertex of community (the social law). At Swinburne U. of Tech., Melbourne, AU. Cited in
Long 2006. Cited Jaques 1955 [disowned]. Not in NYC, Brunel, NYU, Bklyn PL. Clio Bus
Colln, Lehman Liby HM716 .O85 vols. 7-11. Online open. At RMIT. # Misc. PJ.
Long, Susan, 2006, “Organizational Defenses Against Anxiety: What has happened since the
1955 Jaques Paper?” International Journal of Applied Psychoanalytic Studies, Special Issue:
Elliott Jaques 2, Wiley InterScience, New York and London, December 2006, 3(4):279-295.
The idea of social defenses against anxiety has grown from a working hypothesis put forward by
Jaques in 1955 into a theory of social defenses against the distressing and unbearable emotions
aroused by organizational tasks and dynamics. Jaques dismissed psychodynamic causes and
embraced structural explanations. But the application of social defense theory to broader
systems dynamics has meant psychodynamic and structural ideas of system and role have now
become more integrated. Organizations contained many systems: task, political, social,
technical. The community system meant people are unable to actively take up roles as citizens
of the organization. These ideas are explored through reference to inter-subjective theory. [Note
the British, for example, are NOT citizens. They are Subjects of the crown.] Cited James and
Huffington 2004; Jaques 1951/1990, 1953, 1955, 1989, 1995; Long 1999, 2002. (Jaques has
disowned 1953, 1955.) Professor of Creative and Sustainable Organization, COS Group, RMIT
Uni., Box 2674V, Melbourne, Australia 3100. # Rp. PJ.
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Longenecker, Clinton O., Henry P. Sims, Jr., and Dennis A. Gioia, 1987, “Behind The Mask:
The Politics Of Employee Appraisal,” The Academy of Management Executive, Mississippi
State, Aug 1987, 1(3):183-193. While management books and manuals claim employee
appraisal is an objective, rational, and accurate process, there is extensive evidence to indicate
that executives deliberately distort and manipulate the appraisal process for political
purposes. In-depth interviews with 60 upper management executives revealed that their first
concern is not the accuracy of the appraisal, but how to make use of the review process to
reward and motivate their employees. Factors affecting the appraisal process include the
economic health and growth potential of their organization, the executive's personal belief
system, the degree of communication and trust between executives and subordinates, and the
appraiser's level in the organizational hierarchy. Other results include: 1. Executives in large
corporations are political actors who try to avoid unnecessary conflict. 2. Executives try to make
use of the existing bureaucratic procedures for their own benefit. (At last, the truth.) Refu. Pro.
Longman-Czeropski, Sue, 1992, "It's in the system," Training and Development, Business
Insights: Essentials, American Society for Training & Development, Oct. 1992, p. 81+.
Measures taken to achieve continuous improvement fail when management focuses on
improving workers without giving corresponding attention to the systems in which these
employees work. The efforts of VLSI Technology Inc. offer valuable lessons on how this
difficult project may be successfully accomplished. Misfocus. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Loosemore, Martin, and K. Hughes, 1998, “Emergency systems in construction contracts”,
Engineering Construction & Architectural Management, Wiley-Blackwell Pub., Oxford, UK,
Jun98, 5(2):189-198. During a construction crisis, traditional contracts are inflexible, restrictive,
and counter-productive. Consequently, project participants tend to opt out of contract procedures
which, in turn, leads to a disjointed organization and a loss of managerial control. Contemporary
crisis management thinking could be easily incorporated into the existing traditional forms of
contract, providing temporary flexibility during a crisis, while affording an element of
managerial control. Jaques and Fox not cited. At UNSW, AU. # Misc. PJ.
Loosemore, Martin, and Will P. Hughes, 2001, “Confronting Social Defence Mechanisms:
avoiding disorganization during crises”, Journal	
  of	
  Contingencies	
  and	
  Crisis	
  
Management, Wiley InterScience, UK, June, 9(2):73-87. ISSN 1468-5973. DOI:
10.1111/1468-5973.00156. In this article, social network analysis is used within a construction
project context, to demonstrate that efficient crisis management depends upon the design and
maintenance of an appropriate social fabric. However, crises have defence mechanisms that
make management difficult by inducing forces that encourage people to pursue inappropriate
social ties (which cut off information flows). Purposeful social intervention is therefore an
essential part of the crisis management process to confront and avoid disorganisation. Not in
Brunel Liby. # Misc. PJ.
Lopes, A., G. Roodt, and Ricky Mauer, 2001, "The predictive validity of the apil-b in a financial
institution," SA Journal of Industrial Psychology, University of South Africa, Johannesberg, SA,
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Sabinet Online, DOE, 27(1):61-69. ISSN: 02585200.
Abstract in English: The purpose of this study was to assess the predictive validity of the
APIL test battery, designed to identify learning potential. A sample of 235 successful job
applicants completed the APIL Battery and the scores obtained were compared with a set of job
success ratings provided by their direct managers. The predictive validity and the use of this
psychometric device were assessed within the broad context of the provisions of the
Employment Equity Act (55 of 1998), and the manner in which the information about an
employee is to be used.
Resume in Africaans. Die doel van hierdie ondersoek was om die voorspellingsgeldigheid van
die APIL-toetsbattery, wat ontwerp is om leerpotensiaal te identifiseer, te evalueer. 'n
Steekproef van 235 suksesvolle aansoekers het die APIL-toetsbattery voltooi en die tellings wat
sodoende bekom is, is vergelyk met beoordelings van werksukses wat deur hul direkte
bestuurders uitgevoer is. Die voorspellingsgeldighede en die gebruik van hierdie psigometriese
meetmiddel is binne die breë konteks van die vereistes van die Employment Equity Act
(Werkbillikheidswet) (55 van1998) gee evalueer, sowel as die wyse waarop die inligting oor 'n
werknemer gebruik behoort te word. Cited Jaques 1976, 1978, 1982, 1989. [Jaques' approach
validated this test.] # Rp. PJ.
Lorange, Peter, and Farok J. Contractor, 2004, "Why Should Firms Cooperate? The strategy and
economic basis for cooperative ventures," chapter (p. 19-47) in Reuer, Jeffrey J., ed., 2004,
Strategic Alliances: Theory and Evidence, Oxford U. Press, Oxford, UK, … p. (One of
Deming's favorite themes.) Cited in Marion & Uhl-Bien 2007. Not in NYC. MS. Ch.
Lord, Robert G., Christy L. DeVader, and George M. Alliger, 1986, “A Meta-analysis of the
Relation Between Personality Traits and Leadership Perceptions: An Application of Validity
Generalization Procedures,” Journal of Applied Psychology, 61:402-410. Intelligence is the
major trait in the perception and emergence of an individual‘s leadership by others. Contingency
theories of leadership are not needed. Cited Stein and Heller 1979. Cited by Kirkpatrick and
Locke 1991, and by Lord and Maher 1991 on p. 286. Refu. PJ. A.
Lord, Robert G., and Karen J. Maher, 1991, Leadership and Information Processing: Linking
Perceptions and Performance, Routledge, UK; Unwin Hyman, Boston, MA, 340 p. On pages
284-287 the authors considered traits and CEO effectiveness. They reviewed Fiedler and Garcia
1987, Jaques 1989, Kotter 1988, Lord et al 1986, Day and Lord 1988, Hunter, Schmidt, and
Judiesch 1990, Katz and Kahn 1978. (Fiedler had by then dropped the LPC model entirely.) In
this, they compared these authors and their descriptions of experience (schematically guided
knowledge) and cognitive ability in the CEO. On pages 154-155 the authors covered ‘discretion’
and cited Boal et al 1988 (1992). They described the ‘cusp catastrophe model’ of organizational
performance in a crisis and the role of leadership in turning discontinuous change into
incremental change. (See Vispo 2007.) They also cited Brief and Downey 1983; Ashour 1982.
[In this they showed that Jaques was not alone in his analysis.] SIBL JBE 91-1814. Baruch
HD57.7 .L67 1991. MS. Bk.
Lord, Robert G., Sean T. Hannah, and Peter L. Jennings, 2011, “A framework for understanding
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leadership and individual requisite complexity,” Organizational Psychology Review, Sage, US,
May 2011, 1(2):104-127. doi: 10.1177/2041386610384757. Examined the relation of individual
perceptual, conscious, and self-regulatory processes to the generation of requisite complexity in
formal and informal leaders. Requisite complexity is a complex adaptive system concept that
pertains to the ability of a system to adjust to the requirements of a changing environment by
achieving equivalent levels of complexity. This has both static and dynamic aspects that involve
four domains (general, social, self, and affective complexity), depending upon the task
requirements leaders face. Jaques not cited. Cited Hooijberg 1996, 1997, 2001; Zaccaro 1991,
1999, 2001. At U. Akron; West Point, USMA; Arizona State U. rlord@uakron.edu # Rp. PJ.
Lorenz, Konrad, 1937, “Über die Bildung des Instinktbegriffes,” Die Naturwisenschaften, Berlin,
Germany, 25:298-300. In German. Behavior patterns can be treated as the same as organic
patterns. This is one of the bases of complexity in organizations (per Dawkins 1982). Misc. PJ.
Lorenzo, Oswaldo, Peter Kawalek, and Boumediene Ramdani, 2009, "The Long Conversation:
Learning How to Master Enterprise Systems," California Management Review, UC-Berkeley,
US, Fall2009, 52(1):140-166. 27p. ISSN: 00081256. Article presented enterprise systems
offered by firms such as SAP and Oracle. It was noted that these computerized systems are large
and complex, with costs in the millions of dollars. Many firms expected that they will integrate
these systems into their businesses in 18 months, as soon as hardware and software were
delivered. But studies of enterprise system adoption by eight different firms on three different
continents showed implementation took 5-7 years. Human learning took much longer. Cited
Hopper 2007. At IE in Madrid, Spain; Manchester B. S., UK; Cranfield U., UK. # Misc. Pro.
Lorsch, Jay W., 1965, Product Innovation and Organization, Macmillan, New York, NY, 185
pages. This was his prize-winning 1964 Harvard PhD (Related). This was a pilot study of two
firms in a “larger research project” at HBS on unit task specialization (differentiation) and unity
of effort between these units (integration). This included Picard 1964 PhD, Turner and
Lawrence 1965, and culminated in Lawrence and Lorsch 1967. Lorsch built on Homans, Rice,
W. Brown, Burns and Stalker 1961, and Woodward 1965. See Methodological Appendix (p.
165-178): his survey used terms “time span of responsibility,” “time span of review,” and “time
orientation” - but Jaques was not in index. An odd omission. Brown 1960 was used to select
departments to study (sic). Found that researchers were more oriented toward long-range
concerns and sales and production toward short-range ones. In the “less effective” firm the
integrative unit located between research and production had a time horizon more focused on the
short-term than the one in the “more effective” firm. See Ebert and Piehl 1973. D. Bk.
Lorsch, Jay W., 1970, “Introduction to the Structural Design of Organizations,” chapter one (p.
1-16) in Dalton, Gene W., and Paul R. Lawrence, eds., 1970, Organizational Structure and
Design, Irwin-Dorsey, Homewood, IL, 310 p. (A book mostly of cases.) The functional
(classical) model of organization design assumed the limited intellectual capacity of the
individual. This was a major reason for advocating division of labor to match this limitation
(Fayol, Gulick, Urwick, Mooney, Taylor). The functional (classical) model goals of each unit
were expected to add up to the mission of the organization. Later behavioral psychologists tied
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the purpose of the organization to the goals of the individual (Maslow, Likert). But this led to
‘mechanistic’ and rigid rather than ‘organic’ and flexible forms of organization (Woodward
1965, Burns and Stalker 1961). ‘Mechanistic’ were efficient in the short-term but unresponsive
to customers and innovations. All were prescriptive - ‘one best way.’ This chapter is an
extension of the L&L contingency model based on a study of ten organizations. It recognized
systems, differentiation and integration. The threat of uncertainty in the environment determined
the differentiation and thus the managerial coordination or integration necessary, especially
among the sales, research and production departments. Intergroup conflicts also were managed.
Found the influence of individuals in high-performing organizations was based on their
competence rather than position power or control over resources. (This placed uncertainty
externally to the organization rather than internally in the limited capability of the managers.
This misplaced risk totally and was central to their theory. Millikin, Downey, Tosi, etc.,
undermined their design process. It was in tatters by 1980.) Baruch HD 31 Org 1970. See p.
191. Alt. Ch.
Lorsch, Jay William, and John J. Morse, 1974, Organizations and their Members: a contingency
approach, New York, Harper & Row, 177 p. See p. 139-140 for direct link between Turner and
Lawrence 1965 and Blauner 1964 (i.e. Jaques). P. 166-167 re goals and personal employee time
orientations (cited Blauner 1964). P. 168 manager/ employee time-span orientations (same as
Jaques except they never used the word, ‘discretion.’ But - the research results were way off.
CUNY Baruch HD38 .L582. NYPL SIBL os JLE 75-544 (SIBL). Off. Bk.
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory of the University of California, 1962 and 1964, National
Survey of Professional Scientific Salaries, Personnel Department, Los Alamos, NM, The
Laboratory, 1947-1968. Superseded by: National Survey of Compensation Paid Scientists and
Engineers Engaged in Research and Development Activities, prepared for U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Industrial Relations, by Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio: The
Laboratories ; Washington, DC: For sale by the Supt. of Docs., U.S. G.P.O.; NTIS, Springfield,
Va., 1969-1981. This was continued by: Report on National Survey of Compensation Paid
Scientists and Engineers Engaged in Research and Development Activities, Columbus, Ohio:
1982- (?). Cited by Atchison PhD 1965. Homa Hunt 1967 PhD cited charts in the 1962 and
1964 editions that closely resemble Jaques’ pay progression curves. Graphs from the 1964
Survey were reproduced and presented as Exhibit 1 in Homa Hunt 1967 PhD. The 1969, 1970
and 1971 editions also had similar Age-to-Actual-Pay progression data and charts since the
individual’s B.A. or First Degree. (See Act, 1962: p. 104-5, 108-9, 196-7, and 200-1.) [1972, p.
J 7 and J 14 show yearly increments.] See Patton 1961. See Nystrom 1973. (See Gifford 1928
for ‘prior’ evidence. See Kioke 1997 for Japanese since 1927.) SIBL may have 1947-1952. Rp.
Rep.
Lotz, T., and F. Donald, 2006, "Stress and communication across job levels after an acquisition,"
South African Journal of Business Management, Association of Professional Managers in South
Africa, Centurion 0046, South Africa, Mar2006, 37(1):1-8. ISSN: 03789098. Mergers and
acquisitions are frequent strategies, despite a 50-50 chance of success. One of the frequently
cited reasons for the lack of success is that employee reactions receive inadequate attention.
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This research used a sense-making framework. A quantitative, non-experimental, cross-sectional
design was used on 102 employees from a recently acquired organization, all of whom attended
the same communication 'road show' regarding the acquisition. Results indicated that there were
no differences between managers, supervisors, and lower-level employees in the quantity or
type of stress and satisfaction with communication. Communication satisfaction had an inverse
relationship with sources of stress - power, sense-making, and shifting boundaries. Cited in
G. Armstrong 2011 Interesting PhD. At U. the Witwatersrand, Wits, RSA. # Misc. PJ.
Lou, Mimi W. P., 1986, “Cognitive-Structural Diagnosis: A Spiral Course of Advancement,”
Human Development, S. Karger, Basel, CH; New York, NY, Nov-Dec, 29(6):315-327. Current
methods of scoring for the Piagetian stages of cognitive development are discussed and rejected.
An alternative procedure involving a back-and-forth, spiral process of advancement, with
both interviews and scoring criteria are progressively and alternatively tightened and elaborated.
Deep structures of logical thinking from surface discourse and actions of a subject facing a
particular problem. Thus, standard criteria for all stages of development can not be established a
priori. Mental development is spiral. See Riegel 1973, Basseches 1980. From her 1979 Related
PhD at Berkeley. CUNY City Sci/Engin Percls. has serial: v8 - v31. MS. PJ.
Louis, Meryl Reis, 1980, "Surprise and Sense-Making: What Newcomers Experience in Entering
Unfamiliar Organizational Settings," Administrative Science Quarterly, ASQ, Cornell U., US,
June, 25(2):226-251. Growing disillusionment among new members of organizations has been
traced to inadequacies in approaches to organizational entry. A new perspective identifies key
features of newcomers' entry experiences, including surprise, contrast, and change, and describes
the sense-making processes by which individuals cope with their entry experiences. Jaques not
cited. Cited Louis 1978 Intesting PhD UCLA; Dunnette et al 1973; GA Miller 1956; Ouchi and
Jaeger 1978; Vroom and Deci 1971; Wanous 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980. # MS. PJ. A.
Louis, Meryl Reis, 1980, “Career Transitions: Varieties and Commonalities,” The Academy of
Management Review, July, 5(3):329-340. Commonalities across career transitions are explored.
Cited Midlife Crisis, Fogarty 1971, D. Levinson, K. Lewin. At Naval Postgraduate School in
Monterey CA. Later at Boston U. Misc. PJ. A.
Lourau, René, 1996, Interventions socianalytiques, les analyseurs de l'église, (Anthropos, Paris,
1996, 180 pages, 125 frs). (Socio-analytiques, church) See Jaques in Rene Barbier 1996. In
French. (Unclear connection. Is the use of the word an accident?) Not in NYC. Not seen.
Misc. Bk.
Lourau, René, 2001, El análisis institucional, Amorrortu, Buenos Aires, AR, 297 p. Book in
Spanish. Tít. orig. L'analyse institutionelle./ Bibliográfia, 1975. Tr. Noemí Fiorito de Labrune.
ISBN: 9505180527. LC: HM131; Dewey: 306. In French. Close - maybe a cigar. Misc. Bk.
Lourenço, Orlando, and Armando Machado, 1996, “In Defense of Piaget's Theory: A reply to 10
common criticisms,” Psychological Review, APA, Jan., 103(1):143-164. The developmental
theory of Jean Piaget has been criticized on the grounds that it is conceptually limited,
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empirically false, or philosophically and epistemologically untenable. This study attempts to
rebut these criticisms by showing that most of them (a) derive from widespread
misinterpretations of the work of Piaget; and (b) fail to appreciate the two central issues of his
thinking - how new forms of thinking emerge during ontogenesis and how they become
psychologically necessary. Other objections appear to be due to misunderstandings, biases, or
lack of scope. Important aspects of Piaget's work have not been assimilated by developmental
psychologists. (Since many of Jaques’ findings are informed by Piaget’s developmental theory,
these defenses also hold for some of the criticisms his theory receives.) Misc. PJ. A.
Love, P. P., 1969, “Glacier Project - An analysis of Tom Ward's assessments,” Management
Decision, MCB UP Ltd., Bradford, UK, 3(3):21-22. Love was MD of Glacier Metal in 1969.
“What was Glacier trying to do?” We have tried to develop an understanding of the properties of
sociological institutions. A chemist has an understanding of the known properties of elements
and he uses this knowledge in order to do effective work. Without an understanding of these
properties he would be ineffective and, in the worst case, might create an inadvertent explosion.
Our assumption then is that if it is possible to identify the properties of sociological institutions
and, hence, of industrial organizations in particular, managers can develop such an explicit
understanding of their environment that they can use these properties to be more effective in
their work on the one hand, and to prevent the equivalent of an explosion on the other. See Ward
1969 - same issue. See file: Ward++Love-1969. SIBL JLM 72-59. Teach. # Rp. PJ.
Loveridge, R., and Ken Starkey, 1990, Continuity and Crisis in the National Health Service,
Open University Press, Milton Keynes, UK. How a dysfunctional compromise on professional
discretion has led to a continuing unstable situation in the NHS. See Starkey 1985/86 PhD and
Starkey 1989 article. MS. Bk. UP.
Low, Albert W., 1966, “The Systematics of a Business Organization,” Systematics, Kingston-onThames, Surrey, UK, Dec. 1966, 4(3):248-281. “A.W. Low.” Then working at Union Gas
Company in Chatham, Ontario, Canada. A preliminary sketch of the ideas developed in his 1976
book. An intriguing and insightful synthesis of the ideas of Jaques, W. B. D. Brown, J. G.
Bennett, Ouspensky, Gurdjieff, Jung, F. Shull, von Bertalanffy, Heidegger, and others on
organization. Showed how the theory fitted Bennett’s systematics. Used a circular model of the
organization with its Idea at the center (MD/CEO), its products at the next larger ring, the
operating organization beyond, and then the environment (customer, shareholder and employee).
Clarified employee’s role relationship to goals/products: responsibility for the future; authority
for the present; and accountability for the past. (The role’s manager assigns all three. The
incumbent can only delegate authority, which is task specific, temporary and expansive. This is
at the core of leadership.) Clio - Math Lib 501 Sy87. # Rp. PJ.
Low, Albert, 1993, Zen and Creative Management, Rev. Edn., Charles E. Tuttle Co. (1st edn.,
1976, 255 p.) Combined the insights of Elliott Jaques and J. G. Bennett with Zen concepts.
(John G. Bennett was a student of Gurdjieff and Subud.) [Also in Spanish.] Low was a retired
business executive and director of the Montreal Zen Center. Book endorsed by E.J.: “An
intensely practical and flexible approach to the solution of managerial problems.” Work is
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understood as the exercise of discretion within limits in order to produce a result. This is also an
innovative framework to analyse task cycles, job description and evaluation as well as setting up
a salary administration system. Four criteria by which to judge organizational effectiveness are
approached: simplicity, completeness, pragmatism, and communicability. (In 2003 he was
awarded an honorary Doctor of Law (LLD) degree for 'scholastic attainment and community
service' by Queen’s University in Ontario. See PhDs.) (Translations in French and in Spanish:
Le Zen au service du management, Tr: Francois, Pub: Libre Expression; El Zen y la direccion de
empresas, Tr: Espanol, Pub: Ediciones Aura.) Numerous citations of Bennett, Jaques, and
Brown - also Heidegger, Jung, and Drucker. See Wm. Green review 1996. Bank St. Coll. 658.4
L912z. NYPL Hum JLC 78-56 Offsite. Fordham HD38 .L68. Email: zenlow@mail.aei.ca
Rp. Bk. *****
Low, Albert, 2008, Creativity and Conflict at Work, human roots of corporate life, Sussex
Academic Press, Brighton [England]; Portland, OR [US], 219 p. [The 3rd edition of his 1976
book, Zen and Creative Management (75,000 copies sold).] “People are now adjuncts to the
[Western corporate] system and the result is alienation and impotence. China and India are
looming as major industrial competitors, and their employees are very well motivated. To
compete the West must revise the present antiquated corporate philosophy that asserts that the
[short-term] interests of the stockholder are the only interests that the corporation can legally
serve and adopt policies that promote corporate social responsibility.” On ambiguity, stress,
conflict, creativity and work. Fordham, Rose Hill, Walsh Lib. BF481 .L69 2008. Touro, 65
Broadway, Suite 200. (In French?) Rp. Bk.
Low, Albert, 2010, “What is Leadership?” ReVision, ReVision Publishing, Winter 2010, 30(3–
4):20-27. ISSN: 0275-6935. DOI: 10.4298/REVN.30.3.4.20-27. Most studies in leadership
concentrate on traits that leaders should have to be effective. This approach has limited value. A
radically new approach is suggested: that the leader is the incarnation of a dynamic center
embodying commitment, capability, and circumstances. 'Dynamic center' is not a psychological
phenomenon but a 'transcendent one.’ Cited Jaques 1989. At Montreal Zen Center. Teach. #
Rp. PJ.
Lowe, Alan, and Joanne Locke, 2008, “Enterprise resource planning and the post bureaucratic
organization: “Formalization” as trust in the system versus “solidarity” as trust in individuals”,
Information Technology and People, Emerald Group Pub., UK, 21(4):375-400. A case study of
enterprise resource planning (ERP) implementation in a medium-sized entity explored aspects of
ERP and post bureaucratic organization (PBO) from the context of postmodern organization
theory. ERPs provide an apparent contrast to the exhortations about employee empowerment.
The paper provides evidence of the way the management team substitute their reliance on a key
individual knowledge worker for that of an ERP system and external vendor support.
Paradoxically, trust in that same knowledge worker and between core users of the system is
essential to enable the implementation of the system. There are some conflicting implications
in the concurrent adoption of ERP and PBO. [Hello.] Cited Jaques 1976, 1990; du Gay 1994,
2000, 2005; S. Clegg 1990; Gouldner 1954. At Aston & Birmingham. # Refu. PJ.
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Lowe, Graham S., and Grant Schellenberg, 2001, “What's a Good Job? The Importance of
Employment Relationships,” Canadian Policy Research Networks, Research Paper W|05,
Renouf Publishing Co. Ltd., Ottawa, ON, CA, 119 p. (P. 53) Canada at 27 percent overqualified
(self-report) comes in second only to the US. (The issue is the stabile incompetence of HR.)
Cited in Wald 2005. At U. Alberta. Misc. Rep.
Lowe, Leroy, Albert Mills, and Jane Mullen, 2002, “Gendering the Silences: psychoanalysis,
gender and organization studies,” Journal of Managerial Psychology, Emerald MCB, UK,
17(5):422-434. Used the Jaques-Amado debate on the use of psychoanalysis to start this article.
At St. Mary's U. in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. W. PJ.
Lowin, Aaron, 1968, “Participative Decision Making: A model, literature critique, and
prescriptions for research,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, [now ...Human
Decision Processes], ScienceDirect, February 1968, 3(1):68-106. The participative decision
making (PDM) literature is summarized briefly and criticized in depth. Research in nonorganizational settings is not relevant, for the central issues in organizational PDM are ignored.
Observational studies offer insufficient support for the PDM hypothesis. In experimental studies
in organizations the data are mixed (yet suggestive). [Very negative on PDM research.] Cited
Jaques 1951; Turner and Lawrence 1965; Farris 1966; Abruzzi 1956; Likert 1968; Walker 1957;
Rice 1953. See G. Strauss 1963. Baruch Percls. and City Coll. (1966-1985). W. PJ. A.
Lowman, Rodney L., ed., 2002, The California School of Organizational Studies Handbook of
Organizational Consulting Psychology: A Comprehensive Guide to Theory, Skills, and
Techniques, Jossey-Bass/ Wiley, San Francisco, CA, 848 p. Expert contributors recruited by the
volume's editor. At least three of the 31 chapters cited Jaques. See Kilburg (# 5) and Levinson
(# 13, # 17). Lowman at California School of Organizational Studies at Alliant International
University. CUNY GradCenter NetLibrary. Misc. Bk.
Lu, Edmund, and Amrik Sohal, 1993, “Success factors, weaknesses and myths concerning TQM
implementation in Australia,” Total Quality Management, UK, May93, 4(3):245-255. Reported
on the preliminary findings and conclusions of a research project undertaken with Australian
organizations involved in total quality management (TQM). Brief information about Australian
organizations; Success factors of TQM programs; Improvement opportunities in the approaches
adopted by the Australian organizations; Common myths on TQM's implementation in
Australia. Very much aware of deficiencies in the TQM literature regarding structures. See
Mink et al 1993. Misc. PJ.
Lubatkin, Michael, and Dean Ulizio, 1996, “Motorola,” a case in Thompson, Arthur, and Alonzo
J. Strickland, III, 1996, Strategic Management: Concept and Cases, Irwin, Homewood, IL. (2nd
or 3rd edn.) Through its participative management program (PMP) Motorola’s work teams
always had accountable managers. (This case is not in the 1993 edn.) Cited by Floyd and
Wooldridge 1996 (q.v.) See Ulizio as first author, QV. A case. Not in NYC. Not seen. MS.
Ch.
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Lubatkin, Michael H., William S. Schulze, James J. McNulty, and Tony D. Yeh, 2003, "But will
it raise my share price? New thoughts about an old question," Long Range Planning, UK, Feb.,
36(1):81–91. The traditional approach to valuing any investment project or acquisition bases its
estimate of the company’s cost of capital on the Capital Asset Pricing Model. But CAPM places
the company at risk. Specifically, ‘beta’ is unreliable and captures only a portion of the risk that
managers and shareholders agree are important. The authors then offer an alternative measure
that provides a more reliable estimate and is consistent with the evolving theory of strategic
management. Cited in Zellweger 2007. # Misc. PJ. A.
Lublin, Stuart,1986, Measuring Job Complexity, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology,
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, 232 pages. (TSD) [UMI AAT 8702088 (?)]
Not available from UMI. DAI-B 47/10, p. 4332, Apr 1987. Lublin was co-author of an article
with David Kolb, et al, in 1986. See Ph.Ds.
Lucas, Kenneth W., Patricia Harris, and Steven R. Stewart, 1988, Training Technology for the
Operational Level of War, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, June 1988. 48p. Report: ARIRR-1505; ADA2132199. Air Land Battle Doctrine should be the basis for training today's senior
leaders and for developing future leaders. The key tenet of AirLand Doctrine, synchronization,
appears to be a construct that can be developed as a standard of performance measurement using
state-of-the-art technology. Successful application of synchronization concept at the operational
level of war requires the majority of the critical skills necessary for executive level leadership.
Rp. Rep.
Lucas, Kenneth W., and Joan Markessini, 1993, Senior Leadership in a Changing World Order:
Requisite Skills for U.S. Army One-and Two-Star Assignments, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161,
USA, Apr 1993, 102 p., Report: ARITR-976; ADA2698918. ARI Executive Development and
Research Group, Alexandria, VA. (1992 date) For this report, as part of a larger effort,
interviews were conducted with 48 Brigadier Generals and 26 Major Generals to identify key
position performance requirements. The interviews were theory-based, exploring the correctness
of Stratified Systems Theory (SST) formulations about the structure of work at senior and
strategic levels. Content analysis of the tape-recorded interviews provided broad support for
SST. As expected, complexity of performance requirements systematically increased with
increasing position grade. (See Markessini and Lucas 1992). Rp. Rep.
Luchs, Robert, 1986, "Successful Businesses Compete on Quality – Not Costs,” Long Range
Planning, UK, 19(1):12-17. Between 1974 and 1982 the U.K. packaging industry reduced unit
cost by almost 30% in real terms. Quite impressive, until one learns that real prices declined by
35%. This sad story has occurred in one industry after another across Europe. Stagnant and
declining markets, over-capacity and increasing foreign competition have resulted in brutal price
competition. Where only quality and differentiation can escape from this vicious circle the
overwhelming majority of companies still focus primarily on cost. There is widespread belief
that quality costs more. At Strategic Planning Institute, UK. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Lucier, Chuck, Eric Spiegel, and Rob Schuyt, 2002, "Why CEOs Fall: The Causes and
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Consequences of Turnover at the Top," Strategy and Business, Booz & Co., NY, NY, US,
3Q2002, 14 p. This was the first of Booz’s annual studies of CEO succession, showing why
CEO tenure is ever shorter and more intense. Turnover at the top in the prior six years increased
53%. First reason on the list was simple: Shareholders want returns NOW. CEOs either deliver
– or go. [The recession of 2000-01 played a role.] # Misc. Pro.
Lucier, Chuck, Steven Wheeler, and Rolf Habbel, 2007, "The Era of the Inclusive Leader,"
Strategy and Business, Booz & Company, New York, NY, Summer, 2007(47):41-56. (Reprint
07205.) The imperial CEO lasted more than seven years. According to their data, beginning in
2004, if the new CEO turned in a poor performance, he/she did not last past seven years. [Seven
years? Seven years would indicate the Board expects a Stratum Five level of performance by the
CEO. Seven years? The Board doesn’t know before then?] SIBL JBM 96-506. Num. 47. Misc.
Pro.
Ludden, John M., 2000, “The Tentacles of Bureaucracy,” Physician Executive, member
response, May/Jun2000, 26(3):35, 1p; (AN 3098782). A reference to a case and to Jaques’s
article in this same issue. Wondered, would Jaques’s approach have helped? W. Pro.
Ludeke, J.T. (John Terrence), 1996, The Line in the Sand: The long road to staff employment in
Comalco, Wilkinson Books, Melbourne, VIC, Australia. Consultant to the law firm of Freehill
Hollingate & Page which is Comalco’s advisor on IR matters. An industrial relations drive for
individual employment contracts at Comalco/ CRA/ Rio Tinto/ RTZ. Jaques did not agree with
this effort. (The union was reinstated by employee vote in 2002.) See positive book review by
Pratt 1997. Rp. Bk.
Luedecke, Barbara M, 1997, “Management Assessment or Career Appreciation - What is It and
Why Bother?” The New Management, Toronto, ON, Spring, 10(1):1-3. This is the newsletter of
the New Management Network. Also available online. These consultants are affiliated with the
Jaques philosophy. Rp. Pro.
Luhmann, Niklas, 1979, Trust and Power: two works, Wiley, New York, NY and Chichester,
UK, 208 p. The first essay, “Trust, a mechanism for reduction of social complexity,” is very
interesting and gives a unique and thoughtful sociological perspective on the context required for
developing trust. "Distrust is not just the opposite of trust, it is also a functional equivalent for
trust. For this reason only is a choice between trust and distrust possible (and necessary)."
While both choices served to reduce social complexity, strategies of distrust were more difficult
and become burdensome. Strategies of distrust "absorb the strength of the person who distrusts
to an extent which leaves him little energy to explore and adapt to his environment." Trust is an
easier option and consequently most relationships begin with trust. I was less comfortable with
the second essay, “Power.” Lots of German, British and US citations. Jaques not cited. Baruch
& Grad Ctr HM291 .L8213 1979. Clio Butler & Lehman HM291 .L873. Misc. Bk.
Luintel, Kul B., and Mosahid Khan, 2004, “Are International R&D Spillovers Costly for the
United States?” Review of Economics and Statistics, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, US, Nov2004,
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86(4):896-910. Coe and Helpman, among others, report positive and equivalent R&D spillovers
across groups of countries. However, the U.S. appears to be a net loser in international R&D
spillovers. Our interpretation is that when competitors catch up technologically, they challenge
U.S. market shares and investments worldwide. This has implications for U.S. productivity. At
Brunei (Brunel) U. and OECD. # Misc. PJ. A.
Lundgren, Rolf, and Paul Holmstrom, 1999, “Ledarskapsutveckling som medel i en stor
förändringsprocess, Ett exempel från Landstinget Halland,” published online at holmstrom.se, 8
pages, 140 kB, pdf. In Swedish. Translated title: (Leadership development as means in a large
transformation process.) The County Council of Halland was responsible for health care and
regional development. The director, with previous RO experience, was engaged to make the
organization more Requisite. Briefing seminars for managers-once-removed were held to aid
them in introducing the concept of RO. A development program for first line managers, mainly
in nursing, was developed to speed up the process. RO was used to define the work of each level
and what differed from other levels. Ru. Bk. E-bk.
Lunøe, Nikolaj, c. 1996, “Vaekst, laering & ledelse: Intellektuel kapital & organisatorisk
kompleksitet,” [In Danish: “Growth, learning and leadership: intellectual capital and
organizational complexity”], published online at mag-net.dk/elliott.htm Magnet:KOMPLEKSITETS-NIVEAUER Lunoe. A nice description of Jaques’ stratified systems
theory (SST), horizontal versus vertical organization, cognitive capacity levels, cognitive
operations, organization levels, quality levels, evaluation by the manager, development by the
manager once removed, depth structure versus surface symptoms, the negative value added by
dysfunctional layers and centralized control, delegation, the benefits of hierarchy and its limits in
a democracy. Cited the use of cognitive levels by the NY Philharmonic Orchestra in determining
3rd from 4th level violinist (p. 10). [Nikolaj Lunøe cand.psych. 1999. Overgaden neden Vandet
5 B, 1414 København K. Tlf. 32 967 967 e-mail: lunoe @ centrum.dk (no response) ‘Cand’
means masters diploma.] Ru.
Lunøe, Nikolaj, and Niels Busch-Jensen, 1996, “Vaekst og kompleksitet: Elliott Jaques’ Teori
om den kognitive udvekling i voksenalderen” [In Danish, “Growth and Complexity: Elliott
Jaques’ Theory of Cognitive Development in Adulthood”], Psyke and Logos, Københavns
Universitet, Copenhagen, Denmark, 17(2):393-407. Lunoe. Also looks at implications for
organization structures. [Abstract obtained.] Rp. PJ.
Lunøe, Nikolaj, 2001, “Erfaring og potentiale. Hvordan håndterer vi ansætelsesamtalens
modsætninger?” i Ansættelsessamtaler - i praksis og i perspektiv, af Anne Ahlers, Niels BuschJensen (red.), Lene Court-Payen, Per G. Gotfredsen, Allan Holmgren, Erik Lohmann-Davidsen
og Nikolaj Lunøe. ISBN 87-574-0642-1. PRESSEMEDDELELSE marts 2001. [In Danish:
“Experience and Potential: How do we deal with the dissonance within the employment
interview?” chapter in Busch-Jensen, Niels, editor, 2001, Employment Interviews – in practice
and in perspective, publisher ??: DJOEF-Forlagene, Koebenhavn, DK, contributors: Anne
Ahlers, Niels Busch-Jensen (ed.), Lene Court-Payen, Per G. Gotfredsen, Allan Holmgren, Erik
Lohmann-Davidsen and Nikolaj Lunøe. Press release: March 2001.] Lunoe. Rp. Ch.
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Lunøe, Nikolaj, 2003, Elefanten i dagligstuen. (Introduktion til Elliott Jaques og hans teorier)
23/03 Psykolog Nyt. [In Danish: “The Elephant in the Parlor,” (Introduction to Elliott Jaques
and his Theories), Psychology News, March 23, 2003, Publisher: Danish Psychology
Association.] A translation of Jerry Harvey’s story/ fable about the inability of people to see
Elliott’s theory. Lunoe. ~
Lunøe, Nikolaj, 2003, introduktion til Jaques teorier i "Psykolog Nyt, 12. december 2003, Dansk
Psykolog Forening. [In Danish: “Introduction to Jaques’ Theories,” Psychology News,
December 12, 2003, Publisher: Danish Psychology Association.] Lunoe. Rp. PJ.
Lunoe, Nikolaj, 2005, “How Does Elliott Jaques’ Concept of ‘Mental Complexity’ Relate to
Findings from Mainstream 20th Century IQ and Learning Process Research?” Draft Version 1:
29 May 2005. Copenhagen, DK. Not seen. Ru.
Lunoe, Nikolaj, 2005, “The Five Basic Modes of Organization,” Spring 2005. Copenhagen, DK.
In Danish. In process of translation into English, Summer 2005. Not seen. Ru.
Lunoe, Nikolaj, 2009, “Intelligence, Judgment and Economic Performance,” handouts and
overheads, v4, Copenhagen, DK, 75 p. In English. On the links between these elements. Not
seen. Ru.
Lupton, Tom, 1957, “A Sociologist Looks at Work Study”, Work Study and Industrial
Engineering, UK, Feb., 1(2):43-48. Ostensibly, work study reduces the area of control by
operators over the work. Instead, it is a method of social control. And if the worker increases
speed, the rate will be cut. The worth of each work must first be evaluated, then measured. This
is judgment. For the worker the satisfaction comes not from the work but from one’s fellows.
Since many intelligent people are selected as workers, work study should be flexible, not rigid.
Not in CUNY. NYPL Schw Offsite L-10 965. Clio Offsite 620.05 W87. # Misc. PJ.
Lupton, Tom, 1961, Money for Effort, Department of Science and Industrial Research: Problems
of Progress in Industry, No. 11, HMSO, London, UK, 27 p. Pamphlet. One-third of British
workers were being paid on a financial incentive basis. This was just a 4% increase from 1939.
Have all jobs that can be paid that way already done so? Or was this payment way unsuccessful?
In reviewing the literature, Lupton found the latter. Also greater motivators could be “Fear,
uncertainty, and custom.” Changes in workshop layout or techniques and linked to pay rates
created suspicion and hostility. Most importantly, the workers responded by manipulating the
rates of production. These pay schemes were of “limited effectiveness” and required simple jobs
with easily measured outputs. (Was this from his 1959 PhD? It looks like he must have cited
Behrend and/or Baldamus.) Reviewed in: New Scientist, Nov 2, 1961 (No. 259), p. 276. Cited
in R. Marriott 1968; Bolle De Bal 1990/1993. (U. Manchester Liby has it in UK. Can not locate
in any library in US. Given its influence, this omission is glaring) Not seen. Misc. Pamph.
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Lupton, Tom, 1963, On the Shop Floor: Two Studies of Workshop Organization and Output,
Pergamon Press, Oxford, UK, and New York, NY, 208 pages. Includes bibliography. Based on
his 1959 PhD at U. Manchester. Cited in Bolle De Bal 1990/1993. (Seen. I don’t see the
connection to Jaques.) Offsite at CLIO. Misc. Bk.
Lupton, Tom, 1970, Management and the Social Sciences, Rev. Edn., Lyon, Grant and Green,
London, UK, 123 p. The experiment at Glacier Metal was first based on role clarity, systems of
authority, responsibility, and function, and then on equitable rewards. As Gouldner asked, who
makes the rules? Joint Consultation between workers and managers and they are written down.
The managers carry out the rules. Participation in rule-making, timely feedback on decisions,
and redress against arbitrary authority. This harmony led to collaboration and efficiency on the
work. Lupton pointed out that the Glacier system depended on the personal skills of the
managers. (In the public sector these skills may be lacking.) Like Hawthorne, the task of
management was not just technical but the creation of a social system as well. Cited by Claudine
McCreadie in her 1975 JSP Bk Rev of the 1974 Bioss book. Cited in Kogan 1971. Cited
Reddin 1972; Fogarty 1963; Walker & Guest; Gouldner; Homans; Koontz; Herzberg. NYPL
Schw D20-3434. (In CUNY?) At Manchester U. Rp. Bk.
Lupton, Tom, ed., 1972, Payment Systems: selected readings, Penguin, Harmondsworth, UK,
381 pages. A five-part historical anthology beginning with F. W. Taylor, moving through
Daywork, the Scanlon Plan, profit sharing, contingency theory, to Jaques’ equitable payment.
“Part Five, Salary Structures”: 3 of 4 readings were by or about Jaques’ theory. Ch 17: excerpt
from EJ 1961, p. 99-119. Ch.18: EJ 1963, New Society article. Ch. 20: Alan Fox, excerpts from
1966 on time-span [later reversed]. (Ch. 19: T. M. Husband, “How to Evaluate Jobs,”
Management Today, Haymarket Press, London, UK, July 1968: on T. T. Paterson’s Decision
Band Method. Husband did his PhD on Paterson’s theory in 1970-71 at Strathclyde.) SIBL
JBC 90-14. Rp. Bk.
Lupton, Tom, 1976, “Shop Floor Behavior,” chapter 5 (p. 171-203) in Dubin, Robert, ed., 1976,
Handbook of Work, Organization and Society, Rand McNally, Chicago, IL, US, 1068 p.
Examination of the academic literature showed -- the discovery of the working group, the
limitation of output, the individual worker as the cause, worker skills and values, industrial
engineering and its critics – all unnecessarily complicated theoretical models. A bibliographic
list of readings is given. Cited Abruzzi 1952, 1956; Baldamus 1961; Behrend 1957, 1959;
Herzberg 1959; Whyte 1952; Blauner 1964; W. Brown 1962; Jaques 1951; Rice 1958, 1963;
Trist 1951, 1963; Katz and Kahn 1966; Woodward 1958, 1971. Baruch, Grad Ctr, JJay
HD4854 .H25. At Manchester B-School. # W. Ch.
Lupton, Tom, 1976, “‘Best Fit’ in the Design of Organisations”, chapter (p. 121-149) in Miller,
Eric J., ed., 1976, Task and Organisation, Wiley, London, UK; NY, NY, US, 379 p. A good
overview of main theories: psychological, classical/structural, and open system. Cited by Kohler
1977. Jaques not cited. CUNY Baruch, Htr Mn, City HD31 .T27 1976. # Misc. Ch.
Lupton, Tom, 1982, “FEEDBACK: The Playing Fields of Management,” OMEGA, Pergamon,
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UK, 10(2):101. Reply to both Stamp 1981 and Eilon 1981. The real issue was the gap between
academics and managers. A pox on both of you. [Before reply in Stamp 1982.] # Cr. PJ.
Lupton, Tom, 1983, "Functions and Organizations of University Business Schools," chapter 31
(p. 582-599) in Kilmann, Ralph H., et al, eds., 1983, Producing Useful Knowledge for
Organizations, Praeger, NY, NY, US, 731 p. Cited Jaques 1951 (typo: as 1957). See Mintzberg
1989. NYPL os JLE 84-1434 (SASB). Clio Lehman Liby HD30.4 .P76 1983. # W. Ch.
Lusk, Edward J., 1979, “A Test of Differential Performance Peaking for a Disembedding Task,”
Journal of Accounting Research, [Capsules and Comments], Spring 1979, 17(1):286-294. IT
design and reports were being based on the cognitive style (like levels) of the managerial user.
Based on Schroder, Driver and Streufert 1967 who used two dimensions of information
(integration of complex or simple) and abstractness. But differential performance did not peak
on disembedding tasks. Thus, IT systems did not have to be different for each recipient. Used
income-professionals profiles. (No seegar.) Information Technology. EJ not cited. MS. PJ. A.
Lusk, Edward J., and Michael Kersnick, 1979, “The Effect of Cognitive Style and Report Format
on Task Performance: The MIS Design Consequences,” Management Science, Aug. 1979,
25(8):787-798. Five data reports of increasing complexity were presented to managers for use
and they ranked them on their helpfulness. As report complexity increased, the task performance
decreased. The implications are to assign similar tasks to high-analytic individuals. Individuals
can perceive which reports will cause trouble. A valid report specification appears to be the least
complex report. Information Technology. Cited Schroder, Driver and Streufert 1967. EJ not
cited. MS. PJ. A.
Lutgen-Sandvik, Pamela, and Virginia McDermott, 2011, "Making Sense of Supervisory
Bullying: Perceived Powerlessness, Empowered Possibilities," Southern Communication
Journal, Southern States Communication Assoc., US, Sep2011, 76(4):342-368. 27p. DOI:
10.1080/10417941003725307. ISSN: 1041-794X. The current study examined supervisory
bullying (the most common type of bullying in U.S. workplaces), specifically how targeted
employees made sense of why it happened. There was a widespread perception of powerlessness
associated with the phenomenon. Targets most often believed that bullying occurred because
perpetrators (actors) were mentally ill, evil, and power-hungry. Nearly as frequently, they
pointed to upper management's failure to intervene. Sense-making drew heavily on
individualism and the belief in all-knowing, all-powerful upper management. Blocked remedies
included lack of legal protection and prestige (power) for superior productivity. Other
explanations implicated targets, coworkers, and society. At UNM; High Point U. # Misc. PJ.
Luthans, Fred, Harriette S. McCaul, and Nancy G. Dodd, 1985, “Organizational Commitment: A
comparison of American, Japanese, and Korean employees,” Academy of Management Journal,
Mar 1985, 28(1):213-219. DOI: 10.2307/256069. ISSN: 00014273. Organizational
commitment in this context refers to the relative self-reported strength of an individual's
identification with and involvement in a particular organization. The survey indicated that the
level of commitment was significantly higher among U.S. employees. The levels of commitment
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among the Japanese and Korean employees were similar. Book 1988. At U. Nebraska; N.D.
State U.; U. Hawaii, Hilo. # Misc. PJ. A.
Luthans, Fred, Richard M. Hodgetts, and Stuart A. Rosenkrantz, 1988, Real Managers,
Ballinger, Cambridge, MA, 192 p. The book from which the 1988 AMR article was taken.
Successful climbers vs. effective managers. Cited in Shrivastava 2008 PhD. See Fishman 2007.
Clio Bus HD31 .L865 1988. Misc. Bk.
Luthans, Fred, 1988, “Successful vs Effective Real Managers,” Academy of Management
Executive, May, 2(2):127-132. Fast trackers vs managers with committed subordinates. There is
a stark contrast in the activities of these types. “Successful” managers are networkers who pay
little attention to people (HRM) activities. “Effective” managers focus on communicating and
HRM but do little networking. This difference can pose big problems for organizations (q.v.
Wintermans). See Kapel and Van Clieaf 1991, Fishman 2007. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Luthans, Fred, Gretchen R. Vogelgesang, and Paul B. Lester, 2006, “Developing the
Psychological Capital of Resiliency,” Human Resource Development Review, Sage Publications,
EBSCOhost, March 2006, 5(1):25-44. HRD has traditionally focused on the human capital
elements of knowledge, skills, and abilities. It must add the psychological capital (PsyCap) of
human resiliency to enable employees to handle - continual change, ‘flat world’ globalization,
ethical meltdowns, and downsizing / rightsizing. Proactive HRD includes increasing
psychological assets, decreasing risk factors, and facilitating processes that allow human
resources to enhance their resilience. Reactive HRD largely draws from a broaden-and-build
model of positive emotions and self-enhancement, external attribution, and hardiness. (Not on
the theory but most interesting.) Online only. Misc. PJ.
Lydall, Harold, 1955, “The Life Cycle in Income, Savings, and Asset Ownership,”
Econometrica, April 1955, 23(2):131-150. Cited by Fogarty 1963b (p. 47, ftnt 28, and p. 92, ftnt
53) as providing the data on pay that validated Jaques 1956 (p. 95). The data to be able to
conduct such surveys as this only became available a few years earlier. The part that linked most
closely to Jaques’ progression curves was Table III, Income Within Age Groups (1953 Oxford
survey). Age-Wage Profiles. See also Lydall 1955 book. (See Nystrom 1973.) Misc. PJ. A.
Lydall, Harold F., 1955, British Incomes and Savings, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 274 pages.
Findings based on a 1952 survey. Lydall came up with the “D Factor” to explain the dispersion
of individual earnings. Chapter Two has a series of tables on Incomes, including Age of the
head of household/unit (pgs. 25-37, 60). There were 22 million income units in GB. Fogarty
1963b cited p. 34 as providing the pay data to validate Jaques 1956 (Fogarty, p. 47, ftnt 28, and
p. 92, ftnt 53). See Lydall 1955 article. (See Nystrom 1973.) Clio offsite: HC260. I5 .L98.
NYPL SIBL offsite. Ch # MS. Bk.
Lydall, Harold F., 1959, “The Distribution of Employment Incomes,” Econometrica, London,
UK, Jan., 27(1):110-115. Developed a “hierarchical hypothesis” to explain the dispersion of
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wages based on the pyramid structure and relative wages of large organizations. Simon 1957
had developed this idea independently. (See Lydall 1968) No mention of Jaques. MS. PJ. A.
Lydall, Harold F., 1968, The Structure of Earnings, Clendon Press, Oxford, UK, 394 pages.
Returned to his 1959 “hierarchical hypothesis” to explain the dispersion of wages. In large
organizations “the relationships between the earnings at each level of hierarchy and the earnings
of employees at the grade below ... are quasi-Pareto.” (p. 125-133). Cited R. Marris 1964,
Simon 1957, and Routh 1965. No mention of Jaques. See Nystrom 1973. NYPL Hum Gen Res
D-18 5631. MS. Bk.
Lynch, Beverly P., 1974, “An Empirical Assessment of Perrow’s Technology Construct,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, September, 19(3):338-356. Developed a seven item measure
of Perrow’s 1967 ASR technology construct. Findings supported Perrow. Misc. PJ. A.
Lynch, Paul, 2011, Carnegie, Jaques and Requisite Organization: A meeting of minds at Conzinc
RioTinto Australia 1977 - 1993, PhD, dissertation in Business, James Cook University, Cairns,
QLD, AU, Nov., 334 p. [Lynch, Ronald Paul – first name dropped. ] Viewed the ongoing and
relentless Organisation Development intervention at CRA as a unique journey undertaken at a
specific intersection of the principals' working lives that, over nine years, resulted in a
restructured global mining house and the subsequent birth of Requisite Organisation as a book in
1989. [First draft in 2004.] See PhD.
Lynch, Richard L., and Kelvin F. Cross, 1991, Measure Up/ Yardsticks for Continuous
Improvement, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK; Cambridge, MA, 213 p. 1st edn. How current
measures do not reveal meaningful data. How to create more useful ones. Multi-box layered
hierarchy. P. 17-18 on MBO. See p. 144 & 65. Cited by Sinclair and Zairi 2000. Cited Crosby
1979; Etzioni 1987; Goldratt and Fox 1986; Imai and Imai 1984; Leibenstein 1966, 1976, 1984,
1987, 1987; Ronen 1987; Tse 1985. Solid. SIBL JBE 91-812. Baruch HC 110 .I52 L96 1995
(250 p. 2nd edn.). Not in Clio. Seen. Both in accounting. MS. Bk.
Lynn, Laurence E., Jr., 2001, “The Myth of the Bureaucratic Paradigm: What Traditional Public
Administration Really Stood For.” Public Administration Review, American Society for Public
Administration , 61(2):144–160. doi: 10.1111/0033-3352.00016 A careful reading of that
literature reveals that the bureaucratic paradigm is, at best, a caricature and, at worst, a distortion
of traditional thought. It also exhibited far more respect for law, politics, citizens, and values
than the new, customer-oriented managerialism and its variants. Reformers must show how the
capacity to effect public purposes and accountability to the polity will be enhanced comporting
with our Constitution and our republican institutions. At U. of Chicago. Teach. # Refu. PJ. A.
Lynn, Monty L., Matjaz Mulej, and Karin Jurse, 2002, “Democracy Without Empowerment: the
grand vision and demise of Yugoslav self-management,” Management Decision, Emerald Group
Pub Ltd, UK, 40(8):797-806. Under Josip Tito's leadership, Yugoslavia broke away from
Stalinistic central planning in 1948 and developed an economy-wide system of worker selfmanagement. Its ideological focus was on leadership development and continuous learning
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among all employees, replacing owners and state bureaucracy with empowered workers at the
helm of Yugoslav firms. Over time, the world's largest experiment in empowerment went awry,
however. A state-supported neo-Taylorism with a "thinking tank" and a separate "working
tank," evolved which represented little real empowerment. By the 1980s, self-management had
become an impotent bureaucratic formality behind a democratic facade. The demise of selfmanagement is attributed to the establishment of state-supported thinking tanks and working
tanks which decreased worker empowerment. The dynamics within the rise and fall of Yugoslav
self-management provide lessons for understanding and managing empowerment efforts today.
Cited Spreitzer 1995, 1996; Thomas and Velthouse 1990; Lee 1999. See Ashforth 1989, 1990,
1992. Baruch has online via Emerald. Refu. PJ.
Lynn, Richard, 1982, "IQ in Japan and the United States Shows a Growing Disparity," Nature,
London, UK, May 20, 1982, 297(5963):222-223. DOI: 10.1038/297222a0. The average IQ in
Japan is 111. This means in the US about 2% of the population is over 130, but in Japan the
figure is 10%. 77% of the Japanese population has a higher IQ than the average American. This
IQ advantage may be one reason for the high Japanese economic growth rate. Cited in
Feigenbaum and McCorduck 1983. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Lynton, Nandani, and Kirsten Hogh Thogersen, 2006, “How China Transforms an Executive's
Mind,” Organizational Dynamics, New York, NY, 2006, 35(2):170-181. Based on original
research suggesting that exposure to China rewires the brain to make executives more perceptive,
efficient and socially aware. Authors described five lessons from Chinese social and business
cultures, set each in context, used the executives' own words, and shared insights into how they
learned these skills. Finally, they sketched some ways companies can assess candidates for high
positions in China and can train international managers to raise their effectiveness. China
challenges expatriate executives' cognitive, emotional and behavioral habits, forcing breakdowns
of old patterns and a remapping of the mind. Not always pleasant, undergoing this process coopts existing mental faculties to deal with new demands and raises cognitive complexity. (New
experience causes them to grow. Indeed.) Lynton at Thunderbird. Teach. MS. PJ.
Lyons, Denise, 1997, “The feminine in the foundations of organizational psychology,” Journal
of Applied Behavioral Science, Arlington, VA, Mar 1997, 33(1):7-26. A paper examined how
work in the field of organization psychology manifested the archetypal feminine, despite the lack
of a feminist consciousness among notable theorists. It begins with an explanation of Jung's
theory of the collective unconscious and the role of archetypes. How this might have contributed
to the works of Eric Trist and William F. Whyte. (Side note: Eric Trist played a more important
role in the Glacier Project than Jaques acknowledged and Jaques' book never would have been
published without him. See Evered 1994b.) # W. PJ. A.

M
Mabe, Paul A., and Stephen G. West, 1982, “Validity of Self-evaluation of Ability: A review and
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meta-analysis,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, 67(3):280-296. Reviewed 55 studies in
which self-evaluations of ability were compared with measures of performance. A low mean
validity coefficient (mean r = .29) with high variability (SD = .25) was found. But among
person variables, high intelligence, high achievement status, and internal locus of control were
associated with more accurate evaluations. It appears that under certain measurement conditions,
self-evaluation of ability may closely correspond to performance. The relationship between selfevaluation experiences and its validity has received virtually no attention. # Misc. PJ. A.
Mabey, Chris, and Paul Iles, 1991, "HRM from the other side of the fence," Personnel
Management, Blackwell, London, UK, Feb., p. 50-53. Conducted a survey of MBA students to
assess the extent HRM principles were actually applied in selection, assessment, and career
development. Results demonstrate how recruiters can send powerful messages to employees
about the organisation - which can easily be negative. At Open U., UK. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Mabey, Christopher, and Paul Iles, eds., 1994, Managing Learning, Routledge (with the Open
University), London, UK, 270 p. Includes several chapters on the theory or by Jaques. CUNY
LaGuardia - HD 30.4 .M369 1994. NYPL SIBL os JBE 95-139. Includes –
- Kolb, David, Stuart Lublin, Juliann Spoth and Richard Baker, 1986, “Strategic
Management Development: Using Experiential Learning Theory to Assess and Develop
Managerial Competencies,” from Journal of Management Development, MCB
Publications, Bradford, West Yorkshire, UK, and Birmingham, AL, 5(3):13-24. (p. 146154). ~
- Jaques, Elliott, 1991, “Managerial Leadership: The Key To Good Organization,” The
World & I, October, pp. 535-542. ~
Mabey, Christopher, and Paul N. Gooderham, 2005, “The impact of management development
on perceptions of organizational performance in European firms,” European Management
Review, European Academy of Management, Palgrave Macmillan Ltd., Houndmills,
Basingstoke, Hants, RG21 6XS, UK, Summer/August, 2(2):131-142. Management development
was generally regarded as a key element in a strategic approach to human resource management.
Favorable strategic fit and organizational fit significantly predicted line manager perceptions of
the importance given to management development (long-term, commitment by top managers),
which in turn, distinguished low- from high-performing companies. Not in NYPL. At
Birkbeck U. London, and Norwegian Sch. Of Econ., Bergen. # MS. PJ.
Mabey, Christopher, and Matias Ramirez, 2005, “Does management development improve
organizational productivity? A six-country analysis of European firms,” International Journal of
Human Resource Management, UK, July 2005, 16(7):1067-1082. Part of a survey of 179
European firms. The degree of variance in financial performance explained was considerably
enhanced when variables are introduced which capture the way MD is conceived and
implemented. Specifically, line manager perceptions of the importance given to MD distinguish
high- from low-performing companies when measured against an objective measure of firm
productivity derived from a financial database. See Ramirez and Mabey 2005. Ramirez was at
Brunel; Mabey was at Birkbeck. Mabey aware of RO. Abstract seen. (Avl. online). Misc. PJ.
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MacBeath, Innis, 1973, “Baxi’s put theory into practice,” (Business and Finance), [Edited by
Richard Spiegelberg], The Times, London, UK, Monday, Apr 09, 1973; pg. 20; Issue 58753; col
A. Baxi expands, ROC at 35 percent, six-month employee reviews, dropped piecework rates,
considering staff status, full financial and production disclosure, adopted Glacier methods - plus
other theories. See Jaques article, same page. See Wilce 1971. (Duplicate entry in section on
newspapers) NYPL Schw Rm 315 Microfilm *ZY (Times, London) *A 1973. Rp. Newspr.
Maccoby, Michael, 1976, The Gamesman: the new corporate leaders, Simon and Schuster, New
York, NY, 285 p. Maccoby is a psychoanalyst. Interviewed corporate managers and executives.
Found corporate life dehumanizing, detached, leading to emotional meanness and stinginess.
Found McGregor and Maslow psychologically superficial and not ‘developmental’ at all. Really
laced into Maslow and McGregor. Thought Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and his claim that it
brought happiness (p. 187) echoed careerism. Found agreement in Drucker 1974, who also
thought McGregor’s Theory Y was inadequate (p. 204). Reported correlations between
managerial success and traits of the head (e.g. innovation, problem solving, initiative) but not
those of the heart (e.g. generosity, compassion, a sense of humor, idealism, honesty). (See
Maccoby, The Leader, p. 85, ch. 4 ftnt 3.) Those who showed heart-related values were not
promoted because they were “never quite fully trusted by their top-level managers.” The
Gamesmen wanted to be winners, to earn more money, and to influence the corporation.
Maccoby cited Baran and Sweezy 1966 on corporate roles as a comparison to those on a baseball
team. But stressed the Mandell 1974 comparison of role selection to a football team selection
process (p. 154-5; see both). Most importantly, Maccoby’s 250 interviews showed NONE of the
character traits deemed by his respondents as ‘very important to work’ – neither head nor heart –
were ‘stimulated by work’ situation (p. 156). All declined in the work context. (Maccoby does
not remark on this gap.) Top managers were most often ‘fearful’ and self-protective, yet not able
to locate the source. Causation and blame-throwing had become political not actual. Compare
with Weiss 1956 and McMurry 1942. Cited Mandell 1974; Baran and Sweezy 1966. Not in
CUNY. NYPL Offsite JLD 77-893 (SIBL). Bklyn PL: BusLibStor 658.4 M. Refu. Bk.
Maccoby, Michael, 1981, The Leader, Balantine Books, NY, NY, 385 p. Chapter on ICI Tannoy
factory union-management committee, on Grangemouth, and Coatsbridge Scotland, UK (Ch.
6). Chapter on Volvo’s Kalmar facility in Sweden (Ch. 7). The FLMs’ hostility to STS-style
reorganization was evident in his examples but Maccoby persisted in advocating them anyway.
Excellent explication of a real-world dynamic. See Jackson, S., et al 1976-1977. Refu. Bk.
Maccoby, Michael, 1997, “Is There a Best Way to Build a Car?” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Nov/Dec 1997, p. 161-170. This is an article/ review of two books focusing on
how the lean production system treated US workers. (Farewell to the Factory: Auto Workers in
the Late Twentieth Century by Ruth Milkman (GM, Linden NJ) and; Just Another Car Factory?
Lean Production and Its Discontents by James Rinehart, Christopher Huxley, and David
Robertson (GM-Suzuki CAMI, Ingersoll, ON.) Both books argue that the MIT picture of lean
production was misleading. Misguided US managers followed the MIT engineering approach
and underestimated its human and social aspects - as well as ideology. Lean production has
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been disappointing on worker participation. Without mentioning “QWL” Maccoby explained
why it stumbled at Saturn (GM) and failed at Uddevalla (Volvo). Maccoby also noted Toyota
workers generated on average more than one idea a week, of which 80 percent were
adopted. As one foreman put it, “You in the West have a different view about ideas than we
do,” he said. “You are happy when workers are satisfied and there are no complaints. For us,
every complaint is an opportunity for improvement. We encourage people to turn their
complaints into ideas.” ’Nuf said. Maccoby cited MacDuffie, and Adler 1993. See Streeck
1996 for a similar critique from a German perspective. Teach. MS. Pro.
Maccoby, Michael, Jody Hoffer Gittell, and Michael A. Ledeen, 2004, “Leadership and the Fear
Factor,” MIT Sloan Management Review, US, Winter2004, 45(2):14-18. Cnt: 2874. This article
discusses modern management and leadership in relation to the advice given by Niccolo
Machiavelli that it is better to be feared than to be loved. The wise business executive seeks to
avoid creating fearful employees who shy away from taking responsibility. On the other hand,
fear can motivate people in the short run. But this approach tends to backfire as people find
ways to get back at their managers and hide information to protect themselves from punishment.
Positive relationships are more powerful than fear for achieving consistently high performance.
If the leader enforces a system, then the system is ultimately responsible for the good and bad.
At the Maccoby Group; Brandeis U.; MIT; AEI. Wd # Misc. Pro.
Macdonald, Doune, and Geoff Isaacs, 2001, “Developing a Professional Identity through
Problem-Based Learning,” Teaching Education, Taylor & Francis, Columbia, SC, Dec. 2001,
12(3):315-333. A study investigated a within-course problem-based learning (PBL) approach to
becoming and being a teacher. Results indicated that the students were active participants in the
social communities and that the students considered their participation to be highly competent.
But it was also found that the students' stronger ties to the student community and their rather
powerless status in terms of accountability and assessment processes prevented some of
them from being fully committed to the PBL approach. Cited Lave and Wenger 1991. Not in
City Coll. In Clio T.C. online. # MS. PJ.
MacDonald, Geraldine, 1990, “Allocating Blame in Social Work,” British Journal of Social
Work, BASW, London, UK, 20:525-546. The context matters. Response by: Hollis, Martin, and
David Howe, “Moral Risks in the Social Work Role: A Response to Macdonald.” p. 547-552.
Counter-Reply: Macdonald, Geraldine, “Moral Risks? A Reply to Hollis and Howe,” p. 553-556.
(3 articles.) See earlier: H&H, 1986, “Child Death: Why Social Workers Are Responsible,”
Community Care, UK, June 5, p. 20-21. And: H&H, 1987, “Moral Risks in Social Work,”
Journal of Applied Philosophy, UK, 4:123-133. This messy discussion emerges from the
absence of a knowledge of systems and accountability. Painful. The Scarlet Letter “A” aflame.
But Macdonald is right: social workers are accountable for their decisions not for outcomes. See
Cohen and Gooch for a discussion of the military errors in this dynamic. (This is an anti-case.)
JJay. Hunter SW. # Refu. PJ. A.
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Note: Ian Macdonald worked at Bioss, consulted at Comalco in Australia, wrote lots of
papers, and did his Ph.D. at Brunel. (There is another person in the IT area with the same
name.)
Macdonald, Ian, 1978, “Five Levels of Mental Handicap,” chapter 18 (p. 271-277) in: Jaques,
Elliott, with Roland Oliver Gibson, and D. John Isaac (eds.), Levels of Abstraction in Logic and
Human Action, Heinemann, London, UK. Available from Cason Hall Publishers, Gloucester,
MA. # Rp. Ch.
Macdonald, Ian, and Shirley Otto, 1978, “A way to ensure research is meaningful to the
practitioner," Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK, March 31, 1978, p. 366-368. The
authors describe an approach to and method of research, developed at the Tavistock Institute and
used by Brunel analysts, which directly involves the practitioners, from the conception of a
project through to its conclusion. The practitioner maintains the ownership of research through
the collaborative relationship. The method offers an integration of theory and practice and best
described as 'self observation with help.' This is called ‘action research.’ Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Macdonald, Ian, and Terry Couchman, 1980, Manual for the Chart of Initiative and
Independence (C.I.I.): Including Manual of Activities, NFER Publishing / Nelson, Windsor, UK,
71 p. (See Macdonald Ph.D. 1990) MS. Rep.
Macdonald, Ian, 1981, “Assessment: A Social Dimension,” in Barton, L. and S. (E.?) Tomlinson,
eds., Special Education: Policy, Practices and Social Issues, Harper and Row, London, UK, and
New York, NY. Not in NYC. Not seen. Rp. Ch.
Macdonald, Ian, 1981, “Role of the ward sister,” Health and Social Service Journal, London,
UK, 15 May 1981, 91(4743):565-569. A social analysis of this nursing role with its
relationships, activities, monitoring, interventions, interruptions, reflections, training, and tasks.
A case. Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Macdonald, Ian, 1983, “The Report on New Methods of Assessing Mentally Handicapped
Adults to Facilitate Residential Placement,” Report to the North West Thames Regional Health
Authority, MHSU, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK. Unpublished. Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, 1983, “Quintaves: Five-Level System of Five Levels,” Unit Paper,
Measurement of Capacity Unit, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK.
Unpublished. Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, 1984, “Stratified System Theory: An Outline,” Individual and Organizational
Capability Unit, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, … p. Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, 1986, “Working Together: Professional Expectations and Understanding,”
Professional Paper, MHSU, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Midlx, UK. Unpublished. Ru.
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Macdonald, Ian, 1987, The Need for and Use of Organisational Theory, CRA Services, Ltd.,
Melbourne, Australia. (A training pamphlet?) Not seen. GET THIS. Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, T. Palmer, Karl W. Stewart, and M. Woffenden, 1987, Information Systems,
CRA Services, Ltd., Melbourne, Australia. (A training pamphlet?) Not seen. GET THIS. Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, John Arne Øvretveit, and T. Bein, 1987, The Management of Change, Report to
the North West Thames Regional Health Authority, MHSU, Bioss, Brunel University,
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK, and St. Ebba’s Hospital, Epsom, Surrey, UK. Ovretveit. Cited in
Macdonald chapter 1990. (Is this a public report?) Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Macdonald, Ian, 1988, “Getting On With the Real Work,” Mental Handicap, UK, June, 16:6567. Rp. Pro.
Macdonald, Ian, 1988, “Community Mental Health Handicap Teams,” Professional Paper,
MHSU, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK. Unpublished. Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, 1988, “From Seniority to Meritocracy,” MHSU, Brunel University, Uxbridge,
Middlesex, UK. Unpublished. (Was this ‘Mental Health Services Unit, Bioss’?) Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, 1988, “Translating Policy Into Action: Middle Management Responsibility,”
MHSU, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK. Unpublished. Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, and Karl W. Stewart, (1989 forthcoming), A Question of Values, MHSU, Bioss,
Brunel U., Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK. Cited in Macdonald chapter 1990. Not seen. Report. Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, Lt. Col. Roderick Macdonald, and Karl W. Stewart, 1989, “Leadership: A New
Direction,” British Army Review, December, UK, 93:31-37. [1990:00957] Examined leadership
from the viewpoint of group mythologies, group culture and the leader's capability. Good leaders
are able to create and change cultures, communicate through symbols and understand the nature
of the system they are running. Identified six core values and their opposites that are necessary
for social co-operation: Honest v Dishonest; Loving v Unloving; Fair v Unfair; Courageous v
Cowardly; Dignifying v Undignifying; Trustworthy v Untrustworthy. Available online at
maconsultancy.com CEO. # Misc. PJ.
Macdonald, Ian, and M. Luckie, 1990, “Final Report to the North West Hertfordshire Health
Authority on Ward Management,” MHSU, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK.
(Is this a public report?) Unpublished? Ru. Rep.
Macdonald, Ian, 1990, Identity Development of People With Learning Difficulties Through the
Recognition of Work, Ph.D., thesis in Psychology of Personality (B2b), Brunel University, (West
London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 378 pages. Theses # 41-2408. BLL no. DX95435,
PH.D.M255. [UMI AAG DX95435 (?)] Not available through UMI/ PQDD. DAI-B 52/12, p.
6690, June 1992. Unpublished thesis. See Ph.Ds.
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Macdonald, Ian, 1990, “Similarities and Differences Between Client Groups: Values and
Myths,” chapter 8 (p. 111-121) in Sharkey, Sheila, and Sara Barna, eds., 1990, Community Care:
people leaving long-stay hospitals, Routledge, London, UK, 238 p. Charismatic leaders ignore
hypotheses and do not test them. They move directly from belief to action. When they leave the
energy often goes with them because no hypothesis has been articulated. Groups hold positive
and reject negative values. The leader must create an overarching mythology and behave
congruently (and in accord with positive values). If not, then the whole approach is discredited.
Lastly, the leader must create a culture so secure it can be questioned. Cited Macdonald 1990;
Macdonald & Stewart 1989; Macdonald, Overveit & Bein 1987. NYPL Schw JLD 90-206
(SASB) # Rp. Ch.
Macdonald, Ian, 1990, “Services For Whom?” chapter in Baldwin, S., ed., 1990, Mental
Handicap: Social Science Approaches, Routledge, London, UK. Cited in Macdonald chapter
1990. Not in NYC. Not in Brunel. Not seen. Rp. Ch.
Macdonald, Ian, 1990, “Special Villages and Community Care: The Way Forward,” chapter in
Segal, Stanley S., ed., 1990, The Place of Special Villages and Residential Communities: the
provision of care for people with severe, profound and multiple disabilities, A.B. Academic
Publishers, Bicester, Oxon, UK, 113 p. (Cited in Macdonald 1992.) Related to his 1990 PhD.
Not in NYC. Brunel Liby HV3008 .G7 P53. [1st fl.] ISBN: 0907360165. Not seen. Rp. Ch.
Macdonald, Ian, ed., 1990, “The Organisation and Development of the Rhondda Vanguard
Service,” MHSU, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK. (Is this a public report?)
Unpublished? Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, 1992, “Understanding Organisational Change,” chapter in Cang, Stephen. (ed.),
1992, Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA, p. 285-296. Changes in behaviour
are brought about by changing systems; the way people work. This model helps the manager to
know how people feel about such changes. Available online at maconsultancy.com # Rp. Ch.
Macdonald, Ian, 1995/1996, “The Staff Relationship,” Evidence tended during the 1995 Weipa
dispute on changes to individual employment awards and company policies, Australian
Industrial Relations Commission (AIRC), 1996, Aluminium Industry CRA [Comalco] Weipa
Case Transcript, Print no. M8600. Amal 27.11.95, pp 284-334. Macdonald Associates
Consultancy. See Waring 1999 for excerpts, p. 297-299. Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, and J. Grimmond, 2000, “Systems and Symbols Audit,” Macdonald Associates,
unpublished paper. Ru.
Macdonald, Ian, 2003, “Cultural Transformation: Real Change,” unpublished essay, 11 pages.
Available online at maconsultancy.com . A summary of the requisite transformation process
including a general flow chart, action steps, the social process of change, and identification of
critical issues in the context that must be addressed. See Mahler 1993. # Ru. *****
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Macdonald, Ian, Catherine Burke, and Karl Stewart, 2006, Systems Leadership: Creating
Positive Organizations, Gower, Ashgate Publishing Ltd., Abingdon, Oxon, UK, 312 p. eISBN:
9780754683131 ISBN: 9780566087004 Concerned with how people come together to achieve
a productive purpose. People have a deep need to belong and to be creative. A positive
organization can both fulfill needs and create a worthwhile society. This requires the hard work
of leadership. (“The management approach proffered has successfully underpinned Rio Tinto's
management system for more than a quarter century. Not necessarily a ‘How To’ book, but full
of good management sense backed by conceptual frameworks.”) Only leadership that is aware
of Jaques’ and Brown’s theory - and the discipline - has a chance of success. Contents: Nine
principles of behavior. The nature of work and organisations. Systems leadership. Making
change happen – putting theory into practice. See Billis 2008 US bk rev. Cited in McGill 2007.
Clio ebook & CUNY ebook. LC Call: HM791 -- .M33 2006eb. Dewey: 658.4/092. Rp. Bk.
CD Cases:
The Century Story – Joe Grimmond.
Organising Corporate Computing (SCE) (US) – Catherine G. Burke & Daniel L. Smith.
Effective Leadership Programme: Commonwealth Bank of AU (CBA) – Geoff McGill.
Inco Ltd. Divisional Shops (Canada) – Fred Stanford.
‘A Journey to the Reality of Accountability’ Western Cape College (first 3 years)
(Weipa, QLD, AU) – Derek Hunter.
The Return to Work Process at Kaiser Aluminium (US) – Phillip Bartlett.
The Leadership Programme at Kormilda College (Darwin, NT, AU) – David Dadswell
& Derek Hunter.
New Zealand Aluminium Smelters Ltd – David Brewer.
Building New Mythologies: Pacific Coal – Phillip Bartlett.
Parish Life in Anglican Diocese of Perth, WA, AU: Bellevue-Darlington Story –
Michael Evers & Phillip Beggs.
Working Together with Engineers – Roy Feltham.
Weipa Kaolin (QLD, AU) – Ken McDonald.
Macdonald, Roderick, 1991, Breaking the Frame: The Heart of Leadership, School of Policy,
Planning and Development, U. of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal. Defence Research
Fellowship thesis. Advisor: Catherine Burke. Colonel in the British Army. Related to Stratified
Systems Theory. Focused on leadership in theory and in practice and went beyond what Jaques
said about leadership. Ru.
MacDougall, Robert, 2006, "Long Lines: AT&T's Long-Distance Network as an Organizational
and Political Strategy," The Business History Review, HBS, Summer 2006, 80(2):297-327.
ISSN: 0007-6805. The primary importance of long-distance telephone service to AT&T in the
first two decades of the 20th century was not commercial but organizational and political. The
Bell System was not a single firm before 1910 but was, rather, an association of regional
companies with considerable autonomy. AT&T's leaders worked to overcome independent
competitors and to curtail the autonomy of their own local affiliates. Long-distance service
offered them a powerful technological justification for the consolidation of control. This proved
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central for AT&T to convince Americans of its own legitimacy and that of other nation-spanning
corporations. See Miranti 2005. At U. Western Ontario, Canada. # Misc. PJ. A.
MacDuffie, John Paul, 1988, “The Japanese Auto Transplants: Challenges To Conventional
Wisdom,” ILR Report, Cornell UP, Ithaca, NY, Fall 1988, 26(1):12-18. The next American auto
crisis may make the last one look minor. The Japanese transplants were remarkably successful by relying on USA workers, engineers, and managers - but not the conventional theories.
Companies that have them include - Honda, Toyota, Nissan, Mazda, Mitsubishi, and
Subaru/Isuzu. Japanese “humanware” works, even in the USA, and includes - reduced job
classification, work teams, OTJ training, job rotation, QC circles, and specification of work
procedures. Changes from Japan are new recruitment procedures, suggestion awards, shift
procedures, and shift status differentials. The changes at the USA Big Three have been
superficial. See Shimada 1985; Shimada and MacDuffie 1987. # MS. PJ. *****
MacDuffie, John Paul, and John F. Krafcik, 1992, “Integrating Technology and Human
Resources for High Performance Manufacturing: Evidence from the International Auto
Industry,” chapter 13 (p. 209-226) in Kochan, Thomas A., and Michael Useem, eds., 1992,
Transforming Organizations, Oxford University Press, New York; Oxford and London, UK, 420
p. Papers from a 1990 conference. Expanded the sample used in Krafcik’s 1988 M.S. thesis.
The corr. between HR Policies to use highly specialized human resources and the Use of Buffers
was r = .65 (p. 218). These Taylorist/ Fordist HR Policies determine the level of WIP
inventories and drive up costs through this route. (They were put in place since mass production
is “fragile” in the face of human disruption. See Raff.) Developed indexes for Buffers, HRM
Policies, and Robotics. Tested an Integration Hypothesis that showed production organization
and technology were both important separately, but were more important together. It can cross
human cultures but the switch from mass to lean production can be difficult since lean is
“integrated.” Lean also can be “fragile.” (Nonsense.) Commentary by Ranganath Nayak.
Unaware of RO/SST. Clio Biz HD58.8 .T72 1992. # MS. Ch. UP. A.
MacDuffie, John Paul, 1995, “Human Resource Bundles and Manufacturing Performance:
Organizational Logic and Flexible Production Systems in the World Auto Industry,” Industrial
and Labor Relations Review, Cornell U., Ithaca, NY, Jan. 1995, 48(2):197-221. Based on
research from his 1991 Related PhD MIT. Surveyed 62 auto assembly plants worldwide. Found
flexible (lean) production systems were the product of integrated bundles of, not individual, HR
practices. They could not be separated. But they must be integrated with the production system
logic. Plants with team-based work systems, “high-commitment” work systems (contingent
compensation, extensive training), and low inventory and repair buffers “consistently
outperformed mass production plants.” Interactions among the bundles supported the integration
hypothesis with strong, statistically significant evidence that they related to both productivity and
quality. See Deming 1986, 1993, Hampson 1999, Tomer 2001. # MS. PJ. A.
MacDuffie, John Paul, 1997, “The Road to ‘Root Cause’: Shop-Floor Problem-Solving at Three
Auto Assembly Plants,” Management Science, Theme: Frontier Research in Manufacturing and
Logistics, April 1997, 43(4):479-502. Studied three types of problems that required
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collaborative problem solving at General Motors, Ford, and Honda plants in North America water leaks, paint defects and electrical defects. Improvement depends on how the
organization influences the cognitive processes of its members. Elements include - rich fuzzy
data, supporting structures, common language, the goal of quality improvement, suppression of
cost-threat effects from accounting systems, disequilibrium and problems viewed as
opportunities for learning, and process standardization as the beginning of improvement (not the
end). Adaptive learning can then overcome inertial tendencies at least partially. Table 2
contrasting the three tells it all (p. 496). GM and Ford still don’t get it. GM stresses
accountability; Ford documentation; Honda diagnosis. Only Honda got to the root cause.
[Deming and Jaques said this long before they exited the building.] # MS. PJ. A.
MacDuffie, John Paul, and Frits K. Pil, 1997, "Changes in Auto Industry Employment Practices:
An International Overview," chapter 2 (p. 9-42) in Kochan, Thomas A., Russell D. Lansbury,
and John Paul MacDuffie, eds., 1997, After Lean Production: Evolving Employment Practices in
the World Auto Industry, ILR Press, Cornell University Press, Ithaca, NY, US, 349 p. An outline
of the recent workplace and HR practices across the world including 'high-involvement' ones at
Toyota, rapid adoption of 'lean' in Europe, traditional plants and practices at GM, and hybrids
around trhe world. # Misc. Ch.
Mace, Myles L., 1971, Directors: Myth and Reality, Harvard Business School Press, Boston,
MA. A classic on Boards. Directors are out to lunch and do not do their jobs. Times and
expectations have changed since but (in the wake of Enron) have Boards? No. Sad. Misc. Bk.
UP. A.
Mace, Myles L., 1972, “The President and the Board of Directors,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, US, March-April, 50(2): 37-49. ISSN: 0017-8012. The article version. Mace sets
forth a five-point program to stiffen them up. Still no; still sad. At HBS. # Misc. Pro.
MacEachron, Ann E., 1994, “Supervision in tribal and state child welfare agencies:
Professionalization, responsibilities, training needs, and satisfaction,” Child Welfare, New York,
NY, Mar 1994, 73(2):117- . Slight cite. W. Pro.
Macey, Samuel, L., 1991, Time, A Bibliographic Guide, Garland Publications, New York, NY,
426 pages. A comprehensive bibliography of temporal research across academic and
professional disciplines. 6000 entries. A model Introductory essay. (J. T. Fraser was then
planning a vast online database to be named “Timeline”.) See T. K. Das 1990. Misc. Bk.
Macey, Samuel, L., 1994, Encyclopedia of Time, Garland Publishers, NY, NY. Over 700 pages.
Short essays on time by many of the leading scholars on the topic. Includes entries on F. W.
Taylor, A. N. Whitehead, W. James, and K. Lewin. However, there are gaps - nothing regarding
time and W. E. Deming, C. I. Lewis, or E. Jaques. Heidegger? Chaos? Statics vs Dynamics?
(Macey was at Victoria U., BC, Can., with the English department.) NYU has it. Misc. Bk.
Macintosh, Norman B., 1981, “A contextual model of information systems,” Accounting,
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Organizations and Society, Elsevier Science Ltd., UK, 6(1)39-52. doi: 10.1016/03613682(81)90021-0. The social-engineering of accounting and information systems has not kept
pace with the awesome advances on the technical side. Attempts, such as human information
processing systems, have proven too narrow and research efforts now are called for which
include both the psychology of the user and the program conditions of the task. This paper
derive four distinct information systems styles — concise, cursory, diffuse, and elaborate - each
of which is suited to a particular technology. Accounting and information systems should be
designed to be congruent with the organizational context which they serve. Jaques & Brown not
cited. Cited Grimes, Klein & Shull 1972; Emery & Trist 1968. NYPL SIBL JLL 85-51 pt. 5-6
(1980/81) Abstract only seen. At Queen's U., Kingston, Ont., Canada. # MS. PJ. A.
Mack, John A., 1956, “Trade Union Leadership,” Political Quarterly, Turnstile Press, Blackwell,
London, UK, Jan.-Mar. 1956, 27(1):71-81. Mack at Glasgow U. [Cited in Mack, July 1956, p.
319.] NYPL, Microf. Room 100, *ZAN - 12551. # Misc. PJ. A.
Mack, John A., 1956, “The Glacier Metal Experiments,” Political Quarterly, Turnstile Press,
London, UK, July 1956, 27(3):311-323. Stevenson lecturer at U. Glasgow. Mack visited the
Kilmarnock plant, read company policy documents on the works councils, read articles by
Brown, read Jaques 1951 and 1956 - and got it. R&D kept the company viable. (Johnstone,
Robertson, Kelly, Mack, and Scott & Lynton were about the only academics to observe Glacier
first-hand - all were positively impressed.) This article was the earliest cite of Measurement of
Responsibility. Mack in Scotland had read it already and praised it. Tavvy may have published
it before Harvard. (See Norman Martin, October 1956.) # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Mackenze, J. S. P., 1961, “Challenge of Change,” Management Review, India, March, 1(3):7-9.
Worker resistance to change is not to technological change but to the disturbances to human
relationships that invariably accompany any change. Adaption takes longer than the change
itself. Certain rules will help managers bring about change with minimum friction or hostility.
[cont’d - see Dayal 1972 (1973?) Is spelling of name correct?] Not seen. MS. NJ.
MacKenzie, Douglas, 1992, “Corporate Restructuring: A Better Approach,” Oil and Gas
Journal, Tulsa, OK, p. 21-22, Sep 7. President of Suncor, Sunoco Canada. Based on speech to
the industry. How the firm using Elliott Jaques’ theory went from last place to first. After
extensive analysis, Sunoco found it was a “Stratum 5" organization, with four work levels below
the executive vice-president's position. In part of the organization, however, there was a
redundant fifth level of managers and workers. When the redundant level was removed,
productivity in that business unit spiraled. Overall improvement has been remarkable. We were
the only firm to make a profit last year while the rest of the industry (that’s you guys) lost your
shirts. Blaaat. [A Case.] See Allan Gould 1991. Teach. # Rp. Pro. *****
Mackenzie, Kenneth D., 1986, Organizational Design, Ablex Publishing, Norwood, NJ. Noted
that Donald Kane of General Electric was responsible for organizational planning. Cited in
Ulrich and Lake 1990. Misc. Bk.
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Mackey, John, and Rajendra Sisodia, 2013, Conscious Capitalism: Liberating the Heroic Spirit
of Business, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, 344 p. Foreword by Bill George. ISBN10: 1422144208; ISBN-13: 978-1422144206. The first tenet was having a “higher purpose”.
The second was “stakeholder integration”, which brings together customers, team members,
investors, suppliers, communities, and the environment. The third and fourth tenets were
“conscious leadership” and “conscious culture and management”. The interesting thing was that
it led to superior financial performance. Raj Sisodia's data showed what he called “Firms of
Endearment” have outperformed the S&P 500 by a ratio of 3 times to 5 times over a 15 year
period. Other companies practicing conscious capitalism include Google, Wegmans, REI, The
Container Store, Southwest Airlines, Nordstrom, and Starbucks. In Canada the list would
include Longo Brothers, Goodlife Fitness, and the Graham Group. (How employees see these
companies is often an indicator of which ones are really doing it. The 100 Best Companies to
Work For in the US and Canada’s 50 Best Managed Companies are a good place to look for
them.) [Ratan N. Tata, Chairman, Tata Sons, wrote: “This book provides the script for a muchneeded different narrative for free- enterprise capitalism. Businesses need to be driven by a
purpose higher than maximizing profit, and they must ensure optimal benefits to all stakeholders.
Only if that happens can capitalism deliver to all humanity the full societal benefits it is capable
of.”] (p. xii. Mackey CEO at L5.) Sisodia at Bentley U., MA, US. B&N E. 86 St. MS. Bk.
MacLeod, W. Bentley, 1988, “Equity, efficiency, and incentives in cooperative teams,”
Advances in the Economic Analysis of Participatory and Labor-Managed Firms, [0885-3339],
US, (Jones, Derek, and Jan Svejnar, eds.), 3:5-23. An annual journal. Found three key elements
that must exist for cooperative production to exist in an industry: 1) group decision-making, 2)
individual incentives, and 3) high exit costs. Cited Aoki 1984; Sen 1966. Baruch – hard HD
5650 .A327 v.3 1987. SIBL v. 3 (1988) JLM 87-1088. Misc. PJ.
MacLeod, W. Bentley, and James M. Malcomson, 1988, “Reputation and hierarchy in dynamic
models of employment,” Journal of Political Economy, U. Chicago Press, US, Aug. 1988,
96(4):832–854. The employment relationship with employees' ability and their actions both
private information (thus combining adverse selection with moral hazard) is modeled as a
repeated game with self-enforcing contracts being perfect Bayesian Nash equilibria. Under
termination contracts, the equilibrium contract structure consists of a hierarchy of ranks, finite in
number even though ability is continuous. Reputation acts as an effective device for worker
discipline without the need for involuntary unemployment. Selection by bonding is not
incentive compatible, but selection by promotion of employees through the ranks is. Many
other features correspond to observed employment structures. Cited by Aoki 1988; Itoh 1991.
At Queen's U., Ont., Can.; U. Southampton, UK. # Misc. PJ. A.
MacMillan, Ian C., 1988, “Controlling Competitive Dynamics By Taking Strategic Initiative,”
Academy of Management Executive, May, 2(2):111-118. Two initiatives: (1) action at every
level; use functional capabilities and skills; and (2) think two steps ahead: on the available time
for a “second act.” Easy to say. These are the strategic implementations after RO. Unaware of
Jaques. See McGrath. MS. PJ.
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MacNeil, Christina M., 2003, “Line Managers: Facilitators of knowledge sharing in teams”,
Employee Relations, MCB UP, Bradford, UK, 25(3):294-307. Capturing employee's tacit
knowledge, to facilitate its transfer into organisational competence is paramount for today's
organizations. Competitive business pressures streamline organisational structures which offer
line managers a key role in contributing to strategic HRM outcomes by encouraging tacit
knowledge sharing within teams and between individuals and teams. Cited Antonacopoulou
1999; Nonaka 1991; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995. Thanked Riva Berman-Brown. At Oxford
Brookes & Sheffield. [3 sidebars missing, no pdf.] # MS. PJ.
Macy, Barry A., and Hiroaki Izumi, 1993, “Organizational Change, Design, and Work
Innovation: A Meta-analysis of 131 North American Field Studies--1961-1991,” article in
Richard W. Woodman and William A. Pasmore, eds., 1993, Research in Organizational Change
and Development, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT, 320 p., 7:235-313. Annual. Found a large
improvement when firms combined their organizational structures, HR innovations, technology,
and TQM design features or action-levers. Attacked for their sampling. These studies were not
a random sample of firms. Identified weaknesses as well. Was able to differentiate between the
two. The authors argued that these cases are not subject to such a bias, because the high quality
of the data available would allow publication of these studies regardless of the results. Clio Bus
x. Baruch HD 58.8 .R47 v.7 1993. SIBL JLL 87-371 v.7 (1993). MS. PJ.
Madhavan, T., and P. S. Thomas, 1993, “Fujitsu (A),” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad, India, AprilJune, 18(2):41-55. A case. In 1991 Fujitsu's board met to revise its international strategy in the
high-tech and computer industries. This case covers the firm's background, history in Japan,
global strategy, and alliances. Its goal was to be recognized worldwide as 'Imagination, Inc.' and
earn respect. [Diagnoses to follow.] # MS. PJ.
Madhavan, T., and P. S. Thomas, 1993, “Fujitsu (A) - Diagnoses,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad,
India, Oct-Dec., 18(4):49-59. Diagnoses to the Case by N. Vittal, Dileep Hurry and Masako
Imoto, Narendra Murkumbi, Ashok Korwar, and S. Ramachander. Topics include - scenario
planning, shadow options, building the information superhighway, guerilla warfare, and the
firm’s style. # MS. PJ.
Madigan, Robert Michael, 1982, Job Evaluation as a Determinant of Job Worth: A Conceptual
and Comparative Analysis, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, MI, 262 pages. UMI AAT 8308973, DAI-A 43/12, p. 3967, June
1983. Published as article, Madigan, 1985. See Related PhD list.
Madigan, Robert M., 1985, “Comparable Worth Judgments: A Measurement Properties
Analysis,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Washington, DC, Feb., 70(1):137-148. From
his 1982 PhD dissertation. The concept of worker/job worth or value was examined historically.
Three job evaluation methods were analyzed to estimate their measurement qualities and the
similarity of their value hierarchies (Position Analysis Questionnaire, guide-chart plan (Hay
point system), and a locally developed plan). Unacceptable levels of measurement
contamination were found in all three. Factor redundancy undercut job evaluation measures.
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Results varied considerably by situation and method. Classification decisions are method
dependent. The feasibility of non-biased evaluation to attain fair pay was questionable. Used
these to justify testing other job evaluation methods and showed their deficiencies. Cited
Atchison and French 1967; Richardson 1971; and Belcher 1975. Did not test Jaques’ method.
MS. PJ. A.
Madigan, Robert M., and David J. Hoover, 1986, “Effects of Alternative Job Evaluation
Methods on Decisions Involving Pay Equity,” Academy of Management Journal, March,
29(1):84-100. Compared the results of six different job evaluation methods from two basic sets
of job ratings to determine their effect on comparable job worth. The method chosen
significantly affected decisions on job hierarchies and pay equity. Pointed out that earlier
investigators looked at the high inter-correlations of point methods similar to each other yet
“overlooked conflicting evidence from comparisons of distinctly different methods (Atchison &
French, 1967).” However, these authors also still did not test Jaques’ TSD:FFP method. See
Madigan, Related PhD 1982 and 1985 article. MS. PJ. A.
Magee, Roderick R., ed., 1998, Strategic Leadership Primer, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle,
PA. 58 p. A book of readings for the War College’s officer-students built from the Jacobs and
Jaques 1990 model. Cited in Thurgood 2008 PhD; Paparone & Crupi 2002. # Rp. Pamph.
Magota, Ryohei, 1979, “The End of the Seniority-Related (Nenko) Wage System,” Japanese
Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Sp 1979, 7(3):71-125. Translated from the
Japanese. A scree against what he saw as the end of the nenko (lifetime) pay system and its
replacement by the ability-based merit system. Age-Wage charts on p. 77 and 81 from 1976
Japanese Labor Ministry). Aggregated retirees. Nenko is ending. (Enough ‘death of nenko’
already. Like a golem, it lives forever.) (Never used the term satei - but that may be the
translator.) CUNY Grad Ctr. # MS. PJ.
Mahajan, Vijay, 2007, “The Wealth of African Nations,” Harvard Business Review, Jun2007,
85(6): 22. The article reports that Africa is wealthier than India, but Africa still has some of the
poorest countries in the world. In 2005, Africa's 53 nations had an average gross national
income (GNI) per capita of $954. India's GNI per capita was about $200 lower. A map
indicates 12 African countries had higher GNI per capita than China. Although Africa has
social, economic, and political problems that would be a challenge to business, 20 African
countries have a concentration of wealth, which makes them potential markets for foreign
companies. At McCombs School of Business, U. TX. at Austin. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
[Note: abebooks.com – has many Mahler books for sale online.]
Mahler, Walter R., 1965, “Every Company’s Problem: Managerial Obsolescence,” Personnel,
AMACOM, Saranac Lake, NY, US, July-Aug, 42(4):8-16. Solid advice to the manager. In
short, our companies have created a situation where every manager is in a race between selfobsolescence [and lay-off] and retirement - which will win for each? (Companies have created a
‘5 x 5’ decision matrix to help them.) A powerful workplace dynamic not well-explored. SIBL
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*ZAN-T5093. Misc. NJ.
Mahler, Walter R., and William F. Wrightnour, 1973, Executive Continuity: how to build and
retain an effective management team, Dow Jones-Irwin, Homewood, Ill., 254 pages. Chapter 6,
Accelerated Development, contains Mahler’s Career Crossroads model: five pathways and four
crossroads (p. 64-86, diagram p. 65). This was the basis for the unique General Electric
executive succession process under CEOs Fred Borch and Reg Jones in the 1970s and the
renewed GE Crotonville management development programs in the early 1980s under Jack
Welch. These five pathways are similar to the five levels described by Wilfred Brown in
Exploration in Management 1960 (p. 37-38), which Mahler had read in the 1960s (Mahler 1975).
(Mahler may have condensed several strata, 2-3-4, into the second pathway level, “Functional
Manager” - note the “12 years” tenure there.) Later the model was extended to seven strata by
Jaques 1976 and by Charan, Drotter and Noel 2001, p. 145. Cited in Freedman 1998 and
Edward Miller 1984. See Luc Hoebeke 1994. (See Ward et al 1995 re Toyota’s 15 year lowermanagement tenure. Japan.) SIBL, offsite. Baruch HF5500.2 .M23. Rp. Bk.
Mahler, Walter R., 1974, Diagnostic Studies, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 214 p. On
personnel management by the man who brought new ideas into General Electric. Mahler was
very thoughtful. Identified six pressures for change and an eight-step experimental cycle for
improvement. Outlined 17 different diagnostic studies. Cited Harry Levinson, Organizational
Diagnosis, 1972 as a key to chapter 3, Effective Use of Data. (Levinson extensively used
Jaques’ ideas - lots of footnotes but there was no index in this book.) See Selected References p.
159-164. See Chapter 8 in Leadership Pipeline. Clio offsite. Baruch HF5549 .M2925. Rp. Bk.
Mahler, Walter R., 1975, Structure, Power, and Results: how to organize your company for
optimum performance, Dow Jones-Irwin, Homewood, Ill., 247 pages. On Wilfred Brown 1960:
“The organizational structure, procedures, and philosophy of Glacier Metal Company of London,
as presented by its chairman and managing director” (reference, p. 240). “Some years ago, ... a
diligent search of the literature revealed only one suggested process [for conducting an
organization study]. This process had to do with identifying work elements and building up from
these to the entire hierarchy. A thorough study of this particular process led me to conclude it
was a rather narrow one. Further, as I observed the processes by which organizations were
actually studied by managers, it became clear that this was one process they never utilized” (p.
5). Mahler had discovered the Brown-Jaques research process, which was scientific and
unsuitable for business consulting. As a consultant, Mahler then launched himself to develop a
practical process and described the phases of his learning: identify objectives or purposes first,
then how structure helps accomplish the goals (accountability?), the benefits from alternative
structures, delegation of authority and power, job design, and staffing. [His search kept circling
back to Brown’s concepts.] A diagnostic analysis is needed on every organization (see Mahler
1974, Levinson 1972). Mahler introduced this to General Electric about this time. Also cited
Newman 1951 and Cordiner 1956. SIBL offsite. Seen. Rp. Bk.
Mahler, Walter R., 1976, How Effective Executives Interview, Dow Jones-Irwin, Homewood, IL,
249 p. Executives have to interview and the more effective ones do it well. There are five types
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of interviews – selection, performance, counseling, career discussion, and removal. Devoted a
section on pertinent behavioral research. Skill training section for each type of interview with
cases for practice role-playing. Cited Mahler Diagnostic Studies (as 1973). Solid training
material. At the time of this writing Mahler was at GE with Reg Jones and planning the
succession process for the CEO position that culminated in the famous airplane interview. Cited
and copied in Medley 2005 book. Jaques nor Brown cited. Clio offsite. Baruch HF5549.5 .I6
M18. [# 40 Qs] # MS. Bk.
NOTE: The following four entries may only be ONE.
Mahler, Walter R., ~1984, Succession Planning for the CEO, Mahler Publishing, Midland Park,
NJ. [See Mahler ~1984 below??] Provided some details on General Electric “career crossroads.”
Described “accomplishment analysis” used for talent development. He plotted the growth curves
with Age on the horizontal axis and Managerial Titles along the vertical. Mahler introduced into
GE a four “career crossroads” model in the early 1970s. Adopted at Crotonville in 1984.
Mahler interviewed and assessed Jack Welch for the CEO job in behalf of Reg Jones and the GE
Board. See also, Preface and Chapter 10 of the Leadership Pipeline, 2001, by Charan, Drotter,
and Noel. Not seen. ~
Mahler, Walter R., ~1984, Succession Planning in Successful Companies, Mahler Publishing,
Midland Park, NJ. [See Mahler ~1984 above??] General Electric’s Reg Jones on picking Jack
Welch in 1981: “I looked ahead into the 1980s and 1990s and saw the need for a leader with very
different skills from my own” and selected on performance rather than relationships. See Ulrich
and Lake 1990; Vancil 1987. See video: Vancil 1984 with Reg Jones. Not seen. ~
Mahler, Walter R., and Frank Gaines, Jr., 1984, Succession Planning in Leading Companies:
how to manage a "farm system" to produce needed executive talent, Mahler Publishing
Company, Midland Park, NJ, 167 pages. [Does not mention the “career crossroads model”
Mahler introduced into General Electric in the 1970s.] Appendix was interviews with SVPs
from Exxon, GE (Ted LeVino), IBM, Rockwell Intl., and Ex-Cell-O. GE was one of several
cases in this book but the description did not mention Brown, Jaques or the theory. See Preface
and Chapter 10 of the Leadership Pipeline, 2001, by Charan, Drotter, and Noel. See A.
Friedman and LeVino 1984. Cited in A. Friedman 1985. Gaines was then at IBM. MS. Bk.
Mahler, Walter R., 1986 (1988), The Succession Planning Handbook for the Human Resource
Executive, Mahler Pub. Co., Midland Park, N.J., 292 pages. Per MVC, book describes in some
detail the General Electric Critical Career Crossroads model of complexity jumps in leading
others and in the context of leadership (Appendix 9). Descriptions of work levels may be off by
1 to 2. Descriptions in Charan, Drotter and Noel 2001 differ some from these. Libraries: U.
Stellenbosch (So. Af.); Aomori Public U. (Japan). SAB. Only in LoC. Not seen. MVC? ~
Mahler, Walter R., and Steve J. Drotter, 1986, The Succession Planning Handbook for the Chief
Executive, Mahler Publishing, Midland Park, NJ, 170 pages. [Does not mention the four “career
crossroads model” Mahler introduced into General Electric in the 1970s.] Described
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“accomplishment analysis” used for talent development. He plotted a high potential’s growth
curve with Age on the horizontal axis and Managerial Levels along the vertical (p. 55). Cited in
Jackson and Schuler 1990; Kesler 2002, 2004; DT Hall 1989. Cited DT Hall ed 1986. See
Preface and Chapter 10 of the Leadership Pipeline, 2001, by Charan, Drotter, and Noel. AB and
SAB. Not seen. B.U. Liby? Rp. Bk.
Mahler, Walter R., 1989, A Radical New Approach to Business Planning, Mahler Publishing, NJ.
Cited in Kesler 1993 online unpublished. See CHRS.net. Ask Kesler. Not seen. ~
Mahler, Walter R., 1993, Self Destruction at GM, IBM, and Sears: What can we learn from
them? WRM Inc. Publishers, Wyckoff, NJ, 178 p. Explored the context in which several
corporate giants self-destructed in the early 1990s. What went wrong? The basic nature of the
business changed but top management either didn’t recognize the changes or refused to accept
that they occurred. Mahler gave seven reasons: executives were not broad-gauged, were unable
or unwilling to match the change, were risk-averse, wanted more to finish their “tour of duty”
than sustain the institution, a faulty structure, little process for anticipating the future, and the
board didn’t have the power until too late. Mahler points to Japan’s unrecognized advantage. 10
steps were needed to transition from self-destruction to success. General Motors. [One of the
great books of management. Wow!] Cited in Sessa and Campbell 1997. Jaques and Brown not
cited, but known. See MacDonald 2003, Tilles 1963. Not in NYPL, CUNY, Clio. Fordham
Lincoln Ctr - Quinn Lib. HD70.U5 M33 1993. # Rp. Bk.
Mahmood, Mo Adam, and Siew Khim Soon, 1991, "A Comprehensive Model for Measuring the
Potential Impact of Information Technology on Organizational Strategic Variables," Decision
Sciences, Wiley-Blackwell, US-UK, Sep/Oct91, 22(4):869-897. 29p. ISSN: 0011-7315.
Organizational and industrial variables that appeared to be affected by IT are identified,
measured, and operationalized in the form of a comprehensive model. This study is based on
structured interviews with 31 strategic managers who had used IT for strategic decisions. The 10
variables included in the model are well grounded in the information systems literature, were
then empirically validated and their reliabilities critically tested, and a comprehensive model was
derived from these validated variables. The model is a first step towards measuring the overall
potential impact of IT on an organization. Comment by Sethi & Carraher 1993. Cited
Wooldridge 1990 (SMJ v. 11). At U. Texas, El Paso; Ling and Co., Philadelphia. CUNY – gale
phoney. Baruch perls. Clio os HD69.D4 A4 & online. # Misc. PJ.
Mahoney, Joseph T., and J. Rajendran Pandian, 1992, “The Resource-Based View Within the
Conversation of Strategic Management,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US/UK,
Chichester, UK, Jun 1992, 13(5):363-380. The resource-based approach of Penrose is an
emerging framework that has stimulated discussion among scholars from three research
perspectives. First, the resource-based theory incorporates traditional strategy insights regarding
a firm's distinctive competencies and heterogeneous capabilities. The resource-based approach
also provides value-added theoretical propositions that are testable within the diversification
strategy literature. Second, the resource-based view is compatible with the organizational
economics paradigm. Third, the resource-based view is complementary to industrial
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organization research. Cited by Rugman and Vebeke 2002. MS. PJ. A.
Mahoney, Thomas A., 1964, "Communications from Readers," California Management Review,
Spring64, 6(3):95-96. Letter to the editor in response to the article "In Praise of Job Evaluation,"
by Professor Edwin Beal from summer 1963 issue. Mahoney urged further experiment with
Jaques' TSD. [ERROR: Author's name mispelled online as: Mamoney.] # MS. Pro.
Mahoney, Thomas A., Thomas H. Jerdee, and Stephen J. Carroll, 1965, "The Job(s) of
Management," Industrial Relations, UC-Berkeley, Cal., US, Feb., 4(2):97–110. This critical
incident survey of present work also broke out the type of work that was in the managerial role at
three levels. Fig. 1 indicates the increase in the amount of time devoted to tasks with longer
time-spans as managers move up from low, to middle, and to high positions within management
(planning, 15%>28%). It also indicates the lessening time allocated to present-oriented tasks
(supervision, 51%>22%). Jaques supported. Cited Koontz 1964; Landsberger 1961; Carlson
1951. NYPL SIBL JBM 90-847 v. 4. Clio online 1961-. CUNY Baruch. # MS. PJ. A.
Mahoney, Thomas A., and William Weitzel, 1969, “Managerial Models of Organizational
Effectiveness,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Sept., 14(3):357-365. [Reprinted in: Vrochla,
E., ed. 1978, Economics and social sciences: Theory of organizational design, University of
Koln, Koln, Germany.] They sort out goal achievement, time, and hierarchy very neatly. On
Woodward 1965 and Thompson 1967; Jaques not cited. (Mahoney was advisor to Richardson
on his 1969 PhD at U. Minn. Mahoney was aware of Jaques’ theory.) Cited in Gannon & Paine
1974. Both at U. Minn. # MS. PJ. A.
Mahoney, Thomas A., and Peter J. Frost, 1974, "The Role of Technology in Models of
Organizational Effectiveness," Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, US, 11:122138. The dominant technology influenced the kind and amount of discretion and prescribed
actions allowed to employees. Jaques not cited. Cited Blauner 1964; Mahoney & Weitzel 1969;
Thompson 1967. # Rp. PJ.
Mahoney, Thomas A., 1975, “Justice and Equity: A Running Theme in Compensation,”
Personnel, AMACOM, NY, NY, 52:60-66. Noted that Jaques had offered a universal definition
of equitable job evaluation in time-span but academics and practitioners had refused to consider
it - leaving them without an agreed definition. (Also reprinted in Mahoney 1979 b). Rp. NJ.
*****
Mahoney, Thomas A., and William Weitzel, 1978, “Secrecy and Managerial Compensation,”
Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, May 1978, 17(2): 245-251. Survey of 310 managers (S2-S4)
in a large Canadian manufacturing firm. Felt fair compensation differential increased 1.30
between each level where Jaques estimated 1.33 (c.f. Jaques 1965). [These findings were
reported in Mahoney 1979a, q.v.] The more accurately perceptive managers regarding peer
compensation levels were the least satisfied. This study confirmed the tendency to misperceive
managerial compensation levels but reduced management secrecy would not likely lead to
improved wage satisfaction. Thus, decisions regarding the openness of wages must be made on
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grounds other than presumed relationships between communication, accuracy of compensation
perceptions, and satisfaction. (This addressed Lawler and Porter’s issues but not the key Jaques
point - we each conduct an ongoing survey to determine equity. Those most perceptive may
have been over-capable compared to their ‘peers.’) This is Position Worth - FFP:HierLvl. # Rp.
PJ. A.
Mahoney, Thomas A., 1979 a, “Organizational Hierarchy and Position Worth,” Academy of
Management Journal, December, 22(4):726-737. A test of FFP and hierarchy level (as an
expression of TSD). Jaques 1965 (“Preliminary sketch,” in GPP) linked levels of hierarchy
according to lengthening TSDs. Compensation relationships between each level held at 1.33,
except at entry levels where it was 1.25. These were the felt fair differentials. Thus, TSD is a
dimension of job content that changes according to the hierarchy level of the role. Mahoney reexamined the Mahoney and Weitzel 1978 study and found an adjacent level compensation
relationship of 1.30, which supported Jaques’ differential pay scale. Three additional studies
were done on 98 college students (in sociology and in business) and 58 corporate compensation
administrators. In these studies, correlations between reporting level and FFP were +0.93, +0.94,
and +0.88. Correlations of FFP on number of subordinates were +0.92, +0.85, and +0.98.
Overall R = +0.93. This replicated Kuethe and Levenson 1964. [Additional confirmatory
findings at 1.30 is drawn from Mahoney and Weitzel 1978, q.v.] Cited F. Champlin and C. A.
Lindberg essays at U Minn. (Abridged and reprinted in Mahoney 1979 b). See Agarwal 1981?
(See Popovich PhD 2002 and Nir’s PhD 1995.) # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Mahoney, Thomas A., ed., 1979 b, Compensation and Reward Perspectives, R. D. Irwin,
Homewood, Ill., 381 pages. Anthology of essays [readings] arranged in ten sections/chapters.
Most were abridged for undergraduates. Two essays were excerpted from Jaques’ Equitable
Payment (1961): 2-1 and 6-6. Adams (1965) cited Jaques in 6-5. Three were by Mahoney: 6-7
(1975), 6-8 and 7-7 (1979a and original 1979b) and all cited Jaques. A “Commentary” by
Mahoney in Chapter 6 cited Jaques (p. 170). Mahoney also cited Jaques, Rice & Hill 1951 (p.
87). (There was a lot in here on Jaques!) Unfortunately, no index in this book! (Note: In Essay
2-2 March and Simon cited Behrend 1953 and Rice, Hill & Trist 1950.) Recommended by
Robert W. Moore 1984 as a practical alternative to standard wage and salary administration. Rp.
Bk.
Mahoney, Thomas A., 1982, “Compensating for Work,” chapter nine (p. 227-262)) in Rowland,
Kendrith M., and Gerald R. Ferris, eds., 1982, Personnel Management, Allyn and Bacon,
Boston, MA, 620 p . Only partly on Jaques. Perspective largely informed by this theory.
Entrepreneurial pay versus employment pay (p. 228); maturity curves (p. 249); expectancy
theory is contradicted (p. 252 et seq.); validity of current job evaluation is challenged (p. 257 et
seq.); market rates of pay are shown to reflect past sex discrimination (p. 258); and technology
and structure changes require re-design and re-calculation of compensation for jobs (p. 260).
[Reprinted later as two chapters in Ferris, Gerald F., and Kendrith Rowland, eds., 1988/1990,
Human Resource Management: Perspectives and Issues, Allyn & Bacon, London and Boston.
(1): “Compensation Functions,” p. 202-212 and (2): “Unresolved Issues and Challenges in
Compensation Administration,” p. 224-229.)] Cited in Carraher 1992 PhD. Cited Jaques 1961:
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Maturity curves, p. 249; Mahoney 1979. Baruch HF5549 .P45148 1982. And - Baruch Percls.
Baruch HF5549 .H8735. Rp. Ch.
Mahoney, Thomas A., 1983, "Approaches to the Definition of Comparable Worth," Academy of
Management Review, US, Jan1983, 8(1):14-22. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1983.4287637. ISSN:
03637425. Comparable worth is both a social and legal issue. It has been addressed in more
basic terms in previous years. Different approaches to the definition of comparable worth are
reviewed and compared as a background for the current social and political debate over the issue.
Jaques not cited. At Vanderbilt U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Mahoney, Thomas A., Benson Rosen, and Sara Rynes, 1984, “Where Do Compensation
Specialists Stand on Comparable Worth?” Compensation Review, NY, NY, 4th Qtr 1984,
16(4):27-40. A survey of 360 compensation specialist from small, medium, and large firms. It
would appear they do not differentiate between the male-female wage gap and comparable
worth, i.e. equal pay for work of equal economic value or job worth. (Boy, are they
underpowered.) # MS. PJ.
Mahoney, Thomas A., 1989, “Employment Compensation Planning and Strategy,” chapter 3.1 in
Gomez-Mejia, Luis R., editor, [Ray Olsen, George T. Milkovich, consulting editors],
Compensation and Benefits, Bureau of National Affairs, Washington, D.C. There are three
possible bases for wages: the job, the output of the job, or the inputs of the worker. Cited Jaques
1961, 1964. Cited in Atchison 1990 b; Engle and Mendenhall 2004. Rp. Ch.
Mahoney, Thomas A., 1989, "Multiple Pay Constituencies: strategic design of compensation,"
Human Resource Management, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Fall, 28(3):337-347. ISSN: 00904848.
Pay plans are now all over the lot. Some offer opportunities to complement and reinforce
strategic changes. Cited in Mamman 1997. NYPL odd. Clio online. CUNY wide. Jaques not
cited. At Vanderbilt University. # Misc. PJ.
Mahoney, Thomas A., 1991, "Job Evaluation: Endangered species or anachronism?" Human
Resource Management Review, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT, Summer, 1(2):155-162. ISSN: 10534822. Analyzed the appropriateness of job evaluation for purposes of wage determination in the
U.S. Defective rationale for person-based pay on personal qualifications where evaluation of
performance is made on job characteristics. Jaques not cited. In NYPL, CUNY-wide. At
Vanderbilt University. # Refu. PJ.
Mahoney, Thomas A., and Mary R. Watson, 1993, “Evolving Modes of Workforce Governance:
An evaluation,” chapter four (p. 135-168) in Kaufman, Bruce E., and Morris M. Kliener, eds.,
1993, Employee Representation: Alternatives and future directions, Industrial Relations
Research Association, U. Wisconsin, Madison, WI, 390 p. Workforce governance was the
“structure for making rules, decisions regarding conditions of employment, structure of reports,
and reciprocal obligations in employment relationships.” This was a form of social exchange
with long term relationships, mutual obligations, and prodedural justice. Yet, contracts were
discrete or relational. The economic view lends an adversarial tone through short term
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contracting, distributive bargaining, and divergent interests. The three types of governance:
authoritarian, collective bargaining, and direct participation. Participation is most sustainable
with the highest efficiency and equity. Cited in Deckop et al 1999. EJ not cited. Cited in Deery
& Mitchell 1999. Cited Fox 1974 (BC); Hirschman 1970; Macneil 1980; Mahoney 1989;
Maier, N. 1963; Walton 1986. SIBL os JBD 93-1829. Baruch HD5650 .E46 1993. # Rp. Ch.
Mahoney, Thomas A., and John R. Deckop, 1993, "Y'gotta believe: Lessons from American- vs.
Japanese-run U.S. factories," Organizational Dynamics, AMA, US, 21(4):27-38. The empirical
factor that distinguished NUMMI and Bridgestone from GM-Van Nuys and Firestone was a
difference in managerial values and beliefs. American managers have chased fad after fad and
were seen as untrustworthy by their own subordinates. (The bundle offered by the Japanese
managers worked competitively.) Brutal. Cited Brown & Reich 1989. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Mahoney, Thomas A., 1998, "The Life and Times of a Perennial Student," chapter (p. 129-170)
in Bedeian, Arthur, ed., 1993, Management Laureates, a collection of autobiographical essays,
vol. 5, JAI, Greenwich, CT, US. Mahoney had many PhDs under him at Minnesota who worked
with RO theory: Richardson, Nystrom, Milkovich, Krefting, Weiner, Frost, Deckop. Cited
Jaques 1961, on p. 149. (Richardson 1969 PhD, 1971.) See p. 166, 164, 168, 169. # D. Ch.
Maier, Norman, 1948, “Human Resources Program for Supervision,” Industrial and Labor
Relations Review, Cornell U., Ithaca, NY, April 1948, 1(2):443-464. (Reprinted as chapter (p.
106-129) in Hoslett, Schuyler D., ed., 1951, Human Factors in Management, rev. edn., Park
College, Parkville, MO, 322 p. Not in 1946 edn.) Management concedes the first level of
supervision is an all-important determiner of employee morale and loyalty, but that a similar
problem at higher levels is not so well appreciated by top executives. Consequently, most
training of first-line supervisors is in human relations problems, including the friendly personal
touch and preventing misunderstandings. Stress is placed on the desirability of getting men to
want to do things rather than to fear not to do things. Management often feels that a great part of
the benefit wears off rather quickly. At U. Mich., and Michigan Bell. # Misc. PJ. A.
Maier, Norman R. F., 1949, Frustration; the study of behavior without a goal, U. Mich. Press,
Ann Arbor, MI, [1949 1st; 1961 2nd; ppk 1961; 1966 3rd.], 264 p. Frustrated and motivated
behavior are two distinct dynamics and must be seen as different. That does not mean the
frustrated individual does not have a goal but the inability to attain it may lead to [varied] selfdefeating behaviors leading toward further frustration. “When a person becomes frustrated, his
human relations skills disappear and he becomes hostile, immature, and stubborn.” (p. 217, N.
Maier 1962). [This is exactly what Taylorism and mass production do to the worker – they
require behavior without a goal. The addition of incentives does little to add a goal and simply
complicates the work for many workers. For some the money not the work becomes the goal.]
See Pelz and Andrews 1962. JJay Coll 1966 BF575.F7 M33 1966. City 1961 BF181 .M25.
NYPL Schw: YET (Maier, N. R. F., Frustration); 1949 ed. MS. Bk.
Maier, Norman R. F., 1958, “Three Types of Appraisal Interviews,” Personnel, US, MarchApril, 34(2):27-40. The appraiser has three goals: to persuade the employee to improve; to
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increase the employee's feeling of acceptance by the firm; and to help them to develop. The
three types of appraisals that do these are: tell and sell; tell and listen; and problem-solving. In
the first two the appraiser is a judge. In the last he/she is a helper. Very insightful. Article from
his 1958 book (2nd edn. 1976 - qv). Cited in Maier 1976. CUNY Htr Mn (5th). # Misc. Pro.
Maier, Norman R. F., 1960, “Fit Decisions to Your Needs,” Nation’s Business, Washington, DC,
March, 48(3):48-52. The quality of the decision is only half the criteria for managers.
Acceptance of that decision by subordinates, and thus its implementation, is the other half. SIBL
*ZAN-T2714. # Misc. Pro.
Maier, Norman R. F., 1960, “Maier's Law,” American Psychologist, American Psychological
Association, US, March 1960, 15(3):208-212. "Maier's Law states: if facts do not conform to the
theory, they must be disposed of." With Maier's law "the theory supersedes the fact. It is the
fact that must conform; and it is the theory that we must strive to nurture, develop, and
abstract… . The method of how psychologists as scientists dispose of facts is of special interest.
One of the most common is to give the facts a new name. In this way they are given a special
compartment and therefore cease to infringe on the privacy of the theory… . Giving disturbing
facts a name is almost as good as explaining them because a name supplies a useful answer to
inquisitive people." Other ways of disposing of facts are omitting them in reference books, and
"the most efficient method… that of failing to report them… . Any theory that cannot be
quantified is inadequate, even if it works." Cited only Parkinson 1957. At U. Michigan. #
Misc. PJ.
Maier, Norman R. F., and John T. Hayes, 1962, Creative Management, Wiley, NY, NY, 226 p.
On Table 3 (p. 145) Showed that groups requested problem solving, But leaders responded with
information and their least response was to solve problems. Cited several experiments showing
means of introducing creative management. A huge gap. One example was a book by Henry L.
Nunn (1953), president of the Nunn-Bush Shoe Company, where 25 years before he had started a
plant-wide experiment in industrial democracy. It worked. “Capitalism took the wrong turn
when it accepted this buyer-seller concept as the basis of the relationship between management
and labor. …Both management and labor [must] stop thinking of labor as a commodity and start
thinking of it as an associate. We must discard totalitarian principles ….” (Nunn, 1953, The
Whole Man Goes to Work, p. 195-6.) Another is by J. E. Richard, 1960, “A President’s
Experience with Democratic Management,” Occasional Papers, No. 18, IRC, U. Chicago. A
third even more radical is by F.G. Lesieur, 1958, The Scanlon Plan, Wiley, NY (p. 205-207).
NYPL Schw D 14-9688. 1962 edn. CUNY Lehman Coll HD6971 .M325. Misc. Bk.
Maier, Norman R. F., and L. Richard Hoffman, 1964, "Types of Problems Confronting
Managers," Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Autumn, 17(3):261-269. The
manager deals with three types of problems along a continuum between quality and acceptance.
Quality was the degree to which objective facts have been utilized and evaluated. Acceptance
was the degree to which support of the executers has been mobilized. Three classifications were
suggested: 1. Type A/Q problems have a high acceptance- requirement but the quality
requirement is low; 2. Type Q=A problems have both high quality and high acceptance
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requirements (Including where the quality is low but acceptance also is low); 3. Type Q/A
problems have a high quality but low acceptance requirement. The managers' fears appear to be
greater than the situations warrant. Acceptance is gained through participation. The idea
generation was separated from idea evaluation. Cited in Cummings 1965. Htr Mn Hard. At U.
Mich. # MS. PJ. A.
Maier, Norman R., 1967, “Assets and Liabilities in Group Problem Solving: the need for an
integrative function,” Psychological Review, APA, PsycINFO, Macmillan, July 1967, 74(4):239249. Research reveals that the group has advantages and disadvantages over individual problem
solving. The requirement for achieving a higher level of group performance hinges on
developing a style of discussion leadership for organization and integration. With training, a
leader can serve as the group’s central nervous system, thus permitting the group to emerge as a
highly efficient entity. Cited by Edmondson 1996. At U. Michigan. Teach. # Refu. PJ. A.
Maier, Norman R. F., and James A. Thurber, 1969, “Problems In Delegation,” Personnel
Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Summer69, 22(2):131-139. Delegation requires training
and instruction for it to be accepted. The mere granting of freedom is not enough. If
subordinates are to respond to their freedom to solve problems, training must accompany the
delegation process. The proper use of an area of freedom is an essential part of training. Cited
in Cosier & Alpin 1980. At U. Michigan, USA. # MS. PJ. A.
Maier, Norman R. F., 1976, The Appraisal Interview: three basic approaches - objectives,
methods, and skills, [Rev. ed.], University Associates, La Jolla, Calif., 228 p. Cases.
There were three basic interview methods – 1. Tell and sell; 2. Tell and listen, and; 3. Problem
solving. Cited Dayal 1969; A. Raia 1966; Maier 1958. (See 1958 article.) CUNY Baruch HF5549.5 .I6 M2 1976. NYPL Schw E-10 6839. 1958. & os JLE 77-2479 (SASB). MS. Bk.
Main, Tom, 1977, “The Concept of the Therapeutic Community: Variations and Vicissitudes,”
Group Analysis, UK, Aug., 10:S2-S16. (The first S. H. Fowlkes Memorial Lecture.) Some
psychiatrists had reduced themselves to ridiculousness by placing the welfare of the patient
above that of the group and the nation during WWII. Limits have to be observed. Major Elliott
Jaques played a role in WWII in the UK. Some memories of his activities. Not on RO. Misc.
PJ.
Maitland, John, 1998, "Weipa, Where Australian Unions Drew ‘Their Line in the Sand’ with
CRA," Published by the CFMEU Mining and Energy Division, 361 Kent Street, Sydney, NSW,
Australia. Maitland was the National Secretary of CFMEU. Ru.
Majone, G., and Aaron Wildavsky, 1978, “Implementation as Evolution,” Policy Studies Review
Annual, II, p. 103-117. A method for implementation. Cited by Mintzberg 1990. See
Wildavsky. See Pressman and Wildavsky. Misc. PJ.
Majumdar, Sumit K., and Alfred A. Marcus, 2001, “Rules Versus Discretion: The Productivity
Consequences of Flexible Regulation,” Academy of Management Journal, Feb2001, 44(1):170-
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179. Using data from electric utilities, this study shows less well-designed regulations have a
negative productivity effect. Better-designed regulations are flexible and grant firms latitude on
how to meet goals, allow them time to deploy new means to meet goals, and set ambitious goals
that stretch them beyond current practices using discretion and x-efficiency. Cited Leibenstein
1976. At U. London and U. Minnesota. # MS. PJ. A.
Malach-Pines, Ayala, Dov Dvir, and Arik Sadeh, 2009, “Project Manager-Project (PM-P) fit and
project success,” International Journal of Operations and Production Management, March 2009,
29(3):268-291. We take a psychological rather than a project management perspective. Projects
were classified along three dimensions: Novelty, Complexity and Technological Uncertainty.
Analyzed PM’s personality traits that were identified as relevant to these dimensions and
assessed the projects’ success. It was hypothesized that the greater the PM-P fit, the greater the
projects’ success. Results supported the hypothesis. The study extends Person-Organization (PO) fit theory to the case of projects, viewing projects as temporary organizations. Jaques not
cited. Cited Shenhar 2001, 2004, 2007. Misc. PJ.
Malan, Leon-C., and Mark P. Kriger, 1998, “Making Sense of Managerial Wisdom,” Journal of
Management Inquiry, Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA, Sep 1998, 7(3):242-251. A solid
examination of the gaps in academic methodologies that separate the academics from managers
and reduce the academics to sandbox orators. Lacking an understanding of managerial cognitive
complexity, the academics are asking the wrong questions. Managers seek to find variance
within their organizations. Academics seek to find commonality across organizations. Misc. PJ.
*****
Malcomson, James M., 1984, “Work Incentives, Hierarchy, and Internal Labor Markets,”
Journal of Political Economy, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, June, 92(3)486-507.
Showed how economists viewed these issues through the lens of principal-agent theory.
Payment based on a ranking of employees’ performance still provides performance incentives.
Cited Lydall 1968; Doeringer and Piore 1971. Misc. PJ. A.
Maley, Barry, Dexter C. Dunphy and Bill Ford, in association with Maureen Ayers, et al, 1979,
Industrial Democracy and Worker Participation, South Australian Dept. of Labour and Industry,
Unit for Industrial Democracy, Adelaide, SA, AU, 303 p., 560 entries. Part of a series. A select
classified and annotated bibliography of international citations on the theory and practice of
industrial democracy and worker participation and their role in organizational change. Does not
include Jaques, but does include Brown (#80), Fogarty #197, 198, 199; Fox 1974 MM, #207;
Emery, Trist and Davis; Bucklow; Paul Blumberg; Philips NV, job enrichment. A very thorough
and nice job. NYPL Hum JLF 82-373 (HSSL). Misc. Bk.
Malherbe, Jacques, 2003, “The CPA Firm Growth Challenge,” Catalyst, Dublin, OH, Nov/Dec
2003, p. 34-40 (3 pages). How professionals and partners can do managerial work and use
Jaques’ requisite authority and accountability to grow the firm. Good introduction for managers
and MBAs. (Also online at Ohio Society of CPAs.) Teach. # Rp. NJ. *****
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Malhotra, A. K., 1983, “Developing an Indian Module of Organization,” Indian Management,
July 1980, 19(7):37-43. [Source of article unclear.] Is the model in the East or West? Japan or
the U.S.? Maybe it is in India. Not identical to the Japanese but well close. Actually, the closest
model is Delta Airlines in the U.S. Cited and quoted Vogel. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Malkiel, Burton G., and Judith A. Malkiel, 1973, “Male-Female Pay Differentials in Professional
Employment,” The American Economic Review, Sep. 1973, 63(4):693-705. Found in a single
company that women with the same characteristics were assigned to lower levels in the
hierarchy. Otherwise, they were both paid the same. Assignment to level in the hierarchy was
the mechanism by which discrimination took place. Cited in Spaeth 1979. MS. PJ. A.
Mallack, Larry A., and Pame S. Watts, 1997, “De-layering in a US Army R and D organization,”
The TQM Magazine, MCB UP Ltd, UK, 9(4):260-264. DOI: 10.1108/09544789710181871.
Delayering has spread to the public sector with the US Army going to a team-based structure in
one of its R&D organizations. Beginning with eight management levels, this organization went
to three levels and later back to five levels. Summarized this experience. Cited in Church 1999.
JJay and City 1994-2007 online. At W. Mich. U. in Kalamazoo, and US Army TankAutomotive Resch, Devt, and Engineering Center (TARDEC), Warren, Mich., US. # Rp. PJ.
Mallesons Stephen Jaques, Melbourne and Sydney, Australia. A law firm. No connection to
Elliott Jaques. ~
Malloch, Kathy, 2002, "Trusting Organizations: describing and measuring employee-toemployee relationships," Nursing Administration Quarterly, Aspen Publishers, US, 2002 Spring,
26(3):12-9. ISSN: 0363-9568. MEDLINE Info: NLM UID: 7703976. Organizations thrive
when employees trust each other. But volatility resulting from exploding technology, mergers,
and acquisitions undermines once trusting relationships. Issues of mistrust emerge from unstable
reimbursement models, increased government regulations, and a shortage of qualified caregivers.
Adversarial relationships abound with union activity, legislative efforts to manage staffing, work
hours, and patient acuity systems. Unaware of Jaques. # MS. PJ.
Mallory, Maria, 1991, “’How Can We Be Laid Off, If We Own the Company?’” Business Week,
McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, USA, Sept. 9, p. 66. On the recent job losses at Weirton Steel following
an ESOP in 1984. They are stockholders - picketing. Baruch. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Malnight, Thomas W., 2001, "Emerging structural patterns within multinational corporations:
Toward process-based structures," Academy of Management Journal, US, Dec., 44(6):11871210. Investigated organizational change in the context of globalization through a longitudinal
matched-pair analysis of two leading pharmaceutical companies (Lilly & Hoffman LaRoche,
1980 and 1994). Findings suggest that MNCs respond to complex global competitive
environments by increasing internal structural complexity, a differentiated structural response
to relevant process subenvironments. Found systematic variations across internal structures.
Cited in Raelin 2011 and linked to Jaques 1990. Jaques not cited here. At IMD. # MS. PJ. A.
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Malone, Dandridge M., Col. (rtd), and Maj. Michael L. McGee, 1985, “Jazz Musicians and
Algonquin Indians,” Military Review, Dec. 1985, 65(12):52-61. Everyone knows jazz musicians
work together to produce beautiful music but no one gives orders or has a place of authority. But
did you know Algonquins warriors went into battle so well prepared that they too orchestrated
with each other without orders? But the US Army has emphasized the hot-shot star order giver.
There is a big difference between organizational and individual leadership. Based on application
of ongoing ARI research. NYPL HUM Microfilm *ZAN-3164. D. PJ.
Malone, Dandridge M., Col. (rtd), and Maj. Michael L. McGee, 1987, “The Orchestrators,”
Army, Washington DC, Aug. 1987, p. 18-24, (1987:05842). Successful co-ordination of fire and
movement between individuals within the platoon and between platoons can be called
‘orchestrating’. “It only occurs when all the individuals are orchestrating, each thinking of
himself not as an individual but as one of the critical parts of the fire team”. [Category Codes:
F2, F9]. Based on application of ongoing ARI research. See McGee and Dandridge 1987.
NYPL HUM Microfilm *ZAN-3164. Butler Microfilm FN 764. D. Pro.
Malotaux, P. Ch. A., and H. F. Dammers, 1978, “Complexiteit: Dominerende factor bij
functieclassificatie en-beloning?” [“Complexity: A Dominant Factor in Job Classification and
Payment?”], Doelmatig Bedrijfsbeheer [Effective Administration], NL, 12:23-29. In Dutch.
[New title as of 1979: Tijdshrift voor Doelmatig Bedrijfsbeheer.] Cited by de Jong and Thierry
1984, p. 375. Jobs werre evaluated based on the complexity of the work. (Related to RO
theory?) Not in NYC or No. America. Only in NL libraries. Publisher: Organisatie en
efficiency. (Try the publisher?) Not seen. [This may be a broken cite.] Misc. PJ.
Maloy, J. S., 2009, “Two Concepts of Trust,” The Journal of Politics, Cambridge U. Press, UK
& US, April 2009, 71(2):492-505. Classic debates in the history of political thought featured an
agency-centered approach revolving around two concepts of trust, the discretionary and the
accountable. Exploring the dynamic tension between discretion and accountability and
restoring the latter to its historic significance for democratic theory would remedy some defects
of the recent literature on trust. In particular some rational-choice studies, though bearing
important criticisms of alternative accounts of trust, have settled on vague and potentially selfdefeating economic prescriptions or psychologically distrusting and institutionally
disempowering government. Cited I. Berlin 1969; G. Miller 2001; Tilly 2005. NYPL Schw,
Rm. 100, JFL 04-36. (Jason S.) At Okla. State U. – Stillwater. Teach. # MS. PJ. A.
Mamman, Aminu, 1990, "Employees' Preferences for Payment Systems: Theoretical approaches
and an empirical test," International Journal of Human Resource Management, Routledge, UK,
Dec., 1(3):329-340. ISSN: 09585192. Focused on human resource management policies
concerning the remuneration of employees for services rendered. Various payment systems used
by organizations were examined, as well as the sociological, psychological, political, ethical and
economic elements that affected such systems. The results of several organizational surveys
were analyzed to evaluate employees' preferences for varied payment systems, taking into
account variations in organizational level and other factors. Cited in Mamman 1997. Cited
Jaques 1956, 1961, 1963; Belcher & Atchison 1976; Dornstein 1985. [Misspelt as: Dorstein].
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Replicated Dornstein 1985. At U. Papua New Guinea. CUNY, Clio, NYPL online. # Rp. PJ.
Mamman, Aminu, 1995, "Distinguish the purpose and objectives of working arrangements,"
Journal of Management & Organization, Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management
(ANZAM), eContent Management Pty Ltd., Griffith U., Brisbane, Qnsld, AU, Jan., 1(1):27-43.
doi: 10.5172/jmo.1995.1.1.27. It has been argued that managers' emphasis on bottom line,
shortermism and control can result in short term benefits. This partly explains the continuous
reorganization of the workplace in some companies. There were two dimensions of the
‘purpose’ of working arrangements: (a) providing appropriate ‘intrinsic' and ‘extrinsic' reward
for internal stakeholders, and (b) achieving organizational objectives (e.g. meeting customer
expectations). (Unclear if Jaques was cited.) At Northern Territory U., Casuarina, NT, AU.
(Since at U. Manchester, UK.) Not seen. No copy. $ (online Baruch since 2006). Misc. PJ.
Mamman, Aminu, 1997, "Employees' Attitudes Toward Criteria for Pay Systems," Journal of
Social Psychology, Feb. 1997, 137(1):33-41. Australian survey respondents preferred having
multiple criteria determine their pay. Performance and responsibility were the most preferred
and tenure was the least. Employee preferences strongly depended on the situation and may
change with circumstances. This supported Finn & Lee 1972, Dornstein 1985, and Lawler 1966.
Customization of pay systems may well be called for. (Confirmed Theocarakis 1990 PhD.)
Partly critical. Cited Jaques 1956, 1961; Adams 1963; Patchen 1961; Fox 1974; Finn & Lee
1972; Kohn 1993; Dorstein 1985; Mahoney 1989; Mamman 1990. # Rp. PJ.
Mamman, Aminu, and Emmanuel E. Ogbonna, 1997, "Another look at personality and
cognition: Implications for Total Quality Management," Chapter (p. 157-160) in Armistead,
Colin G., and Julia Kiely, eds., 1997, Effective Organizations: Looking to the Future, Cassell,
London, UK; Herdon, VA, US; 249 p. Employers must hire carefully so recruits are amenable to
TQM. Cited Mumford & Gustavson 1988. NYPL os SIBL JBG 97-450. # Misc. Ch.
Mamman, Aminu, and Kojo Saffu, 1998, “Short-termism, control, quick-fix and bottom line:
Toward explaining the Western approach to management,” Journal of Managerial Psychology,
MCB UP, Emerald, 13(5/6):291-308. Western managers have been criticized for their obsession
with profit maximization, concentration on short-term benefits, control of the work process, and
hastiness in adopting and abandoning new ideas. One must consider factors such as the Western
managers’ national culture, the pressure from shareholders and the stock-market, the objectives
of the organization, and the organization as a rational institution. (The behaviour of Western
managers may not be fully explained and the criticisms may therefore be unjustifiable.) Cited
Jaques 1986. At Monash & NTU, Darwin. # Rp. PJ.
Mamman, Aminu, and Christopher J. Rees, 2004, “How Real is the Rhetoric? A Survey of
American HR Managers' Views about HRM,” International Journal of Management, March
2004, 21(1):115-129. (AN 13010097) A survey of US and European managers on what they
think of HRM. HRM is seen often as an academic rather than an applied discipline. These HR
managers thought intrinsic and extrinsic rewards were important, as was employee participation,
and recognized the strategic importance of training and development. They see trade unions as
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not supporting the organization’s economic interests. At Manchester. # Refu. PJ.
Management Services, 2005, “Bullying amongst managers rockets as organizations fail to take
action,” Management Services, UK, Winter 2005, 49(4):12-13. ISSN: 03076768. The results of
a survey on bullying among managers in British companies showed levels of bullying seem to be
higher in public sector organizations than in private sector organizations. Findings indicated that
the most common forms of bullying were misuse of power or position, verbal insults, and
disparaging by overloading or criticism. The least common form of bullying was physical
intimidation or violence. Survey results indicated that the top reason for bullying in the
workplace was the lack of management skills. See Woodman & Cook 2005. Word Count:
770. # MS. Pro.
Mandell, Arnold J., MD, 1974, “A Psychiatric Study of Professional Football,” Saturday Review/
World, NY, NY, Oct. 5, 1974, p. 12-16. Selection of role incumbents on a professional football
team is based on “amazingly small” differences. Athletic ability, motivation, and commitment
are assumed. In addition the player needs “a personality that meets the requirements of his
position.” Practically every owner or coach said reverently and resignedly “The game is in the
mind.” Mandell indicated he saw ‘a personality classification in relation to position.’ [The
Quarterback needs self-confidence since he alone leads the team on the field. The Offensive and
Defensive ‘Captains’ are elected by the team members and are not determined by position. But
there can be huge conflicts: see the movie, ‘Any Given Sunday.’] Given his insights, Mandell
accomplished ‘very little.’ Cited in Maccoby 1976, compared with Baran and Sweezy 1966 on
baseball. At UC San Diego. Baruch, JJay, Hunter Mn vol. 1-2 (1973-75). Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Mandell, Milton M., 1959, "Hypotheses on Administrative Selection," Public Administration
Review, American Society for Public Administration, Blackwell Pub., Winter 1959, 19(1):12-18.
We don’t know a great deal about selecting administrators. But we usually take many of these
things for granted as known. Let us take a step back. Cited Brown & Raphael 1948. # D. PJ.
MANDIT, (Pt.2), 1986. A series of reports (or parts/volumes of a single report) under the
overall title Management Development for Information Technology. Parts listed separately
under their several authors (all dates 1986): Algie, Anonymous, Dale, and Fonda. ~
Mangelsdorff, A. David, 2005, “Factors Affecting Selection for Promotion to Lieutenant Colonel
(05),” U.S. Army Medical Department Journal, Jan.-Mar. 2005, p. 21-23. The program that he is
affiliated with, the Army-Baylor HCA program, was very helpful. Cited J&J 1991. # W. NJ.
Manimala, Mathew J., 1989, "Organizational Ideology: Perceptions of Middle-Level Managers,"
ASCI Journal of Management, Hyderabad, India, 18(2):120-130. (Administrative Staff College
of India) Discussed the concept of organizational ideology and adopted Harrison's definition
which measures organizational ideology in terms of four orientations, namely (a) power, (b) role,
(c) task, and (d) person (or self). This brought out the lack of congruence between the
respondents' perception of the existing ideology and their own preferred ideology. While
middle-level managers perceive a predominance of power and role-orientations, they would like
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to work in task-oriented organizations which provided scope for self-development. Moreover,
the middle-level managers wanted their organizations to be task-oriented even though they did
not see any positive relationship between task accomplishment and self development. Not seen.
Not in CUNY, NYPL, Clio. MS. PJ.
Mann, C. R., 1928, "What Does a Leader Do?" Educational Record Supplement, American
Council on Education, Washington, DC, Jan., Supl. No. 6, p. 3-9. Measurement is the key. It is
foolish to measure temperature with a footrule. But that is what we do when we measure a job
with the personal traits of the person. Every man acts as a unity. Jobs are things that must be
done. Clio os 370.5 Ed 85 v.9 –v.8. [1st of 2 essays in this supplement.] Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Mann, Floyd C., 1951, “HR Skills in Social Relations,” Human Relations, UK, 4(4):341-354.
Cited Jaques 1951. Grad Ctr Percls. W. PJ.
Mann, Floyd C., and James K. Dent, 1954, “The Supervisor,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, US, Nov/Dec 1954, 32(6):103-112. The article discusses the Detroit Edison study of
supervisors and the duality of their organizational role -- belonging to both management and
worker groups -- which can lead to conflicts of interests. Supervisors' employees and superiors
evaluated individual supervisor's effectiveness. At U. Michigan. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Manne, Henry G., 1965, “Mergers and the Market for Corporate Control,” The Journal of
Political Economy, April 1965, 73(2):110-120. (“Erratum,” Aug. 1965, 73(4):351.) There are
two reasons for mergers: to achieve horizontal monopoly control of the goods and services
market, or to transfer assets from inefficient managers to more talented and efficient ones. The
first is illegal but the two are hard to tell apart. (With RO measurements it should be possible to
discern the two reasons.) This was the first study to identify the competitive use of the financial
market by more talented managers. (Much study on this topic has followed, almost all without a
definition of “talent.” They are rather technical and, if it weren’t for the post-merger bloodbaths,
rather silly.) Unaware of RO/SST. MS. PJ. A.
Manners, George E., Jr., Joseph A Steger, and Thomas W. Zimmerer, 1997, “Motivating Your
R&D Staff,” Research-Technology Management, IRI, US, Nov.-Dec. 1997, 40(6):29-34.
(Originally published in Sept.-Oct. 1983.) The authors have found 10 tenets to be most helpful –
1. Fat, happy rats never run mazes. Work hard. 2. Select achievers. Avoid selecting 'soft
suburbanites.' They are never hungry enough. 3. Emotion has almost no intellectual content.
R&D work is exciting. 4. Know your people and their differing preferences. Maintain
managerial control over rewards. 5. Failure is a threat to a self-image of competence. The
manager must protect the researcher from negative consequenences of risk, save face, and give
respect and protection. 6. Manager rewards incremental performance. Work to improve the
high-performers, not the low. 7. All rewards are relative. People always try to figue out how
they rank against their peers and with the manager. 8. Small changes obviate the need for huge
changes - and threats. Job satiation kills motivation, seek variation for each and all. 9. Give
recognition and rewards. Pay systems are not motivational. 10. Expectations. Promises must be
kept by the manager. Credibility allows the manager to raise expectations. Subordinates watch
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the top managers actions and values. They will not stand for deceit and manipulation. It ok to
be unrealistic about goals, but be realistic about people. CEO. Wd. # Misc. PJ.
Mannheim, Bilha, 1975, “A Comparative Study of Work Centrality, Job Rewards and
Satisfaction: Occupational Groups in Israel,” Work and Occupations, Sage, 2(1):79-102.
Measures a concept of Work-Role Centrality, mainly from a cognitive perspective, and examines
by means of questionnaire data its distribution in a representative sample of 778 males in Israel.
Its results show that work-role centrality is a fairly reliable and valid measure across all groups.
For all groups the strongest relationship is with intrinsic rewards. The findings concerning the
relationship with intrinsic rewards corroborate previous studies, while the other relationships
were not previously found. Cited Brown & Jaques 1965. At Technion Israel. MS. PJ.
Mannix, Elizabeth A. and George F. Loewenstein, 1993, "Managerial time horizons and interfirm mobility: An experimental investigation," Organizational Behavior and Human Decision
Processes, Academic Press, US, Nov., 56(2):266-284. An experiment. The short time horizon
and high cost of money influenced the time horizon of managers. Thus projects with delayed
payback (requiring longer time horizons) were avoided. Jaques not cited. Cited Shleifer and
Vishny 1990. NYPL os JFL 85-79 v. 56. Clio Biz at Leh Liby BF636 .A1 O7. # Misc. PJ.
Mannix, Elizabeth A., and George F. Loewenstein, 1994, "The effects of inter-firm mobility and
individual versus group decision making on managerial time horizons," Organizational Behavior
and Human Decision Processes, Academic Press, US, Sept., 59(3):371-390. An experiment.
Found a negative relationship between mobility and time horizons. Groups had longer time
horizons and greater cooperation than individuals. [Individuals may have their investment
squandered by others, a la Homa Hunt 1967 PhD, etc.] Further studies are required on collective
vs hierarchical decision-making. Quoted James Madison 1787 on impact of short term-lengths
on length/size of public projects. Jaques not cited. Cited Shleifer and Vishny 1990. NYPL os
JFL 85-79 v. 59. Clio Biz at Leh Liby BF636 .A1 O7. # Misc. PJ.
Mannix, Elizabeth, and Sauer, Stephen J., 2006, “Status and Power in Organizational Group
Research: Acknowledging the Pervasiveness of Hierarchy,” Advances in Group Processes:
Social Psychology of the Workplace, (Shane R. Thye and Edward J. Lawler, eds.), Elsevier JAI,
Oxford UK and Amsterdam NL, 23:149-182. An annual journal. (306 p.) Within
organizational literature, the emphasis on performance has over shadowed issues of composition
and structure. We urge scholars to address the impact of hierarchy on group decision making,
negotiation, and creativity. Unaware of Jaques or the Japanese. Both authors at Cornell. SIBL
JBE 06-1517. Misc. PJ.
Mansfield, Roger, 1973, “Career and Individual Strategies,” chapter four (p. 107-132) in Child,
John, ed., 1973, Man and Organization: the search for explanation and social relevance, Allen
and Unwin, London, UK, 261 p. Initial occupational choice. Brief careers. Mid-career/mid-life
shift. Cited Jaques 1965; Pelz and Andrews 1966; Koufax and Linn 1966. W. Ch.
Mant, Alistair, 1977, The Rise and Fall of the British Manager, Macmillan, Basingstoke, UK,
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142 p. Introduced the concept of binary vs. ternary leadership. Mant had been living in the UK
for a decade, was a friend of Wilfred Brown, and worked with Tavistock. This was his attempt
to explain the difference between power and authority – why power is seduction and intimidation
(especially as found in the City of London - the financial district - where no productive work is
done) – and why authority has a purpose. He borrowed the terms from anthropologist Gregory
Bateson. Cited in Shrivastava 2008 PhD. A slight cite. SIBL Offsite JLD 78-3056. MS. Bk.
Mant, Alistair, 1978, “Authority and Task in the Manufacturing Operations of Multinationals”,
chapter in Michael Fores and I. Glover, eds., 1978, Manufacturing and Management, HMSO,
London, UK. Cited in Armstrong 1987. Not in Clio or Brunel or NYC or BL. Not seen. (MF
wrote for Management Today, see Jan.1979, p. 86. Ian Glover at North East London
Polytechnic, UK.) Rp. Ch.
Mant, Alistair, 1983, Leaders We Deserve, M. Robertson, Oxford, UK; Repr. Currency,
Melbourne, AU, 1994, 250 p. Continued his development of the binary vs. ternary leadership
framework to differentiate power vs. authority. Binary is relationship centered (power: win-lose;
dominance-submission) while ternary is goal or purpose centered (authority: win-win together).
Organizations and products that serve no useful purpose or are sold using pernicious methods
can be so embarrassing to explain. There is a tension between the two frameworks that must be
managed. Mant felt the Germans had mastered this with “Rhenish” capitalism [Rheinischer],
combining values and judgment. Begun in Mant 1977 and continued in Mant 1997. Clio
Lehman Liby. HM141 .M24 1983. Rp. Bk.
Mant, Alistair, 1986, "Leadership the Second Coming," Personnel Management, Blackwell,
London, UK, Dec., p. 38-41. WWII to 1986. Tavistock Institute was mentioned as STS-based
leadership. Reg Revans mentioned. American models – the cowboy in the white hat (Iaccoca)
and transformational leadership (J. MacG. Burns). '1973' was a financial and managerial shock
to the Brits, even more than Americans. US fads overran the UK: "The top package in Britain
was 'management by objectives' (MbO), which never quite made up its mind whether it was on
the side ofthe human relations angels or a 'death warrant signed in your own blood' (to quote an
IBM manager in the late 1960s)." The Americans won the struggle for content in management
development and education. Jaques not cited. At South Bank Poly, UK. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Mant, Alistair, 1992, “Putting Humanity Back Into Human Resources,” Personnel Management,
London, UK, Jan 1992, 24(1):24-27. Discussion of ideas emanating from the Tavistock Institute
- constitutionalism, socio-technical systems, and Jaques’ depth structure and felt-fairness. When
will UK employers listen? # Rp. PJ.
Mant, Alistair, 1997, Intelligent Leadership, Allen and Unwin, St. Leonard, NSW, Australia;
London, UK, 318 p. Built on Mant 1977 and 1983. The ideal combination is competition with
collaboration. Managers who have properly constitutional working relations have authority that
allows them to be both tough and fair – to be strict on standards while creating equitable
systems. Citizenship and voting should ideally be on the longer-term ternary values (the good of
the country) rather than on immediate self-gratification (economic self-interest). But hey, we all
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are human. Mant ties all this in with Jaques (levels of work), Brown (authority), Stamp (tasking,
trusting, tending; career path appreciation/ CPA) and Christian Schumacher (work structuring)
using Australian examples of intelligent practical leaders and their organizations. (Would that he
do the same for the UK and the US.) NYPL HUM JFE 97-11835. Rp. Bk.
Manz, Charles C., and Henry P. Sims, Jr., 1987, “Leading Workers to Lead Themselves:
External Leadership of Self-Managed Work Teams,” Administrative Science Quarterly (ASQ),
March, 32(1):106-129. On STS/QWL. External leaders are known as ‘coordinators.’ Their
existence leads to confusion and frustration by workers. [Self-managed work teams do NOT
exist. This is a sick joke. ‘Nuf said. QED.] Cited in Fairhurst & Wendt 1993. Cited Gioia and
Sims 1985; Emery & Trist 1965 STS. See Barker 1993 (2). City Coll. online. # Alt. PJ. A.
Manzoni, Jean-Francois, and Jean-Louis Barsoux, 1998, “The Set-Up-to-Fail Syndrome,”
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Mar-Apr, p. 101-113. The Boss’ expectations toward
each employee can be very different. There is a causal link between the bosses leadership style
and subordinate performance. The Boss can create winners and losers among subordinates
through their own expectations – and projections. MS. Pro.
March, James G., and Herbert A. Simon, 1958, Organizations, Wiley, New York, NY, 262 p.
This is a classic work on human thinking at work, the original full exposition of ‘bounded
rationality’ inside organizations. Unfortunately, M&S had no understanding of levels of
capability - that is, the boundaries - so they were pontificating without definitions. Kilduff’s
1993 essay reveals they were extending Taylor’s conception of the blue-collar worker/laborer as
extension-of-the-machine (physical work) to the white-collar employee as extension-of-thecomputer (knowledge work). Both constructs deny the employee the use of discretion. This is
the opposite of Jaques. M&S use the term ‘programmed’ to indicate the degree of managerial
regulation of latitude allowed to employees in decision making. Thus, ‘non-programmed’ may
indicate a type of discretion (p. 148-149). Specialization is most likely when the organization
has stability and is not continually adapting to a rapidly changing environment (Koch). Cited in
Koch 1961. Cited WB 1945; EJ 1952, 1953 (disowned), 1951 (w/ Rice & Hill). Misc. Bk.
March, James, ed., 1965, Handbook of Organizations, Rand-McNally, Chicago, IL, over 1100
pages. Several of the 20+ authors cited Jaques, including - Karl E. Weick, W. Richard Scott,
Abraham Zaleznik, William R. Dill, Charles Perrow, and Harold J. Leavitt. But none of these
citations (1951, 1956) were in depth. Arthur L. Stinchcombe did not cite Jaques in chapter,
“Social Structure and Organizations,” p. 142-165. Borum 1980 cited Perrow’s chapter. NYPL
HUM Gen Res E-12 5827. W. Bk.
March, James G., 1978, “Bounded Rationality, Ambiguity, and the Engineering of Choice,” Bell
Journal of Economics, US, Autumn, 9(2):587-608. Rational choice involves two guesses, a
guess about uncertain future consequences and a guess about uncertain future preferences. The
first guess has become organized into conceptions of bounded rationality. But the assumption of
stability of preferences and goals may be wrong. They may differ at differing points in time.
Ambiguity may be realistic and functional. Choice may not be functional at the moment it is
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made. Cited by Jungermann 1983. Cited Becker 1965. # MS. PJ. A.
March, James G., Lee S. Sproull, and Michal Tamuz, 1991,“Learning from Samples of One or
Fewer,” Organization Science, Special Issue: Organizational Learning: Papers in Honor of (and
by) James G. March, Feb., 2(1):1-13. When history is not generous with examples and
experience, do we learn from samples of one? Some say yes, some no. On cognition. Worth a
look-think. Insead. Misc. PJ. A.
Marchall-Mies, Joanne C., Edwin A. Fleishman, Jennifer A. Martin, Stephen J. Zaccaro, Wayne
A Baughman, and Michael L. McGee, 2000, “Development and evaluation of cognitive and
metacognitive measures for predicting leadership potential,” Leadership Quarterly, Elsevier
Science, Greenwich CT, Spring 2000, 11(1):135-153. This article describes the development of
an online computer-based cognitive and metacognitive skill assessment battery (the MLE)
designed for assessment and development of high-level executive officers. Confirmed the
importance of skills for solving problems to high-level executive leadership, and metacognitive
processing, and solution construction skills. Cited J&J 1987, 1990; Jacobs 1983. (Was 1996
working paper.) Rp. PJ. A.
Marchand, Donald A., and Joe Peppard, 2013, "Why IT Fumbles Analytics," Harvard Business
Review, US, Jan/Feb2013, 91(1):104-112. Wd Cnt: 4311. ISSN: 00178012. IT managers will
likely focus on building and deploying technology on time, to plan, and within budget. That
works for projects designed to improve business processes and increase efficiency, but when it
comes to extracting valuable insights from data and using information to make better decisions,
managers need a different approach and mind-set. [Efficiency vs effectiveness.] A big data or
analytics project is likely to be smaller and shorter than a conventional IT initiative, such as
installing an ERP system. It's also more like scientific research. Such a project frames
questions, develops hypotheses, and then experiments to gain knowledge and understanding.
The authors have identified five guidelines for taking this voyage of discovery:
• Place users - the people who will create meaning from the information - at the heart of the
initiative. [Levels 1 & 2]
• Unlock value from IT by asking second-order questions and giving teams the freedom to
reframe business problems. [Level 4]
• Equip teams with cognitive and behavioral scientists, who understand how people perceive
problems and analyze data. [Levels 3 & 4]
• Focus on learning by facilitating information sharing, examining assumptions, and striving to
understand cause and effect. [Level 3+]
• Worry more about solving business problems than about deploying technology. [Level 4]
At IMD, Lausanne, Switzerland; Cranfield U., UK. # MS. Pro.
Marcotte, Dave E., 1998, “The wage premium for job seniority during the 1980s and early
1990s,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, Oct 1998, 37(4):419-439. Panel Study of Income
Dynamics (PSID) data is used to study whether the rewards for job tenure have fallen since the
early 1980s. An upward sloping seniority-wage profile is generally thought to be an important
dimension of compensation during a career. However, recent research in the incidence of layoffs
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and changes in the structure of firms gives rise to the possibility that employment contracts are
less often being structured to reward tenure or that such contracts are more difficult to honor.
Some evidence is found that the wage premium paid to senior workers has declined moderately.
This approach leads to panel data coming out - as expected. At Northern Illinois U., DeKalb, IL.
Unaware of Jaques. Misc. PJ. A.
Marens, Richard S., Andrew C. Wicks, and Vandra L. Huber, 1999, “Cooperating with the
Disempowered: Using ESOPs to Forge a Stakeholder Relationship by Anchoring Employee
Trust in Workplace Participation Programs”, Business and Society, Sage, UK, March 1999,
38(1):51-83. doi: 10.1177/000765039903800103. Several studies have found that Employee
Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs) have a positive impact on firm performance and, when
combined with employee participation programs, they forge a stakeholder relationship between
management and employees. At U. of Washington. # Misc. PJ.
Marens, Richard, and Andrew Wicks, 1999, “Getting Real: Stakeholder theory, managerial
process, and the general irrelevance of fiduciary duties owed to shareholders,” Business Ethics
Quarterly, Society for Business Ethics, Loyola U. of Chicago, US, April, 9(2):273-293.
Stakeholder theorists have generally misunderstood the nature and ramifications of the fiduciary
responsibilities that corporate directors owe their stockholders. This fiduciary duty requires the
exercise of care, loyalty, and honesty with regard to the financial interests of stockholders.
Such obligations do not conflict with the normative goals of stakeholder theory, nor, after a
century of case law that includes Dodge Bros. v Ford, do fiduciary responsibilities owed
shareholders prevent managerial policies that are generous or sensitive to other corporate
stakeholders. The common law recognizes a multitude of legal relationships between various
corporate constituents, and fiduciary duties are only a subset of the obligations that arise from
these relationships. Management education. Both at U. Washington. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Mareschal, Patrice M., and Joel P. Rudin, 2011, "E-Government Versus E-Business: A
Comparison of Online Recruitment in the Public and Private Sectors," American Review of
Public Administration, Sage, Cal.; Parkville, MO, US, July, 41(4):453-467. doi:
10.1177/0275074010375573. Assessed the usability of e-recruitment websites in the 50 states
and the 50 largest American businesses. States were much less likely than businesses to accept
online job applications - and impossible in the three largest states. When it was possible to apply
online, the state websites tended to be less user-friendly and informative than their private-sector
counterparts. The major exception was that the state websites tended to be less secretive about
pay rates. Discussed implications for e-democracy, and identified the two states with the least
advanced recruitment practices. Cited by Tom Peters 2012 (not herein). Clio Lehman JK1 .M5.
NYPL Schw JFL 95-12 (only thru 2010). marescha@camden.rutgers.edu At Rutgers U.Camden; Rowan U., Glassboro, NJ, USA. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Margerison, Charles J., 1969, “What do we mean by Industrial Relations? a behavioural science
approach”, British Journal of Industrial Relations, London School of Economics, WileyBlackwell, US-UK, July, 7(2):273-286. 14p. ISSN: 00071080. The overall social picture.
Examined the field of industrial relations from a behavioural science viewpoint, in contrast to the
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traditional institutional approach. Organizations were structured to solve problems. Cited
Brown 1960 and Glacier (not deep). At U. Bradford, UK. # D. PJ. A.
Margerison, Charles, 1979, “Action-based Selection for Top Management Jobs,” Journal of
General Management, The Administrative Staff College, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon., UK,
Summer 1979, 4(4):78-82. Social and business expectations are for open competition to the top
jobs. But how do we know these people? The resume, references, psychological tests - and the
cat-and-mouse interview. All poor ways to know anyone. Instead, open the books a bit and give
each candidate a few days to come up with a plan, a strategy, how to run the firm over the next
5-10 years. (You might get some good ideas from the losers, too.) Solid. Aware of RO theory.
Jaques not cited. At Cranfield U. in UK. MS. PJ.
Margerison, Charles, 1980, “How Bosses Grow Successors,” Management Today, Haymarket
Press, London, UK, Aug., p. 21-25. Based on interviews with 20 chief executives: early
leadership responsibility; independence for action; experience across many functions - especially
people management. Careers. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Margerison, Charles, 1984, “Chief Executive Perceptions of Managerial Success Factors,”
Journal of Management Development, Emerald Group, UK, 3(4):47-60. To study why some
managers progress faster than others, questionnaires were sent to CEOs. They listed 5 major
success factors: 1. Ability to work with a wide variety of people, 2. Responsibility for important
tasks, 3. The personal drive toward achievement of results, 4. Early leadership experience, and 5.
A wide range of business experiences before age 35. Chief executives maintained that their
acceptance of challenges and work experience heavily influenced their development. Most
achieved senior management positions by their early 30s, and chief executive at 41.
Management development should emphasize: 1. Early selection of high achievers, 2.
Interpersonal skill development, 3. Providing responsibilities and leadership experience for the
manager by age 30, 4. Varying experience by age 35, and 5. Providing challenging jobs where
high expectations for superior performance are matched by appropriate reward. See Ghiselli
1963, 1963, 1972; Maccoby 1976; Mandell 1974. Abstract seen. SIBL - JBL 95-13. In Wisser
liby NYIT in Old Westbury (?). Misc. PJ.
Margerison, Charles, 1989, “Introducing Change: advisors we consult and the methods they
use,” Management Decision, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald, UK, 27(6):22-26. What do consultants
look for? People and systems. They bring certain skill areas - human development, human
relations and skills, structure, STS, conflict management, and IT and decision-sciences. They
have only four change options: knowledge, expectations, skills, and ideas. Putting information
before extant managers is not enough to generate change. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Margolis, Joseph, 1991, "The trouble with schizophrenia," What Is Schizophrenia? Springer,
NY, NY, US, Chapter 9 (p. 97-110) in Flack, Jr., William F., Daniel R. Miller, and Morton
Wiener, eds, 1991, What is Schizophrenia? Springer-Verlag, NY, NY, US, 270 p. (Note: Based
on a conference sponsored by the Frances L. Hiatt School of Psychology, at Clark University,
Worchester, Mass., June 9-10, 1990.) Cited Miller & Jaques 1988. SIBL os JFE 91-10235. No
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copy. D. Ch.
Marginson, David, and Laurie McAulay, 2008, “Exploring the debate on short-termism: a
theoretical and empirical analysis,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US/UK, March 2008,
29(3):273-292. The debate on short-termism has focused on the economic factors of capital
markets and performance measurement systems. Kevin J. Laverty (1996) has advocated the
inclusion of individual and organizational dimensions to extend the debate. We reorient
Laverty's extended debate by drawing upon a broad management and accounting literature and
thereby develop testable theoretical explanations of short-termism. The resulting hypotheses are
tested in a telecommunications company. Our findings provide support for Laverty's (1996)
argument that individual and organizational factors are important determinants of short-termism.
(Laverty based much of his PhD on Jaques.) Laverty - PhD in 1993, article 1996. At Cardiff
Business School, and Business School at Loughborough Univ. email: David Marginson
(MarginsonDE@cardiff.ac.uk) Cited Jaques 1990. # Rp. PJ. A.
Margulies, Newton, and Anthony P. Raia, 1968, “Action Research and the Consultative
Process,” Business Perspectives, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, Fall, 5(1):26-30.
Divided the consultancy roles between task and process orientation and the consultant between
being a technical expert and a process facilitator. Authors were at TRW Systems Group. Cited
Jaques 1947. Misc. PJ.
Margulis, Lynn, and Dorion Sagan, 1995, What Is Life?, Simon and Schuster, New York, NY.
(See Jaques 2002) Also see Milan Zeleny and Henri Altan. ~
Marion, Bradford B., and Bill Westwood, 2008, The Automotive Industry’s Accelerating
Leadership Gap, The Korn/Ferry Institute, Chicago, IL, US, 12 p. The auto industry is only one
of the US industries affected by this looming leadership gap. Retirement-related turnover is
predictable, but the unkown is loss of future leaders to external recruitment. The process of
assessment, development, training, and selection must begin now for the next generation. Cited
Eichinger & Lombardo 2004, 2004; Corporate Leadership Council 2005. # Misc. Rep.
Marion, Russ, and Mary Uhl-Bien, 2001, “Leadership in Complex Organizations,” The
Leadership Quarterly, Winter, 12(4):389-418. Complexity science broadens conceptualizations
of leadership from perspectives invested in psychology and social psychology (e.g., human
relations models) to include processes for managing dynamic systems and interconnectivity.
Cited Deming and Jaques. Cited Jaques 1990; J&J 1987; Hunt 1991. MS. PJ. A.
Marion, Russ, and Mary Uhl-Bien, 2007, "Complexity and Strategic Leadership," chapter 16 (p.
273-288) in Hooijberg, Robert, et al, eds., 2007, Being There Even When You Are Not, Elsevier
JAI, Amsterdam; Boston, 319 p. ISSN: 1479-3571. doi: 10.1016/S1479-3571(07)04021-7. The
current strategic leadership literature tends to advocate a leader-centric (upper-echelon)
approach, one in which the leader positions the organization competitively within an
environment. On the other hand, strategic leadership in a fast-paced environment should
organize both the environment and the organization in ways that enhance the firm's adaptability,
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innovativeness, and fitness. A two-pronged strategy would work better: Foster cooperative
relationships with the environment, and develop internal "partners" in adaptive strategic
leadership. Cited Dess & Picken 2000; Heckscher 1994; Lorange 2000. # MS. Ch.
Marion, Russ, and Mary Uhl-Bien, 2007, “Paradigmatic Influence and Leadership: The
Perspectives of Complexity Theory and Bureaucracy Theory,” chapter 8 (p. 143-162) in Hazy,
James K., Jeffrey A. Goldstein, and Benyamin B. Lichtenstein, eds., 2007, Complex Systems
Leadership Theory, new perspectives from complexity science on social and organizational
effectiveness, ISCE Publishing, Mansfield, MA, 475 p. This chapter has references to the theory:
authority, bureaucracy, and capacity. Cited Boals; Jacobs & Jaques 1990; Jaques 1989; Jaques
and Clement 1991. [Peeked at book online.] Not yet in NYC. Rp. Ch.
Mariotti, John, 2000, “Avoiding succession snafus,” Industry Week/IW, Penton Pubs., US,
04/17/2000, 249(8):70. A CEO speaks: many CEO failures are actually Board failures in
selecting the next CEO. A good selection can spare shareholders and employees. # Misc. Pro.
Mark, Annabelle, 2000, “Colouring the Kaleidoscope. Emotion in health care organisation,” The
Maureen Dixon Essay Series on Health Service Organization No. 3 (of 4), Nuffield Trust, UK,
28 Nov 2000, 41p. ISBN: 1 902089 54 5. Available for purchase: nuffieldtrust.org.uk The
manipulation of emotion in both patients and professionals has become central to their
relationship. The emphasis of scientific rationality in medicine, although necessary, is no longer
sufficient for the context and organization of the health care system in the 21st century. (This
may not be on the theory.) Misc. Rep.
Markessini, Joan, T. Owen Jacobs, and Z. M. Simutis, 1990, Leadership in a Changing World
Order: Requisite Cognitive Skills. A Taxonomy of Cognitive Capabilities for Executives, CAELink Corp., Falls Church, VA. Sponsor: U.S. Army Research Institute, Alexandria, VA. 16 Nov
1990. NTIS, Springfield, VA, Report PB95174439. This taxonomy is based upon deduction and
synthesis of the literature on leadership and cognitive psychology and on interview data
concerning intellectual performance from 39 incumbent Three- and Four-star U.S. Army General
Officers. The generic cognitive tasks and higher-order cognitive processes are presented and
compared in terms of component cognitive processes and skills. The prime objective of the
research underlying this taxonomy of cognitive capabilities is enhancement of Army leadership
development. [See Markessini, 1996 (drafted in 1990) and 1995 (1992).] Rp. Rep.
Markessini, Joan, 1992, Leadership in a Changing World Order: Manual for the Cognitive Skills
Content Analysis of Interview Data. Construct Definitions and General, Excerpting, and Scoring
Criteria, CAE-Link Corp., Falls Church, VA. Sponsor: Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA. NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, 31 Oct
1992, 9 p., PB95178877. Abstract: This Manual contains general, excerpting, and scoring
criteria for the analysis of interview data concerning cognitive skills. It also contains construct
definitions for a particular set of cognitive capabilities. The method of content analysis described
in the Manual construes the assertions of respondents as text that needs to be decoded, and it
seeks to exploit the way language unintentionally and intentionally expresses the structure of
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individual subjective reality. In its view of interview data as text that needs to be decoded, the
method is a type of hermeneutics. Rp. Rep.
Markessini, Joan, and Kenneth W. Lucas, 1992, Leadership in a Changing World Order:
Prediction of Promotion for U.S. Army Three- and Four-Star Generals by Frequency of Mention,
Cognitive Skill Content Areas, CAE-Link Corp., Falls Church, VA. Sponsor: Army Research
Inst. for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA. NTIS, Springfield, VA, 31 Oct
1992, 18p., Report PB95178976. (See also AD-A280 536 and AD-A269 891.) This report
describes an analytic method that proved to accurately identify the promotability - and promotion
- of a set of Three-star Generals to Four-star rank. The measure was the frequency with which
certain cognitive skills were cited in interviews by five behavioral scientists with 114 U.S. Army
General Officers at all ranks. (See Lucas and Markessini 1993.) Rp. Rep.
Markessini, Joan, and J. W. Gormly, 1993, Leadership in a Changing World Order: Requisite
Cognitive Skills. Decision Making, Planning, and Innovation. A Qualitative Analysis of the
Opinion and Judgment of U.S. Army General Officers, CAE-Link Corp., Falls Church, VA.
Sponsor: Army Research Inst. for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA, 23 Feb
1993, 222 p., Report PB95174421. (1994 date) Sponsored by Army Research Inst. for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA. This report addresses the cognitive tasks of
decision making, planning, and innovation. It is based on in-depth analyses of 39 Three- and
Four-star U.S. Army General Officers on leadership development. Identified six broad themes:
the importance of the task, how performance of the task distinguishes ranks, the interrelationships between and among the tasks, perplexity about the task and how it should be
carried out, constraints on performing the task, and the need for additional development in each
cognitive areas. Rp. Rep.
Markessini, Joan, and Kenneth W. Lucas, 1993, Mind in Command: Decision Making for
Leadership. A Blueprint and Sample of Instructional Content, CAE-Link Corp., Falls Church,
VA. Sponsor: Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA.
Aug 1993. 152 p. Report PB95197588. A blueprint for teaching higher order cognitive skills
based on observations and opinions by 101 U.S. Army General Officers at all ranks about
higher-order cognitive skills development for students in leadership positions. Rp. Rep.
Markessini, Joan, T. Owen Jacobs, and Z. M. Simutis, 1993, Logic of Cognitive Tasks: With
Narrated Problem Management Strategies, CAE-Link Corp., Falls Church, VA. Sponsor: Army
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA., 31 Oct 1993, 43 p.,
Report PB95174934. How do military executives actually and by their own account go about
problem management? Interviews with active-duty U.S. Army Three- and Four-star Generals
focused on questions of organizational structure and on the behavioral aspects of job
performance with entre to cognitive capabilities. Planned and problem management, viewed as
goal-directed mental behaviors, differ importantly, yet share key elements. Rp. Rep.
Markessini, Joan, Kenneth W. Lucas, Nicholas Chandler, and T. Owen Jacobs, 1994, Executive
Leadership: Requisite Skills and Developmental Processes for the U.S. Army's Civilian
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Executives, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA. Jul 1994. 42 p. Report: ARIRN-94-26,
ADA2841278. [1993 date] Analysis of interviews with 27 civilian members of the Executive
Service (ES) and Senior Executive Services (SES). General findings were that members of the
SES reported similar task performance requirements and the need for similar skills and abilities
as their General Officer counterparts. Nearly half of the sample was performing duties judged to
be strategic in scope and scale. TSD. # Rp. Rep. *****
Markessini, Joan, 1995, Strategic Leadership in a Changing World Order: Requisite Cognitive
Skills, CAE-Link Corp., Falls Church, VA. NTIS, Springfield, VA, Apr 1995. 83p. Report:
ARIRN-95-36. ADA2968634. No taxonomy of requisite cognitive skills for executive
leadership performance was found in the literature. The authors, drawing on an integration of the
models and taxonomies reviewed, propose such a taxonomy. (Final rept Nov 1990-Oct 1992.)
(See Markessini 1990 and 1996.) Rp. Rep.
Markessini, Joan, 1996, Executive Leadership in a Changing World Order: Requisite Cognitive
Skills. The First Literature Review, CAE-Link Corp., Falls Church, VA. NTIS, Springfield,
VA, June 1996, 92 p., Report ARICR-96-05. ADA3136660. Examines 20 models and
taxonomies by 18 psychological theorists over a period of 67 years, from 1923 through 1989.
While some models were of great interest, the scientific community does not have a widely
accepted, comprehensive theory of cognition, a general theory of learning, nor a consensus on
the concept of intelligence. The field is more paradigm- than theory- driven. No taxonomy of
requisite cognitive skills for executive leadership performance was found. (Drafted 1990, see
Marekessini et al 1990. Also see Markessini 1995.) Rp. Rep.
Marklew, J. J., 1970, “Organization for Designing, Building, and Supplying Complete
Manufacturing Plants,” Machinery and Production Engineering, UK, 117(3025):734-740.
Details are given of the activities of the Special Machinery Group of the Glacier Metal
(Associated Engineering) in Kilmarnock, which designed and built special (complex) machine
tools to customers’ individual requirements. This dated back to trade restrictions in the 1950s
and had resulted in contracts in Russia and other Eastern European countries. The company
maintained a “very complex organizational structure.” Described the handling of a contract computerized scheduling, vendor rating, and conveying pre-installation information of entire
plants. [An outside view of part of Glacier.] (Not mentioned were Shri Kirloskar’s meeting with
Wilfred Brown and KOEL in India around 1960.) SIBL VFA. D. PJ.
Markóczy, Lívia, and Jeff Goldberg, 1998, “Management, Organization and Human Nature: An
Introduction,” Managerial and Decision Economics, Special Issue: Management, Organization
and Human Nature, Wiley, NY, NY, Nov.-Dec. 1998, 19(7/8):387-409. Editors’ introduction to
a special issue on ‘evolutionary economics.’ Went into a number of fallacies. Unaware of the
theory but a good clearing of the decks. Cited Dawkins 1992, 1996. Both at Cranfield. Misc. ~
Markowich, M. Michael, 1995, “Dinosauric Management Practices from Jurassic Park era,” HR
Focus, NY, NY, US, May 1995, 72(5):1-3. Archaic management practices, which should have
gone the way of the dinosaur, continue to survive – even thrive – in today’s so-called high-
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performance, customer-oriented era. Fourteen such real-life practices are outlined, along with
tips on what companies can do to make these practices extinct. Some of these practices are: 1.
Unclear assignments, 2. Retroactive policies, 3. Living too rigidly by the book, 4. Being swayed
by strong personalities, 5. Management without discretion, 6. Low employer-employee
commitment, and 7. Doing unnecessary work. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Marks, Alexandra, 2000, “Allison on Essence [of Decision],” Kennedy School of Government
Bulletin, Spring Issue, Cambridge, MA. Revisit with Graham Allison on decision making in the
Cuban Missile Crisis. Misc. NP.
Marks, Stephen R., 1977, “Multiple Roles and Role Strain: Some Notes on Human Energy, Time
and Commitment,” American Sociological Review, December, 42(6):921-936. Multiple roles
may feed each other, expanding human energy. The excuse of ‘lack of time’ may indicate role
strain and the dwindling of other commitments by people facing a ‘greedy institution.’ Built on
Coser 1974; and Goode 1960. Cited by Starkey 1985/86, 1989. MS. PJ. A.
Marlow, Susan, and Dean Patton, 2002, "Minding the gap between employers and employees:
The challenge for owner-managers of smaller manufacturing firms," Employee Relations,
Emerald Group, MCB, Bradford, UK, 24(5):523-539. The empirical evidence which underpins
and illustrates labor management theory fails to recognize the importance of the smaller firm as
an employer. Considered why smaller firms might be excluded from this debate. Through
necessity or choice, when the owner of the firm also takes the role of co-worker, this can create
shared social relationships and group working which is advantageous to the owner, but has
implications for managing labor discipline. [Fails to look at Academics.] # Misc. PJ.
Marmor, T. R., and J. A. Moore, 1980, “Representing Consumer Interests: Imbalanced Markets,
Health Planning and the HSAs,” Millbank Memorial Fund Quarterly Health and Society [sic],
58(1). Cited by Dixon 1981/1982. Not in NYC & NYAM. UK? (Not seen.) Misc. PJ.
Marquardt, Michael J., 2000, “Action Learning and Leadership,” The Learning Organization,
Emerald MCB, Bradford, UK, 7(5):233-240. Action learning has emerged for managers to
develop the necessary competencies. Cited Jaques 1989 on the ability to learn. At George
Washington U. W. PJ.
Marriott, Jr., J. W., 2000, “The importance of people,” chapter (p. 103-110) in Schiro, James J.,
ed., 2000, Memos to the President: management advice from the nation’s top CEOs:
Management advice from the nation’s top CEOs, John Wiley, NY, NY, USA, 237 p. Chairman
and CEO of Marriott International. As CEO you get things done through people. Leadership
and problem-solving. Recognition, not criticism. Say, ‘thank you’ for being in the trenches, not
just for special efforts. Set high standards. Always ask, “What do you think?” Solid advice
from a Stratun VII CEO. See Johnson 2000. Bklyn; Baruch HD57.7 .M46 2000. # MS. Ch.
Marriott, R., 1968, Incentive Payment Systems: a review of research and opinion, 3rd rev. edn.,
Staples Press, London, UK, 317 p. "Mr. R." Cited Jaques' research in: "Introduction," p. 17-31;
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Glacier and Jaques p. 221-229; Jacques (in Marriott, 1968, p. 223). A complete description of
Glacier investigations and time span of descretion. Showed the corroboration of Jaques by Hill.
This edition covered up to 1962 in UK. [Chapter X, which covered 1961-1968, was by Sylvia
Shimmin, q.v.] Cited Jaques 1951, 1951, 1956; Baldamus 1957; Behrend 1957, 1959, 1960; Hill
1956; Lewin 1936, 1947; Lupton 1957, 1960; Maier 1946; Mayo 1933; R & D 1939; Seear 1960;
Shimmin 1955, 1958, 1959; Taylor 1911, 1912. [Jaques 1951: p. 369, Table 2, +18%
(reversed).] Clio os HD4926 .M3 1968. NYPL Schw D-19 8598. At U.C. London. # D. Ch.
Marrocu, Emanuela, Raffaele Paci, and Marco Pontis, 2012, "Intangible capital and firms’
productivity," Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford UP, UK, Apr2012, 21(2):377-402. 26p.
ISSN: 09606491. We analyzed a large panel of European companies in the manufacturing and
service sectors belonging to 116 regions of six countries, considered over the period 2002–2006.
The results, obtained by the Levinsohn–Petrin estimation approach, show the positive influence
on firms’ productivity exerted by internal knowledge capital and by intangible assets available in
the regional economy. At U. Cagliari, Italy. e-mail: emarrocu@unica.it # MS. PJ. A.
Marrow, Alfred J., David G. Bowers, and Stanley E. Seashore, 1967, Management by
Participation, creating a climate for personal and organizational development, Harper and Row,
New York, NY, 264 p. The Harwood pajama company bought the Weldon company and then
discovered Weldon was a very troubled company. This was the story of how the turnaround was
accomplished through human relations and standard management techniques. The standard
techniques seemed to work better than STS. Operator productivity increased 30%. (As one
reviewer put it: This proves: where labor costs are 50% of the selling price, decentralize control
to the FLMs, set up group problem solving, and provide management support.) (The STSparticipation experiment was earlier conducted in a Norwegian firm and failed. See G.
Strauss 1970 and J.R.P. French 1960.) (The Harwood-Weldon case has been compared to
Glacier Metal by some observers, but I just don’t see much connection.) Baruch Stacks and Clio
offsite HD31 .M299. NYPL HUM D-17 9220. Refu. Bk.
Marrow, Alfred Jay, 1969, The Practical Theorist: The Life and Work of Kurt Lewin. Basic
Books, New York, NY. A backgrounder on Lewin. Misc. Bk.
Marsden, David, 1986, The End of Economic Man?: custom and competition in labor markets,
St. Martins Press, New York, NY, and Wheatsheaf, Brighton, UK, 278 p. A serious critique of
the existing economic theory of labour markets. Labour markets require considerable
institutional underpinning. Points out the need for greater collaboration and dialogue between
sociologists and economists. (Never happened.) Unaware of RO theory. See David Ashton
book review, 1987. Misc. Bk.
Marsden, David, 1998, “Understanding the Role of Interfirm Interactions in Sustaining Trust
within the Employment Relationship,” chapter 6 (p. 173-202) in Lane, Christel, and Reinhard
Bachmann, eds., 1998, Trust Within and Between Organizations: conceptual issues and
empirical applications, Oxford University Press, NY, NY, 334 p. Studies have claimed typical
low-trust environments in the US, the UK, and in France. High-trust however is found in Japan
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and Germany. Many studies have overlooked the influence of the role of interfirm rules and
conventions in creating a climate of trust. (Economics) Cited Fox 1974 BC; Shirai and Shimada
1978; Koike and Inoki 1990; Marsden book 1999; Sako 1998 (earlier chapter 3 in same book).
CLIO Lehman HD58.7 .T745 1998. MS. Ch. UP. A.
Marsden, David, 1999, Theory of Employment Systems: micro-foundations of societal diversity,
Oxford University Press, Oxford ; New York, 298 p. Noted Landy and Farr 1983 called
performance measurement the unattainable ‘Holy Grail’ of performance management when
reviewing the difficulties. It fell into two categories - the complexity and interdependence of the
work. In the end there is “the impossibility of avoiding subjective judgement by management.”
Objective measures do not measure all aspects of work equally well. First, they impact work
most that can be easily measured. They also bias performance toward the quantifiable and away
from the qualitative. (The pensions scandal in Britain in Dec. 1993 where insurance agents got
commission payments by selling unsuitable personal pensions to customers. Similar to the US
payment schemes that led to the financial meltdown about 15 years later. Learning that quantity
without quality is desirable.) “Judgmental” performance measures became the most widely used
performance measurement technique in the German auto industry following Japanese-inspired
quality considerations in the 1980s (Jürgens et al 1993). “Thus, judgmental criteria are not only
an essential element of performance management - they go to the heart of the employment
relationship. One might say that management appraisal of performance is the counterpart in
performance management to management’s right to decide on task assignments (p. 151).”
[Jaques could not have said it so well.] Cited W. B. D. Brown 1962; Landy and Farr 1983 p. 41;
and Jürgens et al 1993 on p. 150. Did not cite Deming or Jaques. SIBL JBE00-13. Baruch HF
5549.5 .J6 M375 1999. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Marsden, David, 2004, "The Role of Performance-Related Pay in Renegotiating the 'Effort
Bargain': The Case of the British Public Service,” Industrial & Labor Relations Review, Cornell
U., Ithaca, NY, US, Apr2004, 57(3):350-370. 21p. Wd Cnt: 11954. ISSN: 00197939. Much of
the academic and policy literature on performance-related pay (PRP) focuses on its role as an
incentive system rather than as a means for renegotiating performance norms. Examined the
introduction of performance-related pay, based mostly on appraisals by line managers, in
Britain's public services during the 1990s. Previous research indicated that PRP failed to
motivate many of the staff and that its operation was divisive. Nevertheless, other information
suggested that productivity rose. This article sought to resolve the paradox using contract theory
to show that performance pay was the instrument of a major renegotiation of performance norms,
and that this rather than motivation was the principal dynamic. Goal-setting and appraisal by
line managers played a key role in this process. Behrend, Fox, Brown, Jaques not cited. At
London School of Economics, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Marsden, Neal, 1998, “The use of hoshin kanri planning and deployment systems in the service
sector: An exploration,” Total Quality Management, Abingdon, UK, Jul 1998, 9(4/5):S167-S171.
The service sector appears to lag manufacturing in its understanding of management by process
and in its ability to prioritize business objectives. Corporate priorities, and how people can affect
them, are often unclear. There is, however, a growing awareness of what policy deployment can
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bring and how it can best be introduced. At U. West of England. # Misc. PJ.
Marsden, Peter V., Cynthia R. Cook, and David Knoke, 1994, “Measuring Organizational
Structures and Environments,” American Behavioral Scientist, Sage on-line, 37(7):891-910.
This article provides a descriptive overview of the work establishments in the National
Organizations Study (NOS). [This is the intro article for a special issue summarizing the
‘empirical’ NOS survey: others on hiring, structures, environments, etc.] It begins by reviewing
their auspices (group), industry settings, and composition. Next, it introduces the survey items
and scales used to measure coordination and control structures including structural
differentiation, formalization, decentralization, and the presence of internal labor markets. Other
items and scales refer to aspects of the technical and institutional environments. The NOS
includes a quite diverse set of establishments, most of which provide services rather than
produce goods. The public, nonprofit, and private for-profit sectors are well represented. A
sizable fraction of the workplaces are parts of larger organizations. Differences between
descriptive statistics for the unweighted and weighted NOS samples highlight differences in
the structures and environments of larger and smaller establishments. At Harvard, Harvard,
U. Minn. # Misc. PJ. A.
Marsh, Robert M., and Hiroshi Mannari, 1973, “Pay and Social Structure in a Japanese Firm,”
Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, Feb., 12(1):16-32. Described a 1966 shift from seniority
based pay to “job classification” based pay in a Japanese firm, to be phased in over several years.
Employee surveys revealed the workers backed the change. “Job classification” criteria were:
knowledge and education; practical knowledge; degree of mental burden; degree of physical
burden, and; leadership and supervision. (Criteria chart resembles S-1 through S-3 jobs.)
Advancement in “job classification” increased pay but did not involve advancement in rank. (No
explanation where these ideas about ‘mental burden’ and ‘rank-pay’ came from. Search for
translations of EJ and WB articles in HBR and CMR, etc.) Cited by Osako 1973 PhD, 1977.
See Yoshino 1968; Endo 1994. [Confirms time of Glacier-Japan linkage.] # MS. PJ. A.
Marsh, Robert M., and Hiroshi Mannari, 1975, "The Japanese Factory Revisited," Studies in
Comparative International Development, Springer, NL, Spring75, 10(1):30-44. ISSN:
00393606. Scrutinized the 'commitment' model of Japanese firms characterized by seniority
wage system, familial management, and lifetime commitment of the employees. Profile revealed
the 'loyal' Japanese were not different from Western workers. Cited Blauner 1964. # Misc. PJ.
Marsh, Robert M., and Hiroshi Mannari, 1976, Modernization and the Japanese Factory,
Princeton U. Press, Princeton, NJ, 437 p. M&M describe the satei evaluation system for pay and
promotion in 1969 but call it something else in the shipbuilding firm they examine (shokuno
kanri seido or shokkan seido) (p. 130-141). There were three elements in deciding qualifications
for pay and promotion: job classification, ability, and seniority. They also looked at employees
at a sake brewery and an electric company. The attitude of the employees in the electric
company toward seniority and job satisfaction was so high (r = .82) they had trouble
differentiating pay. Appendix D, “Multiple Regression Analysis” (p. 365-422) contained a
relationship of Age-Wage (p. 374-375, Table D.8) (r = .85). (But M&M ask so many questions
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and are so focused on cultural factors that many key points are buried in their data and are only
partly developed. See M&M 1988 for this as panel data again.) Jaques, Brown, Stamp,
Deming, Juran not cited. Cited Blauner 1964. Clio os; Baruch & Grad Ctr HD6957.J3 M37.
NYPL os JLE 77-127 (SIBL). See Leibenstein 1984? MS. Bk. UP. A.
Marsh, Robert M., and Hiroshi Mannari, 1976, “Employee Performance in Japanese Firms: An
Explanation,” Organization and Administrative Sciences, Kent, OH, Spr./Sum 1976, 7(1,2):89105. Tested three theories of organizational performance (cultural-relativist theory, structural
theory, and human relations theory) on an electric company and a shipbuilding company, two of
the top five Japanese firms in their fields. Fifteen determinants of performance were subjected to
multiple regression-analysis. Status, sex, knowledge of procedures, perceived promotion
chances, and job-satisfaction most strongly affected efficiency and performance. The
explanatory variances related to structural theory hypotheses not to human relations or cultural
theories. Cited Brayfield and Crockett 1955. SIBL: JLL 78-447 v. 6, no. 2/3-v. 8, no. 4;
sumr/fall, 1975-winter, 1977/78. MS. PJ.
Marsh, Robert M., and Hiroshi Mannari, 1976, "Research and Development Functions in a
Japanese Firm," Studies in Comparative International Development, Springer, NL, Summer76,
11(2):25-34. ISSN: 00393606. Case of one Japanese firm. Home-grown R&D has not been the
key to success. Japanese have imported most R&D but have better adapted it. Many American
licensors too late discovered they had "set up their most damaging competitor." # Misc. PJ.
Marsh, Robert M., and Hiroshi Mannari, 1980, “Technological Implications Theory: A Japanese
Test,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany, 1(2):161-183. 23p, 2
charts, 1 graph; (AN 5932946). Twelve of thirteen hypotheses were confirmed in the debate
over the relationships between technology, organizational structure, and employee behavior and
attitudes. Technology and structural variables won hands down in Japan (as predicted by
Woodward 1965 and Blauner) over cultural differences. The dominant type of technology used
has causal implications for many aspects of the social structure in an organization. Cited by
Clegg 1990. See M&M 1981, 1989. Misc. PJ. A.
Marsh, Robert M., and Hiroshi Mannari, 1981, “Technology and Size as Determinants of the
Organizational Structure of Japanese Factories,” Administrative Science Quarterly, March 1981,
26(1):33-57. Found the opposite from studies conducted in the West by the Aston Group and by
Blau. Technology has a greater impact than size on the structure of the organization. Findings
gave renewed life to those who favored technology over size, such as Woodward 1965 and
Blauner. Discovered that Japan was different from the West. Cited by Clegg 1990. See M&M
1980, 1989. (So?) Misc. PJ. A.
Marsh, Robert M., and Hiroshi Mannari, 1988, Organizational Change in Japanese Factories,
JAI Press, Greenwich, CT., 313 p. (Monograph; v. 9.) Individuals and subunits were the units
of analysis. Collected longitudinal panel data so that causal inferences could be made (19761983). This modified earlier theories. Combined structural contingency theory with inputthroughput-output theory. Firms studied varied on each dimension of performance. Tried to
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extend systems theory with success: which causes what. Organizational structural variables have
significant effects on other structure variables, technology and size. Respondents to their survey
“distinguished more ranks (levels) from [their] precoded list of ranks than does the factory’s
formal table of organization (p. 68-69).” (The factory’s T.O. was usually 4-8 levels where
informants saw one more level in each.) Charts on p. 120 and p. 123 on the number of levels tell
the story – most often: 5, 6, 7 levels. Contrary to Blau's theory, factory horizontal structure was
most dependant on its largest customer, not its number of employees. Measured change and
stability of firms. Disturbed those who are “culture vultures.” In their conclusion the authors
listed some One Big Idea books of the 20th century (p. 283). (Very helpful.) But no wonder that
'this is not a One Big Idea Book.' It just isn't - due to the lack of homework by the researchers.
Jaques, Brown, Stamp, Deming, Juran were not cited. Cited Blauner 1964. See M&M 1976 for
original panel data set. Clio Bus HD6957.J3 M38 1988 (missing). Baruch avail. NYPL os
SIBL JLE 89-1200 (SIBL). Ch. 12 (p. 255-285): Reassessment [findings]. # MS. Bk.
Marsh, Robert M., and Hiroshi Mannari, 1988, “Organizational Change in Japanese Factories:
1976-1983,” chapter (p. 315-331) in Clegg, Stewart R., and S. Gordon Redding, eds., 1990,
Capitalism in Contrasting Cultures, De Gruyter, Berlin, Germany, 444 p. (Assisted by Monica
Cartner.) Selected papers from a conference held in Hong Kong in April 1988. (This chapter
has the same title as the MM 1988 book, q.v..) Cited Blauner 1964, Gouldner 1954, M&M 1976,
1981, 1988, Meyer 1968, 1972, Shimada 1977. NYPL Offsite Hum JLE 90-1422 (HSSL). Not
in CUNY. Clio Offsite & NYU Bobst HD58.7 .C347 1990. MS. Ch.
Marsh, Robert M., and Hiroshi, Mannari, 1989, “The Size Imperative? Longitudinal Tests,”
Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany, 10(1):83-95. The theory of
size as a cause of administrative intensity (the A/P - “Administrative/Productive” ratio) is a
much-researched topic in the study of organizations. Blau's (1970) version of this theory, like
most others, is based on cross-sectional data. Using new panel data gathered from 48
heterogeneous Japanese manufacturing firms in 1976 and 1983, it is shown that prior size and
complexity explain little of the variance in 1983 administrative intensity. Managers, supervisors,
and other support personnel increase more rapidly in growing organizations than they decrease in
organizations declining in size. Thus, causal inferences about the effect of size on administrative
intensity are different when based on data over time rather than on static, cross-sectional data.
(Blau found a way to fall headlong into the Parkinson Effect. Q.V.) This approach leads to
panel data coming out of Japan - as expected. [Confirms M&M 1980, 1981.] Cited by Clegg
1990. Misc. PJ. A.
Marsh, Robert M., 1992, “The Difference between Participation and Power in Japanese
Factories,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Cornell U., Jan., 1992, 45(2):250-257. Data
reexamined from 48 Japanese factories from 1983 showed participatory decision making has not
led to workplace democracy in Japan. Ideas flow upward. Strategic direction is preserved and at
the top in Britain and Japan. The power to make sub-unit decisions is delegated to lower
hierarchical levels. Misc. PJ. A.
Marsh, Sarah J., and Gregory N. Stock, 2003, "Building dynamic capabilities in new product
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development through intertemporal integration," Journal of Product Innovation Management,
Wiley-Blackwell, UK, March, 20(2):136-148. DOI: 10.1111/1540-5885.2002006. ISSN:
07376782. Although successful product development may help explain the current success of a
firm, creating longer-term competitive advantage demands significantly more attention to
developing and nurturing dynamic integration capabilities. Intertemporal integration (ITI) is
defined as the process of collecting, interpreting, and internalizing technological and marketing
capabilities and incorporating that knowledge into the development of future new products.
[What this article reveals about management systems in 2003 is sad.] Jaques not cited. Cited
Teece et al 1997; Leonard-Barton 1992; Nonaka 1994. At No. IL U., US. # MS. PJ.
Marshall, Alfred, 1887, “A fair rate of wages,” (Part II, Ch. 9, p. 212–226) in Pigou, A. C., ed.,
1956, Memorials of Alfred Marshall, Kelley and Millman, NY, NY, 518 p. [1925, 1956, 1966]
This may be the beginning of the train of thought which lead to his discovery of the ‘efficiency
wage’ around 1920. Cited by Bewley 1998. Clio Offsite HB98 .M8 1966 (out to fac.) &
Barnard-x. NYPL – Offsite - Req in Adv TB (Marshall, A. Memorials of Alfred Marshall)
City, Htr Mn-x, JJay HB171 .M335 1956. # Misc. Ch.
Marshall, Alfred, 1920, Principles of Economics, an introductory volume, 8th edn, Macmillan,
London, UK, 871 p. (1842-1924). (Reprinted 1923.) Book 4, Ch. 6-13 on organizations. Sec.
4, p. 256-on, examples of US interchangeable parts in 1885. Described the efficiency wage
[Book 6, Ch. 5, p. 577-579.], where wage equals ability. “Rare natural abilities” lead to extra
income based on “primá facie” possession of those talents. Wages based on “rare natural
abilities” are not based on demand. “Labour and ability” appear to be two different things. p. 28
(front): “The earnings of rare natural abilities yield a surplus over costs of rearing and training,
which resembles a rent in some respects.” One must use the greatest caution about using the
term ‘rent’ for surplus earnings. Marshall discovered equity in the economic sphere. “Highly
paid labour is generally more efficient and therefore not dear labour; a fact which, though it is
more full of hope for the future of the human race than any other that is known to us, will be
found to exercise a very complicating influence on the theory of distribution” (p. 510). [Well,
that explains Smith, Marx, Taylor, Keynes (by way of Hicks) and much of 20th century history.
Glad to get that cleared up.] (Actually, Marshall was in many ways quite brilliant.) See Rees
and Schultz 1970 study of Chicago-area wages that found support for Marshall only. This puts
the lie to Taylorism and to Adam Smith/Austrian economics. Cited by Heilbroner; Dunlop. See
Lazonick 1991. Not in NYPL. CUNY Lehman Coll. HB171 .M37 1920. City Coll. HB171
.M36 1956 (Reprint of 1948.) Clio Milstein [Butler] HB171 .M37 1920g. Misc. Bk.
Marshall, Catherine C., Frank M. Shipman III, and Raymond J. McCall, 1995, “Making largescale information resources serve communities of practice,” Journal of Management Information
Systems, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Spring 1995, 11(4):65-86. Community memory can
provide the crucial bridge between large-scale information bases like digital libraries and the
day-to-day activities of members. A community memory will help cull and shape the structure
and contents of this collection to meet more particular task needs. Useful and usable community
memories require support for: 1. the acquisition and evolution of content and structure; 2. the
identification of materials and community members relevant to a particular task; and 3. the
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maintenance of organizations that are mutually intelligible across the community. Information
Technology. (Used the term 'requisite organization' by accident. Really meant it though. Such
an organization is needed to build community memory.) The first two authors at Texas A&M,
third at U. Colorado, Boulder. All are involved with hypertext. MS. PJ.
Marshall-Mies, Joanne C., Edwin A. Fleishman, Jennifer A. Martin, Stephen J. Zaccaro, Wayne
A. Baughman, and Michael L. McGee, 2000, “Development and evaluation of cognitive and
metacognitive measures for predicting leadership potential,” The Leadership Quarterly, Spring,
11(1):135-153. Cited J&J 1987, 1990. Cited Jacobs 1983. Minor link to Jaques. W. PJ. A.
Marsland, David, 1975, “Sociological Analyses of Youth and Community Services,”
Paedagogica Europaea, 10(2):93-106. (Community and Youth Education in Europe / La
communauté et l'éducation de la jeunesse en Europe / Jugenderziehung in Europa - eine Aufgabe
der Verbände, Gemeinden und Gemeinschaften?) Described the negative coverage of Youth
Services, what little there was, as based on generational differences - specifically to age
differences, a large gap in the strata. # Rp. PJ.
Marsland, David, 1978, Sociological Explorations in the Service of Youth, National Youth
Bureau, Leicester, UK, 254 pages. (See 1983 Ph.D. Item # 1.) In Clio. Rp. Bk.
Marsland, David, 1978, “Systematic Formal Knowledge in the Training of Youth and
Community Workers,” Occasional Paper, Regional Training Consultative Unit for Youth
Services, Bioss. (See 1983 Ph.D. Item # 8.) Ru.
Marsland, David, 1979, “Youth’s Problems and the Problem of Youth,” Chapter 11 in Day,
Michael, and David Marsland, eds., Black Kids, White Kids: What Hope?, National Youth
Bureau, London, UK. (See 1983 Ph.D. Item # 3.) Rp. Ch.
Marsland, David, 1980, “Towards a Sociological Theory of Youth,” Occasional Paper, Regional
Training Consultative Unit for Youth Services, Bioss. (See 1983 Ph.D. Item # 5.) Ru.
Marsland, David, 1980, “Novelty, Ideology, and Re-Organisation,” Ch. 2 in Anderson, D.C., ed.,
The Ignorance of Social Intervention, Croom Helm, London, UK. (See 1983 Ph.D. Item # 7.)
Rp. Ch.
Marsland, David, 1982, “The Sociology of Adolescence and Youth,” Chapter 9 in Hartnett, A.,
ed., 1982, The Social Sciences in Educational Studies, Heinemann, London, UK. (See 1983
Ph.D. Item # 2.) Rp. Ch.
Marsland, David, 1982, “It’s My Life: Young People’s Leisure,” Leisure Studies, London, UK,
1(3). (See 1983 Ph.D. Item # 4.) Rp. PJ.
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Marsland, David, 1982, “Youth Unemployment and Training Initiatives,” Chapter 2 in
Anderson, D.C., et al, 1982, Educated for Employment?, Social Affairs Unit, Bioss. (See 1983
Ph.D. Item # 6.) Rp. Ch.
Marsland, David, 1983, “Dreams or Strategies: The Future of the Youth Service,” Youth and
Policy, London, UK, 1(4). (See 1983 Ph.D. Item # 9.) Rp. PJ.
Marsland, David, 1983, Policy and Provision for Young People: Sociological Analysis of Youth,
Youth Work, and The Youth Service, Ph.D., thesis in Social Administration, (B5c), Sociology,
Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. [Theses # 35-639. BLL no.
D53126/85, Uxbridge PH.D.M3848, 450 pages] [“Publications submitted for degree.”]
Dissertation pre-published in parts, 1978-1983. [See previous nine Marsland items.] (See K. S.
Long, Related 1994 PhD for parallels in the US.) See Ph.Ds.
Marsland, David, 1983, “Sociologists and Social Policy,” Social Policy and Administration,
Oxford, UK, Spring1983, 17(1):4-16. An application of Jaques’ social analysis methodology to
the Youth Service. An organizational shift from simplicity, consensus and confidence to
complexity, dissensus and anxiety was linked to the parallel transition in ideology from
managerial-directive to professional-facilitative. This shift was linked to change from small
scale pre-professional to large scale professional. Sociologists also systematically avoided the
challenge of any serious demand for useable sociological knowledge which could realistically
influence social policy. See his 1983 PhD. See Caiden 2007 Bk Rev. At Brunel U. Rp. PJ.
Marsland, David, 1984, “Public Opinion and the Welfare State: Some Problems in the
Interpretation of Facts,” Sociology, British Sociological Association, Sage, London, UK, Feb.
1984, 18(1):83-87. Part of ‘Debate: The Welfare State.’ A reply to Peter Taylor-Gooby, who
put forth a refutation of Harris and Selden. Marsland states T-G’s own data show 60%
negativity toward the Welfare State. Another opinion and survey is needed. Clio Lehman HM1
.S63. Online. # Rp. PJ. A.
Marsland, David, 1992, “Methodological Inadequacies in British Social Science,” chapter in
Cang, Stephen. (ed.), 1992, Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA, p. 297-310.
Holds forth Jaques as an example of rigorous social scientific thinking. The weaknesses of the
rest of the field include lack of conceptual clarity, inadequate research designs, and abdication
from serious data collection and analysis. All in all, he leaves a generous legacy. Brunel Liby
H61.M373. Fl. 1. # Rp. Ch.
Marsland, David, 1992, “The Roots and Consequences of Paternalist Collectivism,” Social
Policy and Administration, UK, 26(2):144-151. The 50th anniversary of the Beveridge report
occasioned the reappraisal of its significance as the founding document of the modern welfare
state. He warned about the dangers to freedom and prosperity posed in principle by centralized
control and state bureaucracy under socialism. He often advocated paternalism and collectivism,
which can destroy freedom and the essential human capacity for rational action and moral
choice. This article is a rejection of Beveridge and the welfare state. It offers a New Right
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alternative, a shift from ‘rights’ and the state to training in skills to help people to help
themselves and by restoring responsibility to communities, families, and individuals. This has
immediate bearing on the new curriculum for training social workers. Jaques not cited.
Abstracted in BJSW by Paul Lodge in Oct. 1994 [24(5):621-622]. MS. PJ.
Marsland, David, 1993, “Bureaucracy or Enterprise,” Modern Management, London, UK, 7(4).
Not in NYC. Not seen. Rp. Pro.
Marsland, David, and Athena Leoussi, 1996, “Social Misconstruction: Neglect of Biology in
Contemporary British Sociology,” American Sociologist, American Sociological Association,
Washington, DC; New Brunswick, NJ, 27:42-51. Current sociology is focused on class and
inequality, resistant to understanding legitimate authority, dismissive of biological and
psychological forces, biased against the market, capitalism, and democracy, and averse to
individualism. Sociologists deny the power of biological and psychological forces because they
wish to liberate human society from them. But their failure to recognize these forces means they
overlook them rather than take them into account. Jaques not cited. [Lehman Lib. – Not there.]
NYPL Hum - Microf *ZAN-11867. # Rp. PJ.
Marsland, Stephen, and Michael Beer, 1983, “The Evolution of Japanese Management: Lessons
for U.S. Managers,” Organizational Dynamics, Elsevier Science Inc., UK, Winter83, 11(3):4967. The Japanese approach to human resources was different from that of the U.S. The three
principles on which the Japanese management system was based were information flows,
"bottom-up" decision making, and division of managerial labor between levels. Another aspect
was the evolution of QC worker groups that seek to increase quality and productivity and safety.
Cited Levine & Kawada 1980. At Raychem Co. & Harvard U. # Misc. PJ.
Martin, James, 1996, Cybercorp, AMACOM, NY, NY, US, 326 p. Boring, dumb jobs will be
out after the new business revolution in IT. Sounds like re-engineering but then – "Trust needs
to operate at a much deeper level than what is expressed in contracts. It is almost like the
relationship that you might have with your doctor. It is about deep ethical caring." (p. 151).
[No, this is business, not medicine.] SIBL JBE 97-68. Misc. Bk.
Martin, James, 2006, Meaning of 21st Century: a vital blueprint for ensuring our future,
Riverhead Books, NY, NY, US, 431 p. Chapter 17: The Skill/Wisdom Gap. Evolution is now in
our hands. Previously it has been in God's hand. Soon – very soon – we will live in the Age of
Machines. They must be controlled by humans so they do not turn on us. Skills and expertise
are increasing but narrowing and speeding up. P. 236: "We must ask where the broad wisdom
about the future will come from." [q.v. Herb Simon.] NYPL Schw JFE 06-12248. Misc. Bk.
Martin, Joanne, 1981, “Relative Deprivation: A theory of distributive injustice for an era of
shrinking resources,” chapter/article in: Cummings, L. L. and B. M. Staw, eds., Research in
Organizational Behavior, Volume 3, JAI, CT, 3:53-107. The 1970s were an era of shifting
responses to unequal distributive justice from constructive change to destructive alienation, from
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self-improvement to stress, and from the individual to the system. The egoistic view versus a
fraternal view was contested in an era of shrinking resources (p. 70-71). Managers who have not
changed jobs recently may compare themselves with others of similar ages and feel behind
schedule. They feel 'deprived' when they see managers in their comparison group begin new
jobs (Adams 1965). Thus social comparison involves equity. Attempted to validate Patchen
1961. Cited in Bloom 1999. Jaques not cited. Cited Lawler; Homans 1974; WG Scott 1965;
Walster, Berscheid, and Walster 1973. See B. Lawrence 1984. See Jo Anne Martin 1977
Related PhD Harvard: ‘ADD’. In Baruch, JJay HD 28 .R47 v3 1981. # MS. PJ. A.
Martin, Joanne, 1982, "The Fairness of Earnings Differentials: An Experimental Study of the
Perceptions of Blue-Collar Workers," Journal of Human Resources, U. Wisc. Press, Madison,
WI, US, Winter82, Vol. 17 Issue 1, p110-122. ISSN: 0022166X. In recent years labor
economists have focused largely on the impact of "human capital" variables, such as education
and labor market experience, on earnings and wage rates. Relatively little attention is being paid
to the relative earnings of blue-collar workers versus management personnel and how such
relative earnings are affected by the policies of firms and unions. The results provide strong
evidence that people do select upward dissimilar pay comparisons. When members of that
upward dissimilar group earn considerably more (rather than slightly more) than the comparer,
there can be feelings of deprivation, that is, dissatisfaction and perceptions of injustice - leading
to strikes and grievances. Jaques not cited. See B. Lawrence 1984. At Stanford U. # MS. PJ.
Martin, John, 1979, “Business Planning: The Gap Between Theory and Practice”, Long Range
Planning, Elsevier Ltd., London, UK, Dec., 12(6):2-10. The author maintains that the gap
between the theory and the practice of corporate planning is growing. He examines the planning
systems currently used and concludes that corporate planning as advocated by the theorists is not
being practised in any developed form by large corporations. Lack of planning leads to
budgeting, which becomes the future. Fear of inflexibility leads to current practices being
followed inflexibly. Annual planning is not forecasting, which is multi-year. # MS. PJ. A.
Martin, Norman H., 1956, "Differential Decisions in the Management of an Industrial Plant,"
Journal of Business, University of Chicago, October, 29(4):249-260. Early study on hierarchical
decision making and stratified time perspectives in managerial work. Found four levels of
management in a manufacturing factory. Decisions were longer-term, more risky, and more
abstract for higher-level positions. [Very confirmatory of Jaques 1956 (see Evans 1979). This
article appeared 3-4 months after Jaques’ 1956 book was published but did not cite Jaques. See
Martin 1959 for unlocated cite of Jaques 1956. (It is unclear whether this was an attempt to
replicate Jaques’ findings or to abscond with the credit for them. Martin 1956 and 1959 led to
confusion and miscredit by Argyris, Litterer, Crozier (book review 1961), Porter and Lawler,
Mintzberg, et al. See Mack’s July 1956 reference to EJ’s book.)] Cited by Mintzberg 1973;
Ebert and Mitchell 1975. MS. PJ. A.
Martin, Norman H., 1959, “The Levels of Management and their Mental Demands,” chapter (p.
276-294) in Warner, W. Lloyd, and Norman H. Martin, eds., Industrial Man, Businessmen and
Business Organizations, Harper and Row, New York, NY, 580 pages. Differences in the kinds
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of issues and problems that predominate at one level of organizational action are of a different
nature than those at other levels. (This is a slightly edited and retitled version of Martin 1956
(q.v.). One “unlocated” citation is to Jaques 1956 - I looked but never found.) Very confirmatory
of Jaques 1956 (see Evans 1979). Cited by Ebert and Mitchell 1975. W. Ch.
Martin, Norman H., and Anselm L. Strauss, 1959, “Patterns of Mobility Within Industrial
Organizations,” chapter (p. 85-101) in Warner, W. Lloyd, and Norman H. Martin, eds.,
Industrial Man, Businessmen and Business Organizations, Harper and Row, New York, NY, 580
pages. (From an article in Journal of Business, U. of Chicago, April 1956, 29(2):101-110.) This
is on the problem of vertical and/or horizontal moves of executives that lead them to success,
authority and accountability. From the standpoint of management, it provides for an orderly
hierarchy of responsibility and authority - a division of work rationally planned to meet the
objectives of efficient operation. Cited in Rosenbaum 1984. Baruch & City HD30 .W3. NYPL
Hum D 12-2934. Misc. Ch.
Martin, Roger L., 2002, The Responsibility Virus, Basic Books, NY, NY, 286 p. Responsibility
is accountability. Managers are afraid they will be held responsible for things they have no
control over. What they are over- and under- responsible for. Their roles are set-up for failure.
Martin closely parallels Jaques but typical of academics, will have none of him. Sad. Stupid.
SIBL Leo 658.4092M. MS. Bk.
Martin, Roger L., 2003, “Taking Stock,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Jan., 81(1):19.
If we want managers to act in their shareholders’ best interests, we have to first take away their
company stock. The value of that stock is set by the next buyer. Expectations are the key for
managers holding stock or options and they have an incentive to fiddle with those by using their
insider knowledge and access. Wall Street is quick to presume short-term earnings growth is
sustainable. But only real earnings creates a sustainable price for the stock. A prior public
announcement of the manager’s intention to sell would allow the market to adjust prices.
Baruch. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Martin, Roger, and Mihnea C. Moldoveanu, 2003, “Capital Versus Talent: The Battle That’s
Reshaping Business,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, July, p. 36-41. R0307B.
Companies cannot generate profits without the ideas, skills, and leadership capabilities of
knowledge workers. It’s these factors – not technologies, not factories, and certainly not capital
– that give the most successful companies their unique advantages. As knowledge workers come
to realize this, and see that the demand for their talent outstrips the supply, they are steadily
wresting more and more of the profits from shareholders. Is there no end to it? The growing
tensions between shareholders and managers cannot be ignored, and capitalism is at a crossroads
– again. (Only the completely unaware should expect anything else. Run headlong into Jaques’
theory.) Both at U of T. MS. Pro.
Martin, Roger L., 2007, The Opposable Mind: how successful leaders win through integrative
thinking, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 210 p. The book version of the 2007
HBR article. Dean of Rotman B-School, U. Toronto. Cited by Laske 2008: p. 103 (diagram).
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Baruch HD57.7 .M39248 2007. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Martin, Roger, 2007, "How successful leaders think," Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
June, 85(6):60-67. Reprint R0706C. Quoted a 19th century president of the U. of Wisc., Thomas
C. Chamberlin, in a description of a Level 3 serial thinker as opposed to a Level 4 parallel
thinker. Chamberlin even uses almost the same words: Sequential and Parallel. Martin quotes F.
Scott Fitzgerald on a first-rate thinker holding two opposite thoughts in his head at the same
time. This growth to high-four Martin calls “integrative thinking.” He believes this is not
organic but can be taught. The four stages of decision making were - First, they determined
which features of a problem were salient; Second, considered multidirectional and nonlinear
relationships, not just linear ones; Third, they saw the whole problem and how the parts fit
together and; Fourth, creatively resolved the tensions between opposing ideas and generated new
alternatives, forging an innovative third way. (Martin opposes Jaques being taught in his Bschool, but here he advocates the ideas. Jaques believed the size of the glass IS organic. But
most people are not fully developed mentally, so that CAN be taught.) [Level 5 thinking.] Dean
of Rotman B-School, U. Toronto. City Coll. # MS. Pro.
Martin, Roger, 2009, Design of Business: why I think design is the next competitive advantange,
HBS Press, 191 p. Esp. sidebars on p. 10-11, 55-56, 66-67. Statistical reliability is based on the
past. Validity is based on the future. Based on C. S. Peirce’s pragmatic philosophy. Unaware of
C. I. Lewis. Martin here closely parallels Deming and Jaques but typical of academics, will have
none of them. Sad. Stupid. SIBL JBD 10-82. Baruch HD53 .M3644 2009. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Martin, Roger L., 2010, “The Execution Trap,” Harvard Business Review, Jul/Aug 2010,
88(7/8):64-71. The realization of a strategy depends on countless employees. When a strategy
fails, the reason cited is usually poor execution. Executives at the top make the broader choices
involving long-term investments while empowering employees toward the bottom to make more
concrete, day-to-day decisions that directly influence customer service and satisfaction. The
executive upstream can set the context for those downstream by doing four things: explaining
what the choice is and why it's been made, clearly identifying the next downstream choice,
offering help with making choices, and committing to revisit and adjust the choice based on
feedback. When feedback is encouraged, employees send information upward. (See the ‘HBR’
following article.) Dean at Rottman, U. Toronto. # MS. Pro.
Martin, Roger L., 2011, “The Innovation Catalysts,” Harvard Business Review, June 2011,
89(5):82-87. A few years ago the software development company Intuit realized that it needed a
new approach to galvanizing customers. Intuit decided to hold a two-day, off -site meeting for
the company's top 300 managers with a focus on the role of design in innovation. One of the
days was dedicated to a program called Design for Delight. An exercise in which participants
worked through a design challenge by creating prototypes, getting feedback, iterating, and
refining, had them mesmerized. This resulted in the creation of a team of nine design thinking
coaches-"innovation catalysts"-from across Intuit who were made available to help any work
group create prototypes, run experiments, and learn from customers. Design for Delight has
enabled employees throughout Intuit to move from satisfying customers to delighting them.
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(Pure Brown and Deming.) Dean, Rotman, U. Toronto, CA. A case. # Misc. Pro.
Martin, Roger L., 2013, "Rethinking the Decision Factory," Harvard Business Review, US,
Oct2013, 91(10):96-150. 9p. Wd Cnt: 4412. ISSN: 0017-8012. The binge-and-purge cycle of
hiring and lay-offs is highly destructive, and is an extremely inefficient way to manage any
resources, let alone knowledge workers. Most companies misunderstand how knowledge work
does and doesn't differ from manual work. They think each worker should be doing the same job
for a full shift. But knowledge work comes primarily in the form of projects, not routine daily
tasks, so these employees often have downtime. The solution is to structure knowledge work the
way professional services firms do - with capabilities flowing to projects - and to put key
executives in charge of codifying knowledge. (Still does not deal with the issue of distrust.) Dean,
Rotman School, U. Toronto. # Misc. Pro.
Martin, Shan, 1983, Managing Without Managers, alternative work arrangement in public
organizations, Sage Publications, Library of Social Research 147, Thousand Oaks, CA, 200 p.
She cited Jaques 1976 extensively in Chapter 10, “Counteracting the Myth” [of the necessity of
management]. She allowed that time-span of discretion “may indeed remedy many organization
ills,” however, she saw Jaques as defending the status quo [wrong] and dismissed his theory
because it would not eliminate the manager-employee relationship [unrealistic]. Based on her
Related 1981 PhD. See Child 1969. MS. Bk.
Martin, Stephen, 1995, “A futures market for competencies,” People Management, Personnel
Publications, Ltd., London, UK, 23 March 1995, 1(6):20-23. 3,727 words. (Includes related
article.) HR strategists at Chase Manhattan [JPMorganChase] are trying to link the bank's future
supply of competencies directly to anticipated customer demands and in the process, throwing
the traditional concept of `job lots' out of the 40th floor window. VP HR. A case. Cited Jaques.
(Rev. online 2003.) Teach. # Rp. PJ.
Martin, Stephen, 1998, “Competencies Calling: Starting at the Top with the Avon Board,”
Competency and Emotional Intelligence, London, UK, Summer 1998, 5(4). Article version of a
1997 presentation by Stephen Martin of Kimball Consulting, and Bronwen Curtis, Executive
Vice President for HR at Avon Cosmetics, on the development of competencies and their
strategic applications with the Avon board. Not in Clio, NYPL, CUNY. Cited EJ 1989, 1991.
A case. Online at - http://www.itapintl.com/Avon/avonarticle.htm Teach. # Rp. PJ.
Martin, Stephen, and Lionel Laroche, 2000, “Demonstrating the bottom-line impact of HR: a
competencies case study,” Competency and Emotional Intelligence, London, UK, Autumn 2000,
8(1)30-34. Few personnel managers are aware of the research and the processes that permit
rational return-on-investment (ROI) assessments to be made in the world of HR. This case study
is drawn from a real proposal, offered to the NY executive committee of a large international
financial services organisation. The task was to persuade financially-sophisticated HR sceptics
that making a significant investment in a major programme of competency analysis and
applications in recruitment, development and performance management was worth it. Even
allowing for a relatively large budget to cover the additional costs of training needs analysis,
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planning and delivery, the results represented a gross ROI of 243% on successful
implementation (maybe as high as 388%). (Given that, in many organisations, the minimum
required one-year ROI for capital projects is 20% to 40%, such arguments become somewhat
academic.) An ITAP study. Cited Hunter, Schmidt and Judiesch 1990. Teach. # Rp. PJ.
Martin, Stephen, 2006, “Internationalising corporate leadership competencies through
'behavioural diversity',” Competency and Emotional Intelligence, London, UK, Spring 2006,
13(3):28-34. Many competency frameworks used by multinational firms are inherently flawed.
They demonstrate insincerity at worst and lack of understanding at best. Many writers have
recently gone the other way - to mono-culturalism. Getting international on the board means
getting outside the cultural comfort zone. Managing internationally is more complex than
managing nationally. Learning diversity is even harder. Jaques not cited. Cited Hofstede 2001,
2005; Spencer and Spencer 1993. # Rp. PJ.
Martindale, Brian, 2007, “Resilience and Vulnerability in Later Life,” British Journal of
Psychotherapy, BAP & Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Jan2007, 23(2):205-216, 12 p. ISSN 02659883.
The paper focuses on some psychological factors specific to the psycho-developmental tasks
involved in ageing that may lead to a considerable loss of resilience and psychological
breakdown for the first time since becoming adult. Cited Jaques 1965; P. King 1980. A
Consultant Psychiatrist, South of Tyne Early Intervention,, UK. # Rp. PJ.
Martin de Holan, Pablo, Nelson Phillips, and Thomas B Lawrence, 2004, “Managing
Organizational Forgetting,” MIT Sloan Management Review, Cambridge, MA, Winter 2004,
45(2):45-51. ‘Organizational learning’ relates to the processes by which companies add to their
stock of knowledge and hence to the repertoire of capabilities. ‘Organizational forgetting,’
conversely, is the loss of such knowledge. Accidental forgetting is associated with the loss of
valuable knowledge, which reduces a company's competitiveness. Intentional forgetting, on the
other hand, can result in increased competitiveness. The four processes: 1. memory decay, 2.
failure to capture, 3. unlearning, and 4. avoiding bad habits. Each of the four processes must be
managed differently. Misc. Pro.
Martin de Holan, Pablo, and Nelson Phillips, 2004, “Remembrance of Things Past? The
Dynamics of Organizational Forgetting,” Management Science, Linthicum, Nov. 2004,
50(11):1603-1613. How organizations create, transfer, and retain knowledge has been the focus
of intensive investigation by management researchers. However, one aspect of the dynamics of
knowledge - organizational forgetting - has received comparatively little attention. In this paper,
we draw on an exploratory, multiple-case study of learning in international strategic alliances to
explore how and why organizations forget. Based on our case study, we develop a theory of
organizational forgetting, discuss the role of forgetting in the dynamics of organizational
knowledge, and present a typology of forgetting. At IDE; Tanaka/ Imperial College/U. London.
Cited D. Miller 1990, 1993, 1994. See Denrell Nov 2004. MS. PJ. A.
Martinelli, Dante P., and Ana Paula de Almeida, 1998, “Negotiation, Management, and Systems
Thinking,” Systemic Practice and Action Research, Springer, NL, June 1998, 11(3):319-334.
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Practical comments on the pursuit of ‘win-win’ to achieve the general satisfaction of the parties
and lasting relationships; the importance of everybody’s participation; different views and facets
of negotiation and of conflict; the basic variables of power, time, and information; and the basic
points for a methodic negotiation process. Systems approaches that could contribute to
negotiation and benefit from its findings are integrated into interventions, which seems to offer a
systemic view of negotiation as a wheel for management. Both at Fac. Economics,
Administration, and Accounting, University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brasil. Email:
dantepm@zaz.com.br. In English. Cited Churchman 1979, Minzberg 1973, and Kinston and
Algie 1989. MS. PJ.
Martinez, Luis J., 2003, “Organizational Theory and Elliott Jaques.” A 4-page tribute with
footnotes published online at http://www.freewebs.com/thinkingorg/OrgTheory.htm Accessed
12/23/2003. Reviews the theory and seven criticisms of it. Ru.
Martins, Lola-Peach, 2009, “The nature of the changing role of First-Tier Managers: a long-cycle
approach,” Journal of Organizational Change Management, MCB UP, Emerald, UK, 22(1):92123. The paper carried out a literature survey from the early Industrial Revolution era to the
twenty-first century to identify the main phases of the FTM's people management role. The
FTM's role is currently in the fourth core phase - the manager-in-charge, the manager-in-themiddle, the manager-on-the-margin, and the manager-in-charge-plus. The success or failure of
this role can be determined by five key factors – definition of the role, training/development of
FTMs, perception/attitude of the primary stakeholders of the role (including FTMs), broader
organisational support of FTMs (whether lacking or present), and their performance/performance
management. If these key factors are not considered, the FTM's people management role will
remain a major organisational dilemma. Cited Jaques 1976. # W. PJ.
Martins, Luis L., Kimberly A. Eddleston, and John F. Veiga, 2002, "Moderators of the
relationship between work-family conflict and career satisfaction," Academy of Management
Journal, US, Apr2002, 45(2):399-409. 11p. Wd Cnt: 6817. ISSN: 00014273. DOI:
10.2307/3069354. Examined the moderating effects of individual differences and sources of
support on the negative relationship between work-family conflict and career satisfaction. Data
from 975 managers indicated that the relationship was significant for women irrespective of age
but was significant for men only in later career. Moreover, the relationship was stronger for
individuals who were in the minority gender in their work groups, but it was weaker for those
who had strong community ties. Cited Jaques 1979. martins@sba.uconn.edu # W. PJ. A.
Martyn, Howe, 1969, "I Spy," Columbia Journal of World Business, NY, NY, US, May/June69,
4(3):47-56. ISSN: 00225428. In a British motion picture "The Third Man," the anti-hero,
portrayed by Orson Welles trafficked in the "wonder drug" penicillin. Greene preyed on the
modern hope of saving children from disease, rather than on the traditional desire for valuable
heists such as the gold and jewels. Welles, as Harry Lime, gloated to his fellow-American that
his profits were "tax free oldman." In dynamic modern economies, high profitability adheres to
those who know how to provide new and improved products, how to make innovations.
Profitable industrial and commercial knowledge is unevenly distributed for historic reasons.
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Whenever a new discovery is made, a new scarcity is created among those who do not
possess it. This can become a black market. The U.S. companies made free gifts of industrial
and commercial knowledge to private and public organizations in Europe [and Japan] under the
Marshall Plan. At American U., Washington, D.C. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Maruca, Regina Fazio, 1994, "The Right Way to Go Global: An Interview with Whirlpool CEO
David Whitwam," Harvard Business Review, Mar/Apr94, 72(2):134-145. ISSN: 00178012.
Word Cnt: 6380. Interviewed David Whitwam, chairman and chief executive of Whirlpool
Corp. Whitman talked about the most crucial lesson he learned about how a company fosters
global competitive advantage. Too many managers were still running their businesses with the
same old regional fiefdoms and inadequate ways of satisfying customers. He also shared how he
convinced his employees to have a positive attitude about globalization. Additionally, discussed
the use of regional manufacturing centers, creating product distinction despite a closed set of
features, and the need for patience in global economics. (See Jaques 1998.) # Rp. Pro.
Maruyama, Magoroh, 1984, "Alternative Concepts of Management: Insights from Asia and
Africa," Asia Pacific Journal of Management, National U. Singapore, Jan., 1(2):100-111. Asian
and African concepts of interpersonal mutual benefit are contrasted with European and North
American ones of unity and individuality. (One key is responsibility/ accountability.) Cited in
Hickson 1996. NYPL os SIBL JLM 86-573 v. 1-2 (1983-1985). # Misc. PJ.
Mas, Alexandre, 2006, "Pay, Reference Points, and Police Performance," Quarterly Journal of
Economics, Harvard/MIT, US, Aug2006, 121(3):783-821. ISSN: 00335533. Several theories
suggest that pay raises below a reference point will reduce job performance. Final offer
arbitration for police unions provides a unique opportunity to examine these theories, as the
police officers either receive their requested wage or receive a lower one. In the months after
New Jersey police officers lose in arbitration, arrest rates and average sentence length decline,
and crime reports rise relative to when they win. These declines in performance are larger when
the awarded wage is further from the police union's demand. The findings support the idea that
considerations of fairness, disappointment, and, more generally, reference points affect
workplace behavior. Cited Adams 1965; Akerlof & Yellen 1990; Bewley 1999; A. Weiss 1980.
[Evidence of equity. Keywords: discretion, time span.] At U. Cal., Berkeley. # MS. PJ. A.
Maslow, Abraham H., 1954, Motivation and Personality, Harper & Bros, NY, NY, 411 p.
(2nd edn., 1970) This is the full write-up of the five layers of his needs hierarchy: physical;
safety; love/belonging; esteem; self-actualization. Maslow discovered this hierarchy in a 1942
study. It was looked for by others starting with Lawler and Porter from the 1960s and into the
1990s, but without replication. It was finally found again in 2004. By 1957 Maslow began to
have doubts about this theory – but it had many adherents. Maccoby 1976 was highly critical:
superficial, careerist. Schw JFE 81-1761. Baruch [not on shelf], Grad Ctr, JJay. City Cohen –
BF199 .M3. Misc. Bk.
Maslow, Abraham H., 1959, “Psychological Data and Value Theory,” chapter (p. 119-136) in
Maslow, Abraham H., ed., 1959, New Knowledge in Human Values, Harper & Bros, New York,
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NY, 268 p. Foreword by Pitirim A. Sorokin. Conference at MIT Oct. 1957. Maslow was aware
his model of a needs hierarchy (1954) had not been replicated. He was acidic toward the selfactualization groupies. Maslow mentioned that his hierarchy of needs (including selfactualization) had to be genetic, biological, and inherited “or else everything else they say is so
much hash.” (p. 125, 131-2) Good for him! See Stinchcombe 1965 also. Cited by Wilcox 1969.
NYPL HUM D13-9125. Baruch BD 232 .M34. Refu. Ch.
Maslow, Abraham H., 1962, Toward a Psychology of Being, Van Nostrand, Princeton, N.J., 214
p., 1st edn. (2nd, 1968, 240 p.) (3rd, 1998, 320 p.) Maslow’s ‘humanistic psychology’ in this
volume became psychology’s ‘third force’ (after psychoanalysis and behaviorism) and the
springboard for ‘positive psychology,’ for self-help, and for looking to find the resiliency of
people in the face of difficulties. Self-actualization, the hierarchy of human needs, creativity,
and growth are cornerstones of modern humanistic psychology. But Maslow here comes close to
the theory, "Capacities clamor to be used, and cease their clamor only when they are well
used. . . . Not only is it fun to use our capacities, but it is necessary for growth. The unused
skill or capacity or organ can become a disease center or else atrophy or disappear, thus
diminishing the person." (p. 201, 2nd) "This inner nature, as much as we know of it so far,
seems not to be intrinsically evil, but rather either neutral or positively 'good.' What we call evil
behavior appears most often to be a secondary reaction to frustration of this intrinsic nature"
(p. 194, 2nd). (This approach shares three elements with others proposed by Maslow: (1) a very
positive view of people, (2) bursting with enthusiasm, and (3) an adventurous lack of supporting
data. This time he may point to an empty spot and may strike paydirt.) Biblio but no index.
Does not cite Jaques or Brown. See Gilbert 2005, Seligman 1998, 2004, Langer 2006, and
Lambert 2007. See Stamp 1991, 2000; Doig 2006; Csikszentmihalyi 1988. In Barnard BF698
.M338 1962 (1st); Psych & SocWk BF698 .M338 1968b. MS. Bk.
Maslow, Abraham H., 1965, Eupsychian Management, R.D. Irwin/Dorsey Press, Homewood, IL,
277 pages. This is the book version of a mimeo publication: “Summer Notes on social
psychology of industry and management at Non-Linear Systems, Inc., Del Mar, California
(1962),” 148 pages. Revised and republished as a “lost classic” Maslow on Management intro
by Warren Bennis (c. 2000). The title of this book is misleading. “Eupsychia” means good or
healthy and is not about management. The title of the mimeo is accurate but this is NOT a
journal NOR is it about Non-Linear Systems. (NLS was using Drucker 1954 and McGregor
1960 as guides for management.) It is Maslow’s thoughts on various books and authors in social
and industrial psychology, including T-groups, Theory Y. This book is self-referential and selfreenforcing to the field and is unreliable as reportage. Maslow was a charming person. He is
revered by many even today as the father of humanistic and positive psychology. His managerial
vision was pro-human and anti-Taylorist, but his ideas have no empirical foundation, have
repeatedly been disconfirmed, were replicated only in 2006, and have no place in organizations.
There is no there there. It is time to move on. No, I am not attacking Maslow. These are the
findings of research on his theories. Search herein on Maslow. (His needs hierarchy is
intuitively correct. See Oeltjen Related PhD 1972.) Andrew F. Kay: CEO of NLS. See Koontz
1962/1964. Misc. Bk.
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Mason, Edward S., 1958, “The Apologetics of ‘Managerialism’,” Journal of Business, Uni. of
Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, Jan. 1958, 31(1):1-11. Because large firms are not perfectly
competitive, they are at least partly unaccountable and unconstrained by the market. Thus,
managerial discretion was irresponsible power and managers were not clearly accountable in the
use their capabilities. Adopted the economic viewpoint but noted its exceptions in managerialist
attacks on ‘classical’ economics. Use of managerial discretion was negative but saw firms as
open systems. Dean, Harvard Graduate School of Public Administration. Cited Burnham 1941
on the success of technocratic managers. Cited by Bower 1983:256. Misc. PJ. A.
Mass, William, 1989, “Mechanical and Organizational Innovation: The Drapers and the
Automatic Loom,” Business History Review, Harvard Business School, Winter, 63(4):876-929.
A history of the Draper Company in the 1800s focusing on innovation, managerial capability,
and the effort-wage bargain. See Lazonick 1990. See Related 1984 PhD. MS. PJ.
Massie, Robert K., 1980, Peter the Great, Alfred A. Knopf, New York, NY. A wonderful
example of Stratum VII-VIII logic at the end of Peter’s life: see the grain mill and canal story.
Also see Peter’s creation of the Table of Ranks as a merit-based alternative hierarchical system
to displace the feudal order of lunk-headed, hereditary boyars with talented and able
administrators to move Russia into the modern world. Of course, ‘merit’ consisted of
completing projects and tasks that Peter wanted done. It was accomplishment based and roughly
recognized capability. A case. MS. Bk.
Mate, Susan, 2007, The Local and the Professional, Working Paper No. 10, Victoria Univ.,
School of Management, Melbourne, Vic., AU. (146 KB) Winner, APROS Best Postgraduate
Student Paper Award, 2008. APROS 14. Not seen. Ru.
Mather, Kim, Les Worrall, and Roger Seifert, 2009, "The changing locus of workplace control in
the English further education sector," Employee Relations, Emerald Group, MCB, Bradford, UK,
31(2):139-157. Discussed how the so-called "modernisation" agenda has triggered changes the
labour process of lecturers in the English further education (FE) sector. Empirical evidence was
derived from three FE colleges. Power relations were radically reinvented, with senior managers
now redefining the parameters of lecturers' contractual obligations - characterised by rules,
standardisation, and routinisation driven by managers who saw themselves as "change agents"
and "modernisers". Lecturers felt they had less power, job autonomy, and task discretion - felt
under-valued, over-worked, and over-managed. This questions the sustainability of current
approaches to FE lecturer labour. [Time inversion. Case.] Jaques, Fox not cited. # MS. PJ.
Mathias, T. A., 1988, "Information Requirements for Board Effectiveness," Management and
Labour Studies, Xavier L.R.I., Jamshedpur, India, Oct., 13(4):215-228. Emphasized the
importance of detailed and concrete information to be provided to a Board of Directors if it is to
function effectively. Too often decision making by a Board is rendered sterile by the simple
expedient of not supplying its members with enough relevant information at the right time. The
Statutory Reports are quite inadequate. One of the effective ways to remedy this weakness is
auditing the operations by the outside directors. NYPL JLL 87-58. # Misc. PJ.
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Mathiassen, L., Finn Borum, and J. Strandgaard Pedersen, 1999, “Developing managerial skills
in IT organizations - a case study based on action learning,” The Journal of Strategic Information
Systems, Elsevier B.V., ScienceDirect, June, 8(2):209-225. The Chief information officer (CIO)
of a Danish financial institution experienced increasing problems with internal recruitment of
managers with sufficient and suitable competencies to face the IT challenges. As a consequence,
he decided to establish an ambitious in-house training program aimed at developing appropriate
managerial skills and attitudes. The paper presents a number of tales about this training
program. The paper first describes the training program, its context, the initial design, the
process, and the results. The program is then evaluated from different viewpoints: the sponsor
and designers, the trainees, and the IT organization. Information Technology. A case. Teach.
Misc. PJ.
Mathie, Ian, 1976, “Personal View: the clockwork social worker”, Social Work Today, UK, 5
Feb 1976, 6(22):682-683. The impact of the hierarchy on social workers was negative – like that
of the movie Clockwork Orange – crazymaking. [In file: Algie & Miller 1976, pt 1.] # Cr. Pro.
Matson, Eric, and Laurence Prusak, 2003, “The Performance Variability Dilemma,” MIT Sloan
Management Review, US, Fall2003, 45(1):39-44. Wd Cnt: 4432. Performance variability
frustrates managers everywhere. But by forcing workers to copy exactly or follow instructions
exactly in every situation, they make it far more difficult for people to use their own
judgment and knowledge to solve problems that would benefit from a new approach. British
Petroleum (now known as BP Plc) divided its 40 business units into four peer groups on the basis
of stages in the exploration and production process--finding a new field, developing a new field,
maintaining production in a mature field, or ramping down a late-stage field. Intel Corp. has a
stricter approach. It makes the cloning of its plants in every detail mandatory. The Urban
Services Thematic Group of the World Bank has worked to reduce regional variability in the
outcome of its efforts -- as indicated by the quality of basic services like water, sanitation, waste
collection, and street lighting. [Describes the issue RO addresses.] # Misc. Pro.
Matsumoto, Koji, 1982, Organizing for Higher Productivity: An Analysis of Japanese Systems
and Practices, Asian Productivity Organization (APO), Tokyo, Japan. Published also in two
parts as: “The Secret of Japanese Management Resulting in High Productivity,” Journal of
Japanese Trade and Industry, Tokyo, Japan, 1982, Jan. Part No. 1, p. 28-34, and Feb. Part No. 2,
p. 40-45. Part I: In Japan share ownership is a legal concept only and dividends are a capital
cost, like bond interest. The employees are the members of the firm, not the shareholders, and
have tenure. Three keys to the secret of Japanese management resulting in high productivity
are: 1) managers were once workers, 2) managers and employees share joint decision making,
and 3) joint management-employee conferences are held on all topics and policies [q.v. Brown
1948, 1960, 1975 on participation]. Japan was growing since 1960 at twice the rate of the US,
UK and Italy but a bit less than twice that of France and Germany. Part II: There is little jobhopping in Japan which encourages employers to invest in training employees. Tenure
gives labor a high degree of authority and freedom and a vested interest in the future of the
firm. Rule-book work is replaced by teamwork, rigidity by flexibility. In Japan 54% of workers
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make suggestions, while in the US only 14% do. A million Japanese employees are in 100,000
QC-Circles. Few in the US. Unlike in the West, the employee is not controlled by a supervisor
because the work is not fixed and repetitive (!?) [discretion]. Work in Japan is becoming
increasingly complex. But seniority puts a damper on talented younger workers and it takes time
for teams to function well. Slow promotion encourages long-run competition and hard work
among the employees. US management style favors short-term industries requiring simple
skills and interchangeable labor, such as in supermarkets. Japanese firms work better over the
long-run. By 1982 the Japanese standard of living matched that in the US and Europe. Cheap
labor was gone. Director, Information Office MITI. Cited in A. Weiss 1984. Not in Clio,
CUNY. SIBL JLM 85-559. MS. PJ.
Matsumoto, Kōji, 1993, The Rise of the Japanese Corporate System: the inside view of a MITI
official, Routledge Kegan Paul Intl, London, UK; NY, NY, US, 276 p. Published in Japanese in
1983. Rev. and updated ed. This system is called kigyoism. Japanese firms are independent of
shareholder control. But this means the freedom of managers from vertical control. It does not
mean self-management by work groups. See esp. p. 27-29 for Age-Wage data. And see p. 146147, 168 for quote from Doko (p. 46-47) on information context at every level (q.v.). Clio os,
CUNY City Coll. & Baruch HD 70 .J3 M3413 1991. Misc. Bk.
Matsuo, Makoto, and Jun Nakahara, 2013, "The effects of the PDCA cycle and OJT on
workplace learning," International Journal of Human Resource Management, Routledge, UK,
Jan2013, 24(1):195-207. 13p. DOI: 10.1080/09585192.2012.674961. ISSN: 09585192.
Examined the effects of the plan-do-check-act (PDCA) cycle and on-the-job-training (OJT) on
workplace learning. Defined workplace learning based on organizational learning cycle. Using
survey data from a Japanese fire and marine insurance company, we found that PDCA, OJT
(empowerment), and reflective communication had positive effects on workplace learning.
These results suggest that quality management, empowerment, and reflective practice may help
to significantly improve workplace learning. [Hello?] At Kobe U., JN; U. Tokyo, JN. Not seen.
[NYPL: embargoed for 18 mos.] Misc. PJ.
Maturana, Humberto R., and Francisco J. Varela, 1980, Autopoiesis and Cognition: the
realization of the living, Dordrecht, Holland ; Boston : D. Reidel Pub. Co., 141 pages. Boston
studies in the philosophy of science; v. 42. The classic text on autopoiesis: the self-production of
living beings. Formal and abstract. “Living systems are cognitive systems.” With a preface to
“Autopoiesis” by Sir Stafford Beer. This book breaks out of the disciplinary deadlock of
thought. A very large small book. [Alfred Russel Wallace on recursive levels?] See Jaques
2002. Clio Science Q175 .B656 v.42 Misc. Bk.
Matzler, Kurt, and Birgit Renzl, 2006, "The Relationship between Interpersonal Trust, Employee
Satisfaction, and Employee Loyalty," Total Quality Management & Business Excellence,
Dec2006, 17(10):1261-1271. ISSN: 14783363. DOI: 10.1080/14783360600753653. Employee
satisfaction was considered to be one of the most important drivers of quality, customer
satisfaction, and productivity. We argue that interpersonal trust (trust in management and trust
in peers) strongly influences employee satisfaction and, thus, employee loyalty. To test the
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relationships between these constructs we measured trust in management and trust in peers,
satisfaction and loyalty of employees of an Austrian company in the energy sector (N = 131).
The results of the statistical analysis using structural equation modeling with Partial Least
Squares (PLS) confirm a strong link between trust, employee satisfaction, and employee
loyalty. Jaques not cited. At Johannes Kepler U., Linz; Innsbruck U., Austria. # Misc. PJ.
Mauboussin, Michael J., 2012, "The True Measures of Success," Harvard Business Review,
Oct2012, 90(10):46-56. ISSN: 00178012. Wd Cnt: 4039. Argued that the financial and nonfinancial metrics commonly tracked by companies in their effort to create shareholder value
often have only a tenuous connection to that objective. Managers persist in relying on such
measures as 'earnings per share' - due to their ready availability, longstanding status as
acceptable benchmarks, and managers' overconfidence in their own intuition. He describes
defining a governing objective, forming a theory of cause and effect for the drivers of that
objective, identifying activities that further the objective - and evaluation. At Legg Mason
Capital Mgt & Columbia B-School. # Misc. Pro.
Maucher, Helmut, 1994, Leadership in Action: tough-minded strategies from the global giant,
McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 160 pages. [Marketing ist Chefsache, ECON Verlag. Original in
German.] The CEO of Swiss Nestlé Company explained management, marketing and strategy in
the food business so the firm can feed people in 2025. “I have not copied a thing from
management textbooks” (p. vii). The German word for management was: Fuehrungskunst (the
art of leadership). How do corporations handle the wide array of management and marketing
issues facing multi-national corporations? How do global corporations handle multilingual,
multicultural differences among employees and consumers? Future managers are developed
internally, not hired from outside. The morality of the capitalist system is founded in providing
the most good for the largest number. "The opposite of good is good intentions." Nestle is in the
food business. Over the next 20 years the challenge will be to feed the growing world
population. Four of his Ten Axioms (p. 3-4) were congruent with RO: # 2, 3, 4, and 9. Stratum
VII capable. Case studies. Recommended by Mark Van Clieaf. No index. No refs. [Reviewed
by Lloyd, Bruce, Long Range Planning, UK, Oct. 1995, 28(5):122. Review contained a direct
reference to Jaques and Clement 1991. (Unclear why.) # A.] A case. NYPL os SIBL JBE 941976. Baruch HD9015 .S93 N385513 1994. Rp. Bk.
Mauer, Karl F., 1997, “Defence of the Selection Procedure Used for Executives and Three
Grades of Managers,” University of South Africa, Pretoria, SA. Unpublished. South African
study of 486 managers indicated no differences between race groups and gender on CPA scores.
Cited in Kitching 2005 MCom. Ru.
Mauer, Karl Frederick “Ricky,” 2000, “Degree of Compliance of the Career Path Appreciation
(CPA) and the Initial Recruitment Interview Schedule (IRIS) with South African Labour
Legislation.” Unpublished paper. Department of Industrial Psychology, University of South
Africa, Pretoria, RSA. Version, 1.1. Cited in Kitching 2005 thesis. Ru.
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Mauer, Karl Frederick “Ricky,” 2000, “Some Perspectives on CPA and IRIS Research in South
Africa,” bioss.com, Bioss Southern Africa ‘Spring School’ Conference, Maccauvlei Training
and Conference Centre, Maccauvlei, South Africa, 5-6 October, 19 pages. Presentation paper.
Tables, References. Professor Emeritus, University of South Africa (Unisa), Pretoria, RSA.
[Career Path Appreciation; Initial Recruitment Interview Schedule] A professional, controlled,
and academic study. The Bioss sample of 3,848 workers ensured the stability of the findings
(but there was no control group). SST led to the development of the CPA in the 1980s and this
in turn led to the development of IRIS. The differences regarding gender and black/white
groupings were very limited. Percentage of variance in the current level of capability that was
explained by the IRIS sub-scales was 74%. The multiple correlation coefficient was +0.86.
This suggests an HR practitioner can build a solid defence in the South African Labour Courts
for IRIS as a valid tool to assess the capability levels of employees. See H. de Beer 1998. See
Kitching 2005 MA, who used the same database. Downloaded (7/03):
www.bioss.com/Phase2/OnlineLibrary/ Ru.
Mauer, Karl Frederick “Ricky,” 2002, “The Impact of Retesting on Assessment Procedures with special reference to the CPA,” bioss.com, May, 1 page, (also listed as by Gillian Stamp).
Don’t re-test employees. The test-retest procedure is only to validate an instrument. The reason
for re-testing people boils down to the differences between the perceptions of officials and the
assessment results. (The managers don’t accept the assessments as accurate.) Downloaded
(7/03). www.bioss.com/Phase2/OnlineLibrary/ Ru.
Mauer, Karl Frederick, 2003, “CPA & OPQ: New Evidence of Validity for the CPA,” April, 3
pages. A study was conducted to assess whether CPA also assesses personality. Data from the
CPA and Occupational Personality Questionnaire (OPQ32n) were used with the aim of
establishing the extent to which the CPA and OPQ32n scores were related. Found the CPA is
largely independent from the OPQ32n insofar as the OPQ dimensions are concerned. However,
a relationship exists between an OPQ32n factor that deals with Innovativeness and the CPA.
One would expect people who are assessed at higher levels of the CPA to display Innovativeness
and Unconventionality, whereas those at the lower CPA levels would be less likely to be as
resourceful. Available online at bioss.com (6/04). Ru.
Mauer, Karl Frederick, 2003, “IRIS Test-Retest Reliability,” Nov. 12, 4 pages. All but one of the
reliability coefficients were above the 0.80 level generally accepted as establishing reliability.
That one was likely due to small sample size (12). Available online at bioss.com (6/04). Ru.
Mauer, Karl Frederick, 2003, “CPA Test - Retest Reliability Study,” Nov. 19, 4 pages, a.k.a.
“News Flash.” Test-retest reliabilities were reported for the total sample, and for males and
females separately, but not for population or educational groups, or for the various job levels
(sample sizes were too small). The six reliability coefficients were all significant. What is,
however, of greater importance is that all coefficients are also higher than the cut-off level of
0.80. Available online at bioss.com (6/04). Ru.
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Mauer, Karl Frederick, 2003, “Summary of Research Evidence in respect of IRIS & CPA,” [no
date], 1 page. All available research publications on the CPA and the IRIS were scrutinised to
determine the extent to which these processes comply with the requirements of the Employment
Equity Act (55 of 1998) (EEA), namely reliability, validity and an absence of bias. Excellent
validity information is available for the CPA both in South Africa and abroad, as well as for the
use of the IRIS in South Africa. In a substantial South African study conducted, no evidence of
bias could be found between different race groups. Available online at bioss.com (6/04). Ru.
Maxwell, Sidney, 1964, “Two Contributions to Management Theory,” Industrial Management
Review, [MIT Sloan Management Review], Sloan School of Management, MIT, Cambridge,
MA, Spring64, 5(2):67-85. Bakke/Argyris (Fusion theory) and Jaques (Equity theory) were
compared and contrasted. A major piece. Cited Brown Brown 1960a & b, 1960; Hill 1957,
1958; Jaques 1956, 1956, 1958, 1960, 1961, 1963; many citations of Argyris. Baruch percls. At
MIT, formerly at Brunel. Baruch. # Rp. Pro. *****
Maxwell, Sidney R., 1964, -- ?, Sociology and Management, International Library of Sociology,
forthcoming. Tried libraries at Brunel, MIT, NYPL, CUNY, Clio, NYU: Not found. ~
Maxwell, Sidney R., and Martin G. Evans, 1973, “An evaluation of organizational development:
Three phases of the managerial grid,” Journal of Business Administration, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, BC, CA, 5(1):21-25. On Executive Training in the Canadian National
Railways. (CN had adopted Jaques’s theory regarding its pay scales in the 1960s.) At U.
Toronto. SIBL JBL 91-144. (Not seen. NYPL starts at vol. 18. CUNY starts 1991.) Misc. PJ.
Maxwell, Tudor C., 2007, "Sustainability in paradigms and practices at board level in Anglo
American plc," chapter 7 (p. 145-164) in Benn, Suzanne, and Dexter Dunphy, eds., 2007,
Corporate Governance and Sustainability: Challenges for theory and practice, Routledge,
Abington, Oxon, UK; US; Canada, 259 p. ISBN: 0415380626 (hbk.) 0415380634 (pbk.)
A case. Marshall noted that Adam Smith indicated the many points in which the economic
system failed. But Smith's followers where not so sharp and accepted them. Also used Barnard's
1938 main processes: selection, visioning, interaction, motivation, and learning. Agency theory/
nexus of contracts/ stockholder as owner was one of them but has become the current paradigm.
Anglo American has gone the other way: toward enhanced relations between the company and
its social context. "Short-term and long-term financial objectives go hand in hand." Jaques not
cited (AA adapted RO before this date.) Cited Marshall 1898; Jensen & Meckling 1976. See
Benn et al 2007. Clio Bus HD2741 .C774 2007. # Rp. Ch.
May, Jon, and Nigel J. Thrift, eds., 2003, TimeSpace: Geographies of Temporality, Routledge,
Taylor & Francis, London, UK; NY, NY, 323 p. Unlocated citation: Jaques 1982, The Form of
Time. (Critical Geographies ; 13, p. 296) At Brighton and at Bath. Lehman Lib. HM656 .T558
2001. (Missing) Baruch Web Workstations Online. W. Bk.
May, Reginald, 1970, “Cost and Value in Pricing Policy,” chapter 21 (p. 279-286) in Lock,
Dennis, ed., 1972, Guide to Management Techniques, 2nd edn., Gower Press, London, UK;
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Wiley, NY, NY, 482 p. Adv. Ed.: George Bull. Examined product pricing in relation to
consumer value and demand – what the consumer was willing to pay for each feature.
Mentioned product analysis pricing (PAP) at Glacier as a similar, but cheaper, variant. Cited
Brown and Jaques 1964. At British Printing Corporation. Clio Offsite HD31 .G83 1972.
Hunter Mn (level B2). NYU Bobst. D. Ch.
May, Reginald, 1970, “Pricing Policies and Corporate Strategy,” Long Range Planning, Elsevier,
UK, June, 2(4):49-53. Compared traditional "cost plus" pricing with market oriented approaches.
Argued the case for pricing policies to be given greater emphasis in corporate planning. He
recommended product strategies based on greater price leverage. Single citation: Product
Analysis Pricing, 1964. (Did not cite Simons 1969.) Teach. # Rp. PJ. A.
May, Tim, 1999, “From Banana Time to Just-In-Time: Power and Resistance at Work,”
Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK, 33(4):767-783. On
Baldamus, discretion, R.K. Brown. Tim May cited R. K. Brown’s 1988 chapter as if he had
introduced “discretion” to the dialogue on employment relationships on p. 58. (Not sp. Eh?
Hello?) Cited his own term “spheres of discretion” from Tim May 1991. Cited Sewell and
Wilkinson on JIT. Not on Jaques. No mention of Alan Fox. (Hello?) Off. PJ. A.
Mayer, Colin, 2009, "A Question of Trust: Historical Lessons for Current Development," chapter
16 (p. 424-446) in Cimoli, Mario, Giovanni Dosi, and Joseph E. Stiglitz, eds., 2009, Industrial
Policy and Development, the Political Economy of Capabilities Accumulation, Oxford U. P. UK,
US, 575 p. Examined the long-run evolution of financial and legal systems in three countries –
UK, Germany, and Japan – to look at control and ownership, family or dispersed, and trust. See
Zucker 1986. NYPL os SIBL JBE 10-422. # Misc. Ch.
Mayer, Herbert H., Emanuel Kay, and John R. P. French, Jr., 1965, “Split-Roles in Performance
Appraisal,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Jan.-Feb. 1965, 43(1):123-129. The
employee and the supervisor were both split in their focus after the traditional performance
appraisal. Managerial suggestions to improve employee performance were perceived as threats.
An interesting insight because it revealed an additional source of conflict. See also Kay, Meyer
and French in JAB 1965; French, Kay and Meyer in HR 1966. Baruch & City Cohen Percls.
MS. Pro.
Mayer, Roger C., James H. Davis, and F. David Schoorman, 1995, “An Integrative Model of
Organizational Trust,” The Academy of Management Review, July, 20(3):709-734. For
employees trust antecedents toward the manager are - ability, benevolence, integrity, and
propensity to trust. Colquitt, Scott and LePine presented a meta-analysis test of this hypothesis
at the 2004 AOM conference. Not on Jaques, but right on target. AET. Dialogue (two
responses and a reply):
Wekselberg, Victor, 1996, “Reduced “Social” in a New Model of Organizational Trust,”
The Academy of Management Review, Apr., 21(2):333-335.
Tinsley, Dillard B., 1996, “Trust Plus Capabilities,” The Academy of Management
Review, Apr., 21(2):335-337.
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Schoorman, F. David, Roger C. Mayer, James H. Davis, 1996, “Organizational Trust:
Philosophical Perspectives and Conceptual Definitions,” The Academy of Management
Review, Apr., 21(2):337-340. MS. PJ. A.
Mayer, Roger C., and James H. Davis, 1999, “The effect of the performance appraisal system on
trust for management: A field quasi-experiment,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA ,
Washington, DC, Feb. 1999, 84(1):123-136. The implementation of a more acceptable
performance appraisal system increased trust in top management. There were three factors of
trustworthiness (ability, benevolence, and integrity) mediated the relationship between
perceptions of the appraisal system and trust. There was discriminant validity for trust (a
willingness to be vulnerable) despite the relatively high correlation between trust and the
factors of trustworthiness. Cited JO Whitney 1994. MS. PJ. A.
Mayer, Roger C., and Mark B. Gavin, 2005, “Trust in Management and Performance: Who
Minds the Shop While the Employees Watch the Boss?” Academy of Management Journal,
Briarcliff Manor, NY, Oct 2005, 48(5):874-888. This study investigated the relationships of the
in-role performance and organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) of the employees with their
trust in their plant managers and top management team. The study indicated that trust was
related to employees’ ability to focus attention on value-producing activities. Mayer at U.
Akron. PhD 1989. Cited WE Deming and JO Whitney 1994. MS. PJ. A.
Mayer, Thomas, 1960, “The Distribution of Ability and Earnings,” The Review of Economics
and Statistics, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, May, 42(2):189-195. Developed a theory of
executive pay based on the “scale of operations effect” (size of company rather than profitability)
to explain how the normal distribution of abilities generated a skewed distribution of income.
Psychological and intelligence tests do not relate ability to the distribution of earnings. Defined
ability as the “probability of completing a given task successfully” (p. 190). The number of tasks
assigned became the employee’s “scale of operations.” The number of employees supervised
became the manager’s “scale of operations.” Assumed every manager “passes on” his ability to
all those supervised by himself or herself. This linked the operators to the CEO’s ability - and
pay. Noted his theory had not been tested empirically but cited Jaques 1956 “as a piece of
empirical evidence for the theory presented in this paper.” (This looks like an extension of
Jaques 1956.) Interesting economics citations. Cited Tuck 1954, Roberts 1956. Others built on
this: Reder 1969, Fair 1971, Grubb 1985, Sattinger 1993. See Agarwal PhD 1975 and
Theocarakis PhD 1990. (Was it ever tested? Adolfo Vispo will investigate, 2/05.) MS. PJ. A.
Mayers, David, and Clifford W. Smith Jr., 1992, “Executive Compensation in the Life Insurance
Industry,” The Journal of Business, U. Chicago, Chicago, IL, Jan 1992, 65(1):51-74 (24 p). A
survey of the compensation of chief executive officers (CEOs) in both stock and mutual
insurance companies is examined using the managerial discretion hypothesis (the economic
definition). Executives of stock companies received higher compensation compared to those in
mutual companies. Mutuals are better insulated from competitive forces and thus require lesser
managerial discretion. (This study lacks definitions.) Misc. PJ. A.
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Maynard-Moody, Steven, and Michael Musheno, 2000, “State Agent or Citizen Agent: Two
Narratives of Discretion,” Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory, OUP, Oxford,
UK, April 2000, 10(2):329-358. Scholars have articulated a dominant narrative that addresses
the role of discretion in the administrative state. Street-level workers, themselves, tell a
different story. Rather than be discretionary state agents who act in response to rules,
procedures, and law, street-level workers describe themselves as citizen agents who act in
response to individuals and circumstances. They do not describe what they do as contributing to
policy making or even as implementing policy. They describe themselves as decision makers,
but they base their decisions on normative choices, not in response to rules, procedures, or
policies. By substituting their pragmatic judgement for the unrealistic views of those with
formal and legitimate authority, street-level workers are, in their view, acting responsibly. Cited
Lipsky 1980; not Jaques. At U. KS. and AR State. # MS. PJ.
Mayo, Elton, 1959, “The Rabble Hypothesis versus Structural Analysis,” a chapter (p. 432-441)
in Warner, W. Lloyd, and Norman H. Martin, eds., Industrial Man, Businessmen and Business
Organizations, Harper and Row, New York, NY, 580 pages. (From Mayo 1945, Social
Problems of an Industrial Civilization, 150 p. - p. 34-56.) Cited E. H. Carr, the historian, on the
“chronic divorce” between economic theory and practice has in recent years become more
marked than ever” (1942, p. 79). The classical economist grew up with small organizations. To
grant only economic motives to individuals as economic units is to make them the “dust of
ashes” and “rabble.” They become the “willing prey of a totalitarian state.” Refu. Ch.
Mayo, Elton, 1962, “Man is More than Economic – The First Clinical Inquiry,” chapter in Vol.
III (p. 1617-1624) of Bursk, Edward C., Donald T. Clark, and Ralph W. Hidy, eds., 1962, The
World of Business, a library of the literature of business, 4 volumes, Simon and Schuster, New
York, NY. Mayo used the medical mode of inquiry (clinical method as did Jaques) rather than
the theoretical one used in economics. This was the first revelation that humans at work are
motivated by non-economic forces - including each other. The book revealed Taylorist industrial
engineers ignored a whole range of dynamics present on the shop floor. (Excerpt from Mayo’s
The Industrial Problems of an Industrial Civilization, 1945.) [H.R. continued Taylorism’s
relentless quest for managerial control and discipline by psychology and pseudo-democratic
means. Per Guillen 1994.] Misc. Ch.
Maznevski, Martha L., and Katherine M. Chudoba, 2000, “Bridging Space over Time: Global
Virtual Team Dynamics and Effectiveness,” Organization Science, INFORMS, Sep.-Oct.,
11(5):473-492. Using Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) as a guide, observed three global
virtual teams for 21 months. First, team interactions comprised a series of communication
incidents. Second, effective teams sequenced these as regular deep face-to-face incidents
interspersed with less intense ones using media. Temporal pacing issues are key to maintaining
team effectiveness. See DeSanctis and Poole 1994. Misc. PJ. A.
Mazzoleni, Roberto, 1997, “Learning and Path-dependence in the Diffusion of Innovations:
Comparative evidence on numerically controlled machine tools,” Research Policy, Amsterdam,
NL, Dec 1997, 26(4/5):405-428. Before the decline of the US machine tool industry and the rise
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of the Japanese one over the course of the 1980s, the development and diffusion of numerically
controlled (NC) machine tools in the two countries occurred along different trajectories. While
the closed-loop design had emerged as the dominant product configuration in the US market
since the invention of NC in 1952, advances in component technologies led to the development
and commercialization of the simpler open-loop systems in the mid-1960s. The diffusion of the
two designs resulted from the path-dependence engendered by the learning processes according
to which the two markets evolved. In the US, the development of the technology and the
emergent industry structure fostered a trajectory of producers’ and users’ learning that
emphasized the machining precision of NC (the aircraft industry). In Japan, the development of
technology focused on its benefits for manufacturing flexibility. This paper analyzes how the
different perceptions of the technology influenced the strategies of firms in the industry, the
adoption behavior of users, and thus the market outcome of the diffusion processes. The strategy
and structure of firms co-evolve. First mover advantages are ephemeral. Based on his Stanford
1994 Related PhD. MS. PJ.
McAdam, Douglas, David Ross, Judith Tanur, David Uglow; Eugene Weinstein, and Donald
Lee Zimmerman, 1981, “Children's Development of Interpersonal Resources,” Social
Psychology Quarterly, (in Research Notes), March, 44(1):53-58. Three age groups of boys were
assigned a task that allowed cooperation to be used for problem solving. They then decided on
the distribution of prizes. Younger children constructed the situation as confusion, allowing
supplication. The older ones created decision rules for allocation, while the younger ones did
not. These differences were seen as development levels of framing. This looks like a link
between Piaget and Jaques but neither was cited. MS. PJ.
McAdam, Neil, 2006, “Situational stress and restriction of stylistic repertoire in high potential
managerial aspirants: Implications for the implementation of the 'new organization',” Journal of
Management and Organization, UK, June 2006, 12(1):40-67. Stress significantly shrinks
stylistic repertoire, moves the focus away from creative, collaborative and ambiguity-tolerant
styles, and towards performance-driven, control-oriented, and grounded styles. The implications
of this finding for building the strategically coherent 'collaborative individual's’ and responsive,
flexible and developmental cultures advocated in the 'new organization’ literature are questioned.
Cited Stamp 1989 (Mgt Styles). NYPL Onsite Online. Clio online since 2003. # Rp. PJ.
McAdams, Dan P., 1993, The Stories We Live By: Personal Myths and the Making of the Self,
William Morrow and Co., New York, NY. Combined Jaques’ construct of time and personality
with Erikson and Levinson. Presented a new theory of human identity - that the way in which
we define ourselves is through an unconscious process of creating a heroic myth. Rp. Bk.
McAfee, Andrew, 2011, "What Every CEO Needs to Know About The Cloud," Harvard
Business Review, US, Nov2011, 89(11):124-132. Wd Cnt: 5016. ISSN: 00178012. Cloud
computing is a sea change in the way companies use technology; it's as inevitable and significant
as the shift from steam power to electricity on the factory floor (1920s). When it comes to cost,
reliability, and security the cloud promises to equal or better on-premise computing. Moreover,
some companies show, cloud computing offers sizable benefits, such as improved productivity,
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easier collaboration, the ability to mine data for insights (big data), and higher capacity without
major capital investment. Three basic categories of cloud computing: infrastructure-as-aservice (leasing of raw computing capacity), platform-as-a-service (leasing of computers ready
for software development), and software-as-a-service (the hosting of applications for users).
Principal research scientist, MIT's Center for Digital Business. # Misc. Pro.
McAfee, Andrew, and Eric Brynjolfsson, 2012, "Big Data: The Management Revolution,"
Harvard Business Review, US, Oct2012, 90(10):60-68. (cover story). ISSN: 00178012. Wd
Cnt: 4123. Outlined "big data," or the analysis of large volumes of data for business purposes,
including the characteristics of big data such as its volume and variety, research indicating that
data-driven firms are more productive and profitable than their peers. Described how a large,
unnamed U.S. airline and retailer Sears Holding have used big data to improve performance, and
the managerial challenges that attend the use of big data. Identified five challenges in particular
including - leadership, talent management, and technology. Both at MIT. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
McAleer, George, 2003, “Leaders in Transition: Advice From Colin Powell and Other Strategic
Thinkers,” Military Psychology, Lawrence Erlbaum, US, Oct., 15(4):309-322. During each of
the four years Colin Powell was Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, he addressed students at
National Defense University (NDU) on the subject of leadership. The students are leaders in
transition, looking forward to positions as generals and admirals in the nation's military, at senior
executive levels in government, or as corporate officers in the private sector. Their NDU year
serves as an entrée into the substantially more complex thinking and leading skills they will need
in the strategic world. Powell tried to convey to the students differences between leadership at
the operational and strategic levels - where they had come from and where some might go. Cited
Jacobs 1994; Jacobs and Jaques 1987; Sashkin 1988; Alison 1971; Zaccaro 1996; US Army
Pamphlet 600-80 1987 (Executive Leadership). # Rp. PJ.
McAllister, Daniel J., 1995, "Affect- and Cognition-Based Trust as Foundations for Interpersonal
Cooperation in Organizations," Academy of Management Journal, US, Feb1995, 38(1):24-59.
DOI: 10.2307/256727. Addressed the nature and functioning of relationships of interpersonal
trust among 194 managers and professionals in organizations, the factors influencing trust's
development, and the implications of trust for behavior and performance. Burns 1977 wrote,
"essential organizational processes involving actual operations and work are grounded in the
person-to-person relationships formed by people at work, and as such constitute the necessary
counterpart and complement to the control systems maintained by the management structure"
(1977: 308). [horizontal verses vertical; affect versus cognitive] Jaques not cited. Cited
Ashforth & Lee 1990; Fox 1974 (BC); Burns 1977. # MS. PJ. A.
McCabe, Darren, 2010, “Taking the Long View: A cultural analysis of memory as resisting and
facilitating organizational change,” Journal of Organizational Change Management, MCB UP,
Emerald, UK, 23(3):230-250. This paper aims to enhance understanding of organizational
change by countering managerial and critical assumptions that it is possible to break with the
past. Culture cannot be so readily forgotten or reinvented as management gurus assume or critics
fear. Memories are stuborn and culture is constituted through them in ways that lead to
continuity and change. Cited Jaques 1982/1990. At Keele U., UK. # MS. PJ.
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McCabe, W. J., 1985, “Improving Quality and Cutting Costs in a Service Organization,” Quality
Progress, ASQC, Milwaukee, WI, June 1985, 18(6):85-89. IBM’s goal was to increase quality
and cut costs. A case. Misc. PJ.
McCall, Morgan W., Jr., and Robert E. Kaplan, 1985, Whatever it Takes: decision makers at
work, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 132 pages. Second edition, 1990. An examination
of decision makers in the workplace rather than the lab. The difficulty of defining problems.
The complexity of a problem was not related to the type of action taken, quick or convoluted. In
many cases, the decisions are streams of subdecisions over time. Reviewers described this book
as significant and remarkable. It stands both classical and garbage can decision theorists on their
heads. This is not on the theory but is very insightful on decision processes. Worth reading. See
Kriger 1983 PhD and 1992 article, who said his framework was in agreement with theirs. See
Ancona and Chong 1996. See Bhardwaj 2000 Related PhD. MS. Bk.
McCall, Morgan W., and Michael Lombardo, 1978, Leadership: Where Else Can We Go?, Duke
U. Press, Durham, NC. Recommended in Stewart, Rosemary G., June 1979, Letter to the Editor,
ASQ. (Q.v.) Saw it as a counter to the weaknesses in Jaques’ raised by Dunnette, ed., 1976.
Misc. Bk.
McCall, Morgan W., and George P. Hollenbeck, eds., 2002, Developing Global Executives: the
lessons of international experience, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, US, 259 p.
[BEK cartoon: King to Columbus – copied: "Just tell me about the continent. I don't give a damn
what you discovered about yourself."] Behaviorist vs task. SIBL br (# ?) & CUNY Baruch HD
30.4 .M42 2002. NYPL os JBE 02-1162. Misc. Bk.
McCall, Robert B., 1983, “Exploring Developmental Transitions in Mental Performance,” New
Directions for Child Development, Jossey-Bass, Wiley, San Francisco, CA, USA, Sept 1983,
1983(21):65-79. McCall found FOUR mental transitions in infancy, months 2-4, 7-8, 13-14, and
18-21. This confirms Jaques’ four stages of cognitive growth in infancy. (Jaques not cited by
McCall. SL Kenny found FOUR transitions in childhood and adolescence - same issue.)
Discovery mentioned in Fischer article 1983 - same issue. MS. PJ.
McCanna, Walter F., and Thomas E. Comte, 1986, “The CEO Succession Dilemma: How
Boards Function in Turnover at the Top,” Business Horizons, Bloomington, IN, May, 29(3):1722. We have identified six subtle forces that create pressure for succession. We have presented
the succession dilemma that is created when an agreed-upon strategy is absent. Found that no
board alone could develop a strategy. “Therefore the board must choose someone to both
create and implement the strategy.” Unless the choice of a successor is shaped by a
recognition of the subtle forces underlying succession (and most recommendations for a
"rational" process of succession ignore them), it is likely that the successor will fail. The person
should come from within the industry and be aware of its technology and practices. Cited in
Sessa and Campbell 1997. Baruch Perls. MS. PJ.
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McCarthy, W. E. J., 1963, “The Challenge Facing British Unions,” Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, US, 350(1):129-137. The forties were for British
unions years of growth in membership, in power, and in prestige. In the fifties, these were
reversed. Brown wrote of the need for a national wage agreement where individual “wage drift”
was linked to inflation and helped to set it off. How to get it under control. At Nuffield College,
Oxford, UK. Cited Brown 1960. # Rp. NJ.
McCarty, John J., 1962-1964, “Half-Day Discretion: Less Than Human Level,” [approximate
title] Allen Industries Project, Herrin, IL, and Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL.
McCarty’s unpublished research at Allen Industries was summarized in Homa Hunt 1967 PhD
(p. 146), “Discretion exercised for less than half a day is non-human, in the sense than human
beings will not tolerate it. Such tasks are either being mechanized or at least reorganized in such
a way as to increase the level of work in [the job]. (This is where “job enlargement” has a
handle that can be grasped.)” This explains much of the resistance to Taylorist time-and-motion
studies. The time span of Stratum I begins at one-day. The capability level of the subjects
studied at Allen was likely Stratum I but this is not clear. Ru.
McCarty, John J., 1963, “Effects of Organizational Structure on Individual Work Performance,”
in Proceedings of the Midwestern Industrial Relations Conference, University of Chicago,
Chicago, IL, October. Cited by Atchison PhD 1965. Find This: system and person
interaction. Not in Clio or NYPL. Worldcat? Gray 1976? Ru.
McCarty, John J., 1964, “Predicting Movement to a Rank 3 Operational Role.” Unpublished.
Rank theory. Ru.
McCarty, John J., 1965, “The Realities of Work,” in Proceedings of the 8th Annual Midwest
Academy of Management Meetings, Bureau of Business Research, Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale, IL. Also in Grimes, 1969. Ru.
McCarty, John, J., 1965, “Selection of Managers,” chapter in Grimes, Andrew J., ed., 1969, The
Glacier Project: A Compendium, Council for Analysis of Organizational Structure, Center for
Management Development, School of Business, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL.
Get This Rp. Ch.
McCarty, John J., 1967, “Salary Progression Regression in Municipal Government,” City of
Herrin, IL. Public document? Unpublished? Ru.
McCarty, John J., 1968, “New Approach to Position Evaluation,” The Allen Project, March,
Paper 02-68, Herrin, IL. Unpublished. The Allen Project was a replication of the Glacier Project
in every particular, even to establishment of an Allen Institute of Management. The firm appears
to have been successful and in 1968 the Allen Company was acquired by a conglomerate, Dayco
Corporation. The project appears to have gone on until 1973 or so. This conglomerate broke up
in the late 1980s, Allen was sold to a second conglomerate, and it went under in 1993. Ru.
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McCarty, John J., 1972, “Organization Analysis and the Time-Span Technique,” Working Paper
5-72 (?). Unpublished. Ru.
McCarty, John J., 1972, “Reorganization of National Health Service in Great Britain: Guide to
Analysis of U.S. Hospitals?” Working Paper 5-72 (?). Unpublished. Ru.
McCarty, John J., 1973, “McCarty Explains Executive System,” [Interviewed by Robert J.
Hastings], The Illinois Baptist, Jan. 24, 1973, p. 3-6. In 1967-68 the Illinois Baptist State
Association decided to reorganize and hired John J. McCarty, v.p. of Cunningham Enterprises of
Anna, IL to bring in requisite organization concepts. It took five years to get from soup to nuts.
Here, the FAQs are answered by McCarty. See Gillian Stamp PhD at Brunel in 1981. Stamp
reorganized the Church of England along requisite lines but was unaware of IBSA. Rp. NJ.
McCarty, John J., 1974, “Requisite Organization: A Work Measurement Pilot Study for the
Illinois Department of Personnel,” Cunningham Enterprises, Anna, IL, June 1, 1974, 270 pages.
Aka: the Roth report. (Whatever happened? McCarty was on the Illinois Civil Service
Commission.) Ru. Rep.
McCarty, John J., and Fremont A. Shull, Jr. (“Bud”), 1976, “Productivity as a Function of Role
Design,” chapter 27 in Gray, Jerry L., ed., 1976, The Glacier Project: Concepts and Critiques,
Crane Russak, NY, NY and Heinemann Educational Books, London, UK. p. 360-371. Gray (p.
419) says this is deductive theory building, “We are more able to observe how the conventional
variables operate while using time-span as a tool. In short, we come in the back door.” Rp. Ch.
McCauley, Cynthia D., Marian N. Ruderman, P. J. Ohlott, and Jane E. Morrow, 1994,
“Assessing the Developmental Components of Managerial Jobs,” Journal of Applied
Psychology, August, 79(4):544-560. Described the development of and built validity evidence
for the profile. Factor analysis created 15 DCP scales. Assessments of internal consistency,
confirmation of the factor structure, and test-retest reliability provided further psychometric
support for the scales. The existence of expected relationships provided validity evidence and
supported use of these scales in management development research and applications. Continued
development of instrument devised by Ruderman. All at CCL. Cited Jaques 1986; Jerry Hunt
1991. # W. PJ. A.
McCauley, Cynthia, 2004, “Successful and Unsuccessful Leadership,” chapter 9 (p. 199-221) in
Antonakis, John, Anna T. Cianciolo, and Robert Sternberg, eds., 2004, The Nature of
Leadership, 1st edn., Sage, Thousand Oaks, Cal., US, 438 p. An overview. “These more
complex frames of reference allow executives to consider multiple options and multiple
strategies, to deal with more complex forms of organization and a wider variety of influential
constituent groups” (vii, p. 212, not in 2nd edn., 2012). Cited in Browning 2012. Cited Jaques
1976; Jacobs & Jaques 1990; Jacobs & McGee 2001; Mumford et al 2000. Clio os + Baruch
HD57.7 .N377 2004. (BC out to fac.) # D. Ch.
McCauley, Cynthia D., Wilfred H. Drath, Charles J. Palus, Patricia M.G. O'Connor and Becca A.
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Baker, 2006, “The use of constructive-developmental theory to advance the understanding of
leadership,” The Leadership Quarterly, December 2006, 17(6):634-653. We review the stage
theory frameworks of Kegan 1982, Torbert 1987, and Kohlberg 1969 as applied to leadership
and management. The idea that a leader's development should impact his or her leadership
effectiveness or managerial performance has generated the most research. We found mixed
support for this notion. This theory needs to generate more robust research. All at CCL. Cited
Jaques 1989; Hunt 1991. W. PJ. A.
McClelland, David C., 1973, “Testing for Competence Rather Than ‘Intelligence’,” American
Psychologist, APA, Jan., 28(1):1-14. Argued that while intelligence tests have been validated
almost entirely against school performance, the evidence that they measure abilities which are
essential to performing well in life outcomes is weak. Most of the validity studies are
correlational in nature and fail to control for the fact that social class might be a third variable
accounting for positive correlations between test scores and occupational success, and between
level of schooling achieved and occupational success. Start with highly effective performers.
Better measures of competence might be derived by analysis of successful life outcomes and the
competencies involved in them, criterion sampling, and communication skills. (This gets us
closer to Jaques but may lead us astray down its own path. Founded McBer) See Sternberg and
Wagner 1993. Cited in Paskins 1985. Rebuked for lack of evidence by Barret and Depinet
1991. Alt. PJ. A.
McClelland, David C., and Robert I. Watson, Jr., 1973, "Power Motivation and Risk-Taking
Behavior," Journal of Personality, Wiley-Blackwell, US-UK, March 1973, 41(1):121-139. 19 p.
ISSN: 0022-3506. DOI: 10.1111/1467-6494.ep8969262. Showed the sharp limits of Atkinson
1956, 1957, model of motivation and prediction when Power was present. Cited in Richards
1981. At Harvard U. # Misc. PJ. A.
McClelland, David C., 1994, "The Knowledge-testing-educational complex strikes back,"
American Psychologist, APA, US, Jan., 49(1):66-69. Responds to the criticisms by G. V. Barrett
and R. L. Depinet (see record 1992-03797-001) regarding the author's (1973) article on
competence testing. McClelland agrees with Barrett and Depinet's dismissal of competency
testing as a poor alternative to ability testing. McClelland holds that well-designed competency
based tests could make an important contribution to selecting people who are better suited for
certain jobs. Such tests will not be developed until there is a strong commitment by
psychologists and the necessary financial support. See Klemp 2001. # Misc. PJ. A.
McClelland, David C., and David H. Burnbaum, 1995, “Power is the Great Motivator,” Harvard
Business Review, Jan 95, HBR. Achievement, Self-discipline. Reprint. A Classic article. Misc.
Pro.
McClelland, W. G., 1967,” Career Patterns and Organizational Needs,” Journal of Management
Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Feb. 1967, 4(1):56–70. doi: 10.1111/j.14676486.1967.tb00572.x Looked at the career patterns of managers in large organizations and the
organization’s needs. The difficulties of measuring management work and the need for it are
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discussed. The size of a department is typically specified only in terms of a budgeted
expenditure limit. A 1959 survey conducted by the British Institute of Management predicted
career paths according to an individual's education upon graduating. As a result of certain
decisions about them and by them, the range of future possibilities narrows as an individual ages
and their skills and experience become refined. Age-Wage chart. Cited Jaques 1961; Penrose
1959; Williamson 1963; Parkinson 1958. Director, Manchester Bus. Sch. # D. PJ.
McCloskey, Deidre N., 1996, The Vices of Economists – The Virtues of the Bourgeoisie,
Amsterdam University Press, Amsterdam , NL, 135 p. (Nee: Donald N. McCloskey.)
Economists since the 1940s have practiced three ‘vices’ that lead them astray: statistical
significance, blackboard theory proofs, and social engineering (Klein, Samuelson, and
Tinbergen). These are fallacies. McCloskey claims all results from the first two must be
recalculated and the third is a fantasy. A key issue is crowding out - by wooing the three vices
economists are thwarting the emergence of a true science. Economists have simultaneously
become abstract aristocrats and vicious peasants by avoiding the temperate and humane virtues
of the bourgeoisie and the commercial. (The reality is worse than she thinks. Statistical ‘null’
hypothesis testing is not a valid statistical procedure according to Deming. Redo all results.
Pure alchemy. Deming fumed about the first vice as superstitious thinking and Jaques about the
second as armchair analysis. Both appear to agree with Hayek on the fallacy of social
engineering due to our limited knowledge and flawed social science.) Unaware of Jaques. A
solid work. See Blackler and Brown 1978 for a similar critique of social scientists. Misc. Bk.
McCloskey, Deirdre, 1998, The Rhetoric of Economics, 2nd edn., U. Wisc. Press, Madison,
Wisc., US, 223 p. (McCloskey, Donald, ) Some rhetoric is good teaching and explaining – and
that should be acknowledged. Economics should otherwise seek out the scientific method. It
should. Jaques not cited. NYPL SIBL JLE 86-3721 (SASB). Clio Lehman& offsite & elec
HB71 .M38 1998. Seen. Refu. Bk.
McCloskey, Deirdre N., 2000, “How to be scientific in economics,” (Other things equal:),
Eastern Economic Journal, Bloomsburg, PA, Spring 2000, 26(2):241-246. How to be an
economic scientist? Simulate. Calculate. Measure. Observe. Think, too, of course: no one's
against "theory" in the sense of finding four ways to explain something once we have found it.
But find it in a usable functional form, and then calibrate on the basis of observation. That's the
test of the theory in something other than a fool's version of positive economics. (A part of the
question.) Misc. PJ.
McCloskey. See Ziliak and McCloskey 2008. Ziliak was first author. ~
McConkey, Dale D., 1962, “Measuring Managers by Results,” Personnel Journal, US, Dec.
1962, p. 540-546. We must stop measuring managers on personality and start measuring them
on the results they achieve. How objectives are to be set. (How times change.) [Reprinted in
Connor, Patrick E., ed., 1978, Dimensions of Modern Management, 2nd., ch. 30, p. 273-281.
Baruch HD31 .C624 1978.] Teaching. Misc. Pro.
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McCormack, Shawn P., 1992, "TQM: Getting it Right the First Time," Training and
Development, Business Insights: Essentials, American Society for Training & Development, July
1992, p. 43-45. Eight steps to get to TQM. Inset: Batten, Joe D., 1992, "New Paradigms for
Total Quality Culture." Inset: Lewis, Kevin J., and Oscar Mink, 1992, "HRD's Role in Total
Quality Efforts." This survey data was used in McCormack 1992. Cited in Tamimi et al 1995.
Teach. # Misc. Pro.
McCormack, Shaun P., 1992, "TQM Getting It Right the First Time," Training & Development,
US, Jun92, 46(6):43-46. Many firms are at their wits end over TQM: they get results that are
weak. Outlined 8 steps to take to do it right. While there is no one blueprint for success, a
disciplined, structured, strategic approach works best. Sidebars by –
Lewis, Kevin J., and Oscar Mink, "HRD's Role in Total Quality Efforts."
Batten, Joe D, "New Paradigms for Total Quality Culture." # Misc. Pro.
McCormick, Ernest J., 1970, “Job Analysis: An Overview,” Indian Journal of Industrial
Relations, Shri Ram Centre for Industrial Relations, New Delhi, India, July 1970, 6(1):5-14.
Cited Jaques 1961; DoJ 1966. W. PJ.
McCormick, Ernest J., Paul R. Jeanneret, and Robert C. Mecham, 1972, “A study of job
characteristics and job dimensions is based on the Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ),”
(Monograph) Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, US, Aug, 1972, 56(4):347-368. The 1st
phase of this study consisted of a factor analysis of data on "worker-oriented" job elements for
536 jobs based on data from the PAQ, a structured job-analysis questionnaire developed by the
authors. This analysis resulted in the identification of reasonably meaningful job dimensions of
human behaviors. The 2nd phase tested the hypothesis that communality across jobs based on
similar behaviors have implications in terms of common aptitude requirements and
corresponding rates of pay. The PAQ was administered to a total of 124 job analysts,
supervisors, and incumbents in 70 business and industrial organizations. Results indicate that
aptitude requirements and rates of pay can be predicted reasonably well from such quantified
job-analysis data, suggesting that conventional test-validation and job-evaluation procedures
might sometimes be eliminated. Cited by Wilk & Sackett 1996. Jaques not cited. Cited Fine
1955, 1957, 1962; Meacham 1970; McCormick 1967. # Misc. PJ. A.
McCormick, Ernest J., Angelo S. DeNisi and James B. Staw, 1979, “Use of the position analysis
questionnaire for establishing the job component validity of tests,” Journal of Applied
Psychology, APA, US, Feb. 1979. 64(1):51-56. Used quantitative measures of job components
as the basis for estimation of the mean level of each of 5 aptitude constructs that were
characteristics of incumbents in various types of jobs. The measures of the job components were
job dimension scores, based on the Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ), and the criterion for
each construct for each job was the mean test score of incumbents on various tests considered to
measure the same constructs, converted to a common metric. The possible relevance of such
estimates to validity generalization—or what might be called job component validity—is
discussed. Cited by Wilk & Sackett 1996. Jaques not cited. Cited Fine 1955, 1957, 1962;
Meacham 1970; McCormick 1967. # Misc. PJ. A.
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McCormick, John P., 2006, “Contain the Wealthy and Patrol the Magistrates: Restoring Elite
Accountability to Popular Government,” The American Political Science Review, Baltimore,
MD, May 2006, 100(2):147-163. Modern republics neglect to establish formal institutions that
prevent wealthy citizens from exerting excessive political influence and they abandon extraelectoral techniques traditionally employed to keep office-holders accountable. Inspired by
Guicciardini's and Machiavelli's reflections on the Roman, Venetian, and Florentine
constitutions, this article highlights three forgotten practices that facilitate popular control of
both economic and political elites: magistrate appointment procedures combining lottery and
election, offices or assemblies excluding the wealthy from eligibility, and political trials enlisting
the entire citizenry in prosecutions and appeals. I present a typology of regimes that evaluates
the wealth containment potential of various magistrate selection methods, and propose a
hypothetical reform supplying the U.S. Constitution with a "Tribunate" reminiscent of eliteaccountability institutions in pre-eighteenth-century popular governments. Cited in Rubenstein
2007. Cited Pocock 1975.. See Hubbard & Duggan 2010. At U. Chicago. # Misc. PJ.
McCoy, Bowen H., 1997, “The Parable of the Sadhu,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
May-June 1997, p. 54-60. HBR Classic, from 1983. [Letters: HBR, Sept-Oct 1997, p. 192-196
from Laura Nash and Tom Chappell of Maine.] A group of climbers in the Himalayas come
across a sadhu who is near death. Does this man need help? Has he come there to die? What
should McCoy do? What should the group do? Is the individual’s obligation in conflict with the
group’s goal? No group process is in place to come to a decision. A classic on business ethics,
morality, responsibility, and purpose. (The classroom discussion on this case has shifted over
the prior 20 years from his fiduciary duty in conflict with his social conscience to a stark choice
between selfish interests at the expense of a human life.) (Grad. Level) Teach. # Misc. Pro.
McCracken, J., 1961, “Management Practices for Developing Subordinates,” Eighth Residential
Study Course for Management Development, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India.
An internal educational document (?). Cited in Mishra and Banerjee 1962. Not seen. Misc.
McCrae, R. R., and Costa, P. T., Jr., 1987, “Validation of the Five-Factor Model of Personality
Across Instruments and Observers,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, American
Psychological Association, Washington, DC, 52(1):81-90. See Barrick and Mount, 1991. See
Barrick, Mount and Judge, 2001. The opposite of Jaques’ theory. This was the high point of
personality theory in the 20th century. Misc. PJ.
McCusker, R., 1961, “Ice Cold at Glacier Metal,” Trade Union Affairs, Autumn/Winter, UK, p.
39-43. This starts as a book review of Exploration in Management by Wilfred Brown – and
becomes more. McCusker was a trade union official at Glacier’s London factory, so this is also
an insider’s sceptical view of the Glacier system. “Glacier Metal is genuinely trying to foresee
its problems, to categorize them, and to plan their remedies ... [and] to prevent problems from
arising.” He describes the three-part system: representative, legislative and appeals, and their
human limitations as practiced. “To be fair to [Brown], let me say that he is not, in any way,
opposed to the trade unions. If they are there that is all right by him, but I believe he thinks they
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are not necessary.” “The theory behind the company’s ideas reminds me somewhat of the theory
behind management-trade union relations in Communist countries; i.e., we are all working
together for the common good and thus there can be no differences between us.” Cr. NJ.
McDaniel, Clyde Oliver, Jr., 1970, "Expectations and Desires," Psychology, Savannah, Ga, US,
Nov., 7(4):2-26. No abstract. Nehnevajsa in 1963 postulated "decision orientations" where
every present act has consequences in the future. Thus, decisions have the future as their focus.
Each alternative possible outcome has a probability of occurrence. Each expected outcome has a
desirability. This is an objective cognitive definition about the future and it determines present
behavior and decision-making. But this also leaves us with four "decision orientations":
probability outcome, desirability (either positive or negative-avoidance), and utility (both). To
understand the present means we must seek to understand the future – as it is seen by each
decision-maker. The survey taken here was on voting and civil rights. The voters sought
information and this over time increased their propensity toward civil rights. Thus, probability
evaluations are significantly impacted by desirability evaluations, both at points in time and over
time. Desirables are quite influential. Utility is strongest of the four. Probability is weakest.
Since change takes place, "decision orientations" are sensitive to temporal factors. Thus, shifting
probabilities will change attitudes - but not behavior. Jaques not cited. Cited Nehnevajsa 1963
(not seen); Shively 1966Related PhD*; Scafati 1967 Related PhD*; RH Mast 1967 Interesting
PhD*; CO McDaniel 1969 (from 1967 Interesting PhD*). NYPL Schw - Percls and Mforms Rm
100 *ZAN-4352 v. 1-13 (May 1964-Nov. 1976). At U. Pittsburgh, Pa. *[unable to see these
dissertation abstracts due to IT limitations in all NYC libraries by 2013. Every PhD abstract
before 1969 was wiped out – gone in all forms: MF 1969-1979; after 1980 online.] # MS. PJ.
McDaniel, Ernest, and Chris Lawrence, 1990, Levels of Cognitive Complexity: an approach to
the measurement of thinking, Springer, New York, NY, 97 pages. This book focuses on the
testing and assessment of thinking at the high school level. Index does not include Jaques,
Descartes or Piaget. The title is perfect - but book is NOT related to Jaques’ work. Misc. Bk.
McDonald, Jim, and Nils Timo, 1996, “Killing the Union? Individualized Contracts and CRA,”
chapter in Griffin, Gerard, ed., Contemporary Research on Unions: Theory, Membership,
Organisation and Non Standard Employment, National Key Centre in Industrial Relations
(NKCIR) Monographs Nos 7 & 8 (in two volumes), 2:422-459 (also, 2:106-122), Monash Uni,
Melbourne, Vic., AU. A review of the application of Jaques’ concepts at Hamersley Iron of Rio
Tinto, with background. Cited in Fetter 2002; Tracy 2003. Not seen. (Monash Uni. library in
Melbourne has it.) (Ask Nils.) McDonald was at Waikato.ac.nz in New Zealand. Rp. Ch.
McDonnell, Anthony, Ryan Lamare, Patrick Gunnigle, and Jonathan Lavelle, 2009, “Developing
Tomorrow's Leaders - Evidence of Global Talent Management in Multinational Companies,”
Models of Leadership (HBS via SSRN, online journal), 1(6):1-38, Apr 23, 2009. It is suggested
that organisations are managing and developing their key talent relentlessly. Utilising data from
260 multinational companies (MNCs), we find many MNCs have systems and mechanisms in
place to strategically identify and develop their high-potentials but many more seemingly
adopt an ad hoc or haphazard approach. For instance, less than half of all MNCs have both
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global succession planning and formal management development programmes for their highpotentials. Larger MNCs, are more likely to undertake global talent management. MNCs
operating in the low tech/low cost sectors are significantly more likely to have formal global
systems to identify and develop high-potentials. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/
abstract=1280190. At U. Newcastle NSW, AU, and three at U. Limerick, Ireland. # Misc. ~
McDonough, Edward F., III, and Richard Leifer, 1983, “Using Simultaneous Structures to Cope
with Uncertainty,” The Academy of Management Journal, Research Notes, Dec. 1983,
26(4):727-735. Work units do not use only one structure at a time but multiple structures in the
face of uncertainty. Prior research assumed a homogeneous environment. Found work units
performed both routine tasks at the same time as they performed nonroutine tasks. More
effective units will employ both types - mechanical and organic - simultaneously. Found the
mutual recognition unit (MRU) in action for fact-gathering and decision-making. Cited in Adler
and Borys 1996. Cited Duncan 1973. # MS. PJ. A.
McElroy, Richard Lee, PhD, 2012, Measuring Intellectual Behavior: a study of the hierarchical
stages of complex reasoning in executive development, CreateSpace Independent Pub. Platform,
184 p. ISBN-10: 1477489924. ISBN-13: 978-1477489925. Based on his 2009 PhD. What is
executive development? While some suggest that it is the acquisition of new skills and
competencies, others say it is changed behaviors, qualities, or characteristics. Some suggest that
it is the ability to effectively assume new roles such as organizational change agent. Presented
here the argument that executive development is fundamentally about changed cognitive ability,
emerging from physiological brain changes. In effective executive development synaptic
changes should occur, new neurological networks should be formed, and different cognitive
patterns should emerge. Most companies fail because they are not up to the job. At American
Institute of Organizational Effectiveness, Raleigh, NC. Not in NYC. Avail.: Amazon. Rp. Bk.
McEvoy, Glenn M., and Wayne F. Cascio, 1987, “Do Good or Poor Performers Leave? A metaanalysis of the relationship between performance and turnover,” Academy of Management
Journal (AMJ), Dec. 1987, 30(4):744-762. A meta-analysis of 24 studies was designed to
estimate the direction and magnitude of the correlation between turnover and employee
performance was found to be -0.28, suggesting that turnover is lower among good performers.
Considerable unexplained variance in correlation coefficients across studies remained after
correction for sampling error and attenuation. We found some support for three potential
moderators. Further analysis suggested a potential confound in meta-analyses. Poorer
performers were laid off when the economy slowed. At U. Colo. Denver. # MS. PJ. A.
McGahan, Anita M., and Michael E. Porter, 2005, “Comment on ‘Industry, corporate and
business-segment effects and business performance: a non-parametric approach,’ by Ruefli and
Wiggins,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, Chichester, UK, Sep 2005, 26(9):873-880. In
the comment on Ruefli and Wiggins (2003), a number of points are made supporting the variance
component analysis approach to determining the importance of industry, corporate, and business
segment factors on business segment performance. This response addresses in more detail the
nature of the methodological and statistical assumptions made by variance components analysis
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or ANOVA and their implications for the ‘puzzling’ results obtained when these techniques are
employed. The response then contrasts the variance-based methodologies with a non-parametric
approach used in Ruefli and Wiggins (2003) that makes fewer and weaker assumptions and
yields more robust and more internally consistent results. The response also examines the
limitations of employing an autoregressive approach to measuring persistence of abnormal
profits and contrasts it with a non-parametric methodology presented in the article. [See R&W
response, in same issue.] See Hough 2006. Alt. PJ. A.
McGee, Michael L., Maj., and Col. (rtd) Dandridge M. Malone, 1987, “Peer Ratings,” Army,
Washington DC, Sept. 1987, p. 40-44; (1987:05948). Peer ratings are an important and accurate
indicator of soldiers' ability which should be integrated into the Army training and education
system. Not only are they useful in assessment, but they also have a role in building and
fostering unit cohesion. (On the same topic, see 1987:03842.) [Category Codes: G3, L3].
Based on application of ongoing ARI research. See Malone and McGee 1987. NYPL HUM
Microfilm *ZAN-3164. Butler Microfilm FN 764. D. Pro.
McGee, Michael L., Maj. U.S. Army, (undated, 1990 est.), “The Test,” Washington Army Guard,
online website. Accessed 4/18/2004. A case. How mutual trust is earned and established
among officers. www.washingtonarmyguard.com/thetest.html # Rp. NJ.
McGee, LTC Mike, 1993, “Measuring Up: A Systemic Technology for Developing Leaders,”
U.S. Army Research Fellow Report, National Defense University Press, Ft. McNair,
Washington, DC, 91 p., July 15. A comprehensive review of the current military leadership
development process and the Strategic Leadership Development Inventory (SLDI). Cited in
Findley 1994. Rp. NP.
McGee, Michael L., T. Owen Jacobs, Robert N. Kilcullan, and Herbert F. Barber, 1999,
“Conceptual Capacity as Competitive Advantage: Developing Leaders for the New Army,”
Chapter 11, p. 221-237, in Hunt, James G., George E. Dodge, and Leonard Wong, eds., 1999,
Out-of-the-Box Leadership: Transforming the Twenty-First-Century Army and Other TopPerforming Organizations, JAI Press, Stamford, CT. Monographs in Leadership and
Management, Vol. 1 (q.v.). (Paper presented at the U. S. Army Leadership Symposium, March
27-29, 1996, Cantigni Conference Center, Chicago, IL.) Rp. Ch.
McGee, William Lawrence, 1984, The Work for Pay Exchange in Public School Administration
(Time-Span), Ed.D., dissertation in Education Administration, State University of New York
[SUNY] at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY, 187 pages. UMI AAT 8417924. DAI-A 45/06, p. 1597, Dec
1984. Advisor: Roland Oliver Gibson (member of Bioss). Conclusion was that Jaques' concept
appears to be too narrow to account for the work of public school administrators. (This study
appears to have suffered from a combination of methodological and data problems.)
Unpublished. See Ph.D.
McGill, Geoff, 2007, “Employee Engagement – A lifetime of opportunity,” Australian Mining
and Minerals Association (AMMA), Melbourne, VIC, AU, 53 p. (Author may be listed as
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McGill or AMMA.) A research/discussion paper, Sept. 2007. The ‘Four Quadrant Model of
Employee Relations and Organisation Effectiveness’ was developed to assess employee
engagement at AMMA member companies. Direct, cooperative and mutually rewarding
employment relationships at the enterprise level were seen as the best way to achieve efficient
and productive workplaces. Strong threads of RO concepts were present in this analysis of the
mining industry in AU. AMMA is a major industrial organization in AU. (Recomd 6/2010 by
Barry Deane of PeopleFit Australasia.) Cited Jaques 1989; Ludeke 1996; Mackinnon Hearn
2003; MacDonald, Burke, and Stewart 2006; Ulrich and Smallwood 2003. Cases. # Ru. Rep.
McGill, Michael E., 1974, “The Evolution of Organization Development: 1947-1960,” [A
Symposium: Organization Development], Public Administration Review, Washington, DC, Mar.Apr., 34(2):98-105. This was a well-done, short history of early OD. Jaques 1951. W. PJ.
McGivering, Ian Charles, David G. J. Matthews, and William Henry Scott, 1960, Management in
Britain: a general characterisation, The University Press, Liverpool, UK, 157 pages. A
Liverpool University study of management practices across Britain. Found C. G. Renold and W.
B. D. Brown to have the most advanced practices in British management. Glacier Metal’s plant
level constitutional structure, management practices, and employee participation were highly
recommended but little used elsewhere in Britain. Cited in Child 1969, Theocarakis 1990, Kono
1992. In U. Cambridge Library. Rp. Bk. UP.
McGovern, Patrick Gerard, 1993, Controlling Commitment: The Management of Technical
Labour in Multi-National Firms, D.Phil., thesis in Sociology and Business (B9d), Nuffield
College, Oxford University, Oxford, UK, 267 pages. Theses # 43-8761. Study was conducted in
the Republic of Ireland. Article version published in 1996. Book in 1998. See L. Coser 1974
and R. Coser 1991. See Ph.Ds.
McGovern, Patrick Gerard, 1996, “Trust, Discretion and Responsibility: the Division of
Technical Labour,” Work, Employment and Society, British Sociological Association, London,
UK, 10(1):85-103. Examined the role of the firm in the shifting of boundaries among technical
occupations. Key factors in the Irish case included: levels of qualification, higher status of
theoretical and abstract knowledge, the fusion of technical and managerial functions, and the
increased importance of senior technical positions. Cited Fox 1974; Jaques 1956 and 1961;
Barley and Bechky 1994; Armstrong 1987; Horrell et al 1988; and Roche 1991. Based on his
1993 doctorate at Oxford. # Rp. PJ. A.
McGovern, Patrick Gerard, and V. Hope-Hailey, 1997, “Inside Hewlett-Packard: Corporate
Culture and Bureaucratic Control,” chapter in Sackmann, S., ed., 1997, Cultural Complexity in
Organizations, Sage, London, UK. Misc. Ch.
McGovern, Patrick Gerard, 1998, HRM, Technical Workers and the Multinational Corporation,
1998, Routledge, London, UK, 192 pages. Examined the management of technical workers for
discretion, recognition and accountability in four multi-national firms in the Republic of Ireland.
Used John H. Goldthorpe’s concept of a professional “service class” and Alan Fox’s 1974
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variant of Jaques’ theory as the framework for analysis. [Fox was at Oxford.] (See Ph.D. 1993)
Rp. Bk.
McGrath, Joseph E., and Nancy L. Rotchford, 1983, “Time and Behavior in Organizations,” in
Staw, Barry M., and L. L. Cummings, eds., Research in Organizational Behavior, vol. 5, JAI
Press, Greenwich, CT, 5:57-101. Standard. Inside organizations time is limited, a resource to be
allocated. Before there were organizations, there were families. [p. 85] "4. In earlier,
preindustrial times, when families increased their membership it was commonly regarded as an
increase in resources; in those times, even relatively young family members were crucial
production resources. Now, an increase in family membership is often regarded as an increase in
costs or responsibilities, rather than as an increase in resources, because families now are viewed
much more as consumption units. It is also the case, though less obviously so, that increasing
membership in a work organization may result in increased costs as well as increased production.
Increases in staff may affect the activity-time match either adversely or beneficially." Jaques not
cited. His definition of time was not used. (Cited by Bluedorn and Denhardt 1988.) Clio Bus
Colln, Lehman Liby HD58.7 .R47. [v.1 (1979)-v.27 (2006)] # Misc. Ch.
McGrath, Rita Gunther, Ian C. MacMillan, and S. Venkataraman, 1995, “Defining and
Developing Competence: A Strategic Process Paradigm,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley,
US/UK, May, 16(4):251-275. The authors developed two constructs - comprehension and
deftness - that comprise competence. The first was related to the cognitive complexity of the
management team and the second to task execution. Internal processes can inhibit or enhance
comprehension. Unaware of Jaques. See Kriger. MS. PJ. A.
McGrath, Rita Gunther, and Ian C. MacMillan, 1995, “Discovery Driven Planning,” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, July-Aug., 73:44-54. How executives recognize future
opportunities in the market. Not on Jaques but related. Describes the process from another
angle. See Leifer, Wright, Boorman, and Carse. See Honda. MS. Pro.
McGrath, Rita Gunther, 1997, "A Real Options Logic for Initiating Technology Positioning
Investments," Academy of Management Review, Oct., 22(4):974–996. 23p. DOI:
10.5465/AMR.1997.9711022113. Extended real options theory to technology positioning
projects and specified how the relationship between boundary conditions and uncertainty
influenced the value of a technology option, as well as the appropriate timing of its exercise. I
also take a strategic perspective on uncertainty itself, concluding that option value can be
amplified by investments to shift boundaries, ideally in ways that are idiosyncratic to the firm.
Cited in Tiwana 2007. # MS. PJ. A.
McGrath, Rita Gunther, 1999, “Falling Forward: Real Options Reasoning and Entrepreneurial
Failure,” Academy of Management Review, 24:13-30. Real options reasoning emphasizes the
entrepreneur’s managing of uncertainty by pursuing high-variance outcomes, but investing only
if conditions are favorable. Winner of the "Best Paper" prize. Not on Jaques but related to
Stratum III and IV capability levels. Cited in Tiwana 2007. See 2001 below. MS. PJ. A.
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McGrath, Rita Gunther, and Ian C. MacMillan, 2000, “Assessing Technology Projects Using
Real Options Reasoning,” Research Technology Management, Washington, DC, July-Aug.,
43(4):35-49. An application showing how LMC can be applied. Executives keep the firm’s
options open. Not on Jaques but related. See Leifer, Wright, Boorman, and Carse. MS. PJ.
McGrath, Rita, 2001, “Exploratory Learning, Innovative Capacity and Managerial Oversight,”
Academy of Management Journal, Jan., 44(1):118-131. Managerial exploration is crucial for
organization adaptation, which implies a variance-seeking rather than mean-seeking learning
processes. Thus, organizational learning is more effective if projects operate with autonomy with
respect to goals and supervision. As degree of exploration decreases, better results are associated
with less autonomy on both counts. (Once again her findings are congruent with Jaques’, but she
here confounds autonomy with discretion, time-span, and strata by remaining static and
presentist in her perspective. So close....) # Misc. PJ. A.
McGrath, Rita Gunther, 2002, “Entrepreneurship, Small Firms, and Wealth Creation: a
framework using real options reasoning,” chapter 14 (p. 299-325) in Pettigrew, Andrew, Howard
Thomas, and Richard Whittington, 2002, Handbook of Strategy and Management, Sage, London,
UK, 519 p. A framework for entrepreneurship that makes more sense of complexity as
uncertainty and the alignment of interests. Jaques not cited. Baruch HD30.28 .H36656 2006.
NYPL os JBF 02-496. Clio Bus:HS30.28 .H3666 2002g. At Columbia B.S., US. # MS. Ch.
McGrath, Rita Gunther, Walter J. Ferrier, and Aubrey L. Mendelow, 2004, "Real Options as
Engines of Choice and Heterogeneity," Academy of Management Review, Jan2004, 29(1):86–
101. 16p. Wd Cnt: 10145. ISSN: 0363-7425. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.2004.11851720. Four
characterizations of options exist: (1) as a component of total firm value, (2) as specific projects,
(3) as choices, and (4) as a heuristic for strategic investment. Option value exists when two
conditions apply: future choices and potential for proprietary access to outcomes. Narrower
boundary conditions are inconsistent with theory and incomplete for application. The option lens
has promise for its power to shed economic insight into behavioral processes. # Misc. PJ. A.
McGrath, Rita G., 2007, "No Longer a Stepchild: How the management field can come into its
own," Academy of Management Journal, AMJ, Dec., 50(6):1365-1378. ISSN: 00014273. DOI:
10.5465/AMJ.2007.28166144. The article presents an overview of the status of the discipline of
management science. There are indications the field is thriving. Membership in the Academy of
Management has nearly doubled from 1998-2007. Masters of Business Administration (MBA)
degrees granted have more than tripled from 1975-2000, and books on management-related
topics have enjoyed significant commercial success. At the same time, however, there are
concerns that the effort by management scientists to have their discipline accorded full academic
legitimacy as one of the social sciences has resulted in their work having less real world
application than is desirable. A worrisome sign is that large corporations in the financial services
industry and other fields are less likely to send employees to business school to acquire MBAs
than they were as recently as 2002. Management science must have the confidence in its own
academic status to embrace its inescapable relationship with actual management and use that to
its best advantage. At Columbia U., US. # Misc. PJ. A.
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McGrath, Rita Gunther, 2010, "Business Models: A Discovery Driven Approach," Long Range
Planning, UK, April–June 2010, 43(2–3):247-261. The business model concept offers strategists
a fresh way to consider their options in uncertain, fast-moving and unpredictable environments.
However, unlike conventional strategies that emphasize analysis, strategies that aim to discover
and exploit new models must engage in significant experimentation and learning – a ‘discovery
driven,’ rather than analytical approach. (MBO not mentioned. LT, not ST.) # MS. PJ. A.
McGrath, Rita Gunther, 2011, “Failing By Design,” Harvard Business Review, Apr2011,
89(4):76-83. It’s hardly news that business leaders work in increasingly uncertain environments,
where failures are bound to be more common than successes. Yet if you ask executives how
well, on a scale of one to 10, their organizations learn from failure, you’ll often get a sheepish
“Two—or maybe three” in response. But a certain amount of failure can help you keep your
options open, find out what doesn’t work, create the conditions to attract resources and attention,
make room for new leaders, and develop intuition and skill. Be sure to codify and share what
you learn. [Very nice.] At Columbia, NYC. # Alt. Pro.
McGraw, P., and I. Palmer, 1994, "Beyond Tea, Towels and Toilets: Lessons from a top 500
company in using joint consultative committees for enterprise bargaining", Asia Pacific Journal
of Human Resources, 32(3):97-104. An interesting innovation that may ameliorate some of the
problems with enterprise bargaining. Unaware of Jaques or Brown. See also Palmer, I., and P.
McGraw, 1995. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
McGregor, Douglas, 1960, The Human Side of Enterprise, McGraw-Hill, New York, Toronto,
London. Chapter 4, Theory Y: The Integration of Individual and Organizational Goals. All six
of the assumptions about human motivation are consistent with the Glacier theory. McGregor
cites A. K. Rice’s 1958 book on the Ahmedabad calico plant experiments following the
Tavistock model. Rice gave credit to both Tavistock and Jaques. But see Dayal CMR 1970.
Misc. Bk.
McGregor, Peter, 1995, “A Mining Company: inside business,” Centre for Economic Education,
Albert Park, (Melbourne), VIC, Australia, 15 pages. This pamphlet is on CRA Limited, Mining
schools and education - Australia. NatLibAU has it. Not seen. ~ Rep.
McGurk, Patrick, 2010, “Outcomes of management and leadership development”, The Journal of
Management Development, MCB UP, Bradford, UK, 29(5):457-470. Using the case study
approach, the paper investigated the content and outcomes of three concurrent but different MLD
interventions for middle-managers. The results for the ‘emergent’ situation had unintended
consequences (predictable). Showed the limitations of ‘off-the-shelf’ MLD interventions and the
importance of designing and implementing ones with regard to professional and organisational
context in order to be successful. Not seen. Abstract-only seen. Abs # Misc. PJ.
McHenry, Jeffrey J., Leaetta M. Hough, Jody L. Toquam, Mary A. Hanson, et al, 1990, “Project
A Validity Results: The relationship between predictor and criterion domains,” Personnel
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Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Sum 1990, 43(2):335-354. Administered a predictor
battery of cognitive ability, perceptual-psychomotor ability, temperament/ personality, interest,
and job outcome preference measures to 4,039 enlisted soldiers in nine Army jobs. These
predictor measures were derived from the US Army Selection and Classification Project (Project
A). Relationships between predictor composite (COM) scores and five components of job
performance were analyzed. Scores from the cognitive and perceptual-psychomotor ability tests
provided the best prediction of job-specific and general task proficiency, while the
temperament/ personality COMs best predicted giving extra effort, supporting peers, and
personal discipline. COM scores derived from the interest inventory correlated more highly with
task proficiency than effort and peer support. See Ree et al 1994; Stamp 1988. # Rp. PJ. A.
McIntyre, Angus, 1988, “Precipitate Politics in the Face of Death: the case of Henry Parkes,”
Chapter 7 (p. 111-156) in McIntyre, Angus, ed., 1988, Aging and Political Leadership, Oxford
University Press, Melbourne, New York, London. Examined the impact of the midlife crisis on
a political leader. Many public leaders are elected or appointed to top executive positions after
age 50. See Barker 1994 newspaper article in The Age - Paul Keating, the Australian Prime
Minister, was turning 50. Witless tomfoolery, but fun. Rp. Ch. UP. A.
McIntyre, John R., and Fremont A. Shull, 1979, “Managerial Perceptions of Role Discretion as
Related to Selected Organizational and Personal Variables: An International Study,”
Management International Review, Weisbaden, Germany, 19(4):69-79. “Bud” Shull. A crosscultural survey of the differential attitudes of managers toward their own perceived TSDs (job
autonomy) in five Anglo and Latin countries: UK, India, US, Spain, Venezuela. Dependent
variables included: authority, job satisfaction, felt equity of salary, role clarity, and task variety.
Cited Brown, 1960, 1962, Jaques 1961, 1964, 1976, Gray 1976, McCarty and Shull 1976, Shull
and Comer 1972, Shull 1978 (error?). (Broken cite of Everett E. Hagen, 1960, on p. 71, (in
Human Organization) and misstated speculation on TSDs among “depressed elites” in
developing countries. Sloppy Biblio in this article.) (Authors at U. Georgia, see McIntyre 1981
PhD, Interesting.) # Rp. PJ.
McIntyre, Robert, and T. Owen Jacobs, 1993, “Brief Summary of ‘The Construct Validity of the
CPA: Report on Three Investigations’.” Authors at: Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA, and
U.S. Army Research Institute. Available online at bioss.com. Three-page summary with
comments by Gillian Stamp, 1998. She noted the CPA may tap fluid but not crystallised
intelligence. The cost of administering the CPA is high and this may block any extensive use for
selection in the military. CPA is also potentially vulnerable to compromise. But it is reliable
and theoretically sound. Looked at Wonderlic also. (See entries below.) Rp. Rep.
McIntyre, Robert M., P. Jordan, C. Mergen, L. Hamill, and T. Owen Jacobs, 1993, “The
Construct Validity of the CPA: Report on Three Investigations,” U. S. Army Research Institute
for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA. (See above AND below). Rp. Rep.
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McIntyre, Robert M., A. Yanushefski, and L. Hamil, 1993, “The Construct Validity of the CPA:
report of three investigations,” Bioss report, June 1993. Unpublished (?). Not seen. Bioss So Af
has it. ? (See above entries.) Rp. Rep.
McIntyre, Robert M., A. Yanushefski, and L. Hamil, 1994, “Toward a Theory of Leadership: the
Place of Cognitive Skills,” Scientific Services Program, Army Research Institute, Alexandria,
VA. Performer: Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA. Cited by Stamp, Sept. 2000. Cited by
Kitching 2005 thesis. Not seen. On the CPA. (Bioss So Af has it?) Rp. Rep.
McIntyre, Robert M., K. Strobel, H. Hanner, A. Cunningham, and L. Tedrow, 2003, “Toward an
Understanding of Team Performance and Team Cohesion Over Time Through the Lens of Time
Series Analysis,” NTIS, Springfield, VA. ARI. Performer: Old Dominion Univ., Norfolk, VA.
Jan 2003. 151 p. Report: ARIRN-2003-07; ADA409456. This report summarizes the results of
two phases of research involving the effects of theory-based teamwork training on team cohesion
and team performance. Results indicated significant and reasonably long-lasting effects on team
cohesion. A somewhat surprising finding was that team performance and team cohesion were not
related as expected. This study provided more questions than answers. Rp. Rep.
McKenna, Steve, 2004, “Learning Through Complexity,” chapter 18 (p. 365-385) in Grey,
Christopher, and Elena Antonacopoulou, 2004, Essential Readings in Management Learning,
Sage, London, UK, and Thousand Oaks, Cal., 429 p. This is a “post modernist” approach to the
learning of middle managers, their mental maps of complexity and their explanatory metaphors.
“When complexity increases, empowerment instead enhances confusion” (p. 370). Diagrams of
maps showed one to be a spoke-and-wheel while another was a causal cycle. (Probably S-2 and
S-3 respectively. Clearly there is a link between these maps and levels of CIP. But how do we
draw it?) Unaware of RO theory. See SIBL JBE 05-783 At Clio: E-Books. MS. Ch.
McKenney, James L., and Peter G. W. Keen, 1974, “How Managers’ Minds Work,” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, May/June, p. 79-90. Contrasted the analyst mode of cognition as
output and the managerial use as process. Managers as model builders or as intuitive thinkers.
The key is problem finders. Thoughtful. Many good points. Does not contradict Jaques, but
does not mention the theory either. They cite: Grayson, C. Jackson, Jr., 1973, “Management
Science and Business Practice,” Harvard Business Review, July-Aug., p. 41-48, on the split
between the two a la C. P. Snow. Jaques not cited. Cited by Stamp 1989. Misc. Pro.
McKinsey, 2011, "Big data for the CEO," McKinsey Quarterly, NY, NY, US, Oct-Dec,
2011(4):120. Wd Cnt: 371. ISSN: 00475394. Editorial. The article discusses the involvement
of CEOs in big data initiatives, arguing that for such projects to succeed senior managers must be
involved. It examines how big data can be used to create new lines of business, hiring workers
with analytical skills, and the implementation of technology. # Misc. Pro.
McLagan, Patricia A., 1988, "Flexible Job Models: A Productivity Strategy for the Information
Age," Chapter 13 (p. 369-387) in Campbell, John P., and Richard J. Campbell, eds., 1988,
Productivity in Organizations, Jossey-Bass, SF, Cal, US, 451 p. She cited Jaques and levels of
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jobs and revealed how narrow traditional job models were. All traditional job descriptions were
variations of stratum one. Here work was described as producing outputs at higher levels. [She
cited theoretical foundations as dated 1973, 1979, and 1981 (p. 370). Silly.] Cited Jaques 1961;
Fine & Wiley 1971; Locke et al 1981; N. Maier 1967, 1973. NYPL os JLE 89-10. Clio os
HD57 .P6987 1988. CUNY Baruch, Bklyn. Consultant, Ft. Collins, CO, US. # Rp. Ch.
McLain, David L., and Katarina Hackman, 1999, "Trust, Risk, And Decision-Making in
Organizational Change," Symposium: Perspectives On Public Sector OD, IX, Part 1: Conceptual
And Empirical Emphases, Public Administration Quarterly, US, Summer 1999, 23(2):152-176.
We must first cast aside the view that trusting others is risky. This must be replaced with the
view that trust is a way to reduce risk as a first step in benefiting from it. Trusting others is not
risky, it is normative. Trust manages risk through generalizable, informal, and common
organizational forms of social interaction. Jaques not cited. Cited K. Hackman 1995 (miscited
as 1994); K. Hackman & Dunphy 1990; McLain 1991 PhD; Mitchell & Scott 1987; Zand 1972;
Dunphy & Stace 1990 bk (not herein). At MIT; Thompson Profl Info Asia Pacific. # MS. PJ.
McLaughlin, John J., 2012, General Albert C. Wedemeyer: America's unsung strategist in World
War II, Casemate, Havertown, Pa.; Oxford, UK, 322 p. This was the guy who drew up the 1941
two-front, two-ocean 'Victory Program' – the strategic plan to win WWII. It kept the Japanese
on their heels and promoted an attack on 'fortress europa' in 1943 to occupy pivotal central
europe and avoid a subsequent 'cold war' with Russia. Wedemeyer was a graduate of the
German Kriegsakademie. Few copies of this strategic plan were made. (But on Dec. 4th the
Chicago Tribune was able to print an accurate front page story – probably leaked by FDR, who
was trying to provoke Germany into declaring war on the US first.) FDR would not let him
leave the USA until he was implored by Churchill, who sent Wedemeyer to India to bury him.
But he was promoted and succeded Stilwell in China. Later, made unsuccessful trips to China to
forestall a Communist takeover. Cited Kirkpatrick 2005/1992/2010; Eiler 1983; Janowitz 1974.
See Chennault 1949; Tuchman 1970. NYPL Mid-Manh Non-Fic 2 fl 355.0092 M. Misc. Bk.
McMaster, Michael D., 1996, The Intelligence Advantage: organizing for complexity,
Butterworth-Heinemann, Boston, MA, 245 pages. On complexity and the design of
organizations from the Santa Fe Institute. Extends Deming’s system of profound knowledge
(SoPK) into operating definitions, language, and hierarchy. The emerging, unfolding
organization design will be the dominant one. Very interesting. Unaware of Jaques. (See p.
165: Konosuke Matsushita 1979 quote, “combined brainpower.” See p. 6 Deming: “no
management theory”. See Dreyfus, H. L., Being-In-the-World: on Heidegger: “we treat
everything and everyone as tools in the service of our ends.”) SIBL JBE 96-2115. MS. Bk.
McMaster, Robert, 2001, "The National Health Service, the 'Internal Market,' and Trust," chapter
5 (p. 113-140) in Davis, John B., ed., 2001, The Social Economics of Health Care, Routledge,
London, UK, and New York, NY, US, 290 p. A review of developments within medical care
within the NHS. The 1990 reforms ushered in competition inside an 'internal market'. But this
division between purchaser and provider of health care lead to the corrosion of trust. The 1997
reforms ushered back in co-operation. Policy makers and economists have been myopic as to
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the potential role of trust. Cited Sako 1992; Fox (BC) 1974; Leibenstein 1987 (ch : Arrow …);
Whynes 1993 (NYPL online). # MS. Ch.
McMorland, Judith, 2005, “Are you big enough for your job? Is your job big enough for you?,
Exploring Levels of Work in organisations,” The University of Auckland Business Review,
Auckland, NZ, September 2005, 7(2):75-83. Online [Spring: erratum]. Jaques’ Levels of Work
model has practical application for managers seeking to understand and work with organisational
complexities, especially in organisations undergoing change. A well-written Intro to the theory.
At Auckland Business School. Link: uabr.auckland.ac.nz/issues/articledetail.cfm?ArticleID=103 Teach. # D. PJ. *****
McMorland, Judith, and Ljiljana Erakovic, 2010, “Case study of a New Zealand not-for-profit
organization – an evolutionary and Levels of Work perspective on the emergence of
governance/management relationships,” Global Organization Design Society, Toronto, ON,
Canada, 15 June 2010, 19 p. (Chart: “Stages of Organisational Development and Complexity.”)
The governance and managerial relationships change as a non-profit grows. It this case, the
organization expanded continuously over a 25 year period across several work levels. Using
Stamp’s application of Jaques’ theory the expansion to a national level with increasing
complexity of services was accomplished without loss of control. The work of the Board also
grew more complex. Cited Jaques & Clement 1991; Stamp 1990; McMorland 2005. Articles
#10-06-15-1a & 1b. Online at globalro.org At U. Auckland, NZ. # # Ru.
McMorland, Judith, and Ljiljana Erakovic, 2011, "Governance in a not-for-profit: the 'Am Calon'
case," University of Auckland Business Review, NZ, Autumn 2011, [March ?], 13(1):5-11.
ISSN: 11749946. A case. The article examines the principles of governance applied by not-forprofit (NFP) organizations in NZ. It discusses the story of NFP organization Am Calon to reflect
the critical issues of organizational development that challenge principles and practices of
governance. It presents an integrated set of principles linking developmental stages of
organizational structure to the members of the organization as a whole. Cited Jaques & Clement
1991; Stamp 1990; McMorland 2005. At U. Auckland, NZ. # Rp. PJ.
McMurry, Robert N., 1942, “Management Mentalities and Worker Reactions,” Advanced
Management, S.A.M., April 1942, USA, 7(4):165-172. CEO of the Psychological Corp.,
Chicago. Compare J. D. Hauser’s survey of workers (1938) included here with those of 1946
and 1970 in Kovach 1980. The gap is there again. What’s going on? (Reprinted as chapter (p.
135-151) in Hoslett, Schuyler D., ed., 1946, Human Factors in Management, Park College,
Parkville, MO, 322 p. Not in 1951 edn.) (See Kovach 1980; Pease 1961; Takezawa and
Whitehill 1960 and 1981; Morse 2003; Neirynck 2003 Related PhD.) Compare with Weiss 1956
and Maccoby 1976. # MS. PJ. A.
McMurry, Robert N., 1954, “Man-hunt for Top Executives,” Harvard Business Review, HBR,
Jan-Feb, 46-62 p. p. 48: “The engineering approach which is so effective with things is almost
invariably the wrong one to use with people.” Good. Why the top executives of each
department have trouble selecting a top leader: They are specialists and engineers. Misc. Pro.
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McMurry, Robert N., 1958, "The Case for Benevolent Autocracy," Harvard Business Review,
US, Jan/Feb1958, 36(1):82-90. ISSN: 00178012. The article states that democratic management
will not work and mentions the advantages of benevolent autocracy for industrial management in
the US. Democratic or participative management cannot work because some employees do not
like their work, are chronically dissatisfied and become disruptive, or are not motivated to
contribute to the company's success. A top-management level is autocratic in nature and the
lower levels of management are composed of insecure bureaucrats. The bureaucratic man
perpetuates organizational weakness. The "bottom-up" approach is unrealistic. Six reasons to
support and four reasons not to support a group decision-making program. How to introduce a
program of benevolent autocracy – not blind autocracy – that is aimed at keeping the supervisor
in line. [Subtle.] Cited in Alden 2012 Related PhD. # Misc. Pro.
McMurry, Robert N., 1958, “Recruitment, Dependency, and Morale in the Banking Industry,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell U., June 1958, 3(1):87-117. Posited a functional
relationship between the structured, routinized character of banking operations and organization
and the personality configurations of most bank employees. Typically in the 1950s, banking
offered security, slow advancement, limited opportunity for initiative and responsibility, and an
emphasis upon status rewards rather than economic ones. Such conditions attracted persons with
high dependency needs. But these selective criteria proved dysfunctional for management
succession on a promotion-from-within basis. (Time and growth.) # Misc. PJ. A.
McMurry, Robert N., 1963, "Conflicts in Human Values," Harvard Business Review, US,
May/Jun63, 41(3):130-145. ISSN: 00178012. Discussed the importance of an understanding
how conflicts in human values in resolving problems relate to labor and public relations.
Problems in interpersonal relations in the corporate environment were likely the result of poor
communication, conflicts of interest, lack of knowledge, and poor management. Presented the
effect of values on behavior, conflicts in human values, the role of trade unions, and the decline
of work standards. # Misc. Pro.
McMurry, Robert N., 1973, "People Problems: The Bane of the Small Businessman," Journal of
Small Business Management, US, Jul73, 11(3):31-33. ISSN: 00472778. People as employees
require six knowledgeable management practices: hiring, training, compensation, periodic
performance appraisal, communications, and leadership. The small businessman often has no
insight into his own personal limitations as a manager. Often he is blinded by the lure to become
his 'own boss.' President, The McMurry Company. # Misc. Pro.
McMurry, Robert N., 1973, "Power and the Ambitious Executive," Harvard Business Review,
US, Nov/Dec73, 51(6):140-145. ISSN: 00178012. The methods of holding top-management
power in a company strike many people as devious and Machiavellian. They involved calculated
alliances, compromises, and "deals" -- and often they flew in the face of practices advocated by
experts on organizational behavior. From the standpoint of the beleaguered executive, however,
there was no substitute if he wanted to survive at the top. Middle managers are vulnerable.
Cited by Kotter 1986. # Misc. Pro.
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McNair, Malcolm P., 1957, “Thinking Ahead,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, MarchApril 1957, 35(2):15-40. Reprinted as, “What Price Human Relations?,” in Warner, Lloyd, and
Norman Martin, 1959, Industrial Man, Businessmen and Business Organizations, p. 323-340.
This was a strong dissent from the then current praise for the human relations fad. “It tends to
give a false concept of the executive job. Dealing with people is eminently important, but so are
the processes of analysis, judgment, and decision making.” This HBS professor offered a slogan
on cognition from Allied Stores, where he was a director (Jaques could not have put it better):
Misc. Pro. ***** >
To LOOK is one thing.
To SEE what you look at is another.
To UNDERSTAND what you see is a third.
To LEARN from what you understand is still something else.
But to ACT on what you learn is all that really matters, isn’t it?
McNally, Jeffrey A, Stephen J. Gerras, and R. Craig Bullis, 1996, “Teaching Leadership at the
U.S. Military Academy at West Point,” The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, Arlington,
VA, June 1996, 32(2):175-188. A description and analysis is presented of how leadership is
taught to more than 1,000 cadets each year at the US Military Academy at West Point. These
cadets, upon graduation and commissioning as second lieutenants, are the future leaders of the
US Army. The organizational and institutional context of this work has contributed to the
development of a unique methodology for teaching organizational leadership. This methodology
has recently been extended to the development of leaders in the Los Angeles Police Department
and in various police departments throughout New Jersey. The success of this experience over
several years has proven the merit of the approach for teaching leadership to both aspiring and
practicing leaders across military and civilian organizational contexts. The title of the course is
Military Leadership; it is taught to all cadets in their junior year. The present authors have
taught this course for a combined 17 years. This method of moving students to higher cognitive
levels in their scientific study of leadership distinguishes this course from other leader
development activities at West Point. The process requires cadets to use higher order cognitive
skills such as the identification of ambiguity, the discovery of assumptions and value conflicts,
the evaluation of evidence, the application of logic, the generation of alternative inferences, and
development of reasoned judgment (e.g., Jacobs and Jaques 1987). Teach. MS. PJ. A.
McNary, Lisa D., 1997, “The system of profound knowledge: a revised profile of managerial
leadership,” Leadership and Organization Development Journal, Emerald, UK, 18(5):229-235.
A leadership profile for those to be selected as leaders under Deming’s SoPK. If at all possible,
Deming would want them to self-select, not be pre-selected. At Otterbein Coll., OH. Misc. PJ.
McNeil, Hector, Elliott Jaques, and William McNicoll, 1969, Report of a Review of the
Organisation of the Council and Export Programmes of the Board of Trade, Board of Trade,
H.M.S.O., London, UK. [Alt. Title: …Organization of the Commercial Relations and Export
Promotion Work of the Board of Trade. Cited as such in Jaques 1985, p. 113.] Unpublished.
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Pamphlet. Jaques said this had no connection to the theory - but he cited it. (On marketing?)
See Jaques 1967. Misc. Rep.
McNulty, James J., Tony D. Yeh, William S. Schulze, and Michael H. Lubatkin, 2002, "What’s
your real cost of capital?" Harvard Business Review, US, Oct. 2002, 80(10):114–121. 8p. Word
Count: 5161. ISSN: 00178012. The traditional approach to decide what discount rate to use in
estimates of future cash flows is to apply the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). But, corporate
executives and investment bankers routinely fudge their CAPM estimates because experience
and intuition tell them the model produces inappropriate discount rates. CAPM has three main
problems: First, beta measures both a stock's correlation and volatility; second, beta is based on
historical data; and third, CAPM rates don't take into account the term of the investment. These
factors together result in discount rates that defy common sense. As an alternative the authors
developed a forward-looking approach, the market-derived capital pricing model (MCPM) which
relies on estimates of future volatility derived from the options market. Using General Electric
as an example, the authors give step-by-step instructions for how to calculate discount rates with
MCPM. They also offer evidence to show that MCPM's discount rates are more realistic than
are CAPM's. Cited in Zellweger 2007. At Chicago Merc; UConn, Storrs, CT. # Misc. Pro.
McRae, Thomas W., 1976, Computers and Accounting, Wiley, 167 p. Described how to design
information systems to fit the roles of executives who will use them. Aware of TSD and the time
frames needed between financial and operating reports. Cited Dearden and Jaques p. 13, 15, 16.
Cited Jaques 1967 (EP 2edn); Dearden 1968 (FinEx). Baruch HF 5657 .M226. (Not in earlier
edition 1964 with a different title: Baruch HF5679 .M24.) At U. Bradford. Rp. Bk.
McTaggart, J. M. E., 1927, The Nature of Existence, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
UK. (Cited by Jaques in Form of Time.) The classic on time. Misc. Bk.
Meacham, John A., 1983, “Wisdom and the Context of Knowledge: Knowing that One Doesn’t
Know,” chapter (p.111-134) in Kuhn, Deanna, and John A. Meacham, 1983, On the
Development of Developmental Psychology, Karger, Basel; New York, 159 p. Intelligence or
knowledge. (Ah, there’s the rub.) The role of uncertainty has been neglected traditionally.
Wisdom is the balance between what one knows and does not know. Context is helpful in
drawing this line accurately. Cited in Weick 1998. Jaques not cited. Grad Ctr; Hunter Main (B1
fl) BF713 .O58 1983. NYPL Offsite - Req in Adv JFL 74-387 v. 8. # MS. Ch.
Meacham, John A., 1990, “The Loss of Wisdom,” chapter nine (p. 181-211) in Sternberg, Robert
J., ed., 1990, Wisdom: its nature, origins, and development, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge,
UK; NY, NY, US, 339 p. Without a supportive context, the learning which should culminate in
wisdom can be lost. To achieve wisdom, the extremes of knowing confidence or cautious
doubting must be avoided. In most organizations the climate is one of fear and competition, so
wisdom and its ambivalence do not surface and, over time, are lost to the individual and to the
organization. In our dysfunctional organizations age does not equal wisdom. Anti-Simon 1946.
Jaques not cited. Grad Ctr BF 431 .W575 1990. NYPL Schw JFE 90-5097. # MS. Ch.
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Mead, Margaret, 1957, “The Pattern of Leisure in Contemporary American Culture,” Annals of
the American Academy of Political and Social Science, Vol. 313, Recreation in the Age of
Automation. (Sep., 1957), pp. 11-15. The only citation is to Jaques’ equity theory and work
values as expressed in his 1956 “Psycho-Pathology in Industrial Life.” Mead was inspired by
Jaques’ article to write a complementary one on shifts in US values that were similar to those
observed by Jaques in the UK. The US changes, due to the Depression and the two World Wars,
were from work and good works to the home - from scrabbling to comfort. She felt a new
equilibrium needed to be found for this new-found proficiency and leisure. Marvelous. # Rp.
PJ.
Mead, Margaret, 1958, “Thinking Ahead,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Nov-Dec,
36(6):23-28, 30-37, 164-170. On education. The opposite of Becker’s version of ‘human
capital.’ He won the Nobel prize in economics. Her ideas were ignored. Perhaps its time to
bring them back - lifetime learning for adults and work for teenagers. # Misc. Pro.
Meal, Harlan C., 1984, “Putting Production Decisions Where They Belong,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, March-April. On hierarchical production planing (HPP). See Hax and
Meal 1973, 1975; and Bitran and Hax 1977. Very close to Jaques’ strata. But …. Unaware of
Jaques. MS. Pro.
Mealey, Michael, 1971, “The Twin Careers of Toshiwo Doko,” International Management,
McGraw-Hill, London, UK, March 1971, 26(3):10-13. How this 74-year old man ran and grew
two large Japanese firms, shipbuilder IHI and electronics giant Toshiba. Two at the same time.
From the description it looks as if he has reached stratum VIII capability level. He shifted from
command to challenge. It was culturally more acceptable. His approach is described by others
as “futuristic.” MS. NJ.
Mealey, Michael, 1971, “The Giant Merger That Hurt Nobody,” International Management,
McGraw-Hill, London, UK, April 1971, 26(4):32-35. How a merger of two leading
manufacturers created Japan’s largest firm, Nippon Steel, was carried out without layoffs by Mr.
Rationalism. How the merger was planned by everyone in both firms for two years. The best of
each company was adopted. The goal was to achieve the elimination of “too much competition.”
MS. NJ.
Meares, Larry B., 1979, “A Long-Range Model for Organizational Chaos at Any Level,”
Personnel Journal, US, July 1979, 473-475. It has always been the author's objective to come
forth and disclose for general use a blueprint of principles which have, until now, remained
secret. The careful and diligent application of the following principles will permit the
management of any operation or organization to secure high distrust and disharmony at any
level. Herein are 25 Commandments already in many companies. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Mechlin, George F., and Daniel Berg, 1980, "Evaluating research - ROI is not enough," Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, US, Sept-Oct, 58(5):93-99. 7p. ISSN: 00178012. A faltering
ability to innovate has weakened American industry and forced a growing number of managers
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to rethink. A 1977 Commerce Dept. report noted that "technological innovation was responsible
for 45% of the nation's economic growth from 1929 to 1969." Recently basic research as a
fraction of net sales had declined 32%. 70% of significant innovations originated from basic
research. There was a substantial lack of "fit" between the kind of value that research provides
and the system of measurement that they typically use to determine its value. ROI is too shortterm to be a correct measurement instrument. ROI must be supplemented by subjective
judgments. There is just no substitute for disciplined professional managerial judgment. Cited
Dean 1974. [The date was: 1980.] At Westinghouse Corp.; Carnegie-Mellon U. # MS. Pro.
Medley, H. Anthony, 2005, Sweaty Palms, 2nd edn., Warner, NY, NY, US, 444 p. (1992 edn.,
254 p.) What feels like to be interviewed. Reprinted Mahler's 40 questions from his 1976 book
in Appendix A. Good questions. Very nice. NYPL SIBL job search 650.144 M. Misc. Bk.
Medoff, James L., and Katharine G. Abraham, 1980, “Experience, Performance, and Earnings,”
Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/MIT, US, Dec., 95(4):703-736. This study provides
direct evidence concerning the relationship between experience and performance among
managerial and professional employees doing similar work in two major U.S. corporations. The
facts presented indicate that while, within grade levels, there is a strong positive association
between experience and relative earnings, there is either no association or a negative
association between experience and relative rated performance. If we are correct that the
performance ratings given to managerial and professional employees in any grade level
adequately reflect those employees' relative productivity in the year of assessment, the results
imply that the human capital on-the-job training model cannot explain a substantial part of the
observed return to labor market experience. Cited in Serneels 2008. Did not support Becker. At
Harvard and MIT. Refu. PJ. A.
Medoff, James L., and Katharine G. Abraham, 1981, “Are Those Paid More Really More
Productive? The Case of Experience,” Journal of Human Resources, U. Wisc. Press, Madison,
WI, Spring, 16(2):186–216. This study used computerized personnel microdata on the white
male managerial and professional employees at a major U.S. corporation to address the
following question: Can the additional earnings which are associated with more labor market
experience at a point in time really be explained by higher productivity at the same point in time?
Our answer to this question, based on both cross-sectional and longitudinal information, is that
performance plays a substantially smaller role in explaining cross-sectional experience-earnings
differentials and earnings growth than is claimed by those who have adopted the human capital
explanation of the experience-earnings profile. This response depends critically on our
assumption that the performance ratings which supervisors give to their white male
managerial and professional subordinates adequately reflect the subordinates' relative
productivity in the year of assessment; we present a great deal of evidence which strongly
supports this assumption. Did not support Becker. Cited in Serneels 2008. At Harvard and
MIT. # MS. PJ.
Meek, Christopher, Warner Woodworth, and W. Gibb Dyer, 1988, Managing by the Numbers :
absentee ownership and the decline of American industry, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 293
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p. This starts with the same problem identified by Berle and Means, who put forward principalagent theory as a solution. These authors come up with an entirely different proposal to solve the
competitive and managerial problem - employee ownership. An interesting contrast. See
Hendry. See Oakeshott 2000. Misc. Bk.
Mehltretter, Glenn William, Jr., 1995, The Contribution of Complexity of Mental Processing and
Stage of Ego Development to Transforming Leadership, Ed.D., dissertation in Business
Administration and Developmental and Industrial Psychology, North Carolina State University,
Raleigh, NC, 133 pages. UMI AAT 9621946. DAI-A 57/03, p. 1223, Sep 1996. Unpublished
dissertation. See 1995 Ph.D.
Mehltretter, Glenn W., 2003, Fundamentals of Observing Complexity of Information Processing,
PeopleFit, Raleigh, NC. Pamphlet. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Mehlum, Halvor, Karl Moene, and Ragnar Torvik, 2003, “Predator or Prey? Parasitic enterprises
in economic development,” European Economic Review, Elsevier Science, April 2003,
47(2):275-294. In many developing and transition economies Mafia-like activities are rampant.
Extortion and other forms of predation lower profitability in private businesses and distort
investment incentives. Incorporated in a model of industrialization, bimodal club convergence
may result. Economies may get stuck in a Predators’ Club characterized by a vicious cycle of
poverty and predation. Societies with a low flow of new entrepreneurs are especially vulnerable
to predation and never get out of this club. Poor societies with a high flow of new entrepreneurs,
however, may grow out of the trap and join the rich Producers’ Club. See Baumol 1990, K. M.
Murphy et al 1991, 1993. At Uni. of Oslo (2), and Norwegian Uni. of Science and Technology,
Trondheim. ?? Misc. PJ.
Meier, Kenneth J., and John Bohte, 2001, "Structure and Discretion: Missing Links in
Representative Bureaucracy," Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory, J-Part,
Oct2001, 11(4):455-470. Wider spans of control lead to greater employee discretion. Active
representation is enhanced in organizations that vest greater discretion in their employees.
Revealed minority student performance improves under organizational structures that promote,
rather than limit, minority teacher discretion. Cited P. G. Scott 1997; Wilson 1989. # MS. PJ.
Meissner, Martin, 1969, Technology and the Worker; technical demands and social processes in
industry, Chandler Pub. Co., S.F., Cal., US, 264 p. This was based on his 1963 PhD (not
related). Given over to Tavvy and STS. Cited Blauner 1964; Turner and Lawrence 1965; Jaques
1951. Lehman Coll. & Baruch HD6331 .M386. NYPL Offsite JLE 71-254. W. Bk.
Melan, Eugene H., 1999, “Process Management: A systems perspective,” chapter 40 (p. 235239) in Castell, Adrian M., et al, ed., 1999, Synergy Matters: Working With Systems in the 21st
Century, Kluwer Academic/Springer, NY, NY, 104 chapters, 657 p. (Proceedings, 6th
Conference of UK Systems Society.) “Studies by Jaques (1951) and Gouldner (1955) and others
suggested the desirability of examining enterprises systematically and contributed to the
approach of ‘organizations as systems’ (Jackson 1991).” At Marist Coll. Not in NYPL. CUNY
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Bklyn T58.6 .S843 1999. D. Ch.
Melman, Seymour, 1951, “The Rise of Administrative Overhead in the Manufacturing Industries
of the United States, 1899-1947,” Oxford Economic Papers, Oxford, UK, Feb., 3(1):62-102.
Documented the impact of Taylorism on manufacturing costs and organization structure over
time. Taylorism generated bureaucracy and managerial layers of hierarchy. Taylorist shop floor
‘efficiency’ generated managerial ‘inefficiency’ and bloat. Showed Taylorism really was the
first step toward professionalism and to Drucker’s ‘knowledge-worker.’ ‘Improved productivity’
was the justification. (Based on Ph.D. thesis at Columbia University. Later research indicated
Melman overstated his results but his main point held. This was a precursor to the studies by
Woodward 1965 and by Burns and Stalker 1961 which showed Taylorist firms had a high
fatality rate.) See Child 1973; Staats & Gino 2012. # Misc. Bk.
Melman, Seymour, 1958, Decision Making and Productivity, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK. A
hands-on book. An examination of the politics of the workplace and its impact on productivity.
Examination of Standard Motors in Coventry and comparison with Ford in Detroit. See p. 176:
Detroit had 10 workers per supervisor; Coventry had 250:1. Golembiewski (ASQ June 1964)
noted this allowed a non-directive and a less punitive supervisory role. Leadership style became
authoritative, not authoritarian. NOT on the theory. See Trist interview 1980; Staats & Gino
2012. MS. Bk.
Melman, Seymour, 1970, “Industrial Efficiency Under Managerial Versus Cooperative Decision
Making: A Comparative Study of Manufacturing Enterprises in Israel,” Review of Radical
Political Economics, Spring, 2(1):9-34. Originally in Studies in Comparative Economic
Development, 1969, Sage, Beverly Hills and London. Cooperative decision making can be as
efficient - or more efficient - than managerial control. NOT on the theory. Misc. PJ.
Melman, Seymour, 1983, Profits Without Production, Knopf, New York, NY, 344 p. A very
influential study explaining why the US manufacturing industry has declined. The US has
chosen its decline. The preference among US managers has shifted from productivity increases
to managerial control and short-term profits. The design, choice and purchase of technology has
shifted to S-T profits and power. As companies have grown, those executives at or near the top
are ever more distanced from production. Those at the top lacked the knowledge of production
issues. The turning point was the conglomeratizing of US corporations in the 1960s-1970s. The
difference in pay between the top two positions was large (so were the levels). [Melman showed
the economic effect of lack of awareness of R.O. theory.] Two positive reviews in JEI 3/1985 by
Robert Solow and P. S. Estenson. See critical review by Solow in EDCC 1986. See Gordon
1996; Sousa-Poza 2004. Cited in Lieberman 1988. SIBL offsite JLE 84-293. Baruch, City, Htr
Mn (B2)/ Milstein, Lehman Liby. HD70.U5 M425 1983. See Intro & p. 124-130. # Misc. Bk.
Melnyk, Steven A., John D. Hanson, and Roger J. Calantone, 2010, "Hitting the Target…but
Missing the Point: Resolving the Paradox of Strategic Transition," Long Range Planning, UK,
Aug. 2010, 43(4):555–574. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.lrp.2009.11.004. Many firms are
undertaking a strategic shift from cost leadership (through process management) to
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differentiation based on radical product innovation. Conventional wisdom indicates that top
management can use metrics – measures, standards, and rewards – to communicate new
directions and priorities. This approach is fatally flawed where both the corporate goals and the
means of achieving these goals have changed. Radical innovation (the desired result) has been
replaced by incremental innovation. The performance measurement and management systems
allowed and concealed this failure. Firms must change their selection of performance metrics to
focus less on outcomes (MBO) and more on means. (ST vs LT.) # MS. PJ. A.
Meltzer, Leo, and James Salter, 1962, “Organizational Structure and the Performance and Job
Satisfaction of Physiologists,” American Sociological Review, June, 27(3):351-362. [Both
faculty at Cornell.] Authors found that tall or flat organization structure had insignificant impact
on job performance, which was measured by publication of research articles. Multiple questions
on job elements and organization types were thrown about without precision or definition. 47
percent of respondents were in academic institutions. The rest were in government or private
firms. This study was a mess. “Tested” Worthy 1950 and found no support for him. They were
unaware of Brown or Jaques. Porter and Lawler cited this study a lot in 1964-1965. See Alfred
Chandler 1962 on Sears. Alt. PJ. A.
Mendelson, Haim, 2000, "Organizational Architecture and Success in the Information
Technology Industry," Management Science, Information Technology Industry, US, Apr. 2000,
46(4):513-529. I define a measure of organizational architecture IQ and test whether it is related
to financial and market success using data from the fast-moving information technology
industry. Higher organizational IQ is associated with higher profitability (ROS, ROVA) and
growth. This relationship is stronger in business environments that have faster clockspeeds.
Cited MacDuffie 1995; Huselid 1995; Ichniowski et at 1997; Radner 1992. At Stanford U. #
MS. PJ. A.
Menzies Lyth, Isabel, 1960, “A Case-study in the Functioning of Social Systems as a Defence
Against Anxiety: A report on the Nursing Service of a General Hospital,” Human Relations,
13(…):95-121. [1959 ?] (Reprinted as pamphlet: 1970, “The Functioning of Social Systems as
a Defence Against Anxiety,” No. 3, Tavistock Institute of Human Relations, London, UK, … p.)
The unconscious anxiety was formed by the mutual experience of the work itself. Nurses were
extremely prone to this because their patients died. This meant the nurses failed to keep them
alive. Each had to defend themselves against this and turned to the other nurses as a social
defence. Cited Jaques 1955. See Hinshelwood 2010. Not NYPL. CUNY Perls. - Grad Ctr,
Baruch, City Coll. (Error: Listed under Lyth in CUNY & NYPL catalogues.) # MS. PJ.
Menzies, Isabel E. P., and Elliott Jaques (Jacques), 1969, Los Sistemas Sociales Como Defensa
Contra la Ansietad, Ediciones Hormé, Paidós, Buenos Aires, AR, 124 p. Series: Biblioteca
Psicologia de hoy.; Serie menor.; 70. Prologo del doctor Emilio Rodrigue. In Spanish only. A
collection of articles from Human Relations journal. Includes the first article on this topic
(Jaques 1953). Jaques has withdrawn his essays. He came to believe this theory did not exist in
the real world of organizations. Menzies Lyth. Menzies Lith. Not seen. (UNC Chapel Hill
Library has it.) Misc. Bk.
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Menzies Lyth, Isabel, 1988, “A Psychoanalytic Perspective On Social Institutions,” chapter (p.
284–299) in Spillius, Elizabeth Bott, ed., 1988, Melanie Klein Today: Vol. 2, Mainly Practice,
Routledge/ Tavistock Pub., London, UK; NY, NY, US. Members become like institutions in
important ways – defence mechanisms, common attitudes, and types of relationships. If an
individual cannot achieve this identification he/she will unlikely remain a member. Either the
institution may reject them, or they will become uncomfortable making the identification and
will leave. Institutions have a natural tendency to become BAD models. Cooperation alone sets
off defences. BUT children can not leave. Yet there is hope. Some institutions can deal with
defences and become healthier. Its members become more mature and more productive. The
‘clinical’ researcher often gets data denied or withheld or overlooked by the ‘pure’ researcher.
Cited by Mnguni 2012; many others. Cited Menzies-Lyth 1960/1970, lots; Klein 1957, 1961;
Jaques 1948, 1951, 1955, 1956, 1961. See Hinshelwood 2010. NYPL os JFL 89-154 v. 2.
CUNY Baruch - WM 465 Mel/s 1988. v. 1,2. Clio os RC506.K57 M45 1988. v.1 & v.2 (both
out to fac.) Clio NYS Psych Inst Lib WM 460 K672y 1988. v.2. # MS. Ch.
Merrills, Roy, 1989, “How Northern Telecom Competes on Time,” Harvard Business Review,
July-Aug., 67(4):108-114. President. In 1985-86 the company reversed its consideration: cost
became second to speed. Speed was what the customer demanded and NorTel wanted to remain
competitive. Throughput had to be greatly increased, at a lower cost. By 1990 the 5-year targets
would be met, even though disruptive. Cited Stalk 1988 HBR. A case. # Rp. Pro.
Merry, Martin D., MD, 1993, “Total Quality Management for Physicians: translating the new
paradigm,” chapter 3c (p. 51-59) in Al-Assaf, A. F., and June A. Schmele, 1993, Textbook of
Total Quality in Healthcare, St. Lucie Press, Delray Beach, FL, 301 p. A mix of quality and
requisite concepts to improve healthcare. Cited Jaques 1989; B. King 1989; Weisbord 1987; Gill
1987; Walton 1986. Not in NYPL. Hunter Hlth Profn RA399 .A1 T49 1993. # D. Ch.
Merry, Martin D., 1994, “Shared leadership in health care organizations,” Topics in Health Care
Financing, Gaithersburg, MD, Summer 1994, 20(4):26-37. Explored why the leaders of both the
medical profession and provider organizations are often in conflict and why they must ultimately
come together to create new leadership models for future health care organizations. Modern
management concepts of knowledge-learning organizations, total quality process, and
reengineering call for an innovative form of shared, truly collaborative leadership between
clinicians and "scientific managers." Cited Jaques 1991, 1996; Deming 1984, 1993. Rp. PJ.
Merton, Robert, K., 1936, “The Unanticipated Consequences of Purposive Social Action,”
American Sociological Review, 1:894-904. Contrast with Hayek. Misc. PJ. A.
Merton, Robert K., et al, eds., 1952, Reader in Bureaucracy, Free Press, New York, NY.
Classic. Misc. Bk.
Merton, Robert K., 1968, “The Matthew Effect in Science,” Science, New Series, Jan. 5, 1968,
159(3810):56-63. Developed a conception of the ways ceratin psycho-social and communication
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processes affect the allocation of rewards to scientists for their contributions. Observed the
phenomenon of the French Academy’s ‘41st chair’ - the one not let in but is an immortal anyway.
Fame begets fame and early recognition begets it thereafter. If credit goes to one person for an
aggregate of findings, they will form a structure sooner than if the aggregate was dispersed.
Certain aspects of a person’s social character account for part of this visibility. In science a key
issue is problem-finding. (Brown had the Matthew Effect; Jaques did not.) MS. PJ. A.
Mesarovic, Mihajlo D., D. Macko, and Y. Takawara, 1970, Theory of Hierarchical, Multilevel,
Systems, Academic Press, New York and London. Cited by E. R. P. Crossman. Shows
mathematical relationships between hierarchical decision making levels. See HPP. Misc. Bk.
Meskill, Margaret, Suchitra Mouly, and Stephen Dakin, 1999, “Managerial Disturbance
Handling: a case-study approach,” Journal of Managerial Psychology; Emerald MCB, UK,
14(6):443-454. Mintzberg pointed to the importance of how managers resolved “disturbances”
(1973). This is an important feature of managerial work - and selection. How do they react?
How do their value systems impact their effectiveness? Was the disturbance people-related or
systems-related? Examined six cases. Jaques provided a hierarchical framework for disturbance
identification. Based on Meskill 1996 Related MCom. Cited Jaques 1989. Souchi Mouly at
Auckland U. (email: s.mouly@auckland.ac.nz ) and Steve Dakin in private consulting. Rp. PJ.
Messick, David M., and Karen S. Cook, eds., 1983, Equity Theory: psychological and
sociological perspectives, Praeger, New York, NY, 336 pages. These were papers from a
symposium in Portland OR in March 1981. Jaques was not mentioned once by anyone. He was
already forgotten. See Cook, Related PhD 1973. MS. Bk.
Messier, William F., Jr., Vincent Owhoso, and Carter Rakovski, 2008, “Can Audit Partners
Predict Subordinates' Ability to Detect Errors?” Journal of Accounting Research, U. Chicago,
Wiley-Blackwell, Dec2008, 46(5):1241-1264. DOI: 10.1111/j.1475-679X.2008.00307.x. Audit
partners were asked to predict which members of the audit team (managers or seniors) were able
to detect specific types of errors. The results show that partners (1) exhibit significant
overconfidence in the ability of subordinates to detect errors, (2) are more accurate in predicting
managers' performance than seniors, (3) are more accurate at predicting subordinates' ability to
detect mechanical (simple) errors than conceptual (complex) errors, and (4) are not better at
predicting subordinates' ability to detect more frequent and more important errors than less
frequent and less important errors. Jaques not cited. At U. NA - Las Vegas; Norwegian School
of Econ & Bus Admin; No. KY U.; & Cal. State U., Fullerton. # MS. PJ. A.
Messnera, Martin, 2009, “The limits of accountability,” Accounting, Organizations and Society,
Elsevier Science Ltd., UK, Nov. 2009, 34(8):918-938. doi:10.1016/j.aos.2009.07.003. Extant
financial and management accounting practices embody a rather restricted form of accountability
that falls short of our mutual responsibilities as more than economic subjects. Is more
accountability always and unambiguously desirable from an ethical point of view? What are the
limits that the accountable self faces when giving an account? Building upon the recent work of
Judith Butler, the paper describes the accountable self as an opaque, exposed, and mediated self
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that is inherently limited in its ability to give an account of itself. Thus, demands for
accountability will not be fully met. At HEC, Jouy-en-Josas, France. Word. # MS. PJ. A.
Metcalf, Hilary, Annette Walling, and Michael Fogarty, 1994, Individual commitment to
learning: employers' attitudes, Employment Department, Sheffield, England, UK, 81 p. (ED
research series; no. 40). A national survey of UK employers regarding lifetime learning. Many
did not provide support for it. Beliefs about the skills required for a job – and the training
needed – appeared to be highly subjective (and variable). Employers only provided job-specific
training that benefited the business. ‘Other training’ to improve turnover and morale was
resisted. Career advice was offered by larger firms to those seen to have a career internally.
Few firms conducted follow-up to ensure training was used on the job. Only in strategic
organizations was training proactive. Training for skill certifications may be a productive route.
Jaques not cited. Not in Clio. NYPL Schw JFG 96-370. Brunel Uxbridge Liby LC5256 .G7
M37. ExecSumry seen. # Misc. Rep.
Metzger, Michael B, and Dan R. Dalton, 1996, “Seeing the elephant: An organizational
perspective on corporate moral agency,” American Business Law Journal, Austin, TX, Summer/
June 1996, 33(4):489-576. (88 pgs.) doi: 10.1111/j.1744-1714.1996.tb00405.x. The
corporation has been likened to a machine, described as an "intentional system," and dismissed
as a legal fiction serving a nexus of contracts. The law, traditional economic theory, and many
business ethicists all think anthropomorphically about corporations. Organization Theory's
insights can be helpful in viewing corporations. It reveals them to be far more complex than
most theories suggest, yet sufficiently like humans to be regarded as moral agents. Corporations
are real entities that produce behavior not fully explainable by any of the other theories. When
the culpability of this behavior is at issue, one sees meaningful differences with that of human
actors. Cognitive ability (p. 562). Jaques not cited. Cited Leibenstein 1979 (p. 545); Jackall
1988. Both at Indiana U. (43036 words) Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Meyer, Edward C., 1980, “White Paper 1980: A Framework for molding the Army of the 1980s
into a disciplined, well-trained fighting force,” Dept. of Army, Washington, DC, 1980, 17 pages.
“Shy” Meyer was then Chief of Staff, U.S. Army. GovDoc: D 101.2:Ar 5/23; LC: UA10;
Dewey: 355.3/0973. (WHERE: Carlisle, NDU, SUNY Binghamton, Safti.) In Meyer 1984? ~
Meyer, Edward C., 1984, E.C. Meyer, General, United States Army Chief of Staff, June 1979June 1983, Dept. of the Army, Washington, DC, 406 p. A history of his term in office. A
chronological extract of documents from Meyer's term. Material was drawn from speeches,
articles, Congressional testimony and selected correspondence. Shifted the focus of the Army
personnel function from the individual to the unit level (company). No mention of Jaques. (LC
Subjects: United States. Army. United States --Military policy. Material Type: Book.) NYPL
HUM Hist & Genl: IBM 96-11683. CLIO offsite: UA24 .A7 1983. Misc. Rep.
Meyer, Edward C., and R. Manning Ancell, with Jane Mahaffey, 1995, Who Will Lead?: Senior
Leadership in the United States Army, Praeger, Westport, CT, 268 p. On the command of troops
and leadership development since 1945. Can the US Army produce the same quality of generals
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in the future as led it in World War II? Lots on TRADOC under Maxwell Thurman and Carl
Vuono. “Shy” Meyer was former Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, 1979-1983. Chapter 6: “The
Renaissance,” was on the Goldwater-Nichols Act, the Beirut Marine barracks bombing, the
invasion of Grenada, and the Panama invasion (p. 189-219). In 1981 Jones had set up a study
group of retired four-stars to look at the JCS structure. (Q.V.: Meyer’s 1981 article in Armed
Forces Journal in support of Jones’ restructuring. In Meyer 1984?) No mention of Jaques. See
Crowe 1993. CLIO Butler UB413 .M48 1995. NYPL Hum JFE 95-8268 MS. Bk.
Meyer, Julie, 1947, “Hierarchy and Stratification of the Shop,” Social Research, 14(2):168-190.
A pre-Jaques article about joint hierarchy between managers and union officials. Misc. PJ.
Meyer, Kevin L., and William H. Waddell, 2007, Evolving Excellence: Thoughts on Lean
Enterprise Leadership, iUniverse, 458 p. A compilation of blog postings over the past two
years. Discusses the failures of companies, organizations, and individuals in the manufacturing
industry and lauds those that understand true excellence. It includes the impending global
struggle between workers and management. The book reflects contemporary Lean thinking and
practice, and is a window into the world of Lean management. See Waddell and Bodek 2005.
Refu. Bk.
Meyer, Marshall W., 1968, “Expertness and the Span of Control,” American Sociological
Review, Dec. 1968, 33(6):944-951. A study of the SoC in 254 city, county, and state
departments of finance found the SoC of FLMs drops sharply as the level of expertise rises
among subordinates. This suggests consultation and two-way communication between
hierarchical levels is needed rather than direction and control. Confirmed Bell 1967 AJS who
found high task complexity was associated with high communication frequency and a low SoC.
# Rp. PJ. A.
Meyer, Marshall W., 1972, “Size and the Structure of Organizations: a causal analysis,”
American Sociological Review, 37:434-441. Reflections of organizational structure other than
size are unimportant and reflect only considerations of convenience. SOC seems to be decisive.
The effects of size are ubiquitous. Relationships among parameters other than size vanish when
size is controlled. Cited Hall, Haas, and Johnson 1967. Cited in Marsh and Mannari 1990.
JSTOR. # Misc. PJ. A.
Meyer, Marshall W., 1975, “Leadership and Organizational Structure,” The American Journal of
Sociology, Nov. 1975, 81(3):514-542. About the effects of leadership on organizations. But it is
also about open systems versus closed systems. Leadership is largely ignored in modern
organization theory. Selznick 1957 talks of leadership’s accountability rather than ‘style.’
Uncertainty is a function of the leadership and over time, rather than in the environment. As
units grew, they lost control over some of their functions (e.g. computers). Meanwhile, the
number of subunits and the levels of hierarchy grew (1966-1972). Turnover of leadership and
resulting instability were crippling, a public confession of organization failure. (Leadership
stability looms as the causal variable for organizational stability. The reverse was not the case.)
Constraints from above (actually the degree of influence) cause leadership turnover and
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structural change. (Election or civil service tenure of the leader reduces instability.) Where
leaders allow external uncertainties to intrude, then causal relationships appear. Where the
leader protects the unit, they disappear. The vertical structure is unresponsive to environmental
shifts. Internal administrative needs determine hierarchical structures. The number of divisions
and sections are responsive to environmental demands. Where there is leadership turnover size
becomes a visible fact. (Not otherwise.) Dependence of leadership on higher authority breeds
instability. Therefore, systems that are more ‘closed’ to the environment are more stable and
grow more, while those that are ‘open’ are more volatile and have lesser growth. (When he
looked at leader variables rather than leaders, he found results.) Leadership roles (not leaders)
and the social networks that embed them will have to be studied in the future. [An excellent
study.] Cited Gouldner 1954, Selznick 1957, Terreberry 1968. At U. Cal, Riverside (later at
Wharton). # MS. PJ. A.
Meyer, Marshall W., and Lynne Zucker, 1989, Permanently Failing Organizations, Sage Pub.,
Thousand Oaks, CA; London, UK, 192 p. Two agreed and well-known facts: organizational
mortality declines with age; organizational performance does not improve with age. The goals
of the constituencies around and within an organization may differ. The authors decouple
organizational performance from persistence. Many firms limp along, inefficient and failing to
reach the owners’ goals for decades. Why? Perhaps the environment is not so bloody-toothed as
all that. Employees, suppliers, customers and many managers simply want the organization to
endure so they can keep getting their milk. They do not care one whit whether the owner makes
a profit but they do not want the organization to die. In turn, low performance causes the
interests of the owner and these “dependent actors” to increasingly diverge. Growth often can
appease all parties - but expansion can be bloat (e.g. the Hay-point system). This is a power
model without the killer instinct. It exposes the distorting simplifications of economics and
organization theory. A major contribution and a counterpoint to these ‘rational’ models. Four
cases: newspaper, meat packer, Catholic secondary school, and US steel manufacturer. Not on
Jaques but poses related questions. (#1: Is this really failure? #2: Is this X-efficiency?) Baruch
HD58.7 .M48 1989. Refu. Bk.
Meyer, Marshall W., 2002, Rethinking Performance Measurement, beyond the Balanced
Scorecard, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, and NY, NY. Organizational performance
measurement is a vexing problem. We want to measure long-term cash flows, long-term
viability, and the like, but the performance we can actually measure is current cash flows,
customer satisfaction, etc. The ‘balanced scorecard” (BSC) does not solve the underlying
problem and may aggravate it because it provides no guidance to combine dissimilar measures.
Proposes a new technique: activity-based profitability analysis (ABPA) as a partial solution.
Firms can compare revenues with costs for every activity. Meyer was at Wharton. A poor
index. See Kaplan and Norton 2001. Compare with the customer focus in Brown and Jaques
1964. (Q.v. Herb Koplowitz.) Refu. Bk. UP. A.
Meyer, Pearl, 1983, “Executive Compensation Must Promote Long-Term Commitment,”
Personnel Administrator, ASPA, Berea, OH, May, 28(5):37-44. (Reprinted later under the same
title in Ferris, Gerald F., and Kendrith Rowland, eds., 1988/1990, Human Resource
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Management: Perspectives and Issues, Allyn & Bacon, London and Boston. p. 255-259.) The
compensation of executives is too short-term oriented. Baruch Percls. Baruch HF5549 .H8735.
# Rp. PJ.
Meyer, Terry, and Semark, Paul, 1996, “A framework for the use of competencies for achieving
competitive advantage,” South African Journal of Business Management, RSA, Dec96, 27(4):96103. Competency is a concept fogged by misunderstanding. This article integrates the
contributions of many theorists. Competency is emerging as the pivotal dimension of human
development for employability, competitive advantage, and national economic success. It is
intimately linked to organization strategy and competitive advantage. [In 2001 Meyer shifted to
Spangenberg, q.v.] Cited Jaques and Clement 1991 (RSA: 1995). # Rp. PJ.
Mezias, John, Peter Grinyer, and William D. Guth, 2001, "Changing Collective Cognition: A
Process Model for Strategic Change," Long Range Planning, UK, Feb. 2001, 34(1):71-95. Firms
face increasing pressures to modify their strategies and adjust to rapidly changing environmental
threats and opportunities. Yet strategic reorientations are difficult to achieve, especially as most
change methods fail to recognize the cognitive aspects of change. This paper draws upon
theoretical literature and successful change facilitation practices from Europe and the US. Its
focus is on the cognitive aspects of strategic orientation and provides a practical guide to those
who use this process. Cited Lant et al 1992. # Misc. PJ. A.
Michael, Bryane, 2004, “Explaining Organizational Change in International Development: the
Role of Complexity in Anti-Corruption Work,” Journal of International Development, Wiley
InterScience, UK, Online 8 Nov 2004, 16(8):1067-1088. What explains the rapid expansion of
programmes undertaken by donor agencies which may be labelled as anti-corruption
programmes in the 1990s? There are four schools of anti-corruption project practice:
universalistic, state-centric, society-centric, and critical schools of practice. Throughout the first
wave of anti-corruption activity in the 1990s, self-organization was largely due to World Bank
sponsored national anti-corruption programmes. More broadly, the first wave of anti-corruption
helps explain new development practice with its stress on multi-layeredness, participation, and
indigenous knowledge. (Hits all the right buttons but they ring wrong. Hayek said the donors
are a source of corruption. Jaques may offer a feedback loop rather than self-organization and a
way out through recognition and learning. But the chief culprit may be the US law on foreign
anti-corrupt activities. Hide in plain sight, etc.) Michael is at Linacre College, Oxford, OX1
3JP, UK. E-mail: Bryane Michael (bryane.michael@linacre.ox.ac.uk) Misc. PJ.
Mickelson, Vernon C., 1963, “The Planning Function,” Indian Management, All India
Management Association, New Delhi, India, Sept-Oct., 2(5):41-44. One key was evaluation
(and learning) of means and ends. How useful were our business objectives, goals, plans, and
actions in meeting the needs of the external world? At Case Institute of Technology, US. CEO.
# Misc. Pro.
Micklethwait, John, and Adrian Wooldridge, 1997, “The Art and Practice of Japanese
Management,” Strategy + Business (S+B), Booz & Co., NY, NY, US, First Quarter, 1997(6):58-
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68. From their 1996 book. Japanese management has borrowed from the West to survive.
During the early 1990s the Japanese economy sputtered on the macro level, but it remains
powerful at the micro level. # Misc. Pro.
“Microsoft’s $40 Billion Bet,” see Frederick, Jim, 2002.
Middleton, John, 2002, Organizations Express, Capstone, Oxford, UK, 134 p. Series Express
Exec, 07.01. Covered the key areas of achieving organizational effectiveness, from building
core skill sets and mastering the impact of technology and globalization to aligning culture with
direction and developing new organizational models and structures. Examples and lessons from
some of the world's most successful businesses, including Dell, Nissan, Semco, and St Luke's,
and ideas from the smartest thinkers, including Charles Handy, Elliott Jaques, Arie de Geus,
and Ricardo Semler. Not in NYC. Not seen. eBook. Amazon. W. Bk.
Mieg, Harald A., 2001, The Social Psychology of Expertise: Case Studies in Research,
Professional Domains, and Expert Roles, Lawrence Erlbaum Assocs., Inc., Mahwah, NJ, 211 p.
Time span as an element in the introduction to organizations (p. 77-78). A text on the expertisenovice dichotomy in scientific discourse. (Is this from the Parsons/ Weber error?) Cited Jaques
1976. Clio Psych BF378.E94 M54 2001. D. Bk.
Milbourne, Robert and Ezra Rosen, 1995, “The W-I-N of change,” Business Quarterly, [Ivey
Business Journal], University of Western Ontario, Canada, 1 December 1995, 60(2):56-65.
ISSN: 0007-6996. (Stelco Group's management education process 'Winning in the Nineties’)
In mid-1992, a needs-analysis revealed that managers wanted greater clarity in the organization's
overall direction and structure. In designing this phase of W-I-N, Stelco adapted the essential
elements of "requisite organization," calling it "The Winning Organization." Milbourne was
CEO of Stelco and Rosen was a consultant. Steel industry. An introductory case. (Warning:
See Jan 04 re: Stelco.ca) # Rp. Pro.
Miles, A. W., and D. Smith, 1969, Joint Consultation, Defeat or Opportunity?, King Edward’s
Hospital Fund, London, UK. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Miles, Lawrence D., 1961, Techniques of Value Analysis and Engineering, McGraw-Hill, New
York, NY, 267 p. 2nd ed. rev., 1972, 366 p. Miles’ theory of value engineering and value
analysis is focused on the horizontal system: identifying the features customers will pay for and
producing only these and below that price. Miles created the VA/VE system in the 1950s at GE
and it was picked up by the Japanese. Long an assumption at GE, it has been developed and
improved and is now a key part of many countries' management systems around the world: value
analysis/engineering. Miles was awarded by the Emperor the Third Class order of the Sacred
Treasure. US managers seem to have skipped it (per Richard J. Park, Business Week, letters,
4/25/05). Some of VA/VE has migrated into conjoint analysis in marketing. It complements
both Deming 1986, and Brown and Jaques 1964. (See Brown and Jaques 1964 Product Analysis
Pricing for an interesting parallel. See Simons 1974/1978. Also see Akiyama, see Fallon, see
Mudge. See Deming 1986.) Clio Offsite: HD47.5 .M59 MS. Bk.
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Miles, Raymond E., 1966, “The Affluent Organization,” Harvard Business Review, HBR, MayJune, 106-114. “The manager’s role is that of facilitating goal accomplishment by removing the
barriers limiting the group’s performance” (p. 111). The cost to the organization of not
educating and using the full capacity of all its employees is very high. Cited J. K. Galbraith
1960; L. Porter; and E. Penrose 1959. MS. Pro.
Miles, Sandra Jeanquart, and W. Glynn Mangold, 2005, “Positioning Southwest Airlines through
employee branding,” Business Horizons, Kelley School of Business, Indiana U., Elsevier, NovDec, 48(6):535-545. Employee branding is the process by which employees internalize the
desired brand image and are motivated to project the image and position the organization in the
minds of customers, employees, and other stakeholders. Its use as a source of sustainable
competitive advantage at Southwest Airlines is presented. See Lee 1994 (Kelleher). Cited
Rousseau 1995; Miles and Mangold 2004. At Murray State U., KY, USA. # Misc. PJ.
Milkman, Ruth, 1991, Japan's California Factories: Labor Relations and Economic
Globalization, Institute of Industrial Relations, University of California, Los Angeles, CA, 130
p. First, Japanese management practises and concepts are very, very transferable. NUMMI has
prospered, while GM-Van Nuys has closed. But many Japanese factories have adopted US labor
practices, where management is hostile to unions and labor. [What will become of them?] See
Brown & Reich 1989. Clio os HD2798 .C2 M55 1991g. Partial # Misc. Bk.
Milkman, Ruth, 1995, “The Impact of Foreign Investment on U.S. Industrial Relations: The Case
of California's Japanese-Owned Plants,” chapter 6 (p. 127-149) in Jacoby, Sanford M., ed., 1995,
The Workers of Nations: Industrial Relations in a Global Economy, Oxford U. Press, NY, NY,
US; London, UK, 231 p. (1992 conference at UCLA.) NUMMI worked and was unionized.
Otherwise, the Japanese have not brought into the US the IR that worked for them in Japan.
Instead, these firms have changed to adopt the anti-union stance of other existing US firms.
SIBL JBE 95-1114. Grad Ctr & Htr Mn HD 6959 .J33 1995. # MS. Ch. UP. A.
Milkovich, George T., and Keith Campbell, 1972, “A Study of Jaques’ Norms of Equitable
Payment,” Industrial Relations, [Research Note], Berkeley, CA, May, 11(2):267-271. They
noted there were two types of articles on the Jaques theory - discursive and empirical studies.
Surveyed 167 keypunch operators - presumably at stratum I. [This did not test a profile of the
equitable differential pay scale. It found the felt-fair pay (FFP) range for only one nonmanagerial title (not stratum). No meaningful correlation could be calculated from this title.]
They concluded their results did not support Jaques’ claim that FFP data would be within plusor minus- five percent. (Their Std.Dev. was 12.8 percent of mean pay amount. Range was
wide.) But Evans (1979, p. 185) disagreed with their conclusion that their results “do not
support” Jaques’ theory of fair pay norms. He found their results “entirely compatible” with
Jaques. The problem as he saw it was the “absurdly precise” form of the results presented by
Jaques. Theocarakis 1990 noted that “no TSD measurements were taken; they were inferred” (p.
46). I believe the data here on FFP:tenure, FFP:age, and FFP:performance likely support Jaques’
maturation curves (at +0.89, +0.82, +0.75). See National Board for Prices and Incomes, 1968,
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“Job Evaluation,” Report No. 83, in UK for similar findings. Did not cite GTM’s 1970
Interesting PhD or Lawler & Porter 1963. Campbell was a manager. # Cr. PJ. A.
Milkovich, George T., and Jerry M. Newman, 1993, Compensation, 4th edition [1st ed. 1984],
Irwin, Homewood, IL, (with assistance of Carolyn Milkovich). A textbook. Skeptical of Jaques:
“little evidence supports Jaques’ idea of universally held [pay] norms across a highly diverse
society. And the number of lawsuits over what constitutes “fair” pay would seem to indicate that
substantial disagreement exists” (p. 48). This repeats Hugh A. Clegg’s 1961 concern that the
theory was too simple. These authors cited two U.S. studies on the previous page (Kuethe and
Levenson 1964, and Mahoney 1979). They appear to be oblivious that both studies were on
Jaques’ pay-to-hierarchy correlation and Mahoney’s replicated the 1964 study. They further cite
General Electric’s use of levels, “Each distinct level in GE’s structure represents as major
difference in the complexities of tasks – accountabilities and knowledge required to perform the
work” (p. 58), without any clue that this is an example of Jaques’ definition of capability levels.
In the next paragraph they cite Jaques as if he was in opposition to GE’s reduction of levels of
work. They think equity theory should be subsumed under VIE theory - long after expectancy
theory was discredited. They objected to TSD as a single-factor job evaluation system - while
citing Atchison’s +0.90 and Kvålseth’s +0.93 results. Kvalseth. [What’s to say? Everything
here is bassackwards.] See Charan et al 2001. Cited Jaques 1961 and 1990 HBR. OFF. Bk.
Mill, John Stuart, 1859, On Liberty, Chapter 5, Applications (paragraph 23, at end). (On line at
bartleby.com). Mill discusses the need for government not to usurp the energies of the people by
doing too much for them and to them. (By extension, the same is true for management. It
should not attempt to destroy the discretion - and energy - of employees through Taylorist
tampering with the work.) [This, in other hands, has become screwy.] BbMisc. Ch.
Miller, Daniel R., and Guy E. Swanson, 1958, The Changing American Parent; a study in the
Detroit Area, John Wiley, New York, NY, 302 pages. No bibliography. Cited by Schlemenson
and by Jaques. See p. 161-2 of Work, Creativity and Social Justice, Jaques 1970, for a
discussion of this study on the shift in values as the breadwinner/father shifts from
entrepreneurial work to bureaucratic work - and how these changed work values are extended
into the family. The result is a lessening concern over resources and other people and a
loosening of moral standards. [q.v. Brett Hart’s 1880s quote about no one being willing to
defend a boarding house.] MS. Bk.
Miller, Daniel R., and Guy E. Swanson, (in collaboration with Wesley Allinsmith, Elton B.
McNeil, and others), 1966, Inner Conflict and Defense, Schocken Books, New York, NY, 452
pages. On conflict and defense mechanisms in psychology. Miller headed the psychology
department at Brunel under Jaques (1969). Misc. Bk.
Miller, Daniel R., and Elliott Jaques, 1988, “Identifying Madness: An Interaction Frame of
Reference,” chapter in Surveying Social Life: Papers in Honor of Herbert H. Hyman, ed. by
Hubert J. O’Gorman, 1988, Wesleyan University Press, Middletown, CT, Chapter 12: pp. 265286. “Strong commitments to irreconcilable perspectives on schizophrenia derive from
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philosophical differences rather than differences in biological, psychological, and sociological
doctrines; and posits the medical model against the idea of mental illness as a social construct.”
(Sociological Abstracts, v. 37, no. 4, 89c01165, p. 200.) See Jaques and Miller unpublished
article. See also, Jaques 1991 chapter. Misc. Ch.
Miller, Danny, and Lawrence A. Gordon, 1975, “Conceptual Levels and The Design of
Accounting Information Systems,” April 1975, Decision Sciences, University Plaza, Atlanta,
GA, 30303, 6(2):259-269. Stratification of management information needs. Unaware of Jaques.
MS. PJ.
Miller, Danny, and Peter H. Friesen, with Henry Mintzberg, 1984, Organizations: A Quantum
View, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 320 pages. A Taxonomy. An empirical
classification rather than an intellectual conceptualization. How the pieces combine. The
pathology is not handling one variation at a time. Pre-LMCs. MS. Bk.
Miller, Danny, 1993, "The Architecture of Simplicity," Academy of Management Review, Jan
1993, 18(1):116-38. 23p. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1993.3997509. ISSN: 0363-7425. Argued that
over time the world views, goals, strategies, cultures, and processes of successful organizations
will become more pure or "simple": They will come to focus more narrowly on a single theme,
activity, or issue at the expense of all others. This is explained by managerial, cultural,
structural, and process factors in the organization. It is attributed to both the complementary way
in which these factors configure and the paradox that although simplicity may trigger ultimate
failure, it can bring about initial success. [Short-term vs. Long-term]. At Ecole des Hautes
Etudes Commerciales & McGill U. # MS. PJ. A.
Miller, Danny, 1993, "Some Organizational Consequences of CEO Succession," Academy of
Management Journal, June, 36(3):644–659. 16p. DOI: 10.2307/256597. ISSN: 0001-4273.
The new CEO often decides the first strategic moves to win over incumbent managers by
reducing centralization, increasing the power of executive team members (Greiner & Bhambri
1989, not herein), and, in the context of poor performance, by increased organizational
information processing. This longitudinal study examined the impact that CEO succession had
on changes in the structures and strategy-making processes of some large corporations. New
leadership was also associated with change, regardless of direction, in most of the dimensions of
structure and process assessed. Cited in Hutzschenreuter et al 2012. At École des Hautes Études
Commerciales, University of Montreal; McGill U. # Misc. PJ.
Miller, Danny, and John Whitney, 1999, “Beyond Strategy: Configuration as a Pillar of
Competitive Advantage,” Business Horizons, U. Indiana, IN, US, May/June 1999, 42(3):5-17.
Explored how the elements of companies complement one another to produce the driving
character of the enterprise: its configuration. There are three types: pioneer, salesman, and
craftsman. Of course, there is also none/ poor – a lack of configuration. # MS. PJ.
Miller, Danny, 2000. See Fuchs, Peter H., Kenneth E. Mifflin, Danny Miller, and John O.
Whitney, 2000. ~
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Miller, Danny, Russell Eisenstat, and Nathaniel Foote, 2002, "Strategy from the Inside Out:
Building Capability-Creating Organizations," California Management Review, Berkeley, CA,
Spring 2002, 44(3):37-54. Strategy over the past 20 years offered two sources of competitive
advantage: market positioning or resource-based. Each firm has to build on its own unique
experiences, assets, or capabilities: 'asymmetries.' Often these are hidden. Firms must recognize
them, turn them into capabilities, and leverage them into market opportunities. # MS. Pro.
Miller, Danny, and Isabelle Le Breton-Miller, 2005, Managing for the Long Run: Lessons in
Competitive Advantage from Great Family Businesses, Harvard Business School Publishing,
Boston, MA, 310 p. Identified more than forty large, family-controlled businesses that not only
dominated their markets for twenty to one-hundred-plus years but did so by defying most aspects
of modern management practice. Their priority was to focus more on getting results for the next
generation than the next quarter - and they get both. They were more stabile, better recognized
hard work, and were more honest in their dealings with other people in the firm. They executed
better year after year and got better results - in profits and growth. Showed the benefits from
longer time-horizons. Unaware of the theory. Supports the theory. (See time-horizon in
economics. See Berle and Means, who may be wrong. See Rostow 1959 – on Berle and Dodd
in 1930s and 1950s.) MS. Bk.
Miller, Danny, 2007, “Paradigm Prison, or In Praise of Atheoretic Research,” Strategic
Organization, Sage, Los Angeles, CA, and London, UK, May 2007; 5(2):177-184. Discussion
of the tendency of leading journals to promote and defend some half-dozen social science
theories - and to publish little else. Empirical findings without theory find this editorial policy
hard sledding. Medical research had several breakthroughs even where no theory was known or
applied. Theories of late have replaced one another rapidly. As a result, knowledge does not so
much accumulate as replace one view with another. Thanked Craddock. Cited Quine 1951. See
Padgett 1992, Ghoshal 2005; Fogarty 1963a; Abrahamson 1990s. CUNY Queens, Naval
Monterey. At HEC Montreal. Misc. PJ.
Miller, Danny, Isabelle Le Breton-Miller, and Barry Scholnick, 2008, “Stewardship vs.
Stagnation: An Empirical Comparison of Small Family and Non-Family Businesses,” Journal of
Management Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Jan. 2008, 45(1):51-78. The first perspective in
the literature implies that family owned businesses (FOBs) enterprises engage in stewardship.
FOB owners are said to care about the long-term prospects of the business, nurturing of a
community of employees, and seeking out closer connections with customers, in large part
because their family’s fortune, reputation and future are at stake. A second perspective proposes
that FOBs are unusually subject to stagnation: they are said to face unique resource restrictions,
embrace conservative strategies, eschew growth, and be doomed to short lives. This paper
compares FOBs to non-FOBs. Neither perspective has been systematically articulated or
researched. The findings show significant support for all three aspects of the stewardship
perspective of FOBs, and no support for any elements of the stagnation perspective. [Glacier
Metal and Baxi were FOBs.] Thanked Craddock. See Neave 1990, p. 218. See Muth 1997
Interesting Ph.D. At HEC Montreal and U. Alberta. Email: Danny.Miller@hec.ca MS. PJ.
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Miller, Danny, Jangwoo Lee, Sooduck Chang, and Isabelle Le Breton-Miller, 2009, "Filling the
Institutional Void: The Social Behavior and Performance of Family versus Non-Family
Technology Firms in Emerging Markets," Journal of International Business Studies, (JIBS),
Palgrave Macmillan, Atlanta, GA, June/July 2009, 40(5):802-817. Family businesses (FBs) are
said to treat their employees with unusual consideration and form a cohesive internal
“community”. They are also claimed to develop deeper, more extensive “connections” or
relationships with outside stakeholders. Both behaviors may increase the viability of a business
intended to support an owning family and its later generations. Such social linkages, we believe,
may also compensate for the lack of capital, product and labor institutional infrastructures in
dynamic emerging economies. This survey study of a most challenging emerging market sector,
namely, Korean high technology businesses, argues three major points. 1) Relationships of
community and connection will be more common in FBs than in non-FBs. 2) These relationships
will enhance performance in emerging market high technology sectors which, because of their
competitive, complex, and ever-changing nature, rely on significant expert knowledge and social
capital within and outside the organizational community. 3) The performance of FBs will benefit
more from these relationships than the performance of non-FBs because employees and external
partners will be more likely to return the generosity of a visibly active owning family, or to
penalize its selfishness, than would occur in less personally intimate settings. Significant
empirical support was found for most of these hypotheses. [Deming indicated these were some
of the bases for a second “S”curve. Neave 1990 p. 218.] (Thanked yours truly.) SIBL JBM 02189. Misc. PJ.
Miller, Danny, Isabelle Le Breton-Miller, and Richard H. Lester, 2010, "Family Ownership and
Acquisition Behavior in Publicly-Traded Companies," Strategic Management Journal, John
Wiley, NY, NY, Feb. 2010, 31(2):201-223. ISSN: 0143209. Much of the literature on corporate
acquisitions has focused on managerial incentives for making acquisitions but has
underemphasized the role played by the social context of major shareholders. This study of
Fortune 1000 firms argues that the priorities and risk preferences of family owners can have
important implications not only for the volume but also for the diversifying nature of their
acquisitions. Agency and family business perspectives are used to derive expectations
concerning the acquisitions behavior of family owners. Consistent with both perspectives, and
owners' desire to reduce business risk, we find that family ownership is inversely related to the
number and dollar volume of acquisitions. However, whereas agency theorists differ about how
ownership concentration influences whether acquisitions are diversified, the family firm
literature is more definitive. The latter suggests that given family owners' desire to retain control
of their firms for offspring, their wealth must remain concentrated. Hence they can most easily
reduce the risk of their wealth portfolio by diversifying the business—that is, through
diversifying acquisitions. Consistent with this logic, we found the propensity to make
diversifying acquisitions to increase with the level of family ownership. At HEC Montreal and
U. Alberta, Canada; Texas A&M U., College Station, TX, US. # Misc. PJ.
Miller, Danny, Isabelle Le Breton-Miller, and Richard H. Lester, 2013, “Family Firm
Governance, Strategic Conformity and Performance: Institutional versus Strategic Perspectives,”
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Organization Science, INFORMS, Jan/Feb2013, 24(1):189-209. 21p. ISSN: 10477039. DOI:
10.1287/orsc.1110.0728. A schism divides the family firm and strategy literatures and the
institutional literature regarding both the situational prevalence and utility of conforming
behavior. The former two schools view strategic differentiation as especially common among
family firms, and as an important source of competitive advantage. By contrast, institutionalists
would suggest unusually powerful motivations for family firms to conform, in part because of
their pursuit of socio-economic wealth objectives. This analysis of Fortune 1000 firms finds
considerable support for the institutional perspective: family involvement was related to
greater, not lesser, conformity in many aspects of strategy. Although strategic conformity
related marginally to superior returns on assets it did not enhance firm market valuations.
(Craddock thanked.) At HEC Montreal & U. Alberta; Texas A&M U. draft # MS. PJ. A.
Miller, Danny, and Cyrille Sardais, 2013, "How our Frames Direct Us: A Poker Experiment,"
Organization Studies, Sage Pub., UK, [Online April], 34(4). 25 p. Beyond economics. Erving
Goffman's frame analysis (1974) was adapted to surface simplified differing frames used by
individuals to interpret the same situation (in poker). The frame drives the information each
attends to, their interpretation, and their synthesis of that information toward making a decision.
The frames differed dramatically across groups of individuals. They were cohesive, consistent,
multifaceted, relatively few in number, and - predictive. The frames revealed a significant
mismatch with the requirements of the situation. The implications for managerial decisionmaking in organizations were striking. Craddock & Le Breton-Miller thanked. Jaques not cited.
Cited Day & Lord 1992. Both at HEC Montreal, CA. # MS. PJ.
Miller, Danny, Isabelle Le Breton-Miller, Alessandro Minishilli, Guido Corbetta, and Daniel
Pittino, 2014, "When do non-family CEOs Outperform in family firms? Agency and Behavioural
Agency Perspectives, Journal of Management Studies, John Wiley, US, … 2014, word: 44 pgs.
[in press.] We found in 893 Italian family firms that non-family CEOs outperform when they are
monitored by multiple major family owners, as opposed to a single family member. They also
outperform when they are not required to share CEO power with family members (who may be
more motivated by family socio-emotional issues). [Accepted but not yet published.] Cited Le
Breton-Miller and Miller 2009, 2011. # Misc. PJ.
Miller, David W., and Martin K. Starr, 1967, The Structure of Human Decisions, Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, US, 179 p. A textbook. Human decisions are limited by time and
resources. This puts these authors in the Humphreys-Phillips camp. Cited by Jungermann 1980,
1983. CUNY Lehman Coll & Grad Ctr HD69 .D4 M5. MS. Bk.
Miller, Delbert C., 1960, “How behavioral scientists can help business,” Business Horizons,
Bloomington, IN, Summer 1960, 3(2):32-37. Cited a personal conversation in London with Dr.
Jaques on the span of control at Glacier. The second to first strata SOC ratio was 1:50 and the
entire Glacier plant was reorganized on this basis. The major responsibility of the leader of each
group was to build group cohesion. Technical assistance was provided on planning and
operational problems. Elton Mayo and Jaques were about the only researchers cited. SIBL
*ZAN-T5070 [Microfilm] Library has: 1958-2000. # Rp. PJ.
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Miller, Delbert, and William H. Form, 1980, Industrial Sociology: Work in Organizational Life,
3rd edn., Harper, NY, NY, US; London, UK, 834 p. A textbook. Recommended Jaques 1951 as
“the best study now available” on joint consultation between management and workers. That
was almost 30 years after publication!! [P. 725, 727.] Baruch HD6955 .M5 1979. W. Bk.
Miller, Edward L., 1984, “Strategic Staffing,” Chapter 4 (p. 57-68) in Fombrun, Charles, Noel
M. Tichy, and Mary Ann Devanna, eds., 1984, Strategic Human Resource Management, John
Wiley, New York, NY, 499 p. Not on RO theory. Winger. Cited Mahler and Wrightnour 1973.
Clio Biz HF5549 .F587 1984. W. Ch.
Miller, Eric J., and A. K. Rice, 1967, Systems of Organisation, Tavistock Publications, London,
UK. Detailed systems design using key Tavistock concepts of ‘primary tasks’, ‘sentient groups’
of employees, and ‘sentient boundaries’. (Related some to Jaques’ ideas.) See Rowbottom and
Billis 1977. See Silverman 1968 for a scathing book review. Misc. Bk.
Miller, Eric J., 1975, “Socio-Technical Systems in Weaving, 1953-1970: A Follow-up Study,”
Human Relations, UK & US, May 1975, 28(4):349-386. In 1953-54, experimental changes in
work organization were introduced in automatic and non-automatic loom-sheds of an Indian
textile mill (Rice, 1953, 1955a & b, 1958, 1963). In each case semi-autonomous work-groups
were established with responsibility for production and routine maintenance on a group of looms.
In 1970 a follow-up study of the 'group system' in four locations, including the two original sites,
showed that in one the non-automatic experimental loom-shed the work organization and levels
of performance had remained virtually unchanged over the 16 years, while in a newer automatic
loom-shed group working had largely disappeared. Considerable regression had occurred. The
paper suggested that the effective persistence of the 'group system' in at least one area implies
that the assumptions in Rice's original experiment were substantially confirmed. Regression was
due to failure to maintain the necessary boundary conditions for group working in the face of
progressive changes in the market and other environmental factors. (See revisit Dayal 1970:
Zip found there of Rice 1956.) Cited Jaques 1951; De 1982. See E. Mumford 2006. Not in
NYPL, CUNY. In Clio online since 1948. At Tavistock, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Miller, Eric J., 1976, "Preface," "Introduction," two chapters in Miller, Eric J., ed., 1976, Task
and Organization, Wiley, NY, NY, US, 379 p. This edited book was in memory of A. K. Rice.
These two chapters give an intellectual overview of his life and works. Rice was a member of
the original Tavvy team that went into Glacier Metal (1948-1951) and continued to write about it
until 1953. Then he went to India. Got a PhD in 1964 from Cambridge U. for the work he had
already published. NYPL – not in. CUNY Htr Mn HD31 .T27 1976. (B2). # # Misc. Ch.
Miller, Eric J., 1976, “The Open-System Approach to Organizational Analysis, with Specific
Reference to the Work of A.K. Rice,” Chapter 2 in: Hofstede, Geert, and M. Sami Kassem, eds.,
European Contributions to Organization Theory, Van Gorcum Publishers, Assen/Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, p. 43-61. A history of the Tavvy and socio-technical systems (STS) [Trist and
Bamforth 1951]. Rice was on the original Glacier Metal team under Jaques. Rice was the first
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to use the STS ideas in his study of machine shop analysis [1951]. The systems concepts of von
Bertalanffy [1950] influenced Rice [1958]. Tavvy looked to three models: Jaques 1951, C. Sofer
1961, and Rice 1963. (See French 1982.) Misc. Ch.
Miller, Eric, 1998, “A Note on the Protomental System and ‘Groupishness:’ Bion's Basic
Assumptions Revisited,” Human Relations, London, UK, and New York, NY, Dec.,
51(12):1495-1508. Offered a biogenetic, instinctive explanation for some group behaviors (a la
Bion) that may have implications for management. Miller was at Tavistock. Cited Jaques 1995
HR. SSCI. Misc. PJ.
Miller, Eric, 2004, “The Leicester Model Revisited,” chapter one (p. 11-17) in Gould, Laurence
J., Lionel F. Stapley and Mark Stein, eds., 2004, Experiential Learning in Organisations:
applications of the Tavistock group relations approach, Karnac Pub., London, UK, 192 p. The
Tavistock-led conference at Leicester U. was getting old until Jaques booted it by saying
psychoanalysis was irrelevant to organizations (1995). The conference is not yet irrelevant. [See
Van Reekum, Gerard, 2005, “Bk Rev,” Organisational and Social Dynamics (OSD), London,
UK. # ] Cited Jaques 1989, 1990, 1995. CUNY Baruch BF517.5 .E97 2004. Baruch BF518.5
.E97 2004. SIBL JBE 04=2047. # D. Ch.
Miller, Ernest C., 1977, “Time-Span of Discretion and Human Resources Management ... An
Interview With Elliott Jaques,” Personnel, AMACOM, Saranac Lake, NY (also NY, NY), JulyAug., 54(4):47-58. (See Jaques listing.) Rp. PJ.
Miller, Francis W., 1969, “The Non-Prophet Approach to Compensation,” Compensation and
Benefits Review, US, Sage, online, 1:33-39. Roy Richardson, Corporate Manpower Manager at
Honeywell, is doing some fascinating work relating Dr. Elliott Jaques' research. He found a
correlation of .85 between FFP and TSD. Director of Personnel, Honeywell Aerospace. # Rp.
PJ.
Miller, Gary, 2001, “Why Is Trust Necessary in Organizations? The Moral Hazard of Profit
Maximization,” chapter 10 (p. 307-331) in Cook, Karen S., ed., 2001, Trust in Society, Russell
Sage Foundation, New York, NY, 403 p. The Russell Sage Foundation series on trust; v. 2.
What happens to the stakeholders when the stockholders go after profit maximization? That is,
not optimization, but all of it and now. Thus, many of the stakeholders get screwed and become
distrustful of the stockholders. The stakeholders no longer trust them or extend credit to them.
This negatively impacts everyone affiliated with the enterprise because all of the participants are
interdependent. In short, opportunism on the part of the stockholders/ owners themselves
can be fatal to the firm. Baruch & Grad Ctr HM1106 .T78 2001. # MS. Ch.
Miller, George A., 1956, “The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two,” Psychological
Review, APA, March, 63(2):81-97. A variety of researches are examined from the standpoint of
information theory. It is shown that the unaided observer is severely limited in terms of the
amount of information he can receive, process, and remember. However, it is shown that by the
use of various techniques, e.g., use of several stimulus dimensions, recoding, and various
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mnemonic devices, this informational bottleneck can be broken. A classic on quantification in
the social sciences. A must read and a chuckle. # Misc. PJ. A.
Miller, Joanne, 1992, “Gender and Supervision: The Legitimation of Authority in Relationship to
Task,” Sociological Perspectives, Theme: Women in the Workplace: Toward True Integration,
Berkeley, CA, Spring 1992, 35(1):137-162. Examined Jaques’s 1976 observation that
accountability and authority are not a matter of degree - not dichotomies - and that role
distinctions greatly influenced how authority was implemented and experienced by workers. Her
data revealed a far lower correspondence between job complexity and supervision for women
than for men. Zero-order correlation was nearly twice as strong for men: -.61 versus -.34 for
women. Work arrangements were demonstrated to be dramatically different between men and
women thus challenging common assumptions about the logic of bureaucratic authority. Men
were judged on their ability while women were judged on their social status. (She mixed in a
number of other variables as well.) Cited Turner & Lawrence 1965. At Queens CUNY. # Rp.
PJ.
Miller, J., S. Clement, C. Hoskins, H. Schloss, under Russ Zajtchuk, BG, MC, 1995, United
States Army Medical Department Reorganization. (3 Volumes). NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161,
USA. Office of the Surgeon General (Army), Falls Church, VA, 16 Jun 1995. This report
provides a synopsis of the work surrounding the Army Medical Department (AMEDD)
reorganization during the period January 1993 to June 1995. In five volumes. Volume I
documents the formation of Task Force Aesculapius; the role of Organizational Design,
Incorporated; and the impact of the reorganization on other AMEDD activities, biackground for
the reorganization, the analytical process, concept plan development, and implementation of the
concept plan. Volumes II, III, IV, and V contain the MEDCOM Concept Plan, Task Force
charters, briefings, and command reviews. Only Volumes I-III were published. This was
Stephen Clement’s SST/ RO project: Rp. Rep.
Volume 1 - Narrative. 81 pages. ADA2966471. (Notes: ADA296643, ADA296644,
ADA296645, ADA296646.) [A long case.]
Volume 2 - Enclosures 1-10. 249 pages. ADA2966463. (Notes: ADA296643,
ADA296644, ADA296645, ADA296647.)
Volume 3 - Enclosures 11-12. 315 pages. ADA2966448. (Notes: ADA296643,
ADA296645, ADA296646, ADA296647.)
Miller, Karen A, Melvin L. Kohn, and Carmi Schooler, 1986, “Educational Self-Direction and
Personality,” American Sociological Review, Albany, NY, Jun 1986, 51(3):372-390. [Kohn and
Schooler are the main cross references.] Found support for Bowles and Gintis’s 1976
interpretation that educational self-direction may be a link to the adult occupational world.
Students are progressively trained toward self-direction as they go through schooling (approach
adulthood). (Did not ask: Did a higher cognitive capacity cause administrators to grant the
student earlier self-direction?) Misc. PJ. A.
Miller, Kent D., 2002, "Knowledge Inventories and Managerial Myopia," Strategic Management
Journal, Wiley, Aug2002, 23(8):689-706. ISSN: 01432095. DOI: 10.1002/smj.245. Managing
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knowledge inventories is the central issue posed by the knowledge-based view of the firm.
Knowledge inventory management involves acquiring, retaining, deploying, idling, and
abandoning technologies. Real option theory values flexibility. But these formulas assume
managers consider the full time horizon of technologies as well as all available substituting and
complementary technologies. This study considers the implications of violations of these
assumptions (i.e., temporal and spatial myopia) and the cognitive sources of path dependencies
and organizational rigidities. At Krannert, Purdue U., US. # MS. PJ. A.
[There are TWO Peter Millers – one is a sociologist with the Tavistock Institute and the other
is an academic in accountancy.]
Miller, Peter, and Nikolas Rose, 1988, “The Tavistock Programme: The Government of
Subjectivity and Social Life,” Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association,
London, UK, 22(1):171-192. An historical narrative including the work of the World War II
selection board. Cited Jaques 1951, 1970; Brown and Jaques 1965; Emery and Thorsrud 1969;
etc. See P. Miller 1992. MS. PJ. A.
Miller, Peter, 1992, “The Tavistock Mission: A Review Essay,” Human Relations, April,
45(4):411-426. doi:10.1177/001872679204500406 Good background on the whole gang Jaques, Trist, Emery, Rice, Bion, etc. (See R. K. Brown 1967, Jaques 1982, 1998, and Pasmore
and Khalsa 1993.) MS. PJ.
Miller, Peter, and Nikolas Rose, 1995, “Production, Identity, and Democracy,” Theory and
Society, Kluwer Academic, Dordrecht, Netherlands/ Elsevier Scientific, New York, NY, June,
24(3):427-467. An historical review of the production, participation, and the post-industrial
social identity ‘crisis’ with special attention to the Tavistock program of socio-technical systems
(STS). Cited Jaques 1951. MS. PJ.
[There are TWO Peter Millers – one is a sociologist with the Tavistock Institute and the
other is an academic in accountancy.]
Miller, Peter, and Ted O'Leary, 1987, “Accounting and the Construction of the Governable
Person,” Accounting, Organizations and Society, Pergamon Jnls Ltd, 12(3):235-265. Cost
accounting emerged in the early decades of the 20th century as part of a much wider modern
apparatus of power aimed at the construction of the individual person as a more manageable and
efficient entity, especially when combined with scientific management and industrial
psychology. Applied Foucault’s concept of power. See highly positive “Discussion” by Richard
J. Boland Jr. immediately following: 1987, AOS, 12(3):267-272. Miller at Sheffield. O’Leary at
Cork. Did not cite Jaques or Tavvy, etc. See their 1989 article. Misc. PJ. A.
Miller, Peter, and Ted O'Leary, 1989, “Hierarchies and American Ideals, 1900-1940,” Academy
of Management Review, April, 14(2):250-265. Describes the process whereby hierarchies and
American ideals came to be reconciled during this period. (Of course, they may not have been
permanently reconciled, which is a major reason Jaques’ concepts have not been accepted in the
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US. This begs the question.) Miller at LSE. O’Leary at Urbana-Champaign & Cork. Both in
Accountancy. Did not cite Jaques or Tavvy, etc. See their 1987 article. Misc. PJ. A.
Miller, Peter, 1994 - see Hopwood, Anthony G., and Peter Miller, eds., 1994. ~
Miller, Robert L., 1973, “A Test of the Relationship Between Time-Span of Discretion and Fair
Pay for Work Using Library Personnel,” New York State School of Labor and Industrial
Relations, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY. Examined professional academic librarians (20) and
assistant librarians (20) on TSD:FFP. Found correlation of r = +0.84 p<0.001 between TSD and
FFP, which was relatively independent of other moderators. Actual pay (AP) correlated with felt
fair pay +0.80. (This was a term paper.) Results published in: Goodman, Paul and Robert L.
Miller, 1973, “Book Review of Fair Pay and Work by Roy Richardson,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, March, 18(1):135-137. Bob lives in St. Louis, MO (2005). [Jaques says he met
Miller again 11/01]) His PhD at Cornell was not on Jaques because he could not find faculty
support. A pity. See his 1976, Interesting PhD. (See Goodman 1967.) Rp. PJ. A.
Miller, Robert L., 1992, "Managing Before a Reorganization," Training and Development,
Business Insights: Essentials, American Society for Training & Development, July 1992, p. 57+.
The empowerment of employees serves as a very effective tool in facilitating smooth
organizational restructuring, in the planning stages. Honesty and truthfulness in the relay of
information are vital. The ability to listen to employees’ queries and concerns is expected of
managers. Managers should find the necessary balance between the technical and people aspects
of the change process. Options available range from no communication, one-way communication and two-way communication, to problem-solving participation. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Miller, Shazia Rafiullah, and James E. Rosenbaum, 1997, “Hiring in a Hobbesian World: Social
infrastructure and employers' use of information,” Work and Occupations, Sage, Thousand Oaks,
CA, Nov 1997, 24(4):498-523. Although economic theory and employers blame youths' labor
market problems on skill and work habit deficiencies, hiring employers do not use information
related to these attributes. A sample of 51 employers were interviewed and it was found that
employers mistrust information from most sources. This explains their strong emphasis on
impressions in interviews, a method that has been shown to give invalid (and biased) results,
which often results in their selecting unproductive workers. Some employers overcome the
problem in two ways: using information from their own workers and from long-term social
networks. Although economic theory assumes that labor markets respond to all sources of
information, these results suggest that employers use only information received in a social
context that ensures its trustworthiness. See Eriksson 2006; Rosenbaum and Kariya 1989;
Rudin 2004. Refu. PJ.
Miller, Stanley S., 1963, “Management by Omikoshi – Traditional Features of Modern Business
in Japan,” Management International, Betriebswirtschaftlicher Verlag, Wiesbaden, W. Germany,
3(1):59-69. (Full text in English, French p. 70-77, and German p. 79-85.) Dr. Th. Gabler, 19611966. [In 1966 MI name changed to Management International Review.] Japanese had already
changed: they were flexible in management organization; divisionalization; recognition of
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ability; and more systematic methods of decision-making. They had also developed a more
independent role for their young managers. BMCC, Baruch, NYPL online, onsite. JSTOR Bus
III Archives. Clio Bus Colln, Lehman Liby. Abstracted in Lawrence, Paul, ed., 1965, OB&A,
(p. 779-781). [Abs. # .] At HBS, US. # Misc. PJ.
Miller, William H., 1997, “Leadership's common denominator,” Industry Week/IW, Penton
Pubs., US, 08/18/97, 246(15):96-99. Presented the views of CEOs on what it takes to lead
effectively. Peter Brabeck-Lethmathe of Nestlé SA; Earnest Deavenport Jr. of Eastman
Chemical Co. (now Tennessee Eastman); F. Kenneth Iverson of Nucor Corp.; J. Tracy
O'Rourke of Varian Associates Inc.; Lorenzo Zambrano of Cemex SA. Also Toshiba, Toyota,
and Kyocera. (Several use RO.) Vision of the CEO is key. Nestle. Teach. # MS. Pro.
CEO.
Miller, William H., 1997, “Halliburton Energy Services Inc.,” Industry Week/IW, Penton Pubs.,
US, 10/20/97, 246(19):43, 46, 48. Word Cnt: 1807. ISSN: 00390895. Focused on management
practices and improvement programs at HES's oilfield-products plant in Carrollton, Texas, one
the winners of `Industry Week' magazine's 1997 America's Best Plant Awards. The `6 Key'
performance-measurement system contained reorganization (removal of two layers) into a plant
structured around business units. # MS. Pro.
Milliken, Frances J., 1987, “Three Types of Perceived Uncertainty about the Environment: State,
Effect, and Response Uncertainty,” The Academy of Management Review, Jan., 12(1):133-143.
Built on Duncan’s and Downey’s dissertations to challenge contingency theory’s presentation of
“uncertainty” as an objective external reality. Uncertainty was in the perception of managers.
This linked to Jaques’ formulation of cognitive complexity as used by Downey. (Based on
Related 1985 PhD at City U. of N.Y.) Jaques not cited in article. Cited Downey 1975, 1977,
Duncan 1972, Tosi 1973, 1984. See Related PhD 1985. MS. PJ. A.
Milliman, John, Andrew J. Czaplewski, and Jeffery Ferguson, 2003, “Workplace spirituality and
employee work attitudes: An exploratory empirical assessment,” Journal of Organizational
Change Management, Emerald MCB, UK, 16(4):426-447. A survey. Included Southwest Air as
a spiritual place to work. All at U. CO. Cited Jaques 1996, 1998 (1976 reprint), King & Nichol
1999, cited SW Air. W. PJ.
Mills, Ann E., and Mary V. Rorty, 2010, “The Pre-conditions for ‘Building Capacity’ in an
Ethics Program”, HEC Forum, Springer Netherlands, NL; NY, NY, US, Dec. 2010, 22(4):287297. DOI 10.1007/s10730-010-9147-0. ISSN 0956-2737 (Print). Most organizations and
people want to acquire the knowledge, skills and other resources needed to achieve their goals
efficiently and effectively. Thus, they want to acquire or develop needed “capacity.” But there
are pre-conditions to building capacity in an ethics program that are often overlooked or
forgotten. Cited Jaques 1951; Stacey 1996. At U. Va.; Stanford U. # D. PJ.
Mills, Peter K., and Gerardo R Ungson, 2003, “Reassessing the Limits of Structural
Empowerment: Organizational constitution and trust as controls,” The Academy of Management
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Review, Briarcliff Manor, NY, Jan 2003, 28(1):143-153. Middle managers have a moral hazard
problem with empowerment. It is the potential loss of managerial control due to misplaced trust.
(I.e. the managers are still accountable for results. This is what has assassinated empowerment
since Ahmedabad. See Rice 1958; Dayal 1970. Duh.) Unaware of R.O. and STS. MS. PJ. A.
Mincer, Jacob, 1958, “Investment in Human Capital and Personal Income Distribution,” The
Journal of Political Economy, Aug. 1958, 66(4):281-302. Assumed identical abilities by
everyone and so assumed the “differences in training result in differences in levels of earnings.”
A huge error. Included an Age-Wage Profile (p. 294) from the US Census of 1950. (See
Japanese use of this profile since 1927.) Misc. PJ. A.
Mincer, Jacob, 1962, “On-the-Job Training: Costs, Returns, and Some Implications,” The
Journal of Political Economy, Part 2: Investment in Human Beings, Oct. 1962, 70(5.2):50-79.
Found the investment in on-the-job (OTJ) training was more than half the size of the investment
in formal schooling. Both investments had the same rate of return. (No age-wage profile here,
just math. This is a big problem in economics: weak graphs and strong math. Everybody
understands graphs.) (See Becker 1962 in same issue.) Misc. PJ. A.
Mincer, Jacob, 1974, Schooling, experience, and earnings, New York, National Bureau of
Economic Research; distributed by Columbia University Press, [Human behavior and social
institutions; 2], 152 p. Has Age-Wage profiles (p. 71) and Age-Experience profiles (p. 48-49,
66-67). Human capital development with an emphasis on education. United States - more
mathematical models. Mincer set forth the quadratic function of age-wage profiles. He likes
schooling as an investment and gets lost. [Age-Wage Profile] See Krimpas 1973 PhD. Cited in
Murphy & Welch 1990. Cited Becker 1964, Kuratani PhD 1973. Bus H35.N25 [x Becker],
Lehman Lib. & Milstein [Butler] HC110.I5 M55. SIBL JLL 74-476 [no.] 2. Seen. Misc. Bk.
Mincer, Jacob, 1975, “Education, Experience, and the Distribution of Earnings and Employment:
An Overview,” chapter three (p. 71-93) in Juster, F. Thomas, ed., 1975, Education, Income, and
Human Behavior, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 438 p. For the Carnegie Foundation on Higher
Education. (With chapters by Albert E. Beaton, Jacob Mincer, etc.) Mincer’s Age-Wage
Profile was U.S. data from 1959. (Graph on p. 74 was reproduced on p. 237 in Reynolds, Lloyd
G., 1982, Microeconomics, 4th edn., Irwin, Homestead, IL., 424 p. Reynolds was discussing
education as an investment in human capital. See p. 75 too.) Clio Bus LB2424 .J87. Misc. Ch.
Mincer, Jacob, and Yoshino Higuchi, 1988, “Wage Structures and Labor Turnover in the United
States and Japan,” Journal of the Japanese and International Economies, Tokyo, Japan, June
1988, 2(2):97-133. The key to human capital formation - training is steeper in Japan and wage
trajectories closely follow the training. The training is driven by rapid technological changes and
drove productivity growth that accounts for 70%-80% of the steepness of the wage profile.
Could it be due to “culture”? In Japanese plants in the US the tenure-wage slope and turnover
rate are low but still 2/3 closer to that in Japan. Workers are more attached to these firms due to
the training. So, why the difference? Japan’s rapid economic growth. Authors at Columbia U.
in NY and Keio U. in Tokyo. (Peer-reviewed journal. Japanese author named as Yoshio
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Higuchi.) See A. Weiss 1984 HBR. Misc. PJ.
Mincer, Jacob, 1997, “The Production of Human Capital and the Life Cycle of Earnings:
Variations on a Theme,” Journal of Labor Economics, Part 2: Essays in Honor of Yoram BenPorath, Jan. 1997, 15(1):S26-S47. A tribute to Ben-Porath’s innovative 1967 essay in support of
Gary S. Becker. Inadvertently confirmed a portion of Koike 1984 on increasing (with
decreasing) returns to scale. Post-school training (human capital investment) was the primary
factor underlying the age-wage profile. (Noted the link between ability and wages as the Simonlike limitation introduced in the use of test scores as predictors of formal education, earnings,
and OTJ training (see Becker 1975 and Bartel and Sicherman 1999 [p. S41]). This link was
there at .53. (Koike and Inoki 1990, and Koike 1997 almost completely eclipse this study.) See
Mincer 1991 A-W Profile. Misc. PJ. A.
Miner, John B., John R. Rizzo, Dorothy N. Harlow, and James W. Hill, 1974, “Role motivation
theory of managerial effectiveness in simulated organizations of varying degrees of structure,”
Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Feb. 1974, 59(1):31-37. Hypothesized role motivation
theory of managerial effectiveness is applicable in highly structured organizational contexts of
the bureaucratic type, but not applicable in low structure contexts of the professional type.
Simulated organizations with undergraduate members (N = 487) were used – a facsimile of a
large business firm and a series of independent project teams. All Ss completed the Miner
Sentence Completion Scale which was developed to provide measures of motivation relevant to
various role prescriptions (e.g., authority figures, competitive games, and routine administrative
functions). Results generally support the hypothesis, with managerial motivation being
significantly related to promotion decisions in the high structure situation, but not in the low
structure situation. (All college students and peers.) At Ga. State U. MS. PJ. A.
Miner, John B., and J. Frank Brewer, 1976. “The Management of Ineffective Performance,”
chapter 23 (p. 995-1029) in Dunnette, Marvin D., ed., 1976, Handbook of Industrial and
Organizational Psychology, Rand-McNally, Chicago, IL, 1470 p. (Reprinted 1986; 1990 edn.
rewritten). Focus was on increased ‘job stress’ as a result of ineffective performance. This was
a direct outcome of equity theory. (Still fascinated by ‘cooling out’ those who are about to be let
go: the mark.) Cited Sales 1969; Kahn 1964; Rizzo et al 1970; Spielberger 1966. Cited Jaques
on p. 1008. City Cohen HF5548.8 .H265. D. Ch.
Miner, John B., 1977, “Implications of Managerial Talent Projections for Management
Education,” Academy of Management Review, US, Jul1977, 2(3):412-420. ISSN: 03637425.
DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1977.4281822. Declining motivation to manage among college students
poses the threat of severe managerial talent shortages. Socially responsible business education
must move to meet this challenge by adding programs in managing (not just management) to
existing curricula. Managerial role-motivation training is essential to any such program. At GA
State U. Op-ed. # Misc. PJ. A.
Miner, John B., 1981, “Theories of Organizational Motivation,” chapter 4 (p. 75-110) in
England, George W., Anant R. Negandhi, and Bernhard Wilpert, eds., 1981, The Functioning of
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Complex Organizations, publication of the Science Center Berlin, No. 35, Oeleschieger, Gunn,
and Hain, Cambridge, MA, 628 p. Papers from 1978 conference in Berlin. Cited Jaques. W.
Ch.
Miner, John B., ed., 1995, Administrative and Management Theory, Ashgate, UK, 454 p.
[Expensive.] Reprints of lots of early thinkers and writers. Included reprints of W. Brown 1962
article on work and 1963 critiquing current ideas about organizations and management. D. Bk.
Mingers, John, 1995, Self-Producing Systems: Implications and Applications of Autopoiesis,
Plenum Press, New York, NY, 246 p. Per Michael Church 1997, a detailed exploration of
autopoiesis - Maturana and Varela's theory (1992) of the living - in which he suggests that
“...using autopoiesis metaphorically is reasonably unproblematic...”, p 151. This is in contrast to
attempts to make a more literal application to social organisations. At Warwick. Clio Science
HM131 .M542 1995. Refu. Bk.
Ministry of Housing and Local Government, 1968, Report of the Committee on Local Authority
and Allied Personal Social Services (Seebohm Report). Cmnd. 3703. H.M.S.O. London, UK.
Misc. Rep.
Mink, Oscar G., Rosemary Morrow, and Thomas J. Shindell, 1990, “A Critical Review of
Current Thought on Guaranteed Employment Practices,” Human Resource Development
Quarterly, ASTD, Jossey-Bass/Wiley, San Francisco, CA, Summer1990, 1(2):153-165. Lincoln
Electric, Digital Equipment Corporation, IBM, Bank of America, Delta Airlines, and HewlettPackard – all use a no-layoff policy because it is morally right and good business. This article
described the costs (for companies, communities, people) of layoffs, techniques for companies to
avoid layoffs, and provides rationales for adopting such a plan. Cited J. Harvey 1988; Work in
America 1984; Hirschman 1970; Dobyns 1982. All at UT Austin. # Misc. PJ.
Mink, Oscar G., Keith Q. Owen, and Stephen Bright, 1993, “Long-term Thinking and Cultural
Change," Asia Pacific Journal of Quality Management, [Monash U., Melbourne, AU?]
Routledge, Bradford, UK, 2(2):26-39. [Merged into Total Quality Management in 1994, then it
became Total Quality Management & Business Excellence (Clio online since 2003).] Bright
lives outside of Melbourne, AU (per Barbara Mink, 8-13). Never found. Not seen. MS. PJ.
Mink, Oscar G., A. Steven Dietz, and Jerri Mink, 2000, "Changing a police culture of corruption:
Implications for the police psychologist," Journal of Police and Criminal Psychology, Springer
Link, UK, June, 15(2):21-29. DOI: 10.1007/BF02802662. The majority of police cadets enter
their law enforcement organization and seek connections that they hope will be fulfilling and
meaningful and provide a sense of belonging, security, honesty, mutual understanding, and trust.
To the extent that healthy relationships form, the individual officer moves closer towards
achieving a sense of wellness and personal wholeness that typically translates into optimum
commitment to and performance on the job. As the culture continues to become increasingly
more toxic (corruption and dishonesty), the individual's performance will continue to decline
(Trott 1996; Yerly 2000). The Mink Group. At UT-Austin. # MS. PJ.
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Mintzberg, Henry, 1980, TheNature of Managerial Work, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ,
US, 217 p. (Revision of 1973 edition.) A well-known book on the subject of leadership
development based on observations of a dozen chief executive officers. The findings from this
work have been replicated by others, such as Kurke, Lance B., and Howard E. Aldrich, 1983,
q.v. [Mintzberg gave credit to Martin 1956 for finding increasing levels of abstraction in a
management hierarchy. Gave three cites in support of Martin: Thomason 1967; Dubin & Spray
1965; Marples 1967. But none of these tested or validated Martin and none even cited him.
Very dubious. Thomason 1966, Part 1 of 2, cited Jaques 1951 and Brown 1960. Mintzberg did
not cite TSD.] Cited by Katerberg & Blau 1983 (q.v.). Cited Landsberger 1962; Koontz &
O’Donnell 1968; Business Week 1967 (on LBJ). Not in NYPL. Clio Milstein [303A] HD31
.M457. CUNY Baruch HD31 .M457 1973. CUNY Grad Ctr HD31 .M457 1980. Misc. Bk.
Mintzberg, Henry, 1989, Mintzberg on Management: Inside our Strange World of
Organisations, Free Press, NY, NY, US; Collier Macmillan, London, UK, 418 p. Ch. 8 is a
description of the machine organization. He cited Worthy 1959 book as a denunciation of
Taylorist ‘efficiency.’ See chapters 16 and 17 on the impact of modern management on the
organization. Devotion to ‘efficiency’ has bred inefficiency; rational excesses have led to
‘irrational’ practices; professional calculation has destroyed commitment; and survival by
politicalization threatens the whole society of organizations. Jaques not cited. Cited in Wild
2002. See Richardson 1996, p. 166. SIBL os JLE 84-2916 (SASB). Clio os HD31 .M4568
1989. Misc. Bk.
Mintzberg, Henry, 1990, “The Design School: Reconsidering the Basic Premises of Strategic
Management,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, March-April, 11(3):171-195.
Mintzberg cites Andrews 1987 and Kiechel 1984. See Nohria and Berkley. (Jaques is in the
‘design school.’ But maybe Mintzberg 1979 is.) Misc. PJ. A.
Mintzberg, Henry, 1996, “Musings On Management - ten ideas to rile everyone who cares about
management,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, July-August, p. 61-67. Not on Jaques but
on some ideas that are counter-intuitive. Interesting and indeed riling. Misc. Pro.
Mintzberg, Henry, 1998, “Covert Leadership: Notes on Managing Professionals,” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, Nov.-Dec., 76(6):140-147. Observed conductors with musicians,
etc. Professionals do not need control or direction, but they do need protection and support. MS.
Pro.
Mintzberg, Henry, Robert Simons, and Kunal Basu, 2002, “Beyond Selfishness,” MIT Sloan
Management Review, Cambridge, MA, Fall, 44(1):67-74. A concept of selfishness built on halftruths has taken hold. Its assumptions begin with economic man, shareholder value, heroic
leadership, the lean, mean organization, and the rising tide of prosperity for all. Sounds great,
but it generates distrust, disengagement, disconnection, discontinuity and disparity. What is
needed is cooperative human engagement. [Prisoner’s dilemma.] (Jaques not cited, but see
Jaques 2002 book.) MS. Pro.
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Mir, Raza, Ali Mir, and Nidhi Srinivas, 2004, “Managerial Knowledge as Property: The Role of
Universities,” Organization Management Journal, Emerging Scholarship, Eastern Academy of
Management, USA, 1(2):126-137. In this paper, we analyze the manner in which universities
have been deployed as institutions to privatize knowledge. We use the example of the
establishment of management institutes in India in the 1960s by US institutions such as the Ford
Foundation. The import of management education into India served to delegitimize local
managerial practices, and to produce a workforce capable of serving the interests of
multinational corporations rather than addressing local priorities. We conclude that management
pedagogy has constantly been deployed to render certain forms of public knowledge
appropriable by private institutions such as corporations. We suggest management pedagogy
should act to restore a new concept of knowledge, where it is presented not merely as a resource,
but as a public consciousness. At William Paterson U. and New School U. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Miranti, Paul J., 2005, "Corporate Learning and Quality Control at the Bell System, 1877-1929,"
The Business History Review, HBS, Spring 2005, 79(1):39-72. ISSN: 0007-6805. Shewhart
worked at AT&T, and was a part of the overall effort. From 1877 to 1929 the Bell System
extended its quality-assurance capabilities, a step that was critical to the company's ability to
certify the reliability of its equipment and apparatus and to provide economical service. Learning
involved the development of an organizational structure for coordinating and controlling qualityassurance activities at both the staff and line levels and between the corporate elements of the
Bell System. The company's adaptation of probability theory, for example, enabled it to launch a
comprehensive inspection regime, which became known as "statistical quality control" (SQC).
Based on this new approach, Bell succeeded in broadening its manufacturing knowledge,
quantifying definitions of quality, reducing costs and risk, thus assuming the more reliable
operation of its vast telephone network. This led to the new profession of quality engineering.
See MacDougall 2006. At Rutgers Business School, NJ, US. # Misc. PJ. A.
Mirrlees, James A., 1976, "The Optimal Structure of Incentives and Authority within an
Organization," The Bell Journal of Economics, Spring 1976, 7(1):105-131. Two kinds of models
for a productive organization are presented. In the first, both production and rewards are based
on the performance of individuals, which is perfectly observed. Their abilities are not
observable. Despite this, theorems are proved giving strong grounds for the equality of wages
and marginal products unless there is monopsony in the labor market. This latter case is also
discussed. The second model, which focuses on the imperfect observation of performance,
allows interesting deductions about optimal payment schedules and organizational structure.
[Hierarchy exists to monitor effort. Ability is unseen. Sad.] # Alt. PJ. A.
Mirvis, Philip H, 2000, "Transformation at Shell: Commerce and Citizenship," Business and
Society Review, Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Spring, 105(1):63-84. Wd Cnt: 7681. ISSN:
00453609. A case. Illustrates how the Royal Dutch/Shell Group sought a balance between
corporate interests and integrated competing principles in its efforts to transform the corporations
culture. Linking of themes of citizenship with commerce; Measurement and reporting of social
and environmental record alongside financial performance; Engagement of global public in two-
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way conversation over profits and principles. Cited in Waddock et al 2002. # MS. PJ.
Mischel, Walter, 1973, “Toward a Cognitive Social Learning: Reconceptualization of
Personality,” Psychological Review, APA, 80(4):252-283. Much data challenge and undermine
the traditional trait approach to personality. Cognitive social learning variables are proposed as
basic units for the study of personality, specific interactions in situations, construction
competencies, expectancies, values, and self-regulation. Jaques not cited. MS. PJ. A.
Mishina, Yuri, Timothy G. Pollock, and Joseph F. Porac, 2004, "Are More Resources Always
Better for Growth? Resource Stickiness in Market and Product Expansion," Strategic
Management Journal, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Dec2004, 25(12):1179-1197. ISSN: 01432095.
DOI: 10.1002/smj.424. We examined how managerial growth logics combined with financial
and human resource slack to influence the short-term revenue growth of a sample of 112
manufacturing firms. Our product and/or market growth results were mixed by type of slack.
Hopefully, future resource-based research will consider the complex interactions among
managerial belief systems, resources, and the growth of organizations over time. [Slack may
thus interfere with type of growth.] Cited by Debruyne et al 2010. Cited Penrose 1959. At
Michigan State U.; Pennsylvania State U.; New York U., US. # Refu. PJ.
Mishra, Aneil K., 1996, “Organizational Responses to Crisis: The Centrality of Trust,” chapter
(p. 261-287) in Kramer, Roderick M., and Tom R. Tyler, eds., 1996, Trust in Organizations:
frontiers of theory and research, Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, Calif., 429 p. If trust does
not exist in an organization, the organization will disintegrate during a crisis. Trust allows the
organization to get through a crisis. Clio Lehman HM131 .T715 1996 OUT. Not in CUNY.
SIBL JBE 96-210 MS. Ch.
Mishra, Jitendra M., and R. C. Bajpai, 1983, “What or How can Managers Learn from the
Japanese?” Indian Management, India, April, 22(4):29-39. American companies have secondary
relationships to their employees: each is only interested in what the other can do for them. On
the other hand, Japanese firms have primary relationships: each wants to be around the other
regardless of what the other can do for them. (This is a different KIND of relationship and
involves an emotional investment by the employee in the firm.) Jaques not cited. Cited
Kawasaki 1980 (not herein); Yoshimatsu 1981; Ouchi & Johnson 1978. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Mishra, R., and R. Banerjee, 1961, ‘Report on the Light Engineering Industry as a test of
‘Equitable Payment’ by Dr. Elliott Jaques: a case study,’ [approximate title], IIT-Kharagpur,
India. [length unknown, about 75 pages long.] The source of the three articles mentioned.
Perhaps this was a working paper internal to IIT-Kharagpur. [Was the study done for the
industry association? Was it ever published?] Cited in Mishra and Banerjee 1962. Ru.
Mishra, R., 1961 e., “Contradictions in Management,” Journal of the South-Eastern Railway
Apprentices, Kharagpur, India. 1958-1962. Cited in Mishra and Banerjee 1962. Not seen. D.
Mishra, R., and R. Banerjee, 1962, “Use of Time-Span Instrument in Job Analysis and
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Measurement of Responsibility,” Journal of the Institution of Engineers (India), Calcutta, India,
April, 42(8, Part GE2):53-79, [GE = General Engineering]. The first of three planned articles to
come out of a larger case study of a light engineering industry in India. Jaques’s objective
approach to work and to organization was successfully field replicated in this case study
completed in 1960. Herein are the steps followed to determine the time-span of the individual
and the level of work/ responsibility through a job analysis. In addition, this same job analysis
could be used to correct malformations in organizations and promote healthy growth. (Hill 1956
described an implementation of this theory at Glacier and was used extensively as a practical
guide in this study. Revisions to time-span suggested.) Cited Jaques 1956, 1958, 1958, 1961;
Hill 1956, 1958; Brown 1960, 1960. Cited by Jaques TSH 1964; Newman and Rowbottom
1968(?), Chary 2006 (all misspelled first author as Misra). SIBL JSM 95-341 v. 42 (Jan.-Apr.
1962). Both authors then at IIT Kharagpur, W. Bengal, India. iitkgp.ac.in RM = Prof. of
Mech. Engrg. # Rp. PJ.
Mishra, R., and R. Banerjee, [after 1962], “Wages and Time-Span,” [title mentioned in 1962
article.] Explained the relationship between ‘felt-fair’ wages and the time span of discretion and
how this gives the pattern of development of an individual. [Mentioned as the second of three
articles in this series coming out of a case study of light industry in India. 1962-1965.
Mentioned as if it were drafted and ready for submission.] Cited in Mishra and Banerjee 1962.
Not found. Ru.
Mishra, R., and R. Banerjee, [after 1962], “Time-Span and Efficiency in Selection, Training, and
Appraisal,” [approx. title mentioned in 1962 article.] Explained the usefulness of the time span
instrument to industry in eradicating inefficiency and how selection, training and appraisal can
be put on a more objective basis. [Mentioned as the third of three articles in this series coming
out of a case study of light industry in India. 1962-1965. Mentioned as if it might be 6 months
or a year until submission.] Cited in Mishra and Banerjee 1962. Not found. Ru.
Mishra, Rajeshwar, 1982, "Some determinants of organisational effectiveness," Productivity,
National Productivity Council, New Delhi, India, 23(3):275-285. Attempted to examine the
structure, organizational objectives, and process variables as moderators of organizational
effectiveness. The results of interviews showed a positive correlation between specificity of
organizational objectives, centralization, autonomy, supportive control, shared decision making,
fair reward and punishment, fair appointment and promotion criteria, and free communication on
the one hand and different dimensions of effectiveness on the other. Mishra 1982 supported
Kahn et al (1964, p. 75) [see Katz & Kahn 1966 (not 1964), p. 216-218]. Cited Dayal 1978;
Kahn et al 1964; Koontz and O’Donnell 1964; Mishra 1981 PhD. At Patna U. NYPL L-10
4859. # MS. PJ.
Mishra, Rajeshwar, 1989, "Organizational Effectiveness in Public Enterprises," Ch. 6 (p. 90-101)
in Ravishankar, S., and R. K. Mishra, eds., 1989, Organisational development in public
enterprises: perspectives for 1990s, Vision Books, New Delhi, India, 242 p. As a developing
country the Indian government tookj over certain sectors of the economy to achieve economic
justice, prevent the accumulation of wealth in the private sector, and to increase productivity.
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Public sector undertakings have grown at a galloping rate since 1948, and today are dominant.
Yet this has not been enough. A close examination reveals many firms are a mess and are 'sick'.
Based on and cited his 1981/1982 Related PhD (U. Patna), 1982, 1983; J.B.P. Sinha 1980; I.
Dayal 1977. NYPL SIBL os JBD 90-1299. # Misc. Ch.
Misumi, Jyuji, and Toshiaki Tasaki, 1965, “A Study on the Effectiveness of Supervisory Patterns
in a Japanese Hierarchy,” Japanese Psychological Research, Japanese Psychological Assoc.,
Tokyo, Japan, Dec 1965, 7(4):151-162. Performance and Maintenance were the key dimensions
studied. Intensity of each was also studied (PM, pm). 500 coal getters were surveyed. PM and
M were found in the high-performing groups. But pm and P were found in the low-performing
groups. Cited in Paisey 1981. NYPL os M-10 5475 v. 6-7 1964-65. # Misc. PJ.
Misumi, Jyuji, 1985, The Behavioral Science of Leadership: an interdisciplinary Japanese
research program, University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, MI, 366 p. (Japanese Title:
Ridashippu kodo no kagaku or Jūji Misumi.) The P, M, and P-M way. PerformanceMaintenance group theory. Performance of promoting a goal-achievement and Maintenance of
social stability, identity and power position. One is stress inducing. The other reduces stress. A
balance is needed between the two modes. Popular in Japan. Similar to the group maintenance
processes in socio-technical systems (STS). Liked Robert F. Bales 1955. (Jerry Hunt thought
highly of this book. Clark 1999 too.) Cited in Xu 1987. Jaques not cited. Cited Larson et al
1976; Nystrom 1978; Mitchell & Wood 1980; Pelz & Andrews 1960; Korman 1966; Kerr &
Schriesheim 1974. See Juran 1964. See Wenquan and Liluo 2003 for Chinese P-M article. Not
on Jaques. NYPL os JLE 86-217 (SASB). Clio os HM141 .M4813 1985. Baruch, Hunter Mn,
JJay, Qns. Ch1 Intro # Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Misumi, Jyuji, and Mark F. Peterson, 1985, “The performance-maintenance (PM) theory of
leadership: review of a Japanese research program,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June
1985, 30(2):198-223. A review of thirty years of a research program that began with Kurt Lewin
et al 1939. Performance and Maintenance (PM) behaviors of the leader toward the group are
key. PM research indicates lower and middle managers are consistently more important for
subordinates’ performance in Japan than in US. Autocratic leadership doesn’t work in Japanese
organizations. Cited Lewin et al 1939; Pucik and Hatvany 1983; Korman 1966. From Misumi
1985 book. See Juran 1964; Hayashi and Matsubara 1998; Leong Hoe Yuen 1990 PhD. #
Misc. PJ. A.
Misumi, Jyuji, and Mark Peterson, 1987, “Supervision and Leadership,” chapter 17 (p. 220-231)
in Bass, Bernard, Pieter J. D. Drenth, associate editor, Peter Weissenberg, eds., 1987, Advances
in Organizational Psychology: an International Review, Sage Publications, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
US, 314 p. ISBN: 0803928025. Looked at leadership research from two contexts: recent work
in Japan and Misumi's PM [P(erformance) M(aintenance)] Theory. Misumi's PM theory has
generated laboratory and field studies, primarily in Japan. Maintenance can be seen in ethical,
rule-abiding behavior in government agencies, and in recruiting in college sports. M can be
situation conserving. Performance can stress planning. Depending on whether P or M is
emphasized different consequences emerge. See Bass 1987 (ch. 1). Teach. # Misc. Ch.
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Misumi, Jyuji, 1995, "The Development in Japan of the Performance-Maintenance (PM) Theory
of Leadership," Journal of Social Issues, [H. W. Wilson - SSA], US, Spring95, 51(1):213-228.
ISSN: 00224537. Beginning with studies by Kurt Lewin, et al, the PM Theory was developed in
Japan as an extensive interdisciplinary and intercultural approach to leadership. The
performance leadership function (P) was oriented toward goal achievement or problem solving,
and the maintenance leadership function (M) was oriented toward maintaining group social
stability. Any concrete leadership behavior reflected varying degrees of each function. The
researchers found that evaluation by subordinates of their superiors was more valid than
evaluation by superiors, peers, or self. They had subordinates evaluate the leadership of their
superiors on the P and M dimensions. The validity and reliability of PM leadership measurement
were examined. Cited Raven & French 1958; Hunt 1991 – as confirmatory. At Chikushi
Jyogakuen U. # MS. PJ.
Misumi, Jyuji, 1996, "The PM Theory: A Borderless Approach to Leadership Apprehension,"
chapter 6 (p. 351-369) in Hayashi, Chikio, and Erwin K. Scheuch, (Hrsg.), eds., 1996,
Quantitative Social Research in Germany and Japan, Leske & Budrich, Opladen, Germany, 427
p. In English. It was through US occupation “Institute for Educational Leaders (IFEL)”
programmes that I became familiar with the work of Kurt Lewin (1939), and the procedures and
results of Lippitt and White’s (1943) research. I decided to undertake a follow-up study in
Fukuoka to find out if the same results could be duplicated in Japan. They were and thus began
the development of ‘PM Leadership Theory.’ Cited also Hunt 1991; Bales 1953. See Misumi
1985. NYPL Schw JFD 97-2095. Clio os & CUNY Htr Mn - Spec Coll, 2nd fl - H62.5 .J3 Q36
1996. No index. At Kölner Gesellschaft für Sozialforschung. # Misc. Ch.
Mitchell, Don G., 1970, Top Man; reflections of a chief executive, American Management
Association, NY, NY, USA, 192 p. As close to Requisite as we are going to get in the real world
of CEOs. (The book was dictated to Graef Crystal then at Booz-Allen-Hamilton.) Chapters on
goals, organization, selection, development, compensation, staff, the president’s job, the board of
directors, and succession. Wonderful insights and advice. See Chs. 11, 12, 14, 15. Jaques not
cited. LaGuardia; Baruch HD31 .M475. NYPL Schw D-20 294. MS. Bk.
Mitchell, Lawrence E., 2010, “Financialism: A Lecture Delivered at Creighton University
School of Law,” Creighton Law Review, Creighton University, Omaha, Neb., Feb2010,
43(2):323-334. (Lecture delivered 9/25/09. (To be republished as “Financialism: A (Very) Brief
History,” chapter 3 in Williams, Cynthia, and Peer Zumbansen, eds., e. 2011, The Embedded
Firm: Corporate Governance, Labor, and Finance Capitalism, Cambridge U. Press, London,
UK; NY, NY, US.) Discussed financialism and its functions in the economic system in the U.S.
Explained that financialism is grounded with two dangerous ideas, which provide intellectual
support for the shift from capitalism in the private sector, including the banking industry. First
was the removal of Adam Smith's moral and social context for the free market. Second was the
capital asset pricing model (CAPM), which reduced investments to a stock's beta – how far it
deviated from the market. The investor is no longer concerned with the firm or its products.
Financialism is a system in which the real economy plays a secondary role to the financial
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economy, in the process stripping future real economic profits for present consumption.
Financialism differs fundamentally from capitalism. The US is no longer a capitalist country.
Financialism must be destroyed to save capitalism. At GWU Law School. # Misc. PJ.
Mitchell, Lawrence E., 2010, "The Partner-Manager: Some Thoughts on Bebchuk and Fried"
University of Pennsylvania Law Review, Philadelphia, PA, Nov. 2010, 159(1) est. There is a
larger structural issue underlying the work of Bebchuk and Fried 2010 which itself needs to be
addressed. Top corporate executives over the past several decades have through compensation
shifted their positions from employees of their firms to partners with their shareholders. At
GWU Law School. [Public Law Research Paper No. 520]. Email: lmitch@law.gwu.edu Avail:
SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1682043 (I have the paper but not the article.) NYPL. Clio
Lehman Liby K25 .N69. & online. See Deakin 2006 BkRev. # Misc. PJ. A.
Mitchell, Terence R., 1970, "Leader complexity and leadership style," Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology, APA, Sept. 1970, 16(1):166-174. DOI: 10.1037/h0029861. ISSN:
0022-3514 (Print); 1939-1315 (Electronic). Using 60 undergraduates, it was found that F. E.
Fiedler's esteem for one's Least Preferred Co-worker (LPC) scale was positively correlated with
an individual's cognitive complexity. The LPC score was correlated with a measure of cognitive
complexity similar to the scale used by Wm. A. Scott 1963, 1967. High-LPC Ss also showed
more complex cognitions in making judgments about task settings and more complex
cognitions in their perceptions of actual behavior and of other coworkers. Jaques not cited, but
confirmed. Mitchell 1969 PhD not cited (but had almost the same title). Cited Wm. A. Scott
1962. Cited in Fiedler & Chemers 1974 (ch. 5, p. 77). # MS. PJ. A.
Mitchell, Terence R., and William G. Scott, 1987, “Leadership Failures, the Distrusting Public,
and Prospects for the Administrative State,” Public Administration Review, Keeping the Public
Trust?, US, Nov-Dec 1987, 47(6):445-452. If managerial expertise and entrepreneurial vision
fail, the people will turn to stewardship as the model for leadership. This is based on trust. The
erosion of U.S. public expectations of their leaders was visible as of the Irangate hearings in
1987. Theory not cited. Scott knew the theory. Both at U. Washington. Misc. PJ.
Mitchell, Terence R., and William G. Scott, 1988, “The Barnard-Simon Contribution: a
Vanished Legacy,” Public Administration Quarterly, Randallstown, US, Fall 1988, 12(3):348368. Pre- and post-World War II, these two gave complete managerial theories of the
organization. Only with James March did Simon generate another. But that’s it. There ain’t no
others (per Peters and Waterman 1982). Theory not cited. Scott knew the theory. Both at U.
Washington. Misc. PJ.
Mitchell, Terence R., and William G. Scott, 1990, “America's Problems and Needed Reforms:
Confronting the ethic of personal advantage,” Academy of Management Executive, US, Aug.,
4(3):23-35. DOI: 10.5465/AME.1990.4274654. Addressed some of America's pressing
problems and the important role of administration and executive leadership in remedying the
problems. Three major problems were described: the degradation of the environment, the
growing number of people included in the “underclass,” and the ethical abuses which have been
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so prevalent recently. These problems were traced to some basic values (the ethic of personal
advantage) that currently are widely held in American society. These values included 1) a shortterm rather than a long-term perspective: 2) a focus on the ends rather than the means: and 3) an
emphasis on the individual over the community. At U. Washington, US. # MS. PJ.
Mitchell, Terence R., 1993, “Leadership, Values, and Accountability,” chapter 5 (p. 109-136) in
Chemers, Martin M. and Roya Ayman, eds., 1993, Leadership Theory and Research:
perspectives and directions, Academic Press, San Diego, Cal, US, 347 p. Focused on the
potential dangers posed by strong leaders. Mitchell argued that trustworthy leadership involves
reliable stewardship and social responsibility. Many of the failures of contemporary
organizations, from insider trading to destruction of the environment, may be rooted in the
capability of leaders to avoid scrutiny of their actions (administrative accountability). Jaques not
cited. Cited Raelin 1985; Tetlock 1985; W. G. Scott 1985, 1986, 1987, 1990. Not in Clio.
Bklyn Coll. HD57.7 .L437 1993. NYPL Schw JFE 92-658. # MS. Ch.
Mitchell, Terence R., and William G. Scott, 1990, “America's Problems and Needed Reforms:
Confronting the ethic of personal advantage,” Academy of Management Executive, US, Aug.,
4(3):23-35. DOI: 10.5465/AME.1990.4274654. Addressed some of America's pressing
problems and the important role of administration and executive leadership in remedying the
problems. Three major problems were described: the degradation of the environment, the
growing number of people included in the “underclass,” and the ethical abuses which have been
so prevalent recently. These problems were traced to some basic values (the ethic of personal
advantage) that currently are widely held in American society. These values included 1) a shortterm rather than a long-term perspective: 2) a focus on the ends rather than the means: and 3) an
emphasis on the individual over the community. At U. Washington, US. # MS. PJ.
Mitchell, Terence R., 1993, “Leadership, Values, and Accountability,” chapter 5 (p. 109-136) in
Chemers, Martin M. and Roya Ayman, eds., 1993, Leadership Theory and Research:
perspectives and directions, Academic Press, San Diego, Cal, US, 347 p. Focused on the
potential dangers posed by strong leaders. Mitchell argued that trustworthy leadership involves
reliable stewardship and social responsibility. Many of the failures of contemporary
organizations, from insider trading to destruction of the environment, may be rooted in the
capability of leaders to avoid scrutiny of their actions (administrative accountability). Jaques not
cited. Cited Raelin 1985; Tetlock 1985; W. G. Scott 1985, 1986, 1987, 1990. Not in Clio.
Bklyn Coll. HD57.7 .L437 1993. NYPL Schw JFE 92-658. # MS. Ch.
Mitchell, Terence R. and Lawrence R. James, 2001, “Building Better Theory: Time and the
specification of when things happen,” Academy of Management Review, Oct., 26(4):530-547.
(Special Issue on Time.) In any investigation of a causal relationship between an X and a Y, the
point in time when X and Y are measured is crucial for determining whether X causes Y, as well
as the true strength of that relationship. Using past research and a review of current research, we
develop a set of X,Y configurations that describe the main ways that causal relationships are
represented in theory and tested in research. We discuss the theoretical, methodological, and
analytical issues pertaining to when we measure X and Y and discuss the implications of this
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analysis for constructing better organizational theories. (Many others have seen this flaw. Many
researchers have written articles with this flaw. This one is published in the 21st century - My
god!) See Kelly and McGrath 1988. Jaques not cited. (Mitchell was aware of Jaques’ theory
but before 1982.) MS. PJ. A.
Mitchell, Terence R., Brooks C. Holtom, Thomas W. Lee, Chris J. Sablynski, and Miriam Erez,
2001, "Why People Stay: Using job embeddedness to predict voluntary turnover," Academy of
Management Journal, US, Dec 2001, 44(6):1102-1121. "Job embeddedness" includes
individuals': 1. links to other people, teams, and groups, 2. perceptions of their fit with job,
organization, and community, and 3. what they say they would have to sacrifice if they left their
jobs. A measure of job embeddedness is developed with two samples. The results show that job
embeddedness predicts the key outcomes of both intent to leave and "voluntary turnover" and
explains significant incremental variance. # Misc. PJ. A.
Mitchell, Toni A., 2000, “Making Change Happen,” Physician Executive, May/Jun2000,
26(3):34, 1p; (AN 3098781). Slight reference to Jaques’s article in this same issue. W. Pro.
Mitroff, Ian I., and Will McWhinney, 1990, “Crisis Creation by Design,” chapter 7 (p. 105-114)
in Massarik, Fred, ed., 1990, Advances in Organization Development, Vol. 1, Ablex Pub.,
Norwood, NJ, US. An annual. Crises are everywhere in American organizations. It is no longer
a question of ‘if,’ only ‘when.’ Since the next crisis may come from anywhere – internal,
external - and be of any type – technical, economic, people, social, organizational – one key will
be to match the response strategy to the capabilities. Vision and bravery will be required.
Jaques not cited. At USC & Fielding Inst., Cal. SIBL JBL 91-1. # Misc. Ch.
Mitroff, Ian I., Richard O. Mason, and Christine M. Pearson, 1994, Framebreak: the radical
redesign of American business, Jossey-Bass Publishers, San Francisco, Cal, US, 156 p. Brilliant,
but misguided. Missed the real threat to US business from Japan. (The solution was not better
crisis management.) Gets some things right. We can not expect to have healthy organizations
without healthy employees. Our companies must be linked to our communities – and to values.
A badly damaged, short index. Quoted Drucker, Deming, and Juran, but none cited in index.
Cited Larson 1991; Robbins 1993; Halper 1988; Gelman & Friday 1991. NYPL SIBL os JBD
94-1096. Misc. Bk.
Mitroff, Ian I., 2004, Crisis Leadership: Planning for the Unthinkable, Wiley, USC, 121 p. Yes,
we must plan for the unthinkable crisis – but when a society and companies generate many,
frequent crises it becomes exhausting. Have we reached that point? Cited in Bassarab 2010
PhD. (He was her advisor.) Not in NYPL. Clio Bus HD49 .M56 2004g. Misc. Bk.
Mitroff, Ian I., Can M. Alpaslan, and Richard O. Mason, 2012, "The Messy Business of
Management," MIT Sloan Management Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, US, Fall 2012, 53(1).
Op ed. One page. Top managers must face unclear, extended messes. The idea of structure and
order is unrealistic. How do they manage this mess? By not deciding. # Misc. Pro.
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Mittal, B. B., 1987, "Revival of a Sick Unit - Case Study," The Chartered Accountant, ICAI,
India, 36(5):432-435. The author narrated the story of Jaipur Metals and Electricals Ltd. (JMEL)
which became sick. A group of sincere and hardworking employees and an equally sincere and
hardworking management joined hands. The result was revival. The excellent human relations
pervading the entire revival efforts relegated the role of finance to the background. This was
a living example of participative management for the corporate world, the government, the
financial institutions, and society as a whole. A case. Not in NYPL, Clio. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Mitton, Daryl G., 1969, “Leadership - One More Time,” Sloan Management Review, [then the
Industrial Management Review], MIT, Cambridge, MA, Fall 1969, 11(1):77-83. Differentiated
the leader from the follower, the illusionary leader from the visionary leader, the situational
leader from one who conceptualizes a future and balances means and ends to achieve it, and
contrasts one who accepts someone else’s goals to the leader who chooses his or her own goals.
Leader self-discipline toward the goal is a key to credibility with followers. See Ghoshal and
Bartlett 1994; Useem 2010; Espedal 2007; Tsui & Ashford 1994; Geneen 2000. Solid. Unaware
of Jaques. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Mitton, Daryl G. 1970, “Making the Most of Your Leadership Style,” Personnel Administration,
US, July-Aug., 33(4):49-53. The modern range of behavior in leaders is so broad that
contradictions abound. The behaviors range from the proactive entrepreneur to the reactive
administrator. The differences in style come from differences in individual value systems, the
pressure from the surrounding environment, local and specific social codes, and the ability to
shape circumstances. Teaching. Misc. PJ.
Mitton, Daryl G., 1989, “The Compleat Entrepreneur,” Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice,
Baylor University, Waco, TX, Spring 1989, 13(3):9-20. Certain patterns of conduct that
contribute to entrepreneurial success emerge. Entrepreneurs see a "big picture" perspective.
They see the total scene as well as its parts and how the parts affect one another. They spot
unique opportunities, in that they see ways to put resources and information together in new
combinations. They welcome uncertainty and eagerly undertake the unknown. Yet, they use
contacts and connections to both open doors and pave the way for events to unfold to their gain.
They attract competent people and use them to advantage. Solid. Unaware of Jaques. Misc. PJ.
Mitton, Daryl, 1997 (?), “Two Stars Over Bethlehem: Did We Follow the Right One?”
Proceedings, 1997 (?) Annual Convention of the American Management Association, August.
Abstract is in Proceedings. Original unpublished essay obtained from author, Professor
Emeritus, UCSD. The paper contrasts the careers, personalities, and ideas of Taylor with his
(almost) boss, Charles Schwab, who pushed out Taylor’s methods, tossed his system overboard,
created the most efficient steel mill in the world, and generated huge profits for 35 years at
Bethlehem Steel. (Taylor was at S3-S4, while Schwab was at S7.) Unaware of Jaques. [I have
misplaced this essay.] MS. Rep.
Miwa, Yoshiro, and J. Mark Ramseyer, 2005, "Asking the Wrong Question: Changes in
Governance in Historical Perspective?" Part 1: chapter (p. 73-84) in Hopt, Klaus J., Eddy
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Wymeersch, Hideki Kanda, and Harald Baum, eds., 2005, Corporate Governance in Context:
Corporations, States, and Markets in Europe, Japan, and the US, Oxford UP, UK, 964 p. ISBN13: 9780199290703. DOI: 10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199290703.001.0001. Law conference.
The tale of government guided economy in Japan or corporate governance is sheer fiction. Japan
has enjoyed spectacular growth for 130 years. The government as early as 1877 did offer the
open market to firms to raise money – taken up eagerly. Today the market is huge. In the 1990s
recession the firms which were least profitable in the 1980s failed most often. See Kirchner
2005; Nottage 2005. Clio Pegasus Law 3rd Fl Resv Comp 615 C8175 2005. # Misc. Ch.
Miyaji, M., 1969, “On promoting the Deming plan” (in Japanese), Hinshitsu Kanri, 20(1):21-(?).
Described Bridgestone Tire effort to rotate Deming's PDCA cycle vertically to include top
management, strategic management, and implementation. Bridgestone Tire won 1968 Deming
prize for application. Invented term ‘Hoshin Kanri.’ A case. Cited by Kondo 1998. Misc. PJ.
Miyazaki, Kumiko, 1995, Building Competences in the Firm, Lessons from Japanese and
European Optoelectronics, Macmillan, London, UK; St. Martin’s Press, NY, NY, 321 p.
“Competence” was taken from Prahalad and Hamel 1990. It emerged from R&D as findings
suggested research applications that could be developed into viable products. Organization sits
in the center, surrounded by marketing, finance, production and technology. Discontinuities can
have impacts on competences: destroying, enhancing or maintaining them. Japanese have a
change structure: ideas flow up, projects flow down. The “Tokken” system projects are top
priority special projects managed by top management to ensure cross-functional resources
are mobilized to develop core technologies or to expedite product development. A project
“champion” has a two-year term during which he/she manages R&D for a ten-year horizon,
applied research for 3-5 years, and development deliverables for 1 year. Competences are
strongly related to the firm’s past accomplishments, are path dependent and technologically
cumulative. Vertical linkage can lead to horizontal diversification. Strategy sets up a structure
conducive to competence building and organization lock-in. This is a long-term in-house effort
(with some recent moves toward interfirm collaboration). Hoshin kanri. From her 1993 Related
DPhil at Sussex in UK. Great (but dense). See Marengo 1992 PhD Related. NYPL SIBL JBD
95-747 Clio Biz: HD45 .M55 1995 MS. Bk.
Mizik, Natalie, and Robert Jacobson, 2003, “Trading Off Between Value Creation and Value
Appropriation: The Financial Implications of Shifts in Strategic Emphasis,” Journal of
Marketing, AMA, Jan2003, 67(1):63-76. Firms allocate their limited resources between the two
processes of creating value (i.e., innovating, producing, and delivering products to the market)
and appropriating value (i.e., extracting profits in the marketplace). They find that the stock
market reacts favorably when a firm increases its emphasis on value appropriation relative
to value creation. This effect is moderated by firm and industry characteristics, in particular,
financial performance, the past level of strategic emphasis of the firm, and the technological
environment in which the firm operates. These results do not negate value creation capabilities,
but rather highlight the importance of isolating mechanisms that enable the firm to appropriate
some of the value it has created. (Appropriation is closer to pay-out.) Cited in Mizik 2010.
Jaques not cited. (This trade-off is really between two economic approaches. Quality vs
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quantity. Hamiltonian vs Smith-Taylorism.) MS. PJ. A.
Mizik, Natalie, and Robert Jacobson, 2007, “Myopic Marketing Management: Evidence of the
Phenomenon and Its Long-Term Performance Consequences in the SEO Context,” Marketing
Science, Informs, May-June 2007, 26(3):361-379. (Abstracted in Harvard Business Review, July
2007.) Inflating current-term results can lead to enhanced current-term seasoned equity offering
(SEO) stock price. But future price performance is inferior. Both R&D and marketing expenses
are cut and this is part of a larger pattern of myopic management. Asymmetric information,
where managers know more, and sooner, than investors, is one cause of this. We propose
corrective actions, such as inclusion of customer satisfaction in performance metrics, that are
hoped will reduce incentives for myopic behavior. Cited Levitt 1960 (not herein), Laverty 1996,
Hayes and Abernathy 1980. (Mizik says she has not looked at InfoComp to match the sale of
executive options to SEOs.) Misc. PJ. A.
Mizik, Natalie, 2010, “The Theory and Practice of Myopic Management,” Journal of Marketing
Research (JMR), AMA, Aug. 2010, 47(4):594-611. DOI: 10.1509/jmkr.47.4.594. The stock
market is unable to properly value marketing and innovation activity in the face of potential for
myopic management (cutting marketing and R&D spending to inflate earnings). The financial
consequences are a long-term net negative impact on firm value. The real activities of myopic
management and not the manipulation of accounting numbers have the greater impact on future
financial performance. We discuss the role shareholders, managers, and marketing researchers
can play in limiting myopic management practices. (TIME!) Jaques not cited. MS. PJ. A.
Mizruchi, Mark S., 1983, "Who Controls Whom? An examination of the relationship between
management and boards of directors in large American corporations," Academy of Management
Review, July 1983, 8(3):426-435. ISSN: 03637425. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1983.4284426. Most
organization theorists believe that boards of directors in large American corporations are
dominated by management - a view based on a problematic definition of control. Several
distinctions between 'long run and short run' – policy and operating - control are presented, and a
framework in which boards of directors have control over managers is suggested. Case
examples are given. At Albert Einstein College of Medicine, NYC, US. # MS. PJ. A.
Mizuno, Shigeru, ed., 1988, Management for quality improvement: the seven new QC tools,
Productivity Press, Cambridge, MA, 304 p. (In Japanese 1979: Kanrisha to sutaffu no shin QC
nanatsu-dogu.) These seven tools are intellectual and graphic tools to help explain issues across
organizational boundaries. They are not top-down hoshin kanri tools but are focused on the
middle organizational levels as they explain their problems and issues to other managers. (An
expert on each of the tools contributed a chapter.) Loc: Dowling College, Weil-Cornell Med Ctr.
(469 libs own this: per WorldCat.) LC: TS156; Dewey: 658.5/62. Misc. Bk.
Mnguni, Peliwe P., 2012, "Deploying culture as a defence against incompetence: The
unconscious dynamics of public service work," SA Journal of Industrial Psychology/SA Tydskrif
vir Bedryfsielkunde, 38(2), Art. #1000, 9 pages. The intractability of public service delivery and
a polarised societal landscape heighten anxiety and reinforce a propensity for public service
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organisations in SA and elsewhere to be used for defensive purposes. The deployment of illqualified party loyalists to key positions in the public service is perverse: it serves as a collective
defense against the impossible aspects of the task at hand. The appointees, in turn, deploy
organisational processes to defend against feelings of incompetence and the inevitability of
failure. This practice, coupled with acute resource constraints, sets up front line staff for
scapegoating. This discussion seeks to make sense of anxiety and defensive behavour within
public service institutions and generally. Cited Hirshhorn 1988; Jaques 1955; Menzies-Lyth
1988. At UniSA. Open journal. http://dx.doi.org/10.4102/sajip.v38i2.1000 # MS. PJ.
Mobasheri, Fred, Lowell H. Orren, and Fereidoon P. Shosansi, 1989, “Scenario Planning at
Southern California Edison,” (SCE), Interfaces, Providence, RI, US, Sept-Oct., 19(5):31-44.
doi: 10.1287/inte.19.5.31 After reviewing its forecasts for the past two decades, SCE became
convinced they were inadequate. SCE then switched to scenario planning. Planning for alternate
futures has been highly successful and has led to several specific strategic plans. A case. (SCE
is cited by Cathy Burke.) $$$ online. Clio os HD28 .I45 vol. 19. # Rp. PJ.
Moberg, Dennis J., 1994, “An ethical analysis of hierarchical relations in organizations,”
Business Ethics Quarterly, Chicago, IL, April 1994, 4(2):205-220. Ethical analyses of the
relations between managers and subordinates in organizations have traditionally focused on the
employment contract. The subdisciplines of professional ethics and feminist ethics are more
applicable than the contractarian perspective. The application of professional ethics to hierarchic
relationships leads to the emergence of specific obligations for both managers and
subordinates. When feminist ethics is applied, an entirely different, though not contradictory,
set of obligations is identified. At Santa Clara U., Cal. # MS. PJ.
Moch, Michael K., and Louis R. Pondy, 1977, “The Structure of Chaos: Organized Anarchy as a
Response to Ambiguity [A Book Review of Ambiguity and Choice in Organizations by James G.
March and Johan P. Olsen, with S. Christensen; M. Cohen; H. Enderud; K. Kreiner; P.
Romelaer; K. Rommetveit; P. Stava; and S. Weiner],” Administrative Science Quarterly, June,
22(2):351-362. This is an article using the book as its starting point. Beginning with the
‘garbage can’ model of decision making the book goes on to show that anarchy in educational
organizations is an appropriate response to widespread ambiguity and, if the ambiguity is large
enough, may even be functional. Frightening. MS. PJ. A.
Moch, Michael K., and Jean M. Bartunek, 1990, Creating Alternative Realities at Work: The
Quality of Work Life Experiment at FoodCom, Harper & Row, New York, NY, 444 pages.
Documented failure of QWL in a case. QWL had been around for 20 years already. No
agreement on expected outcome from QWL. It cost too much up front. It reduced current
productivity yet only promised indirect future improvements. QWL was marginalized by
supervisors and shop stewards as a threat to their power. Changes made were in the cafeteria
food and the parking lot. Literally. (Some alternative reality, eh? What a joke.) A case, but
anti. See Witte 1980. See sharp and positive AMR book review by Milliken 1991 (not herein).
A case - but negative. Refu. Bk.
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Moe, Ronald C., 1994, "The 'Reinventing Government' Exercise: Misinterpreting the Problem,
Misjudging the Consequences," Public Administration Review, Wiley-Blackwell, US, MarchApril, 54(2):111-122. The Gore Report embraced the entrepreneurial paradigm and rejected and
abandoned the administrative management, public law, and the president as chief manager. The
Gore Report accepted the Osborne and Gaebler approach of searching for and repeating success
tales: results were produced, customers were satisfied, and productivity was increased. Process
was ignored and devalued. A fad. Jaques not cited. At Johns Hopkins U. Teach. # Refu. PJ.
Moen, Ronald D., and Thomas W. Nolan, 1987, “Process Improvement,” Quality Progress,
ASQC, Milwaukee, WI, Sept., 20(9):62-68. A step-by-step approach to analyzing and
improving a process and new product development. This offered a roadmap for improvement.
Lists the measures of process performance by department or function. Cited Deming 1986.
Misc. PJ.
Moen, Ronald D., 1989, "The Performance Appraisal System: Deming's Deadly Disease,"
Quality Progress, American Society for Quality, Milwaukee, Wis., US, Nov., 22(11):62-66.
Performance appraisals serve as a diagnostic tool and review process for individual, team, and
organizational development and achievement. W. Edwards Deming considered our performance
appraisal system to be the most serious obstacle to any transformation. US business must
promote a win-win philosophy of cooperation, participation, and leadership. Examples of
improvements at Ford, General Motors, American Cyanamid, and U.S. Air Force. Cited in Ilgen
and Schneider 1991 (not rel., mis-cited as Quarterly Progress.] Cited Deming 1986; Kohn 1986;
Scholtes 1987. See Moss 1989 [linked]. NYPL os SIBL *ZAN-V1688 v. 22, 1989. # MS. PJ.
Mohammed, Susan, and Sucheta Nadkarni, 2011, "Temporal diversity and team performance:
The moderating role of temporal leadership," Academy of Management Journal, AMJ, Ada, OH,
US, June, 54(3):489–508. 20p. ISSN: 0001-4273. DOI: 10.5465/AMJ.2011.61967991.
This study examines how team temporal diversity-variation in members' time urgency, pacing
style, and time perspective — can be effectively managed to maximize team performance.
Unaware of levels of capability or team member variation. Jaques not cited. Cited in
Mohammed & Harrison 2013. Cited Das 1987; Ancona et al 2001; Bluedorn & Jaussi 2008. At
Penn State U.; Drexel U. # Lost. PJ. A.
Mohammed, Susan, and David A. Harrison, 2013, "The clocks that time us are not the same: A
theory of temporal diversity, task characteristics, and performance in teams," Organizational
Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Elsevier Inc., Nov. 2013, 122(2):244-256.
Although persistent differences in how members think about and value time can profoundly
influence team performance, the compositional impact of time-based individual differences is
overlooked. Optimal or suboptimal team performance can result when the composition of timebased individual differences is matched or unmatched to task demands. Therefore, we offer a
detailed presentation of how the configuration of four time-based individual differences (time
urgency, time perspective, polychronicity, and pacing style) interact with two task typologies
(task type and task complexity) to specify when temporal differences is helpful or harmful.
Jaques not cited. Cited Das 1987; Gersick 1988, 1989; Mohammed & Nadkarni 2011; Zimbardo
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& Boyd 1999. At Penn State U.; U. Texas at Austin, US. TSD. # MS. PJ.
Mohr, Lawrence B., 1994, "Authority in Organizations: On the reconciliation of democracy and
expertise," Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory, TAMU, TX, US, 4(1):49-66.
Worker participation can lead to inverted authority without responsibility. But if it is
implemented like quality circles in Japan, the voluntarist model of inputs from workers may not
be unfeasible. Close to RAEW. Not on RO. Jaques not cited. At U. Mich., US. # Misc. PJ.
Mohrman, Allan M., Jr., Susan M. Resnick-West, Edward E. Lawler III, 1989, Designing
Performance Appraisal Systems: aligning appraisals and organizational realities, Jossey-Bass
Publishers, San Francisco, Cal, 227 p. In collaboration with Michael J. Driver, Mary Ann Von
Glinow, J. Bruce Prince. Cited Jaques 1961 - a winger and in Error. Lost. Bk.
Molander, Christopher F., 1977, “Management Development and the Middle Aged Manager,”
Personnel Review, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, Spr., 6(2):15-19. In recent years, the
problems of men as they pass through the period of ‘middle age’ have gained prominence in both
the behavioural science literature and the general press. This article seeks to outline the nature of
the ‘mid life crisis’, to examine some of its major symptoms in managerial behaviour and to
explore the implications it has for management development. Cited Jaques 1965. CUNY since
1994. SIBL JLM 78-1225. SIBL e stops at 1988. D. PJ.
Moldoveanu, Mihnea C., 1997, DBA, Harvard University, Harvard Business School. See
Related PhDs. See Stevenson 1995 HBR article and 1998 book. ~
Moldoveanu, Mihnea C., and Roger L. Martin, 2008, The Future of the MBA: designing the
thinker of the future, Oxford University Press, Oxford and New York, 142 p. Martin was dean of
the Rotman B-School at U. Toronto. Herein adopted many of Jaques’ ideas. But Martin still
refused as dean to allow Jaques to be formally introduced into the Rotman curriculum. Baruch
HF1111 .M65 2008. Misc. Bk.
Moller, Stephanie, and Beth A. Rubin, 2008, “The Contours of Stratification in Service-Oriented
Economies,” Social Science Research, Elsevier Inc., Dec. 2008, 37(4):1039-1060. Theorists
argue that service economies have relatively high inequality. Using the 2002 Current Population
Survey, we find that dichotomies exist among Finance, Insurance and Real Estate (FIRE)
industries in the service economy that help generate high incomes in upper-echelon occupations,
particularly in the knowledge-intensive services and manufacturing industries. These incomes
are not available to laborers and service workers. At UNC-Charlotte. # # MS. PJ.
Molz, Rick, 1987, “How Leaders Use Goals,” Long Range Planning, UK, Oct., 20(5):91-101.
An organization's goal management process constitutes a hidden and influential infrastructure.
Its potential impact on the strategic management orientation and ultimately the future of the
enterprise renders it a powerful tool. This article discusses the management of organizational
goals, focusing on goal sources and the networks that link them to operational decisions. The
leader's management style is a significant factor. Specific examples are drawn from Campbell
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Soup, General Electric, and the United States Defense Department. # Misc. PJ. A.
Monchaux, Cecily de, and Gertrude H. Keir, 1961, “British Psychology 1945-1957,” Acta
Psychologica, Elsevier Science B.V., Science Direct online, UK, 18:120-180. An overview of
the field. Outside view of formation of the Tavistock Institute (p. 155-157). Jaques 1951, Hill
1957, later Tavistock, et al, covered on pgs. 159-160. “The Glacier study remains somewhat
isolated.” Cited Burt and Howard (1956, 1957) as advocates of “mental factors and their
hierarchical structure” with Moursy 1952 giving “further evidence of the existence of practical
and intellectual abilities in boys aged 10-11 years.” Lots of bibliographic references. D. PJ. A.
Monden, Yasuhiro, 1985, “Japanese Management Control Systems," Chapter 4 (p. 41-58) in
Monden, Yasuhiro, ed., 1985, Innovations in Management: the Japanese corporation, Industrial
Engineering and Management Press, Institute of Industrial Engineers, Atlanta, Ga., 251 p.
Matsushita has no bank loans: no external debt and an internal capital system. Planning at the
divisional level holds the managers accountable. Within each division is a budget system for
cost control. See chs. 5 & 6 listed separately. Baruch HD70 .J3 I548 1985. NYPL os JLE 863986. # MS. Ch.
Monden, Yasuhiro, 1993, Toyota Production System: Practical Approach to Production
Management, Industrial Engineering and Management Press, Institute of Industrial Engineers,
Norcross, GA, 423 p. (Translation of: Shin Toyota shisutemu.) No index. Biblio of Japanese
sources. Chapter 1 (p. 1-14) Framework; Chapter 22 (p. 327-333) Prerequisites to Implementing
TPS; and Chapter 23 (p. 335-348) Applying TPS Overseas. Cited by Drummond 1992. Cited
Endo 1978; Tanaka 1977. (See Shingo book, same title.) NYPL HUM offsite JLE 90-227.
CUNY Qnsboro TL278 .M66 1993. NYU TS155 .M66713 1993. Professor of Accounting, U.
Tsukubi, Sakura, Ibaraki, Japan. # Misc. Bk.
Monge, Peter R., 1990, “Theoretical and Analytical Issues in Studying Organizational
Processes,” Organization Science, 1(4):406-430. This is about time and cycles using clocktime.
Jaques and Clark asserted other ways time can be viewed. Cited Form of Time 1982. At USC,
Annenberg School of Communications. MS. PJ. A.
Monin, Nanette, David Barry, and D. John Monin, 2003, “Toggling with Taylor: A Different
Approach to Reading a Management Text,” Journal of Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell,
UK, Mar2003, 40(2):377-401. This paper identifies influential, but previously unrecognized,
subtexts in the writings of F. W. Taylor. We describe our approach as 'toggling': that is,
switching between reading text 'rhetorically' and reading it 'philosophically'. We conclude that
Taylor's text may inveigle readers into accepting a moral worldview wrapped up in a seemingly
rational argument -- and that 'toggling' would empower management theory readers. Cited
Abrahamson 1996; Crainer 1998; Duncan 1989; McCloskey 1998; Micklethwait & Wooldridge
1996; Taylor 1911/1967. At Massey U., Auckland, NZ & U. Auckland, NZ. # Misc. PJ.
Monks, John, 1992, “Japanese Lessons for British Unions,” Personnel Management, London,
UK, Sept, p. 33-35. Japanese inward investment in the UK was the largest in Europe. Some
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differences in the way labour is regarded by managers in the two countries. The Japanese value
to management of labour higher than the management of capital. The Japanese are
‘internalisers,’ training workers highly. British (and American) managers were “externalisers,”
treating labour “as a commodity to be purchased at the going rate in the market place, with only
minimal rights and benefits within the workplace.” Company unionism has negative
connotations for workers in English. But in Japan this resulted in higher wages until the
Japanese worker made more than - overtaken - his/her British counterpart. # Misc. Pro.
Monroe, Craig, Mark G. Borzi, and Vincent S. DiSalvo, 1993, "Managerial strategies for dealing
with difficult subordinates," Southern Communication Journal, Boone, NC, US; Routledge, UK,
Spring, 58(3):247-254. ISSN: 1041-794X. This study focused upon managers’ choice of, and
satisfaction with, conflict management strategies in disputes with difficult subordinates. Four
strategies were discovered, in descending order of frequency: forcing, collaboration, minimal
coping, and structural strategies. Managers’ satisfaction with the outcomes associated with these
strategies reflected an absolute inverse ratio to the frequency of their reported use. CUNY Htr
Mn MForm 5th fl. At Cal State U - San Bernardino; U. Hartford; U. Neb. # Misc. PJ.
Monsen, R. Joseph, John S. Chiu, and David E. Cooley, 1968, “The Effect of Separation of
Ownership and Control on the Performance of the Large Firm,” The Quarterly Journal of
Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, Aug. 1968, 82(3):435-451. The owner controlled group of firms
outperformed the management controlled firms by a considerable margin. The net income to net
worth ratio was 75 per cent higher for owner controlled firms than management controlled ones
over the twelve year period. This result suggests a better managed capital structure and more
efficient allocation of the owners' resources. The effect of the type of industry on the net income
to net worth ratio was significant but only one-third the strength of the control source effect. No
other effect was significant, indicating that the owner or manager control source affects all
industries tested very strongly. The size effect was insignificant. [QED: X-efficiency exists.]
Cited Leibenstein 1966; Berle & Means 1932; O. Williamson 1964; Shelton 1967. # MS. PJ.
A.
Montagna, Paul D., 1968, "Professionalism and bureaucratization in large professional
organizations," American Journal of Sociology, U. Chicago Press, Sept. 1968, 74(2):138-145.
Comparative analysis with professional organizations from other occupations indicates that
professionalization increased with centralization, size of administrative component, precision,
and punishment centered rules. The rate of the professionalization process can be accelerated by
changes in organization size and complexity but the creation of new knowledge in the profession
may become dysfunctional. [Up one stratum.] Cited in Baker 1979. # MS. PJ. A.
Montanari, John R., 1978, “Managerial Discretion: An Expanded Model of Organization
Choice,” The Academy of Management Review, April 1978, 3(2):231-241. How managers use
their discretion to shape the organization. Builds on John Child 1972. This has no relation to
Jaques or the theory at all. [The stupid computer picks this out of the haystack.] Off. PJ. A.
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Moody, Roger, 1991, Plunder!, PARTiZANS/ CAFCA, London, UK, and Christchurch, New
Zealand, 195 pages. Opponents of CRA and RTZ. Online but gone stale. NatLibAU has it. ~
Moon, M. Jae, 2000, "Organizational Culture, Sector, and Managerial Level, Organizational
Commitment Revisited in New Public Management: Motivation," Public Performance &
Management Review, US, Dec. 2000, 24(2):177-194. This study revisits the issues of motivation
factors and organizational commitment in the new public management (NPM) context and posits
a model of commitment as a joint product of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation factors,
organizational culture, sector, managerial level, and individual characteristics. The model is
tested on public and private organizations in the Syracuse and Albany, New York, areas. Results
support proposed hypotheses on sectoral difference, managerial level, and organizational culture.
In the public sector intrinsic factors are more significantly associated with organizational
commitment than extrinsic factors. Compared to the private sector, managerial level in the
public sector is less pronounced as a determinant of organizational commitment. Managerial
implications for NPM are also discussed. Cited Jaques 1990; Herzberg 1959. # D. PJ.
Mooney, James D., and Alan C. Reiley, 1939, Onward Industry! The principles of organization
and their significance to modern industry, Harper & Brothers, New York and London, 564 p.
"First edition." Historian. The hierarchy and drive for organization and efficiency preceded
Taylor and scientific management, dating back centuries to the church and the military. The
state and industry are more modern expressions. The three main principles were: coordinative,
scalar, and functional. The staff phase was from functionalism. Cited in Anderson-Wallace
2005. [Reissued as Mooney, James D., 1947, The Principles of Organization, 223 p.] Baruch
HM131 .M6. SIBL Offsite - TME (Mooney, J. D. Onward industry) Misc. Bk.
Mooney, James D., 1937, "The Principles of Organization," chapter 3 (p. 89-98) in Gulick,
Luther, and Lydell Urwick, 1937, Papers on the Science of Administration, (3rd edn, 1954),
Institute of Public Administration, Columbia U., NY, NY, US, 195 p. Here, he was writing
about systematic management and not scientific management. Mooney was a VP at GM per
Koch 1961. Citation from p. 92. Cited in Koch 1961. NYPL SIBL os SEB+ (Gulick, L. H.
Papers on the science) [fragile]. 1954, 3rd edn/repr, CUNY GCtr JF 1351 .G8. # Misc. Ch.
Mooney, Marta, 1996, “Deming's Real Legacy: An Easier Way To Manage Knowledge,”
National Productivity Review, Summer 1996, 15(3):1-8. W. Edwards Deming (1900-1993) is
well remembered today as the man who invented quality. His pioneering contributions to the
development of quality improvement as a competitive strategy are almost certain to secure his
spot in management history. At this time, however, what may well prove to be his most
important management legacy remains largely unrecognized. This is his elegant scheme for
using proven principles of scientific management to help create high-performance learning
organizations that thrive on change. Cited by Washbush 2002. In Jjay (1981-2000) Percls
HD56 .N377. Misc. PJ.
Moore, Charles P., 2009, "What's the Matter With Being a Strategist (Now)?" Parameters, Army
War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA, Winter 2009, 39(4):5-19. American strategic competence is
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in decline. Today, the US has lost its way. The Army did respond to Galvin's 1989 question.
Even though strategists are in every theater, this trend is only recent. (The development of these
strategists has been kind of herky-jerky.) Cited in McLaughlin 2012. (2nd of 3 articles on the
role of strategist.) # MS. Pro.
Moore, David G., and Robert K. Burns, 1956, “How Good Is Good Morale?” Factory
Management and Maintenance, US, Feb. 1956, 114(2):130-136. (Also as Reprint series no. 69,
U. Chicago. Industrial Relations Center.) These two researchers compiled the responses of
500,000 employees nation-wide so individual firms could have a benchmark for comparison.
This was the first time this was done. Responses to 14 categories of items created an attitude
profile of the results for blue-collar, white-collar, and for supervisors. The lowest ranking? The
pay was too low. Second lowest was job security. Highest was identification with the firm.
Wow. See McMurry 1942; Maccoby 1976; Herzberg et al 1957. Cuny City Sci - MF v. 107-116
(1949-1958). Clio Butler Offsite 620.5 F 191. Both at U. Chicago B-School. # MS. PJ.
Moore, David G., 1960, “Behavioral Science and Business Education,” Journal of the Academy
of Management, Dec. 1960, 3(3):187-191. A critical response to the Pierson and the Gordon and
Howell reports. One way to improve business education was to include the behavioral sciences
as the reports suggest. However, the faculty scholarship must focus on business rather than their
original discipline. No footnotes. [This warning not heeded.] At Mich. State U. # Refu. PJ.
A.
Moore, David G., 1982, article in AoM Proceedings 1982. Precis of Moore 1986? Not seen. ~
Moore, David G., 1986, “The Committee on Human Relations in Industry at the University of
Chicago, 1943-1948,” chapter (p. 45-51) in Wren, Daniel A., ed., 1986, Papers Dedicated to the
Development of Modern Management, Academy of Management, Briarcliff Manor, NY, USA,
107 p. Sociologists and social anthropologists included: W. L. Warner (Yankee City books), B.
B. Gardner (Human Relations in Industry), and W. F. Whyte (Street Corner Society; restaurants;
hotels). The focus was on social systems and social structures across time as participant
observers in factory and firm as “a co-ordinated system of activities.” This created rich data.
Their studies strongly influenced Sears, Roebuck’s HR practices. Moore wrote on the split in the
beliefs of employees at Sears between individual freedom from arbitrary authority and the
business need for goals, responsibility, cooperative endeavors, and hierarchical conformity. See
Worthy 1986, the prior chapter; see Moore article in AoM Proceedings, 1982. # MS. Ch.
Moore, Don A., 2004, “Myopic Prediction, Self-Destructive Secrecy, and the Unexpected
Benefits of Revealing Final Deadlines in Negotiation,” Organizational Behavior and Human
Decision Process, July, 94(2):125-139. The results of three studies show that revealing final
deadlines in negotiation can lead to better outcomes for the negotiator-with-the-deadline because
revelation informs the other side that they too have a time limit. However, both naïve and
experienced negotiators consistently predicted that revelation would hurt the negotiator with the
deadline. The reasons for these erroneous expectations have to do with a myopic processes of
prediction in interdependent contexts in which people anticipate the effects of constraints like
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deadlines on their own behavior but fail to anticipate their effects on the behavior of others. This
is a key point in defining the task effort in Effort-Wage Bargain negotiations regarding
Efficiency Wage (QQT/R). Supported Jaques 1956, Behrend 1957. # MS. PJ. A.
Moore, Frank I., 1999, “Functional Job Analysis, guidelines for task analysis and job design,”
Prepared for the World Health Organization, October 1999, 56 pages. Online. Moore is at
University of Texas-Houston Health Science Center, School of Public Health, San Antonio, TX,
USA. FJA was partly based on Sidney A. Fine’s job analysis scaling of prescribed and
discretionary elements. Moore says this was developed in the 1950s independently from Jaques
and later joined with his concepts. See Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 3rd edition, 1965. See
Fine and Wiley 1971. Cited Jaques 1956. (Some what he claims is in agreement with SAF.)
MS. Bk.
Moore, Geoffrey A., 2007, “To Succeed in the Long Term, Focus on the Middle Term,” Harvard
Business Review, July-Aug, 2007, p. 84-90. Portfolio management has three time horizons long, middle, and short. R&D projects are Horizon 3. Operations are Horizon 1, and are shortterm, cash-today. Between them falls Horizon type 2. These are projects tossed over the
transom by R&D, but are not yet ready to go out to the world. They fall in the middle, starve for
funds, and die there. Lots of careers sponsoring these projects also die there. The scarcest
resource for these projects is leadership to move them from stage 3 to 1. Everyone avoids them.
Thus, “companies eat their young.” Both talent and projects are lost here. Because Horizon 1
goals make lots of money, they can rob Horizon 2 projects to do so. Cisco seems to have found a
way, though. Such projects are protected from managers out for the big bucks. No cite of
Hoebeke 1994 or RO theory. MS. Pro.
Moore, Karl, and David Lewis, 1998, “The First Multinationals: Assyria circa 2000 B.C.,”
Management International Review, Wiesbaden, Germany, Second Quarter 1998, 38(2):95-107.
Using the eclectic paradigm as a model to analyze ancient international trade, evidence is
presented suggesting that the first recorded multinational enterprises appeared in the old
Assyrian kingdom shortly after 2000 B.C. Characteristics found in modern MNEs such as a
hierarchical organization, foreign employees, common stock ownership, resource and marketseeking behavior were present in these ancient firms. But they were extended-family-based (like
Chinese today) partnerships, caravan-based, and traded tin to turn copper into bronze. Misc. PJ.
Moore, Leo B., 1956, “Too Much MANAGEMENT Too Little Change,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, US, Jan/Feb56, 34(1):41-48. The reasons that improvement efforts fail.
Mentioned the advantages of employee participation and group action. Management has failed
to prevent lethargy among employees who are resistant to change. The argument was that
employees will accept change and criticism if they were guided toward the improvement
initiative, rather than ordered into it. (Haven’t I heard this tune since? See Zaleznick 1978.)
Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Moore, Robert W., 1984, “Review of Wage and Salary Administration: Pay and Benefits by
Leonard R. Burgess,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Ebsco, Summer84,
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37(2):392-395. (The Burgess book was a good intro to standard W&S administration, which is
“nothing more substantial than pooled opinion.”) This review article became an essay on Jaques,
Japan and the US. Stressed Jaques’ 1982 alternative to standard W&S. Recommended
Mahoney’s 1979 book of readings to open the mind. Noted the lessons from Japan, “Workers
are assets, they are not just variable costs.” Reich and Tsurumi 1983 set forth an “egalitarian
ratio” for pay ranges contrasting Japan (1:20) and US (1:150). Observed the current managerial
hedonism that “leaves those at the top layers unevaluated, able to set their own rewards without
benefit of checks and balances.” [A result of prolonged and protracted Taylorism.] (Also a
reference to General Grant’s orderly.) (See Gomberg 1970; Bertrand and Mullainathan 2000.)
At CC Southern Nev. # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Moore, Tom W., and Wendy J. Casper, 2006, “An Examination of Proxy Measures of
Workplace Spirituality: A Profile Model of Multidimensional Constructs,” Journal of
Leadership and Organizational Studies, Flint, MI, 12(4):109-118. A theoretical foundation is
suggested to operationalize the constructs of spirituality from existing established measures.
Several constructs from existing literature - perceived organizational support, affective
organizational commitment, and intrinsic job satisfaction are used to measure aspects of
workplace spirituality. There remains a lack of congruence for workplace spirituality. [A
serious misconstruction of Jaques.] Cited Csikszentmihalyi 1990; Jacques 1996; King & Nicol
1999; Maslow 1943; Porter & Lawler 1968. At U. Texas at Arlington. # Off. PJ.
Moore, Wilbert E., and Kingsley Davis, 1945. On social stratification. (See Davis, Kingsley,
and Wilbert E. Moore, 1945.) ~
Moore, Wilbert E., 1962, The Conduct of the Corporation, Random House, NY, NY, 292 p. An
impressive book with lots of counter-intuitive insights - even today. An advanced look at
morality in organizations, at accountability and ability. Cited Gouldner 1954, F. X. Sutton 1956.
Not on the theory but many parallel concerns. Worth a look. A sociologist. Misc. Bk.
Moore, Wilbert E., 1963, “The Temporal Structure of Organizations,” chapter in Tiryakian,
Edward A., ed., 1963, Sociological Theory, Values, and Sociocultural Change: essays in honor
of Pitirim A. Sorokin, Free Press of Glencoe, NY, p. 161-170. “Man being mortal, his ultimate
scarcity is time.” Contrasts the order of temporal structure of the family with that of the
industrial organization. Short-term temporal allocations involve managerial “judgment” on
uncertainty. Long-term temporal allocations “may well be beyond the personal life expectancy
of the planners, and perhaps of all contemporary members of the organization. The hundred-year
cycle of timber cutting and planting is only an extreme instance of a common problem.” Longer
plans provide “the plant manager with presumably narrower margins for intervening choices.”
“Time is power” so longer time is greater power. [Talk about increasing levels of time-span!]
No reference to Jaques. Moore was at Princeton. Cited by John Hassard 1989; Starkey 1985/86
and 1989. (See Firey in same volume; Moore 1963 article; Feldman 1989.) MS. Ch.
Moore, Wilbert E., 1963, “But Some Are More Equal than Others,” American Sociological
Review, Feb., 28(1):13-18. Does not find the critics persuasive on the possibility of eliminating
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inequality. In behavioral terms inequality is seen as deriving from the probability of differential
valuation of performance, qualities (a prospective view of performance) and achievements (a
retrospective view of performance). In structural terms these variables are seen as modes of
access to positions, but positional differentiation is independently linked to inequality of rewards.
Equity strains inhere in any system of differential rewards. MS. PJ. A.
Moore, Wilbert E., 1964, “Predicting Discontinuities In Social Change,” American Sociological
Review, June, 29(3):331-338. For sequential and especially historical prediction the principal
components are simple persistence, the continuation of orderly trends, recapitulated experience,
and planning. But even in combination, these components are inadequate for predicting changes
in the rate of change, changes in direction, and large-scale alterations typified by revolutions.
The multiplier effects of innovations, leading to accelerated change, and to thresholds of radical
transformation, provide a major basis for predicting discontinuous change. Finally, the ubiquity
of social tensions is a necessary but quite insufficient condition for revolution. Other necessary
conditions include a centralized polity, considerable urbanization, and effective internal
communications. Polarization, a harbinger of revolution, results from a wide-spread relative or
absolute deterioration of economic well-being or political rights, and the failure of elites to make
timely concessions. Misc. PJ. A.
Moran, Barbara B., 2001, “Restructuring the University Library: A North American
Perspective,” Journal of Documentation, London, UK, January, 57(1):100-114. After recovering
from re-engineering, most libraries have moved away from rigid hierarchies to flatter structures.
Described ideas for the future library. Unaware of Gould and Boals Ph.D.s. Cited Jaques 1990.
W. PJ.
Morden, Tony, 1996, Principles of Management, McGraw-Hill, London, UK, 419 p. A
textbook. Parts of chapters 3, 7 and 9 are on Jaques’s theory. 3.6 Requisite Bureaucracy; 3.6.1
Drucker’s Analysis (1985, p. 181); 3.6.2 Jaques’ Analysis (1976, 1989, 1991); 7.7 MBO
Drucker (1955); 7.10 Japanese Puzzle Box Hierarchy; 7.10.1 Middle-up-down Management
(Nonaka 1988); 9.8 TSD; 19.9.3 Executive Ability; 25.6 Management as a Strategic Asset.
Excepts copied. Cited EJ 1961, 1976, 1982, 1982, 1989, 1991. Not in Brunel Liby. SIBL os JBF 97-226. # Rp. Bk.
Morden, Tony, 1997, “A strategic evaluation of re-engineering, restructuring, delayering and
downsizing policies as flawed paradigm,” Management Decision, UK, 0025-1747, March-April
1997, 35(3-4):240-249 (10). Re-engineering messes up organizations real bad. (Really?) The
author says it plays into the hands of Asian strategists who are more patient. Yup. # Misc. PJ.
Morden, Tony, 1997, “Leadership as Competence,” Management Decision, MCB University
Press Ltd. (UK), July 1997, 35(7-8):519-526 (8 p.). TSD is one of the competences. Teaches at
Teesside B-School, Middlesbrough, UK. First of two articles. Cited EJ 1976; Morden 1993,
1996. # Rp. PJ.
Morden, Tony, 1997, “Leadership as Vision,” Management Decision, MCB University Press
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Ltd. (UK), Sept-Oct 1997, 35(9-10):664-672 (9 p.). Second of Two articles. Jaques not cited. #
Misc. PJ.
Morden, Tony, 2007, Principles of Strategic Management, 3rd edn., Ashgate Pubs., Aldershot,
UK; McGraw Hill, NY, NY, 627 p. (1st edn., 1996, 419 p.) A magnificent textbook. Caseettes. Test questions. Glossary. The Japanese ‘Puzzle Box’ hierarchy was time-related.
Managers were coordinators, not bosses. Lots on Jaques (more than appears in the index). Chs.
3, 7 & 9; Pt. 3: Chs 12-15. This is THE beginner text. Gives due credit to Herzberg and
Mintzberg. Three case-ettes: NEC, 3M, Honda. Cited Hampden-Turner & Trompenaars 1994;
Prahalad & Hamel 1990 (May, HBR); Nonaka 1995; Jaques 1976, 1989, 1990, 1991. Not in
Brunel. SIBL os JBF 97-226. Clio, CUNY ebook. LC: HD 30.28 .M6462 2007. Dewey:
628.4012. At U. Teeside, UK. Rp. Bk.
Moreton, Terry, 1992, “Sheltered employment: Gateway or 'road block'?” Personnel Review,
Farnborough, UK, 21(6):37-54. Sheltered employment refers to a work situation in which
persons with disabilities are sheltered in some way from free competition for jobs and the
productivity requirements of an open labor market. They may be transformed into assessment
and training agencies so sheltered employment does not form a "road block" to conventional
work for such persons. Used Brown’s four organizations. Cited Brown 1960. At Leeds. # Rp.
PJ.
Morgan, Edmund S., 1980, The Genius of George Washington, W. W. Norton, New York,
London. GW’s letters may reveal his LMC. He wrote 20-30 letters a day while in the field so
they were dictated at high speed. Jaques thought it might be possible to determine GW’s LMC
from them. (Be very careful.) Compare with Greenstein’s 1982 book on Ike and Hesseltine’s
1935 on Grant. Misc. Bk.
Morgan, Gareth, 1998/1986 ?, Images of Organization, Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA,
and London, UK. Chapter 8 on self-reproducing systems driven by internal or by environment.
Cited Jaques once: the 1955 essay Jaques has withdrawn. Off. Bk.
Moriarty, Terry, and Vernon Thompson, 1996, “Business Analysis Techniques,” Database
Programming and Design, online magazine, 08/01/1996. Describes how Source/Use analysis
and Responsibility, Authority, Expertise, Work (R.A.E.W.) analysis can be used to identify
where shared data is required at an enterprise-wide level and for allocating responsibility for data
quality to the business stakeholder. An operational audit. (Origin of RAEW unknown to these
authors.) D. PJ.
Morikiyo, Yoshiyuka, 1981, Rodo to Gino (Work and Skill), Rodo Kagaku Kenkyu-sho, Tokyo,
Japan, 209 p. In Japanese. The skills were: integrated systems of labor allocation, labor
deployment, and intellectual skills. “Intellectual skill forms the vital center of workers’ skills on
the contemporary shop floor” (p. 6). Cited in Koike and Inoki 1990. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Morishima, Motohiro, 1992, “Japanese Employees’ Attitudes toward Changes in Traditional
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Employee Practices,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, Fall92, 31(3):433-454. They’re
opposed to changes to nenko, especially caps on pay and mid-career transfers to subsidiaries.
This attitude is a function of the performance of unions and employers’ past HR policies. # MS.
PJ. A.
Morishima, Motohiro, 1995, “Embedding HRM in a Social Context,” British Journal of
Industrial Relations, UK, Dec95, 33(4):617-640. HRM assumes both employees and employers
have a great deal of freedom in determining policies and practices. The human parts are
interdependent. Firms assume HRM was designed and implemented by them alone. Rather, IR
was embedded in a social context. Japanese HRM is a four-factor model. “The Japanese
emphasis on ability assessment coupled with rapid economic growth has allowed Japanese
employers to pay less attention to the appraisal issue.” [satei] “Instead of reducing employment
and saving on labour costs, Japanese employers have opted to boost the productivity of whitecollar employees.” See Jaques 1951, 2002; Deming 1986, 1992; Tachibanaki 1973. Cited
Schuler 1987, Shimada 1994, Streeck 1989. See Comments by Willman and by Jacoby (same
issue). At Illinois and Keio Univs. # MS. PJ. A.
Morita, Hodaka, 2001, “Choice of technology and labour market consequences: An explanation
of U.S. Japanese differences,” The Economic Journal, London, UK, Jan 2001, 111(468):29-50.
An explanation for U.S.-Japanese differences concerning continuous process improvement, labor
turnover rate and the level and firm-specificity of human capital accumulation. Connection
between continuous process improvement and the firm-specificity of training causes multiplicity
of equilibria. In the Japanese equilibrium, each firm conducts continuous process improvement
because other firms do so, and as a consequence this training becomes less effective in other
firms. But this lowers the turnover rate, which, in turn, increases firms' incentives to train
employees. In the U.S. equilibrium, training is general, which raises the turnover rate and
decreases incentives to train. (From chapter 1: 2000 Related PhD.) At NSW, AU. MS. PJ. A.
Morita, Hodaka, 2005, “Multi-skilling, Delegation and Continuous Process Improvement: A
Comparative Analysis of US-Japanese Work Organizations,” Economica, London, UK, Feb
2005, 72(285):69-93, 102. Focused on the stylized differences in work organizations and labour
market practices between the US and Japan concerning multi-skilling, delegation, continuous
process improvement, human capital accumulation and labour turnover. It analyses strategic
interactions among firms concerning their choices of work organization, and shows that strategic
complementarity arising from labour market externality can yield the multiplicity of equilibria
that provide a systematic explanation of the differences [misses the Japanese invasion of the US
labor market place]. (From chapter one of 2000 Related PhD at Cornell.) See Osterman 1994a,
1994b. At NSW, AU. MS. PJ. A.
Morone, Joseph, and Albert Paulson, 1991, "Cost of Capital: The Managerial Perspective,"
California Management Review, Berkeley, Cal, US, July/Summer, 33(4):9-32. The higher rate
on investment in the US as compared to Japanese industry was believed by many to be the result
of higher cost of capital in the US. This paper explored how this problem of cost of capital was
perceived by senior executives in the US firms. These questions were examined through
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interviews with senior executives of 15 US firms drawn from four industries. The study
suggested that the differences in the time horizons of the US and Japanese firms were deeply
rooted in the industrial structure and cultures of the two countries. [Nonsense.] It was believed
that even in case of no real differences, the Japanese firms would continue to behave as if they
enjoyed a lower cost of capital, thus creating an uneven playing field. # MS. Pro.
Morrill, Calvin, 1989, “The Management of Managers Disputing in an Executive Hierarchy,”
Sociological Forum, Plenum Publishing, 4(3):387-407. Formal grievance procedures are rarely
used between managers. Respectability and honor are critically important to resolving disputes
between managers, whether peers or at different levels. (An unusual and different approach.)
Misc. PJ.
Morris, Betsy, and Ruth M. Coexeter, 1995, "Executive Women Confront the Midlfe Crisis,"
Fortune, Time Inc., NY, NY, US, September 18, 132(6):60-86. Word Count: 8351. ISSN:
0015-8259. Asserts that the first big generation of women executives to hit the age of 40 in a
business suit is facing a time of reckoning. Baby boomer women begin confronting the same
“midlife crisis” as their fathers and grandfathers did - and having similar reactions, from
depression to major life and career changes. Their approach to their midlife crisis as redefinition
rather than retreat. [INSET: Men at midlife: Crisis? What crisis?, by Brian O'Reilly.]
Mentioned Jaques 1965. # W. Pro.
Morris, G. Barry, 1988, “The Executive: A Pathfinder,” Organizational Dynamics, New York,
NY, Spring88, 16(4):62-77. The successful leader for the 21st century is the anticipatory man
who anticipates alternative pathways for the self, the organization, and its members. The
anticipatory leader identifies potential growth areas and addresses pertinent issues related to
employee well-being. This pathfinder integrates divergent forces into a productive whole,
creating a framework that reflects changes in human behavior and a consciousness of the future.
On-target but unaware of RO. MS. PJ.
Morris, Jonathan, and Barry Wilkinson, 1995, “The Transfer of Japanese Management to Alien
Institutional Environments,” Journal of Management Studies, UK, Nov95, 32(6):719-730. The
evidence would appear to suggest that the new paradigm of production and work organization
does travel everywhere with the Japanese. The extent of teamwork and employee involvement
in quality circles and the like might vary greatly, but the more basic tenets of JIT/TQC
production such as waste elimination, continuous improvement, and fault tracing are pursued
relentlessly whether it be in autos in the USA or electronics in Malaysia. This successful transfer
depends more on the establishment of managerial prerogatives than an amenable societal culture.
Jaques not cited. At U. Glamorgan, U. Bath, UK. # MS. PJ.
Morris, Langdon, 1994, Managing the Evolving Corporation, Van Nostrand Reinhold (hdbk)
and Wiley (pbk), New York, NY, 238 pages. Industrial Engineering. Chapter 3, Recognition
and Response, is based on requisite organization. The key to success is now in managing the
flow of information to enable all workers to make the best decisions themselves. Scrap
command and control and implement recognition and response, focus on patterns of events,
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design real time information systems, and structure the work place to maximize responsiveness
and collaboration among workers. Endorsed by Faith Gabelnick, Ph.D. Provost and Dean of the
Faculty, Mills College. Steelcase North America was a client. Morris founded Strategic
Planning Guild in San Ramon, California. Rp. Bk.
Morris, Peter W. G., and Ashley Jamieson, 2004, Translating Corporate Strategy into Project
Strategy: realizing corporate strategy through project management, Project Management
Institute, Newtown Square, PA, 116 p. See 2005 article. Not in nearby NoAmer libs. Avail.
from PMI. LC: HD30.28. Misc. Bk.
Morris, Peter W. G., and Ashley Jamieson, 2005, “Moving from Corporate Strategy to Project
Strategy,” Project Management Journal, Sylva, UK, Dec 2005, 36(4):5-18. There is a dearth of
writing explaining how organizations and project professionals implement corporate strategy
through projects and programs and how they translate corporate strategy into project and
program strategy. This article discusses four case studies and a survey of PMI Europe members,
a survey that reveals the processes, practices, and people issues involved in efforts to
systematically move from strategy to projects and programs. See 2004 book. Both at Bartlett,
UC London. Misc. PJ.
Morse, Gardiner, 2003, “Why We Misread Motives,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
Jan., 81(1):18. We project onto other people more mercenary motives than they really have. We
do not think others behave as we do. We value and chose jobs that offer to allow us to do
important work that gives a feeling of accomplishment. Overwhelmingly, we see others as
motivated by pay and money. [This is an economic view of other people.] See recent research
by Chip Heath on our extrinsic incentives bias. (See prior surveys of supervisors:employees by
McMurry in 1942; by Kovach 1980; Pease 1961; Takezawa and Whitehill 1960 and 1981;
Neirynck 2003 Related PhD.) Baruch. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Morse, Gardiner, 2006, "Set Up to Fail," Harvard Business Review, US, Jun2006, 85(6):28.
Word Cnt: 701. Interview is with Paul Ormerod, a theoretical economist, cofounder of Volterra
consulting firm, and author of the book, "Why Most Things Fail." Ormerod says failure was
fundamental in the evolution of social organizations and biological systems. Patterns of
extinction in both species and business relate to a mathematical relationship of number of
extinctions, size of groups, and relative frequency during a given period. Topics included rational
man and the impossibility of predicting outcomes of corporate strategy. Teach. Misc. Pro.
Morse, John J., and Jay W. Lorsch, 1970, “Beyond Theory Y,” Harvard Business Review,
May/Jun70, 48(3):61-68. An effective organization must be designed to fit tasks and people, not
some universal theory. (This posture is contingency theory.) [See also HBR ‘Letters to the
Editor,’ May/Jun73, 51(3):31-36, for authors’ response to a misconstrual of this article by
Argyris, and his response to them.] City Cohen. Online. MS. Pro.
Morse, Nancy C., and Robert S. Weiss, 1955, “The Function and Meaning of Work and the Job,”
American Sociological Review, US, Apr55, 20(2):191-198. Based on a national sample of
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employed men in the U.S. having a job serves other functions than the one of earning a living.
Working gives men a feeling of being tied into the larger society, of having something to do, of
having a purpose in life. These functions are not seen as available in non-work activities. Men
can imagine what not working would mean to them. Cited in Weiss Related PhD 1955; Weiss
and Riesman 1961. At U. Michigan. # MS. PJ. A.
Mosakowski, Elaine, and P. Christopher Earley, 2000, "A selective review of time assumptions
in strategy research," Academy of Management Review, US, Oct2000, 25(4):796-812. Word Cnt:
10515. ISSN: 03637425. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.2000.3707728. Concepts of time vary
dramatically across individuals and cultures. The authors draw from work in anthropology,
psychology, sociology, and management to identify five time dimensions that guide their review
and discussion of dynamic strategic management research. Although strategy researchers
incorporate time in many ways, they generally ignore a subjective view of time and the temporal
perceptions of actors in their models. The authors suggest how strategy researchers and
practitioners can incorporate an unambiguous and multifaceted view of time explicitly into their
work. Jaques not cited. Cited Das 1987. At Purdue U.; Indiana U. # MS. PJ. A.
Moskos, Charles C., and John Sibley Butler, 1996, All That We Can Be: Black Leadership and
Racial Integration the Army Way, Basic Books, New York, NY, 198 p. An examination of the
success of blacks in the Army as a refutation of the “paradigm of black failure” in civilian
economic life. (“Be All You Can Be.”) Authors are pessimistic that their message will not be
heard and accepted since many socially reform-minded civilians do not like the military
(authority, uniforms and all that). There were many sources for the Army’s success dating back
to Harry Truman. Jaques played a role but the authors missed it, so cannot extend the current
model into civilian recommendations. (Review by Paul Burstein 1997, not included). MS. Bk.
Moss, Stanley M., 1989, "Appraise Your Performance Appraisal Process," Quality Progress,
American Society for Quality, Milwaukee, Wis., US, Nov., 22(11):58-60. The traditional
performance appraisal process has been accepted as a means of assessing and evaluating
individual effort in the workplace. But it doesn't work. Performance appraisals are most
effective when they focus on the objectives of the work team and subsequently of the company.
Cited in Ilgen and Schneider 1991 (not rel., mis-cited as Quarterly Progress.] Cited H. Levinson
1970; Imai 1986; Deming 1986; Scholtes 1987. See Moen 1989 [linked, the next article].
NYPL os SIBL *ZAN-V1688 v. 22, 1989. # MS. PJ.
Mosse, James, 1994, “Introduction: The institutional roots of consulting to institutions,” chapter
(p. 1-10) in The Unconscious at Work, [on stress, a collection by Tavistock Clinic members].
Routledge, London, New York, 224 p. Most people spend their working lives as part of a group
which is itself part of a larger institution or organization. Explored these implications of
unconscious life comparable to that described by psychoanalysis in an individual. The thinking
and manner of work described here is derived from traditions rooted in the Tavistock Institute of
Human Relations (founded 1946). The Tavistock Clinic was founded in 1920 by a number of
professionals, who pursued psychodynamic treatments for the neurotic disorders labeled as
"shell-shock," that they had been treating in combatants during the First World War (esp.
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Wilfred Bion). They believed these were not merely transitory phenomena related to the
peculiar stresses of war, but were now endemic and pervasive in modern society. A consultant
engaging an organization is engaging with a social system, the structure, and task performance.
NYPL Hum JFE 94-15563. # Rp. Ch.
Mossholder, Kevin W., Arthur G. Bedeian, and Achilles A. Armenakis, 1981, “Role Perceptions,
Satisfaction, and Performance: Moderating effects of self-esteem and organizational level,”
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, Academic Press, Elsevier, US, 28:224-234.
At lower organization levels, high self-esteem was found to mitigate the detrimental impact of
role ambiguity on satisfaction and of role conflict on performance. “Ability, whether objectively
(work experience) or subjectively (self-esteem) defined, may be an important consideration for
employees contending with role ambiguity and conflict” (p. 233). Self-esteem growth can be
obtained through non-threatening performance appraisal interviews (French 1963), cohesive coworker interactions (Walton 1975), and ‘considerate’ supervision (T. Beehr 1976). Jaques not
cited. At Auburn U., AL, US. # Misc. PJ. A.
Mosson, Th. M., 1964, “Management Theory and the Limits of Common-Sense,” Management
International Review, Betriebswertschaftlicher Verlag, Weisbaden, Germany, 4(1):25-34. Takes
on Drucker as the prime example of common-sense run-amuck. See related: Prasad, S. B., 1964,
“Comment,” 4(5-6):209-213. Prasad noted Mosson neglected to mention the fusion put forward
by Bakke 1953. Mosson declined to reply. Misc. PJ.
Most, Robert, 1990, “Hypotheses About the Relationship Between Leadership and Intelligence,”
chapter (p. 459-464) in: Kenneth E. Clark and Miriam B. Clark, eds., Measures of Leadership,
Center for Creative Leadership and the Psychological Corporation, Greensboro, NC; Leadership
Library of America, West Orange, NJ, 636 p. A collection of papers presented at Oct. 1988 San
Antonio TX conference. The middling strength of the IQ instrument renders its relationship to
leadership to be weak. But it is there. It appears to be curvilinear: somewhat higher intelligence
is good for management and leadership but a lot higher is bad. [Translation: a one-stratum
capability difference between leader and followers is good but a two-strata gap is dysfunctional.]
Supported RO theory. (This article drew on Bass 1981 for its key citations: Hollingworth 1926,
Ghiselli 1963, etc.) TC & NYU have it. MS. Ch.
Mothersell, William M., Michael L. Moore, and Michael W. Reinerth, 2008, “Hoshin Kanri
planning: the system of five alignments behind the Toyota Production System,” International
Journal of Business Innovation and Research, UK, 2(4):381-401. The Toyota Production
System (TPS), also termed lean manufacturing, is famous for its ability to improve productivity,
quality, space utilisation, customer focus, suggestions, and positive employee outcomes. It is
also known to be difficult to imitate and implement. Authors discover the TPS is grounded in a
Hoshin Kanri planning system composed of five major alignments. HK differentiates its
methodology from management-by-objectives (MBO) approaches through its focus on process
management and organisational learning as well as by a focus on results. US planning literatures
are critically analysed using the Toyota framework. At Grand Valley State U.; Michigan State
U.; Lansing Grand River Assembly, GM, MI, USA. Not in NYPL. Not copied. MS. PJ.
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Motwani, Jaideep, Ashok Kumar, and Jiju Antony, 2004, "A business process change framework
for examining the implementation of six sigma: a case study of Dow Chemicals", The TQM
Magazine, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald, UK, 16(4):273-283. DOI: 10.1108/09544780410541927 A
case. In its first three years, Dow's six-sigma program has surpassed most expectations and goals
of strategic and financial performance. Dow's program has registered an impressive $1.5b
savings since 1999. Furthermore, the program has been very effective in creating an
environment for positive, powerful cultural change. In this paper, a business process change
framework is used to examine the factors that facilitated or inhibited the success of six-sigma
quality efforts. The data were obtained through interviews, questionnaire survey and archival
sources. This work evaluated the impact that six sigma implementation had on firm
performance. [Top down and CEO developed, not bottom up like TQM.] # MS. PJ.
Moursy, E. M., 1952, “The Hierarchical Organization of Cognitive Levels,” British Journal of
Mathematical and Statistical Psychology, (then: B.J.Psy., Statistical Section), John Wright &
Sons, Bristol, UK, Nov., 5(3):151-180. Based on 20 sets of practical and intellectual abilities of
166 boys aged 10-11 years. These subdivide into narrower group factors of sensori-motor,
perceptual, and relational processes. “To begin with, what we discover is, not a miscellaneous
collection of sporadic ‘abilities’, but a systematic series of cognitive capacities for tasks of
increasing complexity, developing apparently by stages, such as we might anticipate from
evolutionary and developmental considerations.” “Secondly, ... we find ... that there is a single
basic factor common to all cognitive processes....” The alternative views of hierarchical
cognitive structure, ‘unifocal’ [Spearman] and ‘multifocal’ [Thorndike], “appear to be decisively
disproved” (p. 174). “Burt’s hypothesis of hierarchical structure... is fully confirmed by the
statistical evidence” (p. 179). (Jaques’ approach would appear to fit into this structure under:
cognitive ability/ practical abilities/ perceptual processes. Jaques does not appear to have seen
this article or the PhD thesis.) (Cyril Burt retired from Uni. London in 1950 but supervised PhDs
until 1954. He was editor of this journal. This study appears not to be related to Burt’s studies
of identical twins which were at the base of the scandal surrounding his later years. Cited in
Hearnshaw 1979 as legit.) “Moursy” apparently was then at the Institute of Education, (part of
University of London), (now Faculty of Education, Ain Shams University?), Cairo, Egypt. Not
since heard from nor published. (Someone else should do a search in Arabic. I do not have the
language skills.) Based on 1952 PhD at U. London by “Moursi, El S. M. K. M.” Cited Piaget
1950. Cited in their review of psychology by Monchaux and Keir 1961. Cited in “Factor
Analysis” chapter by Solomon and Rosner 1954, Review of Educational Research, 24:421. See
Clio Psych Library. MS. PJ.
Moustafa, Karen South, and Thomas R. Miller, 2003, “Too Intelligent for the Job? The Validity
of Upper-Limit Cognitive Ability Test Scores in Selection,” SAM Advanced Management
Journal, Spring 2003, 68(2):4-9, 55. Examined the validity of upper-limit cognitive ability test
scores in selection test. Use of selection test in predicting the performance of job applicants;
Relationship between cognitive ability and job performance; Application of the use of upperlimit scores. None of these were found to be valid. Wonderlic. Cited by Sessa 2003. Misc. PJ.
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Moustakas, Clark E., 1994, Phenomenological Research Methods, Sage, Thousand Oaks, Cal.,
US, 192 p. Phenomenology has long served as a research model for many psychologists and
other social science scholars and professionals. Yet descriptions of how to do phenomenological
research are few. Explained the theoretical underpinnings of phenomenology, based on the work
of Edmund Husserl and others, and took the reader step-by-step through the process of
conducting a phenomenological study. Provided numerous extended examples of successful
studies from a variety of fields including therapy, health care, victimology, psychology, and
gender studies. It also included form letters and other research tools to use in designing and
conducting a study. Cited in Cunningham 2012 PhD; S. M. Johnston 2010 Interesting PhD;
Pepitone 2009 Interesting PhD. Not in NYPL. CUNY Htr SocWk, JJay Coll, Lehman Coll.
Clio NWC BF204.5 .M68 1994. Ch. # Misc. Bk.
Mower White, C. J., 1977, “Cognitive Complexity and Completion of Social Structure,” Social
Behavior and Personality: An International Journal, Society for Personality Research,
Wellington, New Zealand, 5(2):305-310. Seventy-two Ss, of whom half were cognitively
complex and half cognitively simple, made predictions about unknown relations in four-person
social structures. For those with two or three relations given, predictions of cognitively complex
and cognitively simple Ss did not differ, all Ss making balanced predictions. For those with four
or five relations given, cognitively complex Ss, to a greater extent than cognitively simple Ss,
made balanced predictions. Cognitively simple Ss tended to make predictions based on
consideration of fewer relations in the social structure. It is suggested that this result supports
the contention that cognitively simple Ss become ‘overloaded’ by smaller amounts of information than do cognitively complex Ss. (At Birkbeck, Uni. London.) Unaware of EJ. MS. PJ.
Mowday, Richard T., 1978, “Equity Theory Predictions of Behavior in Organizations,” chapter
in Steers, Richard, Lyman W. Porter, and Gregory A. Bigley, eds., 1996, Motivation and
Leadership at Work, 6th edn, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, p. 53-71. (Written around 1978.
The last endnote was 1977.) A nice overview of the history of equity theory. Showed the
conflict between Lawler and Adams. Ended on the positive note that equity theory was showing
renewed promise of application across a wider explanatory arena of human behavior in
organizations. MS. Ch.
Moxnes, Paul, 1999, “Deep Roles: Twelve Primordial Roles of Mind and Organization,” Human
Relations, London UK, New York NY, Nov., 52(11):1427-1444. Moxnes was at Norweigan
School of Management, Sandvika, Norway. Cited Jaques 1955 (withdrawn) and 1995 “Reply to
Amato.” SSCI. Misc. PJ.
Moyle, Penny, 1995, “The Role of Negative Affectivity in the Stress Process: Tests of
Alternative Models,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, Wiley, Nov., 16(6):647-668. [May be
16(S1).] [Penelope Jane] The prominence of the personality trait of Negative Affectivity (NA)
in the stress literature has increased over the last decade. It has direct effects on measures of
strain, and to act as a potential confounding variable of stressor-strain relations in self-report
research (Watson and Clark, 1984). NA can also moderate environment-outcome relationships,
acting as a vulnerability factor in the stress model, or alternatively that its influence may be
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mediated through perceptions of the work environment. In the present study, these four possible
pathways were examined. Part of a doctoral program at Oxford (1995). Applied the ‘Michigan
Model’ of James S. House 1981. Grant from Comalco Aluminium Ltd. Cited Jaques 1989. See
Moyle, Related PhDs. MS. PJ.
Moynihan, Daniel Patrick, 1970, “The role of the social scientist in action research,” Newsletter,
Social Science Research Council, H.M.S.O., London, UK, Nov. 1970, 10:2-5. In the US the
social sciences/ action research lived for the first half of the 20th century very comfortably with
progressive policy-makers. This was now ambiguous. In fact, much of the current research
methodology is now too complex to be understood by policy-makers. So, to correct this we must
recognize what we don’t know, become political-scientific translators, broaden our ethnic base,
develop an ethic of community practice, evaluate/account for our social program results (not by
PPBS), and - the US is now exporting social ideas and programs, so look out. # Misc. Pro.
Moynihan, Donald P., and Sanjay K. Pandey, 2007, “The Role of Organizations in Fostering
Public Service Motivation,” Public Administration Review, US, Jan., 67(1):40-53. The theory of
James Perry focuses on the formative role of sociohistorical context. The results from a survey
underscore the significant influence of organizational institutions, indicating that red tape and
length of organizational membership are negatively related to public service motivation,
whereas hierarchical authority and reform efforts have a positive relationship. Cited Jaques
1990. # D. PJ.
Mroczkowski, Tomasz, and Masao Hanaoka, 1989, “Continuity and Change in Japanese
Management,” California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Winter, 31(2):39-53. (“In Japan
... change itself is a tradition.” - Edward Seidensticker.) Low-waged exports have ended with the
rise of the yen. Now Japan is moving up-market based on quality. Even the largest firm now
must shed employees. Correctly equated Merit with Ability. Performance evaluation (gyo seki)
is based on actual outcomes and “good faith effort” not on seniority. Changes in employment
practices and employee motivation are not designed to destroy the old system but to increase its
flexibility. # Misc. Pro.
Mu, Dan Ping, 1998, "Culture and Business: Interacting effectively to achieve mutual goals,"
chapter 68 (p. 528-536) in Weaver, Gary Rodger, ed., 1998, Culture, Communication and
Conflict: readings in intercultural relations, Rev. 2nd ed., Pearson, Boston, MA, US, 567 p.
(Text used at Baruch in 2012: course COM4900.) [1995] Many of the efforts businesspeople
from different countries make to conclude deals and establish relationships with each other fail
by a lack of understanding of cultural differences, involving such factors as personal values,
expectations and the perceptions held by people from different cultures. Cases from American,
French and Chinese. Skills for effective intercultural exchange include respect, be nonjudgmental, perceptions are personal, empathy, and tolerate ambiguity. Cited Burke and Stewart
1992 (wp); Hellriegel, Slocum, and Woodman 1986. Baruch Resv 2nd Fl HM 258 .C843 2000.
NYU (7 Fl). From 1993 PhD. Attorney at Bryan Cave, LA, Cal. # Rp. Ch.
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Mudge, Arthur E., 1971, Value Engineering: A Systematic Approach, McGraw-Hill, New York,
NY, 286 p. (See Miles, see Akiyama, see Fallon.) Clio Offsite: TS168 .M83 Misc. Bk.
Mueller, Dennis C., and Mark L. Sirower, 2003, “The Causes of Mergers: Tests based on the
gains to acquiring firms' shareholders and the size of premia,” Managerial and Decision
Economics, Wiley, Chichester, UK, Aug. 2003, 24(5):373-391. Considerable support is found
two years after the merger for the managerial discretion and the managerial hubris hypotheses.
Some support is found for the market-for-corporate-control hypothesis. Little or no support is
found for the hypothesis that mergers create synergies and that shareholders share gains from
these synergies. (The behavior of managers appears to be that they are playing with someone
else’s money.) Misc. PJ.
Mukherjee, A. R., 1983, "Sickness in Indian Engineering Industries," The Management
Accountant, Calcutta, India, 18(11):467-70. For the last twenty-five years industrial sickness is
increasing in the Indian industrial sector. The productivity of labour has come down
considerably. Incentive is paid to productive workers every month which is supposed to be
linked with the quantity produced each month, but the scheme has been manipulated. The author
believes that the management's failure to bargain with workers is responsible for the
prohibitive incentive rate which is necessary to avoid loss of production. Not in Clio. NYPL
Schw offsite *ZAN-T4761. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Mulcahy, Anne, 2010, “Why Succession Shouldn’t Be a Horse Race,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Oct. 2010, 88(10):47-51. From the moment Mulcahy stepped into her job as CEO,
in 2001, the Xerox board of directors began discussing who would succeed her. How the CEO
succession process worked at Xerox in 2010: smoothly. An internal candidate was selected early
and groomed. The candidate grew into the role as the next CEO. In July 2009 Ursula Burns
succeeded Mulcahy in the first woman-to-woman CEO handoff among Fortune 500 companies and became the first African-American woman to lead a large U.S. company. (Compare with
General Electric’s process.) # Misc. Pro.
Mulder, Mauk, and Henk Wilke, 1970, “Participation and power equalization,” Organizational
Behavior and Human Performance, [now ...Human Decision Processes], Elsevier online,
September 1970, 5(5):430-448. [Journal re-named.] Not in Dutch. The widely held belief that
participation in decision making will result in power equalization between “haves” and “havenots” is criticized. On the contrary, that when great differences exist in the expert power of
group members, the participation process will provide the more powerful persons with greater
opportunities for using their expert power, with the result that their effective influence on the less
powerful will increase. Both hypotheses were strongly supported by experimental findings. The
opposite from O.D. Cited by Mulder 1971. Cited Kolaja 1965. Both then at Institute of Social
Psychology, Utrecht U., NL. Dr. Wilke since at Groningen U. # MS. PJ. A.
Mulder, Mauk, 1971, “Power Equalization Through Participation?,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, Issue: Organizational Leadership, March 1971, 16(1):31-38. The assumption that
participation in decision making including the less powerful and the more powerful results in
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power equalization is criticized as invalid. Participation may increase power differences.
Empirical data from European work councils and three lab experiments support this criticism.
Not in Dutch. Cited Kolaja 1965; Lammers 1967; Strauss 1963. Cited by Borum 1980. MS.
PJ. A.
Mulder, Mauk, and Peter Veen, et al., 1971, “Cognitive processes in power equalisation,” The
European Journal of Social Psychology, Mouton Pub., The Hague, NL; Paris, FR, 1(1):107-129.
(High school level students were the subjects here.) Cognized power distance in European
culture is a powerful determinant of behavior and attitudes. It is by itself a sufficient cause of the
observed effects. (This should settle an entire line of foolish inquiry and research.) Cited lots of
Dutch sources on codetermination. Cited Lammers 1967; Strauss 1963; Kolaja 1965. In Clio
Psych Lib. MS. PJ. *****
Mulders, Deborah E. M., and A. Georges L. Romme, 2009, "Unpacking Dynamic Capability: A
Design Perspective," chapter 4 (p. 61-78) in Bøllingtoft, Anne, et al, eds., 2009, New Approaches
to Organization Design: Theory and Practice of Adaptive Enterprises, Springer-Verlag, Boston,
MA, US, 170 p. A literature review to define what it is and isn't. Defined dynamic capability as
capabilities that convey deliberate knowledge, invoked on a repeated basis, on how to question
the purpose and effectiveness of the resource base in order to address changing environments
and/or create market change. This routinized ability can be regarded as a dynamic capability.
Jaques not cited. Cited Teece 2007; Eisenhardt & Martin 2000; Romme 2003, 2006. See Hamel
2006. Clio BusHD58.8 .N49 2009g. (and as e-Book.) # Misc. Ch.
Mullen, Brian, Douglas A. Johnson, Stephen D. Drake, 1987, “Organizational Productivity as a
Function of Group Composition: A Self-Attention Perspective,” Journal of Social Psychology,
Heldref Publications, US, April, 127(2):143-150. Studied organizational productivity from the
perspective of self-attention theory. The other-total ratio predict the effect of group composition
on the individual's self-attention processes and resultant social behaviors. The other-total ratio
was derived for subordinates in each of the 58 offices of a federal agency. Organizational
productivity increased as the subordinates' other-total ratios increased (i.e., as the number of
subordinates decreased relative to the number of supervisors). This variation in organizational
productivity as a function of group composition was independent of any effect of employees'
work load. Interesting. (See Ghiselli and Johnson 1970.) (See Hayslip et al 1996.) Misc. PJ.
Muller, Helgaard P., 1970, “Relationship Between Time-Span of Discretion, Leadership
Behavior, and Fiedler’s LPC Scores,” Journal of Applied Psychology, April, 54(2):140-144.
Investigated the effects of a difference in time-span of discretion (an environmental factor) on
performance and leadership style, using 18 foremen and 30 2-member teams. Results indicated
that a difference in time-span of discretion influences the atmosphere in the experimental teams
and the leadership style measurements (Least Preferred Co-workers, LPC, scores). It also
questioned the reliability of LPC scores as a result of environmental influences. Explored
intriguing cross-linkages between F. E. Fiedler and Jaques research. A bit theoretical. (See van
Lennep.) Thanked T. A. Mahoney at U. Minn. Cited in Aguirre 1970 notes. Author at U.
Stellenbosch, South Africa. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Muller, Philippe, et Paul Silberer, 1968, L'homme en situation industrielle. Manuel de
psychologie industrielle, Paris, Payot, 495 p. Original in French. Not translated yet. Noted
there were three styles of managers: autocratic-docile group, democratic, and laissez-faire.
When the autocratic leader was not present, the fall in effort or zeal was from 74% to 29%.
When the democratic leader left, the fall-off was from 52% to 46%. (But there was a fall-off
still.) The laissez-faire style worked only with highly skilled and professional workers. This has
huge implications for the manager, the unit, and the firm. (Misinterpreted by humanists to
favor the democratic style. The present autocratic leader generated by far the greater effort by
the willing workers. Only if the manager had to be away often, then the democratic style got
better results. Laissez-faire worked with knowledge workers and those employees already at SII.) List of psychological elements needed by supervisors, p. 109. Cited in Reynaud 1981.
NYPL Res D-18 4800. Refu. Bk.
Mulligan, Thomas M., 1987, “The Two Cultures in Business Education,” Academy of
Management Review, 12(4):593-599. (Reprinted as chapter 16 (p. 170-180) in 1989, Taylor,
Robert L., and William E. Rosenbach, eds., 1989, Leadership: challenges for today's manager,
Nichols Pub., NY, NY, 207 p.) The influence of C. P. Snow’s 1956 essay was still very great in
1959 when the two reports on professionalization of business education came out by Pierson and
by Gordon and Howell. Business educators everywhere wanted to be aligned with quantitative,
rigorous science, rather than qualitative analysis. (Herb Simon had already favored the
quantitative in the late 1940s in his famous article. Social sciences were then embryonic as
shown by definitional weakness and primitive quantification in the base disciplines.) The main
issue has been the exclusion of humanities from business education. The humanities ask
moral “ought” questions about human intentions rather than empirical “is” questions. There is
no common ground for a dialogue between the two cultures - or recruitment. See C. P. Snow
1956, 1963. Baruch HD 57.7 .T67 1989. Refu. PJ. A.
Mumaw, R. J., and Gabrys, G., 1996, “Cognitive skills requirements for authorized operating
personnel at CANDU nuclear generating stations,” NTIS, Springfield, VA. Performer: Atomic
Energy Control Board, Ottawa.; Regulatory Research & Support Program (Canada), Ottawa.
112 p. MIC9706406. Report no INFO-0664. Identification of cognitive skills for nuclear
generating station (NGS) operators. Presents guidelines for designing a complete training
program that includes cognitive skills. Specific recommendations are offered to improve the
Pickering B NGS operator training program. (Not on Jaques’ theory but on Ontario Hydro at a
critical juncture.) See Roth 1994. MS. Rep.
Mumford, Alan, 1975, “Management Development with or without the Boss,” Personnel
Management, London, UK, June 1975, 7(6):26-28. If, in the real work world, most bosses are
bad development bosses, then the typical employee will have to self-develop while on the job.
So – select the few employees the organization is willing to help; figure how to get around the
bad boss, and rotate the boss or the employee to get them apart. Paraphrased Saul Gellerman
(n.d.) 1963 on bosses in stratum. [not online CUNY] Baruch. [last pg upside down] Teach. #
D. Pro. *****
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Mumford, Enid, 2006, “The story of socio-technical design: reflections on its successes, failures
and potential,” Information Systems Journal, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, October 2006, 16(4):317342. DOI: 10.1111/j.1365-2575.2006.00221.x Traced the history of socio-technical design
(STS), emphasizing the set of values it embraces, the people espousing its theory, and the
organizations that practise it. Its role in the implementation of computer systems and its impact
in a number of different countries are stressed. It also shows its relationship with action
research, as a humanistic set of principles aimed at increasing human knowledge while
improving practice in work situations. Its evolution in the 1960s and 1970s are contrasted with
the much harsher economic climate of the 1980s and 1990s when STS gave way to lean
production, downsizing and cost cutting in a global economy, partly reflecting the impact of
information and communications technology. Different future scenarios discussed where STS
might return. Rice revisited Ahmedabad in 1963 and found STS gone. Named Nitish De as STS
supporter. Cited Jaques 1951. See E. J. Miller 1975. Emeritus at Manchester. # Refu. PJ.
Mumford, Lewis, 1973, Interpretations and Forecasts, Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovic, NY, NY,
522 p. The clock is the “key machine of the modern industrial age ... a piece of power
machinery” (p. 271-2). The clock is beyond the task and the company, an overarching means of
coordination across all human activity. (This is still true under Deming: just-in-time (JIT);
Jaques: task completion time; and Fox: under contracts.) Cited by Starkey 1989. Misc. Bk.
Mumford, Michael D., Joseph L. Weeks, Francis D. Harding, and Edwin A. Fleishman, 1987,
"Measuring Occupational Difficulty: A Construct Validation Against Training Criteria," Journal
of Applied Psychology, APA, US, 72(4):578-587. Burtch, Lipscomb, and Wissman's (1982)
occupational learning difficulty (OLD) index attempts to measure the difficulty of occupations
by aggregating workers' evaluations of task learning time. The validation results, obtained in a
correlational analysis, indicated that this 'OLD' index yielded an interpretable pattern of
relationships with the training content and performance variables. For further study
recommended: Jaques 1976; Korotkin et al 1985; Mumford 1986; Chiles 1982. # W. PJ. A.
Mumford, Michael D., and Mary Shane Connelly, 1991, “Leaders as Creators: Leader
Performance and Problem Solving in Ill-Defined Domains,” Leadership Quarterly, 2(4):289316. Organizational leadership calls for discretionary problem solving in ill-defined domains.
Because creativity also requires discretionary problem solving, our understanding of creative
thought might be used to specify how cognitive capacities contribute to leader performance.
Cited by Swofford 2009 PhD. (Not online.) MS. PJ. A.
Mumford, Michael D., S. J. Zaccaro, F. D. Harding, E. A. Fleishman, and R. Reiter-Palmon,
1993, Cognitive and Temperament Predictors of Executive Ability: principles for developing
leadership capacity, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, Army Research Inst. for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA. Management Research Inst., Inc., Bethesda,
MD. May 1993. 149 p., Report: ARITR977; ADA2675890. This report completes phase I of a
small business innovative research effort to measure and enhance cognitive skills. A taxonomy
was developed that had 13 leadership behavior dimensions related to discretionary and creative
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problem solving. Sixty-five cognitive and temperament predictors of executive ability were
derived from the taxonomy and organized into 11 dimensions: general cognitive intelligence,
creativity, crystallized cognitive skills, adaptability/ego resiliency, openness/ curiosity, selfawareness, achievement, need for dominance, commitment to social systems, practical
intelligence, and social intelligence. The report provides the infrastructure required for
programmatic interventions targeting the development of these capacities and follow-up research
to evaluate the interventions. Cited in Mehltretter 1995 PhD. Rp. Rep.
Mumford, Michael D., Jennifer O'Connor, Timothy C. Clifton, Mary Shane Connelly, and
Stephen J. Zaccaro, 1993, "Background Data Constructs as Predictors of Leadership," Human
Performance, Taylor & Francis, Mahwah, NJ, US, Sept 1993, 6(2):151-195. 45p. ISSN:
08959285. ARI study. Focused on the predictors of adult leadership behavior through
adolescent leadership activities. Compared the leadership performances between males and
females. Examining earlier biographical data can reveal cognitive capacity. Cited Jacobs &
Jaques 1989; Jaques 1976; Korman 1968; Mumford et al 1991; Ghiselli 1973. # Rp. PJ.
Mumford, Michael D., and Norman G. Peterson, 1999, “The O*Net Content Model: Structural
Considerations in Describing Jobs,” chapter 12 (p. 21-30) in Peterson, Norman G., Michael D.
Mumford, Walter C. Borman, P. Richard Jeanneret, and Edwin A. Fleishman, An Occupational
Information System for the 21st Century: The Development of O*NET, American Psychological
Association, Washington, DC. The O*Net replaces the Dictionary of Occupational Titles(DOT).
Jaques not cited. Cited Fine 1988; Huselid 1995; Carrell 1976, 1993. CUNY Baruch - HB2595
.O273 1999. NYPL os JBF 99-546. Misc. Bk.
Mumford, Michael D., Michelle A. Marks, Mary Shane Connelly, Stephen J. Zaccaro, and Roni
Reiter-Palmo, 2000, “Development of Leadership Skills: Experience and timing,” Leadership
Quarterly, Elsevier Science, Greenwich CT, Spring 2000, 11(1):87-114. Army-US (NAICS:
928110, Sic: 9700). To develop organizational leaders we need to understand how requisite
skills are acquired over the course of people's careers. Differences in leadership skills were
assessed across 6 grade levels of officers in the US Army. Increased levels of knowledge,
problem-solving skills, systems skills and social skills were found at higher grade levels. Certain
skills and experiences were found to be particularly important at certain phases of leaders’
careers. Proposed an organization-based model of skill and leader development. Cited Lewis
and Jacobs 1992; Day and Lord 1988. # Rp. PJ. A.
Mumford, Michael D., Stephen J. Zaccaro, Francis D. Harding, T. Owen Jacobs, and Edwin A.
Fleishman, 2000, “Leadership Skills for a Changing World: Solving Complex Social Problems,”
Leadership Quarterly, 11(1):11-35. The theory of leadership presented in this article proposes
that effective leadership behavior fundamentally depends upon the leader's ability to solve the
kinds of complex social problems that arise in organizations. A new leadership profile, builds on
SST. Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1987, 1990, 1991; Jaques 1976; Lewis and Jacobs 1992; and
Sternberg (lots). See Mumford and Connolly 1991. # Rp. PJ. A.
Mumford, Michael D., and Judy R. Van Doorn, 2001, “The Leadership of Pragmatism:
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Reconsidering Franklin in the age of charisma,” Leadership Quarterly, Greenwich, CT, Fall
2001, 12(3):279-309. Outstanding leadership may be based on a functional, problem-centered
approach we refer to as a pragmatic leadership strategy. Benjamin Franklin exercised influence
by identifying and communicating solutions to significant social problems, working through
elites in solution generation, creating structures to support solution implementation, and
demonstrated the feasibility of these solutions. This is contrasted with current views of the
conditions calling for charismatic, transformational, and transactional leadership. Supports RO
theory. Cited Jaques 1976; Nonaka 1991; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995. # Rp. PJ. A.
Mumford, Michael D., Rosemary A. Schultz, and Holly K. Osburn, 2002, “Planning in
Organizations: Performance as a multi-level phenomenon,” Research in Multi-Level Issues,
Elsevier Science Direct, 1(1):3-65. In environments where people must coordinate their
activities, planning represents a key influence on performance. We argue that planning
represents a cross-level performance phenomenon. Slight. W. PJ.
Mumford, Michael D., and Gregory G. Manley, 2003, “Putting Development in Leadership
Development: Implications for Theory and Practice,” chapter 13 (p. 237-261) in Murphy, Susan
Elaine, and Ronald E. Riggio, eds., 2003, The Future of Leadership Development, Kravis
Leadership Institute, Erlbaum Pub., Mahwah, NJ, 279 p. Papers from the 11th Kravis
Conference: Claremont McKenna College. What kind of interventions will develop the skills
needed for effective performance in organization leadership positions? Cited Jacobs and Jaques
1990; Zacarro 2002. Clio Bus HD57.7 .F88 2003. [in use till 6-3-13 - fac ?] MS. Ch.
Mumford, Michael D., 2006, Pathways to Outstanding Leadership: A comparative analysis of
charismatic, ideological, and pragmatic leadership, Erlbaum Press, Mahwah, NJ, US, 311 p.
[Mumford had a co-authorship on each of these eleven chapters.] A comprehensive comparison
of these different manifestations of leadership. All three can be outstanding. Here the focus was
on gathering case examples from history and biography. Cited in Atalla 2010 PhD. Cited Jacobs
& Jaques 1987, 1991; Jaques 1976; Zaccaro 1991, 1995, 2000, 2001; Mumford – lots. Not in
NYPL. CUNY Htr Mn, Baruch BF637 .L4 M75 2006. Seen. MS. Bk.
Munro, Rolland, 1999, “Power and Discretion: Membership Work in the Time of Technology,”
Organization, Sage, UK, 6(3):429-450. The aim of this article is to rework contemporary
notions of power by acknowledging discretion and membership as the `other’ side of an
increasingly familiar story of organizational domination through calculation and surveillance.
The paper first identifies neglected aspects of power, particularly associated with a discretionary
ability to defer affirmations of membership. Such power effects might seem ephemeral and
temporary, but when considered alongside translation effects generated by the technologies of
managing, particularly accounting numbers, it becomes clearer that discretion can be both
redistributed and accumulated in organizations. The ensuing power effects become extended
across space and time. It is argued therefore that any full reworking of power needs to consider
how ‘centres of discretion’ are created simultaneously alongside ‘centres of calculation’. Jaques
not cited. Cited Latour. CUNY Grad Ctr. Online. NYPL Hum-GenRes JFE 05-1626. At Keele
U. Alt. PJ.
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Murakami, Yasusuke, 1984, “Ie Society as a Pattern of Civilization,” Journal of Japanese
Studies, Summer 1984, 10(2):279-363. “Introduction” by Kozo Yamamura. (See “Ie Society as
a Pattern of Civilization: Response to Criticism,” JJS, 1985, 11(2):401-421. See wonderful
Book Review: Bunmei to Shite No Ie-Shakai [The Ie-Society as a Civilization], by Murakami,
Yasusuke; Kumon Shumpei; and Sato Seizaburo, 1979, Chuo Koron-sha, Tokyo, JN, 598 p.
Reviewer: Hayami Akira, JJS, 1981, 7(2):415-420. This book is not translated into English in
NYC.) This is more than only a book excerpt. It is an original essay on the nature of “Ie” as a
trust-glue (like kinship) to bind together Japanese society into a civilization. Part is history and
claims Japanese society prior to the “restoration” (modernization) was close to egalitarian and
mass-like. In contrast, the Western societies it thereafter emulated were stratified and had an
elite. This caused great social problems inside Japan. Wow. Cited in Deutschmann 1987.
Misc. PJ.
Murdoch, John R., and Will Hughes, 2008, Construction Contracts: law and management, 4th
ed., Taylor & Francis, London, UK, 401 p. LP Class Num. 692.8 MUR. [2000, 3rd ed., Spon
Press, London, UK, 381 p.] Ch. 12 – Responsibility for Design; Ch. 13 - Time. Used levels
and Jaques’ terms. Jaques not cited. Cited Hughes 1989 PhD. Clio & CUNY – E-res. SIBL
Ref: *R-SIBL KD 1641 .M87 2008. At Reading, UK. w.p.hughes@reading.ac.uk Rp. Bk.
Murnane, Richard J., and Senta A. Raizen, eds.,1988, Improving Indicators of the Quality of
Science and Mathematics Education in Grades K-12, National Academy Press, Washington, DC,
220 p. Ch. 5 – Indicators of Student Behavior. There are two parts to each learning task:
prescribed (teacher) and discretionary (student). Engagement of students and workers increases
as the discretion element of the task goes up. National Research Council Staff. On p. 88: Cited
Jaques 1956; Cavana and Leonard 1985. City Coll Sci/Engin Liby Q183.3 .A1 I48 1988.
CUNY online. ebrary Reader. Teach. D. Bk.
Murnane, Richard J., John B. Willett, and Frank Levy, 1995, “The Growing Importance of
Cognitive Skills in Wage Determination,” Review of Economics and Statistics, MIT Press, US,
May95, 77(2):251-266. ISSN: 00346535 Using data from two longitudinal surveys of American
high school seniors, we show that basic cognitive skills had a larger impact on wages for 24year-old men and women in 1986 than in 1978 - not formal schooling For women, the increase
in the return to cognitive skills between 1978 and 1986 accounts for ALL of the increase in the
wage premium associated with post-secondary education. We also show that high school
seniors' mastery of basic cognitive skills had a much smaller impact on wages two years after
graduation than on wages six years after graduation. Since 1970 there had been a 30% increase
in within-group variation in earnings. (Increased employer demand for computer related skills
and college attendance did play roles here. But the job market was shifting toward higher
minimum cognitive skills.) Supports RO theory. Unaware of RO and Japanese. Cited Lillard
1977; Bound et al 1986. See Gifford 1928. [Ages 20 and 24. The BA degree at age 22. 1978
and 1986 are dates before and after the PC: Matthew’s law.] At Harvard; MIT. # MS. PJ. A.
Murphy, Kevin J., 1985, “Corporate performance and managerial remuneration: An empirical
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analysis,” Journal of Accounting and Economics, Elsevier Science B.V., April 1985, 7(1):11-42.
doi: 10.1016/0165-4101(85)90026-6 Economic theories of efficient compensation predict a
positive relationship between executive pay and corporate performance, and yet efforts to
document this relationship have been largely unsuccessful. In this paper, we argue that previous
cross-sectional studies have omitted important variables which seriously bias their results. Using
data that focus on individual executives over time, we find that executive compensation is
strongly positively related to corporate performance as measured by shareholder return and
growth in firm sales [via options?]. The results are robust to the stock market performance
measure utilized. Htr Mn 5 fl. – hard – 1981-2003. SIBL JLL 86-47 v. 7-9 (1985-1987). At
USC. Based on his U. Chicago Related 1984 PhD. # Misc. PJ.
Murphy, Kevin J., 1986, “Incentives, Learning, and Compensation: A Theoretical and Empirical
Investigation of Managerial Labor Contracts,” The RAND Journal of Economics, Spring 1986,
17(1):59-76. Tested two hypotheses, incentives and learning (ability, skills, education), for
managerial labor contracts using “experience-earnings profiles” and the relation between
compensation and performance. Sampled 1488 CEOs between 1974-1985. Mixed results
generally supported the learning hypothesis over the incentive hypothesis. This article used
managerial Age-Wage Profiles in the USA (expressed mathematically). See Shimada 1973 PhD.
See Seijts, Latham, et al 2004. Based on his Chicago Related 1984 PhD. At USC. MS. PJ. A.
Murphy, Kevin J., 1998, “Executive compensation and the Modern Industrial Revolution,”
International Journal of Industrial Organization, July 1997, 15(4):417-425. The controversy
over executive compensation reflects rapid worldwide political, economic, and technological
changes that have redistributed income (causing the populist shareholder revolt), and produced
excess capacity (causing the failure of pay systems that reward size and growth rather than
wealth creation). Compensation committees must provide generic incentives to the ability to
create, rather than destroy, value. Managers will resist. (Article excerpted from “Economics,
politics, and executive compensation” in U. Cincinnati Law Review, 63(2):713-748, Winter
1995.) Legal. At USC. MS. PJ.
Murphy, Kevin M., and Robert J. Topel, 1990, “Efficiency Wages Reconsidered: Theory and
Evidence,” Chapter 8 (p. 204-240) in Weiss, Yoram, and Gideon Fishelson, eds., 1990, Advances
in the Theory and Measurement of Unemployment, Macmillan, London, UK; New York, NY,
341 p. Adam Smith (1776) devoted a chapter to the differences in wages of similar persons,
setting out five reasons, one of which was “the degree of trust” and this is today known as an
“efficiency wage.” This was also “half” of Keynes’ explanation for involuntary unemployment.
Focused on two theories of efficiency wages: adverse selection and moral hazard (agency).
Found efficiency wages were due not to industry differences but were easily “rationalized as a
result of unobserved quality differences across workers.” NYPL SIBL JBD 90-313. MS. Ch.
Murphy, Kevin M., and Finis Welch, 1990, “Empirical Age-Earnings Profiles,” Journal of Labor
Economics, Apr. 1990, 8(2):202-229. Credits Mincer’s 1974 book with showing the quadratic in
potential of the “human capital earnings function.” This, although very widely accepted, is only
a poor approximation of the relationship of earning and experience. It understates early earnings
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by 30%-50% and overstates midcareer growth by 20%-50%. Alternatives are available. Cited
Mincer 1974. Cited by Simon and Warner 1992. See Krimpas 1973. (Age=Wage Profile)
Unaware of Jaques. Misc. PJ. A.
Murphy, Kevin M., Andrei Shleifer, and Robert W. Vishny, 1991, “The Allocation of Talent:
Implications for growth,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, May 1991,
106(2):503-530. (Reprinted as ch. 3 in Shleifer & Vishny 1998 book.) A country's most talented
people typically organize production by others, so they can spread their ability advantage over
a larger scale. When firms are started, they innovate and foster growth, but when they become
rent seekers, they only redistribute wealth and reduce growth. Occupational choice depends on
returns to ability and to scale in each sector, on market size, and on compensation contracts. In
most countries, rent seeking rewards talent more than entrepreneurship does, leading to
stagnation. Our evidence shows that countries with a higher proportion of engineering college
majors grows faster; whereas countries with a higher proportion of lawyers grows more slowly.
Philosophy matters. Cited by Murphy et al 1993, Mehlum et al 2003; Weiss 2009. At U
Chicago; Harvard U; U Chicago. # MS. PJ. A.
Murphy, Kevin M., Andrei Shleifer, and Robert W. Vishny, 1993, “Why is rent-seeking so
costly for growth?” American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings, May 1993, 83(2):409414. (Reprinted as ch. 4 in Shleifer & Vishny 1998 book.) Innovation drives economic
growth and public rent-seeking hampers growth more severely than low production, such as
easy corruption, poor laws, and permissive legal systems. (Poor property rights are not the
first priority.) Philosophy matters. Cited Murphy et al 1991. Cited by Mehlum et al 2003.
[See Washington, Franklin, et al 1787.] At U Chicago; Harvard U; U Chicago. # MS. PJ. A.
Murphy, Todd, and Todd Middleton, 2004, “Kaizen at the HON Company: A Decade of Lean,”
The Journal of Innovative Management, Salem, NH; GOAL./QPC, Methuen, MA, Summer
2004, 9(4):21-35. The full effort. Policy deployment (hoshin kanri), lean manufacturing, andon
boards, etc. (It’s hard work!) [Vice President and General Manager; and Operations Manager,
The HON Company, Cedartown, GA.] A Case Study. SIBL JBM 98-637. Misc. PJ.
Murray, Henry A., and Morris Stern, 1943, “Note on the Selection of Combat Officers,”
Psychosomatic Medicine, APA, US, 5(4):384-391. Pointed out that psychologists often failed
because they were trained in statistics rather than in observing people. Mentioned Elliott Jaques’
important efforts working out the principal features of the Thematic Apperception Test
(TAT), successfully used in the selection of combat officers by the Allies during WWII.
Leadership under fire was a key ability. Misc. PJ.
Murray, Henry A., 1959, "Preparations for the Scaffold of a Comprehensive System," chapter (p.
7-54) in Koch, Sigmund, ed., 1959, Psychology: A Study of a Science, Vol. 3: Formulations of
the person and the social context, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, US, 6 vols. Murray's mental autobiography. Writers and people who influenced him. Cited by Wohlford 1964 PhD, 1968. Grad
Ctr - BF 38 .P8 v. 3. Baruch - BF38 .P8 1959 v. 3. NYPL os L-10 3356 v. 3. # Misc. Ch.
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Murray, J. W., 1981, “NHS reorganization: please leave Scotland alone,” [Letter to Editor],
Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK, 1 May 1981, 91(4741):497. The post-1974
reorganisation was not perfect, but it could have shown improvement. Local health councils are
not being listened to. Indulging in the sledge hammer leads to disorganization and at no cost
savings – in fact, at huge costs. Cited Halpern 1981. In NY Acad. of Med. # Misc. Pro.
Murray, William, 1965, “Effectiveness as a Means of Coordinating Organizations,” Management
International Review, Betriebswertschaftlicher Verlag, Weisbaden, Germany, 5(2-3):185-200.
Good. Cited Argyris 1952; Jasinsky 1956; Ridgway 1956. Misc. PJ.
Murray, Henry A. For a one-page ‘Vita’, see Getz, Marshall J., 2014.
Musgrove, F., 1968, “Experience of Bureaucracy and Attitudes to Industrial Training,” Irish
Journal of Education, Dublin, Ireland, 2(1):54-61. Examined changes in attitude to industrial
training occurred among 84 engineering undergraduates to organizational characteristics of the
training situation. Subjects who improved in their attitudes over a 6-month period in industry
were likely to have had more extensive contact with senior technical personnel and to have
enjoyed a relatively protracted "time-span of discretion" (author’s quotes). They were more
likely to value tact and social skills; but also to claim the importance of independence of thought
and opinion. They saw the organizations as requiring tolerance, willingness, and cooperation;
but also informality and a questioning mind. (Was this a true use of TSD? DK.) At U.
Bradford, England. Rp. PJ.
Mushayandebvu, A., 1991, “An inter-rater reliability investigation of Career Path Appreciations
done at Debswana Jwaneng Mine.” Unpublished. Jwaneng, Botswana. On CPA. Not seen. Ru.
Myers, Susan R., 2008, “Senior Leader Cognitive Development Through Distance Education,”
American Journal of Distance Education, Taylor and Francis, UK, April, 22(2):110-122. DOI:
10.1080/08923640802039057. Senior executives who completed the two-year distance
education program of the United States Army War College showed significant development of
their strategic-level cognitive skills. The Modified Career Path Appreciation (MCPA) survey
was administered to seventy participants at the beginning of their graduate program in strategic
studies and at the completion of the program. These senior officer leaders showed a significant
increase in their appreciation for strategic-level thinking as measured by the MCPA survey,
focus group, and individual interviews. Focus group and individual interviews showed that
senior officer leaders increase their ability to synthesize information by using online information
networks, threaded discussions, and the application of course material to their current leadership
experiences. From Myers’s 2007 PhD at Penn State. At U.S. Army War College. Abstract
seen. # Rp. PJ.
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N
Nadkarni, Sucheta, and Prakash P. Shenoy, 2001, “A Bayesian network approach to making
inferences in causal maps,” European Journal of Operational Research, Elsevier Science Direct,
February, 128(3):479-498. A new graphical structure called `Bayesian causal maps' is used to
represent and analyze the domain knowledge of experts and the cause and effect reasoning
process leading to predicted future courses of events. A Bayesian causal map is a causal map,
i.e., a network-based representation of an expert's cognition. It is also a Bayesian network, i.e., a
graphical representation of an expert's knowledge based on probability theory. Cited Jaques and
Clement 1991. W. PJ.
Nadkarni, Sucheta, and V. K. Narayanan, 2007, "Strategic schemas, strategic flexibility, and firm
performance: the moderating role of industry clockspeed," Strategic Management Journal, John
Wiley & Sons, March, 28(3):243-270. We examine the moderating effect of industry
clockspeed on the relationship between strategic schemas, strategic flexibility and firm
performance. We employ two key properties of strategic schemas: complexity and focus. Using
a sample of 225 firms from 14 industries, we show that the pattern of relationships among the
theoretical constructs is different in fast- and slow-clockspeed industries. The results suggest
that complexity of strategic schemas promotes strategic flexibility and success in fast
clockspeed industries, whereas focus of strategic schemas fosters strategic persistence, which is
effective in slow-clockspeed industries. Cited Calori et al 1994; Duncan 1972; Fines 1998;
Jaques 1998 (RO2). At U. Nebraska, Lincoln, and Drexel U., Philadelphia. email:
snadkarn@unlnotes.unl.edu Baruch percls. # Rp. PJ. A.
Nadkarni, Sucheta, and Pamela S. Barr, 2008, “Environmental context, managerial cognition,
and strategic action: an integrated view,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US/UK,
Dec2008, 29(13):1395-1427. This study addresses an apparent disconnect between the
‘economic view,’ which contends that industry structure is the primary influence on strategic
action, and the ‘cognitive view,’ which suggests that managerial cognition drives strategic
action. We argue that this disconnect has limited our ability to develop holistic explanations.
We find that industry velocity influences the structure of cognitive representations, which in turn
influence the speed of response to environmental events. Jaques not cited. Cited Terreberry
1968; Lant et al 1992. At U. Neb. – Lincoln, and Ga. State U. # MS. PJ. A.
Nadler, David A., and Michael L. Tushman, 1997, Competing By Design, The Power of
Organizational Architecture, Oxford University Press, New York and Oxford, UK. A how to do
it – a book from the architects of the Xerox, Corning, and Lucent corporate disasters. Refu. Bk.
Nadler, David A., and Jeffrey D. Heilpern, 1998, “The CEO in the Context of Discontinuous
Change,” chapter 1 (p. 3-27) in Hambrick, Donald C., David A. Nadler, and Michael L.
Tushman, eds., 1998, Navigating Change, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, US, 414
p. A nice diagram of the nine internal and external constituencies in the world of the CEO.
Asked four questions of the CEO regarding change: Do you believe a major change is needed?
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What will be required of you? Are you capable of meeting these demands? And most
importantly: Do you WANT to do it? # Misc. Ch.
Nagi, Saad Z., 1963, “Status Profile and Reactions to Status Threats,” American Sociological
Review, Research Reports and Notes, June 1963, 28(3):440-443. The different types of
hierarchies on which people were ranked were delineated including income, education, power,
and occupational prestige. Two types of status threats predominate: potential loss and blockage
of growth or achievement. Differences in vulnerabilities to status threats to one's profile may
exist. Consistency/ inconsistency is disconcerting regarding the hierarchy itself. Stability/
instability is alarming and alerting and leads to action since it indicates movement. (Reminiscent
of profile of bullies.) MS. PJ. A.
Nairne, Patrick, Sir, 1983, “Managing the DHSS Elephant: Reflections on a Giant Department,”
Political Quarterly, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 54(3):243-256. Nairne’s memoir as permanent
secretary for DHSS 1975-1981. He saw it as a conflict between making management and policy
– and the stamina to stay with an agency of that size and complexity. He saw a slump in civil
service morale toward the end. (This was largely due to them becoming Thatcher’s and the
Conservative’s target to blame.) Schw 100: *ZAN-12551. Brunel Uxbr. JA8.P55. Misc. PJ.
Nairne, Patrick, Sir, 1985, “Managing the National Health Service,” British Medical Journal,
London, UK, 291:121-124. Nairne’s memoir as permanent secretary for DHSS 1975-1981. Not
seen. Misc. PJ.
Nair, Anil, and David Ahlstrom, 2008, “Balancing Hamiltonian and Jeffersonian Contradictions
Within Organizations,” Journal of Management Inquiry, Dec. 2008, 17(4):306-317. doi:
10.1177/1056492608316118. Described how institutions get infused with competing logics and
did so by exploring the contrasting views of American founders Alexander Hamilton and
Thomas Jefferson, especially on the U.S. government. Argued that these writings offer insights
that can be useful to students of organizational design. They identified four influential ideas –
distribution of authority vs. change, and tenure/diversity vs. tolerance of conflict. At Old
Dominion U., VA, US; Chinese U. of Hong Kong. # Misc. PJ.
Naito, Hisahiro, 2007, "Atkinson-Stiglitz Theorem with Endogenous Human Capital
Accumulation," The B.E. Journal of Economic Analysis and Policy, Vol. 7, Iss. 1
(Contributions), Article 46. Online. Avail. at: http://www.bepress.com/bejeap/vol7/iss1/art46
Recently, researchers have started to re-examine the Atkinson-Stiglitz theorem on optimal
commodity taxation. The essence of such research is to examine whether or not it is optimal to
distort markets other than the labor market for achieving the second-best resource allocation. I
examine this theorem by introducing the comparative advantage of human capital accumulation.
More specifically, I assume that people with high ability obtain a higher return from skilled
human capital accumulation than people with low ability. I explore the implication of this
comparative advantage of human capital accumulation for the Atkinson-Stiglitz theorem on
optimal commodity taxation. Cited Tobias 2003. MS. PJ.
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Nakamura, Gen-Ichi, 1986, “Strategic Management in Major Japanese Hightech Companies,”
Long Range Planning, UK, Dec., 19(6):82-91. Since the early 1980s, there has been remarkable
progress in advanced technology in every industry in Japan and Western countries. The author
emphasized the importance of positioning the technology development strategy in the context of
strategic management - paying particular attention to developing an open organizational culture
through a flexible planning system. Hoshin kanri was not mentioned. # Misc. PJ. A.
Nakata, Yoshifumi, 1999, "Trends and Developments in Japanese Employment Relations in the
1980s and 1990s," Chapter 10 (p. 188-202) in Deery, Stephen, and Richard Mitchell, eds., 1999,
Employment Relations: individualisation and union exclusion: an international study, Federation
Press, Leichhardt, NSW, Australia, 254 p. Explained the recognition, payment, and promotion
system in Japan. Showed the differences between the nenko and satei systems. Law cases. In
CU Law: Cellar; HD6971 .E555 1999. In Oxford; in LaTrobe. # MS. Ch.
Nakayama, Ichiro, 1975, Industrialization and Labor-Management Relations in Japan, Japan
Institute of Labor, Tokyo, Japan. There was a common interest and mutual trust between
Japanese labor and management in the 1960s. This contrasts with Vogel 1979 p. 23, Dore 1973
p. 20-21, and Kerr 1960. (Published in Japanese in 1974?) See Shimada 1974, 1981. Cited in
Cole 1979. Misc. Rep.
Nakayama, Saburo, ed., 1972, Zen’in sanka keiei no kangaekata to jissai, (All-employee
management participation: Viewpoints and practices), Nikkeiren (Nihon Keiesha Dantai Renmei;
Japan Federation of Employers’ Associations), Tokyo, Japan. An edited book on the process of
adapting the model and policy of “abilities first” by the Nikkeiren in 1969. In Japanese. Not in
English. Not in NYC. Not seen. Cited in Cole 1979:133. [This is very close.] MS. Bk.
Nakazawa, Makio, 1985, "Measurement of Labour Productivity: The Japanese Experience,"
Productivity, India, July-Sept., 26(2):145-148. Discussed physical measurement of labour
productivity with reference to the Japanese experience, especially with the treatment of
heterogeneous output. Physical measurement of productivity has merit for improvement at the
workshop level in enterprise performance. However, many experiences discourage this approach
due to the difficulties of measurement and conversion into standardized units. While total factor
productivity addresses itself directly to the managers, it is not likely to appeal to workers who are
one of the main forces behind increased productivity. Physical measurement due to its simplicity
is more suitable. Deming and Jaques not cited. NYPL L-10 4859. At ILO. # Misc. PJ.
Nanjaneth, A. R., R. Raghupati and V. Jagannathan, 1980, "An Action Plan for Managerial
Effectiveness," Indian Management, Journal of the All India Management Association, New
Delhi, India, [month not known], p. 5-19. A satire taken from Voltaire's short story, Micromegas
– but with a serious purpose. Planning has to be 3-5 years ahead and break down to 1-year
segments. Cited Reddin 1970, 1971. At Guest Ken Williams, Bangalore, India. # MS. PJ.
Narayanan, V. K., and Liam Fahey, 1982, “The Micro-Politics of Strategy Formulation,”
Academy of Management Review, US, Jan. 1982, 7(1):25-34. Internal versus external creators of
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strategy. The market gets trumped by the hierarchy/bureaucracy. Jaques not cited. At NWU. #
MS. PJ. A.
National Board for Prices and Incomes, 1968, “Job Evaluation,” Report No. 83, Her Majesty’s
Stationary Office (HMSO), September 1968, London, UK, (length unknown), NBPI Supplement
1968 (65 p.). TSD had only limited applications to date in organizations. This research was
carried out in the Netherlands and found a high correlation between the results of analytical
job evaluation and time-spans for non-manual employees, but a lower correlation for manual
employees. (See Milkovich and Campbell 1972 for a similar set of findings.) Cited in Belcher
1974 (p. 193). [Maybe also Strauss 1970.] In Brunel Uxbridge: J301 .K6 .CMND.3772
[ISBN: 0101377207]. Supplement 1968 (65 p.): J301.K6.CMND.3772_I [ISBN:
0101377215]. Not in NYPL. Find in US. [Ask Jack Fallow!] Not in NYPL. Rp. Rep.
“National Health Service Reorganization: England, Secretary of State for Social Services,” 1972,
Cmnd. 5055, HMSO, London, UK. (The “White Paper” referred to in Jaques, ed., 1978; Child,
1977). (See Grey Book, 1972.) Misc. Rep.
National Institute of Industrial Psychology, 1952, Joint Consultation in British Industry; Staples
Press, London, UK, and New York, NY, 276 p. A report of an inquiry undertaken by the
National Institute of Industrial Psychology of Great Britain sponsored by the Human Factors
Panel of the Committee on Industrial Productivity. Similar findings around the ambiguity of
worker representative over extension of power to include managerial accountability for
decisions. Similar findings to Jaques 1951, Clegg 1951, Reynolds 1950. See Shell 1957. Clio
Offsite 261 N2197. MS. Rep.
National Research Council, 1941. US. See Homans, George C., 1941. ~
Nave, Dave, 2002, “How to Compare Six Sigma, Lean and Theory of Constraints: A framework
for choosing what’s best for your organization,” Quality Progress, ASQC. Milwaukee, WI,
March, p. 73-78. An interesting comparison of these three horizontal systems for improvement.
At Boeing. # Misc. PJ.
Naveh, Eitan, and Avner Halevy, 2000, "A hierarchical framework for a quality information
system," Total Quality Management, UK, Jan2000, 11(1):87-111. DOI:
10.1080/0954412007044. Proposed a framework for handling quality information with the aim
of improving quality and productivity in an organization. This was based on three levels: control
of the process; evaluation of the process; and organizational assessment. The three levels were
described and a field application was presented and discussed. The proposed framework
improved the chances for successful improvement in organizations. # MS. PJ.
Navon, David, 1978, "On a conceptual hierarchy of time, space, and other dimensions,"
Cognition, Elsevier Science B.V., CA, Sept., 6(3):223-228. (Text in English.) Time dominates
space – and space dominates everything else. Resume in French. # MS. PJ.
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Naylor, W. M., 1971, Organization and Management of a Unified Health Service: Organization
of Area Health Services, Institute of Health Service Administrators, London, UK, … p. Part of
the drafting process of the 1974 changes in the NHS. Not in NYPL or CUNY or Brunel. Not
seen. MS. Bk.
Neal, Arthur G., and Melvin Seeman, 1964, “Organizations and Powerlessness: A Test of the
Mediation Hypothesis,” American Sociological Review, April 1964, 29(2):216-226. Many
people belong to organizations because it gave them a sense of power. Belonging was a
sociological concept. Authors assumed organizations gave a sense of protection (mediation)
against the arbitrary actions of government. However, their findings tended toward power in the
marketplace and economic control over their futures. Economic organizations gave their
members a reduction in alienation against market forces. (The powerless were strivers - not the
poor or lower class - who failed to belong to any organization. Government and class were not
in the mix of concerns for most people.) Based on Neal’s 1959 Related PhD at Ohio State. See
Blauner 1962 PhD and 1964 book. Cited by Tudor 1972. MS. PJ. A.
Neal, Derek, 1995, “Industry-Specific Human Capital: Evidence from Displaced Workers,”
Journal of Labor Economics, Oct. 1995, 13(4):653-677. The wage cost of switching industries
following displacement is strongly correlated with pre-displacement work experience and tenure.
If new jobs were within industry, then returns to job tenure resemble current seniority. Thus,
firm-specific skills may contribute little to the wage-tenure profiles. (No Age-Wage diagrams
herein.) MS. PJ. A.
Neal, Derek A., and William R. Johnson, 1996, “The Role of Premarket Factors in Black-White
Wage Differences,” The Journal of Political Economy, Oct. 1996, 104(5):869-895. Measures
impact of a single unbiased test given to men and women both white and black late in their
teenage years as they were about to embark on careers or post-secondary schooling, the Armed
Forces Qualifications Test (AFQT) in 1980 and 1989. (Independently verified as non-biased and
predictive of work.) The resulting differences were a skills gap largely traceable to family
background. One-third to one-half of the wage gap was due to discrimination. (An examination
of Stamp 1988 as of MCPA installation?) Cited Murnane et al 1995, Ceci 1991 (p. 89, not
herein). At Chicago & Virginia. MS. PJ. A.
Neal, Derek, 1998, “The Link between Ability and Specialization: An Explanation for Observed
Correlations between Wages and Mobility Rates,” The Journal of Human Resources, Winter
1998, 33(1):173-200. The negative correlation between high-wage jobs and turnover may exist
because such workers tend to stay in the high-paying and specialized jobs rather than, as
supposed by many economists, these jobs are rationed. “High-paying jobs involve substantial
investments in job-specific skills.” There is a link between specialization and ability. More able
workers may have a comparative advantage in highly specialized jobs. (Does not address the
link of high-pay to specialization. Is all this being swept away as he writes?) MS. PJ.
Nealey, Stanley M., and Fred E. Fiedler, 1968, “Leadership Functions of Middle Managers,”
Psychological Bulletin, APA, US, 70(5):313-329. Examined the different functions of managers
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at different levels of the organization. Noted the 1st level managers related more to the
employees while 2nd levels of managers relate more to their bosses. The impact of the
relationship between the 2nd and 3rd levels on morale and performance has been underrated. This
created a gap between the 1st and 2nd managerial levels. Generally supportive of Jaques’
findings. Cited Jaques 1961 cursorily. W. PJ. A.
Neave, Henry R., 1987, “Deming's 14 Points for Management: framework for success,” The
Statistician, Journal of the Institute of Statisticians, London, UK, 36(5):561-570. DOI:
10.2307/2348667. The turnaround in Japan's industrial fortunes dates from Dr. Deming's visit, at
the invitation of JUSE, in mid-1950. His philosophy combines widespread use of statistical
ideas and methods throughout organisations with an approach to management which is
diametrically opposed to traditional and current practice in the Western world. The management
approach creates an environment where the importance of statistical practice is recognised.
Since this is not normally taught in business and management schools, the statistical consultant
needs to be familiar with, and encourage the adoption of the management philosophy as much as
statistics. Not in CUNY. Online onsite at NYPL. Clio Math Serials hard (Non-Circ) HA1
.A853. # Misc. PJ. A.
Neave, Henry R., 1990, “Deming '88. Part I: win-win, joy in work, and innovation,” Total
Quality Management, European Society for Organisational Excellence, Carfax, Abingdon,
Oxfordshire, U.K., Jan90, 1(1):33-48. Part 1 of 3. Deals with the three themes on which Dr.
Deming made emphasis during 1988 regarding management, examines the 14 Points for
management in the light of the three themes and focuses on parts of OofC for helping study of
the Points. Information about joy in work; Innovation and not just improvement; Four prongs of
quality; Discussion of win-win; Example of huge financial gain from co-operation. # Misc. PJ.
Neave, Henry R., 1990, “Deming ‘88. Part 2: The 14 points revisited (Points 1-7),” Total Quality
Management, European Society for Organisational Excellence, Carfax, Abingdon, Oxfordshire,
U.K., Mar90, 1(2):169-182. Part 2 of 3. Discusses three themes on which Edward Deming laid
great stress during his presentations in 1988, revisits the 14 Points, both in the light of these three
themes. Significance of the different points; Deming's 1986 book `Out of the Crisis'; How
constancy of purpose can be achieved; What does adopting the philosophy mean in practice;
Barriers which imply transformation of culture. # Misc. PJ.
Neave, Henry R., 1990, “Deming '88*. Part 3: The 14 points revisited (points 8-14),” Total
Quality Management, European Society for Organisational Excellence, Carfax, Abingdon,
Oxfordshire, U.K., UK, May90, 1(3):293-308. Part 3 of 3. Discusses the second part of a threepart article of Dr. W. Edwards Deming's 14 points of total quality management (TQM) from his
1986 book `Out of the Crisis' and conclude with a few additional topics raised by Deming during
his presentations in 1988. Some examples that describe the underside of management control;
Information about the faulty and better practice of TQM. # Misc. PJ.
Neef, Dale, 1999, “Making the case for knowledge management: the bigger picture,”
Management Decision, UK, Jan-Feb, 37(1):72-78. DOI: 10.1108/00251749910252049
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Firms utilize knowledge management in reaction to employment upskilling, globalization, new
computer-based communications technologies, and new knowledge-based marketplace's
increasing dominance. It promotes knowledge-sharing and cooperation among employees. The
practices and policies give employees information and knowledge not only on how to enhance
operational efficiency but also on how to innovate, recognize and react to new marketplace
opportunities. [But this takes 2+ years: s3-s4 capability level.] At Baruch. # MS. PJ. A.
Neff, Peter J., 1995, “Managing during transition,” Industry Week/IW, Penton Pubs., US,
10/16/95, 244(19):20. The CEO of Rhone-Poulenc (NJ) presents seven lessons relating to
implementing TQM and the management of organizational change. In a chaotic market success
depends on local decisions made close to the customer. With this shorter vertical hierarchy,
shared values, leadership, and continuous learning increase in importance. As CEO I scan the
environment for future challenges and opportunities. # MS. Pro.
Neff, Thomas J., and James M. Citrin, 2001, Lessons from the Top: the 50 most successful
business leaders in America - and what you can learn from them, Currency/ Doubleday, NY,
NY, US, 432 p. ISBN: 0385493444. With Paul B. Brown. Some 7 firms then used R.O. None
admitted it publically. About 8 used Quality. (Several crooks were also included.) The key
criterion was not quantification. Clio Bus HD57.7 .N44 2001g. NYPL Bx Ctr & Ottendorfer.
Not Kipps Bay. CUNY Baruch - HD 57.7 .N44 1999. At Spencer-Stewart. MS. Bk.
Negandhi, Anant R., and Bernard C. Reimann, 1973, “Correlates of Decentralization: Closed and
Open Systems Perspectives,” Academy of Management Journal, December, 16(4):570-582. This
article tested contingency theory in India. By far the most important predictor of
decentralization was the concern for dynamics in the “task environment,” that is, “goal setting
and goal attainment.” L&L’s 1967 concern for size, technology and competition did not explain
variations in decentralization. Used the term “time span of discretion” (TSD) but did not cite
Jaques. Instead, cited William Evan 1963; Derek Pugh, et al (Aston), 1968, 1969; Thompson
1967 - all cited Jaques. Based on Reimann’s 1972 Kent State PhD (not related). # Rp. PJ. A.
Nehmy, Rosa, 1983, “Organisations à projet,” Année Sociologique, PUF, ser. 3.33 (1983) p. 6784. [3(33):67-84]. In French. Cited Jaques 1951/1972 in French. Dubost. # W. PJ.
Nehnevajsa, Jiri, 1962, The Cuban Crisis: meaning and impact, Dept. of Sociology, University
of Pittsburgh, PA, 32 p., in collaboration with Stanley E. Shively, D. Michael Walton, Bruce
Huffman, plus Tech. Suppl. 61 p.; Appx. A-E, c. 20 p. (Dated Oct., 30, 1962. It did not include
survey findings for the final settlement of the Crisis. The ink wasn’t dry.) Initial findings: The
Cuban Missile Crisis was a turning point in the Cold War – it changed how people thought about
the future. People among US allies did not understand the US, but gained respect for its resolve.
When the US public is kept informed of the stakes (outcomes) they will more often than not rally
around the policy positions expressed. This holds true for Americans regardless of their political
party preference. See del Campo Urbano 1962; PhDs done on this theory: Shively 1966; Mast
1967; McDaniel 1967; Scafati 1967. Clio Lehman Liby E183.8 .C9 N4. # Misc. Rep.
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Nehnevajsa, Jiri, 1963, “‘Outcomes’ Approach to Personal Decision-Making,” University of
Pittsburgh, unpublished paper. Part of Project ‘Outcomes,’ a series of surveys conducted for the
USAF to assess the anticipated outcomes of the Cold War. Every decision was made in
anticipation of its future outcome. This was closed to Jaques. Later, he looked at other aspects
of the Cold War. Described by McDaniel 1970. See Huber 1971; Nehnevajsa & Berkowitz
1962. Not found – even in U Pitt Liby. MS. Rep.
Nehnevajsa, Jiri, 1966, Anticipation Theory, University of Pittsburgh, PA, mimeograph,
unpaginated. Multi-chapter. Unpublished book. Values are permanent but external
circumstances are not. Cited and used by Helsel et al 1969. Not found. Misc. Unpub.
Neilson, Gary L., Bruce A. Pasternack, and Decio Mendes, 2004, “The 7 Types of
Organizational DNA,” Strategy + Business, Booz, Allen & Hamilton, NY, NY, US, Summer
2004, Issue 35, 10 p. Reprint 04210. CEOs and boards often watch sound strategies fail due to
lack of effective implementation. Most firms are unhealthy; most have a sharp difference in
beliefs between senior executives and lower level personnel; micro-management is rampant,
while accountability is unclear; DNA changes, but organizations don’t. # Misc. Pro.
Neilson, Gary L., Karla L. Martin, and Elizabeth Powers, 2008, "The Secrets to Successful
STRATEGY EXECUTION," (cover story), Harvard Business Review, US, June 2008, 86(6):6070. Word Cnt: 6786. ISSN: 00178012. When a company finds itself unable to execute strategy,
all too often the first reaction is to redraw the organization chart or tinker with incentives. Far
more effective would be to clarify decision rights and improve the flow of information both up
the line of command and across the organization. Then, the right structures and motivators tend
to fall into place. The single most common attribute of such companies is that their employees
are clear about which decisions and actions they are responsible for. As a result, decisions
are rarely second-guessed, and accurate competitive information quickly finds its way up the
hierarchy and across organizational boundaries. Managers communicate the key drivers of
success, so frontline employees have the information they need to understand the impact of their
day-to-day actions. Motivators are most effective when applied after decision rights and
information flows have been addressed. Surprisingly, the most effective structural moves were
promoting people laterally and more slowly. All 3 at Booz & Company. # Misc. Pro.
Nelson, Daniel, 1974, "Scientific Management, Systematic Management, and Labor, 18801915," The Business History Review, HBS, Winter 1974, 48(4):479-500. Rather than being a
'partial solution of the labor problem' of unrest as Taylor claimed, scientific management as
implemented was a comprehensive means of factory coordination and a refinement and
extension of systematic management. After 1910 the two management approaches diverged and
after 1915 the gap widened sharply. When WWI erupted, Scientific Management became a basis
for modern manufacturing practice, having rather less influence on the 'labor problem.' It keys
were time-study and the differential incentive wage system. # Misc. PJ. A.
Nelson, Johnathan K., Stephen J. Zaccaro, and Jeffrey L. Herman, 2010, “Strategic information
provision and experiential variety as tools for developing adaptive leadership skills,” Consulting
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Psychology Journal, APA, Jun 2010, 62(2):131-142. doi: 10.1037/a0019989. Development of
adaptability skills is critical for organizational success and survival, yet traditional training
interventions are not sufficient to promote adaptive expertise. Summarized prior research on two
training techniques that develop such expertise: experiential variety and strategic information
provision in the form of instructions, performance feedback, and cognitive/behavioral guidance.
These strategies can promote adaptability by fostering skills in cognitive frame-switching and
flexibility. Also, included cross-cultural adaptability skills. Bieshuvel not cited. Cited Jacobs &
Jaques 1987; Banks 2006 PhD; Zacarro (lots). # Rp. PJ.
Nelson, Reed E., 2001, “On the Shape of Verbal Networks in Organizations,” Organization
Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin; New York, 22(5):797-823. Almost without exception,
organizations contain a pyramid-shaped formal hierarchy of some sort. The verbal networks of
the upper echelons of organizations rarely follow a classic hierarchical pattern. Rather, several
different morphologies surface. The most common of these regularities — the centre-periphery
pattern — has been frequently observed in large human systems, but has not been studied inside
organizations. Cited Jaques 1976, Perrow 1979. See Berry. At Management, SIU, Carbondale,
IL. MS. PJ. A.
Nelson, Reed E. 2002, “On the Nonhierarchical Nature of Managerial Hierarchies: Formal
Structure, Verbal Networks, and Culture in Four Hospitals,” SIU, Carbondale, IL, working
paper. fgvsp.br Studied the formal hierarchy, verbal networks, and perceptions of organization
cultures in four hospitals. Social networks were found more important in predicting subcultures
than was the hierarchy. Hierarchy has a limited impact on the development of verbal networks.
Jaques 1976 is “the most notable and neglected work” on the workings of hierarchy. Bricoleurs
were common throughout the organizations. Cited Jaques 1976, 1990; Stacey; Levi-Strauss
1986. See Berry. renelson@siu.edu Tel: 618-453-7801 or 751-0200. Ru.
Nembhard, Ingrid M., and Amy C. Edmondson, 2006, “Making it Safe: The effects of leader
inclusiveness and professional status on psychological safety and improvement efforts in health
care teams,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, [Special Issue: ‘Healthcare: The problems are
organizational not clinical’], Wiley, US, Nov 2006, 27(7):941–966. DOI: 10.1002/job.413.
Introduced the construct of leader inclusiveness—words and deeds exhibited by leaders that
invite and appreciate others' contributions. We propose that leader inclusiveness helps crossdisciplinary teams overcome the inhibiting effects of status differences, allowing members to
collaborate in quality process improvement. Profession-derived status is positively associated
with psychological safety (H1) = a key antecedent of speaking up and learning behavior - in
health care teams. Psychological safety predicts engagement in quality improvement work.
Leader inclusiveness predicts psychological safety (H3). Both at Harvard. # MS. PJ.
Nerkar, Atul, 2003, “Old is gold? The value of temporal exploration in the creation of new
knowledge,” Management Science, Linthicum, US, Feb 2003, 49(2):211-229. Knowledge
creation is considered as a path-dependent evolutionary process that involves recombining
knowledge spread over time. The findings suggest that balance in combining current knowledge
with the knowledge available across large time spans is an important factor that explains the
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impact of new knowledge. Empirically tested using patent data from the pharmaceutical
industry. See Grant 1996. MS. PJ. A.
Neufeld, W. J., 1978, “Perceptions of the administrators toward the NHS,” Health Services
Manpower Review, Keele U., Staffordshire, UK, 1978 Nov., 4(4):15-18. A survey. NYPL
offsite JFM 86-126. Misc. Pro.
Neumann, T., 1967, “Forsvarsmekanismer som stabile personlighets-strukturer: tva studier over
DMT-seriers reliabilitet (Defense mechanisms as stable personality structures: two studies of the
reliability of DMT-series),” Spec. rapport Nr. 52 (MPI, Stockholm 1967). (A working paper on
the DMT?) In Swedish. Ru.
Neumark, David, Brandon Wall, and Junfu Zhang, 2011, “Do Small Businesses Create More
Jobs? New Evidence for the United States from the National Establishment Time Series,” Review
of Economics and Statistics, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, USA, February 2011, 93(1):16-29.
The difference is much smaller than Birch's 1987 methods suggest. Moreover, in the recent
period we study, a negative relationship between establishment size and net job creation holds in
the manufacturing and services sectors. At UC- Irvine, Stanford U., and Clark U. Misc. PJ. A.
Neustadt, Richard E., and Ernest R. May, 1986, Thinking in Time: the uses of history for
decision-makers, New York: Free Press; London: Collier Macmillan, 329 pages. How to
identify true historical analogies to guide decisions when making public policy. This is more
complex than the case study method or economic theory for MBAs and middle managers in
business. I know of no parallel in business for strategy makers. MS. Bk.
Neustadter, Roger, 1992, "Beat the Clock: The Mid-20th-Century Protest against the Reification
of Time," Time & Society, Sage, US/UK, Sept. 1992, 1(3):379-398. doi:
10.1177/0961463X92001003004. Examined the works of a number of mid-20th-century authors
who challenged the domination of clocks in industrial society. This challenge to standard
notions of temporality constituted a significant disjuncture not only from conventional
perceptions of time, but from earlier literary perceptions of time in western culture. The
examination used the concept of reification to describe and analyze their rejection of the
temporal regularity of clocks. [See Einstein at Berne versus daylight saving time in USA.] Cited
in Ballard & Seibold 2003. At NW MO State U. # Misc. PJ.
Neves, Pedro, and António Caetano, 2009, “Commitment to Change: Contributions to Trust in
the Supervisor and Work Outcomes,” Group and Organization Management, Sage, Newbury
Park, CA, December 2009; 34(6):623-644. There is a lack of empirical evidence on the
relationship between commitment to change, trust in organizational authorities, and work
outcomes. Our results suggest that trust in the supervisor fully mediates the relationship
between affective commitment to change and the three work outcomes. Only abstract seen. At
U. Évora, Portugal, pedro.neves@ordemdospsicologos.org ; Instituto Superior de Ciências do
Trabalho e da Empresa, Lisbon, Portugal. MS. PJ.
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Nevins, Thomas J., 1980, "People Management Is What It's All About," Look Japan, Tokyo, JN,
July 19, 1980. (Reprinted in 1988 as chapter 26 (p. 127-129) in Okimoto, Daniel I., and Thomas
P. Rohlen, eds., 1988, Inside the Japanese System: readings on contemporary society and
political economy, Stanford University Press, Stanford, CA, 286 p.) Everybody is in the union.
Together. Workers participate in small groups and quality control circles. [All is different under
Western managers.] Clio Lehman Liby Reserves HC462.9 .I587 1988. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Newman, A. Derek, 1964, “On Meeting Glacier Theory,” Engineering, The Design Council,
London, UK, 9 Oct. 1964, v. 198, p. 448. These were Newman’s remarks at an engineering
employers’ conference at Bristol, “A Rational Philosophy of Management and Some of its
Effects.” Newman was director of the Glacier Institute of Management (GIM). Discussed the
concept of managerial accountability for work by subordinates. This led to the discretionary and
prescribed content of work and its structuring into organization and equitable pay. This freed up
ideas and initiative for organizational effectiveness. # Rp. Pro.
Newman, A. Derek, and Ralph W. Rowbottom, 1968, Organization Analysis, Heinemann,
London, UK, and Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale, IL. A short book on the
executive system and the organization. Authors were at GIM. Thanked academics for help:
Fremont Shull (SIU, Georgia), Pearson Hunt (Harvard), Edgeworth Johnstone (Nottingham),
Mary Robertson (Nottingham), et al. Rp. Bk. UP.
Newman, Derek, 1973, Organization Design, an analytic approach to the structuring of
organizations, Edward Arnold, London, UK, 136 p. Glacier Project Series # 12. A short and
‘fairly elementary’ book on the design of organizational structure, roles, style, participation, and
the matrix form. Participation should be structured into two separate groups of workers – for
analysis and for implementation. Newman was head of the Glacier Institute of Management
during the 1960s. In the 1970s he developed the Centre for Organization Analysis, Fulmer, UK.
Positive Bk Rev by Desmond Keeling in Public Administration 1973, 51(4):471-2. Rp. Bk.
Newman, John E., 1975, “Understanding the Organizational Structure - Job Attitude
Relationship Through Perceptions of the Work Environment,” Organizational Behavior and
Human Performance [now ...Human Decision Processes], 14(3):371-397. Discovered employee
job attitudes were most strongly related to the organizational structure characteristics. “This puts
a new perspective on the manager’s job. He is not just a manager of people. He is a manager of
the people-work environment system.” This insight was a breakthrough for Industrial
Psychology. Based on Interesting 1974 Ph.D. Does not cite Jaques or Deming. MS. PJ. A.
Newman, Oscar, 1973, Defensible Space; crime prevention through urban design, Architectural
Press, London, UK and Macmillan, New York, NY, 1972. An important book for all concerned
with the impact on us of the physical designs around us. (Find book/article on Aearo Saarenen
(sp).) [Is There an Article Version?] Misc. Bk.
Newman, Rhona, and Julian Newman, 1985, “Information Work: the new divorce?” British
Journal of Sociology, Dec85, 36(4):497-515. Sociological debates on Information Technology
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and work have emphasized internal control and productivity. The literature addressed to top
management, on the other hand, typically presents the improvement of productivity as a
relatively minor consideration, but emphasizes the role of information itself as a key resource.
‘Efficiency’ (i.e. productivity) is presented as secondary to ‘effectiveness’, the ability to set and
attain organizational goals, which are largely defined in terms of external relationships of
opportunity and threat. The logic of the model is that the existing divorce of conception from
execution in the processes of production and distribution should be followed by a new divorce of
external intelligence from internal and operational planning. This paper explores shortcomings
of ‘information work,’ and sketches implications of the ‘new divorce’ for stratification,
exploitation and control. At U. of Ulster and City of London Polytechnic. # MS. PJ. A.
Newman, William, H., 1951, Administrative Action: the techniques of organization and
management, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. An excellent description of top-down
division of tasks (departmentation) and layered planning. His “hierarchy of plans” is similar to
Glacier’s “differentiated discretion.” Pre-Glacier. (Also cited by Mahler 1975.) MS. Bk.
Newman, William H., 1978, “Control: Past or Future,” chapter 18 (p. 229-237) in Benton, Lewis,
ed., 1978, Management for the Future, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 355 p. Controls can
improve effectiveness and come in three types - steering, yes-no, and post-action controls.
Steering controls are viewed by employees as helpful. Yes-No controls generate neutral or
negative reactions because they set hurdles to be crossed. Post-action controls are score cards.
Only steering controls are forward-looking and they “still await full development.” [Just before
quality hit the U.S.] (Compare with “performance indicators”, or PIs, in UK.) S! # Misc. Ch.
Nguyen, Bang Dang, and Kasper Meisner Nielsen, 2010, “What Death can Tell: Are Executives
Paid for Their Contributions to Firm Value?” Leadership Selection & Compensation Abstracts,
(March 16, 2010), Apr 02, 2010, 2(2). Online. An efficient managerial labor market should
compensate executives according to their contribution to shareholder value. We provide novel
empirical evidence about the relationship between executive pay and managerial contribution to
value by exploiting the exogenous variation resulting from stock price reactions to sudden
deaths. We find, first, that the managerial labor market is characterized by positive sorting
between managers’ contributions to value and their pay. We find, second, that executives
appear, on average, to retain about 80% of the value they create. Overall, our results are
informative about the workings of the managerial labor market. Available online at SSRN:
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1572216 Both at Chinese U. of Hong Kong (CUHK). Email:
nguyendang@cuhk.edu.hk Misc. PJ.
Niaz, Mansoor, 1996, “How students circumvent problem-solving strategies that require greater
cognitive complexity,” Journal of College Science Teaching, Washington, DC, Mar 1996,
25(5):361. Examined the great diversity in problem-solving strategies used by students to
examine a chemistry problem. (This area needs much more research. See Berry.) Misc. Pro.
Nicholls, John G., 1976, "Effort is virtuous but it’s better to have ability: Evaluative responses to
perceptions of effort and ability," Journal of Research in Personality, Academic Press, NY, NY,
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US, Sept., 10(3):306–315. Yes. Indeed it is better. Cited in DeRue & Wellman 2009. Cited
Heider 1958/ 1967; Weiner 1972 (neither herein). NYPL Schw room 100 JFL02-89 v. 10. At
U. Wellington, NZ. # MS. PJ.
Nicholls, John, 1994, “The Strategic Leadership Star: A Guiding Light in Delivering Value to
the Customer,” Management Decision, Emerald MCB, UK, Nov 1994, 32(8):21-26. Customer
value lies at the heart of the star. The first three points of the star - “define your purpose”, “face
the customer” and “focus on essentials” - cover TQM tools and techniques related to strategy
formulation. The final two points - “create a challenge” and “trigger enthusiasm” - relate to
strategy implementation. In Islip, UK. Cited Jaques 1990, 1996. # Rp. PJ.
Nicholson, Nigel, 1984, “A Theory of Work Role Transitions,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, June, 29(2):172-191. A new theory of work role transitions for predicting adjustment
modes based on discretion and the novelty of role demands. Cited Jaques, Fox, Levinson, and
Thompson 1967. Did not cite G. Bell. At U. Sheffield, UK. (See Nicholson, et al, 1984.) #
Rp. PJ. A.
Nicholson, Nigel, Beverly Alban-Metcalfe, John Arnold, Thomas F. Cawsey, and Steve
Glowinkowski, 1984, “Work Role Transitions and Career Development: A symposium on the
current research programme of the MRC/ESRC SAPU team,” Bulletin of the British
Psychological Society, London, UK, Vol. 37. (Abstracts, in press.) SAPU = Social and Applied
Psychology Unit, Uni. Sheffield, UK. (See Nicholson, 1984.) Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Nicholson, Nigel, 2010, "The design of work—an evolutionary perspective," Journal of
Organizational Behavior, Wiley, UK/US, Feb2010, 31(2/3):422-431. 10p. ISSN: 08943796.
Discussed the history of work design and in particular the evolutionary aspects of work design.
A discussion of the meaning of work was presented. The ways that evolutionary theory can be
used to improve work environments and job performance were explored. Jaques 2002 not cited.
Cited Jaques 1961. At LBS, London, U.K. # W. PJ.
Nickerson, Jack A., and Brian S. Silverman, 2003, “Why Firms Want to Organize Efficiently and
What Keeps Them from Doing So: Inappropriate Governance, Performance, and Adaptation in a
Deregulated Industry,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Sep2003, 48(3):433-465. This article
is actually on efficiency and entrainment, as defined, both outgrowths of EJ’s work and
organization theories. A clear link to R.O. regarding the time horizon of planning that would be
optimal at the firm (3-5 years ahead). Cited Jaques, Bygrave and Lee 2001. JAN at
Washington-StLouis; BSS at U. Toronto. # Rp. PJ. A.
Nieuwenhuis, Drs. R., 1963, “Verantwoordelijkheid als meetbare maatstaf voor beloningen,”
[Responsibility As a Measurable Metric for Payment] Economisch-Statistische Berichten, 3/7 31/7. [In Dutch.] A two-part article series in July. Available at the Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam (paper based: Hoofdgebouw 3e etage ET.05035.- 1963, jrg. 048). Not seen. See
reader responses (?) in Sept. and Dec.:
Reacties hierop van Dr. C. A. Buningh en Drs. M. J. de Visser, Economisch-Statistische
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Berichten, 18/9 - 11/12 - 18/12. All cited in Hazekamp 1966. Not seen. MS. PJ.
Nieves, Jose M., and Andrew P. Sage, 1998, “Human and Organizational Error as a Basis for
Process Reengineering: with applications to systems integration planning and marketing,” IEEE
Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics - Part A: Systems and Humans, Marietta, GA,
November 1998, 28(6):742-762. This article was from Nieves 1997 PhD dissertation at George
Mason University (VA). Information Systems. Showed how an analysis of the incidence and
causes of human and organizational errors in system processes can be utilized as a partial basis
for the re-engineering of organizational structures and processes. From this analysis, a
coordinated effort was made to re-engineer vital processes within an organization with
minimization and/or prevention of specific errors as a primary goal using RAEW. (Neither
Crane nor Brown cited.) An operational audit. # MS. PJ. A.
Nihon Keizai, 1980, “Collective decision making in Japanese firms – Is it a form of
irresponsibility?” The Japan Economic Journal, Tokyo, JN, June 10, 1980, p. 36-39. In English.
The first survey of how the decision-making system works in actuality. Very soft and confusing
to a Westerner. The famous 'ringii' system is for simple decisions only. Tokyo: Nihon Keizai
Shimbun, 1963-1991. Clio os HC461 .N4743. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Nikkeiren (Nihon Keiesha Dantai Renmei; Japan Federation of Employers’ Associations), 1951,
Jinji Koka no Tebiki (Guidelines for Performance Appraisal), Nikkeiren, Tokyo, Japan. Booklet.
See Endo 1998 for discussion. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Nikkeiren, (Nihon Keiesha Dantai Renmei; Japan Federation of Employers’ Associations),
1969a, Noryoku Shugi: Sono Riron to Jissen, (The Ability Principle: From Theory to Practice),
Nikkeiren’s Labor Management Committee, Tokyo, Japan. Report of research group on
“Abilities First Principles” (October 1966 - 1969). (This may have been the group that visited
Glacier Metal in the 1960s. See Moreton in Wright 1997 BBC). See S. Nakayama 1972; Cole
1979. Not seen. MS. Rep.
Nikkeiren (Nihon Keiesha Dantai Renmei; Japan Federation of Employers’ Associations),
1969b, Noryokushugi Kanri (Ability-based Personnel Management), Nikkeiren, Tokyo, Japan.
Booklet. See Endo 1998 for discussion. Summarized in S. Nakayama 1972; Cole 1979:133-4.
Cited in Hazama 1978. Not seen. MS. Rep.
Nikkeiren (Nihon Keiesha Dantai Renmei; Japan Federation of Employers’ Associations),
1969c, Noryokushugi Jidai no Jinji Koka (Performance Appraisal in the Era of Ability-based
Personnel Management), Nikkeiren, Tokyo, Japan. Booklet. See Endo 1998 for discussion.
Summarized in S. Nakayama 1972; Cole 1979:133-4. Not seen. MS. Rep.
Nikkeiren, 1973, Shokumu Shokuno Kanri no Hoko to Jissai (Practice on Job and Wage
Administration), Nikkeiren, Tokyo, JN. In Japanese. Pamphlet. Cited in Kono 1984. Not seen.
Misc. Rep.
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Nikkeiren, 1973-1999, Keieisho - the monthly newsletter of the organization. (Variations on this
title were identifiers/ publishers of books in Japanese on business by big names. Few were
translated into English.) In Japanese. Cited in Kono 1984. See Saburo Nakayama 1972. Not
seen. ~
Nikkeiren (Nihon Keiesha Dantai Renmei; Japan Federation of Employers’ Associations), 2001,
last year of existence. Merged in 2002 with another organization called "Keizai Dantai
Rengokai" (“Keidanren” Federation of Economic Associations), and they became "Nippon
Keizai Dantai Rengokai" (so-called "Nippon Keidanren"). It has an English website:
http://www.keidanren.or.jp/index.html This is one of three major economic organizations (other
two are "Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry" and "Japan Association of Corporate
Executives"). See Ballon, Robert J., chapter one in Tung, Rosalie L., ed., 1984, Strategic
Management in the U.S. and Japan, p. 13, on the Keidanren then as an organizational instrument
toward reaching business-government policy consensus. ~~
Nikolaou, A., and I. Theodossiou, 2006, “Returns to qualifications and occupation for males and
females: evidence from the British Workplace Employee Relations Survey (WERS) 1998,”
Applied Economics Letters, Routledge, UK, 15 August 2006, 13(10):665-673.
<http://ejournals.ebsco.com/direct.asp?ArticleID=4771B5A26F27DC4427BB>
Showed that educational qualifications are of a major and significant importance in explaining
earnings variation but only the particular level of education required is rewarded. Thus,
precisely where workers are located in terms of occupation will determine the pay that they are
likely to receive. Both at U. Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece. T. also at U. Aberdeen. MS. PJ.
Nir, Adam E., 1995, Temporal Horizons of Planning and Implementing as Reflected in the
Israeli Educational System, Ph.D., dissertation in Education Administration, The Hebrew
University, Jerusalem, Israel. Unpublished. Confirmed use of Jaques, see email 6/30/02. (See
Nir 1999 article.) PhD.
Nir, Adam E., 1998, “Differentiating among role perceptions of echelons comprising a
centralized national educational hierarchy,” Journal of Educational Administration, University
of New England, Armidale, AU; Emerald, MCB University Press, Bradford, UK, 36(1):83-93.
Assumed a national-wide and service-oriented organizational system, which was characterized
by a centralized structure, created unique influences on the role perceptions of the echelons
occupying various levels of the organizational education hierarchy. It was argued that these
influences were likely to affect the ability of the executing echelon to perform its duties and this
may reduce organizational effectiveness as a whole. Jaques not cited. (See Nir 2001 for
revisions.) # MS. PJ.
Nir, Adam E., 1999, “Time Perspectives of Strategic Planning Processes and Plans as a Function
of Gender and Echelon Socialization,” Sex Roles, Kluwer Academic/Plenum, New York, NY,
Nov., 41(9/10):737-752. Found that hierarchical position had a stronger influence on strategic
managerial behaviors than gender. This reversed hierarchy level and time-span as causal for
future time perspective. Uncovered the presence of Stratum III and IV. A strong study in
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support of TSD:HierLevel. Cited Das and Jaques. See Popovich PhD 2002 and Nir’s PhD 1995.
See Mahoney 1979. # Rp. PJ.
Nir, Adam E., 2000, “Some implications of echelons’ future planning perspectives and
satisfaction with central plans for the organizational climate,” Educational Planning: the journal
of the International Society for Educational Planning, Buffalo, N.Y., 12(1):3-14. Quarterly.
Finding indicated that subordinate echelons had low satisfaction with central planning processes.
Also, a direct connection existed between the echelon's position in the organizational hierarchy
and the future perspectives they use for planning processes and plans (higher = longer). Cited
Das 1986, 1991, Nir 1995 PhD. Not in NYC. {Not seen.} (Paper seen - Article not) # Rp. PJ.
Nir, Adam E., 2001, “Administrators’ Perceived Role Vulnerability: A comparison of centralized
domesticated and decentralized undomesticated organizations,” Journal of Educational
Administration, University of New England, Armidale, NSW, AU; Emerald, MCB University
Press, Bradford, UK, 39(2):134-146. Focused on administrators' perceived role vulnerability
(PRV), which was an integrated index for the perceived role conflict, role tension and exposure
to criticism on the job. These organizational features were studied since competition was
considered a potential source for stress and vulnerability, whereas autonomy contributed to
flexibility and freedom of action and enabled the individual to cope better with stress and
reduced the individual’s vulnerability. Jaques not cited. At The Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. (Revision of Nir 1998.) # MS. PJ.
Nirenberg, John, 2001, "Leadership: A Practitioner's Perspective on the Literature," Singapore
Management Review, Singapore Institute of Management, 2001 1st Half, 23(1):1-34. Word Cnt:
10516. ISSN: 01295977. Many different and diverse expressions of leadership are needed in all
organisations will be needed, not just a single person who is the leader by virtue of his
commanding position in a hierarchy. This view may have particular utility for the emerging
knowledge era organisation which demands that each person take the initiative for furthering the
objectives of his organisation. Cited Jaques & Clement 1991. At Center for Workplace
Community. john.nirenberg@att.net # D. PJ.
Nisan, Mordecai, 1972, “Dimension of Time in Relation to Choice Behavior and Achievement
Orientation,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, APA, Washington, DC, Feb. 1972,
21(2):175-182. Considering temporal distance for college student test takers resulted in higher
risk taking and higher expectancy of success in success-oriented subjects but not in failureoriented ones. Results were interpreted as indicating the operation of time as a meaningful
stimulus and the perception of time by achievement-oriented subjects as instrumental in helping
to achieve better control of the environment. Based on Nisan’s 1968 PhD at U. Chicago
(almost the same title, not herein). At Hebrew U. of Jerusalem. Baruch Percls. Misc. PJ.
Nisbel, Ruth, 1964, “Beräkning över vissa samband mellan resultat i defense mechanism test
(DMT) och grundläggande flygutbildning (GFU),” [In English: “Calculation of some links
between results of DMT tests and basic pilot testing (GFU),”], Rapport - Militärpsykologiska
institutet, ISSN: 05441803; 29, Stockholm, Sweden, 36 p. Klsn (UDK): 159.9. Svenska. In
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Swedish. (In the Anna Lindh Library of the Swedish National Defence College and the Swedish
Institute of International Affairs, Stockholm, Sweden. With thanks to Marie Christine Taylor
and Professor Bjorn Jorgensen.) See Kragh. Rp. Rep.
Nisbet, Michael A., 1992, “People Aren’t Wheelbarrows,” Canadian Banker, Toronto, ON,
May-June, 99(3):32-37. An excellent short article summarizing 20th century theories of work
motivation. Short, sweet, skeptical. Worth every word. Excellent for a review-overview.
Teach. # Misc. Pro. *****
Nishikawa, Shunsaku, ed., 1980, “Editor’s Preface,” chapter in Nishikawa, Shunsaku, ed., 1980,
The Labor Market in Japan: selected readings, U. Tokyo Press, Tokyo, JN, 277 p. Translated by
Ross Mouer (“Translator’s Preface”). (EP): Reviewed each essay/chapter. (TP): Western data
on labor in Japan was anecdotal and anthropological - not statistical/economic. Academics in
Japan often are the government officials who set – or are about to set – policy. This changes
their focus from that of Westerners. Cited Shimada 1974; Tachibanaki 1976. CUNY City,
Baruch, Bklyn & Clio os HD8726.5 .L3. NYPL os JLE 84-2416 (SASB). # Misc. Ch.
Nishikawa, Shunsaku, and Haruo Shimada, 1980, “Employment and Unemployment 19701975,” chapter (p. 124-141) in Nishikawa, Shunsaku, ed., 1980, The Labor Market in Japan:
selected readings, U. Tokyo Press, Tokyo, JN, 277 p. Translated by Ross Mouer. From 1974
Shimada article. Data needs to be collected on age and gender to show the internal composition
of these rates. Clio os HD8726.5 .L3. At Keio U. # Misc. Ch.
Nishiyama, K., 1981, “Japanese Quality Circles,” paper presented to the International
Communication Association conference, May, Minn., MN. On the Japanese use of hierarchy
to ensure quality accountability. Not cultural. Cited in Fairhurst & Wendt 1993. Misc. Rep.
Nixon, Jon, Jane Martin, Penny McKeown, and Stewart Ranson, 1997, “Towards a Learning
Profession: Changing Codes of Occupational Practice within the New Management of
Education,” British Journal of Sociology of Education, UK, 18(1):5-28. Professionals were once
considered to be the civic leaders, the deliverers of the good society. However, the old order has
cracked, leaving a very different relation between professionals and their publics. An outcome
of this altered relation is the empowerment of parents and students in relation to teachers.
Teacher professionality is now based upon the enabling of learning, the accommodation of
difference, and the practice of agreement. Cited Rowbottom and Billis 1987. # W. PJ.
Nobeoka, K., 2002, “Nihon kigyo no senryaku teki ishi kettei nouryoku to kyo so ryoku,”
[“Capability of Strategic Decision making and Competitiveness among Japanese Firms”],
Hitotsubashi Business Review, Tokyo, JN, 50(1):24–38. Article in Japanese. Cited by Karube et
al 2009. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Noda, Nobuo, 1969, How Japan Absorbed American Management Methods, Asian Productivity
Organization, Tokyo, Japan, 37 p. A pamphlet that identified key American publications by
George L. Hall, Paul E. Holden, Deming, Drucker, and Japanese corporate universities were
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patterned after GE Crotonville. Spell-it-out. NYPL Hum Mforms *XME-3216. Misc. Rep.
Noel, Alain, 1989, “Strategic Cores and Magnificent Obsessions: Discovering Strategy
Formulation Through Daily Activities of CEOs,” Strategic Management Journal, John Wiley,
Special Issue: Strategic Leaders and Leadership, Summer, 10(S1):33-49. Examined the
relationship between intention and action. The obsessions and activities of the CEO establishedcausality, a consistent core of strategic intention, and priority among issues. Cited Jaques 1951.
At HEC Montreal, QU, CA. # W. PJ. A.
Noel, James L., and Ram Charan, 1988, "Human Resource Management in Action: Leadership
Development at GE's Crotonville," Human Resource Management, Wiley, NY, NY, US,
Winter88, 27(4):433-447. 15p. ISSN: 0090-4848. The article reports on the four week business
program, the Business Management Course, at General Electric's Management Development
Institute, in Crotonville, New York. The authors discuss the program's curriculum, which
focuses on subjects including strategic problem solving, business planning, personnel
management, and innovation adoption. Teaching methods implemented by business professors
working at the Management Development Institute are discussed in detail. The authors go on to
examine the vocational qualifications necessary to fulfill a position in industrial management.
Career crossroads. Cited by Day & Halpin 2001. Noel: Program Manager, Exec Ed, MDI, GE.
# Rp. PJ.
Nohria, Nitin, and James D. Berkley, 1994, “Whatever Happened to the Take-Charge Manager?”
Harvard Business Review, Jan.-Feb., p. 128-138. Reprint 94109. Beware fads and ready-made
answers from the nearest consultant, consider context, focus on outcomes. Manager’s job is not
to seek novelty but to get results. Adapt, do not adopt, popular ideas. Refu. Pro.
Nohria, Nitin, and James D. Berkley, 1994, "An Action Perspective: The Crux of the New
Management," California Management Review, Summer 1994, 36(4):70-92. A distillation from
their 1992 book with Eccles (first author). Contrasted the managerial headset toward action vs
that of design. Robust action keeps the firm’s options open at each stage. There is a constant
tendency to drift back into design-mode. (Cited Leifer. See comments on the book.) Refu. Pro.
Nohria, Nitin, 2010, “Wealth and Jobs: The Broken Link,” Harvard Business Review, Nov2010,
88(11):44. Noted the weakening connections between business growth and job creation. The
industrial economy of the 20th century ensured that growing firms would need to add workers.
But the globalized and information-based economy of the early 21st century makes it possible
for businesses to increase profits without adding employees. # Misc. Pro.
Nolan, Thomas W., and Lloyd P. Provost, 1990, "Understanding Variation," Quality Progress,
American Society for Quality Control, ASQ, Milwaukee, WI, 23(5):70-78. The central tenet of
quality control: common cause vs. special cause. Where does the variation come from and what
should a manager do about it? Deming estimated some 94 % of work problems were from the
manager of the system. Only 6 % were estimated to be from the employees. The purpose of
managers was to design and run systems that minimize losses - not eliminate all losses. Clio
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Offsite TS156.Q3 Q83. Baruch Percls. On Microfilm at SIBL. Misc. PJ.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, 1974, Soshiki to Shijo, Chikura-Shobo, Tokyo, Japan. In Japanese
(Organization and Market). This book was his Related 1972 Berkeley PhD. Cited in Kagono et
al 1985. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, and Johny K. Johansson, 1985, “Japanese Management: What about the ‘Hard’
Skills?” The Academy of Management Review, April 1985, 10(2):181-191. Recent (McKinsey)
publications about Japan stressed the “soft” skills. The “hard” factors of strategy, structure, and
systems also are necessary for success. Used the idea of organizational learning to explain how
Japanese hard skills have surpassed those in Western firms: skills development, information
sharing, quality of information, and the growth in capability of decision makers. Avoidance of
the introduction of new people at higher levels (recruits from outside) encourages the trust and
learning culture. Cited by Leonard-Barton 1992. Refu. PJ. A.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, 1986, “Destruction and Creation of Organizational Orders: A Suggested
Paradigm for Self-Organization,” Organizational Science, Shakai kagaku no sogo riron zasshi,
Hakuto Shobo, Tokyo, Japan, 20(1). (In Japanese). Cited in Nonaka 1988 CMR (q.v.). Not
located in NYC. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, 1988, “Self-renewal of the Japanese Firm and Human Resource Strategy,”
Human Resource Management, Wiley, New York, NY, Spring, 27(1):45-62. Traditional
"Japanese personnel management," long considered key for Japan's competitive success now
needs fundamental restructuring to meet the challenges of a stagnant economy, matured domestic
market, and the rise of NICs (Newly Industrialized Countries). In accordance, leading Japanese
firms have started reforming their HRM from a productivity-centered to a creativity-centered
one. Creative HRM has three foundations: 1. employee creation of strategic vision, 2.
entrepreneurial middle management, and 3. multi-dimensional personnel management. Western
individualism encourages creative self-transformation. (How differ from Hoshin kanri?) Cited
in Beechler and Yang 1994. (Ask Schon B.) SIBL *ZAN B181. MS. PJ. A.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, 1988, “Toward Middle-Up-Down Management: Accelerating Information
Creation,” Sloan Management Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, Spring, 29(3):9-18. Managerial
layers are compressed. Top management creates a vision. The middle managers implement it
through concrete steps and by resolving contradictions between what is now and what will be.
Used Brown’s terms from 1962/1964 but did not cite Brown. Cited in Hughes 2006. Rp. Pro.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, 1988, “Creating Organizational Order Out of Chaos: Self-renewal in Japanese
Firms,” California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, 30(3):57-73. Ashby’s requisite variety
was at the center of contingency theory. (Presumably to allow the organization to get on top of
the variety in its environment.) Toshifumi Suzuki, President of Seven-Eleven Japan noted the
need for a rhythm of decision making and change. (The structure is first in the mind.) An
organization must be changing and growing - continuous dissolution and creation of
organizational order. Four phases in this process were identified. The key was to move the firm
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from information processing routines (Herb Simon) to information creation, functional aspects of
chaos fluctuate, disequilibrate - and renew order. (This is internalized Schumpeter.) # MS. Pro.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, 1991, “The Knowledge-Creating Company,” Harvard Business Review, HBS,
Boston, MA, 69(6):96-104. Described the “spiral of knowledge” between tacit and explicit
knowledge. See description in academic article 1994 and book version 1995. HBR strips out
references so there is no visible reference to Jaques’ 1979 HBR article. Rp. Pro.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, 1994, “A Dynamic Theory of Organizational Knowledge Creation,”
Organization Science, February, 5(1):14-37. A critical factor for the design of the hypertext
organization lies in the coordination of time, space, and resources to realize the ‘requisite
variety.’ Jaques (1979) pointed out that “positions ... have different time-span.” The hierarchy
“is a coordination device for ... a ‘natural frequency’ by ‘orchestrating’ various rhythms.” See
1995 book. # Rp. PJ. A.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, and Hirotaka Takeuchi, 1995, The Knowledge-Creating Company: How
Japanese Companies Create the Dynamics of Innovation, Oxford University Press, New York
and Oxford, UK, 284 p. This is an ‘empirical’ study of Japanese innovation practices and how
knowledge moved from the individual to the organization level and back. This is a four-stage
“spiral of knowledge” between tacit and explicit knowledge: t/t, t/e, e/e, and e/t: sharing, up,
over/ extension/ testing, and down/ acceptance of extension/ results. Then the spiral starts again.
Along the way the authors credit Jaques (1979) with the central linkage in their model of the
“hypertext organization” (page ?). (Michael Church 1997 noted a good example of developing a
new level III open system is that of the Home Bakery, a new product that created a large new
customer market for Matsushita when some of its other markets were starting to saturate. The
description indicated considerable clarity about the difference between process levels 3 and 4
(and also 5).) (Jaques did not see the connection. However, Jaques 1956, and Brown and Jaques
1965 were translated into Japanese in the late 1960s.) (See book review by Stanley Angrist. See
Patrick Wright’s 1997 BBC Radio 4 broadcast on Wilfred Brown: Here Comes the Boss.) There
are five dissertations on this theory in UMI (not included here but maybe they should be). See
1994 article. See 1991 Nonaka HBR article. See Jaques 1979 HBR. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, 1996, “The knowledge-creation company”, chapter in Starkey, Ken, ed., 1996,
How Organisations Learn, Thomson, London, UK. An article version of the 1995 book. Rp.
Ch.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, Katsuhiro Umemoto, and Keigo Sasaki, 1998, “Three Tales of KnowledgeCreating Companies,” chapter 6 (p. 146-172) in von Krogh, Georg, Johan Roos, and Dirk Kleine,
eds., 1998, Knowing in Firms, Sage, London, UK. Understanding, managing, creating, and
measuring knowledge. Proposed a five-phase model of knowledge creation. Egs: Sharp and the
urgent project system. Mass customization at National Bicycle. The most advanced knowledgecreating retailer: Seven-Eleven Japan (and in US). [See also, Ch. 5: Knowledge and the Concept
of Trust, p. 123-145.] SIBL JBE 99-992. Rp. Ch.
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Nonaka, Ikujiro, and N. Konno, 1998, “The Concept of ‘ba’: Building a Foundation for
Knowledge Creation,” California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Spring, 40(3):40-54.
ISSN: 0008-1256. This article introduces the Japanese concept of "Ba" to organizational theory.
Ba (equivalent to "place" in English) is a shared space for emerging relationships. It can be a
physical, virtual, or mental space. Knowledge, in contrast to information, cannot be separated
from the context -- it is embedded in ba. To support the process of knowledge creation, a
foundation in ba is required. This article develops and explains four specific platforms and their
relationships to knowledge creation. Each of the knowledge conversion modes is promoted by a
specific ba. A self-transcending process of knowledge creation can be supported by providing
ba on different organizational levels. This article presents case studies of three companies that
employ ba on the team, division, and corporate level to enhance knowledge creation. At Haas,
UC Berkeley; President, Column, Inc. [A knowledge-based view of strategy implementation and
development. I politely disagree: ba = trust.] # Rp. Pro.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, Ryoko Toyama, and Akiya Nagata, 2000, “A firm as a knowledge creating
entity: a new perspective on the theory of the firm”, Industrial and Corporate Change, Oxford
U. Press, UK, Mar2000, 9(1):1-20. Knowledge and the capability to create and utilize such
knowledge are the most important source of a firm's sustainable competitive advantage.
Through this set of knowledge and skills a firm is able to innovate new products/ processes/
services, or improve existing ones more efficiently and/or effectively. The raison d'être of a firm
is to continuously create knowledge. # MS. PJ. A.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, Ryoto Toyama, and N. Konno, 2000, "SECI, Ba and Leadership: A unified
model of dynamic knowledge creation," Long Range Planning, UK, Feb., 33(1):5-34.
[Reprinted as chapter in S. Little, P. Quintas & T. Ray, eds., 2002, Managing Knowledge: An
Essential Reader, Sage Pub., London, UK.] Despite the widely recognised importance of
knowledge as a vital source of competitive advantage, there is little understanding of how
organisations actually create and manage knowledge dynamically. We propose a model of
dynamic knowledge creation consisting of three elements: (i) the SECI process, knowledge
creation through the conversion of tacit and explicit knowledge; (ii) ‘ba’, the shared context for
knowledge creation; and (iii) knowledge assets, the inputs, outputs and moderators of the
knowledge-creating process. (SECI model of knowledge creation - socialization, externalization,
combination, and internalization). The knowledge creation process is a spiral and the key to
leading it is dialectical thinking. The role of top management in articulating the organisation's
knowledge vision is emphasised, as is the important role of middle management (‘knowledge
producers’) in energising ‘ba.’ An organisation creates new knowledge through the SECI
process and each becomes in turn the basis for a new spiral. Jaques not cited. NYPL SIBL os
LRP: JBN 07-3 v. 33 (2000). CUNY-wide. (See 2002 chapter.) # Misc. PJ. A.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, and Ryoko Toyama, 2003, ‘The knowledge-creating theory revisited:
Knowledge creation as a synthesizing process’, Knowledge Management Research & Practice,
Palgrave Macmillan, Hampshire, England, UK, July, 1(1):2-10. The inaugural essay to launch
this journal to begin to create a theory of how knowledge within a firm is created. Jaques not
cited. NYPL SIBL JBM 03-511 v. 1-5 (2003-2007). CUNY nix. Clio online. # Misc. PJ.
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Nonaka, Ikujiro, and Ryoko Toyama, 2007, "Strategic management as distributed practical
wisdom (phronesis)," Industrial and Corporate Change, Oxford U. Press, UK, June, 16(3):371–
394. doi: 10.1093/icc/dtm014. Claimed that effective strategic management requires distributed
wisdom (which Aristotle called “phronesis”). Strategy was created out of one's existential belief
or commitment to a vision of the future, the ability to interpret one's environment and resources
subjectively, and the interaction between subjectivity and objectivity. These abilities need to be
distributed among organizational members. A firm was not merely a profit-pursuing entity, but
an entity that pursues universal ideal and particular reality at the same time. Such idealistic
pragmatism means that in a specific and dynamic context knowledge can be created and refined
to become wisdom. Jaques not cited. Cited in Teece 2007. Cited Peukert 2003. At
Hitotsubashi U., Japan, & UC-Berkeley, US; Graduate School of Knowledge Science, Nomi,
Japan. e-mail: rtoyama@jaist.ac.jp # MS. PJ. A.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, and Hirotaka Takeuchi, 2011, “The Wise Leader,” Harvard Business Review,
May2011, 89(5):58-67. In an era of increasing discontinuity, wise leadership has nearly
vanished. Many leaders find it difficult to reinvent their corporations rapidly enough to cope
with new technologies, demographic shifts, and consumption trends. The authors assert that
leaders must acquire practical wisdom, or what Aristotle called phronesis: experiential
knowledge that enables people to make ethically sound judgments. Wise Leaders demonstrate
six abilities: (1) They make decisions on the basis of what is good for the organization and for
society. (2) They quickly grasp the essence of a situation and fathom the nature and meaning of
people, things, and events (jobs). (3) They provide contexts in which executives and employees
can interact to create new meaning. (4) They employ metaphors and stories that others can use.
(5) They exert political power to bring people together and spur them to act. (6) They use
apprenticeship and mentoring to cultivate practical wisdom in others. # Refu. Pro.
Nonet, Philippe, and Philip Selznick, 2001, Law and Society in Transition: toward responsive
law, Transaction Publishers, New Brunswick, N.J., 122 p. (Originally published: c1978, 1st ed.,
Harper and Row, NY, NY, US. With new introduction by Robert A. Kagan.) Sociological
jurisprudence. Responsive versus opportunistic law as a contrast. Discussed Accountability and
Authority. Variation within authority threatened legitimacy. Three types of law: repressive,
autonomous, and responsive. Talked of responsive law being a Discretionary Law, a higher
form of justice. Three stages of organizations: pre-, Bureaucratic, and post-. Currently, we have
a crisis of legitimacy. Our goal is Responsive law. EJ & WB not cited but used many of the
keywords. See Selznick 1969. Legal. Clio Lehman, John Jay K 370 .N66 2001 MS. Bk.
Noon, Mike, and Paul Blyton, 1997, The Realities of Work, Macmillan Business, Houndmills,
Basingstoke, England, UK, 235 p. Two sections on discretion: p. 84-86 and p. 118-120.
Developed a 2x2 framework for range of work vs. control over work (extent of discretion) based
on Alan Fox (1974), Freidman (1961) and Littler (1982). Discussed changes in the workplace
from Fordism to Neo-Fordism and Post-Fordism. Cited Rolfe 1986 and 1990. Rp. Bk.
Norris, A. McC., 1965, “Getting to Know Job Evaluation’s Job,” Engineering, The Design
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Council, London, UK, 15 Jan. 1965, 199(5152):76-77. Report of a talk given the previous week
at Reading to IME by Norris, of Courtaulds Ltd. Discussed TSD, ranking, points schemes, and
factor comparison methods as means to set a wage scale. TSD “was not strictly job evaluation
but it set out to do, in a more sophisticated way, what job evaluation would like to do for clerical,
supervisory and executive personnel.” TSD “gave excellent results by considering one factor
only.” City Col NY Lib. See Norris 1965 paper presented to IME. # Rp. PJ.
Norris, A. Mc. C., 1965, “Job Evaluation,” Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Proceedings
1964-65, Westminster, London, UK, 179(Pt. I, No. 11):395-414. Peer reviewed and accepted.
“Three standard job evaluation methods, i.e. ranking method, points scheme, and factorcomparison methods are described, and their respective merits and disadvantages discussed;
mention made of more comprehensive and sophisticated approach taken by Elliott Jaques, called
‘time-span of discretion’; this technique of job grading is based on estimating length of time over
which no superior would intervene in junior employee's decisions.” [City Coll. Cohen liby has
the issue intact. All these pages in No. 11 are BLANK. The pages are there. Paper reviewed
and presented; article withdrawn prior to printing. But article is listed in Table of Contents
and indexed on p. 1138, so its outline can be seen: Used a fork-lift truck driver as an example
for both the points-factor and ranking methods. Union reactions given. TSD summarized. Cited
Jaques TSH, 1964, on p. 410. Also missing: Comments, Author’s Reply, Notice of Meeting.]
(What happened to him? D.K. It looks like IME pulled the article but left the pages blank to
permanently leave a reminder that Courtauld’s censored this article by forcing Norris to pull it.
Proceedings printed after April 1965 annual meeting.) See summary of Norris IME talk at
Reading in Engineering, 15 Jan. 1965 article. Abstract online in Engineering Village 2;
Compendium. Well... See J. Walsh 1989 PhD. [Index # ] Ru. PJ.
Norris, Keith, 1973, “Pay Differentials: A Survey of the Literature,” Brunel University, mimeo.
Unpublished. Cited in Krimpas, 1975. Ru.
North, Klaus, and Stefanie Kares, 2005, “Ragusa or How to Measure Ignorance: The Ignorance
Meter,” Chapter 15 (p. 253-264) in Bounfour, Ahmed, and Leif Edvinsson, eds. 2005,
Intellectual Capital for Communities: nations, regions, and cities, Elsevier ButterworthHeinemann, Amsterdam, NL; Boston, MA, 348 p. Ragusa, settled on the Adriatic in 614 AD,
was a tolerant, intelligent city that thrived. But if knowledge leads to prosperity, what leads to
stasis? If we have trouble measuring intellectual capital, can we measure its opposite that
inhibits value creation? Let’s try: autism, blindness, followership, disintegration, vanity, abuse
of Intellectual Capital, regression, disruption, lethargy, and risk-avoidance. An intriguing
approach to civic dynamics. Both authors at U. of Applied Sciences, Wiesbaden, Germany.
Business HD53 .I576 2005. Misc. Ch.
Northcott, Jim, Michael Fogarty, and Malcolm Trevor, 1985, Chips and Jobs: acceptance of new
technology at work, Policy Studies Institute, London, UK, 166 p. PSI (Series); no. 648. The
Japanese were in the UK already. How the Japanese got the employees to accept new
technology, while the British firms fooled around and lost trust (and lost technology). Mitsubishi
shifted surplus employees to another Mitsubishi firm. This was a virtuous circle. A key example
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was the Nissan-Worker agreement of 1955 (included). No index. Jaques not cited. Not in Clio.
NYPL os JLD 87-3214. Misc. Bk.
Norton, Joanna Dodd, 1995, Conscripting Organisms: An Ethnography of Boundaries,
Audiences and Reflexivity in Academic and Consultancy Work, Ph.D., thesis in Human Sciences
Department: Social Anthropology/ Ethnography, (B4), Brunel University, (West London),
Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 214 pages. Advisor: Stuart Wooler. Thesis focused on the way in
which knowledge is developed in a ‘pure’ science in contrast to an ‘applied’ science. Uxbridge
PH.D.D6255. BLL no. DX185731. Theses # 45-3574 (1994 counted in 1995?). Unpublished.
[Riddick, Fitzgerald.] See Ph.D.s.
Nottage, Luke, 2005, "Redirecting Japan's Multi-level Governance," Part 5: chapter (p. 571-598)
[DOI: 10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199290703.003.0029] in Hopt, Klaus J., Eddy Wymeersch,
Hideki Kanda, and Harald Baum, eds., 2005, Corporate Governance in Context: Corporations,
States, and Markets in Europe, Japan, and the US, Oxford UP, UK, 964 p. ISBN-13:
9780199290703. DOI: 10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199290703.001.0001. Law conference. Japan
has long experience in developing, and (to a lesser extent) legitimising, multi-level governance
processes at least within its borders. Ironically, just as self-regulation and co-regulation have
become the buzzwords in Europe and Australia since the 1990s, Japan is moving in the other
direction: toward liberal law making and law enforcement. [To test convergence, SEE IF
further steps were taken toward adding external dimensions to regional arrangements, clearer
provisions on regulatory harmonisation, or new EU-like institutions – or processes – within
Japan's recent bilateral arrangements.] See Kirchner 2005; Miwa & Ramseyer 2005. NYPL
ebook. CLIO Pegasus Law 3rd Fl Resv Comp 615 C8175 2005. # Misc. Ch.
Noumair, Debra A., and W. Warner Burke, 2003, “The Multiplicity of Roles and Demands for
the Leader as Partner,” chapter 11 (p. 110-118, ft. 326-327) in: Segil, Larraine, Marshall
Goldsmith, and James A. Belasco, eds., 2003, Partnering: The New Face of Leadership,
AMACOM Books, New York, NY, 336 p. Used case of “Carmen,” the executive director of a
non-profit agency, to illustrate leadership aspects. Used Zaccaro 2001 summarization of four
theories of leadership: 1. conceptual complexity, 2. strategic decision-making, 3. visionary and
inspirational, 4. behavioral complexity. (1., 3., and 4. are variations of Jaques. 2. is other-based
but is actually on the “executive’s ability” [see Jaques and Clement 1991] This article actually is
almost entirely Jaques’ theory.) Cited Zaccaro 2001, (1) Jacobs and Jaques 1991, Jaques 1986,
(3) Sashkin 1988, House 1977, Hunt 1977, (4) Quinn 1988. Clio Bus HD69.S8 P37 2002. Both
authors at Teachers Coll. NYC. # Rp. Ch.
Novicevic, Milorad M., Thomas J. Hench, and Daniel A. Wren, 2002, “"Playing by ear"..."in an
incessant din of reasons": Chester Barnard and the history of intuition in management thought,”
Management Decision, MCB UP, Bradford, UK, Oct., 40(10):992-1002. This paper links
Barnard's conceptualization of intuition in management thought to, among others, Vilfredo
Pareto; Lawrence Henderson's influence on Barnard through the Harvard ‘Pareto Circle’; the
works of the early pragmatist John Dewey; Humphrey's The Nature of Learning; and Koffka's
Principles of Gestalt Psychology. Barnard foreshadowed by nearly two decades Polanyi's
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thinking and elaboration of tacit knowledge. Barnard was the foundation for many management
science theories, including - system dynamics, organizational learning, tacit knowledge,
problem-framing, and emergent self-organization. Also examined Barnard's and Simon's
differing views on intuition. Not in CUNY, NYPL. In Clio Bus. # Misc. PJ.
Novicevic, Milorad M., Walter Davis, Fred Dorn, M. Ronald Buckley, and Jo Ann Brown, 2005,
“Barnard on Conflicts of Responsibility: Implications for today's perspectives on
transformational and authentic leadership,” Management Decision, MCB UP, Bradford, UK,
Oct., 43(10):1395-1409. Barnard's contributions to understanding of the moral conditions
underlie the authenticity of organizational leadership. Leadership development programs should
incorporate concepts of responsibility and conflicts of responsibility in order to provide
executives with the knowledge base required for ethical decision making. # Misc. PJ.
Novicevic, Milorad M., Michael G. Harvey, M. Ronald Buckley, Jo Ann Brown, and Randy
Evans, 2006, “Authentic Leadership: A Historical Perspective,” Journal of Leadership and
Organizational Studies, Flint, MI, 13(1):64-76. The purpose of this paper is to interpret the
historical meanings conveyed by Barnard's classic works and use them for theorizing about
authenticity of leaders in executive roles. Our analysis employs an interpretative logic for
meanings of historical ideas proposed by M. Bevir. We identify the conditions that contribute to
the failure, crisis, tragedy, and/or success of leader authenticity. Misc. PJ.
Novus International, 2010, Requisite Organization at Novus International, Inc., The Novus
Management System: Establishing a Common Vocabulary and Toolset, Novus International,
Inc., July 2010, 30 p. An online color brochure outlining the adoption of RO by Novus. A 1991
Monsanto spin-out, it was sold to Mitsui and Nippon Soda. The brochure has a summary,
foundations, and a description of the implementation of RO at Novus. Rp. Rep.
Nowotny, Helga, 1994, Time: the modern and postmodern experience, Polity Press/Blackwell,
Cambridge, UK, 179 p. [Eigenzeit. English translation by Neville Plaice.] The future has
become an extended present, time compacted, not a distinct and different time. The modern time
era began during the Enlightenment. Changes now outrun the adaptive capacity of their creators
and lead to a loss of temporal borders. The clock became the hated symbol of the modern age.
Taylorism was a speed-up. Ch 2 John Donne quote. Ch. 4 Muller-Wichmann quote. Cited in
Pollitt 2008. Jaques not cited. NYPL Schw JFD 94-24663. CUNY Bklyn & Clio Milstein
BF468 .N6913 1994. (NYPL & Clio have it in German.) Selections # Misc. Bk.
Noyes, C. Reinold, 1938, "Property: The Crucial Issue," Journal of Social Philosophy, NY, NY,
US, Oct., 4(1): 45-56. Quarterly. Locke – mine vs thine – or Marx's collective ownership as a
solution to the complaints of the masses over the impact of the Industrial Revolution. A classic.
NYPL os. CUNY City hard (1935-1942); Queens hard Percl. Level 1: H1 .J565. Clio Butler
hard 305 J827 v.1 (1935:Oct.)-v.6 (1941). # Misc. Ch.
Nunn, Henry L., 1953, The Whole Man Goes to Work, Harper, NY, NY, 214. He was president
of the Nunn-Bush Shoe Company, where 25 years before he had started a plant-wide experiment
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in industrial democracy. It worked. P. 134-9 Whole Man philosophy described. “Capitalism
took the wrong turn when it accepted this buyer-seller concept as the basis of the relationship
between management and labor. …Both management and labor [must] stop thinking of labor as
a commodity and start thinking of it as an associate. We must discard totalitarian principles ….”
Cited by N. Maier in 1962. Baruch HD9787 .U6 N82. NYPL Schw AN (Nunn) (Nunn, H. L.
Whole Man Goes to Work) Misc. Bk.
Nunn, Henry L., 1961, Partners in Production: a new role for management and labor, PrenticeHall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 221 p. Cited Glacier Metal for its limit on capital to 7.5 percent and
compared this to Lincoln Electric’s 6 percent limitation. Also, cited Glacier and compared it to
Scott Shoe in the US for its policy of co-determination. The natural resources of the US led to
winner-take-all outcomes: there was more to fight over here. In Germany there was less to
divide, so there was more capital-labor cooperation there. (On Marshall Plan implementation
commission.) Cited Jaques 1951; J. Lincoln 1951; N. Maier 1952; Lesieur 1958; Tawney 1926.
Baruch HD 6976 .B72 U55. D. Bk.
Nursing Times, 1969, “‘Ward Housekeeping’ Two Occasional Papers,” Nursing Times (U.K.),
December 4 and 11, 1969. A two-part article. [Cited in Rowbottom, 1973, p. 10 and 164,
Chapter 8. No author given.] (Title may be: “A General Report on Dulwich Hospital
Housekeeping.” Dulwich was in the King’s Hospital Group.) Details of a housekeeping project
at Dulwich Hospital (UK) using social analysis. This was the only BIOSS/HSORU project
publicly reported as of 1973. Others were still confidential but Rowbottom hoped they would
soon be released. [Scan RR’s later books and articles.] Rp. Pro.
Nussbaum, Martha C., 2001, Upheavals of Thought; The Intelligence of Emotions, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, UK; NY, NY, 746 p. This is an immense and magisterial work.
Emotions are value judgments about those things we see as determining our existence. In
particular, uncertainties lead to intense emotion. She postulates a cognitive basis to our
emotions and calls on numerous philosophers down through the ages to back her argument.
(Most uncertainty is internally generated but sometimes it can come from outside.) Cited by
Spender 2003. Jaques and Deming were not cited. Sen was cited. In B&N. Schw JFE02-4496.
CUNY GC & Hunter Mn - Clio Barnard & Sci BF531 .N87 2001. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Nutt, Paul C., 1989, "Uncertainty and Culture in Bank Loan Decisions," OMEGA, International
Journal of Management Science, Elsevier Science, US, 17(3):297-308. Thirty-eight senior bank
officials in the US evaluated eight simulated loans constructed to vary in terms of organizational
culture and payback uncertainty. Loan applicants with carefully constructed financials and a
profitability track record were more apt to be approved than applicants attempting to serve the
needs of key customers. Applicants seeking to meet forecasting demand increases are far more
likely to be approved than applicants with innovative ideas. Bank culture was a more important
determinant of loan approval and risk assessment than either application uncertainty or the
banker's personal decision style. Bankers in an analytic culture were inclined to approve
loans. In a consultative or speculative culture, bankers were more apprehensive but would make
these same loans. In a charismatic culture, bankers were unsure about the advisability of
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making the same loans. At Ohio State U. # Refu. PJ.
Nutt, Paul C., 1999, "Surprising but True: Half of Organizational Decisions Fail," Academy of
Management Executive, (AME), US, Nov., 13(4):75-90. Studies of 356 decisions in medium to
large organizations in the U.S. and Canada reveal that failures can be traced to managers who
impose solutions, limit the search for alternatives, and use power to implement their plans.
Managers who make the need for action clear at the outset, set objectives, carry out an
unrestricted search for solutions, and get key people to participate are more apt to implement
decisions successfully. Tactics prone to fail were used in two of every three decisions that were
studied. Cited in Nutt 2002 (p. 274, ch. 1 & 2). # MS. Pro.
Nutt, Paul C., 2002, Why Decisions Fail: Avoiding the blunders and traps that lead to debacles,
Berrett-Koehler, San Francisco, CA, 332 p. ISBN-13: 978-1576751503. Nutt looked at 400
decisions made by top managers involving products and services, pricing and markets, personnel
policy, technology acquisition, and strategic reorganization. Over 50% of the decisions made
by corporate leaders failed– they were abandoned within two years. Two out of three
decisions were based on failure-prone or questionable tactics. He revealed a number of logic
traps including limiting the search for alternatives to a manager's preconceived ideas, failing to
learn from mistakes by not accepting their existence, and misreading potential opposition. Also,
failed or poor decisions were directly linked to the way those decisions are implemented. (See
Mission Command in the British army.) Cited by Yardley 2007, 2009, 2010 PhD (pgs: 36, 341,
399 (mis-titled as 'Why Business …'). Jaques not cited. Cited Starbuck 1983 (p. 147); Tichy &
Devanna 1986, 1990 (not found). See Nutt 1999. Clio & CUNY e-book. SIBL os JBE02-2102.
CUNY Baruch, Clio Bus HD30.23 .N883 2002. At Ohio State. Refu. Bk.
Nuttall, John, 2001, "Psychodynamics and intersubjectivity in management organisations,"
Journal of Change Management, Routledge, UK, Feb2001, 1(3):229-241. ISSN: 14697017.
Described the contributions of Klein and Bion to organization theory and illustrated how their
approach might describe a typical management situation. Showed links between the concepts of
projective identification and intersubjectivity. Cited Jaques 1985/1955, 1976; Bion 1968,
1985/1955, 1993/1961; Klein 1991/1956, 1994/1940, 1997, 1997. # W. PJ.
Nyland, Chris, 1998, “Taylorism and the Mutual-Gains Strategy,” Industrial Relations, US,
37(4):519-542. Through the interwar years, disciples of Frederick W. Taylor built and sustained
an alliance with organized labor that centered on the development of what has become known
as the mutual-gains enterprise. This article examines this association, tracing its origins and
evolution. In the process it challenges the tendency, common within the industrial relations
community, to equate Taylor and Taylorism with authoritarianism and the exclusion of workers
from the management process. (An interesting sidelight. It misses Taylor’s denial of discretion.)
At U. Wollongong, AU. Misc. PJ. A.
Nystrom, Paul C., 1973, “Equity Theory and Career Pay: A Computer Simulation Approach,”
Journal of Applied Psychology, 57(2):125-131. The first published mathematical formula for the
pay progression curves. Nystrom showed that Jaques’ theory explained the empirical U.S.
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career pay findings of Haire, Ghiselli and Gordon (1967), explains Brenner and Lockwood
(1965) and confirms Saunders’ conjecture (Master’s 1968). Created random sample of 100.
Powerful confirmation of continuing growth in capability throughout adulthood. See Gordon
article (1969). Also see Guy Routh (1965, 1980) for an earlier linkage of Jaques to pay in Great
Britain. (See Gifford 1928 for ‘prior’ evidence.) See Cliff and Andrade 1973; Tang 1996, 2000;
Sen 1966; Gerhart and Rynes 2003; Homa Hunt PhD 1967; Japanese “age-wage profiles” since
1927. Cited Jaques 1956, 1961; Zedeck & Smith 1968. # Rp. PJ. A.
Nystrom, Paul C., and William H. Starbuck, eds., 1977, Prescriptive Models of Organizations,
[studies in the management sciences, v. 5], North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam; Oxford;
New York, 189 p. Anthology of essays. Prescription is a part of any goal-seeking hierarchy but
little is written about it. [Was this a response to Hicks and Goronzy? (q.v.)] Misc. Bk.
Nystrom, Paul C., 1977, “Save MBO by disowning it!” Personnel Journal, Aug. 1977,
56(8):391-393. MBO had been often relegated to the HR dept. and was ignored by line
managers. So, HR should disown MBO to save it. See Jacoby 1995. Baruch, City, JJay
(HF5549 .A2 P6), Htr Mn (5): # Misc. Pro.
Nystrom, Paul C., 1977, “Managerial Resistance to a Management System,” Accounting,
Organizations and Society, Pergamon Press, Oxford, UK, 2(4):317-322. The design of new
management systems was flawed as far as lower-level managers were concerned. This one was
goal-setting management-by-objective (MBO). [In reality MBO extended top control and
reduced mid-managerial discretion. The only course of action was the adoption of MBO by
autonomous subunits within the corporation.] Cited Hedberg et al 1976; Latham & Yukl 1975;
Nystrom 1977; Raia 1974. Jaques not cited. (Just before this, PPB was rejected by non-profit
managers. See Jablonsky & Dirsmith 1978.) SIBL JLL 85-51 pt. 1-2 (1977). # Refu. PJ. A.
Nystrom, Paul C., 1977, “Job Characteristics, Managerial Attitudes, and Self-Designing Jobs,”
Psychological Reports, US, Dec. 1977, 41:847-854. In a study of 100 managers in a large
manufacturing organization, multiple regression analyses indicated several empirical
relationships between seven job characteristics and five attitude variables such as need
fulfillment. Results suggest a metastrategy that fosters self-designing jobs. Cited Jaques 1961;
Carroll & Tosi 1973; Hedberg, Nystrom & Starbuck 1976, 1977; Nystrom 1973, 1977; Porter &
Lawler 1968; Turner & Lawrence 1965. At U. Wisconsin-Milwaukee. # Rp. PJ.
Nystrom, Paul C., 1978, “Managers and the Hi-Hi Leader Myth,” Academy of Management
Journal (AMJ), US, June 1978, 21(2):325-331. Study examined managers' opinions on
leadership and their perceptions of their bosses' opinions on leadership, and the relationship
between leadership and need fulfillment, salary level and career progress. Found no empirical
support for the Hi-Hi leadership paradigm: leaders should be high in initiating structure and high
in consideration. The research from Ohio State and the Blake-Mouton grid were a myth.
Cited by Misumi 1985. Cited Larson, Hunt, and Osborn 1976. At U. Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
US. # Refu. PJ. A.
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Nystrom, Paul C., and William H. Starbuck, eds., 1981, Handbook of Organizational Design,
Oxford University Press, London, UK and New York, NY. Two Volumes. Anthology. Jaques
is cited in the Introduction, in Ch. 8 of vol. I, and in Ch. 12 of vol. II. Clio Biz HD30 .H24.
The Introduction, by the editors, ascribed the strikes at Glacier’s new Scottish plant to the
firm’s extreme and unique organizational characteristics. But their source, Kelly 1968,
said it was caused by the top managers never visiting the plant. They stayed at the
London plant and issued orders for both. (Brown said there were only two stoppages.
New Japanese plants in the US in the 1980s had similar problems although no strikes.) D.
I. Chapter 8. “Organizational Experiments and Social Innovations,” Malcolm Warner
p.169-173+. The Glacier experiment was a response to changes in the general economic
environment in Britain at the time and thus was potentially very useful across British
industry. An employee representative system was developed as a balance to the
managerial authority system. Managers thus had the sanction of the employees added to
their authority. However, this system was not adopted widely even though the firm set
up the Glacier Institute of Management (GIM). Managers appear to prefer the
trappings of power, such as unilateral order giving, than exert influence on what
actually happens. Rp. Ch. UP. A.
II. Chapter 12. “Designing Jobs and Assigning Employees,” Paul C. Nystrom, p. 272301. Time span of discretion is an objective measure that can be used to compare diverse
jobs. The capacity to exercise discretion grows with age. Numerous studies have been
done on discretion, but may not have used the word. Nystrom was generous in his
citations of research he thought was related to Jaques. Also, fair pay was discussed (p.
281). [Thomas G. Cummings also quoted W. Brown 1965 in volume 2, chapter 11,
“Designing Effective Work Groups” (p. 259).] Rp. Ch. UP. A.
Nystrom, Paul C., and William H. Starbuck, 1984, “To Avoid Organizational Crises, Unlearn,”
Organization Dynamics, AMACOM, US, Spring, 12:53-65. We must keep our minds open.
Marginally related to Jaques’ theory. Cited by Sheaffer, et al 1998. MS. PJ.
Nystrom, Paul C., and William H. Starbuck, 1984, “Managing Beliefs in Organizations,” Journal
of Applied Behavioral Science, APA, July 1984, 20(3):277-287. Beliefs powerfully influence
performance. Although behaviors more deeply influence beliefs, it is two-way. Beliefs shape
the reality perceived by participants. Many managers have asked the wrong questions. (They
hold inaccurate beliefs.) # Misc. PJ. A.
Nystrom, Paul C., 1990, “Vertical Exchanges and Organizational Commitments of American
Business Managers,” Group and Organization Studies, Sage, Beverly Hills, CA, Sept 1990,
15(3):296-312. This article examined the quality of vertical exchanges involving 171 managers
and their bosses. All of the managers worked at middle or upper levels in 48 American
corporations. Hierarchical multiple regressions corroborate the hypothesis that quality of vertical
exchange exhibits a strong positive relationship with organizational commitment, and this
relationship persists even after controlling for four situational variables. The article advances
implications for future research and several implications for practicing managers and consultants.
Cites Jaques 1961. # Rp. PJ.
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Nzama, Liziwe, Marié de Beer, and Deléne Visser, 2008, “Predicting work performance through
selection interview ratings and psychological assessment,” SA Tydskrif vir Bedryfsielkunde/
South African Journal of Industrial Psychology, Open Journals Publishing, South Africa,
34(3):39-47. http://www.sajip.co.za The aim of the study was to establish whether selection
interviews used in conjunction with psychological assessments of personality traits and cognitive
functioning contribute to predicting work performance. The sample consisted of 102 managers
who were appointed recently in a retail organisation. The independent variables were selection
interview ratings obtained on the basis of structured competency-based interview schedules by
interviewing panels, five broad dimensions of personality defined by the Five Factor Model as
measured by the 15 Factor Questionnaire (15FQ+), and cognitive processing variables (current
level of work, potential level of work, and 12 processing competencies) measured by the
Cognitive Process Profile (CPP). Work performance was measured through annual performance
ratings that focused on measurable outputs of performance objectives. Only two predictor
variables correlated statistically significantly with the criterion variable, namely interview ratings
(r = 0.31) and CPP Verbal Abstraction (r = 0.34). Following multiple regression, only these
variables contributed significantly to predicting work performance, but only 17.8% of the
variance of the criterion was accounted for. At UniSA. Cited EJ 1989, Abrahams and Mauer
1999; Mink, Owen and Mink 1993; Prinsloo 2000, 2002; De Beer 2000 PhD; Visser 2001, 2002,
2004. # Rp. PJ.

O
Oakeshott, Robert, 2000, Jobs and Fairness, the logic and experience of employee ownership,
Michael Russell Publishers, Wilby, Norwich, UK. Chapter 15 (p. 227-265) is ‘The Baxi
Partnership’ a history of Richard Baxendale & Sons, the adoption of Glacier theory and practices
in the 1960s, the sale of Baxi to the employees in 1983, and the expansion into the EC from
1992. (No footnotes. References are in the text. Data ends in 1996.) Mentioned Wilfred Brown
and Jaques. A case. Sdwy. # D. Ch.
Obern, A. Gaylord, 1973, “Schools and Institutes of Public Administration: Group Dynamics and
Development,” International Review of Administrative Sciences, Sage Pub., 39:289-293. This
was a worldwide overview of training programs in human relations or group dynamics and in
economic development. Cited Jaques 1951; Bennis 1966; Baumgartel, Bennis, and De 1967;
Katz and Kahn 1966. D. PJ.
Obholzer, Anton, 1996, “Psychoanalytic contributions to authority and leadership issues,”
Leadership & Organization Development Journal, Emerald MCB, UK, 17(6):53-56. Focused on
group boundaries, Bion, and Tavistock. Cited Jaques 1955, which he has withdrawn. Off. PJ.
Obholzer, Anton, 2001, “The Leader, the Unconscious, and the Management of the
Organization,” Chapter 9 (p. 197-216) in Gould, Laurence J., Lionel F. Shipley, and Mark Stein,
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2001, Systems Psychodynamics of Organizations, Karnac, London, UK, 227 p. The existence of
leadership toward the future requires followership in the present. This creates a hierarchy which
requires coordination of effort and morale. Vision confronts a bureaucracy preoccupied with
housekeeping. Cited Jaques 1955, 1989. Not in CUNY. SIBL JBE 01-2355. # Rp. Ch.
O'Boyle, Edward J., 1994, “Homo Socio-Economicus: Foundational to Social Economics and the
Social Economy,” Review of Social Economy, Association for Social Economy, Routledge, Fall
1994, 52(3):286-313. The view of modern economists does not distinguish between human
wants and needs. But they are different. Among other things, humans have a need for work.
Jaques’ definition is very wide and encompassing (p. 298). A dilemma exists in the market
economy. For social economists, when the market uses unmet human material needs (more than
price) to re-allocate resources, it becomes unstable. On morality. Cited Jaques 1990 (C&W);
The Pope 1981 book; Etzioni 1988. SIBL onsite access. At La. Tech Univ. # Rp. PJ.
O’Boyle, Thomas F., and Peter Pae, 1990, “The Long View: O’Neill Recasts Alcoa with His
Eyes Fixed on a Decade Ahead,” Wall Street Journal, NY, NY, April 9, 1990, p. A1 and A4.
One Board member indicated O’Neill’s changes were to fit a vision 10 years down the road. He
was trying to stabilize the price of aluminum and move the firm away from selling a commodity
with price swings. See Schroeder 1991 BW; Kolesar 1993. SIBL on MF. Baruch. Misc. Pop.
O’Brien, John, 1994, “McKinsey, Fred Hilmer and the BCA: the 'New Management' model of
labour market reform,” Journal of Industrial Relations, Sydney, NSW, Australia, Dec., 36:468490. (BCA: Business Council of Australia.) A detailed and systematic review of Fred Hilmer’s
writing and management agenda for Australia over the previous decade. Showed Hilmer’s
enormous impact on the public dialogue, employment relations language and mindset toward
labour unions, industrial relations and the level of wage bargaining (from national to enterprise
level). Hilmer was head of McKinsey Consulting in Australia in the 1980s and worked closely
with CRA/RTZ/Rio Tinto on strategy. He then wrote policy and implementation reports for
BCA in these areas. See Hilmer. SIBL JBL 94-204. MS. PJ. A.
O'Brien, Jonathan, and Parthiban David, 2010, "Firm growth and type of debt: the paradox of
discretion," Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford UP, UK, Feb2010, 19(1):51-80. 30p. DOI:
10.1093/icc/dtp033. ISSN: 009606491. Japan. According to agency theory, debt is a useful
governance mechanism for curbing the tendency of managers to over-invest in firm growth. We
distinguish between two types of debt: transactional debt (i.e. public securities such as bonds and
commercial paper) conforms to a rules regime, and thus can serve as effective governance
mechanisms for limiting agency costs. In contrast, relational debt (i.e. private loans from
financial intermediaries) is best characterized as a discretionary regime, and therefore is less
effective. Paradoxically, it is the intention of lenders to act optimally in the future that results in
this governance breakdown. Our empirical analysis of Japanese firms confirms that the type of
debt influences both firm growth and the performance consequences of that growth. At
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, USA; American U., DC, USA. # Misc. PJ. A.
O Canainn, Aodh, 1995, “Herr Ingenieur or the grease-monkey? How the managerial prospects
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of engineers are perceived”, Human Resource Management Journal, London, UK, Summer
1995, 5(4):74-92. [See article references. Alt. spelling: Canainn.] Is the Engineer respected
within the firm and promoted to Managerial positions? If not, leave. Jaques not cited. CUNY &
NYPL online 1997-on. Clio ABI, ProQuest. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Ocasio, William, and John Joseph, 2008, "Rise and Fall - or Transformation?: The Evolution of
Strategic Planning at the General Electric Company, 1940–2006," Long Range Planning, UK,
June, 41(3):248-272. We challenge the idea of the rise and fall of strategic planning by
examining the history and evolution of such practices at GE during six CEO regimes: Wilson,
Cordiner, Borch, Jones, Welch, and Immelt. We showed how an integrative system of strategic
planning was first established in GE in the 1950s and continues, albeit transformed, to this day.
The CEO's involvement in design of the strategic planning system was critical to its endurance
and centrality and for its overall integration and effectiveness. A case example. MBO not
mentioned. See Vaghefi & Huellmantel 1998. # Misc. PJ. A.
O'Connell, Andrew, 2010, “The Myth of the Overqualified Worker,” Harvard Business Review,
Dec2010, 88(12):30. The article discusses the benefits of hiring workers deemed overqualified
for the position under consideration. One study found that overqualified workers perform
better than their brethren and are less likely to quit. A second study determined that job
dissatisfaction on the part of overqualified employees could be overcome by giving them more
autonomy. There was a surplus of talent. # Refu. Pro.
O’Connor, Brian M., and D. J. Isaac, 1978. Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 in Jaques, Elliott, with
Roland Oliver Gibson, and D. John Isaac (eds.), 1978, Levels of Abstraction in Logic and Human
Action, Heinemann, London, UK. [See Addis 2000] ~
O’Connor, Dennis, and Donald M. Wolfe, 1991, “From Crisis to Growth at Midlife: Changes in
Personal Paradigm,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, Wiley, July, 12(4):323-340. Cited
1965 midlife crisis. W. PJ.
Odaka, Konosuke, 1998, “A Historical Note: Does History Matter?” last chapter (p. 333-5) in
Ohashi, Isao, and Toshiaki Tachibanaki, eds., 1998, Internal labour markets, incentives and
employment, St. Martin’s Press, New York, NY; London, UK, 347 p. A unique view of
development of Japan and its labour markets. From the early 1900s large firms had an internal
market as their labour source. Small firms had to go external. Financially well-endowed firms
were required for Japan to catch up to the West in technology. [A protected form of capitalism
for smash development.] See Tsuda 1965. Clio Lehman HD5827.A6 I55 1998. Misc. Ch.
Odaka, Kunio, 1975, Toward Industrial Democracy: Management and Workers in Modern
Japan, Harvard U. P., Cambridge, MA, US, 226 p. The way in the 1960s-1970s that work
groups in Japan were formalized and became directed by managers. See Ch. 7. [Cited in
Plowman and Ford 1986 chapter 16 (p. 296-312) in Davis, Ed, et al, eds., 1986, Democracy and
Control … Schw JLD 88-2091 (SASB) (not included) p. 312, ftnt 37, 39.] SIBL Offsite JLD
76-545. CUNY City, Htr Mn (not on shelf 5-16-11) HD70.J3 O32. Clio offsite HD8726.5
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.O33. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Oerlemans, A. I., 1961, “Een boeiende verkenningstocht,” Tijdschrift voor Efficiency en
Documentatie, sept. 1961. [In Dutch.] Available at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (paper
based: AT.05193.- or ET.05015.-), publisher Nederlands Instituut voor Efficiency
(www.nive.org). Cited in Hazekamp 1966. Not seen. MS. Pro.
Oerlemans, A. I., 1961, “Elliott Jaques over billijke beloning,” Tijdschrift voor Efficiency en
Documentatie, nov. 1961. [In Dutch.] Available at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (paper
based: AT.05193.- or ET.05015.-), publisher Nederlands Instituut voor Efficiency
(www.nive.org). Cited in Hazekamp 1966. Not seen. Rp. Pro.
Oettinger, Martin P., 1964, “Nation-wide Job Evaluation in the Netherlands,” Industrial
Relations, Berkeley, Blackwell, Oct64, 4(1):45-59. Ebsco. ISSN: 0019-8676. Focused on the
nation-wide job evaluation system in NL implemented right after World War II and its strengths
and weaknesses. Jaques was mentioned toward the end as a possible way of proceeding in the
NL. A pointer. See Wijnberg 1965. At UC-Berkeley. # D. PJ. A.
Offe, Claus, 1967, Industry and Inequality: the achievement principle in work and social status,
E. Arnold, London, UK, 158 p. Also published in German 1970. Affiliated with the Frankfurt
School of sociological criticism. Found the achievement principle was no longer the basis for
status in industrial organizations. Those promoted to the next higher level in organizations
required different skills from their subordinates and also were recruited from different sources.
The apprentice-journeyman-master “task continuous” hierarchy of skill levels was broken.
Clinging to an ideology of the achievement principle becomes a repressive self-justification of
this new social order. The new structure also made subordinate’s actions invisible to superiors
who were incapable of evaluating performance variation (task discontinuous). Organizational
control had to be shifted from managerial SKAs to employee internalized norms
(professionalism and culture). Confused TSD with the psychological concept of deferred
gratification and thus failed to see that SST/RO can re-establish the task-continuous hierarchy
based not on skills but on task complexity. Discussed Baldamus, Behrend, Goodman, and
Jaques in same section (p. 107-126), which was logical since all were related to Jaques. But was
unaware of these connections. See Davis and Moore 1945. Based on Offe’s Related 1967 PhD
in German (q.v.). CLIO Lehman HD6955 .O4213. D. Bk.
Ofori-Dankwa, Joseph, and Scott D. Julian, 2001, “Complexifying Organizational Theory:
Illustrations usuing time research,” The Academy of Management Review, Briarcliff Manor, NY,
July 2001, 26(3):415-430. Identified four levels of organization theory complexity: contingency
[one time-orientation at a time] (Fiedler 1967); cycles [changing time orientations] (Schreiber;
Tushman & Romanelli); competing values [multiple time orientations at once] (R. Quinn); and
chaos [nonlinear; shifting patterns of time orientation configurations; entrainment of multiple
cycles] (See Ancona and Chong 1996; J.E. McGrath et al 1984 (not herein). The chaos
features: sensitivity to initial conditions, irreversibility, and tension between the predictable and
unpredictable. Close parallels to the four forms of Cartesian logic in R.O. Cited Das 1986;
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Stacey 1995, 1996; Vinton 1992;Duncan 1972. Unaware of R.O. and Jaques. (For advanced
students). Both authors at Saginaw Valley State U. # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Ogbonna, Emmanuel, and Lloyd C. Harris, 2007, “Developing internet operations and
subcultural dynamics: An exploratory study,” Journal of Organizational Change Management,
Emerald Group Pub. Ltd., UK, 20(3):388-408. Although much research has been conducted on
the strategic and operational aspects of the internet, there is a surprising dearth of research on its
organizational cultural dynamics. The purpose of this study is to explore the attempts by
management to exploit the introduction of internet operations as a catalyst to transform the
culture of the organization. The paper offers insight into the emergent subcultures and the
attempts of their members to increase their visibility and influence within the organization.
Cited Jaques 1951. At Cardiff. W. PJ.
ogilvie, dt, 1998, “Creative Action as a Dynamic Strategy: Using Imagination to Improve
Strategic Solutions in Unstable Environments,” Journal of Business Research, Elsevier Science,
New York, NY, January, 41(1):49-56. This article is from her 1994 Ph.D. dissertation. See
Interesting Ph.D.s for description. Her last name starts with a small “o”. First name is “dt”. At
Rutgers (see M. Gordon). Misc. PJ.
Oh, Tai K., 1976, “Japanese Management - A Critical Review,” Academy of Management
Review, US, Jan. 1976, 1(1):14-25. URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/257355 One must look
beyond the behavioral aspects of the Japanese management system to the economic conditions
which support the system to understand fully its contribution to Japan's economic recovery.
Permanent employment (Nenko) has created a highly efficient dual wage and labor market
system but it excludes two-thirds of the Japanese labor force from its benefits. In this
perspective, the applicability of Nenko principles to US operations will not likely be welcomed.
(No discussion of abilities.) At Cal State U., Fullerton. # Misc. PJ. A.
O'Hara, Phillip Anthony, 2006, “The economic surplus, disembedded economy, and nurturance
gap - the contribution of James Ronald Stanfield to political economy” Journal of Economic
Issues, Association for Evolutionary Economics, US, June 2006, 40(2):507-518. The problem
with market capitalism, according to Polanyi, is that economic relationships of money and
commodities dominate political and social institutions, leading to structural and periodic
instability. The system is thus continually engaged in varying degrees of uncertainty as the
process of change and metamorphosis shifts established ways of life. This puts pressure on
human beings, leading to cultural and environmental degradation. This system adversely
impacts system reproduction and thereby creates periodic structural crises. # Refu. PJ.
Ohashi, Isao, and Toshiaki Tachibanaki, eds., 1998, Internal labour markets, incentives and
employment, St. Martin’s Press, New York, NY, London, UK, 347 p. Papers from the 33rd
Biwako Conference (2nd in English), Shiga, July 1995. On labour markets in Japan, United
States, and Europe. Not on the theory but very interesting selections. See esp. Odaka chapter.
At Nagoya U. and Kyoto U. Clio Lehman HD5827.A6 I55 1998. Misc. Bk.
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Ohmann, O. A., 1955, “‘Skyhooks,’ With Special Implications for Monday through Friday,”
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, May-June, 33(3):33-41. Probably the finest statement
on managerial ‘vision’ and context - and its central role in leadership, goals, meaning and human
purpose - ever penned. [See Pamp 1955 article - it was the next one!] Misc. Pro. *****
Ohmann, O. A., 1957, “The Search for a Management Philosophy,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Sept-Oct 1957, p. 41-51. A thoughtful commentary on business responsibility,
change, control, values, dignity, purpose, service, community, and profits. This is not on Jaques
but remains contemporary today. Misc. Pro.
Ohman, O. A., 1958, "The Leader and the Led," Personnel, AMACOM, Saranac Lake, NY,
Nov-Dec, 35(3):8-15. Many – every – type of boss-worker relationship has been tried. "Man as
a wielder of power seems never to be able to resist the temptation to convert his authority over
functions into personal power over people." Today the corporation owns the job. The worker is
hired and paid for tasks. Managers are seeking to get acceptance of their authority. A manager
is in charge of the work, not the people. A superficial mixture of authoritarianism and
participation ideologies would be very bad. Manipulation would be worse still. Clio os HF5549
.A2 P38. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Ohno, Taiichi, 1982, “How the Toyota Production System was Created,” Japanese Economic
Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Summer 1982, 10(4):83-101. Translated from the
Japanese. Chapter 1 of his 1978 book, Toyota Seisan Hoshiki, [Toyota Production System],
Diamond Pub., Tokyo, JN. Toyota withstood the first oil shock and, almost uniquely, even
turned a profit. Others noticed as Japan shifted into low growth mode. The goal was to stress
work and task completion not activities, automation not automotion. Machines were extensions
of humans, not the reverse. [Human ware.] Baruch Percls. SIBL JLL 76-38 v. 10 (Fall 1981Summer 1982). Clio Offsite - Requ HC461 .J45 v.1 (1972)-v.23 (1995). Cited in Lee and
Ebrahimpour 1987. # Misc. PJ.
Ohtsu, Makoto, with Tomio Imanari, 2002, Inside Japanese Business: a narrative history, 19602000, M.E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, US, 459 p. Based on an ongoing survey of KESS graduates of
Keio U. from 1962 to 2000 as they progressed up the corporate hierarchy. Followed their
careers, assignments, lives, and changing values. Period of High Economic Growth (19621973), Period between Two Oil Crises (1974-1980), Growth of the Economy to the Bubble
(1981-1990), and the Post Bubble Period (1991-2000). Serialized in the Japanese Economy:
translations and studies, 27(2-6). SIBL JBE02-283 & 302.3509O. Misc. Bk.
Ojha, Abhoy K., 2000, “Total Quality Management: How can We Make the Implementation
Effective?” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, April-June, 25(2):19-29. Ojha put forward a 14
step model for implementation of TQM. Used successfully in a hospital setting. Vision >
Leadership > Momentum > Resources > Training. At IIM-Bangalore. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Ojha, Abhoy K., 2002, “Trust as a Foundation for Strategic Alliances in Global Software
Outsourcing,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, April-June, 27(2):3-12. Information
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Technology (IT). Provides guidelines for Indian software firms on how to build trust to move
from short-term contractual relationships to long-term strategic alliances. Cited Das and Teng
1996. At IIM-Bangalore. # MS. PJ.
Okamoto, Yasuo, 1982, “The Grand Strategy of Japanese Business,” Japanese Economic
Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Summer 1982, 10(4):3-52. Translated from the Japanese.
How does a firm form sustainable interrelationships - a domain - with its present environment?
How does the firm forge and expand such relationships into the future? Baruch Pers. Misc. PJ.
Okhuysen, Gerardo A., and Mary J. Waller, 2002, “Focusing on Midpoint Transitions: An
Analysis of Boundary Conditions,” Academy of Management Journal, Oct 2002, 45(5):10561065. Cited Jaques 1982 on time. W. PJ. A.
Okochi, Kazuo, 1958, Labor in Modern Japan, Science Council of Japan, Division of
Economics, Commerce and Business Administration. Economic Series; no. 18, Tokyo, Japan,
117 p. In English. According to Shirai 1983, this work contains some of the earliest “age-wage
profile” data. It documents the wage levels of young men moving from rural to industrial
employment. (Seen. I couldn’t find this data, but let it be.) Clio Offsite HD8726 .Ok5 HUM
GenRes offsite. Misc. Bk.
Okuda, Kenji, 1974, “Managerial Evolution in Japan,” Personnel Review, UK, Summer, 3(3):5258. The development of managerial beliefs and practices during the 20th century. Many
‘progressive’ ideas on employees came very early indeed. SIBL os JLM 78-1225 v. 3-4 (19741975). # Misc. PJ
Okun, Arthur M., 1981, Prices and Quantities: a macroeconomic analysis, Brookings
Institution, Washington, D.C., 367 p. Draws a distinction between the auction market for assets
and the consumer product markets. The ‘vast’ latter is not subjected to the discipline of auctions
(p. 134). This ‘invisible handshake’ causes stagflation. (A neat distinction, leading to my
diagram of the firm between its markets.) Cited by Mari Sako 1992. Clio Bus HB172.5 .O38.
Misc. Bk.
Ölander, Folke, and Carl-Magnus Seipel, 1970, Psychological Approaches to the Study of
Saving, No. 7, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, U. of Illinois, Urbana, 1970, 114 p.
Economics and psychology: Keynes and Katona. SOR model: stimulus, organism, response.
Most citations were once, on one page. Cited Behrend 1964, 1966, 1966, 1967; Becker 1965;
Firey 1963; Goodman 1967; Opsahl & Dunnette 1966; Shively 1966 PhD. Not in CUNY.
NYPL SIBL os. CUNY Baruch - HC110 .C6 I5 no. 7. Both at Stockholm. partial # W. Bk.
Oldfield, A., and Stuart Wooler, 1988, “Analysis of Decision Conferences: Differences in
Problem Handling by Management Stratum,” Technical Report 88-2, Decision Analysis Unit,
London School of Economics, London, UK. Unpublished. See This (How?) Ru.
Oles, Piotr K., 1999, “Towards a Psychological Model of Midlife Crisis," Psychological Reports,
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June 1999, 84:1059-1069. Midlife crisis in men was seen as a process of intensive and
subjectively difficult transition of the self-dealing with a reinterpretation of time perspective, the
confrontation with death as a future personal event, the re-evaluation of life values and goals,
and planning the second half of life. Midlife crisis arises on the relationships between the
changing socio-psychological situation and internal predispositions. This study was conducted
in Poland, using a sample of 144 men (aged 35-45 years). Cited Jaques 1965; D. Levinson 1978,
1986, 1996. At Catholic U. Lublin, Poland. # D. PJ.
Oleson, Mark, 2004, “Exploring the Relationship between Money Attitudes and Maslow's
Hierarchy of Needs,” International Journal of Consumer Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Jan
2004, 28(1):83-92. This study explores the relationship between basic human needs and money
attitudes in a university-age cohort utilizing Maslow's theory of hierarchy of needs. Results
confirmed relationships between needs and money attitudes. Specifically, all of Maslow's needs
appear to be strongly related to the money attitudes of evaluation and anxiety. In addition,
needs are highly correlated with obsession, budget, anxiety and particularly evaluation. (Is this
finally Maslow? Or is it another flukey result?) See Maslow 1943. At Iowa State U., Ames.
Misc. PJ.
Olins, Wally, 1985, “Management by Design”, Management Today, Haymarket Press, London,
UK, Feb., p. 62-69. Design ties together all the products and services of a firm. If it starts at the
top it will be successful. Brown not cited. See W. Brown 1977. # Misc. Pro.
Olins, Wally, 1986, “The Strategy of Design”, Management Today, Haymarket Press, London,
UK, May, p. 52-55. Design expresses corporate identity and purpose and what singles out the
firm from its competitors for customers and employees. Many firms don’t get it. Brown not
cited. See W. Brown 1977. # Misc. Pro.
Oliva, Rogelio, and John D. Sterman, 2001, “Cutting Corners and Working Overtime: Quality
Erosion in the Service Industry,” Management Science, July 2001, 47(7):894-914. Current
policies for handling a reduction in revenues leads to a vicious cycle of cost cutting and service
declines. Quality is not as clearly justified in services as it is in manufacturing. It is money
spent on training people rather than on products or processes. People spending is the first to go.
See unrelated Oliva PhD at MIT/Sloan 1996. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Oliver, Caroline, 2007, “The Emergence of Policy Governance,” Board Leadership, Jossey-Bass
Inc., Wiley, San Francisco, CA, Jul/Aug, Vol. 2007(92):4-7. This article focuses on the
emergence of policy governance. A lot of details are discussed concerning the issue, including
the role of the management and the moral-ethical standards in policy governance. The Spiral
Dynamics and Integral Theory are fundamentals of policy governance. R.O. is described.
(Oliver, Caroline, 2005, Reflexive Inquiry, SIBL JBE 06-953.) D. Pro.
Oliver, Nick, and Barry Wilkinson, 1988, The Japanization of British Industry, Blackwell,
Oxford [Oxfordshire], UK & New York, NY, 188 p. The authors show how British
manufacturers have developed a “low waste” production system manufacturing policy - but not
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toward their workers. At Cardiff. [The Japanization of British Industry: New Developments in
the 1990s, Blackwell; 2nd edition (June 1993), 384 pages.] See special issue of IRJ, 1988, 19(1)
as editor. Clio Offsite HD2845 .O43 1988. Baruch HD 2845 .O43 1988. Misc. Bk.
[SPELLING is Andrew M. OLIVIER. Often misspelled as Oliver.]
Olivier, Andrew M., 1992, “Employee involvement has many spin-offs for business,” HR
Magazine, South Africa, August 1992. This article came out of the Finch Mine Case Study and
showed productivity savings that can be made by empowering Work Levels I and II. Won
National Productivity Award in 1990. Programme ran from 1989 to 1994, saving millions for
employees. Top management played a key role as well by honouring employees. No money
given as awards, graded certificates of achievement with mementoes. Highest award was a set
diamond. Rp. NJ.
Olivier, Andrew M., 1992, “A Practical Option for Affirmative Action Programmes,” People
Dynamics, Institute of People Management, South Africa, August 1992. This article looked at a
practical programme for developing people with capability from the shop floor. Based on the
Finch Mine Case Study. Used capability assessments combined with normal psychometric
battery to determine shop floor employees with potential for accelerated development. More
than half the sample were underutilised by one full work level. (Interesting side was that a
number of employees with identified potential, who refused accelerated development, were later
implicated in illicit diamond dealing. Apartheid turned capability against employers and as
Nelson Mandela mentioned in The Long Walk to Freedom, turned honest men into criminals.)
Mentions CPA. Rp. PJ.
Olivier, Andrew M., 1995, “Broad Based Succession Planning,” People Dynamics, Institute of
People Management, South Africa, Vol. 2 (issue unknown). This article came out of the Finch
Mine Case Study and looked at how the talent was managed from a capability perspective, how
work levels and individual capability were integrated into performance management and
collaborative development plan setting. Rp. PJ.
Olivier, Andrew M., 1996, “Re-engineering Executive Resourcing,” HR Management, South
Africa, February, 12(1). (Independent journal for HR professionals produced in association with
University of South Africa, SBL Alumni Association, and University of Witwatersrand Business
School, et al PO Box 2239 Northcliff, South Africa 2115 www.managementtoday.co.za ) This
article links work levels, capability, and case studies. References to Stamp and SST. Rp. PJ.
Olivier, Andrew, and Verena Maclean, 1996, “A Career Path Appreciation / Levels of Work
intervention done in a South Africa Diamond Mine. 1988-1992.” Unpublished. Posted online.
Presented at 1993 Bioss Conference in Johannesburg, RSA. Described a one-billion Rand
project to transform a major mine from open pit to a high technology underground methodology,
lift levels of work, create discretionary space, and spare capability. Used the Tripod of Work as
a guiding framework and its approach of tasking, trusting and tending. # Ru.
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Olivier, Andrew M., 1997, “Riding the Third Wave,” Salut, Republic of South Africa, May, 4(5).
(Salut is a South African Defense Force journal: www.mil.za/Magazines/sasoldier/default.htm
Now called SA Soldier ) This short article looked at how work levels and cognitive capability
can be used to design the new SANDF. (The author appeared at the Parliamentary Defense subcommittee in 1997 and the Chair, Tony Yengeni, wanted to follow-up. The author left for
Australia shortly after, where he presented the concepts in 2000 to the Australian federal
committee on ADF restructuring.) D. Rep.
Olivier, Andrew M., 1997, “Looking for Competitive Leverage for the 21st Century,” People
Dynamics, Institute of People Management, South Africa, June 1997. (People Dynamics is the
official HR magazine of the Institute of People Management, a statutory body in South Africa:
www.ipm.co.za ) This paper addresses levels of work, CPA and how they should be used for
executive resourcing. This paper led to a conference sponsored by USAID in 1998 on “Building
National Capability in Namibia.” At Namibian Conference papers presented by various speakers
on use of CPA / Levels of Work in Billiton (mining), Namibia Post, Namibian Diary, and
Namibian Breweries. Conference sponsored by Third Foundation System, USAID, and Institute
of Personnel Management Namibia. Conference opened by the Namibian P.M. Rp. PJ.
Olivier, Andrew M., 1998, “Organisational Complexity, Levels of Work and Individual
Capability,” Bioss International, South Africa. Internal publication. Unpublished. Draws a
distinction between levels of work and levels of organisational complexity. Ru.
Olivier, Andrew M., 2003, “A Handbook to Understanding Work Complexity,” The Working
Journey Co., South Africa and Australia. Developed for use in training on work levels and how
to conduct work audit reviews (organisational mapping). Used the Broad Based Succession
Planning framework for dealing with capability information and levels of work. Levels of Work
referred to as Matrix of Working Relationships. Concepts of Core and Discretionary Space first
introduced in a role. Elliott Jaques, Gillian Stamp, and Luc Hoebeke were fully acknowledged
as sources. Includes a range of case studies. D. Rep.
Olivier, Andrew, 2003, The Working Journey, The Working Journey Co., P.O. Box 1799, Sun
Valley, South Africa 7985, and The MacOlive Company, P.O. Box 442, Northridge, NSW, AU
1560. The stories of prominent organization leaders and how they have used the work journey
approach to help them guide their own career journeys. Topics include: levels of complexity,
organization capability, systems thinking, deep order, and growth both personal and
organizational. Author thanked Gillian Stamp of Bioss and Elliott Jaques of ROII for their
intellectual contributions. Not seen. D. Rep.
Olivier, Andrew, 2004, “Work Complexity; an analytical framework for contextualizing
managerialism,” 14 p., June. U. Witwatersrand. A research proposal. Sent to me 6/04. D.
Olivier, Andrew M., 2004 est., “Preliminary Findings on the ‘Bright Young Things’ Research
Programme.” From a paper presented at “Third Foundation Systems Career Path Appreciation
and Levels of Work Complexity Conference,” July 1996. Looked at work levels, individual
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capability from a group of forty executives in three developing nations in Southern Africa. Due
for publication, 2004. Rp. ~
Olivier, Andrew, 2009, “The Working Journey of Muhammad Yunus: a Jaquesian analysis,”
draft version 2, published online, March. Yunus developed micro-lending and stood banking on
its head by choosing a model that was the antithesis of globally accepted practices. Bankers
traditionally required collateral, annual reviews, limited access to capital, and mistrust. Yunus
instead brought back the human traits of mutual trust, accountability, participation, and
creativity. He empowered and liberated the poor. His experiment has been replicated around the
world. In Tasmania, AU. Ru.
Olivier, Andrew, 2013, Organisational Design: What Your University Forgot to Teach You,
XLIBRIS, Sydney, NSW, AU, 256 p. Offered seven principles for enabling effective
organisational structures. Taken from case studies of Virgin, Grameen Bank, Ericsson India,
The Royal Automobile Association of South Australia, MTN, Executive Outcomes (the first
Private Military Company), and a South American resource industry merger. Critical elements
were the alignment of processes, roles, accountabilities, and interactions with the business model
and strategy, and the involvement of key stakeholders throughout the project. (author: AMG
Geno?) This is an important reference for enterprise leaders - on structure. # Rp. Bk.
Olmstead, Joseph A, 1992, Battle Staff Integration, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA.
Institute for Defense Analyses, Alexandria, VA. Feb 1992. 229p. Report: IDA-P-2560;
IDA/HQ91-37013; ADA2489417. Contract MDA903-89-C-0003. This paper sets forth a
research-based conceptual framework for understanding and addressing battle staff functioning
and its relation to the effectiveness of combat organizations. It develops a concept for
maintaining battle staff structure and function under the heavy stress of combat and offers
practitioners (military leaders, trainers, and performance analysts) guidance for developing and
directing effective battle staffs. The dynamic structure and functioning of military organizations
are discussed and the roles of battle staffs are analyzed. An historical and analytical review of
organizational theories and concepts is included. A conceptual framework is presented for
teamwork in problem-solving and decision-making within hierarchical organizations. Not seen.
D. Rep.
Olsen, Johan P., 2006, “Maybe it is Time to Rediscover Bureaucracy,” Journal of Public
Administration Research and Theory (JPART), Lawrence, KS, Jan. 2006, 16(1):1-24. Olsen
questions the fashionable ideas that bureaucratic organization is an obsolescent, undesirable, and
non-viable form of administration and that there is an inevitable and irreversible paradigmatic
shift towards market- or network-organization. Rather, all these forms are overlapping,
supplementary, competing and coexist in contemporary democracies. Bureaucracy is still with
us. It hasn’t gone away. It is still there. Yup. Still there. Well, there it is. Let’s rediscover
Weber’s analysis of bureaucracy. (What are we going to do with all these books and
magazines?) Cited in Billis book review 2008 [author and date in error]. At U. Oslo. MS. PJ.
Olsen, Tronde E., and Gaute Torsvik, 2000, “Discretion and Incentives in Organizations,”
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Journal of Labor Economics, U. Chicago Press, US, Jul2000, 18(3):377- [Online ToC: author
listed as only Torsvik.] We analyzed the link between workers' discretion (external effort)
and incentives (internal pay) in an organization that lasts for several periods in a long-lasting
affiliation. It is possible for the principal to learn and update her beliefs about essential
characteristics associated with either the job or the agent. This learning possibility has an
important effect on the link between works’ discretion and incentives. This learning possibility
means a dynamic model sometimes predicts a negative correlation between bonus and discretion.
[‘Discretion’ is here defined as other ‘private’ business at work.] At U. Bergen. # Lost. PJ. A.
O’Mahony, Siobhan, and Beth A. Bechky, 2006, “Stretchwork: Managing the career progression
paradox in external labor markets,” Academy of Management Journal, Ada, OH, US, Sept-Oct.,
49(5):918–941. Using comparative field studies, we examined how contract workers try to
achieve career progression without the benefit of organizational guidance. Specifically, we
examined how contract workers manage the career progression paradox: the problem of finding a
job without prior experience. "Stretchwork" bridging from proven competencies to new ones
helps reconcile this paradox. Cited in Bidwell 2011. At Harvard U.; UC-Davis. # Misc. PJ. A.
Omeltchenka, Alla Elkaterina, and Andrew Armitage, 2006, “Leadership Prototypes: A Russian
Perspective,” Baltic Journal of Management, Emerald, Bradford, UK, 1(3):315-338.
The aim of this research is to study leadership prototypes of Russian employees. A crosssectional survey was employed where 223 employees of Russian middle-sized company were
interviewed. Questionnaire contained 21 leadership dimensions adopted from the global
leadership and organisational behaviour effectiveness (GLOBE) Research Program Project. The
findings revealed that leadership prototypes of Russian employees differ depending on gender,
organisational position and age. All three factors influence the leadership prototype
simultaneously. Female managers value leaders who are more humane-orientated, open and
being capable of solving conflicts, whereas male managers are more willing to exercise power
and authority in their positions. The younger employees are less concerned for others, which
may be a result of major cultural changes in the society. Cited Jaques et al 1985 (ARI), Zaccaro
2004. Both authors at Anglia Ruskin Uni., Chelmsford, UK. MS. PJ.
Ormerod, Paul. See Morse, Gardiner, 2006. Interview in Harvard Business Review.
O’Neill, June, 1985, “War of the Workplace – Comparable Worth” – “Con: Evaluations of Jobs
Are Subjective,” The Seattle Times [Scripps Howard], Seattle, WA, Sunday, Sept. 15, p. A20.
Legal. (See Catherine G. Burke for “Pro.”) Misc. Pop.
O’Neill, Hugh, 1981, “The Quest for Quality - 1: How to Remove Rejects”, Management Today,
Haymarket Press, London, UK, July 1981, p. 71-75. Part 1 of a 2-part article: on quality and
rejects. Waste costs money – millions of pounds a year. Controls and audits can be put in place
to identify them. Firms must allocate skill, time, and analysis to identify them. Blame allocation
is useless and even counter-productive. Feedback data must include rejects. The system must be
rectified. Create quality circles to examine defects and their sources.
Lockyer, Keith, and John Oakland, 1981, “2: How to Sample Success”, p. 75-77. Part 2 on
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quality and SPC. Some 55% of American-owned subsidiaries used Statistical Process
Control techniques, while only 36% of British firms used it. There is considerable room for
improvement. In many firms quality control is a separate department, not part of the every
managerial function. The cost of bad manufacture can be 15% a year. See Foster 1987 on
Juran. Baruch Percls. Intro level. Teach. # # Misc. Pro.
Ono, Akira, 1980, “Comparative Perspectives on Labor’s Share,” chapter (p. 255-272) in
Nishikawa, Shunsaku, ed., 1980, The Labor Market in Japan: selected readings, U. Tokyo Press,
Tokyo, JN, 277 p. Translated by Ross Mouer. From 1973 article. Found Japan’s labor share
was below that in Western counties, but at the top among Asian countries. Found real wages in
Japan were impervious to economic fluctuations. Found the hours worked per month in Japan
had declined sharply since 1960. Found labor’s share recently decreased due to increased
productivity from better technology. See Umemura 1980. At Hitosubaski U., JN. # Misc. Ch.
Ono, Shigeru, 1973, "Jobs Must Be Redesigned from the Workers' Viewpoints," IE (Industrial
Engineering), JN, 15(4):51-. [in Japanese] Toyota was thinking of humanware in job design in
1973. This goes well beyond ergonomics. Cited in Takezawa 1976. Not seen. Misc. Pro.
Ono, Tsuneo, 1980, “Postwar Changes in the Japanese Wage System,” chapter (p. 145-176) in
Nishikawa, Shunsaku, ed., 1980, The Labor Market in Japan: selected readings, U. Tokyo Press,
Tokyo, JN, 277 p. Translated by Ross Mouer. From 1975 article. Described the shift in the late
1960s from life-style based wages (nenko) to ability based wages (satei). Also described the
leading role of the Nikkeiren in this shift. (Bingo.) Jaques not cited. Researcher at JN. Inst. of
Labour. NYPL os JLE 84-2416 (SASB). Clio os HD8726.5 .L3. Teach. # MS. Ch.
Oppenheimer, Robert, 1956, “Analogy in Science,” American Psychologist, APA, March,
11(3):127-135. DOI: 10.1037/h0046760. In this address (presented at the 63d Annual Meeting
of the APA in 1955) I point to five examples in atomic physics to illustrate, the powerful use, the
inevitable use, of analogy in a well-developed, in a highly organized, highly-formalized, highlycoherent science. A "plea for a plural approach to [scientific] exploration" is expressed. (See
Kuhn.) # Misc. PJ. A.
Opsahl, Robert L., and Marvin D. Dunnette, 1966, “The Role of Financial Compensation in
Industrial Motivation,” Psychological Bulletin, APA, US, 61(2):94-118. On managerial pay.
O&D noted the assumed motivational properties of financial compensation were derived from
studies of ‘sub-human species’ and not yet tested in industry. (That’s right.) Several writers
have cited this article as related to Jaques’ theory. It was described in Dornstein 1991 (p. 24) as
a warning against Jaques’ theory on the ground that it was “highly tentative.” (Dunnette was
later knowledgeable about Richardson’s 1969 PhD dissertation at U. Minn. but did not appear
ever to have reconciled himself to Jaques’ theory. See Dunnette, ed., 1976). Reprinted in
Fleishman and Bass 1974; Groff and Muth 1969. See Richardson 1971. # Cr. PJ. A.
Opsahl, Robert L., 1967, “Managerial Compensation: Needed research,” Organizational
Behavior and Human Performance, [now ...Human Decision Processes], ScienceDirect, May
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1967, 2(2):208-216. Nearly everyone believes satisfaction causes performance but the reverse is
possible. Praised Lawler and Porter. Cited EJ 1961 (on p. 214). Baruch Percls. and City Coll.
(missing). W. PJ. A.
Organ, Dennis W., 1977, “A Reappraisal and Reinterpretation of the Satisfaction-CausesPerformance Hypothesis,” The Academy of Management Review, Jan., 2(1):46-53. Organ cites
many members of the “equity theory” and “human relations” schools in support of this “mute
logic” hypothesis - Homans, Adams, Walster, Lawler and Porter, et al - but all of them are just a
bit vague about it. (He OMITS Jaques entirely. Jaques never made such a claim.) Organ says
the evidence is not negative but equivocal, so we should keep an open mind. MS. PJ. A.
Organ, Dennis W., and Mary Konovsky, 1989, “Cognitive Versus Affective Determinants of
Organizational Citizenship Behavior,” Journal of Applied Psychology, American Psychological
Assoc., Washington, DC, 74(1):157-164. Subjects’ evaluations of the job, notably with respect
to pay, accounted for more variance in OCB than mood measures. Qualitative results suggest
that OCB (spontaneous cooperative behavior) has a deliberate, controlled character and does not
represent expressive behavior owing to emotional states. (Supports equity pay.) MS. PJ. A.
Orlikowski, Wanda J., and JoAnne Yates, 2002, “It's About Time: Temporal structuring in
organizations,” Organization Science, Linthicum, UK, Nov/Dec 2002, 13(6): 684-700. Proposed
the notion of temporal structuring as a way of understanding and studying time as an enacted
phenomenon within organizations. It suggests that through their everyday action, actors produce
and reproduce a variety of temporal structures which in turn shape the temporal rhythm and form
of their ongoing practices. A focus on temporal structuring, combined with a practice
perspective, allows the subjective-objective dichotomy that underlies much of the existing
research on time in organizations to be bridged. After developing the notion of temporal
structuring, the paper illustrated its use in the context of prior empirical study. Concluded by
outlining some implications of temporal structuring for organizational research on time. Cited
Jaques 1982, Hassard 1989, Starkey 1989. Both at MIT Sloan. MS. PJ. A.
Orlitzky, Marc, Diane L. Swanson, and Laura-Kate Quartermaine, 2006, “Normative Myopia,
Executives' Personality, and Preference for Pay Dispersion: Toward Implications for Corporate
Social Performance,” Business and Society, Chicago, IL, June 2006, 45(2):149-177. In this
preliminary study, the authors extend D. L. Swanson's concept of normative myopia (the
propensity of executives to downplay or ignore the values at stake in their decision making) by
using it as a point of reference for studying executives' preference for high pay dispersion. A
survey was given to examine hypothesized relationships among myopia, personality, and
executives' preference for highly stratified organizational pay structures. Data from 133
executives suggest that myopic executives tend to prefer top-heavy compensation systems.
(Duh.) Normative myopia at the top contributes to a neglectful form of corporate social
performance. (Are these execs underpowered?) MS. PJ.
Ormerod, Richard J., 1996, “Combining Management Consultancy and Research,” Omega,
Pergamon Press, Oxford, UK, 24(1):1-12. Consultancy provides the academic with experience
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which can provide a rich source of research material, different approaches and subject matter. In
the paper these issues are explored in relation to the author's experience in conducting an
information systems project at an Australian iron ore mine (RTZ-CRA). Consultants lack an
explicit philosophy to provide coherence to their practice: pragmatism may be sufficient but the
possibilities of a post-modernist stance are intriguing. For academics the challenge is to
understand and perform the role of the consultant beyond the constraints of their academic
beliefs and behaviours. Helpful. Misc. PJ.
Ormerod, Richard J., 1997, “The Design of Organisational Intervention: Choosing the
Approach,” Omega, Pergamon Press, Oxford, UK, 25(4):415-435. As the organisational
distance between the consultant and client increases, the consulting approach taken has to be
declared formally and at an earlier stage. The approach chosen may be a general approach for
consultancy assignments, it may be a specific, named approach taken from the literature, or it
may be designed specifically for that particular intervention. The paper draws on theory to
articulate these choices. A personal experiment is described in which critical systems heuristics,
soft systems methodology, and the strategic choice approach are used to structure the process of
designing an intervention. As a result two concepts are introduced, (i) personal intervention
competence and (ii) intervention transformation requirement and context. Helpful. Misc. PJ.
Ormerod, Richard J., 1999, “Putting Systems Theory to Work - The Synergy Between Theory
and Practice,” chapter 4 (p. 19-24) in Castell, Adrian M., et al, eds., 1999, Synergy Matters:
Working With Systems in the 21st Century, Kluwer Academic/Springer, NY, NY, 104 chapters,
657 p. (Proceedings, 6th Conference of UK Systems Society.) Described several ‘soft system
OD’ consulting interventions at RTZ (since, Rio Tinto) in Australia (Palabora, Richard’s Bay),
South Africa, the UK (Sainsbury’s, PowerGen), and the US. Academic consultants may be
biased in their assessments of the intervention as well as their publications about it. Often
criticism is downplayed or even eliminated. At Warwick B-School. MS. Ch.
Orpen, Christopher, 1982, “Tenure and Academic Productivity,” Improving College and
University Teaching, Spring, 30(2):60-62. Papers, etc. A survey of tenured faculty found they
felt their productivity had risen since getting tenure. However, a count of their publications
revealed tenure had no effect on academic productivity. Likewise, a comparison of tenured and
non-tenured faculty also revealed no effect. Teach. Misc. Pro.
Ornstein, Allan C., 2007, Class Counts: education, inequality, and the shrinking middle class,
Rowman & Littlefield Pub. Group, Lanham, MD, 357 p. The wealth and income gap is
widening between the rich and the poor in the US. The middle class is shrinking. Education is
no longer the great equalizer. Equity and opportunity are shrinking. Class now counts. See
Hodgson 1973; Reich 2010. NYPL Schw JFE 07-4881. Misc. Bk.
O’Roark, Ann M., 2002, “The Quest for Executive Effectiveness - Consultants Bridge the Gap
Between Psychological Research and Organizational Application,” Consulting Psychology
Journal: Practice and Research, APA, Winter 2002, 54(1):44-54. (Divisional Presidential
Address. The title is taken from her recent book.) Effectiveness for both consultant and
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executive calls forth critical competencies in deadline with individual, group and organizationwide issues under the headings of - vision, motivation and action. The management of emotions
- curiosity, anxiety, and anger – are a key to motivation. Cited Jaques and Clement 1991; H.
Levinson 1973, 1994; Burns 1978. MS. PJ.
O’Roark, Ann M., 2007, “The Best of Consulting Psychology 1900-2000: Insider Perspectives,”
Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and Research, APA, Summer 2007, 59(3):189-202.
Did a survey of readers/members to determine which articles have had the most influence across
the 20th century on the field. The winner with the most influence was - Harry Levinson’s 1972
book, Organizational Diagnosis. (This was his first book to include the ideas of Elliott Jaques on
his thinking. No index.) Also cited Levinson 1973, 1982, 1994; Jaques 1989. MS. PJ.
O'Rourke, P. J., 2007, On The Wealth of Nations, Atlantic Monthly Press, New York, NY, 242 p.
(P. J. O'Rourke reads Adam Smith's two volumes of The Wealth of Nations so you don't have to.
That's over 900 pages. And he's a great satirist and a great stylist. What more could you ask?)
O’Rourke is a conservative, but Smith, by the way, was not a simple-minded right-winger. He
knew that some would become greedy, etc. Greed is NOT a good thing. He set forth three
principles: 1. self-interest (self-promotion was a part of this), 2. division of labour
(specialization), and 3. free-trade (i.e. trade is good by itself and it is self-balancing). Our main
property right was in our own labour. Worth reading to get a sense of Smith. (I take back none
of what I have said about Smith, Taylor, et al. They are still wrong. But here at least they are
human again, not ideologues.) Misc. Bk.
Orpen, Christopher, 1989, "Ethnomethodology as a Model for Management Research and
Development," Management and Labour Studies, Xavier L.R.I., Jamshedpur, India, Jan.,
14(1):1-9. Argued that much of the indifference shown by practising managers to the findings of
management research is because managers and researchers differ in the way they conceptualize
the process of managing and construe inquiries about management very differently. The
different ways in which managers and researchers discover and verify knowledge is spelt out in
considerable detail. A model of research on management based on the ethnographic research
model employed in anthropology is developed that may help reduce the gap between researchers,
and practising managers - detailed observations of what is actually occurring, interpretation of
events by the participants and the acts of managers as reflexive in nature. See Bartunek & Louis
1996. [Jaques did this in 1951.] Not in Clio. NYPL SIBL TSD JLL87-58 v. 14. # Misc. PJ.
Orr, James A., Haruo Shimada, and Atsushi Seike, 1985, “U.S.-Japan Comparative Study of
Employment Adjustment,” U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, and Japanese Ministry of
Labor, Tokyo. (Joint publication.) In English: NTIS,157 p. Comparative analysis found that
both countries shared similar problems of employment adjustment in 1970s and early 1980s.
However, the mode of responses differed considerably. The US relied on layoffs, limited
communication and information sharing between management and labor on future plans and
restructuring. But it had well developed systems or programs of income maintenance such as
unemployment insurance and trade adjustment assistance. In Japan there was minimum resort
to layoffs or dismissals; instead - reducing overtime hours, stopping new recruits, reducing part-
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time workers, moderating wage increases, etc.; extensive efforts to promote communication and
information sharing between labor and management on future business conditions; extensive
transferring of workers within a plant and between companies; attempting to maintain employees
on the payroll even though they may be temporarily idle and on retraining them. Japanese
government employment adjustment subsidies have been developed. In the US, the costs of
adjustment tend to fall more heavily on the workers who are laid-off, while in Japan these costs
are shared not only by the entire workforce of a firm but also by employers. Not in Clio,
CUNY. NYPL os JLF 89-479 479 (SASB) (SIBL). ExecSumry # Misc. Rep.
Orr, Julian Edgerton, 1990, Talking About Machines: An Ethnography of a Modern Job
(Technicians), Ph.D., dissertation in Anthropology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 247 pages.
UMI AAT 9018133. DAI-A 51/01, p. 208, Jul 1990. Published as a book: Orr, Julian E., 1996,
Talking About Machines: An Ethnography of a Modern Job, ILR Press, Ithaca, NY, 172 pages.
The work practices of Xerox copier repair technicians differed from those in the official
definition of the job yet were crucial to its success. Diagnosis of machine problems required
discretionary negotiation with customers and other employees. They used narratives to create a
coherent account of the problems that might lead to solutions. These stories in turn created an
informal community of practice among the technicians. An excellent thick ethnographic study.
Orr’s detailed descriptions of work parallel Jaques. But Orr failed to note this situation
developed due to the abandonment of the technicians by their managers who used authority to
cram down accountability: “The technicians are responsible in a world in which they have very
little control” (p. 158). They repaired defects their company produced and could not refer
problems to the managers. The ethos of this ‘community’ became - the customer is the enemy.
Not a healthy business development. Unaware of Jaques 1951 or Fox 1974. See J. S. Brown and
P. Duguid 1991. See Bourdieu 1977/1973. Related PhD.
Orr, Julian E., 1996, Talking About Machines: An Ethnography of a Modern Job, ILR Press,
Ithaca, NY, 172 p. An excellent ethnographic study of Xerox copier repair technicians. Orr’s
detailed descriptions of work parallel Jaques’. But Orr failed to note an unhealthy situation
developed due to the abandonment of the technicians by their managers. Unaware of Jaques.
Book version of his 1990 Related PhD. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Osada, Hiroshi, 1998, “Strategic Management by Policy in Total Quality Management,”
Strategic Change, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., Chichester, West Sussex, England, Aug., 7(5):277287. In Japan there has been a realization that total quality control does not by itself ensure longterm competitive success. As a consequence, management by policy (MBP) has tended to
replace the traditional bottom up approach to TQC. An organization may effectively deploy
management’s strategic choice. However, if the choice of strategy is not carefully directed it
will not lead to improvement. MBP is a simple tool for deploying policy, but does not aid policy
formulation. Cited by Watson 2003. Cited Ansoff 1979, 1984/1989; Porter 1980. At Asahi
Research Center, Tokyo, JN. # MS. PJ.
Osako, Masako, 1977, “Technology and Social Structure in a Japanese Automobile Factory,”
Work and Occupations, Sage, US, Nov., 4(4):397-426. [Formerly Sociology of Work and
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Occupations] Investigated the ways the Japanese-factory social structure mitigated the
alienating effects of auto-assembly technology. Both American and Japanese worker reactions
to the immediate jobs were quite comparable. But the Japanese employee enjoyed “dual work
roles;” as an assembler and as a member of the company community. Because these roles were
insulated from one another, his negative reaction to the immediate job failed to contaminate his
relationship with the enterprise, which he experienced primarily as a member of its community.
Work groups there remained intact. Technology does not necessarily result in alienation. The
social structure and work behavior in Western factories today introduce strained labor relations.
(Contrast with STS, not cited.) [Named nenko system, but described satei evaluation and
promotion system as half of nenko, p. 408-9.] Cited by Katz, Kahn and Adams, eds., 1975, p.
238. Cited Blauner 1964; Form 1972; Hickson et al 1969; Walker & Guest 1952; Turner &
Lawrence 1965; Abegglen 1958; Cole 1971; Dore 1974; Marsh & Mannari 1973; Okada 1965;
Osako 1973 PhD. [Jaques not cited, but 4 Rps were.] At Lake Forest Col. # Rp. PJ.
Osborn, Richard N., and James G. Hunt, 1974, “Environment and Organizational Effectiveness,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, June, 19(2):231-246. Found
risk analysis was not the basis for a theory of organizational effectiveness. Inter-organizational
interaction and dependency were not significant. The manner in which the organization linked
itself to the environment was important. “Risk in the larger portions of the environment may be
more important than changes in the immediate context of the system.” (If authors had used the
word time-span rather than size the article would be perfect.) Both authors at SIU. Did not cite
Jaques (but could have). Cited in Downey & Slocum 1982. See Osborn 1971 Related PhD.
MS. PJ. A.
Osborn, Richard N., James G. (Jerry) Hunt, and Lawrence R. Jauch, 1980, Organization Theory:
an integrated approach, John Wiley & Sons, New York, NY, 611 p. A textbook. Leadership is
an influence process that is a type of role behavior. It is most often directed downward, but can
be directed laterally, outward, or even upward. The latter are usually called consensus building.
Cited in Jacobs and Jaques 1990. NYU: HD31 .O788 D. Bk.
Osborn, Richard N., 1985, "Research Implications of Army Leadership Doctrine,” chapter in
Hunt, J. G. (Jerry), and Blauner, J. D., 1985, Leadership on the Future Battlefield, International
Defense Publications, Washington DC. Questions for the patterning of attention, action, and
reinforcement. See Stamp. Cited in Popper and Gluskinos 1993. Misc. Ch.
Osborn, Richard N., T. Owen Jacobs, and Zita M. Simutis, 1994, “Principles of design for high
performing organizations: a suggested research program,” U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA, and School of Business Administration, Wayne
State University, Detroit, MI. ARI research note 94-16. March 1994, 32 pages. Report No:
AD-A278 634. In Naval War College library. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Osborn, Richard N., James G. (Jerry) Hunt, and Lawrence R. Jauch, 2002, “Toward a Contextual
Theory of Leadership,” Leadership Quarterly, Elsevier, 13(6):797-837. ISSN: 10489843.
[These three wrote a book together in 1980] Current leadership scholarship is not invalid but
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incomplete. Leadership scholars are in a position to contribute to the strategy and organization
theory research that currently minimizes leader influence. This philosophy is illustrated through
the interplay of leadership with the four contexts of: stability, crisis, dynamic equilibrium, and
edge of chaos; the latter operationalized through a complexity theory/ dynamic systems
perspective. Keys are the patterning of attention and network leadership. Cited R.O.
richardnosborn@hotmail.com # Rp. PJ. A.
Osborn, Richard, and James G. (Jerry) Hunt, 2007, “Leadership and the choice of order:
Complexity and hierarchical perspectives near the edge of chaos,” The Leadership Quarterly,
August 2007, 18(4):319-340. Special Issue: Leadership and Complexity. This conceptual article
critically examines the view that, in complex adaptive systems (CAS), organizations are moved
toward the edge of chaos and will exhibit “order for free” behaviors. Will organizations
naturally self-organize to seek greater fitness? We suggest that, as hierarchies, organizations
may be collectively led to establish a dynamic system where bottom-up structuration emerges to
increase the long-term viability of the organization. Thus, it is our contention that while there is
order for free, a desired order is not. To examine if a desired order for free emerges calls for
analyses emphasizing the interplay among leadership, organization hierarchy, and CAS
perspectives where these are systematically compared and contrasted. Based on such compare
and contrast interplay, we argue that leadership researchers can help foster the evolution of a new
type of dynamic emergent hierarchy that yields a sustained desired order across time. At Wayne
State and at Texas Tech. Cited Zaccaro 2001; Jacobs and Jaques 1987; Jaques 1989; Jaques and
Clement 1991; Hunt 1991; Hunt and Dodge 2000. # Rp. PJ. A.
Osborn, Richard N., and Russ Marion, 2009, “Contextual Leadership, Transformational
Leadership and the Performance of International Innovation Seeking Alliances,” The Leadership
Quarterly, US, April, 20(2):191-206. We examined aspects of contextual leadership and
transformational leadership by alliance heads and by executives in the sponsoring firms in a
sample of innovation-seeking U.S./Japanese alliances in research-intensive sectors. We argue
that appropriate leadership is embedded in its context. Cited Osborn, Hunt, & Jauch, 2002; Bass
1985; Hunt 1991; Bedeian and Hunt 2006; Marion and Uhl-Bien 2006 (scheduled); Nonaka and
Takeuchi 1995; Osborn, et al., 2002. # Rp. PJ. A.
Osborne, David, and Ted Gaebler, 1992, Reinventing Government: how the entrepreneurial
spirit is transforming the public sector, Addison-Wesley Pub., Reading, Mass., US, 405 p. A
cross between TQM, re-engineering, anti-monopoly, and pro-entrepreneurship. Lots of citations
of Deming, and Drucker. The customer – the public – was king. This book led to the Gore
initiatives to reform the Federal government. Two local Deming examples in the public sector –
Madison under Mayor Sensenbrenner, and Fox Valley Technical College – both in Wisc. Jaques
not cited. SIBL JBE 92-838. Baruch JK 469 1992. Baruch JK469 1993. Misc. Bk.
Osborne, Richard L., 1991, “The Dark Side of the Entrepreneur,” Long Range Planning, UK,
June, 24(3):26-31. The prerogatives that derive from majority ownership in the privately-held
company often leads to the misuse of power and missed opportunity. The entrepreneur's skill in
managing power was a core factor separating those who succeeded from those who did not.
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Advice on how to avoid the destructive tendencies of ownership power came from a surprising
source—Niccolo Machiavelli. Three actions: build a functioning board; initiate a strategic
planning process; and launch a creativity strike force of senior executives. Cited Bugelman 1983
(A Model …); Kotter 1986. # Misc. PJ. A.
Osigweh, Chimezie A. B., 1994, “A Stakeholder Perspective of Employee Responsibilities and
Rights,” Employee Responsibilities and Rights Journal, Kluwer-Plenum Press, NY, NY, Ebsco,
Dec94, 7(4):279–296. Challenged the simple agency role of managerial capitalism on the basis
that shareholders are not the only parties of the firm. Stakeholders have both legitimate
responsibilities and rights as well. Used deconstruction as her methodology. Lots of law cases
cited. Legal. Not on the theory. SIBL Microfilm *ZAN-B131. Refu. PJ.
Oskamp, Stuart, and Chris Kleinke, 1970, “Amount of reward as a variable in the Prisoner's
Dilemma game,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, APA, Sep 1970, 16(1)133-140.
Conducted two experiments to test the effect of reward level on cooperation in the Prisoner's
Dilemma (PD) game. 136 high school students who produced the usual low levels of
cooperation (30-40%) served as Ss. Exp. I found no differences in the effects of 5 different
reward levels. Exp. II showed that no reward (working for points) produced slightly, but
nonsignificantly, more cooperation than either a low- or a high-reward level. It is concluded that
the PD game has a different motive structure inherent in its payoff matrix than the Maximizing
Difference game or Deutsch's trucking game. These results plus a review of other PD studies
show that cooperation in the PD game is little affected by the amount of reward, adding credence
to PD studies which have used low or imaginary rewards. At Claremont. (Hilarious. Right-O,
economics anyone?) Misc. PJ.
Osterberg, D. A., 1997, Information Age Decisionmaking: Developing a Tool Kit for Future
Leaders, Army War Coll., Carlisle Barracks, PA, Apr 1997, 46 p. NTIS Accsn No.:
ADA3267861. Critically questioned the Army's educational system and the wisdom of
maintaining a purely analytical decisionmaking model for the military in light of emerging
information technologies and organizational changes. Study concluded that future decisions can
best be made through a combination of several decisionmaking models ranging from analytical
to intuitive, with emphasis on the potential of intuitive models. (Not clear if this is on the
theory.) Abstract seen. Misc. Rep.
Osterman, Paul, 1994a, “How Common is Workplace Transformation and Who Adopts it?”
Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Cornell, Ithaca, NY, January, 47(2):173-188.
Documents the spread of flexible work practices (including TQM, quality circles [second round],
and HRM practices). About 35% of private sector establishments with over 50 employees had
adopted some form of such arrangement, most in the five years prior to the survey in 1992.
Useful ideas on the dispersion of ‘soft’ innovations from Japan to the U.S. An establishment
could be a headquarters or a division of a company. Practices examined were teams, job rotation,
Total Quality Mgt., and Quality Circles. See Osterman 1994b; Morita 2005. Misc. PJ. A.
Osterman, Paul, 1994b, “Supervision, Discretion, and Work Organization,” American Economic
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Review, American Economic Association, Papers and Proceedings of the 106th Annual meeting,
presented Jan. 1994, published May 1994, Boston, MA. 84(2):380-384. Ed. Baldwin, J. D.
Accession No: CN017440178. BL Location: DSC Shelfmark: 0813.500000. ISSN: 00028282.
Scholars from a variety of perspectives have evinced a growing interest in how firms control and
motivate their labor forces. This discussion suggests that employees' discretion is a central
consideration in models of control and of "transformed" work organization. It is useful to know
what set of personnel, or internal labor-market, practices in which employees exercise substantial
discretion over the production process. But this discussion of efficiency-wages, discretion,
autonomy, TQM, and supervision is in the vernacular usage, not as terms of art. (Worth a
serious read but it needs to be carefully unpacked. See 1994a for survey details.) Jaques not
cited. Cited Adler and Cole 1993; Akerlof 1982; Ichniowski et al 1993/1997; MacDuffie 1991
PhD; Rebitzer 1994. See Morita 2005; Vispo 2006. At MIT. # MS. PJ. A.
Osterman, Paul, 2006, “The Wage Effects of High Performance Work Organization in
Manufacturing,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Ithaca, NY, Jan 2006, 59(2):187- . An
unresolved question about now-widespread innovative work systems such as teams and
quality programs is whether they influence wage determination. This study examines that
possible association in manufacturing. The author uses data from the 1997 National
Establishment Survey that allow examination of how new work systems affected not only
employees who were directly involved in them but other workers as well. The key finding is that
for core blue-collar manufacturing employees, higher wages were associated with High
Performance Work Organization (HPWO) systems. While higher skill levels and computerbased technologies were associated with higher wages, the key mechanism appears to have been
productivity gains, independent of skill and technology, that were shared via various across-theboard wage payment systems. HPWO systems appear to have increased managers' wages as
well, although through different channels. Found no evidence that HPWO-related wage gains
led to greater wage inequality among the involved employees. Abstract seen. Misc. PJ. A.
Otley, David T., 1978, “Budget Use and Managerial Performance,” Journal of Accounting
Research, U. of Chicago, US, Spring, 16(1):122-149. “There is little evidence to indicate that
style of budget use affected actual [managerial] performance. A situation had evolved where
profitable units produce accurate budgets which were subsequently used as a basis for
evaluation. Whereas unprofitable units produced optimistic budgets which gave the impression
of profitability, but which were not then used in evaluating unit and managerial performance.”
[A U.K. custom?] “Job-related tension is associated with agreement on the way performance is
evaluated.” Cited Jaques 1961 on discretion and judgment as managerial work. This is based on
Otley’s 1976 Related PhD thesis. (Cited Jaques.) See Berry and Otley 1975. # MS. PJ. A.
Otley, David T., and Francisco J. B. Dias, 1982, “Accounting Aggregation and Decision-Making
Performance: An Experimental Investigation,” Journal of Accounting Research, U. of Chicago,
US, Spring, 20(1):171-188. Accounting information system designers must decide on the
amount of detail to go into each accounting report. Too little detail may omit relevant
information; too much may lead to user confusion or frustration. Focus was on levels of
cognitive complexity of users, degree of task complexity, and the appropriate aggregation level
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of accounting information. Did not cite Jaques. See Related PhDs: Otley 1976 and Dias 1979.
MS. PJ. A.
O’Toole, James, et al [10 authors total], 1973, Work In America, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA;
Upjohn Institute, MI, . This book was on work motivation and called for job enrichment to
enhance the quality of work life (QWL). See critiques by Fein and Shrank. The critiques are
solidly grounded in work and employees. The book is not related to Jaques. Alt. Bk. UP. A.
O'Toole, Laurence J., Jr., and Kenneth J. Meier, 2004, “Desperately Seeking Selznick:
Cooptation and the Dark Side of Public Management in Networks,” Public Administration
Review, Blackwell, US, 2004, 64(6):681-693. Most literature on public-sector networks focuses
on how to build and manage systems and ignores the political problems that networks can create
for organizations. This article argues that individual network nodes can work to bias the
organization's actions in ways that benefit the organization's more advantaged clientele.
The argument is supported by an analysis of performance data from 500 organizations over a
five-year period. While networks can greatly benefit an organization, they have a dark side that
managers and scholars need to consider. Networks do not engage in trade-offs to achieve any
larger aim (see TVA, Selznick 1949). Network enthusiasts seem to have forgotten this. See
Grugulis, Vincent, and Hebson 2003. See Currie et al 2008. (Ron Burt says nodes that are selfdealing should be fired.) At UGa and Texas A&M. Refu. PJ.
Ott, Ellis R., 1952, "Statistical Quality Control," chapter (p. 128-131) in Sizelove, Oliver J., and
Marshall Anderson, eds., 1960, 50 Years Progress in Management 1910-1960, American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, NY, NY, US, 329 p. The last 10 years have been very important ones
in the development of statistical quality control (SQC). Between July 1942 and May 1945, some
34 intensive courses in Statistical Quality Control were given in the U.S., and instruction was
given to 1885 persons employed by some 600 Companies. The American Society for Quality
Control was founded. Dewey: 658.082 H513. Baruch, NYU, Clio os HD30 .A5. Deming cited
en passant. Cited Shewhart 1931, 1939, 1942; Working 1945; Juran 1945. # Misc. Ch.
Ott, J. Steven, 1989, The Organizational Culture Perspective, Dorsey Press, Chicago, Ill, and
Brooks/Cole, Pacific Grove, Calif, 231 pages. A complete overview of the field, including the
varied definitions of culture with their underlying assumptions and methodological approaches to
deciphering culture. Described the rich origins of organizational culture in the human relations
school and showed the wider set of contributors, including philosophers. Held forth
organizational culture as an alternative to the traditional “quantitative, experiment-type, logicalpositivist” approach to understanding organizational behavior. It blossomed as a fad in the
1980s (Ouchi, Pascale & Athos, Peters & Waterman), but Ott shows how it originated much
earlier, in Jaques 1951 and Selznick 1957. Only Schein acknowledged Jaques. See Related PhD
1986. NYPL SIBL Offsite. MS. Bk.
Ott, Steven, J., and Jay M.. Shafritz, 1994, “Toward a definition of organizational incompetence:
A neglected variable in organization theory,” Public Administration Review, American Society
for Public Administration, Chicago, IL, Jul/Aug94, 54(4):370-377. The authors argue that
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incompetence is primarily an organizational issue - not an individual issue - which has two faces.
It is a social construct and an "objective" reality. As a social construct organizational
incompetence results in withdrawn or withheld support for public organizations and institutions.
As an "objective" reality, it is a repeated pattern of an organization not able or willing to learn
from its environment, its failures, or its successes. [Not quite right.] Cited Deming 1986; Juran
1988; Herzberg 1968; Cohen & Gooch 1990. # Misc. PJ.
Ott, J. Steven, and Lisa A. Dicke, 2000, "Important but Largely Unanswered Questions about
Accountability in Contracted Public Human Services," International Journal of Organization
Theory & Behavior, Marcel Dekker, NY, NY, USA, Aug-Nov 2000, 3(3-4):283-317. Discussed
several unanswered questions that are central to the reason for the expansion of the dependence
of the U.S. government on contracted human services. Importance of the accountability for
publicly funded, contracted, human services; Definition of accountability; Methods or tools
being used to achieve and verify accountability. (In public sector everyone is accountable to
everyone else.) Jaques not cited. Cited Cooper 1991; Ott & Shafritz 1994, 1995; Brudney 1998;
Young 1998. NYPL Hum Gen Res JFL 03-342. # MS. PJ.
Ouchi, William G., 1977, “The Relationship Between Organizational Structure and
Organizational Control,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Ithaca, NY, March, 22(1):95-113.
Reported on the nature of control in 78 retail department store companies. Control was not the
same thing as structure. Control can be conceptualized as an evaluation process based on the
monitoring and evaluation of behavior or of outputs. Another study (Ouchi and Maguire 1975)
established that approximately 25 percent of the variance in these control mechanisms can be
explained by task characteristics and other variables at the individual level of analysis. Using the
organization as the unit of analysis, it sought to uncover the relationship between structure and
control. The results showed that approximately 33 percent of the variance in control could be
accounted for by structural characteristics and the nature of the clientele served (environment).
[58 percent was not due to the worker.] Cited in Reimann & Inzerilli 1981. # MS. PJ. A.
Ouchi, William G., and Alfred M. Jaeger, 1978, “Type Z Organization: Stability in the Midst of
Mobility,” The Academy of Management Review, April, 3(2):305-314. Deals with the issue of
personal affiliation in society and organizations. The American organization (“A”) cuts people
loose and the Japanese organization (“J”) may be too stifling. (A goal of Japanese management
is the development of trust.) The mix of the two, type Z organization, meets people’s needs.
(This also mediates against anaclinic shock. No McKinsey 7-S model yet!) Contrast with Aoki
1986. See Sullivan 1983 critique. Cited in Louis 1980. At Stanford U. Misc. PJ. A.
Ouchi, William G., 1978, “The Transmission of Control through Organizational Hierarchy,” The
Academy of Management Journal, US, June 1978, 21(2):173-192. URL:
http://www.jstor.org/stable/255753. Behavior control and output control differ sharply in
transmission based on questionnaire data from 215 departments (2363 individuals). Behavior
control showed almost no interlevel consistency, but output control was transmitted through
three levels of hierarchy with relatively little loss. Behavior control was determined by local,
particularistic conditions, and cannot be expected to show high interlevel consistency or
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transmission. [Behavior only goes one level.] # Refu. PJ. A.
Ouchi, William G., and Jerry B. Johnson, 1978, “Types of Organizational Control and their
Relationship to Emotional Well-Being,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Ithaca, NY, June,
23:293-317. ISSN: 00018392. Posits two ideal-types of organizational control, American
(specialized tasks, high turnover, and contract based) and Japanese (low specialization, low
turnover, and holistic-relationship based). Ouchi thought the well-being of the employees was a
key to their higher morale and productivity. Organizational control mechanisms were related to
the emotional well being of employees. Many of these were a rediscovery of old ideas from
humanistic social psychology that have been largely ignored by organization theorists and are
often sharply different. Cited by Mishra & Bajpai 1983. See Vaziri et al 1988; W. Williams
1920; Fox 1974; Ford 1987. MS. PJ. A.
Oviatt, Benjamin M., and Warren D. Miller, 1989, "Irrelevance, Intransigence, and Business
Professors," Academy of Management Executive (08963789), US, Nov1989, 3(4):304-312. DOI:
10.5465/AME.1989.4277409. ISSN: 08963789. Professorial intransigence results from the
structure of the business education and research industry, the university culture, and the reward
system in higher education. The structure of the industry, the most potent of the three factors,
endows business professors with the power to dictate the kind of work they do and the conditions
under which they do it. The university culture (and values) in which professors are immersed
places a high value on the theoretical and highly abstract thinking, research, and teaching. The
reward system supports this culture because it has been designed by those who favor it and
because alternative systems have been difficult to institutionalize. Thus, pundits are as
irrelevant as the impractical academic theories they criticize. Rivalry already exists between
corporate- and university-based business education. This rift may create two separate business
education systems that will miss joining theory and application. At Georgia State U.; U. Center,
Tulsa. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Ovretveit - see Øvretveit. Hint: omit the first letter and search on “vretveit”.
Øvretveit, John A., 1981, "Professions and Registration”, unpublished, HSORU Research
Document, Brunel University, BIOSS, UK. Ovretveit. Ru. Rep.
Øvretveit, John, 1981-1982. See: Kinston, Warren, John Øvretveit, and “others,” 1981-1982.
Six articles. (Ovretveit) Cited in Rowbottom and Billis 1987, p. 117 and 127. ~
Øvretveit, John, 1984, “Organising Psychology in the NHS,” Bioss, Uxbridge, Midx., UK, 59
pages. A Health Services Centre Working Paper. Ovretveit. Cited in Rowbottom and Billis
1987, p. 117 and 127. Ru.
Øvretveit, John, 1985, “Medical dominance and the development of professional autonomy in
physiotherapy,” Sociology of Health and Illness, UK, Mar1985, 7(1):76-93. Has medical
dominance declined as a result of the increasing autonomy of developing health professions?
There is no evidence of a significant decline in medical dominance or that the changes which
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have taken place are solely a result of developing health professions’ struggle for autonomy.
Ovretveit. Cited Jaques 1978; Kinston et al 1981-82; Rowbottom 1977; Henly and Harrison
1982. # Rp. PJ.
Øvretveit, John, 1985, “Client access and social work recording : a 6 month interim project
report prepared for the B.A.S.W. Action Research Project Group,” Brunel Institute of
Organisation and Social Studies, Uxbridge, UK, 27 p. Public welfare administration and Social
case work in Great Britain. Ovretveit. Brunel Uxbridge HV248.O97. Ru.
Øvretveit, John, 1986, “Organisation of multidisciplinary community teams,” Brunel Institute of
Organisation and Social Studies, Health Services Centre, Uxbridge, UK, 64 p. (BIOSS working
paper.) Social service and Team work in Great Britain. See shorter version, same author and
year. Ovretveit. Brunel Uxbridge HV245.O87. Ru.
Øvretveit, John, 1986, “Aspects of community multidisciplinary team management and
organisation,” Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, Uxbridge, UK, 6 p. Social
work administration. Case responsibilities in multidisciplinary teams. "A shortened version of
the working paper ‘Organising multidisciplinary community teams’ (1986)". Ovretveit. Brunel
Uxbridge HV245.O88. Ru.
Øvretveit, John, 1987, “Volunteers in drug agencies: a discussion document and guidelines for
selecting, training and supporting volunteers for work in drug agencies,” Brunel Institute of
Organisation and Social Studies, Uxbridge, UK, 42 p. Ovretveit. Brunel Uxbridge
HV5840.G7O8. Ru.
Øvretveit, John, 1987, “Grading, Organisational Structure and Career Progression in the
Professions,” Professional Organisation and Practice Programme Paper. Brunel Institute of
Organisation and Social Studies (Bioss). Ovretveit. Unpublished. Ru.
Øvretveit, John Arne, 1988, Professional Power and The State: A Study of Five Professions in
State Welfare Agencies in the U.K. (United Kingdom), Ph.D., thesis in Social Work and Public
Administration, Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 356 pages.
DAI-A 50/01, p. 261, July 1989. Theses # 38-2863. Available through UMI: British Library.
Ovretveit. Unpublished thesis. See Ph.Ds.
Øvretveit, John, 1988, “A peer review process for developing service quality: a process for
enabling a staff group to evaluate and improve the service which they provide, and to devise a
system to give themselves routine feedback about their performance, Draft 3,” Brunel Institute of
Organization and Social Studies, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, 88 p. Project on
organizational effectiveness, performance, and work measurement developed jointly with BIOSS
at Brunel University and Gwent County Forum. Ovretveit. Brunel Uxbridge HD58.9.O94
1988. Ru.
Øvretveit, John, 1990, “Cooperation in primary health care,” Brunel Institute of Organisation and
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Social Studies, Uxbridge, UK. BIOSS research reports. Community health services in Wales.
Ovretveit. Brunel Uxbridge RA488.2.O58. Ru.
Øvretveit, John, 1992, Health Service Quality: An Introduction to Quality Methods for Health
Services, Blackwell Scientific, Oxford, UK, Boston, MA, 186 pages. Identified three important
dimensions of quality that must be met: client, professional, and management. Won the 1992
Baxter Prize and the European Health Management Association best book award. (Not seen.
Only five copies in North American libraries. Hello Blackwell?) Ovretveit. Cited in Curry and
Herbert 1998; Joss and Kogan 1994, 1995; Keaney 1999. Rp. Bk.
Øvretveit, John, 1992, Therapy Services: Organization, Management, and Autonomy, Harwood
Academic Publishers, Chur, UK; Philadelphia, PA, 210 pages. Widely used by managers and
therapists in the UK. Ovretveit. Rp. Bk.
Øvretveit, (Ovretveit), John, 1992, “Stratified Systems Theory and Professional Management,”
chapter in Cang, Stephen. (ed.), 1992, Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA, p.
319-328. Extends SST to professional workers. Ovretveit. # Rp. Ch.
Øvretveit, John, 1993, Coordinating Community Care, multidisciplinary teams and care
management, Open University Press, Buckingham, UK and Philadelphia, PA, 232 pages. He
was Director of the Brunel Health and Social Services Management Programme. Ovretveit. Rp.
Bk. UP.
Øvretveit, John, 1994, “A comparison of approaches to health service quality in the UK, USA &
Sweden and of the use of organizational audit frameworks,” European Journal of Public Health,
Oxford, UK, 1994, 4:46-54. Health care reforms in the UK, USA and Sweden are leading health
providers and purchasers to pay more attention to quality. This paper considers different
approaches to proving and improving quality before and after 1990 in these three countries. The
second part of the paper describes different frameworks for auditing health service quality, such
as the ISO 9000 and US Malcolm Baldridge award. It considers how purchasers can use these
frameworks in purchasing services, and how providers can use the frameworks to assess and
improve their own service quality. Ovretveit. Professor of Health Policy and Management, The
Nordic School of Public Health, Sweden and Faculty of Medicine, Bergen University, Goteborg,
Sweden. At Mac Consultancy UK. Misc. PJ.
Øvretveit, John, 1994, Quality of Service: Making It Really Work. Ovretveit. See Edvardsson,
Bo - first author.
Øvretveit, John, 1995, Purchasing for Health: A Multidisciplinary Introduction to the Theory
and Practice of Health Purchasing, Open University Press, Buckingham, UK and Philadelphia,
PA, 350 pages. Includes organization, administration and financial management. Ovretveit. Rp.
Bk. UP.
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Øvretveit, John, 1998, Evaluating Health Interventions: An Introduction to Evaluation of Health
Treatments, Services, Policies, and Organizational Interventions, Open University Press,
Buckingham, UK and Philadelphia, PA, 324 pages. Ovretveit. Rp. Bk. UP.
Owen, Sally, and Geoffrey Foster, 1979, “New Nostrums for the NHS”, Management Today,
Haymarket Press, London, UK, Dec., p. 66-73, 126. Among other recommendations, the Royal
Commission indicated one level put into the NHS in 1974 should be taken out. The layer below
lied to them a lot. Bioss, Brunel, and Jaques were not mentioned. # Misc. Pro.
Owens, Irene, 1999, “The Impact of Change from Hierarchy to Teams in Two Academic
Libraries: Intended Results versus Actual Results Using Total Quality Management,” College &
Research Libraries, November 1999, p. 571-584. Approached the shift using the frameworks of
Elliott Jaques on hierarchy and John R. Katzenbach and Douglas K. Smith on teams. The shift
was one of emphasis rather than a total flip. The results exceeded the expectations of the library
and the school. They even impacted student retention rates. (Big bucks for a non-profit.) Cited
John Lubans’ article on a similar shift at Duke University in the 1980s (not located, broken cite).
In LibSci at U. Texas, Austin. Rp. PJ.
Owens, Mark, 2003, “Psychology at Work: Natural Hierarchy,” The Enterprise, Salt Lake City,
UT, Dec. 21. A short monthly column on TSD, capability, and hierarchy levels. Cited Jaques
and Cason 1994, Brause 2000, and Jerry Harvey. D. Pop.
Ozaki, Robert S., 1991, Human Capitalism, Kodansha Ltd., Tokyo, New York, London,
In chapter six we see the core elements of the Japanese-style management system (JSMS):
lifetime employment (shushin koyo seido), seniority-based wages (nenko joretsu), and the
enterprise union (kigyobetsu kumiai). But several more are assumed: consensual decisionmaking, sharing, and enterprise welfare. Employees are the best-trained, the most productive,
and work in the most technologically advanced firms. It emerged and became a well-developed
system after World War II. Larger firms use it more. Smaller firms use it less because they are
assumed to be less stabile, have fewer resources, and are strategically less important. As firms
grow, they adopt it. About 25-30% of the Japanese workforce work under this system [p. 97].
(Sounds like GE? Compare with Pfeffer’s 1998 list.) NYPL SIBL JBD 91-1537. Misc. Ch.
Ozawa, Terutomo, 1972, “Multinationalism -- Japanese Style,” Columbia Journal of World
Business, NY, NY, US, Nov/Dec72, 7(6):33-42. ISSN: 00225428. Focused on the factors
leading to growth of Japanese multinational companies as compared to Western companies.
Japan has stressed building industries at home and has jealously guarded domestic industries
against foreign competition. Japan's immediate postwar economic policy was aimed at
reconstructing its economy as a workshop of the world importing raw materials and exporting
finished goods. The factors that have led to the overseas expansion of Japanese corporations are
different from those that have influenced their Western counterparts. Recently Japan's
manufacturing investments overseas have increased at a phenomenal rate. The U.S. government,
has been following a policy of restricting overseas investments of U.S. corporations, because of
the opposite balance-of-payments problem. At Colo State U. # Misc. PJ.
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Ozawa, Terutomo, Moyses Pluciennik, and K. Nagaraja Rao, 1976, “Japanese Direct Investment
in Brazil,” Columbia Journal of World Business, NY, NY, US, Fall76, 11(3):107-116. ISSN:
00225428. Traced how Japanese industry has, recently, quickly succeeded in gaining a foothold
through direct investment in the Brazilian economy. Its further advance is now being
encouraged by both governments. Brazil is regarded as the most promising market in Latin
America with her vast internal market as well as her rich mineral resource endowment.
International competition is being staged more through direct investment than through trade due
to her policy to pursue industrialization with the help of foreign capital and technology. At Colo
State U.; Fundacao Carlos Alberto Vanzolini, Sao Paulo, Brazil; M.I.T. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Ozawa, Terutomo, 2004, "Veblen's Theories of "Latecomer Advantage" and "The Machine
Process": Relevancy for Flexible Production," Journal of Economic Issues, Assoc. for
Evolutionary Economics, June 2004, 38(2):379-388. Veblen lamented adversarial industrial
relations (class struggle) related to the paradigm of Fordist/Taylorist mass production which
replaced that of craft production in the early twentieth century (1915). The new paradigm of
flexible production originating in postwar Japan addresses the issue of job fragmentation,
thereby ameliorating the dilemma of assembly-based manufacturing between productive
efficiency and worker alienation. At U. Colo. – Ft. Collins, US. # Misc. PJ.

P
Packard, David, 1995, The HP Way: How Bill Hewlett and I Built Our Company, HarperCollins,
212 p. Chapter 6 (p. 83-92) “Growth from Profit.” A prose description of the formula used at
HP to use internally generated cash to fund growth. Thus, they avoided selling pieces of the
equity or debt to outsiders early on. Cited in Garnsey 1998. SIBL JBD 95-916. Baruch HD
9696 .A3 U5757 1995. Misc. Bk.
Packwood, Tim, 1974, “Organisation of Accident and Emergency Departments,” Health and
Social Service Journal, London, UK, July 27, 1974, p. 1677-1679. Accident and emergency
departments present exceptional features in the organisation of the health service. The workload
cannot be predicted. Patients receive primary care services but availability of services varies, as
does the content. Several models: management by a casuality specialist; management by
someone in any other specialty; collective medical management; and a service provided by the
health agency. Casualty work could become an alternative to a medical specialty. # Rp. Pro.
Packwood, Tim, 1976, “Social workers in school,” Health and Social Service Journal, London,
UK, July 3, 1976, p. 1210-1211. The social problems of children do not stop at the school gate.
There is a case for attaching social workers to the schools if the difficulties hindering
collaboration can be overcome. # Rp. Pro.
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Packwood, Tim, and Ian Macdonald, 1976, “The Organization of Care for the Severely Mentally
Handicapped,” Journal of Social and Economic Administration, UK, Autumn, 10(3). Each
professional group – social workers, doctors, and teachers - may define a problem in quite
different ways. This split can become a formidable barrier to successful multi-disciplinary
solutions, especially when confronted by clinical autonomy. The problem is wider than just the
severely mentally handicapped. Also, structures imposed by academic researchers may
gradually be adopted by practitioners. Abstracted in BJSW, 1977, 7(2):221-222. Rp. PJ.
Packwood, Tim, 1977, “Rehabilitating These Departments Back to the Front Line,” Health and
Social Service Journal, London, UK, 25 March, 87(4534):526-527. The rise of geriatrics as a
hospital specialty to treat the elderly is questioned. It is not now a popular field among doctors.
Here are several models of what would be needed to address these chronic problems, one headed
by doctors and one headed by nurses. In NY Acad. of Medicine. # Rp. Pro.
Packwood, Tim, 1977, “1. The School as a Hierarchy,” Educational Management Administration
and Leadership, British Educational Leadership, Management & Administration Society, UK,
March 1977, 5(2):1-6. (Part 1 of 2 in: Hierarchy, Anarchy and Accountability: Contrasting
Perspectives.) doi:10.1177/174114327700500202. Managerial levels, in the sense of managersubordinate relationships, should reflect the work that has to be done. The presence of a
managerial position thus reflects a qualitative shift in activities. Ideally the various levels of
work should be matched by levels of management. The vertical hierarchical stereotype will in
the future give way to a broader, looser configuration, thereby emphasising the freedom from
direction that some see as part of professionalism. Cited in Paisey 1981. Cited Jaques 1976;
Rowbottom & Billis 1976. Preceded article by Turner 1977 (see comments). # Rp. PJ.
Padgett, John F., 1992, "The Alchemist of Contingency Theory," [a book review of Information
and Organizations by Arthur L. Stinchcombe], The American Journal of Sociology, Mar. 1992,
97(5):1462-1470. Review essay on the rise of contingency theory starting with Stinchcombe
(1959, 1968). He was a precursor. Contingency theory had its origin in Katz and Kahn (1966),
Thompson (1967) and Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) and rendered the theories of the 1950s
“unscientific.” Stinchcombe’s book is a series of parallel essays focusing “on organizational
structures’ adapting to information needs.” The firm strives for “informational control” of its
customer and labor markets but these are fragmented and require “long-run identification of
workers and customers with firms,” i.e. reputations created by elite brokers. Very positive. See
Danny Miller 2007. At U. Chicago. Alt. PJ. A.
Padgett, John F., and Christopher K. Ansell, 1993, “Robust action and the rise of the Medici,
1400-1434,” The American Journal of Sociology, Chicago, IL, May 1993, 98(6):1259-2319. The
centralization of political parties and elite networks that underlay the birth of the Renaissance
state in Florence Italy are analyzed. Class revolt and fiscal crisis were found to be the ultimate
causes of elite consolidation, but Medicean political control was produced by means of network
disjunctures within the elite, which the Medici alone spanned. (Heimer 1998 mentioned they
noted that goals are long-term plans for the future. Goals are properties of roles, not of
individuals, and they need not be consistent. Nice history.) Both at U. Chicago. MS. PJ. A.
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Paez, O., J. Dewees, A. Genaidy, S. Tuncel, W. Karwowski, and J. Zurada, 2004, “The Lean
Manufacturing Enterprise: An emerging sociotechnological system integration,” Human Factors
and Ergonomics in Manufacturing, Wiley InterScience, Published Online: 28 May 2004,
14(3):285-306. Title says it all. This is once again an attempt to confound Lean and STS with
RO/ SST. [Are these folks silly?] Off. PJ.
Pagès, Max, 1959, “The Sociotherapy of the Enterprise: the conditions of psychosocial change in
industrial concerns and the role of the social psychologist as an agent of social change,” Human
Relations, Nov 1959, 12(4):317-334. doi: 10.1177/001872675901200403. Pages. The limits of
the methods daily used for the managing of social change point to the necessity of constructing
sociotherapy as a scientific body of hypotheses and techniques of change. Sociotherapy as
applied to the enterprise will draw concepts and methods from different fields and orientations:
psychotherapy, the Lewinian field and equilibrium theories, Floyd Mann's feedback technique,
and Elliott Jaques’ technique of clinical group analysis. At U. Rennes, FR. # Rp. PJ.
Pagès, Max, 1968, La vie affective des groupes, esquisse d'une théorie de la relation humaine,
Dunod, Paris, France, 508 p. Voir ch. 10, “Sentiments collectifs et structures sociales,” et
notament pp. 422-427 re Jaques. Cited in Dubost 1972, p. xxvii. In French. Pages. [The
Emotional Life of Groups]. Not found in English. Not in Clio, CUNY, NYU. NYPL Hum E
13-4245. D. Bk.
Paglis, Laura L., and Stephen G. Green, 2002, “Leadership self-efficacy and managers'
motivation for leading change,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.,
Chichester, Sussex, UK, March 2002, 23(2):215-235. Wiley Interscience. Tested Bandura’s
1986 social cognition theory. Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1990. See pro-Jaques commentary in
Schruijer and Vansina 2002. Misc. PJ.
Paine, Frank T., and Martin J. Gannon, 1973, "Job Attitudes of Supervisors and Managers,"
Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Winter73, 26(4):521-529. 9p. ISSN:
00315826. Many supervisors experience a considerable amount of role conflict and ambiguity,
for their authority and prestige are constricted by the fact that, while they ostensibly are part of
the management team, their opportunities for pay differentials and promotions are quite
delimited (Wray 1949; Bunker 1955). The supervisor becomes the "man in the middle" who is
neither identified as an employee nor categorized as part of the management group. In addition
to ambiguous status, the supervisor frequently defines his career aspirations in a manner radically
different from that of the manager. Supervisors are significantly more negatively oriented than
managers with regard to equity of rewards, adequacy of workforce, and skill utilization. The
present study confirmed Pellegrin & Coates 1957. At UMD. # MS. PJ.
Pais, Arthur J., 2008, "India's innovative training produces astonishing workforce," India
Abroad, NY, NY, US, 01 Aug 2008, 38(44):A29, a31. (2 p.) "In the '90s, India's information
technology industry learned to compensate for the country's weak infrastructure and developed
competencies that helped it become a top global player. Now several industries, including IT,
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have learned to overcome another major deficiency: India's education system," Vivek Wadhwa
wrote in the report. "The best of Indian companies - and we focused on 24 across the country have been picking up on the best practices know-how they effectively imported from foreign
companies, especially American, that are outsourcing to India, and perfecting those techniques,"
he continued. "This is hardly novel - it's exactly the path Japan followed in the '70s and '80s. But
while Japan concentrated on the industrial aspects and made innovative use of the American
model, in India it is the human capital, in addition to the IT industries, that is not only
revolutionizing the science and business scene, but also offering the world startling lessons."
The report noted the Infosys Global Education Centre at Mysore can train 13,500 people at a
time. "New recruits attend a 16-week boot camp which strengthens their technical,
communications and management skills," it notes. "For its science recruits, (India's largest IT
firm) Tata Consultancy Services provides seven months of training in computer programming,
customer orientation and project management." Mentioned study at Duke U. Wadhwa et al
2008. # MS. Pro.
Paisey, Alan, 1981, Organization and Management in Schools: perspectives for practising
teachers, Longman, London, UK; New York, NY, 149 p. The title tells the subject matter of this
monograph. (Did his PhD at Brunel 1978, but PhD not cited as the basis of this work nor does
abstract have keywords.) Cited Packwood 1977, Newman 1973, Reddin 1970, Vaisey 1974,
Misumi and Tasaki 1965. Did not cite EJ or WB. Cited everyone but. Was at Reading, now
retired to NZ. Baruch LB2901 .P27. MS. Bk.
Palley, T. I., 1994, “The fair wage-effort hypothesis: implications for the distribution of income
and dual labor markets,” Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, Elsevier Science,
24(2):195-205. Examined the impact of introducing considerations of fairness into the analysis
of labor exchange. An efficiency wage model in which workers' efforts depend on their
perceptions of the fairness of the treatment they receive is developed to explain real wages and
unemployment. The model is then extended to provide a novel explanation of dual labor
markets. Behrend 1957 not cited. At New School for Social Research, NYC, USA. # MS. PJ.
Palloix, Christian, 1976, “The Labour Process: from Fordism to neo-Fordism,” CSE Pamphlet
no. 1, Conference for Socialist Economics, London, UK. Managers aim to minimize the
‘porosity’ of working time, filling the ‘pores’ of empty time with productive labour and thus
create surplus value. (This is micro-managing by under-capable managers as described by
Marx.) Cited by Starkey 1989. Misc. Rep.
Palmer, Barry W. M., 1973, “Thinking About Thought,” Human Relations, Feb., 26(1):127-141.
The processes of thinking and learning which sociologist Wilfred R. Bion elucidated are as
important in industrial management, education and artistic activity as they are in psychotherapy,
as Elliott Jaques has also shown. Bion addressed himself to two questions: How are thoughts
generated? and How are thoughts used for thinking? He distinguishes between thoughts and
thinking. Everyone has thoughts. Whether thoughts are used for rational thinking is another
matter. The individual sometimes succeeds in using his thoughts in a thinking process leading to
conclusions, decisions and action. Sometimes thoughts go round and round in his mind, or,
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stated into words, are experienced by the listener as missiles, a smoke screen, or verbal diarrhea.
Cited Jaques 1970; Klein 1963; Bion (many, 1961-1970). CUNY JJay H1 H8 v. 26, 1973. W.
PJ.
Palmer, Graham M., and Sherrill G. Burns, 1992, “Revolutionizing the Business: Strategies For
Succeeding With Change,” Human Resource Planning, 15(1):77-84. This article analyzed how
at Northern Telecom Ltd. (NT, Nortel) the sharing of a compelling vision, both within a
company and with customers, led to the "reengineering" of an end-to-end process in a complex
business. Senior managers are facing rapidly escalating economic, governmental, social, and
environmental pressures requiring significant business changes. The lessons of experience at NT
illustrate the critical need to challenge the current culture, establish process infrastructures and
select the right people to champion and accelerate change. A Global Process Council would glue
together the global functional process councils established in marketing, manufacturing, and
engineering, and would drive new integrated, global business processes into place. [This was
applied RAEW - an operational audit to identify and get rid of the disconnects.] # Rp. PJ.
Palmer, I., and P. McGraw, 1995, "A New Era for Joint Consultation? Human resource
managers' perceptions of JCCs and enterprise bargaining", International Journal of Employment
Studies, U. of Western Sydney, Nepean, NSW, AU, 3(1):17-33. (JCC = joint consultative
committee.) While JCCs were weak, they did deal with core business and operational issues.
Unaware of Jaques or Brown. See also McGraw, P., and I. Palmer 1994. Misc. PJ.
Palmer, Ian, Adelaide Wilcox King, and Dianne Kelleher, 2004, “Listening to Jack: GE's change
conversations with shareholders,” Journal of Organizational Change Management, MCB UP,
Emerald, UK, 17(6):593-614. We used the concept of “change conversation” and speech act
theory to analyze General Electric's letters to shareholders 1980-1999. We found five consistent
change conversations through which GE's management sought to reassure shareholders and
reduce their uncertainty around the expected outcomes of GE's transformational changes:
warnings; actions; explanations; achievements; and predictions. These were underpinned by
three types of speech acts: assertives, expressives, and commissives. Internally and externally
oriented change conversations differ, the former being best characterized as operational and the
latter as supportive change conversations. Time span used. Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ.
Palmer, Paul, and Mariana Bogdanova, 2008, "The British are not coming!: UK higher education
and the nonprofit sector," Nonprofit Management & Leadership, Wiley, US/UK, Fall2008,
19(1):79-99. DOI: 10.1002/nml.206. ISSN: 10486682. In 1995 the US and the United
Kingdom were at similar levels of development in nonprofit management education. By 2006
nonprofit management education had expanded in the US while provision of graduate education
for the voluntary sector in the UK had stood still. The UK university was one of the factors that
prevented parallel growth in education provision. The recent closing of the world's first
voluntary sector course at the LSE was lamented. Cited Billis 1984; Harris 1989, 2001. Both
authors at Cass Business School, London, UK # Misc. PJ.
Palo, Sasmita, and Nayantara Padhi, 2005, "How HR professionals drive TQM: a case study in
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an Indian organization", The TQM Magazine, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald Group Pub., UK,
17(5):467-485. A case: Tata Steel. Data were collected through structured interviews held with
the senior executives of the HRD and Personnel Department, TQM-ISO Cell, other departments,
and trade unionist leaders. HR professionals organizing quality workshops and TQM training
programs, shifted the conventional mind-set of employees, overcame communication barriers,
resolved associated problems, and the vastness of the organization. Jaques not cited. At Tata
Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai, India; Indira Gandhi National Open U., New Delhi, India.
# MS. PJ.
Palumbo, Dennis J., 1969, “Power and Role Specificity in Organization Theory,” Public
Administration Review, Washington, DC, May, 29(3):237-248. Used Jaques 1956 as part of a
measure of organization centralization/ decentralization. (Perhaps influenced by Hunt 1966
article.) I am not sure his use of the theory is kosher. Not wrong, just weird. Off. PJ.
Pamp, Frederic E., Jr., 1955, “Liberal Arts as Training for Business,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, 33(3):42-51. Management deals with ideas and people to bring together these
diverse elements into a harmonious whole. [See Ohmann 1955 article - it was the next one!]
See Snow 1959/1956; Pierson 1959; Gordon and Howell 1959. Misc. Pro.
Pandit, Shiv, 1989, "Business-Excellence: The Search Continues," Business World, Calcutta,
India, March 15-28, 8:51-52. Reported a study by the Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Learning
(Anantpur, AP) on the factors that contributed to business excellence. The profitability and
growth of 326 companies over the last 6-9 years were analysed before these excellently managed
companies were selected. The companies selected were: Hindustan Lever, Larsen & Toubro,
ITC, Escorts, and Tata Iron & Steel (in the private sector) and Indian Oil Corporation, National
Thermal Power Corporation, HMT, Bharat Electronics, and Maruti Udyog (in the public sector).
These companies shared five attributes: 1) core values and beliefs, 2) highly adaptive (but not
innovative enough) to the environment, 3) have a highly committed workforce, 4) 'obsessed' with
customer care, and 5) a concerned leadership which builds corporate values into the actions of
employees at all levels of their organization. Private sector companies achieved a much higher
score on each attribute, which proves the private sector was better managed. The public sector
was creditable. See Hubbard et al 2002; Kottary 1983. NYPL JLM 85-429 v.8. # Rp. Pro.
Pang, Ken Khi, and Nick Oliver, 1988, “Personnel Strategy in Eleven Japanese Manufacturing
Companies in the UK,” Personnel Review, MCB U. Press, Bradford, UK, April, 17(3):16-21.
Many UK auto firms have been experimenting with elements of “Japanese” management
practices, such as lifetime employment, training, enterprise unions, and quality circles. Adopting
these practices piecemeal may improve productivity a bit, but integrating them all requires
strategic thinking absent from British management thinking since it involves the social and
economic environment and the long-range goals of the organization. At Cardiff. # MS. PJ.
Pankhurst, Kate, 1990, The Quality of Labour: the Economics of Discretion and of Learning
During Work, Ph.D., thesis in Economics (Industrial Psychology/ Sociology) (B9g), New Hall,
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U. of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK. Theses # 39-8614. BLDSC no. D60707. [Univ. Lib.]
PhD.16180. Unpublished thesis. See Ph.Ds. See Stiglitz 1987. See Ph.D.s.
Pankhurst, Ken V., 2005, “Overview of Research and Policy Issues,” chapter 2 (p. 22-40) in
Wallace, T., N. Murphy, G. Lepine, and D. Brown, 2005, Exploring New Directions in Essential
Skills Research, Public Policy Forum, Ottawa, CA. Also published as a symposium paper by the
Centre for Studies in Education and Work (CSEW), Ontario Institute for Studies in Education,
U. of Toronto, in English and in French (q.v.). (online ?) Cited Jaques 1956, 1976; Coase 1937;
Fine 1968; Fox 1974 BC; Polanyi 1958, 1966; Popper 1959; Simon 1951; Solow 1997; S. Jevons
1870. Based on his 2003 PhD at U. of T. Not in NYC. Not in UToronto, nor in TPL. (See
below subtitle.) # Rp. Ch.
Pankhurst, Ken, and David W. Livingstone, 2005, “The Labour Process: Learning, Work and
Productivity,” Centre for the Study of Education and Work, Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education of the University of Toronto (OISE/UT), Toronto, ON, CA. At CSEW and at WALL.
Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Pankhurst, Ken V., and David W. Livingstone, 2006, “The Labour Process: individual learning,
work and productivity,” Studies in Continuing Education, Carfax Publishing, Routledge, Taylor
& Francis, London, UK, March 2006, 28(1):1-16. Online at CSEW. The labour process is the
purposive application of personal cognitive abilities to solving problems in making or doing
something. During productive activity, each worker's cognitive abilities are endogenously and
continuously reformulated, and the utilization of those abilities during work progressively
modifies the content of a job, improves each worker's performance, and increases productivity.
'Human capital' is reconceived as an evolving reserve of unique personal cognitive knowledge
and abilities, which is continuously reconstituted during the labour process and cannot be fully
observed. This perspective controverts the causality between formal education (indicated by
attainment) and personal productivity (indicated by wages). This concept also challenges the
pervasive assumption that the growth of productivity in a 'knowledge-based economy' is
determined by formal education and training. An alternative policy would be to establish greater
continuity of individual employment, enhance job design, and recognize competence acquired by
practical experience. Jaques not cited herein. Abstracts. # Rp. PJ.
Paparone, Christopher R., 2001, "Soldiers: The First Level of War," Army Logistician, Fort Lee,
NJ, US, Mar-Apr 2001, 33(2):43. (Title since changed to Army Sustainment.) Commentary on
Army Values. It is not surprising that the Army had to create and publish a "laundry list" of
values that had to be taught to its leaders before the leaders could inculcate them into their
soldiers. This was an attempt to shore up the losing battle with utilitarianism. # Misc. Pro.
Paparone, Christopher R., Colonel, 2001, "US Army Decisionmaking: Past, Present and Future,"
Military Review, Carlisle, PA, July-August. See related PhD 2003. Misc. Pro.
Paparone, Christopher R., and James A. Crupi, 2002, "Janusian thinking and acting," Military
Review, Department of the Army Headquarters, US, Jan.-Feb., 82(1):38. ISSN: 0026-4148.
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5,473 words. The authors maintain that the current US approach to military operations-strategic,
operational and tactical--is too linear for today's contemporary operating environment. Future
warfighters must move beyond linear thought and action to a realm of thinking and acting that
recognize and accept paired yet opposite ideas and actions: "Look before you leap" and at the
same time understand that "he who hesitates is lost." The preferred paradigm is Janusian, after
the Roman god Janus who looked four ways simultaneously. (The opposite of H. Simon 1946.)
Quoted Proverbs 1:6. Cited Jacobs & Jaques 1990; Jaques 1999; Magee 1998; Emery & Trist
1965, Quinn & McGrath, Hart & Quinn 1993, von Bertalanffy 1969. See Simon 1946; Related
PhD 2003. # Rp. Pro.
Paparone, Christopher R., 2002, "The Nature of Soldierly Trust," Military Review, Carlisle, PA,
US, Nov-Dec, 82(6):45-53. Determined the factors that influenced the development of soldierly
trust in the U.S. Army groups. Key concepts on the dimensions of trust; Discussion on the value
of trust; Recommendations to U.S. Army professionals on coping with trust. Jaques not cited.
See Related PhD 2003. # MS. Pro.
Paparone, Christopher R., 2003, “Is hope the only method?” Military Review, Bell & Howell
Information and Learning Company, US, May-June 2003, 83(3):47-55. 6,382 words. Offered
suggestions on how the U.S. Army can begin its transformation toward a healthy organizational
identity. Evidence of the U.S. Army's identity crisis; Theoretical framework that offered selfanalysis; Appropriate management philosophy in self-imaging. Past emphasis has been on
leadership competencies. Should the future be on organizational effectiveness? Cited Jaques
1986; Jacobs 1998; FM 22-100. # Rp. Pro.
Paparone, Christopher R., Ruth A. Anderson, and Reuben R. McDaniel, Jr., 2003, “The United
States Military: Where Professionalism Meets Complexity Science.” Unpublished Manuscript.
On organizations as complex adaptive systems. (From CRP 2004) Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Paparone, Christopher R., 2004, “Deconstructing Army Leadership,” Military Review, Bell &
Howell Information and Learning Company, 1 Jan/Feb 2004, 84(1):2-10 (9). Very critical of
Jaques’ theory. “The Army’s leadership construct, rooted in the assumption of hierarchy, is an
example of the stratified systems theory (SST) proposed by psychologist Elliott Jaques. The
essence of the SST is that hierarchy is the best way to organize for accountability and control.”
Sees Jaques as rigid and the theory as circular. “Strategic leaders make better decisions
...because they are better informed, and they are better informed because they are strategic
leaders.” Cited Jaques 1986, 1976, et al. Army FM 22-100 (1999) was squarely based on SST.
See Related PhD 2003. # Cr. Pro.
Parayitam, Satyanarayana, Margaret A. White, and Jill R. Hough, 2002, “Juxtaposition of
Chester I. Barnard and Frederick W. Taylor: forerunners of management,” (Management
History: Reflections on Key Thinkers in Management, Part 2), Management Decision, UK, Oct
2002, 40(10):1003-1012. The management science theories of Chester Barnard and Frederick
W. Taylor are compared and contrasted. Thematic categories include organizational, individual,
and group perspectives, classification of workers, management techniques and process. In Clio
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Bus. Baruch online. # Misc. PJ.
Pardey, Kenneth, 1982, “Area Policy and Area Strategies: The Origins and Lessons of the British
Experience,” International Journal of Sociology and Social Policy, Barmarick Pub., Emerald
online, UK, 2(2):1-41. The point to note here is that the development of area policy is intimately
related to the actual character of British social policy. Whilst area policy has been strongly
influenced by Pigou's welfare economics, by the rise of scientific management in the delivery of
social services (cf Jaques 1976; Whittington and Bellamy 1979), by the accompanying
development of operational analyses, and by the creation of social economics (see Pigou 1938;
Sandford 1977), social policy continues to be enmeshed with the flavours of Benthamite
utilitarianism and Social Darwinism (see Beveridge Report 1942; Booth 1889; Rowntree 1922,
1946; Webb 1926). Consequently, for their entire history area policies have been coloured by
the principles of a national minimum for the many and giving poorer areas a hand up, rather than
a hand out. The perceived need to save money (C.S.E. State Apparatus and Expenditure Group
1979; Klein 1974) and the ‘ennobling effects’ of self help have been the twin marching orders
for area policy for decades. Inner cities are ignored. Abstract seen. D. PJ.
Park, Sun Hyun, James D. Westphal, and Ithai Stern, 2011, “Set up for a Fall: The Insidious
Effects of Flattery and Opinion Conformity toward Corporate Leaders,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, US, Jun2011, 56(2):257-302. ISSN: 00018392. DOI: 10.1177/0001839211429102.
High levels of flattery and opinion conformity can increase CEOs' overconfidence in their
strategic judgment and leadership capability, which results in biased strategic decision making.
Specifically, this heightened overconfidence reduces the likelihood that CEOs will initiate
needed strategic change in response to poor firm performance. This can result in the persistence
of low firm performance and may ultimately increase the likelihood of CEO dismissal. PhD
student at U. Wisc; U. Mich.: NWU. # Misc. PJ. A.
Parker, Fred, 1958, "The Case against Payment by Results," Work Study and Industrial
Engineering, UK, Aug. 1958, p. 276-280. What are results by the piece or by time attendance?
This is incentive valuation on results. Since there is an upper limit of effort by the worker, its
effect is “considerably less strong than its supporters would make out.” Managers still must
manage. See Behrend 1959. (Wow.) At Huddersfield College, UK. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Parker, Martin, 2000, Organizational Culture and Identity: Unity and Division at Work, Sage,
London; Thousand Oaks, CA, 272 p. Cited EJ 1951 on p. 39. SIBL JBD 00-364. W. Bk.
Parkinson, C. Northcote, 1957, Parkinson's Law and Other Studies in Administration, The
Riverside Press, Cambridge, MA, 112-143 p. (length varied by edition). The original ‘hilarious
analysis.’ Without a time-target work expands to fill the time allotted for it. Staff also expands.
The effect is multi-level since the ‘Law’ can be applied to individual, group and organizational
levels (Rouseau 1985, p. 22). Most people think this was satire but academics have replicated
the ‘Law.’ Parkinson’s Law has been extensively replicated. Keyword derivations include: goal
setting, and situational constraints. Jaques’ model blocks this bloating. (See Caplow 1957 for an
academic article version of this argument minus the humor. See Fortune, March 1956, p. 122,
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123, 146. See Latham & Locke 1975 and Locke & Latham 1984. See L. E. Peters, et al, 1984.
Blau 1970 duplicated its follies - see Marsh and Mannari 1980, 1989.) Misc. Bk.
Parkyn, Brian, 1977, “The Scott Bader Commonwealth,” Industrial and Commercial Training,
Wellens Publishing, Guilsborough, Northampton, UK, Feb77, 9(2):70-73, 4p; (AN 4637293).
Used as a reading in 1977 at the Glacier/ AE Business Management School, Cawston House,
Rugby, UK. Brian Parkyn was the Principal of the AE School. He was Founding Member,
Director and Trustee of the Scott Bader Commonwealth, and was a former member of
Parliament. SBC is a medium sized chemical company that makes products for the plastics
industry situated around a lovely 18th century manor house. It is widely know also for worker
participation, common ownership, and industrial democracy. It is an attempt to solve two longstanding industrial issues: the use of discretion and creativity by employees, and the alteration of
firm “ownership” as it ages from equity holders to stakeholders. Described the formal
organization structure of SB. It is two companies: the commonwealth is the holding company of
Scott Bader Co. Ltd., the operating (or trading) company. The members of the commonwealth
are the employees of the SB trading company. E.F. Schumacher, author of Small Is Beautiful,
was a non-executive director of the trading firm. # Rp. NJ.
Parkyn, Brian, 1978, “Democracy, Accountability and Participation,” Industrial and Commercial
Training, Wellens Publishing, Guilsborough, Northampton, UK, Aug78, 10(8):318-321 (AN
4635764). “Democracy is about the control of power and the accountability of authority, not
about participation [which] is a totally different issue.” Legislatures set guidelines (laws,
policy), executives make decisions (take actions), and the judiciary decides whether executive
actions and decisions are within the law or not. A constitutional framework for companies.
Cited sources were John Locke and Martin Heidegger. (Unmentioned: Wilfred Brown and the
US Constitution.) # Rp. NJ.
Parkyn, Brian, 1979, “Democracy, Accountability and Participation in Industry,” Management
Decision, London, UK, 17(1):1-152. An entire issue of the journal - a monograph. The
background of how business organizations grew out of the Middle Ages. A discussion of Robert
Owen and his “socialists.” The separation of the roles of legislature, judiciary, and executive in
the growth of industrial democracy vary by definition. Close descriptions of representative
democracy (which he felt was the way to go) in three firms - Glacier Metal (Ch. 10), John Lewis,
and Scott Bader. The challenge was to develop “democratic control and participation in
conventional joint stock companies where some form of community ownership is not possible.”
Principal of GIM and A. E. Management Institute; Director of Scott Bader Co.; member of
Council of Cranfield U.; Member of Parliament. [Lord Brown on editorial advisory board.]
Cited Jaques and Brown. Big: in two files. # # Rp. PJ.
Parsons, Talcott, 1947. See Weber, Max, 1947. Famous and influential Introduction by Parsons.
In the 1970s Parsons was accused of introducing his own ideas and beliefs rather than Weber’s
into this essay. Neither had anything directly to do with Jaques or RO theory. But … ~~
Parsons, Talcott, 1953, “A Revised Analytical Approach to the Theory of Social Stratification,”
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chapter (p. 92-128, notes p. 665-667) in Bendix, Reinhard, and Seymour M. Lipset, eds., 1953,
Class, Status and Power, Free Press, Chicago, IL, 727 p. US values were close to the
performance-ideal type (p. 112). The American system of stratification was loose rather than
tight. It allowed movement vertically and laterally. This social action involved setting goals and
required judgment. European and American attitudes toward work were contrasted. In Europe a
man of no employment would be considered a gentleman. In the US he would have dubious
social merit. The two societies were different. [Chapter in 1953 edn. only.] CUNY City Cohen
HT 605 .B4 1953. Clio Butler (lvl 2) HT 605 .B4 1953. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Parsons, Talcott, and Robert F. Bales, eds., 1955, Family, Socialization and Interaction Process,
Free Press, Glencoe, Ill., 422 p. (Bales wrote only chapter # 5 and co-wrote # 7. This last is the
summary chapter.) On American social-psychology but it should be universal. The person’s
internal value-system is their personality. Personality is shown not directly by the personalitytype but by the person’s external value-system by virtue of which the personality is
articulated in the society. Cited highly by Misumi 1985. (Jerry Hunt thought highly of this.
Clark 1999 too.) City Coll. HQ734 .P23. Misc. Bk.
Parsons, Talcott, 1958, “Some Ingredients of a General Theory of Formal Organization,” chapter
3 in Halpin, Andrew W., ed., 1958, Administrative Theory in Education, Chicago, IL, p. 40-72.
Summarized in Landsberger 1961. The qualitative nature of the problems change as one goes up
the hierarchy. Parsons identified three qualitative breaks in the managerial ranks: the lowest,
“technical,” the middle “managerial,” and the broadest “institutional.” Occasionally, he found a
fourth, even broader set he called, “societal.” Almost no citations. Compare: Hoebeke 1994
book on managerial domains. Great insights but no measurement. (See Jaques 1951.
Predecessor to Phenonemography?) Bank St. Coll. Liby has it. Misc. Ch.
Parsons, Talcott, 1960, Structure and Process in Modern Societies, Free Press, NY, NY, 344 p.
Parsons found three levels in management: technical, administrative (or supervisory), and
institutional. Institutional was concerned with the legitimacy of the organization and its
environmental relationships. This was the established sociological and academic view. Cited by
Pfeffer 1976. City Coll Cohen & Baruch HM131 .P33. Not in NYPL. Misc. Bk.
[Pages 59-69 reprinted as a selection in Evan, William M., ed., 1978, Interorganizational
Relations: Selected Readings, U. Penn Press, Philadelphia, PA, 442 p., “Three Levels in
the Hierarchical Structure of Organization.” Baruch & Grad Ctr HM133 I56 1978.]
Parsons, Talcott, 1975, “On ‘De-Parsonizing Weber’,” American Sociological Review, Oct.
1975, 40(5):666-670. Comment on Jere Cohen, et al, 1975. Their reply follows this article. He
says he had his reasons. [The point of this controversy is that Parsons gave his own
interpretation of Weber’s sociological views and presented them as Weber’s.] Misc. PJ. A.
Parsons, Talcott, 1978, “Comment on R. Stephen Warner's ‘Toward a Redefinition of Action
Theory: Paying the Cognitive Element Its Due’,” The American Journal of Sociology, May 1978,
83(6):1350-1358. Follows the Warner article. Parsons claimed the cognitive element in all
situations was mixed with the “affective” or “motivational” [moral and religious] elements and
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cannot be regarded alone. Precedes Pope and Cohen comment. Misc. PJ. A.
Partington, David, Sergio Pellegrinelli, and Malcolm Young, 2005, “Attributes and Levels of
Programme Management Competence: an Interpretive Study,” International Journal of Project
Management, IPMA, Elsevier, UK, 23:87-95. Promoting proven project managers into
programme management positions in the construction business has been unreliable in
distinguishing their enactment of competence. Programmes are the structures and processes that
are used to co-ordinate and direct the multiple inter-related projects that together are an
organization’s strategy. The authors use an interpretive approach, phenomenography, to study
the management of 15 programmes in 7 industry sectors. The results are presented as 17 key
attributes of programme management work and are arranged hierarchically into 4 levels of
competence. Understandably, many practicing Western managers hold rationalistic, objectivist
assumptions about research, and some do not easily make the switch to an interpretive paradigm.
Cited Sandberg 2000. See Chen and Partington 2004, 2006. MS. PJ.
Parton, Nigel, 1986, “The Beckford Report: A Critical Appraisal,” The British Journal of Social
Work, BASW, London, UK, 16(5):511-530. A backgrounder on the case and the report, “A
Child in Trust.” Not on Jaques or the theory. Misc. PJ. A.
Pascale, Richard Tanner, 1978, “Personnel Practices and Employee Attitudes: A Study of
Japanese and American Managed Firms in the U.S.,” Human Relations, 31(7):597-615. The
Japanese firms were younger than the U.S. firms and their employees had less tenure. [This had
nothing to do with TSD, Jaques, etc., but my suspicions were aroused.] Misc. PJ.
Pascale, Richard T., and Anthony G. Athos, 1981, The Art of Japanese Management,
applications for American Executives, Warner Books, New York, NY, 363 pages. The first
book-length version of the McKinsey 7-S model. Introduction by the managing director of
McKinsey. They contrast Matsushita with ITT’s Harold Geneen. Geneen is the bad guy here the tough as nails US CEO who ruled by fear. They never mentioned Geneen had installed Phil
Crosby as his in-house quality head. No mention of Deming or Juran or Jaques in regard to the
Japanese. They give full credit for the 7-S model to Cyrus Gibson at HBS (p. 338). [Nothing
Gibson wrote reflects this model at all. This is dead-end.] The Japanese appear to have had little
to do with it. This and the Peters and Waterman 1982 book (q.v.) were McKinsey’s response to
the decline in the effectiveness of American business management vis a vis the Japanese and
global competition. To be sure, McKinsey kept its premier place among consultants during the
1980s with these books. See Shimada critique 1985. Endnotes but no index. Misc. Bk.
Pascale, Richard Tanner, and Athony G. Athos, 1981, “Winning through Ambiguity, Vagueness
and Indirection: the secrets of Japanese management,” Savvy, US, July 1981, 2(7):53-60. From
their 1981 book The Art of Japanese Management. One of the best of the early wave of
academic books on Japanese management. Stressed cultural differences. The West valued
precision in business and viewed indirection as feminine. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Pascale, Richard, and Thomas P. Rohlen, 1983, "The Mazda Turnaround," Journal of Japanese
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Studies, Armonk, NY, US, Summer 1983, 9(2):219-263. (Reprinted 1988 as chapter 31 (p. 149169) in Okimoto, Daniel I., and Thomas P. Rohlen, eds., 1988, Inside the Japanese System:
readings on contemporary society and political economy, Stanford U.P., CA, 286 p.) A case.
Mazda had bet big time on the Wankel rotary engine, but when the first oil crisis hit, sales of this
gas-guzzler tanked. Wages had just been ratcheted up and productivity at Mazda was the worst
in the Japanese car industry. It was on the brink of bankruptcy. The CEO was the founder, a
tyrant protected by long tenure. Dealer and supplier relationships had gone to hell. Union
relations were – correct but distant. The turnaround was driven by the Sumitomo Bank backed
by the government. Quality and productivity increased. Suppliers and the union helped.
Workers were dispatched to the dealerships as salesmen. The Hiroshima community rallied
around. Clio Lehman Liby Resvs HC462.9 .I587 1988. # Misc. Ch.
Pascale, Richard, 1984, “Perspectives on Strategy: The Real Story Behind Honda’s Success,”
[a.k.a. “The Honda Effect”], California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Spring, 26(3):4772. What is most distinct in this story is the enormous discretion granted to middle-level
employees/ managers to make mid-course corrections to complete the task and achieve the
overall goal: to penetrate the U.S. market. They were sent to a foreign country for long periods
and were trusted to make decisions based on what they discovered there. Most companies would
pull these employees back fearing they had “gone native.” Pascale describes the “Six S’s” [not
Seven S’s] and shows they are compatible with Jaques’ approach (as some have claimed). He
also rebuts portfolio theory as proposed by BCG and microeconomic approaches to strategy (a la
Michael Porter). MBAs have a ‘technology aversion’ and an elitism that interact to prevent
either being remedied. Does not cite Jaques. See Leifer, Carse, Boorman, McGrath and
MacMillan. Comments in 1996 (below). Misc. Pro.
Pascale, Richard T., 1996, “Reflections on Honda,” California Management Review, Berkeley,
CA, Summer 1996, 38(4):112-117. While Pascale remains partial to the emergent interpretation
of events, there is a necessary and useful tension between it and the design school of thought.
Research into the nature and sources of strategic learning and agility produced these five
hypotheses: 1. Agility is a core competence, and it is increasingly important as a source of
sustainable competitive advantage. 2. Agility resides primarily in what an organization is "being"
over time, rather than in what it might be doing at a particular moment in time. 3. The four key
dimensions that define the way an organization is "being" are power, identity, contention and
learning. 4. The enduring nature of an organization's "being" derives from qualities that are
socialized into the organization. 5. The mechanisms of social engineering represent concrete
organizational disciplines. [Very nice: agility.] (Original in 1984 CMR.) Misc. Pro.
Pascale, Richard T., 1999, “Surfing at the Edge of Chaos,” Sloan Management Review, MIT,
Cambridge, MA, Spring 1999, 40(3):83-94. Every decade or two, a big idea in management
thinking takes hold and becomes widely accepted. The next big idea must enable businesses to
improve the hit rate of strategic initiatives and attain the level of renewal necessary for
successful execution. Scientific research on complex adaptive systems has identified principles
that apply to living things, from amoebae to organizations. A review of the change effort led by
Steve Miller at Royal Dutch/Shell showed complex adaptive systems exhibited a capacity for
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pattern recognition and employ this to anticipate the future. Cause-and-effect linkages in living
organisms are weak. Command and control does not work. Used Larry Selden’s “fractal”
exploration of the business model. In the end, Miller let go of control. He interacted with all
levels face to face and got more and better information. However, this did not eliminate the
hierarchy. [Selden was at CBS so I asked him. He denied using fractals and said he was using
“an adaptive control process,” per email: 21 Aug 2003.] Four principles in particular are
relevant to new strategic work, as activities at the Royal Dutch/Shell Group demonstrate: 1.
Equilibrium equals death. 2. Complex adaptive systems exhibit the capacity of self-organization
and emergent complexity. 3. Complex adaptive systems move toward the edge of chaos when
provoked by a complex task. 4. One cannot direct a living system, only disturb it. (Is this a fullcircle to Hayek 1945? Is this pure hype and bull? Hard to tell.) See Jaques 2002. Misc. Pro.
Pask, Gordon, 1980, “Developments in Conversation Theory – Part 1,” International Journal of
Man-Machine Studies, UK, Nov.,13(4):357-411. Cited Jaques 1956. CUNY Grad. Ctr. W. PJ.
Paskins, David, 1985, “Planning Horizons and Organizational Strata,” chapter 5 (p. 70-83) in
Hammond, Valerie, ed., 1985, Current Research in Management, Frances Pinter, London, UK,
265 p. Background on the idea that the longer the planning horizon a person has the higher the
position he/she has in the organization’s strata. Stressed personality rather than intelligence and
ability level as its source. Cited Bahn 1979; Beer 1984 (sic); Evans 1977; Ghiselli 1963; Jaques
1964; Knight 1977; McClelland 1973; Kraut 1969. See Life 1986 book review in LRP. Baruch
HD 30.4 .C87 1985. At Brighton Polytechnic, UK. Teach. # Rp. Ch.
Pasmore, William A., and Mary R. Fagans, 1992, "Participation, Individual Development, and
Organizational Change: A Review and Synthesis," Journal of Management, Southern
Management Assoc., Sage, June 1992, 18(2):375-397. Organization Development (OD) cannot
be separated from individual development. Interventions with the best potential lie on the same
foundations as democratic institutions. The potentials of individual members must be harnessed
in the face of increasing competition. Cited Jaques 1961, 1976; Hirschman 1970. # Rp. PJ.
Pasmore, William A., and Gurudev S. Khalsa, 1993, “The Contributions of Eric Trist to the
Social Engagement of Social Science,” Academy of Management Review, July, 18(3):546-569.
Useful background on the founding and intellectual origins of Tavistock, especially Wilfred R.
Bion on group therapy and leaderless groups. Mentions Jaques in passing. (See Peter Miller
1992.) W. PJ. A.
Patchen, Martin, 1961, The Choice of Wage Comparisons, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ.
Patchen found employees had common standards of fairness. Evans 1979 pointed out Patchen
was surprised at this finding and uncomfortable with it. Patchen claimed workers used multiple
comparatives when trying to identify the equity of their wage. Jaques says it is a holistic
judgment. Many academics sided with Patchen and set forth on studies to identify who the real
comparison was. This has kept up a merry chase for years. Pure Don Quixote. Later research
showed the comparison was based on 20 factors. (See Related 1960 PhD dissertation.) MS. Bk.
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Patchen, Martin, 1961, “A Conceptual Framework and Some Empirical Data Regarding
Comparisons of Social Rewards,” Sociometry, ASA, Sage, US, 24(2):136-156. Article version
of the dissertation and book. MS. PJ. A.
Patchen, Martin, 1962, “Supervisory Methods and Group Performance Norms,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, Dec. 1962, 7(3):275-294. Found that close supervision, in contradiction to
prior research, facilitated high performance norms. Encouragement of efficiency and attempts to
obtain better rewards for subordinates by the foremen were each by themselves negative. But
together they were associated with high performance. Supported by the Air Force. MS. PJ. A.
Patchen, Martin, 1965, “Labor-Management Consultation at TVA: Its Impact on Employees,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, Sep. 1965, 10(2):149-174. Examined the relationship between
the vigor of the co-operative program in each unit at TVA on the one hand and on the other, job
motivation, interest in innovation, organizational identification, and acceptance of change.
Employee influence in the work group and in the larger co-operative program are compared and
contrasted. (Almost contrasted this with Glacier, but didn’t.) Found little or no correlation
between direct and indirect participation (Tables 3 & 4.). (See Patchen 1970, book on TVA,
Lammers 1967.) MS. PJ. A.
Patchen, Martin, 1970, Participation, Achievement, and Involvement on the Job, Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 285 p. A book about the people of the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA). A sustained refutation of the then-popular concepts of achievement motivation and
organization identification. They were not personality-based. Control over means of doing
the job and difficulty of the job showed the strongest associations with indicators of job
motivation. Frequency of feedback was a key. Thus, close supervision was helpful. The
indirect role of the work group was clear. Indirect. Identification with the work organization
was only weakly supported as an intervening variable. Least job interest was shown by those
who have frequent time limits, low difficulty, and little performance feedback. (It don’t count
for much. Patchen’s findings were still on the equity side and were never replicated to the best
of my knowledge.) Findings confused reviewers who were looking for something else: Payne
1973, Hall 1971. Exception was an Aussie: Trahair 1971. (See Patchen 1965 for article on
TVA. The 1949 book by Selznick on TVA was not mentioned. As a result, Patchen’s reputation
was shredded.) At Purdue. MS. Bk.
Paterson, T. T., 1963, “The Jaques System: Impractical?” Sidebar: “An Argument: Part 2,” New
Society, Dec. 19, 1963, v. 26, pp. 9-11, London, UK. In reply to Jaques of Dec. 12, 1963. (q.v.)
Noted that some claim, “It requires three years with Dr. Jaques to understand (the time-span
method) properly.” Paterson was at Strathclyde. See Joe Kelly PhD 1966. See Stewart book
review of GPP in 1966. Reprinted in Gray 1976. Reversed his stand in 1972. Cr. NJ.
Paterson, T. T., and T. M. Husband, 1970, “Decision-Making Responsibility: Yard Stick for Job
Evaluation,” Compensation Review, UK, Second Quarter, 2(2):21-31. A concise description of
the Paterson method. The purpose of job evaluation is to provide an equitable scale of payment
for jobs in relation to their value to the organization, and it should, in theory, give a company at
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least four assists: (1) setting equitable wage differentials within its own wage structure; (2)
setting equitable wage differentials between its own wage structure and those of other companies
in the community; (3) setting equitable wage rates for new jobs in the company; and (4)
responding rapidly in pay practices to technological change. Husband did his PhD with Paterson
in 1970-71 at Strathclyde. Levels. See Jordan et al 1992. Alt. PJ.
Paterson, T. T., 1972, Job Evaluation, Vol 1: A New Method, Business Books, London, UK, 209
p. (In two volumes. Vol 2: A Manual for the Paterson Method, 208 p.) Paterson offered an
alternative single-factor approach to job evaluation based on decision-making. Described
Jaques’ Time-Span Method in Chapter 9, p. 97-107. Detailed rebuttal to Jaques in Chapter 13, p.
142-158. Paterson felt Jaques’ concepts were close to those of Wootton regarding
‘discriminating expenditure.’ (Jaques seems to have abandoned this idea in the early 1960s. Hill
continued to use it.) In Chapter 10 Paterson described Accountability - his version, not Jaques’.
Paterson also cited Fogarty and W. Brown. (After crossing swords I expected Paterson to
continue the ‘inky warfare’ but he was as fair and generous to Jaques as their differences would
allow. This greatly increased my respect for him.) Carefully described the Castellion, Timespan, and [Hay] Guide-chart profile methods and compared them to his own decision-taking
band method. (Castellion included a time-span dimension.) See Jordan et al 1992. See book
review by Thomason 1973, Snelgar 1983. SIBL: JLL 73-363. Alt. Bk.
Paterson, T. T., 1977, “The Link between Pay and Decision-Making,” International
Management, UK, Dec., 32(12):40-44. An interview by Sandra Salmans. The responsibility
level and pay structure should be measured by a single factor - decision-making. These are six
bands of decisions. (Eleven grades of jobs fall into these bands.) Many industries have adopted
it: the civil service in Rhodesia and Denmark, all office staff in Finland, engineering in India,
mining and agriculture in South Africa, and in hospitals and banks in France, Switzerland and
the Netherlands. Intuitive feel will determine if a man is paid fairly. Executives make more and
bigger decisions, so are paid more. Jaques not mentioned. Alt. PJ.
Pathak, R. D., Vinit Singh Chauhan, Upinder Dhar, and N. Reddy, 2002, “Effect of personal and
situational variables on managerial effectiveness: an empirical study,” International Journal of
Management, Poole, UK, Mar 2002, 19(1):27-37. The climate emphasizing goal attainment as
well as encouraging mutual support, cooperation and participation will lead to high levels of
managerial effectiveness. No correlation on managerial effectiveness was found with learned
helplessness, tolerance of ambiguity, and managerial creativity. [Was this the Japanese P-M
leadership system?] All at Prestige Institute of Management and Research, Devi Ahilya
Vishwavidyalaya, Indore, Madhya Pradesh, India. Abstract seen. MS. PJ.
Patricof, Alan J., Denys Henderson, Bernard Marcus, John G. Smale, and David W. Johnson,
1995, "Redraw the Line Between the Board and the CEO," Harvard Business Review, US,
Mar/Apr95, 73(2):153-164. Word Cnt: 6249. ISSN: 00178012. The age of the empowered
board of directors is here. Major public corporations now acknowledge that they have no choice
but to make management more accountable to shareholders and that strengthening the hand
of outside directors is the logical means for doing so. [Silly] The above five CEOs share their
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views. - "The board is responsible for the successful perpetuation of the corporation. That
responsibility cannot be relegated to management." John G. Smale, General Motors Corp. "The success of the nonexecutive chairman arrangement is heavily dependent on the chairman's
relationship with the CEO. If the chemistry is not good, the relationship isn't going to work."
Sir Denys Henderson, Imperial Chemical Industries and Zeneca. - "How can outside directors
constructively review management's strategy if they don't have a deep knowledge of the
business?" Bernard Marcus, Home Depot. See R. Jones 1977 McKinsey Q. # Misc. Pro.
Patten, Thomas H., Jr., 1967, “Organizational Process and the Development of Managers: Some
Hypotheses,” Human Organization, Society for Applied Anthropology, Boston, MA, Winter,
26(4): 24:242-255. Patten reversed the usual question and asked: What is required to get
promoted by higher managers? They valued the ability to solve critical non-routine
problems. Social and emotional intelligence, human relations, and the like were helpful but not
essential. Good footnotes (# 32-39). Cited in Strauss 1970; EJ 1956, ft 25. [Note Deming’s
warning: Did this manager set up a system – or not?] Clio Lehman GN1 .H83. Baruch since
1962 on shelf & Micro 3rd fl. all. Hard: HUM JFM 04-61. HUM Micro *XL-698. # Rp. PJ.
A.
Patten, Thomas H., Jr., 1967, “Maturity-Pay Curves in a Floating Labor Market: The Case of
Southern California,” Quarterly Review of Economics and Business, U. Illinois, US, Autumn,
7(3):57-72. The maturity curves were being used for scientists and engineers in the defense
industry and this was driven by the U.S. Government since the end of WWII. Felt these curves
might make salary administration automatic. (No reference to the Japanese.) See Atchison 1965
PhD, 1967 article. Cited EJ 1956, 1961; Sibson 1960; Belcher 1962; Torrance 1962; W. French
1964. SIBL *ZAN-T4444. Baruch (hard), Grad Ctr (MIC-Pep 129), not Htr Mn. # Rp. PJ.
Patten, Thomas H., Jr., 1968, “Funding Merit Increases for Salaried Employees,” MSU Business
Topics, Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI, US, Summer 1968, p. 8. No evidence available
shows multiple variables contribute understanding on management pay relationships.
Nevertheless, among professionals in the field this is communicated and learned. (In other
words a wall exists between pros and academics: I ain’t telling you nothin’ and I ain’t
publishing nothin’ neither. You figure it out, egghead.) Cited by Foster 1970. Baruch. Rp. NJ.
Patten, Thomas H., Jr., 1970, “Collective Bargaining and Consensus: the Potential of a
Laboratory Training Input,” Management of Personnel Quarterly, Spring 1970, 9(1):29-37. If
collective bargaining is a form of conflict resolution, why hasn't laboratory training been used in
negotiations, creating conditions of trust and providing consensus solutions to managementunion problems? Let's make it a goal for the 1970's. (One example he cited was Elliott Jaques at
Glacier Metal in the 1950s-1960s.) Cited Jaques 1964. # Rp. PJ.
Patten, Thomas H., Jr., 1988, Fair Pay: The Managerial Challenge of Job Worth and Job
Evaluation, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, and London, UK, 272 p. Lots of Jaques-related
citations. A good background on the post-WWII history of compensation theories and some
useful managerial perspectives on steps toward comparable worth. Unfortunately, he saw time
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span of discretion (TSD) simply as a single-factor job evaluation system. Similarly, he cited A.
W. Charles 1971. Clio Offsite HF5549.5 .J62 P38 1988. Lost. Bk.
Patterson, J. Steve, 1994, “CAS3 - investment in the future,” Military Review, US, May 1994,
74(5):24-28. Focused on Combined Arms and Services Staff School (CAS3) decision in the
United States army. Benefits from CAS3 training for one's battalion; Description of CAS3;
Selection of captain for CAS3 as a crucial step; Advice to soldiers who will going to CAS3.
Cited Jaques and Clement 1991. # D. Pro.
Patton, Arch, 1951, “Current Practices in Executive Compensation,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Jan-Feb 1951, p. 56-64. A summary of the 1950 AMA “Proportional Management
Compensation Survey” and review of pay for executives and managers in 41 large companies,
1939-1950. Top management income had dropped after taxes by 50 percent over 11 years.
Compared executive compensation to other employees and found it had fallen behind hourly (up
100%) and supervisory workers (up 83%), which were the only groups to improve their
purchasing power. CEO pay was linked to size of firm and to profitability. Used Pareto’s
concept of “proportional income” (the 80/20 rule). Also, if the company had over 15,000
employees, the top 1% were executives (up 45%) and the top 1/10% were the policy group that
ran the firm (up 35%). [Note: steep inflation in 1946-47.] This article was a bombshell on
executive compensation because this Pareto had been reversed since the Depression. See Bursk
1952; Patton 1959, 1961 & 1965; Lach 1962; Engel 1966. See Homa’s 1967 PhD. Alt. Pro.
Patton, Arch, 1959, “Administering Executive Compensation,” Business Horizons, Winter 1959.
Reprinted by McKinsey & Co, 1959. Cited in Lach 1962. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Patton, Arch, 1961, Men, Money and Motivation; executive compensation as an instrument of
leadership, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 233 p. Described the bombshell impact of the 1950 AMA
survey and his McKinsey 1951 survey published in the March 1952 HBR. This grew out of
William R. Bassett’s 1948 report. Identified promotions as the greatest incentive for the highly
talented manager. It meant public recognition of superior merit. It was a visible executive
action, unlike raises which were mostly hidden. Everyone knew about it and were quick to
interpret its policy meaning. Graph of salaries compared to years since first professional degree
(p. 116) was also used in the 1962 and 1964 Los Alamos data. See Patton 1951, 1959 & 1965,
Bursk 1952, Copeman 1957, Lach 1962, & Engel 1966. See Homa’s 1967 PhD. Alt. Bk.
Patton, Arch, 1965, “Top Executive Pay,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Nov.-Dec. p.
118. Patton’s McKinsey studies continued! More money for CEOs. CEO’s ate this stuff up!
See Bursk 1952; Patton 1951 & 1961; McKinsey 1959; and Engel 1966. See Homa’s 1967 PhD.
Alt. Pro.
Patton, Arch, 1973, “Does Performance Appraisal Work?” Business Horizons, U. Indiana, IN,
US, Feb73, 16(1):83-91. When targets are set for individual executives, top management
recognizes the need for company objectives. When these are set, the executive team has a
common set of goals that sharpen the focus of each individual's efforts. As a result, the
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competitive effectiveness of the group action is multiplied. # Misc. PJ.
Patton, Arch, 1994, “The Making of Multimillion-Dollar Executives,” Business Horizons, U.
Indiana, IN, US, May/June 1994, 37(3):3-34. Examined the explosive expansion in the
compensation levels of industry's top management. Introduction of the American Management
Association's Executive Compensation Survey in 1951; Stock options and stock-related
compensation programs; Effects of inflation; Changes in boards of directors; Change in ethical
climate of business; Power to correct inequities in the SEC. # Misc. PJ.
Patton, Carl Vernon, 1975, "Budgeting under Crisis: The Confederacy as a Poor Country,"
Administrative Science Quarterly, US, Sep75, 20(3):355-370. 16p. ISSN: 0001-8392. This
article examines the budgetary process of the Confederate government, an aspect of the
Confederacy generally ignored by Civil War historians. The budgetary process of the
Confederacy resembled that employed by contemporary poor countries, and using a model of
budgeting developed by Wildavsky, it is shown that the Confederacy's budgetary process should
have been conflict-laden, as indeed it was. The Confederate budgetary process was repetitive in
terms of both requests and appropriations, and since it lacked predictability, participants could
not take their bearing from it. In addition to adding to our general knowledge about an important
period of American history, this analysis describes how a budgetary process similar to the United
States federal model operated under extreme pressure. Further, it gives an insight into the kinds
of problems experienced by governments undergoing periods of development while experiencing
extreme financial crisis. At U. Ill., Urbana. # Misc. PJ. A.
Patwardhan, M. S., 1991, Managerial Evolution Indian Experience, Associated Chambers of
Commerce and Industry of India, New Delhi, India, chapter 14 (p. 91-96). A reference on the
influence of the East India Company in India to 1858. Short. Teach. # Bk. Misc.
Paul, Nancy, and Andrea Warfield, 1990, "The impact of divorce on work," Personnel
Management, Personnel Management, Blackwell, London, UK, Feb. 1990, p. 28-31. Indeed, it
sure does. Referred to course at Brunel; NHS. Cited Stamp 1986. # D. PJ.
Pauley, Graeme S., 1994, “Case based reasoning - A catalyst for improvement,” Transactions of
the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, UK, January-February, 103:A17-A20. A case on the
development of an IS strategy at Anglesey Aluminium Metal (UK). Information Technology.
(See W. Brown papers and Pauley and Ormerod 1998). MS. NJ.
Pauley, Graeme S., and Richard J. Ormerod, 1998, “The Evolution of a Performance
Measurement Project at RTZ,” Interfaces, INFORMS, July/Aug98, 28(4):94-118, 25p. In 1994,
RTZ Corporation plc, the world's largest mining company, tried to reconcile (a) the desire of
central management to compare performance across mine sites with (b) the desire of local
management to judge performance in their own terms. The company began a project to establish
a method of measuring open-pit productive capacity, to spread best practice, and to motivate
higher performance. Initially we saw the solution as a simple model of equipment availability
using hard OR derived using a participative process based on soft OR (operations research). Try
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outs in Australia, Southern Africa, and North America showed that we needed to combine
various hard and soft OR methods and to move the emphasis to achieving breakthroughs in
performance. The latest try out resulted in an increase in production of over 25 percent in the
first year. [See references herein for a series of RTZ projects by these authors.] Pauley at Rio
Tinto Technical Services, Castlemead, UK. Ex post. Ormerod at Warwick U. MS. PJ.
Peabody, Robert L., 1962, “Perceptions of Organizational Authority: A Comparative Analysis,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, March, 6(4):463-482. Identified four types of authority:
legitimacy, position, competence, and person. Cited Jaques 1951 (ftnt 25). # MS. PJ. A.
Peach, David, 1974, "Salaries for Production Workers – What Happens?" The Business
Quarterly, [later renamed Ivey], London, ON, Canada, Spring 1974, 39(1):66-69. Based on the
experiences of two Canadian manufacturers (Alcan Canada, Philips Electronics) that changed
their production employees from an hourly wage to a guaranteed salary. Absenteeism increased
- but only temporarily. Doing this would "humanize" the work place and eliminate the closest
thing to class distinction we have. Cited in Hulme and Bevan 1975. At UWO. # MS. Pro.
Peach, E. Brian, and Daniel A. Wren, 1992, "Pay for performance from antiquity to the 1950's,"
Journal of Organizational Behavior Management, Haworth Press, 12(1):5-26. ISSN: 01608061. The evolution of pay for performance is traced from antiquity through the 1950s, viewed
from the perspective of 4 overlapping eras. The first era covers the intuitive use of incentives
from antiquity through the rise of the domestic system and the eve of the Industrial Revolution.
The 2nd era illuminates the isochronal struggle of economists and industrialists to relate to their
new and changing environment. The 3rd era illustrates the mushrooming of practitioner-oriented
incentive plans as engineers attempted to create practical solutions to the daily realities of the
shop floors. The 4th era covers the age of the social scientists, which featured a diminished role
for pay and increased emphasis on group participation and nonfinancial rewards. It is evident
that the use of pay for performance at any point is constrained by historical precedents and
experiences and the moral and cultural outlooks extant in society. Notions of equity and job
worth are not absolute, but culturally specific. Cited in Carraher et al 2003. Cited W.B.D.
Brown 1962; Williams 1920; W. F. Whyte 1955; Kerr 1975; Towne 1889; - Taylor 1895, 1903,
1911; Gantt 1916; Emerson 1909. See Handlin 1992 (same issue). NYPL os SIBL JLL 84-95
v. 12-13 (1992-1993). # D. PJ.
Pearce, Jone L., 1981, “Bringing Some Clarity to Role Ambiguity Research,” Academy of
Management Review, US, Oct. 1981, 6(4):665-674. Theoretical development of the concept of
role ambiguity and empirical research on this concept have proceeded fairly independently of
one another. Empirical work has confounded role ambiguity with both job dissatisfaction and
formalization. A new model of ambiguity is offered, emphasizing unpredictability, rather than
information deficiency. Model accords with expectancy theory. Jaques not cited. At UC-Irvine.
# Refu. PJ. A.
Pearce, J. M., 1982, "Appraising the Most Important and Expensive Company Asset — People:
A Review Essay," Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources, Sage, Nov. 1982, 20(4):54-56.
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doi: 10.1177/103841118202000409. The Motorola Corp. has recently spent a lot of money to
proclaim the excellence and effectiveness of their personnel management programmes. Earlier
enthusiasm in the U.S. for 'Theory Z' appears to have been followed by a backlash and a number
of sarcastic remarks about company songs and calisthenics. However, Motorola's boast is of "on
going staff involvement and two way communication through regular, open, performance
appraisal". William Ouchi's book on 'Theory Z' makes it clear that one significant difference
between Japanese and U.S. management styles is in the area of staff appraisal. The difference
is one that Ouchi constantly refers to — a difference in time perspective — the Japanese
perspective on performance being a much longer one. [Sees it – but doesn't.] At Hay Assocs.
(BkRev) # MS. PJ.
Pearson, Alan, 1986, “Succession Planning and Career Planning: An Application of Time-Span
of Discretion and the Work of Elliott Jaques,” Proprietary Report, Toronto, ON, December. A
case. Unpublished. Ru.
Pearson, Alan, 1996, “Crisis and Renewal: ethical anarchy in mature organizations (Letter),”
Ivey Business Quarterly, University of Western Ontario, Canada, 1 March 1996, 60(3):24. A
response to David Hurst’s 1995 article on the need for crises to rejuvenate organizations. Cited
Jaques as an alternative. D. Pro.
Pearson, Andrall E., 1989, "Six Basics for General Managers," Harvard Business Review, JulyAug., 67(4):94-101. Sustained superior performance cannot be built on one-shot improvements
like restructuring, massive cost reductions, or reorganizations. Sometimes such sweeping actions
are necessary or desirable but the priority of top general managers is to avoid that kind of a
situation. Focused on six key tasks that constitute the foundations of every general manager's
job: developing a distinctive work environment; spearheading innovative strategic thinking;
managing company resources productively; directing the people development and deployment
process; building a dynamic organization; and overseeing day-to-day operations. Successful
GMs are better at seeing the inter-relationships among these six areas, setting priorities, and
making things happen. As a result, they make a coherent and consistent pattern that moves the
business forward. CEO of Pepsico. # Misc. Pro.
Pearson, Andrall E., 1992, “Corporate Redemption and the Seven Deadly Sins,” Harvard
Business Review, (cover story), Boston, MA, USA, May/Jun92, 70(3):65-75. Too many U.S.
corporations are languishing from seven familiar sins: inconsistent product quality; slow
response to the marketplace; lack of innovative, competitive products; unresponsive customer
service; uncompetitive cost structure; inadequate employee involvement; and inefficient resource
allocation. These maladies are mostly management-induced, and the remedies -- shifting
strategy, reallocating resources, focusing on operations -- are proving ineffective. The cures
don't address the cause: negative, risk-averse, bureaucratic work environments. What's needed is
speed, Spartanism, innovation, and marketplace focus. First, top managers must decide what
their company stands for and convince their employees of this uniqueness. Second, they must
set world-class standards and be tough about enforcing them. Third, they must ensure enough
innovations take place to change the company's future. Three other factors are crucial: the right
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talent, an effective reward system, and CEOs who can drive the desired changes. Creating a
dynamic work environment takes perseverance, flexibility, commitment. [The first 5 sins are
market-oriented.] (Pearson was CEO of Pepsico; currently at HBS.) # Misc. Pro.
Pearson, Christine M., and Judith A. Clair, 1998, "Reframing Crisis Management," Academy of
Management Review, (AMR), US, Jan., 23(1):59-76. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1998.192960. ISSN:
03637425. The impact of organizational crises has never been stronger. Yet previous research
on crisis management lacks adequate integration. In this article we attempt to integrate and build
upon current knowledge to create a multidisciplinary approach to crisis management research,
using psychological, social-political, and technological-structural research perspectives (PST).
We offer definitions of organizational crisis and crisis management, as well as a framework that
depicts the crisis management process and researchable propositions for the integration of these
perspectives. We also suggest implications for research and practice. Cited in Bassarab 2010
PhD. Tested and confirmed. Jaques not cited. At UNC; Boston Coll. # Misc. PJ. A.
Pearson, Gordon, 1986, “The Strategic Discount – Protecting New Business Projects Against
DCF,” Long Range Planning, UK, Feb., 19(1):18-24. There was a bias against long-term
strategic investment strongly evident in today's business culture and formalized in orthodox
financial appraisal techniques (DCF). This bias resulted in a disinvestment spiral and put
otherwise valid businesses in jeopardy. The Strategic Discount was also a means of adapting
business culture to more positive and creative entrepreneurial strategies. # Misc. PJ. A.
Pease, Robert F., 1961, “Some Current Efforts at Improvement,” chapter 4 (p. 68-77) in Maier,
Norman R. F., L. Richard Hoffman, John G. Hooven, and William H. Read, 1961, SupervisorSubordinate Communication in Management, AMA, NY, NY, US, 96 p. Widespread and
serious misunderstandings exist between the supervisor and the subordinate. They “do not
agree” on duties, requirements, future changes, obstacles, and priorities “in almost every area.”
Only a 50% overlap in selection for superior communications between the two groups in the
same organization! Proposed solutions include clearer job descriptions and performance
appraisals. And there should be joint decision making and a clear ability requirement. Cited
Jaques 1951; Brown 1960. Cited in Sashkin and Williams 1990. See McMurry 1942, Kovach
1980; Takezawa and Whitehill 1960, 1981; Maccoby 1976, Randall 1960, Maier 1962; Morse
2003; Neirynck 2003 Related PhD. CUNY JJay HD 30.3 .S96. D. Ch.
Peetz, David, 2002, “Decollectivist Strategies in Oceania,” Relations Industrielles/ Industrial
Relations, Universite Laval/ Laval University, Quebec, Canada, Printemps/Spring, 57(2):252281. (In English, Resume in French) ‘Oceania’ refers to George Orwell’s novel about Big
Brother, 1984. Compared the emergence of “sophisticated decollectivist strategies” (union
busting) in Australia to the state strategies of Oceania. CRA officers moved on to
Commonwealth Bank and Telstra. Cited Bruce Hearn Mackinnon on Jaques’ dropping of works
committees from the theory as it was applied in Australia. Jaques not cited. Peetz is at Griffith
U., Brisbane, Qnsld, AU. See Waring. # Cr. PJ.
Peetz, David, 2005, "Hollow Shells: The Alleged Link Between Individual Contracting and
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Productivity Growth", The Journal of Australian Political Economy, adelaide, SA, AU, Dec.,
56(2005):32-55. The claims of corporate lobbyists and Federal government that individual
contracting raises productivity are assessed. Workplace data showed no productivity gains for
individual contracting over union collective bargaining. NYPL SIBL JBK 99-52 no. 52-no. 60
(Dec. 2003-Dec. 2007) inc. # Refu. PJ.
Pegels, C. Carl, 1984, Japan vs the West, Kluwer-Nijhoff, Boston, MA, US, 219 p.
An accurate description of what Japan was about - trade policy, employment bundles, solid.
‘WA’ – gives a productivity and quality advantage. Japanese firms in the US: Toyota,
Kawasaki, YKK, Kikkoman, Sony, Sanyo. US firms with similar HR policies: Delta Airlines,
United Airlines, IBM, H-P, Intel, Four-Phase Systems, Tandem, Boeing, Kodak. SIBL os JLE
84-2749 (SIBL). At SUNY Buffalo. Teach. MS. Bk.
Pellegrin, Roland J., and Charles H. Coates, 1957, "Executives and Supervisors: Contrasting
Definitions of Career Success," Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell U., Ithaca, NY, US,
Mar1957, 1(4):506-517. 12p. ISSN: 00018392. The executive, needing esteem and personal
accomplishment, regards the achievement of high position essential for success. The supervisor
defines success in terms of security, respect, and happiness. The executive is motivated toward
continually higher achievement. The supervisor does not establish successively higher goals
after attaining his modest ambitions. (In tying themselves to Maslow's hierarchy, they get
causation backwards.) Cited by Paine & Gannon 1973. At LSU; UMD. # Refu. PJ. A.
Pelz, Donald, 1951, “Leadership in a Hierarchical Organization,” Journal of Social Issues, APA,
Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues, Ann Arbor, MI, [Blackwell, Oxford, UK
and Malden, MA], 7(3):49-55. A classic Human Relations study of the first-level supervisor as
the man-in-the middle, where he/she helps individuals in the group achieve individual financial
goals using the group’s superior output work results to increase his/her power and status in the
larger hierarchy. Cited in Argyris 1964 book. MS. PJ.
Pelz, Donald C., and Frank M. Andrews, 1962, “Organizational Atmosphere, Motivation and
Research Contribution,” American Behavioral Scientist, Princeton, NJ, US, Dec., 6(4):43-47.
Graphs showed the type of contribution: 1. Basic research, 2. Applied research, 3. Development.
The atmospheres of the institutions ranged from the frustrating to the satisfying. Cited in Cliffe
1984 PhD. Jaques not cited. See Maier 1949. Clio Offsite H1 .A472. # Misc. Pro.
Pelz, Donald C., and Frank M. Andrews, 1964, “Detecting Causal Priorities in Panel Study
Data,” American Sociological Review, Dec., 29(6):836-848. Used cross-lagged correlations.
Identified conditions under which this method will not work. Developed during their 1966 book
research. Misc. PJ. A.
Pelz, Donald C., and Frank M. Andrews, 1966, “Autonomy, coordination, and stimulation, in
relation to scientific achievement,” Behavioral Science, General Systems Science Foundation,
US, 11(2):89-97. From their 1966 book. To consider the relationship between organizational
freedom and individual achievement, data from 500 scientists and engineers in research and
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development organizations are analyzed. Only in the middle-range situations were two essential
conditions present: high autonomy was accompanied by a number of strong motivations and
stimulations, and the setting was flexible enough to allow these factors to improve performance.
Cited by R. House 1971 in review of V. Thompson 1969. Online since 1990. CUNY City Pers.
MS. PJ.
Pelz, Donald C., and Frank M. Andrews, 1976, Scientists in Organizations: productive climates
for research and development, Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI, 401 pages. This 1976 Rev. Edn. contains the 1966 1st Edn. plus five articles by Pelz,
Andrews, and Andrews and Farris. One of the first major attempts to apply rigorous methods of
research to the administration of R&D labs. Information was collected from 1300 scientists and
engineers. Data were analyzed to determine what conditions - either in the environment or in the
individual - accompanied a high or low level of performance. Results indicated that individual
scientists and engineers, not only directors and supervisors, can produce changes in the
laboratory which increase the likelihood of achievement. Nine methodological appendices were
included. Farris’ 1966 Related PhD became the second panel study, using this research as the
first (q.v. Farris articles). See Bailyn 1985 for similar inverted-U between specificity and
creativity. The additional 1976 chapters were:
Pelz, Donald C., 1967, “Creative Tensions in the Research and Development Climate,”
Science, American Association for the Advancement of Science, July, 157(3785):160165. Reprinted as “Creative Tensions – An Overview, technical achievement of
scientists and engineers was higher under conditions that seemed antithetical,” the
introduction to Pelz and Andrews 1976, p. xv-xxviii. Management’s goal is to maintain a
tension between security and challenges so the creative process stays vigorous. A
feedback loop exists so cause and effect are often interactive. MS. Ch.
Pelz, Donald C., 1970, “Problem Solvers versus Decision Makers,” Innovation,
Technology Communication, January. Included as a chapter in 1975's Organizing the
Organization for Better R&D, an AMA Management Briefing, AMACOM. Reprinted as
“Problem Solvers vs. Decision Makers,” a chapter in Pelz and Andrews 1976, p. 321-336.
On problem solving managers. Offers a model of challenge and security for employees
with many elements that overlap with Jaques’ elements. (No footnotes.) MS. Ch.
Andrews, Frank M., 1975, “Social and Psychological Factors which Influence the
Creative Process,” chapter in Taylor, Irving A., and J. W. Getzels, eds., 1975,
Perspectives in Creativity, Aldine Publishing, Chicago, IL. Reprinted as “Creative
Process” a chapter in Pelz and Andrews 1976, p. 337-365. Found creative ability was
unrelated to innovativeness of output. The professional first needs security (trust) to
utilize his/her creative ability. MS. Ch.
Andrews, Frank M., and George F. Farris, 1973, “Time Pressure and Performance of
Scientists and Engineers: a Five-Year Panel Study,” Organizational Behavior and
Human Decision Processes, Academic Press, US, Oct., 8(2):185-200. Published by NTIS
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in 1971. Performer: Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Inst. for Social Research, 31 p., Report:
NASA-CR-121884. Accession Number: N7135261. Reprinted as “Time Pressure” a
chapter in Pelz and Andrews 1976, p. 367-382. Examined time pressures (both role and
information) experienced by 117 scientists and engineers and their levels of
productiveness. Data were also gathered 5 years later. Time pressure predicted
positively to several aspects of (above average) performance including usefulness,
innovation, and productivity. # MS. Ch.
Andrews, Frank M., and Farris, George F., 1967, “Supervisory Practices and
Innovation in Scientific Teams,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK,
20(4):497-515. Reprinted as “Supervisory Practices” a chapter in Pelz and Andrews
1976, p. 383-401. The greatest innovation occurred under supervisors who knew the
technical detains of the scientists’ work, could critically evaluate them, and could
influence work goals. Innovation was low when supervisors were effective in human
relations or administration, and especially low when effective in BOTH. (This conflicts
with the findings of Blake and Mouton.) MS. Ch. A.
Penny, James A., 2003, “Exploring differential item functioning in a 360-degree assessment:
Rater source and method of delivery,” Organizational Research Methods, Sage, Thousand Oaks,
Jan 2003, 6(1):61-79. The model used method of survey delivery and rater group to identify
items exhibiting differential item functioning (DIF). Results indicated little evidence that DIF
existed due to method of survey delivery, lending additional support for the use of the Internet to
deliver 360-degree surveys. Contrasted contingency theory (Fiedler) with complexity theory
(Jaques) with no effect. DIF should be removed wherever possible. Not on the theory. Cited
Jaques 1989, 1991. Misc. PJ.
Penrose, Edith Tilton, 1955, “Limits to the Growth and Size of Firms,” The American Economic
Review, Papers and Proceedings of the Sixty-seventh Annual Meeting of the American
Economic Association, May 1955, p. 531-543. The firm does not use all of its resources at any
moment due to a shortage of managerial ability. The limitation of managerial services is stated
by management itself to be an important restriction on expansion (see Walter W. Heller, March
1951, HBR.) Unused managerial services (entrepreneurial resources) are concealed in the form
of unused abilities. Coordination and decentralization are relevant to efficiency only insofar as
they are required - and attempted. Firms must focus on developing their managerial talent.
(Penrose has no direct connection to Jaques’ theory but runs parallel to it regarding the need to
recognize ability and assign it to appropriate tasks. Penrose is highly esteemed in economics.
See Jaques’ R.O. 1996 pp. 127-129 “The Archimedes Principle.”) [See her collected essays
1971, The Growth of Firms; Middle East oil, and other essays. A winner.] MS. PJ. A.
Penrose, Edith Tilton, 1959, The Theory of the Growth of the Firm, Basil Blackwell, Oxford UK
and Wiley, New York NY. (See 1955 article.) A great classic in economics and
entrepreneurship. The lack of managerial ability is the limitation on firm growth. This coincides
with part of Jaques’ theory but takes a very different route. Re-issued in 1980 (with foreword by
Martin Slater, q.v.) and in 1995 (with NEW Foreword by Penrose, q.v.). D: 1996. MS. Bk.
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Penrose, Edith, 1985, “The Theory of the Growth of the Firm Twenty-Five Years After,” Acta
Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studia Oeconomiae Negotiorum 20, 16 pp. Uppsala, Sweden. ISBN
91-554-1634-9. A booklet of a speech presenting the core of her theory and discussing some of
the criticisms, modifications, extensions and uses made of it. MS. Rep.
Penrose, Edith, 2008, “Strategy/Organization and the Metamorphosis of the Large Firm,”
Organization Studies, EGOS, Sage/ De Gruyter, Berlin, Germany, 29(8&9):1117-1124. [Written
in 1994 just before she died.] The article discusses the adaption and changes inside the dynamic
firm in a mature capitalist economy. The author stresses that the firm as a major actor in the
economic game called the allocation of resources and the production and distribution of goods
and services. Two main pathways for the growth of firms exist, one through a process of internal
investment and the other from a process of combination or acquisition. It outlines core and
network. Cited Bartlett & Ghoshal 1993; Ghoshal & Bartlett 1994. Baruch Percls. Misc. PJ.
Pentland, Brian T., 1992, “Organizing Moves in Software Support Hot Lines,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, Dec., 37(4):527-548. Studied two call centers. Defined knowledge as
situated performance with moves (transfer a call: division of labor - escalating a call: hierarchy).
Organizing moves are a logical foundation for a theory of organizational knowledge. This
describes RO strata. Unaware of the theory. Cited in Jett 1999 Related PhD. MS. PJ. A.
Pentland, Brian T. and Henry H. Rueter, 1994, “Organizational Routines as Grammars of
Action,” Administrative Science Quarterly, US, Sept., 39(3):484-510. Explored the sequential
structure of work processes in a task unit whose work involved high numbers of exceptions, low
analyzability of search, frequent interruptions, and extensive deliberation and that cannot be
characterized as routine under any traditional definition. Yet a detailed analysis revealed that
most interactions follow a repetitive, functionally similar pattern. A proposed new approach
juxtaposes the structural features of the organization against the reflective agency of
organizational members. Members enact specific performances from among a potentially large
set of possibilities giving rise to routines. [Discretion is what this is called.] Cited by BurtonTaylor 2004 PhD (p. 75). At UCLA and Mich. # MS. PJ. A.
Pepitone, James S., 2002, “A Case for Humaneering,” Industrial Engineer, Norcross, GA, US,
May 2002, 34(5):39-44. Little has been accomplished to raise the productivity of knowledge and
service work. 80% of the US workforce is now engaged in white-collar professions. Production
work supports machines. But knowledge work is supported by machines. There is tremendous
potential for real financial gain to companies that can tap into productivity improvements in this
type of work. Gains will only come through hiring capable knowledge workers. When work is
humaneered, the focus is on the human-dependent aspects of the work – and the optimization of
this performance. # MS. PJ.
Peppard, Joe, 2010, "Unlocking the Performance of the Chief Information Officer (CIO),"
California Management Review, UC-Berkeley, Cal., Summer 2010, 52(4):73-99. Organizations
are today fundamentally dependent on their IT systems; few could survive for long without them.
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Yet all the evidence points to the fact that organizations are struggling with IT and blame for this
situation is usually placed at the feet of the CIO. Interviews were conducted with CIOs, other csuite members, and commentators. Of central importance to IT was the pivotal role of the IT
savviness of the CEO and the leadership team. They revealed some uncomfortable lessons.
Jaques not cited. <j.peppard@cranfield.ac.uk> At Cranfield U., UK. # Misc. Pro.
PepsiCo., 2001, PepsiCo leader development guide, Purchase, NY, US, … p.
Cited in Thurgood 2008 PhD. Not in NYPL, Clio. ~
Percival, Geraldine, Freddie Crous, and J. M. Schepers, 2003, “Cognitive Potential and Job
Complexity as Predictors of Flow,” South African Journal of Industrial Psychology/ SA Tydskrif
vir Bedryfsielkunde, August, 29(2):60-71. One approach that explores the employee’s positive
work experiences is Csikzentmihalyi’s (1975) “flow” construct. The results of this study of 161
telecommunications company employees revealed that job complexity (as measured by Matrix of
Working Relationships) is related to capability (as measured by IRIS interview), but these
variables did not relate to the flow experience. Cited Jaques 1970, 1986, 1989/1996, 1994;
Mauer 1997, 1998, 2000; Carraher & Chait 1999; Stamp 1988, 1991, 1993, 1996. Clio online.
[Available at bioss.com (4 pages).] # Rp. PJ.
Perelman, Michael, 2011, “Adam Smith: Class, labor, and the industrial revolution,” Journal of
Economic Behavior & Organization, [in press], Elsevier, 76(3):481-496. doi:
10.1016/j.jebo.2010.08.003 This article explores Adam Smith's authoritarian side, showing the
close connection between Smith's notion of appropriate behavior and the prevailing economic
organization. This article explores how this dimension of Smith's pre-analytic vision shaped his
writings. At Cal State U. - Chico. # Refu. PJ.
Perlman, Mark, 1990, “The Evolution of Leibenstein’s X-Efficiency Theory,” chapter (p. 7-25)
in Weiermair, Klaus, and Mark Perlman, eds., 1990, Studies in Economic Rationality: XEfficiency, Examined and Extolled / Essays Written in the Tradition of and to Honor Harvey
Leibenstein, Michigan University Press, Ann Arbor, MI, US, 398 p. Jaques not mentioned as a
source, but APQT was cited. His 1992 essay was based on this. SIBL JBE 91-372. MS. Ch.
UP. A.
Perlmutter, Marion, 1988, “Cognitive Development in Life-Span Perspective: From Description
of Differences to Explanation of Changes,” chapter 9 (p. 191-217) in Hetherington, E. Mavis,
Richard M. Lerner, and Marion Perlmutter, eds., Child Development in Life-Span Perspective,
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale, NJ, 314 p. What are the ways that cognition changes
with age? Causes? An integrative three-tiered model (boxes) for future study is proposed. So
far, research has failed to explain the causes of age change. Jaques not cited. CUNY Htr Mn HQ767.9 .C4445 1988. At U. Mich. Misc. Ch.
Perlmutter, Sybil, 1990, Cognitive Complexity and Time Perspective in Hybrid Organizations,
Ph.D., dissertation in Social and Developmental Psychology and Business Administration, Case
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Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, 196 pages. UMI AAT 9035294. DAI-B 51/07. p.
3615, Jan 1991. Unpublished dissertation (?). See Ph.Ds.
Perlow, Leslie A., 1997, Finding Time: How Corporations, Individuals and Families Can
Benefit from New Work Practices, Cornell University Press, Ithaca, NY. The current approach to
work and rewards requires superstardom and heroics to get regular work done. This focus on
individualism leads to constant interruptions and impedes productivity. Work spills over into
family and home time so flexible work options fail to resolve the problem. She suggests some
alternatives. See Related PhD 1995. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Perlow, Leslie A., 1999, “The Time Famine: Towards a Sociology of Work Time,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 44(1):57-81. An article
version of the dissertation and the 1997 book. See Related PhD 1995. MS. PJ. A.
Perlow, Leslie, Gerardo Okhuyson, and Nelson Repenning, 2002, "The Speed Trap: Exploring
the Relationship between Decision Making and the Temporal Context," Academy of
Management Journal, October, 45(5):931-955. Documented the harried and pressurized
decision-making in a Silicon Valley dot-com as each round of venture capital financing came
due. An excellent documentation of the burn-rate phenomenon and context of the decisionmaking process rather than one-off decisions examined in isolation. Showed how the doom-loop
develops and tightens. They note the opposite was also true in some firms: the ‘slow trap,’
where content was valued over speed in decisions. But made no attempt to link this to capability
levels among the managers or the venture capitalists. MS. PJ. A.
Perlow, Leslie, Jody Hoffer Gittell, and Nancy R. Katz, 2004, "Contextualizing Patterns of Work
Group Interaction: Toward a Nested Theory of Structuration," Organization Science, Sept-Oct
2004, 15(5):520-536. This article focused on the patterns of interaction that arise within work
groups and how organizational and institutional factors played a role in shaping these patterns.
The findings point toward a nested theory of structuration, expanding structuration theory to
multiple levels simultaneously. (Many of these concepts are covered in Brown 1960, 1971,
Jaques 1961, 1976, 1996.) MS. PJ. A.
Perold, Jacques, 1985, "The Historical and Contemporary Use of Job Evaluation in South
Africa," South African Labour Bulletin, SA, 10(4):72-82. This is on the use of the T.T. Paterson
method in Anglo American Corp. (AAC, mining) in SA. [However, be warned this file also
contains the following le Roux article as well.] ukzn.ac.za # Misc. PJ.
Perret, Veronique, 2009, «Elliott JAQUES: De l'organisation comme moyen de lutte contre
l'anxiété à la «Requisite Organization»,» chap 28 (p. 464-479) en Les grands auteurs en
Management, 2e edn, edition EMS, Paris, FR. In French. On social analysis, compexity of
work, managerial accountability, fair pay, levels of work, the structure of the hierarchy, and
work. Son analyse de la complexité du travail invite à une redéfinition des concepts de
responsabilité managériale, de principes de remuneration, de hierarchie, et de citoyennete sur le
lieu de travail (Jaques 2002, CEO). Cited Emery 1997; Dubost 1972, 2006; Weber 2005; Allard
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Poesi et Perret 2004; Craddock 2002 (2nd edn.). halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr A good short
overview. # D. Ch.
Perrow, Charles, 1961, "The Analysis of Goals in Complex Organizations," American
Sociological Review, Sage Publ., Thousand Oaks, Cal., US, Dec. 1961, 26(6):854-866.
ISSN: 00031224. An understanding of organizational behavior required close examination of
the goals of the organization reflected in operating policies. To reach a first approximation of
operative goals, a scheme was proposed which links technology and growth stages to major task
areas -- capital, legitimization, skills, and coordination -- which predicted to power structure
and thence to limits and range of operative goals. The major illustration of the utility of the
scheme was provided by voluntary general hospitals. Information is power. Cited in Perrow
1963. Cited Perrow 1960 PhD UC-B. At U. Michigan. NYPL online. # Misc. PJ. A.
Perrow, Charles, 1963, "Goals and Power Structure: A Historical Case Study," chapter 4 (p. 112146) in Friedson, Eliot, ed., 1963, The Hospital in Modern Society, Free Press, NY, NY, US, 346
p. The hospital was founded – and the trustees had the say – the power. Then the doctors began
their moves and they formed committees. Soon they set the goals but the finances went haywire.
Next the trustees set up an autocrat as CEO to control money. Presently, the three centers share
power and set the goals jointly. Jaques not cited. Cited Selznick 1949/1953, 1957; Perrow 1960
PhD UC-B, 1961. NYPL Schw D-15 4561. Clio os RA962 F88 1963. Misc. Ch. # Misc. Ch.
Perrow, Charles, 1967, “A Framework for the Comparative Analysis of Organizations,”
American Sociological Review, 32(2):194-208. Also in: Brinkerhoff, Merlin B., and Philip R.
Kunz, eds., 1972, Complex Organizations and Their Environments, W.M.C. Brown Co.
Publishers, Dubuque IA. Perrow offered a definition of work based on the difficulty and
variability of assigned tasks. This allowed work-units to be organized for low, medium and high
task variability in both manufacturing and service. Found managers allowed discretion for
routine tasks but restricted it on key aspects of non-routine tasks. Power and discretion were
correlated. This approach has been popular among American academics. Validated by Beverly
Lynch 1974 in ASQ. Hickson, Pugh, and Pheysey, 1969, used Perrow’s technology construct to
refute Trist and Bamforth 1951 and to support Woodward 1958, 1965. Perrow rejected Jaques’
time-span as too narrow a definition of discretion (p. 198). (See Hambrick’s and Karasek’s
definitions of discretion also.) See high mis-fit level of person to role in Homa, Goldman,
Capelle, Mehltretter studies. See Shively 1966 PhD at U. Pitt. See Kvålseth 1980. MS. PJ. A.
Perrow, Charles, 1970, Organizational Analysis: A Sociological View, Wadsworth Publishing,
Belmont, CA, and Tavistock, London, UK. Perrow cited Brown (p. 19) and Jaques (p. 95) but
neither accurately. Off. Bk.
Perrow, Charles, 1972, 1979, 1986, Complex Organizations, a critical essay, McGraw-Hill, New
York, NY, 307 pages (3rd edition 1986). A major defense of bureaucracy and attack on
organization theory. Attacked gurus who claimed it could be replaced with ease or fairness or
cheaply. Saw people and groups in and around organizations as focused on power and politics in
a struggle for control over the outputs, resources, and employees. (Legitimate accountability and
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authority over the production of goods and services was not given primary place here. Edn.
1972, ch. 8, p. 97-143: great criticism of Hawthorne. See Hopper 1985. Cited Wilfred Brown
on freedom of action (aka discretion) in 1979 edn. Did not cite Jaques. In the 1986 edn. Perrow
identified seven levels of the great chain of complex organization (p. 194). Contrast with
Hambrick’s use of discretion. See skeptical A. Weiss book review 1987.) Alt. Bk.
Perrow, Charles, 1977, “Three Types of Effectiveness Studies,” chapter in Goodman, Paul S.,
Johannes M. Pennings and Associates, eds., 1977, New Perspectives in Organizational
Effectiveness, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, p. 96-105. Intriguing essay, not related to
Jaques. Misc. Ch.
Perrow, Charles, 1978, “Demystifying Organizations,” chapter 5 (p. 105-120) in Sarri, Rosemary
C., and Yeheskel Hasenfeld, eds., 1978, The Management of Human Services, Columbia U.
Press, NY, NY, US, 366 p. Organization development (OD) has produced little increase in the
predictive power of its models. The models assume organizations have some rational end or
goal. Observation indicates workers, managers, clients, and external interests each have their
own goals. The organization’s goals are secondary. So why do people inside get any care at all
in our human service organizations – because they patently do? Why does anything work? And
why have the elites not walked off with everything instead of just a good deal more than the nonelites? A paradigm shift is forthcoming. Positive Rev in BJSW by Clive Miller 1979, 9(4):5345. Jaques not cited. Baruch, Htr SW, JJay HV41 .M276. NYPL Offsite. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Perrow, Charles, 1983, "The Organizational Context of Human Factors Engineering,"
Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell U., Ithaca, NY, US, Dec83, 28(4):521-541. ISSN:
00018392. Human factors engineering concerns the design of equipment and products in
accordance with the mental and physical characteristics of its operators. Human factors
engineers advise design engineers. But the organizational context limits their influence and
restricts their perspective. The discussion of organizational context explains why military and
industrial top management personnel are indifferent to good human factors design. It further
shows how the structure favors the choice of technologies that centralize authority and deskill
operators and how it encourages unwarranted attributions of operator error. The technologysocial structure paradigm is questioned. [Used the terms "discretion" and "time span" but did not
cite Jaques.] See Davenport 1994. At Yale U., New Haven, CT, US. # MS. PJ. A.
Perrow, Charles, 1984, Normal Accidents: Living With High Risk Technologies, Basic Books,
New York, NY. An analysis of organization and technological systems interactions that can not
be anticipated and their potential for disastrous consequences. Used by Cohen and Gooch. Has
relevance for SST/RO. MS. Bk.
Perrow, Charles, 1999, “Organizing to Reduce the Vulnerabilities of Complexity”, Journal of
Contingencies and Crisis Management, Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Sept., 7(3):150-155. ISSN:
09660879. Complex and tightly coupled systems are inherently vulnerable to major system
accidents, but structural changes can reduce their vulnerability. They can be decomposed into
units that are connected by monitored links, despite the inefficiency of such decentralization.
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Designs can be inelegant and robust, rather than elegant and sensitive, despite this affront
to engineering norms. Redundancies and all other safety measures should be designed in from
the start and not added afterwards, since add-ons are disproportionately the source of accidents.
Skepticism should be structured into the organization through explicit roles and generating worst
case scenarios, and sensitive channels deliberately opened to daylight and monitoring. A formal
system of error feedback should be instituted with contributions rewarded. Most important of all
is increasing the role of external stakeholders, thus creating a dense network of independent
organizations that keeps the risky system honest. Secret organizations which gather intelligence
and perform covert actions are especially vulnerable to complexity but the least likely to adapt
such structural changes. # Misc. PJ.
Perrow, Charles, 2000, “An Organizational Analysis of Organizational Theory,” Contemporary
Sociology, US, May2000, 29(3):469-476. ISSN: 00943061. In the twentieth century, where
organizations have become the most powerful force in industrialized societies, organization
analysis was the key in understanding and appreciating the power of organizations - which was
often neglected. Organizational theory should be concerned with three broad themes: First, the
rise of organizations - that is, how did they historically come to grow and die? Second, how do
they function, what are their internal dynamics, and how might these be improved for the various
groups that have a stake in them, such as employees, customers, local communities, and
investors? (So far, this has been shaped most by the interests of the organizations being studied,
and least by norms of scholarly inquiry.) And third, what has been their impact upon society?
The future of organizational theory will likely be much like its past, driven by the interests of the
organizations being studied and worked in. At Yale University. # Misc. PJ. A.
Perrow, Charles, 2002, Organizing America: Wealth, Power, and the Origins of Corporate
Capitalism, Princeton U. Press, Princeton, NJ, US, 259 p. ISBN-10: 0691123152 ISBN-13:
978-0691123158. Detailed the growth of hierarchy across the 19th century of large American
organizations starting with the mills of New England, then the railroads. The impact down to the
present of this early imprinting. Over half the working population toils away at enterprises with
500 or more employees -- up from zero percent in 1800. Is this institutional immensity the
logical outcome of technological forces in an all-efficient market, as some have argued? Critics
railed against the nationalizing of the economy, against corporations' monopoly powers, political
subversion, environmental destruction, and "wage slavery." Showed there was nothing
inevitable about the surge in corporate size and power by century's end. Perrow concludes the
driving force of our history is not technology, politics, or culture, -- but large, bureaucratic
organizations. [RRs and telegraph in 1846.] (Reviewed in Journal of Economic History, ASQ
and American Historical Review.) Good history. Clio Biz & Baruch HD58.7 .P464 2002.
SIBL os JBE 02-1740. Misc. Bk.
Perrow, Charles, 2004, “A personal note on Normal Accidents,” Organization & Environment,
Sage, Thousand Oaks, Cal., US, March, 17(1):9-14. doi: 10.1177/1086026603262028. Very
personal. He got dismissed from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission because he proposed
empowering lower level employees and making those at the top more accountable. # MS. PJ.
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Perry, C. and T. Euler, 1990, “Cost-Effective Forecasting: Lessons My Computer Programs
Never Taught Me,” Omega, Pergamon, UK, 18(3):241-246. Derived lessons about the processes
of forecasting in consulting situations where time was a scarce resource. These lessons about
cost-effective forecasting have been illustrated in a disguised consulting project - which takes far
longer than originally forecast. This project has been presented as a planned one-lap race around
one set course with a finishing line, but with the race being extended at the end of each lap. The
lessons covered different aspects of forecasting such as the political implications of forecasts,
why several different types of forecasts should be combined into a fina1 forecast, and why the
Delphi technique is not a cost-effective way of making judgmental forecasts. Jaques not cited.
At Qnsld U. of Technology, Brisbane, Qld., AU. [See MA 1973, Brunel.] # Misc. PJ.
Perry, James L., and Hal G. Rainey, 1988, “The Public-Private Distinction in Organization
Theory: A Critique and Research Strategy,” Academy of Management Review, US, April,
13(2):182-201. This distinction between the two, based differences in purpose and ownership,
has been around for centuries. The public sees a difference between these organizations.
Clarification of the categories through an extension of previous conceptions would be helpful.
Cited in Billis book review 2008. At Indiana U. & Florida State U. MS. PJ. A.
Perry, L. J., 2008, "A Comparison of Labour Market Reforms in Ireland, New Zealand and
Australia," Journal of Economic and Social Policy, Southern Cross U. Press, NSW, AU, 12(2):
Article 1. Avail Online: http://epubs.scu.edu.au/jesp/vol12/iss2/1 In reviewing the experience of
Ireland, New Zealand and Australia over the last half century, particular attention is directed to
Ireland because it has been relatively successful in reducing unemployment and generating a
remarkable improvement in its per capita gross domestic product over the last decade and a half.
It is argued that Ireland’s transformation did not commence around 1987 with the introduction of
its ‘social partnership’ approach to determining wages and workplace conditions, or in 1993
when the so-called Celtic Tiger years commenced. Instead, it is argued that Ireland’s
transformation commenced during the late 1960s when Ireland’s labour productivity
commenced its seemingly inexorable ascent. [Verification of Fogarty influence and SST/RO.]
At U. Technology, Sydney, at Ultimo, NSW, AU. # MS. PJ.
Person, H. S., 1928, “Leadership as a Response to Environment,” Educational Record
Supplement, American Council on Education, Washington, DC, Jan., Supl. No. 6, p. 10-21.
Used a 1927 definition of leadership by Ordway Tead, “Leadership is the name for that
combination of qualities by the possession of which one is able to get something done by others
chiefly because through his influence they are willing to do it.” (Today we would use 'situation'
as Follett did.) Cited by Skipton and Goff 2003. NYPL Schw *ZAN-3071. TC LB 2305 .E28
1962. Clio os 370.5 Ed 85 v.9 –v.8. [2nd of 2 essays in this supplement.] Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Pesthus, Robert Vance, 1978, The Organizational Society, rev. edn., St. Martins, NY, NY, USA,
288 p. Alienation comes from the inability of the worker to see the end product of his/her work.
Cited Blauner 1964. Brown and Jaques not cited. NYPL offsite JLE 79-771 (SASB). Baruch
HM131 .P7 1978. W. Bk.
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Pestonjee, D. M., 1987, “Executive Stress: Should it Always be Avoided?” Vikalpa, IIM,
Ahmenabad, India, Jan-Mar, 12(1):23-30. Contrary to popular belief, executive stress can have
positive effects. Success, achievement, higher productivity and effectiveness call for optimal
levels of stress. However, when left unchecked or unmanaged, stress can raise problems for
performance and for health and wellbeing. See Andy Grove book. # Misc. PJ.
Peter, Laurence J., and Raymond Hull, 1969, The Peter Principle, William Morrow, New York,
NY. Competent employees get promoted. And promoted repeatedly until they reach a level
where they are incompetent. They are no longer promoted. And stay there until retirement.
This happens at all levels in every organization. During his public speeches Peter boiled the
principle down to a slogan: “Clots for slots!” This, along with Parkinson’s Law, are usually
written-off by academics as ‘hilarious analysis.’ Yes, they are funny. (But see Julius Kane 1970
for statistical support; see Tracy 1972 for prediction; see L. E. Peters et al 1984; see two (2)
dissertations in UMI.) This is what Jaques’ theory prevents. (see below) MS. Bk. *****
Peter, Laurence J., and Raymond Hull, 1969, "Peter Principle," chapter 35 (p. 347-350) in
Shafritz, J. M., and A. C. Hyde, eds., 1996, Classics Of Public Administration, (2nd ed., p. 5-74),
Brooks/Cole, Pacific Grove, CA. An except from their 1969 book. People are often promoted
above their capability level into positions they can not do. They stay there. This dynamic is
nearly universal. CUNY Baruch JF 1351 .C465 1987b. 2nd edn. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Peters, John, and Peter A.C. Smith, “Action Learning and the Leadership Development
Challenge,” Journal of Workplace Learning, Emerald MCB, UK, 10(6/7):284-291. Practice, the
most important element of leadership, was lost in the larger scope of theory in both Senge and
Jaques 1991. Cr. PJ.
Peters, L. E., E. J. O’Connor, A. Poozan (?), and J. C. Quick, 1984, “The Relation Between
Time Pressure and Performance: A Field Test of Parkinson’s Law,” Journal of Occupational
Behaviour, 5(4):293-299. (See Parkinson 1957) Replicated Parkinson’s Law. Summarized
other studies to date by Locke and others. Parkinson was strongly supported by research. NYPL
SIBL JLL 86-311. MS. PJ.
Peters, Lawrence H., Charles R. Greer and Stuart A. Youngblood, eds., 2005, Blackwell
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Human Resource Management, Cambridge, MA; Oxford, UK, 382
p. See Keaveny, Timothy J., 2005, “Time span of discretion.” An entry. ~
Peters, Thomas J., and Robert H. Waterman, 1982, In Search of Excellence: lessons from
America's best-run companies, Harper & Row, New York, NY. Claimed the “7-S Model” was
from Cyrus F. Gibson at HBS-MIT (see Pascale and Athos 1981). Actually, it was from the firm
of McKinsey. Established the importance of “culture” and “soft stuff” firmly in the lexicon of
American business. Substituted “excellence” (undefined) and copying best practice for quality
improvement. Claimed Americans could win (vs the Japanese challenge). Described Japan’s
Toyota with 5-6 managerial layers while Ford had 16-17. The Roman Catholic Church has 5
layers. BW blasted it less than two years later when almost half of their ‘excellent’ companies
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were already in the tank: “Oops!” was the cover headline. [In December 2001 in a Fast
Company interview Peters claimed the 1982 data was faked. Waterman denied it. Peters was an
early investor in Fast Company. Whoopie.] See Julian Fairfield novel on Jaques-Seven S links.
See Waterman, Peters and Phillips 1980. See Czarniawska-Joerges 1992 for link to Jaques. But
Lane 1986 traced these ideas back to Karl E. Weick’s The Social Psychology of Organizing.
Misc. Bk.
Peters, Tom, 1984, "Strategy follows Structure: Developing distinctive skills," California
Management Review, UC-Berkeley, US, Spring84, 26(3):111-125. 15p. ISSN: 0008-1256. editorial - Peters agrees with Larry Greiner (1983) and points out that hundreds of decisions are
made all the time at every level. These close off some options and open others for execution.
Topics include the strategic turnaround of the Scandinavian Air System (SAS), the successful
business model implemented by Frank Perdue of Perdue Farms, and the importance of
incorporating marketable skills into the business environment. Execution. Cited in Fields 2001
Related PhD. (Despite all his blather, Peters sometimes gets it right.) # MS. Pro.
Petersen, Peter B., 2002, "Prelude to Failure: The ignored warnings about problems with
Scientific Management," Journal of Applied Management and Entrepreneurship, Nova
Southeastern University, Fort Lauderdale, FL, US, Apr 2002, 7(2):3-23. ISSN: 10771158.
Scientific Management suffered a series of substantial reversals starting in August 1911 with the
Watertown Arsenal strike. However, criticism of S.M. in practice was evident even earlier. This
article describes two incidents that occurred during the prior 16 months in which the Association
of Cotton Manufacturers and the National Civic Federation both raised specific objections.
Frederick Taylor and his disciples neither heeded nor resolved the storm warnings. Thus,
Scientific Management experienced significant opposition from both Labor and some elements
in the management community which hindered its adoption. # Misc. PJ.
Peterson, Christopher, et al, eds, 1993, Learned Helplessness: A Theory for the Age of Personal
Control, Oxford UP, UK; US, 359 p. Learned helplessness occurs when uncontrollable events
and future events undermine the person’s sense of control. There is an internal disruption which
impacts attribution theory and there are changes in motivation, emotion, and learning. Cited
Zaccaro 1986, 1987 (not herein). NYPL Schw JFE 94-4462. Misc. Bk.
Peterson, Christopher, and Martin E. P. Seligman, 2004, Character Strengths and Virtues: a
handbook and classification, American Psychological Association: Washington, DC ; Oxford
University Press: New York, 800 p. A big book. Unaware that Zaccaro 2001 was based on SST.
Slight cites of Stamp 1988; Jacobs and Jaques 1987, 1990, 1991. Electronic resource, Barnard
and Psych (out) BF818 .P38 2004. W. Bk. UP. A.
Peterson, Kent D., 1983, Mechanisms of administrative control in educational organizations: An
exploratory study, Ph.D., dissertation in Education Administration, School of Education,
University of Chicago, IL, 258 p. DAI, 44, no. 07A, (1983): 2000. Acsn No: AAG0552687. On
deposit at Regenstein A-Level Dissertations, LB3999 Peterson. This was submitted as the Final
Report to the National Institute of Education. The basis for 1984 ASQ article of same title.
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Described the pattern of usage for six mechanisms of administrative control in suburban
elementary school districts. The use of supervision, input control, behavior control, output
control, selection-socialization, and environment control were examined. 113 principals from 59
elementary districts in the Midwest were interviewed for the data. Input control over resources is
used extensively. Monetary resources is tightly controlled, while the selection of personnel is
not. Instruction is constrained by curriculum objectives and textbook adoptions. Output control
through achievement tests is employed. Central office selectively recruits locals, insiders, and
those who have held administrative positions. Finally, these central offices employ
environmental control by using the community as a monitor of effectiveness. Several
conclusions surfaced. First, the study discovered the use of multiple controls, each adding partial
constraint. Second, there is a balance of control and autonomy afforded this role. Third, there
is a zoning of control, with tighter controls over administrative tasks and somewhat looser
controls over instructional tasks. Cited Jaques 1956; Blauner 1964; Walker, Guest and Turner
1956. Online Access - Grad Ctr & J Jay. Contact: kpeterson@education.wisc.edu (608) 2632720 [2/09]. PhD.
Peterson, Kent D., 1983, “Mechanisms of administrative control in educational organizations:
An exploratory study,” Final Report to the National Institute of Education. A public document.
(His 1983 dissertation looks like it was the basis for this Final Report and the basis for his 1984
article.) Seen at CUNY GOVT DOCS. No cite of Jaques. Misc. Rep.
Peterson, Kent D., 1984, “Mechanisms of Administrative Control over Managers in Educational
Organizations,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Ithaca, NY, Dec. 1984, 29(4):573-597. This
paper examines the ways central administrators constrain the work of school principals through a
complex web of controls. Six controls, including hierarchical, social, and environmental
elements, provide a balance of autonomy and control over these managers. A combination of
both tight controls and loose controls are used, with principals granted considerable autonomy
(discretion) over the processes they use but held accountable for results. (Based on his 1983
PhD and NIE Final Report). Cited Jaques 1956; Blauner 1964; Walker, Guest and Turner 1956.
# Rp. PJ. A.
Peterson, Kent D., Joseph Murphy, and Philip Hallinger, 1987, “Superintendent's perceptions of
the control and coordination of the technical core in effective school districts,” Educational
Administration Quarterly, Winter/ February, 23(1), 79-95. This is a study of the coordination,
control, and assessment procedures employed by superintendents in effective school districts.
Findings indicate that a number of approaches are used by superintendents. These findings
suggest the existence of tight linkages between the managerial level and the technical core in
these school districts. This is in contrast to the types of linkages that have been reported in
research indicating that schools operate as loosely coupled systems (Weick 1976). No cite of
Jaques. # Rp. PJ.
Peterson, Richard A., 1984, "Entrepreneurship and Organization," chapter 3 (vol. 1, p. 65-83) in
Nystrom and Starbuck, eds., 1984, Handbook of Organizational Design, Vol. 1, Oxford
University Press, NY, NY, US, 2 vols., revised. (first edn. 1981). Entrepreneurship is not
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management. The classical economists could "specify no clear place for the process at all"
(Smith, Marshall). Schumpeter finally defined it as a process, rather than a person. Schumpeter
came to view the twentieth century as increasingly hostile to entrepreneurship because
innovation itself was reduced to routine, and technological change was increasingly becoming
the business of teams of trained specialists. (Theodore Vail offers a counter.) Their rise is due
not to supply, but to demand and opportunity. Even in an age of organizations, opportunity
offers itself – and opens up. Cited in Khandwalla 1983. Teach. # Misc. Ch. UP. A.
Peterson, Tim O., and David D. Van Fleet, 2004, "The ongoing legacy of R. L. Katz: An updated
typology of management skills," Management Decision, Emerald Group Publ., London, UK,
42(10):1297-1308. ISSN 00251747. Katz first called attention to the problem of identifying
those skills necessary for successful performance in managerial roles. This paper identifies its
impact on managerial skills and notes the continuing legacy of his work. (Listed Hellriegel,
Slocum, Koonz, and Schermerhorn even though they each knew Jaques' work.) Cited
Guglielmino 1978 PhD; Katz 1955/1974. At OK State U.; AZ State U. # MS. PJ.
Pethybridge, Frank, 1979, "Not so much a transplant as a whole new body," Health and Social
Service Journal, London, UK, 10 August 1979, p. 1013-1014. A memo to the RC calling for an
Advisory Authority to be created within the NHS. Fine-tuning and even a mid-course correction
in the future needed to be provided for in accountability, standards, involvement, and authority.
The Health Advisory Service (HAS) was widely critiqued, but it was a starting point. RC
rejected this suggestion. Pethybridge, regional administrator, North Western RHA. # MS. Pro.
Petit, François, 1976, "Psychosociologie de la Communication et Organisations: le cas des
administrations décentralisées," (Book Review), Année Sociologique, PUF, Paris, FR, 3(27):313334. An overview of the varied literature on communications in organisations. Cited Jaques
1951/1972. Review essay. # D. PJ.
Petrakis, Panayiotis E., 2005, “Factors Influencing the Ideal Duration of Entrepreneurial
Commitment: The Greek Case,” Economic and Business Review for Central and South - Eastern
Europe, Ljubljana, Slovenia, June 2005, 7(2):101-118. The concept of the ideal time dimension
of entrepreneurial engagement is crucially related to the development of a structural prototype
prevailing in space and time. The entrepreneur's perception of time in the form of the average
ideal duration of entrepreneurial commitment is an important personal trait. Cited Jaques 1987
Intro. At Athens National and Kapodistrian Uni., Econ. E-mail: ppetrak@cc.uoa.gr. Lost. PJ.
Pettes, Dorothy E., 1979, Staff and Student Supervision, Allen and Unwin, UK, 159 p. This book
replaced Pettes’ earlier text for supervisors, then a decade old. Over the prior decade the demand
for supervisors and team leaders had grown, as had the demand for specialization of social work.
Petters adopted the task definition by Hey and Rowbottom (1971) to bring order and purpose to
the social work. “Workers … have a right to have appropriate supervision available to them in
the often complex and difficult area of administration and management of their work. …
Basically, by spelling out organizational roles and expectations, management will have given the
supervisor and the worker a framework for working together and understanding what they may
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expect of each other.” (p. 6) [italics mine] Clear lines of accountability were stressed.
Implementation often left uncertainties in skills and knowledge and confused lines of authority
(See Stevenson and Parsloe 1979 DHSS study). [Positive Bk Rev in BJSW by Gill Michael
1979, 9(4):535-7. A.] Cited Stevenson 1977; Goldberg & Truin 1976; Rowbottom, Hey &
Billis 1974. Not in CUNY, SIBL. Fordham Lincoln Ctr. HV41 .P46 1979. Rp. Bk.
Pettigrew, Andrew M., 1985, The Awakening Giant: continuity and change in Imperial Chemical
Industries, Blackwell, Oxford (Oxfordshire), UK, and New York, NY, 542 pages. Pettigrew
developed a model of a dynamic strategy process. [ICI used Jaques as a consultant beginning in
the 1960s and restructured its strata to make them requisite (well, some). Pettigrew was unaware
of this.] Included index and Bibliography. A case? Cited in Harrison 1988. See Webb and
Pettigrew 1999. Clio os HD9652.9 .I5 P48 1985. NYPL os JLE 85-1713 (SASB). MS. Bk.
Pettigrew, Andrew, Ewan Ferlie, and Lorna McKee, 1992, Shaping Strategic Change: making
change in large organizations: the case of the National Health Service, Sage Publications,
Newbury Park, London, UK, 326 p. Health services administration, organizational change,
strategic planning in Great Britain: Case studies. Another view - historical - of what happened in
the NHS. (See Ch. 3, Top-Down Restructuring, p. 31-60.) Included references to the Bioss
interventions of 1974 but Rowbottom 1973 was not cited. Other cited studies of NHS in the
1970s included: Elcock, H., 1978; Kogan 1978; Perrin et al, 1978; Patients First, DHSS, 1979;
Merrison Report 1979 (Royal Comsn?); Taylor 1981; Griffiths 1983; Klein 1983. In Bus
RA412.5 .G7 P48 1992. Rp. Bk.
Pettigrew, Andrew, and Richard Whipp, 1993, Managing Change for Competitive Success, Basil
Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 323 p. There has been insufficient attention to leadership as a process
and to the interaction of leader and context. In particular, researchers have missed the impact
that leadership has on creating the primary condition set for competitiveness (p. 280-1). Focused
on the transformation process of eight UK firms in the 1980s as they faced the twin dilemmas of
survival and regeneration - in autos, books, merchant banking and life assurance. Used three
levels of analysis (firm, sector, and national economy) to tie their varied performances to the way
they managed strategic change. Their complex strategy model had five factors: environmental
assessment, leading change, linking strategic and operational change, human resources, and
coherence. Much of the role of the leader is as educator and coordinator and the most imperative
capability is organization learning. Book is at S-IV level. Cited in Edmondson and Moingeon
2004, and Gill 2006 (p. 207 draft). See Kriger. See positive book review by Mariann Jelinek.
Not in Clio. SIBL JBE 92-416. Misc. Bk.
Pettus, Theodore, 1981, “Q: Why do you want to work here?” Savvy, US, May 1981, 2(5):42-43.
Answers to 21 hard interview questions. Don’t wing it. Be prepared. Solid. From his 1981
book. # Misc. Pro.
Petzall, Stanley B., Nils Timo, and Keith Abbott, 2000, Australian Industrial Relations In a
South Eastern Asian Context, Eruditions Publishing, Emerald, Victoria, Australia, 456 pages.
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(This must have mentions of Weipa and Comalco.) (See other Timo works as well.) Not seen.
Misc. Bk.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, 1976, “Beyond Management and the Worker: The Institutional Function of
Management,” The Academy of Management Review, April 1976, 1(2):36-46. Parsons 1960
noted three levels to management: technical, administrative, and institutional. This last role has
been neglected in the literature. Institutional management oversees the legitimacy of the
organization and the relationships of the organization with its environment. This mainly is its
institutional interdependencies with government (political, regulation, laws), other firms
(suppliers, customers, competitors), executive recruitment, banks and financial institutions,
mergers, and joint ventures. (The early 21st century issue is the legitimacy of the organization.)
Misc. PJ. A.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, and Gerald R. Salancik, 1977, “Organizational Context and the Characteristics
and Tenure of Hospital Administrators,” Academy of Management Journal, Mar1977, 20(1):7488. The professional background and tenure of hospital administrators were examined in relation
to organizational size, competition for funding and staff, relations with the local business
community, and sources of funds. The results are consistent with Thompson’s (1967) argument
that succession to leadership positions is related to the ability to cope with organizational
uncertainties. Cited in Kohler and Strauss 1983 as “highly compatible” with Jaques’ 1982a
regarding “administrator’s capacity to cope with organizational uncertainties.” (This is NOT
Salancik and Pfeffer 1977) # MS. PJ. A.
Pfeffer, Jeffery, 1977, “Toward an Examination of Stratification in Organizations,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, Dec., 22(4):553-567. Research on stratification has tended to
focus on the relationship between socioeconomic and educational inputs and achieved status. As
Stinchcombe (1965) noted, however, status is in large measure a consequence of the position
achieved in an organization. To understand stratification in society, therefore, it is necessary to
examine the variation and determinants of stratification in these work organizations. This study
represents a first step in that direction. The remaining research agenda, however, is substantial.
(No reference to or awareness of Jaques or his work.) # Misc. PJ. A.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, and Gerald R. Salancik, 1978, The External Control of Organizations, Harper
and Row, New York, NY, 300 p. The foundation of the ‘resource based’ approach to
organizations and strategy. Part of this book was on succession systems and the external search
for the next CEO. An external resource constraint. (But only IF you do it this way. It’s your
choice to make yourself dependent on others. Jaques would disagree.) Used the word
discretionary to indicate those actions taken by a manager to positively change the firm's
environment. Cited by S. Friedman 1986; Hammer & Turk 1987. Misc. Bk.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, 1981, “Four Laws of Organization Research,” Chapter Nine (p. 409-418) in Van
de Ven, Andrew H, and William F. Joyce, eds., 1981, Perspectives on Organizational Design
and Behavior, Wiley, New York, NY, 486 pages. The four laws are 1. Unresolvable Ignorance;
2. Requisite Simplicity, 3. Unrequited Effort, and 4. No Effect. Well, this last is the usual “I’ll
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believe it when I see it.” But Karl Weick reversed it in 1969 to “I’ll see it when I believe it.”
Belief leads us to find what we are looking for. See whole book. At Stanford. NYU Bobst:
HD58.7 .P48. Misc. Ch.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, 1993, “Barriers to the Advance of Organization Science: Paradigm Development
as a Dependent Variable,” Academy of Management Review, October, 18(4):599-620. A
presidential call for a unified theory in the field so more funds can be raised. This article won
the best article of the year award from AMR. Quickly attacked by John van Maanen and others
for trying to “suppress” variety. The Jungle ate him - alive. See Wilfred Brown in Koontz 1964.
Misc. PJ. A.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, 1995, "Producing sustainable competitive advantage through the effective
management of people," Academy of Management Executive, 1995, 9(1): 12p. Achieving
competitive success through people involves fundamentally altering how we think about the
workforce and the employment relationship. It means achieving success by working with
people, not by replacing them or limiting the scope of their activities. It entails seeing the
workforce as a source of strategic advantage, not just as a cost to be minimized or avoided.
Firms that take this different perspective are often able to successfully outmaneuver and
outperform their rivals. [Crush, smash: bankrupt.] At Stanford U., Cal. (Reproduced in AME,
Nov. 2005, 19(4):95-106. ISSN: 10795545. DOI: 10.5465/AME.2005.19417910.)
Commentary by Toru Hatano: (This is like Japanese mgrl practices.). # MS. PJ.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, 1998, The Human Equation: building profits by putting people first, Harvard
Business School Press, Boston, MA, 345 p. Pfeffer reviewed four major industry HRM studies
of the auto industry, the steel industry, semiconductor fabrication plants, and the oil refining
industry. He listed seven practices in Chapter 3 (begin p. 64): 1. Employment security, 2.
Selective hiring of new personnel, 3. Self-managed teams and decentralization of decision
making as the basic principles of organizational design, 4. Comparatively high compensation
contingent on organizational performance, 5. Extensive training, 6. Reduced status distinctions
and barriers, including dress, language, office arrangements, and wage differences across levels,
7. Extensive sharing of financial and performance information throughout the organization. It is
on the basis of his review of the literature and findings that Pfeffer (p. 32) concludes that
“substantial gains, on the order of 40% or so in most of the studies reviewed, can be obtained
by implementing high performance management practices” and abandoning Taylorism. (It looks
like he found the Japanese HR approach as copied by Americans.) Failed to mention
Accountability and Authority. Compare with Ishida 1986: 6 of 7 practices. Cited Huselid 1995.
Cited at length in Tomer 2001. See Ichniowski et al 1997, Blunt 1989/1990, Hattori 1978.
Unaware of Jaques. Not in Clio. SIBL JBE 98-417. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, and Robert I. Sutton, 1999, “The Smart-Talk Trap,” May-June, Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, 77(3):134-144. See 2000 book. Misc. Pro.
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Pfeffer, Jeffrey, and Robert I. Sutton, 1999, "Knowing ‘What’ To Do Is Not Enough: Turning
Knowledge into Action," California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Fall, 42(1):83-108.
See 2000 book. Misc. Pro.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, and Robert I. Sutton, 2000, The Knowing-Doing Gap: How Smart Companies
Turn Knowledge Into Action, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA. Authors ask good
questions but have no real answers. Unaware of Jaques. See HBR and CMR article versions of
this book. (Jaques’ term for this is ‘articulate incompetence.’ See Ross and Wintermans articles
regarding Jaques.) See also Kapel, Luthans, and Van Clieaf. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, 2001, “What’s Wrong With Management Practices in Silicon Valley? A Lot,”
MIT Sloan Management Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, Spring, 42(3):102-103. Innovations sure. Sustainable organizations - not. Four damaging practices: free-agency employment;
outside contractors; stock options, and; long working hours. Results: huge employee turnover,
non-commitment, little loyalty, gamblers’ mentality, exit of tacit knowledge, buggy products,
and no customer loyalty. See Kenney and Florida 1993; Kenney, ed., 2000. Refu. Pro.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, and C. T. Fong, 2002, “The end of business schools? Less success than meets
the eye,” Academy of Management Learning and Education, Briarcliff Manor, NY, 1(1):78-95.
Neither the MBA degree nor grades predict career success. Competition is growing from
consulting firms and corporate universities. Cited by Dreher. Misc. Pro.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, and Robert I. Sutton, 2006, "What's Wrong with Pay-For-Performance?"
Industrial Management, Institute of Industrial Engineers, IIE, Norcross, GA, US, Mar/Apr 2006,
48(2):12-17. ISSN: 00198471. The use of rewards by US companies has increased markedly
over the prior 15 years. The findings of Yauch & Navaresse 2008 were consistent with these
findings with 96% of firms having one incentive or reward, 79% with two, and 51% with three
or more. But our assumptions about financial incentives are just that – assumptions taken on
faith rather than based on evidence. The result is expensive incentive schemes that fail to
produce the behavior leaders want. Managers can find ways to stop or reduce the problems that
so many incentive systems inflict. INSET: Profit motive drives ethical blindness. Cited in
Navaresse 2008 Interesting PhD. See Behrend 1959. # Refu. PJ.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, 2010, “Building Sustainable Organizations: The Human Factor,” Academy of
Management Perspectives, US, Feb2010, 24(1):34-45. Although most of the research and public
pressure concerning sustainability has been focused on the effects of business and organizational
activity on the physical environment, management practices profoundly affect the human and
social environment as well. This article briefly reviews the literature on organizations and their
decisions about people on human health and mortality. It is on the relative neglect of the human
factor in sustainability research. Cited Davis 2008, 2009. At Stanford U. # MS. Pro.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey, 2010, “Power Play,” Harvard Business Review, Jul/Aug 2010, 88(7/8):84-92.
If you want to get anything done in a large corporation, you need power. And it won't just fall
into your lap - you have to go after it and learn how to use it. Here is a primer. Powerful people
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mete out resources; deploy rewards and punishments to shape others' behavior; advance on
multiple fronts; make the first move; co-opt antagonists; remove rivals (nicely, if possible); avoid
drawing unnecessary fire; use a personal touch; persist; attend to important relationships; and
make their vision compelling. At Stanford U. [Not on RO, but good.] # Misc. Pro.
Pfiffner, John M., and Frank P. Sherwood, 1960, Administrative Organization, Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 481 p. Considered a ‘classic’ text. A mature discussion of management,
complexity and multiple goals. They noted the quality of immediacy and the shortening of time
perspective in middle manager roles relative to higher management. This is very similar to
points made by Jaques 1961. Cited in Nealey and Fiedler 1968. See also chapter two, “The
Concept of Overlays”: “The intellectual capabilities and educational maturity of the student will
influence the degree of realism offered, for it appears that the greater the realism the more
complexity and thus the higher the intellectual capacities required.” Far ahead of its day and
probably at too high a level to be a popular seller. Remarkably free of the management jargon,
fads and fashions of the second half of the 20th century. Both at USC. Cited in Shull 1962. Not
in Biz. See NYPL Hum D 12-8535. MS, Bk.
Phelps Brown, E. Henry. This name is often alphabetized herein as: Brown, E. Henry Phelps. ~
Phelps Brown, E. Henry, (Sir), 1962, “Wage Drift,” Economica, LSE, London, UK, November,
New Series, 29(116):339-356. Cited Behrend 1960. (I have this. Someday I must read.) (See
his book review of Wilfred Brown 1962.) MS. PJ. A.
Phelps Brown, E. Henry, (Sir), 1977, The Inequality of Pay, Oxford University Press, Oxford,
UK, and NY, NY, 360 pages. Cited study (and graphs) that show the earnings progression
curves for chemists (p. 270, Creedy 1974, UK data 1962). This was an update of the chemists’
1956 data. Also cited other studies on engineers (p. 270, U.K. Ministry of Technology 1967)
and on French employees (p. 263, Blanchemanche 1968). See sources for details of calculations
to be sure they discounted for inflation. See book review by Michal 1979. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Philips, N.V., 1969, “Work Structuring: A Summary of Experiments at Philips - 1963 to 1969,”
Philips Gloeilampenfabriehan, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. A pamphlet issued by Royal
Philips Electronics. The “organization of work ... that ... job content accords as closely as
possible with the capacity and ambition of the individual employee” (p.4). A case (?). (Was this
STS or TSD?) See Thornely, D. H., and G. A. Valentine 1969. See Hertog 1977. Not seen.
Misc. Rep.
Phillips, Jack J., 1996, Accountability in Human Resource Management, Gulf Publ., Houston,
TX, 342 p. Combination of HR numbers with quality numbers. Solid. Cited Ogilvie 1993.
Misc. Bk.
Phillips, Ken, 2005, Independence and the Death of Employment, Voltan, AU, 207+ p., 1Mb.
Independent contacting versus employment bureaucracies. Have markets penetrated the firm?
Koch Industries. Where is accountability? In democracy? Or is it in contracts? Cited EJ in
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chapter five. Only available in pdf.
http://www.contractworld.com.au/pages/PDFs/independintro.pdf Not able to see. W. Ch.
Note: Lawrence Phillips was at Brunel with Jaques and moved to LSE around 1984.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1970, “The ‘true probability’ problem,” Acta Psychologica, Elsevier
ScienceDirect, UK, 34:254-264. As scientists and as technologists we should discard the idea of
a ‘true’ or ‘objective’ probability. Instead, we should think of probability judgments as the result
of an individual's feelings of uncertainty, translated into a numerical response by internal
decision processes. Many factors, both internal and external to the assessor, may influence the
feelings of uncertainty, or the decision processes, or both. From this point of view, a probability
cannot be ‘wrong.’ At Brunel, UK. # Rp. PJ. A.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1973, Bayesian Statistics for Social Scientists, Nelson Publishers,
London, UK, 373 pages. Used at GIM 1977. Very Interesting - c.f. Deming’s statistics! From
Gray. HUM - Gen Res JLE 74-2215. Misc. Bk.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1980, “Organizational Structure and Decision Technology,” Acta
Psychologica, London, UK, August, 45(1-3):247-264. In the post-industrial organization, the
structure will allow the level and type of uncertainty facing individuals to be matched to their
intellectual level of capability to handle it in solving problems. Firms that retain strong
centralized decision making will have difficulty adopting technologies that deal with uncertainty.
Cited Jaques 1976, 1978, 1979; Rowbottom 1977; Rowbottom & Billis 1978; Stamp 1978. See
P. Hunt 1966. # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1982 a, “Generation Theory,” in McAlister, Leigh, ed., 1982, Research in
Marketing, Supplement 1: Choice Models for Buyer Behaviour, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT, p.
113-140. Developing a new theory to link decision theory to cognitive theory. Cited
Humphreys and Wooler, not Jaques. See Lock, Andrew R., “Discussion,” p. 141-145. Clio BIZ
HF5415.2 .R4 1982. MS. Ch.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1982 b, “The Evaluation of Risks Estimates: Limitations to Human
Judgement?” chapter in Volta, G., ed., Risk and Safety Assessments in Industrial Activities,
XXX. Not in Clio, NYPL, CUNY. Try Brunel? BL? Not seen. MS. Ch.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1982, “Requisite Decision Modelling: A Case Study,” Journal of the
Operational Research Society, U.K., April, 33(4):303-311. This case study in decision analysis
concerns a company that had to decide between continuing to manufacture an old product that
might in the near future by banned by the government or introducing an improved but
conventional product that would beat the ban but might lose market share to competing products
using microchip technology. A decision tree with three attributes describing the consequences
over a ten-year horizon modelled the problem. Implementation on a micro computer facilitated
extensive sensitivity analyses, the final round of which were conducted by the Board of
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Directors. More and more pessimistic assumptions were made until the decision switched from
the new to the old product; at that point no Director believed all the assumptions. Thus,
agreement was reached about the decision even though the Directors disagreed about the
uncertainties. The case illustrates `requisite' rather than optimal decision modelling and shows
the essential roles of problem structure and sensitivity analysis. Focus was more to model a
manager's understanding of his problem than to model the real world in any objective manner.
(Phillips was still at Brunel when he wrote this article.) Jaques not cited. # Rp. PJ. A.
Phillips, Lawrence D, 1983, “A Theoretical Perspective on Heuristics and Biases in Probalistic
Thinking,” chapter (p. 525-545) in Humphreys, Patrick C., Ola Svenson, and Anna Vari, eds.,
1983, Analyzing and Aiding Decision Making Processes, Research Conference on Subjective
Probability, Utility, and Decision Making (8th : 1981 : Budapest, Hungary), North Holland,
Amsterdam, NL, NY and UK, 565 p. Three paradigms for interpreting results in most studies of
heuristics and biases are identified and criticized as inadequate. They create four problems with
current research: objectivity, generalizability, cognitive deficiency, and measurement. First, the
view of people as ‘intellectual cripples’ exhibiting systemic biases is a value judgment.
Alternatively, his generative paradigm emphasizes the role of problem structuring, the internal
representation of the task, within which information is processed. Decisionmaking and the
forming of judgments are dynamic, generative processes conducted interactively between people
within a social and cultural context. Thus, research should discover the conditions under which
people can do well. Procedures that aid should be investigated and expected utility theory should
be a guide to consistency within a small-world representation of a problem. Cited Jaques et al
1978; Humphreys 1977; Wooler & Elrich 1983; and Tversky & Kahneman. Phillips at LSE.
Not in NYPL, CUNY. NYU Bobst HD30.23 .A5. # Rp. Ch.
Phillips, Lawrence D., and Elliott Jaques, 1983, “Organizing Engineers in High Technology,” in
Human Reliability in Complex Technical Systems, IVA-RAPPORT 228, p. 113-125, Stockholm,
Sweden. [These are the proceedings of a conference. Phillips had these proceedings.] # Rp.
Conf.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1984, “A Theory of Requisite Decision Models,” Acta Psychologica,
London, UK, August, 56(1-3):29-48. (Phillips had relocated himself and the Decision Analysis
Unit to LSE by the time he wrote this article.) The goal of this model was to provide structure to
thinking, to construct a new reality, and to create a future. A decision model was requisite when
it was sufficient to solve a particular problem and represented the social reality of a shared
understanding of the problem by the problem owners after exploration through sensitivity
analyses to emerge any new intuitions about the problem. Requisite models highlight the need
for a psychology of what people can do. (This was an adaption of social analysis to decision
analysis.) Cited Jaques 1976; Phillips 1982; Rowbottom 1977; Rowbottom & Billis 1978; Isaac
1978; Humphreys & Berkeley 1983; Humphreys & McFadden 1980; Warr 1980. # Rp. PJ. A.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1984, “Decision Support for Managers,” chapter 4 (p. 80-98) in Otway,
Harry J., and Malcolm Peltu, eds., 1984, The Managerial Challenge of New Office Technology,
Butterworths, London, UK, and Boston, MA, 246 p. [This essay is not in the 1983 version
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published by Ablex in US.] On discretionary vs rule-based activity, organization stratification,
complexity at the top requires more than data, executive decision conferencing, and - human
support is needed as well as computer-based support. 8 levels & TSD. Short, crisp, clear. Cited
Jaques 1976, 1982 (FEFE); Humphreys 1984. Not in Clio. CUNY Baruch HF5548.2 .M295
1984. NYPL os JLD 85-510. Teach. # Rp. Ch.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1985, “Systems for Solutions,” Datamation Business, April, p. 26-29.
(Broken cite? Is this a UK publication? A US journal of the same title does not have this article.
See 1986 below.) Ask Phillips. ~
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1986, “Computing to Consensus,” Datamation International, October, p.
68.2-68.6. (Broken cite? Is this a UK publication? US journal of same title does not have this
article. US is bi-monthly. See 1985 article.) Ask Phillips. ~
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1989 a, “Requisite Decision Modelling for Technological Projects,”
chapter in Charles A. J. Vlek and G. Cvetkovich, eds., Social Decision Methodology for
Technology Projects, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, Netherlands, p. 95-110. Papers
from May 1986 workshop at the University of Groningen. BL Shelfmark Gen Ref;
YC.1990.b.1588. Rp. Ch.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1989 b, “People-centered Group Decision Support,” chapter 12 (p. 208224) in Doukidis, Georgios I., Frank W. Land, and Gordon Miller, eds., 1989, Knowledge Based
Management Support Systems, Ellis Horwood, Chichester, UK; Halsted Press/Wiley, NY, NY,
US, 356 p. Many managers now largely recognize that responsibility can be delegated but
accountability cannot. An older, centralized style is giving way to a newer, decentralized one.
This ownership creates fiefdoms which inhibit lateral team-functioning and in turn lead to the reimposition of centralization. A sense of common ownership and purpose among managers must
be created and maintained to ensure efficient use of resources. A properly designed and used
GDSS can help structure thinking, take apart issues into their components, facilitate communications, and encourage creative problem solving. See Chun 1992 PhD. Cited Jaques 1976;
Phillips 1985, 1986. NYPL Offsite JSE 89-726. Baruch T 58.62 .K66 1989. # Rp. Ch.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1989 c, “Decision Conferences: Description, Analysis and Implications
for Group Decision Support,” Decision Analysis Unit Technical Report 89-2, London School of
Economics, London, UK. See Chun 1992 PhD. ON JAQUES? Ru.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1990, “Decision Analysis for Group Decision Support,” Chapter 14 (p.
142-150) in Eden, Colin, and Jim Radford, eds., 1990, Tackling Strategic Problems: The Role of
Group Decision Support, Sage Publications, London, UK, and Newbury Park, CA, 210 p.
Groups can be supported through an understanding of the nature of work. Groups go beyond
decision analysis to decision conferencing and break though stalemates, helping participants to
increase creativity. Cited Jaques 1976; Phillips 1982, 1984. See Chun 1992 PhD. # Rp. Ch.
Phillips, Lawrence D., Patrick Humphreys, David Embrey, and Douglas L. Selby, 1990, “A
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socio-technical approach to assessing human reliability,” chapter (p. 253-276) in Oliver, Robert
M. and James Q. Smith, eds., 1990, Influence Diagrams, Belief Nets and Decision Analysis, John
Wiley & Sons Ltd., West Sussex, UK, 465 p. ISBN 9780471923817. A new approach for
determining human error rates in complex technical systems (STAHR) consists of a technical
component, an influence diagram, and a social component in which assessments required by the
influence diagram. This was generated by groups of experts working together in groups.
Iterative use of a ten-step procedure, described in the chapter, facilitates the generation of a
model that is acceptable to the group. The approach was tested in the field by applying it to
events concerning pressurized thermal shock for two nuclear power stations in the US. Critiques
indicated general satisfaction with the approach, which compares well with established
technologies for human reliability assessment. Discussion by Ward Edwards. Did not cite any
STS authors or works. Cited Phillips 1982, 1984, 1987, 1989. See Compton PhD 2008. Not in
NYPL, CUNY. Clio Mathematics Liby QA279.4 .I53 1990. # Rp. Ch.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1991, “On the Generativeness of Stratified Systems Theory,” chapter (p.
343-350) in Cang, Stephen, ed., 1992, Festschrift for Elliott Jaques, Cason Hall, Gloucester,
MA. (From a London School of Economics working paper.) Elliott keeps changing his mind as
he develops ideas. Phillips' too. # Rp. Ch.
Phillips, Lawrence D., and Maryann C. Phillips, 1993, “Facilitated Work Groups: Theory and
Practice,” Journal of the Operational Research Society, UK, June, 44(6):533-549. FWGs enable
organizations to resolve the issue of group versus individual, centralization versus
decentralization. Cited by Rosenhead 1996. Cited Chun 1988; Eden 1990; Jaques 1989 R.O. #
Rp. PJ. A.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 2007, “Decision Conferencing,” Chapter 19 (p. 375-399) in Edwards,
Ward, Ralph F. Miles, and Detlof von Winterfeldt, eds., 2007, Advances in Decision Analysis:
from foundations to applications. Cambridge U. P., Cambridge, UK,. [28 chs.]. This chapter
presents the current status of the decision conference process, a way of helping a group of key
players to resolve important issues in their organization by working together, under the guidance
of an impartial facilitator, with the aid of a decision analysis model of participants’ perspectives
on the issues, developed on-the-spot over a period of two days. The facilitator serves as a
process consultant, guiding the group without contributing to the content of discussions. The
model serves as a ‘tool for thinking,’ not as providing an optimal solution or ‘the right answer.’
Participants are encouraged to express their sense of unease, resulting in changes to the model
and to intuitions. Participants develop a shared understanding of the issues, generate a sense of
common purpose, and gain commitment to the way forward. Two case studies included. Cited
Jaques RO2 1998; Chun 1992; Phillips 1984, 1986, 1990. [2006 Working Paper: LSEOR
06.85.] Online ISBN: 9780511611308. Print ISBN: 9780521682305. DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511611308.020. Not in NYC. Rp. Ch. UP. A.
Phillips, Robert L., and James G. (Jerry) Hunt, eds., 1992, Strategic Leadership, A
Multiorganizational-Level Perspective, Afterword by Robert J. House, Quorum Books/
Greenwood Publishing, Westport, CT and London, UK, 336 p. This anthology is one of two
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books that came out of a four-day 1991 conference sponsored by the U.S. Army ARI and the
War College at Carlisle Barracks, Feb. 11-14. (See Strategic Leadership Conference
Proceedings edited by Herbert F. Barber and T. Owen Jacobs, 280 pages, February 1991, eight
papers mostly by military heavyweights.) These original essays by well-known academics begin
from Jacobs and Jaques’ 1987 formulation of SST and apply it to their specialties and civilian
organizations. The editors have translated the military terms into plain English for the rest of us,
so anyone in business or academia can read this book with profit. The hint: The US Army wants
YOU to pay attention to SST. (Because Jaques and Brown failed to connect the theory to the
rest of academic research, this appears to be the reverse approach - get others to connect their
work to the theory. See book review by Meindl 1994 in AMR.) (Since academics still refused to
get it, the Army held other conferences in 1994 and 1996. See volumes: Cage 1994; Hunt,
Dodge, and Wong, 1999.) Rp. Bk.
Table of Contents
1. Strategic Leadership: An Introduction, Robert L. Phillips and James G. Hunt; 2.
Leadership Requirements in Stratified Systems, T. Owen Jacobs and Philip Lewis; 3.
Environmental Challenges for Strategic Managers, David R. Segal; 4. Strategic
Leadership and Restructuring: A Reciprocal Interdependence, Michael A. Hitt and
Barbara W. Keats; 5. A Midrange Theory of Strategic Choice Processes, David A.
Cowan, C. Marlene Fiol, and James P. Walsh; 6. A Stakeholder Management
Perspective on Strategic Leadership, John D. Blair and Joan B. Rivera; 7. Strategic
Operational Leadership and the Management of Supportive Work Environments, William
L. Gardner III and John R. Schermerhorn, Jr.; 8. Individual Differences in Strategic
Leadership Capacity: A Constructive/Developmental View, Philip Lewis and T. Owen
Jacobs; 9. Strategic Leadership Competencies, Marshall Sashkin; 10. Behavioral
Complexity and the Development of Effective Managers, Robert Hooijberg and Robert
E. Quinn; 11. Stratified Systems Theory and Dynamic Case Study Perspectives: A
Symbiosis, James G. Hunt and Arja Ropo; this was a grounded theory study combining
elements of Jaques and a reinterpretation of data merging the two perspectives (grounded
theory study and Jaques); 12. Effecting Strategic Change: Biological Analogues and
Emerging Organizational Structures, Robert L. Phillips and Catherine A. Duran; 13. The
Integration of Internal Operating Systems: An Application of Systems Leadership,
Dandridge M. Malone; 14. A Critique and Extension of the Stratified Systems Theory
Perspective, Kimberly B. Boal and Carlton J. Whitehead (“SST leadership theory is both
incomplete and situation-bound”); 15. Some Concluding Thoughts, James G. Hunt and
Robert L. Phillips; 16. Afterword: Stratified Systems Theory and Leadership: Where We
Go From Here, Robert J. House.
Piaget, Jean, 1952, The Origins of Intelligence in Children, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London,
UK and International Universities Press, New York, W.W. Norton, New York, NY (2nd ed.
1963). (Cited by Jaques in Human Capability.) Misc. Bk.
Piaget, Jean, 1957, Logic and Psychology, Basic Books, New York, NY. (Cited by Jaques in
Human Capability.) Misc. Bk.
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Piaget, Jean, 1971, “The Theory of Stages in Cognitive Development,” chapter in Green, Donald
R., M. P. Ford, and G. B. Flamer, eds., Measurement and Piaget, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY.
Proceedings of a 1969 conference. This book has several excellent essays cited in Levels of
Abstraction, 1978. This essay was intro to the conference by Piaget. A nice precis. Misc. Ch.
Piaget, Jean, 1972, The Principles of Genetic Epistemology, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London,
UK, 98 p. Trans. from the French. Described the childhood levels. Piaget had a great impact on
Anglo-Saxon cognitive and developmental psychology but little on philosophy. Cited in
Humphreys 1984. Baruch, City, Htr Mn BF723.C5 P4913 1972b. Misc. Bk.
Piaget, Jean, 1972, “Intellectual Evolution from Adolescence to Adulthood,” Human
Development, S. Karger, Basel, SWZ, and New York, NY, 15:1-12. A link from his work on
children to adult-level formal operations across ages 15-20. Originally published in French:
1970, FONEME, proceedings of the Institution for Studies and Research in Human Formation,
Milan, Italy. Jaques not cited. (Piaget was then ahead of Jaques.) MS. PJ.
Piaget, Jean, 1977, The Development of Thought, Viking, New York, NY. Original in French ?
(Cited by Jaques in Human Capability and in 2002 in LBLO.) Misc. Bk.
Piaget, Jean, 1983, “Piaget’s Theory,” vol. 1, chapter 3 (p. 103-128) in Mussen, Paul Henry, ed.,
4th edn., 1983, Handbook of Child Psychology, vols. 1-4, Wiley, UK. An essay by the man
summarizing his theory. Nice. Original in French ? CUNY City Cohen 4 vols. Ref. BF 721
.H242 vols 1-4. Teach. Misc. Ch.
Picard, Laurent Augustin, 1964, The Effects of Personality Determinants on the Relation
Between Job Content, Satisfaction and Absenteeism; A Study of Blue Collar Work, D.B.A.,
dissertation in Business Administration, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA. Cited as a twofirm pilot study for the book by Turner and Lawrence, 1965 (p. 9). Picard’s dissertation
examined TSD (among 110 variables) and cited Jaques. Unpublished. Not in UMI. See Ph.D.s.
Piehl, DeWayne J., 1971, “An Operational Measure of Structure in Business Organizations,”
University of Washington Business Review, Seattle, WA, Winter, 30(2):21-31. A study of
managers and engineers in 13 electric motor manufacturing companies, which made up most of
the industry. The managers ranked their firm’s competitors on product design and innovation
effectiveness. Found firms with an intermediate degree of structure were rated as more effective
and their managers and engineers had longer time horizons in planning and a wider range of
sources of alternatives in design decisions. Coefficient of rank correlation for effectiveness and
structure (folded) was +0.71, p < .005. U-shaped findings on structure (neither simple nor
complex) were consistent with Pelz and Andrews 1966. Based on 1970 Related PhD. See Ebert
and Piehl CMR 1973, Lorsch 1965, Shively 1966 PhD. MS. PJ.
Piehl, DeWayne, 1974, “Nonlinearity and the Study of Organizations,” The Academy of
Management Journal, Research Notes, Dec., 17(4):760-767. This is a technical piece based on
U-shaped relationships he found in his dissertation. If two data points are collected along a U-
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shape and linearity is assumed, as is commonly the case, a straight line correlation would be
drawn between the points - and the conclusions would be inaccurate. Many researchers appear
to have done this. Suggested extant data sometimes can be reexamined to correct this error. Not
on Jaques but good. See Piehl 1970 Related PhD; Ebert and Piehl 1973. Misc. PJ. A.
Pierce, Jon L., Iiro Jussila, and Anne Cummings, 2009, "Psychological ownership within the job
design context: revision of the job characteristics model," Journal of Organizational Behavior,
Wiley, UK/US, May2009, 30(4):477-496. 20p. ISSN: 08943796. We develop the connection
between job design and an employee's psychological ownership of his or her job, covering
several previously ignored positive and negative effects. We position psychological ownership
as a plausible substitute for other proposed mediating psychological states in the job design–
employee response relationship. Cited Jaques 1956; Turner & Lawrence 1965; Herzberg et al
1959; A. Smith 1776. At U. of Minn - Duluth, U.S.; Lappeenranta U. of Tech, FN. # W. PJ.
Pierson, Frank C., et al, 1959, The Education of American Businessmen; a study of universitycollege programs in business administration, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 740 p. Funded by the
Carnegie Corporation. One of two influential studies of business education that came out in
1959. Changes in anticipation of the baby-boom flood of enrollments in the 1960s. Assess and
eliminate the poorer ways to educate for business careers. Business schools have focused on the
average, even mediocre, students and do not call forth the best. Business educators and their
course offerings have become too specialized. Basic and general tools of the humanities are
neglected. The danger of unified course offerings across schools seems remote given their
diversity. Careers in business are very diverse. Since businesses and roles shift, students need to
develop the transferable capacities of “clear analysis, imaginative reasoning, and balanced
judgement” beyond knowledge of any subject matter. Academic preparation was seen along
three lines: basic tools; functional applications and; initiating-coordinating-implementing within
organizations at different levels of management. Employers were seen as wanting “integrity,
vigor, resourcefulness, and general intelligence in new recruits” not specialization. Programs at
small liberal arts colleges are the most questionable. (Aimed at Stratum II and III.) See Gordon
and Howell 1959. Clio Offsite HF1131 .P61. JJay Coll, Baruch, City HF1131 .P57. NYPL
Hum E 11-628. Misc. Bk.
Pigeau, Ross, PhD, and Carol McCann, 2002, “Re-conceptualizing Command and Control,”
Canadian Military Journal, Ottawa, FD, Spring 2002, 3(1):53-64. Redefined Command and
Control as Authority, Responsibility, and Competency. (This is the “RAE” of RAEW.)
[Command: The creative expression of human will necessary to accomplish the mission.
Control: Those structures and processes devised by command to enable it and manage risk.
Competency: The ability to complete the mission.] Cited on Slide 21 in MacNulty 2004
presentation. Jaques not cited (very hard to do). # Rp. PJ.
Pillai, Rajnandini, and Ethlyn A Williams, 1998, “Does leadership matter in the political arena?
Voter perceptions of candidates' transformational and charismatic leadership and the 1996 U.S
presidential vote,” Leadership Quarterly, Greenwich, CT, Fall 1998, 9(3):397-416, (20 pages).
To date, there have been no systematic investigations that focus on the importance of
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transformational and charismatic leadership models in determining voter preferences. The
relationship between voters' transformational and charismatic leadership assessments of the two
main contenders, Bill Clinton and Bob Dole, and actual voting behavior in the 1996 Presidential
election is investigated. Data were collected from the respondents both before and after the
election. The findings indicate that leadership assessments have a significant impact on both
intent to vote and actual voting behavior even after accounting for the influence of party
identification. Compare Brause PhD 2000. See Pillai, Williams, Lowe, and Jung 2003. Misc.
PJ. A.
Pillai, Rajnandini, Ethlyn A. Williams, Kevin B. Lowe, and Dong I. Jung, 2003, “Personality,
transformational leadership, trust, and the 2000 U.S. Presidential vote,” Leadership Quarterly,
Greenwich, CT, April 2003, 14(2):161-192. This study of the 2000 US presidential election
replicates and extends Pillai and Williams' study of the 1996 presidential election. Data were
collected at two periods from respondents across three regions of the US to yield 342 matched
sets of preelection variables and postelection measures. Transformational leadership and
attributed charisma were strongly associated with reported voting behavior for candidates Bush
and Gore beyond party affiliation. Important extensions to earlier findings are that perceptions
of candidate proactive behavior, empathy, and need for achievement were shown to be related to
transformational leadership and attributed charisma, with trust in the leader an important
mediating variable between leadership perceptions and voting behavior. Compare with Brause
PhD 2000. See Pillai and Williams 1998. Cited by Gill 2006, p. 78. Misc. PJ. A.
Pinchot, Gifford, and Ron Pellman, 1999, Intrapreneuring in Action: A Handbook for Business
Innovation, Berrett Koehler, San Francisco, CA, 176 p. Online only. Chapter 13, Secs. 7 & 8,
are on Elliott Jaques 1976. Business HD31 .P497 1999. D. Ch.
Ping, Han, Bahaudin G. Mujtaba, and Cao Jieqiong, 2012, "Management Skills' Structure in
Chinese Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises," S.A.M. Advanced Management Journal, Society
for the Advancement of Management, Corpus Christi, TX, US, Winter 2012, 77(1):13-19, 37.
ISSN: 07497075. The structure of management skills at different levels in the Chinese context
as consistent with Katz's theory has not yet been verified. This article studied the structure of
management skills at different levels working with adult Chinese respondents at small and
medium-sized enterprises. The results showed that technical skill accounts for the largest
proportion, followed by human skills. The study also demonstrated that managers' technical,
human, and conceptual skills were enhanced as they climbed. Study showed statistically
significant differences in management skills based on age, management experience, gender,
gender, and education. Cited Guglielmino 1978 PhD; RL Katz 1955/1974. # Misc. PJ. A.
Pink, Allan H., 1988, "Strategic leadership through corporate planning at ICI," Long Range
Planning, UK, Feb., 21(1):18-25. Stimulated by the business problems of the early 1980s, the
ICI Executive Directors changed their organizational role and now spend more time working as a
closely knit team providing strategic leadership to the Group. The Corporate Planning
Department supports the Executive Team in its strategic role. Over the last 6 years the Company
has developed an interactive process which integrates corporate planning, business strategic
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planning, financial budgeting, and strategic/ financial control. Planning techniques are
secondary to business experience and judgment. # MS. PJ. A.
Pinnington, Ashly, and Dennis Haslop, 1995, “Team leader autonomy in new product
development,” Management Decision, Emerald Group Publishing Limited, UK, 33(9):5-11. A
survey of 194 UK companies on the strategic and operational autonomy of team leaders working
on new product development (NPD). Surveys were completed by either the director of R&D or
a member of the board with overall responsibility for the management of NPD project team
leaders. Found annual sales turnover to be the most important and closely associated variable
with high amounts of autonomy granted to team leaders working on new product development.
Concluded that UK companies reduce their top management controls in order to facilitate the
autonomy of NPD team leaders when company sales are high. In medium-to-low technology
companies, the market growth rate and R&D spending are additional, significantly associated
variables. Cited Bailyn 1985 and Brookes 1992. Also Feldman 1989. See Haslop PhD 1997.
At Queensland, Brisbane. # Rp. PJ.
Pinnington, Ashly, and Tony Edwards, 2000, Introduction to Human Resource Management,
Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK; New York, NY, 305 p. Jaques recommended that pay
must pass the 'felt fair' principle. A reconsideration of Equity Theory. Only one cite of Lawler
1984(!). Minor. At CU Ebook only. Not in NYPL. Ebook at CUNY. netLibrary Collection Access: John Jay Web Workstations. Pinnington 1990 PhD Brunel (not related). Touro Coll.
has it. D. Bk. UP. A.
Pinsonneault, Alain, and Kenneth L. Kraemer, 1993, “The Impact of Information Technology on
Middle Managers,” MIS Quarterly, Sep., 17(3):271-292. IT both increases and decreases the
number of middle managers. [Hurmpf! But.] This depends on centralization versus
decentralization. Top executives reduce the MMs through use of IT as a centralized cost
squeeze. But where the firm is decentralized, the MMs use IT to increase their numbers. [There
you have it. Managerial decision-making: non-routine. No payoff for IT.] # Misc. PJ. A.
Piore, Michael J., and Charles F. Sabel, 1984, The Second Industrial Divide: possibilities for
prosperity, Basic Books, New York, NY, 355 p. While mass production is more ‘efficient’ at
producing a limited number of models, the demand by customers for a larger number of models
is met only through ‘effectiveness.’ Specialization fits better this market demand for rapid shifts
and multiple models. Also, a backgrounder and a projection on the rise of the knowledge worker
that still has resonance and validity. See David Friedman 1983, 1986, 1988; Piore and Sabel
1983; Tomer 1987. Both at MIT. Baruch, Hunter Mn, JJay HD2329 .P56 1984. Clio Bus &
Lehman & Milstein HD2329 .P56 1984. MS. Bk.
(Chapter two largely reprinted as Sabel, Charles F., and Jonathan Zeitland, “Historical
Alternatives to Mass Production: Politics, Markets, and Technology in 19th Century
Industrialization,” Past and Present, Aug., 1985(108):133-176.)
Pirnie, Bruce, and Sam B. Gardiner, 1996, An Objectives-Based Approach to Military Campaign
Analysis, RAND, National Defense Research Institute, Santa Monica, CA, MR-656-JS, 111 p.
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Prepared for the Joint Staff. Described the hierarchy of objectives and levels of war. Cognitive
dominance of the environment was a key objective in the Persian Gulf Campaign. This was the
culmination of a series of RAND studies under the ‘strategy-to-tasks’ (STT) framework. This
was in part an adaption of PPBS to link means and ends both vertically and horizontally. (Jaques
favored PPBS.) This was largely a description of Jaques’ theory in place as discovered by
RAND researchers David E. Thaler and Leslie Lewis. Rp. Bk.
Piskorski, Mikolaj Jan, and Alessandro L. Spadini, 2007, ‘Procter & Gamble: Organization 2005
(A)’, Harvard Business School Case No. 707-516. Cited in Degen 2009. See Piskorski Related
PhD 2001. Not seen. Misc. Case.
Pitcher, Patricia, 1996, The Drama of Leadership, John Wiley & Sons, New York, NY. (Also:
1995, as Artists, Craftsmen and Technocrats, Stoddart (?), Toronto, ON, Canada). No mention
of Jaques but she describes the process of organization destruction by an under-capable CEO.
She grouped personality types into: Artists, Craftsmen, and Technocrats. (On p. 95 she shows
how Technocrats strive to deny discretion to others.) As she puts it, "leading is all about the
interaction of a leader with timing and context." The artist manager is an emotional, inspiring
and visionary risk-taker, guided by an intuitive sense of the future. The craftsman manager is
more realistic, wise and dedicated to preserving and protecting the inherited human resources of
the company. But the technocrat manager, defined as an unemotional, calculating specialist who
uses the term "teamwork" yet in reality operates under the principle of "my way or the doorway"
is very different. Chris Howard in a newspaper column (q.v.) mentioned this book had ideas
similar to Jaques’ on time-span and organization visionaries (Creativity and Work 1990). She is
a professor of leadership at Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales in Montreal. She slammed
Michael Porter (1980, p. 151) for claiming analysis was a substitute for vision. She restored Abe
Zaleznik and slammed Warren Bennis. This was her 1991/92 Related dissertation at McGill
under Mintzberg (q.v.). Refu. Bk.
Piterman, Hannah, 2010, “The Leadership Challenge: Rediscovering the Voice of Reason”,
Organisational and Social Dynamics: An International Journal of Psychoanalytic, Systemic and
Group Relations Perspectives, Karnac Books Ltd., London, UK, Oct. 2010, 10(2):180-206.
ISSN1474-2780. Idealisation of the market economy has perverted the spirit of competition,
rendering it uncontained, without boundary, and devoid of superego. This idealised state is the
dark side of competition. It is underpinned by a culture of rationalism untempered by reflexivity,
gradually enveloping parts of western capitalist society in a belief system and behaviours which
are regressive and split between reality and fantasy. Narrow success indicators have rewarded an
adolescent notion of masculinity and a repudiation of the feminine. # Misc. PJ.
Pitts, Robert A., and John D. Daniels, 1984, "Aftermath of the Matrix Mania," Columbia Journal
of World Business, NY, NY, US, Summer84, / June 1984, 19(2):48-54. ISSN: 00225428. It was
found that single line reporting structures are still very much the norms in the U.S. multinational
enterprises (MNEs). It has been found that these companies did not clarify precisely how matrix
structures were distinguished from unitary designs. Authors of one study said that "the precise
nature of the matrix structure remains unclear. The best one can do is to examine the major
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thrust of the organization. Production in most industrial MNEs is an important function,
generally utilizing more personnel and greater assets than any other single activity. Clio online.
CUNY wide online. # Misc. PJ.
Plachy, Roger J., 1975, “Why manager need not swim,” Modern Healthcare (Short Term Care),
Crain Communications, Chicago, IL, US, 1975 Sep, 4(3):16X. PMID: 239325 [PubMed indexed for MEDLINE] Explains the difference between being a professional and being a
manager. Is a manager who jumps in the water as a lifeguard to personally save someone from
drowning still a manager? NY Acad. of Medicine v. 3-21. Undergraduate. Teach. # Misc.
Pro.
Planz, Charles A., and R. Oliver Gibson, 1971, "Staff Differentiation and Equity among Early
Career Male Teachers," Education, Chula Vista, Cal., US, Feb-Mar 1971, 91(3):223-236.
Despite the recent relative and absolute gain in teacher salary, the attrition rate of first-year male
teachers was high. Stayers percieved a higher degree of equity in their positions than leavers.
Those staying in the profession stressed instrinsic factors such as working with students and
satisfaction. Those leaving stressed extrinsic factors such as low pay, poor administration, low
status. Still, less pay meant higher felt inequity by both types. Lack of certainty of future
rewards for performance lead to lack of perceived equity. Cited Jaques 1961; Pelz & Andrews
1966; Herzberg 1959; Adams 1963; Patchen 1961; Homans 1961. CUNY Htr Mn. # MS. PJ.
Plender, John, 1998, "Giving people a stake in the future," Long Range Planning, UK, April,
31(2):211-217. There remains a powerful case for forms of stakeholding that emphasise the role
of trust and of implicit contracts in establishing competitive advantage. Business activity will
lack public legitimacy where the objective of companies is defined exclusively in terms of
shareholder value and where hostile takeovers are the main discipline against managerial failure.
But shareholders remain the only people capable of playing the monitoring role. Employees
must be given a greater stake in the wealth creation process. (See Brett Hart story about the
residents of a boarding house.) # Misc. PJ. A.
Ploeger, Nicole A., Katherine M. Kelley, and Ryan S. Bisel, 2011, "Hierarchical Mum Effect: A
New Investigation of Organizational Ethics," Southern Communication Journal, Southern States
Communication Assoc., US, Nov2011, 76(5):465-481. 17p. ISSN: 1041-794X. DOI:
10.1080/1041794x.2010.500343. We measured responses to unethical requests on a continuous
coding scheme, which captured degrees of denial directness. We hypothesized that command
structures produced a hierarchical mum effect in which subordinates are more indirect in denying
an unethical request than supervisors and coworkers. Results confirmed this and also indicated
that females, younger workers, and those with the least work experience are most indirect in
denying an unethical request. At U. AR; Fort Hays State U.; U. OK. # Misc. PJ.
Ployhart, Robert E., and Benjamin Schneider, 2002, “A multi-level perspective on personnel
selection research and practice: Implications for selection system design, assessment, and
construct validation,” Research in Multi-Level Issues, Elsevier Science Direct, 1(1):95-140.
Personnel selection has been narrowly focused on the individual level of analysis, resulting in a
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lack of suitability for addressing conceptual and applied phenomena at unit (group,
organizational) levels of analysis. We integrate recent thinking on multiple levels of analysis
and we show how this alternative has implications for selection system design, assessment
procedures, and validation research. Slight. W. PJ.
Plumptre, Timothy W., 1988, Beyond the Bottom Line: Management in Government, IRPP,
Halifax, NS, Canada, 471 p. Jaques quote on p. 162 from 1976. NYPL os SIBL JLE 88-1400.
LC: JT7351 .P58 1988. DD: 351.007. Seen. W. Bk.
Pochron, R. Scott, 2009, "The Requisite Organization of Integral Leadership Part 1: An
Integrative Approach,” Integral Leadership Review, 2009, 9(3):1-14. 14p. ISSN: 1554-0790.
In this article, the author suggests requisite organization as a meta-theoretical framework for
integrating holarchical lenses presented by writer Mark Edwards with reference to requisite
organization, a concept in organization development developed by psychoanalysts Elliot Jacques.
As reported, Edwards examines leadership from three lenses namely developmental which takes
into account stages of growth of adult development, governance which addresses process of
decision-making in organization and ecological which recognizes leadership as an inter-related
interactions thereby providing a view into nature of leadership within the social reality context
that each lenses serve to define and construct. As cited, requisite organization does integrate
these lenses by structuring work. # Rp. PJ.
Pocock, Patricia, 1973, “Participation in Preston,” Personnel Management, London, UK, Dec.
1973, 5(12):31-33. Fairness and trust were achieved at Baxi through participation, time-span of
discretion, a flat management hierarchy, and a works council as it followed the Glacier model
since 1964. The firm had grown from 100 employees to over 800 in about a decade. Piecework
was abandoned and costs held down. Lessons learned: the payment system must precede
changes, social contact is essential, knowledge of use of items made, testing and inspection by
the workers who make an item, and job enrichment as an end in itself doesn’t make sense. Baxi
does not have a personnel department and makes record profits. Honesty and integrity were keys
to these experiments. Ian Smith, the managing director, was quoted. A case. Rp. Pro.
Podolny, Joel M., 2009, "The Buck Stops (and Starts) at Business School," Harvard Business
Review, US, Jun2009, 87(6):62-67. Word Cnt: 3533. ISSN: 00178012. People in America have
come to believe that business schools are harmful to society, fostering in their graduates
behavior that is self-interested, unethical, and sometimes even illegal. Many are convinced that
managers are simply incapable of self-regulation and have called for laws to govern executive
compensation and corporate financial reporting. The consequences of self-governance are worse
than legislation. Fifty years of increasing rigor have left B-schools with a bias against teaching
qualitative disciplines like ethics and leadership. B-schools have allowed rankings to drive
their admissions policies and curricula, skewing them toward making money. Business schools
will never become part of the solution until they reinvent themselves. Dean, Apple University,
Cupertino, Cal., US. jpodolny@apple.com # Misc. Pro.
Podsakoff, Philip M., Scott B. MacKenzie, Nathan P. Podsakoff, and Daniel G. Bachrach, 2008,
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“Scholarly Influence in the Field of Management: A Bibliometric Analysis of the Determinants
of University and Author Impact in the Management Literature in the Past Quarter Century,”
Journal of Management, Aug2008, 34(4):641-720. (80 pgs!) Statistical analysis of the ranking
of universities and authors in publications. Academic to academic. This is what their game is all
about. Jaques not included here. But neither is business. Misc. PJ.
Polanyi, Karl, 1947, “Our Obsolete Market Mentality,” Commentary, American Jewish
Committee, NY, NY, US, Feb. 1947, 3(1):109-117. American market mentality is delusional. It
reveals an economic determinism as opposed to reality. Neither man nor land is a commodity
for sale. The market – and finance – are direct outgrows of the Age of the Machine. But its first
century is drawing to a close. Man vs industry: what does the future hold? Either elites or
planner-interveners will set the vision. # Misc. NJ.
Polanyi, Michael, 1958, Personal Knowledge, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, UK. New
scientific paradigms are “hazardous commitments.” Cited numerous times in this Bibliography
by many authors. A significant and influential work. Cited by Vickers 1968; Reber 1993; Lam
1996; Dawkins 1982; Jaques 2002 LBLO. See Quine 1951; Raynor 2007. Misc. Bk.
Polanyi, Michael, 1966, The Tacit Dimension, Doubleday, Garden City, NY. (Cited by Jaques in
Form of Time. Cited by Church 1997.) Describes levels of control in living organisms, “the
principle of marginal control,” p. 41-42. See also Reber 1993. Misc. Bk.
Pollard, Harold R., 1977, “The life and work of Edward T. Elbourne,” [sound recording] :
[sideone ; Lord Wilfred Brown: an interview, side two], Academy of Management, Meeting
(37th : 1977), Orlando, FL. Taped at the 37th annual meeting of the Academy of Management,
August 1977, Orlando, Florida. Industrial management. Factory management. Cost accounting.
1 sound cassette: 1 7/8 ips, mono. Located in: University of Oklahoma Libraries (OkU, BASS).
Call Number: \CASSETTE\2\2 BASS. Record ID: OKUG87-R1. Rp. ~
Pollitt, Christopher, 1990, “Performance Indicators, Root and Branch,” chapter 10 (p. 167-178)
in Cave, Martin, Maurice Kogan, and Robert Smith, eds., 1990, Output and Performance
Measurement in Government: The State of the Art, Jessica Kingsley, London, UK, 192 p.
Recommended local managers and professionals as the consumers of PI data would help avoid
‘political fashions and roundabouts.’ (This book arose from a 1989 Brunel U. conference on
output and performance indicators (PIs). Positive Bk Rev in Public Administration by Richard
Chapman in 1991, 69(3):407. Readable, thought-provoking, high quality, and recommended.)
JJay JN425 .O87 1990. # Misc. Ch.
Pollitt, Christopher, 1993, Managerialism and the Public Services: cuts or cultural change in the
1990s? 2nd ed., Blackwell Business, Oxford, OX, UK; Cambridge, MA, USA, 222 p. [2nd edn.
different.] (1st edition, 1990. SIBL JBE 90-1796. Lehman Liby JN425 .P63 1990.) Chapter 1 is
a good history of public sector neo-Taylorism/ managerialism/ NPM (p. 1-27). The US and UK
trends along these lines: generic management. “The attempt to impose a … neo-Taylorian model
… on the public services seems to have been either an act of culpable ignorance or… ideological
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imperialism, or some mixture of the two.” (p. 144). Personal growth was stunted under
managerialism. For 2nd edition, added a late 1980s chapter on the UK political Quality
movement as meeting the customers’ needs. Noted that badmouthing of civil servants had
largely ceased in the UK. The different expectations were huge. One late movement, that of
‘managerial competencies’ seemed to hold some hope of being anti-Taylorist and had gathered
the support of the CEO of Shell UK (p. 172; see Reid 1988). [A reference to RO.] Cited Allison
1983; Rainey et al 1976. (2nd edn. NYPL Schw JFE 93-7026. 2nd Lehman Liby JN425 .P63
1993.) Then at Brunel. Teach. Misc. Bk.
Pollitt, Christopher, 2008, Time, Policy, Management: governing with the past, Oxford U. Press,
Oxford, UK; New York, NY, USA, 213 p. The inventor of the term New Public Management
(NPM). “This theory [of Jacques] has pretty much disappeared now, but in its day it helped to
inform large scale re-organizations of, amongst other organizations, the UK National Health
Service. In the first decade of the twenty-first century, while we may strongly doubt the
existence of ‘universal depth structures’, it remains generally true that we expect our top
managers to think about long term, strategic issues and, as Jacques recommended, we pay them
far more than the humble operatives who only have to think a few days or months ahead.” (p. 20)
For four future public sector time spans of ‘effective leadership’ Pollitt cited Goeff Mulgan at
months, 1-3 years, 3-20 years, and over 20 years. Pollitt adds a Past Orientation of similar length
which brought something to the table (p. 174-6) and Time Tactics to show how time was used as
a tool in politics (p. 176-8). Cited Jacques 1976, 1978 (Levels p. 223); Bluedorn and Denhardt
1988; Stacey, Griffin, and Shaw 2000; Schumpeter 1949; G. Mulgan 2007; Nowatny 1994. Not
in CUNY. NYPL Schw JFE 08-4715. At Erasmus & Katholeke U, Lemper. D. Bk. UP. A.
Pollock, Hugh, and Patrick Moriarty, et al, 1980, “The Irish Pattern of Industrial Relations,”
Personnel Management, London, UK, May 1980, 12(5):26-29; June 1980, 12(6):40-43; July
1980, 12(7):40-43. (3rd with Mary Keating and David Walsh.) A 3-part article which gives a
good picture of the Irish approach to IR, work, employers, and employees in the 1970s.
Membership in the EEC was very helpful to growth. Over half the overseas new jobs created in
1978 were from US firms. The workforce was gender equal, well-educated and 55% unionized
with central national agreements. Jaques, Fogarty, Behrend not cited. Baruch Percls. # Misc.
Pro.
Pollock, Neal, 2000, “Management: Towards a Unified Field Theory,” (Tutorial), Acquisition
Review Quarterly, Winter 2000, 79-91. A theme review of three books. Compares/ contrasts the
contributions of Ken Blanchard (especially Situational Leadership) and Elliott Jaques (especially
Requisite Organization) and, according to the author, points towards a more scientific approach
to management. Pollock is with the US Navy. http://www.dau.mil/pubs/arq/2000arq/pollock.pdf
# Rp. NJ.
Pollock, Neal J., 2002, Knowledge Management and Information Technology (Know-IT
Encyclopedia), Defense Acquisition University Press, Fort Belvoir, VA, 384 p. For the Program
Executive Office for Information Technology, Sept. 2002. Alphabetically arranged. Lots of
quotes from Elliott Jaques - 1951, 1961, 1978, 1982, 1989. # Rp. Bk. UP.
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Pollock, Neal J., 2002, “Knowledge Management in the Acquisition and Program Management,”
Acquisition Review Quarterly, DoD, Washington, DC, Winter 2002, p. 47-66. [KM in the AM
and PM.] KM is at a higher level of abstraction than data or information. KM empowers
individual contributions and thus improves use of limited resources. Program managers must
balance appropriate elements to ensure program success - QQT/R. Japanese large firms use
shukko managers on loan to ensure design and timeliness of deliveries by suppliers and take and
get tacit knowledge there. Cited Jaques 1976, 1991, Pollock 2000. # Rp. NJ.
Pondy, Louis R., and Ian I. Mitroff, 1979, “Beyond Open Systems Models of Organization,”
chapter in Staw, Barry, 1979, Research in Organizational Behavior, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT,
1:3-39. Authors used Boulding’s nine levels of complexity to examine Thompson’s 1967 open
system model of organization (level 4). Revealed Thompson actually used a control system
model (level 3). Also concluded all human systems are at level 8, multi-cephalous (many
brained) systems. We need to do more work on our models. Jaques not cited. [SST/RO is a
many-brained yet unified model.] See P. Hunt 1966. Refu. PJ. A.
Poole, Eve, 2009, "Organisational Spirituality – A Literature Review," Journal of Business
Ethics, D. Reidel Pub., Dortrecht, Boston, NL-US, Feb. 2009, 84(4)577-588. 12p. DOI:
10.1007/s10551-008-9726-z. ISSN: 0167-4544. The jury remains out about the bottomline
relevance of organisational spirituality. This article reviews the arguments made thus far, using
those sources most commonly cited as providing 'evidence' that organisational spirituality adds
value. The 'business case' for spirituality is less than robust. Cited Jaques 1996 (RO2). At
Ashridge Business School, Berkhamsted HP4 1NS UK. # W. PJ.
Poole, Michael, 1990, “Editorial: Human Resource Management in an International
Perspective,” International Journal of Human Resource Management, Cardiff Business School,
Routledge, UK, June, 1(1):1-15. Inaugural issue. Highly critical of the US HRM approach. USstyle HRM is dependent on and is “fit” to strategy instead of being contributory to it. It also is
managerially passive. “Strategic choices imply discretion over decision-making (i.e., no
situational or environmental determinism)” [p. 5]. Cited by Brewster 1995. See Thompson and
Heron 2005. Refu. PJ.
Poovey, Mary, 1988, A History of the Modern Fact: Problems of Knowledge in the Sciences of
Wealth and Society, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL. A basic book for understanding
science, data and information. What is a fact? You think you know? Read this and weep. Misc.
Bk.
Popovich, Maria Raquel, 2002, “The CEO’s Accountability in Large Companies (MultiDivision, Family-Owned)” [Spanish title: "Respondibilidad del Ejecutivo Principal en las
grandes empresas"], Ph.D., Management Sciences, Universidad Argentina de la Empresa
(UADE), Buenos Aires, Argentina. (December 2, 2002. 295 pages, in Spanish. Unpublished.)
Thesis director: Aldo Schlemenson (Brunel, PhD, 1984). The successful expansion of large
family-owned Argentine enterprises into world markets is related to the positive connection
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between the requisite organization structure and the capability level (time span) of the incumbent
CEO-Chairman [TSD:Hierarchy Level]. See Ph.Ds.
Popper, Micha, and Ury M. Gluskinos, 1993, “Is there an inverse 'Peter Principle'?” Management
Decision, MCB University Press, London, UK, 31(4):59-64. The qualitative differences existing
at the various hierarchical levels are described in terms of time-span, task complexity, and
mental capabilities required. Cognitive complexity required at senior managerial levels may be a
liability at lower managerial levels where direct judgment and quick action are needed and the
kind of management training to be provided. Managers who are mediocre at a particular
organizational stratum may excel at a higher level. Cited Jaques 1982, 1989; Stamp 1986;
Mintzberg 1975; Osborn 1985. Popper at Haifa, Psych. # Rp. PJ. *****
Poppo, Laura, 2003, "The Visible Hands of Hierarchy within the M-Form: An Empirical Test of
Corporate Parenting of Internal Product Exchanges," Journal of Management Studies, WileyBlackwell, US-UK, Mar2003, 40(2):403-430. 28p. Word Count: 11,110. ISSN: 0022-2380.
We dismiss the contingency argument that corporate staff should have minimal involvement with
the decisions that its divisions make, because predictability, which underlies this logic, is
erroneous for most large corporations at this time. Under unpredictable environments greater
involvement of corporate staff with divisional operating decisions may be necessary to create
value for the corporation. Corporate staff may selectively involve itself in business level strategy
and operating decisions when product characteristics signal threats to effective inter-divisional
coordination as well as opportunities for value creation. It is more likely to involve itself in
business-level decisions for uncertain products. It is responsible for the capital investments
used for the divisional venture, it is more likely to guide and influence product strategy
decisions, and inter-divisional conflicts. We do not find consistent evidence that specialized
assets or brand-name reputation trigger corporate involvement. [Pulled down into the weeds.]
Cited Chandler 1962, 1991; Williamson 1985, 1991, 1991. At Virginia Tech. # MS. PJ.
Porras, Jerry I., and Per Olaf Berg, 1978, “Evaluation Methodology in Organization
Development: An Analysis and Critique,” The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, US,
14(2): 151-173. A detailed overview of the current state of evaluation methodology in
organization development. An excessive reliance on questionnaires as the sole data collection
approach. Over 75% of the studies reported the use of statistical significance. The majority of
OD studies used simple analytical techniques. At Stanford & Lund. (Screened out STS studies,
including EJ 1964. OD hangs on still today. It feels good.) # Refu. PJ. A.
Porritt, Arthur, Sir, M.D., 1975, “Why the NHS has failed: cost and capitation,” Modern
Healthcare (Short Term Care), Crain Communications, Chicago, IL, US, 1975 Sep, 4(3):38-41.
PMID: 239327 [PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE] The NHS is a sacred cow (Mom and apple
pie) so it can not be touched. But it seems to have become more and more a disease service, not
a health service. It’s costs have skyrocketed and a capitation tax was used to fund it rather than
fee-for-service. An issue has been the relationship between the profession and the government.
Ideally, facilities would be provided by the state and staffed by a free profession. # Misc. Pro.
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Porter, Eduardo, 2012, "America's Aversion to Taxes," The New York Times, NY, NY, US, 15
June, p. B1. The US has the highest poverty and the highest infant mortality rates of all the
developed nations – and a stingy social safety net. Citizens of most industrial countries have
demanded more public services as they have become richer – to 34%. They have been by and
large willing to pay more taxes to finance them. But not in the US – where the tax rate is only
25%. Americans are unwilling to let taxes dent their expected future wealth. # Misc. Pro.
Porter, Elias, 1962, “Parable of the Spindle,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, May-June,
p. 58-66. Reprinted in 1987 Clinical Sociology Review, Brunner/Mazel, US, 5:33-44. An
absolutely fabulous parable and paradigm about the difference in attributed personal causation in
the social sciences (psychology, sociology and anthropology) as differentiated from the general
systems theory of von Bertalanffy. A great intro to systems thinking. The key was to keep the
people apart and manage the flow of information to the key person in the system (potential
bottleneck) at a rate he could handle. (With thanks to William Foote Whyte 1949 for the spindle.
See also, Goldratt’s Herbie.) Teach. # Misc. Pro. *****
Porter, Gayle, David B. Greenberger, and Robert L. Heneman, 1990, "Pay and Pay Satisfaction:
A Comparison of Economic, Political, Psychological, and Psychophysical Predictions,” Academy
of Management Best Paper Proceedings, US, 1990:289-293. The relationship between pay
satisfaction and actual pay was investigated in a field study with 104 hospital employees. It was
shown that the best fit of the data showing the relationship between pay satisfaction and actual
pay was a quadratic function rather than a linear function. The results of this study have
implications for theory, research, and practice. Supported the psychological theory findings of
Zedeck & Smith 1968, which tested and supported equity theory. Cited Adams 1965. Not
cited: Krimpas 1973 PhD, 1975; Jaques; Calnan & Firth 1970. See Heneman et al 1997. All at
Ohio State. # Rp. Pro.
NOTE: When looking for Lyman W. Porter stuff, always check Edward E. Lawler. Also,
see the note at the beginning of the Lawler listings. See the refutations of some of their
findings in the research of their Berkeley colleague, Ghiselli 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972.
Porter, Lyman W., and Edward E. Lawler, III, 1964, “The Effects of Tall vs Flat Organization
Structure on Managerial Job Satisfaction,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK,
Summer, 17(2):135-148. A “test” of James C. Worthy’s 1950 ASR article on Sears advocating
flat structures and wide SoCs. (Sears may have been requisite then.) P&L found NO superiority
of tall vs flat structures in producing need satisfaction among managers. In firms of 5000 or less,
flat structures were preferred. In those over 5000, tall were favored. Not on Jaques or Brown.
(Porter and Lawler did not use individual capability or role strata requirements and seem to have
lacked definitions of “tall” and “flat.”) See Meltzer and Salter 1962; Porter and Siegel 1965;
Herman and Hulin 1972; and Ghiselli 1969 and 1972 for refutations. See Chandler 1962 on
Sears. See Porter and Siegel 1965 for reverse result. Garbage. Alt. PJ. A.
Porter, Lyman W., and Edward E. Lawler, III, 1965, “Properties of Organization Structure in
Relation to Job Attitudes and Job Behavior,” Psychology Bulletin, American Psychological
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Association, Washington, DC, July, 64(1):23-51. In part a literature review on the topic. More
on tall vs flat organizations and how Porter and Lawler couldn’t find any evidence to support
Worthy (1950, 1959). In truth, they tested so many poorly defined elements that were
unrelated to Worthy that they got lost. A mishmash in their heads. They cited N. H. Martin
1959 (a reprint of Martin 1956), which may have been fast-follower research mimicking Jaques
1956. Jaques and Brown not cited. See Worthy 1950. See Alfred Chandler 1962 on Sears. See
Meltzer & Salter 1962. See Ghiselli 1969 & 1972 for refutation. Real garbage. Alt. PJ. A.
Porter, Lyman W., and Jacob Siegel, 1965, “Relationships of Tall and Flat Organization
Structures to the Satisfactions of Foreign Managers,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell,
US/UK, Winter65, 18(4):379-392. Another “test” of Worthy’s 1950 article on Sears compared
with Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, this time with 3000 managers in 13 foreign countries. Failed
to confirm much of Porter and Lawler 1964 on American managers. Found no difference in
Maslow-type met need satisfaction between managers in tall or flat firms above 5000 employees.
(Tall and flat defined as “relative.”) See Meltzer and Salter 1962; Herman and Hulin 1972; and
Ghiselli 1969 & 1972 refutations. See Chandler 1962 on Sears. See Oeltjen Related 1972 PhD.
[Real methodological garbage here and in the 1964 study.] # Alt. PJ. A.
Porter, Lyman W., and Edward E. Lawler, III, 1968, “What Job Attitudes Tell Us About
Motivation,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Jan-Feb, 46(1):118-126. Employee
satisfaction has little connection to performance. It reflects whether or not the firm is rewarding
the employee for the work he/she is doing. (This was what Jaques was saying.) But then P&L
suggest the solution is to openly grant higher rewards to the better performers. (No awareness of
systems, accountability, control of resources, piecework abandoned, authority, etc. No
understanding of Jaques or Brown either, yet they had cited both in earlier works.) Alt. Pro.
Porter, Lyman W., and Edward E. Lawler, III, 1968, Managerial Attitudes and Performance,
Irwin, Homewood, IL, 209 pages. This book was an expansion of Lawler’s 88 page Ph.D. thesis
in psychology at Berkeley into expectancy theory. [Even though Lawler’s 1964 dissertation
produced stunningly low correlations (.15, .17, .24, .34), the two built on it as if there was
something significant there.] This was offered as contradictory data to Herzberg’s criticism of
the use of extrinsic rewards. Hypothesis 7-A (Chapter 7) was similar to that in Lawler and Porter
1963 on FFP (but Jaques was cited only up to 1963). Surveyed 600 managers. Found
companies paid managers on effort as much as on performance accomplishment and this
“somewhat surprised” them. Managers who were rated higher by their managers experienced
“greater pay fulfillment” even though they did not expect greater pay for their role (FFP). [Clear
correlations here - but not calculated. Used graphs. The authors also misused a quote from
Wilfred Brown 1962 (p. 15/ herein p. 56) on pay as a straw man in order to reject it (p. 96). But
Brown actually wrote that the method of payment was not important. (Note the sloppiness here
similar to their attacks in 1964-1965 on James C. Worthy’s 1950 ASR article.)] (See Belcher and
Atchison 1970 for a potentially useful tool from this book.) (Contradicted by Giles and Barrett,
1971, which was replicated by Schuster, Colletti and Knowles 1973. “Not supported” by
Pritchard, Dunnette and Jorgenson 1972. See Gavin 1969 Interesting PhD for refutation.) Cited
by R. House 1971 in review of V. Thompson 1969. See L&P 1967 article. Garbage. Alt. Bk.
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Porter, Lyman W., Edward E. Lawler, III, and J. Richard Hackman, 1975, Behavior in
Organizations, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 561 pages. An undergraduate textbook featuring
their expectation theory of motivation. A (mis-)description of time span of discretion (TSD) as
the time interval between appraisals to ensure the employee’s performance was related to the
length of their tasks and their evaluations were appropriately spaced. They saw rigid intervals
between appraisals as generating employee feelings that appraisals were either premature or
irrelevant to their capabilities. They recommended TSD as a variable interval timing
requirement to match work length to appraisal interval (p. 334). Screwy. Cited EJ 1961. Cited
by Wexler 1979. Baruch HD 31 .P645. Off. Bk.
Porter, Michael E., 1980, Competitive Strategy, The Free Press, New York, NY, page 151. The
‘five forces’ industrial economics model: applied game theory for business. Every relationship is
a win-lose contest. Deming responded to game theory: “Would you want to do business with a
loser?” (See game theory as useful for end-game only.) GM received a note from its suspension
supplier: you have changed the rules in the middle of the game. You aren’t the big dog on the
block anymore. Then GM went bankrupt in 2009 following Porter. Alt. Bk.
Porter, Michael E., 1991, “Towards a Dynamic Theory of Strategy,” Strategic Management
Journal, Special Issue: Fundamental Research Issues in Strategy and Economics, Wiley, US,
Winter, 12:95-117. Porter separates strategy into (1) what causes superior performance at a
given period in time, and (2) the dynamic process of creating a superior competitive position.
(He is unable to separate dynamics from his static position, so he struggles and designs a
diamond.) He concluded detailed longitudinal case studies will be needed. He realizes many
questions remain. Cited by van den Bosch 1998. Cited Penrose and Wack but not Chandler or
Jaques. See Webb and Pettigrew 1999. # Alt. PJ. A.
Porter, Michael E., 1992, “Capital Disadvantage: America’s Failing Capital Investment System,”
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA , Sep/Oct92, 70(5):65-82. This crisis has three major
symptoms: our short time horizon orientation, ineffective corporate governance, and our
higher cost of capital. But our entire capital investment system is failing our firms. (Article
contains a one-page sidebar of the contents of an HBSP 1993 edited book on the ‘time horizons’
of capital investments in the U.S.) US companies/ managers have re-invested at a lower rate and
a shorter term than their Japanese or German peers. Recent US government proposals reflect
these tendencies. The difference between the external funds markets is that the US has ‘fluid’
capital, while these others have ‘dedicated’ capital. (For ‘fluid’ read temporary.) Internally, the
funding is secure in Japan and Germany with a solid relationship (based on trust), but held at
arms-length in the US with a contact result. The U.S. system includes shareholders, lenders,
investment managers, corporate directors, managers, and employees. Each US participant
blames the others for not playing fair. These problems are largely self-created. Proposed
reforms include employee stock ownership. [With 49% mismatch of employee-to-role and
piece-rate incentives what do you expect? A system? Get real.] # MS. Pro.
Porter, Michael, 1995, “The Competitive Advantage of the Inner City,” Harvard Business
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Review, Boston, MA, HBR, May-June 1995, 73(3):55-71. The inner city is not anti-business but
has a different slant – competitive advantages - to its enterprises. Lower-cost real estate and
labor are illusory advantages because they are not global advantages. Identified four main
advantages of the inner city: strategic location, local market demand, integration with regional
clusters, and human resources. Conversely, the real disadvantages were – urban regulations and
delays, non-viable land, building costs, and high-cost utilities, insurance, and capital. The local
residents’ anti-business attitude. Both the private sector and government must change their
stances to make business development in the inner city a reality. Community based local
organizations have a decisive new role to play. (See also “Letters,” HBR, July-Aug., 1995,
73(4):144-154. Many from businesses already involved.) Teach. # # Misc. Pro.
Porter, Michael E., 1996, “What Is Strategy?” Harvard Business Review, Nov.-Dec., p. 61-78.
Porter begins with the observation that operational effectiveness is not strategy. The drive for
OE has caused managers to embrace tools, including Quality, re-engineering, best practices. But
tools are easily copied and do not contribute to a strategic or sustainable advantage. Many
Japanese firms do not have a strategy because they rely on consensus. True strategy requires
trade-offs and consensus blocks that. All the parts of a firm must fit together and can not be
separated. Attaining superior fit among activities gives strategic advantage. Used Southwest Air
as an example. Called for long time horizons for strategy. A powerful riposte to Deming and
quality. It was not answered. (Why not?) (This piece was about what strategy is not. The postwar founding generation of Japanese business leaders was passing and their successors were
saddled with the bust economy.) This was also a response to Wheelwright 1981. (To write this
Porter had to ignore everything written in Japanese and English on hoshin kanri.) See Wright
BBC show 1997. See response by Gittell in CMR 2000. See Craddock response 2002. See
Lieberman and Dhawan 2005 for refutation. Alt. Pro.
Porter, Michael E., Jay W. Lorsch, and Nitin Nohria, 2004, “Seven Surprises for New CEOs,”
(cover story), Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, US, Oct2004, 82(10):62-72. Even though
you bear full responsibility for your company's well-being, you are a few steps removed from
many of the factors that drive results. You have more power than anybody else, but you need to
use it with extreme caution. The seven most common surprises are: • You can't run the
company. • Giving orders is very costly. • It is hard to know what is really going on. • You are
always sending a message. • You are not the boss. • Pleasing shareholders is not the goal. • You
are still only human. These carry some subtle lessons. First, you must learn to manage
organizational context. Second, your position does not confer the right to lead, nor does it
guarantee loyalty. Finally, you are subject to a host of limitations, even though others might
treat you as omnipotent. How well and how quickly you understand, accept, and confront the
seven surprises will have a lot to do with your success or failure as a CEO. # Refu. Pro.
Posavac, Steven S., Frank R. Kardes, and Joško Brakus, J., 2010, “Focus Induced Tunnel Vision
in Managerial Judgment and Decision Making: The peril and the antidote,” Organizational
Behavior & Human Decision Processes, US, Nov2010, 113(2):102-111. Four studies of
assessments of singular strategic options by managers demonstrate a tunnel vision effect: Focal
managerial options often are favored in an unjustifiable manner. New products were chosen and
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launched with unwarranted enthusiasm. This tunnel vision effects judgments about general
strategy through selective processing and choice. A debiasing procedure was identified. Jaques
not cited. See movie, Jurassic Park. At Vanderbilt U.; U. Cincinnati; Brunel U. # MS. PJ. A.
Poterba, James M., and Lawrence H. Summers, 1995, “A CEO Survey of U.S. Companies' Time
Horizons and Hurdle Rates,” Sloan Management Review, MIT, Fall95, 37(1):43-53. A survey of
CEOs at Fortune 1,000 firms asked about their firms' hurdle rates and time horizons. Survey
results suggest that most U.S. firms use hurdle rates that are higher than standard cost-of-capital
analyses would suggest. The average discount rate applied to constant-dollar cash flows was
12.2 percent, distinctly higher than equity holders' average rates of return and much higher than
the return on debt during the past half-century. As of the fall of 1990, U.S. CEOs believed that
their firms had systematically shorter time horizons than their major competitors in Europe and
(especially) Asia. Fraction of research and development was devoted to long-term projects. U.S.
CEOs also thought that government policy is a powerful agent affecting corporate planning
horizons. They saw several policy reforms, including a cut in corporate tax rates, a permanent
R&D tax credit, a corporate tax deduction for dividend payments, and credible commitment to a
stable tax policy for the next decade, as policies that could lengthen planning horizons. Part of
larger Time Horizons project at HBS. City Microfm. Baruch & Hunter Mn. Percls. # MS. Pro.
Potter, Christopher C., 1989, “What is Culture: and Can it be Useful for Organisational Change
Agents?” Leadership and Organization Development Journal, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online,
UK, 10(3):17-24. Although the term ‘organisational culture’ is now widely used, there is little
agreement as to its definition. A way forward is offered by considering the cultural approach as
a way of addressing organisational data. A distinction is made between “emic” and “etic”
explanations, and their importance to successful implementation of change. Cited Jaques 1951.
In Baruch: 1982-1991. Clio online ABI/INFORM Global. W. PJ.
Pound, John, 1995, “The Promise of the Governed Corporation,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, March-April, 73(2):89-98. The division here was between the governed and the
managed corporation. Is the board in charge or is the management? There are three
constituencies that have needs and must be met: managers, shareholders, and the Board. So long
as there was dispersed ownership the stockholders were fairly powerless. But today we have
institutional investors who buy and sell blocks of shares to each other. This puts shareholders
back into consideration. Will we have mathematical and analytical decisions by managers or
personnel decisions by Boards? Baruch, City Coll, JJay. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Pounds, William F., 1969, “The Process of Problem Finding,” Sloan Management Review, [then
the Industrial Management Review], MIT, Cambridge, MA, Fall 1969, 11(1):1-19. The
manager’s job is not just to solve defined problems but to identify problems to be solved and
allocate resources to questions before an answer is known. An empirical study of managerial
problem finding behavior. A problem finding model has yet to be specified. Not on the theory
but on cognitive processes, the future and uncertainty. A classic. Author was Dean of the Sloan
School. See Hoover and Feldhusen 1994. Misc. Pro.
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Powell, Colin L., Jan. 18, 1992:
The Joint Staff
Certificate of Appreciation
is presented to
DR. ELLIOT JAQUES
on the occasion of your 75th birthday
for your outstanding contributions
in the field of military leadership theory and instruction
to all of the Service Departments of the United States
and their succeeding generations of officers and men
a lasting contribution to the nation.
Washington, D.C.
Colin L. Powell /s/
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Powell, Colin L., 1993, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff report on the roles, missions, and
functions of the Armed Forces of the United States, Dept. of Defense, Washington, D.C., 1 v.
(various pagings, c. 120 p.), 10 Feb 1993. General Powell was Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, 1989-1993. This is the second periodic report by the JCS Chairman mandated by the 1986
Goldwater-Nicholls Act. It included his assessment of the current situation, what has been
accomplished, and what direction the Armed Forces were going. Unified strategic command,
infrastructure changes, doctrine and training. No mention of the theory, but this report was
largely on its implementation. Clio Lehman UA23 .P58 1993g. Rp. Bk.
Powell, General Colin, 1995, My American Journey, Ballantine Books, New York, NY, pp.
398/399. (Cited by Jaques in Social Power and the CEO, 2002, p. 74-78, on the situation
preceding the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act of 1986.) See Crowe 1993 and
Meyer 1995 for better descriptions. Rp. Bk.
Powell, Colin, 1996, "Colin Powell's thoughts on leadership," Industry Week, US, Aug 19, 1996,
245(15):56-57. Leadership won't change in the 21st century, but the environment around the
organizations will change. Leaders in corporations should understand the sacrifices and
hardships of those at the bottom. # Misc. Pro.
Powell, Walter W., 1990, “Neither Market Nor Hierarchy: Network Forms of Organization,” in
Research in Organization Behavior, Vol. 12, JAI Press, Stamford, CT, pages 295-336. Used
kibbutz as a third form of organization. (See also, Billis’ article on hierarchy and capability on
the Kibbutz.) Alt. PJ.
Power, Margaret D., 1995. See commentary: under Charles Ehin.
Pozen, Robert C., 2010, “The Case for Professional Boards,” Harvard Business Review,
Dec2010, 88(12):50-58. When the world's largest financial institutions had to be rescued from
insolvency in 2008, many experts laid the blame at the feet of corporate boards. But insufficient
board oversight is a problem that had supposedly been solved in 2002. As the United States
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reeled from the blatant failures of corporate governance at Enron and WorldCom, Congress
passed the famous Sarbanes-Oxley Act to prevent such failures from happening again. But by
the time of the financial meltdown, most major financial institutions were SOX compliant-but
that didn't stop the failures. More than 80% of collapsed banks' board members were
independent, as were all members of their audit, compensation, and nominating committees.
All the firms evaluated their internal controls yearly, and, in 2007, their external auditors' reports
showed no material weaknesses. Neither did the reviews by the quasi-governmental board. So
why were the SOX reforms so ineffective? In the author's view, it's because they merely added a
new layer of legal obligations for governance without improving the quality of people serving
on the boards or changing their behavioral dynamics. Three chronic deficiencies of boards:
They tend to be too large to operate effectively. Members often lack sufficient expertise in the
relevant industry. And few devote enough time to fully understand the complexities of the
business. (Still advocating good governance. Unaware of levels of capability.) # Alt. Pro.
Prahalad, C. K., 2004, “The Blinders of Dominant Logic,” Long Range Planning, UK, April
2004, 37(2):171–179. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.lrp.2004.01.010. Argued that the dominant
logic embedded in an organisation may keep it on the road ahead, but it also acts as a blinder to
peripheral vision. Managers need to look beyond their industries and geographies and to rethink
the logic of the business. Gave examples where shifts in organisations’ dominant logic allowed
traditional assumptions about value creation to be reassessed and resulted in successful forays
into the periphery. (These concepts are from 2004 book.) See Haeckel 2004. # MS. PJ. A.
Prahalad, C. K., and R. A. Mashelkar, 2010, “Innovation's Holy Grail,” Harvard Business
Review, Jul/Aug 2010, 88(7/8):132-141. Affordability and sustainability, not premium pricing
and abundance, are the new tenets of effective innovation. A few emerging-market pioneers are
showing the way: They're designing inexpensive products and manufacturing them with so little
capital and on a scale so vast that their prices - 1 cent for a one-minute telephone call, $2,000 for
a car (the Nano, Tata Motors) - are the lowest in the world. This approach, which the authors
call "Gandhian innovation," is very evident in India. Smart companies have used it to penetrate
the country's burgeoning mass market: disrupting business models; modifying existing business
capabilities; and creating or sourcing new capabilities. See Brown & Jaques 1964; Goldratt;
Henry Ford: Model T. # Misc. Pro.
Prahalad, C. K., and Hrishi Bhattacharyya, 2011, "How to Be a Truly Global Company,"
Strategy + Business, Booz & Co., NY, NY, US, Autumn, 2011(64):54-61. 3991 words. Reprint
11308. Many [Western] multinational business models are no longer relevant. Skillful
companies can integrate three strategies – customization, competencies, and arbitrage – into a
better form of organization. Centralization and decentralization are not trade-offs.
Organizations we have studied include - Toyota, Marriott, McDonald's, GE Healthcare, and
several global cellular telephone companies. (Many use this theory already.) See Hunt 1966.
[Prahalad died in 2010.] Clio Bus in Lehman liby. HD30.28 .S7398. # MS. Pro.
Prajogo, Daniel I., and Amrik S. Sohal, 2004, "The Sustainability and Evolution of Quality
Improvement Programmes -- an Australian Case Study," Total Quality Management & Business
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Excellence, Mar2004, 15(2):205-220. ISSN: 14783363. A case. How to do it right. Using indepth interviews, the case study describes how the company progressed from quality control to
the present initiatives that emphasize customer focus, product development, and innovation.
Several important insights: the importance of aligning the quality programmes and initiatives
with a clear strategic focus; the commitment and leadership of senior management, particularly
in the provision of resources and facilities to support the TQM programme; and maintaining a
long-term commitment to the quality management. This has led to an accumulation over two
decades of various knowledge and competencies which sustain business performance. At
Deakin U.; Monash U., AU. # Misc. PJ.
Prakash, Yamini, and Meenakshi Gupta, 2008, "Exploring the Relationship between
Organisation Structure and Perceived Innovation in the Manufacturing Sector of India,"
Singapore Management Review, Singapore Institute of Management, 2008 1st Half, 30(1):55-76.
ISSN: 01295977. A positive and significant relationship was found between formalisation and
perceived innovation, and between participation in decision-making and perceived innovation.
A negative and significant relationship was found between centralisation and perceived
innovation. Jaques not cited. At IMT, India; IIT-Bombay, India. # Misc. PJ.
Prasad, S. Benjamin, 1968, “A New System of Authority in Japanese Management,” Journal of
Asian and African Studies, E.J. Brill, Leiden, NL, July/Oct. 1968, 3(3/4):216-225. Attempted to
identify socio-economic forces bringing about changes in the Japanese workplace to lifetime
employment, wages by seniority, sharp status distinctions between workers and managers, stress
on loyalty to the employer, and paternalistic attitudes toward the workers. Looked at a 1962
survey of young workers who disagreed with the old seniority-based work assignments,
promotion policies, and paternalism. Found what they didn’t like, not what they did like.
(Assumed they would embrace Western solutions and attitudes. They didn’t.) Noticed that
employers had introduced job evaluations. (Right at the cusp, he saw what he wanted to see.
Japanese managers were implementing the Glacier system.) At Ohio U., Athens, OH. MS. PJ.
Pratch, Leslie, and Jordan Jacobowitz, 1998, “Integrative Capacity and the Evaluation of
Leadership: a multimethod assessment approach,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, NTL
Institute, June 1998, 34(2):180-201. Relationship between integrative capacity and evaluation
of leadership effectiveness was studied over a 9-month program for developing business leaders.
Integrative capacity was conceptualized as “active coping” and was differentiated from the
cognitive construct, “integrative complexity.” Self-report measures at the beginning were
correlated with peer and faculty ratings at the end, which ranged from .27 to .52. Intelligence
and integrative capacity contributed separately to leadership. JJ at NWU. Misc. PJ. A.
Pratch, Leslie, 2001, “Assessing potential leaders of private equity funded ventures,” Journal of
Private Equity, Euromoney Institutional Investor PLC, Summer 2001, 4(3):15-29. Active
coping was exhibited by the propensity to strive to achieve personal and corporate aims and
overcome difficulties. Found in-depth psychological assessments were far more useful in
predicting leadership effectiveness than assessments that relied solely on self-report measures,
particularly when combined with projective measures. Such assessments can identify those most
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likely to function well in the stressful environment of a start-up. Smaller firms must have the
most capable leaders and are often only as strong as their leadership. # Misc. PJ.
Pratch, Leslie, and Harry Levinson, 2002, "Understanding the Personality of the Executive,"
chapter 3 (p. 43-74) in Silzer, Robert F., ed., The 21st Century Executive, Jossey-Bass, Wiley,
San Francisco, CA, 361 p. The authors argue for a structural approach to identifying individuals
who will emerge as effective leaders in the future. Includes a graph of Jaques growth curves.
Cited in Levinson 2002. Cited Jaques 1996, Jaques and Cason 1994, Zacarro et al 1991.
(Interesting ch. by Larry Bossidy in same volume.) Clio Biz Lib: HD38.2 .A167 2002. # MS.
Ch. *****
Pratch, Leslie, 2005, “Value-Added Investing: A Framework for Early Stage Venture Capital
Firms,” Journal of Private Equity, Euromoney Institutional Investor PLC, Summer 2005,
8(3):13-29. VCs don’t just supply capital, they also use their expertise and contacts to influence
a company's operations, and ensure superior returns. The three functions of the VC are as
banker, management consultant, and networker. Described the ways Vesbridge Partners
(Boston) added value and reduced risk both for companies in its portfolio and its limited partners
who supplied capital. (VCs function at one-to-two stratum above funded venture.) # Rp. PJ.
Pratt, Dennis, 1994, Aspiring to Greatness: above and beyond total quality management,
Business & Professional Publishing, Chatswood, N.S.W., Australia. Combined Deming’s
quality (TQM), Jaques’ stratified systems theory (SST), and Emery and Trist’s socio-technical
systems (STS). Described how STS was the horizontal operating systems and SST was the
vertical. Although Emery and Jaques were feuding, Pratt believed the two theories could be
reconciled. (See letters to Business Review Weekly (BRW), Jan. 22, 1996, to AFR June 13, 2003,
and to AFR BOSS 13 Aug 2004.) Rp. Bk.
Preedy, Jeremy, 1998, “Leadership and the Power of the Tripod,” Bioss publication, Uxbridge,
Middx., UK. The Tripod is tasking, trusting and tending. The art is getting the tension among
them right. This leads to bounding, freedom and mindfulness - and to resilience and flow in the
self and the enterprise. Cited in Stamp, Sept. 2000. Ru.
Preedy, Jeremy, and Judy Hobrough, 1998, “The Tripod of Work Model,” bioss.com, July,
Tripod appendix, 12 pages. A description of the model and how it works. As organisations face
significant and continuous change, the relationship between managers and employees, or leaders
and team-members, has to be brought into sharper focus for people can make a significant
contribution to the success of their organization. Downloadable (7/03).
www.bioss.com/Phase2/OnlineLibrary/ Ru.
Prendergast, Canice J., 1995, “A Theory of Responsibility in Organizations,” Journal of Labor
Economics, July 1995, 13(3):387-400. Considered the implications of allowing a manager
discretion over task assignment as is typically the case. If workers earn rents from carrying out
task assignments, and manager cannot “sell” the jobs, then the manager has an incentive to take
on more tasks and delegate too few. Although the firm can alleviate this situation through
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output-contingent contracts, it cannot eliminate it. This analysis ignores the possibility the
manager may carry out the wrong tasks. (A very common problem.) Unaware of Jaques. At U.
Chicago. Off. PJ. A.
Prendergast, Canice J., 1999, “The Provision of Incentives in Firms,” Journal of Economic
Literature, March 1999, 37(1):7-63. Wide-ranging survey of theoretical and empirical literature
on compensation issues. Agents do respond to incentives including private ones that cost the
organization its efficiency. It is unclear whether these models have been validated. The true test
of agency theory is not about agents but whether personnel contracts are confirmed by the real
world. Here the results are little, mixed, and brittle. The jury is still out - 70 years later. The
problem of identification is that many theories correspond to the data. Sorting them out is now
an issue. Objective output is not a problem - but most peoples’ work is subject to subjective
assessment. The basis for pay, training and promotions are as yet unknown. See Topel.
Unaware of Jaques. Cited by Bender 2004. At U. Chicago. MS. PJ. A.
Prendergast, Canice J., 2000, “What Trade-Off of Risk and Incentives?” The American
Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings, [Unresolved Issues in Personnel Economics],
American Economic Association, May 2000, 90(2):421-425. Among those economic human
resources forces that were less effective in an uncertain environment included: input monitoring,
sorting, investigations, and career concerns. A trade-off between risk and incentives has become
a mantra among economists but the evidence for it is at best lukewarm. See 2000 working paper.
See Topel. Unaware of Jaques. At U. Chicago. MS. PJ. A.
Pressman, Jeffrey L., and Aaron B. Wildavsky, 1973, Implementation. (See Wildavsky and
Pressman.) ~
Presthus, Robert V., 1958, “Toward a Theory of Organizational Behavior,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, Cornell U., June 1958, 3(1):48-72. Authority, status, and role were clearly
articulated in the bureaucratic model and provided behavioral cues that facilitated perception and
learning. Used Henry Stack Sullivan’s interpersonal psychiatry to analyze the organization.
Authority was accepted because it reduced anxiety by ensuring approval from superiors. Three
types of individual accommodation to authority were proposed: the upward-mobiles, indifferents,
and ambivalents. See Barnard 1938. Editor of ASQ. Cited in Mitton 1969. Misc. PJ. A.
Preston, David S., Daniel Chen, and Dorothy E. Leidner, 2008, “Examining the Antecedents and
Consequences of CIO Strategic Decision-Making Authority: An Empirical Study,” Decision
Sciences, Wiley-Blackwell, US-UK, Nov. 2008, 39(4):605–642. DOI: 10.1111/j.15405915.2008.00206.x. Chief information officers (CIOs) often still have varying degrees of
strategic decision-making authority. We apply managerial discretion (Hambrick's definition) to
define CIO strategic decision-making authority. Survey data from a cross-industry sample of
174 matched pairs of CIOs and top business executives through structural equation modeling.
The results suggest that the CIO's strategic decision-making authority and organizational support
for IT directly influence the contribution of IT to firm performance. CIOs have a greater
influence on IT's contribution when provided strategic decision-making authority. [This may be
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circular.] Jaques not cited. Cited Finkelstein & Hambrick 1987, 1990, 1996; Carr 2003, 2004.
At Texas Christian U. (2); Baylor U. # Misc. PJ.
Price, Terence, 1975, “Socioeconomic Planning and the British Economy,” Futures, Elsevier,
Guildford, Surrey, England, UK, August 1975, 7(4):273-283. doi: 10.1016/00163287(75)90045-2. Recognising that institutions designed to regulate the postwar development of
the UK economically and socially had failed, the author proposed a national planning system that
would be simplified and institutionalised in the UK, as it was in France and Japan. Cited W.
Brown 1971 twice. At Uranium Institute, London, UK. Bklyn Coll Perl HB3730 .F8. 19751989. SIBL VA (Futures) v. 7, 1975. Teach. # D. PJ.
Prieser, Carl, 1983, “Skill level differences in white-collar pay,” Monthly Labor Review, USA,
Dec83, 106(12):49-52. A US government publication. Reports on skill level differences in
white-collar pay in the U.S. in March 1983, as compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Average monthly salaries of employees in selected white-collar occupations in private
establishments. Percent increases in average salaries by work level category. (The Federal
government has the data, but not the theory. Sawdust.) # MS. Rep.
Priesmeyer, H. Richard, 1992, Organizations and Chaos: defining the methods of nonlinear
management, Quorum Books, Westport, CT, 253 pages. Recommended by Mark Van Clieaf. A
book of 34 propositions. See Santa Fe Institute research parallels with Jaques and Bioss’ earlier
discoveries on levels of human work capability, initial conditions, hierarchy, communications
and phase planes. At St. Mary’s Uni. in San Antonio, TX. SEE SIBL JBE 93-305. CUNY
Staten Island - HD31 .P727 1992. Misc. Bk.
Pringle, J. W. S., 1956, “On the Parallel Between Learning and Evolution,” General Systems,
Society for General Systems Research, Ann Arbor, MI, 1:90-110. (Reprinted from Behavior,
1951, 3:174.) Both are generated on the organism by its environment. One result is an increase
in the complexity of the behavior of the organism. Changes occur within the cells, not
between them. This “introduces the possibility a transfer of the events from the level of the
neuron down to the level of molecular changes in the substance to the living protoplasm.” [Very
interesting.] Cited in Terreberry 1968 Related PhD and 1968 article. See Jaques 2002 book
LBLO. City Coll. (GS begins at vol. XIV) & Bklyn Coll. H9 G4 v.1 1956. City Sci. (has
Behavior only since 1972, v. 41). SIBL JSM 95-116. V. 1. Misc. PJ.
Prinsloo, Maretha, 2012, "Towards an Integrated Assessment of Leadership Potential,"
Integral Leadership Review, Jan2012, 12(1):1-31. 31p. ISSN: 1554-0790. Focused on the
assessment of leadership potential in terms of a number of related philosophical, theoretical, and
technical considerations. A critical evaluation of current assessment practice is followed by the
introduction of alternative assessment methodologies and techniques aimed at measuring
consciousness, cognition, and motivation. Practical guidelines for integrated and holistic
leadership assessment, and future assessment, are also addressed. Cited Jaques 1998; Jaques &
Cason 1994; Beer 1995; Graves; Prinsloo 1992, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2011. # Rp. PJ.
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Pritchard, Robert D., 1969, “Equity Theory: A Review and Critique,” Organizational Behavior
and Human Performance [now ...Human Decision Processes], Academic Press, NY & London,
May, 4(2):176-211. This is a theory review - not a book review - and is mainly a review of
Adams’ theory. Following Vroom 1964, he accepted all versions of equity theory were so alike
they can not be separately measured (Homans, Jaques, Adams). [Not so.] He concentrated on
Adams and set forth a series of predictions that were at odds with those of Adams. However, he
argued that the employee’s use of an “internal standard” (p. 205, 210) to judge equity is more
likely in the employment situation. This was advocated by Jaques. (He cited Weick and Nesset
1968. Cited by Walster et al 1978, p. 118-9, as support for Jaques.) (This article was likely
based on the literature review section of his 1969 dissertation at U. of Minnesota. See P.
Goodman and Friedman 1971, which was a positive lit review.) [See also, Related 1985 Ph.D.
by Gareth S. Taylor at Virginia Polytechnic that concluded equity theory was abandoned too
early.] See Pritchard, et al, 1972. See Pritchard Related 1969 PhD. See Johnson Related PhD
1971. MS. PJ. A.
Pritchard, Robert D., Marvin D. Dunnette, and Dale O. Jorgenson, 1972, “Effects of Perceptions
of Equity and Inequity on Worker Performance and Satisfaction,” Journal of Applied
Psychology, Monograph, February, 56(1):75-94. Tested two motivation theories. Findings
supported equity theory (people were less satisfied in both under- and overpayment situations
than when equitably paid) but did not support the expectancy theory of Vroom 1964, and Porter
and Lawler 1968. The results were more pronounced with piece-rate than hourly pay. Job
“satisfaction is not linearly related to equitable rewards as Porter and Lawler imply” (p. 94)
[italics in original]. [The very next article in JAP was by Wanous and Lawler perpetuating the
linear P&L model: wrongheaded or not, they won’t stop, ever.] Cited Adams, Homans, Jaques
but the test was mostly on Adams 1963, 1965. Cited by Walster et al 1978, p. 118-9, as support
for Jaques 1961 regarding overpayment inequity distress. See Klein 1973. This is the research
section of Pritchard Related 1969 PhD. MS. PJ. A.
Propper, Carol, 1988, “Estimation of the time spent on NHS waiting lists using stated preference
methodology,” Brunel University, Department of Economics, Uxbridge, Middx., UK, 44 p.
Discussion papers in economics at Brunel University (no. 8811). Economic aspects of hospital
admissions and discharge in Great Britain. A follow-up study (?). Brunel Uxbridge HB1 .B78
VOL.8811. Ru.
Pruijt, Hans, 2000, “Repainting, modifying, smashing Taylorism,” Journal of Organizational
Change Management, MCB UP, Emerald, UK, 13(5):439-451. Taylorism is enduring and
resilient because managers are attracted to it: the resurgence of the assembly line in the highly
paradigmatic automobile assembly; the rise of the McDonalds-type organization; and continuing
skills-replacing automation. Modifications to Tayloristic patterns can be made, while keeping
basic principles intact. Thus, adaptability, worker autonomy, and shifting leadership are
important explanations for this resilience. Jaques not cited. At Erasmus U., NL. # Misc. PJ.
Pryor, Frederic L., and David L. Schaffer, 1999, Who’s not working and why: employment,
cognitive skills, wages, and the changing U.S. labor market, Cambridge University Press, NY,
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NY; Cambridge, UK, 300 p. As Thurow put it inequality of “within-group variance is both high
and sharply rising.” P&S “believe that cognitive ability is that missing link.” Positive review
by Marc-Andre Pigeon in J of Econ. Issues who compared book to James Galbraith 1998,
Thurow 1998. (Is anybody in economics listening? They said it - cognitive ability - and
separated this concept from educational attainment.) See references to Neal and Johnson 1996,
and Murnane et al 1995 for review of impact of AFQT (Stamp and Jaques, I think) (p. 114-5).
At Swarthmore & U. Wisc. at Eau Claire. Barnard & Bus HD5724 .P78 1999. MS. Bk.UP. A.
Pryor, Frederic L., 2001, “Will most of us be working for giant enterprises by 2028?” Journal of
Economic Behavior & Organization, Elsevier Science B.V., US, April 2001, 44(4):363-382.
Various economic theories yield quite opposite predictions about the changing size of enterprises
and establishments. One purpose of this essay was to begin to resolve some of these theoretical
confusions. The estimates cover almost four decades. They show that average establishment
size has decreased since the late 1960s, that the number of establishments per enterprise has
leveled off since the early 1980s. The average size of enterprises revealed an undulating pattern
with a sharp upturn at the end of the century due to the impact of the merger wave. [Teach.] At
Swarthmore Coll., PA, US. # Misc. PJ.
Pucik, Vladimir, 1979, “Lifetime Employment in Japan: an alternative to the ‘culture-structure’
causal model,” Columbia Journal of International Affairs, Columbia Univ., NY, NY, Vol. 33(?),
p. 158-161. Student Notes. Internal labor markets (ILMs) explain a lot of what happens in Japan
- not culture. The ILMs, which took hold in the 1920s, explain the stability, not the
disappearance, of current arrangements. “Task related structural variables ... are the core of the
ILM model.” Unaware of Jaques. See Hatvany and Pucik 1982; Pucik and Hatvany 1983. See
Lincoln and McBride 1987 for duplication. Clio Barnard & Lehman JX1 .C58. NYPL HumMicroforms *ZAN-11936. MS. PJ.
Pucik, Vladimir, 1980, “One more look at the Japanese management system,” The Japan
Economic Journal, Tokyo, JN, Part 1: Aug. 19, 1980, v. 18, p. 11; Part 2: Aug. 26, 1980, v. 18,
p. p. 11. Reprinted from Voice magazine. In English. The bundles offered to potential recruits
by Japanese managements were designed to produce and enhance certain qualities in these
people once they became employees. These bundles had nothing to do with 'culture.' They
worked. (These insights were very different from Ouchi, Pascale, Peters, etc.) Western
academics looked at each technique separately, not the bundle as a whole. "In the work place,
[most people] value decent treatment, security and opportunity for an emotional fulfillment. It is
to the credit of Japanese managers that they have developed organizational systems which,
though far from perfect, respond to these needs to a great extent." Unaware of Jaques or
Leibenstein. NYPL SIBL os TAA+ (Nihon keizai shimbun. International weekly edition) v. 18
(Jan-Aug 1980). Tokyo: Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 1963-1991. [Clio os HC461 .N4743. Liby
Has: v. *1, v.7, v.9, v.11-26 (1963, 1969, 1971, 1973-1988)] At Columbia U., PhD candidate.
# Misc. PJ.
Pucik, Vladimir, and Hatvany, Nina G., 1983, “Management Practices in Japan,” chapter (p.
103-133) in Lamb, Robert, 1983, Advances in Strategic Management, Vol. 1, JAI Press,
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Greenwich CT, and London UK. (Alt. title: “Management Practices in Japan and their Impact on
Business Strategy.”) The primary focus of management in Japan is on human resources. The
Internal Labour Market (ILM) was created by lifetime employment and leads to strong
socialization, commitment, centrality in personnel assessments, lots of overtime, and long
periods between promotions. Immediate manager did the assessments. The fast track was
subtle - more challenging assignments, quiet awards and small pay increases - more as
recognition of potential than rewards. Extensive training and socialization of new recruits.
Restrained executive competition could be due to an ambition that has been tempered by this
HR system NOT to cultural and collective dependence. Cited Adams, Blauner, Doeringer and
Piore, Levinson, Pelz, Tsurumi. Cited in Grinyer 1989 book review. See Pucik 1979, Hatvany
and Pucik 1982, A. Weiss HBR 1983. Good footnotes. MS. PJ. A.
Pucik, Vladimir, 1984, “White-collar Human Resources Management in Large Japanese
Manufacturing Firms,” Human Resource Management, Wiley, 23(3):257-276. Western firms
did performance appraisals once a year. Japanese did them 2-3 times a year. (Among other
differences.) Cited Mahoney 1979. MS. PJ. A.
Pucik, Vladimir, 1986, “Management Practices and Business Strategy in Manufacturing Firms,”
chapter 10 (p. 115-129) in Tung, Rosalie L., ed., 1986, Strategic Management in the United
States and Japan: a comparative analysis, Ballinger Pub. Co., Cambridge, MA, 177 p. The basic
managerial paradigm of the Japanese firm is a focus on human resources that provides a rationale
for strategic choice. A long-term perspective is achieved through a future-oriented assessment
system and a focus on market share rather than short-term profitability. This opens an alternative
view of the product life-cycle: “mature markets” - ain’t. Toyota’s NUMMI joint venture with
GM was a case in point. “We are the ones who have to change.” Cited Chandler 1966, Pelz
1967. Clio Offsite HD30.28 .S7324 1986. MS. Ch.
Pucik, Vladimir, 1988, “Strategic Alliances, Organizational Learning, and Competitive
Advantage: The HRM Agenda,” Human Resource Management, Wiley, 27(1):77-94. In a
competitive collaboration the competitive advantage of a firm can be protected only by
accumulating invisible assets and by organizational learning. This process is imbedded in people
and linked to HRM strategies and practice. Identified 20 key obstacles to organizational
learning. Cited Tung 1984. MS. PJ. A.
Pucik, Vladimir, 1988, “Strategic Alliances with the Japanese: Implications for Human
Resources Management,” Chapter 28 (p. 487-498) in Contractor, Farok J., and Peter Lorange,
1988, Cooperative Strategies in International Business, Lexington Books, Lexington, MA, USA,
513 p. A “capability gap” was evident among the Western personnel in Western multi-national
firms operating in Japan. Western firms lacked the infrastructure to guarantee the continual
improvement of employee skills. (Situation was so hopeless the Japanese simply sucked the
technology out and left the husk for Western managers to moon over. They did.) Cited Kono
1984. See Westney 1988, Florida and Browdy 1991. Bus HD2755.5 .C645 1988 MS. Ch.
Pucik, Vladimir, 1989, “Managerial Career Progression in Large Japanese Manufacturing
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Firms,” article in (p. 257-276) in Albert Nedd, Gerald R. Ferris, and Kendrith M. Rowland, eds.,
1989, Research in personnel and human resource management, Suppl., 1: 257-276. JAI Press,
Greenwich, CT. An annual. The Japanese have an internal labor market (ILM) and the rise of
designated managers upwards is fast not slow. (The danger in all ILM is the Markov chain and
the Peter Principle. Author does not use the terms nenko or satei.) See Wakabayashi and Graen
1989 (same issue). MS. PJ.
Pucik, Vladimir, 1990, “Promotion Patterns in a Japanese Trading Company,” Japanese
Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Winter 1990-1991, 19(2):37-55. He found
career timetables and an early and irreversible elite identification. Status grades on p. 50.
Contrast with Kono 1984 and Griffiths 1928. Baruch Pers. MS. PJ.
Pucik, Vladimir, 1994, “The Challenges of Globalization: the strategic role of local managers in
Japanese-owned US subsidiaries,” chapter 13 (p. 218-239) in Campbell, Nigel, and Fred Burton,
eds., 1994, Japanese Multinationals: strategies and management in the global kaisha,
Routledge, London, UK, 298 p. Local managers have to be better integrated into the global
management infrastructure. Subsidiaries where local executives perceived a smaller
globalization gap performed significantly better. (See also chs. 10 & 11 by Schon Beechler.)
Cited in Wong 2005. EJ not cited. Not in Cuny. Sibl JBD 94-1196. Misc. Ch.
Pugh, Derek, David J. Hickson, C.R. Hinings, K. M. Macdonald, C. Turner, and Tom Lupton,
1963, “A Conceptual Scheme for Organizational Analysis,” Administrative Science Quarterly,
December, 8(3):289-315. The Aston School. This article was praised by Child, 1970, for being
fruitful for subsequent research in organizational measurement. Aston School. One reference to
Jaques 1956 and one to TSD. Also cited Stinchcombe, but off. W. PJ. A.
Pugh, Derek S., 1966, “Modern Organization Theory: A psychological and sociological study,”
Psychological Bulletin, APA, US, Oct. 1966, 66(4):235-251. An overview. Six main lines of
development: management (Fayol to Wilfred Brown), structural, group, individual, technology,
and economic. “Brown represents a considerable increase in sociological and psychological
sophistication from the common sense analyses of Fayol.” Cited Herzberg 1959; W. Brown
1960; Jaques 1951. # Rp. PJ. A.
Pugh, Derek, David J. Hickson, C.R. Hinings, and C. Turner, 1968, “Dimensions of Organisation
Structure,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June, 13(1):65-105. Aston School. Found four
basic dimensions on which organization structures could be measured empirically. Cited Evan
1963; Hickson 1966 ASQ; R. E. Hall 1963 ASQ. Misc. PJ. A.
Pugh, Derek S., David J. Hickson, and Christopher R. Hinnings, 1985, Writers On
Organizations, 3rd Edition, (2nd in 1971; 4th in 1989), Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondsworth,
Middlesex, England, U.K. A short chapter was on Jaques and Glacier. Hypotheses: (1) every
employee has a felt need have his/her role and status clearly defined for him/herself and
colleagues, and (2) employees expect the leadership role in groups to be properly filled. A great,
very short intro to who the academic players were in the O.T. field. At Aston School. Cited by
McCreadie in her Bk Rev 1975. D. Bk.
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Pugh, Derek S., ed., 1985, Organization Theory: Selected Readings, Penguin, Harmondsworth,
Midx., UK, 447 p. 2nd edn. Contains reprint of Jaques chapter 8 from 1976, “The Stratified
Depth-structure of Bureaucracy,” p. 120-132. Also, Vickers 1961 as ch. 12 (p. 183-202). Cited
by Hummel 1987. Baruch HD31 .O754 1985. ~
Pugh, Derek S., 1990, Organization Theory, Penguin, Harmondsworth, Midx., UK. (Editions in
1971 and 1997 also.) Aston School. Includes description of Jaques. 1990 edition cited by
Kennedy 1994. D. Bk.
Pugh, Derek S., and David J. Hickson, 1993, Great Writers on Organizations: the Omnibus
Edition, Dartmouth Publishing Company, Aldershot, England, UK, 287 p. (Several subsequent
editions incl. 2007.) Elliott Jaques on p. 32-34. Wilfred Brown on p. 111-113. A precis of
the beliefs of each writer. A nice treatment of each on people and organizations and showing the
differences between them. These differences were a source of confusion among initial readers of
the two. This helps to clarify those differences and their confusion. The two were not at all
identical yet both came out of the "Glacier Project." Baruch HM 131 .P74 1993. Hum JFE
94-3454. 1993 edn. D. Bk.
Purser, Ronald E., and Alfonso Montuori, 1996, “Ecocentrism Is in the Eye of the Beholder,”
Academy of Management Review, Dialogue, July, 21(3):611-613. Native-Americans have a
“‘seven generations’ time span of discretion” on intergenerational justice. Not related to Jaques.
Off. PJ. A.
Purser, Ronald E., and Steven Cabana, 1998, The Self Managing Organization, how leading
corporations are transforming the work and teams for real impact, Free Press, New York, NY.
The authors contrast Emery’s and Jaques’ ideas on organizations structure. They side with
Emery in his STS, anti-hierarchical, self-managing team approach. They misconstrue Jaques’
concepts and their critique of his theory (Ch. 4: p. 93-96 and p. 104-106) is short and holds little
validity. Off. Bk.
Pyle, Kenneth B., 2007, Japan Rising: the resurgence of Japanese power and purpose, Public
Affairs, NY, NY, US, 433 p. Pyle identifies the common threads that bind the divergent
strategies of modern Japan, arguing that few countries in recent history have been as responsive
to the international environment. The implications for our alliance and the balance of power in
Asia are huge. Not on RO theory but a good book. Baruch & Leh Liby Resv DS889.5 .P95
2007. NYPL Schw JFE 07-3935. See p. 262. Misc. Bk.

Q
Qian, Yingyi, 1994, “Incentives and loss of control in an optimal hierarchy,” Review of
Economic Studies, Blackwell, London, UK, July 1994, 61(3)(208):527-544. This paper studies
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incentives and loss of control in a hierarchy model which combines and generalizes the models
of Williamson 1967, Calvo & WeIlisz 1978, and Keren & Levhari 1983. In our model of the
hierarchy, the levels of effort from managers and workers, the wage scales the span of control
and, in particular, the total number of tiers are all endogenous. Using optimal control techniques,
we show that in the optimal hierarchy the wage scales and effort levels decrease as one moves
down the hierarchy. As the hierarchy expands with no technological progress, workers exert
less effort and are paid less, top managers work harder and are paid more and the wage
distribution becomes increasingly skewed even in a socialist economy. (Ability has to be the
differentiator.) [Silly.] Cited Calvo and Wellisz 1978, 1979; Keren and Levhari 1989. From
Qian 1990 PhD. At Stanford U. # MS. PJ. A.
Quaid, Maeve, 1993, Job Evaluation: The Myth of Equitable Assessment, University of Toronto
Press, Toronto, ON, Canada, 283 pages, Pbk, 1996. On the Hay system as an institutionalized
myth to justify the differential pay system. It reveals the process is an institutionalized myth - a
set of beliefs that can not be objectively tested. Not disprovable. See Montemayor 1994 book
review. A case. See article version. (See Evans and Nelson, Acker, Hellriegel, Madigan,
Emerson) [SIBL] See Related 1988 PhD by Quaid. Refu. Bk.
Quaid, Maeve, 1993, “Job Evaluation as Institutional Myth,” Journal of Management Studies,
Oxford, UK, March, 30(2):239-261. It reveals the process is an institutionalized myth - a set of
beliefs that can not be objectively tested. The article version of her Related PhD and book. A
case. (See Evans and Nelson, Acker, Hellriegel, Emerson, Madigan.) Refu. PJ.
Quattrone, Paolo, 2005, “Is Time Spent, Passed or Counted? The missing link between time and
accounting history,” Accounting Historians Journal, June 2005, 32(1):185-208. 24p; (AN
17386082). Keyed off of Hans-Joachim Voth 2000. Voth claimed the gains of the industrial
revolution were due to extra time spent at work, not gains in productivity (Time and Work in
England, 1750-1830). Thus the first Industrial Revolution was an 'industrious revolution.'
Historical accounting has to include time in order to calculate productivity – which it doesn't do
now. [Sounds like the West in the 1990s and 2000s. Max Weber? See Turner and Lawrence
1965 (2nd half).] At Oxford. Cited Jaques 1982 FoT. # MS. PJ.
Quine, W. V., 1951, “Main Trends in Recent Philosophy: Two Dogmas of Empiricism,” The
Philosophical Review, Cornell Univ., Jan. 1951, 60(1):20-43. An examination of the adequacy
of any theory. The central axioms will eventually be overturned, while its “outer-boundaries”
rarely change at all. For example, the central tenets of Newtonian physics have been overturned
while its exterior remains today a cornerstone of everyday engineering. See von Bertalanffy,
Bridgman, Polanyi, and Kuhn for other theorists. Cited in D. Miller 2007. Cited C. I. Lewis
1946. Misc. PJ.
Quinlan, Michael, 1996, “The Reform of Australian Industrial Relations: Contemporary Trends
and Issues,” Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources, 34(2):3-27. See Angwin reply. Misc.
PJ.
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Quinlan, Michael, 1996, “The Industrial Relations Reform Debate in Australia: A Rejoinder,”
Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources, 34(3):97-104. A rejoinder to Angwin. Misc. PJ.
Quinn, James Brian, 1977, “Strategic Goals: Process and Politics,” Sloan Management Review,
MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA, Fall, 19(1):21-37. Outlined the debate between ‘rational-strategic’
and the ‘incremental-muddling-through’ approaches to planning and decision-making. The
academic literature favors the former. Whilst the latter appears to be what managers do in
companies. Implementation, democratic discussion, commitment, and buy-in favor the latter.
Broad goals are more open quantitatively, opportunistically, and organically. Abstracted in
BJSW in 1978, 8(2):212-213. Cited Lindblom 1959. See Landsberger 1961, Kriger 1983/ 1992.
See Tichy. CUNY online since 1991. Microform since 1970 – Baruch, City-x (not on shelf),
Hunter Mn-x. SIBL *ZAN-T4958 v.19 1977 (v.12-v39; 1970-1997) # Refu. Pro.
Quinn, James Brian, 1986, “Sony Corporation,” Tuck School, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH.
(Reprinted as Case 5, p. 471-487, case notes p. 573-574, in Mintzberg, Quinn and Voyer, 1995,
The Strategy Process, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. Collegiate edition.) A case. Cited
Business Week 1981; Kobayashi 1971. Did not cite Morita 1986. MS. Rep.
Quinn, Robert, 1988, Beyond Rational Management, Mastering the Paradoxes of the Competing
Demands of High Performance, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 199 p. Quinn’s theory of
behavioral complexity is connected to Jaques’ theory of cognitive complexity through Hooijberg
and Quinn chapter in Phillips and Hunt 1992. See DiPadova and Faerman 1993. See Chun PhD
2002, Paparone Related PhD 2003, and Wyse Related PhD 2007. Misc. Bk.
Quinn, James Brian, and Frederick G. Hilmer, 1995, “Strategic Outsourcing,” The McKinsey
Quarterly, NY, NY, US, 3(1):48-70. 23p. ISSN: 0047-5394. Focused on two strategic business
plans that fix on efficient resource allocation and personnel management. Managers should
focus on strengthening their companies' core competencies in order to deter competition rather
than to protect market share. Nike and Apple Computer are presented as successful examples of
such strategic business plans. Managers should consider outsourcing to gain core compertencies.
The benefits of long-range business strategies are compared to short-range plans. Inset: Nike's
Multi-Tier Partner Strategy. Referenced CRA, Exxon, P&G, McDonalds. Cited in Fields 2001
Related PhD. # MS. Pro.
Quinn, Jams Brian, Philip Anderson, and Sydney Finkelstein, 1996, "Leveraging Intellect,"
Academy of Management Executive, US, Aug96, 10(3):7-27. 21p. ISSN: 1079-5545. DOI:
10.5465/AME.1996.9704111471. With rare exceptions, the productivity of a modern
corporation or nation lies more in its intellectual and systems capabilities than in its hard assets,
raw materials, land, plant, and equipment [which are measured by accounting]. Intellectual and
information processes create most of the value-added for firms in the large service industries,
like software, medical care, communications, and education, which provide 79 percent of all jobs
and 76 percent of all U.S. GNP. In manufacturing as well, intellectual activities, like R&D,
process design, product design, logistics, marketing, marketing research, systems management,
or technological innovation, generate the preponderance of value-added. McKinsey & Co.
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estimates that by the year 2000, 85 percent of all jobs in America and 80 percent of those in
Europe will be knowledge-based. Yet few managements have systematically attacked the issues
of developing, leveraging, and measuring the intellectual capabilities of their organizations.
What are the keys to these processes? What light do research and best practice shed on this
subject? Cited in Fields 2001 Related PhD. Information technology. At Amos Tuck School;
University of Denver; Amos Tuck School, Dartmouth. # Misc. PJ.
Quinn, James Brian, Jordan J. Baruch, and Karen Anne Zien, 1996, “Software-Based
Innovation,” The McKinsey Quarterly, NY, NY, US, 4(4):94-119. 26p. ISSN: 0047-5394.
(orig. in Sloan Management Review) When Boeing's $170 million 777 aircraft went into
production recently it was direct from software. By linking 2,800 engineering locations
worldwide via 1,700 workstations, Boeing was able to pretest and optimize the structural
elements and operating systems of each major component in the aircraft's four-million-part
configuration. Software coordinated all supplier specifications to ensure precise fits, assembly
tolerances, and materials compatibility, reducing prototype errors and rework costs by up to 90
percent. As Boeing demonstrates, software can eliminate many traditional steps in the
innovation processes. In service industries, it enables employees to "jump the learning curve"
for rapid product and process introductions by facilitating organizational learning. This article
describes how by improving innovation quality, shortening cycle times, cutting costs, and
lowering risks, software management has become the key to effective innovation and
competitive advantage for many. (This is an adrenaline shot.) Cited in Fields 2001 Related
PhD. Information technology. At Amos Tuck School, Dartmouth College; Creativity
Laboratory, Cambridge, MA. # Misc. Pro.

R
Rabin, Jack, 1994, “Introduction,” International Journal of Public Administration, Routledge,
UK; Dekker, NY, NY; EBSCO Host, May 1994, 17(6):1033-1034. (Special Issue on Barnard.
Jack Rabin, editor, p. 1021-1297.) This issue has nine articles and a Foreword by Herbert A.
Simon. Three are annotated herein by Godfrey, Scott, and Smith, plus Simon. JJay has it: JA1
.I5. Here is the contents of the articles in the whole issue: Misc. Bk.
“Understanding Chester I. Barnard,” William B. Wolf, p. 1035;
“The Functions of the Executive and The Republic: Exploring the Platonic Roots of Chester
Barnard,” Paul C. Godfrey, p. 1071-1091;
“Chester I. Barnard and Other Antecedents of the Present Managerial Order,” William G.
Scott, p. 1093-1105;
“Chester I. Barnard: President of the USO, 1942-1945,” G. E. Biles and A. A. Bolton, p. 1107;
“Walking and Talking Chester I. Barnard,” A. Pye, p. 1125;
“Chester Barnard’s Concept of Responsibility,” Edward B. Smith, p. 1157-1174;
“Organization Character-Construct of Barnardian Scholars,” R. G. Wright, p. 1175;
“Barnard on Authority and Zone of Indifference: Toward Perspectives on the Decline of
Managerialism,” Robert T. Golembiewski and K. W. Kuhnert, p. 1195;
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“Barnard and Morality in Organizations,” Jack Rabin, 1239-1297.
Rabin, Matthew, 1993, “Incorporating Fairness into Game Theory and Economics,” The
American Economic Review, AEA, Dec. 1993, 83(5):1281-1302. People like to help those who
are helping them, and to hurt those who are hurting them. Outcomes reflecting such motivations
are called fairness equilibria. Outcomes are mutual-max when each person maximizes the
other’s material payoffs, and mutual-min when each person minimizes the other’s payoffs. It is
shown that every mutual-max or mutual-min Nash equilibrium is a fairness equilibrium. If
payoffs are small, fairness equilibria are roughly the set of mutual-max and mutual-min
outcomes; if payoffs are large, fairness equilibria are roughly the set of Nash equilibria. [But
deception is a key part of game theory.] Misc. PJ. A.
Raby, Nomika, 1991, “Participatory Management in Large Irrigation Systems: Issues for
Consideration,” World Development, Pergamon Press, Oxford, UK & NY, NY, May,
19(2):1767-1776. A case. A large irrigation system in Sri Lanka used Jaques’ levels to ensure a
sustainable development strategy. A key here was farmer participation, accountability, goals,
space, time, capacity, and deliverables. Cited Jaques 1990; Raby 1985, 1988. At Long Beach
State, Cal. [Last page reference is of prior article: p. 1766. Not found.] # Rp. PJ.
Radin, Beryl A., 2002, The Accountable Manager: The Art of Leadership in a Federal Agency,
CQ Press, Washington, DC, 160 p. A manager in the public sector is accountable to many
people. This is a briefing book for a newly appointed department head. At U. Baltimore, US.
Baruch & JJay HV91 .R333 2002. Misc. Bk.
Radner, Roy, 1992, "Hierarchy: The economics of managing," Journal of Economic Literature,
American Economic Association, Sept. 1992, 30(3):1382-1415. An excellent overview of the
growth of American business organizations since the 1850s and the need for hierarchy for
management control. Cited by Mendelson 2000. Jaques not cited. At NYU. Teach. # Misc.
PJ. A.
Rae, John, and Harry Gray, 2003, “Strategic Leadership, A learning partnership,” Development
and Learning in Organizations, MCB UP Ltd, Emerald, UK, 17(5):16-18. Viewpoint. When we
sat down over ten years ago to design the MSc in Strategic Leadership at the University of
Salford there were three basic considerations in mind. One was to provide a program of
development for senior managers that would take them outside the conventions of mainstream
management thinking. Another was to consider the importance of the career stage of each course
member. The third was to try to build a learning community based on the idea of partnership in
learning. Cited Jaques as one of U. Salford's founding lights. Rae at U. Salford. Gray at U.
Chester. Chrome # Rp. PJ.
Raelin, Jonathan D., and Christina G. Cataldo, 2011, "Whither Middle Management?
Empowering Interface and the Failure of Organizational Change," Journal of Change
Management, Routledge, UK, Dec2011, 11(4):481-507. 27p. ISSN: 1469-7017. DOI:
10.1080/14697017.2011.630509. While there has been a distinct evolution in how middle
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managers participate in change, from resistors to facilitators, they often remain ineffective due to
executive constraints. Findings also indicate this failure can be attributed to closed executive
and rank-and-file systems, leaving middle managers powerless (resulting in the firm being
bought-out). A key contribution here is the presentation of empowering interface as a focal lens
through which micro and macro gaps in change can be captured and addressed. Standard lists of
variables undermining change (i.e. poor climate, involvement, communication) are often
manifestations of broader systemic problems. Empowerment to fill an interstitial role would
allow middle managers to save these changes. Cited Jaques 1990. At U. Bath, UK. # D. PJ.
Raelin, Joseph A., 1985, “The basis for the professional's resistance to managerial control,”
Human Resource Management, Summer, 24(2):147-175. [Raelin was the editor of this issue.]
Observing that organizational professionals viewed themselves as employees of special status,
resulting in their demand for autonomy. Raelin investigated the basis for their difficulty
integrating into organizations. After examining the peculiarities of their education and early
socialization experiences, he related five features of professional life which predispose
professionals to resist managerial control. Cited by Mitchell 1993. Jaques not cited. Tetlock
cited. See Raelin 1995, 2009; Bailyn 1985 (same issue). At Boston College. # Misc. PJ.
Raelin, Joseph A., and A. Sims Cooledge, 1995, “From generic to organic competencies,” HR,
Human Resource Planning, HRP Society, US, 18(3):24-33. A study was performed to determine
whether an "organic" set of competencies might be beneficially derived for a specific managerial
population based upon the use of a prior "generic" competency instrument. But the organic set
differed substantially from the generic. Time in the company predicted 9 of 14 competencies.
Thus, use of off-the-shelf instruments may be unreliable and invalid without customization. See
video. Cited Jaques 1989; van Clieaf 1992; SOTAC 1995. See HRP 15(1):33-46. # Refu. PJ.
Raelin, Joe, 2009, “The Practice Turn-Away: Forty Years of Spoon-Feeding in Management
Education,” Fall 2009, Management Learning, Sage, 40(4):401-410. Available at SSRN:
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1470058 A whimsical look at management education over the last 40
years, and concludes that the long tradition of what the author refers to “spoon-feeding in
management education” is unlikely to end anytime soon. His case is built on neo-institutional
theory which posits that the pressures to conform to standardized classroom teaching are highly
resistant. Practice-based and critical approaches have been diluted for reductionist and
mythological ‘active learning’ strategies which, though useful, are unlikely to lead to the
acquisition of prudential wisdom. Alt. PJ.
Raelin, Joseph A., 2011, "The End of Managerial Control?" Group Organization Management,
April 2011, 36(2):135-160. DOI: 10.1177/1059601110391252. Considered whether managerial
control has outlived its usefulness in postbureaucratic society. The options are not thought to
overturn control in organizing, but the relocation of work to those 'practice setting' offers
management a new role as the facilitator of the critical discourse. Cited Jaques 1990; Malnight
2001; Adler 1999. At NE U., Boston, MA. j.raelin@neu.edu # D. PJ.
Raes, Anneloes M. L., Mariëlle G. Heijltjes, Ursula Glunk, and Robert A. Roe, 2011, "The
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interface of top management team and middle managers: A process model," Academy of
Management Review, US, Jan., 36(1):102-126. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.2011.55662566. ISSN:
0363-7425. The article discusses the interaction of top management and middle management in
terms of organizational effectiveness, strategic business planning, and the formulation of
organizational goals. The interactions between upper and middle management teams are defined
in terms of an interface, and a series of propositions is formulated in order to better analyze this
interface. Topics addressed include business communication, trust, and role behavior, as well as
decision theory and the implementation of performance objectives. At U. St. Gallen; Maastricht
U. (3). Cited in Hutzschenreuter et al 2012. Jaques not cited. # Misc. PJ. A.
Raff, Daniel M. G., and Lawrence H. Summers, 1987, “Did Henry Ford Pay Efficiency Wages?”
Journal of Labor Economics, Part 2: The New Economics of Personnel, October, 5(4):s57-s87.
Examined Ford’s $5 a day wage in 1914 and found some support for efficiency wage effects.
Evidence around the ‘five-dollar day’ indicates he did pay an efficiency wage and productivity
jumped. (Actually, this probably was due to the change over in production method to the
assembly line. He probably paid five bucks a day to keep labor peace during these huge
technological changes. He still made money. So did the workers. Later he changed. Note: One
of Ford’s half-dozen contemporary explanations for his action included efficiency wages.) Misc.
PJ. A.
Raff, Daniel M. G., 1988, “Wage Determination Theory and the Five-Dollar Day at Ford,” The
Journal of Economic History, [The Tasks of Economic History], June 1988, 48(2):387-399. This
$5 wage was well above the opportunity cost of the labor ($2.34/hr), so the efficiency wage was
implausible. The reason had to be “rent sharing” (like profit sharing) driven by the threat of
collective labor action (the Wobblies). [Remember, the assembly line required total cooperation.
Also, the publicity drove up sales. Sorensen at Ford in the UK said continuity and reliability
were all-important.] Misc. PJ.
Ragins, Belle Rose, and John L. Cotton, 1993, “Gender and Willingness to Mentor in
Organizations,” Journal of Management, Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA, February
1993, 19(1):97-111. We investigated differences in willingness to mentor among men and
women in three organizations. When controlling for gender differences in factors relating to
decisions to mentor (age, rank, tenure, and mentorship experience), women expressed equivalent
intentions to mentor as men, even though they anticipated more drawbacks to becoming a
mentor. Additionally, individuals with prior experience in mentoring relationships, either as a
protege or as a mentor, reported greater willingness to mentor than individuals lacking
mentorship experience. Cited Dalton 1959, Hall 1966, Jaques 1965, D. Levinson 1978, 1986, V.
Schein 1973, Sofer 1970. Both at Marquette U. # Rp. PJ.
Rago, William V., 1996, “Struggles in Transformation: A study in TQM, leadership, and
organizational culture in a government agency,” Public Administration Review, Washington, DC,
May/June 1996, 56(3):227-234. Author cited W. Edwards Deming 1986 and Elliott Jaques (sp:
Jacques) 1989 in describing horizontal and vertical barriers to transformation. A case. # Rp.
PJ.
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Rai, Gauri S., 2013, "Job Satisfaction Among Long-Term Care Staff: Bureaucracy Isn't Always
Bad," Administration in Social Work, Taylor & Francis, Abington, Oxon, UK, Jan-Mar2013,
37(1):90-99. DOI: 10.1080/03643107.2012.657750. ISSN: 03643107. Investigated the
influence of role conflict, workload, centralization, and formalization on job satisfaction of longterm care staff. Regression analysis revealed that role conflict, workload, centralization, and
formalization together contributed 40% of variance in job satisfaction. Role conflict and
workload decrease job satisfaction - while centralization and formalization increase it. [My,
my.] At Mary Baldwin College, Staunton, VA, USA. # Misc. PJ.
Rai, Sumita, and Arvind K. Sinha, 2002, "Job Delight: Beyond Job Satisfaction," Indian Journal
of Industrial Relations, Shri Ram Centre for Industrial Relations and Human Resources, New
Delhi, India, April, 37(4):554-571. Mere job satisfaction may not be a valid concept in modern
times particularly in the context of a skilled work force. Knowledge workers have as much a
choice of organisations to work with, as a consumer in the market place has to buy products or
services. Satisfaction is something that the worker of today will want to have anyway. Job
delight connotes a delight of having expectations surpassed; a delight brought about by
augmentation. Survey data were obtained from 261 managers of nationalised banks. Job delight
was a better predictor of self-esteem, and of both measures of personal effectiveness. Deming &
Jaques not cited, but supported. Cited Rai 2000 Related PhD. Sibl hard os L-11 823, v 37 no.
1-4, 2001-2002. Both at IIT-Kanpur. # MS. PJ.
Raia, Anthony P., 1966, "A Second Look at Management Goals and Controls," California
Management Review, UC-Berkeley, Cal., Summer66, 8(4):49-58. 10p. ISSN: 00081256.
Focused on Purex Corp.'s Goals and Controls Program (MBO), which was based on improving
managerial effectiveness in its manufacturing department. An evaluation suggested that goal
setting, self-control, and performance appraisals did improve performance. A second study,
which focused on goal levels and attainment, productivity, and participation in goal setting and
performance reviews, supported the first evaluation. The disadvantages of the program include
the amount of paperwork related to the initiative, overemphasis on production that affected
quality, and a lack of incentives for employee motivation. [A very, very bad bag: ST vs LT;
quantity vs quality.] Jaques not cited. Cited in Maier 1976. At U. Miami. Fla. # Refu. Pro.
Raimond, Paul, 1996, "Two styles of foresight: Are we predicting the future or inventing it?"
Long Range Planning, UK, April, 29(2):208-214. Given that we do not know the future, how do
we plan? How do we acquire the wisdom and foresight to not stumble forward blindly? Two
powerful approaches to foresight are explored in this article. The first, predictive foresight,
aims to identify the key forces which will shape the future and predict their outcomes. The
second, creative foresight, involves key people in creating an imagined vision of the future they
would ideally have and then planning effective means to make it happen. # MS. PJ. A.
Rajan, Raghuram G. and Julie M. Wulf, 2006, “The Flattening Firm: Evidence from Panel Data
on the Changing Nature of Corporate Hierarchies,” Review of Economics and Statistics, Harvard
U. Press, Cambridge, MA, EBSCO, Nov. 2006, 88(4):759-773. Available at SSRN:
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http://ssrn.com/abstract=393684 or DOI: 10.2139/ssrn.393684. Using a detailed database of
managerial job descriptions, reporting relationships, and compensation structures in over 300
large U.S. firms, we find that firm hierarchies are becoming flatter. The number of positions
reporting directly to the CEO has gone up significantly over time while the number of levels
between the division heads and the CEO has decreased. More of these managers now report
directly to the CEO and more are being appointed officers of the firm, reflecting a delegation of
authority. Moreover, division managers who move closer to the CEO receive higher pay and
greater long term incentives, suggesting that all this is not simply a change in organizational
charts with no real consequences. Rajan at Intl. Monty. Fund (IMF). Wulf at HBS. Cited Calvo
and Willesz 1978; Calvo 1979; Jackall 1988; Osterman 1996; Parkinson 1958. MS. PJ. A.
Ramamohan Rao, T.V.S., and Ranjul Rastogi, 1997, Discretionary Managerial Behavior,
Kluwer, Boston, Dortrecht, London, UK, 219 p. Quoted Yarrow 1976 on managerial discretion
from an economic perspective - as a negative. Alt. Bk.
Raman, M. V. V., 1983, “Quality Motivation – A Prime Management Responsibility,” Indian
Management, India, Sept., p. 27-31. Indian values regarding quality were contrasted with the US
and with Japan. Americans do not seem to see that individuals lose in creating those support
systems that provide quality. The Japanese learned this during the American occupation. In
India the customer is no longer king – and is outraged. Worldwide, 80% of quality variations are
due to management deficiencies. This must be addressed. People - workers - must be involved
to improve quality. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Ramesh, G., 1985, “Forms of Business Class Rationality,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad, India,
July-Sept, 10(3):250-254. Letter to editor. In some developing countries the influence of
multinationals in creating a friendly policy was viewed with suspicion. # Misc. PJ.
Rameshan, P., and M. L. Trivedi, 1995, “Intra-firm Allocation of Organizational Effort: Interfirm Variations in Indian Industry,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad, India, Oct-Dec, 20(4):43-54.
The concentration of inefficient elements was found in the areas of functional practices and
human resource management. These inefficiencies account for a significant productivity loss in
most of the firms studied. Unless deliberate measures are taken to ensure effectiveness of every
unit of effort spent by the organizational agents, no amount of absolute effort can guarantee
success of a firm. Prioritization and precision of effort application is all that is needed for
achieving the objectives. Cited Leibenstein 1969, 1975, 1987; Wintrobe and Breton 1986;
Rameshan 1992 PhD. # Rp. PJ.
Ramirez, Matias, 2004, “Innovation, Network Services and the Restructuring of Work
Organisation in Customer Services”, Service Industries Journal, UK, Jan2004, 24(1):99-115.
Through a case study of customer services in a major telecommunications firm, it is shown that
integrating employees and leveraging their knowledge into the innovation process can be vital.
However, transforming work-related institutions has proved a challenging process, particularly
when management are required to broaden the powers of decision making granted to employees,
allowing greater discretion at the workplace, and changing the manner in which work tasks are
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enforced. Jaques and Deming not cited. At Brunel U., UK. # MS. PJ.
Ramirez, Matias, and Chris Mabey, 2005, “A labour market perspective on management training
and development in Europe,” International Journal of Human Resource Management, March
2005, 16(3):291-310. A survey. The UK extensively used external training. Other country
firms used internal training with German firms relying on it most heavily. In contrast to other
countries, the UK offered weak career structures to managers, but this did not result in higher
employee turnover. [Only German firms gave a high priority to developing their managers. The
others coasted.] See Penrose 1959. See Mabey and Ramirez 2005. Ramirez was at Brunel;
Mabey was at Birkbeck. Mabey was aware of RO. Misc. PJ.
Ramírez, Rafael, Leo Roodhart, and Willem Manders, 2011, "How Shell’s Domains Link
Innovation and Strategy,” Long Range Planning, UK, August 2011, 44(4):250-270. This article
describes the steps Shell managers took to keep their innovation innovative after the original
establishment of the GameChanger system, by setting up its ‘innovation coalition’ as a network
in its own right, and by reorganising its portfolio of 85 projects into a half-dozen ‘domains’.
Domains not only link strategy and technology; but also marry ‘bottom-up’ and ‘top-down’
innovations and connect the shorter with the longer term. The article’s consideration of domains
renders the notion of actor-network theory (ANT) analyses more accessible and relevant for long
term strategy professionals. Jaques and hoshin kanri not cited. A case. # Rp. PJ. A.
Ramiz, Wathek Shaker, 1982, The Application of Market Share Objectives in Directing,
Planning and Monitoring Marketing Activity at Corporate, Divisional and Brand Levels, Ph.D.,
thesis in Marketing, B9f, Brunel University, West London, Midx., UK. Theses: 32-6360. BL:
D43437/82 DSC. Online at Brunel. Not in Brunel Library catalogue. Market share is the main
criterion of success for a marketing company. This study investigates its application to the
marketing activity for a brand or a product at three managerial levels (domains) of an
organization. A higher level of market aggregation was expected at each higher managerial level
to match the longer time span of the decisions and the greater responsibility. The firm’s long
term strategy affected the commitment of managers at each level to the market share goal, which
might be expressed as sales volume or sales value. Examined fast moving consumer brands and
durable goods product market managers through a survey questionnaire and interviews. Jaques
not cited. See Related PhDs.
Ramnarayan, S., and Jyotsna Bhatnagar, 1993, “How Do Indian Organizations Meet Learning
Challenges?” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad, India, Jan-Mar 1993, 18(1):39-48. During this last
decade of the 20th century, the pace at which changes will unfold is likely to accelerate. The
business of business has become learning. Key managers have to perform three important roles
in today's changing environment: developing change agenda for the organization, fostering
learning culture, and creating structures and mechanisms for better integration. Cited de Geus
1988; Kiechel 1990. # Misc. PJ.
Ramnarayan, S., and Ram Mohan Rao, 1994, “Leaders in Action: Some Illustrations and
Inferences,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, April-June, 19(2):3-12. Six examples of leaders
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who have successfully built up and matured enduring organizations: R. K. Talwar (State Bank of
India); Vikram Sarabhai (ATIRA); Rai Bahadur Mohan Singh Oberoi (Oberoi Hotels); Anna
Hazare (Ralegaon Siddha, Mararashtra); Vinayak Rao Patil (eucalyptus cooperatives); and Ravi
Matthai (IIM-Ahmedabad). Each used vision, teams, human needs, values, commitment,
aspirations, passion and harmony, and efficacy and power. Each was a ‘soul on fire’ and each
was a ‘broker of dreams.’ From their 1994 book. # MS. PJ.
Rämö, Hans, 1999, “An Aristotelian Human Time-Space Manifold: From Chronochora to
Kairotopos,” Time & Society, Sept., 8(2):309-328. Ramo, Hans. The two Greek notions of time,
chronos and kairos, and their spatial counterparts, chora and topos, are discussed in conjunction
with some Aristotelian notions of human action. These include theoria/episteme, poiesis/techne,
and praxis/phronesis. These are unified into a concrete and meaningful time and place. These
are discussed in terms of contemporary approaches - just-in-time and virtual organizations.
Cited Jaques 1982 F of T. # W. PJ.
Rämö, Hans, 2002, “Doing things right and doing the right things: Time and timing in projects,”
International Journal of Project Management, Elsevier Science, October, 20(7):569-574(6).
Ramo, Hans. It is argued that clock-time (chronos time) is the ruling factor in efficiency and
timely moments (kairos time) are crucial in questions of effectiveness. Project organisations are
less institutionalised than more permanent (going concern) organisations and have to deal with
unplanned situations more frequently. Cited Jaques 1982 F of T (ftnt 29). At Stockholm U. #
W. PJ.
Rämö, Hans, 2004, “Moments of Trust: temporal and spatial factors of trust in organizations,”
Journal of Managerial Psychology, Emerald Group, 19(8):760-775. Ramo, Hans. Different
forms of trust in virtual organizations and time management (e.g., just-in-time, lean production,
and total quality management) are discussed with Greek philosophical notions of human action.
Time management concepts in production line settings are frequently based upon asymmetric
power-relations and rigid time-control, thus making most forms of organizational trust
instrumental and/or weak. Virtual organization settings, on the other hand, are more likely to
contain trust that is fragile and temporary. Cited EJ 1982 (FT); Fox 1974BC; W. E. Deming
1986; Ohno 1988. At Stockholm U. # Rp. PJ.
Ramrattan, Lall, and Michael Szenberg, 2005, “A Review of Robert Heilbroner’s Contributions:
In Memoriam (1919-2005),” American Economist, Fall, 49(2):16-32. An evaluation of his
economic approach. Graduate level of difficulty. Obit. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Ramsay, Harvie, 1976, “Participation: The Shop Floor View,” British Journal of Industrial
Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics, London, UK, July 1976,
14(2):128-141. A survey revealed there was no great revolutionary desire by workers to take
over the running of industry themselves — anything but. What they wanted was information
about what was happening and why, a bigger say in the day-to-day running of things, and in how
their own work was planned and organised. As a goal per se participation was not a great
attraction relative to other perceived requirements of a job. It was therefore unlikely to be seen
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as something management can offer as a substitute for wages or the like (as was graphically
illustrated by events at Chrysler in 1975 at Coventry, UK). Cited Child BMT 1969; Fox 1966
(IR), 1973 (in Child); Joe Kelly 1968; Lupton 1963. Also cited Daniel and McIntosh 1972 [18].
See Bailyn 1985. Cuny Baruch, City, GC. # MS. PJ. A.
Ramsay, Harvie, 1977, “Cycles of Control: Worker Participation in Sociological and Historical
Perspective,” Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK,
11(3):481-506. Worker participation has appeared only cyclically when management authority
was felt to be facing challenge. Participation was thus best understood as a means of attempting
to secure labour's compliance. However, common interests upon which participation is premised
is untenable due to the realities of structural conflict. Skeptical of overly optimistic advocates of
participation who were driven by illusion and ideology. Glacier Metal cited. Cited Kelly 1968,
Jaques 1951, Brown 1960, Child 1968 and 1969, Emery and Thorsrud 1969. At U. Strathclyde,
UK. # Refu. PJ. A.
Ramsay, Harvie, 1983 ... See Bougen. ~
Ramsay, Harvie, 1985, “What is Participation for?: a critical assessment of ‘labour process’
analysis of job reform”, chapter 4 (p. 52-80) in Knights, David, Hugh Willmot, and David
Collinson, eds., 1985, Job Redesign, Gower, Aldershot, UK, 236 p. Job enrichment had faded
from the scene - not only in Britain but across Europe - and unions had grown suspicious. Both
enrichment and participation faced legitimacy issues. The ‘labour process’ analysis blamed
management for their failure – but they appear to have failed to make a difference on their own.
Job reform was ‘soft on power’ and changed little. Cited Fox 1974 (BC); Littler 1985; Melman
1958; Baldamus 1961; Blauner 1964. Not Jaques. Schw JLD 85-3875 (SASB). # MS. Ch.
Ramsay, Harvie, 1986, “Phantom Participation: Patterns of Power and Conflict”, Industrial
Relations Journal, Business Pubns., London, UK, Sept., 11(3):46-59. He made distinctions
between higher and lower levels of decision making and between consensus and conflict
orientation. Examined John Lewis, Glacier Metal, Scanlon Plan, and British Steel. Felt all were
pseudo-democratic arrangements that favored management. A Maoist. Cited Brown 1960,
1973; Fox 1966 (TSD), 1974 (BC); Kelly 1968; Child 1969, 1969, 1977; Brown & Jaques 1965,
1977; Heller 1978; Goldring 1971; Jaques 1951, 1964, 1977; Catherwood 1976; Ramsay PhD
1982. (p. 59 omitted from online: Sibl.). Brunel Liby HD6971 .A1 I6. Sibl JLL 76-349. # Cr.
PJ. A.
Ramström, D., 1964, Administriva processer, Bonniers, Sweden, 109 p. Cited by Scott, W. G.,
1961/1967. Authority comes from below, from the followers. (P. 35) See Krupp 1961. Hum D
16-2071. MS. Bk.
Ramus, Catherine A., and Ulrich Steger, 2000, “The roles of supervisory support behaviors and
environmental policy in employee ‘ecoinitiatives’ at leading-edge European companies,”
Academy of Management Journal, Briarcliff Manor; NY, Aug 2000, 43(4):605-626. Cited
Jaques 1977(1976); Bailyn 1985; Thomas & Velthouse 1990; Spreitzer 1995. # W. PJ. A.
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Ranade, Wendy, and Stuart C. Haywood, 1991, “Privatization from Within: the National Health
Service under Thatcher,” chapter 4 (p. 91-110) in Altenstetter, Christa, and Stuart C. Haywood,
eds., 1991, Comparative health policy and the new right: from rhetoric to reality, Macmillan,
Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire, UK, 332 p. Since 1979 the policy under the
Conservatives has been one of continuity. There has been little change from the policy
agreements of 1972-74. Overall there have been savings and funding cuts, but little change in
direction. At CUNY GC USA & U. Birmingham, UK. Schw JFD 92-4183. Misc. Ch.
Randall, Clarence B., 1960, “The Myth of Communication,” Dun’s Review and Modern
Industry, NY, NY, USA, Jan., 75(1):37-39. If employees don’t follow (and implement), it’s due
to the substance of leadership, not the communication. SIBL *ZAN-T4365. Misc. Pro.
Randall, Clarence B., 1960, “The Myth of the Management Committee,” Dun’s Review and
Modern Industry, NY, NY, USA, July, 76(1):37-39. One man decides. A committee can
become a refuge. (Supports Brown 1960.) SIBL *ZAN-T4365. MS. Pro.
Randall, Clarence B., 1961, The Folklore of Management, New American Library, New York,.
NY, 128 p. Sixteen myths that businessmen hold dear that ain’t so. The President of Inland
Steel discussed the untested beliefs and policies of US executives. Like Barnard and Brown, an
executive with experience of industrial management with something to say of value. Wrote a
series of manifestos in the 1950s and 1960s in retirement that should be read by business
students today. See other CEO books by Cordiner, Barksdale, Smiddy, etc. NYPL Hum C 121760. Misc. Bk.
Randall, Robert M., 1995, "How to Reshape Your Business to Fit the Future," Planning Review,
Bell PubliCom for the North American Society for Corporate Planning, Dayton, Ohio, US, Jan.Feb., 23(1):6-11, 45-46. (aka Strategy and Leadership, UK.) An interview with Peter Hamel.
"A lot of consultants are really ambulance chasers. They claim success if the get their corporate
client gets out of the ambulance and up on its feet again." Fine quotes. NYPL os *ZAN-T4782
v. 23 (Jan-Dec 1995). # MS. Pro.
Randle, Keith, 1997, “Rewarding Failure: operating a performance-related pay system in
pharmaceutical research,” Personnel Review, MCB UP Ltd., UK, June 1997, 26(3):187-200.
Heightening competition within the pharmaceutical sector meant improved R&D became
increasingly important. Considered the evidence for the success of performance-related pay
(PRP) systems arising from the relatively FEW empirical accounts available. Concluded there
was LITTLE concrete evidence that PRP improved the performance of either individuals or
organizations. Considered the operation of the PRP system within the research division of a
major UK-based multinational pharmaceutical company. Looked in detail at management
operation of, and employee responses to, the system. Concluded that not only was it unpopular
but it may have potentially serious dysfunctional side-effects in an R&D environment. See
Behrend 1959; Brown 1962; Kohn. Refu. PJ.
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Rangan, Subramanian, and Ron Adner, 2001, "Profits and the Internet: Seven Misconceptions,"
(cover story), MIT Sloan Management Review, Cambridge, MA, US, Summer2001, 42(4):44-53.
Wd Cnt: 5064. ISSN: 15329194. Admonishing Internet businesses to "stop grabbing the land
and start cultivating it," the authors explain why seven popular strategies are not the path to
profitable growth. First-mover advantage, for example, gets too much credit for e-business
success. Companies believe that they can lock in customers and trigger a winner-take-all
dynamic, but there is no guarantee that those benefits will go to first movers (or anyone else).
The allure of reach -- increasing the number of customer segments -- causes many companies to
ignore fit, the coherence with which their activities reinforce one another. Another tempting
growth strategy is to provide customer solutions, offering products or services that complement a
company's core offering. But offering solutions can dilute a company's focus. When companies
view the Internet as undifferentiated landscape, they are less able to distinguish the drivers of
customer value and performance -- or the metrics to measure them (big data). Some companies
see partner leverage as the secret of profitable growth but alignment of interest creates joint
value. Another misconception is the belief that an Internet business will automatically be
successful abroad. All businesses must accommodate local differences. But most dangerous is
the belief that technology can substitute for strategy. Both at INSEAD, FR. # Misc. Pro.
Rankin, Thomas Donald, 1990, New Forms of Work Organization: the challenge for North
American unions, University of Toronto Press, Toronto ON and Buffalo NY, 191 pages. A case
study of industrial relations at the Shell chemical plant at Sarnia Ontario during implementation
of STS involving the Energy and Chemical Workers Union, Local 800. Rankin was consultant
to the Ontario Ministry of Labour and saw STS as a rosy future. (This book was denounced in a
nasty review by Richard Hyman in 1993.) See Hill 1971, and Blackler and Brown 1980 on Shell
UK and STS. See Strauss and Rosenstein 1970. See Prior 1992 for SST and CPA in Shell
Canada. See Wilfred Brown 1977 book review on STS in Sweden. See Dayal 1970 CMR article
on STS. See Wickens 1993. SIBL JBE 91-571. Alt. Bk. UP. A.
Ranney, Gipsie B., 2007, "An Interim Report on Motivation in the Workplace," a Thought
Leader paper published online. Oct. 2007 Ongoing Discussion. 21 pgs. First, I will briefly
review some of Deming’s ideas about motivation and management of people. Then I will review
some of the theories about work motivation, make a few comments about academic research in
psychology, organizational behavior, and management, and finally make some comments about
the implications of all this for the workplace. This includes equity theory. # MS. Rep.
Ranney, Gipsie, 2010, “The Trouble with Incentives: They Work,” a Thought Leader paper
published initially online. Jan. 2010 Ongoing Discussion. 10 pgs. Incentives work, but often in
unintended ways – hence, the trouble with them. The use of incentives, particularly in the arena
of executive pay, is of particular interest. Connected current events to the thinking and teaching
of W. Edwards Deming and to human motivation and the effects of incentives, systems thinking,
teamwork and cooperation, short term vs. long term perspective, creativity, and performance.
She discussed causes of the financial crisis and our nation’s efforts to bring meaningful change
to healthcare in terms of the structural effects of incentives in these systems. (Part of an online
discussion.) email: 22 Jan 2010. gbranney@comcast.net See Korman et al 1981; Kraut et al
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1989 (levels). # Misc. Rep.
Ranney, Gipsie B., 2011, “Lake Wobegon and Other Places,” a Thought Leader paper published
online. Jan. 2011 Ongoing Discussion. 7 pgs. In Garrison Keillor’s Lake Wobegon, all the
children are above average. Social psychologists have come to refer to this as the “aboveaverage effect." Of course, there is also a below-average effect. But there is a problem. Am I
comparing myself to others or am I comparing myself to myself at an earlier time? Is my
focus on improvement and learning, or is it on social comparison? In North America a key
component of constructing the self involves the continual self-affirmation of the individual as an
autonomous agent. In Japan, a key component of constructing the self involves the continual
affirmation of the relationships of which the individual is part. Within Japanese culture there is a
shared belief in the interdependence of the self with others. The Japanese view fits the
refinement and improvement of an existing system while the Western view might lead to
abandonment or provide provocation for system redesign. Hansei (self-reflection) involves the
individual looking back over a particular event and focusing on what wasn’t done ideally and
what she or he should try to improve in the future. This also may have made it much easier to
accept and practice continual improvement in Japanese organizations. # Misc. Rep.
Rao, T. V., 1983, “Human resources management Japanese style: An experience,” Vikalpa, IIM,
Ahmedabad, India, Oct-Dec, 8(4):289-292. A case. Matsushita Industrial Corporation Sdn.
Bhd. (MAICO), a Japanese multinational company founded in 1972 manufactured airconditioners in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Rao visited the firm, interviewed executives, and
made observations. Very positive. # Misc. PJ.
Rao, T. V., 2004, "Human Resource Development as National Policy in India," Advances in
Developing Human Resources, Sage/Berrett-Kohler, San Francisco, Cal., US, Aug., 6(3):288297. doi: 10.1177/1523422304266075. Although India took the lead in the Asia Pacific region,
setting up a full Ministry of Human Resource Development, the national human resource
development concept in India has largely been limited to education and culture. The complexity
of the country perhaps makes it difficult to have integrated HRD systems at the national level.
Networking and learning from each other among various ministries and institutions and from the
corporate sector will go a long way in effectively evolving and implementing National HRD
policies. Jaques not cited. Htr Mn since 1999 online. At IIM-Ahmedabad. # Misc. PJ.
Rapoport, Anatol, 1962, “The Use and Misuse of Game Theory,” Scientific American, December
1962, 207(6):108-118. A humorous tale of some of the limits to game theory. It does not
generate solutions but critiques the logic we bring to any conflict or situation. Cited by
Leibenstein 1982. Refu. PJ. A.
Rapoport, Anatol, 1963, “Formal Games as Probing Tools for Investigating Behavior Motivated
by Trust and Suspicion,” The Journal of Conflict Resolution, [Weapons Management in World
Politics: Proceedings of the International Arms Control Symposium], Dec 1962, (Sep. 1963),
7(3):570-579. Games as a means of measuring the levels of trust and mistrust before any
intervention. Useful! (May be worth an investigation.) See AET; Rapoport 1962. Misc. PJ.
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Rapp, Randy R., 2001, “Business Strategy: Ideas for Construction Masters Degrees,” Leadership
and Management in Engineering, ASCE, April, 1(2):37-42. How Kenneth Arrow’s and Michael
Porter’s concepts of competition overlap and conflict yet may offer the basis for a master’s
curriculum. Jaques not cited. # Misc. PJ.
Rapp, Randy Roland, 2002, Comparison of Project Manager and Top Manager Perceptions of
Emerging Executive Knowledge Required in Construction Firms, Doctoral disquisition in
Management, Webster University, St. Louis, MO. Advisor: Chris Risker. Not in DAI. In
Webster library, doctoral dissertations. Published as 2004 article (see below). This study
determines differences between perceptions of construction industry project managers (PMs) and
top managers (TMs) about the importance of 34 executive knowledge subjects (EKSs) that may
be essential for the success of their companies during the next 5 years. The importance
managers ascribe to subjects commonly affects their dedication to gaining and refining
knowledge the subjects comprise. By focusing instruction on construction EKSs and related
processes that TMs find important, but PMs think are less so, construction master’s degrees and
similar education programs will better groom project professionals for executive roles. The
study shows that for the construction industry, decision-making under uncertainty, strategy
implementation, and 9 other subjects should especially be stressed. (And it reduces the
taxonomy to 28 EKSs.) At Milwaukee School of Engineering (MSOE); later at Purdue U. PhD.
Rapp, Randy R., 2004, “Grooming Project Managers for Company Leadership,” Cost
Engineering, Morgantown, WV, May 2004, 46(5):16-19. Competent management of enterprises
is inherently more complex and uncertain than proficient management of projects. Project-level
professionals who are selected for advancement, or who hope to be, may not appreciate the types
of emerging knowledge that top managers find to be most critical for the success of their firms.
Knowing the subjects whose importance executives rank significantly higher than project
managers score them should allow the junior group to more effectively focus their continuing
educational efforts. Applying results of the author's recent research to identify essential
executive knowledge for construction project managers who expect promotion should help them
to perform better, sooner, upon advancement to broader management duties. Cited Jacques (sic)
article 1986; Lewis and Jacobs 1992; Rapp 2001, 2002 PhD; Sashkin 1992; Zaccaro 1991. From
his Webster U. PhD 2002. # Rp. PJ.
Rappaport, Alfred, and Mark L. Sirower, 1999, “Stock or cash?” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Nov/Dec 1999, 77(6):147-158. What is striking about acquisitions in the 1990s is
the way they are being paid for. Some 50% of the value of all large deals in 1998 was paid for
entirely in stock, and only 17% was paid for entirely in cash. This has profound ramifications.
In an exchange of shares, it becomes less clear who is the buyer and who is the seller. The
shareholders of the acquired company can end up owning most of the company that bought their
shares. Companies that pay for their acquisitions with stock share both the value and the risks of
the transaction with the shareholders of the company they acquire. A framework and two simple
tools are presented to help managers quantify the risks involved to their shareholders in offering
or in accepting stock. Misc. Pro.
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Rappaport, Alfred, 2006, “Ten Ways to Create Shareholder Value,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Sept. 2006, p. 66-77. Attempted to point out the dangers inherent in focusing
solely on short-term corporate earnings and showed how managers can cultivate long-term
growth. Principles 7 & 8 showed an opening in the direction of this theory and incorporated the
ideas of John Dearden (q.v.). (# 7): Reward operating unit executives for developing multi-year
value. (# 8): Reward the managers of operating units for delivering shareholder value in those
areas they influence directly. D. Pro.
Rashford, Nicholas S., and David Coghlan, 1987, “Enhancing Human Involvement in
Organizations -- Paradigm for Participation”, Leadership and Organization Development
Journal, MCB Uni. Press, Bradford, West Yorkshire, England, 8(1):17-21. (Reprinted in
Rashford and Coghlan, 1994, as Chapter 2.) Refers to four levels – but they are four levels of
intervention. Cited Hax and Majluf 1984. Jaques not cited. Baruch perls. At St. Joseph’s U.,
Phil., PA, US; Coll. of I.R., Dublin, IE. Off. PJ.
Rashford, Nicholas S., and David Coghlan, 1989, “Integrating Organisational Behaviour,”
Leadership and Organisation Development Journal, MCB Publications, Emerald online,
Bradford, UK, 10(1):3-8. On levels but not on RO or EJ. Cited Kolb 1980; Rashford and
Coghlan 1988; Schein 1969, 1978, 1985, 1987. Off. PJ.
Rashford, Nicholas S., and David Coghlan, 1992, “Effective Administration through
Organizational Levels,” Journal of Educational Administration, University of New England,
Emerald Group, MCB UP, UK, [Armidale] AU, 30(4):63-72. Levels of complexity are
constituent elements in living systems. The organization as a complex living system comprises
four levels – individual, face-to-face team, group-divisional, and policy-strategy. Applies one
framework of organizational levels to the university context and shows how a focus on the
successful completion of the tasks on each level provides a paradigm for effective
administration. Jaques not cited. Cited R & C 1987; Coghlan 1987. Word # Off. PJ.
Rashford, Nicholas S., and David Coghlan, 1994, The Dynamics of Organizational Levels: a
change framework for managers and consultants, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 140 pages.
Did not cite Jaques or use levels as hierarchy echelons. Built an approach to intervention and
change based on four levels of complexity. Very much an O.D. approach but an unusual one.
The four levels of complexity are presented as inputs and/or outputs of participation tasks to
other organizational levels. (A fruitful place to look for research ideas to extend and/or
challenge Jaques’ theory.) See Chapters 2 and 4. Cited in Bidwell 2003 Master’s. SIBL JBD
93-1651. MS. Bk.
Rasmussen, Jens, 1985, “The role of hierarchical knowledge representation in decision making
and systems management,” IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics, US, Mar-Apr,
15(2):234-243. The knowledge representation of a decisionmaker in control of a complex
system can be structured in several levels of abstraction in a functional hierarchy. The role of
such an abstraction hierarchy in supervisory systems control and the difference between causal
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and intentional systems and formal games was reviewed. The classical psychological problemsolving research of O. Selz 1922 (A. D. de Groot 1965/1946 in Eng.) was reviewed. An explicit
description was necessary for a consistent design of data bases and display formats for decision
support systems. Also, it was necessary to consider the hierarchy in reasoning when planning
experiments on human decisionmaking. Clio os TK7800 .In75 SMC v.15. # MS. PJ. A.
Rastogi, P. N., 1986, “The Culture of Productivity,” Indian Journal of Industrial Relations, Shri
Ram Centre for Industrial Relations and Human Resources, New Delhi, India, Oct. 1986,
22(2):148-167. Japan was example of world-class productivity culture worthy of emulation. A
strong element of cooperation and support was one key. This was not true in India - yet. Jaques
not cited. Cited Leibenstein 1966, 1976; Hayes 1981; Ohmae 1982; Ohmann 1955. # MS. PJ.
Rastogi, P. N., 1987, “Improving Productivity: Do Human Relations Theories Provide the
Answers?” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad, India, Jan-Mar, 12(1):3-12. (From his book: Productivity,
Innovation, Management and Development.) A summary of human relations theories, with a
critique of each. The limited impact of autonomy and financial incentives. The perverse impact
of employee participation without substance. Finally, the need for corporate goals linked to
larger social purposes, work morally based and intrinsically motivated, and concerns have to be
acknowledged and shared. Cited Leibenstein 1976, 1978; Ohmann 1979. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Rastogi, P. N., 1988, Productivity, Innovation, Management, and Development: a study in the
productivity cultures of nations and system renewal, Sage Publications, New Delhi, IN; Newbury
Park, Cal., US, 263 p. Contrasted Japanese, American, Indian, and S-type (spiritual)
productivity cultures. Showed the trap of short-term profit maximization. Brown, Jaques,
Dayal, Kirloskar not cited. Cited Leibenstein 1976. See his 1987 article. Not in NYPL, Clio.
CUNY Htr Mn - HD56 .R36 1988. Misc. Bk.
Rath, Devashis, and Snigdharani Misra, 1996, “Future of Industrial Relations and Industrial
Relations in Future: The Indian Scenario,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, Oct-Dec, 21(4):4754. Recently, market forces unleashed a new global dynamic in the economy which will force
the antagonists in traditional IR, trade unions vs management, to cooperate on efficiency and
productivity – or die. This is the new common goal. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Rattner, Steven, 2010, Overhaul – An Insider’s Account of the Obama Administration’s
Emergency Rescue of the Auto Industry, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, NY, NY, 352 p. Political
brinksmanship and mismanagement brought both General Motors and Chrysler to the point of
bankruptcy. A good book on the rescue team’s efforts. Rick Wagoner the CEO of GM was
fired. But Ed Whitacre, his replacement from AT&T, was forced out after 9 months by the
Board. It asked for a 3-5 year commitment. Whitacre, who was 68, would not give it. This was
the wrong criteria. The author thought his replacement as CEO, Dan Akerson of the Carlyle
Group, was “disciplined” and therefore qualified. This was also the wrong criteria. [GM may
become the undead.] See NY Times snarky review and Osgood File radio Mon. 9-20-10. Misc.
Bk.
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Raube, S. Avery., 1954, Company Organization Charts, Conference Board (NICB), NY, NY, p.
7-13. [Excerpt reprinted in Connor, Patrick E., ed.,1978, Dimensions of Modern Management,
2nd., ch. 17, p. 163-170, as “Principles of Organization,” Baruch HD31 .C624 1978.] Clarity of
authority and responsibility come first. Levels should be minimized. SOC is limited. Teach.
CUNY Baruch HD31 .C624 1978. Teach. Misc. NJ.
Rausch, Erwin, Herbert Sherman, and John B. Washbush, 2002, “Defining and assessing
competencies for competency-based, outcome-focused management,” The Journal of
Management Development, MCB UP Ltd, Bradford, UK, Emerald, Mar-Apr, 21(3/4):184-199.
Management development programs might benefit from redirecting the non-technical subjects
away from emphasis on theories and skills, which lack human relationship and communicative
skills, to emphasis on the decisions which managers have to make. Cited in McElroy 2009 Ph.D.
Cited Newman et al 1967; Reddin 1970. Gale cite: circular. Clio online 1983. # MS. PJ.
Raven, Bertram H., and John R. P. French, Jr., 1958, "Legitimate Power, Coercive Power, and
Observability in Social Influence," Sociometry, ASA, Sage, US, June, 21(2):83-97. ISSN:
00380431. The key issue was public vs private conformity. The researchers had defined five
bases for social power in the small group: Reward power, coercive power (punishments),
legitimate power (to prescribe behavior), referent power (based on identification), and expert
power (special knowledge). To compare legitimate power to coercion they compared them by
domain - (1) degree of dependence of the given type of power upon manager, (2) the importance
of publicity in contributing toward influence, and (3) the effects of the use of a given type of
power upon the continuing relationship between the individual and the manager. It was expected
that the supervisor who exercised legitimate power would become more personally attractive to
the worker, while the coercive power figure would be less accepted as the result of such power.
The net effects were in an increased discrepancy between private and public opinion and
behavior, with its resulting tensions. Cited in Misumi 1995. Cited French & Raven 1959 (yes).
At U. Michigan, US. [THIS IS WHERE TO LOOK.] # MS. PJ. A.
Raven, John, 2001, “Facilitating the Development of Competence,” chapter eighteen (p. 281302) in Raven, John, and John Stephenson, eds., 2001, Competence in the Learning Society,
Peter Lang, New York, NY, 535 p. Raven was unaware of research link of Klemp, Munger, and
Spencer 1977 to Jaques by way of Monterey Naval Postgraduate School and the selection of
Naval officers. Raven compared the findings of their study to Jaques: both saw more effective
managers focused time more on using employee talents to their fullest. Both editors in the UK.
Cited Jaques 1976. CUNY Staten Is. HD58.82 .C65 2001. W. Ch.
Rawls, John,
Ray, Carol Axtell, 1986, “Corporate Culture: The Last Frontier of Control,” Journal of
Management Studies, Blackwell, UK, May 1986, 23(3):287-297. (AN 4554554). Using the
sociological concepts of Emile Durkheim reviewed the use of ‘corporate culture’ in the U.S.
context. Where does morality reside in a rapidly changing society? But corporations have used
it as one of several means of control: bureaucratic, humanistic, and cultural. The manipulation
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holds many emotional snares both for workers and for companies. Cited 25+ times. See Ray
1986 Related PhD. Refu. PJ.
Ray, Carol Axtell, 1989, “Skill Reconsidered, The Deskilling and Reskilling of Managers,”
Work and Occupations, Sage, 16(1):65-79. DOI: 10.1177/0730888489016001004. This article
contends that supervisors and managers have been conceptually deskilled. It also extends
traditional definitions of skill by adding and developing the concept of social skill. Definitions
of social skill are formulated by the administrative and social sciences, often in response to the
problems faced by organizational leaders, and usually based upon assumptions concerning the
human nature of workers. Thus one facet of the work that managers do—the management
process—is shaped by the reigning contemporary managerial ideologies embraced by
organizational leaders. See Ray 1986 Related PhD. At UNC, Charlotte. Refu. PJ.
Ray, John J., 1982, "Authoritarianism and achievement motivation in India," Journal of Social
Psychology, Heldref Pub., Washington, DC, US, Aug., 117(2):171-182. The hypotheses: Indians
will be more submissive than Westerners, Indians will show higher levels of achievement
motivation than Westerners, and achievement motivation and authoritarianism will be positively
correlated among Indians. Four measurement scales were administered to a random cluster
sample of 305 Bombay residents. In comparisons the author found that Indians were very highly
motivated, in contradiction to David McClelland's well-known hypothesis. Surprisingly,
personal ambition in India does not lead to pushing others around. This is consistent with the
observation that India seems to be the only country where fantasy-based measures of
achievement motivation are reliable and internally consistent. At UNSW, AU. # Misc. PJ.
Ray, Tim, 2007, "Japanese Management," chapter (2:731-735) in Clegg, Stewart R., and James
de Groot, Adriaan Dingeman, 1965, Thought and Choice in Chess, Hague: Mouton, 463 p.
Printed and translated version of an Interesting 1946 PhD at U. Amsterdam. Tested Otto Selz's
conceptual model of goal directed thought by comparing the thought processes underlying moves
of chess masters with 'patzers.' Situations were presented and the thoughts of each player were
written down and later compared. Selz's conception of thinking as a hierarchically organized
linear series of operations was adopted and supported (Denkpsychologie). The chess masters
played better moves in a given situation because they thought deeper and more orderly – about
the problems and goals, and hierarchically: which was the main one and which the sub-. [Up to
parallel processing; S8.] Cited by Rasmussen 1985; Simon & Chase 1973. Thanked Simon. At
U. Amsterdam, NL. NYPL Schw E-12 4769. (2nd edn., 1978, 463 p., NYPL os JFE 91-1321.)
Misc. Bk.
Raynor, Ellen, 2007, “Developing the Performance Culture at McKesson Medical-Surgical,”
Oganization Development Journal, US, Winter2007, 25(4):P19-P25. Described the design of a
new performance management program for the McKesson corporation. It then described change
management initiatives in the Medical-Surgical business unit that leveraged program
implementation as an opportunity for developing a more performance-based culture. Positive
and/or promising results after implementation were described. (Has she derailed the
implementation of RO?) Not cited: Kesler and Kirincic 2005; RO and Jaques. Raynor, Ellen
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ellen.raynor@mckesson.com. # Off. PJ.
Raynor, Michael E., 1998, "That vision thing: Do we need it?" Long Range Planning, UK, June,
31(3):368-276. Many executives, while convinced of the importance of vision and mission
statements, remain frustrated and confused. This version placed the terms within a broader
context of market forces, organizational core competencies, strategies and goals and has been
used successfully. Cited in Kantabutra 2008. Jaques not cited. # Misc. PJ. A.
Raynor, Michael E., 2007, The Strategy Paradox: Why Committing to Success Leads to Failure
(And What to Do About It), Currency/ Doubleday, New York, NY, 303 p. The paradox is in time
- executives being held accountable for short-term results while they must make long-term
commitments for the firm. The leaders must manage real option placements of resources for
possible divergent future scenarios. Uses Jaques and the theory most obviously in chapter six,
‘Its About Time’ (p. 106-138). (This Annotated Bibliography is cited in 6.2, Hierarchy and
Horizons (p. 112-116). Part I is quoted on p. 116.) Each level has its own time-frame. But the
future is unknowable, so there is uncertainty in commitment, which Raynor calls ‘Requisite
Uncertainty.’ (He says half of this book is on the theory.) He asked questions that have not been
so far asked (or answered) by the research. At Deloitte research in Boston. Lives near Toronto.
See Vickers 1968; Bhardwaj Related PhD 2000; Schwartz 2003. Ch1 & Ch6 # Rp. Bk.
Raynor, Michael E., 2007, “Solving the Strategy Paradox: How to reach for the fruit without
going out on a limb,” Strategy & Leadership, Emerald, Chicago, IL, 35(4):4-10. Using the
concepts of Requisite Uncertainty and strategic flexibility, Raynor showed corporations how to
manage risks of strategic unknowns differently at the various levels in a firm. Greatness has
been achieved only at the cost of increased risk. The future has irreducible uncertainty. (Based
on his 2007 book.) See Leavy same issue. # Rp. Pro.
Raynor, Michael E., 2007, “What is Corporate Strategy, Really?” Ivey Business Quarterly,
University of Western Ontario, Canada, Nov/Dec 2007, 71(8):1-8. Based on his 2007 book.
How do we manage strategic uncertainty? Sony had great success with the Play Station2 and the
Walkman, yet bombed with the Betamax format. The strategy was the same. Commitment to
one course of action in a capable hierarchy (as defined by Jaques) means - Win some, lose some.
Inevitable - but we must manage Requisite Uncertainty. Microsoft continues to manage a
portfolio of strategic options. J&J has used its hierarchical insights to shift the sales focus of its
colonoscopes from “better scopes” for the doctor to “less pain” for the patient. Yet commitment
exposes a firm to strategic risks. Information Technology. # Rp. Pro.
Raz, Aviad E., 2002, Emotions at Work: Normative Control, Organizations, and Culture in
Japan and America, Harvard University Asia Center, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 304 p.
Raz challenged the “Western epistemological split” by examining emotions in the workplace in
light of normative control rather then the emotions of the individual. He identified three
approaches: the design (Taylorist and rational), devotional (Mayoist and emotional
manipulation), and defiance (independent employees). The first two were functionalist
managerial approaches to control of employees. Raz identified the satei assessment as a
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significant factor driving employee participation in the “quasi-autonomous” work group.
Japanese scholars of the design strand also saw it as significant. But Japanese and US scholars
of the devotion strand often overlooked it. No Japanese firms in the US auto industry had yet
introduced the satei system with American workers. This may indicate Japanese firms had yet to
install strong normative controls. Raz indicates the issue was ideological and looked to
Hochschild 1983: The Managed Heart. The confusion in the West has been due to the
misapplication of binary concepts about people to Japan. These dichotomies simply do not exist
in Japanese thought or behaviour. This may be helpful with AET. [Note similarities to timespan intrinsic capacity vs. Bioss extrinsic role requirement split in 1970s.] See rave review by
Sumi in SSJJ 2004. NYPL SIBL JBE 02-1788. Clio East Asia HF5548.8 .R293 2002. MS. Bk.
UP. A.
Ready, Douglas A., Linda A. Hill, and Robert J. Thomas, 2014, "Building a Game-Changing
Talent Strategy," Harvard Business Review, US, Jan/Feb2014, 92(1/2):62-68. 7p. Word Count:
3794. ISSN: 0017-8012. (cover story) When most of the world's financial services giants were
stumbling and retrenching in the aftermath of the 2008 recession, the asset management firm
BlackRock was busy charting a course for growth. Its revenues, profits, and stock price all
performed consistently through this tumultuous period. BlackRock and other game-changing
companies -- Tata Group, and Envision, an entrepreneurial alternative energy company based
in China—offered significant commonalities. These three companies were driven by purpose,
oriented toward performance, and guided by principles – plus each was supported by a gamechanging talent strategy. But the path to such a strategy seems rife with complexity and
ambiguity. At MIT; HBS; Accenture Institute for High Performance. A case. # Rp. Pro.
Reber, Arthur S., 1989, “Implicit learning and tacit knowledge,” Journal of Experimental
Psychology: General, APA, Sep., 118(3):219-235. This research on implicit processes allows
cognitive psychology to reclaim intuition as a source of unconscious cognition. Implicit learning
produces a tacit knowledge base both abstract and representative. Such knowledge is
independent of conscious efforts to learn. It can be used to solve problems and make accurate
decisions. Intuition is a means whereby we acquire complex knowledge. Intuition is not a
subset of personality theory. [Jaques’s omission of personality is correct.] Under what
conditions does it emerge and when is it suppressed or overwhelmed. [Per Stamp this
replicates Jaques on the mental processes while at work.] See Comments by Brody 1989,
and by Lewicki and Hill 1989, and Reply by Reber 1989, all in same issue. See 1993 book
version. Cited Allen and Reber 1980. Cited by Barry and Dienes 1993; Leonard & Swap 2005.
At Bklyn Coll. & CUNY Grad. Ctr. CUNY online. # MS. PJ.
Reber, Arthur S., 1989, “More thoughts on the unconscious: Reply to Brody and to Lewicki and
Hill,” Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, APA, Sep., 118(3):242-244. N. Brody and
P. Lewicki and T. Hill present commentaries on my central thesis that there exist powerful
induction routines that operate largely independently of awareness and yield rich and complex
tacit knowledge that resists attempts to make it conscious, although these commentaries are of
dramatically different kinds. Because there is a fairly clear basis of agreement between Lewicki
and Hill and the points that I made, this reply deals almost entirely with the issues raised by
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Brody. The focus is on two classes of issues: (a) those of a methodological nature that surround
the general problem of doing experiments on unconscious cognition and (b) those that derive
from considerations of evolutionary biology that provide a basis for arguing that implicit
operations are primary and form the foundation for conscious processes. # MS. PJ.
Reber, Arthur S., 1993, Implicit Learning and Tacit Knowledge: an essay on the cognitive
unconscious, Oxford UP, Clarendon Press, New York, NY, 188 p. Review of thirty years of
experiments on implicit learning and an evolutionary explanation. Built on Polanyi 1958. See
series of Reber 1989 articles Comments/ Reply. Provided support for Jaques’ link between
unconscious processes and the mental activity required in work (per Stamp 1998, 2000, and
2001). Stamp saw this book as a confirmation of Jaques’s psychological construct of the
experience of work. Cited in Ichiro 2007. Cited Pawel Lewicki 1985, 1987; S. Lewis; M.
Polanyi 1958, 1962, 1966. Jaques not cited. NYPL Hum JFE 93-9394. CUNY Grad Ctr.,
Baruch, Hunter Mn, (missing from City Coll.): BF319.5.I45 R43 1993 MS. Bk.
Rebick, Marcus E., 1993, “The Persistence of Firm-Size Earnings Differentials and Labor
Market Segmentation in Japan,” Journal of the Japanese and International Economies, Tokyo,
Japan, 7:132-156. Large Japanese ‘main firms’ paid employees much better than did the
secondary firms (their subordinate suppliers and subcontractors) in each keiretsu. Japanese main
firms systematically hired better-skilled workers and higher mode, ‘late-ceiling’ employees. It
was their policy to do this. In the 1960s this differential shrank but it has expanded since.
Japanese large firms were inelastic toward local labor market conditions. [Higher mode
employees provided the long-term leadership for the keiretsu and the main firms got to claim
more of the quality improvement premiums. A virtuous international competitive cycle.] This
type of firm-size differential was not present in the US due to lack of similar labor market
segmentation. [The differential was in the US for different reasons.] From Rebick 1990 Related
PhD. See Fairfield 2002. (Peer-reviewed journal.) Baruch. Business Jnls. MS. PJ.
Rebick, Marcus E., 1998, “The Japanese Labor Market for University Graduates: Trends in the
1990s,” Japan Forum, British Assoc. for Japanese Studies, Routledge, UK, 10(1):17-30. During
the recession of the 1990s the demand for graduates of second tier universities by large firms fell
sharply leaving 25 percent of men and 40 percent of women graduates without job agreements at
the end of the recruiting season. The demand for high school graduates has also fallen but not as
much. In science and engineering the masters degree has become the ticket of entry, further
reducing demand for undergraduate degree holders in these areas. This market clears on the
basis of quality not price/wage. Clio Offsite DS801 .J285 MS. PJ.
Rebick, Marcus E., 2005, The Japanese Employment System: adapting to a new economic
environment, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK, 296 p. Outlined the prior 10-20 years of
changes. Confirmed the ability-qualification wage system introduced in the 1960s-1970s
(shokuno-shikaku seido). [satei] New trends were loosening things up: faster promotions,
flattening of the age-wage profile (p. 48), weakening of the peer group, high youth
unemployment, etc. (Unclear if these were trends or wobbles.) Concluded there was no great
change effecting ‘standard employees’ except they were a declining percent of the total
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workforce. Firms were trying to develop the skills of their non-core employees but the dual
structure of the labor market remained. Clio Bus HD5827 .A6 R43 2005g. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Reddin, William J., 1967, “The 3-D Management Style Theory,” Training and Development
Journal, Madison, WI, April, 21(4):8-17. Elaborated on a management style theory seen as
three-dimensional. Adds managerial effectiveness to typologies based on task either/or
relationship orientations in an organization. Jaques not cited. Closer to Hersey-Blanchard and
the Grid Model (see Letters TDJ 23(11):56-57.) # Misc. Pro.
Reddin, W. J. (“Bill”), 1970, Managerial Effectiveness, McGraw-Hill, New York and London,
352 p. Cited in Paisey 1981, and others as their first exposure regarding Jaques. Cited Jaques
1951. Baruch HD 31 .R435. D. Bk.
Reddin, W. J. (“Bill”), 1971, Effective Management by Objectives, McGraw-Hill, New York and
London. A good precis of Peter Drucker, George Odiore and John Humble on MBO. Cited
Jaques 1951 for “human side references.” [Reprinted 1987.] Assoc. Prof., U. New Brunswick,
Fredericton, NB. Misc. Bk.
Reddin, William J., 1974, “Management Effectiveness in the 1980s,” Business Horizons,
Bloomington, IN, August 1974, 17(4):5-12. Jaques’ 1951 book was the first on OD Organization Development. Some think OD was a product of the 1960s. Delays in adopting
technology run into decades. Skeptical of every theory so far developed. Predicts the flexible
manager and a problem with loyalty. MBO can become a hangman’s scaffold of key results and
performance reviews. (A la Parkinson’s Law, NYC added 100,000 to its payroll in the 1960s1970s while its population fell. Costs skyrocketed.) How do we measure output in the service
industries? The purpose of business should be ‘added-value’ rather than ‘profits’ (a la Milton
Friedman). “Without (managerial) effectiveness (using resources well) there are no extra
goodies to spread around.” “I am concerned about the effectiveness ethic.” Cited Jaques 1951.
See Lao Tsu. Baruch. SIBL. # Rp. PJ.
Reddin, W. J., 1977, “Interview,” Group and Organization Studies, Sage, Beverly Hills, CA,
June 1977, 2(2):144-171. Reddin was the organization design theorist and consultant from
Frederickton, NB. He has EJ 1951 marked as the founding of OD. Compared EJ and Freud:
both had useful frameworks for others to use. Interviewed by J. William Pfeiffer. # D. PJ.
Reddin, William J., 1980, “Urgent Need for Supervisory Training,” Indian Management, New
Delhi, India, Jan., 19(1):2-5. The Supervisor no longer has the same job. The worker is no
longer the unskilled peasant of yore. They are no longer motivated by fear and money. Today, it
is more psychological satisfactions. Authority is being taken away from the supervisor while
more responsibility and complexity are added. Hello? Jaques not cited. Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Reder, Melvin W., 1969, "A Partial Survey of the Theory of Income Distribution," chapter (p.
205-253) in Soltow, Lee, ed., 1969, Six Papers on the Size of Distribution of Wealth and Income,
National Bureau for Economic Research, N.B.E.R., New York, NY, 264 p. Pieced together from
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prior studies an economic theory of income distribution. Following Mayer 1960, Reder
considered TSD (Jaques 1956) to be a measure of the “scale of operations effect” to explain
executive compensation (see pp. 214-235). Cited Tuck 1954; Roberts 1956; Patton 1961; Reder
1962, 1964, 1968. At Stanford. CLIO Biz HC106.3 .C76 v. 33. Rp. Ch.
Redmond, Matthew R., Michael D. Mumford, and Richard J. Teach, 1993, “Putting Creativity to
Work: Leader Influences on Subordinate Creativity,” Organizational Behavior and Human
Decision Processes, June, 55(1):120-151. Leader behavior contributed to problem construction.
Subordinate self-efficacy lead to higher creativity. Leaders should create a setting that promotes
feelings of self-efficacy. Cited Jaques. Aware of problem solving and context but not strata,
roles, or requisite distance. # Rp. PJ. A.
Redwood, Heinz, 1977, “Setting Corporate Objectives,” Long Range Planning, UK, Dec.,
10(6):2-10. In setting Corporate Objectives ‘the resources are raw materials, people, and capital.
The private sector company can survive only by using all three resources efficiently’. Let no one
doubt the painful process that is involved in determining the right objectives for the corporate
entity which seeks to survive and continue. This is why the process of setting, accepting and
working towards objectives has to start at the top but must involve the whole organization.
‘Who am I and where am I going?’—is a question that is as valid for a Company as it is for the
individual. Our objective is to achieve profitable growth in real terms by increasing earnings per
share and raising the return on capital employed. MD of Fisons Group in GER. # Misc. PJ. A.
Ree, Malcolm James, James A. Earles, and Mark S. Teachout, 1994, “Predicting job
performance: Not much more than g,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Washington, DC,
1994 Aug, 79(4):518-524. The roles of general cognitive ability (g) and specific abilities or
knowledge (s) were investigated as predictors of work sample job performance criteria in seven
jobs for US Air Force enlistees. Both g and s (the interaction of general ability and experience)
were defined by scores on the first and subsequent principal components of the enlistment
selection and classification test (the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery). Multiple
regression analyses, when corrected for range restriction, revealed that (g) was the best
predictor of all criteria and that (s) added a statistically significant but practically small
amount to predictive efficiency. These results are consistent with those of previous studies,
most notably Army Project A (J. J. McHenry et al, 1990-27146-001). The study also extends
the findings to other jobs and uses traditionally more acceptable estimates of (g), application of
effective sample size in cross-validation estimation, and new performance criteria. (If this is all
there is, what’s the fuss about?) See McHenry 1990. MS. PJ. A.
Reed, Bruce D., 1985, “Stress - The Individual and the System”, Educational Management
Administration and Leadership, UK, July 1985, 13(2):82-89. To work in role is difficult,
requiring personal and analytic skills and a considerable commitment to the task. When in role,
the person is not only able to contain stress and manage it, but is protected by that role from the
psychological consequences of doing the job only at the personal level. Cited Jaques 1955,
1976; Menzies 1977; von Bertalanffy 1971. Jaques disowned this approach. # Misc. PJ.
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Reed, Richard, and Robert J. DeFillippi, 1990, “Causal Ambiguity, Barriers to Imitation, and
Sustainable Competitive Advantage,” Academy of Management Review, 15(1):88-102. Barriers
to imitation can be raised by tacitness, complexity, and specificity in the firm’s skills and
resources, thus creating causal ambiguity as a competency-based advantage. Aggressiveness is
not enough. To maintain its advantage the firm must reinvest in these skills and resources or the
barriers will decay. Even so, organizational capability may not mean advantage. (An interesting
disequilibrium argument. Like contingency theory the ambiguity/ uncertainty is in the eye of the
beholder, the level of cognitive complexity of the adversary, and thus nonsense.) Misc. PJ. A.
Rees, Albert, and George P. Schultz, 1970, Workers and Wages in an Urban Labor Market,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 236 p. This study was on wage differentials in the
Chicago area labor market. Found important wage differentials by industry that were also
geographical. (A weakness noticed afterward was that this study was not done by industry.)
This survey (N = 300) found the correlation between age and salary was 0.39 and between
experience and salary was 0.62. (These figures underlie the maturity curves.) Tested Adam
Smith’s “compensating differentials” theory for wages and found little support for it,
except regarding work location (a bad neighborhood). Also tested Alfred Marshall’s concept
of “efficiency wages” (P of E, 1923, 8 edn., p. 577-579). The weak form, that there is a positive
relation between wages and worker quality, was amply supported by the evidence (wages equal
ability p. 79-80). The strong form, that competition will equalize wages, was not tested (wage
stickiness). Seniority (relevant experience) was the greatest determinant of earnings, which may
be a reward for familiarity with the employer’s operations (US similarity to Japanese). Many
managers had a strong belief in the seniority principle. “Size-of-establishment” differentials
were not found but may have been factored in by other ways. Found employers still
discriminated by color and sex (1970). See chapters 1 and 14. This is one of the few truly
empirical large-scale economic studies. (See Sir John Hicks as a more recent father of the
efficiency wage.) Cited in Belcher 1974 (p. 218, who also cited Jaques 1961); Silvestre 1978;
Rees 1973. Schultz: Secretary of Labor, Treasury, & State. NYPL Hum JFE 71-504. MS. Bk.
Rees, Albert, 1973, The Economics of Work and Pay, Harper & Row, NY, NY, 247 p. [4th edn.,
1988, 452 p.] Smith (WofN, Ch. X, Book I) 1776 on differential wages. Cited Marshall p. 90
efficiency wage (PofE, 1923, 8 edn., p. 577-579). Cited 1970 study of wages in Chicago area by
Rees & Shultz five times, esp. p. 48; 207-210 (equity); p. 179; ch. 10, p. 161-166, 179; p. 90 ft
4 [p. 88-90] (wages equal ability, p. 79-80). Cited in Donaldson & Eaton 1976. See Kruse
1992. NYPL os JLE 73-3022 (SIBL). Clio Milstein HB301 .R37. At Princeton U. MS. Bk.
Rees, Albert, 1993, "The role of fairness in wage determination," Journal of Labor Economics,
U. Chicago Press, IL, US, Jan., 11(1):243-252. ISSN: 0734306X. Neoclassical wage theory was
based on the premise that a worker's utility was based on his own wage and his own hours of
work, without reference to the wages and hours of others. This failed utterly. Reviewed
anecdotal evidence that the wages of others were a powerful force in determining worker
satisfaction, such that utility goes down when the wages of others go up. The resulting
comparisons were a powerful force in determining wage structure (but did not exclude the effect
of neoclassical wage determinants). Cited in Brown, G., et al, 2003. Jaques, Marshall 1920 not
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cited. Cited Rees 1973. At Princeton U. # MS. PJ. A.
Rehder, Robert R., 1979, "Japanese Management: An American Challenge," Human Resource
Management, Wiley, US, Winter, 18(4):21-27. In but a brief decade (the 1970s) Japan was
challenging America's domination of the high technology world markets through their unique
management and organization system. The organization system is a democratic bureaucracy.
Japanese management also grants a long-term commitment to the development of its employees
and markets. Is this system exportable? The President of I.B.M., Japan, Mr. Shiina, told this
author that when the Chairman of Nissan Motors read Tom Watson, Jr.'s book, A Business and
Its Beliefs, he stated: "You know something, Shiina? I'm amazed. There is a company like mine
operating in the United States!" [Indeed.] Cited Servan-Schreiber's book. # MS. PJ.
Rehder, Robert R., 1988, “Japanese Transplants: A New Model for Detroit,” Business Horizons,
U. Indiana, IN, Jan/Feb 1988, 31(1):52-61. Manufacturing plants opened in the U.S. by Japanese
automakers have proven that Japanese management techniques can work here. Now Detroit’s
Big Three have to reform their own management styles. Or not. MS. PJ.
Rehder, Robert R., 1992, “Building Cars as if People Mattered,” Columbia Journal of World
Business, NY, NY, US, Summer92, 27(2):56-69. ISSN: 00225428. Word Cnt: 8925.
Compared the Japanese lean production system and the Swedish Volvo's Uddevalla production
system in car manufacturing. In Japan, the lean production system attempted to eliminate the
effects of isolated tasks for high wages with innovative work teams. However, high pressure has
perpetuated the severe human costs. In contrast, the Uddevalla production system emphasizes a
supportive, democratic environment to make workers innovative as well as productive. [Note:
Uddevalla closed the next year.] At UNM. # Off. PJ.
Rehder, Robert R., and Judith Kenner Thompson, 1994, “Nissan U.K.,” Columbia Journal of
World Business, Fall94, 29(3):92-106. ISSN: 00225428. Explored a manufacturing model
demonstrated by the Nissan Motor Manufacturing U.K. (NMUK) which fused the Fordist and
lean system to form a system unique to Great Britain (so they say). Transfer and adaptation of
the Japanese lean production system in North America; Japanese transplants; NMUK's
production and management systems; Corporate principles in NMUK; Social, political and
economic impact of NMUK. Cited Garrahan and Stewart 1992. At UNM. # Misc. PJ.
Reich, Robert B., and Yoshi Tsurumi, 1983, “Dialogue: A Hidden American Industrial Policy,”
Pacific Basin Quarterly, Pacific Basin Center Foundation, Palo Alto, CA, 10:1-6. Set forth an
“egalitarian ratio” for pay ranges, contrasted Japan (1:20) and US (1:150). Cited in Robert W.
Moore 1984. Clio Offsite Serials ‘P’. Not elsewhere in NYC. # Misc. PJ.
Reich, Robert, 2010, Aftershock: the next economy and America’s future, Knopf Doubleday, NY,
NY, 192 p. This book is about income fairness and equity across the US population since the
1920s. Reich discovered Marriner Eccles (1951), Chair of the Fed, and adding current data,
showed a parallel between 1928 and 2007: the top 1% took home 23.5% of the total income in
both years. That was the top and financial collapse followed each time. During the era 1954-
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1975 the top 1% had only about 10% of the total income. That was also the time of the best deal
for the social and economic contract. (Most then bought into Adam Smith.) Today, the middle
class has no money. When the middle class thinks the game is rigged the contract is completely
broken. They stop playing and get angry. “Private wealth applied to ostentatious consumption is
perfectly appropriate; applied to the purchase of political power, it becomes diabolic” (p. 100).
See Lowrey 2013 NYT. See Osgood file online Sun TV 9-27-10. See Arch Patton 1951-1965;
Inge 1958. MS. Bk.
Reichheld, Frederick F., 1993, “Loyalty-Based Management,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Mar-Apr, 71(2):64-73. Examples included: Entenmann’s, Honda, and State Farm
Insurance. Employees are the company to most customers. When they leave, the relationship
also goes. To keep customers, build the loyalty of employees. This will also create a future of
repeat sales for the firm. Customer loyalty and delivering value must be measured. Over half of
defecting customers were satisfied. The measure of satisfaction is not the same as willingness to
defect. Creating customer value comes first – before delivering shareholder value. Sales to
repeat customers cost far less than finding new customers and is the only way to generate
sustainable superior profits. Practices must be changed – redefining target (profitable)
customers, changing employment and evaluation policies, and redesigning incentives for the
long term. (Supported Deming and Jaques.) At Bain & Co. MS. Pro.
Reichheld, Frederick F., 1996, “The Cost of Loyalty Lost,” HR Focus, June, 73(6):18-22. An
interview by Donald J. McNerney on his new book, The Loyalty Effect. Loyal employees mean
loyal customers. That’s money in the bank. Re-engineering can deeply damage a company.
Misc. PJ.
Reichheld, Frederick F., 2001, “Lead for Loyalty,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, JulyAug., 79(4):76-84. Loyalty is based on the personal integrity of the company’s top executives.
That earns the loyalty of employees, partners, customers, distributors, and suppliers. Otherwise
they will each look for and go with the best deal – the lowest price. If doing business is a zerosum in the future, then no relationship is the best alternative for them. Better if they win as your
partners. Through loyalty to ideals, leaders become worthy of loyalty from their partners. Six
Principles: preach what you practice; play to win-win; be picky over members; keep it simple;
reward the right (long-term) results, and; listen hard, talk straight. Examples: Enterprise Rent-aCar, Chick-fil-A, Harley-Davidson, Dell, Cisco, Intuit, Northwestern Mutual. (Refuted M.
Porter 1980 as the short-term low-road. See 2006 Yorozu America letter to General Motors.) At
Bain & Co. MS. Pro. *****
Reid, Wendy, and Rekha Karambayya, 2009, “Impact of dual executive leadership dynamics in
creative organizations,” Human Relations, Sage, July 2009, 62(7):1073-1112. doi:
10.1177/0018726709335539. The paradoxical co-existence of business and artistic objectives in
creative organizations provides a useful background to explore the conflict dynamics of dual
executive leadership. Using a social-psychological lens, eight case studies of non-profit
performing arts companies in Canada generated two sets of findings that highlight 1) types of
conflict dissemination beyond the duo and 2) their co-occurrence with conflict types impacting
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on the organization's ability to function well. The study also re-confirmed types of conflict found
in the leadership duo. Cited Jaques 1976, 1986; Schruijer & Vansina 2002; Hunt, Stelluto &
Hooijberg 2004. [Misspelling as Joojiberg.] Suchy not cited. At HEC-Montréal; York U.,
Toronto, Ont., Can. wendellyn.reid@hec.ca rkaramba@schulich.yorku.ca # W. PJ.
Reisweber, Deborah, 1997, “Battle Command: Will we have it when we need it?” Military
Review, Fort Leavenworth, KS, Sep/Oct 1997, 77(5): 49- (7 pgs.). Cognitive complexity is a
measure of how an individual constructs meaning and organization to incoming information. It
encompasses how battle commanders think, not what they think. Major, US Army. Cited
Phillips and Hunt 1992. Cited in Eberman et al 2002. # Rp. PJ.
Remahl, David, 2004, “Authority, Management and Accountability in Open Source Projects.”
An unpublished online essay comparing the flat development structures of open source
programming projects as they competed against closed source projects created in hierarchical
organizations. The myth was that the guys in the garage won. In reality, it was a mixed bag. At:
informatik.gu.se # Misc. unpub.
Renaud, M., 1978, “Reforme ou illusion? Une analyse des interventions de l’Etat quebecois dans
la domaine de la sante,” Sociologie & Societes, Canada, IX(1). In French. Cited by Dixon
1981/1982. Misc. PJ.
Rendiero, Joao O., 1985, “How the Japanese Came to Dominate the Machine Tool Business,”
Long Range Planning, UK, June, 18(2):62-67. What for a long time was perceived to be a
mature slow-moving industry actually is undertaking a fast process of change. Corporations and
governments which fail to recognize the sources and directions of change are heading for
trouble. # Misc. PJ. A.
Rendón Cobian, Marcela, and Luiz Montaño Hirose, 1987, “Power, Conflict and
Intermediation,” chapter in Montaño Hirose, Luiz, et al, ed., 1987, El Orden Organizational Poder, Estrategia y Contradiccion, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, México, D.F., 547 p.
In Spanish. Rendon. Montano. (I don’t have the title of the chapter or the full name below in
Spanish.) [Organization Order: Power, Strategy and Contradiction] Essay on the main psychoanalytic contribution to organization analysis. Included useful information on the work of Klein
and Bion and on Jaques and Pagés. (Book reviewed in Organization Studies, Sage/ Walter de
Gruyter, Berlin, Germany, 1992, 13(3):482-484, by Fernando C. Prestes Motta. ISSN:
01708406. Error last name as: Motta. #) Not in NYC. Not seen. D. Ch.
Renold, Sir Charles G. See Reynolds, Sir Charles G. [computer constant misspelling].
Requisite Organization, 2007, Answers.com and Wikipedia.com. Requisite organization is a
concept in organization development (OD) developed by Elliott Jaques. Requisite organization
is a unified whole system model for effective managerial leadership. The approach is somewhat
controversial since some of Jaques' conclusions about organizations run counter to the
predominant views of OD. Some key elements of Requisite Organization theory of
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organizations: Nearly all organizational dysfunction can be traced to poor structure and systems,
not deficient employees. OD interventions should focus upon fixing the system rather than
fixing employees. Fixing the structure frees employees to work at their full potential creating
increased efficiency, effectiveness, and job satisfaction. Examples of fixing the system and
structure include science-based methodologies for: ~
o matching employee capability to job complexity,
o appropriately spacing employees capability with that of their managers to improve
leadership and communication,
o ensuring the right number of organizational layers,
o explicitly defining managerial authority and accountability,
o explicitly defining managerial leadership processes,
o explicitly defining cross functional working relationships,
o gauging compensation to job complexity (felt fair compensation).
Repenning, Nelson P., 2000, “Drive Out Fear (Unless You Can Drive It In): The Role of Agency
and Job Security in Process Improvement Efforts,” Management Science, The Institute of
Management Sciences, INFORMS, 46(11):1385-1396. Models of the dynamics of
implementation and improvement. (Quality as a model/warning for implementing R.O. See
Sterman, John D., et al 1997.) Misc. PJ. A.
Repenning, Nelson P., Paulo Gonçalves, and Laura J. Black, 2001, "Past the Tipping
Point: The Persistence of Firefighting in Product Development," California Management
Review, Berkeley, CA, Summer 2001, 43(4):44-63. Identifies the threshold for problem-solving
activity that, when crossed, spreads firefighting across the entire product development system.
An addition to the issue of capability level required by a managerial role. Important. MS. Pro.
Repenning, Nelson P., and John D. Sterman, 2001, "Nobody Ever Gets Credit for Fixing
Problems that Never Happened: Creating and Sustaining Process Improvement," California
Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Summer 2001, 43(4):64-88. Why should a manager bother
to design the operating system or the managerial structure? Most improvement efforts fail. The
key is how the effort interacts with the existing structures: physical, economic, social and
psychological. The danger is falling into a capability gap between doing the work and improving
the capability of the system. This can lead to shortcuts and superstitious learning. (Quality as a
model/warning for implementing R.O. See Sterman, et al, 1997. See Denrell et al Oct. 2004.)
MS. Pro.
Report of the Committee of Enquiry on Industrial Democracy (Chairman: Lord Bullock),
HMSO, London, 1977, 205 p. Cmnd 6706. “The Bullock Report”. Recommended worker
representatives be placed on the board. Cited in Cliffe 1984 PhD. Not in NYPL. Baruch
HD5660.G7 G74 1977. Misc. Rep.
Reskin, Barbara F., 2003, “Including Mechanisms in our Models of Ascriptive Inequality,"
American Sociological Review, US, Feb2003, 68(1):1-21. Redirecting our attention, from
motives to mechanisms is essential for understanding inequality and for contributing
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meaningfully to social policies that will promote social equality. 2002 presidential address.
[Half a step toward RO.] Jaques not cited. At U. Washington. # MS. PJ. A.
Rest, James, Elliot Tunel, and Lawrence Kohlberg, 1969, “Level of moral development as a
determinant of preference and comprehension of moral judgments made by others,” Journal of
Personality, Blackwell Pub., Oxford, UK; Duke U. P., Durham, SC, US, June 1969, 37(2): 225252. The child passes through six successive stages of moral judgment. Each stage is
characterized by organizing the social and moral order: from obedience and punishment, to
naively egoistic, to good boy/ nice girl, to "doing duty" and maintaining order, to contractual
legalistic avoidance of violation of the rights of others, and to conscience or consistent principles
of choice. Kohlberg's stages form a developmental sequence. Each advanced stage is dependent
on the attainment of each preceding stage. Each child preferred the level above their own
dominant thinking level. Based on Rest 1969 Related PhD. Grad Ctr, City, JJay. # MS. PJ.
Rest, James R., 1973, “The Hierarchical Nature of Moral Judgment: A study of patterns of
comprehension and preference of moral stages,” Journal of Personality, Blackwell Pub., Oxford,
UK; Duke U. P., Durham, SC, US, March, 41(1):86-109. One of the main implications of a
stage hierarchy is that a higher stage is more complex than a lower stage and that a higher stage
logically presupposes the simpler lower stage. Kohlberg's stages are increasingly more difficult
to comprehend. A Guttman scale worked where each person knew the preceding level of
reasoning but not the next level. About half the sample could also grasp one level above the one
they were at, but not beyond that. When a subject later produced moral judgments at a higher
stage, this represented the acquisition of new capacities. Based on (sic) Rest 1969 Related PhD.
See Blatt 1969. Grad Ctr, City, JJay, Baruch. At U. Minn. # MS. PJ.
Retief, Alexis, 1995, “Job Appreciation: from job evaluation to strategic job design,”
Management Today, Cape Town, South Africa, RSA, December, 7 p. Dr Alexis Retief was
research and development manager at CTU - Cape Town University?. (Referred to his article in
“the last issue.” Not found. This journal changed its name from Human Resource Management
at this time.) Described SST and his Job Appreciation System (JAS) and how they link the
organization’s goals to layers of work and to the people assigned to the jobs. The JAS system
has been computerized and can be used to identify value adding competencies and feed them into
the organization’s planning approach. This system redefines traditional job evaluation. It was
partly based on his PhD (Rand Afrikaan University, [Randse Afrikaanse Universiteit], Auckland
Park, South Africa, RSA (near Johannesburg), ZA, 1988). The Virtual Global College. As of
Jan 2005: http://pgw.org/vgc/mt/vhr95107.htm Chrome # Rp. Pro.
Retief, Alexis, 1996. See Stamp, Gillian, and Alexis Retief, 1996.
Retief, Alexis, 2003, A Study in Bias, Bioss International, London, UK. Cited in Kruger 2013
MA. Not seen. Length not known. Rp. Pamph.
Retief, Alexis, 2006, “Locally-developed tool assesses complexity management skills,” Press
Release, Joint Prosperity, Johannesburg, South Africa, April 2006. Joint Prosperity, a people
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consulting firm in RSA specializing in assessments and business solutions, launched its
complexity management assessment tool - the Complexity Navigation Test (CNT). Based on the
well-known (in HR circles) Stratified Systems Theory of work, CNT is a psychological test that
assesses how people navigate the complexities of everyday and work problem solving. Joint
Prosperity director and founder is Karen Harmse. The CNT was developed in South Africa by
Dr Alexis Retief and a group of associates between 1995 and 2001 and was designed to expand
and revise the theory of general and work ability assessment and to improve the assessment
methods involved. Research is continuous and statistics are generated annually. To date, over
5,000 have been profiled with the CNT. jointprosperity.co.za # Ru.
Reuters-IBM-Survey, 2006, “CEOs find innovation hard to achieve - survey,” Reuters.com, 1
March 2006, 1-page. DO NOT PURSUE THIS ONE - DANGER - TROJAN WORM OUT
THERE (7/09). IBM’s Business Consulting surveyed 750 CEOs world-wide on their plans for
innovation. Two-thirds plan to meet competitive forces and the market by innovating. However,
80 percent indicated their firms “have not been very successful at managing change in the past.”
Only 14 percent said internal R&D was a good source for ideas. The rest thought new ideas on
their business models came better from partners and collaborators. CEOs saw obstacles to
change as internal - an unsupportive culture and climate. Some 47 percent took responsibility
and ownership of the innovation agenda in Japan, China, Korea and Eastern Europe. Only 20
percent of CEOs in the US and India took responsibility for innovation. [Anglo-influence?
Adam Smith model?] See APO 1992; Kagono et al 1984. Press release. # Misc. ~
“Expanding the Innovation Horizon: The Global CEO Study 2006.” IBM Global Business
Services. March 2006. http://www-1.ibm.com/services/us/bcs/html/
bcs_ceostudy2006.html?re=igshome NEVER TRIED THIS. DON’T TRY. DROP.
“Innovation: The View from the Top.” BusinessWeek Online. April 3, 2006. GOT THIS,
OK. http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/06_14/b3978073.htm
Reynaud, Pierre-Louis, 1981, Economic Psychology, Praeger, New York, N.Y., 216 p.
(Translated into English by Stephen E. G. Lea, Précis de psychologie economique, 1974, PUF,
268 p.) Original published in French, 1964. A parallel between the level of work and the level
of consumer satisfaction was independently affirmed by Reynaud who identified distinct levels
of application of mental effort (p. 66, 106-9). This has implications both for the individual and
the firm. “The experts usually cited ... simply ignore the quality (level of mental effort)
parameter” (p. 109). Put forward the IJK formula: Intelligence = Judgment + Knowledge.
Indicated this was consistent with other European views (p. 65, 68). Fayol had indicated 5 or 6
levels were adequate in a bureaucracy (1916/1949) (p. 107). Leibenstein nor Jaques cited.
Referenced in Aguirre’s 1970 notes, q.v. Cited Muller and Silberer 1968; Super 1957/1964;
Fayol 1916/1949. In English: Baruch, Hostos, Hunter Mn HB74.P8 R3913. NYPL Gen Res
OffSite Req in Adv JLE 81-1573 (SASB). In French: NYPL os SIBL JLC 75-476 (SIBL); or
SIBL JBC 90-123. In Spanish: Trad. en Espanol de I. J . Ludmer, Buenos Aires, Paidos, 1966,
La psicología económica. MS. Bk.
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Reynierse, James H., John B. Harker, Alexis A. Fink, Dennis Ackerman, 2001, “Personality and
Perceived Business Values: Synergistic Effects for the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and
Management Ratings,” International Journal of Value - Based Management, New York, NY,
2001, 14(3):259-271. Identified additive and synergistic effects of personality for management
ratings of business values. Results were discussed in terms of theoretical implications for the
MBTI and type theory as well as implications for management within business organizations.
There appears to be a natural affinity (and antipathy) between some personality types or forms
and certain business values. The cross-walk between Jaques 1976 and the MBTI type “N”.
Different levels for different managers regarding time-span. See Roach 1986, Andrew O.
Manzini and John D. Gridley 1986 (Hum - Genl Res JLF 87-337 (HSSL).) Fink and Ackerman
at Old Dominion U. MS. PJ.
Reynolds, Sir Charles G., 1948, “Managers and Men,” British Management Review, London,
UK, 7(2):4-9. [Last name often misspelt as Reynolds. It really is 'Renold.'] A classic on
delegation of responsibility – which must first be clearly defined. Joint consultation is the
essence of cooperation from employees. Plans should be flexible and be guides. (But if you go
public – they become solid.) Do not go around supervisors. The framework is the structure of
organisation and the mechanics of management. Cited by Child 1969. Not in Clio nor in
CUNY. NYPL SIBL os: TMA (British management review) v. 7-8 1948-1949. # Misc. PJ.
Reynolds, Charles Garonne, Sir, 1950, Joint Consultation Over Thirty Years; a case study, Allen
& Unwin, London, UK, 195 p. Worker's representatives feared being identified too closely with
the "boss" in their constituent's eyes (p. 112 et seq.). This industrialist followed his own star,
like Wilfred Brown, and with considerable success. Unique. Often compared with the project at
Glacier Metal. Similar observations reported by Jaques 1951 and Clegg 1951. See Shell 1957,
p. 536. Baruch (as ‘Renold’ q.v.) Clio Butler HD5659 .R4 1950g. MS. Bk.
Reynolds, Sir Charles G., 1950, “The Nature of Management,” B.I.M. Occasional Paper no. 2,
London, UK, p. 10, 11. [British Institute of Management] Occasional BIM paper. New series.
1968-1979. See librarian. Cited by Child 1969. Not seen. SIBL. Misc. Rep.
Reynolds, Sir Charles G., 1955, “Some Thoughts on Industrial Conflict,” The Manager, London,
UK, September, p. 651-696. Cited by Child 1969. See City & Baruch. NYPL Offsite M-10
2847 v. 23, July-Dec. 1955. Not seen. Misc. Pro.
Rezler, Julius, 1969, “Effects of Automation on Some Areas of Compensation,” Personnel
Journal [continued by Workforce, Costa Mesa, CA], April, 48(4):282-285. As the level of
automation increases “greater job evaluation weights [will be] placed on the value of the
equipment [used by the operator], discretion and initiative, increased responsibility, increased
tension, and required higher education levels.” Jaques found up-skilling often to be the case
rather than de-skilling. MS. Pro.
Rhoades, Gary, 2006, “The Higher Education We Choose: A Question of Balance,” Review of
Higher Education, Johns Hopkins Uni., Baltimore, MD, Spring 2006, 29(3):381-404, (25 pages).
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Rhoades’ 2004 presidential address. Used many of the same terms as Jaques used: mode,
stratification, etc. Did not seem to be the same usage. (But there may be some room for
dialogue.) Misc. PJ.
Rice, A. K., 1949, “The Role of the Specialist in the Community,” Human Relations, London,
UK, 11(2):177-184. (Cited in Health Services, 1978.) Misc. PJ.
Rice, A. K., J. M. M. Hill, and E. L. Trist, 1950, “The Representation of Labour Turnover as a
Social Process,” (The Glacier Project - Part II), Human Relations, 3(4):349-72. [See Hill 1952.
See Behrend 1953 for review.] Misc. PJ.
Rice, A. K., 1951, “The Use of Unrecognized Cultural Mechanisms in an Expanding MachineShop,” (The Glacier Project - Part III), Human Relations, 4(2):143-60. See Kirsner 2004. Misc.
PJ.
Rice, A. K., 1951, “An Examination of the Boundaries of Part-Institutions,” (The Glacier Project
- Part VI), Human Relations, 4(4):393-400. See Kirsner 2004. Misc. PJ.
Rice, A. K., 1952, “The Relative Independence of Sub-Institutions as Illustrated by Departmental
Labour Turnover,” (The Glacier Project - Part VII), Human Relations, 5(1):83-90. Misc. PJ.
Rice, A. K., and E. L. Trist, 1952, “Institutional and Sub-Institutional Determinants of Change in
Labour Turnover,” (The Glacier Project - Part VIII), Human Relations, 5(4):347-71. Misc. PJ.
Rice, A. K., 1953, “An Approach to Problems of Labour Turnover,” British Management
Review, London, U.K., 11(2). Rice caught his earlier errors in 1950 and Hill’s 1951. [See
Behrend 1953 for review.] Misc. PJ.
Rice, A. K. [Albert Kenneth], 1958, Productivity and Social Organization, The Ahmedabad
Experiment; Technical Innovation, Work Organization, and Management. Tavistock
Publications, London, UK and New York, NY, 298 pages. The story of the Tavistock ideas
when transported to India. A description of the social experiments carried out at Ahmedabad
textile mills designed to minimize discord during the period when new technology was
introduced. This book is also cited as forming part of McGregor’s rationale for “Theory Y: The
Integration of Individual and Organizational Goals,” (1960, Chapter 4, p. 57) and Burns’ 1961
discussion of “organic form” in organizations. [Jaques split with Rice around 1953.] See Dayal
1970 article in CMR for critique and expose of the claims for STS and Tavistock. Rice revisited
Ahmedabad in 1963 and found all his work was gone (Mumford 2006). In reality, this ‘group
work restructuring’ was a fiasco and was abandoned by the managers as soon as Rice was on the
boat back to England – before this book was published. See Singh & Rudraswamy 1959 and
Roy 1969 for on-site Indian critiques. [Refuted by Malavia 1976, see Srivasta 1984.] Alt. Bk.
Rice, A. K. (Albert Kenneth), 1963, The Enterprise and its Environment, a system theory of
management organization, Tavistock Publications, London, UK, 364 pages. A key work of
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importance to the Tavistock Institute group for theory and practice. This was a second book on
new work practices introduced to Indian textile mills by Rice. See Dayal 1970 CMR article for
refutation of this “success.” This “case study” was dismantled by the managers as soon as Rice
left town. It was a failure. (Its “success” in matching “task requirements” to “human and social
needs” was cited in Fox 1971.) Cited Jaques on p. 231-233. Misc. Bk.
Rice, Faye, 1987, “Lessons from Late Bloomers: Many of these Executives Believed their
Careers had Plateaued, that they had Seen their Last Promotions,” Fortune, New York, NY,
August 31, 1987, 116:87-93. (An extension of Kiechel’s article earlier in the year.) The
progression curve and its impact as we age. The stories of late bloomers – Ronald Reagan, T.
George Harris, Donald Lennox, Thomas S. Duck, Joyce Fox, Eleanor H. Raynolds, and Ray
Kroc. Interviewed Harry Levinson, Daniel Levinson, and Elliott Jaques. Retirement age was
recently upped from 65 to 70. Between women who are just entering the workforce and those on
board, organizations don’t know who they have and don’t recognize their talents. As John
Robson, dean of the Emery business school, said, “Look at the people who work in Oriental
companies. They don’t even reach puberty until they are 65.” Jaques cited. # Rp. Pro. *****
Rice, George H., Jr., 1985, “Available Information and Superstitious Decision Making,” Journal
of General Management, The Administrative Staff College, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon., UK,
Winter, 11(2):35-44. What is the dominant mode of decision making by managers? What
happens when information is lacking for rational, information-based decisions - as is so often the
case? How does the manager bring about results? Does he/she use alchemy? The Law of
Contagion? Perhaps the Law of Similarity? (Used heavily in HR as “self-confidence.”) The
cohesiveness of organizations is not based on logic and rationalism but on shared values, beliefs
and socialization experience - not cause and effect. So, what do we have: management by
information or by ideology? One results in wasted effort. (Of course, we still have voodoo.
And George W. Bush.) See Behrend 1959b, e.g. Refu. PJ.
Richards, Roy Martin, Jr., 1978, Individual Risk Preferences as Criteria in Personnel Selection
and Placement, PhD, dissertation in Business Administration, University of Georgia, Athens,
GA, 189 pages. Supervisor: Fremont A. Shull, Jr. UMI AAT 7822342. DAI-A 39/06, p. 3697,
Dec 1978. U.Ga./GIL Thesis: LXC16 1978 .R517. Unpublished. [aka: R. Martin Richards:
“Martin”] Focused on two measures/parameters of risk-handling behavior - the length of time an
individual is willing to bear risk (TSD), versus the amount and type of risk. Time span of
discretion (TSD) was found to be the better predictor of success (subject to possible nonresponse bias). Replicated Jaques’ findings at Glacier on the key definition of the size of a role.
See PhDs. #
Richards, R. Martin, 1981, "Staffing the Risk Management Department," Risk Management,
American Society of Insurance Management, NY, NY, December 1981, 28(12):12-16. 5 pgs.
Four tools can be helpful in selecting applicants who can be risk managers: the McCelland
achievement test, Atkinson discretion cabability index, Friedman-Savage utility model for limits
to the individual's appetite for objective-vs-subjective risk, and Time-span of discretion (TSD) to
cover intermediate risks. The latter two are especially useful to separate those who should not be
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risk managers from those who could be. Cited Jaques 1961; McClelland & Watson 1973;
Atkinson 1957; Swalm 1966; Friedman & Savage 1948. Clio Lehman liby, bus colln & os
Microflm FN 4659. NYPL os *ZAN-T4760 to sibl V. 28. # Rp. PJ.
Richards, R. Martin, 1984, "Meeting the Challenge of Entrepreneurial Risk," Risk Management,
American Society of Insurance Management, New York, N.Y., May 1984, 31(5):22-27. 5 pgs.
The cover story. Insurance is not gambling and is non-speculative risk. Business risk is
speculative - a chance of loss or gain - and the structure of discretion exercised by management
can mitigate it. No footnotes. NYPL os *ZAN-T4760 to sibl V. 31. # Rp. PJ.
Richards, R. Martin, Robert A. Pavur, Victor R. Prybutok, and Leon Kappelman, 1999, "Using
Information Technology Competence and Personal Prospects to Assess the Risk-Taking
Propensity of Candidates for Business Jobs," International Journal of Operations and
Quantitative [production]?? Management, ABI/Informs, April 1999, 5(1):27-41. [Not:
Bradford, England : MCB University Press.] Not in CUNY, NYPL, Clio. [Bad cite?] Not seen.
Rp. PJ.
Richards, Roy Martin Jr., 2004, “A visual, hierarchical approach to implementing rule-based
algorithms in classification of discrete, homogeneous objects,” Decision Support Systems,
Amsterdam, NL, Oct 2004, 38(1):81-89. This research examines the graphical approach to
implementing an expert system instead of the programming approach of the traditional "if
then/else" construct. The rule base and knowledge base are built into the graphical model and
only observation on the part of the user is needed for effective discrimination among mutually
exclusive options based on choices made as the user progresses through the various decision
levels. Human control is established through explanation and real-time recording and tracking of
all choices made for objects under consideration. (Shifting the level of complexity required for
human processing of information. CIP.) # Rp. PJ.
Richardson, Bill, 1993, "Identifying the Cultural Causes of Disasters: An Analysis of the
Hillsborough Football Stadium Disaster", Journal of Contingencies and Crisis Management,
Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Mar1993, 1(1):27-35. 9p. ISSN: 0966-0879. [aka William]
Examined managerial beliefs which act as cultural causes of organizationally-induced disasters.
Mainstream management beliefs include – that organizations are safe; a business has to make a
profit and survive; they can not afford to pay for safety; it won’t happen to us; and - its not my
job. But the reality of disasters is the opposite. Comparison of collaboration and competitive
advantage as success factors. [See French auto-racing accident and inquiry at Mann in the
1950s.] Jaques not cited. At Sheffield U., UK. # Misc. PJ.
Richardson, Bill, 1993 “Why we probably will not save mankind: a natural configuration of
crisis proneness,” Disaster: Prevention and Management, MCB University Press, Bradford,
England, 2(4):32-59. CUNY JJay, City - online since 1994 only. NYPL onsite online. Since
1995 only. Clio - since 1995 only. Not in NYC. Not seen. At U. Sheffield, UK. ~
Richardson, Bill, 1995, "Paradox management for crisis avoidance," Management Decision,
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MCB Univ. Press, Bradford, UK, Jan., 33(1):5-18. (aka William) Increasing complexity, risks
and demands of business-economic, technological, psycho-social and ecological environments
make companies more prone to crises. Research indicates the most crisis-prone organization is
one whose management has very narrow views of reality. This kind of thinking engenders a
corporate culture and management styles and systems that inhibit the development of an
organization that is collaborative, communicative, safety-conscious, and strategically involved.
To succeed, organizations must learn to cope with the management paradox that requires them to
be both more sophisticated to keep up with new challenges, yet less complex and pressurized to
avoid crisis events. Jaques not cited. Cited in Sheaffer & Mano-Negrin 2003. Not in NYPL.
Cuny abs-only. Clio. At Sheffield U., UK. # MS. PJ.
Richardson, Bill, 1996, "Modern Management's Role in the Demise of Sustainable Society",
Journal of Contingencies and Crisis Management, Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford, UK, March,
4(1):20-31. ISSN: 09660879. (aka William) The continued application of the scientific
management approach [Taylorism] during the 1990s has led to indications of a crisis-ridden
global society. It is both saint (it undergirds competitiveness) and sinner (its tunnel vision is the
cause of many disasters). Thus, modern strategic management has become a major problemcauser – rather than a problem-solver - in modern society and a propeller of chaotic and
catastrophic social conditions. Jaques not cited. Cited Richardson 1994, 1995. See Mintzberg
chapter 1982/1989. At Sheffield U., UK. # Refu. PJ.
Richardson, J. Elizabeth, 1956, “Group Dynamics and the School,” British Journal of
Educational Studies, May, 4(2):152-164. Described some of the War Office Selection Board
group methods that Jaques worked on during the war. Mentioned the Glacier Project on the last
page. Slight cite. W. PJ.
Richardson, Roy, 1969, An Empirical Study of Fair Pay Perceptions and Time Span of
Discretion, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
MN, 217 pages. Adviser: Mahoney, Thomas A. Powerful results: TSD:FFP corr. was +0.862.
Published as a book in 1971. Results reported in Jaques 1969 and F. W. Miller 1969. Published
as a book in 1971. See Ph.Ds.
Richardson, Roy, 1971, Fair Pay for Work, Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale and
Edwardsville, IL and Heinemann, London, U.K. Available from Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA.
Very closely based on his 1969 Ph.D. dissertation. TSD:FFP Corr. Coef. +0.862. (But corr.
coef. of TSD:Freedom-to-Act was just r = +0.407. There was only a moderate link between TSD
and Hambrick’s 1987 definition of “discretion.”) See Fran Miller 1969, Jaques 2002 SP-CEO p.
59-60. See book reviews by Lawler and Hyman, and Cameron comments - all negative. But
others were positive, including Goodman and R. Miller 1973 ASQ. See Kolaja Bk Rev 1975. In
France available at LILLE3-BU. Rp. Bk. UP. *****
Richardson, William. See Richardson, Bill,
Richmon, Malcolm J., and Derek J. Allison, 2003, “Toward a conceptual framework for
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leadership inquiry,” Educational Management Administration and Leadership, British
Educational Management Administration and Leadership Society, Sage Publications, UK, Jan.,
31 (1), 31-50. The authors argue the lack of conceptual clarity in the field hinders practitioners’
efforts to discriminate among competing theoretical perspectives. They conclude with a brief
description of an original conceptual framework for leadership inquiry, and suggest how it might
be used to identify, describe and integrate similarities and differences. Not in Clio or NYPL.
(Richmon is at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, Theory and Policy Studies, 252
Bloor Street West, 6th Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 1V6, Canada. malcolm@beloved.com
Allison is at UWO, Education Dept., 2/05. Allison@uwo.ca) Abstract seen. Rp. PJ.
Rickards, Tudor, and Murray Clark, 2006, Dilemmas of Leadership, Routledge, UK, 252 p.
This book attempts to delve deeper into leadership complexities and re-draw leadership 'maps'.
This text reviews the more widely held confusions and contradictions of leadership and change.
Cited Jaques 1989; J.G. Hunt 1991. Baruch HD57.7 .R522 2006. W. Bk.
Ricks, David R., Carter Umbarger, and Ronald Mack, 1964, "A Measure of Increased Temporal
Perspective in Successfully Treated Adolescent Delinquent Boys," Journal of Abnormal and
Social Psychology, APA, US, Dec. 1964, 69(6):685-689. DOI: 10.1037/h0047183. The
proposition that the temporal dimension of fantasy, which was usually restricted in delinquent
adolescents, could be extended by suitable psychotherapy was tested and confirmed. Using time
spans in TAT-type stories as the measure of temporal perspective, comparison was made
between stories told by 10 delinquent boys before and after vocationally oriented psychotherapy,
as compared to stories told by 10 matched, untreated controls. Increase in prospective fantasy
was greatest in stories told in response to cards designed to tap control of aggression and selfimage. Increase in past-oriented fantasies was greatest in stories told to control of aggression
cards. Changes in certain fantasy measures correlated with changes in practical achievement.
Cited by Wohlford 1968. Cited and tested Jaques 1956 (again). At Brandeis U. # Rp. PJ. A.
Ricks, Thomas E., 1995, “Battle Plans: In Wake of Cold War, An Intellectual Leads the Army in
New Missions,” Wall Street Journal, Dow Jones & Co., New York, NY, October 2, page A1.
Reprinted as chapter 24 (p. 230-235) in Taylor, Robert, and William Rosenbach, (eds.), 1996,
Military Leadership: in pursuit of excellence, Westview Press, Boulder, CO. On Col. James
McDonough, author of, “FM 100-5 Operations (1993),” (incorporating the concept of Battle
Command; now FM 3-0, q.v.), “Platoon Leader,” (book 1985 and movie) and “The Defense of
Hill 781” (on mechanized warfare, 1988). McDonough led US efforts in Rwanda and Bosnia.
MS. Pro.
Ricks, Thomas E., 1997, “Army Devises System To Decide What Does, And Does Not, Work,”
Wall Street Journal, Dow Jones & Co., New York, NY, May 23, page A1, A10. A profile of the
way the Army has formalized its ability to learn from experiment at the National Training Center
(1980), from experience through after-action reviews, and the rapid codification and
dissemination of this learning through the Center for Army Lessons Learned (1985). HBS has
developed a series of three videotapes on this method of establishing a learning organization.
MS. Pro.
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Ricks, Thomas E., 2012, "What Ever Happened to Accountability?" Harvard Business Review,
Oct2012, 90(10):93-100. Wd Cnt: 5083. ISSN: 00178012. Discussed the costs of failing to
hold leaders accountable by considering the history of the U.S. Army from World War II through
the Vietnam War. During World War II Army chief Gen. George C. Marshall was ruthless about
relieving officers he did not consider of sufficient merit. U.S. reversals during the Korean War
were described as due in part to officers having been given combat command for reasons other
than their fitness for the job. General Maxwell Taylor's leadership during the Vietnam War
began an era of indiscipline and deceit. [Goldwater-Nichols not mentioned.] # Misc. Pro.
Ridgeway, Christopher, 1997, “Some Brief Comments on the Jaques-Amado Debate,” Human
Relations, The Tavistock Institute, London, UK, 50(6):751-755. (See Jaques 1995; see Amado
1995) # Rp. PJ.
Ridgway, Valentine F., 1956, “The Dysfunctional Consequences of Performance Measurement,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, Sept., 1(2):240-247. Also in, Rubenstein, A. H., and L. J.
Haberstroh, eds, Some Theories of Organisation, Irwin-Dorsey, 1960. This is not on the theory
but on the deficiencies addressed by it. See also, Hampton, D. R., 1970. See Jasinski 1956. A
classic. Misc. PJ. A. *****
Rieck, R. M., and Keith E. Dickson, 1993, “A Model of Technology Strategy,” Technology
Analysis and Strategic Management, Abingdon, UK, 5(4):397-412. Technology strategy, a
relatively new concept in management theory, describes how firms might use technology to gain
competitive advantage. However, little practical information exists to assist firms in
incorporating technological issues into the overall strategy of the firm. To counter this, a
utilitarian, time-based model of the process of technology strategy has been developed. The
proposed model links 6 technologically related tasks with decreasing time-frames, which are
based on Jaques' (1982) organizational constructs. Such time-frames reflect short-, medium-,
and long-term future periods relevant to management decision-making and corporate
development activities. The spectrum of tasks and time frames are in the following ranges: 1.
setting horizons, beyond 20 years; 2. industry forecasting, relating to the period 10-20 years
ahead; 3. technology positioning, 5-10 years; 4. determining technology availability, 2-5 years;
5. appropriating technology, between 1-2 years; and 6. managing technology, relating to the first
year. In outlining these tasks and time frames, it is argued that the six tasks are interrelated and
should operate in parallel in an iterative manner. Both at Brunel. # Rp. PJ.
Riecken, Henry W., 1958, "The Effect of Talkativeness on Ability to Influence Group Solutions
of Problems," Sociometry, ASA, Sage, US, Dec1958, 21(4):309-321. ISSN: 00380431. Looked
at the effect of talkativeness on ability to influence leaderless group solutions of problems. By
differentially locating a hint about a uniquely good insight solution to the HR problem into the
hands of either the highest or the lowest talker in the group, we were able to assess both the
perceived and the actual contribution of the top talker compared to the bottom talker. Top
talkers were almost uniformly perceived as contributing more, and they were more influential in
getting the elegant solution accepted by the group. Their differential ability to exert influence
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was related more to their ability to win attention and support from the group than it was to
their ability to reduce opposition. Neither measured intelligence nor skill in persuasion were
important. [But in business a leaderless group NEVER arises.] At U. Minn. # Misc. PJ. A.
Riegel, Klaus F., 1973, “Dialectical Operations: The final period of cognitive development,”
Human Development, S. Karger, Basel, CH; NY, NY, US, 16(5):346-370. The first article to use
dialectics to show mental growth beyond Piaget’s stage of formal operations around age 12.
Dialectics go from declarative to cumulative (by way of Hegel and Marx). [These pages were
printed blank in City College copy and this article was omitted from the table of contents.
But this article is cited elsewhere as if printed. The cloud search engine at NYPL made this
serial impossible to locate as of 8/09. Later found.] NYPL Schw L-11 1790 v. 16. City Cohen
Percls. has serial: v8 - v31. At U. Mich. # MS. PJ.
Ries, Al, and Jack Trout, 1986, "Marketing Warfare", Journal of Consumer Marketing, MCB
UP, UK, 3(4):77–82. DOI: 10.1108/eb008182. Advertising has become a strategic weapon
rather than a tactical one. Advertisers no longer run ads to sell products, they run ads to establish
a position. Advertising is too expensive to justify on the basis of today's results. A one-minute
commercial on the 1987 Super Bowl costs you more than a million dollars. Today, most
advertisers want to know what position they occupy in the minds of the prospects. Clio os
HF5510 .J67. avail. CUNY Htr Mn (5 fl) percls. NYPL SIBL os JLM86-1002. # Misc. PJ.
Rifkin, Glenn, 1997, “How to ‘Truck’ the Brand: Lessons from the Grateful Dead,” Strategy +
Business (S+B), Booz & Co., NY, NY, US, First Quarter, 1997(6):51-57. This group has been
able to grow its brand for 30 years. They might be doing something right. How about meeting a
need consistently? Keeping reliability and quality? Marketing? Hardly. # Misc. Pro.
Rigby, Carlos K., and Patricia A. Harris, 1987, Program Management Offices: Structural
Modeling through Application of Stratified Systems Theory, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161,
USA. Apr 1987. 72p. Report: ARITR-736, ARITR736; ADA1819408. Information gathered
through interviews was compared to the Stratified Systems Theory model of organizational
structure and role relationships proposed by Jaques 1983 (see Worth and Brooks 1983). The
impact of external requirements on the program management offices was explored. Models of
SST organizational structure were explicated at Levels V, IV, and III, and two PMO models
were constructed. A Case. Rp. Rep. *****
Riggs, Henry E., 1988, "Innovations: A United States-Japan Perspective," chapter 53 (p. 246252) [presentation paper 1984] in Okimoto, Daniel I., and Thomas P. Rohlen, eds., 1988, Inside
the Japanese System: readings on contemporary society and political economy, Stanford UP,
CA, 286 p. Contrasts the emphasis in the two countries. The Japanese firms stress user-friendly
products, closeness to the customer, and incremental improvements. The US firms stress tech
breakthroughs. Clio Lehman Liby Resvs HC462.9 .I587 1988. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Riggs, James L. and K. K. Seo, 1979, “Wa: Personnel Factor of Japanese Productivity,”
Industrial Engineering, AIIE, Norcross, GA, US, April 1979, 11(4):32-35. The secret to Japan's
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outstanding productivity is wa (harmony), exemplified in government-industry and workeremployer relations. Japan's productivity is also helped along by the country's acquisition of
foreign technology, high rate of capital investment, research and development efforts, and close
government-industry productivity improvement efforts. Industrial relations are further improved
through lifetime employment. Confucianism underlies wa. 'Natural laws' govern all human
relations, with superiors ruling inferiors. Education and self-control are lauded while material
gain is not. Corporate decisions are made by group consensus. Workers voluntarily undertake
quality control measures and make sacrifices in times of adversity. Military colln. Not in Clio.
Online 87-95. NYPL SIBL 94-720. # Misc. PJ.
Ringbakk, Kjell A., 1971, “Why Planning Fails,” European Business, S.E.E.D., Paris, France,
Spring 1971, 29:15-27. Most planning is not integrated into the total management system.
Managers don’t do planning. The process uses only partial information and extrapolation is not
planning. Identified ten practices that derail planning. [This indicates the planners and/or
executives were undercapable.] Cited in Dixon 1981/1982. In SIBL; Baruch. MS. PJ.
Ringle, Philip M., and Mark L. Stavickas, 1983, “Administrative Leadership: Planning and Time
Perspective,” Journal of Higher Education, Nov.-Dec. 54(6):649-661. The leader’s time
orientation influences the ability to carry out successful long-term planning. They define “timespan” as an extension of both prospective time and retrospective time. Thus the time-horizon of
an individual may be mostly in the past. This contrasts with Jaques’ definition, which places
time-horizon in the future with past perspective secondary. Also, failure of planning by
education administrators was in part due to lack of understanding of differences in temporal
perspective. Cited by Thoms and Greenberger 1995, p. 278, 283; Thoms 2003, p. 38. Authors
cite Confucius but not Jaques. See Nir PhD 1995. MS. PJ.
Rio Tinto. See: Rio Tinto/ RTZ/ CRA/ Comalco Company Documents (in separate sections):
Rio Tinto, 1998, The Way We Work: Our Statement of Business Practice. Sent out with the 1999
Annual Report to Shareholders. Printed in England by Westerham Press 1/98. Misc. Rep.
Rio Tinto, 2001, Annual Report and Financial Statements. Printed in England by St Ives plc.
See RTZ and CRA also. www.riotinto.com Misc. Rep.
Rippin, Ann, 2003, “Big, fat phoney: how the massified, modularised system creates
incompetence,” BBS Teaching and Research Review, UK, 6(Summer):1-9. The higher education
system of mass education makes sure the professors are unable to teach what they know and
have been trained to be masters of. Rather, they must teach what the students (and the
curriculum) demand. This and speed leads to feelings of phoney-ness on the part of new faculty.
Audits and inspection simply intensify these feelings. (Fordism meets the professoriate. In the
US it is also in HMOs - Fordism meets the doctors. Does this meet Jaques’ definition of true
chaos?) (Friend of Joanna.) At U. Bristol. Tele: +44 (0) 117 33 17938. Email:
Ann.Rippin@bristol.ac.uk Misc. PJ.
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Ritti, Richard, 1968, “Work Goals of Scientists and Engineers,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley,
CA, Feb., p. 118-131. Found that employed professionals (with the exception of scientists)
identified with the employer and activities within the organization and did not seek “autonomy”
of goals. See Bailyn 1985. MS. PJ. A.
Ritti, Richard R., and Fred H. Goldner, 1969, “Professional Pluralism in an Industrial
Organization,” Management Science, Application Series, Dec. 1969, 16(4):B233-B246.
Specialists in American corporations are often in conflict with management over mutually
dependent claims on limited resources. The specialists need them to advance their aims and
programs. The tasks have become group tasks and so lend themselves to vertical protections.
Horizontal conflicts become ‘professions.’ Cited Landsberger 1961. Both at Columbia. MS.
PJ. A.
Ritti, Richard, 1971, “Job Enrichment and Skill Utilization in Engineering Organizations,”
chapter (p. 131-156) in Maher, John R., 1971, New Perspectives in Job Enrichment, Van
Nostrand, New York, NY. Found a paradox while testing job demand factors. Increased time
pressure diminished satisfaction but intellectual demands increased it. When both were
increased together, satisfaction flourished. Cited by Karasek 1979 as consistent with his own
model (which was close to Jaques’). MS. Ch.
Rizzo, John R., Robert J. House, and Sidney I. Lirtzman, 1970, “Role Conflict and Ambiguity in
Complex Organizations,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June 1970, 15(2):150-163. “These
two factors [are] factorially identifiable and independent.” “There is no adequate explanation of
why role ambiguity correlated more highly than role conflict with the [job] satisfaction variables.
Role theory and research often suggest that role conflict might be the more dysfunctional. This
possibility is generally not borne out….” “…A more precise experimental investigation of the
relation between cause and effect is warranted.” (This theory shows that ambiguity is always
more disturbing than conflict.) Used by Einarsen, Raknes & Matthiesen 1994. Cited Evans
1962, Frank 1958. Did not cite Jaques or this theory. MS. PJ. A.
Robb, Fenton F., 1984, “Cybernetics in Management Thinking,” Systems Research, the official
journal of the International Federation for Systems Research, Pergamon Press, UK, 1(1):5-23.
(Now Systems Research and Behavioral Science.) C. West Churchman’s journal on general
systems. This is the first article in the first issue. Cybernetic concepts bridge the theories of
management - the law of necessary variety, the relativity of time, the nature of growth,
autopoiesis - are only a few of the ideas. Cited Jaques 1982, 1982; Brown 1960. SIBL JSP 85287 v. 1-7 (1984-1990). At Scottish Gas and U. Edinburgh. Rp. PJ.
Robbins, Lee, 1992, "Designing More Functional Organizations: The Twelve-Step Model,"
Journal of Organizational Change Management, Elsevier, MCB Univ. P., Bradford, UK,
5(4):41-58. 18 pgs. ISSN: 09534814. STS. Using strikingly different managerial techniques
from conventional organizations, 12 Step Fellowships, most prominently Alcoholics Anonymous
(AA), useful clues are provided to produce more effective, functional, and humane organizations
in contrast with the many dysfunctional firms that abuse their employees, behave unethically
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towards their customers, damage their social and ecological habitat, and find it more difficult to
compete in a turbulent global environment. AA is widely considered the most effective method
for treating alcoholism. This success was produced by those who, prior to AA, were themselves
severely dysfunctional and often unemployable. Cited by Mitroff et al 1994. Cited Emery &
Trist 1973; J. Harvey 1977. [See Deming's objections to this 12-step model.] # Misc. PJ.
Robbins, Stephen P., 1991, Organizational Behavior Concepts, Controversies and Applications,
6th edn., Prentice Hall, NJ, 753 p. A textbook. Cited by Dodd 1995. Cited Turner and Lawrence
1965 on requisite task attributes (RTA) as a predecessor by Hackman and Oldham to their JCM.
Cited Jaques 1990. Not in Clio. NYPL os JBF 93-734, 1993 edn. (selections) # W. Bk.
Roberts, David R., 1956, "A General Theory of Executive Compensation Based on Statistically
Tested Propositions," Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, May, 70:270-294. At
Butler U., USA. According to Theocarakis 1990 PhD, this is the first true expression of “scale
of operations effect” to explain executive compensation – size is more important than profits.
They were close together. (But – was he looking at the Hay Point system installed?) This was
built on by Mayer 1960 (using Jaques 1956 as empirical evidence), Reder 1969, and by Simon
1957. Did not cite Tuck 1954. Cited McKinsey’s Arch Patton from HBR 1951. Thanked
Carnegie colleagues. (Look at the CEOs’ contracts for evidence! The blindingly obvious.) See
Theocarakis 1990 PhD. See Simon 1979 Nobel address. See Roberts book review 1962 of
Jaques 1961 and Fogarty 1961. See Robertson’s 1961 UK joint book review of these two works.
Misc. PJ. A.
Roberts, John, 1991, “The Possibilities of Accountability,” Accounting, Organization and
Society, London School of Economics, London, UK, 16(4):355-368. Two forms of
accountability exist, vertical and horizontal. The hierarchical form of accountability generates a
sense of self in the employee that is individual and solitary. The socializing form is created in
the informal spaces and the self is based on influence and interdependencies. The issue today is
to reconcile these two approaches. Influenced by Foucault into recommending slushing the
differences. Not on RO theory but a good perspective. Roberts was at Judge Inst., U.
Cambridge, UK. [See Townley 1998.] Misc. PJ. A.
Roberts, John, and Philip Stiles, 1999, "The Relationship between Chairmen and Chief
Executives: Competitive or Complementary Roles?" Long Range Planning, UK, March,
32(1):36-48. The findings show that splitting the roles between chairmen and chief executives in
major UK corporations is only successful if individuals can work their way through to a
complementarity of roles. # Misc. PJ. A.
Roberts, K., S. C. Clark, F. G. Cook, and E. Semeonoff, 1975, "Unfair or unfounded? Pay
differentials and incomes policy," Personnel Management, Blackwell, London, UK, p. 29-37.
People's ideas of what others earn is often wrong. But is the real spread unfair, and what will
this do to cooperation? Section on 'Felt Fair Pay.' Cited Jaques 1961; Richardson 1971; Routh
1960; Lupton and Gowler 1972. All at U. Liverpool, UK. # Rp. PJ.
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Roberts, Karlene, and William Glick, 1981, “The Job Characteristics Approach to Task Design:
A Critical Review,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, US, April, 66(2):193-217. ISSN:
00219010. Many researchers claim they are measuring situation-person relationships but are
actually measuring within-person relationships. Claims by the person of cognitive consistency
may explain this fully. A blast at Hackman and Lawler, and at Hackman and Oldham models.
Empirical work frequently fails to test the relations discussed by these researchers. Future task
design research would benefit considerably from attention to alternative theoretical perspectives
that distinguish between situational attributes of tasks and incumbent cognitions about those
attributes. Such research would also be useful. Cited in Algera 1983. # Refu. PJ. A.
Roberts, Karlene H., Suzanne K. Stout and Jennifer J. Halpern, 1994, "Decision dynamics in two
high reliability military organizations," Management Science, May 1994, 40(5):614-624.
Organizational decision-making theories based on notions of rationality or bounded rationality
(Cyert and March 1963; Simon 1957), garbage can models (Cohen et al 1972), environmental
enactment (Weick 1979), or incrementalism (Allison 1971; Lindblom 1959) fail to discuss how
good decisions are made when catastrophic surprises can occur. Instead, existing theories
assume organizations can absorb decisions errors with few negative consequences. But some
organizations cannot tolerate many kinds of errors and catastrophic consequences can be
associated with faulty decision making. Observations are drawn from two nuclear-powered
aircraft carriers. We find decision processes which appear to change often in these
organizations. Important decisions can be made by a number of men even at the lowest levels of
the organization. Task-related factors such as technical complexity, high interdependence, and
catastrophic consequences and more cognitive factors such as accountability and salience affect
decision processes. Cited Tetlock 1985; Perrow 1984; not Jaques. # MS. PJ. A.
Roberts, Karlene H., 1998, "Having the Bubble," chapter (p. 207-242) in vol. 5 in Bedeian,
Arthur, ed., 1993, Management Laureates, a collection of autobiographical essays, JAI,
Greenwich, CT, US, 414 p. Took short course at Tavi on Jaques, c. 1966. See p. 217. W. Ch.
Roberts, Monty, 1996, The Man Who Listens to Horses, Hutchinson, London, UK, 309 pages.
Roberts learned the physical vocabulary of horses, which he called Equis. Using this
vocabulary he learned how to train horses to accept saddle, bit, and human rider without violence
or ‘breaking.’ A terrific video is available also. (Next we must learn the grammar that ties it
together and then find the Equis logic from the grammar. See Jaques 2002. See Addis 2000.)
[See the VHS tape. See parallel processing velociraptor hunting group in the movie and book
Jurassic Park which was based on scientific findings.] Misc. Bk.
Roberts, Paul, and Charles Tennant, 2003, "Application of the methodology at a higher education
establishment in the UK", The TQM Magazine, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald Group Pub., UK,
15(2):82-87. DOI: 10.1108/09544780310461080 A case. Hoshin Kanri has been described as
one of the core aspects of Japan’s management system, for integrating the principles of total
quality management (TQM) within the organisation’s business strategy. Hoshin Kanri replaced
MbO in Japan in the 1960's because it was seen to be more flexible in dealing with quickly
changing economic situations (King, 1989). Described how the team of the Warwick
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Manufacturing Group (WMG) at U. Warwick applied Hoshin Kanri to create a deeper awareness
of customer requirements, a team vision, and strategic goals. The technique works well in a
small team within the service sector. Both at U. Warwick, Coventry, UK. $ Misc. PJ.
Roberts, R. D. V., and H. Sallis, 1958, “Labor-Management Cooperative Committees in Britain's
Electricity Supply Industry,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Oct., 12(1):86-103. Cited
EJ 1951. A winger. W. PJ. A.
Robertson, Keith, 1969, “Managing People and Jobs,” chapter (p. 32-43) in Weir, Mary, ed.,
1976, Job Satisfaction: Challenge and Response in Modern Britain, Fontana/Collins, Glasgow,
Scotland, UK, 288 p. (Orig. in Personnel Management, Sept. 1969, 1(5):20-24.) Described the
shift from authoritarian to enriched and participative management. This shift began in education
and schools in childhood and has spread to industry. The teacher became a consultant. The
manager now asks employees to also think about priorities and processes. Teach. # MS. Ch.
Robertson, Mary F., 1968, “Teaching Young Engineers Management,” Engineering, The Design
Council, London, UK, 22 Nov. 1968, v. 206, p. 751. Described the senior elective course in
basic management practice for engineering undergraduates at U. of Nottingham established in
1964, “Organization and Work.” Glacier teaching was used, including Brown 1960, Jaques 1961
and many articles. A relationship was established with GIM and its director, Derek Newman
became an honorary lecturer in the Chemical Engineering department. The students were
excited. Several had used their new knowledge of leadership to win elective positions in the
student union. # Rp. PJ.
Robertson, Mary F., 1969, “Fair Pay,” (Letter), New Society, London, UK, 18 Dec. 1969,
14(377):992-993. In response to Jaques’ letter a few weeks earlier in # 374, Robertson, a senior
lecturer in social science at the University of Nottingham, noted, “Today, surely, no one
seriously disputes Jaques’ useful tool of time span as an objective measure of level of work.”
However, she objects that Jaques misses the point. Felt-fair pay is not the next step, but rather
ensuring everyone is in a role that is requisite for them and is adequately managed. (Touche!)
At U. Nottingham, Psychology. # Rp. Pro.
Robeyns, Ingrid, 2000, “An unworkable idea or a promising alternative?: Sen’s capability
approach re-examined,” Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. Centrum voor Economische Studien,
Discussion paper, Public economics, 32 leaves. Cambridge UL: West Room Classmark:
2004.9.866. Unpublished? Not seen. Misc.
Robeyns, Ingrid, 2003, “Sen's Capability Approach and Gender Inequality: selecting relevant
capabilities,” Feminist Economics, Routledge, UK, July-Nov. 2003, 9(2-3):61-92. (Also a
chapter in Agarwal, Humphries, and Robeyns 2005 book.) This paper investigates how Amartya
Sen's capability approach can be applied to conceptualize and assess gender inequality in
Western societies. I first argue against the endorsement of a definitive list of capabilities and
instead defend a procedural approach to the selection of capabilities by proposing five criteria.
This procedural account is then used to generate a list of capabilities for conceptualizing gender
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inequality in Western societies. A survey of empirical studies shows that women are worse off
than men on some dimensions, better off on a few others, and similarly placed on yet others,
while for some dimensions the evaluation are unclear. I then outline why, for group inequalities,
inequalities in achieved functionings can be taken to reflect inequalities in capabilities, and how
an overall evaluation could be arrived at by weighting the different capabilities. Based on her
Interesting 2002 PhD. See Koggel 2003. At U. Amsterdam, NL. Misc. PJ.
Robeyns, Ingrid, 2006, “Three models of education: rights, capabilities and human capital”,
Theory and Research in Education, Sage, March 2006, 4(1):69-84. The three models of
education (with attention to gender issues) are human capital theory, rights discourses, and the
capability approach. The human capital approach is problematic because it is economistic,
fragmentized and exclusively instrumentalistic. Rights and capabilities are in principle multidimensional and comprehensive models, and can therefore account for the intrinsic and noneconomic roles that education plays. The intrinsic aim of educational policy should be to expand
people’s capabilities. At Poli Sci, U. Amsterdam, NL. i.robeyns@uva.nl Misc. PJ.
Robeyns, Ingrid, 2006, “The Capability Approach in Practice,” The Journal of Political
Philosophy [electronic resource], Blackwell Pub., Oxford, UK; Malden, MA, Sept. 2006,
14(3):351-376. Assessments of human development should not focus on resources but on
effective opportunities to lead valued lives. She points to several theoretical specifications
needed for application, a survey of studies where this approach is put into practice, how
evaluation changes when this capability approach is applied, and some unresolved issues. An
answer to the theoretical doubts of Sen’s approach by Robert Sugden and John Rawls, who once
labeled Sen’s capability approach “an unworkable idea.” Misc. PJ.
Robinson, Richard B., Jr., 1982, “The Importance of "Outsiders" in Small Firm Strategic
Planning,” The Academy of Management Journal, March 1982, 25(1):80-93. The value of
“outsider-based” strategic planning is examined. The effectiveness of such firms was
significantly higher than those who did not plan using “outsiders.” Indeed, the firms that used
outside consultants were more effective than those who did not. [Article stressed “outsiders”
rather than capability stratum or mode of those doing the consulting.] Based on his 1980 Related
PhD. # MS. PJ. A.
Robinson, Sandra L., and Denise M. Rousseau, 1994, “Violating the Psychological Contract: Not
the Exception but the Norm,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, Wiley, NY, NY, May 1994,
15(3):245-259. Surveyed 128 MBAs twice, at graduation and two years later. Some 54.8% felt
their employers had violated the psychological contact. Correlated positively with employee
turnover and negatively with trust, satisfaction and intentions to remain. Misc. PJ.
Robitaille, Patrick, 2009, “Submission to the Productivity Commission Executive Remuneration
Inquiry,” Production Commission, Melbourne, VIC, AU, 29th May 2009, 30 p. Using figures
from his 2007 MA thesis, he used Jaques’ concepts to show what an appropriate CEO salary
should be for the level of work. Formerly, he had worked at SunCorp, a major Australian
insurance firm, to examine pay ranges at different work levels. Ru. Rep.
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Robson, John, 1973, “The NHS Company Inc? The social consequence of the professional
dominance in the National Health Service,” International Journal of Health Services: Planning,
Administration, Evaluation,, Baywood Pub., Amityville, NY, USA, Summer 1973, 3(3):413-426.
The technology and organization of UK medicine has long outgrown its sociology with the result
that physicians and medical care institutions have tended to become divorced from the actual
needs of most patients. This polarization based on an obsolete professional ideology has created
trends better suited to those that control health care than those who use it. Corporate and state
interests have recently challenged this hegemony as a more rational condominium has been
sought. What are the actual health needs of the population? The NHS is premised on meeting
those needs. Regional, sectional, and class differences are distorting the delivery of care. (Good
backgrounder.) Jaques not cited. PMID: 4747173 [PubMed – indexed for MEDLINE] NYPL
os JBM 97-979. Baruch Percls. (Hunter Health Profs.: Not there.) # Misc. PJ.
Roche, Loïck. 2005, “Éditorial. L’Entreprise Culture,” Gestion 2000, Paris, France, EbscoHost,
jan/fev2005, 22(1):17-35. In French. An intellectual history of psychological interventions in
the enterprise. Jaques and social analysis was a significant part of that history. Cited Hirschhorn
1988, 1990, 1993; Jaques 1953, 1964, 1972/1951; Levinson 1972 (2), 1987; Menzies 1960,
1988; Kets de Vries & Miller 1981, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1987, 1988. # Rp. PJ.
Roche, Maurice, 1987, “Lived Time and Clockwork Culture: Elliot Jaques and the Study of
Time in the Human Sciences,” a.k.a: “Elliott Jaques’ Social Analysis of Time,” [Book Review of
The Form of Time, 1982], Philosophy of the Social Sciences, Wilfred Laurier University Press,
Waterloo, ON, Canada, 17(3):443-451. (See Bissell, Related PhD 1986 and Related MSc 1983)
[Misspelling: Elliot Jaques]. A positive book review on Form of Time. Described the book as
“a significant contribution” to the study of time. Time is not that “clock dominated” thing, but
the human conceptualization of continuity. Jaques omits any discussion of the relativity of time
or its sociology. To Jaques time is monist but it must be measured in two ways to capture human
intention. (This essay by Roche wonderfully places Jaques’ thought into an intellectual context.
Roche does what Jaques does not do for himself. This essay should be the introduction to the
book.) Baruch Perls; Hunter Mn (5); Baruch elec. At Sheffield U., UK. # Rp. PJ. *****
Roche, Maurice, 1990, “Time and Unemployment,” Human Studies, Springer Science+Business
(Formerly Kluwer), Dordrecht, NL, Nijhoff, EbscoHost, Jan90, 13(1):73-96. Unemployment is
commonly thought to present the problems of too much time, too slow a pace, with the
consequent need to fill or kill time, together with the problem of fixation on the past, and an
uncertain or event-absent sense of the future. The paper focuses on the time dimension in the
various notions of human needs, dissatisfactions and stress used in studies of psychological
effects of unemployment. Cited Jaques FoT 1982; Karasek 1981; Roche 1987, 1989. At U.
Sheffield, UK. Clio Butler Stacks B1 .H85. # Rp. PJ.
Roche, Maurice, 2003, “Mega-events, Time and Modernity: On Time Structures in Global
Society,” Time & Society, March, 12(1):99-126. This article addresses the relation between
‘mega-events’ and time in modern society, such as the Olympic Games and World's Fairs. They
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play a significant role in the modern public structuring of time. Cited Roche book review of
Jaques 1987. # W. PJ.
Roche, William K., 1991, “Trust Dynamics and Organizational Integration: the Micro-Sociology
of Alan Fox,” British Journal of Sociology, London, UK, 42(1):95-113. Examined Alan Fox’s
‘micro-sociological theory’ of the decay of social integration (the theory of ‘trust dynamics’).
The union became more militant in its claims and demands as its power declined due to ‘social
erosion.’ Roche argues that ‘social erosion’ theory poses major conceptual problems at the
boundaries between sociology and economics. Concluded that Fox’s theory was invalid: that
trust played a more significant role in social integration than system integration. (Silly.) Based
on 1987 Related PhD. Cited by McGovern. # Cr. PJ. A.
Rock, David, and Jeffery Schwartz, 2006, “The Neuroscience of Leadership,” Strategy +
Business, Booz, NY, NY, Summer 2006. How ‘attention density’ can build capabilities that
reinforce leadership. Successful organizational change initiatives require day-to-day practices
that focus people’s attention in a habitual manner. (People have to be re-wired.) MS. Pro.
Rockart, John F., 1979, “Chief Executives Define Their Own Data Needs,” Harvard Business
Review, Mar-Apr 1979, 57(2):81-93. What are the real information needs of the chief executive
officer or any other top executive of a company? If presented in the form of computer printouts,
often the reports submitted were what some subordinate thinks contain pertinent and useful
information. Then again, if presented by word of mouth, the informal approach overlooks the
kind of routine data (often computer-based) that should be supplied regularly to the top
executive. This article examines the several methods of providing information to top
management now in use, discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each, and offers a new
approach that focuses on individual managers and their hard and soft information needs. The
discussion includes five illustrative examples from which the author draws some generalizations
about the method and the chief executive's data needs. [From p. 89, ftnt 12.] Cited by Lynch
and Cross 1991. Information Technology. IT. At MIT. # Misc. Pro.
Rockart, John F., and David W. De Long, 1988, Executive Support Systems: the emergence of
top management computer use, Dow Jones-Irwin, Homewood, IL, 280 p. “Executive Support
Systems and the Nature of Executive Work,” Ch. 3 (p. 41-64) was based on CISR WP #135. All
descriptions of executives by Weick, Carlson, Mintzberg, Anthony, Williamson, Kotter, and
others were inadequate. Only Jaques and Isenberg included cognitive capability in the traits of
the executive. [WP #135 cited Jaques 1976; Dearden 1983; El Sawy 1985; D. J. Isenberg 1984,
1988; Williamson 1975. In MIT Dewey Liby HD28.M414 no. 1775-86 1986b. # Rockart is
MIT Emeritus. jrockart@mit.edu 617-253-6608.] Baruch HD30.2.R63 1988. # Rp. Ch.
Rodel, Ulrich, Gunter Frankenberg, and Helmut Dubiel, 1997, “El dispositivo simbolico de la
democracia” [in Italian, “The Symbolic Device of Democracy”/ “Le dispositif symbolique de la
democratie”] Metapolitica, Dec., 1(4):511-522. Democratic self-government is instituted with
mutual recognition of the right to have rights and the emergence of civil society. It is understood
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like a space of conflict and plurality more than one of consent and harmony. (Related to W.
Brown.) MS. PJ.
Rodgers, Winston, and J. M. Hammersley, 1954, “The Consistency of Stopwatch Time-Study
Practitioners”, Occupational Psychology, National Institute of Industrial Psychologists, London,
UK, April 1954, 28(2):61-76. Found in a study of stopwatch-based time-and-motion
measurements by practitioners – professionals -- a variation of 21% on simple motions.
“Time-study is fourteen times as inaccurate as it is commonly supposed to be.” Wow. Cited in
L. Klein 1964 (p. 14). See Abruzzi 1956. Clio os 158.3 N213 v.12-v.47 [but not all copies are
there]. CUNY City Coll. NYPL Schw YEA (Human Factor) 1954 v. 28. # Misc. PJ.
Roeber, Joe, 1975, Social Change at Work: The ICI Weekly Staff Agreement, Duckworth,
London, UK, 342 p. (Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.). Installations of a new personnel
system in various operations, 1965-1969. Some on STS. Cited in Guest and Knight 1979. See
Jackson et al 1975; 1976 ICI reports. Cited Blauner 1964; Daniel 1970, 1973; Fox 1971, 1974
(MM); P. Hill 1971 (Shell); Philips, N.V., 1969; Guest 1974; Maslow 1970; Emery and Thorsrud
1969. Jaques not cited. NYPL HUM JLD 75-2394 (HSSL). See Maccoby 1976. Misc. Bk.
Roelofs, Joan, 2009, “Networks and Democracy: It Ain't Necessarily So,” The American
Behavioral Scientist, Sage, Beverly Hills, Cal., March 2009, 52(7):990-1005. [Volume II:
Democracy at a Crossroads]. Networks may appear to enhance democracy and abolish
hierarchy, yet many have undemocratic implications. To quote Zbigniew Brzezinski, they
“obscure asymmetries of power and influence.” Freedom of speech and association, surely
requisites for democracy, are thereby diminished, as the beneficiaries of funding support are
compelled to self-censorship. No citation of A. Fox 1973, 1979, 1980. Online at Social Science.
City Coll: 1960-1991. NYPL Onsite. Emerita at Keene State U., NH, USA. # Misc. PJ
Roethlisberger, Fritz J., 1941, "The Hawthorne Experiments," chapter 9 (p. 67-77) in Shafritz, J.
M., and A. C. Hyde, eds., 1996, Classics Of Public Administration, (2nd ed., p. 5-74),
Brooks/Cole, Pacific Grove, CA. Chapter 2 from 1941 book. We need simple ideas to recognize
human issues at work, not ever more complex ones. The experiment itself altered the work and
improved the output. Level of output was set by the working girls themselves (not the manager).
Humans are social animals, not economic isolates. Cooperation trumps technologic progress.
These results put us back on the ‘road to sanity’ in industrial relations. CUNY Baruch JF 1351
.C465 1987b. 2nd edn. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Roethlisberger, Fritz J., 1945, “The Foreman: Master and Victim of Double Talk,” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, 23: 283-298. The classic on foremen-in-the-middle. They don’t
get no respect. Everybody twists reality and with too many layers no one is capable of cutting
through the B.S. Misc. Pro.
Roethlisberger, Fritz J., 1950, “The Human Equation in Employee Productivity,” Revue Suisse
pour l’Organization Industrielle, Zurich, Switzerland, 19(4), (article in English). Reprinted in
Roethlisberger’s Man-in-Organization, 1968 (q.v. Chapter 8, q.v.). Misc. PJ.
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Roethlisberger, Fritz J., 1968, Man-in-Organization, Harvard / Belknap Press, Cambridge, MA.
See esp. Chapters 4 (1948) and 8 (1950). Also, Chapter 20 on Mayo’s ideas (1962). Cited
Jaques (1947) in Chapter 7 (from a talk given in 1949). Misc. Bk.
Roff, H. E. and T. E. Watson, 1961, Job Analysis, Institute of Personnel Mgt, London, UK, 40 p.
Mentioned Jaques 1956, p. 25-26. Very 1960-ish. Sided with mainstream. (Tom Watson ?)
NYPL Hum D 16-1999. City Coll. DK511.7 B9. W. Rep.
Rogers, Kenn, 1963, “Where the Marketing Concept is Missing,” Engineering, The Design
Council, London, UK, 5 July 1963, v. 196, p.20-21. [A lecturer at GIM. Recent author of
Managers – Personality and Performance (1963, Tavistock Pubs). Headed for Nassau C.C. in
NY.] The marketing concept deposed the engineer as king. Also, efficiency was a waste of time
if the product or service was not purchased (e.g., auto seat belts in 1949, 1955, and 1963, when
they finally succeeded). Marketing was missing at Glacier in the organization structure. The
company was not oriented to its markets [but q.v. W. Brown 1962, 1968; B2B. See book
herein.]. Glacier made and sold plain bearings for internal combustion engines - purely B2B.
Glacier was the largest plain bearing manufacturer in Europe. Its biggest problem was R&D.
[This is the only cite pointing to a weakness in marketing.] See book review by Duckworth
1965.) Cited Johnstone 1962; W. E. Moore 1962. CUNY City Coll has it. Cr. PJ.
Rogers, Kenn, 1963, Managers – Personality and Performance, Tavistock Pubs., London, UK;
Educational Methods, Chicago, IL, US, 184 p. This was the book version of his 1961 PhD at UC
London, Theses #11-748. A lecturer at GIM. Thanked J.M.M. Hill of Glacier for his help on the
book. The thesis/book was on managers of household product companies with a focus on
marketing and sales. Some firms were leaders and some were non-leaders. Indeed, there was a
difference in 'personality' between the two managerial groups. Cited S. S. Stevens (1951) to
show we measure only effects not ability (p. 22). Cited W. H. Whyte’s The Organization Man
(p. 22) to show the degree to which people will overtly sabotage their own scores on tests to
show a lower - and socially acceptable - score. Such projective devices are quantifiable but
highly suspect. A lower test score may qualify him for promotion rather than a higher score.
(Cognitive capability showed through quite clearly although Rogers seemed unaware. Neither
Glacier Metal nor the Glacier Project were part of the thesis or book. Compare with Sears
studies of X-Y managers. See 1963 Rogers article critical of lack of marketing at Glacier.) See
positive BkRev by Robert N. McMurry, Oct. 1965, HBR. Clio os HD38 .R63. Misc. Bk.
Rogers, Kenn, 1976, “Teaching and Learning for Responsibility: a model of an educational
approach for meeting the challenge of change,” chapter (p. 339-359) in Miller, Eric J., ed., 1976,
Task and Organisation, Wiley, London, UK; NY, NY, US, 379 p. The skills of engineers would
become obsolete in 10 years. Cited Jaques 1951. CUNY Htr Mn HD31 .T27 1976. (B2). #
W. Ch.
Rohlen, Thomas P., 1977, "Is Japanese Education Become Less Egalitarian? Notes on High
School Stratification and Reform," Journal of Japanese Studies, Seattle, WA, US, Winter,
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3(1):37-70. Yup. The formula "ability + hard work = educational achievement = elite status" is
a powerful one in Japan and its power hinged on the assumption that public education provided a
very high degree of equal opportunity. Japan was seen internally as a post-feudal meritocracy.
But between 1965-1970 the percentage of students at U. Tokyo from private and national high
schools shot up. The percentage from public high schools went down. This shift increased again
in 1975. Family occupational background had increased in importance. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Rohlen, Thomas P., 1983, Japan's High Schools, UC Press, Berkeley, CA, US, 363 p. Japanese
work and study hardest in high school to get the highest score on college entrance exams. This
will determine the career path that will open for each since the corporation they join upon
graduation will be for life. Support came from parents and teachers. Academic ability was
highly and directly rewarded. (No mention of satei, SST, SPC.) This generated "a high average
level of ability" (p. 321-6). The educational efficiency, compared to the US, was "several times."
Later, Japanese workers had "better familiarity with equipment, greater cleanliness, quicker
anticipation, and more attention to detail." They "accept organizations as allies and are
responsive to their requirements." Cited in Feigenbaum and McCorduck 1983. Cited Vogel
1979. (MS. quoted in "People and Productivity: A Challenge to Corporate America," study from
the NYSE, Nov. 1982.) Clio MilsteinLA1316 .R63 1983. Teach. 2 chs. # Misc. Bk.
Rohrbaugh, John, and Colin Eden, 1990, “Using the Competing Values Approach to Explore
‘Ways of Working’,” Chapter 4 (p. 40-52) in Eden, Colin, and Jim Radford, eds., 1990, Tackling
Strategic Problems: The Role of Group Decision Support, Sage Publications, London, UK and
Thousand Oaks, CA, 210 p. Stratification of competing values within organizations is necessary
to recognize each stratum as well as the match of client and consultancy practice. Cited by
Wong 1995. Cited Jaques 1976, 1982 FEFE. See Quinn and Rohrbaugh 1983. # Rp. Ch.
Rojek, Chris, and Stewart A. Collins, 1987, “Contract or Con Trick?” British Journal of Social
Work, BASW, Academic Press, London, UK, April, 17(2):199-211. The contract approach to
social work may appear to work well toward a consumerist movement and greater equality. But
the claims for it may also be extravagant and untenable. Fox described the employment
relationship under a contract as ‘low trust’ and incomplete. The same will hold in social work.
Contracts are technical and do not confront the moral, social and political values of social work
which underpin the work. (Original article was 10(2):142-161.) Cited Fox 1974 (BC). [This
article led to an exchange and was the 1st of 4.] JJay. # MS. PJ. A.
Corden, John, and Michael Preston-Shoot, 1987, BJSW, Oct. , 17(5):535-543. 2nd of 4.
Rojek, Chris, and Stewart Collins, 1988, BJSW, Dec., 18(6):611-622. We consider some
limits on empiricism – such as class, race, and gender. 3rd of 4.
Corden, John, and Michael Preston-Shoot, 1988, BJSW, Dec., 18(6):623-634. 4th of 4.
Rolfe, Heather Kathryn, 1986, “Skill, Deskilling and New Technology in the Non-Manual
Labour Process,” New Technology, Work & Employment, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Spring,
1(1):37-50. Cited Jaques on the innovation process. (See Ph.D. 1987) Rp. PJ. *****
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Rolfe, Heather Kathryn, 1987, New Technology, Skill and Deskilling in Non-Manual Work,
Ph.D., thesis in Sociology and Social Administration (Industrial Psychology/ Sociology) (B9g),
University of Southampton, Southampton, UK, [length c. 335 pages]. Theses # 36-7573.
Published as an article in 1986. See Ph.Ds.
Rolfe, Heather Kathryn, 1990, “In the Name of Progress? Skill and Attitudes Towards
Technological Change,” New Technology, Work & Employment, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Spring,
5(2):107-121. Used both technical complexity and discretion in her qualitative model of ‘skill.’
Cited in Noon and Blyton 1997. Rp. PJ.
Rolle, Pierre, 1971, Introduction à la sociologie du travail, Larousse, Paris, FR, 275 p.
In French. Keywords: time-span of discretion, remuneration, egalite, responsibilite,
participation, l’autonomie. No index. Glossary. Cited Jaques 1956 (p. 35, 303); Crozier 1964;
Descartes; Vaizey 1964. See Rolle 1962 Bk Rev. [Twice listed.] Not in CUNY, Clio. In NYU
HD 6971 .R75; NYPL Schw offsite JLD 72-1148 (SASB) [nope]. D. Bk.
Romanelli, Elaine, and Michael L. Tushman, 1994, “Organizational Transformation as
Punctuated Equilibrium: An Empirical Test,” The Academy of Management Journal, Oct. 1994,
37(5):1141-1166. Using US minicomputer producers, the authors found supportive results for
three aspects of their new model. Rapid and discontinuous change lead to a large majority of
organization change. Small changes did not accumulate to make fundamental transformations.
Lastly, major environmental changes and CEO successions did influence transformations. (See
other articles on this model, esp. T&R 1985.) Supported by Gersick 1991. Refuted by Sastry
1997. Alt. PJ. A.
Rome, Beatrice K., and Sydney C. Rome, 1966, “Leviathan: An Experimental Study of Large
Organizations with the Aid of Computers,” chapter 11 (p. 257-311) in Bowers, Raymond
Victor, ed., 1966, Studies on behavior in organizations; a research symposium, University of
Georgia Press, Athens, GA, 364 p. Conference at Uga 1962. Combined human and computer
simulations to evaluate effective patterns of organization, policy efficiency, management of
limited resources, large-group decision-making processes, the training and testing of managers,
and to explore communications. Research done for the US Air Force. City Cohen & Grad Ctr
HD38 .R39 1962. Misc. Ch.
Rome, Beatrice K., and Sydney C. Rome, 1966, “Automated Learning Process,” chapter 12 (p.
312-347) in Bowers, Raymond Victor, ed., 1966, Studies on behavior in organizations; a
research symposium, University of Georgia Press, Athens, GA, 364 p. Conference at Uga 1962.
Automation (ALP) as an aid to understanding and analyzing curriculum development,
admissions, and teaching styles. ALP is not a replacement for the reactions of human students.
Research done for the US Air Force. City Cohen & Grad Ctr HD38 .R39 1962. Misc. Ch.
Rome, Beatrice K., and Sydney C. Rome, 1967, “Humanistic Research on Large Social
Organizations,” chapter 19 (p. 180-193) in Bugental, James F. T., ed., 1967, Challenges of
humanistic psychology, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 362 p. This chapter contains a summary of their
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findings from Project Leviathan on 1963 and 1964 experiments. 1963 group was created as
individuals and doubled their productivity by the 5th run. The 1964 group was oriented as a
mission and partners of the researchers. Their 1st run was almost as productive as the 5th run of
the 1963 group and it went up from there. A very rapid series of transformations occurred in this
group right after formation culminating in “a nascent but strongly cohesive, highly enthusiastic,
and solidary group, set and ready to take over the management of the center.” Using Martin
Buber as their guide, the Romes show that human groups are self-transcendent in time, reality,
community, participation, and reciprocity. The result was corporate social responsibility using a
social hierarchy to articulate its purposes, processes and identity. See Rome & Rome 1971. At
System Development Corp., Santa Monica, CA. CUNY Cohen BF149 .B78. MS. Ch.
Rome, Beatrice K., and Sydney C. Rome, 1971, Organizational growth through decisionmaking:
a computer-based experiment in educative method, New York, American Elsevier Pub. Co., 242
p. Badly titled. Based on their 1966 research paper and on their social hierarchy. The authors
believe that although organizational forms influence people’s attitudes and actions, it is the
ethos of the organization which is a more important factor for effectiveness in achieving
organizational goals. The process involves duration (time) and transformation (work). Very
interesting. (Different from Rowbottom’s Hospital Organization per Rosemary Stewart.) See
chapters in Bowers 1966 and in Bugental 1967. See Stewart Bk Rev 1975. NYPL Offsite JLE
71-588 (SASB). City Cohen & Baruch H61 .R64. MS. Bk.
Romme, A. Georges L., 1990, "Vertical Integration as Organizational Strategy Formation,"
Organization Studies, Sage, April, 11(2):239-260. doi:10.1177/017084069001100204. The key
factor is uncertainty - defined as the gap between perceptual competence of the dominant group
and a difficulty presented by the environment. Vertical integration is a strategic issue related to
uncertainty – and leading to action. The role of uncertainty and repertoires appears, in particular,
to be of central importance. The existing theories of vertical integration are either inconsistent or
special cases. [Cognitive gap.] Cited Duncan 1972; Kinston 1986. # MS. PJ. A.
Romme, A. Georges L., 1996, “A Note on the Hierarchy-Team Debate,” Strategic Management
Journal, (in Research Notes and Communications), John Wiley, NY, NY, May, 17(5):411-417.
Both teams and hierarchies have roles in the learning process. Teams are innovative. The
hierarchy processes, stores and disseminates the results. (Beware: He concludes on Ackoff,
which is dangerous.) Cited Nonaka; Takeuchi; Checkland; Jaques 1990; Adler and Cole; Jantsch
1980; von Weizsacker 1974. At U. Limberg, Maastricht, NL. # Rp. PJ. A.
Romme, A. Georges L., 1997, “Work, Authority and Participation: The Scenario of Circular
Organizing,” Journal of Change Management, Emerald MCB, UK, 10(2):156-166. SSCI.
Warning - this was on Ackoff’s circular organization (1981, 1989, 1994) which was installed in
Kodak, Alcoa, Anheuser-Busch, and A&P Supermarkets in the U.S. [The implosion disasters at
Dow Corning and DEC were not mentioned.] Noted the Netherlander version of circular
organizing was different. [Ackoff’s ideas are very dangerous.] Cited Carley 1992; Jaques 1990.
Not in Clio or NYPL. Alt. PJ.
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Romme, A. Georges L., 1999, “Domination, Self-Determination and Circular Organizing,”
Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin; New York, 20(5):801-832. This paper
describes and explores the circular form of organizing in the Dutch company Endenburg
Elektrotechniek. It shows how a circular structure can be superimposed on the administrative
hierarchy, with the latter continuing to play a substantial role in controlling and managing work
processes. Organizational control is exercised through feedback rather than power. Cited
by Benn et al 2007 (re IAG). Cited Ackoff lots 1981, 1989, 1994; Jaques 1990; Jackall 1988;
Atchison 1991; Blauner 1964; Nonaka 1988, 1994; Nonaka & Tackeuchi 1995. [Beware
Ackoff; but it seems to have worked here and at IAG (well …).] At Mgt Sci, Maastricht Uni.,
NL. # Rp. PJ. A.
Romme, A. Georges L., 2003, “Making a Difference: Organization as Design,” Organization
Science, Linthicum, US, Sep/Oct 2003, 14(5):558-573. ISSN: 10477039. In view of the
persistent relevance gap between theory and practice, organization studies should be broadened
to include design as one of its primary modes of engaging in research. Design is characterized
by its emphasis on solution finding, guided by broader purposes and ideal target systems.
Science helps us to understand organized systems, from an outsider position, as empirical
objects. The humanities contribute to understanding, and critically reflecting on, the human
experience of actors inside organized practices. Scholars in organization studies can guide
human beings in the process of designing and developing their organizations toward more
humane, participative, and productive futures. Cited in van Aken 2009. W.D.B. Brown not
cited. Cited Jaques 1956. See Dunbar and Starbuck 2006. At Tilberg Uni., NL. # MS. PJ. A.
Romme, A. Georges L., 2004, "Unanimity Rule and Organizational Decision Making: A
Simulation Model," Organization Science, INFORMS, US, Nov./Dec. 2004, 15(6):704-718.
DOI: 10.1287/orsc.1040.0090. ISSN: 10477039. Unanimity rule may be difficult to realize in
large groups and may suffer from individual participants blocking decisions. Simulation
experiments suggest that the dynamics and outcomes of unanimous decision making under and
exceeding a critical threshold level of decision pressure are fundamentally different. Under this
critical threshold, the decision-making system is capable of recovering from severe shocks to the
system. If decision pressure is close to its threshold, a relatively small change can cause the
decision process to collapse. In this respect, large groups are less sustainable because they are
more likely to exceed their critical threshold than small groups. Decomposing the decisionmaking system into small units, embedded in a hierarchical structure, therefore appears to be
necessary for sustainable performance in large organizations applying unanimity rule. Cited in
van Aken 2007. Cited Jaques 1990; not Brown. At Tilburg U., NL. # Rp. PJ. A.
Romme, A. Georges L., Elena P. Antonacopoulou, Deborah E. M. Mulders and M. Susan Taylor,
2012, "The Dynamism of Organizational Practices: The Role of Employment Blueprints,"
British Journal of Management, Wiley, UK, December 2012, 23(4):561–574. Article online: 29
SEP 2011. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-8551.2011.00783.x. Explored how founders’ blueprints
affected the dynamism of organizational practices, and in particular the capability to sustain and
change practices in SMEs. Engineering- or commitment-oriented blueprints facilitate the
capability to adapt, while autocratic blueprints do not. Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ.
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Ronen, Joshua, 1987, “Comments on the papers by Etzioni and Leibenstein,” Journal of
Economic Behavior & Organization, Elsevier, North-Holland Pub., Amsterdam, NL, June 1987,
8(2):207-212. doi:10.1016/0167-2681(87)90004-7. Schumpeter hangs over both. Etzioni aims
a bit high on entrepreneurship and Leibenstein aims low - skills, training, trust. See Etzioni
1987; Leibenstein 1987 (prior articles). Baruch hard. Clio online. # Misc. PJ.
Roos, Goran, and Johan Roos, 1997, "Measuring your Company's Intellectual Performance,"
Long Range Planning, UK, June, 30(3):413-426. Until 1980, competitive advantage was based
on understanding the competitive environment. Then came the “resource-based” perspective. It
became apparent that knowledge was a, if not the, key to sustainable competitive advantage.
This touched on invisible assets and core competencies. The intellectual capital (IC) system
should focus on long-term earning capability, be based in corporate culture, and be aligned
with existing managerial processes. Jaques not cited. Not in NYPL. # MS. PJ. A.
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1911, “Realizable Ideals,” chapter (p. 96-103) in Saunders, Alta Gwinn,
and Herbert Le Sourd Creek, eds., 1923, The Literature of Business, Harper & Brothers, NY,
Harper & Brothers, Harper & Brothers; London, 554 p. So,me wealthy men preach to boys that
money is of no real consequence. Well, that is a lie. They are hypocrites. You must heed
money. Enough money is necessary. Do not try to keep up with those that have money. In 100
years they will be forgotten. Who do you remember from the Civil War? Not the merely rich.
Also, do not hate or envy the rich. Mere law honesty is not enough. The spirit and morality of
respecting the decent man who does well and condemning the one who is lacking. # Misc. Ch.
Roper, Michael, 2005, “Between Manliness and Masculinity: the 'war generation' and the
psychology of fear in Britain, 1914-1950,” Journal of British Studies, Chicago, IL, Apr 2005,
44(2):343-362. Cited Wilfred Brown as endorsing psychological interventions. (Is this
reference really to Wilfred Bion? Is it a typo?) (Broken citation?) At U. Essex, UK. Off. PJ.
Ropo, Arja, and James G. (Jerry) Hunt, 1995, "Entrepreneurial Processes as Virtuous and
Vicious Spirals in Paradoxical Perspective", Entrepreneurship: Theory and Practice, Baylor U.,
Wiley-Blackwell, UK, Spring, 19(3):91-111. Word Cnt: 9852. ISSN: 10422587.
Entrepreneurial processes contain the interplay of organizational and individual capabilities as
virtuous and vicious spirals across time. The virtuous spiral led toward successful change
because of supportive organizational and individual capabilities across time. The vicious spiral
led away from successful change because of countervailing organizational and individual
capabilities. Paradoxically, we found that entrepreneurship developed in both types of spirals.
We discuss these points based on two case studies of Finnish banks and bank managers in the
late 1980s. Jaques not cited. Cited in Dayal 2007; West & Meyer 1998. Cited Ropo 1997
Related PhD (sic). At U. Tampere, Finland; Texas Tech U., US. # Misc. PJ.
Roscigno, Vincent J., Steven H. Lopez, and Randy Hodson, 2009, "Supervisory Bullying, Status
Inequalities and Organizational Context," Social Forces, Oxford U. Press, UK-US, Mar2009,
87(3):1561-1589. 29 p. ISSN: 00377732. Bullying is increasingly identified as a significant
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social problem. Although much of this attention has centered on the context of schooling,
researchers now recognize workplaces as arenas rife with abusive, bullying behaviors. Our
multi-method analyses highlight the importance not only of structural and social vulnerability-such as being in a racial minority or of a low occupational position--but also of chaotic and
disorganized workplaces. Poor workplace organization, we show, creates positive motivations
for supervisory bullying. Workplaces without capable guardians create further vulnerabilities to
bullying as a managerial control tactic. At Ohio State U., US. # MS. PJ. A.
Rose, C. F., 1979, “Misplaced”, Production Engineer, IEEE, UK, Sept. 1979, 58(9):9. ISSN:
0032-9851. DOI: 10.1049/tpe:19790109. A letter to editor. “Kenneth Adams, Tom Stonier —
and may I add Lord Wilfred Brown—continue to speak out. Their writings ought to be made
compulsory reading for every politician, civil servant, manager and trade union representative in
the country.” ieeexplore.ieee.org Clio, City Coll elec. Sibl *ZAN-V787. W. Ltr2Edr.
Rose, C. F., 1980, “Management's unwilling role as 'referees'”, Production Engineer, IEEE, UK,
Feb 1980, 59(2):8. ISSN: 0032-9851.. DOI 10.1049/tpe:19800027. A letter to editor. Tom
Stonier, Kenneth Adams, and Lord Wilfred Brown cause us to think clearly, and as such should
be applauded. Brown claimed industrial unrest was caused by pay differentials and developed a
scheme to resolve it. Clio; City Coll elec. Sibl *ZAN-V787. W. Ltr2Edr.
Rose, Gordon, 1976, “Approaches to the Analysis of Social Service Organizations,” Journal of
Social Policy (JSP), Cambridge U. Press, UK, July, 5(3):225-238. Most models were developed
for work in industry. Weber’s and Goffman’s theories and descriptions of bureaucracy are not
very productive. Found Rowbottom’s, Glacier and Brunel studies not very relevant to social
service organizations. It may be more useful to look at organizations through general problems,
such as – the relationship between technology and structure; organizational climate; occupational
conflicts; and organizational environments. These are relevant to social services. Cited
Rowbottom 1973; Rowbottom et al 1974; DHSS 1972. # Cr. PJ. A.
Rose, Michael, 1988, Industrial Behaviour: Research and Control, 2nd edition, Penguin, London,
UK, 459 pages. (1st edn., 1975) See p. 188: “The socio-technical system [STS of the Tavistock
Institute] ...was pursued in a research programme in British coal mines lasting almost ten years –
which finally came to grief for reasons that have still never been made clear. It lies behind
the quality of work life movement that became internationally influential in the 1970s.”
Mentions Brown and Glacier in passing. Not on Jaques. Cited in Nystrom & Starbuck I. See
Trist and Bamforth 1951. At. U. of Bath. SIBL. Alt. Bk.
Rose, Nancy L., and Andrea Shepard, 1997, “Firm Diversification and CEO Compensation:
Managerial Ability or Executive Entrenchment?” The RAND Journal of Economics, Autumn
1997, 28(3):489-514. Investigated the relationship between CEO pay and firm diversification
over 1985-1990. Found firms with two lines of business paid 13 percent more in salary and
bonus than similar-sized undiversified firms. The data were consistent with the ability-matching
explanation. The diversification premium was invariant to CEO tenure. Diversification required
higher ability even though it may have been only a transitional stage between single lines of
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business (Matsusaka 1995, not herein). Data were also consistent with the resource-based view
of the firm (Penrose 1959) rather than as a portfolio of products, indicating existing measures of
diversification as product scope were inadequate. MS. PJ. A.
Rosen, Bernard C., 1956, "The Achievement Syndrome: A Psychocultural Dimension of Social
Stratification," American Sociological Review, April 1956, 21(2):203-211. Several elements of
class are time-oriented. Some are time values driven by the society. Time preference and
forward looking are both society and class based. But those in the lower class are more likely to
look less with success to the future: their plans tend not to work out. (A beginning of a sociology
with time and intention at its center - but it did not happen. See Noel Byrne 1983 positive book
review of Jaques 1982 for the beginnings of a sociology of time. Again.) MS. PJ. A.
Rosen, Martin M., 1963, "Some Management Shortcomings in Underdeveloped Countries and
their Remedies," Indian Management, All India Management Association, New Delhi, India,
Mar-Apr 1963, 2(2):28-30. [Reprinted from Development Research Digest, Washington, DC,
1(2).] Successful management obtained not just adequate capital, labour, and administration, but
also made studies of engineering, marketing, accounting control, government relations, export/
import rules, and cultural differences. Improved education was needed. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Rosen, Sherwin, 1981, “The Economics of Superstars,” The American Economic Review, Dec.,
71(5):845-858. See comment: Bowbrick, Peter, 1983, “The Economics of Superstars:
Comment,” The American Economic Review, June, 73(3):459. See reply: Rosen, Sherwin,
1983, “The Economics of Superstars: Reply,” The American Economic Review, June, 73(3):460462. The scarcity premium in the age of mass production. [Numero Uno habla Mucho Dinero.
Numero Dos habla Nada.] See Baumol’s cost disease. A basic confusion here of entrepreneurial
entertainers with managers, and the market for talent with the employment relationship. This is
the economists’ rationale for CEO hyperpay. Jaques not cited. (Thank goodness.) Alt. PJ. A.
Rosen, Sherwin, 1982, “Authority, Control, and the Distribution of Earnings,” The Bell Journal
of Economics, RAND Corporation, Autumn, 13(2):311-323. The ability of the top level manager
has a more than multiplicative effect on the productivity of the workers under him/her. But this
was limited by a diminishing return to size. Thus, firms place their most able managers at the
top. [But work is here defined as Stratum I.] See Calvo and Wellisz 1979 for very similar
findings. Cited in Garicano 2000; Grubb 1985; Keren and Levhari 1989; Baker & Hall 2004;
Weiss & Landau 1985. # MS. PJ. A.
Rosen, Sherwin, 1986, "Prizes and Incentives in Elimination Tournaments," American Economic
Review, AEA, Sep86, 76(4):701-715. Contestants who succeed in attaining high ranks in
elimination career ladders rest on their laurels in attempting to climb higher, unless top-ranking
prizes are given a disproportionate weight in the purse. A large first-place prize gives survivors
something to shoot for, independent of past performances and accomplishments. Cited K. J.
Murphy 1984 PhD; Rosen 1982; Weiss 2009. At U. Chicago. # MS. PJ. A.
Rosenbaum, James E., 1975, “The Stratification of Socialization Processes,” American
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Sociological Review, Feb. 1975, 40(1):48-54. Studied the impacts of a socially homogeneous
school with a highly stratified track system. Tracking has a marked influence on IQ between the
eighth and tenth grades even after controlling for initial ability, sex, and social class. Tracking
affects its dispersion, suggesting differentiation in the upper tracks and a homogenizing process
in the lower. (Wow.) # MS. PJ. A.
Rosenbaum, James E., 1980, “Hierarchical and Individual Effects on Earnings,” Industrial
Relations, Berkeley, CA, Winter 1980, 19(1):1-14. This work has been done on the mediating
effects of occupational structure. The study covers the entire managerial ranks (2244 employees)
of a company for 1965. The results suggest the organizational hierarchy is an important structure
on which salaries are based. Sex and the combination of education and tenure are also shown to
have significant effects on earnings. The analyses presented explain 65% of the earnings
variance in the company, suggesting that other society-wide analyses with more limited success
may have suffered from inadequate controls rather than defects in the empirical model. (Be nice
now.) MS. PJ. A.
Rosenbaum, James E., 1984, Career mobility in a corporate hierarchy, Academic Press,
Orlando, FL, 328 p. Revealed the existence of age appropriate promotion levels. Employers
used age as a criteria in their promotions to higher management. No one was promoted to
supervisor/ foreman above the age of 35. The fast-track was considered to be 3-4 years in any
level. Excellent reference bibliography and index. A narrative on the topic. Not on the theory.
Showed the background, expectations, and practices against which the theory had to struggle.
Clio Barnard HD5717 .R67 1984. Misc. Bk.
Rosenbaum, James E., and Takehiko Kariya, 1989, “From High School to Work: Market and
Institutional Mechanisms in Japan,” The American Journal of Sociology, Chicago, IL, May 1989,
94(6):1334-1365. The Japanese HSs do the job selecting. The ties between Japanese schools
and employers, the reasons they make these ties, and the criteria they use to select students, are
examined in a survey of 1408 high schools and 964 high school seniors. Academic achievement
has greater affects on jobs with linked employers than on jobs with nonlinked employers.
Japanese institutional mechanisms are different from economic market and sociological personal
network models. Based on Kariya 1988 Related PhD. MS. PJ. A.
Rosenbaum, James E., Takehiko Kariya, Rick Settersten, and Tony Maier, 1990, “Market and
Network Theories of the Transition from High School to Work: Their Application to
Industrialized Societies,” Annual Review of Sociology, Palo Alto, CA, 1990, 16:263-299. The
transition of high school students into the work force in the US creates problems for both the
youths and their employers. This paper reviews four theories: segmented labor markets, human
capital, signaling, and network theories. It also contrasts the transition systems in Japan, West
Germany, and the UK to reveal practices and theoretical issues well studied in the American
literature. Examined the poor and ignored signaling between the two groups in the US. Based
on Kariya 1988 Related PhD. MS. PJ. A.
Rosenbaum, James E., and Takehiko Kariya, 1991, “Do School Achievements Affect the Early
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Jobs of High School Graduates in the United States and Japan?” Sociology of Education,
American Sociological Association, Albany, N.Y., April 1991, 64(2):78-95. US employers do
not use grades in their hiring decisions. Japanese employers do but are ambivalent about it.
Thus, in Japan high school grades have large effects on early jobs. Bowles and Gintis are refuted
by this study: employers in neither country used non-cognitive behaviors. Based on Kariya 1988
Related PhD. MS. PJ.
Rosenbaum, James E., 1997, "Schools and the World of Work," chapter (p. 100-128) in
Weisbrod, Burton Allen, and James C. Worthy, 1997, The Urban Crisis: linking research to
action, Northwestern University Press, Evanston, Ill., US, 264 p. Compared linkages on this
transition in the U.S. and Japan. (He does not understand the real differences between the
countries, thus his recommendations are superfluous.) CUNY JJay, Htr Mn - HT123 .U7437
1997. # Misc. Ch. UP. A.
Rosenblatt, Zehava, and Zachary Sheaffer, 2001, “Brain Drain in Declining Organizations:
Toward a Research Agenda," Journal of Organizational Behavior, ProQuest, US, June,
22(4):409-424. Brain drain (BD) is one of the more detrimental implications of organizational
decline and crisis, yet it has only been fleetingly addressed in organization studies. In light of this
lacuna, introduced a conceptual framework of BD during decline. A model featuring both BD
antecedents (predictors) and consequences is presented, including an analysis of leavers'
behavioral characteristics. Cited in Rosenblatt & Sheaffer 2002. # MS. PJ.
Rosenblatt, Zehava, and Zachary Sheaffer, 2002, “Effects of Crisis-Triggered Demographic
Depletion on Organizational Change: The Case of Israeli Kibbutzim", Journal of Contingencies
and Crisis Management, UK, Mar2002, 10(1):26-38. ISSN: 09660879. Found that demographic
depletion, or the voluntary resignations of key players in a firm, was not only a signal of decline
but was a significant catalyst of change during the subsequent crisis. Analyzed 23 changes
measured annually over six-years in 53 Israeli kibbutzim. Using longitudinal econometric
analyses (panel data), human resources depletion was found to be the most significant factor in
estimating change intensity, followed by return on sales and organizational age. Billis, Jaques
not cited. Cited Bedeian & Armenakis 1998; Reger et al 1994; R & S 2001. Wow! # MS. PJ.
Rosenhead, Jonathan, 1996, "What's the Problem? An Introduction to Problem Structuring
Methods," Interfaces, INFORMS, US, Nov-Dec96, 26(6):117-131. ISSN: 0922102. Discussed
new problem structuring methods (PSM) that can be used for operations research (OR). PSM
involves a broad group of problem-handling approaches which structure problems rather than
directly solve them. Analysts have actively debated claims for the objectivity of OR models and
the limitations imposed on OR by its focus on well-defined problems. Cited Gibb 1993; Phillips
& Phillips 1993. Cited by Rosenhead 1998. At LSE, London, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Rosenhead, Jonathan, 1998, "Complexity theory and management practice." Retrieved May 15,
2007, from online, 25 p. http://human-nature.com/science-as-culture/rosenhead.html. British
spelling. A contribution to the dialogue. Reviewed chaos and complexity theory and the ways in
which they have been applied to the field of management. Explored the substantive conclusions
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for management and the validity of basing such conclusions on not-yet-proven science. Stacey
rejected analytical thinking and extolled scenario planning - but this leaves managers without the
tools to create present systems. [Really: L7 versus L3 thinking.] The illogic of illogic leads us
back to rationality. Jaques not cited. Cited Lawrence & Lawrence 1983; Vickers 1965;
Krugman 1996; Rosenhead 1996; Shallice & Burgess 1996; Stacey 1992, 1993, 1996. At LSE,
London, UK. # MS. Unp.
Rosenstein, Joseph, 1987, “Why Don’t U.S. Boards Get More Involved in Strategy?” Long
Range Planning, UK, June, 20(3):30-34. About 5 years ago there was strong interest in the US
in increasing the role of the Board in corporate strategy development. In practice, these
expectations were not met. The reasons include: lack of governmental pressure; the lack of
conspicuous ‘success’ stories among major companies; and general reappraisals of the strategic
planning process itself. There were continuing grounds for skepticism. Nevertheless, there were
some reasons for optimism, including two surveys of Boards of Directors indicating that
expectations continue to grow. Cited Tashakori 1981 PhD. # MS. PJ. A.
Rosenwald, Julius, 1924, "Why You Can't Do Too Much for Customers," System, The Magazine
of Business, Shaw-Walker Co., Muskegon, Mich., & NY, NY, US, Dec., 46(6):709-712, 777779. Mail-order catalogue. Retail worldwide. A large, complex organization. Systematic
management. [Sears got out of the mail-order business as unprofitable about 2 years before
Amazon went online. Yeah, they did. Amazon was stepping into a vacuum.] Trust was
essential – ‘send no money’ ads worked with honest, full descriptions for watches, cream
separators, violins, etc. And all sold well. No horse trading. All returns honored and refunded.
No loopholes in the guarantees. Also, Sears began the ‘county agricultural agent’ scheme to
disseminate profitable advice before it went public. Sears makes the community value it. As a
result, the business comes in. [This is the opposite of self-dealing economics.] Chairman of
Sears, Roebuck & Co. # Misc. Pro.
Rosenzweig, Saul, 1948, "The Thematic Apperception Technique in Diagnosis and Therapy,"
(TAT). [Publication title is not in this item. Lost for now.] It is expected that the use of the
TAT will shorten or facilitate the practice of psychotherapy. Cited Jaques 1945. At Western
State, Pittsburgh, PA, US. # W. PJ.
Roskin, Rick, and Charles Margerison, 1984, “Situational Complexity and Managerial
Achievement,” Management International Review, Wiesbaden, Germany, 1984, 24(3):46-52.
Research has failed to demonstrate a clear relationship between the complexity of managers’
perceptions of their environments and their probable achievement. Measures of situational
complexity and perceptions of complexity were developed. Two groups of Canadian and UK
managers simulated performance of managerial tasks having varying levels of structure and
concreteness. High cognitive complexity in terms of understanding the technical aspects of the
task was associated with high achievement; however, perceptual complexity, or the ability to
discriminate among behavioral differences among individuals, was not associated with
achievement. Canadian managers tended to be less consistent and lower in ratings of themselves
than British managers. [Close, but does it jibe with R.O. theory?] MS. PJ.
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Ross, Alexander, 1992, “The Long View of Leadership,” Canadian Business, CB Media Ltd,
Toronto, ON, Canada, May 1992, 21(1):46-51. [Contains insert, see also Jos Wintermans, 1994.]
(Also in Canadian Banker, May 1992, [65(5):46-51. Is this a ProQuest typo?] 99(3).) A well
done article accurately introducing Jaques’ ideas. The occasion for the Joint Chief’s Citation
was Jaques’ 75th birthday: January 18, 1992. See Isaiah Berlin re Churchill’s time horizon. (See
Pfeffer and Sutton 2000 book, The Knowing-Doing Gap.) See Kapel, Luthans, and Van Clieaf.
Available online at canadiancentre.com or globalro.org . Available at casonhall.com. Teach.
D. Pro. *****
Ross, Alexander, 1994, “Twenty-First Century Management: Elliott Jaques and The Theory of
Requisite Organization.” Mr. Ross died in 1994 while writing this book on Jaques. I have not
had access to the unfinished and unpublished manuscript but quotes from it have appeared in
several articles, most notably those by Judy Steed in the Toronto Star (q.v.). Unpublished.
Ross, Irwin, 1952, “British Socialism's Crisis of Faith,” Commentary, London, UK, June 1952,
13(6). Commentary Digital Archive. Cited Glacier and Jaques 1951. “The Tavistock Institute
recently undertook an exhaustive study of union-management relations at the Glacier Metal
Company, a light manufacturing firm, with some fifteen hundred employees, that has long been
renowned for its progressive policies...” “The Tavistock findings - detailed in The Changing
Culture of a Factory by Elliott Jaques - show the immense difficulties involved.” (Part of a
larger discussion.) D. Pro.
Ross, Joel E., and William C. Ross, 1982, Japanese Quality Circles and Productivity, Reston
Publishing, Reston, VA, 205 p. A Japanese employee survey and an explication of QC-circles.
How to implement them. Cited in Whitehill 1991. Jaques not cited. Baruch (not on shelf) & Htr
Mn HD66 .R67. Misc. Bk.
Ross, N. S., 1956, “Joint Consultation and Workers’ Control,” Political Quarterly, Turnstile
Press, Blackwell, London, UK, Jan.-Mar. 1956, 27(1):82-92. Even if workers got control, there
still would be a managerial hierarchy. Cited W.B.D. Brown (1946/1947) mentioned on p. 83.
Just after Mack 1956 article. # W. PJ. A.
Ross, Robert, 1971, “Comment on the Two Preceding Articles,” Journal of Applied Behavioral
Science, US, 7(5):580-585. (on H. Hornstein et al and W. Burke.) Both these articles are silent
on the ethical responsibility of OD practitioners within their client organizations. Process is
more important than purpose. “Humanism” is not the issue. OD professionals serve managers
of organizations and are social scientists for hire. Both papers are caught in the same cul-de-sac
they criticize. Cited Baritz 1960 [on UAW 1949]. Alt. PJ. A.
Ross, Stephen A., 1995, "Uses, abuses, and alternatives to the net-present-value rule," Financial
Management, Journal of the Financial Management Association, Atlanta, GA, (WileyBlackwell), Autumn, 24(3):96–102. 7 p. Word Count: 4644. ISSN: 1087-7827. For most
investments, the usefulness of the NPV rule is severely limited. The vast majority of
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investments have a not insignificant time period over which they may be undertaken, and this
implies that they have an embedded optionality on their own valuation that is exercised when the
initial investment is made. The caveat to the NPV must be taken seriously that it applies only in
cases where an investment does not preclude some alternative investment, because every
investment competes with itself delayed in time. It is not that the NPV rule is wrong, rather it is
somewhat irrelevant, and at best, it must generally be modified to be useful. Because nearly
all investments involve the option to undertake them when financing alternatives are more
favorable, in general, the preferred way to deal with such investment decisions is to treat them as
serious options on the financing environment. Optionality is ubiquitous and unavoidable.
Modern finance is now obliged to treat all major investment decisions as option pricing
problems. At Yale U., New Haven, CT. # MS. PJ.
Rossan, Sheila, 1980s. Developed IRIS (Initial Recruitment Interview Schedule), to assess the
capability level of potential new employees who lack work experience, from Gillian Stamp’s
CPA (Career Path Appreciation) assessment model. Both at Bioss. ~
Rossan, Sheila, and Gillian Stamp, [n.d., mid-1990s], “Intelligence, IQ, Capability and
Ethnicity,” bioss.com, 4 pages. An essay in response to Charles Murray and Richard J.
Herrnstein’s 1994 book, The Bell Curve. Intelligence is a set of cognitive abilities that allows us
to function successfully in our environment. We have never seen evidence to support the view
that people have high IQ scores are more successful than those with average scores. CPA has
been used in 29 countries. [One study of the CPA in South Africa by Professor Alexis Retief
was based on 8,054 black, brown and white women and men. This may have been proprietary.]
Downloadable (7/03). www.bioss.com/Phase2/OnlineLibrary/ ~
Rossan, Sheila, and D. Topham, 1996, “The Assessment of Capability: The reliability and
validity of CPA as a means of assessment,” (4th draft). Cited in Comaroff 2012 MA thesis.
Unpublished. Ru.
Rossan, Sheila, 2010, “The capability of young people,” On the Horizon, Emerald Group Pub.
Ltd., UK, 18(1):71-78. Defined ‘capability,’ which is referred to as ‘complexipacity’ elsewhere
in this issue, and described the capability of two young people whose teachers and parents did
not recognize their strengths. Conditions that make the expression of capability difficult include
rules applied too rigidly or too bureaucratically, irrespective of the capability of the person, and
also when there is a mismatch between the capability of the person wielding authority (teacher,
boss, head of family) and the person who is the object of that authority (pupil, subordinate,
children). What is meant by ‘capability’ is the ability to handle complexity, to juggle many
variables at once, and to handle uncertainty and risk. Everyone’s capability continues to develop
over time. Wisdom develops later. Cited Jaques 1989, 1990, 1991; Rossan 1976, 1992; Stamp
1988, 1989, 1993. Case study. # Rp. PJ.
Rossman, Herbert D., 1961, “Job Evaluation Study – 1960,” Personnel Journal, Santa Monica,
CA, January 1961, pp. 314-318. (Vol 1 = 1922.) A plan for a study for a job evaluation plan
that incorporated time-span of discretion (TSD) as one of its three major compensable factors.
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Rossman was Analyst - Salary Administration, Missile & Space Vehicle Department, General
Electric Company, Philadelphia, PA. This cited and built on EJ 1956, Hill 1956. Cited in
Belcher 1974 (p. 193-4). (Were the results ever published or implemented? DK. By 1968
Rossman was an attorney in Philly. In 1980s was at Drexel U., in business law, and a labor
arbitrator.) See S. Friedman and LeVino 1984. SIBL *ZAN-T4350. # Rp. Pro.
Rosson, Philip J., and I. David Ford, 1982, “Manufacturer-Overseas Distributor Relations and
Export Performance,” Journal of International Business Studies, Autumn, 13(2):57-72. This was
the ONLY citation of Duguid and Jaques 1971, which was almost the only study done in this
area. On Marketing. Misc. PJ.
Rostow, Eugene V., 1959, “To Whom and For What Ends Are Corporate Managers
Responsible?” chapter three (p. 46-71, 302-305) in Mason, Edward S., ed., 1959, The
Corporation in Modern Society, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 335 p. Disagreed with
strongly by Wilbert E. Moore 1962. Discussed the dispute on the proper responsibilities of the
managers and the directors between Professors Adolph A. Berle, Jr., and E. Merrick Dodd, Jr.
Berle in 1954 came to agree with Dodd’s much earlier position that directors were keepers of the
public conscience in trust for the well-being of the entire economic system as a whole, not just
the well-being of their current shareholders. [No one seems to have told the lawyers and
economists that Berle had switched sides. Agency theory was at risk.] [It is not clear whether
Berle or Dodd included the future of the system as part of their squabble. We assume they meant
this.] (See ftnt 32.) See Berle 1931, 1932, 1954, 1958; Dodd 1932, 1935 (none included).
Legal. NYPL Hum E 11-145. Refu. Ch.
Roth, E. M., Mumaw, R. J., and Lewis, Philip M., 1994, “Empirical Investigation of Operator
Performance in Cognitively Demanding Simulated Emergencies,” NTIS, Springfield, VA.
Sponsor: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC. Div. of Systems Research. Jul
1994, 134 p. NUREGCR6208. Performer: Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, PA.
Science and Technology Center. A study of nuclear power plant operator performance in
cognitively demanding simulated emergencies. During emergencies operators follow highly
prescriptive written procedures. Training simulators at two plant sites were used to understand
and document what role higher-level cognitive activities such as diagnosis, or more generally
'situation assessment', play in guiding operator performance. The results revealed a number of
instances where higher-level cognitive activities enabled crews to handle aspects of the situation
that were not fully addressed by the procedures. (Not on Jaques but see Mumaw 1996. Studies
of DMT seem appropriate here.) Misc. Rep.
Rother, Mike, 2010, Toyota Kata: managing people for improvement, adaptiveness, and superior
results, McGraw Hill, NY, NY, US, 306 p. Lots of solid information on managing. How Toyota
does it: with two goals: 1. Create a process improvement system, and 2. Teach and mentor this
improvement process across the firm to the next generation. Company thrives long-term.
Management by Means (MBM), not Management by Results (MBR). Cited by Gabor 2010.
Foreword by H. Thomas Johnson (q.v. 2000). Cited Deming 1986, Carse 2008; Shewhart 1939;
Kleiner 2006; Hounshell 1984. Jaques not cited. Not in Clio. SIBL Refr. *R-SIBL HD62.15
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.R685 2010. Cuny Medgar Evers HD62.15 .R685 2010. Abs # MS. Bk.
Rothkopf, David J., 2005, Running the World, the inside story of the National Security Council
and the architects of American power, Public Affairs, New York, NY, 554 p. A history of the
National Security Council (NSC) since its inception in 1947 under HST and the emergence of
wisdom. Kilburg 2006 praised the book’s focus and clarity. Also, praised it for its focus on
losing that wisdom in the 1960s and thereafter. A close look at the dynamics of the group. More
was needed than brightness and data. Something else. (HST was a capable, stratum-VII leader
who had read the classics and knew what he was doing. Read Plain Speaking alongside this
book.) See also Kirsner’s 2000 book. Cited by Kilburg 2006. Jaques not cited. Clio Lehman
(out to Fac) & Milstein [Butler] (not there) UA23.15 .R68 2005. NYPL Rm 121, Hum-Hist
IBM 05-5232. Misc. Bk.
Rothman, Hal K., 2000, “What has work become?” Journal of Labor Research, Summer 2000,
21(3):379-392. Special section on technology in the workplace and in the information age. The
writer discusses that Americans have long recognized work as a series of discrete and interactive
tasks that necessitate mechanical skill and dexterity and do not incidentally involve cooperation.
He asserts that this clearly defined world of labor and production is now a thing of the past.
Although it may be premature to declare the end of the natural-resources-based world economy,
the ways in which resources are organized, utilized, and the purposes that they are put to have
changed dramatically, particularly in the First World. (Seattle riots at WTO meeting.) MS. PJ.
Rothwell, Jonathan, 2012, Education, Job Openings, and Unemployment in Metropolitan
America, Metropolitan Policy Program, Brookings Institution, Washington, DC, Aug., 33 p.
The findings emphasize the increasing importance of education for vacant jobs - or at least those
advertised online - and shed additional light on the causes of recovery, or lack thereof, in
metropolitan areas and the nation. While the demand for highly skilled workers continues to
outstrip the supply, this does not mean that there are an abundance of job openings that are going
unfilled. The share of openings that are going unfilled is 33 percent in the average large metro
area, which is almost exactly the same ratio as in the 1960s. (They eventually get filled.) The
reality is that a bachelor’s degree is unnecessary for many jobs, including some that pay decent
wages and require intellectually rigorous and creative work. Yet, a high school diploma alone
does not prepare workers for the complex mathematical, computer, and science skills needed to
succeed on the floor of most modern factories. Technological-change has complemented highly
educated workers, while displacing many less educated workers. There are simply fewer jobs
per worker for those with little education. Metro areas with a lower education gap appear more
entrepreneurial, as evidenced by their higher rate of job openings. This correlation between the
education gap and job openings rate is significant, even after adjusting for metro demographic
characteristics, industry demand, and housing trends. [Braverman is wrong.] # Misc. Rep.
Rothwell, William J., 2001, Effective Succession Planning, ensuring leadership continuity and
building talent from within, AMACOM, New York, NY, 3rd edn., 400 p. [Editor IJTD.]
Separated the Performance Appraisal (past) from the Potential Assessment (future). Contrast
with Charan, Drotter, and Noel 2001. Cited Mahler and Drotter 1986; Hunt 1991; Senge 1990;
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Zajanc 1996; Kraut et al 1989; H. Levinson 1972; Brinkerhoff 1983. Jaques not cited. Cited by
Kesler and Kirincic 2005. CUNY - online. NYPL SIBL (1st edn., 1994, 313 p.) JBF 96-321.
At Penn State. MS. Bk.
Rotter, Julian B., 1967, "A New Scale for the Measurement of Interpersonal Trust," Journal of
Personality, Wiley-Blackwell, US-UK, Dec67, 31(4):651-665. ISSN: 00223506. DOI:
10.1111/j.1467-6494.1967.tb01454.x. Presented a new scale for the measurement of
interpersonal trust. One of the most salient factors in the effectiveness of the present complex
social organization is the willingness of individuals to trust others. The efficiency, adjustment,
and even survival of any social group depend upon the presence or absence of such trust.
Interpersonal trust is defined here as expectancy held by an individual or a group that the word,
promise, verbal or written statement of another individual or group can be relied upon.
Cited in Bassarab 2010 PhD. At U. Conn. # Misc. PJ.
Rouchy, Jean Claude, 1987, “Problématique de l’intervention,” Connexions, [Special issue:
Texte imprimé:] L'Intervention: sources et méthodes, Erès, Toulouse, Epi, Paris, France, 184 p.,
1987/1, 49:29-42. In French. En français. Sujets: Socioanalyse. Idéologie individualiste et
négation des valeurs institutiones nécessite une attention particulière aux résistences apparaissant
des la mise en place du dispoisitif. [“Fundamental problems of the psychosociological
consultancy.” The individualist ideology and the negation of instituted values requires paying
particular attention to the resistances that appear as soon as the apparatus is set up.] Cited Jaques
1955 reprinted in Lévy 1965 (Fr?). Jaques has withdrawn this paper. In French. NYPL Hum
Offsite JFL 78-164. NYPL has 1972-2007. Also in Bayerische Staatsbibliothek. Off. PJ.
Rountree, B. Seebohm, 1924, "Why We Share Our Profits," System, The Magazine of Business,
Shaw-Walker Co., Muskegon, Mich., & NY, NY, US, July, 46(1):45-46, 68. Reprinted from
British System. Systematic management in the UK. If capital and labour are to work together,
adequate attention must be paid to the human condition. Give all a share in the financial
prosperity of the enterprise. The wage should be 7 ½ % of capital. A reserve should then be set
aside. Then the workers get 50% of the profits; the directors 10%; and the shareholders 40%.
This aligns the interests of the workers and the management. [This is the opposite of selfdealing economics.] # Misc. Pro.
Rousseau, Denise, 1985, “Issue of Level in Organizational Research: Multi-level and cross-level
perspectives,” Research in Organizational Behavior, L. L. Cummings and B. M. Staw, eds., JAI
Press, Greenwich, CT, 7:1-37. An annual journal. Researchers must have definitions to specify
levels to compare them and avoid biases in composition, multi-level and cross-level models. The
nature of the hierarchical relation between each level must also be specified. There has been a
dearth of theory-driven meso-level research examining the relationship between organizational
social structure and individual cognition (p. 22-23). Cited in Spreitzer 1992, 1996. Jaques not
cited. Baruch, Grad Ctr, Hunter Mn (elec) HD 28 .R47. MS. PJ. A.
Rousseau, Denise M., 1989, "Psychological and Implied Contracts in Organizations," Employee
Responsibilities and Rights Journal, Kluwer-Plenum Press, NY, NY, US, Ebsco, June 1989,
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2(2):121-139. Two forms of unwritten contracts derive from relations between organizations
and their members, psychological and implied. Psychological contracts are individual beliefs in
a reciprocal obligation between the individual and the organization. Implied contracts are mutual
obligations characterizing interactions existing at the level of the relationship (e.g., dyadic,
interunit). Changing conditions of employment have altered employee/employer relations
beyond conventional transaction-oriented models of motivation and individual responses. Cited
by Sashkin and Williams 1990. At NWU. (weaker) MS. PJ.
Rousseau, Denise M., 1990, "New Hire Perceptions of Their Own and Their Employer's
Obligations," Journal of Organizational Behavior, Wiley, Chichester, UK, Sept. 1990,
11(5):389-400. Psychological contracts are individual beliefs in reciprocal obligations between
employees and employers. Two parts are shown to be in the psychological contract between the
employer and employee. One is the “transactional” and the other is “relational.” The first is
related to the task. The second is related to the person, the employer. Tasks are temporary and
variable, while the relationship has the possibility of trust and permanence. A violation of
expectations around tasks carries little weight with the employee. But a violation of trust that
could break the relationship can be very serious. [See Asian P-M leadership model.] Jaques and
Fox not cited. Cited by Sashkin and Williams 1990. At NWU. MS. PJ.
Rousseau, Denise M., 1998, “Why Workers Still Identify with Organizations,” Journal of
Organizational Behavior, Wiley, NY, NY, May 1998, 19(3):217-233. There is a pervasive
human drive to identify with the social system of which we are a part. Deep structure
identification can be expected to promote high involvement work systems, but it is not
appropriate for all forms of employment situations. It will change. As the Sufi saying goes:
“You think, because you understand ‘one and one equals two,’ that you understand ‘one’. But
you must also understand ‘and’.” (Enough about systems.) MS. PJ.
Rousseau, Denise M., 1998, “The ‘Problem’ of the Psychological Contract Considered,” Journal
of Organizational Behavior, Special Issue: The Psychological Contract at Work, Wiley, NY,
NY, 19(SI):665-671. Reply to David Guest 1998. The psychological contract is not legal but it
is real and it is socially constructed. Its violation and change gives meaning to the dynamics of
the employment relationship. It is resilient in the face of changes. (Errata: Levinson 1962 is
1972. Levinson 1972 contained a lot of Jaques.) MS. PJ.
Rousseau, Denise M., 2006, “Is There Such a Thing as ‘Evidence-Based Management’?”
Academy of Management Review, April 2006, 31(2):256-269, 14p; (AN 20208679). 2005
Presidential Address. How much organization research promises, yet falls short. Researchers
and practitioners fail to use all available evidence. Teachers use Herzberg because he is
understood by students. Worse, MBA programs leave their graduates believing they have
learned what they need to know to manage. No further learning is needed. Used evidencebased management in health care as an exemplar for closing the prevailing ‘research-practice
gap.’ Cited Jaques 1976. W. PJ. A.
Rousseau, Denise M., 2007, "A Sticky, Leveraging, and Scalable Strategy for High-Quality
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Connections between Organizational Practice and Science," Academy of Management Journal,
Oct2007, 50(5):1037-1042. 6p. DOI: 10.5465/AMJ.2007.27155539 (?). ISSN: 0001-4273.
Comments on Rynes et al 2007. The Rynes et al 2007 article examines the divide between
academic research into personnel management and the practical application of that research in a
real-world work environment. Suggested a scalable plan for reconciling organizational behavior
with academic research. At Tepper School, Carnegie Mellon U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Roustang, Guy, 1971, “La formation des salaires des cadres,” Revue économique, (Les disparites
de salaires), Sciences Po U. P., JSTOR, March 1971, 22(2):247-270. In French. Age-wage
charts. Responsibilities of engineers and administrative personnel rise with age and then their
salaries also rise. French data show a similar age-wage profile to Great Britain but a difference
with the USA. (Jaques not cited. This may be an oversight since he was cited by the author
within months.) # MS. PJ. A.
Roustang, Guy, 1971, “Evolution du salaire des cadres superieurs en fonction de l'age,” Revue
économique, (Les disparites de salaires), Sciences Po U. P., JSTOR, May 1971, 22(3):395-429.
In French. An important differentiation on wages. Many age-wage profiles based on French
data on graduate engineers, higher-level administrators and on regular workers. The wages of
the top jobs increased with age. Pay in the lower level jobs decreased. The last part covered
differences based on life activities, education, size of firm, type of economic activity, and region.
Study was an application of Elliott Jaques 1961 book (French trans. 1963.) # Rp. PJ. A.
Routh, Guy, 1965, Pay and Occupation in Great Britain 1906-1960, Cambridge U. Press,
Cambridge, UK. Routh cited Jaques (1956, 1958) to explain some of his findings on earnings.
[See Nystrom 1973 for a clear link of career pay findings in the US to Jaques.] Book review by
Martinson (1970) noted how Routh used Jaques to get beyond Samuelson on exceptions to
labor supply-demand theory. Book review by Marsh (1966) noted that collective bargaining is
an institutionalized way of maintaining pay differentials (status, ranks) which increases the
importance of education and training to improve earnings. Cited in Krimpas. Cited [as mss.] in
Fogarty 1963a, p. 109, as confirming Jaques’ 1958 pay curves. (See 1980 2nd edn.) Rp. Bk.
UP. A.
Routh, Guy, 1975, The Origin of Economic Ideas, Macmillan, London, UK, 321 pages. (2nd edn,
1989, Houndsmills, Basingstoke, UK, 360 pages.) A neat skeptical review of the development
of economic concepts. Balanced. Not on Jaques. Seen. SIBL JLD 76-355. Misc. Bk.
Routh, Guy, 1980, Occupation and Pay in Great Britain 1906-1979, 2nd edition, Macmillan
Press, London, UK. 269 pages. Citations of Jaques (1956, 1958) and comments were retained
from the first edition in 1965. Cited Fogarty (p. 255-6). Cited Wilfred Brown 1962 (p. 256);
cited Doeringer and Piore (1971, p. 97-98) as confirming Brown (p. 257). Rp. Bk.
Note: Rowbottom worked at BIOSS from 1968 to 1989.
Rowbottom, Ralph, Helen Seed, and Lillien Davidson, 1970, “Organization of Children's
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Departments,” Local Government Chronicle, UK, No. 5374, 28 February, p. 429-435 (?). Cited
in C. Spencer 1970; Foren and Brown 1971. Bk Rev in BJSW 1(4):494-496 (13 p.). A. Brunel
Uxb. Libr.: JS3001.L65. Online since 1993. Not in CUNY, NYPL, Clio. Try NYU, Stevens.
NYAM? Not seen. Rp. NJ.
Rowbottom, Ralph, 1970, “Organization of Children's Departments,” C. Knight, London, UK,
April, 14 pages. Pamphlet reprint of above article? Out of print on Amazon.co.uk. Not seen.
Rp. Pamph.
Rowbottom, Ralph W., and Anthea Hey, 1970, “Towards an Organisation of Social Services
Departments,” Local Government Chronicle, UK, No. 5403, 19 September, p. 1849-1855. Initial
research findings on how to make social service departments more effective in providing better
quality services to clients and more satisfying environments for those working in them. Cited in
Hey & Rowbottom 1971; Foren & Brown 1971. Bk Rev in BJSW 1(4):494-496 (12 p.). A.
Brunel Uxb: JS3001.L65. NYAM? Not seen. Rp. NJ.
Rowbottom, Ralph W., 1971, “Emerging Patterns of Hospital Organization,” (four articles),
British Hospital Journal, UK, 81:4229-4232. [This may be: British hospital journal and social
service review. London, Law and Local Government Pubs.] Based on his 1972 PhD. Clio:
Health Sciences: Serial B. Not seen. (Did I See These At Cornell/Weill?) X4. Rp. PJ.
Rowbottom, Ralph, 1972, Emerging Patterns of Hospital Organization, Ph.D., thesis in
Community Medicine (G3), Brunel University, Uxbridge (West London), Middlesex, UK.
Uxbridge Library: PH.D.R69. BLL no. D2642/72. Theses # 22-5871. No abstract. See PhDs.
Published as a book in 1973 (see below). See Ph.D.s.
Rowbottom, Ralph W., 1973, “Organizing Social Services: Hierarchy or ...?” Public
Administration, London, UK, Autumn, 51:291-305. Compares and contrasts the two fields of
medicine and social work. Doctors possess a body of knowledge beyond the understanding of
patients. They are accountable to others in the profession. But social workers do not have an
exclusive body of knowledge. They are accountable to a continuous hierarchy. The alternative,
co-operation, would be fine but it is a non-form and no one is accountable to anyone for anything
– or to the public. RWR takes to task the ideas on the conflict between a profession and the
hierarchy put forward by Etzioni, Blau and Scott, Heraud, and Leonard and Smith. Abstracted
by Norman Johnson in BJSW, Spring 1974, 4(1):103-105. Cited Algie 1970; Kogan and Terry
1971; Newman and Rowbottom 1968; Rowbottom et al 1973; DHSS 1969. # Rp. PJ.
Rowbottom, Ralph, with Jeanne Balle, Stephen Cang, Maureen Dixon, Elliott Jaques, Tim
Packwood, and Heather Tolliday, 1973, Hospital Organization: A Progress Report on the
Brunel Health Services Organization Project, Heinemann, London, UK, and Crane, Russak &
Co., New York, 314 pages. Describes the first four years of a major action research project in
UK National Health Service begun in 1967. A wide variety of organizational models were
developed, implemented and tested in British hospitals. Deeper issues of the special problems of
organizing medical, nursing, and paramedical staff are addressed. This material was influential
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in the major NHS reorganization begun in 1974, wherein the members of this Bioss unit were
directly involved. This book “was written, completely by me, drawing primarily on my own
research experience but also, in some various degree on that of my colleagues (in HSORU,
including EJ) - all therefore, cited as subsidiary authors” [RR email 6/30/05]. It is Rowbottom’s
1972 Ph.D. thesis at Brunel. Appendix is on Social Analysis. [See also: Department of Health
and Social Security, 1972.] See Nursing Times, 1969. See book reviews by Derek Williams
1973, in PA 51(3):343-345, and by Celia Davies 1975. Used with Argyris 1970 by Finn Borum
as a basis for his 1976 PhD.
Table of Contents.
1. Introduction – The Project and this Book, 2. General Outline of Health Services in
1971, 3. The Nature of Organization – An Initial Conception, 4. Kinds of Roles and RoleStructures in Hospitals, 5. Organization of Medical Staff, 6. Organization of Paramedical
Staff, 7. Organization of Nursing Staff, 8. Organization of Other Hospital Staff, 9. The
Role of Administrators and Finance Staff, 10. Group and Regional Organization, 11.
Some General Conclusions from Project-Work So Far, 12. General Implications for
Organizational-Design in the Health Field, 13. Some Open Issues, 14. Retrospect and
Prospect, Appendix A. Glossary, Appendix B. Social Analysis in Large-Scale
Organizational Change. Bibliography.
Clio Bus Liby: RA988 .L7 R68 1973b Rp. Bk.
Rowbottom, Ralph W., and Anthea Hey, 1973, “Organizing Social Services – A Second
Chance,” Local Government Chronicle, UK, No. 5526. Cited in Billis 1973. Brunel Uxb. Libr.
JS3001.L65. NYAM? Not seen. Rp. NJ.
Rowbottom, Ralph W., and Anthea Hey, 1974, “Collaboration Between Area Health and Social
Services Authorities,” Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK, February. A 2-part
series on vertical collaboration after the April 1974 reorganization. (See Health Services, 1978.)
“(1) Working Links,” 9 Feb., 84(4373):294-295. How the two systems should intermesh at
each level and be strategically and operationally managed through joint consultative committees.
“(2) The Organization of Social Work in Hospitals and Other Health Care Settings,” 16 Feb.,
84(4374):352-355. An analysis of the accountability framework in the organization to allow cooperation between health and social workers without fragmentation. (Order of author’s names
was reversed in the second article.) In NY Acad. of Medicine. # # Rp. Pro.
Rowbottom, Ralph, Anthea Hey, and David Billis, 1974, Social Services Departments:
Developing Patterns of Work and Organization, Social Services Organization Research Unit,
Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, Bioss, Heinemann, London, UK, 294 p.
[Other entries under Social Services Organization Research Unit, and under Brunel Institute of
Organisation and Social Studies.] Describes the first four years of a major action research
project in UK Local Authority Social Service Departments begun in 1967. A wide variety of
organizational models were developed, implemented and tested. Primary issues of the nature
and aims of various social welfare work are also discussed. For a discussion of the matrix form
of organization as a way to improve the administration of social services, see p. 30-32, 85-87
(cited in Knight 1976). (See Billis, David, et al, 1980, for subsequent report.) See Chapter 3 for
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Rowbottom essay. See Bk Rev by Peter Westland in BJSW, Winter 1974, 4(4):469-471. A. See
Bk Rev by Claudine McCreadie in JSP in 1975, 4(3):330-331. See Bk Rev by Celia Davies
1975. See Øvretveit (Ovretveit) 1988 PhD and Byford 1994 PhD. Rp. Bk.
Rowbottom, Ralph, and David Billis, 1977, “The Stratification of Work and Organizational
Design,” Human Relations, Jan., 30(1):53-76. doi:10.1177/001872677703000104 (Reprinted as
Chapter 16 in Jaques, Elliott, with Roland Oliver Gibson, and D. John Isaac (eds.), 1978, Levels
of Abstraction in Logic and Human Action, Heinemann, London, UK. Reprinted as Chapter 7 in
Jaques (ed.), 1978, Health Services.) A successful response from the Jaques camp to
contingency theory, especially to the organic approach of Burns and Stalker. Showed how worklevels are designed by managers to match the level of response required by the environment.
Used Jaques’ framework of strata but dropped time span of discretion. This was the first
articulation of the work-levels approach, a variant on Jaques’ theory. (Abstracted by Gilbert
Smith in BJSW in 1977, 7(2):225-6. Smith had numerous armchair objections to their findings.)
See Whittington and Bellaby 1979. See Schon 1971. # Rp. PJ. *****
Rowbottom, Ralph William, 1977, Social Analysis: a collaborative method of gaining usable
scientific knowledge of social institutions, Heinemann, London, UK. The methodology used at
Glacier Metal and developed over 15+ years is described and critiqued. Its source, foundation,
project-life, and validation. This obscure method is the source of Jaques’ theory and the Bioss
consultancy since 1967. The social analyst must conduct semi-structured interviews to analyze,
clarify, identify alternatives, and predict consequences. Excellent bibliography on social
analysis. Now widely used. (See book review by Hugh Foot. Skeptical Bk Rev by Gilbert
Smith in 1979, 9(1):150-152. SA can be used in the interests of senior management to the
neglect of clients and patients.) Rp. Bk.
Rowbottom, Ralph, and Anthea Hey, 1978, “Collaboration Between Health and Social Services,”
Health Services Organization Research Unit (with Social Services Organization Research Unit),
Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, 35
p. (Working papers) Public welfare and National Health Service in Great Britain. Published as
a cyclostyled paper by Bioss (per Rowbottom 1977 as pubd in 1976, p. 166-167). [Author’s
name new in 4th edition of Biblio.] (Draft Pamphlet (1976) HV687.B78.) Brunel Uxbridge
HV687.B78 1978. Ru.
Rowbottom, Ralph, and Anthea Hey, 1978, “Organization of Services for the Mentally Ill,”
Brunel Univ., Inst. of Org. & Social Studs., Bioss December, 38 pages. Avail: Amazon.co.uk.
Ru.
Rowbottom, Ralph, 1979, “Linking Administration to Fieldwork Services in Croydon Social
Services Department,” Brunel Univ., Inst. of Org. & Social Studs., Bioss, September, 44 pages.
Ru.
Rowbottom, Ralph William, and David Billis, 1987, Organisational Design: The Work Levels
Approach, Gower Publishing, Aldershot, UK, and Ashgate Publishing, US, 165 pages. Uses
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own language, different from Jaques, and turns Jaques’ theory on its head to show how it can be
implemented. Written primarily for managers, H.R. people and academics interested in practical
problems. Draws mainly from research and applications in the U.K. public sector. First, the
main elements in an organization must be separated from each other - authority structures from
pay, grading and status structures, and both from work levels. Clarification of concepts is
needed to remove ambiguities and myth-conceptions that currently exist around roles and
relationships. The prime choice is the basic work level at the front line where the organization
meets the customer. The next is the design of business units. Teams must be designed using
members at various work levels to accomplish their goals. Participation must be linked to
systems and structures to ensure everyone is involved. Rp. Bk. *****
Rowbottom, Ralph, and David Billis, 1987, “Cutting Out the Management Overlap,” Personnel
Management, London, UK, Nov., 19(11):22-25. A short but meaty article on the ‘work levels’
approach. How to cut layers of managers without hurting the organization. Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Rowbottom, Ralph, and Nicholas J.A. Spicer, 1995, “Stages of Life: A New Look,” R.
Rowbottom, London, UK, 1 December, 20 pages. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Rowe, K. H., 1964, “An Appraisal of Appraisals,” Journal of Management Studies, Blackwell,
Oxford, UK, 1(1):1-25. A good critique of traditional methods. Unaware of Jaques. Misc. PJ.
Rowntree, B. Seebohm, 1938, The Human Factor in Business, 3rd edn., Longmans, London, UK,
244 p. [1921, 1st edn., 178 p.] Workers have changed since “the War”. There must be no more
Prussianism in business. Pay by results must end. The goal now was to regularize work and
reduce redundancies. Rules must be shared. Workers will form a committee to give agreement
on long-range rules for dismissal, promotion, and selection. Psychological identification of misfits was 2%-5%. Cited by Child 1969. City & Baruch HD8390 .R79 1938. Clio Butler MF.
NYPL Schw Offsite TDK (Rowntree, B. S. Human factor in business. 1938). MS. Bk.
Roy, Donald, 1952, Restriction of Output in a Piecework Machine Shop, Ph.D., dissertation in
Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL. Published as three articles in AJS in 1952-19531954, (see Roy below). Strongly supported Behrend 1957 and Brown 1962. See Related Ph.D.
Roy, Donald, 1952, “Quota Restriction and Goldbricking in a Machine Shop,” American Journal
of Sociology, The Sociological Study of Work, March 1952, 57(5):427-442. This is an
explanation of reduced output that gets beyond Taylor’s “soldiering” and opened the door to new
economic reasoning. Excerpted in Joseph A. Litterer 1963 (see Selznick entry – informal
organization). See also Behrend, 1957, “The Wage Effort.” See Related Ph.D. Misc. PJ. A.
Roy, Donald F., 1953, “Work Satisfaction and Social Reward in Quota Achievement: An
Analysis of Piecework Incentive,” American Sociological Review, Oct. 1953, 18(5):507-514.
JSTOR. See Related Ph.D. Keep pumpin’! Yes, there is a pride in meeting the quota. This
approach was central to Lawler and Porter’s 1960s research. Misc. PJ. A.
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Roy, Donald, 1954, “Efficiency and ‘The Fix:’ Informal Intergroup Relations in a Piecework
Machine Shop,” American Journal of Sociology, Nov., 1954, 60(3):255-266. See Related Ph.D.
This is how the “effort bargain” was actually worked out. (And this was 1954!) Misc. PJ. A.
Roy, Donald F., 1959 (?), “‘Banana Time,’ Job Satisfaction and Informal Interaction,” Human
Organization, US, 18:158-168. The high point of the day for these front line workers was lunch.
This is where Taylorism leaves firms: workers check their brains at the door. Academics have
misinterpreted this blue collar tale into dead-end confusion. Roy is soooo good. Misc. PJ. A.
Roy, Donald, 1969, “Making Out: A Workers’ Counter-System of Control of Work Situation and
Relationships,” in Burns, Tom, ed., 1969, Industrial Man, Penguin, Harmondsworth, UK. This
is what the beached British Marxists in the 1990s had been looking for. Instead, for them, JIT is
a conspiracy against the workers. Misc. PJ. A.
Roy, Ramashray, 1985, "Modern Economics and Value-neutrality," Journal of Social and
Economic Studies (n. s.), Sage Pubs., New Delhi/Beverly Hills/London, 2(2-3):203-222. In view
of the moral imperatives arising from biophysical facts impinging increasingly on human
existence (as per Daly 1977), the question of restructuring the 'science' of economics in such a
way that the idioms of a good life, instead simply of 'value-neutral' life, can be recognised and
gain importance. Is the individual's pursuit of self-interest really value free? # Refu. PJ.
Roy, S. K., 1969, “A Re-examination of the Methodology of A. K. Rice’s Indian Textile Mill
Work Reorganization,” Indian Journal of Industrial Relations, Shri Ram Centre for Industrial
Relations, New Delhi, India, Oct. 1969, 5(2):170-191. ‘Rice’s (1958) main assumption that
reinforcement or [of] social and staff [self]-actualization needs led to higher productivity is
questioned in terms of experimental design. [Maslow.] Indirect but empirical evidence is also
offered to show that higher productivity in the short run may be attributed to monetary
incentives. The neglect of the trade unions in Rice’s study is also questioned. (Empirical.)
"Rice's methodological looseness, therefore, not only clouds the interpretation of his reported
findings, but makes them highly suspect. Rice calls it an ‘experiment’, but" he omits
comparability. See Singh and Rudraswamy 1959; Kelly 1969. SIBL Offsite Req in Adv L-11
823 v. 5 (July 1969-Apr. 1970). # Refu. PJ.
Roy, S. K., 1971, “Personnel Management in Indian Business and Industry,” Personnel
Administration, US, March-April, 34(2):14-19. Some personnel problems are unique to India yet
others are universal and prone to known remedies. If the personnel officer in India is to reach
full potential, he must see himself as an active change agent. Cited Dayal 1967, 1970. Baruch,
Hunter Mn. (5). At Shri Ram Centre for Industrial Relations, New Delhi, IN. MS. PJ.
Royal Commission on Doctor’s and Dentists’ Remuneration, 1960, The Report of the Royal
Commission on Doctor’s and Dentists’ Remuneration (Command 939), [1957-1960], H.M.S.O.
(?), London, UK. See also, Minutes of Evidence or the summary in Fogarty 1961 p. 80-81 and
86-89. Cited by Fogarty 1963a as supporting Jaques’ equitable work payment scale and noted
the 10% deviation was confirmed as the point of explosion. See Fogarty 1963b (p. 47, ftnt 28)
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pp. 30 ff. Not Seen. Misc. Rep.
Royal Commission on the National Health Service, 1978, “The Working of the National Health
Service,” Research Paper No. 1, HMSO, London, UK. Cited in Kinston 1983 (SS&M). Not in
Brunel. Not seen. (See - Kogan Report.) ~
Royal Commission on the National Health Service, 1978, “Management of Financial Resources
in the National Health Service”, Research Paper No. 2 (2nd Edition), HMSO, London (1978),
UK. NYAM – nope. Not in NYC. Not seen. ~
Royal Commission on the National Health Service, 1979, (Sir Alec Merrison, chairman),
Report, Great Britain, Cmnd. 7615, HMSO, London, UK, 491 p. para. 10.38. Cited in Kinston
1983 (SS&M). See Davies 1980. Not in NYPL or CUNY. Brunel U. Libr.
J301.K6.CMND.7615. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Royal Institute of Chemistry, 1956, “Remuneration Survey 1956,” Journal of the Royal Institute
of Chemistry, London, U.K., September. Cited in Fogarty 1963a, p. 57. Shows chart of pay
curves by quartile. Comparable to Jaques 1961. Not Seen. Misc. PJ.
Royal Institute of Chemistry, 1959, Remuneration Survey, 1959, London, UK. Cited in Fogarty
1963b, p. 47, ftnt 28. Comparable to Jaques 1956. Not Seen. Misc. Rep.
Rozell, Elizabeth J., Wesley A. Scroggins, José Ernesto Amorós, Maria Elizabeth Arteaga, and
Marcos M. Schlemm, 2010, "Entrepreneurship in Specific Cultural Contexts: The Role of
Training and Development for Entrepreneur-Culture Fit," Journal for Global Business
Education, Jun2010, 10:51-71. ISSN: 15516784. Characteristics and traits related to
entrepreneurial behavior are important to the success of new entrepreneurial ventures. The
knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics imperative to success of new ventures were
likely to differ across cultures. This paper presents a model for entrepreneurial success based on
the concept of the implicit cultural entrepreneurial prototype. Entrepreneur-culture fit becomes a
strategic job task that can be trained. At Missouri State; Universidad del Desarrollo, Santiago,
Chile; ESPAE-ESPOL, Ecuador; Catholic U. of Paraná, Brazil. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
RTZ. See: Rio Tinto/ RTZ/ CRA/ Comalco Company Documents (in a separate
section):
RTZ Corporation PLC, CRA Limited, 1999, Annual Report to Shareholders. Registered Office,
55 Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, and the RTZ Corporation PLC, 6 St James
Square, London. www.riotinto.com Rep.
Rubery, Jill, and Frank Wilkinson, eds., 1994, Employer Strategy and the Labour Market,
Oxford U. P., UK, 385 p. Political Science. This book draws on important new data from the
ESRC's Social Change and Economic Life Initiative to test, modify, and challenge much of the
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current academic literature on the determinants of employer policy and how these influence
employment structures and individual employment opportunities. The book begins with an
authoritative synthesis of the influential debates on labour market segmentation, flexibility, postFordism, deskilling, the gendering of work, and the 'new' industrial relations. Ten chapters then
extend these debates. Cited Kate Pankhurst 1990 PhD, p. 375. (Rubery was KP’s advisor.) At
Manchester, Cambridge U. SIBL JBD 95-70. Clio Bus HD5765.A6 E46 1994. Refu. Bk.
UP. A.
Rubery, Jill, Jill Earnshaw, Mitch Marchington, Fang Lee Cooke, and Steven Vincent, 2002,
“Changing organizational forms and the employment relationship,” Journal of Management
Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, July, 39(5), 645-672. The notion of a clearly defined
employer-employee relationship becomes difficult to uphold where employees are working in
project teams or on-site beside employees from other organizations, where responsibilities for
performance and for health and safety are not clearly defined, or involve more than one
organization. Do employees perceive their responsibilities are with the direct employer or
with the wider enterprise or network organization? How does this blurring affect how work
is managed and carried out, and how far learning and incremental knowledge at work is
integrated? So far, the investigation has focused on the single employer and that organization’s
employees. The development of simultaneously more fragmented and more networked
organizational forms raises new issues of how to understand conflicts on the employeremployee axis. See Grugulis, Vincent, and Hebson 2003. See O'Toole and Meier 2004. See
Currie et al 2008. At UMIST. Ebsco. Clio & Baruch, Hunter, GC. Percls. Refu. PJ.
Rubinstein, David, and Richard W. Woodman, 1984, “Reply to Professor Shadish,” Journal of
Applied Behavioral Science, Jan. 1984, 20(1):19-21. William Shadish. The prior two related
articles did not cite Jaques. Cited Jaques 1964 (erroneous date). # W. PJ. A.
Rubenstein, Jennifer, 2007, “Accountability in an Unequal World,” Journal of Politics,
Cambridge U. Press, Wiley-Blackwell, UK &US, Aug2007, 69(3):616-632. According to the
“standard model” of accountability, holding another actor accountable entails sanctioning that
actor if he or she fails to fulfill obligations without a justification or excuse. Less powerful
actors therefore cannot hold more powerful actors accountable, because they cannot sanction
more powerful actors. However, more powerful actors should be held accountable for their
treatment of less powerful actors. Among other things, this required that more powerful actors
be sanctioned if they fail to fulfill their obligations to less powerful actors. Because this
inequality appeared unlikely to disappear soon, there was a pressing need for “second-best”
forms of accountability: forms that were feasible under conditions of inequality, but delivered as
many of the benefits of standard accountability as possible. This article described a model of
second-best accountability, which is called “surrogate accountability” and which can provide
some of the benefits of standard accountability, but not others. At Princeton U. # Alt. PJ. A.
Rudin, Joel P., and John W. Boudreau, 1996, "Information Acquisition in Promotion Decisions,"
Human Relations, US/UK, March 1996, 49(3):313-325. doi: 10.1177/001872679604900303.
When organizations publicly post notices of promotional opportunities, they often must justify
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the rejection of unsuccessful applicants, and may therefore decide to rate all applicants. When
the process is less public, however, selectors are not required to assign ratings to inferior
candidates. We hypothesized that selectors would gather less information on inferior candidates
when they were not required to rate them than when they were so required. Results of a study of
157 managers using an information display board methodology confirmed our hypothesis.
Contrary to previous research in consumer behavior, individual proxies for “product familiarity,”
such as number of years of previous work experience, were not related to information-gathering
behavior. At U. Central OK; Cornell U. # Refu. PJ.
Rudin, Joel P., 2001, "The Collapse of Barings Bank: An Archival Case for International
Management Education," Journal of Teaching in International Business, Routledge, Taylor &
Francis, UK; Haworth Press, Binghampton, NY, US, 13(2):99-110. ISSN: 08975930. DOI:
10.1300/J066v13n02_06. A case. International business cases include “living cases,” “learnergenerated cases,” and “documentary cases.” This paper assesses a fourth, “archival cases,”
which can be reconstructed entirely from publicly-available documents. The collapse of Barings
Bank presents an excellent example of an archival case. This paper sketches a brief outline of
the facts of the case, then reviews extant archival material pertaining to the Barings affair. The
archival material includes three web-sites, four books, and even a video dramatizing the case.
The paper concludes with suggestions for integrating this case into an International Management
course. [Not directly on R.O.] At Rowan U., NJ, US. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Rudin, Joel P., and Jooh Lee, 2002, "A Truer Measure of Risk in Executive Cash
Compensation," Journal of Applied Management and Entrepreneurship, Nova SE U., Ft.
Lauderdale, FL, US, 7(4):69-77. Two schools of thought have informed the debate over the
rationality of executive compensation. The "agency theory" approach considers the problem of
how shareholders can structure the contracts of executives so as to mutually align their interests.
The "managerialism" approach assumes that shareholders are unable to control managers, and
that executives enrich themselves at shareholders' expense. We study the effects of CEO cash
bonuses on firm performance. Pay mix has traditionally been measured as bonus divided by
salary. In this paper, we propose an alternative measure of pay mix: year-to-year change in
bonus, divided by salary. Using a different and newer data set, we replicate two previous studies
of the effect of pay mix on firm performance, comparing our measure to the traditional measure,
and find that our measure is more strongly associated with firm performance. Thus, our results
lend additional support to the agency theory view of executive compensation. Not NYPL,
CUNY. Clio 2003 to present. Not on google scholar. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Rudin, Joel P., and Kimble Byrd, 2003, "U.S. Pay Equity Legislation: Sheep in Wolves'
Clothing," Employee Responsibilities and Rights Journal, Springer, NL, Dec. 2003, 15(4):183190. ISSN: 08927545. What has not changed very much in the last century is the relative
economic status of women compared to men in the U.S. Another constant has been a high level
of job segregation by gender, such that few organizations employ both men and women to do a
particular job. Many scholars conclude employers systematically undervalue female-dominated
jobs, and that legislative initiatives are needed to rectify this problem. This paper reviews four
bills that have been introduced in the U.S. Congress. Each of these bills contains loopholes that
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would allow most employers to maintain their current pay rates. The Congressional initiatives
are contrasted with a much more stringent bill that has been introduced in the New York state
legislature. NYPL online. # Refu. PJ.
Rudin, Joel P., K. Mark Weaver, and Dianne W. Wingham, 2004, "Equal Employment
Opportunity (EEO) Legislation and Small Businesses: Real Hazard or Red Herring?" Journal of
Small Business & Entrepreneurship, Canadian Council for Small Business and Entrepreneurship,
Winter/Jan., 17(2):93-102. DOI: 10.1080/08276331.2004.10593314. In English. Examined the
impact of US state EEO legislation on the mortality rates of small businesses in 19 U.S.
industries, using a database maintained by the U.S. SBA. Our cross-sectional regression analysis
finds a positive impact of state EEO legislation on the likelihood of organizational survival.
State EEO legislation may require small businesses to engage in fair employment practices that
increase their vitality. Alternatively, state EEO legislation may be one part of a package of state
policies that have the net effect of reducing small business mortality rates.
Sommaire: Le présent article explore l’impact que la législation EU d’état sur l’équité en matière
d’emploi (EME) a sur le taux de mortalité des petites entreprises dans dix-neuf industries
américaines, à partir d’une base de données appartenant à l’Administration américaine des
petites entreprises. Notre analyse de régression en coupe instantanée a découvert que la
législation d’état sur l’EME influence de façon positive les chances de survie d’une organisation.
Cette législation est capable de forcer les petites entreprises à adopter en matière d’emploi des
pratiques loyales qui augmentent leur vitalité; il se peut également qu’elle fasse partie d’un
ensemble de politiques d’état qui ont pour résultat une baisse du taux de mortalité. Cited A. Fox
2003; Huselid et al 1997. NYPL online. Wd # Refu. PJ.
Rudin, Joel P., 2009, "Teaching the Truth about Affirmative Action,” Business Research
Yearbook, U. Press of America, Lanham, MD, US, v. 16. Affirmative action is the most
controversial and misunderstood subject in the business curricula. Most professors provide
misinformation about affirmative action to their students, because most published academic
research on affirmative action contains factual errors. The published research also ignores the
new reality of affirmative action, which is that the process has become automated and
outsourced. The challenge of teaching the truth about affirmative action is magnified because
students bring preconceived opinions of affirmative action to the classroom, and they resist
information that contradicts their beliefs. By demonstrating the scant economic progress made
by women and minorities over the past forty years, it is possible to teach students that affirmative
action does not involve hiring quotas - or any other meaningful changes - to the hiring and
promotion practices of the typical employer. Not in CUNY. SIBL 1994-6 only. Clio Bus Leh
Liby HF5001 .B88 (1994 only). NYU: ibid. Rowan U: Campbell Liby, 3rd fl: HF5003 .B87
(2001). See Kupenda 1997. Not seen. Misc. Ch.
Ruefli, Timothy W., and Robert R. Wiggins, 2003, “Industry, corporate, and segment effects and
business performance: A non-parametric approach,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley,
Chichester, UK, Sept 2003, 24(9):861-879. The literature investigating the degree to which firm
performance is associated with industry or corporate factors has recently been subject to
criticism on the grounds of both methodological shortcomings and incomplete interpretation of
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results. Our research goes beyond these critiques to raise more basic issues concerning the
assumptions underlying variance decomposition, the methodology dominating the antecedent
literature. Performance data and categorizations from a sample consistent with those employed in
the recent literature are analyzed via a new non-parametric methodology. Results here indicate
that corporate factors were over an order of magnitude better predictors of business unit profit
position than were industry factors - which were found not to have been significant predictors.
Further, underlying performance relationships were seen to have shifted over time. A key
implication for researchers is that they provide additional evidence that managers can have a
strategic influence on business performance. See McGahan and Porter response in 2005. See
Hough 2006. See Wiggins Related 1995 PhD. Wiggins at Memphis U. Refu. PJ. A.
Ruefli, Timothy W., and Robert R, Wiggins, 2005, “Response to McGahan and Porter's
commentary on Industry, corporate, and segment effects and business performance: A nonparametric approach,” Strategic Management Journal , Wiley, Chichester, UK, Sept 2005,
26(9):881-886. The Strategic Management Journal has published a series of articles on
variation in business-segment performance. This comment addresses the insights and potential
sources of confusion in the decomposition literature, with a particular focus on Ruefli and
Wiggins (2003). We review the basic purpose of descriptive decomposition techniques and
argue that they offer no information about the drivers of business performance or the
mechanisms by which performance is generated. The techniques in the literature do not rely on
ceteris paribus assumptions or a mapping between managerial influence and corporate effects.
The estimated effects of industry, business segments, and corporate parents need not be
independent to be modeled using variance decomposition. The comment also focuses on the
distortions in estimates that can arise when the underlying sample of data does not represent the
population accurately. (See McGahan and Porter in same issue.) See Hough 2006. Refu. PJ.
Rugman, Alan M., and Alain Verbeke, 2002, “Edith Penrose's Contribution to the resource-based
view of strategic management,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US/UK, Chichester, UK,
Aug 2002, 23(8):769- . Penrose's (1959) book is considered by many scholars in the strategy
field to be the seminal work that provided the intellectual foundations for the modern, resourcebased theory of the firm. However, Penrose never aimed to provide useful strategy prescriptions
for managers to create a sustainable stream of rents. Rather, she tried to rigorously describe the
processes through which firms grow. In her theory, rents were generally assumed not to occur.
If they arose this reflected an inefficient macro-level outcome of an otherwise efficient microlevel growth process. Mahoney and Pandian (1992) use models that show how sustainable
competitive advantage and rents can be achieved, although such use was never intended by
Penrose herself. See also Kor and Mahoney 2004. Misc. PJ. A.
Rugman, Alan M., and Alain Verbeke, 2004, “A Final Word on Edith Penrose,” Journal of
Management Studies, Blackwell, UK, January, 41(1):205-217. Rugman and Verbeke (2002)
established that Edith Penrose’s contribution to the resource-based view in strategic management
has been misunderstood by many scholars in the field (RBV). The present paper demonstrates
that Penrose did not view the pursuit of rents alone as a worthwhile endeavour. Optimal growth,
not the pursuit of rents, was the focus of her analysis. In addition, Penrose’s real normative
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agenda was the increase of societal welfare at the macro-level through innovation at the firm
level. She also had a strong preference for eliminating rents that would accrue to multinational
firms at the expense of local host firms. At Indiana U.; U. of Calgary. # Misc. PJ.
Rumelt, Richard P., 1986, Strategy, Structure, and Economic Performance, Rev. edn., Harvard
Business School Press, Boston, Mass, 235 pages. Harvard Business School classics; 5.
Diversification in industry– United States. "<Awarded> the Richard D. Irwin prize for best
doctoral dissertation 1972-1973 at the Harvard Business School." Extended Chandler’s link of
structure and strategy to economic performance. Not on Jaques. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Rumelt, Richard P., 1991, “How Much Does Industry Matter?” Strategic Management Journal,
Wiley, US, March, 12(3):167-183. The variance of return on capital: 0.8 percent was due to
corporate effect, 8.3 percent due to stable industry effect, and 46.4 percent to stable business unit
effects (Table 4). So, I guess this means a competitive advantage for organization? Supports RO
theory, too. Has McKinsey read this? That isn’t a typo, is it? Supported by Roquebert, Phillips,
and Westfall 1996 SMJ. See Lieberson and O'Connor 1972. See King 1997 PhD. MS. PJ. A.
Rumsey, Michael G., and Tonia Heffner, 2002, “Finding the Right Noncommissioned Officers
for the Objective Force,” Fact Sheet, US Army, ARI, Arlington, VA, 2 p. Found future NCOs
were also identifiable as Jacobs & Jaques 1987 predicted. Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1987. (And
ARI: Ford, L. A., et al 2000; Knapp, D. J., et al 2002.) # Rp. Rep.
Rush, Harold M. F., 1996, “Behavioral Sciences,” Chapter 11 (p. 236-9) in Craig, Robert L., ed.,
1996, The ASTD Training and Development Handbook, 4th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, NY.
A good short summary of Jaques’ SST. See also: the 1987 version in 3rd edition, p. 155-158.
Slightly different essay. One minor error in both chapters: Jaques’ “time-horizon” is called
“time-frame.” Jaques is not mentioned before the 1987 edition. Rp. Ch. *****
Rusk, Richard A., and Robert A. Krone, 1984, “The Crawford Slip Method and Performance
Improvement,” chapter (p. 251-257) in Hendrick, Hal W., and Ogden Brown, Jr., eds., 1984,
Human Factors in Organizational Design and Management, North Holland, Amsterdam, NL,
628 p. (First of two.) Proceedings of first symposium held in Honolulu, Hawaii, 21-24 August,
1984. Authors claim an old method for PI works even better than QC-Circles. Misc. Ch.
Rutherford, Tod D., 1994, “From ‘sitting by Nellie’ to the classroom factory? The restructuring
of skills, recruitment and training in a South Wales motor components plant,” International
Journal of Urban and Regional Research, Wiley-Blackwell, E. Arnold, London, UK, Sept.
1994, 18(3):470-490. Restructuring in the automobile industry is leading to the emergence of a
“new regime” of selection and training based on more rigorous recruitment standards and
enhanced training programs. One goal of this shift is to develop needed technical skills for
production workers, but these new programs are directed mainly at developing social skills, such
as cooperativeness and problem solving. This is examined through a case study at a motor
components plant in Wales, Britain. (A failure to retrain. PAINFUL. By the way, the Japanese
had a list of the technical skills they were looking for in new employees.) # Refu. PJ.
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Ryan, Chris, 1997, “‘The Time of Our Lives’ or Time for Our Lives: An Examination of Time in
Holidaying,” chapter ten (p. 194-205) in Ryan, Chris, ed., 1997, The Tourist Experience: a new
introduction, Cassell, London, UK; New York, NY, 235 p. Time spent having a great holiday
versus the time spent toward a new or different identity. Cited in Chaplin 2002. Unlocated cite
of Jaques 1982 FoT. NYPL SIBL JBF 97-236. # Rp. Ch.
Ryan, James C., and Philip Rose, 2010, "Human Resource Management with Chinese
Characteristics: An Exploratory Study of Confucian Principles, Organisational Structure and
Retention," New Zealand Journal of Human Resources Management, NZJ-HRM, 2010 Winter
Issue, August, 10(2):68-82. Much Western research has focused on the Confucian source rather
than understanding the different HRM practices in China. Several important aspects of organizational structure and their impact on employee retention were identified. The Asian concepts
of 'face' and harmonious relations were key to a healthy hierarchy, status within, and leadership
within. This led to respect for a strong, paternalistic leader who sided with the people, and who
was followed across firms. Cited Jaques 1990; MJ Chen 2003; Child 1994; Hofstede 1980,
1988, 1991. At U. Sharjah, United Arab Emirates. Email: jcryanphd@gmail.com # W. PJ.
Ryan, James C., and Philip Rose, 2010, "Human Resource Management with Chinese
Characteristics: An Exploratory Study of Confucian Principles, Organisational Structure and
Retention," New Zealand Journal of Human Resources Management, NZJ-HRM, 2010 Winter
Issue, August, 10(2):68-82. Much Western research has focused on the Confucian source rather
than understanding the different HRM practices in China. Several important aspects of organizational structure and their impact on employee retention were identified. The Asian concepts
of 'face' and harmonious relations were key to a healthy hierarchy, status within, and leadership
within. This led to respect for a strong, paternalistic leader who sided with the people, and who
was followed across firms. Cited Jaques 1990; MJ Chen 2003; Child 1994; Hofstede 1980,
1988, 1991. At U. Sharjah, United Arab Emirates. Email: jcryanphd@gmail.com # W. PJ.
Ryan, John, 2009, "The Three Fundamentals of Effective Leadership," Forbes, NY, NY, US,
April 29, 2009. The effective CEOs I have known had three skills: they have been driven by an
inspiring vision of success; they have excelled at communication, and; they have exercised
superior judgment. Forbes.com At Center for Creative Leadership. # Misc. Pro.
Ryan, Thomas A., 1970, Intentional Behavior, an approach to human motivation, Ronald Press,
New York, NY, 590 p. Chapter 4, “Experiments on Intention, Task, and Set,” showed the
background behind Kurt Lewin’s concept of a dynamic personality. Starting with Wurzburg
Group of psychologists and N. Ach (in German: 1905, 1910), Ryan delineated the development
of attempts to measure the will. Lewin (1921, 1922) successfully repeated Ach’s experiments,
which led research in two different directions: to intention in learning and to Lewin’s own field
theory of motivation. (Jaques extended this latter path. Ryan was an industrial psychologist at
Cornell. Baldamus earlier regarded Ryan highly.) Misc. Ch.
Rydge's, 1963, "30 Rules for Getting Things Done through People,” Indian Management, All
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India Management Association, New Delhi, India, July-Aug., 2(4):32-34. [A journal.] These 30
rules for getting things done through people and get concurrence from them have been tried and
proved in practice by thousands of executives. Teach. CEO. # Misc. Pro.
Rynes, Sara L., and Howard E. Miller, 1983, "Recruiter and Job Influences on Candidates for
Employment," Journal of Applied Psychology, American Psychological Association, 1983,
68(1):147-154. 0021-9010/83/6801-0147. Results indicated that recruiter behavior was
consistently interpreted by applicants as signals regarding their chances of getting a job offer and
that recruiters may also influence the perceived desirability of the job in addition to job
attributes. Recruiter failure to provide specific information about job attributes may be
interpreted as (a) an attempt to evade discussion of unattractive jobs, (b) an indication of low
recruiter interest in the applicant, or (c) both. (It was also seen as an indicator of competence.)
A factor representing "warmth and thoughtfulness" had correlations of recruiter competence and
expectations of receiving an offer. At ILR, Cornell U.; IRC, U. Minn. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Rynes, Sara L., and George T. Milkovich, 1986, “Wage Surveys: dispelling some myths about
the "market" wage,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, 39(1):71-90. Feminists
have focused on job evaluations. On the other hand, Courts have focused on the existence of a
single wage for each job in the market. Neither one has examined the validity of its construction
and measurement, including wage surveys. These surveys are based on a series of subjective
judgments. (Good documentation of this disjuncture.) The courts appeared to accept the myth
that firms were labor price takers and relatively helpless in setting wages in the face of
marketplace power. Cited studies by Mahoney. Cited in Azevedo and Scoville 2001. Online,
Baruch, City Cohen. Refu. PJ. A.
Rynes, Sara L., Tamara L. Giluk, and Kenneth G. Brown, 2007, “The Very Separate Worlds of
Academic and Practitioner Periodicals in Human Resource Management: Implications for
Evidence-based Management,” Academy of Management Journal, Oct 2007, 50(5):987-1008.
The lead article in this special issue. The gap is real. It is big. It is growing. What do
academics do to close this gap? Reality looms. There may be consequences. See Guest 2007. #
MS. PJ. A.
Rynes, Susan, 2007, "Let's Create a Tipping Point: What Academics and Practitioners Can Do,
Alone and Together," Editorial, Academy of Management Journal, AMJ, US, 50(5):1046-1054.
Rynes suggested several steps each side can take toward reaching out to the other. Actionable.
If only .… Afterword. Cited Rynes et al 2007. At U. Iowa. # Misc. PJ. A.

S
Sabel, Charles F., 1993, “Constitutional Ordering in Historical Context,” chapter (p. 65-123) in
Scharpf, Fritz Wilhelm, ed., 1993, Games in hierarchies and networks: analytical and empirical
approaches to the study of governance institutions, Frankfurt am Main: Campus Verlag;
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Westview Press, Boulder, CO, 448 p. The Max-Plank-Institut fur Gesellshaftsforschung, Koln,
Germany. Papers from a workshop held Sept. 1991 in Cologne. A critique of economics.
Economists are driven by pursuit of “self-interest and the fear of deception.” They are thought to
be the spring of individual action and institutional construction. But their conclusions form a
curious circle around suspicion. Constitutional Orders are a third economic alternative to
markets and/or hierarchies. (Deming found economics and, in particular, game theory to be
similarly sick. He advised they were the opposite of managerial actions.) See also,
“Introduction,” p. 7-13. At MIT, Poli Sci. Grad Center JA 74 .G37 1993. # Misc. Ch.
Sabel, Charles F., 1997, “Constitutional Orders: Trust Building and Response to Change,”
chapter 5 (p. 154-188) in Hollingsworth, J. Rogers, and Robert Boyer, eds., 1997, Contemporary
Capitalism: The Embeddedness of institutions, Cambridge U. P., Cambridge, UK, and NY, NY,
493 p. Constitutional Orders are a third economic alternative to markets and/or hierarchies.
Cited in Bélanger 2000. CUNY City, Baruch, Grad Ctr, Hunter Mn; Clio Bus & Lehman
HB501 .C7257 1997. # Misc. Ch. UP. A.
SAB-Miller, 2012, "The Psychometric Properties of the CPA as relevant to the selection of
candidates for SAB-Miller," SAB-Miller, Johannesburg, SA. Cited by Kruger 2013 MA. Not
seen. Length not known. Rp. Rep.
Sachs, Sybille, and Edwin Ruehli, 2001, "An evolutionary concept of multilevel strategic
change: the Shell case," Strategic Change, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., Chichester, West Sussex,
England, Dec 2001, 10(8):449-456. DOI: 10.1002/jsc.563 A case. Modern evolutionary
concepts developed in different scientific fields can improve the understanding of a firm's
strategic change in the new competitive realities. Four propositions are advanced characterizing
multilevel strategic change under the conditions of complexity and dynamics. Theoretical points
are illustrated with examples and statements by reference to Royal Dutch/Shell and show how
the management of this firm influenced the strategic evolution. (Do these academics know or
read multilevel strategy? Do they know the company they claim to have studied? At the time of
this ‘study’ the CEO stated publicly and in print that he was implementing Jaques’ requisite
organization across the firm? Here, there is no evidence they have done their homework.)
Jaques not cited. At Institute for Research in Business Administration, Zurich, CH. # Cr. PJ.
Sackett, Paul R., Edwin T. Cornelius, and Theodore J. Carron, 1981, “A comparison of global
judgment vs. task oriented approaches to job classification,” Personnel Psychology, WileyBlackwell, US/UK, Winter 1981, 34(4):791-804. ISSN: 00315826. The purpose of this study
was to determine the extent to which direct judgments of similarity by supervisors and
incumbents could provide the same job classification results as a more elaborate job analysis
procedure involving measures of task overlap among jobs. To accomplish this, 8 foreman jobs
in a chemical processing plant were analyzed and compared on 237 task statements. In addition,
15 foremen incumbents and 17 supervisors evaluated the similarities among the same 8 foremen
jobs in a paired comparisons rating task. The task-oriented job analysis required hundreds of
man-hours to complete; the rating task took 15 minutes. Results using hierarchical cluster
analysis and multidimensional scaling analysis revealed that the global judgments and the task-
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oriented data led to identical conclusions. Also, it was found that incumbent ratings produced
the same results as ratings from supervisors. [People know what they are doing.] At U. Kansas;
U. South Carolina; Ethyl Corp. # MS. PJ.
Sadler, Philip, 1984, "Educating Managers for the Twenty-First Century," Journal of the Royal
Society of Arts, London, UK, May 1984, 132(5334):355-366. The first of Three Cantor Lectures
on ‘The Art of Management’. This Principal of the Ashridge School in the UK described the
American business education (MBA) as pre-career and the European version as life-long
learning/ apprenticeship where learning and earning were combined. Experience became
interactive with theory building. But - both the US and UK had to meet short-term financial
goals, not long-term as in Germany and Japan. Clio AveryN1 R815. No copy. Misc. PJ.
Sadler, Philip, 1994, Designing Organizations, 2nd edn., The Foundation for Excellence, Kogan
Page, 208 p. TSD & Levels (p. 21-23). Cited Rover UK’s partnership with Honda and its ‘New
Deal’ for employee commitment and recognition in 1992. Rover was owned by BMW (p. 123125, 160-162). Jaques 1989 cited. SIBL os JBE 95-951. At Ashridge, UK. W. Bk.
Sah, Sunita, Don A. Moore, and Robert J. MacCoun, 2013, "Cheap Talk and Credibility: The
consequences of confidence and accuracy on advisor credibility and persuasiveness,"
Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Elsevier Inc., July 2013, 121(2):246255. Is it possible to increase one’s influence simply by behaving more confidently? Study 1
reveals confident but inaccurate advisors receive low credibility ratings. However, Study 2
shows that when feedback on advisor accuracy is unavailable or costly, confident advisors hold
sway regardless of accuracy. People also made less effort to determine the accuracy of confident
advisors; interest in buying advisor performance data decreased as the advisor’s confidence went
up. At Georgetown U. & Harvard U.; UC-Berkeley. # Misc. PJ.
Saha, Sanjay, 1993, Corporate Strategy, Organizational Structure and Control, and Economic
Performance. India. In the decade since Michael Porter 1981 the progress toward convergence
between industrial organization studies and investigations of business policy has been rather
fragmentary. In general, there is a need to strengthen the behavioral basis of the business policy
approach. [Is this online economics article? PhD abstract? Unclear what this is.] Abs # Refu.
Saint, Avice Marion, 1974, Learning at Work: human resources and organizational
development, Nelson-Hall Co., Chicago, IL, 332 p. [2nd edn. 1978 (not found). “Introduction”
p. 7-13.] Textbook for full range of training development courses in firms. It was an
accountability of top executives to have subordinates trained in problem solving. Jaques 1951
summarized p. 28-30; Sloan 1964 p. 30-31; W. Mahler 1969, 1970; M. Mead 1958; Drucker
1971; Accountability p. 180, 74-75; McGregor 1960; Harold Rush 1969; K. Chowdhry 1963.
See 1980 article. Raymond Co. A case. Baruch HF5549.5.T7 S22. SIBL. Rp. Bk.
Saint, Avice M., 1980, “Bringing Training-Learning Concepts into the Classroom,” Training &
Development Journal, Dec., 34(12):94-98. Description of a course and syllabus Saint taught at
JFK Uni. in Orinda CA (San Francisco Bay area). This article has multiple cites of EJ 1970.
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Jaques is cited in it and in the course. Clio Biz: HF5549 .5.T7 S22. # Rp. PJ.
Saint, Avice Marion, 1982, Continuous Learning within Japanese Organizations, Continuous
Learning Center, Far West Laboratory, San Francisco, CA, 178 p. (Ed.D., 1969, UC-B.) A clear
and accurate description of the learning programs inside Japanese organizations. Most of these
development programs were begun in the 1970s. The firms profiled Ajinomoto, Canon, Dentsu,
Fujitsu, Japan Airlines (JAL), Japanese National Railways, Mitsui, Mitsubishi, Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries, Seiko, Oki Electric, Toyota, Toyo Kogyo Mazda, Metropolitan Government of
Tokyo, and Toshiba. People-management will be the key to increased productivity in the U.S.
“The contrasts between these organizations, and many others in the United States and elsewhere,
are often so remarkable ....” A ‘recent’ U.S. Congressional Budget Office report on productivity
cited three influences: 1) quality of the work force; 2) pace of technological change, and 3)
capital / labor ratio (age of plant) in U.S. is higher than elsewhere (age of plant: 20:1 in U.S.;
12:1 in Germany; <10:1 in Japan). Continuous learning is a non-depleting resource. Cited
Takezawa and Whitehill 1981. SUNY Binghamton HF5549.5.T7. MS. Bk.
Saint Augustine, Confessions, 401 A.D., Translated by R.S. Pine-Coffin, 1961, Penguin Books,
Harmondsworth, U.K., New York, NY. This was the original formulation of time that Jaques
found helpful. Misc. Bk.
Saint-Paul, Gilles, 1996, Dual Labor Markets: A Macroeconomic Perspective, MIT Press,
Cambridge, MA; London, UK, 218 p. Two central features of DLMs are “that workers in the
secondary sector are not able to underbid those in the primary sector, and that firms find it more
difficult to adjust their labor force in the primary sector than in the secondary sector.” Section
5.4 almost exactly describes the Japanese labor market (p. 65-66). Dealt with Efficiency Wages,
Segmented Labor Market, DLMs, and Human Capital Accumulation. He doesn’t get the answer,
but a great struggle! Unaware of Jaques. City C. HD 5724 .S182 1996. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Saito, Mamoru, 1986, “Nippon Steel's Use of JK Activities,” International Studies of
Management & Organization, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, US, Fall/Winter85/86, 15(3/4):126143. The use of JK activities aims to make small group activities work. In Nippon Steel's JK
activities, employees form groups, based on the individual autonomy of each employee, in
which the standing of all is equal. They take up problems arising in the workplace and exercise
their creativity in resolving them. Their activities are continuing group efforts and are based on
principles that aim for the self-realization of each employee through the exercise of his
creativity and the heightening of his abilities, respect each other's humanity and build a vital,
bright workplace, and contribute in turn to the development of the company and the society.
[Participation. The QC-circle.] Group Manager, Nippon Steel Corp. # MS. PJ.
Sako, Mari, and Ronald Dore, 1988, “Teaching or Testing: the role of the state in Japan,” Oxford
Review of Economic Policy, Oxford, UK, Autumn 1988, 4(3):72-81. Japan rarely fails get a
mention when the inadequacies of Britain’s system of vocational education and training are
considered. In Japan we find thorough training in the basics before employment and
organizations are life-long learning centers based on learning each skill as needed. The UK
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certification is oriented toward the pre-employment market and the whole-role package.
Employment in the UK is today more like Japan but UK firms don’t budge. Training is someone
else’s responsibility. Clio Bus HC256.6 .O83. MS. PJ. A.
Sako, Mari, 1991, “The Role of ‘Trust’ in Japanese Buyer-Supplier Relationships,” Ricerche
Economiche, Facultie Economiche, Università degli Studi Ca’ Foscari, Venezia, IT, AprileSettembre 1991, 45(2-3):449-474. In English. Contrasted British relationships and Japanese
relationships. The parallel with the Japanese employment and subcontracting systems becomes
apparent. The focus on gaining trust for efficiency rather than contracts as protection against
opportunism is central to the Japanese approach. One result is greater flexibility in writing
contracts – and meeting changing customer preferences. Deming, Juran, Jaques not cited.
Cited Akerlof 1982; Fox 1974(BC); Leibenstein 1966, 1987. At LSE, UK. # Rp. PJ. A.
Sako, Mari, 1992, Prices, Quality, and Trust: Inter-Firm Relations in Britain and Japan,
Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, 270 p. Examined how British and Japanese companies in
the electronics industry manage their relationships with buyers and suppliers and corporate
performance. The author identifies two distinct approaches in the two countries - the Arm'slength Contractual Relation (ACR) in Britain, and the Obligational Contractual Relation (OCR)
in Japan - and argues that the trust and interdependence present in Japan can be a powerful
springboard from which to achieve corporate success. But as Shimada (1987) showed, high-trust
cooperative relations are non-transparent by their nature. Long-term, close trading relations
based on trust have come to be regarded as a key to themanagement of buyer-supplier relations
in industry, while the arm's length and adversarial commercial bargain has fallen out of favor.
[Chapter 2 (Trust and Organisational Efficiency) erroneously links Leibenstein (X-inefficiency)
and Baldamus (effort) with the Japanese inter-firm relations and trust. The credit for BOTH L
& B is with Jaques 1956 and 1961. Like Okun 1981, this book is about supplier-buyer, nonauction markets.] Jaques not cited. Cited by Sako 2004. Cited Fox 1974, 1974 (BC, MM);
Baldamus 1961; Akerlof 1982; Dore 1985; Dore and Sako 1989. Based on 1990 Related PhD at
U. London. See Fox 1974a, 1974b. CUNY City, Baruch, Clio Bus HD39.5 .S25 1992 - out to
Faculty. NYPL SIBL JBE 92-2293. At Said in Oxford and in Japan. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Sako, Mari, 1998, “Does Trust Improve Business Performance?” chapter 3 (p. 88-117) in Lane,
Christel, and Reinhard Bachmann, eds., 1998, Trust Within and Between Organizations:
conceptual issues and empirical applications, Oxford University Press, NY, NY, 334 p. There is
a debate over trust. Is it based on outcomes or on values? ‘Goodwill trust’ has the biggest
potential benefits for the firm. A continuing gift exchange can be monitored but it may be for
‘safeguard’ or for ‘continual improvement.’ These are very different. Cited Akerlof 1982, Fox
1974 BC. See Marsden 1998. CLIO Lehman HD58.7 .T745 1998. MS. Ch. UP. A.
Sako, Mari, 1999, “From individual skills to organizational capability in Japan,” Oxford Review
of Economic Policy, Oxford, UK, Spring 1999; 15(1):114-126. Two contrasting
conceptualizations of skills lead one to attribute different roles to inter-firm networks. Skills
may be regarded as a public good or as a distinct and hard-to-imitate asset. This paper describes
Toyota Motor's supplier development programmes and concludes that of the two perspectives,
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the knowledge-as-a-distinctive-asset perspective is more appropriate. Thus, inter-firm networks
provide an essential non-market mechanism for spreading it. The problem here is the difficulty
of diffusing tacit knowledge by market mechanisms. [Maybe it doesn’t. That’s the point, maybe
the Japanese know that.] At Said in Oxford (Japan). Clio Bus HC256.6 .O83. MS. PJ. A.
Sako, Mari, 2004, "Supplier development at Honda, Nissan and Toyota: comparative case
studies of organizational capability enhancement," Industrial and Corporate Change, Oxford
Univ. Press, UK & US, Apr2004, 13(2):281-308. First, as expected, replication difficulty was
overcome by enabling companies to share the practice, rather than the representation, of tacit
knowledge. Second, interdependence has led companies to broaden supplier development over
time. Third, this broadening challenges suppliers to accept customer companies' intervention in
internal investment decisions, requiring a certain mode of corporate governance. Thus, the
boundary of a capability-based firm may go beyond legally distinct units of financial control
when firms are subjected to this cumulative process of capability enhancement. (Hoshin kanri
was coined when Bridgestone felt the need for a new term that focused on processes, because
MBO (management by objective) tended to focus on output.) Teach. # MS. PJ. A.
Sakurai, Michiharu, and D. Paul Scarbrough, 1997, Japanese Cost Management, Crisp
Publications, Menlo Park, CA, 93 p. Accounting. Contrast of US and Japan. Direct labor was
not the problem in FA (factory automation). Used the phrases ‘catchball budgeting’ (p. 30) and
capability (p. 54). ROI vs ROS. ROI (investment) is used in the US; ROS (sales) is used in
Japan. ROI is too high and causes loss of market share and lower rates of R&D investment; loss
of an operations versus a financial focus. ROS is used to make decisions in companies to set
numbers and targets. A top practical book. [ESD sensitive.] SIBL JBD 10-1201. MS. Bk.
Salama, Alzira, 1992, “The Use of an Organisation’s Biography as a Research Method for
Investigating Organisational Development,” Management Education and Development,
Association of Teachers of Management, Manchester, UK, 23(3):225-233. This article is from
her 1991 thesis. Much organizational theory research assumed a relatively fixed organizational
structure and thus was ‘static’ and ahistorical. When and how managers introduced values and
attitudes to form culture. Used four cases – Jaguar, British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL), British
Airways (BA), and British Airports Authority (BAA). [Jaques mentioned in his 1976 book 4 of
7 airports of BAA used SST. BA is mentioned (somewhere).] Cited Jaques 1951, 1976. At
Pontifica Universidada Catolica do Rio de Janeiro – PUC-RIO. Baruch online. MS. PJ.
Salama, Alzira, 1995, Privatization: implications for corporate culture change, Ashgate,
Avebury, Aldershot, England; Brookfield, Vt., USA, 165 p. This book is from her 1991 thesis.
Used the four British cases (p. 67, 88) plus Usiminas, a large Brazilian steel organization.
Described how cultures were changed by the move from public to private ownership. Cited
Jaques 1951, 1976; Schuler and Jackson 1987, 1987; Schein 1985; Hofstede 1986. Baruch HD
4145 .S25 1995. SIBL JBD 95-1280. At Cranfield, UK. MS. Bk.
Salaman, Graeme, and Kenneth Thompson, 1980, Control and Ideology in Organizations, MIT
Press, Cambridge, MA. This is about the managerial ideology in the U.S. (In contrast to Jaques,
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I believe ideology matters. Many capable managers simply have the wrong set of concepts.) See
Tsutsui 1998. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Salaman, Graeme, 1980, "The Sociology of Work: some themes and issues," chapter 1 (p. 1-41)
in Esland, Geoff, and Graeme Salaman, eds., 1980, The Politics of Work and Occupations, Open
University Press, Milton Keynes, UK, and U. Toronto Press, 408 p. (Also included is the
editor’s intro. This copy is marred.) Capitalism is the over-arching form of industrial
organization in the West. Marx and Weber critiqued the inequalities of income and distribution.
They saw a link between work and society, of inequality and subordination, and the design of
work division and the alienating experience of work. Ownership of production was a different
issue, yet both capitalists and Lenin were admirers of Frederick Taylor. Under this system of
beliefs the worker becomes a commodity. Only professionals/experts can provide legitimating
knowledge (value free) and thus are occupations. (Fox wrote chapter 5 in this book.) Cited Fox
1971, 1973, 1974, 1976 (sic); Blauner 1967 (sic); Braverman 1974. # Misc. Ch.
Salamon, Sabrina Deutsch, and Sandra L. Robinson, 2008, “Trust that Binds: The impact of
collective felt trust on organizational performance,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, US,
May 2008, 93(3):593-601. When employees in an organization perceive they are trusted by
management, increases in the presence of responsibility norms, as well as in the sales
performance and customer service performance of the organization, were observed. Moreover,
the relationship between perceptions of being trusted and sales performance is fully mediated by
responsibility norms. These findings highlight the importance of studying the trusted party, a
perspective that has been largely overlooked in extant research on trust. Jaques and Fox not
cited. # MS. PJ. A.
Salancik, Gerald R., and Jeffrey Pfeffer, 1977, “An Examination of the Need-Satisfaction
Models of Job Attitudes," Administrative Science Quarterly, ASQ, US, Sept., 22(3):427-456.
ISSN: 00018392. A need-satisfaction theoretical model has been ubiquitous in studies and
writings on job attitudes and, by extension, motivation, job design, and other organizational
performance improvement issues. An examination of such need models indicates that they are
frequently formulated so as to be almost impossible to refute, and available empirical data fails
to support many of the crucial elements of need-satisfaction theories. The three components needs, job characteristics, and job attitudes - have been incompletely considered. The models
appear to deny that people have the capacity to provide their own satisfactions by cognitively
reconstructing situations. Cited in Algera 1983. # Refu. PJ. A.
Salancik, Gerald R., and Jeffrey Pfeffer, 1977, “Constraints on Administrator Discretion: The
limited influence of mayors on city budgets,” Urban Affairs Quarterly, Sage, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
12(4):475-496. This study claimed leadership had little effect on organizational performance.
[However, mayors are elected public officials NOT CEOs.] Many citers and interpreters of
this study including Pfeffer (e.g. 2003) misconstrue this major difference. (The U. S.
Constitution split the government at each level into three parts not one. The Founders meant to
do this. It was not an accident. The Founders were practicing politicians not academic
economists. The large influence of this article has been due to the limitations of management
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and organization academics. Duh.) See Lieberson and O'Connor 1972; Weiner and Mahoney
1981; Day and Lord 1988; Barrick, Day, Lord, Alexander 1991. (This article is NOT Pfeffer and
Salancik 1977.) Alt. PJ.
Salancik, Gerald R., and James R. Meindl, 1984, “Corporate Attributions as Strategic Illusions of
Management Control,” Administrative Science Quarterly (ASQ), US, June 1984, 29(2):238-254.
Examined the reasons given by CEOs to explain their firms' performance in annual stockholder
reports over an 18-year period, comparing firms with stable and unstable performance.
Managements of unstable firms, lacking real control over organizational outcomes, strategically
manipulate causal attributions to manage impressions of their control. Specifically, they claim
responsibility for both positive and negative outcomes more than firms with stable performance,
and, contrary to psychological theories, seem reluctant to attribute poor performance to
uncontrollable environmental events. When these were nevertheless cited, they were coupled
with announcements of executive changes, thus implying to readers that management was taking
steps to wrestle with its unruly environment. Evidence indicated that these attributional
strategies resulted in better future performance for the firms employing them. (Of course: see
Deming on variation.) At U. Illinois, Champaign, IL; SUNY Buffalo. # Misc. PJ. A.
Salas, Eduardo, C. Shawn Burke, Katherine A. Wilson-Donnelly, and Jennifer E. Fowlkes, 2004,
"Promoting Effective Leadership Within Multicultural Teams: An Event-Based Approach," Ch
12 (p. 293-323) in Day, David A., Stephen J. Zaccaro, and Stanley M. Halpin, eds., 2004,
Leader Development for Transforming Organizations, Erlbaum, Mahwah, NJ, … P. We have
identified a need for training programs to go beyond cultural awareness to theoretically based
training programs that impart skills in knowledge and leadership functions as well as teamwork.
At U. Central Fla; CHI Systems, Inc. Cited J&J 1987; Zaccaro 1991, 2001, 2002. # W. Ch.
Salas, Eduardo, C. Shawn Burke, and Kevin C. Stagl, 2004, "Developing Teams and Team
Leaders: Strategies and Principles," Ch. 13 (p. 325-355) in Day, David A., Stephen J. Zaccaro,
and Stanley M. Halpin, eds., 2004, Leader Development for Transforming Organizations,
Erlbaum, Mahwah, NJ, … p. Despite all of the advances made, the impact that team leaders can
have on the promotion and maintenance of taskwork and teamwork competencies remains
relatively unexplored. Cited J&J 1987; Zacarro 1991, 2001, 2002. At U. Central Fla. # W. Ch.
Sale, Richard, 2004, “Technology in Assessment,” Human Assets Middle East, Spring 2004, 4
pages. Many assessment tests of candidates and incumbents are available instantly online. But
what is missing is a face-to-face meeting to discover the individual context. Teams can also be
profiled. But no matter how advanced a psychometric test is, it can not tell anything about a
person’s potential. Now the employee can be matched to the role. Failure to match will generate
unacceptably high waste. The internet can be a great facilitator. At EDAC, Cyprus. # Rp. Pro.
Sale, Richard, and Ms. Dan Zhu, 2004, “Have You Ever Made a Recruiting Mistake?” SwissChina Bulletin, 4 pages. A recent study indicated up to 60% of new hires are recognized as a
mistake within the first year. Jim Collins said, “People are not your most important asset. The
right people are.” In the West the concept of assessment was well developed. It is new in China
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and potentially offers great improvements in corporate efficiency. It would get behind inflated
CVs, identify talent, ensure succession planning, etc. Authors advocate the use of tests: LPA,
MCPA, and EDA. Users include public and private sector organisations such as ICI (global),
Budget (Europe), BAA (UK), Huntsman (global), Embraer (Brazil), Camargo Correa (Brazil),
Transnet (S Africa), National Defense University (USA), TATA Group (India), NEC Business
Solutions (Australia), ABN AMRO (Netherlands), and GSK (China). At EDAC, Cyprus, and
Shanghai Rainbow Consulting, P.R. China. # Rp. Pro.
Sales, Stephen M., 1969, “Organizational Role as a Risk Factor in Coronary Disease,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, Sep. 1969, 14(3):325-336. A direct complement to equity
theory - role overload leads to increased risk of coronary disease. In additional, those
experiencing the lowest job satisfaction have the most harmful effect from organizational roles.
Does not cite Jaques. Cited by Jacoby 1976. # MS. PJ. A.
Salgado, Jesús F., 1997, “The five factor model of personality and job performance in the
European Community,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Feb. 1997, 82(1):30-43.
In three prior meta-analyses, the relationship between the Big Five factors of personality and job
criteria was investigated but showed different findings. This study reports meta-analytic
research on the same topic but with studies conducted in the European Community, which were
not included in the prior reviews. These results indicate that Conscientiousness and Emotional
Stability are valid predictors across job criteria and occupational groups. The remaining factors
are valid only for some criteria and for some occupational groups. Extraversion was a predictor
for two occupations, and Openness and Agreeableness were valid predictors of training
proficiency. These findings are consistent with Barrick and Mount 1991, and Hough et al 1991.
At U. Santiago de Compostela, Spain. Cited by Hoare 2006. Refu. PJ. A.
Salin, Denise, 2008, "Prevention of Workplace Bullying as a Question of Human Resource
Management: measures adopted and underlying organizational factors," Scandinavian Journal of
Management, Elsevier Science, Oxford, UK; Helsinki, Finland, Sept. 2008, 24(3):221-231. The
introduction of written anti-bullying policies and the provision of information were found to be
the most common measures adopted. The results indicated that imitation provided an important
impetus behind anti-bullying efforts. Six tips organizations can use to help curb bullying in the
workplace and have been found to be effective. Cited in Chulik 2011. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Salipante, Paul, William Notz, and John Bigelow, 1982, “A Matrix Approach to Literature
Review,” a chapter (p. 321-348) in Staw, Barry M., and L. L. Cummings, eds., 1982, Research in
Organizational Behavior, Vol. 4, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT. An annual series. Literature
reviews are a principal means for extracting knowledge from accumulated studies. This piece
was on methodology. They developed a matrix grid of independent and dependent variables
from each study in their review. Methods presented were from a major review (Srivastva,
Suresh, Paul Salipante, et al, 1977, Job Satisfaction and Productivity: an evaluation of policyrelated research.) Misc. PJ. A.
Salter, Malcolm S., 1970, “Stages of Corporate Development,” Journal of Business Policy,
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Business Publications, London, UK, Autumn, 1(1):23-37. This article came from his Related
1968 PhD at Harvard Business School. Four stages of change occurred in an identifiable
sequence as firms grew (stages I-IV). The growth model was taken from Bruce R. Scott and
Alfred Chandler, Jr. (These are managerial stages closely representing the CEO role’s growth
through Strata II-V.) SIBL JLL 75-39. MS. PJ.
Salter, Malcolm S., 1971, “Management Appraisal and Reward Systems,” Journal of Business
Policy, Business Publications, London, UK, Summer, 1(4):40-51. There are differences in the
reward system at each stage of growth. Pay, goals and structure have to be kept in alignment and
must be changed together. A tighter link of performance and rewards accompanies geographic
and product decentralization. This article came from his Related 1968 PhD at Harvard Business
School. SIBL JLL 75-39. MS. PJ.
Salter, Malcolm S., 1972, “What is 'Fair Pay' for the Executive?,” Harvard Business Review,
Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration, Boston, MA, 50(3):6-13, 144146. "Special report": Compensation equity in organizations from level to level and within
levels is important, but is often neglected. Equity exists when the individual's pay compares
satisfactorily with the norm and with others in the organization considered as equals, and when
pay corresponds to effort and performance. The author set guidelines for reevaluating the
compensation pattern. Harvard Business School, Reprint series. Cited Jaques 1956, 1961;
Adams 1963, 1965; Lawler; Weick 1966; and Haire, Ghiselli and Gordon. Knows Art Mann Sr.
# Rp. Pro. *****
Salter, Malcolm S., 2003, "Notes on Governance and Corporate Control," Journal of Strategic
Management Education, Senate Hall Academic Pub., 1(1):5-54. The nature of the relationship
between the management and other parties who have legitimate claims on the corporation can
dramatically affect the firm's long-term performance and positioning. (It can also affect the
short-term creation of value and returns.) Cited Jaques 1956, 1961; Salter 1972; Herzberg et al
1959, 1968; Kohn 1993; Adams 1963, 1965. Online. # Rp. PJ.
Salthe, Stanley N., 1985, Evolving Hierarchical Systems: their structure and representation,
Columbia University Press, New York, NY, 343 p. This book has a strong structural bias, in
contrast to the process oriented approach of Allen and other ecologists on hierarchy. Salthe
introduces the concept of the ‘Triadic,’ where there is a focus on 1) the system as both a whole
above the levels below and 2) a part belonging to another level above, 3) while not forgetting the
level of the structure itself in between. While much biological hierarchy theory takes an antirealist point of view - or is at least reality-agnostic, wherein the ultimate reality of hierarchical
arrangement is left moot - Salthe's version of hierarchy theory is concerned with the ultimate
reality of structure. The anti-realist view is that structure is imposed by the observer, and may or
may not correspond to some ultimate reality. Thus, if structure does correspond to ultimate,
external reality, we could never know that to be so. Salthe's logic is consistent yet always takes a
structural and ontological position. (Summary from TF Allen.) MS. Bk. UP. A.
Salthe, Stanley N., 1991, “Two Forms of Hierarchy Theory in Western Discourses,”
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International Journal of General Systems, Taylor and Francis, London, UK, 18(3):251-264. In
the twentieth century two different forms of hierarchy theory have been frequently conflated.
One, the scalar hierarchy, is used in systems science and ecology. It describes constraint
relations on dynamics between systems of different scale. It is useful in describing parts and
wholes, and processes taking place in such complex structures. The other, the specification
hierarchy, is an older discourse dating back to Plato, and, as a theory of development, to
Aristotle. In the twentieth century it was relegated to peripheral importance in biology, but has
continued to inform social science and psychology. It can be represented as a system of nested
classes, the outermost class containing the most general phenomena, the innermost the most
highly specified. These integrative levels can be considered as stages of development as well.
Each new stage transcends the one before it and integrates it into a new whole. Incredibly, the
same statements can be made about a system from these two viewpoints, even though their
meanings are logically different. At Dept of Biology, Bklyn College, CUNY, US. MS. PJ.
Salvendy, Gavriel, 1976, “Effects of equitable and inequitable financial compensation on
operator’s productivity, satisfaction and motivation,” International Journal of Production
Research, Mar1976, 14(2):305-310. A before-and-after study of a consulting intervention by the
author. In studying 274 shop floor hourly operators during a period of 16 months, the evidence
indicates that during a period of equitable payment system the number of grievances decreased
31 times, labour turnover 16 times, lateness 6 times and absenteeism nearly 3 times while at the
same time productivity increased by 22% in comparison to an equivalent period of inequitable
financial incentive payment system. These improvements were attributable to the relative and
not absolute financial compensation of the operators. (A pragmatic confirmation of equity
theory.) Cited Jaques, Homans, Adams, Patchen, Lawler, Andrews, Pritchard, Freidman and
Goodman, Weick, Dunnette. At Purdue U. # Rp. PJ.
Samaras, George Michael, 1993, Organizational Effectiveness: Towards a Unifying Theoretical
Perspective (Open Systems, Closed Systems), D.Sc., dissertation in Business Administration and
Management, The George Washington University, Washington, D.C., 138 pages. UMI AAT
9307524. DAI-A 53/12, p. 4400, June 1993. Unpublished dissertation. See Ph.Ds.
Sampson, Edward E., 1963, “Status Congruence and Cognitive Consistency,” Sociometry, ASA,
Sage, US, June 1963, 26(2):146-162. The first expression of expectancy theory. Leaned heavily
on Festinger's 1957 theory of cognitive dissonance, including a discrepancy between expectancy
and occurrence over outcomes. Each person looks to others in each group that is joined for
congruence. (If it is full agreement they are looking for, each surely will be disappointed.) Cited
also Heider 1946 (not herein). Cited by Andrews 1967. See Lawler 1971, 1973. At Berkeley.
Alt. PJ. A.
Samuel, Terence, 2000, “The Aging of America has Experts Wondering How the Nation Will
Adjust,” [Five Star Lift Edition], St. Louis Post - Dispatch, St. Louis, Mo.; June 11, 2000; pg.
A.14. Coverage of the June DC conference headed by William K. Zinke. “You can count on
reaching your [cognitive] peak somewhere between 90 and 120," Jaques told the audience, ". . .
and I don't mean that as a joke.” See Bronte 1993. Misc. NJ.
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Sandberg, Ake, ed., 1995, Enriching Production: perspectives on Volvo’s Uddevalla plant as an
alternative to lean production, Aldershot, Hants, England; Avebury, Brookfield, Vt., 459 p. The
people who wrote this book and its chapters are all sensible but the book itself is weird. Most
of the chapters are on auto production systems and relate more or less to Volvo’s Uddevalla
plant. This plant was originally based on STS and OD employee participation principles and
team-craft production. Uddevalla was closed down in 1992 along with the Kalmar plant due
to cost pressures from ‘lean’ production competitors and to internal rivalry for resources (and
likely middle management hostility to STS-style team empowerment. See Maccoby 1981,
chapters 6 & 7.) It LOST the competitive struggle - but it was later reopened anyway. Even
weirder, Part IV, “Beyond Lean Production,” has six chapters on the limits of lean production
and on its reconsideration by Toyota since 1990 to make the Ohno production system more
humane and enjoyable. The Womack et al 1991 book on “lean production” was headed in the
opposite direction and was based on Ohno. In reality, Toyota turned away from the pure Ohno
system just as it was embraced in the US. Chapters in Part IV by Dan Jonsson, Koichi Shimizu
(herein), and Terje Gronning are especially recommended. Clio Bus HD9710 .S84 V641366
1995g. Refu. Bk.
Sandberg, Jörgen, 1997, “Are Phenomenographic Results Reliable?,” Higher Education
Research and Development, Routledge, Sydney, AU, 16(2):203-212. [Misspelling of author as
Sandbergh. The entire issue was on this topic. Articles also by Svensson, Booth, and Entwistle.]
Phenomenography is an approach for identifying and describing qualitative variation in
individuals' experiences of their reality. Advocates of the phenomenographic approach argue
that it is necessary to adopt the learner's perspective on learning. It is been argued that interjudge
reliability, traditionally used within phenomenography, is an unreliable way of establishing
reliability. Constant awareness of possible subjectivity is suggested as one way of overcoming
the problem of establishing reliability. Clio TC has it. Cited in Lupson 2007 PhD. Cited
Sandberg 1994 Related PhD. Jaques not cited. At Stockholm School of Economics. MS. PJ.
Sandberg, Jörgen, 2000, “Understanding Human Competence At Work: An Interpretative
Approach,” Academy of Management Journal, Feb., 43(1):9-25. Conceptions, rather than
attributes (SKAs), should be the point of departure both for efforts to identify and describe
competence and for efforts to develop competence in various jobs and professions. An
interpretative approach, “phenomenography,” is proposed and explored here. Findings suggest
that the meaning work takes on for workers in their experience of it, rather than a specific set of
attributes, constitutes competence. More specifically, the results demonstrate that the particular
way of conceiving of work delimits certain attributes as essential and organizes them into a
distinctive structure of competence at work. The various conceptions had a hierarchical structure
between them that showed people did their jobs and in different ways and understood them in
different terms. (This supported Jaques’ levels.) Based on his 1994 Related PhD thesis at U.
Göteborg and book. Cited in Chen & Partington 2004, 2006; Partington, Pellegrini, & Young
2005; Lupson 2003 MRes. & 2007 PhD. Cited Glaser and Strauss 1967. Jaques not cited.
Funded by Volvo and Swedish Work Life Research. MS. PJ. A.
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Sandberg, Jorgen, 2001, “Understanding Competence at Work,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, USA, 79(3):24-28 (3 pgs.). Volvo found three types of on-the-job optimizers
among its testing engineers: Sequential, Interactive, and Customer. Employees had a vision of
their work as a series of steps or as an interactive system. All engineers agreed that the best were
Customer-focused and the least effective ones were the Sequentials. Remedy was seen as
training and orientation. Attribute checklists were flawed and inadequate. (Great, but capabilitylevel of each engineer was unclear: II, III, IV?) City Coll. Cited in Lupson 2003 MRes. Based
on 1994 Related PhD. See Sandberg 2000. J.Sandberg@gsm.uq.edu.au At Queensland,
Brisbane, AU. Teach. MS. Pro.
Sandberg, Jörgen, and Axel Targama, 2007, Managing Understanding in Organizations, Sage,
Thousand Oaks, Cal., 216 p. A paradigm shift in business to a knowledge-basis is occurring.
[But authors think understanding is understanding and competence is competence. Everything is
at one level (or at most at two).] The knowledge issue is the collective vs the individual. There
is a rationalistic trap where everything new is interpreted by what we already know. Here the
change is from the rationalistic to the interpretive. Much of today’s management thinking comes
from the 1880s and mechanical engineering (Shenhav 1999). Based on Sandberg’s 1994 Related
PhD. Grad. Jnlsm as E-book (?). (To Bklyn 7/10, not available online. Contract terminated at
the CUNY-level?) Not in NYPL or CUNY. Clio Biz HD58.7 .S2583 2007g. (Hard) MS. Bk.
Sanders, Richard D., Mary Leitnakwee, and Gipsie Ranney, 1991, “Managing in the Presence of
Variation,” chapter 12 (p. 253-274) in Stahl, Michael J., and Gregory M Bounds, eds., 1991,
Competing globally through customer value: the management of strategic suprasystems,
Quorum Books, New York, NY, 822 p. Managers are responsible for the adequacy of the system
to meet standards, and to deliver what is needed now and in the future. Math. No footnotes.
gbranney@comcast.net Not in Clio. Baruch HD30.28 .C647 1991. Misc. Ch.
Sanders, Wm. Gerard, and Mason A. Carpenter, 1998, “Internationalization and Firm
Governance: The Roles of CEO Compensation, Top Team Composition, and Board Structure,”
The Academy of Management Journal, Special Research Forum on Managerial Compensation
and Firm Performance, April 1998, 41(2):158-178. Using information-processing and agency
theories, tested to see if the complexity from internationalization was accommodated by changes
in a firm’s governance structure. Findings supported this through higher, longer-term CEO pay,
larger top management teams, and separation of the chairperson and CEO roles. No awareness
of levels shifting or R.O. MS. PJ. A.
Sandrin, Carla, 2010, “Talent Management,” HR Professional, Toronto, ON, Canada, Jan. 2010,
p. 30. How to create a balanced model of human capability and accountability. How Forrest &
Co. do it. # Rp. Pro.
Sankar, Chetan S., 1996, “Alternate Management Structures: The Case Study of a Corporate
Executive Turned into a Strategic Partner,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, Oct-Dec, 21(4):5558. A Case. This article presents a viewpoint of a successful businessman, Sampath Kumar,
who tried two management structures — that of a corporate executive and a strategic partner.
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According to him, the corporate structure was appropriate for larger turnovers, multi-product,
and multi-location companies. The strategic partnership could work successfully for
comparatively smaller turnovers and those with a small number of product groups and preferably
inter-related equipment. (Levels.) See 'Diagnosis.' At Auburn U., US. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Sankar, Chetan S., 1997, “Alternate Management Structures: The Case Study of a Corporate
Executive Turned into a Strategic Partner,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, Apr-June,
22(2):59-64. Diagnoses. Four responses on the earlier case by William R. Boulton, S.
Manikutty, Sunil Samanta, and R. N. Goyal and Kirit Goyal. (Levels.) Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Sano, Yoko, 1977, “Seniority-Based Wages in Japan - a survey,” Japanese Economic Review
[JER], M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Spring 1977, 5(3):48-65. DOI: 10.2753/JES1097203X05033. Wages are not set by the market but by the institution. On the nenko wage system.
Age-Wage charts on p. 52 from Shimada. Cited Shimada 1974, 1975, 1975; Koike 1976.
CUNY Grad Ctr. # MS. PJ.
Sansom, Basil, 2006, “The Brief Reach of History and the Limitation of Recall in Traditional
Aboriginal Societies and Cultures,” Oceania, Sydney, NSW, AU, July 2006, 76(2):150-172. In
native title cases a judge must determine the extent to which the current practices of applicants
for native title relate to the practices of their forebears at sovereignty. Aboriginal hunter-gathers
are compared with the peoples of feuding corporations, blood-debt and the heritable grudge in
order to answer the question: Why in Aboriginal Australia is there an instituted and rapid onset
of temps perdu? Cited Jacques 1956 (TSD). Slight cite. W. PJ,
Santos, M. Valle, and M. Teresa García, 2006, “Managers' Opinions: reality or fiction; A
narrative approach,” Management Decision, London, UK, June 2006, 44(6):752-770. The
current work aimed to study the discrepancies that arise between the observed stimulus and the
perception that managers form this reality. Individuals' bounded rationality, the complexity of
the observed reality, and the influence of the managers' beliefs are among the factors studied.
Analyzed the opinions offered by CEOs of Spanish toy manufacturers about two questions: the
current situation of their sector, and their firm's product portfolio. The study revealed that
managers' perceptions do not coincide with the information obtained from other bibliographic
sources. The proposed model of perception stressed the factors that distorted individual
perception: the complexity of the stimulus and the individual's belief schema. This research
analyzes the reliability of (non-RO) managers' opinions. See Behrend 1959; Randall 1961. Both
at U. de Valladolid, Spain. # MS. PJ. A.
Santos, Ma Valle, and Ma Teresa Garcia, 2006, "Organizational Change: The role of managers'
mental models," Journal of Change Management, Routledge, UK, Sep2006, 6(3):305-320.
ISSN: 14697017. DOI: 10.1080/14697010600963084. Studied the role of Spanish managers'
mental models in organisational change processes. Findings showed managers' evaluations of
organizational change processes depended on the degree of initial implementation acceptance
and on its expected long-term effects. Both at Universidad de Valladolid, Spain. # MS. PJ.
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Sapienza, Alice M., 2005, “From the Inside: Scientists’ own experience of good (and bad)
Management,” R&D Management, Blackwell, UK, Nov., 35(5):473-482. These were interim
results. For the past 5 years, more than 200 scientific researchers from Europe, Asia, and the US
have been asked open-ended questions about (1) the best example of scientific leadership they
have encountered; (2) the worst example; and (3) their most difficult problems leading scientific
endeavours. Their responses to date have included unexpected and surprising results. Good
leaders are most frequently described as caring and compassionate (in contrast to the expected
description of technically competent). Bad leaders are most frequently described as (surprisingly)
abusive. The other important (and ‘unintended’) finding is that gender inequity persists.
Sapienza, Alice M. sapienza@simmons.edu In NYPL & Htr Mn. # Misc. PJ.
Saporito, Bill, 1987, “Cutting Costs Without Cutting People,” Fortune, NY, NY, US, 5/25/87,
115(11):26-32. (Cover Story) How? By changing the way work is done, launching a blitz of
new products, and retraining workers for new jobs. Such tactics often prove cheaper than firing.
Ten company examples. CUNY Htr Mn (4) MF. (Thanks to Gowen.) Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Saposnick, Kali, 2002, “Accountability for the Bold of Heart: An Interview with Gerald
Kraines,” Leverage Points, (in Face to Face), online. A discussion of some of the ideas in his
book, Accountability Leadership. http://www.pegasus.com/levpoints/lp32.html Rp. NJ.
Sarachek, Bernard, 1968, “Greek Concepts of Leadership,” Academy of Management Journal,
US, 11(1):39-48. The ancient Greek thinkers had definite ideas about leadership and they
contrast sharply with modern ideas. Our modern concepts of leadership are culturally
determined, not universals nor immutable truths. Homer, Sophocles, and Euripides, held to the
older traditional view of leadership as the right to authoritarian command. See Wenquan and
Liluo 2003 (for Chinese). Misc. PJ. A.
Sargent, John, and Linda Matthews, 2009, “China versus Mexico in the Global EPZ Industry:
Maquiladoras, FDI Quality, and Plant Mortality,” World Development, Pergamon, Oxford, UK;
NY, NY, US, June 2009, 37(6):1069-1082. Studies find that the rapid increase in Chinese
exports to the US contributed to the net loss of over 800 maquilas and close to 300,000 maquila
jobs from 10/2000 to 12/2003 and slow employment growth from 2004 to 2006. We examined
the characteristics of surviving and non-surviving plants to determine if maquila losses are
concentrated in quality segments. Based on a unique firm-level data set made up of 101 plants in
five major industrial centers, we find that larger maquilas and plants producing auto parts
enjoyed lower mortality rates. Contrary to statements made by Mexican policy makers, our
results suggest that China’s export surge has contributed to relatively high rates of maquila
mortality. At U. Texas Pan American, TX, USA. # MS. PJ.
Sargent, Thomas J., 2012, "Nobel Lecture: The United States Then, Europe Now," The Journal
of Political Economy, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, US, Feb2012, 120(1):1-40.
40p. ISSN: 0022-3808. Under the Articles of Confederation, the central government of the
United States had limited power to tax. Therefore, large debts accumulated during the US War
for Independence traded at deep discounts. That situation framed a US fiscal crisis in the 1780s.
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A political revolution--for that was what scuttling the Articles of Confederation in favor of the
Constitution of the United States of America was--solved the fiscal crisis by transferring
authority to levy tariffs from the states to the federal government to service a big government
debt. Creditors of the states become advocates of ample federal taxes. Europe now has to think
in similar terms. At New York University & Hoover Institution. # Misc. PJ. A.
Sargut, Gökçe, and Rita Gunther McGrath, 2011, "Learning to Live with Complexity," Harvard
Business Review, US, Sept2011, Vol. 89 Issue 9, p68-76. 9p. Wd Ct: 4695. ISSN: 0017-8012.
The article discusses managing complexity. As environments become more complex, the
potential for unintended consequences arising from even small decisions increases. Complexity
also makes it more difficult for managers to find a vantage point from which all relevant parts of
an organization or business can be seen. Several strategies for addressing these challenges are
presented including the use of better forecasting tools, improved risk mitigation, and
implementation of effective tradeoffs in the decision-making process.
At Governors State U. (IL); Columbia Business School.
# MS. Pro.
Sarros, James C., 1991, The Executives, Lothian Books, Port Melbourne, Vic., AU, 282 p. 1990
interview with Sir Roderick Carnegie, Chairman, Hudson Conway Group, p. 32-36. Little on
his CRA days. Zip mention of Jaques or the theory in this book. Sarros was asking about
Manager vs. Leader in these AU interviews. He was very specific. Others: Robert Gottliebsen
of BRW; Michele Lindner of Telecom AU; etc. Rather useless. NYPL SIBL JBD 91-911. AU:
Monash U. Caulfield Lib. 658.4090994 SAR. Misc. Bk.
Sarros, James C., Judy Gray, Iain L. Densten, and Brian Cooper, 2005, “The Organizational
Culture Profile Revisited and Revised: An Australian Perspective,” Australian Journal of
Management, Australian Graduate School of Management, Sydney, NSW, AU, Jun 2005,
30(1):159-182. The current study used a large, Australia-wide sample of executives (N = 1918).
The psychometric properties of the seven-factor instrument provided evidence of the reliability
and validity of the Organizational Culture Profile (OCP). The new factors were consistent
with Jacobs and Jaques (1987) who suggested that a major concern for leaders (executives) is
interacting with the external environment in order to produce a more rational (stable)
environment for the organization. A higher-order model indicated that innovation appeared to
play a pivotal role. Cited Jabobs & Jaques 1987; Jaques & Lewis 1992; Zaccaro 2001. All at
Monash except Densten at UNSW/ADFA. # Rp. PJ.
Sarros, James C., and Brian K. Cooper, 2006, "Building Character: A Leadership Essential,"
Journal of Business and Psychology, Springer, US, Fall 2006, 21(1):1-22. Character is an
increasingly important topic of discourse and analysis, however, much of the research remains
problematic and conceptual. Even less evidence exists of the nature of the relationship between
character and leadership. After controlling for social desirability bias in a survey of Australia
business leaders, few statistically significant demographic differences were found. Confused.
Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1987; Zaccaro 2001. At Monash U., AU. # D. PJ.
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Sasaki, Naoto, 1981, Management and Industrial Structure in Japan, Pergamon Press, Oxford,
UK, NY, NY, 141 p. (2nd edn. 1990: offsite) See Chapter 3: “The Management of Human
Resources.” Three domains of management development: (1) orientation (which takes a year),
(2) job rotation, and later in the career, (3) a formal management development program. Some
54% of the sample firms had both a labor union and a management-labor council. Clio Bus
HD70.J3 S257 1981. MS. Bk.
Sasaki, Satoshi, 1987, “Scientific Management Movements in Pre-War Japan,” in Japanese
Yearbook on Business History: 1987, vol. 4, Japan Business History Institute, Tokyo, JN. Misc.
Ch.
Sashkin, Marshall, and Norman R. F. Maier, 1971, "Sex Effects in Delegation," Personnel
Psychology, Blackwell, UK, Autumn 1971, 24(3):471-476. 6p. ISSN: 00315826. When
delegation is encouraged, the performance of female groups is the same as that of male groups,
but when delegation is restricted, the female leaders become more cautious in their general
interaction with the group. They follow their role instructions closely, sharing as little of the
problem solving activity as possible. Under certain conditions the behavior of female leaders is
equivalent to that of males, while certain other conditions tend to initiate distinctly different
behaviors. It seems that females are less likely to take liberties and to act on their own, unless so
instructed. Jaques not cited. At U. Mich.; also at Wayne State U., Detroit, MI. # Misc. PJ.
Sashkin, Marshall, 1984, “Participative Management Is an Ethical Imperative,” Organizational
Dynamics, American Management Associations, Elsevier, Spring 1984, 12(4):4-22. Ethical
appeals have had no effect on managers. Participative management works. It lowers costs. It
increases productivity, quality, sales and motivation. It should be in management education. But
participation is dead. People are not recognized - except in excellent companies. Cited by
Levine 1996. At UMD. # Misc. PJ.
Sashkin, Marshall, 1986, A Manager’s Guide to Performance Management, AMA Membership
Publications Division, American Management Association, NY, NY, 72 p. AMA management
briefing. Slight cite of Dayal and Thomas 1968. Clio Bus HF5549.5.P35 S27 1986. W. Rep.
Sashkin, Marshall, 1987, “A New Vision of Leadership,” Journal of Management Development,
MCB Publications, Bradford, West Yorkshire, UK, 6(4):19-28. Mentioned Jaques. In Wisser
liby NYIT in Old Westbury. W. PJ.
Sashkin, Marshall, and Robert M. Fulmer, 1987, “Toward an Organizational Leadership
Theory,” chapter four (p. 51-65) in J. G. (Jerry) Hunt, B. Rajaram Baliga, H. Peter Dachler and
Chester A. Schriesheim, eds., 1987, Emerging Leadership Vistas, Lexington Books, Lexington,
MA, 331 p. Book was based on a Symposium. Put forward a tripartite model of leadership
based around person, situation, and behavior, at both the operational and executive levels. The
definition of leader authority was taken from Fiedler (1967) and from House (1971). The model
embeds charismatic leadership and flexibility within a broader study of leadership in
organizations. The meaning of leader behaviors comes from the subordinates, and not from the
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behavior per se. Meaning adheres to the context. “Jaques’ views on time spans of leaders at
different organizational levels are supported by extensive research evidence. His views on
cognitive development (1985) are clearly more theoretical than proven.” (The central chapter in
the book.) Cited EJ 1956, 1961, 1964, 1976, 1979, and 1985. City Coll. Cohen HD57.7 .E44
1987. # Rp. Ch.
Commentary (p. 80-83), by Patricia Riley, “The Merger of Macro and Micro Levels of
Leadership,” focuses on the conceptual framework they use, especially words like leader
and charisma, and the need for context. EJ not cited in commentary.
Sashkin, Marshall, 1988, “The Visionary Principal - School Leadership for the Next Century,”
Education and Urban Society, Corwin/Sage, London, UK and Beverly Hills, Cal, US, May,
20(3):239-249. Described transforming an organization’s culture to bring it in line with the
leader’s vision of the organization’s future. Not in Clio or NYPL. SSCI. [Online since 1996.]
Cited Jaques 1979, 1986; Sashkin 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988. CUNY Baruch, City. # Rp. PJ.
Sashkin, Marshall, 1989, “Visionary Leadership: A Perspective from Education,” chapter 18 (p.
222-234) in Rosenbach, William E., and Robert L. Taylor, eds., 1989, Contemporary Issues in
Leadership, Westview Press, Boulder, CO, 248 p. [Orig. in Ppbk.] A leader must create a vision
for the school. Principals must be effective administrators and they must go beyond that to be
culture creators to co-ordinate tasks, achieve goals, and adapt to change. Three primary elements
required are – personality/cognitive traits, organizational culture, and personal behaviors. Cited
Jaques 1979, 1986; Bennis & Nanus 1985; Sashkin & Fulmer 1987. # Rp. Ch.
Sashkin, Marshall, and W. Warner Burke, 1990, “Understanding and Assessing Organizational
Leadership,” chapter (p. 497-525) in: Kenneth E. Clark and Miriam B. Clark, eds., 1990,
Measures of Leadership, Center for Creative Leadership and the Psychological Corporation,
Greensboro, NC; Leadership Library of America, West Orange, NJ, 636 p. A collection of
papers presented at Oct. 1988 San Antonio TX conference. How to distinguish between
transactional and transformational leaders. Organizations with top level leaders who scored high
on the Leadership Behavior Questionnaire (LBQ) were more effective. Scale 8 (of 8) on the
LBQ was Time-Span. Cited Jaques 1976, 1979, 1986, 1989; Stamp 1978; Levinson 1981;
House; Parsons. CU-TC 5L BF637 .L4 M484 1990. # Rp. Ch.
Sashkin, Marshall, and Richard L. Williams, 1990, “Does Fairness Make a Difference?”,
Organizational Dynamics, Autumn, 19(2):56-71. Most of the research on fairness has examined
college students in very artificial settings, not employees and managers in real organizations.
The fact is that fairness problems are quite clearly associated with substantial financial costs to
the organization. Recently, Denise Rousseau has shown that there are really two aspects to the
psychological contract. The first involves such "transactional" factors as high pay and career
advancement and the second involves "relational" obligations, such as the job security an
employee receives when loyal to the company. Cited Rousseau 1989, 1990; Adams 1965, 1976.
Jaques not cited. SIBL *ZAN-T4849. # MS. PJ.
Sashkin, Marshall, and Kenneth J. Kiser, 1993, Putting Total Quality Management to Work,
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Barrett-Kohler, San Franscico, CA, 201 p. An excellent primer on TQM, Deming, and Juran.
CUNY Htr SW HD62.15 .S27 1993. Misc. Bk.
Sashkin, Marshall, and Steve Franklin, 1993, “Anticipatory Team Learning: What Is It and How
Does it Happen?” Journal of Management Development, MCB UP Ltd., Bradford, UK, Sept.,
12(6):34-43. As teams are built, they should evolve through three stages of learning: (1) crisis
problem solving, (2) productivity improvement to the current situation, and (3) anticipatory
learning. Anticipatory team learning focuses on future-oriented learning. It is based on three
meta-skills of team learning: (1) obtaining data, (2) constructing and displaying “rich
information” and (3) turning rich information into “intelligence” for creating and sustaining peak
performance and a higher commitment culture. Cited Jaques 1986. # MS. PJ.
Sashkin, Marshall, and Molly G. Sashkin, 2003, Leadership That Matters: The Critical Factors
for Making a Difference in People's Lives and Organizations' Success, Berrett-Koehler, San
Francisco, CA, 241 pages. They discuss the transformational leaders’ vision and the cognitive
capability levels of both leaders and followers. "A leader's effectiveness results as much from
helping to develop follower's cognitive abilities as from exercising his or her own." (p. 103)
Cited in Swofford 2009 Related PhD; Solan 2008 Interesting PhD. Cited Jaques repeatedly. At
GWU. Rp. Bk.
Sashkin, Marshall, 2004, “Transformational Leadership Approaches: Development and
Synthesis,” chapter eight (p. 171-196) in Antonakis, John, Anna T. Cianciolo, and Robert J.
Sternberg, eds., 2004, The Nature of Leadership, Sage, Thousand Oaks, CA, 448 p. The extent
of agreement among approaches is important. Almost every one incorporates the concept of
"vision"; the majority also include some aspect of the leader's need for and use of power. Selfconfidence is common to three of the eight approaches. The first two common behaviors communication and empowerment - parallel the first two leadership characteristics. Perhaps
surprising, however, is the appearance of expression of respect, concern for others, and
consideration and caring for followers as equally important. The only additional behavior cited
is action that models values and sets an example on the part of the leader. Cited Jaques 1961,
1976, 1980, 1989, 1991; Jacobs and Jaques 1987, 1987, 1990; Jacobs and McGee 2001;
Hooijberg 1996, 1997, 1999, 2001. Baruch HD57.7 .N377 2004. # Rp. Ch.
Sashkin, Marshall, 2006, “Leadership That Matters: A New Vision of Leadership,” first chapter
(p. 7-20) in Rosenbach, William E., and Robert L. Taylor, eds., 2006, Contemporary Issues in
Leadership, 6th edn., Westview Press, 290 p. (This looks like a chapter version of part of his
2003 book.) Redefines transformational leadership. Cited Jaques twice. At GWU. Hunter Mn
HM141 .C69 1998 (4th edn). (4th edn. has Rosenbach as co-author.) MS. Ch.
Sasol, 2003, “Sasol Group Change Framework: Trainees Manual.” Unpublished Manual.
December 2003, version 1.2. Cited in Du Toit 2005 Masters. Ru.
Sastry, M. Anjali, 1997, “Problems and Paradoxes in a Model of Punctuated Organizational
Change,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June 1997, 42(2):237-275. Dramatic, punctuated
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change in direction led mostly to failure. Punctuated change was indicative of lack of
managerial anticipation and loss of organizational heritage (tacit knowledge was devalued and
abandoned). Romanelli and Tushman’s model for change has had negative consequences for
organizations that used it. Another model is needed. Refuted Romanelli and Tushman 1994.
Refu. PJ. A.
Sathe, Vijay, and Hatim Tyabji, 2010, “Venture Capital Firms in America: their caste system and
other secrets,” Ivey Business Journal Online, July-August 2010 pNA. While American venture
capital firms are coated with an aura of glamour they are also shrouded by a cloud of mystery.
Just how do they operate? How do they raise their money? Why do some VC firms succeed
while others do not? The authors of this article, who were given unprecedented access to key
executives of VC firms, answer these questions and take readers inside one of the more
mysterious, but critically important institutions in American business. # Alt. Pro.
Satia, J. K., and P. S. Thomas, 1989, “Maruti Udyog Limited,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad, India,
July-Sept., 14(3):57-67, 69-78. Indian auto firm was a partner with Suzuki Motors beginning
round 1982. [A Case with Diagnoses (in separate file).] The Case described MUL's culturally
conflicted sense of mission – but it was a financial success – up to 1986. The Diagnosis was by
several observers (Ghosh, Kumar, Vital, Khandwalla) on what to do with the foundering firm
now. Where do we go from here? Teach. # # Misc. PJ.
Sato, Kazuo, ed., 1980, Industry and Business in Japan, M.E. Sharpe, Armonk, N.Y.: Croom
Helm, London, UK, 465 p. 12 Japanese articles in English from the journal Japanese Economic
Studies. (Ch. 3. p. 53-74 Miyazaki, Yoshikau, 1967, “Excessive Competition and the Formation
of Keiretsu,” June 1967, p. 329-350. In the West economic competition is externalized and is
focused on maximizing profits. In Japan competition is internalized and is focused on
maximizing sales (thus, market share is enlarged). The earlier zaibatsu had a market segment
each to itself, eliminating competition. Baruch & City HD2356 .J3 I53 1980. Misc. Bk.
Sato, Kazuo, and Yasuo Hoshino, eds., 1984, The Anatomy of Japanese Business, M.E. Sharpe,
Armonk, N.Y.: Croom Helm, London, UK, 371 p. (Title in Japanese: Nihon no kigyo.) 11
Japanese articles in English from the journal Japanese Economic Studies, 1970-1983. Baruch
HD70.J3 A54 1984. Misc. Bk.
1. Kagono, Tadao, et al, 1984, “Mechanistic vs. Organic Management Systems.”
2. Shimizu, Ryuei, “The Growth of Firms in Japan.”
3. Azumi, Koya, et al, “Structural Uniformity and Cultural Diversity in Organizations.”
4. Nishiyama, Tadonori, “”The Structure of Managerial Control.”
5. Okumura, Hiroshi, “”Interfirm Relations in an Enterprise Group.”
6. Ohno, Taiichi, 1982, “How the Toyota Production System was Created.”
7. Kobayashi, Yotaro, “Quality Control in Japan: the Case of Fuji Xerox.”
8. JETRO, “Productivity and Quality Control: Case Studies.”
9. Okamoto, Yasuo, “The Grand Strategy of Japanese Business.”
10. Itami, Hiroyuki, “Diversification Strategies and Economic Performance.”
11. Hoshino, Yasuo, “General Comparison of Financial Characteristics between Merging and
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Nonmerging Firms in Japan.”
Sattinger, Michael, 1975, “Comparative Advantage and the Distributions of Earnings and
Abilities,” Econometrica, The Econometric Society, UK, May 1975, 43(3):455-468.
Distribution of income is explained by the time taken for a given grade of labor to perform a task
of a given difficulty. Cited Lydall 1968. Misc. PJ. A.
Sattinger, Michael, 1993, “Assignment Models of the Distribution of Earnings,” Journal of
Economic Literature, American Economic Association, June, 31(2):831-880. (Long. Not
printed.) A pivotal citation article. He cites everyone from Mayer 1960, to Calvo and Wellicz,
to Akerlof, on the assignment problem, “the scale of operations effect,” and efficiency wage.
These are the economists’ terms for several issues Jaques was addressing. See esp. p. 840 for
clear discussion. But this is also royal confusion everywhere. Used A. D. Roy’s model (?). Did
not cite Jaques but cited many of his secondary adopters. Generated lots of research questions to
pursue. (e.g. Levy and Murnane 1992 may help explain Gifford’s 1928 results.) MS. PJ. A.
Sauer, Chris, and Leslie P. Willcocks, 2002, “The Evolution of the Organizational Architect,”
MIT Sloan Management Review, Cambridge, MA, Spring, Vol. 43, p. 41-49. The task of
aligning strategy and technology support is often delegated to IT or to Operations. Rather, a
separate coordinating role is needed to develop the IT platform and the strategy in tandem. Of
97 firms surveyed, half did not extend plans beyond one year (S2-S3). But in four firms
individuals have done this integration successfully (2 in AU). (They are S4 capable?)
Information Technology. Unaware of Jaques. Refu. Pro.
Sauer, John R., 1999, “CEO Succession Planning in a Petroleum Exploration Company A Case
Study,” Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and Research, APA, Fall, 51(4):266-272. This
case study reviews a CEO succession project that spanned the years 1994 to 1998 through an RO
lens. Shortly after being named the new CEO, the successor began to lose the confidence of the
board. The new CEO was excessively independent and the firm had grown too large and
complex for his management skills. Cited Jaques R.O. 1996. # Rp. Rep. *****
http://www.psycinfo.com/library/displaypdf.cfm?document=CPB/1999/fall/cpb514266.pdf
Reaction by Paul Winum # Rp. :
http://www.psycinfo.com/library/display.cfm?document=cpb/1999/fall/cpb514273.html
Comments by Richard Diedrich # Rp. :
http://www.psycinfo.com/library/display.cfm?document=cpb/1999/fall/cpb514275.html
Case Studies:
http://www.psycinfo.com/library/display.cfm?document=cpb/1999/spring/cpb512125.html
Saul, Peter, 1996, “Managing the Organization as a Community of Contributors,” Asia Pacific
Journal of Human Resources, Sage, online, 34(3):19-36. Modern organizations will not be
effectively managed until they are run as a community of contributors comprised of highly
committed core workers, flexible part-time workers, consultants, contractors, and business
partners. This today includes clients/ customers. Proposed a model based on the intended
purpose and duration of each relationship. A framework of mutual expectations rather than any
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core group is where the beneficiaries of an ‘organization’ exist. Cited Atchison 1991; Fox 1974
(MM); Jaques 1989. HR consultant in Sydney. # Rp. PJ.
Saunders, Alan, 1990, Integrated Framework for Understanding International Management and
Developing International Managers. Internal working paper, British Gas. On SST and CPA.
Helped to implement a managerial development program in the 1980s at British Gas based on
stratified levels. (Related to the Gasprom training in St. Petersburg?) Cited by Taylor 1999, in
Swedish. See MA 1968. Ru.
Saunders, Alan, 1998. See Gillian Stamp, 1998.
Saunders, Carol, Craig Van Slyke and Douglas R. Vogel, 2004, “My Time or Yours? Managing
Time Visions in Global Virtual Teams," The Academy of Management Executive, US, Feb. 2004,
18(1):19-31. Advances in technology and group-collaboration software have promoted the use
of Global Virtual Teams (GVTs). Differences in multicultural GVT members' perceptions of
time, or time visions, subtly influence the team's dynamics and performance. Time visions must
be managed in order for the full potential of the GVT to be realized. This article shows four
examples of cultural time visions. Cited Jaques 1979. # W. Pro.
Saunders, Christopher Thomas, and David Marsden, 1981, Pay inequalities in the European
Community, Butterworths (with the University of Sussex), London; Boston, 369 p. Age-Wage
diagrams / maturity curves for Western Europe /EEC (Britain, Belgium, France, West Germany,
Italy, and Netherlands) on pages: 301, 315, 323, and 335. See Shimada 1974. Baruch
HD5014.5 .S28. MS. Bk.
Savitsky, Kenneth K., Leaf Van Boven, Nicholas Epley, and Wayne M. Wight, 2005, “The
unpacking effect in allocations of responsibility for group tasks,” Journal of Experimental Social
Psychology, US, Sept. 2005, 41:447-457. Individuals tend to overestimate their relative
contributions to collaborative endeavors. Thus, the sum of group members’ estimates of the
percentage they each contributed to a joint task typically exceeds 100%. Four experiments
demonstrate this and it is countered when they “unpack” their collaborators, conceptualizing
them as separate individuals, rather than as “the rest of the group.” Cited by Posavac, et al,
2010. At Williams Coll., MA; U. Colorado, Boulder; Harvard U.; Williams Coll. # Misc. PJ.
Sayles, Leonard R., 1957, Research in Industrial Relations, Harper, New York, NY. See
chapter: “Work Group Behavior and the Larger Organization,” p. 131-145. Notes that Jaques
1951 describes the “command group” where every employee has a common supervisor. This is
different from the “functional or task group” where every employee has a common task. See p.
215-220. Reference to Jaques 1957. D. Ch.
Sayles, Leonard R., 1964, Individualism and Big Business, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 200 p.
Sayles' book is an outgrowth of a Columbia University Arden House conference. The text is the
papers presented at conference and several other published articles. Chapter 15 (“Defining Work
in Organization Terms” p. 153-164) is Brown’s HBR 1962 article. Sayles added a footnote from
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Dill et al 1962 book (q.v.) supporting Brown 1962. Ivar Berg had a cross reference (Ch. 5).
(Reviews: Book Week (Jan. 5 1964) p. 11 by Bursk, E. C., reviewer. Reporter v. 30 (Jan. 16
1964) p. 47 by Ward, J. W., reviewer.) Clio Bus HD4904 .Sa99. Rp. Ch.
Sayles, Leonard R., and Alex Stewart, 1995, "Belated Recognition for Work Flow
Entrepreneurs: A Case of Selective Perception and Amnesia in Management Thought,"
Entrepreneurship: Theory & Practice, Wiley-Blackwell, US, Spring95, 19(3):7-23. ISSN:
10422587. Wd Cnt: 7800. Recent trends, such as reengineering, require work flow
entrepreneurship. These practices were recognized in post-World War II field research, but by
the 1970s this work suffered neglect. Amnesia was caused by deeply held assumptions of
scientific management, and by a search within business schools for academic legitimacy at the
expense of practice. At Columbia U.; Texas Tech U. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Scarbrough, Harry, and Mike Terry, 1998, "Forget Japan: the very British response to lean
production," Employee Relations, Emerald Group, MCB, Bradford, UK, 20(3):224-236. The
theories of the Japanization of British industry are contrasted with empirical evidence from
established UK car manufacturers (Rover and Peugeot-Talbot). The UK car industry has been
heavily influenced by Japanese methods, but established producers (and the union, TGWU)
follow policies marked by indigenous influences rather than by any unmediated Japanese effect.
[Silly buggers.] Both at U. Warwick, Coventry, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Scarpello, Vida, and Shawn M. Carraher, 2008, “Are pay satisfaction and pay fairness the same
construct?: A cross-country examination among the self-employed in Latvia, Germany, the UK,
and the USA,” Baltic Journal of Management, Emerald Group Pub. Ltd., 3(1):23-39. Part of a
larger study. A questionnaire found that while pay satisfaction and pay fairness are not the same
construct, with the exception of internal pay comparisons, the self-employed may not distinguish
between the two in a meaningful manner. This is the first study to use a multi-step process to
systematically and empirically examine the degree to which these constructs are similar across
four countries and with a sample of self-employed business people – a group rarely examined in
human resource research. Cited Jaques. Rp. PJ.
Schabracq, Marc, 1986, “The Ethological Theory of Stress: about work stress and wisdom,”
chapter 11 (p. 220-243) in Cooper, Cary L., ed., 1999, Theories of Organizational Stress, Oxford
U.P., Oxford, UK and New York, NY. Employees face losses as they age. Many types of losses
increase stress in people: loss of feedback, loss of territorial integrity, loss of control in the
workplace, loss of skilled competence (obsolescence), loss of transferability (skill dedication),
loss of continuity (network disintegration), loss of communality (shared experience), and loss of
quality of thinking. Cited Jaques 1986 (p. 238). Baruch HF5548.85 T48 2000. W. Ch.
Schadt, Eric E., Michael D. Linderman, Jon Sorenson, Lawrence Lee, and Garry P. Nolan, 2010,
"Computational solutions to large-scale data management and analysis," Nature Reviews
Genetics, Nature Publishing Group, Sep2010, 11(9):647-657. 11p. DOI: 10.1038/nrg2857.
ISSN: 14710056. The astonishing rate of current data generation by low-cost, high-throughput
technologies in genomics is being matched by that of other technologies, such as real-time
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imaging and mass spectrometry-based flow cytometry. Success will depend on our ability to
properly interpret the large-scale, high-dimensional data sets that are generated, which in turn
requires us to adopt advances in informatics. Here we discuss how we can master the different
types of computational environments that exist — such as cloud and heterogeneous computing
— to successfully tackle our big data problems. At Pacific Biosciences, Cal.; Computer Systems
Lab., Cal.; Stanford U., Cal., US. # Misc. PJ.
Schaffir, Walter R., 1954, “Current Trends in Organization,” Journal of Industrial Engineering,
American Institute of Industrial Engineers, (AIIE), Ohio State U., Columbus, OH, US, Jan.,
5(1):8-9. There has been a shift from ‘structure’ to people; to ‘formalize’ planning and tie it to
the executive; formalize executive job descriptions; to increase the span of control through
greater delegation and lower the ‘locus of decision-making’; and to decentralize and thus
develop self-reliant executives. Cited Worthy ASR 1950; Holden, Fish and Smith 1951; G. L.
Hall (Standard Oil of Cal.) 1948; Cordiner 1952. An engineer at Sperry. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Scharff, David E., ed., 1996, Object Relations Theory and Practice: An Introduction, J. Aronson
Pub., Northvale, NJ, US, 565 p. Ch. 61 is on Jaques’ 1955 article. About this (psychoanalysis)
therapy and its relationship to the workplace. Much of the book was on Melanie Klein, the
founder of the conceptual school. Clio os RC455.4.O23 O25 1996. Not seen. D. Bk.
Schein, Edgar H., 1969, Process Consultation: Its Role in Organization Development, vol. I,
Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA. 2nd edition 1988. McCarty and Gray (in Gray 1976) state, “The
concept of process consultation is not unlike the social-analytic method.” Schein did not cite
Jaques. Misc. Bk.
Schein, Edgar H., 1985, “How Culture Forms, Develops, and Changes,” chapter 2 (p. 17-43) in
Kilmann, Ralph H., Mary J. Saxton, Roy Serpa and Associates, eds., 1985, Gaining Control of
the Corporate Culture, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 541 p. Cited by Dayal 1991;
Czarniawska-Joerges 1992; Salama 1995. Cited Jaques 1955 (withdrawn). CUNY Grad Ctr &
Hunter Mn HD58.7 .G34 1985. W. Ch.
Schein, Edgar H., 1986, "A Critical Look at Current Career Development Theory and Research,"
chapter 9 (p. 310-331) in Hall, Douglas T., ed., 1986, Career Development in Organizations,
Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal., US, 366 p. Most firms had little career development. Cited in
Driver 1988, "Careers: …," ch 8 (p. 245-278). NYPL os JLE 86-4356 (SIBL). # Misc. Ch.
Schein, Edgar H., 1988, Process Consultation: Lessons for Managers and Consultants, vol. II,
Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 208 pages. Cited Jaques 1976 and 1982 (F of T). W. Bk.
Schein, Edgar H., 1989, “Reassessing the ‘Divine Rights’ of Managers,” Sloan Management
Review, Cambridge, MA, US, Winter, 30(2):63-68. The information technology will necessitate
a revolution in how we structure organizations. He argues that in the long-run, competitive
pressures will force more and more layers of management into roles other than the traditional
supervisory ones. Hierarchical authority will probably play a much smaller role in that picture,
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while coordination skills will play a much larger role. But there is a collective blind spot that
makes it difficult to imagine a non-hierarchical place. # Misc. PJ.
Schein, Edgar H., 1992, Organizational Culture and Leadership, second edition, Jossey Bass,
San Francisco, CA, 418 p. (1st edn. 1985) Schein was one of the few people who read and
understood Jaques 1982, Form of Time. The rank of the employee correlated with the person’s
“discretionary time horizon.” The key was the axis of intention, the size of plans and units of
planning, and the length of the feedback loops. Confused the definition of TSD with Lawrence
and Lorsch’s “TSF.” Correctly cited his MIT colleague Bailyn’s 1985 “operational autonomy”
as identical with Jaques’ “discretion within limits.” Defined TSD correctly (p. 112). Nice
quotes on p. 112. (First edition in 1985 cited Jaques 1951 but also cited Jaques 1955 that was
withdrawn. These were dropped in the second edition. Was he in contact with Elliott?) D. Bk.
Schein, Edgar, 2000, “Edgar Schein on organizational therapy,” interview with James Campbell
Quick, Academy of Management Executive, Academy of Management, 1 February 2000,
14(1):31-48. ISSN: 1079-5545. Followed by commentary on the Edgar Schein interview by
Manfred F R Kets De Vries (p. 49-51). Jaques’ name comes up in passing in both halves of this
interview/ commentary. W. Pro.
Schellenberg, Kathryn, 1996, “Taking It or Leaving It: instability and turn-over in a high-tech
firm,” Work and Occupations, Sage Pub., Thousand Oaks, Calif., May, 23(2):190-213.
Organizations are becoming increasingly unstable. This threatens to impair the operation of
internal labor markets that raise workers' commitment to their employers. Using longitudinal
case study data, the author supports the hypothesis that organizational instability raises workers’
propensities to quit their jobs (independent of whether or not job security is threatened). This
finding suggests that labor market and turnover research that fails to take change into account
may be seriously flawed. Information technology. IT. Jaques not cited. Grad Ctr, Htr SW. At
U. Guelph, Can. # Misc. PJ.
Schellenberg, Kathryn, and George A. Miller, 1998, “Turbulence and Bureaucracy,” Journal of
Applied Behavioral Science, NTL, Arlington, VA, June 1998, 34(2):202-221. Turbulence can
enhance the appeal of bureaucracy as well as make it difficult for firms to operate according to a
bureaucratic structure. Repeated mis-citings of Jaques 1990, Perrow 1986, and DuGay 1994.
Loss of Deming’s warning about data inside the computer. Based on Burns and Stalker 1961 uncited. Based on Schellenberg 1991 Utah PhD. Schellenberg at UWO. Miller at U. Utah. #
Lost. PJ. A.
Schellenger, Michael H., David D. Wood, and Ahmad Tashakori, 1989, "Board of Directors
Composition, Shareholder Wealth and Dividend Policy," Journal of Management, US, Sept.,
15(3):457-467. Outside directors were shown to vote for financial performance of the firm and
a larger dividend policy. They were less interested in how these results were obtained than
inside directors. Outside directors better protected the interests of shareholders. CUNY Htr Mn.,
City Coll., Baruch. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
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Schermerhorn, John R., Mary Uhl-Bien, and Richard N. Osborn, 2010, Organizational Behavior,
12th edn., Wiley, NY, NY, US, 648 p. Textbook. ISBN-10: 0470878207; ISBN-13: 9780470878200. In Amazon online. [Hunt was a co-author .] NYPL offsite JLE 88-3664 (SIBL),
3rd edn 627 p. SIBL online 9th edn. *R-SIBL HD58.7 .S34 2005. Not Seen. W. Bk.
Schiller, Bradley R., and Randall D. Weiss, 1979, “The Impact of Private Pensions on Firm
Attachment,” Review of Economics and Statistics, MIT Press, US, Aug., 61(3):369-380. Most
US studies focused on wages and understated the impact of pensions. Evidence indicated the
impact of pensions does affect firm attachment and long-term employment tenure. Employers
should view private pensions as a way to alter employee behavior and lower turnover. (Japanese
did this with positive results, see Seike and Tan 1994.) MS. PJ. A.
Schlag-Rey, Madeleine, 1958, “Note a propos de la mesure de la responsabilite,” Revue de
l’Institut de Sociologie, Instituts Solvay, Universite libre de Bruxelles, Institut de sociologie,
Bruxelles, Belgium, 1958, 1(4):880-883. In French. An accurate description of discretion, timespan, and levels of work. A very early continental recognition that Jaques was on to something
different. Cited in Bolle de Bal 1962 and 1990/1993. Cited Jaques 1956, 1958; J.M.M. Hill
1956. Brussels. NYPL os. # Rp. PJ.
Schlemenson, Aldo Eduardo, 1984, Entrepreneurial Organizations: The Printing Shop, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Sociology, Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. (in
English), 520 pages. [Theses # 34-727. BLL no. D50530/84, PH.D.S34.] Not published in
English. Published in Spanish in 1986. See Ph.Ds.
Schlemenson, Aldo E., 1986, Analisis Organizacional y Empresa Unipersonal, crisis y conflicto
en contextos turbulentos, Editorial Paidos, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Barcelona, Esp., Mexico,
288 p. Traduccion: Beatriz E. Anastasi de Lome. (2nd ed. 1993, 3rd ed. 1998.) (From his Brunel
PhD thesis, 1984, in English.) [In Spanish. Organization Analysis and the Entrepreneurial
Enterprise, crisis and conflict in a turbulent environment.] Rp. Bk.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 1990, La perspectiva etica en analisis organizacional: Un compromiso
reflexivo con la accion, Ed. Paidos, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 240 pages. [In Spanish. The
Ethical Perspective in Organization Analysis: a reflective compromise with action.] Rp. Bk.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 1992, "Organization Structure and Human Resources in Tax
Administration," chapter 10 (p. 343-364, comments p. 365-376) in Bird, Richard M., and Milka
Casanegra de Jantscher, eds., 1992, Improving tax administration in developing countries,
International Monetary Fund, Washington, D.C., 403 p. (In Spanish: “Estructura Organizativa y
Recursos Humanos en le Administracion Tributaria,” capitulo 10 en la Administracion
Tribunaria en los Paises del CIAT, Publicado por Instituto de Estudios Fiscales, Ministerio de
Economia y Hacienda, Madrid.) Papers from a 1991 CIAT conference held at Segovia, Spain.
Includes Latin American case studies. Schlemenson's chapter covers using this theory to reduce
and eliminate corruption in the Argentinian tax and tariff administration office. Description of
the current organizational structure, discrepancies and internal fragmentation, and of
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disequalibria in human resources. Proposals suggested for requisite integration and
improvements. Some were implemented. Very clear. Comments by Francis P. Greaney (mixed,
KPMG Peat Marwick, p. 365-370) and by Edgar Gutierrez (positive, Costa Rican tax
administrator, p. 371-376). A case. CUNY Queens HJ 3374.5 .I48 1992. # Rp. Ch. *****
Schlemenson, Aldo, 1996, “Hombres no trabajando,” Encrucijadas, Revista de la Universidad de
Buenos Aires, Argentina, Diciembre, Ano 2, No 4. (Being Out of Work) Misc. PJ.
Schlemenson, Aldo, y otros, 1996, Organizar y Conducir la Escuela, reflexiones de cinco
directores y un asesor, Editorial Paidos, Buenos Aires, Mexico, Barcelona, 224 p. (In Spanish.
Organizing and Directing Schools, the observations of five directors and an assessor.) Misc. Bk.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 1998, "Crisis y Valores en las Organizaciones,” Enoikos, Revista de la
Facultad de Ciencias Economicas de la Universidad de Buenos Aires, Ano VI, Nº 13, Buenos
Aires, Argentina. Rp. PJ.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 1998, "Elliott Jaques – La Trayectoria de Un Pionero," ERGO, Buenos
Aires, AR, p. 77-80. In Spanish. An excellent short outline of his career. # D. PJ.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 1999, “La organización como factor de corrupción,” Simposio99,
Universidad de Buenos Aires, AR. On the central importance of “accountability” for blocking
corruption in an organization. This word, however, does not exist in Spanish. The closest word
is “respondabilidad.”
http://www.econ.uba.ar/www/institutos/admin/ceo/simposio99/schlemenson.htm Rp.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 2000, "La Administracion Tributaria: Organizacion y Recursos Humanos,"
(Tax Administration: Organization and Human Relations), Enoikos, Revista de la Facultad de
Ciencias Economicas de la Universidad de Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Junio, Ano
VIII, Nº 16. The article gives a public case account of an organizational structure and talent pool
development project in the Argentine tax administration (AFIP) using Elliott Jaques’ Requisite
Organization theory to combat corruption and ineffectiveness. See Urwick article 1969. SIBL
JBM 97-384 no. 16-20 (2000-02). Rp. PJ.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 2000, “Cambio Cultural,” Lideres del tercer milenio – fasciculo 17, Revista
Mercado, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Agosto. Rp. PJ.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 2000, “El cambio generacional en las empresas,” Lideres del tercer milenio
– fasciculo 22, Revista Mercado, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Octubre. Rp. PJ.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 2002, La Estrategia del Talento: Alternativas Para Su Desarrollo En
Organizaciones y Empresas En Tiempos de Crisis, Editorial Paidos, Buenos Aires, Mexico,
Barcelona, 256 p., paperback. The Talent Strategy. This book is about crisis, work, requisite
organization, and talent pool development - strategy, structure, human relations, and leadership
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practices. It includes a description of the AFIP project in the area of appreciation of level of
potential capability. Rp. Bk.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 2005, “An Innovative Approach to the Theory and Practice of
Organizational Analysis: my journey with Elliott Jaques,” International Journal of Applied
Psychoanalytic Studies, Special Issue: Elliott Jaques 1: The Contributions of Elliott Jaques,
Whurr Publishers (subsidiary of John Wiley), New York and London, December 2005, 2(4):345364. email: Aldo Schlemenson (aldo@schlemenson.com.ar) Buenos Aires. This article
highlighted the author's experience working with Elliott Jaques and applying his theory for over
35 years in Argentina. It explained the development of Jaques' theoretical approach to
organizational theory over two decades as it was transformed from a psychological to a social
theoretical framework. The time-span of discretion instrument was the means for evaluating jobs
and for gaining access to the extant organization through systematic analysis. This approach to
change combined effectiveness with a humanistic democratization of the workplace and with
ethics. This article provided case examples of projects in public administration: AFIP and TPD.
Noted Elliott’s juvenile delight in scandalizing audiences. (Foreword to the article by Dr Carlos
Silvani, International Monetary Fund, Washington, D.C.) Rp. PJ.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 2009, “Elliott Jaques, La Trayectoria de un Pionero,” Ergo, Buenos Aires,
AR, Julio 2009, p. 77-80. In Spanish. A short article summarizing Elliott’s career, the Tavvy,
psychoanalysis, Glacier Metal, Wilfred Brown, Brunel University, BIOSS, the US Army, CRA/
RTZ (Rio Tinto), etc. Reprinted from 1998. # D. Pro.
Schlemenson, Silvia, 1999, Los chicos toman la palabra, UNICEF, Oficina de Argentina.
Included discussion of complexity of mental processing. Cited Aulagnier 1994. Cited by Jaques
2002 in LBLO. Rp. Bk.
Schlender, Brent, 2004, “The New Soul of a Wealth Machine,” Fortune, New York, NY, April
5, 2004, 149(7):102-105, 108, 110 (5 pg). When thinking of significant innovations of the past
50 years, an innovation that doesn’t come readily to mind is the modern corporation. The
corporation, like any human institution, can be corrupted and abused. But it’s all too easy to
overlook the genuine creativity required to design and run an organization employing tens of
thousands of people to consistently and efficiently develop, improve, manufacture, and deliver.
Peter Drucker, often called the father of modern management, contends that the modern
corporation first came into its own in the 1920s and 1930s, as professional managers replaced
founders and the scions of founders at the helms of large firms. Say what you like about the
stunning growth, immense profits, and magical inventions of Information Technology
juggernauts like Intel or Microsoft or Cisco – what makes such companies truly special is their
leaders’ organizational ingenuity. Cited by Hoare 2006. Misc. Pro.
Schlenker, Barry R., Thomas W. Britt, John Pennington, Rodolfo Murphy, and Kevin
Doherty, 1994, “The triangle model of responsibility,” Psychological Review, APA, Oct. 1994,
101(4):632-652. Responsibility acts as a psychological adhesive that connects an actor to an
event and to relevant prescriptions that should govern conduct. People are held responsible to
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the extent that (1) a clear, well-defined set of prescriptions is applicable to an event (prescriptionevent link); (2) the actor is perceived to be bound by the prescriptions by virtue of identity
(prescription–identity link); and (3) the actor is connected to the event by virtue of appearing to
have personal control over it (identity–event link). Studies supported the model, showing that
attributions of responsibility are a direct function of the combined strengths of the 3 linkages
(Study 1) and that, when judging responsibility, people seek out information that is on the
linkages (Study 2). The model clarifies the meaning of responsibility and provides a coherent
framework for understanding social judgment. All at U FL, Gainesville, US. # MS. PJ. A.
Schlicht, Ekkehart, 1979, “The Transition to Labour Management as a Gestalt Switch,” Gestalt
Theory, GTA, Steinkopff-Darmstadt, Germany, Oct. 1979, 1(1):54-67. [Citations are in
economics and psychology. Jaques not mentioned nor cited.] NYPL Schw os JFL 91-69 v. 1-3
1979-81. Not in Clio or CUNY. At U. Bielfeld, DE. Abs # Misc. PJ.
Schlicht, Ekkehart, 1980, "Commitment and the Time Span of Discretion: A Note on the
Economic Foundations of Elliott Jaques' Sociological Theory of Wage Differentials," Zeitschrift
fuer die gesamte Staatswissenschaft (ZfGS), (now: Journal of institutional and theoretical
economics: JITE), Humboldt University at Berlin, DE, 136(1):161-165. [Note typos: Eliot,
Diufferentials] Original in English. An attempt to view TSD in the context of agency theory. A
model of the “efficiency wage” (q.v. Akerlof and Yellen, eds., 1986) that assumed the firm’s
production function increased monotonically with the TSD of a job. Saw TSD as an expression
of the employee’s commitment to remain with the firm and in the job for the full time of the
longer tasks (wrong). (See Theocarakis 1990 PhD, p. 44 for discussion. Theocarakis viewed
TSD as “a proxy for a job’s demand parameter for effort, ability or commitment” p. 50.) url =
"citeseer.nj.nec.com/ schlicht80commitment.html" Cited in Amsteus 2011 [as Ekkehart, S.]
SIBL offsite; CLIO Bus Colln, Leh Liby H5 .Z4. # Rp. PJ. A.
Schlicht, Ekkehart, 1981, "Training Costs and Wage Differentials in the Theory of Job
Competition," Zeitschrift für die gesamte Staatswissenschaft / Journal of Institutional and
Theoretical Economics, Juni 1981, Bd. 137, H. 2. pp. 212-221. 10 p. In English. Abstract in
German. Mit Hilfe eines einfachen Modells wird eine Theorie der Lohnsetzung entwikkelt,
welche die Lohndifferentiale mit der Höhe der Ausbildungskosten verknüpft (i.e. Kosten für
general und specific on-the-job training). Den Ausgangspunkt der Analyse bildet die Annahme,
daß die Unternehmen das Lohnniveau für eine gegebene Tätigkeit weder so hoch fixieren, daß
die Arbeitskosten zu hoch werden, noch so gering ansetzen, daß die Abwanderung der
Arbeitskräfte und damit die Neurekrutierung unerfahrener Arbeitskräfte und die damit
verbundenen Kosten zu groß sind. Die Interaktion der Unternehmen führt schließlich zu einem
stabilen Lohnniveau, welches von der Höhe der Ausbildungskosten abhängt. Einige
Übereinstimmungen mit und Abweichungen vom Humankapitalansatz werden betont, und es
wird argumentiert, daß die Effizienz des Arbeitsmarktes bei Arbeitskräfte-Immobilität leichter
gesichert werden kann als unter den analysierten Wettbewerbsbedingungen. Cited Leibenstein
1975. # MS. PJ. A.
Schmid, Felix, et al, eds., 1994, Computer Integrated Production Systems and Organizations: the
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human-centred approach, Springer-Verlag, Series F: vol. 134, Berlin, Germany; NY, NY, US,
347 p. In English. Papers from a NATO ASI ongoing conference. Jack Fallow of British Gas
North Thames and BP Engineering was thanked. Schmid was on the faculty at Brunel U.
[Jaques’s name appears on computer search, but I was unable to find a citation.] SIBL JSE 95225. Clio Engineering TS155.63 .N38 1994. Misc. Bk.
Schmid, Hillel, 2004, "Organization-Environment Relationships: Theory for Management
Practice in Human Service Organizations," Administration in Social Work, Taylor & Francis,
Abington, Oxon, UK, 2004, 28(1):97-113. DOI: 10.1300/J147v28n01_07. ISSN: 03643107.
Given the rapid changes in their environments, it is important for executive directors in human
service organizations to develop an external organizational orientation and manage the
environment just as they manage the organization's internal environment. Organizational
behavior ranges from strategic behavior that conforms to the demands of the government and
funding sources to proactive strategies as expressed in new initiatives and attempts to identify
threats and opportunities that will change the power-dependence relations between the
organization and its environment. In this way, they attain the legitimacy and resources needed
for the organization's survival. At Hebrew U. of Jerusalem, Israel. # Misc. PJ.
Schmidt, Frank L., 1991, "Why All Banding Procedures in Personnel Selection Are Logically
Flawed," Human Performance, Taylor & Francis, Mahwah, NJ, US, 1991, 4(4):265-27. ISSN:
08959285. The statistical significance testing of differences was irrelevant to the traditional
optimizing selection model. All banding procedures in personnel selection had a fatal logical
flaw. (Also, Cascio et al fudged the numbers. See Cascio et al 1991 (same issue). # Misc. PJ.
Schmidt, Frank L., and John E. Hunter, 1998, “The Validity and Utility of Selection Methods in
Personnel Psychology: Practical and Theoretical Implications of 85 Years of Research Findings,”
Psychological Bulletin, APA, US, Sep 1998, 124(2):262-274. This article summarizes the
practical and theoretical implications of 85 years of research in personnel selection, especially
general mental ability (GMA) and the 18 other selection procedures. Overall, the three
combinations with the highest multivariate validity and utility for job performance were GMA
plus a work sample test (mean validity of .63), GMA plus an integrity test (mean validity of .65),
and GMA plus a structured interview (mean validity of .63). A further advantage of the latter
two combinations is that they can be used for both entry level selection and selection of
experienced employees. The practical utility implications of these summary findings are
substantial. (A response to Barrick and Mount articles, 1991-1996.) At U. Iowa & Mich. State.
Cited by Sessa 2003. Misc. PJ. A.
Schmidt, Frank L., 2002, "The Role of General Cognitive Ability and Job Performance: Why
There Cannot Be a Debate," Human Performance, Taylor & Francis, Mahwah, NJ, US, 2002,
15(1/2):187-210. 24p. ISSN: 08959285. Given the overwhelming research evidence showing
the strong link between general cognitive ability (GCA) and job performance, it is not logically
possible for industrial-organizational (I/O) psychologists to have a serious debate over whether
GCA is important for job performance. If we want to remain a science-based field, we cannot
reject what we know to be true in favor of what we would like to be true. See Schmidt 1991,
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1995. At U. Iowa. # Misc. PJ.
Schmitt, D. R., and G. Marwell, 1972, “Withdrawal and Reward Allocation as Responses to
Inequity,” Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, Academic Press, NY, NY, Vol. 8:207221. Found overpaid employees were uncomfortable enough to voluntarily withdraw from the
inequitable relationship. Supported Jaques. See van der Waal. MS. PJ.
Schnake, Mel E., Stephen Bushardt, and Curran Spottswood, 1984, “Internal Work Motivation
and Intrinsic Job Satisfaction: The Effects of Goal Clarity, Goal Difficulty, Participation in Goal
Setting, and Task Complexity,” Group and Organization Studies, Sage, Beverly Hills, CA,
9(2):201-209. This touches on the ideas of both Deming and Jaques but the ideas here need
further definition. Misc. PJ.
Schneider, Marguerite, 2002, “A Stakeholder Model of Organizational Leadership,”
Organization Science, March-April, 13(2):209-220. Described the new or “radix” organization
based on the value chain which is relatively fluid. Radix is Latin for root or foundation. How
does this new form affect the practice of leadership? As the organization becomes flatter and
fuzzier, and relationships shift, the stakeholder model gains credence. In this radix model
stakeholders join, rather than follow, the leader. Table of TIRR relationships from EJ 1976.
Cited Jaques 1976; Jacobs & Lewis 1992; Hooijberg 1996, 1997; Boal & Whitehead 1992;
Zaccaro et al 1991; Ashby 1952; Denison et al 1997. At NJIT, Newark, NJ. # Rp. PJ. A.
Schneiderman, Arthur M., 1998, "Are There Limits to Total Quality Management?" Strategy and
Business, Booz & Co., NY, NY, US, 2Q1998, 13 pgs. The answer turned out to be yes: As
issues go up the hierarchy, problems grow too complex for ‘continuous.’ (In short, technical
problems here are concatenated with organizational problems. There are 5 levels in this
organization and each has an increasing level of organization complexity to the issues it faces.
Asking Stratum I capable employees to solve Stratum 5 problems is to overwhelm them.
Deming was also clear: QC-circles must go with R&D centers. Both are needed.) But PDSA
can still be used at every level: hoshin kanri shows this. Jaques not cited. # MS. Pro.
Schoder, Detlef, 2007, "The Flaw in Customer Lifetime Value," Harvard Business Review, US,
Dec2007, 85(12):26. 1p. Word Count: 698. ISSN: 0017-8012. The calculation of customer
lifetime value (CLV) is used in marketing to determine whether or not customers are profitable
and if they should be retained or abandoned. The net present value (NPV) is an analysis of the
marketing expense and revenues that are generated by a customer. The real-options approach to
calculating NPV gives a company flexibility in its option to abandon customers with a negative
NPV. Five steps are given for including real-options analysis in the NPV calculation. At chair,
Department of Information Systems and Information Management, University of Cologne,
Germany. schoder@wim.uni-koeln.de # Misc. Pro.
Schoemaker, Paul J. H., 1998, “Twenty Common Pitfalls in Scenario Planning,” chapter 25 (p.
422-431) in Fahey, Liam, and Robert M. Randall, eds., 1998, Learning From The Future
Competitive Foresight Scenarios, Wiley, NY, NY, US; London, UK, 446 p. This chapter is a
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hard, practical look at SP to identify the process and/or content pitfalls where slip-ups most often
occur. Solid. Jaques not cited. At Shell & Wharton. SIBL offsite JBE98-175. # MS. Ch.
Scholl, Richard W., 1981, “Differentiating Organizational Commitment from Expectancy as a
Motivating Force,” Academy of Management Review, October, 6(4):589-599. Equity theory
(Jaques, Adams) vs Expectancy theory (Lawler). Cited Jaques 1961 (Jacques). W. PJ. A.
Scholten, Gerard, 1981, Passen en meten met functiewaardering, (Job evaluation: Cutting and
contriving), Alphen aan den Rijn,. Samson, NL, 114 p. In Dutch. A concise survey of job
evaluation methods then in use or being considered in NL. Skeptical of the whole business.
Cited in Jong and Thierry 1984. LC: HF5549.5.J62. Not in NYC. Not seen. Refu. Bk.
Scholtes, Peter R., 1992, “Time de qualidade: como usar equipes para melhorar a qualidade,”
Qualitymark, Rio de Janeiro: Brazil. In Brazilian Portugese. (Misspelt as Sholtes). Misc. Rep.
Scholtes, Peter, 1994, Learning and Leadership, British Deming Association, World Series
Booklet W4, Wiltshire, UK and SPC Press, Knoxville, TN. Containing Peter’s concluding
remarks for the BDA’s Sixth Annual Conference in May 1993. A key part was on “The AWord: Accountability.” “‘Accountability’ is another word for blame.” And he is right. In most
organizations accountability is the Tally-Ho! in the rat-hunt for the employee who messed up.
“The hierarchy-chart defines who is to blame, i.e., who is accountable for what. It’s all to do
with the old way of thinking ... rooted in the old paradigm. ...I don’t like the tone of blame or
fear that I have always seen attached to the word when it’s used.” This is a misuse of
accountability that makes it, in the Jaques lexicon, a “liability.” Scholtes did not cite Jaques.
Refu. Bk.
Scholtes, Peter R., 1995, “Teams in the age of systems,” Quality Progress, Milwaukee, WI, Dec
1995, 28(12):51-59. (An excerpt from Team Handbook.) Organizations need to adopt a new
philosophy toward teams that is built on two prerequisites. First, teams must support customers,
systems, and improvement. Second, teams must not only support the system, but also be a
system. These concepts are linked to each other. The first is the customer-in mentality, which
embraces a set of values and priorities that are translated into routines and daily behaviors. The
2nd concept is that of gemba, which roughly translates from the Japanese to mean the work flow
within an organization that directly adds value to the product or service. Distinguishing between
what is and is not gemba will identify which functions should serve others. See Beiles 1995.
Baruch Percls. # Misc. PJ. *****
Scholtes, Peter R., 1996, The Leadership Handbook, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 415 p. [e-book]
Hard not in NYC. [Oh my Gawd!] Seen in B&N. Misc. Bk.
Scholtes, Peter R., 1998, The Leader's Handbook : making things happen, getting things done,
McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, US, 415 p. Structure. Work flow. Charts & illustrations. How to deal
with your team regarding work. CUNY Baruch - HD 57.7 .S357 1998. Teach. Misc. Bk.
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Scholtes, Peter R., 1999, “The New Competencies of Leadership,” Total Quality Management,
Carfax, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK, July 1999, 10(4/5):S704-S710. Wd Cnt: 3319. Discussed
the competencies of leadership as elaborated by W. Edwards Deming's work on the 1994 book,
System of Profound Knowledge. List of competencies include variation in leadership and
changes in the substance and methods of learning. # Misc. Pro.
Scholtes, Peter R., Brien L. Joiner, and Barbara J. Streibel, 2003, The Team Handbook: how to
use teams to improve Quality, 3rd edn., Oriel Pubs., Madison, Wisc., var. p. [approx. 280 p.; 8
chs; 4 appdx.] (1st edn. 1988; 2nd edn., 1993) Lots of team activities focused on the application
of Quality imperatives and initiatives – roles and responsibilities, work, tools to solve problems,
learnings, improvements. (Cartoons, too.) See Fairhurst and Wendt 1993. CUNY Hostos
HD66 .S37 1996. SIBL Leo 658.4036S. Misc. Bk.
Schon, Donald A., 1971, Beyond the Stable State, Temple Smith, London, UK, 254 pages (1st
edition). Asked how society can produce public and private organizations “at the periphery” that
can cope in an increasingly unstable world. (Rowbottom and Billis 1977 proposed the creation
of Stratum 5 organizations (per Jaques) as a potential answer because they retain organizational
coherence.) Misc. Bk.
Schrader, David E., 1993, The Corporation as Anomaly, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge and New York, 202 p. An examination of the economic versus the managerialist
views. The marginalist economic definition of the corporation which began in the 1930s has had
enormous impact. The large corporation is a forum for collective social action but economists
cling to a definition of it as individual action. See Dill 1978. Clio Bus HD2741 .S43 1993.
Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Schrage, Michael, 1997, “The Real Problem with Computers,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Sept.-Oct., 75(5):178-188. The real problem is neglect of human relationships, not
information delivery. This essay started as a joint book review of The Squandered Computer by
Paul A. Strassmann and Information Ecology by Thomas H. Davenport. Strassmann shows that
IT may have cost US businesses net tens of billions of dollars. This directly contradicts media
claims of a big IT payback. Organizational values inform the choices it makes. Sharing?
Competition? Vague values lead to IT inconsistencies and losses. Information Technology.
Refu. Pro.
Schreuder, A. M. G., and Melinde Coetzee, 2006, Careers: An organisational perspective, 3rd
edition, Juta Academic, Cape Town, SA, 379 p., pbk. ISBN 070217151. The primary thrust of
this edition was change in career issues faced by both individuals and organizations to reflect the
most recent research and trends. Discussed the meaning of work, the implication of change on
careers, career planning and management, organizational support practices, and practical
applications of career choice. AMGS is an HRM director; MC is at UNISA. Misc. Bk.
Schriber, Jacquelyn B., and Barbara A. Gutek, 1987, “Some time dimensions of work:
Measurement of an underlying aspect of organization culture,” Journal of Applied Psychology,
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APA, Nov. 1987, 72(4):642-650. ISSN: 00219010. We examined the existence of temporal
dimensions of organization culture (e.g., norms of time in organizations) and developed an
instrument to measure those dimensions to facilitate cross-organizational and intraorganizational comparisons. Cited Jaques (FoT) 1982; C. Burke 1986; Goodman 1967; Squyres
1981; Schriber 1986 Interesting PhD. # W. PJ. A.
Schriesheim, Chester A., and Linda L. Neider, 1996, "Path-goal leadership theory: The long and
winding road," Leadership Quarterly, Elsevier Science, UK, Fall96, 7(3): 10489843. 25 years
have passed since Robert J. House published his classic article in ASQ (1971). He used Vroom's
(1964) expectancy theory of motivation to identify the effects of leader behavior on subordinate
outcome variables. An obvious question 2-1/2 decades later is: Where has such a road taken the
leadership field? We should be closer to realizing the "potential" of this theory than its current
arrested state. Cited House & Mitchell 1974. At U. of Miami. # Refu. PJ. A.
Schriesheim, Chester A., 2003, “Why Leadership Research is Generally Irrelevant for
Leadership Development,” chapter 10 (p. 181-197) in Murphy, Susan E., and Ronald E. Riggio,
eds., 2003, The Future of Leadership Development, Erlbaum, Mahwah, NJ, 279 p. Research is
irrelevant to leaders because it doesn’t take into account the personal investment (price) that
needs to be paid. Academic research is concerned with statistical significance and validity. But
managers look for relevance and actionability. Jaques not cited. Not in NYPL, CUNY. Clio
Bus HD57.7 .F88 2003. At U. Miami. Refu. Ch.
Schriesheim, J. G., and Steven Kerr, 1977, “RIP LPC: A Response to Fiedler,” chapter two (p. 956) in Hunt, James G., and Lars L. Larson, eds., 1977, Leadership: the cutting edge: a
symposium held at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, October 27-28, 1976, Southern
Illinois University Press, Carbondale, IL, 286 p. This was a very lively symposium. The authors
were saying the Least Preferred Coworker (LPC) theory of Fiedler was dead finally. See Ashour
1973 article and Fiedler reply 1977. Baruch HM141 .L4. NYPL Offsite - Req in Adv JLE 781623 (HSSL). Not on RO, but - boom. Alt. Bk. UP.
Schroder, Harold M., Michael J. Driver, and Siegfried Streufert, 1967, Human Information
Processing: individuals and groups functioning in complex social situations, Holt Rinehart and
Winston, New York, NY, 224 pages. A first-rate work. Just misses the boat. (See Harvey, Hunt
and Schroder 1961.) Jaques not cited. Htr Main. Lehman Coll. City Coll. BF455 S29.
[Copied first three chapters.] # Misc. Bk.
Schroder, Harold M., 1989, Managerial Competence: the key to excellence, Kendall/Hunt Pub.,
Dubuque, IA, 170 pages. This book shows 11 managerial competencies in the US. Parallel with
Jaques’ thinking on cognitive levels in organizations. Schroder did research with Spangenberg at
Stollenbosch Uni. in So. Africa in 1990s. Cited in Cockerill et al 1995. Cited Schroder, Driver
and Streufert 1967. See also Tony (Anthony P.) Cockerill 1989 Related PhD at U. London. See
also Sears study. Not in CUNY, NYPL, Clio. ILL. [Amazon pbk $60.] Not seen. MS. Bk.
Schroeder, Michael, 1991, “The Re-Casting of Alcoa,” Business Week, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY,
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USA, Sept. 9, p. 62-64. CEO Paul H. O’Neill reorganized the firm so front-line managers have
more say and the decentralized 25 unit heads report directly to him but have leeway to run their
own businesses. Alcoa arranged a partnership with Kobe Steel. O’Neill shifted from C.I. to
“dramatic improvements” from the FLMs. “There will be no hiding,” said a boardmember:
accountability. Jaques not cited. See Wyatt 1985; Kolesar 1993. Baruch. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Schruijer, Sandra G. L., and Leopold S. Vansina, 1999, “Leadership and Organizational Change:
An Introduction,” European Journal of Work and Organizational Psychology, March, 8(1):1-8.
Jaques says the intellectual capacity of the potential leader can be measured beforehand. An
intro essay to the special issue. (See Vansina 1999 in this issue.) Cited Jaques 1976. # D. PJ.
Schruijer, Sandra G. L., and Leopold S. Vansina, 2002, “Leader, Leadership and Leading: from
individual characteristics to relating in context,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd., Chichester, Sussex, UK, 23(7):869-874. Pub. Online: Nov. 2002, Wiley
Interscience: www.interscience.wiley.com. (A commentary on Paglis and Green article, March
2002, 23:215-235.) Noted the lack of attention in the literature to the cognitive capabilities of
managers. Self-esteem can lead to selection of more and more narcissistic leaders. Selfefficacy can lead to ‘make believe.’ Schruijer is at TIAS B-School, Tilburg U., Tilburg, The
Netherlands. Vansina (Emeritus) is at Professional Development Institute, Belgium. email:
S.G.L.Schruijer@kub.nl Cited Jaques 1976, 1998, 1994; Vansina 1988, 1999. # Rp. PJ.
Schuetz, Alfred, 1951, “Choosing among Projects of Action,” Philosophy and Phenomenological
Research, International Phenomenological Society, U. of Buffalo, NY, US, Dec., 12(2):161-184.
(This readin’ ain’t chopped liver, folks. Schuetz ranks up there with C.I. Lewis as a major
headache.) Are our motives for action and choice coming from psychological preference or
purposive intention? The time perspective of the project influences the motive. For any project
to be practical, the world must be predictable. The degree of indeterminance affects the choice.
And future actions will create a new and different state of nature which will have a different
weight to it of good and evil. But the action also creates a certainty. [spelled also Schutz?] #
Misc. PJ.
Schuler, Randall S., and Susan E. Jackson, 1987, “Linking Human Resource Practices with
Competitive Strategies,” Academy of Management Executive, Mississippi State, Aug., 1(3):207219. Recently, there has been an increased awareness that the abilities, skills, values,
personalities, and perspectives of top managers need to match a firm's business strategies. Three
major strategies that companies use to gain competitive advantage are: 1. innovation strategies,
which involve encouraging employees to experiment and work creatively, 2. cost-reduction
strategies, which attempt to increase productivity per person, and 3. quality improvement
strategies, which require workers to be more committed to and involved in quality. Found that
“when cost reduction is emphasized in an organization, predictability is valued over
creativity, risk-taking is less appropriate, and a short-term focus usually predominated.” These
properties were different from literature advocating creativity: flexibility, long-term focus, and
assuming responsibilities. Cited in Jackson & Schuler 1990. Both at NYU. # Refu. Pro.
*****
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Schultz, Theodore W., 1975, “The Value of the Ability to Deal with Disequilibria,” Journal of
Economic Literature, Sept. 1975, 13(3):827-846. Noted the “allocative ability” of people to
more efficiently reallocate their available assets in the face of an opportunity/ economic
disequilibria. Apparently, this ability was heightened by education and experience. Noted the
link to Gary Becker’s 1965 essay on the allocation of time by people. By the end, Schultz
wondered if this was what cognitive psychologists were looking at. Could the ability to
juggle assets be improved? Or was it innate? Value of executive pay? Unaware of SST/RO.
Cited by Israel M. Kirsner 1979, "Comment" on Leibenstein 1979. See Lazonick 1991. # MS.
PJ. A.
Schumpeter, Joseph A., 1947, "The Creative Response in Economic History," Journal of
Economic History, Cambridge U. Press, UK, Nov., 7(2):149-159. The entrepreneurial function,
though facilitated by the ownership of means, is not identical with that of the capitalist. The
inventor produces ideas, the entrepreneur "gets things done," which may but need not embody
anything that is scientifically new. "Getting new things done" is not only a distinct process but it
is a process which produces consequences that are an essential part of capitalist reality. The
impact of the new product or method spells losses to the "old" firms. That the theorist's teaching,
according to which capital "migrates" from declining to rising industries is unrealistic is obvious:
the capital "invested" in railroads does not migrate into trucking and air transportation but will
perish in and with the railroads. Cited Chapman and Marquis 1912. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Schumpeter, Joseph A., 1965, "Economic theory and entrepreneurial history," chapter (p. 45-64)
in Aitken, Hugh G. J., ed., 1965, Explorations inEnterprise, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, MA, US, 420 p. [Reprinted from Change and the Entrepreneur, HUP, 1949: NYPL
Schw ? SB p.v. 896.] Entrepreneurship as a variation of economic history and its evolution.
Very good. NYPL Schw E-12 3604. Teach. # Misc. Ch. UP. A.
Schuster, Jay R., and Barbara Clark, 1970, “Dealing with Pay Expectations: Solving a
Management Riddle,” Business Perspectives, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL,
Summer, 6(4):3-9. Organizational pay practices should be revised to permit response to pay
expectations of higher performers. Extended Porter and Lawler 1968. Cited Hunt and Hill 1969.
Cited Tolman 1932 and Lewin 1938 on expectancy theory. David Belcher commented on draft.
Alt. PJ.
Schuster, Jay R., Barbara Clark, and Miles Rogers, 1971, “Testing Portions of the Porter and
Lawler Model Regarding the Motivational Role of Pay,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA,
June, 55(3):187-195. (Test of P&L 1968. See Lawler related PhD 1964.) Found the more
employees saw performance influencing pay, the harder they worked. Effort functioned
differently than in P&L’s model. (The beginning of his drift away from P&L as too simplistic.)
These results were included in his Related 1976 PhD. Refu. PJ. A.
Schuster, Jay R., Jerome A. Colletti, and Lyle Knowles, 1973, “The Relationship Between
Perceptions Concerning Magnitudes of Pay and the Perceived Utility of Pay: Public and Private
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Organizations Compared,” Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Academic
Press, US, February, 9(1):110-119. Research by Giles and Barrett (1971), which backed equity
theory, was replicated (q.v.) contradicting Porter and Lawler 1968. Very small and very large
amounts of pay were seen as less attractive than fair pay. Refu. PJ. A.
Schuster, Jay R., and Thomas J. Atchison, 1973, “Examining Feelings of Pay Equity,” Business
Perspectives, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, Spring, 9(3):16-19. This article was
part of a larger study on Porter and Lawler 1968. Cited Adams, Homans. Did not cite Jaques.
Schuster did his PhD under Siegel at USC in 1976. MS. NJ.
Schuster, Jay R., 1984, Management Compensation in High Technology Companies, assuring
corporate excellence, Lexington Books, Lexington, MA, 147 pages. This book was not on
Jaques’ theory. It was rather standard stuff. However, Schuster studied with Belcher and
Atchison while studying at USC and cited them. He also cited Behrend 1959. Misc. Bk.
Schutz, Alfred, 1967, The Phenomenology of the Social World, Northwestern University Press,
Evanston, IL, 255 p. Translation of Der sinnhafte Aufbau der sozialen Welt (1932). Published in
1972 by Heinemann Educational Books, London, UK. On time, work, and work as
transformation. Cited in Jaques 1976. (Milstein 304 balcony: HM57 .S413. Barnard & Butler.)
{spelling also Schuetz?} MS. Bk. UP. A.
Schutz, Alfred, and Thomas Luckmann, 1973, Structures of the Life-World, Northwestern U.
Press, Evanston, IL, 335 p. (1974, Heinemann, London, UK.) This was Schutz’s magnum opus
completed by Luckmann. The structure of the life-world was stratification, time, and
knowledge. Spacial and temporal relations created social relations which formed the basis of the
life-world. {spelling also Schuetz?} Milstein BD431 .S284913. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Schuurman, Bart, 2010, "Clausewitz and the 'New Wars' Scholars," Parameters, Army War
College, Carlisle Barracks, PA, Spring 2010, 40(1):89-100. It is only logical that the materially
inferior side will use strategies that sidestep the military might of the superior. (Duh.) One
result is a lot of little wars – non-state level. War is based on two trinitarian paradoxes: the
irrational (violence), the non-rational (luck), and the rational (policy goals). These are supported
by the second trinity: the people, the army, and the government. Clausewitz still has relevance.
Cited in McLaughlin 2012. (3rd of 3 articles on the role of strategist.) # MS. Pro.
Schwab, Charles M.,1918, "College Men in Business," chapter (p. 3-6) in Saunders, Alta
Gwinn, and Herbert Le Sourd Creek, eds., 1923, The Literature of Business, Harper & Brothers,
NY, Harper & Brothers, Harper & Brothers; London, 554 p. Schwab believed the commonschool boy who labored after hours for his education was better off for it. Real business success
was won only by hard, honest, persistent toil. A college man can emerge with a thoroughly
trained mind to tackle larger problems, with greater imagination and logical reasoning. NYPL
SIBL os TM (Saunders, A. G. Literature of business. 1923). Cited by Wren 2005. # Misc. Ch.
Schwab, Donald P., and Marc J. Wallace Jr., 1974, “Correlates of Employee Satisfaction with
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Pay,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, Feb74, 13(1):78-89. The observed variables from the
literature do not explain the majority of the variation in pay satisfaction. W. PJ. A.
Schwab, Donald P., and L. L. Cummings, 1976, “A Theoretical Analysis of the Impact of Task
Scope on Employee Performance,” The Academy of Management Review, April, 1(2):23-35. An
extension of the Hackman and Oldham 1975 expectancy model is presented. Emphasis is given
to the importance of objective, environmental (versus psychological) conceptualizations of task
scope and how it leads to performance, which comes out of ability and motivation. . Through an
expectancy model, a task scope/ performance relationship becomes a situationally specific set
of predictions. Cited Jaques 1961. At U. Wisconsin – Madison. # Alt. PJ. A.
Schwaninger, Marcus, 2009, "Complex versus Complicated: The how of coping with
complexity," Kybernetes, Emerald, UK, 38(1/2):83-92. The misconception of responding to
external complexity with internal complication, by adding new elements to the system, tends to
lead to an overshoot of eigen-complexity and consequent inefficiencies or ineffectiveness.
Another strategy is to change the set of potential behaviours of the component agents, i.e. the
variety they can attain. Quantitative comparison shows that the first alternative is much less
effective than the second one. Only the second strategy makes the system capable of absorbing
more complexity. CUNY Qns; York; not Htr Mn; Baruch. Clio. At St. Gallen, CH. # MS. PJ.
Schwappach, David L.B., and Till A. Boluarte, 2009, “The emotional impact of medical error
involvement on physicians: A call for leadership and organisational accountability,” Swiss
Medical Weekly, online, Jan. 3, 2009, 139(1-2) 9-15. [Error: Published with prior year’s date
and volume number: 2008, 138(1-2) 9-15.] Involvement in medical errors often provokes
intense emotional distress that seems to considerably increase the risk for burn-out and
depression. Physicians usually feel unsupported by the institutions they work in. “Health care
institutions and clinical leaders have to take accountability.” [Ah, but why do they ‘have to’ and
how? This article points out the limits of ‘professionalism.’] Smw.ch MS. PJ.
Schwartz, Barry, 1978, “Queues, Priorities, and Social Process,” Social Psychology, Sage, US,
March, 41(1):3-12. ISSN: 0147829X. Because the decision to perform one task before or after
another presupposes an assignment of temporal priorities, the doing of work may be assimilated
to different kinds of queues. Social organization is itself a network of interlocking queues
[PERT like]. It is the tangible manifestation of the "indebtedness" of the person's time. This
underlying moral factor is one of the most important preconditions of the integration of social
systems. Cited Jaques 1964 (TSH); Thompson 1967. At UGA. # Rp. PJ.
Schwartz, Barry, 2000, “Self-Determination, The Tyranny of Freedom,” American Psychologist,
American Psychological Association, Washington, DC, January, 55(1):79-88. Freedom of
choice creates dissatisfaction, even depression. Which cultural constraints are needed for people
to live meaningful and satisfying lives? (Not on Jaques, but deals with many of the same
concerns.) [Cited S. Iyengar.] [He also wrote a piece on MBA education some years ago.]
Misc. PJ. A.
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Schwartz, Howard S., 1990, Narcissistic process and corporate decay: the theory of the
organization ideal, New York University Press, New York, NY, 151 p. Includes chapter 1 (p. 715 “Clockwork or the Snakepit” on the rational management ideal versus the psycho-politicalinfighting reality of organizations. A well-written book showing a major anti-requisite driver of
organizational decay. “Individualism” has positive and negative sides. Refu. Bk. UP.
Schwartz, Peter, 1991, The Art of the Long View, Doubleday/Currency, New York, NY, 258
pages. On strategic planning, business forecasting, and scenario planning. This is the standard
introduction to scenario planning independent of Royal Dutch/Shell. (Ah, but he too worked
there.) See Wack 1985 (2); de Geus 1988 and 1997; Fahey and Randall 1998; van der Heijden
1997. MS. Bk.
Schwartz, Peter, 2003, Inevitable Surprises: Thinking ahead in a time of turbulence, Gotham
Books/ Penguin, NY, NY, US, 247 p. P. 35, Ch 2, Ftnt 10. Compare with Raynor 2007. Cited
Kleiner 2001; Jaques & Cason 1994. Not in Clio. NYU HD30.28. Bklyn P.L. Bus. Qns P.L.
SIBL br 658.4012S. W. Bk.
Schwartzman, Robert D., 2003, “Transforming Leader Development Through Lifelong
Learning,” Military Review, US, May/June 2003, 83(3):63-67. (2nd of 2: Officer Leader
Development: see Bullis.) Focused on the efforts of the U.S. Army to link lifelong learning into
its leader development process. Use of three meta-competencies that focus leader development
resources and energy on developing self-awareness and adaptability; Role of feedback in the
leader development process. Jaques not cited. # MS. Pro.
Schwarz, Gavin M., and David M. Brock, 1998, “Waving Hello or Waving Good-bye?
Organizational Change in the Information Age,” International Journal of Organizational
Analysis, MCB UP Ltd., Bradford, UK, Emerald Online, 6(1):65-90. Extant organization theory
focuses largely on technologically-induced transformation. This paper argues that this focus is
inappropriate. With the proliferation of information technology in the workplace, change
literature propounds a particular view of the organization: a lean, flat, and networked
organization. This paper indicates that the reality of change is far more restrictive than has
largely been previously acknowledged. We propose that predicted changes are not as clear cut as
certain proponents would have us believe. Hierarchical organizational forms can coexist with a
networked organization. [Obvious to all except academics.] (From Schwarz’s Interesting 2001
Queensland PhD.) Cited Jaques 1990. Brock at Auckland; Schwarz at Queensland. MS. PJ.
Schweiker, William, 1993, “Accounting for Ourselves: Accounting practice and the discourse of
ethics,” Accounting, Organizations and Society, Elsevier Science, UK, April, 18(2-3):231-252.
The activity of giving an account is one in which the identity of agents is displayed as
intersubjective and constituted by fiduciary relations through time. Shows that by rendering an
identity so conceived, accounting practice opens corporate forces to ethical evaluation regarding
wider human purposes. Thus, the essay surfaces the activity basic to accounting itself and
unfolds this activity for moral identity. If we are unable to render economic forces morally
accountable, “then human beings have become slaves to their own financial and corporate
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creations, and the earth is subjected to unending exploitation under the aegis of 'efficiency'.”
(This is Weber’s Iron Cage. Important for Jaques’ 2003 accountability. Did not cite Jaques.)
See Shearer Related PhD 1996. At U. of Chicago. MS. PJ.
Schwenk, Charles R., 1984, “Cognitive Simplification Processes in Strategic Decision-Making,”
Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, April-June, 5(2):111-128. Describes the many errors
in business logic due to simplification. Very helpful. A classic. Cited in Lant & Hewlin 2002;
Goodwin & Ziegler 1998. Misc. PJ. A.
Scott, Bernard, 1965, "Incentive bonus schemes: a critique", internal report, Department of
Psychology, Brunel University. Intervention advisor: Professor Elliott Jaques. (Undergraduate
sandwich placement of 6 months at Sanderson Fabrics, Uxbridge, UK.) Cited in Bernard Scott
1997. Personal communication. Not seen. Misc.
Scott, Bernard, and Mary Kelly, 1965, "Fabrications Ltd: communication in a fabrics factory",
internal report, Department of Psychology, Brunel University. Intervention advisor: Professor
Elliott Jaques. (Undergraduate sandwich placements of 6 months at Sanderson Fabrics,
Uxbridge, UK.) Cited in Bernard Scott 1997. Not seen. Misc.
Scott, Bernard, 1966, “Ward B3: Communication in a Children’s Hospital,” Hospital Internal
Communications Project, King’s Fund Hospital Centre, London, UK. Intervention advisor: Reg
Revans. Cited in Bernard Scott 1997. Not seen. Misc.
Scott, Bernard, 1987, "Human systems, communication and educational psychology",
Educational Psychology in Practice, Abington, Oxfordshire, UK, / Longman, Harlow, Essex,
UK, July, 3(2):4-15. Examined the implications of the systems perspective and cybernetics for
the practice of educational psychology. Social systems act to preserve their integrity, even at the
expense of the achievement of those aims for which they were created. Organizations with
clearcut ‘discretionary boundaries’ likewise act to preserve their own integrity. The psychologist
is always influencing - and being influenced by - the systems around him or her. Cited in B.
Scott 1997. Cited B&J 1963 (1965) GPP; S. Beer 1970, 1972. Online at CUNY since 1999.
Not in NYC. # Rp. PJ.
Scott, Bernard, 1997, “Inadvertent pathologies of communication in human systems,”
Kybernetes, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald online, UK, 26(6/7):824-836. Using the framework of
second-order cybernetics, explored the institutional practices which lead to inadvertent
pathologies of communication. As an example, a certain university regularly carries out largescale surveys of student attitudes towards its courses. There are no guarantees that the survey
findings are appropriately interpreted and acted on. This kind of scenario is common in large
institutions. Second-order cybernetics offers to shed light on these communicative practices
and help unpack them in a way that is “politically” neutral. It can also help foster reflective
practice in the spirit of action research and “action learning”. Presents case histories of
pathologies including a consulting intervention on the ‘organisation of a fabrics factory’ by
Jaques in 1965 (p. 830-832, Sanderson Fabrics, Uxbridge, UK.) See also Arbose 1977 and
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Jaques 1976.] [B. Scott PhD at Brunel 1974 in cybernetics under Gordon Pask.] Cited Jaques
and Brown 1963 (1965) GPP; B. Scott 1965, 1966; and B. Scott and M. Kelly 1965. At U.
Cranfield, Shrivenham. B.C.E.Scott@ cranfield.ac.uk [rmcs.] # Rp. PJ. A.
Scott, Jerome F., and Rolf P. Lynton, 1952, The Community Factor in Modern Technology: an
international study of the "Sense of belonging" in industry, UNESCO, Paris, FR, 169 p.
(Translation in French: Le Progrès technique et l'intégration sociale: étude internationale,
Series: Evolution technique et tensions sociales; UNESCO, Publ: 1952; 162 p.) Book online in
English and in French at UNESCO Library. Mostly a focus in European firms and their
communities. Glacier Metal was covered as the second case in chapter 3, “The Processes of
Maintaining and Fostering Communities: Two Case Studies,” p. 86-87, 96-106. Mostly quotes
from the 1951 book on morale issues in the service department (ch. 4) and wage methods that
impacted beyond the factory into the community. The management made a special effort to
ensure the entire workforce participated. Once this sense of community is lost it is much harder
to restore. At Glacier they have set in motion a process to deal with these issues in the future.
(This may be the first outside look at Glacier.) [This was the book in French reviewed in 1956
by Gallardo.] Cited by Chowdhry and Pai 1957. Clio Lehman & Offsite HD59 .S35. # Rp.
Bk.
Scott, Jerome F., and Rolf P. Lynton, 1952, Community and Technology, UNESCO, Paris, FR
Mentioned in S&L’s 1952 book, Three Studies in Management, p. ix. In French? Not the book
reviewed by Gallardo 1956. Not in NYC. Not seen. W. Rep.
Scott, Jerome F., and Rolf P. Lynton, 1952, Three Studies in Management, Routledge & Paul,
London, UK, 220 p. On industrial management in the UK but none of these studies were on
Glacier. Recommended readings included Brown and Raphael 1948 and Jaques 1951.
‘Community’ was one of their major concerns and in this, Jaques 1951 was compared to Drucker
1939, and Graham Wallas 1914a and 1914b. Another 1952 book, Community and Technology,
mention on p. ix. BIM. Not reviewed by Gallardo 1956. Clio Offsite 620.05 Sco84. D. Bk.
Scott, K. Dow, and G. Stephen Taylor, 1985, “An Examination of the Conflicting Findings
Between Job Satisfaction and Absenteeism: A Meta-Analysis,” Academy of Management
Journal, 28(3):599-612. This study, which applied meta-analytic procedures, found a significant
negative relationship between certain facets of job satisfaction and absenteeism. Findings suggest
that sampling errors, scale inadequacies, and the use of different measures of job satisfaction and
absence are the reasons for inconsistencies in previous empirical research that examined the
relationship between job satisfaction and absenteeism. Jaques not cited. Cited Dittrich and
Carrell 1979. MS. PJ. A.
Scott, W. H., and Ian McGivering, 1953, “Some Impressions of Human Relations Training for
Supervisors,” Occupational Psychology, National Institute of Industrial Psychologists, London,
UK, July, 27(3):137-151. Basically, this HR training threw the supervisors. It dealt with
changing their relationships with workers, and changing the way they used authority.
Discussions rather than lectures were used. Many were unsure and needed certainty. Feedback
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was a successful part of the training. Cited Jaques 1948, 1951. At U. Liverpool, UK. # D. PJ.
Scott, W. Richard, 1965, "Field Methods in the Study of Organizations," Chapter 6 (p. 261-304)
in March, James G., ed., 1965, Handbook of Organizations, Rand McNally, Chicago, IL, US,
1247 p. Not in NYPL. Clio Butler stx 301.15 M33; Milstein HM131 .H335 (out to fac). Cited
Jaques 1951, 1956. W. Ch.
Scott, William A., 1962, "Cognitive Complexity and Cognitive Flexibility," Sociometry, ASA,
Sage, US, Dec1962, 25(4):405-414. ISSN: 00380431. Cognitive complexity is defined as the
number of independent dimensions-worth of concepts the individual brings to bear in describing
a particular domain of phenomena; it is assessed with a measure of information-yield based on
an object-sorting task. Cognitive flexibility is defined as the readiness with which the person's
concept system changes selectively in response to appropriate environmental stimuli; it is
assessed by inviting the subject to expand the groups he has created on the original sorting task.
In general, the greater a subject's cognitive complexity, (a) the greater is the likelihood that he
will expand the groups, and (b) the greater is his tendency to gain information (i.e., dimensional
complexity) by the expansion. The measure of dimensional complexity was fairly stable over
two different lists of objects and to correlate with independent measures of knowledge about the
object-domain. Cited in Mitchell 1970; Foa et al 1971. At U. Colorado. # MS. PJ. A.
Scott, William G., 1961, “Organization Theory: An Overview and Appraisal,” Academy of
Management Journal, April, 4(1):7-26. An overview of Classical (Taylor), Neo-Classical (Mayo
and human relations) and Modern organization theories (integrating and systems). An attempt to
compare the development of organization theory to the development stages of theory in physics
and economics. (A good try. Subsequent history does not provide much support for this view.
See Woodward 1965.) Rewritten and reprinted 1967, as a chapter in Hollander, Edwin P., and R.
G. Hunt, 1967, Current Perceptions in Social Psychology, 3rd edn., Oxford U. P., NY, NY, 557
p. Authority comes from below and grows upwards. Cited Krupp 1961; Ramström 1964. Hum
D 1501252. MS. PJ. A.
Scott, William G., 1965, The Management of Conflict: appeal systems in organizations, Irwin:
Dorsey Press, Homewood, IL, 129 p. Described (p. 12-13) the Glacier Metal appeals system
model depicted in Brown 1960 (p. 250-273), as well as IBM, Western Electric, UAW, Catholic
Church, and U.S. Army. Noted that industrial humanists stress participation and democratic
leadership that bypasses the superior-subordinate relationship. Felt a more realistic target was to
constitutionalize the corporation and the due process appeals system (as did Brown). See
Stockman, 1966 MA at SIU. See positive Newman 1966 book review in BJIR. Cited in
Newman and Rowbottom 1968; Hampton, Summer and Webber 1973; Dayal 1973. Rp. Bk.
Scott, William G., 1966, “An Issue In Administrative Justice: Managerial Appeal Systems,”
Management International Review, Betriebswirtschaftlichen Verlag, Wiesbaden, Germany, with
the Tavistock Institute, London, UK, 1966, 6(1):37-70. (in English 37-54; in French 55-64; in
German 65-70.) An essay on justice in organizations (largely derived from his 1965 book, q.v.).
Noted W. Brown and ‘elaborate’ appeals system at Glacier Metal (p. 50). # Rp. PJ.
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Scott, William G., 1967, Organization Theory, Richard Irwin, Homewood, IL, 442 p. A
textbook. P. 283-284 cited Jaques 1956. CUNY Boro of Manh CC: HD31 .S364. W. Bk.
Scott, William G., 1969, “Organization Government: The prospects for a truly democratic
system,” Public Administration Review, [A Symposium: Alienation, Decentralization, And
Participation], US, Jan-Feb 1969, 29(1):43-53. Managers look askance at attempts to ‘empower’
stockholders and employees. Managers are uninterested in real power sharing. So long as
these parties remain in the never-never land of phoney confrontations, all will be tolerated.
Article followed by H. G. Wilcox’s. The theory was not cited. See van Strien 1978; Blauner
1964. Cited Evan 1962. # Misc. PJ.
Scott, William G., 1970, “Schmidt Is Alive and Enrolled in a Sensitivity Training Program,”
Public Administration Review, (Currents and Soundings: From the Professional Stream), Nov.Dec. 1970, 30(6):621-625. A parody of Taylorism - it is alive and well. And WGS saw through
the claims of the sensitivity mongers. He is swift. # Refu. PJ.
Scott, William G., 1982, “Barnard on the Nature of Elitist Responsibility,” Public Administration
Review, Washington, DC, May/June, 42(3):197-201. Scott elicits Barnard’s central focus on the
need for people to cooperate within organizations and his prediction that professional managers
would become the ruling elite of industrial societies and would proselytize on behalf of the
values, mission and objectives of their organizations. (Shades of Lee Iacocca.) Although
Barnard predicted the ultimate triumph of "managerialism" over other forms of governance
prevailing at the time, his vision of the American future was a paradoxical mixture of democracy
and elitism. Compare with Jaques 2002. See Beadle and Dyer-Smith 2001. # Alt. PJ.
Scott, William G., 1985, “Organizational Revolution: An End to Managerial Orthodoxy,”
Administration and Society, Sage CA, Beverly Hills, CA, August 1985, 17(2):149-170.
Managerialism is one of the main philosophical issues of our times. Its orthodox values
trivialize the human essence, diminish human dignity, and widen the gap between a privileged
class of managers and the rest of the people. This orthodoxy must be revolutionized before a
homegrown form of American totalitarianism emerges. This article suggests four ways a
revolution in values could proceed, and how schools of administration and professional
associations might provide forums for moral discourse, which is a necessity for such a
revolution. At U. of Washington. Clio online. # Refu. PJ.
Scott, William G., 1988, “The Management Governance Theories of Justice and Liberty, “
Journal of Management, Southern Management Association, US, 14(2):277-298. Justice is
relatively well developed in the management literature but liberty is not. This raises asymmetric
issues for academics and practitioners alike and puts management values at odds with the
values of the country. (Employee vs citizen.) Cited Adams 1965; Barnard 1940, 1941, 1946;
Child 1972 (ASQ); Evan 1961, 1964; Mitchell & Scott 1987; Scott 1965, 1969, 1981, 1987.
Jaques not cited. In City Cohen Perls. # MS. PJ.
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Scott, William G., 1992, Chester I. Barnard and the Guardians of the Managerial State,
University Press of Kansas, Lawrence, KS, 233 p. Barnard had long and strong links to Harvard
Business School in the 1920s - 1930s. These included Dean Donham, Mayo (of course),
Whitehead, and many fundraising others. He had many intellectual debts there as well. HBS
was self-consciously educating the elite then and morality was a big concern. The problem
today is the lack of morals among Barnard’s successors and their B-school training.
Negative review by W. B. Wolf 1995. See Scott’s three articles with Terence R. Mitchell on
Barnard (1985, 1987, 1989) and the Barnard-Simon legacy (1988) in PAQ (p. xv). Baruch, City/
Cohen, Queens: HD31 .B363 S37 1992. SIBL JBE 93-69. Misc. Bk.
Scott, William G., 1994, “Chester I. Barnard and Other Antecedents of the Present Managerial
Order,” International Journal of Public Administration, Dekker, NY, NY, EBSCO Host, May
1994, 17(6):1093-1105. (Special Issue on Barnard. Jack Rabin, editor) The interwar decades of
the 1920's and 1930's were arguably the most important in management history. Not only did
America finally achieve a national identity as a managed society, management itself evolved a
paradigm that has remained in place until the present day. Chester I. Barnard's work is the
quintessential expression of the modernist spirit. Cited in Parayitam et al 2002. (Scott’s book on
Barnard was panned.) JJay has it. # Misc. PJ.
Scott, William G. 1996, "Do historical facts speak for themselves? Imagination and intuition in
management history," Journal of Management History, 2(3):85-89. Historical method is
scientific within limits. Management has literally millions of historical facts at its disposal, and
the historian can draw on those facts to make arguments which are convincing to experts and
laymen alike. Historical enlightenment does not flow from facts alone. Historical speculation is
necessary to fill in the gaps that exist with most documentable facts pertaining to complex
events. In order to understand historical figures, and to appreciate their vast contributions to
national policy and management theory, historical facts and contextual imagination are
necessary. But also for social criticism and meaning an intuitive leap is required. Cited in Fields
2001 Related PhD. Not in NYPL. Clio, City, JJay 1995-2000: Online. # Misc. PJ.
Scott, William Henry, 1955, Industrial Democracy, a revaluation, Liverpool University Press,
Liverpool, UK, 40 p. A solid cite of Jaques 1951 and works councils. NYPL Hum D 11-3765.
D. Rep. UP.
Scott, William Henry, Enid Mumford, Ian Charles McGivering, and J. M. Kirkby, 1963, Coal
and Conflict: a study of industrial relations at collieries, Liverpool University Press, Liverpool,
UK, 214 pages. Long wall method was used for 85% of UK coal production. A key to the
“unorganized conflict” was related to “dissatisfaction with rewards” and “how much one group
is getting compared with others.” Support for Jaques. Solid cite of Jaques 1958, “An Objective
Approach to Pay Differentials.” (p. 129-130). Oddly, no cite of Trist and Bamforth 1951.
NYPL Hum: D 15-2724. Rp. Bk. UP.
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Scott, W. Richard, Sanford M. Dornbusch, Bruce C. Busching, and James D. Laing, 1967,
“Organizational Evaluation and Authority,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June, 12(1):93117. Cited Jaques 1956. That’s it. W. PJ. A.
Scott, W. Richard, 1987, “The Adolescence of Institutional Theory,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, December, 32(4):493-511. Contrast with Koontz 1961/1962 and 1964. Cited by van
den Bosch 1998. Misc. PJ. A.
Scottish Home and Health Dept., 1979, “Structure and Management of the NHS in Scotland,”
Great Britain, Edinburgh : H.M.S.O., 14 p. Cited in Murray 1981. British Library Shelfmark
BS.155/165. Nat. bib. no. GB8037916. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Scullen, Steven E., Paul K. Bergey, and Lynda Aiman-Smith, 2005, “Forced Distribution Rating
System and the Importance of Workforce Potential: A Baseline Simulation,” Personnel
Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Spring, 58(1):1-32. A test of the A-B-C personnel
ranking system espoused by Jack Welch at General Electric (Welch 2001, 2005). Shows its
positive impact is short-term, 2-3 years at most. (It effectively replicates the Peter Principle,
which turned out to be based on Markov chain decisions (see Kane 1970). Thereafter, this rank
and yank system turns south (c.f. Enron).) [Welch stopped using it inside GE by 1993.] At
Drake U., Des Moines, IA. steve.scullen@drake.edu Refu. PJ. A.
Seabright, Paul, 1993, “Managing Local Commons: Theoretical Issues in Incentive Design,”
[Symposia: Management of Local Commons], The Journal of Economic Perspectives, Autumn
1993, 7(4):113-134. Commons are not open access problems. Its definition must do two things:
define common property resources and distinguish local from other kinds of resources. It
requires the absence of a complete set of contractual relations. But local and underdeveloped
counties usually have informal and social arrangements that govern here: each person is known
to the others. At Churchill College, Cambridge, and Centre for Economic Policy Research,
London, UK. Misc. PJ. A.
Seabright, Paul, 2000, “Skill versus judgement and the architecture of organisations,” European
Economic Review, Elsevier Science, UK, May 2000, 44(4-6):856-868. All activities involve a
combination of the exercise of skill and the exercise of judgment. This paper distinguishes these
types of talent along three dimensions: the ease with which their exercise can be monitored, the
delay before its effects are realised, and codifiability of the tasks involved. It then presents a
two-period model of the allocation of multiple tasks within an organization. It shows that the
incentives for bundling and separation of tasks within such an organization depend on the
relative ease of monitoring of the two tasks, as well as on the extent of correlation between the
talents they require. It demonstrates that organizations may rationally place “too much”
emphasis on routine tasks, provided these reveal information about talents that may be valuable
in non-routine tasks. At Churchill College, Cambridge, and Centre for Economic Policy
Research, London, UK. (He got some right.) Cited in Vispo 2006 as 1998. MS. PJ.
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Seabury, Paul, 1965, “Management Perspective: From An Academic Bestiary,” Academy of
Management Journal, 8(1):48-49. (reprinted from: The Western Political Quarterly, Dec. 1959,
12(4):962-965. A fable with a moral. The lion professor-advocate is succeeded by the policyanalyst owl. Shows the irrelevance of ‘neutral analysis.’ (See Hicks and Goronzy 1967.) (The
real questions are: Is Jaques a lion? Are his critics owls? Just so?) Misc. PJ. A.
Seebohm Report, 1968, Report of the Committee on Local Authority and Allied Personal
Social Services (Cmnd 3703), HMSO, London, UK. Lord Frederic Seebohm. This report
impelled the creation of local authority social service departments in 1970. The Voluntary
Services Unit was set up, in 1972 as a result of pressure from both The Seebohm report and the
Aves committee. The Seebohm Report opened the door for Jaques’ theory to be applied in the
local social services by Bioss in the UK. (Q.v. Deakin 1995) See Seebohm 1979. Misc. Rep.
Seebohm, Frederic, 1989, Seebohm Twenty Years On: three stages in the development of the
personal social services, Policy Studies Institute, London, UK, 42 p. PSI Discussion Paper
DP25. This is a pamphlet from Lord Seebohm’s lecture at the U. of Southampton. A must-read
for those involved with the social services. Actually, it is three of his lectures – 1968, 1977, and
1988. What he and his colleagues were trying to do, what went wrong with the reorganization,
and his current appraisal. A unanimous report was necessary for acceptance given the
government preoccupation with the 1974 NHS reorganization. Training, management, and
administration were inadequate. Housing was and remains the top social need. The three sectors
must act in concert. The keynote is still ‘enabling individuals to act reciprocally.’ Positive Bk
Rev by Joan Cooper in BJSW, 1989, 19(6):527-529. Misc. Rep.
Seemann, Patricia, and Norm Smallwood, 2004, “Why Intangibles Matter,” Directorship, US,
Nov 2004, 30(10):9-11, 20. How a Board should measure intangibles, including dissent, trust,
and the future. Start by creating an operations committee. Accidental use of R.O. term. Off.
Pro.
Segelod, Esbjörn, 1998, "Capital budgeting in a Fast-changing world," Long Range Planning,
UK, Aug., 31(4):529-541. This article analyses the capital budgeting systems of major Swedish
corporations. It shows how and why their systems have changed during the last 30 years. They
are compared to Anglo-Saxon groups. When, how and where do modern capital budgeting
systems cause over-investments in assets, which are easy to measure, and under-investments in
intangibles and organizational capabilities. Cited M. Porter 1992. [S-T v. L-T] # Misc. PJ. A.
Seijts, Gerard H., Gary P. Latham, Kevin Tasa, and Brandon W. Latham, 2004, “Goal Setting
and Goal Orientation: An Integration of Two Different Yet Related Literatures,” Academy of
Management Journal, Briarcliff Manor, NY, April 2004, 47(2):227-239. Utilizing separate
research streams on situational and dispositional goals, goal setting and goal orientation were
investigated together in a complex business simulation. Individuals in the performance condition
did not outperform those in the do-your-best condition. The primary distinction between a
performance goal and a learning goal is the framing of instructions. The results suggest that it
is more important that a learning goal in fact be specific than it is for participants to report it as
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specific. Goal commitment was higher when learning rather than performance goals were set. A
person's goal orientation is a stable individual difference variable that affects performance. Cited
Leana 1987. See Murphy 1986 & Related 1984 PhD. Authors all Canadians. Misc. PJ. A.
Seike, Atsushi, and Hong W. Tan, 1994, “Labor Fixity and Labor Market Adjustments in Japan
and the United States,” chapter nine (p. 211-233) in Tan, Hong W., and Haruo Shimada, eds.,
1994, Troubled Industries in the United States and Japan, A Rand Study, St. Martin’s Press,
New York, NY, 417 p. Industries and labor in both countries have withstood shocks over the last
two decades. Labor adjustment in both countries is similar by industry, due mainly to the similar
need for education in new technology. In Japan this causes higher turnover in light industries
where skills shift more often than heavy industries. Thus, faster growth also requires longerterm HR policies to reduce length of adjustment. Pensions in Japan also work to reduce
turnover, to increase tenure and firm attachment. SIBL JBD 95-38. MS. Ch.
Sekiguchi, Tomioki, 2004, “The role of different types of person-organization fit in Japanese
recruiters' judgments of applicant qualifications: An experimental policy-capturing
investigation,” Japanese Association of Industrial/Organizational Psychology Journal, 17(2):5163. In Japanese. Likely from his Related 2003 PhD. Journal not found in NYPL, CUNY. Not
seen. MS. PJ.
Sekiguchi, Tomioki, 2004, “Person-organization fit and person-job fit in employee selection: A
review of the literature,” Osaka Keidai Ronshu, Osaka, Japan, 54(6):179-196. In Japanese.
Likely from his Related 2003 PhD. Not seen. MS. NJ.
Sekiguchi, Tomioki, 2004, “A preliminary investigation of the cognitive process of Japanese
undergraduate job seekers,” Osaka Keidai Ronshu, Osaka, JN, 55(3):123-136. In Japanese.
Likely from his Related 2003 PhD. Not seen. MS. NJ.
Sekiguchi, Tomoki, 2006, “How organizations promote person-environment fit: Using the case
of Japanese firms to illustrate institutional and cultural influences,” Asia Pacific Journal of
Management, Springer Netherlands, March, 23(1):47-69. In English. From his Related 2003
PhD. The majority of person-environment (P-E) fit studies have been conducted in the Western
context and little is known about the process through which organizations promote P-E fit. This
paper illustrated how Japanese organizations promote multiple types of P-E fit through their
human resource practices. Conceptual models in which promoting P-E fit in Japanese firms are
contrasted with that of U.S. firms. Cited Clegg and Kono 2002; Downey, Hellriegel and Slocum
1975; Hofstede 1980, 1981; Koike 1988, 1992, 1993, 1993. MS. PJ.
Selcer, Perrin, 2009, “The View from Everywhere: Disciplining diversity in post–World War II
international social science,” Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences, Wiley, NY, NY,
US, Fall 2009, 45(4):309-329. Unesco social scientists constructed a federal system of
international associations for democratic governance of a world community that institutionalized
American disciplines on an international scale. I call the ideal of coordinating multiple
subjectivities to produce objectivity the “view from everywhere.” Influenced by social
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psychological “action-research,” collaborative research was group therapy. Jaques was
mentioned. At U. Mich. # W. PJ.
Self, Peter, 2000, Rolling Back the Market: Economic Dogma and Political Choice,
Macmillan Press, UK; St. Martin’s Press, NY, US, 265 p. The weakening of government and
regulation means the capital market becomes rampant and dominant. Government and politics
are corrupted. The role of government is equity, fairness, and welfare. Minimizing government
weakens these elements and becomes destructive. Globalization ensures inter-governmental
competition. Clio Lehman Liby, CUNY Baruch, Htr MnHB846.8 .S463 2000. SIBL Offsite
JBD 00-200. (See book review LRP by M. Johnston.) Was at LSE & ANU, Canberra, AU.
Misc. Bk.
Seligman, Martin E. P., 1975, Helplessness: on depression, development, and death, W. H.
Freeman Publ., San Francisco, Cal., 250 p. [repr. 1992.] Pavlov and he experimented on dogs.
The key was lack of control over responses – shocks were randomly administered. The animal
was helpless to influence whether or when they got shocks. Cited Maier 1949; Klien 1968. Not
in NYPL. CUNY City, GC BF 575 .H4 S44 1992. 1975 edn. Baruch, GC WM 207 Sel/h 1975.
Clio NYS Psych Inst WM 171 Se48 1975 [missing]. At U. Pa. Misc. Bk.
Seligman, Martin E. P., 1998, Learned Optimism, Pocket Books, NY, NY, US, 319 p. CAVE
(content analysis of verbatim explanations) was a rating of the causal statements of the speaker
on pervasiveness, permanence, and personalization. Ch. 6: Success at work is based on selection
by the firm of optimistic people. They produce more, especially under pressure. Ch. 11:
Americans have a strong tendency to be drawn to the optimistic candidate and elect him
president. (This may have something to do with vision and the future.) Ch. 14: Organizations
affect their employees and the morale in themselves. Optimistic people become successes. [But
the 1968 presidency?] CUNY Htr Mn BJ1477 .S45 1998. NYPL: 2005 edn. Misc. Bk.
Seligman, Martin E. P., 2004, Authentic Happiness: Using the New Positive Psychology to
Realize Your Potential for Lasting Fulfillment, Free Press, NY, NY, 336 p. Built on his 1998
remarks as APA president. Incorporating strengths such as humor, originality and generosity
into everyday interactions with people is a better way to achieve happiness. Fixing weaknesses
won't help. (Jaques could not have said it better. But he was more concerned to show how to
change the work environment to bring about the new direction inside individuals at work.)
Unaware of the theory. See Lambert 2007, Langer 2006, Maslow 1962. Misc. Bk.
Selz, Otto, 1922, Zur Psychologie des produktiven Denkens und des Irrtums, Friederich Cohen,
Bonn, Germany. In German. Cited by de Groot 1946/1965; Rasmussen 1985; Frijda & de Groot
1982. Not in NYPL, Clio, CUNY. Not in NYC. Not seen. ~
Selznick, Philip, 1943, “An Approach to a Theory of Bureaucracy,” American Sociological
Review, 8:47-48. Advocated viewing every organization as informal. Reprinted in Litterer
1963. See Roy 1952. Formal organization in Holden et al 1941. Teaching. Misc. PJ. A.
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Selznick, Philip, 1949, TVA and the Grass Roots; a study in the sociology of formal
organization, University of California Press, Berkeley, CA, 274 p. (TVA is Tennessee Valley
Authority.) This book was only weakly referenced by Martin Patchen 1970. This lack of
citation hurt Patchen and cost his book credibility. NYPL Hum: SA (California. Univ.
Publications in culture and society. v.3) Misc. Bk.
Selznick, Philip, 1957, Leadership in Administration; a sociological interpretation, Row,
Peterson, Evanston, Ill., 162 p. Selznick concluded leadership must and could move beyond a
focus on efficiency and organization and towards community values-based responsibility and
creativity. The four major management tasks were: (1) the define institutional role and mission;
(2) embody institutional purpose; (3) defend institutional integrity, and (4) order internal conflict
(p. 62-64). This is the second book on corporate culture, after Jaques 1951 (and before Abegglen
1958). Clio Lehman HD31 .S37 or .Se37. Misc. Bk.
Selznick, Philip, 1969, Law, Society, and Industrial Justice, (with the collaboration of Philippe
Nonet and Howard M. Vollmer), Russell Sage Foundation, NY, NY 282 p. On the role of our
law in setting out the rules of society and our goals - obligations, contracts, freedoms. In a brief
historical overview of thinking about management he has little respect for the human relations
school (p. 101-115). HR has three principles: 1. Respect for the person, 2. The “poverty of
power,” and 3. the Indivisibility of consent and control. So he agrees with 1. He uses the words
of Charles E. Merriam to mark the HR school’s avoidance (“Political Power” 1934, in A Study of
Power, p. 156, 163.). And he uses Chester Barnard to show that the HR school focuses on the
wrong things. He also uses Daniel Bell 1947 (q.v.) to show the sub-human goals of the HR
school. (Book is about more, but not on the theory.) See Nonet and Selznick 1978. Legal.
Social Work & CUNY Grad Ctr KF3369 .S4. Refu. Bk.
Sen, Amartya K., 1966, “Education, Vintage, and Learning by Doing,” The Journal of Human
Resources, Autumn 1966, 1(2):3-21. Developed Age-Wage Profiles by educational brackets in
the U.S. from the 1960 census and in Canada from the 1961 census. The profiles were
confirmed without exception. Sen assumed the curves were due to the individual’s educational
base plus on the job experience/ learning by doing. MS. PJ.
Sen, Amartya K., 1977, “Rational Fools: A Critique of the Behavioral Foundations of Economic
Theory,” Philosophy and Public Affairs, Summer 1977, 6(4):317-344. In 1881 F. Y. Edgeworth
set forth the concepts of perfectly rational ego-centered participants in the marketplace:
economic man. But that’s not real. Edgeworth knew it and went on to articulate its unreality.
Milton Friedman doesn’t know this is a stick figure, a mathematic-izable cartoon. Sen quoted
Robert Frost on the modern economist who is full of reason but lacks wisdom:
“It is true as Caesar’s name was Kaiser,
That no economist was ever wiser.”
(Let me explain this bit of doggerel. Caesar was killed in 44 BC. The Kaisers ruled in Germany
until 1918. There was no connection between the two. Caesar’s name was NEVER Kaiser. The
economists often have time (and causation) inverted. Even a poet knows a fool when he sees
one. Frost was wise enough to hide his jibe in humor.) Refu. PJ.
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Sen, Amartya, 2004, “Capabilities, Lists, and Public Reason: Continuing the Conversation,”
Feminist Economics, Routledge, UK, November 2004, 10(3):77-80. In a response to the special
double issue of this journal on his approach [July-Nov. 2003, 9(2-3)], Sen addressed the question
why he was disinclined to provide a fixed list of capabilities to go with his general capability
approach. Capability assessment can be used for different purposes (varying from poverty
evaluation to the assessment of human rights or of human development), and public reasoning
and discussion were necessary for selecting relevant capabilities and weighing them against each
other in each context. It would be a mistake to build a mausoleum for a "fixed and final" list of
capabilities usable for every purpose and unaffected by the progress of understanding of the
social role and importance of different capabilities. Was awarded the 1998 Nobel Prize in
Economics. (Sen has described the general dissipation of female “capabilities” due to sex bias.
Jaques’s term “capability” is delimited to the ability to do work and achieve task goals.) See
Koggel 2003; Robeyns 2000, 2003, 2002 Interesting PhD. Misc. PJ.
Senge, Peter M., 1990, The Fifth Discipline, the art and practice of the learning organization,
Doubleday, New York, NY, 424 pages. How to create the learning organization. How to
overturn our own mental models. The role of the leader is in part to design the system. (Deming
and Jaques would agree.) The firm will make more money if it adopted consensus management
and collaborative decision making. This turns out to be only part of the answer: see Senge 1996.
[This book has been out over 20 years and has had little substantive impact. Businesspeople
rarely use this form of thinking or problem-solving. Interesting, but it is time to move on.] See
Sadler 2003. Misc. Bk.
Senge, Peter M., 1996, “The Ecology of Leadership,” Leader to Leader, Drucker Foundation and
Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 2(Fall 1996):18-23. Online: pfdf.org/leaderbooks Senge
describes Jaques’ hierarchy (1 page). The CEO’s power to create a learning organization is overrated. The top team is not much of a team. Its members are often chosen on personal image.
People want clarification, not exhortation. The “what” questions are more important than the
“how to” ones. What do we have to do? What do we really want? The “What” leads to
commitment. http://www.pfdf.org/leaderbooks/l2l/fall96/senge.html W. Pro.
Senge, Peter, Art Kleiner, Charlotte Roberts, Richard Ross, George Roth and Bryan Smith, 1999,
The Dance of Change, Currency/ Doubleday, New York, NY. One mini-chapter is on requisite
organization. Bill Brenneman is quoted on the theory. W. Bk.
Sengun, Ayse Elif, and S. Nazli Wasti, 2007, “Trust, Control, and Risk: A Test of Das and
Teng’s Conceptual Framework for Pharmaceutical Buyer-Supplier Relationships,” Group and
Organization Management, Sage, August 1, 2007; 32(4):430-464. This study investigates the
interaction among trust, control, and risk by empirically testing Das and Teng’s conceptual
framework in a long-term supply agreement following a qualitative study of context. Results
suggest that only three model propositions were not supported. Goodwill trust was not related to
relational risks, whereas output control and social control were positively related to relational
risks and performance risks, respectively. The relationship between trust and social control is
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complementary, whereas that for trust and output control is substitutive. Goodwill trust is
positively related to performance risk taking. Also, output control undermines goodwill and
competence trust, whereas social control enhances both types of trust. Goodwill trust and
competence trust are positively related to social control. Although goodwill trust decreases the
need for output control, competence trust does not. The results suggest that Das and Teng’s
original model is substantially applicable to the given context. Cited Das & Teng 1998, 2001,
2004; S. A. Wasti 1998. At Bashkent U. and Middle East Technical U., Turkey. MS. PJ.
Sengupta, Anil K., 1969, “Some Factors of Malfunctioning of an Industrial Organization,”
Sociological Bulletin, The Indian Sociological Society, Bombay, India, Sept., 18(2):122-138.
Demonstrated how some positive factors caused an electrical lamp manufacturing firm in West
Bengal to also malfunction. These included: specialization of functions, learning of business
through practice, and short term profit orientation. Economic development is not alone new
technology but must include the human organization that has to run the technology. (Empirical.)
STS-oriented. NYPL HUM [SA (Sociological Bulletin) v. 18.] At IIM - Calcutta. Refu. PJ.
Sengupta, A. K., 1987, "Made in Japan: Quality Circles Come to India - Some Observations,"
Decision, IIM Calcutta, India, 14(2):53-66. Quality circles were becoming an attractive
proposition for management in India following their success in Japan. Discussed various
personnel policies and practices of Japanese organizations which were supportive of quality
circles. QCs provide Indian management with more advantages than the earlier participative
schemes. Quality circles are the most risk-free way of involving workers in the organizational
decision-making process. However, it will be difficult to institutionalize quality circles (or any
other participative programmes) unless a drastic change is made in the existing managerial
evaluation method of workers' intentions and capabilities. NYPL SIBL JLL 81-67. # MS. PJ.
Sengupta, Kishore, Tarek K. Abdel-Hamid, and Luk N. Van Wassenhove, 2008, "The
Experience Trap," Harvard Business Review, Feb2008, 86(2):94-101. ISSN: 00178012. Wd
Cnt: 4696. When companies put seasoned managers in charge of important projects, they don't
expect missed deadlines, budget overruns, and rampant defects. However, that's what
researchers found. The study strongly suggests that veterans in complex environments suffer a
breakdown in the learning process. Three reasons: Time lags between causes and effects
make it difficult to see how they're connected; fallible estimates color the chain of decisions that
determine a project's outcome; and a bias toward the initial goals prevents managers from setting
revised, more appropriate, targets when project circumstances change. Setting goals for
behavior, instead of targets for performance, is critical. Managers can continue learning only
if they get decision support tailored to the challenges they face. Firms would do well to
focus more on training people higher up and stop leaving them to fend for themselves. At
INSEAD, Fontainebleau, France; Naval Postgraduate, Monterey, Cal., US. # MS. Pro.
Sennett, Richard, 1976, The Fall of Public Man, Knopf, NY, NY, 389 p. Translated in German
in 1983 (Verfall und Ende des offentlichen Lebens. Die Tyrannei der Intimitat. Frankfort.). On
modern community life and alienation: the life of clans; the tyranny of intimacy. A community
of power is impossible in an impersonal world - our modern Western urban world. “The result is
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that the forces of dominance or inequality remain unchallenged.” For West-East societal and
organizational contrast, see Murakami 1984, Hsu 1975, Deutschmann 1987 who use it that way.
Very influential. Unaware of theory. Clio Barnard & Lehman HN13 .S45 1977. Misc. Bk.
Sennett, Richard, 1998, The Corrosion Of Character: The Personal Consequences of Work in the
New Capitalism, W.W. Norton, London UK and New York, NY, 176 pages. Described the antirequisite practices that caught on in the 1990s workplace. In the ‘flexible’ organization everyone
is dispensable. Thus, workers ceased thinking in terms of any long-term relationship with their
employer, everything is self-promotion, build and flip, cash out fast. These new “values”
undermine the sustainability of every organization. Boom, then bust. An anecdotal book.
Unaware of Jaques. Misc. Bk.
Sepping, Paul, 1995, “Group Therapy within the NHS II. `Presence' Precedes `Performance',”
Group Analysis, Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA, Sept 1995, 28(3):367-376. UK.
Clinicians are under increasing pressure to represent their patients' needs to their organization's
career (that is, non-clinical) managers. This article suggests how therapists can avoid (1)
unnecessary compromise of their patients' interests and (2) the market-led trend to depersonalize
the unique encounter we call therapy. At Child Development Centre, Poole General Hospital,
Dorset, UK. Cited Hirschhorn 1988; Jaques and Clement 1991. See Coburn et al 1997. Rp. PJ.
Serneels, Pieter, 2008, “Human Capital Revisited: The role of experience and education when
controlling for performance and cognitive skills,” Labour Economics, UK, December 2008,
15(6):1143-1161. Used samples from the Ghanian Manufacturing sector. Human capital theory
predicts that differences in wages arise because of differences in human capital, which can be
accumulated in two ways: through experience or education. Using matched firm-worker data for
the Ghanaian Manufacturing sector we first test whether changes in wages over the life cycle
reflect changes in performance, following the methodology of Medoff and Abraham. We find
that wage-seniority profiles are independent of performance - a result that holds when
controlling for firm fixed effects. Extending the analysis, we include a control for on-the-jobtraining and find that it does not attenuate the seniority profile, which is also at odds with human
capital theory. Firm characteristics play an important role. Wage-seniority profiles are
steeper in large firms, but performance profiles are not, suggesting that the results from Medoff
and Abraham are specific to large firms. Our results confirm that education is important for the
allocation to job levels. Using data on cognitive ability, we also find that the effect of education
on wages is at least partially because it signals cognitive ability. We also find evidence that the
returns to education are not related to performance, while the returns to cognitive ability
are. "The direct effect of education on wages is at least partially because it signals cognitive
ability. We find no evidence that the returns to education are related to performance, while the
returns to cognitive ability are." Findings were supportive of Medoff and Abraham 1980, 1981.
Supported Jaques too. Did not support Becker. At U. E. Anglia. MS. PJ.
Seshadri, Sridhar, and Zur Shapira, 2001, “Managerial Allocation of Time and Effort: The
Effects of Interruptions,” Management Science, May 2001, 47(5):647-662. Time is a salient
constraint on management behavior which may be very taxing where managers have to attend to
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many tasks simultaneously. Faced with many short-term and long-term projects at a level of
complexity, how does a manager handle interruptions? While sequentially processing? How
while parallel processing? (Close to the theory.) Does not cite Jaques, or Gooch and Cohen.
Unaware of the theory. Both at NYU. MS. PJ. A.
Seshadri, Sridhar, and Zur Shapira, 2003, “The flow of ideas and timing of evaluation as
determinants of knowledge creation”, Industrial & Corporate Change, Oxford U. Press, UK,
Oct2003, 12(5):1099-1124. ISSN: 09606491. doi: 10.1093/icc/12.5.1099. Pointed at the effects
of different organizational structures on the flow of ideas and on the possibility of combining
proposals in organizations. Communication structures, span of control, and timing of evaluation
were shown, using computer simulations, to have a large impact on the degree to which
commonalities and complementarities among ideas and proposals could be detected and on the
eventual combination of ideas for knowledge creation. Cited Jaques 1990; Ashby 1956; Nonaka
and Takeuchi 1994, 1995. Both at Stern School, NYU, US. Email: zshapira@stern.nyu.edu #
MS. PJ. A.
Sessa, Valerie I., and Richard J. Campbell, 1997, Selection at the Top: an annotated
bibliography, Center for Creative Leadership, Greensboro, N.C., 92 p. Cited D. L. De Vries p 7
& 58; Walter Mahler 1993 p. 17; H. Levinson p. 47, 81; Mark van Clieaf p. 51; HRP 1992 p. 51;
Hambrick & D’Aveni p. 86; Zajac p. 84. SIBL JBF 99-61. Rp. Pamph.
Sessa, Valerie I., 2001, “Executive Promotion and Selection,” chapter 4 (p. 91-110) in
London, Manuel, ed., 2001, How People Evaluate Others in Organizations, Lawrence Erlaum
Assoc., Mahwah, NJ, US, 397 p. Other executives use their biases and nobody uses the validated
rational methods. “Top-level selectors rely, for the most part, on interviews, references, and
résumés – some of the least reliable methods for selection.” “An executive [can take] up to 2 ½
years to master the position (Gabarro 1987)” - but most are given about 5 months before they are
evaluated on bottom line organizational results. The size of the candidate pool may limit those
considered. Written records and reports are dismissed in favor of personal exposure to the
candidates. External candidates are hired in tougher situations and a better fit with the
organization’s culture. Internal candidates are hired due to their superior track record. One-third
are outsiders and 2/3 are insiders. “External hires are hired to be perfect and punished for not
being so. Internal hires are believed to be flawed and in need of development.” There is little
training and less support in the new job. About half of all new CEOs fail. Jaques not cited.
Cited Bentz 1987; VanClieaf 1992; Klimoski and Donahue 2001. # Rp. Ch.
Sessa, Valerie I., and Manuel London, 2006, Continuous Learning in Organisations: Individual,
group, and organizational perspectives, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Mahwah, NJ, 281 p.
Sets forth a systems view of the world. Labor is filled with “intention-bound work.” See articles
2006. Cited Jaques 2002 (LBLO); von Bertalanffy 1976; Laszlo 1997; Capra 1997; Edmondson
(2); Barrick and Mount 1991. Not in CUNY. At Montclair State (NJ) and at SUNY Stony
Brook. SIBL JBE 06-978. Rp. Bk.
Sessa, Valerie I., and Manuel London, 2006. See London & Sessa 2006. (article) ~
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Sessa, Valerie I., and Manuel London, 2008, “Group Learning: An Introduction,” intro &
chapter one (p. 1-14) in Sessa, Valerie I., and Manuel London, eds., 2008, Work Group
Learning: understanding, improving and assessing how groups learn in organizations, Lawrence
Earlbaum Associates, New York, NY, 446 p. Groups can be learning systems. There are three
types of learning in our model - adaptive, generative, and transformative for major changes.
How do we design improved interventions to generate better group learning and outcomes?
Does this theory and approach work? Work is the generative force leading to learning. Other
chapters contributed by Day, Klimosky, Zaccaro. CUNY Hostos CC HD58.82 .S473 2008.
Cited Jaques 2002 (LBLO). # Rp. Ch.
Sessa, Valerie I., Christopher Pingor, and Jennifer Bragger, 2009, “Using Performance
Management as a Learning Tool,” chapter 10 (p. 329-357) in Smither, James W., and Manuel
London, eds., 2009, Performance Management, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal., 668 p.
Described the installation of a CLO (Chief Learning Officer) at PRSII. The difference between
performance management and learning. PM is incompatible with development. A case. Cited
Jaques 2002; Kerr 1975; Sessa and London 2006; London and Sessa 2007. Not in CUNY. SIBL
JBE 09-1723. Teach. # Rp. Ch.
Sethi, Vijay, and Shawn Carraher, 1993, "Developing Measures for Assessing the Organizational
Impact of Information Technology: A Comment on Mahmood and Soon's Paper," Decision
Sciences, Wiley-Blackwell, US-UK, Jul/Aug93, 24(4):867-877. 11p. ISSN: 0011-7315. In a
recent study, Mahmood and Soon identified and operationalized a set of variables that can be
potentially impacted by information technology (IT). The lack of factor analysis to verify the
dimensionality of different variables is a notable omission in the study. Describes and employs
the limited-information factor analysis approach and the minimum average partial criterion for
testing the unidimensionality of variables in the Mahmood and Soon study. While reconfirming
the construct validity of eight variables, our results question the unidimensionality of two. Cited
Mahmood & Soon 1991. At U. OK; U. Wisc.–Milwaukee. Clio os HD69.D4 A4. # Misc. PJ.
Sewell, Graham, and Barry Wilkinson, 1992, “‘Someone to Watch Over Me’: Surveillance,
Discipline and the Just-In-Time Labour Process,” Sociology, The Journal of the British
Sociological Association, London, UK, 26(2):271-289. The article was designed to ruffle
everyone’s feathers and it worked! (The squabble went on and on.) They maintained JIT and IT
enhanced central control over workers. They brought in Foucault to make some telling points.
Then they laid it out: peers in the work cell acted as horizontal control and MIS enhanced
vertical control. These two surveillances combined to minimize negative divergences from that
expected by managers and identified positive deviations and maximized creative potential.
(Thus, error prevention and continual improvement were an extraction from the workers. No
trust is acknowledged. A Marxian analysis.) Information Technology. See below: Webster and
Robin 1993, Jenkins 1994, Sewell 1996. (Not cited in this ‘debate:’ Deming, Juran, Crosby,
Fiegenbaum, Ishikawa, Shingo - or Jaques, W.B.D. Brown, Fox.) Misc. PJ. A.
Webster, Frank, and Kevin Robin, 1993, “‘I’ll Be Watching Over You’: Comment on
Sewell and Wilkinson,” Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association,
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London, UK, 27(2):243-252. The delegation of responsibility is subverted by
surveillance. JIT and IT are a movement from Taylorism to “Social Taylorism.”
Information Technology. Cited Drucker, Giddens.
Jenkins, A., 1994, “Just-In-Time, ‘Regimes’ and Reductionism,” ” Sociology, The
Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK, 28(1):21-30.
Sewell, Graham, 1996, “Be Seeing You”: A Rejoinder to Webster and Robin and to
Jenkins,” Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK,
30(4):785-797. At Wollongong, NSW, Australia. (Enough already.)
Sewell, Graham, 1998, “The Discipline of Teams: The control of team-based industrial work
through electronic and peer surveillance,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Ithaca, NY, June
1998, 43(2):397-428. An unexpected, new model of industrial labor process control that
maintains discipline under conditions of teamwork is considered. The model examines how
work monitoring undertaken using management information systems interacts with the peergroup scrutiny that goes on in teams. These represent vertical and horizontal forms of
surveillance, respectively, creating the conditions for a hybrid or "chimerical" mode of
workplace control to operate. The build-up of trust, a la Alan Fox (and Jaques), is seen as
undermined. Unaware of Jaques. MS. PJ. A.
Sewell, Graham, 2004, “Exploring the Moral Consequences of Management Communication
Theory and Practice,” Management Communication Quarterly: MCQ, Sage, Thousand Oaks,
CA, Aug 2004, 18(1): 97-114. This is a review of some of Stewart Clegg’s career and ideas.
Sewell shows Jaques influenced Clegg’s 1990 book in numerous ways. Cited Clegg 1987, 1990,
2002; Jaques 1989. Blunt 1989/1990 not cited (for some reason). At Melbourne Uni. # Rp. PJ.
Sewell, Graham, 2005, “Nice Work? Rethinking Managerial Control in an Era of Knowledge
Work,” Organization, Sage, UK, Sept. 1, 2005, 12(5):685-704. Labour process theory (LPT) has
traditionally problematized control around the need to resolve ‘the indeterminacy of labour’—
that is, how do managers ensure that workers’ actual labouring efforts approach their potential
labour power? In contrast, I propose that it is more useful to problematize control around the
‘indeterminacy of knowledge’—that is, how do managers ensure that workers’ cognitive efforts
approach their full cognitive potential? A common response has been to cede discretion to
workers so that they can exercise their mental capabilities in order to provide their organizations
with solutions to workplace problems. But this still requires the operation of disciplinary
mechanisms inherent to the logic of Taylorism. Cited Nonaka 1991, 1994. At U. Melbourne,
AU, and U. Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain. Email gsewell@unimelb.edu.au # MS. PJ.
Sexton, William P., 1967, “Organizational and Individual Needs: A Conflict?” Personnel
Journal, Costa Mesa, CA, June 1967, 46(6):337-343. Maslow is off-base. Sexton’s findings
confirm this as do studies by Ralph Stogdill (1965) and Michael Beer (1966) at OSU. Findings
also confirm part of Jaques - there is no conflict in job satisfaction or need satisfaction amongst
hourly works due to “the imposition of procedure, methods, standardization, etc.” (The
dissatisfaction of blue-collar workers is a figment of imagination of intellectuals.) # MS. Pro.
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Seymour, David, and Sui-Pheng Low, 1990, "The Quality Debate," Construction Management
and Economics, Routledge, UK, Mar1990, 8(1):13- 29. ISSN: 01446193. There are intrinsic
difficulties in defining quality in construction. Formerly, an institutional framework balancing
technical, occupational, contractual/legal, and economic orders was developed making possible
the equitable negotiation of quality. Two major tendencies in the debate about what quality is
and how it is to be achieved are identified. One argues the need for market forces to operate at
all levels, for tighter specification and quantification of quality standards, and the development
of formal control procedures. The other argues the intrinsic limits of specification, quantification
and formalization of procedures, and thus the ineluctable need for occupational discretion to be
exercised at the point of production. At U. Birmingham, UK; U. Singapore. # MS. PJ.
Seyna, Eugene J., 1986, “MBO – The Fad that Changed Management,” Long Range Planning,
UK, Dec., 19(6):116-123. Management by Objectives was introduced just over 30 years ago by
Peter Drucker. It has been one of the most widely written business topics but, in spite of this,
there has been a continuing controversy about the meaning of MBO and whether it has been of
value. The author argues that most of the problems have been due to the lack of a generally
accepted definition. A new and comprehensive definition, based on Peter Drucker's original
work on the subject, was presented. The author believes that this definition will help
organizations use MBO to increase productivity, improve quality, lower costs, make faster
decisions and serve customers better. # Misc. PJ. A.
Shackle, George L. S., 1961, Decision Order and Time in Human Affairs, Cambridge U. P., UK,
302 p. An economist considered the probability of uncertainty and human judgment. The
growth of knowledge is the major consequence of the sequence. Highly regarded by Stamp.
Bibliography, p. 297-303. Cited in Patton, 3rd edn., 1997; Stamp et al 2007. City Cohen
HB615 .S43. (2nd edn., 330 p., 1969: Baruch HB615 .S43 1969). Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Shackle, George L. S., 1970, Expectation, enterprise and profit: the theory of the firm, Allen &
Unwin, London, UK, 160 p. An economist looked at the sequence of human events across time.
Highly regarded by Stamp. Cited in Stamp et al 2007. City Cohen HB171.5 .S548. Misc. Bk.
Shadur, Mark A., 1995, "Total quality—Systems survive, cultures change," Long Range
Planning, UK, April, 28(2):115-125. Criticisms of total quality management (TQM) are now
emerging and there is a prospect that TQM will be discarded prematurely. TQM goes beyond
earlier piecemeal techniques such as quality circles and requires a strategic, organization-wide
change programme. While standards-based approaches are more suited to the manufacturing
industry, culture-based approaches are more fragile and difficult to implement. It is argued that
primary emphasis should be given to standards-based approaches and culture-based interventions
can then be used as a support. (Jaques thought this was the way to change.) # Misc. PJ. A.
Sheaffer, Zachary, Bill Richardson, and Zehava Rosenblatt, 1998, "Early-Warning-Signals
Management: A Lesson from the Barings Crisis", Journal of Contingencies and Crisis
Management, Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Mar1998, 6(1):1-22. ISSN: 09660879. The
collapse of Barings was not an isolated event of its type. Rather, it characterizes an
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increasingly prevalent aspect of business settings. This paper emphasizes perceived
organizational failure to notice and act on early-warning-signals (EWS). It presents a
framework of organizational crisis-causal factors and become EWS management-averting
factors. Jaques not cited. Cited Nystrom and Starback 1984. # Misc. PJ.
Sheaffer, Zachary, and Rita Mano-Negrin, 2003, "Executives' Orientations as Indicators of Crisis
Management Policies and Practices," Journal of Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, US-UK,
Mar2003, 40(2):573-606. 34p. Word Count: 12454. ISSN: 0022-2380. DOI: 10.1111/14676486.00351. Since the future is unknowable, one of the key managerial orientations was crisis
preparedness or crisis proneness. In a sample of 82 Israeli business and not-for-profit
organizations it was found that human resource management, strategy, structure, and unlearning
factors significantly predicted crisis preparedness. These results suggest that unlearning
correlates better with crisis preparedness. By contrast, traditional strategy-related and structural
effects were marginally related to crisis management policies. A focus on single-sided
management (even a strength such as cost-control) constituted an antecedent of crisis proneness.
Jaques not cited. Cited D. Miller 1993, 1996; Nystrom & Starbuck 1984; Ulrich 1998;
Richardson 1993, 1995. At Open U. of Israel; U. of Haifa. rsso112@uvm.haifa.ac.il # MS. PJ.
Shafritz, Jay M., and J. Steven Ott, eds., 1992, Classics of Organization Theory, 3rd edn.,
Wadsworth Pub. Co., Belmont. [Contains Jaques’ 1990 HBR piece.] Thanks to Celestine Bynoe
for this citation. 6th ed., 2005, with J. M. Shafritz, J. S. Ott, and Y. S. Jang, Eds. ~
Shafritz, Jay M., and Albert C. Hyde, 1996, "ToC,” in Shafritz, J. M., and A. C. Hyde, eds.,
1996, Classics Of Public Administration, (2nd ed., p. 5-74), Brooks/Cole, Pacific Grove, CA.
CUNY Baruch JF 1351 .C465 1987b. 2nd edn. A readings syllabus. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Shalley, Christina E., and Greg R. Oldham, 1985, “Effects of goal difficulty and expected
evaluation on intrinsic motivation: A laboratory study,” Academy of Management Journal, Sept.,
28(3):628–640. This study examines the effects of goal difficulty and expected external
evaluation on individuals’ intrinsic motivation. Results show intrinsic motivation to be lowest
when individuals cannot attain difficult goals, regardless of whether or not they expect their
performance to be evaluated. Individuals exhibited high intrinsic motivation in two conditions:
(1) when they attained an easy goal and expected an evaluation and (2) when they attained a
difficult goal and expected no evaluation. From Related 1989 PhD. MS. PJ. A.
Shalley, Christina E., Greg R. Oldham, and Joseph F. Porac, 1987, “Effects of goal difficulty,
goal-setting method, and expected external evaluation on intrinsic motivation,” Academy of
Management Journal, Sept., 30(3):553–563. The article examined the goal-setting method of
corporations and its corresponding effects on the job performance of employees. The authors
present information related to task evaluation and assessment of a goal’s level of difficulty.
Details are presented related to the motivational value of employee participation in goal-setting.
A discussion is presented about the relationship between intrinsic motivation and cognitive
evaluation theory. From Related 1989 PhD. MS. PJ. A.
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Shalley, Christina E., 1991, “Effects of productivity goals, creativity goals, and personal
discretion on individual creativity,” Journal of Applied Psychology, American Psychological
Association, April 1991, 76(2):179-185. High levels of creativity and productivity were
obtained when either a do-your-best creativity goal and difficult productivity goal or a difficult
creativity goal and difficult productivity goal were assigned, suggesting that two different types
of goals can be assigned without reducing performance on either dimension. Creativity was
lowest when there was no creativity goal. Cited Jackson and Zedeck 1982. From Related 1989
PhD. At U. AR, Tucson. MS. PJ. A.
Shallice, Tim, and Paul Burgess, 1996, "The domain of supervisory processes and temporal
organisation of behaviour", Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London,
Biological Sciences Series, UK, 351(1346):1405-1412. The supervisory processes discussed
here were in the frontal lobe of the brain. The possibility that the supervisory system could be
fractionated into separate subsystems was discussed. [Not very relevant.] Got help locating this
item successfully from a NYPL librarian. Cited by Rosenhead 1998. # Misc. PJ. A.
Shane, Scott A., 1996, “Hybrid Organizational Arrangements and Their Implications for Firm
Growth and Survival: A Study of New Franchisors,” The Academy of Management Journal,
Feb., 1996, 39(1):216-234. One method is described for a firm to overcome the managerial limit
to growth in Penrose 1959. MS. PJ. A.
Shapiro, Eileen C., 1995, Fad Surfing in the Boardroom, managing in the age of instant answers,
Addison-Wesley Publishing, Reading, MA. Chapter 4, “The Flat-Org Theory of Modern
Management.” Cites Jaques at the center of this chapter. Accountability and authority must be
managed in proportion to each other. Flat is a looney theory. We should instead organize for
people. Managers are accountable for the outputs of their subordinates. She gets it. (See HBR
book reviews by her.) See review by Zemke 1995. Rp. Bk. *****
Shapiro, H. Jack, 1976, “Models of Pay Satisfaction: A Comparative Study,” Psychological
Reports, US, Aug. 1976, 39:223-230. Data from 133 industrial employees were used to assess
the validity of five alternative models of pay satisfaction. The models differ systematically from
each other in terms of their input data and the measuring process used to determine each model's
estimate of pay satisfaction. The models were evaluated against the pay satisfaction sub-scale of
the Job Descriptive Index. The social comparison-cost of living model (Alderfer 1969: .40, .50)
yielded the best results. The three discrepancy models (Lawler, Locke, Karzell) were very
similar to each other in their ability to predict pay satisfaction (under .30). Cited Jaques 1956,
1961; Alderfer 1969 (q.v.). At Baruch CUNY. # Rp. PJ.
Shapiro, H. Jack, and Mahmoud A. Wahba, 1978, “Pay Satisfaction: An Empirical Test of a
Discrepancy Model,” Management Science, The Institute of Management Sciences, INFORMS,
February, 24(6):612-622. Authors tested Lawler’s 1971 discrepancy model for pay and found “a
substantial portion of the model is not supported.” 13 of 19 variables were kaput, the rest were
marginal. Discussed Jaques 1961; also, Lawler 1971 on Jaques. Refu. PJ. A.
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Sharer, Kevin, 2014, "blame," Harvard Business Review, US, Jan/Feb2014, 92(1/2):36. 1 pg.
The CEO creates the systems that others work inside. The accountability for that system is his
alone. Here's one CEO who got it. This may have saved the company. # MS. Pro.
Sharma, B. R., 1982, "Organizational determinants of labour-management relations in Tata
Steel," Decision, IIM-Calcutta, India, Oct., 9(4):171-178. Data were collected on two interfaces
of employer-employee relations, that is, between supervisors and management. The average
rating given to supervisory-management relations was lower (67.45%) than that given to labourmanagement relations (75.45%), even though the respondents in both cases were the same.
Turning to the organizational factors, the highest rating was given to grievance handling
followed by welfare and conditions. These three factors were accorded the highest rating in the
case of supervisory-management relations as well. The factors given the lowest ratings were
objectivity of decision making, scope for advancement, and delegation of authority, in that order.
The findings of the study support the assumption that certain aspects of the organizational
environment determine the climate of labour-management relations. Jaques not cited.
Challenged Hambrick & Mason. Not copied. Refu. PJ.
Sharma, V., and L. Haas, 1973, “Pre-cognition Perception and Personality: a pilot study,”
British Journal of Medical Psychology, 46(4):393-398. There are various levels of stimulus
awareness below the recognition threshhold in the brain. Once the recognition threshhold is
reached, the stimulus becomes 'objective' and unaffected by personality factors. This happens
very quickly. But what happens earlier - among pilots, attack divers, etc.? So the Defence
Mechanism Test (DMT) was developed in 1961 by Kragh using TAT-like slides (Thematic
Aperception Test), which showed preliminary figures unthreatening and threatening. Thus, the
DMT was a way to measure the patient's coping and defence methods against anxiety. (Since the
data sample here was small, a wider validation study would be promising.) [M. Klein without
Bioss & Jaques.] Cited Kragh and Smith 1970. Clio os RC321 .B86. # MS. PJ.
Sharp, Isadore, (with Alan Phillips), 2009, Four Seasons: the story of a business philosophy,
Viking Canada, Toronto, ON, Can.; Portfolio, NY, NY, US, 302 p. Case. His personal story of
the hotel chain. No mention of Ron Capelle's consulting intervention. Clio Bus TX910.5.S44
A3 2009. NYPL Hamilton Fish Park (E. Houston) &Riverside. Non-Fic 647.9409 S. Borough
of Manhattan CC& NYCCT TX910.5 .S44 A3 2009. MS. Bk.
Shattuck, S. F., 1933, “Employee Representation and Joint Relations,” Personnel, American
Management Association, AMACOM, Saranac Lake, NY, US, May, 9(4):118-121. A report of a
Feb. 7, 1933 Round Table Meeting in Chicago. Employee participation through elected Joint
Councils found its way into the US during the war and its aftermath, that is, World War I. Fear
of reprisals from immediate superiors had to be minimized for the process to become a source of
data and advice for managerial decisions, that is, continual improvement. Overall, it was felt to
be effective. This was especially so in education efforts. The attitude of management was the
key to success in directing these efforts. [Whatever happened to it??] Misc. PJ.
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Shaul, Marnie, and Jameson W. Doig, 1984, “Economic Vitality and Civic Vitality,” Public
Administration Review, Special Issue: Citizenship and Public Administration: Some Practical
and Applied Issues, Mar., 44:172-178. During the panel discussion on this paper Professor
Terry L. Cooper of USC cited Jaques and described the structure of Glacier Metal. D. PJ.
Shaw, Edward A., 1962, “The Maturity Factor as an Aid in Administering Professional Salaries,”
Personnel, American Management Association, AMACOM, Saranac Lake, NY, US, Sept-Oct.
1962, 39(5):37-42. Given the employee’s education level achieved, the best indicator of labormarket worth was the maturity curve for the profession (i.e., years of experience since the degree
/or age) which was established through surveys. The better known were conducted by MIT, Los
Alamos Laboratory (q.v.), and System Development - and had been done for several years. This
tool related the salary level to the individual scientist and his/her qualifications rather than to the
functions of the position. Gross separations were first made on responsibility, work difficulty,
and supervisory levels (this gets dicey). Unaware of SST/RO. See Jaques 1961; Torrance 1962;
Atchison and French 1967; Koike 1984; A. Weiss 1984. SIBL *ZAN-T5093. # MS. Pro.
Shaw, Jason D., and Nina Gupta, 2001, “Pay Fairness and Employee Outcomes: Exacerbation
and attenuation effects of financial need,” Journal of Occupational and Organizational
Psychology, Sept., 74(3):299-320. Proposed financial need as a potential moderator of the
relationship between pay fairness and employees' physical health, psychological health, and
work-related behaviours. In a longitudinal study of 651 employees of five American midwestern organizations, predictions were strongly supported in cross-sectional analyses for life
satisfaction, depression, and somatic complaints. Predictions received support cross-sectionally
and longitudinally for job search intent, but were not supported for performance, absenteeism, or
voluntary turnover. Cited Jaques 1961. See Jenkins, Mitra, Gupta and Shaw 1998. At U. Ky.
and U. Ark. <http://ejournals.ebsco.com/direct.asp?ArticleID=P55G0DG3XTHUHD 7RU6LV>
D. PJ.
Shaw, Jonathan, 2014, "Why “Big Data” Is a Big Deal," Harvard Magazine, US, March-April
2014, 116(4):30-35, 74-75. Wherever sufficient data can be quantified, it beats the experts
hands-down. The potential for doing the most good is perhaps in public health and medicine.
The cost of big data has come way down, but there are also downsides due to lack of continuing
participation. Data, in the final analysis, are evidence. Here are quantities of information that
humans can understand only with the help of math and machines. Every major scientific
revolution has been driven by one thing, and that is data. # Misc. Pop.
Shaw, K. E., 1987, “Skills, Control and the Mass Professions,” The Sociological Review,
Blackwell, UK, Nov., 35(4):775-794. Most of this article is on Braverman’s thesis of the
deskilling of work as it applies to school teaching, with comments on social workers. White
collar ‘skilled’ knowledge workers have been deskilled not into repetitive jobs but into
bureaucracies which are controlled by central procedures and staffed by less trained and skilled
(and less expensive) employees having less autonomy. And they are happy to comply with this
more rigid accountability. (How much ‘indeterminacy’ will the work-client relationship be able
to tolerate and pay for under contracting-out?) Saw Braverman as a rebuttal of Fox on trust and
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discretion. Cited Fox 1974 (BC) extensively; Storey 1983. At U. Exeter, UK. # Alt. PJ.
Shaw, W. Douglass, and Richard T. Woodward, 2008, “Why environmental and resource
economists should care about non-expected utility models,” Resource and Energy Economics,
Elsevier ScienceDirect, US, Jan. 2008, 30(1):66-89. doi:10.1016/j.reseneeco.2007.05.001.
Experimental and theoretical analysis has shown that the conventional expected utility (EU) and
subjective expected utility (SEU) models, which are linear in probabilities, have serious
limitations in certain situations. These limitations are often highly relevant to the work that
environmental and natural resource economists do. Examples are shown where alternatives to
the SEU provide a richer framework for the study of problems of choice under uncertainty. Most
critically, studies using both experimental and "real world" evidence have repeatedly found that
individuals often do not behave in a manner consistent with these models. At Agricultural Econ,
Texas A&M U., US. [Draft by Woodward dated 1998. Online as 2007.] # Misc. PJ.
Sheard, Paul, 1991, “The Economics of Interlocking Shareholding in Japan,” Ricerche
Economiche, Facultie Economiche, Universita di Venezia, IT, Aprile-Settembre 1991, 45(23):421-448. In English. Two-thirds of the shares of listed Japanese firms are held by domestic
firms, and less than a quarter by individuals. This interlocking sharholding provides firms with a
form of insurance against risk of financial distress and against takeovers. Mainly, this financial
organization of the firm in the first place enhances the capacity of the firm to implement longterm planning and employment contracts. Cited Shleifer and Summers 1988; Shleifer and
Vishny 1990; Stiglitz 1985. At ANU, AU. # MS. PJ. A.
Sheard, Paul, 1991, “The Economics of Japanese Corporate Organization and the ‘Structural
Impediments’ Debate: A Critical Review,” Japanese Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk,
NY, Smr 1991, 19(4):30-78. [Original in English. Not previously published.] Found in
Japanese firms the economic shocks are buffered for the employees. The risk sharing was
through the trading companies which were used as employment channels. Employees would be
transferred between companies as needed. Cited Kagano et al 1983, Shimada 1977. Baruch
Perls. At AU Natl Uni. MS. PJ.
Sheard, Paul, and Christopher Findlay, 1992, “The Japanese Corporate Organization in
International Perspective,” chapter 2 (p. 11-29), in Sheard, Paul, ed., 1992, International
Adjustment and the Japanese Firm, Allen & Unwin in association with the Australia-Japan
Research Centre, the Australian National University, St Leonards, NSW, Australia, 251 p.
Organization matters when adjustments are required. Adjustments are reallocations of resources
in response to changes in economic conditions. (They are frequent and the Japanese do them
well.) Bus HD70.J3 I58 1992g MS. Ch.
Sheard, Paul, 1992, “Corporate Organization and Industrial Adjustment in the Japanese
Aluminum Industry,” chapter 8 (p. 125-139) in Sheard, Paul, ed., 1992, International Adjustment
and the Japanese Firm, Allen & Unwin in association with the Australia-Japan Research Centre,
the Australian National University, St Leonards, NSW, Australia, 251 p. Two findings: (1)
adjustment costs and losses have been borne by Japanese industry not government - the role of
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government has been overemphasized - and; (2) the organization of firms (bank-centered
corporate groupings) was key. Noted this in general supports Nakatani’s 1984 hypothesis that
firms operate as “implicit mutual insurance scheme.” Clio Bus HD70.J3 I58 1992g Misc. Ch.
Shedd, Joseph B., and Samuel B. Bachrach, 1991, Tangled Hierarchies - teachers as
professionals and the management of schools, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 232 pages. Cites
Jaques and time-span of discretion (1961, 1964) correctly on p. 43 and p. 67, but no further
development. (Bachrach earlier co-authored books with Lawler.) D. Bk.
Sheehy, Gail, 1976, Passages: Predictable Crises of Adult Life, Bantam Books, New York, NY.
Partly based on Jaques’ mid-life crisis. A big bestseller. D. Bk.
Sheehy, Gail, 1995, New Passages, Random House, New York, NY. Partly based on Jaques’
mid-life crisis. Another bestseller. D. Bk.
Sheil, B. A., 1993, "Coping With Complexity", Information Technology & People, MCB UP
Ltd., Bradford, UK; West Linn, OR, US; 1(4):295-320. A compelling case must identify the
attributes of information technology which distinguish it from other, less disruptive, technical
innovations. This analysis makes the basic cognitive skills, such as procedural reasoning,
underlying any effective use of information processing devices a topic of central concern.
However, neither the difficulty nor the importance of these skills are widely appreciated. Most
techniques to facilitate the use of complex, programmed devices are simply
incommensurate in scope with the problem. A Gendanken analysis of programming is
advanced to indicate why this is so and to serve as the basis for an agenda of cognitive science
research. At Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, Palo Alto, Cal., US. MS. PJ.
Sheldon, Brian, 1986, “Social Work Effectiveness Experiments: Review and Implications,” The
British Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, April, 16(2):223-242. The positive results
of a second wave of experimental results shows that social work interventions can be effective.
This article appears to be an attempt to reply to a negative attack by D.C. Anderson and D.
Marsland 6-8 years earlier. Misc. PJ. A.
Sheldon, Oliver, 1970, "Professional Creed for Management," chapter (p. 266-277) in Merrill,
Harwood F., 1970, Classics in Management, Rev. ed., American Management Association, NY,
NY, US, 495 p. (Also in 1960 edn.) (NYPL Schw E-14 1323.) [This was the last chapter in his
1923 book: Philosophy of Management, Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, London, UK; Pitman, NY,
NY, US, 296 p. Intro'd. by Alex W. Rathe (NYU). Foreword by B. Seebohm Rountree. Repr.
1965. (NYPL Schw D-17 2594.) This piece is often taken as a tribute to impersonal, Scientific
Management, its lofty goal of the common good, to raise social justice and communal wellbeing. Gantt no doubt would be proud. There in only one problem – Sheldon worked all his life
for Rountree. (Rountree was no Taylorist. He was an idealist who believed in social good as the
goal of business, not control.) # Misc. Ch.
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Shell, Kurt L., 1957, “Industrial Democracy and the British Labor Movement,” Political Science
Quarterly, Academy of Political Science, (US), Dec., 72(4):515-539. A short history of
socialism in the British labour movement and the conflicting drives for “workers’ control” and
for a “democracy of accountability.” But workers became uncomfortable when responsible for
the direction of production and using political clout to hold industry accountable created role
conflicts. The public saw itself as the consumer to be served and held onto parliamentary
scrutiny and the examination of “efficiency.” Traditional British managerial authoritarianism
was just then giving way to American-style “human relations” and “industrial psychology” - the
soft stuff. Discussion of the Glacier representative experiment and its awkward role conflicts.
See Reynolds 1950; Clegg 1951. At SUNY, Harpur College, US. # Rp. PJ. A.
Shell Oil Company, “People, Planet and Profits: The Shell Report,” Summary 2001. Cited in
Allee 2003. Not seen. (?) ~
Shellabear, Steve, 2002, “Teamworking: Looking at teams and how they operate in the
workplace,” Training Journal, Ely, UK, Dec. 2002, p. 20-23. A slight reference to Jaques. W.
Pro.
Shelton, John P., 1967, “Allocative Efficiency vs. ‘X-Efficiency’: Comment,” The American
Economic Review, Communications, Dec. 1967, 57(5):1252-1258. Shelton compared chain
restaurants - franchisee-owner managed vs. company managed - to locate X-Efficiency. Only
the managers were different. Owners had a 9.5% profit vs a 1.8% profit by the company
managers. There is plenty of evidence supporting the existence of X-efficiency. Motivation and
effort are different and they matter. (Unaware of Jaques.) Cited by Monsen et al 1968. See
Leibenstein 1966. At UCLA. # MS. PJ. A.
Shen, T. Y., 1984, “The Estimation of X-Inefficiency in Eighteen Countries,” The Review of
Economics and Statistics, MIT Press, Cambridge, US, Feb. 1984, 66(1):98-104. The role of Xinefficiency in reducing labor productivity in less developed countries (LDC) is investigated.
Low labor productivity in LDCs is found to be a function of X-inefficiency, while productivity in
developed countries is heavily influenced by factor substitutions and prices. For LDCs, the
substitution mechanism breaks down, such that employing more workers cannot compensate for
labor inefficiency for the following reasons: 1. Wages may exceed marginal labor productivity.
2. Technology may be inappropriate for the level of worker skills. 3. Worker crowding may
interfere with the flow of work. (This may be temporary.) Unaware of Jaques. Misc. PJ. A.
Shenhar, Aaron J., 1993, “From low- to high-tech project management,” R&D Management,
Elsevier Science Direct online, 23(3):199-214. Abstract in: Journal of Product Innovation
Management, September 1994, 11(4):364-365. As the complexity of a project increases from
low- to high-tech, other aspects also increase: scope, degree of technological newness, date of
freezing of specs, length of time of project, amount of change, management styles, etc. Unaware
of Jaques. Typology is congruent with Jaques. MS. PJ.
Shenhar, Aaron J., and Ofer Levy, 1997, "Mapping the dimensions of project success," Project
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Management Journal, US, June 1997, 28(2):5-13. 9 p. Project success is probably the most
frequently discussed topic in the field of project management, yet it is the least agreed upon.
Most common criterion are meeting schedule, budget, and performance goals. Different people,
however, assess the success of projects in different ways, and at different times. Based on data
collected from 127 projects, this paper proposes four dimensions: project efficiency, impact on
the customer, direct and business success, and preparing for the future. The exact content of
each dimension and its relative importance may change with time. # Misc. PJ.
Shenhar, Aaron J., 2001, “One size does not fit all projects: exploring classical contingency
domains,” Management Science, INFORMS, March, 47(3):394-414. Most project management
literature still assumes that all projects are fundamentally similar and that "one size fits all." The
purpose of this exploratory research is to show how different types of projects are managed in
different ways, and to explore the domain of traditional contingency theory in the more modern
world of projects. This two-step research used qualitative and quantitative methods and two data
sets to suggest a conceptual, two-dimensional construct model for the classification of technical
projects and for the investigation of project contingencies. Within this framework, projects are
classified into four levels of technological uncertainty, and into three levels of system
complexity, according to a hierarchy of systems and subsystems. The study provides two types
of implications. For project leadership it shows why and how management should adapt a more
project-specific style. For theory development, it offers a collection of insights that seem
relevant to the world of projects as temporary organizations. Cited Bourgeois and Eisenhardt
1988; Brown and Eisenhardt 1992. MS. PJ. A.
Shenhar, Aaron J., Dov Dvir, Ofer Levy, and Alan C. Maltz, 2001, “Project Success: A
Multidimensional Strategic Concept,” Long Range Planning, Elsevier Science Direct online,
UK, Dec. 2001, 34(6):699-725. Analysis identified four distinct success dimensions: 1. project
efficiency, 2. impact on the customer, 3. direct business and organization success, and 4.
preparing for the future. The importance of these dimensions varies according to time and the
level of technological uncertainty in the project. Unaware of Jaques, where time = uncertainty.
Findings are congruent with Jaques. # MS. PJ. A.
Shenhar, Aaron J. and Dov Dvir, 2007, Reinventing Project Management: The Diamond
Approach to Successful Growth and Innovation, Harvard Business School Press, Cambridge,
MA, 276 p. A technique to analyze projects. It has four parts: Novelty, Technology,
Complexity, and Pace (NTCP). Each part has several levels of challenge and difficulty. A good
starting point for feasibility and time-line. Baruch HD69 .P75 S52 2007. NYPL SIBL - JBE
07-1339. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Shenhav, Yehouda, 1995, “From ‘Chaos’ to Systems: the engineering foundations of
organization theory, 1879-1932,” Administrative Science Quarterly, US, Dec., 40(4):557-585.
The genesis of the systems paradigm in US organizations is traced back to 19th-century
engineering practices. The empirical analyses for the period 1879-1932 are based on primary
data collected from 3 journals in which the study of organizations was first codified: 1. The
Engineering Magazine, 2. The American Machinist, and 3. The ASME Transactions. The
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evolution of the systems paradigm was found to be a product of at least three forces that form
one interacting gestalt: 1. The efforts of mechanical engineers who sought industrial legitimation
and whose professional paradigm spilled over into the organizational field, 2. The Progressive
period’s rhetoric on professionalism, equality, order, and progress, and 3. Labor unrest, which
was perceived as a threat to stable economic and social order. The article provides a cultural and
political reading, rather than a functional and economic one, to the emergence of managerial
thought and the evolution of organization theory. Cited in Nigam 2006 Related PhD; Drozdova
2008 Related PhD. Online – at City. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Shenhav, Yehouda, 1999, Manufacturing Rationality: The Engineering Foundations of the
Managerial Revolution, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK, 247 p. (ISBN 0-19-829630-4.
Pbk 2002, ISBN 0-19-925000-6.) How engineers invented management at the turn of the 20th
century and carved out this domain in the face of hostility and resistance from both workers and
manufacturers/owners. Both ‘systematic management’ and ‘scientific management’ had their
roots in engineering. Engineers carved this domain by slaying the dragon of ‘uncertainty’ with
the alternative of neutral, rational, ‘scientific,’ thought. This interpretation showed this shift was
more political and values/culture driven than economic. The modern piece-rate came out of this.
Jaques not cited. Cited Litterer 1961, 1963, 1986; Krause 1996; Jelinek 1980. CUNY Baruch T 56 .S413 1999. Intro + ch # Misc. Bk.
Shenhav, Yehouda, and Ely Weitz, 2000, “The Roots of Uncertainty in Organization Theory: A
Historical Constructivist Analysis,” Organization, Sage, ingentaconnect.com (?), Aug., 7(3):
373-401. Systems. Examined the discourse on uncertainty historically, 1879-1932. It began in
the technical and engineering sphere and later migrated to management in a unique social context
as socially constructed knowledge. (Europeans love this stuff.) org.sagepub.com An article
version of Weitz 1997 Interesting PhD. (Reprinted as a chapter in Clegg, Stewart R., ed., 2009,
Directions in Organization Studies, Sage Pub., London, UK.) Both at Tel Aviv U. HumGenRes JFE 05-1626. # Misc. PJ.
Shepard, Jon Max, 1968, Man-Machine Relationships, Attitudes Toward Work and Meanings in
the Work Role, Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology, Michigan State University, USA, 258 p.
Advisor: William A. Faunce. DAI, 29, no. 06A, (1968): 1967. Accn: AAG6817133. Liby:
MSU Dissertations & Theses: Main, Basement Ctr 125 496 THS & MF. ANL2878. Published
in articles 1969, 1970 and in extended form 1971 (book), 1972, 1973. Does a man's relationship
to technology at work influence his integration into or separation (alienation) from the work
role? Powerlessness, meaninglessness and normlessness were viewed as predisposing factors in
the development of alienation from work. Alienation from work is more likely to occur where
the division of labor at work is highly differentiated. It was predicted that alienation would be
lower among craft production workers, higher among mechanized production workers, and lower
among automated production workers. It was also predicted that perceived powerlessness,
meaninglessness and normlessness would contribute to variation in the degree of self-evaluative
involvement in the work role, social isolation from the work organization, and instrumental work
orientation. The theory was supported by data confirming these hypotheses. Replicated Blauner
1962 PhD and 1964 book. Abstract, four articles, and 1971 book seen. # PhD.
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Shepard, Jon M., 1969, "Functional specialization and work attitudes," Industrial Relations,
Berkeley, Blackwell, US, February 1969, 8(2):185-194. This article showed the unmistakable
impact of functional specialization on attitudes toward work. Two work characteristics other
than functional specialization on job satisfaction were: (1) powerlessness, meaninglessness and
low autonomy and responsibility are associated with the stage in the man-machine relationship;
and (2) autonomy and responsibility are positively correlated with job satisfaction while
powerlessness and meaninglessness are negatively correlated with it. A partial replication of
Blauner. Cited Blauner 1960, 1964; Turner and Lawrence 1965. At Sloan MIT. # Rp. PJ. A.
Shepard, Jon M., 1970 "Functional specialization, alienation and job satisfaction," Industrial and
Labor Relations Review, Ithaca, NY, US, Jan. 1970, 23(2):207-219. The author presented
empirical evidence supporting functional specialization's unsalutary impact on job satisfaction
irrespective of the influence of middle-class work norms. He showed that the level of job
satisfaction is higher among workers holding larger jobs. Cited Blauner 1960, 1964; Turner &
Lawrence 1965; Hulin & Blood 1968. Confirmed Blauner. At U. KY. # Rp. PJ. A.
Shepard, Jon M., 1971, Automation and Alienation. A Study of Office and Factory Workers, MIT
Press, Cambridge, MA, USA, 163 p. Factory workers were covered in his 1968 PhD, and office
workers in his research at MIT post-doc. Showed that the extreme fears of managers regarding
alienation of the workforce due to the introduction of the computer were unfounded. Noted the
upgrading effect of computer monitoring, not manual. Jaques not cited. Cited Blauner 1960,
1964; Shepard PhD 1968; Turner & Lawrence 1965; Aiken & Hage 1966; Corina 1960; Morse
& Weiss 1955; Worthy 1950. City,GC HD5548.8 .S47. Schw JLD 72-3616 (SASB). Rp. Bk.
UP. A.
Shepard, Jon M., 1972, "Alienation as a Process: work as a case in point," Sociological
Quarterly, US, Spring 1972, 13(2):161-173. A theoretical framework was tested predicting that
the lack of perceived status recognition within a status structure promoted social psychological
withdrawal from that status structure. Scales of Powerlessness, Meaninglessness, and
Normlessness were used as independent variables, representing aspects of the work status
structure. Some empirical support was presented. Cited Shepard 1968 PhD; Blauner 1964. At
U. KY. # Rp. PJ.
Shepard, Jon M., 1973, “Technology, Division of Labor, and Alienation,” Pacific Sociological
Review, U. Cal. Press, Berkeley, Cal., US, Jan. 1973, 16(1):61-88. The concept that automation
reverses the alienation from work among factory workers appears to be supported. Continuousprocess technology may improve factory work. And the reduction of job specialization through
the use of job enlargement appears to exercise salutary effects on work attitudes. Jaques not
cited. A validation of Blauner 1964. Cited Blauner 1960, 1964; Shepard PhD 1968. # Rp. PJ.
Shepard, Herbert R., and Robert R. Blake, 1962, “Changing Behavior Through Cognitive
Change,” Human Organization, Summer 1962, 21(2):88-96. The idea of organizations as
mechanisms is so pervasive as to have produced its own psychological myths, like resistance to
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change, and ideologically so dominant as to cause aversion to "organic theories of society." But
the concept of the organization as a machine is plausible only when certain unusual conditions
obtain: the goal requires repetitive operations; obedience to authority; the top authorities have
access to all relevant information; nearly all problems can be foreseen and hence incorporated in
procedural manuals. But the goal should be the “emergence of an ‘adaptive organization’ namely, an organization that can mobilize its resources to create and test novel approaches to old
problems and new challenges.” Teach. At Case Inst.; U. Texas - Austin, US. # Refu. PJ. A.
Shepard, Ken, 2004, "Letters to the Organization Development Journal," Organization
Development Journal, US, Spring2004, 22(1):116-119. ISSN: 08896402. Asserted that the
future of organization development (OD) depended on selecting leadership with sufficient
capability. Analysis of Elliott Jaques' concepts of levels of work; Findings of a study by the
Corporate Leadership Council which concluded that there was no career path for OD
professionals; Touched on author's experience with a strategic planning effort for a human
resource professional association in Canada. # Misc. Pro.
Shepard, Ken, Paul Tremlett, and Glenn Mehltretter, 2013, "Matrix Benefits without Matrix
Costs, First Structure and Staffing … Then Skills," People & Strategy Journal, US, April 2013,
36(1):9-10. Letter to editor. Examples included the U.S. Army, Royal Dutch Shell, and a
construction firm. Cross-over managers-once-removed were needed, not a matrix structure at the
level of workers. In the average firm 36% of roles were inappropriately leveled and 48.5% of
the roles were inappropriately staffed. See Clement 2013. Anna A. Tavis, edr. # Rp. Ltr2Ed.
Sheridan, John H., 1997, “Andy Grove: building an information age legacy,” Industry Week/IW,
Penton Pubs., US, 12/15/97, 246(23):64-66, 75-77. Word Cnt: 3765. ISSN: 00390895. Profile
of Andy Grove, CEO of Intel Corp., as the organization and process builder among the three
founders. He is also a patient teacher. [PERT is level 4 thinking.] Thinks projects through to
the execution and commercialization stages and lauched initiatives through new apps and
advanced software to capture future markets. Always he is on the lookout for 'strategic
inflection points' that indicate the customer has shifted or you are waiting too long to make the
shift. Senior executives have to tolerate chaos and let go of control for the firm to survive. Two
of his bestsellers: `High Output Management' and 'Only the Paranoid Survive.' # MS. Pro.
Sherman, Jeffrey W., Angela Y. Lee, Gayle R. Bessenoff, and Leigh A. Frost, 1998, "Stereotype
Efficiency Reconsidered: Encoding flexibility under cognitive load," Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology, APA, Washington, DC, Sept., 75(3):589-606. According to the encoding
flexibility model, stereotypes are efficient because they facilitate, in different ways, the encoding
of both stereotype-consistent and stereotype-inconsistent information when capacity is low. As
a result, processing resources may be shifted toward counter stereotypical information, which is
difficult to comprehend under such conditions. [This appears to be a model of how companies
blow it. Info at L3 is not comprehended at L2.] Jaques not cited. # Misc. PJ. A.
Sheth, Narayan R., 1972, The Joint Management Council: Problems and Prospects, Shri Ram
Centre for Industrial Relations and Human Resources, New Delhi, India. Cited in Sheth 1982, p.
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313. Sheth was a colleague of Dayal. (This book likely referenced Wilfred Brown and/or
Glacier Metal.) Not seen. D. Bk.
Sheth, N. R., Sasi Misra, and Surya Mookherjee, 1992, “Oh Manager!” Vikalpa, IIM,
Ahmenabad, India, July-Sept., 17(3):59-69. A case – with commentaries. On the behavior
pattern of senior managers toward worker participation in management (WPM). There was a
split between senior level policy and actual managerial practice in the firm. The split was inside
management. Four commentaries by: Dayal, Ishwar; Ratman, C. S. Venkata; Rao, M. V. N.;
Bhadury, Bikash. No footnotes. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Sheth, N. R., 1992, “Some Thoughts on Management Education,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmenabad,
India, Oct.-Dec., 17(4):29-31. The element of 'elitism' is prevalent in most management schools.
Student symptoms include – admission to an elite institution is a passport to a lucrative career;
formal education is a necessary evil; and competence is the ability to outsmart others and
excellence is personal ambition. Faculty symptoms include – visibility among stakeholders and
personal rewards; and inadequate generation of new concepts, inability to provide to students
models of good professional behaviour and attitudes. Graduates become self-centered, arrogant,
intolerant, and unpredictable who lack the commitment to achieve long-term organizational and
social goals. How do we contain this false consciousness? Education is a liberation of the mind
of conventional notions of success and excellence, not in the tools of a profession. Leadership is
not the position to command, but being a servant for larger ideals. No footnotes. Wow.
Formerly, Director IIM-Ahmedabad. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Shewhart, Walter A., 1942, "Statistical Control in Applied Science," chapter (p. 200-203) in
Sizelove, Oliver J., and Marshall Anderson, eds., 1960, 50 Years Progress in Management 19101960, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, NY, NY, US, 329 p. Statistical control – not
quality control. Statistical control is not a mere application of statistics. Quality grows out of
statistical control. Dewey: 658.082 H513. Baruch, NYU, Clio os HD30 .A5. # Misc. Ch.
Shiba, Shoji, 2006, “Leadership and Breakthrough,” The Journal of Innovative Management,
Salem, NH; GOAL./QPC, Methuen, MA, Winter 2006/2007, 12(2):6-24. Created a new version
of the cycle beginning with commitment to breakthrough: unlearn, create chaos, mental model,
and tools & methods (UCMT). This is the second level of change: breakthrough to a new
business. Added one new personality theory: X = control; Y = continual improvement; W =
breakthrough. ‘W’ involves competence, changing the paradigm, serving the stakeholder,
unlearning, and a continuous change of society. The most advanced firms today are altering
society’s needs and expectations to bring people in line with what they can deliver. This next
‘Breakthrough’ is to society’s needs and to sustainability. [Originally published in the Center for
Quality of Management Journal, Winter 1998. Dr. Shiba was awarded the 2002 Deming Prize
for Individuals. Emeritus Professor at Tsukuba U., Japan.] [Very similar to Deming’s second
level of change.] See Carse 1986. SIBL JBM 98-637. MS. PJ.
Shibata, Hiromichi, 2000, “The Transformation of the Wage and Performance Appraisal System
in a Japanese Firm,” International Journal of Human Resource Management, Routledge,
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London, UK, April 2000, 11(2):294-313. Used firm-level data. These systems are shifting
toward a performance basis and away from the age and seniority basis of the old system. Wage
differentials were becoming wider. (In their mid-30s superior employees were promoted to
managerial positions and the age-wage linkage was broken.) The role of performance appraisal
in setting wages was here clarified. (Supported Jaques.) Cited Endo 1994, 1996; Ishida 1990,
1992; Jacoby 1995; Koike 1991, 1994. Thanked Koike and Shimada. At Hokkaido Univ.,
Sapporo, JN. On-line at SIBL. MS. PJ.
Shimada, Haruo, 1974, The Structure of Earnings and Investments in Human Resources: A
Comparison Between the United States and Japan, NTIS 1974: PB-238 194. Book version of
his Related 1974 Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, University of Wisconsin - Madison, 248
pages. Supvsr: Gerald G. Somers. In English. Also see Shimada 1975b, 1981a and 1985.
NYPL HUM Microforms *XME-9746. Seen. MS. Rep.
Shimada, Haruo, 1975a, “Nenkoseiron to kokusai hikaku no hoho,” (The concept of the nenko
system and the methodology of international comparison), Nihon Rodo Kyokai Zasshi, Tokyo,
Japan, May 1975, 17:17-27. (Is this from his Related 1974 PhD? At least partly, but unclear.)
Cited in Cole 1979. Misc. Pro.
Shimada, Haruo, 1975b, “Nenrei-Chingin Profile no Nichi-Bei Hikaku,” [A Japanese-American
Comparison of Age and Wage Profiles], Nihon Rodo Kyokai Zasshi, [The Monthly Journal of the
Japan Institute of Labor], July-Oct. 1975, vol. 17. In Japanese. Article from his Related 1974
Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, University of Wisconsin - Madison. Cited by Koike 1978.
Not seen. MS. Pro.
Shimada, Haruo, 1976, “Kajo Koyo o Kangaeru,” [A Thought on Redundant Employment],
Nihon Keizai Shimbun, April 11 and 12, 1976, Japan. Cited in Shimada et al 1982. In Japanese.
Not seen. Misc. Pop.
Shimada, Haruo, 1977, “The Japanese Labor Market After the Oil Crisis (I & II),” Japan Labor
Bulletin, Japan Institute of Labour, Tokyo, JN, May & June, vol. 16: Part I: May p. 7-10 & Part
II: June p. 4-8. In English. The conventional Japanese employment system with its built-in
flexibility still seems to be viable and robust even in the face of the Oil Crisis. Cited in Marsh
and Mannari 1990. [Bklyn. Coll. 2000-2003] E. Asia/ Butler os HD8722 .J33. 1977, vol. 16.
3/12 Not in Clio. NYPL MF os M-10 4590. NS 14-19. # Misc. Pro.
Shimada, Haruo, 1978, “Saikin no Obei ni okeru Koyo Shitsugyo Mondai,” [Recent
Employment-Unemployment Problems in the United States and Europe], Nihon Rodo Kyokai
Zasshi, 20 (July 1978), 10-20. Cited in Shimada et al 1981. In Japanese. Not seen. Misc. Pro.
Shimada, Haruo, 1980, “The Japanese Employment System,” Japanese Industrial Relations
Series 6, The Japan Institute of Labor. (Unclear if this is in Japanese or English.) Cited in
Klevmarken 1982; Kamada 1994. Misc. Rep.
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Shimada, Haruo, 1981a, Earnings Structure and Human Investment: A Comparison Between the
United States and Japan, Kogakusha, Keio Economic Observatory, Tokyo, Japan. In Japanese (I
think). Book from his Related 1974 Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, University of Wisconsin Madison. Published in U.S. by NTIS 1974: PB-238 194. NYPL HUM Microforms *XME9746. NTIS. See Related PhDs. (P. 64-65 are reproduced on p. 50-51 of Shimada 1985
showing his data sources.) MS. Bk.
Shimada, Haruo, 1981b, Rodo shijo kiko no kenkyu, The Japanese Industrial Relations Series,
No. 6, Japan Institute of Labor, Tokyo, Japan, 447 pgs. [In Japanese: The Japanese Employment
System] [Keizai Kikakucho Keizai Kenkyujo, Showa 56 [1981], Tokyo, Japan. In French: Le
système d'emploi japonais, 1981, Tokyo, JN.] Cited in Shirai. [Is this related to Shimada 1974
PhD?] In East Asian Lib at CU HD5827.A6 R62 1981 Misc. Bk.
Shimada, Haruo, 1982, “Japanese Industrial Competitivess: the Human Factor,” Japan Labor
Bulletin, Japan Institute of Labour, Tokyo, JN, May, 21(5):5-8. Transcript of a speech at
Georgetown U. to senior US Congressional staff members. Research underlying this was to be
published shortly by the US Dept. of Labor. Twenty years ago quality in Japan was considered
to be poor. Now it is high and is copied. Life-time employment, trust, consensus, and harmony
were once considered detriments by the West. Now they were being re-evaluated. Information
was now shared within US firms. # MS. Pro.
Shimada, Haruo, Atsushi Seike, Tomoko Furugori, Yukio Sakai, and Toyoaki Hosokawa, 1982,
“The Japanese Labor Market: A Survey,” Japanese Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk,
NY, Winter 1982-1983, 11(2):3-84. [Translated from the Japanese. Article took up the entire
issue.] A survey of the state of the labor market in Japan. Age-wage chart on p. 38. Cited M.
Kuratani related PhD 1973; Phillips 1958; Shimada Related PhD 1974, 1974, 1976, 1978.
Baruch Perls. MS. PJ.
Shimada, Haruo, 1983, “New Challenges for Japanese Labor Management Relations in the Era
of Global Structural Change,” Japan Labor Bulletin, Japan Institute of Labour, Tokyo, JN, July,
22(7):5-8. Since the union’s fate was bound to that of the firm, the hard-times were shared. The
workers and work rules were flexibile in meeting the downside - reduced need for product - and
thus labor. The sequence was – cutbacks in OT, the reduction of bonuses and profit sharing, and
the outplacement of managers and workers to subsidiary firms. This happened as Deming said it
was happening. There was no attempt to protect the profits. Rather the protection was for the
intact system – for start-up again and for sustainability. Clio E. Asian Offsite HD8722 .J33.
[new series v. 22]. NYPL 1993-2002. CUNY Bklyn – online since 2004. # MS. Pro.
Shimada, Haruo, 1985 (See Orr, James, Haruo Shimada, and Atsushi Seike, 1985, “U.S.-Japan
Comparative Study of Employment Adjustment,” U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, and
Japanese Ministry of Labor, Tokyo. (Joint publication.) ~
Shimada, Haruo, 1985, “The Perceptions and the Reality of Japanese Industrial Relations,”
chapter three (p. 42-68) in Thurow, Lester, ed., 1985, The Management Challenge: Japanese
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Views, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 237 p. The reality is lifetime employment, length-ofservice wage system (nenko), and enterprise unionism were built up during the 1950s and 1960s.
Even though they are called the “Three Sacred Treasures” of Japanese industrial relations, there
is nothing ‘ancient’ or ‘mystic’ or inherited about them. Such stereotypical perceptions have
been spread by Ezra Vogel, Pascale and Athos, and Ouchi. Their real purpose was to
accumulate human capital within the firm. He has Age-Wage Profiles (on p. 50-51) from his
1981 book (1974 Related PhD) showing the similarity of Japan to the US and the power of
technology and organizational factors. He speculates that enterprise unions with joint
consultation (70 percent) and QC circles (more than one million participants) are likely unique to
Japan. (He lacked knowledge about their sources.) Not unique is an internal labor market.
(Does not mention Glacier Metals or Brown or Jaques but puts the time absolutely dead-on - and
at both ends: UK to Japan to US. See Wright 1997 for Moreton/ Glacier/ UK-to-Japan in the late
1960s and see Shimada and MacDuffie 1986 for Japan-to-MIT/ US.) Comments by Thurow.
(This is as close to proof as I am likely to get.) [Tatamae vs. honne.] NYPL Hum JLD 851640 (HSSL). CUNY Baruch, Grad Ctr, City. NYPL Hum JLD 85-1640 (HSSL). Clio os
HD70 .J3 M264 1985. # MS. Ch.
Shimada, Haruo, 1986, “Industrial Relations and ‘Humanware’: a Study of Japanese
Investments in Automobile Manufacturing in the United States,” MIT-Japan Science and
Technology Program, Cambridge, MA, September 1986, 36 p., MITJSTP Series; 86-04.
Published with same title as NTIS Report: MIT JSTP-86-04, 1992, 42p. NTIS Accession No.:
PB95134730. ($30). In the face of the large and growing presence of Japanese operations in the
United States, has the interest of American automakers in Japanese production methods
intensified? What can American producers learn from the Japanese which could improve their
own competitive position? Efforts are being made to learn from Japanese experience both
directly and indirectly through joint-ventures, exchange of information and other means. Will
American corporations learn something from these efforts? And if they do, which lessons will
be most useful for their purposes? These are some of the intriguing questions which motivated
this study. See Shimada and MacDuffie 1986. See Shimada 1988. See Krafcik 1988 for
substitution of “lean” for “humanware.” See Kenney and Florida 1991. MIT Institute Archives
& Dewey Library Basemt Q180.J3.M22 no. 86-04. See MacDuffie 1988. # MS. Rep. UP. A.
Shimada, Haruo, and John Paul MacDuffie, 1986, “Industrial Relations and ‘Humanware’:
Japanese Investments in Automobile Manufacturing in the United States,” MIT, Sloan School
of Management, Cambridge, MA, International Motor Vehicle Program (IMVP), Sloan Working
Paper No. 1855-87, 104 p. (Unpublished.) Briefing Paper for the First Policy Forum, 1987,
IMVP, MIT. (Unpublished.) [Both built on Shimada 1986.] The Japanese MNE’s strategic
goals for high market growth and profitability depend on producing premium quality cars at
lower prices. HRM policies were designed to effectively exploit their technology and ensure
intensive human control of the process by developing multi-skilled workers in teams who rotated
across jobs and participated in continual improvement. Thus HRM focused on tight screening of
applicants, high job security, continual OTJ training, broad job structure, work teams, job
rotation (per Beechler and Yang 1994). Used the term "fragile/robust." Per Paul Adler, they
concluded the Toyota production system was “fragile” since it was dependent on human
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motivation, capabilities and production requirements. [No, fragile it wasn’t. These things were
taken into account when it was designed.] Per Endo 1994, they noted no Japanese auto firm had
yet introduced the satei personal assessment system into their US plants. Cited by Som 2002
IIM-A PhD. See Shimada 1986 & 1988. See Krafcik 1988 for substitution of “lean” for
“humanware.” MIT Institute Archives & Dewey Library – Basement HD28.M414 no. 1855-87.
(See Peter Kolesar files at Columba. No. 1855-88.) See MacDuffie 1988. # MS. Rep. UP. A.
Shimada, Haruo, 1988, Hyuman Wea no Keizai gaku: america no naka no Nihon kigyo, Iwanami
Shoten, Tokyo, Japan, 287 p. (In Japanese only: The Economics of ‘Humanware:’ Japanese
Corporations in the U.S. [I kid you not.]) [Where does the term come from?] See Shimada
1986; Shimada and MacDuffie 1986. Cited in Aoki 1988, 1994, p. 116; Eto 2003; MacLeod and
Malcomson 1988, 1989. CU East Asian HD2785 .S54 1988 D. Bk.
Shimada, Haruo, 1991, “‘Humanware’ Technology and Industrial Relations,” chapter (p. 459470) in OECD, 1991, Technology and Productivity: the challenge for economic policy,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris, FR; [Washington, D.C. :
OECD, distributor], 588 p. Papers from a 1989 conference. This is Shimada’s most concise and
eloquent description of ‘human ware’ and the interaction with hard- and soft-. SIBL os JBF 921179. Clio os HC110 .L3 T44 1991g. CUNY Baruch HD57 .T33 1991. Teach. # MS. Ch.
Shimada, Haruo, 1991, “The Desperate Need for New Values in Japanese Corporate Behavior,”
[The World Seen from Japan], Journal of Japanese Studies, Society for Japanese Studies, U.
Press Chicago, US, Winter 1991, 17(1):107-125. [first pub’d. May 1990.] As the recession dug
in, the author detected a shift in values in Japanese corporate behavior. It was recently
dominated by excessive corporate competition and economically rational behavior from microconsiderations. There was a loss in traditional Japanese values. It has happened over land
valuations, student recruiting schemes, unwillingness to use women and older men to make up
labor shortages, protectionist practices in vested domestic industries, 24 percent of those
employed worked 60 hours a week or more, and there is no thought or philanthropy for the
future. How was stability and harmony at home and abroad to be once again achieved? In Japan
the corporate sector has been looked to as the contributor and the balancer. CLIO online. #
Misc. PJ.
Shimada, Haruo, 1991, “Lessons from Four Cases of Japanese Management Working with
American Trade Unions,” chapter five (pt. II, p. 49-58) in Nikkeiren, 1991, Cooperation Is
Better: case studies on labor-management relations in Japanese affiliated companies in the
United States / Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO [and] Japan Federation of Employers'
Associations (NIKKEIREN), Japan Federation of Employers' Associations (NIKKEIREN),
International Division, Tokyo, Japan. [use Nihon Keieisha Dantai Renmei]. Four case studies
(NUMMI, Sanyo, Bridgestone, Mazda) and five commentaries (Ray Marshall, Tom Kochan,
Tadashi Hanami, Kazuo Sugeno, and Shimada). A trusting and consensual relationship can be
established. The Japanese “humanware” technology model works. Human control leads to
everything else, including adaptability, low labor costs, high quality, and meeting corporate goals
of profit and growth. Oh, that’s how its done. What year are we in? Re-engineering, anyone?
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At Keio U. SIBL JBF 93-177. Misc. Ch.
Shimada, Haruo, 1992. See 1986.
Shimada, Haruo, 1993, “Japanese Management of Auto Production in the United States: An
Overview of ‘Humanware Technology,’” chapter 2 (p. 23-42) in Sengenberger, Werner, and
Duncan C. Campbell, eds., 1993, Lean Production and Beyond: Labour Aspects of a New
Production Concept, International Institute for Labour Studies, Geneva, SZ, 133 p. (A chapter
in: Yamamura, Kozo, ed., 1989, Japanese Investment in the United States: Should we be
concerned?, Society for Japanese Studies, Seattle, WA, US, p. 183-205.) Mixed reactions in
America suggest a dichotomy between the relatively successful experience of technology
transfer to production workers at the workshop and the somewhat problematical managerial,
social, political, and cultural interactions over humanware. Cited in T. A. Kochan 1992 (!).
Jaques not cited. Not in CUNY, Clio, Worldcat. NYPL os JBG 94-56. # MS. Ch.
Shimada, Haruo, and Kiyoshi Ota, 1997, Rodo shijo kaikaku: kanri no jidai kara senkaku no
jidai e, Toyo Keizai Shinposha, Tokyo, Japan, 240 p. [In Japanese.] [Labor Market
Restructuring: From Management to Flexibility.] Clio East Asia Lib. HD5827 .A6 R64 1997.
Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Shimizu, Koichi, 1995, “Humanization of Work in B Auto Company,” Okayama Economic
Review, Japan, 27(1). While the JIT approach became “lean production” in the US in the 1990s,
it was significantly altered into “humanization” at Toyota and across Japan in the 1990s. The
whole purpose was different. It doesn’t rhyme with “mean.” [In Japanese?] Not seen. (See
below.) Not online in CUNY or NYPL. MS. PJ.
Shimizu, Koichi, 1995, “Humanization of the Production System and Work at the Toyota Motor
Co and Toyota Motor Kyushu,” chapter (p. 383-403) in Sandberg, Ake, ed., 1995, Enriching
Production, Aldershot, Avebury, UK. Humanware. A crisis in work occurred in Japan around
1990. The labor market tightened, turnover among young recruits shot up, and the financial
bubble overheated the economy leading employers to hire temporary employees on a massive
scale. Factory work was not attractive. From this, a new Toyotaism was born, a “humanization”
that increased individual and team discretion on the line. See Part IV, “Beyond Lean
Production,” in this Sandberg book. This was NOT related to Volvo’s Uddevalla plant. (See
above.) MS. Ch.
Shimizu, Koichi, 2000, “Transforming Kaizen at Toyota,” working paper, 29 p., Okayama
University, Japan. Explained this new approach to target costing, cost management, production
efficiency evaluation, job grade system and titles, teamwork among managers and professionals,
and value engineering - all leading to the “ideal” assembly line based on attractive work through
its humanization. (This is NOT lean production.) MS. Rep.
Shimmin, Sylvia, 1958, “Workers’ Understanding of Incentive Payment Systems,” Occupational
Psychology, London, UK, 32:106-110. (This is the title of a chapter in Shimmin 1959, p. 41-64.)
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Often, workers did not understand the payment system they were in. Not seen. Misc. Pro.
Shimmin, Sylvia, 1959, Payment By Results: a psychological investigation, Staples Press,
London, UK, 162 p. [with Joan E. Williams and L. J. Buck.] This short book was largely on the
effort-wage bargain identified by Behrend in 1957 (see p. 9) and the psychological issues
incentive systems created. Like Behrend, she used intensive interviews to examine how workers
and managers reacted to new incentive systems. She quoted a shop steward, “These events may
appear as pinpricks to management but they are sword-thrusts to the workers” (p. 85). She
quoted Jaques 1956 (once) on the employees’ intense emotions tied to status and payment, to
security and comparative value (see p. 125). Bolle De Bal 1962 noted the links to Behrend and
Jaques. Cited Jaques 1956; Behrend 1957; Lupton 1957. Did not cite Baldamus. Compare with
Lupton 1960/1961 (if I can find it). (See her book review of Cameron 1976 on Jaques.) CUNY
JJay Coll. HF5548.8 .S46. NYPL Schw D 11-8777. W. Bk.
Shimmin, Sylvia, 1966, “Case Studies in Measured Daywork,” Personnel Magazine, London,
UK, Oct. 1966:32-33, 42. (This is her shift from incentives and piecework to time payments and
day work. Contrast with W. Brown 1962, Piecework Abandoned. How does she propose to
measure daywork?) Not seen. Misc. Pro.
Shimmin, Sylvia, 1968, "Postscript – A 1968 Survey of Recent Literature," Chapter X (p. 259277) in Marriott, R., 1968, Incentive Payment Systems: a review of research and opinion, 3rd rev.
edn., Staples Press, London, UK, 317 p. A review of payment schemes in the seven years since
the first edition. Incentive payment was the norm. Workers preferred the merit system. Cited in
Locke et al 1980. Postscript cited: Adams 1963; Andrews 1967; Baldamus 1961; Behrend 1959,
1960, 1961, 1963; Brown 1962, 1962; Jaques 1961; Lupton 1961, 1963, 1964, 1967, 1967;
Weick 1966. Clio os HD4926 .M3 1968. NYPL Schw D-19 8598. # D. Ch.
Shimmin, Sylvia, 1980, “The Future of Work,” chapter 1 (p. 1-7) in Duncan, K. D., M. M.
Gruneberg, and D. Wallis, eds., 1980, Changes in Working Life, John Wiley, London, UK, 568
p. Work and leisure may be different in the future. Values and expectations may change. Cited
Jaques 1965. # W. Ch.
Shimokawa, Koichi, 1993, “Keiretsu Transfers: Japan and United States Compared,” Japanese
Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Sp1993, 21(3):49-65. In the U.S. the public
claims they do not have keiretsu. Nevertheless, they exist in the U.S. both for retirement and to
deliberately create inter-organizational networks. Firms transfer employees between each other
in the same way. Misc. PJ.
1974 PhD at UGa.
Shin, Bong-Gon P., and Fremont A. Shull, 1977, “Matrix organization and associated planning
behaviors: conceptual considerations,” Center for Business and Economic Research and Dept. of
Management, Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL, 16 p. Working paper no. 1977-22.
WorldCat. (Shin 1974 PhD, UGa. Not Related. On Matrix organization and planning. Not
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seen. Solymossey says Shin was not at WIU as of 2005.) See Shin and Shull 1978. UGA
library: HD38 .S52 1977. Misc. Rep.
Shin, Bong-Gon P., and Fremont A. Shull, 1978, “Matrix organization and associated planning
behaviors: conceptual considerations,” Management International Review, Weisbaden,
Germany, 18(4):25-32. Matrix form is big in organization/management literature. Several firms
have adopted it with excellent results. Many firms use it but indicate otherwise. Matrix design
recognizes multiple goals and relationships of task units with the administrative system. Stages
of ambiguity, uncertainty, and exposure to the internal/ external environment were differentiated.
Cited Evan 1965; Warren 1969; Newman 1973; Shull and Judd 1971. Misc. PJ.
Shingo, Shigeo, 1992, The Shingo Production Management System, improving process functions,
Productivity Press, Cambridge, MA, 215 p. [trans. Andrew P. Dillon: 1990, Seisan kanri no
kakumei to ktei kin no kaisen, Japan Management Assoc., Tokyo.] Recounted the stories of
Adam Smith, Frank and Lillian Gilbreth, and Frederick Taylor (among many others) with more
sympathy than I have shown. But the facts are the same (as opposed to the fabrications of
economists). Differentiated between operations improvements (human tasks) and process
improvements (material transformations). And then combines them in a productivity network.
[This should be a textbook to correct the other idiots.] Different from Jaques, yet touches on
people and things in an intriguing way. (Died in 1990 after completing this book.) Misc. Bk.
Shipman, George A., 1959, “The Policy Process: An Emerging Perspective” (in Summary of the
Proceedings of the Western Political Science Association and the Pacific Northwest Political
Science Association - the Presidential Address), The Western Political Quarterly, June 1959,
12(2):535-547. [Political Research Quarterly] Cited Jaques 1951, 1956 as a midrange theory.
D. PJ.
Shipper, Frank, and Charles S. White, 1999, “Mastery, Frequency, and Interaction of Managerial
Behaviors Relative to Subunit Effectiveness,” Human Relations, Kluwer Academic Publishers,
Jan., 52(1):49-66. doi:10.1177/001872679905200104 The relationships among mastery and
frequency of managerial behaviors, and subunit effectiveness have often been confused. The
interactions can often be the strongest effect and increasing frequency without improving
mastery can be detrimental. The results question popular advice given to managers.
Management development could be made more effective using these results. Cited Jacobs and
Jaques 1990, Mahoney and Weitzel 1969, R.E. Quinn 1988. Rp. PJ.
Shirai, Taishiro, and Haruo Shimada, 1978, “Japan,” chapter (p. 241-322) in Dunlop, John T.,
and Walter Galenson, eds., 1978, Labor in the Twentieth Century, Academic Press, NY, NY, 329
p. This essay has data for the Age-Wage Profile for Japan from 1927-1973. The data from 1929
through 1938 came from the Office of the Prime Minister. (Did the Japanese take this seriously?
Rather. The data is not in diagram form.) See Koike 1997. City Cohen & Barnard HD4854
.L26. NYPL Sibl (?) Offsite JLE 79-1027 (HSSL). NYPL Sibl Br 331.0904 L. MS. Ch.
Shirai, Taishiro, ed., 1983, Contemporary Industrial Relations in Japan, University of Wisconsin
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Press, Madison, Wis., 421 p. An excellent collection. Lots of detailed exposition about what
was going on in Japan. Fifteen chapters by nine authors including Solomon B. Levine, Haruo
Shimada, Kazuo Koike, Kazutoshi Koshiro, Norikuni Naito, Tadashi A. Hanami, Yasuhiko
Matsuda, Koichiro Yamaguchi, and Shigeyoshi Tokunaga. Koike’s also included many
international Age-Wage profiles. Some published in Japanese elsewhere. Cited by Lincoln and
McBride 1987. Clio Bus HD8726.5 .C65 1983. Misc. Bk. UP.
Shirley, Robert C., 1983, “Identifying the levels of strategy for a college or university,” Long
Range Planning, Elsevier Science Ltd., UK, June 1983, 16(3):92-98. Focused on strategic
planning in the higher education setting and identifies the key strategic decisions areas for a
college or university. Four previous levels of strategy are discussed and contrasted with the three
previous levels typically used to described a complex, divisionalized business firm. Specific
decision issues are compared to similar issues in the business sector. Unaware of the theory. At
Trinity University. # MS. PJ. A.
Shively, Stanley Edward, 1966, Explorations Into Temporal Horizon, Ph.D., dissertation in
Sociology, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA. Focused on the organizational hierarchy of
individual temporal horizons. Also provided support for Nehnevajsa 1963. (Charles Perrow was
at Pitt 1963-1966 as well as Herzberg, but connections not established.) Cited and replicated in
Vinton 1995 PhD. (Abstract seen. Did not see Dissn.) Unpublished. See Ph.D.s.
Shleifer, Andrei, and Robert W. Vishny, 1990, "Equilibrium Short Horizons of Investors and
Firms," American Economic Review, AEA, May, 80(2):148-153. ISSN: 00028282. Attempted
to explain the often lamented pursuit by investors of short-term capital gains and the selection by
firms of short-term investment projects. The starting point is the observation that, in practice,
arbitrage is cheaper for assets that cannot stay mispriced for long, than for assets that can. Since
arbitrage in long-term assets is more expensive than it is in short-term assets, the former must be
more mispriced in equilibrium for net returns to be equal. Thus the rational behavior of
arbitrageurs leads to greater mispricing of long-term assets in equilibrium. Moreover, managers
of firms are typically averse to severe underpricing of their equity because they risk getting fired
or taken over. The mispricing of claims to long-term investment projects can take a long time
to disappear, such projects will be avoided. In this way, short horizons of arbitrageurs lead to
short horizons of corporate managers. Cited in Mannix and Loewenstein 1993. Clio & NYPL
online. At U. Chicago, IL. # Misc. PJ. A.
Shleifer, Andrei, and Robert W. Vishny, 1991, "Takeovers in the `60s and the `80s: Evidence
and Implications," Strategic Management Journal, SMJ, Wiley, NY, NY, US, 12(Winter):51-59.
ISSN: 01432095. Reviewed the evidence on takeover waves of the 1960s and 1980s, and
discussed its implications for corporate strategy, agency theory, capital market efficiency, and
antitrust policy. We conclude that antitrust policy played an important role in both waves, and
that the wave of the '60s presented a problem for efficient capital markets. # Misc. PJ. A.
Shleifer, Andrei, and Robert W. Vishny, 1997, “A Survey of Corporate Governance,” Journal of
Finance, Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford, UK, June, 52(2):737–783. ISSN: 00221082. This article
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surveys research on corporate governance, with special attention to the importance of legal
protection of investors and of ownership concentration in corporate governance systems around
the world. Successful – and particularly strong – systems are those in US, Germany, and Japan.
"We are surprised to find very little information on equity finance outside the US." Cited in
Wirtz 2011. Cited Bhide 2003. At Harvard U.; U. Chicago. # Misc. PJ. A.
Shleifer, Andrei, and Robert W. Vishny, 1998, The Grabbing Hand, government pathologies and
their cures, HUP, 278 p. (Several chapters were previously published as articles with Murphy as
lead author.) 'Rent seeking' is very costly to growth. These are not profits from activity but
from place or location. The prime example is government but private firms are also a source of
this activity. (Is 'rent seeking' what we are teaching at our B-schools?) Clio Lehman HD3850
.AS5 1998. NYPL Schw JFE 99-2744. Misc. Bk.
Shleifer, Andrei, and Robert W. Vishny, 2003, “Stock Market Driven Acquisitions,” Journal of
Financial Economics, Elsevier, ScienceDirect online, Amsterdam, NL, Dec. 2003, 70(3):295311. Both leading explanations for M&A are tossed away - synergy and bad management being
replaced by good. Rather, M&A waves are found to be driven by misvaluations in the stock
market and the horizon effect. Bubbles allow managers with long time horizons to buy hard
assets with their overpriced stock to avoid even worse long-run returns when the correction
comes. Managers in target companies with short time horizons take the buyout stock because
they are allowed to sell it immediately. The target company also may be overvalued but that
doesn’t matter. “Synergy” is simply a story invented by I-bankers and academics. The market
can not predict growth rates of firms beyond two years. (NPV and all that.) See Levicki
1983 PhD; Shively PhD 1966; and Williamson (evil discretion!). MS. PJ.
Shone, Kenneth J., 1979, "Contribution of Cybernetics to Management Practice," chapter (p.
280-292) in Trappl, Robert, et al, eds., 1979, Progress in Cybernetics and Systems Research, vol.
V, Austrian Society for Cybernetics, Halsted, UK; Hemisphere, NY; Wiley, US. Cybernetics has
made a major contribution to management practice by helping us distinguish between planning
and controlling. In planning the manager tries to make exactly the right provision, in
controlling he must avoid precisely the right corrections but act as a 'steersman'; to design
structures built on smaller systems, and to partition larger systems into smaller self-contained
controllable circuits which may be operated by ordinary mortals; to design simpler systems
better adapted to the needs of society and the people who work in these systems; and our best
efforts are defeated by the impact of political forces. # MS. Ch.
Shorris, Earl, 1981, The Oppressed Middle: Politics of Middle Management; Scenes from
Corporate Life, Anchor Press/Doubleday, NY, NY, US; UK, 393 p. Contrasted the life of
middle-managers who exist under totalitarian domination by executives with calls for autonomy
by those lower down, laborers who have unions to protect them. [Reviewed by Marc E. Miller in
Management Review, AMA, US, June 1981, 70(6):62-63. # Republished in 1984 under the title:
Scenes from Corporate Life.] Cited Blauner 1964. Baruch HF5500.3 .U54 S55. Misc. Bk.
Shorten, M. F., 1965, “Glacier Without Piecework,” Industrial Welfare, Journal of the Industrial
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Welfare Society, (aka I.W.S. Journal), London, UK, Feb. 1965, p. 17-20. Glacier made plain
bearings for the automotive and engineering industries and had 4,500 employees. Payment-byresults came to be seen by management to hinder improvements. Meanwhile, every operator
strove to make improvements but kept them hidden lest the job be re-timed by the methods
engineers (work-study: Taylorism). This led to bracket creep on the wage rates and bonuses.
And wild swings in weekly pay. And lots of politics. Shorten explained the change-over - the
release of managerial time, less resistance by workers to changes, responsibility for levels of pay
placed on the managers, reduction of resentments, and better recruiting of new employees. The
authority and accountability of the manager was clarified. Assessment of employees was on
“quality, quantity, co-operation, level of skill, etc., and not solely quantity of output.” Shorten
was a departmental production manager. See Albu 1964 article also in I.W.S. D. Pro. *****
Shostack, G. Lynn, 1985, “For Successful Strategic Thinkers, The Time Is Not Always ‘Now,’”
[Marketing Management], American Banker, Feb., 20, 1985, p. 8. (‘Recent’ Fortune article.
See Kiechel.) The future market-timing of financial services products to match the time-horizon
of the sometimes ornery customers. A clear description of strategic visioning by Jaques. See
Carse. MS. Pro. *****
Shostack, G. Lynn, 1987, “Service Positioning Through Structural Change,” Journal of
Marketing, Chicago, IL, Jan., 51(1):34-43. Deals with the complexity of the service products
offered and the structural changes necessary to produce and deliver them. Close to Jaques.
Cited by Joss and Kogan 1995. MS. PJ. A. *****
Shrank, Robert, 1974, “What Do Workers Really Want?” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA,
May, 13:124-129. A response to James O’Toole, et al, 1973 book, Work in America, (MIT
Press). Workers want: pay and benefits, job security, safe working conditions, job mobility, and
equalization of benefits with white collar workers. They are less interested in improving the
content of work. Mass production blocks participation, enrichment, and autonomous work
teams. So workers should stick to their union. This got they: control over speed-ups,
eliminating worst of piecework, seniority on layoffs, paid holidays and vacations, workers
compensation, and health insurance. Not on Jaques, but solid. See Fein. Misc. PJ. A. *****
Shrivastava, Samir, Karan Sonpar, and Federica Pazzaglia, 2009, “Normal Accident Theory
versus High Reliability Theory: A resolution and call for an open systems view of accidents,”
Human Relations, Sage, UK & US, Sept. 2009, 62(9): 1357-1390. We resolve the longstanding
debate between Normal Accident Theory (NAT) and High-Reliability Theory (HRT) by
introducing a temporal dimension. Specifically, we explain that the two theories appear to
diverge because they look at the accident phenomenon at different points of time. (This
resolution does not address the non-falsifiability problem for both NAT and HRT.)Applying
insights from the open systems perspective, we reframe NAT in a manner that helps the theory to
address its non-falsifiability problem and factor in the role of humans in accidents. Arguing that
open systems theory can account for the conclusions reached by both NAT and HRT, we proceed
to offer an open systems view of accidents. “This conclusion resonates with the work of Jaques
and Cason (1994).” See Response by Perrow (Sept. 2009, 62(9):1391-1393), and Rejoinder
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(Sept. 2009, 62(9):1395-1398.) (See all three.) Compare to Compton 2008 PhD; McElroy 2009
PhD. Shrivastava 2008 PhD on RO. At Swinburne U.T., AU; University College Dublin, IR; U.
Manitoba, Can. # Rp. PJ.
Shull, Fremont A., Jr., 1962, “The Nature and Contribution of Administrative Models and
Organization Research,” Journal of Academy of Management, (AMJ), August, 5(2):124-138. A
good precis of the three models that are needed: prescriptive, predictive and descriptive. (“Bud”
Shull became aware of Jaques after this article appeared.) Cited by McCarty and Gray (Gray
1976), p. 3. (The Glacier model can fall into all three models depending on the desires and
perspective of the researcher.) Contrast this with the categorization framework by Hicks and
Goronzy 1967. Cited Pfiffner and Sherwood 1960 on levels of intellectual capacity. # Misc.
PJ. A.
Shull, Fremont A., Jr.. 1965. (See Shull presentations at 1965 SIU and 1970 UGa, conferences.)
(see McCarty, John J., and Shull, chapter 27 in Gray 1976.) (see McIntyre, John R., and Shull,
1979.) (see Shull, chapter 29 in Gray 1976) [This is a general entry since “Bud” was the second
author on many entries.] ~
Shull, Fremont A., Jr., 1965, Matrix Structure and Project Authority for Optimizing
Organizational Capacity, Business Science Monograph No. 1, Business Research Bureau,
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, 119 p. (Presented at 1965 SIU conference? See
Fohr and Rahe 1965.) Cited by A. Low 1966 and by Grimes and Klein 1973. Cited in Becker
1982. See Jacoby 1991. Avail: U. of IL-Chgo. & SIU Carbondale Dewey, McLafferty Annex:
658 S5624m. U. Philippines: HD 31 S54. Baruch HD30 .I48 no.1 (not on shelf – 12/12/10; 326-11). Not in NYC. Nearest: Drexel U. Liby, Phil., PA: HF5500 .S5x. Not seen. See
'Abstracts, 1966.' Misc. Rep.
Shull, Fremont A., Jr., Andre L. Delbecq, and L. L. Cummings, 1970, Organizational Decision
Making, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 320 p. This was on their Matrix Organization. Included
section based on Filley, Grimes, and Van de Ven’s presentations at the U. Georgia 1970
conference (Chapter Six p. 187-226). SPC control chart displayed (p. 210) but misused. Time
span used p. 217. Panned by reviewers as disappointing, neologism-riddled, and dated. (I have
to agree. This is not deep.) Cited Jaques 1961. Cited by Knight 1976 as a version of
‘contingency theory.’ Clio Offsite HD69.D4 S48. W. Bk.
Shull, Fremont A., Jr., and Richard J. Judd, 1971, “Matrix Organization and Control Systems,”
Management International Review, (MIR), Betriebswirtschaftlichen Verlag, Wiesbaden,
Germany, with the Tavistock Institute, London, UK, 1971, 11(6):65-85. (In English: 65-73; in
French 73-79; in German 79-85.) Organization structure is ad hoc with new practices in venture
management and task-force groupings. Matrix design is a cross-hatch of organizational elements
that appears eclectic and flexible enough to encompass these complex evolvements, enhance
individual discretion, and still provide effective controls. [Jaques would disagree.] Cited Jaques
1961; Shull 1965; Perrow 1967; Gouldner 1958; Grimes et al 1970. # Rp. PJ.
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Shull, Fremont A., Jr., 1972, “Professorial Stress as a Variable in Structuring Faculty Roles,”
Educational Administration Quarterly, Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA, August 1972,
8(3):49-66. Using data from empirical studies on faculty stress, this article suggests implications
for organizational design in academe. Based upon his experiences in university administration,
including consultant to the VP Administration, U. of Wisconsin, the author interprets academic
behavior in terms of two criteria, organizational effectiveness and academic freedom. At U.
Georgia. Cited Jaques 1956; Brown and Jaques 1965; Newman and Rowbottom 1966; Maier
1963. # Rp. PJ.
Shull, Fremont A., Jnr., and Donald C. Mosely, 1974, "The Peter Principle: Personal or
Organizational Incompetence?" Journal of Management Studies, Wiley, US, February 1974,
11(1):21–35. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-6486.1974.tb00870.x Proposed that incompetence in
management may not be explained so much by the ‘Peter Principle’ (terminal weaknesses of
personnel in faulty promotion systems), as it is by the organizational climate in which managers
perform (outmoded supervisory styles and limiting structural relationships). This alternative
explanation is supported by Townsend's popular book, Up the Organization, where Theory X
styles of leadership, in some combination with bureaucratic elements of structure, are seen as
impairments in modern organizations. Leadership flexibility and structural variety must provide
alternative options across different task units if both short-run efficiency and long-term relevance
are to be generated for the organization. The matrix design of organizations and the contingency
theory of leadership are offered as vehicles for tentatively reconceptualizing the nature and form
of collective behavior. Jaques not cited. Cited Shull 1965, 1972. # Misc. PJ.
Shull, Fremont, and William P. Anthony, 1976, “Attitudes Toward Role Conflict and
Disciplinary Action: A Comparison of Black and White Supervisors,” Journal of Psychology,
May 1976, 93(1):147-148. It was concluded that the organizational setting apparently
sufficiently socializes individuals in the organization so as to minimize any black or white
attitudinal differences that might exist. See 1978 Anthony article. # Misc. PJ. A.
Shull, Fremont, and William P. Anthony, 1978, “Do black and white supervisory problem
solving styles differ?” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Wiley-Blackwell,
US/UK, Dec. 1978, 31(4):761-782. Do black supervisors manage differently than white
supervisors? Do black supervisors solve problems in the same way as white supervisors? To
investigate these issues a group of 21 blacks and 56 whites in a supervisory training program
conducted by the College of Business, University of Georgia, were studied using a take-home
paper and pencil exercise. The most outstanding finding from the study was the paucity of
differences in all measures except in attitudes toward received discipline. Blacks were less
willing to accept harsh punishment for violation of organizational rules than whites, especially
where there was a history of high performance. We conclude, however, that organizational
acculturation may substantially offset any minority subcultural influences in organizational
situations. (Two earlier versions were published. The first, a chapter in Green, Thad B., and
Dennis F. Ray, ed., 1972, Management Theory: Research and Practice: The Search for Unity
(Mississippi State: Southern Management Association), p. 209-230. A short summary of
findings was published in the Journal of Psychology, May 1976.) Cited by Rose 1992? / 1994?.
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Misc. PJ.
Sibson, Robert E., 1960, Wages and Salaries: a handbook for line managers, AMA, NY, NY,
224 p. This one of the classics in its field. Maturity curves from p. 170 (Exhibit 21) were cited
in Belcher and Atchison 1974 (p. 219, 220; Figures 23, 24). (But they included forced ratings
as an overlay which contaminated them.) In Rev. Edn. 1967 (256 p.): see p. 182 (Exhibit 24) [p.
139 also]. Unclear where ‘The Curves’ came from (Japan 1927? Post-WWII census? Jaques
1956?). They were the third part of Atchison’s 1965 PhD. See Shaw 1962, Torrance 1962,
Patten 1967. 1st edn. 1960: HUM GenRes D12-8299; Clio Offsite HD4909 .Si11. (Rev Edn
1967: Baruch: HD4909 .S52 1967; HUM D 17-7861.) Misc. Bk.
Sicherman, Nachum, and Oded Galor, 1990, “A Theory of Career Mobility,” Journal of Political
Economy, U. Chicago Press, Feb. 1990, 98(1):169-192. An overqualified employee has “higher
probabilities of advancing to occupations with higher wages” (p. 177). The career mobility
hypothesis predicts that overqualified workers are more likely to quit when they are not
promoted. Cited in Wald 2005. At Columbia. MS. PJ. A.
Siegel, Gilbert B., 2005, “Work Measurement and Job Evaluation Systems in a Government
Environment,” chapter 25 (p. 576-597) in Condrey, Stephen E., ed., 2005, Handbook of Human
Resource Management in Government, 2nd edn., Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 806 p. On the
federal civil service. Cited Paterson and EJ 1961 and 1964 on p. 584. A complete
misunderstanding of Jaques. Defective. [This half-thinking is bad enough, but what of the
uninformed editing?] Baruch JK765 .H33 2005. Off. Ch.
Siegel, Sidney, and Lawrence E. Fouraker, 1960, Bargaining and Group Decision Making:
Experiments in Bilateral Monopoly, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 132 p. Executives were seen as
ruthless or fair minded. Discovered that when executives seen as “ruthless” had complete
advantage over their opponents (by knowing their reservation price) they changed tactics to
pursue a more “fair” and joint outcome. [Echoes of equity theory and kieretsu.] Cited on
Dunnette ed., 1976, p. 1427 (MacCrimmon and Taylor, not herein). NYPL Hum D 12-5378.
City Cohen HB771 .S54. MS. Bk.
Sievers, Burkard, 1994, Work, Death, and Life Itself: essays on management and organization,
Walter de Gruyter, Berlin and New York. Cited Bolle de Bal, and Jaques 1951, 1965. Also
cited Menzies, and Jaques 1953/1955 which Jaques has disowned. Cited STS and Tavistock.
Old stuff. Off. Bk.
Sievers, Burkard, 1999, “Psychotic Organization as a Metaphoric Frame for the Socioanalysis of
Organizational and Interorganizational Dynamics,” Administration and Society, Sage, London
UK, Thousand Oaks, CA, Nov., 31(5):588-615. Sievers is at Bergische Universitaet Wuppertal,
Germany. The notion of the pathological organization provides a starting frame for better
understanding irrationality and madness in organizations, profit and nonprofit organizations
alike. It has been used up until now to gain a better understanding of severe personality
disturbances caused by pathological fixation. Likened the attempt to deny problems to Poe’s
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tale, “Masque of the Red Death.” Article in English. Cited Jaques 1995 Human Relations
article. Disagrees. SSCI. Off. PJ.
Sievers, Burkard, 2003, “‘Fool’d with Hope, Men favour the Deceit,’ or, Can we Trust in Trust,”
chapter 12b (p. 356-367) in Westwood, Robert, and Stewart Clegg, editors, 2003, Debating
Organization: Point-Counterpoint in Organization Studies, Blackwell Publishing Professional,
UK, and Malden, MA, 2003, 424 p. Can we Trust? Or do we pull away? Its greatest danger is
when it becomes a fad. Cited Jaques 1996:15. At Bergische Universitat Wuppertal. Not in
NYPL. Clio Lehman: Out to Fac. Baruch HM 786 .D425 2003. MS. Ch.
Sievers, Burkard, 2003, “Against all Reason: Trusting in Trust,” Organisational and Social
Dynamics, Karnac Books Ltd., 3(1):19-39. (Online Date 20 March 2007.) The importance of
trust is heavily emphasized in contemporary organization theory and management practice.
Management attempts to engineer trust reflect an underlying denial of the loss of hope regarding
both the relatedness between organizational members and the value and meaning of
organizations. The experience of non-relatedness and lack of trust cannot be acknowledged by
management, therefore the loss of hope has to be hidden behind the propagation of the
importance of trust (and relatedness). The denial of the loss of hope is an expression of
psychotic thinking concomitant with the inability to see reality and to mourn loss. The
engineered propagation of trust thus becomes a substitute for trust itself. Cited in Grady &
Grady 2011. See Tillmar & Lindkvist 2007. At Aue 30, 42857 Remscheid, Germany. Misc.
PJ.
Sievers, Burkard, 2009, “‘Pushing the Past Backwards in Front of Oneself’: A Socio-Analytic
Perspective on the Relatedness of Past, Present, and Future in Contemporary Organizations”,
Organisational and Social Dynamics: An International Journal of Psychoanalytic, Systemic and
Group Relations Perspectives, Karnac Books Ltd., London, UK, 9(1):21-42. ISSN1474-2780.
The thinking in Western society is tainted by a notion of time propagated by post-industrial
economy and investor-capitalism. Based on a socio-analytic perspective, the main emphasis of
this article is on the knowing and not-knowing about time that has been lost in contemporary
organizations. The linearity of time, the deification of progress, the reification of time as
commodity, the denial of the relevance of the past and the no(w)ness of time are predominant
aspects of time in organizations. These unilaterally aim to subjugate time to what is known and
knowable. Contemporary organizations often appear so preoccupied with overcoming the
present, and managing and manipulating the future, that they totally lose sight of any shadows
that the past, present, and future cast before. Cited Jaques 1982 (FoT). # MS. PJ.
Siguán, Miguel, 1963, Problemas humanos del trabajo industrial, 3d. ed., Rialp, Madrid. (In
Spanish. Not known of any English translation: Human Problems of Industrial Work.) Siguan.
This research produced findings that were very similar to those of Adams and others in equity
theory. Many references to Mayo and Hawthorne. Index at end is Table of Contents. No index
of topics. Page footnotes on sources. (1960 edn. cited in Aguirre 1970 notes. P. 124.) NYPL
Schw E 13-9758. Misc. Bk.
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Silk, David J., 1991, “Developing Senior Managers, Part 1: Principles of management
development,” Engineering Management Journal, Institution of Electrical Engineers, London,
U.K., June, 1:133-137. (Part 2 by A. V. Knight) Henley adopted Jaques and began teaching his
organization and leadership theory in its flagship GMC course in its Open Executive Programme.
Alan Saunders (d.) was instrumental at Henley exec education in the very early 1990s (per Jack
Fallow). # D. PJ.
Silk, David J., 1993, “Getting Benefit from Information Systems,” Engineering Management
Journal, UK, October, 3:219-224. The ability to plan ahead is not enough. We must create the
future per Jaques. Cited Jaques and Clement 1991; Scott Morton 1991. # Rp. PJ.
Silvani, Carlos, 1987, “Administracion Tributaria Argentina, Lineamientos Generales para su
Estructura Organizativa,” Department of Public Finance, International Monetary Fund,
Washington, DC. Internal Publication. In Spanish. [Argentine Tax Administration: General
Outline for our Organization Structure.] (Per Aldo S. 2005.) Ru.
Silvani, Carlos, y Aldo Schlemenson, 1975, “Analisis Organizacional y Cambio Planificado,”
Serie Estudios sobre Administracion Tributaria, Centro Interamericano do Administradores
Tributarios, Panama. Internal publication of CIAT. In Spanish. [Organizational Analysis and
Monetary Plan.] (Per Aldo S. 2005.) Ru.
Silver, Nate, 2012, The Signal and the Noise: the art and science of prediction, Allan Lane,
London, UK; Penguin Press, NY, NY, US, 534 p. Ch 3 - was about the Oakland A's and Billie
Beane of the movie, Moneyball. Ch 6 - How to drown in three feet of water. Conclusion –
compared Derek Jeter to Ozzie Davis – on diving range at shortstop position (a circle). Ozzie's
huge and made them all look easy. (But Jeter got more credit for them because he made the
smaller plays look exceptional – and harder.) Deming, Shewhart not cited. Clio - out to fac.
CUNY Manh CC, Hostos CC CB158 .S54 2012. NYPL Schw JFE 13-360. Misc. Bk.
Silverman, David, 1970, The Theory of Organisations: a sociological framework, Heinemann
Educational, London, UK, 246 pages. Used ontology (being) in this critique of functionalist
organisation theory. Observed organisations are the creation of conscious, decision-making
actors, not just products of “causal” environments. See Child 1972, similar findings. A rebuttal
of Emery & Trist 1965. Cited by Rowbottom & Billis 1977. Hum D-20 2752. Refu. Bk.
Silverman, David, 1993, Interpreting Qualitative Data: Methods for Analysing Talk, Text and
Interaction, Sage Publications, London, UK. Cited in M. Harris 1998. Misc.
Silvestre, Jean-Jacques, 1978, Les Inéqualités de Salaires, marché du travail et croissance
économique, P.U.F., Paris, FR, 306 p. In French. L’Economiste (series). Compared US and
Japan regarding the efficiency wage (p. 199) and age-wage scales. Compared the empirical
studies on this by Rees & Schultz 1970 in the US with that by Tachibanaki 1974 in Japan. No
index. Jaques and Leibenstein not cited. Cited Rees and Schultz 1970 [esp. p. 153, Table I. I.
4.]; Tachibanaki 1974 (in French, p. 193); L. Levy-Garboua 1972 (PhD in French); Marx ;
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Engels; Becker 1964. (See Dumont 1979, p. 231, and Jaques 1965 – French translation of 1964
book, TSH.) Not in Clio, CUNY. NYPL Schw os JLD 79-4343 (SASB). Misc. Bk.
Simmons, Robert H., 1981, Achieving Humane Organization, Daniel Spencer Pub., Malibu, Cal.,
US, 300 p. Jaques’ theory suffused this book, especially the concluding implementation chapter
(Ch. 10). Simmons had a different psychological understanding of people and applications of
organizational structure and SST. He discussed power plays (Ch. 6), groups and group (Ch. 7),
and quoted Jaques. Used similar terms: requisite innovation, responsibility, temporal
boundaries. (Noted that ‘Kohler, Adam Tom’ was the name the man published under.) Cited
Jaques 1947, 1951, 1976; Vickers 1968 (Value Systems … bk); Adam Tom Kohler 1977; Katz &
Kahn 1966; Herzberg 1959, 1966; Reviere & Klein 1964; Bion 1961. At Cal. State U., L.A. GC
& Baruch HD58.7 .S592 1981. Ch. 10 # Rp. Bk.
Simon, Curtis J., and John T. Warner, 1992, “Matchmaker, Matchmaker: The effect of old boy
networks on job match quality, earnings, and tenure,” Journal of Labor Economics, Chicago, IL,
July 1992, 10(3):306-330. Business firms often view job applicant referrals from current
employees as more informative than direct applications or referrals through informal labor
market intermediaries such as placement firms. It is argued that old boy networks reduce
employers' uncertainty about worker productivity. Showed that the job matching model is as
compelling as the favoritism model. See Jovanovic's 1979 job matching model. Considerable
support for this theory is found. Unaware of Jaques. Misc. PJ. A.
Simon, Herbert A., 1946, “The Proverbs of Administration,” Public Administration Review,
Washington, DC, Winter, 6(1):53-67. The basis for Simon’s 1947 book. A classic and ferocious
critique of “old fashioned” wisdom by a leading advocate of logical positivism in both public
administration and private management. Simon showed the common sense proverbs were
contradictory. But at the end of the century questions arise: Has Simon’s approach made any
difference? Has quantification improved things? Empirical results also turned out to be as
contradictory as the proverbs. (In truth, Simon turned out to be a Taylorist. Inside his approach
was command and control and the denial of discretion to IT employees and knowledge workers.
Information Technology.) See Golembiewski (1995, 1997, 1998) for critique of Simon. See
Greenstein 1984 for a sharp demonstration of Simon’s simplicity. See also Farson 1996; Weick
1998. Alt. PJ.
Simon, Herbert A., 1947, Administrative Behavior; a study of decision-making processes in
administrative organization, Macmillan Co., NY, NY, 259 p. Foreword by Chester I. Barnard.
An extension of Barnard 1938. One of the few complete theories of the organization per
Peters and Waterman 1982. Milstein [Butler] HD31 .S55. [2nd edn., 1957, same length.
Barnard, Lehman Lib., SW HD31 .S55 1957.] (3rd edn., 1976, expanded to 364 p., Lehman
Lib. Res HD31 .S55 1976.) [4th ed., 1997, expanded to 368 p. Free Press, NY.] Alt. Bk.
Simon, Herbert A., 1951, “A Formal Theory of the Employment Relationship,” Econometrica,
The Econometric Society, July 1951, 19(3):293-305. A model is constructed incorporating a
rational basis for two individuals to choose between an ordinary contract and an employment
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contract. Certain aspects of the worker’s behavior are stipulated, certain other aspects are within
the authority of the employer, and still others are left to the worker’s choice. (This sounds like
Jaques’ description. It isn’t. Instead, it led Simon to resurrect Taylorist anti-discretion. But that
lay in his future.) Cited Barnard 1938. Cited by Vispo 2006. Misc. PJ.
Simon, Herbert A., 1957, “Compensation of Executives,” Sociometry, ASA, Sage, US, March,
20:32-35. Simon identified three elements to explain the relationship between company size and
executive compensation: authority relations, vertical salary differentials, and similar pay at the
lowest levels in the firm. Company size = number of levels. This is “consistent with a positive
correlation between compensation and ability.” Built on Roberts 1956. See Lydall 1959: similar
reasoning. Cited by Agarwal 1981, who noted this was only partially correct. Misc. PJ. A.
Simon, Herbert A., 1957, “The Span of Control: A Reply [to Urwick, 1956],” Advanced
Management, 22(4):14-29. Jaques thought this dialogue helpful. Misc. PJ. A.
Simon, Herbert A., 1958, Organizations. See March, James G., and Herbert A. Simon, 1958. ~
Simon, Herbert A., 1960, The New Science of Management Decision, Harper, New York, NY, 50
p. (1977, 3rd edn., Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ). Simon found three (3) general layers
inside organizations (domains). At bottom, the work processes; in middle, programmed
decision-making; at top, non-programmed decision-making. These were hierarchical systems
composed of subsystems. Lecture III: On organizational design (p. 35-50). “Hierarchy is the
adaptive form for finite intelligence to assume in the face of complexity” (p. 43). One good
example in this armchair analysis: when cable and wireless communications came on the scene,
the foreign offices of every country were centralized and the discretionary decision-making
functions of every ambassador were curtailed (p. 45). (This is true of the computer as well.) See
p. 47-50 on authority and responsibility. Distinguished between ‘programmed’ and
‘unprogrammed’ levels of work. There was NO discretion in Simon’s decision-making
organization except at the top. This is narrow, rationalistic, technical, HARD Taylorism utterly
devoid of people or feelings - not a biological nor a social science. Neither is this management the art of getting things done through people. In Jaques’ theory ALL work includes discretionary
elements. Cited in Rowbottom and Billis 1987; Jacobs and Jaques 1990. Chapter 3. Alt. Bk.
Simon, Herbert A., 1962, “The Architecture of Complexity: Hierarchic Systems,” Proceedings of
the American Philosophical Society, December, 106(6):467-482. This work laid out logical
reasons behind the need for modularity in complex systems, such as the brain (q.v. Ashby).
Simon also claimed this may be a limit to our epistemology. Often reprinted. Contrast with
Crozier 1964. Alt. PJ.
Simon, Herbert A., 1973, “The Organization of Complex Systems,” Chapter One (p. 3-27) in
Patee, H.H., ed., 1973, Hierarchy Theory, the challenge of complex systems, G. Braziller, NY,
NY, 156 pages. Described some common characteristics of hierarchical organizations across
biology, physics, and human administrative structures. Single-level descriptions have inherent
limits as to what significant meanings can be abstracted. What is true at a lower level of detail
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usually fails to provide a picture of significance at higher levels. The reverse is also true (e.g. a
halftone picture). Loose vertical and horizontal coupling is important in the evolution of
biological systems. Alt. Ch.
Simon, Herbert A., 1973, "Applying Information Technology To Organization Design," Public
Administration Review, U. of Chicago, US, May/Jun73, 33(3):268-278. 11p. ISSN: 0033-3352.
Research on "human relations" in organizations turned attention in organizational design to the
linkage between the individual as organization member and the pattern of organizational activity.
Good design requires bringing the desired ends into effective relation with the available means.
To design effective decision-making organizations, one must understand the structure of the
decisions to be made; and the decision-making tools at one’s disposal, both human and
mechanical - men and computers. Corporate and public decision-making processes are
immensely more sophisticated and rational than they were in past eras with consideration of
interactions and tradeoffs among alternatives and consequences, and embedding fragments in
comprehensive models. Cited in Fields 2001 Related PhD. At Carnegie-Mellon U. # Misc. PJ.
Simon, Herbert A., and William G. Chase, 1973, “Skill in Chess: Experiments with chessplaying tasks and computer simulation of skilled performance throw light on some human
perceptual and memory processes," American Scientist, Sigma Xi, US, July-Aug., 61(4):394403. Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/27843878. Computer simulation of skilled
performances in chess throws light on some human perceptual and memory processes.
Explained de Groot at length: grandmaster versus plunker. Not statistics, eye-movements, nor
decision-trees differentiated the two. Only practice and talent combined to form the route to
becoming a grandmaster. Building up pattern memory. Cited de Groot 1965. Lots of Simon
cites. NYPL SIBL os JSP 90-13 v. 61 (1973). Clio online. # Misc. PJ. A.
Simon, Herbert A., 1979, “Rational Decision Making in Business Organizations,” The American
Economic Review, Sept., 69(4):493-513. His Nobel Prize Lecture on Bounded Rationality.
“Assuming rational expectations allows economists to ignore the procedural dimension of
behavior and focus entirely on outcomes.” (The black box remains intact and they don’t have to
deal with the messy complications of management.) [March 1984?] Cited by Daniel Kahneman
in his Nobel Prize Lecture on Judgment and Choice, 2003. Cited in Tiwana 2007. Alt. PJ. A.
Simon, Herbert A., 1983, Reason in Human Affairs, Stanford University Press, Sanford, CA, 115
p. Three lectures given at Stanford on rationality and evolution. Found that evolution favors
rationality and growth in the direction of appearing more rational. [Define rationality please.]
Cited and excepted by Torbert 1987. Compare with Jaques 2002 (levels of cognitive capability
as a driver and explicator of evolution). City B833 .S56 1983. Baruch BF441 .S5. Alt. Bk.
UP. A.
Simon, Herbert A., 1987, "Making Management Decisions: the Role of Intuition and Emotion,"
Academy of Management Executive, US, Feb1987, 1(1):57-64. 8p. ISSN: 0896-3789. DOI:
10.5465/AME.1987.4275905. Based on an invited address, Simon addresses the popular topic of
the "rational" and "non-rational" components in the behavior of effective managers, specifically
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a characterization of the mechanisms of managerial judgment and intuition. Simon shows how
intuition and judgment rest on extensive experience and knowledge. How, in fact, they can be
understood in terms of the recognition of cues and the consequent evocation from memory of
relevant experiences. Simon also discusses some of the pathologies commonly encountered in
managerial behavior, both those produced by emotions and stress, and those arising from the lack
of appropriate habits. Cited in Fields 2001 Related PhD. At Carnegie-Mellon U. # Misc. PJ.
Simon, Herbert A., 1994, “Foreword,” International Journal of Public Administration,
Routledge, UK; Dekker, NY, NY; EBSCO Host, May 1994, 17(6):1021-1031. (Special Issue on
Barnard. Jack Rabin, editor). Describes his intellectual debt to Barnard and his personal debt for
the endorsement of his book, Administrative Behavior. Executive decision-making was closer
for Barnard to cognitive theory and human problem solving than to economic theory. To him
personal experience forms a richly indexed encyclopedia that bolsters the intuitive or informal
(non-logical) processes in top-level decision-making and was central for the expert. 4/5ths of all
“human work-day interactions” occur inside organizations and only 1/5th between them. Markets
are the connective tissue between organizations. Misc. PJ.
Simon, Herbert A., 1996, The Sciences of the Artificial, 3rd edition, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA,
231 pages. (1st ed. 1969; 2nd ed. 1981.) A collection of his essays: 1. Understanding the Natural
and Artificial Worlds -- 2. Economic Rationality: Adaptive Artifice -- 3. The Psychology of
Thinking: Embedding Artifice in Nature -- 4. Remembering and Learning: Memory as
Environment for Thought -- 5. The Science of Design: Creating the Artificial -- 6. Social
Planning: Designing the Evolving Artifact -- 7. Alternative Views of Complexity -- 8. The
Architecture of Complexity: Hierarchic Systems. [In this last essay from 1962, Simon states
the hierarchical arrangement of longer time span intervals at the upper levels of a hierarchical
system supports an effective governance system. This is why it appears in bureaucracies and
armies. Cited by Axelrod and Cohen 1999.] Alt. Bk.
Simon, Herbert A., 1997, “On the Alienation of Workers and Management,” chapter five (p.
183-196) in: Models of Bounded Rationality, Vol. 3, Empirically grounded economic reason,
MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. Simon reviewed the history of people at work since the farm days
and found work was always boring and alienating. Marx described it. Blauner linked it to
powerlessness. Recent automation had only a minor impact. Simon saw no way out. There was
never a Golden Age of work. [Simon had no link between cognitive capability and work
complexity. So much for bounded rationality.] Misc. Ch.
Simonds, Rollin H., 1970, “Are Organization Principles a Thing of the Past?” Personnel,
AMACOM, Saranac Lake, NY, US, Jan.-Feb. 1970, p. 8-17. Modern academic critics such as
March and Simon (1958) and Mason Haire (1959) took a dim view of the organizational
principles espoused by traditional managers. These included: “clear-cut lines of authority and
responsibility, coextensive authority and accountability, unity of command, limited span of
control, a checking unit should not report to the unit checked, appropriate delegation of
authority, and no bypassing in the chain of command.” In contrast, modern theory drew on
“game theory and decision theory, information theory and communication theory, group theory,
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and developments in motivation theory.” This was a study of firms to examine “what
management actually does.” There were a few violations of classical principles, but “In all 75
companies, the only complaints voiced [by managers] to investigators were about situations of
which traditional management would have disapproved.” The leading complaint was failure to
delegate authority and this would be deplored by both. (Non-managerial employees were not
canvassed in this study.) Refu. PJ. *****
Simons, Leon, 1967, “The Accountants Contribution to the Pricing Decision,” Journal of
Management Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Feb67, 4(1):95. Comment/letter praising Sizer’s
article of prior year (q.v. 3(2):129-149.) # W. PJ.
Simons, Leon, 1969, “Product Analysis Pricing,” chapter 31 (p. 334-345) in Taylor, Bernard, and
Gordon Wills, eds., 1969, Pricing Strategy: reconciling customer needs and company objectives;
viewpoints of leading authorities, Staples Press, London, UK, 566 p. (Simons at Glacier Metal
and GIM.) The setting of prices is part of achieving the objectives of the company. What is the
customer willing to pay for which product features? (Later called conjoint marketing analysis.)
At that price are we better off accepting the job or refusing it? Cited in Gabor & Granger 1973.
Cited Brown & Jaques 1964. See Simons 1972. Lehman Coll. HF5415 .T34. # Rp. Ch.
Simons, Leon, 1972, “Market Economics and Pricing,” Management Decision, MCB UP Ltd.,
Bradford, UK, Emerald Online, 10(3):204-212. (From chapter in Lock, Dennis, ed., 1972, Guide
to Management Techniques, with glossary of management terms, 2nd edn., Gower Press,
London, UK; Wiley, NY, NY, 482 p. Adv. Ed.: George Bull. Clio Offsite HD31 .G83 1972.
Hunter Main. NYU Bobst.) The problem of pricing non-standard goods. Rejects conventional
cost-plus pricing in favor of pricing geared to market levels. The objective of the chief executive
shall be assumed to be the maximisation of trading profit on total investment. Trading profit is
the profit after deducting bank interest, but before deducting long-term loan interest, taxation and
dividends: this is because bank interest is within the control of the chief executive, but these
other charges are not. Total investment is the capital made available by the board of directors to
the chief executive and includes ordinary shareholders' funds (ordinary share capital and
reserves), preference capital and loan capital. CFO of Glacier Metal and lecturer at GIM. (Used
at GIM?) [This practice may be dated or country-specific.] At Foulks Lynch. (Not at: Hunter or
SIBL JLM 72-69.) Clio Bus Lib. # Rp. PJ.
Simons, Leon, 1978, The Basic Arts of Financial Management, 2nd edn., Business Books,
London, UK, 249 p. Previous edn., 1974. Introduction by Wilfred Brown. This was a soft
textbook to introduce non-financial middle managers to accounting and finance concepts:
sources of funds, development of funds, P&L, costing, and product pricing. No keywords were
in the index. Simons presented at second US conference in 1969 [1967?] in Carbondale IL (see
Grimes 1969). He helped develop product analysis pricing at Glacier in the 1960s. See Brown
and Jaques 1964 and Miles 1961. Taught at GIM in 1977. This book was of its era. It came out
before cash flow accounting. Misc. Bk.
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Simons, Robert, 1995, Levers of Control, how managers use innovative control systems to drive
strategic renewal, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 217 pages. There are four
levers (i.e. systems): Beliefs, Boundaries, Diagnostic Control, and Interactive Control. Strong
focus on the managerial complexities of dealing with people and the distortions generated by
controls. Simons’ controls are really for design and attention. Cited Dearden 1969; Deci and
Ryan 1985; Wilfred Brown 1960; Ridgway 1956, etc. Looks compatible with Jaques. See
articles in SMJ, 1991 and 1994. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Simons, Robert, 1995, "Control in an Age of Empowerment," Harvard Business Review,
Mar/Apr95, 73(2):80-88. 9p. Wd Cnt: 4708. ISSN: 0017-8012. A problem facing managers in
the today is how to exercise adequate control in organizations that demand flexibility,
innovation, and creativity. Fortunately, the tools to reconcile the conflict between creativity and
control are readily at hand: Beliefs systems communicate core values and inspire employees to
commit to the organization's purpose. Boundary systems create rules and identify pitfalls.
Diagnostic control systems ensure that employees are meeting goals efficiently and effectively.
And interactive control systems gather the data to enable top-level managers to focus on strategic
uncertainties. Cited in Hutzschenreuter et al 2012. # MS. Pro.
Simons, Tony, 2002, "The High Cost of Lost Trust," Harvard Business Review, Sep2002,
80(9):18-19. 2p. Wd Cnt: 1150. ISSN: 0017-8012. Common sense says that managers should
deliver on promises and demonstrate the values they preach, but what's the real cost when bosses
fail to "walk the talk"? A hotel study shows a stunning, high association between profitability
and workers perception of the managers' behavioral integrity. At Cornell U. # MS. Pro.
Simons, Robert, 2005, "Designing High-Performance Jobs," Harvard Business Review,
Jul/Aug2005, 83(7/8):54-62. 9p. Wd Cnt: 5006. ISSN: 0017-8012. (cover story) Tales of
great strategies derailed by poor execution are all too common. To carry out his or her job, each
employee has to know the answers to four basic questions: What resources do I control to
accomplish my tasks? What measures will be used to evaluate my performance? Who do I need
to interact with and influence to achieve my goals? And how much support can I expect when I
reach out to others for help? The questions correspond to the four basics spans of a job--control,
accountability, influence, and support. They are set by the manager and are determined by how
the business creates value for customers and differentiates its products and services.
At Harvard Business School, Boston. rsimons@hbs.edu # MS. Pro.
Simons, Robert, 2010, "Stress-Test Your Strategy," Harvard Business Review, Nov2010,
88(11):92-100. 9p. Wd Cnt: 4898. ISSN: 0017-8012. An economic downturn can quickly
expose the shortcomings of any business strategy. But can you identify the weak points in good
times as well? Here are seven questions to help. Have you identified your primary customer?
Decided whether shareholders, employees, or customers come first? Narrowed down which
performance variables to track? Have you set creative boundaries? Are you generating creative
tension? Are you promoting cooperation among your employees? And at the end of the day (or
in the middle of the night), are you thinking about the right issues about how the future will
change your business? There is no magic bullet that can target these pitfalls. But you must
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engage in ongoing, face-to face dialogue with your team concerning emerging data, unspoken
assumptions, difficult choices, and, ultimately, action plans. You and they must be able to give
clear, consistent answers. At Harvard Business School. # MS. Pro.
Simons, Thad, and Sabrena Mayhan, 2011, "Accountability and Alignment: The Strategic
Benefits of Organization Design at Novus International," People & Strategy, Human Resource
Planning Society, NY, NY, US, 2011, 34(4):46-51. ISSN: 01998986. The article explores the
strategic benefits gained by Novus International from aligning formal levels of authority with
accountability. The objectives and components of the Novus management system (NMS) are
discussed. The key factors that were identified by senior management necessary for the
implementation of the strategy are also detailed. The tasks that are required of managers under
the Novus management system are enumerated as well. Both at Novus Intnl. # Rp. Pro.
Simons, Tony, 2002, “Behavioral Integrity: The perceived Alignment Between Managers’
Words and Deeds as a Research Focus,” Organization Science, Informs, Jan-Feb, 13(1):18-35.
Found a stunning association between profitability and how workers perceived their managers’
behavioral integrity - did they walk the talk?: +0.73. The ripples set off a powerful chain
reaction impact on profitability. Integrity, reliability and trust are central to profits. Following
shifting fads and fashions undermined trust. Following through on promises is another big key.
1/8 point on a 5-point scale increased profits by 2.5 percent of revenues. Compare with Webb
1992. Cited A. Fox 1974 BC; E. Shapiro 1995; Zand 1972. Simons at Cornell Hotel School.
Reported in HBR 2002. # MS. PJ. A.
Simons, Tony, 2002, “The High Cost of Lost Trust,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
Sept., p. 18-19. A brief: see Org Sci 2002 article study (above). See website:
www.people.cornell.edu/pages/tls11/ -X ? ~
Simonson, Itamar, and Barry M. Staw, 1992, “Deescalation Strategies: A comparison of
techniques for reducing commitment to losing courses of action,” Journal of Applied
Psychology, APA, 77(4):419-426. Three corrections to losing courses of action are examined.
Making negative outcomes less threatening; setting minimum levels of outcomes, which if not
achieved, would result in new policies/ actions, and; evaluating policy makers on the basis of
policy procedures rather than outcomes. [Jaques' structuring and managerial practices create
antidotes to all three de-escalation techniques discussed.] Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ. A.
Simpson, J. R., 1970, “Management development in the food distribution industry,” Industrial
and Commercial Training, MCB UP Ltd., Bradford, UK, 2(3):140-143. Every industry has
problems training and developing enough capable managers. Sudden and radical changes have
hit the food distribution industry in the past decade. (The shift has been from the corner store
manager to the supermarket manager, from II to III.) From those to whom things happened, to
those who make things happen - and get the right things done. How to delegate part of the load.
Cited Jaques 1956, 1961; John Adair; Robert Audrey; Fred Herzberg. (Used at GIM?) Clio online. D. Pro.
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Sims, Henry P., Jr., Andrew D. Szilagyi, and Robert T. Keller, 1976, "The Measurement of Job
Characteristics," Academy of Management Journal, June, 19(2):195-212. DOI: 10.2307/255772.
Perceptual methods of measuring six job characteristic dimensions were developed and
validated. A perceptual instrument, called the Job Characteristic Inventory (JCI), demonstrated
construct validity, reliability, and convergent and discriminant validity across two diverse
samples. Uses of the instrument for research and practice are discussed. See Brief and Aldag
1978. At Penn State U.; U. Houston. # Misc. PJ. A.
Sinclair, David, and Mohamed Zairi, 2000, “Performance Measurement: a critical analysis of the
literature with respect to total quality management,” International Journal of Management
Reviews, Wiley/Blackwell, UK & US, June 2000, 2(2):145-168. The performance of most
companies was measured by accountants using financial measures developed by 1925. When
only one measurement is used (of any kind), it becomes distorted. But research on this was very
limited. The effect of the lack of strategic thinking and goal clarity was direct on performance
measurement tools. MBO was linked to performance appraisal – and a Deadly Disease.
Multiple measures were needed, but rarely used. At U. Bradford, UK. # Refu. PJ.
Singh, Chandra B. P., 1986, "Power Motivation: A Factorial Study," Indian Journal of Industrial
Relations, Jan., 21(3):287-96. Attempted to revalidate the theoretically existing dimensions of
McClelland's power motivation model through factor analysis and their relative importance in
the Indian organizational context. Seven factors ranging from domineering to mechanical power
emerged. One conclusion was that a priori Indians are generally relationship oriented rather than
power oriented. This fosters personal linkages which, in turn, help Indians maintain a network of
influence. McClelland’s model may be culture-bound. # Refu. PJ.
Singh, Jagtar, 2006, “Employee Disempowerment in a Small Firm (SME): Implications for
Organizational Social Capital,” Organization Development Journal, US, Spring2006, 24(1):7686. This case study set out to identify phenomena that induced employee disempowerment in a
small and medium-sized enterprise (SME), operating within the automotive sector in the West
Midlands region (UK). Disempowerment hinders the development of social capital, which in
turn is detrimental to overall organizational performance in the long term. Based on Singh’s
Related M.A. thesis at U. Central England. Cited Weick 1979. # Refu. PJ.
Singh, P., and A. Bhandarker, 1983, "Managerial Role: The need for clarity," ASCI Journal of
Management, Administrative Staff College of India, Hyderabad, India, 13(1):35-56. Examined
the need for managerial role clarity in private and public sector organizations. The findings
indicate that managerial role profiles are significantly influenced by the level of organizational
hierarchy, changing from one level of hierarchy to another. The finding implies that managers
must develop the ability to modify their role behaviour in accordance with their vertical growth
and focus on those role elements which are critical and unique for their role success. Thus, the
chief executive must focus on planning, risk taking ability, and producing new and creative
ideas. The departmental heads should develop the ability to organize, lead, and work in a team,
besides being good at human relations. Role clarity can be developed by observing the
successful models of role holders. The information system should be such that only that
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information is made available to a particular role level which would be necessary to maintain the
role. The appraisal system should be designed to ensure that distinctions are maintained between
the role levels. Not in CUNY, Clio, NYPL. Abs seen. Not seen. MS. PJ.
Singh, Parbudyal, and Naresh C. Agarwal, 2002, “Union Presence and Executive Compensation:
An Exploratory Study,” Journal of Labor Research, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA,
USA, 23(4):631-646. The presence of a union was related to higher CEO pay in Canadian
metal mining firms. VP-HRs were also paid more. Results were the reverse of US findings by
DiNardo 1997, which found unions drove down executive pay. Here, the level of executive pay,
type of pay, and its time-horizon may have been affected. (This challenges the hostility of CEOs
to unions. CEOs may be dumber than we thought.) [Ask Singh & Agarwal - Which Firms?]
Singh at U. New Haven, CT. Agarwal at DeGroote, McMaster U., Hamilton, ON, Can. Cited
Agarwal 1987. (Agarwal says this touches on Jaques by way of cite of Mahoney 1979. This was
an extension of Singh 1998 PhD, not related.) NYPL SIBL JLL 84-17. MS. PJ.
Singh, Ramadhar, 1983, "Leadership Style and Reward Allocation: Does Least Preferred CoWorker Scale Measure Task and Relation Orientation?" Organizational Behavior and Human
Performance, US, Oct., 32(2):178-197. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0030-5073(83)90146-0. Two
inter-related analyses were performed on results of LPC experiments, one concerning equity
theory and the other concerning the meaning of the LPC scale. The assumption of input
summation, which has been customary in equity theory, disagreed severely with the data.
However, an alternative model based on an assumption of equity integration did remarkably
well. Findings questioned Fiedler's claim that the LPC scale measures value for task or
interpersonal success in group situations. Analyses disclosed that the high LPC as compared to
low LPC subjects did better in obeying the precise prescriptions of the equity integration
model. Therefore, the LPC scale may possibly be treated as a measure of cognitive complexity.
Cited Ashour 1973; Walster etal 1973. See Fiedler & Chemers 1974; Mitchell 1969, 1970. At
IIM-Ahmedabad, India. # Rp. PJ. A.
Singh, Ramadhar, 1995, “‘Fair’ Allocations of Pay and Workload: Tests of a Subtractive Model
with Nonlinear Judgment Function,” Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes,
April 1995, 62(1):70-78. An allocation is commonly regarded as “fair” if the ratio of outcome of
two persons equals the ratio of their respective inputs. Subjects decided either pay (N = 17) or
workload (N = 17) for Person A using three pieces of information – the pay of B and the input of
A and B or the workload of B and the pay of A and B. Monotonic transformations of the data
rescaled nonparallelism to perfect parallelism. The results support the subtractive model but
question the ratio model of “fair” allocations. Jaques not cited. Cited Walster, Walster &
Berscheid 1978; Adams. At National U. Singapore. # MS. PJ. A.
Singh, S., and V. Rudraswamy, 1959, “Organization in Textile Mills,” Sitra-Research Reports,
Coimbatore, SITRA, India, 17 p. A study of organization and communication in 12 textile mills
in South India. The hierarchy of management, span of control, and effective means of delegation
and coordination, plus organization charts, are included. Cited in Dayal 1973. See A.K. Rice
1958; Roy 1969. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
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Singh, Sampat P., 1988, “Role of Humanities in Management Education,” Vikalpa, IIMAhmedabad, India, April-June, 13(2):3-10. [Also includes ‘Notes and Comments,’ Vikalpa,
Oct.-Dec., 13(4):69-73.] Management today is presented as a scientific endeavour, based on
analysis and rationality. This covers quantitative, social and behavioural sciences. But our
experience shows human life is not entirely rational and is left out of this. A serious lacuna.
Singh compares the current Western approach to that of Matsushita. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Singh, Sampat P., 1997, “Three Models of Management Education,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad,
India, April-June, 22(2):49-52. The three models are – pragmatist, professional, and humanist.
The problem with the first model is that it excludes higher emotions of love and compassion,
human values of life, and social responsibility. The professional model had its start with the
founding of HBS and a boost with the publication of the Ford and Carnegie Foundations' reports
in the United States. Their implementation led to making all management courses contain only
scientific inputs: a new type of exclusivism. The third, humanist model, has as its basic premise
that all organizations function as human systems, and therefore, elements such as emotions,
values, and intuition need inclusion. HBS shifted toward this model in 1995. We must avoid
one-sided view of life or the 'completeness of a limited man' syndrome. We should keep all
three, not choose among them. At IIM-Ahmenabad. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Singh, Sampat P., 1998, “Two Organizational Roles: Manager's and Leader's,” Vikalpa, IIM,
Ahmedabad, India, July-Sept, 23(3):55-61. An article inspired by John P. Kotter's Matsushita
Leadership, 1997. (Business World, India, Aug. 22, 1997 published extracts.) Management and
leadership. We had better not choose between them. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Sinha, Arvind K., and Sumita Rai, 2004, “Transformational leadership, competencies, selfcontrol, and performance as a function of perceived organizational culture in service
Organizations.” Online from iaccp.org While leadership has a direction-giving and coordinating
role, the competency of the subordinates must not be undermined in making the leader's efforts
succeed. Further, the competencies of the role incumbents are likely to contribute to the
performance. However, self-control (i.e., the ability to keep emotions under control and to
restrain negative actions when tempted, faced with opposition or hostility from others, or
working under conditions of stress) was likely to enhance the positive impact of competencies on
performance. Thus, the variables were: (a) transformational leadership of superiors, (b)
competencies, and (c) performance. The contextual framework was provided by (d) culture.
Cited Rai 2000 PhD; RW White 1959 (misspelt as RE); Reber 1985; Burns 1978. See Mitton
1969. At IIT Kanpur; IIM Lucknow. [HTML] # Misc. Rep.
Sinha, Jai B. P., 1980, The Nurturant-Task Leader: A Model of the Effective Executive, Concept
Pubs., Mohan Gardens, New Delhi, India, 232 p. [Jai Ballabha Prasad Sinha] Intro by Dayal.
Between the Authoritarian and the Participative leadership styles is the Nurturiant-Task Leader.
(This is very much like the Asian Performance-Maintenance (P-M) leadership style.) Brown and
Jaques not cited. Cited Dayal (lots); McMurry 1958 (ASQ). Baruch HF5500 .S5. MS. Bk.
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Sinha, Rakesh Kumar, 2011, "India's National Innovation System: Roadmap to 2020," ASCI
Journal of Management, Administrative Staff College, Bella Vista, Hyderabad 500082, India,
Sep2011, 41(1):65-74. 10p. ISSN: 02578069. Described the genesis of the National Innovation
System, its basic components and India's journey in innovation space, its overall position,
government's efforts, and suggestions for new steps to shift its orbit from a service provider to a
nation with a strong National Innovation System. At Principal Scientist, Ministry of Science &
Technology, CSIR Hqs., Anusandhan Bhawan, 2, Rafi Marg, New Delhi, 110001. # Misc. PJ.
Sinha, Sidharth, 1997, “Appropriate Return to Equity in Private Power Projects: Case of Enron
Project,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, April-June, 22(2):53-58. The equity returns appear to
be excessive. Projects in LDCs pay a premium above that paid in developed countries. The
paradox of infrastructure projects may be that it is the higher returns that cause the higher risk.
A case. See below. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Sinha, Sidharth, 1997, “Appropriate Return to Equity in Private Power Projects: Case of Enron
Project,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, Oct-Dec, 22(4):63-67. Diagnoses. A case. Indian
view of the project before Enron blew-up. Two responses by V. Ranganathan and A. Thillai
Rajan. See above. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Sink, Ralph, 2007, "My Unfashionable Legacy," Strategy + Business, Booz-Allen-Hamilton,
NY, NY, US, Aug/Aut 2007, Issue 48, 6 pgs. The high-performance systems approach — also
known as self-organizing teams and participative management — endows people throughout an
enterprise with the skills, understanding, processes, and authority they need to make their own
decisions on behalf of quality and business success, instead of having all the ideas and
commands flow from the top. The next generation of managers don’t always have the skills and
training to design, create, and lead high-performance systems, and there’s a real danger that this
knowledge could be lost entirely. Some leaders of the STS field have passed away. Others, like
Charles Krone, a key developer of the high-performance system that Procter & Gamble used
since the late 1960s, are retired. Some companies that once made major commitments to highperformance systems have slid back to authoritarian management, even if it leads to
decreased productivity. You then have to build the authority to insist on accountability and
performance — including insisting on getting it from your superiors — but you also have to give
up authority to anyone who is capable of wielding it effectively. You have to trust other people.
Corporations today set up incentives (such as stock options) that punish long-term investment
and favor short-term measures: cutting head counts, selling off underperforming businesses, and
cashing in on quick gains. See Ellerington et al 1992; Goldman-Schuyler and Branagan 2003.
At Generon Consulting in Cambridge, MA, US. (rsink7@comcast.net) # Misc. Pro.
Sirkin, Harold L., Perry Keenan, and Alan Jackson, 2005, "Hard Side of Change Management,"
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Oct 2005, 13 p. Everyone agrees that managing change
is tough, but few can agree on how to do it. Most experts are obsessed with "soft" issues, such as
culture and motivation but, say the authors, focusing on these issues alone won't bring about
change. Companies also need to consider the hard factors - like the time it takes to complete a
change initiative, the number of people required to execute it, and so forth. When the authors
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studied change initiatives at 225 companies, they found a consistent correlation between the
outcomes of change programs (success vs. failure) and four hard factors, which they called
DICE: project Duration, particularly the time between project reviews; Integrity of performance,
or the capabilities of project teams; the level of Commitment of senior executives and staff; and
the additional Effort required of employees directly affected by the change. DICE is a simple
formula for calculating how well a company is implementing, or will be able to implement, its
change initiatives. The framework helps executives score their projects. The lower the score,
the more likely it will succeed. This forces conversations. Teach. # MS. Pro.
Sirower, Mark L., and Stephen F. O'Byrne, 1998, “The Measurement of post-acquisition
performance: Toward a value-based benchmarking methodology,” [The Bank of America]
Journal of Applied Corporate Finance, Blackwell Publishing, UK, New York, NY, Summer
1998, 11(2):107-121. There is little evidence that mergers and acquisitions have paid off for the
acquiring companies' shareholders. Stock market reactions to acquirers are useful predictors of
actual performance over a 5-year period following the acquisition. The clear message is that,
even if the deal is deemed strategic, it will not add value unless the realized synergies justify the
acquisition premium. The burden of proof is on the acquirer. Misc. PJ.
Sirower, Mark L., 2004, "Staggering Facts," Wall Street Journal, (Eastern edition), New York,
N.Y., April 13, 2004. pg. B.2. Shareholder activists argue that staggered boards "entrench"
management and make corporate takeovers more difficult to complete since a potential acquirer
cannot threaten to topple the entire board at a single shareholder meeting. One Harvard Law
School study estimated that staggered boards reduced shareholder returns of companies subject
to a hostile bid by approximately 8%-10% in the nine months after a bid was launched. Those
that make this argument miss the forest for the trees because hostile takeovers are extremely
rare events. I examined the cumulative shareholder performance of the current companies in
the S&P 500 for the three-year and five-year periods ending Dec. 31, 2003. The roughly 60% of
companies in the S&P 500 governed by staggered boards outperformed companies with nonstaggered boards in both three-year (16.6% vs. 4.9%) and five-year performance (35.5% vs.
16.2%). [Could the “shareholder activists” be wolves in sheep’s clothing?] Misc. Pro.
Sizer, John, 1966, "The Accountants Contribution to the Pricing Decision," Journal of
Management Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, May66, 3(2):129-149. ISSN: 00222380. How
costs and selling price will be changed by differing volumes and mixes of output is crucial.
Costs which are based on a normal volume concept are only valid when the actual volume is the
same as the assumed volume. There is very rarely a rigid relationship between selling prices and
product cost because competition and the elasticity of consumer demand enter into selling price
decisions, as well as product cost. Profits are the result of the satisfactory combination of a
number of factors - price, volume, and product mix. (See comment/letter in JMS by Simons
1967.) At University of Edinburgh, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Sjöback, Hans, 1966, Defense Mechanism Test Manual, Lund, Sweden. See other manual to the
DMT by Kraugh 1969. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
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Sjöback, Hans, 1973, Psychoanalytic Theory of Defensive Processes: a critical survey, Wiley,
NY, NY, and Lund: Universitetet; Gleerup, Sweden, 303 p. On the Defense Mechanism Test,
DMT, and its Freudian roots early in the 20th century. Cited Kraugh 1969; Kraugh and Smith
1970. No cite of M. Klein. See Jaques 2002 (LBLO). Acad of Med. (Not in Hunter.) CU &
City Coll. Cohen BF175 .S56. NYPL HUM JFD 74-3294. Misc. Bk. UP.
Skawran, R. E., and Lucien E. Cortis, 1961, Evaluation of administrative posts in C.S.I.R., S.A.
C.S.I.R., Pretoria, SA. Tested Jaques TSD. Cited in Cortis 1972, maybe Cortis 1962 Related
PhD. Cited Jaques 1956, maybe 1961. Not seen. Cr. Rep.
Skeel, Shirley, 1989, “The Sacking of the City”, Management Today, Haymarket Press, London,
UK, Dec., p. 80-86. [‘The City’ is the financial district of London.] The massive layoffs in the
City were seen to expose failing in management of staff. The shake-up is continuing and
managers were learning fast. But when these firms give advice to other managements it is the
pot calling the kettle black. Some people there were underexploited while others were pushed
beyond capacity. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Skinner, Janne, 2004, “Temporal strategies and fear in the workplace,” Journal of Sociology,
Australian Sociological Assoc., Sage Pub., Thousand Oaks, CA, Dec 2004, 40(4):417-431. The
contemporary workplace appears to be a prime source of fear for many Australians. Many
redundant workers are left with the problem of working out who they are and what they are to do
in the future. This has increased workers’ awareness of time, and they use this awareness to
manage their levels of fear and anxiety. Using empirical material from survivors of large-scale
downsizing, found two temporal strategies to manipulate their levels of fear and anxiety. These
strategies seem to be successful in minimizing the emotional impact of workplace change, but as
coping mechanisms they may reduce levels of workplace engagement and social connection.
Cited Das 1990; Nowotny 1994. At Monash in AU. Email: janne.skinner@arts.monash.edu.au.
MS. PJ. A.
Skott, Peter, 2006, “Wage inequality and overeducation in a model with efficiency wages,” The
Canadian Journal of Economics/ Revue canadienne d’e´conomique, Canadian Economic
Association, University of Toronto Press, Toronto, ON, Canada, Feb 2006, 39(1):94-123.
Showed that the existence and persistence of 'overeducation' can be explained by an extension of
the efficiency wage model. When calibrated to fit the amounts of overeducation found in most
empirical studies, the model implies that both the relative wage and the relative employment of
high-skill workers depend inversely on aggregate economic activity. Keeping aggregate
employment constant, furthermore, low-skill unemployment rises, following an increase in the
relative supply of high-skill labour, and relative wages may be insensitive to changes in relative
labour supplies. The model may help to explain rising wage inequality since the early 1970s. At
UMass. MS. PJ.
Skvoretz, John, and Bruce H. Mayhew, 1988, “The Structure of Stratified Systems and the
Structure of Mobility: A First Approximation to a Structural Theory of Vertical Mobility,” The
Journal of Mathematical Sociology, Uni. of Pittsburgh, Gordon and Breach Science Publishers,
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13(3):193-242. The structural properties of stratification systems are sufficient to generate the
basic pattern in observed vertical mobility, especially the rank-distance effect. The size of the
population is decisive over which wealth is to be distributed. Rates and distances of vertical
mobility are closely related to changes in boundaries parameters of stratified systems. Most
people are relatively immobile in large scale status systems. Ralf Dahrendorf 1979 and Harrison
White 1970 claimed the design of the system determines the number, sequence and structure of
opportunities. Cited Ghiselli 1969; Sorokin 1927. MS. PJ.
Slater, Martin, 1980, “The Managerial Limit to the Growth of Firms,” The Economic Journal,
Royal Economic Society, London, UK, Sept., 90(359):520-528. Growth maximizing and profit
maximizing firms use their managerial resources differently. Managers in a fast-growing firm
focus on handling the growth. Otherwise, they could be used to solve problems and reduce
costs. In mergers this leads to unprofitability. (See Penrose 1959, intro to 1995, and Slater’s
intro to the 1980 edition.) Misc. PJ. A.
Sligo, F. X., 1997, “The Matthew Effect in information use: Implications for the new enterprise,”
Omega, June, 25(3):301-312. The literature of the new enterprise claims all staff should be
extensive users of information. While the least educated staff report receiving the most
information on a variety of topics, paradoxically they report making the least use of information
sources. The "Matthew effect" ("unto them that hath shall be given, from them that hath not
shall be taken away") contains implications for access to information in organizations. (Points
out the imbalance but is unaware of variation in levels of information processing capability.) At
Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand. Misc. PJ.
Slim, William, 1957, "Leadership in Management", Australian Institute of Management,
Published in the Australian Army Journal, pp 6-13. [Month?] (Cited by Lionel J. Boxer, RMIT
Business, School of Management, Melbourne, VIC, Australia.) See 1958. Misc. Pro.
Slim, William Joseph Viscount, 1958, “Leadership in Management,” Journal of the British
Institute of Management, I, 4, April, p. 231-239. This is Slim. Anything he has to say about
leadership is worth close attention. Cited by Child 1968; Burridge 2003. See 1957. Misc. Pro.
Slim, William Joseph Viscount, 1962, “Leadership,” The Manager, January, p. 37. This was the
7th Elbourne Memorial Lecture, London, November 1961. BIM. This is Slim. Pay attention.
Cited by Child 1968. Misc. Pro.
Sloan, Alfred P., Jr., 1924, “The Most Important Things I Learned About Management,” System,
The Magazine of Business, Shaw-Walker Co., Muskegon, Mich., & NY, NY, US, August 1924,
46(2):137-141, 194-197. Manufacturing, Sales, and Finance. Systematic management. Work is
done by other people, not the superstar individual. Executive dependence is downward.
"Everything [that is] possible in the organization starts at the bottom." Employee motivation and
initiative comes largely from decentralization. United effort comes through coordination, not
consolidation. Corporate-wide committees help with coordination. Control comes through
centralization of finances. There is a tension here that has to be maintained unresolved by top
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management. Sloan noted, “I have never issued an order since I have been the operating head of
the corporation.” [Stratum 5-6-7. This is the opposite of computerized control from above.]
Sloan was president of General Motors. Not in CUNY. NYPL & Clio OS Serials M.
v.46:1924:July-Dec. # Misc. Pro.
Sloan, Alfred P., Jr., 1964, My Years with General Motors, Doubleday, Garden City, N.Y., 541
p. Sloan's reorganization plan; implementation; the Great Depression; WWII; annual model
changes. In 1995 Bill Gates said this was still the best book on top business. Sloan wrote this
massive work in response to Drucker's popular work(s) on GM, which Sloan thought were
misleading. It was a best-seller for six months. Former Chairman of General Motors. [Ghost
written: See McDonald, John, 2002. Two derivative books - below.] Baruch, Htr Mn, City;
Barnard, Milstein [Butler] CT275 .S5233 A35 1972. NYPL Schw - Rare Book Coln Rm 328
*KF 1964 86-154; E-11 9506. Misc. Bk.
McDonald, John, 2002, A Ghost's Memoir: the making of Alfred P. Sloan's "My Years
with General Motors", MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., 202 p. A book about the 1964
book getting into print. A tale of inter-corporate strategy as GM lawyers tried to suppress
the book because they thought it would adversely impact a Federal anti-trust lawsuit
against GM. After 5 years the GM lawyers turned happy and agreeable. But - no Federal
anti-trust lawsuit was ever filled. CUNY Baruch & Clio Bus HD9710 .U54 G47467
2002. NYPL Schw JFD 02-12806. Misc. Bk.
Freeman, Allyn, 2005, The Leadership Genius of Alfred P. Sloan, McGraw-Hill, NY ,
NY, US, 249 p. Sloan allowed dissent (p. 23). He judged results as 'rate of return by
division.' That's it. Misc. Bk.
Sloan, Elaine B., 1994, “Assessing and Developing Versatility: Executive Survival Skill for the
Brave New World,” Consulting Psychology Journal, Educational Publishing Foundation,
Division of Consulting Psychology, APA, Winter 1994, 46(1):24-31. Identified Jaques and
Clement 1991 as “a very systematic and useful theory” to identify the cognitive capabilities
managers need at different levels to meet the different intellectual demands of each level.
Personnel Decisions International (PDI) called this “executive versatility” and used Jaques’
strata to locate managerial levels. Minneapolis, MN. # Rp. PJ. A.
Slocum, John W., Jr., 1998, “A Violation of Occam’s Razor,” (comments on Hunt and Ropo) in
Chapter 6 in Dansereau, Fred, and Frances J. Yammarino, 1998, Leadership: the Multiple-Level
Approaches: Part A, Classical and New Wave; Volume 24-A of Monographs in Organizational
Behavior and Industrial Relations, JAI Press, Stamford, CT, p. 347-351. Cr. Ch.
Sluss, David M., and Bryant S. Thompson, 2012, "Socializing the Newcomer: The mediating
role of leader–member exchange," Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes,
Elsevier Inc., Sept. 2012, 119(1):114-125. We examine leader–member exchange (LMX) in
explaining newcomer attachment to the job, occupation, and organization. Supervisory jobfocused advice, guidance, role modeling, and occupational identification, as well as between
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supervisory socialization tactics and perceived person-organization fit (but not between
supervisory socialization tactics and job satisfaction). Our study specifies (1) LMX as a
compelling ‘on-boarding’ process and (2) the immediate supervisor as an important relational
source for newcomer attitudes. Supervisory guidance and support increases the newcomer workrelated attitudes. At GaIT; USMA West Point. # Refu. PJ.
Small, Ian Christopher, 1995, The Theory and Effects of the UK's Supply-side Policies on the
Labour Market, Ph.D., thesis in Labour and Wages; Industrial Relations, B9c, University of
London, Queen Mary and Westfield College, London, UK, 241 pages. Theses # 45-12670.
QMW Main Library Theses ZTH3233 SMA (Thesis). Unpublished. Abstract seen. Effort-wage
bargain. See PhDs.
Small, Neil, and Isobel Conlon, 1988, “Creation of an Inter-occupational Relationship: the
introduction of a Councellor into an NHS General Practice,” British Journal of Social Work,
BASW, London, UK, April, 18(2):171-187. Introducing an additional role was resisted by both
the doctors and the patients. Both resisted since each had expectations that the MD would do the
work and be accountable for it. (Hee. Hee.) Cited Billis et al 1980; Billis 1984. # Rp. PJ. A.
Smedlund, Anssi, and Aino Poyhonen, 2005, “Intellectual Capital Creation in Regions: A
Knowledge System Approach,” Chapter 14 (p. 227-252), in Bounfour, Ahmed, and Leif
Edvinsson, eds., 2005, Intellectual Capital for Communities: nations, regions, and cities,
Elsevier Butterworth-Heinemann, Amsterdam, NL; Boston, MA, 348 p. Used Verna Allee’s
theory of value networks and P. Stahle’s theory of organization determinants. Identified three
types of networks in regional clusters: production (mechanistic), development (organic), and
innovation (dynamic). Found three benefits from networks: lower transaction costs, learning
from others, and continuous innovation. Both authors were doctoral candidates in Knowledge
Management, Lappeenranta U. of Technology, Finland. Business HD53 .I576 2005. Misc. Ch.
Smeets, Valerie, and Frédéric Warzynski, 2008, “Too Many Theories, Too Few Facts? What the
Data Tell Us About the Link Between Span of Control, Compensation and Career Dynamics,”
Labour Economics, Special Issue on Firms and Employees, Science Direct, Elsevier B.V.,
European Association of Labour Economists, Aug. 2008, 15(4):687-703. In this paper, we use a
unique personnel dataset from a large European firm in an high tech manufacturing industry that
identifies the chain of command and hierarchical relationships. We provide a few stylized facts
about the link between span of control, compensation and career dynamics and relate our
findings to the existing theoretical literature of hierarchies in organizations: the assignment
model, the incentives model, the information processing model, the supervision model, and the
knowledge-based hierarchy model. We observe an increase in the span, an increase in wage
inequality between job levels, and the introduction of a new hierarchical level. We also find
that higher spans of control are associated with higher wages. The knowledge-based
hierarchy provides the most likely explanation for these results when communication costs are
decreasing. However, we also find evidence of learning and reallocation of talent within and
across job levels, a finding that can not be explained by a static model of a knowledge-based
hierarchy but rather by dynamic models of careers in organizations. Online. Cited Gibbons
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and Waldman 1999. Both at Aarhus School of Business, DK. MS. PJ.
Smiddy, Harold F.: General Electric executive extra ordinaire in the 1950s and 1960s,
editor, and author. See Zimet, Melvin, and Ronald G. Greenwood, eds., 1979. See van
Fleet and Bedeian. Smiddy was compared to Wilfred Brown and Chester Barnard. [This
is a general entry since he was so important - but today is almost invisible.] See
Barksdale also for a similar fate. ~
Smiddy, Harold F., and L. Naum, 1954, “Evolution of a ‘Science of Managing’ in America,”
Management Science, The Institute of Management Sciences, INFORMS, 1:1-31. (This was the
inaugural issue of a new journal – the first article.) Misc. PJ. A.
Smiddy, Harold L., 1960, "Management as a Profession," chapter (p. 26-41) in Sizelove, Oliver
J., and Marshall Anderson, eds., 1960, 50 Years Progress in Management 1910-1960, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, NY, NY, US, 329 p. The increasing complexity of the
growing corporation requires greater ability on the part of managers. Change requires an
increase in complexity. Responsibility and accountability must be given freely by subordinates.
In order to manage professionally there must be genuine decentralization. The 'information
revolution' requires greater complexity to manage it. The key will be managing to keep freedom
amidst complexity. Dewey: 658.082 H513. Baruch, NYU, Clio os HD30 .A5. # Misc. Ch.
Smircich, Linda, and Gareth Morgan, 1982, “Leadership: the management of meaning,” Journal
of Applied Behavioral Science, Sage, Thousand Oaks, Cal., US, Sept., 18(3):257-273. Leaders
frame or define the reality of others in the organization. Leadership situations are where one
person has an obligation or right to define reality for others. Individuals can be obliged to take
on leadership roles by the expectations of others. Leaders generate a point of reference against
which organization and direction can emerge. Formal organization already has taken-for-granted
shared meanings, or ‘typifications’ (Schutz 1967, vol. I), that define roles and relationships and
thereby institutionalize leadership (authority). Leadership defines the context of the whole by
framing or bracketing the figure from the (kalydoscoptic) ground. The leader guides the
attention of those involved to give meaning to a situation and points to action. A case study is
included as an illustration. Cited Jacobs 1971; Barnard 1938. Cited in Fairhurst 1993, 1996.
See Barnard 1946. Baruch, City, GC. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Smith, Adam, 1776, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of The Wealth of Nations, Strahan
and Cadell, London, UK. (1976, U. Chicago Press, E. Cannan, ed., with a new preface by G.
Stigler, two volumes in one. [Find page numbers.] Ol’ Adam was well-aware of the dynamics
of “requisite” concepts, including “discretion,” “capability,” “trust,” and “equity.” At the heart
of labor economics, “The wages of labour vary according to the small or great trust which must
be reposed in the workmen” [Vol. I]. (See Krimpas 1975.) When Smith considered the merits
and demerits of the factory system, he saw, “The man whose life is spent in performing a few
simple operations ... has no occasion to exert his understanding ....” Then he added, “When such
work is extremely widespread, all the nobler parts of the human character may be, in a great
measure, obliterated” [Vol. II]. Denial of a person’s capability changes their character for the
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worse. When this denial is widespread, the decline reaches to the public character. (Sobering
words indeed and quite different from Taylor’s limited value system and that of marginal
economists. Look at the history of the 20th century. Stay tuned for the 21st, eh? See Parkyn
1977. See 200-page abstract by P. J. O’Rourke, On The Wealth of Nations.) [One section was
on class interest vs the public interest. #] Misc. Bk.
Smith, August W., 1980, “A five stage model of management evolution”, Human Systems
Management, North-Holland Pub., Amsterdam, NL, 1:211-218. This is an intellectual overview
of management theorizing by academics through five stages of thinking evolution. The five
stages have nothing to do with Jaques’ theory or his ‘quintaves’ concept at about this time.
Jaques not cited. SIBL JLM 86-773. v. 1-4. Missing. [NYPL ILL: UMN] # Misc. PJ.
Smith, August W., and Asterios G. Kefalas, 1983, “A Five-stage Model for Developing
Managers and Countries: A Social Systems Approach,” Kybernetes, Emerald online, MCB UP
Ltd., Bradford, UK, 12(4):235-241. This theory proposed that there are five stages and levels of
sophistication in management. It was also possible to link management-level in an organization
and the type of leadership that went with it. At higher management levels, more systemic and
strategic management was required, also as evidenced in recent international studies by Elliott
Jaques. Management in developing countries can be enhanced through these stages and levels.
Leadership pipelinre. Hunter Mn Science Perls, 6th fl. - no: 1982-1993. akefalas@terry.uga.edu
# Rp. PJ. A.
Smith, Brian P., 1972, “Leadership in Management: The Elusive Element,” Journal of Business
Policy, Bradford, UK, 2(3):3-14. Suggested Brown and Jaques 1965 and Jaques 1951 as further
reading. D. PJ.
Smith, Carole, 2001, “Trust and Confidence: Possibilities for Social Work in ‘High Modernity’,”
British Journal of Social Work, Apr2001, 31(2):287-305. Parton (1998) suggests that social
work must re-discover trust between Government, managers and social workers and between
social workers and service users. But Parton’s analysis of trust is radically incomplete. A more
detailed understanding of the relationship between trust and confidence indicates the very limited
possibilities for trust to re-emerge or to survive under current conditions. While trust is
necessary for social work, it is evident that Government prefers confidence to trust. [Alan
Fox and Jaques not cited.] At U. Manchester. # MS. PJ. A.
Smith, Daniel L., 2005, “Lessons from the Field: A Case Study of an SST-Based Reorganization
Project in a Human Resources Services Organization.” The project followed a five-step SSTbased organization design process. Very positive results were achieved overall in this public
university’s HRS unit. However, some key problems were not addressed. A case write-up with
lessons learned. Not yet published. Ru.
Smith, David, 1987, “The Limits of Positivism in Social Work Research,” British Journal of
Social Work, BASW, London, UK, Br. J. Soc. Work, August 1987; 17(4):401-416. Smith agrees
with Billis that we should beware academics advocating methodological and statistical rigor.
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Cited Billis 1982. W. PJ. A.
Smith, Edward B., 1975, “Chester Barnard's Concept of Authority,” Educational Administration
Quarterly, Jan. 1975, 11(1):21-37. In his book, The Functions of the Executive, Barnard
discussed authority as he experienced it in his many years as an executive. Misc. PJ.
Smith, Edward B., 1975, “Chester Barnard's Concept of Leadership,” Educational
Administration Quarterly, Oct 1975, 11(3):37-48. A plethora of definitions of leadership exist.
In his book, The Functions of the Executive, Chester Barnard provides us with another - one well
worth our study. Misc. PJ.
Smith, Edward B., 1994, “Chester Barnard's Concept of Responsibility,” International Journal
of Public Administration, Routledge, UK; Dekker, NY, NY, EBSCO Host, May 1994, 17(6):
1157-1174. (Special Issue on Barnard. Jack Rabin, editor) For Barnard, the delegation of
responsibility was more important than the issue of authority, and, as he says, must precede it.
Responsibility is something Barnard hoped was already present in the individual - it is really the
morality that is delegated. Moral commitment and persuasion are more important than authority
because some organizations run well on these alone, the United Services Organization (USO) for
example. The article attempts to explain why Barnard thought this and meant by it. The concept
of authority was quite secondary to the importance of responsibility. [Accountability =
Responsibility.] Cited in Parayitam et al 2002. JJay has the hard copy: JA1 .I5. SIBL online:
abstract online. ProQuest Platinum. MS. PJ.
Smith, G. F., 1989, "Managerial Problem Identification," OMEGA, International Journal of
Management Science, Elsevier Science, US, 17(1):27-36. Suggested that the cause of problem
identification is often intrinsic to the problem itself. Empirical data concerning 70 organizational
problems were collected and analysed during the research. Through semi-structured interviews,
41 individuals employed as managers or in staff/technical positions were asked about the nature
of each problem and the way it was identified. Manifestation was found to be the dominant
explanatory category in just over half the cases, with cognitive and organizational accounts
splitting the remainder. Cited Miller and Starr 1969. At U. Minn. # Misc. PJ.
Smith, H. Jeff, Mark Keil, and Gordon Depledge, 2001, “Keeping Mum as the Project Goes
Under: Toward an Explanatory Model,” Journal of Management Information Systems, Sharpe,
Armonk, NY, US, Fall2001, 18(2):189-227. The problem of 'runaway' information systems (IS)
projects can be exacerbated by the reluctance of organizational members to transmit negative
information concerning a project and its status. IS project success is the exception rather than
the norm. Top executives must know the actual status of a project to make any decision on it.
If they are lied to, the project may blow up in a costly way. Reporting negative information must
be encouraged in the incentive system. Jaques not cited. # Refu. PJ.
Smith, H. L., 1958, “Two Lines of Authority: The Hospital’s Dilemma,” chapter in Jaco, E.
Gartly, ed., Patients, Physicians, and Illness: Source Book in Behavioral Science and Medicine,
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Free Press, Glencoe, IL. (2nd ed. 1972; 3rd edn. 1979) He got it. He understood the structural
problem. Cited in Kinston 1983 (SS&M). MS. Ch.
Smith, Ian, 1992, “Reward Management and HRM,” Chapter 10 (p. 169-184) in Blyton, Paul,
and Peter Turnbull, eds., 1992, Reassessing Human Resource Management, Sage Publications,
London, UK and Newbury Park, CA. W. Brown’s 1962 book, Piecework Abandoned, “laid bare
the weaknesses and chaos in the management of pay and salaries” in the UK. (Reward
management is a UK-specific term for a pay award for performance in addition to the basic pay.
Research has failed to establish a link more than marginal.) Cited by Hassard and by McGovern.
Rp. Ch.
Smith, Jeff, 1979, “Green Fields of Learning,” Health and Social Service Journal, UK, 1
February 1979, p. 94-96. Some people blame Bioss, Elliott Jaques, and the Brunel group for the
ills of the 1974 reorganisation of the NHS. Jaques’ own contribution was in the estimate of one
colleague “in the world class, not many steps down from Marx and Weber.” But if he was
theoretical, he also was non-directive. The reorganization involved the creation of work-strata in
an environment of professional accountability. Maurice Kogan’s recent report to the Royal
Commission was critical and his pragmatism may make a significant contribution from here on.
(Pictures of Brunel University.) [Cited a ‘Leading Article’ (editorial) in HSSJ and a response by
Jaques defending Bioss’ involvement. After search of 1974-1979 at NYAM neither was found.]
Cited Cang & Rowbottom 1978; Kogan et al 1979. Director, Kingston soc. serv. # D. Pro.
Smith, Ken G., and Curtis M. Grimm, 1991, "Communication-Information Model of
Competitive Response Timing," Journal of Management, Southern Management Assoc., Sage,
March 1991, 17(1):5-23. Competitive timing is critical to managers. But this issue has had little
research by academics. A model with three basic elements is proposed: competitive actions,
responses, and response timing. Speed of reaction was explained by the parts of communicationinformation theory: the actor, the action, how communication takes place (channel), the
competitive enviroment, and the characteristics of the potential responding firm. Cited Jaques
1982 (FoT); Duncan 1972; Thompson 1967. # MS. PJ.
Smith, Kenwyn, and David Berg, 1997, "Cross-cultural Groups at Work," European
Management Journal, February 1997, 15(1):8-15. Multinational teams are often formed in
hopes of producing cross-cultural collaboration. These teams face a special challenge since each
member approaches the assignment with a very different understanding. Proposed a
‘paradoxical’ framework for exploring these groups. Cited Jaques 1955. # Misc. PJ.
Smith, Laurence, 2006, “Process Systems and Thought Management,” The Journal of Innovative
Management, Salem, NH; GOAL/QPC, Methuen, MA, Winter 2006/2007, 12(2). [Perspectives.]
On p. 64 is a diagram of the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) for the US for the past 50 years.
It rises slightly in the first half of the diagram but is flat since 1975. This is contrasted with the
GDP, which seems to be going up always, higher and higher. The GPI takes out the negative
accounting inputs of the GDP: crime, pollution, family breakdown, smoking, etc., which are all
positive economic inputs. US progress is redefined: flat. Editor and president of Goal/SQC.
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SIBL JBM 98-637. MS. PJ.
Smith, M.L.R., 2005, "Strategy in the Age of 'Low Intensity' Warfare: Why Clausewitz is still
more relevant than His Critics," chapter 2 (p. 28-64) in Duyvesteyn, Isabelle, and Jan Angstrom,
eds., 2005, Rethinking the Nature of War, Frank Cass, London, UK; New York, US, 247 p.
ISBN: 0415354617 (hdbk); 0415354625 (pbk). We have ideologists versus effective analysis of
realities and limitations. War is war. Cited in McLaughlin 2012. Not in CUNY, Clio. NYPL
Schw JFE 05-2962. No copy. Misc. Ch.
Smith, Michael A., 1968, “Process technology and powerlessness,” British Journal of
Sociology, Mar1968, 19(1):76-88. Robert Blauner (1964) contends that process technology
results in an organistic type organization structure with distinct implications for work
organization, integration of the operative with its work role and social stratification within the
organization. Under a highly capital-intensive automated production process, volume is not a
function of production workers but of the automated equipment, thus it is more profitable to
exploit the latter. This makes possible a tendency towards a welfare concept of employment and
is reinforced by the high level of responsibility which the operative’s role requires. A stabilized
work force and the need to innovate inherent in the technology and highly competitive market
are not necessarily compatible and operatives are thus ensured job security and encouraged to see
work in terms of a career structure, a hierarchy of status rather than power. Organization rather
than occupational identification is also a function of the structure of the work. At The
Polytechnic, Regent Street, London, UK. # Rp. PJ. A.
Smith, Patricia C., Lorne M. Kendall, and Charles L. Hulin, 1969, The Measurement of
Satisfaction in Work and Retirement: a strategy for the study of attitudes, Rand McNally,
Chicago, IL, 186 p. Cited Jaques 1961; Zaleznik et al 1958 on equity theory. Gen Res E 138396. W. Bk.
Smith, Patricia C., 1976, “Behaviors, Results, and Organizational Effectiveness: The Problem of
Criteria,” chapter 17 (p. 745-775) in Dunnette, Marvin D., ed., 1976, Handbook of Industrial and
Organizational Psychology, Rand-McNally, Chicago, IL, 1470 p. (Reprinted 1986; 1990 edn.
rewritten). Although the study in the UK by Jaques was statistically inadequate, she thought a
follow-up study in the US was warranted. (She knew of her study in 1968.) Cited Jaques 1961
(p. 756); Gifford 1928; Bingham and Davis 1924; Biesheuvel 1965; many Ghiselli cites. [She
was playing dumb, as if she held Jaques at arm’s length. Her citations were right on – superb.
But she wasn’t going to stick her neck out.] City Cohen HF5548.8 .H265. Rp. Ch.
Smith, Peter A., 1994, “Reinventing SunU,” Training and Development, USA, July, p. 22-27.
Training at Sun Microsystems was reinvented to link customers’ needs to overall business
strategies. Projects to create a learning organization were written up as case studies for everyone
to learn. Strategic competencies have been added to needs-assessed learnings through an
‘extended classroom.’ (Unclear what the levels are. Bad writing by a techie. This should be an
Rp.) Misc. PJ.
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Smith, Peter A. C., and John Peters, 1997, “The Corporate Leadership Crisis: Break Out This
Way,” The Learning Organization, Emerald, Bradford, UK, (4)2:61-69. Authors at XEC
Development International Ltd. Online at: http://www.tlainc.com/ladl.htm The leadership crisis
is due to the lack of systematic leadership development. Stretch assignments do not work.
Learning takes place where mistakes are not fatal, and experimentation is encouraged. Proposed
a derivation of action learning, leadership action-driven learning (LADL) as a solution. Some
minor misunderstandings of Jaques. At XEC Development, ON, Canada. Misc. PJ.
Smith, Peter B., 1984, “The Effectiveness of Japanese Styles of Management: a review and
critique,” Journal of Occupational Psychology, Ebsco, UK, June, 57(2):121-136. (AN
4617810). Japanese managers are found to show continuing marked performance and
effectiveness differences from those of other countries. These differences are not easily
conceptualized within established Western models and are thus frequently misunderstood.
Researchers in this field have often failed . (Unaware of Glacier.) Jaques not cited. Cited in Xu
1987. At U. Sussex, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Smith, Peter B., 1984, “Social Service Teams and their Managers,” British Journal of Social
Work, BASW, London, UK, Dec. 1984, 14(6):601-613. The correlates of perceived team
effectiveness were quite different in area teams from those found in social work teams. Social
work teams required a supportive manager, whereas in an area team the group process variables
were more important than the style of role adopted by the manager. Prior research in the area
was - sparse. Cited Rowbottom, Hey, and Billis 1974; Kakabadse and Worrall 1978;
Whittington and Bellaby 1979. At Sussex. # Rp. PJ. A.
Smith, Peter B., Jyuji Misumi, Monir Taleb, Mark Peterson, and Michael Bond, 1989, “On the
Generality of Leadership Style Measurements Across Cultures,” Journal of Occupational
Psychology, BrPsylSoc, UK, June, 62(2):97-109. Cross-cultural studies of leadership style have
failed to distinguish between global style and the specific behaviours which leaders need to use.
The perceptions of electronics plant supervisors (derived from Misumi's PM leadership theory)
in Britain, the USA, Japan, and Hong Kong indicate that characterizations of P(Performance) and
M(Maintenance) leader style have a similar factor structure in each culture. However, the
specific behaviours differ markedly. Jaques not cited. At U. Sussex; Nara U.; Herriot-Watt U.;
Texas Tech U.; C. U. Hong Kong. # Misc. PJ.
Smith, Robert Rowland, 2010, Breakfast with Socrates: an extraordinary (philosophical)
journey through your ordinary day, Free Press, NY, NY, 239 p. Chapter 4: Being at work. A
discussion of Marx, Weber, and Jaques on what we do most of our waking hours. Hierarchy vs.
team. “To Elliott Jaques the team fails to deliver on its promise.” A team of individuals often is
less than the sum of its parts. This largely due to the diffusion of accountability and the
confusion of roles. As understand increases, work done declines. Teams are places to hide.
Teams make work. Little correspondence between the team’s work and externally demanded
work. Today, work has become more and more abstract. With a hierarchical line of authority
work demanded gets done. Clio Butler BD431 .S589 2010. Formerly a consultant. D. Bk.
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Smith, Roger C., 2004, “The Application Dilemma – a Sceptic's Perspective,” Management
Decision, UK, 42(3/4):542-551. How much of the vast amount of management information and
advice actually gets put into continuing effective use by managers? The answer is “very little”.
At U. Western Australia, Perth, Australia. Cited Mant, Fairfield, Jaques, Bion, Senge (among
lots of others). # Refu. PJ.
Smithson, Ken, and Stuart Baker, 2007, “Medical Staff Organizations: A Persistent Anomaly,”
Health Affairs, Project HOPE, 26(1):w76-w79. Medical staff organizations (MSOs) originated
to reconcile hospitals’ hierarchical management structure with the professional autonomy
demanded by physicians. MSOs’ were to hold physicians collectively accountable for patient
safety and clinical performance. However, in an era of declining hospital activity, most
physicians no longer understood this. They viewed the MSO as a political body whose purpose
was to foster physicians’ interests with the administration and trustees. In many hospitals, it was
difficult to determine whether the MSO was the key to clinical improvement or - the biggest
barrier. Cited Jaques 1996. With VHA, Inc., Dallas, TX. # Rp. PJ.
Snape, Ed, and Tom Redman, 2010, "HRM Practices, Organizational Citizenship Behaviour, and
Performance: A Multi-Level Analysis," Journal of Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, USUK, Nov2010, 47(7):1219-1247. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-6486.2009.00911.x. We focus on two
possible sources for the relationship between HRM practices and individual employee attitudes
and behaviour: social exchange and job influence/ employee discretion/ autonomy. Findings
suggest that there was a positive impact of HRM practices on organizational citizenship
behaviour, through an effect on perceived job influence. There was no such effect for perceived
organizational support. These findings provide support for a job influence and opportunity
explanation of HRM effects on employee attitudes and behaviour. Jaques and Hambrick not
cited. Cited MacDuffie 1995; R. Takeuchi 2007, 2009 (not herein). # Misc. PJ.
Snelgar, Robin J., 1983, “The Comparability of Job Evaluation Methods in Supplying
Approximately Similar Classifications in Rating One Job Series,” Personnel Psychology, WileyBlackwell, US/UK, June 1983, 36(2):371-380. There is a belief that any job evaluation method,
when correctly applied to a series of jobs, will result in approximately the same rating
classification as any other method for the same job series. Correlation coefficients among the
sixteen participating organisation job evaluation point ratings for a sample of jobs which were
heterogeneous in terms of type and level within the job hierarchy, ranged from .93 to .99 with an
average of .98. Coefficients for the same sample of jobs divided into a high prestige category
and a low prestige category, ranged from .60 to .99 and .86 to .99 respectively. Correlation
coefficients among point ratings for the same organisations but for a second sample of jobs,
homogeneous in terms of type and level within the job hierarchy, ranged from .75 to .99 with an
average of .90. These results indicate a high degree of agreement among job evaluation methods
in assigning point ratings, irrespective of job type and level within the hierarchy. (However, the
four methods tested in SA were Castellion/ Peromnes (by Biesheuvel and Cortis), Paterson
Decision Band, Hay Profile/Points/Factor, and Time Span.) Cited Jaques 1964, 1956 (as
1966); Cortis 1962, 1972. At U. Port Elizabeth, SA. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Snow, C. P., 1959, The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution, (the annual Rede lecture),
Cambridge University Press, London, UK, and New York, NY, 58 p. (‘Expanded’ version
published, 1964.) (1962, Science and Government, Harvard U. P., Cambridge, MA, 128 p.
Also, a third volume extending the discussion: The two cultures and a second look, 1963.
Snow’s first article on this split came out in 1956. Snow’s most famous lecture was this one in
1959.) Familiar Bartlett’s quote: “Literary intellectuals at one pole - at the other scientists ...
Between the two a gulf of mutual incomprehension.” This observation can be applied to the
relations between management academics at one pole and Jaques at the other with considerable
bearing. Referred to in Evan 1973 and on the influence of this gap on the business education
reports of 1959 in Mulligan 1987. But Snow also noted the academics missed the industrial
revolution: “It is anathema to God and to myself.” Thus this missing surcingle is no one-off
accident. In the end, Snow called both sides “walled-in hermits.” See Ward 1970; Grayson
1973. (See Gibson essay in Jaques’ 1978 book Levels of Abstraction. Also see Gil and Bennis
1968 for the split between managers and scientists. See Mulligan 1987.) NYPL Hum Res VBA
p. v. 2048. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Snowdon, Brian, and Howard R. Vane, 2005, Modern Macroeconomics, E. Elgar, Cheltenham,
UK; Northampton, MA, US, 807 p. The idea of efficiency wages was expressed as early as 1920
by Alfred Marshall, “highly paid labour is generally efficient and therefore not dear labour.”
Sec. 7.7, Real Rigidities (p. 383-396): Efficiency wage theory has reemerged several times and is
especially important in New Keynesian Economics (p. 388). There are four modern explanations
of this phenomenon: adverse selection, A. Weiss 1980 (cited W. Brown); labour turnover, Salop
1979; shirking, Shapiro and Stiglitz 1984 (based on “effort discretion” in Leibenstein 1979); and
fairness, Akerlof 1982 (equity). Henry Ford used this for his raise to the ‘$5 day’ in 1914 (Raff
and Summers 1987). Not in NYPL, Clio, NYU. CUNY Queens & Baruch HB172.5 .S653
2005. [Not on BC shelf.] See at Bklyn PL: Bus Lib Non-Fic 339 S. D. Bk.
Snowdon, Maurice, 1980, “Measuring performance in capital project management,” Long Range
Planning, UK, Aug. 1980, 13(4):51-55. Considered why measurement as an aid to control and
understanding has not hitherto been successfully applied to project management: to review the
advantages which might follow progress in this field; and to make some suggestions on the
direction of further work. Cited Snowden 1977; Jacques (sic) and Brown on p. 53b. At
Cleveland Project Services, OH, USA. # Rp. PJ. A.
Snyder, Nancy Tennant, and Deborah L. Duarte, 2003, Strategic Innovation: Embedding
Innovation as a Core Competency in Your Organization, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal., US,
216 p. Case. Foreword by Gary Hamel. Thanked CEO Whitwam. Provided the tools needed to
craft a workable strategy for embedding innovation as a core competency across an enterprise.
Offered a way to change a culture from one-off innovations to a continuous pipeline from
everywhere and everyone - based on the real-life example of Whirlpool. Included checklists
and worksheets. Jaques not cited. See Jaques 1998; Deutsch 1989; Arndt 2002; Scanlon 2009.
Clio e-book and Bus; CUNY Baruch HD45 .S59 2003. NYPL os JBF 03-859. Rp. Bk.
Snyder, Nancy Tennant, and Deborah L. Duarte, 2008, Unleashing Innovation: how Whirlpool
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transformed an industry, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 244 p. A Case. How Whirlpool
undertook one of the largest change efforts in corporate history and showed how innovation was
embedded throughout the company, which ultimately lead to bottom-line results. Whirlpool's
innovation machine involved all of its employees, and they debunked the myth that innovation
comes only from the geniuses at the top. Captured the steps the company took along the way,
the key learnings, the tools used, the challenging setbacks, and the critical successes. Why steelspine CEO sponsorship is a must-have. Why transformative change must be 'baked in'. No
short-cuts. Why a change of this magnitude takes a long time to bear significant fruit. Taking
the long-view is imperative. Dr. Nancy Tennant is VP for Innovation at Whirlpool Corp.
Jaques not cited. Invisible. See Jaques 1998; Deutsch 1989; Arndt 2002; Scanlon 2009. Access
eNYPL, CUNY Htr Mn, Clio ebook too. Rp. Bk.
Social Services Organization Research Unit, Brunel Institute of Organization and Social Studies
[Bioss]. Principal contributors (for book description see entry at): Rowbottom, Ralph, Anthea
Hey, and David Billis, 1974, Social Services Departments: Developing Patterns of Work and
Organization, Heinemann, London, UK. (What kind of an authorship attribution is this??) ~
Sofer, Cyril, 1962, The Organization from Within, Quadrangle Press, Chicago, IL. A book from
the Tavistock Institute. Not related to Jaques 1951, but they are often mentioned together with
Rice 1958 as a key to Tavistock’s philosophy. Misc. Bk.
Sofer, Cyril, 1970, Men in Mid-Career: a study of British managers and technical specialists,
Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, 376 pages. (This is NOT related to the midlife crisis or to
Jaques.) Cited by Hyman and Brough 1975. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Sofer, Cyril, 1972, Organizations in Theory and Practice, Heinemann, London, UK, 419 p.
Based on notes for his undergraduate introductory OT lecture course at Cambridge U. The
history of the development of organization theory (including Jaques) followed by topic essays.
See p. 194-215: How to draw out the underlying features of a situation, which will lead to action
to resolve the problem. List of established managerial propositions. Positive Bk Rev by R. G.
S. Brown (Hull) in Jnl. of Social Policy 1973, 2(2):192. Cited by R. K. Brown 1992, p. 56. No
Biblio; spotty Index. MS. Bk.
Sokal, Alan, and Jean Bricmont, 1998, Fashionable Nonsense: postmodern intellectuals' abuse
of science, Picador USA, NY, NY, 300 p. [English ed.]. (First published in French in 1997 as
Impostures intellectuelles by Editions Odile Jacob, Paris, FR, 276 p. Clio Butler B831.2 .S68
1997.) This book grew out of Sokal’s hoax pseudo-article on post-modern thought by cultural
studies French intellectuals in 1996. Excellent. Barnard & CUNY City College Sci/Engin
Library Q175 .S369513 1998. Sokal at NYU. Misc. Bk.
Solaas, Harald, 1999, “Existen los equipos Autodirigidos?” [In Spanish. "Do Self-Managed
Teams Exist?”], Revista DiC (Argentine magazine on training and development, ADCA), No.
50, March/April 1999, Buenos Aires, Argentina. A critique of self-managed teams from the
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viewpoint of Requisite Organization. This may be the first time the Spanish neologism
“accountabilidad” appeared in print. Available in English. (See Barker 1993.) Refu. Pro.
Solaas, Harald, 2000, "Lideres si, seguidores no" fue publicado en el Numero 14 de VINCULOS,
Newsletter electronico de la Comision de Recursos Humanos de la Asociacion Dirigentes de
Empresa - ADE (Hoy ADRHA tras la fusion con ADPA) Ano 2 – Octubre 2000, Buenos Aires,
Argentina. [In Spanish: “Leaders – yes, Followers – no.”] Refu. Pro.
Solaas, Harald, 2003, “Why RO Theory Is So Difficult To Understand?” draft circulated August
2003. 30 pages. Jaques emphasized workplace trust as the purpose, not just mental processing
and strata. Objective measuring instruments and subjective judgments refer to the same factual
order. RO theory is refutable - and therefore is scientific. Someday it may be replaced. That’s
good. Cited Jaques 2000. Posted online at canadiancentre.com for download. Ru.
Solaas, Harald, 2008, ‘An attempt at making time-span technique easier to learn and to use,’ a 5page paper circulated to the Jaques community, June. Ru.
Solaas, Harald, 2009, “What RO Really Says About Human Capability.” Draft. As yet
unpublished. August. In English. A reply to N. Lunoe’s rebuttal of HS’s earlier email roundrobin on IQ. To be continued. Ru.
Solaas, Harald, 2010, "The Marketing of a New Paradigm," online, 6 pgs., English. We need to
build bridges from RO outward. Some fail, but that is expected. We also need a more rigorous
understanding of RO itself – both for consulting work and empirical research. # Rp. Pro.
Solaas, Harald, 2011, Actividades de capacitación sobre la Organización Requerida, Octubre de
2011, 11 p. Outline for a 5-part public seminar in Spanish to be given in Buenos Aires, AR. #
Rp. Pamph.
Solaas, Harold, 2012, "On Elliott Jaques and Requisite Organization Theory," online at
solaas.com.ar. Word 15 p. In English and in Spanish. A precis of RO theory and a short
description of Elliott Jaques' activities and life. Why this consulting firm uses RO. # Ru.
Sollors, Glen, 2007, "Requisite Organizational Design – the power of know," online at
kwelaleadership.com. 9 p. An overview of RO, how to create RO in the organization, how to
create a role, how to create accountability, teams, expectation, and trust. In Vancouver, BC,
Canada. # Ru.
Solow, Robert, 1979, “Another Possible Source of Wage Stickiness,” Journal of
Macroeconomics, Wayne State University Press, Detroit, MI., Winter 1979, 1(1):79-82. There is
a relationship between productivity and the wage rate. “Higher quality of personnel affect
production like an increase in effort.” This is not the whole story but part of it. See Lieberson
and O'Connor 1972; Barrick, Day, Lord, Alexander 1991. Cited by Vispo 2006. SIBL JLM
83-239 v.1 (winter-fall 1979). MS. PJ. UP.
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Soltan, Karol Edward, 1987, The Causal Theory of Justice, University of California Press,
Berkeley, CA, 265 p. (California series on social choice and political economy.) Jaques’ TSD
was the subject of chapter 13 and some of 14. TSD was seen by many practitioners as an
alternative to the functional job evaluation approach. Soltan was looking for a ‘persuasive
justification of wage inequalities’ for jobs and tasks. He found the evidence on TSD was
‘inconclusive.’ TSD could not be rejected, but it could not be accepted either. He sought
‘justice’ (justification of inequality) through job evaluation as basis for pay since “money is more
likely than other resources to be distributed by deliberate decisions” and “money is precisely
measurable.” “Many personnel managers and consultants have expended much effort to make
them acceptable to employees” (p. 10). (This was the means and method of the dispersal of
moneys to most people in our capitalist economy - not the market.) In the end, he rejected TSD
as a means of establishing the ‘worth of jobs’ because it was not widely accepted. “The main
causes of resistance to Jaques’ scheme seem to be its novelty (the way it departs from
traditional methods of job evaluation and customary thinking about what can justify wage
inequalities) and its simplicity. Because the justification of wage inequalities is presumed to
be a complex matter, a system recognizing only one compensable factor appears incomplete
and partial (p. 169).” Precise measurement was impossible to accept by ordinary employees.
Instead Soltan favored the ‘importance and difficulty’ of the job to the organization because it
was satisfactorily accepted, more complex, and revealed the firm’s ‘own evaluative standards.’
[Noted Krimpas and Cameron showed the TSD:FFP correlation was higher for managerial posts
than for non-managerial ones (p. 170).] Felt TSD:FFP was ‘highly variable between
organizations’ thus discounting the confusion of researchers. (A reenforcement of Taylorism
and all authority relations.) Bureaucratization, as Selznick (1969) says, publically aims to reduce
the arbitrariness of the personnel and wage policies (but it does the opposite). [Seems to favor
‘conservative liberal socialism’ which is unknown to me.] Cited by Heimer and Staffen 1998.
Cited Jaques 1956, 1961, 1967, 1982; Fox 1966, 1974; Patterson 1970; Charles 1971; Krimpas
1975; Richardson 1971; Hansen 1973; Belcher 1970, 1974; Walster 1976; Turner and Lawrence
1965; Cameron 1975. Homans 1961; Patchen 1961; Adams 1965. Dore 1973; D&P 1971;
Hackman and Oldham 1980; Joel Feinberg 1970; Thomason 1968. See Quaid 1988 Related PhD
and 1993 book for rebuttal. At U. MD. Clio Leh Liby JC578 .S58 1987. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Solymossy, Emeric, 2000, “Knowledge Networks: Differences and Performance Effects,”
Journal of Small Business Strategy, 11(1):14-25. Reprinted from: 1999, “Differences in the
Knowledge Networks of SME Firms,” awarded "best empirical paper" at the Joint United States
Association of Small Business and Entrepreneurship & Small Business Institute Director’s
Association Joint National Conference, San Antonio, TX, February, 2000. Not in Clio, NYPL.
Baruch online since 2004 only. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Solymossy, Emeric, and Atilio Armando Penna, 2001, “Sustainable Growth for the Small
Business: A Theory of Organizational Transition,” Featured Paper, Small Business
Advancement National Center Newsletter, Issue 203-2001 (online reprint of USASBE/ SBIDA
2001 conference paper). Solymossy is on faculty at Western Illinois University, Moline, IL.
Penna is in Argentina. Cited Jaques 1986 and discussions between Penna and EJ in 1993. Ru.
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Som, Ashok, 2002, Role of Human Resource Management In Organizational Redesign, PhD in
human resource management, Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, India. Thesis nor
abstract seen. Published as a 2005 article, “Strategic Organizational Response....” and as book in
2008. There were big changes across industries when the economic liberalization started in
1991. De-governmentalization of firms to the private sector and new money from international
joint ventures. Many firms in India adopted a hybrid Indo-Japanese-style human resource
management which involved organizational redesign. (Author adopts a contingency model to
explain these changes.) Available also at ashoksom.com Unaware of RO. At ESSEC Business
School, Paris. Related PhD.
Som, Ashok, and J. Banzhaf, 2004, “Vodafone Case and Materials,” ECCH Case Clearing
House, ESSEC B-School, Paris, FR. Vodafone Group Plc was the world's largest cell phone
provider by revenue. (2005: £16.8 billion turnover, customer base of 146.7 million.). Since
1999, Vodafone had invested US$270 bn (225 bn euros) mostly in stock, building an empire
spanning 26 countries. It controlled cell phone operations in 16 countries and had minority
stakes in companies in ten other countries. The case analyses Vodafone's growth through
acquisitions and the subsequent integration of acquired units with a key focus on how it manages
to co-ordinate its businesses on a global scale and its corporate branding strategy. (Avail. in
Japanese. There were many related cases on aspects of Vodaphone.) [Cost was unknown.
HBSP was $7 per case and note.] Requisite case (?). Not seen. Rp. Case.
A. Case - Vodafone: Out Of Many, One, 2007 -- (304-625-1), 27 p.
B. Case - Vodafone: E Pluribus Unum, 2007 – (?) [unclear]
Case Teaching Note - Vodafone: Out Of Many, One – (TN 304-625-8).
Telecommunication Industry Technical Note, 2004 -- (304-625-6).
Japanese Management Practices Technical Note – (404-007-6).
N.B.: To obtain access to ECCH one must be a faculty member.
Som, Ashok, 2005, “Strategic Organizational Response of an Indo-Japanese Joint Venture to
India’s Economic Liberalization,” Keio Business Forum, Keio University, Japan, 22(1):1-14.
(Lead article.) [In English.] A case study of a government-sponsored Indian automaker, Maruti
Udyog, as it underwent the huge economic liberalization starting in 1991. This involved degovernmentalization of firms to the private sector and new money from international joint
ventures. Many firms in India adopted a hybrid Indo-Japanese-style human resource
management which involved organizational redesign. This was very different from the
centralized model they had experienced under colonialism. (Author adopts a contingency model
to explain these changes.) Available also at ashoksom.com Based on his Related 2002 PhD at
IIM Ahmedabad, India. Unaware of this theory. At ESSEC Business School, Paris. # MS. PJ.
Som, Ashok, 2007, “Vodafone: E Pluribus Unum”, chapter in Barney and Hesterly, Strategic
Management and Competitive Advantage: Concepts and Cases, Pearson Prentice Hall, NJ, US.
A case. See Ibbott 2007 book. (This view may be different.) Not seen. Rp. Ch.
Som, Ashok, 2008, “Vodafone: Out of Many, One”, chapter in Hitt, Ireland and Hoskisson,
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Strategic Management: Competitiveness and Globalization, Thomson-South Western. A case.
See Ibbott 2007 book. (This view may be different.) Not seen. Rp. Ch.
Som, Ashok, 2008, Technical Note on Japanese Management Practices, [no date], Technical
Note Reference: 404-007-6. (Series that began 2002?) Key words: Restructuring; Redesign;
Liberalization; Privatization; Indian automobile industry; Change; Cross-culture integration of
Indian and Japanese management practices; Co-ordination; Integration; Differentiation;
Strategic Human resources; India. Not seen. At ESSEC B-School, Paris. Rp. Rep.
Som, Ashok, 2008, Organization Redesign and Innovative HRM, Oxford University Press, UK;
US; IN, 197 p. Book version of his 2002 Related PhD. 5 cases: Bharat Petroleum Corporation
Limited; Maruti Udyog Limited; Mahut Group of Industries; Lafarge: Global Leader; Renault:
Challenge of Redesign. Nothing on Vodafone. Foreword by Khandwalla. Jaques and Dayal not
cited. Cited Morishima; Shell. Clio Biz: HF5549.5 .M3 S66 2008g. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Somani, K. K., 1983, “Management Development Programme – Need for Reorientation,” Indian
Management, India, July, 22(7):8-10. The tools are all wrong. Managers are being trained in
improved trade practices. The ultimate is knowledge and experience of guiding the whole
business – emphasizing human leadership and organizational morale. Technology and
specialization are disintegrating to the people in a firm. American firms value individuality, not
commitment. Japan, on the other hand, has achieved far superior results using Asia values. In
India we must develop our own native management style. # Misc. PJ.
Sonnenfeld, Jeffrey, 1986, "Heroes in Collision: Chief Executive Retirement and the Parade of
Future Leaders," Human Resource Management, Wiley, Summer 1986, 25(2):305-333. The exit
and legacy of leaders can have an impact which rivals the reign of a leader. We know little about
its dynamics. Our perpetual scanning of rising generations of leaders deflects attention away
from the departing generations of leaders, which aggravates destructive conflict and can destroy
the continuity of command between predecessors and successors. Chief executives do not
merely play to an audience, they shape it. Some old leaders dig in their heels, determined to
again prove their valor once more before being nudged out of office prematurely. Their influence
over the firm's destiny and their own succession can send cascading waves down the corporate
hierarchy. Cited Jacques 1965; Bennis & Nanus 1985; Friedman & Singh 1989. # MS. PJ.
Soparnot, Richard, 2011, “The Concept of Organizational Change Capacity,” Journal of
Organizational Change Management, MCB UP, Emerald, UK, 24(5):640-661. This study
identifies three dimensions of change capacity - context, process, and learning dimensions. The
context dimension consists of resources that facilitate the change process. Process incorporates
principles of implementing change. Finally, the learning dimension tackles the introspective
capacity of the organization. This framework is interesting in two respects. First, it shows that
change capacity is as much linked to its management as it is dependent on the initial conditions.
Second, it provides direction towards a strategic management of change. Renault SA group
makes for an interesting case. Jaques not cited. At ESCEM, Tours, FR. # Misc. PJ.
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Sorcher, Melvin, 1985, Predicting Executive Success: What it takes to make it into senior
management, Wiley, NY, NY, 280 p. By his estimate, and those of hundreds of very senior
managers he has asked, one-third of selections at the top were unsuccessful, another third
were not doing all that well, and one-third were extremely effective. Otherwise he designs
his own methodology. Cited in Sessa and Campbell 1997. [An informal survey.] Misc. Bk.
Sorcher, Melvin, and James Brant, 2002, “Are You Picking the Right Leaders?” Harvard
Business Review, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA, February, p. 78-85. Authors describe
how companies pick successors on consensus building, coaching, problem solving, public
speaking, raw ambition and familiarity. Authors suggest a shift to: integrity, communications,
analysis, and management. They suggest behavioral development assignments in various areas
including “long-term thinking.” No awareness of Jaques, growth and leadership. The same old.
Misc. Pro.
Sorensen, Theodore C., 1963, Decision-making in the White House : the olive branch or the
arrows, Columbia University Press, NY, NY, US, 94 p. Foreword by John F. Kennedy.
Reprinted 2005. Based on the Speranza Lectures for 1963, delivered at Columbia U. on April 18
and May 9. Described the mix of experience, fact-based evidence, and ideational complexity
required by top executives to decide among lines of action. (Cuban Missile Crisis.) Cortis used
it in SA for job evaluation tests and in the development of the Castellion evaluation system.
Cited in Cortis 1972. NYPL Schw - Milstein Rm 121 - IBM (Sorensen, T. C. Decision-making
in the White House); Mid-Manh 1 fl 352.2323 S. Clio Lehman; Milstein [Butler] JK516 .S667
2005. CUNY Grad Ctr & Hunter Mn - JK518 .S6. # MS. Bk. UP. A.
Sosik, John J., and Dong I. Jung, 1994, “A Theoretical Consideration of Leadership and the
Global Heterarchy,” Journal of Leadership & Organizational Studies, 1994, 1(4):10-27.
Heterarchy is characterized by multiple operational centers, bottom-up management, control
through strong corporate culture, interorganizational alliances, and radical problem orientation.
G. Hedlund and D. Rolander (1990) outlined an alternative framework for the relationships
among organizational strategy, structure and environment – but ignored leadership. This paper
examined the impact of leadership on strategy, structure and environment. (Seemed mildly
aware Jaques’ theory was behind Hunt 1991.) Cited Hunt 1991; Jaques 1989; Deming 1986;
Drucker 1974; Burns 1978; Schermerhorn, Hunt & Osborn 1994. Doctoral students at SUNY,
Binghamton. # D. PJ.
Sosik, John J., and Shelley D. Dionne, 1997, "Leadership Styles and Deming's Behavior
Factors," Journal of Business and Psychology, Springer, June 1997, 11(4):447-462. Examined
the relationship between a full range of leadership styles (Bass & Avolio 1994) including laissezfaire, management-by-exception-passive, management-by-exception-active, transactional and
transformational leadership, to 5 specific TQM behavior factors derived from Deming's (1986)
Fourteen Points, i.e., change agency, teamwork, trust-building, short-term goal eradication, and
continuous improvement. Cited Jaques 1989; Hunt 1991; Deming 1986. # D. PJ.
Sousa-Poza, Alfonso, 2004, “Job Stability and Job Security: a Comparative Perspective on
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Switzerland’s Experience in the 1990s,” European Journal of Industrial Relations, SAGE
Publications, 10(1):31-49. In most European countries, there is some evidence that jobs became
increasingly insecure in the 1990s. In Switzerland, job stability has remained remarkably
constant in the past decade, and instability far below the European average. Involuntary turnover
has actually decreased. As Switzerland is a small, open economy with weak union power and
employment protection legislation, this article casts doubts on the extent to which exposure to
globalization can influence job instability. Instead, consensus- and stability- oriented industrial
relations and management practices, as well as the state of the external labour market, appear
to shape both job stability and security. See Melman 1983; Gordon 1994, 1996. At Univ. St
Gallen, Switzerland. alfonso.sousa-poza@unisg.ch Refu. PJ.
Sowa, Jessica E., and Sally Coleman Selden, 2003, “Administrative Discretion and Active
Representation: An Expansion of the Theory of Representative Bureaucracy,” Public
Administration Review, US, 63(6):700-710. While the presence of discretion is often implied in
current studies, few have examined it explicitly. The results strongly support the conclusion that
administrators who perceive themselves as possessing significant discretion and who assume the
role of minority representative in their agencies are more likely to enact policy outcomes that
favor minority interests. (This is degrees of freedom. Ron Burt says these self-appointed
representatives should be fired.) Misc. PJ.
Spaeth, Joe L., 1979, “Vertical Differentiation Among Occupations,” American Sociological
Review, ASA, Oct. 1979, 44(5):746-762. Research among occupations has generated
“anomalous findings.” (The results are mixt, eh?) Spaeth drops the usual “occupational
prestige” in favor of two dimensions derived from the division of labor, authority and
complexity. These concepts estimate factor models containing all three dimensions of vertical
occupational differentiation: authority, complexity and prestige. They also offer a possible
resolution of the anomalies. Lack of authority explains the sex gap in earnings. Complexity is
inter-generational and in work is self-reenforcing over time (Matthew effect). The correlation
between the two is 0.84. When prestige is added, the interfactor correlation among the three is
about 0.8, so they are highly related but compositionally distinct. Past successful ability to
handle complexity and authority (experience) are strong predictors of pay. [Methodologically
this is similar to hierarchical factor analysis and reveals a single grand factor - occupational
SES.] Damn fine. Cited Cattell 1971, Duncan 1972, Kohn and Schooler 1978, Malkiel and
Malkiel 1973, Spaeth 1976, DOT 3rd edition 1965. Theory not cited. # MS. PJ. A.
Spaeth, Joe L., 1985, “Job Power and Earnings,” American Sociological Review, ASA, October,
50(5):603-617. Workers did not control any organization resources, so had little power to
influence their own earnings. Tasks were assigned by the managers: QQT/R. R = Resources
were assigned by the manager. Results were “quite dramatic.” Men’s control over monetary
resources strongly determined their earnings. For women, earnings were determined by control
over both monetary resources and personnel. This had a direct bearing on workplace
stratification. Sociologists have been examining earnings where the people are. They should
start to examine earnings where the power, the resources and the money are: the hierarchy. Men
also had more authority and discretion than women. (Tested Jaques 1976.) Unaware of Wirth
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1976 PhD on resource control. See Crossman 1969. (Q.v. Spaeth 1979, 1976.) # Rp. PJ. A.
Spangenberg, H. H., Harold M. Schroder, and A. DuVenage, 1999, “A leader competence
utilization questionnaire for South African managers,” South African Journal of Psychology,
1999, 29(3):117-123. An extension of Schroder’s managerial competency - or Spangenberg’s
assessment centers. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Spanner, Gary E., José Pablo Nuño, and Charu Chandra, 1993, "Time-based strategies—Theory
and practice," Long Range Planning, UK, Aug., 26(4):90-101. (Nuno, .) As firms compete in a
global environment, the need for integrating functions in organizations is being felt more than
ever. Firms are realizing that to sustain long-term competitive advantages, business strategies
have to be linked to functional strategies. ‘Time’ provides this missing link. (Confused time to
market with time within the firn.) Examples included Northern Telecom, Honda, and
Motorola. Cited Das 1991. # MS. PJ. A.
Sparrow, Paul, 1999, “Strategy and Cognition: Understanding the Role of Management
Knowledge Structures, Organizational Memory and Information Overload,” Creativity and
Innovation Management, Blackwell, June 1999, 8(2):140-148. The nature of our thinking about
strategic management changed throughout the 1990s. This paper draws from the fields of
organizational and cognitive psychology. It is argued that we must think differently about what
it means to be intelligent in a modern organization and what it takes to be an effective
implementer of strategic change. The role of managerial knowledge structures is considered.
The strategic risks are problems created by information overload. The need to consider
cognitive styles, intuition, creativity and emotional intelligence is highlighted. Missed EJ/RO
entirely. Cited in Du Toit 2005 Masters. Misc. PJ.
Spear, Steven J., and H. Kent Bowen, 1999, “Decoding the DNA of the Toyota Production
System,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Sep 1, 1999, 11 p., Product: 99509. At
Toyota it's the very rigidity of the operations that makes the flexibility possible. How can
that be? The company's operations can be seen as a continuous series of controlled experiments.
Whenever Toyota defines a specification, it is establishing a hypothesis that is then tested
through action. This approach – the scientific method – is not imposed on workers, it's
ingrained in them. And it stimulates them to engage in the kind of experimentation that is widely
recognized as the cornerstone of a learning organization. The Toyota Production System grew
out of the workings of the company over 50 years, and it has never been written down. Making
the implicit explicit, the authors lay out four principles that show how Toyota sets up all its
operations as experiments and teaches the scientific method to its workers. More Deming than
Jaques. From Related PhD by Spear. MS. Pro.
Spear, Steven J., 2004, “Learning to Lead at Toyota,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
May 1, 2004, 9 p., Product: R0405E. Explained how Toyota inculcates managers with TPS
principles. Spear described the training of a star recruit – a talented young American destined
for a high-level position at one of Toyota's U.S. plants. Rich in detail, the story offers four basic
lessons for any company wishing to train its managers to apply Toyota's system – rather than go
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through the cursory walk-throughs, orientations, and introductions of most companies. First,
there's no substitute for direct observation. Toyota employees are encouraged to observe
failures as they occur – for example, by sitting next to a machine on the assembly line and
waiting and watching for any problems. Second, proposed changes should always be structured
as experiments. Employees embed explicit and testable assumptions in the analysis of their
work. That allows them to examine the gaps between predicted and actual results. Third,
workers and managers should experiment as frequently as possible. The company teaches
employees at all levels to achieve continuous improvement through quick, simple experiments
rather than through lengthy, complex ones. Finally, managers should coach, not fix. Toyota
managers use the scientific method. MS. Pro.
Spear, Steven J., and Mark Schmidhofer, 2005, “Ambiguity and Workarounds as Contributors to
Medical Error,” Annals of Internal Medicine, Philadelphia, PA, April 19, 2005, 142(8):627-630.
Spear and Schmidhofer explore the contribution of ambiguity and workarounds to medical error.
Among other things, error-prone organizations tolerate ambiguity, a prevailing lack of clarity
over what is supposed to happen. Problems are thus hard to identify, and, even when recognized,
they are worked around. People "get the job done," but do not initiate efforts to learn from
the problem or improve the process. (More Deming than Jaques.) MS. PJ.
Spear, Steven J., 2005, “Fixing Health Care from the Inside, Today,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Sep 1, 2005, Product R0509D Length: 14 p. Today, you are about as safe in a
U.S. hospital as you would be parachuting off a bridge or a building. But it doesn't have to be
that way. This article describes how doctors, nurses, technicians, and managers are radically
increasing the effectiveness of patient care and dramatically lowering its cost by applying the
same capabilities in operations design and improvement that drive the famous Toyota Production
System. They are removing ambiguity in the output, responsibilities, connections, and
methods of their work processes. These changes can be done in the course of an ordinary
workday, sometimes in a matter of hours. These hospitals are breaking free of the workaround culture that routinely obscures the root causes of so many problems and leads to so many
unnecessary deaths. See Spear 2005 NY Times Op-Ed. MS. Pro.
Specht, Harry, 1972, “The Deprofessionalization of Social Work,” Social Work, NY, NY, US,
March, 17(2):3-15. The deprofessionalization began in the schools and came from the Left.
Social work had not brought about social change and was seen to be abandoned. Four
ideological currents undermined it: activism, anti-individualism, communalism, and
environmental determinism. The ‘system’ was to blame. Social work has resisted change and
feared it. (The article fails to spell out sufficiently the nature of professionalism in social work
or critically examine its shortcomings. Perhaps in the UK there was still time.) Abstracted in
BJSW, Winter 1972, 2(4):520-522. Misc. PJ.
Spence, A. Michael, 2002, “Signaling in Retrospect and the Informational Structure of Markets,”
The American Economic Review, June 2002, 92(3):434-459. Nobel Prize address, Dec 2001,
Stockholm, SE. Discussed the job market, sticky wages, and his approach to signaling problems.
(I did not find his references to be directly related to RO theory since he used pure economic
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reasoning. But it is in there.) See Akerlof’s and Stiglitz’s addresses in same issue. MS. PJ. A.
Spence, Ralph B., and Max Wolff, 1953, “Adult Education and Community Development,”
Review of Educational Research, Adult Education, June 1953, 23(3):248-260. Cited Jaques
1951. W. PJ.
Spence, Sean, 2003, “Sudden Impact,” Australian CPA, Apr 2003, 73(3):54- , 1,805 words.
Ever since I was a junior auditor in London, I have failed to understand the dominance of time
sheets and technical training in professional service firms. The approach I encountered back then
was similar to the way a factory hand was managed in the 18th century. The prime task of the
managing partner and his or her team today is to ensure that the systems and culture of the firm
reflect expertise on impact. Mentioned Jaques. Misc. Pro.
Spencer, Claudine, 1970, “Seebohm: Organisational Problems and Policy Proposals – Part One,”
Social and Economic Administration, Edutext publications, University of Exeter, London, UK,
July, 4(3):172-185. Touched on accountability, uncertainty in social work, and the professional
hierarchy. Cited Rowbottom, Seed & Davidson 1970. SIBL JLK 73-8; Library has: v. 1-12;
1967-1978. At U. Birmingham, UK. W. PJ.
Spencer, Claudine, 1970, “Seebohm: Organisational Problems and Policy Proposals – Part Two,”
Social and Economic Administration, Edutext publications, University of Exeter, London, UK,
Oct., 4(4):306-321. Wondered at accountability and structure. Cited Aiken & Hage 1966; Blau
& Scott. SIBL JLK 73-8; Library has: v. 1-12; 1967-1978. At U. Birmingham, UK. Misc. PJ.
Spencer, Liz, and Alan Dale, 1979, “Integration and Regulation in Organizations: A Contextual
Approach,” Sociological Review, University of Keele, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 27(4):679-702.
Both authors worked at Bioss and this article was based on several Bioss working papers. See
Dale 1971; Dale and Spencer 1977. Did not cite Jaques, but used his concepts. Rp. PJ.
Spencer, Lyle M., and Signe M. Spencer, 1991/1993, Competence at Work: Models for superior
performance, Wiley, New York, NY, 372 p. McBer. TSI: time span of initiative. A direct
appropriation of Jaques’ concepts of time intervals (ch. 4, p. 32). Jaques and Stamp are credited
as the source. Cited John Raven; Jaques 1989 (pp. 36); Mahler and Drotter 1986; Fischer, Hand
and Russell 1984; Pelz and Andrews 1976 (Scientists in Orgs); D. G. Winter 1981, 1978 [J. Ed
Psych, 70(1):8-16]. Baruch HF5549.5 .H78 S67 1993. SIBL JBE 93-1229. Rp. Bk.
Spender, J.-C., 1989, Industry Recipes: An Enquiry into the Nature and Sources of Managerial
Judgement, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 240 p. We have two distinct bodies of theory about
the firm, microeconomics and OT, which address different uncertainties – and become a
fragmented and incoherent body of thought. Created a concept of group-level managers putting
in and drawing out of a pool of industry-level judgements (industry recipes). (Reviewed
positively by Roger Pooley in The Journal of the Operational Research Society, Jan. 1991,
42(1):97.) Revision of 1980 Thesis, Manchester B.S., UK. Not in Clio. CUNY Bklyn HD53
.S72 1989. SIBL os JLE 89-3574 (SIBL). Misc. Bk.
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Spender, J.-C., 1996, “Making Knowledge the Basis of a Dynamic Theory of the Firm,”
Strategic Management Journal, Special Issue: Knowledge and the Firm, Wiley, US, Winter
1996, 17(W96SI):45-62. Both Callon and Latour suggest knowledge is dynamic and is
contained within actor networks, so knowledge is less a resource than a process. Ends up as “a
synthesis of sociotechnical systems theory and self-regulated biological systems.” This mode of
theorizing is a tool to help managers find their place in the firm as a “dynamic, knowledge-based
activity system.” (A nice essay marred by failure to cite Deming or Jaques.) At NYIT. # Misc.
PJ. A.
Spender, J.-C., 2003, “Exploring Uncertainty and Emotion in the Knowledge-based Theory of
the Firm,” Information Technology & People, MCB UP Limited, 16(3):266-288. Uncertainty,
managers’ frequent companion as they guide firms towards anticipated goals, is poorly dealt with
in theories of the firm. If knowledge is to be treated as the most strategic of assets, we must
consider its relation to uncertainty. Knowledge suggests a degree of certainty, an absence of
uncertainty. Prior research categorizes uncertainty as three types of knowledge deficiency:
indeterminacy, ignorance, and incommensurability. Using Nussbaum (2001), it is argued that
uncertainties lead to emotion. Emotions can be seen as value judgments, indicating a person
attaches significance to things lying outside her/his control that affect her/his goals. This insight
opens a way of relating knowledge and uncertainty. It is no longer acceptable to ignore the ways
in which emotion shapes our knowledge. Knowledge deficiencies produce emotional responses
as they arrest rational decision making. (The impetus behind this approach is partly theoretical
and partly personal, from observing and participating in New Yorkers’ emotions during and after
the September 2001 WTC attacks.) Cited Nussbaum 2001. At Open University, Milton Keynes,
UK. # MS. PJ.
Spender, J-C., 2006, "Getting value from knowledge management", The TQM Magazine, MCB
UP Ltd., Emerald Group Pub., UK, 18(3):238-254. DOI: 10.1108/09544780610659970 Getting
value from knowledge management (KM) means managing the way new knowledge is brought
to bear on the business's practices, for value is added only through practice – not through talk.
The paper distinguishes data, meaning, and skilled practice. Behind data always lies the
complex of meanings people attach to the data, and when these are unclear or contested, data
projects need supporting by meaning management projects. Prior meanings are always in
place, seldom changed without attention to and changes in the practices that hold them in place.
At Leeds U., Cranfield U., & Open U. # MS. PJ.
Spenner, Kenneth I., 1979, “Temporal Changes in Work Content,” American Sociological
Review, Dec79, 44(6):968-975. Research on the distribution of workers in jobs in the American
economy suggests a modest skill downgrading since 1900. Using data from two consecutive
editions of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles for a sample of jobs, new evidence was
presented that shows small variations in the change in the content of jobs for the last 10-12 years.
There has been a slight recent upgrading in skill requirements in several sectors of the labor
force. (‘Temporal’ means ‘over time.’) Online. City. Grad Ctr. At Duke. # MS. PJ. A.
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Spenner, Kenneth I., 1983, “Deciphering Prometheus: Temporal Change in the Skill Level of
Work,” American Sociological Review, Dec83, 48(6):824-837. Major hypotheses about
temporal change in the skill levels of work correspond to notions of upgrading, downgrading,
and little net change. Research has been equivocal. Aggregate studies suggest little net change.
An improved approach would include direct measurement of two primary dimensions of skill,
substantive complexity and autonomy-control. [Cognitive skill and discretion.] (‘Temporal’
means ‘over time.’) Cited Bright 1958 (HBR); Coser 1975; Spaeth 1979; Wrigley 1982. At
Duke. MS. PJ. A.
Spillane, Lynda, and Robert Spillane, 1993, Authority and Accountability in Australian
Management, Graduate School of Management, Macquarie University, North Ryde, NSW,
Australia, 18 pages. Macquarie Management Papers, No. 17. [not obtained] Get This,
somehow. Not seen. ~ Rep.
Spithoven, Joost P. A., and Peer F. M. Elshout, 2010, "Een nieuw middenmanagement," ZM
Magazine, (Zorgmanagement), NL, February 2010, 2(2):2-6. In Dutch. The importance of
levels in organizations to get work done at middle-management. Graphically showed the threelevel work unit a la R.O. Jaques not cited. Cited Nonaka and Takeuchi 1997 (Middle-Up-Down
Management); Elshout 2006 PhD. # Rp. PJ.
Spitzer, Eliot, 2006, “Government’s Role in Regulating Business Ethics,” chapter three (p. 3343) in Epstein, Marc J., and Kirk O. Hanson, eds., 2006, The Accountable Corporation,
[Business-Government Relations, vol. 4], Praeger, Westport, CT, four volumes. (Chapter based
on a 2005 speech when Spitzer was Attorney General of New York. Spitzer was elected New
York governor in 2006 and resigned in 2008 for unethical behavior.) The analyst scandals were
due to a “inherent conflict of interest in the business structure of the major investment houses.”
As Jack Grubman put it, “What used to be viewed as a conflict of interest is now viewed as a
synergy.” The lowest ethical common denominator becomes the common standard. Honest
firms couldn’t compete with their numbers - because they were frauds. Other scandals included mutual funds, insurance, antidepressants, and predatory lending. ‘Self-regulators’ have not stood
up to the industry and, instead, argued its case before Congress in the name of the free market.
At the end of the day only government can enforce rules of integrity and transparency in the
marketplace. Misc. Ch.
Spreier, Scott W., Mary H. Fontaine, and Ruth L. Malloy, 2006, "Leadership Run Amok,"
Harvard Business Review, Jun2006, 84(6):72-82. 11p. Word Count: 5429. ISSN: 0017-8012.
Psychologist David McClelland identified three drivers of behavior: achievement, meeting a
standard of excellence; affiliation, maintaining close relationships; and power, having an impact
on others. He said the power motive comes in two forms: personalized, in which the leader
draws strength from controlling people, and socialized, where the leader derives strength from
empowering people. By relentlessly focusing on tasks and goals, an executive or company can
damage performance. Over-achievers tend to command and coerce, stifling subordinates. The
authors studied 21 senior managers at IBM. The leaders who created high-performing and
energizing climates got more lasting results by using a broad range of styles, choosing different
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ones for different circumstances. Rather than order people around, they provided vision, sought
buy-in and commitment, and coached. If you're an overachiever ask your team, peers, and
manager to give you honest feedback, and engage your team in a discussion of how to achieve
goals, rather than issuing a set of directives. Organizations must learn when to draw on the
achievement drive and when to rein it in. All 3 at Hay Group, Boston. # Misc. Pro.
Spreitzer, Gretchen M., 1995, “Psychological Empowerment in the Workplace: dimensions,
measurement and validation,” Academy of Management Journal, AMJ, Oct., 38(5):1442-1465.
This research begins to develop and validate a multidimensional measure of psychological
empowerment in the workplace. Second-order confirmatory factor analyses demonstrated the
convergent and discriminant validity of psychological empowerment. (Validated Thomas and
Velthouse 1990 model.) Cited Tymon Related PhD 1988. Based on her 1992 Related PhD. At
USoCal. Misc. PJ. A.
Spreitzer, Gretchen M., 1996, “Social Structural Characteristics of Psychological
Empowerment,” Academy of Management Journal, AMJ, April, 39(2):483-504. A set of
hypotheses based on emerging theory on high-involvement systems described expected
relationships between social structural characteristics at the level of the work unit and feelings of
empowerment. The hypotheses were examined with data on a sample of middle managers from
diverse units of a Fortune 50 organization. A work unit with low role ambiguity, wide
supervisory spans of control, sociopolitical support, access to information, and a participative
climate creates opportunities for empowerment. Based on her 1992 Related PhD. Cited
Spreitzer 1995; Thomas and Velthouse 1990; Rousseau 1985. At USoCal. MS. PJ. A.
Spreitzer, Gretchen, and Christine Porath, 2012, "Creating Sustainable Performance,” Harvard
Business Review, US, Jan/Feb2012, 90(1/2):92-99. 8p. Cover story. Wrd Cnt: 4308. ISSN:
00178012. What makes for sustainable individual and organizational performance? Employees
who are thriving --engaged in creating the future. The authors found that people who fit this
description demonstrated 16% better overall performance, 125% less burnout, 32% more
commitment to the organization, and 46% more job satisfaction than their peers. Thriving has
two components: vitality, or the sense of being alive and excited; and learning, or the growth that
comes from gaining knowledge and skills. At U. Mich.; Georgetown U. # Misc. Pro.
Squyres, Elton M., 1981, "Guidelines for Use in Scoring TAT Stories for Time-span,"
Perceptual and Motor Skills, U. Montana, Missoula, MT, US, Feb-June, 52(1):333–334.
ISSN: 0031-5125. Replicated Epley & Ricks 1963. Users reported this system produced high
interrater reliability correlations (.90) for time perspective on TAT stories. However, this
academic got low results due to subjective scoring. But the guidelines/rules in this article then
reduced interrater variability and produced comparable results. (See CPA and MCPA.) Cited in
Schriber and Gutek 1987. Cited Dickstein 1969; Wohlford 1968. NYPL SIBL os L-10 2173 v.
52: Feb-June 1981. At GA State U. # Rp. PJ.
Srinivasan, A. V., 1987, “The Universality of Management Principles: An Indian Version,”
Indian Management, New Delhi, India, 26(8):4-14. The history of management includes an
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Indian classic. Arthasastra (320 B.C.), written in Sanskrit by Kautilya, contains most of Henri
Fayol's 1916 management principles, stated in the form of codes and regulations. Kautilya
combined his learnings from earlier texts and his own analysis and interpretations on the 'Science
of Politics' (i.e., management, administration). Used and recommended R. P. Kangle's 1965
translation. Cited George 1968; Koontz 1969; Miner 1973, 1982; Muse 1967. # Misc. Pro.
Srivasta, B. N., 1984, “Hierarchical level of managers and their perceptions of actual and desired
influence,” Journal of Social Psychology, Heldref Publications, Washington, DC, US, April,
122(2):237-244. The distribution of control among managers in different organization settings
was influenced by internal demands of organizations. This was similar in India and in the US
and probably overrode culture. Jaques not cited. Cited Hrebiniak 1974 (AMJ); Tannenbaum
1968, 1974, 1977; Abdel-Halim & Rowland 1976, Malavia 1976. # MS. PJ.
Srivastava, P. Kumar, 1980, “Dilemma of Structures,” Indian Management, India, Aug., p. 3437. Described (and drew) the formal structure (and hierarchy) - then came the ‘jungle of
structures’ - around it, above it, within it, etc., which make it less effective. They bring anarchy.
Indeed. Brown not cited. At U. Rajasthan, Jaipur, India. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Srivastva, Suresh, Paul Salipante, et al, 1977, Job Satisfaction and Productivity: an evaluation of
policy-related research, Kent State University Press, Kent, OH, 391 p. A meta-literature review
of over 2000 references between 1959-1976. Included 600 empirical studies on job redesign,
with 550 correlational and 57 field experiments. Found the literature on job redesign was replete
with missionary zeal, publication of positive results only, and poor research design. See
Salipante, Paul, et al, 1982. See Blackler and Brown 1978. Summarized in P. B. Warr 1976.
S.S. now at CWRU. [Clio Offsite: HF5549.5.J63 J62 1977] Not seen. Misc. Bk. UP.
Staats, Bradley R., and Francesca Gino, 2012, "Specialization and Variety in Repetitive Tasks:
Evidence from a Japanese Bank," Management Science, Informs, US, June 2012, 58(6):11411159. doi: 10.1287/mnsc.1110.1482. Research points to two different work-design–related
strategies for accomplishing repetitive tasks: specialization to capture the benefits of repetition
and variety (i.e., working on different tasks) to keep workers motivated and provide them
opportunities to learn. Over a single day, specialization, as compared to variety, is related to
improved worker productivity. However, across a number of days, we find that variety helps
improve worker productivity. Part of this benefit results from workers' cumulative experience
with changeovers. [Academics find Taylor's and Smith's practices don't work well with workers
employed for more than one day. Gee, it's 2012.] Cited Fisher 1993. See Abruzzi 1956;
Melman 1951, 1958. At UNC; HBS. Email: bstaats@unc.edu; fgino@hbs.edu. # Refu. PJ.
Stace, Doug, and Les Blackstock, 1992, “On a Roll: Business Turnaround at Comalco Rolled
Products,” Centre for Corporate Change, Australian Graduate School of Management,
University of New South Wales, Kensington, NSW, Australia, 21 pages. Yennora NSW
aluminum plant. A case study. (Same facility as accounting dissertation, A-B-C test.) UNSW
Library. National Library of Australia. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
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Stace, Doug A., and Dexter C. Dunphy, 1990, Under New Management: Organisations in
Transition, McGraw-Hill, Sydney, NSW, AU, 218 p. People were the core of the enterprise.
The key shift was from a financial business strategy to human performance. Cases included
Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Westpac Banking, Suncorp. Insurance, and ANZ Banking.
Jaques not cited. Cited Burns 1978; Hilmer lots. Cited by Paul Lynch, PhD 2011; Hilmer 1991.
Not in CUNY,Clio. NYPL os JBE 91-502. MS. Bk.
Stace, Doug, 1997, Reaching Out from Down Under: Building Competence for Global Markets,
McGraw-Hill, Sydney, Australia, 211 p. A case book. BHP Steel (Stace, BHP Steel goes
international, Working paper 055 Centre for Corporate Change; see also Chapter Three in
Reaching Out from Down Under). Lend Lease’s strategic shift into Asia (Stace, 1996. CCC
Working Paper 057 (See also Stace 1997, Chapter Five). Telstra International Business Unit
(Doug Stace, CCC Working paper 059, 1996; also Chapter Seven in Stace 1997.) See Maquarie
Univ. course on International HRM. See Hubbard et al 2002. Recommended by Andrew Olivier
in AU. Clio Bus HD2930 .S73 1997g. Rp. Bk.
Stacey, Ralph D., 1995, “The Science of Complexity: An Alternative Perspective for Strategic
Change Processes,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US/UK, Sept., 16(6):477-495. Cited
only Jaques 1955 which Jaques has withdrawn. Stacey is at Uni. Hertfordshire with Patricia
Shaw and Douglas Griffin. He is using the old Tavistock approach and linking it to complexity
and responsiveness. A new cut from an old chaw but well packaged. Off. PJ. A.
Stacey, Ralph D., 2002, “Organizations as complex responsive process of relating,” The Journal
of Innovative Management, GOAL/SPC, Winter 2002, 8(2):27-39. Organizations are not chaotic
or complex adaptive systems. Chaos theory is a mathematical theory and may give us interesting
thoughts and metaphors but that’s it. Computer simulations interacting form coherent patterns
based on local rules that each applies: they are 'self-organizing.' They are not human nor are
they natural. Paradox is normal in nature. Differences are human and they matter to creativity.
Pattern and coherence emerge though local interaction. Diversity is vital to creativity and
evolution. At Hertfordshire, UK. Cite of Jaques 1955 (Recanted). Misc. PJ.
Stackpole, Cynthia Snyder, 2012, Manage to Lead: flexing your leadership style, Project
Management Institute, Inc., Newtown Square, PA, USA, 110 p. ISBN: 978-1-935589-59-4.
Forget 'style.' This short book has many simple lessons. Leadership Traits: Adaptable, Flexible,
Enthusiastic, Positive outlook, Self-aware, Honest. Leadership Characteristics: High emotional
intelligence, Clear vision, Clear communication, Good decision-maker, Knows and cares about
employees, Calm in the face of adversity, Able to inspire and bring out the best in others, Has
self-confidence and self-respect, Good problem solver. Cited B. T. Washington, Eisenhower.
LC: HD69 .P75S687 2012. DD: 658.4'092—dc23. SIBL br has it. Misc. Bk.
Stager Jaques, R., 2006, "History, historiography and organization studies: the challenge and the
potential", Management and Organizational History, 1(1):31-49. Not in NYPL, Clio. CUNY
Grad Ctr online. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
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Stagner, Ross, 1967, "The Sears Experience: A Critique," chapter 8 (p. 206-227) in Wickert,
Frederic R., and Dalton E. McFarland, eds., 1967, Measuring Executive Effectiveness, AppletonCentury-Crofts, NY, NY, US, 242 p. This chapter was on the prior one (p. 147-205) by V. Jon
Bentz of Sears research. Stagner was excited by the data, but because Bentz' research findings
were empirical there wasn't much for him to say, except on minor and comparative points. See
also Intro (p. 145-146). NYPL D-18 4767. Clio offsite HF5549.5 .R3 T52 1964. # MS. Ch.
Stalk, George, Jr., 1988, "Time — The next source of competitive advantage," Harvard Business
Review, US, July-Aug., 66(4):41-51. ISSN: 00178012. The Japanese. Here they come again.
Not quality. This time its time. They're faster, more flexible (and cheaper). High(er)
productivity – quadrupled the US rate. This breaks the planning loop. Unexpected changes
distort the production system. Lengthy delays create an inaccurate view of the market – for
demand and reliable information. Meanwhile, US competitors ignore this indirect time-based
attack. The Japanese are winning. Jaques not cited. VP of BCG. # MS. Pro.
Stalk, George, Philip Evans, and Lawrence E. Shulman, 1992, “Competing on Capabilities: The
new rules of corporate strategy,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, Mar/Apr92, 70(2):5466 (includes Sidebar on Honda.). In the 1990s, companies will discover that time is only one
piece of a more far-reaching transformation in the logic of competition. The authors provide
managers with a guide to the new world of "capabilities-based competition." In today's dynamic
business environment, strategy too must become dynamic. Competition is a "war of movement"
in which success depends on anticipation of market trends and quick response to changing
customer needs. Such capabilities are collective and cross-functional - a small part of many
people's jobs, not a large part of a few. Finally, competing on capabilities requires strategic
investments in support systems that span traditional SBUs and functions and go far beyond
what traditional cost-benefit metrics can justify. VPs at BCG. MS. Pro.
Stalk, George, and David Michael, 2011, “What the West Doesn't Get About China,” Harvard
Business Review, June 2011, 89(6):25-27. The article focuses on the shift of China's economy
from an export-driven market to a consumer-driven market. China is ranked as the number one
or two market in the world for a number of consumer categories, including electronics, luxury
goods, automobiles, and jewelry. The flow of shipping containers among Asian nations is
greater than the combined flow of containers between Asia and North America and Asia and
Europe, with the majority of the goods imported to China. China's middle class and its large
population of internet users and mobile telephone users has risen. Product adoption rates are
higher than most markets which can restrict market entry. Both at BCG. # Misc. Pro.
Note: Stamp started working at Bioss in the 1970s, earned her PhD at Brunel in 1981, and
became head of Bioss for a decade starting in the mid-1980s. Stamp introduced these
ideas to her native South Africa in part to fight apartheid.
Stamp, Gillian, 1974, “Mental Functioning in Human Capacity,” Brunel Institute of Organisation
and Social Studies (Bioss). Unpublished memorandum. Ru.
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Stamp, Gillian P., 1978, “Assessment of Individual Capacity,” chapter 17 (p. 251-270) in Jaques,
Elliott, with Roland Oliver Gibson, and D. John Isaac (eds.), 1978, Levels of Abstraction in
Logic and Human Action, Heinemann, London, UK. Available from Cason Hall Publishers,
Gloucester, MA. ~
Stamp, Gillian P., 1980, “Personal Capacity: An Expression of Capability,” Leadership and
Organization Development Journal, MCB Publications, Emerald online, Bradford, UK, 1(3):1823. [Editors: Charles J. Margerison and Andrew Kakabadse. This appears to be the first use of
“capability” in place of “capacity.”] How do managers make decisions about the personal
competence of subordinates? What are the criteria he or she should use to determine the level of
work subordinates are currently able to carry? When will they reach their high point? (See
Stamp 1981) (Not in NYC, NYU. Not in Baruch Percls.) Try Stevens; WorldCat. ILL: HD31
.L326 (?). Not Seen. Rp. PJ.
Stamp, Gillian, 1980, Executive and Corporate Hierarchies, 13 p., unpublished. She
demonstrates the differences between the form of hierarchy appropriate for production and one
appropriate for those groups that come together in pursuit of a common purpose. Hierarchy also
can be used as a form of symbolic unity. The market metaphor is misleading. Online? # Ru.
Stamp, Gillian Penelope, 1981, Members One of Another: The Deanery in Synodical
Government, Ph.D., thesis in Sociology (also Church Administration) (A2e), Brunel University,
(West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. [Theses # 31-4156. BLL no. D39294/82., Uxbridge
PH.D.S73, 356 pages] Unpublished. See Ph.Ds. Unaware of the requisite organization
restructuring of the Illinois Baptist State Association by John J. McCarty with SIU master’s. #
PhD.
Stamp, Gillian P., 1981, “Levels and Types of Managerial Capability,” Journal of Management
Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, July, 18(3):277-297. The number of card trials showed
the logic used by the manager. The lower the number, the higher the logic. Growth curves, card
sorting tasks, explanations, appreciation of capability. Grounded in Jaques’ general approach to
the structure of organizations. (Stamp says she did NOT use Bruner in the card sort or in the
CPA nor did Isaac.) Easier to find than Stamp 1980. See critical Editorial by Eilon 1981; Reply
by Lupton 1982; Reply by Stamp1982. In Clio. # Rp. PJ. *****
Stamp, Gillian P., 1982, “On the Playing Fields of Management – A Reply,” OMEGA,
Pergamon, UK, 10(3):235. A reply to Eilon’s 1981 editorial – that he misread her distinction
between level and type of capability. Creative versus managerial. But at what level? A
mismatch would result in a failed assignment. [Lupton 1982 not mentioned.] Cited Jaques
1970; Stamp 1981; Johnson 1971; Streufert and Fromkin 1972. # Rp. PJ.
Stamp, Gillian P., 1982, “Some Implications of Individual Differences in the Capacity to Carry
Responsibility,” Unit paper, Bioss, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK. Unpublished. Ru.
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Stamp, Gillian, 1983, “Community involvement via interest and commitment (CIVIC): a
summary of the Letchworth Garden City report,” Letchworth Garden City Corporation, UK. BL
Shelfmark f84/0550 DSC. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Stamp, Gillian, 1983. Article was not run. See 1989.
Stamp, Gillian, 1984, “Stratified Systems Theory: an approach to understanding human
behaviour in organisations,” Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, March 1984,
unpublished. Cited in Allsop PhD 1996. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Stamp, Gillian, 1985, “A Summary of Stratified Systems Theory,” Brunel Institute of
Organizational and Social Sciences, Brunel University, Uxbridge, U.K., April 1985, 14 p. AU
Defence Force Library has it. Ru. Rep.
Stamp, Gillian, 1985, “An Approach to the Experience of Work in 'Transitional' Societies,”
Brunel Institute of Organizational and Social Sciences, Brunel University, Uxbridge, U.K. Cited
in Gould 1987. Ru. Rep.
Stamp, Gillian P., 1986, “Career Paths in Tomorrow’s Organization,” Industrial and Commercial
Training, Wellens Publishing, Guilsborough, UK, Mar/Apr86, 18(2):17-21, (AN 4636410). ICT.
Stamp explains the CPA process. In a 2-3 hour interview the person responds to phrase cards on
their exercise of discretion, sorts symbol cards to move from disorder to order, and tells the story
of their working life with a focus on times they felt over-extended, underused, or well matched to
their responsibilities. The interviewer makes a judgment about the respondent’s current
decision-making domain and its future extension. A career path map is developed and discussed
with management and the individual to help the person realise his or her full potential. The CPA
supplements the manager’s assessment. Cited in Stamp 1989a. # Rp. NJ. *****
Stamp, Gillian, 1986, “Management Styles,” Leadership and Organization Development
Journal, MCB Publications, Bradford, UK, May, 7(3):27-32. ISSN: 0143-7739. Interest in
individual differences between managers has led to a disenchantment with a purely analytic
style. The exclusively analytic approach must be complemented by intuition. Recent studies of
management style show four clearly distinct styles: 1. divergence (organizing many relationships
into wholes), 2. integration (finding patterns in data drawn from scattered fields), 3. convergence
(using as much data as possible to reach conclusions), and 4. pragmatism (using a minimum of
data to reach a good decision). There are also levels and types of capability, characterized as: 1.
Concrete Synthesis, 2. Concrete Analysis, 3. Synthesis, 4. Abstract Analysis, and 5. Abstract
Synthesis. Growth in capability as people mature and the levels of responsibility at which they
are paid to work appear to be positively related. Management style is too general a concept for
practical use. It must be extended through consideration of capability in assessing current
competence and in predicting potential. Cited Jaques 1976, 1978; Isaac & O’Connor 1975;
Stamp 1981, 1982, 1986, 1986; McKenney & Keen 1974. [Compare with 1989 article of same
title. CUNY & NYPL Online since 1995 only. Clio since 1992 only.] Rp. PJ.
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Stamp, Gillian P., 1986, “Some Observations on the Career Paths of Women,” Journal of
Applied Behavioral Science, Sage / JAI Press, Stamford, CT, 22(4):385-396. Using stratified
systems theory, the author developed a model of structural and individual development that
integrated individuals' capabilities and organizations' requirements. It defined work in terms of
time frames for completing goals. A sample of 168 women managers and military officers from
the United Kingdom and U.S. took part. Found NO differences in the distribution of capability
based on gender or educational attainment. The author concluded that institutional barriers have
different natures and impacts on the full realization of women's competence at different strata of
organizations. Cited Jaques 1986; Commons et al 1984; Harvey et al 1961. Sponsored by ARI.
(See related article in same issue by E. Jaques.) # Rp. PJ. A. *****
Stamp, Gillian P., 1986, “Career Path Appreciation and Career Path Mapping, Measurement of
Capacity Unit.” E. Jaques, G. Stamp, I. Macdonald. Uxbridge, U.K.: Brunel Institute of
Organization and Social Studies, Brunel University. (Cited in Perlmutter 1990 PhD, Dealtry
2002, and in Stamp ICT 1986 as a 1985 unpublished paper.) Ru. Rep.
Stamp, Gillian P., 1986, “‘Listening to My Story has been Really Interesting’, A Guide to Career
Path Appreciation,” Bioss Paper, Brunel U., Uxbridge, UK. CPA. (Cited in Perlmutter 1990
PhD.) Not NYC, Brunel, nor BLPC. Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Stamp, Gillian P., 1988, Longitudinal Research into Methods of Assessing Managerial Potential,
NTIS Springfield, VA, 22161, USA. Oct 1988. 48p. Report: ARITR-819, ARITR819;
ADA2048783, U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria,
VA. An assessment technique of measuring “discretion in action” to predict executive potential,
the Career Path Appreciation (CPA), was developed based on the logic of Jaques' Stratified
Systems Theory. CPA is a two-hour interview with three components: M. Featherstone’s cardsorting task, a comprehensive work history, and a set of phrase cards to be sorted according to
the person’s preferences, all of which are then discussed with the assesse. Follow-up studies 411 years later were conducted (1984-1988) on earlier CPAs to compare predicted versus actual
organization levels attained. Predictive validities ranged from 0.79 to 0.89. The growth process
was reliably predicted. But the pool of trainable assessors was small (S-IV level). (So the
MCPA was developed.) Described in Jacobs and Jaques 1990, p. 284-286; and Bishop, Ph.D.
1989, p. 123-130. (?) See Neal and Johnson 1996 (?); Ramanathan 2004 M.A. # Rp. Rep.
Stamp, Gillian P., and D. J. Isaac, 1988, The Fragility of Order: A Theory of Social
Organisation, Bioss, London, UK (length unknown). A book or booklet. Cited by Niels BuschJensen in 1992 Festschrift. Unpublished (?)... not in JSTOR - see Brunel? [is this 1990?] ???
Not seen.
Stamp, Gillian, 1989, Career Path Appreciation: Practitioners guide and associated material,
Brunel Institute of Individual and Organization Studies [Bioss (sic)], Brunel University of West
London, UK. A guidebook to CPA. Cited in Suchy 2004. Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Stamp, Gillian, 1989, “Tokens and Glass Ceilings: The Real Issues of ‘Minorities’ in
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Organisations,” The International Journal of Career Management, MCB University Pub.,
Bradford, West Yorkshire, UK, 1(2):11-18. Journal renamed in 1996. (Reprinted 1990 in Equal
Opportunities International, [1992-2009 clio; cuny 1998 on; vol. 1-7 in NYPL SIBL 1981-1988,
JLM 86-739. ] (now Equality, Diversity and Inclusion: An International Journal), Barmarick
Pub., Emerald online, UK, 9(1):9-15. Some CUNY, Clio online 2010 on. Not in NYPL.) In an
organization, members of the nondominant group initially look to the organization for the
opportunity to express their capabilities in employment work, to gain skills, and to contribute to
the organization's success. Affirmative action programs, however, may initially conceal a "glass
ceiling" that, at a later stage in their careers, is likely to limit the full realization of their potential.
Interviews were conducted with 487 men and women in the UK, US, Africa, Australia, and
Papua New Guinea who were local employees of multinational companies. Analysis of their
career paths confirmed the existence of "glass ceilings." Clearly, many members of nondominant
groups are consistently underutilized. Cited Stamp 1986. Not in CUNY, Clio, NYPL or Brunel.
[CUNY City Coll has e-access but money is required.] Not seen. Rp. PJ.
(I am missing a lot of Stamp’s stuff. 5: 1991, 1990, 1989, 1986.) SIBL: REQ. 3-16-12 ILL.
SEARCH CANCELLED BY NYPL – NOT FOUND ANYWHERE. 4-2-12.
Stamp, Gillian P., 1989, “Management Styles,” Management Decision, MCB University Press,
Bradford, UK, 27(3):23-29. DOI: 10.1108/00251748910134735 [Written in 1982. Was
originally to have appeared in Leadership and Organisation Development Journal, 1983.] In the
last two decades there has been a growing interest in identifying individual differences between
managers and in linking the strengths of each manager to the work setting in which he/she is
likely to be most effective. Some of the studies of individual differences in management styles
are summarised, a model which discriminates two separate styles is described, and a model of
organisational structure is presented which allows not only for direct matching of person and task
but also for future matching as the manager′s capability grows. Linked cognitive capability,
levels and growth to recent research on managerial styles. Identified two limitations:
management style is too general a concept, and context must be considered before useful
typologies can be developed. Cited Jaques 1976, 1978; Isaac & O’Connor 1975; McKenney and
Kean 1974 HBR; Stamp 1978, 1981, 1982, 1986; Taggart and Robey 1982 AMR. [Compare
with 1986 article of same title.] # Rp. PJ.
Stamp, Gillian, 1989, “The Individual, the Organisation and the Path to Mutual Appreciation,”
Personnel Management, Business Publications, London, UK, July, 21(7):28-31. While the
damaging consequences of stress in the workplace are well known, the necessary conditions for
achieving well-being remain elusive. That state of well-being occurs when what each individual
is required to do is in balance with what the person feels able to do. This is the underlying
principle of CPA. # Rp. Pro.
Stamp, Gillian, 1989, “Judgment, Discernment, Wisdom, Imagination: the engines that drive
competence.” Unpublished. Ru.
Stamp, Gillian, 1990, “A Matrix of Working Relationships,” Bioss, Uxbridge, Midx, UK, July,
20 pages. Monograph. (Originally published by MCB.) [D. John Isaac, co-author (?), Is this
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1988 ?)] see MVC Assocs. MVC will search for it. 1/03) (Jack Fallows may be able to get it.
In Brunel Library: HD58.5.S83.) Rp. Rep.
Stamp, Gillian, 1990, “Identifying Individual Potential: Career Path Appreciation as a cost
effective alternative to assessment centres,” Guidance and Assessment Review, British
Psychological Society, Leichester, UK, 6(3):3-6. See Bioss So Af. [co-authors: Baker, Jayne
and Gillian Stamp, per Jordan et al 1992.] Not in CUNY, NYPL or Clio. Not seen. Rp. Pro.
Stamp, Gillian, 1991, “Well-being and Stress at Work,” Employee Counseling Today, UK,
3(3):3-9. [Also in: 1989, ICIS Forum, (International Center for Integrative Studies?), 19:1-15.
The mutual wellbeing of individuals and organisations is essential in rapidly changing
environments where sound decision making is at a premium. Although elusive, wellbeing can be
sustained by a systematic and continuous review of the challenges faced and the growth of the
capabilities of the people who engage with them. The article describes Career Path Appreciation
that focuses on the relationship between the individual and the organisation and, in so doing,
contributes to their mutual wellbeing without compromise on either side. Successful careers
have a learning pattern for added management value and viability. Managers can proceed at a
viable pace, being "in flow" with eustress, not distress. Being rushed or held back invariably
creates stress and frustration. Cited in Jordan et al 1992; Wills 1993.] Not in NYC, Brunel. Not
seen. Rp. Pro.
Stamp, Gillian, 1992, “Day of Judgement.” Chapter in Jaques’s Festschrift for Elliott Jaques.
Rp. Ch.
Stamp, Gillian, and Colin Stamp, 1993, “Wellbeing at Work: Aligning Purposes, People,
Strategies and Structures,” International Journal of Career Management, MCB University
Publications, Bradford, West Yorkshire, UK, 5(3):1-36. Argues that to survive and prosper in
the political, social and economic climate of the 1990s and beyond, organizations must find a
new way of achieving viability by aligning purposes, people, strategies and structures. Four
linked procedures offer a proven way of contributing to viability by viewing the contribution of
individuals in the light of organizational purpose. Career Path Appreciation (CPA) is a one-toone interview that allows a trained practitioner to arrive, in two to three hours, at a view about a
person′s current and likely future capability to make effective decisions. This is shared first with
the respondent and then with the organization. Career Path Mapping (CPM) enables the
understanding offered by CPA to be used for the mutual benefit of organization and individual.
The Work Journal (WJ) enables people who have recently moved to a new level of responsibility
to set down their thoughts and actions in a systematic format that encourages reflection.
Organization Mapping (OM) offers an optimal model, indicating where energy can be effectively
focused to bring about lasting change, taking into account purpose, patterns of communication
and culture, and indicating the relationship between individual capability and the way in which
work is structured at seven different levels. This was also a 1991 handbook. Bioss. In the postcold war turbulence organisations must achieve viability. Four linked procedures provide a way
to alignment. (Currently: Career Development International.) Rp. PJ.
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Stamp and Jaques, 1995. See Jaques 1995.
Stamp, Gillian, 1995, “The Appeal and the Claims of Non-Dominant Groups,” chapter 13 (p.
193-213) in Shaw, Jenny, and Diane Perrons, eds., 1995, Making Gender Work: managing equal
opportunities, Open University Press, Buckingham, UK; and Philadelphia, PA, 246 p. A range
of discriminatory problems based on gender, ethnic background, culture and religion share key
elements in common. A major signal is the underuse of capability. Provided examples of glass
ceilings - and paper and rubber ones too. She discussed flow, growth curves, the ladder
hierarchy of dominance, and the nested hierarchy of non-dominance. NYPL SIBL os JBD 96317. # Rp. Ch. UP. *****
Stamp, Gillian, 1995, “Viewpoint,” Human Resource Management International Digest,
Bradford, UK, Mar/Apr 1995, 3(2):2-3. Empowerment dilemmas. To empower themselves,
organizations try to empower the people who work within them and this is where the dilemmas
become apparent. Organizations are tightening financial controls to maximize return on assets,
and "empowering" their "most precious assets." They make statements of purpose that are clear
about responsibility to their primary stakeholder and inclusive of the claims of other stakeholders
- employees, the community, suppliers. The inevitable dilemmas bear heavily on managers
expected to balance control and empowerment, unilateral and diffused power and keep the
business running profitably. Not in NYPL. [CUNY has it since 2002 as of 7/08] D. PJ.
Stamp, Gillian, 1996, “Practice Management Career Development,” General Practice Manager,
Croner’s Publications, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK, February, Special Report, Issue 5.
(Published as a “jell” - meaning??) The experience of work as flow from Csikszentmihalyi 1988
when capabilities are matched to challenges. Stamp also looks at the three domains of work
from Hoebeke 1994: service delivery, added value for the future, and value systems. She
discusses the four journeys for our own career development. Not in Clio, NYPL, Bobst. (Have
this as a paper, not article.) # Rp. Pamph. UP. A.
Stamp, Gillian, 1996 and 2002, “Career Path Appreciation,” International Encyclopedia of
Business and Management, [IEBM], Warner, Malcolm, ed., (1st) Routledge, London and New
York, (2nd) Thomson Learning, London, UK. (Other essays also? Contribution on British Gas
approach to management development by Alan Saunders. See Jan 8, 03 email from Jack Fallow.
[error?] See Bidwell email Feb 14. See Stamp 1998 below.) Rp. Ch.
Stamp, Gillian, and Alexis Retief, 1996, “Towards a Culture Free Identification of Working
Capacity: the Career Path Appreciation,” Knowledge Resources, Johannesburg, ZA. (Bioss
Working Paper on work capacity.) From a South African database of some 8,000 CPA
assessment interviews conducted on a population of mixed races over nine years, found there
were no appreciable differences between any of the groups in early capability growth curves.
This was the opposite of The Bell Curve findings using IQ tests. This opens the issue of
capability-based education and training, career development, learning opportunities, and job
placement to gain experience and skills. Brian Dive 2002 included a summary and description of
the results of this Stamp and Retief 1996 multiracial study in South Africa. (MVC will search
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for it.) Cited in Grobler 2005 Masters. Not in CUNY or NYPL or Clio. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Stamp, Gillian, 1997, “Domains of Work,” bioss.com, May, 5 pages. In his book Making Work
Systems Better, Luc Hoebeke gathers seven levels of work into four domains which arise from
interaction of the enterprise and its environment - creating present value, adding value for the
future, value system domain, and adding meaning domain. This is an essay on and explication of
Hoebeke’s book not a book review. Downloadable (7/03).
www.bioss.com/Phase2/OnlineLibrary/ ~
Stamp, Gillian, 1998, “Elliott Jaques,” chapter (p. 327-334) in Warner, Malcolm, ed., 1998, The
IEBM Handbook of Management Thinking, International Thomson Business Press, Boston, MA,
and London, UK, … p. A well-written and clear precis of Jaques’ theory and major
contributions. See Warner, Malcolm. (Alan Saunders contributed the model of training and
development from British Gas (eh?). Per Jack Fallow - Jan 8, 03 email. [error?] See Bidwell
email Feb 14.) [SIBL JBF 99-621.] Teach. D. Ch. *****
Stamp, Gillian, 2000, “Resilience in Turbulence,” bioss.com, Bioss Southern Africa ‘Spring
School’ Conference, Maccauvlei, South Africa, 5-6 October, 15 pages. Presentation paper.
Footnotes. Turbulence and resilience are words in frequent use as people live with what they
feel to be unprecedented pace and diversity of change. Resilience is about making the most of
turbulence. Downloadable (7/03). www.bioss.com/Phase2/OnlineLibrary/ # Ru. Conf.
Stamp, Gillian, 2000, “The Four Journeys of a Leader,” bioss.com, December, 4 pages. An
essay. This way of thinking about leadership places emphasis on reflectiveness, understanding
the self and the 'being' of the leader as a complement to skills and 'techniques' for the 'doing' of
leadership. The four journeys are: the journey of the self, the public journey, the private journey,
and the personal. Downloadable (7/03). www.bioss.com/Phase2/OnlineLibrary/ Ru.
Stamp, Gillian, 2000, “Elliott Jaques Biography,” bioss.com, December, 5 pages. To appear in
The Biographical Dictionary of Management. Downloadable (7/03). See 2001 entry below.
www.bioss.com/Phase2/OnlineLibrary/ ~
Stamp, Gillian, 2001, “Elliott Jaques,” in Witzel, Morgen, ed., The Biographical Dictionary of
Management, Thoemmes Press, Bristol, Eng. (in 2 volumes). See 2000 entry above. # D. Ch.
Stamp, Gillian, 2001, “Levels of Complexity,” online at bioss.com 9 pages. October. A
summary of the several independent discoveries of the depth structure of levels in complexity
covering mostly the second half of the twentieth century. See Piaget, Erikson, Loevinger,
Kohlberg, Gilligan, Kitchener, Clare Graves, Wilber, Isaac, Jaques, and Hoebeke. # Ru.
Stamp, Gillian, 2002, “Executive and Corporate Hierarchies”, 13 p. Cited Jaques 1970, 1976. #
Ru.
Stamp, Gillian, 2002, “A Guide to Career Path Appreciation.” Unpublished training material.
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Bioss Southern Africa. August 2002. Cited in Du Toit 2005 Masters. Ru.
Stamp, Gillian, 2003, The Essence of Levels of Work, Bioss International Southern Africa (Pty)
Ltd., [trading as bioss southern africa], Bedfordview, ZA, June 2003, 25 p. Annexure A to S. W.
Grobler’s 2005 master’s thesis (q.v.). [Gilliam Stamp - spelling error in first name on first page.]
Cited (as 1993 Bioss working paper) in Du Toit 2005 Masters. Ru. Pamph.
Stamp, Gillian, 2004, “But Me No Buts,” chapter 11 (13 pgs.) in Adair, John, and John Nelson,
eds., 2004, Creative Church Leadership, a handbook on the challenge of making a difference
through leadership, Canterbury Press, Norwich, UK. Published in conjunction with Modem, an
organization that brings together management and the Church for mutual learning and growth.
Other contributors included Charles Handy. On leadership and the four journeys. Cited Jacobs
2002. # Rp. Ch.
Stamp, Gillian, 2004, “Three Kinds of Knowledge”, 2 pgs., June. [Nichomacean Ethics] # Ru.
Stamp, Gillian, 2004, “Good Leadership and Leadership for Good”, 2 pgs., Aug. # Ru.
Stamp, Gillian, 2005, “Felt Leadership”, a talk, Jan. 2005, 5 pgs. # Ru.
Stamp, Gillian, Brian Burridge, and Patrick Thomas, 2007, “Strategic Leadership: An Exchange
of Letters,” Leadership, Sage Publishers, UK, Nov 2007; 3(4):479-496. An exchange of views
on strategic leadership by open letters among the three. Discussion of cognitive capacity, flow
of work, match of work level to cognitive capability, even the power to nudge, and, of course,
phronesis. # Rp. PJ.
Stamp, Gillian, 2011, “Introduction to MCPA,” 24 overhead slides. Online. # Rp. Rep.
++++++++++
Stanley, Christopher, 1994, “Mavericks at the Casino: Legal and Ethical Indeterminacy in the
Financial Markets,” Journal of Asset Protection and Financial Crime, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald
online, UK, 2(2):137-149. This article is a continuation and development of the author's thesis
regarding deviant activity in the financial markets of the City of London. The basis of the thesis
is that deviant activity in financial institutions has become legitimated in that external
regulatory controls have failed to enforce order against the internally generated sub-cultural
codes of practice which have developed consequent upon the forces of economic imperative (the
ideology of excellence in the enterprise culture) and globalisation (the technological revolution).
The thesis originally dealt with the period between 1984 and 1989 which was characterised as
‘Casino Capitalism’. (Baruch librarian found it open-source.) Jaques not cited. See Watkins
2006; Gladwell 2009. At Kent, Law, UK. Misc. PJ.
Stanovich, Keith E., and Richard F. West, 1998, “Individual Differences in Rational Thought,”
Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, American Psychological Association, DC, June
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1998, 127(2):161-88. In four studies involving 954 participants, the authors explored the extent
to which measures of cognitive ability and thinking dispositions can predict discrepancies from
normative responding on a variety of tasks. Significant relationships with cognitive ability and
thinking dispositions were found. See Benjamin and Shapiro 1995. E-mail:
kstanovich@oise.utoronto.ca At U. Toronto and James Madison U. Misc. PJ.
Stanovich, Keith E., 2009, What Intelligence Tests Miss: the psychology of rational thought,
Yale University Press, New Haven, CT, 308 p. Showed the intricacies of assessing human
judgment and decision-making ability. Cited by Lunoe 2009. NYPL Gen Res JFE 09-349.
Refu. Bk. UP.
Starbuck, William H., and Paul C. Nystrom, 1981, “Why the World Needs Organizational
Design,” Journal of General Management, The Administrative Staff College, Henley-onThames, Oxon., UK, Spring, 6(3):3-17. (Reprinted in Wolff, Rolf, ed., 1986, Organizing
Industrial Design, de Gruyter, p. 355-373.) Designers initial efforts and experiments will fail.
Flexibleness of processes is not a solution. Designers should predict outcomes, but not be held
to exactitude. Baruch HD31.O783 1986.) Slight cite of Jaques 1951; Kelly 1968; Karasek 1979;
Downey et al 1975; Tosi et al 1973. NYPL SIBL JBM 94-1064 - 1981, vol. 7. W. PJ.
Starbuck, William H., 1982, “Congealing Oil: Inventing Ideologies to Justify Acting Ideologies
Out,” Journal of Management Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Jan 82, 19(1):3-27. Under
the influence of societal and organizational ideologies, quite normal organizations
manufacture crises for themselves, and then escape or succumb, depending on which
ideologies dominate. Yet organization theorists have paid little attention to the ideological
elements in organizations – apparently because of misguided perceptions that objectively
measurable phenomena are more real or more important. (Organization theorists have carried
out numerous studies of so-called objective phenomena, and their finding is that almost nothing
correlates strongly and consistently with anything else. This null finding fits the hypothesis that
organizational structures and technologies are primarily arbitrary, temporary, and superficial
characteristics.) Organizations can act in either of two modes: a problem-solving mode in which
perceived problems instigate searches for solutions, or an action-generating mode in which
choices of actions stimulate the creation of problems to justify the actions. Problem solving is
abnormal and action generating normal. A classic. Teach. Misc. PJ.
Starbuck, William H., 1983, “Organizations As Action Generators,” American Sociological
Review, Feb83, 48(1):91-102. Most organizations generate actions unreflectively and nonadaptively. To justify their actions, organizations create problems, successes, threats and
opportunities. These are ideological molecules that mix values, goals, expectations, perceptions,
theories, plans, and symbols. The molecules form while people are result watching, guided by
the beliefs that they should judge results good or bad, look for the causes of results, and propose
needs for action. Because organizations modify their behavior programs in small increments that
make sense to top managers, they change too little and inappropriately, and most disappear
within a few years. Cited by Weick 1998; Nutt 2002. At U. Wisc. - Milw. # Refu. PJ. A.
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Starbuck, William H., 1985, "Acting First and Thinking Later: Theory versus Reality in Strategic
Change," chapter 13 (p. 336-341) in Pennings, J. M., ed., Organizational Strategy and Change,
Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal, 563 p. Managers only think theoretically after they have acted
on reality. [This jibes with my experience.] SIBL TSD JLD 85-2316. part # Misc. Ch.
Starbuck, William H., 2003, "The Origins of Organization Theory," chapter 5 (p. 143-182) in
Tsoukas, Haridimos, and Christian Knudsen, eds., 2003, The Oxford Handbook of Organization
Theory, Oxford U. P., UK, 644 p. Gave a comprehensive history of OT. Starbuck noted that
Worthy did not describe how he made his survey observations, where Jaques 1951 did (p. 173).
Cited Jaques 1951; Worthy 1950; Child 1969; Penrose 1959; Wren 1994. Clio Bus HD31 .O94
2003. No copy. D. Ch.
Starkey, Kenneth P., 1985/86, Time and Professional Work in Public Sector Organizations: an
Examination of Four Occupational Groups in Education and Medicine, Ph.D., thesis in
Sociology and Social Administration (Industrial Psychology/ Sociology) (B9g), University of
Aston, Birmingham, UK. Theses # 36-2937. Used Fox 1974 and Baldamus 1961. Published as
an 1989 article. See Loveridge and Starkey 1990. Related PhD.
Starkey, Ken, 1989, “Time and Professionalism: Disputes Concerning the Nature of Contract,”
British Journal of Industrial Relations, Blackwell, London School of Economics, London, UK,
27(3):375-395. Examined time and professionalism as two issues neglected in industrial
relations. Commodification of time has been key in the intensification of working time under
industrial capitalism. The employment contract became an important mechanism for controlling
commodified time. Used Fox 1974 (Beyond Contract) to examine the recent extension of
contracts to cover professionals. Low trust economic relations were displacing high trust social
relations in the name of efficiency and accountability. Cited Baldamus 1961; Littler & Salaman
1984; Moore 1963; Storey 1980; Starkey 1985/86 Related PhD. At U. Nottingham. # MS. PJ.
A.
Starkey, Ken, and Alan McKinlay, 1994, “Managing for Ford,” Sociology, The Journal of the
British Sociological Association, London, UK, 28(4):975-990. This is a revisit of Beynon’s
classic on managerial works (1973, 1984). Misc. PJ. A.
Starkey, Ken, ed., 1996, How Organizations Learn, International Thomson Business Books,
London, UK; Boston, US, 424 p. An excellent anthology of readings (some chapters counted).
14. Tichy on General Electric’s Jack Welch at Crotonville (see Charan et al 2001) is in biblio
(q.v.) [reprint from 1989]; 16. Senge on the leader’s new work – building the learning
organization; 2. Peters and Waterman on Harold Leavitt’s limits of the rational model in business
1986 (echoes of Wildavsky) [see Leavitt]; 1. Nonaka on the knowledge-creating organization,
and; 21. Hurst, et al, on top management teams. Not in CUNY. Clio Bus Colln, Lehman Liby
HD58.82 .H69 1996. NYPL SIBL os JBE 96-2948. Misc. Bk.
Starr, Martin K., 1969, “Evolving Concepts in Production Management,” chapter 1 (p. 5-11) in
Groff, Gene K., and John F. Muth, eds., 1969, Operations Management, Irwin, Homewood, IL.
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The management of transformation processes (human and machine) at every level of complexity
(analysis to synthesis) from Eli Whitney (interchangeable parts) to Taylor (interchangeable
processes) through organization and structure over time. (Easy to say.) See Kettering and Orth
1955. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Stata, Raymond, 1992, “A CEO’s Perspective,” chapter 22 (p. 377-380) in Kochan, Thomas A.,
and Michael Useem, eds., 1992, Transforming Organizations, Oxford University Press, New
York; Oxford and London, UK, 420 p. Papers from a 1990 conference. The efficiency of
learning is the key today to survival, not productivity. TQM has been the best avenue for
improvement. But emotional motivation was missing. Xerox, Motorola, and Florida P&L have
given seminars to our group here in MA. Leaders don’t change until they hear about it from
other leaders. An external change agent is needed. He is beginning to understand systems and
organizations as complex human systems. Their interactions have to be managed. Their
processes have to be designed. But people are equal partners in strategy and policy. CEOs are
not now leading the changes. The bottleneck is at the top. See chapter 23: Elphin 1992 and
Dialogue following it. Misc. Ch. UP. A.
Statutory Instrument (1970) No. 1143 (C.29) The Local Authority Social Services Act, 1970
(Commencement No. 1) Order 1970. H.M.S.O. London. Misc. Rep.
Staudenmayer, Nancy, Marcie Tyre, and Leslie Perlow, 2002, "Time to Change: Temporal Shifts
as Enablers of Organizational Change," Organization Science, INFORMS, US, Sep/Oct2002,
13(5):583-597. ISSN: 10477039. We integrated findings from three field studies of technologyintensive organizations to explore the process through which change occurred. In each case,
problems were well recognized but had failed to generate change. Across the three sites,
organizational change occurred only after some event altered the accustomed daily rhythms of
work, and thus changed the way people experienced time. Temporal shifts create a trigger for
change in four ways: 1. by creating a trigger for change (increased pressure), 2. by providing
resources needed for change (perceived discretion over time), 3. by acting as a coordinating
mechanism, and 4. by serving as a credible symbol of the need to change. Jaques not cited. See
Jaques 1982 (FoT); Chaplin 2000, 2002. At Duke U.; Brandeis U.; Harvard B-School. # Misc.
PJ. A.
Stavrou-Costea, Eleni, 1996, "Saving Our Hierarchies: Elliott Jaques' quintave theory of
cognitive development and some of it's ethical implications", OD Practitioner, odnetwork.org,
28(4):32-39. Jaques’ accountability hierarchy was the only form that can handle large numbers
of employees, preserve clear accountabilities, and still function effectively. She earned her PhD
at George Washington U. (not related). See Bucy 1989 PhD. Not seen. Rp. PJ.
Stavrou-Costea, Eleni, 1996~, “Phrog Farming and Organizational Culture: Implications of the
Peter Principle,” Working Paper, Public and Business Administration, University of Cyprus,
Nicosia, Cyprus. See Jerry Harvey’s short story/ essay on Phrog Farms. Not seen. Misc. ~
Stavrou-Costea, Eleni, 2005, “The challenges of human resource management towards
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organizational effectiveness,” Journal of European Industrial Training, Bradford, UK, 2005,
29(2/3):112-134. (AN 17082556). Key challenges involved training and development,
efficiency and flexibility, and employee relations in all nations explored (SoEu). Furthermore,
practices of the training and development challenge, the employee relations challenge and the
efficiency and flexibility challenge are significantly related to organizational productivity in
most of Southern EU. Little of the existing literature explores the impact of human resource
challenges on organizational performance. At U. Cyprus. # MS. PJ.
Staw, Barry M., 1976, “Knee Deep in the Big Muddy: A Study of Escalating Commitment to a
Chosen Course of Action,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, [now ...Human
Decision Processes], 16(1):27-44. A study of the negative consequences of personal
responsibility. People committed the greatest amount of resources when they were held
personally responsible for negative outcomes. Of course. Refu. PJ. A.
Staw, Barry M., and Lisa D. Epstein, 2000, “What Bandwagons Bring: Effects of Popular
Management Techniques on Corporate Performance, Reputation, and CEO Pay,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, September, 45(3):523-556. Bandwagons
bring higher paychecks for the CEO. Hip, with-it, stars deserve more, don’t you think? # Misc.
PJ. A.
Steele, Fred I., 1970, “Can T-Group Training Change the Power Structure?” Personnel
Administration, Washington, DC, Nov.-Dec., p. 48-53. Things go blooey. Managers toss out the
T-Groups when they realize this is the agenda. See Tavistock and QWL. Refu. Pro.
Steer, Frank, 2002, “A Crisis of Leadership and Management,” The Journal of Innovative
Management, Salem, NH; GOAL./QPC, Methuen, MA, Winter 2002, 9(2):13-18. [Perspective
by MBE, President, European Organization for Quality (EOQ), and Director General, Institute of
Quality Assurance (IQA), London, England] The source of ethical lapses are to be found not in
greed alone but in the “design, structure and framework of corporate law.” Compliance all the
way to the Boardroom is a cost - to be minimized. But public trust is needed. SIBL JBM 98637. # MS. PJ.
Stegner, Ross, 1958, “The Gullibility of Personnel Managers,” Personnel Psychology, WileyBlackwell, US/UK, Autumn, 11(3):347-352. Quacks and charlatans move in quickly on valid
personnel tests with ‘glittering generalities.’ 30%-50% of personnel managers accept them.
Such tests “have no differential value for selection, placement, training or any other personnel
function.” These findings are not unique to this article. It is called ‘the Barnum effect.’
Reliability, group norms, and validity are bypassed. [The question is - Why? Deming repeatedly
cited this inability of managers to deal with people.] City Cohen. Baruch. MS. PJ. A.
Stagner, Ross, 1969, “Corporate decision making: An empirical study,” Journal of Applied
Psychology, APA, Feb. 1969, 53(1, Pt.1):1-13. A questionnaire regarding corporate decisionmaking practices was mailed to 500 vice presidents of 125 large firms. Response rate was 50%.
Data indicate that many goals other than profit maximization are important in decisions, and that
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estimates of marginal costs and profits are not always carefully made. Profitability and
executive satisfaction with decision-making practices are positively correlated. Factor analysis
reveals at least 3 important dimensions of the decision-making process: managerial cohesiveness,
formal procedures in decision making, and centralization-decentralization. Factor scores were
significantly different for firms in top and bottom thirds on profitability. These scores did not
predict profitability over a 7-yr time span. Interpretation favored the view of the corporation as
a coalition, with social role and personal bias of the executive affecting his decisions.
Participative practices were both satisfying and profitable. At Wayne State. MS. PJ. A.
Stein, Howard F., 2003, “The Inner World of Workplaces: Accessing this world through poetry,
narrative literature, music, and visual art,” Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and
Research, Spring 2003, 55(2):84-3. Slight cite. http://www.apa.org/journals/cpb.html. W. PJ.
Stein, Jeremy C., 1989, "Efficient Capital Markets, Inefficient Firms: a model of myopic
corporate behavior," Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/Oxford, US/UK, Nov.,
104(4):655-669. ISSN: 00335533. Developed a model of inefficient managerial behavior in the
face of a rational stock market. In an effort to mislead the market about their firms' worth,
managers forsake good investments so as to boost current earnings. In equilibrium the market is
efficient and is not fooled: it correctly conjectures that there will be earnings inflation, and
adjusts for this in making inferences. Nonetheless, managers, who take the market's conjectures
as fixed, continue to behave myopically. This model yields some novel implications regarding
firm structure and the limits of integration. Myopia. [This also means managerial time horizons
were shorter than those of capital markets.] Cited by Rosen /Holmstrom 1992. Cited Abegglen
& Stalk 1985. See Cordiner 1967. At Harvard U. # MS. PJ. A.
Stein, Mark, 2000, “The Risk Taker as Shadow: A Psychoanalytic View of the Collapse of
Barings Bank”, Journal of Management Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Dec., 37(8):1215–
1230. doi: 10.1111/1467-6486.00222 Examined the collapse of Barings Bank in 1995 as a
consequence of the activities of Nick Leeson, a 27-year-old trader. It is argued here that the
anxiety associated with ‘Big Bang’– the deregulation of the UK financial sector – drove Barings’
senior executives to engage in primitive basic assumption thinking which involved the seeking
out of a ‘saviour’ to ‘rescue’ the bank, an opposite or ‘shadow’ to themselves. They therefore set
up ‘Baring Securities’ operation, unwittingly creating a damaging cultural split between it and
the conservative heart of the bank. They then selected an extreme risk taker least able to ‘save’
the bank. Cited Jaques 1989. At South Bank Business School, London, UK. # W. PJ.
Stein, R. Timothy, and Tamar Heller, 1979, “An Empirical Analysis of the Correlations Between
Leadership Status and Participation Rates Reported in the Literature,” Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology, 37(11):1993-2002. Task leadership and the rate of verbal participation covary. Task leadership explains both participation rate and leadership status. Males tend to have
higher participation rates. Also, group members who realize they are less competent make fewer
leadership attempts (See Hemphill 1961). Cited by R. Lord, De Vader and Alliger 1986.
Supports the theory. MS. PJ.
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Steinberg, Laurence D., 1994, Crossing Paths: how your child's adolescence triggers your own
crisis, Simon & Schuster, [with Wendy Steinberg], New York, NY, 285 p. A psychology
professor estimates that about 50% of all women and 40% of all men will go through some
"significant reassessment" of their lives at this point. About 15% of both groups will have a fullblown crisis. (Purely psych.) Hum JFE 94-14286. W. Bk.
Steiner, George A., 1969, Top Management Planning, Macmillan, New York, NY, 795 p. (See
p. 26.) Chart 1-3 is not based on a survey. It is a fabrication. Steiner makes up an ‘ideal’
‘average medium-sized company’ to have seven levels in its managerial structure. Levels 3-6
only duplicate the second level at 3-6 months and add no value. At the very top, the President
looks 2-4 years ahead. No one has a 1-year-ahead focus in their planning. (This chart was based
on the fake one used as a training illustration in Besse 1957.) No facts here. Cited in Bedeian
1986 book, p. 105. Steiner cited Besse 1957 as his source, q.v. JJay, Hunter Mn, Baruch HD31
.S692. Off. Bk.
Stephenson, Max, Jr., and Marcy H. Schnitzer, 2006, "Interorganizational Trust, Boundary
Spanning, and Humanitarian Relief Coordination," Nonprofit Management & Leadership, Wiley,
US/UK, Winter2006, 17(2):211-233. ISSN: 10486682. DOI: 10.1002/nml.144. Examined the
argument that coordination issues in humanitarian relief can be addressed more effectively with
greater centralized authority and argues for a new conceptualization of aid delivery. This
position suggests a hierarchical, top-down view of the humanitarian relief theater, while this
analysis contends that the current relief implementation structure may be better conceived as
consisting of a network of loosely coupled semiautonomous organizations. This approach
allows examination at multiple levels of analysis: individual, organizational and interorganizational, and strategic. Trust is a key precondition to coordination. Strategic concerns
are not often open to the control of lone organizational actors. At Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, Blacksburg, VA. # Misc. PJ.
Stepp, Laura K., 2011, "Building an Internal Organization Design Capability at Intel," People &
Strategy, NY, NY, US, 2011, 34(4):60-63. 4p. ISSN: 0199-8986. Looked into the outcome of
the decision of Intel to focus on internal organization design capability. Described were the four
arenas that were identified by the human resource (HR) leaders of Intel that could leverage
organization development capabilities to add greater strategic value. Also detailed were the
deliverables included in the strategy of the tiger team, comprised of individuals from HR4HR
and Learning & Development organizations, for propagating the Star Model. [Galbraith.] At
Learning and Developing group, Intel. # Misc. PJ.
Sterman, John D., 1989a, “Modeling Managerial Behavior: Misperceptions of Feedback in a
Dynamic Decision Making Experiment,” Management Science, March 1989, 35(3):321-339.
This study was based on the Beer Distribution Game often used in graduate-level management
education. Sessions are made up of 3 to 8 teams of four players each. Players are randomly
assigned to their posts on each team. The behavior of complex systems like corporations is
difficult to decipher, in part because human cognition is insensitive to non-linear relationships
and to the effects of time lags and feedback delays. Learning about the effects of decisions in
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organizational settings is difficult because feedback is either missed altogether or misunderstood.
Players tend to use the heuristic of anchoring and adjustment, which contributes to their nonoptimal results. [Is it possible to design teams to play the beer game, i.e. to have a RO-designed
team play against a randomly generated team and a team of peers? What other games might be
better tests of RO’s competitive robustness?] See Sterman 1989b. # MS. PJ. A.
Sterman, John D., 1989b, “Misperceptions of Feedback in Dynamic Decision Making,”
Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Elsevier Inc., Online 2005, June 1989,
43(3):301-335. Managers fail to adequately account for the delay between their action and its
effect. They also fail to understand the feedback between their decisions and the environment.
Simply put, managers don’t behave optimally even when provided with perfect information and
knowledge of the system structure. The leaves the economic model of rational expectations out
in the cold. The “open loop” model of decision-making thus exacerbates instability and
variation. (This sounds like Rule 2 of Deming’s Funnel, but it could be inadequate TH and
context setting.) Unaware of capability levels. See Sterman 1989a. # MS. PJ. A.
Sterman, John D., Nelson P. Repenning, and Fred Kofman, 1997, “Unanticipated Side Effects of
Successful Quality Programs: Exploring the Paradox of Organizational Improvement,”
Management Science, The Institute of Management Sciences, INFORMS, 43(4):503-521.
Changes precipitated by quality disrupt existing organizational routines and accounting systems
to create financial stress that undercuts further improvement efforts, generates layoffs, etc. Ways
to overcome these blockages are explored. (Quality as a model/warning for implementing R.O.
See Repenning 2000, 2001.) Misc. PJ. A.
Sternberg, Robert J., and Richard K. Wagner, 1993, “The g-ocentric View of Intelligence and
Job Performance is Wrong,” Current Directions in Psychological Science, 2:1-5. (ARI
research?) One more time - IQ does not predict job performance. Not on Jaques. Refu. PJ.
Sternberg, Robert J., Richard K. Wagner, Wendy M. Williams, and Joseph A. Horvath, 1995,
“Testing Common Sense.” American Psychologist, November, 50(11):912-927. Finally,
something worth testing: practical intelligence and tacit knowledge. Found no significant
relationship between emotional intelligence and cognitive intelligence. Not on Jaques but good.
Cited by Gill 2006. Refu. PJ. A.
Sternberg, Robert J., George B. Forsythe, Jennifer Hedlund, Joseph A. Horvath, et al, eds., 2000,
Practical Intelligence in Everyday Life, Cambridge U. Press, UK; US, 288 p. Practical
intelligence is distinct from academic intelligence as well as personality and styles of thought. It
also better predicts job performance and even school performance. Occupations included
management, military, leadership, teaching, research, and sales. Schw JFE 02-13549. Alt. Bk.
UP. A.
Sternberg, Robert J., 2003, Wisdom, Intelligence, and Creativity Synthesized, Cambridge U.
Press, Cambridge, UK; NY, NY, US, 227 p. Popularly, wisdom was correlated to intelligence
+0.94; and to creativity +0.69. In controlled experiments the figures became +0.68 and +0.27.
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In 1990 he had found wisdom consisted of six elements: reasoning ability; sagacity; learning
from ideas and the environment; judgment; expeditious use of information; and perspicacity. As
a result, balance was necessary, not just intelligence [p. 149-153]. Cited in Weick 1998. Jaques
not cited. Cited Sternberg 1985 (Implicit Theories …), 1990 (Metaphysics of Mind …). Not in
NYPL. Clio Sci & Enging [NWC], Bklyn Coll BF431 .S7385 2003. Misc. Bk.
Stevens, Tim, 1996, “Growth by Innovation,” Industry Week/IW, Penton Pubs., US, 12/16/96,
245(23):73-80. Word Cnt: 2858. ISSN: 00390895. Profile of Eaton Corp.'s efforts to improve
its new product development process with new technology, increased expenditures on research
and development (R&D), ability to see and plan into the future, and creation of a three-level
product development project hierarchy. New incentives will be for new-product development.
(Never says RO.) # Misc. Pro.
Stevens, S. S., 1951, Handbook of Experimental Psychology, Wiley, New York, NY, 1463 p.
(Stanley Smith Stevens). Cited by Kenn Rogers 1963 to show the degree to which people will
sabotage their own abilities on tests to show a lower - and socially acceptable - score. A lower
test score may qualify him for promotion rather than a higher score. Kenn Rogers showed this
was a key theme in W. H. Whyte’s The Organization Man (1956) as well. Such projective
devices are quantifiable but highly suspect. The basis for further research on R.O. Misc. Bk.
Stevens, S. S., 1975, Psychophysics: introduction to its perceptual, neural, and social prospects,
Wiley, New York, NY, 329 p. (Stevens, S. S. (Stanley Smith), 1906-1973. Edited by Geraldine
Stevens.) Psychophysics here grew into a scientific basis for scaling sensations and perceptions
on an interval scale using perceived magnitude. Showed it followed a power function rather than
a log function. Psychophysiology. Cited by Kvålseth 1980; Kinston 1985. Psych & Barnard
QP431 .S65 1975. Misc. Bk.
Stevenson, Howard H., and Mihnea C. Moldoveanu, 1995, “The Power of Predictability,”
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, July-August, p. 140-143. When employees can not
predict the outcomes of their own work or even understand the rules of the game due to rapid
turnover of executives, policies, direction and fads, they spend most of their time negotiating
rather than working. Without predictability people are too scared to take any action. When
those at the top manipulate the rules so their own predictability increases - while that of those
below decreases - people withdraw their loyalty. This chaos also causes them to abandon the
firm. This is the impact of the ‘new employment model.’ See Moldoveanu, Related PhD, 1997.
Refu. Pro.
Stevenson, Howard H., Mihnea C. Moldoveanu, and Jeffrey L. Cruikshank, 1998, Do Lunch or
Be Lunch: the power of predictability in creating your future, Harvard Business School Press,
Boston, MA, 294 p. See Moldoveanu, Related PhD, 1997. See 1995 article. Our need for
predictability is very strong - and essential for creativity. Reality is not the other way around. It
never was. Refu. Bk.
Steward, Thomas A., 1996, “Taking on the last bureaucracy: People need people - but do they
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need Personnel? Its time for human resources departments to put up or shut up,” Fortune, Jan.
15, 1996, p. 105-108. A famous and influential article about the usefulness of HR departments.
Human Resource (HR) departments were administrative, bureaucratic bastions that added little
value and get in the way of conducting real business. Led many firms to re-evaluate HR in the
wake of the opposition of HRs during the re-engineering fad in the early 1990s and the rise of
HRM (US-style). Outsourcing. Cited in Forbringer and Oeth 1998. Misc. Pro.
Stewart, James B., 2011, "Amazon Says Long Term And Means It," The New York Times, Dec.
17, 2011, Saturday, Section B; Col. 1; Business/Final Desk; Common Sense; Pg. 1, 7. 1348
words. Amazon.com, under its chief, Jeff Bezos, has followed a growth-oriented strategy that
sometimes disappoints investors who want near-term profit. Since 1997, when Amazon went
public, Bezos has delivered 12,200 percent increase in the value of its stock. But recently, shortterm investors have hammered it. Bezos has a 10- to 20-year strategic horizon. Teach. # Rp.
Pro.
Stewart, Karl W., 1985, “Authority and Power in Business Organisations,” Melbourne, Australia.
Unpublished Manuscript. (Cited in Perlmutter 1990 PhD.) Ru.
Stewart, Karl W., 1986, “Productive Role Relationships,” Melbourne, Australia. Unpublished
manuscript. (Cited in Perlmutter 1990 PhD.) Ru.
Stewart, Matthew, 2009, The Management Myth: Why the Experts Keep Getting It Wrong, W.W.
Norton, NY, NY, US, 343 p. $27.95. [2010, The Management Myth : debunking modern
business philosophy, 2nd title]. Stewart is a former management consultant. In this book he
reveals much of what he espoused as a consultant as a series of falsehoods. He exposes some of
the 'tricks' that consultants use on managers to win access to the corporate treasuries. (For this
reason alone this is an excellent book to read.) But he also writes about the history of modern
management ideas and their 'mythic' qualities. Stewart writes about Taylor’s lack of verifiable
data and thus his fraud (at worst) or his expediency (at best). He is similarly dismissive of
Mayo's 'human relations' experiments at Hawthorne. Clio (out to faculty). [p. 51 error: not
1908, but 1911.] CUNY Lehman Coll. & Boro of Manh CC - HD30.19 .S74 2009. SIBL br.
658.001 S. 2010 edn. ] (out); SIBL - B. Altman JBE 09-1844. 2009 edn. Refu. Bk.
Stewart, Rosemary G., 1970, The Reality of Organisations, Macmillan, London, UK. A
discussion of lateral division in an organization. Cited in Rowbottom & Billis 1987. Misc. Bk.
Stewart, Rosemary, 1972, “Studies of Managerial Jobs: Methodologies and Profiles,”
International Studies of Management & Organization, Spring72, 2(1):7-37. The article presents
a study of managerial jobs. Typical approaches to the problem of analyzing managers' jobs are
discussed. Decision-making and time use is discussed. Cited Jaques 1956 and 1961. # D. PJ.
Stewart, Rosemary G., 1974, “The Manager’s Job: Discretion Versus Demand,” Organizational
Dynamics, U.K., 2(3):67-80. A condensed version of ch. 6 in her 1967 book. Title reflected the
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use of ‘discretion’ in the British workplace. It was placed there by Jaques and Alan Fox. She
did not cite Jaques. (See Karasek.) MS. PJ.
Stewart, Rosemary, 1975, "Management Education and Our Knowledge of Managers' Jobs,"
International Studies of Management & Organization, Management Education (II), M.E. Sharpe,
US, Summer 1975, 5(2):73-89. 17 p. (This is an updated version of 1968 article for UNESCO.)
Management education is based on certain assumptions. This is because we don't know much
about what managers do. She (mistakenly) gives credit to Martin for lengthening time span of
managerial decisions as they rise inside the organization (note 13). TSD by Jaques allows us to
compare managers. Cited Jaques 1956; Martin 1956. At Oxford U., UK. # Rp. PJ.
Stewart, Rosemary G., 1976, “To Understand the Manager’s Job: Consider Demands,
Constraints, and Choices,”Organizational Dynamics, U.K., 2(2):22-32. Stewart postulates three
job elements: demands, constraints and choices. These roughly correspond to Jaques’ concepts
of prescribed task, prescribed context, and employee discretion to decide how and what to work
on. She never cited Jaques. MS. PJ.
Stewart, Rosemary G., 1979, “Reliability or Validity? [Letter to the Editor],” Administrative
Sciences Quarterly, June, 24(2):312-313. Denounced the “common tendency to pursue
reliability at the expense of validity; to describe the statistical methods used but not the
meaningfulness of what is being measured.” [Especially in the UK.] She also chided the
“assumption that asking people about the characteristics of their jobs provides objective evidence
of job characteristics.” People attach a “wide variety of meanings” to common workplace words.
See her commentary on the doubts about Jaques raised in Dunnette, ed., 1976. She advocated a
book on these limitations in leadership research: Morgan W. McCall and Michael Lombardo,
1978, Leadership: Where Else Can We Go?, Duke U. Press, Durham, NC. See response by
Denise Rousseau: p. 313-314. ~
Stewart, Rosemary G., Peter Smith, Jenny Blake, and Pauline Wingate, 1980, The District
Administration for the National Health Service, King Edward’s Fund, London, UK. (Follows
the work done on NHS by Jaques and Bioss in the 1970s. See 1978 Royal Cmsn, & 1982 Reorg
of NHS.) Not in NYC. Not seen. ~ Rep.
Stewart, Rosemary G., 1982, Choices for the Manager, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 165
p. Noted one difference between effectiveness and efficiency was the temporal dimension. She
was aware of Jaques. Cited in Phelan 2004 Related PhD. Not seen. Stevens Libr has it
HD30.23 .S73 1982. MS. Bk.
Stewart, Rosemary, 1996, “German Management: A challenge to Anglo-American managerial
assumptions,” Business Horizons, Indiana Univ., May/Jun96, 39(3):52-54. Discusses a two-year
study by Stewart et al which shows some lessons that American and British managers may learn
from German managers. Tendency of American management writing to be imperialistic;
German managers' view of themselves as technical experts to whom subordinates would come
with technical problems; Sharper divide between work and private life in Germany; Differences
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in business networking. Emeritus at Oxford. Misc. PJ.
Stewart, Steven R., 1987, “Leader development training assessment of U.S. Army TFLADOC
brigade commanders,” U.S. Army Research Institute, Washington, DC, Research Report 1454.
Cited in Vandergriff 2006. Rp. Rep.
Stewart, Steven R., 1989, Correlates of Problem Solving and an Evaluation of Training to
Increase Problem Solving Effectiveness, Ph.D., dissertation in Psychology, Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, IL, 279 pages. Published by NTIS, 1992. Combined Jaques’ model
with Robert Kegan’s concept of ego development (1982) and found better explanatory power.
Found that people could jump to a higher growth curve mode with appropriate training,
education and coaching intervention. [1971 M.A. at SIU was not related.] See PhDs.
Stewart, Steven R., and D. C. Angle, 1992, Correlates of Creative Problem Solving, NTIS,
Springfield, VA, 22161, USA. Army Research Inst. for the Behavioral and Social Sciences,
Alexandria, VA, Oct. 1992, 193 p., Report: ARI-RN-93-01; ADA2587202. The purposes of this
research were to (a) identify individual differences related to unstructured problem-solving
capability and (b) evaluate the effectiveness of a training course designed to enhance
performance in solving unstructured problems. One group was taught thinking process skills.
The second group underwent instruction about thinking and problem solving that was content
(not process) oriented. Four predictors accounted for 60% of the criterion's variance. They were,
in order of importance, mental rotations, use of intuition, use of introversion (both as assessed
with the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator), and risk-taking propensity. Students taking the thinking
process training significantly outscored those taught only about problems and errors in human
judgment and decision making. MS. Rep.
Stewart, Steven R., and D. C. Angle, 1992, Leader Development Training Needs Assessment of
U.S. Army Battalion Commanders, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA. Army Research Inst.
for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA, Nov. 1992, 26p. Report: TR-969;
ADA2592061. Twenty-nine battalion commanders and their immediate supervisors (19)
participated in this study to identify their training needs. Researchers used a structured interview
to obtain information about the strengths and weaknesses of battalion commanders and about
'mentoring' and life experiences. Major findings were (1) commanders were not conceptually
prepared for the requirements of the job, (2) decentralization of control is one of the most
difficult battalion and brigade command requirements, (3) risk aversion caused by high levels of
insecurity leads to inability to decentralize control, (4) failure to decentralize at battalion level
may not result in disaster, but failure to do so at brigade level will, (5) battalion commanders
need more preparation in Leadership, (6) mentoring is a poorly understood concept often
confused with related activities - coaching, counseling, and sponsoring, and (7) conceptual and
emotional development appear to be major and interacting components of the maturation process
and should be given equal attention in training. Rp. Rep.
Stewart, Steven R., and J. M. Hicks, 1987, Leader Development Training Assessment of U.S.
Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Brigade Commanders, NTIS, Springfield,
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VA, 22161, USA. Army Research Inst. for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA,
Oct. 1987, 30 p., ARI-RR-1454; ADA1906288. Participant evaluation of a Leader Development
Course taught to Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Brigade Commanders. After
attending the course, 25 brigade commanders received questionnaires to determine (1) what the
contribution of the course to enhancing job proficiency relative to costs was and (2) at what
stage(s) of an officer's career should such a self/leader development experience occur. Findings
included: (1) A leadership development course akin to that provided by the Center for Creative
Leadership (CCL) is viewed very positively; (2) the Leader Development experience should be
given to battalion commander designees; (3) the CCL course as now constituted would not be
acceptable for general use in the Army; (4) mentoring as a methodology for developing human
resource potential within Army not well understood; (5) the most significant mind-broadening
experience for senior officers appears to be the Army War College; and (6) communication
across field grade and general officer rank boundaries appears to be limited. Rp. Rep.
Stewart, Thomas A., 1990, “Why Budgets are Bad for Business,” Fortune, US, June 4, p. 179181. [3 pgs.] Budgets encourage dumb moves and inhibit smart ones – like investing for
growth. Managers try to lower budget targets so they can exceed them and earn big bonuses.
Input can be measured – so it is. But output is the goal. Without a plan a firm is using last year's
budget to measure itself. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Stewart, Thomas A., 2001, Wealth of Knowledge: the international corporation and the twentyfirst century organization, Currency, NY, NY, US, 280 p. Business has had three big ideas in
the last 20 years: 1. Total quality (Deming and Juran); 2. Re-engineering (T. Davenport,
Accenture); 3. Intellectual capital (GE). (Unaware of Jaques connection on last two big ideas.)
Editor of HBR. Cited in Kelly, A., 2004. EJ not cited. Baruch HD53 .S74 2001. Misc. Bk.
Stewart, Thomas A., 2001, “Trust Me On This, organizational support for trust in a world
without hierarchies,” chapter six (p. 67-77) in Bennis, Warren, Gretchen M. Spreitzer, Thomas
G. Cummings, eds., 2001, The Future of Leadership: today’s top leadership thinkers speak to
tomorrow’s leaders, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 316 p. Stewart interviewed Bennis in
1994 on the impact of email on workplace design: hierarchy versus network. Bennis maintained
hierarchy acted as a ‘prosthesis for trust’. Organization charts are the trellises on which trust’s
fragile vine twines and blooms. Bureaucratic rules came into being as safeguards against
untrustworthy behavior such as nepotism, favoritism, and corruption. “That organizational
armature reinforces or replaces interpersonal trust.” Bennis also likened temporary teams to
floating crap games. (Right on, Warren. But you knew the theory, didn’t you?) So, Trust in a
network relies on competence, community, commitment, communication, and rewards. (Indeed,
before Y2K.) Clio Bus HD57.7 .F87 2001. # MS. Ch.
Stewart, Thomas A., 2007, "What the Long Term Takes," Harvard Business Review, US,
Jul/Aug2007, 85(7/8):12. 1p. Word Count: 775. ISSN: 0017-8012. This editorial comments on
long-range planning in management and articles in this issue of "Harvard Business Review."
Management needs three capabilities for successful long term planning: to think strategically; to
avoid unnecessary accidents or mistakes; and to align incentives and investments with executive
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compensation. Expertise, leadership "brand," and mid-range projects are also topics in this issue.
The HBR interview with Katsuaki Watanabe explores the Toyota Way in management and the
company's success with the Toyota Production System. [see below] # Misc. Pro.
Stewart, Thomas A., and Anand P. Raman, 2007, "Lessons from Toyota's Long Drive," Harvard
Business Review, US, Jul/Aug2007, 85(7/8):74-83. 10p. Wd Ct: 6726. ISSN: 0017-8012.
(cover story). (Watanabe, Katsuaki -- Interview) Last December the Toyota Motor Corporation
officially forecast that it would sell 9.34 million cars in 2007 -- which could make it the world's
largest automaker. However, rapid growth and globalization have created many pressures for the
company, and the strain of success is already beginning to show. For Toyota's president,
Katsuaki Watanabe, being number one means "being the best in the world in terms of quality."
If Toyota's quality continues to improve, he says, volume and revenues will follow. If problems
arise from overstretching, he wants them made visible, because then his people will "rack their
brains" to solve them--and if that means postponing growth, so be it. Watanabe aims to achieve
his goals through a combination of kaizen ("continuous improvement") and kakushin ("radical
innovation"). A case. # Rp. Pro.
Stieglitz, Harold, 1985, Chief Executives View Their Jobs: Today and Tomorrow, The
Conference Board, NY, NY, 94 p. The first part is a description of the CEO’s job by the
incumbents as assembled by the author. This encompasses delegation, authority and
accountability. Most of the critiques of the CEOs still hold. US CEOs tend to be short term
oriented. European CEO/MDs are more long term oriented. The short term orientation is due
to pay in options and other sources of short term wealth created for the CEOs. But each side is
moving toward the other’s position. The next part is interviews with some 30 CEOs in the USA
and in Europe. (q.v. Harvey-Jones of ICI.) This is a follow-on of a 1969 survey of CEOs by the
Conference Board. Not different from R.O. theory. Jaques not in. Cited by Barber 1992. See
Levinson 1984 book. CUNY Baruch HD2745 .S78 1985. MS. Rep.
Stiglitz, Joseph E., 1974, “Alternative Theories of Wage Determination and Unemployment in
LDC's: The Labor Turnover Model,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US,
May 1974, 88(2):194-227. This was an early article by Stiglitz on the efficiency wage model.
He used this model to help explain the urban-rural wage differences in Kenya. Urban employers
were paying more than needed to attract and keep labor. JSTOR. MS. PJ. A.
Stiglitz, Joseph E., 1975, "The Theory of 'Screening', Education and Distribution of Income,"
American Economic Review, Cambridge, MA, US, June 1975, 65(3):283-300. ISSN: 00028282.
Focused on the labeling of individuals, on the economic costs and benefits of labeling, the
institutions that provide it, and the determination of the equilibrium amount of screening under
various institutional arrangements. The educational sector provides an important point of
comparison between the two allocation processes. If, education provides information as well as
skills, then it is providing a "commodity" for which it is well known that the market "fails".
[Economic viewpoint.] At Yale U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Stiglitz, Joseph E., 1975, “Incentives, Risk , and Information: Notes Towards a Theory of
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Hierarchy,” The Bell Journal of Economics, Autumn 1975, 6(2):552-579. The choice of
payment (piece rates versus time rates) depended on the attitudes toward risk of workers and
employers, effort supply elasticities, the sources and magnitude of the uncertainties, and the
nature of the supervision used in the employment relation. The supervisor is viewed as
monitoring inputs, screening individuals, obtaining information about the state of the world, and
so forth. These roles are related to the nonconvexities associated with information. Charts.
References. Explained the returns to tenure: “... [I]f information about individual qualities can
be ascertained from the jobs to which they are assigned, and long-term contracts are not
enforceable, in later stages of individuals’ lives, they will receive a pay commensurate with their
abilities” (p. 556). See Waldman 1984 (p. 255-6, ftnt.). Unaware of Jaques. MS. PJ. A.
Stiglitz, Joseph E., 1976, “The Efficiency Wage Hypothesis, Surplus Labour, and the
Distribution of Income in L.D.C.s,” Oxford Economic Papers, Oxford, UK, July 1976,
28(2):185-207. Considered the impact of the efficiency wage hypothesis on the distribution of
income in the rural sector and the effects of an increase in the rural population. Cited
Leibenstein 1957. MS. PJ. A.
Stiglitz, Joseph E., 1986, “Theories of Wage Rigidity,” chapter (p. 153-221) in Butkiewicz,
James L., Kenneth J. Koford, and Jeffrey B. Miller, eds., 1986, Keynes’ Economic Legacy:
Contemporary Economic Theories, Praeger Publishers, New York, NY, 229 p. Keynes assumed
wage rigidities as a fact of life. The paradox of the efficiency wage was in the workers’
preference for being laid off rather than work sharing (p. 180). Commentator cited Sir John R.
Hicks 1932 on wage rigidities/ efficiency wage. Clio Biz: HB99.7 .K395 1986 MS. Ch.
Stiglitz, Joseph E., 1987, “The Causes and Consequences of the Dependence of Quality on
Price,” Journal of Economic Literature, American Economic Association, March, 25(1):1-48.
This article is on the quality of labor and efficiency-wages. Stiglitz toys with the idea that it
repeals the labor law of supply and demand, the law of the single price, and invalidates the
theorem of welfare economics. Directly related to Jaques but does not cite EJ. See Kate
Pankhurst 1990 Ph.D. dissertation. MS. PJ. A.
Stiglitz, Joseph E., 2002, “Information and the Change in the Paradigm in Economics,” The
American Economic Review, June 2002, 92(3):460-501. Nobel Prize Address, Stockholm, SE,
Dec. 2001. A nice discussion of his research on the efficiency wage and on the revolution in
information economics. (See Akerlof’s and Spence’s addresses also - in same issue of AER.)
Lots of great citations. MS. PJ. A.
Stiles, David R., 2004, “Narcissus Revisited: The Values of Management Academics and their
Role in Business School Strategies in the UK and Canada,” British Journal of Management,
Wiley InterScience, Blackwell, UK, June 2004, 15(2):157-175. The myth of Narcissus and its
debate are based partly on conflicts over identity. Management academics in the UK
emphasized research, while those in Canada emphasized teaching. This was largely due to the
ranking of UK universities by the RAE based on the number of publications and emphasized
discipline-based research there more than in Canada. [There is little awareness that both
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approaches may be wrong.] Online in Business Source Premier. Jaques not cited. Cited Das
2003; Rashford and Coghlan 1992; Hofstede 1983, 1991, 1999. At Cardiff. # Misc. PJ.
Stillman, Richard J. II, 1998, Creating the American State: The Moral Reformers and the
Modern Administrative World They Made, Alabama U. P., Tuscaloosa, AL, 207 p. Stillman
found that the basis for the current US administrative state lies in the lives of seven individuals
who, a century earlier, invented its various elements. These seven had much in common: all
were products of intensely Protestant, small-town America, and all were motivated by strong
moral idealism. All were rooted in the cultural and moral values peculiar to the US in the late
19th century. Stillman finds that state making in the US has been a continuation of the Protestant
goal to “protest and purify.” Each chapter is a short biography: George William Curtis (civil
service reform); Charles Francis Adams, Jr. (the "sunshine commission"); Emory Upton
(professionalism); Jane Addams (human services); Frederick W. Taylor's (civil service and
personnel administration, Ch. 6, p. 98-120); Richard Childs (council-manager form of municipal
government); and Louis Brownlow (the American presidency). Clio Butler, Lehman Liby;
CUNY Baruch, Grad Ctr JK 411 .S75 1998. NYPL Schw ID 98-7959. Misc. Bk. UP.
Stinchcombe, Arthur L., 1959, “Bureaucratic and Craft Administration of Production: A
Comparative Study,” Administrative Science Quarterly, September, 4(2):168-87. Compared the
bureaucratic hierarchy in mass production with the lack of one in the construction industry. “The
unbureaucratic, craft subcontracting structure of the construction industry is [perfectly] suited to
the highly variable workload of the industry” (AS, 1965). A clear and sharp analysis of
outsourcing as an end-product market relationship, and of authority and accountability.
However, this was interpreted by Bell, Lawrence, Thompson and others to mean: “low” or
“high” discretion roles created formal or flexible organizations. This error appears to have been
one of the bases for contingency theory. Misc. PJ. A.
Stinchcombe, Arthur L., 1965, “Social Structure and Organizations,” chapter (p. 142-193) in
March, James, ed., 1965, Handbook of Organizations, Rand McNally, Chicago, IL. A classic
sociology essay that has shaped much of the discourse since in organization theory. He focused
on the effect of society on organizations and the effects of organization variables on the
surrounding social environment (p. 142). He pointed to the relationship between organizational
forms and the social space that organizations occupy. In the early 1980s followers split into two
camps: social ecologists and new institutionalists. Recent forays into culture have also shown
some promise. (But, as its discoverer, Elliott Jaques, indicated, this has largely turned into a
dead end. Not testable.) In fact, Stinchcombe’s theory, while popular among sociologists, is
neither testable nor empirically observable. Thus, sociologists for 40 years have not actually
studied organizations - only their ever more complex forms. According to RO theory this is at
best a secondary effect. All this is still very, very promising. So, what’s up doc? Misc. Ch.
Stinchcombe, Arthur L., and Carol A. Heimer, 1985, Organization Theory and Project
Management, administering uncertainty in Norwegian offshore oil, Norwegian University Press,
Oslo, and Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK and New York, NY [distributor], 361 pages.
Chapter 2: “Contracts as Hierarchical Documents,” (p. 121-171). We reward executives for
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discretion since “It would be quite hard to devise a piece rate system for jobs whose span of
discretion was a month or six months.” Cited Jaques 1956 on p. 134. (Also, c.f Alan Fox 1974
Beyond Contract). Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Stinchcombe, Arthur L., 2005, The Logic of Social Research, U. Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 344
p. A book on methodology. Cited Jaques 1956 (1972 edition) but without page reference. Cited
Heimer and Staffen 1998. Labyrinth Books has it. W. Bk. UP. A.
Stivers, Camilla, 2007, “‘So Poor and So Black’: Hurricane Katrina, Public Administration, and
the Issue of Race,” Public Administration Review, Special Issue, Blackwell Pub., UK, Dec. 2007,
48-56. Discriminatory government policies and processes over decades ensured that African
Americans were disproportionately harmed by Hurricane Katrina. In contrast to the literature on
bureaucratic discretion (Lipsky 1980), when the crisis came, administrators at all levels chose to
take refuge in regulations rather than act creatively to save lives and reduce misery. Images of
desperate black New Orleanians juxtaposed with massive government failures raise, even for
skeptical observers, issues of race and “masked” racism. At Cleveland State U. # Misc. PJ.
Stjernberg, Torbjorn, and Axe Philips, 1993, “Organizational Innovations in a Long-term
Perspective: Legitimacy and souls-of-fire as critical factors of change and viability,” Human
Relations, New York, NY, Oct 1993, 46(10):1193-1219. doi: 10.1177/001872679304601003
An insurance company is examined in eight studies over a period of 10 years to 20 years as an
illustrative and representative case to determine what can be learned from organizational
innovations in a long-term perspective. The department manager was a successful soul-of-fire
during the change process. He was distanced from the rest of the company because of the
continuous defense of the organization's values and culture. Legitimacy (especially top
management acceptance) is something that has to be continuously regenerated. The soul-of-fire
faced two major dilemmas: 1. the learning dilemma, i.e., the need to balance the efforts for
internal learning and development in the unit with diffusion activities and the creation of external
legitimacy, and 2. the change dilemma, i.e., the need to balance the direction and control of
change with support for employee autonomy and influence. MS. PJ.
Stoesz, David, and David Karger, 1991, “The Corporatisation of the United States Welfare
State,” Journal of Social Policy, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, Apr 1991, 20(2):157-171.
The increasing importance of human service corporations in the US welfare state is presented.
Privatization of public services is presented to the public as a way to save money. But public
oversight is thereby removed making these programs less visible, controllable, and accountable.
Non-profits will be forced to look after the very poor. Private, for-profit firms will not. Dualism
will result. At San Diego State and LSU. Refu. PJ. UP. A.
Stogdill, Ralph M., 1948, “Personal Factors Associated with Leadership: a Survey of the
Literature,” Journal of Psychology, Provincetown, MA, 25(1):35-71. This was an examination
of the research literature findings of studies of leadership to date. This totaled factors which
were studied by at least three investigations. Only intelligence, initiative, and responsibility were
listed multiple times by researchers. The physical factors (except for height) were not decisive.
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“Leadership patterns as well as non-leadership patterns of behavior are persistent and relatively
stable.” Stogdill concludes his discussion: “the true ‘opposite’ is represented by the [individual]
who neither leads nor follows.” In short, leadership “appears to be a working relationship among
members of a group, in which the leader acquires status through active participation and
demonstration of his capacity for carrying cooperative tasks through to completion.
Significant aspects ... appear to be intelligence, alertness to the needs and motives of others, and
insight into situations, further reinforced by such habits as responsibility, initiative, persistence,
and self confidence.” (A lot was already known. Predecessor to EJ research.) Cited in
Hollander 1964. See Dawes 1977, Young and French 1996, Judge and Cable 2004. In City Coll.
& Baruch. NYPL Gen Res - YEA (Journal of psychology; the general field of psychology) v.
25 (1948). MS. PJ. A.
Stoikov, Vladimir, 1973, “The Structure of Earnings in Japanese Manufacturing Industries: A
Human-Capital Approach,” Journal of Political Economy, U. Press Chicago, US, Mar.-Apr.
1973, 81(2/Part 1):340-355. Explained the earnings structure in manufacturing industries in
Japan mainly by differences in resources used to create and improve the skills and knowledge of
the working force. The results suggest that outside experience is quite important, and that it is
substitutable, to a great extent, for inside experience. These results raise questions about the true
extent of the nenko wage system. A byproduct of the paper is a calculation of the rate of return
to a college education in Japan. Becker 1964 was re-enforced. Shimada coded data. Cited in
Tachibanaki 1973 PhD, 1974 (FR), 1975 (Engl.). At Cornell U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Stokes, Geoffrey C., 1971, “Maximum Feasible Participation Confronts New Management,”
Trans-action, Washington U., St. Louis, MO, Sept., 8(11):4-10 (3 p.). Comment. The new
management is logical, rational, and plans for future events top-down. PPBS is the cumulation
of this government approach. Community participation is illogical, irrational and now – we want
it now! From the bottom-up. But – its mandated. (Good luck.) Misc. PJ.
Stolzenberg, Ross M., 1978, “Bringing the Boss Back In: Employer Size, Employee Schooling,
and Socioeconomic Achievement,” American Sociological Review, Dec. 1978, 43(6):813-828.
Employers have been the primary determinants of income and achievement status in the U.S.
(social stratification) yet they have been completely ignored in sociological research and in
economics. We hypothesize that the effect of workers’ schooling increases their income and
occupational status by employer size. The log-effect was between 0.88-0.95 and statistically
significant. MS. PJ. A.
Stone, Michael P. W., 1987, “Army Headquarters Trimmed, Realigned,” Army, Washington DC,
October 1987, p. 235-237. Described the initial round of planning, targets and actions to
implement the Goldwater-Nichols Act (PL 99-433) by the October 1, 1988 deadline and the new
responsibilities of the chief of staff. Stone was assistant secretary of the Army overseeing the
process. D. Pro.
Storey, David J., 2004, “Exploring the link, among small firms, between management training
and firm performance: a comparison between the UK and other OECD countries,” International
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Journal of Human Resource Management, UK, Feb2004, 15(1):112-130. Small firms are much
less likely than large firms to provide their employees and their managers with formal training.
Storey and Westhead offer two explanations of this - the 'ignorance' explanation and the 'market'
explanation. Recent research findings increasingly point towards the 'market' over the
'ignorance' explanation. This paper also draws comparisons with five other OECD countries:
Canada, Finland, Germany, Japan and the USA. There is ambiguity in the evidence relating
management training to small firm performance and produce weak findings. Thus, the relatively
low take up of formal management training is an informed decision on the part of the small firm
owner/manager. Raising the awareness of owners/managers to the benefits of training is
misguided. At Warwick, UK. # MS. PJ.
Storey, John, 1980, The Challenge of Management Control, Kogan Paul, London, UK. The
extension of explicit contractual arrangements with professionals constitutes a shift in the
frontier of control away from professional autonomy and is a form of deprofessionalization.
(See Fox 1974.) Cited by Starkey 1989. See McGovern 1993 PhD. Misc. Bk.
Storey, John, 1983, Managerial Prerogative and the Question of Control, Routledge & Kogan
Paul, London, UK, and Boston, MA, US, 243 p. ‘Management rights’ were based on property
entitlements and ‘property rights.’ Jaques recognized that top managers were more ‘farreaching’ than the employees. Rules are used to shape action. [Storey needs to write more. A
very interesting start.] Cited Jaques 1951 (p. 117). D. Bk.
Storey, John, 1985, “The Means of Management Control,” Sociology, The Journal of the British
Sociological Association, London, UK, 19(2):193-211. Management’s approach is too diverse
and flexible to indicate a coherent labour strategy. The control of workers through “levels and
circuits” reveals a focus on control alone. Meanwhile, the labour process literature has become
too simplistic to sort this out. This argument closely parallels that of R. Hyman 1987 (q.v.) but
implies managers were handling complexity while labour sociology writers had retreated into
monist fragmentation. (A clear contrast between the levels of complexity of managers and
academics.) MS. PJ. A.
Storey, John, 1991, "Do Japanese Make Better Managers?" Personnel Management, Blackwell,
London, UK, Aug., p. 24-28. A major comparative study of management development in
Japanese and British companies has turned up some surprising - and disturbing - conclusions, not
least the fact that British managers spend more time on formal management development courses
than their Japanese counterparts and far less time on developing themselves and their
subordinates on a day-to-day basis. At Warwick, then Loughborough U. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Storey, John, and Keith Sisson, 1993, Managing Human Resources and Industrial Relations,
Open University Press, Buckingham. A model of HRM for the 1990s. Noted a gap between toplevel company decision making on HR policy and the “action” levels which were further down
and decentralized. This gap left unions often unable to bargain effectively. Described the
McKinsey 7S model as a “cold triangle” at the top with a “warm square” below. Noted the rise
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of individualism at the expense of collectivism. Their focus was on TQM: Deming, Juran, and
Ishikawa. Not on Jaques. Cited by Kinnie 1996. See Thornhill and Saunders 1998. Misc. Bk.
Storey, John, Dave Ulrich, and Patrick M. Wright, 2009, “Introduction,” chapter (p. 3-13) in
Storey, John, Patrick M. Wright, and David Ulrich, eds., 2009, The Routledge Companion to
Strategic Human Resource Management, Routledge, London and New York, 529 p. A chapterby-chapter outline of the book, current issues and SHRM trends. HR managers want to believe
that hearts and hands can be won over and this will produce superior performance. The global
dual labour market is real. HR is asked to manage both the individual and the organization, to
connect the inside and the outside, and to deliver both reliability and transformations. Misc. Ch.
Stork, Diana, Jill Woodilla, Stephen M. Brown, John Ogilvie, Regina Rutter, and
Mary Trefry, 2010, “Starting with Howard Gardner’s five minds, adding Elliott Jaques’s
responsibility time span: implications for management education,” Organization Management
Journal, Business Source Complete, Spring2010, 7(1):28-38. ISSN 1541-6518. Starting with
Howard Gardner’s framework we describe his five minds (disciplined, synthesizing, creating,
respectful, and ethical). We introduce Jaques’s time span of responsibility concept and suggest
its applicability to the structuring of roles in a school of management. Putting Jacques together
with Gardner allows us to explore questions about the five minds that could be addressed by
deans, department chairs, and faculty members, each with a different responsibility time span.
(A piece of integrative research by experienced management educators.) At Emmanuel College
(Boston, MA), U. of Gothenburg (Sweden), Sacred Heart U. (CT), U. of Hartford (West
Hartford, CT). email: storkdi@emmanuel.edu # Rp. PJ.
Strack, Gary, and Myron D. Fottler, 2002, “Spirituality and effective leadership in healthcare: Is
there a connection?” Frontiers of Health Services Management, Ann Arbor, MI, Summer 2002,
18(4):3-18. Concluded that healthcare leaders who are more developed in terms of their
actualized spirituality simultaneously implement the five practices of effective leaders. Cited EJ
1996. Misc. PJ.
Strage, Henry M., editor, 1992, Milestones in Management, an essential reader, Blackwell,
Oxford, UK; Cambridge, MA, 497 pages. An excellent reader of the better popular management
ideas put together by the London office of McKinsey & Co. Includes samples of Chandler,
Porter, Drucker, Herzberg, Mintzberg, Maslow, Sloan, Ohmae, Crosby, Parkinson, Jay, and
deBono, among others. Not on the Glacier Theory but a terrific survey of the alchemists’
presentist world with some glimmerings of a future dynamic world. Misc. Bk.
Strange, Jill M., and Michael D. Mumford, 2002, “The Origins of Vision: Charismatic versus
ideological leadership,” The Leadership Quarterly, August, 13(4):343-377. Recently a theory of
vision formation has been proposed, which holds that visions arise from prescriptive mental
models formulated by leaders following reflection on key causes and goals. One implication is
whether these models stress personal values and standards (ideological leaders) or social needs
and change requirements (charismatic leaders). Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1990. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Straus, Roger, 1984, “Changing the Definition of the Situation: toward a theory of sociological
intervention,” Clinical Sociology Review, Brunner/Mazel, US, 2:51-63. Four levels of
intervention: personal, group, organizational, and social world. Cited in Glass 1994. Cited
Jaques 1982; Capelle 1979; von Bertalanffy 1968. JJay has v. 1-10. At Alfred U. Rp. PJ.
Strauss, Anselm, Leonard Schatzman, Danuta Ehrlich, Rue Bucher, and Melvin Sabshin, 1963,
"The Hospital and Its Negotiated Order," chapter 5 (p. 147-169) in Friedson, Eliot, ed., 1963,
The Hospital in Modern Society, Free Press, NY, NY, US, 346 p. [Reprinted (p.103-123 revised?) in Castles, Francis G., et al, eds., 1971, Decisions, Organizations and Society: selected
readings, Penguin, Hammondsworth, UK.] Here was described a psychiatric hospital, where the
negotiations included everyone – doctors, nurses, administrators, staff – and patients. The
emphasis was on negotiation to create an order – where each group had its own values and
slightly different purpose and status. A classic. (Contrast this with Jaques’ structure or with G.
Bell's or Rowbottom's findings.) Cited in Health Services, Jaques, 1978. # Misc. Ch.
Strauss, George, 1962, “Tactics of Lateral Relationship: The Purchasing Agent,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, Sep. 1962, 7(2):161-186. The behavior of these men was strongly influenced
by the formal and informal relationships they used to get their work done. Vertical relationships
do not explain this. The purchasing orders come from the work-flow. The agent introduces twoway work flow and improves his status. Cited Landsberger 1961; Brown 1960. # Rp. PJ. A.
Strauss, George, 1963, “Some Notes on Power-Equalization,” chapter (p. 39-84) in Leavitt,
Harold J., ed., 1963, Social Science of Organizations, four perspectives, Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 182 p. A product of the June 1962 Seminar in the Social Science of
Organizations. The Four: Henry A. Latane, David Mechanic, George Strauss, and George B.
Strother. Strauss cited Brown, Jaques, Landsberger, Worthy, Ridgeway, Jasinski, Selznick,
Brayfield and Crockett, and Herzberg in his chapter. “Power-equalization” referred to the
relationship of equal power between supervisor and subordinate which was the aim of the human
relations movement. “Considering the rather limited amount of research done, there is too much
loose talk about the ‘proven’ superiority of group-decision and participative methods,” p. 62.
See Lowin 1968. The division was personality versus an organization hypothesis. [1963
Seminar: Thompson, James D., ed., 1966, Approaches to Organizational Design, U. of
Pittsburgh Press, 223 p. Slight cite. 1964 Seminar: Vroom, Victor H., ed., 1971, Methods of
Organizational Research, U. of Pittsburgh Press, 211 p. No cites.] Rp. Ch.
Strauss, George, and Leonard R. Sayles, 1967, Personnel: the human problems of management,
2d edn., Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 756 p. See pages: 602-3, 610-611, 613, 604, 597,
610, 612. Cited in Aguirre 1970 course notes. Cited Jaques 1951. JJay Coll HF5549 .S89
1967. Others: (3rd, Baruch HF5549 .S89 1972.) (4th, Baruch HF5549 .S89 1980.) W. Bk.
Strauss, George, 1968, “Human Relations – 1968 Style,” Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA,
7(3):262-276. “Structural solutions to conflict resolution have been largely ignored in this
country, perhaps because of human relations’ heavy emphasis on attitudes and face-to-face
relations” (p. 268). Referred to the “Glacier studies” (p. 268) as having a “heavy structural
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component.” MS. PJ. A.
Strauss, George, 1970, “Organization Behavior and Personnel Relations,” chapter (p. 145-206) in
Ginsburg, Woodrow L., et al, eds., 1970, A Review of Industrial Relations Research, Industrial
Relations Research Association, Madison, WI, in 2 vols. (Strauss chapter in Vol 1.) A clear,
even elegant, overview of the human relations field from Hawthorne to 1970. Correctly
described TSD (p. 197) but held time span may not yet be a reliable measure of job evaluation.
Criticized T-groups as out of control and threatening to managers (p. 170). Noted Personnel’s
loss of status inside organizations. Cited French et al 1960 in criticism of Marrow et al 1967 on
the STS-participation experiment at Harwood. Cited in Belcher 1974; Belcher and Atchison
1976. [SIBL JLK 74-61, v.2 (v. 1 missing)] Vol. 1 in Baruch HD6971 .R42 v.1. D. Ch.
*****
Strauss, George, and Eliezer Rosenstein, 1970, “Workers Participation: A Critical View,”
Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, Feb70, 9(2):197-214. Thought ‘participation’ was an
overworked word. Mentioned by name Jaques, Brown, and Sofer for having “wrestled manfully
with the dilemma of how to formulate a viable formal structure by means of which meaningful
participation will be institutionalized. The Glacier Company has become [in the UK] almost a
laboratory for participation (p. 202).” [Never mentioned them or the firm again. Never formally
cited them either.] The ideology of participation was accepted in Japan and Germany. Very
critical of the version of participation espoused by Thorsrud and Emery (in same issue). Cited
Fogarty 1964. # Rp. PJ. A.
Strauss, George, 1972, “Management By Objectives: A Critical View,” Training & Development
Journal, ASTD, Washington, DC, US, Apr72, 26(4):10-15. MBO has several positives. It
makes performance appraisals more objective and it involves subordinates in goal setting. But
MBO is often viewed as a gimmick or slogan rather than as a method of managing the firm. As
implemented MBO is not very realistic. The goals may not be accomplished and are often
forgotten when times get tough. (Conversely, they may be rigidly adhered to while the
environment changes.) MBO (and top management) is increasingly achievement-oriented rather
than human relations-oriented. # Refu. PJ.
Strauss, George, 1976, “Organization Development,” chapter 14 (p. 617-685) in Dubin, Robert,
ed., 1976, Handbook of Work, Organization, and Society, Rand McNally College Pub. Co.,
Chicago, IL, US, 1068 p. A historical overview of the field. OD, including T-Groups, was
process oriented. Tavvy, including Jaques and Brown, was more stucturalist. Cited Brown
1960; Jaques 1951, 1961; Sofer 1962. Baruch , Grad Ctr, JJay HD4854 .H25. # D. Ch.
Strauss, George, 2009, "How Many of These Are Anti-Union Practices? A US Perspective,"
Labour History, Australian Society for the Study of Labour History, Inc., Nov. 2009,
97:97-103. 7 p. Rio Tinto. Based on his own personal memories, another view of the Glacier
experiments in the UK in the 1950s – in this case, senior managers vs. the board. (Marvelous!)
Most management activities are multi-motivated, rather than anti-union. Cited Jaques 1951;
Brown & Jaques 1965. # D. PJ.
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Strauss, Gordon D., and Thomas Kohler, 1983, “Executive Succession in Health-Care
Organizations,” Administration in Mental Health, US, 11(1):23-35. SSCI. Succession is a
process not an event. Length of succession increased in length by type of hospital. Pre-paid
health plan hospitals were shorter and private non-profits were longer. Hospital size and the MD
vs non-MD status were not important factors. Cited Jaques 1976, 1979 HBR. See Kohler and G.
D. Strauss. See Hashemi. Part of a special issue of AMH. Rp. PJ.
Strassmann, Paul A., 1993, "Overview Of Strategic Aspects Of Information Management",
Information Technology & People, MCB UP Ltd., Bradford, UK; West Linn, OR, US; 1(1):7189. The transition from an industrial to an information-based economy cannot rest on an
extension of the past pattern of productivity measurement. Industrial-age descriptions will not
do. The absence or remoteness of most office workers from market mechanisms is the cause of
our troubles with productivity measurement. A more accurate and telling picture of productivity
is achieved by measuring effectiveness as well as efficiency. This requires more direct
consideration of behavioral issues. At Xerox Corp., Stamford, CT, US. MS. PJ.
Streeck, Wolfgang, 1989, “Skill and the Limits of Neo-Liberalism: the enterprise of the future as
a place of learning”, Work, Employment and Society, British Sociological Association, London,
UK, March, 3(1):89-104. Supply-side economics rules. But unless common goods are
recognized, they will not be replaced and deregulation will become self-defeating. High-skills
are needed to retain high-incomes. This means education and taxes. Democratic corporatism
may have a future. Cited (sic) in Morishima 1995. CUNY Htr – online. # Misc. PJ. A.
Streeck, Wolfgang, 1991, “On the Institutional Conditions of Diversified Quality Production,”
chapter in Matzner, Egon, and Wolfgang Streeck, eds., 1991, Beyond Keynesianism: the socioeconomics of production and full employment, Elgar, Brookfield, VT, US, 263 p. (Conference
held in Berlin 1989.) Beyond the market and hierarchy. The need for an institutional
exoskeleton and redundant capacity to exploit opportunities. The supply-siders are too narrow in
their conception of business and lead everyone into an economic version of Gresham’s law.
DQP was based on a skilled workforce (German). (Streek was professor at U. Wis. at Madison.
No mention of quality circles or Deming. Harkened back to Constitution.) Cited Fox 1974 BC;
Koshiro 1979. SIBL JBE 91-1803. Grad Ctr & Clio os HD5701.5 .B49 1991. Misc. Ch.
Streeck, Wolfgang, 1996, “Lean Production in the German Automobile Industry: A test case for
convergent theory,” chapter 5 (p. 138-170) in Berger, Suzanne, and Ronald Dore, eds., National
Diversity and Global Capitalism, Cornell U. Press, Ithaca, NY, 387 p. Streeck began with a
highly critical book review of Womack et al 1991. (The MIT authors’ focus on an engineering
approach to human resources and rendered their version of Japanese ‘humanware’ rigid,
controlling, and top-down.) Page 161 cited in Aoki 2001 (p. 113), who noted the parallels with
Koike [and Wilfred Brown] on skill overlaps both horizontal and vertical, and on works councils
in Japan and Germany [and the U.K., not the U.S.]. Median tenure for all employees: Japan 8.2
years; Germany 7.5 years; U.S. 3.0 years (OECD 1993). But U.S. skill levels were low, while
they were high in Japan and Germany. German workers also had portable high skills, co-
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determination, and work autonomy: They set the work-rules and could leave the firm. The
concept of public and private spheres [company and employee] was entirely different between
East and West. LP faced serious skepticism in Germany. [This chapter was my key to the
German literature on lean manufacturing and Japan. See p. 163-4 cited: P. Auer 1994, S. Roth
1992, H. Neumann 1993, L. Turner 1992, U. Jurgens 1993, U. Jurgens and P. Cooke 1993, W.
Sengenberger and D. Campbell eds 1993, & M. Sako 1990. Not herein.] See Maccoby 1997 for
a similar critique from a U.S. perspective. Streeck was at the Max Planck Institute for
Gesellschaftsforschung in Cologne U. Clio Barnard, Business-out, Lehman Lib. Res HF1414
.N37 1996; CUNY: Baruch, Hunter Mn, GCtr. NYPL SIBL JBE 96-2242. # MS. Ch.
Strenger, Carlo, and Arie Ruttenberg, 2008, “The Existential Necessity of Midlife Change,”
Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, US, Feb. 2008, 86(2):82-90. Product No: R0802E.
ISSN: 00178012. Word Cnt: 5601. Midlife is your best and last chance to become the real you.
Jaques in 1965 wrote that during this period, we come face-to-face with our limitations, our
restricted possibilities, and our mortality. The good news for executives is that changes in the
work market have increased the opportunities for midlife career moves. Staking the future on
corporate safety is a bet, not a no-risk strategy. People need to be active risk managers.
Companies face both a challenge (senior managers seemingly on track to become CEO may
instead leave) and an opportunity (other midlife executives, with different perspectives and
experiences, may knock on the door). Cited Jaques 1965. At Tel Aviv U. # Rp. Pro.
Strens, Ros, and John Dobson, 1994, "Responsibility modelling as a technique for organisational
requirements definition," Intelligent Systems Engineering, Institution of Electrical Engineers,
London, UK, Spring 1994, 3(1):20-26. ISSN: 0963-9640 Proposed that the concept of
responsibility provided a means of identifying and specifying, in a way that was meaningful both
to users and systems designers, the organisational requirements that arise when a technical
system was placed in a social context. Showed how organisational structure may be represented
as a network of responsibility relationships, how requirements arise from the discharge of
obligations associated with responsibilities, and how these concepts have been applied to the
particular example of specifying user requirements for clinical workstations in acute hospitals.
(Good on responsibility, accountability; not full R.A.E.W.) Cited in Veryard 1997. City Coll. ejrnl 1992-4. SIBL JSM 93-256 v. 3. At Newcastle upon Tyne Univ., UK. # Misc. PJ.
Streufert, Siegfried, and Robert W. Swezey, 1986, Complexity, Managers and Organizations,
Academic Press/ Harcourt Brace Janovich, Orlando, FL, 260 p. Defines cognitive capability as
understanding complex cause-and-effect chains so as to be able to take action at the right time so
that desired outcomes are achieved (esp. p. 75-79). [Jaques says this research stream is highly
confirmatory of his theory. Streufert replies: get your hands off my research.] (This goes back:
see Schroder, Driver and Streufert 1967. See Harvey, Hunt and Schroder 1961. See H. M.
Schroder 1989.) Cited by Jacobs 2010. Cited Jaques 1968, 1976, 1978, 1984; Stamp 1981.
(Copied only the above pages.) MS. Bk.
Stroll, David, and Lauren Miller, with Mark Mitchell, 1984, “Executive Research Project,”
Corporate Research and Architecture, Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Internal
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document. Whilst much was learned about user needs and level of work, none of this was
‘stratum-specific’ to the extent that it would enable the development of a set of product
requirements to build a prototype system. [See Stroll. He has co-authored several other papers
on the theory. See Cashman on DEC case.] Rp. Rep.
Stroll, David, 1990, “Timespan and the Cost of Capital,” London, UK. Unpublished working
paper. Ru. Rep.
Strong, Edward K., Jr., 1938, Psychological Aspects of Business, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, 629 p.
Described: the traits and characteristics of leaders, the dynamics of groups, the Hawthorne
Experiments, ‘releasing the brakes,’ morale, the destructiveness of scientific management, social
intelligence (E.L. Thorndike 1920) – and something remarkably like earnings progression
curves (p. 567, see Gifford 1928) [later discovered by Jaques 1958, 1961, 1968]. Professor of
Psychology at Stanford U. Wow! Misc. Bk.
Stroobants, Marcelle, 1993, Savoir-Faire et Compétences au Travail, Une sociologie de la
fabrication des aptitudes, Editions de l’Université de Bruxelles, Bruxelles, Belgium, 383 p.
[“Know-how and Competencies at Work”]. In French. He found no suitable theory of ‘knowhow’ in the 1980s. Instead, he found only descriptive works on occupations. Cited on p. 6 in
Ken V. Pankhurst 2003 PhD Related. See Linhart 1981. [fluid and not crystal] U. Toronto
HF5381.5 .S77 1993 Robarts. Not in NYPL, CUNY, Clio. Not seen. Refu. Bk.
Strother, George B., ed., 1962, “Introduction: Changing Concepts of Teaching and Research in
Business,” Social Science Approaches to Business Behavior, Dorsey/Irwin Press, Homewood,
IL, US, 183 p. A discourse on the development of business education. Should it be vocational
(below undergraduate) or graduate level? The Ford Foundation brought the six authors together
to get them to think about the applied research that might help business. Essays in this volume
are by Chris Argyris, Robert Dubin, Mason Haire, R. Duncan Luce, W. Lloyd Warner, and
William Foote Whyte (q.v.). Baruch HD59 .S77. Not in NYPL. Intro # Misc. Ch.
Strotz, Robert H., 1955, “Myopia and Inconsistency in Dynamic Utility Maximization,” The
Review of Economic Studies, UK, 23(3):165-180. An interesting article that deals with shifting
economic attitudes that people have across time under different circumstances. It attempts to
explain (1) spendthiftiness, (2) the deliberate regimenting of one’s future economic behaviour even at a cost, and (3) thrift. Will one obey one’s current desires in the future? Will one hold to
one’s plan in the future? Or not? We shall consider “consumer sovereignty.” [Ah, well ...
there’s the rub.] Cited by Vispo 2006. Misc. PJ.
Strout, Cushing, 1976, “The Uses and Abuses of Psychology in American History,” American
Quarterly, 28(3):324-342. Psychohistorians are not psychiatrists. A topic dear to Jaques. Cited
Jaques 1965 on midlife crisis. Misc. PJ.
Stuart-Kotzé, Robin, 1972, “Situational Change Typology,” Training and Development Journal,
Jan. 1972, 26(1):56-60. Reviews Reddin’s suggestions on how to bring about organizational
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change. Measures two variables to examine the effectiveness of change, technical competence
and interpersonal competence, to determine a manager’s task orientation. There is a close
relationship between management tactics and organizational change strategy. There is no one
best change strategy. Reprinted in Connor 1978 as ch. 47. Cited Reddin 1970. At Acadia U.,
Nova Scotia, CA. MS. PJ.
Stueart, Robert D., and Barbara B. Moran, 2002, Library and Information Center Management,
6th edn., Libraries Unlimited, Greenwood Village, CO, 494 p. A text book that covers all the
topics. Cited Jaques 1990. SIBL & Butler Z678 .S799 2002. W. Bk.
Sturman, Michael C., and Shawn M. Carraher, 2007, “Using a Random-Effects Model To Test
Differing Conceptualizations of Multidimensional Constructs,” Organizational Research
Methods, Sage, Thousand Oaks, CA, Jan 2007, 10(1):108-135. Previous work investigating the
dimensionality of psychological constructs has assumed a fixed-effects model, in which one true
correlation describes the relationship between two given dimensions. We challenge this
assumption by showing how a random-effects model may aid in representing individual
perceptions of multidimensional constructs. Using the Pay Satisfaction Questionnaire (PSQ), we
demonstrate that the relationships that individuals hold between the (purported) dimensions of
the PSQ are predictable by cognitive complexity, pay level satisfaction, pay level, and
interactions; we also show how between-dimension variation assists in establishing criterionrelated validity. Rp. PJ.
Stybel, Laurence J., and Maryanne Peabody, 2013, “Is It Really Lonely at the Top?” MIT Sloan
Management Review, Cambridge, MA, US, Winter, 54(2):96-95. (sic) Managers have to learn
to manage three types of relationships – friends, work associates, and ‘chums.’ The European
courtyard is this transition space between the two. The golf course is another. (Starbucks Coffee
and the local sports-bar are there too.) It may not need be so 'lonely' at the top. # Misc. Pro.
Suchy, Sherene, 1998, “Leadership: Personality Theory and That Vision Thing,” Center for
Application of Personality Type, Gainesville, FL. Edited version of a 1995 conference paper.
Rp. Rep.
Suchy, Sherene, 1998, An International Study on the Director’s Role in Art Museum Leadership,
PhD., thesis in Museum Administration, University of Western Sydney Nepean, Sydney, NSW,
Australia. Not in UWSN Library. Published as a book: Suchy, Sherene, 2004, Leading With
Passion: Change Management in the Twenty-First-Century Museum, AltaMira Press, Walnut
Creek, CA, 224 pages. SST provided a way to explore shifts in levels of organisational
complexity. Flow theory was also an integral part of the research. Used modified CPA in 42
guided personal interviews and in survey feedback forms from museum directors and associate
directors across Australia, the United States, England, and Canada. Adjunct Lecturer at
University of Technology in Sydney. See PhDs.
Suchy, Sherene, 1999, “Emotional intelligence, passion and museum leadership,” Museum
Management and Curatorship, Elsevier Science, UK, March 1999, 18(1):57-71. Art museum
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directors who are leading with passion constitute individuals in flow and they are totally engaged
with today’s challenges. Flow theory suggests five conditions for flow have to be met, which
include - clear goals, support, discretionary decision making, a sense of trust which allows total
involvement in the task, and increasingly complex challenges over time. These are present
organizationally in order to create a context for current and potential leaders to demonstrate
masterly control and pleasure in the job. The match between levels of challenge and leadership
skill is essential for effective decision making. Based on her 1998 PhD. Jaques and Clement
1991; Stamp 1993; Csikszentmihalyi 1993, 1995, 1999. GC, JJay. Clio. # Rp. PJ.
Suchy, Sherene, 2000, “Grooming New Millennium Museum Directors,” Museum International,
206, UNESCO, Paris, France, Blackwell, UK & US, April, 52(2):59-64. Discussed key issues
concerning the training of museum directors for the 2000s. Leadership qualities and skills
necessary for the position. The importance of mentors. Cited Stamp 1989; Khaleelee and Woolf
1996. Clio online. CUNY. # Rp. PJ.
Suchy, Sherene, 2001, “Questions of Leadership: Planning Ahead,” Museum National, AU,
9(3):4. Succession planning workshops should be held at every conference. Not in Cuny.
NYPL os v. 9-12 (Aug. 2000-2003) JFM 96-708. # D. Pro.
Suchy, Sherene, 2001, “Professionalising the Muse,” Museum National, AU, 9(3):25. Because
of chronic low pay both staff and consultants are de facto volunteers. How to garner more and
better volunteers: meet their values, needs, motives, and expectations. Transitions to paid status.
Not in Cuny. NYPL os v. 9-12 (Aug. 2000-2003) JFM 96-708. # D. Pro.
Suchy, Sherene, 2002, “Personal Change and Leadership Development: A process of learning
how to learn,” ICOM International Committee for the Training of Personnel, Study Series 10,
UNESCO, Paris, France. Not found in NYC. Not seen. Rp. Rep.
Suchy, Sherene, 2004, Leading With Passion: Change Management in the Twenty-First-Century
Museum, AltaMira Press, Walnut Creek, CA, 224 pages. Forewords by Richard E. Boyatzis and
Patrick J. Boylan. (References to SST in Introduction, Chapter 3: Creating a Context [SST
model], Chapter 6: Realigning Past and Present Leadership Requirements, Appendix 1: Research
Methodology, and Appendix 2: Survey Questionnaire.) SST provided a way to explore shifts in
levels of organisational complexity. Flow theory was also an integral part of the research. Used
modified CPA in 42 guided personal interviews and in survey feedback forms from museum
directors and associate directors across Australia, the United States, England, and Canada. Art
history is the traditional background for museum directors but recent environmental changes
demand a new breed of directors as champions for social capital. Museum leadership is a fourfold role: internal and external leadership relies on passion and storytelling, building expert
teams and a context where others can give their best in a trusting relationship, entrepreneurial
development of social capital in a market economy for fund raising, and the shared leadership
between the director and board of directors for a focus on developing future directors. Emotional
intelligence emerged: directors insisted they made decisions on intuition when the complexity
became too great. Cited Csikszentmihalyi, Stamp, Goleman, and Jaques 1956, 1989, 1991,
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1994. No index. A user-friendly version of her 1998 PhD. NYPL Schw JFE 04-3943. Rp. Bk.
SUDOC. Catalogue du Système universitaire de documentation (SUDOC). The French supercatalogue in the 2000s for all their university libraries - online. ~
Sugarman, Barry, 2002, "Leadership, Networks, and Large-Scale Change: Topics Emerging
from SoL's Research Greenhouse II," Reflections, US, Summer2002, 3(4):69-78. ISSN:
15241734. DOI: 10.1162/152417302760127264. Highlights the gathering held on September
20-21, 2001 by the Society for Organizational Learning. Importance of leadership development.
Alison Brause gave a presentation on Jaques' Requisite Organization theory. # Misc. Pro.
Suh, Won S., Susan K. Key, and George Munchus, 2004, “Scanning Behavior and Strategic
Uncertainty: Proposing a new relationship by adopting new measurement constructs,”
Management Decision, London, UK, 42(7/8):1001-1016. Studies which assess the relationship
between scanning behavior (SB) and strategic uncertainty (SU) have shown a lack of consistency
in measurement constructs and differences in underlying assumptions for SU. Earlier studies
ignore the interaction effect between the two dimensions of SU - variability and complexity. Our
study sorts uncertainty into four distinct categories based on the interaction as proposed by
Duncan. This generates consistent results in research on the relationship between SB and SU.
We provide a practical example in the health care industry to illustrate how to assess managers’
external environment. Cited Duncan 1972, Milliken 1987. Jaques not cited. At Florida
International and Alabama at Birmingham (2). # MS. PJ. A.
Sujan, Harish, 1986, “Smarter versus Harder: An Exploratory Attributional Analysis of
Salespeople's Motivation,” Journal of Marketing Research, Feb. 1986, 23(1):41-49.
Salespeople’s motivation is comprised of two motivations. Most research has focused on
working harder. The other aspect, pursued here, is the motivation to improve the direction in
which they work, “working smarter.” This discretion and learning for improvement has an
important bearing on their performance - in the future. Teaches at Penn State. From his 1983
Related PhD. # MS. PJ. A.
Sujan, Harish, Mita Sujan, and James R. Bettman, 1988, “Knowledge Structure Differences
between More Effective and Less Effective Salespeople,” Journal of Marketing Research,
Research Notes and Communications, Feb. 1988, 25(1):81-86. Two studies. A cross-sectional
study of telephone salespeople indicated more effective (above average) salespeople have richer
and more interrelated knowledge structures about their customers than did less effective ones
(below average). This held both for customer traits and strategies for selling. A longitudinal
study validated the cross-sectional findings on entering salespeople as they progressed over time
from the less effective to the more effective stage. This contributes to the literature on realworld competence. (Complexity of information processing and discretion.) # MS. PJ. A.
Sujan, Harish, Barton A. Weitz, and Nirmalya Kumar, 1994, “Learning Orientation, Working
Smart, and Effective Selling,” Journal of Marketing, July 1994, 58(3):39-52. Among
salespeople motivational orientations toward learning and performance are related respectively to
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working smart and working hard. The learning goal orientation motivates working both smart
and hard. The performance goal orientation motivates only working hard. Goal orientation is
alterable through supervisory feedback. (This moves from complexity of information processing
to personal continual improvement.) # MS. PJ. A.
Sull, Donald, and Kathleen M. Eisenhardt, 2012, "Simple Rules For A Complex World,”
Harvard Business Review, US, Sep2012, 90(9):68-74. 7p. Wd Cnt: 3858. ISSN: 00178012.
Cover story. How do successful companies shape their high-level strategies? A 10-year study
discovered that such firms relied not on complicated frameworks but on simple rules of thumb.
Managers translated corporate objectives into a few straightforward guidelines that helped
employees make on-the-spot decisions and adapt to constantly shifting environments, while
keeping the big picture in mind. The rules allowed employees to make difficult trade-offs and
quickly innovate solutions that put the firm on the fast track. Effective rules are specific, not
broad; are drawn from historical experience; and are made by their users, not the CEO. Case:
América Latina Logistica. At London Business School; Stanford U. # Misc. Pro.
Sullivan, Gordon R., Gen., 1994, “Ulysses S. Grant and America’s Power-Projection Army,”
Military Review, Command and Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, KS, (1994:01125), Jan. 1994,
p. 5-14. Chief of staff, US Army. Grant used the command crisis he faced over controlling and
coordinating a theater of armies to project that power inside the Confederacy. This strategy
energized the entire effort. Likewise, in the post-Cold War army new concepts are energizing it.
The revision of FM 100-5 Operations, battle labs, Louisiana maneuvers, and scenario planning
give a new sense of intellectual vitality. See Wheatley 1994. D. PJ.
Sullivan, Jeremiah, Richard B. Peterson, Naoki Kameda, and Justin Shimada, 1981, "The
Relationship Between Conflict Resolution Approaches and Trust -- A Cross Cultural Study,"
Academy of Management Journal, US, Dec1981, 24(4):803-815. 13p. DOI: 10.2307/256178.
ISSN: 00014273. This study investigated whether the manner in which conflicts are resolved in
Japanese-American joint ventures in Japan influences the level of future mutual trust. Japanese
managers perceived a higher level of future trust when disputes are resolved through conferral,
except when an American was in charge of operations. Then the Japanese designated contracts
requiring binding arbitration. Americans had a lower tolerance for inconsistency and ambiguity.
Jaques, Fox not cited. At U. of WA; Aoyama Gakuin U.; Portland State U. # MS. PJ. A.
Sullivan, Jeremiah J., 1983, "A Critique of Theory Z," Academy of Management Review, US,
Jan1983, 8(1):132-142. 11p. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1983.4287722. ISSN: 03637425. Ouchi's
Theory Z prescribes how employees should be motivated for increased productivity. Asserted
Theory Z by William Ouchi was based on the theoretical work of Emile Durkheim. As such, it
views the modern large corporation as a communal alternative to the shortcomings of other
institutions in industrial mass society. Ouchi's assertion that Japan is the industrial society where
'Theory Z' has flourished receives limited support from research findings. Moreover, Ouchi's
grounding of the theory in humanistic management seems unwarranted. It was a normative
theory of how employees should be motivated. Jaques not cited. Cited Jenkins 1977 Related
PhD. At U. WA. # Refu. PJ. A.
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Sullivan, Jeremiah J., and Ikujiro Nonaka, 1986, “The Application of Organizational Learning
Theory to Japanese and American Management,” Journal of International Business Studies,
Autumn 1986, 17(3):127-147. Karl Weick in his 1969 book, The Social Psychology of
Organizing, theorized that organizational learning must be governed by a theory of action. This
study showed senior Japanese executives had a stronger commitment to a theory of action than
their American counterparts. Implications for strategy-setting in both cultures were discussed.
(Hello? Time’s almost up.) Cited in Leonard-Barton 1992. At U. Washington and Hitotsubashi
U. MS. PJ.
Sumiya, Mikio, 1965, “The Impact of Technological Change on Industrial Relations in Japan,”
British Journal of Industrial Relations, [Special Section on Japan], London School of
Economics, Blackwell Pub., Oxford, UK, July 1965, 3(2):210-218. Good short backgrounder on
IR since the Restoration (1868). Chart on p. 216 showed the Age-Wage Profile and the size
effect: bigger companies pay more. At Tokyo U. In City Coll. # MS. PJ. A.
Sumiya, Mikio, 1977, “Japanese Industrial Relations Revisited: a Discussion of the Nenko
System,” Japanese Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Spring 1977, 5(3):3-47. DOI:
10.2753/JES1097-203X05033. The nenkō system and lifetime commitment were closely
interrelated with the enterprise-based union system. Because technology was enterprise-specific,
the employers wanted to retain employees through long tenure to recapture the cost of the
training. This creation of specific human capital was the basis for the internal labor market.
Nenko = employment security/ tenure. (See Gary Becker 1975, 2nd edn., p 192, ft.26: the
subcontractors take the risks.) Age-Wage Chart was from Mincer 1962 with 1936 census data.
Nenko was not then scheduled to be phased out. Jaques not cited. Cited Gordon 1972; Rosen
1973; Meij ed. 1963; Koike 1966; Umemura 1956; Doeringer and Piore 1971. See Jacoby 1979.
Clio Offsite HC461 .J45 v. 5. CUNY Grad Ctr. # MS. PJ.
Summers, James K., Timothy P. Munyon, Timothy P. Perryman, and Gerald R. Ferris, 2010,
“Dysfunctional Executive Behavior: What can organizations do?” Business Horizons, U.
Indiana, IN, US, Nov-Dec 2010, 53(6):581-590. The purpose of this article is to assist
organizations in the design of executive work that diminishes self-serving and unethical
behavior. We propose that organizations structure an executive’s work around three factors: the
accountability environment, managerial discretion, and relationship composition. Cited Hall et
al 2007; Hambrick et al 2005; Hambrick & Finkelstein 2007; Finkelstein et al 2009. Jaques not
cited. At Bradley U., U. Central Florida, Texas Christian U., Florida State U. # MS. PJ.
Summers, Lawrence H., 1991, "The Scientific Illusion in Empirical Macroeconomics,"
Scandinavian Journal of Economics, Wiley/Blackwell, UK, 1991, 93(2):129-148. ISSN:
03470520. It is argued that formal econometric work, where elaborate technique is used to apply
theory to data or isolate the direction of causal relationships when they are not obvious a priori,
virtually always fails. The only empirical research that has contributed to thinking about
substantive issues and the development of economics is pragmatic empirical work, based on
methodological principles directly opposed to those that have become fashionable in recent
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years. [See editorial by Hylleberg & Paldam, and the two comments by Gottfries and by
Grodal.] Cited by Snowdon and Vane 2005. # Misc. PJ.
Summers, T. P., and A. S. DeNisi, 1990, “In Search of Adams' Other: reexamination of referents
used in the evaluation of pay,” Human Relations, Tavistock, London, UK, NY, NY, June,
43:497-511. The present field research found that perceptions of pay equity with respect to 3
classes of referents are strongly associated with pay satisfaction. In addition, pay valence was
found to be associated with perceptions of equity vis-a-vis referent classes. This research was
generally not supportive of Goodman's identification of factors affecting the selection of
referents. (CSA Abstract amended) Cited in Burchell and Yagil. Misc. PJ.
Suojanen, Waino, 1955, “The Span of Control – Fact or Fable?” Advanced Management, SAM,
November, 20:5-13. Reviewed current literature and concluded the SOC had no validity and
especially so in the larger government agencies and business corporations. (See Urwick 1956;
Simon 1957) Jaques found this dialogue interesting. Misc. PJ. A.
Suojanen, Waino, 1963, “Management Theory: Functional and Evolutionary,” Academy of
Management Journal, March, 6(1):7-17. Suggested a look to the resolution of the conflicts
depicted in Koontz 1961 might be found in a recent similar resolution in biology. This did not
happen. (See Koontz, 1961; and Urwick 1963.) Misc. PJ. A.
Suomi, Reima, 1993, “A Transaction Cost View of Decision-Support Systems,” Behaviour and
Information Technology, Taylor and Francis, London, July-Aug., 12(4):228-237. SSCI.
Information Technology. Hierarchical singular decision-making is obsolete with today's
technology. It is a group effort. Decisions are made continuously throughout the organization,
are negotiated, and are part of a process. The transaction cost approach relates to context,
decision clarification, individual capabilities, and goal congruence. Cited Jaques 1990; El Sawy
1985; Anthony 1965; Simon 1960; Gorry & Scott Morton 1971.* CUNY online since 1996.
NYPL Hum Schw os JFM 95-12 (v. 12) 1993. Not Seen. At Turku School, Finland. # D. PJ.
Super, Donald E., 1957, The Psychology of Careers: an introduction to vocational development,
Harper, New York, NY, 362 p. Capacities were a limit on the level achieved (p. 66). (In French:
1964, La psychologie des interΛts, PUF, Paris. –Typo inserted by computer.) Cited in Reynaud
1981. (In Spanish: Psicologia de la vida professional, trad. de H. Estelles, Rialp, Madrid, 1962.)
Cited in Aguirre 1970 notes. City Coll Cohen HF5381 .S93. Misc. Bk. UP.
Surakka, Tiina , 2008, “The nurse manager's work in the hospital environment during the 1990s
and 2000s: responsibility, accountability and expertise in nursing leadership”, Journal of Nursing
Management, Blackwell, UK, July, 16(5): 525–534. doi: 10.1111/j.1365-2834.2008.00901.x
Business values and pressures for cost efficiency have become a reality in health care. The data
comprised the diaries of 155 Finnish nurse managers and focus group interviews. The data were
subjected to qualitative and quantitative content analysis. The nurse manager’s work comprises
responsibility activities, accountability activities, and traditional bedside nursing. This work
changed in the 2000s as the nurse manager’s role changed from nurse to nurse leader. A new
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leadership model was devised based on an emerging nursing framework. RAEW. RAE in
leadership. Jaques not cited. Director, Pirkanmaa Hospice, Tampere, Finland. E-mail:
tiina.surakka@pirkanmaanhoitokoti.fi Htr Hlth Profs. # MS. PJ.
Susman, Gerald I., 1970, “The Concept of Status Congruence as a Basis to Predict Task
Allocations in Autonomous Work Groups,” Administrative Science Quarterly, 15(2):164-175.
This is from his 1968 Ph.D. dissertation at UCLA (Related). Susman distinguished between
‘democratic’ groups and ‘independent industrial work’ groups. Lewin studied the democratic
kind. But workplaces include the latter groups which operate with constraints from a higher
level of management. Competence was the indicator on which co-workers judged social status.
(Strong support for Jaques and STS.) MS. PJ. A.
Susman, Gerald I., 1970, “The Impact of Automation on Work Group Autonomy and Task
Specialization,” Human Relations, London, UK, 23(6):567-577. Cited in Nystrom and Starbuck
volume II. From his 1968 UCLA Ph.D. dissertation (Related). This article is on work groups as
open systems. Individuals work up to standard so as not to let down their workmates. Misc. PJ.
Susman, Gerald I., and Roger D. Evered, 1978, “An Assessment of the Scientific Merits of
Action Research,” Administrative Science Quarterly, December, 23(4):582-603. A defense of
action research and social analysis in the face of positivist theorizing. Developed a five-step
model of cyclical process of action research very like Shewhart cycle of continual improvement.
Cited by Kinston 1983. Cited Lewin, Bion, Rice, Trist, Blau, Whitehead, Popper, Jaques 1951.
# Rp. PJ. A.
Sutcliffe, Kathleen M., 1994, “What Executives Notice: Accurate perceptions in top
management teams,” Academy of Management Journal, Mississippi State, Oct 1994, 37(5):1360Investigated the extent to which top executives accurately perceive environmental instability and
munificence. Environmental scanning and centralization affected perceptions of instability;
work history diversity, team tenure, and munificence. Cited Fahey and Narayanan 1989. Did
not cite Jaques. MS. PJ. A.
Sutherland, John W., 1975, Systems: analysis, administration, and architecture, Van Nostrand
Reinhold Co., NY, NY, US, 339 p. This book is on systems directly related to management and
organization on structure. As good an explication as we are going to get. Not on RO. NYPL os
JSE 75-1866. Clio os QA402 .S9. CUNY Bklyn QA402 .S9. Misc. Bk.
Sutherland, John W., 1978, Societal Systems: methodology, modeling, and management, NorthHolland, NY, NY, USA, 336 p. Section ‘Management’ covers many topics also covered by
Jaques, but differently. The source of social and organizational hierarchy is not clusteration but
horizontal stratification. Social satisfaction is not marginal but cumulative. (It is not a bellcurve, but an S-curve - same data). This gives rise to status and levels within the society or
organization. CUNY Bklyn & JJay Coll. H61 .S97. At SIU, Carbondale, IL. Misc. Bk.
Sutton, Francis X., 1956, The American Business Creed, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 414
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p. (Others helped edit and compile this tome.) The espoused creed was clear at the top, but as it
declined inside organizations to the functions, it lost its clarity and decisiveness. The ideology
grew uncertain. Very interesting. (Compare this with the U.S. loss of direction in the 1970s big conglomerates without clarity.) Barnard & Bus HC106 .S88. Misc. Bk.
Sutton, John, 2007, "Market Share Dynamics and the "Persistence of Leadership" Debate,"
American Economic Review, Mar2007, 97(1):222-241. 20p. ISSN: 0002-8282. A new 45industry, 23-year, dataset for Japan is used to investigate the duration of industry leadership. A
new scaling relationship linking a firm's current market share with the standard deviation of
market share changes is reported. This relationship discriminates in a powerful way between
rival candidate theoretical models of market share dynamics. It also makes possible a useful
simplification in testing a benchmark model of a Markovian kind. Relative to that model, it is
found that at least some industries display a "Chandlerian" bias toward longer durations of
leadership than would be present in the benchmark model. j.sutton@lse.ac.uk At London
School of Economics. # Misc. PJ. A.
Sutton, Robert I., and Anita L. Callahan, 1987, “The Stigma of Bankruptcy: Spoiled
Organizational Image and Its Management,” Academy of Management Journal, Sep87,
30(3):405-436. Interview, archival, and observational data from four computer firms were used
to develop a theory about how Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code spoils the image of
top managers and firms. Those negative reactions further increase the probability of
organizational death and threaten managerial careers. We also propose strategies to avert or
repair the spoiled images of top management and firms. At Stanford U. Misc. PJ. A.
Suzuki, E., 1986, “The Driving Force of Corporate Growth,” Business Review, Tokyo, Japan,
Feb. 1986. (In Japanese: “Kigyo Seicho no Doraibuigu Fosu.”) Suzuki was a CEO who
ascribed the growth of his firm to “people-ism” (but did not actually use the term). Cited in
Itami 1988. [CEO of which company?] D. Pro.
Suzuki, Norihiko, 1986, “Mid-Career Crisis in Japanese Business Organisations,” Journal of
Management Development, Bradford, UK, Winter, 5(5):23-32. Japanese businesspersons go
through 3 distinct stages in their career path: 1. the apprenticeship period (Minarai), 2. the staff
period (Hitoridachi), and 3. the manager period (Kanri-shoku). The underlying principle for the
performance evaluation of the first 2 stages is based on the “Genten” principle that says all junior
employees have high potential and promise for promotion to the junior managerial ranks. They
get a full score (100 points) as an evaluation basis. The standards of evaluation after age 35
change drastically to the “Tokuten” principle. Managers begin their careers with an even zero
score. This means they must prove their worth based on merit and contribution. The impact of
this shift is said to produce high stress for managers and many are not successful. Jaques not
cited. Not CUNY. Not NYPL. Not in Clio. Gale circular both. In Wisser liby NYIT in Old
Westbury (?). Misc. PJ.
Suzuki, Y., 1980, “The Strategy and Structure of Top 100 Japanese Industrial Enterprises 19501970,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, July-Sep. 1980, 1(3):265-291. See Derek F.
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Channon 1973 book. Although not true at the beginning of the period, divisionalization had
become the main method for Japanese firms to diversify by the end. But different from the
West, joint-ownership meant autonomous action by the division’s management. Misc. PJ. A.
Svalastoga, Kaare, 1965, Social Differentiation, D. McKay, NY, NY, 174 pages. Danish author,
U. Copenhagen. Cited Jaques 1956, p. 32-33, on TSD. Noted it was somewhat related to the
“amount of resources subject to the discretionary activities of the employee.” See K.S.’s chapter
in Faris 1964 Handbook of same title that cited Jaques 1956. Lehman Lib. HM136 .S9 D. Bk.
Svalastoga, Kaare, 1972, “Measurement of Responsibility,” Social Science Information, Sage,
Oct 1972, 11:75-85. Danish author. In English. (‘Social Stratification and Career Mobility.’)
How does a population grant Prestige to an individual for their occupation? Difficulty or
Responsibility or Compensation or Educational requirement of the job? The person’s level/
rank in the firm? The size of the firm? Number of subordinates? All have been tried. TSD
correlated closely to felt fair pay. Income was expected to correlate to the responsibility of the
income-producing position. But Education was found to account for so much of the job
variation and difficulty that other factors, including Responsibility, had “little left to explain.”
(Number not given. Studies in Poland and Czechoslovakia were deemed not generalizable.)
O.D. Duncan’s index of socioeconomic status showed income with education gave the best
results (A. J. Reiss 1962). Differed from Simon 1957 and Roberts. Every study was western
European and heavily influenced by civil service positions in each country/ society. Jaques’s
theory was not supported. Becker was not cited. (See Calnan and Firth 1970 for similarities.)
Cited Hill 1956; Jaques 1956, 1961, 1964; Reiss 1962; Starbuck 1965. Also cited Duncan (n.d.);
Roberts (n.d.); Davis 1941 - not in references. # Cr. PJ.
Sveiby, Karl Erik, 1992, "The Knowhow Company: Strategy Formulation In KnowledgeIntensive Industries," chapter 8 (p. 167-186) in Hussey, D. E., ed., International Review of
Strategic Management, John Wiley & sons Ltd., 3(8):167-186. An Annual. Most strategic ideas
have been formulated for (19th century) manufacturing firms. But the future will be knowledgeintensive industries. What about now? 2/3 of all CEOs in OECD countries are heads of nonmanufacturing firms. 62% of all employment in EEC countries is in the service sector.
McDonald's is a service-factory: the system and simple tasks. Knowledge-intensive firms are
different: non-standardization; creativity; high dependence on individuals and; complex
problem-solving. They are staffed by professionals: law, medicine, architects, programmers,
scientists, consultants, etc. They have clients, not customers. Clients buy their knowledge, not
service. They are growing fast, but they are small and private. It is personnel brains over
capital: recruitment, retention, development, remuneration. Employees are creative, loyal to
their professions, and thus difficult. Such firms are headed by leaders, not managers. Their key
is balance between managerial and professional. But the CEO often has to be plural in
newspapers, movies, etc. The strategy is linked to personnel and there is no economy of scale.
Control is through a strong culture, not formal authority. Management is based on mutual trust
and respect, and is employee-driven. The firm is dependent on its employees. Jaques not cited.
NYPL SIBL JBL 92-36 Library has: 2(1991)-5(1994). Not in CUNY, Clio. # MS. PJ.
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Sveiby, Karl Erik, 1997, The New Organizational Wealth: Managing and Measuring
Knowledge-Based Assets, Berrett-Koehler, San Francisco, Cal., US, 220 p. (Available in Dutch,
in German, in French, in Spanish, in Portuguese, in Korean, in Hungarian, and in Chinese
translations.) Practical advice with examples of how companies can employ strategies that focus
on the intangible rather than the tangible assets. There are three parts to intangible assets:
employee compensation (degree of responsibility), internal structure (knowledge transfer), and
external structure (knowledge conversion). Features the Intangible Assets Monitor, a set of
indicators, with definitions and examples how to calculate and interpret them. These include:
growth/renewal, efficiency, and stability. How to achieve increasing returns with a knowledge
focus. (Described tools for measuring intangible assets such as competent and creative
employees, patents, brand names, and company reputation; Instead of implicit human
knowledge, investing in information technology instead of in people, they only know how to
measure performance in money. Outlining the differences between information-focused
strategies (such as adding chips to a manufacturer's product line) and knowledge-focused
strategies (such as seeking returns in long term customer relationships, ideas and learning, and
research and development). Measuring the knowledge-based assets of a company explains why,
for example, Microsoft is valued at 40 times its worth on paper.] (Indicators are similar to
Kaplan and Norton’s 1996 “Balanced Scorecard” but have greater coherence.) Unaware of RO.
KES was a consultant and professor in AU and in Finland (2005). Baruch HD 53 .S893 1997.
Toronto PL Ref 658 S81. SIBL JBE 08-972. Misc. Bk.
Svenson, Arthur L., 1961, “Pioneers of Management Organization Theory,” Management
International Review, Betriebswertschaftlicher Verlag, Weisbaden, Germany, Nov-Dec,
1(5/6):115-130 [engl.] [Fr: p. 131-138; Ger: p. 139-146.]. Described the early 20th century
contributions as pioneering management and organization thinkers of Henri Fayol in France,
Walther Rathenau in Germany, and Elihu Root in the U.S. (1) The master organization
theorist, Fayol, faced the issue of making human effort more productive and more effective. He
was concerned to match authority and responsibility as co-equals in each manager and role. The
greatest danger occurred when they were out of balance. He insisted on unity of command. The
individual interest within each unit was subordinated to the general enterprise interest. There
must be a match between the employee’s skills and the requirements of the role. People are the
enterprise. (2) Rathenau stressed the match between authority and responsibility. He looked to
industry-wide combinations of firms which would cut across the national divisions of Europe
and create a balance between consumer demand and industrial production levels. [Assassinated
by nationalists in 1922.] (3) Root, as Secretary of War and head of the US Army, created a
General Staff to address Army-wide strategic issues and a War College system to bring merit and
ability to it (as opposed to seniority). He was very concerned that authority not be based on rank
but on expertise and that authority and responsibility be matched (RAEW, p. 127). His reforms
also insured civilian control over the military and created the dual army system in the US
(regular army and National Guards). [Every major theorist – except Taylor – was concerned
with the match of authority and responsibility.] Backgrounder. Not in CUNY. At NYU. NYPL
SIBL *ZAN-T4725, v. 1-4. Clio Bus Leh liby coln HD28 .M36. Teach. Misc. PJ.
Svensson, Göran, 2005, "Leadership performance in TQM: a contingency approach", The TQM
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Magazine, MCB UP Ltd., Emerald Group Pub., UK, 17(6):527-536. Contingency models of
leadership performance in TQM include timely contextual accuracies – as well as foresight
versus improvidence accuracies – of TQM. Accuracy parameters serve as a descriptive tool of
leadership performance. Generally, this paper is restricted to the core value of leadership/
management commitment. (Accuracy may be an excellent measure.) # MS. PJ.
Svensson, Sven, and Lars-Erik Wolvén, 2010, "Temporary agency workers and their
psychological contracts," Employee Relations, Emerald Group, MCB, Bradford, UK, Feb. 2010,
32(2):184-199. Wolven. The primary result is that TAWs perceive promises and form a PC
with BOTH management and co-workers in the client companies they work in. (The permanent
co-workers treat them like dirt.) This finding provides support for Marks’ (2001) theory of a PC
with multiple constituencies. Almost all previous studies on the subject examined PCs as a
matter of only employer/management and employee. These empirical results will challenge
much previous research on psychological contracts. # Refu. PJ.
Svensson, Sven, 2012, "Flexible working conditions and decreasing levels of trust," Employee
Relations, Emerald Group, MCB, Bradford, UK, Feb. 2012, 34(2):126-137. The results of a selfadministered questionnaire reveal that people who have adapted to increasing demands for
flexibility in nonstandard positions display significantly lower levels of generalized trust
compared to standard employees (where age, gender, and socio-economic position are constant).
Since trust has proved to be a prerequisite for innovativeness, and both flexibility and
innovation are officially accepted solutions for the troubles of post-industrial society, this is a
paradox in the "new economy". Results support the theory that flexible working conditions lead
to decreasing levels of trust in society. Not in CUNY. Clio. # Refu. PJ.
Swain, Pam, and Janis Paterson, 1986, "New Strategies in the Training of Human Resource
Managers," Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources, HRM Australia, Australian Human
Resources Institute (AHRI), Sage, May 1986, 24(2):9-13. DOI: 10.1177/103841118602400204.
In discussing the role of academic institutions in the development of managerial talent Mintzberg
(1975 HBR) claims that management schools have been successful in producing organisational
specialists such as accountants and marketing researchers, but for the most part have failed to
train managers. Gordon Wills (1983) further contends that many management schools are too
concerned with input standards such as qualifications and output standards tested by
examinations. He feels that many business courses have regressed to academic norms, which
would appear to be more concerned with the maintenance and extension of knowledge than with
the preparation for entry to the profession of management. Jaques not cited. # Refu. PJ.
Swain, Pam, 1995, Strategic Choices: A Study of the Interaction of Industrial Relations and
Corporate Strategy in the Pilbara Iron Ore Industry, School of Management, Curtin University,
Perth, W.A., AU, 385 p. ISBN: 1863425721. This is a book from her 1992 PhD thesis. Focus
of the book was not about industrial relations (IR). It was about how organizations manage their
industrial relations and the choices open to the management of each. Managements in CRA,
Cliffs Robe River, and Mt. Newman were not monolithic on workplace rules. (Only a passing
reference to levels at CRA (chart p. 106-7).) [See Dabscheck Bk Rev and replies: APJHR, 1997,
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35(1):103-105; 1998, 35(3):118-121; 35(3):121-2. See Fells Bk Rev JIR, 1995, 37(4):635-637.
See Jones, Derek, et al 2003.] Curtin Liby 331.042209941 SWAI. Harvard & UCLA HD8849
.W42 S93 1995. Not in NYC. Not seen. [Lynch read the book.] At Curtin U. Misc. Bk.
Swain, Pam, 1999, "Organisational Learning: developing leaders to deal with continuous change
- a strategic human resource perspective," The Learning Organization, MCB UP Ltd., 1999,
6(1):30-37. ISSN: 0969-6474. DOI: 10.1108/09696479910255693. Examined the current
environment for management in terms of management development strategies. Evaluated
various organizational change strategies and theoretical frameworks for competitive advantage.
Discussed the uncertainty managers were faced with and reviewed the implications for managers
and HR strategy. Jaques not cited. Cited Penrose 1959; Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995. Then at
Curtin U., WA, AU. # MS. PJ.
Swalm, Ralph O., 1966, "Utility Theory--Insights into Risk Taking," Harvard Business Review,
US, Nov/Dec66, 44(6):123-136. 14p. ISSN: 00178012. The term "cardinal utility theory" is
new to most businessmen. It is a useful concept that may lead to surprising findings that bear on
businessmen's attitudes toward risk and should be of interest to policy makers. People prefer
certainty and stay within a certain world – within their bounded rationality. As a result, we
suppress uncertainties and assume certainties – often where there is no ground to do so.
Decision-makers thus create a fantasy world. (This study was based on dollar amounts, not on
futures or time.) Jaques not cited. Cited in Richards 1981. # MS. Pro.
Swann, H. V., 1978, "Human Resource Accounting: Some aspects which require psychologists'
attention," Journal of Occupational Psychology, British Psychological Society, UK, Dec78,
51(4):301-314. ISSN: 03058107. The response from psychologists to the idea of valuing the
human resource has been very limited despite the fact that it was a psychologist, Likert, who can
be considered to have been one of the significant influences in the field. On the other hand is
Jaques' discovery of the discretion in every job. A selective picking from this field could be the
justified. Cited Jaques 1967 (1961, 2nd). At City of London Polytechnic. # Rp. PJ.
Swart, Juani, N. Kinnie, and J. Purcell, 2003, People and Performance in Knowledge Intensive
Firms, CIPD, London, UK, … p. People in this type of firm are the value of the firm. Cited in
Swart 2006. Not in NYC. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Swart, Juani, 2006, “Intellectual Capital: disentangling an enigmatic concept,” Journal of
Intellectual Capital, (JIC), ProQuest, UK, 7(2):136-159. Intellectual capital has several subcomponents, including human capital, resource-base, and social capital. This has led to confused
definitions on the temporal dimension and level of analysis. It has also led to the difference
between individual and organizational knowledge (structural vs. process; internal vs. external).
Other forms of capital, both physical and financial, need to be included to find shareholder value.
Jaques not cited. Cited Becker 1964; Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995; Sveiby 1997; Swart et al 2003;
Ulrich 1998. See Valladares et al 2005; Guimón 2005. At U. Bath, UK. # Atl. PJ.
Swedish Employers’ Confederation, 1975, Job Reform in Sweden: conclusions from 500 shop
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floor projects, S. E. C. Technical Section, [SAF], Stockholm, Sweden, 131 p. (Original: Nya
arbetsformer. Pub. 1974, in Swedish. Translated by David Jenkins.) A review of projects in
Sweden in many industries to change the jobs of workers to give them empowerment. Some
were enlarged, others rotated, many types of changes were tried. Volvo at Uddevalla. [See
Wilfred Brown 1977 Bk Rev: this book confirmed his theories and refuted the publicity/claims
of the STS advocates.] No ftnts. Not in CUNY. NYPL Schw JLD 77-2449 (SASB). MS. Bk.
Swiercz, Paul Michael, and Souha R. Ezzedeen, 2001, “From Sorcery to Science: AHP, a
powerful new tool for executive selection,” Human Resources Planning, p. 15-26. The current
executive selection system has a 50 percent failure rate. The Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP) of Saaty (1990) is a way decision makers can implement a far more accurate decision
making process. ‘Hierarchy’ refers to levels of logic and the decision making criterion must be
MECE. It provides a final consensus ranking of all candidates. This is “a systematic approach
to solving an inherently unstructured problem.” A tool. (Did not look at the level of mental
complexity or the type of logic used by the candidate and the type of logic required by the
position. It broke the pieces of the process apart and put them in a rank order. It never dealt
with the job’s holistic requirements as its manager would.) Cited Jaques & Clement 1991; Sessa
& Taylor 2000; Sessa, Kaiser, et al 1998; H. Levinson 1994. At GWU. Off. PJ.
Swinyard, Alfred W., and Floyd A. Bond, 1980, "Who gets promoted?" Harvard Business
Review, US, Sep/Oct80, 58(5):6-18. ISSN: 00178012. Every corporate manager who has
reached the top has his or her own opinions about the competition. Depending on vantage point,
such managers see their competition either as older, younger, much smarter, or "not quite up to
snuff." A survey showed executives were appointed at younger ages with a growing number
with higher education, particularly MBAs, who were more mobile. The authors viewed this not
as chaos but as diversification. [But did it work?] At U. Mich. # Misc. Pro.
Sy, Thomas, and Laura Sue D'Annunzio, 2005, "Challenges and Strategies of Matrix
Organizations: Top-Level and Mid-Level Managers' Perspectives," Human Resource Planning,
Jan. 2005, 28(1):39-48. The article focuses on challenges and strategies of matrix organizations.
The top five contemporary challenges of the matrix organizational form are: (1) misaligned
goals, (2) unclear roles and responsibilities, (3) ambiguous authority, (4) lack of a matrix
guardian, and (5) silo-focused employees. The matrix organizational form emerged as
government contracts required a project-based system linked directly to top management.
Managers adopt the matrix because they believe the strengths outweigh the weaknesses. More
mid-level managers cite ambiguous roles and responsibilities as a challenge, reporting a higher
frequency of their occurrence in comparison with top-level managers. Both agree that
ambiguous authority and silo-focused employees are major challenges, and the occurrence of
these challenges. At Cal State – Long Branch; A.T. Kearney. RAEW. # MS. PJ.
Sykes, Geoff, Mike Simpson, and Eric Shipley, 1997, “Training and empowerment improve
performance: a case study,” Integrated Manufacturing Systems, MCB UP, UK, 8(2):90-102.
Presented a case study, based on semi-structured interviews and shopfloor observations, of an
optical fibre manufacturer in the North of England recently taken over by a German company.
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The company was a traditional manufacturing organization, hierarchical and functional,
characterized by tension between management, supervisors and workforce. Despite a healthy
order book and low labour costs management perceived a threat from European competitors who
provided faster delivery and higher quality. Management introduced teamworking and
empowerment and achieved some success. Casts doubt on the transferability of this company’s
expertise to its German parent. Cited Jaques 1990; Goldratt and Cox 1984; Lewis 1991. A case.
At Sheffield; Sheffield Hallam; Eurotec Fibre Optics. # Refu. PJ.
Szerszynski, Bronislaw, 2002, “Wild times and domesticated times: the temporalities of
environmental lifestyles and politics,” Landscape and Urban Planning, Nov., 61(2-4):181-191.
Whereas the environment as described by the natural sciences is one dominated by
chronological, linear time, human time is also kairological, suffused with meaning and intention.
Human action produces its own distinctive temporalities––some linear, some cyclic, some
oriented to external goals, some self-sufficient. The logic of kairological time also requires that
we understand individual events and actions as `figures' against a temporal `ground'–– organised
into an overarching narrative, or broken up into distinctive time segments. Lived time is also
sometimes synchronised with other times––with that of proximate or distant others, or with
historical narratives of progress or decline. Cited Jaques 1982 FoT. D. PJ.

T
Tabary, J. C., 1991, “Hierarchy and Autonomy,” International Journal of General Systems,
Taylor & Francis, London, UK, 18(3):244-250. Hierarchy and Autonomy appear very frequently
in General System Theory. The various components of biological or social systems are nested
together. Autonomy is the basic concept of many systemic descriptions. However, hierarchy and
autonomy seem antinomic. Hierarchy implies some interdependence between different levels of
organisation, autonomy means obedience only to internal laws. It is important to correct this
apparent contradiction. Such correction is easy when the structures and the states of systems are
distinguished. The structure of a part or of the whole system is defined independently of its
surroundings, consequently of any nesting. The structure's possible states form a finite set, also
independent of surroundings. But the state at any level of organisation, at any given time, is
determined by its autonomous adaptation to surroundings. Once they are correctly defined,
hierarchy and autonomy appear to be complementary. This complementarity is fundamental,
for descriptions of organisation, for understanding autopoietic mechanisms, and conciliating
holistic and reductionist points of view. At Inserm U 215, Hopital Raymond Poincar, Garches,
France. MS. PJ.
Tabeta, Naoki, and Shashidur Rahman, 1999, "Risk sharing mechanism in Japan's auto industry:
The keiretsu versus independent parts suppliers," Asia Pacific Journal of Management, AU,
Dec99, 16(3):311-330. ISSN: 02174561. Examined the risk sharing mechanism in the
automobile industry in Japan, the nature of subcontractor-automaker contracts, the role of the
'keiretsu' group in explaining the high efficiency and business environmental adaptability of
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Japanese firms, and differences between a 'keiretsu' and independent parts supplier. # Misc. PJ.
Tacchi, Enrico Maria, 1983, “The sociological development of the « organizational control »
concept: some considerations,” (“Considerazioni su llo Sviluppo Sociologico del Concetto di «
Controllo Organizzativo »,”) Studi di Sociologia, Vita e Pensiero Pubblic University, Milano, IT,
(Università cattolica del Sacro Cuore,) apr-giu83, 21(2):211-220. In Italian. This article
outlined the evolution of « organizational control » concept from the « social control » concept.
In the Fifties, T. Parsons suggested important methodological bases for the analysis of control
processes. However, organizational control was adequately described only by some recent
sociological approaches: mainly by work sociology, socio-technical approach, and contemporary
studies on bureaucracies. Recently, J. Woodward and E. Jaques have considered organizational
control as the most important variable in building wide-range organizational typologies. At
Istituto di Sociologia dell’Università Cattolica di Milano, IT. Abstract seen. Rp. PJ.
Tachibanaki, Toshiaki, 1974, “Les disparités de salaries dans l’industrie japonaise,” Les Annales
de l’INSEE, FR, Recherches en économie du travail, mai-décembre, 16-17:271-307. [In French.
Trans. of his 1975 English article. Wage Differentials in Japanese Manufacturing Industries, p.
305; Las desigualdades entre salarios industriales en Japon, p. 306-7]. (Commentaires par
Jacques Bouteiller et Jean-Jacques Silvestre, 16-17:308-311.) Contained Age-Wage diagram, p.
291. [All my comments for this one in 1974 are in the 1975 English entry.] Cited en Silvestre
1978, p. 193, 199. Article from 1973 PhD. Not in NYPL. Clio. # Misc. PJ.
Tachibanaki, Toshiaki, 1975, “Wage Determinations in Japanese Manufacturing Industries -Structural Change and Wage Differentials,” International Economic Review, Wiley-Blackwell,
UK/JP, Philadelphia and Osaka, Oct. 1975, 16(3):562-586. Analysis of variance was used to
determine which factors were important for explaining wage differentials. The study period,
1958-1970, corresponded to one of rapid growth. Being male matters most (sex). Experience
and age matter next (hence nenko-joretsu was key in setting wages). Education matters (but
more so in the US). One Japanese age-wage profile with an experience-wage profile to go with
it (p. 575). The 'dual structure' and job occupation was revealed as myth. Chapter 1 from his
Related 1973 PhD at JHU. Also available in French: Annales de l'inséé, Dec. 1974 (Both
copied.) Cited in Tachibanaki 1982. # MS. PJ.
Tachibanaki, Toshiaki, 1976, “Quality Change in Labor Input: Japanese Manufacturing,” The
Review of Economics and Statistics, MIT Press, US, Aug. 1976, 58(3):293-299. A labor quality
change was discovered to be substantially higher than obtained in other studies due to
“aggregation error.” In the case of Japan, experience has been the prime source of error and has
been largely ignored in the literature. The average quality total change in the U.S. (1948-1966)
(Barger PhD 1971) was +0.31% while the average change in Japan (1958-1970) was found to be
+0.85%. Cited by Nishikawa 1980 Preface (p. xx). Chapter 3 of his 1973 Related PhD at JHU.
[No mention of the satei promotion on ability. Most of this change came in the second half of
this period when Jaques’ system was adapted to the Japanese keiretsu.] # MS. PJ. A.
Tachibanaki, Toshiaki, 1982, “Further Results on Japanese Wage Differentials: Nenko Wages,
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Hierarchical Position, Bonuses, and Working Hours,” International Economic Review, Kansai
Economic Federation, Philadelphia and Osaka, June 1982, 23(2):447-461. The study period,
1975-1978, was one of lesser growth than the earlier study. Was the nenko wage structure being
adhered to? Position and promotion mattered a lot to wage level. One Japanese age-wage
profile but with an experience-wage profile to go with it (p. 452). Cited by Clegg 1990. At
Kyoto U. tachibanaki @ econ.kyoto.ac.jp # MS. PJ.
Tachibanaki, Toshiaki, 1987, “The Determination of the Promotion Process in Organizations and
of Earnings Differentials,” Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, Amsterdam, NL,
Dec. 1987, 8(4):603-616. Revealed that high school graduates had little chance to be promoted
to higher job levels, even if they had longer experience than other workers. Only junior college
and university graduates had the opportunity. This is especially true for larger firms, in which
competition was fierce because the number of superior hierarchical positions was limited.
Although education is relatively unimportant in deciding earnings distribution in Japan, it is
proposed that initial hierarchical position, which is determined by workers' education attainment,
plays an important part in earnings distribution. ‘Unrecognized factors’ also play a part. [Satei
not mentioned.] Cited in Ariga et al 1992. Cited Calvo and Wellisz 1979. # MS. PJ.
Tachibanaki, Toshiaki, and Tomohiko Noda, 1996, “Enterprise Unionism: The Japanese System
at Work,” Economic Policy, UK, Oct. 1996, 11(23):469-485, (with comments by Torben M.
Andersen and Alan Kirman). Because management listens to its enterprise union in Japan the
existence of the union gives workers an increased voice. This is the opposite from the role of
unions in Europe. # MS. PJ.
Tachibanaki, Toshiaki, ed., 1998, Wage Differentials: an international comparison, St. Martin’s
Press, New York, NY, 378 p. Lots and lots of age-wage profiles from - Japan, Korea, U.S.,
Canada, Australia, UK, Germany, France, etc. Lehman Lib. HD4906 .W343 1998 MS. Bk.
Tachibanaki, Toshiaki, ed., 1998, Who runs Japanese business?: management and motivation in
the firm, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, GL, UK ; Northampton, MA, USA, 262 p. The ability,
attitudes, and motivations of Japanese executives. Excellent chapters. Clio Bus HD70.J3 W53
1998 MS. Bk.
Tachibanaki, Toshiaki, 2006, “Inequality and Poverty in Japan,” Japanese Economic Review,
Oxford, UK, Mar 2006, 57(1):1-27. The 2005 Presidential Address to the Japanese Economic
Association. This paper presents a brief survey of inequality and poverty in Japan. It shows
empirical evidence on the extent of both inequality in income distribution and of poverty rates.
The paper discusses the cause of increases in both these variables, and the implication of such
trends. The paper goes on to argue the difference between inequality of opportunity and
inequality of outcome and shows some related empirical evidence. Finally, the paper
investigates the relationship between economic efficiency and equity, supposed by Western
economists to be in a trade-off relationship, and presents policy recommendations. (Shows the
social risk from tying inputs and outputs too closely.) # MS. PJ.
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Tachiki, Dennis S., 1991, “Japanese Management Going Transnational,” The Journal for Quality
and Participation, Cincinnati, OH, Dec 1991, 14(6):96-107. Forty Japanese subsidiaries were
visited in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan to
determine the feasibility of initiating the Japanese style management. The results indicate that
the cultural aspects of company unions, age-based seniority, and lifetime employment are not
necessarily well-suited to local conditions. However, bringing out the functional aspects for
each of these areas, such as worker participation, and making them clear to local employees is
important in establishing good labor-management relations. Unless the receiving country can
readily absorb the new ways of organizing and producing, the transfer is not made. Misc. PJ.
Tadashi, Hanami, Koshiro Kazutoshi, and Inagami Takeshi, 1977, "Worker Participation in
Management Today," Special Survey of 84 Private-Sector Unions, Japan Labor Bulletin, Japan
Institute of Labour, Tokyo, JN, Part I: Aug. 1, p. 5-8; Part II: Sept. 1, p. 5-8. In Japan there are
joint councils' in every firm. Labor and management have a forum to meet and discuss their
relationship. The line between them and collective bargaining was vague. # Misc. Pro.
Taffinder, Paul, 1995, The New Leaders: achieving corporate transformation through dynamic
leadership, Kogan Page (a Coopers & Lybrand book), London, UK, 192 p. Theory, research and
conventional wisdom all have something to say on leadership. But do we really know what
makes a leader? Taffinder tackles the question. Looked at 5 elements of leadership in JFK’s 25
May 1961 speech committing the US to place a man on the moon: Conviction, Unpredictability,
Risk making (analysis), Risk taking (action) , Imposing context, and Generating critical mass (p.
38, 169-174). Taffinder sees the issue, but has not the solution. Cited Margerison & Kakabadse
1984; Reddin 1970; Rubenstein 2007; Zand 1972. Not in Clio, CUNY. Brunel Liby.: HD57.7
.T33. SIBL JBE 96-1602. (See also pgs. 5 & 124 of 1998 edn.) MS. Bk.
Taira, Koji, 1964, "The Labour Market in Japanese Development," British Journal of Industrial
Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics, London, UK, March 1964,
2(1):209-227. Until very recently the standard notion of the Japanese employer has been that of
a ruthless exploiter of labour. A new image of the Japanese employer now paints him as
dedicated to the national objective of economic development and as a benign human being
placing the welfare of his employees among the chief objectives of his enterprise. The Japanese
employer does not run his business for profit, but aims at making a self-contained commune of
his enterprise cemented by the nexus of mutual obligations and loyalty between himself and his
employees. Nenko described. [Satei not mentioned.] # Misc. PJ. A.
Taira, Koji, 1988, "Productivity Practices: Japanese Perceptions and Practices," Chapter 3 (p. 4062) in Campbell, John P., and Richard J. Campbell, eds., 1988, Productivity in Organizations,
Jossey-Bass, SF, Cal, US, 451 p. Japanese productivity since WWII as compared to that of the
US. Japan's growth was faster and drew roughly even in 1977. But Value-Added productivity in
Japan was roughly equal to all manufacturing in the US. However, there were still lowproductivity sectors in Japan which pulled down the national average. The 1974-1979 oil crises
knocked Japan sideways, but afterward it recovered so much that it would match US productivity
levels per worker by the end of the century. Firms in Japan pay out no profits. Shareholder
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capital gains are from the increases in the capital value of the stock holdings in the market.
Capital gains are tax free. DoD quality standards for purchasing were imported into Japan
as a result of the Korean War. The QC circle and bottom-up improvements arose – while strict
managers and engineers objected. An aim of the Japanese employment system was to break
power down and splinter it. Thus, the hierarchy assists the workers rather than commands
them. Cited Shimada 1983; Bronfenbrenner 1985; Tsurumi 1982. NYPL os JLE 89-10. Clio os
HD57 .P6987 1988. CUNY Baruch, Bklyn. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Takahara, Yasuhiko, and Mihajlo Mesarovic, 2003, Organization Structure: Cybernetic Systems
Foundation, Springer, (NL?), 288 p. (IFSR International Series on Systems Science and
Engineering.) Uses a cybernetic systems framework for the study of organizations using GST
(General Systems Theory) and presents a comprehensive formal view of organizations assessing
regulation, coordination and adaptation managements. The use of GST in this book is in sharp
contrast to previous attempts. It addresses structural problems totally based on qualitative, nonnumerical mathematics. The book lays a framework for initial efforts to investigate the potential
of using formal GST to address organizational dilemmas. Tested in several graduate courses.
(Six managerial levels are shown on the cover. Accidental? Mostly built on the law of requisite
variety. Too little, too late - but interesting.) Misc. Bk.
Takamiya, Susumu, 1981, “The characteristics of Japanese management,” Management Japan,
IMAJ, JP, 14(2):6-9. Japanese managers do not take high productivity for granted. QCs were
brought in from the General Motors Oklahoma plant. Clio os HD70 .J3 M35. At Sophia U. #
Misc. Pro.
Takamiya, Susumu, 1983, “Development of Japanese Management since World War II,” Indian
Management, India, Aug., p. 39-45. (Reprinted from Management Journal, 16(1):83, 1981. [?])
Right after WWII managers were seen as mediators between capital and labor. But by the 1950s
this changed. Managers were not to merely seek profits for their own firms, but adopt the
viewpoint of effectively bringing together the factors of production, of producing goods of high
quality and low cost, and of providing services, all within the context of harmony of the
economy and society. Managers had to make a 180-degree turn, from the attitude of looking at
society from the position of the firm to thinking about the firm's nature from the position of
society. Modern managerial control was adopted as the means of creating a new, modern order.
In the 1970s, due to materials inflation (oil crisis), improvement of efficiency became a life-ordeath concern to Japanese managers. Managers aim to establish the method of managerial
control which will make the social nature of management possible. External orientation ensues
motivation matches changes in the values held by consumers and employees. Jaques not cited.
Cited Drucker 1954. See Dore 1983; Hopper 1982; Tsurumi, R. R., 1982. Accountability. #
Misc. Pro.
Takanaka, Akira, 1986, “Some thoughts on Japanese management centering on personnel and
labor management: The reality and the future,” International Studies of Management and
Organization, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, US, Fall/Winter85/86, l5(3-4):17-56. This article
provides an insight on the future of Japanese management which centers on personnel and labor
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management. Early Western theories emphasized the uniqueness of the Japanese people and
their cultural characteristics. Next came a seemingly never-ending rash of theories attributing
Japan's success to the workaholic Japanese people, to their high educational level, or to the
underdeveloped social-capital system. Tatamae lives! MD, Central Japan Industries Assn.
Included Age-Wage Charts. Cited in Brown & Danaka 1988. NYPL online. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Takayanagi, Satoru, 1985, “Japanese Human-Resources Management,” Chapter 5 (p. 59-66) in
Monden, Yasuhiro, ed., 1985, Innovations in Management: the Japanese corporation, Industrial
Engineering and Management Press, Institute of Industrial Engineers, Atlanta, Ga., 251 p. The
goal of this effort is employee loyalty and identification. To get this the firm offers a bundle that
includes permanent employment and a seniority system. Older employees get higher wages,
despite ability or performance. Now Japanese companies have also introduced an efficiency
wage, or wage by job classification. By 1980 corporations that determined wages by both job
(and abilities) and seniority comprised 80.6 percent. (Nenko and satei on p. 64.) Baruch HD70
.J3 I548 1985. NYPL offsite JLE86-3986. # Misc. Ch.
Takayanagi, Satoru, 1985, “Japanese Participative Management,” Chapter 6 (p. 67-72) in
Monden, Yasuhiro, ed., 1985, Innovations in Management: the Japanese corporation, Industrial
Engineering and Management Press, Institute of Industrial Engineers, Atlanta, Ga., 251 p. Using
Matsushita as an example he described the operation of QC circles as self-managed small
groups, total (organization wide) quality control, the suggestion method, and job enlargement
and enrichment. Matsushita reduced defectives from 6 percent to 0.3 percent. Productivity
increased by 20 percent. Baruch HD70 .J3 I548 1985. NYPL offsite JLE86-3986. # Misc. Ch.
Takeuchi, Hirotaka, 1981, "Productivity: Learning from the Japanese," California Management
Review, US, Summer 1981, 23(4):5-19. 15p. ISSN: 00081256. Analyzed the productivity
system methods popular among Japanese corporations and considered their applicability to U.S.
companies. The need for U.S. companies to improve their productivity was discussed. Some
idiosyncrasies were noted, including close ties between government and business, in-house labor
unions, and a commitment to lifetime job security. Examples of strategies used and problems
faced by Japanese firms operating in the U.S. were presented and the increase in adoption of
quality control circles among U.S. companies were noted. At Harvard U. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Takeuchi, Hirotaka, 1998, “Beyond Knowledge Management: Lessons from Japan,” Monash MtEliza Business Journal, Melbourne, Vic., Australia, June, 1(1):21-30. (A reprint?) Dean,
Hitotsubashi University Graduate School of International Corporate Strategy in Tokyo. Western
managers see knowledge as explicit where Easterners see it as implicit and tacit. Westerners are
attracted to data and computers where Easterners see knowledge as within the person. F. W.
Taylor and Herb Simon are very rigid. Reengineering got rid of the middle managers who
hold the key organization knowledge and are the bridge to remaking the company over and over.
Under Taylorism only the selected few handle the knowledge. See Sveiby 1997. Available
(6/06) at: http://www.sveiby.com/Portals/0/articles/LessonsJapan.htm Misc. PJ.
Takeuchi, Hirotaka, and Ikujiro Nonaka, eds., 2004, Hitotsubashi on Knowledge Management,
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John Wiley (Asia), Singapore, 369 p. Twelve chapters by the academic faculty of the B-school.
Unaware of the links to the RO/SST theory though. A powerful book. Chapters by Ryoko
Toyama, Kazuo Ichijo, Ken Kusunoki, Yoko Ishikura, Christina L. Ahmadjian, Emi Osono,
Satoshi Akutsu, Ikujiro Nonaka, and Hirotaka Takeuchi. See N&T 1995 also. Not in CUNY.
Clio Bus HD30.2 .T34 2004. NYPL os JBE 04-592. Misc. Bk.
Takeuchi, Hirotaka, E. Osono, and N. Shimizu, 2008, “The contradictions that drive Toyota’s
success,” Harvard Business Review, June 2008, 86(6):96-105. (Reprinted in Strategic Direction,
Jan 2009, Vol 25, Iss 1.) Toyota shows apparent contradictions: it moves slowly but takes big
leaps; it grows steadily but is paranoid in insisting on change; its operations are efficient but it
seems to use employee time in wasteful ways such as meetings; it is frugal but spends freely in
key areas; it insists on simple communications but builds complex social networks; it has a strict
hierarchy but allows employees to push back. The forces of expansion include setting nearunattainable goals, local customization, and experimentation, while there are three forces of
integration which mitigate these: the founders’ values such as kaizen, long-term employment,
and open communication. Toyota’s culture of contradictions puts people at the centre of the
company; there is thus always room for improvement. MS. Pro.
Takeuchi, Riki, David P. Lepak, Heli Wang, and Kazuo Takeuchi, 2007, “An empirical
examination of the mechanisms mediating between high-performance work systems and the
performance of Japanese organizations,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, July 2007,
92(4):1069-1083. The resource-based view of the firm and social exchange perspectives are
invoked to hypothesize linkages among high-performance work systems (HPWS), collective
human capital, the degree of social exchange in an establishment, and establishment
performance. The authors argue that high-performance work systems generate a high level of
collective human capital and encourage a high degree of social exchange within an organization,
and that these are positively related to the organization's overall performance. On the basis of a
sample of Japanese establishments, the results provide support for the existence of these
mediating mechanisms through which high-performance work systems affect overall
establishment performance. Cited in Snape and Redman 2010. MS. PJ. A.
Takeuchi, Yo, 1995, Nihon no meritokurashii: Kozo to Shinsei (The Japanese Meritocracy:
structure and mentality),” Tokyo University Press, Tokyo, Japan. In Japanese. Not seen. Cited
in Rebick 1990 Related PhD (sic). Misc. Bk.
Takezawa, Shin-ichi, 1976, Quality of working life: Trends in Japan, International Labour
Office, Geneva, SZ, 23 p. The Japanese liked group work and gravitated toward QC-Circles.
The West may be different (Trist). Cited Ono 1973. NYPL *XME-9993 [Mfiche]. Misc. Rep.
Takezawa, Shin-ichi, and Arthur M. Whitehill, 1981, Work Ways: Japan and America, The
Japan Institute of Labor, Tokyo, Japan, 230 p. Comparison of how managers relate to workers in
both countries. The competitive advantage in the 1980s will be in human relations and “the
unique ways in which workers and managers in a given social context organize themselves for
work” (p. 3). This was the 1976 companion survey to 1960 data in The Other Worker (1968).
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Reported a major change in employee attitude. Employees were willing to allow comparison as
a criterion of promotion. In 1960 it was 6%; by 1976 it was 35%. Jaques not cited. Cited by
Saint 1982. See two other surveys of managers and employees (McMurry 1942; Kovach 1980,
etc.). See Morse 2003; Neirynck 2003 Related PhD. Baruch HD8072 .T24. MS. Bk.
Takezawa, Shin-ichi, 1982, Improvements in the quality of working life in three Japanese
industries, International Labour Office, Geneva, SZ, 175 p. Not seen. Baruch HD6957.J3 I46
1982 (not on shelf.) NYPL Schw Offsite JLE 84-1372 (SASB). Clio Offsite HF5549.5 .J63
D44. Misc. Bk.
Takitani, Kenji, 1973, “A Prototype for Japanese Investment in the United States,” Columbia
Journal of World Business, NY, NY, Dec. 1973, 8(4):31-33. Hitachi Metals bought a plant
earlier that year in Edmore Mich. Hitachi wanted to move into magnetics and the US owners
wanted out of the business. It kept the existing management to create the ‘wa’ spirit of unity,
harmony, and kinship. Financing was through Japanese banks and their US subsidiaries. The
language barrier is being overcome. Within 10 years the Japanese will be the largest group of
foreign investors in the U.S. Baruch Percls. Misc. PJ.
Taleb, Nassim Nicholas, 2005, Fooled by Randomness: The Hidden Role of Chance in Life and
in the Markets, 2nd edn., Random House, NY, NY, 368 p. Why aren't there more millionaires?
Human beings are prone to mistake dumb luck for consummate skill. We often mistake success
based on luck for success based on skill. Readers looking for practical investment strategies will
be disappointed. We are prone to misinterpret random events and we have a predilection for
them. We need to explain things. See Babbitt 1987. Refu. Bk.
Taleb, Nassim Nicholas, 2007, The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable Events,
Random House, NY, NY; Allen Lane, London, UK, 366 p. Taleb focuses on that most dismal of
sciences, predicting the future. The problem is that we place too much weight on the odds that
past events will repeat (diligently trying to follow the path of the "millionaire next door," when
unrepeatable chance is a better explanation). Instead, the really important events are rare and
unpredictable. (He calls them Black Swans, which is a reference to a 17th century philosophical
thought experiment. In Europe all anyone had ever seen were white swans; indeed, "all swans
are white" had long been used as the standard example of a scientific truth. So what was the
chance of seeing a black one? Impossible to calculate, or at least they were until 1697, when
explorers found Cygnus atratus in Australia.) In business and government, major money is spent
on prediction. Uselessly, according to Taleb, who administers a severe thrashing to MBA- and
Nobel Prize-credentialed experts who make their living from economic forecasting. See
Chancellor 2000. NYPL Schw JFE 07-4629. SIBL br 003.54 T, also 96th, MidManh,
Morningside. Clio Lehman Liby Res & Milstein [Butler] Q375 .T35 2010 [to Fac. due 6-12.]
Refu. Bk.
Tam, Frank Wai-ming, 2007, “Rethinking school and community relations in Hong Kong,”
International Journal of Educational Management, Emerald Group Pub. Ltd., UK, 21(4):350366. Existing theories in social development and school administration suggest that community
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is a place where individuals construct identity, and that a school needs to form partnerships with
its community, so that together, they work to improve educational effectiveness. However,
current education policies have forced schools to compete among each other for survival in the
community. Two subsidized schools in Hong Kong, one primary and one secondary, are
examined. Pressure to survive has forced schools to change from their detached attitude towards
the community, to a concern about getting better students. But the external community is a
critical factor so the school must develop productive relations with it. [‘Organization as a
defence’ only exists were there is inadequate leadership or a changing relationship with the
outside world. Analytical validity.] Cited Jaques 1952 (1953, 1955); Menzies 1988; Hirschhorn
1988; Kets de Vries and Miller 1986. Refu. PJ.
Tamimi, Nabil, Mark Gershon, and Steven C. Currall, 1995, “Assessing the psychometric
properties of Deming’s 14 principles,” Quality Management Journal, ASQC, Milwaukee, Wis,
US, Spring, p. 38-52. [Vol. 2. (or 3).] The quality literature abounds with success stories
[anecdotal examples] of "Demingized" firms. TO DATE there has been NO EMPIRICAL
RESEARCH that tested the impact of Deming's philosophy on quality performance, or
examined the interrelationships among Deming's practices. This article develops operational
measures of Deming's 14 principles using data collected from 173 business unit managers. The
psychometric properties of most measures are found to be reliable and valid. They can serve
industry practitioners, managers, and researchers. Replicated by Fisher, Elrod, and Mehta 2011.
Corr. +0.66. 1996 on at NYPL; ASQ 2002 on Clio & CUNY. ILL NYPL: Yale. # Refu. PJ.
Tamimi, Nabil, 1995, "An empirical investigation of critical TQM factors Using exploratory
factor Analysis,” International Journal of Production Research, Taylor & Francis Ltd., UK,
Nov., 33(11):3041–3051. ISSN: 0020-7543. Exploratory factor analysis was applied to a set of
50 quality management practices, synthesized from Deming's philosophy, to determine whether
they can be summarized or explained by a smaller number of meaningful factors. Eight factors
were extracted that accounted for 53.6% of the total variation. Cited in Elrod 2011. # Refu. PJ.
Tan, Danchi, and Joseph T. Mahoney, 2005, “Examining the Penrose Effect in an international
business context: the dynamics of Japanese firm growth in US industries,” Managerial and
Decision Economics, Wiley, Chichester, UK, Mar 2005, 26(2):113-127, 15 pgs. Penrose (1959)
theoretically developed the research proposition that the finite capacities of a firm's internally
experienced managers limit the rate at which the firm can grow in a given period of time.
'Penrose effect' of dynamic adjustment costs has been examined and corroborated in a few
empirical research studies, where growth is slowed down in subsequent periods by those with
foresight. The Penrose effect may be widely applicable to international business and corporate
strategy. The empirical results indicate that Japanese multinational firms that entered in US
industries, where the extent of knowledge tacitness, globalization, and unionization was high,
had rapid expansion growth in one time period followed by negative impacts on growth in the
subsequent time period. See Wright 1964. MS. PJ.
Tan, Danchi, and Joseph T. Mahoney, 2007, "The Dynamics of Japanese Firm Growth in U.S.
Industries: The Penrose Effect," Management International Review, Verlag, Germany,
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47(2):259-279. Proposed that multinational firms that send new managers to local operations
with greater home experience are less vulnerable to the Penrose effect in the process of
international expansion and thus were more capable to achieve growth in consecutive time
periods. Results based on Japanese investments in the US support these arguments. # Misc. PJ.
Tanaka, H., 1977, “Employment Hold-down without Long-term Consideration is Risky,” Nippon
Keizai Shinbun, (Japan Economic Journal), Nov. 6, 1977. (In Japanese.) Delayed promotions
are risky for retention unless there are future payoffs to the employee for the delays. Satei.
Cited in Monden 1983. Not seen. MS. ~
Tanaka, Hiroshi, 1980, “Japanese Method of Preparing Today’s Graduate to Become
Tomorrow’s Manager,” Personnel Journal, Costa Mesa, CA, US, Feb. 1980, 59(2):109-112.
Based on a survey of 50 Japanese firms, a profile of the programs for graduates into lifelong
employment and high productivity. This may last 6 months. Transition was made from student
to employee, and loyalty to the firm was ensured, not to the job or the profession. Topics
included product and process orientation, practical hands-on work experience (factory, sales,
service), and living together (joint residency, social rules, team work, punctuality, ‘eat out of the
same bowl’). All candidates get a personal tutor and keep a diary. Tests are given on laws
affecting the industry. Future job placement and rotations come out of staff evaluations, but
not promotions, which come later. Cited by Clegg 1990. CUNY City HF5549.A2 P5. At U.
Lethbridge, Alb., Can. # MS. Pro.
Tanaka, Toyoshige, 1989, “Developing Managers in the Hitachi Institute of Management
Development,” Journal of Management Development, ProQuest, Bradford, UK, 8(4):12-21.
Hitachi Ltd. considers its employees' education and development one of its most important
business commitments. Its general principle is not only to give employees knowledge and skill
but also to maintain and enhance management concepts. The vertical relationship is seen as a
student-teacher relationship. There are 4 institutes - Abiko, Sanno, Totsuka, and Suijin - that
conduct various programs for managers in 4 fields from management administration to technical
training. The objectives include clarifying understanding of Hitachi management concepts and
unifying managerial personnel's sense of direction. The curriculum and method include 2-way
communication with company executives, reading, self-made case studies, internationalization,
marketing, and culture courses. The ultimate objective is to have trainees practice what they
have learned. (A peek inside.) In Wisser liby NYIT in Old Westbury. Misc. PJ.
Tang, Thomas Li-Ping, 1996, “Pay differentials as a function of rater's sex, money ethic, and job
incumbent's sex: A test of the Matthew Effect,” Journal of Economic Psychology, February,
17(1):127-144. A hypothetical organization chart was adopted to examine the relative worth of
five positions and pay differentials as a function of rater's sex, Money Ethic endorsement, and
job incumbent's sex. Job incumbent's sex has no impact on pay allocations. Significant two-way
interaction effects between subject's (?!) sex and Money Ethic endorsement were found. Further
analyses showed that men with high Money Ethic endorsement allocated significantly more
money to the highest position and significantly less money to the lowest positions than did those
with low Money Ethic endorsement. However, women's allocations of money were not
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affected by their endorsement of the Money Ethic. Thus, men's allocation of position worth
supports the Matthew Effect (them that has, gets). Wow! At Middle Tenn. State. Cited Jaques
1965; Kuethe and Levenson 1964; Mahoney 1979. Rp. PJ.
Tang, Thomas Li-Ping, Adrian Furnham, and Grace Mei-Tzu Wu Davis, 2000, “A cross cultural
comparison of pay differentials as a function of rater's sex and Money Ethic endorsement: the
Matthew Effect revisited,” Personality and Individual Differences, October, 29(4):685-697. This
research extends Tang's [1996] original study of the Matthew Effect in internal equity to an
international setting and examines employees in three countries: Taiwan, the USA, and the UK.
Results showed that Chinese workers allocated more money to different positions than did their
American and British counterparts. Chinese also created a larger pay differential for the top
position and smaller pay differentials for the bottom positions than their counterparts. Further,
males tended to have a significantly higher top/bottom pay differential (2.44) than females
(2.39). For the whole sample, there was a significant difference in pay differentials between male
participants with high and low Money Ethic endorsement (Matthew Effect). This study reveals
both culture-specific (emic) differences in pay differentials and culture-free (etic) findings from
all three countries. EJ not cited. Cited Kuethe & Levenson 1964; Mahoney 1979. Rp. PJ.
Tangree, F. K., 1963, “How Much Delegation?” Indian Management, All India Management
Association, New Delhi, India, Nov-Dec, 2(6):35, 41. “Delegation of authority and the
development of competent subordinates are important functions of the executive. In India,
however there is a tendency towards insufficient delegation and for the executive to surround
himself with incompetent subordinates lest competent ones should outshine him.” [A societywide culture issue?] NYPL SIBL os M-10 8297 v. 2. Clio os HD70 .I4 I6. # MS. Pro.
Tannenbaum, Arnold S., ed., 1968, “Control in Organizations,” chapter 1 (p. 3-29) in
Tannenbaum, Arnold S., ed., 1968, Control in Organizations, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, US, 325
p. Cited Jaques 1956; Evan 1963. Grad Ctr HF5548.8 .T29. Teach. # W. Ch.
Tannenbaum, Arnold S., et al, 1974, Hierarchy in Organization, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco,
CA, and London, UK. Hierarchy always seems to survive no matter what new fad is used to
bash it, trash it, or eliminate it. They seem flatter in socialist countries. Cited in Rowbottom and
Billis 1987. Nothing on Jaques. Misc. Bk.
Tannenbaum, Robert, and Fred Massarik, 1950, “Participation by Subordinates in the Managerial
Decision-Making Process," The Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science / Revue
canadienne d'Economique et de Science politique, Blackwell Publ., Canadian Economics Assn.,
Aug. 1950, 16(3):408-418. Cited Jaques 1948. # Misc. PJ.
Tanz, Jason, 2003, “A Brief History of Management,” Fortune - Small Business, 1 October, 1027
words (very brief), 13(8):54. Included Art Kleiner’s cite of EJ: “The science of management is
today where the natural sciences were before the discovery of the circulation of blood.” W. Pro.
Taplin, Ruth, 1995, Decision-making and Japan: a study of corporate Japanese decision-making
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and its relevance to Western companies, Folkestone, Kent, UK, Sandgate Pub., Japan Library,
156 p. A very interesting book. No, fascinating. On decision-making in the banking and
securities industries. The Japanese economy is not going to collapse. Neither are Japanese
managers going to go away. Poor index. CUNY Baruch HD 30.23 .T36 1995. Misc. Bk.
Taschdjian, Edgar, 1977, “Time Horizon: The Moving Boundary,” Behavioral Science,
Louisville, KY, 22(1):41-48. Transition across a system’s moving time horizon is a receding
boundary of uncertainty or entropy that “separates the foreseeable from the unforeseeable
future.” A mathematical approach. Reenforces Jaques. Cited in Das 1991. MS. PJ.
Taube, Mortimer, 1961, Computers and Common Sense, Columbia U. P., NY, NY p.121, 124.
(In HBR, Jan. 1972, 50(1):99 at end of Dearden article.) “The criticism of science in the
twentieth century is a kind of lèse majesté somewhat equivalent to criticizing the Roman
Catholic Church in the twelfth century. It is seldom realized that every form of intellectual
endeavor with the exception of science has both practitioners and informed critics. ... But
scientists have insisted that any criticism of their work does constitute censorship or a failure to
appreciate the necessity for “basic” [which sometimes should be read as trivial or useless]
research. ... The way things are now, if someone can get by with preempting the use of the term
“science” he is relatively free from exposure as a charlatan even if he is one.” [In 1969 another
“Nobel” prize was added in “Economic Science.” Q.E.D.] Misc. Bk.
Tausky, Curt, 1970, Work Organizations: major theoretical perspectives, F. E. Peacock, Itasca,
Ill., 223 p. Chapter (p. 24-65) reprinted as first chapter (“Theories of Organization,” p. 11-33)
in Litterer, Joseph A., ed., 1980, Organizations: structure and behavior, 3rd ed., Wiley, New
York, NY, p. 11-33. A review of the major theories since 1900. One reference on authority and
accountability to Jaques 1956. Baruch HD31 .T28. W. Ch.
Taveggia, Thomas C., and R. Alan Hedley, 1976, “Discretion and Work Satisfaction: A Study of
British Factory Workers,” Pacific Sociological Review, UC Press, July 1976, 19(3):351-366. A
portion of empirical data collected from a large sample of British factory workers (Dubin survey
database) relates these workers' perception of the discretion available to them to their work
satisfaction. Measured perceived discretion surrounding actual job performance and discretion
involving participation in the world of work. The major conclusion is that job performance
discretion is less significantly related to work satisfaction than workers' perceived discretion as
to where and at what job they work. Jaques not cited. Cited Blauner 1964, 1969; Hedley 1971
PhD. At UC-Irvine; U. Victoria, BC. # MS. PJ.
Taversky [This is a misspelling of Tversky].
Tayeb, Monir, 1994, “Japanese Managers and British Culture: a comparative case study,”
International Journal of Human Resource Management, UK, Feb94, 5(1):145-166. (AN
5802057). Will Japanese management practices work in Britain? Some are found by the
researcher to be socially and culturally incompatible. But some have already been implemented
successfully. (Ah, there’s the rub.) At Herriot-Watt, Edinburgh. Misc. PJ.
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Taylor, Bernard, 1974, “Herzberg on Worker Psychology,” Journal of General Management,
Henley-on-Thames, UK, Autumn74, 2(1):43. Editorial sidebar on Herzberg on current deskilling and up-skilling trends in work and the limitations of specialization. # Misc. PJ.
Taylor, Frederick Winslow, 1903, “Shop Management,” American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, New York NY, "Presented at the Saratoga meeting (June, 1903) of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, and forming part of volume XXIV of the Transactions," 13371480 p. SIBL. Republished 1911 as a book. Also in Scientific Management, 1947, Harper &
Brothers, New York, NY. How managers should run a shop. Managers must work and must do
the thinking for the workers. See Church 1911, 1912. Misc. Rep.
Taylor, Frederick W., 1911, Principles of Scientific Management, Harper & Brothers, New York.
Also in Scientific Management, 1947, Harper & Brothers, New York, NY. THE management
classic for the 20th century. Culmination of his writings since 1895. Taylor codified the original
formulation of managers as thinkers and employees as laborers. True scientific method was not
part of this concept. Taylor defined the work of managers as doing the thinking for the
employees’ roles. Taylor assumed employees to be shirkers, slackers who withheld effort
(‘soldiering’) from the employer, and were interested only in greater monetary reward. Group
coordination was denied as a valid managerial activity, as was leadership. Foremen (aka ‘gang
bosses’) at Stratum II were eliminated in this theory. Work by employees was examined as if
activities were by a machine. A key purpose of the book was to enable managers to reduce piece
rates as technology increased the production rate. This more fully captured the financial benefits
of increased productivity from technology. These benefits were to be shared with employees by
the managers and owners. Emphasized productivity increases. Quality was omitted. (See
Juran’s remark on defect rates in 1900 at W. Edwards Deming Center, 1997.) Managers/
engineers were assigned to use their capabilities on manual labor work. Managerial work was of
lesser concern. Employees were denied the use of discretion. [In 1922 engineers found the
effort-wage bargain wasn’t as Taylor described. In the 1930s Mayo discovered employees
needed leadership but he understood this as group norms. Melman 1951 and Woodward 1965
discovered firms that followed Taylor’s scientific management became rigid and their failure rate
was high. Lawrence and Lorsch 1967 then embraced a pragmatic, “it all depends,” contingency
approach to work methods and fit. This was widely accepted.] See Lenin on Taylorism (1914,
1918). See Church 1911, 1912; Davis 1966; Braverman 1974; Littler 1978; Krass 2000. Misc.
Bk.
Taylor, G. Stephen, and Thomas W. Zimmerer, 1988, “Personality Tests for Potential
Employees: More Harm Than Good,” Personnel Journal, Santa Monica, Cal., US, Jan.,
67(1):60-64. Three things must be true for these tests to add value: personality must relate to job
performance, certain jobs must require certain personalities, and the tests must be accurate. But
none are. Adding personality tests to the selection process is likely to increase, not decrease,
costs. The largest is replacement costs due to errors. [Not CUNY Baruch, 3 fl. No: Vol.
missing.] CUNY City Cohen basement percls. Teach. # Refu. Pro.
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Taylor, G. Stephen, and Michael J. Vest, 1992, “Pay Comparisons and Pay Satisfaction Among
Public Sector Employees,” Public Personnel Management, Winter, 21(4):445-454. When
deciding if they are fairly paid, people look at both the absolute amount of pay and the relative
amount of pay. The relative amount of pay is determined by comparing their own pay with that
of others. Results suggest that external comparisons may lower pay satisfaction while personal
comparisons tend to increase it. Cited Goodman 1974, 1977; Adams 1963, 1965; Patchen 1961,
Finn and Lee 1972; Mahoney 1979; Lawler 1967, 1971; L. Porter 1973. # MS. PJ.
Taylor, George William, and Frank Cook Pierson, 1957, New Concepts in Wage Determination,
McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 336 p. Cited by Fogarty 1961 in support of Jaques’ equitable
work payment scale and noted this showed the 10% deviation was confirmed as the point of
explosion in the U.S. rubber industry post-WWII (p. 81). (Not a test of Glacier.) MS. Bk.
Taylor, Henry M., 1984, “How to Really Make Things Work,” chapter (p. 287-294) in Hendrick,
Hal W., and Ogden Brown, Jr., eds., 1984, Human Factors in Organizational Design and
Management, North Holland, Amsterdam, NL, 628 p. (First of two.) Proceedings of first
symposium held in Honolulu, Hawaii, 21-24 August, 1984. Normal human cover-up of personal
mistakes at work causes frustration and can cause firm failure. How one firm successfully
overcomes this frustration and improves quality is demonstrated by the control mechanism from
a Rubik’s cube. Cited Deming 1982. Baruch HB58.9 .S95 1984. Misc. Ch.
Taylor, Ian, 2007, “Discretion and Control in Education: The Teacher as Street-level
Bureaucrat,” Educational Management, Administration & Leadership, Sage, UK, Oct2007,
35(4):555-572. The focal point was a revisit of Michael Lipsky’s theory which casts public
service professionals as street-level bureaucrats’ because their high degree of discretionary rulemaking power enabled them to effectively make policy as well as implement it. This article
considered the relationship between education reform and the new public management (NPM)
and focused on the increased emphasis on skills-based teaching and the changes in management
and leadership in schools. Discretion since 1980 was eroded due to a high degree of central
regulation and local accountability to such an extent as to question the current applicability of
Lipsky’s model. Findings were based on the literature and a small survey. At Aston U. JJay
Onsite only. Online. # Refu. PJ.
Taylor, Marie Christine, 1999, “Kapacitet och beslutsfattande,” Akademi & Praktik, Molndal,
Sweden, Transformera AB, Juni 99, 21 sida (pages). In Swedish. An introductory piece on SST
and CPA, on Jaques and Stamp. Includes flow, strata, levels of work, extant and requisite
organization charts, maturity curves, roles, house of worklevels, etc. Identified many
organizations that she knew were using SST/CPA. Many were Bioss related (12 in Scandinavia,
12 elsewhere in Europe (mostly UK), and 8 in other parts of the world). Cited Prior 1992;
Saunders 1990; Burke 1983. # Rp. PJ. *****
Taylor, Phil, Gareth Mulvey, Jeff Hyman, and Peter Bain, 2002, “Work Organization, Control
and the Experience of Work in Call Centres,” Work, Employment and Society, British
Sociological Association, UK, March 2002, 16(1):133-150. Empirical evidence on nine
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`workflows' in two call centres emerges which was volume-driven and routinized, involving low
levels of employee discretion. Operators report work driven by quantitative imperatives,
including targets. Targets are also used to assess and mould the quality of the operator's
interaction with the customer. This casts doubt that call centre work will resemble `knowledge
work'. # Refu. PJ. A.
Taylor, Rex, 1978, “The local health system: observations on the exercise of professional
influence,” Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK, Centre eight papers: Health
administration, July 21, 1978, 88(4600)>832, p. B27-B32. To settle an issue a medical
committee went over its executive group to the area health board. This committee also was able
to mobilize a lay bias in favor of professional control in a life or death situation. Against such
‘waving the shroud’ tactics the executive group was impotent. NHS. # MS. Pro.
Taylor, Ronald N., 1975, “Age and Experience as Determinants of Managerial Information
Processing and Decision Making Performance,” The Academy of Management Journal, March
1975, 18(1):74-81. (No age-wage profiles.) Both age and experience influenced performance.
Older workers sought increased amounts of data and were more flexible about changing their
decisions when events proved them erroneous. This finding was the opposite of previous
research. (Yeah!) # MS. PJ. A.
Taylor, Ronald N., 1975, “Perception of Problem Constraints,” Management Science, Sep. 1975,
22(1):22-29. Constraints confine a problem and its solution. These constraints can be adjusted
to allow the solution to a problem. Problems are either well-structured and outcomes are clear or
ill-structured and require re-formulation of constraints for resolution. To do this ‘functional
fixedness’ in the mind of the problem-solver must first be overcome. (Task, problem, and task
context are outlined, but misses the context of problem-solver/decision-maker.) # MS. PJ. A.
Taylor, Steven S., 1999, “Making Sense of Revolutionary Change: differences in members’
stories,” Journal of Organizational Change Management, Emerald MCB, UK, 12(6):524-539.
Members of an organization that had experienced drastic change were asked to tell the story of
change. Senior managers saw it as punctuated, discontinuous change. Individual contributors
explained it as incremental. Three theories of sensemaking emerged: agency, relevance, and
strategic perspective. Levels require different perspectives. Cited Jaques 1990. # Rp. PJ.
Tedlow, Richard S., 2001, “What Titans Can Teach Us,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, Dec., p. 70-79. Entrepreneurs like Andrew Carnegie, George Eastman, Henry Ford,
Thomas J. Watson, Charles Revson, Sam Walton, and Robert Noyce were titans. Each had a
clear mission and a consistent message was needed to transform their dreams into reality. Each
thought about their firms constantly. Their certainty in the face of uncertainty attracted and
motivated followers. But their message was not inclusive. It was a limitless sense of what they
had to offer and an unflinching commitment to the fulfillment of their destinies. (Each could see
twenty-plus years ahead.) At HBS. Misc. Pro.
Teece, David J., and Sidney G. Winter, 1984, “The Limits of Neoclassical Theory in
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Management Education,” [Economic Theory and Management Education], The American
Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings of the Ninety-Sixth Annual Meeting of the American
Economic Association, May 1984, 74(2):116-121. A critique of economic and business
education. Economic models are very neat but may create “type three” errors - solving the
wrong problem. Where is the dynamics? Agency theory may not be appropriate. Know-how
may be tacit, not mathematical. A firm is not a “black box.” The entrepreneurial role is outside
any model. Business issues require fact finding rather than problem-solving. See Ghoshal 2005;
Bennis and O’Toole 2005. Refu. PJ. A.
Teece, David J., 1993, “The Dynamics of Industrial Capitalism: Perspectives on Alfred
Chandler's Scale and Scope,” Journal of Economic Literature, March, 31(1):199-225.
(Corrigenda for ft. 49: JEL, March 1994, 32(1): p. iv). A short summary and assessment of
Chandler’s book. Much needed. Chandler conducts a comparative historical analysis of the 200
largest firms in three countries: US, UK, and Germany. Complex extended cases. Hierarchies
capture scope and scale economies through planning and coordination. Managers shape the
future to create the wealth of nations. Markets do not shape business organizations: more likely,
business organizations shape markets. Markets are the agents of firms. Together, they evolve.
Chandler can be challenged but he cannot be ignored. He challenges the orthodox diagnoses of
economic issues. Firm-level strategies and structures are of great importance. Many economists
will try to sidestep this tome. Refu. PJ. A.
Teece, David J., and Gary Pisano, 1994, "The Dynamic Capabilities of Firms: An introduction,"
Industrial and Corporate Change, Oxford, UK, 3(3):537-556. doi:10.1093/icc/3.3.537-a. An
expanded paradigm is needed to explain how competitive advantage is gained and held. Winners
in the global marketplace have been firms demonstrating timely responsiveness and rapid and
flexible product innovation, along with the management capability to effectively coordinate and
redeploy internal and external competences. This source of competitive advantage, ‘dynamic
capabilities’, emphasizes two aspects – external and internal. Jaques not cited. At UC-Berkeley,
CA; HBS, MA, US. No Copy. Misc. PJ.
Teece, David J., Gary Pisano, and Amy Shuen, 1997, “Dynamic Capabilities and Strategic
Management,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US/UK, Aug., 18(7):509-533. [Reprinted
as ch 12 in Dosi, Giovanni, Richard R. Nelson, and Sidney Winter, eds., 2001, The Nature and
Dynamics of Organizational Capabilities, Oxford U. P., UK.] DOI:
10.1093/0199248540.003.0013 How to compete in a rapidly changing environment. Wealth
creation depends more on honing internal technological, organizational, and managerial
processes (than on product strategizing) to keep competitors off balance, raise rival’s costs, or to
exclude new entrants. Strongly supports RO. Unaware of the theory. Cited in Jett 1999 Related
PhD; Kor and Mahoney 2004. Cited Penrose 1959. Clio Bus HD58.82 .N38 2000. # MS. PJ.
A.
Teece, David J., 1998, "Capturing Value from Knowledge Assets: The New Economy, Markets
for Know-How, and Intangible Assets," California Management Review, Spring98, 40(3):55-79.
ISSN: 00081256. The increasing liberalization of markets coupled with the creation of new
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markets for intermediate products is stripping firm-level competitive advantage back to its
fundamental core: difficult to create and difficult to imitate intangible assets. This article
explores these developments and elucidates implications for the management of intellectual
capital inside firms. At Haas, UC-Berkeley. # Misc. Pro.
Teece, David J., 2007, "Explicating Dynamic Capabilities: The nature and microfoundations of
(sustainable) enterprise performance," Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, UK, Dec.,
28(13):1319-1350. DOI: 10.1002/smj.640. Dynamic capabilities enable business enterprises to
create, deploy, and protect the intangible assets that support superior long-run business
performance. The microfoundations of dynamic capabilities - the distinct skills, processes,
procedures, organizational structures, decision rules, and disciplines - which undergird
enterprise-level sensing, seizing, and reconfiguring capacities are difficult to develop and deploy.
Enterprises with strong dynamic capabilities are intensely entrepreneurial and escape the zero
profit tendency associated with operating in markets open to global competition. Cited Nonaka
& Takeuchi 1995; Packard 1995. # MS. PJ. A.
Teerlink, Rich, 2000, “Harley’s Leadership U-Turn,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
July-Aug., 78(4):43-48. Teerlink became CEO after Harley went through the crisis of the 1980s
where the CEO had to call all the shots. He noted there is always a barrier between the CEO
and the rest of the company. He was hard wired to include others but, man, the command and
control model was hard to resist. Sometimes he didn’t walk the talk. But now there are fewer
managers who think they know everything and fewer workers who check their brains at the door.
(See also More than a Motorcycle, a 2000 book by the author.) CEO. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Telly, Charles S., Wendell L. French, and William G. Scott, 1971, “The Relationship Between
Inequity and Turnover Among Hourly Workers,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June,
16(2):164-72. Questionnaire-based inquiries were made of workers about inequitable treatment
which included - pay, supervision, leadmen, security, advancement, working conditions, intrinsic
aspects of the job, and social aspects of the job. Used null hypothesis testing. Rediscovered the
obvious: inconsiderate supervision and unsafe working conditions led to labor turnover. The
results supported Adams 1963 theory that perceptions of inequity are among the reasons for
turnover. No cite of Jaques. All other equity theorists cited. Cited Weick 1966; Telly Related
1967 PhD. At U. Utah; U. WA. # MS. PJ. A.
ten Holt, J. C. A., 1964-1965, “Het Glacier Experiment,” Arbeidskundig Tijdschrift, no. 90
(1964) en no. 97 (1965). [In Dutch.] Available at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (paper
based: MT.00156pm or ST.07068.-), publisher Nederlands Instituut voor Efficiency
(www.nive.org). Cited in Hazekamp 1966. Not seen. D. PJ.
Tenhover, Gregory R., 1998, "American-Japanese Negotiations," Ch. 69 [1994], (p. 537-541) in
Weaver, Gary Rodger, ed., 1998, Culture, Communication and Conflict: readings in
intercultural relations, Rev. 2nd ed., Pearson, Boston, MA, US, 567 p. (Text used at Baruch in
2012: course COM4900.) Differences in style, hierarchical relationships, buyer vs seller, amae,
problem focus vs process and relationship focus. Jaques not cited. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
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Tennant Snyder, Nancy, is listed also as Snyder, Nancy Tennant. Q.v.
Tennant, Charles, and Paul Roberts, 2001, “Hoshin Kanri: Implementing the Catchball Process”,
Long Range Planning, UK, 34(3):287-308. Adoption in the West of Hoshin Kanri has been low,
except for a few innovatory companies. The Japanese application of Hoshin Kanri relies on a
process called “catchball” between the levels to gain consensus on the deployment of Hoshin
quality targets and measures (strategy) in a team environment. The Delphi technique was used
for the effective implementation of “catchball” at Rover Group, to reinforce the link between the
corporate strategy and annual planning cycle. Cited Yoshino 1976/1968; Akao 1991; Witcher
and Butterworth 1997, 1999a, 1999b; Lee and Dale 1998; Tennant Related PhD 1998. Both at
Warwick. # MS. PJ. A.
Tennant, Charles, and Paul Roberts, 2001, “Hoshin Kanri: a tool for strategic policy
deployment,” Knowledge and Process Management, John Wiley, Chichester, UK, Oct/Dec 2001,
8(4):262-269. Compared management by objectives (MBO) and business process reengineering
(BPR) with the technique of Hoshin Kanri. MBO was too short-term oriented. Hoshin Kanri
implies the process of developing long-range targets, the assessment of the means to achieve the
targets, and the deployment of both for TQM to be successful. The authors adapted Hoshin
Kanri at a major UK engineering company as a tool for strategic policy deployment. The
benefits were found to include - integration of objectives with daily management, and the
application of plan-do-check-act (PDCA) to improvements. See Witcher 2003. Cited Tennant
Related PhD 1998. Both at Warwick. MS. PJ.
Tennant, Charles, and Paul Roberts, 2003, “The creation and application of a self-assessment
process for new product introduction,” International Journal of Project Management,
Kidlington, UK, Feb 2003, 21(2):77- . Based on Hoshin Kanri - policy deployment - for new
product introduction (NPI) but which is compounded by organizational rationalization through
mergers and acquisitions. The self-assessment process was adapted and applied at Land Rover,
resulting in the achievement of significantly improved program performance measures on the
Freelander compact sport utility vehicle program. Not in CUNY. Cited Tennant Related PhD
1998. Both at Warwick. MS. PJ.
Tepper, Bennett J., 2000, “Consequences of abusive supervision,” Academy of Management
Journal, Apr2000, 43(2):178-190. DOI: 10.2307/1556375. Subordinates who perceived their
supervisors were more abusive were more likely to quit their jobs. For subordinates who
remained with their jobs, abusive supervision was associated with lower job and life satisfaction,
lower normative and affective commitment, and higher continuance commitment, conflict
between work and family, and psychological distress. Organizational justice mediated and job
mobility moderated some effects. At Campbellsville U., KY, USA. # Refu. PJ. A.
Terreberry, Shirley, 1968, “The Evolution of Organizational Environments,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, March, 12(4):590-613. Developed a
common conceptual framework for viewing any organization, its transactions, and the
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environment itself. Found organizational change was increasingly externally driven, and
organizational adaption was a function of the ability to learn, to adapt and implement to meet
changes in the environment. “Adaptability would seem to be largely a function of a system’s
perceptual and information-processing capacities ” (p. 612). Although she started with Emery
and Trist’s formulation (1965), she ended up on this key Jaques point. Did not cite Jaques. See
Ansoff 1965 HBR for a similar perspective. See Related 1968 Ph.D. MS. PJ. A.
Terry, Pat T., 1975, “Organizational Implications for Long Range Planning,” Long Range
Planning, London, UK, Jan., 8(1):26-30. Prediction means change – internal change – toward
increased effectiveness. Terry calls this ‘contingency theory’. (It isn’t.) The structure of the
firm must fit the rest - the inside and outside. Jaques not cited. Cited G. D. Bell 1967; Duncan
1972. # Rp. PJ. A.
Tetlock, Philip E., 1983, “Accountability and complexity of thought,” Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology, APA, July 1983, 45(1):74-83. Explored the impact of accountability (the
need to justify one's views to others) on the complexity of people's thinking on controversial
social issues. 48 undergraduates reported their thoughts. Findings suggest that accountability
leads to more complex information processing only when people do not have the cognitively lazy
option of expressing views similar to those of the individual to whom they feel accountable. Not
related to Jaques or the theory. Cited by Travica 1998. At Berkeley. Misc. PJ.
Tetlock, Philip E., 1985, “Accountability: The Neglected Social Context of Judgment and
Choice,” in B. M. Staw and L. L. Cummings, eds., Research in Organization Behavior, Vol. 7, p.
297-332, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT. How do people handle calls for accountability on them,
say, as politicians? He finds that "demands for accountability (in situations where solutions are
not straightforward) motivate cognitive work; Vigilant information processing is necessary to
identify the most defensible policy" (p. 310). As a result decision makers pay close attention to
the evidence, tend not to make decisions based on incomplete evidence, and attempt to integrate
contradictory information. (Tetlock never cited Jaques.) Cited by Roberts et al 1994. Misc. PJ.
Tetlock, Philip E., L. Skitka, and R. Boettger, 1989, “Social and cognitive strategies for coping
with accountability: Conformity, complexity, and bolstering,” Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, APA, Washington, DC, 57:632–640. Interesting. The type and intensity of reaction
increases due to the weight given by the subject to the instigator of the accountability. Very
political. Not related to EJ. City, Grad Ctr, Baruch. SIBL online, onsite. Misc. PJ.
Tetlock, Philip E., 1999, “Accountability Theory: Mixing properties of human agents with
properties of social systems,” chapter (p. 117-138) in Thompson, Leigh L., John M. Levine, and
David M. Messick, eds., 1999, Shared Cognition in Organizations: the management of
knowledge, Lawrence Erlbaum Assoc., Mahwah, NJ, 364 p. One of the few studies that look at
accountability across managerial levels. Most other studies were within a single layer. Cited in
Frink and Klimoski 1998. Baruch HD 30.2 .T495 1999. MS. Ch.
Teufel, B., 1992, “Lean Management and Information-Processing,” Wirtschaftsinformatik,
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Springer, Friedrich Vieweg Verlag, Wiesbaden, Germany, Oct., 34(5):545-547. An editorial.
Cited Jaques 1990 HBR article. In German. SSCI. Not in Clio, NYPL, CUNY. Online since
2006. [Ask Phillips or Humphreys.] Not seen. W. PJ.
Teulings, Ad W. M., 1986, "Managerial labour process in organized capitalism: The power of
corporate management and the powerlessness of the manager," chapter 7 (p. 142-165) in
Knights, David, and Hugh Willmott, eds., Managing the Labour Process, Gower, Aldershot,
UK, 220 p. Braverman gave an aside regarding "management as a labour process." If we look at
management as if … [No appeals procedure.] See articles; Fogarty 1976: rabbits in tin hats.
Clio os HF 5549.2 .G7 M36 1986. NYPL os TSD JLD 86-3388. # MS. Ch.
Thackray, John, 1986, “America’s Vertical Cutback”, Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, June, 74-76, 94. The breaking apart of the conglomerates. Boeing sees the joint
venture and consortium as facts of life - its new deal gives the Japanese a major foot in the door,
but it also shares risks. Lutz of Ford argues that 'increasing our offshore assembly will greatly
deindustrialize the US - and mean loss of world status. In joint ventures, the Japanese tend to
take on advanced manufacture leaving the Americans the rump. # Misc. Pro.
Thakur, Manab, 1998, "Involving Middle Managers in Strategy Making," Long Range Planning,
UK, Oct., 31(5):732-741. Taking the historical past as the starting point, this study, based on
responses from 31 medium-sized manufacturing firms and 56 of their top and 198 middle
managers, examined when and how the middle managers were actually involved in strategymaking and when and how they should ideally have been involved. The discrepancies between
the actual and the ideal involvement provided the basis for developing a contextual framework
for involvement. (MBO and hoshin kanri not mentioned.) Jaques not cited. # Misc. PJ. A.
Thamhain, Hans J., and Gary R. Gemmill, 1974, “Influence Styles of Project Managers: Some
Project Performance Correlates,” The Academy of Management Journal, US, June 1974, 17(2):
216-224. The relationships between influence methods of project managers and their project
performance are investigated. Findings indicate that influence methods emphasizing work
challenge and expertise (task orientation) are positively and significantly associated with the
performance ratings of the project managers, with the openness of upward communication, with
project involvement, and with project support. RAEW. Jaques not cited. Cited Bachman et al
1968; Patchen 1965 (not herein); French & Raven 1959. # MS. PJ. A.
Thelen, Kathleen, and Ikuo Kume, 1999, “The Rise of Nonmarket Training Regimes: Germany
and Japan Compared,” Journal of Japanese Studies, Winter 1999, 25(1):33-64. Both countries
have had non-market apprenticeship programs since early days. In Germany the policy was to
have appendices stay with the training firm at low wages for long periods to qualify for their
certificates. Thus large firms, most dependent on skill, became obsessed with securing the right
to certify those skills. But in Japan there was no program so masters shirked their training
responsibilities and apprentices abandoned their masters. Thus, Japanese managers facing a
severe skilled labor shortage, became obsessed with controlling labor mobility. Misc. PJ.
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Theocarakis, Nicholas J., 1990, An Investigation of the Relationship Between Responsibility and
Pay, Ph.D., thesis in Economics (Labour and Wages, Industrial Relations: B9c), U. of
Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, 240 p. (250 p. online). Supervisor: Paul Ryan. Theses # 40-5404.
BLDSC: D061482. Univ.Lib. PhD.16542. Theocharakis, Nikolaos (Nicos). “Mentor” at U. of
Athens was George Krimpas. Jaques’ time-span of discretion theory is contrasted with the
neoclassical theories of pay differentials for differences in responsibility. The empirical
evidence is examined for their existence. The ability of the neoclassicists to bear responsibility
explanations is analyzed. The practice of job evaluation and TSD are examined through a case
study of the pay structure of a non-RO Greek oil refinery with 865 employees. Interviewed 34
managers, engineers and supervisors regarding 49 jobs (S1-S3) in 1983. The author was
skeptical of the theoretical justification of TSD (TSD:Level r = .749 and logTSD:Level r =
.934). He followed Krimpas’ polynomial curve (1973/1975) producing logTSD:Salary R2 =
.864; and Adj. R2 = .854 (p. 6.11). Also, Level:AP (base and salary) = .90. Highest adj. R2 was
BaseAP:Level+Seniority = .962. But when TSD was added, it had little effect. Did not test FFP,
only AP. Cited Jaques, Brown and numerous others on the theory. Examined Mayer’s 1960
“scale of operations effect.” (Perhaps TSD may be “the employee’s perception of integration in
the firm’s accountability structure” p. 57) As of 2005, at U. of Athens. (See Krimpas 1973 PhD,
Agarwal 1975 PhD, and Kate Pankhurst 1990 PhD.)
Theocarakis, Nicholas, and Yanis Varoufakis, 2002, “In Search of a Dispassionate Tribunal,
Some thoughts on Experimental Economics,” The Drawing Board: An Australian Review of
Public Affairs, The University of Sydney, Australia., 28 November 2002, 11 p. Classical
economic thinkers since Adam Smith used powerful prose, impressive logic and the occasional
allusion to metaphysical notions (such as the ‘invisible hand’) to make their points. Things
changed drastically with the marginalist (or neo-classical) ‘revolution’ that occurred in the 1870s
and has shaped mainstream economics ever since. The great shift was that, quite suddenly,
economists were seeking to distance themselves from the realm of politics, ethics, and history
and threw their lot in with the natural sciences. The emergent neo-classical economists courted
acceptance by emulating the scientific method of seventeenth century physics. This continues
with the Nobel awards to Vernon L. Smith and Daniel Kahneman. The problem is that “Jill,” the
experimental human subject, has her own will and actions. Jaques not cited. Both at University
of Athens (YV also at Sydney). Refu. PJ.
Thesmar, David, and Mathias Thoenig, 2000, “Creative Destruction and Firm Organization
Choice,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, Nov. 2000, 115(4):12011237. Skilled workers have replaced unskilled workers as product markets have become more
volatile. Skilled workers have a greater flexibility to match the volatility of the markets - and
increase the rate of creative destruction, the skill premium, and the skilled wages while
depressing unskilled wages. Used an original French database to test this theory empirically.
Noted the impact of Japanese competition and globalization was similar to skilled workers.
Unaware of RO theory, but this is as close as economists have come to sensing its impact. (S2
workers vs S1 workers.) Both in Paris. MS. PJ. A.
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Thierry, Drs. Henk, 1964-1965, “Enkele Beschouwingen over de Theorie Omtrent Werk,
Differentiele Beloning en Individuele Ontwikkeling van Elliott Jaques,” [In Dutch, “Some
Considerations on Elliott Jaques’ Theory of Work, Differential Remuneration and Individual
Development”], Mens en Onderneming, Nov. 1964, 18(6):355-365. The first part of a two-part
study of Jaques’ work. Part Two in Jan. 1965 issue, 19(1):10-16. Author was at Free U.,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Originally a publication of Laboratory for Psychodiagnostic and
Industrial Psychological Research at Free U. of Amsterdam. See: Sociological Abstracts, 1969,
17(3):520, D6902. Jaques tries to answer how to determine the correct wages and status of
workers. Their work has to be defined in a way that is objective and includes responsibility.
Cited in Hazekamp 1966. Extracts from his 1965 book, Arbeidsbeleving ... D. PJ.
Thierry, Drs. Henk, 1965, “Beloning: systeem en beleving,” [In Dutch: “Compensation: system
and attitudes.”] Evangelie en Maatschappij, 18:303-309 (I). The first of a two-part article. The
second part: “Beloning: systeem en beleving,” [In Dutch: “Compensation: system and
attitudes.”], Evangelie en Maatschappij, 18:334-342 (II). Not seen. D. PJ.
Thierry, Drs. Henk, 1965, Arbeidsbeleving, loonsystemen en loonattitude (Work attitudes, pay
systems and pay attitudes) 1965. Den Haag: Commissie Opvoering Produktiviteit. His two-part
article in 1964-1965 was extracted from this work. In Dutch. Not seen. D. Bk.
Thierry, Drs. Henk, 1966, De theorieën van Dr. Elliott Jaques, [In Dutch: The theories of Elliott
Jaques.], Den Haag: Instituut voor Bestuurswetenschappen. A book chapter?, a pamphlet? Not
seen. (Ask him.) D. Rep.
Thierry, Drs. Henk, 1969, Arbeidsinstelling en prestatie beloning (Job attitude and incentive
payment), Het Spectrum, Utrecht, NL. (Rev. ed. to appear 1984, Alphen aan den Rijn: Samson.
Not found.) In Dutch. Critique of Jaques’ theory of remuneration, especially his use of the
unconscious as a justification for his insights, and his attempt to make these insights conscious.
Such constructs render the theory unverifiable. Cited/described in de Jong and Thierry 1984, p.
374. Not seen. (Tried WorldCat) Cr. Bk.
Thoburn, June, 1986, “Quality Control in Child Care,” The British Journal of Social Work,
BASW, London, UK, June, 16(5):543-556. Why do so many mechanisms for ensuring quality in
child care appear to have little effect? Reliance on procedural and bureaucratic mechanisms are
seriously limited because of the complexity of cases and the need for caseworker discretion, and
also because of disagreements about what is ‘quality.’ The Beckford Report “suggests that few
basic grade workers possess the necessary knowledge and skills” for case work. Unaware of
Jaques or Deming. Lost. PJ. A.
Thom, Rene, 1975, Structural Stability and Morphogenesis, an outline of a general theory of
models, Addison Wesley [Benjamin], Reading, MA, 348 p. From: “Stabilite´structurelle et
morphoge´ne`se.” Translated from the French ed., as updated by the author, by D. H. Fowler.
With a foreword by C. H. Waddington. Life forms are conflicts between two or more attractors
but the dynamic situations in evolution are due to the replacement of one or more of these
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attractors with another as the aging process takes place (p. 323). Biology - Morphogenesis Mathematical models. Topology. (I am lost and may be leading you, the reader, astray. Seen
but not understood.) Cited by Jaques in 2002, LBLO, and by Vispo 2006. NYPL in French
only. Clio Chem QH323.5 .T4813. Misc. Bk.
Thomas, Alan Berkeley, 1988, “Does leadership make a difference to organizational
performance?” Administrative Science Quarterly, Sep. 1988, 33(3):388-400. Examined the
situations in 12 large UK retail businesses over 20 years. Although the Lieberson and O’Connor
1972 article is commonly regarded as empirical support that leaders are constrained by
situational factors and thus have little influence on corporate performance, this study supports the
Weiner and Mahoney 1981 reversal of this conclusion. Yes, leadership does make a difference,
at least in the US and the UK. Cited by Useem 1993. At Manchester in UK. # Rp. PJ. A.
Thomas, Derek, Bernard Kat, and Frank McPherson, 1980, “Clinical Psychology, An
Independent Profession,” Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK, 23 May 1980,
90:676-678. These three British clinical psychologists argued that level three (S3) should be
seen as the target career grade for the profession. Cited in Rowbottom and Billis 1987, p. 117 &
127. Cited Jaques 1978 (Ch. by Rowbottom & Billis). In NY Acad. of Medicine. Rp. Pro.
Thomas, Edwin J., and Bruce J. Biddle, 1966, “The Nature and History of Role Theory,” chapter
one (p. 3-19) in Biddle, Bruce J., and Edwin J. Thomas, eds, 1966, Role Theory: Concepts and
Research, Wiley, London & NY, 453 p. Cited without location: Jaques 1952/1951, 1953, 1956;
W. Brown 1960. City Coll. & Clio Butler & Mils BF774 .B5. W. Ch.
Thomas, James A., and Reuben R. McDaniel, Jr., 1990, "Interpreting Strategic Issues: Effects of
strategy and information processing structure of top management teams," Academy of
Management Journal, June, 33(2):286-306. DOI: 10.2307/256326. ISSN: 00014273. If CEOs
want to alter their interpretation of their environment and the range of variables they consider,
they may wish to manage their top management team's capacity to gather, process, and convey
information. This study of 151 chief executive officers investigated how two organization-level
factors—strategy and the information-processing structure of the top team—related to how
CEOs interpreted the same situation. Top managers in organizations with limited informationprocessing capacity are likely to interpret strategic issues as threatening. The threat-rigidity
hypothesis of Staw et al 1981 suggested in the presence of threat, organizations will constrict
their information-processing capacities. As Starbuck stated "misperceptions not only persist,
they accumulate" (1983:100). This work also corroborates Eisenhardt 1989 [who found L3 and
L4 thinking]. Cited in Lant & Hewlin 2002. At Penn State U.; U. Texas-Austin. # MS. PJ. A.
Thomas, Kenneth W., and Betty A. Velthouse, 1990, “Cognitive Elements of Empowerment: An
'Interpretive' Model of Intrinsic Task Motivation,” Academy of Management Review, Oct. 1990,
15(4):666-681. This article presents a cognitive model of empowerment. Here, empowerment is
defined as increased intrinsic task motivation, and our subsequent model identifies four
cognitions (task assessments) as the basis for worker empowerment - sense of impact [sense of
progress], competence, meaningfulness, and choice. Adopting an interpretive perspective, we
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have used the model also to describe cognitive processes through which workers reach these
conclusions. Central to the processes we describe are workers' interpretive styles and global
beliefs. (Spreitzer 1995 validated this construct.) Jaques not cited. See Tymon. Misc. PJ. A.
Thomas, Kenneth W., and Walter G. Tymon, Jr., 1997, "Bridging the Motivation Gap in Total
Quality," Quality Management Journal, Milwaukee, WI, 4(2):80-96. Not CUNY nor NYPL.
Misc. PJ.
Thomas, Kenneth W., and Walter G. Tymon, Jr., 1997, "Author’s Response," Quality
Management Journal, Milwaukee, WI, 4(4):6-7. (Invited contribution to inaugurate a new
journal section on "Discussion, Dialogue, Debate.") Not CUNY nor NYPL. Misc. PJ.
Thomas, N. M., 1973, “The Seebolm Committee on Personal Social Services,” chapter 6 (p. 143173.) in Chapman, Richard A., ed., 1973, The Role of Commissions in Policy Making, Allen &
Unwin, London, UK, 206 p. An excellent history of the Seebolm Report. It resulted in
strengthening the links within the personal social services. (It was overshadowed by the
simultaneous issuing of the NHS Green Paper.) See other chapters by M. Kogan & R. Chapman.
CUNY Htr Mn., Lehman Coll., Grad Ctr: JN407 .R64. NYPL Schw JLD 74-1128 (SASB). At
U. Durham, UK. # Misc. Ch.
Thomas, Peter, 1993, "Do Users Get What They Want?" SIGOIS Bulletin, Special Interest Group
on Office Information Systems, Association for Computing Machinery, NY, NY, US, December
1993, Special Issue, 14(2):27-34. CU07141705. DOI: 10.1145/170846.170858. Papers from
1993 Conference on Office Information Systems. A description of levels in SST. Thanks to E.
Forrest Christian. Cited Rowbottom and Billis 1977; Riddick/Dodd 1991, 1993. NYPL os. Clio
os HF5547.5 .A1 S53. Baruch, JJay, GC, Htr Mn., City Sci/Eng. At Brunel U., UK. # Rp. PJ.
Thomas, Peter, and Joanna Riddick, 1993, "Organisational Structures, Computer Supported
Cooperative Work and Conflict," chapter 6 (p. 147-160, viii) in Easterbrook, Steve M., ed., 1993,
CSCW: Cooperation or Conflict, Springer-Verlag, London, UK, 211 p. (CSCW) ISBN
0387197559. [Riddick = Dodd] A case. Conflict was an inherent part of cooperative work.
The conflict can be lessened with an understanding of proper organisational structure. The
design work in the construction industry was done at different levels for concept, system, or
detailed. An awareness of levels of capability would allow the creation of support networks.
Cited Jaques 1976, 1989; Brown & Jaques 1965; Stamp 1989; Rowbottom & Billis 1977. Not in
CLIO, NYPL. Bklyn Coll. HD66 .C77 1992 [error]. Brunel Liby HD66 .C73. # Rp. Ch.
Thomas, P. S., 1988, “JIT: A Way to Get Strategic Results from the Shop Floor,” Vikalpa, IIM,
Ahmenabad, India, Oct-Dec, 13(4):3-8. Just-in-time was a proven methodology, so it must not
be ignored by Indian managers. JIT links the activities of those on the shop floor to the strategic
thrusts of those at the top. [Considered here as an extension of hoshin kanri.] # Misc. PJ.
Thomas, P. S., 1995, “The End of Core Competence: What the ‘Stars’ Foretell,” Vikalpa, IIM,
Ahmenabad, India, Oct-Dec, 20(4):69-73. The concept has proven to be elusive - or non-existent
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- due to its ambivalence toward Japanese corporate histories. Two 'star' companies - Matsushita
and Fujitsu - are cited and given. In firms like Matsushita and Fujitsu the organization itself may
be the ultimate "product." More case studies are needed. # Misc. PJ.
Thomas, T., 1982, “Why Japanese factories work,” Vikalpa, IIM-Ahmedabad, India, April-June,
7(2):116-117. A précis/commentary on 1981 Hayes HBR article of the same title. # Misc. Pro.
Thomason, George F., 1968, Personnel Manager’s Guide to Job Evaluation, Institute of
Personnel Management (IPM), London, UK, 49 p. A pamphlet. A good overview of the UK and
precis of TSD. Noted that the jumble of titles would be gone if TSD were adopted. In the end,
lost. Favored the familiarity of the rater with the job and factors to be rated. Felt Jaques favored
a purely local situation. (Too even-handed to cut the mustard. No insights, just the facts ’mam.)
Cited in Soltan 1987. Cited Turner and Lawrence 1965; Paterson 1963; Fogarty 1965; Jaques
1956, 1961, 1961. [See T&L 1965 for comments.] NYPL Hum D 19-5116. D. Pamph.
Thomason, George F., 1971, Experiments in Participation, Institute of Personnel Management
(IPM), London, UK, 54 p. A pamphlet. Discussed the concept of employee discretion. Some
confusion with enrichment and intelligence. Cited Brown 1953, 1960; Jaques 1951; Algie 1970;
Raia 1965. NYPL SIBL JBD 91-994. MS. Pamph.
Thomason, George F., 1973, “Workers’ Participation in Private Enterprise Organisations,”
chapter (p. 138-180) in Balfour, Campbell, ed., 1973, Participation in Industry, Croom Helm,
London, UK; Rowan & Littlefield, Totowa, NJ, US, … p. Several different types of
participation have been tried in the UK: joint problem-solving; the Glacier model (p. 146-8,
166); plant bargain model; ideological recruitment; profit sharing; co-partnership; worker
influence. Much more sharing in decision at the administrative/ executive levels of decisiontaking in British industry than at the directorial level. The outstanding characteristic of the
private enterprise system is the sanctity of the ownership principle as a foundation for the
exercise of ultimate authority. But demand for the Continental model of co-determination is not
clear. Compare with W. Brown 1960, Ch. 4. Cited in Ramsay 1980. Cited Barnard 1938; W.
Brown 1953, 1960; French et al 1960; Jaques 1951, 1956; Lewis 1948; Scott-Bader 1955;
Paterson 1972; Richbell PhD 1971; Thomason 1971. CUNY Baruch, Htr Mn HD5660 .G7 B27
1973b. At U. C., Cardiff, UK. # Rp. Ch.
Thomason, George F., 1980, Job Evaluation: objectives and methods, Institute of Personnel
Management (IPM), London, UK, 218 p. A good overview of the UK. Consultancies PA and
Urwick Orr used TSD (p. 94, 205). Eventually came out against Jaques’ theory, “with the
absence of detailed data (p. 47)” and came to believe it was simply an “aggregation of local
conceptions” regarding what was felt to be fair rather than a universal, as Jaques claimed.
“Unless Jaques has made a discovery which runs counter to much earlier theorizing about
processes of human perception and perspective” (p. 49). (But isn’t that exactly what Jaques had
discovered? Indeed, but it would require courage to recognize it, not bureaucratic timidity.
Again, too even-handed.) Cited Jaques 1956, 1958, 1961, 1967, 1963, 1964; Fogarty 1961; Fox
1966; Goodman 1967; Paterson 1963, 1972; Richardson 1971; Routh 1965; Turner and
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Lawrence 1965; Vickers 1965, 1967; IDS 1979. At UC Cardiff. NYPL Hum JLD 81-1013
(HSSL). Cr. Bk.
Thomke, Stefan, and Takahiro Fujimoto, 2000, "The effect of 'front-loading' problem-solving on
product development performance," Journal of Product Innovation Management, WileyBlackwell, US-UK, Mar2000, 17(2):128-142. 16p ISSN: 07376782. The authors apply a frontloaded problem-solving perspective to the management of product development. The authors
present related examples from Boeing's and Chrysler's experience. A field study of front-loading
at Toyota Motor Corporation shows how a systematic effort to front-load its development
process has shifted problem-identification and problem-solving to earlier stages of product
development. [Deming proposed this in 1986. Are the authors living under a rock?] Not in
NYPL. CUNY-wide. At U. Tokyo, HBS. # Misc. PJ.
Thompson, C. Bertrand, 1914, “The Literature of Scientific Management,” Quarterly Journal of
Economics, Harvard/ MIT, US, May14, 28(3):506-557. ISSN: 00335533. Discussed the
development and theory of scientific management. The development of the factory system
brought with it many new problems connected with the organization and management of labor,
the structure and equipment of factories, and the technique of production. These problems have
always been solved by successful manufacturers in a way to make manufacturing at a profit
possible. With the enormous increase in demand for manufactured products, in the investment of
capital, and in the number of men engaged in the business, with the consequent development of
ever-keener competition, the early methods were found insufficient. Especially within the last
twenty years a degree of skill and technical training has been brought to bear upon the solution
of factory problems which has made modern factory management a thing much more elaborate,
refined, and effective than ever before. The methods of scientific management which affect most
directly the human factor in production have stimulated a literature which is of sufficient
importance to warrant being put into a fifth class by itself. [A search on keywords: discretion,
requisite.] Cited 'systematic management' quite a bit. At Harvard U. # MS. PJ. A.
Thompson, H., and C. Bulbeck, 1982, “Hamersley Iron Industrial Relations Study,” Western
Australia, Workers Information and Research Centre, unpublished report. On Jaques’ initial
visits to Hamersley. This early unpublished report was about the only note on the
implementation of Jaques’ theory among Australian academics until the 1990s. Cited in Tracy
2003. Not seen. Ru.
Thompson, Henry L., 2010, The Stress Effect: Why Smart Leaders Make Dumb Decisions—And
What to Do About It, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 336 p. ISBN: 978-0-470-58903-8.
Suggested stress blocks access to emotional intelligence as well as cognitive ability in the
decision-making process. The impact can be widespread. The stratification and cognitive parts
of RO/SST were installed in the US Army (p. 20). In 1984 Thompson worked for the Center for
Army Leadership headed by Jacobs. Ch 1: 5 levels in organization (p. 19-33). [See positive Bk
Rev by Allen in Parameters, Sp. 2011, p. 175-7. # ] Cited T. Owen Jacobs, Jaques and Stamp
(as people, not their works). Not in CUNY, NYPL, Clio, Strand. B&N. Case. D. Bk.
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Thompson, James D., and Frederick L. Bates, 1957, “Technology, Organization, and
Administration,” Administrative Science Quarterly, December, 2(3):325-343. Examined and
compared four types of organizations, their technologies and functions. Used Jaques 1951 to
examine ‘the factory.’ Very dated. (Perrow really admired Thompson. ASQ 1976.) D. PJ. A.
Thompson, James D., 1967, Organizations in Action: Social Science Bases of Administrative
Theory, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY. This book was a major contribution to the creation of
Contingency Theory. Thompson defined only certain jobs as having discretion - “boundaryspanning, intensive [technology], and managerial” - which afford “opportunities to learn through
experience and opportunities for visibility.” This helps the firm deal with the uncertainty of its
environment. He considered routine jobs as “fully determined” and discretion in them as
“unwelcome” (i.e. Taylorist). This was not Jaques’ definition of discretion, where every job
always has discretion. (However, Thompson implied he was using Jaques’ definition.) This
contributed to the limited application of “discretion” in the US to managerial roles and continued
the elitist fallacy of Taylorism. Thompson’s description of increasing information complexity
corresponded more closely with Jaques’. A good discussion of the managerial practices that
“thwart” the exercise of discretion. But he confused discretion with game theory. (Chapters 8
and 9 are on discretion.) Rousseau (1985, p. 22) maintained Thompson put forward the notion
that “power is derived from controlling uncertainty applied to individuals with expertise
others lack but need, and to groups … that under conditions of uncertainty they make strategic
choices on which the well being of others depends.” Ashour and England 1972 indicated
Thompson 1967 and Jaques 1961 were proposing the same thing. Cited Jaques 1956 only. See
Burns and Stalker 1961, Woodward 1965, Lawrence and Lorsch 1967, Hambrick, Stinchcombe.
See Davis 1966, Braverman 1974, Littler 1978. MS. Bk.
Thompson, Marc, and Paul Heron, 2005, “The difference a manager can make: organizational
justice and knowledge worker commitment,” International Journal of Human Resource
Management, Routledge, UK, Mar2005, 16(3):383-404. The quality of the employment
relationship is argued to be central to knowledge workers' commitment, which in turn supports
knowledge creation. However, little research has explored how justice perceptions shape the
quality of the employment relationship and the consequences for commitment. Using a sample
of 429 R&D workers from across six science-based and technology-based firms, this paper
explores the three-way interaction of procedural and interactional justice with the psychological
contract to predict knowledge worker commitment. The results suggest that the perceived
quality of the relationship between knowledge workers and their manager can make a
positive difference in the context of breach of the psychological contract and this in turn can
help maintain levels of commitment important for knowledge creation. [This ‘empirical’ study
may be made of sand dunes.] Information technology. Cited in Financial Times Oct 10, 2005,
p. 9. See Hughes 2001, Poole 1990. At Oxford. SIBL onsite, online. # MS. PJ. *****
Thompson, Nicky, 2009. See Jaques, Elliott, 2009.
Thompson, Paul, Chris Warhurst, and George Callaghan, 2001, “Ignorant Theory and
Knowledgeable Workers: Knowledge, Skills and Competencies in Interactive Service Work”,
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Journal of Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, UK & US, Nov., 38(7):923-942. Key growth
areas in future employment will be in low level service jobs rather than knowledge work. The
focus of knowledge management literature was on a small sub-set. Two case-studies highlight
the management of social skills and competencies as critical to interactive service work.
Technical skills were seen as less important than aesthetic and social skills. Service sector
should not be conflated with knowledge work. At U. Strathclyde (2) and Open U. # Refu. PJ.
Thompson, Paul, 2004, “An Operational Test of KnowledgeNet,” unpublished, 5 p. Cited Jaques
1996. At Thayer School of Engineering, Dartmouth, NH. Ru.
Thompson, Paul, and Mats Alvesson, 2005, “Bureaucracy at Work: Misunderstandings and
Mixed Blessings,” chapter Four (p. 89-113) in Du Gay, Paul, ed., 2005, The Values of
Bureaucracy, Oxford Uni. Press, Oxford, UK, and New York, NY, 345 p. From Du Gay’s
workshop ‘Defending Bureaucracy’ held at the Open Uni. in March 2003. There are the
traditional defenders of bureaucracy who have not moved and who seem to be defending a
reality. Stolid. See chapters 2 & 3 in this volume. Cited Jaques 1976, 1990; Perrow 1979 (p.
91). At Strathclyde (on Bd of Organization Studies) and Lund. Clio Lehman HM806 .V35
2005. NYPL Hum Gen Res JFE 05-11412. Rp. Ch.
Thompson, Victor A., 1961, Modern Organization, Knopf, NY, NY, 197 p. Found “an
imbalance between technical ability and authority” caused dysfunctions all across the
bureaucracy. The technical employees (including those with computer skills) had the ability
(and power) to implement the organization’s goals but the authority resided with the managers
who did not have the skills. “The man-boss relationship has become curiously distorted and
unstable” (p. 47). Findings have a direct impact on organizational diagnosis. This structural
issue persists today, may be confounding the operational MRU, may be foreshortening the time
horizons of organizations, and may be bolstering the Peter Principle (see WSJ, 4/20/05, p. B1).
The computer’s efficiency gains may be more than offset by its reduction in flexibility and
effectiveness. Many others followed Thompson’s line of inquiry but further research was
urgently needed here. (This split may be ameliorated by defining tasks, goals and roles
according to TSD, not skills and layer of authority.) Hum Gen Res D 13-8516. Misc. Bk.
Thompson, Victor A., 1965, “Bureaucracy and Innovation,” Administrative Science Quarterly,
Special Issue on Professionals in Organizations, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, June, 10(1):120. Showed how Taylorist organizations were organized for efficiency and production but not
for innovation. Advocated a more professional organization structure and practices. Unaware of
SST/RO but his critiques were similar. (The same title as his 1969 book.) Refu. PJ. A.
Thompson, Victor A., 1968, “How Scientific Management Thwarts Innovation,” Trans-action,
5(6):51-55. Reprinted in 1970 as chapter in Bennis, Warren G., 1970, American Bureaucracy,
Aldine Pub. Co., Chicago, IL, 187 pages. Trans-action books; TA-14. Taylorist organizations
are rigid and taut. Innovative organizations have slack in them. The risks of failure on an
innovation are ameliorated by the slack. He used McNamara and Vietnam as examples of
rigidity. McNamara was at Ford before he was at DoD. Refu. PJ.
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Thoms, Margaret Ann “Peg”, 1994, A Study of Future Time Perspective as a Determinant of
Visioning Skill and the Impact of Training on Visioning Skill, Ph.D., dissertation in Business
Administration and Management, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, 158 pages. UMI
AAT 9505309, DAI-A 55/10, p. 3245, April 1995. Adviser: David B. Greenberger. Published
1995. See Related Ph.D.s.
Thoms, Peg, and Howard J. Klein, 1994, “Participation and evaluative outcomes in management
training,” Human Resource Development Quarterly, Spring 1994, 5(1):27-39. This study
examined the effects of increasing trainee participation during a management development
program. The value of trainee participation is frequently advocated in the literature and can be
supported from both adult learning and social-cognitive theories. Surprisingly little empirical
evidence exists to support this proposition. Sixty-four managers were assigned to either
participation or control groups. Participation was manipulated by encouraging quality verbal
participation in discussions through the use of self-monitoring. No differences were observed
between the participation and control groups with respect to reactions to the program,
learning, or application of program material back on the job. Both at OSU. MS. PJ.
Thoms, Peg, and David B. Greenberger, 1995, “The Relationship Between Leadership and Time
Orientation,” Journal of Management Inquiry, Sage Publications, Sept., 4(3):272-292. The
authors present a model of this relationship introducing the concepts of temporal alignment and
temporal skills and suggesting successful leaders must temporally attune themselves to both
tasks and situations. This also impacts the selection and development of leaders. They list
leadership theories according to time orientation. Past: Calder. Present: Mintzberg, Likert,
Stogdill, Kerr & Jermier, Vroom & Jago, Yukl. Past and Present: French & Raven, Dansereau,
Graen & Haga, Fiedler, Hersey & Blanchard. Present and Future: Mintzberg, House 1971,
Burns. Past, Present and Future: House 1977, Bass. Identified various temporal skills related to
managerial work including: time warping, creating a future schema/ vision, chunking time,
predicting, and recapturing the past. Proposed that managerial effectiveness comes from the
match of temporal skills between the leader and the task/situation. Hypothesized that temporal
skills are a new class of conceptual managerial skills that need to be recognized in selection and
training. Different skills are needed at different managerial levels. Cited Jaques, Das, Vinton,
Hunt, Daltrey, and Peter. In the conclusion: a cri de cour for more research on time and
leadership and more openness by editors for articles on these topics. Baruch Perdls. MS. PJ.
Thoms, Peg, Jennifer J. Dose, and Kimberly S. Scott, 2002, “Relationships between
accountability, job satisfaction, and trust,” Human Resource Development Quarterly, San
Francisco, CA, Fall 2002, 13(3):307-323. With the trend toward self-management comes
increasing accountability of individuals to their coworkers and organizations. However, there is
little supporting empirical evidence. It was found that accountability to both coworkers and
management was positively related to trust in supervisors and managers. However, only two
aspects of accountability - manager and coworker awareness - seem to explain the variance in
job satisfaction and trust. MS. PJ.
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Thoms, Peg, 2004, Driven by Time: Time Orientation and Leadership, Praeger, Westport, CT,
US, 151 pages. Organizations consist of people with differing orientations toward time. Some
managers/leaders are oriented toward the Future, some Present, and some Past. This book
explains the concept of temporal alignment and explores ways to enhance one's skills based on a
solid understanding of this important component of leadership. (Some of this is on Future Time
Perspective (FTP) and concatenates this with Jaques’s time-span concept. This blurs the
psychological and the cognitive. But Thoms’s view of time and managers is situational. Each
temporal attunement may be a tool for the manager to better fit the leadership situation by
changing the temporal focus. No cigar.) Cited Jaques 1982; Larwood et al 1995; Daltrey PhD
1982. Not in NYPL. Clio Bus, CUNY Boro of Manh CC HD57.7 .T46 2004. Off. Bk.
Thomson, Andrew, 2001, “The Case for Management History,” Accounting Business and
Financial History, Routledge, part of the Taylor & Francis Group, July 1, 2001, 11(2):99-115.
taylorandfrancis. metapress.com It is important that modern British managers understand the
intellectual and cultural roots of their profession, since without these they will tend to be swayed
by short-term management ‘fads’. Although Britain has lacked the impact of a Sloan (1963),
there have been thoughtful analyses by MDs/CEOs such as Seebohm Rowntree (1938) and
Wilfred Brown (1960). MS. PJ.
Thomson, T. H., 1984, “Revolutions Per Minute: the future’s not what it used to be,” Vital
Speeches of the Day, City News Pub., NY, NY, US, 4/1/84, 50(12):367-371. Author was Senior
VP and Director, Imperial Oil Ltd of Canada. Cited Jaques knowledgeably on
underemployment. See Ellerington, Marsick and Dechant 1992. # D. Pro.
Thorley, S., 1971, "Management Training – is it worth it?” Personnel Management, London,
UK, Jan., p. 23-28. In the absence of objective measures, training future managers is an act of
faith. Current evaluative methods are evaluated. Unaware of levels of capability and any
linkage to readiness for training. At Gas Industry Training Board, UK. # Misc. PJ.
Thorndike, Edward L., 1919, An introduction to the theory of mental and social measurements,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1919 [c1913], New York, NY, 277 p. According to
Roger Gill, Thorndike was the originator of the concept of “social intelligence” in 1920 (UK pub
date). This was the precursor to Goleman’s “emotional intelligence” of the 1990s. Cited in Gill
2006, p. 73. Described in Strong 1938. TC Milbank Mn: BF431 .T43 1919 – Ixnay. Misc. Bk.
Thorne, C. G., 1996, Statement of General Manager, Weipa Operations; exhibit in the Weipa
case (1996) 63 Industrial Reports 138, Australia. Cited in Hearn Mackinnon 2003 PhD. ~
Thorne, C. G., 1997, “Growing Faith in Managerial Leadership: A Prospect for Change in
Australian Workplaces,” JOM, 49(5):13-14. From a paper presented to the Minerals, Metals and
Materials Society annual meeting, Florida, USA. February 1997. RTZ-CRA recognised the need
for a continuous improvement culture: success will come from creating a workplace environment
that moves all employees to behave constructively in support of the right business objectives to
achieve competitive advantage. Cited in Lynch PhD 2004. Rp. PJ.
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Thornely, D. H., and G. A. Valentine, 1969, “Job Enlargement: some implications of longer
cycle jobs on fan heater production,” Philips Magazine, May. Article on experiments on the
capability level of workers at the Hamilton Scotland works. A case (?). See Philips, N.V., 1969.
(Is this on STS? On SST?) ~
Thornhill, Adrian, and Mark N. K. Saunders, 1998, “What if Line Managers Don’t Realise
They’re Responsible for HR?” Personnel Review, 27(6):460-476. HRM theories by Guest and
by Storey were used as a framework to examine the success of completely devolving the human
resources function to line managers. Data indicate a soft HRM approach was being displaced by
a harder, resource-based approach. The absence of a top management role for personnel had a
significant negative impact on strategic integration of human resources. Documented the
confusion of untrained line managers. (Jaques also advocated a strong managerial role in HR but
not like this HRM.) See Storey and Sisson 1993. Cited Sisson 1994; Storey 1984, 1992.
[Meaningless abstract – Gale circular citation.] # MS. PJ.
Thornley, Ian A., 1988, "Creating a productive culture at Shell chemicals," Long Range
Planning, UK, June, 21(3):34-39. Based on a briefing to Shell personnel describing operations
within the organization where ideas and changes are being generated and where organizational
developments that are occurring. This paper describes the operational and cultural changes at the
Shell Carrington site near Manchester, UK. Brown and Jaques not cited. A case. # Rp. PJ. A.
Thornton, Peter, 2009, Thorntons, My Life in the Family Business, Tomahawk Press, Sheffield,
UK, Oct., 392 p. ISSN: 0955767032; 9780955767036. Peter was CEO from 1962-1987. During
the 1960s (1962-1967) Thorntons, the British chocolatier, began to use the Glacier Metal system
for selection, pay bands, and unanimous works council votes to set policy. Thorntons was a
family firm begun in 1911 – both a manufacturer and a retailer with a chain of stores. After a
boardroom coup in 1987, which ousted Chairman Peter Thornton, it became a public company,
and changed beyond recognition. Since the takeover of Cadburys by US company Kraft,
Thorntons became the largest, independent chocolate and confectionery company in the UK.
This book was reported on Wikipedia, as well as a 2007 case on this firm by the Birmingham
Business School (q.v.). [Thanks to Forrest Christian for this cite.] Focus of this book not clear on family or on business. Not in NYC. Avail. on Amazon. ISBN: 9780955767036 (pbk.)
0955767032 (pbk.) Email: peter@thornton-asc.co.uk. Telephone: 01395 548199.
http://www.tomahawkpress.com Dewey: 338.476413374092. Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Thorntons, 2007, The Strategy Report of Thorntons plc, Birmingham Business School. A case.
Mentioned on Wikipedia. Can not locate this case anywhere, not even at U. Birmingham, UK.
(Is this referenced in Thornton 2009 book?) Not seen. Misc. Case.
Thorsrud, Einar, and Fred E. Emery, 1970, “Industrial Democracy in Norway,” Industrial
Relations, Berkeley, CA, Feb70, 9(2):187-196. As STS and QWL failed, this diversionary effort
into ‘industrial democracy’ in Norway ros[e. See Strauss and Rosenstein 1970, W. Brown book
review 1977, Blackler and Brown 1970, Dayal 1970. [See shuttering failure when confronted in
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the marketplace with the Jaques system used by the Japanese: Wickens 1993.] Alt. PJ. A.
Thurman, Maxwell, 1991, "Strategic Leadership," presentation by the General at the Strategic
Leadership Conference, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA, February 1991.
Published as a chapter (p. 5-52) in Barber, Herbert F., and T. Owen Jacobs, eds., 1991, Strategic
Leadership Conference Proceedings, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA, and U.S.
Army Research Institute, Alexandria, VA, 261 pages. (Distributed on microfiche to 85
depository libraries - CW Post, SUNY Buffalo, SUNY Binghamton, Princeton). Not in NYC.
Worldcat and Merln Catalog. Not seen. Rp. Ch.
Thurman, General Maxwell R., and Col. Stephen D. Clement, 1992, “Strategic Vision,”
Festschrift for Elliott Jaques, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA, p. 415-422. Thurman was known as
the “father of the modern Army.” A strong adherent of Jaques. Introduced the slogan: “Be All
You Can Be.” He was CinC Southern Command and commanded Operation Just Cause in
Panama. He was the 'music man'. # Rp. Ch. *****
Thurman, General Maxwell R., 1992, “European Management Development Conference,”
Journal of European Industrial Training, MCB (European Training) Ltd., Bradford, West
Yorkshire, Eng., 16(2):iii. A report of the 9th MCE Conference in London in October 1991.
Both Jaques and General Maxwell Thurman presented to 60-some executives. MCE is in
Brussels. ~
Thurow, Lester, 1984, “Revitalizing American Industry: Managing in a Competitive World
Economy,” California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Fall 1984, 27(1):9-41. US industry
has lost its former stance of competitive superiority. US firms must make many major changes
in their management practices and their conception of the firm. The rise of ROI calculations is
one method that must be abandoned as a means to evaluate managers. Specific innovations are
needed in employment procedures, salary and compensation plans, and training and promotion of
managers. The firm should be a partnership and not a contest between management and labor.
An average 2.8 years of time-horizon is not enough to recoup costs. (At the bottom.) At MIT.
Cited by Clegg 1990. MS. Pro.
Thurow, Lester C., ed., 1985, The Management Challenge: Japanese Views, MIT Press,
Cambridge MA, London UK, 237 p. Eleven chapters including Haruo Shimada (debunking the
myth of permanent employment), Toshimasa Tsuruta (questioning the importance of industrial
policy), Hiroyuki Itami (contrasting the US “quantitative” labor flexibility (firing) with Japan’s
“qualitative” (relocation), and contrasting internal financing in the US with external funds in
Japan), and Thurow (American labor markets are actually inefficient). Thurow, Lester, 1985,
"Introduction," (p. 1-17); Shimada’s chapter is separately listed. Clio os; Baruch, City, Grad Ctr
HD 70 .J3 M264 1985. NYPL Hum JLD 85-1640 (HSSL). [3: MS. Refu. MS.] # Misc. Bk.
Thurow, Lester, 1997, The Future of Capitalism, how today's economic forces shape tomorrow's
world, Penguin, NY, NY, 385 p. The role of government is to represent the interest of the future
to the present. (p. 16). (A noble thought, to be sure. But do the present-minded voters want to
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listen to government doom and gloom sayers? Does capitalism?) Cited in Brand. Clio Bus
HB3730 .T55 1997g. MS. Bk.
Thurow, Lester C., 1997, “Needed: A New System of Intellectual Property Rights,” Harvard
Business Review, Boston, MA, Sep/Oct97, 75(5):94-103. The world's current system of
intellectual property rights has in recent years become unworkable and ineffective. Designed
more than 100 years ago to meet the needs of an industrial era, it is inadequate to handle the
ownership and distribution of intellectual property generated by the brainpower industries that
have come to dominate the world's economy. A new system must offer incentives to inventors
that are strong enough to offset the decline in publicly funded research. At the same time, it
must protect the public interest by keeping some intellectual property - basic scientific
knowledge, for example - in the public domain. New technologies have created new potential
forms of intellectual property rights and have made old rights unenforceable (eg: downloading).
A new system must meet the needs of both "catch-up" states and "keep-ahead" states. A system
that ignores the lesson of history - that every country that has caught up has done so by copying will be an unenforceable one. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Thurow, Lester, 1998, “Wage Dispersion? Who Done It?” Journal of Post Keynesian
Economics, September 1998, 21(1):25-37. Searching for lower wages is an intrinsic part of
capitalistic profit maximization. The process is also not just a one-shot adjustment. With
multinational companies comes the ability to move technology across countries in ways not built
into the simple models of factor price equalization. The result is a developing world where
productivity is apt to be rising faster than wages for a substantial period of time. Women
entering workforce are a part of this issue. See Pryor and Schaffer 1999. Misc. PJ.
Tichy, Noel M., Charles J. Fombrun, and Mary Anne Devanna, 1982, “Strategic Human
Resource Management,” Sloan Management Review, Cambridge, MA, Winter 1982, 23(2):4761. Briefly describes (p. 58) the General Electric extensive evaluation process for its top
executives and high potentials, called the “slate system.” (It was an extension of Mahler’s
Career Crossroads plus Kohlberg-Kegan ego development assessment.) Only 40 full evaluations
were done per year. See S. Friedman and LeVino 1984. # MS. Pro.
Tichy, Noel M., Charles J. Fombrun, and Mary Ann Devanna, 1984, "The Organizational
Context of Strategic Human Resource Management," chapter 2 (p. 19-31) in Fombrun, Charles,
Noel Tichy, and Mary Ann Devanna, 1984, Strategic Human Resource Management, John Wiley
& Sons, NY, NY, US, 499 p. Discussed recent changes to SHRM at Corning, Chase, Texas
Instruments, and Exxon. A few paragraphs on each. 'Nuf said. # Misc. Ch.
Tichy, Noel M., 1984. See Fombrun, Charles J., Noel M. Tichy, and Mary Ann Devanna, 1984.
Tichy, Noel M., and Mary Anne Devanna, 1986, The Transformational Leader, John Wiley &
Sons, New York, NY, 306 p. The main source was James MacGregor Burns’ magnum opus
Leadership. Quoted a paragraph from Jaques 1976 on the paradox of employee participation (p.
268-269). Found that it was culturally illegitimate in many organizations to dream about
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the future. Tichy had taken over as academic head of General Electric’s Crotonville NY
training campus (post Walter Mahler) in 1985. Reprinted 1990 (mis-cited in Nutt 2002). See
Devanna and Tichy 1990. MS. Bk.
Tichy, Noel M., and Mary Ann Devanna, 1986, “The Transformational Leader,” Training and
Development Journal, ASTD, Alexandria, VA, USA, July, 40(7):27-32. Cover article. An
excerpt from book. How corporations can develop leadership with the courage and imagination
to change corporate lifestyles. Definition given of transformational leadership. Described the
tensions facing the transformational leader and the characteristics of self-renewing organizations.
[Sloan SMR was an error.] Welch, Iacocca. Hunter SW. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Tichy, Noel M., 1989, “GE's Crotonville: A Staging Ground for Corporate Revolution,”
Academy of Management Executive, May 1989, 3(2):99-106. ISSN: 08963789. DOI:
10.5465/AME.1989.4274758. [Reprinted as a chapter in Starkey, Ken, ed., 1996, How
Organizations Learn, International Thomson Business Books, London, UK, p. 243-257. # ]
Tichy headed the Crotonville executive education center, 1985-1987. James Baughman headed
it, 1981-1985. The firm was refocused to build shareholder value in a slow-growth environment.
The executive programs were tied directly to the General Electric succession planning process.
New programs were designed all the way down to the “New Manager” level. Great on the
central role of teaching-learning in ‘how to’ spread the word. (Better than Tichy’s other GE
books and minus the PR-BS of those books.) Exhibit 2: 5 stages of development and 6 levels of
managers. This is more Mahler than Jaques. [The charts match Brown 1960.] Career
crossroads. See Charan, Drotter and Noel 2001. At U. of Michigan. # Rp. PJ.
Tichy, Noel M., and Ram Charan, 1990, “Citicorp Faces the World: An Interview with John
Reed,” Harvard Business Review, US, Nov-Dec 1990, 68(6):134-144. Word Cnt: 7488. ISSN:
00178012. John S. Reed, CEO of Citicorp, has an ambition to create the world's first truly global
financial institution. Yet its balance sheet, weakened by $4 billion of loan-loss reserves mainly
on Third World debt, constrains its flexibility and growth. While Citicorp's consumer bank is a
model of seamless global enterprise, its corporate banking operation in Japan, Europe, and North
America is struggling. Strategically, he proposes a radical restructuring of international banking,
but will not show a result for 6 or 7 years. Big changes. Strategy. At U. Mich. # MS. Pro.
Tichy, Noel M., Michael I. Brimm, Ram Charan, and Hiroraka Takeuchi, 1992, "Leadership
Development as a Lever for Global Transformation," Chapter 2 (p. 47-60) in Pucik, Vladimir,
Noel M. Tichy, and Carole Barnett, eds., 1992, Globalizing Management: Creating and Leading
the Competitive Organization, John Wiley & Sons, NY, NY US, 356 p. The step by step outline
of the Global Leadership Program at 'HighTech.' Global winners will be able to "glocalize," that
is, they will be able to use the muscle and scale of the global giant and act as a local supplier to
customers. Leadership pipeline. Career crossroads. Not in Clio, CUNY. NYPL SIBL os Req
JBE 92-1960. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Tichy, Noel, 1996, "Simultaneous Transformation and CEO Succession: Key to Global
Competitiveness," Organizational Dynamics, AMA, US, Summer96, 25(1):45-59. Word Cnt:
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8091. ISSN: 00902616. Simultaneous organizational transformation and CEO succession as key
to global competitiveness. Most companies have a need for a massive transformation process,
which requires extensive commitments to team building, the use of change task forces, and the
development of a critical mass of leaders at the top who can drive change. Rigorous strategic
analysis and a total revisit of the financial model for generating shareholder value are necessary.
An organization's cultural transformation must be built on a new business theory that makes
clear to all employees the competitive imperatives for success and the strategy for winning. The
succession process must be built on "tough love." The CEO must be willing to get up close and
personal. Candidates have to work in interdependent teams where the most valuable player gets
defined as a team player, where any transgressions are dealt with immediately. Ultimately, the
candidates must deliver real results. No refs. At U. Mich. # Misc. PJ.
Tichy, Noel, with Eli Cohen, 1997, The Leadership Engine: how winning companies build
leaders at every level, Harper Business, New York, NY, 367 p. Not on the theory. On the
education policies and not the structure/ process. See p. 156: Robert Stempel, CEO of General
Motors, comment on impact of too many layers on the CEO: It is like being at the end of a long
railroad line waiting for great projects to be proposed to you. But along the way everyone else
can switch the tracks and divert them - so you never see any of them. Stempel did not last long
as head of GM. See Charan, Drotter and Noel 2001. Misc. Bk.
Tichy, Noel M., 1998, “The Teachable Point of View,” Journal of Business Strategy, Jan/Feb.
1998, 19(1):29-33. (Anonymous.) An interview of Tichy where he discusses leadership,
teaching, and development at GE, Allied/Signal, Ameritech, etc. This 'leadership engine' gives
them a competitive edge. [Comments on his new book with Eli Cohen.] # MS. PJ.
Tichy, Noel M., and Eli Cohen, 1998, "The Teaching Organization," Training & Development,
American Society for Training & Development, Alexandria, VA, US, July 1998, 52(7):26-33.
Word Count: 6225. ISSN: 10559760. Discusses the movement of companies from being a
learning organization (workers) to becoming a teaching organization (mgrs). Role of leaders in
teaching about critical business issues; AlliedSignal, General Electric, Coca-Cola, and HewlettPackard as teaching organizations; Tips for companies on how to shift. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Tichy, Noel, and Warren G. Bennis, 2007, Judgment: How winning leaders make great calls,
Portfolio, Penguin, NY, NY, 392 p. [Includes DeRose, Chris, and Noel Tichy, 'Handbook for
Leadership Judgment,' p. 285-370. 'Experience' is the best guide.] General Electric had a strong
executive development and selection system in place since the 1960s. (Walter Mahler began
consulting to GE around 1965 under CEO Fred Borch.) Reg Jones began his CEO succession
process in 1974. He spotted Jack Welch and put his name in the mix. Welch followed the same
general method in selecting Jeff Immelt. A book on judgment about people by executives. How
to chose subordinate managers wisely. Always difficult and no one has a perfect record. They
wrote about the leadership pipeline (chapter 6). Cases on GE and the NYC school system
(training and development of principals at GE) (chapter 12). There were three parts to
judgments: before, making the call, implementation. Career crossroads. Mahler or Brown or
Jaques not cited. They cited Ted Levino. Cited Charan, Drotter and Noel 2001. Clio Bus
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HD57.7 .T496 2007. NYPL SIBL Br 658.4092T. # Rp. Bk.
Tichy, Noel M ., and Warren G. Bennis, 2007, “Making Judgment Calls,” Harvard Business
Review (HBR), US, Oct., 85(10):94-102. According to the traditional view, judgment is an
event: You make a decision and then move on. No way. Good leadership judgment occurs
throughout a process. Important judgment calls reside in three domains: people, strategy, and
crisis. The first phase of the judgment process is preparation -- identifying and framing the issue
that demands a decision and aligning and mobilizing key stakeholders. Second is the call itself.
And third is acting on the call - learning and adjusting along the way. Good leaders use a "story
line" and "redo loops" to reconsider the parameters of the decision, relabel the problem, and
redefine it in a way that more and more people deeper in the firm can accept. # MS. Pro.
Tichy, Noel M., and Chris DeRose, 2008. See names reversed.
Tichy, Noel M., 2008, “Wanted One President: Judgment Required.” Forbes.com, March 24,
2008. (181(6):) George W. Bush's final grades are dismal. His successor will inherit a mess and
good judgment will be needed in three domains: people, strategy, and crises. # Misc. Pro.
Tichy, Noel M., and Christopher DeRose, 2009, "Leadership Judgment: The Essence of a Good
Leader," chapter 24 (p. 297-309) in Hesselbein, Frances, and Marshall Goldsmith, eds., 2009,
The Organization of the Future 2: visions, strategies, and insights on managing in a new era,
Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, Cal., US, 348 p. Leadership judgment goes beyond static thinking
and is built on deep knowledge of the business. Jaques not cited. Not in Clio. NYPL SIBL br
658.406 O. Teach. # MS. Ch.
Tiffany, Constance, 1986, "Hiring Patterns and the Quality of Nursing Care," Nursing
Management, S-N Publications, Chicago, Ill., US, May 1986, 17(5):61-62. Ltr2Edr. Tested and
used Bell's Index of Discretion in her dissertation. A wide difference in nursing excellence was
revealed among hospitals. Education, not experience, produced better nursing care. Cited
Tiffany 1977 PhD; GD Bell 1965, 1966, 1967a, 1967b. In Htr Health Profns. # Rp. PJ.
Tiffany, Constance, 1987, "Professionalization: Power and Powerlessness," Nursing
Management, S-N Publications, Chicago, Ill., US, April 1987, April 1987, 18(4):90-91.
Ltr2Edr. No cites. In Htr Health Profns. # MS. PJ.
Tiffany, Constance, Patrice Cruise, and Robert J. Cruise, 1988, "Discretion and
Professionalization: A Correlational Study," Nursing Management, S-N Publications, Chicago,
Ill., US, Feb. 1988, 19(2):72A-72P. From Tiffany 1977 PhD. Accepted in Aug. 1983 (what!).
Positive correlations were found between professional knowledge and levels of discretion or
autonomy in performance of nursing. Education had a stronger influence on awarded discretion
than experience. Created a written and quantitative form of Bell's Level of Discretion Index and
a computational way to depict results. Where Bell's score was .45, Tiffany's ranged from .67 to
.97. (This may or may not reflect a difference.) [Mispelt both EJ names.] Cited Jaques 1956;
Bell 1965, 1966, 1967a, 1967b; Roth 1974; RG Hunt 1970; Hrebiniak 1974 (ASQ); RH Hall
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1967; Tiffany 1977 PhD. In Htr Health Profns. journals.lww.com # Rp. PJ.
Tigges, Leann M., 1988, “Age, Earnings, and Change within the Dual Economy,” Social Forces,
March 1988, 66(3):676-698. US age-wage profiles. Charts. Data in 1980 showed there had
been a decrease in the earnings advantage of older workers due to changes in the US economy
since 1960. (Tigges may be right about the changes but still did not get the main point, cite
Shimada or RO theory. Missed it all.) See Klevmarken 1982, Creedy and Hart 1979. At U. Ga.
Misc. PJ. A.
Tilles, Seymour, 1963, “How to Evaluate Corporate Strategy,” Harvard Business Review, HBS,
Boston, MA, July-Aug., 41(4):111-121. Established six criteria for evaluating a firm’s strategy,
one was its “time horizon.” This noted any gap between the annual goals for executive
compensation and the multi-year length of the strategy. Frequent shifts in direction or executive
personnel were signals of lack of strategic consistency. There was a huge difference between
growth and becoming a more capable organization. Closely linked the goals and structure,
mentioning General Motors, DuPont, and Sears as examples of how to do it. The goal of a
strategy was to give “management both the time and the room to maneuver.” This was a
definition of strategy as time-span of discretion (TSD). Did not cite Jaques or Brown. HBR
classic article. See Mahler 1993 book for contrast. MS. Pro.
Tillmar, Malin, and Lars Lindkvist, 2007, “Cooperation Against All Odds: Finding Reasons for
Trust where Formal Institutions Fail,” International Sociology, 22(3):343-366. This article takes
an empirical point of departure in a longitudinal study in Tanzania that focuses on the trust
formation process in its `bare' form, i.e. in a context where formal institutions are of little help in
curbing opportunistic behaviour. The study's framework suggests a knowledge-based view of
trust where the interplay between an individual's subjective knowledge or `good reasons' for
trusting others and inclination to take a `leap of faith' explains his or her engagement in
cooperative activity. The empirical findings show that people do not tend to be gamblers and
take a big leap of faith when institutional prerequisites imply bad odds. On the contrary, people
instead try hard and imaginatively to create reasons for trusting that are really good. In
particular, they favour reasons that are related to control, such as those where sanctions or
hostage-like measures come into play. As a result, the findings do not support the argument that
the use of control(s) signals distrust and casts doubt over a partner 's good will. See Sievers
2003. Both at Linköping University, malti@eki.liu.se Misc. PJ.
Tilly, Charles, 1990, “How (and What) Are Historians Doing?” American Behavioral Scientist,
Sage Publications, CA, US, July/Aug. 1990, 33(6):685-711. Historians insist on time and place
as fundamental principles of variation. These are the salient traits of most Western historical
practice that significantly affect how a social process occurs. Two methodological injunctions
follow: First, never interpret an action until you have placed it in its time and place setting; and
second, use the greatest caution in making generalizations and comparisons over disparate blocks
of time and place. Multi-level, narrative history is needed – individual, local and national – and
multi-dimensional – humanist and social science. # Misc. PJ.
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Timo, Nils, 1989, “Industrial Change and Structural Efficiency – a Trade Union View,” Labour
and Industry, Australia, 2(3):399-412. NYU Law has it since 2002. (below) [Likely a reaction
to Hilmer and to CRA.] Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Timo, Nils, 1997, “Human Resource Management in an Australian Mining Company,”
Employee Relations, UK/Australia, 19(4):337-352. On Jaques’ theory. (Guess the firm and win
a free trip.) [Alterative title: 1997, “The Management of Individualism in an Australian Mining
Company.” See Patricia Bovington at CQU. Alternative date and title: 2001, “The Management
of Individualism in ...” See Tracy 2003; Hearn Mackinnon 2006.] Outlined the criticisms that
have been made of Australia's collective employment relations, and the moves that have been
made to promote more workplace agreements, either individually or collectively, between
employees and employers. Examined the issues raised by this, studying the experience of CRA,
a major Australian mining and smelting company, in individualizing and de-unionizing its
workforce. Explained how and why the company moved towards an individual contract strategy,
looking at the influence of the ideas of Elliott Jaques on their human resource policies.
Described how the trade union was weakened; the strategies used to gain employee acceptance
of the individual contracts; the human resource practices introduced to support individualism;
and the extent of union resistance. Assessed the benefits of individual contracts for the
employer, and the effectiveness of the new system. Considered the implications of this type of
approach to employee relations for the trade unions, employers and the employees, themselves.
# Rp. PJ.
Timo, Nils, 1997, “Key Performance Indicators in Enterprise Bargaining: a guide for managers
and employee representatives,” CCH Australia, North Ryde, NSW, Australia., 49 pages.
Pamphlet. One of a practice series. This was written in the midst of the enterprise bargaining
wave and two years after Weipa. Not seen. Swinburne U. of Tech. library has it. Misc. Rep.
Timo, Nils, 1998, “Precarious Employment and Individual Contracts in an Australian Mining
Company,” Labour and Industry: a journal of the social and economic relations of work,
Melbourne, Vic., Australia, Aug., 9(1):53-68. NYU Law has it since 2002. (see 1989 above) At
Griffiths U., Brisbane, Qld., AU. Not seen. Cr. PJ.
Timo, Nils, 2001, “The Social Scientist as Change Agent: Elliott Jaques and the Individualist
Imperative,” Journal of Australian Political Economy, AU, June, 47:96-120. Fills a gap in the
literature regarding the role of management theories in shaping business and HRM strategies by
looking at the context and application of Elliott Jaques’s concepts at Rio Tinto in Australia.
“According to Jaques, this way of analysing and designing organisations ensures that the
exercise of power and authority becomes clear, orderly, efficient and humane.” However, this
approach deflects attention from their legitimacy and the way they are challenged. Rio Tinto
was using Jaques’s ideas as part of a broader business and de-unionisation strategy. Unionists
must understand management theory if they are to maintain workplace representational rights.
Timo is on faculty at Griffith University, Gold Coast campus, Queensland, Australia. # Rp. PJ.
Timperley, S. R., 1969, "Worker Directors and Industrial Democracy: A British View,"
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Management International Review, 9(2/3):85-91. 7 p. The whole idea is in flux and under
developmant. Cited Jaques 1951; Brown; Glacier Metal. At U. Liverpool, UK. # W. PJ.
Tippins, Michael J., and Wanru Su, 2004, “The Implications of Mismatching Organizational
Decision-making and Communication Structures within US Retail Firms: the Role of Scanner
Data,” International Review of Retail, Distribution and Consumer Research, April 2004,
14(2):241–253. To avoid potential intra-firm conflicts between the corporate and store levels,
the communication structure within an organization should be matched with a decision-making
structure that shares a similar level of decentralization. (They missed the link of levels of human
capability which match communications to decision-making through managers.) At U. Wisc.,
Oshkosh, USA, and Yuan Ze U., Taiwan. MS. PJ.
Tiwana, Amrit, Mark Keil, and Robert G. Fichman, 2006, "Information Systems Project
Continuation in Escalation Situations: A Real Options Model," Decision Sciences, Aug2006,
37(3):357-391. 35p. ISSN: 0011-7315. DOI: 10.1111/j.1540-5414.2006.00131.x.
Some software managers may escalate their commitment not because they are acting irrationally,
but rather as a rational response to real options that are embedded in a project. A project embeds
real options when managers have the opportunity - but not the obligation - to adjust the future
direction of the project in response to external or internal events. Examples of real options
include deferring the project, switching the project to serve a different purpose, changing the
scale of the project, implementing it in incremental stages, abandoning the project, or using the
project as a platform for future growth opportunities. Although real options can represent a
substantial portion of a project's value, they rarely enter into a project's formal justification
process in the traditional quantitative discounted cash-flow-based project valuation techniques
(DCF). Managers recognize and value the presence of real options. Cited in Tiwana 2007. At
Iowa State U., Ames, IA; Ga. State U.; Boston College. (Best Article 2006 #.) # Refu. PJ.
Tjosvold, Dean, I. Robert Andrews, and John T. Struthers, 1992, “Leadership Influence: Goal
interdependence and power,” The Journal of Social Psychology, Washington, Feb 1992,
132(1):pg. 39-50. A study of goal interdependence and power in 143 Canadian employees in
order to indicate the extent to which they valued the resources of their manager and their use of
directive and collaborative influence attempts is presented. (Authors are unaware of levels of
incumbents, levels of roles, requisite distances, and the influence these differences have on
managerial behavior toward employees - either through directive or collaborative influence.
They may have found that managers one-stratum above their employees tend to empower them,
while managers less-than and more-than this produce compliance through directive influence.
Support they found for contingency perspective and empowerment was unwarranted. Managers
one-stratum separated from their employees and one-level more capable will tend to be more
‘successful’ than otherwise. As they found, the success of the results may well depend on the
relationship between manager and employee more than the type of ‘leadership’ influence
employed. In the end, the study was so contaminated with screwy, mainstream theorizing that
we will never know what caused what. The basic data has not been recorded. It has to be redone
from scratch for us to know. This is a perfect example of the theoretical confusions that
cloud the minds of mainstream researchers and waste their time, efforts, and valuable
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resources.) At Simon Fraser U. in BC. Alt. PJ.
Tobias, Justin L., 2003, “Are Returns to Schooling Concentrated Among the Most Able? A
Semiparametric Analysis of the Ability-Earnings Relationships,” Oxford Bulletin of Economics
and Statistics, Blackwell, UK, Feb. 2003, 65(1):1-29. In this paper I explore the relationship
between ability and log waves using flexible estimation techniques. I find evidence of
nonlinearities in these relationships that vary across levels of schooling, and argue that abilitysorting into higher education creates problems for accurately identifying the return to schooling
over the entire ability support. Over an ability support that is “common” to those with and
without a college education, I find that the college log wage premium is increasing for the
more able, and this premium grew during the period 1984-1994 for individuals at all points in
the ability distribution. The growth of this wage premium over time also appears to have
followed a “smoother” linear path for high-ability individuals than individuals of lower ability.
Cited by Naito 2007. At UC-Irvine. MS. PJ. A.
Toboso, Mario, and Guadalupe Valencia, 2008, “Una representación discursiva del espaciotiempo social,” Estudios Sociológicos, El Colegio De Mexico, MEX, Jan.-Apr. 2008,
26(76):119-137. URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/40421161 Theory piece. In Spanish.
Proponemos una representación del espacio-tiempo social basada en la unión de tres perspectivas
de estudio diferentes: por un lado, el análisis de los discursos sociales del tiempo; por otro, la
indagación sobre los marcos de la acción humana; por último, la fenomenología del tiempo. En
la primera parte conjugamos el primer punto de vista mencionado con el tercero, mostrando que
las tres metáforas en torno a las cuales se articulan los discursos sociales del tiempo se hallan
también en una de las nociones fundamentales de la fenomenología del tiempo: el campo de
presencia del sujeto. Después, señalamos que la indagación sobre los marcos de la acción
humana permite identificar las mismas tres metáforas, pero ahora referidas al espacio. La
combinación de los dos conjuntos de metáforas —espaciales y temporales— permite una
representación discursiva del espacio-tiempo social como una estructura hexadimensional. ///
A representation of social space-time based on the union of three different study perspectives:
first, the analysis of social speeches about time; then, an inquiry about frames of human action;
finally, a phenomenology of time. The first part of the article conjugates the first perspective
with the third, showing that the three metaphors around which social speeches about time are
articulated are also found in one of the fundamental notions of a phenomenology of time: the
field of presence of the subject. In the second part, the authors indicate that the inquiry about
frames of human action allows identifying the same three metaphors, but now referred to space.
The combination of both sets of metaphors —spatial and temporal— allows a discursive
representation of social space-time as a hexadimensional or six-fold structure.
Cited Jaques 1982 (Span. trans. 1984). # Rp. PJ.
Toda, Masanao, 1976, “The Decision Process: A Perspective,” International Journal of General
Systems, Taylor and Francis, London, UK, 3(2):79-88. A decision process consists of all the
subprocesses pertaining to the selection of a course of action, or a plan, and to its execution.
Most of these subprocesses except some well formalized ones like decision analysis are covert
processes taking place exclusively in someone's mind, and are hitherto paid relatively little
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attention. In order to have a better understanding of the organization of the whole process, and
thus to upgrade it, these neglected aspects should be brought to attention. With that principle in
mind, the topics like the following are discussed in this paper: hierarchical structure of multiple
decision processes, learning mechanism to dispense with deliberate analytical information
processing for minor decisions, cognitive simulators to generate decision trees, goal-setting and
decision scope. Time span as the decision horizon. At Experimental Psychology, Hokkaido U.,
Sapporo, Japan. Cited in Humphreys 1984. Online CUNY & NYPL & Clio only since 2002.
Hard Baruch since 1981. SIBL Hard JLM 86-910 v. 6-14 (1980-1988). Not in NYC. MS. PJ.
Toda, Masanao, 1980, “Emotion and Decision Making,” Acta Psychologica, London, UK,
August, 45(1-3):133-155. Emotions help us make decisions in a wild and primitive environment.
Higher cognitive-analytical functions evolved later to supplement, but not replace, the emotional
system. Thus, the emotional system is a purposeful, rational decision system in its own right.
The cognitive decision system does not operate without the help of the emotion system. Without
desires, loves, and hates there hardly would be utilities. (Beats Goleman and emotional
intelligence by 16 years.) Cited in Humphreys 1984. Jaques not cited. At Hokkaido U.,
Sapporo, Japan. # Misc. PJ. A.
Toffler, Alvin, 1970, Future Shock, Pan, London; Random House, New York; Bantam Books,
Toronto, 505 pages. See Chapter 18: Education in the Future Tense. We teach kids about the
past up to the present and then - nothing. Cited Jaques, Rice, Hill, L. Warner, B. D. Singer, J.
Condry, and L. LeShan. Misc. Bk.
Toffler, Barbara Ley, 1986/1991, Managers Talk Ethics, making tough choices in a competitive
business world, John Wiley and Sons, NY, NY, Chichester, UK, 372 pages. Original 1986 title:
Tough Choices. Introductory chapter. Also: intuitive description of prediction, time-spans, and
judgments by a manager who was unaware of the theory. See Ch. “Peter Lathen,” p. 189-197
(esp. 192-3). A cassette too. See also p. 281. MS. Bk.
Tofield, Bruce, 1992, “Harnessing the most capricious of resources,” The Independent, London,
UK, 3 November 1992, p. 26. Described Jaques’ theory on capability and levels to generate a
better return from people, the difficult-to-understand asset without which no organisation can
succeed. Excellent introductory article. Tofield works with staff at Brunel University. (Is this
Bioss or Brunel?) At EAU. Teach. Rp. Pop. *****
Toh, Soo Min, Frederick P. Morgeson, and Michael A. Campion, 2008, “Human resource
configurations: Investigating fit with the organizational context,” Journal of Applied Psychology,
APA, July 2008, 93(4):864-882. The present study investigated how key organizational
contextual factors relate to bundles of human resource (HR) practices. In a two-phase study of a
sample of 661 organizations representing a full range of industries and organizational size, the
authors found that organizations use 1 of 5 HR bundles: cost minimizers, contingent motivators,
competitive motivators, resource makers, and commitment maximizers. HR choices were related
to the context within which organizations operate. Jaques not cited, nor H. Leibenstein. At
Rotman, U. Toronto - Mississauga; Broad, Mich State U.; Krannert, Purdue U. # Misc. PJ. A.
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Tolich, Martin, Martin Kenney, and Nicole Biggart, 1999, "Managing The Managers: Japanese
Management Strategies in the USA," Journal of Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, UK,
Sep99, 36(5):587-607. ISSN: 00222380. One of the greatest difficulties Japanese multinationals
have had is managing American managers in their US subsidiaries. Americans and Japanese
conceive of management differently and have different conceptions of themselves as managers
and of correct management practice. Interviews conducted with 19 US and Japanese managers
in three electronics transplants. One factory was dominated by Japanese management practice,
another by American practice, and the third was a hybrid of the two styles. We found four
factors critical as determinants of management style: the nationality of the general manager, a
stated preference (or lack thereof) for bicultural management, control over the budget-setting
process, and the strength of the Japanese assignees. [This was not a psychological problem.] At
Massey U., No. Is., NZ; UC-Davis. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Tolles, N. Arnold, 1964, Origins of Modern Wage Theories, Prentice-Hall, New Jersey. ~
Tolliday, Heather, and Margaret Plouviez, 1976, “Professional Independence and Clinical
Freedom,” Hospital and Health Services Review, Institute of Health Services Administrators,
London, UK, Dec., 72(12):414-416. (First author name misspelled as 'Holliday.’) NHS. These
two concepts must be first clarified in order for doctors to continue to influence the occupational
therapy/ physiotherapy given to their patients. The failure to separate these two concepts makes
it unnecessarily difficult to resolve the differences in the relationships between doctors and
therapists. Cited in Kinston, Ovretveit & Cleland 1982 #6. Located at Mann Liby at Cornell in
Ithaca but not at Weill Liby in NYC. Columbia Health Sci liby. Temp. Unavail. Serial H. TU
1972 on.] SUNY Buffalo RA960 .H827. NYPL ILL: UCLA. Both at BIOSS. # Rp. Pro.
Tolliday, Heather, and Elliott Jaques, 1977, “The Organisation of Occupational Therapists and
Physiotherapists”, unpublished, HSORU Research Summary, Brunel U., BIOSS, UK. Ru. Rep.
Tolman, Edward C., and Egon Brunswick, 1935, “The Organism and the Causal Texture of the
Environment,” Psychological Review, American Psychological Association, Washington, DC,
42(1):43-77.) The source of the title for the 1965 Emery and Trist article. (Kenneth Hammond
has done several books on Brunswick’s ego-based psychology.) Alt. Sp.: Brunswik. Cited
Kohler 1925 on gestalt. At UCLA and U. Vienna. Psych Lib. Misc. PJ. A.
Tolman, E. C., 1967, Purposive Behavior in Animals and Men, Appleton-Century, New York,
NY. (Cited by Jaques in Form of Time 1982.) Originally published in 1932: cited by Schuster
and Clark 1970. Misc. Bk.
Tomasko, Robert M., 1987, Downsizing: reshaping the corporation for the future, AMACOM,
New York, NY, 290 p. Flattening the organization using time-horizon and capability. Cited
Jaques on p. 149-152. Rp. Bk.
Tomasko, Robert M., 1992, "Restructuring: getting it right,” Management Review, Saranac Lake,
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NY, US, April, 81(4):10-15. ISSN: 0025-1895. Over half of all downsizings fail to increase
their value vis-a-vis their competitors. Top managers got the firms into trouble and then they
downsize others – mostly middle managers. Once stability was reached – the firm got fat again.
Cost cutting and people cutting should NEVER be confused. (The Japanese avoid this mistake.)
Western companies focus on cutting jobs rather than unnecessary work. Three phases. First,
what works? Second, what needs to be done? - and, what does not? Third, how should this work
be designed? Information? Control? Jaques not mentioned. # Rp. PJ.
Tomasko, Robert M., 1993, Rethinking the Corporation, The Architecture of Change,
AMACOM, New York, NY. A vigorous use of Jaques. Combined Jaques with the thinking of
others using an architectural motif. Very well done. Rp. Bk. *****
Tomer, John F., 1987, Organizational Capital: the path to higher productivity and well-being,
Praeger, New York, NY, 188 p. He gets the connection between this theory and higher
productivity, growth and well-being. An early run at Japanese managers, with lots on Harvey
Leibenstein and X-Inefficiency (worker motivation, working smarter, institutional arrangements,
increasing productivity, participation and well-being). The quality of organizational relations
influences worker behavior and thus the organization’s productive capacity and the well-being of
its members. Contributes to behavioral economics. Unaware of RO theory and its connection
with the Japanese. See Leibenstein 1987; Piore and Sabel 1984 (p. 134-5); Patchen 1960.
Baruch & Hunter Mn HD 31 .T635 1987. Clio Offsite HD31 .T635 1987. NYPL Hum Offsite
JLE 88-2170 (HSSL). MS. Bk.
Tomer, John F., 1999, The Human Firm: a socio-economic analysis of its behavior and potential
in a new economic age, Routledge, London, UK, and NY, NY, 228 p. Challenges mainstream
economic views on the firm. Today’s age we must consider the non-economic and especially the
human dimension. Explains why some firms area adapting well, incorporating high performance
elements, and showing their full social potential, while others are not. This gap is now evident.
Actors respond both to economic incentives and social influences. Lots on Leibenstein. Cited
Nota, Ozaki, Sen, Friedman, and MacDuffie. Unaware of the theory. At Manhattan College. Ebook or on shelf: Baruch HD 60 .T664 1999. NYPL SIBL JBE 99-1353. MS. Bk.
Tomer, John F., 2001, “Understanding high-performance work systems: the joint contribution of
economics and human resource management,” Journal of Socio-Economics, published in
cooperation with Western Illinois University by JAI Press, Greenwich, CT, Science Direct,
Elsevier Inc., Jan 2001, 30(1):63-73. High-performance work systems (HPWS) use a different
approach to managing than the traditional hierarchical approach associated with mass
production/ scientific management. At the heart of this emerging approach is a radically
different employer-employee relationship. While much has been written about HPWS in the
human resource management (HRM) literature, economists’ attention to it has been practically
nil. Economic theory, particularly x-efficiency theory, can be adapted to this purpose. In
addition, the essential reasons for HPWS’ superiority are provided and why, despite this, HPWS’
diffusion has been slow. Cited B. Becker 1996, 1997; Huselid 1995; Ichniowski et al 1997;
Leibenstein 1976; Pfeffer 1998; Tomer 1987. Cited by Vispo 2006. Unaware of Jaques. Then
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at Manhattan College, Riverdale, Bronx, NY. Clio Bus HB1 .J551. and on-line. [See long list
of references.] (Intermediate) Teach. # MS. PJ. *****
Tomlinson, Graham, 1986, “The Social Construction of Truth: Editing an Encyclopedia,” Urban
Life, Sage Publications, London, UK, July, 15(2):197-213. Weekly writing quotas (quantity) for
the junior editors led to cheating on the research for an encyclopedia. Complete loss of quality.
They all adapted to this system. We the readers believe what is in encyclopedias. We rely on it
for truth. Who gives a damn? Cited EJ 1982 F of T. (Cited wrong book. Should have cited WB
& EJ 1964 on piece-rates. And Deming and S. Kerr.) Refu. PJ.
Tomlinson, Jim, 1985, “Democracy inside the black box?: neo-classical theories of the firm and
industrial democracy,” Brunel University, Dept. of Economics, Uxbridge, UK, 46 p. Discussion
papers in economics Brunel University (no. 8502). Economic aspects of corporate management
including employee participation. Brunel Uxbridge HB1.B78 VOL.8502. Ru. Rep.
Tomlinson, Jim, 1987, “Industrial democracy and the Labour government, 1945-1951,” Brunel
University, Department of Economics, Uxbridge, UK, 25 p. Discussion papers in economics
(no. 8702). Industrial relations in Great Britain. Background on Glacier, the labour government,
and the project. Brunel Uxbridge HB1.B78 VOL.8702. Ru. Rep.
Tomlinson, Jim, 1993, “Mr Attlee's Supply-Side Socialism,” The Economic History Review, (in
Surveys and Speculations), Economic History Society, Blackwell, New Series, Feb., 46(1):1-22.
Author was at Brunel University. Cited Jaques 1951. D. PJ.
Tomlinson, Jim, 1994, “The Politics of Economic Measurement: the rise of the 'productivity
problem' in the 1940s,” chapter seven (p. 168-189) in Hopwood, Anthony G., and Peter Miller,
eds., 1994, Accounting as Social and Institutional Practice, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge,
UK, 335 p. In the late 1940s there was a strong emphasis on productivity, through better human
relations and an expectation that the workplace should provide positive mental health. The
Human Factors panel of the Comte on Industrial Productivity was formed in 1947. Glacier
Metals, with its emphasis on strong constitutional mechanisms, joint consultation, and explicit
union recognition in the workplace, was the ideal place to experiment on new practices and
forms. The work and project of Brown and Jaques began in this positive atmosphere. The
research was Atlee government funded and had a “limited and often negative response of the
private sector.” But with better times in the 1950s, the concern with productivity faded away.
This is a good history of the political origins of the project. Showed one source of the academic
jealousy over the project and why the project never got a footing in academia or private
enterprise. See pages 168-189, 182, 184, and 324. Cited Child 1969. Editors at LSE. Author at
Brunel in history. SIBL JBE 95-945. Rp. Ch. UP. A.
Tomlinson, Jim, 1997, Democratic socialism and economic policy: the Attlee years, 1945-1951,
Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, 331 p. Highlighted the concern of the Attlee government
with issues of industrial efficiency, and how this concern pervaded all areas of economic policy,
domestic and international, and social. The history of economic policy and socialism in UK
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1945-1951, and of the economic conditions, 1945-1993. Background on Glacier, the labour
government, and the project. (See Brunel working papers by author.) Cited EJ 1951. At Brunel.
Brunel Uxbr. & Clio Butler HC256.5 .T66 1997. NYPL Hum JFE 97-1113. D. Bk. UP. A.
Tonge, Richard, Povi C. Larsen, and Midori Ito, 1998, "Strategic Leadership in Super-Growth
Companies - A Re-appraisal," Long Range Planning, SciDirect, UK, Dec., 31(6):838-847.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0024-6301(98)80020-4. This article reports on a research project to
identify the attributes of high and super growth medium-size companies, the strategies they
employ to maintain growth and the critical success factors they consider vital to achieve rapid
growth. Pronounced differences were found in the preferences between both groups when
ranking seven critical success factors: (1) Flexibility; (2) Product diversification; (3) Attracting
and holding quality staff; (4) Niche marketing; (5) Early entry into growth markets; (6) Quality;
(7) and Frequent innovation. There were also differences in their strategic objectives and growth
companies were younger. At Portsmouth U., UK; NatWest Gartmore, Japan. # MS. PJ. A.
Tönnies, Ferdinand, 1998, "On Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft," Ch. 7 [1971], (p. 66-71), in
Weaver, Gary Rodger, ed., 1998, Culture, Communication and Conflict: readings in
intercultural relations, Rev. 2nd ed., Pearson, Boston, MA, US, 567 p. (Text used at Baruch in
2012: course COM4900.) From 1887: a classic. Jaques not cited. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Topel, Robert, 1991, “Specific Capital, Mobility, and Wages: Wages Rise with Job Seniority,”
The Journal of Political Economy, Feb. 1991, 99(1):145-176. The prediction that wages rise as
job security accumulates is the most fundamental prediction of the theory of specific human
capital. Persons with longer job tenure typically earn higher wages tends to support this view
and this plays a strategic role in recruitment and motivation. Yet this theory ignores the
decisions that have brought them to the wages, job tenure and experience seen in the survey data
and is thus biased. Used longitudinal data and found that 10 years of seniority lifted the typical
male worker’s wage by over 25 percent - a lower bound. This would be lost if the job were to
end exogenously. Continuation of these relationships has value for these workers. [What about
the threat from re-engineering and the ‘new’ employment relationship?] See Prendergast 1999;
Hersch and Reagan 1990. Unaware of Jaques. At U. Chicago. Off. PJ. A.
Topel, Robert, 1993, “What Have We Learned from Empirical Studies of Unemployment and
Turnover?,” The American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings, [Lessons from Empirical
Labor Economics: 1972-1992], American Economic Association, May 1993, 83(2):110-115.
The data speak loudly on three points. First, the trend toward rising joblessness in the U.S. is
mainly a low-wage phenomenon. Second, the pattern of labor demand for the less skilled has
fallen for wages and time worked. (Edmund Phelps 1974 postulated the ‘natural rate’ of
unemployment varies with labor-market condition and is not fixed.) Third, the private costs are
no longer transitory and insignificant. It is a permanent reduction in wealth and earning power.
[But what have we learned? He has no idea: Why has this happened? No idea.] See Prendergast
1999; Hersch and Reagan 1990. Unaware of Jaques. At U. Chicago. Misc. PJ. A.
Topping, James, 1981, The Beginnings of Brunel University: From Technical College to
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University, Oxford Uni. Press, Oxford, UK, 449 p. The personal reminiscences of the founder of
Brunel University. Began the UK “sandwich” approach to business education. Deeply
influenced by Lord Wilfred Brown and Tavistock Institute (Elliott Jaques and Eric Trist). See
Bk Rev by Heywood 1982. Misc. Bk. UP.
Torbeck, Lynn D., 1985, “A Bibliography for Quality in the Service Industries,” Quality
Progress, ASQC, Milwaukee, WI, June 1985, 18(6):74-83. Different counts of these 291
citations. By year, industry, keywords, source, author. Interesting. Misc. PJ.
Torbert, William R., 1974/1975, “Pre-bureaucratic and Post-bureaucratic Stages of
Organizational Development,” Interpersonal Development, S. Karger, Basel, Switzerland,
5(1):1-25. Quarterly. A stage-theory of organization development and growth is presented
based on Eric Erikson’s Nine-Stage model of personal growth (1959). This provides a new
perspective on new organizations, change, and envisioning qualitative different kinds of
organizing. Alternative educational settings provide the illustrations. Cited and compared the
stage-theories of Torbert 1973, Greiner 1972, Lippitt and Schmidt 1967. (An interesting
beginning.) Jaques not cited. (L & S 1967 is by far the best.) Not in Clio, NYPL. [CUNY
Hunter Mn - Perdcls, not there.] NYU Bobst RC488 .A1 I5 Holdings: v. 4-7 (1973/741976/77) per WorldCat & NYU. Alt. PJ.
Torbert, William R., 1983, “Executive Mind, Timely Action,” ReVision, Swami Chetanananda,
Cambridge, MA, Spring 1983, 4(1):3-21. ["A journal of knowledge and consciousness."] A
three-part essay examining executive leadership. Used as examples: Winston Churchill, Lech
Walesa, and Red Auerback. Discussed executive decision-making, timeliness, self-evaluation,
and support of colleagues. The executive mind is incompatible with ideological rigidity.
Addiction to an idea means the person becomes untrustworthily responsive and educationally
unpredictable. (Chapter in: Srivastva, Suresh, ed., 1983, The Executive Mind, Jossey-Bass, San
Fran., CA, 344 p. Papers from a symposium held at Case Western Reserve University in 1982.)
Clio Bus HD58.7 .S7 1983 - out to fac. NYPL offsite JLE 85-416 (HSSL). Cited in Torbert
1987; Kenny 2010 (as vol. 6). Hardcopy: HUM Offsite JFM 93-134 v. 6-7 1983-84. Percl not
in Clio, CUNY. EJ and RO not cited. Misc. Pro.
Torbert, William R., 1987, Managing the Corporate Dream: restructuring for long-term success,
Dow Jones-Irwin, Homewood, IL, 250 p. Cognitive developmental theory is a stage theory of
adult development that focuses on the growth and elaboration of a person's ways of
understanding the self and the world. Torbert is theoretically linked to Kohlberg and Kegan. He
takes a clear and strong exception to Herb Simon’s concept of ‘bounded rationality’ (1958,
1983). “Simon promulgated the notion that human rationality is necessarily bounded (capable of
making instrumental choices between well-defined alternatives, but not of constituting order
from chaos) and that it therefore operates best within the bounds of bureaucracies. ... In the
terms used here, Simon claims rationality is limited to Aristotelian logic. Powerfully descriptive
of contemporary reality, this theory becomes demonic as a prescriptive theory about the limits of
human and organizational nature” (p. 104-5, ftnt 10). See Simon 1958, 1983. (Torbert has set
forth an alternative in a 1978 article. Not herein.). Not on this theory. Clio Offsite HD58.8
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.T67 1987g. Hum Offsite JLE 87-1258 (HSSL). Refu. Bk.
Torrance, George W., 1962, “Maturity Curves and Salary Administration,” Management Record,
National Industrial Conference Board, New York, N.Y., Jan. 1962, 24(1):1, 14-17. A clear
description of how personnel departments used maturity curves to rate and rank scientific and
engineering professionals according to relative performance and experience. They used Maturity
Curves to set the employees’ salaries relatively within a surveyed range of “market rates.” (This
thinking turned this tool into nonsense and was the opposite of Jaques’ use of maturity curves.)
Cited in Patten 1967. See Jaques 1961; Shaw 1962; Atchison and French 1967; Koike 1984; A.
Weiss 1984. Baruch. Alt. Pro.
Torrence, Samuel, and William Montgomery, 1997, “Heavy Duty Hoshin Deployment: Real
world applications for accelerating strategic business breakthrough,” The Journal of Innovative
Management, Salem, NH; GOAL./QPC, Methuen, MA, Spring 1997, 2(3):30-41. [Executive
VP, Mack Trucks, Inc.; and Ph.D., Center for Creative Management. A Case Study.] Outline of
the hoshin planning rapid implementation and annual cycle. All levels were involved. Financial
goals were integrated with strategic planning of operating goals. Early and continuous training.
(Cited Noel Capon, et al, 1994; King 1989.) SIBL JBM 98-637. Misc. PJ.
Torrence, William D., 1984, "Blending East and West: With Difficulties along the Way,"
Organizational Dynamics, American Management Association, NY, NY, US, Autumn 1984,
13(2):23-34. [Reprinted as chapter 15 (p. 225-235) in Jelinek, Mariann, Joseph A. Litterer, and
Raymond E. Miles, eds., 1986, Organizations by Design: theory and practice, 2nd edn., Business
Publications, Plano, TX, 594 p.] The people, value, and communication IR problems
encountered when a Japanese firm extended its operations in 1975 to the US - KawasakiNebraska. How lifetime employment and job security in Japan translated into seniority pay in
the US. The firm limited layoffs by assigning employees to the city and by expanding its own
maintenance department. US workers still went to the union. A case. Got ch. # Misc. PJ.
Torsvik, Gaute. See: Olsen, Tronde E., and Gaute Torsvik, 2000. ~
Tosi, Henry L., Robert J. House and Marvin D. Dunnette, eds., 1972, Managerial Motivation
and Compensation, A Selection of Readings, MSU Business Studies, East Lansing, MI, 539 p.
Anthology. ~
Chapter 9, Adams, J. Stacy, “Inequity in Social Exchange,” in Berkowitz, Leonard, ed.,
Advances in Experimental Social Psychology, Academic Press, 1965, NY, NY, Vol. 2, p.
134-168. Reprint.
Chapter 10, Jaques, Elliott, “Equity in Compensation,” p. 170-206. [From McKinsey
Seminar, 1967.]
Reprint chapter of Michael E. Gordon article, 1969.
Tosi, Henry, Ramon Aldag, and Ronald Storey, 1973, “On the Measurement of the Environment:
An Assessment of the Lawrence and Lorsch Environmental Uncertainty Subscale,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, March, 18(1):27-36. The results of this attempted replication
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and assessment were “disappointing” and not “in the right direction” suggesting L&L’s
1967/1969 “instrument is methodologically inadequate.” This was an early take-down of
contingency theory. See reply by L&L and comment by Tosi, et al, 1973. Refu. PJ. A.
Tosi, Henry, Ramon Aldag, and Ronald Storey, 1973, “Comment on the Lawrence and
Lorsch Reply,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Sept., 18(3):398-400. (q.v.) L&L were
wrong anyway.
Tosi, Henry L., Jr., and Luis R. Gomez-Mejia, 1989, “The Decoupling of CEO Pay and
Performance: An Agency Theory Perspective,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June,
34(2):169-189. This is a critique of the economic approach to the control of executive
motivation through the principal-agent framework. A meta-analysis of studies on the
hypothesized relationship between executive pay and organization results was disappointing with
some studies confirming the relationship while others found no relationship. The authors urge
researchers to penetrate the black box and examine the how and why of the board’s decision
processes on CEO pay. This is not on Jaques’ theory. It is a critique of the mainstream
economic theory on setting top managerial pay. (Eventually, principal-agent theory led to
options and the 1990s equity market bubble and collapse.) See Jensen & Murphy 1990. Refu.
PJ. A.
Tosi, Henry L., Wei Shen, and Richard J. Gentry, 2003, "Why Outsiders on Boards Can't Solve
the Corporate Governance Problem," Organizational Dynamics, Elsevier, Oxford, UK, May
2003, 32(2):180-192. Outside directors did not stop the raids on the corporate treasuries for
hundreds of millions of dollars by executives, so asking for more is – obviously weak. Identified
four phases in the consolidation of managerial power (CEO): negotiate favorable employment
contract; reduce threats from the board and senior executives; impliment corporate strategies that
insulate the CEO and; control the CEO compensation package. 'Discretion' is then used by
executives to bilk the treasury. Jaques not cited. (Contrast with Geneen 1984 on Board
Insiders.) [Part of shareowner-manager power/control struggle.] # Misc. PJ.
Tosi, Henry L., Vilmos F. Misangyi, Angelo Fanelli, David A. Waldman, and Francis J.
Yammarino, 2004, “CEO Charisma, Compensation, and Firm Performance,” Leadership
Quarterly, Greenwich CT, June 2004, 15(3):405-423. Examined the relationships among CEO
perceived charisma, CEO compensation packages, and firm performance in a sample of Fortune
500 companies over a 10-year period. CEO charisma ratings were directly related to total CEO
pay and to shareholder value but not to any firm performance measures. [I wonder, does
“shareholder value” extend beyond the date of the CEO’s stock options?] Refu. PJ. A.
Tourish, Dennis, and Paul Robson, 2006, “Sensemaking and the distortion of critical upward
communication in organizations,” Journal of Management Studies, Bradford, UK, June,
43(4):711-730. Informal upward communication continues to be largely neglected in the
research, especially opinions critical of managerial orthodoxy. Managers often over-commit to
particular courses of action, irrespective of whether they bode ill or well for the organization.
The consequent elimination of critical upward communication (CUC) leads to iatrogenic
phenomena -- i.e. organizational problems derived from the treatment, rather than from a pre-
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existing condition. Jaques not cited. At Aberdeen and at Durham, UK. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Tourish, Dennis, 2008, “Challenging the Transformational Agenda: Leadership Theory in
Transition?” Management Communication Quarterly, Sage, May, 21(4):522-528. In recent
literature transformational leaders are assumed to be intensely charismatic. Fairhurst 2007
challenges the tendency to view leaders as heroes, charismatic visionaries, and action figures.
Instead, she sets forth a view of leadership as a phenomenon that is iterative, co-constructed (i.e.,
between leaders and followers), and discursive. We need to reconsider how we teach leadership,
especially to our business students. Jaques not cited. At Robert Gordon U. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Townley, Barbara, 1998, “Beyond Good and Evil: Depth and Division in the Management of
Human Resources,” Chapter 11 (p. 191-210) in McKinlay, Alan, and Ken Starkey, eds., 1998,
Foucault, Management and Organisation Theory: from panopticon to technologies of self, Sage,
London, UK; Thousand Oaks, Cal., 246 p. This book is the best introduction to Michel Foucault
I have encountered. This essay is a good start. Clear and concise yet full enough to cover the
range of his thoughts on the practice of power in business, organizations, and management. It
also leads directly to his glaring weakness of sidestepping intention (which was intentional). A
nice job. At U. Alberta, Edmondton, Alt. MS. Ch.
Toynbee, Arnold J., 1958, “Thinking Ahead,” Harvard Business Review, Sept.-Oct., p. 23-38,
164-170. [In observance of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the founding of the Harvard Business
School.] The great majority of businessmen today [in 1958] are employees and, “in this respect,
are in the same position as their fellow employees, the workers in the factory.” In Roman times
businessmen were predatory and parasitical, operating for personal profit by following the
Roman army, grabbing land on the cheap, and introducing cattle ranching and plantation farming
using the conquered people as slaves. Most state functions were contracted out to private
businessmen, even tax collection, so the government was in no position to protect its subjects
from its own agents. Augustus stopped the expansion of the Empire, thus cutting off the slave
trade, and created a civil service tax collection agency, thus bringing the tax collectors into the
government where he could control them. He also froze all innovations. No inventions were
implemented, including the steam turbine which Heron of Alexandria discovered (q.v. James
Watt, circa 1750). Eventually this placidity simply failed to gather defenders and Roman
civilization collapsed. So, what will the next fifty years be? Will business become a form of
civil service with innovation crushed out? Personal profit is no longer part of the equation for
most businessmen. The need for security in the dangerous modern age has driven it out. “We
shall defeat our own purposes in the long run if, in the cause of security, we try to close all
outlets for enterprise, ambition, and creativity in any field of human activity.” Over the next
fifty years how do we foster freedom in some fields when we are compelled to restrict it in
others? [Or has the reverse taken place - frenzy rather than security?] Misc. Pro.
Tozer, Jeremy, 2012, Leading Through Leaders: Driving Strategy, Execution and Change,
Kogan Page, London, UK, 512 p. ISBN-10: 0749466197. ISBN-13: 978-0749466190. Whilst
focused on building collective leadership as a strategic capability, the author provides the means
for effective individual leadership at all levels. It provides the intellectual firepower to rise
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above the fog and clutter of operational issues and focus on strategic priorities, with the
confidence that junior leaders and their teams are fully engaged and aligned at the tactical level.
Leaders at all levels are responsible for ensuring the A.C.E. conditions in which their teams may
be successful: developing Ability, creating Clarity, and shaping the Environment. Illustrated
with case studies from enterprises like Cisco, MCI, Best Western, ABN AMRO, Rothschild,
Macquarie Bank, Philips, Pfizer, Roche, Colgate, and the NHS. (Also, a textbook.) At Henley
Business School, AMP, UK. Not in NYC yet. Not seen. Avail. Amazon. Abs # Rp. Bk.
Tracy, Julie, 2003, “Individual Agreements at Hamersley Iron,” AIRAANZ 2003 Conference
Proceedings (17th ?), Melbourne, Vic, Australia, Volume 1: Refereed Papers, online, 9 pages.
The Office of the Employment Advocate. A review and history of the application of Jaques’
concepts at Hamersley Iron of Rio Tinto in the Pilbara, Western Australia, 1979-2003. Jaques
promoted managerial restructuring in the 1980s. Ian MacDonald extended this to individual
employee agreements/ contracts from the mid-1980s (AIRC 054/1996). The employees accepted
them in 1992-1995 but they restored the union in 2002 due to lack of trust. Detailed primary
sources. Cited Jaques 1980, J. McDonald and Timo 1996, Thompson and Bulbeck 1982.
www.mngt.waikato.ac.nz/airaanz/proceedings/
Melbourne2003/Volume1_RefereedPapers/Tracy.pdf _ Supplemental Result Rp. Rep.
Tracy, Lane, 1972, “Postscript to the Peter Principle,” Harvard Business Review, July-August, p.
65-71. If it is true, why don’t more things go wrong? (See L. Peter; J. Kane; 2 dissertations in
UMI) Tracy recommended pay differentials be based on the skills of the person not on the
position itself. This would motivate people to seek the highest level of their competence
rather than the “highest” position. (See Capelle 1999.) # MS. Pro.
Tracy, Phelps, and Koya Azumi, 1976, "Determinants of Administrative Control: A Test of a
Theory with Japanese Factories," American Sociological Review, Sage, Manasha, Wisc, US,
Feb., 41(1):80-93. Combined Western theoretical insights from both Weberian and decisionmaking traditions within a single model which was then tested with data from forty-four
Japanese manufacturing plants. The results indicated that many relationships linking factors
such as organizational size and work variability with structure are quite similar to those found in
British and American organizations despite the historical and cultural factors which may be
unique to Japanese firm. Included 'automaticity,' but not discretion and prescription. [Misguided
and Westernized. Same in economics.] Cited by Hull 1977. Jaques not cited. # Misc. PJ. A.
TRADOC. See: U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command.
Trahair, Richard C. S., 1968, “The Workers' Judgement of Their Job as a Variable in Work Role
Analysis,” Human Relations, UK, May 1968, 21(2):141-162. doi:
10.1177/001872676802100203 Australian study. Described a classification scheme for the
workers’ judgement of their situation (Tasks, Positions, and persons (H)). Physical and mental
strains of task performance played a role in worker judgement. Worker acceptance of pay and
benefits depends on the extent to which they provide workers with sufficient control in the job
context. Lots of references to the Hawthorne experiments and Elton Mayo. (Did everything but
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use the word: discretion.) Based on his 1965/1966 PhD at U. Melbourne, AU. MS. PJ.
Trahair, Richard C. S., 1969, “Dynamics of a Role Theory for the Worker’s Judgement,” Human
Relations, UK, April, 22(2):99-119. doi:10.1177/001872676902200201 Australian study. “We
are concerned with judgement.” Humans at work seek control over their work. This gives
satisfaction (which allows Maslow 1954 to befuddle this study). McGregor’s Theory Y is given
due consideration. Found Kuriloff 1963 most appealing: the employee wanted a “whole task.”
Assembly line work was viewed as incomplete work. “Quality” meant a complete task, whereas
“quantity” meant workers had no control over the product. Lots of references to the Hawthorne
experiments and Elton Mayo. Cited Kuriloff 1963. Based on his 1965/1966 PhD at U.
Melbourne, AU. MS. PJ.
Trahair, Richard C. S., 1970, “The Workers' Judgement of Pay and Additional Benefits: An
Empirical Study,” Human Relations, UK, June 1970, 23(3):201-223. doi:
10.1177/001872677002300304 Australian study. How workers’ use the classification scheme
(1968), its categories, the pay, other elements, and distinguish the status of positions in that
situation. The amount of pay and its formula (instrumental value), the contract, the bonus and
benefits were very important to the workers. Internal and external factors were part of the
judgement. Status and control were important. Found workers made status comparisons to jobs
throughout Australia(!). Lots of references to the Hawthorne experiments and Elton Mayo.
Based on his 1965/1966 PhD at U. Melbourne, AU. MS. PJ.
Trahant, William, and John Campbell, 1995, “Managing change and implementing total quality
in the mining industry,” CIM Bulletin, Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum,
88 (986), Pages 36-39. Total Quality Management has become the operating style of choice in
numerous mining companies across the Americas and Australia, including Iron Ore Company of
Canada, Inco, MSA, Graniterock, Magma Copper, and CRA's Hamersly Iron. D. Rep.
Trainor, Norm, 2010, The Entrepreneurial Journey, a handbook for building your business, 2nd
edn., Covenant Group, Toronto, Ont., CA, 252 p. Outlined the five stages of a start up: survival,
success, sustainability, significance, and succession. To build a business, the entrepreneur must
understand the dynamics (“why”) and the mechanics (“how”) of the process. To get results and
to build a team means to apply “Foley’s Law” – be confrontational and be relational (like the
Japanese P-M model). And they need to be in balance. The entrepreneur needs to be able to put
together a plan (defining the business, setting objectives, creating operational strategy, financial
management) and implement it through hiring and delegating. Cited Jaques 1998. D. Bk.
Tranfield, David, 1994, “The ‘Soft side’ of change,” IEE Colloquium (Digest), Mar 2, 1994,
(056):3/1-3/6. (Publ by IEE.) Conference Proceedings: Manufacturing Division Colloquium on
Management of Change, Mar 2 1994, London, UK. Sponsor: Professional Groups I1 & I2
(Manufacturing Strategy & Manufacturing Management) Much change in manufacturing
concentrates on the introduction of new technologies, systems and work methods. This paper
focuses on the management and organisational requirements (the 'soft side') necessary to support
full exploitation. Examination of research findings from the late 1980s reveals that the problem
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to be addressed in the 1990s is not that of lack of adoption, but of lack of success in adoption
(e.g. 14% had adopted TQM). Variously problems of implementation and inadequate
organisational design arrangements necessary to sustain the changes have been blamed for
this state of affairs. This paper argues the need for fundamental shifts in the implicit and largely
unquestionable assumptions concerning each of these which are contained within the
managerial mindset - the prevailing organisational culture. A prototyped, field tested tool for
driving cultural change by transforming the managerial mindset is outlined. See Kagono et al
1984 on Japanese CEO chart. At Sheffield Hallam Univ. City/Sci Lib. MS. Ch.
Tranfield, David, and Ken Starkey, 1998, “The Nature, Social Organization and Promotion of
Management Research: Towards Policy,” British Journal of Management, British Academy of
Management, Chichester, UK, Dec., 9(4):341-353. The uniqueness of management research is
its application, so its central concern should be: design. (Jaques couldn’t have said it better.)
Then they wander off. Jaques not cited. W. PJ.
Tranfield, David, Stuart Smith, Morris Foster, Sarah Wilson, and Ivor Parry, 2000, “Strategies
for Managing the Teamworking Agenda: Developing a methodology for team-based
organisation,” International Journal of Production Economics, Elsevier Science B.V., NL, April,
65(1):33-42. Used the words: “requisite organization” in abstract only. This article has little to
do with Jaques or R.O. Off. PJ.
Travica, Bob, 1998, “Information Aspects of New Organizational Designs: Exploring the NonTraditional Organization,” Journal of the American Society for Information Science, New York,
NY, Nov 1998, 49(13):1224-1244. Our knowledge of these alternative designs is still meager.
This particularly applies to their information aspects, such as the role of information technology
(IT), and exchanges of information and knowledge. A sample was drawn from the public
accounting industry. The study discovered a strong positive relationship between the amount of
IT usage and non-traditional dimensions. The notion of relationship primarily rests on the
relationships IT forms with centralization and formalization (both negative), and trust and
communication beyond team boundaries (both positive). Hierarchy appears to be the most
resilient dimension of the traditional organization. At Indiana, Library School. Cited Lash 1988,
Tetlock 1983, Blunt 1989, S. Clegg 1990, Jaques 1989. MS. JP.
Tregaskis, Olga, Kevin Daniels, Linda Glover, Peter Butler, and Michael Meyer, 2012, "High
Performance Work Practices and Firm Performance: A Longitudinal Case Study," British
Journal of Management, UK. doi: 10.1111/j.1467-8551.2011.00800.x. ISSN 10453172 (In
Press). Accumulating research suggests that the adoption of high performance work practices
(HPWPs) is related to organizations' performance. This study uses the implementation and
outcomes of the introduction of HPWPs alongside time series data of objective performance
metrics recorded before and after the intervention. The results showed that the implementation
of HPWPs was associated with subsequent and sustained increases in productivity and safety
performance. At UEA; De Montfort U., Leicester, UK. O.Tregaskis@uea.ac.uk # MS. PJ.
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Tremble, T. R.., Thomas D. Kane, and Steven R. Stewart, 1997, Note on Organizational
Leadership as Problem Solving, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, 37 pages, Jan., ARI-RN97-03; ADA3283306. Approximately 780 officers in the chains of command of 53 U.S. Army
battalions tested the replicability of earlier results on a model which links effective leadership to
problem solving abilities. This replication included subordinate and superior assessments of
leadership behavior/ performance as well as career achievement (rank and awards). Limited
replication of the earlier results was obtained and strengths of relationship were appreciably less
than reported earlier. [What happened?] Cr. Rep.
Trevino, Linda Klebe, Gary R. Weaver, David G. Gibson, and Barbara Ley Toffler, 1999,
"Managing Ethics and Legal Compliance: What works and what hurts," California Management
Review, UC-Berkeley, Winter, 41(2):31–51. [Treviño, ] This survey asked: "What works and
what hurts in corporate ethics/compliance management?" The study found that critical
ingredients include leaders' commitment to ethics, fair treatment of employees, rewards for
ethical conduct, concern for external stakeholders, and consistency between policies and actions.
What hurts effectiveness most are an ethics/compliance program that employees believe exists
only to protect top management from blame and an ethical culture that focuses on unquestioning
obedience to authority and employee self-interest. The results of an effective program can be
impressive. At Penn State; U. Del.; Milton Hershey School; Arthur Andersen. # Misc. Pro.
Trevino, Linda Klebe, Michael Brown, and Laura Pincus Hartman, 2003, “A qualitative
investigation of perceived executive ethical leadership: Perceptions from inside and outside the
executive suite,” Human Relations, US-UK, Jan., 56(1):5-37. (Error as vol. 55) ISSN: 00187267. Senior executives are thought to provide the organization's ethical `tone at the top'. We
interviewed corporate ethics officers and senior executives about executive ethical leadership
and then with a contrasting category we found and labeled `ethically neutral' leadership. The
findings suggest that ethical leadership is more than traits such as integrity and more than valuesbased inspirational leadership and includes using communication and the reward system to guide
ethical behavior. Ethically neutral leaders were differentiated from ethical leaders in terms of
their short-term focus on the financial bottom line and are self-centered. Ethical executive
leadership includes caring about others. To be perceived as an ethical leader by those outside the
executive suite, the executive must engage in socially salient behaviors that make the executive
stand out as an ethical figure against an ethically neutral ground. # Misc. PJ.
Tribus, Myron, 1992, Quality First: Selected Papers on Quality and Productivity Improvement,
National Institute of Professional Engineers, Alexandria, VA, 4th edn., 308 p. Dowling College
Main Lib. (2nd fl.): TS156 .T74 1990. Not seen. Misc. Ch.
"The Germ Theory of Management" chapter, 1992. Also published as booklet ‘W2'
in a series by the British Deming Assn. (BDA).
"The Quality Imperative in The New Economic Era" chapter by Myron Tribus and
Yoshikazu Tsuda,1985.
"Managing to Survive in a Competitive World" chapter, 1992. Etc.
Tribus, Myron, 1994, “Quality in education according to the teachings of Deming and
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Feuerstein,” ICELP, Jerusalem, Israel. Cited by Jacobs 2010. Online. Available at:
www.icelp.org/files/research/demingfeuerstein.pdf (accessed August 2009). # Misc. Rep.
Tripathi, Rama C., 1976, "Relative Saliency of Job Factors during Strike," Indian Journal of
Industrial Relations, IN, July 1976, 12(1):81-85. Discussed Jaques and Herzberg among others
as explanatory forces regarding this strike. Tentative. # W. PJ.
Tripsas, Mary, and Giovanni Gavetti, 2000, “Capabilities, Cognition, and Inertia: Evidence from
digital imaging,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, Chichester, UK, Oct/Nov 2000,
21(10/11):1147-1161. Examined how managerial cognition affects the adaptive intelligence of
organizations. Through an in-depth case study of the response of the Polaroid Corporation to
the ongoing shift from analog to digital imaging, the relationship between managers'
understanding of the world and the accumulation of organizational capabilities was examined.
Found profound cognitive differences across hierarchy levels, but there may have been structural
reasons for this. (Indeed.) Information Technology. See Gavetti Related 2000 PhD. # MS.
Pro.
Trist, Eric L. and K. W. Bamforth, 1951, “Some Social and Psychological Consequences of the
Longwall Method of Coal-getting,” Human Relations, Tavistock Institute, London, UK and Ann
Arbor MI, Feb., 4(1):3-38. doi:10.1177/001872675100400101 Discovered the differentiation of
tasks used to apply mass production techniques to the longwall method of coal mining led to a
breakdown of previous social structure and strong resistance to this change emerged in the
absence of a satisfactory reintegration. This is the foundation essay on the socio-technical
systems (STS) approach to organization analysis that formed the basis of what became known as
the Tavistock method. These concepts are in sharp contrast to those expressed by Jaques (1951,
1956, 1961) and formed the basis for the break between them in 1952. (Refutations abound. See
Dayal 1970 on Rice, et al, in India. See Crozier 1964; Hickson, Pugh, and Pheysey, 1969; M.
Rose 1988. See Lister, E. G., 1974-75, Related PhD - for possible UK answers.) Alt. PJ.
Trist, Eric L., 1971, “Critique of Scientific Management in Terms of Socio-technical Theory,”
chapter in Section 3 (p. 81-89.) in Weir, Mary, ed., 1976, Job Satisfaction: Challenge and
Response in Modern Britain, Fontana/Collins, Glasgow, Scotland, UK, 288 p. (Orig. in
Prakseologia, 1971, 39-40: 159-174.) STS. In the first industrial revolution the worker was
embedded in the technology, contributing his energy to it. Scientific management refers to the
industrial engineering movement focused on work efficiency measurement for the first industrial
revolution. In the second the worker was outside the technology manipulating information and
himself becoming a source of information. This change in role and position in fact made the
worker into a manager who regulated the system. STS was developed to show that both people
and technology had to be jointly optimized when management introduced a new production
methodology. Very large productivity increases occurred when alienation was reduced. Huge
constraining forces were found in the wage structure. Studies were conducted at Glacier Metal
and coal mines in the UK, in textile mills in India, and in the pulp and paper industry in Norway.
See Trist 1973. Not in Clio nor CUNY. NYPL SIBL Offsite JLC 89-394. # D. Ch.
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Trist, Eric, 1973, “A socio-technical critique of scientific management,” chapter (p. 95-116) in
Edge, D. O., and J. N. Wolfe, eds., 1973, Meaning and Control, Tavistock Publ., London, UK,
274 p. Discussion remarks (at end) by Norman Hunt. Papers from a U. of Edinburgh Seminar
1970. Mass production and the assembly line in the interwar period was the hey-day of the
machine theory of organization. The massive coordination of fragmented jobs required large
technical and social hierarchies. The human relations movement added the social and
psychological human elements to the workplace. STS meant both the social and technical
elements of work had to be adjusted to each other (1950) for mutual optimization. Where jobs
are linked together by interlocking tasks, a group may do them. The second industrial revolution
was brought about by the computer after WWII and involved the manipulation of symbols –
decision-making and information. The worker is now outside the technology, a source of
information, a manager. [In Jaques’ terms, the prescribed part of the role is minimized (as the
machine or program), while the discretionary part is maximal to assess the program and to
change it. Everyone is now a manager and all role-relationships are changing. Fewer managers
are left. Technology is not a given. The work-world of Taylor is reversed.] Cited Jaques 1951,
1956, 1961; Emery 1960; Rice 1958; Trist 1951, 1960; Herzberg 1959; Maslow 1954; Burns and
Stalker 1961; Woodward 1958. Baruch T14.5 S45 1970. See Trist 1976. # D. Ch.
Trist, Eric, 1980, “Interview,” Group and Organization Studies, Sage, Beverly Hills, CA, June
1980, 5(2):144-166. (23 pages) Interviewed by Marshall Sashkin. Some stuff on Jaques. Lots
of stuff. Directly contradicts Dayal. MS. PJ.
Trist, Eric, 1989, “The Assumptions of Ordinariness as a Denial Mechanism: Innovation and
Conflict in a Coal Mine," Human Resource Management, Wiley, Summer 1989, 28(2):253-264.
When an innovation is perceived as a piece of ordinary, rather than extraordinary life, people
can become psychologically regressive. STS. Cited Jaques 1951, 1953 (was pub’d in 1963). W.
PJ.
Trist, Eric, Hugh Murray, and Beulah Trist, eds., 1990, The Social Engagement of Social
Science: A Tavistock Anthology, Vol. I: The Socio-Psychological Perspective, U. of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, PA. Jaques, Elliott, 1990, “Working-through Industrial
Conflict: The Service Department at the Glacier Metal Company,” pp. 379-404, a reprint of
Chapter 4 of The Changing Culture of a Factory. See review by Gareth Morgan. ~
Trist, Eric, Fred Emery, and Hugh Murray, eds., 1997, The Social Engagement of Social Science:
A Tavistock Anthology, Vol. III: The Ecological Perspective, U. of Pennsylvania Press,
Philadelphia, PA, “Historical Overview: The Foundation and Development of the Tavistock
Institute to 1989," and “Introduction to Volume III,” by Fred Emery. Both chapters provide a
narrative of and comments on the early years, including Jaques’ role. Misc. Ch. UP. A.
Trope, Yaacov, and Nira Liberman, 2003, “Temporal Construal,” Psychological Review, APA,
US, July, 110(3):403-421. Construal level theory proposed that temporal distance changes
people's responses to future events by changing the way people mentally represent those events.
The greater the temporal distance, the more likely were events to be represented in terms of a
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few abstract features that conveyed the perceived essence of the events (high-level construals)
rather than in terms of more concrete and incidental details of the closer events (low-level
construals). Suggested construal level underlies many evaluative and behavioral consequences
of psychological distance from events. Cited in Berkman & Lieberman 2009. # Misc. PJ. A.
Trow, Donald B., 1961, "Executive Succession in Small Companies," Administrative Science
Quarterly, September 1961, 6(2):228-239. ISSN: 00018392. Companies that plan successions
are – profitable. The main focus of this paper is on factors that influence how well prepared an
organization will be for succession in its top positions. Data are drawn from cases of imminent
or completed succession in over one hundred small manufacturing companies. The main factors
influencing succession planning and subsequent profitability appear to be the availability and
competence of a family member as successor. Cited in Furtado & Karan 1990. Cited
Christensen 1953. See King 2003, 1997 PhD. At Harpur College, SUNY, US. # MS. PJ. A.
Truskie, Stanley D., 1995, “CEO Performance Evaluation: how America's leading companies
review and evaluate the performance of their chief executive officers,” Management Science &
Development, Pittsburgh, PA, 60 p. A survey of 202 CEOs of the Business Week 1000 by a
management consultant. 76% held both the CEO and Chairman titles. The Board was interested
more in the short-term (Qtly; annual), medium-term (2-5 years), and long-term (6-10 years)
least. The CEOs wanted a performance evaluation for themselves very close to a requisite PEA:
split pay and performance. Not in NYPL or Clio. CUNY Bklyn & Queens HD38.25 .U6 T77x
1995. # MS. Rep.
Tse, K. K., 1981, “Harnessing Quality Circles for Higher Quality and Productivity,” Industrial
Relations Assoc., Hong Kong, China. [pamphlet?] Described the vertical structure necessary to
support quality circles at the operating level at Marks and Spencer (q.v. 1985). Cited in Bank
and Wilpert 1983 (q.v. diagram). Hoshin kanri? Full article. Not Seen. MS. Pro.
Tse, K. K., 1985, Marks and Spencer: Anatomy of Britain’s Most Efficiently Run Company,
Pergamon Press, Oxford, UK, 239 p. Described the vertical structure necessary to support
quality circles at the operating level at Marks and Spencer (p. 106-109). The QC-circle (5-15
members), Leader, Facilitator (3 QCs each), Steering Committee (overseeing 10-15 QCs). And
the Coordinator who acts as administrator for the Facilitators and the Steering Committee. Tse
gets beyond bottom-up empowerment. Also, M&S was described as a private welfare state (q.v.
similar language used to describe Japanese large firm employment practices). (See Bliss - not
herein.) (www.blpc.bl.uk A case!) (Compare with Brain Dive’s Tesco Supermarkets.) Hoshin
kanri? BL: 85/07753 DSC. NYPL Hum Offsite JLE 85-1660 MS. Bk.
Tsoukas, Haridimos, 1992, “Panoptic Reason and the Search for Totality: A Critical Assessment
of the Critical Systems Perspective,” Human Relations, New York, NY, July 1992, 45(7):637657. The critical systems perspective (CSP) is beset partly from the way in which it has been
applied to system studies and management science. Supporters of CSP have espoused a
particularly limited view of power. CSP persistently overlooks the enabling nature of power.
CSP rightly highlights the inevitability of unintended consequences of human action. Cited
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Jaques 1989. W. PJ.
Tsuda, Masumi, 1965, “The Japanese Wage Structure and its Significance for International
Comparisons,” British Journal of Industrial Relations, London School of Economics, London,
UK, July 1965, 3(2):190-200. Age-Wage Profiles of employees by initial education levels:
junior high school, high school graduates, and college graduates (modes). Composition of the
firm by employee status: committed standard (key-core), non-standard full-time, temporary, and
outside worker. Compared the Japanese ‘basic wage’ to international wages. Pre-SST/RO. (Not
in Baruch and Grad Ctr.) SIBL JBM 94-990. City C. Clio Offsite. # MS. PJ. A. *****
Tsuda, Masumi, 1965, “The Basic Structure of Japanese Labor Relations.” [where?] 40 percent
of employees were key employees in main Japanese firms in 1965. Cited in Tsuda 1973 (p.
407). See Odaka note at end of Ohashi and Tachibanaki 1998. Misc.
Tsuda, Masumi, 1968, Nenko-teki roshi kunkei-ron, (The problem of I.R. based on seniority
system), Minerva Shoba, Tokyo, JN, ? p. In Japanese. Translated into English? Cited by
Odaka 1975; Sumiya 1977. Not in CLIO, NYPL, CUNY. NYU? Misc. Bk.
Tsuda, Masumi, 1973, “Personnel Administration at the Industrial Plant Level,” chapter 11 (p.
399-440) in Okochi, Kazuo, Bernard Karsh, and Solomon B. Levine, eds., 1973, Workers and
Employers in Japan, Princeton University Press, NJ, 538 p. U. Tokyo Press, 1973 in Japanese.
(Okochi was President of the University of Tokyo. Almost his only book in English.) On the
nenko employment system. Two core groups: white collar and blue collar. But the blue collar
also get management development in this system. The core employees protect each other and
their status from upper management: no layoffs = lifetime employment. Nenko. “Although the
hierarchical status system is very complex, the management structure is relatively
uncomplicated.” See chart p. 416: lead-hand teams, FLM and MOR are clear for white and
blue collar lines of authority and accountability. Since the late 1960s there was a shift to
“personnel administration based upon ability” (satei, p. 439). Changes were due to expanded
public education, automation, etc. Installed a “joint labor-management conference” to address
complaints, policy changes, etc. (legislative). Uniquely, the union had a 25-year life-span in
three stages: (1) older leaders and younger workers, (2) then promotion opportunities begin to
dry up and (3) union revolt, and some are promoted, some dismissed - and a return to stage (1).
A Pig in the Python. Clio Barnard, Leh, Baruch HD8726.5 .O393 1974. MS. Ch. UP. A.
Tsuda, Masumi, 1977, “Study of Japanese Management Development Practices,” Hitotsubashi
Journal of Social Studies, Japan, May 1977, 9:1-12. In Japanese. Cited by Cole 1979. Not in
CUNY. NYPL Offsite JFM 74-166 v. 7-12 1974-80. Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Tsuda, Masumi, 1979, “Japanese-style Management,” Japanese Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe,
Armonk, NY, Smr 1979, 7(4):33-50. Translated from the Japanese. Just prior to critical article
on this topic by Urabe 1979. # Misc. PJ.
Tsuda, Yoshikazu, and Marvin Tribus, 1985, "Does Culture Make a Difference: Managing for
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Quality," Quality Progress, American Society for Quality Control, Milwaukee, Wis., US, Nov.,
18(11):18-22. Indeed, ah so. But not national culture – instead, it is managerial culture that
makes the key difference. (The US, UK, and Japan were compared.) In the US the system was
prized and people were seen an interchangeable. In Japan the people were developed to work
well in any situation to create a flexible organization. At Rikkyo U. & MIT. # Misc. PJ.
Tsui, Anne S., and Susan J. Ashford, 1994, "Adaptive Self-regulation: A Process View of
Managerial Effectiveness," Journal of Management, Southern Management Assoc., Sage, March
1994, 20(1):93-121. Described a set of processes involved in attaining managerial effectiveness.
These processes are components of an adaptive self-regulation framework which involve the
active management of constituencies' role expectations and performance opinions through standard-setting, discrepancy-detection, and discrepancy-reduction. These processes serve to
enhance constituents' opinions of the manager's effectiveness. Cited Jaques 1961; Ashford and
Tsui 1991. See Mitton 1969. # MS. PJ.
Tsui, Anne S., Jone L. Pearce, Lyman W. Porter, and J. P. Hite, 1995, “Choice of EmployeeOrganization Relationship: influence of external and internal organizational factors,” chapter in
Gerald R. Ferris, ed., 1995, ” Research in Personnel and Human Resources Management, Vol.
13, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT, Oxford, UK, 13:117-151. Annual. Employees facing
competitive environments simultaneously desire both flexibility of employment and flexibility of
operations. They are both “job focused” and “organization focused.” A paradox. These
influences were grouped as external or internal factors. On the other hand, organizations are
asking more of their employees and offering them less in return. This too is a paradox. (Do
employees see conflicting messages or is this an academic perspective?) Cited Adams 1965;
Atchison 1991; Mahoney and Watson 1993; Osterman 1988; Strauss 1987; Mahoney 1989;
Koike 1984; A. Fox 1974 (BC); M. Walton 1986. [Jaques and Deming not cited but their
friends were.] This the first of two articles to come out of this research. Baruch and JJay HF
5549 .A2 R4. SIBL JLL 85-29 v. 13. Rp. PJ.
Tsui, Anne S., Jone L. Pearce, Lyman W. Porter, and Angela M. Tripoli, 1997, “Alternative
Approaches to the Employee-Organization Relationship: Does Investment in Employees Payoff?” The Academy of Management Journal (AMJ), Oct., 40(5):1089-1121. There were four
types of relationships between employees and organizations. Employees worked better in an
over-investment or mutual relationship by the employer. This work was better than a quasispot market or under-investment relationship. But to gain this the employers had to offer some
degree of employment security or career investment in employees.” [This supported equity
theory all the way. It also refuted Lawler and Porter in the 1960s through the 1970s. This was
the second of two articles.] Cited Adams 1965; Atchison 1991; Mahoney and Watson 1993;
Osterman 1988; Strauss 1987; Tsui et al 1995. [Jaques not cited, friends were.] # Rp. PJ. A.
Tsui, Anne S., Zhi-Xue Zhang, Hui Wang, Katherine R. Xin, and Joshua B. Wu, 2006,
"Unpacking the relationship between CEO leadership behavior and organizational culture,"
The Leadership Quarterly, US, April 2006, 17(2):113–137. The contingency perspective points
to the potential limits of the leader's ability to change or shape an organization's culture
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(decoupling). We aim for a deep understanding of when and why this decoupling may occur.
We examined this issue in a novel context, the People's Republic of China, where there is large
variance on leader discretion in different types of firms. Here there are more instances of
congruence than incongruence or decoupling. Weak leaders and strong leaders – may be
reversed. Time focus makes the difference. Short-term profits lead to weak leaders. Building
infrastructure may lead to leadership strength. Jaques not cited. # MS. PJ. A.
Tsurumi, Rebecca R., 1982, "American Origins of Japanese Productivity: The Hawthorne
Experiment Rejected," Pacific Basin Quarterly, Palo Alto, Cal., US, Spring/Summer, 7:14-15.
In 1949-1950 the Americans taught a course to top Japanese managers on 'policy, organization,
controls and operations.' The Japanese taught this course for 25 years to 5,200 executives.
Deming was brought in to teach 'quality' in 1950 and created the Deming prize. These Japanese
also later created quality circles. The heads of pre-war zaibatsu were heavily schooled in finance
and law. (Like in the US today.) Leadership and the enforcement of policy was by example of –
"High purpose, courage, honor, and independence" from the CEO to the shop foreman. One
American instructor had been an engineer at Hawthorne at the time of the experiments and was
unimpressed by the conclusions. Since the 1960s, questions about these experiments have been
raised in the US. The Japanese attempts to embrace 'total quality' after WWII was also a
rejection of the human relations and organizational behavior 'lessons' from Hawthorne. A quote
from Andrew Carnegie summarized quality control, "There lies at the root of great business
success the very much more important factor of quality." See Hopper 1982; Takamiya 1983;
Dore 1983. Not in NYPL, CUNY. Clio os: under Serials P, vol. 7. # Misc. Pro.
Tsurumi, Yoshi, 1973, “The Strategic Framework for Japanese Investments in the United
States,” Columbia Journal of World Business, New York, NY, Dec. 1973, 8(4):19-25. The
transfer of process-related technologies abroad was through direct investment. In developing
countries it leads to exports of goods to advanced markets. In advanced countries, since it is
partly a marketing effort, the products made there must be new and specialized models aimed at
the affluent customer. See Kraus - same issue. (The date. The date.) # Misc. PJ.
Tsurumi, Yoshi, 1978, “The Best of Times and the Worst of Times: Japanese Management in
America,” Columbia Journal of World Business, NY, NY, US, Summer78, 13(2):56-61. 6p.
ISSN: 00225428. [Maybe v. 14.] Japanese subsidiaries in the U.S. may be classified as either
outstanding successes or outstanding failures. A few firms have successfully adapted Japanese
management systems to the American environment. The majority of firms are struggling to cope
with debilitating hostility between Japanese and American managers. There is much folklore
about "bottom-up" and "consensus-building" decision making in Japanese firms. One source of
the conflict was over US merit incentive pay versus Japanese nenko pay (number of years) and
40% bonus pay based on company performance. Unfortunately, many Japanese chief
executives equate consensus building with abrogation of their personal responsibility for the
firm's performance. Cited in Beatty, McCune and Beatty 1988. At UCLA. # Misc. PJ.
Tsurumi, Yoshi, 1981, "Productivity: The Japanese Approach," Pacific Basin Quarterly, Palo
Alto, Cal., US, 6:7-11. Debunks 'cultural' myths about Japan. Most Japanese are like everyone –
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searching for economic security and personal recognition. The difference is – management.
Any well-managed firm knows higher quality creates higher productivity. This cannot be
delegated. 'Theory Z' was taken by Ouchi intact from Maslow 1971. At Baruch. # Misc. Pro.
Tsurumi, Yoshi, and Rebecca R. Tsurumi, 1982, "A Closer Look at Japan's 'Lifetime'
Employment," Pacific Basin Quarterly, Palo Alto, Cal., US, Spring/Summer, 7:5-6. Many
elements of Japan's management and employment practices are recent, not 'ancient.' 'Lifetime'
employment is only until age 57 or 60. The psychological promise is to reduce resistance of
workers to automation. The pay ratio of CEO to line worker is 15:1. This is to maintain an
egalitarian ethos. In downturns, companies trim prices, salaries, hours, but do not cut the
headcount. Job security means increased learning and improved productivity and changes the
focus to long-term. ESOPs in the US have a similar impact. # Misc. Pro.
Tsurumi, Yoshi, 1982, "A Managerial Obsession," Pacific Basin Quarterly, Palo Alto, Cal., US,
Fall/Winter, 8:10. The merger craze is the bane of US managers. Their economic and social
costs are mounting. It is also a cover for managerial mistakes. This began before Reagan. B–
schools must re-educate students from money to products. And the federal government must
enforce the laws on the books against hostile mergers. # Misc. Pro.
Tsurumi, Yoshi, 1983, “… And the Incompetent Americans: U.S. managers are ‘technically
illiterate’ and out of touch,” The Washington Post, Washington, DC, Sunday, 31 July 1983, p.
D5. [erroneous citation date as: 14 August 1983]. (Reply to another article on same page.)
American students do not know quadratic equations - how to solve for x and y, to minimize and
maximize values. They can not weigh one variable against another. “MBAs are taught to treat
ordinary employees as disposable ‘direct labor cost.’ They are taught to swallow uncritically the
myth that corporations exist only to reward abstact stockholders, that capital budgeting and
financial controls are the most effective management tools.” After WWII American teachers
taught that “‘high purpose, courage, honor and independence’ were leadership qualities crucial to
a company’s success. You won’t hear such things discussed in the best business schools today.”
City Liby: Shelf Unit 11-13 Microfilm: 1979-1997. Teach. # Misc. Pop.
Tsurumi, Yoshi, 1983, "Targeted Industrial Policy: Learning to Cope in an Interdependent World
Economy," Pacific Basin Quarterly, Palo Alto, Cal., US, Fall/Winter, 9:(3 pgs). The 1970s
revealed even the world's largest economy – the US – faced shortages and the need to cope with
them. Two keys were oil and managerial talent. It took Japan one year to recover from the First
Oil Shock. It took the US two years to recover. In Japan the economic policy was to promote
abroad the domestically fittest and there was 'administered market competition' to weed out the
weaker firms. In the US the debate went on and on. # Misc. Pro.
Tsurumi, Yoshi, 1983, "Japanese Competition Can Be Healthy," Pacific Basin Quarterly, Palo
Alto, Cal., US, Fall/Winter, 9:(2 pgs). The lack of commitment by US management to employee
job security and training are most key. US managers seem always to bolster the short-term
financial well-being of their firms. Thus, in winning a battle, they lose the war. # Misc. Pro.
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Tsurumi, Yoshi, et al, 1983, "How America's Future Business Leaders Learn from Japan:
Mitsubishi Corporation Case Study at Harvard," Pacific Basin Quarterly, Palo Alto, Cal., US,
Pacific Basin Quarterly, Palo Alto, Cal., US, 9:8-12. (Plus Editorial.) A round-table discussion
of how these two cases (A & B) were used in class. Both were major breaks with American
organization structures. Job descriptions were non-existent. Informal relationships needed to be
developed. Certificates of education were meaningless. The reactions of MBA students and
AMP executives were strong. The US had very few 'trading companies.' # Misc. Pro.
Tsurumi, Yoshi, and Hiroki Tsurumi, 1983, "'Neutron Bomb' Executives, the 'Atari Syndrome',
and the Hidden Costs of American Protectionism: the Case of Automobiles," Pacific Basin
Quarterly, Palo Alto, Cal., US, Pacific Basin Quarterly, Palo Alto, Cal., US, 10:13-15. Japanese
firms were opening their own plants in the US, including the NUMMI joint venture between GM
and Toyota. 'Atari' meant price competition (with a disregard for quality by the US firms).
Although jobs were sent abroad the methods and systems sent there were rigid. Costs went up.
The US consumer had stagnant wages/income yet paid and paid. # Misc. Pro.
Tsurumi, Yoshi, 1983, "U.S. Managers Often 'Technically Illiterate' and Out of Touch," Pacific
Basin Quarterly, Palo Alto, Cal., US, Pacific Basin Quarterly, Palo Alto, Cal., US, 10:12, 15.
Tsurumi used quadratic equations at the start of classes to test US students. About 85% of
Japanese high schoolers can do them. Only 30% of Americans can. These are used to min-max
values for any business problem. 2/3 of Japanese managers have scientific or technical degrees.
Only 1/3 of American managers do. Getting their hands dirty is not sought by Americans.
Instead they are asked to produce results in 9 months. They do - slash costs, treat employees as
expenses - and quickly move on before disaster strikes. Ironically, the Japanese system was built
on an American business system - that no longer exists. # Misc. Pro.
Tsutsui, William M., 1996, “W. Edwards Deming and the Origins of Quality Control in Japan,”
Journal of Japanese Studies, Society for Japanese Studies, Summer 1996, 22(2):295-325.
Deming was lionized at the time of his death for introducing quality statistical methods into
Japan and the U.S. This is what he introduced, not quality management strategy. Much that he
introduced was at a relatively low level. Juran and Feigenbaum both introduced quality at a
higher organization level. History well balanced, well done. At U. Kansas. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Tsutsui, William M., 1998, Manufacturing Ideology: Scientific Management in 20th Century
Japan, Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 279 pages. ISBN: 0-691-05808. This is a first
rate backgrounder on how mechanistic Taylorism was adapted and adopted in Japan, how it
expanded beyond workshop methodologies to form a managerial ideology, and was later
combined with the quality concepts of Deming to form a distinct ‘Japanese style of
management.’ Based on his 1995 Princeton PhD. See Salaman and Thompson 1980. Misc. Bk.
UP. A.
Tuchman, Barbara W., 1970, Stilwell and the American experience in China, 1911-45,
Macmillan, NY, NY, US, 621 p. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize. Tuchman was unaware of levels.
I looked at her cites of Chennault, Slim and other peers to find Stilwell's level – at those who
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worked with him and fought alongside him. Both men thought Stilwell was a first rate field
commander – division level. Chennault thought Stilwell was in over his head as theater
commander. Slim thought he was two people – relaxed with friends and family, but playing to
an audience/ stubborn as a mule with outsiders (potential critics and those more capable).
Marshall was a life-long friend, but at Chiang Kai-shek's insistence, FDR fired him in late 1944.
Too late. The net effect: Stilwell lost China to the Communists. A case. See Chennault 1949;
McLaughlin 2012. NYPL os JFE 71-943. Mid-Manh 5th fl 951.042 T. Clio E. Asia, Milstein
& Butler E745.S68 T8. CUNY Baruch, Grad Ctr, Htr Mn., City - E745 .S68 T8. Misc. Bk.
Tuchman, Barbara, 1980, “An Inquiry Into the Persistence of Unwisdom in Government,”
Esquire Magazine, New York, NY, 93(5):25-31. [Jaques introduced ‘wisdom’ in 1989 as one of
his requirements for leadership but then took it out. I will leave in this citation.] See also her
book on folly. Misc. Pro.
Tuck, Ronald Humphrey, 1954, An Essay on the Economic Theory of Rank, Blackwell, Oxford,
UK, 52 p. [Alt. name: Tuck, Raphael Herman?] On occupations and promotions. The logic in
parts of this piece is remarkably similar to that by Jaques regarding the emergence of capacity
across the society and its placement in organizations at the appropriate level of responsibility. (I
wonder if Jaques was aware of this essay. Did Penrose cite it?) This essay was considered an
early expression of the “scale of operations effect” built on by Mayer 1960 and Reder 1969. See
Theocarakis 1990 PhD. Clio Offsite 110 T79. At Reading U., UK. Misc. Rep.
Tucker, Anita L., Amy C. Edmondson, and Steven J. Spear, 2002, “When Problem Solving
Prevents Organizational Learning,” Journal of Organizational Change Management, 15(2):122137. This was a study of JIT as applied to hospitals. The current management approach was
reactive rather than preventive control to block recurrences of a problem. Examined hospitals in
Boston area. (Based on Spear 1999 PhD at HBS, “Toyota Production System: an example of
managing complex social/ technical systems: 5 rules for designing, operating, and improving
activities, activity-connections, and flow-path.”) See Edmondson 2003 in CMR. Misc. PJ.
Tucker, Anita L., and Amy C. Edmondson, 2003, “Why Hospitals Don’t Learn from Failures,”
California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Winter 2003, 45(2):55-72. The standard belief
was that all we need are the best people - a great staff. But 44,000-98,000 people die in the U.S.
each year from medical errors. Learning was blocked by individual vigilance, unit efficiency
concerns, and empowerment. There was a reluctance by nurses to reveal problems to doctors
and closed communications everywhere, including teaching hospitals. Slowly it seems to be
occurring to people inside and outside hospitals that organization and management are needed.
Both at HBS. Study done in Boston area. See Edmondson 2003. MS. Pro.
Tuckman, Alan, 1994, “The Yellow Brick Road: Total Quality Management and the Rest,”
Organization Studies, Sage, Berlin, Germany, 1994, 15(5):727-801. A critique of Total Quality
Management (TQM) is offered in 3 parts, which examine: 1. the rise of TQM through the
western experience of Japanese development, 2. the nature of TQM's promised cultural change,
and 3. the notion of "quality" itself. Exploring this development is likened to a journey down
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the metaphorical "yellow brick road." As the development of TQM is rich in icons and
symbolism, it is argued that it acts both to legitimate current changes in organizations through
the penetration of the market and also as a market model of the organization that is based on
customer and supplier links. In contrast to the claim of TQM to challenge bureaucracy, this
model can be located within a bureaucratization process, while it might serve to counter some of
its dysfunctions. [A warning to all R.O. practitioners.] Misc. PJ. A.
Tudor, Bill, 1972, “A Specification of Relationships Between Job Complexity and
Powerlessness,” American Sociological Review, Sage, ASS, Menasha, Wis., US, Oct. 1972,
37(5):596-604. ISSN: 00031224. Occupational complexity has a significant relationship to
feelings of powerlessness among a minority of men with moderate to high incomes. Mainly,
these were upwardly non-mobile or slightly mobile. This feeling is independent of education
and income. Blauner's prediction of a future increase in job complexity may have consequences.
(Unaware of varied levels of mental complexity. Unaware that employees can be promoted over
their heads.) Jaques not cited. Cited in Kohn 1980. Cited Blauner 1964; S. Fine 1968; Kohn &
Schooler 1969. # MS. PJ. A.
Tullock, Gordon, 1980, "Rent-seeking as a negative sum game," chapter 2 (p. 16-36) in
Buchanan, James M., Robert D. Tollison, and Gordon Tullock, eds., 1980, Toward a Theory of
the Rent-Seeking Society, Texas A&M University Press, College Station, TX, US, 367 p. Rentseeking is destructive of real wealth creation. In many ways, it is the opposite of value-adding.
Cited in Vining 2003. CUNY hard - Baruch, JJay, Hunter Main - HB401 .T68. NYPL os JLL
77-200 no. 4. # Misc. Ch.
Tumin, Melvin M., 1953, “Some Principles of Stratification: A Critical Analysis,” American
Sociological Review, Aug., 18(4):387-397. With reply and comments by Davis and Moore (q.v.
1945, original article authors). Tumin confused these principles with the psychological concept
of deferred gratification as a feature of the middle class. His argument was aggressive and
sloppy. Davis and Moore nailed him cold. See Offe 1976. Misc. PJ. A.
Tung, Rosalie Lam, 1984, Key to Japan’s Economic Strength: Human Power, Lexington Books,
Lexington, MA, 219 p. Companies offer lifetime employment and concern for the whole person
(amaeru). In exchange they get loyalty, skill development, and citizenship. Assessment criteria
for performance evaluation and promotion change as employees age. At the junior level their
dossier contains their aims, goals, suggestions, contributions, continual improvement, etc. They
are rated on “obedience, cooperation and responsibility.” At the next level the manager is
assessed on his/her ability to motivate and develop the skills of subordinates, on initiative and
ambition, and on development of “symbiotic interdependence” for work (team leadership). At
the executive level they are rated on achievement and social skills (diplomacy) to handle the
consensus decision-making method (ringi-sho). Along the way the less-capable get senioritybased cosmetic promotions without responsibility. The head of the power structure in Japanese
companies is the EVP of Personnel. (Translated into Japanese by the MG Press, 1985). At
Simon Fraser U., BC, Canada in 2006. (President of Academy of Management in 2003.) Cited
in Pucik 1988. Clio Offsite HF5549.5.E45 T86 1984 Baruch, Hunter Mn. MS. Bk.
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Tung, Rosalie L., 1984, “Human Resource Planning in Japanese Multinationals: A Model for
U.S. Multinationals?” Journal of International Business Studies, UK, Autumn 1984, 15(2):139149. (Repr: P. N. Ghauri and S. B. Prasad, eds., 1995, International Management: A Reader,
Dryden Press, London, UK.) Human power is the key to utilizing all the other resources of the
multinational: technology, capital, know-how, etc. US firms need training to identify and
overcome the relational problems of their managers in overseas assignments. MS. PJ. A.
Tung, Rosalie L., 1984, “Strategic Management of Human Resources in the Multinational
Enterprise,” Human Resource Management, Wiley Interscience, Summer 1984, 23(2):129-143.
(Reprinted in James C. Baker, J. K. Ryans, and D. G. Howard, eds., 1988, International Business
Classics, Lexington Books, Lexington, MA, 576 p. Chapter 18, p. 283-298. Translated into
Japanese 1990.) Examined overseas assignments in US and Japanese MNCs. In US firms a
lesser role is assigned to HR planning. This weakness ripples across hiring, assignments,
training, support, etc., causing failures, loss of time, money, staff, and opportunities. In Japanese
firms HR is important and strategic, heads HQ support for international assignments, etc. SIBL
*ZAN-B181 (microfilm) 1975-2000. City Col. HD2755.5 .I536 1988. MS. PJ. A.
Tung, Rosalie L., 1985, “Bridging the Cultural Divide: Human Resource Planning Reasons for
Japanese Success in International Business,” Wharton Annual, 1985, Philadelphia, PA, US, pp.
88-93. If U.S. MNCs would emulate the human resource development programs of their
Japanese counterparts, they stand to improve their own performance and U.S. competitiveness
overseas. Despite the narrowing technological gap between the U.S. and Japan, America's
companies cannot rely solely on technology. The competitiveness of the nation's MNCs depends
on the ingenuity and international aplomb of their people. SIBL *ZAN-T5968 (Vol. 9:
1985) (vol. 8, 1984) Baruch HC 101 .W543. # MS. Pro.
Tung, Rosalie L., ed., 1986, Strategic Management in the United States and Japan: a
comparative analysis, Ballinger Pub. Co., Cambridge, Mass., 177 p. 12 Articles ... based on
papers presented at a conference held at the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, in Fall
1984. See Ballon (1), Davidson (11), Lifson (6), and Pucik (10) chapters listed separately. City
Coll. & Baruch HD30.28 .S7324 1986. ~
Turaga, Rama Mohana R., and Barry Bozeman, 2005, "Red Tape and Public Managers' Decision
Making," ARPA, Dec., 35(4):363-379. The results suggest a two-factor explanation;
specifically, assessments of the red tape in decisions are accounted for by the organization's level
of hierarchy (more hierarchical organizations have more red tape in decisions) and by the
particular content of the decisions. At Georgia Institute of Technology. # Misc. PJ.
Turing, Alan M., 1950, “Computing Machinery and Intelligence,” Mind, A Quarterly Review of
Psychology and Philosophy, UK, October, 59(236):433-460. Not on the theory. A classic on
cognition. A test - Can computers mimic human behavior? If humans can not tell them apart,
does this mean computers have become human equivalents? Not as dense as you might expect.
See Ford and Hayes 1996. Misc. PJ.
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Turlington, J. E., 1987, “Truly Learning the Operational Art,” Parameters, U.S. Army War
College Quarterly, Carlisle Barracks, PA, Spring, 17(1):51-64. This is a U.S. Army publication.
Appears to use the same concepts as Jaques regarding the need to employ progressively more
complex causal maps to pattern (and thus understand) the greater complexity encountered at
successively higher organizational levels. This is how to develop strategic thinking skills.
Summarized in Jacobs and Jaques 1990. FM100-5 1982. City Docs D101.72 # Rp. Pro.
Turnbull, Shann, 2002, “The Science of Corporate Governance,” Corporate Governance: An
International Review, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Oct. 2002, 10(4):261-277. Transaction Byte
Analysis (TBA) was introduced as a basis to ground corporate governance in the science of
information and control described as cybernetics. TBA provided criteria for evaluating the
governance integrity of organisations because all individuals possess physiological and
neurological limits to receive, store, manipulate and transmit information measured in bytes
(bounded rationality). Cybernetics laws of requisite variety in communication channels,
decision-making centres, and control agents provide strategies for overcoming human variations
and their limitations in managing complexity. This paper identified the cybernetic advantages of
compound boards (a la Mondragon) and concluded that a unitary board (a la Anglo capitalism)
cannot reliably govern complex firms. Cited Coase 1937, Ashby 1968. At Macquarie U.,
Sydney. Misc. PJ.
Turner, Arthur N., and Amelia L. Miclette, 1962, “Sources of Satisfaction in Repetitive Work,
Occupational Psychology, London, UK, Oct., 36(4):215-231. The problem they found was that
“many industrial workers on repetitive jobs seldom find their jobs as boring as some students and
critics of modern industrial life maintain.” So they studied repetitive work on an assembly line.
Less than 20 percent of the workers found it monotonous or boring. The authors found
Baldamus’ concept of ‘traction’ from his 1961 book useful in describing the workers’ sense of
being ‘in the flow.’ (These ideas are very much like those of Csikszentmihalyi 1991. The ideas
were derived from Jaques.) The workers also took pride in the products they made and in their
own skills and autonomy. This could be thwarted by management’s attitudes toward the product,
incentives, supply quality, and toward the work. This led to ‘dis-tractions’ from the work which
the workers found frustrating. Too many bosses did not improve quality and confused the
worker. ‘Traction’ helped to overcome repetitiveness. (Study supported Jaques’ findings.)
Cited Baldamus 1961; Walker & Guest 1952. At Yale U. # MS. PJ.
Turner, Arthur N., and Paul R. Lawrence, 1965, Industrial Jobs and The Worker, An
Investigation of Response to Task Attributes, Harvard University Press, Harvard Business
School, Cambridge, MA, 177 pages, bibliography, no index. Found data that support their
hypothesis that “given certain specified environmental conditions, organizations which operate
consistently along either mechanistic or organic lines will perform better in regard to economic
measures and employee satisfaction than inconsistent organizations” (per Lorsch 1965). Authors
used and applied time-span of discretion “TSD” from Jaques 1956 and 1961 (p. 24-26, 42, 51,
55, 110 (Sec. 3.1), 128, 156, 163) and “prescribed” vs. “discretion” task elements from Brown
1960 (p. 20 chart 1.3: “Requisite Task Attributes”). They renamed these “variety” and
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“autonomy/ interaction.” Only four of their 15 attributes had any level of ‘significant
association’ and three of these were from Jaques and Brown. Three others from Jaques and
Brown were not significant but had ‘positive tendencies.’ TSD had by far the strongest task
attribute association with job satisfaction [significant, positive (p<.001) (p. 51).] “Only Time
Span showed a significant relationship with Job Satisfaction; low satisfaction was significantly
associated with low (under one half-day) time span” (p. 55). They had found the holy grail of
job satisfaction but did NOT publish this correlation number - only its strength. (See p. 97, Test
One; see p. 100 for ethnic profiles.) (See Kvålseth 1980 and 1979 for correlation at +0.99.)
The authors’ major hypothesis of a relationship between the overall task attribute index scores
and job satisfaction was not confirmed (p. 55). They found employees did not want to set their
own goals (per empowerment and MBO, see Bailyn 1985). The authors did NOT combine their
findings on Jaques’ time span and on Brown’s task elements in their analysis but discussed them
separately, as if they were unrelated to each other. The two findings were complementary. The
findings of this book also could have been interpreted as confirmatory of the Glacier Theory, but
they were not. Instead, they were left fragmented while the authors lamented the failure of their
‘basket-index.’ It is not possible to believe the authors were unaware of what they were doing and what they were avoiding. [To be fair, the authors were distracted by some odd, antiWeberian-type findings on ‘Town-City’ / ‘Protestant-Catholic’ workers. Weber was denied: no
worker difference was found.] [Thomason claimed “these ‘task attributes’ therefore did not yield
a correlation with job worth.” He was right, but beside the point.] (Harvard issued a 4-page
supplementary abstract of the book, then standard practice.) See pilot study: 1964 DBA at HBS
by Laurent A. Picard (see ref. p. 9) (unpublished). This treatment of TSD indicated HBS may
have had another agenda: to keep itself on top in the organization theory field. (According to
Geenen 1973 M.I.E. similar findings regarding autonomy and freedom of choice available and
desirable to the worker were to be found in Hoof, J. A. P. van, 1963 – in Dutch.) Cited Jaques
1956, 1961; Brown 1960; Rice 1958, 1963; Homans 1950. See also, Lorsch 1965, L&L 1967.
See Vaill, Peter B., 1963 DBA Harvard (see ref. p. 112, unpublished). See Thomas, Robert
Bernard, 1968, M.S. thesis (unpublished). See Thomason 1968 (p. 23). Cited in Robbins 1993,
p. 216-217. (See Nyberg, PhD 2004.) Cited in de Jong and Thierry 1984. Rp. Bk. UP. A.
Turner, Barry A., and Nick F. Pigeon, 1997, Man-Made Disasters, Butterworth-Heinemann,
Oxford, UK, 250 p. NYPL Schw JFE 97-8669. JJay HF 5549.7 .T7 T67. Cited by Amsteus
2011 PhD. Misc. Bk.
Turner, Colin, 1977, “2. Organising Educational Institutions as Anarchies”, Educational
Management Administration and Leadership, UK, March 1977, 5(2):6-14. (Part 2 of 2 in:
Hierarchy, Anarchy and Accountability: Contrasting Perspectives.) Hierarchies, however
flexibly organised, inhibit innovation and adaptation to the environment, distort communication
flows, and create hostility and alienation at the base of the organisation. I will accept the
advantages of hierarchic accountability, when it is apparent that this involves proper appraisal of
the teaching activities of the professional staff. Followed article by Packwood 1977. Jaques not
cited. Interesting comments between them. # Cr. PJ.
Turner, D. W., 1976, “Strategic Planning at the British Airports Authority,” Journal of General
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Management, The Administrative Staff College, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon., UK, Spring 1976,
3(3):12-22. A general review of the planning process then ongoing at BAA. B.A.A. reported to
the Board of Trade, where Lord Wilfred Brown had worked 1965-1970. Also, Jaques 1976
mentioned SST/RO was being used at several airport authorities at that time. Which ones were
not named. Turner was BAA Planning Director. (Not on RO theory but an oddment that may
help future researchers.) Misc. PJ.
Turner, Don, 1986, “Corporate Planning within the British Airports Authority,” Long Range
Planning, UK, June, 19(3):35-40. [Jaques 1976 cited four airports then were using SST.] This
article described the British Airports Authority's Corporate Planning process which had been
developed out of procedures which have been effective in the past but which did not play a
'sufficiently positive part in the activity of the business'. The process described related to the
Authority's role as a nationalized industry, and was not aimed at privatization, which became
Government policy in June 1985. [How to destroy R.O.] Maybe an anti-case. # Rp. PJ. A.
Turner, Graham, 1984, “ICI Becomes Proactive,” Long Range Planning, UK, Dec., 17(6):12-16.
The chemical giant restructured itself into a statum six level. It moved its planning from a
quantitative analytical focus in a period of straight growth to a judgment one. A case. # Rp. PJ.
A.
Turner, Graham, 1985, “A New Strategy at Barclays,” Long Range Planning, UK, June,
18(3):12-16. Barclay's Bank was moving from a one-year financial plan to a 10-year strategic
one. The bank will become one integrated entity. An additional layer of general managers has
been created to decide the strategic direction of the bank worldwide. A case. # Rp. PJ. A.
Turner, Graham, 1986, “Inside Europe’s Giant Companies: Nestlé Finds a Better Formula,” Long
Range Planning, UK, June, 19(3):12-19. Nestle. Nestlé has become one of the most
international companies in the world. Of its top 100 managers, about half are non-Swiss. The
sales were split one third U.S., one third Europe and one third the rest of the world. Power has
moved to the line managers. In the financial field, the subsidiaries have to finance their entire
working capital locally, though there is central liquidity. A case. # Rp. PJ. A.
Turner, Graham, 1986, “Inside Europe’s Giant Companies: Cultural Revolution at Philips,” Long
Range Planning, UK, Aug., 19(4):12-17. What caught them off balance and made them aware
of a totally new set of realities was the speed of the Japanese advance in the United States, a
market in which Philips was weak. The Japanese success in the 1970s made Philips realize that
they were not truly a multinational company with global business. If Philips were to be
organized on Japanese lines, for example, they might have only 30 factories instead of 440. This
realization pointed the need to restructure. In Europe, Philips remains the principle bulwark
against Japanese domination of the consumer electronics market. As for the future, high priority
is being given to making sure that the advantages of being big outweigh any disadvantages. The
second task is to train and promote first class managers who could manage a company of
intellectuals. The need was to develop career paths which balanced the high flyers' expectations
and the basic task. Each year the units prepare a 4-year plan. A case. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Turner, Ralph, 1960, "Sponsored and Contest Mobility," American Sociology Review, ASR,
Sage Pubs., US, Dec., 25(6):855-867. ISSN: 00031224. Several important differences between
the American and English systems of social control and of education reflect a divergence
between the folk norms governing modes of upward mobility in the two countries. Under the
American norm of contest mobility, elite status is the prize in an open contest, with every effort
made to keep lagging contestants in the race until the climax. Sponsored mobility, the English
norm, involves controlled selection in which the elite or their agents choose recruits early and
carefully induct them into elite status. Differences between the American secondary school and
the British system, in the value placed upon education, the content of education, the system of
examinations, the attitude toward students working, the kind of financial subsidy available to
university students, and the relation of social class to clique formation may be explained on the
basis of this distinction. (Didn't Chas. Dickens cover this around 1861?) At UCLA. Cited in
Gorman 1982 PhD. # Misc. PJ. A.
Turnipseed, David L., and George L. Wilson, 2009, “From discretionary to required: The
migration of organizational citizenship behavior,” Journal of Leadership and Organizational
Studies, 2009, 15(3):201-216. The distinction between organizational citizenship behavior
(OCB) and required behavior remains questionable more than two decades after its
conceptualization. Results indicate that many OCBs are perceived as part of the job description,
rewarded, and punished. Assuming that OCB exists, it is seen to migrate from discretionary to
psychologically required. SIBL and CUNY onsite online. [OCB has definitional vagueness.]
Jaques not cited. At So. Ala. U. MS. PJ.
Turpin, Dominique V., 1995, "Japanese approaches to customer satisfaction: Some best
practices," Long Range Planning, UK, June 1995, 28(3):84-90. While many Western firms were
catching up on product quality, some of the best Japanese firms were again changing the rules of
competition by adding extra value to their products and re-focusing corporate efforts on
customer service. Provided a list of current best practices in the service area (The Seven
Golden Rules of Customer Service). A major difference between Japanese firms and Western
competitors was in implementation, with greater employee commitment. # Misc. PJ. A.
Turtado – a typo. The name really is Furtado.
Tushman, Michael L., 2001. See Ancona, D. G., first author.
Tushman, Michael L., Wendy K. Smith, and Andy Binns, 2011, “The Ambidextrous CEO,”
Harvard Business Review, June 2011, 89(6):74-80. The claims of established businesses on
company resources almost always come first, before new businesses, especially when times are
hard. When top teams allow the tension between core and speculative units to play out at lower
levels of management, innovation loses out. At best, leaders of core business units portray
innovation initiatives as irrelevancies. At worst, threats. Many CEOs take a backseat in debates
over resources, ceding much of their power to middle managers, and the company ends up a
collection of feudal baronies. This is a recipe for long-term decline. In research on 12 top teams
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at major companies firms thrive only when senior teams lead ambidextrously - when they foster
a state of constant creative conflict between the old and the new. Successful CEOs first
develop broad, forward-looking targets for both. They then hold the tension at the very top of
the organization. They embrace inconsistency, allowing themselves the latitude to pursue
multiple, even conflicting agendas. At HBS; U. Delaware; Change Logic, Boston. # MS. Pro.
Tuttle, Dale B., 1997, “A classification system for understanding individual differences in
temporal orientation among processual researchers and organizational informants,” Scandinavian
Journal of Management, December, 13(4):349-366. This paper develops a classification system
of temporal orientations in an effort to provide processual researchers with a framework. It is
suggested that temporal concerns are endemic to management and organizational processes, and
that differences in temporal orientations among researchers and organizational informants should
be considered when conducting processual research. Cited Jaques 1987, 1956, 1964; Blauner
1964; Das 1987; Thierry. See Kriger. # Rp. PJ.
Tversky, Amos, and Daniel Kahneman, 1973, “Availability: A heuristic for judging frequency
and probability,” Cognitive Psychology, Academic Press, NY, NY, Sept., 5(2):207-232. We
each evaluate the frequency of classes or the probability of events by using a judgmental
heuristic that is illusory. We are systematically biased against events outside the availability of
data parameters. [Again, Jaques lessens the temptation to revert to this heuristic by matching the
information requirements of the person and role.] Grad Ctr, Baruch, City Coll. Serial. Refu. PJ.
Tversky, Amos, and David J. Kahneman, 1974, “Judgement Under Uncertainty,” Science,
185:1124-1131. A mathematical disquisition. A classic. [See misspelling as Taversky]. Misc.
PJ.
Twemlow, Stuart W., and Frank C. Sacco, 2003, “The Management of Power in Municipalities:
Psychoanalytically Informed Negotiation,” Negotiation Journal, ABI/Inform, 19(4):369-388.
Negotiation is a mutually constructed reality. A mediator needs to be aware of three (4?)
common, recurring issues that interfere with the negotiation process: transference/countertransference enactments, enactment by fundamental attribution error, self-serving enactments,
and self fulfilling enactments. Cited R.O. Misc. PJ.
Twemlow, Stuart W., MD, 2005, “Elliott Jaques on the Life and Behavior of Living Organisms,”
International Journal of Applied Psychoanalytic Studies, Special Issue: Elliott Jaques 1: The
Contributions of Elliott Jaques, Whurr Publishers (subsidiary of John Wiley), New York and
London, December 2005, 2(4):389-395. Professor of Psychiatry, Baylor College of Medicine,
and The Menninger Clinic. Editor-in-Chief, International Journal of Applied Psychoanalytic
Studies. President, International Association for Applied Psychoanalytic Studies. www.iaaps.org
Related personal memories of Elliott, how they met, and ideas they shared. Compared the
holistic perspective in Jaques’ 2002 book to that in E.O. Wilson’s 1998 book, Consilience.
Jaques’ main contribution was toward a generative understanding of complex social and
management systems. email: Stuart W Twemlow (stwemlow@aol.com) (Bad) # Rp. PJ.
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Tyagi, Pradeep K., 1985, "Relative Importance of Key Job Dimensions and Leadership
Behaviours in Motivating Salesperson Work Performance," Journal of Marketing, AMA, US,
Summer, 49(3):76-86. Data were collected from 168 salespersons of a life insurance company.
Although both job design and leadership behaviour can be used to motivate salespersons to
improve their performance, salesperson work motivation and performance can be more strongly
influenced by redesigning work along key job dimensions than by emphasizing leadership
behaviour. At San Diego State U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Ty1er, Tom R., and P. Degoey, 1996, “Trust in organizational authorities: The influence of
motive attributions on willingness to accept decisions,” chapter (p. 331-356) in Kramer,
Roderick M., and Tom R. Tyler, eds., 1996, Trust in Organizations: Frontiers of theory and
research, Sage Pubs, Thousand Oaks, CA, 429 p. “Overall, these findings point to a strong,
widespread influence of trustworthiness ... people’s reactions to authorities.” Not in CUNY.
SIBL JBE 96-210. MS. Ch.
Tyre, Marcie J., and Wanda J. Orlikowski, 1994, “Windows of Opportunity: Temporal Patterns
of Technological Adaption in Organizations,” Organization Science, 5(1):98-118. The real
environment offers only brief windows for implementing technological changes. Unresolved
problems are embedded and congealed in the rush to implementation (months 0-3).
Modifications thereafter are difficult and sporadic (months 12-14). [They appear to have
encountered several of the strata boundaries. The importance of requisite structure in
anticipation of imposed change is obvious.] Project management. Cited Ellen Langer
(mindfulness). Unaware of Jaques. See Orlikowski and Yates 2002. MS. PJ. A.

U
Ucbasaran, Deniz, Mike Wright, Paul Westhead, and Lowell W. Busenitz, 2003, “The Impact of
Entrepreneurial Experience on Opportunity Identification and Exploitation: Habitual and Novice
Entrepreneurs,” Advances in Entrepreneurship, Firm Emergence and Growth, Elsevier Science
Ltd., 6:231-263. Cognitive Approaches to Entrepreneurship Research. Evidence suggests
habitual entrepreneurs (i.e. those with prior business ownership experience) are a widespread
phenomenon. Appreciation of the existence of multiple entrepreneurial acts gives rise to the
need to examine differences between habitual and novice entrepreneurs (i.e. those with no prior
business experience as a founder, inheritor or purchaser of a business). This paper synthesizes
human capital and cognitive perspectives to highlight behavioral differences between habitual
and novice entrepreneurs. Issues relating to opportunity identification and information search,
opportunity exploitation and learning are discussed. Cited Jaques. Abstract seen. Misc. PJ.
Udell, Jon G., 1967, “An Empirical Test of Hypotheses Relating to Span of Control,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, Dec., 12(3):420-439. Interviewed 67 chief executives in
marketing to validate 15 hypotheses regarding independent variables in the literature on span of
control. In most cases, a statistically significant relationship was not found. One exception was
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‘SOC to geographic dispersion of subordinates’ - but it was positive rather than negative as
hypothesized. (This also means there was no valid academic micro-based model of vertical
organizational structure.) Zippo. Jaques not cited. Does reality bite? Misc. PJ. A.
Uhl-Bien, Mary, Russ Marion, and Bill McKelvey, 2007, “Complexity Leadership Theory:
Shifting leadership from the industrial age to the knowledge era,” The Leadership Quarterly,
August 2007, 18(4):298-318. Leadership models of the last century have been products of topdown, bureaucratic paradigms. These models are eminently effective for an economy premised
on physical production but are not well-suited for a more knowledge-oriented economy.
Complexity science suggests a different paradigm for leadership - one that frames leadership as a
complex interactive dynamic from which adaptive outcomes (e.g., learning, innovation, and
adaptability) emerge. This article draws from complexity science to develop an overarching
framework for the study of Complexity Leadership Theory, a leadership paradigm that focuses
on enabling the learning, creative, and adaptive capacity of complex adaptive systems (CAS)
within a context of knowledge-producing organizations. This conceptual framework includes
three entangled leadership roles (i.e., adaptive leadership, administrative leadership, and enabling
leadership) that reflect a dynamic relationship between the bureaucratic, administrative functions
of the organization and the emergent, informal dynamics of complex adaptive systems (CAS).
Uhl-Bien at Univ. Nebraska-Lincoln, Marion at Clemson U., McKelvey at UCLA Anderson.
Cited Jaques 1989; Hunt and Ropo 1995; Zaccaro and Klimoski 2001. # Rp. PJ. A.
Uhl-Bien, Mary, and Russ Marion, 2009, “Complexity leadership in bureaucratic forms of
organizing: A meso model,” The Leadership Quarterly, Elsevier, Aug2009, 20(4):631-650.
Avail. online 16 June 2009. We consider ‘Complexity Leadership Theory’ [Uhl-Bien, M.,
Marion, R., & McKelvey, B., 2007, “Complexity Leadership Theory: Shifting leadership from
the industrial age to the knowledge era,” The Leadership Quarterly.] in contexts of bureaucratic
forms of organizing to describe how adaptive dynamics can work in combination with
administrative functions to generate emergence and change in organizations. Complexity
leadership approaches are consistent with the central assertion of the meso argument that
leadership is multi-level, processual, contextual, and interactive. Here the focus is on the
adaptive function, an interactive process between adaptive leadership (an agentic behavior) and
complexity dynamics (non-agentic social dynamics) that generates emergent outcomes (e.g.,
innovation, learning, adaptability) for the firm. Cited Jaques 1989; Hunt and Ropo 1998; Hunt
and Dodge 2000. At Univ. Nebraska and Clemson. mbien2@unl.edu Marion2@clemson.edu.
# Rp. PJ. A.
Uldrich, Jack, 2005, "Benjamin Franklin's Extraordinary Leadership," Leader to Leader, The
Drucker Foundation, Claremont, CA, Fall 2005, No. 38. 2006 is the 300th anniversary of Ben
Franklin's birth. Among so many other things he had an extraordinary time horizon, 200 years.
He set up many public institutions - infrastructure for the future. He set up the Franklin
Foundation in Philadelphia and Boston for education loans, housing, and institution building.
His predictions of its growth were accurate at 100 and 200 years. (Note Ben’s remarks about
U.S. population growth in 1787 for 100 and 200 years - both accurate - and his prediction on the
length of the American republic at 400 years. Hmm.) Franklin is worth much study. Misc. Pro.
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Ulizio, Dean, and Michael Lubatkin, 1996, “Motorola,” a case in Thompson, Arthur A., and
Alonzo J. Strickland, III, 1996, Strategic Management: Concept and Cases, 9th edn., Irwin,
Homewood, IL. An undergraduate textbook. Case 23 (p. 839-857): Through its participative
management program (PMP) Motorola’s work teams always had accountable managers. Cited
by Floyd and Wooldridge 1996 (with authors reversed, QV.). [Also Case 34: “India,” p. 996997.] St. Johns U. (Manh Davis Liby) HD30.28 .T53 1996. # MS. Bk. (where?)
Ulloa, Fernando, 1995, La Novela Psicoanalitica, Historial de Una Practica, Paidos, Buenos
Aires, AR. In Spanish. Developed institutional psychoanalysis applied to the social sphere. His
personal practice and learnings. Taught at UBA. Not in NYC. Not seen. (Per Aldo S. 2005.)
Rp. Bk.
Ullman, Harlan K., and James P. Wade, with L. A. "Bud" Edney [et al.], 1996, Shock and Awe:
achieving rapid dominance, National Defense University, Center for Advanced Concepts and
Technology, Washington, DC. GovDoc: D 5.402:SH 7 From Operation Just Cause (Panama) to
Operation Desert Storm (Persian Gulf) and into the future, this is the goal of military operations.
Did not cite Jaques who was still alive or Maxwell Thurman who was not yet cold. Ah, how
soon we are forgotten (if these guys ever knew). MS. Rep.
Ulrich, David, and Dale Lake, 1990, Organizational Capability, competing from the inside out,
John Wiley, NY, US; Chichester, UK, 339 pages. An excellent book that uses some key Jaques’
ideas. Cited Reg Jones from Mahler 1984 on picking Jack Welch in 1981: “I looked ahead into
the 1980s and 1990s and saw the need for a leader with very different skills from my own” and
selected on performance rather than relationships. Lots of cites on Jack Welch, General Electric,
Marriott, Baxter Healthcare, Borg-Warner, and GM. Also mentioned (p. 110) IBM, Rockwell,
and AT&T. See p. 168 Figure 8.2 on “Clarity of Role vs Clarity of Process” at General Electric.
Cited: Hall, Richard H., 1977, Organizations: Structure and Processes, 3rd Edn., Prentice Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ. Cited: Mackenzie, Kenneth D., 1986, Organizational Design, Ablex
Publishing, Norwood, NJ. Noted that Donald Kane of General Electric was responsible for
organizational planning. Williamson 1975: “Unfortunately, in more dynamic organizations,
market controls fail [due to individual opportunism, bounded rationality, organizational change,
and small-number bargaining over time] and need to be replaced with other mechanisms [i.e.
managerial hierarchy].” See video: Vancil 1984 with Reg Jones. See Vancil 1987. Cited Jaques
1989; Mahler 1984; Williamson 1975; and Deming 1986. Rp. Bk. *****
Ulrich, Dave, 1997, “Measuring Human Resources: An Overview of Practice and a Prescription
for Results,” Human Resource Management, New York, NY, Fall 1997, 36(3):303-320.
Reviewed attempts to quantify HR measures in the 1990s including the balanced scorecard.
Used GE, Motorola, and AT&T as models of HR measurement and the way forward. (Aware of
GE’s and Motorola’s connections to RO?) Misc. PJ.
Ulrich, David, 1998, “Intellectual capital = competency x commitment,” MIT Sloan Management
Review, Cambridge, MA, Winter, Dec., p. 15-26. Commitment and competence are embedded
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in how each employee thinks about and does his or her work and in how a company organizes to
get work done. It is, according to the author, a firm's only appreciable asset. As the need for
intellectual capital increases, companies must find ways to ensure that it develops and grows.
There are five tools for increasing competence in a firm, site, business, and plant: (1) hire
outside, new talent; (2) invest in employee learning and training; (3) hire consultants and form
partnerships with suppliers, customers, and vendors to share knowledge, create new knowledge,
and bring in new ways to work; (4) remove employees who fail to change, learn, and adapt; and
(5) find ways to keep valuable workers. Companies also need to foster employees who are not
only competent but committed. Employees with too many demands and not enough resources to
cope with those demands quickly burn out, become depressed, and lack commitment. A
company can build commitment in three ways: First, reduce demand on employees by
prioritizing work, focusing only on critical activities, and streamlining work processes. Second,
increase resources by giving employees control over their own work, establishing a vision for
the company that creates excitement about work, compensating workers fairly, sharing
information on the company's long-range strategy, and providing new technologies. Third,
turn demands into resources by exploring how company policies may erode commitment,
ensuring that new managers and workers are clear about expectations, understanding family
commitments, and having employees participate in decision making. [This parallels many
requisite practices.] Cited in Swart 2006. See Burr & Girardi 2002. Baruch Percls. MS. Pro.
Ulrich, Dave, and Norm Smallwood, 2003, Why the Bottom Line ISN'T!: How to Build Value
Through People and Organization, Wiley, Hoboken, NJ, 290 p. Sustainable shareholder value
increasingly comes from assets not on an organization's balance sheet. The authors formulate
four layers of intangibles which leaders use based on consistency, future growth vision, aligning
future competencies to strategy, and creating capabilities. Used several keywords from the
theory. (Ulrich is an HR professor at U. Michigan and ranked the #1 guru in 2005 by Business
Week.) Cited in McGill 2007. Misc. Bk.
Ulrich, Dave, and Norm Smallwood, 2009, "Organization is Not Structure but Capability,"
chapter 2 (p. 13-26) in Hesselbein, Frances, and Marshall Goldsmith, eds., 2009, The
Organization of the Future 2: visions, strategies, and insights on managing in a new era, JosseyBass, San Francisco, Cal., US, 348 p. The organization of the future can exist today when
leaders shift their focus from the structure of their organization to the set of capabilities the
organization needs in order to execute the strategy. Five critical core capabilities are needed for
leaders to identify, implement, and track to help their organizations succeed. Leaders who build
these capabilities today will be able to respond to a variety of potential futures for the global
organization. Not in Clio. NYPL SIBL br 658.406 O. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Ulrich, Werner, 1977, “The Design of Problem-solving Systems,” Management Science, June,
23(10):1099-1108. Lots on the functional hierarchy. “There is no such thing as an ‘objective’
perception and comprehension of a phenomental reality.” Cited Emery and Trist 1960, 1965.
Cited in Cardenas, Janes, and Otalora 1999 [not herein]. Baruch Percls., Grad. Ctr., Hunter Mn.,
Jjay. Misc. PJ. A.
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Ulrich, Werner, 1981, “A Critique of Pure Cybernetic Reason: the Chilean Experience with
Cybernetics,” Journal of Applied Systems Analysis, (now European Journal of Information
Systems), Operational Research Society, Birmingham, UK, 8:33-59. A critique of Stafford
Beer’s VSM version and involvement in the Allende administration in Chile. The Allende
regime collapsed in a takeover by Gen. Pinochet backed by US President Nixon. (Beer’s
‘reflective conversation’ may not work where the two sides see little in common. It may be an
issue of pure power: Which system is going to prevail? Note that Beer later worked in Colombia
and Venezuela.) Cited in Beer 1983, 1984. [Reply from Beer in 1983.] See Vari 1984 (not
herein). Online since 1999. NYPL ILL (Buffalo & Erie Co. Public Liby.) # Misc. PJ.
Umamaheswari, R., Dr. Sushil, and Kirankumar S. Momaya, 2011, "Breakthrough Growth
Firms: Findings from Corporate India, 1997-2007," Asia Pacific Journal of Research in Business
Management, Sri Krishna International Research & Educational Consortium, IN, Jun2011,
2(6):170-196. ISSN: 22294104. Existing definitions and methodologies of identifying high
growth firms were found to be inadequate for the task. Few firms from India grew
phenomenally post-economic-liberalization (1991). With a comprehensive set of performance
indicators breakthrough growth firms were identified using cluster and discriminant analyses.
Twelve firms from India have achieved breakthrough growth organically with low cost
strategies. Cluster 1: Tata Motors; Tata Steel. Cluster 4: Wipro; Hero Honda. Jaques not
cited. At IIT-Delhi, New Delhi; IIT-Bombay, Powai, Mumbai, India. # MS. PJ.
Umeshima, Miyo, and Ron Dalesio, 1993, "More Like Us," Training & Development, US,
March 1993, 47(3):26-31. ISSN: 10559760. Focused on changing content of training for
managers and supervisors and the increase in annual corporate expenditures for employee
training in the Japanese workplace. [Two insets.] Teach.
Inset: "Bridgestone Rolls Ahead of the Competition: A Case Study," Strongest training
focus on specific business skills; Language instruction; Cross-cultural awareness
building; Daily on-the-job training as determined by the section or general manager.
Inset: "3M's Tale of the Tape: A Case Study," Examined the training program of
Sumitomo 3M, a joint venture among two Japanese firms, Sumitomo Electric Co. and
Nyhong Electric Corp., and the American 3M Corp. in Japan. Impact of social and
economic changes on the company's training program. # Misc. Pro.
Ungar, Sheldon, 2008, "Ignorance as an under-identified social problem," British Journal of
Sociology, London School of Economics, Wiley-Blackwell, Jun2008, 59(2):301-326. DOI:
10.1111/j.1468-4446.2008.00195.x ISSN: 00071315. Examined the persistence and
intensification of ignorance in the ostensible knowledge society. It focused on research and
observations dealing with functional knowledge deficits that challenged the ideal of the wellinformed citizen. These developments were traced back to the knowledge–ignorance paradox.
Ignorance among individuals, as well as experts and organizations, was a serious social problem
with potentially deadly consequences. # Misc. PJ. A.
Unilever, 1998, “Business Overview – People,” Annual Review 1998 and Summary Financial
Statement, Unilever PLC, London, UK; Unilever N.V., Rotterdam, NL. The “People” section on
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p. 24-25 described three aims of the company’s Integrated Approach to personal growth - give
opportunities to employees to shape their progress, streamline work levels to create a leaner and
more flexible workplace, and align reward and recognition processes. D. Rep.
http://www.unilever.com/Images/3_3385.pdf
Unilever, 2002, “Listening, Learning, Making Progress,” 2002 Social Review of 2001 Data
(Corporate Social Responsibility - CSR), Unilever PLC, London, UK; Unilever N.V., Rotterdam,
NL; 27 pages. Section 5: “Investing in People,” p. 11. Described amounts of training provided
at Work Levels 1-5 in Canada. D. Rep.
U.S. Department of the Army, 1987, Executive Leadership, [aka: Personnel - General Executive
Leadership], Pamphlet 600-80, Washington, DC, 19 June 1987. This was later published as
Jacobs and Jaques, 1991, “Executive Leadership” (q.v.). Cited in Sternberg et al 2000 without
personal author attribution (p. 168). Noted the definition of leadership in each of these three
publications was slightly different due to the difference in executive levels. Cited in several
USAF 1998 master’s required research reports at Maxwell AFB, Air University, as confirming
Jacobs and Jaques 1987 and 1990: Lista M. Benson and Kerry P. Phelan. Rp. Rep.
U.S. Department of the Army (DA), 2001, Operations, (Field Manual No. FM 3-0, 14 June
2001), Headquarters, Department of the Army, Washington, DC, 14 June 2001. (Supersedes FM
100-5, 14 June 1993.) Introduced the concept of Battle Command. See Bradford 2001 for an
illustrative article. See Ricks 1995 on author of FM 100-5, Col. James McDonough. Online at
http://www.adtdl.army.mil/cgi-bin/atdl.dll/fm/3-0/toc.htm#version Rp. Rep.
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, 1992, Leadership and Command on the Battlefield:
Operations JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM, TRADOC Pamphlet 525-100-1, Fort Monroe,
VA. Rp. Rep.
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, 1993, Leadership and Command on the Battlefield:
Battalion and Company, TRADOC Pamphlet 525-100-2, Fort Monroe, VA. Cited in Leed 2001.
Rp. Rep.
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, 1997, “Institutional Leader Training and
Education,” TRADOC Regulation 351-10, Fort Monroe, VA, 1 May. Cited in Leed 2001.
http://www-tradoc.army.mil/tpubs/regs/r351-10.html Rp. Rep.
U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, 1972, Handbook for Analyzing Jobs, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents, Washington, DC, 345 p. A
government document: actual author(s) unlisted. Mostly advocated describing the prescribed
elements of jobs and tasks, not the discretionary ones. Cited Dictionary of Occupational Titles,
3rd edition, 1965. For use with 3rd edition of DOT. This might be a publication following S. Fine
and his use of Jaques. Cited in de Jong and Thierry 1984. See Fine and Wiley 1971. CUNY
City Cohen has it - with 1991 revised version (not related). Not in on-line catalogue. Misc. Bk.
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United States Marine Corps, 1989, Warfighting, FMFM 1. (Not sure.) ~
U.S. Military Academy, 1993, “West Point 2002 and Beyond: Strategic Guidance for the U.S.
Military Academy,” West Point, NY: Author. October 1993. Pamphlet. Cited in McNally,
Jeffrey A, Stephen J. Gerras, and R. Craig Bullis, 1996. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Unterman, Israel, 1974, “American Finance: 3 Views of Strategy,” Journal of General
Management, The Administrative Staff College, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon., UK, Spring,
1(3):39-47. The big three U.S. financial strategy models in increasing order of complexity and
comprehensiveness are Stanford, AMA, and HBS. However, lacking a CEO with the capacity,
all of them will fail. (The financial models are taught to all MBAs and form the Wall Street
version of strategy - to serve the share owner. This is the key competing model for SST/RO
human capability: stockholders vs. humanware.) Financial services. Baruch, City Coll. At
C.W. Post U., NYC, US. Teach. # Alt. PJ.
Urabe, Kuniyoshi, 1979, “A Critique of Theories of the Japan-Style Management System,”
Japanese Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Smr 1979, 7(4):33-50. Translated
from the Japanese. A critique of the ideas that stressed the cultural explanation of actions by
Japanese managers. They were rational given their circumstances. See prior article: Tsuda
1979. Cited Abegglen 1958, 1973. CUNY Grad Ctr., Bklyn. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Urabe, Kuniyoshi, 1985, The Essence of Japanese Management: A Commentary of Higurashi
Suzuri, (Introduction and translation from the Japanese by Joe Won Lee), Applied Systems
Institute, Inc., Washington, DC, 132 p. [In Japanese: 1972, Nihon Keiei no Shinzui: kaisetsu
"Higurashisuzuri", Nihon Keiei Tosho, Toyko, JN, 249 p. Clio Offsite: 335.01 Ur1] (Higurashi
Susuri was an 18th century book about Onda Moku’s reforms. It has been compared to
Machiavelli’s The Prince but sets forth administrative principles for creating a trustful society
and government through respect for humanity.) [M-P?] See Vaziri al 1988. Not in CUNY; nor
in NYPL; nor in Clio. (Other bks by Urabe in Biblio.) Worldcat: LoC: HD70 .J3. In Princeton,
UCLA, NH YBP Liby Svces; U.VT. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Urabe, Kuniyoshi, 1988, “Innovation and the Japanese Management System,” chapter one (p. 325) in Urabe, Kuniyoshi, John Child, and Tadao Kagono, eds., 1988, Innovation and
Management, de Gruyter, Berlin, Ger.; NY, NY, USA, 371 p. Papers from an International
Symposium, Kobe, JN, April 1986. The evolution of Japanese management from 1958 to 1988.
The early comparative culture approach is criticized. Several elements make up the modern
Japanese management system: the separation of capital from management; status is equalized;
the pay system is stabilized; the labor market is internalized (career development); labormanagement relations are consensual (joint participation); and values are humane. Thus, process
innovations come about through: company loyalty; organic teams; job transfers; companyspecific skills; and no job control. This led to kanban or ‘just-in-time.’ Jaques and Deming not
cited. Baruch HD45 .I537 1988. SIBL JSE 88-3628. Not on SIBL shelf. # MS. Ch.
Urwick, Lydell, 1937, "The Function of Administration - with special reference to the work of
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Henri Fayol," chapter 5 (p. 113-130) in Gulick, Luther, and Lydell Urwick, 1937, Papers on the
Science of Administration, (3rd edn, 1954), Institute of Public Administration, Columbia U., NY,
NY, US, 195 p. Outline of Fayol's 16 Points. Fayol had been a French CEO and wrote of
systematic management. He warned against scientific management theory but was neglected in
the UK and US. [Fayol 1849-1925.] 1954, 3rd edn., CUNY GCtr JF 1351 .G8. # Misc. Ch.
Urwick, Lyndall, and E. F. L. Brech, 1953, The Making of Scientific Management, Management
Publications Trust, Pitman, London, UK, 3 vols. Historians. The human need for greater
efficiency and order dated to the dawn of civilization. Vol. 1 – Thirteen Principles; Vol 2 –
Management in British Industry; Vol.3 – The Hawthorne Experiments. [This was the first view
of Hawthorne that I found which saw them as an expression of Taylorism rather than an
alternative to it. Interesting.] Cited in Anderson-Wallace 2005. Cited Mooney 1939. Not in
NYPL. Baruch T56 .U8 1957; v.1-3 (all small, c. 220 p. each). Misc. Bk.
Urwick, Lyndall F., 1956, “The Span of Control—Some Facts About the Fables,” Advanced
Management, 21(2):5-15. He still maintained a short SoC of 5 or 6 was best, thus creating a tall
organization. See Worthy for dissent. (See Suojanen 1955; H. A. Simon, 1957). Jaques liked
this dialogue of articles. Misc. PJ.
Urwick, Lyndall F., Col., 1960, “The Problem of Management Semantics,” California
Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Spring 1960, 2(3):77-83. Let me count the ways we define
“management.” Without definitions we are lost. A perfect set-up for Brown and Jaques. See
Urwick 1965. (Note editor’s end quote to counter Urwick’s main point.) Misc. Pro.
Urwick, Lyndall, 1960, "The Philosophy of Management," chapter (p. 16-21) in Sizelove, Oliver
J., and Marshall Anderson, eds., 1960, 50 Years Progress in Management 1910-1960, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, NY, NY, US, 329 p. [Lydell] American belief in progress
has lead to executive development and education for management. This has in turn lead to an
exploration of the underlying philosophy of management, its professionalization, and its
internationalization. However, as Prof. J. B. S. Haldane observed (1928), "Mechanics became a
science when physicists had decided what they meant by such words as weight, velocity, and
force, but not till then." Dewey: 658.082 H513. Baruch, NYU, Clio os HD30 .A5. # Misc.
Ch.
Urwick, Lyndall F., 1963, “The Tactics of Jungle Warfare,” (in Management in Perspective),
Academy of Management Journal, December, 6(4):316-329. (See Koontz 1961; and Suojanen
1963) “The academic study of management in the U.S.A. ... has troubled outside observers for
some years. ‘Inky warfare’ is both an occupational disease and the favourite hobby of some
professors. Through practice they have become extremely skilled in the gentle art of verbal infighting. ... An outside view may be helpful. ... Disagreement and controversy have almost
reached the point where any theoretical light that has been generated has been overwhelmed by
emotional heat.” The British colonel noted a parallel with the Snow-Leavis “two cultures”
controversy in Great Britain, “In a sense the combat between the established teachers of
management and the behavioural scientists is merely an extension to the management field of the
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sharper conflict between those educated in science and those educated in the humanities.” It was
also a conflict between the hard sciences, capable of using quantification, and the soft sciences
still struggling with definitions. (Urwick’s article foretold the fate Jaques would encounter in the
late 1960s.) Misc. PJ. A.
Urwick, Lyndall F., Lt. Col., 1965, “Leadership and Language,” (in Comment), Academy of
Management Journal, 8(2):146-149. In 1940 Churchill got his priorities right - and simple.
Technical terminology and statistical “costume jewelry” create a misleading managerial
“scientism.” Misc. PJ. A.
Urwick, Lyndall F., Lt. Col., 1965, “Have We Lost Our Way in the Jungle of Management
Theory?” Personnel, The Institute of Personnel Management, London, UK, 42(3):8-18. Urwick
once again happily laced into Herb Simon, pillorying him for failing to define his terms of use
and messing up the management terminology already in existence. Simon really irritated the
Colonel. See Urwick CMR 1965 for a continuation of this fury. Misc. PJ.
Urwick, Lyndall F., Lt. Col., 1965, “The Semantic Swamp,” (in Communications from Readers),
California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Fall 1965, 8(1):93-96. A commentary review/
letter on the Koontz 1964 book, which prominently featured Wilfred Brown. Brown had
definitions at the 1962 UCLA seminar. The others did not. In particular Herb Simon whined
about having to learn many new “big words.” [Simon sounded much like the Emperor
commenting on Mozart’s music in Amadeus, “Too many notes.”] Everyone agreed with Simon.
Urwick enjoyed skewering Simon here. See 1956-1957 exchange of articles between them. This
communication (from New South Wales, AU) appeared in the same CMR issue as Jaques’ 1965
article. [Tony Raia was present and verified this version to be so in p.c.] See Urwick 1960
article. See Bedeian. Cited Brown 1960 and Koontz 1964 (Brown 1962). Misc. Pro.
Urwick, Lyndall, 1967, “What Have The Universities Done For Business Management?”
Management of Personnel Quarterly, Ann Arbor, MI, Summer 1967, 6(2):35-40. Academic
research in the U.S. is far too theoretical, thus the U.S. claim to world leadership is undermined.
Only permanent arrangements between academics and business are likely to lead to insights and
breakthroughs - such as the Wilfred Brown and Glacier Metal relationship with Elliott Jaques.
Others have been Henry S. Dennison and Seebohm Rowntree in the UK and David E. Lilienthal
at the TVA. Teach. # Rp. PJ.
Urwick, Lyndall F., Lt. Col., 1969, “Integration and Integrity,” California Management Review,
Berkeley, CA, Winter 1969, 12(2):53-56. Integrity is the one essential quality of a manager and
leader. A clear cut chain of command is essential for integration. Herb Simon does not
understand how it works. “A lack of provision for integration in the formal structure of any
institution leads directly to a lack of integrity in the conduct of individuals.” Close to Jaques and
Brown but does not cite them here. See Urwick 1967; Schlemenson article 2000. # MS. Pro.
Useem, Jerry, 2001, “Leadership Lessons of Mount Everest,” Harvard Business Review, Boston,
MA, Oct., p. 51-58. The Himalayas can teach important principles about taking charge of our
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followers – and our own egos. Each year a group of students and faculty from Wharton take a
trek through the foothills of Everest to learn about leadership – strategic thinking, decisive
action, personal integrity – often with life-or-death consequences. The group’s needs come first;
inaction may be the best route; if your words don’t stick you haven’t spoken, and; leading
upwards can feel wrong when it’s right – but it requires tact. Encouraging others to overcome
their limitations is a key to leadership, but understanding the real risks is part of leadership too.
Expedition mountaineering requires a massive team effort so a small group can reach the top.
Commercial mountaineering is different. All the paying clients are placed at the summit and
only those who stand on the summit are credited with success. A huge difference that has led to
fatalities. At Wharton. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Useem, Michael, 1993, Executive Defense: Shareholder power and corporate organization,
Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 289 p. There was managerial revolution and control of
corporations before 1980. The rise of shareholder power since 1980 has led to 'ownership
disciplined' organizational logic. (The end not in sight as of 1993.) But the net impact of
professional manager vs owner has been zip. There have been no differences. The key shift has
been access. Useem presents cases on seven companies (Ch. 8 et seq.). p. 21: "The task, rather
than the hierarchy, is the basis for assigning roles and responsibilities." Cited by Deckop et al
1999. Compare with Hopper & Hopper 2007. NYPL SIBL os JBE 93-2651. CUNY Baruch,
Clio os HD2785 .U848 1993. MS. Bk.
Useem, Michael, 2010, “Four Lessons in Adaptive Leadership,” Harvard Business Review,
Nov2010, 88(11):86-90. The armed services have been in the business of leadership
development much longer than the corporate world has. Programs at Wharton are designed to
help students connect viscerally to essential leadership lessons. Meet the troops. Creating a
personal link is crucial to leading people in challenging times. Make decisions. Making good and
timely calls is the crux of leadership. Mission first. Focus on common purpose and eschew
personal gain. Convey strategic intent. Make the objectives clear, but give people the freedom to
execute on them in their own way. See Mitton 1969. # MS. Pro.
Utting, W. B., 1970, “The Use of Professional Resources,” Probation Journal, UK, 16(2):52-57.
Probation may be the last refuge of professional social work. Advice and instruction can (and
should) co-exist inside manager-subordinate relationships in an organization as Wilfred Brown
indicated. When managers give advice they are giving instruction (in a confused way, something
human and fallible). Cited Brown 1960. # Rp. PJ.
Uyterhoeven, Hugo, 1989, “General Managers in the Middle,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Sept.-Oct., p. 136-145. HBR Classic from 1972. A solid empirical description of
the daily reality general managers face. But no answers. Not on Jaques, but described lots in the
theory. (See Kanterewicz, Pablo, 1996.) Teach. # MS. Pro.
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V
Vaernes, Ragnar J., 1982, “The Defense Mechanism Test predicts inadequate performance under
stress,” Scandinavian Journal of Psychology, 23(1):37-43. Predicted the performance of military
divers and parachutists. Of 63 pilots with high defense scores, 6 were killed. Of 73 pilots with
low defense scores, none were killed. Described DMT procedure. Since DMT measures
dimensions important for survival, it may be used for jobs with dangerous tasks and high risk
professions. (Can we try this with a civilian at sea level on full O2?) At U. Bergen, No. (See
Khaleelee 1994, 1996; Kragh 1960, 1962) MS. PJ.
Vaghefi, M. Reza, and Alan B. Huellmantel, 1998, "Strategic leadership at General Electric,"
Long Range Planning, UK, April, 31(2):280-294. GE USA. In the April 28, 1997 issue of
Fortune, the General Electric was announced as the most valuable company in the world with
market cap of $169.4 billion. This record was achieved by four superb chief executive officers:
Messrs Cordiner, Borch, Jones, and Welch. The major criticism about strategic planning models
did not apply to the GE model. One of the best kept secrets about the GE strategic planning was
that it is based on the marketing management concept which has enabled each generation of
CEO to adapt the concept successfully to changing marketing conditions, customer needs, and
competition. A case. Mahler not mentioned. See Weir et al 2000; Borch 1957; Goldratt on
throughput. # MS. PJ. A.
Vaghefi, M. Reza, Louis A. Woods, and Allen Huellmantel, 2000, “Toyota Story 2: Still
Winning the Productivity Game,” Business Strategy Review, Blackwell Synergy, UK, 11(1):5970. A case study. The main features of the Toyota Production System (TPS) have been widely
publicised and discussed since the 1980s. By now, other car manufacturers might reasonably
have been expected to have learned the lessons and fully caught up. This has still not
happened. (Is this managerial X-inefficiency on the hoof?) Part of the explanation is simply
Toyota's high investment in plant and equipment. But this article focuses on the complementary
human aspects, the subtle elements of Toyota's organisation and culture which have ensured the
continuing success of the TPS by institutionalizing human capital. Cited Borch 1998, Bradley
1997, Chandler 1992, Stewart 1997. At U. No. Fla. MS. PJ.
Vaill, Peter B., 2001, “An Annotated Bibliography on Foundational Literature in Organizational
Behavior and Development,” online at http://www.mnodn.org/about_OD/OD-bib.pdf
Confirmed major HBS research effort 1962-1965 involving Lawrence, Turner, Vaill, Lorsch, et
al, on blue-collar job satisfaction generated by Jaques’ 1961 book. It then shifted to organization
design and contingency theory (Lawrence and Lorsch 1967 and 1969). (I suspect we should
include Picard in this effort also.) Misc. Rep.
John Vaizey was head of the Brunel University department of economics
under Jaques (1969). He was a prolific writer on economics, education,
health, politics, and wrote several novels.
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Vaizey, John, ed., 1975, Whatever happened to equality?, British Broadcasting Corporation,
London, UK, 132 pages. Based on a series of 8 radio broadcasts, recorded 1973-74. Not in
Cuny. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Vaizey, John, 1984, National Health, Robertson, Oxford, UK, 142 pages. On Great Britain’s
National Health Service. Lord Vaizey (?). Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Vaizey, John, 1986, Scenes from Institutional Life and other writings, Weidenfeld and Nicolson,
London, UK, 164 pages. Hospitals of Great Britain: Psychological aspects. Politicians of Great
Britain: Biography. Vaizey’s last book (d. 1984). NYPL Schw JFD 89-8257. Misc. Bk.
Vakil, P. N., 1963, "Value Analysis — Why and How," Indian Management, All India
Management Association, New Delhi, India, Jan.-Feb., 2(1):31-34. VA was developed at
General Electric by Larry Miles to identify unnecessary costs. Value was determined by the
lowest cost at which an essential function can be provided. It was a mental methodology to look
for alternatives and substitutes and was not limited to any one discipline. [Brown not cited.] At
Sarabhal Chemicals, Baroda, IN, and President of NAPE. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Vale, C. D., L. S. Keller, and V. Jon Bentz, 1986, "Development and Validation of a
Computerized Interpretation System for Personnel Tests," Personnel Psychology, WileyBlackwell, US-UK, Autumn, 39(3):525–542. doi: 10.1111/j.1744-6570.1986.tb00951.x
A computerized system was developed for generating narrative interpretations of scores from a
battery of personnel screening tests. The report structure and interpretive statement library were
designed to capture the test expertise and interpretive strategies of a panel of testing experts.
This was accomplished by enumerating the questions that the experts believed the battery could
answer, developing answers to these questions, and devising rules for selecting the appropriate
answers based on test-battery scores. Results of the evaluation showed the computerized reports
to be more accurate and thorough, as readable, and somewhat less coherent than interpretations
generated by the typical human expert. CUNY online. # Misc. PJ.
Valentine, John A., 1991, “A Strategy for Executive Staffing,” The Journal of Business Strategy,
Nov/Dec., 12(6):56-58. The failure of newly hired executives to perform may not be due to
his/her shortcomings but to be due more to the strategy of management and the board. An
evaluation of the position should be the first step in the selection process. Cited in Sessa and
Campbell 1997. Baruch Perls. MS. PJ.
Valentine, Marguerite, 1994, “The Social Worker as 'Bad Object',” British Journal of Social
Work, BASW, London, UK, Feb. 1994, 24(1):71-86. Responsibility without authority for the
welfare of the child sets off a full range of defenses against anxiety (and attacks by the public).
Cited Klein et al 1971, Segal 1979, Menzies 1988, 1989. Not Jaques. JJay Percls. HV1 .B67.
Hunter Mn has it. Clio SW. Misc. PJ. A.
Valenzi, Enzo Richard, and Andrews, I. Robert, 1971, “Effect of Hourly Overpay and Underpay
Inequity When Tested with a New Induction Procedure,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA,
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February, 55(1):22-27. (See 1969 APA Convention Proceedings also.) Tested Adams’ inequity
theory but did not use an induction technique that devalued the worker’s job qualifications.
There were no resulting differences in performance among the three groups: overpaid, underpaid
and equitably paid. Problem: only 31 workers. Problem: 3 underpaid workers quit (27%).
Claimed inequity effects previously reported likely were due to induction technique that
damaged self-esteem. The 1969 APA convention presentation was perceived as a severe blow to
Adams’ equity theory. However, ALL overpaid and equitably paid workers stayed on the job.
[There probably was considerable collateral damage to Jaques’ credibility also.] See
Andrews and Valenzi 1970. (Valenzi and Andrews published several related studies, 1967-1971.
Valenzi PhD in 1970 from Bowling Green.) See Johnson’s related PhD 1971. # Cr. PJ. A.
Vallacher, Robin R, and Daniel M. Wegner, 1989, “Levels of Personal Agency: Individual
Variation in Action Identification,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, APA,
Washington, DC, Oct 1989, 57(4):660-671. Levels of personal agency partition people into two
extremes - how they act and why they act. (This reveals the match between stratum of the
person and the stratum of the context of the task. The ‘how’ people are over-matched to the task
and thus focus on how the task is done. The ‘why’ people are concerned with the context
because they have the higher capability level to see it. The authors mis-attribute these
differences to ‘action identification’ due to the personality dimension rather than to the
relationship between individual capability and the relative complexity of task.) (Other than this
error, they are not wrong. Unclear if their research can be salvaged.) MS. PJ.
Valladares Solar, Luis Enrique, and Diego Jesus Cuello de Oro Celestino, 2005, “Evaluating the
Scope of IC in Firm's Value,” Journal of Intellectual Capital, (JIC), ProQuest, UK, 8(3):470493. [Tobin’s Q = hidden value = intangible assets = intellectual capital] During the period
under study there was a tendency to overvalue corporate assets in the US economy. Intellectual
capital explained much of the excess of market value (up to 35%). Financial factors such as
productivity, efficiency, and profitability also explained a considerable portion, but this was
more variable according to economic sector (12-47%). Long-term and consistent profitability
was strongest. [Reminder: some 60% of this variance remained unexplained.] Cited Sveiby
2000/ 1997 (bk). See Guimón 2005; Swart 2006. # Misc. PJ.
Vallas, Steven Peter, 2006, "Empowerment Redux: Structure, Agency, and the Remaking of
Managerial Authority," American Journal of Sociology, U. Chicago Press, May 2006,
111(6):1677-1717. We examine the nature of workers’ responses to the advent of the new forms
of work organization. Although the data suggest ways in which outcomes rested on structural
attributes, they also reveal that worker agency shaped the fate of workplace transformation in
subtle yet decisive ways. The author shows how each type of worker response affected the path
down which workplace change evolved. Workplace transformation should be approached as a
relational phenomenon. Jaques not cited. At George Mason U., US. # MS. PJ. A.
Van Aken, Joan Ernst, 2004, “Management research based on the paradigm of the design
sciences: The quest for tested and grounded technological rules,” Journal of Management
Studies, March, 41(2):219-246. (Mr.) Academic management research has a serious utilization
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problem. In this field mainstream research tends to be description-driven, based on the paradigm
of the ‘explanatory sciences’, like physics and sociology, and resulting in what may be called
Organization Theory. The relevance problem can be mitigated if such research were to be
complemented with prescription-driven research, based on the paradigm of the ‘design
sciences’, like Medicine and Engineering, and resulting in what may be called Management
Theory. Jaques MD not cited. Cited by Korhonen et al 2012. Cited Koontz 1961, 1980. At
Eindhoven U. of Tech. # MS. PJ.
Van Aken, Joan Ernst, 2007, “Design Science and Organization Development Interventions:
Aligning Business and Humanistic Values,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, March 2007,
43(1):67-88. (Mr.) It is argued that a design science perspective could provide a powerful
combination of the original strengths of OD in human behavior with planned change based on
humanistic values on one hand and design competencies involving both humanistic and business
values on the other. “Unfortunately, a great deal of this [current] theory is the result of hindsight,
explanatory research. It is not tested in foresight and is therefore often naïve in its expectations
of success. Foresight testing of theory, as is done in design science research, can give more
insight in the difficulties of realizing desired outcomes in management.” Cited Jaques 1989;
Romme 2004. At Eindhoven U. of Tech., NL. W. PJ. A.
van Barneveld, Kristin, and Peter Waring, 2002, “AWAs: A review of the literature and
debates,” Australian Bulletin of Labour, Bedford Park, Flinders University, National Institute of
Labour Studies, Adelaide, SoAu, Australia, June 2002, 28(2):104-119. AWA: Australian
Workplace Agreement. Backgrounder. The re-election of the Howard government in 2001
secured AWAs despite their controversial nature. A research agenda is proposed to clear up the
most critical questions, including new data, the secrecy of individual contracts, the privacy of
AWA proceedings, the role of the new Office of the Employment Advocate (OEA), the history
of AWAs and varied trade union responses (e.g. greenfield sites) since their invention in 1996,
remuneration under AWAs, hard/soft HRM, and the return of the employment relationship to the
‘free market.’ Case studies also would be helpful. Workplace agreement ‘choices’ have become
controversial. Cited in Fetter 2002. (Partly based on a van Barneveld Related 2004 Newcastle
NSW, AU, PhD.) Misc. PJ.
Van Bekkum, Sjoerd, Han Smit, and Enrico Pennings, 2011, "Buy Smart, Time Smart: Are
Takeovers Driven by Growth Opportunities or Mispricing?" Financial Management, WileyBlackwell, Winter2011, 40(4):911-940. 30p. ISSN: 0046-3892. DOI: 10.1111/j.1755053X.2011.01166.x. We have developed a new decomposition of firm value and investigate
whether it is 'true' growth value or mispricing that drives takeover waves. We find that 'bidders
buy smart.' Bidders primarily select targets that are less overpriced with similar fundamental
growth value. Bidders also seem to 'time smart.' Takeover activity increases when bidders are
more overpriced, in order to cushion against price corrections. Mergers. Cited by Tiwana et al
2012. Cited Larwood and Whittaker 1977. All at Erasmus U. in Rotterdam, NL. # Misc. PJ.
van Cauwenburgh, A., and N. van Robaeys, 1980, “The Functioning of Management at the
Corporate Level,” Journal of General Management, The Administrative Staff College, Henley-
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on-Thames, Oxon., UK, Spring, 5(3):19-29. This is a critique of standard concepts on strategy.
Strategy has three stages and each of the three organizational domains generates different
responses at each stage. The result is a complex ideational pattern of down-up, up-down, and
doe-see-doe. (Far more sensible than the extremes of control or participation. RO theory is not
mentioned but this complements it.) Authors were Belgique and Dutch. MS. PJ.
Van Clieaf, Mark S., 1991, “In Search of Competence: Structured Behavior Interviews,”
Business Horizons, March-April 1991, 34(2):51-56. Structured Behavior Interviewing has been
empirically validated and produced validity results in predicting job performance in a .55 to .70
range. This is higher than either psychological testing (.53) or assessment centers (.36) and is far
above unstructured interviews which produce results of .15-.20. MVC was in Toronto. (See also
Wintermans; Kapel; Luthans.) Cited RO 1989. Rp. PJ.
van Clieaf, Mark S., and Albert A. Vicere, 1992, “Crafting Competitiveness: Executive Resource
Planning and Development as Strategic Management Tools,” Human Resource Planning, 1992,
15(1):1-2. Guest editorial on the efficient use executive resource planning and development as
strategic management tools. Little attention has been given to the skills, perspectives, attitudes,
capabilities that must exist within the firm to implement and exploit shifts in the firms strategic
positioning. The intellectual capital of management and executive competence may be one of
the last remaining ways to compete on a sustained basis. At Smeal Coll., Penn State. # Rp. PJ.
Van Clieaf, Mark S., 1992, “Strategy and Structure Follow People: improving organizational
performance through effective executive search,” Human Resource Planning, 15(1):33-46. New
executive search and development approaches are needed to ensure the right person is in the
right role. The generalist can not effectively run any business. Personality and
temperament are unimportant (unless destructive). Firms must map and match specific
executive perspectives and competencies to the future needs of business. Includes a case study
of Apple Computer Inc. on executive recruiting: inside v. outside. Cited Stamp 1988; Jaques
1989, 1991. Baruch. # Rp. PJ.
Van Clieaf, Mark S., 1993. See Kapel, Claudine, article on Canadian Tire Acceptance.
Van Clieaf, Mark S., 1994, “Engineering Strategic Leadership,” The Strategist, 5(4):10-13.
Aligning outside executive candidates with the organization’s values, strategy, critical success
factors, and its stage of development and complexity is essential to a successful match. Explains
Jaques-oriented assessment instruments. # Rp. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark S., 1995, “Executive Resource and Succession Planning: reengineered for the
twenty-first century,” American Journal of Management Development, MCB University Press,
UK(?), 1(2):47-56. This is about Jaques’ theory not re-engineering. The role of the board in the
structuring, selection, management, and assessment of executive talent to get business results.
Discusses why competency and 360' assessments fail to recognize that effective leader behaviors
change by work level. # Rp. Pro.
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Van Clieaf, Mark, 2001, “Leading and Creating Value in the Knowledge Economy,” Ivey
Business Journal, University of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada, May/June 2001, p.5459. Evaluation of leadership to determine what creates financial value and an organization
design for value creation. Mastering complexity and distributed leadership rather than command
and control are the way to create future value. Used the Stern Stewart EVA/MVA to measure
value creation/destruction and linked it to Jaques’ CEO leadership concepts. No footnotes. #
Rp. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2003, “Key Metrics That Measure Real Value Creation,” Investor Relations
Newsletter, Kennedy Information, Peterborough, NH, August, p. 3. Enron, WorldCom and
others engineered positive EBITDA and EPS to justify huge executive comp, yet simultaneously
destroyed shareholder value. Three of the levels of accountability for innovation and profit are
described here: Director for current products and services, VP for future ones, and Presidential
for future business models. D. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2003, “Letter to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,” Washington,
DC, Sept. 4. Comments regarding proposed R.O. changes to corporate governance and the board
compensation committee. Online at:
http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/nyse200233/mvcassociates090403.htm Ru.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2003, “IROs Still Struggle to Show Executive Accountability,” Restoring
Investor Confidence, forthcoming in Sept. Issue. (In draft, 2 pages) [IRO = Investor Relations
Officer] 55% of S&P 500 are not measuring or paying executives for operating results over one
year. Longer time-spans are needed to attract long-term investors. D. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2003, “Board’s Due Diligence - the time has come to raise the bar on
executive accountability and restore investor confidence,” CA Magazine, Canadian Institute of
Chartered Accountants, Dec., p. 46-48. In the S&P 500, some 55% measured leadership
performance at 1 year, 34% were 2-3 years out, and only 11% over 3 years ahead. 32% of the
S&P 500 failed to earn a positive operating profit after tax and after cost of capital over 5 years
of a bubble (1995-2000). Some 60-70% of change in stock price is driven by macroeconomic
factors. Only 30-40% is within management’s direct control. Stock analysts now suggest
traditional measures (EPS growth and ROE) are inadequate. Free cash flow correlates more
strongly with market value. Levels of work need to be based on jumps of complexity and longterm value-added managerial contribution. Barriers to long-term performance include: (1)
annual planning, reporting and measurement systems, and (2) job evaluation based on size of
business, budget or headcount. Teach. # Rp. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2004, “Are Boards and CEOs Accountable for the Right Level of Work?” Ivey
Business Journal, University of Western Ontario, ON, CA, May/June, 68(5):1-12. Ivey Reprint
# 9B04TC09. (Reprinted in Corporate Governance Review, April/May 2004, 16(3):1-8.) MVC
Associates International, Tampa / Toronto. A review of compensation policies in proxy
statements indicates eighty-nine percent of the S&P 500 CEOs and their executive teams are not
held accountable, or paid, for business (as opposed to stock market) performance beyond 2 years.
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Are boards, CEOs, and their executive teams held accountable and paid for the right kind of
work? This research indicates that fifty percent of the CEOs in North American public
companies have roles and accountabilities with limited or no impact on the creation of long-term
shareholder value. If CEOs and their executive teams are held accountable for and measured on
operational work while being paid for strategic work, they are overpaid. Teach. See Finkelstein
2003. # Rp. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2004, “Executive Accountability and Excessive Compensation: A New Test
for Director Liability,” Corporate Governance Advisor, Aspen Publishers, WoltersKluwer, New
York, NY, November/ December 2004, 12(6):1-9. Using leadership domains and level of work,
demonstrates too many CEOs are being held accountable by the board solely for short-term
operational work while being paid for long-term strategic level work. # Rp. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2005, “New Liabilities for Compensation Committees,” The Corporate
Board, Jan/Feb 2005, 26(150):7-11. Today, Boards are holding CEOs accountable for shortterm results (1 year) while paying them as if they were accountable for long-term value creation
(10-20+ years). Half of U.S. companies have not disclosed performance measures over one year.
Some 60 percent of the top firms have not covered their cost of capital for five years. Many
Boards do not have a process for setting differential pay - up to and including the CEO.
Delaware judges indicate these Boards may not be meeting their own accountability (duty) to the
shareholders for strategy, performance, due care, good faith, and business judgment. The gap is
so wide (16x) these Directors could lose their indemnification and D&O insurance. # Rp. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, and Janet Langford Kelly, 2005, “The New DNA of Corporate Governance,”
Directorship, March 2005, 31(3):1, 4-11. Levels of managerial work and capability. Calibrating
pay levels with level of work (Ivey case study). How the Board can apply levels of work and
levels of capability analysis to meet its strategic duty. On GlobalRO.org website for download.
# Rp. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, and Janet Langford Kelly, 2005, “The New DNA of Corporate Governance:
Strategic Pay for Future Value,” The Corporate Governance Advisor, Aspen Publishers,
May/June 2005, 13(3):1-11. 85 percent of companies have failed to set multi-year performance
targets for their executives. The leaves open a potential conflict between long-term intrinsic
value and stock price appreciation. It also creates a mismatch between market expectations,
executive accountability and compensation. The CEO’s level of work is a platform for future
company growth. The Board’s duty is to design strategic pay for future company value. Online
at mvcinternational.com. # Rp. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2005, “A Board of Directors’ Watchword for Setting Executive Pay:
Measurement,” Executive Compensation Strategies, thompson.com, June, 1(3):8-9. MVC linked
executive pay to organization design, strategy and future value: new products, services, markets
and business models. It is not a value judgment on what feels right based on current operations.
# Rp. Pro.
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Van Clieaf, Mark, 2005, “Levels of Work and Internal Pay Equity - More Defensible than
Executive Compensation Surveys,” Executive Compensation Strategies, thompson.com, July
1(4):4-5. We are dependent on pay surveys because we do not know how to value the job of
management. Includes chart with time-span, equity multiplier, compensation levels. # Rp. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, and Janet Langford Kelly, 2005, “Myths of Executive Compensation:
Returning to Basic Principles of Pay for Performance,” The Corporate Governance Advisor,
ffhsj.com, [“Executive Compensation”], Sept.-Oct. 2005, 13(5):9-21. Showed the five-year
absolute and relative returns of the Russell 3000. 27 percent were value destroyers. The lowest
60 companies lost $700 billion in market value while paying their executive officers (top five)
$9-$12 billion in direct compensation (not including pensions or SERPS). Boards had better get
over their myths and start filling the missing ... Excuse me, sir, Delaware is calling. # Rp. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2006, “Are Pay Equity Multipliers the Magic Bullet?,” Executive
Compensation Strategies, Thomson Publishing, July 2006, 2(4). PEMs can help align
organization design and equitable compensation. J&J’s CEO made in 2005 some $4.5 MM
while Eli Lilly’s made $3.8 MM. But J&J’s CEO role is more than five times as complex.
Moody’s Investor Service recently announced it is going to ‘red flag’ any CEO compensation as
a negative if it is “more than triple that of any other executive named in the proxy statement,”
that is, their direct reports, which should be just twice. Rp. Pro.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2008-9, “Realities From the Front Line,” The Shareholders Forum,
Comments on “Say on Pay” Proposals, Oct 13th, 11 pages, 2nd DRAFT. Presentation: Oct. 13,
2008. Say-on-Pay. MVC’s comments on Jeff Gordon’s and others’ papers to the Forum in four
parts: Is a ‘big bang’ really needed? Is there an executive compensation problem? Four tests for
fairness. Moving forward - remaining obstacles? [Draft. Under consideration for publication in
2009.] # Rp. Pro.
Van de Ven, Andrew H, and William F. Joyce, eds., 1981, Perspectives on Organizational
Design and Behavior, Wiley, New York, NY, 486 pages. This is an excellent anthology on the
perspectives on organizations by the originators of the theories: Eric Trist, Seashore, Pugh,
James G. March, Van de Ven, Paul Lawrence, Williamson, and Chandler. Commentaries by
notable others - Perrow, Hackman, et al. The bias of the book is toward socio-technical systems
(STS), quality of work life (QWL), and other ilk. Jaques was cited by Eric Trist and by Paul
Lawrence. This confirms Lawrence was competitively aware of Jaques, Woodward 1965 and
Burns and Stalker (“The Harvard Organization and Environment Research Project,” chapter (p.
311-337)). Williamson concedes hierarchy has a strong role beyond market power (see his
1975). See Chandler, Alfred Dupont, Jr., 1981, “Historical Determinants of Managerial
Hierarchies,” chapter (p. 391-402, 405), “Indeed the basic theme of The Visible Hand is that such
administrative coordination [carried out by managerial hierarchies] has been the central engine of
market power [to achieve] size and dominance.” See Schrader 1993, Dill 1978. NYU HD58.7
.P48 Clio Milstein [Butler] & Offsite. CUNY Grad Ctr, Baruch, Hunter Mn. Misc. Bk.
Van den Bosch, Frans A. J., 1998, “What Makes Time Strategic?” chapter 6 (p. 69-81) in
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Volberda, Henk W., and Tom Elfring, eds., 2001, Rethinking Strategy, Sage, London, UK, 322 p.
Most theories of strategy are comparatively static. To make strategy dynamic, we must take time
seriously which addresses the shifting nature of the environment and goes beyond contextualism.
Time is irreversible, unidirectional: from the past into the future. Its strategic characteristics are
also cumulative and related to strategic change. Time is interconnected, both vertically and
horizontally, to the context, content, and process of strategy at various levels of analysis. Jaques
not cited. Cited Das 1991; Ghemawat 1991 (not herein); Porter 1991; WR Scott 1987; Teece et
al 1994; Trompenaars 1993; Vinton 1992. Clio Bus HD30.28 .R48 2001g. # Rp. Ch.
van der Heijden, Kees, 1998, “Articulating the Business Idea: the key to relevant scenarios,”
chapter 19 (p. 335-351) in Fahey, Liam, and Robert M. Randall, eds., 1998, Learning From The
Future: Competitive Foresight Scenarios, Wiley, NY, NY, US; London, UK, 446 p. (q.v.)
Scenario experiments to generate significant benefits must provide a realistic challenge for the
core business idea—how your firm provides value to customers in a way that is unique from
your rivals. Organizations that have not articulated their business idea will find it difficult to
create scenarios that are relevant. Used Kinder-Care as a case model. Jaques not cited. No
cites. See Arie de Geus 1988, 1997; Wack 1985 (2); Schwartz 1991 and 2003; van der Heijden
1997. SIBL os JBE 98-175. Mgr at Royal Dutch/Shell & U. Strathclyde, UK. # MS. Ch.
van der Heijden, Kees, Ron Bradfield, George Burt, George Cairns, and George Wright, eds.,
2002, The Sixth Sense: Accelerating Organizational Learning With Scenarios, John Wiley,
Chichester, UK, 307 p. [Heyden - pron. ] Introduction. Where are your scenarios? The future
is a threat. It has to be understood as in Lawrence of Arabia - the dot on the horizon coming
closer. Is it a threat inside your firm? Why so? Clio Bus HD58.82 .S59 2002g. NYPL SIBL
os JBE 02-2192. A Mgr at Royal Dutch/Shell & U. Strathclyde, UK. # MS. Ch.
van der Heijden, Kees, 2005, Scenarios: The Art of Strategic Conversation, 2nd edn., Wiley, NY,
US; Chichester, UK, 356 p. Seen. Jaques and Brown not cited. Not in Clio. [1997, 305 p.,
Baruch& JJay HD 30.3 .V36 1996. NYPL os 1996: JBE 97-291.]2005, Baruch HD30.3 .V36
2005. SIBL br 658.452 V. NYPL 2005 edn. e-book. At U. Strathclyde, UK. Misc. Bk.
Van der Veen, F., and D. W. Fiske, 1960, “Variability Among Self-Ratings in Different
Situations,” Educational and Psychological Measurement, 20:83-93. If our own self-ratings
vary, where is reliability? Say, if we just multiply them by 360 ...? Oh, dear. Misc. PJ.
van Dijke, Marius, David De Cremer, and David M. Mayer, 2010, “The role of authority power
in explaining procedural fairness effects,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, May 2010,
5(3):488-502. We expected trust to mediate procedural fairness effects on followers' attitudes
(authorities' legitimacy and charisma attributed to authorities) and organizational citizenship
behavior. Our research showed that powerful authorities who acted unfairly were less likely to
engender trust among their followers and were less likely to inspire behavior aimed at helping
the organization. Authority power showed that its effectiveness was explained through trust in
authorities. At Erasmus U., Rotterdam, NL; U. Michigan, MI, US. # MS. PJ. A.
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van Dyck, J. J. J., 1968, “Understanding of the Organization Process Via the Management
Game,” Journal of Management Studies, London, UK, October, 5(3):338-351. Borrowed the
expression ‘helicopter position’ from Professor van Lennep (q.v.). Used control charts to
establish middle grounds between power and conformation, overlapping and atomization of
specialists, and uncertainty panic and failure to react. (This might be a visual bridge between
Deming and Jaques.) Misc. PJ.
Van Dyne, Linn, and Jeffrey A. LePine, 1998, “Helping and Voice Extra-Role Behaviors:
Evidence of Construct and Predictive Validity,” Academy of Management Journal, 41(1):108119. Supervisors, peers, and employees differentiated extra-role from in-role behavior. They
also differentiated two related forms of promotive extra-role behavior: helping and voice.
Results were validated. Cited Hirschman 1970. At Mich. State. Baruch Percls. Misc. PJ. A.
van Eijnatten, Frans M., 1993, The Paradigm That Changed the Work Place, Van Gorcum,
Assen, NL, 316 p. A careful review of STS/QWL (Trist and Murray 1993) per van Aken 2007
(p. 72). Not in CUNY, NYPL, Clio. On Amazon. See Benders 1995 mixt Bk Rev. Refu. Bk.
van Fleet, David D., and Arthur G. Bedeian, 1977, “A History of the Span of Management,” The
Academy of Management Review, July, 2(3):356-372. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1977.4281795.
ISSN: 03637425. This is really the span of control (SoC). Cited Smiddy at General Electric
(#173). Cited Bell 1967; Jaques 1956 and CMR 1965; Worthy 1950; Koontz 1966; Ghiselli
1972; Melman 1951. # W. PJ. A.
Van Fleet, David D., and Daniel A. Wren, 2005, “Teaching History in Business Schools: 19822003,” Academy of Management Learning & Education, Mar2005, 4(1):44-56. A long tradition
in business schools is teaching the history of business or business disciplines. However, surveys
over the past quarter century suggest that such teaching is becoming less common - to the
detriment of our students, particularly doctoral students. We trace that tradition and present the
results of two major surveys that indicate a current decline in teaching the history of business
disciplines. We need to study history not only to gain a historical perspective but also the ability
to think critically about current problems. [As far as I know only three b-schools had more than
one historian on staff for any length of time: HBS, NYU, and UCLA.] At Arizona State and U.
Ok. SIBL has it, onsite, online. Seen. Misc. PJ.
Van Ham, Kees, and Roger Williams, 1986, “The Quest for Quality at Philips,” Long Range
Planning, UK, Aug., 19(5):25-30. All over the Western world during the last few years
companies have been introducing total quality programmes to regain or maintain market
leadership. At Philips such a movement started company-wide 3 years ago. This article
described the background to the programme, gave some of the results achieved so far and looked
ahead to possible future developments. # Misc. PJ. A.
Van Lennep, D. J., 1968, “The Forgotten Time in Applied Psychology,” University of Utrecht,
The Netherlands. [Unpublished?] Cited by Jaques in Form of Time, p. 133: “Muller and van
Lennep [?] have also connected time-scale with level of work in their formulation of their
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‘helicopter principle’ – that is to say, the higher the perspective an individual can exercise, the
higher his [or her] capacity will be, and the farther into the future he [or she] will be able to plan
and act.” These findings support time-horizon and time-span. Not in Dutch. (See Muller 1970.)
(See van Dyck 1968.) D. Rep.
Van Lennep, D. J., 1988, Four-Picture Test: Manuel [Manuel], Ed. du Centre de psychologie
appliquee, Paris, France. 23 pages plus envelope containing four planches (pages with graphics/
pictures). In English. Located in: Bibliotheque Univ Paris 5 and Bibliotheque Univ Rene
Descartes Paris 5. Also at BOULOGNE-BU Psych. Henri Piéro. WorldCat Library Codes: Z4P
and FDZ. (See van Lennep 1968 and Muller 1970.) D. Rep.
Van Strien, Pieter J., 1970, “Taaksysteem, beoordeling en bedrijfsdemocratie,” [“Tasks,
Assessment and Industrial Democracy”] chapter 31 in P. J. D. Drenth, P. J. Willems, and Ch. J.
de Wolff, 1970, Bedrijfspsychologie, onderzoek en evaluatie [Industrial Psychology: Research
and Evaluation], Kluwer, Van Loghum Slaterus, [Deventer,] The Netherlands, p. 545-566. In
Dutch. [I can’t read this, but I got it.] Available at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (paper
based: Hoofdgebouw 3e etage EP.00507.-) MS. Ch.
Van Strien, Pieter J., 1978, “Paradigms in Organizational Research and Practice,” Journal of
Occupational Psychology, Ebsco, UK, Dec78, 51(4):291-300. [online misspelling: as van Strie]
The issue is power and democracy. Psychologists favor democracy but workers view them
skeptically as “tricks on the part of management to squeeze more from them, or to make some
jobs redundant.” They are “not permitted [by management and workers] to conduct experiments
with real power sharing” and are thus unable to develop “a viable social scientific paradigm for
industrial democracy. The experiments of Elliott Jaques (1951) at Glacier Works in the 1940s ...
come closest to such a paradigm, but political restrictions have impeded his efforts from flowing
out to a paradigmatic success story.” [I think this explains part of the early academic jealousy
and hostility to Jaques and the theory. He got in. Most of the other academics never did.]
See W. G. Scott 1969; Blauner 1964. At Psychologische Instituten Heymans, Groningen, NL. #
Rp. PJ. A.
Van Velsor, Ellen, and Jean Brittain Leslie, 1995, “Why Executives Derail: Perspectives across
time and cultures,” Academy of Management Executive, Nov. 1995, 9(4):62-72. The CCL
studies in the 1970s and 1980s validate Jaques' theories on derailment. European and North
American corporations are more alike than not. When managers are promoted over their heads,
they fail. Cited Jaques 1976 and 1991; Hofstede 1984 and 1991; McCall and Lombardo 1983;
Lombardo and McCauley 1988. Doesn’t cite the Peter Principle. # Rp. PJ.
Vancil, Richard F., and Peter Lorange, 1975, “Strategic planning in diversified companies,”
Harvard Business Review, Jan/Feb75, 53(1):81-90. The strategic resource allocation processes
in large diversified companies are formally divided into three levels and cycles - the CEO
(corporate and business objectives), division presidents (goals), and functional heads (action
plans). Smaller firms are less formal. (This remains an annual budget/resource allocation
process and is top-down. It is not interactive, as is hoshin kanri.) Each division has a 'charter'
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within which its objectives are set by corporate level - or the charter is amended to fit the new
objectives. There is a great deal of political to-ing and fro-ing but little catchball. The losers
each year at each level might be divested. Funds are allocated only one year at a time. (Not on
one firm. Showed how and why the US conglomerates failed by themselves. They didn't need
anyone to push them. They had no strategy. Ugly.) See Beard and Dess 1981. # Refu. Pro.
Vancil, Richard F., 1987, Passing the Baton, managing the process of CEO succession, Harvard
Business School Press, Boston, MA, 318 p. [Book excerpt in Fortune, Jan 4, 1988, “How
Companies Pick New CEOs,” 117(1):74-79.] An extended discussion of the process used at
General Electric to select Jack Welch as Reg Jones’ successor. (This covered only part of the
process: Mahler not mentioned.) See HBS video: Vancil 1984 with Reg Jones. See Mahler
1984; Ulrich and Lake 1990; S. Friedman 1986. D. Bk.
Vandergriff, Donald E., 2002, Path to Victory: America's army and the revolution in human
affairs, Presidio Press, Navato, CA, 356 p. A history of the Army since WWII. The big changes
in the 1980s. Problems emerged in recent years that still need attending to. Cited Gen. Maxwell
Thurman, TRADOC, COHORT, Panama, Kuwait. (Not mentioned: Goldwater-Nichols, Jaques.)
Rp. Bk.
Vandergriff, Donald E., 2006, “From Swift to Swiss,” Performance Improvement, Silver Spring,
MD, Feb 2006, 45(2):30-40. Major, U.S. Army retired. The proposal outlined here is one part
of a holistic solution to teach adaptability. In turn, this can impact the way the Army recruits
(markets), develops, educates, and trains its future ROTC leaders. One tool is the Tactical
Decision Game (TDG), which provides an efficient and effective way to teach intuitive decision
making in aspiring leaders. TDGs provide an educational approach for building a cadet's
strength of character. Cited J&J 1987; Wilbur 2000; Stewart 1987; Laske 2001; Wong 2004;
Vandergriff 2002. # Rp. PJ.
VanDevender, J. Pace, and James R. Barker, 1999, “Leadership and Decision Processing in
Twenty-First Century Technical Organizations,” Chapter 5, p. 91-107, in Hunt, James G.,
George E. Dodge, and Leonard Wong, eds., 1999, Out-of-the-Box Leadership: Transforming the
Twenty-First-Century Army and Other Top-Performing Organizations, JAI Press, Stamford, CT.
Cited Jaques. Rp. Ch.
Vansina, Leopold S., 1982, Developing Organisations through their Top Performers: Findings on
How Top Performers Think and Manage, Confidential Report, July 1982, 37 p. Private. Not
seen. Described in Vansina 1988. Rp. Rep.
Vansina, Leopold S., 1986, “Transformatie Management,” chapter (p. - ) in Stufkens, H., ed.,
1986, Management voor een Nieuwe Tijd, Rotterdam, Benelux Press. In Dutch. [Hein?] Cited
in Vansina 1988. Not in CLIO, NYPL. Not seen. ~
Vansina, Leopold S., 1987, “Management-filosofieen achter Management-beheerstechnieken,”
Bedrijfskunde, NL, 59(1):19-26. In Dutch. Cited in Vansina 1988. Not in NYC. Not seen. ~
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Vansina, Leopold S., Luc Hoebeke, and Tharsi Taillieu, 1987, “From Sociotechnical towards
Purposeful Viable Systems Design,” chapter 13 (p. 163-176) in Bass, Bernard, Pieter J. D.
Drenth, associate editor, Peter Weissenberg, eds., 1987, Advances in Organizational Psychology:
an International Review, Sage Publications, Beverly Hills, Cal., US, 314 p. ISBN: 0803928025.
New theories, beyond STS and based on new paradigms, are needed to design viable work
systems appropriately linked to systemic hierarchical levels, each having its proper purpose, time
span, and environmental scope. Cited in Vansina 1988. Cited Beer 1979, 1981; Jaques 1976.
Clio os HF5548.8 .A58 1987. At U. Leuven, Belgium. Teach. # Rp. Ch.
Vansina, Leopold S., 1988, “The General Manager and Organizational Leadership,” chapter 8 (p.
127-151) in Lambrechts, Marc, ed., Corporate Revival, managing into the nineties, Leuven U.
Press, Leuven, Bel., 237 p. In English. Found indirect evidence to support Jaques’ findings on
the translation of managerial thinking processes into action and the positive impact of business
turnarounds. See Schruijer and Vansina 2002. Cited Jaques 1976, 1982 (FoT); Barnes & Kriger
1986; Bennis & Nanus 1985; Gabarro 1987; Vansina 1982, 1986, 1987. Not in NYC. NYPL
Schw ILL Req 3-30-12/ Recd 5-2-12. SUNY Binghamton HD58.8 .C658 1988. # Rp. Ch.
Vansina, Leopold S., 1989, “Total Quality Control: An overall organizational improvement
strategy,” National Productivity Review, Executive Enterprises Inc., Winter 1989, 9(1):59-73.
Gives five different definitions of quality per viewpoints. Near the end, writes about NUMMI
joint venture between General Motors and Toyota, and certain European plants, regarding selfcontrol versus hierarchical control. Attributed the shorter hierarchy at NUMMI to TQC (but
really was describing Jaques’ influence there). At U. of Leuven. President and founding
member of the International Institute for Organizational and Social Development in Leuven,
Belgium. See Ahaus and van de Water 1994. SEE ORIGINAL for chart. # MS. PJ.
Vansina, Leopold S., 1999, “Leadership in Strategic Business Unit Management,” European
Journal of Work and Organizational Psychology, Psychology Press, Ltd., UK, March, 8(1):87108. This action research study focuses on the ways a successful general manager at stratum V
engaged in a process of large organizational change of a business unit, which itself had
undergone an overhaul to decentralize corporate power to the business units. The changed
relations between leaders and followers were the focus of analysis. Commentary by the general
manager. Cited Jaques 1976, 1994; J. Krantz 1998; E. J. Miller 1993, 1998. See Schruijer and
Vansina 1999 (this issue), 2002. NYPL os JFL 96-781. A case. # Rp. PJ.
Varadarajan, P. Rajan, 1985, "Vaulting trade barriers: The Japanese approach," Long Range
Planning, UK, Feb., 18(1):73-79. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0024-6301(85)90181-5. India and
many other third world countries place severe restrictions on the import of consumer durables
such as colour television sets, video cassette recorders, and household appliances. It is illegal for
a foreign company to market these goods in India. But, Japanese manufacturers have managed
to circumvent these apparently insurmountable barriers to entry by innovative use of the
extended 'pull marketing' strategy. This entails a combination of advertising in order to create
brand awareness in India, the use of marketing intermediaries operating outside the borders of
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the Indian market, and the establishment of authorized after-sales service centres across the
nation. Japanese marketing approach needs to be evaluated. The author presents this as
evidence of the superiority of Japanese marketing skills. At Texas A&M. # Misc. PJ. A.
Vardi, Yoav, and Tove H. Hammer, 1977, "Intraorganizational Mobility and Career Perceptions
Among Rank and File Employees in Different Technologies," Academy of Management Journal,
US, Dec1977, 20(4):622-634. DOI: 10.2307/255361. ISSN: 00014273. Rates and directions of
intraorganizational job mobility as well as perceptions of mobility requirements among rank and
file employees were found to be different by technology. Career experiences were positively
contributed to both interest in and effort expended at furthering the career. Positive mobility
experiences also led to job satisfaction. At Cornell U., US. # Misc. PJ. A.
Vari, Anna, and Janos Vecsenyi, 1983, "Decision Analysis of Industrial R&D Problems: Pitfalls
and Lessons," chapter (p. 183-195) in Humphreys, Patrick C., Ola Svenson, and Anna Vari, eds.,
1983, Analysing and Aiding Decision Making Processes, North Holland, Amsterdam, NL, 565 p.
There is an observed reluctance of decision makers to allow an analysis of the whole problem.
Only a limited part - more or less independent of the value system of the decision makers - is
subjected to analysis. The multi-attributive comparison does not refer to the actual alternatives
of the problem solution but to certain states, objects, etc., characterizing the decision situation.
Uncertainties suggested by the decision analysts, like SEU, are often not accepted by the
decision makers as appropriate. Cited in Humphreys 1984. Cited Humphreys and McFadden
1980. At state office, Budapest, Hungary. NYU Bobst os HD30.23 .A5. # Misc. Ch.
Vari, Anna, and J. Vecsenyi, 1984, “Selecting Decision Support Methods in Organizations,”
Journal of Applied Systems Analysis, Lancaster Uni., UK, vol. 11. [Now: European Journal of
Information Systems] [Peter Checkland was editor.] See Humphreys 1984 in same issue. See
Ulrich 1981. Cited Jaques 1947. ? Not seen. Misc. PJ.
Vassilev, Svetlozar, 2001, “Addressing Police Violence in Bulgaria: The Human Relations
Perspective,” chapter (p. 239-244) in Kádár, András, ed., 2001, Police in Transition: Essays On
the Police Forces in Transition Countries, Central European University Press, New York, NY,
262 p. Hungarian Helsinki Committee. Police practice in Bulgaria has suffered from
inadequacy in human rights. This discrepancy can be addressed with adequate training and care
for police officers. This method is known as ‘action research’ and was developed by social
scientists such as Isabel Menzies Lyth (1988) (sic) [Isabel Menzies Lith] and Eliot Jaques (sic)
[Elliott Jaques]. Part of a project. Lehman Lib. HV8194.7.A2 P65 2001. # Rp. Ch. UP.
Vaziri, M. T., Joe Won Lee, and Joseph L. Kreiger, 1988, “Onda Moku: The True Pioneer of
Management through Respect for Humanity,” Leadership and Organisation Development
Journal, MCB Publications, Emerald online, Bradford, UK, 9(1):3-7. (Began with human factor
comments by Drucker, Ouchi, and Tsurumi.) The Japanese look back to 1740 to a prefecture
financial official, Onda Moku, for their management values. His predecessor collected taxes
autocratically but still ran a deficit. These methods only brought in around 70% of the revenues
the provincial government was entitled to annually. Then there was a ‘Peasant’s Revolt.’
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Moku’s reforms were aimed at social harmony, not tax collection or even justice. He got rid of
punishments for past transgressions, stressed openness, decision-making by consensus, frankness
and pragratism. The deficits were soon eliminated. (Tsurumi citation in error.) See Urabe 1985.
Misc. PJ.
Vecchio, Richard P., 1981, “An individual-differences interpretation of the conflicting
predictions generated by equity theory and expectancy theory,” Journal of Applied Psychology,
APA, Aug. 1981, 66(4):470-481. The predictions and findings engendered by Adams' 1965
theory of equity are contrary to hypotheses deducible from Porter & Lawler’s 1968 expectancy
theory for conditions of piece-rate overpayment. Suggested as the origin are the moral
development of altruism and hedonism, respectively. 40 undergraduates were hired for the
experiment. Increases in individual moral maturity were associated with conformity to equity
theory's performance predictions for an overpayment condition (i.e., moral maturity was more
inversely related to quantity of performance and most positively related to quality of
performance in an overpayment condition relative to an equitable payment condition). Results
support the hypothesis. Cited Jaques 1961. At U Notre Dame, IN. # MS. PJ. A.
Venda, Valery F., and Hal W. Hendrick, 1994, “Ergodynamics and macroergonomics in analysis
of decision-making efficiency and complexity,” International Journal of Human-Computer
Interaction, USA, July-Sept. 1994, 6(3):253-274. The principles of macroergonomics and the
laws of ergodynamics are reviewed. The theories of mutual adaptation and transformation
dynamics are presented as a complex basis of the ergodynamics, and they are offered as
paradigms for macroergonomic evaluation and design of sociotechnical or human-machineenvironment decision-making systems (HMES). Different cognitive strategies were used in the
course of long-term training and in short-term decision making in emergencies. Instead of a
traditional static approach, the analysis of transformations in technologies, management
structures, and work skills were needed. A broader view of complex multilevel system leads to
success. Presentation of the theories of mutual adaptation (human and computer) and
transformation-dynamics; Both systems have to be jointly optimized, not one or the other. The
process of mutual adaptation was being applied at Northern Telecom Canada, Ltd., including a
concrete methodology. Venda at Manitoba. Hendrick at USC. This came out of 1993 presentn.
See Hendrick 1986 Presentn. Cited HHS 1961; Barrif and Lusk 1977; Jaques 1976; Stamp 1981;
Hendrick 1979, 1990. Not in CUNY. NYPL SIBL JSM 93-242 v.6 (1994). # Rp. PJ.
Venkataraman, R., 1987, “Human Response Development - Indian Insights,” Decision, AprilJune 1987, 14(2):49-52. Conference held at IIM-Calcutta. VP of India. There is an Indian
tradition of management. Adam Smith only considered land, labour, and capital as factors of
production. In the 20th century management emerged. Schumpeter saw this as new. Quoting
from scripture: "knowledge for men of contemplation and that of works for men of action."
Schumacher wrote - "Modern economics does not distinguish between renewable and nonrenewable materials ... Non-renewable goods must be used only if they are indispensable, and
then only with the greatest care and the most meticulous concern for conservation." # Misc. PJ.
Venkatesh, T., and H. Iyengar, 2005, “BlackBerry: Wired For Growth,” ECCH Case Clearing
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House, ESSEC B-School, Paris, FR, 7 p. RO Case. Case Reference: 305-311-1. Wireless
communication technology grew rapidly during the 1990s. Towards the end of the decade, a
need was felt to develop a technology that combined the benefits of cellular phones and e-mail.
Canadian company Research in Motion (RIM), developed the BlackBerry handheld device to
cater to the increasing demand for mobile e-mail applications. The innovative combination of
voice and e-mail services on a single device contributed to the massive popularity of the
BlackBerry. But it highlights the problems of having a proprietary system in a market
increasingly dominated by open standards and solutions. Active as of 4/11. Rp. Case.
Venkiteswaran, N., 1997, “Restructuring of Corporate India: The Emerging Scenario,” Vikalpa,
IIM, Ahmedabad, India, July-Sept, 23(3):3-13. Restructuring has mainly been at the business
portfolio level, through acquisitions, mergers, and disinvestment. Restructuring of the ownership
pattern through preferential share issues to the controlling/promoter groups and, more
importantly, from the entry of Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs) into India has been
significant. The next phase will likely stress increasing shareholder value. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Verdú, Antonio J., and José-María Gómez-Gras, 2009, “Measuring the organizational
responsiveness through managerial flexibility,” Journal of Organizational Change Management,
MCB UP, Emerald, UK, 22(6):668-690. (Verdu, Gomez-Gras, ) Measured responsiveness by
determining the fit between contextual and organizational variables on a validated
multidimensional scale. The research proposed a measurement scale of organizational
responsiveness through four types of managerial flexibility: internal and external, structural and
strategic. Whereas researchers could benefit from the development of a methodology that
integrated different scale perspectives on fit, practitioners could identify the organizational
responsiveness in their organizations. At Miguel Hernandez U., SP. # Misc. PJ.
Veres, John G., III, and Katherine A. Jackson, 1998, "In Praise of Incremental Change in Public
Sector Organizations: A Consultant's View," chapter 11 (p. 215-228) in Sims, Ronald R., ed.,
1998, Accountability and Radical Change in Public Organizations, Quorum/ Praeger, Westport/
Greenwich, CT, 296 p. Used Jaques' description of other bureaucratic forms other than hierarchy
as less than optimal. Cited Jaques 1989, 1991. Not in NYPL, CUNY - in amazon. Clio
Lehman Liby JF1351 .A26 1998. Seen, but not copied. D. Ch.
Vernon, Guy, 2003, “Comparative work organisation, managerial hierarchies and occupational
classification,” Employee Relations, Emerald, UK, 25(4):389-404. Focused on the experience of
eleven advanced industrialised nations. The paper concluded that occupational classifications
provided no basis for inferences about managerial hierarchies, still less work organisation. Any
conclusions were very dubious due to bad data. Only Gordon’s work had any validity. Cited
Fox 1974 (MM); Friedman 1977; David M. Gordon 1990, 1994, 1996. Misc. PJ.
Vernon, Guy, 2006, “The Potential of Management-Dominated Work Organization: The Critical
Case of Japan,” Economic and Industrial Democracy, (Arbetslivcentrum, Stockholm, Sweden),
Sage, August 1, 2006, 27(3):399-424. The vertical hierarchy has not been replaced by horizontal
teams in Japan. The team supervisors are managers accountable for results. Vertical
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communications are personable and adult. Objectives are clear. Lifetime employment (nenko)
has been retained (but reduced in scope). Hiring and promotion are based on ability (satei).
Personnel appraisals are transparent. Hoshin kanri is used to translate multi-year strategies into
goals for this year. (The myths of Japanese management may again be falling, this time for the
employees and investors rather than as earlier for the customers and suppliers.) Vernon
summarizes the studies of others. His interpretation is anti-management prerogative. Cited
Batstone et al 1984 ; Dore 1994 , 1997 ; Ishida 1997 ; Oliver et al 1998 ; Morris et al 1998 ;
Purcell 1991 ; Vernon 2000 PhD. ??? CUNY online. At U. Southampton, UK. # MS. PJ.
Vernon, Philip A., 1990, “An Overview of Chronometric Measures of Intelligence,” School
Psychology Review, Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 19(4), 399-410. Focuses on the speed of information
processing in children and reaction times. Not about Jaques. (On-line via Teacher’s College
Library.) Cited in Human Capability. Misc. PJ.
Vernon, Philip E., and John B. Parry, 1949, Personnel Selection in the British Forces, University
of London Press, London, UK, 324 p. This was on assessment centres, the activity Major Jaques
was engrossed in during his service with the Canadian Army in WWII and also while acting as
liaison to the British and US forces in London. Cited by de Monchaux and Keir 1961. Cited
Jaques 1947. Not in Clio. Htr Mn VB315 .G7 V4. NYPL offsite. Misc. Bk.
Vernon-Wortzel, Heidi, and Lawerence H. Wortzel, 1989, "Privatization: Not the Only Answer,"
World Development, Pergamon Press, UK & NY, May, 17(5):633-641. Governments in many
developing countries created state-owned enterprises (SOEs) as instruments of social or
industrial policy to provide specific goods and services at a particular level to a population. In
many cases, these SOEs have turned out to be problem children — at best inefficient and, at
worst, unable to fulfill their original functions. Now the recommended solution to the problem
of SOEs is privatization. The authors argue that privatization is no more a solution to the
problem of SOEs than SOEs were a solution to the problems they were created to solve. The
problem of SOEs is not ownership, but rather a lack of explicit goals and objectives, and an
absence of organization culture and systems that support and encourage fulfilment of those goals
and objectives. At NE U.; Boston U. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Verplanken, Bas, 1993, “Need for cognition and external information search: Responses to time
pressure during decision-making,” Journal of Research in Personality, Academic Press, NY,
NY, Sept., 27(3):238-252. P. 250. Differences in search strategy in response to time pressure
were found only among subjects low in need for cognition (NC) and not among high-NC
subjects. This reflects a shift to less complex strategies. Low-NC subjects exhibited more
variable search strategies in amount of information assessed across alternatives, indicating the
use of more heuristic (short-hand) strategies. Cited N. Capon and Burke 1980; N. Capon and
Davis 1984. At Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, NL. NYPL Schw JFL 02-89. MS. PJ.
Verschoor, Curtis C., 2004, "Does superior governance still lead to better financial
performance?" Strategic Finance, Institute of Management Accountants, Montvalle, NJ,
October, 86(4):13-14. Word Cnt: 1154. ISSN: 1524833X. The article addresses the supposition
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that superior corporate governance leads to financial success. Using standards developed by the
Ethics Officer Association (EOA), the study looked at the Market Value Added (MVA) of
companies participating in the Standard & Poor's 500 index from 2000 to 2004. The results
showed that those companies with EOA membership exhibited financial success. [Well, ain't
that real nice.] At Bentley Coll., Waltham, Mass; DePaul U., Chicago, IL. # Misc. PJ.
Veryard, Richard, 1998, “Demanding Change: How to remain in business despite IT," a seminar,
IEE London. Online. The rigidity of IT may help a business in the short-term but harm it longterm. The future will demand flexibility and change – for the business. To meet these changes,
every business must find cooperation and commitments. Cited Crane 1986. # MS. Rep.
Veryard, Richard, 2002, "Organization Behavior," online. A slideshow which includes a
definition of each part of RAEW by Roger Crane 1986 (1 of 2). Also includes Mintzberg. #
Rp. Rep.
Veryard, Richard, 2004, "Towards the Service-Oriented Organization," CBDI Journal, UK, Jan.,
p. 27-33. Contains RAEW definitions by Roger Crane 1986 (2 of 2). In file: Veryard2004+2005_ online. # Rp. Pro.
Veryard, Richard, 2005, "Service-Based Business – Business Modeling for SOA," CBDI
Journal, UK, March, p. 58-67. (RAEW – not in this file.) The greater the inconsistency
between input deliveries and output customers, the greater the number of layers needed to reduce
the complexity. In file: Veryard-2004+2005_ online. # Misc. Pro.
Vesper, Volker D., 1979, “Strategic mapping—a tool for corporate planners,” Long Range
Planning, Elsevier Ltd., London, UK, Dec. 1979, 12(6):75-92. doi:10.1016/00246301(79)90059-1. The firm’s strategic landscape matrix should be focused on superiority and
adaptability. The firm must always be prepared to re-focus its forces on ‘hot spot’ and new
opportunities. Examined complexity of jobs. Jaques not cited. Cited in Morden 1996. Cited
Vesper 1978 Interesting PhD; Ashby 1961, 1964; von Bertalanffy 1969; Liddell Hart 1967; D.
Miller 1976; Argenti 1968, 1976. See Ibbott 2001 Interesting PhD. Consultant in Düsseldorf,
Germany. SIBL os JBN 07-3 v. 12, Dec. Baruch v. 8-36. # MS. PJ. A.
Vicere, Albert A., 1992, “The Strategic Leadership Imperative for Executive Development,”
Human Resource Planning, 15(1):15-31. The imperative for executive development is to
cultivate strategic leadership and organizational competitiveness. Recommendations include:
view management as a process of interpretation, not as a process of control, and recognize
executive development as a competitive capability. Slight citation. W. PJ.
Vickers, Geoffrey, 1957, "Control, Stability and Choice," General Systems, Society for General
Systems Research, Louisville, KY, US, 2:1-8. Business data may put an executive on enquiry but
not give guidance as to the nature of the problem or the action needed to correct it. Recent
research on 'time span of discretion' indicates "time span is the index by which we measure the
weight of other people's responsibilities and our own." Cited Jaques 1956. [FAST!] Clio os H9
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.G4 Liby Has: Vol. *1-vol. 31 (1956-1988). # D. Ch.
Vickers, Geoffrey, Sir, 1961, “Judgment”, The Manager, London, UK, January 1961. Originally
this was the 6th Elbourne Memorial Lecture, London, November 1960. BIM. Reprinted as
Chapter 16 (p. 230-245) in 1984, The Vickers Papers, (edited by Open Systems Group), Harper
& Row, London, UK; Philadelphia, PA, 379 p. (Reprinted as ch. 12 in Pugh, D. S., 1985,
Organisation Theory, Penguin, UK.) Discussed three types of judgment: reality, action, and
value. Concluded on Jaques’ 1956 discovery of discretion as the key to every job. The
distribution of roles was “an allocation of discretions, increasing up the hierarchy in the quality
of the judgment they demand.” “The whole structure of industry is or should be a school of
judgment ... [where] everyone is both learner and teacher.” “[This allocation] requires everyone
to respect the field of discretion of his subordinates, as he expects his superiors to respect his
own.” Lehman Lib. HM101 .V47 1984g. # Rp. Ch.
Vickers, Geoffrey, Sir, 1965, The Art of Judgement: A study of policy making, Chapman and
Hall, London, UK, 242 p. (1995 edn.) An experienced manager turned academic, Vickers
advocated an “appreciative system” that contributed a human and moral core to general systems
theory. The role of human judgement was not on information but about meaning, goal setting,
and means. “Human judgement is the art of retaining the initiative.” Appreciative judgement
had three components: 1) reality judgements, 2) value judgements, and 3) and instrumental
judgements to reduce the mismatch between is and ought (task design including time-span).
(Kenneth Boulding considered this more robust than the so-called scientific models (1983).)
Human judgement is always partly tacit, so can never be completely analytic and rational.
Judgement integrates both facts and truth leading to a choice of priorities with a sense of time.
[Similar to TSD and tasks.] The belief that commercial judgement is directed at profit
maximization is a myth. Goals are not the sole answer: relationships and norms are equally
important. To discharge a role requires the maintenance of complex relationships in time while
both goals and relationships constantly modify each other. Appreciative systems also include: 1]
The ability to find a pattern in complexity and to shift our choice of pattern, 2] The selection of
the most important features of a situation and shift them, 3] The ability to “read” a situation, and
4] The investment of the self in the situation at hand. Humans are social, not autonomous. They
need appreciation to locate themselves. SST/RO concepts are woven throughout this work.
Responsibility of decisions (p. 28); temporal sequence of decisions (p. 29-30); Accountability
(chapter 12: 168-179); time span for judging performance (p. 172); duties and discretions (p.
258). Cited Jaques 1956, 1961. Sharply diverged from Simon 1960. Positive Bk Rev by
Andrew Dunshire in 1997 Public Administration 75(3):587-589. See BJIR BkRev by Goyder
7/1966 #. See Barnard HD38 .V47 Baruch, City C., Grad. Ctr. Rp. Bk.
Vickers, Geoffrey, Sir, 1967, Towards a Sociology of Management, Chapman and Hall, London,
UK; Basic Books, New York, NY; 206 p. Jaques 1956 underlies chapters 4, 5 and 9 and much
more. Jaques was a major influence on Vickers’ thinking on discretion and responsibility.
CUNY Graduate Ctr, Baruch HD31 .V46 Rp. Bk.
Vickers, Geoffrey, 1968, “Science and the Appreciative System,” Human Relations, UK, May
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1968, 21(2):99-119. doi:10.1177/001872676802100201 Article is a chapter from his 1968
book, Value Systems and Social Process. An essay on scientific method and the generation of
new paradigms and why most do not work. Focuses on the trials and ideas of Michael Polanyi
where new paradigms are “hazardous commitments” (Polanyi 1958). Compare with Raynor
2007 on business strategies. # Misc. PJ.
Vickers, Geoffrey, Sir, 1971, Freedom in a Rocking Boat: changing values in an unstable
society, Allen Lane, London, UK; Basic Books, NY, US, 215 p. (Thanked Professor Adolph
Lowe, as did Robert Heilbroner.) Distinguished between user-supported and public-supported
institutions. Even water systems require a regulator. Systems have become too complex to be
understood. Cited in Baker 1979. Lehman Coll., JJay, Bklyn, Htr Mn HM221 .V5. Misc. Bk.
Vickers, Geoffrey, Sir, 1973, Making Institutions Work, John Wiley, New York, NY; London,
UK. A collection of his articles on management. A footnote in Ch. 3 (p. 52) indicates he was
falling away from the Glacier theory and time-span of responsibility: “The research on which it
was based has not, I think, been repeated” (p. 58, ft.5). Per Dixon (1977), the team is a selfregulating group of people who decide their own relationships and actions. Burke [UTS] LC
Stacks HM73 .V53 NYPL SIBL Offsite JLE 74-1176. Misc. Bk.
Vickers, Geoffrey, Sir, 1977, “The Weakness of Western Culture,” Futures, Butterworth
Scientific, Guildford, Surrey, England, Dec. 1977, 9(6):457-473. As the population increases
and organizations require higher levels of cooperation, there has been a rise in autonomous
individualism in reaction. This is wrong-way around. We as a people must go the other way.
See Vickers 1979, 1980. SIBL. # Misc. PJ.
Vickers, Geoffrey, Sir, 1979, “The Equality of Responsibility, Cultural Conditions for Western
Survival,” Futures, Butterworth Scientific, Guildford, Surrey, England, (IPC Business Press),
Feb. 1979, 11(1):16-31. In the face of increasing mutual interdependence, all citizens must
embrace their required responsibility, however unwelcome. Autonomous individualism is not a
possible solution, merely a reaction - and a protest. See Vickers 1977, 1980. Clio Biz: vol.
missing. SIBL. # Refu. PJ.
Vickers, Geoffrey, Sir, 1980, Responsibility: Its Sources and Limits, Intersystems Publications,
Seaside, CA. A collection of his more recently published essays and articles. See Vickers 1977
& 1979. Not in CUNY or NYPL. In SUNY Binghamton Bartle Library BJ1451 .V52. NJIT,
Rutgers, York U. in Toronto. Not seen. Misc. Bk.
Vickers, Geoffrey, Sir, 1980, “The Poverty of Problem Solving,” first chapter (p. 17-28) in
Batty, Michael, and Bruce Hutchinson, eds., 1980, Systems Analysis in Urban Policy-Making
and Planning, Plenum, London, UK, 619 p. NATO conference series II, Systems science v. 12.
Systems analysis is not problem solving. Government regulates systems; it does not solve
problems. On 12 Nov 1918 his (unnamed) British division general addressed the officers: “How
Will You Manage Without the Germans?” The Armistice changed the system: now the British
soldiers would have to contend with the French civilians and farmers. Start today. This was
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empathetic understanding, first rate leadership, and great systems analysis. [On 9 Nov 1989 the
Berlin Wall fell. Where was such a speech for the new system? Where is one today?] Clio
Avery-Ware HT107 .N37 1983. Misc. Ch.
Vickers, Geoffrey, Sir, 1983, Human Systems are Different, Harper and Row, London, UK; New
York, NY, 188 p. How do we as humans live and grow in our culture and society? There’s the
rub. We live in social gardens of our own design, not jungles. If each of us is autonomous, the
garden reverts to a jungle. Cited in Kakabadse and Kakabadse 1999. Clio Lehman HM101
.V47 1983. Refu. Bk.
Victor, Bart, and Carroll Stephens, 1994, “The Dark Side of the New Organizational Forms: An
Editorial Essay,” Organization Science, Nov., 5(4):479-482. The endless churning of products,
processes and people creates a day-to-day instability in jobs, organizations, tasks, and
allegiances. Refu. PJ. A.
Vikas, Sona, 2011, "Industrial Relations in BRIC Nations: A Study," Asia Pacific Journal of
Research in Business Management, Sri Krishna International Research & Educational
Consortium, IN, Jun2011, 2(6):135-157. ISSN: 22294104. Given the rapid development of
Brazil, Russia, India, and China (BRIC), Goldman Sachs has forecasted that by 2050 their
combined economies could eclipse the combined economies of the current richest countries of
the world. These countries currently encompass over twenty-five percent of the world's land
coverage, forty percent of the world's population, and hold a combined GDP of 15.435 trillion
dollars. Due to lower labor and production costs, many companies also now cite BRIC as a
source of foreign expansion opportunity. Examined the Industrial Relations (IR), the prominent
labor legislation, and the current issues that plague these countries. Highlighted the role of the
Government in handling IR issues and the significance of harmonious Industrial Relations in
BRIC nations. At Ansal Institute of Management, Gurgaon, India. # Misc. PJ.
Villemez, Wayne J., 1976, “Occupational Prestige and Distributive Justice,” Sociometry, ASA,
Sage, US, Dec., 39(4):355-367. Most people saw both the normative and the ideal hierarchies to
be at variance with the actual hierarchy. Thus, occupational “prestige” is not a form of “justice.”
Much research had concatenated the two together and was junk. People saw the system as
working imperfectly but not exploitatively. Cited Jaques 1956, 1961; Pritchard 1969; Adams
1962, 1963, 1964; Andrews 1967; Homans 1950, 1953, 1961; Marsh 1971; and Patchen 1961. #
Rp. PJ. A.
Villiers, Charlotte, 1995, “Executive Pay: beyond control?” Legal Studies, Wiley-Blackwell
Synergy, UK, July 1995, 15(2):260-282. doi: 10.1111/j.1748-121X.1995.tb00062.x. An ethical
examination and comparison of Rawls, Nozick, and Jaques. Article promises to raise issues but
makes no promise of an answer to corporate governance nor blueprint toward one. Cited Jaques
1961; A. Fox 1974 (BC); Rawls 1973; Cadbury Comte 1992. At U. Sheffield, UK. # Rp. PJ.
Vining, Aidan R., 2003, "Internal Market Failure: A Framework for Diagnosing Firm
Inefficiency," Journal of Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, US-UK, Mar2003, 40(2):431-
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457. 27p. DOI: 10.1111/1467-6486.00346. Word Count: 11302. ISSN: 0022-2380.
The theory of market and government failure can be used to diagnose inefficiency within firms
and to identify strategies to deal with these problems. Internal market failures (IMFs) -- internal
public good problems, internal negative and positive externalities, internal information
asymmetries, internal monopolies, the presence of uncertainty -- create inefficiencies within
firms just as they do in normal markets. As well, self-interested behaviour by executives and
internal interest groups (rent-seeking) are analogous to government, or governance, failures
(IGFs). Associated with many of these internal market failure problems are generic solutions
that can usefully inform executives in their efforts to improve efficiency within the firm. Internal
governance failures, in contrast, normally require action by shareholders and boards of directors.
There is a link between internal efficiency and organizational leadership (Hunt 1991; Wensley
1999). Cited Hunt, J., 1991; Huselid 1995; Ichniowski et al 1997; Kruse 1993; Leibenstein
1987; MacDuffie 1995; Marris 1964; Teece 1998; Tullock 1980; Wensley 1999. At Simon
Fraser U., Vancouver, Canada. vining@sfu.ca # MS. PJ.
Vinton, Donna E., 1992, “A New Look at Time, Speed, and the Manager,” Academy of
Management Executive, 6(4):7-16. (Based on the literature review for her 1995 Ph.D.
dissertation.) D. PJ.
Vinton, Donna Elizabeth, 1995, Temporal Congruity and Job Satisfaction: An Exploratory Study
(Supervision), Ph.D., dissertation in Higher Education (and Business Administration and
Industrial Psychology), The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, 560 pages. UMI AAT 9536264.
DAI-A 56/06, p. 2074, Dec 1995. Article from lit review was published in 1992. Results of
dissertation are unpublished. (See Nyberg, PhD 2004.) See Ph.Ds.
Virmani, B. R., and Sunil Unny Guptan, 1991, Indian Management, Vision Books, New Delhi,
IN, 239 p. ISBN: 8170940621. A first-rate review of current Indian management practices and
their history. Looked at management practices outside India, especially at US and Japan. Jaques
not cited. Cited I. Dayal 1971, 1971, 1972, 1976; Kono 1984; S. M. Lee & Schwendiman 1982;
R. N. Mishra 1974. NYPL SIBLos JBD 92-518. Clio os HD70 .I4 V57 1991. Teach. [Chs. 16, 12-15, biblio, index. #] MS. Bk.
Vispo, Adolfo, 2004, “División del trabajo y capacidad cognitiva individual, Cinco relatos
breves y un esbozo de interpretación,” [draft of Section III of dissertation], UBA, e. 2011, 46 p.
In Spanish. (In English: ‘The Division of Labor and Individual Cognitive Capability, Five brief
extracts and an interpretive sketch.’) Brief lives which show the individuals’ level of work
capacity through five short tales: Rhudo de Kirkaldy (per Adam Smith 1776, c. 2,700 BC),
Robinson Crusoe (per Daniel Defoe 1719, 1632-1694 AD), Hodo K’Mhet (first administrator of
the building of the Great Pyramid of Khufu in ancient Egypt, IV, c. 2560 BC), Franco
Segismundo Frodo (per de Bodo, III, c. 800 AD), and Lothario de Segni (made a Cardinal by
Innocent III, 1161-1216 AD). [See Vispo for further details.] See Jackson and Stamp 2003 book
and film. Ru.
Vispo, Adolfo, 2006, “Capacidad Cognitiva, Motivación Intrínseca, y Relación de Agencia:
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explorando senderos de convergencia entre le Teoría de la Firma heredada y una -de entre variasteorías organizacionales plausibles”, Universidad Nacional de General Sarmiento, Instituto de
Ciencias, Los Polvorines, Buenos Aires, AR, Sept. 2006, 187 p. Published online. It describes
R.O. as a special kind of “contract”, on the same topological surface as other configurations such
as “tayloristic-opportunistic” mainstream representations of hierarchical organizations
(extremely simple mathematics). Includes an extended Glossary verbally describing recent,
more formal “microeconomic” models that relate to the same phenomena and presents
microeconomic terms and concepts for those not used to them (such as “organizational
sociologists”, etc.). It is available for comments (2,5 Mb.; in Spanish). # Rp. Rep.
Vispo, Adolfo, 2007, El fenómeno de “desplazamiento de fines” organizacionales: su relación
con la dinámica de la “microcorrupción” -1a ed. - Universidad Nacional de General Sarmiento,
Instituto de Ciencias, Los Polvorines, Buenos Aires, AR, 115 p. De te fabula narratur.
Proyecto 30 / 1031 - UNGS. This book focuses on a kind of "anti-requisite" organization and
formally models an extension of H. Simońs version of the Homans group dynamics theory,
including Festingeŕs cognitive dissonance hypothesis and "goal displacement" Β la Merton
and/or Selznick. Jaques is cited and used (but not elaborated upon here) on at least 8
occurrences. Avail. online: http://www.ungs.edu.ar/publicaciones/pdf/lu12.pdf [See his email
of 5/19/09.] # Rp. Bk.
Vispo, Adolfo, 2009, “La hipótesis de estratificación organizat de Elliot Jaques en una
microeconomía de la relación de agencia,” Análisis Organizacional Revista Latinoamericana de
Ciencias Sociales, 1(1), UBA/FCE, Buenos Aires, AR. 21 p. In Spanish. Resumen: Se
interpreta la hipótesis de Elliot Jaques sobre la estratificación organization de las capacidades
cognitivas de los organi como analogía de un equilibrio estático intraorganizacional que surge de
la congruencia entre: i) el nivel de capacidad actual del individuo y, ii) la complejidad organizat
del puesto asignado, cuando el nivel organiza y organiza de las remuneraciones es considerado
“equitativo” por los interesados (esto es, en una estructura de tipo “requerido”, como puede
acontecer en algunos mercados internos de trabajo). Se explora de manera visual e organizat un
modelo topológico en donde el contratante “ofrece” (frecuentemente de manera implícita) una
determinada cultura organizacional, en el marco de una población de trabajadores cuyas
productividades correlacionan, por una parte, con el estrato cognitive (variable que no exhibe
una distribución normal de Gauss sino paretiana) y, por la otra, con el “tipo” de agente (el
oportunista puro de la microeconomía heredada, o bien un reciprocante al estilo de Rabin, Fehr,
Camerer y otros). Se organiza que una articulación de los puestos y de los individuos bajo este
criterio de congruencia entre las capacidades, los requerimientos, y el balance de organizati,
permite – a igualdad de las demás condiciones – minimizar la ineficiencia interna y maximizar el
organizat de motivación intrínseca. Finalmente, se extiende tentativamente la hipótesis de
Jaques al organiz del análisis de encadenamientos y “redes” productivas. Adolfo Vispo – A
Universidad Nacional de General Sarmiento. # Rp. PJ.
Vivian, John M., and Carlos J. Michelsen-Terry, 1969, “The international remuneration
monster,” Business Horizons, Bloomington, IN, April 1969, 12(2):17-18. Letter to the Editor
from two US consultants who think the current concepts around US ‘compensation’ abroad
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reflect ‘ugly American’ misconceived and arrogant values. Cited Jaques’ TSD as a “promising
new development.” SIBL *ZAN-T5070 [Microfilm] Library has: 1958-2000. D. PJ.
Vlek, Charles, 1978, “Preliminaries for a cognitive decision theory,” chapter (p.) in Pask,
Gordon, ed., Current approaches to decision making in complex systems: II. Arlington, VA:
U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Report No. TR-78-B4, 8298, 223 p. [Report of a second conference held at Richmond, Surrey, England, 10-12 May
1976"--Cover./ "Contract DAERO-76-G-043"--Cover./ Report of the first conference issued
under title: Current scientific approaches to decision making in complex systems. LC:
HD30.23.] Cited in Jungermann 1980. Not in CUNY or NYPL or Clio. In US Merchant
Marine Liby (Bx, NY). Not seen. MS. Ch.
Vogel, David, 1978, “Why Businessmen Distrust Their State: The Political Consciousness of
American Corporate Executives,” British Journal of Political Science, Jan. 1978, 8(1):45-78.
Since the Civil War U.S. government had been smaller than the largest corporations. Only in
FDR’s time did federal government expenditures begin to outrank corporations. From abroad
the current view of American businessmen was of extreme narrowness combined with a strong
bourgeoisie. The American middle-class could allow their anti-statist, economic leaders to be
narrow - a luxury to be envied and dreaded at the same time. The need for state economic
intervention and coordination was fast approaching and would be very difficult to accept. See
Donaldson 1995. At Berkeley. Misc. PJ.
Vogel, Ezra F., 1979, Japan as Number One, Lessons for America, HUP, 272 p. See Chapter 4
(p. 71) MITI role among companies was to rationalize production long-term - ahead of the
market and demand shifts. [Cited MITI 1976, 1977.] Chapter 7 (p. 163-4) "Success [on college
entrance exams] depends … on the capacity to use innate ability for disciplined study."
Perseverance is praised. [Cited Ministry of Education 1976, 1976.] Japan has uniform national
standards for education, not local as in the US. In the US there are no national standards and
none at all in some states. Because of this, mobility between schools in Japan is not a serious
adjustment matter, as it is the US. Illiteracy was thought to be around 20% in the US, and less
than 1% in Japan. Cited in Feigenbaum and McCorduck 1983; Rohlen 1983. Clio Barnard,
Lehman, Butler/Milstein HN 723.5 .V63. Teach. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Volberda, Henke W., 1996, “Flexible Configuration Strategies within Philips Semiconductors:
A strategic process of entrepreneurial revitalization,” chapter 11 (p. 229-278) in Sanchez, Ron,
Aimé Heene, and Howard Thomas, 1996, Dynamics of Competence-Based Competition, Oxford,
UK; New York, Pergamon [Elsevier], 1996, 403 p. Case. Competence. [Philips adapted
Jaques’ theory around 1970. Volberda seems to be unaware of this.] Jaques not cited. Clio
Biz in Lehman Liby. HD30.28 .D93 1996. [partial] # MS. Ch.
Volberda, Henk W., 1996, "Toward the Flexible Form: How to Remain Vital in
Hypercompetitive Environments," Organization Science, INFORMS, Providence, RI, US,
Jul/Aug96, 7(4):359-374. ISSN: 10477039. What organizational forms lead to success in
hypercompetitive environments? Hypercompetition forces firms to move more quickly and
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boldly and to experiment in ways that do not conform to traditional administrative theory.
Bureaucratic vertical forms severely hamper the ability to respond to accelerating competition.
On the basis of theories of control, the author argues that organizational flexibility is inherently
paradoxical and requires a constructive friction between change and preservation. The author
developed a typology of organizational forms. At Erasmus U., Rotterdam, NL. # MS. PJ. A.
Volberda, Henk W., 1998, Building the Flexible Firm: how to remain competitive, Oxford
University Press, NY, NY, US, 349 p. Described how they surveyed firms with the flexibility,
audit and redesign (FAR) approach. Used Philips Semiconductors as one of his key examples.
Jaques not cited. From his 1992 Related PhD: "Organizational Flexibility." See Chiesa and
Manzini 1997. Clio os HD58.8 .V638 1997. [3 chs: 1, 9, appdx 1.] UP. # # # MS. Bk. A.
von Bertalanffy, Ludwig. See Bertalanffy.
Von Foerster, Heinz, 1972, “Responsibilities of Competence,” Journal of Cybernetics, American
Society for Cybernetics, Scripta, Washington, DC, 2(2):1-6. BCL: Biological Computing
Laboratory at U. Illinois, 1958-1976. Our moral obligation is to retard the degradation of the
available energy, the growth of entropy. “The hard sciences are successful because they deal
with the soft problems; the soft sciences are struggling because they deal with the hard
problems.” A magnificent essay as valid for ROers as for cyberneticians. See also Humberto
Maturana (included herein) and Gordon Pask (not included). (Presented at 1971 ASC
conference.) SIBL JSP 73-122 v.2 (1972). (Send to Martin Richards.) Seen. MS. PJ. A.
von Hippel, Eric, 1990, "Task Partitioning: An Innovation Process Variable," Research Policy,
North-Holland Pub. Co., Elsevier, Amsterdam, NL, Oct. 1990, 19(5):407-418. doi:
10.1016/0048-7333(90)90049-C Key: citeulike:6379858 Innovation projects are “partitioned”
into smaller tasks. Precisely where the boundaries between such tasks are placed can affect
project outcome and the efficiency of task performance due to associated changes in the
problem-solving inter-dependence among tasks. These tasks can be managed by strategies
involving (1) adjustment of the task specifications and/or (2) reduction of the barriers to
problem-solving interaction across selected or all task boundaries. The potential value is
illustrated by design-build and marketing-R&D interfaces. Grad Ctr. At MIT. # MS. PJ.
Von Weizsaecker, Ernst, 1974, “Erstmaligkeit und Bestaetigung als Komponenten der
pragmatischen Information,” chapter (p. 82-113) in von Weizsäcker, Ernst, ed., 1974, Offene
Systeme I: Beitraege zur Zeitstruktur von Information, Entropie und Evolution, Klett, Stuttgart,
Germany. [In German. “Originality and Confirmation as Components of Pragmatic
Information,” in E. von Weizsacker, ed., Open System I: Contributions to the Time Structure of
Information, Entropy and Evolution.] Summary in English. Information has two
complementary aspects, novelty and confirmation. Teams generate new ideas and hierarchies
validate, store, and share information among the teams. See Jantsch 1980. [Cited in Romme
1996 and linked to Jaques 1990.] NYPL os JSK 79-68. # MS. Ch.
Vonnegut, Kurt, 1976, Wampeters, forma and granfalloons/ opinions of KV Jr., Dell, NY, NY,
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285 p. [All three odd words in the title are made-up by K.V.] In his address to the graduating
class at Bennington College (1970) he spoke of values. “A great swindle of our time is the
assumption that science has made religion obsolete.” That science explains everything. Not so.
Aquinas focused on mercy, fairness and gentleness - both the seven spiritual works and the seven
corporal works. (Spiritual works: teach the ignorant, counsel the doubtful, console the sad,
reprove the sinner, forgive the offender, bear the oppressive and troublesome, and to pray for us
all. Corporal works: feed the hungry, give drink to the thirsty, clothe the naked, shelter the
homeless, visit the sick and prisoners, ransom captives, and bury the dead.) “People who find
those lessons irrelevant in the twentieth century are simply using science as an excuse for greed
and harshness. Science has nothing to do with it, friends.” (p. 159-168). (Meanwhile, science
may be so focused on neutrality and objectivity that it was deliberately unenlightened to the way
it is used.) Cited in Etheredge 1981. See Fogarty 1961 for link between felt-fair pay and
Aquinas. See Auden, and see Einstein on mindless quantification (herein but undated). NYPL
Hum JFD 74-4920. Refu. Bk.
Voss, Chris, and Kate Blackmon, 1998, “Differences in manufacturing strategy decisions
between Japanese and Western manufacturing plants: the role of strategic time orientation,”
Journal of Operations Management, UK, May, 16(2-3):147-158. LBS. Differing strategic time
orientations may lead to different emphases on long-term and short-term goals and objectives.
This paper reports on data from 600 companies in 20 countries. Data on the rates of adoption
of strategic manufacturing practices and links between corporate and manufacturing strategy
were analysed to test for differences. The results show strong contrasts between Japan and the
West and are consistent with a difference in strategic time orientation between the two
regions. [Horse Dung! This is X-efficiency!] Cited Jaques 1982; Das 1987, 1991; Vinton
1992; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1986; Crosby 1979; Feigenbaum 1983; Deming 1986. # Rp. PJ.
*****
Vroom, Victor, 1964, Work and Motivation, Wiley, New York, NY. Vroom claimed there was
no discernable difference among the three major proponents of equity theory - Jaques 1961,
Homans 1961, and Adams 1963 and 1965. But he was setting up expectancy theory as an
alternative. [If Vroom really could not tell the equity theories apart it may tell us something
about his own capability level.] He favored Adams since that formulation seemed more testable
and open to academic study [i.e. testing and attack]. Included discussion of Jaques’ approach
and was critical of the lack of hard empirical evidence to support the theoretical framework.
This critique was described in Dornstein 1991 (p. 24) as displaying “a rather harsh attitude
toward” Jaques’ version. Vroom’s own “expectancy theory” was developed further by Porter
and Lawler, by Hackman and Oldham in the 1970s, and was adopted by People Express Airline
which crashed - in large part because of it. Cr. Bk.
Vroom, Victor, and Edward L. Deci, 1971, "The stability of post-decision dissonance: A followup study of the job attitudes of business school graduates," Organizational Behavior and Human
Performance, Academic Press, NY, NY, US, Jan., 6(1):36-49. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/00305073(71)90004-3. Expectation theory. This is a follow-up to Vroom 1966. This study
examined attitudes toward their organizations one year, and three-and-one-half years after
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graduation. Immediately following choice of firm the graduates experienced increased
attractiveness and greater perceived instrumentality for goal attainment. But both decreased
markedly during the first year and remained at a low level for at least the next two and one-half
years. [But this decline was also true in studies covering much longer periods. Cognitive
dissonance was no longer a key issue after 3 1/2 years. Common sense should tell these @$%!
researchers that something else is going on here.] Cited in Louis 1980. At Carnegie-Mellon; U.
Rochester, USA. # Refu. PJ. A.
Vroom, Victor H., and Philip W. Yetton, 1973, Leadership and Decision Making, U. Pittsburgh
Press, Pittsburgh, PA, US, 233 p. Asserted that subordinate competence and goal congruence
with the supervisor were important considerations in the delegation process. Jaques not cited.
Cited and validated by Leana 1984, 1986, 1987. Clio Butler Stx HM131 .V69. Misc. Bk. UP.

W
Wack, Pierre, 1985, “Scenarios: Uncharted Waters Ahead,” Harvard Business Review, Harvard
Business School, Boston, MA, Sept.-Oct., 85(5):72-89. This was a very long article for HBR.
See Wack sequel in next issue. On the Royal Dutch/Shell scenario planning. In some ways
this looked like the executive/strategic level equivalent to Deming’s control chart for the shop
floor: the future is unknown and variation may be huge but the system may be stable. (Not bad.)
See Arie de Geus 1988 article and 1997 article and book; see Fahey and Randall 1998 book.
Jaques was not cited. MS. Pro.
Wack, Pierre, 1985, “Scenarios: Shooting the Rapids,” Harvard Business Review, Harvard
Business School, Boston, MA, Nov.-Dec., 85(6):139-150. See article by Wack in previous issue.
On the Royal Dutch/Shell scenario planning. See Arie de Geus 1988 article and 1997 article and
book. Jaques was not cited. MS. Pro.
Wada, Kasuo, 1991, “The development of tiered inter-firm relationships in the automobile
industry: a case study of the Toyota Motor Company,” chapter in Japanese Yearbook on
Business History, 8:23-47. Auto assembly involves a large number of varied parts. Not all can
be made by the assembler. Toyota's tiered system was first formed in the 1970s as a result of the
Deming Prize. 'Tiers' refers to the level away from Toyota of the supplier. First-tier is closest to
the Toyota assembly line, over which Toyota held strongest control. The incentive sytem to
suppliers of following cost saving suggestions from Toyota began then too. Close cooperative
relationships with Toyota prevented the emergence of opportunistic behavior by suppliers when
coupled with an evaluation system. Not true of GM. Toyota made 30% of its parts internally,
where GM made 70%. Reviewed by Davies 1993. Cited by Sako 2004. Jaques not cited. Clio
os HD70 .J3 J395, v.9 (1992)-v.20 (2003). Fordham & Online. # Misc. PJ.
Waddell, Scott, and William G. Quinn, 2001, “Learning How a Fruit Fly Forgets,” Science, New
Series, [Science's Compass, Perspectives], Aug. 17, 2001, 293(5533):1271-1272. What does this
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have to do with the time-span of discretion (TSD)? Have we forgotten already? [Just checking
to see if you are still awake.] Misc. PJ.
Waddell, William H., and Norman Bodek, 2005, Rebirth of American Industry - A Study of Lean
Management, PCS Press, 304 p. Recently, Alfred Sloan's work in the 1920s at GM has come
under fire for causing a complicated accounting system to be placed upon American
manufacturers that prevents the implementation of lean manufacturing methods. This has led to
companies which cannot compete effectively with non-Sloan companies such as Toyota. In a
nutshell, the thrust of the criticism is that by using Sloan's methods a company will value
inventory just the same as cash and thus there is no penalty for building up inventory. However,
carrying excessive inventory in the long run is detrimental to a company's operation and induces
hidden costs. ROI is defective. MRP attempts to rationalize Sloan’s methods. Why the
considerable investment in Lean Six Sigma by Ford, GM and Delphi didn't pay off . Another
factor in the criticism is that Sloan considered people on the shop floor to be totally expendable
as a variable cost item to manufacturing. This view is the opposite of how Toyota views
employees. Toyota looks to shop floor employees as their main source of cost savings and
productivity improvements. [In reality, GM managers have spent decades using Sloan’s
success in the 1920s against Ford. It hasn’t worked since 1970. Are they awake yet?] See
Meyer and Waddell 2007. Book not in NYC. Amazon. Refu. Bk.
Waddock, Sandra A., Charles Bodwell, and Samuel B. Graves, 2002, "Responsibility: The new
business imperative," Academy of Management Executive, US, May2002, 16(2):132-149. DOI:
10.5465/AME.2002.7173581. Wd Cnt: 10024. ISSN: 10795545. Businesses today are
experiencing profound pressures to reform and improve stakeholder-related practices and their
impacts on stakeholders and the natural environment -- in short, to manage responsibly as well as
profitably. Pressures derive from three general sources: primary stakeholders such as owners,
employees, customers, and suppliers; secondary stakeholders such as non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), activists, communities, and governments; and general societal trends and
institutional forces. The latter include a proliferation of 'best of' rankings, and global principles
and standards that are raising public expectations about corporate responsibility, and new
reporting initiatives emphasizing the so-called triple bottom lines of economic, social, and
environmental performance. In response, multinational corporations (MNCs) are developing
'total responsibility management' (TRM) systems approaches for managing their responsibilities
to stakeholders and the natural environment. We also present a managerial framework on:
inspiration (vision), integration, and improvement/innovation -- indicators inherent to
responsibility measurement. Jaques not cited. Cited in Benn et al 2007. At Boston College;
ILO. # MS. Pro.
Wade, Murray K., 2004, “A Scientific Approach To Organizational Systems Design, Strategy
Development and Sustainable High Performance,” Redline Advisors, Lamont, ALB, CAN, May,
20 p. (near Edmonton.) A thorough description of Jaques’ requisite organization and Eli
Goldratt’s theory of constraints. Created a diagnostic tool, the Current Reality Tree (CRT), to
identify the root source of organizational problems. Introduced Deming’s system of profound
knowledge (SoPK) to bridge these two theories.
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http://www.redlineadvisors.com/resources/04-5TOCandROTheoryOverview.pdf Ru.
Wadhwa, Vivek, Una Kim de Vitton, and Gary Gereffi, 2008, "How the Disciple Became the
Guru: Is It Time for the U.S. to Learn Workforce Development from Former Disciple India?"
School of Engineering, Duke University, NC, US, 81 p. Working paper. Available online at
SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1170049 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1170049 In the '90s,
India's Information Technology (IT) industry learned to compensate for the country's weak
infrastructure and developed competencies that helped it become a top global player. Now
several industries, including IT, have learned to overcome India's education system. They have
adapted and perfected western practices in workforce training and development, and now take
workers with poor education and weak technical skills and turn them into highly productive
technical specialists and managers able to compete on the world stage. Based on interviews with
the CEOs, HR executives, R&D managers, and employees of 24 leading Indian companies.
Leading businesses in India have developed highly advanced, innovative practices and that these
are allowing industries in India to become globally competitive and grow rapidly. Workforce
development has become a strategic priority and is a central occupation of their executives. The
human-resource function has increased in importance, shifting from support to a key strategic
role. The results are evident in their ability to cultivate and retain workers and in the remarkable
growth rates they are achieving. The lesson is that workforce training and development may be
essential to maintaining a competitive edge. No footnotes. # MS. Pamph.
Wadhwa, Vivek, AnnaLee Saxenian, Ben A. Rissing, and Gary Gereffi, 2008, "Skilled
Immigration and Economic Growth," Applied Research in Economic Development, US, 5(1):614. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1141190 Skilled immigrants have achieved
great success in founding U.S. engineering and technology startups, which have in turn
contributed greatly to the country's economic growth. Our research confirms that advanced
education in STEM fields (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) is correlated with
high rates of entrepreneurship and innovation among both immigrant and U.S.-born founder
populations. U.S. future policy endeavors may target means of attracting and retaining
innovative, highly skilled foreign minds. Cited in Pais 2009. # Misc. PJ.
Wadhwa, Vivek, Gary Gereffi, and Alex Salkever, 2009, "The American Brain Drain and Asia,"
The Asia-Pacific Journal, Vol. 14(1): 09, April 4, 2009. The U.S. has long served as a magnet
for talented scientists, engineers and mathematicians from China and India. This attraction has
proven controversial, both in Asia and U.S. Economic nationalists in China and India have long
complained that the "brain drain" damaged their countries’ ability to compete and slowed
economic development by skimming off the best talent. For their part, critics in the U.S. claimed
that foreign workers arriving on H-1B visas displaced U.S. knowledge workers and pushed down
wages. In the past five years, however, the pull of the U.S. has clearly lessened as the entry
barriers have become more formidable and as rapid economic development in India and China
now provides enhanced opportunities plus a better quality of life. Also, the ongoing financial
crisis in the U.S. has caused a xenophobic backlash, including legal steps taken by the U.S.
Congress to limit temporary H-1B visas by U.S. financial corporations receiving bailout funds.
These changes have created a "reverse brain drain" as thousands of Chinese and Indians have
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returned to their Asian homelands. wadhwa@duke.edu ggere@soc.duke.edu # Misc. PJ.
Wager, L. Wesley, 1965, “Leadership Style, Hierarchical Influence, and Supervisory Role
Obligations,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell UP, Mar1965, 9(4):391-420.
Effectiveness of a supervisory leadership style has been claimed contingent upon the
supervisor’s potential influence in the hierarchical system. But empirical and theoretical
specification of these claims are notably lacking and the precise nature of the linkage between
the style of leadership and hierarchical influence variables remains to be established. The results
show the supportive style of leadership to be a more powerful variable than hierarchical
influence in contributing to the fulfillment of supervisory role obligations. Cited Homans,
Patchen, Pelz. EJ not cited. See Atchison PhD (who gives Wager credit for sparking interest in
Jaques on campus). [KEY PERSON] At U. Wash. Sociology Dept. MS. PJ. A.
Wager, L. Wesley, 1971, "The Expansion of Organizational Authority and Conditions Affecting
Its Denial," Sociometry, ASA, Sage, US, Mar1971, 34(1):91-113. ISSN: 00380431. Managers
have often experienced opposition from employees when they attempted to expand their
accepted sphere of influence into nonwork spheres. In the context of potential corporate
infringement, this research evaluated the relative importance of five variables which related to
such opposition - form of the appeal, channel of communication, type of behavior requested,
company stand, and status group. The magnitude of opposition increased from 10 to 90 per cent
when the form of the appeal and channel of communication was hardened. [This article was as
STUPIDLY pro-authority as I have ever seen: How to successfully infringe. This is the
'third rail' of managerial power - control over the person rather than the work. If you win,
things go boom.] See Baritz 1960 warning. At U. WA. # Misc. PJ. A.
Wager, L. Wesley, and Merlin Brinkerhoff, 1975, “Conferences in Context: Status,
Communication, and Evaluation,” Sociometry, ASA, Sage, US, March, 38(1):32-61. This is
about staff conferences within hierarchical organizations, the communication that takes place - or
doesn’t. (I don’t know these sources, so I don’t know how to evaluate this article.) Cited Jaques
1956. He did not cite Brown 1964 or Davis 1968. # Rp. PJ. A.
Waitzer, Edward, 2005, “Paradigm Flaw: Operational oversight detracts from issues on which
directors can add value,” National Post, Toronto, ON, Canada, 4 May 2005. Boards should
focus on maximizing long-term strategies. Recent, high-profile scandals divert boards from their
long-term duties. Chairman of Stikeman Elliott, served as chairman of the Ontario Securities
Commission from 1993-96. [Not for News section.] On GlobalRO.org website. # Rp. Pop.
Waitzer, Edward J., and Alfredo Enrione, 2005, “Paradigm flaw in the boardroom: Governance
versus management,” International Journal of Disclosure and Governance, London, UK, Dec
2005, 2(4):348-356. The purpose of this paper is to explore a more constructive role for
corporate boards - one that would entail directors recognising the operational primacy of
management and focusing their attention on the manner in which a corporation can best fulfill its
long-term strategy. Paying more attention to nurturing long-term, sustainable value will help
differentiate roles and will suggest the need for new metrics and a deeper appreciation by
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directors of corporate strategy and organisational capacity. At a time when senior management
are dedicating disproportionate resources to immediate compliance issues, it is critical that
boards take a broad view. Cited Jaques 1996. # Rp. PJ.
Waitzer, Edward J., 2007, “Paradigm Flaws: An Agenda for Corporate Governance Reform,”
Banking & Finance Law Review, Scarborough, ONT, CAN, June 2007, 22(3):405-417. The
commercial regulatory landscape is overflowing with recent initiatives aimed at improving the
governance and accountability of corporations with publicly traded securities. There is no doubt
that scandals have helped to expose very serious concerns regarding the efficacy of market
discipline and institutional accountability. However, reacting to them by imposing prescriptive
rules are more likely to undermine confidence than restore it. Effective corporate governance
should involve selecting excellent managers and overseeing their implementation of effective
strategies, while ensuring they are accountable to investors - and, increasingly, other
stakeholders. It should also focus on organizational culture and values. Remarkably, little effort
has been made to justify many of the new governance standards against such principles or the
objectives of securities regulation - investor protection and market efficiency. Cited Jaques
1990; Miller & Le Breton-Miller 2005. # Rp. PJ.
Wakabayashi, Mitsuru, George Graen, Michael Graen, and Martin Graen, 1988, “Japanese
management progress: Mobility into middle management,” Journal of Applied Psychology,
APA, US, March 1988, 73(2):217-227. Management development systems in the leading
Japanese corporations have produced executives and managers acknowledged to be among the
best in the world. Investigated the career progress of 71 college graduates who entered a leading
Japanese corporation at the same time. Results generally supported the early competition model
(first 3 years). [Completely wrong headed.] # Off. PJ. A.
Wakabayashi, Mitsuru, and George Graen, 1989, “Human resource development of Japanese
Manufacturers: Leadership and career investment,” chapter (p. 235-256) in Albert Nedd, Gerald
R. Ferris, and Kendrith M. Rowland, eds., 1989, Research in personnel and human resource
management, Suppl., 1:235-256. JAI Press, Greenwich, CT. An annual. At 3 years there is an
early differentiation amongst newcomers in Japanese firms. This is based on the vertical
exchange between the employee and the manager. The result is ‘tournament mobility.’ It is not
static. (Authors do not use the terms nenko or satei.) See Pucik 1989 (in this issue). Baruch HF
5549 .A2 R4. John Jay HF5549 .A2 R49. Misc. Ch.
Wald, Steven, 2005, “The Impact of Overqualification on Job Search,” International Journal of
Manpower, Bradford, UK, 26(2):140-157. The two main purposes of the paper are: first, to
provide an empirical test of the widely-held view among employers that overqualified workers
are less committed as evidenced by heightened levels of job search, and second, to evaluate the
three explanations of overqualification (matching theory, the theory of differential
overqualification, and the career mobility hypothesis). A sample of employed Canadians aged
18 and over were surveyed in 2000. The empirical results lend support to the matching theory
view that overqualification is sub-optimal from the worker's perspective. This paper adds to the
small number of European studies exploring the connection between overqualification and job
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search. In light of the relatively high rate of overqualification among Canadian workers, are
workers overqualified because they are hired into jobs in which their skills exceed the job
requirements? Or, does overqualification occur as workers upgrade their skills and credentials
faster than the increase in job requirements? See Allen and van der Velden, 2001; Brisbois,
2003, p. 46; Lowe and Schellenberg, 2001, p. 53; Wolbers, 2003. (Overqualification mismatch
self-reported at 27 percent. Fundamental misunderstanding of the issue. The issue is the stabile
incompetence of HR. See Homa Hunt PhD 1967, Goldman PhD 1999, Capelle 1999, and King,
Solomon and Cason 1999.) At York Univ., Toronto, ON. Email: swald@yorku.ca Misc. PJ.
Waldman, David A., 1994, "The contributions of total quality management to a theory of work
performance," The Academy of Management Review, US, July 1994, 19(3):510-536. Based on
recently proposed principles of total quality management (TQM), a system-focused perspective
is considered a determinant of work performance. The system is seen as an important source of
variance affecting performance. Moreover, the individual may be potentially affecting the
system. Hierarchial level and automony are considered key moderating variables. [He missed
Jaques, Brown, Stamp – discretion, etc., but …] Cited Ashforth 1992; Crosby 1979, 1984; Juran
1965; Deming 1982, 1986, 1993; Scholtes 1987, 1988. # MS. PJ. A.
Waldman, David A., and Francis J. Yammarino, 1999, "CEO Charismatic Leadership: levels-ofmanagement and levels-of-analysis effects," Academy of Management Review, April, 24(2):266285. 20p. Wd Cnt: 12541. ISSN: 03637425. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1999.1893936. CEO
charismatic leadership shows how such leadership can, through levels of management and
analysis, impact organizational performance. The authors integrate levels issues relevant to their
relationships, measurement, and echelons, and develop the concept of close versus distant
leadership. Jaques not cited. Cited in Flynn & Staw 2004. Cited Hunt 1991; Hunt & Ropo
1995. See de Luque et al 2008. At AZ State U. West; SUNY at Binghamton. # MS. PJ. A.
Waldman, Michael, 1984a, “Worker Allocation, Hierarchies and the Wage Distribution,” The
Review of Economic Studies, Jan. 1984, 51(1):95-109. Economists traditionally have viewed the
allocation of workers among jobs through the concept of comparative advantage. This article
investigates the absence of comparative advantage to show there is a second factor which plays
an important role. Two results are found. First, high ability workers are matched to those
positions that value high ability. (For example, General Motors because of its size would tend to
have persons at its top of higher ability than American Motors.) [Ha!] Second, the wage
distributions are skewed to the right relative to the underlying ability distributions despite an
absence of any comparative advantage. Cited Mayer 1960, Calvo & Wellisz 1979. MS. PJ. A.
Waldman, Michael, 1984b, “Job Assignments, Signaling, and Efficiency,” The RAND Journal of
Economics, Summer 1984, 15(2):255-267. A model is analyzed in which information about a
worker's ability is only directly revealed to the firm employing the worker. However, other firms
consider the worker's job assignments as an indication of ability. These are an imprecise
(inefficient) signal of the individual's ability. (Perhaps most important, even when a firm has
complete information about a worker's ability, there tends to be inefficient job assignment.) See
Waldman PhD 1982, Stiglitz 1975, Gibbons & Waldman 1999, 2004. MS. PJ. A.
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Waldo, Dwight, 1961, “Organization Theory: An Elephantine Problem,” Public Administration
Review, Washington, DC, Autumn, 21(4):210-225. An essay and literature review. Misc. PJ.
Waldo, Dwight, 1978, “Organization Theory: Revisiting the Elephant,” Public Administration
Review, Washington, DC, 38(6):589-597. An essay and grand literature review, updated.
Includes positive coverage of Jaques 1976. But he didn’t think Jaques’ book or any of the other
org theory books in this review got their arms around the elephant. See Harold Koontz article
1961 and 1980, and Waldo 1961. Misc. PJ.
Waldrop, M. Mitchell, 1992, Complexity: The Emerging Science at the Edge of Order and
Chaos, Penguin Books, England, and Simon & Schuster, New York, NY, 380 p. Intro story of
discoverers. Michael Church 1997 noted the difference between levels of complexity (in
biological systems) and echelons (in human organisation) is reflected in the different implicit
meanings of the term hierarchy found in the literature. As John Holland (1992), one of the
fathers of the science of complexity, pointed out in Waldrop, “...a hierarchical building block
structure utterly transforms a system's ability to learn, evolve and adapt”, p169. Most managers
find this cognitive statement surprising because they are using the term hierarchy to describe
their experience of the stultifying organisational culture that arises out of too many echelons with
command/ control (in which levels of complexity, emergence, and control-without-controlling
are greatly compressed and compromised). (Amen.) “Combinatorics (variation) start working
for me instead of against me,” p. 170. Clio Butler Q175 .W258 1992. NYPL Hum-GenRes
JFD 00-2888. MS. Bk.
Walker, Anthony, and Chau Kwong Wing, 1999, "The relationship between construction project
management theory and transaction cost economics”, Engineering Construction & Architectural
Management, Wiley-Blackwell Publ., Oxford, UK, Jun99, 6(2):166-176. DOI: 10.1046/j.1365232X.1999.00090.x. The process of managing the design and construction of a project on behalf
of a client may be analysed using project management theory based on a contingency approach.
In contrast, the transaction cost approach to the study of economic organization may provide
such an explanation. This approach determines whether functions are provided by the market or
by hierarchy. Jaques not cited. # Misc. PJ.
Walker, Carol A., 2002, “Saving Your Rookie Managers from Themselves,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, April 2002, page 97-102. Star performers often get promoted to managers.
But these qualities undermine their abilities as managers to enable others to achieve, taking a
backseat, and building a team. Five problem areas for rookies – delegating, getting help,
projecting confidence, thinking strategically, and giving feedback. Teaching. Misc. Pro.
Walker, Charles R., 1950, “The Problem of the Repetitive Job,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, May-June, 28(3):54-58. The story of “job enlargement” that worked at IBM to
alleviate the stress, fatigue, and boredom of simple, repetitive work. A classic. Cited by Weiss
& Riesman 1961 (p. 504). City C. Teach. # Alt. Pro.
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Walker, Charles R., Robert H. Guest, and Arthur W. Turner, 1956, The Foreman on the
Assembly Line, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 197 p. Found the amount of managerial time
given to Supervision goes down as the managerial level increases. Conversely, the first-level
employee gets the most and closest supervision. The CEO devotes very little time to
Supervisory activity to his/her subordinates. (This pattern was also observed in Jaques 1956 and
in Ouchi 1977, 1979.) As cited in Peterson 1984. NYPL - OffSite - TMT (Walker, C. R.
Foreman on the assembly line) SIBL only. MS. Bk.
Walker, Gordon, 1985, "Network position and cognition in a computer software firm,"
Administrative Science Quarterly, US, March, 30(1):103-130. ISSN: 00018392. Examined the
relationship between differences in cognition among the members of a software firm and the
position a member occupied in the network of task relationships in the organization. Cognition
was measured through judgments about means-ends associations relevant to software product
success [L3]. Network position was found to be a stronger and more stable predictor of
differences in cognition than the type of function an individual had and the type of product
worked on. Both tenure in the industry and tenure in the firm also were found to have strong and
stable effects. Jaques not cited. Cited in Isabella 1990. At MIT, US. # MS. PJ. A.
Walker, Nigel David, 1961, Morale in the Civil Service: a study of the desk worker, Edinburgh
University Press, UK, 302 p. See Chapter 8, esp. p. 176-193. See citations in Fogarty 1963b (p.
78/76) on the attempt by the employee to seek work at the person’s highest level and (p. 192) on
matching the role to the employee’s level of capacity. Reader in Criminology, Nuffield College,
Oxford. Did not cite EJ or WB. Barnard HD 8013.G7 W15 MS. Bk. UP.
Walker, Robert G., 1989, "The Imperative of Leaders to Create Leaders," Directors & Boards,
McLean, VA, US, Winter89, 13(2):21-25. 5p. ISSN: 0364-9156. The views of a CEO. The
article discussed the proven characteristics for identifying individuals having the highest
probability of attaining success. It is considered that each person who becomes an outstanding
professional has self-discipline. Proven managerial leaders have an intuitive ability to assess the
leadership potential of others. A person with a strong drive is an advantage. Not aware of levels
or Jaques. Cited in Fields 2001 Related PhD. # Misc. Pro.
Walker, Ross G., 1961, “The Judgment Factor in Investment Decisions,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, March-April 1961, p. 93-99. Bemoaned the short-termism of managers
when making budget/investment decisions. Found no answers but looked to organization,
decision-making, education, and complexity for areas in need of exploration. Mentioned Joel
Dean and George Terborgh as writers aware of these issues. Walker was circling the issue of
cognitive complexity. Unaware of Jaques. Misc. Pro.
Wall, Andrew, 1977, “Corporate mentality threat to consensus,” Health and Social Service
Journal, London, UK, Part I: July 15, 1977, p. 1162-1164; “Special skills which make a chief
administrator function,” Part II: July 22, 1977, p. 1188-1189. (A two-part discussion document.)
The role of the chief administrator must be clarified. What is his/her accountability? Is he/she a
controller? A coordinator? Individuals are accountable: teams are not. What is consensus? /
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Team members have the omnipresent sense that the professionals are running the service.
The skills which the chief administrator must have are managerial over several departments:
catering, supplies, transportation, ambulances, accommodation, domestic/ auxiliary work,
laundry, and fire and safety. Thus, skills in planning, especially financial, are needed. He/she is
a decision-maker and a people person. This is described in the Grey Book. # # Rp. Pro.
Wall, Andrew, 1979, “Muscle that’s inflexible,” Health and Social Service Journal, UK, 1
March 1979, p. 214. The Grey Book, a la Brunel, urges monitoring (but in vague terms).
Monitoring by competing peer groups is bound to imply criticism not conducive to improving
standards. This was a display of so-called NHS management skills. Current monitoring suggests
inspection and criticism. The objective of improving patient care could have been pursued with
greater commitment and good humour. Administrator, Bath Health District. # Cr. Pro.
Wall, Andrew, 1982, "Coping with Change," Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK, 1
April 1982, 92(4790):405-408 & cover; 15 districts. Not Scotland. Four articles on the
experience of restructuring 1982 on the day it took effect. # Misc. Pro.
Wall, Andrew, “The Appointed Day,” H&SSJ, p. 405.
Whybrow, Ann, “The Dunkirk spirit,” H&SSJ, p. 406.
Harvey, Derek, “Reorganisation waltz,” H&SSJ, p. 407.
Ferrer, Peter, Dr., “Beating the panel,” H&SSJ, p. 408.
Wall, Andrew, 1999, “Icebergs and Deckchairs - organisational change in the National Health
Service,” The Maureen Dixon Essay Series on Health Service Organization (No. 1 of 4 ?),
Nuffield Trust, UK, 30 Dec 1999, 33 p. ISBN 0 902089 23 5. nuffieldtrust.org.uk Available for
purchase. The constant reorganisation of the NHS has followed managerial fads and fancies, has
confused style with structure, and has been driven by the illusion that there is one perfect
organisation solution (a la Taylorism). Managers have a duty to patients and the government and
this accountability can be honoured through well-defined hierarchies (a la Jaques). Rp. Rep.
Wall, Andrew, 2001, “Being a Health Service Manager - Expectations and Experience. A study
of four generations of managers in the NHS,” The Maureen Dixon Essay Series on Health
Service Organization No. 4 (of 4), Nuffield Trust, UK, 28 Nov 2000, 46 p. ISBN: 1 902089 64
2. Available for purchase: nuffieldtrust.org.uk Interviews with four generations of health
service managers in the NHS. Detailed analysis of the changing status and experience of these
managers to reveal key changes in the nature of the role. The turmoil of constant change. Misc.
Rep.
Wall, A., 2007, “Leadership for a changing NHS,” Journal of Family Health Care, Keyways
Publishing, UK, 2007, 17(1):8-9. A review of recent changes in the NHS. No abstract available.
Jaques and Bioss were out of NHS by then but the changes went on. Not in CUNY or NYPL.
Brunel U. Libr. RT1.P732. Not seen. Misc. Pro.
Wall, Toby D., and Stephen J. Wood, 2005, “The romance of human resource management and
business performance, and the case for big science,” Human Relations, The Tavistock Institute,
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UK, April, 58(4):429-462. doi:10.1177/0018726705055032 It is often assumed that research
over the last decade on has established an effect of human resource management (HRM)
practices on organizational performance. Our critical assessment of existing high performance
work systems studies finds that their methodological limitations make such a conclusion
premature. Future progress depends on using stronger research methods and design that will
require large-scale long-term research. Progress so far justifies such big science. In any event,
these practices may provide justice and equality, enhance well-being, and promote nondiscrimination. Cited Ichniowski. Both at U. of Sheffield, ESRC Centre;
t.d.wall@sheffield.ac.uk and s.j.wood@sheffield.ac.uk. # MS. PJ.
Wallace, Marc J., Jr., 1983, “Methodology, Research Practice, and Progress in Personnel
and Industrial Relations,” Academy of Management Review, US, Jan. 1983, 8(1):6-13. DOI:
10.5465/AMR.1983.4287635. ISSN: 03637425. In 1969 H. Heneman warned personnel
researchers to avoid level of analysis confusion and parochialism in conceptual definitions. This
paper explores these two problems as they currently impede research in job analysis and
comparable worth and calls for more attention to be paid to methods issues. Cited TSD. Jaques
not cited. Cited T. Mahoney 1975; Wallace and Fay 1981; Wallace and Krefting 1975. (Latter
two are unpublished conference presentations. First on TSD.) At U. KY. # MS. PJ. A.
Wallach, Michael A., Nathan Kogan, and Daryl J. Bem, 1964, “Diffusion of Responsibility and
Level of Risk Taking in Groups,” Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 68(3):263-274.
When responsibility is spread across a group, its propensity for risk taking increases. (Not on
Jaques. This would hold for stockholders and associations. Mutual funds would tend toward
risk taking rather than the other way around. Managerial accountability hierarchies therefore
function to reduce risk or at least to keep the employees and managers from taking unauthorized
risks.) Misc. PJ.
Wallis, M. Reid, and T. Owen Jacobs, 1984, “Leadership job dimensions and competency
requirements for commissioned and noncommissioned officers: task IIA, remediate inadequacies
in existing data bases,” Advanced Research Resources Organization, Bethesda, MD; U.S. Army
Research Institute, Alexandria, VA; June 1984, 166 p. With Joyce L. Shields. Report No: ADA142 514. US Army War College Library has it. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Walster, Elaine, Ellen Berscheid, and G. William Walster, 1973, “New Directions in Equity
Research,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Feb., 25(2):151-176. According to
Zelditch’s 1981 book review (q.v.), this article was the basis for both the Berkowitz and Walster
1976 book and the Walster, Walster and Berscheid 1978 book. Zelditch classified this as a
minor variant of the exchange theories of Adams, Blau, and Homans. Individuals maximize
outcomes and equity arises from group interest in maximizing group reward. Everyone strives to
make relevant the basis of reward that maximizes their own self-interest in relationships, not just
pay. But they redefine the input-outcome ratio using financial concepts that drive to a bottom
line: net benefit. The winners are those who have the most power. Zelditch also blasted their
attempts at measurement, which he saw failed as cardinal, interval, ratio, and utterly. Outcome
was defined inconsistently. Equity was defined tautologically. In sum, WBW here led ‘equity
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research’ into quicksand. (A correction to the Walster et al 1973 equity formula is in Appendix I
of Walster et al 1978.) [WBW seem to have lost it. This is not equity theory. Their links to
Adams and Homans appear to be weak. They had no connection to Jaques. Even so, Zelditch
was being a pismire. See Berkowitz et al 1987. Elaine Walster at some point here became
Elaine Hatfield.] Off. PJ.
Walster, Elaine Hatfield, G. William Walster, and Ellen Berscheid, 1978, Equity: theory and
research, Allyn and Bacon, Boston, MA, and London UK, 312 pages. An ‘encyclopedic review
of past research’ on equity theory covering exploiter/victim relationships, philanthropist/recipient
relationships, business relationships, intimate relationships, major theoretical issues, and the
future of equity theory and research. This goes well beyond equity in the workplace. Extensive
Bibliography: p. 271-297. Includes a correction to Walster et al 1973 equity formula. A wellwritten explication of equity theory at the undergraduate level. Jaques 1961 and Adams,
supporting research and critiques are in the business chapter. No citation of Alan Fox. [Elaine
Walster at some point here became Elaine Hatfield.] [CU Law: GJ 282 W16 Cellar.] Off. Bk.
Walter, Gordon A., 1993, “On the Wisdom of Making Values Explicit in Organization Behavior
Research,” chapter in Golembiewski, Robert T., ed., 1993, Handbook of Organization Behavior,
first edition, Marcel Dekker, New York, NY. Also in second edition, 2001. Making the social
science researcher divulge his/her values and assumptions has been a long-standing concern of
Golemiewski. (See Hicks and Goronzy 1967) Misc. Ch.
Walton, Eric J., 2005, “The Persistence of Bureaucracy: A Meta-analysis of Weber’s Model of
Bureaucratic Control,” Organization Studies, Sage / De Gruyter, Berlin, Germany, 2005,
26(4):569-600. The model of bureaucratic control is an enduring part of modern organizational
theory. This study draws on almost four decades of empirical research in assessing the general
validity of the model. Meta-analytical techniques are used for exploring the relative persistence
of the model. The average correlation among the structural variables is .54. There are reasons to
see the bureaucratic model of control as generalizable and of continuing relevance to discussions
of organizational structures. EJ not cited. At Walteka Pty Ltd, AU. Misc. PJ. A.
Walton, Mary, 1986, Deming Management Method, Dodd Mead (Putnam 1988), New York, NY.
See especially the Introduction and Chapter 1. This book is the best general introduction to
Deming’s quality theory. Walton followed Deming for two years to write it. Misc. Bk.
Walton, Mary, 1990, Deming Management At Work, Putnam, New York, NY. See Chapter 1. A
quick overview of the theory plus chapters on implementation cases. A strong follow-on to the
1986 book. Misc. Bk.
Walton, Michael, 1982, "Management Development: An Operational Reality," Journal of
European Industrial Training, [now: European Journal of Training and Development], Emerald
Group Pub., MCB UP Ltd (MCB), Bradford, UK, 6(6):22-26. 5 p. DOI: 10.1108/eb002400.
Increasing emphasis is being accorded the task of making management development actually
work. This review describes an approach that has been carried out within the UK Department of
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Health and Social Security. It links clearly into participants' principal work responsibilities in
their home organizations: 1. Almost all of the work done in the program focuses on managers
within their organizations. 2. The work focuses on freeing and supporting the managers to do
things and actually function as managers within their organizations. 3. Managers are made to
realize that they do not have to take over but can also be effective in a non-directive counseling
role. The model appears to be a powerful way of enabling change and review within
organizations. Main line managers do have responsibilities for the training and development, not
only of themselves, but of their subordinates and colleagues. (This may describe the Jaques/
Bioss model.) Not in NYC. Not online 'til 1992. (Brunel, backfiles?) At DHSS, UK. MS. PJ.
Walton, Michael, 2011, "Leadership behavior-in-context: an antidote to leadership hype,"
Industrial and Commercial Training, Emerald Group Pub., MCB UP Ltd, Bradford, UK,
43(7):415-421. Moved away from an emphasis on a leader's "performance and personality" and
focused on underlying contextual features which could lead to success or failure. Dysfunctional
leadership may be contextually determined. Three ways of looking at executive behavior-incontext were used to highlight the need to look beyond a leader's style in order to assess their
organizational achievements. Any assessment of a leader's performance should be based on their
behavior-in-context. This offered an alternative to an over-focus on the personality of the leader
as the basis for success or failure. Not in NYPL – at all. At Exeter U., UK. # MS. PJ.
Walton, Richard E., 1975, “The Diffusion of New Work Structures: explaining why success did
not take,” Organizational Dynamics, AMA, New York, NY, p, 399-413. Reprinted as chapter
30 in Nadler, David A., Michael L. Tushman, and Nina G. Hatvany, eds., 1982, Managing
Organizations: readings and cases, Little, Brown, Boston, MA. The pilot work restructuring
projects worked well. But there was no top management support and the unions opposed the
new innovations, so they died. (Not clear if this ‘new work’ was QWL, Hackman’s, or
something else. See Gompers’ comments on workplace experiments by intellectuals.) Misc. PJ.
Walton, Richard, 1985, “From Control to Commitment in the Workplace,” Harvard Business
Review, March-April, 63: 76-84. How managers can use psychology and teams to shift from
formal control over workers to inducing a willing commitment from them. This is a shift in
managerial tactics from push to pull. (‘Commitment’ links to Deming and to Jaques as well. It
can lead to managerial manipulation with damage to morale and trust.) A very influential article.
See J. Child 1969 on the abuse of the social sciences for managerial gain. Misc. Pro.
Wand, Paul, and Jeff Wilke, 2001, “South East Arnhem Land Collaborative Research Project:
the origins in Rio Tinto,” Institute of Social Change and Critical Inquiry, Univ. of Wollongong,
Wollongong, NSW, Australia, 21 pages. A pamphlet on the Institute’s project on mining and
aboriginal land tenure in Arnhem Land, No. Terr. NatLibAU has it. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Wang, Chong, 2013, "Conscious Capitalism Firms: do they behave as their proponents say?"
California Management Review, UC-Berkeley, Spring2013, 55(3):60-86. 27p. ISSN: 00081256. Proponents of the Conscious Capitalism (CC) movement claim that CC firms should
demonstrate a lower gross margin, a higher profit margin, a lower SG&A (Sales, General &
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Administration), and a lower marketing expense than non-CC comparable firms. [Mackey,
Tindell, Rauch, Hollander, Strong, Sisodia.] Using a sample of industry-year-size matched
control firms as the CC firms' benchmark, this article shows that empirical evidence largely
disagrees with these conjectures. It further shows that in contrast to the implications of the CC
movement, CC firms neither demonstrated superior stock performance relative to the S&P 500 in
recent years, nor did they respond less to the pressures from the equity market. (CC is
fundamentally different from CSR – Corporate Social Responsibility.) At Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, CA. # Misc. Pro.
Wang, Hui, Anne S. Tsui, and Katherine R. Xin, 2011, "CEO leadership behaviors,
organizational performance, and employees' attitudes," The Leadership Quarterly, February
2011, 22(1):92–105. We first inductively identified categories of CEO leadership behaviors in
the Chinese context. Through a factor analysis, we developed a six-dimension measure of CEO
leadership behaviors, with three dimensions focused on tasks and three dimensions focused on
relationships. Our hypotheses were tested on a matched data set including 739 middle managers
and their supervisors (top managers) in 125 firms. Results from the structural equation modeling
analysis show that the CEO's task-focused behaviors are directly linked to firm performance.
The CEO's relationship-focused behaviors are related to employees' attitudes and, through
these attitudes, to firm performance. Cited Hunt 1991; Denison, et al 1995. # Misc. PJ. A.
Wang, Xun (George), 2007, "Teaching about American Corporations in China: An International,
Interdisciplinary, and Team-Taught Seminar," Journal for Global Business Education, May2007,
Vol. 7, p37-48, 12p. ISSN: 15516784. The article offers information on the seminar "American
Corporation in Its Social and Cultural Context" conducted by the U.S. Information Agency
(USIA) at the People's University of China (PUC) in Beijing, China. The overall theme of the
seminar was taken from a tradition of political economics. The seminar helped Chinese students
begin to think about the American corporation as a model for economic development in China.
Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Wanous, John P., 1976, "Organizational Entry: From naive expectations to realistic beliefs,"
Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, US, Feb., 61(1):22-29. Questionnaire data on job
expectations, actual job, and satisfaction on Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire were obtained
from MBA students entering three different schools, and from female newly entering telephone
operators. The MBAs showed a decline from naive expectations to lower, realistic beliefs for the
intrinsic but not the extrinsic factor. Similar, but not as strong, results were found for the
telephone operators. The decline in intrinsic expectations was greater for the insiders than the
newcomers. Cited in Louis 1980. NYPL online. # Misc. PJ. A.
Wanous, John P., 1977, "Organization Entry: Newcomers moving from outside to inside,"
Psychological Bulletin, APA, US, July, 84(4):601-618. All theories seem to find some support.
[Great.] There is a severe problem here with the research. [Compare to marriage?] Cited in
Louis 1980. Jaques not cited. At Mich. State. # Misc. PJ. A.
Wanous, John P., 1978, "Realistic Job Previews: Can a procedure to reduce turnover also
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influence the relationship between abilities and performance?" Personnel Psychology, WileyBlackwell, US/UK, June, 31(2):249-258. RJPs do not impact either the level of job performance
or the ability-performance relationship. Less than half of the studies done to date include
performance and none include ability. This was a research gap. Cited in Louis 1980. Jaques
not cited. At Mich. State. # Misc. PJ.
Wanous, John P., 1980, Organizational Entry: recruitment, selection, and socialization of
newcomers, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 223 p. Presented a matching model between the
individual and the organization based on the abilities required for job and by the person's
potential (p. 11). This was in contrast to the HR school which matched the employee's needs to
the firm's offering. Contrasted Maslow's hierarchy of needs with the E-R-G model (p. 13). Why
realistic job recruitment gave better results. Why even the more successful managers develop
more unfavorable attitudes toward the firm (AT&T, p. 26) as time goes by. Pay had the least
discrepancy (p. 27). Sears data on managerial dissatisfaction was included (p. 31). Cited in
Louis 1980. Jaques not cited. Clio os HF5549.5 .R44 W36. Teach. Ch 1 & 2 # Misc. Bk.
Ward, Allen, Jeffrey K. Liker, John J. Cristiano, and Durwood K. Sobek II, 1995, “The Second
Toyota Paradox: How Delaying Decisions Helps Make Better Cars Faster,” Sloan Management
Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, Spring, 36(3):43-62. “Inefficient” individual steps led to a
superior development process overall. At Japan’s Toyota “engineers serve fifteen years before
reaching management positions. Set-based concurrent engineering seems likely to require more
skill and judgment than the simpler point-to-point approach [used by Toyota’s competitors]; its
adoption by companies with lower than average skill levels might be difficult” (p. 60). [A
Stratum III-IV process beats one at Stratum II every time.] Managers delay design decisions as
long as possible. (See Mahler & Wrightnour 1973 re General Electric’s 12 year lowermanagement tenure. See Cusumano Microsoft Secrets.) Jaques not cited. # MS. Pro.
Ward, Roswell, 1946, The Personnel Program of Jack & Heintz, Harper, NY, NY, US; London,
UK, 146 p. A small, personal book about the personnel policies of one firm. The management
recognized that modern, industrial labor had intelligence and was to be rewarded for its use.
Every firm had three resources: brain power (mgt, R&D, engineers), machine power, and man
power. It used six methods: elimination of gulf between management and labor, collaboration,
development of economic security, physical security, personal security, and a strong will to
work. This firm looks requisite. Baruch & City Coll. HD6971 .W3. Misc. Bk.
Ward, Tom, 1967, “Management Jargon Explained,” Management Decision, MCB UP Ltd.,
Emerald online, UK, 1(3):48. “TIME SPAN OF DISCRETION. The great debate on the Prices
and Incomes Act, the wages freeze and the period of severe restraint, is fundamentally a return to
the argument for determining wages by the pressures of market forces. The supporters of this
view accept that it is natural for wages and salaries to be fixed by the compromise of conflicting
claims, if only because of the absence of more effective methods of measuring the comparative
content of work.” (Dictionary-like - off the wall.) In Clio Bus. SIBL. See Keaveny 2005. Off.
PJ.
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Ward, Tom, 1969, “Exploration in Management - Glacier Project Re-considered,” Management
Decision, MCB UP Ltd., Bradford, UK, 3(3):18-20. The Glacier Metal Company is one of the
largest manufacturers of plain bearings in Europe. Their products are used largely in the motor
car industry, but extend to all areas of engineering application. The considerable interest shown
by the company in industrial relations problems had caught the attention of researchers at the end
of the Second World War. When the Human Factors Panel of the Committee of Industrial
Productivity financed a research project into the sources of group stress in industry, the
Tavistock Institute of Human Relations was asked to conduct this research. The Institute chose
the Glacier Metal Company as one of the very few which could provide the collaborative basis
for such a creative research, which became known as the Glacier Project. The author of this
article was a member of the original research team which commenced its study in 1948. Cited
Joe Kelly 1965. See Love 1969 - in same issue. See file Ward++Love-1969. # Rp. PJ.
Warglien, Massimo, 1995, “Hierarchical Selection and Organizational Adaptation,” Industrial
and Corporate Change, Oxford Journals, Oxford University Press, UK, Jan., 4(1):161-186. The
paper portrays the firm as a hierarchy of processes, exploring how interactions among nested
dynamics shape the evolution of organizations. A computer model of intra-organizational
evolution shows how interactions among different process levels within the firm lead to the
emergence of an ‘adaptation style’, by dynamically tuning exploration efforts and exploitation
opportunities. In complex environments, this results in waveform processes of discovery and
learning, which may be subject to competence and memory traps. The model analyzes
interactions between innovation and diffusion of organizational competencies, showing how
different strategies of competence replication arise along innovation cycles. Furthermore, the
paper suggests how the model can be operationalized, singling out organizations' ‘traits’ and
tracking their diffusion and modification over time. See Landsberger 1961, Kriger 1983/1992.
Dipartimento di economia e direzione aziendale, UniversitΒ di Venezia, Italia.
warglien@unive.it SIBL has abstract only online. MS. PJ. A.
Warham, Joyce, 1977, An Open Case: The Organizational Context of Social Work, Routledge
and Kegan Paul, London, UK. This is the right moment for an overview and evaluation of the
Bioss and Jaques intervention. Cited Rowbottom 1973; Bioss 1974; Kogan 1971; Brown 1960.
At U. Keele. NYPL Hum Gen Res JLD 79-235. Cr. Bk.
Waring, Peter, 1999, “The Rise of Individualism in Australian Industrial Relations,” New
Zealand Journal of Industrial Relations, Wellington, NZ, Oct., 24(3):291-318. State and
Commonwealth legislation encouraged individual contract formation during the 1990s. Coupled
with individualistic HRM techniques, this has led to a trend toward individualism in industrial
relations policy and practice. This was begun at CRA (now Rio Tinto) with Carnegie, Jaques,
and Macdonald beginning in the late 1970s. Collective industrial relations remain dominant.
See Waring Related PhD 2000. Cr. PJ.
Waring, Peter, and Michael Barry, 2001, “The changing frontier of control in coal: Evidence
from a decade of enterprise bargaining in the Australian black coal mining industry,” Australian
Bulletin of Labour, Adelaide, SA, AU, Sep 2001, 27(3):216-237. Recent research on the
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Australian coal industry has highlighted the difficulties the industry faces arising from reduced
world coal prices, escalating production costs, and overall declining levels of profitability,
despite strong demand for coal. In response to these difficulties, management have sought, via
enterprise bargaining, to increase labor flexibility and productivity, and weaken union control at
the mine site level. This paper examines the contents of certified agreements struck in the coal
mining districts of NSW and Queensland since 1995. The analysis focuses on changing work
organization, external labor arrangements, union security and retrenchment provisions, and other
industrial relations issues. It is argued that the frontier of control at the mine site level has
shifted considerably in favor of management during the 1990s, although not to the extent
expected. See Conner and Waring 2002; Kessler and Purcell 1995. Based on Waring 2000
Related PhD. Misc. PJ.
Warner, Malcolm, 1981. (See Nystrom and Starbuck 1981, Volume I, Chapter 8.) ~
Warner, Malcolm, 1984, Organizations and Experiments: Designing New Ways of Managing
Work, Wiley, New York, NY, 194 p. Mentioned the Glacier Project along with Taylor, Mayo,
and other field experiments. See Notz 1986 book review. D. Bk.
Warner, Malcolm, 1994, “Japanese Culture, Western Management: Taylorism and Human
Resources in Japan,” Organization Studies, Walter De Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany,
15(4):509-533. Essay on the adaptation and adoption of Taylor and HRM in Japan through an
Eastern “organization oriented” context rather than a “market oriented” context, as in the West.
Does not mention Jaques, Deming, Juran, Feigenbaum, or Ishikawa. Does mention Shingo,
Ford, Toyota, and Taylor. Most intriguing. Misc. PJ. A.
Warner, Malcolm, (ed.), 1996 (1st: 6 v.) and 2002 (2nd: 8 v.), International Encyclopedia of
Business and Management, [IEBM], (1st) Routledge, London and New York, (2nd) Thomson
Learning, London, UK. (See 1998 IEBM Handbook as well.) See essay by Gillian Stamp on
Career Path Appreciation (CPA) (?), on Jaques (?), on SST (?), on R.O. (?). Misc. Bk.
Warner, Malcolm, ed., 1998, The IEBM Handbook of Management Thinking, International
Thomson Business Press, Boston, MA, and London, UK. (International encyclopedia of
business and management) Essay by Gillian Stamp on Elliott Jaques and the organization
theory. Short essays on perhaps 150 management thinkers. A valuable reference. D. Bk.
Warner, Nicholas, 2007, “Screening leadership through Shakespeare: Paradoxes of leader–
follower relations in Henry V on film,” The Leadership Quarterly, February 2007, 18(1):1-15.
This paper focuses on the depiction of leadership in Kenneth Branagh's cinematic interpretation
of Shakespeare's history play, Henry V. It also has substantial comparative discussion of the
earlier version directed by Laurence Olivier - an important and justly celebrated film, but one
that lacks the Branagh film's nuanced, detailed emphasis on leader-follower relations. Blending
analysis of performance and film technique with the insights of leadership research in the social
sciences, this paper explores the film's treatment of transformational leadership, charisma, task
vs. relationship approaches, and follower empowerment. The paper argues that in terms of
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leadership technique, King Henry exemplifies what contemporary theory generally associates
with effective, inspiring leadership. In terms of leadership content, however - content
understood here as the goals and consequences of leadership - Branagh's film seriously qualifies
and darkens the moral dimensions of Henry's rule. Throughout the film, follower empowerment
paradoxically operates as a form of follower control, serving chiefly to advance the king's own
agenda of imperialism and power aggrandizement. Ultimately, Branagh's Henry V is a
brilliantly realized artistic examination of how the most compelling, follower-enhancing
leadership can become insidiously compromised by its own ethical myopia. At Claremont
McKenna. Misc. PJ.
Warner, R. Stephen, 1978, “Toward a Redefinition of Action Theory: Paying the Cognitive
Element Its Due,” The American Journal of Sociology, May 1978, 83(6):1317-1349. Parsons
construed Hobbes to mean the solution to social disorder is ‘internalized normative motivation’
[morality and religion]. Summarized a series of critiques of Parsons in the 1970s by Whitney
Pope, Jere Cohen and Lawrence E. Hazelrigg. Gave a critique of Parsons’ interpretations of
Durkheim and Weber as ‘converging’ toward each other. Noted Gerald Suttles (1968 not herein)
found the elements of ‘situation’ and ‘ends’ [goals] in the creation of social order by residents in
the U.S. slum were less moral (normative) than cognitive. Parsons’s comment follows. Then
Pope and Cohen have their turn. (I’m glad they’re gents and all, but I declare I’s gonna puke
over this here sociological controversy which been goin’ on fo’ three whole years. Give me the
Hatfield’s and McCoy’s any day. Where’s my whiskey?) Misc. PJ. A.
Warner, Timothy N., 1987, “Information Technology as a Competitive Burden,” Sloan
Management Review, Cambridge, MA, Fall, 29(1):55-61. Reprinted 1990 as a chapter in
Management Information Systems: Readings and Cases, Harper Collins, pp. 69-78. An elaborate
IT system is a signal of inefficient production. Firms should use IT only after exhausting
continual improvement and system reorganization (TQM orientation). One key deficiency:
blame the computer for stockouts and excess inventory buffers: no one is accountable.
MRP/ERP is expensive, rigid and error-prone. (PS: see van Clieaf - does IT contribute to firm’s
failure to earn cost of capital? See John Deere example.) Contrast with Chan and Heide 1992.
Cited by Floyd and Wooldridge 1996. Unaware of Jaques. Warner was at York U. Refu. Pro.
Warner, W. Lloyd, and Norman H. Martin, eds., 1959, Industrial Man; businessmen and
business organizations, Harper, NY, NY, USA, 580 p. This collection from published sources is
representative of the U. of Chicago, second generation of sociologists-anthropologists. [Several
chapters are included separately in this Bibliography.] ~ Contents:
Businessmen and business life -The psychodynamics of the executive role / William E. Henry -The personality of a successful man ; Case histories of two "unsuccessful" men / W. Lloyd
Warner and James C. Abegglen -Promotable executives / C. Wilson Randle -Bureaucratic structure and personality / Robert K. Merton -Occupational succession / W. Lloyd Warner and James C. Abegglen -Patterns of mobility within industrial organizations / Norman H. Martin and Anselm L. Strauss --
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The social origins and acquired characteristics of business leaders / W. Lloyd Warner and James
C. Abegglen -The business elite in business bureaucracies / William Miller -The big business executive / Mabel Newcomer -Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gray learn Charles is a success / John P. Marquand -The motivations of businessmen / George Katona -The tasks of management / Peter F. Drucker -The determination of policy / Richard M. Cyert, Herbert A. Simon, and Donald B. Trow -Managerial strategies / David G. Moore -Businessmen and their organizations in Europe and America : a comparative analysis / Frederick
H. Harbison and Eugene W. Burgess –
Control and freedom in American corporate hierarchies / Ernest Dale -Managers, corporate structure, and employee morale : a case study / James C. Worthy -The status structure of management / Chester I. Barnard -Social structure and economic institutions / A.R. Radcliffe-Brown -The levels of management and their mental demands / Norman H. Martin
The supervisory dilemma / Floyd C. Mann and James K. Dent -Human relations reconsidered / William Foote Whyte -A dissenting voice on human relations in industry / Malcolm P. McNair -The purposes and resolution of industrial conflict / Clark Kerr -The problem of dual allegiance / T.V. Purcell -Mutual survival / E. Wight Bakke -The future of industrial conflict / Arthur Kornhauser -The Lowells and the emergence of an American managerial elite / Robert K. Lamb –
Culture, society, and industrial development / Glenn Gilman -The manager in simple and complex societies / W. Lloyd Warner and J.O. Low -The Rabble hypothesis versus structural analysis / Elton Mayo –
The creed of American business enterprise / Francis X. Sutton, Seymour E. Harris, Carl Kaysen,
and James Tobin -Big business : the ideology of attack / John D. Glover -Big business : an ideology of defense / David E. Lilienthal -The American image of big business / Burleigh B. Gardner and Lee Rainwater -The social ethic / William H. Whyte -The problem of freedom / Bennet E. Kline and Norman H. Martin -The problem of power / Norman H. Martin and John Howard Sims -The responsibilities of management / Peter F. Drucker -The problem of bigness / Kenneth Boulding.
Cuny Baruch, City, JJay; Clio HD30 .W3. NYPL Schw D 12-2934. Misc. Bk.
Warren, Bruce W., and Deborah Rosenthal, 2006, “Teaching Business Ethics - Is it a Lost
Cause?” International Journal of Management, Poole, Dorset, UK, and Geelong, Vic., Australia,
Sep 2006, 23(3, Part 2): 679-698. This paper reviews current corporate scandals to include such
noteworthy examples as Frank Quattrone, Martin Grass, Martha Stewart, Tyco, United Nations,
WorldCom, Adelphia Communications, Fannie Mae, Parmalat, Qwest Communications, Rite
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Aid, Health South, Enron and Kenneth Lay - to name a few. Several key individuals involved
with these scandals are graduates of business schools and this paper examines what some of
those business schools and other business schools have done regarding their respective curricula
in the ethics area and the potential implications for the future. Cited Jaques 2003 (p. 689):
(Ethics can’t be taught, but must be designed into authority and accountability of the firm.);
DiTomaso et al 2003. Both at Simmons Coll., MA. US. Teach. # D. PJ.
Wasdell, David, Rev., 1980, “Long range planning and the church,” Long Range Planning, UK,
June 1980, 13(3):99-108. [Anglican.] Examined the incongruence of long range planning within
a traditional religious organization and analysed the performance of a typical work-unit. Showed
the difficulties in regaining a clear grasp of the purpose of the institution. Dir., Urban Church
Project, Poplar, London, UK. Cited Jaques 1978; Menzies 1970. Not Stamp. # Rp. PJ. A.
Washburn, Kevin K., 2010, “Elena Kagan and the Miracle at Harvard,” Journal of Legal
Education (Forthcoming): Models Of Leadership eJournal, Social Science Elec. Pub. Inc., 2(5),
July 14, 2010. For most of the past fifty years, attending Harvard Law School was a miserable
experience. While a handful of students reaped vast rewards, others were scarred for life.
During Elena Kagan’s tenure as dean, Harvard Law School was transformed and today, students
embrace the institution. Kagan was known for walking the halls tirelessly to learn the views of
her bright and independent colleagues and to seek consensus. This essay seeks to describe
Kagan’s transformational leadership and provide insight as to the specific changes Kagan made
to accomplish the miracle. A case. Dean, U. NM – Law, Albuquerque, NM, USA. Misc. PJ.
Washbush, John B., 2002, “Deming: A new philosophy or another voice?” Management
Decision, Emerald online, London, UK, 2002, 40(10):1029-1036. This article questions the
widely held proposition that the management philosophy of W. Edwards Deming, with its focus
on quality improvement and pragmatic thinking, is a new conceptual paradigm which renders
previous management thought, particularly that represented by the scientific management
concepts of Frederick W. Taylor, obsolete and wrong-headed. A closer examination of the
similarities between older management theories and those of Deming indicates that there is
significant commonality. Deming has provided, not a radical new school of thought, but a
complementary body of emphases that enrich our understanding of management rather than
revolutionize it. [Hogwash. The revolution is taking place in the marketplace. Academics can
sleep thru it.] Cited Mooney 1996. See Delavigne and Robertson 1994. # Misc. PJ.
Washington, George, 1789. Letters. See White, Leonard D., 1948, The Federalists; a study in
administrative history, Macmillan Co., New York, NY, 538 p. George knew the differences of
this theory and put it into letters just before he assumed the presidency. Gore put part of these
quotes into his 1993 report. See both. ~
Wasserman, Harry, 1971, “The Professional Social Worker in a Bureaucracy,” Social Work, NY,
NY, US, Jan., 16(1):89-95. A social worker in the current bureaucracy accepts the system and
does not fight it on behalf of his/her clients. If the social worker does ‘buck’ the organization
he/she often suffers from emotional and physical fatigue and becomes cynical and defeatist. If
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he/she adapts to the bureaucracy, the consequence is massive frustration or he/she becomes a
‘mindless functionary.’ The social worker is thus caught up in this brutal intersection of
contradictory values. (Great social analysis.) See John Rea Price 1971 on situation in the UK
(2). Abstracted in BJSW by Rose Mary Braithwaite in Autumn 1972, 2(3):418-419. [Referred to
Price 1971, in two parts.] Misc. PJ.
Wasti, Syeda Arzu, 1998, “Cultural barriers in the transferability of Japanese and American
human resources practices to developing countries: The Turkish case,” International Journal of
Human Resource Management, Routledge, London, UK, Aug., 9(4):608-631. Japanese human
resources practices are more compatible with Turkish societal characteristics than are their
American or Western counterparts. Cited S. Sargut 1994. (See NY Times 7/6/10, p. A1: story on
Turkey’s export success Eastward.) At U. Illinois, Urbana-Champagne. Misc. PJ.
Watanabe, Katsuaki, 2007, “Lessons from Toyota’s Long Drive,” Harvard Business Review,
July-Aug. 2007, p. 74-83. [President of Toyota interviewed by Thomas A. Stewart and Anand P.
Raman.] In 2008 Toyota becomes the world’s largest auto maker, larger than GM. Toyota’s
managing for the long-term is key. Mind-set is more important than tools. The firm is running
scared. That’s good. The Toyota Way is continual improvement and respect for people. “We
must improve product quality, keep reducing costs, and in order to attain those two objectives,
develop human resources.” “Unless we enhance quality today, we can’t hope for growth in the
future.” “The company strategy puts equal emphasis on taking in opportunities and avoiding or
absorbing risks.” “I don’t think I have a complete understanding [of the Toyota Way] even
today, and I have worked for the company for 43 years.” HBR: Making cars is a capitalintensive business, but manufacturing at Toyota is a human capital-intensive business. “Toyota
develops T-type people [for depth and breadth]. … However, in many countries outside Japan
it’s tough to employ people for the long term.” “Training a T-type manager takes 20 years or
so.” “Change can be produced by kaisen [continual innovation or improvement], but it may also
need to be brought about by kakushin [revolutionary change or radical innovation].” “The way
Toyota makes cars … [is the] ‘simple, slim, and speedy’ production system.” “We pursue cost
reduction efforts based on relationships of trust.” “Once you indicate the direction in which the
company should move, and as long as you have that direction right, you can leave other people
to do the things that are necessary to get there.” See Raynor 2007, IBQ article. MS. Pro.
Watanabe, Susumu, 1993, “Work organization, technical progress and culture,” chapter 16 (p.
353-372) in Foray, Dominique, and Christopher Freeman, eds., 1993, Technology and The
Wealth of Nations: the dynamics of constructed advantage, St. Martin’s Press, London, UK;
New York, NY, 406 p. Competitiveness and QC-circles. As each stage of technology lifts the
firm to the next level, the QC-circles act to allow the workers to implement the changes and
adapt to the technological innovation. The workers change the institution to fit the technology.
They have a life-time employment system, an egalitarian promotion system and reimbursement
system. Western imitation of Japanese practices has kept QC-circles on the back burner.
(Ftnt 38 is from the Nikkeiren 1988.) SIBL 93-698. Misc. Ch.
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Waterman, Robert H., Thomas J. Peters, and Julien R. Phillips, 1980, “Structure is Not
Organization,” Business Horizons, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN, June, p. 14-26. This is
the first description of the full McKinsey 7-S framework. They give thanks to Anthony Athos at
HBS for help on the ideas. Phillips was a McKinsey associate in the San Francisco office. No
mention of Jaques or Weick, etc. See Peters and Waterman 1982. Alt. PJ.
Waterman, Robert H., Jr., 1987, The Renewal Factor, how the best get and keep the competitive
edge, Bantam Books, New York, NY, & Toronto, ON, 338 p. Developed the concept of
“Directed Autonomy,” where employees are “empowered - encouraged, in fact, - to do things
their way. Suggestions are actively sought. But all this takes place in a context of direction.”
This is similar to Jaques’ discretion within limits. See p. 75-80, 86-94. This was largely based
on Deming. See Sanwa Bank example from Japan in 1969 and Skylab “sit-down” strike.
Managers must create a “solution space.” Other authors have called this “responsible
autonomy”. Ciba-Geigy adopted this as part of its Vision 2000 reformation in 1993: see C.
Kennedy 1993. (Was this Work Levels? D.K.) MS. Bk.
Waterman, Robert H., 1994, What America Does Right: learning from companies that put people
first, Norton, New York, NY, 318 p. Praised Proctor & Gamble, FedEx, AES Corp., Levi
Strauss, Rubbermaid, Merck, and Motorola. Waterman wrote this book because he was “mad as
hell ... at American managers’ short attention spans and their pointless search for magic formulas
for business success.” Really. That's what he said. (See P&G’s Lima OH plant.) Barnard HD
70 .U5 W30. Misc. Bk.
Watkin, Brian, 1978, The National Health Service: the first phase, 1948-1974, and After,
Allen & Unwin, London and Boston, 170 p. Esp. chapter 9 (p. 134-151): Reorganisation –
Launched on a Sea of Words. Throughout the 1960s and into the 1970s there was severe
pressure to change the NHS. The First and Second Green Papers, the Consultative Document,
The White Paper, and the management arrangements for the reorganized NHS. McKinsey and
Brunel (BIOSS), headed by Jaques, were the consultants (p. 146). Disaster awaited. Solid
background to the 1974 reorganisation. (Cited Jaques p. 146.) NYPL Schw JLD 79-842
(SASB). CUNY Baruch RA412.5.G7 W37. Brunel U. Libry. RA395.G6W37. W. Bk.
Watkins, Karen E., 1990, “A Common Body of Knowledge Is Nonsense in a Field in Search of
Itself,” Human Resource Development Quarterly, ASTD, Jossey-Bass/Wiley, San Francisco,
CA, Summer 1990, 1(2):181-185. There is little doubt that HRD is a field in search of a
definition but the concept of a common body of knowledge or a core curriculum is a seductive
response to that dilemma. The author says that there is a need to standardize not the curriculum,
but the vision for the field. Cited Jaques 1987 (address to UT students Nov. 13). Not in CUNY
or NYPL. Clio TC online. At UTX-Austin. # Refu. PJ.
Watkins, Karen E., 2000, "Aims, Roles, and Structures for Human Resource Development,"
Advances in Developing Human Resources, Sage/Berrett-Kohler, San Francisco, Cal., US, Aug.
2000, 2(3):54-59. doi: 10.1177/152342230000200308. Practitioners often find themselves
admonished to draw heavily on sound theory to inform their work, yet this theory is often
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inconsistent. (It sure is.) Cited Jaques 1989 (backwards); Mink & Watkins 1989. # W. PJ.
Watkins, Michael, 2003, The First 90 Days: Critical Success Strategies for New Leaders at all
Levels, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 253 p. Good, grad level. Introduction is
well done. But while Watkins cites 40-50% of all new executives fail – he still tries to add
acceleration to the mix. Not smart: adding gasoline to the fire. He seems to be unaware of
capability levels or multilevel interactions. Cited Charan, Drotter and Noel 2001; Heifetz 1994.
Jaques not cited. Cited by Kesler and Kirincic 2005. Clio Bus, CUNY Boro of Manh &
Kingsboro HD57.7 .W38 2003. NYPL SIBL JBD 04-118. Intro # Misc. Bk.
Watkins, Michael D., 2012, "How Managers Become Leaders," Harvard Business Review, HBR,
Boston, Mass., US, June, Harvard Business Review, 90(6):64-72. There are 7 seismic shifts in
focus needed to become a CEO of an enterprise: from specialist to generalist; from analyst to
integrator; tactician to strategist; bricklayer to architect; problem solver to agenda setter; warrior
to diplomat; and supporting cast member to lead role. Each of them is bigger than you think.
Career crossroads. [From Charan, et al, 2001, The Leadership Pipeline.] # MS. Pro.
Watkins, Sherron S., 2006, “Lessons from Inside Enron,” chapter nine (p. 169-178) in Epstein,
Marc J., and Kirk O. Hanson, eds., 2006, The Accountable Corporation, [Business Ethics, vol.
2], Praeger, Westport, CT, four volumes. Watkins told the CEO, Ken Lay, what was going on in
Enron. The dark side of innovation is fraud. She cited three conditions for corruption:
pressure to produce results; the opportunity to cheat; and (most important) a
rationalization that the activity is not cheating. Lay asked others for a superficial
investigation - that nothing was amiss. He got his OK. Compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act requires employee hotlines, boards asking themselves the 10 questions that Charan and
Schlosser published in Fortune Oct. 27, 2003, and an internal investigator/auditor to review all
proposed deals. To have this auditor be paid as much as the other heads, be unquestioned, and
not be subject to quantitative analysis or comparison. Trust the person’s discretion and honesty.
Wall St. has provided no leadership on ethics, scandals, or trust. See Stanley 1994. Misc. Ch.
Watson, Elizabeth M., and Elliott Jaques, 1998, “Police Leadership Through Organizational
Transformation,” United States Department of Justice, Washington, DC, March 1998, 66 p.
Cited in Watson 2005. # Rp. Rep.
Watson, Elizabeth M., 2005, “The Requisite Path to Community Policing,” International Journal
of Applied Psychoanalytic Studies, Special Issue: Elliott Jaques 1: The Contributions of Elliott
Jaques, Whurr Publishers (subsidiary of John Wiley), New York and London, December 2005,
2(4):381-388. This was based on Watson’s field research in local police departments with
Jaques that was sponsored by the U.S. Justice Department. Described the author's experience of
collaborating with Elliott Jaques in an examination of community policing for six years before
his death in 2003. It described how they met, some things she learned from him, the findings of
the research, and why his work holds such potential for enhancing effectiveness of policing in
democratic societies. email: Elizabeth M. Watson (copshop@earthlink.net) # Rp. PJ.
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Watson, Gregory H., 2003, “Strategy Realization through Collaborative Action.” Reading for
Strategy class ETM-5111 at Oklahoma State U. Unpublished online paper. 19 p. The goal of
YHP’s hoshin kanri was to translate qualitative, directional or strategic goals of an organization
into quantitative, achievable actions that focus on fundamental business priorities achieving
significant competitive breakthroughs – in short, the leaders at HP in the West saw hoshin kanri
as MBO done right. [Tatamae vs. honne.] Cited Osada 1998. # Ru. Rep.
Watson, Jeanne, 1958, “A Formal Analysis of Sociable Interaction,” Sociometry, ASA, Sage,
US, December, 21(4):269-280. There are three domains of sociable interaction - work-oriented,
familial, and sociable. This was an attempt to distinguish the work-oriented interaction from the
other types. “Influenced by the work of Elliott Jaques.” [No publication cited: 1951, 1956 ?] #
Rp. PJ. A.
Watson, Thomas J., Jr., 1965, "CREATIVITY: A major business challenge," Columbia Journal
of World Business, NY, NY, US, Fall 1965, Inaugural Issue, 1(0):29-36. Creativity was outside
the chain of command and the pay system. We were left with "the nagging feeling that we have
not yet come to grips in American business with the central problem." (Watson described the
issue, but had no solution.) Watson also put his finger on the difference in information between
firm and college: "Much of the knowledge we generate [at IBM] is of a proprietary nature, and
this imposes a basic restriction on us that a university normally does not have to consider." Polar
opposites. Cited Heilbroner 1964. See Chandler 1966. Chairman, IBM. # Misc. PJ.
Watson, Tom, 1970, “Job Evaluation,” chapter 14 (p. 173-186) in Lock, Dennis, ed., 1972,
Guide to Management Techniques, 2nd edn., Gower Press, London, UK; Wiley, NY, NY, 482 p.
Adv. ed.: George Bull. There were five types of job evaluations in use in the UK. Jaques’ timespan was the least used of the five. But both time-span of decision (Jaques) and decision band
(Paterson) were widely used by personnel managers in the UK as ‘dominant elements’ of job
evaluation. Both provided indirect measures of job worth. ‘TSD’ included in glossary of
management terms (p. 479). (See Roff and Watson 1971.) Cited Jaques 1964. Clio Offsite
HD31 .G83 1972. Hunter Mn (level B2). NYU Bobst. Rp. Ch.
Watson, Tony J., 1994, In Search of Management: culture, chaos and control in managerial
work, Routledge, London/New York, UK, 242 p. (Reissued edn. 2001.) A complex,
ethnographic study of trust, control, careers, culture, language, redundancy, values, strategy,
structure, and survival in management. Cited Mant 1979; Baldamus 1961; A. Fox 1974 (BC,
MM); Guest 1991; Gouldner 1971; Jackall 1988; Schein 1978; Whitley 1989; Hutchinson 1985.
EJ not cited, but many friends were. Nottingham Bus. Sch., UK. SIBL JBE 95-669. MS. Bk.
Wattenwyl, Jean-Jacques von, 1967, La motivation du travail et son importance pour la conduite
du personnel dans l'entreprise, P. G. Keller, Zürich, Ch, 122 p. (Also: PhD thesis in labor
economics, Université de Neuchâtel, Faculté de droit et des sciences économiques, 1967.)
Scientific management versus the human relations approach. Described the 'Pittsburgh studies'
of Herzberg et al. Stressed the importance of human motivation, including intellectual, to
productivity inside the enterprise. Jaques not cited. Cited Gellerman 1962, 1963 (esp. p. 173-4);
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R. W. White 1959; Herzberg et al 1959, 1961, 1962; Maier 1962; W. F. Whyte 1955. Not in
CUNY, Clio. NYPL Schw D-19 7908. No cigar. Interesting. Misc. Bk.
Wealleans, David, 2001, The organizational measurement manual, Gower, Aldershot,
Hampshire, England; Burlington, VT, 178 p. Chapter 13 (p. 162) ‘Long Term’ is about
measuring organizations, purposes, and processes across time. Derived from TQM but important
for RO too. Worth a look and a think. MS. Bk.
Wealleans, David, 2003, The people measurement manual: measuring attitudes, behaviours and
beliefs in your organization, Gower, Aldershot, Hampshire, England; Burlington, VT, 147 p.
Measuring people is an imprecise science. Explored the process of measurement and comparing
the various methods open to HR managers - including how to create the right environment for
measurement, how to select the correct measurements for your organization, etc. Derived from
TQM but important for RO too. Worth a look and a think. MS. Bk.
Webb, Adrian Leonard, and Gerald Wistow, 1987, Social Work, Social Care and Social
Planning: the personal social services since Seebohm, Longman, Social Policy in Modern
Britain Series, London, UK, 306 p. Much of the legitimate work of the services are directed
toward social control, social maintenance, the promotion of change in individuals, social
relationships, and the environment. Ideological hostility to public sector monopoly is not a
substitute for policy. As with the NHS, public expenditure has increased substantially in
real terms yet service levels have not reflected that increase. In part this is the result of
public sector pay rises exceeding the rate of inflation rate, and thus pushing up units costs. The
concept of welfare pluralism, while attractive, was damaged by association with privatization
and the pursuit of economy as a value in itself even to the detriment of effectiveness. An
excellent backgrounder. [Positive Bk Rev by Terry Bamford in BJSW in Dec. 1987, 17(6):707709.] Hunter SW HV249 .E89 W43 1987. Misc. Bk.
Webb, David, and Andrew Pettigrew, 1999, “The Temporal Development of Strategy: Patterns
in the U. K. Insurance Industry,” Organization Science, Focused Issue: Coevolution of Strategy
and New Organizational Forms, Informs, Sep.-Oct., 10(5):601-621. Strategy can no longer be
conceived through the static language of states or positions (M. Porter 1991) and must be
understood as an innovation contest where bureaucratic and inflexible firms will not survive.
The empirical results show firms pursuing multiple strategies at any one point in time and
altering this multiple strategic agenda over time. See Webb 1999 Related PhD. See Boorman
1969. MS. PJ. A.
Webb, Eugene, and Karl E. Weick, 1979, “Unobtrusive Measures in Organizational Theory: A
Reminder,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Qualitative Methodology, Dec., 24(4):650-659.
Anti- “self-report” in studies of organizational theory. Article deals with six objections to
unobtrusive measures. Also examined the deadline gradient effect and control, unobtrusive
measures at work that leave traces. (This seems to me to be a fruitful starting point for further
exploration of the interaction of time-span of tasks, managerial context setting, and the time
horizons of employees.) Misc. PJ. A.
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Webb, Graham, 1997, “Deconstructing Deep and Surface: Towards a Critique of
Phenomenography,” Higher Education, Kluwer Academic, NL, 33:195-212. The Deep/Surface
metaphor for learning has led to an enormous amount of modern research and practice. This has
led to greater student involvement in learning. This theory of knowledge and method is called
phenomenography. As a research approach it can be criticized for its reliance on observer and
interpretive neutrality. However, this approach is currently a favorite of Power and allowable
Discourse (per Foucault 1972, 1979). It cleverly allows the next generation of academics to
publish research and rise within the discourse/profession while not disowning what came earlier.
Cited in Lupson 2003 MRes. Cited Pask and Scott 1972. At Otago, Dunedin, NZ. # Misc. PJ.
Webb, Janette, 1992, “The Mismanagement of Innovation,” Sociology, The Journal of the British
Sociological Association, London, UK, August, 26(3):471-492. Trust was shattered in a firm
when managers espoused human relations but used short-term instrumental controls. This
created a morale crisis, failure to innovate, and the company failed. At U. Edinburgh. A case.
Cited A. Fox 1974(BC), 1985(MM2); Wood and Elliott 1977; and W. Roche 1991; but not EJ.
Solid. MS. PJ. A.
Webb, Janette, and David Cleary, 1994, Organisational Change and the Management of
Expertise, Routledge, London, UK, New York, 175 pages. Cost-benefit analysis of the make or
buy decision was semi-logical. The decision was impacted by the company’s market power (q.v.
M. Porter, and Coase). Found a permanent orientation to the short term that mismanaged
expertise. SIBL JBD 94-1392. MS. Bk.
Webber, Ross A., 1969, “Red Tape Versus Chaos: stability and predictability versus change and
spontaneity,” Business Horizons, U. Indiana, IN, US, April 1969, 12(2):45-52. Every
organization requires both change and stability; for effective relations and efficient production,
relative stability should be maintained most of the time. But if standing plans are followed
blindly, the organization loses direction. Managers may develop elaborate devices for adapting
to controls by meeting the standards on paper, but not necessarily effectiveness. # Misc. PJ.
Weber, David O., 1998, "Fighting for his life," The Healthcare Forum Journal, Mar/Apr 1998,
41(2):14-18+. As CEO of Baylor Health Care System, Dallas, TX, Boone Powell, Jr. recently
arranged a partnership with 2 of BHCS's biggest competitors - Presbyterian Healthcare
Resources of Dallas, and Harris Methodist Health System of Fort Worth. This would infuse
critical resources into systems locked in marketplace combat with the nation's most powerful
investor-owned hospital conglomerate. Yet, regents of Baylor U., who held key seats on BHCS's
board, not only refused to endorse Powell's plan, but informed him of their decision to finalize
and make public their decision to sell the healthcare system - without his concurrence - to
another for-profit hospital chain. How Powell overcame this predicament. A case. # Misc. PJ.
Weber, H., 2005, Du ketchup dans les veines, porquoi les employes adherent-ils a organisation
chez McDonald's, Eres, FR. In French. [Ketchup in the Veins: why employees stick to the
McDonald’s organization]. Cited in Perret 2009. Not in NYC. Not seen. (Title.) Misc. Bk.
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Weber, Max, 1947, The theory of social and economic organization, [tr. by A. M. Henderson and
Talcott Parsons; edited with an introduction (p. 3-86) by Talcott Parsons,] Oxford University
Press, New York, NY, 436 p. [Part I in English of Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft 1922; Columbia
U., NYPL, Oxford U., BL, UToronto - all stock it.] Economics and Sociology. See especially
Parsons’s Introduction, long footnote 4 on p. 58-60, which was famous and influential (at least in
the U.S.). Parsons accused Weber of confounding two types of managerial authority,
bureaucratic and expert. In this, Parsons split the manager’s position in twain between two
sources of authority. As Parsons saw it, bureaucratic authority came from the position alone. It
commanded and was obeyed. (This was as if it were based on a normative/ moralistic extension
of Taylorist rationality.) On the other hand, expert or professional authority came from the
competence of the manager, from his/her problem-solving ability, and from his/her knowledge
and education credentials. According to Parsons one or the other was the source of managerial
and organizational power. [This was a false dichotomy: see writers.] Cited by Blau 1968. See
Zaleznik 1977. Clio Barnard & Lehman HB175 .W364 1947a. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
o
Jaques and Brown show that Authority never exists by itself as claimed by Parsons but
must have discretion. Real Authority always includes the Expertise and the competence
level of the incumbent. Otherwise it is not followed by subordinates. Employees do not
regard Bureaucratic Authority (empty suits) as ‘real’ managers and by-pass them,
creating an informal organization. Parsons’s distinction was intellectual only and was not
part of the real world of people and organizations. (Only the existence of Taylorism and
its erroneous concept of the role of the manager/ engineer would allow this concept to be
considered.) (E.g. We obey the police officer directing traffic because he or she has
superior knowledge of the situation - expertise - and not just because the officer has on a
uniform and the Authority to impose fines and tickets. We obey volunteers directing
traffic for the same reason.) See Albrow 1992.
o
In short, Parsons created an intellectual distinction that has plagued researchers,
organizations and managers ever since. For over half a century this “bureaucraticprofessional” distinction has been a false trail for researchers to follow and very
detrimental to management and organizations when implemented. It was not addressed
as a source of dysfunctional task delegation until business process re-engineering (BPR)
unearthed it around 1990 as the middle two parts of RAEW - Authority and Expertise.
All four parts must be clearly assigned for a large task or a process to be completed. See
Crane 1986, Nieves 1997 PhD, Nieves and Sage 1998.
o
Parsons’s distinction has yet to be countered as a source of erroneous managerial
selection and succession planning. The distinction that he made into two types of
managers is still contaminating the selection process for many organizations. In addition,
the assumption that ‘all we need to pay for’ is Bureaucratic Authority is rampant in many
M&A calculations. Stupid cheap. The consequences are enormous but long-term and
unforeseen. Things don’t work that way. The market works that way but organizations
and employees don’t. Dumb and dumber.
o
Turner and Lawrence 1965 examined a natural experiment in a firm that had two
factories, one staffed by Protestants and one Catholics. Found no difference in
productivity between the two. Weber and Parsons were refuted regarding their
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allegations of a superior Protestant work ethic in this 'natural' experiment.
Weick, Karl E., 1964, “Reduction of Cognitive Dissonance through Task Enhancement and
Effort Expenditure,” Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, American Psychological
Association, Washington, DC, May, 68(5):533-539. This article was based on Weick’s 1962
dissertation in Social Psychology at Ohio State, The Reduction of Cognitive Dissonance Through
Task Effort, Accomplishment, and Evaluation. Found support in an experiment on
undergraduates (age 18-21) for the hypothesis that task performance can facilitate dissonance
reduction. [Note – this journal split in 1964/65: “and Social” dropped from the title.] Misc. PJ.
Weick, Karl E., 1965, "Laboratory Experimentation with Organizations," chapter 5 (p. 194-260)
in March, James G., ed., 1965, Handbook of Organizations, Rand McNally, Chicago, IL, US,
1247 p. Described difference between lab [Evan] and field [Jaques] studies. But the Evan article
was based on Jaques. Somehow Weick seems to have missed this. (See p. 212b.) This gap may
help explain his 1966 praise for Goodman's PhD. Not in NYPL. Clio Butler stx 301.15 M33;
Milstein HM131 .H335 (out to fac). Cited Jaques 1956; Evan 1963. D. Ch.
Weick, Karl E., 1966, “The Concept of Equity in the Perception of Pay,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, December, 11(3):414-439. Mostly on Adams’
version of equity theory regarding source of comparison in pay. Found that overpayment on
hourly pay led to high productivity, but on piecework it led to restriction of output. Weick cited
Paul Goodman’s 1966 dissertation (published 1967) and Jaques (1956). Weick wrote that
Goodman's methodology was sounder than Jaques'. His discussion was psychologically
oriented. (Strangely he failed to cite Jaques’ Equitable Payment 1961.) See further discussion
herein at Goodman’s 1966 dissertation. See Laner and Crossman 1970 for refutation of Weick.
See Goodman and Miller 1973 book review for abandonment of Goodman’s 1966 and 1967
results. [False and sloppy on nearly every count. An ugly and misguided article.] This article
was widely read by PhD candidates up to 2000. Cited in Shimmin 1968. See Weick 1965;
Andrews 1967. # Cr. PJ. A.
Weick, Karl E., and Bonna Nesset, 1968, “Preferences Among Forms of Equity,” Organizational
Behavior and Human Performance [now ...Human Decision Processes], Academic Press, NY &
London, Nov., 3(4):400-416. Weick saw equity theory as a derivation from dissonance theory.
This was true for Adams’ version but not for Jaques’. Postulated three kinds of inequity: own
(Jaques), comparison (Patchen, Adams), and own-comparison. Used a questionnaire with 20
hypothetical work situations. Found comparison inequity was more uncomfortable than own
inequity. Most significant finding was when people chose one form of equity they had to forego
the other two. Cited in depth by Pritchard 1969, who noted the results were confounded and thus
needed further research. Jaques not cited. (Weick and Nesset were not aware they were
confirming part of SST/RO theory.) MS. PJ.
Weick, Karl, 1976, "Educational organizations as loosely-coupled systems," Administrative
Science Quarterly, March, 21(1):1-19. Title gives the article. The assumption in 1976 was
tightly coupled system of command and control was better. Weick put forward the alternative
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model of professionalism and loose coupling. [See Peterson 1984 - refuted this. He found tight
coupling on tasks the supervisor thought where important (principal: teacher).] See Glassman
1973; Allison 1980. [Schools may not be MAHs.] Baruch & City Coll. Percls. Alt. PJ. A.
Weick, Karl E., 1983, “Misconceptions about managerial productivity,” Business Horizons,
Elsevier Inc., July-Aug. 1983, 26(4):47-52. doi: 10.1016/0007-6813(83)90010-1. We have been
putting too much emphasis on thinking and recruiting bright people and not enough on the value
of action and energy. Walk-around management. Weick cited von Clausewitz’s four categories
of people along the dimensions of energy versus brightness. He used Three Mile Island and
Apollo 13 as examples where action – rather than planning – found the answer. (The complexity
within the individual must match the complexity of the situation.) At Cornell U. # MS. PJ.
Weick, Karl, 1985, “A Stress Analysis of Future Battlefields,” chapter in Hunt, James G., and
John D. Blair, eds., 1985, Leadership on the Future Battlefield, Pergamon-Brassey International
Defense Publishers, Washington, London, Toronto, Sydney, Paris, Frankfurt. In the future there
will be too much information for anyone to sort it all out. Small units. Acting alone. This will
raise the stress level of every participant. Arousal, Attention, Action. The army must take action
now in peacetime to ensure against stress at too high a level in war. Offers 8 solutions.
Remarkable. See Kegan 1994. Not in CUNY. Lehman Liby UB210 .L39 1985. Misc. Ch.
Weick, Karl E., 1995, Sensemaking in Organizations, Sage, Thousand Oaks, Cal., US, 231 p.
Not in NYPL. Bus Colln, Lehman Liby HF5548.8 .W36 1995. Out to faculty. Due 6-1-12.
Cited Jaques 1951. NYU Bobst; CUNY Baruch, Htr SW HF 5548 .8 .W36 1995. W. Bk.
Weick, Karl E., 1996, “Drop Your Tools: An allegory for organizational studies,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 41(2):301-313. The failure of 27 wildland
firefighters to follow orders to drop their heavy tools so they could move faster and outrun an
exploding fire led to their deaths within sight of safe areas at Mann Gulch. Scholars of
organizations are in analogous threatened positions, and they too seem to be keeping their heavy
tools and falling behind. (They are still using alchemist statistical tools.) No cite of Jaques.
Refu. PJ. A.
Weick, Karl E., 1998, “The Attitude of Wisdom: Ambivalence as the Optimal Compromise,”
chapter 3 (p. 40–64) in Srivastva, Suresh, and David L. Cooperrider, eds., 1998, Organizational
wisdom and executive courage, New Lexington Press, San Francisco, CA, US, 300 p. Know
what you don’t know. Know the difference and prepare. Firefighters use LC-ES methodology
before they engage a fire (p. 52). See Simon 1946 – this is another rebuttal. Cited in Crossan et
al 2005. Cited Starbuck 1983; Meacham 1983. SIBL JBE 98-923. Baruch(4) HD 31 .O766
1998. At U. Mich. # Refu. Ch.
Weigel, Richard G., 1998, “Scale of dragon, toe of frog, and the compleat consultant,”
Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and Research, Winter 1998, 50(1):3-16. (From
Presidential Address, DCP.) Described product development at consulting psychologist firms as
the transformation of off-the shelf solutions that were then sold as tailor-made for each client.
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Cited Jaques and Harry Levinson as decrying all fads and fashions for leading us astray from
reality. Cited Jaques 1970, 1997; Levinson 1985, 1992. At U. Utah. # Rp. Pro.
Weiner, Nan, 1980, “Determinants and Behavioral Consequences of Pay Satisfaction: A
comparison of two models,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US-UK, Winter80,
33(4):741-757. 17p. ISSN: 0031-5826. DOI: 10.1111/j.1744-6570.1980.tb02366.x The basic
proposition of Lawler's 1971 model was found to explain only a moderate amount of pay
satisfaction in blue and white collar public service employees. A better conceptualization was
proposed by Dyer and Theriault 1976 who added pay administration variables. This better
predicted consequences (turnover, absenteeism and pro-union attitudes) of pay dissatisfaction but
the strength of this relationship was not particularly large. Jaques not cited. Cited in Heneman
1985. At Ohio State U. # Misc. PJ.
Weiner, Nan, and Thomas A. Mahoney, 1981, “A Model of Corporate Performance as a
Function of Environmental, Organizational, and Leadership Influences,” The Academy of
Management Journal, Sept., 1981, 24(3):453-470. A methodological reassessment of Lieberson
and O’Connor 1972, which claimed leadership had little and a delayed effect on organizational
performance, and of Salancik and Pfeffer 1977, which claimed leadership had little effect on
organization performance. Rather, the data actually showed the impact of leadership/
stewardship on profitability was substantial (43.9%). The impact was strongest in years 2
and 3. See King PhD 1997; Guest 1962; Jaques 1951; Rumelt 1991; Friedman PhD 1984, 1985;
Day and Lord 1988. See discussion in Bullis PhD 1992. See Thomas 1988 for confirmation;
Hambrick & Mason 1984. (Based on her 1977 PhD at U. Minn.) # Rp. PJ. A.
Weinshall, Theodore D., 1971, “The Failure of Job Evaluation in the Israeli Public Service,”
International Studies of Management & Organization, Fall71, 1(3):327-339. Reprinted from
Machshavot, 1965, No. 2 (in Hebrew?). Jaques’ theory is the main subject of this piece. Offered
a plan to introduce Jaques’ system in Israel. Rp. PJ.
Weinshall, Theodore D., and Brian C. Twiss, 1973, Organisational Problems in European
Manufacture, Longman, London, UK, in 2 volumes. Included discussion of time-span and
Glacier in pay and job evaluation (esp. in Vol 2). Felt the Glacier “school” was too rigid and left
the firm vulnerable to labor market pressures. He felt supply and demand in the labour
marketplace were stronger than any theory in periods of manpower shortage. Predetermined
wage scales and job descriptions could lead the organisation to collapse. (This is armchair
analysis. The reality was Glacier had only 5 days of down time due to job actions between 19481965. Also, the inflation of the 1970s was not due to labour shortages but to oil shortages.)
Misunderstood RO theory. Cited Jaques 1961. Bus HD70.E8 W44 Off. Ch.
Weinstein, Marc, 2000, “Solidarity's Abandonment of Worker Councils: Redefining Employee
Stakeholder Rights in Post-Socialist Poland,” British Journal of Industrial Relations, LSE,
Blackwell, UK, Mar2000, 38(1):49-73. Solidarity’s early support for worker’s councils was
reversed in the 1990s and it abandoned employee self-governance platform. The limited rights
of employee stakeholders was the reason for the abandonment of employee councils. Brown not
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cited. Cited Appelbaum and Batt 1994; Weinstein 1996 PhD. # Misc. PJ. A.
Weir, Sir Cecil, 1947, “Management and the Future”, British Management Review, UK, 6(2):4751. Back then, experienced managers were concerned about the future - and matching people to
jobs as its key. Short and sweet. (Article just prior to Brown’s P.O. treatise.) # MS. Pro.
Weir, Kerry A., Ashok K. Kochhar, Stephen A. LeBeau, and David G. Edgeley, 2000, "An
Empirical Study of the Alignment Between Manufacturing and Marketing Strategies", Long
Range Planning, UK, December 2000, 33(6):831–848. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S00246301(00)00079-0. Manufacturing can be a formidable competitive weapon where a company
has the correct alignment of manufacturing and marketing strategies. Known models, internal
integration, and formal procedures were investigated. None of these seemed to be fully
functional within any of the companies contacted. (Well …) See Vaghefi & Huellmantel 1998
for GE; Behrend 1959. # Misc. PJ. A.
Weir, Mary, ed., 1976, Job Satisfaction: Challenge and Response in Modern Britain,
Fontana/Collins, Glasgow, Scotland, UK, 288 p. Section 3 (p. 59-81): on Taylor, Maslow, and
Herzberg. Intro and an excerpt from each on their own theory. Short chapters from Fox, Trist,
and Heller also. Teach. 3 chs. # Misc. Ch.
Weisbord, Marvin, 1978, Organizational Diagnosis: a workbook of theory and practice,
Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., Reading, MA, 180 p. Pure STS. Baruch HD31 .W42. W. Bk.
Weisbord, Marvin R., 1987, Productive Workplaces: organizing and managing for dignity,
meaning, and community, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 405 p. Eric Trist told Douglas
McGregor that he sounded just like Wilfred Lord Brown (p. 115). Pure STS. Cited EJ 1951.
Baruch HD31 .W424 1987. W. Bk.
Weisbord, Marvin R., 2004, Productive workplaces revisited: dignity, meaning, and community
in the 21st century, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, 512 p. Pure STS. Baruch HD31 .W424
2004. W. Bk.
Weiss, Andrew, 1980, “Job queues and layoffs in labor markets with flexible wages,” Journal of
Political Economy, U. Chicago, US, June, 88(3):526-538. Weiss focused here on the 'sorting
effect of wages.' Only Ackerlof 1970 also mentioned that a higher wage meant a higher quality
of labor and thus a higher quality of output. The efficiency wage. An applicant will not accept a
job paying less than his ability. Likewise, a firm will not lower its wage offer when hiring.
Rejected applicants will not be able to negotiate a lower wage offer. Firms hire and fire workers
but do not lower wages. Marshall 1920 and Jaques not cited. Cited by Yellen 1984; Stiglitz
2002. Cited W Brown 1962 (anecdotal); Ackerlof 1970; Greenwald 1979; Stiglitz 1974, 1975;
Leibenstein 1957; Weiss 1976 Interesting PhD. At Columbia U. # Rp. PJ. A.
Weiss, Andrew M., 1984, “Simple Truths of Japanese Manufacturing,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, July/Aug 1984, 62(4):119-125. There were no mysteries to Japan’s
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success. Contrasted Western Electric with Japanese competitors. Hire an elite workforce (high
mode); pay them on merit; pay them by efficiency wage (pay them much higher and faster with
steep wage increases/profiles); support them with engineers (1:1) [error]; and add a unique
capital structure. The “age-wage profile” of career progression (maturity growth/ progression
curves) is on p. 123 & 125. Differential pay range per job was 100% (the width of a stratum).
(Promote by capability level, not job title.) See box insert by Koike on high mode career paths
that include wide ranging job assignments for skill and scope development. Unaware of RO
theory. [Beware worker:engineer ratio. Krafcik 1988 found Toyota described everyone as
“engineers.” See S. Wood 1990 also.] Cited Matsumoto 1982; Hayes 1981; Koike 1983. See
Koike 1984; Shaw 1962; Torrance 1962; and Mincer and Higuchi 1988. In Clio Biz and in
Baruch. # MS. Pro. *****
Weiss, Andrew, and Henry J. Landau, 1984, “Wages, Hiring Standards, and Firm Size,” Journal
of Labor Economics, Oct84, 2(4):477-99. We present a model of firm behavior in which firms
choose a wage and a hiring standard to maximize their profits. The correlation between
productivity and reservation wage affects the relationship among firm size, wages, and hiring
standards. In all cases, among sufficiently large firms, wages increase with firm size. In some
occupations the relationship between wages and firm size is U-shaped, while in other
occupations wages increase monotonically with firm size. These empirical findings are
consistent with our theoretical results. At Columbia U. and AT&T Bell Labs. Alt. PJ. A.
Weiss, Andrew, 1985, “The Effect of Job Complexity on Job Satisfaction: Evidence from
Turnover and Absenteeism,” NBER Working Paper #1597, Cambridge, MA, 13 p. Semi-skilled
workers assigned to more complex work seem to be more likely to quit than those assigned to
simpler jobs. Job complexity had no affect on absenteeism. Earlier experiments used volunteers
and improved the supervision. They got results indicating job enrichment led to job satisfaction.
Duh. # Refu. Rep.
Weiss, Andrew, 1987, “Incentives and Worker Behavior: Some Evidence,” chapter seven (p.
137-150) in Nalbantian, Haig R., ed., 1987, Incentives, Cooperation, and Risk Sharing:
economic and psychological perspectives on employment contracts, Rowman & Littlefield,
Totowa, N.J., 239 p. Proceedings of a conference held at New York U., March 1984. Contains
Age-Wage Diagram from Japan with 1981 data. Examined group and individual incentive
schemes including piece rates. English worker collusion and soldiering was evident under piece
rates: their results converged over time. The worst workers quit first. Then the best ones quit.
Group wage incentive does not adequately pay the most able workers. Examined Japanese
seniority-based wages with steep wage-tenure profiles (Age-Wage Profiles). The quit rates
dropped dramatically. Cited in Bloom 1999; Zenger 1992 (not herein). SIBL, Baruch & Hunter
Mn, Clio Offsite HF5549.5.C67 I56 1987. MS. Ch.
Weiss, Andrew, 1990, Efficiency Wages: models of unemployment, layoffs, and wage dispersion,
Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.J., 118 p. This is an examination of the two major
theories on potential motivations for paying efficiency wages - wages above the market rate.
The first is adverse selection: higher wages bring higher quality workers into the firm and this
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leads to higher profits. The second is the higher wage as an incentive - to reduce turnover by
making it costly for an employee to leave (either voluntarily or otherwise). The EW theory was
far more developed than the EW empirical side. The EW theory was very controversial with
many economists claiming it simply did not exist. See Abraham 1993 book review. City Coll &
Grad Ctr HD4909 .W46 1990b. NYPL OffSite JLE 91-997. MS. Bk. UP. A.
Weiss, Andrew M., 1999, “Why Institutions Systematically Underperform Broadly Based
Market Indexes,” Journal of Investing, New York, NY, Spring 1999, 8(1):65-74. (Also
published in Global Investor, London, UK, June 1999, p. 27-36.) In the 1970s and again in the
1980s pension funds underperformed the S&P 500. Weiss outlines what to look for when
selecting a money management company. Basically, these firms hire and retain their managers
using the wrong selection criteria. Then they mismanage them. (Linked profits/ returns/
performance to personnel practices. Neat. Cited Brown (?) in his 1976 PhD (Interesting). A
case.) See Ambachtsheer, Capelle, et al 1998; Bryne 1993; Wallach, Kogan, and Bem 1964. At
Boston U. # MS. PJ.
Weiss, David Solomon, 1999, High Impact HR: transforming human resources for competitive
advantage, Wiley, Toronto and Chichester, 302 p. How HR must abandon its former ideas of
itself and focus on the external customer. HR must accept more strategic work into its portfolio.
Cited Jaques 1989, p. 30 & 67. CUNY Baruch HF 5549 .W43595 1999. MS. Bk.
Weiss, Howard M., and Russell Cropanzano, 1996, “Affective Events Theory: a theoretical
discussion of the structure, causes and consequences of affective experiences at work,” chapter
in Staw and Cummings, Research in Organizational Behavior, Vol. 18, JAI Press, Greenwich,
CT, 1996, 18:1-74. Environmental conditions in the workplace cause “hassles and uplifts” for
employees. The accumulation of positive and/or negative affective events leads to positive or
negative affective states in employees. These, in turn, lead to attitudinal states and behavior
responses. Ostensibly minor events cumulatively add up to impact both individual job and
organization performance. In plain English: if employees get hassled too often over work events
and their role situation, they suffer job dissatisfaction and quit. [“AET” holds promise for
documenting, measuring and comparing the impacts of anti-requisite organization and requisite
organization (the before and after).] Cited in Caldwell et al 2004. See Ashkanasy 2002. Then at
Purdue and Colorado State. Clio Biz HD58.7 .R47 Misc. PJ. A.
Weiss, Paul, 1955, “Beauty and the Beast - Life and Rule of Order,” Scientific Monthly,
American Assn. For Adv. of Science, Washington, DC, Dec., 81(6):286-299. “It simply is not
true that we have no choice except between the Scylla of lawless and reckless exercise of private
license heading for chaos and the Charybdis of a straight jacket of absolute conformity with no
leeway for exercise of responsible judgment and the freedom of decision that goes with it.
Organic nature has no room for either scheme. It weeds them out as they arise - the one for its
amorphousness, the other for its lack of adjustability. Life is order but order with tolerances.”
“Does not this spell out for us an organic design for living? Freedom within the law: responsible
freedom to move within an orbit as wide as, but no wider than what is compatible with the
preservation of the over-all order that defines the harmony of relationships on which effective
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living and survival depend.” (Self-sorting leads to a progressive order.) ... “So, harmony and
life - beauty and the beast - are one.” (Very similar to Wilfred Brown’s insight on hierarchy and
freedom.) SIBL online onsite access. JSTOR. At Rockefeller Inst. in NYC. [Italics in
original.] MS. PJ.
Weiss, Robert S., and Eugene Jacobson, 1955, “A Method for the Analysis of the Structure of
Complex Organizations,” American Sociological Review, US , Dec55, 20(6):661-668.
Sociometric techniques can be used in the study of large and complex social systems, such as the
bureaucratic organization. The lack of use of sociometry to determine the overall structure of a
complex organization probably owes its rarity to an absence both of basic structural concepts and
of efficient methods for the manipulation of large masses of sociometric data. This paper
proposes both a set of structural concepts and a methodology. Intensive study of a complex
organization will generally require a more complete description of structure than that provided
by the standard organization chart. An objective and reproducible method consists of an analysis
of the role relationships reported by members of the organization at a given point in time. Cited
in Weiss Related PhD 1955. At U. Michigan. # MS. PJ. A.
Weiss, Robert S., 1956, “A Structure-Function Approach to Organization,” Journal of Social
Issues, Blackwell Pub., UK, May 1956, 12(2):61-67. One of the more insightful predecessors of
Brown and Jaques. A short piece on role expectations by individuals and the goals of an
organization. Aware of the differing assumptions of group membership and supervisor/leader of
the work group in different cultures. It includes an emphasis on organization as a setting within
which human beings spend a part of their life, and alternatively, an emphasis on organization as a
social form. In the one case the individual is figure and the organization ground. In the other it
is the other way around. the question of the kind of organization, which would be supported by a
different culture is a different kind of question from one asking how organizations meet the
needs and goals of their members. Very interesting. Based on his 1956 book and 1955 PhD.
Jaques not cited herein. Cited in Weiss & Riesman 1961. # MS. PJ.
Weiss, Robert S., 1956, Processes of Organization, Institute for Social Research, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, US, 117 p. An interview-based survey of jobs in an office of the US
government to ascertain task accountability and flexibility. Functional units are found to
sacrifice some of one quality when they need some of the other to attain the goal. Division of
labor is necessary to have an organization. Functional activities are allocated to individuals.
Weber was concerned that allocation of tasks be aligned with legitimacy. The organization’s
goals are resilient and stable, even with staff turnover. But those in similar groups were found
not to be homogeneous. Compare with worker survey results in McMurry 1942; Maccoby 1976;
Herzberg et al 1957. See p. 75-81. Ftnt 2 & 3 & 5, p. vi. See p. 66-67 for summary/abstract.
(Based on his Related 1955 PhD U. Mich.) Cited Jaques 1951, and 1953 (withdrawn); Homans
1950; W.F. Whyte 1943, 1949. See his 1956 article. (Citations were not located in this book.)
Clio, City & Baruch HD31 .W45. NYPL Schw E 10-2735. # W. Bk.
Weitz, Barton A., Harish Sujan, and Mita Sujan, 1986, “Knowledge, Motivation, and Adaptive
Behavior: A Framework for Improving Selling Effectiveness,” Journal of Marketing, Oct. 1986,
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50(4):174-191. Prior research identified three factors of job performance - role perceptions,
motivation, and ability - but concentrated on the first two. This research developed a framework
for increasing our understanding of the ability component and its relationship to adaptive sales
behavior (learning for improvement). Suggestions were made for improvements to selecting,
training, managing and compensating salespeople. (Discretion and capability.) MS. PJ. A.
Weitz, Ely, and Yehouda Shenhav, 2000 “A Longitudinal Analysis of Technical and
Organizational Uncertainty in Management Theory,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter
GmbH & Co. KG, 21(1):243-266. 24p. ISSN: 0170-8406. Examined the rise of discourse on
uncertainly in management during the period 1879-1932. It offered quantitative empirical
analyses that were based on primary data collected from the American Machinist and the
Engineering Magazine, the central sources of documentation on management during this period.
The research provided a critical interpretation of the emergence of uncertainty discourse by
linking it to professional, cultural and social forces. The empirical findings lend strong empirical
support for the 'professionalization' and the 'labour unrest' arguments. An article version of
Weitz 1997 Interesting PhD. # Misc. PJ. A.
Weitzel, William, Thomas A. Mahoney, and Norman F. Crandall, 1971, “A Supervisory View of
Unit Effectiveness,” California Management Review, Berkeley, CA, Summer, 13(4):37-42.
Explains the downward expectations of Stratum II supervisors (productive performance) and
Stratum III managers (productivity plus - planning, reliability, initiative). Also, there is a notable
difference in time frame, with the S-II supervisor having a shorter-term view than the S-III
manager. Even so, the S-II FLM has managerial perceptions and goals. Rp. Pro.
Welch, Jack, with John Byrne, 2001, JACK, Straight from the Gut, Warner Books, New York,
NY, and London, UK (with a proper subtitle), 479 p. Numerous references to General Electric’s
Crotonville executive development programs, and to Career Crossroads, and the Theory, but
only by concept. Mostly a folksy tale of meeting and liking people, picking them for a post and voila!, it worked out - with only a few missed steps along the way. (Welch never lets the cat out
of the bag. The stories are charming and telling or charming and distracting.) He describes his
own jobs and how he addressed the work at each level. At the top he was approving projects and
assigning people to top jobs. His broad themes were - be 1 or 2 or out (portfolio reshuffle),
career crossroads development (Brown and Mahler) and CEO vision delivery to all managers,
work-out, six sigma, and the boundary-less corporation. He does mention as friends Ted
LeVino, VP for HR, who was also cited in Mahler 1974 and Kesler 2002, and Michael Allen,
then VP for Strategic Planning at GE, who later practiced Jaques and the theory as a consultant.
(Brown-Mahler-LeVino-Jones-Welch.) (Byrne was editor of Fast Company magazine, c. 20035, then went back to Business Week.) NBC was acquired by GE because as a media company it
by law could not be taken over by foreigners, especially the Japanese. Rp. Bk.
Welch, Jack, with Suzy Welch, 2005, Winning, HarperBusiness, 384 pages. Lots of requisite
best practices at General Electric. Jack discussed simple, powerful and proven management
practices. Bureaucracy was to be avoided. Those who could look at reality without the politics
and act accordingly were highly regarded. See Chapter 3, “Differentiation, cruel and Darwinian?
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try fair and effective.” The bad element is there, the A-B-C ranking (20-70-10), but so is the
good stuff, the candid performance appraisals, rewards, and differentiation among businesses and
people. No hint that Jack had abandoned the bad stuff after 1991 inside GE and that this chapter
may be designed to lead GE’s competitors astray. (Compare this with Welch’s January 1993
Boca Raton speech to his top managers for his redefinition of A-B-C. Also, c.f. Enron’s ‘rank
and yank’ system. This also recreates the Peter Principle (see Kane 1970). See Scullen, Bergey,
and Aiman-Smith 2005 for a test of Welch’s A-B-C that shows its limited short-term positive
impact.) Misc. Bk.
Welch, Jack, and Suzy Welch, 2006, Winning - The Answers: Confronting 74 of the Toughest
Questions in Business Today, Collins, NY, 262 p. ch. 30 – 3 indices # ; ch. 31 – HR. #
Webster, SIBL br Non-Fiction 658.409 W. ~
Welikala, Dilrukshi, and Amrik S. Sohal, 2008, "Total Quality Management and Employees'
Involvement: A case study of an Australian organisation," Total Quality Management &
Business Excellence, Jun2008, 19(6):627-642. DOI: 10.1080/14783360802024440. ISSN:
14783363. Although much has been said about people being the primary resource in an
organisation practising Total Quality Management (TQM), this area has been neglected by many
companies implementing TQM. Presented a detailed case study of an Australian organisation
that was recognised as a 'quality' company and discussed a number of issues relating to employee
involvement. Employee involvement was a major focus of the company when TQM was first
implemented. However, this was lost when the company became more outward focused. The
lack of ongoing employee involvement at the shop-floor level has been identified as a major
reason for the non-sustainability of TQM in the organisation. At Monash U., AU. # Misc. PJ.
Wellens, John, 1974, “Anniversary Blues,” Industrial and Commercial Training, UK, Oct74,
6(10):443-446, 4p; (AN 4625042). The ICT’s fifth anniversary issue. A review of the changed
concepts on industrial democracy over the prior five years. It had started with McGregor’s
distinction between autocratic and participative organizations. But when employees ordered
their own contribution to the corporate endeavor, Herzberg declared himself opposed. In Britain
the division is between the supervisory board concept and that of works councils. Supervisory
board members suffered severe divided loyalty. Glacier Metal adopted works councils in 1941,
11 years before they became law in Germany. They are a form of joint decision-making but
require many changes first: disclosure and transparency of information, changes in performance
appraisal, and perhaps employee shareholding. As Bertram Russell put it - society’s biggest
problem was how to achieve authority without arrogance and service without servility. Misc.
Pro.
Wellens, John, 1977, “The Organic Approach,” Industrial and Commercial Training, Wellens
Publishing, Guilsborough, Northampton, UK, Dec77, 9(12):500-504, 5p; (AN 4626895). Britain
faced two roads toward employee participation: imposed by legislation or organically grown.
Wellens outlined steps for a path of organic growth in each firm. Felt works councils would
naturally emerge along this path. Favored unanimous voting and the Glacier Metal model. D.
Pro.
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Wellens, John, 1978, “More About the Politics of Manpower,” Industrial and Commercial
Training, UK, Jun78, 10(6):245-247, 3p; (AN 4637325). The model of common ownership of
the company by the workers exists in few firms beyond Scott-Bader. The John Lewis
Partnership is the only such large firm with 23,000 employee-members and 80 supermarkets and
department stores. Misc. Pro.
Weller, Douglas, and Derek Williams, 1979, “Implementing the NHS planning system in one
Regional Health Authority, 1976-1979,” Univ. of Birmingham Health Services Management
Centre, Birmingham, UK, 107 p. This research report is in Queen's U., Science Lib., UK. (See
Williams 1980.) Not seen. Ru. Rep.
Wells, Lloyd M., 1963, “The Limits of Formal Authority: Barnard Revisited,” Public
Administration Review (PAR), Blackwell Pub., for American Society for Public Administration,
US, Sept., 23(3):161-166. The limits of formal authority is a much discussed topic. Analyzed
one of the major sources of the new view, that recognizes that legal capacity and actual influence
in an organization are not necessarily the same - Chester I. Barnard. Argued that there are
elements of two theories of authority embedded in the Functions of the Executive. # Misc. Pro.
Welty, Gordon, 1972, "Problems of Selecting Experts for Delphi Exercises," Academy
of Management Journal, US, 15(1):121-124. First, the cost-effective argument goes out the
window because experts require honoraria, whereas laymen do not. Also, degrees of expertise,
as well as their opinions, could affect the forecasting results. Although the Project 'Outcomes'
studies were similar to Delphi exercises, in many ways they were not. Results across countries
had variation, whereas those inside the US – students or legislators – were similar. This survey
looked at values. Expertise was not relevant to values – or to judgments based on values (e.g.
NASA funding) or to forecasting of values - and the short-range forecasting horizon for experts
was not specified. Cited Nehnevajsa 1961; Shively 1962. # MS. PJ. A.
Wenek, Karol W. J., 2002, “Looking Back: Canadian Forces Leadership Problems and
Challenges Identified in Recent Reports and Studies,” Canadian Defence Academy (CDA)/
L'Académie canadienne de la Défense (ACD), online. An overview that closed by citing the
stratified systems theory in Jacobs and Jaques 1991 because it provided a framework for further
inquiry (para 58). http://www.cda-acd.forces.gc.ca/cfli/engraph/research/pdf/73.pdf D. Rep.
Wenger, Etienne, 2004, “Knowledge Management as a Doughnut,” Ivey Business Journal, Ivey
Business School, University of Western Ontario, Canada, Jan/Feb 2004, p. 1-8. The utility of
knowledge management may be debatable but as long as we adopt a good model for it, in this
case, a doughnut, its practice can give a company a decided advantage. This doughnut is a cycle
within a domain. Thus, Wenger’s community of practice was a decision-making stratum. (This
was a weak variant of Nonaka’s knowledge spiral.) See Hoebeke 2000 and Landsberger 1961.
Wenger was a consultant and co-author of Cultivating Communities of Practice (2002).
Unaware of RO. MS. Pro.
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Wenquan, Ling, and Fang Liluo, 2003, “The Chinese Leadership Theory,” Advances in Global
Leadership, Elsevier Science, 3:183-204. An annual journal. Two Chinese leadership schemes
are presented, the CPM leadership behavior model, and the implicit Chinese theory of four trait
factors. The three factors of the first model are: “C” for Moral Character, “P” for Performance,
and “M” for Maintenance. The four implicit traits are: Personal Morality, Goal Efficiency,
Interpersonal Competence, and Versatility. The Chinese still place key importance on the moral
character of their leaders and their behavior. See Misumi 1985 & etc; Sarachek 1968 (ancient
Greeks); Neelankavil, Mathur and Zhang 2000 (cross-cultural). SIBL JBL 00-60. Misc. PJ.
Wensley, Robin, 1999, "Product strategies, Managerial comprehension, and Organizational
performance," Oxford Review of Economic Policy, London, UK, March/ Spring, 15(1):33-42.
Framing product market strategy between two extremes (cost-based and differentiation-/qualitybased) may be much more meaningful ex post (afterward) than ex ante (beforehand).
The determinants of corporate success may be complex. A simple pattern and clarity in
outcomes may be very misleading. In fact, our data may reveal little more than survivor-bias.
Functional capabilities in marketing and managerial capabilities may be significant and even
dominant on performance. This means the macro distinction between 'high-skills, high-valueadded and low-skills, low-added-value' may have to be refined considerably. (This means
Michael Porter may be wrong.) Cited in Vining 2003. Jaques not cited. Cited Penrose 1959.
Not in Cuny. NYPL os JLM 87-413 v. 15 (1999). Clio - onsite, online. Clio Bus Leh hard
HC256.6 .O83. At U. Warwick, UK. # Refu. PJ.
Werner, Steve, Henry L. Tosi, and Luis Gomez-Mejia, 2005, “Organizational Governance and
Employee Pay: How Ownership Structure Affects the Firm’s Compensation Strategy,” Strategic
Management Journal, John Wiley, Chichester, UK; NY, NY, USA; Apr2005, 26(4):377-384.
We show that there are significant differences in the compensation practices that apply to all
employees as a function of the ownership structure. The results show that for owner-controlled
firms and owner-managed firms there is significant pay/performance sensitivity (lower) for all
employees. In management-controlled firms, changes in pay are related to changes in size of the
firm. Cited Kohn 1993. At U. of Houston; SDA, Bocconi, and U. of Fla; AZ. State U., Tempe.
Email: luis.gomez-mejia@asu.edu Misc. PJ. A.
West, G. Page, III, and G. Dale Meyer, 1997, “Temporal Dimensions of Opportunistic Change in
Technology-Based Ventures,” Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, Baylor University, Waco,
TX, Wiley-Blackwell, US, Winter, 22(2):31-52. ISSN: 10422587. How future time orientation
is linked to entrepreneurial opportunity. Strategic change was linked to future time orientation.
Cited Jaques 1976, 1982 (FoT); Bird 1982, 1988, 1990; Bird & Jordan 1987; Das 1986, 1987,
1991; Lant et al 1992; Laverty 1993; Ropo & Hunt 1995; Thompson 1967; Vinton 1992; West
1992. (See Jaques 1997) At Wake Forest U.; U. Colorado, Boulder. # Rp. PJ.
Westbrook, Kenneth, 1978, “Beginner’s guide to managing,” Health and Social Service Journal,
London, UK, Feb. 3, 1978, p. 134. Westbrook is a beginning manager – giving advice (already).
Possibly the best very short guide to being a new manager I have read. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
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Westcott, Grace A., 1983, “Calculating Loss of Opportunity for Career Advancement: Clearing
the Clouds in the Crystal Ball,” The Advocates’ Quarterly, Canada Law Book Limited, Aurora,
ON, Canada, October 1983, 4(3):268-279. Legal case. The case of McTaggart-Cowan v. Air
Canada was the forum for the introduction of the Earnings Progression Curve as a method of
analysis to assess the loss of future earnings (through impaired career opportunities) in litigation
due to accident and injury. This technique was accepted by Mr. Justice Smith of the Supreme
Court of Ontario as more sophisticated than any other method and was cited as the basis for his
award. Stephen J. Grace was counsel for the plaintiff and retained a human resources consultant,
John F. Mawdsley. Westcott is a Canadian barrister and solicitor focusing on commercial law,
copyright and intellectual property. Cited Jaques and Brown extensively. # Rp. PJ.
Westcott, Mark, 2008, “Markets and managerial discretion: Tooth & Co., 1970-1981”, Business
History, U. Liverpool, UK, Sep2008, 50(5):602-618. DOI: 10.1080/00076790802246038.
Studies of business have often sought to explain features of management activity, particularly
labour management activity, with reference to the product market conditions faced by managers.
This paper argues that a more nuanced understanding of management can be gained by
examining both the product and financial market environment. These conditions influence the
structuring of management and the development and application of managerial policy. This
paper examines how the product and financial market environment faced in the 1970s influenced
the labour management strategies pursued. At U. Sydney, NSW, AU. # Misc. PJ.
Westphal, James D., and Edward J. Zajac, 1994, "Substance and Symbolism in CEO's long-term
incentive plans," Administrative Science Quarterly, ProQuest, Sep 1994 39(3):367-390. LTIP.
Their findings provide strong and consistent evidence that firms with influencial CEOs decouple
the adoption and use of LTIPs. Under LTIP the CEO's pay is aligned with shareholder interest.
A political explanation is strongest. This enhances the legitimacy of their pay contract while it
reduces the noncontingent aspects of that contract. (Pay is guaranteed while it appears to be at
risk.) Likewise, these boards were using impression management toward the stockholders. They
look fierce but had no teeth. (Bluffing.) LTIPs were now the norm. (There was nothing longterm here. Boards give away accountability for pay to the market.) # Misc. PJ. A.
Westphal, James D., and Edward J. Zajac, 1995, "Who Shall Govern? CEO/board power,
Demographic similarity, and New director selection," Administrative Science Quarterly, March,
40(1):60-83. Word Cnt: 11396. ISSN: 00018392. Using a longitudinal research on 413
Fortune/Forbes 500 companies from 1986 to 1991, we examined whether demographic
similarity affected board decision making on CEO compensation contracts. The results showed
that (1) when incumbent CEOs were more powerful than their boards of directors, new directors
were likely to be demographically similar to the firm's CEO, and therefore more sympathetic; (2)
when boards were more powerful than their CEOs, new directors resembled the existing board;
and (3) greater demographic similarity between the CEO and the board was likely to result
in more generous CEO compensation contracts. At NWU. # Misc. PJ. A.
Westphal, James D., 1999, "Collaboration In The Boardroom: Behavioral And Performance
Consequences Of CEO-Board Social Ties," Academy of Management Journal, Feb1999, 42(1):7-
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24. DOI: 10.2307/256871. Wd Cnt: 12696. ISSN: 00014273. Empirical research has typically
assumed board independence from management enhances board effectiveness in administering
firms. But the present study shows how and when a lack of social independence can increase
board involvement and firm performance by raising the frequency of advice and counsel
interactions between CEOs and outside directors. Hypotheses were tested with original survey
data from 243 CEOs and 564 outside directors on behavioral processes and dynamics in
management-board relationships. Cited in Lynall 2009 PhD. At UT-Austin. # Misc. PJ. A.
Westley, Christopher, and Bill H. Schmidt, 2006, “Efficiency Wages: A Critical Assessment,”
The Journal of Social, Political, and Economic Studies, Washington, DC, Summer 2006,
31(2):163-174. Efficiency wage models of the labor market have become one of the key
elements of the New- and Post-Keynesian schools of thought. In this paper, we argue that the
concept of efficiency wages is not traditional to Keynesian economics, and that these schools
developed the theory's modern relevance only after orthodox Keynesian theory had lost
credibility in the 1970s and 1980s. The theory persists as a justification for an economy riddled
with inherent real market imperfections, thus legitimizing continued interventionist macro
policy. (Silly non-factual, economic pseudo-reasoning. Efficiency wage concepts date at least to
Hicks 1932, a Keynesian, Sir.) Alt. PJ.
Westley, Frances R., 1990, “Middle Managers and Strategy: Microdynamics of Inclusion,”
Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, September, 11(5):337-351. There is extensive
dissatisfaction among middle managers because they are excluded from the strategic process.
This is de-energizing, inefficient, and expensive. It varies across organizations. Middle
managers want access to the elite but they also want the power to make meaning within the
organization. Inclusion may not be energizing but de-energizing. Inclusion means the firm is
not dominated by an ideology or hierarchy of groups. Inclusion may help with implementation.
As Geertz 1973 put it: this is the difference between being a fly caught in a web and the spider
who designs the web. (Cited BW 1984 and Jaques 1986 but mis-understands levels of capability
and access as innate. Off but not wrong. Fails to understand catchball. Grasps everything as
psychological or dramaturgical.) At McGill. (SeeWAW below.) W. PJ. A.
Westley, William A., 1975 a, “An Analytic-Inductive Model for Evaluation Research,” McGill
University, Montreal, QU, CA. A critical review of behavioral research as an attempt at
‘proving’ rather than ‘asserting’ the worth of a social activity. Westley distinguished between
the ‘quantitative-experimental’ approach and the ‘analytic-inductive’ one (in which he included
social analysis as an ‘action’ approach). He suggests the former, more conventional approaches
frequently fail in conditions of ‘change, complexity and innovation. [Near retirement (in 1983),
Westley undertook an innovative project to determine how to restructure the administration and
work pattern of organizations (business firms, schools, etc.) to simultaneously make them more
efficient and more pleasant places within which to work.] A paper. Cited by Rowbottom 1977,
p.123. Sociology, retired 1983. (michael.smith @mcgill.ca acting chair, sociology dept, 7/05)
Not seen. (See FRW above.) Misc. Rep.
Westley, William A., 1975 b, “Dialogue With Reality: A Study of Social Analysis,” McGill
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University, Montreal, QU, CA. An outsider’s assessment of the basic propositions of social
analysis and how it actually works in practice. A paper. Cited by Rowbottom 1977, p. vi. Not
seen. Ru. Rep.
Westney, D. Eleanor, 1988, “Domestic and Foreign Learning Curves in Managing International
Cooperative Strategies,” Chapter 19 (p. 339-346) in Contractor, Farok J., and Peter Lorange,
1988, Cooperative Strategies in International Business, Lexington Books, Lexington, MA, USA,
513 p. How to make the deals work once they have been made. US firms do not integrate
externally developed technology and do not improve it. The not invented here syndrome (NIH).
The Japanese have three approaches: Shukko, or outplacement/out-assignment, of key managers
with re-absorption; parallel hierarchies, and; dense internal communication networks. (The US
learning curve is a flat-liner.) See Pucik 1988. Bus HD2755.5 .C645 1988. MS. Ch.
Wexler, Kenneth N., 1979, “Performance Appraisal and Feedback,” chapter 10 (p. 241-259) in
Kerr, Steven, ed., 1979, Organizational Behavior, Grid Pubs., Columbus, OH, 460 p. A reader.
Wexler gave a (mis-)description of time span of discretion (TSD) as the time interval between
appraisals to ensure the employee’s performance appraisal was related to the length of their tasks
and their evaluations were appropriately spaced (p. 244). Following Porter, Lawler, and
Hackman 1974/1975 he saw rigid intervals between appraisals as generating employee feelings
that appraisals were either premature or irrelevant to their capabilities. He noted they
recommended TSD as a solution to this issue. Cited EJ 1961. Not in NYPL. Baruch HD58.7
.O68. Off. Ch.
Wheatley, Malcolm, 1990, “How Costs Lead Firms Astray”, Management Today, Haymarket
Press, London, UK, June, p. 114-116. When firms shift from batch production to continual
process the labor element is much less. This requires a shift in accounting methods to lessen the
weight of the labor element. ABC handles complexity of product lines. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Wheeler, Steven, Walter McFarland, and Art Kleiner, 2007, "A Blueprint for Strategic
Leadership," Strategy and Business, Resilience Report, Booz & Company, NY, NY, Winter,
2007(49):44-55. "The purely utilitarian approach is not sustainable. It won't retain talent, it
won't build competitive advantage, and, in the end, it will create only acquisition targets." It is
necessary to balance the top team and have rotation every 18-24 months. Toward the end a
reference to Elliott Jaques's matching of people to jobs. SIBL JBM 96-506. Iss. 49.. # D. Pro.
Wheelwright, Steven C., 1981, “Japan - where operations really are strategic,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, July/Aug 1981, p. 67-74. The Japanese had overtaken US manufacturers
with basic good management. In the US there was a gap between operations and strategy. The
strategists had no experience in operations. In Japan the strategy linked to operations directly
through each managerial level. One key was to avoid false choices by setting time spans that
block the reassertion of short-term flexibility over the long-term objectives. (One false choice:
cost vs quality.) Top management ensured strategic consistency of the operations policy and
thorough planning at every level of strategy – corporate, business and functional. This
approach to operations was already used by some US companies – General Electric, Signetics,
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and Hewlett-Packard. (hoshin kanri) (This follows the Hayes article in same issue.) See A.
Weiss 1984, Koike 1984. See M. Porter 1996 for a response & Craddock 2002 for rebuttal to
Porter. D. Pro.
Wheelwright, Steven C., 1987, “Restoring the Competitive Edge in U.S. Manufacturing,”
chapter four (p. 83-100) in Teece, David J., ed., 1987, The Competitive Challenge: strategies for
industrial innovation and renewal, Ballinger Pub. Co., Cambridge, MA., 256 p. Cited in
Johnson 1992. Cited Robert H. Hayes and Kim B. Clark, eds., 1985, The Uneasy Alliance,
HBSP: Chandler, Nathan Rosenberg, and Wickham Skinner. History of the yin-yang swings
between the static optimization and dynamic evolution approaches to workforce management in
the U.S. Taylorism was static. It needed to be dumped. Dynamic evolution invested in the
problem solving skills of the workforce. The shift is from reluctant conformance to motivated
performance (except where this is manipulated.) Solid chapter. Not on R.O. Excellent
backgrounder. CLIO Offsite HD70.U5 C58 1987. Misc. Ch.
Whicker, Leanne M., and Kate M. Andrews, 2004, “HRM in the Knowledge Economy:
Realising the Potential,” Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources, Australian Human
Resources Institute, Aug 2004, 42(2):156-165. We explore the knowledge economy and the
management of knowledge from an HRM perspective. Commanding a central position in
realising value from knowledge assets is proposed as a strategic role for HRM. TSD: Cited
Raven and Stephenson 2001. See Andrews 2000 QUT Related PhD. At BDO Kendalls,
Brisbane, Australia, lwhicker@bdokendalls.com.au MS. PJ.
Whisler, Thomas L., Harald Meyer, Bernard H. Baum, and Peter F. Sorensen Jr., 1967,
“Centralization of Organizational Control An Empirical Study of Its Meaning and
Measurement,” Journal of Business, U. Chicago Press, Jan67, 40(1):10-26. The purpose here
was to clarify the meaning and measurement of centralization of organizational control. It
focused upon three measures of control including individual compensation, perceptions of
interpersonal influence recorded on a questionnaire, and the span of control in the formal
organization. The three different measures were closely related where the organizational task
was highly programmed. The shape of the formal structure, the distribution of individual
control over organizational achievement, and the perception of interpersonal authority/ influence
relationships were not common but highly correlated. These three may be substitutes for one
another. Cited Von Bertalanffy 1950; March & Simon 1958. At U. Chicago. # Alt. PJ. A.
White, Harrison C., 1970, "Matching, Vacancies, and Mobility," Journal of Political Economy,
U. Chicago Press, US, Jan/Feb70, 78(1):97-105. ISSN: 00223808. There is no labor market in a
system of men and jobs which conforms to the vacancy model. Net flow of men into the system
is not matched with net demand for additional labor through a price mechanism. The system
adapts to the sum of two streams of vacancies imposed from the environment. Fixed fractions of
vacancies are never filled. Other fixed fractions call in new men from outside the system. A
fraction of vacancies will be filled with whatever quality of recruit is available (Pusey and
Taylor 1967). Therefore, careers will be unpredictable. Organization theorists (Thompson 1967,
ch. 1) describe this as a 'natural system' subject to external contingencies, not what it is - a
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rational closed system. Cited by Boorman 1975. # Refu. PJ. A.
White, Harrison C., 1981a, “Production Markets as Induced Role Structures,” Sociological
Methodology, 12:1-57. White writes on market role structures. He discovers a major reason for
mergers is as an identity shift into a new market prior to product introductions. (Very nice.)
See White 1981b. Misc. PJ.
White, Harrison C., 1981b, “Where Do Markets Come From?” The American Journal of
Sociology, Nov., 87(3):517-547. Markets are structures of roles with a differentiated niche for
each producer. Consumers offer a mirror for cliques of producers to see themselves and each
other. Found three kinds of markets and three types of market failure. Equilibrium depends on
trade offs among producer costs and consumer tastes. Markets are shaped by these niche
dispersions. Supply does not equal demand; it is a tautology. A most intriguing article with
suggestions toward Jaques. See White 1981a. Misc. PJ. A.
White, Harrison C., 1992, “Agency as Control in Formal Networks,” Chapter 3 (p. 92-117) in
Nohria, Nitin, and Robert G. Eccles, eds., 1992, Networks and Organizations: structure, form,
and action, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 544 p. One of 19 contributions from a
1990 HBS conference on networks. Reference to and dismissal of EJ 1956. White’s concern is
power and control within organizations, not meeting the needs of the customer. He is not wrong.
The status quo is a political settlement among existing social forces. Many individuals do follow
the six propositions he cites from Jean Bodin in1606 (p. 99), which lay out the rules for early
modern absolutist states. But this is like discovering The Prince - a method for success in chaos.
(See quote at head of this Biblio.) ‘Control lies in keeping others from getting organized, in
maintaining the disorganization of one’s contacts, thereby always keeping open one’s choices (p.
x).’ In short, keep the pot boiling. Jaques failed to do this. Instead, he strove for an order which
he found because Brown as MD owned the firm. “Agency as control is an endless process of
end-running in formal networks (p. 109).” “Actual social scales of time ... are not synchronous
between one and another corporatist cell, much less among them and higher administration
fractions (p. 100).” In other words, people use differences in time-span to mind-fuck each other
to get ahead. (Around 2000, I asked Ron Burt, author of the prior chapter, what as a manager
you do when you discover a person who advances themselves in this way inside your
organization. Burt’s answer: “You fire them.” Management is there for a reason. It defends its
turf. It is not government, an arena for conflict. Eccles and Nohria went on, see E&N 1992,
Shapiro 1997.) White seems to have looked past Robert Alford’s problems with data and his
garbled and partial argument (used to explore ideology). Also, looked past Jaques’ caveats
against viewing hospitals as the same as employment hierarchies. In love with case studies.
(Too much particularist thinking here, not enough on people. Obscurantism redolent.) Did
research with Boorman. See Alford 1974, 1975; Lynn White 1989. At Columbia U. Clio Bus
HD58.7 .N47 1992. Alt. Ch.
White, Leonard D., 1948, The Federalists; a study in administrative history, Macmillan Co.,
New York, NY, 538 p. Quoted from the letters of George Washington: (1789, p. 102) “System
to all things is the soul of business. To deliberate maturely, and execute promptly is the way to
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conduct it to advantage.” (Jan. 1, 1789, p. 101) “...There is much more in what is called head
work, that is in the manner of conducting business, than is generally imagined. For take two
Managers and give to each the same number of labourers, and let these labourers be equal in all
respects. Let both these Managers rise equally early, and go equally late to rest, be equally
active, sober, and industrious, and yet, in the course of the year, one of them, without pushing the
hands that are under him more than the other, shall have performed infinitely more work. To
what is this owing? Why, simply to contrivance resulting from that forethought and
arrangement which will guard against the misapplication of labour, and doing it
unseasonably....” Compare the meaning of this version with the version quoted by V.P. Albert
Gore, 1993 p. 93; Anschutz 1995. City College JK171.A1 W4. MS. Bk.
White, Lynn T., III, 1989, The Policies of Chaos, the organizational causes of violence in
China’s Cultural Revolution, Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 367 p. How Mao and
other top leaders for their own benefit continually broke down organizations across China to
disorient the people and generate mass hysteria and violence. This was done through political
labeling of individuals and families (good and bad), appointing work unit bosses (patrons) linked
to the hierarchy of the party, and repeated brief intense scary ideological campaigns. The
cumulative effect was variability of direction, social breakdown, unstable administration, and the
sanctioning of revolutionary violence (Hobbesian). The CR began as a revolt against the labels
and bosses. If a worker had a hostile boss he/she had to suffer “wearing small shoes.” See esp.
Ch. 2, Ch. 4, and Ch 10 - all on management. Not on Jaques or the theory but it confirms the
importance of healthy organizations to mental heath and social harmony. See Jaques 2002,
Social Power and the CEO. See Abrahamson on managerial fads and fashions. See Boorman
1969. See Child 1977 book review of Jaques 1976, including Mao. MS. Bk. UP. A.
White, R. P., and David L. DeVries, 1990, “Making the Wrong Choice: Failure in the selection
of senior-level managers,” Issues and Observations, 10(1):1-6. Asserted one-third to one-half
of those chosen for senior executive positions are subsequently seen as disappointments.
Three factors may account for this: jobs at senior levels are very difficult, selection is on narrow
grounds (technical competence), and assessment tools are weak. Track record is not enough.
But less emphasis has been placed on: capacity to learn, personal values, and an
understanding of the job itself. Cited in Sessa and Campbell 1997. Baruch Perls. MS. PJ.
White, Robert W., 1959, “Motivation Reconsidered: the concept of competence,” Psychological
Review, Sept., 66(5):297-333. The primary drives are unable to explain human behavior (Freud
and Hull). Also, they can not explain the behavior of higher animals. Here we look at the ego as
providing learning which leads to competence in dealing with the environment. There are
motives other than pay for why people do things - including the competence motive. People
seek to use their personal competence fully and master their environment. Not far from part of
Jaques’ construct. Cited Piaget 1952; Murray 1938. Jaques not cited. Cited in Gellerman 1963;
Lawler 1971; Bandura 1977; Wattenwyl Related PhD 1967; Cooper 1973. Clio Psych. Liby. At
Harvard U. # MS. PJ. A.
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White, Sam E., and Terence R. Mitchell, 1976, “Organization Development: A Review of
Research Content and Research Design,” The Academy of Management Review, US, April,
1(2):57-73. 17p. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1976.4408665. ISSN: 0363-7425. On the weak research
and findings behind OD. A logical classification system for independent and dependent
variables is proposed for the continued theoretical and practical development of OD. Cited
Jaques 1951. At U. Washington. # W. PJ. A.
White Paper, 1972. See “National Health Service Reorganization: England, Secretary of State
for Social Services,” 1972, Cmnd. 5055, HMSO, London, UK. (Cited in Health Services, Jaques
1978; Child, 1977.) (See Grey Book, 1972.) W. Rep.
Whitehead, Alfred North, 1931, “Business Needs Foresight in a Changing World,” chapter in
Vol. IV (p. 2045-2055) of Bursk, Edward C., Donald T. Clark, and Ralph W. Hidy IV, eds.,
1962, The World of Business, a library of the literature of business, 4 volumes, Simon and
Schuster, New York, NY. (Excerpted from introduction, “On Foresight,” in Wallace B.
Donham, 1931, Business Adrift, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY. From a speech at HBS in 1930.
Whitehead was a good friend of Dean Donham.) Whitehead’s identification of a new 20th
century need for increased foresight in business due to rapid innovation supports Jaques’
emphasis on time span and working into the future. Whitehead used the words “time span.”
MS. Ch.
Whitehill, Arthur M., and Shin-ichi Takezawa, 1968, The Other Worker; a comparative study of
industrial relations in the United States and Japan, East-West Center Press, Honolulu, HI, 481 p.
A survey of workers in the two countries. See chapter 8. Mentioned the labor turmoil over the
prior two decades in Japan. Described the shift from the nenko status system to the satei ability
system among Japanese workers (p. 205 et seq). Praised Japanese management for hitting the
right balance to get the support of the younger workers when it separated the ability-reward
system from the organizational status system (p. 230). In Japan workers were expected to
find out their relative pay (even though it was officially a secret). Workers there strongly
resisted interpersonal comparison as a basis for promotion. Cited in Osako 1973, 1977. See
Marsh and Mannari 1973. See their 1981 book. Baruch, City, Htr Mn HD6961 .W44. Misc.
Bk.
Whitehill, Arthur M., 1991, Japanese Management: tradition and transition, Routledge,
London, UK; New York, NY, US, 299 p. Quality circles (QC)were used to boost morale and
improve job attitudes (p. 239). Work assignments were separate from hierarchical titles and
status (Ch. 10, p. 193-211). Promotion was based on ability, not seniority (p. 166). Promotions
happened at 35 and 45 (with big pay jumps). Jaques not cited. Cited Ross & Ross 1982; Walton
1988. (Listed as 1990 only in CUNY.) Lehman Coll. & Baruch HD70 .J3 W49 1990. NYPL
SIBL JBD 01-653. Ch # MS. Bk.
Whiting, Richard, 2007, “The Reform of Working Life in Britian, 1963-1971,” The Historical
Journal, UK, June 2007, 50(2):423-448. In the 1960s and 1970s both Conservative and Labour
governments passed novel laws dealing with the rights of individuals at work. Overshadowed by
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conflicts over collective labour law, the legislation struck a balance between recognizing the
complexity of work in a modem society, and preserving managerial authority. These reforms
served a Conservative agenda in rooting an individual interest in work in a legal process.
This was part of a pivotal challenge to voluntary collective bargaining. Ref 13 - Lord Brown in
Industrial Relations Bill 1971. Unfair dismissals and Contracts of Employment Act. Government amendments, TNA, LAB 10/3642, 86; Wilfred Brown 1960 (1964 edn. p. 264). W. PJ.
Whiting, Richard J., 1964, "Historical Search in Human Relations," Academy of Management
Journal, AMJ, US, March, 7(1):45-53. ISSN: 00014273. DOI: 10.2307/255233. The article
explores the possibility of industrial human relations study in historical depth. A discussion is
presented about the need for a new dimension or emphasis in order to integrate human relations
theory into traditional management theory, which would allow the integration of human relations
concepts and findings not only into the literature of management theory but also into the minds,
actions and attitudes of managers. The author presents an overview of the developments and
history of human relations study in the United States. Cited Davis 1962; W. Williams 1925;
Marshall 1920/1961 ('9th edn'); WF Whyte 1963. At LA State Coll., Cal., US. # Misc. PJ. A.
Whitley, Richard, 1989, “On the Nature of Managerial Tasks and Skills,” Journal of
Management Studies, Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford, UK, May 1989, 26(3):209-224. Managerial
tasks are highly interdependent and systemic, relatively unstandardized, combine social
reproduction and innovation, and they generate collective, indirect outputs. Personal networks
are not transferrable. Management education and research should focus more on organizational
skills and understandings than on analytical and abstract skills. Cited by Watson 1994;
Shrivastava 2008 PhD. At MBS, U. Manchester. Online. # Misc. PJ.
Whitney, John O., and Miguel Martinez-Zavala, 2014, The New Economics of Trust, Beard
Books, Beard Group Inc., c. 235 p.+ (Revision of Whitney's 1994 book, which was largely
based on the teachings of W. Edwards Deming. It is also applicable to Requisite Organization.)
Trust – the opposite of the fear and suspicion at the heart of modern economics – is at the heart
of business. Without trust the cost of doing business would double. In fact, it has doubled. The
misalignment of measurements and rewards, incompetence or the presumption of incompetence,
lack of appreciation of an organization as a system, trustworthiness of the information received,
and people's integrity, are the most important factors that create mistrust and directly affect
profits, but that can undoubtedly be corrected. Accountability, constant improvement,
competence, prominent leadership, a motivated workforce and a permeable organization
structure lubricated by trust are the things that drive successful business. (Orig. seen, update not
seen - due out April 2014). MS. Bk.
Whitney, Kellye, 2006, “ROI basics,” Chief Learning Officer Magazine [Online]. Available:
http://www.clomedia.com/newsletters/2006/May/1388/index.php, Retrieved November 5, 2007.
C-suite executives almost universally value ROI when they look to the CLO to account for not
only where learning dollars go and to whom, but also to know that learning investments have a
significant impact on the business. Learning dollars must be justified and results clearly
illustrated to warrant future investments and to establish the correct direction learning activities
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should take in order to elicit the greatest impact on the enterprise. How senior learning leaders
do that is not so well defined, particularly because all learning returns are not equal. Alt. Rep.
Whittington, Colin, 1975, “Organizational Research and Social Work: Issues in Application
Illustrated from the Case of Organic and Mechanistic Systems of Management,” British Journal
of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, 5(1):59-74. How Burns and Stalker could be applied to
social work institutions. (See 1975 M.A. thesis at Keele) A case? Misc. PJ. A.
Whittington, Colin, and Paul Bellaby, 1979, “The Reasons for Hierarchy in Social Services
Departments: A Critique of Elliott Jaques and His Associates,” Sociological Review, U. of Keele,
UK, August 1979, 27(3):513-539. How did the preferred structural model of social service
organizations became a ‘mechanistic,’ hierarchical one, rather than an ‘organic,’ flat one. Social
analysis leads to the uncovering of the four types of organizational structures. “Why do social
workers welcome hierarchical structures?” (A somewhat confused critique that does not quite
hold. Whittington really wanted Burns and Stalker 1961 to win. Instead Jaques won. Social
Workers provide a service at Level 2. Clients are at Levels 1 & 2. Voila! Hierarchy! See
Rowbottom and Billis 1978; Kakabadse and Worrall 1978; R. K. Brown 1992, p. 62.) Cited in
Kinston et al 1981-82. Abstracted by Pauline Hardiker in BJSW, 1980, 10(1):91-92. # Cr. PJ.
Whittington, Colin, 1983, “Social Work in the Welfare Network: Negotiating Daily Practice,”
British Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, June 1983, 13(3):265-286. The
interactions with other institutions and occupations are a negotiated order for social workers
which is interdependent and unequal in power and authority. Implications are for the education
of social workers. Cited Rowbottom & Hey 1978; Whittington & Bellaby 1979. # MS. PJ. A.
Whittington, Richard, 2002, “Corporate Structure: From Financial Policy to Practice,” chapter
six (p. 113-138) in Pettigrew, Andrew M., Howard Thomas, and Richard Whittington, eds.,
2002, Handbook of strategy and management, Sage Pubs, London ; Thousand Oaks, Cal., 519 p.
Mostly on Alfred D. Chandler. Cited Jaques 1990 on p. 115. SIBL os JBF 02-496. CUNY
Baruch; Clio Bus: HS30.28 .H3666 2002g. W. Ch.
Who's Who, Marquis, 2013, "Jaques, Elliott," entry in Marquis Who Was Who in America 1985present, Marquis Who's Who LLC, US, 1 pg. ISBN: 0-8379-0288-6, 978-0-8379-0288-3.
Multiple errors found here. Not recommended as a source. online. # W. Ch.
Whyte, William Foote, 1949, “The Social Structure of the Restaurant,” American Journal of
Sociology, Industrial Sociology [Spec. Iss.], University of Chicago Press, USA, Jan. 1949,
54(4):302-310. The social structure of a restaurant and a factory were contrasted. Increasing
size of organization is related to increasing difficulty in coordinating restaurant activities. The
frictions occurring along the flow of work (and communication) from kitchen to customer were
analyzed in terms of formal structure, interaction, symbols, attitudes, and layout and equipment.
A big difference: the customer was present in the restaurant, not in the factory. (Later, WFW
wrote he saw this as STS.) See Elias Porter 1962 on the ‘spindle.’ # MS. PJ. A.
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Whyte, William Foote, 1952, Modern Methods in Social Research, Office of Naval Research,
Washington, D.C., 88 p. Contract Nonr-401 (2). [Ithaca, NY, Cornell U.P., 1957?] Whyte
quoted Worthy. In the follow-up interviews with the managers of the Sears Roebuck stores
studied, some differences in attitude were discovered. Store Manager I talked optimistically
about his subordinates and their capacities. He demonstrated pride in their success. Store
Manager II spoke, on the other hand, of the difficulty he encountered in finding conscientious
people to work for him. He was wont to place on the government or the educational system the
blame for spoiling young people. Said Worthy: "These managers [II] often seemed to expect the
worst of their people and generally found their fears justified. They found that people had to be
watched, that their work had to be checked closely—otherwise no telling what might happen."
Abs. in Lawrence 1961. Clio os H61 .W62 1957. # MS. Rep.
Whyte, William Foote, 1953, Leadership and Group Participation, Labor Relations Bulletin,
Cornell U., Ithaca, NY, USA, 49 p. Described management studies at Glacier Metal (p. 15-16)
as one extreme - structuralist. Contrasted this with the NTL group approach at Bethel, ME –
process oriented. See Pagés citation in Dubin 1976, Ch. 14, Strauss. Not in NYPL. CUNY
Baruch HD 4802 .B85. City Coll. HD 6951, no. 24. # MS. Rep.
Whyte, William Foote, 1956, “Human Relations Theory - a progress report,” Harvard Business
Review, Sep/Oct56, 34(5):125-132. Author stressed the fact that economic incentives are not the
only motivating force to which workers respond and details the necessity of face-to-face
relations between employer and employee. Managers should consider their employees'
functional specialization and its effects on efficiency, and utilize a mechanical (structural) theory
of organization. [Reprinted as chapter (p. 100-112) in Etzioni 1961.] At Cornell. # Misc. Pro.
Whyte, William Foote, 1959, Man and Organization; three problems in human relations in
industry, R.D. Irwin, Homewood, IL, 103 p. Three chapters. From philosophical, to theoretical,
to practical issues. (See pp. 15-16. Whyte quoted Worthy: Type I managers were found to
modify Type II structures until their new store assignment became identical in structure from the
one they had left. Type II managers, similarly, reformed their new assignments to conform to
the previous situation. Abstracted in Lawrence 1961.) From the organization and its
environment (esp. Western Electric/ Hawthorne); to building a conceptual scheme (noted the
research of George Homans); and to the application of research findings – especially difficulties
of access, confidentiality, and publication. [Note: Jaques avoided these problems at Glacier.]
No index. Cited Jaques 1951 (p. 86). CUNY Bklyn, City, JJay, Lehman Coll., Clio HD6961
.W46. NYPL Schw D 11-9637. # MS. Bk.
Whyte, William Foote, 1961, Men at Work, Dorsey Press, Homewood, IL, 593 p. (Rewritten as
Organizational Behavior in 1969.) Described the surveys and the structure of Sears. The X-Y
stores and their managers. Tall versus flat structures. Ch. 6 Formal Organization Structure (p.
81-97). Jaques not cited. Baruch & City HD6971 .W47. Schw E 11-3996. Ch. # MS. Bk.
Whyte, William Foote, 1962, “Applying Behavioral Science Research to Management
Problems,” chapter 4 (p. 125-140) in Strother, George B., ed., 1962, Social Science Approaches
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to Business Behavior, Dorsey/Irwin Press, Homewood, IL, US, 183 p. Described Jaques’s and
Brown’s investigations at Glacier Metal, Floyd C. Mann’s and Rensis Likert’s study at Detroit
Edison, and his own studies at the Tremont Hotel and Prudential Insurance. Whyte said basic
and applied research were not so far apart. Book reviewed by Marcus 1963 in AJS. Cited Jaques
1951, 1956; W. Brown 1960; Mann and Likert 1952 (p. 130-132). Baruch HD59 .S77. Not in
NYPL. # D. Ch.
Whyte, William Foote, and Edith Lenz Hamilton, 1965, Action Research for Management,
Irwin-Dorsey, IL, US, 282 p. A case study. Section of chapter 14 was on Glacier (p. 194-198).
p. 68-69. Cited Jaques 1951; Bales 1952; Sofer 1962; Mann and Likert 1960; Mann 1957;
Seashore and Bowers 1963. Not in NYPL. Baruch HD 8039 .H82 U78. D. Bk.
Whyte, William Foote, 1969, Organizational Behavior: theory and application, R. D. Irwin,
Homewood, IL, USA, 807 p. (A rewrite of Men at Work, 1961.) A text book. Action Research.
Cases: see Western Electric. Tied Jaques to Sofer 1962 via Tavistock (p. 67-68). At Harvard
saw Jaques’ research stream tied to Zaleznick 1964 and Moment 1966 (p. 765). Described
Jaques’ theory and noted it was not widely adopted. Described Gerald Bell 1967 (a) article
(based on his dissertation) as support for Jaques 1956 and 1961 on complexity of tasks as a
determinant of span of control (pages 67-68). Cited Jaques 1951, 1956; G. Bell 1967. CUNY
Baruch, City & Htr Mn HD31 .W5136. or .W45. D. Bk.
Whyte, William F., 1972, “Pigeons, Persons, and Piece Rates: Skinnerian Theory in
Organizations,” Psychology Today, US, April 1972, 5(11):66-68, 96, 98, 100. Anti-Skinnerian
article. The time-study man reduces the worker’s pay-rate as soon as a faster way is discovered.
Thus, the worker has no incentive to improve the product or productivity. Pro-Skinnerian
counter-sidebar from Business Week on p. 68-69. Barnard, City, Htr Mn. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Business Week, 1972, “New Tool: Reinforcement for Good Work,” Business Week, McGrawHill, NY, NY, US, April 1972, Dec. 18, 1971. Digest of article on Emery Air Freight
published as a counter-sidebar to W. F. Whyte’s anti-Skinnerian article in Psychology Today,
1972, p. 68-69. [See Whyte 1972.] Barnard, City, Htr Mn. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Whyte, William Foote, et al, 1983, Worker Participation and Ownership: cooperative strategies
for strengthening local economics, ILR Press, Ithaca, N.Y., USA, 152 p. In response to the
Japanese challenge pointed to the Jamestown arrangement (JALMC). Cited WED, quality, but
mostly QWL. Awful. City & Baruch & JJay & Lehman HD5660.U5 W67 1983. Off. Bk.
Whyte, William Foote, and Kathleen King Whyte, 1988, Making Mondragon, the growth and
dynamics of the worker cooperative complex, ILR Press, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, US,
317 p. A comprehensive and empirical study of this cooperative. Its history since its founding
in 1940. How it manages change. A unique case. Clio os + Socl Wk H67 .R457 Misc. Bk.
Whyte, William Foote, 1993, "From Participant Observer to Participatory Action Researcher,"
chapter (p. 325-372) in vol. 3 in Bedeian, Arthur, ed., 1993, Management Laureates, a collection
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of autobiographical essays, JAI, Greenwich, CT, US, 414 p. See 1978. W. Ch.
Whyte, William Foote, 1994, Participant Observer, ILR Press, Cornell Univ. P., Ithaca, NY, US,
346 p. His autobiography: Ch. 18 on Sears and U. Chicago CHRI. Cited in Bartunek and Louis
1996. Cited WFW 1978. See WF Whyte 1993. Clio Leh Liby HM22 .U6 W48. Ch. 18 #
Misc. Ch.
Whyte, William H., Jr., 1954, “The Fallacies of ‘Personality’ Testing,” Fortune, NY, NY, US,
Sept., vol. 50, p. 117-121, 204-210. Psychologists and their tests were then gaining in popularity
across business. They claimed they were able to pick ‘winners’ based on ‘personality’ traits.
WH Whyte wasn’t sold on this claim. He examined test results – and showed they were nutso.
He gave examples – ‘How maladjusted are you?’ The most talented would be rejected by these
tests. He was so skeptical he offered advice on ‘How to cheat on personality tests.’ Right there
in Fortune. See his 1956 book. NYPL SIBL *ZAN-T4861 [mfilm]. # Refu. Pro.
Whyte, William Hollingsworth, 1956, The Organization Man, Simon and Schuster, New York,
NY: Cape, London, UK, 429 p. Reissued 2002. (Not by WFW!) Cited by K. Rogers 1963 to
show the degree to which people will overtly sabotage their own abilities on tests to show a
lower - and socially acceptable - score. A lower test score may qualify him for promotion rather
than a higher score. Such projective devices are quantifiable but highly suspect. (See Whyte’s
1954 Fortune article.) Linked by Kenn Rogers to S. S. Stevens 1951. Cited by W. Evan in
1961. (The basis for further research on R.O.) Misc. Bk.
Wickens, Peter, 1985, "Nissan: the thinking behind the union agreement," Personnel
Management, Blackwell, London, UK, p. 18-21. Three factors behind recent union agreement at
Nissan: teamwork, quality consciousness, and flexibility. See his book. # Misc. Pro.
Wickens, Peter D., 1987, The Road to Nissan: Flexibility, Quality, Teamwork, Macmillan Press
Ltd., London, UK, 202 p. An excellent book. Solid. Britian's reputation for adversarial
industrial relations has held back any 'inward investment' from abroad. Attempted to separate
the reality from the myth of Japanese management (honne from tatemae) (ch. 2). Regarding an
'integrated grading structure' for jobs Thornton's Chocolates (UK) is mentioned (p. 114),
Cummins Engines (US, India) is as well (p. 114, 121), and Texas Instruments (US) (p. 14).
Other UK firms are moving toward internal harmonization – ICI, Continental Can, Alcan Sheet,
Shell/Royal Dutch, IRS – it is 'us', not 'them and us' (ch. 1). The 'How' of the micro/ single
firm: "Put simply, the best people do not want to go into jobs where they will have little real
responsibility and even less status (p. 164)." The Japanese are extensively mentioned (but the
Indians are not). The concept 'felt fair' is constantly used (e.g. p. 116). [Lord Wilfred Brown,
Jaques, Roger Crane, Glacier Metal, GIM, and Kirloskar are not mentioned. Unaware of
RO/SST.] Cited in Rehder and Thompson 1994. Cited Hulm and Beven 1975; Gibson 1979; T.
Furtado 1987 (not herein); IRRR 291: 1983; 319: 1984; 364, 367: 1986 (not in NYC). See
Garrahan & Stewart 1992. Not in NYPL, Clio. CUNY Baruch HD 9710 .G74 N578 1987. At
Nissan Motor. Teach. MS. Bk.
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Wickens, Peter, 1993, “Steering the Middle Road to Car Production,” Personnel Management,
Blackwell, London, UK, June 1993, 25(6):24-38. This article focused on the aftermath of the
Swedish blow-out on STS in car production. It was far MORE expensive to build cars in the
STS way using “dock assembly” than in the Japanese or the “lean” way. Saab closed the Malmo
plant in 1991. Volvo closed Kalmar and Uddevalla in 1993. (See Maccoby 1981, chapters 6 &
7.) Author used Jaques’ terms “prescribed” and “discretionary” to describe the two elements of
work. Standard procedures have been held by engineers (a la Taylorism). These procedures
have now been shifted and are held, along with change and improvement, by the production
people. Ergonomics of manufacturing, or people care, is a key to the building and design
processes. Cited Womack et al 1990. Baruch Percls 3rd fl., York. (Not JJay.) SIBL *ZANB173 v. 8-11 (1976-79) [others] - and online access at SIBL. Did not cite Jaques or Brown or
Glacier. Director of personnel and information systems at Nissan. See Adler and Cole 1993,
Berggren 1994, Krier 2006 presentation. Teach. # Rp. Pro. *****
Wickham, Mark, and Wayne O'Donohue, 2009, “Developing Employer of Choice Status:
Exploring an Employment Marketing Mix,” Organization Development Journal, US, Fall2009,
27(3):77-95. In recent times, the important role that marketing theory can play in the
development of an organization's ‘Employer of Choice’ status has been recognized and debated
by both academics and practitioners alike. Explored the application of a key element in
marketing theory - the extended marketing-mix concept - to the strategic management of human
resources. Jaques, Fox, Leibenstein not cited. At U. Tasmania, AU. # Alt. PJ.
Wickings, Iden, ed., 1983, Effective Unit Management, King Edward’s Hospital Fund, London,
UK, 175 p. Contributors included Gordon Best. Applied work-level ideas in NHS. Cited in
Rowbottom and Billis 1987, p. 140 and 154. In BL, Oxford, Cambridge, London, &
Manchester. Not seen. D. Bk.
Widgery, David, 1979, Health in Danger: Crisis in the Health Service, Macmillan, London, UK,
178 p. The NHS reforms of 1974 had several effects. They wiped out any local control and
centralized everything at the national level. They were intended to eliminate the wasteful
duplication of functions but happened at the same moment that cuts hit the budget, freezing
staffing and reviewing all hires. Attempts to control the budget led to RAWP review/audit
committees. NHS became a dysfunctional disaster. Schw JLD 79-3343 (SASB) Misc. Bk.
Wiener, Norbert, 1954, The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society, Houghton
Mifflin, Boston, MA, 199 p. (2nd, Avon, 288 p.) (Reprinted 1989: Free Association, London,
UK and NY.) This book explains the potentialities of the machine in fields which up to now
have been taken to be purely human. It warns against the dangers of purely selfish exploitation
of these possibilities and a world in which to human beings, we are centrally important. What
man makes of machines is the source of danger. SIBL (1989): JSD 91-242. Clio Bus Q310
.W6 1954. City Coll. Sci/Engin Q310 .W52 1954. Baruch & Grad Ctr Q175 .W6517 1967
(2nd). Misc. Bk.
Wiener, Norbert, 1993, Invention: The Care and Feeding of Ideas, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA,
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159 p. (This was a newly published book even though the author died in 1964.) A great book.
The father of cybernetics looks at the history of ideas and inventions, some of the social and
economic patterns related to those inventions. He looked at the changes that were required if
future technologies were to serve all the world's population. He felt that grants, profits, and
proportionate results killed creativity. (Cited Ike in 1954 as predicting the USSR would
challenge the US for another 40 years.) Clio Butler T15 .W65 1993. CUNY LaGuardia T15
.W65 1993. SIBL JSD 93-99. Misc. Bk.
Wiener, Yoash, 1982, “Commitment in Organizations: A Normative View,” The Academy of
Management Review, July 1982, 7(3):418-428. Commitment is conceptualized as a model of
work attitudes existing between normative and instrumental processes between behavioral
determinants of organizational identification and generalized values of loyalty and duty. It is the
totality of the internalized normative pressures to act to meet organizational interests.
Commitment can be influenced by both personal predispositions and organizational
interventions. Therefore, the recruitment, selection, and socialization of members are keys. At
Cleveland State. MS. PJ. A.
Wiggins, Robert R., and Timothy W. Ruefli, 2002, “Sustained Competitive Advantage:
Temporal dynamics and the incidence and persistence of superior economic performance,”
Organization Science, Informs, Linthicum, UK, Jan/Feb 2002, 13(1):81-105. Competitive
advantage is a key concept in strategic management research since it is claimed to lead to
superior economic performance because persistent superior economic performance has been
argued theoretically, and found empirically, to be Rare. A new stratification technique was used
in lieu of autoregressive methods employed in prior studies of performance persistence to allow
for a true outlier analysis. Detailed results from a sample of 6,772 firms in 40 industries over 25
years are presented to illustrate the findings that: 1. while some firms do exhibit superior
economic performance, 2. only a very small minority do so, and 3. the phenomenon very rarely
persists for long time frames. [Actually only four companies did it for 20 years (Tambrands,
Worthington, Food Lion, CCH) and only three for 50 years (Eli Lilly, A.H.P., 3M).] These
results are most consonant with the resource-based view of the firm and have implications for
significant aspects of other received strategic management and economic theories, such as
Michael Porter’s industrial organization, neoclassical, Austrian, and evolutionary economics.
(“Myths.”) [These numbers are so low, they could be chance.] See Wiggins 1995 Related PhD
at Texas. Wiggins at Memphis U. # Refu. PJ. A.
Wigham, Eric L., 1972, “A Royal Commission on Fair Wages?” CBI Review, London, UK, 5:815. This call may have been the high point for the Fair Pay issue so beloved of Jaques and Lord
Brown. (I do not know what ensued.) Cited in Hyman and Brough 1975. SIBL has it. Rp. Pro.
Wijnberg, Nachoem M., Jan van den Ende, and Onno de Wit, 2002, "Decision Making at
Different Levels of the Organization and the Impact of New Information Technology: Two
Cases from the Financial Sector," Group and Organization Management, Sage, Sept. 2002,
27(3):408-429. doi: 10.1177/1059601102027003005. Focused on the impact of information
technologies on the upstream and downstream flows of information. Systematic management
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emphasized the vertical, decision-making aspect of management. Scientific management
(Taylorism) stressed the increased organization of the workplace (lower, horizontal). Service
firms will be more open to the systematic approach than manufacturing firms. Nevertheless,
Taylorism failed in the bank that tried it. The chances of success were increased by employing
the new technology to enable employees at lower levels of the organization to be more, instead
of less, concerned with performance objectives of the firm. Cited in Prakash & Gupta 2008.
Jaques not cited. Cited Litterer 1961; Yates 1989. At Erasmus U., Rotterdam, NL. # Refu. PJ.
Wijnberg, W. J., (pron. Wineberg), 1965, Capacity and Income: A Study of the Distribution of
Individual Capacity and Income Structure, Extending the Theory of Elliott Jaques, The
Department of Research and Documentation, General Employer’s Association (not Central
Employer’s Association), Haarlem, The Netherlands (Amsterdam?). Dutch Title: Capaciteit en
inkomen. Een studie van de verdeling van de individuele capaciteit en de inkomensstructuur naar
aanleiding van de theorie van Elliott Jaques door de afdeling research en documentatie van de
Algemene Werkgevers-Vereniging. Published: Z.pl., 1965. (Pamphlet in Dutch, Stencil, 58
pages. No author listed. Per Eureka/RLIN this Dutch version is located in the: International
Institute of Social History, Amsterdam, Netherlands. NeAmISG, IISG; Call No.: Bro N 1090/70
fol; Other: N10085477; Record ID: NLIGB 10086888-B.) [ONLY ONE COPY] A copy was
also found in U. Amsterdam (NL) library at 41 pages. Call no: UBM: PG 66-185. (See Biblio
Part I, “Works on the Progression Curves” for a listing of the many studies done in this area.) A
copy printed in 1998 at 63 pages was located in Netherlands KONINKLIJKE BIBLIOTHEEK
KOB in Den Haag, NL. (Prof. Henk Thierry has a copy in his personal library 1/05.) Not seen
in either language. [Summarized in Laner and Crossman 1970.]
Subjects:
(English) Jaques, Elliott. Netherlands; economy; economic life; central employers'
organizations; various employers' organizations, Algemene Werkgevers-Vereniging.
(Dutch) Nederland; economie; bedrijfsleven; centrale werkgevers- organisaties; andere
werkgeversorganisaties, Algemene Werkgevers-Vereniging. (AWVN)
This study was reported in Stephen Laner and Crossman, 1970; summarized in Alan Fox,
1966 (See Jerry L. Gray, 1976 for both); also in Gillian Stamp 1986; Jaques, E. and
Stamp, G., 1990. Wijnberg’s study validated Jaques’ capacity growth curves, payment
scale (within 5% range), and a near-normal distribution of capacity in the workforce that
was centered at two weeks (sic). [not obtained] (See Nystrom 1973.) See Vinton. [EJ
and Thierry did not know Wijnberg’s first name.] email: werkgeverslijn@awvn.nl
email: employersdesk@awvn.nl Rp. Rep.
Wikipedia, Requisite Organization, accessed 2004. Online, 11-21-04. “Jaques was interested in
what makes some organizations highly effective, while others fail to function and produce.
Some of the key elements in his theory of organizations: hierarchy to delineate authority and
accountability; levels of management pegged to task complexity.” (Nicely put, but that’s all.) ~
Wilber, Ken, 2000, Integral Psychology: consciousness, spirit, psychology, therapy, Shambala,
Boston, MA, 303 p. In this work Wilber integrates East and West, ancient and contemporary,
pre- and post-modern - leading to a new version of psychology: levels, stages. Many consultants
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and writers who use the theory say Wilber is on target. (I don’t get it, but it’s OK by me. This is
his key book. But he does dismiss Jean Piaget as too limited in consciousness, so I am skeptical
all over again.) Cited by Kenny 2010 Related PhD. NYPL Schw JFE 05-1626. Misc. Bk.
Wilce, Hilary, 1971, “Little Company With Big Ideas,” International Management, McGrawHill, London, UK, January 1971, 26(1):39-40. A small, family-controlled UK manufacturer of
heating appliances improved profits and productivity through overhauling its management
system. Baxi adopted the techniques of modern theorists like Douglas McGregor and Elliott
Jaques. A case. (Reported in: “Summaries,” Compensation & Benefits Review, Sage, Jan. 1971,
3:76.) Clio os Serials. See Foster 1977. # Rp. Pro.
Wilcox, Herbert G., 1969, “Hierarchy, Human Nature, and the Participative Panacea,” Public
Administration Review, (A Symposium: Alienation, Decentralization, And Participation), Jan.Feb. 1969, 29(1):53-63. Noted the then-current attack on hierarchy by its enemies who included
Argyris, McGregor, Likert, and Warren Bennis. They required an “act of faith” and were madly
in love with “culture.” “Participative thinkers reject the traditional measures of effectiveness,
economy, and efficiency, as irrelevant to the evaluation of organizations.” Noted his own studies
that confirmed the recognition of hierarchy by children. Maslow mentioned that his hierarchy of
needs (self-actualization) had to be genetic, biological, and inherited or be “so much hash”
(1959). Stinchcombe (1965) also rebutted this folly. Failed to mention Jaques. The problem is
not hierarchy - it is its opponents. (Article preceded by W. G. Scott’s.) MS. PJ. *****
Wildavsky, Aaron, 1972, “The Self-Evaluating Organization,” Public Administration Review, U.
Chicago Press, Wiley-Blackwell, US, Sep/Oct72, 32(5):509-520. Evaluation is primarily an
organizational problem. By considering how an organization devoted to self-evaluation might
function, and how people might survive whose major purpose was to maintain resources and
objectives in a creative tension, it will be difficult to marry evaluation and organization.
Included suggestions for bringing together evaluation of policy and organizational life. The
degree of trust among social groups conditioned the uses to which evaluation was put. (Focused
on the thought-provoking argument that organizations can't afford to evaluate themselves.)
Operational audit. [Q.V. hoshin kanri.) Jaques not cited. At U. Cal., Berkeley. # Misc. PJ.
Wildavsky, Aaron B., and Jeffrey L. Pressman, 1973, Implementation: how great expectations in
Washington are dashed in Oakland, etc., etc., University of California Press, Berkeley, CA, 182
pages. First edition. Third edition, 1984, 281 pages. [Note: Pressman is listed as first author.]
In this classic book the authors searched the social science literature for works on
“implementation” (see Appendix 2). In 1973 they found just two books and one article that
covered this critically important topic, and these were very narrowly limited. Social scientists
observe and think about policy. They do not engage in implementation nor do they write about
it. This is also the divide between themselves and Jaques that they see as “prescriptive.” Sure of
his facts and working directly with managers, Jaques moved beyond observation to
implementation. (See Paul Seabury 1965 (1959). See Hicks and Goronzy 1967. See Mintzberg
1990. See Hay and Williamson 1991.) [See this beautiful (anti-Taylor) quote in 3rd edition,
Preface, p. xviii: “Learning is the key to both implementation and evaluation. We evaluate to
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learn, and we learn to implement. Evaluation is a method of inducing learning within an
organization geared for implementing. And it is not only the evaluators but the program
personnel, the implementors, who are to do the learning. Were this not so, were evaluation
isolated from implementation, the latter would be blind and the former would be dumb, and
neither could change for the better.”] Misc. Bk.
Wildavsky, Aaron B., and Majone, G., 1978. See Majone, G. (first author).
Wilensky, Harold L., 1964, “The Professionalization of Everyone?” American Journal of
Sociology, 70(2):137-158. A very sharp pick-up on a popular trend that has yet to abate.
“Bureaucratic control threatens the [professional’s] service-ideal more than it threatens
autonomy.” Reprinted in Heydebrand 1973. Misc. PJ. A.
Wilk, Steffanie L., Laura Burris Desmarais, and Paul R. Sackett, 1995, “Gravitation to Jobs
Commensurate with Ability: Longitudinal and cross-sectional tests,” Journal of Applied
Psychology, APA, US, Feb 1995, 80(1):79–85. DOI 10.1037/0021-9010.80.1.79. Two large data
sets were used to test the premise that individuals will, over time, gravitate into jobs
commensurate with their abilities. After controlling for age and job complexity in 1982, we
found that an individual's cognitive ability was a significant predictor of his or her jobcomplexity level in 1987. First, cognitive ability predicted movement in a job hierarchy over a
5-year period. Second, in a cross-sectional data set with the job as the unit of analysis, groups
made up of less experienced incumbents were found to be slightly less homogeneous with
respect to cognitive ability than groups made up of more experienced incumbents. Thus, support
for the gravitational hypothesis was found. Jaques not cited. Cited E. F. Wonderlic &
Associates, Inc. 1983; Desmarais & Sackett 1993; Wilk & Sackett 1996; McCormick et al.,
1972, 1979. (See Wilk 1995 PhD.) At U. Minn; IBM; U. Minn. # MS. PJ. A.
Wilk, Steffanie L., and Paul R. Sackett, 1996, “Longitudinal analysis of ability-job complexity
fit and job change,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Winter/ Dec 1996,
49(4):937–967. DOI: 10.1111/j.1744-6570.1996.tb02455.x. The study examined job mobility
as a function of congruence between individuals' abilities and their job's complexity. The
gravitational hypothesis (McCormick, et al, 1972, 1979), a keystone of this objective, posited
that individuals will sort into jobs that are commensurate with their ability level. This study used
various analytical techniques to examine the relationship between ability, person-job fit, and
occupational mobility. First, the gravitational hypothesis was tested. Second, the direction of
mismatch between ability and job complexity was hypothesized to predict direction of change in
job complexity over time. Two national, longitudinal databases were used to test these
relationships. Results were supportive in both databases. Additional analyses examined the
difference between measures of objective job complexity and subjective job complexity (Gerhart
1988) for the gravitational process and the difference in employer- and employee-initiated job
changes. (This was based on Wilk’s Related 1995 PhD.) Not cited were Jaques, Fine, and E. F.
Wonderlic. Cited McCormick, et al. 1972, 1979. # Misc. PJ. A.
Wilk, Steffanie L., and Peter Cappelli, 2003, “Understanding the determinants of employer use
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of selection methods,” Personnel Psychology, Wiley-Blackwell, US/UK, Spring/ March 2003,
56(1):103–124. DOI: 10.1111/j.1744-6570.2003.tb00145.x . This study used national probability
data from over 3,000 employers to examine why employers differ in their use of selection
methods. The greater the skill requirements of a position, the more likely that the establishment
will use selection methods that tap into the ability and skills of the applicants, namely, academic
achievement and test performance. # Alt. PJ. A.
Wilkins, Peter, 1990, New Technology and the Job Definition Dilemma, Ph.D., thesis in
Economics (Labour and Wages, Industrial Relations), (B9c), University of Bath, Bath, UK.
Theses # 40-7819. BLLD microfilm no. DX 92134. Related PhD. Published as a book: ~
Wilkins, Peter, 1992, Managing New Technological Change: case studies in the reorganization
of work, Avebury/ Gower/ Ashgate, Aldershot [England]; Brookfield, VT [bibliography, but no
index. Based on a ‘three-year’ study.]. (Published also as a pamphlet (?), see P.R. Wilkins
1993.) This was six case studies on the impact of changing technology on job definitions.
Economists have advocated division of labor and managers do it. This is deskilling. But there is
an alternative and evidence that new technology generates demand for new skills. Cited A. Fox
1974. Did not cite Jaques or Brown. See Related 1990 Ph.D. MS. Bk.
Wilkins, Paul R., 1993, The Development and Validation of an Integrated Salary System Based
on Stratified Systems Theory, Career Search, Trowbridge, UK, 14 pages. [Trowbridge is near
Bath.] Original report: February 1989. Revised edition, 1993. Head of cover title: “Career
Search experimental and occupational psychologists.” (Paul Wilkins was at Bioss per Jack
Fallow.) (Brunel Library in UK has it: HD4926.W54 1993.) [Is this Peter Wilkins, 1990 Ph.D.
Bath? Peter Wilkins of book 1992?] [FIND THIS - TRY PUBLISHER - Ask Joanna? Jack
Fallow! Ask Brunel Librarian? ILL? See Related Wilkins 1990 Ph.D.???] Rp. Rep.
Wilkinson, Barry, and Nick Oliver, 1990, “Japanese Influences on British Industrial Culture,”
chapter (p. 333-354) in Clegg, Stewart R., and S. Gordon Redding, eds., 1990, Capitalism in
Contrasting Cultures, De Gruyter, Berlin, Germany, 444 p. Their number was small but their
influence was great. They led the changes. The government’s laissez-faire policies did not
appear to be helping British-owned firms in their attempts to keep up. Working in a Japanese
company is distinctly different from working in a traditional British company. Total quality
principles are followed: responsibility, accountability, flexibility and teamwork, and backed by
JIT, multi-skilled teams, responsible for their own inspection, maintenance, materials handling,
etc. Rewards are designed to encourage flexibility. Bell-to-bell working is expected.
Employees are assessed on multiple criteria and even on those beyond the contract.
Responsibility and authority for quality is pushed downwards toward the work team. High job
security is offered and raw recruits are sought. Trade unions become enterprise unions - like the
Japanese. Commitment to the firm’s success. They are all over their suppliers - two and three
times a day. Some British firms have tried to emulate these firms - Norsk Hydro at Humberside
is one after Nissan. The labour cost advantage is 50%-100%. Long-termism is one Japanese
strategic motto, whereas the British firms are wed to their short-term cost goals. Helped by three
MBA dissertations by Jon Morris, Ken Khi Pang, and Simon Gleave in the late 1980s at Cardiff.
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Unaware of Jaques, this theory or any Japanese connection to Glacier Metals. Misc. Ch.
Wilkinson, David, and Mike Pedler, 1996, "Whole systems development in public service",
Journal of Management Development, MCB Press, Bradford, UK, Emerald online, 15(2):38-53.
Top-down or outside-in change methodologies are increasingly seen to be ineffective. An
understanding of how change may take place is still undeveloped. Recently technologies for
whole systems development have emerged based on Weisbord's 1992 dictum that for change or
learning to occur we need to “get everybody into improving the whole”. Whole systems
development can offer a way to realizing the learning organization. Provides a case study of
whole systems development in action within Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council in the UK.
Begins with a brief account of the ideas on which whole systems development is based and
concludes with a commentary on the case study. (This appears to be STS-related.) Cited
Weisbord 1992, Revans 1982. # Misc. PJ.
Wilkof, Marcia V., Deborah Wright Brown, and John W. Selsky, 1995, “When the Stories are
Different: The Influence of Corporate Culture Mismatches on Interorganizational Relations,”
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, Sept. 1995, 31(3):373-388. A focus on the management
of difficult working relationships of long-term interorganizational dyads. Highlighted
understanding each organization’s culture(s) toward improving the situation. Cited Jaques 1951.
At Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science; Long Island U.; U. Otago, NZ. # W. PJ. A.
Willcocks, Arthur, 1979, “Weakness of Consultation,” Health and Social Service Journal,
London, UK, 27 April 1979, 89:481. The growth of knowledge and skills has led the splintering
of the professions into specialisms and created the possibility of interfacial conflicts. When, as
has been the case since 1974, the organizations are differently structured, funded, and controlled,
the problems are made worse and are formalized. A joint consultative committee is, at best, a
weak link between health and social services. At Nottingham U., UK. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Willcocks, Stephen G., and Christopher J. Rees, 1995, “A psychoanalytic perspective on
organizational change,” Leadership & Organization Development Journal, Emerald MCB, UK,
16(5). Cited Jaques 1955, which Jaques has withdrawn. Off. PJ.
Willett, John B., 1997, “Measuring Change: What individual growth modeling buys us,” chapter
11 (p. 213-243) in Eric Amsel and K. Ann Renninger, eds., 1997, Change and Development:
Issues of theory, method, and application (Jean Piaget Symposium), Erlbaum, Mahwah, NJ. 328
p. (Studies of adolescents.) Traditional methods are inadequate. Modern methods allow
longitudinal studies where rates of change can be represented. The analytic method itself is no
longer the problem. Needed are waves of longitudinal data and the reformulation of the research
question as sensible individual growth models. Cited by Delle Fave and Bassi 2000 as offering a
method to measure and test Jaques and Cason 1994. Clio Psych BF713 .C44 1997. Rp. Ch.
Williams, Cynthia, and Peer Zumbansen, eds., e. 2011, The Embedded Firm: Corporate
Governance, Labor, and Finance Capitalism, Cambridge University Press, Forthcoming; GWU
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Legal Studies Research Paper. Available at SSRN: (Pub. Date: Aug. 31, 2011). The dominance
of the shareholder model was challenged with regard to persisting divergences and national
differences in corporate law, labor law and industrial relations. This collection of articles
explores this debate, echoing Karl Polanyi's famous observation in 1944 of the
disembeddedness of the market from society. The contributions shed important light on the
empirical effects on the economy of the shift to shareholder primacy. [The Lawrence E. Mitchell
article and one by William Lazonick are to be chapters in this book. Worth a see.]
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1655739 Refu. Bk. UP. A.
Williams, Derek, 1969, “Uses of Role Theory in Management and Supervisory Training,”
Journal of Management Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Oct69, 6(3):346-365. Used
discretion as defined by Jaques 1961 in his work experiment in a teaching hospital. This took a
long time for clarification and to generate results. (Williams was somewhat mixed up with other
authors’ ideas, including Simon.) Cited Jaques 1961. Online. # Rp. PJ.
Williams, Derek, 1969, “The Administrative Contribution of the Nursing Sister,” Public
Administration, Royal Institute of Public Administration, Blackwell Synergy, Oxford University
Press, London, UK, Autumn 1969, 47(3):307-328. Describes some of the first results of a study
of the attitudes, activities and management training needs of sisters. This approach to a teaching
hospital was based on Wilfred Brown’s 1960 idea that organization is describable as four types.
It was “not helpful” in determining management training needs. Clio Lehman JA8 .P8. JJay
JA8 .P8 Pers. Hunter Mn: 5th fl. At UC South Wales and Monmouthshire. # Rp. PJ. A.
Williams, Derek, 1969, “Management Courses for Senior Nursing Staff,” International Nursing
Review, International Council of Nurses, Geneva, SD, Karger, Basil, SD, Autumn 1969,
16(4):329-339. Article in English, abstracts in French, German, Spanish. (The third article that
year on his action-research experiment at a teaching hospital exploring Brown’s and Jaques’s
theory for training needs. BUT neither was cited.) Not in NYPL. CUNY since 1984. Clio
online since 1998. Clio os: Serial 1. [HHS, 701 W. 168 St.] Barcode HR01670000. Clio no.
3942709. At UC-Wales. (Seen, but not copied.) Misc. PJ.
Williams, Derek, 1980, “A Response to Patients First: a series of papers commenting on the
Government's consultative document Patients First,” Health Services Management Centre,
University of Birmingham, Birmingham, UK, 55 p. In Queen's U., Science Lib., UK, and in
National Diet Lib., Japan. (See Weller and Williams 1979.) Not seen. Ru.
Williams, Gertrude, 1956, “The Myth of ‘Fair’ Wages,” The Economic Journal, Royal Economic
Society, London, UK, December 1956, 66(264):621-634. This article was partly in response to
Jaques’ 1956 book but she never mentions either the book or Jaques. She believes the market
sets wages based on supply-and-demand at a given moment in time. Equity and fairness are
utterly foreign concepts to her. See Hill 1958. Alt. PJ. A.
Williams, Ivor, 1984, “Toshiba’s British Switch”, Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, March, p. 43-49, 137-138. Their British partner, Rank, pulled out leaving Toshiba
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to go it alone in 1981. It did - and succeeded in becoming one of the first Japanese companies to
manufacture in the UK. It brought the distinctive Japanese HR style to UK which was embraced
by local employees. See Ferguson 1989 and Gabb 1988; Wright 1997 BBC. # MS. Pro.
Williams, K. J., MD, 1972, “Beyond Responsibility: Toward Accountability,” Hospital
Progress, US, Jan., p. 44-50. "I am convinced that many trustees and administrators . . . in our
hospitals are not prepared for the shock they will receive when called upon, in the public arena,
to account for their trusteeship of the quality of medical care rendered within their hospitals."
They must understand accountability: 1. Why and to whom? 2. What are some of the essential
steps they must take? 3. What are some of the advantages to them, the providers? Administrators
must have in place systems: 1. to establish professional medical care standards, 2. surveillance so
the standards are met, 3. enforcement so there is compliance with those standards. Clarity and
location to prevent liability are of utmost importance. A Board accountability committee should
be created. Cited Freidson 1970. Jaques & Deming not cited. CUNY Baruch. # MS. Pro.
Williams, Karel, Colin Haslam, Sukhdev Johal, John Williams, Andy Adoroff, and Robert
Willis, 1995, “Management Practice or Structural Factors: The Case of America Versus Japan in
the Car Industry,” Economic and Industrial Democracy, Sage, UK/US, Feb., 16(1):9-37. This
article analysed the economic determinants of Japanese success against America in the car
industry. It examined the physical productive performance gap between the national sectors in
terms of hours to build, and the financial performance of major companies in terms of value
added and cash flow. It then outlined the pertinent structural variables before demonstrating
their relevance to the competitive outcome in this case. The conclusion was that management
action may be relevant to competition within national settlements, but structural variables were
likely to be decisive in competition between social settlements where structural variables like
wages and hours worked have different values. [This was more of the culture excuse.] Cited
Krafcik 1988, 1989; Monden 1983; Ohno 1988. Clio Offsite HD5650 .E24. SIBL JLK 86-120.
At U. Manchester & U. East London. # MS. PJ.
Williams, Roger, and David Guest, 1971, “Are the Middle Classes Becoming Work Shy?” New
Society, London, UK, 1 July 1971, p. 9-11. (Reprinted as chapter (p. 120-126) in Weir, Mary,
ed., 1976, Job Satisfaction: challenge and response in modern Britain, Fontana/Collins,
Glasgow, UK, 288 p.) Technical control for efficiency is coming into conflict with human
control for fulfillment. NYPL Offsite JLC 89-394 (SIBL). Teach. # Misc. Pop.
Williams, Whiting, 1920, What’s on the Worker’s Mind: by one who put on overalls to find out,
Schribner, NY, NY, USA, 329 p. Williams quit as HR director and went to work in overalls for
the better part of a year in steel mill, coal and iron mines, shipbuilding, and oil refinery. Partly a
diary and partly findings. The workers weren’t Bolshies. They were trying to make ends meet.
They were human. Williams had three worker findings: the importance of the daily job;
tiredness of the workers and; the ignorance of the workers of company plans. The worker
wanted a margin of security and safety. Work = bread. Without it, there was a withdrawal of
extra effort (p. 300-1). “Economic man” was an “economic alibi.” There were three investments
to each firm: labor, management, and capital (“brawn, brains, and bullion”, p. 311). Significance
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and self-respect = manliness (p. 303). We need to create a national hiring bureau (p. 319, 323) to
move men to the jobs. (See Wren – the “social gospel” was the source of industrial sociology.
Williams was teacher; Worthy was student.) Cited by Jacoby 1986. See Worthy; Ouchi &
Johnson 1978; Wren 1985, 1987, 2005. NYPL os TDI (Williams, W. What's on the worker's
mind) City, Htr Mn, GC HD8072 .W55 (repr. 1971). No index. Findings p. 281-329. Ch #
MS. Bk.
Williams, Whiting, 1922, Horny Hands and Hampered Elbows: the worker's mind in western
Europe, Scribner, NY, NY, US, 285 p. [Elbows = space.] Whiting’s participant-observer study
of workers in France, Belgium, and Germany, later in Lens, Paris, and England. In Europe
workers gave more and got less than in US. Wages were about 75% of those in the US and the
standard of living was only 50% (p. 249-285). There were far fewer socialists/ anti-war-ists in
the Great War than expected. Will there be a US of Europe? In US we feel others are not to be
trusted. [Goldstone’s definition of liberals and conservatives.] NYPL Schw Offsite - Req in
Adv TDI (Williams, W. Horny hands and hampered elbows). Misc. Bk.
Williams, Whiting, 1923, “Theory of Industrial Conduct and Leadership,” Harvard Business
Review, HBR, April 1923, 1(3):p. 322-330. The article suggests that people, Americans in
particular, seek to satisfy the desire to feel self worth among other people by attaining some sort
of major accomplishment in their place of employment. It is suggested that when monetary
compensation and self-satisfaction in the workplace are not sufficiently in line, problems usually
result. However, a impervious style of management generates problems. See Worthy; Wren
1985, 1987, 2005. # Misc. Pro.
Williams, Whiting, 1925, The Mainsprings of Men, Scribner Sons, NY, NY, USA, 313 p. The
wish for worth in work and life are inextricably bound together. Cuny City HD4904 .W5.
NYPL Schw Offsite TDI (Williams, W. Mainsprings of men) Misc. Bk.
Williams, Whiting, 1967, America’s Mainspring and the Great Society, a pick-and-shovel
outlook, F. Fell, NY, NY, USA, 188 p. Government largess can make us weak. We had better
be careful. Academic footnotes. City HN65 .W5. Schw D 18-1683. Misc. Bk.
Williams, Whiting, 1985, Full Up and Fed Up: the worker's mind in crowded Britain, Scribner,
NY, NY, US, 324 p. (A reprint of 1921 book.) Whiting’s study of the workers in Great Britain,
who sought the “utmost recognition and satisfaction per unit of effort expended.” Was high on
the great wheel of life. – Ecclesiatus. City HD 8390 .W4 1985. Hathi Trust? NYPL os TDI
(Williams, W. Full up and fed up) Misc. Bk.
Williamson, Oliver E., 1964, The Economics of Discretionary Behavior, Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ. This has nothing to do with Jaques (except .…). This is a well-known
book on agency theory and transaction cost economics in economics. To Williamson
‘discretion’ is when a manager uses his or her authority which can lead to self-dealing at the
expense of the shareholders. It is a huge negative. (This is far from Jaques’ definition of the
word.) See Goronzy and Gray 1974, Ghoshal and Moran 1996, Hendry 2002. Off. Bk.
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Williamson, Oliver E., 1967, “Hierarchical Control and Optimum Firm Size,” The Journal of
Political Economy, U. Chicago, IL, April, 75(2):123-138. Williamson argued in this famous
article that information is distorted as it passes upward thus leaving the CEO in a “purely
imaginary world.” Given that the span of control must be limited, there must also be a limit to
the size of firms. But he also showed that those at the top of the larger and more hierarchical
firms live in an ever-more imaginary world since information reaching them is ever-less real.
This helps to explain diminishing returns to scale as Boulding claims. (These concepts were
obviously at variance with the real world. He had no knowledge of Jaques.) Cited by Calvo and
Wellisz 1978. See Goronzy and Gray 1974, Ghoshal and Moran 1996. CUNY-wide online.
Alt. PJ. A.
Williamson, Oliver E., Michael L. Wachter, and Jeffrey E. Harris, 1975, "Understanding the
Employment Relation: The Analysis of Idiosyncratic Exchange," The Bell Journal of Economics,
US, Spring 1975, 6(1):250-278. Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/3003224. Jobs with
nontrivial job-specific skills and task-specific knowledge evolve, in a learning by doing fashion,
during the course of a worker's employment. Otherwise qualified but inexperienced workers can
not be equivalent of job incumbents. The underlying factors are evaluated with "organizational
failures framework." Examined individualistic contracting modes of the contingent claims
contracting, spot contracting, and authority relation types. The implied demands on the
rationality limits of human actors are shown to be severe and the associated costs of adapting
to changing job and market circumstances are considerable for jobs of this idiosyncratic kind.
Collectivizing the employment agreement serves to economize on transaction costs in both
bounded rationality and attenuate opportunism. In result, "internal labor markets," which
others have interpreted in mainly noneconomic terms, can be supplied with an efficiency
rationale - additionally if not instead. Fox not cited. Cited Leibenstein 1966. # Misc. PJ. A.
Williamson, Oliver E., 1975, Markets and Hierarchies, analysis and antitrust implications: a
study in the economics of internal organization, Free Press, New York, NY, 286 p. Williamson
acknowledges the potency of hierarchies to perform certain coordinative functions beyond the
markets. “Unfortunately, in more dynamic organizations, market controls fail [due to individual
opportunism, bounded rationality, organizational change, and small-number bargaining over
time] and need to be replaced with other mechanisms [i.e. managerial hierarchy].” [See also his
1976 article and his chapter in Van de Ven 1981.] See Ulrich and Lake 1990, Ghoshal and
Moran 1996. Off. Bk.
Williamson, Oliver E., 1985, The Economic Institutions of Capitalism: firms, markets, relational
contracting, New York: Free Press; London: Collier Macmillan, 450 p. On institutional
economics. Advanced a most comprehensive argument in defense of hierarchy on the grounds
of efficiency: 1. Saving of transaction costs; 2. Economies of specialization; and 3. Economies of
centralized handling of shocks. However, there may be a negative 4. Lack of responsiveness to
local shocks. Concluding, “Hostility to hierarchy thus lacks a comparative institutional
foundation.” Cited and reviewed by Aoki 1990. Clio Barnard, Lehman, Bus HB99.5 .W55
1985. MS. Bk.
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Willis, Kirk, 1979, “The role in Parliament of the economic ideas of Adam Smith, 1776–1800”,
History of Political Economy, Duke U., Durham, NC, US, 11:505–544. Adam Smith was one of
the insiders in the British government 1776-1790. He had influence on the major players of the
day, including Townsend and North. But it was limited. In his 1776 book he delayed
publication to include what was happening in the colonies – that is, the Boston Tea Party of 1773
and the very negative reaction to his Townsend Acts. See Sen. Fritz Hollings. # Misc. PJ.
Willman, Paul, 1995, “Strategy versus Context: some Comments on Morishima,” British Journal
of Industrial Relations (BJIR), Blackwell Publishers, Oxford, UK, Dec95, 33((4):641-643.
Comments on HRM policies in Japan. The author noted Morishima’s view that each HRM
element may be analyzed, evaluated and even changed separately for two reasons. The first
reason is because a naïve systems theory based on the idea of human resource flows seems to
have been a feature of prescriptive HRM. Second, ideas about ‘fit’ among HRM elements and
between HRM and business strategy abound in the literature. See Morishima and Jacoby in
same issue. At LBS. Refu. PJ. A.
Willmott, Hugh, 1993, “Strength is Ignorance; Slavery is Freedom: Managing Culture in Modern
Organisations,” Journal of Management Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, July, 30(4):515-552.
Culture advocates assert individual ‘practical autonomy’ is conditional on the development of a
strong corporate culture, especially based on excellence and quality. This echoes the totalitarian
“doublethink” controls of the Party in Orwell’s 1984. Cited Peters and Waterman, Deal and
Kennedy, and Kanter. Did NOT cite Jaques. See R. Willmott 1997. Marvellous. Refu. PJ.
Willmott, Robert, 1997, “Structure, Culture and Agency: Rejecting the Current Orthodoxy of
Organization Theory,” Journal for the Theory of Social Behaviour, Executive Management
Committee, Blackwell Publishers, Oxford, UK. March, 27(1):93-123. Acknowledges “the
reality of a stratified world” and criticizes conflated thinking among the three elements by
sociologists, specifically Giddens’ structuration theory. The preoccupation with culture has led
to the disregard of structure. No awareness of Jaques. (Too bad. ) See H. Willmott 1993.
Teach. Refu. PJ.
Wills, Gordon, 1993, Your Enterprise School of Management: a proposition and action lines,
MCB University Press, Bradford, UK, 328 p. Elliott Jaques’ requisite organization theory was
the means to empower the employees and structure the organization. ‘Your Enterprise School of
Management’ (ESM) was based on action learning per Reg Revans and the already established
IMCs. A fundamental question was that of the current and foreseeable needs of the enterprise.
Asserted this programme would replace the traditional MBA. Jaques’ structural theory was
simply a springboard for action learning. Wills was head of IMCs at Buckingham, UK, and was
on staff at U. Cranfield. Cited Stamp 1991; Jaques 1989. Not in CUNY, NYPL, Brunel. In
Cranfield Library 378.965. Not seen. Rp. Bk.
Wills, Gordon, 1993, “Questions are the curriculum,” The Journal of Management Development,
(Special Issue), MCB University Press, Bradford, UK, 12(2):7-14. The first of six chapters in
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this Special Issue on action learning leads off with a discussion of Elliott Jaques’ requisite
organization theory as the means to empower the employees and structure the organization.
‘Your Enterprise School of Management’ (ESM) was based on action learning per Reg Revans
and the already established IMCs. In the ESM, one fundamental question about the curriculum
was that of the current and foreseeable needs of the enterprise. The answer was to focus on
questioning insights. Asserted this programme would replace the traditional MBA. (Jaques’
structural theory was simply a springboard to action learning.) Wills was head of IMCs at
Buckingham, UK, and was on staff at U. Cranfield. Cited Stamp 1991; Jaques 1989. # Rp. PJ.
Wilson, Alexander Tommy M., 1951, “Introduction,” in Jaques, Elliott, 1951, The Changing
Culture of a Factory, Tavistock Publications, London; 1952, Dryden Press, NY, xiii-xvii. ~
Wilson, Brian, 1980, “Lecture Syllabus's.” Outline syllabus for lectures and seminars,
accompanied by a letter to Wilfred Brown from Brian Wilson of the Cranfield School of
Management. Part of a file. Dated 18 Feb. 1980. In Churchill Archives, BRWN 4/4/2,
Cambridge University, UK. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Wilson, H. Thomas, 1999, “Time, Space and Value: Recovering the Public Sphere,” Time and
Society, Sage, London, UK, Thousand Oaks, CA., New Delhi, IN, 8(1):161-181. An interesting
article on capitalism’s preference for temporal and exchange values over spacial and use values.
Time is equated with paid labour and space with unpaid work. Cited Jaques 1982 and Hall 1969,
1966, 1983 on the forms of time and space and their impact on cross-cultural values. (Henry
George not cited.) At York University, Toronto. Public Administration Program. (416) 7362100, ext. 77896 htwilson@yorku.ca (No response.) # Rp. PJ.
Wilson, James A., and Nancy S. Elman, 1990, "Organizational Benefits of Mentoring,"
Executive (19389779) [ALT. TITLE is The Academy of Management Executive,] US, Nov1990,
4(4):88-94. 7p. DOI: 10.5465/AME.1990.4277215. ISSN: 1938-9779. Many companies have
instituted formal mentoring programs. The benefits flow to the organization that include the
transmission of corporate culture and the provision of a "deep sensing" apparatus for top
management. Elliott Jaques describes the increasing levels of psychological complexity required
by managers as they rise through the organizational ranks. Cited Jaques 1989 (RO). SIBL
*ZAN-B25 v. 4-7 (Feb. 1990-Nov. 1993). Both at U. Pittsburgh, PA, US. # D. PJ.
Wilson, James Q., 1989, Bureaucracy, Basic Books, NY, NY, US, … p. Wilson, James Q.,
2000, Bureaucracy: what government agencies do and why they do it, Basic Books, NY, NY,
US, 433 p. Lots of examples and lots of erudition. He seems to have read everything. However,
he did not cite Jaques 1976. Meier and Bohte 2001 cited p. 149 on p. 468. CUNY Baruch, GC,
Htr Mn JK421 .W52 1989. Clio Barnard JK421 .W52 2000 (not on shelf). NYPL Schw offsite
JLE 90-26 (SASB). [See Obit NY Times – Sat. 3-3-12 p. A1.] Misc. Bk.
Wilson, John, and Graham Cole, 1990, "Healthy approach to Performance Appraisal," Personnel
Management, Blackwell, London, UK, June, p. 46-49. One group of private hospitals has shifted
its performance appraisals to ones driven by the appraisees rather than the managers and focused
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on personal development rather than work objectives or salary potential. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Wilson, Kenneth L., 1978, “Toward an Improved Explanation of Income Attainment:
Recalibrating Education and Occupation,” American Journal of Sociology, Nov., 84(3):684-697.
Cited Jaques 1976 but did not use time span. But he recommends it. “This notion holds
particular promise for empirically grounding authority levels in hierarchies.” (p. 687) # D. PJ.
A.
Wilson, Kathlyn Y., and Robert G. Jones, 2008, “Reducing job-irrelevant bias in performance
appraisals: compliance and beyond,” Journal of General Management, Henley-on-Thames, UK,
Winter2008/2009, 34(2):57-70. Job-irrelevant discrimination seems as ubiquitous as the
performance appraisals in which it is commonly detected. [Still.] A code of practice for
performance management across cultures and national boundaries was proposed. [Again.] At
Del. State; MO. State, US # Refu. PJ.
Wilson, Phillip E., 1995, “‘Working on the Work’ to Make Enterprisewide Quality
Improvement,” chapter 8 (p. 139-155) in Cole, Robert E., 1995, Death and Life of the American
Quality Movement, Oxford U. P., NY, NY, 242 p. How one gets beyond just tools to how it gets
done. The tools don’t give you the mind set of Quality. Clio Bus HD62.15 .D45 1995. SIBL
JBE 95-1932. Teach. # MS. Ch. UP. A.
Wilson, Robert N., 1960, “The Physician's Changing Hospital Role,” Human Organization,
Winter 1960, 18(4):177-183. The physician has enjoyed a highly autonomous role in the
hospital organization. This autonomy has been laden with power to direct the course of the
organization; explicit authority has been immense, and implicit authority perhaps even more
potent. It is important to recognize that the doctor's ability to produce desired effects in
organizational life has been joined to a flourishing negative capability—a freedom from—for
escaping many of the demands of that life. (Authority without accountability. Before Medicaid
or Medicare. See Jaques 1996.) At Harvard Medical School. # Misc. PJ. A.
Wilson, Roger, 1959, “The Social Sciences and the Health Services,” The Journal of the Royal
Society for the Promotion of Health, 79:401-404. Recommended organizations use someone like
Jaques to get the benefits that Glacier got. Cited EJ 1951. Not on theory. # Misc. Pro.
Wilson, Thomas P., 1968, "Patterns of Management and Adaptations to Organizational Roles: A
Study of Prison Inmates," American Journal of Sociology, U. Chicago P., Sep. 1968, 74(2):146157. A common finding in organizational research is that individuals supervised with
"participative" management practices tend to have better relations with superiors and closer
relations with peers than do individuals under "bureaucratic" supervision. These hypotheses are
investigated in a study of prison inmates' adaptations and relations with staff and fellow inmates.
As anticipated, adaptations are systematically related to exposure to bureaucratic or participative
management. Cited Jaques 1951. # D. PJ. A.
Winch, Graham M, and Eunice Maytorena, 2011, "Managing Risk and Uncertainty on Projects –
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A cognitive approach," Chapter 14 (p. 345-364) in Morris, Peter W. G., Jeffrey K. Pinto and
Jonas Söderlund, eds., 2011, Oxford Handbook of Project Management, Oxford University
Press, Oxford, UK; NY, NY, US, 550 p. Project risk management techniques have been misused
and become part of the problem rather than part of the solution. Risks identified with expected
utility (EU, Simon) are a psychological construct, not set in stone. On the unknowability of real
risk, Keynes was closer to Knight than to the EU-based neo-classicalists who followed him. Fig.
4.2 on p. 359 was a marvelous rendition of mental risk versus real knowledge. Future time was
assumed. Raynor 2007; Jaques not cited. Clio Bus HD69 .P75 .O95 2011. # MS. Ch.
Wintermans, Jos, 1994, “The Problem of ‘Articulate Incompetence’,” Canadian Business
Review, Conference Board of Canada, Ottawa, FD, Spring, 21(1):42-43. CEO, Canadian Tire
Acceptance Ltd. How CTA changed as a result of implementing Jaques’ theory. A layer of
articulate but incompetent managers was replaced with a set of competent managers with fast
results. [Also see Alexander Ross.] (See Pfeffer and Sutton 2000 book, The Knowing-Doing
Gap.) (See Nicolson, Harold, 1967, “The War Years, 1939-1945,” [Diaries, Vol II], Antheum,
New York, NY. Quote from Tacitus on the Emperor Galba: “Omnium consensu capax imperii
nisi imperasset.” [“Had he never been placed in authority, nobody would ever have doubted his
capability for it.” July 19, 1941 entry.]) See Kapel; Luthans; Van Clieaf. A case. # Rp. Pro.
Winters, Raymond J., 1983, It’s Different When You Manage, Lexington Books, D. C. Heath,
Lexington, MA, USA; Toronto, ON, Can., 257 p. A book by an experienced US executive who
earned an MBA and a PhD. A diagram showing only the middle 50% in any role were subject to
incentives, not the top 25% and not the bottom 25%. (Indeed.) Also a section on a sophisticated
appreciation of Japanese management, p. 64-70. CUNY Baruch HD31 .W565 1983. Misc. Bk.
Wintrobe, Ronald, 1982, “The Optimal Level of Bureaucratization within a Firm,” The Canadian
Journal of Economics, Nov. 1982, 15(4):649-668. Two major incentive schemes inside
organizations are: rules and discretionary authority. (They are neglected by economists.) There
are three types of variables: monitoring, rewards for justified discretion, and sanctions for
unjustified discretion. Testable hypotheses include: measuring the level of discretion in relation
to the wages of employees. It appears to be inversely related. (Eh? Bingo? See Again!)
Organizational ‘slack’ is the price that must be paid to get productive discretion. (?) Red tape is
a control mechanism that allows discretionary authority to be delegated to employees. (?)
Supports RO theory (?). (See Breton & Wintrobe 1982 book, not herein.) At UWO. # MS. PJ.
Wintrobe, Ronald, and Albert Breton, 1986, “Organizational Structure and Productivity,” The
American Economic Review, June 1986, 76(3):530-538. Organizational trust was confidence in
reliability built up in networks over time. Vertical trust relationships provide the means for
productivity. This was negative in horizontal trust relationships. As firms age the trust networks
become equally oriented, so productivity declines. (This argument is pre-quality systems and
pre-RO.) Not on RO but very interesting. Cited by Leibenstein 1987. At UWO and U. Toronto.
MS. PJ. A.
Winum, Paul C., 2003, “Developing Leadership: What is distinctive about what psychologists
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can offer?” Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and Research, APA, Winter 2003,
55(1):41-46. Psychologists can bring five distinctive contributions to an engagement: leverage,
assessment, changing behavior, measurement of results, and a professional code of ethics. Cited
Jaques, esp. 1976, 2001. http://www.apa.org/journals/cpb.html. # Rp. PJ.
Winum, Paul C., 2005, “Society of Consulting Psychology 2004 Presidential Address,”
Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and Research, Summer 2005, 57(3):171-79. Noted
Jaques’ 2002 book on the power of CEOs to impact the lives not only of their employees but the
entire community - and not just economically but also socially and psychologically.
http://www.apa.org/journals/cpb.html. # D. Pro.
Wirth, Itzhak, 1976, Functional Differentiation and Power Structure of Multilevel
Organizations: A Comparative Study of Three Transportation Enterprises, Ph.D., dissertation in
Industrial Engineering, U. of California, Berkeley, CA, 392 pages. UMI AAT 7704655.
Abstract: DAI-B 37/09, p.4612, Mar 1977. Unpublished. See Spaeth 1985. See Ph.Ds.
Wirth, Itzhak, 1996, “How Generic and How Industry-Specific Is the Project Management
Profession?” International Journal of Project Management, Feb., 14(1):7-11. A study of 41
projects and their managers across several industries, comparing size, uncertainty, and the
qualifications of managers. Results indicated the extent to which the managers can move across
industry sectors. Misc. PJ.
Wirtz, Peter, 2011, "The cognitive dimension of corporate governance in fast growing
entrepreneurial firms," European Management Journal, Elsevier/ U. Glasgow, UK, Dec. 2011,
29(6):431–447. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.emj.2011.06.004. Corporate governance is
conceptualized as a complex system reaching beyond the corporate board and its members. To
explain this link used a model first proposed by Charreaux (2008), where governance potentially
influences managerial behavior through two levers: financial discipline and cognition. In
entrepreneurial firms corporate governance may play a central role in sustaining high levels of
growth through the extensive use of the cognitive lever. At Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3,
France. Entrep. Teach. # MS. PJ.
Wise, Charles R., 2006, “Organizing for Homeland Security after Katrina: Is Adaptive
Management What's Missing?” Public Administration Review, Washington, D.C., May/June
2006, 66(3):302-318. Hierarchy model or network model. How about an adaptive model where
we learn whatever needs to be done in a natural emergency as we go thru several. [The
suggested approach is not acceptable under any circumstances. It is too slow, will result in
further deaths and damages, fails to consider the length of time required for growth, and
fails to consider the shorter possible time until the next emergency. The Federal
government once had the capacity to respond. Learning is not the issue. Start again with
an over-capable head.] Cited Jaques 1990. W. PJ.
Wise, Charles R., 2006, “Organizing for Homeland Security after Katrina: Is Adaptive
Management What's Missing?” Public Administration Review, Blackwell, May|June 2006,
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66(3):302-318. This article analyzes performance and organizational issues revealed by the
governmental response to Hurricane Katrina. It reviews and analyzes the organizational changes
made in the federal government to address homeland security and presents several proposals for
reorganization suggested by policy makers in the aftermath of Katrina. A management approach
rooted in adaptive management is presented for use in the ongoing process of organizing for
homeland security. Cited Jaques 1990. At Indiana U. E-mail: wise@indiana.edu. # Rp. PJ.
Wiseman, C., 1979, “Strategic Planning in the Scottish Health Service – A Mixed-Scanning
Approach”, Long Range Planning, Elsevier Ltd., London, UK, April, 12(2):103-113. A
programme of research into the development of effective planning processes for the Scottish
health service has been undertaken. This has led to proposals that a mixed-scanning approach be
developed with the aim of introducing more systematic and rational thinking in a way which is
technically and politically realistic. This paper focuses on one of the key components—the
concept of a scanning or review process—to provide an overall appreciation of what has been
happening within the health service and what the future could hold. # Misc. PJ. A.
Wiseman, Liz, 2010, “How to Bring Out the Best in Your Boss,” Harvard Business Review,
Mar2011, 89(3):20-21. An HBR blog post in Dec. based on her research. Found two types of
managers: “'dimminishers,’ who get less than 50% of the capability of people around them, and
‘multipliers,’ who get virtually 100%.” (See Bentz 1987 and Worthy 1986 for Sears X-Y
managerial study. This looks like a linkage.) # Misc. Pro.
Wiseman, Thomas, 1974, The Money Motive; a study of an obsession, Random House, NY, NY,
and Hutchinson, London, UK, 334 p. Mostly built his discussion of money and people’s relation
to it around Freud and Klein. Elliott Jaques was the third psychiatrist at this party. Interviewed
Jaques in 1972. Jaques’ work at Glacier Metal and his time-span of discretion (TSD) are
included. See chapter three, Origins and Consequences, in particular p. 59-66. Jaques looked
into our motives for getting wealth and thus our ability to hang onto it. Cited Jaques 1956, 1961,
1970; Aristotle; Kierkegaard. See mixed review by Lehmann-Haupt 1974. Clio Offsite
HG221.3 .W58 1974. Rp. Bk.
Wispé, Lauren G. and Kenneth E. Lloyd, 1955, "Some situational and psychological
determinants of the desire for structured interpersonal relations," The Journal of Abnormal and
Social Psychology, APA, US, July 1955, 51(1):57-60. DOI: 10.1037/h0045593. Wispe. "The
sales personnel of a life insurance company district were intensively interviewed about the kind
of social interaction preferred." It was shown that "the desire for structured personal interaction
is… a defense mechanism which attempts to control the behavior of those individuals in the
system who have the authority to initiate negative sanctions." Cited in Holmes 1966. At Ohio
State. # Misc. PJ. A.
Wiswell, Albert Knute, 1987, A Descriptive and Analytical Study of Formal and Informal
Workplace Learning Practices of Human Resource Development Professionals, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Adult Education and Business Administration, U. of Texas, Austin, TX, 216
pages. UMI AAT 8806438. DAI-A 49/03, p. 0409, Sep 1988. Unpublished. See Ph.Ds.
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Witcher, Barry J., 1995, “The Changing Scale of Total Quality Management,” Quality
Management Journal, UK, 2(4):9-29. “While many leading Japanese companies use hoshin
kanri to integrate TQM and to help maintain its momentum, some of them since themid-1960s,
few Western companies have adopted its ideas. In some instances it seems to havebeen mistaken
in the West as a similar prescriptive technique to MBO, sometimes for quality policy
deployment… or … companies think they are doing it already through a combination of
prescriptive planning, management-based teamworking and re-engineering.” In short, the
Western-based multidivisional structure is inadequate to face the global competition that uses
hoshin kanri backed TQM. At uea.ac.uk MBO + HK. # Refu. PJ.
Witcher, Barry J., and Rosemary Butterworth, 1999, “Hoshin Kanri: How Xerox Manages,”
Long Range Planning, Elsevier, UK, June 1999, 32(3):323-332. This article presents a case
study of Hoshin Kanri practice at Xerox (UK). Hoshin Kanri is a form of TQM-based strategic
management that links strategic intent to its implementation in daily management. Key features
include Xerox's use of vital few programmes; the link with employee appraisals; an active role
for a network of quality managers; a participative form of deployment; a mature form of total
quality management; the use of a self-assessment model to manage the business; and a
structured system of review. Key benefits have been transparency and common language for
involving everybody in the strategy. A case. [Actually, H.K. is a combination of Deming and
Jaques.] # MS. PJ. A.
Witcher, Barry, and Rosemary Butterworth, 1999, What is Hoshin Kanri? A Review, ESRC,
Economic and Social Research Council, Swindon, UK, 10 p. A detailed explication of FAIR
(Focus, Align, Integrate, Review). Hoshin Kanri is an organising framework and a primary
organisational means for linking strategic and daily management. It gives to management a
capability to provide the infrastructural architecture necessary to co-ordinate and integrate skills
and resources that combine as an organisation’s core competence. (Review was an operational
audit.) Noted the limits of TQM in M. Porter 1996. MS. Rep.
Witcher, Barry J., and Rosemary Butterworth, 2000, “Hoshin Kanri at Hewlett Packard,”
Journal of General Management, Administrative Staff College, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon, UK,
Summer, 25(4):70-85. (Online since 2002.) The balanced scorecard is an allied method of goal
deployment that was (we think) developed from Hoshin Kanri ideas at Hewlett-Packard in the
USA. BSC is a tool more than alignment system. Cited Kano 1993. A Case. Baruch. MS. PJ.
Witcher, Barry J., and Rosemary Butterworth, 2001, “Hoshin Kanri: Policy Management In
Japanese-Owned UK Subsidiaries,” Journal of Management Studies, Blackwell, UK, July 2001,
38(5):651-674. Hoshin Kanri (policy management) is a (largely unreported) form of corporatewide management (begun in the 1960s per Akao 1991) that combines strategic management and
operational management by linking the achievement of top management goals with daily
management at an operation level. It is a Western cultural blind spot: organization-wide
governance [Lillrank 1995]. The research explored three Japanese manufacturing UK-based
subsidiaries and its relation to conventional planning, MBO (management by objectives), and the
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balanced scorecard (BSC) tools. Hoshin Kanri is an organizing framework for policy-based
objectives. These are translated into QCDE (quality, cost, delivery, education) targets,
participation and process-based, good cross functional management and multi-layered review
systems which are used in daily management to drive progress. TQM was already in existence.
Some of the main issues include changes in organization and personnel, problems with
administering periodic review, and cross-functional working in departmental forms of
organization. Both at Uni. of East Anglia, UK. [Sounds like Glacier Metal.] See Yoji Akao
1991, Paul Lillrank 1995, Dunphy 1986. Misc. PJ.
Witcher, Barry, 2002, “Hoshin Kanri: a study of practice in the UK,” Managerial Auditing
Journal, UK, 17(7):390-396. Hoshin kanri was a PDCA-managed process, or put another way, a
strategic management by TQM principles. Misc. PJ.
Witcher, Barry J., 2003, “Policy management of strategy (hoshin kanri),” Strategic Change, John
Wiley, Chichester, UK, Mar/Apr 2003, 12(2):83-94. Reported the findings from the UK
Economic and Social Research Council research project about Policy Management. This article
uses a strategic management framework (FAIR) to present its characteristics drawn from PDCA
(Focus, Align, Integrate, Review). Also considers its differences from other approaches, MBO
and BSC. See Tennant and Roberts 2001. At UEA. Misc. PJ.
Witcher, Barry J., Vinh Sum Chau, and Paul Harding, 2007, “Top Executive Audits: strategic
reviews of operational activities,” Managerial Auditing Journal, MCU Press, Bradford, UK,
Emerald, 22(1):95-105. Explored the involvement of top management in strategic reviews of the
organization's operational activities (known as top executive audits or TEAs). These involve
strategy process and business excellence. The case of Nissan South Africa (NSA) illustrated
their relation to hoshin kanri (policy deployment) practice. TEAs are an integrative aspect of
holistic management and are operational audits crucial to hoshin kanri and facilitate operational
effectiveness. A case. At UEA. CU & Baruch. Misc. PJ.
Witcher, Barry J., and Vinh Sum Chau, 2007, "Balanced scorecard and hoshin kanri: dynamic
capabilities for managing strategic fit", Management Decision, MCB UP Ltd., Bradford, UK,
Emerald Online, UK, 45(3):518-538. Combined the balanced scorecard and hoshin kanri as
integrative dynamic capabilities for the entire strategic management process. Posited a model for
the combination of these long- and short-term organisational activities as a framework for the
senior level to manage a firm’s strategic fit (as an integrated organisation-wide system) that
linked top management goals to daily management. Examples were given from Canon, Toyota
and Nissan, to show how strategy was executed cross-functionally across a firm’s functional
hierarchy. Top executive audits, when managed properly, explicate a new view of strategic fit,
as a form of nested hierarchies of dynamic capabilities. At U. East Anglia, UK. # MS. PJ.
Witcher, Barry J., and Vinh Sum Chau, 2012, "Varieties of Capitalism and Strategic
Management: Managing Performance in Multinationals after the Global Financial Crisis", British
Journal of Management, Special Issue, UK, March 2012, 23(SI):S58–S73. doi: 10.1111/j.14678551.2012.00816.x. Examined the varieties of capitalism thesis and is structured into four parts.
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In the first, the nature of the varieties of capitalism thesis is examined (Hall and Soskice 2001).
In the second, two distinct strands of theory and research in strategic management (the outside-in
and inside-out views of strategy) are considered. The third explores convergence and explicates
a model from Nissan, which brings core competencies and dynamic capabilities to the strategic
management of a large multinational firm. The fourth concludes with a critical assessment of
convergence after the global financial crisis. Cited Albert 1991/1993; Fligstein 1987, 1990. At
U. East Anglia, UK; U. Kent, UK. email: b.witcher@uea.ac.uk # Misc. PJ.
Witte, John Frederick, 1980, Democracy, Authority, and Alienation in Work: Worker’s
Participation in an American Corporation, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, and
London, UK, 216 pages. Closely based on his 1978 PhD dissertation at Yale (412 pages, DAI-A
39/04, p. 2524, Oct 1978). This was a study of a three-year application of the Tavistock SocioTechnical Systems (STS) [quality of work life (QWL)] in a US firm. Its “success was in areas
marginal to the existing operational core of the corporation.” It was not supported by most
employees and many managers were hostile. This form of “worker participation” failed. Again.
An excellent case write-up. A case / anti-case. (Is this what happened to STS in the coal
industry in the UK?) See Moch and Bartunek 1990. Cited Jaques 1951 once but did not cite
Brown at all on worker participation or on joint councils. (In Poli Sci, U. Wisc - Madison; 2007.)
Refu. Bk. UP. A.
Witzel, Morgen, 2002, “A Short History of Efficiency,” Business Strategy Review, UK, Vol. 13,
pp. 38-47, 2002 Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=368747 Efficiency is a
management concept with a long history, running from scientific management (Taylorism) to
business process reengineering. In the early 20th century Harrington Emerson, an engineer,
argued that an efficient organisation was a necessary prerequisite to task and process efficiency.
Rejecting the machine metaphor of scientific management, Emerson conceived of an organic
organisation where efficiency was a natural occurrence, not an imposed set of targets and
procedures - a concept that has a lot in common with total quality management and a philosophy
that remains valid and important. [Nothing on systematic management.] At Uni. Exeter, UK.
Misc. PJ.
Witzel, Morgen, 2006, "Elliott Jaques," entry in The Encyclopedia of the History of American
Management, Continuum, UK, 6 pgs. ISBN: 1-84371-131-1, 978-1-84371-131-5. A solid intro
essay to Elliott and to R.O. theory. Online. Also cited Stamp, Brown, Rowbottom, Billis,
Evans, Reber. Clio online. Teach. Wd. # D. Ch.
Woffenden, M. H., 1992, “General Theory in Production: Educating Managers in Their Role in
the Re-Organisation Process,” chapter (p. 457-462) in Cang, Stephen. (ed.), 1992, Elliott Jaques
Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA. Rp. Ch.
Wohlford, Paul, 1966, "Extension of personal time, affective states, and expectation of personal
death," Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, APA, US, May 1966, 3(5):559-566. DOI:
10.1037/h0023208. An individual's affective state may causally influence his extension of
personal time into the future (his protension). The present study tested the hypotheses that: (1)
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positive affect tends to lengthen protension, and (2) negative affect tends to shorten protension.
In a pretest-manipulation-posttest design, 147 undergraduate men and women were assigned to 1
of 3 affect arousals: anticipating a pleasant experience, an unpleasant experience, or personal
death. The dependent variable of protension was assessed by a personal association (PA)
measure and by a TAT measure. The hypotheses were clearly supported by the PA data, but not
the TAT data. Cited in Wohlford 1968. Cited Epley & Ricks 1963 (Jaques 1956); TD Graves
1961 PhD (not herein); Kohler 1925; Wohlford 1964 PhD. # Rp. PJ. A.
Wohlford, Paul, 1968, "Extension of personal time in TAT and story completion stories,"
Journal of Projective Techniques and Personality Assessment, US, June, 32(3):267-280.
Extension into the future is termed protension; into the past, retrotension. Future extension of
time span was positively correlated with advancing age during childhood. "There is growing
empirical support for the construct of extension of personal time." Cited by Squyres 1981.
Jaques not cited. Cited Epley & Ricks 1963; Graves, T. D., 1961 PhD (not herein); P. Kahn
1967; Murray 1959; Ricks et al 1964; Wohlford 1964 PhD (cited as 1965), 1966. [The two
articles by Ricks validated Jaques 1956.] At U. Miami, FL. # Rp. PJ.
Womack, James P., Daniel T. Jones, and Daniel Roos, 1991, The Machine That Changed the
World: how Japan’s secret weapon in the global auto wars will revolutionize western industry,
Harper Perennial, New York, N.Y., 323 p. An examination of Japan’s human resources practices
and lean production system with a special emphasis on Toyota. This is the JIT-kanban system.
They describe this system as ‘fragile’ when compared to mass production. The lack of buffers
means everyone must be there always and doing their best. Also, if there are no reciprocal
obligations between workers and managers it will revert to mass production. [A good point often
lost on U.S. managers.] This is NOT cultural: it is management. [Did this finally end
Abegglen’s 1958 ‘culture’ derailment? Or did it start a new one?] (It was described by Krafcik
(1988, 1989) whose MBA initiated the key IMVP findings at MIT and also contributed one of
the chapters herein.) (See Streeck 1996 for skeptical evaluation of this approach from a German
perspective. See Sandberg 1995 for the Folly in Womack.) Clio Barnard & Lehman HD9710
.J32 W66 1991. Misc. Bk.
Wong, Leonard, Stephen Gerras, William Kidd, Robert Pricone, and Richard Swengros, 2003,
“Strategic Leadership Competencies,” U.S. Army War College, Carlisle, PA, 18 p. A study/
report on the leadership skill sets needed in the post-9/11 environment. Six metacompetencies
were identified as needed for the future Army: identity, mental agility, cross-cultural savvy,
interpersonal maturity, world-class warrior, and professional astuteness. Ru. Rep.
Wong, Leonard, Paul Bliese, and Dennis McGurk, 2003, “Military Leadership: A context
specific review,” Leadership Quarterly, 14(6):657-692. The military leadership literature is
stratified into the systems, organizational, and direct levels of leadership with an examination of
studies on the critical tasks and individual capabilities required at each level. Cited in Clemmons
2008 PhD. Cited R.O. # Rp. PJ. A.
Wong, Leonard, 2004, Developing Adaptive Leaders: the crucible experience of Operation Iraqi
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Freedom, Carlisle, PA, US Army War College, Strategic Studies Institute, Yuma, Arizona. In
light of the complex problems faced by Army leaders in Afghanistan and Iraq. This guy is a
bust… Cited in Vandergriff 2006. Jaques not cited. CUNY, NYPL ebook. Misc. Rep.
Wong, May M. L., and Chris Hendry, 1999, “Employment Strategy: Comparing Japanese and
British retail companies in Hong Kong,” Personnel Review, Dec 1999, 28(5-6):474-489. Special
Edition. The strategies used by retail companies from the UK and Japan in business in Hong
Kong to manage their employees are compared. Results indicate Japanese companies use more
structured methods and have more employee groups than do UK companies. [Meaningless
abstract – Gale circular citation.] # MS. PJ.
Wong, May M. L., 2005, “Organizational Learning via Expatriate Managers: Collective Myopia
as Blocking Mechanism,” Organization Studies, EGOS, Sage, March, 26(3):525-550.
Qualitative case studies of two Japanese multinational department stores in Hong Kong were
used. The central office culture was so strong it inhibited expatriate managers from learning
anything that would challenge established norms. They failed to learn and to teach others from
their international assignments: there was no knowledge creation. Cited in Sandberg & Targama
2007. Cited Pucik 1994; Nonaka 1995. Baruch. At Lingnan U., HK, China. Misc. PJ.
Wong, Simon C. H., 1995, “Management Decision Support Systems: From Theory to Practice,”
Educational Management Administration and Leadership, UK, April 1995, 23(2):122-134.
Argued that the use of computer-based systems for management decision support has increased
rapidly in recent years. The possibilities of the use of computers to support effective educational
administration using such an approach were illustrated using practical examples. Cited
Rohrbaugh and Eden 1990 (SST, Jaques). Wong at Hong Kong Baptist University. # Rp. PJ.
Wong, Veronica, John Saunders, and Peter Doyle, 1987, “Japanese Marketing Strategies in the
United Kingdom,” Long Range Planning, UK, Dec., 20(6):54-63. Based on a study which
examined hypotheses about Japanese marketing using a matched sample of British companies
and their major Japanese competitors. Japanese subsidiaries in Britain were shown to be much
more marketing-oriented, more responsive to strategic opportunities, and more single-minded in
their pursuit of market share. Organizationally, there were few differences between the two
groups. Japanese managerial focus and responsibility were centred upon overall productmarket rather than financial or production performance, with continuous feedback facilitating
rapid adaptation and implementation of marketing plans and strategy. # Misc. PJ. A.
Wood, Ian, and Edward E. Lawler, 1970, “Effects of Piece-rate Overpayment on Productivity,”
Journal of Applied Psychology, American Psychological Association, June 1970, 54(3):234-238.
It has been argued that low productivity is a side effect of overpaid Ss striving for higher quality.
Data showed that low productivity of overpaid Ss could not be attributed to their striving for
higher quality. It is concluded that when faced with overpayment, Ss try to reduce their
outcomes. [In 1970 quality was hardly part of workers’ mind sets.] See Lawler 1968. Cited in
Aguirre 1970 notes. At Yale U. Refu. PJ. A.
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Wood, Leland Edward, Jr., CDR, 1973, The Results and Implications of a Study of Felt Fair Pay
in a Random Sample of Naval Officers, NTIS, National Technical Information Services,
Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, Sep 1973, AD7694185. (Co-developer: William S. Joransen).
(See Wood (and Joransen) M.S. 1973) Rp. Rep.
Wood, Robert E., Anthony J. Mento, and Edwin A. Locke, 1987, “Task complexity as a
moderator of goal effects: A meta-analysis,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Aug.,
72(3):416–425. Much evidence exists that supports the use of goal setting as a motivational
technique for enhancing task performance. However, little attention has been given to the role of
task characteristics as potential moderating conditions of goal effects. Meta-analysis procedures
were used to assess the moderator effects of task complexity for goal-setting studies conducted
from 1966 to 1985 (n = 125). The reliability of the task complexity ratings was .92. Three sets
of analyses were conducted: for goal-difficulty results (hard vs. easy), for goal specificity–
difficulty (specific difficult goals vs. do-best or no goal), and for all studies collapsed across goal
difficulty and goal specificity–difficulty. Generally goal-setting effects were strongest for easy
tasks, d = .76, and weakest for more complex tasks, d = .42. Cited Frost and Mahony 1976;
Jackson and Zedeck 1982. At U. NSW, AU. Misc. PJ. A.
Wood, Stephen, 1979, “A Reappraisal of the Contingency Approach to Organization,” Journal of
Management Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, October, 16:334-354. Author at LSE.
Alleged that Lawrence and Lorsch 1967 misread Burns and Stalker as a dichotomous choice
between mechanistic and organic organization forms. B&S offered a more complex view of a
plurality of systems within systems. Contingency theory renders managerial choice redundant
because it is equally deterministic to classical organizational assumptions (Taylorism). The issue
is changing the dominant forms of organization, not just banishing hierarchy. Refu. PJ.
Wood, Stephen, and John Kelly, 1982, “Taylorism, Responsible Autonomy and Management
Strategy,” chapter 4 (p. 74-89, 206) in Wood, Stephen, ed., 1982, The Degradation of Work?,
Hutchinson, London, UK, 238 pages. They argue for a balanced and complex assessment of
Taylorism, and especially against Braverman’s view of Taylorism (1974). Taylor’s strategy was
altered significantly during implementation, which was often piecemeal. Taylor’s continuous
process production required small variation among inputs. But large variations can be the norm
(e.g. coal mining, 1951). Thus, STS’s advocacy of autonomous work groups and group bonuses
assured adaption to these variations by the work force while pursuing the goal. (Excellent
explication of Taylor and STS.) See Davis 1966, Littler 1978, Trist 1976. Misc. Ch.
Wood, Stephen, 1990, “Tacit Skills, the Japanese Management Model and New Technology,”
Applied Psychology: International Review, (Psychologie appliquée), Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates Ltd., London, UK, 39(2):169-190. Japanese workers participate in industrial
engineering using their tacit knowledge of the job. This reversal comes out of kanban and kaizen
along with personnel policies that buttress production management. These changes herald the
end of Fordism and Taylorism. Fordism was built around the industrial engineer (Taylorism).
The Japanese production system is built around the supervisor. The dichotomy of autonomy vs.
control is not relevant. There is a complex and dynamic relationship among managerial, expert,
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and worker knowledge. (Again, Jaques and Glacier connection not cited.) Cited in Drummond
1993 [See again.] (See A. Weiss 1984 on worker-to-engineer ratio that may be wrong.) At LSE.
Not in Clio, CUNY. In NYPL Offsite JFL 95-15 v. 39 1990. # MS. PJ.
Wood, Stephen B. A., ed., 1982, The Degradation of Work?: skill, deskilling, and the labour
process, Hutchinson, London, UK, 238 p. A series of chapters by Newman, Coxon, Smith,
Wood & Kelly in response to Braverman’s 1974 book and his deskilling thesis. These articles
either defend him, extend his thesis, or ameliorate it. (He is dead-wrong. Why bother?) Cited
Blauner 1964; Fox 1974 (BC). Grad Ctr HD6955 .D43 1982. Not in NYPL. Off. Ch.
Wood, Stephen J., and Ruth H. Elliot, 1977, “A Critical Evaluation of Fox’s Radicalization of
Industrial Relations Theory,” Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association,
London, UK, 11(1):101-125. On Alan Fox 1973 article and 1974 book, Beyond Contract. Fox
had adopted Jaques’ theory as his starting point for establishing trust in the workplace. Jaques
not cited in this article. Cited in McGovern Ph.D. See Fox’s rejoinder, Jan 1979. See Webb
1992. Alt. PJ. A.
Wood, Stuart, 1999, “BHP is Still Bogged Down in the Past,” Australian Financial Review,
Sydney (?), Australia, 10/18/1999, p. 21. Quotes a Rio Tinto exec: “BHP has these magnificent
assets and they are just pissing them away with this pathetic productivity.” Mentions Carnegie,
Business Council of Australia, and “Hilmer’s ‘enterprise bargaining’ reforms of the late ‘ 80s.”
“Comalco received a 20 per cent boost in productivity within the first year of introducing
individual employment contracts” (1995). D. Pop.
Woodman, Patrick, and Petra Cook, 2005, Bullying at Work: the experience of managers,
Chartered Management Institute Report, London, UK, Sept. ISBN: 0-85946-460-1. The
survey, which questioned 512 managers across all UK sectors, reveals that many senior
managers are victims of bullying and identifies psychological intimidation as the biggest
problem. The research also shows an alarming lack of awareness about dealing with workplace
bullies. The research reveals that 39 per cent of managers have been bullied in the past three
years. Middle managers are the most bullied amongst the UK management population, 49 per
cent having suffered. This suggests that 'management squeeze' is a serious issue - with pressures
from above and below the reporting line creating problems for those in between. However,
victims appear at all levels of the organisation. Almost a third (29 per cent) of directors and two
fifths (42 per cent) of junior managers reported being bullied. The report also examines the
causes of bullying, and what practical steps organisations are taking. Managers identify a lack
of skills as the biggest contributing factor, and suggest that training within the framework of a
clear organisational policy on bullying is essential. (As part of the project, the Institute also
published guidance for managers on tackling bullying at work. For more information, please
contact research@managers.org.uk or call 020 7421 2704.) See MS 2005. # Misc. Rep.
Woodruffe, Charles, 1991, "Competent by another name," Personnel Management, UK, Sept.,
23(9):30-33. Competencies offered a fresh start - to get away from the muddle of traits and
motives. They were job and task oriented. Jaques not cited. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
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Woods, D., 1976, “District Health Councils: Health Care for the People or Just Another Layer of
Bureaucratic Fat?” CMA Journal (aka CMA Magazine), Canadian Management Association,
November 6, 1976, vol. 115. (Ontario?) Cited by Dixon 1981/1982. Gale entry blocked. Not
seen. Cr. Pro.
Woods, David D., 1985, "Cognitive Technologies: The Design of Joint Human-Machine
Cognitive Systems," AI Magazine, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence
(www.aaai.org), US, Winter 1985, 6(4):86-92. This article explores the implications of one type
of cognitive technology, techniques and concepts to develop joint human-machine cognitive
systems, for the application of computational technology by examining the joint cognitive
system implicit in a hypothetical computer consultant who outputs some form of problem
solution. This analysis reveals some of the problems can occur in cognitive system design e.g., machine control of the interaction, the danger of a responsibility-authority double-bind, and
the potentially difficult and unsupported task of filtering poor machine solutions. Applied
cognitive psychology must provide models, data, and techniques to help designers build humanmachine elements of a joint cognitive system. RAEW. See Bhidé 2010. Information
Technology (IT). # Misc. PJ.
Woods, Philip A., and Peter Gronn, 2009, “Nurturing Democracy: The Contribution of
Distributed Leadership to a Democratic Organizational Landscape”, Educational Management
Administration and Leadership, UK, July 2009, 37(4):430-451. This article reviews the
comparative merits of distributed leadership and democratic leadership in organizations.
Distributed leadership entails a democratic deficit. It suggested a multi-stranded approach for
educational leaders and policymakers concerned to advance the democratic potential of
distributed leadership. Cited Jaques 1970 `On Being a Manager…’ At U. Gloucestershire,
pwoods@glos.ac.uk and U. Cambridge, UK. # Off. PJ.
Woodson, Dorsey, 1975, “Britain's new management system,” Modern Healthcare (Short Term
Care), Crain Communications, Chicago, IL, US, 1975 Sep, 4(3):33-37. PMID: 239327 [PubMed
- indexed for MEDLINE] Under the new NHS system the British hospital administrator
disappeared into a committee which manages the system by consensus to carry out government
health policies. Previously autonomous units now became interdependent for administration.
Individual accountability was lost at every level. NY Acad. of Medicine v. 3-21. D. Pro.
Woodward, Joan, 1958, Management and Technology, Her Majesty’s Printing Office, London,
UK. (See Woodward 1965 also) Misc. Bk.
Woodward, Joan, 1965, Industrial Organization: Theory and Practice, Oxford University Press,
London, UK, 281 p. She showed that firms which followed Taylor’s mechanistic formulations
on organization failed. They did not survive. Adapting the organization to the available,
dominant technology was one key to survival at the production level. She also noted that
organization theory had splintered. Study was done in the 1950s. Cited Rice 1958. The basis,
with Burns and Stalker 1961, for Lawrence and Lorsch 1967 and for Thompson 1967. And
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contingency theory was born. (Hickson, Pugh, and Pheysey, 1969, used Perrow’s 1967
technology construct to refute Trist and Bamforth 1951 and to support Woodward 1958, 1965.)
See Burns BJIR 3/1966 BkRev #. Refu. Bk. UP. A.
Woodward, Richard T., 1998. See Shaw, W. Douglass, and Richard T. Woodward, 2008. ~
Woodworth, Robert S., 1954, Experimental Psychology, H. Holt and Company, New York, NY;
Methuen, London, UK, rev. edn., 948 p. Found mental discontinuities which he called
“thresholds.” RSW was mainly focused on differing physical responses to continuously
increasing stimuli. See esp. chapter 8, p. 192-233. Examined learning, tasks, ability, and
performance. Cited in Reynaud 1981 (1950 edn.). (1st edn., 1938, 889 p.) City Coll Cohen
BF181 .W6 1954. Misc. Bk.
Woodworth, Warner, and Reed Nelson, 1979, “Witch doctors, messianics, sorcerers and OD
consultants: Parallels and Paradigms,” Organizational Dynamics, AMACOM, American
Management Association, NY, NY, Autumn, 8(2):17-33. Changes to improve the social system
are not limited to modern societies. Many primitive societies have been very effective in making
changes led by precursors to OD consultants. They cured social ills through knowledge of the
social networks in the village and an awareness of the hidden conflicts. Lots for consultants to
learn from witch doctors, messianics and sorcerers. (One difference: modern sacred jargon
needs frequent updating.) Refu. PJ.
Wooldridge, Bill, and Steven W. Floyd, 1990, "The Strategy Process, Middle Management
Involvement, and Organizational Performance," Strategic Management Journal, Wiley Perls,
Chichester, UK/US, Mar/Apr 1990, 11(3):231-241. ISSN: 01432095. Reported the results of
investigating the strategic involvement of middle-level managers in 20 organizations. The
results suggested that involvement in the formation of strategy was associated with improved
organizational performance. But there was no relationship between consensus of middle-level
managers on strategy and organizational performance. Involvement can best be achieved where
individuals were comfortable critically examining strategic decisions. # Misc. PJ. A.
Wooler, Stuart, 1982, “A Decision Aid for Structuring and Evaluating Career Choice Options,”
The Journal of the Operational Research Society, The Practice of Decision Analysis, Palgrave
Macmillan Journals, London, UK, April 1982, 33(4):343-351. A decision aid for helping ICI
personnel in assessing future career options is described. Its rationale is to help users clarify
their own thinking about possible careers, by raising their awareness of the current subjectively
relevant factors (or attributes) for assessment of careers and by encouraging them to generate a
more complete and realistic set of attributes. Career options can then be evaluated using this
modified attribute set. A computer program, MAUD, is employed for structuring and evaluating
options, and the design of a simple aid, HISTRA, which helps users to generate a more complete
understanding of the career decision problem and to clarify relative importances of conflicting
attributes, is described. Cited Humphreys 1980 (3); MAUD. At Brunel. # Rp. PJ. A.
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Wooler, Stuart, 1987, “Analysis of Decision Conferences: Interpretation of Decision Makers’
Activities in Problem Identification, Problem Expressing and Problem Structuring,” Technical
Report 87-2, Decision Analysis Unit, London School of Economics and Political Science,
London, UK. Ru. Rep.
Wooten, Lynn Perry, and Erika Hayes James, 2008, “Linking Crisis Management and
Leadership Competencies: The Role of Human Resource Development,” Advances in
Developing Human Resources, Sage, June, 10(3):352-379. Executives who enable their firms to
recover from a crisis exhibited a complex set of competencies in each of the five phases of a
crisis — signal detection, preparation and prevention, damage control and containment, business
recovery, and reflection and learning. We examined leadership competencies during each phase
of a crisis. In addition, this article linked the role of human resource development to building
organizational capabilities. At U. Mich. & U. Va. # Misc. PJ.
Wootton, B., 1962, The Social Foundations of Wage Policy, 2nd edition, Allen and Unwin,
London, UK. (1st edition, 1954). Cited by Quaid, and by Routh 1980. Misc. Bk.
Wootton, Baroness Barbara Frances of Abinger, 1974, “Fair Pay, Relativities and a Policy for
Incomes,” Frawley Foundation Lecture, 20, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK, 21
pages. Lecture and pamphlet series. This is her set of recommendations, not Jaques’. SIBL.
Misc. Rep.
Working Party on Collaboration between the NHS and Local Government, 1973,
Reorganisation of the National Health Service and local government in England and Wales,
Great Britain. Dept. of Health and Social Security, H.M. Stationery Off., London, UK, 132 p.
(Department of Health and Social Security, Welsh Office.) ISBN: 011320499X. A report from
the Working Party on Collaboration between the NHS and Local Government on its activities to
the end of 1972. NYAM Old Stacks WA 540 FA1 G782 1973. Not seen. Misc. Rep.
Worren, Nicolay, 2008, “Managing the Company Resource Pool: an emerging line and an
emerging role for HR,” People and Strategy, HRP Society, US, Sept., 31(3):42-49. A "business
stream" organization design gives HR the responsibility for managing people who are organized
in a company-wide competence centre or resource pool. A key feature of this design is the
introduction of a dual hierarchy, with project managers that are responsible for project
execution, and people managers who lead the skill groups within the resource pool. The result
for the company as a whole is to increase flexibility and improve the ability to mobilize talent
across internal boundaries. For the HR function, it implies a significant shift in that people
managers are made directly accountable for competence development and resource allocation.
[Jaques indicated a single line manager was accountable for results of those under him/her and
for their development.] Cited Jaques 1970, 1989. At PA Consulting, Oslo, Norway. # Rp. PJ.
Worth, David A., and Lawrence D. Brooks, 1983, Application of Time Span Boundaries and
Managerial Strata to Military Organizations, Industrial College of the Armed Forces, National
Defense University, Washington, DC., May 1983, 26 pgs. Mobilization and defense
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management technical reports series. Mobilization Studies Program Report. [not obtained]
NDU and Iowa U. Libraries have it. [Get This - can Tom M. get it?] Ru. Rep.
Worthy, James C., 1947-48, Addresses, 4 pts. in 1 v. Stencil. Clio Offsite 261 W899.
1947, "Discovering and Evaluating Employee Attitudes," AMA, NY, Oct 3, 1947, 7 p. (sic)
1947, "The Study of Employee Attitudes and Morale," OMA, Chicago, Feb. 4, 1947, 20 p. (sic)
1948, "Responsibility of the Personnel Administrator in Modern Business Management,"
Personnel Association of Toronto, April 30, 1948. 26 p.
1948, "Democratic Principles of Business Management," IMI, Lake Forest College, May 27,
1948, 15 p. Quoted from Haldane 1947 HBR article and Fortune Jan. 1948 editorial [37(1):2.]
(This talk became the article in Advanced Management, US, March 1949, 14(1):16-21. It was
reprinted with 1948 cover note by Genl. Wood in Worthy 1994. See latter.) ~
Worthy, James C., 1949, "Democratic Principles of Business Management," Advanced
Management Journal (SAM), US, March 1949, 14(1):16-21. [Reprinted as chapter 17 (p. 173183) in Moore, David G., and Ronald G. Greenwood, eds., 1994, Lean But Not Mean: studies in
organization structure, U. Illinois Press, Urbana, IL, 227 p. with note by Genl. Wood.] The
country had just fought a war against authoritarian rulers yet those same principles permeated
business. Efficiency was overrated: most executives operated at only 30%. This had to change.
Science and engineering led to a machine concept for an organization. This idea was wrong.
Controls substituted for good judgement and jobs were destroyed for the workers. An
authoritarian system inhibited adaptiveness and problem-solving. Worthy identified 5
democratic rights of every person in business. Noted the ambiguity of Taylorism’s legacy. In
many ways the opposite of Herb Simon. US democracy was an experiment. (From a 1948 talk
at Lake Forest Coll.) Cited Haldane 1947 HBR article & Fortune Jan. 1948 editorial [37(1):2.]
Not in CUNY. NYU Bobst HD58.9 .W67 1994. SIBL JBE 94-2510. # MS. PJ. A.
Worthy, James C., 1950, “Factors Influencing Employee Morale,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, Jan.-Feb., 28(1):61-73. Vice President of Sears, Roebuck & Co. and Asst.
Secretary of Commerce. Sears had only four managerial layers between president and the shop
floor - with 110,000 employees in retail division alone. In the mail-order division the SOC was
1:40 and the employees were happy. See Worthy chapter 1959, 1986; Jacoby 1986. Attacked by
Porter and Lawler in 1960s. (Sears looks Requisite.) City Coll. Cohen Percls. # MS. Pro.
Worthy, James C., 1950, “Organizational Structure and Employee Morale,” American
Sociological Review, April, 15(2):169-179. Vice President of Sears, Roebuck & Co. 12 years of
personnel research findings at Sears, Roebuck. Old-fashioned driver-managers use fear and
control but this is no longer working. Flat organization helps morale. This looks Requisite with
only four levels between division head and the employees. This much greater widening of the
span of control was a vigorous dissent from classical span of control theory (see Urwick 1938).
See Porter and Lawler 1964 and 1965 for “non-validation” of Worthy. (Porter and Lawler’s
research findings were themselves invalidated soon thereafter by further research.) Jacoby 1986
thought Worthy’s findings confirmed the Herzberg 2-factor model. Starbuck 2003 noted that
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Worthy did not describe how he made his survey observations, but Jaques 1951 did (p. 173). See
Alfred Chandler 1962 on Sears; Worthy 1986. A case. Online. # MS. PJ. A.
Worthy, James C., 1950, "Attitude Surveys as a Tool of Management," AMA General
Management Series, no. 145 (1950), 6. Cited by Jacoby 1986. Monograph. Not in CUNY nor
NYPL nor Clio. Not seen. Misc. Rep. ~
Worthy, James C., 1950, What Employers Want, illustrated by Howard Rogovin,
Science Research Associates, Life adjustment booklet, Chicago, 48 p. [plus Insructor’s Guide,
10 p.] Not in Clio, CUNY. NYPL Schw [3rd fl.]: SB p.v. 909. No copy. Teach. Misc. Rep.
Worthy, James C., 1954, “Freedom Within American Enterprise,” Advanced Management, a
S.A.M. publication, June, 19(6):5-8. Worthy was then Assistant Secretary of Commerce. This
was a speech he gave to S.A.M. Worthy denounced the tendency to allow authoritarian
management practices into organizations in a democratic society. He further denounced the
scientific thinking which treated people as machines. Management was, as he saw it, more of
a political process. No citations. Baruch Percls. Teach. # Refu. PJ.
Worthy, James C., 1955, “Education for Business Leadership,” The Journal of Business, U.
Chicago, Chicago, IL, Jan. 1955, 28(1):76-82. “There is evidence that we Americans often do
not really understand our own system and what makes it work.” This ignorance can lead us
away from social order. The most important task of business schools is to teach the “great ideas”
of American business. See Gordon and Howell 1959; Deutschman 1991. Included as chapter 18
in Worthy 1994. # Refu. PJ. A.
Worthy, James C., 1957, “Management’s Approach to Human Relations,” chapter 2 (p. 14-24)
in Arensberg, Conrad M., et al, ed., 1957, Research in Industrial Human Relations, a critical
appraisal, Harper, New York, NY, 213 p. Cited in Fox 1971. Included as chapter 19 in Worthy
1994. Clio Offsite: HD6971 .In244. NYPL Hum-Genl Res D 10-2058. Baruch & City Coll
Cohen HD6971 .I56. S! # Misc. Ch. Write up. More. See again.
Worthy, James C., 1959, “Managers, Corporate Structure, and Employee Morale: A Case
Study,” a chapter (p. 251-258) in Warner, W. Lloyd, and Norman H. Martin, eds., Industrial
Man, Businessmen and Business Organizations, Harper and Row, New York, NY, 580 pages.
(From HBR 1950) (Sears looks Requisite.) See Alfred Chandler 1962 on Sears; Worthy 1986.
(See also, Zimet 1979; Rowbottom and Billis 1987.) Baruch & City Coll Cohen HD30 .W3.
NYPL Gen Res D 12-2934. Write up. More. S! # MS. Ch.
Worthy, James C., 1959, Big Business and Free Men, Harper Brothers, New York, NY, 205 p.
Size alone did not matter. Sears likely was naturally Requisite. The VP here describes the tall
organizational structure as based on a flawed span of control notion of 1:6. Sears Roebuck’s
spans of control at 1:40 gave it a flat structure. Chapter 7: People within the Structure. Mutual
confidence between the supervisor and the subordinate on capability was requisite and allowed
delegation with discretion (p. 102-112). Attacked by Porter and Lawler in 1960s. Mintzberg
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1989 cited Worthy 1959 book as a denunciation of Taylorist ‘efficiency.’ See Alfred Chandler
1962 on Sears; see Wren 1987 on Williams. Baruch & City Coll. HC106.5 .W64. MS. Bk.
Worthy, James C., 1979, “The Behavioral Dimensions of ‘Span of Management’ Theory,”
chapter 25 (p. 405-414) in Zimet, Melvin and Ronald G. Greenwood, eds., 1979, The Evolving
Science of Management: the collected papers of Harold Smiddy and papers by others in his
honor, AMACOM, New York, NY, 496 pages. Managers at Sears who headed flat
organizations were found to be more competent than those heading tall organizations. Included
as chapter 15 in Worthy 1994. See Worthy 1986. Baruch HD31 .E86. S! # MS. Ch.
Worthy, James C., 1984, Shaping an American Institution, Robert E. Wood and Sears Roebuck,
U. Illinois Press, Chicago, IL, 299 p. Worthy by this time was a professor at Northwestern’s
Kellogg School, so Porter and Lawler were not taken seriously in Chicago. [Sears may have
been Requisite.] This may be A BIG CASE. See Alfred Chandler 1962 on Sears; Worthy 1986.
Baruch & City Coll Cohen HF5467.S4 W67 1984. NYPL Gen Res JFE 84-3913 MS. Bk.
Worthy, James C, 1986, “Human Relations Research at Sears, Roebuck in the 1940s: a memoir,”
chapter (p. 36-44) in Wren, Daniel A., ed., 1986, Papers Dedicated to the Development of
Modern Management, Academy of Management, Briarcliff Manor, NY, USA, 107 p. Sears,
Roebuck retained the social anthropology researchers from Hawthorne who had joined U. of
Chicago. (1) Sears conducted extensive HR research into organizational behavior and
discovered, “High morale is a by-product of sound organization. … The same policies, attitudes,
and practices which … produce good operating results are precisely [those] which produce high
levels of employee morale” (1949). Ideological affinity, profit-sharing, type of job, and status
also played roles. The surveys became tools still used in Sears. Most results were not published.
(2) CEO Wood gave discretion to each store manager and department head to get the best
results. As a result, the organizational structures of some stores were “flat” (X) and others were
“tall” (Y). Span of control also varied. A study was made to discover which worked best.
Managers in the “X” stores were more skillful merchandizers than those in “Y” stores. Morale
was higher in “X” stores. There were fewer layers and highly paid managers in “X” stores (and
lower salary costs). More people were promoted to higher levels of responsibility out of the “X”
stores. Fewer hierarchical levels in “X” stores meant greater competency at each level. At “Y”
stores the top executives were talented, but the department heads were not and their position was
less demanding – compared with their counterparts at “X” stores. The “Y” store heads relied on
their assistants. Managers of “X” stores were better judges of people, who learned more and
faster, and they could take pride in them. “Y” store managers were less warm and were
distrustful of their own people, “You can’t get good people any more.” BOTH “X” and “Y”
managers reproduced their structures in similar assignments. Thus, personality was initially seen
as the cause [rather than cognitive ability]. Summarized in Worthy 1959, 1984; Whyte 1952,
1959, 1961. (This was opposite from that in the academic literature. Porter and Lawler were
wrong - but they had no access to actual data.) See Moore 1986, following chapter. See French
Bk Rev 1996; Jacoby 1994. Basis for 1992 article. At NWU. # MS. Ch.
Worthy, James C, 1992, “The more Things Change, The more they Stay the Same: The Original
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Sears, Roebuck & Co. Studies,” Journal of Management Inquiry, Sage, March, 1(1):14-38. Part
I – Employee Attitude and Morale Studies, 1939-1942. Wages, hours and physical conditions
were of less importance to employees than the intangibles of quality of supervision, recognition
of performance, and fairness of treatment. Part II – Organization Studies, 1946-1952. One study
found two types of managers in the stores: X and Y. X managers had shorter lines of vertical
communication (fewer levels), wider horizontal spans of control, less detailed supervision,
higher morale, goal orientation, and higher profitability. In contrast, the Y managers were
distrustful and disparaging toward their own employees. Manager selection was the key here.
Another study was on centralization (buying). The only relation that made sense in the Sears
parent merchandising organization was function to merchanise because all of the functions serve
that activity. Function to function was a meaningless abstraction and horribly complex in reality.
Based on 1986 chapter. City Coll. & Htr. # MS. PJ.
Worthy, James C., 1994, (edited by David G. Moore and Ronald G. Greenwood), Lean But Not
Mean: studies in organization structure, University of Illinois Press, Urbana, IL, 227 p.
Worthy’s articles from the past four decades were included as chapters. (Only a few were
published here for the first time.) Typical of this wise man. An awareness that others were
taking a bit of ‘lean’ wisdom and twisting it into a mean fad. An argument for business and
against mean, for people and against numbers, for democracy and against totalitarianism. On the
ambiguity of Taylorism’s legacy. (In many ways the opposite of Herb Simon.) Unaware of EJ.
Not in CUNY. NYU Bobst HD58.9 .W67 1994. SIBL JBE 94-2510. Refu. Bk.
Worthy, James C., 1995, "Control Data Corporation: The Norris Era," IEEE Annals of the
History of Computing, IEEE Computer Society, Los Alamitos, CA, US, Mar. 1995, 17(1):47-53.
From a modest start in 1957, Control Data Corporation under the leadership of its founder,
William C. Norris, grew rapidly to become a worldwide, multibillion-dollar enterprise, the major
producer of the world's most powerful computers and peripheral products, and provider of a wide
range of vital computer services. Along the way, the company explored means for applying
digital technologies to aid in the solution of critical problems of contemporary society. From a
pinnacle of achievement by the early 1980s, Control Data slipped into a series of technological
and financial crises from which it was still struggling to emerge. Based on his book. See
Gomez-Mejia, Page and Tornow 1982. City Coll., GC, Baruch. At Northwestern Univ.,
Evanston, IL, USA. # Misc. PJ.
Wortley, David B., and Ellen S. Amatea, 1982, “Mapping Adult Life Changes: A Conceptual
Framework for Organizing Adult Development Theory,” Personnel and Guidance Journal,
American Counseling Association, Alexandria, VA, April 1982, 60(8):476-482. As the
counseling field becomes more attuned to viewing adulthood as a period of active and seemingly
systematic change, counselors need to acquire a more comprehensive framework for organizing
ideas about adult change and development. This article presents a conceptual framework for
organizing existing ideas about adult change. Cited by Kegan and Lahey 1984 (chapter) q.v.
Cited D. Levinson 1977, 1978; Sheehy 1976; Jacques 1965 - on all four dimensions of the
W&A charts (p. 480-1). At Univ. of Florida. # Rp. Pro.
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Wrege, Charles D., 1986, Facts and Fallacies of Hawthorne: A Historical Study of the Origins,
Procedures and Results of the Hawthorne Illumination Tests and Their Influence on the
Hawthorne Studies, Garland Publishing, NY, NY, US, 800 p. Wow. See Homans 1941. This
was Wrege’s NYU 1961 Interesting PhD. At Rutgers U. Misc. Bk.
Wren, Alan, 1975, “Participation through added value,” Industrial and Commercial Training,
MCB UP Ltd., Bradford, UK, 7(6):233-239. How a new bonus system led to greater employee
participation. This article may have been used at GIM as a reading. Clio Online 1992 on. Not
in NYPL. Brunel has this issue. At HMC Wheels Ltd. # MS. NJ.
Wren, Daniel A., 1985, “Industrial Sociology: A Revised View of Its Antecedents,” Journal of
the History of the Behavioral Sciences, Wiley, US, Oct. 1985, 21(4):311-320. The real roots of
Industrial Sociology can be traced beyond the Hawthorne Experiments of the 1920s and 1930s
into the nineteenth century and the development of the U.S. Social Gospel and Whiting Williams
in the early 1920s. # Misc. PJ.
Wren, Daniel A., 1987, White Collar Hobo: the Travels of Whiting Williams, Iowa State U. P.,
Ames, IA, 165 p. Williams held an M.A. from Oberlin College where he was exposed to the
Social Gospel. Williams spoke and held seminars at Tuck, HBS, Northwestern, and other
leading b-schools in the 1920s and 1930s. Reference from James C. Worthy in 1983, “I guess I
was more influenced by Williams than I knew.” A ‘participant observer’ before academic
Industrial Sociology. Williams discovered the end of economic man: people thought differently
from Adam Smith. See books by Williams, Whiting. See Leibenstein 1976; Marsden 1986;
Mintzberg, et al, 2002. CUNY GC, Htr Mn, JJay HD 8073 .W47b W74 1987. NYPL Schw
JLD 87-3760 (SASB). Misc. Bk.
Wren, Daniel A., M. Ronald Buckley, and Larry K. Michaelsen, 1993, “The Managerial
Experience of Management Professors: Evidence and Implications for Management Education,”
Journal of Managerial Issues, Pittsburg State U., KS, Spring, 5(1):39-52. 14 pgs. A number of
authorities on management education believe that those who teach management should have
managerial experience or have been in contact with realworld management practices. This study
compared data collected in 1977 with similar data collected recently. The results indicated that
today's teachers of management have less managerial experience, less experience in business
organizations, are younger, and fewer report having doctoral degrees from business schools.
One large private donor provided funds for faculty to acquire this experience and fill this gap at
one institution. (Audacity.) CUNY Baruch 1990-1995. NYPL SIBL JBL 90-165 v. 5
(1993). # Refu. PJ.
Wren, Daniel A., 1994, The Evolution of Management Thought, Wiley, NY, NY; London, UK,
4th edn., 466 p. [Title change in 5th edn., 2005.] From ancient times to the late 20th century.
Mentioned Jaques 1951 was based on Kurt Lewin’s field theory. Cited Landsberger 1961;
Litterer 1965; Worthy in Wren 1987 (p. 285). Cited Jaques 1951, 1961. (Eliot Jacques) D. Bk.
Wren, Daniel A., 2005, The History of Management Thought, 5th edn., Wiley, NY, NY, US;
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London, UK, 519 p. [Edns. 1-4 titled Evolution of …] See pages 195-198 for profile of Whiting
Williams. (Not in prior editions.) [Also cited A. H. Church 1912 on Taylor. Not yet located.]
Baruch HD 30.5 .W73 2005. NYPL (2nd & 4th edns. only.) At U. Oklahoma. Misc. Bk.
Wren, J. Thomas, ed., 1995, The Leader's Companion: Insights on Leadership Through the Ages,
Free Press, NY, NY, 376 pages. 64 excerpts from classic writers on leadership: Jaques is on p.
403 (?). W. Bk.
Wright, F. Kenneth, 1964, “Project Evaluation and the Managerial Limit,” The Journal of
Business, U. Chicago, Chicago, IL, April, 37(2):179-185. A full grasp of the organizational and
strategic implications of time-span. He got it. Linked Penrose and Jaques. The greatest
limitation on a firm was its lack of managerial talent and inability to train up the next generation
of leaders due to the press of current business. Structuring the firm into requisite strata ensured
the optimal assignment of the talent available and provided strategic capability at the top.
Powerful. [Author at Uni. Adelaide, So. Aus. Later at Uni. Melbourne. Consultant.] See F.
Goronzy and E. Gray, 1974. Teach. # Rp. PJ. A.
Wright, George N., and Lawrence D. Phillips, 1986, “Cultural Variation in Probalistic Thinking:
Alternative ways of dealing with uncertainty,” chapter 25 (p. 417-431, et seq.) in Arkes, Hal R.,
and Kenneth R. Hammond, eds.,. 1986, Judgment and Decision Making: An interdisciplinary
reader, Cambridge U. P., Cambridge, UK, 812 p. Reprinted 1988. Original from International
Journal of Psychology, North Holland Pub., 1980, 25:239-257. Contrasted the thinking of
British and Asian students. There was a pronounced difference in the assessment of risk. The
British were more cautious and realistic. Cited Phillips & Wright 1976, 1977; Wright & Phillips
1978, 1979. Based on Wright's 1980 Related PhD. # Misc. Ch. UP. A.
Wright, John W., 1981, “Front-End Bonuses,” Savvy, US, Dec. 1981, 2(12):25. A list of the
types of bonuses to lure a prospective CEO to jump. Beyond base pay: initial bonus, range of
annual bonuses, capital accumulation, retirement benefits, life insurance, major medical and
dental, car, clubs, and personal tax and financial planning advice. [Yeah, Numero Uno.] From
his book. CEO. # Misc. Pro.
Wright, Maurice, 1977, “Decision-making in the New NHS: Consensus or Constipation?” King
Edward Fund for London, UK. NYU? Not seen. Cr. Rep.
Wright, Robert E., 2010, “Teaching History in Business Schools: An Insider's View,” Academy
of Management Learning & Education, US, Dec2010, 9(4):697-700. I question Madansky's
(2008) critique of stand-alone business history courses by arguing that the subprime mortgage
crisis of 2007 and the financial panic of 2008 may not have occurred if business history was
taught more widely and thoroughly in business and public policy schools. The current crisis is
the seventh of its kind in U.S. history and occurred for the same reason, perverse incentives, as
the first six. History can also illuminate the best way out of the crisis and reduce the likelihood
of recurrence. At Augustana College, SD, USA. # Misc. Pro.
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Wrigley, Julia, 1982, “The Division between Mental and Manual Labor: Artisan Education in
Science in Nineteenth-Century Britain,” The American Journal of Sociology, Supplement:
Marxist Inquiries: Studies of Labor, Class, and States (1982), The University of Chicago Press,
IL, US, 88(Supl.):S31-S51. [Entire supplement issue reprinted as a book.] Using historical data,
this paper examines the relation between changes in production and changes in the forms and
ideologies of education through specific analysis of the origin and decline of mechanics’
institutes in Great Britain. Mechanics’ institutes were founded by artisans and capitalists ca.
1820 with the aim of teaching artisans natural science. With the focus on skilled engineering
workers in Manchester, the paper argues that, as the autonomy and work skills of these and other
workers declined, the goal of a broad science education for artisans was replaced by that of a
narrower technical education. Article Online. Book: City HX542 .M346. NYPL Offsite JLE
88-33. At UCLA. MS. PJ. A.
Wyatt, Larry L., 1985, “Adding Value: Future Strategies,” Human Resource Planning, HRP
Society, Tempe, AZ, US, Dec., 8(4):229-232. (Continued by People and Strategy.) Wyatt
described the various levels of human resource management, the activities appropriate for each
level, and the logical progression from one level to the next. Non-requisite. Introduced next
section including Jaques’s 1985 article. Wyatt was VP-HR with ALCOA. See Kolesar 1995;
Schroeder 1991 BW. Baruch starts 1987, v. 10. SIBL JLM 91-87 too. ILL. # W. PJ.
Wyse, Alison, and Tricia Vilkinas, 2004, “Executive leadership roles in the Australian Public
Service,” Women in Management Review, MCB University Press, Bradford, England, 19(4):205211. Canvassed the perceptions of male and female executives in the APS on the role demands
of their executive leadership roles both currently and in the future using a competing values
perspective (Hart and Quinn 1993). Significant results were found for the main factors of
leadership roles and for time. No significant gender differences were found. Both groups
expected demands would be greater in the future. Oddly, senior executives were not seen to
exhibit greater behavioral complexity than lower levels. Not on RO. Originally a paper at
the British Academy of Management, 2003. From Wyse’s Related PhD 2007. Misc. PJ.

X
Xavier, M. J., and S. Ramachander, 2000, “Pursuit Beyond Competitiveness and Competitive
Advantage,” Vikalpa, IIM, Ahmedabad, India, April-June, 25(2):3-10. Collectively, we have
reached the ineffectiveness limits of the competitiveness paradigm. Therefore, an approach
beyond competition based on values is needed. Every individual searches for something
everlasting and wants to leave something behind that survives. The authors offer corporate
emancipation and individual complementary advantage. (Not on RO - but on mid-life crisis, etc.
Purpose.) At Academy for Management Excellence, Chennai. Teach. # Misc. PJ.
Xu, Lian cang, 1987," A Cross-cultural Study on the Leadership Behaviour of Chinese and
Japanese Executives," Asia Pacific Journal of Management, Kluwer Academic, May1987,
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4(3):203-209. ISSN: 02174561. The 'performance maintenance' (PM) theory of leadership,
which has been widely adopted in Japan, has now been introduced into China. The findings of
this Chinese study conducted in 53 factories among 16,260 respondents were compared with the
results from the Japanese study by J. Misumi of Osaka University. The Japanese were a little
higher on both dimensions. Cited Misumi 1984, 1985; Ouchi 1981; T Ono 1984; PB Smith
1984; Vroom 1976. (Unaware of Glacier.) Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of
Science, and Secretary-General of the Chinese Psychological Society. # Misc. PJ.
Xuto, Charas, 1987, “The Role of Management in a Growth Economy,” Indian Management,
New Delhi, India, Feb., 26(2):24-25. Management must look and plan long-term; develop and
hire into management those who are farsighted. Flexibility, diversification, and productivity are
key. Jaques not cited. Advisor, Board of Directors, Siam Cement Co., Bangkok, Thailand. See
Kantabutra & Avery 2011. # MS. Pro.

Y
Yaeger, Therese F., and Peter F. Sorensen, 2009, “Today’s Challenging Times and the Role of
OD,” OD Practitioner, Sp. Edn.: Leadership in Complex Times, Organization Development
Network, Spring, 41(2):50-53. How can OD help organizations through difficult times, and at
the same time help the organization build for the future? This is a case study of an OD Director
who is called upon to help develop strategies for sustaining the existing culture of an
organization under the highly speculative and unfavorable conditions of the current economic
downturn. Three experts, Rob Kjar, Dawn Newman, and Neesa Sweet contribute insights and
sensitivity to the short-term and long-term needs of the organization and its personnel. [Le
Gray indicated the connection between Glacier Metal and the Japanese keiretsu, who have
developed strategies for managing in “escalating and declining’ economic conditions. Referred
by Bill Le Gray 5/09.] MS. PJ.
Yakura, Elaine K., 2001, “Billables: The Valorization of Time in Consulting,” American
Behavioral Scientist, Sage Pubs., Mar 2001, 44(7):1076-1095. This article described the
transformation of time into money in information technology consulting work. Using data
collected through participant observation, this article illustrated the valorization of time, whereby
time was transformed into units of value, known as billables. Examined breaches and ruptures of
individual norms such as padding, discounting, and bidding wars. Billables were used by the
firms as a performance measure and as a form of organizational control of work. But the shifting
context of each hour varied the worth of each consultant’s work. The evidence presented here
suggests that time-based measures of work and value can be somewhat arbitrary. [The
market was not how work valorization was measured.] Jaques not cited. At Michigan State.
MS. PJ.
Yalman, Nur, 1967, Under the bo tree: studies in caste, kinship, and marriage in the interior of
Ceylon, Uni. California Press, Berkeley, CA, 406 p. Cited Jaques 1953; Menzies 1960. Jaques
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has withdrawn this. Clio Barnard, Lehman Reserves, Milstein: DS489.2 .Y3 1967. Off. Bk.
Yamagishi, Toshio, and Midori Yamagishi, 1994, “Trust and Commitment in the U.S. and
Japan,” Motivation and Emotion, Plenum Press, NY, NY, 18(2):129-166. Survey revealed
Americans are more trusting than the Japanese. This is because Americans require more trust in
their social relations. The Japanese already have assurance and so don’t need trust. Trust
oddly requires social uncertainty. Trust is a cognitive bias in the processing of imperfect
information about potential partners and is based on a belief in the benevolence of human nature.
The Japanese in contrast see more utility in dealing with others through personal relations.
Indeed. Clio Psych Liby. Misc. PJ.
Yamamura, Kozo, 1965, “Wage Structure and Economic Growth in Postwar Japan,” Industrial
and Labor Relations Review, Cornell Uni., Ithaca, NY, Oct. 1965, 19(1):58-69. Overcrowded
labor markets and a low wage were the hallmarks of economic growth in pre-war Japan. The
post-war shift has been to an excess demand for labor. This began around 1956 and has
continued. The agricultural sector was depleted and the post-war returnees from Japanese
colonies were absorbed. Additional labor came from unusual sources. Both firm asset size and
rates of productivity had risen. The dual-structure of wages between large and small firms had
eroded toward a single wage. The substitution between capital and labor may have become less
than unity. (Failed to grasp TQ.) Misc. PJ. A.
Yammarino, Francis J., 2000, “Leadership Skills: introduction and overview,” The Leadership
Quarterly, Elsevier Science, Greenwich CT, Spring 2000, 11(1):5-9. Editor’s introduction to
this special issue: a precis of each article, linked their themes together, and a background on
three earlier special issues, “Individual Differences and Leadership, Parts I - III” (1991 - 1992).
How the people links worked in the DC area between ARI, MRI, GMU, NDU, et al. Seven
articles by Zaccaro, Marchall-Mies, Connelly, and Mumford (4) (first authors). Assessed the
contribution of their leadership skills model based on the use of requisite problem-solving skills,
accounting for variation in performance, increasing levels of complexity, and leader abilities
uncovered by growth and change. D. PJ. A.
Yammarino, Francis J., Shelley D. Dionne, Jae Uk Chun, and Fred Dansereau, 2005,
“Leadership and Levels of Analysis: A state-of-the-science review,” The Leadership Quarterly,
Greenwich CT, December 2005, 16(6):879-919. The Leadership Quarterly Yearly Review of
Leadership. A comprehensive, qualitative, narrative review of the leadership literature on levelsof-analysis issues. Focused on conceptual and empirical publications (books, book chapters, and
journal articles) over the last 10 years in 17 areas of leadership research. Reviewed and coded
348 journal articles and book chapters on theory formulation, construct/variable measurement,
data analytic techniques, and inference drawing. Relatively few leadership studies address
levels-of-analysis issues appropriately. A great resource!!! Cited J. G. Hunt, Jaques, Jacobs,
Zaccaro, among many others. MS. PJ. A.
Yang, Charles Y., 1984, “Demystifying Japanese Management Practices,” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, Nov 1984, p. 4-8, Prod. No: 84617. Found many Japanese managers were
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concerned that traditional methods such as consensus management, the ringi decision-making
system, seniority promotions, lifetime employment, and Japanese-style long-range planning will
inhibit their companies' ability to adapt to rapid technological change and global competition.
Critics maintain an elite group made the decisions first, or gave signals to lower level
subordinates, promotion candidates must conform, etc., were common problems with traditional
methods. (Abstracted: Journal of Accountancy, April 1985, p. 141.) # Misc. Pro.
Yang, Jixia, Zhi-Xue Zhang, and Anne S. Tsui, 2010, “Middle Manager Leadership and
Frontline Employee Performance: Bypass, Cascading, and Moderating Effects,” Journal of
Management Studies, Blackwell, UK, June 2010, 47(4):654-678. doi: 10.1111/j.14676486.2009.00902.x. Investigated the relationship between middle managers’ transformational
leadership and the performance of frontline employees who were two levels below the middle
managers. We identified two pathways for cross-level influence. The first was a direct effect
from middle managers to employees, bypassing the influence of employees’ immediate
supervisor (the bypass effect). The second was a cascading of leadership behaviours from
middle managers to first-line supervisors, whose transformational leadership then enhances
employees’ performance (the cascading effect). These hypotheses were tested with a sample of
491 frontline employees, 98 frontline supervisors, and 30 middle managers in three organizations
in China. The three-level hierarchical linear modelling results was supported. Katz
1955/1974 not cited. Cited Jaques 1990; Jacobs & McGee 2001. At City U. Hong Kong; Peking
U.; Arizona State U. # MS. PJ.
Yang, John Zhuang, 1994, “The Japanese Approach to Quality Management – A Human
Resource Perspective,” Journal of Organizational Change Management, MCB UP, Emerald,
UK, 7(3):44-64. Unlike the traditional approach to quality control that is administered by quality
inspectors at the end of the production process, the Japanese approach to quality control focused
on building superior quality in the production process through the development of team-oriented
human resource management (HRM) practices. Japanese plants in the USA used team-oriented
HRM policies to control product quality. At Fordham U. # Misc. PJ.
Yao, Shujie, Sutherland Dylan, and Chen Jian, 2010, "China’s outward FDI and resourceseeking strategy: a case study on Chinalco and Rio Tinto," Asia-Pacific Journal of Accounting
and Economics, City U. of Hong Kong, Routledge, UK, 17(3):313-326. [Num. 13 on Yao’s
CV.] Case. Another view of Rio Tinto's place in the environment. Not in Clio, NYU, NYPL.
Online SI-only, 2000 on. Not seen. At U. Nottingham, UK. (See forthcoming book.) E-mail:
shujie.yao@nottingham.ac.uk Misc. PJ.
Yapp, Maria, 2005, “High-Potential Talent Assessment,” Chapter 17 (p. 156-170) in Grant,
Pauline, ed. 2005, Business Psychology in Practice, Whurr Publ Ltd, London, UK; Philadelphia,
PA, US, 398 p. Doi: 10.1002/9780470713280.ch17 [Online : Doi 10.1002/9780470713280.refs]
A professional consultants’ book, not an academic book. Identified the key predictors of
leadership: emotional agility, learning agility; strategic agility; cognitive capacity. Indentified
key enabling strengths, blockers (dark side derailers), and high-potential indicators – rather than
competencies. Contrasted CPA and CPP with traditional. Compared current myths on the
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selection of high-potentials with best practices. Cited Jaques 1989; Stamp & Stamp 1993 [error
as EJ & GS]; Prinsloo 1992; Andrews Munro 2002. Baruch HF5548.8 .B87 2005. # Rp. Ch.
Yardley, Ivan, and Andrew Kakabadse, 2007, “Understanding Mission Command: a model for
developing competitive advantage in a business context”, Strategic Change, John Wiley & Sons,
UK & US, Jan. 2007, 16(1/2):69–78. DOI: 10.1002/jsc.779. Nutt (2002) found that over 50%
of the decisions made by corporate leaders failed. The authors contend that failed or poor
decisions are directly linked to the way those decisions are implemented and therefore
implementation methodology has become a critical business issue. In contrast, the British Army
has shown the flexibility and adaptability to achieve success in a volatile and divers spectrum of
tasks: the Gulf War, the firemen’s strike, the foot and mouth crisis, and a host of unexpected
support operations. The Army's implementation process since 1985 has been Mission
Command. Explored the potential utility of such an approach for the private sector. Jaques not
cited. Cited Nonaka et al 2000; Roy and Dugal 1998; Nutt 2002 (see Yardley 2009). Both at
Cranfield U., UK. # MS. PJ.
Yardley, Ivan, 2009, “Crossing the Void, War and Business, Utility of British Military
management methods beyond the military”, Defence Studies, Routledge, Frank Cass & Co. Ltd.,
Southgate, London, UK, March 2009, 9(1):5-21. DOI: 10.1080/14702430802666561 ISSN:
14702436 Evaluated the utility of key military leadership and management techniques through
an examination of Territorial Army (TA) Officers who have been selected and trained by the
British Army while establishing and developing their own business practices. The ability to
share context, empower staff, and ensure that context volatility is managed, which lead to
competitive advantage are critical observations that have emerged. Lt. Col., TA; and Managing
Director of Zulu Creative Ltd. Jaques not cited. At Cranfield U. Shrivenham. # MS. PJ.
Yashiro, Naohiro, 1980, “Male-Female Wage Differentials in Japan: A Rational Explanation,”
Japanese Economic Studies, M. E. Sharpe, Armonk, NY, Winter 1980-1981, 9(2):28-61.
Translated from the Japanese. Age-Wage chart on p. 45. (Unique. Showed learning curves at
each place of work beneath the career learning curve.) Cited Mincer 1974 and Y. Shimada
(undated) flnt 19 p. 61. CUNY Grad Ctr. MS. PJ.
Yasui, Jiro, 1975, “Rodo no ningenka to sanka kakumei” (The humanization of work and the
participation revolution: A personal view of Japanese efforts), Nihon Rodo Kyokai Zasshi,
Tokyo, Japan, May 1975, 17:2-16. In Japanese. (Employee participation in the early 1960s on
p. 14-15 was cited in Cole 1979 on p. 132). Not seen. Misc.
Yates, JoAnne, 1989, Control through Communication: The rise of system in American
management, Johns Hopkins U. P., Baltimore, MD, US, 339 p. Cases on Illinois Central pre1887 and post-1887; Scoville; and Du Pont pre-1902 and 1902-1920. There was a
communications revolution in the late 19th century. The typewriter and the telegraph provided
the means. Filing provided the method. Growth by itself did not guarantee systematization. In
fact, it might have multiplied the problems. Some technologies were ignored or under-used for
long periods. A shift or advance in managerial theory led managers to then see an application.
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Real gains awaited innovative thinking about the underlying managerial issues. (As today, with
international networks.) In every case the intervention of a strong manager championing the
new theories was needed to extend managerial control over subordinates at every level. There
was resistance from below. Each also took steps to humanize this new impersonal system. At
Du Pont this was feedback via managerial meetings. At Scoville it was a new in-house
magazine. NYPL os JLE 89-2487 (SASB). NYPL ebook. [5 reviews] Clio [502 Butler]
HD30.3 .Y38 1993g [ebook too]. CUNY ebook: Baruch, Htr Mn, JJay, Lehman Coll. Cited in
Wijnberg et al 2002. Teach. Misc. Bk.
Yellen, Janet L., 1984, “Efficiency Wage Models of Unemployment,” The American Economic
Review, Cambridge, MA, US, May, 74(2):200-205. Why don’t labor markets clear? Why don’t
firms cut wages even in recessions, thereby increasing profits? Wage cuts harm productivity.
Thus, the efficiency wage model can be extended into a full Keynesian model of the business
cycle, with structural unemployment and sticky prices and wages. Marshall & Jaques not cited.
Cited R. Hall 1975; Calvo & Wellicz 1979; Weiss 1980. [No cigar.] MS. PJ. A.
Yellin, Emily, 2009, Your Call Is (Not That) Important To Us: what service and what it reveals
about or world and our lives, Free Press, NY, NY, US, 291 p. Customer service has gone to
hell. What is going on? Don’t firms realize this leaves them open to competition? Is there
anyone in the executive suite who cares? The de facto answer appears to be - ‘No.’ [See p. 199204, 212-218. See p. 202, 217-8.] Cited in Osgood 6/28/11. SIBL br, Webster, Mid-Manh
658.812Y. Clio Bus HF5415.5 .Y47 2009. Misc. Bk.
Yerby, Alomos S., MD, 1976, “Community Medicine in England and Scotland: an evolving
specialty and its relationship to the reorganization of the NHS,” DHEW Pub. No. (NIH) 76-1061,
(USA), 80 p. Cited Bioss 1973 (1972); Rowbottom (4) 1971. CUNY Bklyn Coll Govt Docs HE
20.3702 C73; Lehman Coll US CD DHEW. SUT ed PN 189 .Y43: RA487 .Y47. W. Rep.
Yermack, D., 1996, “Higher Market Valuation of Companies with a Small Board of Directors”,
Journal of Financial Economics, U. Rochester, NY, USA, North-Hollard, Amsterdam, NL, Feb.,
40(2):185-211. The effectiveness of the Board on profits and operating effectiveness increased
at 9 or less and was best at 5 members. (4 is no good.) The result was robust to numerous
controls for company size, industry membership, inside stock ownership, growth opportunities,
and alternative corporate governance structures, and led to better financial ratios and CEO
performance incentives from compensation and the threat of dismissal. SIBL *ZAN-T6155.
CUNY Online: Baruch, Bklyn, City Coll., Grad Ctr, & JJay. At NYU. Teach. # Misc. PJ. A.
Yetton, Philip, and Frederick G. Hilmer, 1992. See Hilmer.
Yin, Robert K., 1989, Case Study Research: design and methods, rev. edn., Sage Pubs.,
Thousand Oaks, CA, 166 p. Analytic generalization (1989) from the comparative study
addresses the question of why some positions of industrial dominance are persistently
maintained, and why early success stories so frequently turn into stories of decline and failure.
[Indeed.] Cited by Fleck 2009. Schw JLD 89-1118. [4th edn., 2009, Schw JFE 09-2293, 219 p.
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Both editions seen.] Misc. Bk.
Yoshimatsu, Aonuma, 1981, "A Japanese Explains Japanese Business Style," Across the Board,
US, Feb. 1981, 18(2):41-50. Guess what – recent changes were different to Japanese employees
and confusing, too. Nothing traditional in these practices. A different definition of tatemae and
hon-ne. [Puts the time right.] Cited by Mishra & Bajpai 1983. Clio, CUNY online since 1993.
NYPL SIBL os JLM 78-459 v. 18 (1981). Hard. # Misc. Pro.
Yoshimori, Masaru, 1995, “Whose company is it? The concept of the corporation in Japan and
the West,” Long Range Planning, Elsevier Science Ltd., UK, August 1995, 28(4):2-3, 33-44.
Democracy is lacking in the corporation. This article examines the differences between Japan
and the United States and Europe (Germany, UK and France). The Japanese concept is the
answer to the question: ‘In whose interest should the firm be managed?’ The answer to this
question will determine the fate of the corporation in the 21st century. Is it profits or people?
Clio online. See Allen 2005. # Misc. PJ. A.
Yoshimura, Noboru, and Philip Anderson, 1997, Inside the Kaisha: demystifying Japanese
business behavior, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 259 p. Excellent on Oriental
business values, logic and tradeoffs. See esp. chapters 6, 7, and 8. 6: Stop bashing the West for
short-term thinking. The West should adopt the Japanese time horizon at the CEO level - 100
years [right]. 7: Ambiguous goals are control mechanisms. To pinion is to control. (Read the
36 Stratagems.) Not - indirection, subtlety and ambiguity are quintessentially Oriental cultural
traits. 8: status anxiety. Never, never appear inferior! So don’t try to be superior either!
Otherwise you may lose face. Clio Bus HD70.J3 Y596 1997. Misc. Bk. UP. A.
Yoshino, Michael Y., 1968, Japan’s Managerial System, M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, MA, 292 p.
A great book. Noted top Japanese executives in 1967 were making only $20,000 to $50,000 (p.
92). No mention of Brown or Jaques.
Described the development of post-war business ideology during the Occupation (p.
96-117). Business had to create social harmony as well as economic harmony, according
to Confucian roots, or it would be ruled by government regulation. Unions flourished in
post-war Japan. They were enterprise-focused and were part of the grievance and
improvement structure. Paternalism was dead.
Organizations were strongly hierarchical and seniority status was rigidly observed but
functions and responsibilities did not follow status (p. 205, 240). Leaders were
accountable for the functioning of the unit rather than individual accountability and
assigned tasks collectively to the unit, leaving a vagueness. The Japanese form habatsu
(cliques) based on birthplace or school and these compete with each other for control of
the firm. These are not social networks. They are hierarchically structured and lead to
organizational parochialism (p. 208-210). Yet because relationships are clear, the leaders
can mobilize the group in a crisis. Also, due to this vagueness, capable leaders can
emerge from below. Organization goals are most effectively designed around the
habatsu.
In personnel practices seniority was dying as a basis for promotion, replaced beginning
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in 1965 by formal semi-annual appraisals by the Supervisor based on “ability, personal
qualifications [education & credentials], competence level, and performance on the
current assignment, and his future potential” (p. 238) [Personal Effectiveness
Appraisal (PEA)?]. The annual base salary increase was largely based on the appraisal.
The semi-annual bonus was based on performance. With promotions based on consensus
evaluations [a la 360s?], the fastest way up was to ride the rapid expansion of the firm.
Since there were no B-schools in Japan for managerial career development, firms copied
General Electric’s Advanced Management Institute in Crotonville NY (p. 246). HR
centralized the appraisal and promotion process. Long-range planning was adopted to
offset the shortcomings of the ringi decision making system, but results were spotty.
(Contrast this rich, insightful book to those bestsellers sponsored by McKinsey in the
early 1980s: Pascale and Athos, Peters and Waterman, Ouchi, etc. McKinsey was sooo
good at grabbing stage center it hurts.) [Did the Japanese adopt the later changes made at
Crotonville under Jack Welch in the 1980s?] See Marsh and Mannari 1973, Endo 1994.
At HBS. Yoshino has lots of research in Baker Library, cases too (q.v.). MS. Bk.
Yoshino, Michael Y., 1973, “Notes on the Japanese Managerial System,” Intercollegiate Case
Clearing House, Boston, MA, USA. [A precis?] Cited in Cliffe 1984 PhD. (How did Cliffe use
it?) Not in CUNY, NYPL, Clio, Baker libry. Not seen. ~
Yoshino, Michael Y., and Thomas B. Lifson, 1986, The Invisible Link: Japan’s sogo shosha and
the organization of trade, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 291 p. How Japan’s trading companies
are structured and how they coordinate the international trade of large Japanese manufacturing
firms. These firms use the same “Human Resources System” that other large Japanese firms use.
They hire for lifetime potential not for skills or for a particular job as in done in the West. They
win against the “invisible hand” of Adam Smith. [Duh, 47th time!] (See Lifson 1979 PhD at
HBS: ‘A.D.D.’ dead-end) Clio Biz HD2756.2 .J3 Y675 1986 Refu. Bk. UP. A.
Yoshiyama, Hirokichi, 1980, "Human harmony is cornerstone of management," Chief
Executive’s View - advertisement, The Japan Economic Journal, Tokyo, JN, Nov. 11, 1980, p.
32, 29. In English. Interview with the head of Hitachi. Hitachi's corporate behavior is
characterized by priority investments in the computer, semiconductor, and nuclear power fields
over the past 20 years, and by a long-range perspective as seen in its program to develop nuclear
fusion technology in 50 years. Today, bold responses to changing circumstances in business and
the economy conveys a feeling of the "strength of Hitachi management." Teach. # Misc. Ad.
Young, Ann P., 2000, “‘I’m just me’: A study of managerial resistance,” Journal of
Organizational Change Management, MCB UP, Emerald, UK, 13(4):375-388. Managerial
resistance during periods of imposed organizational change may be due to their perceptions of
their changing power. Applied concept of ideology (individualism) to provide an explanation of
what, how, and why middle managers resist. Additional ideologies need to be tested – gender,
managerialism, and professionalism. Jaques not cited. At U. E. London, UK. # MS. PJ.
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Young, Robert M., 1990, “Scientism in the History of Management Theory,” Science as Culture,
8:118-143. This is about Taylor, Taylorism and the suppression of value systems. The idea of
‘neutral’ is nutso as a idea. Well done. Article is not on Jaques. (Contrast with Hicks and
Goronzy 1967) See Davis 1966, Braverman 1974, Littler 1978. Teach. Refu. PJ.
Young, Robert M., 2001, see essay on the negative social side of meritocracy in Book Reviews.
Young, T. R., 1969, “Stratification and Modern Systems Theory,” Archives Europeennes de
Sociologie, X(2):323-329. Ecole Practique des Hautes Etudes, Paris, France. On Boulding,
Ashby, et al. Also social stratification. Does not cite Jaques. Very good article. Misc. PJ.
Young, Thomas J., and Laurence A. French, 1996, “Height and perceived competence of US
Presidents,” Perceptual and Motor Skills, Ammons Scientific, Ltd., Missoula, Mont., US, June
1996, Part 1, v. 82:1002. The four great presidents were all significantly over six feet tall
(Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, FDR), while the five failures were all six feet tall or under
(Buchanan, A. Johnson, Grant, Harding, Nixon). See Stogdill 1948; Dawes 1977; Judge and
Cable 2004. City, Grad Ctr, Baruch, Htr Mn (5). # Misc. PJ.
Yuchtman, Ephraim, 1972, “Reward Distribution and Work-Role Attractiveness in the Kibbutz –
Reflections on Equity Theory,” American Sociological Review, October, 37(5):581-595. Equity
theory explains why managers are less attracted to their jobs than the rank-and-file. They do not
get out of their jobs what they put into them. Findings supported equity theory. Cited Jaques
1956 and 1961; Adams; Patchen; Holmans. See Billis 1977. # Rp. PJ. A.
Yukl, Gary and Daniel D. van Fleet, 1992, “Theory and Research on Leadership in
Organizations,” v. 3, chapter 3, p. 147-197, in Dunnette, Marvin D., and Leaetta M. Hough,
editors, 1992 [1990-1994], Handbook of Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 2nd edition,
Consulting Psychologists Press, Palo Alto, CA, in 4 volumes. Cited Jacobs and Jaques on p.
152, 185. W. Ch.
Yukl, Gary A., 1994, Leadership in Organizations, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, [1st ed.
1981, 340 pgs. 1998, 4th ed. 2002, 5th edn., 508 pgs.]. Different leadership behaviors may be
required at three domain levels - direct, organizational, and strategic. Included in several USAF
1998 master’s required research reports at Maxwell AFB, Air University, to match these
behaviors to levels in Jacobs and Jaques 1987 and 1990. Lista M. Benson and Kerry P. Phelan
saw Yukl as important for training and career development. Cited J&J 1990 (per Gubbels 1996
MA). Cited J&J 1987; Jaques 1989; Mumford and Connolly 1991, 1993. NYPL offsite JLE 811051 (SASB). CUNY Baruch HD57.7 .Y85 2002. At SUNY Albany. W. Bk.
Yukl, Gary, 1999, “Leadership Competencies Required for the New Army and Approaches for
Developing Them,” Chapter 13, p. 255-276, in Hunt, James G., George E. Dodge, and Leonard
Wong, eds., 1999, Out-of-the-Box Leadership: Transforming the Twenty-First-Century Army
and Other Top-Performing Organizations, JAI Press, Stamford, CT. Cited Jaques. D. Ch.
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Yukl, Gary, and Fu, Ping Ping, 1999, “Determinants of delegation and consultation by
managers,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, Wiley, Chichester, UK, March 1999, 20(2):219232. Delegation allows more discretion by the subordinate than consultation and is based on
strong mutual trust. One finding was that subordinate competence was related to dyadic
delegation but not to consultation. Competence did not correlate with the Leader Member
Exchange (LMX) theory of leadership by Graen et al. But found a strong relationship between
LMX and delegation. Findings also supported Ashour and England 1972 on link between
competence and discretion allowed by the supervisor. This study is close to supporting Jaques’
theory but wanders, probably due to the reliance on the concept of “empowerment.” MS. PJ.
Yukl, Gary, and Rubina Mahsud, 2010, “Why flexible and adaptive leadership is essential,”
Consulting Psychology Journal, APA, June 2010, 62(2):81-93. doi: 10.1037/a0019835.
Explained different conceptions of flexible and adaptive leadership and the reasons why such
leadership is essential in today's organizations. Then provided some practical guidelines on how
to become more flexible and adaptive. Cited Charan et al 2001; Hooijberg 1996, 2000; Jaques
1989; Jacobs & Jaques 1987; D. Miller 1990; Mumford et al 2007; Zaccaro 1991. # D. Pro.
Yuyuenyongwatana, Robert P., and Shawn M. Carraher, 2009, "Academic Journal Ranking:
Important to Strategic Management and General Management Researchers?" Journal of Business
Strategies, Sam Houston State U., Huntsville, Tex., Spring/ April 2009, 25(2):1-8. 8p. ISSN:
0887-2058. This study explores two questions pertaining to research publications: the
importance of publications, and the perceived ranking of strategic and general management
journals. The reasons why research publishing is important are 1) the pursuit of knowledge, 2)
extrinsic rewards to those publishing, and 3) increase the prestige of the institution with which
the publishing faculty is affiliated. The results from 50 journals suggest that there is a consensus
of rankings. Thus, an institution may reasonably use rankings for evaluation of research quality.
Jaques not cited. At Cameron U., Lawton, OK. [Not on RO; on Jungle.] # Misc. PJ.

Z
Zábojník, Ján, 2002, “Centralized and Decentralized Decision Making in Organizations,”
Journal of Labor Economics, U. Chicago Press, US, Jan2002, 20(1):1-22. This article identified
a new type of cost associated with centralization. [Note: the main result of this article (2b)
“holds only if the difference between the abilities of the worker and the manager is not too big.
This implies that the firm’s manager might prefer hiring a less able worker, who would be more
inclined to ‘trust’ the manager’s decision. This might be consistent with the practice of some
firms who are not willing to consider ‘overqualified’ workers.”] Thus, if there are no levels of
capability, then decentralization is cheaper. Unreal theorizing by economists. At USC; Queen's
U. # Misc. PJ. A.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., Janelle A. Gilbert, Kirk K. Thor, and Michael D. Mumford, 1991,
“Leadership and Social Intelligence: Linking Social Perceptiveness and Behavioral Flexibility to
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Leader Effectiveness,” Leadership Quarterly, JAI Press, Westport, CT, 2(4):317-342. The
qualities of social perceptiveness and behavioral flexibility are based upon well-organized and
sophisticated knowledge structures or cognitive representations of the social elements (e.g.,
organizational members, work behavioral settings, problem scenarios, organizational goals,
expected interaction rituals) residing in organizational domains. Five propositions are offered
regarding differences between leaders and nonleaders. [Errata: The Leadership Quarterly,
Summer 1992, 3(2):170. Re: the title to above.] Misc. PJ. A.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., 1996, Models and Theories of Executive Leadership: A Conceptual /
Empirical Review and Integration, Sep 1996, ARI96-08, ADA3202595, NTIS, Springfield VA,
469 pages plus two appendices. Model for this report was Stogdill and Bass. Based on Jacobs
and Jaques’ SST. See Magee positive book review 1998. (See Zaccaro 2001, The Nature of
Executive Leadership, 363 pages, for the book version of this report, indexed but without
appendices.) Rp. Rep.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., 1998, “The Contingency Model and Executive Leadership,” chapter in
Dansereau, Fred, and Frances J. Yammarino, 1998, Leadership: the Multiple-Level Approaches:
Part A, Classical and New Wave; Volume 24-A of Monographs in Organizational Behavior and
Industrial Relations, JAI Press, Stamford, CT, p. 125-133. Cited Fiedler, and Jacobs and Jaques.
W. Ch.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., 1998, Senior Leadership: An Annotated Bibliography of Research
Supported by the Army Research Institute, NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, Army Research
Inst. for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA. Jun 1998. 39p. Report: ARIRN98-11; ADA3470879. This is an annotated bibliography of research on senior leadership
sponsored by the Army Research Institute primarily between 1985 and 1994. This research has
covered themes related to the nature of work and performance requirements at the executive
level, the knowledge, skills, abilities, and other (KSAOs) characteristics needed to meet these
requirements, the measurement of key senior leadership constructs, and the formation of
development and training technologies for the inculcation of requisite leadership qualities. This
research has proceeded from a single coherent theoretical framework. Rp. Rep.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., 1999, “Social Complexity and the Competencies Required for Effective
Military Leadership,” Chapter 7 (p. 131-151) in Hunt, James G., George E. Dodge, and Leonard
Wong, eds., 1999, Out-of-the-Box Leadership: Transforming the Twenty-First-Century Army
and Other Top-Performing Organizations, JAI Press, Stamford, CT. Monographs in Leadership
and Management, Vol. 1 (q.v.). [write up, add more.] Rp. Ch.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., Richard J. Klimoski, L. A. Boyce, C. Chandler, and D. Banks, 1999,
Developing a tool kit for the assessment of Army leadership processes and outcomes: version
1.0, U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA, Sep.
1999, George Mason Univ., Fairfax, VA, Dept. of Psychology. NTIS Accession No.:
ADA368448. During an ARI/GMU sponsored workshop, military and civilian leadership
researchers identified existing measures, assessment strategies, or measurement templates within
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a conceptual framework for organization of leadership assessment measures. The framework is
organized along three dimensions: leadership processes and outcomes, organizational level, and
level of analysis. Unit leadership at the upper level processes, however, received less assessment
support. Further, the outcome measures lacked hardy behavioral measures. Not seen. Misc.
Rep.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., Michael D. Mumford, Mary Shane Connelly, Michelle A. Marks, and
Janelle A. Gilbert, 2000, “Assessment of leader problem-solving capabilities,” The Leadership
Quarterly, Spring, 11(1):37-64. Developed a set of five constructed response measures designed
to assess the complex problem-solving skills and knowledge expected to influence leadership.
Structured (cued) and unstructured (uncued) problem solving scenarios intended to assess the
process skills associated with creative problem solving are presented first. Solution construction
tasks developed to assess attention to constraints and characteristics in the broader problem
context are presented next. Finally, social judgment tasks intended to assess understanding of
people and social systems and a task sort to assess knowledge of leadership roles are presented.
Preliminary evidence for the reliability and construct validity supports their efficacy. Cited J&J
1987; Day and Lord 1988. (Split?) # Rp. PJ. A.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., Andrea L. Rittman, and Michelle A. Marks, 2001, “Team Leadership,” The
Leadership Quarterly, Winter, 12(4):451-483. Top executives face more complex environments.
Weak. J&J 1987. MS. PJ. A.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., 2001, The Nature of Executive Leadership : a conceptual and empirical
analysis of success, American Psychological Association, Washington, DC, 363 pages, plus
index. (This is the book version of Zaccaro 1996 report, without appendices.) Model for this
report was Stogdill and Bass. Based on Jacobs and Jaques’ SST. See Magee positive book
review 1998. See:
Contents: 1. Executive Leadership: An Introduction -- 2. Conceptual Complexity
Theories of Executive Leadership: Conceptual Review and Evaluation -- 3. Conceptual
Complexity Theories of Executive Leadership: Empirical Review and Evaluation -- 4.
Behavioral Complexity Theories: Conceptual Review and Evaluation -- 5. Behavioral
Complexity Theories of Executive Leadership: Empirical Review and Evaluation -- 6.
Strategic Decision-Making Models of Executive Leadership: Conceptual Review and
Evaluation -- 7. Strategic Decision-Making Models of Executive Leadership: Empirical
Review and Evaluation -- 8. Visionary and Inspirational Models of Executive
Leadership: Conceptual Review and Evaluation -- 9. Visionary and Inspirational Models
of Executive Leadership: Empirical Review and Evaluation -- 10. Executive Leadership:
An Integrated Model. Rp. Bk.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., and Richard J. Klimoski, eds., 2001, The Nature of Organizational
Leadership: understanding the performance imperatives confronting today's leaders, JosseyBass, San Francisco, 504 pages. (This anthology was in part a book of essays co-written by
faculty and doctoral candidates so the students could get published before graduation. This is
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how the craft of scholarship should be passed on. Bravo.) This volume and its articles are
repeatedly cited in Roger Gill 2006, Chapter 3. Ch. 1 # Rp. Ch.
Contents: Foreword / Neal Schmitt -- Pt. 1. Defining Leadership Imperatives. 1. The
Nature of Organizational Leadership: An Introduction / Stephen J. Zaccaro and
Richard J. Klimoski. 2. Competitive Advantage: Conceptual Imperatives for Executives
/ T. Owen Jacobs and Michael L. McGee. 3. Sense Making, Leadership, and Mental
Models / Phyllis Johnson, Kevin Daniels and Anne Huff. 4. Behavioral Complexity and
Social Intelligence: How Executive Leaders Use Stakeholders to Form a Systems
Perspective / Robert Hooijberg and Marguerite Schneider. 5. Social Capital and
Organizational Leadership / Daniel J. Brass. 6. The Contest for Corporate Control /
Catherine M. Daily and Dan R. Dalton. 7. Leadership, Vision, and Organizational
Effectiveness / Stephen J. Zaccaro and Deanna J. Banks. 8. The Chief Executive Officer
and Top Management Team Interface / Richard J. Klimoski and K. Lee Kiechel Koles. 9.
Executive Characteristics, Compensation Systems, and Firm Performance: Review and
Integrative Framework / Yan Zhang, Nandini Rajagopalan and Deepak K. Datta -- Pt. 2.
Identifying and Developing Effective Leaders. 10. Identifying, Assessing, and Selecting
Senior Leaders / Ann Howard. 11. Leader Training and Development / Cynthia D.
McCauley. 12. Assessment of Leadership Outcomes / David V. Day -- Pt. 3. Conclusion.
13. The Nature of Organizational Leadership: Conclusions and Implications / Robert G.
Lord. 14. "Into the Box" Thinking About Leadership Research / John E. Mathieu.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., and Richard Klimoski, 2002, “The Interface of Leadership and Team
Processes,” [Special Issue Editorial Introduction], Group and Organization Management, 2002,
27(1):4-13. The theme of these six articles in this special issue by these guest editors. Cited
Jacobs and Jaques 1987, Zaccaro, Klimoski, House, Forsythe. Not in Baruch. # Rp. PJ.
Zaccaro, Stephen, 2002, “Organizational Leadership and Social Intelligence,” chapter 3 (p. 2954) in Riggio, Ronald E., Susan E. Murphy, and Francis J. Pirozzolo, eds., 2002, Multiple
Intelligences and Leadership, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc., Mahwah, NJ, 264 pages.
(This volume contains 11 papers presented at the 9th Annual Kravis-De Roulet Leadership
Conference sponsored by The Kravis Leadership Institute at Claremont McKenna College on
April 28, 1999 (Cal.).) Defined several competencies that were associated with high levels of
social intelligence and described how these competencies promote leadership. Argued that the
increasing levels of social complexity which exist at ascending organizational levels also
enhance the importance of social intelligence as a key leader attribute. Behavioral flexibility,
conflict management, persuasion, and social reasoning skills become more important for
executive leaders. They allow organizational leaders to interact, solve problems, and thus be in
control of a diversity of complex and dynamic social domains. (Based on “Zaccaro 1999 &
2001.”) Cited Jaques 1978, 1986, 1986, 1989, 1990; Jacobs & Jaques 1987, 1990. 1991; Hunt et
al 1981; Boal &Whitehead 1991; Bray et al 1974, 1982; Burns 1978; Hooijberg 1992, 1996;
Mumford 1986, 1991, 1993; Zaccaro 1991, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1996, 1997, 1999, 2001. CUNY
Baruch; Clio Sci & Engg [NWC Bldg] HD57.7 .K733 1999 ; E-book. # Rp. Ch.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., and Zachary N. J. Horn, 2003, “Leadership Theory and Practice: Fostering
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an effective symbiosis,” Leadership Quarterly, Elsevier, US, Dec., 14(6):769-806. ISSN:
10489843. DOI: 10.1016/j.leaqua.2003.09.009. Many current theories and models are not
contextualized, nor do the dynamic and critical issues facing leaders drive their construction.
Alternatively, practitioners too often approach leadership problems using trial and error tactics.
How can we integrate them? Offered a number of propositions and cases to break through the
barriers and help stakeholders create a more effective 'leadership theory and practice symbiosis'
(LTPS). Cited Hunt, Jacobs, Jaques, Ropo, Stamp, Zaccaro. See Horn 2008 PhD. Not in
NYPL. CUNY, Clio online. At George Mason U., VA. # Rp. PJ.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., and Deanna Banks, 2004, “Leader Visioning and Adaptability: Bridging the
gap between research and practice on developing the Ability to manage change,” Human
Resource Management, (Special Issue: The Contributions of Psychological Research to Human
Resource Management. Issue Edited by Jack E. Edwards.), US, 43(4):367-380. The
construction of organizational vision and the ability to manage the change engendered by visions
represent core organizational competencies that foster competitive advantage for organizations.
However, while a significant body of conceptual and empirical research studies supports these as
core competencies, high numbers of HR professionals are either not aware of this research
or still dispute the utility of these skills. In this article, we discuss three gaps between
leadership research and practice. The first refers to the value of organizational visions. The
second reflects beliefs about the importance of change management skills for HR managers. The
final gap concerns the utility of training and development programs that target visioning and
change management skills. Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1987, 1990, 1991; Lewis and Jacobs 1992.
Zaccaro at Psychology, George Mason Uni. email: Stephen J. Zaccaro (szaccaro@gmu.edu)
Banks at HumanR, Inc. # Rp. PJ. A.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., Gary Kerry, and Paige Bader, 2004, “Leader Traits and Attributes,” chapter
five (p. 101-124) in Antonakis, John, Anna T. Cianciolo, and Robert J. Sternberg, eds., 2004,
The Nature of Leadership, Sage, Thousand Oaks, CA, 448 p. Considered cognition, personality
and situation to be among the traits. Cited Jaques. Baruch HD57.7 .N377 2004. D. Ch.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., 2007, “Trait-Based Perspectives of Leadership,” American Psychologist,
APA, Washington, DC, Jan. 2007, 62(1):6-16. Trait-based approaches were distained for their
weaknesses in predicting leadership. With recent methodological sophistication, they have again
risen to prominence. Several fundamental issues remain. A dominant core of traits reflects a
stable tendency to lead across multiple organizational domains. Some leader traits have more
distal influences. Others are more proximal and more situational. Cited Hunt 1991; Jacobs and
Jaques 1990; Hooijberg 1992, 1996. At George Mason. # Rp. PJ. A.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., Katherine Ely, and Marissa Shuffler, 2008, “The Leader’s Role in Group
Learning,” chapter 9 (p. 193-214) in Sessa, Valerie I., and Manuel London, eds., 2008, Work
Group Learning, Lawrence Earlbaum, NY, NY, 446 p. Today, groups have been assigned more
of the work and their tasks have grown more complex and more diverse, straining the capacities
of employees. Group-related learning thus has become more important. Leaders provide the
resources and tools to facilitate the group’s learning. But most studies to date have been
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conceptual, so empirical research is needed. More research also needs to be done on contextual
factors rather than individual. Cited Zaccaro et al 2001, 2008; Mumford et al 2000; Sessa and
London 2006; London 2002; Gersick 1988. ARI cited. RO not cited. # MS. Ch.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., Eric J. Weis, Tiffani R. Chen, and Michael D. Matthews, 2014,
"Situational Load and Personal Attributes: Implications for Cognitive Readiness, Adaptive
Readiness, and Training," chapter 5 (p. 93-116) in O'Neil, Harold F., Jr., Ray S. Perez, and Eva
L. Baker, eds., 2014, Teaching and Measuring Cognitive Readiness, Springer, US, 445 p. Cited
Jacobs & Jaques 1987. Not in NYPL, CUNY, Clio. Not yet seen. D. Ch.
Zajac, Edward J., 1990, “CEO Selection, succession, compensation and firm performance: A
theoretical integration and empirical analysis,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, US, MarApr, 11(3):217-230. 118 CEOs of the largest US firms were surveyed and archives on them
were examined. Firms were significantly more profitable when - they have an internally selected
CEO, when the successor is groomed, and when the CEO sees his/her own financial wealth is
linked to the firm’s. Outsider CEOs don’t do so well. Cited Guest 1962; Grusky 1963; Adams
1963. Baruch Percls. # MS. PJ. A.
Zajac, Edward J., and James D. Westphal, 1996, "Director Reputation, CEO-Board Power, and
the Dynamics of Board Interlocks," Administrative Science Quarterly, Sep96, 41(3):507-529.
Word Cnt: 10828. ISSN: 00018392. Hypotheses were tested longitudinally using CEO-Board
data taken from 491 of the largest U.S. firms over a recent seven-year period. Powerful CEOs
were found to seek to maintain their control over the Board by selecting and retaining board
members with experience on other, passive boards and excluding directors with experience on
more active boards. Powerful Boards similarly seek to maintain their control by favoring
directors with a reputation for more actively monitoring management and by avoiding directors
from passive boards. This has segmented the corporate director network. CEO succession.
See Westphal & Zajac 1994; Zajac 1990. At NWU; U. TX, Austin. # Misc. PJ. A.
Zajonc, Robert B. and Donald W. Wolfe, 1966, "Cognitive consequences of a person's position
in a formal organization," Human Relations, Sage, UK-US, May, 19(2):139-150. A survey. The
line supervisors and the staff workers (L2) had the most affective identification with the
company – and this was based on values. Higher hierarchical level employees were less focused
on evaluative judgments and more on the objective aspects of the firm (L3+). Line workers did
NOT identify with firm (L1). Hierarchical position reflected "differential intelligence" which
showed stronger "differentiation, complexity, and organization." Cognitive integration depended
on circumstance requirements. Unaware of Jaques' levels. Jaques wrote the prior article. Cited
in Goodwin & Ziegler 1998. CUNY hard in Grad Ctr., Baruch, City Coll. # MS. PJ.
Zald, Mayer N., 1965, "Who Shall Rule: A Political Analysis of Succession in a Large
Welfare Organization," Pacific Sociological Review, U. California Press, Berkeley, Cal, US,
Spring, 8(1):52-60. DOI: 10.2307/1388516. A political view of succession in a nonprofit added
to career and effectiveness perspectives. Innovators will challenge the status quo, so in some
organizations they will not be chosen. The staff was more likely than a board to be aware of
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these political implications, to participate in the spread of rumors, and to participate in informal
coalitions. (However, unless channels existed for influencing the board, such involvement did
not get translated into action.) The lower the goal consensus or the greater the goal ambiguity,
the more succession affected the basic character of the organization. Once the process of
choosing the successor was defined as related to organizational change, the successor received a
new mandate from which to build political realignment and legitimation. Cited Grusky 1959,
1961, 1963; Gusfield 1957. At Vanderbilt U. # Misc. PJ.
Zald, Mayer N., 1969, "The Power and Functions of Boards of Directors: A Theoretical
Synthesis," American Journal of Sociology, U. Chicago Press, US, July 1969, 75(1):97-111.
Strategic contingencies for the Board are events, such as mergers, major program and goal
changes, and selection of chief executives, all conducive to the exercise of board power. Cited in
Harris 1994; Mizruchi 1983. Cited CC Brown & Smith 1957; Cordiner 1967. # Misc. PJ. A.
Zaleznik, Abraham, C. Roland Christensen, and Fritz J. Roethlisberger, 1958, The motivation,
productivity, and satisfaction of workers; a prediction study, Harvard University, Division of
Research, Graduate School of Business Administration, Boston, MA, 442 p. [with the assistance
and collaboration of George C. Homans] Cited by several as the first expression of equity
theory. (But I cannot find this reference in it. Too diffuse.) See Smith, Kendall and Hulin 1969;
Zedeck and Smith 1968. NYPL Gen Res D 11-5813. City Coll Cohen HD4904 .Z33. Misc.
Bk. UP. A.
Zaleznik, Abraham, and David Moment, 1964, Dynamics of Interpersonal Behavior, John Wiley,
NY, NY; London, UK, 520 p. A classic. This was the “other research stream” at HBS in the
1960s (see p. vii). It lost to the one led by Paul Lawrence. Cited Jaques 1951, 1956, and 1961
on change, participation, and structural change. Also cited G. Homans, A.K. Rice, E.J. Miller,
K. Lewin, and T. Leary. An HBS textbook for MBAs (with a casebook, not seen). (See Dalton,
Barnes and Zaleznik 1968.) (See A. Watson 1989 Related PhD re p. 424.) Rp. Bk.
Zaleznik, Abraham, and Anne Jardin, 1967, “Management,” chapter 8 (p. 193-233) in
Lazarsfeld, Paul F., William H. Sewell, and Harold L. Wilensky, eds., 1967, Uses of Sociology,
Basic Books, New York, NY, 902 p. Precises of Jaques 1951, Worthy 1950, and Dalton, Barnes
and Zaleznik 1968 (!). MS. Ch.
Zaleznik, Abraham, 1977, “Managers and Leaders: Are They Different?” Harvard Business
Review, Boston, MA, R0401G, 9 p. (HBR Classic, Jan 1, 2004.) Managers and leaders are two
very different types of people. Businesses need both managers and leaders to survive and
succeed. But in the larger U.S. organizations of that time, a “managerial mystique” seemed to
perpetuate managerial personalities. The managerial power ethic favors collective leadership
and seeks to avoid risk. That same managerial mystique can stifle leaders’ development.
Businesses must find ways to train good managers and develop leaders at the same time.
(Everywhere “leadership” was seen as the desirable personality type. Whole idea is way off - an
intellectual distinction without practical merit or meaning. But a wake-up call to firms and Bschools.) See Weber/ Parsons 1947. Cited by Kotter 1990. Misc. Pro.
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Zaleznik, Abraham, and Manfred F. R. Kets de Vries, 1985, Power and the Corporate Mind,
Rev. edn., Bonus Books, Chicago, IL, US, 288 p. Two pages on Taylor (p. 160-1). "Disputes
about work expectations and compensation were to be stripped of human feeling and judgment
and measured impersonally by work and its worth. But the system of social control … failed."
Jaques not cited. Cited in Kets de Vries 1991. NYPL os SIBL JLE 88-2181 (SASB). Misc. Bk.
Zaleznik, Abraham, 1989, “Real Work,” Harvard Business Review, Jan-Feb 1989. (Reprinted as
an HBR Classic Nov-Dec 1997 p. 53-63 with commentary by Zaleznik.) Guiding an
organization is not leadership. Process and politics - interpersonal matters - get more executive
attention than the real work of products, markets, and customers. The human relations school
came up with a different definition of managerial work, one that is ritualistic, process-oriented
and controlling rather than substantive thinking. Work for them was to ensure the interpersonal
networks of relationships and build a system of cooperation. Top executives in conglomerates
may know finance, but little of the substantive work of each division. Psychopolitics and ritual
are incomplete substitutes for leadership of substantive work. Managing by ambiguity is not
productive among subordinates. Real work changes over time. MS. Pro.
Zaleznik, Abraham, 1990, “The Leadership Gap,” Academy of Management Executive, 4(1):722. Building on his famous 1977 HBR article (q.v.), states leadership is “substance, humanity
and morality.” The individual is the “source of vision and drive that make organizations
unique.” Self-esteem comes from “facing problems, assuming responsibility and doing good
work.” B-schools focus on process rather than tasks and accomplishment, thus creating
managers, controllers and politics. Close to Jaques’ position but from a traditional psychological
standpoint. See Pitcher related 1991 PhD and 1996 book. MS. Pro.
Zaleznik, Abraham, 1995, “The case for not interpreting unconscious mental life in consulting to
organizations,” Psychiatry, NY, NY, Nov. 1995, 58(4):357-371. There is general agreement that
psychoanalysis' distinctive feature is its attempt to bring to consciousness mental conflict what is
unconscious. He argued more harm than good occurs when consultants attempt to interpret
unconscious material to clients in organizations. Support for Jaques 1995. MS. Pro.
Zaltman, Gerald, 1983, “Knowledge Disavowal in Organizations,” a chapter 10 (p. 173-187) in
Kilmann, Ralph H., et al., eds., Producing Useful Knowledge for Organizations, Praeger
Publishers, New York, NY, 733 p. This is not on Jaques but is on an important topic skepticism - the Abilene Paradox of organizational learning. Misc. Ch.
Zand, Dale E., 1972, “Trust and Managerial Problem Solving,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, 17(2):229-239. The lack of trust distracts people from being able to engage in
problem solving with those they mistrust. They have increased difficulty clarifying goals,
exchanging information, searching for solutions, and implementation. Trust is a “significant
determinant of managerial problem-solving effectiveness.” (Jaques’ system places trust at the
center. This article was right about the issue but not about the solution, advocating T-Groups,
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sensitivity, etc.) Cited by Joiner 1987; Cherry 2000 Related PhD; Ibbott & O'Keefe, 2004; many
others. Misc. PJ. A.
Zand, Dale E., 1997, The Leadership Triad: Knowledge, trust, and power, Oxford U. Press, NY,
NY , US, 221 p. ISBN: 0195092406. (1st edn 1992) All managers at all levels - from the CEO
to first-line supervisor - can understand the key concepts of leadership and develop the skills
needed to lead effectively. Leaders are not omniscient and, therefore, need to know how to gain
access to the knowledge of others and how to work with people to convert that into action.
Examined how a leader's attitudes and behavior can release or repress information and insights
about customers, products, processes, and competitors available throughout the organization.
Trust is the leader's key to achieving open communication and collaborative, committed action.
Zand shows that the degree to which people trust a leader determines how much access they will
give him or her to their knowledge and how well they will implement decisions. Power is a
leader's traditional right to make decisions and resolve conflicts. Although a leader can make
decisions by command, in today's knowledge-driven organization with educated, informed
employees, the effective leader rarely issues directives, and acts more as a consultant and a
client. Quoted Stimson (p. 87). Cited in Thurgood 2008 PhD; Cherry 2000 Related PhD. Clio
os; CUNY Baruch, Htr Mn BF637 .L4 Z36 1997. NYPL os SIBL JBE 97-345. Misc. Bk.
Zastrour, Charles, 1984, “Understanding and Preventing Burn-Out,” British Journal of Social
Work, BASW, London, UK, April, 14(2):141-155. Burn-out is one reaction to high stress. Saw
stress as due to social work overload. Missed the impact of structure on employee stress.
Unaware of Jaques. (Author name spelling?) Misc. PJ. A.
Zedeck, Sheldon, and Patricia C. Smith, 1968, “A Psychophysical Determination of Equitable
Payment: A Methodological Study,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, October, 52(5):343347. Extended equity theory through an examination of thresholds of perceived equitable
payment and the “just meaningful difference” between levels of payment. Findings supported
Jaques, Adams, et al, in the equity school. Article was based on Zedeck’s 1967 masters thesis:
BGSU Jerome NW Regional Depository LD4191 .O6 no.1348. Cited by Calnan and Firth 1970
and replicated. Cited by Porter, G., et al 1990 and replicated. See Goldenberg 1968; Krefting
1974 PhD, 1977, 1980. Zedeck @socrates.berkeley.edu # Rp. PJ. A.
Zedeck, Sheldon, James Outtz, Wayne F. Cascio, and Irwin L. Goldstein, 1991, "Why Do
'Testing Experts' Have Such Limited Vision?" Human Performance, Taylor & Francis, Mahwah,
NJ, US, 1991, 4(4):297-308. [Republished in 1995: 8(3):179-190. ISSN: 08959285.] Presents
the criticisms of the sliding-band approach being used in employee selection and performance.
Employers who want a diverse workforce will use a sliding-band approach. # Misc. PJ.
Zeitlin, Maurice, 1974, "Corporate Ownership and Control: The Large Corporation and the
Capitalist Class," American Journal of Sociology, U. Chicago Press, US, March, 79(5):10731119. ISSN: 00029602. An "astonishing consensus" exists among academic social scientists
concerning the impact of the alleged separation of ownership and control in large corporations on
the class structures and political economies of the US and similar countries. The question is this
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separation is a "pseudofact," which has inspired incorrect "explanations," "inferences," and
"theories," and rendered inapplicable a class theory of the division of the social product, class
conflict, social domination, political processes, and historical change. If the separation of
ownership and control has not occurred, then "managerial" theories are without
foundation. The empirical question is quite open. [Erratum: p. 1104 table 3: % in col. 4 plus:
should read 1, not 11.] (Intellectual bankruptcy here.) At U. Wisc., US. # Misc. PJ. A.
Zeleny, Milan, editor, 1981, Autopoiesis A Theory of Living Organization, Series Volume 3,
North Holland, New York, 314 pages. A collection of papers on Autopoiesis: How living things
maintain their distinctiveness, cohesiveness and relative autonomy despite a total molecular
turnover of 10 to the 9th power during the lifetime of a cell. Also encompasses Gaia, the Earth as
a living organism. The obvious question: Why can’t humans maintain the unity of an
organization of themselves while undergoing 3 or 4 turnovers or 3 or 4 change efforts? [Hint:
Schumpeter’s creative destruction is not the answer.] (He then taught at Columbia University.)
See Henri Altan chapter and Lynn Margulis. In Alison’s 1996 biblio! See Jaques 2002. Misc.
Bk.
Zeleny, Milan, 2010, "Machine/organism dichotomy and free-market economics: Crisis or
transformation?" Human Systems Management, IOS Press, NL, 2010, 29(4):191-204. ISSN:
01672533. DOI: 10.3233/HSM-2010-0725. Transformations are often confounded with crises.
Disentangling the two phenomena is a major issue. We address the issue of unemployment in
the post-crisis environment, especially in the U.S. We are treating the economy as deterministic
machine while it behaves as an adaptive organism. (Two hits on search keywords: RO & SST.)
At Fordham U., NY, USA;, and at Tomas Bata U. in Zlin, Czech Republic. # Misc. PJ.
Zellweger, Thomas, 2007, "Time Horizon, Costs of Equity Capital, and Generic Investment
Strategies of Firms," Family Business Review, Family Firm Institute, Sage Pub, Cal., US,
Mar2007, 20(1):1-15. 15p. DOI: 10.1111/j.1741-6248.2007.00080.x. ISSN: 08944865. The
irrelevance of time horizon in CAPM, does not correspond to firms that prefer long-term
investment horizons. Family firms display a longer time horizon than most of their nonfamily
counterparts, since (1) family firms display a longer CEO tenure, (2) this type of firm strives for
long-term independence and succession within the family, and (3) due to the fact that family
firms are overrepresented on western European stock markets in cyclical industries in which
business cycles inhibit short-term success. Since the annual default risk of an investment
diminishes with increasing holding period , the risk-equivalent cost of equity capital of family
firms can be lower as well. Thus, long-term-oriented firms can tackle projects represented by
two generic investment strategies. The first one, perseverance, represents investment strategies
in which long-term-oriented firms invest in lower return but equal risk projects than their shortterm-oriented counterparts. The outpacing strategy, comprises investment projects with higher
risk and equal return than the short-term competitors. Cited in Le Breton-Miller et al 2011.
Cited McNulty et al 2002; Lubatkin et al 2003; Copeland et al 2000; Hull 2003. Not in NYPL.
CUNY-wide online. Lecturer, University of St. Gallen, CH. # MS. PJ.
Zemke, Ron, 1985, “The Honeywell Studies: How Managers Learn to Manage,” Training,
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Gellert Pub., NY, NY, US, Aug., 22(8):46-54. The story of an HRD ‘skunkworks.’ Managers
learned to manage through job experiences and assignment, good relationships (with supervisor),
and formal training (if timed properly). A survey initially broke this down as 80-10-10
percentages. But the skunkworks found the real breakdown was 50-30-20 percent. Key
hindrances to professional development were lack of time, lack of advancement opportunities,
and a boss who placed heavy emphasis on short-term results. Performance appraisals received
low ratings as skill builders. The return on management training was large. ‘Being mentored’
with behaviors that gave support (sounding board), guidance (role and career perspective) and
feedback (coaching) was more helpful than having a formal mentor. See Worthy 1986.
Compare with Penrose. Cited by Amsteus 2011 PhD; Dechant 1989 EdD. NYPL SIBL *ZANT 4685 MF. # Misc. Pro.
Zhang, Ruimin, 2007, “Raising Haier,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, February 2007,
p. 141-146. For twenty-two years Zhang was CEO. The original factory has since become the
Haier Group. How he changed his style to fit the expectations of the workers and to raise them
to world class manufacturers. A fine tale of leadership. Showed the growth of the firm and the
changing style and emphasis of its leader. On target with the theory. Unaware. MS. Pro.
Zhang, S. B., and Anita M. M. Liu, 2006, “Organisational Culture Profiles of Construction
Enterprises in China,” Construction Management and Economics, Routledge, UK, August 2006,
24(8):817–828. Given apparently low effectiveness of the construction industry may be related
to the culture of the contractors’ organisations. The aim of the study was to develop a cultureeffectiveness (C-E) model of the contractors’ motivated behaviour towards performance. Results
of cluster analysis show that hierarchy and clan cultures are dominant [vs market and
adhocaracy]. Cited Jaques 1951/ 1965; Peters and Waterman 1982; Ouchi 1978, 1981; Adams
1965. At Tianjin U., China; U. Hong Kong, Pokfulam. ammliu@hkucc.hku.hk # W. PJ.
Zhu, Zhichang, 1999, “WSR an Institutional Approach to Organisation Studies,” 5 pgs. WSR is
a conceptual framework developed from traditional Confucian teaching and contemporary
management practice in China. In the framework, wuli concerns the actual material-regulative,
shili emphasises the virtual psycho-cognitive, and renli underscores the social moral-normative,
spheres/ processes of human life. (Li means ‘way.’) Enforcing and transforming each other, WS-R constitute dynamic institutional contexts (keti) that constrain and empower actors’ (zhuti)
purposeful strategic actions which in turn produce reconfiguring effects on those contexts.
[Compare with MBTI.] See Gu and Gao 1999; Gu and Tang 2004. At Hull U., UK.
z.zhu@hull.ac.uk # Misc. Rep.
Ziemak, John P., Dugan, Beverly A., Rigby, Carlos K., Jacobs, T. Owen, and Simutis, Zita M.,
1994, “First-level supervisor job analysis follow-up: identification of KSAO-task linkages,” U.S.
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, National Technical Information
Service, ARI research note 94-31. 4 microfiches. Identification of knowledge, skills, abilities,
other characteristics. Rp. Rep.
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Zierden, William E., 1980, “Leading Through the Follower's Point of View,” Organizational
Dynamics, Elsevier, UK, Spring 1980, 8(4):27-46. In any leader-follower relationship,
appropriate leader behavior depends very much on what is going on in the follower's mind. The
follower has four basic questions (and a fifth one):
1. Where am I going?
2. How am I to get there?
3. Who will I be when I arrive?
4. Can I feel good about myself in the process?
and, a subsidiary question,
5. How can I find answers to these questions?
The relationship can be viewed as a journey. At UVA. Misc. PJ.
Zierden, William E., 1981, “Managing Workplace Innovations: A framework and a new
approach,” Management Review, AMA, US, June 1981, 70(6):57-61. Managers know first hand
the difficulties in introducing change at the workplace. Techniques have been developed to ease
this task. Guided-discovery learning is a new approach to change management that has proven
effective. (He has all the processes and none of the content.) At Darden, UVA. # Misc. PJ.
Ziliak, Stephen T., and Deirdre N. McCloskey, 2008, The Cult of Statistical Significance: how
the standard error costs us jobs, justice, and lives, U. Mich Press, Ann Arbor, MI, 321 p. How
economists - and other humanists and scientists - suffer from a mass delusion about tests of
statistical significance. The authors find that researchers in a broad spectrum of fields, from
agronomy to zoology, employ “testing” that doesn’t test and “estimating” that doesn’t estimate.
They call this the “sizeless stare.” Size, error, reality, and impact do not matter with this tool.
Only the significance of statistics matters. The book shows how wide the disaster is, and how
bad for science, and it traces the problem to its historical, sociological, and philosophical roots.
Finally, how do we get the statistical sciences back on track and fulfill their quantitative promise.
(Deming thundered against this one: “Significance tests are pernicious!”) See Camerer et al
1991, 2004. SIBL JBE 08-666. Refu. Bk. UP. A.
Zimet, Melvin, and Ronald G. Greenwood, eds., 1979, The Evolving Science of Management,
AMACOM, New York, NY, 496 pages. The collected papers of Harold Smiddy and an
anthology of papers by others in his honor - a festschrift. Smiddy was a top executive at General
Electric under Ralph Cordiner. He brought management consultants into GE in big numbers for
the first time. Smiddy originated MBO (p. 347), created GE’s Crotonville campus for executive
training (the first of its kind), and inaugurated Management Science magazine. Papers in this
festschrift were by Drucker, Reg Jones, Koontz (q.v.), William Newman, Steiner, Worthy (q.v.),
Urwick, et al. Smiddy was comparable to Barnard, Cordiner, Randall, Barksdale, and Brown –
an intellectual businessman (q.v.). Brown was cited by Koontz. See also Mahler 1973, 1974,
1975. See Barksdale also. MS. Bk.
Zirpoli, Francesco, and Markus C. Becker, 2011, "What Happens When You Outsource Too
Much?" MIT Sloan Management Review, Cambridge, MA, US, Winter2011, 52(2):59-64. ISSN:
15329194. The article discusses how companies can determine which activities and
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competencies they can safely outsource [internal safety]. It explores the balance between having
sufficient architectural and component-specific knowledge internally to produce products and
outsourcing such knowledge. [The Japanese keiretsu have been doing this for 30-40 years.
General Electric went internal in 2004. Are the authors living under a rock?] Not in NYPL. At
Università Ca' Foscari, Venice, Italy; U. Southern Denmark, Odense, DK. Wd. # Misc. Pro.
Zoglin, Richard, 1975, “Does GE really plan better?” MBA/Masters in Business Administration
magazine, Nov. 1975, p. 42-46. An interview with Ian H. Wilson of General Electric. The longrange planning effort there began in 1967 and was the impetus for the 1970 reorganization. A
case. [Reprinted in Connor, Patrick E., ed.,1978, Dimensions of Modern Management, 2nd, ch. 7,
p. 57-63. Baruch HD31 .C624 1978.] Teaching. Misc. Pro.
Zohar, Dov, and Gil Luria, 2003, "Organizational Meta-Scripts as a Source of High Reliability:
The Case of an Army Armored Brigade Organizational Meta-Scripts as a Source of High
Reliability: The Case of an Army Armored Brigade," Journal of Organizational Behavior,
Special Issue: Organizational Behavior in High Reliability Organizations, US, Nov. 2003,
24(7):837-859. Many high-reliability organizations must deal with the problem of requisite
cognitive variety in operators of interactively complex technological systems. The present study
describes an organizational script strategy dealing with this problem, based on development of
shared meta-scripts sustained by continuous learning. Analysis of mission briefing and
debriefing protocols in an armored brigade indicated that most task-related interactions were
based on script language (i.e., verbs and action phrases signifying particular meta-scripts and
relevant contingencies). These protocols suggest that script-trained operators construe complex
missions as interchangeable combinations of 15 meta-scripts, reducing cognitive demands or
requisite variety to manageable proportions. An ongoing learning process, maintained via
repeated script-based feedback during debriefings, further reduces cognitive demands by
increasing available variety in operators. Implications for performance reliability in ordinary
organizations are discussed. Cited Gioia & Manz 1985; Roberts et al 1994. # MS. PJ.
Zuber, Thomas J., MD, and Erika H. James, PhD, 2001, “Managing Your Boss,” Family
Practice Management, June 2001, p. 33-36. How to create a relationship with your boss. Give
good advice. Following well. Never kiss up, never call the boss a fool. Respect the boss’s time.
Build trust. Watch your words. See Gabarro & Kotter 1980/1993/2005. HBR article. Misc.
Pro.
Zuboff, Shoshona, 1988, In the Age of the Smart Machine: the future of work and power, Basic
Books, New York, NY, 468 p. An intellectual peroration. She has read everything - except
Jaques. Showed the process of “rationalization” in managerial and clerical work by ejecting or
precipitating “those elements that could be explicated and systematized” to the next lower level
in the organization. “Higher level positions were not eliminated; on the contrary, they came to
be seen more than ever as the depository of the organization’s skills” (p. 98). [Jaques’
Archimedes entrepreneurial growth.] Showed the shift in the basis for managerial authority from
property rights to intelligence and ability indicated by education (Ch. 6, p. 236). Saw
technological change as either automation (Taylorist deskilling) or as “informating” where
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people become their own authorities (p. 301). (She dances up to discretion but fades in the home
stretch.) Cited in Langlois 2003. Barnard HD45.2 .Z83 1988. Misc. Bk.
Zuboff, Shoshana, 1989, "IT and Authority: the case of Tiger Creek mill," McKinsey Quarterly,
US, Winter89, Issue 4, p. 44-56. ISSN: 00475394. The article examines the steps taken by
process engineer Harvey DeWitt, assigned to paper making, and Bob Phillips, the department
manager of the paper-making group at the American Paper Co.'s Tiger Creek plant, to put
accurate detailed real-time information on operating expenses into the hands of operators as an
effective method to reduce costs. The implementation of an Expense Tracking System (ETS) is
described, which increased workers' responsibility for costs, process stability, and
troubleshooting. [A case of shifting levels: things go boom. Do we have a follow-up casette?]
At HBS. Teach. # Misc. Pro.
Zuboff, Shoshana, and James Maxmin, 2002, The Support Economy: why corporations are
failing individuals and the next episode of capitalism, Viking, New York, NY, 458 p. An
intellectual peroration. A gap has opened between corporations which are still focused on mass
production and the people inside them who are individualists. In the market and on the operating
level inside firms, mass customization is now the framework. People have changed more than
the organizations they depend on. Managerialism has led to organizational narcissism and
contempt. By the early 1990s this had led to chaos inside firms with boards, financial markets,
and internal politics dominating the struggles. A sustained alignment of the business to the end
customer - long enough to make a difference - was essential. All value was in the end customer
and individual space. The next episode was - distributed capitalism. [This set of
recommendations and predictions is not persuasive.] In conclusion (p. 381-383) cited the
powerful impact of institutional arrangements on people. Noted the swift economic
transformation in Poland in 1990 when communist restraints were removed - streets became
bazaars and scarce goods flooded the market. Also, noted Adam Smith on the differences in
deportment among the “inferior ranks” whether they were maintained by employment
(industrious) or on the dole (dissolute). [This was PURE ideology.] See J. Harvey 1988 & 1999.
SIBL JBE 02-2690. Misc. Bk.
Zucker, Lynne G., 1986, "Production of Trust: Institutional sources of economic structure, 18401920," chapter in Staw, Barry M., and L. L. Cummings, eds., Research in organizational
behavior, JAI Press, Greenwich, CT, 8:53-111. An annual. Several trust producing structures
were critical during the early period of industrial formation in the U.S. – bureaucratic
organizations, the service economy (including financial intermediaries and government), and
regulation and legislation. There were three modes of trust production: process-based (past or
expected, based on reputation or gift-exchange); characteristic-based (person, family, ethnicity),
and; institution-based (formal social structures, firm-specific attributes). During this period
process-based trust was disrupted due to immigration, internal migration, and business
instability. Cited in McAllister 1995. NYPL SIBL JLL 79-232. Clio Bus Colln, Lehman Liby
HD58.7 .R47. [v.1 (1979)-v.27 (2006)]. See Doukas 2003; Mayer 2009. # Misc. PJ.
Zuckerman, Harriet, 1970, "Stratification in American Science," Sociological Inquiry, US, April/
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Spring 1970, 40(2):235–257. doi: 10.1111/j.1475-682X.1970.tb01010.x. The present pattern of
stratification and ranking is the outcome of processes of allocation of men and resources among
various sectors of science which include selective recruitment and socialization of young
investigators, differential access to publication, research facilities and financial rewards, and
differential recognition through citations and honorific awards. There is a high correlation
between assessed contributions to science and investigators' scientific standing. In a time when
the legitimacy of reward systems is routinely challenged, scientists are apt to accept theirs as just
and correct. Cited in Gorman 1982 PhD. At Columbia U. # Misc. PJ.
Zussman, Yale M., 1983, “Learning from the Japanese: Management in a Resource-Scarce
World,” Organizational Dynamics, Elsevier Science Inc., UK, Winter83, 11(3):68-80. The
present Japanese managerial system results from a three-century long historical process that the
Japanese have used to try to overcome the scarcity of natural resources in their homeland. In
order to survive, Japan made an optimum use of the resource it had in abundance, its people.
The most qualified graduates were channeled into the export business. Managers were selected
based on ability and attitude toward workers. US entrepreneurs in the 1800s were successful due
to access to abundant material resouces, not laissez faire. The Japanese took the steelmaking
market from the US. They also took quality from Deming. Next will be autos. US managers
could learn from the three foundations of the Japanese system: concern about hiring of workers,
recognition beyond the monetary, and concern about the hiring and promotion of executives for
longer-term and wider-scope perspectives. Cited Marsland and Beer 1983. At MIT. # MS. PJ.
Zwaan, A. H. Van der, 1975, “The Sociotechnical Systems Approach: A critical evaluation,”
International Journal of Production Research, Ebsco, Taylor and Francis, Oxfordshire, OX, UK,
March, 13(2):149-163. STS. In this article was first a very brief overview is given of the main
sociotechnical concepts and authors. This was followed by a rather critical examination of this
approach, viz. from a methodological and a system theoretical standpoint. After that some
suggestions were given for an improvement in sociotechnical thinking, that might be fruitful with
respect to the development of a theory. Cited in J. Kelly 1978. Cited Jaques 1951. CUNY
online. At U. of Technology, Eindhoven, NL. Refu. PJ.
#####
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3-25-14
CONFERENCES
(Alphabetical)
If any conference proceeding was published as a book, it was listed in the book section.
Most of the following were “published” just for the attendees in spiral or looseleaf
format. [I found few broadcasts, videos/ movies, or presentations. However, I entered
several items inder ‘Newsradio’ and they are included here.]
A large number of conferences, presentations, and papers have been done in Australia
and New Zealand during the 1990s on changes in industrial relations and the employment
relationship there. Much of this activity was generated by CRA’s move to ‘full staff
employment.’ This came after 1990 when Jaques curtailed his involvement with CRA.
Most of this work has not found its way into mainstream publications because the
situation has been so fluid and developments so fast-paced. Both IR-based organizations
for academics tilt towards the collective view: http://www.mngt.waikato.ac.nz/airaanz/ &
http://www.econ.usyd.edu.au/acirrt/ A conservative individualist viewpoint is at:
http://www.hrnicholls.com.au/ The overall union organization, Australian Council of
Trade Unions, ACTU, is at : http://www.actu.asn.au/ The union at Weipa was the
Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU), at: http://www.cfmeu.asn.au/
These organizations sponsored many papers and conferences. While ideological, they are
a starting point. One monthly newsletter is generally regarded as factual and objective,
without editorializing in the articles: Industrial Relations and Management Newsletter:
http://www.huntleys.com.au/default.asp?package=0&tab=Home
The current citation practice for ephemeral events, such as conferences, is almost as
useless as that for the Internet - and for similar reasons. For example, look at Bird and
Jordan 1987 (below). The meeting was held in New Orleans - but what was the
permanent address of the sponsoring organization? This contact information is not part
of most conference citations. The information is fragmentary. The key issues are: Were
the proceedings of the conference published? (Proceedings are treated as books. Search
on title.) If not, do the authors have the papers? How can they be contacted? Is it online? What is the url address? When was it posted? For how long will it be posted?
(All conference proceedings should be on deposit somewhere unless there is a specific
reason against it. WorldCat has a feature, “Proceedings,” which sometimes is helpful.)
I have prepared lists of movies and Shakespeare plays which bear on Requisite themes.
They are in two separate files titled, “All the Movie World is Requisite” and “All the
World of Shakespeare is Requisite.” They can be used as training aids and in consulting/
presentations. They can be downloaded from the globalro.org website.
Many audio and video items on R.O. also are available for purchase at casonhall.com.
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Addis, Thomas R., Bart-Floris Visscher, D. Billinge, and D. C. Gooding, 2002, “Socially
Sensitive Computing: A Necessary Paradigm Shift for Computer Science,” Grand Challenges in
Computer Science, University of York, UK, 19 p. In response to the grand challenge for
computer science during a workshop held in Edinburgh in November 2002 we identified an
essential problem in computing that has yet to be addressed directly, see Appendix A for
UKCRC Grand Challenge criteria (Addis et al., 2004). We show that this problem, originally
identified by Wittgenstein circa 1945 (pub. posthumously, revised translation 1966), explains a
barrier that prevents people from communicating seamlessly with computer systems. It explains
many of the apparently insoluble problems that beset human computer usage such as; context
dependency in natural language understanding, the generalisation problem in machine
learning/neural networks and effective data retrieval. Although many solutions have been
attempted, nobody has yet directly addressed the underlying cause. This cause can be
characterised by the notion of the ubiquitous existence of irrational sets that emerge from the
fundamental nature of human language and a continually changing knowledge of the world. We
suggest two possible solutions. Cited Addis 1980, 2000, 2004. # Rp. Conf.
Agrell, E. P. S., 2007, “Staffing by Explicit References,” Proceedings of ERIMA07’ 15-16th
March 2007, Biarritz, France. 4 p. Short. For hiring to fill jobs. We grow by seeing and
learning patterns not just by linear and formal learning. Cited Jaques 1996. At Ekelöw
Infosecurity AB, Stockholm, Sweden. Email epsagrell@gmail.com # Rp. Conf.
Allen, D. H., and R. Edgeworth Johnstone, 1965, “The Strategy of Process Development,”
Symposium on Management Oriented Topics, Institute of Chemical Engineering, London, UK,
67. As previous studies have shown, it is easy to be too optimistic based on imaginary
probabilities when none are actually available. Interventions or changes in projects at the last
minute can be very expensive. (Hockey stick projections.) Not seen. Conf.
Allison, Derek J., and Grace Morfitt, 1994, “Time-Span of Discretion and Administrative Work
in School Systems: Results of a Pilot Study,” presentation to American Educational Research
Association, Annual Meeting, New Orleans, April 1994. Available as ERIC document ED 374
530. Published,1996, Journal of Educational Administration and Foundations, 11(1), p.8-37.
Rp. Conf.
Allison, Derek J., and Grace Morfitt, 1997, “Manifest and Depth Structure in School Systems:
Design and Preliminary Findings from an Ontario Study,” paper prepared for the annual meeting
of the Canadian Association for the Study of Educational Administration, St. John’s,
Newfoundland, June 1997. Authors at UWO. A test of Jaques’ theory with TSD:HierLevel.
Public school systems are Stratum III organizations. The larger ones appear to be bloated. See
Popovich PhD 2002 and Nir PhD 1995. See Mahoney 1979 article. [Published?] Rp. Conf.
Andognini, Carl, 1997, “Testimony of Mr Carl Andognini, chief nuclear officer for Ontario
Hydro,” Select Committee on Ontario Hydro Nuclear Affairs, Chair / Président, Mr Derwyn
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Shea (High Park-Swansea PC), the Legislative Assembly of Ontario, Wednesday 8 October
1997. About 25% of the way through the online testimony Mr Doug Galt (Northumberland)
queried Mr Andognini on the human resources aspect of his Report (q.v.). Mr Andognini
responded: “One of the things we're doing that's very lacking in the organization is developing a
management system developed by Dr Elliott Jaques, who is originally from Toronto. It's called
requisite organization. This defines the responsibilities, the authorities, the accountabilities and
the skills required for every job in nuclear, starting with mine to the lowest level. What I have
found is a lack of accountability and a lack of managerial skills.” Rp. Conf.
Armbruester, Thomas, 2003, “Political Liberalism, Management, and Organization Theory,”
Academy of Management, 2003 Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA, Tuesday, August 5. Program
Session #886: OMT Tapestry. [Armbrüster] In North-American political philosophy, liberalism
has been attacked over the last 25 years from mainly two intellectual strands: communitarianism
and libertarianism. The article identifies corporate culture, business reengineering, and antibureaucratism as managerial antiliberalism, and Foucault-based and sensemaking-oriented
organization theories as intellectual antiliberalism. The article illustrates the ideational
background of recent corporate scandals and outlines the contours of a liberalist approach to
organization theory. At U. of Mannheim, Germany. MS. Conf.
Arnaud, Gilles, 2003, 'Redécouvrir la socio-analyse', Congrès Relations de travail and
Organisation – Europe and Amérique du Nord, Metz, 4 juin. A paper presented to a conference.
(Original en français. In English: 'Rediscovering social analysis'.) Not seen. Broken Cite.
Atkins, Paul, Dr., and Keith Johnston, 2005, “Measuring systems thinking: Contributions from
adult development,” Australia and New Zealand Systems Thinking Conference, Christchurch,
New Zealand, 5th to 7th December 2005. Refereed. Conf.
Azevedo, Ross E., and Lawrence Roth, 1990, “Canadian-United States Experience With
Comparable Worth: the view from Minnesota,” Proceedings of the 1990 Spring Meeting,
Madison, WI, The Industrial Relations Research Association. Paper and presentation. Cited in
Azevedo and Scoville 2001. Not seen. Misc. Conf.
Balk, Walter L., 1973, "Productivity Controls and the Measurement of Task Ambiguity," found
in American Institute of Industrial Engineers, Technical Papers, American Institute of Industrial
Engineers, AIIE twenty-fifth anniversary conference and convention: Chicago, Illinois, May 23 25, 1973, p. 119-126. It is classified as a book, but is sparsely held. Not seen. Conf.
Barlow, Christopher M., 2000, "Creativity and Complexity in Cross Functional Teams,"
IIT - Stuart Graduate School of Business, paper, IPRO Conference, 13 p. Like the Blind Men
and the Elephant, different people and fields (such as psychology, management. social
psychology, computer science, design, architecture, and many more) have diverse, often
conflicting perspectives and insights on the cross functional, creative process. It would be useful
if these diverse knowledge resources could be brought together in an integrated perspective on
this phenomenon that would enable the different fields to build upon each other in the search for
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more useful knowledge. These changes include - defining creativity as insight, managing for
complexity of thinking, and understanding team complexity. Cited Jaques 1996 RO2; Nonaka &
Takeuchi 1995. Online at www.cocreativity.com/papers/iproconfpaper.pdf Conf.
Barlow, Christopher M., 2001, “Insight or Ideas: Escaping the Idea Centered "Box" Defining
Creativity,” Proceedings of the Hawai’i International Conference on System Sciences (IEEE),
Jan 3-6, 2001, Maui, Hawaii. The creative event is “a shift in perspective or belief that makes
new possibilities obvious,” i.e. an insight that shifts the problem definition. Cited EJ 1996 RO2;
Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995. Conf.
Baum, Howell S., 2001, “Why School Systems Resist Reform: A Psychoanalytic Perspective,”
International Society for the Psychoanalytic Study of Organizations, 2001 Symposium, Paper
draws on Elliott Jaques’ concept of requisite organizations: members of organizations can get
work done when structures realistically fit tasks and connect workers trustingly to one another
and to the larger society. Copy available from author. Email hb36@umail.umd.edu Conf.
Bentz, V. Jon, 1963, “Research toward the development of a multiple assessment program for
executive personnel: for symposium on: multiple approach assessment programs,” American
Psychological Association, 2 v. Presented at APA Convention, September 1963. Executive
ability -- Testing. Accn No: OCLC: 15632396. Not in any liby. WorldCat. MS. Conf.
Bentz, V. Jon, 1985, “A View from the Top: A thirty year perspective of research devoted to the
discovery, description, and prediction of executive behavior.” Paper presented at the 93rd
Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association, Los Angeles, CA, August.
Mostly, this was on the derailers. Cited in Kaiser et al 2008; Bassarab 2010 PhD; Horn, J. C.,
1986. (It was widely cited, but never published. See 'CCL study soon after' per Hogan &
Curphy 2013: Bentz 1987 ?). Not seen. Conf.
Billis, David, 1977, “Workshop on the Planning of a Regional Training Course in Management
for Social Welfare Administrators (1977 : Baden, Vienna),” Brunel Institute of Organisation and
Social Studies, Bioss, Uxbridge, UK, 17 p. Workshop [held] May 8-12, 1977. Social interaction
and organisational behaviour. Unclear if this was Billis’ notes from the workshop or his report
on it or if this was the programme of the workshop. Brunel Uxbr. Pamph HV41.W68 1977.
Ru. Conf.
Billis, David, 1979, “Voluntary Organisations: management issues 1: report from February 1979
workshop,” Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, Bioss, Programme of Research
and Training into Voluntary Action (PORTVAC), Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, 17 p. On
associations, institutions, voluntarism, British management. Brunel Uxbr. HV41.B78. Ru.
Conf.
Bird, Barbara J., and Jordan, R. S., 1987, “A Study to Develop Measures of Time Orientation
and Future Time Perspective (FTP).” [Contains TSD also.] A paper presented at the August
meeting of the Academy of Management, New Orleans, LA. Conf.
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Blair, Tony, and George W. Bush, 2003, “Joint Press Conference: The Prime Minister and The
President,” BBC/ CNBC/ other broadcast and web media, London, UK, November 20th. An
exceptionally clear example of comparable levels of complexity of information processing (CIP).
They had just emerged from several hours of conversation/ negotiation. Lots of discussion on
Iraq, the war and the occupation. The two had just come out of a meeting together. Blair at level
seven capability; Bush at six (and winded). (Thanks to Gokce Sargut.) Seen online. Transcript:
http://www.state.gov/p/eur/rls/rm/2003/26458.htm Conf.
Botsman, P., 1996, “Individual Contracts and the New ‘Industrial Relations Culture’ Strategies
for Unions,” paper presented to the New Zealand Engineering, Printing and Manufacturing
Union, New Plymouth, New Zealand, 5th August 1996. Conf.
Bray, Mark, Duncan Macdonald, Stephanie Le Queux, and Peter Waring, 2000, “The
Representation Gap in Australian Workplaces,” Proceedings of the 10th AIRAANZ Conference,
(Association of Industrial Relations Academics of Australia and New Zealand), University of
Wollongong, February. Conf.
Breibart, Eric, 1981/ 1982, “Clockwork,” California Newsreel, San Francisco, CA, 1 VHS (25
min.), producer and director. Through archival and contemporary documentary footage, studies
the role of Frederick Winslow Taylor in the development of scientific management in the early
twentieth century. Explains the techniques Taylor used to study worker movements and the
methods he conceived to divide complex jobs into smaller, unskilled routines. Industrial
management, Division of labor, Motion study. CUNY LaGuardia, Queens, Bklyn. Misc. Conf.
Brother Cadfael, 1994 (?), “A Morbid Taste for Bones,” (episode III) Carlton UK Productions,
Video for TV, 85 mins., color. (Do not know author.) An episode in the mediaeval detectivemonk TV series starring Derek Jacobi. The Abbott decides to send a group of Brothers on a
journey to collect the bones of a Saint Winifred, buried in Wales. Brother Cadfael is assigned to
this group, subordinated to the leader but with responsibility for its success. Cadfael is left
bewildered. A classic example of how NOT to assign a task or a role. Telly.
Brown, Gordon D. A., Andrew Oswald, and Jing Qian, 2003, "Rank Dependence in Pay
Satisfaction," Warwick-Brookings Conference, Washington, DC, June 3, 56 p. A paper. What
makes employees happy with their pay? In this paper we show pure 'rank' mattered. Satisfaction
was determined partly by an individual's absolute wage and partly by the individual's relative
wage. Satisfaction was gained also by the ranked position of a wage within a comparison set.
We reported a survey of over 16,000 employees’ wage satisfaction ratings. Jaques not cited.
Cited Finn & Lee 1972. # MS. Conf.
Brown, Wilfred, 1962, “Organization and Science,” The 1962 Stephenson Lecture, Presented to
the Stephenson Engineering Society of Durham University, Durham, UK. Published in Brown,
Wilfred, and Elliott Jaques, 1965, Glacier Project Papers, q.v.
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Brown, Wilfred, 1973, “The Earnings Conflict,” Cygnet Films, UK. On page 6 of the 1973 book
is a note saying there is a 25 minute, 16mm Film, "The Earnings Conflict," for purchase or hire
from Cygnet Films in the UK (not extant on the internet). Not seen.
Brown, Wilfred, Lord, 1975, “A Constitutional means of dealing with National Wage
Differentials,” Manchester Industrial Relations Society, Programme of Meetings 1975-1976,
Thursday 13 November 1975, 5.30pm. Featured speaker, formerly MD of Glacier Metal
Company. From website: 6/30/05: http://www.som.salford.ac.uk/mirs/archive/1975-76.htm
Brown, Wilfred, Lord, 1977. Audio-recording. See Pollard, Harold R., 1977 ~
Bucy, J. Flynn, 1987, “Stratified Systems Theory and Its Implications for Entrepreneurship.”
Paper presented at the August 1987 meeting of the Academy of Management, New Orleans.
Published in Cang, Stephen. (ed.), 1992, Elliott Jaques Festschrift, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA,
p. 83-104. Cited in Bird 1992. Rp. Conf.
Burgess, B., 1985, “Career Path Appreciation – The Practice,” Rio Tinto Zinc (RTZ), conference
paper. [Unclear if in London, UK or Melbourne, Australia. See Stamp 1989, Stamp and Stamp
1993.] Conf.
Burke, Catherine G., 1983, “Stratified Systems Theory, Politics and Administration Revisited,”
Paper delivered at 1983 Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, The
Palmer House, Chicago, IL. Sept. 1-4, 1983. 79th Proceedings, 25 pages. Conf.
Carraher, Shawn M., 1993, “A Comparison of Jaques Equity Theory Across 3 Measures of Pay
Satisfaction,” Southwest Division, Academy of Management, 35th Annual Meeting, New
Orleans; LA, March 1993, pages 146-150. Accession No: CN000560170. BL Location: DSC
Shelfmark: 1087.905000. Standard No: ISSN: 0892-0931; ISBN: 0941811110. Not seen. Conf.
Carraher, Shawn M., Michele A. Govekar, and Nicholas S. Miceli, 2002, “Elliott Jaques Connections in Management History,” Academy of Management, 2002 Annual Meeting, Denver,
CO, Saturday, August 10. Program Session # 180. Sponsor: MH. A review of the work of
Elliott Jaques with linkages to developments in management thought. First author at Cameron,
second two at Ohio Northern U. Conf.
Carraher, Shawn M., 2003, “Felt Fair Pay, Democracy, and Leadership within Cross-cultural
Entrepreneurial Organizations,” Academy of Management, 2003 Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA,
Tuesday, August 5. Program Session #820: Compensation and Incentives. Sponsor: MH.
Facilitator: Angela K. Miles; Old Dominion U. Carolyn Dexter Award Nominee. Examined a
portion of Jaques' theory of equitable payment, using 6 cross-cultural samples containing 834
financial information services managers and entrepreneurs employed in entrepreneurial
organizations in the U.S., Germany, England, Colombia, Japan, and South Korea. Results
supported Jaques' proposition about who would be satisfied with their pay level and who not. It
was able to correctly predict in over 80% of the cases. Leadership and management levels are
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important to the relationship between income and pay satisfaction as are differences across
democratic republics. FFP:HierLvl. At Cameron. Abstract seen.
Carraher, Shawn, 2004, “Felt Fair Pay of small to medium sized Enterprise (SME) owners in
Switzerland: An Examination of Jaques’ equity construct.” Academy for Global Business
Advancement. [Outstanding Activity Award winner]. (See 2005 article.)
Carraher, Shawn M., 2004, “Action from Knowledge: Elliott Jaques, from Tavistock to Human
Capability,” Academy of Management, 2004 Annual Meeting, New Orleans, LA, Monday,
August 9. Program Session #662. On Jaques’ legacy. At Cameron.
Carroll, Tim, 2003, “Interdependencies in Organization Design: Searching for the ‘Edge of
Chaos’,” Academy of Management, 2003 Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA, Tuesday, August 5.
Program Session: 1034, Structuring Change, Sponsor: OMT. Time to market and other
competitive forces present managers with the challenge of completing projects in less time, but
without a reduction in quality. To meet this challenge they often employ fast track organization
designs which involves taking previously sequential task activities and making them parallel so
that project completion time is drastically reduced. This paper seeks to understand the increased
interdependencies and the information-processing demands that these designs place on the
individuals in the organization. The optimal degree of interdependence varies based on cost,
time, and quality measures (close to QQT/R). Not on Jaques but related. At Georgia Tech.
Carter, Michelle Malay, and George Smart, 2009, Bringing Leadership Science to OD and HR,
the fascinating work philosophy of Elliott Jaques, Regus Corporate Center, Meridian Parkway,
Durham, NC, January 7, 2009. A one-day conference/ seminar.
Cashman, Paul M., and David Stroll, 1986, “Achieving sustainable complexity through
information technology: theory and practice,” ACM Press, Austin, Texas, Session VIII, New
York, NY, USA. Proceedings of the 1986 ACM conference on Computer-supported cooperative
work. A major challenge facing a business manager is to achieve a sustainable level of success,
which in turn means being able to sustainably master the complexity with which s/he must deal.
Information technology providers must understand the relationships between the levels of
complexity with which managers deal, the value of information at each level, and the resulting
information system requirements. See C&S 1986 and Stroll and Cashman articles. Online at:
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=637110&dl=ACM&coll=portal
Cason, Kathryn, 2003, “A Memorial Session for Elliott Jaques,” Academy of Management, 2003
Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA, Monday, August 4. Program Session #608. Introductions: Peter
Sorensen and Therese F. Yaeger; Benedictine U., IL. mailto:tyaeger@ben.edu Speakers: Peter
Senge, MIT/Society for Organizational Learning; Edgar H Schein, MIT; Shawn M. Carraher,
Texas A&M U. (now at Cameron; Dallas); Kathryn Cason, Requisite Organization Intl.; Charles
Hampden-Turner, Cambridge U.
Child, John, 2003, "Organization versus The People," Inaugural Lecture by Professor John
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Child, University of Birmingham, UK, 23 January, 2003. Conventional hierarchical organization
is dysfunctional yet we cling to it for dear life. Fails to convincingly explain this phenomenon or
to solve it. Still misconstrues Jaques as unremittingly pro-hierarchy. At U. Birmingham.
Church, A. Hamilton, 1911, "Has 'Scientific Management' Science?" American Machinist, July
20, 1911, 35:108-112. An analysis of Taylor's key works (1903, 1906, 1911). Taylor seems to
have become bolder and bolder. All other theories were 'unscientific.' Taylor first demands
control, then planning. The data from time-study created management. This data was science.
Work experience counted for nothing. This method has a 'spirit,' 'a certain philosophy' – but "of
the manager." Such claims were rhetorical and personal, only helpful 'mechanisms,' and did not
constitute a science. Cited in Wren 2005 (5th edn.); M. Stewart 2009. NYPL os. # Refu. Pro.
Church, A. Hamilton, and Leon P. Alford, 1912, "The Principles of Management," American
Machinist, May 30, 1912, 36(22):857-861. [Reprinted as chapter (p. 168-186) in Merrill,
Harwood F., 1970, Classics in Management, AMA, NY, NY, US, 495 p.] Also in 1960 edn.
(NYPL Schw E-14 1323.) The art of management entails three regulative principles: 1)
systematic use of experience; 2) economic control of effort, and 3) promotion of personal
effectiveness. Leadership provides fine esprit de corps. No system, organization, or mechanism
does this. Taylor’s school of management claims to have 'superceded leadership by substituting
therefor elaborate mechanism.' This is a 'complete misapprehension of how men are constituted.'
'All work is born of effort, and all effort is controlled by the personal reaction of one man on
another.' Forms, cards, stop-watches – are all mechanisms that do nothing for leadership. Taylor
does not address the gap between physical working conditions and morale. Cited Church 1911.
See ‘rebuttal’ by Kimball & Calder.] NYPL Schw: *Zan-V931 v. 36-37 (1912). # Refu. Pro.
Church, Michael, 1997, “Adaptiveness in Human Social Organisation: Some Guiding
Principles,” a paper prepared for the British Deming Association, Tenth Annual Conference,
National Motorcycle Museum, Birmingham, UK, 14th - 15th May, 1997. One approach to
increasing complexity has been to view organisations as complex adaptive systems (CAS). It
has been found, repeatedly, that important behaviours of different kinds of CAS can be described
simply - the basis of the development of the science of complexity. It is suggested that there is
an underlying order in the universe, reflected in the phenomena of discontinuity, levels of order,
emergence, autonomy and coherence. Six systemic principles can be identified to explain the
organisational basis of the unique ability of living systems to respond and adapt to, learn from,
and shape a complex environment. The chain of command is specified to be the minimum
necessary for systemic integrity - ie top down 'commands' are still necessary for: setting the
broad limits (or purpose) within which the lower order level is free to operate: when emergencies
have to be dealt with; and for overseeing the development of new repertoires of 'behaviour' at the
next lower order level. This is reflected in the necessary condition of minimum authority
relationships. Three of these principles - level specific processes, level specific information, and
values - are explored in more detail. Process cycle time in biological and work organisations
might best be defined as the time taken to get feedback from the environment if a process is
operating just outside its stable control limits. The paper combined chaos and self-organization
with Jaques’ and Deming’s concepts. Cited Jaques 1976, 1989; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995; S.
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Beer 1982; Delavigne and Robertson 1994. British clinical psychologist. A consultant at Bioss.
Liked Ian Macdonald. http://www.flowmap.com/documents/human-adaptiveness.htm # Ru.
Conf.
Clark, Peter, L. Hantrais, L. Hassard, Danielle Linhart, and Ken Starkey, 1984, “The Porous
Day.” Paper presented to the Aston/UMIST Labour Process Conference, Aston University,
Birmingham, UK. Cited by Starkey 1989. See Palloix 1976 for similar points on the porosity of
work time. See 1988.
Clark, Peter, L. Hantrais, L. Hassard, Danielle Linhart, and Ken Starkey, 1988, “The 'porous day'
and 'temps choisi'. An enquiry into the appropriation of time.” Pub: University of Keele,
Department of Economics and Management Science, US. BL Shelfmark: 9350.122. Volume
Number of Serial: KU-DEMS-WP--88-4. See 1984.
Clark, Rita, and Michael Day, 1978, “Young People and Community Service,” Youth Services,
London and Home Counties, Regional Training Consultative Unit, Uxbridge, UK, 56 p. Brunel
Institute of Organisation and Social Studies. Youth volunteers in social services in Great Britain.
Contributions ... originally presented at a conference held at Brunel University on 27th April
1978. Brunel Uxbridge HV41.Y68.
Clifford, R. L., 2000, “Address by the Chief Executive of Rio Tinto,” Melbourne Securities
Institute of Australia, Melbourne, Vic, Aug.
Colquitt, Jason A., Brent A. Scott, and Jeffrey LePine, 2004, “Cognitive and Affective
Antecedents of Trust: A Meta-Analytic Test,” Academy of Management, 2004 Annual
Conference, New Orleans, LA, Monday, Aug 9, Program Session #: 445: “Do You Trust Me?
Examining Antecedents of Trust in Task Contexts.” Presented a meta-analytic test of Mayer,
Davis, and Schoorman’s (1995) trust antecedents: ability, benevolence, integrity, and propensity
to trust. Not on Jaques but right on target. All at U. of Florida. AET. OB sponsor.
Craddock, Kenneth C., 1998, “Accountability for the System,” W. Edwards Deming Institute,
Annual Conference, October 10-11, 1998, Washington, DC. Presented a break-out session on
Jaques and Deming (90-minutes).
Craddock, Kenneth C., 1999, “WEDI and the future of the Jaques theory,” Requisite
Organization Clinic, April 30 - May 1, 1999, Toronto, ON. I made a short presentation (15
minutes). Organized by Ken Shepard, Canadian Centre for Leadership and Strategy.
(Presentation by Shepard on “History of Jaques in Toronto,” including workshops 1992-1998.)
Craddock, Kenneth C., 1999, “Elliott Jaques’ Discovery of Discretion: An Overview of TimeSpan of Discretion and Felt-Fair Pay,” Columbia University Seminar on Management and
Organization, Faculty House, October 11, 1999, New York, NY, 60-minutes.
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Craddock, Kenneth C., 2001, “Sustaining Joy in Work: Requisite Structures and Practices,” W.
Edwards Deming Institute, Annual Conference, October 13-14, 2001, Washington, DC.
Presented closing plenary session (90-minutes).
Craddock, Kenneth C., 2002, “Strategy - By What Method? How Deming and Jaques Can Be
Used to Implement Strategy (Reply to Michael Porter),” Eighth Annual Quality Research
Seminar, February 19-20, 2002, New York, NY. Fordham University, Professor Joyce Orsini.
Presented a 45-minute break-out session. Paper published in the Proceedings.
Craddock, Kenneth C., 2004, “The Managerial System of Elliott Jaques – Key to Implementing
Quality,” Presentation, Deming Scholars MBA Program, Fordham School of Business, NY, NY
(Feb. 2004). Subsequently written up as a paper. Unpublished.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2005, “The Deadly Diseases Blocking Requisite Organization.” Paper and
presentation at the G.O. Conference in Toronto August 8, 2005. Monday afternoon, Breakout
Session 3. Held at the Bank of Montreal Financial Group’s Institute for Learning (executive
education center). In 1986 W. Edwards Deming developed a list of seven “deadly diseases of
Western management” that blocked the adoption of the theory of quality, quality systems, and
quality management practices. This paper identified 14 deadly diseases that block the adoption
of Requisite Organization and requisite managerial leadership practices. (Several overlap with
those of Deming.) Practitioners should be aware of these threats and alert to them.
Craddock, Kenneth, and Jerry Gray, 2005, “How Well Does This Stuff Really Work? What do
we know and what is the future research agenda?” Co-moderators. Presentation at the G.O.
Conference in Toronto August 10, 2005. Wednesday afternoon, Breakout Session 4 (?). Held at
the Bank of Montreal Financial Group’s Institute for Learning (executive education center). A
short presentation on what the current cumulative research reveals about requisite theory and
what this means for the future of research and education in organization and management.
Additional presentations by Maurice Dutrisac, by Ron Capelle, and by Glenn Mehltretter.
Craddock, Kenneth, 2005, “All The World Is Requisite: the human experience of levels work
and people in literature and drama.” Paper and presentation at the G.O. Conference in Toronto
August 10, 2005. Wednesday evening, Plenary Session 3. Held at the Bank of Montreal
Financial Group’s Institute for Learning (executive education center). If this theory exists in
reality, if it was always there, poets (and other artists) should have detected its presence and
depicted it. Indeed, they have. This paper reviewed plays, movies, poems and literature to
identify instances of this theory. Shakespeare in particular illustrated the dynamics of the theory
through scenes and speeches in Macbeth, Antony and Cleopatra, Julius Caesar, Hamlet, Troilus
and Cressida, Othello, King Lear, etc. Modern movies that clearly depict these dynamics
include Amadeus and You’ve Got Mail. Scenes from other movies, plays, and literature were
discussed. Also presented, Requisite Romance: “How to Select a Mate.”
Craddock, Kenneth, and Paul Tremlett, 2005, “Quality and Six Sigma Interventions.”
Presentation at the G.O. Conference in Toronto August 11, 2005. Thursday morning, Breakout
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Session 2. Held at the Bank of Montreal Financial Group’s Institute for Learning (executive
education center). How requisite design can be used to improve the effectiveness of quality, six
sigma, and total quality management implementations. Additional presentation by Julian
Fairfield. Ken Shepard, Moderator.
Cunningham Enterprises Corp., 1974, Requisite Organization (Glacier Project) audio tape
series, Anna, IL. See McCarty 1974 R.O. pilot study. (Was this produced?) [GIM did a film
series at the same time.]
Cusack, M. M., 1990, "Construction Management—The Way Forward," Investment,
Procurement and Performance in Construction: The First National RICS Research Conference,
Taylor & Francis, 1990. Jacques (1976) describes the'time span of discretion', suggesting that
“each manager has the discretion to make certain decisions and that it is the time period between
their implementation and the resulting outcome which determines the responsibility.” p. 228.
Cited Jaques 1976. D. Conf.
Daston, Lorraine, 1999, "Can Objectivity Have a History?," a paper presented at Columbia
University symposium "Nature and History: The History of Science" at Casa Italiana, April 7,
1999, New York, NY. Dr. Daston is director of Max Planck Institute for the History of Science
in Berlin. Not on Jaques, but on science and its development, which puts Elliott’s work into a
different and evolving perspective.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1970, “Precondition for Using Automated Technology,” International Labour
Office (ILO) Conference [no specific date, no locale]. Employees many times resist changes that
management wants to institute. However, the reverse is also true. In some cases, employees
have sought changes in the work situation on their own. One key is the lack of ability to deal
with the social pressures associated with the change. The resistance to change can be as strong at
the top as at the bottom of the organisation. In fact, if resistance can be overcome at the Board
level, it smooths everything else at subsequent levels. Cited in Dayal 1971, “Some Myths...”
Dean, David, Dr., 2005, “Improving Health Care Delivery in AU and NZ,” Health Care
Roundtable, Hobart, Tasmania, AU. Nov. 2005. Powerpoint presentation: ever so many
references to Jaques, NHS, etc., in the slides.
de Beer, Des, E. Schmikl, and W. Schmikl, 1996, “An Exploratory Inter-correlational Study of
the MBTI and CPA Model,” 4th ITUO Conference, South Africa, 11 September 1996. (See
Bioss So. Af.) Published as proceedings? (“ITUO” not known.) Not seen.
Densten, Iain L., 2006, “Leadership: the driver of global knowledge management,” paper
presented at the annual conference of the British Academy of Management (BAM), Uniken,
UNSW, July 2006, 2006(35):3. Associate Professor, UNSW at ADFA. Awarded Best Paper in
the leadership stream. Explored how leaders can use a range of leadership behaviours to convert
“tacit knowledge” into “explicit knowledge” and generate new knowledge among the staff.
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Dillender, Mike, Marshall Pattie, Allison Rohrer, and Angela Shaw, 2002, “Give surface officers
a new option,” United States Naval Institute: Proceedings, ProQuest Information and Learning,
1 October 2002, 128(10):46-47. 1,324 words. English. Not all surface warfare officers aspire to
command at sea. The Navy must offer another option if it wants to stem the tide of talented
SWOs departing for other communities and civilian opportunities. EJ mentioned. Authors were
MBA graduates of GWU.
Dixon, Maureen, 1979, Presentation at McGill University Management Institute Seminar on
Decentralization of Health and Social Services, Montreal, QU, Nov. 1979. Other presentations
by: L. Klippert, A. Trudeau, J-C. Gagne, P. Leatt. Cited by Dixon 1981/1982. Not seen.
Dodge, George E., 2002,. "Behavioral Complexity at the Interface Between Group and
Leadership Processes in Business Organizations: An Examination of Leader-Group Behavioral
Complexity," available at http://web.archive.org/web/20020815090733/
cbae.nmsu.edu/mgt/symposia/nloc/papers/gdodge/, accessed February 12, 2008 by Boyett. New
Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM – mgt. Cited by Boyett 2008. But it was gone as of
3/2011. See David Boje, New Mexico State University; dboje@nmsu.edu Conf.
Dyer-Smith, Martyn B. A., and David A. Wesson, 1995, “Capacity for Business Growth.” Paper
presented to the International Association of Researchers in Economic Psychology, Bergen,
Norway. Both authors are at the University of Northumbria, UK.
Ellem, Bradon, and John Shields, 1999, "Exploring Peak Union Purpose and Power: The
Origins, Hegemony and Decline of the Barrier Industrial Council," in Robert Hood and Ray
Markey, eds., 1999, Proceedings of the Sixth National Conference of the Australian Society for
the Study of Labour History, 2-4 October 1999, University of Wollongong, AU, 269 p. Labour
& Community. Examined the rise, hegemony and fall of the Barrier Industrial Council (BIC) in
the mining town of Broken Hill. Arguably, Broken Hill has been one of the few locations in
Australia where the working class has established something like a hegemony. The BIC was the
institutional force behind, and expression of, this control. The outlines of the BIC's role in
Broken Hill are well known to many. This peak union body not only presided over a local
system of collective bargaining largely outside the processes of compulsory conciliation and
arbitration but, for many years, exercised a formidable control of local exchange and
consumption as well as social relations more broadly. AU. # Misc. Conf.
Ephron, Nora, and Delia Ephron, 1998, “You’ve Got Mail,” Warner Brothers, Hollywood, CA,
color, 120 mins., VHS, DVD. (From the play, “The Shop Around the Corner,” Miklos Laszlo.
From the film 1940, MGM, and videorecording 2002, Warner Home Video, Burbank, CA, 100
min., b&w, screenplay by Samson Raphaelson, produced and directed by Ernst Lubitsch. From
the musical, “She Loves Me,” book by Joseph Masteroff, music by Jerry Bock, lyrics by Sheldon
Harnick, 1963.) Dir. Nora Ephron. Stars: Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan, with Parker Posey, Jean
Stapleton, Dabney Coleman, Dave Chappelle, Steve Zahn, Greg Kinnear. Joe Fox (Hanks) sets
up a book supermarket in New York City and puts Kathy Kelly (Ryan) out of business, then
woos her. The “Shop Around the Corner” is an S-II operation. The card-swipe scene tells it all,
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along with Joe’s parallel-thinking romantic deception. (Is true romance possible between a IV
and a II? Ah, well, what are movies for anyway?) An enchanting case.
Evan, William M., 1964, “Due Process of Law in Governmental and in Industrial Research
Organization,” chapter (p. 110-119) in Flippo, E. E., ed., 1964, Comparative Administration,
Academy of Management, Proceedings of the 24th Annual Meeting of the Academy of
Management, Bowling Green, OH. Paper presented at conference. Proceedings not found.
Cited in W. G. Scott 1988.
Fairfield, Julian, 2005, “A Group of Integrated Frameworks to Direct Dialogue around the
Complex Leadership, Political, Social, and Economic Issues Facing Eritrea,” 2005 GO
Conference Presentation, Toronto, Ont., Can., 28 p. Overheads. (a.k.a. ‘The Eritrea study.’)
Published online by GlobalRO.org Used country-wide levels of problems, leadership, and
solutions. (Fairfield emailed to me 10-23-11 that this report had no impact at all.) # Ru. Conf.
Forsythe, George B., and Herbert F. Barber, 1992, "Military Strategic Thinking: Expert-novice
differences in the Structure and Content of Cognitive Representations," presented at the annual
meeting of the American Educational Research Association, San Francisco, Cal., US, April, 39
p. Study explored expert-novice cognitive differences. Cognitive maps were created for each
officer group. The maps of novices to strategic thinking were smaller and simpler than those of
experts in this area. The expert maps revealed patterns that were more elaborate and external
than those of the novices. And they were more interconnected and action oriented. Cited Jaques
1986; Jacobs + Jaques 1987; Lewis + Jacobs 1991; Jaques, Clement, Rigby, Jacobs 1986;
Forsythe 1992; Terreberry 1968 (sic); de Groot 1965. (Thanks to Paul Holmstrom of Sweden for
this citation. 1-13-14.) # Rp. Conf.
Fragale, Alison, 2003, “To Be Smart or To Be Social? The Effect of Assertive Communication
Styles on Status Conferral,” Academy of Management, 2003 Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA,
Monday, August 4. Program Session # 602: Cutting Edge Cognition: Selection of Best Student
Papers. Sponsor: MOC. In hierarchical organizations, where individual ability is valued,
individuals confer status to actors based on perceptions of task abilities (i.e. competence and
intelligence). Thus, actors who use an assertive speech style conveying competence gain status.
However, in democratic organizations, where teamwork and collaboration is valued, actors gain
status when they display high levels of socio-emotional abilities (i.e. warmth and affiliation). The
relationship between communication style and status conferral may be more complex than
previously thought. At Stanford U.
Friedlander, Frank, 1971, “Congruence in Organization Development,” Academy of Management
Proceedings; p. 153-161. The article discusses the framework and components of organization
development. It will be noted that the major outputs in the framework are accomplishment of the
task and fulfillment of individuals in the organization. A congruity framework can be used as a
basis for diagnosis of organizational issues, and it can lead to the initiation of various action
steps to resolve these issues. Cited Jaques 1951. At Case Western Reserve. # W. PJ.
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Geoghegan, Michael C., and Paul Pangaro, 2004, “Design for a Self-Regenerating
Organization,” W. Ross Ashby Centenary Conference, March 4-6, 2004, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, IL. A paper and presentation. Applied Ashby’s Design for a Brain and
Law of Requisite Variety to organizations. Examined the limitations of organizational change,
three classes of change (invention, discovery, efficiency), and the mechanisms of change. This is
organization learning. Postulates only two ways to learn: genetic endowment and trial-and-error.
Reviewed Schon and Argyris (and Senge) and found double-loop learning does NOT happen
in a field of action. Rather, organizations are biological. Authors get into Foucault on the shift
from efficiency to invention, from power and truth to new space, new language, and a new mode
of productivity, from Prince to Queen. The Queen controls the focusing problem for the new
language. See Flood 1999 on Senge. Accessed online 10/15/05. Downloadable from
pangaro.com/ashby/ # Refu. Conf.
Gibney, Alex, 2006, “Enron: The Smartest Guys in the Room,” DVD, 110 mins., color. Writerdirector Alex Gibney. Investigative journalist Bethany McLean. Narrator Peter Coyote.
Documentary on the fall of Enron based on the 2003 book. With cameo appearances by Ken Lay
(Chairman/CEO), Jeff Skilling (President/ COO), Andy Fastow (CFO), Rebecca Mark, Sherron
Watkins, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Gray Davis, and a cast of (now impoverished) thousands.
Reasonably even-handed given what happened. Based on the McLean and Elkind 2003 book.
$69 billion done gone. Life’s a bitch, ain’t it? MBA-student Kimberley Trait wrote a review in
Columbia Business School’s Bottom Line newspaper entitled, “Op-Ed: The Most Unaccountable
Guys in the Room” (3/30/06, p. 5, 15). Worth seeing. Misc. Video.
Glacier Institute of Management, c. 1974, “Exploration in Management,” a set of six colour
video films featuring Lord Wilfred Brown based on the book. Cawston House, Rugby, UK. See
1977 GIM brochure. Each video was about 20 minutes long. Part 1: Basic Thinking; 2:
Specialists, The Services and Accountants; 3. The Representative System; 4. Power,
Policymaking and Negotiations (Works Councils); 5. The Appeals System; 6. Summation
(Brown faces a doubtful MD). (See the Papers of Lord Brown, Cambridge, Churchill
Archive/BRWN, Boxes 4/1/4 and 4/1/5/2 for scripts and review.) [Cunningham Enterprises did
a series of nine audio tapes around 1966.] Available from globalro.org.
Gloe, Linda, and Nancy Lee, 2001, "Succession Planning," ROII Conference, Austin, TX, Oct.
22-24, p. 1-12. Cited in Lynch 2011 PhD. Not seen. See get - how? Ru. Conf.
Gotel, Orlena C. Z., and Anthony C. W. Finkelstein, 1994, “An Analysis of the Requirements
Traceability Problem,” Requirements Engineering, 1994., Proceedings of the First International
Conference, Colorado Springs, CO, US, p. 94-101. IEEE, 1994. Print ISBN: 0-8186-5480-5.
DOI: 10.1109/ICRE.1994.292398. Investigated and discussed the underlying nature of the
requirements traceability problem. We report how the majority of the problems attributed to
poor requirements traceability are due to inadequate pre-requirements specification (pre-RS)
traceability and show the fundamental need for improvements. [One basis for RAEW.] Cited TI
1988. At Imperial College, London, UK. # Misc. Conf.
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Graen, George B., 1987, “Designing Productive Leadership Systems to Improve Both Work
Motivation and Organization Effectiveness.” Paper presented to 1987 symposium in
Leichlingen, West Germany, sponsored by the German Research Foundation. Published as a
chapter in Uwe Kleinbeck, et al, eds., 1990, Work Motivation, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
Hillsdale, NJ, p. 133-156. Papers from 1987 symposium. Repr. 1990.
Haerem, Thorvald, Bente Lowendahl, and Niels Bjorn-Andersen, 2004, “Task Complexity and
Expertise as Determinants of Task Perceptions,” Academy of Management, 2004 Annual
Meeting, New Orleans, LA, Monday, August 9. Program Session # 540: Cognition. Sponsor:
OMT. We argue, based on recent theories on human information processing, that a tradition of
confounding objective and subjective [expertise] aspects of the task resolution hinders scientific
progress in technology – structure research. Failing to control these dimensions in task related
research may render the results invalid and unreliable. The consequences for technology–
structure research and for contingency theory in general are clear: The confounding of the task
and perceptions of it has detrimental effects to validity and reliability. First two at Norwegian
School of Management; third at Copenhagen Business School. [Neils knew RO.]
Hamilton, John, and Paul Lynch, 2012, "Going the distance: leadership for tomorrow."
Proceedings of the 12th Annual Hawaii International Conference on Business, 24-27 May 2012,
Honolulu, Hawaii. [see also names reversed.] Not seen. Ru. Conf.
Harrison, C. B., E. L. Barron, V. P. Lane, R. N. Balmer, L. N. Reddaway, and D. C. F. Latham,
1973, “Discussion. Technical Note. Mobile Management and The Civil Engineer,” ICE
Proceedings, Thomas Telford, UK, Feb. 1973, 54(1 Part 1):211-215. [ICE = Institute of Civil
Engineers?] Reference to W. Brown as CEO. Not seen.
Harvey, Jerry, 2002, “Interview with Dr. Jerry Harvey on organizational depression,” Globe and
Mail, Workopolis, Toronto, ON, Canada. Retrieved from worldwide web on May 17, 2005. A
discussion of anaclitic depression, the organization theory of Elliott Jaques, OD and HR. URL:
<http://globeandmail.workopolis.com/servlet/Content/rprinter/20020906/hr_com_harvey>
Haskel, Lord Simon, 2000, speech to the House of Lords, Hansard, 26 Jan. 2000, columns 16011603, circa 6 pm, Perrotts Group. Lord Haskel reminisced warmly on Wilfred Brown as his
personal tutor in business in the late 1960s whilst he was head of the textile firm, Perrotts Group.
Haskel led a management buy-out in 1970 and was MD until 1989 when the firm was sold. See
also Haskel’s 1999 remarks on the floor.
Hazekamp, Frans C., 1982, “De ontwikkeling in techniek en procedures van functiewaardering”
[In Dutch. “Developments in Techniques and Procedures of Job Evaluation”], Euroforum,
Eindhoven, Conference Paper in Dutch. Cited in Jong and Thierry 1984. See presentation by
Thierry 1982.
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce William. See also Mackinnon.
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Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce William, 1996, “The Struggle for Managerial Prerogative:
Ramifications of the CRA Weipa Dispute,” in Fells, R., and T. Todd, eds., Current Research in
Industrial Relations: proceedings of the 10th AIRAANZ Conference, University of Western
Australia, Perth, WA, February, p. 287-295. (Association of Industrial Relations Academics of
Australia and New Zealand)
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce, 1999, “Developments in Stratified Systems Theory: New Bottle, Old
Wine,” Proceedings of the Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management (ANZAM)
1999 Conference, Hobart, Tas., December, 11 p. ANZAM is at www. gsm.mq.edu.au/anzam/
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce, 2001, “Clash of the Titans: Rio Tinto vs the CFMEU,” Proceedings of
the 15th AIRAANZ Conference, University of Wollongong, Jan. {AND/OR} Australian and
New Zealand Academy of Management (ANZAM), Conference Proceedings, Wollongong, Feb.,
1:208-213.
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce, 2002, “The Mythology of “Staff” Employment: A Weapon of Mass
Construction,” paper presented at Griffith University, Brisbane, Qld, AU. This paper explores
the use of symbols and myths by management of Rio Tinto as important components of their
weaponry for implementing a de-unionisation program throughout their Australian operations.
The special use of language, categorisations and generalisations, have been crucial to the
company’s successful implementation of “staff” employment. The ability of management to
challenge and undermine traditional mythologies and develop new ones has been an essential
ingredient in the company’s recipe for success in its efforts to de-unionise its workforce. In
particular, the paper explores management’s skill in promoting either the equalisation or
differentiation aspects of “staff” employment. The paper concludes that one of the
distinguishing features of “staff” employment has been it’s ability to promote the appearance of
equalisation while actually leading to an enhanced differentiation of power between workers and
managers. BHM is on faculty with Deakin University.
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce, 2003, “How the West was Lost? Hamersley Iron, the Birthplace of a
Decade of De-Unionisation,” Proceedings of the 17th AIRAANZ Conference, Monash
University, Melbourne, Vic, Australia, March.
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce, 2006, “Trade Unions and Social Movements: A False Dichotomy,”
chapter in Helen De Cleri and David Guest, eds., ACREW/KCL 2006 Conference Presentations,
Monash University, Monash University Prato Centre [E3], Melbourne, Vic., AU, p. 1-3. See
Mackinnon. Not seen.
Heiskala, Mikko, Kari Hiekkanen, and Janne J. Korhonen, 2011, "The Impact of Information
Technology Enabled Services on Value Co-Creation", Presented at Naples Forum on
Service2011, in Capri, Italy, on 16 June 2011. Part of Korhonen's PhD studies. The diffusion of
information technology has shifted the IT focus to operant resources: discretionary measures and
systemic competencies. In the wake of digitization, codification and automation of services
through ICT, the locus of human labor in service provision is moving up in the capability
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hierarchy: from delivery of services to handling of exceptions and (re)definition/(re)negotiation
of services. This places new requirements on the service provider competencies and
management capabilities. Cited Jaques 1964, 1976, 1986, 1994, 1998, 2002; Cashman & Stroll
1987; Rowbottom & Billis 1987; Korhonen, et al, 2010. # Rp. Conf.
Helton, Tom, 1992, “Strategic Management of Executives,” conference presentation (Session C)
at Frontiers in Management Development: Challenges in an Increasingly Complex, Uncertain
World, April 7-8, 1992, The Grand Hyatt, New York City. The Conference Board, New York,
NY. Rosemary A. Bova, Conference Program Director. Helton was Corporate Director,
Organization and Leadership Development, Whirlpool. Rp. Conf.
Helton, Tom, 2001. See Jaques and Helton, 2001, conference presentation.
Hey, Anthea M., 1973, “Analysis and Definition of the Function of Caring Establishments,” in
Residential Establishments: The Evolving of Caring Systems, Dundee University School of
Social Administration, Proceedings of 1973 Dundee Conference, Dundee, Scotland, UK. Cited
in Billis 1975 SWT article. In Dundee University Main Library. Not seen. Ru.
Hey, Anthea, 1975, “Clarifying Responsibilities.” A paper presented to a seminar organized by
the Brunel Management Programme, March 1975. Cited in Knight 1976.
Hiekkanen, Kari, Janne J. Korhonen, Mikko Heiskala, and Mika Helenius, 2012, "Focus and
Locus of Service Innovation", Presented at the 5th World Summit on the Knowledge Society,
Rome, Italy, 20-22 June 2012. Part of Korhonen's PhD studies. To succeed, organizations must
continuously and simultaneously innovate at different levels: from incremental tweaking to
radical, new industry structures. The focus and locus of service innovation is shifting from
service fulfillment and delivery to negotiated service offerings and further to value propositions.
We construct a vertical framework of service innovation. Cited Jaques 1976, 1986, 1991, 1994,
1998; Teece et al 1997; Korhonen et al 2010. # Rp. Conf.
Hu, Jason Jixuan, 2008, “The Law of Requisite Cognitive Capacity in Human Communication,
Conflict and Cooperation Solicitation,” presentation to International Conference on Complexity,
Chaos and Conflict, Werner Institute, Creighton U., Omaha, NE, US, 6/5-7/2008. [Hu, J.J.X.]
Hunt, James G., and Arja Ropo, 1991, “Stratified Systems Theory and Dynamic Case Study
Perspectives: A Symbiosis,” Strategic Leadership Conference, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle
Barracks, PA, February 1991. Conference paper and presentation. Subsequently printed in:
Phillips, Robert L., and James G. Hunt, eds., 1992, Strategic Leadership, A MultiorganizationalLevel Perspective, Quorum Books/ Greenwood Publishing, Westport, CT and London, UK, 336
p. WHERE?
Ivanov, Sergey, 2012, "Problem of Defects in Modern Organizations," presentation, 12th Annual
Conference on Management and Education Innovation, IPEDR, ICASIT Press, Singapore,
37:42-45. Defective products and services are produced by defective organizational structures in
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larger percentages than otherwise. This was found true in a U.S. Federal government agency, a
privately-owned manufacturer, and a large multinational corporation. Cited W. Brown 1971;
Ivanov 2011; Jaques 1964, 1996, 2002; Kraines 2001; N. Lee 2007 (draft). # Rp. Conf.
Jacobs, T. Owen, 1983, “Leadership Development Program,” a paper presented to the
Department of the Army, United States Army Research Institute, Alexandria, Virginia. Not clear
whether this was on Jaques’ theory. Not clear if it was published.
Jacobs, Owen, 1987, “Implications of Current Organizational Theory for Executive Selection
and Development,” PTC/MW Newsletter, XI(4), April 1987. T. Owen Jacobs. Talk presented to
Personnel Testing Council of Metropolitan Washington on April 8, 1987. Jacobs was Chief,
Executive Development Research Group, U.S. ARI. Overview of the theoretical framework of
the organizational structure posited by Elliott Jaques that ARI was using in its research. There is
a sequence of three growth steps in conceptual development: direct “hands-on”, indirect
analytical use of the organization’s subsystems, and indirect and integrative approaches to
shaping the organization’s future.
Janowitz, Morris, 1974, "Toward a Redefinition of Military Strategy in International Relations,"
World Politics, Yale U. P./ Princeton U.P./ Cambridge U.P., US/UK, July 1974, 26(4):473-508.
A sociological orientation derived from institutional analysis as applied to the analysis of the
changing role of force in international relations. The concept of stabilizing versus destabilizing
military systems is offered as a substitute for traditional balance of power and contemporary
systems analysis. The transformations in military organization which are required to reduce the
threat of nuclear war, contain the arms race, and inhibit peripheral warfare are explored.
Jaques not cited. Cited in McLaughlin 2012. CUNY e online since 1948. # Misc. PJ. A.
+++++
Jaques, Elliott, 1946, Discussant on “Problems of Resettlement,” British Psychological Society,
(joint meeting of the Medical, Industrial, and Social Psychology Sections), Wednesday, March
27, at 7.30 p.m., at Bedford College, London, UK. Date announced in Nature, March 23,
157:384.
Jaques, Elliott, 1947, “Methods of Changing Group Behaviour,” British Psychological Society,
Industrial Section (at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (Room 105), Keppel
Street, London, W.C. 1), at 1.10 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 18. A lecture. Date announced in Nature,
Nov. 15 1947 160:688.
Jaques, Elliott, 1949, Discussant on “The Scientific Approach to Human Problems in Industry,”
Society for Visiting Scientists, Tuesday, May 3, at 7.30 p.m., at 5 Old Burlington Street, London,
W.1, UK. Date announced in Nature, April 30, 163:700.
Jaques, Elliott, 1956, “Psycho-analysis and social problems in industry,” British PsychoAnalytical Society, London, UK, April 27. An evening lecture, one a series to celebrate the
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centenary of Sigmund Freud’s birth. Date announced in Nature, Feb. 25, 177(4504):363.
Jaques, Elliott, 1960, Discussant on “The Use of Psychiatric Skills in Industrial Organizations,”
Royal Society of Medicine, Psychiatry Section, Tuesday, Nov. 8, at 8 p.m., at 1 Wimpole Street,
London, W.1. Opening speaker with Dr. J. J. O’Dwyer. Date announced in Nature, Nov. 5,
188(4749):521.
Jaques, Elliott, 1966, “The Nature of Decision-Making,” Operational Research Society, (at the
Royal Aeronautical Society, 4 Hamilton Place, London, W. 1), at 4.30 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 15. A
lecture. Date announced in Nature, Feb. 12, (5024):741.
Jaques, Elliott, and Howard Dve, 1966, “Equitable Payment,” Proceedings of the Institution of
Civil Engineers, London (?), UK, May, 34:110-&. Not Seen.
Jaques, Elliott, 1967, “Equity in Compensation.” Paper presented at the McKinsey Seminar on
Managerial Motivation and Compensation, New York. Later published in Tosi 1972.
Jaques, Elliott, 1982, “Free Enterprise, Fair Employment,” Featured Speech, April 7, American
Management Association 53rd Annual Human Resources Conference, April 5-7. Theme: “HR
Strategies in the Age of Technology.” Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco, Cal. Organized by
Kathryn Cason, Manager, AMA Human Resources Division. Jaques met Kathryn Cason and
Nancy Lee on this occasion. Nancy Lee also was a speaker at this conference. (She has the
brochure from the event.) Other speakers: Blake and Mouton, Roger Fisher, Richard Boyatzis,
and David McClelland.
Jaques, Elliott, 1984, “Development of Intellectual Capability.” Paper presented at the ARI
Conference, Georgetown University, September 1984. Cited in Streufert and Sweezey, 1986.
See 1986 article of same name.
Jaques, Elliott, 1990, “Un encuentro con Elliott Jaques,” [An Encounter With Elliott Jaques: A
Three-Day Seminar], Hotel Plaza, Buenos Aires, Argentina, August. Seminar arranged by Aldo
Schlemenson and Associates and given by Elliott Jaques.
Jaques, Elliott, 1992, “Remarks to European Management Development Conference,” Journal of
European Industrial Training, [Conference Report], 1992, 16(2):iii-iv, 2p. Publication of
summary of remarks at October 1991 9th MCE Conference in London. Helpful inputs from
Elliott Jaques; Report of a pan-European study of executive attitudes to the management
profession; Important management skills by year 2000. MCE is in Brussels, BE. U.S. General
Maxwell Thurman spoke at this conference. (Does MCE have these speeches?)
Jaques, Elliott, 1992, Requisite Organization Library, Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA, Video Series
of seven videocassettes (½ inch, VHS). Material presented by Dr. Jaques on camera and was
meant to accompany or introduce the RO book. Divided into 20-30 minute modules. Total
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length was about 9 hours. (Mentioned at hr.com by David Creelman on March 20, 2001.) Title
of each casette:
1. Basic concepts of requisite organization
2. Human capability
3. Working relationships
4. Functional alignment and structure
5. Compensation
6. Managerial leadership practices
7. Talent pool development
Jaques, Elliott, 1995, “How to Match Role Requirements and Leadership Capabilities,” The
Second International Conference on Using Competency-Based Tools and Applications to Drive
Organizational Performance, Boston Plaza Hotel. Sponsored by Towers Perrin. Presented by
Linkage Inc., Weatherhead School of Management, Case Western U., Oct 30-Nov 1, 1995.
Jaques, Elliott, 1997, “A Fifty-year Perspective on Adding Value”. Address given at the APA
Division of Consulting Psychology 1997 Conference on Consultation to Corporations and
Business, Phoenix, Arizona, February 1997. “Every single fad is an example of value lost” of
wasted resources or opportunities. (Cited by R. G. Weigel, in CPJ, 1998, 50(1):3-16.)
Jaques, Elliott, 1997, “One-Day Seminar,” Institute of Public Administration of Canada (IPAC),
L’Institut d’administration publique du Canada, IAPC]. Sponsored by the Toronto Regional
Group (IPAC/ TRG), March 18, 1997.
Jaques, Elliott, 1998, “On Leaving the Tavistick Institute,” Conferencia en el 50° Aniversio del
Tavistock Institute. Mexican Institute of Group and Organizational Relations.
Jaques, E., 1999, “Impact of Organization on Behavior: Accountability and Psychological
Alienation,” paper presented at the APA Division 13 annual meeting, February, Phoenix, AZ.
Cited in Blanton 2000.
Jaques, Elliott, 1999, “How to Achieve Decisive Managerial Leadership,” Continuing
Engineering Education Program (CEEP), The George Washington University, Washington, DC;
2 video tapes, 190 minutes, $75. GW Telecast [no date]. Available online at
gwu.edu/~ceep/videos (11/4/99). Also on line at: does.org/masterli/manlis.htm
Jaques, Elliott, 1999, Plenary Session Speaker [Elliott Jacques (sic)]. Annual conference
September 27 - 29, 1999 in Savannah, GA. The theme was "Designing Organizations to Use
Knowledge for Competitive Advantage". Sponsored by The Organization Design Forum,
Association for the Management of Organization Design (AMOD), Northwood, NH, USA
03261-3606. Tel. (603) 942-5994, fax (603) 942-8190. www.OrganizationDesignForum.org
Jaques, Elliott, 1999, Requisite Organization International Institute, Founding Conference, Nov.
12-13, 1999, Gloucester, MA. Presentations made by many others as well. (Some cited here.)
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Jaques, Elliott, 2000, “Un encuentro con Elliott Jaques,” [An Encounter With Elliott Jaques: A
One-Day Seminar], Jornada de trabajo, 14 de abril, Hotel Intercontinental, Buenos Aires,
Argentina. [per Popovich, PhD, 2002] Seminar arranged by Aldo Schlemenson and Associates
and given by Elliott Jaques.
Jaques, Elliott, 2000, Designacion del Dr. Elliott Jaques como Profesor Emeritus de la
Universidad de Buenos Aires. Conferencias: Dr. Carlos Silvani, Dr. Aldo Schlemenson, Dr.
Francisco Suarez, y Dr. Carlos Anibal de Grossi. 17 de abril de 2000. Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Jaques, Elliott, 2000, “Leadership Accountability in Managerial Roles,” International Journal of
Psychology, June-Aug., vol. 35:223. Abstracts of XXVII International Congress of Psychology,
Stockholm, Sweden, 23-28 July 2000, Session 30611.02, Wednesday 26th July 2000, p. 223.
Jaques, Elliott, 2000, “Cross-Functional Working Relationships,” presentation at conference:
“Collaborating Across Professional Boundaries,” at Stuart School of Business, Illinois Institute
of Technology, Chicago, IL, Nov. 2-3. For professionals to be more effectively creative, clear
and requisite structures, accountabilities and authorities need to be in place. (Was this 2002?
Unlikely.) Online at stuart.iit.edu/ipro/papers/pdf/jaques.pdf
Jaques, Elliott, 2001, “Secrets of Being an Entrepreneurial Faculty Member,” Southwest
Academy of Management Newsletter, The University of Texas, San Antonio, TX, Spring 2001.
A special joint session sponsored by SWAM and the Academy of International Business [in New
Orleans?] featured Elliott Jaques, George Washington University, Cason-Hall Publishing, and
Professor Emeritus, Brunel University, making a presentation on Friday March 2 titled: "Global
Entrepreneurship with Academics: Secrets of Having a Successful Academic Career." (Yes,
both titles are listed here.)
Jaques, Elliott, and Tom Helton, 2001, “Building an E-Trade Subsidiary at United Stationers,”
AMOD Conference 2001, March 11-14, San Antonio, TX. Sponsored by The Organization
Design Forum, Association for the Management of Organization Design (AMOD), Northwood,
NH, USA 03261-3606. Tel. (603) 942-5994, fax (603) 942-8190.
www.OrganizationDesignForum.org Helton was applying Jaques’ concepts to staff and
structure a new $2 Bn national E-trade subsidiary.
Jaques, Elliott, 2001, “A Total Theory of Managerial, Organizational, and Leadership, and its
Application in Practice and Research Practice and Research in a Total Theory of Management,
Organization, and Leadership,” Academy of Management, 2002 Annual Meeting, Washington,
DC, Saturday, August 4. Program Session # 58. Division: ODC. A full-day introductory
seminar on Requisite Organization that combined comprehensive theory illustrated by rich
project applications. Presenters: Thomas Helton, Kathryn Cason, Ron Mazzeo, and Nancy Lee.
Jaques, Elliott, 2001, “Has Managerial Consultancy Taken a Dead-End Road?: A Challenge to
Division 13,” American Psychological Association Conference (?). August 2001. [Where?]
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Remarks on receiving the annual Harry Levinson Award for 2000. [See Spring 2001 issue of the
Consulting Psychology Journal by Jaques for an article on this topic.]
Jaques, Elliott, 2001, “Values, Mutual Trust, and the Attack on America,” on line @ hr.com # 6.
Leading management thinker Elliott Jaques reflects on philosophical issues in light of recent
terrorist attacks.
Jaques, Elliott, 2001, “Elliott Jaques' Musing on Trust and Terrorism,” on line @ hr.com # 10.
Dr. Jaques was drafting ideas about trust-inducing social systems when the terrorists struck. Here
is some rough work and an invitation to comment.
Jaques, Elliott, 2002, “The Psychological Foundations of Managerial Systems, a scientific
general systems approach to the art of psychology in management,” Keynote Address for the
Mid-Winter Conference of the APA Consulting Psychology Division (XIII) of the American
Psychological Association (Washington, DC), San Antonio, TX, February 8, 2002. (To be
published.)
Jaques, Elliott, 2002, “Analysis: Where the responsibility lies for corporate accountability,”
Minnesota Public Radio: Marketplace, Minneapolis, MN, 9 July 2002. David Brancaccio,
anchor. Guest: Professor Elliott Jaques (George Washington University), “Investors are not
owners, and therefore boards elected by investors, so called, are not ownership boards.” The
CEO is held accountable by the board.
Jay, Mike R., 2009, ‘Revisiting Developmental Stage Differences Among Developmental
Assessments,’ Adult Development Symposium, Society for Research in Adult Development,
March 31- April 1, 2009, Denver, CO. A real life set of data scored on multiple developmental
assessments providing insight into how assessments of adults working in managerial situations
differ. Over the past 5 years, managers have been in coaching systems which sample their
development on 6 types of developmental assessments: Model of Hierarchical Complexity
(Commons, et al), Lectical Leadership Decision Making Assessment (Dawson), Sentence
Completion Test (Cook-Greuter), Social Perspective Scoring (Kohlberg), Complexity of
Information Processing (Jaques), and Subject Object Interviewing (Kegan). A data table is
provided with discussion of how assessment models differ in terms of output for single
individuals. At Leadership Univ.
Johnston, A. V., 1975, “Use by Major Divisions of ICI Ltd. of Matrix Organization.”
Presentation to seminar organized by the Brunel Management Programme in Jan. and Nov.
1975. Speaker was from ICI Ltd. Cited by Knight 1976.
Johnston, Keith, 2005, ‘Adult development needs for successful sustainable management of the
environment,’ Annual Adult Development Symposium, Society for Research in Adult
Development, Atlanta, GA, April 6-7, 2005. This paper investigates the adult development
requirements (in terms of complexity of thinking and/or level of ego development necessary)
amongst decision makers for the sustainable management of the environment. The paper reports
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on research in progress for a PhD dissertation at the Australian National University, Canberra.
The study draws from the adult development theories of Kegan, Commons et al., Fischer,
Torbert, and Jaques (amongst others) and environmental management theory to construct a
framework for levels of environmental management. It is then proposed to use a mix of methods
to assess the level of development of decision makers in New Zealand. At ANU. See 2008
ANU PhD.
Johnston, Keith, and Dr. Paul Atkins, 2005, “An exploration of the Complexity of thinking and
consciousness required to sustainably ‘Manage’ the environment,” Australia and New Zealand
Systems Thinking Conference, Christchurch, New Zealand, 5th to 7th December 2005. Refereed
Conference.
Johnston, Keith, 2008, ‘Can environmental managers provide clear and effective leadership in
the face of high levels of uncertainty and complexity?’ 2008 Human Ecology Forum Calendar,
ANU, June 13th, 2008. Johnston’s thesis at ANU studied environmental managers working in
New Zealand. The over-arching question he set out to address was: What is the level of
complexity of thinking and meaning making that might be required to sustainably manage the
environment? And how does this compare with the levels demonstrated by existing managers?
He developed a framework for environmental management and leadership, providing indicators
of systems capability and meaning making at different levels of management. But he did not
find the levels of capability that he expected were required, even amongst the teams that were
judged to be the most successful. What are the implications of these findings?
[According to P. Deane: Keith prised open the black box that encapsulates the
overwhelming complexity of ‘managing’ the environment as done by people whose
cognitive abilities and organisational (social structural) context is of widely varying
ability. Inspired by the cognitive works, In Over Our Heads: The Mental Demands of
Modern Life by Robert Kegan and Michael Basseches’ (Dialectical Thinking and Adult
Development), Keith asked - Do we have in our (environmental) organizations and the
people within them - the actual capacity to meet that need? (The answer is no.) Keith
took us through his empirical research with 31 managers of environmental organizations
and showed the way how developmental processes may operate to encourage people to
increase their thinking and practical capacities. These levels ranged at the low(er) end
from straightforward thinkers to an upper end of complex thinkers who were comfortable
with chaos and complexity, sought to question assumptions, saw connections, were open
to learning, found self-reflection easy, and were able to re-order boundaries as necessary.
The ability of organisational contexts to foster complex thinkers was minimal (effectively
only 1 amongst all the managers).] Conf.
Kakabadse, Andrew P., 1976, “Organisation Structure, Alienation and Job Climate,” Paper
presented to the workshop on Bureaucracy. Institute of Advanced Studies in Management,
Brussels, Belgium, October.
Karpin, David S., 1996, “Improving the Performance of Australia's Managers - The Challenges
for Industry,” ABARE Conference, Canberra, ACT, AU, Feb. Presentation.
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Keeton, George W., and S. N. Frommel, eds., 1974, British industry and European law,
Macmillan, London, UK, 206 p. [Error in second name in NYPL.] Based on addresses at a
conference organized by the Division of Law and the Institute of Organisation and Social Studies
(Bioss) at Brunel University, Nov., 1972. On commercial law in European Economic
Community (EEC) countries and Great Britain. Offsite SIBL JLD 75-2423. Brunel Uxbridge
KV39.K4.
King, Sandra West, 1998, “Managerial Leadership Capability and Organizational Performance:
The Relationship Between Successor’s Potential Capability and Organizational Performance.”
Paper presented to the Academy of Management Annual Conference, August 1998.
King, Sandra West, 1999, “Selecting the Proper Organizational Structure: What Am I Going To
Be When I Grow Up?” Presented and published in proceedings, United States Association for
Small Business and Entrepreneurship (USASBE).
King, S. W., Solomon, G. T., Cason, K., 1997, “Potential Capability and Organizational
Transition: An Application of Elli[o]tt Jaques' Stratified Systems Theory in a Family-Owned
Business,” International Council for Small Business, 42nd Annual World Conference; June 1997,
San Francisco, CA. Vol. 3, page 305-318. Ed: Kunkel, S. W. Accession No: CN027853657.
BL Location: DSC Shelfmark: 1539.356000.
Kinston, Warren, 1982, “Improving Health Care Institutions: An action research approach to
organisation of complex systems,” in Trappl, R., ed., 1982, Proceedings of the 6th European
Meeting on Cybernetics and Systems Research, North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, NL.
Cited in WK 1987 and 1989. Not seen.
Kirsner, Douglas Alan, 2002, “The Future of Psychoanalytic Institutes,” (title of panel),
American Psychological Association, April 13, The Waldorf-Astoria, New York, NY.
Kirsner, Douglas, 2004, “Organisation and Human Potential: Elliott Jaques and Australian
Management Practice,” December 3-4, 2004, A Symposium at The Grand Hyatt, Melbourne,
Vic, Australia. Speakers were sourced from business, academia and consulting including:
Kathryn Cason, life-long collaborator with Elliott Jaques; Sir Roderick Carnegie, former CEO of
the Business Council of Australia and CEO of CRA Limited; Julian Fairfield, Consultant and
Author of 'Levels of Excellence'; John Nowlan, Bluescope Steel; Ian Alsop, Bioss, Australia; Dr
Glenn Mehltretter, Director, PeopleFit USA; Betsy Watson, former Chief of Police, Austin and
Houston, Texas; Associate Professor Doug Kirsner, Deakin University; and Dr Bruce Hearn
Mackinnon, Deakin University, Conference Chair. Leaders of expert discussion panels drawn
from industry and academia included: Dr Matt Butlin, Executive General Manager, Human
Resources, Newcrest Mining; Dr Bradon Ellem, Associate Professor, Work and Organisational
Studies, Sydney University; Jack Brady, Former Group Executive, Human Resources, CRA; Dr
Wendy Attwater, Remuneration Consultant and Lecturer at Deakin University and Victoria
University of Technology; Sheila Deane, Managing Director, PeopleFit Australasia; and John
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Woodacre, Win Win HRD WA Pty Ltd.
Kleiner, Art, 2008, Strategic Leadership Master Class, U. Leeds, Manchester, UK, February 25,
2008, 62 slides. Kleiner was editor in chief of strategy and business, a US-based journal,
sponsored by Booz-Allen, Hamilton. Presentation. # W.
Klenke, Karin, 1993, “Changing roles of information systems professionals: from technical
managers to strategic leaders,” Proceedings of the 1993 conference on Computer personnel
research, ACM Press, June 1993. Argued existing and emergent technologies provide leadership
opportunities for information systems (IS) professionals that expand their roles from technical
managers to strategic leaders. Four leadership roles are proposed, supported by group decision
support systems, executive information, and strategic information systems. New competencies
are needed, especially interpersonal and conceptual skills. Cited EJ 1989, EJ & SC 1991.
Kohler, Thomas, 1987, “Therapeutic Work With Adolescents Not Working at Their Level of
Capability” (approx. title), presentation to the Social Analytic Learning Society Conference,
September 6-11, 1987, Oxford, UK. Used C.P.A. techniques to assess adolescents. Cited by
Sheila Rossan in Festschrift 1992, p. 362.
Koplowitz, Herb, Glenn Mehltretter, and Michelle Malay Carter, 2007, ‘The Requisite
Organization Model of Complexity of Work,’ Annual Adult Development Symposium, Society
for Research in Adult Development, March 28 and 29, 2007, Boston, MA. (This paper is
intended as a companion to The Requisite Organization Model of Human Capability.) We
describe an approach to understanding complexity of work and will focus on the work required
in roles in managerial hierarchies. We will describe:a universal scale for calibrating work
complexity and three practical methods for determining the complexity of roles within
organizations using this universal scale. In particular, we shall address the issue of whether
complexity is in the task or in the person. At Terra Firma, PeopleFit, and PeopleFit.
Korhonen, Janne J., Kari Hiekkanen, and Mikko Heiskala, 2010, "Map to Service-Oriented
Business and IT: A Stratified Approach," in Proceedings of the 16th Americas Conference on
Information Systems, Lima, Peru, August 12-15. AMCIS 2010 Proceedings: Paper 157. Part of
Korhonen's PhD studies. To succeed in the current business environment, organizations need to
be innovative, flexible, and faster in the face of uncertainty, complexity and change. As the
perspective has moved from products to services, enterprises have componentized their
structures to operate in the newly emerging collaborative ecosystems. Service-oriented
information technology approaches have proven to be well suited to this business transformation.
Increasingly, Information Technology capabilities also drive business strategy. To create a ‘big
picture’ that brings together different viewpoints and their relations and helps positioning and
comparing various approaches to service systems, we put forth a new artifact, the Map to
Service-Oriented Business and IT. This map uses a layered approach and is divided to four
viewpoints along two dimensions: business-IT continuum and distinction between internal and
external. The layering is grounded in the Stratified Systems Theory, a cognitively motivated
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theory on organizations. Cited Jaques 1998; Calitz 2007; Dive 2008; Fallow 2007; Gould 1986.
# Rp. Conf.
Krier, Dan, 2006, "Taylorism's Irrationalities: Profitability as Constraint on Scientific
Management," paper presented at ASA annual meeting, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, Aug 11,
2006. Online <PDF>. 2008-04-11 <http://www.allacademic.com/meta/p105245_index.html>
Examined the irrational focus on control and perfection in Taylor's Scientific Management and
contrasted it to the simpler, profit-focused scientific management of Frank Gilbreth. [Other
commentators have had a different interpretation of the approach of the Gilbreths.] At
Sociology, Iowa State. Cited Daniel Nelson (ed.), Stephen P. Waring 1991, and Charles D.
Wrege and Ronald G. Greenwood 1991. See Adler 1993, Wickens 1993. (Abstract only seen.)
Kriger, Mark P., and Louis B. Barnes, 1984, "Deep Structures and Dynamic Processes: Analysis
of a High Performance Organization in a Declining Industry." Presented at the 44th Annual
Meeting of the Academy of Management, Boston, MA, August 1984.
Kriger, Mark P., 1990, "Organizational Vision: Values, Time Span, and Communication."
Presented at the 50th Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management, San Francisco, 8/1990.
Kriger, Mark P., and L.-C. Malan, 1994, "Strategic Coherence and Tactical Variability: Types of
Variability in Strategic Cognition and Action." Presented at the 13th Annual Strategic
Management Society Conference, Jouy-en-Josas, France, September 1994.
Kriger, Mark P., and Allen C. Bluedorn, 1999, “Theories and Research about Concepts of Time
in Organizations.” Presented at the 59th Annual Meetings of the Academy of Management,
Boston, MA, August 1999.
Krynicki, Jean-Claude, 2004, “How Much Does It Cost to Play With Calibration Cycle
Extension?” presented at 2004 NCSL International Workshop and Symposium. Krynicki at
Agilent Corp., Palaiseau, France. In English. Presents a financial simulation to really quantify
the trade-off between maintenance cost and other less tangible factors like quality and customer
satisfaction. [They appear to be using it at Agilent in France, saving ten percent or more on
maintenance costs.] An application of Jaques and Brown 1965.
Kvålseth, Tarald O., 1979, “Quantitative Measure of Job Variety,” IEE Conference Publication,
Int Conf on Prod Res, 5th, Aug 12-16, 1979, p. 117-119, Amsterdam, Neth. Then at Univ of
Trondheim, Norw. Engineering Village 2. (International Conference on Production Research.)
Kvalseth. Developed a quantitative measure of job (role) variety based on the entropy statistic of
information theory. The measure, which incorporated the number and durations of a role's
individual tasks and the temporal structure of the task set, was composed of a multitask and a
single-task variety component. The application of the measure was exemplified for two fictitious
roles. It was also applied to 18 shop-floor and clerical roles of a previous empirical study in a
steel firm (PhD?). The variety measure and its evaluation procedure were related to the timespan of discretion (TSD) method of task analysis and job evaluation. Cited Kvålseth and
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Crossman 1974. (See Kvålseth 1971 PhD, 1980 article.) See Globerman.
Kvålseth, Tarald O., 1982, “Rate of Change of Information: the Devil in Disguise,” IEEE 1982
Proceedings of the International Conference on Cybernetics and Society, 28-30 Oct. 1982,
Seattle, WA, Pub. New York, NY, USA, p. 64-68. Kvalseth. The rate of change of information
with respect to performance time has been frequently used to measure total performance for tasks
involving motor control actions and choice reactions. It is argued that such a measure may be
entirely misleading or inappropriate, especially when based on the typical a priori assumption of
a linear relationship between performance time and the information statistic. This argument is
supported by analytical reasoning and some empirical data for both motor control tasks and
choice reaction tasks (16 references). At Dept. of Mech. Engng., Univ. of MN. (Was this from
his 1971 PhD? Unclear whether on the theory.) Abstract seen. Listed in CU Engrg Lib. TA168
.I5212 but missing. Not in CUNY or Stevens. MIT has it: TA168 .S99565 1982. SIBL had it.
IBM has it per WorldCat. Not seen.
Lam, Long Wai, and Dora C. Lau, 2004, “Discretion under Constraints: Managerial Actions in
Chain Organizations,” Academy of Management, 2004 Annual Conference, New Orleans, LA,
Program Session #: 1028, Tuesday, Aug 10. Sponsor: ENT. Chain organizations face the
dilemma of maintaining consistent and uniform services and products across stores (service
uniformity SU) while attempting to react spontaneously and flexibly to local demands (local
responsiveness LR). We examine managerial discretion and trusting relations to explain how
chain organizations become more effective in coping with the local environment. Two
constraints – capacity- and implementation-based -- limit discretion of store managers but in
different ways. By reducing implementation rather than capacity-based constraints the
supervisor-employee relationship emphasizes trust and relational exchanges instead of control
and transactional exchanges. At U. of Macau, Chinese U. of Hong Kong.
Laske, Otto Ernst, 2002, “Enhancing HR Value to the CEO: Strategies for Matching Strategy to
Capability.” A training seminar on the balanced scorecard. Ppt.
Laske, Otto Ernst, and John Spencer, 2003, “A New Paradigm For Human Capital Management
in Organizations,” The Power of People Conference, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 9 pages, Sept.
29.
Lee, Heejin, et al., 2005, “Time To Change, Time For Change: How was Time Used to Change a
Global Company?,” Selected for the Best Paper Proceedings of the 2005 Academy of
Management Meeting, 5-10 August, Honolulu. At U. Melbourne. (Not clear yet how this relates
to the theory.)
Livingstone, David W.; Raykov, Milosh; Weststar, Johanna; Lordan, Meredith; Radsma, Marion;
Wilson, Olivia; Officer, Sandria; and Pankhurst, Ken, 2006, “Job Requirements and Workers’
Learning Practices: Survey and Five Case Studies Profiles of the Ontario Labour Force,” 6 p.
Presentation to the annual conference of the Research Network on Work and Lifelong Learning
(WALL), June.
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Lynch, Paul, 2001, “Comalco’s ‘Crossing of the Rubicon’,” Paper presented at Requisite
Organization International Institute, 2001 Conference, Austin, TX, October 22-24. (Ph.D.
student, Cairns Campus of James Cook University, Queensland, Australia.) (Unpublished) #
Ru. Conf.
Lynch, Paul, 2002, “An Australian Mining Company’s Long Journey to Staff Employment 1979
– 1993,” Doctoral Stream, British Academy of Management Conference (BAM), UK, 9-11 Sept.
Lynch, Paul, 2003, Looking forward, looking back: Succession planning for the next decade
2003 - 2013. n/a FNBO Requisite Organisation Users Forum, November 2003, Sarasota,
Florida, USA. (Unpublished) # Ru. Conf.
Lynch, Paul, and John Hamilton, 2012, "Looking forward, looking back: Requisite Organization
and Rio Tinto Australia 2012," Proceedings of the 12th Annual Hawaii International Conference
on Business, 24-27 May 2012, Honolulu, Hawaii. [see names reversed.] Not seen. Ru. Conf.
Lynn, Lawrence E., 1992, "Management without Managers: the false promise of administrative
reform". Paper presented at the Colloque 'La modernisation de la gestion publique--les lemons
de l'experience,' Paris, FR. Harris School of Public Policy Studies, U. Chicago, Working Paper:
9209. (Is this inside one of his books?) Cited by deLeon 1998. At UTX Austin. Not seen.
Refu. Conf.
Macdonald, Ian, 1984, “Cognitive Strategies and Career Development,” Paper presented at and
published in the proceedings of the 26th Annual Conference of the Military Testing Association,
Munich, Germany. Cited in Stamp 1986.
Mackinnon, Bruce, 2003, “How the West Was Lost? Hamersley Iron, the Birthplace of a Decade
of De-Unionisation,” chapter in Julian Teicher, ed., Reflections and New Directions, AIRAANZ
Conference Proceedings 2003, Association of Industrial Relations Academics of Australia and
New Zealand, Clayton, Victoria [E1], AU, p. 1-9. See Hearn Mackinnon. Not seen.
Mackinnon, Bruce, 2004, “The Mythology of "Staff" Employment: A Weapon of Mass
Construction,” in Michael Barry and Peter Brosnan, eds., Proceedings of the 18th AIRAANZ
Conference Volume 1 Refereed Papers, AIRAANZ, Queensland [E1], AU, p. 246-253. See
Hearn Mackinnon. Not seen.
Mackinnon, Bruce, 2004, “Single Status Employment: the Mythology of a New Paradigm in
Industrial Relations,” The future of Work in Europe Market and Economic and Social Cohesion,
APERT, Portugal [E2]. Conference.? See Hearn Mackinnon. Not seen.
MacNulty, Christine A. R., 2001, “Knowledge Warriors: Are They Born or Made?” NDIA
SLAAD Annual Symposium, 24 April 2001, 12 p. Presented the action theories of John Boyd,
Maslow, and Jaques. The armed forces must recruit from inner directed groups of people if it is
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to get knowledge warriors. At Strategic Synthesis, Ltd. Presentation.
MacNulty, Christine A. R., and John A. Poirier, 2003, “NDIA FORCEnet Study - Overview of
the Human Element Group’s findings: Implications for C2 and other aspects of NCW,” 8th
International Command & Control Research & Technology Symposium, Track 2 - C2
Experimentation, Fort McNair, National Defense University, Washington DC, 17-19 June 2003.
NDIA = National defense Industrial Association. NCW = Non Conventional Warfare. An
overview presentation of the group’s findings. Three key themes: Equip the man, don’t man the
equipment; Humans decide, machines calculate; We are moving from human-in-the-loop to the
human-as-the-loop. Cited Jaques.
Mahler, Walter, 1982, “Effective executive succession planning,” presentation at Business
Week’s, Third Human Resource Conference, May 19-21, 1982, New York Hilton, New York
City. Not seen. Conf.
Marsland, David, and Michael Day, eds., 1976, “Youth service, youth work and the future:
papers written for the first R.T.C.U. Symposium Brunel University, 2nd May 1974,” National
Youth Bureau, Leicester, UK, 63 p. Regional Training Consultative Unit, Brunel University.
Papers at symposium on social work with youth in Great Britain. Brunel Uxb HV1441.G7M38.
Matrix of Working Relationships, DVD, Bioss, Southern Africa. A basic understanding of the
relationships between the individual, the work and capabilities based on the Matrix of Working
Relationships. This DVD is designed to introduce you to Levels of Work and the way in which
it is applied in organisations across the globe. Capacity building in the application of the Matrix
of Working Relationships is provided through customised in-depth training and linking into our
unique international network of expertise. Available on line. Not seen. Rp.
Mayo, Andrew, 2008, “HR Society 48th Presidents Forum, 21 February 2008,” Strategic HR
Chicago, 7(4):57-58. Information about the 48th Presidents Forum of the HR Society of G.B.,
held on February 21, 2008. The focus of the discussion was trust and judgment in decision
making, and was led by Professor Gillian Stamp. Stamp has discussed and illustrated the
people's capacity for decision making.
McClelland, Patrick Lyn, and Vincent L. Barker, 2004, “Cemented to The Saddle: CEO Age and
Ownership Control Reduce Performance in Publicly Traded Firms,” Academy of Management,
2004 Annual Conference, New Orleans, LA, Program Session #: 565, Monday, Aug. 9, Sponsor:
BPS. Both at U. of Kansas. Paper and presentation. We take an Upper Echelons perspective in
arguing that older CEOs grow married to their positions to the detriment of firm performance.
We analyze a sample of 210 S&P 500 firms. Firm performance declines at an increasing rate as
CEO age advances. Additionally, at high levels of CEO ownership control, firm performance
worsens, on average, and declines more rapidly.
McGee, Mike L., 1997, “MBTI® correlates of strategic leader potential: Initial support for a
misunderstood theory,” In Proceedings of the Second Annual International Research Conference
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on Leadership and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator®, April 2-4, 1997, Wyndom Bristol Hotel,
Washington, DC. (I think this is related to the theory through SLDI. McGee wrote several
pieces on MBTI®.) Not seen.
McGee, William L., and Roland Oliver Gibson, 1985, “The Work for Pay Exchange in Public
School Administration,” Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, Chicago, IL, March 31-April 4, 1985, 48 pages. ERIC: ED253943. (See
W. L. McGee 1984 Ph.D. dissertation.)
McLeod, Karen, 1996, “Managing Human Resources in a Global Context: One Company’s
Experience,” Australian Human Resources Institute, Brisbane, Qld, August. Presentation.
McLeod, Karen, 1996, “Bureaucracy Without Apology,” The Australian Institute of Tertiary
Education Administrators, Victorian branch, Oct. Presentation.
McMorland, Judith C. I., and Ter Morshuizen, 2001, “Loosening the Shackles of Structure:
collaborative relationships for new ways of working.” Paper presented at the Sixth New Zealand
OD Network Conference, Auckland, NZ. Included an enlightening diagram used often since.
Mehltretter, Glenn William, Jr., and Ceri Usmar, 1995, “Leaders Who Transform Organizations:
Finding the Factor for Success.” “White Paper Winner” in Competition: Using CompetencyBased Tools and Applications to Drive Organizational Performance. At "The Second
International Conference on Using Competency-Based Tools and Applications to Drive
Organizational Performance, " October 30-November 1, 1995, Boston Plaza Hotel. Sponsored
by Towers Perrin, Presented by Linkage Inc., Weatherhead School of Management, Case
Western Reserve University.
Mehltretter, Glenn, 2003, "Universal Measures for Evaluating Organizational Structure to
Increase Organization Effectiveness: the application of Requisite Organization theory," 2003
Conference, April 30, Salem, MA, The Organization Design Forum, Northwood, NH USA
03261-3606. (603) 942-5994, fax (603) 942-8190. www.OrganizationDesignForum.org
Mehltretter is President of PeopleFit of Raleigh, NC.
Mehltretter, Glenn, Herb Koplowitz, and Michelle Malay Carter, 2007, ‘The Requisite
Organization Model of Human Capability,’ Annual Adult Development Symposium, Society for
Research in Adult Development, March 28 and 29, 2007, Boston, MA. We start with Jaques’s
definition of “work” as the exercise of judgment and discretion while engaged in a task and
describe a four-part model of capability for work: cognitive capacity, skills, knowledge, talent,
values, and absence of personal dysfunction. In particular, we shall address the issue of capacity
to handle complexity as a property of a person. At PeopleFit, Terra Firma, and PeopleFit.
Melitz, Mark, 2006, “Intermission Remarks,” WNYC-FM Radio Station, New York, NY,
Saturday, Feb., 4, 2006, 9:15 pm. World Premier of Mark Melitz’s Suite, ‘Brick,’ played by the
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra at Carnegie Hall, New York City. The Orpheus is famous for being
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a “conductor-less” orchestra. “They are terrific. This stuff about their not having a conductor is
false. They have about forty conductors. I didn’t have to do my standard explanation [at the
beginning of rehearsals]. They understood.” A testimony to these musicians’ higher level of
capability. Unaware of RO. Bdcst.
Mink, Oscar G, 2000, “Day One in the Age of Prometheus,” The Leadership Consortium v1.rtf.
Lecture delivered in Australia to a senior executive audience. Mink was at U. Texas. Appeared
on the internet 4-Ongoing Discussion, “thinking about thinking,” Jan. 23-24, 2003.
Mládková, Ludmila, 2013, "Intellectual Capital and the System of Organisational Management,"
Proceedings of the International Conference on Intellectual Capital, Knowledge Management &
Organizational Learning, Academic Conferences & Publishing International Ltd., p. 290-296. 7p.
Mladkova, . This paper discusses the link between the system of organisational management and
intellectual capital. Intellectual capital is often perceived as one of many subsystems of the
system of organisational management. This paper disagrees with the mainstream approach as it
leads to underestimating the role of the intellectual capital in an organisation. The theoretical
analysis shows that concepts of intellectual capital and some concepts of the system of
organisational management are of similar basis, e.g., intellectual capital can serve as an
independent system of organisational management. Cited Jaques 1996; Stamp 1992; Ross 1992;
Grobler 2005 MA; Sveiby 1997, 2006. At University of Economics Prague, Czech Republic.
mladkova@vse.cz # Rp. Conf.
Morgan, Rich, 2005, “Transitions in Managerial Careers: An Interview with Rich Morgan,
COREinternational,” June 2005. Online by David Creelman, CEO of Creelman Research,
Toronto, ON, Canada. Some promotions require a different set of skills than possessed before.
At monstergovernmentsolutions.com
Morice, P. B., and Wimbush, A. M., 1972, “Informal Discussion: Continuing Engineering
Education,” ICE Proceedings, Thomas Telford Journals, UK, Dec. 1972, 53(3) PART 2:685686. Conference. Cited Johnstone. Not seen.
Morris, Peter W. G., 2005, “Managing the Front End: how project managers shape business
strategy and manage project definition,” Project Management Institute, Newtown Square, PA, 6
pgs. PMI Global Congress 2005 - EMEA. Proceedings. Edinburgh, Scotland, UK. The frontend of projects can positively or negatively influence how teams implement and deliver projects.
Researchers have excluded project managers from their discussion. This paper examines two
research projects – the first focuses on project manager competency and identifies the most
relevant front-end topics; the second examines the relationship between projects and enterprise
strategy. Online abstract seen.
NBC News White Paper, 1980, "If Japan Can...Why Can't We?" first broadcast June 24, 1980,
by the National Broadcasting Company. Films Incorporated, Chicago, IL. Produced by Clare
Crawford-Mason and reported by Lloyd Dobyns. Reviewed US trade policies and practices.
This hour-long show introduced Deming to the U.S. public as the originator of the Japanese
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economic “miracle.” Cited in Gabor 2010. www.managementwisdom.com/ifjapcanwhyc.html
Newman, Derek, 1967, “The Glacier Project,” in Proceedings, Midwest Division, Academy of
Management. Not seen.
Ng, Desmond W., 2004, “Organizational Renewal: Penrosian Approach To Dynamic
Capabilities And Absorptive Capacity Research,” Academy of Management, 2004 Annual
Conference, New Orleans, LA, Program Session #: 1156, Wednesday, Aug. 11, Sponsor: ODC.
Paper and presentation: Edith Penrose (1959) proposed a conceptual model of organizational
change and development of three constructs - strength of dynamic capabilities, diversity in a
firm's prior knowledge, and the diversity of external information - to explain the breadth of
expansion paths available to a firm and explain the direction of firm growth. This model
explains how a manager can evolve multiple growth paths for organizational development,
unrelated diversified growth, and the concept of 'dynamic capabilities' that solve Penrose's 'jig
saw problem'. Current research has over-emphasized the 'dynamics' of external markets with
little attention to the internal process of growth and change. Texas A&M / U. of Alberta;
Nir, Adam E., 1997, “Some implications of echelons’ future planning perspectives and
satisfaction with central plans for the organizational climate,” The International Society for
Educational Planning (ISEP), Pennsylvania, USA. Conference paper presentation based on
1995 PhD. Proceedings. (?)
Nunns, Chris, 2003, “Developing an Organisational Model to Identify Executive Talent for
Current and Future Leaders,” Institute of Public Administration Australia (IPAA), NSW Branch,
2003 IPPA NSW State Conference, (accessed Jul 2003).
www.nsw.ipaa.org.au/07_publications/2003_conf_papers.htm
Olivier, Andrew, 2006, "The Working Journey," Australian Human Resources Institute (AHRI)
National Convention, 23 May 2006. A convention Workshop using Jaques’ complexity model
of leadership and management work.
Osgood, Charles, 2011, "Your Call Is Important To Us ...," CBS Radio Network, The Osgood
File, June 28th, 2011. Emily Yellin says: "A live agent is about $7.50 per call. To outsource to a
foreign country and have a live agent in a foreign country is about $2.35 a call. To use one of
those voice response systems - the 'Press One' for this, the 'Press Two' for that - it's about 35
cents a call.” [This last is not a ‘savings.’ If 60% of the customers become ‘enraged’ in
response - they will not become repeat customers. Total cost? Did Deming mention this
dynamic 25 years ago? Oh-dear.] Cited E. Yellin 2009 book. # MS. Newsradio.
Osgood, Charles, 2011, “Jobs vs Automation in Today’s Economy,” WCBS NewsRadio, 880
AM, Friday, July 22. Companies are bringing in technology but not employees. # Newsradio.
NEW CEO.
Palmer, Brien, 1999, “Requisite Organization, Managing Complexity in a Large Bureaucracy.”
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Presentation to several groups in the Pittsburgh area, 46 slides in ppt. An overview of R.O.
concepts and the Ontario Hydro R.O. installation project, with a focus on human resources, by an
out-of-area consultant who was then new to R.O.
Palmer, Brien, 2002, “Requisite Organization: A Total Management System: Case study on
applying a sophisticated and controversial leadership system at a large organization.”
InterLINK Management Consulting presentation on the implementation of RO at Ontario Hydro
in the 1990s. Palmer is a partner in InterLINK near Pittsburgh, PA and is CoRem President
(Council on Realizing Excellence in Mgt). Palmer is at 724-733-5007 and brienp@adelphia.net.
Consults to small(er) businesses. http://www.corem.org/past_programs.htm. (4/3/06).
Palmer, Terry, 1997, “Developments in the Employer-Employee Relationship,” Australian
Mines and Metals Association National Conference, Perth, WA, April. Presentation.
Pankhurst, Ken, 2005, “Education and Employment: Overview of Research and Policy Issues,”
(English, 23 p.); “Formation et emploi : Survol des enjeux pour la recherche et les politiques,”
(French, 24 p.); Centre for the Study of Education and Work, Toronto, ON, CA. Online at
CSEW. Symposium presentation and paper. Also published as chapter 2 in 2005 book (q.v.).
Parkinson, Alan, 1993, “Elliott Jaques: Man, Myth or Monster?” British Academy of
Management, Seventh Annual Conference Proceedings, held in Milton Keynes, published in
London, UK, September, p. 517-518. A round-table discussion initiated from Parkinson’s paper.
Parkinson, C. Northcote, 1957, "Parkinson's Law," chapter 21 (p. 194-198) in Shafritz, J. M., and
A. C. Hyde, eds., 1996, Classics Of Public Administration, (2nd ed., p. 5-74), Brooks/Cole,
Pacific Grove, CA. From 1957 book. “Work expands so as to fill the time available for its
completion.” Indeed yes. CUNY Baruch JF 1351 .C465 1987b. 2nd edn. Teach. # Misc. Ch.
Pearson, Alan, 1987, “‘Pay Equity’ Through ‘Equitable Payment’,” Social Analytic Learning
Society Conference, September 6-11, 1987, Oxford, UK. Presentation of paper. Published in
Festschrift 1992. [In the U.S. this is called Comparable Worth.]
Penna, Atilio and Schlemenson, Aldo, 1992, "Required Skills for the Entrepreneur
Development," Entrepreneur Rol Dimensions. 9no. Congreso Nacional de Profesionales en
Ciencias Económicas, Consejo Profesional de Ciencias Económicas, Mendoza. Argentina.
Octubre, 1992. (In Spanish) [what is spanish title?] ASK ASK
Penna, Atilio A., 1997, “Executive Structure and Small Business Management,” Small Business
Organization and Management. Consejo Profesional de Ciencias Económicas de Santa Fe,
Argentina. Segunda Edición. Noviembre, 1997. Pag. 13 a 47. (In Spanish) [Spanish Title?]
Penna, Atilio A., 2000, "Understanding the Nature of Work in Small Business," The First
USASBE/ SBIDA Joint Annual National Conference, San Antonio, TX, Feb., 2000. (In English)
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Phillips, Lawrence D., 1978, “Approaches to decision making [Videorecording], No. 1,”
Decision Analysis Unit, Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, Brunel University,
Department of Media Services, Audio Visual Centre, Uxbridge, UK, (27min. 50sec.). [Also the
title of Tutorial Papers 78-1 Sept. 1978, and 79-1 July 1979 - at LSE.] Brunel Uxbridge Video
HD69.D4D42 NO.1.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1978, “Decision-making [Videorecording], Vol. 2,” Decision Analysis
Unit, Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, Brunel University, Department of
Media Services, Audio Visual Centre, Uxbridge, UK, (32min. 25sec.). Brunel Uxbridge Video
HD69.D4D42 VOL.2.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1978, “Decision analysis [Videorecording], No. 3,” Decision Analysis
Unit, Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, Brunel University, Department of
Media Services, Audio Visual Centre, Uxbridge, UK, (44min.05sec.). Brunel Uxbridge Video
HD69.D4D42 NO.3.
Phillips, Lawrence D., 1989, “Gaining Corporate Commitment to Change,” Paper presented at a
conference, “People Mean Profits in the ‘90s,” Business Performance Group, London School of
Economics, London, UK. On Jaques?
Pinto, Patrick R., and Walter W. Tornow, 1975, "Job Descriptions for Executives - Revisited,"
Academy of Management Proceedings, (00650668), 1975, p. 228-230. 3p. DOI:
10.5465/AMBPP.1975.4982651. A comprehensive system for analyzing the job content and
assessing the similarity of management positions was developed and cross-validated on 500
managers. Starting with Hemphill's 1959 pioneering work, a revised and more behaviorallybased questionnaire was developed. This included "time span of discretion", "span of control",
and operationalized in behavioral terms. Factor analysis indicated 13 independent dimensions of
managerial responsibilities and duties. Jaques not cited. Online at Clio. Seen. W. Conf.
Pollard, Harold R., 1977, “The life and work of Edward T. Elbourne,” [sound recording] :
[sideone ; Lord Wilfred Brown: an interview, side two], Academy of Management, Meeting
(37th : 1977), Orlando, FL. Taped at the 37th annual meeting of the Academy of Management,
August 1977, Orlando, Florida. Industrial management. Factory management. Cost accounting.
1 sound cassette: 1 7/8 ips, mono. Located in: University of Oklahoma Libraries (OkU, BASS).
Call Number: \CASSETTE\2\2 BASS Record ID: OKUG87-R1. (Carraher) Not seen or heard
yet.
Prior, M., 1992, The Development of a Learning System For Shell Canada Ltd, Paper presented
at the Social Analytic Learning Society (SALS), 1992 conference in UK. On SST and CPA. See
Hill 1971. See Blackler and Brown 1980 for STS story at Shell UK. See Rankin 1990 on Sarnia
Shell in Canada and STS. Cited in Taylor 1999, in Swedish. Not seen.
Pucik, Vladimir, 1981, “Promotions and intraorganizational status differentiation among
Japanese managers,” Academy of Management Proceedings, August 1981, p. 59-63.
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Presentation and paper showing that recognition of individual merit might have a greater impact
than commonly thought and may not be a negative. Cited by Sullivan 1983, and by Nonaka and
Johansson 1985.
Quillien, Jenny, 1996, “Introduction to the Management Concepts of Elliott Jaques,”
Management Centre Europe, February 14, 1996, Brussels, Belgium. A management consultant
and trainer in French and in English. 1999, Levinson Institute, Boston, MA, USA: advanced
training in cognitive complexity with Elliott Jaques. JQSolutions, Santa Fe, NM, USA. D. Rep.
Raynor, Michael E., 2007, “Managing the Strategy Paradox: Next Practice for Operating
Managers,” presentation to The 13th Joint ISBM-CBIM Conference, 'Beyond Best Practice to
Next Practice, held February 22-23, 2007, in Tampa, Florida (Next Practice Strategy: p. 36-40
online proceedings: 50 p.). [Deloitte Consulting LLP. Institute for the Study of Business
Markets (Penn. State) & Center for Business and Industrial Marketing (Ga. State).] You cannot
manage commitment and uncertainty in the same space; they must be managed separately. The
solution to this paradox lies in the traditional vertical corporate hierarchy as described by
psychologist Elliott Jaques. # Conf.
Reback, Victor R., 1970, “Requisite Organization (Based on the Glacier Concepts): Our Answer
to the Challenge of the 70’s.” Paper presented April 1 to and published in the proceedings of the
Managing the Challenge of Change: A Seminar Workshop, Center for Management Systems,
College of Business Administration, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, (with SIU’s Council for
the Analysis of Organizational Structure), March 31-April 2, 1970, p. 47-69. “Georgia State
Technical Services, project 2.” Anthology, 190 p. Reback was Managing Director of the Herrin
Illinois Plant (e. 1963-1970~) and V.P. of Allen Industries, a subsidiary of Dayco Corporation.
He also was President of SIU’s Council for the Analysis of Organizational Structure. Reported
many interesting research findings from the seven-year long “Allen Project Study.” A powerful
summary of independent findings on the theory by a hands-on executive outside the direct orbit
of Brown and Jaques. “We have tested (Jaques’) conclusions (about time-span) and have found
much data which seem to support his discovery. Regarding the accuracy of time-span: Available
data suggest that the measuring instrument is some six times (or 600 percent) more accurate than
is the most sophisticated job evaluation technique, (i.e. the Hay Scale)” (p. 55) (quoted in Gray
1976 p. 420). Applied this model to over a dozen U.S. and Canadian firms (1963-1970) (p. 66)
[not named]. Found 13 work-capacity-pay configurations and predicted the degree of employee
satisfaction from each (p. 68). (Other presenters included: Fremont A. Shull, Jr., William T.
Greenwood, Robert A. Smith III, Robert Green, Andrew J. Grimes, Alan C. Filley, and Howard
R. (Ted) Smith. Grimes, Shull and Ted Smith presented on the Matrix Model, which was
published in AMJ in 1972. See Shull, Delbecq, and Cummings 1970 for Filley, Grimes and Van
de Ven on Matrix Components in Chapter Six, pages 187-226. See Filley and House 1971 in
ASQ, but unrelated.) See Fohr and Rahe 1965 for first SIU conference. See Grimes 1969 for
second SIU conference. See Herrin Public Library. See 1962-1968 SEC documents for Allen
Industries, et seq. [Mispelling: Reyback,]
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Requisite Organization International Incorporated (ROII), 2001, Conference, Austin, Texas, 2224 Oct. Presentations included:
Gloe, Linda, and Nancy Lee, 2001, “Succession Planning.”
Lynch, Paul, 2001, “Comalco’s Crossing of the Rubicon.”
Markham, John, and Ron Mazzeo, 2001, “Cross-Functional Working Relationships: A
Case Study.”
Rutili, Robin, 2001, “Dot Com Business Development.”
Ritz, Gavin, 2000 ?, “Motivational Modeling, a Systems Thinking Approach.” Presentation at
The Ninth World Conference on Thinking, [where? date?]. Attempts to integrate Jaques’
theory and Stafford Beer’s vsm model. [email: garritz @ xtra.co.nz] Published? See Espejo
2007.
Ritz, Gavin, 2002, “Values at Work.” An instrument within Jaques’ SST approach designed to
elicit the values a person brings to work. [email: garritz @ xtra.co.nz] {Have I got this right?}
Rowe, Patricia M., 1992, “Canadian I/O Psychology: Living next to an elephant.” Paper
presented to annual meeting of the American Society of Industrial-Organizational Psychology,
Montreal, Canada. Briefly mentioned Jaques’ assessment center activities to select officers for
the Canadian Army during WWII in London UK. At U. Waterloo. Cited in Latham 1998.
Royal Economic Society, September 1972, Conference on Pay Structure, Durham, UK. Papers
presented by George Krimpas, H. Behrend, Wilfred Brown, J. R. Crossley, M. R. Fisher, D.
(Joan) Robinson, G. Routh, and J. J. Sylvestre. These names were cited in Krimpas, 1975,
Preface and References. Lots on Felt-Fair Pay, Internal Pay Structures, equitable work payment
scale, and on Jaques and Glacier. [Compare to Blackaby 1973 book.] (Richard Brown was then
at Durham.) (RES is totally isolated and inaccessible online.) See Fogarty 1973. (Website now
open. But per NYPL Libyn: Not in any liby worldwide: 3-23-12.) (Email Krimpas – U.
Athens.) Not seen. ~
Rudin, Joel P., 1998, "Employment Interviewers as Lie Detectors: More Harm Than Good?"
Central Business Review, U. Central Oklahoma, College of Bus. Adm., OK, US, 18(2). From
Southwest Academy of Mgt, 1996 Conference Proceeding. Not on google scholar. Not seen.
Conf.
Rudin, Joel P., 2004, “How Do They Get Away With It?: Understanding the Persistence of
Employment Discrimination,” Academy of Management, 2004 Annual Meeting, New Orleans,
LA, Tuesday, August 10. Program Session Num. 1027: Critical Perspectives on Management II.
A shortcoming of previous theories of employment discrimination is that they overestimate the
ability of selectors to identify the best applicants. It is a useful approximation to assume that
selectors are no better than chance at the task of rank-ordering pre-screened employment
applications. The employment interview as it is traditionally conducted is riddled with errors
and biases, yet employers rely heavily on it for hiring decisions. If selectors might as well be
choosing at random, then discriminatory employers will suffer no disadvantage, in terms of
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work force quality, compared to their nondiscriminatory competitors. It could be reasonable
public policy to force employers to use better selection techniques. This would simultaneously
improve and diversify each employer's work force. See Eriksson 2006; Miller and Rosenbaum
1997. At Rowan U., Glassboro, NJ. Misc. Conf.
Runyan, Damon, 1938, A Slight Case of Murder, with: Edward G. Robinson, Jane Bryan. B&W,
85 min., DVD. [This was an original play by Howard Lindsay and Damon Runyan. It does not
seem to be based on a Runyan story.] A movie about a bootlegger facing a crisis - the end of
prohibition and the sudden emergence of - gulp - free market competition. A great movie also
about getting your team to change its ways. Skipped VHS; on DVD. (Do not see the unrelated
1999 movie of same title or the 1952 remake with Broderick Crawford, Stop, You’re Killing Me).
Not directly related to Jaques. Movie. DVD.
Sandia National Laboratories, 1998, “Surety White Paper: White Paper for the Surety Science
and Engineering Workshop,” September 23, 1998. Sponsored by the National Academy of
Engineering, the National Academy of Sciences, and the Department of Energy. Surety Science
and Engineering refers to a newly generalized approach to designing complex systems that
assures: Reliability under normal circumstances; Safety under abnormal circumstances, and;
Security and Use Control under hostile circumstances. Elliott Jaques studied how people
approached work and published The General Theory of Bureaucracy in 1974 [sic, 1976]. It
offers a framework that can be adapted to our purposes. He and his colleagues further applied
their framework over the next 25 years. Based on their work and our investigations into many
surety solutions, we have produced eight basic approaches to surety. Online. Rp. Rep.
Schaffer, Peter, 1981, Amadeus, Harper & Row, NY, NY. Movie version released 1984, director
Milos Forman, with F. Murray Abraham, Tom Hulce, Elizabeth Berridge and Jeffrey Jones.
HBO Video, 1984, VHS. Pioneer DVD, 1996. 158 mins, color. How different levels of
information processing drive the behavior of humans on each other. Mozart was a musical
genius. Salieri was NOT a mediocrity but very gifted - almost a genius. Almost. He could see
Mozart’s level while the others couldn’t. A painful awareness that led him to hatred and
vengence. Directly related to Jaques. Intermediate level. Teach. A case. [Rp.]
Schaffer, Robert H., 2010, “4 Mistakes Leaders Keep Making,” Harvard Business Review,
Boston, MA, US, Sep2010, 88(9):86-127. Senior managers fall into four behavioral traps that
thwart organizational change. First, managers fail to set proper expectations. When they
announce major directional changes or new goals, they don’t spell out credible plans or specify
who’s accountable. Second, they excuse subordinates from the pursuit of overall goals,
allowing people to remain preoccupied with their own units. Third, executives essentially
collude with staff experts and consultants by going along with a deeply flawed contract: The
experts agree to deliver and implement a “product” (a new system, for instance) but don’t
include measurable gains as part of the deal. Fourth, managers wait while associates overprepare: “Yes, but first we have to…” The best way to confront the traps is to conduct small
personal experiments to demonstrate a clear link between trial and outcome. For example, one
iron plant addressed quality problems by targeting five areas for improvement, setting clear and
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measurable goals, and holding team leaders accountable for outcomes. All five succeeded
and goals were extended to the rest of the plant. # Misc. Pro.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 1999, “Empresa y Efectividad,” Documento de trabajo Seminario. Hotel
Inter-Continental. Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 2000, “Seminario de Profundizacion,” junio, julio, agosto Documentos de
trabajo, Buenos Aires, Argentina. “Profound Seminar” (intellectually deep). It was about
organization analysis. See chart “La organizacion para el Milenio” in Mariana Karesky’s thesis.
Schmukler, Ricardo, 1997, "La hechura de los guardianes: una reflexion sobre teoria de
organizacion para el sector publico," (In Spanish: The Making of the Guardians: a reflection on
organizational theory for the public sector). The paper was presented at the III Simposio
Nacional de Analisis Organizacional, I del Cono Sur, Argentina. Author seeks to draw a parallel
between Plato's ideas on the development of the city guardians and Jaques' modes of progression.
[This may reflect a misunderstanding of the time-span and time horizon concepts.] (has)
Seglow, Peter, ed., 1973, “Future of Productivity Bargaining: Papers presented at a conference
organised by Brunel University Management Programme, held in London, on the 7th November
1973,” Brunel University, Management Programme, London, UK, 61 p. Collective bargaining,
wages and labour productivity in Great Britain. Papers by Ted Fletcher et al. Not clear if this
conference was related to the theory at all. Brunel Uxbridge HD6483.F88.
Sekiguchi, Tomioki, 2000, "Person-job fit or Person-organization fit? Recruiters' perception of
fit in resume screening process." Presentation at the University of Washington School of
Business Administration, Doctoral Student Presentation, January 28, 2000. Not seen.
Sheane, D., 1975, “Team Building Approaches to Making Matrix Organizations Work.”
Presentation to seminar organized by the Brunel Management Programme. Speaker was from
ICI Ltd. Cited by Knight 1976.
Shimada, Haruo, 1982, “Perception and Reality of Japanese Industrial Relations,” MIT
Conference, 22 May 1982. Unpublished. Cited by Leibenstein 1984.
Shull, Fremont A., and R. Comer, 1972, “Differing Attitudes Toward Role Conflict and
Disciplinary Action Among Black and White Supervisors,” Proceedings of the Southeastern
Academy of Management. Cited in McIntyre and Shull 1979. Not seen.
Shull, Fremont A., and Howard R. Smith, 1977, “Deviation-amplifying Organizations: a case
study,” 20 pages. "Presented at the 1977 annual meeting of the Mid-South Sociological
Association." In SUNY Buffalo library. Not seen. WorldCat.
Solaas, Harald, 2001, “Diagnostico de la capacidad de las organizaciones para generar salud,”
(In Spanish: "Diagnosing the capacity of organizations to generate well-being at work.")
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Presentation to congress on psychological diagnosis, Octubre 2001. R.O. theory from the point
of view of mental health rather than organizational effectiveness. Were the proceedings
published??? On the web??
Solaas, Harald, Lic., 2006, “La Brecha en la Cúspide: el vacío en la gerencia media como límite
al crecimiento de las PYMEs,” (y ppt), IX Congreso de la Pequeña y Mediana Empresa,
“PYMEs 2006: Alternativas para crecer y consolidarse,” Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, 2 y
3 de noviembre de 2006, Área 2: La Empresa; Tema: 2.1. Organización y estructura. (In
Spanish. English: “The Gap at the Top: The Middle-Management Void as a Limit to The
Growth of Small Entrepreneurial Organizations.”) A paper presented Nov. 2006 at the IX
Congreso de la Pequeña y Mediana Empresa, sponsored by the Consejo Profesional de Ciencias
Económicas de la Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina. The difficulties ensuing from
a stratum IV capable CEO of a small business when he or she fails to personally perform stratum
III work that is necessary to the business. Discontent spreads and lost opportunities cannot be
recovered. Further growth becomes difficult. A typical problem in Argentina.
SOTAC, 1995, “A Look at the Future,” Human Resource Planning Society committee, v.18,
report on gurus out – on video, includes EJ. Interview? How get it? Issue 3. Summer 1995.
Referred to in Raelin and Cooledge 1995, HR, 18(3). (Ken S. to get?) Video. Not seen. Rp.
Stamp, Jonathan, 2002, Building the Great Pyramid, BBC Video (VHS/DVD 2003), BBC/
Discovery, Burbank, CA, 60 min., color. Performers: Omar Sharif, voice of Nakht ; Michael
Pennington, narrator. Design and construction of the Great Pyramid of Khufu in ancient Egypt.
Follows a fictional young Egyptian man who is conscripted from his village to work on the great
pyramid and works his way up the ranks to senior overseer. The story of Nakht whose
experiences are based on the latest archeological discoveries and contemporary research on the
pyramid and on Egyptian society of the time. (Written and directed by Jonathan Stamp. See
accompanying book by Kevin Jackson 2003. NYPL Leo VHS/DVD VC 932.012 B. (Video
recordings for the hearing impaired.) Music #: E1735 BBC Video.
Stamp, Gillian, 1985, “Career Path Appreciation.” A working document for members of the
Monterey Conference on Career Path Appreciation. January 20-25, 1985. Monterey, CA.
Stamp, Gillian, 1998, “Uncertainty, Work and the Individual,” a paper presented at the Asian
Conference on Training and Development, New Delhi, India, Nov. 1998. Bioss So Af. Not
seen.
Stamp, Gillian, 2005, “Felt Leadership.” January 2005. Unpublished essay. 5 pages. A talk
Stamp gave on three aspects of leadership - ministerial, steward, and leadership for the whole - at
the opening of a Foundation of Church Leadership gathering where she spoke alongside the
Archbishop of Canterbury. Ru level.
Stevens, Coen, Bart-Floris Visscher, and Thomas R. Addis, 2006, “Automating the Abductive
Inference Loop,” 2006 IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics, UK-
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???, 8 p. ABSTRACT: We present a novel approach to handle uncertainty, by assuming an
irrational view of the world thus breaking with the tradition of taking a rational view.
Changing this view allows us to think differently about the nature of uncertainty. Based on this
new understanding, we propose a system that can cope with an imprecise, uncertain and
changing ‘world’. The proposed solution handles irrationalities, which includes uncertainty, by
generating different hypotheses of the environment and testing these for their validity thereby
fully automating the abductive loop. Since the proposed system makes no assumption that any
knowledge about the world will ever be completely reliable, all knowledge is susceptible to
change. With the full automation of hypothesis generation, inference mechanism and validation,
there is no apparent problem domain with which the proposed system could not cope. Stevens
has 2005 MA from U. of Delft, NL. Rp. Conf.
Stewart, Karl W., 1996, “The Trilogy of Interests,” Business Council of Australia Conference,
Sydney, NSW, Sept. Presentation.
Stone, Oliver, 1987, Wall Street, CBS/Fox Home Video, 120 min., R-rated, color. Written and
directed by Oliver Stone. With Michael Douglas, Charlie Sheen, Daryl Hannah, Martin Sheen,
Terence Stamp, Sean Young, Hal Holbrook, and James Spader. Gordon Gekko was played by
Michael Douglas. “Greed is good.” Values, Values, Values. Ah, but goodness is so dull.
Stroll, David, 1984, “Findings of the DEC Executive Research Project.” Presentation at CSCW
(Computer Supported Co-Operative Work) Conference, Boston, MA. Chaired by Paul Cashman
and Irene Grief (from MIT, later Lotus). Digital Equipment Corp (DEC).
Stroll, David, and Paul Cashman, 1986, “Achieving Sustainable Management of Complexity, A
new view of Executive Support.” Presentation at CSCW (Computer Supported Co-Operative
Work) Conference, Boston, MA. Work on ‘Management Systems’ that attempted to marry
Requisite Organisation to ICT. (See Cashman and Stroll 1987 article.)
Stroll, David, and Paul Cashman, 1987, “Developing the Management Systems of the 1990’s, the
Role of Collaborative Work.” Presentation at CSCW (Computer Supported Co-Operative Work)
Conference, Boston, MA. Attempted to set up a complete management support system for the
work of the group that one of the authors was managing at that time. A case? (Likely Digital
Equipment Corporation, DEC.) Conf.
Stroll, David, 1988 (or 1998 ?), “Reconciling ICT and Requisite Organization,” New York
University (NYU), NY, NY. Two lectures sponsored by Margarethe Olson. Fall. ICT is
information and communication technology. Not seen. ~
Suchy, Sherene, 2002, “Selling Integrity: The Entrepreneurial Museum.” Paper presented at the
New Wave: Entrepreneurism and the Arts, a symposium hosted by the Bowater School of
Management and Marketing, Faculty of Business and Law, Deakin Uni., Melbourne, VIC, AU.
Telly, Charles S., 1969, “Inequity and Its Relationship to Turnover among Hourly Workers in the
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Major Production Shops of the Boeing Company,” Academy of Management Proceedings, 1969,
(00650668), 8(1):119-124. Presentation. (See Related PhD. Abstract seen.) Conf.
Thierry, Henk, 1982, “Heeft functiewaardering, maatschappelijk en inkomenspolitiek gezien,
wel toekomst?” [In Dutch: “Does Job Evaluation, Viewed from Society and Income Policy,
Have a Future?”], Euroforum, Eindhoven, Conference Paper in Dutch. Cited in Jong and Thierry
1984. See presentation by Hazekamp 1982.
Thurman, General Maxwell R., 1992, “Leadership in the Military,” Journal of European
Industrial Training, [Conference Report], 1992, 16(2):iii-iv, 2p. Publication of summary of
remarks at October 1991 9th MCE Conference in London. MCE is in Brussels, BE. Jaques also
spoke at this conference. (Does MCE still have these speeches?)
Thurman, General Maxwell R., 1992, “Leadership Development: The U.S. Army Experience,”
Keynote Speech at Frontiers in Management Development: Challenges in an Increasingly
Complex, Uncertain World, April 7-8, 1992, The Grand Hyatt, New York City. The Conference
Board, New York, NY. Rosemary A. Bova, Conference Program Director. Thurman was U.S.
Army (Retired), Former Commander in Chief, U.S. Southern Command.
Uhrig, John A., 1993, “Changing Australia,” The Colonel Daniel Edward Evans Memorial
Lecture, Brisbane, Qld, 15 June. Address.
Umpleby, Stuart, 2007, “Unifying Epistemologies by Combining World, Description and
Observer,” American Society for Cybernetics (ASC). Presentation given to the ASC in MarchApril 2007. Presents three different epistemologies as three stages in the development of
cybernetics. Each represents a differing side of a triangle. Advocates of each tend to direct a
conversation toward issues of greatest importance to them. Jaques’ quintave theory of cognitive
functioning (1991) moves us from the concrete to the abstract at a higher level. At GWU.
Umpleby @ gwu.edu Conf.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2003, “Real Work, Real Leadership, Real Value, restoring confidence by
reinventing pay for performance,” June. (Where was this given? See MVC International.)
Vancil, Richard F., ed., c. 1984, “Management Succession at General Electric – Question and
Answer with Reginald Jones,” Harvard Business School Case Series, Boston, MA,
Videocassette # 5-882-054. A case. See Vancil 1987 and Mahler 1984. Not seen.
Veryard, Richard, 1997, “Quality Assurance of Distributed Software Components”, 13 p.,
AQuIS 96: Third International Conference on Achieving Quality in Software (IFIP WG 5.4)
(Florence: January 1996). Online at veryard.com. Many claims have been made for the benefits
of software reuse, in terms of enhanced quality as well as productivity. But whatever reliability,
flexibility, and efficiency it may have it may be reused for unpredicted purposes in unpredicted
contexts. Furthermore, an open distributed world may separate the software developer from the
publisher, and the software librarian from the user. From these premises we argue that
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responsibility for the quality of reusable software components cannot be taken by the developer
(or development organization) alone, but must be shared between developer and other agents.
Recent work in enterprise modelling for open distributed processing has led to new techniques
for modelling responsibilities across organizational boundaries, and these techniques are
introduced here as a way of determining and clarifying effective structures for the quality
assurance of reusable software components across distributed networks. Cited Roger Crane
1986; Dobson & Strens 1994; Texas Instruments 1990. # Ru. Conf.
Veryard, Richard, 1997, “Demanding Solutions: a four-zone model of technological
intervention,” online. Noted that Jaques traced the desire for a vision, a goal, in Form of Time to
a lack, a felt need, first espoused by Hegel. In the UK. Not in NYC.
Vispo, Adolfo, 2007, Propuesta de integración del concepto de estratificación cognitiva de E.
Jaques con una microeconomía ligeramente heterodoxa Universidad Nacional de General
Sarmiento (Instituto de Ciencias), El V Simposio de Análisis Organizacional, Facultad de
Ciencias Economicas, Universidad de Buenos Aires, AR, 12 al 14 de diciembre de 2007.
Presentation in Spanish.
Vispo, Adolfo, 2007, El fenómeno de desplazamiento de fines y su relación con la dinámica de
la microcorrupción intraorganizacional, Universidad Nacional de General Sarmiento (Instituto de
Ciencias), El V Simposio de Análisis Organizacional, Facultad de Ciencias Economicas,
Universidad de Buenos Aires, AR, 12 al 14 de diciembre de 2007. Presentation in Spanish.
Vriesendorp, Sylvia, 2004, “Mine and Thine, about delegation, ownership, holding on and letting
go,” presentation at the Organization Behavior Teaching Conference, University of Redlands
(CA), June 24-26, 2004. Description of an experiential teaching exercise to be used to help
managers delegate better, let go and trust their employees. Cited Jaques on R.O. and Ram
Charan on The Leadership Pipeline. Unaware of the connection between them. S.V. at
Management Sciences for Health in Boston.
Walker, Terry, 2003, “Old Dog Learns New Tricks: Elliott Jaques Revisited,” C. Terrence
Walker Consulting, Toronto, ON, CA. Online News Letter, Vol. III, No. 6. A critique of
Jaques’ ideas, looking back. Walker had disagreements over the applicability of time-span but
also found Jaques’ requisite organization echoed Mary Parker Follett’s law of the situation where
environmental demands, not the will of the manager, determined organization direction.
Wallace, Marc J., Jr., and. Linda A. Krefting, 1975, “Organizational Climate: The need for nonrigorous research,” Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Meeting of the American Institute for
Decision Sciences, p. 294-296. Cited in Wallace 1983. See Krefting 1974 PhD. Not seen.
Misc. Conf.
Wallace, Marc J., Jr., and Charles H. Fay, 1981, “Job evaluation and Comparable Worth:
Compensation theory Bases for Molding Job Worth,” Academy of Management Proceedings,
1981, p 296-300. ISSN: 00650668. DOI: 10.5465/AMBPP.1981.4977011. Assessment of job
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value, prompted by the comparable worth controversy was addressed by integrating and
extending current compensation theory. Described Jaques’ TSD as a demand-side labor model.
Becker’s human capital (1964) was a supply-side model Both Smith and Marx were supplyand-demand models. TSD provided a basis for normative examination of pay equity. Cited
Jaques 1961; Mahoney 1975, 1979; Thurow 1975; Belcher 1974; Hicks 1966 (Sir John
Richard?). Cited in Wallace 1983. At U. KY. # Rp. Conf.
Walsh, Sam, 2001, “Future Success Depends on People,” AMMA National Conference, Perth,
WA, 8-9 Mar. Presentation.
Waring, Peter, and Colin Lynch, 1998, “The Case of the Hunter Valley Open Cut Mine Dispute;
'Coalfields Collectivism versus Corporate Individualism,” Proceedings of the 11th AIRAANZ
Conference, (Association of Industrial Relations Academics of Australia and New Zealand),
Wellington, New Zealand, Jan/Feb. See Waring Related PhD 2000. See Waring 1999 article.
Weipa, The Court Case, 1995:
Hawke, Robert, 1995, Proceedings of the Weipa Court Case, Amal 27.11.95.
O'Neill, Steve, 1995/6, “Awards v Contracts: how have the Courts Interpreted the Role of
Industrial Awards and Employment Contracts,” Current Issues, Brief 18. Department of
the Parliamentary Library. www.aph.gov.au/library/pubs/cib/1995-96/96cib18.htm
(Accessed Sept. 2000).
Stewart, Karl, 1995, Weipa, The Court Case, anal 22.11.95, evidence given by Karl
Stewart, Managing Director of Comalco Smelting, p. 163.
Wilcox, Mark, Steve Mason, Andy Neely, and Mike Bourne, 2004, “A Pragmatic Theory of
Prediction,” Performance Measurement Association Conference Proceedings (PMA), Edinburgh,
UK, July 2004, 8 pages. This paper shows how Walter Shewhart's work is a theory of prediction
based on pragmatism. Prediction is a process of arguing from the past to the future with a snap
shot of experience called the present. We show how nothing ever ‘is’ (e.g. static) but always
‘becoming’ (e.g. in flux). Shewhart was greatly influenced by pragmatist philosopher C.I.
Lewis’ theory of knowledge, entitled, “Mind and the World Order”. Authors at Cranfield School
of Management, UK. Lewis was cited in Jaques 2002, LBLO.
Williams, Yolan, and Glenn Mehltretter, 2006, “Using Assessment Centers to Assess Current
and Future Potential,” 33rd International Congress on Assessment Center Methods, The
Langham Hotel, London, England, September 2006. Bell Atlantic (currently Verizon) and
PeopleFit™ have created a process for assessing the current and future potential of a large
population of high potential middle managers and executive directors. This work used the
research of Dr. Elliott Jaques. What was unique about this application was the dual use by both
the assesse (for development and career development) and the organization (for strategic
staffing). Williams was Corporate Succession Planner at Verizon and Mehltretter was President
of PeopleFit in Raleigh, NC. Not seen.
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Wirth, Itzhak, and E.R.F.W. Crossman, 1975, “Organization Design and Technology:
Methodology Development and Application to the Urban Transit Enterprise,” Proceedings of the
Third International Conference on Production Research, Amherst, MA, August.
Wirth, Itzhak, and E.R.F.W. Crossman, 1975, “The Impact of Technology on Internal
Organization Structure of the Urban Passenger Transportation Enterprise,” Proceedings, 16th
Annual Meeting, Transportation Research Forum, Toronto, ON, CA, Nov., 16(1):157-164.
Wright, Patrick, host, 1997, “Here Comes the Boss!” [a series], “Programme 2: Keep Talking,”
British Broadcasting Corporation, Radio 4 FM, 1 August 1997, 10.00 - 10.30 am, London, U.K.
Available online at bbc.co.uk/ education/boss/index (11/4/99). Interviews with Elliott Jaques,
former-MD John Collyear, and Bill Moreton about Wilfred Banks Brown, Managing Director of
Glacier Metal. Wilf was brilliant, dynamic, charming - and could be infuriating. Moreton
stated the Japanese came to Glacier in the 1960s. In the 1980s they returned to the UK with
their ‘new’ methods - spouting what they had learned at Glacier 20 years earlier. (This was not
an exaggeration. The Glacier Project was well-known to some Japanese. Jaques 1956, and
Brown and Jaques 1965 were translated into Japanese in the late 1960s. Also, Nonaka and
Takeuchi 1995 gave key credit to Jaques 1979. See Nikkeiren 1969a; Cole 1979; Bratton 1991;
Blunt 1990; Clegg 1990; and Graham 1998. Jaques confirmed Moreton verbally, 2002.)
[Transcript of Episode Two: Keep Talking from the BBC Radio 4 series, Here Comes the Boss!.
Entire episode about Wilfred Brown and Glacier Metal Company. Via Internet Archive
Wayback Machine. Accessed 2008-06-16 (yr-mo-day). The script refers to pictures, which
indicates a TV/Telly broadcast, which I did not yet see.] # Rp. Pop.
Zaccaro, Stephen J., 1999, “Leader Flexibility and the Assessment of Leader Performance and
Executive Potential,” Chair, Symposium #163. 14th Annual SIOP Conference, 1999, Atlanta,
GA, Thursday April 29 - Sunday May 2. Sunday, 10:30 - 11:50, Copenhagen Room, May 2nd,
1999. Society of Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP), Bowling Green, OH.
Researchers have argued that flexibility and related characteristics are important attributes of
effective leadership. The purpose of this symposium is to explore a holistic approach to
modeling the nature and components of leader flexibility. Four papers were presented at this
session. All four sets of authors were aware of the theory, as were the chair and the discussant.
Not seen.
Stephen J. Zaccaro, George Mason University, Chair.
Deanna Banks, George Mason University; Michael L. McGee, George Mason University;
Stephen J. Zaccaro, George Mason University; “Examining Executive Flexibility: Predicting
Leadership Potential for the Executive Level.”
Robert N. Kilcullen, U.S. Army Research Institute; Michelle M. Zazanis, U.S. Army Research
Institute; “Cognitive Flexibility and Performance in Unstructured Environments.”
Michael L. McGee, George Mason University; Deanna Banks, George Mason University;
Stephen J. Zaccaro, George Mason University; “Can Executive Flexibility Be Useful for
Identifying Executive-Level Leadership Candidates?”
Robert Hooijberg, Rutgers University; “How Do Flexible Leaders Avoid the Image of Having
No Backbone? An Examination of the Role of Integrity.”
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Owen Jacobs, National Defense University, Discussant.
#####
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3-25-14
REVIEWS OF BOOKS ON THE THEORY (BkRev.)
This list is arranged alphabetically by review author, not by book reviewed. The
title of the book and its author [FN LN] are in the citation, so search by title or
author (LN). It includes Jaques and Glacier Project books as well as books that
were related to the Glacier Project. The list was developed from standard print
sources plus keyword searches in JSTOR, WorldCat, Thomson ISI, and other data
bases on the Internet. (This list does not include reviews from Choice magazine
(1960s-1980s), which were inaccessible to this author.) Where the review did not
have its own title system I have used a format for titling them: “Book Review of
[book title in italics] by [author].” This should aid in computer searches.
Abell, Peter, 1976 - 1977 ?, “Review of A General Theory of Bureaucracy by Elliott Jaques,” in
Times Higher Education Supplement, London, UK. [No date given. Cited in Stamp 1981.]
BkRev.
Abell, Peter, 1982, “Book Review of Lost Managers by John Child and Bruce Partridge,”
Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK, 16(4):619-620.
Praised book. Noted that Child had a reputation for meticulous empirical research. Abell looked
for the development of a model for the optimal allocation of discretion - (which is nonsense).
BkRev.
Abraham, Karl, 1951/1952, "Bk Rev of The Changing Culture of a Factory," Kölner Zeitschrift
für Soziologie & Sozialpsychologie, Jahrgang, Koln-Opladen, Germany, 4:407-411. A positive
industrial sociology journal book review of CCF in German. City Coll.; Grd Ctr. BkRev.
Abraham, Katharine G., 1993, “Book Review of Efficiency Wages by Andrew Weiss,” Industrial
and Labor Relations Review, Jan. 1993, 46(2):420-421. A very thoughtful, detailed and
thorough review. Positive with some reservations. She accepts the critics’ armchair view
regarding the difficulty of assessing the employee’s productive capacity. (This is wrong: no
employer can do it using the economic perspective.) But she notes, by excluding the nonneoclassical economic analyses Weiss bypasses perhaps the most important channel whereby
wages influence effort. Here she is right. BkRev.
The Academy of Management Review, 1986, Special Book Reviews Section on the Classics of
Management, April 1986, 11(2):442-464. Lots of interesting stuff here. Modern researchers
steadfastly refuse to read them carefully. These reviews reveal them to be midgets. The
Gilbreths in particular are out of it on every level, yet they got the widest reception among
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managers - especially HR managers - for their ideas and interpretation of Taylorism. Their ‘one
best way’ just ain’t so! Roethlisberger and Dickson is so HR laden, its not clear whether it
comes first or not. (The Classics period lasted 1903-1939. What? Is that all there is?)
pp. 442-443, Introduction, by Allen C. Bluedorn.
pp. 443-447, Scientific Management (Comprising: Shop Management, Principles of
Scientific Management, and Testimony before the Special House Committee), by
Frederick Winslow Taylor. Review author: Allen C. Bluedorn. (1903-1912)
pp. 448-451, The Writings of the Gilbreths, [Frank and Lillian Gilbreth], by William R.
Spriegel and Clark E. Myers, eds. Review author: Daniel J. Brass. (1908-1917)
pp. 451-454, Dynamic Administration: The Collected Works of Mary Parker Follett, by
Henry C. Metcalf and Luther Urwick, eds. Review author: Diane L. Ferry. (1925-1933)
pp. 454-456, General and Industrial Management, by Henri Fayol. Review author:
Nancy M. Carter. (1916, 1949 translation)
pp. 456-459, The Functions of the Executive, by Chester I. Barnard. Review author:
Thomas L. Keon. (1938)
pp. 459-464, Management and the Worker, by F. J. Roethlisberger and William J.
Dickson. Review author: Dennis W. Organ. (1939) BkRev.
Adam, Clive, 1974, “Book Review of Hospital Organization by Ralph Rowbottom and others,”
British Medical Bulletin, London, UK, Sept., 30(3):285. An interim report on the changes at
NHS by the BIOSS staff responsible for writing the “grey book.” in 1972. The current book
concentrates on purely organizational issues. (The parts of the grey book that upset or confused
people most were by McKinsey & Co., not by Jaques or BIOSS.) That said, this is a very
difficult book to read. In the end, it has been overtaken by events. Mixt. In Percls in NY
Academy of Medicine, 103rd & 5th Ave. BkRev. A.
Ahern, Eileen, 1953, “Book Review of The Changing Culture of a Factory by Elliott Jaques,”
Industrial and Labor Relations Review, October, 7(1):151-153. Book contains five case studies
on change. It took three years for major changes to come about. (See King 1997 PhD: three
years for major changes.) BkRev. A.
Aitken, Robert, 1973, "Book Review “Action Research” and Health Service Reorganization," by
Rowbottom, British Medical Journal, BMJ Publ. Group, 3 March 1973, London, UK, 1:558.
BMJ 1973; 1 doi: 10.1136/bmj.1.5852.558. Communication and participation must be speeded
up if they are going to be impactful. Cite this as: BMJ 1973; 1:558. # BkRev. A.
Allcorn, D. H., 1951, “Book Review: The Changing Culture of a Factory: A Study of Authority
and Participation in an Industrial Setting,” British Journal of Industrial Medicine, London, UK,
1951, 8:306-308. A very positive review. BkRev.
Allen, Dennis, 1971, “Book Review of The Organisation of a Social Service Department - A
Blue-Print by Maurice Kogan and James Terry,” British Journal of Social Work, BASW,
London, UK, 1(1):127-128. This short book, based on Jaques and Brown, was addressed to the
needs of committee chairmen, directors, administrators and social workers. In three parts: a
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general discussion of policies and organization; plans developed by a Brunel team in Southwark
and; a series of clear role descriptions. Kogan was at Brunel. Terry was Director of Social
Services, Kingston-on-Thames. A very practical and valuable book. The “blue-print” was
general only. BkRev.
Allen, V. L., 1962, “Book Review of Efficiency and Effort by Wilhelm Baldamus,” The
Sociological Review, U. Keele, Keele, UK, March 1962, 10(1):100-101. A very positive review.
“Industrial production ... as a system of administrative controls which regulate quantity, quality,
and distribution of human effort.” Baldamus found two forms of managerial control: “equity and
effort.” At U. Leeds. BkRev. A.
Angrist, Stanley W., 1995, “Profit Strategies From the East and Beyond [Book Review of The
Knowledge-Creating Company by Nonaka and Takeuchi],” in The Wall Street Journal, New
York, NY, June 14. “Their book is either one of the seminal treatises of the late 20th century or a
jargon-filled work that only a few people will understand.” “Knowledge creation occurs through
setting goals far beyond current capabilities ...while front line employees look at reality.” The
gap is narrowed by mediating middle managers “who are disappearing in the West as
organizations become ‘lean and mean.’ This does not bode well for Western companies as the
21st century dawns.” (The authors credited Jaques 1979 with the key idea. But the contribution
of Jaques and Brown to Japanese thinking may have been much earlier and much deeper.)
BkRev.
Anonymous, 1951, "Book Review of The Changing Culture of a Factory by Elliott Jaques,”
Plain View, Ethical Union, London, UK, Nov., 6(3):160. [Political Science/ Philosophy]
BkRev.
Anonymous [Unknown], 1957, “Book Review of Measurement of Responsibility: A Study of
Work, Payment and Individual Capacity. By Eliot Jaques. Pub.: Tavistock (1956),” Australian
Journal of Public Administration, Sydney, AU, Dec. 1957, 16(4):268-272. NYPL & CUNY
only since 1976. NYU Bobst Main Collection JA26 .P8 v.24 (1965) [earliest issue in NYC].
Not seen. BkRev.
Anonymous, 1958, “Book Review of ‘Time-Span of Discretion in Job Analysis’ by J. M. M.
Hill,” Nature, London, UK, Oct. 11, 1958, 182(4641):998-999. (This reviewed item was a 1957
pamphlet and an article in Human Relations, 9(3), 1958.) Reviewer noted this study was an 18month replication at Glacier Metal Company of Jaques’ 1956 theory of TSD. Three examples
were presented. How TSD was elicited and jobs reviewed. The next step was a correlation of
TSD with salary, and with organizational design. (See Part I of the Annotated Bibliography for
charts showing exactly that.) BkRev. A.
Anonymous, 1963, “Book Review of Organizational Change by Robert Guest,” Industrial
Welfare, Journal of the Industrial Welfare Society, (aka I.W.S. Journal), London, UK, Feb. 1963,
45:41. “The change of managers [was] solely responsible for the plant’s astonishing recovery.”
Skeptical that such a decisive result could be attained with one change. A mixt review for that
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reason only. BkRev.
Anonymous, 1963, “Book Review of Piecework Abandoned by Wilfred Brown,” Industrial
Welfare, Journal of the Industrial Welfare Society, (aka I.W.S. Journal), London, UK, Feb. 1963,
45:42. Piecework at Glacier Metal was abandoned 14 years earlier. Other approaches were tried
in the meantime. Piecework abdicates the manager’s accountability for results. Positive review.
BkRev.
Anonymous, 1963, “Book Review of Piecework Abandoned by Wilfred Brown,” The
Accountants Digest, Burlington, VT, June, 28(4):252. Not seen. BkRev.
Anonymous, 1965, “Book Review of Glacier Project Papers by Wilfred Brown and Elliott
Jaques,” New Statesman, Statesman and Nation Publishing, London, UK, n.s.:70
(1965:July/Dec.), p. 366. Not seen. BkRev.
Anonymous, 1966, “Book Review of The Time-Span of Discretion Theory: An Appraisal by
Alan Fox,” in Journal of the Royal Institute of Public Administration, London, UK, Winter,
44:102. [A short review of an appraisal.] BkRev.
Anonymous, 1971, “Book Review: Organization by Wilfred Brown,” in Times Literary
Supplement (TLS), Dec. 17, p. 1576. BkRev.
Anonymous, 1973, “Book Review of The Earnings Conflict by Wilfred Brown,” in Times
Literary Supplement (TLS), March 16, p. 300. BkRev.
Anonymous, 1973, “Book Review of The Earnings Conflict by Wilfred Brown,” in Journal of
the Royal Institute of Public Administration, London, UK, Autumn, 51(3):350. ? BkRev.
Anonymous, 1976, “Psychoanalysis of Creative Genius” [see Johanson, E., 1975]. ~
Anonymous, 1976, “Book Review of A General Theory of Bureaucracy,” in The Economist,
Dec. 4, 261:158. The praise of the book here is over the top, the best since Max Weber. BkRev.
Anonymous (?), 1989, “Book Review of Requisite Organization: The CEO's Guide to Creative
Structure and Leadership” Leadership & Organization Development Journal, 0143-7739, Wntr
1989, 10(1):VI (2 pages). Not seen. BkRev.
Anonymous, 1997, “Instant Coffee as Management Theory [Book Reviews of Management
Redeemed by Hilmer and Donaldson, and of Heads You Win by Quinn Spitzer and Ron Evans],”
in The Economist, January 25, p. 57. An overdose of “instant coffee” makes managers and firms
sick. Claims the Hilmer and Donaldson recommendations are not clear (I disagree here).
However, fads cause the “outsourcing of critical thought” and the potential for vast chaos.
Spitzer and Evans point to the Kepner-Tregoe model of “The Rational Manager” (1965).
BkRev.
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Anonymous, 1997, “Book Reviews of Requisite Organization, 2nd edn., and Executive
Leadership,” on-line at change-management-monitor.com. Accessed 8/20/2003. This reviewer
failed to penetrate beyond his/her own superficial reaction to Jaques, confused Jaques with
Taylorist command and control, yet thought R.O. was “a deeply flawed masterpiece.” Faulted
the strata for not being “nested systems,” while failing to notice they follow Ashby’s law of
requisite variety. Preferred Karl Erik Sveiby 1997 book, while failing to note the importance of
Jaques to Nonaka’s knowledge-creating organization. [A typical alchemist.] BkRev.
Anonymous, 2007, “Be firm, be flexible,” Economist [00130613], 7/14/2007, 384(8537). A
positive book review of Michael Raynor's 2007 book, The Strategy Paradox. BkRev.
Ansoff, Igor H., 1968, “BkRev: Decision and Control by Stafford Beer,” Journal of Business, U.
Chicago Press, Oct68, 41(4):510-514. A very positive review of this book. Found the first part a
bit technical. An intro to OR and systems thinking. At Carnegie-Mellon U. # BkRev.
Armitage, Kenneth, 1999, “Book Review: Essence of Leadership”, The British Journal of
Administrative Management, ProQuest, UK, Sep/Oct 1999, pg. 29. Part 1 of this book by the
Kakabadses deals with transaction skills, which occupy 75-80% of the manager’s time. Part 2 is
on transformational skills, and women’s and ethical issues. Found the book was ‘thoughtful and
very useful’ but he got ‘bogged down’ in its sheer volume at 486 pages. BkRev.
Aronson, Randi, 1977, “In Brief ... Book Notes Incentive Systems Wage and Salary
Administration,” Compensation Review, New York, NY, 2nd Qtr 1977, 9(2):76-80. Includes
positive review of Jerry Gray's 1976 book, among several other books. BkRev.
Ashkanasy, Neal M., 2005, “Two Book Reviews of Trust and Distrust in Organizations:
Dilemmas and Approaches (Kramer, Roderick M., and Karen S. Cook, eds., 2004) and Distrust
(Hardin, Russell, ed., 2004),” Personnel Psychology, Durham, NC, Summer 2005, 58(2):521526 (6 pages). Very positive reviews of both books. A focus on the paradox of increasing
formal control reduces trust and efficiency. Chapter 13 of the first (by Robinson, Dirks and
Ozcelik) (??-??-??) was linked to Affective Events Theory (AET: Weiss and Cropanzano
1996). In the second book the reviewer found two excellent definitions of trust. In Ch. 2 (by
Welch Larson) “to trust is to give discretion to another who is free to betray the faith placed in
him or her.” In Ch. 10 (by Radaev) “the belief that other agents will act in a predictable way
without special sanctions.” (It would seem the rest of the world is finally catching up to Alan
Fox.) In Clio Biz Lib. See these 2 books. Are both still in? BkRev.
Avison, William R., 1984, “Book Review of Form of Time by Elliott Jaques,” Canadian Journal
of Sociology / Cahiers canadiens de sociologie, Edmonton, AB, Summer, 9(3):363-364. A pan
of Jaques’ “dense” language. He has “a most lamentable style”. Reviewer, at UWO, got nothing
from the book. BkRev.
Bailey, Janis, 2005, "Hard Ground: Unions in the Pilbara - Bradon Ellem", International Journal
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of Employment Studies, U. Western Sydney, NSW, AU, Oct., 13(2):129. [Not 2006.] This 2004
book is backed by solid scholarship. Tells a tale of IR in AU that is not simple. # BkRev.
Bailey, Norman W., 1965, “Piecework Abandoned (Book Review) [by Wilfred Brown],”
Occupational Psychology, London, UK, Apr65, 39(2):162-163. Reprised the objections to
Brown’s book by managers and consultants and showed them to be poppycock. Piecework, as
Brown claimed, produced loss of control. “Production is determined by the net inputs of
management yet operators are treated and paid as if they, and they alone, controlled output.”
Brown was using social science as a research tool. Bravo! However, this will be a tough book
to apply. To get Glacier-type results requires wide changes to motivation, control and social
engineering. City Pers. BkRev.
Balchin, Nigel, 1951, “Book Review: The Changing Culture of a Factory,” in The Spectator,
London, UK, July 27, 187(6422):133-134. Bringing democracy to work is difficult. BkRev.
Baldamus, W., 1966, “Book Review of Alienation and Freedom by Robert Blauner,” British
Journal of Industrial Relations, London School of Economics, London, UK, Nov., 4(3):421-422.
Baldamus felt Blauner’s conclusions were founded on inadequate theory that was too simple for
its purpose. [Baldamus was snooty and dead wrong. Blauner clearly established the link
between the denial of discretion and alienation across four industries and work processes.]
BkRev. A.
Bates, Erica, 1974, “BkRev: Hospital Organisation by R. W. Rowbottom,” Social Science and
Medicine, Pergamon Press, UK, 8:214. Irritated by the book. It was too long and should have
been condensed to two articles. Even so, its method was quite effective. Differential pay rates
were omitted from the discussion. At UNSW, AU. # BkRev.
Battersby, A., 1963, “Book Review: A guide to operational research by Eric Duckworth,”
Operational Research Quarterly, [ORQ], Operational Research Society, Pergamon Press,
Oxford, UK, NY, June 1963, 14(2):225-226. Very positive. The simple explanations,
recommended for students, teachers, and professionals. Chapter 3 (p. 115-120) is: “on the
organization of operational research [and]… derives from the experiments in management at
Glacier Metal.” BkRev. A.
Becket, Michael, 1991, “Business Books: Elusive Qualities of Leadership [Review of Executive
Leadership],” The Daily Telegraph, London, UK, November 11, 1991, p. 29. Very negative.
BkRev.
Bell, Gerald D., 1973, “Book Review of Leadership and Exchange in Formal Organizations by
T. Owen Jacobs [1970],” Contemporary Sociology, January, 2(1):55. A very positive review.
BkRev.
Belzak, Steve, 2007, “Book Review: Dan Coffey The Myth of Japanese Efficiency: The Car
Industry in a Globalising Age, Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2006, £53.96 hbk. 202 p. ISBN: 13-
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978-1-84542-041-3-,” Work, Employment and Society, UK, 21(4):816. On Toyota and Ohno and
Womack: All bunk. [Quite correct.] At U. of Wales Institute, Cardiff, Wales, UK. # BkRev.
Benders, Jos, 1995, “Book Review: The Paradigm that Changed the Work Place, Frans M.
Eijnatten, 1993,” Economic and Industrial Democracy, Sage, UK/US, Feb., 16(1):147-151. A
history of STS with praise for Tavistock. A ‘personal’ view. Mixt review. Clio Offsite
HD5650 .E24. SIBL JLK 86-120. BkRev.
Berkowitz, Leonard, 2005, “Book Review: of Innovation and Its Discontents: How Our Broken
Patent System Is Endangering Innovation and Progress and What To Do About It by Adam B.
Jaffe and Josh Lerner,” Research Technology Management, Industrial Research Institute,
Arlington, VA, Mar/Apr 2005, 48(2):63. A short, readable critique of the U.S. patent system. In
Berkeley Heights, NJ. Very important book. Legal. Law. Lberkowi@aol.com BkRev.
Billis, David, Dr., 1990, “BkRev: Between Profit and the State by Alan Ware,” European
Sociological Review, Sept. 1990, 6(2):192-194. Billis was equivocal toward the book and felt
the voluntary sector might be evaluated by Ware in a somewhat more balanced fashion with less
extreme expression if Ware had more practical experience in the sector. Billis at London School
of Economics. Online at JSTOR. # BkRev.
Billis, David, 1992, “Reviews – Organising Public Social Services by Linda Challis,”
Journal of Social Policy, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, Oct. 1992, 21(4);574. Billis
looked at social services, policy making, and organizational structure. Book Review –
Favorable. See Challis Bk Rev 1994. BkRev. A.
Billis, David, 2008, Bk Rev: “People Systems’ and the Achievement of Policy Purposes,” Public
Administration Review, Platinum Periodicals, Washington, DC , Nov/Dec 2008, 68(6):11611165. ISSN: 0033-3352. DOI: 10.1111/j.1540-6210.2008.00966.x. Bk Rev of Systems
Leadership: Creating Positive Organisations, by Ian Macdonald, Catherine Burke, and Karl
Stewart. The book covers leadership, public administration, human resource management, and
performance evaluation. This book provides a means to close the gap that exists between the
two 'tribes' in the public sector – the academics and the practitioners/ managers. Unlike Jaques
and these authors Billis thought there was a legitimate distinction among the three sectors:
private, public, and voluntary. Since modern managements are going backwards this book is
much needed. Favorable. Cited Jaques 1976; Olsen 2005; Perry & Rainey 1988; Caiden 2007.
# BkRev.
Blau, Peter M., 1978, “Book Review: A General Theory of Bureaucracy by Elliott Jaques,” in
Sociology and Social Research, University of Southern California, University Park, Los Angeles,
CA, 90007, Jan., 62(2):287-290. Blau was professor of sociology at Columbia University. An
excellent precis of the book and the theory. However, Blau disagreed with its assumptions of
innate differences among people and saw little evidence backing Jaques’ assertions. He disliked
the structure and powers of the works council. Jaques simply failed to convince him. BkRev.
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Blumberg, Melvin, 1995, “Book Review of Making Work Systems Better: A Practitioner's
Reflections by Luc Hoebeke,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, Wiley, Nov., 16(6):708-709.
Noted the centrality of Jaques and others to this consultant’s book. A very, very positive review.
BkRev.
Boaden, Noel, 1979, “Bk Rev: R. G. S. Brown, Reorganising the National Health Service: A
Case Study of Administrative Change, Martin Robertson, Oxford, 1979,” Journal of Social
Policy, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, Oct 1979, 8(4):570-571. A meticulous case study
showing the need to implement changes piecemeal. The draconian changes to NHS in 1974
were not all that successful. (Brown died so this was his last work.) BkRev. A.
Bolton, Brian, 1977, “Book Review of A General Theory of Bureaucracy,” in Personnel
Psychology, Columbus, OH and Durham, NC, Summer, 30(2):283-285. Very positive. BkRev.
Bolton, Brian, 1979, “Bk Rev of Matrix Management: A Cross-functional Approach to
Organisation, ed. by Kenneth Knight,” Personnel Psychology, USA, Summer79, 32(2):405-407.
(AN 6268114) A positive review. Jaques' theory was the topic of these essays. BkRev. A.
Bostock, Christopher I., 1965, “Book Review of Product Analysis Pricing by Wilfred Brown and
Elliott Jaques,” Accountancy, The Journal of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales, London, UK, Jan.1965, 76(857):34, 3/4p. Title is MISSPELLED as “Produce” (sic).
This book is a challenge to cost accounting. A cautiously positive review. BkRev.
Bostock, Christopher I., 1968, “Book Review of Progression Handbook by Elliott Jaques,”
Accountancy, The Journal of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales,
London, UK, Dec.1968, 79(904):893, 4/9p. This was a working handbook, not an exposition of
a theory. A very positive review. BkRev.
Boulding, Kenneth E., 1962, “An Economist’s View,” American Journal of Sociology, Jan.,
67(4): 458-461. A very witty and positive review of Homan’s book, Social Behavior: Its
Elementary Forms. He sees it as a theory combining economic exchange and psychology. But
here economic man has a learning curve – he learns. There are two other systems besides
exchange – threats and love. But Homans ignores them. See Davis for 1st of 2 critiques in AJS.
BkRev.
Boxer, Philip J., 1990, “Book Review of Requisite Organization by Elliott Jaques,” Management
Learning [formerly Management Education and Development], Sage, London, UK, Winter,
21(4):337-339. Compared Jaques’ nested MRUs to James Gleick’s “self-similarity” across scale
- endless pyramids on pyramids. This produces a “particular effect on the observer”: the
observer can not get inside the system - or outside it. “Jaques sets high standards by which to be
judged. What he has achieved is a milestone in the understanding of organization. But I think
Jaques has developed an explanation of what he has learnt from his 40 years’ experience, and left
his own position out of it.” (Jaques had crossed the line from soft to hard science.) Also online.
BkRev.
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Bracken, David W., 2007, “Bk Rev Snakes in Suits, by Babiak, Paul, and Robert D. Hare,”
Personnel Psychology, APA, Spring, 60(1):257-260. If psychopaths, who delight in the
suffering of others and ruining their lives, are attracted to money and power, then what are we
(that is, the HR department and the Board) doing to identify them and weed them out? Little or
nothing in business. If psychopaths make up 1% of the population, they may take up 10% of the
workplace. The destruction is trust. The method is deception. (Psychopaths take apart systems.
Does this sound familiar after the financial meltdown of 2008-09?) BkRev.
Bradley, Michael E., 1972, “Fair Pay and Work (Book Review),” Monthly Labor Review, US,
Apr72, 95(4):67-68. Bradley was professor of economics at UMD. A positive review. BkRev.
Brech, E. F. L., 1952, “Bk Rev of The Changing Culture of a Factory by Elliott Jaques,” Nature,
London, UK, Jan. 19, 169(4290):85-86. Titled: ‘Dynamics of co-operation.’ Akin to the
Hawthorn experiments. “In the Glacier project the main revelation is the inherently human
character of co-operation.” This book is a “valuable guiding-hand in our blindness.” Very
positive. BkRev. A.
Brech, E. F. L., 1955, “Bk Rev of Mental Health and Human Relations in Industry edited by T.
M. Ling,” Nature, London, UK, May 21, 175:872. Titled: ‘The Pathology of co-operation in
industry.’ (Contrasted section title with that of Bk Rev by Brech of Jaques’ 1951 book.) This
book is a worthy successor to the Jaques’ 1951 book. Chapter 4, on aggression in industry, is
probably a pioneer. (Writer’s name omitted. FIND.) Offers a lot to the practicing manager.
Ignorance produces blundering commands that send more than ‘the 600' into the industrial valley
of death. Dis not see book. NYPL Hum Offsite. Psych. Clio Offsite HD4904 .L52 or .L64
1955. Not in CUNY. BkRev. A.
Brook, A., 1971, “Book review: Work, Creativity and Social Justice,” British Journal of
Industrial Medicine, London, UK, 1971, 28:313-314. Positive review. BkRev.
Brown, E. Henry Phelps, 1952, “Book Review of The Changing Culture of a Factory by Elliott
Jaques,” Economica, LSE, London, UK, November, New Series: 19(76):437-439. Noted Jaques’
confidential relationship with the Works Council and Jaques’ role to help members realize the
underlying feelings that impeded their work in overcoming problems or “working through.”
BkRev. A.
Brown, E. Henry Phelps, 1963, “Book Review of Piecework Abandoned by Wilfred Brown,”
Economica, LSE, London, UK, November, 30(120):429-431. Noted that several firms had
moved to time rates away from piece rates, among them Vauxhall, Unilever, Perkins of
Peterborough, and Glacier Metal. “Misses discussion” of Behrend’s recognition of two possible
norms of a fair day’s work, on time rate and piece rate in1961. Clearly, W. Brown was unaware
of Behrend even though Behrend was aware of Glacier - and may well have conducted part of
her studies on Glacier. H. P. Brown noted the Glacier supervisor provided a sanction to ensure
compliance. (H. P. Brown was naive about piece rates and pace setting. There is very very very
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little ‘autonomy’ under piece-rates. The time and motion man sets the pace, methods, and the
pay rate. Forget the descriptions about setting rates at the ‘average’ worker. This NEVER
happened. This is the pure DRIVE method. Get real.) BkRev. A.
Brown, Richard, 1969, “Book Review of Is Scientific Management Possible? By Joe Kelly,”
Sociology, The Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK, 3(2):273. Positive.
The task orientation at Glacier made it a highly bureaucratic organization in Max Weber’s terms.
[Parsons.] BkRev. A.
Brown, R. G. S., 1976, “Bk Rev NHS Reorganization by Keith Barnard and Kenneth Lee (eds.),”
Journal of Social Policy (JSP), Cambridge U. Press, UK, April, 5(2):209-210. A very positive
review of this conference transcript of academics from 1974, on the eve of the reorganization of
the NHS. “Most of the writers were fairly optimistic. … They could not have foreseen the
political, administrative and economic pressures which have since produced a combination of
irrationality at the center and powerless frustration at the periphery.” They probably should have
guessed “the complexity of the new machinery, which tries to accommodate the divergent
philosophies about accountability, strategic direction and professional and consumer
participation within the same structure, would prove self-defeating.” BkRev. A.
Brown, Wilfred, 1977, “Book Review of Job Reform in Sweden, by Swedish Employers’
Confederation, edited and translated by David Jenkins,” British Journal of Industrial Relations,
Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics, London, UK, 15(3):427-428. Very
positive review. This solid book dispels the misleading claims by others (STS) about these work
group innovations, job re-design, new supervisory roles, participation, and payment by results.
Removal of supervisors did not remove their work. TSD was simply lengthened, closing much
of the gap between level of work and individual capacity. Product groups (cells) were more
efficient and satisfying. Data from 500 firms including: Volvo, Saab-Scania, Kockums,
Husguarna. An important book to counter the myths. See Dayal 1970 CMR article for India.
See Blackler and Brown 1980 on Shell UK. See Rankin 1990 for Shell Canada. See Jenkins
1977 for Volvo. BkRev.
Brown, Wilfred, 1980, “Book Review of The Judge by Patrick Lord Devlin,” Management
Today, London, UK, Feb., p. 19-22. Brown recommended this book as an education in the legal
process for senior managers, especially on arbitration clauses in contracts. Found Devlin’s
disagreements with other English judges refreshing and illuminating. Here the Lord Baron of
Machrihanish seemed to favor Scottish approaches to the law. Ever so. BkRev.
Brownell, Judi, 1989, "Bk Rev: How to Talk so People Listen by Sonya Hamlin," Academy of
Management Executive (08963789), US, May 1989, 3(2):151-152. Positive review. # Misc.
BkRev.
Bruce, Willa M., 1992, “Ethics and Administration” [Book review of The Responsible
Administrator: An Approach to Ethics for the Administrative Role by Terry L. Cooper], Public
Administration Review, Jan.-Feb., 52(1):81-83. Chapter 6 contains a full description of requisite
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organization as a structural prerequisite for ethical behavior by public administrators. Bruce
misconstrued so much of the book that Cooper responded:
Cooper, Terry L., 1992, “Author's Response,” Public Administration Review, May - June,
52(3):311-313. And Bruce replied:
Bruce, Willa M., 1992, “Rejoinder to Terry Cooper's Response to the Review of The
Responsible Administrator: An Approach to Ethics for the Administrative Role,” Public
Administration Review, May - Jun., 52(3):313-314. A needless squabble. BkRev.
Bryant, R. J. S., 1979, “Bk Rev Health Services by Elliott Jaques,” Physiotherapy, Chartered
Society of Physiotherapy, London, UK, Jan. 1979, 65(1):30. [Bryant LLB, ACIS, FHA.] A
positive review of this “important contribution”. HSORU at Brunel began in 1966 and is funded
through 1984, so this book is a mid-term report. Physiotherapy features prominently in it.
Jaques agreed: “’Personal doctoring’ may be incompatible with the structures through which it is
provided.” Employee participation and the organization of the NHS are covered in it. BkRev.
Bucklow, Maxine, 1972, “Book Review of Work, Creativity and Social Justice,” The Journal of
Industrial Relations, Industrial Relations Society of Australia, Sydney, NSW, Australia, March,
14(1):90. BkRev.
Burawoy, Michael, 1976, “Book Review of Beyond Contract: Work, Power and Trust Relations
by Alan Fox,” in American Journal of Sociology, July, 82(1):239-242. Fox used some of Jaques
ideas, including discretion. Fox left many pressing issues around trust unresolved. BkRev. A.
Burke, Catherine G., 1984, “Book Review of Holding Government Bureaucracies Accountable
by Bernard Rosen (1982),” in Public Administration Review, March-April, Washington, DC,
44:182. The author does not include the literature on accountability (Jaques). BkRev.
Burke, Edward J., 1976, “Book Review: Organization By Lord Wilfred Brown”, ($15.50 (hard
cover); $2.75 (Penguin Ed.), Journal of Industrial Relations, AU, 18:301-303. “Should be
required reading.” Very positive review. At U. Newcastle. BkRev. A.
Burke, W. Warner, 1977, “Review of first issue of Journal of Personality and Social Systems,”
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, 1977, 13:574-576. The first issue of this journal had an
article by Adam Tom Kohler. Burke did not name its title. Burke reviewed both positively. The
new journal was issued by the A.K. Rice institute. # BkRev.
Butrym, Zofia, 1974, “Bk Rev The Changing National Health Service by R. G. S. Brown,”
British Journal of Social Work, BASW, Academic Press, London, UK, Winter, 4(4):494-495.
The book lacks a comparative analysis from sociological and psychological aspects. Author
makes only passing references to social workers. A clearer recognition of the distinction
between social administration and social work, rather than its denial, would likely be much
better. Generally, a positive review. At LSE, UK. BkRev. A.
Bushell, Don, Jr., 1970, “Review of The Teaching-Learning Paradox: A Comparative Analysis
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of College Teaching Methods,” Social Forces, US, Mar. 1970, 48(3):438-439. Book by Robert
Dubin and Thomas C. Taveggia. Lectures vs. discussions. Small groups vs. mass lectures.
Based on test results. “There are no differences that amount to anything,” p. 8. # BkRev.
Byrne, Noel T., 1983, “The Dilatory Emergent: Toward a Sociology of Time, “ [Review of The
Form of Time by Elliott Jaques], in Contemporary Sociology, Nov., 12(6):608-609; also in
American Journal of Sociology, 1984, July, 90(1):233-234. A joint review with Robert H
Lauer’s “Temporal Man.” Both works were “significant” and should be read. See Rosen 1956
re a sociology of time. BkRev.
Byrnes, Joseph F., 1984, "Bk Rev 'Costing Human Resources: The Financial Impact of Behavior
in Organizations,' Wayne F. Cascio," Academy of Management Review, US, Apr1984, 9(2):370371. 2p. DOI: 10.5465/AMR.1984.4277738. ISSN: 0363-7425. Interesting. At Bentley
College, Waltham, Mass. # Misc. BkRev. A.
Caiden, Gerald, 2007, “A Handbook for Whom?” Public Administration Review, Washington,
DC, Mar-Apr, 67(2):351-355. Bk Rev of The Oxford Handbook of Public Management, by
Ewan Ferlie, Laurence E. Lynn, Jr., and Christopher Pollitt. Academics have had only a limited
impact on public management because they have been unwilling to get their hands dirty.
Consultants have had a greater impact on private management – and on the public as well.
Academics seem unwilling to translate their theories into practical “everyday advice” useful to
managers. Book Review – Favorable. Cited in Billis book review 2008. See Marsland 1983.
BkRev.
Campbell, John P., 1970, "Bk Rev Is Scientific Management Possible?," Administrative Science
Quarterly, US, March 1970, 15(1):125-126. Critical of organization of the book. BkRev. A.
Campbell, John P., 1971, “Book Review of Developing Organization: Diagnosis and Action by
Paul R. Lawrence and Jay W. Lorsch (1969),” Administrative Science Quarterly, Organizational
Leadership, March, 16(1):133-137. Negative review, particularly about the sketchy explanation
of how the analysis and change operations are carried out. BkRev.
Cantor, Nathaniel, 1957, “Book Review of Measurement of Responsibility by Elliott Jaques,”
Industrial and Labor Relations Review, April, 10(3):475-476. A well-written and accurate
summary of the main points of the book! BkRev. A.
Carnegie, Sir Roderick, 2002, “Book Review of Social Power and the CEO,” Bookstore+,
Australian Financial Review (http://boss.afr.com.au), 12 July 2002 (September in BOSS
Magazine). A book review, perhaps in response to Helen Trinca’s AFR article of April 15, 2002.
See Jaques (6/14/02) and Koplowitz (5/1/02) AFR articles also. Praise from the former CEO of
the Australian firm, Comalco, which was the model for Jaques’ book, Requisite Organization.
He breathed it, lived it, and won by using it. BkRev.
Carter, Colin, 1998, “Book Review of Management Redeemed by Frederick G. Hilmer and Lex
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Donaldson,” Australian Journal of Management, AGSM, UNSW, Sydney, Australia, June,
23(1):131-134. Very positive review of the book and trashing of management fads and gurus.
Was irritated by some of the aggressive statements and less than fully supported assertions.
BkRev.
Challis, Linda, 1994, “Reviews – Organising Public and Voluntary Agencies by David Billis,”
Journal of Social Policy, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, Jan. 1994, 23(1):130. Book
Review – Favorable. See Billis Bk Rev 1992. BkRev. A.
Chambers, E. G., 1956, “Bk Rev of Measurement of Responsibility - Jaques, E.,” Sociological
Review, University of Keele, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Dec56, 4(2):275-276. Liked the depth of
Jaques' work and its possibilities. Reviewer was a Professor at Cambridge. BkRev.
Chesler, David J., 1963, “Elliott Jaques on the Equitable Society: A Critical Review,” DTIC/
NTIS, Corporate Author: System Development Corp., Santa Monica, CA, 25 pages. Report
Date: 14 Oct 1963. Accession Number: AD0425528. Review of theory. Abstract on DTIC
website. This report describes Elliott Jaques' approach to job evaluation; reviews two of Jaques'
major works, Measurement of Responsibility and Equitable Payment. Based on Jaques'
experience in a London engineering factory as a member of a research team from the Tavistock
Institute of Human Relations. (You mean NTIS pays people to read books and write long,
obvious reports? How did I miss this job?) Not in Clio, CUNY, NYPL, NTIS. Not seen.
BkRev.
Child, John, 1977, “Book Review of General Theory of Bureaucracy by Elliott Jaques,” British
Journal of Industrial Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics, London,
UK, 15(2):298-299. (Included books by A. Bowey and B. Lussato.) Child describes Jaques as
having “blinkered managerialism.” “This, and the tendency to assertion with little backing of
evidence (few studies of bureaucracy are actually drawn upon), detract from what is otherwise a
challenging contribution.” [This last is true.] A very mixt review. But Child also drags in
MaoTse-Tung and the Cultural Revolution. [What kind of non-sequitur armchair speculation is
this? See Li and White books.] # BkRev. A.
Child, John, 1977, “Book Review of The Glacier Project: Concepts and Critiques edited by
Jerry L. Gray,” British Journal of Industrial Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of
Economics, London, UK, 15(3):426-427. Child praised the book and raised several important
questions. A major barrier to acceptance in Britain was Jaques’ proposal to bureaucratically
administer the determination of roles, pay, etc. [Not addressed in this book due to the AngloNorth American gap.] Validity was not the key issue. But much of the theory was concerned
with strengthening authority and executive roles. Child reveals his bias, saying that nowhere
does Jaques state who sets the TSD of a role. (The manager does.) Jaques’ NHS intervention
was seen in Britain as generating an excess of bureaucracy. Were the Glacier ideas culturally
and socially acceptable? [Important comments.] BkRev.
Church, Michael, 1993, “Bk Rev Motivation and Work Behavior R. J. Steers and L. W. Porter,”
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Long Range Planning, Elsevier, USA, February 1993, 26(1):143. “Managers interested in the
answer to such questions [as asked in this book] might be surprised to find that the most
penetrating theoretical analysis of work and organizations was published over 15 years ago, by
Elliott Jaques (A General Theory of Bureaucracy).” Church also cited Gillian Stamp, S. Beer
1979, and Locke and Latham. BkRev. A.
Clegg, H. A., 1973, “Book Review of The Earnings Conflict by Wilfred Brown,” in The
Economic Journal, Royal Economic Society, London, UK, Sept., 83(331):924-926. A cute pan
and a gross misreading. BkRev.
Collins, Orvis, 1952, “Book Review of The Changing Culture of a Factory,” in American
Sociological Review, Dec., 17(6):794-795. These researchers have gotten all the groups to
sponsor their intervention. But they have shifted the traditional social science focus from the
worker and the work group “at the very periphery of the power structure” to the managerial
hierarchy. A positive review. At U. Washington. # BkRev.
Concellos, Terrie, Maritza Rodriguez Farr, Jennifer Lopez, Peggy Price, and Maria Gardner,
2008, "Accountability Leadership," Administration in Social Work, Taylor & Francis, Abington,
Oxon, UK, 2008, 32(2):134-136. Reviewed book by Jerry Kraines. Considered parts could be
well applied. But in the public sector resources needed by a function may be limited by fiscal
realities. Conversely, in government, mandates and litigation outcomes must be addressed
regardless of resource availability. The public sector cannot make a decision to stop growing or
to limit the services it will provide due to lack of resources. Business organizations can. All
authors/ reviewers were in Cal. Social Work organizations. # BkRev.
Cooney, Jane, 1997, “Book Review: Requisite Organization, Revised Second Edition, 1996,” in
Ivey Business Quarterly, UWO, London, ON, Spring, p. 79-80. A very positive review. BkRev.
Corina, John, 1976, “Book Review of Labour Input and the Theory of the Labour Market by
George Krimpas, British Journal of Industrial Relations, London, UK, July 1976, 14(2):241-242,
(AN 5404794). At St. Peter’s College, Oxford. Skeptical review yet praised Krimpas for
offering “interesting observations.” Corina got hung up on the impact of the TSD:FFP “kink” on
supply-demand equilibrium and found the theory “ambiguous.” Concluded, “Labor economists
are, nevertheless, indebted to Dr Krimpas for raising the right questions, even though the
answers have still to be provided from fundamental research.” Clio Offsite serials J. BkRev.
Coulbaut, C., 1974, “Book Review of the French translation of The Changing Culture of a
Factory by Elliott Jaques,” [Intervention et changement dans l'entreprise. (Traduit par Claude
Lingagne. Introd. de Jean Dubost.) Paris, Dunod, 1972, 300 pages.], Annales Psychologie
(Spelling?), 74(1):339-340. In French. Not seen. BkRev.
Crissy, William J. E., 1953, “Book Review of The changing culture of a factory by Elliott
Jaques,” Psychological Bulletin, APA, Jan. 1953, 50(1):66-67. “The study [CCF] exemplifies
social science at its best” for “both content and methodology.” Jaques headed a 13 member team
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from Tavistock (1948-1950). This is the report and he was awarded a PhD at Harvard for it.
The book is in three parts: the 50-year history of Glacier Metal; the case study, especially how
the team gained acceptance, and; the study of the interaction of social structure, the customary
way of working, and personality. A key was to clarify roles and the authority-responsibility
relationship linkage. In Psych Lib. At Queens, CUNY. Online. BkRev.
Crozier, Michel, 1961, “De L’Etude des ‘Relations Humaines’ a L’Etude des Systemes de
Pouvoir,” (Notes critiques), in Sociologie du Travail, Paris, FR, Jan-Mar, 1961(1):80-83. In
French. This is really a book review of three works, by Dorwin Cartwright 1959, by W. Lloyd
Warner and Norman Martin 1959, and by Melville Dalton 1960. The Warner and Martin book
was edited articles including Martin’s 1956 and Worthy’s 1959. Jaques was not mentioned and
Crozier was unaware of Martin’s close proximity to Jaques 1956. BkRev.
Dabscheck, Braham, 1997, "Bk Rev Strategic Choices by Pam Swain," Asia Pacific Journal of
Human Resources, Sage, AU, 1997, 35(1):103-105. DOI: 10.1177/103841119703500111. The
book was not well produced. 'No choice' and 'strategic choice' as theories are distinctly different
to him – having nothing to do with management IR actions or reality – only theory. An
'armchair' critique of the book and a negative, nitpicky review. Contrast with Fells 1995 positive
review. At UNSW. # BkRev.
Swain, Pam, 1998, "Associate Professor Dabscheck and Strategic Choices: A Reply," Asia
Pacific Journal of Human Resources, AU, Sage, March 1998, 35(3):118-120. A reply by
the author that Dabscheck did not understand her use of confidential company material
meant – legally – that she HAD to have the permission of the management of the firm to
publish her dissertation as a book. # BkRev.
Dabscheck, Braham, 1998, "Strategic Choices: A Rejoinder," Asia Pacific Journal of
Human Resources, AU, Sage, March 1998, 35(3):121-122. DOI:
10.1177/103841119803500312. Once again, Dabscheck accuses Swain of being beholden
to the companies. He then ties her to Loren Baritz' 1960 warning about hidden sell-outs and there were then plenty. (But she had made her relationship to the firms above-board to
the reader – and to Dabscheck – so ... Yadda, Yadda. Dabscheck is having fun pissing on
her parade and will not be interrupted.) # BkRev.
Dalton, Melville, 1952, “Book Review of The Changing Culture of a Factory,” in American
Journal of Sociology, Nov., 58(3):312. Positive. A record of a three-year effort at change. The
problems uncovered at Glacier were strikingly similar to those in US organizations. Criticisms
of American studies of human relations is not appropriate (focus on workers that served only
managerial ends). Formalism may have kept the investigators too far from individuals and
groups under study. Documented the growth of democratic participation. (See review below.)
BkRev. A.
Dalton, Melville, 1952, “Book Review of Principles of Human Relations: Applications to
Management, by Norman R. F. Maier,” American Sociological Review, December, 17(6):796-
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797. In an aside, Dalton, later at HBS, noted managers at Glacier had avoided delegating work
because subordinates interpreted this as being “authoritarian.” There are some difficulties with
“participation.” Noted Lewin’s group dynamics studies were on children. Cited Jaques 1951.
BkRev.
Davies, Adrian, 2006, “Book Review: Winning Jack and Suzy Welch,” Long Range Planning,
UK, Feb. 2006, 39(1):90-91. Book Review of Welch, Jack, and Suzy Welch, 2005, Winning,
Harper Collins, 372 p., £20.00. Jack has become ‘we’ and more mature. Positive. SIBL br
Non-Fiction 658.409 W. Clio Bus Course Resvs HF5386 .W384 2005. # BkRev.
Davies, Celia, 1975, “Book Reviews of Hospital Organization by Ralph Rowbottom, et al, and
Social Services Departments by the SSORU, BIOSS, Sociology, The Journal of the British
Sociological Association, London, UK, 9(1):137-139. A tough, close and critical review.
Castigated the critics of Glacier for a too cavalier dismissal of the theory-in-action, yet noted a
Berger and Luckman-style contamination of the social analysis performed. (Eh?) BkRev. A.
Davies, Peter N., 1993, “Suzuki Yoshitaka (ed): Japanese Yearbook on Business History, 1991
(Book Review)”, Business History, U. Liverpool, UK, 07/1993, 35(3):136-137. ISSN 0007-6791
Reviewed the book and mentioned Wada chapter positively. At U. Liverpool, UK. # BkRev.
Davis, A., 1979, “Book Review of Health Services, their nature and organization and the role of
patients, doctors and the health-professions by Elliott Jaques,” Social Science and Medicine,
Part C - Medical Economics, Elsevier, Oxford, UK, 13(4C):239. Not Seen. Title of journal not
clear. From ISI Web of Science. BkRev.
Davis, James A., 1962, “A Sociologist’s View,” American Journal of Sociology, Jan., 67(4):
454-458. Davis believes Homans has another theory buried inside this book, Social Behavior:
Its Elementary Forms. It has to be mined out by the reader but it is worth the effort. He is very
enthusiastic about the book, which he found very suggestive combining sociology and
psychology. See Boulding for 2nd of 2 critiques in AJS. BkRev.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1980, “Reform by Abstract Principle,” [Bk Rev Administrative Reforms for
Decentalized Development by A. P. Saxena, ed.], Economic and Political Weekly, India, Nov.
29, 1980, 15(48):M122-M126. Asians can finally learn about their own counties from other
Asians, not Westerners. Experts from seven countries met in New Delhi in 1979: Bangladesh,
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Thailand. But so far, these organizations
have had only a marginal impact. They can do better. Cited Jaques 1978. # BkRev.
Dayal, Ishwar, 1988, “Bk Rev: Effective Management, W. J. Reddin,” Vikalpa, IIM-Ahmedabad,
India, April-June, 13(2):82-85. A positive book review. One follower of Jaques regarding the
work of another. Reddin has 8 types of managers and 3 types of situations for his ‘3D’
development training. The measures for effectiveness must be output - not input. # BkRev.
De Grazia, Sebastian. 1976, “Book Review of Work, Creativity and Social Justice by Elliott
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Jaques,” in American Political Science Review, Dec., 70(4):1273-1276. A very negative review.
BkRev.
Deakin, Simon, 2006, "Bk Rev Pay without Performance: The Unfulfilled Promise of Executive
Compensation, by Lucian Bebchuk and Jesse Fried", British Journal of Industrial Relations,
London School of Economics, Wiley-Blackwell, UK-US, Mar2006, 44(1):157-158. 17p. ISSN:
00071080. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-8543.2006.00491.x. All evidence indicates that shareholders
are highly ineffective when it comes to controlling executive pay and to linking managerial pay
to performance. The move to shareholder value reduced the influence of organized labor and the
state, thus leaving management with lessened constraints. Authors recommend that we try
harder. A pan of these ideas: they haven't worked so far. See B&F 2010 article; Mitchell 2010
response. At U. Cambridge. # BkRev. A.
Della Valle, Michel, 1961, “Book Review of Exploration in Management by Wilfred Brown,”
(“Comptes rendus”) in Sociologie du Travail, Paris, FR, Avril, 1961(2):195-196. In French.
BkRev.
Diamond, Michael A., 1996, “Book Review of The Psychodynamics of Work and Organizations:
Theory and Application, by William M. Czander,” Administrative Science Quarterly, March,
41(1):184-186. Praised the book (q.v.). BkRev.
Doron, R., 1977, “Psychoanalysis of Creative Mind [Genius],” [see Johanson, E., 1975]. ~
Dougherty, Richard M., and Dougherty, Ann P., 1990, “The JAL guide to the professional
literature: Administration,” Journal of Academic Librarianship, May90, 16(2):111-2. A mildly
positive review of Jaques’ 1990 HBR article. Unaware of the PhDs and MA studies on library
administration and this theory. BkRev.
Downie, Bryan. 1975. “Book Review of Beyond Contract: Work, Power and Trust Relations by
Alan Fox,” in Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Ithaca, NY, Oct., 29:159-160. Fox used
some of Jaques ideas, including discretion. BkRev. A.
Dubin, Robert, 1961, “Book Review of Exploration in Management by Wilfred Brown,” in
Administrative Science Quarterly, Ithaca, NY, Dec., 6(3):375. Book focuses on organization
structure, policy, communications, specialization, hierarchical differentiation, and sources of
managerial authority. Rules and regulations free the individual to use initiative was an old
generalization of sociology and anthropology. The parts on governance parallel Barnard. “The
practical executive will benefit from the insights.” Book will influence O.T. Very positive.
BkRev.
Duckworth, W. E. (Walter Eric), 1965, “Book Review of Product Analysis Pricing by Wilfred
Brown and Elliott Jaques,” [“O.R.”] Operational Research Quarterly, Elsevier, Oxford, UK,
16(2):255-256. Very positive. Gave the ‘feel’ of a manager’s job. Attacked then-current cost
accounting theories. Value is placed on features for which the market will pay, not their costs.
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A key to marketing. Relevant to a job shop more than other types of operations. (See Rogers
1963) (See Kidder 2005, same as Eric Duckworth.) BkRev. A.
Dufty, Norman F., 1970, “Book Review: Form and Content in Industrial Democracy: By F. E.
Emery and E. Thorsrud,” Journal of Industrial Relations, AU, 12:398-399. Industrial democracy
must begin at the lowest level. (The opposite from Jaques' approach.) BkRev. A.
Dunnette, Marvin D., 1967, “Review: Work and Nature of Man by Frederick Herzberg,”
Administrative Science Quarterly, June, 12(1):170-173. Gray (1976 p. 418) felt Dunnette’s
critique of Herzberg’s research methods also held as a critique of Jaques’ methods. This review
articulates it in detail. The critique is that the results are due to the research methods and are not
inherent differences in the factors being measured. [Title: Work and the Nature of Man.]
BkRev.
The Economist, (See Anonymous, 1976). ~
Economist, 2013, "Capitalist Manifesto; India's economy," book review of 'Why Growth
Matters,' by Bhagwati, Jagdish, and Arvind Panagariya of Columbia U. A positive review. The
debate over the impact of liberalization vs distribution on the economy of India continues. The
academic counter-parties are Amartya Sen and co-author Jean Dreze who will come out with a
book later this year. Elections are next year. BkRev. ~
Ehrenberg, Ronald G., 1995, “Editor’s Introduction, Review Symposium: Myth and
Measurement: The New Economics of the Minimum Wage by Card, David, and Alan B.
Krueger,” Comments by Reviewers: Charles Brown; Richard B. Freeman; Daniel S.
Hamermesh; Paul Osterman; Finis R. Welch, Book Review, Industrial and Labor Relations
Review, US, July 1995, 48(4):827-828 and 828-849. Conservative critics attacked this book and
liberals supported it. One of the authors was Clinton’s chief labor economist. “If the authors’
analyses are correct, they have, perhaps unintentionally, presented a devastating critique both of
economic theory and of empirical research methods in economics.” [Political ideology precedes
data.] BkRev. A.
Eisold, Kenneth, 2000 ?, “Review of Unfree Associations: Inside Psychoanalytic Institutes by
Douglas Kirsner,” Free Associations, // Human Nature, Sheffield University, Sheffield, UK. (?)
BkRev.
Eldridge, J. E. T., 1975, “Book Review of Beyond Contract by Alan Fox,” Sociology, The
Journal of the British Sociological Association, London, UK, 9(1):158-159. Noted Fox started
with Jaques and took a position similar to Goldthorpe’s. Echoes of Durkheim and Hobhouse!
Very positive review. BkRev. A.
Eldridge, J. E. T., 1978, “Book Review of General Theory of Bureaucracy by Elliott Jaques,”
Journal of Social Policy, Journal of the Social Administration Association, Cambridge U. P.,
London, UK, and New York, NY, Oct., 7(4):500-502. Very skeptical and critical - unconvinced.
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Felt Jaques did not prove TSD. At U. Glasgow. BkRev. A.
Elton, Jeffrey, and Justin Roe, 1998, “Bringing Discipline to Project Management,” [Bk Rev
Critical Chain by Elihu Goldratt], Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, March, p. 76(2):153159. The parts – theory of constraints versus the whole. Positive review. BkRev.
Etzioni, Amitai, 1962, “Book Review of Exploration in Management by Wilfred Brown,” in
American Sociological Review, Feb., 27(1):102-103. Quite positive. Compared Brown’s book
with Chester Barnard’s classic. Both by thoughtful executives. Brown did not read Barnard.
BkRev.
Fadem, Joel, 1972, “Book Review of Work, Creativity and Social Justice by Elliott Jaques,”
Journal of Management Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, May, 9(2):239-242. Liked 2 of
the 14 chapters. Overall, felt the essays “reflect paradoxically both the intellectual richness and
naivete of psychoanalysis as a tool for systematic social change.” The concepts were developed
“in a sociological vacuum.” BkRev.
Fells, Ray, 1995, "Bk Rev: Strategic Choices: ... the Pilbara Iron Ore Industry, Pam Swain,"
Journal of Industrial Relations, Sage, Blackwell, UK, ISSN 0022-1856, 1995, 37(4):635-637.
doi: 10.1177/002218569503700410. Swain shows "how management in three firms approached
the challenge of regaining control of workplace industrial relations that the book is at its
strongest. She showed the failure of the pluralist notion of ’sharing control to regain it’." Even
within the Australian industrial relations system management had options to pursue, and in
pursuing them, alter the power of the unions and the government IRC commission. Hamersley
Iron (CRA) was the long-term planner. The Robe story was one of short-term planning. Mt.
Newman is held to be an example of 'no strategic choice.' Very positive about the value of the
book to the IR dialogue. Contrast with Dabscheck 1997 negative review. [NYPL SIBL JBL 94204 v 37(4)] CUNY GC, Htr Mn. # BkRev.
Fleenor, C. Patrick, 1984, “Book Review of Lost Managers, Supervisors in Industry and Society
by John Child and Bruce Partridge,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June, 29(2):296-298. A
mixed review that felt the book came to “relatively obvious conclusions.” BkRev.
Florence, P. Sargant, 1961, “Book Review of Exploration in Management by Wilfred Brown,”
Business History, Liverpool U. Press, Liverpool, UK, June, 3:121-122. A very positive review.
Called for the use of political science tools in the analysis of large commercial organizations (not
just the State) rather than the apparatus of market economics. Noted four systems at work and
some parallels with the ideas of Herbert A. Simon. Found the book “most refreshing in its
frequent quotations of simple illustrative cases.” Reviewer at U. Birmingham (UK). # BkRev.
Fogarty, Michael P., 1963, “Bk Rev: Contributions á l’étude de l’enterprise et de la distribution
des pouvoirs de … organization,” British Journal of Sociology, Mar1963, 14(1):94-95.
Reviewed the book by René Clémens. Available online at SocINDEX. BkRev. A.
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Foot, Hugh, 1978, “Book Review of Social Analysis by Ralph Rowbottom,” Journal of
Occupational Psychology, British Psychological Society, Leicester, UK, Cambridge U. Press,
London, New York, June, 51(2):200-201. ISSN: 03058107. Liked Rowbottom’s overview of
the methodology of social analysis. Viewed it as sociological. Had reservations about it.
Worried about the interplay of personalities. Even so, found the book readable and useful. #
BkRev.
Form, William H., 1976, “Bk Rev of Beyond Contract by Alan Fox, 1974,” Sociology of Work
and Occupations, Sage, US/UK, Feb., 3(1):116-119. Trust is needed both interpersonally and
interorganizationally. Erosion of vertical trust breeds horizontal alliances and distrust, inhibits
productivity gains, and increases inflation – exactly what Britain has now. Cited Gouldner,
Fawley, and Guest studies as they related to trust. Low work discretion promotes distrust. Fox
favored the radical critique of union-management agreements as inimical to building trust
relations. Basically, a negative review. At U. IL., Urbana. # D. BkRev.
Fox, Robert, 1963, “Book Review of Piecework Abandoned by Wilfred Brown,” Social and
Economic Studies, Institute of Social and Economic Research, U. of the West Indies, Kingston,
Jamaica, 12:482-486. A positive review. Brown’s focus was on workplace creativity. This
book was “well worth Jamaica’s notice.” BkRev.
Fraisse, P., 1985, “Book Review of Free Enterprise, Fair Employment by Elliott Jaques,”
Annales Psychology (Spelling?? - Ann Psychol), 85(3):448-448. Not seen. BkRev.
Frank, W. F., 1974, “Book Review of The Earnings Conflict by Wilfred Brown,” Journal of
Business Law, Sweet & Maxwell, London, UK, Apr., 1974:191. Not seen. BkRev.
French, Michael, 1996, “Bk Rev: Lean But Not Mean: Studies in Organization Structure by
James C. Worthy,” Business History, Liverpool U. P., UK, 38(2):131-132. A collection of
Worthy’s published pieces from over the years. Positive review. Jacoby 1986 article referenced.
At U. Glasgow, UK. CUNY GC, Baruch. # BkRev.
Frost, Ann C., 2000, “The Discipline of Teamwork: Participation and Concertive Control
(Review),” Relations Industrielles/ Industrial Relations (Refereed), l'Université Laval, Québec,
Québec, Canada, Winter, Jan. 1, 2000, 55(1):179-181. Liked the book. This was the steel cage
that workers created for themselves through self-managed teams. Thought it failed to address
the management’s conflict of interest, tho. BkRev.
Gallardo, Matilde, 1956, “Book Review of "Le progrés téchnique et l'integration sociale" by
Jerome F. Scott y Rolf P. Lynton,” Revista internacional de sociología, Secciones Informativas /
Notas bibliográficas, 1956:abr./jun., 14(54):396-398. Review in Spanish of the version in
French of a UNESCO book. Book is also in English: The Community Factor in Modern
Technology, 1952. Coverage of Glacier Metal, its experiments, and their community impact (in
chapter three). Much data taken from Jaques 1951. See Jaques 2002. BkRev.
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Gartner, William B., 1984, “Book Review of Organizational Systemetics by Bill McKelvey,”
The Academy of Management Review, Oct., 1984, 9(4):768-769. [Typo: Organizational
Systematics is the title of the review.] This book is a good look at intellectual biological
frameworks and their relationship to organizations with their structural concepts. BkRev.
Gartner, William B., and M. James Naughton, 1988, “The Deming Theory of Management,” [A
Review of: Out of the Crisis, by W. Edwards Deming; Deming Guide to Achieving Quality and
Competitive Position, by Howard W. Gitlow and Shelly J. Gitlow; The Keys to Excellence: The
Story of the Deming Philosophy, by Nancy Mann; The Deming Route to Quality and
Productivity: Roadmaps and Roadblocks, by William W. Scherkenbach; and The Deming
Management Method, by Mary Walton.], The Academy of Management Review, Jan., 13(1):138142. A terrific summary of Deming: the diseases, variation, red beads, the 14 points. A great
first reader. “Few individuals have had as much positive impact on the world economy as Dr.
W. Edwards Deming.” (But no Nobel Prize.) Noted: “The Business Periodical Index lists only
12 articles on Deming from 1980 through 1987.” “This method of oral tradition through the
four-day seminars on Deming’s theory has somehow escaped the scrutiny of the academic
community.” BkRev.
Gean, Margaret P., M.D., 1995, “Book Review – Human Capability by Elliott Jaques and
Kathryn Cason,” Journal of the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry,
Baltimore, MD, October, 34(10):1384-85. She thought the book should have been an article.
BkRev.
Germeraad, Paul B., 1996, “Book Review: Executive Leadership by Elliott Jaques and Stephen
Clement,” Research Technology Management, Arlington, Jan-Feb, 39(1):61. This cognitive
approach applied to R&D organizations allows an appropriate mix of differing capabilities to be
maintained over time. VP & Director, Avery Dennison. BkRev.
Gibson, Stan, 2000, “Backstabbing avoidance maneuvers and other advice” [Book Review of
How Come Every Time I Get Stabbed in the Back My Fingerprints Are on the Knife?: And Other
Meditations on Management by Jerry Harvey], PC Week from ZDWire, ZD Inc. [Ziff-Davis ?], 3
April 2000, 1714. An odd volume - but odd is good. Very positive review. [Book included
essay on Jaques, “The Elephant in the Parlor.”] BkRev.
Giovannoni, Francesco, 2004,”Bk Rev: Deliberate Discretion?: The Institutional Foundations of
Bureaucratic Autonomy,” The Economic Journal, RES, UK, February 2004, 114(493):F149F154. (A book review.) The authors ask an important question. (Huber, John D. and Shipan,
Charles R.) Should decisions be made by politicians or by expert bureaucrats? Who is the real
principal? Who the real agent? Used the word ‘discretion’ but did not define the term in the
review. (May have used the economic definition. Book in: Clio Lehman Reserves JF229 .H833
2002. Not in CUNY or NYPL Res. NYU Bobst JF229 .H833 2002. At Univ. of Bristol.
BkRev.
Gittins, Ross, 2010, “Making the Most of the Workers,” The Age, Business Day, AU, 5 April
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2010. Economists are ill-equipped to discuss what actually motivates people because economics
assumes what motivates people: self-interest and money. There is no room in the model for
altruism, fairness, pride, loyalty, duty, status, or power. George Akerlof and Rachel Kranton’s
new book, Identity Economics, attempts to deal with the non-monetary human motivators. A
problem with monetary incentives is that when you turn them off you are left with
demotivation. The beauty of non-monetary incentives is that they tend eventually to be
reenforcing, giving them their own momentum. BkRev.
Glass, James M., 1996, “Book Review of Group Psychology and Political Theory by C. Fred
Alford,” The American Political Science Review, March, 90(1):167-168. Very positive review.
Alford opens new ground in exploring political thought through group dynamics and leadership.
BkRev.
Glass, John F., 1982, “Book Review of General Theory of Bureaucracy by Elliott Jaques,”
Clinical Sociology Review, Brunner/Mazel, US, 1:141-142. Glass saw this book and Jaques as
pivotal in the development of clinical sociology. “Individuals in organizations need to have their
role and status clearly defined in ways acceptable to themselves and to their colleagues.”
Women can use it “to remove inequalities of pay.” Jaques’ work “takes both individual
differences and social structure into account in this major advancement of bureaucratic theory.
Jaques provides a blueprint, based on solid research and practice, for the organization and control
of bureaucracy compatible with the needs of an open and democratic society.” “Invaluable.”
“An exemplary instance of theory growing out of practice.” BkRev.
Goldthorpe, John H., 1963, “Book Review of Piecework Abandoned: The Effect of Wage
Incentive Systems on Managerial Authority by W. Brown.” Also, “Book Review of On the Shop
Floor: Two Studies of Workshop Organization and Output by T. Lupton.” The Economic
Journal, December, 73(292):747-750. A joint review. Argued against Wilfred Brown’s time
rates and the employee’s need to be creative. This Cambridge don stated workers really want
money, specifically, “some bargain of effort for money.” (There it is: Lupton’s earlier book
title.) Tom Lupton, an academic, identified a “very wide range of variables” that influence the
behavior of employees and the “complex reality” of the workplace, not just money.
“Interestingly enough, it is the academic rather than the experienced manager who appears to
come closest to appreciating the complex reality of life on the shop floor in the modern factory.”
See Clegg 1961 reply to Jaques 1958, 1960, 1961 for a similar argument from an Oxford don.
BkRev. A.
Goldthorpe, John H., 1964, “Book Review of The Rules of Work by M. Fogarty,” The Economic
Journal, June, 74(294):470-472. Goldthorpe panned Fogarty’s book by favoring Lord Robbins’
contrast of the social science with ethics - positive versus normative discourse. Accused Fogarty
of advocating a theology and middle class prejudices and favoring pure economic reasoning:
“payment in relation to performance and ability.” BkRev. A.
Goldthorpe, John H., 1975, “Book Review of Beyond Contract by Alan Fox,” British Journal of
Industrial Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics, London, UK,
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13(1):135-136. A very positive review. Found Fox agreed with Goldthorpe’s own views in
backing the radical critique of the pluralist concept of industrial relations. Noted the pluralists
had to respond or lose credibility. Next stop: Kaboom. See Clegg 1975 and Hyman 1978.
BkRev. A.
Goode, William J., 1957, “Book Review of Measurement of Responsibility,” in Public Opinion
Quarterly, Summer, 21(2):329-330. Very positive. At Columbia U. BkRev. A.
Goodman, Paul, and Robert L. Miller, 1973, “Book Review of Fair Pay and Work by Roy
Richardson,” Administrative Science Quarterly, March, 18(1):135-137. They praised
Richardson’s TSD:FFP findings (+0.862), published Miller’s 1973 TSD:FFP results (+0.84), and
commended Evans, Krimpas and Miller’s 1969 [1968] results (+0.83) [revised in Krimpas 1973
and 1975 to +0.84]. These three studies “provide fairly clear evidence ... the relationship
between FFP and TSD ... seems well documented.” The authors suggest several thoughtful
avenues for future research. Goodman effectively abandoned and recanted his 1966
dissertation findings and his 1967 ‘empirical’ article by not citing them at all. However, this
contrition by omission was so subtle that no one seems to have noticed it. Goodman probably
learned from Miller of Krimpas’ 1973 PhD and the forthcoming 1975 book version. (See
Goodman 1966 PhD, Weick 1966 article, Goodman 1967 article, Jaques November 1969, Miller
1973 study [summarized herein but unpublished elsewhere], and Krimpas 1973 PhD and 1975
book.) See Miller 1968 MS at SIU. Compare these reactions to Cameron’s hostile 1976
pamphlet on the same data. See hostile Hyman and Lawler book reviews. (This is a duplicate
entry as book review and as research.) BkRev. A. *****
Gordon, Francine E., 1974, “Book Review of The Restless Organization by John W. Hunt
(1972),” in The Journal of Business, Oct., 47:604-606. Hunt cited Brown and Jaques. The
reviewer felt the book was “overly complex and abstract, although rich in conceptual material.”
BkRev.
Graham, Kenneth R., 1992, “Books on Leadership and its Development,” Human Resource
Planning, 15(1):107-117. A review of several books by different authors, including Executive
Development (sic) by Jaques and Clement (1991) [Executive Leadership]. Graham praises the
book for focusing on many topics rarely discussed, such as manager-once-removed, succession
planning, thoroughness, and practical theory. Criticism is focused on the brevity of coverage of
project team leadership and other topics. Unfortunately, Graham must have bad handwriting or a
poor typesetter. He misspells “Jacques” and the book title is listed as “Executive Development”
- one of the other books he reviewed had that title. A positive but less than helpful review.
BkRev.
Grasselli, Nora Ilona, and Annabel-Mauve Bonnefous, 2004, “Bk Rev of Psychanalyse et
organisations par Gilles Arnaud,” Planisphère de la Psychanalyse Oganisationelle, Gérer et
Comprendre, Paris, France, Dec. 2004, 78:54-55. En francaise. In French. With mention of
Glacier Metal and Elliott Jaques. A minor reference. Both at Groupe HEC. Positive book
review. BkRev.
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Gray, P. G., 1962, “Bk Rev Sample Design in Business Research by W. Edwards Deming,”
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series A (Statistics in Society), Blackwell Publishing,
UK, 125(1):158-159. # BkRev.
Grazia, S. D., 1976, “Book Review of Work, Creativity and Social Justice by Elliott Jaques,”
American Political Science Review, 70(4):1273-1276. See De Grazia. BkRev. A.
Green, Stephen, 1979, “Health Services: Their Nature and Organisation and the Role of
Patients, Doctors and the Health Professions [ed. by Elliott Jaques] (Book Review),” Sociology
of Health & Illness, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, Boston and Henley (UK), Dec 1979,
1(3):359-60. (Reviews the book "Health Services: Their Nature and Organisation and the Role
of Patients, Doctors, Nurses and the complementary Professions," by Elliot Jaques (sic). Also,
Elliot Jacques. Nothing is spelt right.) Noted the enormous impact of the Brunel Health
Services Organisation Research Unit (Bioss) on the organisation of health services in the UK.
Two themes: how patients maintain individuality facing large organisations and; problematic
professional and organizational relationships in multi-disciplinary teams and at higher
administrative levels. Of most interest was work levels. CLIO offsite. BkRev.
Green, William, 1996, “Zen and The Art of Managerial Maintenance,” Fast Company, New
York, NY, June 1996, (3):50. A profile of Albert Low over the past 30 years, the book since
1976, and this approach. Managers must respond - catch up with the past - or take action in the
face of ambiguity - and move into the future. [Sidebar: “A Self-Test With No Answer.”]
BkRev.
Grinyer, Peter H., 1989, “Book Review of Inside the Firm: The Inefficiencies of Hierarchy by
Harvey Leibenstein (1987),” The Economic Journal, March 1989, 99(394):217-219. The quality
of decisions is an inverted U-shaped function of pressure. Inertia, although non-optimal,
contributes to internal predictability. The Prisoner’s Dilemma solution is avoided by adoption of
effort and wage conventions, which are socially acceptable. Japanese and Western hierarchies
are compared. In the book there is little discussion of the genesis and development of the ideas
or of the sociological and organizational literature on hierarchies, which is disappointing.
Viewed as an attempt to broaden the perspective of economists, this is “a brave and worthwhile
book.” See Pucik and Hatvany 1983. BkRev.
Grusky, Oscar, 1962, “Bk Rev Organizational Change: the effect of successful leadership,
Robert H. Guest, 1962,” The American Journal of Sociology, Nov. 1962, 68(3):361-2. A
positive review of the book. Written for practitioners as well as academics. BkRev.
Guerrier, Yvonne, 1992, “Review of Executive Leadership by Elliott Jaques and Stephen
Clement,” The Service Industry Journal,12(4):580-582. Reviewer felt this was neo-classical
management although cognitive capacity has “some face validity.” “It is a meritocracy certainly,
but can people really be pigeon-holed that accurately?” She fell into disbelief. At U. Surrey.
BkRev.
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Guest, Robert H., 1965, “Bk Rev: Integrating the Individual and the Organization, Chris
Argyris, 1964,” American Sociological Review, Feb. 1965, 30(1):143-144. Positive review of
Argyris’ 1964 book. This book contained a description of the system at Wilfred Brown’s Glacier
Metal which Argyris says “comes closest to the ideal.” (Reviewer or typesetter mistakenly used
the name ‘Alfred Brown’.) BkRev.
Guillebaud, C. W., 1962, “Review of Equitable Payment by Elliott Jaques,” The Economic
Journal, Royal Economic Society, London, UK, March, 72(285):187-188. “Ideas are worked
out with a wealth of suggestive detail and illustrated by ingeniously constructed charts and
diagrams.” “Strongly recommended.” “Very stimulating.” At St. John’s College, Cambridge.
BkRev. A.
Guillebaud, C. W., 1965, “Review of Salaries in the Public Services in England and Wales by H.
R. Kahn,” The Economic Journal, Royal Economic Society, London, UK, March 1965, Vol. 75,
Iss. 297, p. 182-3. Book was based on a Ph.D. thesis. Reviewer noted H. R. Kahn failed to
mention Jaques’ theory of payment. Ouch. BkRev.
Gupta, Devashish Das, 2001, “Bk Rev: Murphy, James D, 2000, Business is Combat: A Fighter
Pilot's Guide to Winning Modern Business Warfare, Regan Books, NY, NY, p 207,” Vikalpa,
IIM-Ahmedabad, India. Positive review. This book is a treat for those who think business is all
about money only. It is a novel attempt to depict business acumen in the form of military
science. OODA. # BkRev.
Hagedorn, R. B., 1972, “Economy and Society section: Book Review of Work, Creativity and
[Social] Justice,” Contemporary Sociology, Vol. 1, No. 4, July 1972, p. 337. This collection of
articles is cited as an ‘easy introduction’ to Jaques’ ideas. BkRev.
Halsey, A. H., 1973, “Bk Rev: County Hall L. E. A.: The Role of the Chief Education Officer,”
Public Administration, Royal Institute of Public Administration, UK, 51(4):466-467. Bk Rev of
Maurice Kogan and Willem van der Eyken’s book. Very positive. “Fascinating.” At Nuffield
College, Oxford. BkRev.
Ham, C., 1979, “Book Review of Health Services by Elliott Jaques,” Social Policy and
Administration, 13(3):255-256. (Also included a book review of The National Health Service:
the First Phase, by Brian Watkin. Allen and Unwin 1978, 170 pp. An excellent choice for
contrast.) Not seen. BkRev.
Hanson, Ward, 1988, “Book review of Mobilizing Invisible Assets by Hiroyuki Itami with
Thomas W. Roehl, (Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 1987) p. 186,” Journal of Economic
Behavior & Organization, Elsevier, Dec 1988, 10(4):457-459. doi: 10.1016/01672681(88)90065-0 How the Japanese do it. Solid book. At U. Chicago, IL. # BkRev.
Hardcastle, D. N., 1953, "Book Review of The Changing Culture of a Factory by Elliott Jaques,”
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International Journal of Psychoanalysis, Routledge for the Institute of Psycho-Analysis,
London, UK, 34:340. BkRev.
Harris, E. F., 1961, “Book Review: Exploration in Management,” Industrial and Labor Relations
Review, Cornell U. Press, Ithaca, NY, US, Oct61, 15(1):155-157. ISSN: 00197939. The article
positively reviews the book by Wilfred Brown. “This is an extremely interesting, provocative,
and encouraging book.” “A major contribution to the field.” Describes the three systems at
Glacier: executive, legislative, and representative [appeals]. Book presents much supporting
theory (sic). At Personnel Development Planning, Chrysler Corp., Detroit, Michigan. #
BkRev. A.
Hart, Bob, 1983, “Book Review of Free Enterprise, Fair Employment,” in The Economic
Journal, Book Notes, Royal Economic Society, London, UK, September, 93(371):726. Sarcastic
tone toward felt-fair pay. “The book’s strong rhetoric is neutralized by its weak analysis.”
BkRev. A.
Hatvany, Nina G., and Vladimir Pucik, 1982, “Book Review of Ouchi and of Pascale and Athos
books on Japan,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, Sage, Thousand Oaks, CA, 18(1):105110. Both books focused on positives. Both had disappointing parts. The two were partially
complementary. P&A contrasted Harold Geneen in IT&T with Konosuke Matsushita in Japan.
(Originally presented at The International Conference on Work Humanization in Dubrovnik,
Yugoslavia, April 5-8, 1978.) CUNY Baruch. NYPL Hum JFM 90-413. Not in Clio. BkRev.
Haywood, Stuart, 1979, “Book Review of Health Services, their nature and organization and the
role of patients, doctors and the health-professions by Elliott Jaques,” Journal of Social Policy,
Cambridge U. P., UK, Oct., 8:571-573. The problems of the NHS and local government since
reorganization demonstrate the limited impact on behaviour of different formal arrangements,
irrespective of their conceptual clarity. The factors which determine outcome - who actually gets
what, and why do differences in quantity and quality of services persist? - are not very amenable
to the kind of engineering discussed in this book. The 'Cinderellas' of NHS persist.
Contributions from a wider stock of social science theory than that used by Brunel is required.
But to date social scientists have spent their time debunking the importance of formal structure
rather than developing positive proposals. At U. Hull. BkRev. A.
Health Service Management, 1989, “Bk Rev Making General Management Work in the National
Health Service: a guide to general management for NHS managers, by Warren Kinston & Ralph
Rowbottom,” UK, 85(2):87. 1989. Not seen. NYAM ? BkRev.
Hegy, Pierre, 1982, “Book review of La Sociologie d'Intervention by Remi Hess,” Contemporary
Sociology, Nov., 11(6):730-731. Review was in English: 1981 book was in French. Noted this
was a progress report on the new trend of interventionist sociology that had become generalized
in France. Noted the “great relevance” of Jaques’s work in England (sic: Elliot Jacques). This
whole approach is the reverse of that in American sociology, which holds to a dogma of nonintervention and value-free observation and analysis. But teachers and psychiatrists interfere to
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promote a transformation. So what’s up, Doc? See Jaques 1982, Glass 1985, 2001, and contrast
with Jaeckel 1989 review of Fritz and Clark book. BkRev.
Henkel, Mary, 1990, “Bk Rev: Inspecting the Inspectorates: Services for the Elderly by Patricia
Day and Rudolf Klein, 1990,” Public Administration, RIPA, London, UK, 68(4):545-546.
“Lucid” and “convincing.” The empirical findings accord with Henkel’s own work in this field.
All three inspectorates fail to take account of each others’ work. The authors failed to note the
Audit Commission was embedded in the market and managerialist ideology of government. This
study must penetrate the role of expert advisors and needs a framework to do so. Negative.
BkRev.
Hey, Anthea M., 1980, “Bk Rev: Power, Authority and Responsibility in Social Work by
Malcolm Payne,” British Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, April 1980, 10(2):267269. Personal experiences which will be useful to the student or beginning worker. Definitions
are left unclear. Mixed review. BkRev. A.
Hey, Anthea M., 1982, “Bk Rev: Social Service Area Teams by Phyllida Parsloe,” British
Journal of Social Work, BASW, London, UK, 12(2):221-223. The book lacks clarity and
integration. Concepts the author is grabbling for are in the management and organization
literature. Reviewer is also negative about the author’s writing style. A negative review.
BkRev. A.
Heywood, John, 1982, “Book Review of The Beginnings of Brunel University: From Technical
College to University by James Topping,” Higher Education, UK, July 1982, 11(4):494.
Generally positive review given an academic’s attitude toward administrators. # BkRev.
Hinshelwood, Bob, 2006, “Bk Rev Organization in the Mind by David Armstrong,”
Psychodynamic Practice, Abington, UK, Routledge, Ebsco, Aug 2006, 12(3):343-348. A
powerful book. Based on Wilfred Bion’s group work. Cited Jaques 1955 and Menzies 1959.
Deals with the organization as it is viewed by the mind. Jaques has disowned this article. Off.
BkRev.
Hirschhorn, Larry, 2003, “Book Review of The Life and Behavior of Living Organisms: A
General Theory by Elliott Jaques,” International Journal of Psychoanalysis, Institute for PsychoAnalysis, London, UK, 84:1377-1379, Part 5, 1 October 2003. A very positive review. A short
overview of Jaques’ thinking and this return to psychoanalysis. “Jaques, like Freud, has a threefaculty psychology. Where Freud posited an ego, superego and id, Jaques posits the organical
work process, ‘languaging’ and direct (sensual) awareness.” Hirschhorn was at Center for
Applied Research, Philadelphia, PA. BkRev.
Hollocks, Brian W., 1996, “Book Review of Making Work Systems Better - A Practitioner’s
Reflections by Luc Hoebeke,” Journal of Operational Research Society, UK, 47(3):471.
Hoebeke used Jaques [Jacques]’ Form of Time, combined with Stafford Beer and Peter
Checkland in his own consulting framework. “Pragmatic and empirical,” a “thought provoking
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and worthwhile reading.” On task related issues of work systems and on information overload.
BkRev. A.
Holmes, Roger, 1961, “Bk Rev Exploration In Management [by Wilfred Brown],” Occupational
Psychology, London, UK, 35(1 & 2):83-85. Holmes was the editor. Wildly ecstatic about the
book. “…[I]t very probably never will be bettered.” City Percls. BkRev.
Holobovi, J. R., 1972, “Bk Rev of Work, Creativity and Social Justice - Jaques, E.,” Personnel,
US, 49(1):65-69. Not seen. BkRev.
Homa, Edna, 1962, “Book Review of Equitable Payment by Elliott Jaques,” Industrial and
Labor Relations Review, April, 15(3):427-429. The book is “a breath of fresh air.” This follows
Pierson’s review of Fogarty 1961!! BkRev. A.
Homans, George C., 1962, “Book Review of Equitable Payment by Elliott Jaques,” American
Sociological Review, April, 27(2):270. A very positive review. BkRev. A.
House, Robert J., 1971, “Book Review of Is Scientific Management Possible? A Critical
Examination of Glacier's Theory of Organization by Joe Kelly,” American Sociological Review,
Feb., 36(1):172-173. “Kelly judges the Glacier system of management in regard to consistency,
validity, predictability, and utilitarian value.” “If this book is judged in terms of the same four
criteria, it fails on all four.” “The book appears to be more a source of confusion than a
contribution [of utilitarian value].” A complete slam of Kelly’s book. Not biased against Kelly.
(See House’s path-goal theory of leader effectiveness later in 1971.) BkRev. A.
Houston, T., 1972, “Bk Rev Organization, Wilfred Brown,” European Business, TopManagement Reading section, S.E.E.D., Paris, FR, Spring 1972, 33:86-87. A very positive
review. Liked the second section of the book on power, participation and wages. The author had
been CEO in business and government, so had seen it all. Compared Brown to Owen. Thought
the book had many very helpful ideas. BkRev.
Hughes, Alec M., 1975, "Films: Exploration in Management", Industrial and Commercial
Training, MCB UP Ltd., 7(7):299-301. DOI: 10.1108/eb003481. Viewed the six-film series of
management training films, featuring the Rt Hon Lord Wilfred Brown PC, chairman and
managing director of the Glacier Metal Co Ltd from 1939 to 1965, and Minister of State at the
Board of Trade, with special responsibility for exports from 1965 to 1970. During his
chairmanship Glacier Metal was transformed from a technologically backward company to the
largest organisation of its kind in Europe. During this period too the company became famous
for the management techniques adopted which contributed to the firm's success. This film series
presents the theories expounded in Lord Brown's book Organisation — concepts which form the
basis of the programmes at the Glacier Institute of Management (GIM) — dealing with practical
methods of improving industrial relations and company performance. The average length of
each film is 30 minutes. See Brown 1974. BkRev.
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Hughes, Harold K., 1973, “Bk Rev of Work, Creativity, and Social Justice by Elliott Jaques,”
Leonardo, Spring, 1973, 6(2):177. “The is nothing inherently less precise in social measurement
than there is in physical measurement ....” Jaques takes a big bite out of his goal. A nice review.
BkRev.
Hugman, Richard, 1988, “Bk Rev: Rethinking Welfare by Bill Jordan,” British Journal of Social
Work, BASW, Academic Press, London, UK, 18(5):536-538. A convincing argument by Jordan
for “the need to address the issues of freedom and equality together. The radical Right has been
able to undermine the moral framework of the welfare state by concentration on the lack of
freedoms within the patterns and structures of formal welfare. Often this has been expressed in
the form of an appeal to consumerism and the notion of choice (although the questions which
that term begs are usually answered with silence).” Very positive. [Not on theory but very
good.] BkRev.
Hyman, Richard, 1971, “Book Review of Fair Pay and Work by Roy Richardson,” New Society,
London, U.K., 19 Aug. 1971, 18(464):346. Hyman acknowledges “a causal relationship
genuinely exists between ‘time-span of discretion’ and ‘felt-fair pay.’ But before this hypothesis
can be accepted as a general theory, there are many objections to be overcome. Richardson who does not even mention the devastating criticism of Jaques by Alan Fox, published in 1966 cannot be said to have contributed significantly to this task.” [italics in original] (Hyman was
unaware of Fox’s 1971 change of heart. His sniping on every petty side point almost manages to
bury Richardson’s solid accomplishment. Hyman has always shown himself hostile to this
theory.) See Jaques - Fox letter exchange in 1967. Today, Fox’ 1966 critique just seems dated.
See book reviews by Lawler 1972; Goodman and R. Miller 1973. BkRev.
Jacobs, John, 1985, “Bk Rev: Welfare Bureaucracies by David Billis,” British Journal of Social
Work, BASW, London, UK, Aug., 15(4):434-436. A mixt review with a warning that Billis’
theory can be misused to make social service directors “all the more effective at damaging
organizational morale and effectiveness.” At U. of Sussex, UK. BkRev. A.
Jaeckel, Martin, 1989, “Book Review of The Clinical Sociology Resource Book by Jan M. Fritz
and Elizabeth J. Clark, eds., 1986,” Teaching Sociology, ASA, Washington, DC, Oct., 17(4):511513. Chapter 3: “The Method of Social Analysis...” by Elliott Jaques, (1982) reprint. Reviewer
was shocked by Jaques’ writing: “lopsided,” “devoid of content achieved,” neither lucid nor
concise. Recommended future editors “might consider selecting demonstrations with more
clearly delimited agendas and scope.” Otherwise, thought the book was “well done.” Contrast
with Hegy 1982 review of Hess book. See Hess 1981; Jaekel 1991. BkRev.
Jaques, Elliott, 1951, “Book Review: Psycho-Analysis and Politics by Money-Kryle,” Human
Relations, Tavistock Publications, London, UK, 1951, 4(3):309-310. A positive review. BkRev.
Jaques, Elliott, 1954, “Bk Rev The Gates of the Dream: By Géza Róheim,” International Journal
of Psycho-Analysis, UK, 35:362. “This book presents a new theory of dreams: a theory intended
to supplement the work of Freud. The author's hypothesis is that the dream is primarily a
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reaction to the fact that we are asleep, and that there is a basic dream which represents this
reaction. To this basic dream other layers, derived from our working life, are then added. Going
to sleep represents uterine regression and giving up the security of the object world; and the
dream itself is an attempt to get out of the womb, but at the same time carries with it the
undirected id, coitus, and uterine regression which it is trying to negate. The author presents his
argument with data from his own experience, from clinical practice, and from Australian
mythology. Instead of a closely reasoned argument, however, a great series of dreams and myths
is recorded. Such an overwhelming collection of data, while interesting in itself, is sharply out
of balance with the limited theoretical analysis, and makes the book unnecessarily long and
expensive.” BkRev.
Jaques, Elliott, 1955, “Bk Rev The Study of Culture at a Distance: Edited by Margaret Mead and
Rhoda Metraux,” International Journal of Psycho-Analysis, UK, 36:416-417. “This is a manual
whose purpose is to outline methods that have been developed during the last decade for
analysing societies which are inaccessible to direct observation, in terms of the cultural
regularities in the characters of their members. These methods have been used and developed in
researches which were inaugurated by the late Professor Ruth Benedict. The book is intended
primarily for students. Various authors illustrate a number of working hypotheses, including, for
example, the swaddling hypothesis, and then go on to illustrate the use of various techniques.
These techniques include work with informants, analysis of written and oral literature, film
analysis, projective tests, and analysis of imagery. Of most interest to psycho-analytic readers is
some of the illustrative material given. The difficulty, however, is that, since the material is
given mainly to illustrate methods, it cannot be expected to be wholly satisfactory from the point
of view of the clinician. For those interested, however, in techniques of social analysis, this book
will be found useful. The methods are described clearly and well illustrated.” BkRev.
Jaques, Elliott, 1957, “Bk Rev The Trickster: By Paul Radin, with commentaries by Karl Kerényi
and C. G. Jung,” International Journal of Psycho-Analysis, UK, 38:429-430. “This book by the
American anthropologist, Paul Radin, is of importance to psycho-analysts. It describes the
American Indian version of the myth of the trickster. The trickster is a primitive being with a
dual character - he is sly and stupid at the same time. ... He has no conscious control over his
activities. … [T]he trickster attempts to create goodness in the world. He is both creator and
destroyer, and his activities finally result in his becoming a being not unlike a man. ... [T]he
most primitive unconscious phantasies [are] in this myth. Splitting is described in its most
deeply unconscious forms. [This book] contains revealing parallels to Mrs. Klein's descriptions
of paranoid infantile anxieties.” BkRev.
Jaques, Elliott, 1974, “Bk Rev Trabajo, incentivos y retribución by Elliott Jaques, 1973,” Foro
Internacional, El Colegio De México, Julio-Sep., 15(1)[57]:139. This is on the book, not by
Elliott. Unsigned. In Spanish. [1973, B.A., AR.] Edn. 1 para. # BkRev.
Jaques, Elliott, 1979, “Bk Rev The Collected Papers of Roger Money-Kyrle: Edited by Donald
Meltzer,” International Journal of Psycho-Analysis, UK, 6:383-384. “These essays extend over
the whole of Roger Money-Kyrle's working life. They reflect the development of his outlook
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from philosopher to psychoanalyst philosopher. Analysed briefly by Freud, then more fully by
Ernest Jones, and then finally by Melanie Klein, his is the story of one of the main threads in the
development of psychoanalysis over the past fifty years. His more recent writings have been
strongly influenced by the work of Bion. He summarizes the growth of his own thought in his
paper “Cognitive Development”, published in 1968.” BkRev.
Jaques, Elliott, 1980, “Book Review of Klein by Hanna Segal,” [Fontana Modern Masters,
London, UK, 1979, Pp. 189], International Journal of Psychoanalysis, Routledge for the
Institute of Psycho-Analysis, London, UK, 61:88-89. “Dr Segal has written a vivid account of
Melanie Klein's life and work. She has set this account against a deftly sketched-in background
of the development of psychoanalysis in Vienna, Berlin and London in the period between the
two world wars, with Freud, Abraham and Jones as the principal actors. … This mixture of
biography and clinical and theoretical development gives a telling introduction to Klein's work.
Of particular interest to psychoanalysts is the book's historical tracing of the development of Mrs
Klein's thought.” BkRev.
Jaques, Elliott, 1982, “Bk Rev The Work of Hanna Segal. A Kleinian Approach to Clinical
Practice: by Hanna Segal,” International Journal of Psycho-Analysis, UK, 63:502-504. “Dr
Segal's books … have been about … Melanie Klein. This book, a collection of her own major
articles written over a period of more than 25 years, is about her own work. It is a clinical book,
about clinical psychoanalysis, by a practitioner. … [T]he writing is supported by clinical
examples which display how warm humanity can be expressed not only in rigorous adherence to
psychoanalytic technique but by means of that technique.” BkRev.
Jelinek, Mariann, 1993, “Book Review of Managing Change for Competitive Success by
Andrew Pettigrew and Richard Whipp,” The Academy of Management Review, July 1993,
18(3):572-576. Found this book on the complexity of strategy and implementation to be
persuasive. Strategic change is purposive; leadership is context sensitive; the key role of the
leader is as educator and capability coordinator; and organizational capability is the highest
imperative. Strategy is not single-drivers; it is complex and difficult. (Children need not apply.)
BkRev.
Jermier, John M., 1990, “Book Review of The Leadership Factor by John P. Kotter,” The
Leadership Quarterly, Winter, 1(4):265-268. This appeared from a search on “Jaques.” Perhaps
there is a reference in this article to him - in contrast to Kotter? Not seen. BkRev.
Johanson, E., 1975, “Psychoanalysis of Creative Genius,” [a review essay in French on recent
works by D. Anzieu, M. Mathieu, M. Besdine, E. Jaques, and J. Guillaumin - ?], Acta
Psychiatrica Scandinavica, Copenhagen, DK, 52(5):375-376. Reprinted in 1976 and 1977 under
other authors’ names: Anonymous, 1976, in B Psychol [sp ?], 29(1-3):79-80. Doron, R., 1977, in
Ann Psychol [sp ?], 77(2):631-631. [per Thomson ISI] Not seen. BkRev.
Johnson, Malcolm, 1972, “Bk Rev: John D. Sutherland (ed.) Towards Community Mental Health
Tavistock Pubs London 1971 Barnes & Noble New York,” Journal of Social Policy, Cambridge
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U. Press, Cambridge, UK, April 1972, 1(2):190-191. These eight papers came from a solid
psychology conference but unoriginal. Participants and chapters by: Winnicott and Jaques. At
U. Leeds. BkRev. A.
Johnston, Michael, 2000, "Bk Rev Rolling Back the Market: Economic Dogma and Political
Choice by Peter Self; Macmillan Press, (2000) 251 p., £13.99," Long Range Planning, London,
UK, Dec. 2000, 33(6):878-879. Self makes a strong case against the market-as-decider. Hayek
and Friedman both fail the test of prediction. But Self died and his prescriptions are – whimsy.
# BkRev. Refu. A.
Johnston, Michael, 2001, "Bk Rev Chairing the Board: John Harper, Kogan Page, (2000), 179
p.," Long Range Planning, London, UK, Oct., 34(5). http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S00246301(01)00079-6. There is little doubt that we are short of good chairmen just as we are short of
good directors and managers. Newly appointed directors need this primer that tackles the
practical nature of a board's activities and responsibilities. Aspiring and existing chairmen need
one that goes over the ground with great thoroughness and allows them a chance to see how they
measure up and where there is scope for improvement, for their sakes and for their shareholders,
stakeholders and employees. Academics and journalists need some yardsticks to measure and
assess the quality of board leaders. But here the style is rather plonking and it will be a tough
read. (Board Member, Yorkshire Forward, UK.) # BkRev. A.
CEO.
Jones, G. W., 1977, “Book Review of A General Theory of Bureaucracy by Elliott Jaques,”
Political Studies, Blackwell, UK, 25(1):128-133. “It is a Utopian prescription. His concern is
with how bureaucratic systems ought to be organized to perform their work effectively and to
satisfy their employees.” “Disfigured ... yet illuminating.” “The flaw is not just that he ignores
the influence of politics inside bureaucracy but that his objective is to eliminate it.” BkRev.
Jones, Harry, 1978, “Planning and the Chief Executive – Book Review Article,” Long Range
Planning, UK, June, 11(3):80-84. Summary of a report of the same title by the US-based
Conference Board. The lack of good planning could result in - collapse! # Misc. PJ. A.
BkRev.
Kaish, Stanley, 1989, “Bk Rev: Inside the Firm by Harvey Leibenstein,” Business Horizons,
Indiana U., Bloomington, IN, Jan-Feb 1989, p. 85-86. Reciprocation works in Japan because
everyone is at the same job for a long time. Hierarchy and group effort also work. Adam
Smith’s division of labour may lead to economies of scale but it leaves individuals with a
“tattered fabric” of loyalty to the organization and the job. Leibenstein had worked in Japan for
years. This is a “stunning interdisciplinary study.” Jaques not cited. Very positive. BkRev.
Kalman, Matthew, 2007, “Book Review of Organization Design, Levels of Work & Human
Capability - Executive Guide,” 2007, Editors: Jerry L. Gray, James G. (Jerry) Hunt and Sarah
McArthur, Integral Leadership Review, Volume VII, No. 4 - August 2007, online. Positive
review of the book and its numerous chapters. "It’s impossible really to give an adequate
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overview of this large and impressive volume, I recommend you dive in and discover it for
yourself. It’s an easier read than Jaques’s own very many works." BkRev.
Keinath, B J., 1997, “Book Review of Requisite Organization: A total system for effective
managerial organization and managerial leadership for the 21st century, 2nd edition, [by Elliott
Jaques],” Choice, Middletown, CT, Sep 1997. Vol. 35, Iss. 1; pg. 176, 1 pgs. Mixed. BkRev.
Khandwalla, Pradip N., 1989, “Book Review of Organisational Design by Rowbottom and
Billis,” Organization Studies, Walter de Gruyter/ Sage, Berlin, Germany, 10(3):431-437. (AN
5954716) A seven-page precis of the book that began as a book review. Skeptical of some of
their claims for the importance of the theory. PNK made several unfounded critical assertions.
Khandwalla was at IIM-Ahmedabad, India. (He showed no awareness of Dayal’s, De’s or
Dearden’s work on this theory there in the 1960s and 1970s. Q.V.) BkRev. A.
Klein, Lisl, 1965, “Review of Time-Span Handbook [by Elliott Jaques],” Journal of Management
Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, October, 2(3):374-376. Wrote that TSH was a weak
book. BkRev.
Klein, Rudolf, 1978, "Book Review Health Services ed. by Elliott Jaques," ["Brunel on a Cook's
tour"], Medicine and Books, British Medical Journal, BMJ Publ. Group, London, UK, 16 Dec.
1978, 2:1701. doi: 10.1136/bmj.2.6153.1701. Very critical of Jaques’ and the Brunel unit’s
(BIOSS) role in the 1974 reorganization of the NHS. The consensus management approach in
NHS, through the district health teams, was very much the brainchild of Jaques. Current
decisions were resisted because they were imposed from above, not based on consensus from
below. He realized BIOSS did not recommend the (extra) area level of managerial review. The
unit realized professionals could not be managed in the regular way. Klein was worried that the
Brunel folks were isolated, ‘evangelical’, and used 'a private language' (i.e. jargon). Contrast this
to Draper and Smart 1976. # BkRev. A.
Klein, Rudolf, 1978, “Brunel On A Cook's Tour,” The British Medical Journal, BMJ Publishing,
UK, Dec. 16, 1978, 2(6153):1703. BkRev.
Klein, Rudolph, 1990, “Reviews – The Health Advisory Service: An Evaluation by Mary Henkel,
Maurice Kogan, Tim Packwood and Penny Youall,” Journal of Social Policy, Cambridge U.
Press, Cambridge, UK, Oct. 1990, 19(4):581. Health care industry. Favorable Book Review.
BkRev. A.
Knowles, William H., 1960, “Book Review of Relations humaines et relations industrielles, by
Marcel Bolle DeBal,” in Industrial and Labor Relations Review, US, July, 13(4):665-666.
ISSN: 00197939. In English. Reviewed the 1958 book by Marcel Bolle De Bal. The 'human
relations' merchants came along with the Marshall Plan touting their approach. It had not been
accepted in the US, and was not in Europe either. Class consciousness pervaded Europe but was
missing in the US. Both union and management represented different values of differing
constituents. When each side accepted this conflict they each could proceed with confidence.
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Good HR was like mature IR. The 'trade union contractual approach' would be displaced by HR.
Noted DeBal failed to answer Jaques’ question about the impact of successful human relations
on unions: what do they do without a villain? Referred to the author as "DeBalle." Reviewer
cited Jaques by name. At InterAmerican U. Puerto Rico, San German. # BkRev. A.
Kogan, Maurice, 1990, “Bk Rev: The Making of Tory Education Policy in Post-War Britain,
1950-1986 by Chistopher Knight, 1990,” Public Administration, RIPA, London, UK, 68(4):543544. Book is positively reviewed. BkRev.
Kogan, Maurice, 2002, “Local Government from Thatcher to Blair: The Politics of Creative
Autonomy,” Journal of Social Policy, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, Apr. 2002,
31(2):344-345. Kogan reviewed the above book by Hugh Atkinson and Stuart Wilks-Heeg. On
Local government, History, Politics, Sovereignty. Book Review – Favorable. BkRev. A.
Kolaja, Jiri, 1975, “Bk Revs: Fair Pay and Work. An Empirical Study of Fair Pay Perception
and Time Span of Discretion and Organizational Diagnosis,” International Journal of
Contemporary Sociology, Auburn University, Auburn, Ala., Jan/Apr75, 12(1/2):136-138.
Reviews two books related to employees. "Fair Pay and Work. An Empirical Study of Fair Pay
Perception and Time Span of Discretion," by Roy Richardson; "Organizational Diagnosis," by
Harry Levinson, with Janice Molinari and Andrew G. Spohn. (Misprint of article title in
electronic version as: Fatr Pay and Work. (Formerly: Indian Social Bulletin till v. 11 in 1974.)
Clio offsite MF. NYPL Schw JFL 00-323. (NYPL has only 2000-on). Not seen. At West
Virginia U. BkRev.
Kolaja, Jiri, Kenneth W. Hewitt, and Leonard M. Sizer, 1978, “Bk Rev of Alienation by
Mouledoux & Mouledoux (Montreal)," Sociology of Work and Occupations, Sage, US/UK, Feb.,
5(1):139-142. The concept is mostly undisciplined and sloppy. The authors often are right but
also dismiss Blauner on work. This error is caught by this review. At W VA U. # W. BkRev.
Kramar, Robin, 2000. See Lennon, Elizabeth, and Robin Kramar, 2000.
Krantz, James, 1988, “Book Review of In the Age of the Smart Machine: The Future of Work
and Power by Shoshana Zuboff,” Sloan Management Review, MIT, Cambridge, MA, Fall 1988,
p. 92-95. High praise for this “masterful” book on the changes the computer brings to the
workplace. IT changes both authority and information through “informating.” Felt Zuboff came
close to throwing out sophisticated authority relationships with obedience and control. “In one
example of an alternative view, Elliott Jaques has proposed an approach to stratification based on
the time span with which managers must concern themselves.” Appropriate structures will
emerge from delegation and accountability for others’ work. Then at Yale. BkRev.
Lach, George, 1949, “Bk Rev Managers, Men, and Morale by Wilfred D. B. Brown and
Winifred Raphael,” Public Administration, UK, Spring/March 1949, 27(1):57-60 [then Journal
of the Royal Institute of Public Administration]. A very positive review. The book is packed
with ‘common sense’ and ‘sweet reasonableness.’ Yet the authors advocate going ‘whole hog’
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to implement the management code of joint consultation. NYPL Schw Offsite - Req in Adv
JFL 94-497 v. 26-27 1948-49. # BkRev.
LaFitte, P., 1952, "Book review of The Changing Culture of a Factory by Elliott Jaques,”
Australian Journal of Psychology, June, 4(1):74. PCI Article ID: 4052-1952-004-01-000009
BkRev.
Lafley, Alan F., 1987, "The Succession Planning Handbook for the Chief Executive, by Walter
R. Mahler and Stephen J. Drotter, Midland Park, N.J.: Mahler Publishing Company, 1986. 170
pp. $45.00," Human Resource Management, Wiley, US, Spring 1987, 26(1):129–134. DOI:
10.1002/hrm.3930260108. Prior to joining Chase Manhattan Bank as EVP – Human Resources
in 1975, Alan Lafley held positions at General Electric in staffing, management development,
compensation, and employee and union relations, starting in 1951. He served as Executive-InResidence at the Michigan Business School in 1984 and currently consults with a number of
corporations on succession planning and HRM. # BkRev.
Landsberger, Henry A., 1968, “Book Review of Counseling in an Organization: A Sequel to the
Hawthorne Researches by W. J. Dickson and F. J. Roethlisberger” [Contains references to The
Changing Culture of a Factory as an appropriate comparison], American Sociological Review,
Oct., 33(5):826-828. Landsberger was the author of Hawthorne Revisited. (See also his 1961
article on Jaques.) D&R used bottom-up counseling that failed. Landsberger pointed out that, in
contrast, Jaques used top-down counseling at Glacier Metal that largely succeeded. BkRev.
Lautman, J., 1977, “Book Review of General Theory of Bureaucracy by Elliott Jaques,” Review
of Economics, 28(2):302-304. Not seen. BkRev.
Lautman, J., 1977, “Book Review of General Theory of Bureaucracy by Elliott Jaques,”
Sociologie Travails [Sociol Trav] (in French?), 77(1):93-94. Not seen. See Thomson ISI Web.
BkRev.
Lawler, E. E., III, 1972, “Book Review of Fair Pay and Work by Roy Richardson,”
Contemporary Psychology, American Psychological Association, Washington, DC, July,
17(7):394-395. Lawler stated, “This is a solid, well-done study that is conservatively interpreted
by the author.” He acknowledged Richardson’s study was “a well-executed empirical test of
Jaques’ major points with respect to pay equity” with a “surprisingly high correlation (r = .86).”
“As time passes, the study will undoubtedly be cited as ‘proof’ that TSD measurement represents
the answer to pay problems in organizations.” But in typical fashion, Lawler said Jaques and
Richardson “come up empty-handed” by failing “to explain why this correlation is so strong.”
Thus to Lawler this was “not an outstanding contribution to organization theory,” so he repeated
Richardson’s purely pro forma call “more research is needed.” Lawler’s critique was based on
asking questions that Richardson never asked and then belittling him for not answering. Lawler
was hip, swinging, with-it, cool, and so above-it-all. See similar review by Hyman 1971. Q.V.:
Lawler and Porter 1963 FFP:HierLvl article. See Goodman and R. Miller 1973 review. BkRev.
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Leblebici, Huseyin, 1997, “Book Review of American Anti-Management Theories of
Organization by Lex Donaldson,” Administrative Science Quarterly, September, 42(3):602-604.
Liked Donaldson’s defense of ‘structural contingency theory’ but was highly skeptical of his
sweeping condemnation of the other more recent alternative theories. Wished Donaldson had
directed some of his own skepticism toward structural contingency theory. (See Gibson
Burrell’s Pandemonium ... and review by Legge.) BkRev.
Legge, Karen, 1997 ?, “Book Review of Pandemonium: Towards A Retro-Organization Theory
by Gibson Burrell,” in Work, Employment and Society, UK, 12(2):384-387. A squirrelly book, a
parody of OT. A deconstructionist, post-modernist text. Disassembles Fordism. She loved it
but recognized it was not for everyone: one of the most ‘interesting’ books of the last decade.
(Also, take a look at Lex Donaldson’s American Anti-Management ... and Leblebici review.)
BkRev.
Leggett, John C., 1991, "Bk Rev: Large Corporation and Contemporary Classes by Maurice
Zeitlin, 1989," Contemporary Sociology, ASA, US, May, 20(3):387-388. Noted that Berle and
Means was weakly documented – but strongly argued – and alleged a managerial takeover. But
these new MBA managers "derive less and less of their earnings and wealth from salaries, and
more and more from their investments and [financial] manipulations. (Roberto Michels has aptly
labeled this process "percolation.") This does not mean a separation of control from ownership,
but rather the emergence of the dual activity of day-to-day direction and long-term
ownership. In fact, by virtue of ownership, control over managerial positions may rest in the
hands of property interests outside the producing organization. These exterior interests time
and again consist of banking families, which occupy powerful positions - much as Zeitlin,
Domhoff, Hunter, and others have documented. Zeitlin's volume can help reshape the field of
social stratification." At Livingston Coll. # BkRev.
Lehmann-Haupt, Christopher, 1974, “The Root of All Money,” New York Times, New York,
N.Y., Books of The Times, Nov 12, 1974, pg. 37 (1 pg). Book Review of Thomas Wiseman’s
The Money Motive (334 p.). A mixed review. But a discussion of Jaques’ TSD is included in the
book. “This seems as good a way as I know of to explain why assembly-line work is so
unrewarding. And at the other end of the spectrum, it explains why statesmen tend to worry
about the judgement of history.” BkRev.
Lennon, Elizabeth, and Robin Kramar, 2000, “The Tank: Good Teamsters,” Boss, Australian
Financial Review, John Fairfax Group Pty Ltd, 05/08/2000, Australia. There's plenty of rhetoric
about building teams in the workplace, but how realistic is it? This is a review of two HBR
articles on teams by Jon Katzenbach in the Austalian context: “The Myth of the Top
Management Team,” 1997, and “Firing Up the Front Line,” 1999. Katzenbach used the U.S.
Marines as his example of good teams. Lennon contrasted this with Elliott Jaques’ working
paper, “Five Special Organisational Studies” (#3002, Cason Hall, 1996): the Marine key is clear
expectations and accountabilities. Kramar dismissed Katzenbach because he did not address or
resolve the internal contradictions of flat teams and the Marine hierarchy. (Using Jaques’ theory
they saw through Katzenbach’s superficiality.) BkRev.
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Levinson, Harry, 1971, “Book Review of Work, Creativity and Social Justice by Elliott Jaques,”
Bulletin of the Menninger Clinic, Nov., 35(6):488-490. Not seen. BkRev.
Levinson, Harry, 1977, “Book Review of Elliott Jaques, A General Theory of Bureaucracy,” in
Columbia Journal of World Business, New York, NY, Fall, 12(3):132-136. A very positive
review. BkRev.
Lichtenberg, P., 1971, “Book Review of Work, Creativity and Social Justice by Elliott Jaques,”
Gerontologist, 11(4):370-370. Not seen. BkRev.
Life, Andrew, 1986, “Organization Management Facing Change, — Essay Review Article,”
Long Range Planning, UK, Feb. 1986, 19(1):123-127. (Edited by W. Owen Nutt.) Bk Rev on
Valerie Hammond, ed., 1985, Current Research in Management, Frances Pinter, London, UK,
265 p. Although corporate culture was started by Jaques, it was put on the management map by
Peters and Waterman 1982. This book nincluded chapters by Kakabadse and Margerison, and by
Paskins. Cited Jaques 1951; Paskins 1985. At Henley, UK. # BkRev. A.
Lightman, Ernie S., 1973, “Book Review of Incomes Policy, Equity and Pay Increase
Differentials by Hilde Behrend,” Economica, LSE, London, UK, Nov., New Series,
40(160):467-468. ??? BkRev.
Linetsky, Barry L., 2006, “Elliott Jaques Travels The Road To Serfdom: A Review of Free
Enterprise, Fair Employment,” May 2006, 13 p. Partner, The Strategic Planning Group,
Toronto, ON, Canada. A skeptical online review of Jaques’ 1982 book from a pure capitalist
market and Hayekian perspective. Veers from calling Jaques “a genius” to calling him “tragic”
for misunderstanding economics. (Thomas Schelling [2005 Nobel in Economics] once said
every researcher should keep a shredder by his desk. He meant some words and findings should
go into the shredder.) Jaques read Hayek and held Hayek in high esteem. That said, Hayek
might, just might, be wrong. (Read the commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution for a refutation
of Adam Smith, of whom the Framers were aware.) Jaques did not think much of Milton
Friedman. See Lajoux 2005 for a different strategic use of this book. BkRev.
Lipowski, Z. J., 1974, “Bk Rev The Interpretation of Death edited by Hendrik M. Ruitenbeek,”
JAMA, Jan 1974; 227(3):330. Only two chapters are recommended to the general medical
reader. In the chapter “Death and the Mid-life Crisis,” Elliott Jaques discusses with wisdom and
originality the consequences of enhanced awareness of one’s mortality. At Dartmouth Med.
BkRev. A.
Lloyd, Bruce, 1988, “An Alternative View of Leadership,” Leadership and Organization
Development Journal (LODJ), 9(1):iii-iv. A book review of Lao Tsu’s Tao Te Ching as a text on
leadership. Interesting point of view. # BkRev.
Lloyd, Bruce, 1991, “Book Review of Requisite Organization by Elliott Jaques,” Long Range
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Planning, April 1991, 24(2):127. Brief reviews. “A classic that deserves to be widely read.”
BkRev.
Lloyd, Bruce, 1997, “Book Review of Requisite Organization by Elliott Jaques, 2nd Rev. edn,”
Long Range Planning, Aug. 1997, 30(4):635. Brief reviews. Again! BkRev.
Lodge, Paul, 1994, “Reviews – Parents, Gender and Education Reform by Mirian E. David / In
Support of Education: Governing the Reformed System by Philipa Cordingley and Maurice
Kogan,” Journal of Social Policy, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, Jan. 1994, 23(1):111.
Parents & parenting, Nonfiction, Education reform. Book Review – Comparative. BkRev. A.
Long, Trevor, 1998, “Book Review of Requisite Organization by Elliott Jaques,” Journal of
Management Development, Feb-March 1998, 17(2-3):233 (2 pages). Clio online. Not seen.
BkRev.
Loudenback, Lynn J., 1970, “Bk Rev Kelly, ‘Organizational Behaviour’,” Mississippi Valley
Journal of Business and Economics, U. of New Orleans, New Orleans, La., US, Winter
1970/1971, 6(2):98-99. [RFE] The task approach was stressed and Human Relations theory of
motivation was repeatedly rejected by Joe Kelly. Very persuasive, yet the reviewer felt HR was
applicable more to the US, while the task approach was more for the UK. [1&2 of 2] # BkRev.
Lundberg, Craig C., 1962, "Evolving Administrative Relationships: A Bibliographic Essay,"
Business Quarterly, London, UK, Summer 1962, 27(2):61-69. A series of reviews, including
Wilfred Brown’s 1960 book. Thought of it as an up-to-date English counterpart to Barnard’s
1938 book. Included references to Brown and Raphael 1948; Jaques 1951, 1956. (Also covered
- Argyris 1957, James Richards 1960, Robert Guest 1962, McGregor 1960, Likert 1961, N.
Maier 1962.) Very positive. BkRev.
Lupton, Tom, 1962, “Book Review of Efficiency and Effort by Wilhelm Baldamus,” Economica,
London School of Economics and Political Science, London, UK, May, 29(114):223-224. Very
positive - “an important book.” Baldamus showed the assumption by economists that effort
proportions remain constant is unrealistic. BkRev. A.
Lupton, Ben, 1999, “Human Resource Management: The NHS, a Case Study,” Personnel
Review, MCB University Press, Bradford, England, April 1999, 28(3):279(3). (Review of a
book with an outside view? What years covered?) Circular online citation by Thomson Gale.
USELESS. Clio Online at ABI/INFORM. Not seen. BkRev. A.
Lynn, Laurence E., Jr., 2006, “The Performance of Performance,” Journal of Public
Administration Research & Theory, (10531858), Oct2006, 16(4):633-635. Reviewed the book
"Challenging the Performance Movement: Accountability, Complexity and Democratic VaIues,"
by Beryl A. Radin. Supportive of the challenge. Abstract Only Seen. BkRev.
MacDuffie, John Paul, 1994, “Bk Rev Alternatives to Lean Production by Christian Berggren,”
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Contemporary Sociology, US, March, 23(2):204-206. Found Berggren’s historical account of
the Swedish auto industry to be very valuable. However, Berggren follows Berlin’s
Wissenschaftszentrum commentators who see “Toyotaism” as a variant of “Taylorism” - it
‘sweats’ the workers. But Volvo had closed the Uddevalla and Kalmar plants. (Berggren is way
off - he believes in STS. MacDuffie sees the issue more clearly.) BkRev.
Magee, Roderick, 1998, “Book Review of Models and Theories of Executive Leadership: A
Conceptual/ Empirical Review and Integration by Stephen J. Zaccaro (1996),” Parameters, Bell
& Howell Comns., Carlisle Barracks, Carlisle, PA, US, 1 April 1998, 28(1):175. Enthusiastic
review. Zaccaro follows the design of Stogdill and Bass’ Handbook of Leadership. Zaccaro
sorts out the leadership ‘stuff’ everyone in the military is bombarded with, tries to bring some
closure to a decade of research on several key issues including: the nature and uniqueness of
executive-level work, identification of individual capacities, and KSAs related to executive
performance; development of measurements of the traits needed; and methods to acquire the
skills necessary to be successful at the executive level. This was based on the Jacobs and Jaques
model of Stratified Systems Theory 1990 (SST). Dr. Magee was a professor at the US Army
War College. # BkRev.
Mahler, Walter, 1964, “Book Review of Strategy and Structure by Alfred Chandler, Jr.”
Personnel Psychology, 17:213-214. Very positive. This book is rich for psychologists. BkRev.
Mahoney, Thomas A., 1985, [Review of: S. Biesheuvel, Work Motivation and Compensation,
Vol. I & II.]. South African Journal of [… ???] Psychology, SA, 15(3):97-99. NYPL, CUNY &
Clio online since 1994. [SA Jl Industrial Psych?] open jnl? Yes, but online only since 1999.
Aargh. Not seen. Not in NYC. In UK? BkRev.
Man’nari, Hiroshi, 1979, “Bk Rev of The Japanese Company by Rodney Clark,” The Japan
Quarterly, Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo, JN, Oct-Dec 1979, 26(4):554-556. (aka Mannari, Hiroshi)
A harsh and negative review of the British book. Found too many explanations of management
decisions and actions to be cultural rather than rational. Cited Azumi 1979. BkRev.
Manning, David, 1984, Book Review of Jaques, "The Form of Time", Social Science Quarterly,
US, Sept. 1984, 65(3):889-890. A positive review of the book. Described it as "major" and
"impressive" and fit for advanced and sophisticated students of time and the human sciences.
However, felt more to address Wittgenstein was needed. BkRev. A.
Marcus, Philip M., 1963, “Book Review of Social Science Approaches to Business Behavior,
George B. Strother, editor,” American Journal of Sociology, May, 68(6):701-702. One chapter
by William Foote Whyte described Jaques’ work at Glacier Metal and also Floyd C. Mann’s
research at Detroit Edison. Baruch 3rd fl., Htr Mn 5th fl. BkRev. A.
Marsh, Arthur, 1966, “Book Review of Pay and Occupation in Great Britain 1906-1960 by Guy
Routh,” Journal of Management Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, October, 3(2):327-332.
Noted that collective bargaining is an institutionalized way of maintaining pay differentials
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(status, ranks) and thus the importance of education and training to improve earnings. BkRev.
Martin, F. M., 1951, “Human Relations in Industry – A Discussion of Recent Literature” [Book
Review of The Changing Culture of a Factory by Elliott Jaques], The British Journal of
Sociology, London School of Economics, Wiley-Blackwell, Dec. 1951, 2(4):354-359. In 1948
the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations embarked upon a participant study of group relations
in the Glacier Metal Co. of Alperton. Jaques described the work of the Tavistock investigators in
detail to bring tensions to the surface, sort out the relations of middle managers, and increase the
authority of managers by widening worker participation. Noted they would not start the project
until both operatives and management had given their consent. (c.f . J. Child 1969) Martin
could not find any personality or individual relationship type facts in the book. Recognized book
was unique and courageous. # BkRev. A.
Martin, Roderick, 1993, "Bk Rev Prices, Quality and Trust by Mari Sako," British Journal of
Industrial Relations, Blackwell, UK, 473-474 p. A positive review of the book. # BkRev. A.
Martinson, LeRoy, 1970, “Book Review of Pay and Occupation in Great Britain 1908-1962
[updated edition of 1906-1960? an error?] [by Guy Routh],” American Sociological Review,
June, 35(3):578-579. Points to Routh’s citing of Jaques to explain the mass consensus on just
differentials between occupations. Thinks the greater status consciousness of British society may
be why the differentials are larger in the U.S. BkRev. A.
Mathias, T. A., 1988, “Bk Rev Quality Circles by B. L. Maheshari ed.,” Management and
Labour Studies, Xavier L.R.I., Jan., Jamshedpur, India, October 1988, 13(4):273-275. A positive
review noting their Japanese origin. # BkRev.
Mathias, T. A., 1988, “Bk Rev Joint Management Councils by Surya Mookherjee,” Management
and Labour Studies, Xavier L.R.I., Jan., Jamshedpur, India, October 1988, 13(4):277-278. A
positive review. # BkRev.
McCarrey, Michael W., 1993, “Book Review of Exploring Complex Organizations: A Cultural
Perspective, by Barbara Czarniawska-Joerges,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, Wiley,
Nov., 14(6):609-610. C-J’s personal “meta-model” of organization culture. A synthesis of ideas
from writers starting with Jaques 1951. (The next writers were in 1971.) BkRev.
McCreadie, Claudine, 1975, “Bk Rev Social Services Departments by Rowbottom, Ralph et al
1974,” Journal of Social Policy (JSP), Cambridge U. Press, UK, July, 4(3):330-331. Also cited
Pugh 1971, Lupton 1971, and Carver and Edwards 1973. A very positive review, ending: “I was
wrong. I found it helpful and provoking and I am still trying to decide the worth of my own
prediliction.” See Bk Rev by Westland 1974. BkRev. A.
McCusker, R., 1961, “Ice Cold at Glacier Metal,” Trade Union Affairs, Autumn/Winter, UK, p.
39-43. This starts as a book review of Exploration in Management by Wilfred Brown – and
becomes more. (See articles section for full description.) BkRev.
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McKergow, Mark, 1995, “Bk Rev The right brain manager by Harry Alder, Piatkus, UK,
(1994), 191 pp.”, Long Range Planning, June 1995, 28(3):109-110. Jaques’ research was
mentioned in the review (not in book; no citation). [Book not in NYPL, CUNY, Clio. Not
seen.] BkRev.
McMurry, Robert N., 1965, "Managers -- Personality & Performance," Journal of Marketing,
US, Oct65, 29(4):97-98. 2p. ISSN: 00222429. Presented a positive review of the 1963 book by
Kenn Rogers. Managers who delivered poorer results had a negative attitude toward their
employees. [Personality was not the key to performance. Cognitive capability showed through
clearly. Compare the leader vs non-leader with results from the Sears studies of X-Y managers.
Wow.] (2nd author mis-attributed, as 'Payne'.) At The McMurry Company. # BkRev. A.
Meadows, Paul, 1953, “Book Review of Industrial Leadership and Joint Consultation: A Study
of Human Relations in Three Merseyside Firms by W. H. Scott,” American Sociological Review,
Feb., 1953, 18(1):113-114. Reviewer placed this study between Jaques 1951 and Joint
Consultation in British Industry, a study by the National Institute of Industrial Psychology. Joint
consultation is a function of the power structure of the firm. A positive review. BkRev.
Meindl, James R., 1994, “Book Review of Strategic Leadership: A Multiorganizational-Level
Perspective edited by Robert L. Phillips and James G. Hunt [1992],” Academy of Management
Review, April, 19(2):345-348. [SUNY Buffalo] This book was one of two that came out of a
1991 conference sponsored by the U.S. Army ARI and the War College. Jaques’ SST was “not
part of the theoretical mainstream” at the Academy. Reviewer claimed the theory has a “small
volume of work that has been done, with published, empirical tests of the theory being especially
limited. The core ideas have not been extensively verified.” This selection of essays by “some
well-known researchers” helped “locate SST within the current pantheon of perspectives that
Academy members will be more familiar with.” Reviewer Meindl saw the weakness here: the
academics focused more on the limits of SST than its core. He and they did not get the hint: the
US Army wanted academics - that means YOU - to pay attention to SST. Meindl was unaware
of the Barber and Jacobs 1991 proceedings of presentations by military speakers at this
conference. (So the Army held other conferences in 1994 and 1996 and published more books of
papers. See volumes: Cage 1994; Hunt, Dodge, and Wong, 1999.) BkRev. A.
Menzies, I. E. P., 1957, “Bk Rev of Measurement of Responsibility - a study of work, payment,
and individual capacity - Jaques, E.,” International Journal of Psychoanalysis, UK, 38(3-4):287288. Not seen. BkRev.
Meredeen, Sander, 1977, “Book Review of A Social Scientist in Industry by Lisl Klein (1976),”
British Journal of Industrial Relations, July 1977, 15(2):296. An account of her explorations
and adventures during a 5-year assignment at Esso as a resident social scientist. Very positive
review. “Few books since Jaques’ CCF ...” (1951). (Nice going, Lisl. See Klein, Lisl, 2005.)
Meredeen at LSE. BkRev. A.
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Michal, Jan M., 1979, “Book Review of The Inequality of Pay by Henry Phelps Brown,” Journal
of Economic Literature, American Economic Association, March, 17(1):145-147. Cited Lydall
1968. Michal saw the book as an economic reference work. BkRev.
Miljus, Robert C., 1972, “Book Review of A Sociology of Work in Industry by Alan Fox,” in
Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Ithaca, NY, Oct., 26:745-746. Fox used some of Jaques
ideas, including accountability and discretion. BkRev.
Milkovich, George T., 1974, “An Elliott Jaques ‘Sampler’” [Book Review of Work, Creativity
and Social Justice], in Contemporary Psychology, 19(1):46. Book is an ‘easy introduction’ to
Jaques’ ideas. BkRev.
Miller, Clive, 1981, “Bk Rev: Organizing Social Services Departments 1980,” British Journal of
Social Work, BASW, London, UK, June, 11(3):363-364. [Authors of book: David Billis,
Geoffrey Bromley, Anthea Hey and Ralph Rowbottom.] Miller backs democracy in the
workplace. He objected to the non-discussion of morality in this book. Negative review.
BkRev. A.
Money-Kyrle, R. E., 1961, “Book Review of Equitable Payment by Elliott Jaques,” International
Journal of Psychoanalysis, Routledge for Institute of Psycho-Analysis, London, UK, 42:562.
BkRev.
Montemayor, Edilberto, 1994, “Book Review of Job Evaluation: The Myth of Equitable
Assessment by Maeve Quaid,” Personnel Psychology, 47(3):676. Case study of a Hay job
evaluation from a novel and richly anecdotal socio-political perspective that focuses on influence
tactics. It reveals the process is an institutionalized myth - a set of beliefs that can not be
objectively tested. BkRev.
Moore, Phoebe, 2006, "Bk Rev The Mismanagement of Talent: Employability and Jobs in the
Knowledge Economy by Philip Brown and Anthony Hesketh", British Journal of Industrial
Relations, London School of Economics, Wiley-Blackwell, US-UK, Mar2006, 44(1):162-163.
17p. ISSN: 00071080. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-8543.2006.00491.x. The recruitment pool in this
economy has been educated up to university level. In the high-tech world of 'employability' the
rules have changed: now it is the ability to get a job that is the key. Managerial 'gut feeling' is
combined with candidate reputation and social capital. 'Flexibility' really means 'unstable'.
Players vs Purists. Outsourcing is not covered. At U. Manchester, UK. # BkRev. A.
Morgan, David H. J., 1983, “Bk Rev: Families in Britain,” British Journal of Sociology, Dec83,
34(4):597-598. Reviewed two books on interpersonal relations, one was: “Families in Britain,”
edited by R. M. Rapoport, M. P. Fogarty and R. Rapoport. At U. of Manchester. BkRev. A.
Morgan, Gareth, 1992, “Book Review of Trist, Eric, Hugh Murray, and Beulah Trist, eds., 1990,
The Social Engagement of Social Science: A Tavistock Anthology, Vol. I: The SocioPsychological Perspective.” This is a history/ retrospective on Tavistock. Very positive.
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Morgan concentrated on “social defenses against anxiety,” which Jaques has withdrawn.
BkRev.
Moskowitz, Herbert, 1980, “Discontinuity Theory of Human Functioning [Book review of
Levels of Abstraction in Logic and Human Action]” in Contemporary Psychology, APA, Nov.,
25(11):895-7. Very positive. BkRev.
Muchinsky, Paul M., 1983, “Book Review of Free Enterprise, Fair Employment,” Personnel
Psychology, Durham, NC, Autumn, 36(3):651-653. Very positive. At Iowa State, Ames.
BkRev.
Mumford, Alan, 1992, “Book Review: Executive Leadership: a Practical Guide To Managing
Complexity by Jaques, E., and Clement, S. D.,” Management Learning, UK, 23:174-175. A
confused mess. The reviewer got the ideas wrong way, rigid, uncomprehending. Mixed these
ideas with alchemy. Not just lost, he has gone over the hill. Described the book as “so
disappointing.” BkRev.
Mutchler, D. E., 1977, “Book Review of General Theory of Bureaucracy by Elliott Jaques,”
Sociology Practitioner (sp?) [Practice (?)], 2(2):125-129. Not seen. BkRev.
Nakamura, Masao, 1988, “Book review of Profits in the long run by Dennis C. Mueller,
(Cambridge U. P., NY, 1986) p. 378,” Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, Elsevier,
Dec. 1988, 10(4):459-462. doi: 10.1016/0167-2681(88)90066-2 Solid. Refutes assumptions of
traditional economists. Matthew’s Law. At U. Alberta, Edmonton, Canada. # BkRev.
Nelson, Harold A., 1962, “Bk Rev: Equitable Payment: A General Theory of Work, Differential
Payment, and Individual Progress,” Sociology and Social Research, USC, L.A., US, Jan1962,
46(2):247-248. Reviewed the book by Elliott Jacques [sic]: “outstanding.” Grad Ctr., Hunter
Mn., City Coll., JJay HM1 .S75. At Colorado State Coll. BkRev.
Newcomb, T. M., 1951, “Book Review of The Changing Culture of a Factory,” Human
Relations, UK, 4(3):304-310. ‘A Critical Appreciation.’ “In short, the book consists primarily
of a case study of a single factory.” The team from Tavistock focused on “effective
communications,” “role clarification,” “the sanctioning system,” the split between management
and the workers, the conflict within the managers over authoritarian order-giving and
participation, and group working-through of their problems. The consultants persistently refuse
to give advice. The ‘practical results’ were slow, hard-won gains at every level. At the end of
the second year interrelated changes of a piece were implemented. This is raw clinical data
without tests of validity or reliability and is not scientifically controlled to test hypotheses. Here
the researchers were to meet the needs of the client. Quantitative proposition-testing scientific
research would be appropriate in the future as promised. Theodore M. At U. of Michigan.
BkRev.
Newman, A. Derek, 1966, “Book Review of The Management of Conflict by William G. Scott,”
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British Journal of Industrial Relations, London School of Economics, London, UK, Nov.,
4(3):430-431. A very positive review by the head of the Glacier Institute of Management.
“Useful ... stimulating and objective analysis of a very topical subject on which little has
previously been written ... [that may] lead to an explicit step forward in the subject.” [Note that
most of one chapter was on Glacier.] BkRev.
Nicholls, John, 1993, “Book Review of Requisite Organization [1989] by Elliott Jaques,” [Book
Reviews section edited by Bruce Lloyd], Long Range Planning, Pergamon-Elsevier, Oxford,
UK, Feb., 26(1):140-141. A very positive review yet skeptical of Jaques’ tendency toward
“sweeping pronouncements” that “require” managers to follow the theory. Cited Hilmer’s 1989
article in McKinsey Quarterly. See Lloyd 1991 book review of R.O. BkRev.
Nilakant, V. and Nitish R. De, 1976, “Reviewed work(s): Beyond Contract: Work, Power and
Trust Relations by Alan Fox,” Indian Journal of Industrial Relations, IN, July 1976, 12(1):8790. Mentioned the Jaques connection. Snide. Biased. Not helpful. # BkRev.
Noland, E. William, 1953, “Book Review of The Changing Culture of a Factory by Elliott
Jaques,” Social Forces, March, 31(3):288-289. BkRev.
Notz, William N., 1986, “Book Review of Warner, Malcolm, 1984, Organizations and
Experiments: Designing New Ways of Managing Work, Wiley, New York, NY, 194 pp.
Mentioned the Glacier Project along with Taylor, Mayo, and other field experiments. The book
overreaches and is undone by its ambition. (This book is a winger.) BkRev.
Obholzer, Anton, 1991, “Book Review of Creativity and Work by Elliott Jaques,” British
Journal of Psychiatry, December, 159:903-904. Very positive review. Recommended book for
managers (“Learning for Uncertainty”), for clinicians, and for human resources. Jaques was best
known in Britain for his key role in the reorganization of the National Health Services (NHS) in
the 1970s. This collection of Jaques’ essays did not hang together well. Clio Psych Lib. serials.
BkRev.
Orzack, Louis H., 1973, “Book Review of A Sociology of Work in Industry by Alan Fox,” in
Contemporary Sociology, Jan., 2(1):70-71. Noted that Fox used some of Jaques ideas, including
accountability and discretion. BkRev.
Osborn, Michelle, 1988, "Snappy primer on office politics, [Bk Rev: Office Hours by Walter
Kiechel III]," USA Today, [McLean, Va], 06 May 1988: 04B. Reviewer praised a chapter on
Elliott Jaques and RO. Very positive review. Online. # BkRev.
Osterman, Paul, 2004, “Book Review of Low-Wage America: How Employers Are Reshaping
Opportunity in the Workplace, edited by Eileen Appelbaum, Annette Bernhardt, and Richard J.
Murnane,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Ithaca, NY, October 2004, 58 (1):153-154.
This view to the contrary, there is evidently widespread interest in understanding what has been
happening to work in the lower levels of the job market. There were three gaps: discussion of
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managerial strategy, between immigration and low-wage work in America, and a chapter on
retail work. Otherwise outstanding. (See Jones et al 2003. Did Osterman understand it?)
BkRev.
Packwood, Tim, 1973, “Bk Rev The Economics of Medical Care – No. 7 in the University of
York Studies in Economics, Hauser, M. M., ed., 1972, Allen and Unwin, UK, 334 p.,” British
Journal of Social Work (BJSW), BASW, London, UK, Smr 1973, 3(2):294-295. These are 17
papers with comments presented at a U. York 1970 conference. All the papers are readable. But
the problems facing economists in looking at our health service, which cannot respond directly to
the forces of the marketplace, ring out loud and strong. Drs. are not fully managed and they
view the quantification of benefits with suspicion. Benefits are value not outputs; long-term not
short-term. Cochrane points out that economists’ studies have focused on means not ends.
BkRev. A.
Padgett, John J., 1991, “Book Review of Order Without Design by Martha S. Feldman,”
Contemporary Sociology, Jan. 1991, 20(1):55-56. Padgett remarks that public bureaucracies are
controlled by “a voracious report production line, requiring continual consumption of naivete to
survive.” Magnificent. Fewer, truer words have ever been written. Amen. BkRev.
Paprika, Zita, 1992, "Software development: Project Management: by Dina Berkeley, Robert de
Hoog and Patrick Humphreys, Ellis Horwood, 1990, ISBN 0-13-829847-5," International
Journal of Production Economics, Elsevier, UK, November, 28(1):127-128. Positive review.
BkRev.
Parker, Seymour, 1956, “Review of New Directions in Psycho-Analysis [No. 65]” [edited by
Melanie Klein, et al], in Man, Royal Anthropological Institute, London, UK, May, 56:72.
Volume contained the 1953 essay by Jaques that he has withdrawn. A negative review: “Little
concern for methodological rigour ... [or to] integrate findings with pertinent academic research.”
BkRev.
Pelz, Donald C., 1957, “Discretion Measures the Job: Book Review of Measurement of
Responsibility,” in Contemporary Psychology, June, 2(6):171. With some reservations, “This
little book could be a pioneering advance in the science of organization.” BkRev.
Pendlebury, Maurice, 2002, “Book Review of Beyond Results: Accountability Discretion and
Performance Budget Reform by Kathleen Anders” Accounting and Business Research, UK,
Autumn 2002, 32(4):277-278. Management by results (MBO) has been tried in various forms and dumped by legislatures. Neither the state legislatures nor the congress have allowed it. In
the public sphere, political accountability overrides managerial accountability. (Based on her
Related PhD.) A positive review. (Book was not on the theory but close.) BkRev.
Peterson, Corinna, 1979, “Levels of abstraction in logic and human action [by Elliott Jaques,
R.O. Gibson, and D.J. Isaac, (eds.)] (Miscellaneous Book Review),” Journal of Analytical
Psychology, Apr79, 24(2):181. Very short book review. Theory of discontinuity was applied to
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the structure of propositional logic, the mental capacity of individuals, and to hierarchical social
organizations. Has some potential interest to psychologists. Mildly positive. BkRev.
Pierson, Frank C., 1962, “Book Review of The Just Wage by Michael Fogarty,” Industrial and
Labor Relations Review, US, April, 15(3):425-427. Thought the book was major - both
visionary and practical. This immediately precedes Homa’s review of Jaques 1961! BkRev. A.
Podmore, David, 1970, "Bk Revs of Is Scientific Management Possible? and Organizational
Behaviour both by Joe Kelly," The British Journal of Sociology, LSE, UK, Mar. 1970,
21(1):119-120. He liked the first but with misgivings about its quality. There was a gap
between what the theory claimed and what the managers actually did. The second was a good
textbook. At U. Hong Kong. BkRev. A.
Prasad, S. Benjamin, 1966, “Book Review of Organizational Relations and Management Action,
by Garret L. Bergen and William V. Haney,” Management Science, The Institute of Management
Sciences, INFORMS, Series C, Bulletin, December, 13(4):C81-C83. Berated the authors for not
mentioning structure or hierarchy (or Jaques) and only focusing on personal relationships
between managers and employees. BkRev.
Prasad, S. Benjamin, 1976, “Book Review of Modern Japanese Organization and DecisionMaking by Ezra F. Vogel, ed., 1975, Berkeley, U. Cal. Press,” Organization and Administrative
Sciences, Kent, OH, 7(1,2):129-131. By both Japan and USA academics, it attacks at least six
myths about Japan then prevalent in the USA. Prasad felt the Japanese decision-making system,
ringi-sei, may be instead a problem-finding mechanism. Praised the book for its many new
insights. Contributions by Kazuo Noda, Rohlen, Curtis, Passin, Hugh Patrick, Yoshino, Shirai,
Campbell, and William F. Pounds. BkRev.
Pratt, Dennis, 1997, “Book Review: J.T. Ludeke (1996) The Line in the Sand: The Long Road to
Staff Employment in Comalco, Melbourne: Wilkinson Books. $19.95, 168 pp (pbk),” Asia
Pacific Journal of Human Resources, 1997; 35:115-116. Fills a gap in the public’s knowledge
of what has happened inside Comalco. This is the best we will probably get until an insider
gives us a “complete history of the “impact of Sir Roderick Carnegie as chief executive, [and]
Elliott Jaques as the guru who created the Stratified Systems Theory.” The SST changes began
at the top, were implemented through the management, and, after 14 years, reached the unionized
workers. Three case studies. Most CRA and union stories are still not public. Positive. Himself
a consultant. # BkRev.
Priest, Arthur, 1975, “Bk Rev Man Mismanagement by Alan Fox,” Personnel Review, London,
UK, 4(1)66-68. Very positive. “Splendid analysis.” Fox goes beyond pluralism to a radical
position on industrial relations. (Followed by Steven J. Wood review of Beyond Contract.)
BkRev.
Priyadarshini, Rukmini, 1997, “Blame the design not the id and the ego,” [Book Review of
Executive Leadership by Elliott Jacques and Stephen Clement], Businessline, Islamabad,
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Pakistan, Dec 18, 1997, pg. 23. It is difficult to tell how much a seemingly interpersonal
conflict is the result of a personality problem or of deficient organisation. Most interpersonal
pressures and tensions and poor leadership are the result of poor organisation rather than of
personality problems. This book is about organisational design principles, objectives, task
complexity, and leadership practices. Teach. BkRev. *****
Pucik, Vladimir, 1991, “Hypotheses about Japan,” Science, New Series, 3 May 1991,
252(5006):728. A Book Review of Culture, Control, and Commitment by James R. Lincoln and
Arne L. Kalleberg. Very positive. The authors rigorously tested Dore’s claims about Japan.
Found most of them generally true. Japanese workers are not as satisfied as American workers
but they are more committed. Japanese first-level supervisors had high status, authority,
decision-making style, and career impact. The only error Pucik found was on seniority-based
promotions. They are based on merit and achievement. The central argument: organizational
variables in US and Japan had similar impacts on job satisfaction and commitment. (Thus the
Japanese way will prevail.) At U. Mich. Teach. BkRev. A.
Pugh, Derek, 1999, “REPLY Re: ask help for reform in China,” MINT*/TIM Past E-Mail
Transmissions, Volume 6 / Number 7 (February 3, 1999), McMaster University website. “This
is a big question, which requires someone working with you on your particular situation rather
than an e-mail response. In my opinion for the West (and, of course, Chinese cultural
differences will make an impact) the best theory on the formation and working of large
bureaucracies is provided by: Elliott Jaques: A General [Theory] of Bureaucracy, Heinemann,
1973 [1976]. It explains what justifies having a number of different level in an organization and
illustrates how many formal levels in the hierarchy of present organizations are really pseudolevels performing no useful functions. Since organizations tend to develop pseudo-levels over
time, my advice is to start with as few levels as possible. Another classic is Anthony Down's
Inside Bureaucracy.” Professor Derek Pugh, Open University Business School, UK. BkRev.
Radbourne, Jennifer, 2005, “Book Review of Leading With Passion: Change Management in the
21st Century Museum by Sherene Suchy,” International Journal of Arts Management, Montréal,
QU, CA, Fall 2005, 8(1):86. A positive review. At QUT Brisbane. BkRev.
Ramaswamy, E. A., 1979, Book Review: “Elliott Jaques, A General Theory of Bureaucracy,” Rs
6.80, Indian Economic and Social History Review, Sage, online, Jan.-March 1979, 16(1):97. EJ
is concerned with the humanization of bureaucracy. He sets forth a blueprint for “constitutional
bureaucracy” that includes an appeals process for appraisals. For this model to succeed
bureaucracies have to be seen by employers and employees as “for their common good.” This is
its “Achilles heel”. At U. Delhi. BkRev.
Raven, John, 1992, “Bk Rev: Delegating Tasks”, Higher Education Review, Tyrrell Burgess
Assoc., UK, Spring 1992, 24(2):80-81. A very positive review of Requisite Organization by
Elliott Jaques. Concise description of R.O. # BkRev.
Richardson, Stanley, 1989, “Review of Requisite Organization,” Ergonomics, Taylor and
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Francis, London, UK, 32(10):1251-1252. BkRev.
Roberts, David R., 1962, “Book Reviews of The Just Wage and Equitable Payment,” American
Journal of Sociology, July, 68(1):140-141. In very different ways Fogarty and Jaques try to get
pay policy away from the economists, who have had it for over a century, and give it back to the
humanists. Fogarty draws on the neglected scholastic writings for the idea of maximum value to
society to establish a just wage. References to Jaques were salted into Fogarty’s book, but the
reviewer overlooked them. Jaques relies on TSD to create an equilibrium model. Roberts felt
this ended in displacement which would reduce full employment. Otherwise, a descriptive,
neutral review. See Roberts 1956 on the scale of operations effect on pay. See Robertson’s
1961 UK book review of these two works. BkRev. A.
Robertson, D. J., 1961, “Book Review of The Just Wage by Michael P. Fogarty and Equitable
Payment by Elliott Jaques,” The Sociological Review, U. Keele, Keele, UK, 9(3):380-382.
Praise for Fogarty and damnation for Jaques. Fogarty’s book was “a broad, humane approach”
that “shakes the dust from ancient manuscripts and gives them contemporary relevance.” It
challenged short-run economics as too varied and seemed to back a long-term view of wagesetting. He contrasted Fogarty to Jaques which he saw as “a narrow technique” that “does not
support the author’s claims.” See Roberts US book review 1962 - a joint review with Jaques. At
U. Glasgow. BkRev. A.
Robertson, Mary F., 1961, “Making Sense of Company Structure,” Book Review of Exploration
in Management by Wilfred Brown, Engineering, The Design Council, London, UK, 14 April
1961, v. 191, p. 540. This is the third book out of Glacier Metal and is by its Managing Director
(CEO). This brilliant, exciting book “is a new theory of industrial organization almost a
catharsis, wrung out ... from the toil, sweat and tears (if not blood) of practical experience.”
BkRev.
Robertson, Mary F., 1962, “Failure of Incentives,” Book Review of Piecework Abandoned by
Wilfred Brown, Engineering, The Design Council, London, UK, 16 Nov. 1962, v. 194, p. 655.
This “is a highly critical essay on the effects of wage incentive systems compared with time
rates.” Piecework rates were abandoned at Glacier in 1959. Man is not primarily an economic
animal. Quoted Brown 1945. BkRev.
Robinson, D., 1965, “Book Review of Product Analysis Pricing,” Journal of Management
Studies, May, 2(2):236-240, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK. (Joan R?) A review of three books
on pricing. Very positive toward Brown and Jaques. They create a controllable uniform system
for pricing within a firm. BkRev.
Rodger, Alec, 1957, “Bk Rev Measurement of Responsibility - a study of work, payment and
individual capacity - Jaques, E.,” Occupational Psychology, London, UK, July, 31(3):196-197.
Rodger was the editor. Positive review of the book (“fascinating” and “stimulating”) but felt
Jaques did himself rhetorically less than justice: he did not set the stage for his theory; he did not
summarize the other thinkers on ‘responsibility’; and he made round assertions without adequate
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support. City Pers. BkRev.
Rogers, Maria, 1951, "The Human Group: A Critical Review With Suggestions For Some
Alternate Hypotheses," Sociometry, ASA, Sage, US, Feb1951, 14(1):20-31. ISSN: 00380431.
The article presented a discussion on the book by George Homans. Homans re-studied five
recent studies of small groups and thus validated the hypothesis that small human groups were
social systems, organic wholes, sets of interdependent variables so organized that if a change
took place in one element, changes were precipitated in the others and in the interdependent
relationships between them. (These studies included the Bank Wiring Room at Hawthorne.)
Homans was concerned with the paucity of testable theory in sociology. The author's wit and
literary skill put this book in a class of scientific books that can be read with pleasure as well as
profit. At Committee on Autonomous Groups. # BkRev. A.
Rolle, Pierre, 1962, “Peut-On Mesurer La Responsabilité?” [“Can Responsibility Be
Measured?”] Cahiers d'Étude des Sociétés Industrielles et de l'Automation, Centre national de la
recherché scientifique, Centre d’études sociologiques, Paris, FR, 4:199-204. ISSN 0575-0504
Perm. link: http://oskicat.berkeley.edu/record=b12908930~S1 In French. Book review essay on
Jaques’ 1956 book - levels, pay, and TSD. NYPL ILL: U. Mich HD45 .C13. # BkRev.
Rosenberg, Stuart, 1999, “Bk Rev Management Challenges for the 21st Century by Peter
Drucker,” Business Horizons, Indiana U., Bloomingdale, IN, Sept-Oct 1999, p. 86-87. A
positive book review as “timely and thought provoking.” Accepted the ‘knowledge worker’
definition by Drucker without contradiction and at face value. BkRev.
Ross, Anthony Clunies, 1983, “Bk Rev Free Enterprise, Fair Employment by Elliott Jaques,”
Journal of Economic Studies, MCB University Press, Bradford, UK, 10(2):72-72. Jacques may
be regarded in general economic policy as a reconstructed Keynesian. “If this [Jaques’ timespan pay relativity scale] is in fact ... correct ... it does indeed seem a godsend to those seeking to
devise a pay policy.” Very positive. Ross was at Strathclyde in Glasgow. BkRev.
Rossan, Sheila, 1994, “Bk Rev: Managing Women: feminism and power in educational
management,” Feminist Review, UK, Summer 1994, 47:106-108. Reviewed 1993 book by
Adler, Sue, Jenny Laney, and Mary Packer published by Open Univ., Buckingham, UK, 162 p.
BkRev.
Rossan, Sheila, 1994, “Bk Rev: The Psychology of Ageing: an introduction,” The
British Journal of Psychology, Aug. 1994, 85:447-448. Review of 1991 book by Ian StuartHamilton, published by Kingsley, 208 p. BkRev.
Rossan, Sheila, 1995, “Bk Rev: Becoming Men,” The British Journal of Psychology,
Nov. 1995, 86:555. Positive review of 1992 book on this stage of human development by Daniel
A. Hart. At Brunel. BkRev.
Rowbottom, Ralph W., 1974, “Bk Rev Managing the Health Service by Stuart Haywood,”
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(George Allen & Unwin, London, UK, 178 p.), Public Administration, London, UK, 52(4):474476. Haywood was a former hospital administrator turned academic. What was needed was
better statistics, MBO, better staff management, more flexible control of pay, etc. And better
trained managers. But the author waffled and saw Burns and Stalker as offering a good in
accountability confusion. RWR saw this book as light-weight, anecdotal, and not profound but
fit for the trainee and the neophyte. A negative review. BkRev.
Rowland, Kendrith M., 1969, “Is Scientific Management Possible? [by Joe Kelly] (Book
Review),” Personnel Psychology, Winter69, 22(4):524-526. A mixt review. Kelly equated
Taylorism with the Glacier task approach. Not clear what ‘scientific management’ means here.
Brown was charismatic as the MD/CEO rather than rational. Kelly appears to be naive about OB
and research methodology. The book is “more historical and philosophical than empirical.”
BkRev.
Rubin, G. R., 1975, “Book Review of Incomes Policy: An Inquest and a Proposal by Barbara
Wootton,” [1974, Davis-Poynter, London, UK, 177 p.], British Journal of Industrial Relations,
Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics, London, UK, 13(3):417-418. Reviewer
takes a swipe at Jaques and TSD revealing his pure ignorance. Wootton was vying for
intellectual shelf space on these topics with Jaques and others. BkRev.
Rungta, Sushil, 1988, “Why Do the Japanese Work the Way They Do?” Management and
Labour Studies, Xavier L.R.I., Jan., Jamshedpur, India, Oct. 1988, 13(4):266-270. A joint book
review that became an essay article: Kamata, Satoshi, 1982, Japan in the Passing Lane: an
insider's account of life in a Japanese auto factory, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, US; Dore, Ronald
P., 1973, British Factory-Japanese Factory, University of California Press, Berkeley, Cal, US.
The two books combine to make marvelous reading and unveil a lot of secrets about Japanese
corporations and their style of management. They explain in a new light Japan's spectacular rise
from the ashes of World War II to its present state of affluence. # BkRev.
Ruskin, R., 1992, “Book Review of Creativity and Work by Elliott Jaques,” Canadian Journal of
Psychiatry, April, 37(3):218-219. Not seen. [TRY: Library of medicine at Mt. Sinai?] BkRev.
Sacks, Ruth, 1997, “Book Review of Requisite Organization,” Long Range Planning, PergamonElsevier, Oxford, UK, December, 30(6):950-952. A negative review by an anti-hierarchy buff.
BkRev. A.
Sandberg, Ake, 1995, “Bk Rev The Volvo Experience, Christian Berggren, 1991,” Economic and
Industrial Democracy, Sage, UK/US, Feb., 16(1):151-153. Berggren rejected Womack and lean
production. While he praised Volvo and STS, the plant closed in 1993. Lots of external
explanations are here given. Sandberg saw this book as a solid counterweight to euphoria over
‘lean.’ Clio Offsite HD5650 .E24. SIBL JLK 86-120. BkRev.
Schachter, Harvey, 1998, “All the Good Gurus Between the Covers of One Book [The Guru
Guide by Joseph and Jimmie Boyett],” The Toronto Star, Toronto, ON, Canada, 08/24/1998, D2.
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A very positive review that also points out the omission of Toronto-born Elliott Jaques. BkRev.
Schachter, Harvey, 2000, “Maestro Management,” Advisor's Edge, Rogers Media, Canada,
January. A book review of Executive Leadership: on hierarchy, leadership and coordination.
Very favorable. http://www.advisor.ca/edge/article.jsp?content=20000118_000000_0000
BkRev.
Schachter, Harvey, 2006, “Strategic change plan puts focus on flexibility, creativity,” The Globe
and Mail, Toronto, ON, CA, C7, 8 March 2006. Book review. A Is For Accountability
(Trafford, 104 pages, $19.95), by Toronto consultant Ginty Burns. Used short chapters based on
the alphabet to explain how to arrange an organization so everyone is working at the proper
level, understands what they're supposed to do, and what everyone else is handling. Based on
the concepts of Jaques, it is written in a clear, crisp fashion and is a handy reminder of
organizational accountability. BkRev.
Schantz, Harvey L., and Richard H. Schmidt, 1985, “Achieving Full Employment: Four
Perspectives,” Review of Policy Research, The Policy Studies Org., Feb 1985, 4(3):553-558.
Reviewed four books on achieving full employment, including Elliot Jaques, Free Enterprise,
Fair Employment. “Jaques’ book, while presenting a significant economic critique, is without
political support. Any attempt to implement his proposals would meet with general opinion and
institutional resistance.” Politically DOA. BkRev.
Schlesinger, George N., 1983, “As Time Goes By,” Contemporary Psychology: APA Review of
Books, Nov. 1983, 28(11):880-881. [Bk Rev of Elliott Jaques (1982), The Form of Time; New
York: Crane Russak, 1982, 253 pp. $24.50] The author [Jaques] displays a remarkably wide
acquaintance with the views of philosophers, psychologists, sociologists, and even contemporary
physicists. One of the author's aims is to solve McTaggart's famous paradox, with which a large
number of philosophers have grappled during the last 80 years. It would have been preferable if
the various scientific claims were viewed independently. The empirical claims, many of which
might have been intrinsically interesting, could then stand on their own. [A pan of the book’s
‘structure and style.'] BkRev.
Schuller, Tom, 1992, “Book Review of The Sociology of Time by Gilles Pronovost,” Time &
Society, Sage, London, UK, January, 1(1):140-142. This work was a single issue monograph:
Pronovost, Gilles, 1987, in Current Sociology, Sage for the ISA, Tavistock Publications,
London, UK, and Aldine, Chicago, IL, 37(3):1-127. Schuller pointed out it was “surprising to
find no mention of Jaques’ book The Form of Time in the discussion of time-horizons and spans
of control.” Otherwise, a positive review. T.S. at U. Edinburgh, UK. BkRev.
Schwab, Donald P., 1988, “Book Review of Job Evaluation by the International Labour Office,
Geneva, SZ,” in Industrial and Labor Relations Review, US, 41(2):323-324. A traditional
primer on the topic. Book discussed the Jaques time span of discretion method used in European
countries a decade earlier. The reviewer was looking for something more up to date. A pan of
this ILO book. At U. Wisc – Madison. # BkRev. A.
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Scimecca, Joseph A., 1977, “A General Theory of Bureaucracy (Book Review) [by Elliott
Jaques],” Social Forces, Dec77, 56(2):723. Jaques’ “position is that service-providing
competition is in the interest of society, while labor-exploitative competition is not” was “firstrate.” A positive review, “an ambitious, flawed work whose strengths, on the whole, tend to
outweigh its weaknesses.” [Compared it to Hans Gerth and C. Wright Mills, 1956, Character
and Social Structure (a thoughtful classic), and found GTB wanting.] Hunter SW Lib. HM251
.G4) At GMU. BkRev.
Scott, William G., 1983, “Administrative Reform: The Revolutionary Renewal of America”
[Book review of The Responsible Administrator by Terry L. Cooper and four other books by
Robert B. Denhardt, Michael M. Harmon, Alberto Guerreiro Ramos, and Frederick C. Thayer],
Public Administration Review, Mar. - Apr., 43(2):182-190. [Scot (sic)]. This was a review essay
flitting back and forth amongst five books, mixing and commenting. Failed to see Cooper’s
recommendation of requisite organization as a prerequisite to ethics in the public sector. BkRev.
Scott, W. H., 1963, “Book Review of The Servants of Power by Loren Baritz,” British Journal of
Industrial Relations, London School of Economics, London, UK, 1(1):132-133. US book. A
positive review. Saw it as a damning indictment of industrial psychologists, who for decades
accepted management’s goals without question and served power rather than mind, followed
fads and, luckily, provided an inadequate framework. Their credibility was by then failing.
BkRev.
Scott, W. H., 1964, “Book Review of Alienation and Freedom by Robert Blauner,” The
Sociological Review, U. Keele, Keele, UK, March 1964, 13(1):87-88. A very positive review.
“Important ... good, solid industrial sociology.” Showed Blauner got beyond Marx. At Royal
Technical College, Salford, UK. BkRev. A.
Seear, B. N., 1962, “Book Review of Exploration in Management by Wilfred Brown,” The
British Journal of Sociology, LSE, Dec., 13(4):383-384. Very positive review. BkRev. A.
Seear, B. N., 1963, “Book Review of Efficiency and Effort by W. Baldamus,” The British
Journal of Sociology, LSE, June, 14(2):186-187. A generally negative review. BkRev. A.
Shamley, John H., 1992, “Book Offers Advice for Executive Leaders [Book Review of
Executive Leadership by Elliott Jaques and Stephen Clement],” ACA News, American
Compensation Association, Scottsdale, AZ, Sep 1992, 35(9):6. Jaques and “Clement take an
approach that differs from the traditional, action-centered American stance and the feelingcentered Japanese stance. Their approach can be expressed as a broader European thoughtcentered stance that concentrates on the individual worker’s maturation.” Very positive.
Shamley was VP HR Keeler Brass Automotive group (now Trident Lighting LLC) in Kentwood,
MI and was director of ACA’s Central Region. BkRev.
Shannon, Nick, 2011, "Bk Rev: The Vertical Dimension by Jan De Visch," Integral Leadership
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Review, Integral Publishers, online, c. 12 p. Notes that this book is informed by Elliott Jaques
and uses Laske's socio-emotional levels as well. # BkRev.
Shapiro, Eileen, 1997, “Managing in the Age of Gurus,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
March-April, p. 142-147. [Book Review of The Witch Doctors: Making Sense of the
Management Gurus by John Micklethwait and Adrian Wooldridge.] The authors are editors at
The Economist and the book is on the status of management theory. They argue that
management theory is “an immature discipline, one that lacks ‘canonical texts and defining
methodologies,’ and is ‘bedeviled by contradictions that would not be allowed in more rigorous
disciplines.’” Shapiro found the book opaque and its arguments convoluted. Some of the final
recommendations are undefined and leave an implementation gap. The theories of the gurus
don’t pull companies in conflicting directions: managers do. M&W close with a quote from
David Hume: “In proportion as any man’s course of life is governed by accident, we always find
that he increases in superstition.” Indeed. [Shapiro instead recommended Beyond the Hype by
Robert Eccles and Nitin Nohria, HBS professors and her friends.] BkRev.
Shapiro, Eileen C., 2000, “Managing in the Cappuccino Economy” [Book review of Flawed
Advice and the Management Trap by Chris Argyris], Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA,
March-April. Covey, Katzenbach and Kotter may preach openness but they also use deception
and control in their management advice. Empowerment is dishonestly applied. [Yup.] BkRev.
Sherman, Arthur, 1991, “Creativity and Work by Elliott Jaques (Book Review),” Journal of
Analytical Psychology, Jan91, 36(1):135. Very short. Felt these essays not did not hang together
well. BkRev.
Shibata, Toshiharu, 1979, “Bk Rev of Japan As Number One by Ezra F. Vogel,” The Japan
Quarterly, Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo, JN, Oct-Dec 1979, 26(4):550-552. “This book tends to
flatter the Japanese too much.” The roles of the US as the teacher and Japan as the student are
being reversed. BkRev.
Shimmin, Sylvia, 1977, “Book Review of Felt Fair Pay, An Examination of Elliott Jaques’
Theory of Equitable Work Payment by Sheila Cameron,” in Journal of Occupational Psychology,
British Psychological Society, Leicester, UK, Cambridge U. Press, London, New York,
September, 50(3):227-228. Shimmin praised Cameron for the very points on which she deviated
from Jaques. Shimmin missed a key point, as did Cameron: the manager alone sets the time span
of a role but it must be cross-checked with the employee. The employee does not set it. BkRev.
Siegel, Irving H., 1972, “Book Review of Pay and Productivity Bargaining: A Study of the Effect
of National Wage Agreements in the Nottinghamshire Coalfield by R. G. Searle-Barnes (1969),”
Political Science Quarterly, March, 87(1):131-132. Reviewer faults the omission of Jaques’
Equitable Payment in the book. BkRev.
Silverman, David, 1968, “Three Book Reviews on: Systems of Organization by E. J. Miller and
A. K. Rice; Organization and Environment by Paul R. Lawrence and Jay W. Lorsch and;
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Organizational Effectiveness by James L. Price,” British Journal of Industrial Relations, London
School of Economics, London, UK, Nov., 6(3):393-397. A scathing review of all three books
for their focus on psychological, unconscious and social forces that relate only to the needs of
top management. Peeved at the absence of a wider sociological focus - on the perspectives of all
the groups involved in the enterprise. (1) Miller and Rice reify the organization through the
attribution to it of goals, unconscious drives, and needs. (2) L&L followed “in the tradition of
Rice, Woodward and Burns and Stalker” for the need for contingency types of structure to meet
the varying demands of the environment, resolving internal conflicts, and “for the psychological
satisfaction of managers.” L&L’s failure to mention the needs of workers “reveal their
management orientation to be even more blatant than the other writers.” Otherwise, this
‘contingency theory’ “appears very little different from Burns and Stalker’s.” (3) Price was a
literature review but still focused on top managers’ needs. (Not herein.) BkRev.
Singh, J. P., and Jyotsna Bhatnagar, 1993, “Bk Rev Leadership byJames G. Hunt,” Vikalpa, IIM,
Ahmenabad, India, April-June, 18(2):67-68. A positive review of the 1991 book. # BkRev.
Smart, Tony, and Peter Draper, 1973, “The Influence of ‘Glacier-think’ on 1974,” Community
Medicine, Bristol, UK, [later: Health and Social Service Journal; now: Journal of Public Health,
Oxford UP, London, UK], 23 Feb., 129(19):384-385. A book review of Hospital Organization
by Ralph Rowbottom et al. A sharp critique of the contribution of HSORU, a unit of Bioss, to
the 1974 NHS reorganisation. The patients/ consumers were not consulted, only insiders. This
left a gaping hole. (See ftnt #12 in 1974.) Cited in Draper & Smart 1976. NY Acad. of
Medicine; Brunel Liby. BkRev.
Smith, Alpheus W., 1965, “Book Review of The Rules of Work by Michael P. Fogarty,”
Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, October, 19(1):151. The
“golden thread which glows throughout” the book is “a commitment to high ethical and moral
values.” BkRev.
Smith, G., 1978, “Book Review of General Theory of Bureaucracy by Elliott Jaques,” Scottish
Journal of Sociology, 2(2):256-258. [Gilbert?] Not seen. BkRev.
Smith, Patricia Cain, 1962, “Rewards for Responsibility [Book Review of Equitable Payment by
Elliott Jaques],” Contemporary Psychology, APA, Sept., 7(9):330-332. A very positive review
except points out that “Jaques denies his own good evidence” by introducing several
“unconscious” concepts. Specifically, that “workers’ judgments of fair pay are realistically
related to measures of job responsibility.” Jaques is also “unnecessarily complex” and ignores
issues of safety. At Cornell U. BkRev.
Sobel, Michael E., 1983, “Bk Rev The Form of Time by Elliott Jaques,” Sociology and Social
Research, University of Southern California, University Park, LA, CA, 67(2):230-231. Past and
future stand in for present memory and present intentions according to Jaques. For ‘hard’
scientists this difference is irrelevant. For behavioral scientists this duality is crucial since man is
a purposive agent. (Reviewer did not understand the need for ratio scales.) At U. Ariz. BkRev.
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Solow, Robert, and Paul Stuart Estenson, 1985, “Book Reviews of Profits Without Production
by Seymour Melman,” Journal of Economic Issues, US, March 1985, 19(1):201-209. (File
begins with Melman-1985). Two positive reviews of Melman’s 1983 analysis of the decline in
US as a producer. The US has chosen its decline. As companies have grown, those at or near
the top are ever more distanced from production. Also, it pays more for financial positions than
it does for productive ones. (Melman shows the economic effect of lack of awareness of this
theory.) BkRev.
Solow, Robert A., 1986, “Melman and Reich on Industrial Policy,” [Book Reviews comparative
article], Economic Development and Cultural Change, US, Jan. 1986, 34(2):373-384. Solow
compares these two works by Seymour Melman and Robert Reich and the ideas of their authors.
(Much repetition of his 1985 book review of Melman 1983.) One lacunae he notes is the
inability to see any positive role for the government by either of these liberals. As a result,
neither offers any real alternatives. BkRev.
Soltan, Karol, 1985, “Book Review of Free Enterprise, Fair Employment by Elliott Jaques,”
American Journal of Sociology, U. Chicago, Nov., 91(3):746-748. Jaques proposed a design for
a complete political economy using his unique method for setting wages, but the book is too
short and too sketchy. The debate over “comparable worth” made the book topical - but Jaques
missed it. See Soltan 1987. BkRev. A.
Spencer, Claudine, 1972, “Bk Rev: Robert Foren and Malcolm J. Brown, Planning for Service,
Charles Knight, London (1971),” Journal of Social Policy, Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK,
April 1972, 1(2):191-191. This is a short book, aimed at providing the directors and senior staff
of the new social service departments with a ‘logical set of guidelines’ for dealing with some of
the organizational problems facing them. A common-sense understanding of the problems, laced
with a Glacier/ Tavistock organizational perspective. The shortness of the book inevitably
makes for omissions. I also find disappointing the omission of the whole problematic area of
resource acquisition and departmental/ committee relationships, and the failure to look hard at
the questions of scarcity and choice between alternative policies. Dennis Allen’s helpful article,
‘Rationing and Choice’ (Association of Social Workers, New Thinking about Welfare, 1969), is
among the bibliographical omissions. (In Johnson 1972 Book Review file.) At U. Birmingham.
BkRev. A.
Stagner, Ross, 1957, “Book Review of Measurement of Responsibility,” in Administrative
Science Quarterly, Ithaca, NY, June, 2(1):121-124. “A stimulating, novel, and important
approach to the problem of measuring work” that is based “on rather tenuous evidence” and in
need of further development. “This book should be required reading for all high-level
administrators, industrial or governmental. In a very real sense every executive must be
concerned about the measurement of responsibility.” BkRev. A.
Stansfield, R. G., 1957, “Book Review of Measurement of Responsibility,” in The Economic
Journal, Royal Economic Society, London, UK, March, 67(265):129-131. The reviewer grasped
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time-span, discretionary elements and prescribed elements of work, yet pointed to Jaques’ failure
to adequately describe his methods and tossed in a mention of the “n-rays” fiasco for
comparison. He called for replication before proceeding to wide conclusions. “The interest of
the book, then, lies in the ideas it puts forward, rather than the findings. ... This book is full of
shrewd observations.” BkRev. A.
Sternfeld, Robert, 1983, “Review of The Form of Time,” Quarterly Review of Biology, Sept.,
58(3):411. Very negative. A pan of the book. BkRev.
Stewart, Alexander, 1966, “Book Review of Glacier Project Papers,” Journal of Management
Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, May, 3(1):212-214. ISSN: 00222380. Very skeptical of
the whole Glacier business. Found the book unconvincing. Stewart was in Sociology at
Strathclyde U. (See T. T. Paterson and Joe Kelly.) BkRev.
Stewart, Rosemary, 1975, “Bk Rev: Ralph Rowbottom, with Jeanne Balle, Stephen Cang,
Maureen Dixon, Elliott Jaques, Tim Packwood and Heather Tolliday, Hospital Organization: A
Progress Report on the Brunel Health Services Organization Project Heinemann for the Brunel
Institute of Organization and Social Studies London (1973),” Journal of Social Policy,
Cambridge U. Press, Cambridge, UK, April 1975, 4(2):206-207. There is a cautionary old
American laboratory study which suggests that human beings can make any type of organization
work and that what causes inefficiency is a change in organization (see Beatrice K. Rome and
Sydney C. Rome, 1966, Information Processing Potentials in Large-Scale Operations, Summary
Report, Research Paper Systems Development Corp. – see their 1971 book and 1966, 1967
chapters). [Stewart here seems to be erroneous in her understanding of the Rome’s report.]
BkRev. A.
Straker, David, 2003, “Book Review of Social Power and the CEO” by Elliott Jaques, Quality
Progress, American Society for Quality,1 April 2003, 36(4):96. [See Streaker] ~
Strauss, George, 1963, “Book Review of The Organization from Within by Cyril Sofer,” Journal
of Business, Chicago, IL, Apr 1963, 36(2):271 (1 page). Tavistock’s version of participation
was, compared to US OD practitioners, rather “hard”. Strauss tied this book to Jaques’ 1951 and
Brown’s 1960 books as “extremely useful works.” BkRev. A.
Strauss, George, 1982, “Book Review of Democracy, Authority, and Alienation in Work:
Workers' Participation in an American Corporation by John F. Witte,” Industrial and Labor
Relations Review, April 1982, 35(3):447-448. Positive but thought the author was too
pessimistic toward the future. Criticized author for not including a comparison with Jaques’
work at Glacier. BkRev.
Streaker, David, 2003, “Book Review of Social Power and the CEO: Leadership and Trust in a
Sustainable Free Enterprise System,” Quality Progress, US, April 2003, 36(4):96. What CEOs
can do to create or destroy effectiveness in their companies. Focuses on the central power of
trust and on what really works rather than opinion. Book’s intended audience is unclear since it
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lacks references, example, business speak, and stories. Streaker is at Agilent Technologies,
Crowthorne, Berkshire, UK. Mixt review. [Q.V. misspelt as Straker] BkRev.
Streeck, Wolfgang, 1986, “Review of Pettigrew (1985),” Organization Studies, Walter de
Gruyter, 7(1):90-92. (The Awakening Giant. Continuity and Change in ICI, by Andrew
Pettigrew.) The book is on the positive and negative impacts of Organization Development on
ICI's reactions to its environment. Pettigrew's study is based on 8 years as a consultant and who
had access – even to the firm's achives. (Comparable to Chandler's work.) # BkRev.
Sumi, Atsushi, 2004, “Book Review of Emotions at Work: Normative Control, Organizations,
and Culture in Japan and America by Aviad Raz, 2002, Social Science Japan Journal, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, UK, 8(2):309-312. Online Nov. 22, 2004. [Hiroshi Ishida, ed.] A
rave review, very detailed. Raz challenged the “Western epistemological split” by examining
emotions in the workplace in light of normative control rather than the emotions of the
individual. The confusion in the West has been due to the misapplication of binary concepts
about people to Japan. These dichotomies simply do not exist in Japanese thought or behaviour.
Useful with AET? (Peer-reviewed journal) BkRev.
Sumiya, Mikio, 1974, “Bk Rev of British Factory, Japanese Factory by Ronald Dore,” The
Japan Quarterly, Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo, JN, Oct-Dec 1974, 21(4):400-402. A ’brilliant’ book.
Author of book was critical of convergence theory (Abegglen 1958). Claimed the Japanese IR
were ahead of British IR in job-related wage. He found in Japan the IR was organizationoriented, the worker was proud of his/her work, and authority was respected. While in Britain IR
was market-oriented, had lower productivity, and generated feelings of resentment by the
workers against the managers over perceived exploitation. Britain still had class divides,
whereas Japan did not. BkRev.
Summers, Lynn, 1991, “Book Review of ‘Measures of Leadership’ edited by Kenneth E. Clark
and Miriam B. Clark,” Personnel Psychology, Spring91, 44(1):152-157. Generally good and
positive review, but skeptical that it will reach its intended business audience. VP, Training and
Management Development, Hardee's Food Systems, Inc., Rocky Mount, NC. BkRev.
Sundstrom, Eric, 2008, “Bk Rev of Work in the 21st Century: An Introduction to Industrial and
Organizational Psychology by Frank J. Landy and Jeffrey M. Conte,” Personnel Psychology,
Summer2008, 61(2):447-450. Reviewed 2nd edition very favorably as an I-O textbook. Noted
this was the best I-O text available – compehensive, reader-friendly, and scholarly. It included
"the essential organizational perspective" on leadership. Also noted that they omitted both
Jaques 1990 structure and the development pipeline of Charan, Drotter, and Noel 2001. They
did not include a systems perspective, either. I’ve only discovered one text that did: Dipboye,
(Robert), Smith, and Howell 1994 [not found]. At U. Tenn. Knoxville. BkRev.
Sutherland, Stuart, 1983, “Before, now and after” [Book Reviews of The Form of Time and Free
Enterprise, Fair Employment], in the Times Literary Supplement (TLS), Psychology, April 8, p.
350. He blasted Form of Time but absolutely loved FE, FE. BkRev.
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Taylor, Marilyn, 1994, “Bk Rev: Organizations, occupations, and markets -- Organising Public
and Voluntary Agencies by David Billis,” Contemporary Sociology, Washington, July 1994,
23(4):586-587. Good to have his views together in a single volume. Of “particular relevance in
the United Kingdom at present.” Some articles/chapters needed to be updated. Focus was on the
third-way, the voluntary association world between the personal and bureaucratic worlds. Did
not include recent private sector innovations. Book Review - Mixed. At U. of Bristol. BkRev.
Tewson, G. E., 1965, “On One’s Own for How Long?” Book Review of Time-Span Handbook
by Elliott Jaques, Engineering, The Design Council, London, UK, 12 March 1965, p. 344-345.
This is a short handbook and Jaques does not explicate the theory here. Time span works when
two conditions are met: the user must think exclusively in terms of time about tasks, and;
managers must be familiar with the tasks they themselves assign. Definitions are provided.
Case illustrations would have been very helpful regarding the potential pitfalls of time-span.
BkRev.
Thomas, Raymond E., 1969, “Book Review of Is Scientific Management Possible? by Joe
Kelly” Journal of Management Studies, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 6(3):386-389. Thomas
knew Kelly. Found book uneven yet most refreshing and useful. A misguided title, it is really
on Glacier’s Kilmarnock plant. Connects organization theory to economic and social pressures.
Points out the real dilemmas of the experiment - the isolation of Glacier thinking from broader
theoretical debates and the attempt to exclude personality as a variable in organization. BkRev.
Thomason, George F., 1973, “Book Review of Job Evaluation, Vols 1 & 2, by T. T. Paterson,”
British Journal of Industrial Relations, March 1973, 11(1):175-178. A very positive review of
Paterson’s careful approach. Aware of the short-term considerations of managers who may - or
may not - adopt it. Felt the theory and plan were persuasive and had the advantage of
“simplicity, organizational consistency, flexibility, and equity.” While Paterson criticized
Jaques’ approach, he “nevertheless seems to find a great deal in it to support his own
approach.” Noted that Paterson also carefully described the Castellion and Hay Guide-chart
profile methods. Thought Paterson was “marginally thin” on wage differentials where he
challenged economists on their home ground. See Snelgar 1983; Jordan et al 1992. BkRev.
Thompson, Sheila, 1972, “Bk Rev: John D. Sutherland (ed.) Towards Community Mental Health
Tavistock Pubs London 1971,” Group Analysis, Sage, UK, 5:184-186. Part of a review of two
anthologies. Book included Jaques chapter. Positive. BkRev.
Thompson, Victor A., 1966, “Book Review of Handbook of Organizations by James G. March,”
American Sociological Review, June, 31(3):415-416. “It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s organization
theory.” “What is most obviously lacking in the book and in the “field” is a unifying model.”
“Without such a model, the field is individualistic, chaotic, and non-additive.” “Research
problems are generated somewhat haphazardly.” “In my opinion, organization theory should be
first and foremost that part of behavioral explanation that refers to organizational structures with
matters of personality held to be distinct and supplementary.” March was even-handed and
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covered all bases. Some gems here by Joseph Massie, Harold Guetzkow and Dorwin Cartwright.
(A pity Thompson missed connecting to Jaques.) He was in political science in the U.S. BkRev.
Thurley, Keith E., 1973, “Bk Rev Towards a New Philosophy of Management by Paul Hill,”
British Journal of Industrial Relations, London School of Economics, London, UK, March 1973,
11(1):172-175. A straightforward account of Shell Oil’s attempted adoption of STS between
1964 and 1970 at the Teeside refinery. Shell, in the end, asked Tavistock for a statement of
philosophy. This flummoxed Trist. “Clearly there are severe limits to the possibilities of
change.” A positive review of the book. BkRev. A.
Tichy, Noel, 1977, “Book Review of General Theory of Bureaucracy by Elliott Jaques,” Journal
of Applied Behavioral Science, Oct-Nov-Dec, 13(4):565-570. (NSSR library has it.) An
extended description of Jaques’ main points: capability, strata, pay differentials, organizational
structure. The foolishness of autonomy, workers’ directors and any limits on employee
participation. “Jaques’ formulations run counter to much of the current writings in organization
behavior.” Tichy was aware of Jaques’s “further development of previous writings and
research” here. Described the time spans, strata, capacity, and growth-maturation levels. But
noted “although the scope of the book is immense, the integration is not.” (Jaques did not
respond to others: the nature vs nurture debate, pay and equity, and expectancy theory (Lawler,
et al). See Carnegie 2005.) Tichy wondered, “Why is Jaques’s work so little known in the
U.S.?” “His work is difficult to read, he does not publish in the U.S. academic journals, his work
is very controversial and may imply that a lot of people are wrong.” (Right on.) “The book is
filled with useful insights, testable propositions and concepts for application” and is “extremely
important for applied behavioral scientists.” Tichy got it but it didn’t stick. Tichy himself
almost failed to mention Jaques in his later writings on General Electric, Jack Welch, or
Crotonville. (GE Confidentiality?) See Charan and Mahler works. BkRev. *****
Tolles, N. Arnold, 1962, “Book Review of Equitable Payment by Elliott Jaques,” Administrative
Science Quarterly, March, 6(4):501-503. Tolles identified Jaques’ weak explanation of his
validating technique at Glacier. Also, he focused on a confusing element, “discriminating
expenditure,” that was soon dropped from the theory. These items aside, this is an arrogant,
argumentative review that fails to grasp the meaning of time-span and fails to accurately explain
the book for the reader. BkRev. A.
Tolliday, Heather, 1976, “Bk Rev Managing the Health Service by S. C. Haywood,” Journal of
Social Policy (JSP), Cambridge U. Press, UK, Jan. 1976, 5(1):103. A positive review of
Haywood’s 1974 book. BkRev.
Tomlinson, Jim, 1992, “Book Review of Competitive Advantage on the Shop Floor [by William
Lazonick],” Economic History Review, November, [New Series] 45(4):831-832. Economic
History Society. (JSTOR) BkRev.
Torbert, William R., 1994, “Bk Rev of The Tacit Organization by Virginia Hill Ingersoll and
Guy B. Adams,” Administrative Science Quarterly, June 1994, 39(2):352-355. Very positive
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review. Really liked the book and its methodology. (q.v.) BkRev.
Trahair, Richard C. S., 1971, “Book Review of Participation, Achievement, and Involvement on
the Job, by Martin Patchen,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Issue: Organizational
Leadership, March 1971, 16(1):130-131. A very positive review. This “valuable book” ..
“should be read to see how foolish are some management thoughts on work motivation – X and
Y theories, hygiene and motivator factors, job and person orientations, high and how hierarchy
needs - which are drummed into the understandably astonished minds of administrative science
graduate students.” This book provides “some clear practical guides” for managers. (Too bad
this was the only positive review. By a foreigner.) [Patchen’s findings were never replicated to
the best of my knowledge.] At La Trobe, AU. BkRev.
Travis, Mike, 1969, “Is Scientific Management Possible? [by Joe Kelly] (Book Review),”
Occupational Psychology, 43(1):72-73. A mixt review. Used activity sampling which
highlighted discrepancies between the philosophy and the behaviors of staff, and between
industrial democracy and ‘command’ meetings (a la McGregor’s theory X). No depth analysis
of the Glacier philosophy. Interesting discussion of the problems of transforming foremen into
managers. Book is difficult to read. BkRev.
Turner, Arthur N., 1989, "Bk Rev Dynamic Manufacturing: creating the learning organization,
by Hayes, Robert H., Steven C. Wheelwright, and Kim B. Clark," Human Resource
Management, Wiley, Summer 1989, 28(2):297-299. They "emphasize the need for major change
in assumptions and practices in the management of human resources." Historically we have
allowed a division between academic cleverness and learning from experience (white collar vs
blue collar) in order to constantly improve performance. The loss of practical experience
through downsizing is devastating against international competition. Restoring the balance is
now profitable. A very positive review. BkRev.
Tuttle, Thomas C., 1991, “Bk Rev The Man Who Discovered Quality: How W. Edwards Deming
Brought the Quality Revolution to America–The Stories of Ford, Xerox, and GM,” Academy of
Management Executive, May1991, 5(2):98-100. (Author name misprint: Tultle) Book by
Andrea Gabor. A positive review. BkRev.
Vair, J. W., 1971, “Book Review of Work, Creativity and Social Justice by Elliott Jaques,” Cost
Management, 45(6):56-56. Not seen. BkRev.
Vaizey, John, 1976, “Work Can Make Us Happy” [book review of A General Theory of
Bureaucracy], [Also listed in PCI as: “The Ideas of Elliott Jaques,”] The Listener, BBC, London,
UK, 14 October, p. 485. [Also: 96(2479):483.] Very positive. BkRev.
Van Wart, Montgomery, 2010, “Two Approaches to Leadership Studies,” Public Administration
Review, Jul/Aug2010, 70(4):650-653. DOI: 10.1111/j.1540-6210.2010.02191.x. The article
positively reviews two books: "Megacommunities: How Leaders of Government, Business and
Non-Profits Can Tackle Today's Global Challenges Together," by Mark Gerencser, Reginald
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Van Lee, Fernando Napolitano and Christopher Kelly; and "Hedgehogs and Foxes: Character,
Leadership and Command in Organizations," by Abraham Zaleznik. # BkRev. A.
Veevers, A., 1989, “Bk Rev Quality Control and Reliability by Krishnaiah and Rao,” Journal of
the Royal Statistical Society, Series A (Statistics in Society), Blackwell Publishing, UK, 152(3):
423-424. A positive book review. # BkRev.
Vietor, Richard H. K., 1986, “Review: Perspectives on the Bell System: Strategy, Structure,
Technology, and Unionism,” Business History Review, Winter 1986, 60(4):633-640. Reviewed
work(s): The Telephone Enterprise: The Evolution of the Bell System's Horizontal Structure,
1876-1909 by Robert W. Garnet; The Anatomy of a Business Strategy: Bell, Western Electric,
and the Origins of the American Telephone Industry by George David Smith; From Invention to
Innovation: Long-Distance Transmission at the Turn of the Century by Neil H. Wasserman; The
Making of Telephone Unionism, 1920-1947 by John N. Schacht. # BkRev.
Vincent, Melvin J., 1952, “Bk Rev: The Changing Culture Of A Factory,” Sociology and Social
Research, USC, L.A., US, Nov1952, 37(2):127. Positive reviewed of book by Elliott Jacques
[sic]. JJay HM1 .S75, Hunter SW microf-X, Hunter Mn., City. At U. of Southern Cal. BkRev.
Waldo, Dwight, 1978, “Organization Theory: Revisiting the Elephant,” Public Administration
Review, Washington, DC, Nov.-Dec., 38(6):589-597. Contains a book review of A General
Theory of Bureaucracy on p. 593. He didn’t think Jaques’ book or any of the other org theory
books in this review got their arms around the elephant. See Harold Koontz article 1961 and
1980, and Waldo 1961. BkRev.
Walker, Ruth, 1992, “A Different Way of Looking at Salary – and Responsibility,” The
Christian Science Monitor, Boston, MA, Jan. 15, p. 19. A nice precis of the theory. Very short.
Teach. # BkRev. *****
Watson, Tony J., 1998, “Book Review of Requisite Organization, revised 2nd edition, by Elliott
Jaques,” Strategic Change, Wiley Interscience: www.interscience.wiley.com, 7(1):56-58. A pan
of Jaques’ claims to scientific findings in the social sciences largely due to his failure to engage
the academic community in a dialogue. Watson was at U. Nottingham, UK, but was completely
unaware of Professors Johnstone and Robertson there in the 1960s-1970s, who were the first
academics to teach Jaques’ theory. (Did he know Ken Starkey?) This failure was Watson’s.
BkRev.
Weick, Karl E., 1988, “Review of People in Organizations: An Introduction to Organizational
Behavior by Terence R. Mitchell and James R. Larson, Jr., (3rd ed.), 602 p.” Contemporary
Psychology: A Journal of Reviews, APA, November 1988, 33(11):1004. Mentioned that the
book covered “Jaques theory of organizational structure (p. 104).” “The distinction between the
use of formal systems (Chapter 15) and line manager judgment (Chapter 16) as ways to improve
effectiveness is helpful.” Very positive review. Book not in NYC. BkRev.
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Weiss, Andrew, 1987, “Book Review of Complex Organizations by Charles Perrow [and In
Defence of Organization Theory by Lex Donaldson – Not Herein], The Academy of Management
Review, April 1987, 12(2):381-385. Very skeptical of Perrow’s critique of organization theory.
Perrow based his approach on Power and the society-wide struggle over it. Weiss saw little
regard by Perrow for legitimate authority or for goal-directed processes to produce goods and
services for customers. Challenged Perrow’s definition of control: “Control is not based on
specifying in advance what is to be done, but on the authority to review and intervene in
organizational activities.” Cited Max Weber to indicate why power was not so important inside
organizations. Weiss saw the book as too narrow in its focus. BkRev.
Wellens, John, 1973, “And the Meek Shall Inherit the Earth,” Industrial and Commercial
Training, March 1973, 5(3):107-110, 4p; (AN 4635270). A Review of three books on aspects of
worker consent - John Humble’s Social Responsibility Audit, Wilfred Brown’s The Earnings
Conflict (including the 25 minute film version.), and the BBC’s Tomorrow At Work (esp. Ch 2
by Peter Watson). Preferred the last. Saw Brown’s proposed independent constitutional
institution to administer a national differential wage structure as Brown’s price of consent.
BkRev.
Westland, Peter, 1974, “Bk Rev Social Services Departments: Developing Patterns of Work and
Organization,” British Journal of Social Work, BASW, Academic Press, London, UK, Winter
1974, 4(4):469-471. Conferences and courses for staffers and leaders who have had “a desperate
need for conceptual anchors” as they bring their departments “through the recurring traumas of
major re-organization.” The Brunel group has offered two model alternatives to organizing: (a)
functionally, or (2) geographically. But the threat from size was the loss of flexibility, creativity,
and sensitivity. The authors refer to the anti-hierarchy lobby as ‘myth, propaganda or selfdeception.’ This book is an excursion on authority, accountability and participation. See Bk Rev
by McCreadie 1975. BkRev. A.
Wildstrom, Stephen H., 1981, "Bk Rev of History of American Wars by T. Harry Williams,"
Business Week, McGraw-Hill, NY, USA, 20 July; 10, 12. How the US kept its military small
and under civilian control until WWII. # BkRev.
Williams, Derek, 1973, “Bk Rev: Hospital Organisation,” Public Administration, Royal Institute
of Public Administration, UK, 51(3):343-345. Bk Rev of Rowbottom’s book. BkRev.
Williams, Derek, 1979, “Book Review of Health Services, their nature and organization and the
role of patients, doctors and the health-professions edited by Elliott Jaques,” Public
Administration, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Suppl. UM 1979, Summer, 57(2):241-242. Positive.
Jaques had often been cast in the press as the “evil genius” behind some of the more unpopular
changes at DHSS. This collection of essays reveals some of the strengths of social analysis, as
well as its limitations. Glacier concepts still influenced their thinking. Unit was funded through
1984. (Williams was at U. Birmingham, Health Services Management Centre.) BkRev.
Winstanley, N. B., 1962, “Book Review of Equitable Payment by Elliott Jaques,” Personnel
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Psychology, 15(2):240-243. Winstanley was head of human resources for Xerox. Skeptical but
enthusiastic. “It is interesting and stimulating. The picayune will have a holiday with it ....”
BkRev.
Wolf, William B., 1995, “Facts and Fictions Regarding Chester I. Barnard: A review of William
G. Scott's Chester I. Barnard and the Guardians of the Managerial State,” International Journal
of Public Administration, 18(12):1859-1904. Book Review - negative. The essence of W. G.
Scott's position is in an article (with Terence Mitchell). One problem of this book is Scott's
propensity to make questionable, dogmatic, unsupported statements about what Barnard said,
believed, or desired to do. Scott fails to justify his assumption that Barnard influenced
practitioners and politicians. The author states Barnard will help students find better ways to
contribute to humane and effective organizations. John Jay Peri JA1 .I5 v.18:no.7-12 (1995)
Non-Circ On Shelf. [articles included herein, not book] BkRev.
Wolfenstein, Eugene Victor, 1996, “Psychoanalysis in Political Theory” [An essay including
four book reviews, one of which was: Group Psychology and Political Theory by C. Fred
Alford], [others were by J. Bruner [J. Brunner?], J. M. Glass, and J. Whitebrook], Political
Theory, Nov., 24(4):706-728. Very positive. BkRev.
Wood, S., 1974, “Bk Rev British Factory – Japanese Factory by Ronald Dore,” Personnel
Review, Institute for Personnel Management, UK, Summer, 3(3):59-65. An essay that began as a
positive book review. # BkRev.
Wood, Steven J., 1975, “Bk Rev Beyond Contract by Alan Fox,” Personnel Review, London,
UK, 4(1)68-69. Positive. Mentioned Fox’s Jaques and Blau connections. Contracted, economic
exchanges are low trust, while unspecified, social exchanges are high trust. This is echoed by
the prescribed and discretionary elements of work. Collective bargaining was creating inflation
due to low trust and competitive self-seeking. The Fawley Productivity Agreements derive from
his concept of trust. “Useful.” (Preceded by Arthur Priest review of Man Mismanagement.)
BkRev.
Young, L. H. S’J., 1961, “Book Review of Equitable Payment by Elliott Jaques,” [OR],
Operational Research Quarterly, 12(4):277-278. A neutral descriptive review. BkRev.
Young, Robert M., 2001, “Essay Review of The Big Test: The Secret History of the American
Meritocracy by Nicholas Lehmann, Farar, Straus and Giroux, New York, NY,” in Science as
Culture, UK. Judging and selecting people on their potential omits effort and work. Intelligence
and academic talent are not “merit.” This is not value-free although it may be moral-free.
Socially it creates “rudderless careerists” - who are now a potent presence among us. This deals
with how selection, merit, and work have been defined and practiced by others. [online, Human
Nature Review, Sept. 2001, www.human-nature.com/rmyoung/papers/pap133h.htm]. BkRev.
Zaleznik, Abraham, 1967, “Bk Rev of The Social Psychology of Organizations by Daniel Katz
and Robert Kahn,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Special Issue on Universities as
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Organizations, March 1967, 11(4):682-691. An article that began as a book review. This
volume is mentioned as ‘the’ book of the 1960s. Very positive. BkRev. A.
Zand, Dale E., 1985, “Eisenhower’s Leadership Reevaluated,” The Journal of Applied
Behavioral Science (JABS), NTL, 21(1):237-239. A book review of The Hidden-Hand
Presidency by Fred I. Greenstein in 1982. There were five major elements to Ike’s leadership
style: indirect, informal influence; public vagueness; no personal criticism; each task designed to
fit the person’s strengths; selective delegation and supervision. CEO. Teach. # BkRev.
Zannetos, Zenon S., 1965, “Bk Rev: The Economics of Discretionary Behavior: Managerial
Objectives in a Theory of the Firm, by Oliver E. Williamson,” Journal of Business, U. Chicago
Press, Oct65, 38(4):421-424. This was the book version of his 1963 (1960) PhD thesis. A
positive review. (He uses ‘discretion’ very differently than Jaques. For him it is a managerial
negative.) At MIT. # BkRev.
Zelditch, Morris, Jr., 1981, “Extending Equity Theory [a double book review of Berkowitz and
Walster, 1976, Equity Theory, and of Walster, Walster and Berscheid, 1978, Equity],”
Contemporary Sociology, Jan., 10(1):30-34. See the Walster, Berscheid, and Walster 1973
article also. Zelditch ripped to shreds this attenuated version of ‘equity theory.’ WBW here led
‘equity research’ into quicksand. Their links to Adams and Homans appear to be weak. They
had no connection to Jaques. (Zelditch and Berger at Stanford were then proposing an
alternative ‘status consistency’ model, which itself was soon disconfirmed.) BkRev.
Zemke, Ron, 1995, “In defense of fad surfing,” Training, Minneapolis, MN, Sep 1995, 32(9):8.
A review of the book by Eileen Shapiro - positive - yet notes, “Regardless of what you read,
business runs on ideas, not on the bottom line.” The tingle and buzz of the idea make the
business world go 'round. [Idea as problem solver.] Right on. Zemke was the senior editor.
BkRev.
#####
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3-25-14
NEWSPAPERS & POPULAR ARTICLES
(non-academic, non-professional
including Obituaries & Videos)
[Newspr. Pop. Obit.]
(d. March 8, 2003)

(By Date)
Newspaper and non-academic popular articles are listed here in chronological order
separate from the academic material. Only a few journalists wrote more than a couple of
articles on Jaques or the theory. A chronological listing makes more sense since many of
the articles here revolved around some public event, incident or current topic of interest.
A few newspaper articles were included in the “books and articles” section. A few
articles - really announcements - on/by Glacier Metal were made in the trade publications
of the 1950s-1960s (mainly Engineering). Some are quite cute and bare the stamp of
Brown. Jaques published 25 letters to the editor and 5 articles in The Times of London
between 1960 and 1977 (per the pre-1985 archives). (I have not done searches in the
archives of other newspapers.)
1950s:
The Times, 1950, London, UK. “Law cases—Glacier Metal Co. v. Cleveland Graphite and
Bronze Co.” 24 June 1950 (Page 8 col b). See Farrant 1967.
Glacier Metal, 1956, “Financial Results,” Engineering, The Design Council, London, UK, v.
183, p. 807-8. There had been a recession in the UK auto business and Glacier Metal was hit
hard. Also British Timken’s results.
Glacier Metal, 1957, “Ad to Hire an Officer,” Engineering, [Human Element], The Design
Council, London, UK, 25 Oct. 1957, v. 184, p. 544. Ad to hire a personnel and organisation
officer for the Glacier Metal technical research organization of 100 staff. Also, on Rountree Ltd.
Glacier Metal, 1958, “Collaborative Experiment,” Engineering, The Design Council, London,
UK, 10 Oct. 1958, v. 186, p. 459. Brunel College of Technology had developed a course on
production management in collaboration jointly with Glacier Metal and T. Wall and Sons.
Glacier Metal, 1959, “Staff Policy,” Engineering Supplement (p. 5), Engineering, The Design
Council, London, UK, 17 April 1959, v. 187, p. 517. A review of activities to counter staff
shortages at various UK companies - to get the right kind of people in the right place at the right
time. Glacier Metal’s response was provocative, “We don’t employ people, we get work done.”
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Glacier Metal, 1959, “Financial Results,” Engineering, The Design Council, London, UK, v.
186, 21 Aug. 1959, p. 56. Glacier Metal’s and British Timken’s results.
1960s:
Jaques, Elliott, 1960, “News Of The Very Rich” (Letters to the Editor) [Letters also by: Siephan
(sp) Hopkinson., Douglas A. Jones], The Times, London, UK, Friday, Feb 05, 1960; pg. 11; Issue
54687; col E (609 words).
Brown, Wilfred, 1961, “An explorer in the science of management,” (Profile), New Scientist,
London, UK, 19 October 1961, 12(257):166-167. A profile of the Chairman and former
Managing Director (until 1959) of Glacier Metal Company in Alperton near London UK. In his
early days he wanted to be a scientist but was not allowed to. Have the [industrial] experiments
been an extravagance? Never. They have built trust, task definition, and freedom from
industrial disputes. In 1941 he built a works committee and a works council. The post-war legal
battle of patent infringement, which Glacier eventually lost. The expansion of the firm into
heavy engineering. The development of twelve overseas licensees. He got both management
and labour at Glacier to accept Jaques’ work in defining roles. He has become a pioneering
author.
Jaques, Elliott, 1961, “Reasonable Doubt” (Letters to the Editor), The Times, London, UK,
Monday, Nov 06, 1961; pg. 11; Issue 55231; col E (212 words).
Glacier Metal, 1961, “The Glacier Reticular-Tin Aluminium Bearing,” Engineering, [Product
Profile], The Design Council, London, UK, 24 Nov. 1961, v. 192, p. 690-692. A current profile
of the company and its R&D organization of 150 people. Production engineering (continual
improvement) was entirely separate from new product development (R&D). This new
aluminium was exclusive to Glacier Metal and was expected to be licensed worldwide. A
complete plant was sold to Russia for its manufacture. GIM had been launched as the training
arm of the company but would soon accept managers from outside firms.
Wolf, William B., 1961, “Chester I. Barnard (1886-1961),” The Journal of the Academy of
Management (AMJ), Dec. 1961, 4(3):167-173. An obituary and an assessment of Barnard’s
pervasive influence on the academic field of management studies even though the volume of his
work was small. (See under Barnard file.) Obit.
Glacier Metal, 1961, “Management’s Opportunity with Glacier,” & “Smooth Management,”
Engineering, [Human Element], The Design Council, London, UK, 15 Dec. 1961, v. 192, p. 768.
Two short announcements about the Glacier Project management research and the founding of
GIM to make this research available to other firms. The first course offered will run three weeks
on “Management Theory” for senior managers. Later there will be a course on “Management
Practice” for foremen.
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Glacier Metal, 1962, “When is a Rule Not a Rule?” Engineering, [Human Element], The Design
Council, London, UK, 12 Jan. 1962, v. 193, p. 48. The workers at the GPO were conducting a
rule-book slow-down. Jaques commented on discretionary and prescribed work elements used at
Glacier. It is “prescribed” if failing to do something would constitute negligence. A comparable
distinction in the mining industry is made for “statutory” and “vicarious” regulations (sic).
Jaques, Elliott, 1962, “A Widening Gap” (Letters to the Editor) [Letter also by: Keneth Lewis],
The Times, London, UK, Thursday, May 17, 1962; pg. 13; Issue 55393; col E (857 words).
Glacier Metal, 1962, “A Year of Exploration for Glacier Metal,” & “Manufacturing
Developments,” Engineering, [Companies], The Design Council, London, UK, 22 June 1962, v.
193, p. 817. Brown announced recent financial results for the first half at Glacier were “very
disappointing” due to below-full volume demand from the motor industry. There were 150
people in R&D.
Jaques, Elliott, 1962, “When Incomes Rise” (Letters to the Editor) [Letters also by: Henry Smith,
R. Gresham Cooke, The Times, London, UK, Saturday, Jun 30, 1962; pg. 9; Issue 55431; col E.
Glacier Metal, 1964, “Wages in a Time of Technological Change,” Engineering, The Design
Council, London, UK, 31 Jan. 1964, v. 197, p. 180. Glacier Project concepts were being tested
in Holland. GIM was created to spread the ideas for testing elsewhere.
Jaques, Elliott, 1964, “Economic Morality” (Letters to the Editor), The Times, London, UK,
Monday, Feb 24, 1964; pg. 11; Issue 55943; col E.
The Times, 1964, London, UK. “Associated Engineering, Ltd.—offer to acquire Glacier Metal
Co. (F.N.).” 08 July 1964 (Page 16 col a).
The Times, 1964, London, UK. “Associated Engineering, Ltd.—offer to acquire Glacier Metal
Co. (F.N.).” 09 July 1964 (Page 18 col d).
Jaques, Elliott, 1964, “Good Will Not Enough Fair Wage Level For Postmen” (Letters to the
Editor), The Times, London, UK, Friday, Jul 17, 1964; pg. 13; Issue 56066; col E.
The Times, 1964, London, UK. “Associated Engineering, Ltd.—offer to acquire Glacier Metal
Co. (F.N.).” 20 July 1964 (Page 18 col e (5*)).
Glacier Metal, 1964, “Glacier Expands Plain Bearing Research,” Engineering, [Metals and
Materials], The Design Council, London, UK, 25 Sept. 1964, p. 404. Glacier Metal had just
opened a new building for its R&D unit of 160 at Alperton, Midx., UK and research was forging
ahead on dynamically loaded bearings and on a variety of plastic based materials.
Glacier Metal, 1964, “How far up will salaries go?” Engineering, The Design Council, London,
UK, 16 Oct. 1964, p. 479. There have been few objective assessments of fair pay increases
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except by GIM. Some 400 firms had been introduced to this method for adjusting pay [trained at
GIM]. It had three factors that could change: the level of work in a job; the individual’s capacity
(individual growth and experience); and the value of money (Ministry of Labour wage index).
Brown, Wilfred, and Elliott Jaques, 1965, “The Crippling Fear of Bigness,” The Sunday Times,
London, UK, 7 February. Bigger and bigger organizations are needed to compete in the
international marketplace. The public’s fear of monopoly is blocking this needed development.
Jaques, Elliott, 1965, “Essential New World” (Letters to the Editor), The Times, London, UK,
Thursday, Feb 18, 1965; pg. 13; Issue 56249; col E.
Jaques, Elliott, 1965, “Monopolies And Mergers Distinction That Must Be Made” (Letters to the
Editor), [Letter also by: Wilfred Brown (?)], The Times, London, UK, Monday, Mar 08, 1965;
pg. 11; Issue 56264; col E.
The Times, 1965, London, UK. “Brown, Mr. Wilfred—"Glacier Project Papers".” 17 May 1965
(Page 20 col e). Also: Jacques, Mr. E. And: Incomes policy. And: Books reviewed and noticed.
Jaques, Elliott, 1965, “On the Wrong Foot” (Letters to the Editor), 35 Ennismore Gardens Mews,
S.W.7., The Times, London, UK, Tuesday, Aug 31, 1965; pg. 9; Issue 56414; col D.
The Times, 1965, London, UK. “Shipping—Dockworkers: Trade Unions: "Splinter groups"
attacked by Lord Brown,” 22 October 1965 (Page 6 col g (5*)).
The Times, 1965, London, UK. “Grangemouth Port—speech/statement by Lord Brown.” 12
November 1965 (Page 6 col g).
The Times, 1965, London, UK. “United States of America—Trade and industry: Great Britain,
trade with: New York Consular Office criticized by Leicester Chamber of Commerce:
speech/statement by Lord Brown.” 10 December 1965 (Page 8 col a).
Jaques, Elliott, 1965, “Still Not Good Enough” (Letters to the Editor), Brunel College, Acton,
W.3, Dec. 8., The Times, London, UK, Friday, Dec 10, 1965; pg. 13; Issue 56501; col E.
Jaques, E., 1965, “Justice and Differentials,” The Guardian, London, UK, Dec. 14.
Jaques, E., 1965, “Action by Agreement,” The Guardian, London, UK, Dec. 15.
The Times, 1966, London, UK. “Glacier Inst. of Management-(B.C.).” 04 April 1966 (Page 18
col f).
Jaques, Elliott, 1966, “Differential Payment” (Letters to the Editor) Professor and Head of
School of Social Sciences, Brunel University, Woodlands Avenue, Acton, Aug. 30, The Times,
London, UK, Thursday, Sep 01, 1966; pg. 9; Issue 56725; col C.
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The Times, 1966, London, UK. “Glacier Inst. of Management-appt.” 22 Oct. 1966 (Pg 15 col e).
Jaques, Elliott, 1967, “The Time-Span of Discretion,” (Letters), New Society, New Science
Publications, London, UK, 19 Jan 1967, 9(225):104. This was an exchange of letters with Alan
Fox. Jaques complained to the IPM about Fox’s 1966 critique of Jaques’ TSD theory. He
insisted, “It is independent, active testing [of the TSD theory] that is required, not scholastic
argument.” Fox replied that he had put Jaques’ sentiment in the concluding recommendation of
his report. (Jaques came off looking the worse for wear.) See Hyman’s 1971 review of
Richardson’s book: cite of Fox 1966. Duped in articles.
The Times, 1967, London, UK. “Toiletry—speech/statement by Lord Brown on exports.” 01
June 1967 (Page 23 col a).
The Times, 1967, London, UK. “Trade and industry—Exports: Prices: reductions;
speech/statement by Lord Brown.” 20 December 1967 (Page 19 col c).
The Times, 1968, London, UK. “Exports—Prices: defended by Lord Brown.” 05 January 1968
(Page 19 col g).
Lee, John M., 1968, “‘Participation’ in Vogue With European Business,” New York Times, New
York, N.Y., Sep 22, 1968, pg. F39 (1 pg). London -- “Participation” is becoming a European
vogue word in any discussion of the problems of today's business community. President de
Gaulle of France attributed this to alienation. In Germany it is called co-determination. But as
profits fall, profit sharing is losing its appeal. Glacier Metal has operated this way for 20 years.
Elliott Jaques claims the key to success is in drawing a clear line between managerial authority
over directives and worker participation in setting policy for those directives.
Jaques, Elliott, 1968, “Individual agreements” (Letters to the Editor), The Times, London, UK,
Thursday, Sep 26, 1968; pg. 11; Issue 57366; col D.
Klein, Rudolf, 1968, “The Doers and the Done-to,” The Observer, London, UK, 29 September,
(no page number). Reprinted as Chapter 28 (p. 137-141) in Klein, Rudolf, 1996, Only Dissect:
Rudolf Klein on politics and society, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, UK. A book review on a 1968
study of the John Lewis Partnership by Flanders, Allan, Ruth Pomeranz, and Joan Woodward,
Experiment in Industrial Democracy. One-off mention of worker participation in decisionmaking at Glacier Metal, and Jaques.
The Times, 1968, London, UK. “Latin America—Trade with Britain: speech/statement by Lord
Brown.” 13 December 1968 (Page 24 col e).
Jaques, Elliott, 1969, “Time-span measurement” (Letters to the Editor), The Times, London, UK,
Tuesday, Jan 28, 1969; pg. 23; Issue 57470; col D.
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Jaques, Elliott, 1969, “Public Service Salaries” (Letters to the Editor), The Times, London, UK,
Wednesday, Feb 19, 1969; pg. 9; Issue 57489; col E.
Jaques, Elliott, 1969, “Arbiters Of Income” (Letters to the Editor), The Times, London, UK,
Monday, Apr 14, 1969; pg. 9; Issue 57534; col C.
Jaques, Elliott, 1969, “Society IS Background To Study,” The Times, London, UK, Friday, Jul
04, 1969; pg. IV; Issue 57603; col C. (News) A detailed description of the Brunel University
graduate program in social sciences revealing it was a school of business management and public
and social administration with a unique approach to sociology, psychology, economics,
organization, and other areas. 1 of 3 articles on this page on Brunel. (Duplicate entry)
The Times, 1969, London, UK. “Iran—Trade with Great Britain: speech/statement by Lord
Brown at Asian Trade Fair; speech/statement by Iran Minister of Economy.” 08 October 1969
(Page 7 col d).
The Times, 1969, London, UK. “Balance of payments—Misleading figures alleged to have been
issued: reply by Lord Brown.” 01 November 1969 (Page 14 col c).
1970s:
The Times, 1970, London, UK. “Russia—Trade and industry: Great Britain, trade with: speech/
statement by Lord Brown.” 16 January 1970 (Page 18 col e).
The Times, 1970, London, UK. “Glacier Institute of Management—Business Change.” 04 May
1970 (Page 19 col b).
Jaques, Elliott, 1970, “The Causes Of Industrial Unrest” (Letters to the Editor), The Times,
London, UK, Tuesday, Sep 01, 1970; pg. 7; Issue 57959; col C.
Jaques, Elliott, 1970, “A new incomes policy: control of differentials” (Letters to the Editor),
[Letters also by: John Barker, Kenneth Lewis, Henry Hobhouse, Norman Snaith (sp?), Ronald
E. Rushen, A. R. D. Wright], The Times, London, UK, Wednesday, Nov 11, 1970; pg. 13; Issue
58020; col E.
Brown, Lord Wilfred, 1971, “British Economist Predicts Crisis,” The Harvard Crimson,
Cambridge, MA, Friday, February 26, 1971. After an appearance at the HBS Advanced
Management Program, Lord Brown met with reporters and called for a “council of unions” to
resolve the spiraling wage inflation in the UK. Brown proposed a system of differential wages
where the bargaining was between trade unions instead of between the unions and employers.
"Macro-economic policy is based on the idea that labor behaves like a commodity, but this is
demonstrably not true. That's why the government's tools are only temporarily effective," Brown
said. (Brown was not an economist.)
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The Times, 1971, London, UK. “Horder, Lord—tribute to Mr. Wilfred Brown,” 11 March 1971
(Page 18 col g).
Homa, Edna, 1971, “Power Bargaining Won't Answer Problems,” New York Times, New York,
N.Y., Dec 12, 1971, pg. F14 (1 pg). A business editorial that endorses for the US a scheme to
control wage inflation by Lord Wilfred Brown for the UK. An institution is needed made up of
occupations to set and adjust the differential prices of labor to control wage inflation among the
occupations. This would take into account the relative importance of the groups and the impact
of changing technology. A 95 percent vote would be needed for changes.
The Times, 1971, London, UK. “London—Chamber of Commerce: mission to South Africa:
Overseas Dept.: meeting addressed by Lord Brown (I.N.).” 14 December 1965 (Page 15 col a).
Jaques, Elliott, 1972, “Employment, inflation and incomes” (Letters to the Editor), The Times,
London, UK, Friday, Jun 16, 1972; pg. 17; Issue 58506; col D.
Jaques, Elliott, 1973, “Reshaping the NHS: why Sir Keith is right” (Business and Finance), The
Times, London, UK, Monday, Feb 12, 1973; pg. 18; Issue 58705; col D. Jaques replied to an
article the week earlier by Draper and Smart criticizing his emphasis on management in the Grey
Book. (Duplicate entry in section on newspapers) (Also listed as: Page 16 col f).
The Times, 1973, London, UK. “Jaques, Elliott (Professor)—Glacier project: correspondence.”
15 February 1973 (Page 24 col f).
The Times, 1973, London, UK. “Barnes, R.—Glacier project (letter).” 21 February 1973 (Page
18 col h). Also: “Health Service, National—Management: Glacier project: correspondence.” 21
February 1973 (Page 18 col h).
Jaques, Elliott, 1973, “Reorganization of National Health Service” (Letters to the Editor), The
Times, London, UK, Thursday, Mar 01, 1973; pg. 22; Issue 58720; col G (415 words).
Jaques, Elliott, 1973, “”The Great Fallacy of Workers’ Directors,” The Times, London, UK,
Monday, Mar 12, 1973. Cited in Parkyn 1979 monograph, p. 114.
Jaques, Elliott, 1973, “Management 'Why Pay Board will fail'” (Business and Finance), [Edited
by Richard Spiegelberg], The Times, London, UK, Monday, Apr 09, 1973; pg. 20; Issue 58753;
col A (1097 words). The newly created Pay Board will decide special cases, creating an endless
sequence of adjustments to the overall pay differential scale - and an ever-expanding set of
special cases. See Baxi article by MacBeath, same page. (Duplicate entry in section on
newspapers) NYPL Hum Gen Res Rm 315 Microfilm *ZY (Times, London) *A 1973.
MacBeath, Innis, 1973, “Baxi’s put theory into practice,” (Business and Finance), [Edited by
Richard Spiegelberg], The Times, London, UK, Monday, Apr 09, 1973; pg. 20; Issue 58753; col
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A. Baxi expands, ROC at 35 percent, six-month employee reviews, dropped piecework rates,
considering staff status, full financial and production disclosure, adopted Glacier methods - plus
other theories. See Jaques article, same page. (Duplicate entry in section on newspapers)
NYPL Hum Gen Res Rm 315 Microfilm *ZY (Times, London) *A 1973.
Jaques, Elliott, 1973, “Constitutional alternative to the strike” (Business and Finance), The
Times, London, UK, Monday, Jul 09, 1973; pg. 18; Issue 58829; col D (1085 words). Described
the two-tier board structure in Germany that had been proposed by the TUC. Described the
representative veto system at Glacier, its dangers, and how it worked. Full participation means
full. (Duplicate entry in section on newspapers)
Jaques, Elliott, 1974, “TUC move over miners' pay” (Letters to the Editor), The Times, London,
UK, Monday, Jan 14, 1974; pg. 13; Issue 58987; col D.
Jaques, Elliott, 1974, “Management: 'Gross flaw' in Pay Board thinking on relativities”
(Business and Finance), [Edited by Richard Spiegelberg], The Times, London, UK, Monday, Jan
28, 1974; pg. 18; Issue 58999; col E (1000+ words). A critique of the Pay Board report on pay
relativities. A blast at “labour economics cum personnel management” that leads to the
alienation of large groups of workers. Compares the Pay Board to proposals for a Royal
Commission, the NDRC of Lord Brown, the TUC initiative on miners’ pay, and finds it feeble.
(Duplicate entry in section on newspapers)
The Times, 1974, London, UK. “Companies—Worker participation: Green Paper discussed in
article by Lord Brown.” 22 July 1974 (Page 18 col a).
Jaques, Elliott, 1974, “Pay relativities and social justice” (Letters to the Editor), The Tmes,
London, UK, Tuesday, Oct 29, 1974; pg. 17; Issue 59230; col E.
Albanese, 1975, Wall Street Journal, 'WSJ Cartoon.' Drawing of a white-collar male employee
at his desk. The pictures on the worker's desk show a house, a car, a family - a different tale
from economic man – each is a debt burden. This is real worker 'motivation.' No date. # Refu.
Pop.
Lambert, Harold, 1975, “Comment on the National Health Service Re-Organization”, The
Sunday Times, London, UK, March 9, 1975. (This may have been a letter or an article. Exact
title and page not cited.) “Almost a year ago the National Health Service was re-organized; but
many of the intended benefits have failed to materialize, and the service is now bound in
nightmare knots of bureaucracy.” A strong criticism of Jaques and Bioss. Lambert was
Professor at London University and St. George’s Hospital. Cited in John Childs 1977.
Glacier Metal, 1975, “A New White Metal Bearing Alloy,” Schip. en Werf, May 23, 1975,
42(11). Described the development and properties of a new bearing alloy produced jointly by
the Daido Metal Co. of Japan and the Glacier Metal Co. Ltd. of Alperton, Middlesex, U.K.
[Publication was Dutch, abstract in English. “Ship and Wharf.” Link of Glacier with Daido.]
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(J.B.) Not available at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. (I think I found this at CUNY City
College but I can not locate it again.)
Leading Article, 1975, “Time to Go,” Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK,
(editorial), Oct. 25, 1975, 85(4462):2379. Call for the resignation of the head of NHS, Mrs.
Castle. Claimed she did not have the policy or capacity to get results. She was a politically
appointed minister. Already there was talk of a Royal Commission on the NHS. #
Weaver, Nigel, 1976, “NHS management since reorganization,” Health and Social Service
Journal, London, UK, Mar. 6, 1976, p. 447. Review of a review. A review was carried out by
the Association of Chief Administrators of Health Authorities, largely on the basis of a
questionnaire issued to the 274 chief officers and achieved the high response rate of 81 per cent.
It found the prolonged absence of detailed guidance from the DHSS about the national planning
cycle had meant devolution of authority from the centre to regions and thence to areas, on which
so much of the Grey Book was based, were often nullified. In addition, officers at DHSS felt the
need to retain control of executive tasks which led to disarray. ['A review of the management of
the reorganised NHS,' 1975, published by ACAHA, c/o Buckinghamshire AHA, UK.] Weaver
was district administrator, South Hammersmith District (Teaching). #
Jaques, Elliott, 1976, “Unesco's objectives” (Letters to the Editor), [Letters also by: Daniel R.
Miller, Joseph Needham, H. M. Frey], The Times, London, UK, Thursday, Oct 28, 1976; pg. 17;
Issue 59846; col F.
Jaques, Elliott, 1977, “Declining morale in Britain” (Letters to the Editor), The Times, London,
UK, Tuesday, Mar 15, 1977; pg. 17; Issue 59952; col F. Cited in Ramsay 1980 [ftnt 30].
Jaques, Elliott, 1977, “Democracy At Work”, The Times Higher Education Suppliment, London,
UK, 22 April 1977. Cited in Ramsay 1980 [ftnt 30]. Not online. Not seen. Not in Clio TC.
Brown, Lord Wilfred, 1977, “Why product design must have a voice in the boardroom,” The
Times, London, UK, 10 Oct. 1977, page 16. Initiated a debate with this article on the quality of
British product design. International competitors were shifting from price to design for
advantage. Testing of planning and evaluation of product design had the lowest correlation with
reality of any found. (Engineering design education was seen as the deepest flaw. Several
commissions chewed on the problem.) Cited in Heywood 1978.
Jaques, Elliott, 1977, “Settling differentials in Pay awards” (Letters to the Editor), The Times,
London, UK, Thursday, Oct 27, 1977; pg. 19; Issue 60145; col D.
Jaques, Elliott, 1977, “Settling differentials” (Letters to the Editor), The Times, London, UK,
Friday, Nov 11, 1977; pg. 15; Issue 60158; col F.
Gore, Tom, 1977, “Employee Funds in Europe,” Industrial and Commercial Training, Dec77,
9(12):505-509, (AN 4626900). Article is not related to the theory. On page 507 is a Glacier
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Institute of Management “ad” announcing its recent move to Cawston House, Rugby. (GIM)
Joseph, Sir Keith, 1978, “Tories call for greater choice in medicine,” Health and Social Service
Journal, London, UK, April 21, 1978, p. 441. A leader of the Tory party saw the current set-up
of the NHS as choice-inhibiting and confining. His answer was to offer both public and private
care. (About 18 months later the Tories won and elected Margaret Thatcher as P.M.) #
Stroud, John, 1978, “Some early and nebulous thoughts on staff management,” Health and
Social Service Journal, Personally speaking, UK, May 5, 1978, p. 515. Social workers need
supervision and welcome it. Accountability. #
Hyde, Alison, 1978, “The hospital and its role,” Health and Social Service Journal, London, UK,
June 16,1978, p. 690-691. A report of the proceedings at the annual conference of the Institute
of Health Service Administrators (IHSA). This was what the managers were saying on the eve
of the Royal Commission report on the ills of the NHS 1974 reorganisation that Bioss was so
heavily involved in. Speaches focused on the need for the doctors to tell us what they want. The
tendency of decision-making to be separated by too many hierarchical layers from the point of
action. Self-doubt and self-blaming leading to loss of confidence by managers. The sheer mass
of communication was overwhelming everyone at all levels. Consensus led to stagnation. #
Stroud, John, 1978, “Huxley’s thesis shows that the loveless policies cannot succeed,” Health
and Social Service Journal, Personally speaking, UK, June 16, 1978, p. 699. A short essay on
Aldous Huxley. Funny yet thoughtful for policy-makers. Love is necessary. Who’da thought. #
Stroud, John, 1979, “Winnie the Pooh on strike for more honey is irresistible," Health and Social
Service Journal, Personally speaking, UK, 22 March 1979, p. 287. On the Burst Ego Hospital.
The shadow of the 19th century Poor Law for social workers was still long. #
Stroud, John, 1979, “Better be the head of the yeomanry (Sec Mod) than the tail of the gentry
(Grammar),” Health and Social Service Journal, Personally speaking, UK, 10 August 1979, p.
1015. Some old sayings. ‘A nod is as good as a wink to a blind horse.’ (A reply to Simon?) #
1980s:
Press, Robert M., 1981, “Japanese goods 'made in USA' -- Tokyo tries a different tack,”
Christian Science Monitor, Boston, MA, USA, May 7, 1981, Thursday, Midwestern Edition, p.
3. Vladimir Pucik, a researcher at Columbia University, disagrees with Robert Cole. Many
Japanese business leaders here tried US methods. But poor quality and high job turnover led
them to return to their own methods including worker inclusion and trust. #
Murray, Thomas J., 1981, “Silicon Valley Faces Up to the 'People' Crunch,” Dun’s Review, NY,
NY, US, July 1981, p. 60-62. Faced with a shortage of engineers, Silicon electronic giants have
to come to grips with their chaotic personnel policies. Hewlett-Packard was the model to follow.
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Many firms are emulating the Japanese. [Is this chaos?] Cited in Bass 1987. Not in NYPL
SIBL *ZAN-T4365. CUNY Baruch. Teach. # Misc. Pop.
Deming, W. Edwards, and Christopher S. Gray, 1981, "Japan: Quality Control & Innovation,"
[Deming, "What Top Management Must Do," p. 18-21, Gray, "Total Quality Control in Japan –
Less Inspection, Lower Cost," p. 23-44.] Business Week, McGraw-Hill, NY, USA, 20 July, p.
18-44. [An Advertisement sponsored by many top Japanese firms. Not in the ToC. Ignored by
US executives.] Baruch hard, Htr Mn (MFilm). NYPL SIBL *ZAN-T2220. # Misc. Pop.
Chattopadhyay, Gouranga P., 1982, "To err is human, to forgive is to be the Company
Chairman," The Economic Times, Bombay, Delhi, Calcutta, India, 22(292). Oct? [Cite may be
badly off.] Cited in Chattopadhyay et al 1986. Not seen. [Title tells all.] Misc. Newspr.
Cook, David T., 1982, “A future in helping the firm hurdle people-problems,” The Christian
Science Monitor, Boston, MA, April 7, 1982, p. 11. Interviewed Eli Ginsberg and Harry
Levinson on people trends in the 1980s. Levinson hit it on the head: robots will do the work of
the average person, leaving work to be done by those of higher level intelligence. This is the
impact of the knowledge worker. Levinson used Jaques.
Stroud, John, 1982, “NHS … Tourist Attraction?” Personally Speaking, Health and Social
Service Journal, London, UK, 22 April 1982, 92(4793):509. A humorous look at the stretching
of the purpose of the NHS by the new, new reorganisation. In NY Acad. of Medicine. #
Stybel, Lawrence J., 1983, “One-Half of a Good Idea,” Viewpoint, Special to The Globe, Boston
Globe, Boston, MA, March 1, 1983, page 1. Confused Jaques’ mutual recognition with mutual
dependence and backed contingency employment. Stybel was a professor at Babson College.
Business Week, 1983, "Executive Compensation: looking to the long-term again," Business
Week, NY, NY, US, May 9, 1983, p. 80-83. Inset: 'Executives Keep Reducing the Risks of a
High-Reward Career.' Pay for 'performance.' Confused issues. Baruch Percls. Teach. # Misc.
Pop.
Randeria, P. C., 1983, “New Perspectives on Management Education,” Indian Management,
India, July, 22(7):21-22. Japan grew without management schools. India does not need catering
to top management and 'growth.' We need simpler, middle-management training. # Misc. Pop.
Burke, Catherine G., 1984, “Women's Work” [letter][1], New York Times, (Late Edition (East
Coast)). New York, N.Y., Jan 29, 1984, pg. A.14. [Dated Jan. 10] The recent article ''A New
Push to Raise Women's Pay'' perpetuates the myths and confusion that surround the idea of
comparable worth (see Elliott Jaques’s ''Free Enterprise, Fair Employment,'' 1982). These false
ideas make it more difficult to deal with the real problem regarding comparable worth - the lack
of a common measure for evaluating the enormous variety of jobs created in an advanced
industrial society. It is quite clear the existing methods of job evaluation don't work. See J.
Miller 1992. At USC.
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Business Week, 1984, “Rewarding Executives for taking a long-term view,” Business Week, NY,
NY, US, April 2, 1984, p. 99-100. Cited pay schemes at Emhart, Sears, and CE. [GE ?] The
need to separate the offices of budgeting (next year) from strategy (multi-year). See also articles
May 9, 1983, p. 80-83; and p. 84-85. Baruch Percls. Teach. # MS. Pop.
Geneen, Harold, 1984, "Why directors can't protect the shareholders," Fortune, NY, NY, US,
Sept. 17, 1984, 110(6):28-32. (Cover story.) Former CEO of ITT. In most corporations, most
of the time, the board of directors has little choice but to follow meekly where the CEO leads.
Radical reforms are needed, even if the government has to enforce them. The board does not do
what it is supposed to do. Management does 90%-95% of the talking at the board meetings.
Directors are weak when it comes to replacing a CEO they feel is inadequate. They have also
given up the power of the paycheck. At the top there is no performance review by the board at
the end of the year - plus no setting of goals at the beginning of the year. [That's where we start.
Also, every board must become informed.] (contrast with Tosi et al 2003.) Baruch Perls. Not in
Clio. CEO. # Refu. Pop.
Rasky, Susan F., 1985, “His Ideas on Work Take Hold,” The New York Times, Sunday, Section
F, Financial Desk, New York, NY, February 17, p. 8, Column 1. [See The New York Times
Bibliographical Service, New York, NY, Feb. 1985, 16:201-203.] A profile of Jaques.
Brown, Lord Wilfred, 1985, “Lord Brown; Industrialist and former Labour Minister,"
(Obituaries), The Times (London) UK, March 27, 1985; pg. 18; Issue 62097; Start column: G;
564 words. Obit. A recap of his life, Managing Director of Glacier Metal Co., author of
numerous books on management, first Pro-Chancellor of Brunel University, a minister in
government, active in House of Lords, honorary degrees.
Gould, Donald P., 1985, Letter to the Editor, The New York Times, New York, NY, April 14,
1985, Section 3, p. 14, Column 2. On Brown. Obit.
Chakravarty, B., Dr., 1987, “Indian Management Concerns – for and towards the future,” Indian
Management, India, Dec., 26(12):24-25. 'Japanese organization' is not a plant native to India.
Indian society is dilemma-ridden, perhaps guilt-ridden. Thus, at work people can successfully
handle large amounts of ambiguity. But business and managers are the wellsprings of the
'practical' arts – and the future. # Misc. Pop.
Williams, David, 1988, "Nissan's Great British Experiment", Tokyo Business Today, JN, June,
56(6):46-49. Monthly. P.M. Margaret Thatcher pictured in a Nissan car. Nissan trained UK
‘supervisors’ for 3 months in Japan. They hire all workers and bond with them. QC-circles are
called ‘kaizen circles’ in UK. A single union covers all employees, both white and blue collar.
A common canteen for all. Nissan reverses the academic clique that local managers find
Japanese production ‘most demanding.’ The UK managers came hungry to put new ideas into
practice. It all worked: a new corporate culture in UK. [Bingo!] SIBL JLM 86-969. #
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Katz, Donald R., 1988, "Coming Home," Business Month, US, Oct., 132(3)56-62. On Deming.
Since the late 1970s when they started to lose market share to the Japanese, US executives
started to listen to Deming. He calls this the "most undeveloped" country. MBAs are "money
churners" seeking a "first-class ticket to the top." "Internal competition defeats all our good
intentions." "We buy and sell labor as a commodity: you get what you pay for, you pay for what
you get, every man for himself." Business professors were teaching the "management of
failure." Over 60% of Deming's US students were Asian (at NYU). Htr Mn serials hard. #
Misc. Pop.
Burstein, Daniel, 1988, "Sun Rise," Business Month, US, Oct., 132(3):65-68. From his 1988
book. The US was already declining and had become a debtor nation. The Japanese economy
was surging and it had become a major creditor nation. The world-wide rise of industrial Japan
was by way of their trading companies. Firms there were cash-rich and were investing in further
technology applications and commercialization. The human genome remained a frontier for
scientists – but mapping it will cost billions. So will space-based pharmaceutical manufacturing.
Japan will have the financing. The US will be – ambivalent. The American imperialism
included responsibility, trust, and intervention – which will be avoided by Japan. The Japanese
system was being copied by other Asian countries. Could the latent Japanese imperial thrust be
far behind? Ah so. Htr Mn serials hard. # Misc. Pop.
McGill, Michael E., 1988, "Attack of the Biz Kids," Business Month, US, Dec., 132(5):75-78.
ISSN: 0892-4090. While the rush to MBAs has gathered steam, the economy has declined. An
MBA is needed to get into management. The MBAs are great analysts and consultants – but
they can't make or deliver anything. They may be part of the problem. But correlation is not
causation. Words used by experienced executives to describe MBAs include, "destructive,"
"immature," "condescending," "cut-throat competion," "lacking big picture," and "unprepared."
The case method is narrow and simplistic. Real problems facing managers are complex.
Languages and culture are not taught as part of 'international.' The MBA is now a screening
device to get into management ranks used by companies and employees alike. The professoriate
has become narrow as well. Cited in Korukonda 1992. Quoted Jerry Harvey. NYPL nope. Clio
os Microflm FN 2196. Htr Mn serials hard. At So. Methodist U. # Misc. Pop.
Feinstein, Selwyn, 1989, “A Special News Report on People and Their Jobs in Offices, Fields
and Factories,” Wall Street Journal, [Labor Letter], NY, NY, USA, Feb 21, 1989. p. A1, col 5.
Big firms pay more, economists find. But the researchers don't know why. (This is typical of
economic thinking. Economists do not understand the labor market.) Firms say they compete
for top talent and thus pay more for it. Duh. City Coll., JJay. – MF. Teach. #
Deutsch, Claudia H., 1989, "Whirlpool Is Gathering a Global Momentum," New York Times, US,
April 23, 1989. Whirlpool has shifted from a focus on North America to the world. Whirlpool
suffered this year because it has made investments for its future. It is no longer functionally
organized, no more compensation on company-wide performance but on divisional P&L, and
bought 53% of Philips – going global. See Jaques 1998. A case. # MS. Newspr.
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Skrzycki, Cindy, 1989, “Study Probes Japanese Management; U.S Managers Say They Feel
Excluded,” The Washington Post, Washington, DC, USA, October 18, 1989, Wednesday, Final
Edition, p. F1. American managers are resigning from Japanese firms. "There are many cases
where the Japanese are not using techniques and practices they use well at home -- the longterm development of people and the promise of lifetime careers," Vladimir Pucik said. [Both
nenko and satei are missing.] #
1990s:
Deming, W. Edwards, 1990, “Deming’s Demons”, Interview in, The Wall Street Journal,
Monday, 4 June 1990, p. R30, R41. ASK W. EDWARDS DEMING about the future of the
American workplace, and he has a very simple comment: "What future?" Mr. Deming, 89 years
old, remains pessimistic that U.S. business will make the changes necessary to compete.
DEMING: “By replacing it [natural, intrinsic motivation] with extrinsic motivation, by
constantly judging people. We rank people with incentive pay, annual appraisals, production
quotas. Judging people is not helpful. We can rank people according to height, and of six people,
one would be tallest, one would be shortest. So what? You knew that before you started. That's
the way business is run today. And it will get worse.”
Griffiths, Lyndsay, 1990, “What Makes a World Leader Great? Ask a Political Psychologist,”
Reuters News, 26 July 1990. An interview with Jaques and others at the annual conference of
the International Society of Political Psychology on leaders including Bush, Gorbachev,
Thatcher, Castro, Reagan, Mao and Ho. (I don’t know or if where this was picked up.)
Longcope, Kay, 1990, "'I Can,' Not IQ, Spells Success At Work, Says Expert," The Boston
Globe, City Edition, Boston, MA, August 13, p. 18. Slightly off on many points. Feels hurried.
Jaques, Elliott, 1990, “Un encuentro con Elliott Jaques,” [An Encounter With Elliott Jaques: A
Three-Day Seminar], Hotel Plaza, Buenos Aires, Argentina, August. Seminar arranged by Aldo
Schlemenson and Associates and given by Elliott Jaques. [Does this belong with Broadcasts?]
Waldrop, Judith, 1991, "Meet the New Boss," American Demographics, USA, June, p. 28-35. A
new boss will be needed in the 1990s since the workforce will be changing. The old style will no
work. Better treat the workforce well or they will leave. (Inset: Larson, Jan, 1991, "Treating the
Whole Person At Westinghouse," p. 32-33. Depression comes from the supervisor. It is far
better to treat than to fire. Cited by Mitroff et al 1994.) CUNYHtr Mn 5fl. # Misc. Pop.
Gelman, David, and Caroline Friday, 1991, "Overstressed by Success: for scores of CEOs, it's
terrifying at the Top," Newsweek, NY, NY, US, June 3, 1991, 117(22):56. Some 20-30 percent
of executives live in fear of their inadequacies being found out. Many fear they won't be able to
repeat or sustain earlier achievements. Some may be secretly convinced they got to the top by an
undeserved stroke of luck, unlikely to recur. Many feel they are on a treadmill to oblivion, until
they fall off – or jump. Solid. Cited by Mitroff et al 1994. Cited Gerald Kraines. CUNY-wide
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online. # Misc. Pop.
CEO.
Deutschman, Alan, 1991, “The Trouble with MBAs,” Fortune, NY, NY, July 29, 1991, p. 67-79
(6 pgs). Quoted April address to AACSB by Robert S. Kaplan, former dean of Carnegie
Mellon’s GSIA, HBS professor, and author of the balanced scorecard, “business schools
completely missed the quality revolution.” They remain oblivious to time-based competition
and breakthroughs in technology and information management. In looking at 278 articles (one
year’s worth of four journals on operations management) Kaplan found no articles on quality.
Academics said there was no “hard” evidence that quality management worked. “In some fields
20 to 25 years of academic business school research has yielded little or no fundamental
knowledge relevant for managing contemporary or future business organizations,” Kaplan
added. B-schools will lose market share to corporate programs to feel the “pain of irrelevancy”
before they reform. See Worthy 1955; Gartner and Naughton 1988 BkRev. Newspr.
Gibb-Clark, Margot, 1992, “In praise of the business hierarchy,” The Globe and Mail, Thomson
Canada Ltd, Toronto, ON, Canada, 02/27/1992, p. B1. Cites Jaques saying flatter, teamoriented organizations can lead to “rather messy zoos.” Jaques gets nervous waiting to be
challenged at presentations. First in importance is what you are accountable for. Reporting
structures are second or third. How resources are allocated is important too. Recap of Sunoco
and Canadian Tire Acceptance transformations. (See Dec. 1992 article.) *****
Cooper, Jeanne, 1992, “Kreeger's `Klein,' On the Couch,” The Washington Post, Washington,
DC, 18 April 1992, FINAL c02. Backstage story about the development of a play about
Melanie Klein. Jaques was consulted on background by the playwright.
Eakins, Judie N., 1992, “A Wake-up Call from Japan”, The Management Review, AMA, US,
May 1992, 81(5):63. Her reaction to the Japanese Prime Minister’s remarks that Americans are
“lazy and lack motivation.” But as a CEO she knew otherwise: the problem was to be found in
management. It needs to be committed to improving the workplace, to stop layoffs and to make
quality a priority. Among other things we better consider making cars with a right hand drive so
the Japanese will buy!
Blustein, Paul, 1992, “Coping With Incompetence; Japanese Firms Changing View of Sacking as
Times Get Hard,” The Washington Post, Washington, DC, USA, July 29, 1992, Wednesday,
Final Edition, p. G1. "It's important to treat madogiwa-zoku [incompetents] well, because many
young people think about their future in terms of the way these older people are treated," said
Haruo Shimada, a professor at Keio University. But, the economy has slowed. Vladimir
Pucik, a Cornell expert on Japanese personnel practices, notes that Keiretsu affiliates are
increasingly resistant to accepting transfers from related companies. He said, "ideally, what
companies do is put unwanted managers into joint ventures with a foreign company." #
Houghton, James R., 1992, “Leadership’s Challenge: the new agenda for the ‘90s”, Planning
Review, The Planning Forum, US, Sept-Oct 1992, 20(5):8-9. A thoughtful CEO on quality and
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its impact on the workplace and on the structure of the hierarchy. The knowledge worker,
responsible autonomy, responsibility, power, and accountability will transform the USA. Not on
SST/RO but worth a look.
Gellman, Harvey, 1992, “Managing in the New World Economy, Brain Storming, Hierarchy
Still Has Its Place,” The Globe and Mail, Thomson Canada Ltd, Toronto, ON, Canada,
09/08/1992, p. B16. IBM set up a peer email network in the early 1980s among researchers.
They established a hierarchy spontaneously. (Where write up???) Jaques claims hierarchy is
natural. Japanese use “shusa” (large-project leaders) to lead cross-functional development
projects. Western companies use “co-ordinators” and their projects take longer. Royal Bank of
Canada set up a network - and managed it. Project management.
Gibb-Clark, Margot, 1992, “Readers question authority of work team leaders,” The Globe and
Mail, Thomson Canada Ltd, Toronto, ON, Canada, 12/07/1992, p. B4. A quote from Don
Brookes of Harding Consulting on Jaques’ concepts of authority and accountability in a “recent”
article set off reactions. This article is a summary of those reactions and replies by Brookes and
Jaques. [Find first article - by Gibb-Clark, last one in Feb. 1992]
Stamp, Gillian, 1993, “A Fair Day’s Work for a Fair Day’s Pay is a Textbook Concept 30 Years
Old,” The Financial Times (London), April 6, p. 14.
Allen, Frank Edward, 1993, “When Things Go Wrong: Executive Education is Sometimes Just a
Waste of Money; And Sometimes it’s a Lot Worse than That,” Wall Street Journal, New York,
NY, Friday, September 10, page R6. Jaques criticized training that emphasized teams at the
expense of managerial accountability and leadership. He also condemned the idea that
leadership is different from management and that management is at the lower levels and
leadership is at the top. Finally, he deplored the political correctness of ‘teams,’ where managers
can not even speak up to avoid team failures. Jaques was once called fascist and communist,
now he is called militarist. (Cited in Meindl 1994 AMR book review of Phillips and Hunt.)
Emery, Fred, 1993, “An Appreciation: Eric Landsdown Trist (1909-1993),” Human Relations,
UK, October 1993, 46(10):1171-1176. doi: 10.1177/001872679304601001. Obit. A nice
overview of Trist's career and ideas. # Pop.
Trapp, Roger, 1993, “How to Spot Tomorrow’s Stars Among Today’s Employees,” The
Independent, London, UK, October 10, Edition 3, Business on Sunday, page 15. [See Jaques’
letter to editor in response.] Based on an interview with Gillian Stamp.
Jaques, Elliott, 1993, Letter: “How to Spot Career Potential,” The Independent, London, UK,
November 21, Sunday, page 18. [Letter: Response to Trapp’s article on Stamp.]
Barker, Geoffrey, 1994, “Prime Time For A PM?” The Age, John Fairfax Group Pty Ltd.,
Melbourne, Vic, Australia, 17 January 1994, p. 11. How Paul Keating handles his mid-life could
help shape the political future of his Government, writes chief political correspondent Geoffrey
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Barker (aged 52). Paul Keating turns 50 tomorrow. Welcome, Prime Minister, to the age of the
mid-life crisis, when a man ceases to grow up and begins to grow old. This gloomy description
of the middle years is by a La Trobe University political scientist, Dr Angus McIntyre in his
intriguing anthology `Aging and Political Leadership' (OUP, 1988). 55 per cent of leaders
surveyed by the French sociologist Jean Blondel were over 50 when they assumed office. (This
political commentary goes beyond a book review.)
James, David, 1994, “When Losing Control Can Put You in the Driver’s Seat,” Business Review
Weekly (BRW), John Fairfax Group, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, 21 Feb 1994, p. 54- . A
description of Harrison Owen’s Open Space Technology, with Peter Senge tossed in, and a
sprinkling of Jaques.
Anonymous, 1994, “CRA's Individual Contracts - The Inside Story,” Inside Enterprise
Bargaining, Manly, NSW, Australia, Issue 21, March.
O’Reilly, Brian, 1994, “The New Deal: Future Employer-Employee Relations,” Fortune, June,
pp. 44-52. (Get date).
Hunter, J. Stuart, 1994, “W. Edwards Deming (1900-1993),” Journal of the Royal Statistical
Society, Series A (Statistics in Society), Blackwell Pub., UK, 157(3):497-499. An obit. # Pop.
Machan, Dyan, 1994, "We're not authoritarian goons," Forbes, NY, NY, US, 10/24/1994,
154(10):246-248. Word Cnt: 1196. ISSN: 00156914. The U.S. Army was trying to attract
young officer candidates with the promise of training in leadership and responsibility that can
also be useful in business. In the 1970s Japanese companies adopted a civilian equivalent of
maneuver warfare in manufacturing (called cycle time) and slaughtered American competitors.
Advance Camp taught good decision making under difficult conditions. # Misc. Pop.
Van De Vliet, Anita, 1994, “The Pit and the Pendulum,” Management Today, Haymarket Press,
London, UK, Oct., p. 44 (5 pages). On CRA and RTZ.
Anonymous, 1995, “Unions, Who needs Them?” The Economist, London, May 13, v355 n7914.
Howard, Chris, 1995, “Higher-ups Usually Better at Long-term View,” The Globe and Mail,
Thomson Canada Ltd, Toronto, ON, Canada, 09/12/1995, p. A18. Mentions Creativity and
Work by Jaques, but this article is not a book review. It is on time-span and the hierarchy.
(Some minor confusions.) Also mentions similar concepts in Patricia Pitcher’s book, Artists,
Craftsmen and Technocrats, published by Stoddart (sic?). (Republished as The Drama of
Leadership, John Wiley, 1996, New York, NY)
Hampson, Keith C., 1995, “Intelligence and career,” (Letter to the Editor), The Globe and Mail,
Thomson Canada Limited, Toronto, ON, CA, 20 September 1995, A14. (Uni. of Queensland, St.
Lucia, QNSLD, Australia.) The long term is largely shaped by the economic security which
allows such an approach to life and career. Conversely, a lack of economic security increases the
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need to deal with matters in an immediate fashion. ... Ultimately, this poor excuse for theory tells
us that the symptom of success and the ingredient for success are one and the same.
Tait, Nikki, 1995, “Mining a Seam of Controversy,” The Financial Times, London, UK,
September 29, n32793, p. 13(1). In 1991 2/3 of CRA’s 17,000 employees were unionized.
Now, vast majority are on individual staff contracts. CRA’s hierarchy profile: one 7; seven 6s;
fifty 5s; two-hundred 4s. Skill-based assignments to roles.
Tait, Nikki, 1995, “Australian Firm Rewrites Labor Rules: Mining group replaces union
negotiations with individual staff contracts,” The Financial Post, Toronto, ON, Canada, Daily:
Early Edition, 10/05/1995, p. 58. Reprint from Financial Times 9-29-95 (q.v.).
James, David, 1995, “The Intellectual Muscle Behind CRA’s Management Style,” Business
Review Weekly [BRW], Australasian Business Intelligence section, Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia, Oct. 9, 17(39):80-82. Described CRA's management structure based on the ideas of
Elliott Jaques, author of the book `Requisite Organization.' Structured to get rid of the
destructive effects of industrial unrest; Concept of requisite organization; Implications on the
union-based divisions in the workforce; Conflict between the management initiative and
traditional industrial demarcation; Improvement of productivity.
The Weipa dispute came to a head in mid-November 1995:
Davis, Mark, 1995, “Drawing the Line in the Sand,” The Financial Review, 13 November, p 3.
Anonymous, 1995, “ACTU’s Last Stand at Weipa,” Editorial Opinion, Sydney Morning Herald,
Thursday, Nov 16.
Kitney, Geoff, 1995, “Showdown at Weipa,” Sydney Morning Herald, Thursday, Nov 16.
Kohler, Alan, 1995, “CRA Blazes a Trail for All Our Company Managers,” Sydney Morning
Herald, John Fairfax Group Pty Ltd, Sydney, NSW, Australia, 11/18/1995, p. 43. CRA has
gotten employees to switch to individual employment contracts on six sites, in NZ and Australia.
Productivity has risen 30-33 percent and quality has improved. Other firms have not done so
because “management is not trusted enough.”
Steed, Judy, 1995, “Driven by a thirst for the best ideas Matthew Barrett is transforming a giant,”
(The radical banker), The Toronto Star, Toronto, ON, CA, 19 November 1995, Final D1. On the
Bank of Montreal.
Anonymous, 1995, “Australia: Weipa’s Martyrs,” The Economist, London, Nov 25.
Allerton, Haidee, 1995, "In Practice: 'E' for effort," Training & Development, ASTD, US, Dec95,
49(12):7-10. On 8. Discretion described. Based on a survey by Response Analysis and
Blessing/White. (See B/W 2011 report.) Finding: 'Extraordinary opportunities to improve
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productivity are being wasted.' CUNY Baruch. # Misc. Pop.
Steed, Judy, 1995, “Organizational Man: Few Know of Toronto-born Elliott Jaques But His
Ideas Are Transforming Many Companies Around the World,” The Toronto Star, Toronto, ON,
Canada, Sunday, December 24, p. D1. *****
Holland, John Henry, 1995, “Searching for Simple Rules of Complexity,” New York Times, New
York, NY, Dec. 26, 145, p. B5(N)
Emery, Fred, 1995, “CRA Pursues A Dubious Philosophy,” Business Review Weekly (BRW),
John Fairfax Group, Australia, 18 December 1995, p. 76. [AFR? Not the 1995 article in
French.] ‘Fred Emery Is A Former Director of The Tavistock Centre For Human Resources in
London.’ “What are the principles that, in the eyes of Jaques and his CRA supporters, over-ride
the findings of the field experiments and a multitude of successful efforts [I have conducted] to
trade off managerial prerogatives for increased productivity? Two principles lie at the basis of
Jaques' theory of management-worker relations. These are that the manager-worker relationship
is a task-mediated relationship, and that the individual worker will not act responsibly unless
responsible to an individual manager. The relationship between manager and worker has been a
power relation between super-ordinate and sub-ordinate. By describing it otherwise, Jaques has
not changed the realities. He has just glossed over them, as if they did not exist. In the world that
I grew up in, you accepted that you had responsibilities to your peers, and you ignored them at
your peril. If you do not pull your weight, you can expect to be the focus of the group's
resentment. It is as simple as that. ... As an emeritus professor of social science, Jaques should
know that the exceptionally high correlation he obtained can only mean that he is measuring a
tautology, a product of his imagination.”
Gray, Phillip, 1996, “Australia: Recent Union Developments in Australia,” in Baker &
McKenzie, Global Labour, Employment and Employee Benefits Bulletin, Jan. (?)
Pratt, Dennis, 1996, “Organisation Theories Can Live Together (Letter),” Business Review
Weekly (BRW), John Fairfax Group, Australia, 22 January 1996, p. 81. “Fred Emery's
Viewpoint column, ‘CRA pursues a dubious philosophy’ (Managing, December 18), was a sad
continuation of a feud that has been going on between two giants of organisational theory for 40
years. In the 1950s, the Tavistock Institute in Britain produced two breakthroughs in the
understanding of how organisations should be designed and managed: Emery and Trist
developed socio-technical systems theory, and Elliott Jaques developed stratified systems theory.
They are both useful theories. One helps an understanding of the way an organisation should be
structured horizontally, the other in understanding the vertical structure, including the number of
reporting layers there should be from the chief executive to the workplace. Most practitioners
feel that the two theories have to be mutually exclusive. But they don't.” (See 1994, 2003.)
Steed, Judy, 1996, "Renaissance of a Workplace Prophet," The Toronto Star (The Ottawa
Citizen), Toronto, Ontario, Canada, January 20, p. E6. Ontario Hydro. A nice profile of Jaques.
(See canadiancentre.com) *****
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Steed, Judy, 1996, "With dazzling speed, Ontario Hydro has transformed itself. Is selling now
such a bright idea?," The Toronto Star (The Ottawa Citizen), Toronto, Ontario, Canada,
02/10/1996, p. B1. A neat precis of Jaques involvement in the Hyrdo transformation beginning
in 1993. Names all the players. Structure was “unbundled” and accountability was established.
Annual operating costs dropped 20 percent in one year (C$400 million). A case.
Uchitelle, Louis, and N. R. Kleinfeld, 1996, “The Downsizing of America: On the Battlefield of
Business, Millions of Casualties,” New York Times, New York, NY, March 3, 1996, p. A1. 43
million Americans were laid off from their jobs between 1979 and 1995. Does an employment
relationship still exist in the U.S.? (Its just business? No wonder our business people can’t lead
and our businesses can’t compete. This was part one of a seven-part series, through March 9th.)
Lancaster, Hal, 1996, “Those Rotten Things You Say About Work May Be True After All,” Wall
Street Journal, Feb. 20, p. B1. Some remarks by Gerald Kraines on hierarchy and
accountability. See reply by Tom Helton, VP HR at Whirlpool, letter to editor, WSJ, April 26,
1996, p. A13.
Haberman, Clyde, 1996, “The Ways of Taking Responsibility,” The New York Times, New York,
NY, July 26, 1996, p. .... [Page #?] Contrasted the public acceptance of responsibility by the
president of Japan Air Lines after a crash with the head of T.W.A. after the crash of Flight 800.
The president of TWA walked away from a news conference without fielding a single question
and failed to notify families of victims in a timely manner. The J.A.L. president traveled the
country to meet with every single family and then resigned. The JAL crash was due to flawed
repairs by Boeing. Also discussed Joe Klein, Janet Cooke and himself regarding ethical lapses in
journalism, who gets disciplined and who not, and what are the consequences for the
organization. A good discussion piece. IFFY. search more on google.
O’Flahertie, Susan, 1996, “The Future Course of Business Education,” Asian Business Review,
Aug96, p. 54-56. Interview with Fred Hilmer, Dean of AGSM, and Professor Mark Hirst,
Associate Dean. Visiting Professor Robert House noted Wharton students had no tolerance for
theory. They wanted technique. AGSM students had a greater tolerance for theory, which was
stressed at AGSM. Simple rules don’t work in business any better than they do in life.
James, David, 1996, “Forget Downsizing, Now It's Participative Redesign,” Business Review
Weekly (BRW), John Fairfax Group, Australia, 25 November 1996, p. 70- . The logic pursued by
many Australian managers often seems to be that "both downsizing and participative
management involve removing bureaucratic layers. If we downsize our workforce, especially
managers, we will cut costs and those left will feel more involved and empowered." (Instead,
CRA used Jaques’ organization structure.)
Petzinger, Thomas, Jr., 1997, “Self-Organization Will Free Employees to Act Like Bosses,” Wall
Street Journal, NY, NY, 3 Jan., 1997, p. B1. Businesses are rethinking managerial control and
freeing employees to figure out how to get the job done without central planning or control.
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Some are calling this ‘self-organization.’ (It sounds like discretion and the end of Taylorism.) #
Spurgeon, David, 1997, “Canada Calls in US Nuclear Power Experts to Boost Performance,”
Nature, London, UK, Jan. 23, p. 287. Ontario Hydro.
Schachter, Harvey, 1997, “WARNING This article is complicated. It delves into disparate ideas.
It doesn't seek straightforward answers. It is about simplicity,” The Globe and Mail, Thomson
Canada Limited, Toronto, ON, CA, 8 March 1997, Metro D1, Special. Complexity in business,
politics, media, etc., etc. Jaques is cited linking hierarchy and complexity. “Each organization
has an inherent complexity that determines the levels of hierarchy required to operate effectively.
At each level in the organization, a different amount of complexity is demanded of employees.
Organizations must ensure that they place people at the appropriate level of complexity.”
James, David, 1997, “High Priests Of The Corporate World,” Business Review Weekly, John
Fairfax Group Pty Ltd, 23 June 1997, p. 52. On gurus, their fees, and their influence. Mentioned
Jaques in passing in connection with CRA/ Rio Tinto.
Schneider, Howard, 1997, “Revelations Spur Reactor Shutdown in Canada,” The Washington
Post, Washington, DC, Aug. 14, p. A25:1. Ontario Hydro.
Clayton, Mark, 1997, “Canada Pays Price for Taking Nuclear Safety for Granted,” The Christian
Science Monitor, Boston, MA, Aug. 15, p. 1:2. Ontario Hydro.
Wells, Jennifer, 1997, “Meltdown: Seven Nuclear Plants Are Shut Down in the Wake of a
Stunningly Critical Study,” Maclean’s, Toronto, ON, Aug. 25, p. 12-15. (See Sept. 27, 2003
Wells story). Ontario Hydro.
Kirby, James, 1997, “Companies that teach you to be a star,” BRW (Business Review Weekly,
cover story), Fairfax Group, Melbourne, Vic, Australia, 09/29/97, 19(37):55-60. Presented
information on the five industry leaders in Australia considered to be finishing schools for
business executives - Citibank, Rio Tinto, Coles Myer, McKinsey & Co, and Shell. Comments
from alumni of each business. Ability to produce people equipped for any industry. Fred
Hilmer, Dean of the AGSM, commented on the finishing schools of the future.
McCallum, John, 1997, “New Managers, Same Old Skills,” The Financial Post Weekly, Toronto,
ON, Canada, p. P4. [6, post 2000: Report on the Nation: Management: Those who do it well will
have the competitive advantage]. Cited R.O. by Jaques. Cited Charlie Wilson at GM in 1940s:
The purpose of good corporate management is to keep a company in business indefinitely. *****
Charan, Ram, and Noel Tichy, 1997, “Need a CEO? Here’s how to grow one,” USA Today,
[FINAL Edition], McLean, VA, Op-ed, Monday, 20 Oct. 1997: 21, A:1. The leadership pipeline
at General Electric gives CEO Jack Welch several potential in-house successors to choose
among. Some firms don't have any. Here's how the GE executive development system works.
NYPL Schw mforms Room 100. Teach. # WD. # Rp. Newspr.
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Way, Nicholas, 1997, “How the Unions Got it Wrong,” The Australian, Oct. 27, p. 27.
Way, Nicholas, 1997, “Crossing the Line,” The Australian, Oct. 28, p. 32.
Norington, Brad, 1997, “Mine Fight Only Start Of Assault,” Sydney Morning Herald, John
Fairfax Group Pty Ltd, Sydney, NSW, Australia, 17 November 1997, p. 19. (Norrington Is The
Herald's Industrial Editor.) A battle over a coalmine, Hunter Valley No 1 colliery, an open-cut
operation near Singleton, owned by Rio Tinto with almost 400 workers belonging to the
Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU). Rio Tinto has won this battle across
its vast iron ore, alumina, gold and diamond interests as workers have shifted onto individual
staff contracts in return for a handsome salary top-up. Rio Tinto wants to eliminate "third party"
relationships that get in the way of management extracting the highest possible productivity from
workers used in ways best suited to their ability. By third party relationships, Rio Tinto means
unions. Also, its approach applies to the traditional umpire, the Industrial Relations Commission.
Trinca, Helen, and Dunn, R., 1997, “How union boss blew "mercenaries" out of the water,”
Sydney Morning Herald, 5 December.
Norington, Brad, 1997, “It’s Mine Warfare, Rio Tinto-style,” Sydney Morning Herald, John
Fairfax Group Pty Ltd, Sydney, NSW, Australia, 12/08/1997, p. 1. Rio Tinto’s campaign to
breaking century-old, union-controlled work practices, especially seniority. This will lift coal
exports 50 percent within a decade, from A$8 Bn to A$12 Bn. Pressure from London HQ to win
or cut out. London is not wedded to Jaques’ theory. Decision this week is due from IR court.
Trinca, Helen, 1997, “The Art of War,” Sydney Morning Herald, John Fairfax Group Pty Ltd,
Sydney, NSW, Australia, 12/08/1997, p. 11. A nice precis of the Jaques project at Comalco/ Rio
Tinto in the 1980s and 1990s. Discusses Hilmer *, Jaques* *, Carnegie, Brady, Clifford,
Macdonald, Ludeke*, K. Stewart, Johnson and McLeod. (* = books on Comalco/CRA/ Rio
Tinto). Introduction to the theory. Teach. A Case. *****
Kastner, Susan, 1998, “A tale of two bankers, Bank of Montreal's Matt Barrett and Royal Bank's
John Cleghorn,” The Toronto Star, Toronto, ON, CA, 31 January 1998, SA2, A29. Jaques was
Barrett’s ‘guru.’
Heinzl, Mark, 1998, “Ontario Hydro Says Loss Amounts to $4.38 Billion,” Wall Street Journal,
New York, NY, Feb. 18, C15.
Kulig, Paula, 1998, “Elliott Jaques decries "fad after fad" in HR [Speech to HRPAO annual
conference, Human Resources Professionals' Assn of Ontario],” Canadian HR Reporter,
Toronto, ON, March 23, 1998. Vol. 11, Iss. 6; pg. 8
Rubin, Harriet, 1998, “Management Consultant and Robbie Stamp's mother, Gillian Stamp,
offers advice on management recipes,” Fast Company, Gruner+Jahr USA Publishing, 1 June
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1998, Issue Number 15, p. 176. She talked of tasking, tending and trusting.
O’Donnell, Santiago, 1998, “Los Equipos Autogerenciados: No Sirven para nada y la
Reingenieria no tiene sentido,” La Nacion, Buenos Aires, Argentina, July 28th. (“Self-managed
teams are useless and reengineering is nonsense.”) An interview with Elliott Jaques.
Morrice, Polly, 1998, “Leaders, Leaders Everywhere,” The New York Times, Op-Ed, New York,
NY, Monday, Aug. 3. On the “leadership” fad. Thousands of courses are offered on leadership.
We need a few good followers - and some solitary geniuses. Hey, most of us are members most
of the time. The merit of the egalitarian ideal is that everyone is responsible for acting, not
directing. A good discussion piece. Iffy. (Not on RO theory.)
Trainor, Norman L., 1998, “The HR VP as Strategic Player,” Canadian HR Reporter, Toronto,
ON, Canada, Nov 16, 1998, 11(20): pg. 4, 1 pgs. A column on how Jaques’ approach can help
the VP of HR get a seat at the big table.
Caulkin, Simon, 1998, “Guru Guide: Elliott Jacques,” The Observer, London, UK, Dec 6, 1998.
p. 8. A short profile of the man. Quote: “Exercising judgment and making decisions is what you
pay people for.”
Schellhardt, Timothy D., 1999, “Monsanto Bets on ‘Box Buddies,’ Can two manage a business
better than one?” The Wall Street Journal, Dow-Jones, New York, NY, Tuesday, Feb. 23, 1999,
p. B1, B10. Two managers share an office, are paid the same, and share the same fate at this St.
Louis firm. This approach was devised by Chairman and CEO Robert B. Shapiro. Will this be
collaborative - or will it give way to rivalry? (Elsewhere, this scheme was dubbed “Two
Weasels in a Box” by the staff. Blood-baths everywhere. CEO Shapiro was sacked by the
Board.) See Ibison 2004 article on Citibank’s similar approach under Weil after the Travelers
merger. Blood-baths everywhere. Citibank was kicked out of Japan and Germany in 2005 as a
result of this destructive competition. [Check all this out]
Acevedo, Arturo T., 1999, entrevista: “Como piloteamos el cambio en Acindar,” Clarín
Economico, Buenos Aires, AR, 28 de marzo de 1999, Pag. 14. In Spanish.
Ghorpade, Jai, 1999, “Merit Pay: Why There Are Some Flies in the Ointment,” Union Tribune
Publishing Co, April 1. (Where? Aussie Newspaper.)
Acevedo, Arturo T., 1999, entrevista: “Producir fuera de casa,” entrevista a Arturo T. Acevedo.
La Nacion. Buenos Aires, AR, 25 de julio de 1999, Secc. 2, pag 7. In Spanish.
2000s:
Riddell, William, 2000, "Colin Brown," The Herald, SMG Newspapers Ltd., (Scottish Media),
11 March 2000, p. 20. [Colin Brown, born Nov. 29, 1908, died Feb. 23, 2000.] Colin Brown
was one of Greenock's best-known characters, a successful businessman, and a tireless volunteer
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and most generous benefactor for the community. Born at home in Greenock, educated at
Rossall School, he founded his own firm, Scottish Precision Castings in Hillington. His twin
brother, Wilfred Lord Brown of Machrihanish (d. 1985), formerly chairman of Glacier Metals,
was Minister of State at the Board of Trade from 1965 to 1970. (This Colin was apparently not
Colin A., who was co-author of articles with Blackler in 1978 and 1980.)
Jaques, Elliott, 2000, “Un encuentro con Elliott Jaques,” [An Encounter With Elliott Jaques: A
One-Day Seminar], Jornada de trabajo, 14 de abril, Hotel Intercontinental, Buenos Aires,
Argentina. [per Popovich, PhD, 2002] Seminar arranged by Aldo Schlemenson and Associates
and given by Elliott Jaques. (q.v.)
Clendinen, Dudley, 2000, “What to Call People Who Used to be Old,” The New York Times,
New York, NY, July 2, 2000, 4(10). Described a conference in DC in June 2000 where Jaques
declared “third stage adulthood” from 62 to 85. First was age 18-40 and second 40 to 62.
(Clendinen was on Editoral Board of NYT.) Clendinen, Dudley, 2000, “Forget Old Stereotypes
about Age,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Seattle, WA, 9 July 2000, FINAL, E1. Reprint of the NY
Times article of July 2.
Pitts, Gordon, 2000, “Disciples preach organizational design,” The Toronto Globe and Mail,
Toronto, ON, Canada, October 11, page M1. The Bank of Montreal begins to adopt Jaques’
concepts. Robert Pearce. Capelle survey of hierarchical spine. Positive statistical relationship
between organizational design and financial performance. Ontario Hydro, Visa Canada
Association. Financial Services. *****
Tabakoff, Nick, and Robert Skeffington, 2000, “The Wise Old Heads Are Back,” Business
Review Weekly [BRW], John Fairfax Group, Australia, 3 November 2000, p. 60- . After the
dot-com youth wave, companies are rediscovering the value of age and experience. The
thirtysomethings are also in disgrace - and the big winners are older executives. Suddenly,
executives aged over 50 are back in fashion. Elliott Jaques’s research found that older executives
have a greater ability to handle complex issues.
Pounds, Marcia Heroux, 2000, “Business Strategies Column,” South Florida Sun-Sentinel,
Lauderdale, Florida, KRTBN Knight Ridder Tribune Business News, (Source) World Reporter,
22 December 2000. A cute story by Jerry Harvey about the Abilene Paradox: a couple gets
married because each fears disappointing the other. Another about Elliott Jaques.
Malatesta, Norberto, 2000, “Jaque a la competencia,” [Check! to Competence], entrevista de
Norberto Malatesta a Agustin Garcia Mansilla, Director ejecutivo de Quilmes. La Nacion.
Buenos Aires, AR. 31 de diciembre de 2000. Secc. 2, pag. 7. “Jaque” in Spanish means
“checkmate!” A nice touch. Blow, shock, block, surprise to the competence. The interview is
not just about Jaques. It is about a local “beer war” between Quilmes beer and the other local
brands. In Spanish.
Colvin, Geoffrey, 2001, “Changing of the Guard,” Fortune, New York, NY, January 8, 2001,
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143(1):84-99. The inside story of how Jack Welch and the General Electric board selected his
successor, Jeffrey Immelt. Much in this process resembled that used 20 years earlier to select
Welch. Welch gave his evaluation of each but also insisted the board members meet them faceto-face. Immelt had the “most expansive thinking.” (See Useem 2001 companion article.)
Useem, Jerry, 2001, “Meet ‘Da Man’,” Fortune, New York, NY, January 8, 2001, 143(1):102106. A profile of Jeffrey Immelt, CEO/Chairman-designate of General Electric. He is likeable,
charming and has “a superior brain.” How can anyone, the management academics and gurus
wonder, manage an empire of such complexity? (Silly question.) Welch produced a return on
equity that was the same as his two immediate predecessors, Reg Jones and Fred Borch - 29%.
(See Colvin 2001 for companion article.)
Norington, Brad, 2001, “Overstepping the Line - Again and Again,” Sydney Morning Herald,
Jan. 12.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 2001, “Administrar el Talento,” Diario La Nacion, Buenos Aires,
Argentina, 25 de Febrero. “Administering the Talent.” In Spanish.
Kohler, Alan, 2001, “Peace in our Time, Why Rio and the Union are Burying the Hatchet,” The
Financial Review, 3 March, 2001.
Opinion, 2001, “Pragmatism Becomes Unions,” The Financial Review, March. (Date?)
Schlemenson, Aldo, 2001, “El Poder del Liderazgo,” Diario La Nacion, Buenos Aires,
Argentina, 25 de Marzo. “The Power of the Leader.” In Spanish.
Fisher, Anne, 2001, “From Stud to Dud – In Just One Promotion,” [Ask Annie: Career Advice],
Fortune, New York, NY, April 2, p. 188. A letter from “Java Joe” indicates he has just been
promoted beyond his level of capability. Annie is kind to this gelding and advises humility, but
knows nothing of Jaques.
Hymowitz, Carol, 2001, “Ranking Systems Gain Popularity but Have Many Staffers Riled,”
Wall Street Journal, New York, NY, May 15, B1. How managers head in the wrong direction.
Willis, Ellen, 2001, “Why Professors Turn to Organized Labor,” New York Times, New York,
NY, May 28, Op-Ed Page. Over the last two decades universities have changed their view of
governance toward the corporate form. At NYU this change appears to have been accepted by
the board of trustees, thus pushing professors to view themselves as employees. (The courts and
the NLRB have also been moving in this direction.) *****
Young, Michael Dunlop, 2001, “Down with Meritocracy,” The Guardian, Fri., June 29.
www.guardian.com.uk/comment/story/0,3604,514207,00.html (Accessed January 2003). See
book review by Robert Young.
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Fox, Catherine, and Helen Trinca, 2001, “The Big Idea?” Australian Financial Review (AFR),
John Fairfax Holdings, Melbourne, Vic, Australia, Friday, 13 July 2001, p. 32. News story.
Who's doing what to whom is the big question for consultants - and their clients - as they try to
keep abreast of their rivals. Westpac was using Jaques and Jim Collins. Cited in Robitaille 2007
MA.
Loh, Michael, 2001, “The Human Factor,” Knowledge Management Asia, The Business Times
On-line Edition, July 17.
Pickard, Jane, 2001, “Sense of Direction,” People Management, London, UK, 9 August 2001.
Page 20-25. Reviewed aspects of leadership proposed by Professor Andrew Kakabadse from
Cranfield School of Management. He suggests that modern organisations are typified by
diversity, dissension and difference. In short, complexity is central as compared to organisations
in bygone times. Discretionary leadership is needed to set a vision and engage people. Also
cited Nigel Nicholson on the rise of self promotion and politics in job promotion.
Patton, Jeannie, 2001, “Strategy for Success: Moving up the economic value chain,” Journal of
Accountancy, Bell & Howell Information and Learning Company, 1 September 2001, 192(3):54.
499 words. The CPA Vision Project (www.cpavision.org) identified an Economic Platforms
Model to understand where the CPA profession is currently positioned and where it needs to
move. The model is based on work done by Elliot Jacques (sic), who devoted a lifetime to
studying how work was performed and how strategies applied to it, as well as by Virtual
Consulting, Inc. The model identifies concepts for varying levels of strategy and work
performance, the timeframe for determining their effectiveness and the most appropriate valueadded techniques.
Freedman, Michael, 2001, "Junk Economics," Forbes, NY, NY, US, 9/3/2001, 168(5):52. Word
Cnt: 433. ISSN: 00156914. Defense lawyers are starting to challenge economists in antitrust
cases for practicing what might kindly be called 'junk economics' with reference to a recent case
involving boat-engine maker Brunswick Corp. Judges used to be reluctant to question expert
testimony, leaving juries with the impossible task of disentangling truth from complicated or
contradictory testimony put forth by parades of $500-an-hour pontificators. That changed in
1993 when a Supreme Court decision known as Daubert gave federal judges discretion in
rejecting testimony from scientific experts. # Misc. Pop.
Schlemenson, Aldo, 2001, “Estrategia Coherente,” Diario Clarin, Suplemento Economico,
Buenos Aires, Argentina, 14 de Octubre. In Spanish.
Gasparino, Charles, 2001, "Bull by the Horns," Wall Street Journal, WSJ, NY, NY, US, Nov. 2,
2001, p. A1, 8 pgs. The story of O'Neal's fast actions and rise to the top at Merrill Lynch, while
Komsansky's role has diminished at Merrill. On power. Teach. # Misc. Newspr.
Hymowitz, Carol, 2001, "In times of trouble, the best of leaders listen to dissenters," Wall Street
Journal, WSJ, NY, NY, US, Nov. 13, 2001. [In the Lead] Loyalty does not mean no dissent. A
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diversity of ideas/solutions is needed by the leader when a crisis hits. Teach. # Misc. Newspr.
Becker, Brian, Mark Huselid, and Dave Ulrich, 2001, “Companies often treat workers as a cost,
rather than as a source of competitive advantage,” Financial Times, London, UK, Nov 19, 2001,
pg. 06. [Surveys edition], [The link between people and strategy]. Line managers and HR
managers need to think of HR, not in terms of a function, or isolated practices, but rather as an
"architecture" that must be structured and managed to create value. Just as organisational
performance is a function of both people and systems, the appropriate HR system is required to
select, develop and reward employees in ways that produce strategic behaviours. From book.
Arndt, Michael, 2002, "Whirlpool Taps Its Inner Entrepreneur," Bloomberg Businessweek, US,
Feb. 6, 2002. Josh Gitlin was president of Inspired Chef, a startup on target to reach break-even
later this year - and was still a full-time Whirlpool employee. Inspired Chef's angel investor was
- Whirlpool. In the '90s, CEO Whitwam transformed Whirlpool into a global company. Now its
innovation and entrepreneurship. See Jaques 1998. # MS. Pop.
Norington, Brad, 2002, “Rio Tinto's U-turn Win For Workers,” Sydney Morning Herald, John
Fairfax Group Pty Ltd, Sydney, NSW, Australia, 6 March 2002, p. 5. (Norrington Is The
Herald's Industrial Editor.) Rio Tinto has suddenly dumped its decade-long support for nonunion individual contracts across its workforce with a surprise offer of collective arrangements
for all employees at major mine sites. About 4000 workers at the company's Hamersley Iron,
Argyle Diamonds, Robe River and Dampier Salt sites in Western Australia were yesterday
offered collective agreements to replace their individual contracts. The decision is a dramatic
turnaround from one-to-one employment relationships based on the theories of the former
company guru Elliot Jaques (sic). [Error: Jaques opposed the move to individual contracts.]
Roxburgh, Keith, 2002, “Possibilities endless outside limits of a single grading system,”
Business Day, Chamber World Network International Ltd, South Africa, 18 March 2002, p. 8.
736 words. Advocated a dual pay grading system, one of which was Elliott’s.
Bachelard, Michael, 2002, “Rio Ballot will Decide Winner,” The Australian, Tuesday, Apr 2.
Bachelard, Michael, 2002, “The day a myth called happiness died,” The Australian, Nationwide
News Proprietary Ltd, Australia, 6 April 2002, p. 31. Comment. “Despite the productivity gains
that resulted [from individual contracts], this vote [to restore the union] undermines all that. In
effect, Rio said: "Trust us, love us." A large portion of its staff said: "No." RIO [TINTO] is
shocked by this result. And it's not mild surprise. It's a head-in-the-hands, staring-at-the-floor
kind of shock.”
Trinca, Helen, 2002, “Come Back Elliott Jaques, All Is Forgiven,” BOSS Magazine, Australian
Financial Review (http://boss.afr.com.au), (AFR), John Fairfax Holdings, Melbourne, Vic,
Australia, Friday, 12 April 2002. The editor speaks. Will this love note be enough? True love
never runs straight. This article came on the heels of the vote at Rio Tinto to restore the union.
It lead to other notes by Koplowitz, Jaques and Carnegie.
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Obholzer, Anton, 2002, “Obituary: Eric Miller: Social scientist exploring the unconscious
relationships between people and organisations,” The Guardian, Manchester, UK, Apr 17, 2002,
pg. 18. Miller collaborated with A. K. Rice in Ahmedabad, India, at the Tavistock Institute in
London UK and the A. K. Rice Institute in Washington DC.
Gollan, Paul. 2002, “Restoring Faith after the Demise of Unions,” The Australian Financial
Review, Apr 26, Review p 10.
Tata Sons, 2002, “The Great Leveler,” India Business Insight/ Business World, May 20, 2002.
Since 2000 the Tata group has developed and used the Levels of Work concept developed by
David Billis as an interesting way to manage talent within and across the whole group. The 80
companies were grouped according to three sizes or scopes. Each had no more than six
managerial levels. This will allow cross-posting of executives for professional development.
Press Release. (Tata’s Management Training Center (TMTC) website includes description of
use of IRIS and MCPA.) [As of 2005: 90 cos; US $14 Billion sales; 220,000 employees.]
Brannen, Laurie, 2002, “Meritocracy versus the Golf Culture,” Business Finance, Aug.
www.bfmag.com/archives/appfiles/article.cfm (Accessed January 2003). (PL)
Ticoll, David, 2002, “It's time to focus on long-term corporate values,” The Globe and Mail, Bell
Globemedia Publishing Inc., Toronto, ON, CA, Metro C1, 4 October 2002. The crisis in the US
is leading to a re-examination of corporate governance in Canada. The easier issue
(theoretically) is accountability. Today, as in the United States, too many Canadian boards
operate as though they consist of the CEO and his closest friends. The Canadian Council of
Chief Executives seems to also recognize that time horizons of CEOs are out of whack - on the
low side. Capitalism's patent failure to solve social and environmental problems is leading to a
new focus on sustainable outcomes. Ticoll is a strategy consultant and co-author of Digital
Capital: Harnessing the Power of Business Webs.
Trinca, Helen, 2002, Editorial, Australian Financial Review (AFR), John Fairfax Holdings,
Melbourne, Vic, Australia, Friday, 8 November 2002, p. 7. AFR published a survey of top
salaries. With options and bonuses, is Jaques’ salary scale now obsolete?
Tofield, Bruce, 2002, “Termites build without bosses,” The Observer, Management column, 10
Nov. 2002, (page unknown). Newpaper article. Compared wild Australian termite colonies to a
now mid-sized Norfolk firm, Listawood, founded in 1987. It has a no-blame culture that
encourages employees to accept more responsibilities. They do and they grow. Tofield says
Listawood “operates ‘naturally’ according to requisite principles. Values of respect and trust are
very important as well as getting levels of work right” (email 6-28-05). At U. East Anglia.
CRed programme.
Caulkin, Simon, 2003, “Keep it simple - not stupid,” The Observer, London, UK, 23 February
2003, p. 8- . “Making decisions is what we pay people - everyone - for,” EJ. Everything else,
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the rules, the regulations, HR and reward systems, is secondary support for first-order judgment
making. And - Caulkin, Simon, 2003, “Simple Remains the Best,” The Tribune of India,
Chandigarh, India, Sunday, March 23, 2003. Reprinted from The Observer [The Guardian?]. .
#####
Jaques Obituaries
(b. January 18, 1917 - d. March 8, 2003)
McCarthy, Brendan, 2003, “Dr. Elliott Jaques, Was 86; Studied Human Development,” Boston
Globe, Boston, Mass., Mar 15, 2003, pg. C.10, [Third Edition]. Globe Correspondent.
LaVietes, Stuart, 2003, “Elliott Jaques, 86, Scientist Who Coined 'Midlife Crisis,' Is Dead,” The
New York Times, Obituaries, New York, NY, March 17, page B7. Jaques died March 8, 2003 in
Gloucester, Mass., USA. A nice precis of Jaques’ organization theory, but there are several
errors in this story. The story used the term “time frame,” which Jaques did not use. Jaques used
“time span” for the length of a work task and used “time horizon” for the length of time the
individual could carry a task without supervision. The “time horizon” does not “change.” It
grows longer (or matures) as the person ages. Also, it was three union shop stewards who came
up with the original suggestion regarding time and pay method, not a company supervisor. To be
sure, the “midlife crisis” is usually resolved by age 45-50, when a new, more mature, and more
richly creative adult re-emerges. One huge omission here was the failure to mention that Jaques
developed the concept of “corporate culture” in 1951 or that the theory has been adopted in 300400 firms. (Elliott Jaques : 1917-2003) *****
Trinca, Helen, 2003, “Management Thinker Was Misunderstood,” Australian Financial Review
(AFR), John Fairfax Holdings, Melbourne, Vic, Australia, Tuesday, 18 March 2003, p. 59.
Comments by Sir Roderick Carnegie and others on Jaques’ Australian influence. *****
LaVietes, Stuart, 2003, “Elliott Jaques, 86, father of 'midlife crisis' moniker,” International
Herald Tribune, Obituary, 18 March 2003, T5. (From The New York Times.) *****
Lavietes, Stuart, 2003, “Elliott Jaques, 86, Scientist Who Coined 'Midlife Crisis,' Is Dead,”
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Pennsylvania, US, March 19, 2003, Sooner Edition, page B-5. (From
The New York Times, Obituaries, New York, NY, 17 March.)
Anonymous, 2003, “National: Obituaries: Elliott Jaques,” St. Petersburg Times, Florida, US,
Late Tampa, page 17A, 20 March 2003.
Anonymous, 2003, “Elliott Jaques Controversial Management Theorist Who Extolled the Virtues
of 'Hierarchy'...,” The Daily Telegraph, London, UK, 21 March 2003. *****
LaVietes, Stuart, 2003, “Psychoanalyst coined the phrase 'midlife crisis'” National Post,
Toronto, ON, Canada, 21 March 2003, S07 . (From The New York Times.)
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Woo, Elaine, 2003, “Elliott Jaques, 86; Made Map of 'Midlife Crisis',” The Los Angeles Times,
Obituaries, Los Angeles, Calif.; Mar 23, 2003; pg. B.16 [Home Edition].
Woo, Elaine, 2003, “Elliott Jaques, 86, First Identified Midlife Crisis,” Newsday, Long Island,
NY, March 24, 2003. (From Los Angeles Times, The L. A. Times is a Tribune newspaper.)
Anonymous, 2003, “Elliott Jaques,” 2003, The Baltimore Sun, [Deaths elsewhere], Baltimore,
MD, March 24, 2003. (Very short)
Anonymous, 2003, “Elliott Jaques Psychoanalyst ...,” The Washington Post, Washington, D.C.;
Mar 24, 2003; pg. B.05 [Final Edition]. (Very short)
Woo, Elaine, 2003, “Elliott Jaques, 86 ; Psychoanalyst devised theory of midlife crisis,” Los
Angeles Times; Chicago Tribune, Chicago, Ill.; Mar 24, 2003; pg. 7 [Chicagoland Final , CN
Edition]. (From Los Angeles Times).
Woo, Elaine, 2003, “Psychoanalyst Elliott Jaques,” The News & Observer, Raleigh, NC, 24
March 2003, Final, B7. (From Los Angeles Times.) (27 words)
Stamp, Gillian, 2003, “Elliott Jaques, Psychoanalyst and social scientist who identified the
'midlife crisis',” The Independent, London, UK, 25 March 2003. *****
Anonymous, 2003, “Elliott Jaques, Social scientist whose study of artists and composers led him
to the notion of the 'mid-life crisis',” The Times, London, UK, 26 March 2003.
Anonymous, 2003, “Growing pains - Mid-life crises are no excuse for bad behaviour Leading Article,” The Times, London, UK, 26 March 2003, p. 21. (476 words).
Anonymous, 2003, “Elliott Jaques, Social scientist whose study of artists and composers led him
to the notion of the ‘mid-life crisis,’ ” Northumbria University Campus, Carlisle, UK.
Psychology website. March 26, 2003. (Dyer-Smith?)
Michel, Kai, 2003, “Weekend - Goodbye: Elliot Jaques: Erforscher der Midlife Crisis,”
Financial Times Deutschland, Hamburg, DE, 28 March, 255 words, in German. Mentioned
Woody Allen as the archetype.
Anonymous, 2003, “Elliott Jaques - Last word - Stop the week,” The Sunday Times, London,
UK, 30 March 2003. (102 words) *****
Creelman, David, 2003, “Remembering Dr. Elliott Jaques,” Workopolis.com, related links:
HR.com http://www.hr.com/ On line. March 31, 2003.
VÍNCULOS, 2003, (Newsletter de Recursos Humanos, Asociación de Recursos Humanos de la
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Argentina - ADRHA, Año 5 – Abril 2002 (sic: 2003) – Número 44 – 8732 Suscriptores. Buenos
Aires, AR.) In Spanish. Two short articles on Elliott Jaques' passing. "Fallecimiento de Elliott
Jaques," by Aldo Schlemenson and "La Perdida de un Gran Humanista" by Harold Solaas. *****
Sikora, Natalie, 2003, “Studied workers' abilities,” Herald-Sun, Melbourne, Vic, Australia, 2
April 2003, p. 64. (144 words) (Herald and Weekly Times Limited). *****
Anonymous, 2003, “Dr Elliott Jaques,” The Herald, Glasgow, Scotland, UK, Apr 5, 2003, p. 18.
Fallow, Jack, 2003, “Obituary - Elliott Jaques - Analysing business, the army and our midlife
crises,” The Guardian, London, UK, 11 April 2003, p. 29. (616 words) [I helped Fallow.]
*****
Forrester, Peter, 2003, “Dr Elliott Jaques - Lives Remembered - The Register,” The Times,
London, UK, 18 April 2003, p. 36. (251 words) Letter to the Editor. Compared Jaques to
Newton, Darwin and Rutherford. *****
LaVietes, Stuart, 2003, “Canadian coined term 'midlife crisis',” Obituaries, The Globe and Mail,
Toronto, ON, Thomson Canada Limited, [from The New York Times of March 17, 2003], April
29, 2003, Metro, page R5, 690 words. *****
Moody, H. R., 2003, “The Midlife Journey,” Human Values in Aging Newsletter (Online), June
1, 2003. From the International Longevity Center-USA. An obit focusing on the Midlife Crisis
with links to scholarly critiques and reconsiderations.
Pollak, Henry B., 2003, “Semblanza: Elliott Jaques / Biographical sketch: Elliott Jaques,”
Revista chilena de psicoanálisis, Asociación Psicoanalítica Chilena (APCH), Santiago de Chile,
junio 2003, 20(1):121-123. En Espana. In Spanish. Psicanalise Humanos. CL330.1 Biblioteca BVS on line. [“Eliot Jaques”] Obit. Not seen.
Lunoe, Nikolaij, 2003, “Elefanten i Dagligstuen,” Psykolog Nyt, Novr. 23, 2003, Denmark, p.
12-16. In Danish. On line. Starting with Jerry Harvey’s story, an outline of his life and
accomplishments. Obit.
29.
#####
(end of Jaques' obits)
Kelly, Jack, 2003, “Little-known pilot shaped U.S. strategy in Iraq,” The Post-Gazette,
Pittsburgh, PA, Friday, March 21, 2003. A review of the contribution of John R. Boyd to US
strategy since the Korean war and his OODA loop: observation, orientation, decision, action.
Adopted by the Marines by 1991 and the Army by 2003. See Boyd website at www.d-n-i.net
and Coram 2002 bio. (OODA is a bit similar to Deming’s PDSA Shewhart cycle.) Misc.
Kochan, Thomas A., and Paul Osterman, 2003, “Corporate reform's missing link: Let employees
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monitor executive abuse,” AFP Exchange, Bethesda, MD, May/Jun 2003, 23(3):5. Current
proposals fail to protect employees against the corporate abuses that have led to dramatic losses
in jobs, retirement income, professional and personal identity, and voice in the workplace. The
last time America reined in the power of executives was in the 1930s, via the Securities and
Exchange Commission, followed by the National Labor Relations Act. Today's Congress should
finish the job as did their New Deal counterparts and follow reforms that protect investors with
actions that address the legitimate needs of workers and their families.
Pratt, Dennis, 2003, “Letter to the Editor,” Australian Financial Review (AFR), John Fairfax
Holdings, Melbourne, VIC, Australia. 13 June 2003, p. 13. Willow Vale, NSW. Now that
Elliott Jaques and Fred Emery have both died maybe their followers can recognize their two
theories (SST and STS) are complementary rather than in opposition. (I believe Deming’s
horizontal system is complementary to Jaques.) See 1996 letter and 1994 book.
James, David, 2003, “Old Values Clock Off,” Business Review Weekly, John Fairfax Holdings
Limited, Melbourne, Vic, Australia, 31 July 2003, p. 66-. In prior columns James occasionally
mentioned Jaques in passing. Here he reveals he has completely misunderstood Jaques, has a
totally misguided concept of “time span of discretion,” and thought Jaques had been discredited.
TSD has nothing to do with a manager’s “period of commitment” to the firm. (One wonders
what planet Mr. James inhabits. It certainly is not the third rock from the Sun.)
Wells, Jennifer, 2003, “Nuclear Fallout,” The Toronto Star, Toronto, ON, CA, September 27,
2003, Saturday Ontario Edition, Business; Pg. D01, 6060 words. Associated Press. Six years
and millions of dollars after U.S. experts made recommendations to fix the province's nuclear
power stations, most remain years away from returning to service. As MP Sean Conway
departed, he mused, ‘Today we have a situation in Ontario [OPG] where there is no planning,
and that's what we're suffering from. We seemed, as an organization, to be unable to fix our own
problems.' (The Ontario government decided to split up and privatize the crown utility in 1997.
They followed economic ideology and did not address the real problems. Can we call this
failure? No. That would imply they tried.) See Wells story Aug. 25, 1997.
Rafferty, Eamonn, 2003, “Sir Robert departs as mine host,” Financial Times, London, UK and
New York, NY, October 31, 2003, Friday, page 20. Sir Robert Wilson is set to retire in days as
Rio Tinto’s executive chairman. Since 1985 the shares have risen seven fold and the firm is now
the world’s third largest mining group. In 1989 Sir Robert acquired BP minerals and merged
with CRA in 1995 but he sees plenty of room for growth without more acquisitions. China is
now the biggest consumer of aluminium, steel and copper, which may hold risks. He will be
succeeded by Paul Skinner, formerly of Shell, while CEO Leigh Clifford will take over day-today responsibility. A recent rocky patch led to write-downs.
Anonymous, 2003, “Art; Painting the people who serve the people; National Portrait Gallery
exhibit spans 400 years and sheds new light on the lives of British servants,” Los Angeles Times,
Los Angeles, CA, Dec 19, 2003, pg. E.32. [Home Edition]. Dateline: LONDON. The same
hunger is drawing crowds to "Below Stairs," an exhibition of servants' portraits at the National
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Portrait Gallery in London that includes a depiction of the ideal employee, William Cave's 1809
painting "The Trusty Servant." He has stag's feet for swiftness, a donkey's head for patience, and
a padlocked jaw to guarantee discretion. The figure is dressed in the uniform of the royal
household. (Indeed. Does HR know about this?)
Barr, Stephen, 2004, “Pay-for-Performance Salary Systems Prompt More Questions Than
Answers,” The Washington Post, Washington, D.C., Jan 7, 2004. p. B.02, [FINAL Edition]. In
his monthly on-line newsletter, Robert D. Behn, lecturer at Harvard's Kennedy School of
Government, notes some of the problems with pay-for-performance which Bush is implementing
in the Defense and Homeland Security departments. The list is long. Behn is on-line.
Requisite Organization International Institute (ROII), 2004, “Scientific Research Demonstrates
Democrats have Brainpower to Defeat Bush,” press release by Kathryn Cason and Alison
Brause, February 19, 2004, Gloucester, MA, 5 pages. Based on Brause’s 2000 PhD and her
recent research on the 2004 Democratic candidates, “Forecasting 2004 Presidential Election
Using Complexity of Information Processing Level,” 45 pages. See next several items below.
Bennett, Drake, 2004, “Debatable Outcomes,” The Boston Globe, Boston, MA, March 7
(Sunday), H4 p. Summarized the ROII press release/ report of Feb. 19, 2004 predicting several
Democratic candidates could beat President George W. Bush if the level of complexity of
information processing (CIP) was the criterion for selection. Bennett dismissed the theory as
silly social science. See ROII 2004 above.
Nicol, Jean, 2004, “Leaders and Visionaries,” South China Morning Post, Hong Kong, China,
February 20, Pg. 15, 776 words. Is leadership about ideology and charisma? Or task vs people
orientation? No. Personality tests are useless. Try Jaques: time is the key. Introductory level.
Kumar, Vikas, 2004, “Core concerns behind the mask,” The Economic Times, The Times of
India Group, 27 February 2004, 1,245 words. English. Interview with Art Kleiner on his recent
book, The Core Group. Elliott is mentioned.
Shepard, Ken, 2004, “The Future of OD Depends on Selecting Leadership with Sufficient
Capability,” Organization Development Journal, Letters to the Publisher, Chesterland, Spring
2004, 22(1):116-119. A gap between the capability levels of individuals and their leadership
roles is undermining the effectiveness of OD programs and plans. This can be overcome by
using Elliott Jaques’ theory. Shepard proposes several actions to accomplish this change.
Anonymous, 2004, “Pop Star on the Sidelines for Kerry: The Science of Winning,” Los Angeles
Times, Los Angeles, CA, March 21, pg. A37, Dateline: Delray Beach FL, 781 word count.
[Matea Gold?] A brief report of the ROII study results showing Senator John F. Kerry’s
capability at level 7 and President George W. Bush’s at level 6 with the prediction of a Kerry
win in November. See ROII 2004 above.
Anonymous, 2004, “The FP List: Books for Business,” National Post’s Financial Post & FP
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Investing (Canada), National Edition, Toronto, ON, CA, Monday, March 29, pg. FP 2. Requisite
Organization is # 7 on this Top Ten list of management books (still).
Hostache, Georges, 2004, “Kerry président?” CCE International, Pleins Feux, États-Unis, No.
513, Avril/Mai 2004, p. 10-11. In French. An article on Alison Brause’s prediction that John
Kerry would be elected President because he had a higher level of capability than George W.
Bush. (Georges was then président de la section Usa Sud des CCE.) Cited Jaques 1998m 1994,
Brause 2000 PhD,
Crock, Stan, 2004, “Plain Talk,” Business Week, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, April 26, 2004,
Section: Up Front: Campaign 2004, No. 3880, p. 14. According to ROII, based on an analysis of
the transcripts of debates the Democratic nominee, Senator John Kerry, has the edge with a 7.0
to President George W. Bush with a 6.5. This method failed to predict a winner only in 2000
when Bush and Al Gore tied. [“Nine-point scale” is erroneous.] See ROII 2004 above.
McGrath, Ben, 2004, “Complex Processes,” Talk of the Town: Dept. of Prediction, The New
Yorker, CondeNast, CondeNet, New York, NY, May 10 issue, 3 pages. Interview with Kathryn
Cason on the 2004 U.S. presidential nominees, Democratic Senator John Kerry and Republican
President George W. Bush. Kerry is at stratum 7 and Bush is at stratum 6.
Harwood, John, 2004, “A Special Weekly Report From The Wall Street Journal's Capital
Bureau,” Wall Street Journal. (Eastern edition), New York, N.Y.: Jun 11, 2004. pg. A.4. “The
ROII says Reagan's ability to translate complex information into action placed him in an elite
presidential class of two, "himself and JFK."” (Among the recent ones.)
Agrell, Siri, 2004, “Language theorist ranks the party leaders: Harper's frequent use of the word
'and' deemed a sign of competence,” National Post, Toronto, ON, CA, 15 June 2004, P. A6, 836
words. Kathryn Cason predicted Conservative party leader Stephen Harper would win the June
28 Canadian election. All three candidates for PM were at level 6. Harper was the youngest.
(Canada uses a parliamentary system with local candidate races for M-P seats, unlike the US.
Liberal party leader Paul Martin was re-elected as PM.)
Benedict, C., 2004, “Studies show how that nasty boss gets away with it,” Daily Breeze, Copley
Press, Inc., Torrance, Calif, US, 27 June 2004: C1. Adult bullies in positions of power are
already dominant, and they are just as likely to pick on a strong subordinate as a weak one.
Women are at least as likely as men to be the aggressors, and they are more likely to be targets.
A manager might use bullying to swat down a threatening subordinate, or might be looking for a
scapegoat to carry the department’s or supervisor's frustrations. But most often managers
bullied subordinates for the sheer pleasure of exercising power. Clio online. # Misc. Newspr.
Matthews, Robert, 2004, “Undermined by an error of significance,” Financial Times, New York,
NY, and London, UK, July 9, p. 9. Half-page article on: Garcia-Berthou, Emili, and Carles
Alcaraz, 2004, “Incongruence between test statistics and P values in medical papers,” BMC
Medical Research Methodology, 4:13, 28 May 2004, 5 pages, online journal. Reported on the
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exaggerations of the P-value, which is “startlingly prone” to see statistical significance in fluke
results - by a factor of 10 in the hard sciences. About 4 percent of articles may contain important
errors that alter their conclusions. In 12 percent, the relative bias may be altered by an order of
magnitude. (Part of this issue is the use of hypothesis testing and confidence intervals. Deming
warned about this nonsense! This issue may be much worse in the social sciences including
management and organization studies. I have dubbed this “measuring sand dunes on the
beach.”) Matthews was at Aston Uni. See Berkowitz 1992.
Witzel, Morgen, 2004, “Consider the goals of the business before deciding how to grow,”
Financial Times, [After survival, what next?: The Corporate Life Cycle Expansion:], London,
UK, Aug 6, 2004, London 1st Edition, pg. 11. There were a number of different forms that a
company could take. Managers may be tempted to try one of the "new" forms of organisation,
such as network organisation or matrix organisation, but these can be difficult and costly to
implement. Ultimately, the company needs to find what theorists call the "requisite
organisation", that is the organisational form best suited to its needs. # Ltr2Ed.
Hall, James, 2004, “Our Top Leaders - True leaders 2004,” BOSS Australian Financial Review,
John Fairfax Holdings Limited, www.afr.com, 13 August 2004, p. 58, 5,324 words. Short
profiles of some 22 current Australian business and public sector leaders. Several were in firms
using Jaques’ theory - Commonwealth Bank, Westpac Bank, and Westfield Group (even
Brisbane City Council?). Another, Michael Hawker, CEO of Insurance Australia Group,
mentioned Elliott.
Plesch, Dan, 2004, “Companies Want Rights Without Responsibilities,” Financial Times,
Pearson, London, UK, & New York, NY, Aug. 24, 2004, Op-Ed Page. Legal. Present company
law violates the principles of equality before the law and that power comes with responsibility.
The shareholders are not held legally accountable no matter how outrageous the actions of the
company. In the US, a pressure group, the Federalist Society advocates in the name of free
market that regulations and agencies are against the US Constitution. They also advocate the
wealthy owe nothing to society and the poor should not be given handouts. Limited liability is
the key violation. Proportional liability was the law in California until the 1930s. An
insurance market would cover the rest. This is “corporate responsibility.” See his recent book,
The Beauty Queen’s Guide to World Peace.
Lewis, Diane E., 2004, “Management specialists decry Trump's firing of team player,” Boston
Globe, Boston, MA, Oct 3, 2004, p. G.1, and Knight Ridder Tribune Business News,
Washington, DC, Oct 3, 2004, p. 1. While The Donald [Trump] and the NBC prime-time reality
show "The Apprentice" have captivated television viewers, management specialists say the
method Trump used to fire people on the show is counterproductive. Take the case of attorney
and real estate investor Bradford Cohen, 33, of Florida. On a recent episode, he was granted
immunity from the boardroom and the possibility of being dismissed by Trump because he had
guided his team to victory. Confident that his performance would shield him from being fired,
Cohen gave up his immunity in order to support his team leader in the boardroom. During the
show, which aired Sept. 16, Trump told Cohen that he'd made a stupid mistake. Then Trump
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fired him. Asked Kathryn Cason to comment.
Peet, John, 2004, "The Luck of the Irish: A Survey of Ireland,” Economist, London, UK, 14
October, p. 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 16. This was a series of articles in one issue - all on the topic of
Ireland's economic growth. (Date and pages are off.) Celtic tiger, central European countries'
model, Irish civil war, politics, peace, horse racing. The Irish have grown up and the country
looks and feels more European. [Note Fogarty influence.] Cited by Perry 2008. # MS. Pop.
Suskind, Ron, 2004, “Without a Doubt: Faith, Certainty and the Presidency of George W. Bush,”
The New York Times Magazine, New York, NY, Sunday, October 17, 2004, p. 44-51, 64, 102,
106. Someone who knew Bush well commented, “But when it gets complex, he [Bush] seems to
turn to prayer or God rather than digging in and thinking things through. What’s that line? – the
devil is in the details. If you don’t go after that devil, he’ll come after you.” Bush’s faith leads
to “Easy certainty.” Once in the catbird seat Bush became rigid. His White House style became
a “bullying impatience with doubters.” He has refused to explain his decisions and actions (one
way to avoid public accountability for them). Unaware of Jaques. (See Brause 2000 PhD.)
Sudipta, 2004, “How effective is your succession plan?” Express Computer, Business
Publications Division (BPD) of the Indian Express Newspapers (Bombay) Limited, Mumbai,
India, 13 Dec. 2004. Wipro's succession plan is JIT and uses ITAP. Wipro is one of the leaders
in India’s high-tech sector and one of its leading IT innovators. Built on requisite concepts. At
http://www.expresscomputeronline.com/20041213/technologylife01.shtml
Farrell, Greg, and Del Jones, 2005, "Ignorance isn’t Bliss for Execs on Trial: Ebbers case shows
juries don't want to hear 'I didn't know'," USA Today, McLean, VA, 17 March 2005:B3. The
days when the CEO could claim he didn't know about the shenanigans going on under his
position were long gone. Juries hold the CEO accountable. Ken Lay was next on trial over the
fraud at Enron. Quoted John Whitney. Cited in Ungar 2008. NYPL Schw room 100 Mfilm.
http://www.usatoday.com/money/companies/management/2005-03-16-ceosusat_x.htm (accessed
17 March 2005) # MS. Newspr.
Leggett, Karby, 2005, "China Flexes Economic Muscle Throughout Burgeoning Africa," The
Wall Street Journal, NY, NY, US, March 29, 2005, p. A1-A2. China opens banks to lend money
there. Capitalists come and go. China – the state – stays long-term. [China is after resource
deals, not colonialism.] Teach. # Misc. Newspr.
Schweyer, Allan, 2005, "An Internal War for Talent," Inc., US, April 2005. 2 pages. Those
firms that realize they are in a war for talent, will survive. Those that remain an industrial
mindset, won't. Cited in Gergen & Vanourek 2009. Online. Teach. # Misc. Pop.
Deutsch, Claudia H., 2005, “Behind the Exodus of Executive Women: Boredom,” The New York
Times, New York, NY, Sunday, May 1, 2005. While women now outnumber men in managerial
and professional positions, yet they run only 2 percent of the Fortune 500 companies. The
answer may be less about discrimination and more to do with boredom and frustration. Men will
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grit their teeth and bear it, but women quit. And they later show up at companies that do offer
them intellectually challenging work and value them. The article focuses on high-potential
professional women (Times readers, consultants) not Jo-Anne Average. (Mystery in the mirror:
Why don’t men quit more?)
Huselid, Mark, Brian Becker, and Richard Beatty, 2005, “Managing employees' careers allows
for strategy execution,” Canadian HR Reporter, Toronto, ON, CA, June 6, 2005, 18(11):22. 1
pg. There are many ways that HR can directly influence the contribution to a firm's strategy
execution efforts but two stand out. These concern metrics necessary to assess employee growth,
especially in "A" positions, and to assess the strategic focus of the workforce in its efforts at
strategy execution. Reprinted by permission of HBS (from their 2005 book).
Skapinker, Michael, 2005, “Mozart and Management: Why companies fall for myths,” Financial
Times, London, UK and New York, NY, June 15, 2005, p. 9. Reprised Adrian Bangerter and
Chip Heath 2004 BJSocPsy article on the Mozart Effect on improved scores on intelligence tests
(q.v.). Showed the same three elements are needed to set off stampedes and panics inside
companies: anxiety, weakness, and misinterpretation of the original writing. This included reengineering, internet, and now core competencies cum outsourcing. (Unaware of theory.)
McAfee, Andrew, 2005, “The Old Corporate Hierarchies will Not be Discarded,” Financial
Times, London, UK and New York, NY, June 15, 2005, p. 15. Unpacked notions around IT into
two types of interactions: structured and unstructured. Electronic markets such as Ebay,
Amazon, Priceline and the like are unstructured polyarchies to the users. But someone dictates
the technology and method of interaction: the forum owner. Extensions of this concept include
email, web browsers and servers that facilitate the transfer of whatever data is desired. BUT
structured interactions take place in hierarchies. Predefined data is required and generates
coordinated activities downstream: ERP, CRM and SCE. Companies such as Dell and Sysco
Foods use these in their operations. Hierarchies define, dictate and deploy new structures to
allocate work and value. Polyarchies and hierarchies encompass two different types of
interactions and can not be interchanged (the fallacy of laissez faire economists).
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2005, “Mark van Clieaf on Bona Fide CEO Succession & Succession
Process,” June 21, 2005, CorporateCounsel.net, 8 pages. Column: “Inside Track with Broc.”
MVC interviewed by Broc Romanek. The independent directors must set up at least four
processes that the courts recognize as Bona Fide: CEO selection and replacement, CEO
performance appraisal, talent development planning, and talent assessment for succession. This
is across the triad of leadership at the top (MRU). Otherwise they may be in breach of their
“strategic duty” under duty of care and in breach of “good faith.” The courts are losing patience
and are ready to make precedents.
Van Clieaf, Mark, 2005, “Levels of Work and Internal Pay Equity – More Defensible Than
Executive Compensation Surveys,” Executive Compensation Strategies, Thompson.com, [online
monthly newsletter], [“Toolbox”], July 2005, p. 4-5. A chart of the work levels and pay scales.
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Benedict, C., 2005, “Did you hear? Researchers find gossip serves a purpose,” Daily Breeze,
Copley Press, Inc., Torrance, Calif, US, 16 Aug 2005: A1. People find gossip irresistible for
good reason: It not only helps clarify and enforce the rules that keep people working well
together, studies suggest, but it circulates crucial information about the behavior of others that
cannot be published in an office manual. As often as it sullies reputations, gossip offers a
foothold for newcomers in a group and a safety net for group members who feel in danger of
falling out. Gossip appears to be a sophisticated, multifunctional interaction which is important
in policing behaviors in a group and defining membership. You should gossip: You're obligated
to tell, like the honor code at military academies. Clio online. Teach. # Misc. Newspr.
Pitts, Gordon, 2005, “In Jaques They Trust,” The Globe and Mail, Toronto, Ontario, Canada,
Monday, August 22, page B10. Gordon Pitts writes why many CEOs follow the teachings of a
deceased management guru, including Jos Wintermans formerly of CTAL, Ed Waitzer of
Strikeman Elliott LLP, Mark Cutifani of Inco, and Rob Pearce of BMO. 140 attended a recent
conference held at the Bank of Montreal training institute. Jaques was compared to Prof. Charles
Kingsfield of the TV series The Paper Chase - a demanding and uncompromising teacher. Paul
Tremlett said many companies keep quiet about using RO theory for competitive reasons.
Spear, Steven J., 2005, “The Health Factory,” New York Times (Late Edition (East Coast)), New
York, N.Y., Aug 29, 2005. p. A.15, [Op-Ed]. By quickly identifying and resolving these small
procedural problems, the Pittsburgh hospitals as a group cut their central line infection rates in
half, and some hospitals were able to cut their individual infection rates nearly to zero. These
hospitals and others used a similar approach to solve other problems, like patient falls and faulty
medication administration. A number of American hospitals have tried this approach, with
promising results. At one Pittsburgh area hospital, mortality was a staggering 40 percent of
those infected, and the cost for each infected patient was $25,000 to $80,000. To eliminate these
infections, the hospitals taught themselves to find problems and institute small process
enhancements at a rate far faster than a national reporting program will most likely allow.
Together, these small fixes added up to a significant improvement. (More Deming than Jaques.)
See Tucker, et al, 2002, Spear 2005 (both).
Van Clieaf, Mark, and Janet Langford Kelly, 2005, “Executive Accountability and Defensible
Executive Pay,” NACD - Directors Monthly, [online monthly newsletter], [“Compensation”],
Sept., 2005, p. 19-21. Addresses myths and missing links in the logic of what boards pay for!
Byrnes, Nanette, 2005, “Star Search. How to recruit, train, and hold on to great people. What
works, what doesn’t,” Business Week, McGraw-Hill, NY, NY, Oct 10, 2005, p. 68-78 (8 pgs).
Cover story. Firms are accommodating people, being flexible, mentoring. Brief profiles of Dell,
IBM, J&J, Jefferson Wells. In the past, IBM, GE and P&G were “the gold standard for talent
management.” Marcus Buckingham (Gallup) said that in today’s world, “the judgment of the
employee has value.” (Yes!) Hewitt Associates said 85% of leading companies tapped
homegrown executives for CEO. But at many companies, with the influx of MBAs, “People
don’t feel secure anymore.” (On corporate universities and ‘home schooling’ of executives, i.e.
non-B-school education.)
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Grant, Jeremy, and Jenny Wiggins, 2005, “A Brew of South African Realism,” The Financial
Times, London, UK and New York, NY, Friday, October 21, 2005, p. 7. [Inset box by John
Reed.] Sub-header: “The culture of accountability thrust upon Miller since its acquisition by
SAB has revived its waning fortunes which had slid to17-18 percent market share from 22.6% in
1995.” CEO Norman Adami also established a beer culture (Fred’s Pub in Milwaukee),
addressed the competition from Anheuser-Busch (at 50% share of market), shifted advertising
(from brand image to ingredients and taste), business plans, staff accountability, and distribution
relations. But there is lots more yet to do to recover the premium SAB paid for Miller.
Carruthers, Fiona, and Andrew Cornell, 2005, "End of the Dry Argument," Australian Financial
Review, AFR, Fairfax Pub., Sydney, NSW, AU, 9 Dec. 2005, p. 24. Mike Hawker, MD/ CEO of
IAG, is quoted on corporate sustainability – and the impact of the environmental changes on
insurance claims. Cited in Benn et al 2007. Not in NYPL. CUNY. # Refu. Pop.
Alsop, Ronald, 2005, “Recruiters Seek M.B.A.s Trained in Responsibility,” The Wall Street
Journal, New York, NY, 13 December 2005, p. B6. Alsop argues that some firms view the ideal
candidate as willing to go beyond the organizational focus and find recruits that “bring a passion
for making the world a better place.” (Now, if the M.B.A.s don’t get involved with Iraq ....)
Jones, Chris, 2006, Profile: “Suncorp Chief John Mulcahy,” The Courier-Mail, Brisbane,
Queensland, AU, January 7 2006. Mulcahy was head of Suncorp Metway at allfinanz group in
Queensland AU since 2003. Installed RO at Australia’s # 6 bank with great success.
Restructured the staff of 8000 so everyone has clear accountability at this top-20 firm. Lots of
growth opportunity in the SME businesses in Queensland. Terrible fisherman, tho.
Kratz, Ellen Florian, 2006, “Avon Looks Ripe for a Rebound,” [On the Mend], Fortune, New
York, NY, March 20, 2006, p. 170. CEO Andrea Jung grew revenues in her first five years from
$5.3 B to $7.7 B and profits nearly tripled. But 2004-5 was disappointing. Avon “recently
announced a $500 million restructuring that includes collapsing 15 management layers down to
seven or eight.” It also just got approval for direct selling in China. 69% of its sales are from
overseas already. See Jaques 1965 CMR.
Lavelle, Louis, 2006, “Is the MBA Overrated?” Business Week, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY,
March 20, 2006, p. 78-80. Only 71 of 260,432 MBA alumni/ae reached the highest rung among
top-paid executives. Avg: $9 MM. Is this self-fulfilling? See Bennis & O’Toole 2005 HBR.
Galt, Virginia, 2006, “Warning: bureaucracy at work is hazardous to your health,” The Globe
and Mail, Toronto, ON, Canada, March 24, 2006, p. C1. A summary of an article by Henry A.
Hornstein and Donald W. de Guerre in the March/April issue of the Ivey Business Journal and an
interview with Hornstein at CGI Consulting in Ottawa. The article was on STS and Fred Emery.
“One-third of Canadian employees report that work is a major stressor in their lives and 25 per
cent of employees are ‘actively disengaged.’” The interview focused on goal and evaluation
clarity, appropriate levels, autonomy, mutual support and respect as antidotes to bureaucratic
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crushing of employees, etc. (Close to RO.) Both at Concordia U.
Hamel, Gary, 2006, "Management a la Google," Wall Street Journal, April 26, 2006, p. A16.
The capacity to evolve is the greatest advantage. Cited in Gergen & Vanourek 2009. SIBL.
MFILM. Teach. # Misc. Newspr.
SupplierBusiness.com, 2006, “Japan’s Yorozu threatens to fire GM in dispute over forced price
reduction,” Analysis, 8 May 2006, on-line edition. In April 2006 Yorozu America, sole supplier
of suspensions for several GM models, threatened to halt shipments if GM did not pay out $3.7
MM in disputed payments. This was deemed an “unprecedented show of effrontery” toward
GM. In fact, the president of the firm tore into GM. “Yorozu must protect itself from the
probability of further default by GM.” GM had taken “unilateral actions to reduce retroactively
the price of components produced and to be produced for GM, which amounts to breach of
contact.” In short, the Japanese were serving notice on GM that it was no longer the big man on
the block. Duh. When are General Motors managers going to learn? Ever? (Denso Corp. is
next. With thanks to Alistair Mant and Peter Upton in the UK.)
Swartz, Mimi, 2006, "The Three Faces of Ken Lay," The New York Times, US, May 21, 2006,
Op Ed. Did the Enron jurors see a visionary, a bumbler, or a crook? On ethics and selfpreservation. Not on the theory. Teach. # Refu. Newspr.
Knight, Denise, 2006, “The Way Forward: Hilmer,” Uniken, UNSW, Sydney, NSW, July 2006,
p. 4-5. Cover. The internal announcement that former AGSM dean and Professor Frederick C.
Hilmer would leave John Fairfax Holdings and become Vice-Chancellor and President of
UNSW, f.hilmer@unsw.edu.au . UNSW, Sydney NSW 2052 AA, Tel +61 2 9385 1000.
Ferguson, Adele, 2006, “Brand New RIO,” (cover story), BRW; AU, 8/17/2006, 28(32):14-19,
(4c). The article focuses on the plans made by Leigh Clifford, the chief executive officer of Rio
Tinto PLC in Australia, to engage the company in global business to improve efficiency and
cost. The company is a leader in finding, mining and processing the earth's mineral resources.
The company is also planning to diversify its earnings away from mining and into land
development. INSET: The battle of the giants, by Adele Ferguson.
Keers, Helena, 2006, “Australian Large-Cap Shares (Unit Trusts) Winner: BT Financial Group,”
AFR Smart Investor; AU, Sep2006, 1(10):52. The article features BT Financial Group, a largecap manager in Australia. The BT team manages a total of $6 billion and is a part of the
Westpac stable. The recent move of the company is reducing its resources positions and
consolidating funds into BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto. Large-cap companies portfolio manager
Troy Angus buying BHP shares below $9 in 2003 was one of the fund's best calls.
Morgenson, Gretchen, 2006, “Peer Pressure: Inflating Executive Pay,” The New York Times,
New York, NY, Section 3, Sunday Business, Nov. 26, 2006, BU1:1-3, BU8:2-5; BU9:1-5.
(Three pages.) Page One, above the fold. Cited Mark van Clieaf extensively on executive
compensation abuses, with picture. Also widely cited James F. Reda, compensation consultant,
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and Denise L. Nappier, Conn. State Comptroller. Many smaller and middle-sized firms use
inappropriate larger ‘peers’ against which to compare themselves and their executives. Market
forces may have no place the way these firms play the pay game. SEC comparisons for equity
purposes often are not the same firms as for compensation. Will the comparison companies be
‘blended’ or ‘pure’? All this can lead to a Lake Wobegon effect: everyone is above average.
(Solid - but a turn off to this theory for top execs.)
Behrmann, Elisabeth, 2006, “Rio Tinto Names Albanese as CEO,” Wall Street Journal - Eastern
Edition; NY, NY; 12/6/2006, 248(133):B11. The article reports on the selection of Tom
Albanese to succeed Leigh Clifford as chief executive of Rio Tinto PLC effective May 1, 2007.
Gardner, Jill, 2006, “Bloomberg Prepares for a 25-Year Boom in the City,” The New York Sun,
New York, NY, Wednesday, Dec., 13, 2006, 122(168):1, 4, 10, 11. Subtitled: “Mayor Unveils a
Sweeping Plan For Transit, Energy, Housing.” A second story, also page 1 was by Glaeser,
Edward, 2006, “A Breathtaking Vision For the Future of the City.” A related editorial was titled,
“Bloomberg, N.Y.” Supply of energy could be outpaced by demand in six years, by 2012.
Almost all city infrastructures will be at or beyond capacity by 2030. Meanwhile, NYC is “at a
competitive crossroads, with cities such as London, Hong Kong, and Shanghai gaining economic
ground.” The time for NYC to begin to address these problems is ... now. Bloomberg began a
year earlier with a study task force - without a consideration of the costs involved. (A public
case for this theory: What is His Honor’s stratum of capability? What is required by the job?)
Hoyos, Carol, (London), Edward Luce (Washington), and Krishna Guha (Beijing), 2006, “Bush
told to break oil’s hold on the US,” The Financial Times, London, UK and New York, NY, USA
Thursday, Dec. 14, 2006, Page 1. Business and military leaders called on the President to
address a ‘critical weakness’ and “urged Washington to recognize that “pure market economics
will never solve the problem” of oil dependence.” A report linking this to the US’ vulnerability
to terrorist attacks was issued by the Energy Security Leadership Council. (President Bush is
facing a rebellion by his allies over his public/ private conflicted policies/ strategies/ ideology.
We must await the State of the Union speech in Jan. for his reaction. (A public case in point for
this theory: What is the President’s stratum of capability? What is required by the job?)
Kogan, Maurice, 2007, “Professor Maurice Kogan,” (Obituary, The Register), The Times
(London), UK, 12 January 2007. Worked in the Ministry of Education for 14 years and then
moved to Brunel U. - where he joined Elliott Jaques, Keith Hopkins, John Vaizey, and Dan
Miller - to became professor of education and government (1967-1991). Director of the Bioss
hospital reorganization unit. His major contributions were in the management of the health and
social services, education policy, and higher education policy. He created more policy dialogue
over informal dinners than through formal meetings. Obit. Pop.
Stern, Stefan, 2007, "Why managers need to engage with grumpy employees," Financial Times,
London, UK, May 15, p. 14. Reported a survey by YouGov on employee engagement: 51% feel
fully engaged; 63% are loyal to the company; and 51% feel employer deserves loyalty. Many
employees felt it was pointless to engage with leaders who were making little positive impact on
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the organisation's consciousness. There was also a lack of rigorous performance management –
poorly performing workers slide and favouritism abounded. But discretionary effort achieved
increased productivity: engaged employees gave it. See Crawley 2007. Teach. # MS. Newspr.
Crawley, Jim, 2007, "Take a look at senior management: is it bothered?" Financial Times,
London, UK, Thursday, May 17, p. 10. Letter from a Principal at Towers Perrin, UK. The
numbers everywhere are similar. The least engaged are junior managers, supervisors, foremen.
But these are essential to manage non-managers. Re: Stern 2007. Teach. # MS. Newspr.
Porter, Eduardo, 2007, "More Than Ever, It Pays to be the Top Executive," The New York Times,
US, Friday, May 25, 2007, p. A1, C7. CEOs get top dollar. Ten years earlier the top exec made
twice #2. Today, they get much more. Moody's is using this gap in its firm ratings. If it is too
wide, the firm is watched more closely. Not on the theory. Teach. # Misc. Newspr.
Kellaway, Lucy, 2007, "My new boss doesn't rate me at all. What can I do?" Financial Times,
London, UK, May 30, p. 12. Now what? Don't jump before you are pushed. Firms pay a lot for
the privilege of pushing someone out. [In UK & Europe more so than in US.] (Other comments
indicated when confrontation happened, employees not been successful.) Teach. # Misc.
Newspr.
Reed, John, Amy Yee, and Joe Leahy, 2007, "India's Tata to overtake Suzuki in race for world's
cheapest car," Financial Times, London, UK, June 4, 2007, p. 13. PR. The impact of the Nano
car model on the third world. It is the Ford Model T for the 21st century. Teach. # Misc.
Newspr.
Guerrera, Francesco, 2007, "Aspen's corporate club prepares to take the long view," Financial
Times, London, UK, Monday, June 18, 2007, p. 17. Top executives struggle against the
demands of the hedge funds and short-term stock traders. Teach. # Misc. Newspr.
Bennis, Warren, and Noel Tichy, 2007, "Judgment Trumps Experience," Wall Street Journal,
New York, NY, 29 Nov 2007: A.19. Op Ed. Both authors were coming out of the closet here.
Jaques and RO were not cited, but the ideas were expressed clearly. # Rp. Newspr.
Donkin, Richard, 2008, “Strategies to groom the leaders of tomorrow”, Financial Times,
London, UK, January 24, 2008, Home Edition. David Cumberbatch, a business psychologist
with Xancam consultancy in the UK, drew inspiration from Elliott Jaques (1951) in developing a
talent management system for the Royal Mail. Cited Jaques 1951. Rp. Pop.
Bunkey, Nick, 2008, “Joseph Juran, 103, Pioneer in Quality Control, Dies,” The New York
Times, NY, NY, March 3, 2008. Juran died on Thursday, Feb. 28th. He gave the Japanese a
system for continual improvement and the importance of the quality process to management.
He developed the Pareto Principle, where 80 percent of percent of the consequences are due to
20 percent of the causes. Managers had to attack the ‘vital few’ issues that made as difference.
His book, Managerial Breakthrough, likely led a few years later from their adoption of the
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PDSA cycle for the production of products and services (already given to them by Deming) to
their development of the FAIR cycle for management implementation of strategy. Six Sigma is
the US version of many of his ideas. In 1980 the Japanese gave him the Emperor’s Medal, 2nd
Class, the highest award a foreigner could be given. Obit. Pop.
McDonald, Ruth, 2008, "Everything you wanted to know about anxiety but were afraid to ask."
Journal of Health Services Research & Policy, Royal Society of Medicine, Sage, UK, Oct.,
13(4):249-250. An assessment of the ideas of Isabel Menzies-Lyth. Melanie Klein and Elliott
Jaques mentioned. An obit. CUNY-wide online since 2001. At U. Manchester. # Misc. PJ.
Corner, Lou, Bob Hinshelwood, Peter Agulnik, Denis Flynn, Anna Motz, Estela Welldon, Jean
E. Neumann, and Monica Lanyado, 2008, “Isabel Menzies Lyth 1917–2008,” British Journal of
Psychotherapy, BAP and Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Nov., 24(4):522-528. These
contributions are short recollections of her significance and her influence. Obit. DOI:
10.1111/j.1752-0118.2008.00104.x ISSN 02659883. # MS. PJ.
Stiglitz, Joseph, 2009, "The Economic Crisis: Capitalist Fools," Vanity Fair, January 2009, p.
48-51.3 pgr. http://www.vanityfair.com/magazine/2009/OT/sfiglitz200901 Stiglitz rips into
those who let the finances reach a crisis state and he lists the reasons. CUNY Baruch. # Misc.
Pop.
Hindle, Tim, 2009, “Elliott Jaques,” The Economist, UK, May 1st. A one-page profile from
Hindle’s 2008 book. Cited Michael Raynor’s 2007 book. Quoted from Bibliography. D. Pop.
Scanlon, Jessie, 2009, "How Whirlpool Puts New Ideas Through the Wringer," Bloomberg
BusinessWeek, US, Aug. 17, 2009. In 1999 CEO Whitwam set a goal for the firm to be number
one in innovation. Whirlpool needed a system to screen its ideas bubbling up from below. The
i-box scorecard forces innovators to become concrete and is reviewed by an i-panel. Four
concepts now used as screens: Define Innovation, Never Kill Good Ideas, Adjust Your Criteria,
and Link Idea Screening with Strategy. Whitwam was CEO until 2004. See Jaques 1998. #
MS. Pop.
Krugman, Paul, 2009, "How did Economists get it so wrong?" New York Times, Sunday
Magazine, NY, NY, Sept. 2, 2009. They never predicted the Great Recession. # Misc. Newspr.
2010s:
Cornell, Andrew, 2010, “Australia’s Most Remunerated,” Australian Financial Review, 9 Jan.
2010. The Felz Report – the Productivity Report – threw up its hands at the rise and rise of
executive compensation. The spiral may have occurred because no one wished to be seen as
being below average – the ‘Lake Wobegon’ effect. Warren Buffett figures these gobs of money
were justified by captured boards listening to advisors from ‘Ratchet, Ratchet and Bingo.’ Pay
was relative and failed to match performance. Barry Deane of PeopleFit was quoted. MS. Pop.
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Cornell, Andrew, 2010, “Bankers at the Trough No More,” Australian Financial Review, 30 Jan.
2010, p. 22. A report on the Productivity Report. Capitalism has in fact worked, but the price
signals were distorted. One result has been the vast overcompensation of bankers who were paid
on the sales they made rather on the risks they took. Reforms include the Volcker rules – banks
must choose between being agents or utilities – dealing for their own accounts or dealing for
others. Barry Deane of PeopleFit was quoted extensively. MS. Pop.
MetLife Employee Study, 2011, “Loyalty Not Recession Proof,” 3-28-11. MetLife conducted its
9th annual survey of employees and discovered that short-term productivity gains had hidden
costs: more than one-third of employees (36%) hoped to change jobs in next 12 months. At the
same time about half (51%) of surveyed employers believed that their employees have very
strong loyalty to them. (Somebody’s wrong.) 4 pgs. Reported verbally in NYC on WCBS-AM
880 NewsRadio /WSJ by Joe Connolly. # Misc. Radio.
Chulik, Amy, 2011, "Workplace Bullying and Your Employees," CareerBuilder Study, Chicago,
IL, 4/20/11, 4 p. Reports of bullying are up. What companies can do to stop it. It is costly.
Included Salin's list of effective tips to help curb bullying in the workplace. Cited Salin 2008.
Teach. # Misc. Pop.
Crease, Robert P., 2011, “Measurement and Its Discontents,” NY Times, Sunday Review, Op Ed,
Oct. 23, 2011, p. SR 9, NY, NY, US. Not how we measure – ever finer - but why do we
measure? A focus on intelligence. At Stony Brook U., SUNY. Teach. # Misc. Newsprs.
Kepcher, Carolyn, 2011, “Find an ‘A’ Team with an ‘A’ boss,” Daily News, NY, NY, US, Dec.
8, 2011, p. 39. Part of a series: ‘Your Money.’ She reported a conversation about types of
managers (and who each valued among their subordinates) at her Thanksgiving dinner. Identical
to the findings of the Sears Roebuck studies. See Whyte 1952, 1959; Worthy 1950. Teach. #
MS. Newspr.
Barker, Amanda, 2012, “7-Eleven ready to invade NewYork,” Metro, NY, NY, June 28, 2012, p.
6. (In case you haven't noticed, they are already here.) Case. Teach. # D. Newspr.
Bryant, Adam, 2012, "Tell Me Your Idea (And Don't Mind The Silly Putty)," The New York
Times, Sunday, NY, USA, August 5, 2012, p. B2. Interview with Laurel J. Richie, the president
of the WNBA, on leadership lessons and personal growth. How to be a leader one stratum above
the team and still keep the team intact and functioning toward the goal. Also, how to separate
the supervision of work from the supervision of people. Solid. Teach. # MS. Newspr.
Vlasic, Bill, Hiroko Tabuchi, and Charles Duhigg, 2012, "An American Model for Tech Jobs?
When Tennessee Lured Nissan, the Impossible Became Possible," The New York Times, Sunday,
NY, NY, US, Aug. 5, 2012, p. A1, A14-A15. A description of the shift in manufacturing.
Unaware of RO theory. Teach. # Misc. Newspr.
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Hinshaw, Drew, 2012, "It's all in the family," NY Metro, NY, USA, Monday, Aug. 16, 2012, p.
11. Family biz. It's not the mafia. Well, some of it may be. Forget I said that. # Misc.
Newspr.
Stout, Lynn, 2012, "'Maximizing Shareholder Value' is ill-conceived concept," Los Angeles
Times, Cal, US, Sept. 2, Op-Ed. This was on the 1993 US Law, Chicago School economics,
Milton Friedman, short-term thinking, and this new economic-pay concept - which doesn't work
but has been a big hit [with CEOs and Boards] since the 1980s. At Cornell Law. Teach. #
Refu. Newspr.
Morgenson, Gretdetert, 2012, "CEO's and Pay-'em-or-Lose-'em Myth," The New York Times,
NY, US, 9-22-12. The peer-group benchmark — how executive pay at one company stacks up
against pay at another — is a big driver of ever-rising compensation. But, Elson and Ferrere
found, contrary to the prevailing line, chief executives can’t readily transfer their skills from one
company to another. In other words, the argument that C.E.O.’s will leave if they aren’t
compensated well, perhaps even lavishly, is bogus. Using the peer-group benchmark only
pushes pay up and up. Cited Elson and Ferrere 2012. # Misc. Newspr.
Chasan, Emily, 2012, "Executive Pay Gets New Spin," The Wall Street Journal, (U.S. edition),
NY, NY, US, Sept. 25, p. B1+ A number of companies are producing alternative measures of
their top executives' pay, seeking to persuade investors that top pay isn't as high as the
government's yardstick implies. In some cases taxable CEO income last year, as shown on the
W-2 form, was one-third that reported in the standardized summary compensation table required
by regulators. The difference was largely the value of equity grants and the change in the value
of the CEO's pension. But the SEC regulator hasn't yet defined the term "actually paid" and how
it should be linked to performance. The rule is pending. Investors' major concerns are that the
various new measures cannot be used to make comparisons between companies. See Elson and
Ferrere 2012. online.wsj.com/.../SB100008723963904440833045780166... # Misc. Newspr.
Futrelle, David, 2012, "Executive Pay: Is 'I'll Have What He's Having' Really the Best
Approach?" Time Magazine, US, Oct. 2, 2012. Well … maybe not. Cited Elson and Ferrere
2012. Teach. # Misc. Pop.
Silver-Greenberg, Jessica, 2013, "Major Banks Aid in Payday Loans Banned by States," New
York Times, NY, NY, US, February 23, 2013. Major banks have quickly become behind-thescenes allies of Internet-based payday lenders that offer short-term loans with interest rates
sometimes exceeding 500 percent. # Misc. Newspr.
Stockman, David A., 2013, "Sundown in America - State-Wrecked: The Corruption of
Capitalism in America," New York Times, Sunday Review, Opinion, March 31, 2013, p. SR 1, 67. How a misguided Keynesianism got the US economy very off-track. The Wall Street bubbles
hide a Main Street gutting of the US economy. The next bubble will bankrupt us totally. #
Misc. Newspr.
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Bhagwati, Jagdish, 2013, "Bhagwati Finds Lessons for U.S. in India's Economic Growth," The
Record, Summer 2013, 28(11):5; Columbia University Research Website, June 28. Review of
his new book, 'Why Growth Matters,' PublicAffairs, 304 p. He and co-author Arvind Panagariya
peg India’s economic growth to the series of reforms in 1991. (Here again, U.S. economists
misinterpret the 1991 Indian reforms as fitting Western macroeconomic concepts. Rather, India
was reaching out to Japan as a successful Asian model.) See Bk Rev Economist. # Misc. Pop.
Ito, Tatsuo, 2013, "Japan Wage Data Not All That Gloomy, Japan Real Time, September 4,
2013, 6:47 PM . A WSJ blog. [Not spelled Itoh.] Japanese wages have remained stagnant,
raising concerns about the fragility of the nation’s economic recovery. Some argue that the
government should put off a plan to hike the nation’s sales tax from April. But relatively
obscure data shows that recent profit-sharing [bonus] has risen. # Misc. Pop.
Lowrey, Annie, 2013, “Top 10% Took Home Over Half of U.S. Income in 2012,” New York
Times, NY, NY, US, Sept. 11, 2013, B4. Top incomes continue to grow. This is the first time
the concentration amounts reached this level – even in Great Depression it did not reach as high.
The Top 1% took home over one-fifth (c. 22%). (See Reich 2010 book.) # Misc. Newspr.
Kellaway, Lucy, 2013, “Forget Big Data, Feedback is best given face-to-face,” Financial Times,
London, UK, Monday, Sept. 30, p. 14. Customers are going directly to the executives in person.
Executives are insulated by computer. {Deming says, “Aha!”} Customers are revolting against
the computer. Ryanair: low cost: yes. Poor service: YES! Message delivered. # Misc. Newspr.
Smith, Michelle, 2013, "Washington Post Poll: Fear of Job Loss at Record Levels,"
The Washington Post, DC, US, Friday, 29 Nov 2013. American workers are experiencing
unprecedented levels of anxiety about job security. Six in 10 workers in a Washington PostMiller Center survey said they worry about losing their jobs to the economy. This level of
concern surpasses the anxiety reported in more than a dozen surveys since the 1970s. 32 percent
of participants admitted to worrying “a lot” about losing their jobs, which was also a record high.
The Post pointed to research by Time magazine, CNN and market research firm, Yankelovich,
which also shows workers' anxiety at the highest levels in decades. And those surveys reveal that
people with the lowest incomes are the most concerned. Fifty-four percent of workers making
$35,000 or less said they worry “a lot” about losing their jobs. 85 percent worry their household
income will fall short of their expenses. That's a 25-point increase compared with responses to
the same question in 1971. The level of fear isn't the only thing changing, so is the unity among
the fearful. Generally Americans’ tend to be divided on issues such as economic perceptions.
But with this “new anxiety” there is no political, racial or gender divides. # Newspr.
Galinas, Nichole, 2013, "Blame the MTA, Too," New York Post, NY, NY, US, Dec. 6, 2013, p.
39. Op-ed. The management had the means to prevent the recent fatal rail accident – and didn't.
Yet top managers and Governor Cuomo point at the motorman as the cause. [Basketball rule!]
Contributing editor, Manhattan Institute's City Journal. Teach. # Misc. Newspr.
Krugman, Paul, 2013, "Obama Gets Real," New York Times, NY, NY, US, Dec. 6, 2013, p. A35.
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Op-ed. According to a recent speech the President may be looking beyond his economic
advisors to the real driver of the recession – the lack of jobs and opportunity. He may be
getting beyond the beltway focus on the debt, deficit, and 'entitlements.' # Misc. Newspr.
Kristof, Nicholas, 2014, "Smart Minds, Slim Impact," New York Times, US, Sunday, Feb. 15,
2014, p. SR11. Op-ed. Academics have declined to engage in public debates and have become
so narrow in their research that now no one listens to them. This intellectual hubris has a tragic
effect. In a democracy our best minds are missing from the dialogue. # Misc. Newspr.
###
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PART II. B.
Ph.D.s ON JAQUES’ ORGANIZATION THEORY
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3-25-14
Ph.D.s ON REQUISITE ORGANIZATION THEORY
Kenneth Craddock
(134, arranged by date)
INTRODUCTION

As of March 2014 one hundred thirty-four dissertations have been earned on Elliott
Jaques’ requisite organization theory. Twenty-three have been published as books: Blauner,
Hoof [in Dutch], Kelly, Child, Richardson, Kvålseth, Rowbottom, Krimpas, De-Haan (2), Borum
[orig,. in Danish], Dixon, Marsland, Schlemenson [in Spanish], Hughes (2), Stewart, Besser,
McGovern, Svennerstal, Joss, Kirsner, Suchy, Leed, Hearn Mackinnon, and Glassop.
At least thirty-nine have been published as articles in peer reviewed journals: Atchison,
Bell (3), Kelly (4), Wohlford (2), de-Haan (2), Tiffany (2), Goodman, Ashour, Kvålseth,
Downey, Hull (2), Krefting (2), Borum, Carrell (3), Agarwal (3), Gorman, Kriger, Marsland (2),
Peterson (2), Gould (2), Starkey, Lublin, Rolfe, Laverty, Besser (2), McGovern, DiPadova, Nir,
Vinton, Briers, Densten, Haslop, King, Joss (2), Kirsner, Brause, Shrivastava, and Hearn
Mackinnon. One was published on the internet (King). One is being developed into a book
(Morgan). An honorary degree was largely based on an already published book (Low 2003, not
counted). Another degree was awarded by a non-academic institution that has since gone out of
business (Crane 1986, not counted). These two are listed but not counted. [Part II.B.]
I included a dissertation if the author used, validated or extended this theory or else
applied its measurement instruments or analytical frameworks in the research section. A
discussion of the theory in the literature review section was not sufficient for inclusion. Eighty
dissertations have been done in the U.S., thirty in the UK, eleven in Australia, four in Canada,
two in Israel and Sweden,, one each in Holland, France, Denmark, and Argentina. Forty-four
universities in the U.S. have awarded degrees, twelve in the UK, eight in Australia, three in
Canada, two in Israel and Sweden, and one each in the Netherlands, France, Denmark,and
Argentina. (That’s 75 schools in ten countries on five continents.)
For quantity of doctorates honors go to - Brunel (UK, 13 +1), George Washington (US,
9), Minnesota (US, 6), Southern California (US, 5), Berkeley (US, 4), London (UK, 4),
Cambridge (UK, 3), Harvard (US, 3), Southampton (UK, 2), Toronto (Can., 2), New South
Wales (AU, 2), Monash (AU, 2), Deakin (AU, 2), Columbia (US, 2), Michidan (US, 2), Case
Western Reserve (US, 3), Regent (US, 2), Penn State (US, 2), Texas (US, 2), George Mason
(US, 2), Indiana (US, 2), Alliant (US, 2), and Kentucky (US, 2). Six degrees were earned at four
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different universities in Melbourne (AU).
Twenty-five percent - thirty-three doctorates - were earned at seventeen elite universities:
Berkeley (Blauner, Cavana, Kvålseth [Kvalseth], Wirth, Charness), Cambridge (Child, Pankhurst
1990, Theocarakis), Chicago (Peterson), Columbia (Gorman, Hull), Cornell (Goodman), Duke
(Wohlford), Harvard (Picard, Homa Hunt, Kriger), London (Levicki, Chun, Small, Burnage),
Melbourne (Hearn Mackinnon), Michigan (Friedman, Kaboolian), Monash (Allsop, Densten),
New South Wales (Briers, Hackman), Northwestern (Osako), Oxford (McGovern), Toronto
(Geary, Pankhurst 2003), UCLA (Laverty), and Yale (Bell).
From 1965 to 1970 Jaques was the founding head of a new graduate-level School of
Social Science at Brunel University in Uxbridge (West London), U.K. In 1970 he became
director of the Brunel Institute for Organization and Social Studies (BIOSS, Bioss) which
provided research and consulting services to business, non-profit, and government organizations.
Many staff researchers at Bioss were simultaneously pursuing advanced degrees at Brunel
University. This sandwich work-study-work arrangement generated many doctoral and master’s
degrees on requisite theory for over two decades.
A full introductory essay on these PhDs on the theory is in Part I.

PhDs By Decade
1962-1969
13
1970-1979
19
1980-1989
24
1990-1999
35
2000-2009
34
2010- 2012~
9
----Total:
134
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3-25-14
Ph.D. Dissertations and Theses on Jaques’ Theory
(134, By Date)

1960s:
Blauner, Robert (Bob), 1962, Alienation in Work: the Diversity of Industrial Environment, Ph.D.
dissertation in Industrial Sociology, University of California, Berkeley, CA, 372 pages. UMI
AAT 6306173. DAI- 24/11, p. 4840, May 1964. Committee: S. M. Lipset, P. Selznick and L. E.
Davis. Published as: Blauner, Bob, 1964, Alienation and Freedom, the factory worker and his
industry, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 222 pages. Used “discretion” to show that
alienation was not just a polemical claim of Marxists. Alienation and freedom varied across
industries and was influenced by the social organization of technology (isolation), work
fragmentation and routine (meaninglessness), lack of worker control of work (powerlessness),
and the social setting of workers (self-estrangement). Examined four types of production
technology: craft, machine tending, assembly line, and continuous process. Craft and continuous
process were least alienating while the assembly line was the worst (46 percent said their jobs
were “too simple” for them vs 37 percent of unskilled factory workers overall). Used reworked
data from published surveys, except in the chemical industry where original field research was
done. Three types of blue-collar work emerged which demanded either: able workmanship,
reliability and a willingness to shoulder responsibility, or adjustment to routines that contained
neither discretion nor initiative. (Clearly, job design was in the control of management.) Showed
the “ownership” of the means of production was irrelevant to the workers, who accepted the fact
they were not owners. Cited Jaques 1951, 1956, 1961. (1956 dropped from book.) Cited in
Glaser & Strauss 1967; replicated by Shepard PhD 1968. kebb@berkeley.edu PhD on RO. A.
Hoof, Josephus Adrianus Petrus van, 1963, Autonomie en motivie van arbeiders in industriële
bedrijven, Dr.Let. dissertation in Sociology, Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen (a public university,
formerly Katholieke Universiteit te Nijmegen), NL. Promotor: Prof. Dr. E. J. Leemans. Book
version: G. Janssen, Nijmegen, NL, 229 p. [In Dutch. English sumry p. 187-189.] Used
Simon’s decision-making as an upper managenent model. An equilibrium is maintained between
the autonomy granted the worker by management, worker motivation, and foreman direct
supervision and inspection. Upper management can unwittingly disturb this balance by its
actions and policies. Used the term "time span of control" (p. 58) instead of TSD. (Per Geenen
1973: Hoof had similar findings regarding autonomy and freedom of choice available and
desirable to the worker as in Turner and Lawrence 1965.) Cited by J. Geenen 1973 M.I.E. Cited
Jaques 1956, 1961; WF Whyte 1955; Leibenstein 1960; Herzberg 1957, 1959; Simon
(numerous). Clio os HD6974 .H67. Seen. Abs # PhD on RO.
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Picard, Laurent Augustin, 1964, The Effects of Personality Determinants on the Relation
Between Job Content, Satisfaction and Absenteeism; A Study of Blue Collar Work, D.B.A.,
dissertation in Business Administration, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA. Not listed in
UMI or ADD. Baker Library, Thesis File, Stack 2B, Record 197679. Unpublished. Abstract
obtained from author. Cited as a two-firm pilot study for the book by Turner and Lawrence,
1965 (see p. 9). Picard’s dissertation examined TSD (among 110 variables). This was the first
dissertation to include TSD but it was NOT focused on Jaques’ theory. He was searching for the
source of employee “satisfaction,” as was everyone then. 60 variables, including TSD, were all
highly correlated, showing the existence of a well-run system. [Found an explanation for his
other, unexpected and divergent results in Frederick Herzberg’s 1959 book, The Motivation to
Work, which was on professionals! The highest paid workers in the longest TSD roles
complained and bitched to show they still gave more than they received. The importance of
leadership was inversely related to job content. The Foreman was the key to job satisfaction
where there was no job content (unskilled operators). There was a difference between expressed
(extrinsic) satisfaction and intrinsic satisfaction.] Picard decided not to publish it. (A huge loss.
For another 15 years academics pursued the chimera of job satisfaction.) Picard was a physicist
before attending HBS. Became dean at McGill B-school in 1980s. Retired in 1990s. Lives in
Montreal area. Interviewed 8-2-02. TSD was a small part of this dissertation. PhD on RO. A.
Wohlford, Paul Frederick, 1964, Determinants of Extension of Personal Time, PhD, dissertation
in Psychology, Duke University, NC, 239 p. Adv: Michael A. Wallach. Univ Archives Liby Srv
Ctr Ph.D W846D 1964 c.1. OCLC Number: 21495299. ProQuest, UMI Diss. no.: 6502022.
[Cited repeatedly as 1965 (not 1964) by Wohlford.] DAI 25/07, p. 4255, Jan 1965. Published as
articles in 1966, 1968. ['Extension' has nothing to do with extending the time each person spends
in taking the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT). Here, 'extension' means 'time span' beyond
the present into the future (protension) and into the past (retrotension).] In particular, it is the
extension possible consequences of present behavioral choices as revealed directly by free
association (FA) and indirectly by TAT results. Tested the impact of three affective states:
positive experiences, negative experiences, and death (a negative). The positive experience was
expected to lengthened extensions of time and the negative to shortened them. FA and TAT
measures did not correlate with each other, and the TAT results were ambivalent. "The FA
protension changes clearly confirmed the three hypotheses." "However, … retrotension … was
not consistent." Based on Epley & Ricks 1963 and perhaps Ricks et al 1964. (Validated Jaques
1956 and time span as a measure of responsibility.) Cited TD Graves 1961 PhD (not in). Did
not see Dissn. NYPL SIBL os JFM 74-61 v. 25, no. 7; Jan. 1965 [DAI]. Abs # PhD on RO. A.
Atchison, Thomas Joseph, 1965, A Comparison of the Time Span of Discretion, A Classification
Method of Job Evaluation, and a Maturity Curve Plan as Methods of Establishing Pay
Differentials for Scientists and Engineers Using Perceived Equity as a Criterion, D.B.A.,
dissertation in Economics and Business, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 204 pages.
Published as: “Pay Systems for Scientists and Engineers,” with co-author Wendell French [his
advisor], Industrial Relations, Berkeley, CA, Vol. 7, No. 1, October 1967, p. 44-56. UMI AAT
6515368. Abstract: DAI-A 26/08, p. 4300, Feb 1966. The first replication of Jaques’ study at
Glacier. Atchison's study was at two U.S. Navy research installations with GS 7, 9, 11 and 12
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level civilian employees (see RO2 pp. 136). Subjects were 108 civil service engineers and
scientists in a design and a testing department. Atchison’s dissertation contained just a plot and
graph of the TSD:FFP data. As noted earlier, Atchison looked at three methods of job
classification. FFP had a correlation of +0.90 with TSD (statistically significant at 0.001 level.)
It had a +0.89 correlation with the classification method (just slightly lower than TSD) and +0.64
with the maturity curve (or seniority) system. TSD was both the most consistent and the highest
across the locations studied. Atchison also reported correlations between TSD and civil service
grades (Hierarchy Level): r = +0.87 in Org 1 and; r = +0.75 in Org 2. Average r = +0.81.
Intercorrelation among the three methods was +0.94. (San Diego State emeritus.) [See
Hellriegel 1969 PhD in ‘related’ section. See Patten 1967.] PhD on RO.
Bell, Gerald D., 1965, Formality Versus Flexibility in Complex Organizations: A Comparative
Investigation Within a Hospital, Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology, Economics and Administration,
Yale University, New Haven, CT, 165 pages. UMI AAT 6509658. DAI-26/04, p. 1957, Oct.
1965. Chris Argyris and Stanley Udy were his advisors. (Published as three articles and a book
chapter: AMJ June 1965; AMJ March 1966; AJS July 1967, and; Bell, Gerald D., ed., 1967,
Organizations and Human Behavior, Chapter 11 [including a ‘Discretionary Model of
Organization’].) The subjects were the 204 full-time, day-shift employees of a community
hospital, including clerks, maintenance, nurses, administrators, and doctors. Study attempted to
identify the factors that led to organizational flexibility and trace their consequences on the
authority structure, including: work predictability, discretion, span of control, span of attention
(juggling tasks), and levels of authority. Bell found: when work demands were unpredictable,
employees exercised more discretion; the higher the manager’s discretion, the higher the
employee’s discretion (i.e. strata) and; with a loose, flexible organization, efficiency sometimes
rose beyond that in the formal structural arrangements. (Bell’s discretion was quantified in
Tiffany 1977 PhD, 1986, 1988, and Gorman 1982 PhD. Bell’s weaknesses included a wobbly
definition of discretion, asked employees their own time spans, thought the employment status of
doctors was the same as other employees, divided workers into those who exercised high or low
discretion, and was unable to fully disentangle mainstream concepts from Jaques’ concepts.)
Bell used Jaques 1956 not 1961. Also, q.v. Stinchcombe 1959; Friedson 1963. Taught at HBS
in 1966-67, became friends with Paul Lawrence. Bell trains executives and teaches at UNC.
gerald.bell@bellleadership.com PhD on RO. A.
Kelly, Joe, 1966, A Critical Evaluation of the Glacier System of Management, Ph.D., thesis in
Industrial Administration, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, UK. Thesis Supervisor
was Professor Thomas Thomson (T.T.) Paterson, Head of department. [Not in theses.com. In
Strathclyde Main Library: T5(1966)T2 KEL.] Published as: Kelly, Joe, Is Scientific
Management Possible? A Critical Examination of Glacier’s Theory of Organization, 1968, Faber
& Faber, London, UK; Humanities Press, NY, NY, 332 pages. (See mixt reviews.) Concluding
chapter, “An Assessment of the Glacier System of Management,” reprinted in Jerry L. Gray
(1976). Article published as, “Changing Views of Management Efficiency,” Journal of
Industrial Economics, 12(2), March 1964, p. 108-114 (UK). Apparently, Paterson sent Kelly
into the Kilmarnock plant of Glacier to expose Jaques’ theory as “impractical” (q.v. Paterson
1963). Kelly instead found the theory was consistent and elegant and appeared to be usually but
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not always valid. While skeptical, Kelly declared it had considerable utilitarian value for the
business and the people in it. He criticized the emphasis on tasks to the exclusion of “human
relations,” and “the personality factor” and noted “clear definitions are only a prerequisite of
scientific inquiry; they do not represent its sum total” (1968, p. 267, 286, 288). Noted the impact
of cosmopolitan management practices in a local provincial village. Kelly felt, “in the light of
the present researches, the correspondence between the theory and fact is limited and
incomplete” (p. 289). He placed Jaques in intellectual context and noted the rapid cyclicality of
other management theories. Kelly was professor of management at Concordia University in
Montreal, QU. Retired in the mid-1990s. Published with Greenwood/Quorum in Westport, CT.
(His name was “Joe” - not Joseph.) See Paterson 1972. PhD on RO.
Goodman, Paul Samuel, 1966, A Study of Time Perspective: Measurement and Correlates,
Ph.D., dissertation in Social Psychology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 159 pages. UMI
AAT6605512. DAI, v. 28/02A, p. 0780, Aug 1967. (since recanted, 1973) This survey of 141
managers (in six organization layers) in a consumer products division of a major U.S.
corporation was an attempt “to develop measures of Time Value Orientation (TVO) and Time
Extension (TE).” TVO refers to the value a person gave to living for the present relative to the
future. This includes immediate versus delayed gratification. TE, a cognitive dimension, refers
to the length of future time conceptualized by the individual. Goodman's dissertation contained
words ("time span concept," "job time span" and "organizational level") that sounded very
similar to Jaques' terms but did not use the same definitions. Karl Weick immediately published
an article on equity and pay (1966) in Administrative Science Quarterly, sponsored by Cornell
University, that praised Goodman’s concepts of psychological time as promising avenues for
future research. This influential article was off the mark. (See Introduction to the Ph.D.s. in Part
I for further comments.) Goodman teaches at Carnegie-Mellon. PhD on RO. A.
Goodman, Paul Samuel, 1967, "An Empirical Examination of Elliott Jaques' Concept of
Time Span," Human Relations, May 1967, Vol. 20, No. 2, p. 155-170. (since recanted,
1973) This article is based on data from Goodman's dissertation survey. Note the title
words “empirical” and “time span”. Goodman has since stated his dissertation was not
on Jaques’ concept. He carefully never used Jaques’ key term: "time-span of discretion"
(TSD) of the role. Goodman warned, “there are differences between [Jaques and my
study in] data collection techniques ... and operational definitions (Goodman, 1966)."
Goodman claimed a very low TE correlation coefficient of +0.20 [significant at p<0.05
level] and a very low TVO correlation of +0.10 [not signif.] with Organization Level.
Goodman asserted his measures were “comparable to Jaques” and “correspond fairly
closely to Jaques.” Goodman closed, "The above reported results do not support Jaques'
hypothesized relationship between individual time span and organization structure."
Discussion: Bishop, Vinton and others present findings that contradict Goodman’s claim
of comparability. First, Goodman never used Jaques’ definition of “time span of
discretion” (TSD) of the role. Laner and Crossman (1970) make this point, declaring it
“the critical flaw in Goodman’s approach.” “A corporation as poorly set up as [revealed
by his results] would hardly have survived.” According to Bishop (1989), Goodman's
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definition of “time-span” differed from Jaques’ and thus did not provide the empirical
test Goodman claimed it did. Goodman had asked the employees for the data to
determine the time span of the role, while Jaques specified that the manager alone
provided this data. Goodman measured something akin to a different Jaques concept,
“time-horizon” (TH) of the individual, and called it “individual time span.” Second,
Vinton (1995) replicated both Jaques’ and Goodman’s studies. She used the exact same
questions as Goodman and found ‘significant’ relationships that supported Jaques’
findings and did not support Goodman’s findings for Salary:TSD, TSF:HierLvl, and
TH:OrgLvl (pp. 272, 277, 281-2). Third, subsequent studies have examined Goodman’s
TSD:OrgLevel relationship using definitions closer to Jaques’. At Berkeley, Kvålseth
obtained results at +0.93 and Wirth got between +0.93 and +0.99 (mean +0.95).
Hansen’s Canadian military studies were +0.96 (1973), +0.84 (1974) and +0.74 (1975).
Shively’s 1966 dissertation findings supported Jaques and contradicted Goodman’s
claimed results. Goodman’s weak correlations were not supported in any of these studies
- or any others. Fourth, Vinton noted Goodman had gotten his low correlations by
classifying high time-span professional staff roles as “lower level” roles and mixing them
together with the high time-span managerial roles (p. 277, Goodman 1966: p. 73).
Goodman had actually obtained strong correlations that supported Jaques’ findings when
he used only the managerial roles (r = +0.75 and +0.91, both significant at p<.01). BUT
he contended this was only because the “results [were] adjusted according to Jaques
conceptualization of the organization hierarchy.” Goodman did not use Jaques’
definition of hierarchical strata. He deliberately used a different definition of
“organization structure” and covered it through rhetoric. Thus, Goodman obtained low
correlations when he used NEITHER Jaques’ definition for time-span of discretion nor
for hierarchical strata. Neither side of his correlation corresponded to Jaques’ research.
Laner and Crossman (1970) declared Goodman’s study “less than encouraging” and
“failed” in its own attempt to provide “usable instruments for measuring capacity”
(compare with Weick’s 1966 statement). Fifth, Jaques’ very strong TSD:FFP results
(+0.90) have been replicated in dissertations by Atchison, Richardson, Krimpas, Gould,
and Boals with findings between +0.84 and +0.95. Mahoney’s article (1979) also found a
close correlation to Jaques’ differential felt-fair pay scale and job content as reflected in
hierarchical relationships measured by the time-span of discretion. (See Replication
Studies Charts in Part I.) Sixth, Daltrey (1982) asserted in her dissertation sixteen years
later that there was as yet no agreed definition for FTP nor any reliable and valid tool.
She then developed one to measure FTP and found it was a unitary cognitive construct
not a multifactor construct as described in the literature. Seventh, Goodman’s ‘empirical’
results were accepted at face value in the first edition of The Handbook of Leadership
(Stogdill). The two subsequent editions, under Bernard Bass, have discounted
Goodman’s now unsupported results but have not declared them invalid. Eighth,
Goodman in 1973 abandoned his TSD:OrgLevel findings ever so quietly and accepted
the findings of Richardson (1969/1971), R. Miller (1973), and Evans, Krimpas and R.
Miller (1968/1969, 1973/1975) which replicated Jaques’ TSD:FFP study at +0.862, +0.84
and +0.83 (see Goodman and R. Miller 1973 ASQ Book Review). [Time to forget
Goodman.]
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Shively, Stanley Edward, 1966, Explorations Into Temporal Horizon, Ph.D., dissertation in
Sociology, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, 316 pages. Hillman Library, Microforms,
(2nd Floor), ULS. UMI AAT 6707157. DAI-A 27/12, p. 4357, June 1967. Unpublished.
Results confirm many of Jaques’ complex statements on time-horizon (TH). “Positions with
greater decision-making responsibility require actors with longer time horizons.” “People with
long time horizons see many more alternative future states of affairs as being probable, ... are
disposed toward long-range decision-making and planning, [and]...outperform people with short
time horizons.” Time horizon was positively associated with level of commitment, level of
optimism, and extent of space horizon. The positive relationship with space horizon indicates
this is an indicator of the life-space or psychological world of a person. Data drawn from study
by Office of Scientific Research (USAF) [respondents were legislators and university students
fron Brazil, Finland, France, Germany, India, Japan, and Spain] and on U. Okla. students. (I
have seen only the abstract. These quotes are from the abstract. See This: title & dept are very
strong. Was there an Article? Zip.) Cited by Vinton 1995 PhD. Cited in McDaniel 1970 who
claimed Shively 1966 PhD was support for Nehnevajsa 1963 study. (Charles Perrow was at
UPitt 1963-1966, and Herzberg was also there, but connections not established.) (See G.B.
Forsythe 1991 for similar findings; see Kolaja et al 1963.) Also see Scafati Related 1967 PhD;
Dickson (?) Interesting 1974 PhD. Emeritus at Oregon State U., c. 2000. PhD on RO.
Child, John, 1967, British Management Thought and Education: Their Interpretation of
Industrial Relationships, Ph.D., thesis in Business Administration, U. of Cambridge, Cambridge,
U.K. Theses #: 17-1511. Unable to locate thesis in the Newton online catalogue. Published in
1969 as a book: British Management Thought, a critical analysis, George Allen and Unwin,
London, UK, 272 pages. Devoted over 20 pages to Jaques-Brown-Glacier. During the 1950s
and 1960s social scientists had alleged British management thinkers were contaminated with a
bias toward management. Child pointed out this nullified any claim to objectivity or science.
Child lumped the Glacier studies into the pro-management crowd because they stressed
“managerial authority and hierarchy” and he dismissed them with the rest. Child summarized
the criticisms leveled at the Glacier research in a powerful way that centered on its methodology,
which he saw as suspect (1969:197-203). However, Child looked only at the writings of Jaques
and Brown, did his own analysis of them, and surmised that the theory was biased and
untestable. He failed to cite any of the nearly two dozen studies or tests of the theory that were
already in print, either British, American, Dutch or French. None. He treated this theory (along
with all others) as philosophies pretending to be science. Child spoke to several union shop
stewards who worked at Glacier but it is not clear whether he visited Glacier to see what was
happening there first hand. This dismissal was a powerful blow to the credibility of the theory
largely due to the timing of its publication. (See Introduction to these Ph.D.s. in Part I for further
comments.) The irony is that Jaques condemned virtually all other management thinkers for
being unscientific. See also, references in Child to Sir Charles G. Renold and to B. Seebohm
Rowntree who were following unique managerial philosophies that resonated with aspects at
Glacier Metal. Child soon joined the Aston University group. Then at U. Birmingham, UK.
(See my Intro essay to PhDs in Part I.) PhD on RO. A.
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Homa Hunt, Edna Beatrice, 1967, The Dynamic Inter-Relationships Among Work, Payment and
Capacity, D.B.A., thesis in Business Administration, Graduate School of Business
Administration, Harvard University, Boston, MA, 435 p. ADD X1967. Baker Library No.
197928, Stack 1C. [Not in UMI or DAI. Abstract obtained from author. Harvard did not then
allow its dissertations to be made public. Unpublished. Summarized in Fox 1966; Laner and
Crossman 1970; Jaques and Stamp 1990.] A study of 179 employees and managers in six
organizations (five private sector, one civil service). Examined employee judgments of own
current capacity, current felt-fair pay and estimates of own future capacity growth. “50% of the
people interviewed were aware of being either inadequately paid or inadequately employed.”
Confirmed existence and shape of growth curves. (See National Survey of Professional
Scientific Salaries, 1962 and 1964.) (Cited time-span measurement studies carried out “by the
Dutch Employers’ Association, by the Swedish Employers’ Association, by members of the
Glacier Institute of Management in London and in the Allen Industries Project, in Herrin
Illinois.” p. 68.) Found current actual salary and current felt-fair pay were highly correlated (.82)
(p. 227). Found 0.76 correlation between future level of satisfactory work and level predicted by
the progression chart. (Cited The Economist, Jan. 22, 1966, p. 34, and see Business Week, May
7, 1966 p. 80-82 for Engel’s AMA compensation survey.) (Homa was her maiden name.
Married Pearson Hunt of HBS (d. 2002) She is now retired and lives in Cambridge, MA and
Winter Park, FL. She was the first woman to earn a DBA at HBS.) See Das, T. K., 1987, and
Thoms PhD 1994 for similar findings: FTP was not correlated to management level. See
Goldman PhD 1999; King, Solomon and Cason 1999 and 2001; Capelle 1999 for “50%.” See
Nystrom 1973 on curves. PhD on RO. A.
Shepard, Jon Max, 1968, Man-Machine Relationships, Attitudes Toward Work and Meanings in
the Work Role, Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology, Michigan State University, USA, 258 p.
Advisor: William A. Faunce. DAI, 29, no. 06A, (1968): 1967. Accn: AAG6817133. Liby:
MSU Dissertations & Theses: Main, Basement Ctr 125 496 THS & MF. ANL2878. Published
in articles 1969, 1970 and in extended form 1971 (book), 1972, 1973. Does a man's relationship
to technology at work influence his integration into or separation (alienation) from the work
role? Powerlessness, meaninglessness and normlessness were viewed as predisposing factors in
the development of alienation from work. Alienation from work is more likely to occur where
the division of labor at work is highly differentiated. It was predicted that alienation would be
lower among craft production workers, higher among mechanized production workers, and lower
among automated production workers. It was also predicted that perceived powerlessness,
meaninglessness and normlessness would contribute to variation in the degree of self-evaluative
involvement in the work role, social isolation from the work organization, and instrumental work
orientation. The theory was supported by data confirming these hypotheses. Replicated Blauner
1962 PhD and 1964 book. # PhD on RO.
Richardson, Roy, 1969, An Empirical Study of Fair Pay Perceptions and Time Span of
Discretion, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Relations, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
MN, 217 pages. Advisor: Thomas A. Mahoney. Published in 1971 as Fair Pay and Work by
Heinemann Educational Books, London, and Southern Illinois U. Press, Carbondale, IL, 124
pages. Available from Cason Hall, Gloucester, MA. UMI AAT 7015870. Abstract: DAI-B
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31/10, p. 6318, Apr 1971. The use of ‘empirical’ in the dissertation title was probably a
rejoinder to Goodman. Goodman abandoned his position in a 1973 review of this book (q.v.).
Explored the seemingly contradictory conceptualizations of equity by Adams (1965, social
comparison) and Jaques (1961, internal standards and TSD). Replicated and extended Jaques’
studies at Glacier while testing 30 variables on 180 managers at three Honeywell facilities (per
Jaques 1986). “There is a direct linear relationship between FFP and TSD.” TSD:FFP Corr.
Coef. +0.862, statistically significant at 0.001 level. “The reason for this is the high probability
that both variables are measuring the same phenomenon (level of work) on qualitatively different
dimensions (dollars and time).” The dollar dimension was determined by the employee and time
was measured by the manager. (The corr. coef. of TSD:Freedom-to-Act was just r = +0.407.
There is only a moderate link between TSD and Hambrick’s 1987 definition of “discretion.”)
Richardson’s dissertation and book contain his quantitative results but do not include the raw
data or a graph. FFP also was partially related to Actual Pay. See Mahoney, Thomas A., 1998.
Retired to Williamsburg, VA. Deceased.) PhD on RO.

1970s:
Ashour, Ahmed Sakr, 1970, A Study of Subordinate’s Assigned Level of Discretion as a Function
of Leader’s Personality and Situation Variables, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 156 pages. UMI AAT 7118679, DAI-A 32/01, p. 8,
July 1971. Advisor: Herbert G. Heneman, Jr. [See variant spelling of this name: Ashur, Ahmad
Saqr.] Published as: Ashour, Ahmed Sakr, and George England, 1972, “Subordinate's assigned
level of discretion as a function of leader's personality and situational variables,” Journal of
Applied Psychology, APA, 56(2):120-123. Keywords used: capacity, discretion, assigned level
of discretion, capacity for discretion, discretionary content of tasks. This was a test of Jaques’
theory against personality variables which were then popular in academia. Tested reasons for
“the level of discretion the leader assigns to a subordinate through role design.” Jaques’
construct of subordinate’s capacity for discretion was confirmed. Subordinate’s capacity was the
most important factor in level of discretion assigned (SS and MS = 48.923). Correlation of
subordinate’s capacity and assigned level of discretion was +0.52, p > .05. The leader’s
authoritarianism and attitudes toward delegation were unconfirmed. All the interaction
hypotheses were also unconfirmed. (See R. Miller’s Interesting 1976 PhD at Cornell which also
disconfirmed authoritarianism.) At Alexandria U. in Cairo, Egypt. PhD on RO.
Cavana, Gordon Raymond, 1971, An Institutional Analysis of a Self-Help Job Preparation
Organization, Ph.D., dissertation in General Education, University of California, Berkeley, CA.
ADD X1972 [Not Available from UMI.] [No abstract written.] Unpublished. [Pronounced
CAV’-a-nagh’] Programs to train the hard-core unemployed were begun following legislation in
the early 1960s. However, “very few staffs of these programs have really had an understanding
of the training needs of the trainees” and there were “no guiding principles to build ... the
program itself.” The lives of the trainees were revealed through the writings of Malcolm X,
Carolina De Jesus and others. Trainees had three major difficulties: language patterns that
obstructed their being understood, their daily conditions, and low and defeated opinions of
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themselves. The purpose of this study was to identify the “key factors” necessary to implement
an effective job training program to meet job placement goals. Did not cite Jaques. Cited
Newman and Rowbottom 1968, Organization Analysis, on the methodology initially developed
by Jaques at Glacier Metal. Applied social analysis through grounded theory. This was linked
more to the methodology than the theory. Aaron B. Wildavsky was on the dissertation
committee but did not cite this theory in his 1973 book (see Wirth 1976). Anselm Strauss, at
U.C. Med, was also on his committee. (See: Cavana, Gordon Raymond, Time-Span of
Discretion in the High School Occupational Curriculum, June 1971, 70 pages.) (See: Cavana,
Gordon Raymond, Final Report (on) Adult Basic Education Teacher-Training Institute:
Problems of the Urban Poor, Particularly the Urban Poor White (Held August 8 - 21, 1971),
1972, 106+ pages.) Email: grarcy @ earthlink.net PhD on RO. A.
Kvålseth, Tarald Oddvar, 1971, An Organizational Planning and Feedback Control Model
Incorporating Time-Span of Discretion, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Engineering, University
of California, Berkeley, CA, 175 pages. Kvalseth. [UMI AAG 0262546 (?)] Not available from
UMI. ADD X1972. Published in June 1974 as an article with co-author Edward R.F.W.
Crossman: “The Jaquesian Level-of-Work Estimators: A Systematic Formulation,” in
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance [now ...Human Decision Processes],
11(3):303-315. Published in December 1972 as a book, An Organizational Planning and
Feedback Control Model Incorporating Timespan of Discretion, with co-author Edward R.F.W.
Crossman by NTIS, National Technical Information Services, U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
Springfield, VA, AD-755 490. Published in 1979 as conference publication: “Quantitative
Measure of Job Variety,” IEE Conference Publication, (5th Int Conf on Prod Res (sic),
Amsterdam, Neth, Publisher: Holland Organ Cent, The Hague), Institute of Electrical Engineers,
London, UK, p. 117-119. Study of a steel fabrication plant was prepared with E. R. F.W. (Ted)
Crossman for the Office of Naval Research. TSD:RoleRankings Corr. Coef. +0.93, statistically
significant, n = 29. (See Wirth 1976 and Goodman 1966) AP:RoleRankings Corr. Coef. +0.96,
statistically significant, n = 29. FFP was not explored. (Jaques says Actual Pay is set through
negotiations so it varies more than Felt-Fair Pay and may, or may not, correlate strongly with
TSD.) Study was conducted at five industrial installations, with a focus on two: (a) a local
fabrication plant of a major U.S. steel company, and (b) a rework facility (garage type) of a US
Naval Air Station with government and contract employees. [The chainlink plant was the U.S.
Steel Works at Concord CA and the other was the Alameda Naval Air Rework Station.] See
1979 and 1980 for Turner and Lawrence 1965. (Currently emeritus from U. Minnesota, Institute
of Technology, Minneapolis, MN.) PhD on RO. A.
Rowbottom, Ralph, 1972, Emerging Patterns of Hospital Organization, Ph.D., thesis in
Community Medicine (G3), Brunel University, Uxbridge (West London), Middlesex, UK.
Uxbridge Library: PH.D.R69. BLL no. D2642/72. No abstract. Not in UMI. Published as a
book: Rowbottom, Ralph, with Jeanne Balle, Stephen Cang, Maureen Dixon, Elliott Jaques, Tim
Packwood, and Heather Tolliday, 1973, Hospital Organization, Heinemann, London, UK, and
Crane, Russak & Co., New York, 314 p., and; see also: Department of Health and Social
Security, 1972, Management Arrangements for the Reorganized National Health Service,
H.M.S.O., London, UK, 174 p. (a.k.a. the ‘Grey Book.’). Rowbottom worked at Bioss/HSORU.
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Applied social analysis. A study of “organizational issues, what roles particular groups and
individuals play, and how these role do (or do not) bind together as one system in forwarding the
work of the hospital as a whole.” This study “is about how decisions of various kinds are made
in hospitals,” and on authority and accountability. Progress has been made in “perceiving the
emergence of a number of detailed alternatives in various parts of the service.” (See White
Paper, 1972) PhD on RO.
Dubost, Jean, 1973, L'intervention psycho-sociologique en milieu rural, Ph.D., Thèse de 3e
cycle: Psychologie: Universite Paris 10, Paris, France. Mémoire ou thèse (version d'origine)
sous la direction de Jean Maisonneuve. Bib. Loc: Nanterre-BU Paris 10. En français. SUDOC
Numéro de notice: 040945502. Not published. Dubost wrote the introduction to translation in
French of Jaques’ 1951 book in 1972. (Jaques’ 1961 book had been translated in 1963.) Very
active since in writing on psychosociology, on social analysis, and on action-research.
(Supervised several PhD theses while professor at U. Paris 10 Nanterre, including those of André
Lévy in 1978 and Antonella de Vincenti Marcucci in 1992. Both theses were listed as
‘Interesting’ due to lack of other information on them.) Did not see Dissn. Cited in SUDOC.
PhD on RO.
Krimpas, George Elias, 1973, Labour Input Measurement and the Theory of the Labour Market,
Ph.D., thesis in Economics (Labour and Wages, Industrial Relations) (B9c), Brunel University,
Uxbridge (West London), Middlesex, UK, 477 pages. Uxbridge PH.D.K75. Theses # 26-1734.
(Krimpas’ book has same title - less the word ‘Measurement’ - Labour Input and the Theory of
the Labour Market, Duckworth & Co., London, 1975, 288 pages). This analysis was framed as
labor economics and not in the psychological and sociological terminology used by Jaques.
Krimpas’ TSD:FFP correlation was +0.84 for 125 observations in 10 firms (1973). Included
Jaques’ results at Glacier, which were +0.94 for 70 observations. (The 1968 Brunel Project by
“Evans, Krimpas and Miller” involved 11 firms and 195 employees with a correlation of +0.89.
[Per Jaques 1976, p. 229-230; Krimpas p. 66-67; Jaques 1969; 12 firms per Jaques 1986.])
Krimpas’ book contains both the data and graphs of the correlation. These data sets were not
random samples. The statistical correlation method used for the curved line of the data was a
cubic relationship (r-squared). (See Mincer 1974 for quadratic.) The results were challenged by
Cameron 1976 using a straight correlation [see M.Phil., 1974-75; pamphlet 1976]. However,
Professor Peter Kolesar of Columbia Business School has examined Krimpas’ explanation and
found this unusual correlation method was appropriate for the data. Theocarakis reworked this
data for a linear relationship and found a corr. of +0.97. (See Theocarakis 1990, online p. 44, 467. See Goodman and Miller, book rev., 1973.) Krimpas is at OECD and U. Athens. Now
emeritus: gkrimpas@econ.uoa.gr PhD on RO.
Osako, Masako Murakami, 1973, Auto Assembly Technology and Social Integration in a
Japanese Factory: A Case Study, PhD, dissertation in Labor Relations, Northwestern University,
Evanston, IL, US, 346 p. Advisor (?). DAI, 34, no. 07A, (1973): 4449. Accn: AAG7330682.
NU: Diss 378 NU 1973 O81a. Published as 1977 article. Investigated ways the Japanesefactory social structure mitigated the alienating effects of auto-assembly technology. The
Japanese employee enjoyed dual work roles; as assembler and as member of the company
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community. Work groups there remained intact. Technology does not necessarily result in
alienation. The social structure and work behavior in Western factories today introduce strained
labor relations. (Contrasted with STS, but not cited.) [Named nenko system only, but described
satei evaluation and promotion system as half of nenko.] Knowingly contradicted Blauner 1964,
Walker and Guest 1952, and Western sociologists including Marx who focused on the alienating
effects of production technologies. Supported Abegglen 1958 and Cole 1971. Cited Form
1972; Hickson et al 1969; Turner and Lawrence 1965; Marsh and Mannari 1973 (who described
the shift in 1966); Whitehill and Takazawa 1968 (ibid). [Jaques not cited, but 4 Rps were cited
in 1977 article.]. City Coll. Did not see Dissn. Abs # PhD on RO. A.
Downey, H. (Howard) Kirk, 1974, Perceived Uncertainty Variability: A Methodological and
Exploratory Study, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, PA, 166 pages. UMI 75-19748. DAI-A 36/03, p. 1637, Sep 1975.
(Faculty Advisors appear to have been Don Hellriegel (q.v.) and John W. Slocum, Jr. Both were
at Penn State and had gotten their Ph.D.s at U. Washington in 1969 and 1967.) Article published
as: Downey, H. Kirk, and John W. Slocum, 1975, “Uncertainty: Measures, Research, and
Sources of Variation,” Academy of Management Journal, Sept., 18(3):562-578. (This
dissertation also generated three other 1975 co-authored articles, which were related to
organizational climate, path–goal theory, and methodology.) This work built on the dissertation
of Robert B. Duncan at Yale in 1971 (see Related PhDs). Duncan put forth a second definition
of environmental uncertainty for contingency theory - and opened the issue that uncertainty was
really perception. Downey took this one step further - that the perception rested on cognitive
complexity. The psychological perception of uncertainty was related to individual cognitive
processes and perceived environmental characteristics. High perceived uncertainty was related
to low managerial performance. An incumbent who was less than capable experienced the
environment as highly uncertain. This cycle was self-perpetuating. Saw abstract and articles.
(See Milliken Related PhD 1985.) At Okla State U, 2005. PhD on RO.
Krefting, Linda Ann, 1974, A Just Noticeable Pay Increase: possible determinants, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Industrial Relations, Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 232 p. [c1975]
ProQuest AAT 7512100; DAI 35/12 p. 7470-A, Jun 1975. Advisor: Thomas A. Mahoney. At U
of M’s Twin Cities library, in storage: MnU-D 74-183. Published as joint articles in 1977 and
1980 articles with 1961 Jaques cite. (Dissertation not seen, but likely contains EJ citation.
Krefting did not cite EJ again.) Pay increases are seen as an important organizational reward.
But not all pay increases are perceived as rewarding. Four factors influence this perception:
current pay, usual pay increase, family consumption, and satisfaction on its size. Research has
shown there are variations in perception based on the size value against which the stimulus is
compared. Most firms assume the comparison is with current pay, but it might not be. By this
logic, the more dissatisfied the individual, the larger the jnpi must be to be noticed. The other
three bases together account for about 13 percent. Personal work satisfaction adds about 2
percent. The complexity of factors leading to a rewarding pay increase at minimum cost is
“quite difficult.” Unaware of Canadian National Railways application of this (Goldenberg
1968). Unaware of Zedeck and Smith 1968 article; Zedeck 1967 Masters, and Calnan and Firth
1970 article. At TTU. Krefting @ ba.ttu.edu or linda.krefting @ ttu.edu (Jerry Hunt there
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too.) Hard Abstract seen at CUNY Grad Ctr. PhD on RO.
Agarwal, Naresh Chand, 1975, A Study of Executive Compensation Differentials, PhD,
dissertation in Industrial Relations (Business Administration), University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN, 117 pages. UMI AAT 7527199. DAI-A 36/06, p. 3838, Dec 1975. TC
Wilson Library Theses MnU-D 74-422. [1974?]. Published as three articles: Agarwal, Naresh
C., 1979, “On the Interchangeability of Size Measures,” (Research Notes), The Academy of
Management Journal, June, 22(2):404-409. Also, HR 1979 and IR 1981. (Article was from the
dissertation but did not reference Jaques.) Data base was 168 insurance companies. A
significant positive relationship was found between executive pay and job complexity. Equity
theory has considered job complexity and its relationship to compensation from the viewpoint of
employees, who hold implicit standards of fair pay relating to the level of responsibility involved
in the job. Results show company size explains a significant part of the variance in executive
pay which it shares with job complexity and the company’s ability to pay. (See Bradley, Mary
Irene, PhD 1989, Temple University, for an extension of the ideas in this dissertation.
Interesting PhD.) See Mayer 1960 and Theocarakis 1990 PhD on scale of operations effect.
(Currently teaching at DeGroote Business School, McMaster U., Hamilton, ON. Email: agarwal
@ univmail.cis. mcmaster.ca ) PhD on RO.
de-Haan, Uzi, 1975, Autonomy and Technology: limits and optimal states, D.Sc., dissertation in
Industrial Engineering, Technion-IIT, Haifa, Israel. Not found in Technion library. Published as
Dar-El and de-Haan 1977; de-Haan 1978; de-Haan, Dar-El and Goldberg 1979. Investigated the
interaction between worker autonomy, task technology, and worker's characteristics, and derived
implications for job design. A model for task related decision-making was developed between
three types of task decisions. Measures were constructed both for the extent of worker autonomy
in regulation and in intrasystem control as time span of autonomy (TSD). It was shown that:
workers' involvement in boundary control decisions can only be in the form of participative
decision-making. Technology measures included the task disturbance level, skill level, task
repetitiveness, level of mechanization, capital intensity of a work-station, and the disruption
potential of a work-station. Disruption potential proved to be a major factor in autonomy
assignment. The sample population was 411 work-stations drawn from 12 companies, which
were widely diversified. In work-stations with a high disruption potential, workers were
autonomous in regulation when they had a high response set (the potential to respond to all kinds
of contingencies) and had little autonomy when their response set was low. Task repetitiveness,
skill level, cycle time, the worker's need for autonomy, and his autonomy in regulation proved to
be the major determinants of his autonomy in intrasystem control decisions. Worker's attitudes
do not play a role in current job design practice, but being autonomous lead to worker's
motivation. The worker's time span of discretion (TSD) was found to be positively correlated to
his regulation autonomy and to supervisor's trust. Major contributions were: 1. The
development of simple and objective measures of technology and autonomy which can be used
in job design and future research. 2. The development of value free guidelines for assignment of
autonomy to workers. Information technology. [Name can be rendered: Haan, Uzi de .] Prof.
Uzi de-Haan. E-mail: uzid@ie.technion.ac.il At Technion-IIT, Haifa, Israel. PhD on RO.
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Borum, Finn, 1976, Organisation, magt og forandring, (Organization, Power and Change), PhD,
thesis in Organisational Change, Copenhagen Business School, Frederiksberg, DK, 190 p.
Published 1976 in Danish by: Erhvervsøkonomisk Forlag : Nyt Nordisk Forlag/ Arnold Busck,
København, DK, 190 p. (Series: Handelshøjskolen i København. Institut for organisation og
arbejdssociologi. Skrifter ; \ 6.) [In Danish.] NYPL Hum JLE 79-1318 (HSSL); Yale HD38
B6464 (LC). [Updated and published in English: 1995, Organization, Power and Change,
Handelshøjskolens forlag : Distribution, Munksgaard, Copenhagen, DK, 186 p., [translation,
Marianne Risberg, Stephanie Hadler]. Held in Cornell U. & St John Fisher Coll. (Rochester NY)
HD38.B646413 1995eb]. Also published as an article in English: 1980, “A Power-Strategy
Alternative to Organization Development,” Organization Studies, Sage, 1(2):123-146 (q.v.). The
book is his PhD 1976. At Copenhagen Business School. Cited Rowbottom 1973; Brown and
Jaques 1965. mailto: fb.ioa@cbs.dk E-mail: fb.ioa@cbs.dk PhD on RO.
Carrell, Michael Robert, 1976, A Longitudinal Assessment Of Employee Perceptions Of
Equitable Treatment In A Field Setting, D.B.A., dissertation in Business Community, University
of Kentucky, Lexington, KY, 140 leaves/ 154 p. Spec Coll Library - Theses Collection: Theses
1976. DAI-A, 38, no. 02A, p 888, Aug 1977. Acsn. No: AAT7715937. Published as two 1978
articles and a 1979 article with Dittrich as lead co-author. This method of study of the equity
concept moved it out of the laboratory. Findings strongly supported the natural existence of
equity, fairness and justice. Strong refutation in the field of alternatives (Lawler and Porter).
Jaques’s concept of a social norm of equity was supported. (No mention of Leibenstein’s xefficiency.) Cited Jaques 1961, et al. CUNY Grad Ctr. PhD on RO.
Wirth, Itzhak, 1976, Functional Differentiation and Power Structure of Multilevel
Organizations: A Comparative Study of Three Transportation Enterprises, Ph.D., dissertation in
Industrial Engineering, U. of California, Berkeley, CA, 392 pages. UMI AAT 7704655.
Abstract: DAI-B 37/09, p.4612, Mar 1977. Unpublished. Extended Jaques 1956 and Crossman
1969. Correlation coefficients between TSD and hierarchical level measures across many
departments in three transportation companies (taxi, bus and rail rapid transit authority) mostly
ranged between +0.93 and +0.99 (mean: +0.95). (nT = 34; nB = 44; nR = 43; n = 121.)
Established an orthogonal relationship between time-span and resources/positional power.
Positional complexity measured by inter-task variance in TSD and discretionary resources rate
(DRR) of consumption increased at higher technology and hierarchy levels. Also, using TSD no
overall structural “differentiation” was identified between the three subject organizations
although the technologies varied. Thus, Lawrence and Lorsch’s 1967 “TSF” measurement may
be defective. Aaron Wildavsky was on his committee (see Cavana 1971). See Kvålseth,
[Kvalseth], Goodman, Hansen (3 studies). See Spaeth 1985. (As of 2007 taught at St. John’s
University, Jamaica, Queens, NY.) wirthi@stjohns.edu PhD on RO. A.
Anderson, Digby Carter, 1977, The Local Organization of Literary and Rhetorical Features in
Sociological Arguments, Ph.D., thesis in Sociology, Social Administration - Theory (B5a),
Brunel University, Uxbridge (West London), Middlesex, UK, 347 pages. Uxbridge Library
PH.D.A52. Theses # 29-933. BLL no. D7346/77. Abstract seen. See, Anderson, Digby C., ed.,
1979, Health Education in Practice, Croom Helm, London, UK. Ph.D. published in part as a
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chapter in 1980: Introduction and chapter “Systematic and Modest Schemes for Health
Education in Schools,” in Anderson, Digby C., ed., 1980, The Ignorance of Social Intervention,
Croom Helm, London, UK. Focused on some features of natural language in sociological
argument and the presence of those features for satisfaction of the arguments. Described some
‘troubles’ can occasion scientific methodology in research findings, especially the damage to
finality and uniqueness. Also described ways natural language may facilitate sociological
arguments: presentation devices, author credibility, citation, and common sense. Natural
language then acts as a ‘trouble’ and a resource, with the resource possibly repairing the trouble.
Anderson worked in Bioss [see Marsland 1983 PhD]. Recently did research at the Social Affairs
Unit in London. (See K. S. Long, Related 1994 PhD for parallels in the US.) PhD on RO.
Hull, Frank Montgomery, Jr., 1977, Task uniformity, technology and organizations: a
comparative analysis of factories in the United States and Japan and a case study of an
American marketing corporation, PhD, dissertation in Political Science, Columbia U., NY, NY,
US, 296 p. Published as two articles in 1982. Weber's bureaucracy was better when the tasks
were uniform. Where they were not uniform, a human relations structure was better. Alienation
was a large part of this dissertation. See Shils & Janowitz 1954 on Wehrmacht. Cited Blauner
1964; G. Bell 1967; Terreberry 1968. Clio os LD1237.5D 1977 .H744. Seen. (Damned close.
Articles were on the theory.) # Abs. PhD on RO. A.
Tiffany, Constance Helena, 1977, Nursing, Organizational Structure and the Real Goals of
Hospitals: a correlational study, PhD, dissertation in Health and Environmental Science, Indiana
U., 213 p. ProQuest Num. 7805616. DAI-B 38/11, P. 5283, May 1978. [NYPL SIBL os JFM
74-34 38/11.]IU Blmgtn - Aux Liby Fac (B-ALF) Num LZ1.1 .T566. IU Indpls - Ruth Lilly
Medical Liby (I-MEDICINE) Num WY16 T565n 1977 Storage. Andrews U. Liby: Ctr
Adventist Research/ Lower Fl RT42 .T55. (Hereafter she used Rimmer for her middle name.)
Published as articles in 1986, 1988 in which she cited Jaques, Bell, etc. Over the past several
decades nursing has strived to achieve professionalization but with little success. Used a
framework developed by Joan Woodward and Charles Perrow. Used a Real Goals survey
instrument and Bell's Level of Discretion Index. Developed a quantitative way to measure Bell’s
index. One hospital was very different for nurses. Bell’s index picked up this difference. Where
Bell had a correlation of .45, she had a range of .67-.97. (No hypotheses in dissertation were
supported.) Cited in Gorman 1982 PhD. Cited Bell 1966; 1965 PhD; Blauner 1964. At
Andrews U., Mich. Retired c. 1990. Abstract & article seen. Abs # PhD on RO.
Weiner, Nanette Joan, 1977, Organization Performance as a Function of Leadership and
Situation Factors, Ph.D., dissertation in Occupational Psychology, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN, 288 p. AAT 7809763. DAI-B 39/01, p. 427, July 1978. Adviser: Thomas
Mahoney. Published as an article by Weiner and Mahoney 1981 (q.v.). Using a sample of 193
manufacturing companies over a 19 year period (1956-1974), successfully replicated Lieberson
and O’Connor 1972. In that study they found the organization’s performance was attributable to
general measures of the situation and to leadership. But she found L&O’C’s results were largely
an artifact of the research method they employed (see article version for full discussion) and
leadership matters by far the most to performance. See Barrick et al 1991. NYPL HUM
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Abstract: JFM 74-34 DAI-B 39/01, July 1978 [corrected]. PhD on RO.
Richards, Roy Martin, Jr., 1978, Individual Risk Preferences as Criteria in Personnel Selection
and Placement, PhD, dissertation in Business Administration, University of Georgia, Athens,
GA, 189 pages. Supervisor: Fremont A. Shull, Jr. UMI AAT 7822342. DAI-A 39/06, p. 3697,
Dec 1978. U.Ga./GIL Thesis: LXC16 1978 .R517. Unpublished. [aka: R. Martin Richards,
“Martin”] Tested the definition of time-span of discretion (TSD). Focused on two measures/
parameters of risk-handling behavior - the length of time an individual is willing to bear risk
(TSD), versus the amount and type of risk. Which is more predictive of success in personal and
organizational roles? An original risk preference scoring scheme was developed. The study was
conducted on principals of the independent property and liability insurance agencies in the State
of Georgia. Time span of discretion (TSD) was found to be the better predictor of success
(subject to possible non-response bias). Also, the original risk scoring technique contradicted
current risk theory and found no difference in perceived risk in personal versus organizational
roles. This is a major piece of validation. Replicated Jaques’ findings at Glacier Metal on the
key definition of the size of a role. Has since researched insurance risk and computer science.
See Wunsch 1992 Related PhD, Ga. (As of 2000 at Belmont Univ. in Nashville, TN. H: 615799-7855.) PhD on RO.

1980s:
Stamp, Gillian Penelope, 1981, Members One of Another: The Deanery in Synodical
Government, Ph.D., thesis in Sociology (also Church Administration) (A2e), Brunel University,
(West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 356 p. [Theses # 31-4156. BLL no. D39294/82.,
Uxbridge PH.D.S73.] Unpublished. The relationship between the Church of England as a
community of believers and as a formal organization was explored. The introduction of
Synodical Government in 1970 highlighted this problem by giving a new role to the deaneries.
This study examined the application of Jaques’ theory to a Church of England deanery. The
Church of England is not an executive hierarchy. A new institutional model is proposed
incorporating five different configurations of the relationship between the fellowship and the
order necessary for the preservation of the Church. Also, holds a D.Phil. degree (Hon.).
Unaware of the requisite organization restructuring of the Illinois Baptist State Association in the
1960s-1970s by John J. McCarty. (Later developed Career Path Appreciation, CPA, and
consulted to the U.S. Army. Director of Brunel Institute for Social Studies (Bioss) (c. 19862002), a UK consultancy firm. bioss-international.com) See Allsop PhD 1996. PhD on RO.
Burnage, Anne Bernadette, 1982, Hospital Social Work in the 1970s: some effects of the recent
re-organisation of the National Health Service and the personal social services, Ph.D., thesis in
Economics and in Social Science and Administration (G3), London School of Economics,
London, UK, 345 pages. In UL Library, Theses F6013. Theses # 32-8913. Not in BL. Abstract
online (1/04). Unpublished. (Was Billis her advisor at LSE?) This thesis surveyed the
changes brought about by the Seebohm social services re-organization and the re-organization of
the National Health Services in 1974. This also included the 1974 amalgamation of the hospital
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social workers with social services departments. Nine local authorities, each using a different
model, were studied. (This was a study of the Bioss interventions.) (A Mrs. Anne Burnage was
Dep. Director, Catholic Children’s Society, Arundel and Brighton, Portsmouth and Southwark,
UK - circa 2003. Same person?). See Kakabadse and Worrall 1978. See Alaszewski 1984.
(#94 on the theory) PhD on RO. A.
Dixon, F. Maureen, 1982, The Organization of District Health Councils in Ontario [Report on a
research project funded by the Ontario Ministry of Health, demonstration model grant 332],
Ph.D., thesis in Community Medicine (G3), Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge,
Middlesex, U.K. Supervisor: Elliott Jaques. Theses # 32-8917. BLL no. D44419/83. Uxbridge
PH.D.D58. Not in UMI. Sponsored by Bioss. Published as: Dixon, Maureen, 1981, The
Organization of District Health Councils in Ontario, Ontario Ministry of Health, London, ON,
Canada, December, 212 p. [U. Toronto has a copy.] Dixon did her M.Phil. at Brunel in 1976.
Dixon co-authored an article with Jaques in 1974. Jaques cited her six times in GTB 1976. This
was an action research dissertation using social analysis. Dixon helped to develop three Ontario
district health councils (DHCs) as requisite organizations (Hamilton-Wentworth, Kenora-Rainy
River, Ottawa-Carleton). The first DHC was created in 1974 to serve the Ottawa-Carleton
Region and there are 25 DHCs covering 88% of the provincial population by 1981. Worked
with the Councils and their staffs to examine the accountability and authority of the roles, to
establish goals, functions, and structures, to improve the effectiveness of the DHCs and to ensure
public participation. (She was on the faculty of U. Toronto 1974-1980, in the UK doing research
and consulting in the 1980s for King Edward’s Hospital Fund for London, and later in Dublin.
Died 1997.) A case. PhD on RO.
Gorman, Sheila Ann, 1982, Power and Effective Nursing Practice: Evaluation of the Nursing
Knowledge Program, PhD, dissertation in Public Health and Sociology, Columbia University,
NY, NY, US, 309 p. Clio os LD1237.5D 1982 .G669. Clio os Mfilm FC83-7576. DAI-A
43/11, p. 3711, May 1983. ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub. Num. 8307576. Published as article
Gorman and Clark 1986. The Nursing Knowledge Program (1978-1981) was a training program
designed to maximize nurses' potential so they could function to their greatest capabilities.
Equal numbers of the 170 participating nurses were selected for study and control groups. It
must be recognized that the findings of this study are not generalizable to all registered nurses in
all hospitals. The findings do indicate, however, that the Nursing Knowledge Program
succeeded in increasing nurses' power in the collaborating NYC hospitals. Following the
training, study group nurses consistently scored higher than controls on process measures of
analytic nursing, change activism, collegiality, and sponsorship. Members of the study group
also scored higher on outcome measures of nursing power: discretion and efficacy. Used BellTiffany quantitative measure of discretion (p. 16-17, 40, 46, 174-5, 181-3, 197-8, 266, 290. See
p. 191 list. Gorman concluded that QC-circles would be the best method to garner suggestions
toward improvement: p. 238-240. Cited Blauner 1964; Bell 1965, 1966; Cole 1979; Coser 1958;
Goode 1957, 1960, 1960, 1973; RH Hall 1968; Katz & Kahn 1966; Pelz & Andrews 1966;
Tiffany 1977 PhD; R. Turner 1960; Zuckerman 1970. Abs # PhD on RO. A.
Kriger, Mark Phillip, 1983, Executive Decision Processes and Decision Networks: A
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Longitudinal Study (Leadership, Decision Spirals, Incrementalism), D.B.A., dissertation in
Business Administration, Harvard University, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA, 378 pages.
UMI AAT 8511717, DAI-A 46/04, p. 1031, Oct. 1985. Adviser: Louis B. Barnes. Published as:
Kriger, Mark P., and Louis B. Barnes, 1992, "Organizational Decision Making as Hierarchical
Levels of Drama," Journal of Management Studies, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, July, 29(4):439-457.
(Cited Jaques.) A study of complex, critical executive decision processes in a Fortune 500
primary metals company covering twenty years. Two main frameworks were developed (1) a
model of six managerial decision-making levels varying along temporal and spatial dimensions;
and (2) the concept of influence networks as mechanisms for actor-initiated change. Decisions
were revisited by executives within each level numerous times as conditions changed and key
management members mulled things over. This led to the further concept of 'decision spirals,'
both positive and negative. The former moved the organization towards a decrease in entropy,
while the latter towards an increase in entropy (i.e., more randomness). Executive decision
processes involve dynamics along multiple time frames, multiple organizational levels, the
interactions of individuals in multiple networks, and multiple frames of reference. Replication of
Landsberger 1961. See Hunt 1966. See Bower 1970. See McCall and Kaplan 1985. See
Ancona and Chong 1996. See Bhardwaj 2000 Related PhD. A case. Currently at Norwegian
School of Management in Oslo. mark.kriger@bi.no PhD on RO. A.
Levicki, Cyril Jeffrey, 1983, Managerial Time Horizons and Decision Making and their Effects
on Organisational Performance, Ph.D., thesis in Management and Business Finance, (B9e),
London Graduate School of Business Studies, [London Business School, London University],
London, UK, 262 p. Supervisor: Derek Pugh. Adviser: Elliott Jaques. LBS Library: Theses
AEC 760. Theses # 34-4529 [date is reported in error as 1984]. BL? Research was conducted
on the five firms in a then-nationalized British energy industry sector. “It was found that when
the time horizons of managers were well aligned (with longest at the top to shortest at the bottom
of the management hierarchy) [organisational] performance was better. Similar findings were
made with regard to time span of discretion measures. Some of the findings on time horizon
contradict the Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) statements regarding managers from different
functions having dissimilar time horizons.” Did strategy consulting until late 1990s. (His later
published work has been on nature vs nurture of leaders.) Has taught at Cranfield, UMIST,
Baruch (NYC), and now at Reading. Dr Cyril Levicki, Reading School of Business. Id not see
Biblio. email: c.j.levicki@reading.ac.uk. BAD EMAIL. See Shively PhD 1966, Shleifer and
Vishny 2003. PhD on RO. A.
Marsland, David, 1983, Policy and Provision for Young People: Sociological Analysis of Youth,
Youth Work, and The Youth Service, Ph.D., thesis in Social Administration, (B5c), Sociology,
Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 450 p. [Theses # 35-639. BLL
no. D53126/85, Uxbridge PH.D.M3848.] [“Publications submitted for degree.” Dissertation
pre-published as nine items,1978-1983: one book, four chapters, two articles and two papers.
See Marsland in Books and Articles section herein for listing of all nine items. See esp.,
Marsland, David, 1978, Sociological Explorations in the Service of Youth, National Youth
Bureau, Leicester, UK, 254 pages.] Research included conceptual and theoretical analysis of
assumptions concerning youth and the Youth Service, historical development of the Service and
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attempts to improve its effectiveness, and empirical field research. Concluded there was scope
for considerable strengthening of the Youth Service in policy, organization, management and
training. Marsland worked at Bioss from 1973 as director of the Regional Training Consultative
Unit for Youth Services and as a Senior Lecturer in Sociology at Brunel. Won 1991 Thatcher
Award. (See K. S. Long, Related 1994 PhD for parallels in the US.) PhD on RO.
Peterson, Kent D., 1983, Mechanisms of administrative control in educational organizations: An
exploratory study, Ph.D., dissertation in Education Administration, School of Education,
University of Chicago, IL, 258 p. DAI, 44, no. 07A, (1983): 2000. Acsn No: AAG0552687. On
deposit at Regenstein A-Level Dissertations, LB3999 Peterson. This was submitted as the Final
Report to the National Institute of Education. The basis for 1984 ASQ article of same title.
Described the pattern of usage for six mechanisms of administrative control in suburban
elementary school districts. The use of supervision, input control, behavior control, output
control, selection-socialization, and environment control were examined. 113 principals from 59
elementary districts in the Midwest were interviewed for the data. Input control over resources is
used extensively. Monetary resources is tightly controlled, while the selection of personnel is
not. Instruction is constrained by curriculum objectives and textbook adoptions. Output control
through achievement tests is employed. Central office selectively recruits locals, insiders, and
those who have held administrative positions. Finally, these central offices employ
environmental control by using the community as a monitor of effectiveness. Several
conclusions surfaced. First, the study discovered the use of multiple controls, each adding partial
constraint. Second, there is a balance of control and autonomy afforded this role. Third, there
is a zoning of control, with tighter controls over administrative tasks and somewhat looser
controls over instructional tasks. Cited Jaques 1956; Blauner 1964; Walker, Guest and Turner
1956. Online Access - Grad Ctr & J Jay. Contact: kpeterson@education.wisc.edu (608) 2632720 [2/09]. PhD on RO. A.
Cliffe, John, 1984, Works Councils: A Case Study, Ph.D., thesis in Sociology (Labour and
Wages, Industrial Relations), (B9c), Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex,
U.K., 188 p. Theses # 34-678. BLL no. D50296/84. Uxbridge PH.D.C56. Unpublished.
(Cliffe worked at GIM. Jerry Gray says Jaques was Cliffe’s advisor and Cliffe was on the
faculty at GIM/AE. Cliffe died in 2001.) This was on the adoption of a company constitution
featuring Wilfred Brown’s multi-level policy-making works councils structure in an Americanowned manufacturing company in England in 1977-78. The predicted outcomes were generally
realised. However, there were two unpredicted outcomes. Employees involved in the original
dispute withdrew from the union, and representative participation was not universally desired by
all employees. This lead to the derivation of limiting conditions for their application. A case.
Cited Goggin, W. C., 1974 (Dow Corning); Pelz, Donald C., and Frank M. Andrews, 1962;
Bullock Report 1977; Yoshino, Michael Y., 1973. # PhD on RO.
Friedman, Stewart David, 1984, Succession Systems and Organizational Performance in Large
Corporations, Ph.D., dissertation in Organizational Psychology, University of Michigan, 470
pages. AAT 8502814. DAI-B 45/12, p. 3985, Jun 1985. Monograph published in 1985. This
dissertation explores succession systems and organization-level outcomes. Through
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development and deployment of its human assets, strategic choice is exercised in the advance of
an organization's goals in the face of environmental constraints. The succession systems of 235
large corporations are assessed via mail survey to key informants. The effects of seven
contextual conditions (i.e., industry, size, age of firm, number of hierarchical levels, board
composition, decentralization, and diversification) are accounted for. Over and above the effects
of context, meaningful associations are observed. Although causality cannot be assessed in this
cross-sectional design, the results support the contention that the system for developing and
choosing leaders is a salient manifestation of strategic choice. See 1984 article; NYPL
Monograph 1985. Abs. # # PhD on RO. A.
Gould, Donald Porter, 1984, An Examination of Levels of Work in Academic Library Technical
Services Departments Utilizing Time-Stratified Systems Theory, Ph.D., dissertation in Library
Science (Administration), U. Southern California, L.A., CA, 199 pages. Published in College
and Research Libraries as “Measuring Levels of Work in Academic Libraries: A Time Based
Approach,” Vol. 46, No. 3, 1985, pp. 236-248. [UMI AAT 0554325 (?)] DAI-A 45/05, p.
1228, Nov 1984. Not available from UMI. See also, Gould, Donald Porter, 1986, “Stratified
Systems Theory in the Design of Organization-wide Information Systems,” International
Journal of Information Management, March 1986, 6(1), p. 5-15. Study of librarians at the school
of communications at USC (per EJ 1986). The official categories of academic library personnel
roles did not account for the overlapping of tasks among roles. Time-span was examined to
determine its validity for sorting out roles. TSD:FFP Corr. Coef. was +0.948, stat. sig.: “a direct
linear relationship.” N = 37. Gould’s dissertation contains the raw data itself, thus allowing a
graph to be plotted (using a spreadsheet program). Replicated Jaques, Richardson and Atchison.
[See Boals 1985, Chun 1992.] At Louisville U., 2004 (?). PhD on RO.
McGee, William Lawrence, 1984, The Work for Pay Exchange in Public School Administration
(Time-Span), Ed.D., dissertation in Education Administration, State University of New York
[SUNY] at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY, 187 pages. UMI AAT 8417924. DAI-A 45/06, p. 1597, Dec
1984. Advisor: Roland Oliver Gibson (member of Bioss). Unpublished. Found TSD:FFP r =
+0.314, significant at .01 level, n = 62, Strata 2, 3, 4 (p. 91). A study of 100 public school
administrators in suburban Erie county, NY. But 44% of manager-employee pairs could not
agree on the same task as the employee’s longest task assigned by the manager (p. 90). The
failure to agree on TSD indicates either chaos or misapplication of the time-span instrument.
McGee also found some subordinate roles had a longer TSDs than the manager (true chaos) (p.
69, 111-2). To explain his results McGee reformulated his hypotheses per Christopher
Hodgkinson (1978, Towards a Philosophy of Administration) and reclassified superintendentadministrators as having ends-oriented work and principal-managers as having means-oriented
work (p. 107, 113-122). He erroneously claimed this latter was Jaques’ definition of work and
was too narrow to account for the work of public school administrators. McGee appears to have
either misunderstood the definition of TSD, misapplied the instrument, or encountered true chaos
as defined by Jaques. This study probably suffered from a combination of all three. (Contested
by G. J. Bestard, 1997, related master’s, and by Alison and Morfitt, 1996, article. Contradicted
by findings in Nir 1995 PhD and 1999 article.) PhD on RO.
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Schlemenson, Aldo Eduardo, 1984, Entrepreneurial Organizations: The Printing Shop, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Sociology, Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. (in
English), 520 pages. [Theses # 34-727. BLL no. D50530/84. Uxbridge PH.D.S34.] Published
in Spanish as Analisis Organizacional y Empresa Unipersonal, Crisis y conflicto en contextos
turbulentos, 1987, Ediciones Paidos, Buenos Aires, Argentina. (2nd ed. 1993, 3rd ed. 1998.) The
social analysis method was used in an intervention at an entrepreneurial firm, a printing shop, to
help overcome an “organizational crisis promoted by a turbulent environment.” The size of the
organization was small enough to allow direct interaction among all the members and with the
clients. This three-level firm constituted a mutual recognition unit (MRU). The owner was
strongly committed to an innovative project. Social analysis was effectively used on three main
sets of variables in this model: client orientation, the role of the owner, and mutual recognition.
Longitudinally different stages in overcoming the crisis were outlined. Returned to school after
work experience. [See Schlemenson’s M.Phil. thesis, Brunel, 1971.] PhD on RO.
Boals, David Michael, 1985, Levels of Work and Responsibility in Public Libraries, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Library Science (Administration), U. Southern California, L.A., CA, 185 pages.
[UMI AAG 0556051 (?)] Not available through UMI, only through USC. DAI-A 46/05, p.
1116, Nov 1985. Unpublished. Investigated levels of work and responsibility in 13 small and
medium size public libraries using time-span and felt-fair pay. Replicated Jaques, Gould,
Richardson and Atchison. TSD:FFP Corr. Coef. +0.909, statistically significant. N = 55.
Library management theories need to be reconsidered in the areas of planning, organization,
evaluation, educational requirements and career progression. Boals’ dissertation contains the
raw data itself, thus allowing a graph to be plotted (using a spreadsheet program). PhD on RO.
Starkey, Kenneth P., 1985/86, Time and Professional Work in Public Sector Organizations: an
Examination of Four Occupational Groups in Education and Medicine, Ph.D., thesis in
Sociology and Social Administration (Industrial Psychology/ Sociology) (B9g), University of
Aston, Birmingham, UK. LIS: Thesis, On Shelf. Theses # 36-2937 (date of 1986 ?). Abstract
not online as of 3/04. BL? Published as an article: Starkey, Ken, 1989, “Time and
Professionalism: Disputes Concerning the Nature of Contract,” British Journal of Industrial
Relations, Basil Blackwell for the London School of Economics, London, UK, 27(3):375-395.
Used Fox 1974 (Beyond Contract) to examine the recent extension of contracts to cover
professionals. Low trust economic relations were displacing high trust social relations in the
name of efficiency and accountability. The felt abuse of goodwill (off clock) contributions led
professionals to embrace contracts. Occupational groups saw the contract as a means to control
the wage-effort bargain (Baldamus 1961). But this commodification of time (length of time as
the definition of work: F. W. Taylor) quickly degenerated into audits of efficiency and the
reduction of professional discretion. Conducted four case studies - on schoolteachers, hospital
physician consultants, general medical practitioners (GPs), and further education (college)
lecturers (FEs). Confirmed Fox’s view of contracts as a management device to reduce discretion
that, over time, asymmetrically favored employers and managers. Reduction in discretion led to
alienation, ‘calculative expediency,’ and a diminution in the moral nature of commitment to
work. (The death of professionalism.) This ‘welfare compromise’ was dysfunctional (wrong
half of the loaf) and precipitated a shift in public sentiment toward the needs of business and
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privatization. [Starkey seemed unaware that Jaques’s concepts underlay both Fox (discretion,
trust) and Baldamus (effort-wage, efficiency wage).] See Loveridge and Starkey 1990. See
McGovern PhD 1993. At Nottingham, 2007. Effort-wage Bargain. E-mail:
Kenneth.Starkey@nottingham.ac.uk Tel: +44 (0) 115 9515260 PhD on RO.
Crane, Roger R., 1986, “The Four Organizations of Lord Brown and R.A.E.W.,”
Unpublished. Submitted as a DBA thesis to Kennedy-Western University, Agoura
Hills, CA. (Thesis was not in UMI. Length not known.) (KWU was not an accredited
degree-granting academic institution. KWU is not currently in business. This was
counted as an unpublished paper on the theory.) (RAEW = Responsibility, Authority,
Expertise, Work.) [Also R = Accountability; and E = Capability.] RAEW analysis was
used in Nieves 1997 PhD and in Nieves and Sage 1998. Not seen. Not counted.
Lublin, Stuart, 1986, Measuring Job Complexity, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology,
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, 232 pages. (TSD) [UMI AAT 8702088 (?)]
Not available from UMI. DAI-B 47/10, p. 4332, Apr 1987. Unpublished (?). Lublin was coauthor of a marginally related article with David Kolb, et al, in 1986: Kolb, David, Stuart
Lublin, Juliann Spoth and Richard Baker, 1986, “Strategic Management Development: Using
Experiential Learning Theory to Assess and Develop Managerial Competencies,” Journal of
Management Development, MCB Publications, Bradford, West Yorkshire, UK, and
Birmingham, AL, 5(3):13-24. Reprinted as Chapter 13 in Mabey, Christopher, and Paul Iles
(eds.), 1994, Managing Learning, Routledge, London (with Open University). A study of the
entire salaried staff of the products division of a car manufacturing company: 1748 employees.
Study attempted to move beyond the Hackman and Oldham model which “purports to measure
jobs in terms of their complexity, [yet] validation for such a claim is not offered, nor is a
definition provided of the concept.” (p. 2) “TSD” is included in a basket of 15 variables
(developed by Richard J. Baker and Company of Dallas, TX) to measure job complexity (later
reduced to nine). “TSD” was self-reported and closer to Jaques’ time-horizon. A role was
complex to the degree that it required discretion of its incumbent (p. 9). A complex job was
defined as reflecting the increased discretion awarded to upper level positions (p. 169). This was
degrees of freedom, not Jaques’ “judgment.” He cited Jaques 1964 but not Jaques’ use of
accountability. Lublin linked “task responsibility” to “discretion” but not to Jaques’ similar
research (p. 41). Results confirmed three of his six hypotheses. PhD on RO.
Rolfe, Heather Kathryn, 1987, New Technology, Skill and Deskilling in Non-Manual Work,
Ph.D., thesis in Sociology and Social Administration (Industrial Psychology/ Sociology) (B9g),
University of Southampton, Southampton, UK, [length c. 335 pages]. Theses # 36-7573. BL:
D74276/87. Article published as “Skill, Deskilling and New Technology in the Non-Manual
Labour Process,” in New Technology, Work & Employment, Blackwell, Oxford, UK, Spring
1986, Vol. 1, pt.1, pp. 37-50. In the literature she identified a lack of clarity in the definition of a
skill and in the relation between skill and control. Skill has two dimensions: technical
complexity and discretion. The introduction of new technology may change particular aspects of
a job. But the technology may need to be adapted to the workers [a la Toyota’s human ware in
Japan]. The discretionary content of a role was found to depend less on the technology than on
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the role and objectives of management and the hierarchy of decision-making and control in the
workplace. Skill was influenced by many factors including social ones. New technology and
deskilling impact class structure, divisions among workers and gender segregation. Included ten
case studies. Used ‘workplace’ discretion, work toward a goal within prescribed limits (Jaques),
and did not use ‘executive’ discretion, latitude for action (Hambrick, et al). This also reflects the
impact of Jaques’ theory through Alan Fox on British workplace dialogue. (See McGovern 1993
on discretion.) Information technology. Thesis may be weaker on the theory than was the
article. See Alan Fox 1974. Currently working at National Institute of Economic and Social
Research, London, UK (5/07). Email: h.rolfe@niesr.ac.uk TEL: +44 (0)20 7654 1937 PhD on
RO.
Wiswell, Albert Knute, 1987, A Descriptive and Analytical Study of Formal and Informal
Workplace Learning Practices of Human Resource Development Professionals, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Adult Education and Business Administration, U. of Texas, Austin, TX, 216
pages. UMI AAT 8806438. DAI-A 49/03, p. 0409, Sep 1988. Unpublished. Study of HR
development professionals in three large organizations - hospital, state agency, and a high-tech
manufacturing firm. Organization structure and dynamics may interfere with informal learning.
42% of developmental learning is formal, while 58% is informal, undesigned and incidental.
Asserted undesigned learning can be profiled and monitored using Chris Argyris’ methodology.
“TSD” was self-reported and thus closer to Jaques’ time-horizon (TH). Omitted Jaques 1976.
(At Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Uni., Falls Church, VA, 2005.) PhD on RO.
Hansburg, Freda Kelner, 1988, Stages of Leadership Reasoning: A multi-site case study of
managerial cognition, PhD, dissertation in Psychology and Management, Temple University,
Philadelphia, PA, 235 p. DAI-B 49/05, p. 1992, Nov 1988. 8812587. Advisor: Melvin L.
Silberman. Unpublished. Very few behavioral science models have addressed differences
among leaders in terms of the development of their cognitive capacities. Ten directors (5 Men, 5
Women) of state funded community mental health clinics were selected from a statewide
population of 58. Each was asked to describe his or her management philosophy, respond to four
hypothetical dilemmas, relate an actual dilemma from personal management experience, and
answer questions about present and past management goals. Based on a content analysis of the
interviews, four proposed stages of leadership reasoning were described -- Individual,
Interpersonal, Institutional, and Ideal System -- which characterized the managers' cognitive
levels of approach to assessing situations, relating with others, and implementing goals and
strategies. 80% of subjects showed reasoning across the domains of moral and leadership
judgment, while gender and experience level appeared unrelated to leadership reasoning stage.
Cited Stamp 1978; Rowbottom 1978; Jaques 1978, 1978, 1982; Goodman 1967; D. Levinson
1978; Muller 1970; Weiss & Adler 1981; Rest 1979, 1980; Piaget 1965, 1969; Kegan & Lahey
1984; Kohlberg 1969, 1973, 1975, 1981. # PhD on RO.
Øvretveit, John Arne, 1988, Professional Power and The State: A Study of Five Professions in
State Welfare Agencies in the U.K. (United Kingdom), Ph.D., thesis in Social Work and Public
Administration, Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 356 pages.
Uxbridge PH.D. O87. DAI-A 50/01, p. 261, July 1989. Theses # 38-2863. Available through
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UMI: British Library. (See also, M.Phil. thesis, Action Research and Social Analysis: Claims,
Criticisms and Responses, 1984.) Ovretveit used Jaques’ social analytic tools to test Eliot
Freidson’s theory of professions (1970) in a Sutton local government authority social work
agency. The local management structures determined the type of autonomy that developed. It
was not absolute. The legitimate authorization of professional power, not autonomy as claimed
by Freidson, contributed to the development of professional authority. State involvement in
decisions and structures shaped the practice and the profession. [See Byford 1994 PhD.]
Director of Research, Karolinska Institute MMC, Stockholm, Se. Professor, Universitetet i
Bergen, No. Email jovret@aol.com c/o: marit.rekk@sevu.uib.no
http://homepage.mac.com/johnovr/FileSharing2.html PhD on RO.
Bishop, Wilsie Sue, 1989, The Exercise of Discretion in the Work of Nursing: Nurses'
Perceptions of their Approach to Work, D.P.A., dissertation in Nursing, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, CA, 316 pages. [UMI AAG 0565812 (?)] Not available through UMI.
DAI-B 50/05, p. 1849, Nov 1989. Unpublished. More than one-half of the nurses reported they
were satisfied with their jobs but felt their problem-solving, managerial and support skills were
underused. Proposals were made for alleviating nurse shortages by redefining jobs to better
match nurse abilities with job assignments and to create a career path for nurses with high
capability. Bishop states her findings support those of Richardson, Boals and Gould on Jaques’
TSD:FFP ratio. Includes Gillian Stamp 1988. Currently, VP for Administration and COO, East
Tennessee State University, Johnson City, TN. [c/o Jane Tucker, Secretary, 423-439-4890,
tuckern @ etsu.edu] (Formerly Dean, College of Public and Allied Health; Formerly Dean,
Quillen College of Medicine. Old Email: bishopws @ mail.etsu.edu) PhD on RO.
Bucy, J. (John) Flynn, 1989, A Typology of Reasoning Based on Elliott Jaques' Quintave Model
of Cognitive Functioning: An Application to Moral Problem Solving, Ph.D., dissertation in
Psychology and Psychometrics, The George Washington University, Washington, DC, 147
pages. UMI AAT 8910826. DAI-B 50/03, p. 1149, Sep 1989. Unpublished. Jaques’ model of
cognitive functioning was tested for inter-rater reliability and content validity. This was based
on Jaques’ (1986) quintave typology (see also Ian Macdonald, 1978 and 1983). Overall Kappa
Value, K = .66, represented good agreement beyond chance (i.e. well above .40). Kappa for the
four cognitive modes ranged between .53 and .82. The content validity of the typology was
tested and it was found to be a valid and reliable research tool. This was the first test of Jaques’
cognitive model. However, Bucy used hypothesis testing. (Dang.) PhD on RO.
Hughes, William Paul, 1989, Organizational Analysis of Building Projects, Ph.D., thesis in
Surveying, B9a, University of Liverpool [Polytechnic/ C.N.A.A , in 1993 name of university
changed to Liverpool John Moores U. - LJMU], UK, … p. LP Record Nun. 000306964. Theses
Index: 40-5380 British Thesis Service no. DXQ003513. British Library Electronic Theses
Online Service (EThOS) persistent ID: uk.bl.ethos.238394. E-Location http://ethos.bl.uk/ Class
Num. 692 HUG. BL DSS no. 2/23917. Published as 2001 research report; 2001 book with
Colin Grey; 2008 as book. The principles of organization theory are applied to the organization
of construction projects by proposing a framework for modelling the whole process of building
procurement. Four case studies are undertaken, and the extent to which their organizational
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structure matches the model is compared to the level of success achieved by each project. In
order to test these hypotheses, a mapping technique was developed: Linear Responsibility
Analysis (LRA), and is called '3R analysis', as it deals with roles, responsibilities and
relationships. The analysis of the case studies showed that they tended to suffer due to
inappropriate organizational structure. The projects tended to be organized as rigid hierarchies,
particularly at decision points, when what was required was a more flexible, dynamic and
responsive organization. Probably cited Jaques 1976; Hillebandt 1984. See Dodd 1994 PhD.
Did not see Dissn. Abs # PhD on RO.
Stewart, Steven Richard, 1989, Correlates of Problem Solving and an Evaluation of Training to
Increase Problem Solving Effectiveness, Ph.D., dissertation in Psychology and Business
Administration, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, 217 pages. Adviser: Ronald
Schmeck. [1971 M.A. at SIU was not related.] UMI: AAT 9022825; DAI-B 51/05, p. 2660,
Nov 1990. Published by NTIS, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA. Army Research Inst. for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA, Oct. 1992, 193 p., Report: ARI-RN-93-01;
ADA2587202. Combined Jaques’ model with Robert Kegan’s concept of ego development
(1982) and found better explanatory power. Found that people could jump to a higher growth
curve mode with appropriate training, education and coaching intervention. Interventions
included training in a variety of process and problem solving. He also found Rollo May’s
Courage to Create contributed risk propensity as a factor in individual development of cognitive
facility. He redesigned the Myers-Briggs test so it revealed how different groups solved
problems. Lives in Burke, VA. (12-29-02) Replicated by Mehltretter 1995 Ph.D. See Laske
1999 Related PhD). (Email: SStew22015 @ aol. com) PhD on RO.

1990s:
Hackman, Beverly Katarina, 1990, Managerial Delegation Behaviour, PhD, thesis in
Psychology, Australian Graduate School of Management, University of New South Wales,
Sydney, NSW, AU, 223 p. Supervisor: Dexter Dunphy. UNSW Thesis Level 2, T658.402 1171.
Published as a chapter in 1990 & an article in 1995. Delegation was found to be a process during
which the manager's behavior varied in type and degree. Three behaviour domains spanned the
process: discretion delegated to the subordinate; supervision of the subordinates; and subordinate
accountability to the manager. Antecedents included personality and situational (context)
factors. A 'flexible model' of the delegation process was developed to include outcome
variables. Cited Jaques repeatedly. Did not see Thesis. (Exchanged emails. I have come to
disagree with her – she is using R.O. and others have used her work since to support R.O.)
Email: Katarina.Hackman@uts.edu.au Abs # PhD on RO. A.
Kaboolian, Linda, 1990, Shifting Gears: Auto Workers Assess the Transformation of Their
Industry (Collective Bargaining), PhD, dissertation in Sociology, Industrial and Labor Relations;
Business Administration, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 791 pages. Advisor Robert E.
Cole. UMI AAT 9116213, DAI-A 52/01, p. 311, Jul 1991. Unpublished. Abstract seen. Ford.
The effort bargain is not only the union contract but is also “negotiated daily between workers
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and foremen to achieve production goals.” “Skill” is acquired in “accommodations of nonroutine conditions” - that is, when level of discretion is demonstrated - and gives rise to a sense
of “ownership.” This “skill level” defines “a ‘fair’ exchange between themselves and their
employers.” The sequence of discretion first, then fair pay was supported. (If only she had
known about Jaques’ theory. This thesis dances with the ideas.) See effort-wage bargain and
efficiency-wage theory. Cited by Doeringer 1994. Teaches at JFK School of Government,
Harvard. This is weak since I did not see the dissertation. PhD on RO. A.
Macdonald, Ian, 1990, Identity Development of People With Learning Difficulties Through the
Recognition of Work, Ph.D., thesis in Psychology of Personality (B2b), Brunel University, (West
London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 378 pages. Theses # 41-2408. BLL no. DX95435.
Uxbridge PH.D.M255. [UMI AAG DX95435 (?)] Not available through UMI/ PQDD.
Abstract published in UMI online. DAI-B 52/12, p. 6690, June 1992. Unpublished. Jaques
defines work as the decision making process that leads to an external transformation of the
world. How a person constructs their world and links intention to action can be used to bridge
from a subjective world to one that can be understood by others. Recognition of this
transformation by another person affirms the actor, enhances a sense of self and the development
of identity. Macdonald also applied it to the staff and to aboriginal people. A powerful study
crossing cultures, continents and incorporating the extremes of human mind-sets and values.
Interspersed work experience with studies. (A consultant in the U.K.) PhD on RO.
Pankhurst, Kate, 1990, The Quality of Labour: the Economics of Discretion and of Learning
During Work, Ph.D., thesis in Economics (Industrial Psychology/ Sociology) (B9g), New Hall,
U. of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK. Theses # 39-8614. BLDSC no. D60707. [Univ. Lib.]
PhD.16180. Unpublished. Established a dynamic, indeterminate, non-equilibrium production
system that was governed by human intervention in place of the standard concept of the
production function. Defined the quality of labor as the ability of workers to exercise discretion
and on the opportunities for using it. Labour was an unrecognized resource that yielded an
unspecified output governed by intrinsic motivation rather than by wages or by command. The
performance of the worker and the firm was determined by the interaction of work and learning.
Correcting errors and solving problems generated innovation and growth. An interesting linkage
of Jaques and Deming concepts. See Stiglitz 1987. (See also Theocarakis 1990, Krimpas 1973)
[She does not cite Deming or Krimpas.] [Kate Pankhurst Cartier?]. (See Pankhurst 2005 PhD.)
PhD on RO. A.
Perlmutter, Sybil, 1990, Cognitive Complexity and Time Perspective in Hybrid Organizations,
Ph.D., dissertation in Social and Developmental Psychology and Business Administration, Case
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, 196 pages. UMI AAT 9035294. DAI-B 51/07. p.
3615, Jan 1991. Unpublished. Returned to school after work experience. Jaques’ theory offers
a useful way of analyzing and designing organizational structures for maximal utilization of the
existing workforce and, in health care, especially the interface between professional and
administrator. The health care system in this study was a 232 bed county hospital affiliated with
a state university as a teaching hospital. The subjects were doctors, nurses, faculty and students.
Included Gillian Stamp, Mintzberg, Loevinger and Kolb. PhD on RO.
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Theocarakis, Nicholas J., 1990, An Investigation of the Relationship Between Responsibility and
Pay, Ph.D., thesis in Economics (Labour and Wages, Industrial Relations: B9c), U. of
Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, 240 p. (250 p. online). Supervisor: Paul Ryan. Theses # 40-5404.
BLDSC: D061482. Univ. Lib. PhD.16542. Theocharakis, Nikolaos (Nicos). “Mentor” at U. of
Athens was George Krimpas. Jaques’ time-span of discretion theory is contrasted with the
neoclassical theories of pay differentials for differences in responsibility. The empirical
evidence is examined for their existence. The ability of the neoclassicists to bear responsibility
explanations is analyzed. The practice of job evaluation and TSD are examined through a case
study of the pay structure of a non-RO Greek oil refinery with 865 employees. Interviewed 34
managers, engineers and supervisors regarding 49 jobs (S1-S3) in 1983. The author was
skeptical of the theoretical justification of TSD (TSD:Level r = .749 and logTSD:Level r =
.934). He followed Krimpas’ polynomial curve (1973/1975) producing logTSD:Salary R2 =
.864; and Adj. R2 = .854 (p. 6.11). (Also, Level:AP (base and salary) = .90. Highest adj. R2 was
BaseAP:Level+Seniority = .962.) But when TSD was added, it had little effect. Did not test
FFP, only AP. Found data subset in Krimpas to test Cameron’s own sample and confirmed her
low correlation of TSD:FFP in Stratum I (+0.38, signif.). Cited Jaques, Brown and numerous
others on the theory. Examined Mayer’s 1960 “scale of operations effect.” (Perhaps TSD may
be “the employee’s perception of integration in the firm’s accountability structure” p. 57) As of
2005, at U. of Athens. (See Krimpas 1973 PhD, Agarwal 1975 PhD, Kate Pankhurst 1990 PhD,
and Mamman 1997.) Nicholas THEOCHARAKIS <ntheocar@econ.uoa.gr> PhD on RO. A.
Besser, Terry Lee, 1991, Japanese Management Through the Workers' Perspective, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Labor Relations, University of Kentucky, KY, 244 pages; AAT 9126898. DAI-A
52/04, p. 1537, Oct 1991. Advisor: James G. Houghland. Published as two articles, in 1993 and
1995, and as a book Team Toyota in 1996. Used grounded theory methodology. What is the
meaning of Japanese management to individual American workers? How are features of
Japanese management actualized within an organization? Team is divided into three main subtypes: work teams, company team, and the corporate team. The work team, consisting of four or
five employees, is the primary functioning unit of the organization. The company team is at one
higher level of analysis and includes all employees of the local organization. Through the
company team, employees are encouraged to believe that all members of the organization share a
“commonality of fate,” and thus will all share equitably in the rewards of organizational goal
achievement. The corporate team consists of all the members of the corporation, manufacturers,
banks, subsidiaries, etc. and the suppliers of the corporate members. The corporate team provides
resources, history and culture which reinforces and legitimates belief in the “commonality of
fate” notion. My analysis reveals major problems at each level, demonstrates how the three
teams interface with and reinforce each other, and illustrates how the team theory assists in
understanding important worker issues - workplace disability and the numbing quality of
repetitious assembly work. Explicated how Japanese management is actualized at the level of
the U.S. worker. Internationalization is particularly challenging for Japanese organizations
operating overseas. Not seen. PhD on RO.
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Bullis, R. (Richard) Craig, 1992, The Impact of Leader Behavioral Complexity on
Organizational Performance (Leadership Behaviors), 1992, Ph.D., dissertation in Business
Administration and Social and Industrial Psychology, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, 337
pages. UMI AAT 9226298. DAI-A 53/04, p. 1209, Oct 1992. Unpublished. Advisor: Robert
L. Phillips. Robert L. Quinn and several of his colleagues have introduced the notion of
'Behavioral Complexity' as an area of leadership research. Leader behavioral complexity is
conceptualized as the behavioral counterpart to cognitive complexity, and is defined as ability of
a leader to demonstrate competing and even contradictory behaviors in the performance of
his/her leadership roles. The results support the hypothesis that more behaviorally complex
leaders are perceived as more effective by both subordinates and superiors. Used Jacobs and
Jaques’ 1987 typology of organization levels. Research was on Level Three in the US Army.
Cited Jaques 1976, 1989; J&J 1987, J&C 1991. See Hooijberg Related PhD 1992. See chapter
in Hunt 1999, by Hooijberg, Bullis, and Hunt (1996 conference). PhD on RO.
Chun, Ki-Jeong, 1992, The Effectiveness of a Facilitated Group Decision Support System
(Decision Conferencing): A UK/US Field Study, Ph.D., thesis in Statistical and Mathematical
Sciences, Decision Analysis (Computing Science and Technology, Management Data
Processing) (K4h), University of London, London School of Economics (LSE), London, UK,
267 pages. [LSE classmark F6990] Theses # 45-2853. Unpublished thesis. Studies of
computer-aided Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) have produced inconsistent results.
Decision Conferencing (DC) is one type of GDSS that facilitates group work with regard to
decision processes, user attitudes, decision quality and for evaluation of GDSS effectiveness.
External turbulence and complexity require greater specialized knowledge, usually beyond that
of any individual, be shared at meetings. Three theories were used to construct a framework
with criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of decision making in GDSS: Competing Values
(Robert Quinn), Stratified Systems (Elliott Jaques) and Human Information Processing (a
cognitive theory). All three were shown to share common theoretical assumptions [regarding
complexity]. A survey mailed to participants at 22 conferences produced data. Information
technology. (The findings were not included in the abstract!) (See Gould 1984, 1986; for
Quinn-Jaques see Hooijberg 1992 Related; also, Introna 1992 Related.) [Was L. Phillips his
advisor?] PhD on RO. A.
Laverty, Kevin Joseph, 1993, Time Preferences, Time Horizons, and Strategic Choice: Towards
an Understanding of Organizational Myopia, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration,
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), CA, 212 pages, advisor: Richard P. Rumelt.
UMI AAT 9420438; DAI-A 55/03, p. 641, Sep 1994. Published as an article: Laverty, Kevin J.,
1996, “Economic ‘Short-Termism’: The Debate, the Unresolved Issues, and the Implications for
Management Practice and Research,” The Academy of Management Review, July, 21(3):825-860.
Intertemporal choice is basic to all managerial work. Compared and contrasted three scholarly
domains of sources for short-termism in intertemporal choice - the economic, organizational, and
individual. Showed that economic explanations are inadequate to overcome short-termism,
Michael Jensen’s Congressional testimony notwithstanding. Maximizing shareholder value is
quantitatively trivial and not practical. R&D expenditures also are inadequate as an indicator.
Organizational trust, memory and density of future time perspective are negatively associated
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with myopia. Speculated that long-term projects are screened out by lower levels and never
bubble to the top. (See similar remarks by GM CEO.) Cited Jaques 1976; Das 1986; and
Bluedorn and Denhardt 1988. PhD on RO. A.
McGovern, Patrick Gerard, 1993, Controlling Commitment: The Management of Technical
Labour in Multi-National Firms, D.Phil., thesis in Sociology and Business (B9d), Nuffield
College, Oxford University, Oxford, UK, 267 pages. Theses # 43-8761. Article version in 1996:
“Trust, Discretion and Responsibility: the Division of Technical Labour,” Work, Employment
and Society, British Sociological Association, London, UK, 10(1):85-103. Published as a book
in 1998: HRM, Technical Workers and the Multinational Corporation, Routledge, London, UK,
192 pages. Has written working papers at London Business School, Aston, Trinity College
Dublin and numerous articles. Examined the management of technical workers for discretion,
recognition and accountability in four multi-national firms in the Republic of Ireland. Used John
H. Goldthorpe’s concept of a professional “service class” and Alan Fox’s 1974 variant of Jaques’
theory as the framework for analysis. [Fox was at Oxford.] Found that employers did not trust
professional knowledge workers and managers to act in their best interest. The employers
applied a range of bureaucratic labour control mechanisms to them, including appraisals and
performance related pay, to such an extent that the work could no longer be described as a
professional ‘service contract.’ The firms, however, still depended on the professional values
and commitment of these workers as evidenced by their emphasis on “management by
expectation” based on shared values. When the commitment of the employees was not
recognized and rewarded or was ignored, these workers did not revolt but perceived managerial
incompetence and demanded more effective management. McGovern noted that employers were
more concerned with the allocation of responsibility than discretion (professional autonomy).
Information technology. (See Rolfe PhD 1987 on discretion. See Starkey PhD 1985/86. See
Storey 1980.) Currently in the Sociology department at London School of Economics (LSE).
Weak. PhD on RO. A.
Mu, Dan Ping, 1993, Managing Cross-Cultural Interchange: Interpreting Behavior for Mutual
Understanding. The Case of China and the United States, D.P.A., dissertation in School of
Public Administration, University of Southern California (USC), Los Angeles, Cal., US, 208 p.
Advisor: Catherine G. Burke. DAI-A 54/12, p. 4584, Jun 1994. 0574391. USC Library Grand
Depository DPA PU '93 M941. Published as chapter in 1998. The theory of lenses builds on
the concepts of shared values and attributed values and explains how people from different
cultures interpret identical behaviors differently. The interpretation of cross-cultural behavior
means that observation, interpretation, and communication are inextricably bound together.
These lenses may lead to effective or ineffective interaction. This allows us to learn to make
effective pathways between different cultures. This dissertation used RO theory and concepts to
explicate and clarify cross-cultural interchanges. Cited in Macdonald, Burke, and Stewart 2006.
[Unclear if White, Lynn, 1988, The Policies of Chaos, was cited.] (Copies from Doheny
Library, USC.) She was a co-founder in 1998 and is now Executive Director of the World
Heritage Foundation in Los Angeles. Abs # PhD on RO.
Samaras, George Michael, 1993, Organizational Effectiveness: Towards a Unifying Theoretical
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Perspective (Open Systems, Closed Systems), D.Sc., dissertation in Business Administration and
Management, The George Washington University, Washington, D.C., 138 pages. UMI AAT
9307524. DAI-A 53/12, p. 4400, June 1993. Unpublished. Problems of recognition and
definition, long solved in the physical sciences, limit progress in the social sciences - especially
task and goal. A task is a change in state in classical dynamical systems theory. It is the “‘what’
in Jaques’ ‘what by when’ definition of a goal.” Models of organizations include the concept of
effectiveness. A systematic means of deriving the goals of social systems is offered. Effective
performance is determined by differentiating formal and operative goals. A powerful theoretical
study. Not a survey. (Returned to school after work experience. Samaras’ first Ph.D. was in
physiology/ biology at U. Maryland, 1976.) george@samaras-assoc.com in Pueblo, CO. PhD
on RO.
Byford, Ian MacDonald Aubrey, 1994, Discretion and Accountability in Social Work: A Study of
a Professional Bureaucracy, Ph.D., thesis in Government and Social Work (B5c), Brunel
University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 242 pages. Uxbridge PH.D. B89.
British Library: DX180364. Theses # 44-6409. Most social work departments use formalization
and centralization to control staff, but this generates dissatisfaction. Byford found one that was
different, where the social workers were satisfied with their decision making powers. He used
Jaques’ social analysis to validate Henry Mintzberg’s professional bureaucracy model in the
same Sutton local authority where Øvretveit (Ovretveit) had researched and used social analysis
in 1988. [q.v.] Subjects were social workers and managers. Showed how they used professional
discretion yet met the authority’s requirements for accountability. Dr Ian Byford Tel: 020 8547
7084 Email: ibyford@hscs.sgul.ac.uk (???) # PhD on RO.
DiPadova, Laurie Newman, 1995, Managerial Leadership and Organizational Hierarchy: An
Exploration of the Similarities and Differences in Managerial Roles at Hierarchical Levels,
Ph.D., dissertation in Public Administration, Business Administration, and Sociology, The State
University of New York (SUNY) at Albany, Albany, NY, 291 pages. UMI AAT 9540347.
DAI-A 56/07, p. 2867, Jan 1996. A study of five New York state agencies. Used Robert
Quinn’s Competing Values Framework to assess the importance of task, role and responsibility
aspects at three levels in a managerial hierarchy (low, middle, top) and discovered significant
differences among them. FLMs had the greatest role clarity and middle-managers the least. Prepublished as: DiPadova, Laurie N., and Sue R. Faerman, 1993, “Using the Competing Values
Framework to Facilitate Managerial Understanding Across Levels of Organizational Hierarchy,”
Human Resource Management, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, Spring, 32(1):143-174.
Cited Jaques 1990. [Was this from her M.A. thesis?] Abstract seen. Did not see Dissn. At Park
U., 2005. Email: ldipadovastocks @ park.edu PhD on RO.
Mehltretter, Glenn William, Jr., 1995, The Contribution of Complexity of Mental Processing and
Stage of Ego Development to Transforming Leadership, Ed.D., dissertation in Business
Administration and Developmental and Industrial Psychology, North Carolina State University,
Raleigh, NC, 133 pages. UMI AAT 9621946. DAI-A 57/03, p. 1223, Sep 1996. This study in a
private company showed strong evidence that, to bring about a transformation, the leader must
be capable at least one stratum above that required to operate at the level of complexity of the
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role. Extended Jaques’ theory. Mehtretter used Hirsch (see 1988 Related PhD) data and found a
corr. of +0.85 between the size of the practice and the level of mental complexity of the
physician. These doctors are entrepreneurs. (See chapter 3.) (Returned to school after work
experience. Currently heads a consulting firm in Raleigh, NC, PeopleFit. Email: gmehl @
peoplefit.com) (See King 1997 PhD, and Kegan 1982 book.) Replicated by Stewart 1989 Ph.D.,
and Laske 1999 Related PhD). PhD on RO.
Nir, Adam E., 1995, Temporal Horizons of Planning and Implementing as Reflected in the
Israeli Educational System, Ph.D., dissertation in Education Administration, The Hebrew
University, Jerusalem, Israel, 304 pages. Not in UMI or Theses.com. Unpublished. Available
from the author. (See his 1999 article; not directly taken from the dissertation but builds on it.)
Israeli education administration is a centralized system with three echelons: senior, intermediate
and executing. A “straight relation was found between an echelon’s position in the hierarchy and
its planning horizons” and with “its temporal-horizons of implementing.” When the social
environment exerts heavy pressures on the education system, it responds “to the pressures rather
than to the complexity of the issue at hand.” Some results for the intermediate echelon were
contradictory, indicating “the system’s ability to perform congruent actions and processes will be
relatively low.” “Short temporal-horizons of planning and implementing of complex education
issues ... are an expression of ‘simplification’ trends [that] revealed ... a relative low ability to
plan and implement in accordance with the characteristics inherent in the ... issues.” Current
temporal-horizons “seem to reflect a restrictive meaning rather than an empowering one.” Nir
currently teaches at Hebrew University, School of Education. Cited Jaques 1982 Form of Time.
msanir@mscc.huji.ac.il Phone: 972-2-5882060 PhD on RO.
Norton, Joanna Dodd, 1995, Conscripting Organisms: An Ethnography of Boundaries,
Audiences and Reflexivity in Academic and Consultancy Work, Ph.D., thesis in Human Sciences
Department: Social Anthropology/ Ethnography, (B4), Brunel University, (West London),
Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 214 pages. Advisor: Stuart Wooler. Uxbridge PH.D.D6255. BLL
no. DX185731. Theses # 45-3574 (1994 counted in 1995?). [Riddick. Fitzgerald.]
Unpublished. Thesis focused on the way in which knowledge is developed in a ‘pure’ science in
contrast to an ‘applied’ science. “Con-scripting” means “writing together.” This is the process
that creates an audience, constructs problems and generates the debate that produces agreed
facts. Social studies of technology (SST-1) is an academic knowledge culture where the debate
is among the “core-set” of people within the discipline. The academic boundary offers a facade
of expertise and authority toward outsiders. In contrast, stratified systems theory (SST-2) is a
consultancy culture that conscripts “at the margins,” where outside individuals and organizations
join in the discourse on the doctrine. Thus, the development of knowledge is boundary-spanning
and “unlocatable” or distributed. SST-2 also has a guru (Jaques) who determines the core
knowledge leaving no room for dissent. The structure of SST-2 is the opposite of SST-1, so it
can not become an academic discipline until changes are made in discussion process, problem
construct, core-set, boundary definition, reflectivity, credibility, and authority. “The thesis is a
rather good attempt to bring [SST-1] to bear on [SST-2] and vice versa, and to explore the
difference/ similarity between academic and consultancy work.” (Per Professor Steve Woolgar,
her Brunel faculty advisor, now at Said, Oxford.) (See Latour, B., and Woolgar, S.) Worked at
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Bioss. She consulted at CRA in Australia. See Briers 1997 PhD. [With thanks to Columbia
Sociology Prof. Charles Tilly.] Joanna.Fitzgerald@bristol.ac.uk xxx BAD email. PhD on RO.
Small, Ian Christopher, 1995, The Theory and Effects of the UK's Supply-side Policies on the
Labour Market, Ph.D., thesis in Labour and Wages; Industrial Relations, B9c, University of
London, Queen Mary and Westfield College, London, UK, 241 pages. Theses # 45-12670.
QMW Main Library Theses ZTH3233 SMA (Thesis). BL: DX209844. Unpublished. Abstract
seen. Effort-wage bargain. The first part of this thesis dealt with productivity growth
measurement issues. The second examined the Government’s trade union reforms as a factor in
that growth in the 1980s. If these reforms reduced union power in effort bargaining rather than
in wage bargaining (as developed in a sequential effort bargaining model) then they could
explain the simultaneous increases in productivity and wages that followed. This is an
interesting extension of Jaques’ 1956 construct. The relationship between task assignment,
authority, and accountability is supported. The result is also supported: increased effectiveness,
productivity, and then increased earnings. This is weak since I did not see the thesis. (Where is
he now?) PhD on RO. A.
Vinton, Donna Elizabeth, 1995, Temporal Congruity and Job Satisfaction: An Exploratory Study
(Supervision), Ph.D., dissertation in Higher Education (and Business Administration and
Industrial Psychology), The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, 560 pages. UMI AAT 9536264.
DAI-A 56/06, p. 2074, Dec 1995. Article, based on her literature review, was published: 1992,
“A New Look at Time, Speed, and the Manager,” Academy of Management Executive, 6(4):716. Vinton replicated Goodman’s (1966) and Jaques’ measurements by surveying 301
employees of the student services division of a midwest public university. A closer match
between the time horizon of the job and the time horizon of the employee (TH) leads to a higher
level of job satisfaction. Vinton examined future time perspective (a psychological concept),
time-span of discretion (Jaques), time span of feedback (TSF, Lawrence and Lorsch 1967), and
planning variables (Goodman). In contrast to Goodman, Vinton found a significant correlation
between time horizon (Jaques’ TH) and the organization level of the role. This supported
Jaques. Vinton further warned of the potential for continuing researcher confusion, “The
concept of time span of feedback [TSF] has also been used interchangeably with the concept of
time span of discretion [TSD]. Thus, caution must be exercised in comparing results of
empirical research utilizing these concepts.” (p. 269) See description herein of Goodman’s 1966
dissertation for further discussion of Vinton’s results. Cited Shively 1966 PhD. (See Nyberg,
PhD 2004.) (She works at U. Northern Iowa.) [“I am fine with what you said,” d.e.v., email 1212-01.] PhD on RO.
Allsop, Ian E., 1996, The Influence of Values and Beliefs on Leadership Behavior, Ph.D., thesis
in Business Management, Monash University, Melbourne, Vic, Australia, 434 pages. Matheson
Rare Books: Theses Call Number: A442. Microfiche: 2475/3283. Supervisors: Geoff Lewis and
Michael Knowles. Unpublished. (Begun whilst at Melbourne U. and completed at Monash U.)
An extensive participant observation of the Anglican Church, Diocese of Melbourne, that
explored the relationship between an organisation undergoing change and the leader’s responses
to those changes. The contribution of Jaques and Stamp was significant. Those leaders who had
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relatively high cognitive capability and were not “captive” to the cultural values tended to
conceptualise and work for the implementation of organisational change. But those leaders who
were dependent and relatively “captive” to the organisational values and beliefs (as their
personal values and beliefs) and had a cognitive capability that preferred to work within known
frameworks tended to resist change. As the size and scope of the organisation moved from the
local to the global there was an increase in the complexity of the issues and the length of the
strategic planning period required. Thus, those leaders who are able to handle cognitive
complexity and abstraction and can understand universal systems of belief will feel comfortable
operating and leading in larger geographic and cognitive domains. They will develop new
organisational futures that reflect this cognitive capacity. They will enable new and different
values and organisational culture to be developed. See also Kohlberg 1981, Berry 1976. Head
of Bioss in Melbourne. Teaches at Monash and Swinburne. Did not see Biblio. See Stamp PhD
1981. Tel: (0)418 561 159 (mobile) Email: iallsop @ bigpond.net.au PhD on RO. A.
Charness, Gary Burton, 1996, Psychological Influences on Individual Decision-making in
Economic Environments: Some Experimental Investigations, PhD, dissertation in Economics and
Psychology, University of California, Berkeley, CA, 135 pages. Advisor Matthew Rabin. UMI
AAT 9722904. DAI-A 58/02, p. 522, Aug 1997. ISBN 0-591-31990-X. Unpublished (but
published other articles). Abstract seen. The first of these three experiments was not relevant to
the effort bargain. In the second, workers responded to low wages with low effort and to high
wages with high effort, especially when the wages were set by the firm rather than were set by a
third party. This reversed the sequence of the effort-wage bargain, indicating reciprocity with
employer volition was a motivator. In the third, when an external authority held responsibility
for determining the wage level, employees choose less costly effort levels. [This indicates both
minimum wages (set by government) and options (reward by the financial market) may act to
reduce effort.] See unpublished UC-B mimeo: “Attribution and Reciprocity in an Experimental
Labor Market.” Now teaches at UC-Santa Barbara (3/03). Gary Charness
<charness@econ.ucsb.edu> This is weak since I did not see Dissn. PhD on RO. A.
Svennerstal, Hakan, 1996, How Successful Managers See Their Own Development, PhD
dissertation, in Business Administration and Management, Department of Education, Stockholms
Universitet, Sweden, 258 pages. In Swedish [title?]. DAI-C 59/03, p. 513, Fall 1998. Not
available from UMI. Published in English as a book: Svennerstal, Hakan, 1997, How Successful
Managers See Their Own Development, Department of Education, Stockholm University,
Sweden, 253 pages. Presented materials on levels in the 1992 SALS conference which became
part of his PhD and were published as a book (per Jack Fallow, 3 July 05). Survey of 2,500 staff
and managers assessed 519 managers. 45 of these were studied in depth over five years to
distinguish traditional managerial roles from leadership roles. Successful managers develop
many areas of professional competence and use them simultaneously in a variety of situations.
On the other hand, successful leaders cope with complex external and internal situations and
make decisions together with others in an active, reflective, developmental environment
characterized by results. Svennerstål, Håkan. hakan.svennerstal@ es.atkearney.com Cited
Brown, Jaques, Stamp. Clio: Biz HF5500.2 .S94 1997g PhD on RO.
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Angelo, Nancy Heath, 1997, A Study of the Individual's Defense Against Anxiety in the HighAnxiety Organization (AIDS Hospice, Immune Deficiency), Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial
Psychology and Nursing, California School of Professional Psychology - Los Angeles, Los
Angeles, CA, 178 pages. UMI AAT 9809852 [24 page preview]. DAI-B 58/09, p. 5172, Mar
1998. Based in part on Jaques, 1974 (also 1955). The attempt to defend against anxiety leads to
deterioration in individual and organizational performance unless structures and processes are
put in place to help employees deal with it. Jaques has withdrawn the 1953/1955 paper this was
based on. But an AIDs hospice may be one area where “social defenses against anxiety” were
valid. (See studies by Isabel Menzies Lyth with nurses in the 1960s on this theme.) PhD on
RO.
Barnard, Geoffrey Alan, 1997, Inter-Industry Wage Differentials and the Role of Workers’
Concern for Equity, Ph.D., thesis in Economics, McGill University, Montreal, QC, Canada, 293
p. National Library of Canada = Bibliothèque nationale du Canada, Ottawa, FD. NL Stacks –
Mic.F. TJ- 44357. AMICUS No. 24733321. MU Libry: Rare Books/Special Collections Theses Collection (McLennan Bldg, 4th floor) AS42 M3 1998 B3764. This thesis seeks to add
to the understanding of wage determination in Canada. Data from the ‘Labour Market Activity
Survey’ and the ‘ Survey of Displaced Workers’ are analysed to indicate the degree to which
wages for workers of given observable characteristics vary across industries. Possible
explanations for such differentials were considered, with market-clearing models argued to be
unconvincing compared to the main alternative, efficiency-wage theory, which allows for a
persistent distribution of labour rents across industries. In particular, the key mechanisms in
versions of the efficiency-wage hypothesis appealing to workers’ concern for fairness are found
to be relatively free of persuasive objections, and to be supported by a substantial body of
theoretical and empirical work in social psychology and sociology, as well as in economics.
More work on this question, ideally combined with the availability of comprehensive firm-level
data, is needed to get a more precise idea of the extent of this influence. Cited Jaques 1956,
1961; Leibenstein 1976; Behrend 1969/1970, 1984; Dornstein 1990/1991; Pritchard 1969, 1972;
Sashkin & Williams 1990; Raff & Summers 1987; Adams 1965, 1976; Homans 1961; Patchen
1961; Akerlof 1980, 1982, 1984, 1986, 1988, 1990. PhD on RO.
E-Locations: http://www.nlc-bnc.ca/obj/s4/f2/dsk1/tape11/PQDD_0005/NQ44357.pdf
Briers, Michael, 1997, Translating Activity Based Costing: A Micro Study of Accounting
Change, Ph.D., thesis in Accounting, University of New South Wales, School of Accounting,
Sydney, NSW, AU, 243 p. UNSW thesis, Level 2 Help Zone (ST 657.42/135). Not in Trove
(National Library of Australia). (ADT in Trove.) Published as an article: Briers, Michael, and
Wai Fong Chua, 2001, “The role of actor-networks and boundary objects in management
accounting change: a field study of an implementation of activity-based costing,” Accounting,
Organizations and Society, April 2001, 26(3):237-269. This firm was Rio Tinto’s aluminum
plate operation after the transition to requisite organization. The drive was for improved
accountability to lower costs. How an organization’s accounting system can be changed by a
heterogeneous actor-network of local and global actors and actants. Focused on the role of
boundary objects that were able to stabilize and mediate diverse interests. This accounting
change was anti-heroic with many involved rather than the powerful few. It also was cyclical, as
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accounting changes were adopted on faith, made to ‘work-succeed’ only temporarily, and then
abandoned to move to the next round. And it worked. ABC was installed long enough for
managers to make the needed decision. [The decision based on ABC accounting would probably
not have been possible, or accurate, without earlier adoption of RO.] Cited Jaques 1989; Latour
1987; and Woolgar. See Norton 1995 PhD. See Down and Reveley 2009. PhD on RO. A.
Densten, Iain Leonard, 1997, Leadership and its relationship to burnout, Ph.D., thesis in
Psychology, Dept. of Management, Monash University, Melbourne, Vic., AU, 426 p. [D413.1 is
at 'Offsite Store.' MicroFiche 2475/3529 is at Monash University Australia, location 'Matheson
Library Music Multimedia: Microform.'] Published as an article in 2003: “Senior Police
Leadership: Does Rank Matter?” Policing, Bradford, UK, 26(3):400-418. Studied the Victoria
Police Force administration at the state level in AU. See Goldman PhD 1999 re Baltimore MD
USA police department. Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1988, 1990. PhD on RO. A.
Haslop, Dennis, 1997, Team leader autonomy in manufacturing companies' new product
development, D.B.A., thesis in Personnel Management; Industrial Training (B9d), Henley
Management College (then affiliated with Brunel U.), Greenlands, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon,
UK. In Henley PowerGen Library. Abstract online at Henleymc.ac.uk. Theses # 46-9797. BL:
DX194325. Natl Lib: G05325725. Published as an article: Pinnington, Ashly, and Dennis
Haslop, 1995, “Team leader autonomy in new product development,” Management Decision,
Emerald Group Publishing Limited, UK, 33(9):5-11. (Based on Lotte Bailyn’s 1985 definition
of ‘autonomy.’ Ed Schein noted this was identical to Jaques’ ‘discretion within limits.’) The
problems of managing and monitoring team leaders are discussed and conceptually represented
in an improved definition of 'autonomy' originally proposed in Bailyn 1985. Autonomy is
characterized in multi-dimensional terms and provides a new approach to understanding its
complexity. 'Strategic' autonomy is found to reside primarily with senior management whilst
team leaders are delegated more 'operational' autonomy. Top management cannot abrogate
responsibility for directing and managing the company and its strategic tasks, but, it is argued, a
number of the strategic tasks could become more the responsibility of the team leader without
stifling employees' technical competence, innovation and entrepreneurialism. A major finding is
that in high technology types of company, management shares 'strategic' responsibilities with the
team leader more than in other types of company. (O.K., but why?) (Probably unaware of
Jaques. If the Alan Fox based theses are allowed in, then this one should be also.) See
Rosborough 1999 Related PhD. # PhD on RO.
King, Sandra West, 1997, Managerial Leadership Capability and Organizational Performance:
The Relationship Between Predecessors' and Successors' Potential Capability and
Organizational Performance Following a Succession in Family-Owned Businesses, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Business Administration and Sociology, The George Washington University,
Washington, DC, 138 pages. UMI AAT 9721832 [24 page preview]. DAI-A 58/02, p. 0513,
Aug 1997. Published as: King, Sandra West, George T. Solomon, and Erik K. Winslow, 1996,
“Entrepreneurial Leadership: An Interrelationship Among Adult Development, Leadership and
Organizational Life Cycles,” Journal of Management Systems, Chesapeake, VA, 8(4):39-49. See
also 2002 article online. See King 2003 article also. Sample size was 29. Assessed the levels of
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capability of both predecessor and successor CEOs in family businesses, plotted them along
growth modes using a progression chart, and predicted firm performance. The significant
impact, positive or negative, came in the successors' third year. Powerful lessons for boards of
directors in using Jaques’ theory for selecting CEOs. This is a validation study using CEOs. See
Ahern book review of CCF, 1953: three years for major changes. (Currently, member of
Academy of Management and teaches at California State U. Polytechnic at Pomona-?) (See
Mehltretter 1995) See Day Related PhD 1989. See Barrick, Day, Lord, Alexander 1991. See
Day 2000 and Capelle 1999. (2006: Sandra W. King Kauanui. SWKing@csupomona.edu )
PhD on RO.
Nieves, Jose Manuel, 1997, Human and Organizational Error as a Basis for Process
Reengineering: A study of systems integration process life-cycles, PhD, dissertation in Industrial
Engineering, School of Information Technology Engineering, George Mason University, Fairfax,
VA, 316 pages. Advisor: Andrew P. Sage. UMI: AAT 9728570. DAI-B 58/03, p. 1467, Sep
1997. Published as an article: Nieves, Jose M., and Andrew P. Sage, 1998, “Human and
Organizational Error as a Basis for Process Reengineering: with applications to systems
integration planning and marketing,” IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics —
Part A: Systems and Humans, Marietta, GA, November 1998, 28(6):742-762. Showed how
analysis of the incidence and causes of human and organizational errors in system processes can
be utilized as a partial basis for the re-engineering of organizational structures and processes. A
model was developed as a basis for the analysis of errors that are committed during the life-cycle
process. Causes for each error were analyzed using a prominent taxonomy for human error
(Swain and Guttman 1983, not herein). From this analysis, a coordinated effort was made to reengineer vital processes within an organization with minimization and/or prevention of specific
errors as a primary goal using RAEW. (For the R.A.E.W. connection to Lord Wilfred Brown
see Roger Crane 1986 and gantthead.com.) See Moriarty and Thompson 1996, Bernhard 1998 &
2001, Larsen and Myers 1999, DY Consulting 2006. As of 2006, Nieves was Professor of
Information Systems Technology, Lord Fairfax Community College, Fairfax, VA,
jnieves@lfcc.edu PhD on RO.
Hemman, Eileen Ann, 1998, Leadership Profiles of Senior Nurse Executives (Stratified Systems),
Ed.D., dissertation in Health Sciences, Education, Nursing and Hospital Management, Seattle
University, Seattle, WA, 238 pages. UMI AAT 9923892 [24 page preview]. DAI-B 60-03, p.
1017, Sep 1999. This study confirmed that the activities of four senior nurse executives, each in
a qualitatively different acute healthcare hospital (federal government, state government, forprofit, and not-for-profit), were consistent with Jaques’ stratified systems theory. They engaged
in more frequent strategic activities, less frequent organizational and infrequent production
behaviors. U.S. Army Nursing Corps. [See NTIS] PhD on RO.
Joss, Richard, 1998, An evaluation of total quality management projects in the National Health
Service, Ph.D., thesis in Government and Social Administration, Brunel University, Uxbridge,
Midx., West London, UK, 333 pages, Advisor: Maurice Kogan. Uxbridge PH.D.J6795. Theses
# 47-10907. BLL. no. DX199299. Published as two articles: Joss, Richard, 1994a, “Converging
Implementation Strategies in Commercial TQM Initiatives: Implications for the NHS,”
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International Journal of Health Care Quality Assurance, MCB University Press, Bradford, UK,
7(2):4-9. Joss, Richard, 1994b, “What Makes for Successful TQM in the NHS?” International
Journal of Health Care Quality Assurance, MCB University Press, Bradford, UK, 7(7):4-9.
Published also as a book: Joss, Richard, and Maurice Kogan, 1995, Advancing Quality; total
quality management in the National Health Service, Open University Press, Buckingham, UK;
Philadelphia, PA, 215 pages. See Chapter 4, p. 49-68. This thesis was primarily focused on the
implementation of TQM in the NHS. TQM was piloted at two commercial and two NHS sites.
Weaknesses were detected at middle management Levels 3 and 4, so Jaques’ hierarchy was
adapted and introduced to strengthen TQM implementation, which it did. See Abbott Related
1984 PhD; Brennan Related 1988 PhD. Bevan 1997 Interesting PhD at Brunel not cited. NYPL
SIBL JBE 96-129. PhD on RO.
Kirsner, Douglas Alan, 1998, Unfree Associations: Inside Psychoanalytic Institutes, Ph.D., thesis
in Psychology and in History of Ideas and Philosophy, Deakin University, Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia, 491 pages. Not listed in UMI. Not listed in theses.com. Published as a book:
Kirsner, Douglas Alan, 2000, Unfree Associations: Inside Psychoanalytic Institutes, Process
Press, London, UK, [Other Press/ Karnac Books, US], 324 pages. Through archival research and
many interviews Kirsner detailed the inner political histories of the psychoanalytic institutes voluntary associations - in New York, Boston, Chicago, and Los Angeles over a twenty year
period. Used Jaques’ organization theory to trace the consequences of the varied organizational
arrangements on the vital functions of the institutes and to analyze their decline and crisis. Some
institutional arrangements resembled those of a religion. “Dramatic insights into what has gone
wrong with psychoanalysis.” At Deakin. Email: dkirsner @ optushome.com.au PhD on RO.
Suchy, Sherene, 1998, An International Study on the Director’s Role in Art Museum Leadership,
PhD., thesis in Museum Administration, University of Western Sydney, Nepean, NSW,
Australia. Not in UWS Library. Not in UMI nor in Theses.com. Published as a book: Suchy,
Sherene, 2004, Leading With Passion: Change Management in the Twenty-First-Century
Museum, AltaMira Press, Walnut Creek, CA, 224 pages. SST provided a way to explore shifts
in levels of organisational complexity. Flow theory was also an integral part of the research.
Used modified CPA in 42 guided personal interviews and in survey feedback forms from
museum directors and associate directors across Australia, the United States, England, and
Canada. Art history is the traditional background for museum directors but recent environmental
changes demand a new breed of directors as champions for social capital. Museum leadership is
a four-fold role: internal and external leadership relies on passion and storytelling, building
expert teams and a context where others can give their best in a trusting relationship,
entrepreneurial development of social capital in a market economy for fund raising, and the
shared leadership between the director and board of directors for a focus on developing future
directors. EQ, or emotional intelligence, emerged since directors insisted they made decisions on
intuition when the complexity became too great. She has since focused on emotional
intelligence (q.v.). Completed her research in mid-career. Suchy was trained in CPA by Gillian
Stamp. Adjunct Lecturer at University of Technology in Sydney. Sherene Suchy
<DUO_PLUS@compuserve.com> PhD on RO.
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Goldman, Loren Lee, 1999, Work Strata Selection As a Measurement of Law Enforcement
Organizational Leadership, D.P.A., dissertation in Public Administration, Political Science,
Sociology and Criminology, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, 254 pages.
UMI AAT 9955039 [24 page preview]. DAI-A 60/12, p. 4599, Jun 2000. His study determined
there are statistically significant differences between the Preferred (Personal) Mode of
Operations and the Required (Role) Mode of Operations in police departments for line and staff.
A lot of people are mis-assigned to work. This applied to sergeants and lieutenants but not for
captains, for different lengths of service time (except for 21 years or more), for personnel of the
same rank between police departments, but none were based on education levels. Mr.
Goldman’s study of 253 participants in three police agencies (Baltimore P.D.) supports Jaques’
theory, Gillian Stamp’s CPA, and Wilsie Bishop’s findings [see 1989]. See Homa Hunt PhD
1967; King, Solomon and Cason 1999; Capelle 1999. At aksciences.com PhD on RO.

2000s:
Brause, Alison, 2000, An Investigation of Presidential Elections Using Jaques’ Construct of
Mental Complexity (Elliott Jaques), Ph.D., dissertation in Political Science and Educational
Administration, University of Texas at Austin, TX, 130 pages. DAI-A 62/02. p. 750, Aug 2001.
ISBN 0-493-13199-X. Oscar Mink, advisor. Published as an article: Brause, Alison, Kathryn
Cason, and William Spelman, 2005, “Does the Smart Guy Win? An individual capability model
for predicting presidential elections,” International Journal of Applied Psychoanalytic Studies,
Special Issue Elliott Jaques, Whurr Publishers (subsidiary of John Wiley), New York and
London, December 2005, 2(4):365-380. In five of the seven presidential elections examined, the
major party candidate who revealed a higher level of information processing complexity in the
debates was elected president. Twice the rivals demonstrated the same level of information
processing and both times the younger of the two was elected. These results support the
hypothesis that mental complexity as a factor in electing U.S. presidents. (See famous essay by
James Lord Bryce, 1888, “Why Great Men Are Not Chosen President.” What arrant, arrogant
nonsense.) E-mail: abrause @ requisite.org Cited in Jaques 2002, Social Power and the CEO,
page 127. (See 2004 press release by ROII and responses in Boston Globe, L.A. Times, Business
Week (4/26/04).)
Commission on Presidential Debates (debates.org/pages/trans96b.html)
The 2000 U.S. presidential debates:
New York Times http://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/4/politics/o4RTEXT1.html
New York Times http://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/06/politics/06FULL-TEXTDEBATE1.html
New York Times http//www.nytimes.com/2000/11/politics/12CND-TEXT.html PhD on RO.
Chaplin, Davina Mary, 2000, Consuming Homes from Home in Rural France, Ph.D., thesis in
Sociology (B5b), Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK. Lib Cat Theses /T/3044. Barcode:
0X60377232000101. British Library ref: DX212921. Theses: 52-5939 [error in year as 1999].
Published as a chapter in book 2002: “Time for Life: Time for Being and Becoming,” chapter 14
(p. 215-229) in Crow, Graham, and Sue Heath, eds., 2002, Social Conceptions of Time: structure
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and process in work and everyday life, Palgrave Macmillan, Houndmills, Basingstoke,
Hampshire, UK; NY, NY, USA, 266 p. Investigated the phenomenon of French second home
ownership by British owners. A qualitative, grounded theory approach was adopted, and applied
to an empirical study. The research findings contribute to understanding how the purchase of a
second home is not a form of tourism, contrary to the conclusions of previous researchers
(Canadian and Scandinavian). The escape constituted by the lifeworld of the home away from
home, and the productive consumption and simpler living which are vehicles for resisting
commodified ways of life and working. Experiences of being in the French home are conceived
of as time out from paramount identities and time to pursue life goals; the second home is a
literal and emotional home, as well as expressing notions of the rural idyll. French second
homes are arenas for identity work and committing to and engaging with a place or practice.
Discovered an application of Jaques 1982, Form of Time. The second home is experienced as
the second form of time - not succession (chronos) but intention (kairos). Not in French.
[Lecturer in the Tourism and Hospitality department at UCLan. PhD awarded age 55. Deceased
3/2/2000. Wife of Dr. Bob Chaplin (in Engineering). Phone: 01524 593785 Email:
r.chaplin@lancaster.ac.uk ] See Beatty and Torbert 2003; Mead 1957. PhD on RO.
Geary, Susan Elizabeth, 2000, The Evolving Practice of the Internal and External
Organizational Development Consultant, Ph.D., thesis in Adult Education, University of
Toronto, ONT, Canada, 252 p. Suprvsr: James Draper. National Library of Canada =
Bibliothèque nationale du Canada, [2001], Ottawa, FD. NL Stacks – Mic.F. TJ- 49809.
AMICUS No. 25078155. UT Liby: OISE UTL at Downsview Theses T G theses EDUCT 2000
Ph.D. 9049. This qualitative study explored the evolution of the practice of Organizational
Development over the last decade. Eight internal and external OD consultants were interviewed.
Participants were asked to reflect upon: how the practice had changed over the decade; what
factors have caused this change; the professional activities they espouse; and how to train
practitioners entering the field. Participants identified the following factors as having had a
significant impact on the role of the OD consultant: the globalization of the economy,
technological change, shifts in the employee/ employer contract, and evolution within the OD
field itself. (The practices of two of the eight were influenced by Jaques.) Participants now tend
to use a systemic focus when resolving organizational problems. There are some new
developments within the field at the level of large-scale change, transorganizational
development, and organizational teaming. Internal consultants were more adamant about the
importance of focusing on organizational effectiveness. External consultants were more
involved with large-scale change, transorganizational development, and intergroup relations
while internal consultants were more focused at the individual and group level. Cited Jaques
1989; Cason 1997; Deming 1982; Sashkin & Burke 1987; Shepard 1998. PhD on RO. A.
E-Locations: http://www.nlc-bnc.ca/obj/s4/f2/dsk1/tape3/PQDD_0018/NQ49809.pdf
Leed, Maren, 2000, Keeping the Warfighting Edge: An empirical analysis of Army officer's
tactical expertise over the 1990s, Ph.D., dissertation in Political Science, Education, and U.S.
History, The Rand Graduate School, Santa Monica, CA, 120 pages. DAI-A 61/03, p. 1146, Sep
2000. Not available from UMI. ISBN 0-599-70225-7. James Dewar, adviser. Published as a
Rand book, (same title), paperback, 2001, ISBN: 0-8330-3130-9. Some observers argue that
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today's smaller Army is becoming increasingly strained in terms of how much it can do while
still maintaining unit training effectiveness and personnel readiness. Found empirical evidence
to support beliefs that current officers in warfighting brigades, especially at the most junior
levels, are weaker tactically than were the officers who successfully prosecuted the Gulf War.
Further, these declines suggest the existence of a growing “tactical gap,” especially in Armor.
Recommended the Army bolster its ability to monitor the developmental content of assignments
and its overall leader development system. [This was an analysis of problems within a largely
requisite organization. This gap may have risen due to over-reliance on requisite selection and
role-person matches.] Cited Dorfman, Howell, Cotton and Tate 1992; Jacobs and Lewis 1992;
Jaques [sic], Clement, Rigby and Jacobs 1986; Lewis and Jacobs 1992; Malone 1992; Phillips
and Hunt 1992; S. Stewart 1992 (Stewart and Angle 1992); U.S. Army TRADOC Pamphlet 525100-2 1993; U.S. Army TRADOC Reg. 351-10 1997. PhD on RO.
Popovich, Maria Raquel, 2002, The CEO’s Accountability in Large Companies, (Argentine,
Multi-Division, Family-Owned) [Spanish title: "Respondibilidad del Ejecutivo Principal en las
grandes empresas"], Ph.D., Management Sciences, Universidad Argentina de la Empresa
(UADE), Buenos Aires, Argentina. (December 2, 2002. 295 pages, in Spanish.) Thesis
director: Aldo Schlemenson (Brunel, PhD, 1984). Online at QuadernsDigitals.net in three
languages but not English (Valencia-Spain). English 26-page abstract. (161 p. total in English.
The successful expansion of large family-owned Argentine enterprises into world markets is
related to the positive connection between the requisite organization structure and the capability
level (time span) of the incumbent CEO-Chairman [TSD:Hierarchy Level]. N = 34. (MRP has
been a college professor. Returned to school as a student after work experience.) E-mail:
popovich @ fibertel.com.ar See Nir’s PhD 1995; Allison and Morfitt 1997 article. PhD on RO.
Rapp, Randy Roland, 2002, Comparison of Project Manager and Top Manager Perceptions of
Emerging Executive Knowledge Required in Construction Firms, Doctoral disquisition in
Management, Webster University, St. Louis, MO. Advisor: Chris Risker. Not in DAI. In
Webster library, doctoral dissertations. Published as 2004 article. This study determines
differences between perceptions of construction industry project managers (PMs) and top
managers (TMs) about the importance of 34 executive knowledge subjects (EKSs) that may be
essential for the success of their companies during the next 5 years. The importance managers
ascribe to subjects commonly affects their dedication to gaining and refining knowledge the
subjects comprise. By focusing instruction on construction EKSs and related processes that TMs
find important, but PMs think are less so, construction master’s degrees and similar education
programs will better groom project professionals for executive roles. The study shows that for
the construction industry, decision-making under uncertainty, strategy implementation, and 9
other subjects should especially be stressed. (And it reduces the taxonomy to 28 EKSs.) Cited
Jaques 1986; Jacobs and Jaques 1987; Lewis and Jacobs 1992; Zaccaro 1998, 2001; Sashkin
1992; Mumford et al 1993; Barnard 1938. At Purdue U. # PhD on RO.
Hearn Mackinnon, Bruce William, 2003, Strategic Management and Employee Relations:
CRA/Rio Tinto's de-unionisation campaign 1991-2001, PhD, thesis in management, Dept. of
Management, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Victoria, AU, 249 p. Located: UniM Baill T
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HEARNMA. On Conzinc Riotinto of Australia (CRA), Workplace Relations Act 1996,
Collective bargaining, Strategic planning, Industrial relations, and Enterprise agreements in
Australia. Published as a book in 2007, Behind WorkChoices: How one company changed
Australia's industrial relations. Thesis involves an analysis and critique of the process of
strategy formulation, employee relations policies, and implementation of Stratified Systems
Theory (SST) by the mining company Rio Tinto (including Comalco/ CRA/ RTZ). “My thesis is
an examination of CRA/ Rio Tinto's management strategies leading to the de-unionisation of
much of their operations. My examination of Jaques and SST is important to the extent it
informs my understanding of the company's rationale for their employee relations policies.”
(email to J. Dodd, 3/19/02) The union was re-established in 2002. Returned to school after work
experience at CRA. Email: bhmackin @ deakin.edu.au See conference papers and working
papers. (He is teaching at Deakin Univ., Bowater School, and at Swinburne.) See also,
Mackinnon. PhD on RO. A.
Low, Albert, 2003, Doctor of Laws, honoris causa, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario,
Canada. Low was cited as Teacher and the Director and Founder of the Montreal Zen
Center. "On May 30, 2003 Albert Low received an honorary Doctor of Laws (LLD) from
Queen's University in Kingston, Ontario. Three faculty members at Queen's were members
of the Montreal Zen Centre and they nominated Albert for an honorary degree based on his
scholarship and extensive publications, and his teaching and community service." A
mention of his 1976/1993 book, Zen and Creative Management was included in the citation:
"Former business executive who applied principles from Zen to the practice of business and
management in writing what has been called one of the best management books ever
published." Low cited Jaques repeatedly in the book and Jaques endorsed it on the cover.
Not counted as an earned Ph.D. Email: albertlow@bellnet.ca
Pankhurst, Ken V., 2003, The nature and significance of learning by experience during work,
Ph.D., dissertation in adult education and sociology, University of Toronto (Canada), 507 pages;
AAT NR02672. DAI-A 66/06, p. 2068, Dec 2005. Advisor: David W. Livingstone. Published
as chapter 2 in 2005 book, which was online at CSEW (q.v.). Human capital theories of
exogenous education assume an unidirectional causal relationship between formal education and
work. Some contemporary theories of activity invert the causal explanation of the relationship
between individual perception and the environment. The findings from this non-random sample
of secondary case studies illustrate how workers continuously reformulate, control, and
selectively combine for practical application, their mental attributes of conscious thought,
intuition and psychomotor abilities, in an emancipation from institutional instruction towards
independent thought and competence. This misleading concept of some jobs and workers as
unskilled overlooks the exercise of discretion. Canadian data demonstrate inequalities in
opportunities to learn by experience during employment which are inequitable and
inefficient. These arise from inequalities in formal education and the structure and functioning
of the labour market. Attempts to devise cardinal methods of assessing human abilities risk
being misused in the same way as formal credentials. Predominant attitudes are based on an
untenable dichotomy between mental and manual work. Those attitudes ignore the dynamic
abilities of workers to form a repertoire of abilities, which are applied flexibly and which
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transform jobs. (See Pankhurst 1990 PhD.) PhD on RO. A.
Bebb, Sheri S., 2004, Transitioning to Director: The factors contributing to the successful
transition of IT manager of managers to exceptionally performing functional managers,PhD,
Alliant International University, San Francisco Bay, Campbell, Cal, US, 301 p. DAI-B 71/02,
Aug 2010. ISBN: 9781109622218. ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub, 2004. Num. 3394948.
Unpublished. This exploratory study identified factors that contributed to the successful
transition of an Information Technology (IT) manager of managers (Level 3) to the functional
manager, or director, level (Level 4). Through an analysis of the participating directors'
accounts, four factors emerged as influential: preparation, work requirements changes, work
behavior changes, and internal attitudes and approaches. The accounts revealed that preparation
for their functional manager role was gained through previously challenging job assignments.
The data also demonstrated a significant change in work requirements in the functional manager,
or director, role. Because of this change, participant accounts revealed multidimensional shifts
in their work behaviors to accommodate the new requirements. In describing these approaches
participants provided valuable insights into how individuals adapt to complex change and to
managerial transitions. Cited Charan et al 2001; Jaques 1990; Katz & Kahn 1966; Lombardo &
Eichinger 1989, 1996, 2000, 2002; Mintzberg 1979; Mahler 1976, 1983, 1986. Dissn # PhD on
RO.
Nyberg, Beverly J., 2004, The Impact of Person-Job Role and Person-Supervisor Fit on
Employee Satisfaction, Ed.D., The George Washington University, Washington, DC, 208 pages.
Adviser: Andrea Casey. UMI AAT 3126200. DAI-A 65/03, p. 1027, Sep 2004. This study of a
non-profit social service agency explored the impact of person-job role (P-J) fit and personsuperior (P-S) fit on three types of employee job satisfaction - satisfaction with the job itself,
with the superior, and with the work in general. Data was collected through a survey (161
participants) and interviews with 41 superiors (including supervisors, managers, directors) using
Jaques' protocols for determining TSD and TH. Indirect P-J fit (comparing the person's timehorizon (TH) with the time-pan of discretion (TSD) of the job role) was significantly correlated
with satisfaction with the job itself and not with either satisfaction with the superior or the work
in general, showing discriminant validity. Self perceptions of P-J fit were linked with
significantly greater employee satisfaction with the job itself than those for whom there was no
perceived fit. On the other hand, P-S fit (comparing the TH of the person with the TH of the
superior) had significant impact on satisfaction with the superior but not with the job itself or the
work in general. Employees with superiors whose TH were less than the prescribed one-stratum
of complexity above their subordinates had significantly lower satisfaction with their superiors.
This study provides replicable methods for determining demands-abilities with P-J and P-S fits
which have significant positive impacts on employee satisfaction. (Attended ROII conference in
Austin TX in Oct 2001.) (See Turner and Lawrence 1965.) 950 25th St., NW, #116N,
Washington, DC 20037-2157. email: bjn @ gwu.edu Tel: (202) 965-2553. PhD on RO.
Clarke, Janine L., 2005, Managerial Applications of the Principles of Alcoholics Anonymous’
Twelve Step Recovery Program in Employment Organizations, Ph.D in Business, The George
Washington University, Washington, DC. (Unknown data regarding ProQuest.) Advisor: Dr.
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Jerry B. Harvey, Professor Emeritus of Management Science. Unpublished. The purpose of this
research was to examine how managers who are recovering alcoholics apply principles from the
Twelve Step Recovery Program in their employment organizations. Two important elements of
this research distinguish it from other studies on the application of AA principles to employment
organizations: the examination of the differences between the structure and purpose of
accountability hierarchies and of associations; and the exploration of the principles managers
derive from their experiences in AA, rather than a focus on the Twelve Steps of AA as a
normative list. Jaques’ classification of types of organizations was used to examine the crucial
differences between accountability hierarchies and associations such as AA. Approximately
95% of the employment organizations in the United States are structured as accountability
hierarchies. In contrast, participation in the association of AA is voluntary, characterized by
non-hierarchical collegial relationships. Members of AA have no individual accountability for
organizational goals, and do not receive monetary compensation for their participation within the
association. These distinctive properties of associations provide an environment that fosters the
free exchange of ideas. People have trouble taking what they learn in a pure association and
applying it in a managerial accountability hierarchy (MAH). This study found that managers in
recovery do apply principles they have derived from their experiences in AA to their roles in
their employment organizations. Furthermore, the application of principles and practices they
attributed to AA enhanced their effectiveness in their managerial roles. This study concluded
that requisitely structured associations foster the development of principles and perspectives vital
to employment organizations structured as accountability hierarchies, and the importance of both
of these types of organizations, as defined by Jaques, to our society. H: 2801 New Mexico Street
NW, # 416, Washington D.C. 20007, Tel. 202-337-4887. e-mail: j9clarke@aol.com;
Janine.clarke@comcast.net. PhD on RO.
Crawford, Douglas B., 2005, The Bases for Executive Action: A Multiple Case Study of
Leadership in the Highly Regulated Long-Term Health Care Industry, Ph.D., dissertation in
Management, Occupational Psychology, Health Care, Regent University, Virginia Beach, VA,
201 p. [Nov. 2004, Bib: p. 169-190]. Theses: LD865.C822 C73x. DAI-A 65/12, p. 4631, Jun
2005. ProQuest UMI: AAT 3158533. Advisor: Karin Klenke. This was a mixed-method,
multicase qualitative study on how leaders can influence their environments despite regulatory
constraints and market uncertainties. Three cases examined the leadership of successful
executives from three separate nursing home corporations. Analytical generalizations, as
opposed to statistical generalizations, produced themes, patterns, and insights. Leaders scored
high on both transformational and transactional leadership. Further, these leaders did not allow
regulations to drive decisions; rather, they set higher expectations and operating standards.
Finally, these executives exhibited hope, optimism, and resilience (hardiness), themes that are
emerging from the positive psychology movement. (See articles by Suzanne C. Kobasa on
hardiness.) Observations showed how leaders constructed psychological pathways to goals.
(Worked in plant-level HR at Whirlpool at same time as Tom Helton, but did not work with
him.) Cited Craddock 2002 Biblio. See deLeon 1998. Email: doug.crawford @ capitalone.com
(BAD Email.) PhD on RO.
Diatlov, Vladimir V., 2005, Information Technology in Practice of Organising: meeting
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fragmentation and interdependence by the incremental political delivery of information systems
in financial services, Ph.D., thesis in Management and Information Technology (B9e), School of
Management, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK, 320 p. Hartley Library, S.U.
Theses 2005. UMI/ProQuest: AAT C821347 (abstract only). DAI-C 66/04, p. 734, Winter
2005. BL: DXN087691 DSC. Theses # 54-15387. Advisor: Rod Martin (email:
R.Martin@soton.ac.uk). Unpublished. Explored strategic alignment, productivity, and
discontinuity information technology in financial services. Managers meet these issues with
simple rules, like 80-20 rule, no key-man dependence, and process orientation. Discovered how
such simple decision premises enhanced by politics and incremental methodology become tools
for managing the scale-free co-evolutionary change both of information technology and people.
Integrated models of interdependence, power, and incrementalism. Adopted a probability-based
approach to power in process management within the framework of ‘the Pareto Dynamics of
Strategic Adaptation’. Described the behaviour of highly interdependent socio-technical
systems, later presenting them from multiple positions and on multiple levels. On the whole, the
software situation studied indicated that its complexity ran well in advance of our cognitive and
relational competencies. Therefore, the thesis concluded that a stronger cognitive perspective
upon strategic alignment was needed. Emails: v.v.diatlov @ soton.ac.uk; dvv7 @ hotmail.com
At U. East Anglia, Norwich Business School, UK. v.diatlov @ uea.ac.uk PhD on RO.
Grady, Victoria Marie, 2005, Studying the Effect of Loss of Stability on Organizational
Behavior: A Perspective on Technological Change, D.Sc., dissertation at School of Engineering
and Applied Science, Engineering Management and Systems Engineering Department, The
George Washington University, Washington, DC, US, Feb. 2005, 197 p. Director: Marvine
Hamner. GW: Gelman Special Colln. WRLC Center AS36 .G3 2005 Off-site: request via CLS.
DAI not in ProQuest any more. Published as a chapter: Grady and Grady 2007. Loss of stability
inside an organization leads to loss of trust and thence to loss of effectiveness (LOE).
Organizational change causes a loss of stability which results in the development of a predictable
and measurable set of symptoms within an organization. Individuals tend to struggle, resist, and
potentially disrupt the organizational change initiative. Many change initiatives focus on the
"change" itself, instead of on the implications for the individuals experiencing the change. It is
counterintuitive that "change" initiatives are implemented without first benchmarking the
potential response of the individuals experiencing the change, but they are. Such symptoms are
predictable, measurable, and can negatively impact the overall effectiveness of an organization.
These symptoms include: decreased productivity, decreased morale, decreased motivation,
increased conflict, increased absenteeism, and increased turnover. When these symptoms are
simultaneous, an organizational loss of effectiveness (LOE) will occur. Information technology.
Cited Jaques 1990 (C&W), 2002 (LBLO); Harvey 1999. At GWU. URL: www.loeindex.com
Email: grady_victoria@yahoo.com Not seen. PhD on RO.
Morgan, John Howard, 2005, An Analysis of the Leadership Levels of Jesus, Martin Luther King,
Jr., and Pope John Paul II Through Elliott Jaques’ Construct of Complexity of Information
Processing (CIP), Ph.D., dissertation in Organizational Leadership, School of Leadership
Studies, Regent University, Virginia Beach, VA, c. 200 pages. Advisor: Dr. Nancy Yonge. [To
be in UMI.] (Book version is under development.) CIP is a key factor that determines a
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person’s capacity to solve problems and do work. Each person has a different natural growth
curve of CIP, work capability, and, we would include, leadership potential. This study uses
expert judgments on the CIPs of our subjects to determine their progressions and modes of
growth. It makes the analytical case that there was a required level of CIP for each
corresponding level of leadership they demonstrated. However, this does not show that CIP
alone predicts leadership potential because it is only one of several factors required to lead at a
certain level. (Q.v. Glenn Mehltretter.) Rev. John H. Morgan jmorgan @ pinonhillschurch.com
in Farmington, NM. (Ref: Walter Mahler and Career Crossroads.) PhD on RO.
Visscher, Bart-Floris, 2005, Exploring Complexity in Software Systems: from an irrational model
of software evolution to a theory of psychological complexity and cognitive limitations based on
empirical evidence, PhD, Thesis in Computer Science and Software Engineering (K4a),
University of Portsmouth, Portsmouth, UK, 193 p. Director: Thomas R. Addis. Portsmouth
Library Thesis Collection Barcode: 04195574. Thesis: 55-2315. BL: DXN090149. See
conference papers in 2002 and 2006. To understand the problem of maintaining flexible
software and the increasing complexity when software is not appropriately adaptable, this thesis
presents an empirical investigation into software structures in an attempt to determine the
influence that language, development method, team organisation have had on the programs
analysed. The investigation showed, surprisingly, that any influence of the design method,
programming language, team organisation, development environment, problem domain and
program purpose is statistically insignificant for all the analysed projects. The evidence shows
that the only statistically significant factor influencing the structure of programs are what appear
to be cognitive preferences or cognitive limitations. The cognitive organisation that results from
these cognitive preferences and limitations is similar for all analysed programs. The realisation
that the structure in which changes are implemented needs to remain close to the psychological
organisation in order to handle complexity means that software is not infinitely flexible. The
limitation in software flexibility is not a formal one but a cognitive one. Although the
problem of achieving flexible software cannot be ‘solved’, the best way to handle it appears to be
by somehow increasing the upper boundary of cognitive limitation by using, for example,
automatic inference mechanisms over the program or, more drastically, by replacing the limiting
factor by something less limited. (Jaques and Brown are not cited but Addis says the theory
underlies this approach.) Information technology. See 2006 conference joint presentation. See
Misch 2004 MBA. <Bart-Floris.Visscher@clarity-support.com> PhD on RO.
Ivanov, Sergey, 2006, Investigating the Optimum Manager-Subordinate Relationship of a
Discontinuity Theory of Managerial Organizations: an Exploratory Study of a General Theory of
Managerial Hierarchy, Ph.D., George Washington University, Washington, DC. Advisor:
Professor John H. Carson, Ph.D., carson@gwu.edu . Unpublished. This study tested whether
there was a relationship between the working strata of managers and subordinates and Elliott
Jaques’ manager-subordinate relationship-types (MSRs). Also tested the correlation with MSR
when the manager’s role and current potential capability (CPC) were both one stratum higher
than the subordinate’s role and CPC. This advanced Jaques’ general theory of managerial
hierarchy. Email: sergey@gwu.edu And sergeygw@gmail.com Tel: (703)726-8314 (W);
(703)426-7135 (H); (202)302-4282 (C); (703) 726-8311 (F). PhD on RO.
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Glassop, Linda, 2007, The Nature of Change, PhD, thesis submitted to the School of
International and Political Studies of the Faculty of Arts, Deakin University, Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia. Supervisor: Douglas Kirsner. Deakin Lib No. DU MELB 120 Gla/Noc.
(Thesis submitted 2006.) Published as a 2007 book, Rethinking Causality. This thesis presents a
conceptual framework that describes the diversity of real things found in nature: individual,
categorical and universal things. The multi-faceted approach to causality represents a paradigm
shift; enabling, for the first time, the integration of random, ordered and stochastic events in a
single schematic. It argues that a cognitive process provides a living system with the ‘knowhow’ to self produce. Utilising ideas developed by Elliott Jaques on needs and capabilities,
ontogenic learning theory argues that capabilities acquired from a learning process direct the
development of a living system. Jaques 2002, LBLO. Email: lindaire @deakin.edu.au OR
linda.glassop @deakin.edu.au PhD on RO.
Lupson, Jonathan M., 2007, A Phenomenographic Study of British Civil Servants’ Conceptions
of Accountability, Ph.D., thesis in Management, Cranfield University, UK, 292 p. Supervisor:
David Partington. CU Liby: Theses 2007 (Thesis C). Unpublished. [ETD-Advisory in Index.]
In the UK civil servants have traditionally been accountable to their managerial and political
superiors for probity and due process in the execution of their duties. Recent parliamentary and
administrative reforms have changed this view. In this research I have applied the analytical
approach known as phenomenography to the study of these different conceptions. The approach
has been widely used, mainly in fields outside management, to establish the bounded number of
qualitatively different ways in which a given aspect of reality is conceived by different
individuals. Analysis of interviews with 30 Senior Responsible Owners (SROs) from 12
government departments revealed four different conceptions of accountability, each with
multiple attributes. The conceptions can be arranged in a hierarchy of increasing richness and
complexity. This research contributes to theoretical knowledge of the concept of accountability
in the field of public administration in four ways. First, the study adds time to the known
attributes of accountability. Second, the study confirms sanctions as an attribute of
accountability. Third, the hierarchy of four conceptions of accountability throws new light on
the subject that calls into question the unitary view. Fourth, the results refute the notion of a
schismogenic paradox of accountability and provide empirical support for meanings of
accountability that transcend this paradox. Cited Jaques 1976, 1982 (FoT); Stamp 1986; J.
Sandberg 1994 Related PhD, 2000; T. L. Cooper 1998. # PhD on RO.
Myers, Susan R., 2007, Evaluation of strategic leader cognitive development through distance
education, Ph.D., dissertation in Public administration and Higher education, The Pennsylvania
State University, 2007, 208 pages. AAT 3266168. DAI-A 68/05, Nov 2007. Advisor: James
Ziegenfuss. Published as a 2008 article. Investigated the effects of graduate level distance
education in the cognitive development of strategic level leaders. Both quantitative and
qualitative measures such as a survey instruments, focus groups, and individual interviews were
used to evaluate leader cognitive development through distance education. Senior military
officers enrolled in the U.S. Army War College (USAWC) Class of 2007 Distance Education
Program completed the Modified Career Path Appreciation (MCPA) survey instrument at the
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beginning and the end of the first year of the program. The MCPA survey is based on Elliott
Jaques' Stratified Systems Theory (SST) that links cognitive capability to strategic, general, and
production levels of leadership. (The CPA was originally developed by Gillian Stamp. The
MCPA is an electronic version of the CPA.) The MCPA survey predicts strategic leader
potential providing there is no intervention in the cognitive growth over time. This study
incorporated a paired t-test, and correlation analysis to evaluate changes in the respondents' level
of cognitive complexity as a result of completing the first year of distance education program.
The quantitative and qualitative data indicated there was significant increase in leader cognitive
development and that the MCPA supported leader cognitive development. PhD on RO.
Winston, Edmund W., III, 2007, Business Excellence in a U.S. Gulf Coast Oil Refinery: A
process for measuring managerial accountability, Ph.D., dissertation in Applied Management,
Walden University, Minn., 197 pages. AAT 3249682. DAI-B 68/01, Jul 2007. Advisor:
Spencer, Thomas. Unpublished. Although there has been considerable research on management
accountability, there is still a lack of clarity on the systems that produce unanticipated events
impacting worker safety. The purpose of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of
managers at one U.S. Gulf Coast oil refinery to create an environment of business excellence and
worker safety. Three organizational theories used for this research were Elliott Jaques's requisite
organizational structures, Gopal K. Kanji's quality management business excellence model, and
James T. Reason's prevention of human error. Two survey instruments addressed strength of
leadership, focus on people management, and external customer satisfaction. A quantitative
analysis was performed utilizing a partial least squares (PLS) regression methodology. A
surprising result was that strong leadership behavior and high external customer satisfaction did
NOT necessarily drive internal business excellence. One of the lowest mean scores, 5.1 on a 10point scale, showed that people management systems were only partially effective in helping to
achieve internal excellence. Specifically, stakeholders did not perceive that employees were
matched to the right jobs or that they had clear accountability to sustain critical work processes.
In this case, refinery managers must take immediate action to clarify work processes, establish
clear accountability, and ensure employee competency to sustain safety, quality, reliability, and
business excellence. From a societal perspective, the study demonstrated the potential benefits
of using these surveys and the three comprehensive business theories to analyze the operations of
an organization and to highlight where improved accountability and focus on internal excellence
can yield improved organizational performance and safety. Cited Jaques 1989, 1991, 1994,
2002; Draman 2004; Deming 1986; Walton 1986; Scholtes 1998, 2003; Juran 1995; Crosby
1990; Kanji 1998-2006; Reason 1990, 2003. Winston holds a P.E. Louisiana. PhD on RO.
Compton, David S., 2008, High-Reliability Leadership: Developing Executive Leaders for HighReliability Organizations, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, George Washington
University, Washington, DC, 375 p. Adviser: Erik K. Winslow. DAI-A, 69/09, Mar 2009, p.
3618. ProQuest Doc ID 304638713. Pub/Order No: 3325242. GW: GELMAN Electronic
Dissertation. This study was based on interviews with 33 executive leaders from 16 different
HRO contexts. Based on the participant interviews, a High Reliability Leadership Model was
developed, capturing the leadership elements and attributes needed to be effective in HRO
contexts. The model included 26 specific attributes in 4 areas: (1) self-management, (2)
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technical competence, (3) leading people, and (4) leading organization. The most significant
developmental experiences were work-related experiences and assignments (73 percent). Within
this grouping, seven different types of developmental experiences were identified: early work
experiences, major career turning points, operational mishaps (including accidents), personal
challenges and hardships, early leadership experiences, task forces, and major organizational
challenges. To effectively develop executive leaders in HRO contexts, attention must be devoted
to both the technically-focused elements (general technical competence), as well as the
leadership elements (self-management, leading people, and leading organizations). A roadmap
for HROs to develop future leaders was provided. Cited Jaques 1951, 1976, 1996, 2002; Jaques
& Clement 1991; Jacobs & Jaques 1987; Lewis & Jacobs 1992; Hunt 1991; Charan et al 2001;
Boal & Hooijberg 2001; Zacarro 2001; Mumford et al 2000; Sashkin 1988; Hedberg 1981;
Zemke 1985; Turner 1978, 1997. Compare to McElroy 2009 PhD. See Phillips et al 1990. Tel:
(DofEnergy) (W) 202-586-1034; (H) 703-243-4422. Email: David.Compton @ hq.doe.gov (121-05) (Per Kathryn Cason / Alison Brause) Sandia Labs. # PhD on RO.
Fleit, Shelley Arrian, 2008, The influence of organizational structure on hospital social work
practice and professional identity, DSW, dissertation in Social Welfare, State University of New
York at Stony Brook, NY, US, 236 p. DAI-A 69/11, May 2009. ISBN: 9780549926269.
ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub, 2008. 3338210. This qualitative study examined the variability of
hospital social work practice, how social workers experience these differences in their day-today work, and how such factors impact professional identity. Three major interdependent
themes emerged: control of role, role clarity, and practice value. Control of role was influenced
by organizational transitions, non-social work management, and interdisciplinary relationships
and perceptions. Role clarity was functionally linked to how roles were defined and controlled.
Professional identity was compromised as non-social workers were increasingly defining social
work practice and professional supervision was lacking. Fragmentation and interchangeability of
practice roles led to reporting overall experiences as more generally negative. Reporting to a
non-social work manager increased perceptions of powerlessness, loss of value, and competition
with non-social work colleagues. Participants more likely characterized their experience as
positive when they had control, had clarity of their role, and felt valued. Backed Jaques.
[Unaware of events in or publications on the UK’s NHS in 1970s and 1980s.] Cited Jaques
1990/2005; Etzioni 1969; Katz & Kahn 1966/2005; Mintzberg 1979/2005, 1983/2005; Neuman
2000; Shafritz, Ott, & Jang 2005; Thompson 1967/2005. # PhD on RO.
Girczyc, Patricia A., 2008, Toward a theory of intelligent leadership as adaptive action,
Ed.D., dissertation in Social psychology and Social structure, University of La Verne, Cal, US,
167 p. Advisor: Machi, Larry. DAI-B 70/03, Sep 2009. ISBN: 9781109068092. ProQuest,
UMI Dissertations Publishing, 2008. Num. 3351120. Unpublished. The proposed model allows
a dynamic contextual view of the leader's interaction with the organization as a complex system.
The leader's behaviors or response to the perceived needs of the system constitutes adaptive
action. This adaptive action, what the leader sees, and how the leader chooses to respond defines
intelligent leadership. The notion of leadership intelligence as adaptive (intelligent) action is an
innovation within complexity leadership theory. Data from the interviews supported the
proposed model. A complex systems view of intelligence as adaptive action needs to be
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developed to inform the theory as values and meaning. Cited Uhl-Bien & Marion 2001, 2006,
2007, 2008, 2009; Jaques 1989; Osborn et al 2002; Burns 1978. Jacques. # PhD on RO.
Horn, Zachary N. J. (Nathan Joshua), 2008, Explaining the influence of stretch assignments on
adaptive outcomes: The importance of developing complex frames of reference, PhD,
dissertation in Cognitive Therapy, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA,. US, 151 p. Fenwick
Theses - Thesis Doctor Psych. 2008 .H67. Advisor: Zaccaro, Stephen J. DAI-B 69/06, Dec
2008. ISBN: 9780549709282. ProQuest, UMI Diss: 3321167. See article co-authored in 2003.
The purpose of the current study was to expand upon initial organizational literature linking
stretch assignments to adaptive outcomes. This study proposed and empirically tested the role of
complex frames of reference as a key mediator between the developmental challenges of
stretch assignments and the use of complex problem solving skills. Participants were leaders
from all organizational levels. Findings indicated support for the mediating role of cognitive
frame complexity. In addition, cognitive individual differences moderated the relationship
between developmental challenge and subsequent frame complexity. Experiential variety was
important for translating complex problem solving skills into quality adaptive solutions. Cited
Jacobs & Jaques 1987; Lewis & Jacobs 1992; McCauley et al 1994, 1995; Hooijberg et al 1997;
Mumford et al 2000; Banks et al 2001; Zaccaro 2001; Zaccaro & Banks 2004; Banks 2006 PhD;
Burke, CS, et al 2006. # PhD on RO.
SEND TO DANNY Johnston, Keith Norman, 2008, Complexity of thinking and levels of self-complexity required to
sustainably manage the environment, Ph.D., thesis in Environmental Management, Management,
and System theory, School of Management, Marketing and International Business, The
Australian National University, Canberra City, ACT, AU, 328 p. ANU MENZIES thesis
+2426133. Sponsor: Dr. Paul Atkins. Abstract not online in ADT or DAI. No articles found.
Investigated the adult development requirements (in terms of complexity of thinking and/or level
of ego development necessary) amongst decision makers for the sustainable management of the
environment. Drew from the adult development theories of Kegan, Commons et al., Fischer,
Torbert, Basseches, and Jaques (amongst others) and environmental management theory to
construct a framework for levels of environmental management. Developed a framework for
environmental management and leadership, providing indicators of systems capability and
meaning making at different levels of management. Empirical research with 31 managers and
the organizations themselves. Did not find the levels of capability that were required, even
amongst the teams that were judged to be the most successful. See 2005 and 2008 conference
presentations. New Zealander. Keith was the founding chair of Oxfam New Zealand and as of
2009 chairs the worldwide board of Oxfam International. PhD on RO.
Shrivastava, Samir, 2008, Towards A New Taxonomy of Managerial Competence: An Open
Systems Perspective, Ph.D., thesis submitted to Faculty of Business and Enterprise, Swinburne
University of Technology, Melbourne, Vic., AU, 205 p. Advisor: Bob Jones. Co-author of 2009
article. Although scholars have generated a substantial body of evidence on what managers do,
they do not identify what managers should do. Understanding how lower-level open systems
creates value for the suprasystem in which they are embedded, can enable one to understand how
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those occupying managerial roles create value for their organisations. As per this systems view,
managers should strive to ensure organisational survival to be effective. Therefore, one can now
make a taxonomy of managerial competence at managing systemic properties - interfaces,
growth, and contingencies. This thesis amplifies why systems age and suggests a new way of
describing the structure of systems. This concept requires a major resynthesis in how managers
view their work and workforce. Cited Jaques 1990, 1991, 1994, 2002; Burns 1957; Guilford
1977. Emails exchanged 2012. I did not see Dissn. Abs # PhD on RO.
Solan, Ann M., 2008, The relationships between emotional intelligence, visionary leadership,
and organizational citizenship behavior in continuing higher education, PhD, dissertation in
Management and Adult education, Regent University, VA, US, 204 p. DAI-B 69/08, Feb 2009.
ISBN: 9780549769101. ProQuest, UMI Dissertations Publishing. Num. 3325538. Results of
paired-samples t-tests showed that leaders' self-ratings of visionary leadership differed from
observers' ratings, with statistically significant differences on 3 of 10 TLP (visionary leadership)
scales. Pearson r-correlation and linear regression results surprisingly showed a negligible
relationship between emotional intelligence and visionary leadership. Pearson r correlation
and linear regression results demonstrated a moderate relationship between visionary
leadership and organizational citizenship behavior as overall TLP accounted for 25% of the
variance in overall organizational citizenship behavior (R 2 = .25, p < .01). Pearson r correlation
and linear regression results also showed a small relationship between emotional intelligence
and organizational citizenship behavior, with the MSCEIT managing emotions branch
accounting for 19% of the variance in overall organizational citizenship behavior (R2 = .19, p <
.01). [If these were only fads, they should be weak. They are.] Cited Jaques 1976, 1986, 1989;
Sashkin 1984, 1988, 1994, 1996, 2003; Hunt 1991. Jacques. Refu. # PhD on RO.
Thurgood, Keith L., 2008, Construct for Developing an Integrated Leadership Model: Linking
the correlates of effective leadership, development and succession planning, Ph.D., dissertation
in Management, Capella University, Minn., US, 330 p. Num. 3339031. DAI-A 69/12, Jun 2009.
ISBN 9780549941828. Advisor: John Whitlock. Unpublished. Today leaders in a variety of
organizations must understand the role and importance of effective leadership, leadership
development, and succession planning in achieving organization success. Developed an
operating model that connected development, succession planning, and leadership
characteristics, and found evidence that there is a common framework for defining effective
leadership and implementing robust succession planning strategies. [Danced around the theory
but did not see its centrality to the US Army approach.] Cited as examples: General Electric,
US Army, PepsiCo. Cited Jacobs & Jaques 1990; Jaques & Clement 1991; Hunt 1999; Charan
et al 2001; Clark & Clark 2000; Clark 1994; US Army 1987, 1999, 2000; Magee 1998 (Carlisle),
2003; U.S. Department of Army 1987, 1990, 1999; Misumi & Peterson 1985. # PhD on RO.
Lindbergh, Lori B., 2009, The Relationship between Project Manager Perceived Capability,
Organizational Culture, and Project Outcomes, PhD, School of Psychology, Capella University,
MN, 239 p. Advisor: Cree, Lisa H. DAI-B 70/12, Jun 2010. ISBN: 9781109495904.
ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub. Num. 3379888. Unpublished. Many organizations have integrated
project management practices to achieve their strategic goals and objectives. These
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organizations have also invested in training and development to improve their project outcomes.
However, a large percentage of Information Technology (IT) projects still fail (95% consumer;
40% industrial, p. 10). This quantitative, non-experimental, correlational study used a structural
model to evaluate the relationship between organizational project management capability
(OPMC) and project outcomes. Examined OPMC as a system of three integrated components:
project manager capability, project management culture, and overall organizational culture. A
model of OPMC (revised ) exhibited good overall fit indices and indicated significant
intercorrelations between the three components of OPMC and project outcomes. Two levels of
project manager capability were found: potential capability and applied capability. Applied
capability predicted project outcomes better than potential capability and was significantly
correlated with a supportive organizational culture. In addition, applied capability wasnot
significantly correlated with project management training and project management experience
level. This study provided the means for managers to find improvement strategies to enable
organizations to target the critical gaps in their OPMC that relate to improved project outcomes.
(PMCAC -Project Management Current Applied Capability.) Cited - see Agarwal & Rathod
2006 - Jaques 1994, 1998, 2001; PMI 2007; Shenhar et al 2002; Thomas & Fernandez (in press).
Not cited: Norton, Joanna Dodd 1995 PhD; Hughes 1989 PhD. abs # disn # PhD on RO.
Lynall, Matthew D., 2009, Cooperation and Opportunism in Venture Capital Financed
Companies, PhD, dissertation in Entrepreneurship, Trust, and Time horizons, The University of
Western Ontario, Canada, 216 p. DAI-A 70/08, Feb 2010. ISBN: 9780494502983. ProQuest,
UMI Dissns Pub, 2009. Num. NR50298. In English. Unpublished. Investigated cooperation
and opportunism in interdependent relationships and, in particular, the influence of differing
managerial time horizons on the collaborative behavior of interdependent parties.
Interdependent relationships were a common aspect of all business organizations. Using survey
data collected from CEOs of venture capital financed companies, I found a strong association
between perceived alignment and differences in managerial time horizons and cooperative and
opportunistic behavior. I also found evidence that perception of negative interdependence
mediated the relationship between perceived differences in managerial time horizons and
opportunistic behavior. Both parties must match the time horizons of their respective managers
to those in the other firm to get cooperation and expertise. Financial services. Cited Das 2004,
2006, 2006; Jaques 1990; Jaques, Bygrave, & Lee 2001; Ghoshal & Moran 1996; Kahn 1964;
Kiggundu 1981, 1983 (not herein); Mannix & Lowenstein 1993; Shleifer & Vishny 1990. #
PhD on RO.
McElroy, Richard Lee, 2009, Measuring Intellectual Behavior: The Hierarchical Stages of
Complex Reasoning in Executive Development, PhD, dissertation in Human and Organizational
Systems, Fielding Graduate University, Santa Barbara, CA, US, 174 p. Advisor: Milton E.
Lopes. DAI, 70, no. 06A (2009): p. 2258. [Liby: ?] Published as book (same title) in 2011 (384
p.) and 2012. There is an ongoing dialogue regarding the difficulty of effectively measuring
executive development. The focus of this dissertation was to explore the link between executive
development and developed cognitive ability. The context was the U.S. nuclear power industry.
I asked how can an executive’s complex reasoning be measured without direct reliance on
aspects of domain, context, or culture? Also asked what are the common developmental
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experiences of its development? This study demonstrates a methodology for and results of
performing cognitive development measurement. The Model of Hierarchical Complexity
(MHC) incorporated a technique to discern the hierarchical stages of development. This
methodology allowed for a graphical depiction of the revealed hierarchical stages of developed
complex reasoning. In conclusion, compared Commons’ and Jaques’ theories. Cited Jaques
1976, 1994; Commons & Pekker 2005, 2006; Commons 2006. Compare to Compton 2008 PhD.
At American Institute of Organizational Effectiveness, Raleigh, NC. Avail: B&N. PhD on RO.
Mora-Whitehurst, Rina, 2009, The relationship between elementary principals' visionary
leadership and students' reading performance, Ed.D., dissertation in Elementary education
administration, Adrian Dominican School of Education, Barry University, FL, US, 145 p.
Advisor: Gaffney, Patrick V. DAI-A 71/09, Mar 2011. ISBN: 9781124164083. ProQuest, UMI
Dissertations Pub., 2009. Num. 3420347. This study investigated the relationship between
elementary principals' visionary leadership behaviors, visionary leadership characteristics,
visionary culture-building, total visionary leadership, and school reading performance. Findings
of the study revealed a significant statistical relationship between A-B elementary public school
principals' scores on visionary leadership behaviors and performance ... really scattered and …
uneven reading results in grade (3-4-5) on the FCAT test … that then shifted. Sometimes it
wasn't significant. A statistically significant relationship was found, however, between
elementary public school principals' visionary culture-building and the FCAT reading mean
scale scores for students in all three grades – 3-4-5. In years of administrative experience, no
statistically significant relationship was found. Cited Jaques 1986; Sashkin 1984, 1988, 1990,
1992, 1993, 1996. # PhD on RO.
Swofford, D. Milynn, 2009, Impact of a pharmaceutical company's leadership development
program on participant leadership behavior, Ed.D., dissertation in Management Development,
The George Washington University, DC, US, 175 p. Advisor: Marquardt, Michael. DAI-A
70/02, Aug 2009. ISBN: 9781109050639. ProQuest, UMI Diss: 3344933. This mixedmethods study measured the impact of a leadership development program on participants'
behavior after the training. 24 middle managers received 360° feedback on ten leadership
competencies approximately twelve months after participating in an internally-sponsored sixmonth leadership development program. 22 of 24 managers experienced "slight positive change"
or greater (3.00) in at least one of ten competencies which composed the Johnson & Johnson
global leadership profile competency model. Largest J&J competencies were: Big Picture,
Strategic Thinking, and Self-awareness and Adaptability. Of the ten learning transfer factors
seven were found to have a positive impact on learning while four blocked learning. (Pos:
accountability, strategic link, superior/peer support, perceived value, action plans, technical
support. Neg: transfer climate, career or job variable, cognative ability. Both: opportunity to
perform.) The two largest BY FAR were - superior/peer support (pos) and opportunity to
perform (mixt). Cited Jacobs & Jaques 1987, 1990; Jaques & Clement 1991; Bennis & Nanus
1985; Bennis 1996; Learnsixsigma 2008; D. Levinson 1978; RL Katz 1955/1974; Mumford &
Connolly 1991; Sashkin 1995, 2000, 2001, 2003. # PhD on RO.
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2010s
Atalla, Adam D., 2010, Self-Assessment vs. Employee Perceptions of Nonprofit Leadership, PhD,
School of Business, Capella University, MN, US, 198 p. Advisor: Avella, Joseph. DAI-A
71/04, Oct 2010. ISBN: 9781109697711. ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub, 2010. Num. 3397660.
Unpublished. Determined if the self-perceptions of leaders in nonprofit organizations were
accurately reflected in their employees' observations of that leadership. Used the LORE
Leadership Assessment (LLA) survey to assess leadership on five dimensions: (a) moral, (b)
intellectual, (c) courageous, (d) collaborative, and (e) visionary (LORE I.I., 2007). On all five
LLA dimensions, followers gave statistically significant lower evaluations of their leaders
than did the leaders themselves, indicating a misalignment between leader and follower
perceptions of the managers' leadership abilities. Poor leadership can result in low staff morale,
increased absenteeism, and reduced productivity. Billis not cited. Cited Burns 1978; Day 2000;
Dotlich & Cairo 2002; Elsbach & Kramer 2006; Follett 1924; Hooijberg 1996, 1999; Jacobs &
Jaques 1990, 1991; Jaques 1964, 1968, 1989; Jaques & Clement 1991; Mintzberg 1979;
Mumford 2006; Reddin 1970; Stamp 1988; Zaccaro 1999. # PhD on RO.
Bassarab, Christine, 2010, Understanding how the leaders of three failed investment banks
mismanaged early warning signals during the 2008 credit crisis, PhD, dissertation in
Management, Occupational psychology, and Organizational behavior, Alliant International
University, San Francisco Bay, Cal, US 416 p. Advisor: Ian Mitroff. DAI-B 72/01, Jul 2011.
ISBN: 9781124366517. ProQuest, UMI Dissertations Publishing, 2010. Num. 3436965.
Unpublished. Examined senior executives of Bear Sterns, Lehman Brothers, and Merrill Lynch,
and system-wide early warning signals, a core component of effective crisis leadership. Made
use of a model developed by Pearson and Clair (1998) that examined crises from three
perspectives - technological-structural, social-political, and psychological (TSP). Crisis
leadership was largely non-existent in these firms. Most efforts recognized early warning
signals, but ignored the significant interdependencies, and focused on the technologicalstructural aspects of the crisis. Leaders had difficulty in managing trust and fear. Leaders'
historical success in their roles made them overly confident in their abilities to manage the
crisis and they were isolated from many of the complex aspects of their businesses. They did
not fully understand how their business models and products added to the vulnerability of the
financial system. Executive decision making was untouched by weak leadership teams and
weak board governance as assumptions and judgments weren't fully challenged. Boards need
to hold CEOs accountable for more than profitability and compensate accordingly. "Wall Street
has long dismissed strategy as being irrelevant." Short-term profits were all. "Longer time
horizons were disregarded as meaningless." Financial services. Cited Jaques 1989, 1991; Das
1996, 2004; Levinson 1972; Mumford & Connolly 1991; Zaccaro et al 2001; Bennis & Nanus
1985; Bentz 1985 (Sears, conf.); de Juan 2003; Ho 2009; Kets de Vries & Miller 1984, 1986;
Marion & Uhl-Bien 2001; Mitchell & Scott 1987; Mitroff 2001, 2004, 2009; Nystrom &
Starbuck 1984; Pearson & Clair 1998; Perrow 1999; Rotter 1967. See movie: Margin Call.
Disn # PhD on RO.
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Seidle, Brett, 2010, An examination of leadership training and development in the public sector:
Impact on leader and organizational effectiveness, PhD, dissertation in Management and Public
Policy, Political Science, Indiana University, IN, US, 212 p. Advisor: Perry, James L. DAI-A
72/03, Sep 2011. ISBN: 9781124441733. ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub., 2010. Num. 3439300.
Unpublished. Does leadership training and development in the public sector improve leader and
organizational effectiveness and, if so, how and in what manner? The findings indicated that a
combination of coaching, classroom instruction, feedback, and experiential training had a
significant impact on leader performance while also improving individual self-awareness,
leader identity, and multi-level cognition. In addition, organizational performance also
improved for organizations whose leaders received this intervention. Documented the impact
that development and training can have on leader and organizational performance, including the
role of moderating factors such as leader experience, organizational size, and financial strength.
Jacques. Cited Day 2000, 2005, 2007; Day & Harrison 2007; Jaques, 1989; Jacobs & Jaques
1990; Hooijberg et al 1997; Hunt & D. 2000; Lieberson & O'Connor 1972; Mumford et al 2000,
2000; Weiner & Mahoney 1981; Zaccaro & Horn 2003; Burns 1978. Disn # PhD on RO.
Amstéus, Martin Nils, 2011, Managerial Foresight and Firm Performance, Ph.D., thesis in
Business Administration, School of Business and Economics, Linnaeus University, Växjö,
Sweden, 198 p. Advisors: Jon Aarum Andersen and Kåre Skallerud. Avail. Online. Linnaeus
U. Distns: No. 35/2011. ISBN: 978-91-86491-64-2. [Amsteus, Martin Nils] Written in English.
Published as four articles – at least three in Foresight, a UK journal. The purpose was to specify
what defines managerial foresight and to assess the association between managerial foresight and
firm performance. Foresight was specified as behavior with eight sub-components. A moderate
and statistically significant positive relationship between managers’ foresight and firm
performance was found. The dissertation makes relating foresight to various research fields
possible, both on individual managerial and organizational levels. Managers, practical foresight
tools, foresight programs, et cetera, may now be assessed and compared in terms of foresight. In
developing and estimating an instrument for measuring managerial foresight, the dissertation
advances foresight into a quantitatively measurable concept. Cited Turner 1997; Zemke 1985.
(Jaques not cited in dissertation, but cited in 2011 (#2, #4). Perhaps, #3 as well.) PhD on RO.
Campbell, Edgar E., 2011, An Evaluation of the Cumulative Impact of Multiple Priorities and
Strong Organizational Culture on Shared Vision and Cross-Functional Alignment in a HighPerformance Organization, PhD, dissertation in Organization Theory, Union Institute and
University, OH, 349 p. Advisor: Zomorrodian, Asghar. DAI-A 72/12, Jun 2012. ISBN:
9781124899510. ProQuest, UMI Dissertations Publishing, 2011. Num. 3475952. Unpublished.
At Aisling International, a large, mature, traditional organization used as a case study, alignment
was negatively affected by a disproportionate amount of "priority" items being funneled to the
Focal Coalition, the group closest to the customer tasked with achieving many of the
organization's objectives. Found that dysfunctional practices and behaviors existed in
organizations with strong cultures that otherwise appeared to be well-aligned and performing at a
high degree of efficiency and effectiveness. Such behaviors may emerge from a lack of shared
vision between functional groups, conflicting or contradictory goals or measures, increasing
numbers of directives, and demands on the Focal Coalition - without providing appropriate
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resources, micromanagement from above, and advances in IT resulting in increased
micromanagement. Cumulatively, these behaviors funneled down through the organization,
resulting in serious and chronic levels of organizational and individual stress, significant role
ambiguity, and cumulative overload creating low job morale and burnout. [The reverse of
hoshin kanri. This is how NOT to do it.] Information Technology. Cited Deming 1986;
Goldratt 1990; Jaques 1985; Hendrick & Kleiner 2001 (not herein); Kahn 1980; Lawrence &
Lorsch 1969; Pelz & Andrews 1966; Ulrich & Lake 1990. Disn. # PhD on RO.
Joseph, Ronald G., 2011, Nonlinear Executive Development: A qualitative phenomenological
case study of the U.S. Air Force, DBA, dissertation in Management and Public Administration,
University of Phoenix, AZ, US, 167 p. Advisor: Johnson, Ronald. ISBN: 9781267333988.
ProQuest, UMI Dissns. Pub., 2011. Num. 3510595. Unpublished. American corporations and
government enterprises spend over $50 billion annually in executive training programs with
limited success as executives continue to take six to 12 months to become proficient at the
executive level (ASTD 2008). This qualitative phenomenological case study explored the lived
experiences of senior Air Force officers to understand what factors contributed to their success in
an environment where job responsibility increases nonlinearly with each new promotion. Ten
semistructured interviews were conducted. Results supported theories showing a nonlinear
increase in job responsibility. Research results also indicated a transition point (the Joseph
Point) from the linear to nonlinear environment. This transition point may also identify when the
dynamics of promotion, authority, and communications change and success depends more on
interpersonal skills and networking - rather than, solely on individual performance. Participants
indicated mentorship and fulltime education focused on critical-thinking and action-learning
helped. (Used time span and levels.) Cited E. Jaques 2002 (SP+CEO); T. Jaques 2009; Carraher
2006; Kakabadse & Kakabadse 2007; Craddock 2007; Mumford et al 2000; Moustakis 1994;
Peter & Hull 1969; Wren 2005. # PhD on RO.
Lynch, Ronald Paul, 2011, Carnegie, Jaques and Requisite Organization: A meeting of minds at
Conzinc RioTinto Australia 1977 - 1993, PhD, dissertation in Business, James Cook University,
Cairns, QLD, AU, Nov., 334 p. [Formerly listed as 2004.] Viewed the ongoing and relentless
Organisation Development intervention at CRA as a unique journey undertaken at a specific
intersection of the principals' working lives that, over nine years, resulted in a restructured global
mining house and the subsequent birth of Requisite Organisation as a book in 1989. The study
aim melded the core parameters into a meaningful research challenge, to analyse the
Carnegie/Jaques OD intervention at Conzinc Riotinto Australia (CRA) through the lens of John
Kotter’s eight step Organisational Change Process. This thesis builds on mining industry
research undertaken by Swain (1995 Related PhD), Ludeke (1996), and Hearn Mackinnon (2004
PhD). A qualitative research template was chosen to embrace a case study model with a study
narrative. Embedding a change management on this scale can involve strategy realignment,
structural and organisational transformation, process redesign, culture realignment,
organisational behaviour, and leadership learning and development. Company change usually
requires a considerable period of time. The melding together structure, organisation processes,
and people at work is integrated seamlessly into the process. Kotter notes that successful change
begins when individuals look at a company's competitive situation, market position,
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technological trends and financial performance. Cited Brause 2000 PhD; Brown, W., 1960,
1965; Burke, C., 1992, 1998/2003, 2007; Campling 1998, 1999; Carnegie 1992, 2005; Cason
1992, 1994, 1996; Craddock 2002, 2009; Creelman 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2002; Dunphy &
Stace 1990; Ellem 2003; Fox 1966, 1973, 1974 (BC); Harvey 1981 PhD; Hearn MacKinnon
2004 PhD, 2009; 1996, Hilmer & Donaldson 1997, 1998; Jaques 1951, 1956, 1967, 1976, 1985,
1986, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1995, 2000, 2002, etc.; King et al 1997; Kirsner 2005; Kliener 2001;
Kotter 1992, 1995/2007, 1996; Lee 2005/2007; Ludeke 1996; Lynch 2001, 2003, 2004;
Macdonald, Burke & Stewart 2006; Mant 2008; McMorland 1995; Ross 1992; Stamp 1981,
1986, 1992, 2000; Shepard, Grey & Hunt 2007; Swain 1995; Timo 1989, 1997, 1998, 2001.
email: paul.lynch @ jcu.edu.au OR (2/04) millstream@westnet.com.au PhD on RO.
Cunningham, Glenn K., 2012, A Phenomenological Study of the Use of Intuition Among Senior
Military Commanders, Ph.D. dissertation in Management, Capella University, Minn., 272 p.
DAI-A 74/05, Nov 2013. ProQuest, UMI Diss. no. 3548926. Advisor: Morris, Johnny.
Committee members: Bullis, R. Craig; Gull, Gregory. Unpublished. Undertook a qualitative
approach to explore the interface of intuition and hierarchy. Examined the experiences and
meanings assigned to the use of intuitive judgment by senior military leaders. Little practical
study has been undertaken to qualitatively assess reliance on intuition by actual senior-level
practitioners. The study followed the transcendental phenomenological methodology envisioned
by Clark E. Moustakas (1994) to investigate experiences and perspectives of leaders at the
pinnacle of large, stratified organizations (U.S. Army and U.S. Marine Corps). The study
determined that emergent descriptions of intuition as an experientially based, nonrational mode
of decision making, and problem solving relying on pattern recognition are credible and sound.
In the ambiguous, rapidly changing context of strategic level leadership, leaders perceived
intuition as a reliable cognitive tool, in some cases preferable to evidence-based, rational
approaches to decision making and problem solving. See S. M. Johnston 2010 Interesting PhD;
Pepitone 2009 Interesting PhD. # PhD on RO.
Weis, Eric J., 2012, A Multilevel Field Study of Functional Leadership: The Role of Situational
Load and Individual Differences, PhD, dissertation in Psychology, George Mason University,
VA, US, 113 p. Advisor: Steven J. Zaccaro. DAI-B 73/12(E), Jun 2013. ProQuest, UMI Dissns
Pub., 2012. Num. 3518810. ISBN: 9781267507952. This field research provides a multilevel
longitudinal examination of the functional component behaviors leaders use to optimize team
performance under varying situationally-demanding conditions. Empirical support was found
for situationally-specific leadership behaviors among two leadership levels nested within a
hierarchical action team. Results suggest that: 1) a wider range of leader behaviors (i.e.,
cognitive, emotional, and social) than previously explored are meaningful when examined at
multiple levels within the team, 2) the nature of the situation drives the differential functionality
of leader behaviors, and 3) that both subordinate leader- and team-compositional individual
differences can enhance or serve as leader substitutes in team performance outcomes. Cited Boal
1992; Hooijberg 1996; Hunt 1991; Jacobs & Jaques 1987, 1990, 1991; Jaques 1976; Katz &
Kahn 1978/1987; Mumford et al 2000, 2007; Zaccaro 1991, 2001, 2002, 2004. # PhD on RO.
***
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PhDs Under Development: (5+)
Korhonen, Janne J., 2014-2015 e., "Organizational Governance of IT-Related AspectSystems," [working title], PhD candidate, [part-time student], Aalto University (est. 2010
through merger), Espoo, Finland. Began studies in 2007. Organizational governance of
different IT-related aspect systems (e.g. enterprise architecture, information security,
data, business process management). Published several articles since 2007 (qv).
Information Technology. Email: "Janne J. Korhonen" jjk@jannekorhonen.fi or
janne.korhonen@aalto.fi
Holstrom, Paul, 2014-15 e., [working title unknown], PhD candidate in System
Dynamics, Centre for Healthcare Improvement, Chalmers University of Technology,
Gothenburg, Sweden. Began studies in 2008. "My thesis is not in the field of Levels of
Work / RO. There will be no mention of the field although the purpose is to support
policymaking at Strategic levels. I am working in an intersection of System Dynamics
simulation and Action Research. I will be referring to Rowbottom's "Social Analysis",
which is as close to the original work at Bioss that I will be getting." Chairman at Bioss
Sweden AB. In linkedin. www.chalmers.se
Chakravarty, Shivom, 2015-16 e., "Optimal Clarity in Perception of Work-Linkages in
Organizations," [working title], International Max Planck Research School on the Social
and Political Constitution of the Economy (IMPRS-SPCE), Universität zu Köln,
Cologne, Germany. Doctoral Fellow since 2009. Research to discover the variety and
complexity of mental processes of the respondents in the sample. Supervisor: Chair of
Business Administration, Corporate Development and Organization (Prof. Mark Ebers).
Email: shc@mpifg.de Email 10-6-10.
Du Toit, Charles, 2016-17 e., “The Role of HR in the Enablement of a Leadership
Culture,” [working title], PhD candidate, University of Johannesburg, South Africa.
Leadership Brand in organisations – book by Ulrich, Dave, and Norm Smallwood (2007).
In particular looking at the HR practitioner capability (via CPA) required to fill this role.
Director, Human Resources, Eveready (Pty) Ltd., (041) 4012661. Email:
charles.dutoit@eveready.co.za
Email via Ken S. 10/19/12.
Brown, Justin, 2016-17 e., Transnational Elites and the Design of Europe's "Innovation
Union", [working title], Politics and International Studies, University of Warwick and
l'Université Libre de Bruxelles. GEM PhD School doctoral candidate. His research
focuses on transnational elites and the design of Europe's "innovation union", with a case
study of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology. Erasmus Mundus Joint
Doctorate in International Political Economy. 2010-2013.
xxxx
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Vispo, Adolfo, 2016-17 (e), “Microeconomic Analysis of the Firm Through Application
of Stratified Systems Theory (SST)” [working title], Ph.D., thesis in economics,
Universidad de Buenos Aires, AR. In Spanish. He is using two distinct paths for this
analysis: a series of short historically-based "case studies" that allow him to show the
differential impact of individual cognitive capability on the division of labor processes;
and a computational Agent-based simulation attempting to prove the inefficiencies
related to non-requisite hierarchies (in a quite restricted sense). If people do work at their
capacity level they will usually not shirk - as economic theory assumes. When this
hypothesis is coupled with discrete cognitive strata, at least some of the microeconomic
"common knowledge" breaks down. See Article. Email: avispo @ mail.retina.ar
Comerford, Hebe Marie, 2016-17 (e.), (as of 1-07), “Effects of a Surveillance Culture on
Group and Individual Dynamics and Identity in Contemporary Mental Health Services: a
socio-technical analysis,” [working title], Ph.D. candidate, thesis in Psychoanalytic
Studies, University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, Essex, UK. She is an art
psychotherapist in NHS-MHS. (See 12-1-05) Email: HebeComerford@aol.com
Unnamed student. 2017 e., U. Toronto, ON, Can. [See Ken S. Lost contact.]
####
Grigg, Helen, 2017-18 e., Person-Job Fit: An Open Systems Perspective [working title],
PhD candidate, Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne, Victoria, AU.
Advisor: Shrivastava, Samir. (Email via advisor.) [eg: Edwards 1991]
Bretzke, Anthony E., 2015-16 (e), [Topic undetermined as yet], doctoral candidate in
Organizational Leadership, University of the Incarnate Word, Dreeben School of
Education, San Antonio, TX. “Tony” is CPM, PHR. Workforce Development Analyst,
CPS Energy. (Holds the position of Director of Organization Excellence. CPS Energy,
with 4000 employees, is the second largest municipally owned gas and electric
company.) (210) 353-4792 Office; (210) 259-6218 Work Cell; (210) 219-8486 Personal
Cell. Email: "Bretzke, Anthony E." <AEBretzke@CPSEnergy.com>
Duncan, Tony, 2015-16 e., “Sustainable Practice,” [exact title and subject to be
determined], PhD candidate, RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia. “I am particularly
interested in the Jaques focus on building trust inducing organisations, and connections to
sustainable business. My full time role is running a Product Stewardship organisation,
focused on Office Papers.” Tony Duncan <tony@paperround.com.au>
Balz, Chad G., 2015-16 (e), [Topic undetermined as yet], Ph.D. candidate, Industrial /
Organizational Psychology, DePaul University, Chicago, IL. On CPA, SST, and talent
pool development. Email (guess): cbalz @ depaul.edu (Bad Email as of 11-30-05 (Belz)
& 12-5-05? Try Phone.) balz.chad@mbco.com
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Dickinson, Geoff, 2015-16 (e), [topic under development], Ph.D., dissertation in social
ecology, University of Tasmania, Hobart, TAS, Australia. A student of Charles Birch
and A. N. Whitehead. “Dicko.” Email: expedite@email.com and
dicko.dickinson.94@alumni.agsm.edu.au
Chouk, Souad, 2015-16 (e), “Collective Sensemaking” [working title], Doctorante en
Systèmes d'Information, ESA Grenoble, France. She is focusing on strategic economic
intelligence (sensemaking) in Tunisia. Part of literature search section?
souad_chouk@yahoo.com
McGee, Michael L., 2015-16 (e), “Cognitive Development and the MBTI,” [working
title], Ph.D., dissertation in Psychology, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA. Worked
at NDU/ICAF in the development of assessment of capability and MCPA, per Richard
Sales (11/02). Email: mmcgee1 @ gmu.edu [no response] (Is McGee still enrolled?)
***
George E. Dodge was in the doctoral program under Jerry Hunt at Texas Tech. See
Hunt, Dodge and Wong, eds., 1999, Out-of-the-Box Leadership, and Hooijberg, Hunt and
Dodge in Journal of Management, 1997. See “Organizational Management,” essay by
Hunt and Dodge in Encyclopedia of Psychology, 2000. 6:3-9. But George Dodge died.
(See email from Hunt 5/17/02).
***
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3-25-14
Master's Theses on Jaques’ Theory:
(70, By Date)
As of March 2014 seventy master’s theses had been done on the theory. Thirty-three
were done in the U.S., 21 in the U.K., 9 in South Africa, and 7 in seven other countries. Four
have been earned at elite universities: 1 in UK (UCL Birkbeck); 3 in US (UC Berkeley, Cornell,
Columbia). Seventeen have been published. Eight have appeared as journal articles (Blumstein,
Zedeck, R. Miller, Whittington, Dixon, SL Kenny (3), Meskill, Adebayo) and nine have been
published by governments as books or pamphlets. Two others were cited by academics as
central to their articles. (This publication rate is high for masters theses.)
These masters degrees were earned in the U.S., the U.K., South Africa, Canada,
Argentina, New Zealand, Australia, Sweden, India, and the Netherlands. Four schools provided
the bulk of these theses: Southern Illinois University, the Naval Postgraduate School in
Monterey, San Diego State University, and Brunel University in West London (UK). Cranfield
University, UNISA, Pretoria U., and Stellenbosch U. each issued three. The University of
Western Ontario and Air University (Maxwell AFB) each produced two.
Seven masters degrees were earned at Southern Illinois University (SIU) between 1966
and 1968. At that point Professor Fremont “Bud” Shull, who was responsible for creating the
interest in Brown and Jaques at S.I.U., moved to the University of Georgia. Several students
who had done their masters at SIU later did their PhDs at Georgia, but only one PhD there was
directly related to this theory.
Six master’s degrees were earned at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) at Monterey,
CA, under John “Wally” Creighton between 1973 and 1978. NPS awards doctorates only in
technical naval topics. Some theses were on the theory and some were only related to it. A
unique feature of the school is that most theses have joint authorship of two or even three
students. (NPS students were Lt. Commanders and Commanders and were in their early 30s.)
Creighton’s overarching research question was: How do you pick people to put in the pool from
which you draw your admirals? (JWC 12-9-02)
Five master’s degrees were awarded at San Diego State University between 1965 and
1984. David W. Belcher and Thomas J. Atchison were professors at SDSU. See the Related
masters theses for master’s degrees that were based on the development of a questionnaire to
examine J. Stacy Adams’ version of equity theory. SDSU does not award doctoral degrees on its
own, only jointly with another school. Several of these graduates have gone on to earn
doctorates at other schools. (TJA p.c. 12-11-02)
Because Jaques was head of the Brunel University graduate school of social sciences
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from 1965 to 1970 and was head of Bioss from 1967 until 1985, at least thirteen masters theses
there from 1971 to 1985 were on the theory. A gap among masters degrees of seven years
ensued (1987-1994).
I believe many more master’s theses exist than are listed here. Masters theses often were
deposited in the university department and not in the library. Most of the master’s theses here
were for terminal master’s degrees where the author did not pursue further graduate-level
studies. Of course, many Ph.D. dissertations were drafted initially as master’s theses. The
authors of nine of these theses went on to earn Ph.D.s (some were not related to the theory). In
addition, at the Toronto R.O. Conference in August 2005 I was told additional M.A. degrees had
been earned in Buenos Aires at various institutions. (I have followed up on only some of these.)
John Cliffe is mentioned in the 1977 GIM catalog as holding an MTech degree from
Brunel (no date given). He took his PhD there in 1984.
Two M.S.s had “Jaques” in the title and one “Glacier.”
MAs By Decade
1965-1969
13
1970-1979
20
1980-1989
9
1990-1999
8
2000-2009
17
2010- 2013~
3
-----Total:
70 total
# # #
Kenyon, Ralph Eugene, 1965, A Test of Time-Spans for Determining Pay of Engineers, M.S.,
thesis in Management, School of Business Administration, San Diego State College, San Diego,
CA, 120 pages. Unpublished. See Belcher and Kenyon unpublished feasibility study cited by
Laner and Crossman 1970 and by Kvålseth, PhD 1971 [published by NTIS]. Kvalseth. (This
may be it.) Confirmed the feasibility of the time-span method, although there are some serious
misconceptions here. TSD. MA on RO.
Hamilton, Mary Jo, 1966, A Study of Public Management Attitudes Toward Pay, M.S., thesis in
Management, School of Business Administration, San Diego State College, San Diego, CA,
January, unpublished. Cited in Belcher and Atchison 1970; Atchison and Belcher 1971. Found
that managers at different levels varied in whether their choice of comparison person came from
within the organization or from without. Also found employee groups varied in the amount of
rewards and types of benefits they desired. This looks closer to Patchen or Adams than to
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Jaques. This also was a precursor to the series of masters theses using questionnaires to explore
Adams’ version of equity theory. (See Related masters.) MA on RO.
Judd, Richard Joseph, 1966, A history of organization theory, M.S., Thesis, Dept. of
Management, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, 158 p. Right place and right time.
This should include a description and discussion of Glacier Theory, at the least. (Judd did his
PhD at U. Georgia in 1976, “The Management Process and Organizational Behavioral
Approaches to Management/Organization: A Comparison.” Professor Fremont “Bud” Shull had
moved there from SIU. It does not appear to be related to the theory.) MA on RO.
Mathis, Charles W., 1966, Behavior of the Immediate Superior: a source of dissatisfaction in the
first line supervisor, M.S., Thesis, Dept. of Management, Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale, IL, 68 p. This was a three-level organizational structure (MRU) including the
manager-once-removed (MoR) and the first line manager (FLM). Was this study conducted at
Allen Industries? Cunningham Enterprises? (No PhD listed in UMI) MA on RO.
Stockman, John William, 1966, Affects of Jaque’s [sic] Work-Measurement Configurations on
Employee Sentiments as Measured by Scott’s Personnel Opinion Scale, M.S., thesis in
Management, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, 121 pages. Did not see Abstract nor
Thesis. [See William G. Scott’s The Management of Conflict: Appeal Systems in Organizations,
1965, Richard D. Irwin and Dorsey Press, USA.] [Was this thesis conducted at Allen Industries
in Herrin, IL?] (Dissertation at U. Washington: An Appraisal of the Impact of an
Interdisciplinary Research Program: The Ceramic Materials Research Program at the
University of Washington, 1969, D.B.A., dissertation in Business Administration, U.
Washington, Seattle, WA. UMI AAT 7008500. DAI-A 30/11, p. 4626, May 1970. PhD
dissertation was not related to Jaques.) MA on RO.
Blumstein, Philip Whitney, 1967, When Justice Fails: An Experimental Study of Personality
Factors in Responses to Distributive Injustice, M.A., thesis in Sociology, Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, TN, 67 pages. Not in UMI. Vanderbilt: Spec-Coll., Thesis-VU, Annex. Published
as an article: Blumstein, Philip W., and Eugene A. Weinstein, 1969, “The Redress of Distributive
Injustice,” American Journal of Sociology, January, 74(4):408-418. Jaques’ Equitable Payment
was viewed as an illustration of workers’ willingness to seek redress. Beneficiaries were in
general more extreme in redress than were victims. (Ph.D. dissertation in 1970 at Vanderbilt was
on Erving Goffman. Much later returned to interpersonal equity but used Homans.) MA on
RO.
Brown, Stephen Mark, 1967, An organizational analysis of the Illinois Baptist State Association,
M.S., Thesis, Dept. of Management, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, 42 p. This
may have been the original manifest-extant organization analysis of the IBSA for Cunningham
Enterprises. The IBSA completed a Glacier-type organizational restructuring in 1973 with John
J. McCarty as the consultant (q.v. article). (S. M. Brown did his PhD at U. Georgia in 1974, “An
Analysis of the Relationship Between Job Satisfaction and Personnel Policy.” Professor
Fremont “Bud” Shull had moved there from SIU. This PhD dissertation appears not related.)
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MA on RO.
Gray, Jerry L., 1967, A Cross-Cultural Study of Role-Conflict Between American and British
Business Managers, M.S., thesis in Management, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL,
126 pages. In a role conflict situation British managers tend to follow what is “legitimate,” while
American managers tend to consider possible sanctions by other role incumbents. Thus, both
structure (role specification) and personality variables should get equal attention in highlighting
dilemma points of organizations. (Ph.D., 1970, U. South Carolina, not related. Gray was dean
of the U. Manitoba Asper business school in Winnipeg, MB, Canada.) See Gray 1976 book, esp.
quote on p. 428. MA on RO.
Zedeck, Sheldon, 1967, “A Psychophysical Determination of Equitable Payment: A
Methodological Study,” M.A., thesis in Industrial Psychology, Psychology Dept., Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio, 50 p. Patricia Cain Smith, advisor. BGSU
Jerome NW Regional Depository LD4191 .O6 no.1348. Published as 1968 article with same
citations as thesis (per Zedeck 4/09 email). “Just meaningful difference” (jmd) was examined.
Supported and cited EJ 1961, Adams, Patchen, Homans - the equity school. Replicated in
Calnan and Firth 1970 article. See Krefting 1974 PhD, 1977, 1980. Unaware of Canadian
implementation revealed in Goldenberg 1968. (Zedeck’s Ph.D. at BGSU unrelated.) Became a
professor at UC-Berkeley. MA on RO.
Harmon, Jerry Porter, 1968, A study of the relationship of pay with other attitude variables,
M.S., Thesis in Business Administration, San Diego State College, San Diego, CA, 149 p.
SDSU: Spec Coll/Archives HF5549.5.J63 H3. Provided the ‘importance’ and ‘discrepancy’ of
19 elements of results (outcome) data for the Atchison and Belcher 1971 article. They felt a
single compensation administration plan for a firm was feasible but it needed to be adjusted to
differences between the occupational groups. Jaques not cited in the article. Not seen. MA on
RO.
Miller, Robert L., 1968, Analysis of the operational roles of a unit school system, M.S., Thesis,
Dept. of Management, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, 87 p. (b. 1929- ) Received
a research fellowship at the Glacier Institute of Management and Brunel. Worked with Jaques,
Krimpas, Rowbottom, Kogan, Evans, and others. He entered Cornell around 1970 to get a PhD,
but was unable to get faculty support for the topic and finally did a useless dissertation on
managers with authoritarian personality types. (See Goodman and Miller 1973.) MA on RO.
Peterson, Oscar Paul, 1968, Level of responsibility and felt-fair payment in a rank 2-A
organization, M.S., Thesis, Dept. of Management, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL,
52 p. Bingo. The term “Rank 2-A” organization was a descriptive classification used in W.
Brown 1960. TSD:FFP? FFP:HierLvl? Was this study conducted at Allen Industries?
Cunningham Enterprises? Rank theory = SST. See this! MA on RO.
Saunders, Alan, 1968, A Study in Manpower Planning, M.Sc., thesis in Business Administration,
Cranfield School of Management, Cranfield University, Cranfield, England, U.K. Library:
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Theses 21/164, Theses 1968 (Thesis-C). [Not yet in theses.com] (Summarized in Stamp 1988,
ARI-TR-819, page 35.) Speculated the logistic growth curve used to predict growth patterns in
populations, industries and products could be fitted to Jaques’ array of growth curves and
hypothesized a high degree of predictive validity. Unable to test this hypothesis. (See Jaques
1961 for related speculation.) [See Paul C. Nystrom’s 1973 article in Journal of Applied
Psychology for a mathematical formula derived from Jaques’ growth curves based on a sample
of empirical data. Hypothesis validated by Nystrom.] Helped to implement a managerial
development program in the 1980s at British Gas based on stratified levels and executive
education at Henley. Died c. 2000. See G. Stamp. See E.G. Andrade masters 1971. MA on
RO.
1970s:
Andrade, Ernest G., 1971, A Test Application of the Earnings Progression Technique to Assess
Potential Capacity, M.S., thesis in Management, School of Business Administration, San Diego
State College, San Diego, CA, 147 pages, unpublished. Accountants’ salaries. Thomas
Atchison was chair. [This is not R. D. Andrade.] [See Paul C. Nystrom’s 1973 article.] See A.
Saunders masters 1968. MA on RO.
Gomm, J., 1971, The Assessment of Managerial Potential, M.Sc., thesis in Business
Administration, Cranfield School of Management, Cranfield University, Cranfield, England,
U.K. Library: Theses 24/136, Cranfield: Theses 1971 (Thesis-C). [Not yet in theses.com] This
must be considered weak. Not seen. MA on RO.
Schlemenson, Aldo Eduardo, 1971, Professional Work in Organizations With Special Reference
to Partnership As an Organizational Model, M. Phil., thesis in Sociology, Brunel University,
(West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. Not online at Theses.com. Partnerships of
professionals are assumed to be non-hierarchical organizations. If this is the case, we can find in
them an optional model. The lack of hierarchy is found in very small partnerships of
professionals. In them the board organization and the work organization are performed by the
same group of people. In practice when they begin to grow, as the result of expansion the
emergence of a hierarchical model is observed, and it is possible to find in them the conventional
stratification described by Jaques. However, even when this is the case, a clear cut
accountability system is lacking and this undermines the effectiveness of the system. (Currently
consults and teaches at Universidad Argentina de la Empresa (UADE) in Buenos Aires,
Argentina.) [See his 1984 Ph.D. thesis at Brunel on Jaques.] MA on RO.
Wirth, Itzhak, 1972, Organization Analysis of a Jet Engine Maintenance Plant in the Airline
Industry, M.S., thesis in Industrial Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, CA.
Unpublished. (See Ph.D. 1976) MA on RO. A.
Joransen, William S., 1973. See Wood and Joransen, co-authors, 1973.
Geenen, Jaap J. M., 1973, An Optimal Stimulating CWP System, M.I.E., thesis in Industrial
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Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands, 165 p. In Dutch. [C =
individual capacity; W = work/task; P = payments equitable.] Was able to confirm that:
"According to the level of work task extrinsic and intrinsic factors play a different role in the job
satisfaction of employees." Based on van Dijck's 1968 insights into motivation Geenen revised
the definition of CWP terms. He was unable to confirm that CWP system would be a motivator
or not. (Conflated terms 'autonomy' and 'discretion' but this may be language.) Cited Brown
1960, 1971; Brown & Jaques 1965; Jaques 1961; Goodman 1967; Herzberg 1959; Hickson 1966;
Thierry 1969; Hoof 1963 Related PhD; Turner & Lawrence 1965; Dijck 1968. MA on RO.
Perry, Christopher, 1973, [title unknown], M.A., thesis in Public and Social Administration,
[B5c], Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. Not in Brunel library
catalogue. No abstract on-line. Not in Theses.com or UMI. See Brunel alumni web page.
Since 1997 has worked at Work Structuring Ltd. See Perry & Euler 1990. MA on RO.
Wood, Leland Edward, Jr., CDR, 1973, The Results and Implications of a Study of Felt Fair Pay
in a Random Sample of Naval Officers, M.S., thesis in Management, Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, CA, 216 pages. Co-developer: William S. Joransen, LT, USN (M.S., Monterey, Dec.
1972). Wood was Commander, US Navy. Advisor: John W. Creighton (q.v. Berkeley IE
group). [AD769418] Published as The Results and Implications of a Study of Felt Fair Pay in a
Random Sample of Naval Officers by NTIS, National Technical Information Services,
Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, Sep 1973, AD7694185. A technique, time-span of discretion, for
assessing the interrelationships of work, pay and capacity in managerial roles is described. Its
utility is postulated for application in the selection, training and evaluation of Navy project
managers (officers). The results of a study to determine the perceived equitable pay for a wide
range of Navy officer billets (assigned roles) are also set forth. Recommended further study.
(Findings supported Atchison and Richardson.) (See Laner and Caplan 1969, cited on p. 23-26
and 30. See Laner, Crossman and Baker 1969, cited on p. 14-15 and 20. See Laner, Caplan and
Baker 1973, cited on p. 26. See Crossman 1972, no page citation.) (See Loftus and Allen,
Related M.S., 1973.) MA on RO.
Hands, David M., 1974, The Role of the Administrator in the British National Health Service,
M.Phil., thesis in Sociology, Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K.
Runnymede Library: M.PHIL.H367, 155 pages. Not in theses.com. No abstract on-line.
Worked at Bioss. MA on RO.
Cameron, Sheila, 1974-75, A Study of Time-Span of Discretion and Felt Fair Pay Among NonManagerial Employees, M.Phil., thesis in Business Administration (Industrial Psychology/
Sociology) (B9g), University of London, Birkbeck College, London, UK. Theses # 25-1535.
Published as a pamphlet: Cameron, Sheila, 1976, Felt Fair Pay, An Examination of Elliott
Jaques’ Theory of Equitable Work Payment, Crown copyright, Department of Employment,
Research Paper No. 1, Her Majesty’s Stationary Office, London, U.K. This is a critique and a
recalculation of the Krimpas and Glacier 1973 results in order to find “a quick, easy-to-apply,
objective measure.” Using a different correlation technique (linear rather than cubic), she
concluded the TSD:FFP correlation was actually +0.59 which was "still highly significant
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statistically." She found Richardson’s and Jaques’ results so high as to be “surprising.” She also
did her own study and found a lower correlation (+0.32). She missed a key point: the time span
of a role is set only by the manager of the role but it must be cross-checked with the employee.
Even so, she summarized: “There does appear to be considerable evidence of a substantial
relationship between TSD and FFP, at least at managerial levels. Convincing data on jobs below
this level was lacking.” Theocarakis 1990 noted this was a study limited to sub-managerial roles
(Stratum I) and all within a single stratum. He identified a parallel data set in Krimpas and found
a corr. of +0.38. (See Krimpas, Ph.D.,1973; book 1975) Cameron reviewed by Shimmin,
Sylvia, in Journal of Occupational Psychology, September 1977, 50(3):227-228. See Goodman
and R. Miller 1973 review of Richardson’s book. MA on RO.
Freeman, James Kir, and Gerald A. Motta, 1975, Contribution Toward Identifying the
Developing Executive, M.S., thesis in Management, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA.,
March, 64 pages. Published by NTIS: ADA 0058669. Advisor: John Wally Creighton.
Organizations would like to be able to identify the fast rising executive at an early age. This
paper is a pilot study in developing a method for identifying this 'rising star.' The authors
developed a list of nine capacity identifiers for observing executive ability or potential.
Suggestions are offered for developing a composite capacity score to identify the rising star.
(See Howe and Deacon, 1978, MS.) MA on RO.
Leshko, Thomas John, and Craig E. Vosseteig, 1975, An Approach to the Identification of the
Potential Executive, M.S., thesis in Management, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA.,
June, 322 pages. Published by NTIS: ADA 0195099. Advisor: John Wally Creighton. Test
instrument was developed to identify executive capacity based on a little studied approach to
selection, placement and development. Data base established on 200 proven executives [from
the Fortune 500 CEOs] and results compared with opinions expounded in current management
literature [that executive work was stressful - which was not supported by the data. 70%
response rate. Borrowed by Milton Friedman.] (See Rowe, et al, 1976, MS) MA on RO.
Motta, Gerald A., 1975. See Freeman and Motta, 1975, co-authors.
Vosseteig, Craig E., 1975. See Leshko and Vosseteig, 1975, co-authors.
Whittington, Colin M., 1975, The Study of Organization and Orientation in Social Work: A
Sociology of Action Perspective, M.A., thesis in Social Administration, (B5c), Keele University,
Staffordshire, UK (near Stoke-on-Trent). Published as an article: “Organizational Research and
Social Work: Issues in Application Illustrated from the Case of Organic and Mechanistic
Systems of Management,” British Journal of Social Work, 1975, 5(1):1-, p. 70. See also, article
critical of Jaques’ theory: Whittington, Colin, and Paul Bellaby, 1979, “The Reasons for
Hierarchy in Social Services Departments: A Critique of Elliott Jaques and His Associates,”
Sociological Review, August 1979, 27(3), pp. 513-539. Whittington very much wanted the
Burns and Stalker contingency approach to prevail over Jaques’ approach in social services
organizations but, “So resounding was their defeat that little has been heard of them since.” MA
on RO.
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Day, Michael Lewis, 1976, The Youth Service: Its Development and Professionalisation,
M.Phil., thesis in Sociology, Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K.
Runnymede Library M.PHIL.D38, 234 pages. No abstract on-line. Not in Theses.com or UMI.
Worked at Bioss. See, Day 1987 Interesting Ph.D. See Day and Marsland book 1979. See
Bradford and Day book 1991. MA on RO.
Dixon, F. Maureen, 1976, Trends in Organizational Design: A Study, with Special Reference to
the National Health Service, M. Phil., thesis in Social Administration [Community Medicine],
G3, Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. Runnymede Library
M.PHIL.D58, 111 pages. Theses # 30-2930. Abstract on-line in theses.com (1/04). Prepublished as: Dixon, Maureen, and Elliott Jaques, 1974, “Studies of Health Services
Organization,” British Medical Bulletin, Sept., 30(3):271-275. Dixon did her Ph.D. at Brunel in
1982. Worked at Bioss. Examined the current social assumptions about organization and
attitudes toward bureaucratic employment systems with a special focus on the NHS.
Documented the “application of one method of organizational problem-solving.” Also looked at
the future of organizational design. (This is vague enough to cover the entire waterfront.) MA
on RO.
Rowe, Howard Wayne, James Craig Rudeen, and John Michael Wenke, 1976, Executive
Selection: A Method for Identifying the Potential Executive, M.S., thesis in Management, Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA., 179 pages. Advisor: John Wally Creighton. No abstract
available. (An extension of Leshko and Vosseteig 1975 MS (q.v.) using additional data from
another survey of Fortune 500 executives (CEOs). 70% response rate. Borrowed by Milton
Friedman.) Published as N.P.S. Technical Report (NPS-54CF76097) (series). Clearance
required for access. MA on RO.
Rudeen, James Craig, 1976. (See Rowe, Rudeen, and Wenke, 1976, co-authors).
Wenke, John Michael, 1976. (See Rowe, Rudeen, and Wenke, 1976, co-authors).
Cliffe, John, pre-1977, [title unknown], M.Tech., Brunel University. See 1984 Brunel Ph.D.
(See 1977 G.I.M. brochure.) MA on RO.
Deacon, Glenn Russell, 1978. (See Howe and Deacon, co-authors, 1978.)
Deutsch, Reena, 1978, Job Satisfaction and Time Orientation Relationships, M.B.A., thesis in
Business Administration, School of Business Administration, San Diego State University, San
Diego, CA, 160 pages. Unpublished. This was related to the time horizon of the individual
employee. (See Nyberg, PhD 2004.) Deutsch earned a Ph.D. in 1996 at the University of
California at San Diego. Her dissertation was in Biostatistics: Survival Prediction Following
HIV Infection: Interval censored infection times and subsequent cognitive impairment and
mortality. (Not related to this theory) MA on RO.
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Howe, David Blais, and Glenn Russell Deacon, 1978, Enhancement of Executive Potential,
M.S., thesis in Management, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA., March, 103 pages.
Published by NTIS: ADA 0538751. Advisor: John Wally Creighton. This is an examination of
previous works on executive ascendancy and provides commentary on them. Examines how
aspiring individuals can enhance their potential to reach executive stature. Executive ascendancy
is a multifaceted effort within a dynamic environment. (Two predictive elements for upward
mobility were technical transfer skills and thinking of higher jobs.) (See Freeman and Motta,
1975.) MA on RO.
Reshew, Jerry Woodrow, 1978, Mid-Career Patterns in the Navy's Civilian Professional Work
Force, M.S., thesis in Management, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA., March, 56
pages. Published by NTIS: ADA 0538330. A survey of mid-level professional civil service
Navy employees disclosed manifestations of frustration exist in sixty percent of the respondents.
This characteristic relates to the mid-career and mid-life crisis identified by researchers and
directly affects the fabric of which organizations are woven. Removal of frustration from the
perceived career patterns has a benefit which can be measured and the effect on the organization
is material. A long term educational experience is suggested for introspection and revitalization,
thereby creating a challenge which has rewards to the organization and the employee. A
cost/benefit analysis is presented. MA on RO.
Page, Stewart R., 1979, An Analysis of Recent Developments in the Organization and Practice of
Community Work, M.Phil., thesis in Social Administration, (B5c), Department of Sociology,
Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. Runnymede M.PHIL.P343, 257
pages. Theses # 32-5795. Abstract not on-line. Page worked at BIOSS. MA on RO.
1980s:
Armitstead, Jennifer, 1980, The Development of First Line Management in Manufacturing
Industry, M.Phil., dissertation in Production Technology, (B9e), Brunel University, Uxbridge,
Mdx., UK, 193 pages. Theses # 30-1077. Brunel: M.Phil. A87. Unpublished. An examination
of the pressures, anxiety and role ambiguity of the FLM during the 20th century. Reviewed
various attempts to redesign the job. The position should be clearly recognized as part of
management and the organizational structure. (In Britain this was still a class issue.) See Child
and Partridge 1982. MA on RO.
Lofting, Lucy L., 1980, Assessment of Managerial Capability, M.Phil., thesis in Business
Administration and Sociology (B9g), Department of Psychology, Brunel University, (West
London), Uxbridge, Mdx., U.K. Runnymede M.PHIL.L64, 168 pages. Theses # 31-1339.
Within the Jaquesian theory, observed managers engaged in a problem solving task and grouped
their approaches in terms of level of complexity by applying the Isaac and O’Connor symbolic
model. Considered the differences between thinking in a complex way and putting this into
practice as a possible indicator of future potential capability level. Examined the different paths
taken by individuals as they moved from one level of work to the next. Looked at the attributes
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of the left and right cerebral hemispherical functioning and the levels to propose a model of
growth in mental complexity. MA on RO.
Shaw, Jane, 1980, Landmarks on the Road: a study of developing health professions, M.Phil.,
dissertation in Community Medicine, G3, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK. Theses # 30-2947.
Began with a survey of four health professions: pharmacy, clinical psychology, occupational
therapy, and medical laboratory sciences. Used Brunel’s theory of work strata to analyse and
classify the work being done and the relationships between professionals. Professionalism
included the right to exercise delegated discretion (S2) and later, independent practice (S3). MA
on RO.
Grainger, John, 1984, The Management of Full-Time Youth Workers in a Local Education
Authority’s Youth Service, M.Phil., thesis in Social Administration, (B5c), Sociology, Brunel
University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. Runnymede: M.PHIL.G73, 447 pages.
Theses # 35-636. Abstract not on-line. MA on RO.
Kenny, Sheryl Lynn, 1984, The effects of an experiential learning program on personal and
social responsibility in adolescence, M.A., thesis in Human Development/ Experimental
Psychology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 52 p. Kroch Library Rare & Manuscripts Thesis
1984 K358 and Mann Library Thesis TX295 1984 K365. Not in ProQuest/ DAI. In ADD
instead. (Her advisor was K. Fischer at U. Denver.) Published as three articles: Kenny 1983;
Fischer and Kenny 1986; Fischer, Kenny, and Pipp 1990. Cited Jaques, Gibson and Isaac 1978;
Isaac and O’Connor 1976. sheryl.kenny@arlingtontx.gov MA on RO.
Koetter, Frederick William, III, 1984, Compensation and Job Input Factors in the Determination
of an Appropriate Distance Between Adjacent Job Levels, M.B.A., thesis in Business
Administration, School of Business Administration, San Diego State University, San Diego,
CA, 79 pages. Unpublished. Cited Jaques on strata. David Belcher was chairman. Not seen.
MA on RO.
Øvretveit, John Arne, 1984, Action Research and Social Analysis: Claims, Criticisms and
Responses, M.Phil. thesis in Social Work and Public Administration, B5a, Brunel University,
(West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 216 p. Uxbridge M.PHIL. O88. Theses # 33-3194.
(Listed as 1983.) Abstract in theses.com (1/04). Ovretveit Action research has become a vague
term covering many activities and different conceptions of scientific method. Criticisms of its
use from social scientists appear to be well founded. This thesis draws on the philosophy of
science to develop the theoretical basis of social analysis. It argues that social analysis produces
knowledge of value to the social sciences and shows how such knowledge can contribute to
social theory. See 1988 Ph.D. at Brunel. MA on RO.
Bandy, Reginald F., 1985, Time Span Explorations in the Service of Youth, M. Phil., thesis in
Social Administration, (B5c), Sociology, Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge,
Middlesex, U.K. Runnymede: M.PHIL.B33., 337 pages. Theses # 36-2708. No abstract online. Title is on target. MA on RO.
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Kenny, Robert M., 1987, Elliott Jaques’ Stratified Systems Theory: A review and critique, MBA,
Stern Graduate School of Business, New York University, New York, NY, 63 p. Unpublished
master’s thesis. Advisor: William Berliner. A review of Jaques’ work from the perspective of
human resources and organization systems that coordinate with each other and support each
other. Focused on recruiting, salary scales, compensation, training, and promotions. Currently,
consults on the ‘collective wisdom’ of teams in the implementation of decisions that have lacked
buy-in. See 2010 Related PhD. Lives in Clinton, Washington (2006). Tel: (360) 579-3665.
Email: synergy @ whidbey.com MA on RO.
1990s:
[Note: Gap of 7 years.]
Gorman, Margaret DeLaney, 1994, Organizational Communication and Change: A study using
Elliot Jaques Theory of Cognitive Complexity to examine capabilities and communication
patterns within a healthcare merge, Masters Thesis, Human Resource Development Program,
George Washington University, Washington, DC, completed Spring 1994. Unpublished.
Advisor: Dr. David R. Schwandt. (no abstract available). (PhD 2004, GWU, not related.) MA
on RO.
Meskill, Margaret T., 1996, Managerial Disturbance Handling: a case-study, MCom., thesis in
Management, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. Not in U. Canterbury
library. (In dept?) Published as an article in 1999 in Journal of Managerial Psychology (UK).
Mintzberg pointed to the importance of how managers resolved “disturbances” (1973). Jaques
provided a hierarchical framework for “disturbance” identification. Was the disturbance peoplerelated or systems-related? As of 1999 she worked for the NZ government in Wellington. (See
Jo Jordan at U. Canterbury.) MA on RO.
Bathmaker, Susan, 1997, ‘So what’s the deal?’ The state of the psychological contract in a ‘new’
university, M.A. dissertation, Nottingham Business School, Nottingham Trent University, UK.
Published as an article in 1999 (same title). Analyzed the changing nature of the psychological
contract, or employment bargain, through conversational analysis of interviews with senior
managers and lecturers. It explored the understandings each group had of the contract and the
subjective experience of work (social analysis). Concluded that there was a gap created by lowtrust relationships, inadequate resources, poor management and/or organisational politics.
Managers must manage. Organizations can not reach their full potential so long as employees
are confused about what is expected of them. Cited Brown 1965 and Jaques 1965 and 1994.
Now at Luton B-School, UK. MA on RO.
Bestard, Gwendolyn Jean, 1997, The Work of Secondary School Department Heads, M. Ed.,
thesis in Secondary Education Administration, The University of Western Ontario, London, ON,
Canada, 134 pages. UMI AAT MQ21060. MAI 36/01, p. 13, Feb 1998. ISBN 0-612-21060-X.
“Elliott Jaques’ triad model of accountability, strata thresholds and time span of discretion
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theories ... were found to be applicable to secondary schools.” [May contradict William McGee,
1984 PhD.] MA on RO.
Dawson, Tony, 1997, Police Leadership Amid Complexity, M.A., thesis, University of Exeter,
Exeter, UK, 116 p. Not in Exeter library catalogue. Not in theses.com. NPL shelfmark: 3DAA
DAW outsize. The Stratified Systems Theory techniques of Elliott Jaques and others are
critically examined to derive methods of assessing police work and the capability of police
leaders. Interviews with nine Commanders. Persistence of excess ranks appears to be due to the
desire for ‘command resilience’ and lack of confidence in the ability of Inspectors. Other
evidence indicates many Inspectors are capable. Only by trusting Inspectors and delegating
complex work to them can police leaders cope with increasing complexity of society. Abstract:
http://www.centrex.police.uk/business/Bibliographies/pdfs/PoliceLeadershipSept04.pdf MA on
RO.
Gerber, David K., Major USAF, 1997, Adaptive Command and Control of Theater Air Power,
M.S., thesis in Management, Air Command and Staff College, Air University, Maxwell AFB,
Montgomery, AL, June 1997, 200 p. Published by NTIS, Springfield, VA, March 1999, 117 p.,
Report ADA364067. The Air Force doctrinally advocates centralized command and control
(C2) with decentralized execution but views decentralization as the cause of inefficient and
suboptimal use of airpower. Using complexity theory, this study combines the adaptability and
responsiveness of complex systems with the directed purpose of a theater campaign. Other
aspects of the decentralized system include the use of mission orders and requests, unified lines
of combat command below the theater air component commander, different approaches to
training, doctrine, and education, and decentralized planning, execution, and combat assessment
networks. Complexity theory provides inter-disciplinary viewpoints to assess and enhance the
adaptability and responsiveness of air power. MA on RO.
Hatfield, Berlain, Jr., Major USAF, 1997, Strategic Leadership Development: An Operation
Domain Application, M.S., thesis in Management, Air Command and Staff College, Air
University, Maxwell AFB, Montgomery, AL, March 1997, 41p. Published by NTIS, Springfield,
VA. AU-ACSC-970607M973; ADA398012. The leaders of tomorrow's military will be faced
not only with more complex technology but will function in an environment of joint operations.
Planning and achieving the nation's security, and fighting and winning the nation's wars will rest
upon leadership effectiveness. The Stratified Systems Theory Model is used to identify skills and
attributes for the three leadership domains of Direct, Operation, and Strategic. This paper focuses
on the Operation Domain. The Strategic Leadership Development Inventory (SLDI) [q.v.] and
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) are used to identify personal skills and attributes that
affect leadership effectiveness. Individuation is discussed as a method for improvement. MA on
RO.
Adebayo, Shirley A., 1998, Time Circles in the Field: An Investigation into a Problem of WorkTime in an NHS Primary Health Care Trust, MSc, dissertation in nursing, Middlesex University,
Middlesex, UK. Not in theses.com or in library. Advisor: Reva B. Brown. Published in 2004 as
article by Brown and Adebayo. The aims of the research were to explore the issues around the
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perception of District Nurses in an inner London Primary Health Care Trust of their use of worktime and leisure-time, and to reveal how the boundaries between these two aspects can become
blurred and impinge on each other. Time use is helpful in considerations of wider issues such as
satisfaction at work and work-life balance. The data were collected by a questionnaire to seek
the views of managers and field staff on issues such as the impact on the quality of patient care
of the nurses’ perception of work-time and leisure-time. The research identified the different
perception of ‘work-time’ that employees have in relation to their place within the hierarchical
structure. The findings answered the question of whether time is perceived differently,
dependent on one's occupation within the Trust. MA on RO.
2000s:
Carter, Michelle Malay, 2000, Requisite Organization: You Heard It Here First, M.A., thesis in
Liberal Studies, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, 42 pages. In Hill Library. This
final project includes an overview of RO, the process by which it was applied to the talent pool
evaluation project at Company X, as well as summary findings and thoughts regarding RO in
general. Adjunct lecturer at NCSU. See online articles at hr.com. (See Glenn Mehltretter at
PeopleFit.) Not seen. MA on RO.
Craddock, Kenneth C., 2002, Requisite Leadership: A Model of Organization Effectiveness,
M.A., thesis in Business History, Columbia University, New York, NY, May. A chronology of
the development of Elliott Jaques’ organization theory. Traced the discovery of time-span of
discretion, its challenge to the business school model, the loss of credibility in the late 1960s, the
development of stratified systems theory and work levels, the discovery of levels of information
processing complexity, effective managerial leadership practices, requisite organization, and a
theory of evolution. [Discovered Behrend and Baldamus 1957; Mahler 1975; and Leibenstein
1966 after thesis was completed. In May 2004, compiled 3rd edition of the Annotated
Bibliography and posted it on-line.] MA on RO. A.
Karesky, Mariana, 2002, Metodo Elliott Jaques, [The Elliott Jaques Method], M.A., thesis in
Economics, Specialization in Human Resources Strategy, Universidad de Buenos Aires, AR, 30
de junio 2002. A follow-up study on 20 employees hired using an assessment of current
potential capability (CPC) level. Found the managers of 18 concurred, based on actual
performance, with the individual’s CPC-projected level of capability. One missed due to
confusion by the manager over the level of technical expertise required by the role. In Spanish,
subject: “Nivel de predictibilidad de la evaluacion de potencial segun la teoria de Elliott Jaques
aplicada a una Empresa de Seguros y Servicios Financieros.” [English: “Degree of predictability
of the evaluation of potential according to the theory of Elliott Jaques as applied to an insurance
and financial services firm.”] Unpublished. MA on RO.
Bidwell, Paul, 2003, Levels of Complexity in an Engineering Consultancy Firm, M.M.,
dissertation in Management, University of Auckland, Auckland, NZ, May. An organization
development (OD) study of the levels of complexity in a large engineering consultancy firm.
Examined Stamp’s approach to developing a diagnostic tool to understand the levels of
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complexity and Jaques’ perspectives on the firm. Heads Coachworks in NZ. Teaches at U. of A.
MA on RO.
Hutcheon, David, 2003, A Grand Experiment in Municipal Government: Toronto’s Board of
Management, 1996-97, MPA, master’s thesis in Political Science, University of Western
Ontario, London, ON, CA, 71 pages. Advisor: Andrew Sancton. For the last two years before it
was replaced by the Megacity of Greater Toronto, the city council adopted a new governance
model, the Board of Management, designed around the organization theory of Elliott Jaques.
This was a fifth model of local governance for Canada. Author was a Toronto city councilor and
Budget Chief. This was a qualitative study due to the short life of this experiment. (Between
this and the events at Ontario Hydro one must ask if the provincial government of Ontario at the
time was opposed to this organization theory or enamoured of the Wall Street model.) # MA on
RO.
Lupson, Jonathan, 2003, Project Sponsorship Competence in the UK: A systematic review, Mres,
(unpublished masters thesis), Cranfield University, School of Management, UK. Supervisor:
David Partington. Liby: Research theses. [Did 2007 Ph.D. at Cranfield.] Project sponsorship
was found to be a common role in many areas where project management was used. The
literature suggested that the role is a powerful, risk-taking one, requiring leadership and
ownership. Competence is a divided , ambiguous concept, with current approaches limited by
virtue of their rational, dualistic ontology. Accountability is fundamental in the public sector,
but is a difficult, changing concept, capable of being viewed from either a process or an
organizational perspective. Found significant research gaps in the project sponsorship literature.
Cited Sandberg 2000, 2001; Webb 1997. MA on RO.
Noble, Heather, 2003, The Relationship Between CPA and IRIS With Reference to SST, M.A., in
Human Resources Management, University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa. Worked at Bioss
on her Industrial Psychology Internship. Results published online at bioss.com as: “Relationship
between the Career Path Appreciation (CPA) & the Initial Recruitment Interview Schedule
(IRIS)” (4 pages). From the Bioss Southern Africa database, distributors of the CPA and IRIS,
97 individuals who had been assessed by means of both the CPA and IRIS were selected from
organisations across a range of industries, including mining, telecommunications, banking,
transport and beverage. Correlations between CPA current and IRIS current yielded a
statistically significant degree of association of 0.618, correlations between CPA 5 years and
IRIS 5 years yielded a value of 0.602, correlations between CPA 10 years and IRIS 10 years
yielded a valued of 0.594, while correlations between CPA 15 years and IRIS 15 years yielded a
value of 0.637, all at the 0.01 level. Cross tabulations calculated for the current level of
capability of the CPA and the IRIS indicate the same results were yielded 71 times (73.2%).
This significant positive relationship supports the validity of the two instruments and therefore,
their compliance with current RSA labour legislation. This implies the CPA and IRIS can be
used interchangeably, provided the matrix of work model is applied correctly in scoring both.
MA on RO.
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McMahon, Michael, 2003, An Examination of the Nature and Function of Mutual Trust in the
Work of Elliott Jaques, and its relevance for our contemporary world, M.A. in Psychoanalytic
Studies, Deakin University, Melbourne, Vic, Australia, c. 50 pages. Sponser: Douglas Kirsner.
Investigated the influence of Melanie Klein's theory of the 'paranoid-schizoid' and 'depressive'
positions on Elliott Jaques' thinking as he formulated his concept of mutual trust. Mapped the
way in which he combined her theory with his own insights into the workings of groups and
organizations. Special emphasis was placed on the development in Jaques' thought that saw him
expand his notion of mutual trust from solitary institutions to nations and finally to global
society. The practical relevance of the concept of mutual trust for our post-modern, global
society was examined in the light of the work of contemporary sociologists (in particular Zygmunt Bauman, Anthony Giddens, and Pierre Bourdieu). Finally, examined the links between
mutual trust and two of Jaques' other key values – freedom and requisite restraints – and
submitted them to critical analysis using some of the insights from the political philosophy of
Isaiah Berlin. (Did not see Biblio.) Fr. McMahon is at the Mazenod College School outside
Melbourne. Email: MmcMahon@mazenod.vic.edu.au MA on RO.
Du Toit, Gysbert Petrus, 2004, Cognitive complexity’s influence on information needs in change,
MCom, Human Resources Management, Faculty of Economic and Management Sciences, U. of
Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa, 216 p. Committee Chair: H. E. Brand. URN etd06212005082736. OMKY 658.45 DU TOIT. Unpublished. The investigation was of an explorative,
qualitative nature. Focus groups with similar cognitive complexity profiles were selected.
Profiles were obtained from a database in which individuals were assessed by CPA or IRIS. It
was possible to conduct eight focus group sessions in three geographical regions. Information
needs, encompasses much more than information flow. There is a hierarchy of information
needs, that changes according to the application areas of people capable of increasing cognitive
capability. A general framework of people’s needs for information during change was
constructed during this research. Four building blocks form the basis of people’s information
needs. The building blocs are: information flow, people considerations, change implementation,
and context. The different strata of cognitive complexity, correspond to theory that describes
different levels of work. This is in accordance to principles of a requisite organisation. It is
evident that the shift in areas of importance in the needs for information, is related to the
intended use of the information. (Information technology.) Email: gys.dutoit@sasol.com MA
on RO.
Misch, Alexander, 2004, Adding a New Dimension to Knowledge Management: The Implications
of Elliott Jaques’ Stratified Systems Theory for the Practice of Knowledge Management, MBA,
Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS), University of Pretoria, Johannesburg, South
Africa. A vital component is identification of information that is important to each hierarchical
level of the organization to ensure the right information reaches the right individuals.
Individuals must have requisite technical skills, requisite cognitive processing abilities, and the
hierarchy must be structured appropriately. Data in the computer is stripped of context and this
tends to destroy knowledge. Knowledge management is a human process. Shows how Jaques’
CIP approach integrates all seven “schools” of knowledge management described by Earl.
Information technology. See Earl 2001; Visscher 2005 PhD. MA on RO.
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Ramanathan, Padma, 2004, Development of an Annual Assessment and Training Programme for
Newly Hired Managers to Optimize Their Current Potential Capability Levels, M.A., Industrial
Psychology, University of Mumbai, Mumbai, India. (Formerly known as Bombay.) Starting
with an internship project at a requisite organization and leading into a master’s dissertation.
[Tata Motors, Manager, HR, via LinkedIn, 6/08.] See Laner & Crossman 1970; Dearden 1969;
Stamp 1988. Asked Piet, ‘05 - Nix. (Facebook 3!) yahoo.com (?) Not seen. MA on RO.
Borg, Anders, 2005, Time for the Organization: uncertainty and decision-making in management
and governance, M.S., thesis in Economics, Stockholm School of Economics, Institute of
International Business, Stockholm, Sweden, Fall 2005, 108 p. Advisor: Prof. Udo Zander. SSE
#: 18726. A detailed presentation of five cases where the Jaques framework was used to guide
consulting interventions. An individual’s Capability to deal with complexity (uncertainty over
time) can be matched to the requirements of a role. The complexity of intentional behavior to
bring a task to completion was directly correlated to the expected completion time of the
assigned task. This formed the foundation for matching strategy to both structure and staffing in
organizations. The evidence from the interventions supported the validity of Jaquesian theory.
The study also examined how Jaquesian theory can be used to develop corporate governance and
argued that there were theoretical linkages to the Austrian school of economics. Cited Jaques
1991, 1994, 1996, 2002 LBLO. At Enhancer Consulting. MA on RO.
Grobler, Schalk W., 2005, Organisational Structure and Elliot Jaques’ Stratified Systems
Theory, MBL, thesis, Graduate School of Business Leadership, University of South Africa,
UNISA, Johannesburg, ZA, 97/135 p. OASIS Cat. - Not Found. Supervisor: Lize Booysen.
The research presented here identified a specific organization’s current level of work based on
complexity and the time-span of decision-making. Research was done in one geographical
region of a company operating in the Supply Chain and Logistics industry in South Africa.
Qualitative interviews provided an adequate cross-section of the main functions of the business.
The Brunel Institute for Organisation and Social Studies’ (BIOSS) Matrix of Working
Relationships was used as a main basis for reporting results. The research indicated that the
organization was presently operating at one level below that which will allow them to effectively
meet their long term strategic objectives. The report identified shortcomings in terms of
individual capabilities and effective Organizational design. Retrieved from
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&ei=705ITIuHDJSSjAew7MmlDg&q=Theory+of+stratifie
d+systems&start=30&sa=N 22.7.2010 16:14. Cited Jaques 1964, 1970, 1989/1996, 1991/2002,
1994, 2001. MA on RO.
Jönsson, Cristina, and Linda Sjöholm, 2005, “Psykosociala aspekter av organisationsförändring
baserad på Requisite Organization - En kvalitativ studie ur ledningsperspektiv,” M.A., thesis in
psychology, Lunds Universtet, Institutionen för psykologi, Lunds, Sweden, 81 p. Advisors:
Magnus Lindgren and Jonas Lundsten. Thesis in Swedish. [Title and abstract in English:
“Psycho-social Aspects of Organization Changes Based on Requisite Organization - A
qualitative study of the executive perspective.”] (Not in catalogue of university library.) A
qualitative study exploring the psycho-social factors in high executive work environments based
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on 12 executive interviews in two companies (including both CEOs). The theory predicts
improvements in performance and work satisfaction by matching the individual’s capability to
deal with complexity in terms of uncertainty over time to the work role. Results show “high
work satisfaction and positive effects of the organizational changes”. (Master’s degrees were
awarded both to Jönsson and to Sjöholm based on this thesis.) Email: cristina.jonsson @
academicwork.se MA on RO.
Kitching, Jolanda, 2005, The Measurement Outcome Equivalence of the Career Path
Appreciation (CPA) for Employees from Diverse Cultural Backgrounds, MCom. (Magister
Commercii), dissertation in Human Resource Management, University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa, RSA, October 2004, 67 p. UP Supervisor: Johan S. Basson [johan.basson @
up.ac.za], (Billiton). Bioss: Lisa Ashton [Lisa @ Bioss.com]. Unpublished as yet. (See Melinde
Coetzee, UNISA) The use of assessment instruments in South Africa has been criticized on the
ground they are based on knowledge and values from overseas. In this study Asian, black,
coloured, and white groups were included. Analyzed a Bioss database of 4606 employees who
took the CPA and did not find significant differences among these groups. Results indicate the
CPA is not biased and is equivalent for groups of diverse cultural backgrounds and genders
within these groups. But - used nil hypothesis testing. (See Mauer 2000, who used the same
database.) (Also presented at the European Association on Work and Organisational Psychology
(EOWOP) conference in May 2005 in Istanbul Turkey.) Cited Noble 2002 MCom. MA on
RO.
Sjöholm, Linda, 2005. (See Jönsson, Cristina, and Linda Sjöholm, 2005). Above.
Robitaille, Patrick, 2007, CEO Remuneration in Australia: Is it fair and reasonable?, Masters
thesis in Applied Finance and Investment (MappFin), Financial Services Institute of Australasia
(FINSIA), Kaplan Professional, Sydney, NSW, Australia, 159 p. Supervisor, Denis Godfrey.
Bounds for CEO remuneration were first calculated in accordance with the level of work theory
of Elliott Jaques. A measure of excess remuneration was then calculated and used in regression
analysis in order to isolate the determinants of excess remuneration. From 2000 to 2005 more
than 57% of CEOs from companies in the ASX 200 were deemed overpaid on the sole basis of
their fixed salary; this percentage could increase to 75% when excess remuneration also included
short-term incentives (STIs) or annual bonuses. The average excess salary was estimated at
$435,000, while STIs boost the average to $856,000. Both the proportion of overpaid CEOs and
their excess remuneration are increasing with the passage of time, widening the wage gap with
the rest of the Australian workforce. The regression analysis reveals that the main influence
arises from firm size, while there is little or no contribution from other economic characteristics,
including performance measures. Cited Jaques 1964, 1970 (EP 2nd), 1989. MA on RO.
Cortina, Ana Cecilia, 2009, Measurement and Assessment for Personnel Decisions: a
Comparison between Human Capability and Cognitive Ability, M.A., thesis in Industrial/
Organizational Psychology, College of Arts & Sciences, Department of Psychology,
SUNY Albany, State University of New York, 100 p. Univ. Liby / Oversized *: BF 77 Z899
2009 C67. The purpose of the present study was to further integrate Elliot Jaques’ ideas into the
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Industrial / Organizational Psychology field by examining the relationship between Jaques’
construct of human capability and other constructs used by organizations for personnel decisions,
such as general mental ability and personality. The analysis was conducted using data collected
by a consulting firm in Argentina of 125 employees from top ranked national and international
companies. Results suggested a moderate relationship between measures of human capability
and cognitive ability and weak relationships between human capability and personality as
assessed by the Big Five factors. These findings suggest that human capability as maintained by
Jaques’ theory may be, in fact, a different construct than cognitive ability and personality. Cited
Jaques 1956, 1964, 1989, 1991, 1993, 1994, 1996, 1999; Ivanov 2006; Richardson 1971. MA
on RO.
2010s:
Thelejane, Molupe, 2010, Structure and Sense: a study of organization based on the theories of
Weick and Jaques, Master of Philosophy, thesis in Information and Knowledge Management,
Stellenbosch University, SA, 111 p. March 2010. Supervisor: Mr Chistiaan H. Maasdorp. Karl
E. Weick’s Theory of Organizational Sensemaking and Elliott Jaques’ Stratified
Systems Theory are generally accepted as two poles on a spectrum of organization
theory. The essence of stratified systems theory is that all humans have an inherent cognitive
potential level of coping with complexity – and they grow. As people mature they gain the
potential to handle the next level complexity jobs. In organizations one can then identify
different strata, according to job complexity. Sensemaking on the other hand, is the cognitive
ability to impose frames on ongoing flows and so make the world sensible. Thus, the type of
frame imposed on an object, the interpretation given to events, the plausibility of explanations
forwarded, and the contextualization of circumstances is dependent on one’s applied cognitive
capabilities. This argument serves as the bridge between these theories. The hypothesis that the
requisitely structured managerial accountability hierarchy enhances sensemaking is confirmed.
Cited in Lynch 2011 PhD. Cited Jaques 1965, 1979, 1982 (FoT), 1990 (IPH), 1994, 1996
(RO2); Fredrickson 1986; Weick 1987, 1993, 1995, 2001; Craddock 2004. MA on RO.
Comaroff, Yael, 2012, "Capacity for complexity, intelligence and personality," MA, master’s
dissertation in Organisational Psychology, University of the Witwatersrand, SA, 149 p.
Supervisor: Nichole Israel. Cullen Thesis BF 698.9.O3 COM. English. Online. The chaos and
instability which dominates the organisational environment of today often leads to complexity –
continuous ambiguity and change. Leaders and managers are required to be able to make
effective decisions in these highly abstract circumstances hence selecting and managing
employees who have the capacity to handle complexity has become of great importance. This
research explored the associations between three different assessment measures: the Career Path
Appreciation (CPA), the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale III (WAIS-III) and the California
Psychological Inventory (CPI). The research concluded that the CPA assessment is a highly
effective and unique technique for outlining an individual’s capacity for complexity even though
it is an extremely costly assessment tool in South Africa. The results were not strong enough to
conclude that the WAIS-III and the CPI overlap with the CPA or could be used in its place.
Cited in Kruger 2013. Cited Homa Hunt 1967 PhD; Jaques 1961; Stamp 1981, 1989, 1993,
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2003; Uhl-Bien 2006, 2007, 2008; Grobler 2005 MA; S.A.B. 2006. # MA on RO.
Kruger, Ester, 2013, "Assessing the accuracy of the growth in theoretical capability as predicted
by the Career Path Appreciation (CPA) 1 VS CPA 2," MA, master's dissertation in Industrial and
Organisational Psychology, University of South Africa, UNISA, Johannesberg, SA, 92 p.
Supervisor: Prof Rudi M. Oosthuizen. Online. The need for the identification and appropriate
development of talent in organisations has led to a renewed interest in the accuracy of tools used
in this context. Was there a need for a test and then a retest of the CPA to increase its accuracy?
There wasn't. The CPA as a measure of theoretical capability (CLC) is consistently accurate and
can be used with confidence for the identification and development of talent within organisations
(0.69). Potential capability (Mode) had a less strong correlation (0.591), but both were
statistically significant. Limitations of this study are the differences in results on race and
gender, which appear to require further research. Cited Comaroff 2012 MA; Jaques 1965, 1972,
1978, 1986, 1990, 1991, 1994, 1996; Kitching 2005 MA; Lewis 1992, 1993; Mauer 1997, 2000,
2002, 2005, 2008; Nzama et al 2008; Piaget 1983; Percival et al 2003; Retief 2003; Sargut &
McGrath 2011; SAB-Miller 2012; Stamp 1981, 1988, 1989, 1996, 2000. # MA on RO.
###
Masters Under Development (3): [these are lost to me.]
Swiegers, Wotan, 2005 (e.), Working Title: “A Leadership Competency Continuum for Leaders
in the Operational Domain of Stratified Systems Theory,” M.A., dissertation in Organisational
Psychology, University of South Africa, Pretoria, RSA. The focus will be on identifying and
developing successors. (Note: WS is working in Swakopmund, Namibia, but may be seconded
to Australia and have to transfer to a university there. Dr.) Not found in UNISA library, 3-14.
mailto: wswiegers@rossing.com.na
Sampson, Libby F., 2005-7 (e.), [Topic Unknown.], School unknown but it is in Australia. Lives
in Williamstown, AU (no state given, Vic, or SoAus.). (“Elizabeth”). [Downloaded the third
edition of this biblio, 2004. MA student.] esampson@bigpond.net.au Not found on ADT, 6/09.
Olivier, Andrew, 2010 (e.), Working title: “Two Case Studies on Applying Jaques’ Methods in
the Public Service in a Developing Nation,” M.M., School of Public and Development
Management, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa. Research &
Dissertation. One case study will focus on an effective and efficient public service and the other
on a less successful one. A feature will be on how Jaques’ model of a natural hierarchy has
found a natural fit with postmodern complexity science, especially complex adaptive systems.
(Mis-spelt as Oliver.) Relocated to AU.
###
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3-25-14
Doctoral Dissertations on Jaques’ Theory
Data - Alphabetical List (134)
Agarwal, N., 1975
Allsop, I., 1996
Amsteus, Martin Nils, 2011
Anderson, D. C., 1977
Angelo, N. H., 1997
Ashour, A. S., 1970 [aka Ashur, A. S.]
Atalla, Adam D., 2010
Atchison, T. J., 1965
Barnard, Geoffrey Alan, 1997
Bassarab, Christine, 2010
Bebb, Sheri S., 2004
Bell, G. D., 1965
Besser, T. L., 1991
Bishop, W. S., 1989
Blauner, R., 1962
Boals, D. M., 1985
Borum, F., 1976
Brause, A., 2000
Briers, M., 1997
Bucy, J. F., 1989

*
*
new
*
*
*
*
*
new
*

.

*
*
. **
*
*
*
*
*
**
*

Bullis, R. C., 1992
Burnage, Anne Bernadette, 1982
Byford, I. M. A., 1994
Campbell, Edgar E., 2011
Carrell, M. R., 1976
Cavana, G. R., 1971
Chaplin, D. M., 2000
Charness, G. B., 1996
Child, J., 1967
Chun, K-J., 1992

*
new
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Clarke, J. L., 2005
Cliffe, J., 1984
Compton, David S., 2008
Crane, Roger R., 1986 (not counted)
Crawford, D. B., 2005

*
*
new

.

#
*
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Cunningham, Glenn K., 2012
de-Haan, Uzi, 1975
Densten, I. L., 1997
Diatlov, V. V., 2005
DiPadova, L. N., 1995
Dixon, F. M., 1982
[Dodd], see Norton [Dodd] - - -

*
*
*
*
*
*

Downey, H. K., 1974
Dubost, J., 1973
Fleit, S. A., 2008
Friedman, S. D., 1984
Geary, Susan Elizabeth, 2000
Girczyc, Patricia A., 2008
Glassop, L. I., 2007
Goldman, L. L., 1999
Goodman, P. S., 1966
Gorman, Sheila Ann, 1982

*
*
*
**
new
*
*
*
*
*

Gould, D. P., 1984
Grady, Victoria Marie, 2005
Hackman, Beverly Katarina, 1990
Hansburg, Freda Kelner, 1988
Haslop, D., 1997
Hearn Mackinnon, B. W., 2003
Hemman, E. A., 1998
Homa Hunt, E., 1967
Hoof, Josephus Adrianus Petrus van, 1963
Horn, Zachary N. J. (Nathan Joshua), 2008

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Hughes, William Paul, 1989
Hull, F. M., Jr. 1977
Ivanov, S., 2006
Johnston, K. N., 2008
Joseph, Ronald G., 2011

*
*
*
*
*

Joss, R., 1998
Kaboolian, L., 1990
Kelly, J., 1966
King, S. W., 1997
Kirsner, D., 1998

*
*
*
*
*

-
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Krefting, L. A., 1974
*
Kriger, M. P., 1983
*
Krimpas, G., 1973
*
Kvålseth, [Kvalseth], T. O., 1971
*
Laverty, K. J., 1993
*
Leed, M., 2000
*
Levicki, C. J., 1983
*
Lindbergh, Lori B., 2009
*
Low, Albert, 2003, honoris causa (not counted)
Lublin, S., 1986
*
Lupson, Jonathan M., 2007
new
Lynch, P., 2011
Lynall, Matthew D., 2009
Macdonald, I., 1990
Marsland, D., 1983
McElroy, Richard Lee, 2009
McGee, W. L., 1984
McGovern, P. G., 1993
Mehltretter, G. W., 1995
Mora-Whitehurst, R., 2009
Morgan, J. H., 2005

*
*
*
*
new
*
*
*
*
*

Mu, Dan Ping, 1993
Myers, S. R., 2007
Nieves, J. M., 1997
Nir, A. E., 1995
Norton [Dodd], J., 1994 (1995)
Nyberg, B. J., 2004
Osako, Masako Murakami, 1973
Øvretveit, (Ovretveit), J. A., 1988
Pankhurst, Kate, 1990
Pankhurst, Ken V., 2003
Perlmutter, S., 1990

*
*
**
*
*
*
new
*
*
*
*

Peterson, K. D., 1983
Picard, L. A., 1964
Popovich, M. R., 2002
Rapp, Randy Roland, 2002
Richards, R. M., 1978
Richardson, R., 1969
Rolfe, H. K., 1987
Rowbottom, R., 1972
Samaras, G., 1993

*
*
*
new
*
*
*
*
*

#

.
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Schlemenson, A. E., 1984

*

Seidle, Brett, 2010
Shepard, Jon Max, 1968
Shively, S., 1966
Shrivastava, Samir, 2008
Small, I. C., 1995
Solan, A. M., 2008, US
Stamp, G. P., 1981
Starkey, K. P., 1985/86
Stewart, S. R., 1989
Suchy, S., 1998

*
new
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Svennerstal, Hakan, 1996
Swofford, D. M., 2009
Theocarakis, N., 1990
Thurgood, Keith L., 2008
Tiffany, Constance Helena, 1977
Vinton, D., 1995
Visscher, B-F., 2005
Weiner, N. J., 1977
Weis, Eric J., 2012
Winston, E. W., 2007

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
. **
*
*

Wirth, I., 1976
Wiswell, A. K., 1987
Wohlford, Paul Frederick, 1964

*
*
*

Xxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Masters Degrees (70)

3-2-14

Adebayo, S. A., 1998
Andrade, E. G., 1971
Armitstead, J., 1980
Bandy, R. F., 1985
Bathmaker, S., 1997
Bestard, G. J., 1997
Bidwell, 2003
Blumstein, P. W., 1967
Borg, A., 2005
Brown, S. M., 1967

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Cameron, S., 1974-75
Carter, M. M., 2000
Cliffe, J., pre-1977
Comaroff, Yael, 2012
Cortina, A. C., 2009
Craddock, K., 2002
Dawson, T., 1997
Day, M. L., 1976
Deutsch, R., 1978
Dixon, F. M., 1976

*
*
*
new
*
*
*
*
*
*

(M.Tech.)

Du Toit, G. P., 2005
Freeman, J. K., and Motta, G. A., co-authors, 1975
Geenen, J. J. M., 1973
Gerber, D.K., 1997
Gomm, J., 1971
Gorman, M. DeL., 1994
Grainger, J., 1984
Gray, J. L., 1967
Grobler, S. W., 2005
Hamilton, M. J., 1966

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Hands, D. M., 1974
Harmon, J.P., 1968
Hatfield, B., 1997
Howe, D. B., and Deacon, G. R., co-authors, 1978
Hutcheon, D., 2003
Jönsson, C., and Sjöholm, L., co-authors, 2005
Judd, R. J., 1966
Karesky, M., 2002

*
new
*
*
*
*
*
*
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(Related PhD, 2010) *
*

Kenyon, R. E., 1965
*
Kitching, J., 2005
*
Koetter, F.W., 1984
*
Kruger, Ester, 2013
new
Leshko, T. J., and Vosseteig, C. E., co-authors, 1975 *
Lofting, L. L., 1980
*
Lupson, Jonathan, 2003
new
Mathis, C. W., 1966
*
McMahon, M., 2003
*
Meskill, M. T., 1996
*
Miller, R. L., 1968
Misch, A., 2004
Noble, H., 2003
Øvretveit, J. A., (Ovretveit) 1984
Page, S. R., 1979
Perry, C., 1973
Peterson, O. P., 1968
Ramanathan, P., 2004
Reshew, J. W., 1978
Robitaille, R., 2007

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Rowe, H. W., Rudeen, J. C., and Wenke, J. M., co-authors, 1976 *
Saunders, A., 1968
*
Schlemenson, A. E., 1971
**
Shaw, J., 1980
*
Stockman, J. W., 1966
*
Thelejane, M., 2010
*
Whittington, C. M., 1975
*
Wirth, I., 1972
*
Wood, L. E., and Joransen, W. S., co-authors, 1973 *
Zedeck, S., 1967
*
70 counted
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3-25-14
Doctoral Dissertations Related to Jaques’ Theory
(271, arrranged by date)
This ‘Related’ section consists of two hundred seventy-one PhD dissertations with
findings that independently supported some part of Jaques’ organization theory but either were
unaware of the theory or touched on the theory only in the literature review section. About
seventeen of these dissertations were of this latter type. Some refuted theories opposed to
Jaques’ theory. Thirty ‘Related’ dissertations have been published as books. Ninety-eight have
appeared as articles or chapters.
These Related PhDs were completed in nine countries on four continents. One hundredeighty-two were done in the U.S., fifty-seven in the U.K., fourteen in Australia, five in Canada,
four in India, three in South Africa, two in Germany, The Netherlands, and India each, one each
in Sweden, Finland, Austria, Switzerland, and Ireland. Twenty were about Japan. Ninety-three
were done at elite schools (34%). In the US eleven at Michigan, 10 at Harvard, and 9 at
Berkeley, eight at Stanford, six at UCLA, five at Yale and four at MIT, five at Columbia, Chicago , Cornell and Arizona State had three each. U. Penn had two and one was at Duke. In
the UK six were earned at Oxford, four at LSE, and seven more at other divisions of London. In
Australia four were done at New South Wales and one each at Melbourne and Macquarie. One
was done at IIM-Ahmedabad, and one at Patna, India. Six were also done at Georgia, four at
Brunel University (plus one at Henley, then affiliated with Brunel), and five at the University of
Southern California. The figures for the U.S. are larger than in the U.K., developed strength
earlier, and remain strong today.
Some of these ‘Related’ theses may be reclassified as being directly on the theory,
especially: Dill 1956, J. C. McDonald 1958, Guest 1960, Offe 1967, Lee 1969, Piehl 1970, R.C.
Cliff 1971, CW Lee 1974, Otley 1976, J. Martin 1977, Tan 1980, Ott 1986, Hamilton 1988, Itoh
1988, Tymon 1988, R. L. Schuster 1990, MacDuffie 1991, Miyazaki 1993, Li 1995, Dent 1997,
Bradford 1998, Bhardwaj 2000, Burton-Taylor 2004, Galavan 2005, and Force 2008. Several of
these theses refuted theories that had been held forth to discredit Jaques’ theory: Makharia 1959,
Farris 1966, Evans 1968, Pritchard 1969, Duncan 1971, Beehr 1974, Tan 1980, Milliken 1985,
Brennan 1988, Quaid 1988, Watson 1989, Berry 1995, Zalewski 2006, Ghitulescu 2006, and C.
D. Walsh 2009. Several ‘Related’ theses seem to me to most strongly support elements of the
theory: Daltrey, 1982, Madigan 1982, Whiddon 1982, Jennings 1985, Hirsch 1988,
Paradissopoulos 1989, Introna 1992, Fotini-Paradissopoulos 1993, Kelleher 1993, Berry 1995,
Halliday 1996, P. Dawson 1997, Walters 1997, Bechky 1999, Vainiomäki 1999, Piskorski 2001,
and Pires 2009.
Various other academic topics come close to aspects of Jaques’ theory and appear to offer
support for the theory: hierarchical production planning (HPP) in industrial engineering
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(Gonzalez Barrena 1991), lean manufacturing (MacDuffie 1991), project management and
competence building (Miyazaki 1993), information aggregation level in accounting, (see Otley
1976, Dias 1979, Jackson 1989, Introna 1992, Dearman 1998), accountability in accounting
(Shearer 1996), accountability in auditing (a very popular topic!), the horizon effect in
economics (Jennings 1985), the effort bargain in economics (J. C. McDonald 1958, Mass 1984,
Vainiomäki 1999), and X-efficiency in economics (Gotsias 1988, Dibrell 1991, Key 2000).
Several dissertations in the 1990s on construction project management touched on time-span and
are included here. At least three were on cognitive complexity (Rest 1969, Armon 1984,
Rodriguez 1992).
Several PhDs specifically on the Japanese labor markets and earnings profiles largely
support the theory and are included here (Nonaka 1972, Kuratani 1973, Tachibanaki 1973,
Shimada 1974, Tan 1980, Friedman 1986, Kariya 1988, Nishiguchi 1989, Rebick 1990, Sako
1990, MacDuffie 1991, Miyazaki 1993, Morita 2000). Several recent PhDs were on hoshin
kanri, the Japanese adaption of the Deming-Jaques system to translate strategic vision down
through multiple layers to the operating level (Tennant 1998, Cochran 1999, Butterworth 2001).
In addition, Nonaka and Takeuchi cite Jaques for the hypertext structure of their Knowledge
Creating Company (1995). Included here are three dissertations on their work (Mroz, Soo, W.
Johnson). One, a case study in India, focused on the importation of HRM practices from Japan
via joint ventures and its important role in economic liberalization and restructuring of
organizations (Som 2002). One dissertation focused on a Brazilian public bureaucracy including
discretion. (This was an import from Japan.) [Pires 2009, MIT.]
Several economic approaches to organizational hierarchy hinted toward Jaques’ theory
but did not explore it. For example, one Australian thesis (not included) noted the differential
levels of “unobserved ability” of managers - and then stopped. A few others were on mentoring
and coaching, related topics (Robinson 1980). Dissertations on “future time perspective” (FTP),
the psychological concept, might be related but must be regarded with great care.
Related PhDs By Decade
1949-1959
1960-1969
1970-1979
1980-1989
1990-1999
2000-2009
2010 ~
Total:

10
20
41
62
98
44
4
----271

The ‘Related’ Master’s theses follow this list.
The Related Ph.D.s:
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Pre-1960s
Jeuck, John Edward, 1949, A Case Study in the Evolution of Personnel Management: Sears,
Roebuck and Company, Ph.D. dissertation in Sociology, University of Chicago, IL, US, 188 p.
Regenstein, A-Level Dissertations HD10000 Jeuck. Published as Chapters 17 and 29 in Boris
Emmet and Jeuck 1950 book on Sears, Roebuck. Cited by Jacoby 1986 (p. 90-96, 141-43). Abs
# Related PhD. A.
Moursi, El S. M. K. M., 1951-1952, A factorial investigation of the hierarchical organisation of
cognitive levels, Ph.D., thesis in experimental psychology, (B2d), University College, University
of London, UK. (Length not known.) Supervisor: Sir Cyril Burt. Dr. S. J. F. Philpott also was
an advisor on many dissertations involving experimental psychology (per Hearnshaw 1979, p.
302, 339, 347.) Found in the theses online catalogue at the Senate House Library of University
of London. Theses #2-593. BL No.: none. No abstract online. Published as article in 1952
under alternate spelling as “Moursy, E. M.”. Burt was the editor of the publication. “Burt’s
hypothesis of hierarchical structure... is fully confirmed by the statistical evidence” (p. 179).
(Problem: Burt may have invented data, assistants, nom de plumes, experiments and subjects in
his later years. Did he also invent doctoral students and theses? Seen as legit. by Hearnshaw
1979.) Var. spelling: Moursey. See the article. Did not see Thesis. Related PhD. A.
Moore, David Graham, 1955, Managerial Strategies and Organizational Dynamics in Sears
Retailing, Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology, U. of Chicago, IL, US, 272 p. ADD-only. Chicago
Liby: Regenstein, A-Level Dissertations HD10000 Moore. (Reported in AJS as 1954.) (Much
of dissertation was included as Chapters 8 and 13 in Gardner and Moore 1952, 1955, 1964. [See
Worthy 1986 for write up.] Not seen. Related PhD. A.
Weiss, Robert Stuart, 1955, Processes of Organization: a survey, Ph.D., dissertation in
Sociology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, US, 168 p. DAI 15, no. 05 (1955): 0896.
Accn No.: AAG0011372. Liby: Buhr Shelving Facility DISS FILM 2056. HathiTrust Digital
Library Search only (no full text). Cited in W. F. Whyte 1969. Cited Jaques 1951, 1953
(withdrawn); W. F. Whyte 1949; Barnard 1938; Graicunas 1933/1937, Homans 1951. Jaques
1951 cited on p. 115 (2/3 way thru). See articles Morse and Weiss 1955; Weiss and Jacobson
1955; Weiss 1956a, 1956b. See 1956 book p. 66-67 for summary/abstract. Abs # Related
PhD. A.
Dill, William Rankin, 1956, An Analysis of Task Environment and Personal Autonomy in Two
Management Organizations, Ph.D., Dissertation in Business Costs, Carnegie Institute of
Technology, Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA, AAT 0205862. THESIS DILL, ANAL, Held by: HUNT. ADD 1957, p. 50.
Published as an article: Dill, William R., 1958, “Environment as an Influence on Managerial
Autonomy,” Administrative Science Quarterly, March, 2(4):409-443. Cited Jaques 1956 in the
article but not in the PhD. Related PhD.
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Epstein, Sidney, 1956, An Experimental Study of Some of the Effects of Variations in the Clarity
and Extent of a Supervisor’s Area of Freedom upon His Supervisory Behaviour, PhD,
dissertation in Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 95 p. DAI 16, 12, (1956)
2513. AAG0018599. Libry: Buhr Shelving Facility DISS 4091. Microfilm DISS FILM 2320.
Unpublished. Four conditions were examined: clear and vague supervisory authority, each with
large or small areas of freedom. The quality of solutions was best with clear authority and a
large area of freedom. The quality of solutions was worst with vague authority and a small area
of freedom. In short, when authority was vague people played safe and restricted their thinking.
Vague authority had a similar effect to limited authority. When delegation was clear and
freedom was large, more ideas were considered, and less money was needed to solve the
problems. The area of freedom of a supervisor in a hierarchical organization is one of the
determinants of his leadership style: restriction => autocratic; absence => democratic. Abstract
seen. Cited in N. Maier 1963, p. 86. Related PhD. A.
McDonald, John Campbell, 1958, Social and Psychological Aspects of Night Shift Work; a pilot
study, Ph.D., Thesis in Industrial Psychology, Sociology, and Economics, University of
Birmingham, Birmingham, UK, 490 p. Wilhelm Baldamus, research supervisor. Text 351
pages, Biblio 352-356, Appendices of interviews with workers 357-490. In Birmingham Library
on-line card catalogue: Drawer 255, Card no. 174. Diss. C.B58; 426,701. Theses # 8-734. Not
in BL. Unpublished. Synopsis seen. This was “an analytical evaluation of night shift work ...
from the workers’ point of view” (Synopsis). Studied a 10 percent random sample of night shift
workers in a large manufacturing company to test “the empirical usefulness of wage-effort parity
and disparity.” The hardships of night shift work were assumed by economists to be balanced by
additional earnings and other advantages. But “apart from a few exceptionally privileged nightshift jobs, disparity rather than parity” held for the majority. These unexpected results “were
supported from insights gained by intensive case studies on a number of workers.” This was
“effectively concealed by various rationalizations and projections which the workers maintained
to reconcile themselves with the coercive nature of the prevailing conditions” (WB, p. 113).
This comes close to using Jaques’ intensive social-analytic interview methodology. Described in
Baldamus 1961 (p. 113, 104-105, 133). This thesis was conducted largely to confirm the study
reported in Baldamus 1957 and focused on parity (night shift vs day shift) not just the effortwage bargain. Cited Jaques 1951 (once). Cited two works of Thomas A. Ryan. Oddly, did
NOT cite Behrend 1957a or 1957b. Related PhD.
Litterer, Joseph August, 1959, The Emergence of Systematic Management as Shown by the
Literature of Management from 1870 to 1900, Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champagne, IL, 321 p. DAI, 20, no.05, (1959): 1625. AAG594529. Published
as articles in 1961, 1963. During the decades before Taylor there was a voluminous managerial
literature. The major focus of these writings was on ways of achieving internal organizational
coordination of the work and its flows. Its goal was to make sure all the work was done and on
time, to ensure top managers got the information to do this in a timely and systematic fashion,
and creating procedures to relieve top managers of routine and repetitive tasks. These were
primarily focused on the lower and shorter concerns of directing and controlling, rather than
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planning, organizing and staffing. Standardization of work, pay rates, and information were
powerful management tools in the post-Civil War era. Just automatically delivering information
upward to an accountable executive freed the system to function on its own. Staff specialists
became department heads, just as today. Managerial solutions to problems were written up - and
the case method was born. SIBL *ZT-381. (Microfilm) Related PhD.
Makharia, M. P., 1959, Social Conditions of Textile Labour in Bombay with Special Reference to
Productivity, Ph.D., thesis in Department of Sociology, University of Bombay, Mumbai, India.
Unpublished. (Library and catalogue closed to all but fee-payers.) Investigated the conditions of
the workers’ life and leisure, their attitudes toward issues, and the relationship between social
conditions and productivity. The average cotton textile operative was subject to various basic
handicaps in his non-working life and low standard of living. This reacts unfavourably on his
“potentiality, productivity and efficiency.” A broad comparison was made between the Japanese
textile worker and the Bombay worker on social conditions and productivity. (Empirical.) .
[Probably cited Brown and Raphael 1948, Jaques 1951, Rice 1958.] See John Cliffe 1984 PhD
at Brunel. Cited in Dayal 1973. Not seen. Related PhD.
Neal, Arthur Gale, 1959, “Stratification Concomitants of Powerlessness and Normlessness: A
Study of Political and Economic Alienation,” Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology, The Ohio State
University, US, 130 pages. OSU Book Depository THESIS1959PHDNAGS. AAT 6001205.
DAI 20/10, p. 4208, Apr 1960. On which group gets power inside organizations and which does
not. (True for 1950s in the USA.) Published as an article, “Organizations and Powerlessness”
with Melvin Seeman in 1964. See Blauner 1962 PhD and 1964 book. Related PhD.

1960s
Guest, Robert Henry, 1960, Organizational Change and the Successful Leader, PhD, dissertation
in Sociology, Columbia University, New York, NY, 228 p. Columbia advisors: Paul F.
Lazarfeld, Robert K. Merton, and Conrad M. Arensberg. Yale: Charles R. Walker. Published as
a book in 1962 titled, Organizational Change (with an added 3-page concluding chapter linking
this study to STS - which was unsupported by the dissertation). Guest did the research while at
the Yale Technology Project. Described the impact of a change in leadership on the output,
functioning, and morale at “Plant Y”. Contrasted two managers, one with short-term perspective
(emergency response: failure) and the other with a long-term perspective (planning: successful)
on the conditions of effective authority in the last chapter (IX: esp. p. 190-197): discretion and
“leeway to act”, longer time perspective, horizontal work-flow, enlarging the span of
cognition, authority, and group interaction. Results took 2.5 years to become evident (See
CCF 1951, and Lieberson and O’Connor 1972, King 1997). Results have many parallels with
Alvin W. Gouldner’s 1954 book, Patterns of Industrial Bureaucracy (Free Press, Glencoe, LI,
NY). In the end - garbled thinking. Cited Jaques 1951, Pelz, Rice, Trist. Columbia Offsite
D378.7CWO G938. Related PhD. A.
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Patchen, Martin, 1960, The Choice of Wage Comparisons, PhD, dissertation in Social
Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI. 158 pages, DAI-20/12, p. 4739, Aug
1970. UMI: AAT 6001786. Published as a book in 1961, The Choice of Wage Comparisons,
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 123 pages. CU Lib # HD4909.P27 Patchen found
employees used multiple comparisons when considering what is a fair wage. This conflicts
directly with Jaques’ findings. Most academics favored Patchen’s approach (and Adams’) and
spent years searching for this elusive comparative “other.” Pritchard 1969 article indicated there
was no “other” but an internal standard - as Jaques claimed. Related PhD. A.
Cortis, Lucien Edward, 1962, An Investigation Into The Evaluation Of Jobs In A Large
Heterogeneous Group Of African Workers, PhD, thesis in Psychology, Arts Faculty, University
of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa, 252 pages. In Main Library, Cullen Thesis,
Management Thesis: HF 5549.5.J62 COR. Issued as 1962 report by National Institute for
Personnel Research in Johannesburg. Tested Jaques' time-span of discretion (TSD), but found it
too difficult to use. Built on Biesheuvel’s work stressing adaptability, but included Jaques. TSD
was key to developing the Castellion job evaluation method in SA. Reliability tested in Jordan et
al 1992. See Cortis 1972; Biesheuvel 1977; TT Paterson 1972. Not in WorldCat. Cited Jaques
1956, 1961; Cortis 1961, 1962. Lucien Cortis at Laurentian U. in Sudbury, ON, CA, 2006.
[Later at Athabasca U.] See Ms. Lisetta Chalupiak at LU. lrcortis @ cyberbeach.net Did not
see Thesis, but it was described in Cortis 1972. See Snelgar 1983. Related PhD.
Halley, Gopichand, 1964, Labour Participation in Management, PhD, thesis in Economics,
Ambedkar University, (formerly Agra University), Agra, Uttar Pradesh, India. [length unknown].
Evaluated the entire gamut of labours’ participation in management; discussed the joint
consultation machinery in private and public undertakings - its growth and development; and
derives theoretical conclusions based on empirical researches. [Did he cite Brown and Raphael
1948, Brown 1960, Jaques 1951, 1961, Rice 1958 ?] See John Cliffe 1984 PhD at Brunel. Cited
in Dayal 1973. Not Seen. Related PhD.
Lorsch, Jay William, 1964, Organizational Structure and Scientific Transfer: A Study of
Differentiation and Integration in Complex Organizational Systems, D.B.A., dissertation in
Business Administration, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA. Not Available from UMI.
Published as: Lorsch, Jay W., 1965, Product Innovation and Organization, Macmillan, New
York, NY, and as a 1965 article. This was his prize-winning 1964 Harvard PhD. This was a
pilot study in a “larger research project” at HBS on unit task specialization (differentiation) and
unity of effort between these units (integration) that included Picard 1964 PhD, Peter Vaill 1964
PhD, Turner and Lawrence 1965, and culminated in Lawrence and Lorsch 1967. Lorsch built on
Homans, Rice, Wilfred Brown, Burns and Stalker 1961, and Woodward 1965. See
Methodological Appendix (p. 165-178): his survey used terms “time span of responsibility,”
“time span of review,” and “time orientation” - but Jaques was not cited (a weird omission).
Brown 1960 was used only to select departments to study (sic). Found that researchers were
more oriented toward long-range concerns and sales and production toward short-range ones. In
the “less effective” firm the integrative unit located between research and production had a time
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horizon more focused on the short-term than in the “more effective” firm. See Ebert and Piehl
1973. Related PhD. A.
Lawler, Edward E., III, 1964, Manager’s Job Performance and Their Attitudes Toward Their
Pay, Ph.D., dissertation in Psychology, University of California, Berkeley, CA, 88 pages. UMI
AAT 6413042. DAI-A 25/07, p. 4251, May 1968. Expanded and published as: Porter, Lyman
W., and Edward E. Lawler, III, 1968, Managerial Attitudes and Performance, Irwin,
Homewood, IL, 209 pages. Lawler’s dissertation on attitudes produced stunningly low
correlations (.15, .17, .24, .34), yet Lawler presented it as a success (sic!). The highest was for
self-ratings by managers on their own work effort (oh, swell), however Lawler concluded: “pay
can be an important incentive for good job performance.” P&L 1968 claimed to produce data
that contradicted Herzberg’s pay-hygiene findings (1959). This attack was based on Lawler’s
dissertation. In the book version the authors set up a quote from Brown 1962, use it as a straw
man, knock it down, and “reject” Brown. (The two did a similar routine with James C. Worthy’s
1950 article.) Lawler’s dissertation is included here since the book version cited Brown. See
Lawler and Porter 1963 for FFP:HierLvl study. Related PhD. A.
Andrews, Ira Robert, 1965, Job Performance as a Function of Wage Inequity, Ph.D., dissertation
in social psychology, University of California, Berkeley, 63 pages; AAT 6508119, DAI 26/02, p.
1198, Aug 1965. Advisor: Lyman Porter. Published as an article in 1967. Abstract seen.
Tested Stacey Adams and found support for most of his theory of wage inequity using piece rate
compensation. Levels of quantity in work were as predicted. But work quality did not have
results which supported the theory. (Article was harsher toward Adams.) Related PhD. A.
Hanoch, Giora, 1965, "Personal Earnings and Investment in Schooling," Ph.D., dissertation in
Economics, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, 115 p. Advisor: Gary S. Becker (probably).
UC Liby: HB3999 Hanoch, Mansueto, Regenstein. Not in DAI: T-12259. The 1967 JHR article
was based mainly on the 1965 PhD dissertation. The article included Age-Wage and AgeEducation charts. Did not see Dissn. Related PhD. A.
Blumberg, Paul Marvin, 1966, Workers’ Management in Comparative Analysis, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Sociology and Labor Relations, University of California, Berkeley, CA, 492
pages. UMI AAT 6615350. DAI-A 27/07, p. 2211, Jan 1967. Published as: Blumberg, Paul,
1968, Industrial Democracy: The Sociology of Participation, Constable, London, UK, and
Schocken Books, New York, NY, 278 pages, (1969, 1973). A discussion and history of worker
management in North America and Europe mostly since WWII. Cited Jaques 1951, Glacier, and
Kurt Lewin. Cited in Nystrom and Starbuck 1981, volume 1. Related PhD. A.
Farris, George Franklin, 1966, A Causal Analysis of Scientific Performance, Ph.D., dissertation
in Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 167 pages. UMI AAT 6614517. DAI-B
27/07, p. 2506, Jan 1967. MIRLYN: DISS 7601; DISS FILM 6936. Chairman: Robert L. Kahn.
Published as four articles in 1969 and one in 1975. Examined organizational factors and the
performance of 151 engineers in three laboratories of a large industrial firm (see Pelz and
Andrews 1966, and 2nd edn. 1976). (This Ph.D. was the second panel study.) Found that
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performance had a pervasive causal influence across the organization. “In every instance
performance was found to cause the organizational factor with which it was associated.”
In no instance was the reverse found. Causal factors included: involvement in work, colleague
contact, diversity of work activities, number of subordinates, and one function of the supervisor.
Factors not related included: influence on work goals, salary, and eight supervisory functions.
These were low but statistically significant associations. This organization adapted itself around
the performance and contribution of its employees. Jaques found this to be true in many
organizations but only partially realized in most. Many organization theories and “empirical”
research findings are based on single-point-in-time correlations arguing leadership causes
performance. The reverse may be true. They also may be interactive. [Was this ever
replicated?] See Farris 1962 Related MA. See two JAP articles in 1969, Australian JPsych
1969, and ASQ 1972. Now at Rutgers. Related PhD. A.
Trahair, Richard C. S., 1965/1966, The Workers' Judgement: a study of how mine workers judge
their situation, Ph.D., thesis in Management, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Vic, AU, 599
p. in 2 v. UniM Baill T TRAHAIR v.1 & 2, Bundoora Store. (Began with Oeser, O. A., and
Frank Harary, 1962, “A Mathematical Model for Structural Role Theory, I,” Human Relations,
May 1962, 15(2):89-109.) Quality of work life of miners in Australia. The reverse of
managerialism: the other half. How employees judge the deal that employers offer. Published as
three articles in 1968, 1969, and 1970. (An excellent lead-in and background to the adventures,
trials and tribulations of miners and mining companies with this theory in Australia in the 1980s
and 1990s.) Related PhD. A.
Offe, Claus, 1967, Leistungsprinzip und industrielle Arbeit, PhD, dissertation in Faculty of
Social and Economic Sciences, Johann-Wolfgang-Goethe University of Frankfurt, Germany.
Published in German as a book: 1970, Leistungsprinzip und industrielle Arbeit, Europaesche
Verlagsanstalt. Published in English as a book: 1976, Industry and Inequality: the achievement
principle in work and social status, E. Arnold, London, UK, 158 p. Affiliated with the Frankfurt
School of sociological criticism. Found the achievement principle was no longer the basis for
status in industrial organizations. Those promoted to the next higher level in organizations
required different skills from their subordinates and also were recruited from different sources.
The apprentice-journeyman-master “task continuous” hierarchy of skill levels was broken.
Clinging to an ideology of the achievement principle becomes a repressive self-justification of
this new social order. The new structure also made subordinate’s actions invisible to
superiors who were incapable of evaluating performance variation (task discontinuous).
Organizational control had to be shifted from managerial SKAs to employee internalized norms
(professionalism and culture). Confused TSD with the psychological concept of deferred
gratification and thus failed to see SST/RO re-establishes the task-continuous hierarchy based
not on skills but on task complexity. Praised Paul Goodman’s 1967 article for using “the same
categories as Jaques but far more precise research techniques” (p. 113). Offe’s PhD was
completed in summer 1967, so he was unaware this was recanted (Goodman and Miller 1973).
Discussed Baldamus, Behrend, Goodman, and Jaques in same section (p. 107-126), which was
logical since all were related to Jaques. Unaware of connections. See Davis and Moore 1945.
Cited Jaques 1956; Behrend 1957, 1959; Baldamus 1960 (in German), 1961; Tummin 1953
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(1966). Cited in Theocarakis 1990 PhD, p. 46. 1976: Clio Lehman HD6955 .O4213 Related
PhD.
Scafati, Aldo Charles, 1967, Formalization and Empirical Validation of Selected Aspects of
Anticipation Theory, PhD, dissertation in Sociology, U. of Pittsburgh, PA, 462 p. DAI-A 28/12,
p. 5157, June 1968. Advisor (probably): Nehnevajsa, Jiri. Unpublished. This dissertation was
cited in McDaniel 1970 as 1 of 4 PhDs supporting Nehnevajsa's 'anticipation' or 'outcomes'
theory of decision making. We make decisions based on the future anticipated outcome from the
decision. The normative values in Colombian society were a consensus, as were expectations
about potential futures and their outcomes. Certain sub-populations (esp. Santandereanos) depart
from these. Tests of these hypotheses were made on the general population and on elites. They
were similar on efficacy and success expectations. Also tested were cognitive distortion,
ideological conflict, and value agreement. Cited Nehnevajsa. See Shively 1966 PhD. (Can be
mispelt as Scafatti.) Abs seen. Abs # Related PhD.
Telly, Charles Spiro, 1967, Inequity and Its Relationship to Turnover Among Hourly Workers in
the Major Production Shops of a Large Aerospace Firm, D.B.A., dissertation in Business
Administration, University of Washington; Seattle, WA, 324 p. Advisor: Wendell L. French.
DAI, 29, no. 01A, (1967): 0011 (July 1968). Accn No: AAG68-9342. ProQuest Doc ID:
302256621. UW Liby: Thesis 16411. [Concordia U. Can. Liby: Webster (4th Fl) HF 5006
U55 no.41. Descr: 301 l.] Published as a 1971 article in ASQ. Found support for Adams 1963
theory that perceptions of inequity are among the reasons for turnover. Presentation in 1969 on
Boeing Aircraft Co. Related PhD.
Engel, Gloria Viola, 1968, The Effect of Bureaucracy on the Professional Autonomy of the
Physician, Ph.D., dissertation in General Sociology, University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA), 165 p. DAI, 29, no. 06A, (1968): 1963 p. Accn No: AAG6816603. Chairman:
Raymond J. Murphy. Published as two articles: 1969, 1970. Bureaucracy is frequently viewed
as being detrimental to certain aspects of professionalism. The relationship between bureaucratic
structure and degree of professional autonomy within the client-professional relationship was
examined by comparing the perceived autonomy of professionals in three levels of bureaucratic
intensity. Found the highly bureaucratic was the most restrictive but the moderate was the least
restrictive. This suggests an optimal level of bureaucratic organization to reduce role conflict
and ambiguity and clarify goals. Related PhD. A.
Evans, Martin Griffith, 1968, Effects of Supervisory Behavior upon Worker Perception of their
Path-Goal Relationships, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology, Yale University, New
Haven, CT, 282 p. DAI-B 29/11, p4414 May 1969. AAT6908342. Chair: Lawler. Argyris,
Alderfer, L. Porter - then all at Yale. Published as two articles in 1970. Supervisors influence
the employee’s effectiveness by their behavior. This is the beginning of a recognition of systems
as a management responsibility. (On management’s accountability per Danny Miller. 12-2008.) Jaques not mentioned. Related PhD. A.
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Susman, Gerald Isaiah, 1968, An Investigation of Task Allocation Decisions in Autonomous
Work Groups in a Continuous Process Industry, Ph.D., dissertation in Social Psychology,
University of California - Los Angeles (UCLA), Los Angeles, CA, 166 pages. UNI AAT
6911916. DAI-A 30/02, p. 817, Aug 1969. See 1970 articles in ASQ and Human Relations. See
1976 Praeger book, Autonomy at Work. Susman distinguished between ‘democratic’ groups and
‘independent industrial work’ groups. Lewin studied the democratic kind. But workplaces
include the latter groups which operate with constraints from a higher level of management.
Competence was the indicator on which co-workers judged social status. (This supported both
Jaques and socio-technical systems views.) See Gersick 1984 Related Ph.D. Related PhD. A.
Terreberry, Shirley Marie, 1968, The Organization of Environments, Ph.D., dissertation in Social
Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 327 pages. UMI AAT 6912254. DAI-A
30/02, p. 818, Aug 1969. Published as an article: Terreberry, Shirley, 1968, “The Evolution of
Organizational Environments,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca,
NY, March, 12(4):590-613. Developed a common conceptual framework for viewing any
organization, its transactions, and the environment itself. Found organizational change was
increasingly externally driven, and organizational adaption was a function of the ability to learn,
to adapt and implement to meet changes in the environment. “Adaptability would seem to be
largely a function of a system’s perceptual and information-processing capacities ” (p. 612).
Although she started with Emery and Trist’s formulation (1965), she ended up on this key Jaques
point. Did not cite Jaques. (?? Check this.) Osborn and Hunt 1974 referred to her article as did
Tinker in his Sept. 1976 critique of Downey et al Dec. 1975 in ASQ. Related PhD. A.
Hellriegel, Don, 1969, Collective Negotiations and Teachers: A Behavioral Analysis, DBA,
dissertation in Business Administration, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 309 pages.
Advisor: Wendell French. UMI AAT 6920233. DAI, v. 30-06A, p. 2200. Jaques was
discussed in the literature review section but the research was not on Jaques. Nevertheless, the
author immediately published an article that was highly critical of Jaques’ theory. (Hellriegel,
Don, and Wendell French, 1969, “A Critique of Jaques’ Equitable Payment System,” Industrial
Relations, Berkeley, CA, May 1969, Vol. 8, No. 3, p.269-279.) The article contributed to
undercutting Jaques’ credibility. However, in every instance the article misrepresented the sense
of its citations – sometimes reversing them. Hellriegel worked at Penn State [see Downey1974
Ph.D.] and then at Texas A&M. (See Quaid-Ahlstrand, Related PhD 1988 and book, and Acker
book, for more skeptical views of traditional job evaluation.) Related PhD.
Hunt, John Wallace, 1969, Organization Analysis: The Development and Application of a Model
of an Organization, Ph.D., thesis in Business Administration, University of New South Wales,
Sydney, NSW, Australia, 550 pages. SMT/131 and SMT/131A (2 vols. on one reel; microfilm
negative). Extended and published as: Hunt, John Wallace, 1972, The Restless Organization,
John Wiley and Sons, Sydney, New York, London, Toronto, 460 pages (q.v.). Used many
Tavistock concepts to develop own organization model as an open-ended, dynamic system.
Included some Glacier theory on change and group problem solving. (See related 1966 MBA
Thesis). See 1972 book description. LBS professor and FT columnist. Related PhD. A.
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Lee, Sang Moon, 1969, Salary Equity: its Determination, Analysis, and Correlates, PhD,
dissertation in Business Administration, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, 240 pages. UMI
AAT 7001177. DAI-A 30/08, p. 3145, Feb 1970. UGa/GIL Thesis: LXC16 1969 .L4. Advisor:
Robert H. Finn. Date on dissertation is 1968. Published as an article: Finn and Lee, 1972, in
Journal of Applied Psychology. Discussed Jaques in the literature review section. Study of 170
professional scientific employees. Three key findings were - determination of equitable salaries
is imperative to achieve favorable employee job attitudes and motivation, equitable salaries can
be determined systematically through a quantitative decision making model, and salary
perception appears to be a function of the employee’s general emotional adjustment to work and
the organization - as opposed to being a function of specific factors (p. 154, 156). Salaries seen
as equitable were based on maturity type variables [age-wage profile?] whereas those seen as
inequitable were based on performance evaluations. Derived a mathematical model for the
current equitable wage (R = .933). Unfortunately, used null hypothesis testing. Cited Jaques
1956, 1961, 1962 HBR; Belcher 1964; Atchison and French 1967, Adams 1962, 1963, 1965,
Herzberg, Vroom, Lawler, Festinger, Homans 1961, Elizabeth Lahan 1955 [Job Evaluation],
George W. Taylor 1957 [New Concepts...]. NYPL SIBL *ZT-999. As of 1972, Lee was at Va.
Polytechnic in Blacksburg, VA. Related PhD.
Mitchell, Terence Robert, 1969, Leader complexity, Leadership style and Group performance,
PhD, dissertation in Psychology, University of Illinios, Urbana-Champaign, IL, 130 p. UIUC
Main: 301.155 M69L; Rare Bk & MSS Liby-Oak St: 1969 M695; MF FILM 301.155 M69L.
ProQuest: 70-932. DAI-B 30/07, p. 3375, Jan 1970. Published as 1970 article. Tested Fiedler's
LPC theory. Discovered the higher a leader's cognitive complexity the higher his esteem for his
least preferred co-worker. Explored Fiedler theory. A group's performance was predictable by
knowing the leader's complexity and LPC score. Jaques not cited, but confirmed. Cited in
Fiedler & Chemers 1974. NYPL SIBLJFM 74-34. # Related PhD.
Pritchard, Robert Dale, 1969, An Experimental Study of the Effects of Perceptions of Equity and
Inequity on Worker Performance and Satisfaction, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 133 pages. UMI AAT 7015793. DAI-B 31/03, p.
1581, Sep 1970. TC Wilson Library Theses MnU-D 69-300. Published as two articles. For the
literature review see Pritchard 1969. The research section was published as: Pritchard, Robert
D., Marvin D. Dunnette, and Dale O. Jorgenson, 1972, “Effects of Perceptions of Equity and
Inequity on Worker Performance and Satisfaction,” Journal of Applied Psychology, Monograph,
February, 56(1):75-94. Tested Adams’ version of equity theory. Results supported equity theory
predictions on compensation and task (over, under and matched) and refuted expectancy theory
predictions (Vroom, Porter & Lawler). (See article for details.) Related PhD.
Rest, James R., 1969, Hierarchies of comprehension and preference in a developmental-stage
model of moral thinking, PhD, dissertation in Psychology, U. of Chicago, IL, US, 431 p. [141 p.
in study itself.] ADD, not DAI. Published as two articles: Rest, Tunel and Kohlberg 1969; Rest
1973. One of the main implications of a stage hierarchy is that a higher stage is more complex
than a lower stage and that a higher stage logically presupposes the simpler lower stage. Cited
by Armon 1984 Related PhD. CUNY Lehman Coll. has hard copy of PhD dissn.: BJ352 .R4
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H5. [Liby tel: 718-960-7788.] Related PhD. A.
Schein, Virginia Ellen, 1969, The Relationship Between Accuracy of Subordinate’s Perception of
His Supervisor and Job Performance, Ph.D., dissertation in Psychology, New York University,
New York, NY, 209 pages. Unpublished. UMI 7016101; DAI-B 31/04, p. 1581, Sep 1970.
Adviser: Abraham K. Korman. A subordinate who perceives the supervisor accurately obtains a
clear picture of the demands and expectations of the work. Therefore, the subordinate is able to
perform the work better. The key is empathy by the subordinate toward the supervisor which
involves the “imagined transposing of oneself into the thinking, feeling, and action of another
and so structuring the world as he does” (R. F. Dymond 1949 p.127). In another view, “one
observes the actions of the other and organizes them into a concept or role. Having located the
role of the other, he then performs certain acts which belong to the reciprocal role” (Sarbin,
1954). Earlier research established a “relationship between ability to predict expectations and
effectiveness.” This was a mail survey of 1472 insurance agents and their 387 managers. Found
accuracy of perception was related positively to both measures of performance. However, this
was different on the two subsets: consideration accuracy was related to supervisory ratings and
responsibility accuracy was related to productivity. Found productivity relationship was not
stronger whether supervisor was “task oriented” or not (i.e. Blake-Mouton). Empathy is people
oriented. Self-esteem was positively related to performance but of a low magnitude. (These
results support the necessity of the one-stratum distance between subordinate and manager in a
Requisite Organization and help explain its increased effectiveness.) Unaware of Jaques.
Related PhD.

1970s
Babcock, Richard Duane, 1970, An Analysis of Management By Objective in Different
Enterprise Environments, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, University of
California at Los Angeles (UCLA), Los Angeles, CA, 409 pages. UMI 7116295; DAI-A 32/01,
p. 8, July 1971. Chairman: Harold D. Koontz. Unpublished. Found MBO “establishes
verifiable unit or manager objectives ... and appraises performance against these objectives.” All
successful MBO programs created “managerial role stability” and had “almost immediate
favorable effect on organizational effectiveness and efficiency.” Validity was fully supported in
all three firms studied. The firm must strike a balance between internal consistency and
adjustment to the exterior environment. (This is a slap at L&L 1967.) This legitimate and
meaningful set of goals reduces personal dependency on the superior. Not directly related to
Jaques. MBO however required goals to be defined and resources provided. MBO is a strong
bridge from traditional functional job definitions to prescribed role definitions. The next step is
to discretion. Related PhD. A.
Mitsunaga, Betty Kono, 1970, Interdependence, Autonomy, and Dimensions of Bureaucracy,
Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 255 p. UMI AAT
7019641. DAI-A 31/04, p. 1907, Oct 1970. Adviser: L. Wesley Wager. Unpublished.
Professionalism and centralization of the hierarchy of authority were not the only organization
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alternatives. Found bureaucratization patterns reflected the adaptability of subunits to
“conditions impinging upon the effective control and coordination of task performances within
and between the subunits” within rules codified and communicated by central authority.
Professionalized subunits had more leeway compared to non-professionals. High subunit
interdependence led to high centralized authority and rule emphasis. Wonderbar! Bureaucracy
still had utility! Related PhD.
Piehl, DeWayne, 1970, Some Organizational Constraints on the Business Decision-Making
Process, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI,
219 pages. Chairman: Franklin G. Moore. UMI AAT 7021759. DAI-A 31/05, p. 1945, Nov
1970. MIRLYN: DISS 9920; DISS FILM 9999. Published as articles in 1971, 1973 (Ebert &
Piehl CMR), 1974 (AMJ). A study of managers and engineers in 13 electric motor
manufacturing companies, which made up most of the industry. The managers ranked their
firm’s competitors on product design and innovation effectiveness. The engineers’ time horizon
was established by asking them the percent of their time spent on product shipped to customers
within: 6 weeks, 3 months, 6 months, 1 years, 2 years, and more than 2 years. Rank correlation
between time horizon and innovation was +0.612, p < .05. (This was very, very close to Jaques.)
See Lorsch 1965 and Farris 1962 Related MA. (HBS MBA 1957, d. 9/17/97 in Seattle).
Related PhD. A.
Stintzi, Vernon Lake, 1970, The Relationships Between the Need for Responsible Work and Job
Satisfaction of New College Graduates, DBA, dissertation in Business Administration,
University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 95 pages. UMI AAT 7019662. DAI-A 31/04, p. 1443,
Oct 1970. Advisor: Theodore J. Barnowe. Unpublished. Found two basic elements of work
responsibility were essential for worker satisfaction: utilizing the worker’s ability (self
expression) on priority work (the most challenging and demanding work available). Satisfaction
did not come from higher pay, but from the work being commensurate with the salary received
(recognition). Found Herzberg’s five motivators did determine satisfaction - or dissatisfaction if
missing. (See Nyberg, PhD 2004.) Related PhD.
Cliff, Robert Charles, 1971, Attention Sharing in a Dynamic Multi-Task Environment, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Industrial Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, CA, 161 pages.
Berkeley: ENGI: T7.6 .C62; Storage Info: C 3 145 346. Main Stack 308t 1971 691; Storage
Info: C 2 943 274. Not in UMI. (UMI data errors: “1972" and “Multitask”.) ADD X1972.
Attention sharing between two continuous tasks with independent input-output modes is
investigated. Evidence supports a single-channel, attention sharing model of the human operator
for the simultaneous control of two tasks. A computer simulation model was developed and a
generalized multi-task model was presented. Abstract seen. See Cliff, R. C., and Andrade, R.,
1973. See also: Hansen, D. R., R. C. Cliff, and ERFW Crossman, TSD demonstration study,
1973, unpublished. Related PhD. A.
Duncan, Robert Bannerman, 1971, The Effects of Perceived Environmental Uncertainty on
Organizational Decision Unit Structure: A Cybernetic Model, Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology,
Yale University, New Haven, CT, 266 pages. UMI AAT 7122136. DAI-A 32/03, p. 1638, Sep
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1971. Published as an article: Duncan, Robert B., 1972, “Characteristics of Organizational
Environments and Perceived Environmental Uncertainty,” Administrative Science Quarterly,
17:313-327. Confirmed L&L’s contingency theory indicating there are different types of
organization structures that are appropriate, i.e., more than one. However, this changed over
time within each unit. Duncan shifted the focus from the uncertainty of the external environment
to the perceptions of it by the internal individuals. The key was the capability level of the
incumbents. Findings indicated support for Jaques on cognitive complexity. This study
indicated L&L captured the time spans of various units at one moment in time only. (q.v. Sune
Carlson 1951.) Jaques was not cited. Downey 1974 built his PhD on this. (See Milliken
Related PhD 1985.) Related PhD. A.
Gardell, Bertil, 1971, Produktionsteknik och arbetsglädje : en socialpsykologisk studie av
industriellt arbete, Ph.D., Diss. Göteborg : Univ., PA-rådet 1971, Stockholm, Sweden, 439 s.
Series: Meddelande / PA-rådet, 63. (b.1927-d.1987). (Technology and Work Health: a social
psychological study of industrial work). Published in English as an article and a report in 1976.
Also measured alienation and mental health. Two aspects of job content are shown to be of
critical importance: (1) the degree of discretion given to the individual and (2) the use of a level
of skill (the “D-S index”). Cited Walker & Guest 1952; Blauner 1964. Jaques not cited.
Related PhD.
Johnson, Douglas Alan, 1971, Equity Theory and Overpayment: The Behavior of Children of
Differing Socio-Economic Backgrounds, Ph.D., dissertation in Psychology, University of
California, Berkeley, CA, 67 pages. Main Stack 308t.1971.452; Storage Info: C 2 977 823. Not
available from UMI. [ADD X1971] Abstracted in the JSAS Catalog of Selected Documents in
Psychology, 1975, Vol 5, #1, MS851 (page 186 ?), 34 pages. Johnson used a non-esteemlowering induction method and his results generally confirmed Adams’ equity theory for hourlypay overpayment. Johnson’s findings challenged the Valenzi and Andrews (1969/1970/1971)
findings, which were seen to invalidate Adams. (Problem: this test was done on 6th graders (11
year olds). Most studies are on college students, who are barely at Stratum I capability. These
kids just can not carry this much weight. Johnson noted that he did not collect data for the
children’s cognitive processes, so he may have suspected this was a deep flaw. In fact, those
from Johnson’s lower socio-economic group either quit, could not perform, or performed more
poorly than the middle-class group. Any conclusion that class plays a role in equity theory is off
the mark.) See Related PhDs. See Ghiselli and Johnson 1970. Related PhD. A.
Lundberg, Olof Harold, Jr., 1971, An Empirical Examination of Relationships Between Cognitive
Style and Complex Decision Making, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Community, The
Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA, 106 pages. AAT 7219341. DAI-A 33/01, p.
19, Jul 1972. PennStateLib: Thesis-D 1971dLundb, OH. Unpublished. A decision maker’s
effectiveness on a complex problem is related to the complexity of his/her cognitive style. The
number, width, and interrelatedness of the problem dimensions interpreted were determined by
the decision maker’s ability to differentiate (Bieri), discriminate (Pettigrew), and integrate
(Streufert and Schroder). These three abilities were referred to as cognitive complexity. Results
indicated more cognitively complex decision makers dealt with more information. Although the
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general concept was supported, the relationships appeared to be more complex than originally
perceived. This may be effected by the characteristics of the problem and its uniqueness. At U.
of New Orleans. Related PhD.
Osborn, Richard Neer, 1971, Organizational Effectiveness: A Model and a Test, DBA,
dissertation in Business Administration, Kent State University, Kent, OH, 163 pages. UMI
AAT 7209275. DAI-A 32/11, p. 5951, May 1972. The higher the level of task dependency and
the more cosmopolitan the leadership style of the director, the higher the level of effectiveness.
Published as: Osborn, Richard N., and James G. Hunt, 1974, “Environment and Organizational
Effectiveness,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, June,
19(2):231-246. Related PhD.
Zimmerer, Thomas William, 1971, An Investigation of the Promotability of Executives Based on
an Analysis of Both Self-ratings and Superior-ratings, Ph.D., dissertation in Business
Administration, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, 125 p. DAI, 32, no. 02A, (1971):
0607. Accessn No: AAG7119546. UA: Main HF5549.5.P7 Z55; Spec Coll-Stor D 1971 Z55.
Investigated executive promotion through self-ratings and superior-ratings. Superiors used five
criteria for evaluating middle-management executives for promotion: 1. Ability to make
decisions; 2. Effectiveness in dealing with people; 3. Ability to develop subordinates; 4.
Application of job knowledge; and 5. Initiative or Drive. Executives rated most-promotable
were able to identify all five of these criteria. Those ranked least-promotable were only able to
identify three. The most-promotable had self-ratings which were more highly correlated with the
superior’s ratings than those ranked least-promotable. Practicable implications were enormous
for communications, criteria, and assessments. Clarity and completeness of feedback were
essential. Related PhD.
Burnes, Bruce Benjamin, 1972, Some Principal Determinants and Equitable Perceptions of
Chief Executive Salaries in the Commercial Banking Industry: A Partial Sub-System Analysis,
Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 177
pages. UMI 7220096. DAI-A 33/01, p.10, July 1972. Unpublished. A survey of 906 banking
CEO salaries, their determinants, and the satisfaction level of the CEO with their actual pay
(AP). This set of variables explained 86% of the variance in non-owner CEO compensation
(R=.928). (Owners paid themselves differently.) Variables included: (1) bank location,
population, size of deposits, ability to pay, branch/non-branch, and ownership; and (2) CEO
education, age, experience, and performance. CEO experience and bank population were
significant. Significant geographic differences in compensation exist. (These two indicate
metropolitan area equitable executive pay scales.) Overpaid CEOs were “significantly more
satisfied with their compensation than chief executives receiving less than the system predicted
amount. Chi-squared is 34.78.” (So much for CEO equity-based guilt.) Generalizable formula:
Ct = a3.4 (sqrt)S. [Ct is total CEO compensation, a is an industry constant, and S is an industryaccepted measure of size: sales, assets, or capital.] Related PhD.
Byrd, Olest Carver, 1972, Managerial Effectiveness as a Function of Relative Importance and
Time Spent on Specific Activities Within a Common Level of Management, Ph.D., dissertation in
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Business Administration, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA, 155 pages. UMI AAT
7220796. DAI-A 33/01, p. 11, July 1972. Chairman: Harding B. Young. Unpublished. A
survey of 244 US and Canadian branch managers in a large international service organization by
mail questionnaire. These branch managers evaluated 48 managing activities (grouped into 8
managing functions) on their relative importance and the time spent on them. The branch
managers were ranked and divided into three groups on a scale of managerial effectiveness:
more, average, and less. There was no significant difference among the managers on the relative
importance of the 8 managing functions, but the more effective managers spent significantly
more time on the Supervising and Staffing functions. At the activity level, there were significant
differences on importance and time spent. The more effective managers saw people oriented
activities as more important and time consuming (counseling and training). The less effective
managers saw operational aspects of the job as more important and time consuming
(inventorying). [These branch managers were likely at stratum II or III. Their focus would give
a signal on the incumbent’s level of capability. A replication in a RO or with clearer definitions
of levels of work and capability could provide new tools for analysis.] Related PhD.
Herman, Jeanne Brett, 1972, Job Attitudes and Job Behaviors from Personal and Organizational
Perspectives, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, IL, 211 pages. UMI AAT 7309947. DAI-B 33/11, p. 5556, May 1973. Published
as an article: Herman, Jeanne Brett, and Charles L. Hulin, 1972, “Studying Organizational
Attitudes from Individual and Organizational Frames of Reference,” Organizational Behavior
and Human Performance, [now ...Human Decision Processes], Aug., 8(1):84-108. Organization
structure is the largest determinant of individual attitudes. We should not hire on attitudes. We
should look at changing the organization structure to improve individual attitudes. Noted that
Porter and Siegel 1965 failed to confirm Porter and Lawler 1964 on tall vs flat organizations
above 5000 employees. Lyman Porter’s scales for measuring Maslow’s need hierarchy
theory did not have the internal structure to support its scale scores. Findings also
supported Jaques. Jaques not cited. See similar results in: Lawler and Porter 1963; Belcher
1964; Hall, DT, and Nougaim 1968; Alderfer 1969; Oeltjen 1972. (Newman’s Interesting Ph.D.
1974 built on this Ph.D.) Related PhD.
Hogarth, Robin Miles, 1972, Process Tracing in Clinical Judgment: An Analytical Approach,
PhD, dissertation in Business Administration,, Graduate School of Business, University of
Chicago, IL, USA, 156 p. Regenstein, A-Level Dissertations HD10000 Hogarth. (Not in DAI.)
ADD, X1973, (1972): 0215. Accn No: AAG0278454. Published as a chapter in 1975 (qv).
Several observable variables were functionally linked to an unobservable variable of the
psychological process - cognitive strain: the model thus offered the possibility of inferring
mechanisms of the underlying psychological process by observation of measurable variables.
Related PhD. A.
Nonaka, Ikujiro, 1972, Organization and Market: Exploratory Study of Centralization vs.
Decentralization, PhD, University of California, Berkeley, Cal., 235 p. DAI-A 36/02, p. 976,
Aug 1975. AAT 7517745. Advisor: George Strauss (?). Published in 1974 as a book in
Japanese (not in NYC). Organizations are decision making structures, and decision making is
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only possible when relevant information is available. Organizations develop information
processing structures to cope with the variety of information from the market and the resulting
decision burden. Following Ashby, the complexity of the firm must match that of the quantity of
the information and its uncertainty. Information uncertainty has two dimensions: reliability and
time-span. Organizational variety also has two dimensions: horizontal and vertical.
Heterogeneity was positively related to decentralization. Uncertainty was inversely related to
decentralization. And, decentralization may depend on the organization’s economy of scale in
information processing structures. See Pearson Hunt 1966, Landsberger 1961. Cited in Kagono
et al 1985. Abstract seen. Did not see Dissn. (Ask Chris A.) NYPL HUM gen resch. JFM 7462 [abstract, corrected]. Related PhD. A.
Oeltjen, Paul Dieter, 1972, Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Concept and Individual Differences in
Need Profiles in an Organizational Setting, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology, The
Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, 79 pages. UMI AAT 7311550. DAI-B 33/11, p. 5557,
May 1973. Unpublished. Used the Lyman Porter “need deficiency questionnaire” on blue- and
white-collar workers and managers. “Two conclusions can be drawn from this study: (a) In an
organizational setting broad need categories, such as those described by Maslow, do not exist.
(b) A hierarchy of needs does not exist in an organizational setting.” Found NO support for
Maslow. Nix. Nada. Blotto. Kaput. See similar results in: Lawler and Porter 1963; Porter and
Siegel 1965; Belcher 1964; Hall, DT and Nougaim 1968; Alderfer 1969, Herman 1972. Maslow
is a stone turkey. Related PhD.
Cook, Karen Schweers, 1973, An Experimental Study of the Activation of Equity Processes,
Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology, Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA, 237 pages. UMI AAT
7320467, DAI-A 34/03, p. 1369, Sep 1973. Published as an article: 1975, “Expectations,
Evaluations and Equity,” American Sociological Review, June, 40(3):372-388. Based on the
work of Homans, Adams, and of Berger, Zelditch, Anderson, and Cohen (1967, 1972) [impact of
external status on members inside the organization]. When do individuals become concerned
about the equitable distribution of valued goods, services, and honor in social systems? What are
the structural conditions under which reactions to inequity occur? H1: If an individual knows his
position on the dimension of evaluation and the allocation is inconsistent, he will define the
situation as unjust. If he is responsible for the inequity-deprivation of another, he will restore
equity. H2: If the person does NOT know his position, then he will come to perceive his
evaluation in the system as consistent with the allocation of outcomes. When this “emergent”
situation is defined as just and the person then assumes responsibility for allocations to others, he
will maintain it as equitable. (No discussion in abstract on when someone defines the situation
as “unjust.”) Data supported both hypotheses on pay. [H2 also addressed Lawler and Porter on
at least one major reason for pay secrecy - and evaluation secrecy - or randomness.] Not on
Jaques. Related PhD. A.
Kuratani, Masatoshi,1973, A Theory of Training, Earnings, and Employment: An Application to
Japan, Ph.D., dissertation in Economic Theory, Columbia University, New York, NY, 83 pages.
ProQuest/UMI AAT 7518401. DAI-A 36/03, p. 1704, Sep 1975. Advisors: Gary S. Becker and
Jacob Mincer. Unpublished. The remarkable wage differentials between Japanese workers were
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associated with firm size and low labor turnover. Hypothesized a theory that this was due to onthe-job training level and type. In Japan a higher degree of specificity was associated with
training than in the U.S. As a result, the current employer would find such employees more
useful than would other employers. Also, given the variance among Japanese firms in
technology, equipment, management system, etc., the employee can have few alternative
employers. In the US the training was more general and less firm-specific, resulting in more
labor turnover but less employee earning capacity - from whatever employer. Used age-wage
profiles (p. 54-55). Keiretsu main firms hired high-growth, late-mode, “internal promotion” core
employees (type C) and paid them more. They could absorb and utilize higher amounts and
complexity of training. This increased the rate of innovation in the firm which also increased
firm earnings and the specificity of technology and unique processes. But Kuratani’s
correlations missed this system entirely and focused on immediate factors. See Tan 1980
Related PhD. Clio Offsite LD1237.5D 1973 .K872. Related PhD. A.
Tachibanaki, Toshiaki, 1973, Quality Change in Labor Input and Wage Differentials: A Study of
Japanese Manufacturing Industries, Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, The Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, MD, 156 p. AAT 7410453. DAI-A 35/01, p. 59, Jul 1974. Published as
three articles in 1975 and 1976, and (in French) 1974. PhD published 1974 in English, NTIS
PB-276 277. Consistent streams of time-series data were obtained. Analysis of variance was
used to determine which factors were important for explaining wage differentials. The study
period, 1958-1970, corresponded to one of rapid growth. Being male matters most (sex).
Experience and age matter next. Education matters (but more so in the US). Experience does
not matter in the US. Japan favors experience in one company over education and this
determines wages in Japan. A labor quality change was discovered to be substantially higher
than obtained in other studies due to “aggregation error.” In the case of Japan, experience has
been the prime source of error and has been largely ignored in the literature. The average annual
quality total change in the U.S. (1948-1966) (Barger PhD 1971, not included) was +0.310%
while the average change in Japan (1958-1970) under nenko was +0.850%. But this 12-year
figure was also broken out: 1958-1964 +0.346%; 1964-1970 +2.046%. [This latter period
showed the impact of the Japanese adaption of Jaques’ theory, but this data was not in any of his
articles. He never mentioned satei. (Wow.) NYPL Schw Rm 100 MFch *XME -9324.
Related PhD.
Beehr, Terry Alan, 1974, Role-Ambiguity as a Role-Stress: Some Moderating and Intervening
Variables, Ph.D., dissertation in Occupational Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI, 170 pages; DAI-B 35/07, p. 3631, Jan 1975. AAT 7500630. Chairman: S. A. Seashore.
Published as an article in 1976. For every level, function, and dimension - role-ambiguity
became a significant role stress and a negative on: tolerance, motivation, involvement, degree of
internal control, perceived cohesion of work group, supportiveness of supervisor, and autonomy.
(DO NOT GO HERE. The direct implication is: the design of jobs is of greatest importance.
There is NO no. 2 compared to this.) CUNY Grad Center for abstract. Related PhD. A.
Globerson, Shlomo, 1974, Temporal Aspects of Job Structure: A Quantitative Approach, Ph. D.,
dissertation in Civil Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, CA. 168 pages. ADD
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X1975. Not available from UMI. Published as an article: with Crossman, E.R.F.W., 1976,
“Nonrepetitive Time: An Objective Index of Job Variety,” Organizational Behavior and Human
Performance [now ...Human Decision Processes], 17, p.231-240. Asked good questions, but
they were narrowly engineering oriented. Mostly focused on the variety of assigned tasks and
job enrichment rather than on Jaques or the theory. Cited A. K. Rice on Ahmedabad. Related
PhD. A.
Lee, C. W., 1974, Ambiguity Tolerance and General Incongruity Adaptation Level as
Organizational Variables, D.B.A., University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, 305 p.
DAI, 35, no. 04B, (1974): 1891. Chair: Prof. Driver. It has been observed that the rate of
change - cultural, social, and technological - is accelerating. Ambiguity and incongruity are
common elements in an atmosphere of rapid change. Individuals vary in their ability to tolerate
ambiguity, and have differing levels of optimum incongruity. Salary is used as a measure of
responsibility in the organizational hierarchy. Received 2,044 survey questionnaires from
members of 27 organizations. Evidence in this study suggests that both ambiguity tolerance
and general incongruity adaption level correlated positively with level of responsibility.
Ambiguity tolerance correlated with incongruity level. The amount of change experienced by an
individual in the 12 months prior correlated positively the that individual’s level of ambiguity
tolerance. Related PhD.
Shimada, Haruo, 1974, The Structure of Earnings and Investments in Human Resources: A
Comparison Between the United States and Japan, Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, University
of Wisconsin - Madison, 248 pages; AAT 7418957. DAI-A 35/05, p. 2499, Nov 1974.
ProQuest document ID: 761318071. Supvsr: Gerald G. Somers. Published in U.S. by NTIS
1974: PB-238 194. Published as an article in Japan in 1975, “Nenrei-Chingin Profile no NichiBei Hikaku,” [A Japanese-American Comparison of Age and Wage Profiles], Nihon Rodo
Kyokai Zasshi, [The Monthly Journal of the Japan Institute of Labor], July-Oct. 1975, vol. 17.
Published as a book in Japan in 1981, Earnings Structure and Human Investment: A Comparison
Between the United States and Japan, Kogakusha, Keio Economic Observatory, Tokyo, Japan.
This is a comparison of “age-wage profiles” in the US and Japan which Shimada developed from
different databases in each country. This will allow much better comparative analysis of each
and both countries in the future. (These were the same as Jaques’ maturity curves and used in
the same way. They were not corrupted by HR as were the earlier ones in the U.S.) Several
patterns pop out. Racial discrimination against non-whites in the US was immediately apparent.
They were paid less across the board. The wage increases in Japan were steeper for people as
they aged than in the U.S. Experience and training in the U.S. was rewarded in only a very
minor way. (This likely reflected age discrimination.) Experience and training in Japan that was
gained external to the firm was rewarded but not all that much. If it was gained internal to the
firm, however, it was greatly rewarded (500% - 1000% increases in pay over a career). Cited
1975 in Koike 1978. NYPL HUM Microforms *XME-9746. NTIS. Related PhD.
Baird, Lloyd S., 1975, The Relationship of Task and Role Characteristics to Satisfaction and
Performance in a State Agency, PhD, dissertation in Business Administration, Michigan State
University, MI, 164 pages. UMI AAT 7527229. DAI-A 36/06, p. 3840, Dec 1975.
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Unpublished. Role incumbents suffered from two ailments: role ambiguity and role conflict.
Task variables were positively related to role ambiguity, while job level was related only to role
conflict. Dissatisfaction was related to role conflict for people who were field or externally
dependent, while it was related to role ambiguity for those oriented toward task accomplishment.
Satisfaction and performance were not related for roles with high task dimensions but were
related in jobs with low task dimensions. Thus, while everyone enjoyed a more stimulating job,
this did not necessarily lead to higher performance. [Focused on ‘outcomes.’ Probably did not
cite Jaques, Brown, etc. SST/ R.O. minimizes both role conflict and role ambiguity. The
findings of this PhD reenforce SST/ R.O.] Related PhD.
Cunningham, John Barton, [J. Barton], 1975, Evaluation Methodologies for Organizational
Effectiveness: Applications of Decision Theory and Game Theory, PhD, dissertation in Business
Administration, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, 248 pages. UMI AAT
7528617. DAI-A 36/06, p. 3844, Dec 1975. Published as an article: Cunningham, J. Barton,
1977, “Approaches to the Evaluation of Organizational Effectiveness,” The Academy of
Management Review, July, 2(3):463-474. In the literature, theoretical approaches to
organizational effectiveness fall into two broad categories: rational-goal model and systemsresource model. The rational goal model is more relevant to the processes needed to achieve the
organization’s goals while the systems-resource model is useful more for assessing the
organization’s systemic capability. Both models contain elements of SST/RO, so this conceptual
structure is not fully compatible. Cunningham chopped up the many approaches to effectiveness
and mixed and matched them. In the 1977 AMR article version, Cunningham’s footnotes are
off/misnumbered. He appears to have placed Jaques in the ‘bargaining’ approach. He may have
misunderstood Jaques. Related PhD.
Lister, E. G., 1974-75, Task, Organisation Structure and Strategic Choice: an examination of
managerial control in British collieries, Ph.D., thesis in Management, Business Finance (B9e),
Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, Theses # 25-1522. No Abstract online.
Unpublished. Not Seen. Not in UL Lib or in ICST Lib. Not in COPAC. (Is 1975 too early to
be in the computer?) This must cover Tavistock and socio-technical systems (STS) in the coal
industry. The title suggests it may have been on the dump-out of STS by the coal managers in
the 1960s. This thesis is very important since it appears to be about the only follow-up work on
Trist and Bamforth 1951- interventions in the British coalfields. But it seems to be GONE.
(Email librarian there.?) Related PhD.
Umstot, Denis David, 1975, An Experimental Study of the Effects of Job Enrichment and Task
Goals on Satisfaction and Productivity, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology, University
of Washington, Seattle, WA, 300 pages. Chairman: Cecil H. Bell, Jr. UMI AAT 7617667.
DAI-B 37/02, p. 1023, Aug 1976. Tested Hackman and Lawler (1971), Hackman and Oldham
(1975) and Locke (1968). “The hypothesis that job enrichment results in higher productivity by
increasing internal work motivation was not supported by either experimental or correlational
results.” When goals were initially structured into a job the employees were significantly more
satisfied than when they were added later. (Why didn’t anyone listen?) Related PhD.
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Otley, David T., 1976, Budgetary Control and Managerial Performance, Ph.D., thesis in
Management; Business Finance, (B9e), University of Manchester, Manchester, UK. Theses #267084. No BLL no. Rylands Theses G54051; s1792575. No abstract online. Published as
article: Otley, David T., 1978, “Budget Use and Managerial Performance,” Journal of
Accounting Research, University of Chicago, Spring, 16(1):122-149. “There is little evidence to
indicate that style of budget use affected actual [managerial] performance. A situation had
evolved where profitable units produced accurate budgets which were subsequently used as a
basis for evaluation. Whereas unprofitable units produced optimistic budgets which gave the
impression of profitability, but which were not then used in evaluating unit and managerial
performance.” Cited Jaques 1961 on discretion and judgment as managerial work. Lecturer at
Lancaster (in 1979). See Berry and Otley 1975 article. See Otley and Dias 1982. Related PhD.
Schuster, Jay Ronald, 1976, The Relationship of Effort and Performance to the Motivational
Role of Pay, Ph.D., dissertation in Social Psychology, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles, CA, 167 pages. Chairman: Siegel. Not Available from UMI. DAI-B 38/04, p. 1958,
Oct 1977. GrandDepos Ph.D. Pu '77 S395. The results generally supported the differential
theory of rewards (equity) rather than a general theory (expectation). The role of financial
rewards varied across organizations. After doing research on Porter and Lawler 1968, he
concluded things were not as simple as they appeared to these two. Where pay was viewed as
fair, he found a stronger perceived and measured relationship between effort or reward and the
amount actually paid. (This refuted expectation theory and supported equity theory.) Although
at USC in L.A., studied with Atchison and Belcher at SDSU in San Diego. Related PhD.
Crocker, Olga Lillian Kaleta, 1977, Causes of Uncertainty in Decision Tasks, Ph.D., dissertation
in Business Administration, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 178 pages. UMI AAT
7800915. DAI-A 38/09, p. 5577, Mar 1978. Chair: T. R. Mitchell. Unpublished. Examined
whether the physical characteristics of information influenced the decision making process.
Finding of the first of two experiments was that as the level of orderliness of information
increased, subjective uncertainty decreased. In the second, when information had been prepared
by a high status source, uncertainty decreased. [This could be authority, capability, or context.]
Higher positive estimates of possible outcomes were made when information was observed in a
high orderliness pattern. An implication for group decision making [and group working] was
that consensus [and coordination] will be harder to attain when the same information is
structured differently for different members. This caused greater perceived environmental
uncertainty (q.v. contingency theory) and effected judgments and decisions. Information
orderliness is one key to decreasing uncertainty within an organization. Related PhD.
Jenkins, Kenneth Melvin, 1977, A study of the relationship between organizational
communication and worker performance, DBA, dissertation, Arizona State University, AZ, US,
174 p. ASU Storage Luhrs Rdg Room LD179.15 1977d .J45. DAI-A 38/11, p. 6816, May
1978. ProQuest, UMI Dissertations Publishing, 1977. Num. 7805391. Cited numerous times
but - Unpublished. [Sullivan 1983: A thorough search of the literature by Hollwitz and
Matthiesen (1981, presentation paper) could find only one empirical study of the positive
relationship between manager-worker trust and worker productivity (Jenkins 1977 Related
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PhD).] Fox not cited. Cited in Sullivan 1983. Not in NYC. Google scholar – zip. Abs #
Related PhD.
Marsh, Edwin Dallas, 1977, Human Errors in Task Performance: A Study of Some Contextual
Characteristics of Work When Errors Occur, PhD, dissertation in Business Administration,
University of Georgia, Athens, GA, 280 p. UMI AAT 7806016. DAI-A 38/11, p. 6818, May
1978. UGa/GIL Thesis: LXC16 1977 .M365. Advisor: Robert H. Finn. Used the Position
Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ) to collect data on 27 jobs and on 2 errors in each. Error task
values were significantly less than the overall job values. This suggested the errors occurred
doing work that was less difficult or less demanding than the job tasks in general. This also
suggested considerable differences between job aptitudes and the task performed when the errors
occurred. Mindlessness led to errors - not use of discretion. Unaware of Jaques (?). Related
PhD.
Martin, Jo Anne, 1977, “When Prosperity Fails – Distributional Determinants of the Perception
of Justice,” PhD, thesis in Social Psychology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA.
Length unknown. Harvard Archives HU 90.11249.50 Harvard Depository. ADD, not in DAI.
Published as 1981 article. Put forward the theory of ‘relative deprivation’ as a contender to
‘equity theory.’ Attempted to validate Patchen 1961. Cited Adams 1965; Patchen 1961; [and EJ
1961 ?] Not seen. See article for description and theme. At Stanford. Related PhD. A.
Mulkowsky, Gary Paul, 1977, A Comparative Study of Equity Theory Factors Relating to
Municipal and Voluntary Hospitals Nurse Supervisory Personnel, Ph.D., dissertation in Public
Administration, Health Sciences and Nursing, New York University, New York, NY, 244 p.,
Adviser: Elena Padilla. UMI AAT 7808546, DAI-B 38/12, p. 5848, June 1978. Unpublished.
Empirically compared the non-salary input-outcome factors of nurse supervisors in municipal
and voluntary hospitals in New York City using Adams’ (1963) and Lawler’s (1973) versions of
equity theory. The roles were similar but the organizational context differed. Municipal hospital
supervisors were more dissatisfied than those in voluntaries over the outcome rewards of
recognition from managers, status, working conditions, opportunity for advancement, and
psychological aspects of pay. Also, municipal supervisors exhibited a greater autocratic
supervisory style than those in voluntaries. Validated equity theory for non-salary elements.
The results also supported Jaques’ version of equity theory. Note that Lawler’s 1973 model
included time span, hierarchy level, amount of responsibility, and difficulty as job characteristics
perceived by the employee - as if he were reaching out to Jaques’ elements. A very good review
of equity literature. (See Berkowitz, et al, 1987 for a very similar study.) Related PhD.
Tasca, Anthony Joseph, 1977, A Descriptive, Exploratory Study in Personnel Policy
Development, Ph.D., The Union for Experimenting Colleges and Universities, Union College,
Cincinnati, OH, 98 pages. UMI AAT 7811526. Tangentially touched on several structural and
managerial practice elements of the theory as manifested in the organization studied. Related
PhD.
Guglielmino, Paul Joseph, 1978, Perceptions of Skills Needed by Mid-Level Managers in the
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Future and the Implications for Continuing Education: a comparison of the perceptions of midlevel managers, professors of management, and directors of training, EdD, dissertation in Adult
Education, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, 144 p. Supervisor: Dr. R. Curtis Ulmer. UGA
Liby Repository LXC16 1978 .G942 c.2. DAI-A, 39/03, p. 1260-A. ProQuest Num. 7814945.
Published as article in 1979. These findings were based on a survey where the respondents were
asked to provide a weighted importance of the type of skill (conceptual, human, or technical)
needed for each level of management (top, mid, or entry). The respondents were then asked to
rate the degree of difficulty or ease of teaching each of the twenty skills obtained from the
literature. The major result was a hierarchy of skills needed in the development of an effective
manager. At the entry level the manager must demonstrate technical competence. At mid-level
the manager must have developed human skills in order to function effectively. At top level of
management, conceptual skills seem to be most needed. In order for a manager to effectively
move from one level of management to another , he/she must be able to adapt to the changing
skill requirements of each level of management in order to be successful. (Toffler quote – p. 6.
Nice.) Confirmed RL Katz 1955/1974. Jaques not cited. Cited by Ping 2012; Peterson & Van
Fleet 2004. Cited Reddin 1974; A. Toffler 1970. At Fla. Atlantic U., 561-367-3177, email:
guglielm@fau.edu [wife is Lucy at lguglie@fau.edu ] Abs # # Related PhD.
Mitchell, Jimmy Leroy, 1978, Structured Job Analysis of Professional and Managerial
Positions, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology, Purdue University, Lafayette, IN, 228
pages. UMI AAT 9705756. DAI-B 39/09, p. 4633, Mar 1979. Identified six generic activities in
the job analysis literature. Seven job components significantly contributed to a multiple R
correlation of 0.68 against salary. “Planning and Decision Making” was the largest component.
Discovered earnings progression curve was non-linear. Findings support several aspects of
Jaques’ theory. Unaware of Jaques. Related PhD.
Willman, Paul, 1978 (1979), Fairness in Collective Bargaining: a case study of two shopfloor
organisations, Ph.D., thesis in Business and Economics (???), University of Oxford, Oxford,
UK, 480 pages. Adviser: (Richard Hyman?) Bodleian BOD Bookstack MS. D.Phil. c.2869.
Theses #28-6063. BLDSC no.: D30416/80. Published as a book: Willman, Paul, 1982,
Fairness, Collective Bargaining, and Incomes Policy, Oxford University Press, Clarendon Press,
Oxford and New York, 197 pages. Rejected equity theory, time-span of discretion, and job
evaluation as “flawed by their adoption of untenable consensual assumptions.” Saw ‘fair pay’ in
terms of a conflict between management and workers. Focused on the relationship of stewards
and members. Each of the two groups held different substantive conceptions of fair pay used in
the bargaining by stewards. Related PhD. A.
Dias, Francisco Jose Becker, 1979, The Effect of Accounting Data Aggregation on Managerial
Decisions: An Experimental Investigation, Ph.D., thesis in Management; Business Finance,
(B9e), University of Lancaster, Lancaster, UK. Theses #29-1281. BLL: D29822/80. Ruskin:
F/PHD/AF79. Published as article: Otley, David T., and Francisco J. B. Dias, 1982,
“Accounting Aggregation and Decision-Making Performance: An Experimental Investigation,”
Journal of Accounting Research, University of Chicago, Spring, 20(1):171-188. Accounting
information system designers must decide on the amount of detail to go into each accounting
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report. Too little detail may omit relevant information; too much may lead to user confusion or
frustration. Focus was on levels of cognitive complexity of users, degree of task complexity, and
the appropriate aggregation level of accounting information. “Level of aggregation significantly
affects the decision-maker’s performance.” Information technology. Did not cite Jaques or his
definition of information processing complexity. See Otley Related PhD 1976 and Dias Related
MA 1976. Related PhD.
Lou, Mimi Whei Ping, 1979, Investigating the Development of the Logic Involved in Social/
Psychological Reasoning, Ph.D, dissertation in Developmental Psychology, University of
California, Berkeley, CA. 158 p. DAI-B 41/01, p. 379, July 1980. Accn No: AAT8014782.
Published as an article in 1986. Mental development is externally detected in spurts and is
internally spiral. See article for description and theme. CUNY Grad Ctr. Related PhD. A.
Peterson, Mark Frederick, 1979, Problem-Appropriate Leadership in Hospital Emergency Units
And Its Relation to Selected Organizational Variables, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial
Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 369 pages. UMI: AAT 8007807. DAI-B
40/10, p. 5063, Apr 1980. Unpublished. Lack of role conflict was closely tied to the patient care
assistance provided by doctors and supervising nurses. Appreciation of the nursing staff’s work
problems was related to the appropriateness of discretion allowed by doctors and to the patient
care assistance provided by supervising nurses. Very few significant indicators were found
between leadership and performance. The discretion allowed by doctors had the most consistent
association with social outcomes. Structure, problem-solving, and leadership allowed several
links to be tentatively inferred from leadership to outcomes. (Peterson seems to have conceived
discretion to be an amount rather than over a time-span.) Probably unaware of Jaques. See
Richards 1978 PhD. Not seen. Abstract only. Related PhD. A.

1980s
Addis, Thomas R., 1980, A Theory of Knowledge for Man-Computer Communication, Ph.D.,
thesis in Cybernetics and Artificial Intelligence, K4j, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Mdx., UK,
232 pages. PH.D.A33. BLL no. D35287/81. Theses # 31-3713. Unpublished. There are some
desirable properties of natural language (human) which can be implemented within the
framework of a simple problem oriented computer language. A simple query language is
implemented that uses a “world model” derived from Relational Analysis. Using this “world
model” analysts can capture some aspects of human activities. This theory thus introduces the
idea of non-decomposable “atomic” elements of knowledge (knowledge-elements) which
contain their own valencies (rules of combination). These elements can combine (like atoms, to
produce molecules) to produce other programs that are also meaningful programs. These
developments may take us out of “systems alchemy” and into the age of “knowledge chemistry.”
(Thesis was centred on Wittgenstein’s Tractatus in an attempt to create a theory of knowledge
suitable for human-computer interaction. Had long talks with Elliott Jaques but did not use the
ideas till much later. - TRA, email Apr 21/04. Addis was at Brunel Uni. when the concepts of
Levels of Abstraction were being developed. In his 2000 article he showed deep understanding
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and application of this theory.) See also Anderson 1977 PhD on natural language (?). Currently
Professor at Portsmouth and research visitor at Bath. Email: tom.addis@port.ac.uk Related
PhD.
Robinson, Richard Braden, Jr., 1980, An Empirical Investigation of the Impact of SBDC Strategic Planning Consultation upon the Short-Term Effectiveness of Small Businesses in
Georgia, Ph.D., dissertation in Business community, University of Georgia, 1980, 271 pages.
AAT 8017483. DAI- 41/02, p. 732, Aug 1980. Advisor: Wm. Glueck. Published as an article,
1982 AMJ. This study examined the impact of "outsider-based," strategic planning consultants
(SPC) on small business firms. MBA and Ph.D. student consultants at the university’s Small
Business Development Center (SBDC) were used. A sample of 101 SBDC-served small firms
(48 retail; 40 service; 13 manufacturers) and two control groups were studied. Four measures of
effectiveness were used: (1) sales, (2) return on sales, (3) number of employees, and (4)
productivity (sales per employee). Multivariate statistics were used to test 57 hypotheses. Small
firm effectiveness was significantly greater after SBDC-SPC than before. This was true
regardless of type, age, financial condition, or experience of the owner/manager. Before SPC,
SBDC-served firms were significantly less effective than the control groups. After engaging in
SPC, the SBDC-served firms were significantly more effective than their control group
counterparts. SBDC-served firms receiving a high level of SPC experienced a dramatically high
increase in effectiveness and were substantially more effective than control group firms. Small
firm planning is different from large firm planning on several dimensions: (1) key role of
outsiders, (2) time commitment from the owner, (3) frequent, repetitive planning, (4) a basic,
functional focus that is problem-oriented, and (5) a short-term time horizon. [Small businesses
probably were headed by leaders capable at stratum II-III while the MBA and PhD student
consultants were then at II-III but in a higher mode.] Related PhD.
Tan, Hong Wee, 1980, Human Capital and Technical Change: A Study of Wage Differentials in
Japanese Manufacturing, Ph.D., dissertation in Labor Economics, Yale University, New Haven,
CT, 190 p. AAT 8109817. Hugh Patrick, Advisor. Unpublished. Examined Age-Wage Profiles
across firms focusing on the relationship between technical innovation and the development of
human capital. Developed and tested a human capital model to explain firm size and interindustry wage differentials in Japanese manufacturing. The model found considerable support in
a positive and significant relationship between the rate of technical change and specific
training wages, but not general training wages. The rate of technical change also was a
function of workers’ technology-specific skills, in part because the ‘residual’ included these
unmeasured improvements in labor quality. Findings suggested that inadequate attention has
been devoted to the conceptualization of skills, in particular, ones that embody new knowledge
from innovative activities. As a result, human capital aggregates have been constructed [in
the US] that concealed the very inequalities in demand and supply of these skills that
determined both their value and their contribution to economic growth. See Kuratani 1973
Related PhD. (See MIT working paper: Shimada and MacDuffie 1986/87.) Related PhD. A.
Wright, George N., 1980, Cultural and Individual Decision Making under Uncertainty, PhD.,
thesis in Psychology, (B2d), Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, 200 pages. Brunel Library
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PH.D.W73. BLL no. D34631/81. Theses # 30-615. Supervr: Lawrence D. Phillips (unclear if
Jaques was involved.). (See Lawrence D. Phillips and Paul Goodwin.) (See 1977 M.Phil.)
Abstract online (1/04). Published as an article: Wright and Phillips 1986. Thesis consisted of
five studies of uncertainty, using Asian and British students and managers. The British were
found to have a more finely differentiated view of uncertainty both verbally and numerically and
this was due to cultural differences. But cultural differences were far weaker in a new task.
‘Then-future events’ were well-calibrated by Asians. Found only 22-88 percent of subjects used
probabilistic thinking. This implies “bounded rationality” and “limited capacity” are misapplied
terms and training in probability to improve calibration may be inappropriate. “Real-life
situations deal with uncertainty in the future” and people deal with them “quite adequately.”
Related PhD.
Harvey, Sally H., 1981, A Data Based Conceptual Model of Burnout: The Need to Separate,
Ph.D., dissertation in Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 199 pages. UMI
AAT 8204667. DAI-B 42/09, p. 3805, Mar 1982. The conceptual model used in this research
defines burnout as the 'need to separate.' This definition identifies burnout as an internal process
that is the result of stressors in the environment which are mediated by the individual's
perceptions, expectations and tolerance. The 172 subjects included administrators, direct service
workers and support staff in three human service agencies. The data supported the definition of
burnout derived from the conceptual model and confirmed 'the need to separate' as the focal
component of the definition. Interventions perceived by the worker to be initiated by the
organization were significantly related to low self-reported burnout. Administrators and
supervisors reported significantly higher burnout scores than other personnel. Many coping
strategies currently recommended in the literature for preventing or reducing burnout are not
effective. (Similar to Jerry Harvey’s concept of ‘anaclitic shock’ at the sudden loss of a job.
Burnout is thus a form of ‘anaclitic erosion.’) [Any relation?] Related PhD. A.
Hinds, John Eugene, 1981, An Investigation of the Impact of Data Aggregation on DecisionMaker Performance and Risk, DBA, dissertation in Business Administration - Accounting,
University of Southern California, Los Angles, CA, 286 pages. Not Available from UMI. DAIA 43/07, p. 2382, Jan 1983. USC Homer: Com DBA ‘81 H662. In a lab experiment using
undergraduates, the aggregation levels of accounting information had an impact on users’
performance. Users of disaggregated information significantly outperformed users of aggregated
accounting information. In two out of five observations, higher levels of data aggregation led to
significantly greater perceptions of risk. Risk perceptions changed over the length of the
experiment for both the experimental and the control groups, revealing a temporal effect. This is
counter to current capital market theory. Information technology. Consistent with Jaques.
Unaware of Jaques. Related PhD.
Martin, Shan, 1981, The Functions of Public Managers, Ph.D., dissertation in Political Science
and Public Administration, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA. Not available
from UMI. DAI-A 41/11, p. 4833, May 1981. Published as a book: Martin, Shan, 1983,
Managing Without Managers, alternative work arrangement in public organizations, Sage
Publications, Library of Social Research 147, Thousand Oaks, CA, 200 p. Conducted several
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surveys of public managers and employees at federal, state and local levels. In many cases,
managers lacked the discretion to carry out the long range planning or “development” functions
traditionally attributed to their roles. She noted public organizations perpetuate an unnecessary
hierarchy of authority. The main purpose of “supervision” was the control of the behavior of
subordinates, which was rarely necessary and frequently interfered with, rather than promoted,
good performance [i. e. tampering]. She cited Jaques 1976 extensively in Chapter 10,
“Counteracting the Myth” [of the necessity of management]. She allowed that time-span of
discretion “may indeed remedy many organization ills,” however, she saw Jaques as defending
the status quo [wrong] and dismissed his theory because it would not eliminate the manageremployee relationship [unrealistic]. Other sections were on (Ch. 6) the erosion of discretion
allowed to public managers (Taylorism) and on an empirical pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey
accountability rat-hunt. Failed to understand roles-in-strata. Concluded that reducing the
number and functions of managers and supervisors had the potential for cost savings beyond
traditional productivity measures. It would release time and energy currently absorbed by
unnecessary managerial positions [a key Jaques’ point also]. Cited Mary Parker Follett’s law of
the situation and Chester Barnard on cooperation rather than control (see title). So close. CLIO
Lehman Liby JF 1411 .M25 1983. Related PhD.
Mishra, Rajeshwar, 1981, Study of Role Clarity, Efficiency and Job Satisfaction, PhD, Thesis,
Patna University, India, 1981. Published as 1982 article & 1989 chapter (both seen). A positive
correlation between specificity of objectives and role clarity which indicates that when objectives
are clear the roles of the employees are also clear and the employees work full throttle without
strain. Cited in Mishra 1982, 1989. SIBL JLM 77-247 v. 10 (1981). Not found. Did not see
Diss. (See Kal or Kalin 1964. Unclear.) Related PhD.
Ramirez Mendez, Gabriel A., 1981, Management Information: design of a system for change
identification, Ph.D., thesis in Management: Business Finance (B9e), Management Centre,
University of Aston in Birmingham, UK, Theses 31-1316. Library: PhD and Doctoral Theses.
Unpublished. Applies both Ashby and Beer. Thesis deals with change and its effect on the
organization’s stability and survival. It takes Ashby’s theory of internal adaption and external
development on Ultra-stability as a theoretical framework. The need for learning and foresight
generate three regulation components: a dynamic Model of organization-environment
relationships; a method to spot significant changes in the value of Essential variables; and a
Controller able to change and conceive the other two elements and make choices among
alternative policies. Successful adaptive behavior requires a certain organization form (Beer’s
viable organization). This provides a rigorous taxonomy that differentiates between change
within a behavior and a change of behavior. It also leads to organizational learning. Related
PhD.
Coye, Ray Warren, 1982, Subordinate Responses to Ineffective Leadership, Ph.D., dissertation in
Business Administration, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR, 174 Pages. UMI AAT 8224830.
DAI-A 43/06, p. 2070, Dec 1982. Most research on the leader-subordinate relationship takes the
perspective of the leader. Little is known about the impact of the subordinate actions on this
relationship. Results from this study of subordinate responses to ineffective formally appointed
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group leaders suggested subordinates were more likely to indicate a desire for alternative sources
of task relevant information when confronted with an ineffective leader. (Jaques stated when
there is no “real boss” the employees create an Informal Organization to get the help they need.)
Unaware of Jaques. Related PhD.
Daltrey, Marilyn Heather, 1982, The Development and Evaluation of a Future Time Perspective
Instrument (FTP), Ph.D., dissertation in Psychology, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, 215
pages. UMI AAT 8229818. DAI-B 43/07, p. 2315, Jan 1983. Published as an article: Daltrey,
Marilyn H., and Philip Langer, 1984, “Development and Evaluations [SIC] of a Measure of
Future Time Perspective,” Perceptual and Motor Skills, Missoula, MT, 58(3):719-725. As of
1982, there was as yet no agreed definition for FTP nor was there any reliable and valid tool then
developed to measure it. Daltrey developed an 80 item FTP instrument with five subscales, and
found that “FTP appeared to be a uni-dimensional variable, rather than the multi-component
construct so frequently depicted in the literature.” FTP was a unitary cognitive construct.
(See Goodman PhD 1966 for contrast.) Cited in Vinton 1995 PhD; West & Meyer 1998.
Related PhD.
Madigan, Robert Michael, 1982, Job Evaluation as a Determinant of Job Worth: A Conceptual
and Comparative Analysis, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, MI, 262 pages. UMI AAT 8308973, DAI-A 43/12, p. 3967, June
1983. Published as an article: Madigan, Robert M., 1985, “Comparable Worth Judgments: A
Measurement Properties Analysis,” Journal of Applied Psychology, APA, Washington, DC,
Feb., 70(1):137-148. (See 1986 article also.) The concept of worker/job worth or value was
examined historically. Three job evaluation methods were analyzed to estimate their
measurement qualities and the similarity of their value hierarchies (Position Analysis
Questionnaire, guide-chart plan (Hay point system), and a locally developed plan).
Unacceptable levels of measurement contamination were found in all three. Factor redundancy
undercut job evaluation measures. Results varied considerably by situation and method.
Classification decisions are method dependent. The feasibility of non-biased evaluation to attain
fair pay was questionable. Cited Atchison and French 1967; Richardson 1971; and Belcher
1975. Used these to justify testing other job evaluation methods and show their deficiencies.
Did not test Jaques’ method. (See Quaid 1988 Related PhD and book. Did Quaid cite
Madigan?) See Emerson, Acker. Where is Madigan now? Related PhD.
Malley, John Corbin, 1982, An Exploratory Investigation into Managerial, Organization and
Strategic Planning Correlates of Problem Recognition, D.B.A., dissertation on the Business
Community, The Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL, 197 pages; AAT 8304075. DAI-A
43/09, p. 3053, Mar 1983. Published as an article in 1988. This study investigates certain
organizational, managerial and strategic planning factors to determine their effect on strategic
problem finding/identification in organizations. The overall goal was to explore what factors in
an organization dominate problem recognition: some demographic data; certain managerial
preferences; some organizational structural variables such as the hierarchical level, line-staff and
span of control; some strategic planning variables such as the perception of the time element
between identification of the problem(s) and the actions taken to solve the problem(s). The
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sample used for this study came from a major state agency and an energy firm with 56
participants. Many of the statistical tests were not significant. The major variables found to
statistically dominate problem recognition activity were demographic and organizational. These
variables were years in the organization, current managerial position and managerial job, the
degree level attained, and the hierarchical level in the organization. The findings suggest (1) that
there are organizational processes which inhibit problem recognition activity; (2) that the
cognitive style of the manager is related to the organizational level; (3) that problem finding
managers do not progress through the hierarchy of an organization; (4) that problem
recognition activity may be enhanced by higher levels of formal education; (5) that efforts are
needed to streamline strategic planning processes; and (6) that problem recognition activity is not
influenced by individual personality preferences. Related PhD.
Ramiz, Wathek Shaker, 1982, The Application of Market Share Objectives in Directing,
Planning and Monitoring Marketing Activity at Corporate, Divisional and Brand Levels, Ph.D.,
thesis in Marketing, B9f, Brunel University, West London, Midx., UK. Theses: 32-6360. BL:
D43437/82 DSC. Online at Brunel. Not in Brunel Library catalogue. Market share is the main
criterion of success for a marketing company. This study investigates its application to the
marketing activity for a brand or a product at three managerial levels (domains) of an
organization. A higher level of market aggregation was expected at each higher managerial level
to match the longer time span of the decisions and the greater responsibility. The firm’s long
term strategy affected the commitment of managers at each level to the market share goal, which
might be expressed as sales volume or sales value. Examined fast moving consumer brands and
durable goods product market managers through a survey questionnaire and selected interviews.
Jaques not cited. # Related PhD.
Shackett, Joyce Reynolds, 1982, Experience And Earnings Of Young Women, PhD in Labor
Economics, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, 209 p. DAI, 43, no. 02A, (1982): 0512.
Hollis: Harvard University Archives HU90.11681.50 Harvard Depository. Contrary to popular
belief, the returns to education are as strong for young women as for young men. There is still a
substantial wage advantage for men, which is largely attributable to the continuous labor force
experience of men. Men have almost twice as many years of experience than do women for a
given age. Men observe a positive return to age while women observe a negative return which at
least in part reflects the perceived depreciation of human capital during labor force interruptions.
Women spend a substantial portion of their time in the labor force at part-time work. At the
mean value of part-time work, the marginal return is essentially zero. Part-time at least avoids
the depreciation of human capital or negative return associated with periods out of labor force.
Found “ability” to be a residual, unexplained factor. See Bound et al 1986. Related PhD.
A.
Waldman, Michael, 1982, Three Essays in Applied Microeconomic Theory, Ph.D., dissertation in
Economic Theory, University of Pennsylvania, 1982, 156 pages; AAT 8217192. DAI-A 43/03,
p. 886, Sep 1982. Published as two articles in 1984. Economists have traditionally viewed the
allocation of workers among jobs through the concept of comparative advantage. The first essay
investigates hierarchical production models which display an absence of comparative
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advantages, in order to demonstrate that for hierarchical production there is a second significant
allocating factor. Two results are found. First, the allocation of workers among jobs matches
high ability workers with positions which value ability highly. Second, despite the fact that the
models display an absence of comparative advantages (the standard theoretical explanation for
why wage distributions might be skewed) the models' wage distributions are skewed to the right
relative to the underlying ability distributions (???). The second essay investigates an oligopoly
for which sunk capacity serves as an investment in entry deterrence, but for which only price
collusion is feasible. (Not relevant.) What typically occurs in the labor market, is that
information about a worker's ability is gradually revealed to the firms in the economy during the
worker's lifetime. [Erroneous now.] The third essay investigates a model wherein the
information is only directly revealed to the firm employing the worker; however, other firms
use the individual's job assignment as a signal of ability. First, consistent with empirical
observations of internal labor market theorists, wage rates are more closely associated with jobs
than with ability levels. Second, even when a firm knows with certainty the ability level of one
of its workers, that worker's job assignment won't necessarily maximize the worker's
output. See Morita 2000 Related PhD. Related PhD. A.
Whiddon, Beverly Fant, 1982, The Effect of Congruence on the Relationships Between
Participation/ Job Discretion and Staff Performance: The Case of a Social Service Organization,
Ph.D., dissertation in Social Work, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL, 181 pages. UMI
AAT 8215254. DAI-A 43/02, p. 549, Aug 1982. Strozier Library HV40 .W45. Unpublished.
Findings supported the relationship between desired level of participation and perceived quality
of work. Even so, “the possession of job discretion appears to be more important to an
assessment of high quality work performance than does participation in organizational decisionmaking.” The perspectives of different levels of capability were also confirmed (over, under,
matched). [This may be very weak. Her use of terms is in vernacular.] Not seen. Related PhD.
El Sawy, Omar A., 1983, Temporal Perspective and Managerial Attention: A Study of Chief
Executive Strategic Behavior, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, Stanford
University, Palo Alto, CA, 337 pages. UMI AAT 8320705. DAI-A 44/05, p. 1556, Nov 1983.
Discussed Jaques’ theory in literature review section. Study found that having participants focus
on the distant past of their organizations - before focusing on the future - resulted in the
visualization of longer planning time horizons in their images of the future. Results may indicate
independent support for Jaques’ time horizon and time-span of discretion but he focused on
exploring Thomas Cottle (see Das 1984 related PhD). The psychological concepts of ‘future
time orientation’ and ‘future time perspective’ are NOT ‘time-span of discretion.’ (See
Goodman 1966 Ph.D. for similar confusion.) See Daltrey Related 1982. Related PhD. A.
Leifer, Eric Matheson, 1983, Robust Action: Generating Joint Outcomes in Social Relationships,
Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, 233 pages. UMI AAT
8322398. DAI-A 44/06, p. 1929, Dec 1983. Published in 1991 as: Actors as Observers: A
Theory of Skill in Social Relationships, Garland, New York, NY, 157 pages. Leifer contrasted
game theory’s a priori fixed outcomes against intentional “robust action” that keeps more options
open longer in mid-game, “the sequentially organized pursuit of unforeseen ‘subtle’ outcomes”
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within the “‘context’ of relative control.” This was close to the serial-strategic frameworks of
Jaques and Carse (neither was cited). In his view, the validity of game theory was limited to the
end-game. See articles by McGrath and MacMillan, Das, Forsythe, Wright, Carse, and
Boorman. Related PhD. A.
Sujan, Harish, 1983, Salesperson Motivation: Strategy vs Effort, PhD, dissertation in Business
Administration, Marketing, University of California (UCLA), Los Angeles, CA, 151 pages.
UMI AAT 8407977. DAI-A 44/12, p. 3792, Jun 1984. Published as an article: Sujan, Harish,
1986, “Smarter versus Harder: An Exploratory Attributional Analysis of Salespeople's
Motivation,” Journal of Marketing Research, Feb. 1986, 23(1):41-49. Two aspects of
salesperson motivation were examined in this study: the motivation to work harder and the
motivation to change the direction of work, to ‘work smarter.’ The motivation to work harder
among salespeople was found to be influenced by their attributing failures to lack of effort. The
motivation to work smarter was influenced by attributing failures to poor strategy. Salespeople
oriented towards extrinsic rewards perceived that a lack of effort was a cause of their failures.
However, a corresponding hypothesis towards intrinsic rewards, with poor strategy as a cause of
failure, was not supported. Intrinsically oriented salespeople use a wide range of effective
selling strategies, and as a result believe that poor strategies cannot be a cause of their failures.
(Sales strategy was a form of discretion within the control of the employee. Working harder
omits discretion. Learning to search and adopt additional sales techniques was an aspect of level
of complexity of information processing (CIP), accountability, organization structure, and
managerial practice - type Z (Ouchi) vs type A characteristics.) Teaches at Penn State. Related
PhD. A.
Abbott, Martin L., 1984, The Outcomes of a Quality Circle Program in an Electronics
Manufacturing Firm (Industrial, Democracy, Worklife), PhD, dissertation in Industrial Sociology
and Labor Relations, Portland State University, Portland, OR, 200 p. AAT 8413855. DAI-A
45/03, p. 966, Sep 1984. Published as an article: 1987, “Looking Closely at Quality Circles:
Implications for Intervention,” Clinical Sociology Review, Brunner/Mazel, US, 5:119-131.
Literature on worker participation assumes participation programs lead to job satisfaction. This
was not supported. QCs did not enlist workers with a strong desire for participation.
Management interfered with the QC process and dominated some QCs. The relationship
between worker participation and job satisfaction was found more complex than the literature
indicated. Unaware of SST/RO. See Joss 1998 PhD (among other studies herein). Related
PhD.
Armon, Cheryl, 1984, Ideals of the good life: A cross-sectional/longitudinal study of evaluative
reasoning in children and adults, EdD, dissertation in Psychology, Harvard Graduate School of
Education, Cambridge, MA. Advisor: Lawrence Kohlberg. DAI, 45, no. 06B, (1984): 1930.
Published as two chapters: Armon 1984; Kohlberg and Armon 1984. This was a four-year,
longitudinal/cross-sectional study to investigate the plausibility of a structural model of
evaluative reasoning (about ideals of the good life) and justice reasoning with subjects ranging in
age from 5 to 72. The stage sequence constructed meets the general Piagetian criteria for a
structural stage model. Particular analyses were focused on adult structural development. It was
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shown that a significant percentage of individuals over 20 years old continued their development
in both evaluative and justice reasoning and that the post-conventional stages were restricted to
members of this age group. It was also shown that advanced education beyond the baccalaureate
level was a significant factor in the development of post-conventional reasoning. Cited by
Rodriguez 1992, 1993. Cited Rest 1969 PhD. Abstract #. Related PhD. A.
Baron, Diana Claire, 1984, The Social Organisation of a Therapeutic Community: a
contemporary case study, Ph.D., thesis in social psychology, (B5c), London School of
Economics, London University, London, UK, 412 p. LSE Thesis E6175. Index # 34-4062. A
case study of what happened when a therapeutic community removed all hierarchical rules and
traditional treatment methods. When structure was removed, client-centered treatment method
became an ideological control mechanism. The technical interpretive skill was all that was left.
It did not result in ‘successful’ therapeutic results and led to unintended informal control
mechanisms. The organization’s goals were not promoted, responsibility was confused, and
administrative authority was denied. Professional medical autonomy legitimated this imbalance.
Anarchy and crisis resulted among staff and patients. Finally, external reality intervened. The
director was dismissed and the experiment was ended. [Very similar to the swift end of the
Haight-Ashbury neighborhood in S.F. in 1967.] Cited by Comerford 2011. Related PhD. A.
Das, T. K., 1984, The Subjective Side of Strategic Planning: A Study of Future Time Perspective
and Planning Milieu (Decision Making, Banking, Top Management), Ph.D., dissertation in
Business Administration, University of California, Los Angeles, 396 pages. UMI AAT
8428503. DAI-A 45/09, p. 2927, Mar 1985. Published as: The Subjective Side of Strategy
Making: Future Orientations and Perceptions of Executives, 1986, Praeger, New York, NY.
Tushar Kanti Das discussed Jaques’ theory in the literature review. A study of 269 executives in
two large US commercial banks. His study focused on the future time perspectives of rival
internal strategy makers in what Das termed the “silent politics of time.” Their mean (2.411)
was closer to the “near” future than the “distant” future on his 1-4 scale. Shows why so much
‘long-range planning’ is really more short-range than anyone cares to admit. Results may
indicate independent support for Jaques’ time horizon and time-span of discretion concepts but
they focused mainly on exploring Thomas Cottle’s instrument (see El Sawy 1983 related PhD).
The psychological concepts of ‘future time orientation’ and ‘future time perspective’ are NOT
‘time-span of discretion.’ (See Goodman 1966 Ph.D. for similar confusion.) He has since
written many articles on Jaques’ theory. Currently teaches at CUNY, Baruch College, in
Manhattan, 2013. Related PhD. A.
Gersick, Connie J. Goldman, 1984, The Life Cycles of Ad Hoc Task Groups: Time, Transitions,
and Learning in Teams, Ph.D., dissertation in Social Psychology, Yale University, New Haven,
CT, 252 pages. UMI AAT 8514870. DAI-B 46/05, p. 1742, Nov 1985. Published as an article:
Gersick, Connie J. G., 1988, “Time and Transition in Work Teams: Toward a New Model of
Group Development,” The Academy of Management Journal, March 1988, 31(1):9-41. In her
1984 Yale dissertation she discovered a two-stage pattern of activity in teams working on tasks
with deadlines. This differed from the literature on team development. Changes were stimulated
by members’ awareness of time and deadlines. Not on Jaques’ theory but findings are
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supportive. This may be a rediscovery that Bion’s social and t-groups were fundamentally
different from workplace task groups (Jaques). 95% of group time was devoted to social
activity. Only 5% of group-time was devoted to task-work. Cited in Bluedorn and Denhardt
article. Teaches at UCLA. See Susman 1968 Related Ph.D. for similar findings. Related PhD.
A.
Leana, Carrie Renee, 1984, Antecedents and Consequences of Delegation (Decision-Making,
Participation, Leadership), PhD, dissertation in Management, University of Houston, TX, 170 p.
DAI-A 45/09, p. 2929, Mar 1985. Pubd as 2 articles in 1986, 1987. The research was conducted
in 18 branch claims offices of a large insurance company. Results indicated that supervisor
perceptions of subordinates, supervisor workload pressure and decision importance were
significant predictors of delegation. In addition, subordinate job competence and supervisorsubordinate goal congruence moderated the relationship between delegation and performance.
Neither supervisor personality and predispositions nor subordinate job satisfaction and
satisfaction with supervision were significantly related to delegation. Examining these issues
within the context of delegation rather than participation offers an expanded conceptualization of
subordinate involvement in decision making that is useful for researchers as well as for
practicing managers. Cited Vroom & Yetton 1973; Ashour & England 1972. Related PhD.
Long, Douglas Grahame, 1984, Labour Turnover in the Australian Economy - indications of its
causes, costs and possible control: a longitudinal study, 1978-1983, Ph.D., dissertation in
Organizational Psychology, The Union for Experimenting Colleges and Universities, Cincinnati,
OH, 231 pages. AAT 8524245. DAI-B 46/09, p. 3251, Mar 1986. Published as 1984 article in
Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources. Labour turnover is one of those issues to which
management pays a lot of lip service but, very often, find themselves accepting as inevitable and
virtually uncontrollable. In this dissertation first hand contact is made with some 83 Australian
organisations - 19 in some depth - over a five year period. These studies found frustration by
many in the human resource management role. They received blame for inadequate selection or
they were given the responsibility to control turnover (by introducing appropriate measures).
Because of an inability to communicate the enormity of the problem to those with senior line or
corporate responsibility, there was frustration at the means by which an acceptable or
unacceptable level of labour turnover was ascertained. (Writings portrayed labour turnover as an
indication of organisational deterioration yet gave no guidelines as to the critical point when
deterioration set in. Jaques was one of the theories cited. A weak link.) Related PhD.
Mass, William N., 1984, Technological Change and Industrial Relations: The Diffusion of
Automatic Weaving in the United States and Britain, Ph.D., dissertation in Economic History,
Boston College, Boston, MA, 328 pages. UMI AAT 8416007. DAI-A 45/04, p. 1178, Oct 1984.
Published as an article: Mass, William, 1989, “Mechanical and Organizational Innovation: The
Drapers and the Automatic Loom,” Business History Review, Harvard Business School, Winter,
63(4):876-929. Published as the partial basis of a book by Lazonick, William, 1990, Competitive
Advantage on the Shop Floor, Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, MA, 419 p. Identifies the strengths
and limitations of neoclassical economics in explaining the diffusion of new techniques and
develops an alternative theoretical framework. Critically evaluates the neoclassical explanations
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of the relative failure to adopt automatic looms. An alternative theory of diffusion is developed
upon the Schumpeterian distinction between managerial decision-making that maximizes profits
within given constraints and entrepreneurial decisions that alter those constraints. Over time, the
differential ability of a firm to alter its existing constraints will influence the rate at which a new
technique is adopted. As Chandler found, increasing vertical integration (upstream) within the
firm is necessary to realize the greater cost reduction potential of high throughput production
methods, like the automatic loom. Though high throughput techniques reduce unit effort
requirements, workers' effort-wage bargains will determine the realized output in relation to the
wage - and other unit costs as well. Related PhD.
Murphy, Kevin James, 1984, Ability, Performance, and Compensation: A Theoretical and
Empirical Investigation of Managerial Labor Contracts, Ph.D., dissertation in Labor Economics,
The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, 132 p. Regenstein, Reading Room, A-Level,
Dissertations: HD10000 Murphy. AAT T-29196 (ADD 1985). Advisor: Michael C. Jensen.
Published as an article Murphy, Kevin J., 1986, “Incentives, Learning, and Compensation: A
Theoretical and Empirical Investigation of Managerial Labor Contracts,” The RAND Journal of
Economics, Spring 1986, 17(1):59-76. Tested two hypotheses, incentives and learning (ability,
skills, education), for managerial labor contracts using “experience-earnings profiles” and the
relation between compensation and performance. Sampled 1488 CEOs between 1974-1985.
Mixed results generally supported the learning hypothesis over the incentive hypothesis. This
article used managerial Age-Wage Profiles in the USA (expressed mathematically). See Murphy
1985 article. See Shimada 1973 Related PhD, Seijts et al 2004. (Abstract and article seen.)
Vice Dean for Faculty and Academic Affairs at the USC. Phone: (213) 740-6553. E-mail:
kjmurphy @ usc.edu Related PhD. A.
Perman, Lauri Lynn, 1984, Other Than Pay: The Nonmonetary Characteristics of Jobs (Work),
Ph.D., dissertation in Labor Relations and Social Work, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA,
USA, 380 pages. AAT 8503562; DAI-A 45/12, p. 3758, June 1985. Published as an article:
Jencks, Christopher, Lauri Perman, and Lee Rainwater, 1988, “What Is a Good Job? A New
Measure of Labor-Market Success,” The American Journal of Sociology, University of Chicago,
Chicago, IL, May 1988, 93(6):1322-1357. The purpose of this study is to develop quantitative
measures of job characteristics and the value they have to workers. The study is based on the
1980 Survey of Job Characteristics, designed with Christopher Jencks and Lee Rainwater, of a
random sample of workers in the United States. The most important substantive finding of the
study concerns the relatively small coefficient on income and the correspondingly large value
that workers attribute to the 20 nonwage aspects of jobs. Four job characteristics are seen as
especially important: paid vacation, interesting work, learning useful new things on the job, and
risk of disability. The estimated values of these four characteristics are each equivalent to pay
cuts or pay raises of more than fifty percent. [Wow!] Although each measurement method yields
different estimates, the confidence intervals generally overlap. Unlike the study of job
satisfaction, these measurements minimize the role of workers’ expectations in determining how
they evaluate their jobs. Used by Kruse 1992 to validate Jaques. At Penn State. Related PhD.
A.
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Sparrow, John Anthony, 1984, Ability Assessment and Job Structure Measures in Occupational
Mobility, Ph.D., thesis in Industrial Psychology/ Sociology (B9g), Department of Applied
Psychology, University of Aston in Birmingham, UK, 34-728. Library: PhD and Doctoral
Theses. Unpublished. (This description contains many of the key words, but I am dubious. A
little too easy.) The Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ) is evaluated along two distinct
scores, job descriptions and personal attribute/trait profiles. Was able to estimate the ‘actual’
ability requirements of jobs including the cognitive structure similarity of job groups.
Established families or networks of jobs which anticipated reciprocal transferability based on
cognitive similarity. Related PhD.
Furtado, Eugene Pio Hypolito, 1985, Changes in Senior Management and Their Effects on
Stockholder Value, Ph.D., The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, US, 156 p. DAI-A 46/10, p.
3115, Apr 1986. # 8527970. Unpublished. This research examined the impact on stockholder
value following an announcement of a change in senior management. Appointments,
restructures, dismissals, and resignation-under-pressure are considered changes initiated by or
the prime responsibility of the Board of Directors. Retirements, death, and resignations other
than under pressure, are considered changes initiated by Senior Managers. In almost every case
- including death - the removal of a manager was viewed by the stock market as a positive.
(Was this a bias?) There was a negative impact on share value when the firm experienced a
flight/loss of human capital. See Furtado & Karan 1990. [Mispelt as Turtado.] Abs # Related
PhD.
Jennings, Frederic Beach, Jr., 1985, Public Policy, Planning Horizons and Organizational
Breakdown: A Post-Mortem on British Canals and Their Failure (Theory, Microeconomic,
Growth, Development, Systems), Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, Stanford University, Palo
Alto, CA, 336 pages. UMI AAT 8522165. DAI-A 46/08, p. 2377, Feb 1986. Analysis of the
fragmentation of canals in the early 1800s: canal dimensions and rates were not standard,
equipment was left unimproved while earnings were diverted to dividends, boatmen customer
complaints were ignored, and each canal was run for local interests not for the through traffic.
When the railroads were funded, the canals took some of the money as a compensation exit
mechanism - and closed. The planning horizons were short. Had there been more industry
integration the ‘horizon effect’ would have limited these monopoly output restrictions and
planning horizons would have been longer. [This reflects Deming and Jaques at the same time!]
[DID I SEE A REF TO A BOOK VERSION?] Related PhD. A.
Milliken, Frances Johnstone, 1985, The Effect of Organizational, Individual and Role-Related
Variables on Administrators’ Experience of Three Types of Uncertainty (Environmental), Ph.D.,
dissertation in Business Administration, City University of New York, New York, NY, 242
pages. DAI-A 46/11, p. 3415, May 1986. UMI: AAT 8601677. Published as: Milliken, Frances
J., 1987, “Three Types of Perceived Uncertainty about the Environment: State, Effect, and
Response Uncertainty,” The Academy of Management Review, Jan., 12(1):133-143. Expanded
on the challenge to contingency theory’s presentation of “uncertainty” as an objective reality by
Duncan (Related) 1971 and Downey 1974. Uncertainty was in the perception of managers.
Organizational characteristics explained significant amounts of variance in the perceptions of
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two types of certainty. However, individual and role-related characteristics appeared to have no
significant effect on these perceptions. The third type, Response, could not be analyzed due to a
lack of agreement between respondents as to what their institution had done or was planning to
do (true chaos!). Related PhD.
Ruderman, Marian Nancy, 1985, The Roles of Person-Environment Fit, Fairness, and Job
Design in Understanding Employee Reactions to Work (Affect, Motivation), Ph.D., dissertation in
Industrial Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 211 pages. UMI AAT 8520967.
DAI-B 46/07, p. 2487, Jan 1986. Graduate Library, DISS 19883, BUHR. Published as a chapter
“Job Challenge Profile,” by Marian Ruderman, Patricia Ohlott, and Cynthia McCauley, in:
Clark, Kenneth E. and Miriam B. Clark, eds., 1990, Measures of Leadership, Center for
Creative Leadership and the Psychological Corporation, Greensboro, NC; Leadership Library of
America, West Orange, NJ. (Also presented at Oct. 1988 San Antonio TX conference.) Tested
impact on affect and energy level of person-environment fit (zip impact on either), fairness
(impacted affect only), and job challenge (impacted both). She works at CCL. Related PhD.
A.
Taylor, Gareth Stephen, 1985, The Role of Relevant Others in the Determination of Fair Pay
(Equity, Exchange, Satisfaction), Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Falls Church, VA, 299 pages. UMI AAT 8600384.
DAI-A 46/11, p. 3417, May 1986. Published as an article in 1992 (Taylor, G. Stephen). Found
strong temporal stability in pay comparisons. Concluded “equity theory may have been
prematurely abandoned as a research paradigm.” (See Goodman 1974, 1977; also see Goodman
1967, A. Friedman and Goodman 1967, Goodman and A. Friedman 1971, Pritchard 1969 for
Management Theory Jungle destructive research on equity theory.) Related PhD.
Bissell, Gavin, 1986, Time, Agency, and Social Thought in Nineteenth Century England (Textile
Manufacturers 1833-1905), Ph.D., thesis in History, Social Analysis and Philosophy, University
of Bradford, Postgraduate School of Studies in Social Analysis, Bradford, UK, 335 p. Bradford
Theses Class A 043 BIS, BRN 101984. The dualism in social thought regarding time in England
has its roots in the second quarter of the nineteenth century. Shifts in the experience of loss of
control of social and economic change among textile manufacturers is situated in the wider
context of macro-economic changes that forced them to become increasingly marginalized. The
concept of time became dualistic, splitting between the experience of time and that of control.
[See Related Master’s, Bissell 1983; Jaques 1982 Form of Time.] Related PhD.
Friedman, David Bennett, 1986, The Misunderstood Miracle: politics and economic
decentralization in Japan, Ph.D., dissertation in Public Administration, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, MA, ADD 1986; AAT 0374338. Not available through DAI.
Published as a book in 1988 with the same main title by Cornell. Attorney and political scientist.
Most explanations of Japan’s post-war success revolve around one of two sources: the
bureaucracy or the market. Friedman dismissed both and posed a third: the extensive use of
innovative, flexible manufacturing strategies. (The reviewers, Cusumano, Lynn, and O’Brien
among them, misinterpreted the volume as simply an extension of Piore and Sabel 1984 with
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whom he studied.) See book. Offsite HUM. Related PhD. A.
Ott, John Steven, 1986, Organizational Culture: an analysis of its perspective, concepts,
historical evolution, methods, and significance for understanding and managing organizations,
Ph.D., dissertation in Public Administration, Graduate School of Public Affairs, University of
Colorado at Denver, 486 pages. (D.P.A. converted to Ph.D. in 1988). Not in UMI. UCD
Library: 2nd FL & Archiv; LD1190.P86 1986d O77. Published as a book: Ott, J. Steven, 1989,
The Organizational Culture Perspective, Dorsey Press, Chicago, Ill, and Brooks/Cole, Pacific
Grove, Calif, 231 pages. A complete overview of the field, including the varied definitions of
culture with their underlying assumptions and methodological approaches to deciphering culture.
Described the rich origins of organizational culture in the human relations school and showed the
wider set of contributors, including philosophers. Held forth organizational culture as an
alternative to the traditional “quantitative, experiment-type, logical-positivist” approach to
understanding organizational behavior. It blossomed as a fad in the 1980s (Ouchi, Pascale &
Athos, Peters & Waterman), but Ott shows how it originated much earlier, in Jaques 1951 and
Selznick 1957. Currently Dean of College of Social and Behavioral Science, U. Utah.
jsott@csbs.utah.edu NYPL SIBL Offsite JLE 89-3840. (See Byles book rev. 1990.) Related
PhD.
Ray, Carol Axtell, 1986, Corporate Care? The Social Organization of Worker Humanization: A
Sociology of Management Analysis, Ph.D., dissertation in Labor Relations and Organizational
Sociology, University of California, Santa Cruz, 264 pages. AAT 8619262. DAI-A 47/06, p.
2336, Dec 1986. (Labor Process Theory, Work History, Human Relations in Industry,
Personnel/Human Resources Management). Published as two articles, 1986 and 1989.
Organizational Sociology and theories of the labor process infrequently include analyses of the
task and social organization of workers. An historical analysis drew from available sources and
archival materials, in order to intellectually reinterpret three cases of "workplace humanization"
in twentieth century America. The three cases are personnel management, human relations in
industry, and organizational culture. Each case includes examples of task deskilling and social
reskilling. The findings suggest that each change was not installed because of the "natural"
humanizing tendencies of U.S. society as a whole, as the management scholars argue. Rather,
the changes occurred because of the concrete problems or crises which organizational leaders
faced and which required the exploration of new social organizing techniques, and the institution
of social innovations aimed at more effectively controlling and integrating workers. Cited in
S. Clegg 1990 as “Social Innovation at Work”. Related PhD.
Hirst, Mark Keith, 1987, The Effects of Goal Setting and Task Uncertainty on Task Performance
and Intrinsic Motivation, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration (Accounting),
University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW, Australia. Not available from UMI. DAI-A
48/11, p. 2923, May 1988. Research has consistently shown that setting specific, difficult, yet
acceptable goals has a positive impact on task performance. Goal setting has a detrimental
impact on intrinsic motivation when task uncertainty is high but promotes it where task
uncertainty is low. Less than complete task knowledge causes employees to develop invalid task
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strategies that undermine goal setting. A lab experiment. (Unaware of Jaques. Findings support
Jaques. Bibliography seen.) Related PhD. A.
Mazique, Sarah Mignon, 1987, Incentive Compensation: Effects on Managerial Behavior and
Organizational Outcomes, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, Yale University, New
Haven, CT, 383 pages. UMI AAT 8729113. DAI-A 48/10, p. 2675, Apr 1988. Unpublished.
A nine-month longitudinal field study of the effects of a performance contingent pay plan on
first-level manager behaviors. Contingent pay produced two outcomes: simplification of the
managerial job by focusing attention only on results; and, a decline in the feeling of team spirit in
the stores by the inequitable distribution of resources and opportunities. Unresolved tensions in
the balance between discretion and control, and between costs and growth, signaled
contradictory messages which frustrated managerial effort and compromised the managers'
attitudes to their work and the organization. Unaware of Jaques or Deming. Findings support
both. [I suspect the Simplification effect would be most popular with under-capable managers.
Lovely.] (Was Ch. Perrow involved?) Related PhD. A.
Rafferty, Yvonne, 1987, A Test Of The Job Demands-Control and Person-Environment Fit
Models of Occupational Stress as Predictors of Burnout in Human Service Workers, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Industrial Psychology, State University of New York at Stony Brook, 390 p. DAI,
49, no. 08B, (1987): 3486. Accsn: AAG8815788. SB Main Liby: OVERSIZE x BF481 .R26
1987. The primary purpose of this study was to apply Karasek’s (1979) Job Demands-Control
model to burnout. Second, the importance of supportive social relationships was evaluated.
Third, P-E fit’s prediction that “goodness of fit” between characteristics of the person and the job
influence strain, was evaluated. Findings: (1) Karasek’s model was partially supported. The
highest degree of burnout was reported by respondents with high demands and low control. (2)
Skill discretion was related to burnout, but decision authority was not. … (7) Fit on skill
discretion explained significantly more variance in personal accomplishment beyond the
actual level, but not in emotional exhaustion, or depersonalization. (8) Demands associated with
having an excessive amount of work were more strongly related to burnout than number of
clients and hours in direct contact. (9) Influence over one’s own work activities were more
strongly associated with burnout than influence over organizational policy. Conclusions.
Stressors within the work environment are the major contributing factors to burnout, as opposed
to “goodness of fit.” [Badly designed jobs appear to be a major contributor to burnout.] Related
PhD.
Roche, William K., 1987, Social Integration, Union Policies and Strategic Power: The
Development of Militancy Among Electricity Generating Station Workers in the Republic of
Ireland, 1950-1982, D.Phil., thesis in Sociology and Business (B9c), Nuffield College, Oxford
University, Oxford, UK, 469 pages. Theses # 38-3012. Examined Alan Fox’s ‘microsociological theory’ of the decay of social integration (the theory of ‘trust dynamics’). The union
became more militant in its claims and demands as its power declined due to ‘social erosion.’
Roche argues that ‘social erosion’ theory poses major conceptual problems at the boundaries
between sociology and economics. Concluded that Fox’s theory was invalid: that trust played a
more significant role in social integration than system integration. (Silly.) Fox built part of his
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theory from Jaques’ concepts of discretion and trust. [Fox was at Oxford.] Cited by McGovern.
Related PhD. A.
Adam, Barbara E., 1988, Time and Social Theory, Ph.D., thesis in Sociology (B5a), University
College, Cardiff, Wales, UK. Theses #39-5867. Published as a book: Adam, Barbara E., 1990,
Time and Social Theory, Polity Press, Oxford, UK, 192 pages. She discussed Jaques 1982, Form
of Time, in the literature review section - along with Fraser, McTaggart, Giddens, St. Augustine,
etc. She agreed with Niklas Luhmann and Elias that a theory of time is a necessary pre-condition
to social theory, so it is imbedded already [?] in most versions of social theory. She advocated
an “explicit understanding of time” so we can be “participating agents” and “take responsibility
for our actions.” See Giddens 1987. NYPL HUM Gen Res JFE 90-6883. Related PhD.
Brennan, Maire Caitriona Brighid, 1988, Management and Quality Circles: Case Studies in
Direct Participation, PhD, thesis in Business Administration, University of Edinburgh, Scotland,
UK, 432 p. In British Library. DAI-A 50/10, p. 3290, Apr 1990. Not Available through PQDD.
Five case studies are presented, each based on a company in Central Scotland which introduced
circles in the early 1980s. Overall, it is concluded that quality circles cannot easily be
assimilated into existing organisational power structures and that their presence may threaten
some managers, especially middle managers. Without a supportive environment and appropriate
organisational systems, quality circles are unlikely to function effectively and may cease to
operate. Well, there it is. See Joss 1998 PhD. [and: vice versa]. Related PhD.
Brewer, Ann Maree, 1988, The introduction of medical technology and its relationship to work
organisation and skill formation in hospitals: The case of Victoria, PhD, thesis in Health Care
Management, U. New South Wales, Sydney, NSW, AU, 578 p. Libry: Thesis (Ph. D.) MBT
303.483/192. DAI-B 49/05, p. 1603, Nov 1988. PhD was basis for the 1993 and 1994 books.
Four case studies focusing upon work organisation and decision making in hospitals were
conducted. The notion that new technology has a straightforward 'impact' on the work
organisation was not borne out in this study. Rather it is shown how key players, such as
hospital administrators and medical officers, control, sometimes inadvertently, the work
organisation through the introduction and use of new technology. The shaping of technology in
this way by one group frequently conflicts with the interests of another in terms of outcome for
the work organisation. This study shows that technology is not inherently apolitical since its
very design serves some interests over others. The control of one occupational group to adopt a
technology in relation to other groups is also a key issue. A decision to adopt a new technology
is a long-term investment and cannot easily be reversed. Not seen. Related PhD. A.
Gotsias, Apostolos, 1988, Ownership, Sharing and Efficiency: An Organization Model of the
Firm, Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH, 145 pages.
UMI AAT 8917937. DAI-A 50/05, p. 1398, Nov 1989. Unpublished. X-efficiency suggests
that effort is the variable of crucial importance in studying efficiency issues. An analytical
organization framework is specified and the concept of the Peak Coordinator is introduced
together with its associated framework, which is based on organization theory. The model's
results provide strong support for the X-efficiency arguments. An effort reward system is
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specified that leads to cost minimization. Such a system though, generates incentives that
directly translate into allocative and technical inefficiencies in any type of organizational
structure. The model's conclusions are in disagreement with the property rights theory. The
disagreement arises from the consideration of the employees' property rights on effort, something
overlooked by the property rights argument. (q.v. John Locke and Hayek) Related PhD.
Hamilton, Laura Ann, 1988, Structural Change, Paraprofessionals, and Urban Management: A
Case Study of Successful Organizational Improvement, Ph.D., dissertation in Public
Administration and Sociology, University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, TX, 188 pages.
UMI AAT 8819437. DAI-A 49/07, p. 1957, Jan 1989. Unpublished. Advisers: Mark
Rosentraub and James Cornehls. Improvements in the general assistance program of Tarrant
County (Ft. Worth) included - clarifying roles, span of control, reporting channels, selection on
merit, standardization of procedures for accountability, and defining the mission of the
organization. Contrasted strategies for changing behavior (normative) versus changing the
structure of the system (structural). Key criterion for selection of change strategy was level of
organization (underorganized, overorganized). UTA library had 15 Jaques books: 1978 Health
Services and 1974 Social Services Departments. Not seen. Related PhD.
Hirsch, John Albert, 1988, Toward a Cognitive-Developmental Theory of Strategy Formulation
Among Practicing Physicians, DBA, dissertation in Business Administration and Health
Sciences, Boston University, Boston, MA, 382 pages. UMI AAT 8814175. DAI-A 49/08 p.
2302, Feb. 1989. Study developed a three stage model of cognitive development during a
physician’s career (ophthalmologist) as reflected in strategy formulation. These stages determine
what will be learned, imply the need for mentoring, and for a grounding in a technical experience
base. The MBA degree curriculum for developing strategic thinkers is questioned. Findings
support some elements of Jaques. Unaware of Jaques. Mehltretter used the Hirsch data and
found a corr. of +0.85 between the size of the practice and the level of mental complexity of the
physician. These doctors are entrepreneurs. (See Mehltretter 1995 PhD, chapter 3.) (See also
Interesting PhDs: Caruso 1990, Bennetts 1998, Garvey 1998.) Related PhD.
Itoh, Hideshi, 1988, Essays on Internal Organization of the Firm, Ph.D., dissertation in
Economics and Business Administration, Stanford University, CA, 148 p. DAI, 49, no. 09A,
(1988): 2765. Acsn No: AAG8826154. Published as an article in 1987. This thesis applies
economics of uncertainty and information to the internal organization of the firm. The first part
of the thesis focuses on the design of the organization to obtain and use information efficiently in
organization decision making. We examine the optimal level of specialization in subordinate
managers' abilities as a function of the characteristics of the uncertain outside environments and
the optimal coordination system of the firm (hierarchical or horizontal) and its relation with the
optimal capacities of subordinates (generalists or specialists). The second part of the thesis
concerns moral hazard problems in multi-agent situations where cooperation is an issue. (This is
a first step toward the analysis of teamwork and optimal task design.) Each agent chooses his
own effort level, and chooses the amount of "help" to extend to other agents. The analysis of
both issues was motivated by recent studies that compare (stylized) American and Japanese
managements. Related PhD. A.
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Kariya, Takehiko, 1988, Institutional networks between schools and employers and delegated
occupational selection to schools: A sociological study on the transition from high school to
work in Japan, Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology and Labor Relations, Northwestern University,
Evanston, IL, 248 p. AAT 8811478. DAI-A 49/05, p. 1283, Nov 1988. Adviser: James E.
Rosenbaum. Published as four (4) articles with his adviser (1987, 1989, 1990, 1991). The
school-to-work transition was a core of the broader transition to adulthood. Japan offered a clear
example of institutional arrangements between schools and work places. Most Japanese high
school graduates find their first job before entering the labor market and their job applications
are controlled by schools. This study investigated how Japanese practices in the high school-towork transition operate. This study also provided new perspectives on schools’ functions in
contributing to social stratification and socialization of youths to become achievement-oriented
and compliant workers. Interviews with teachers and senior students show how students preselect themselves in making job plans, how teachers' counseling affects this, and how schools
make final decisions of selection. Multivariate analyses of a longitudinal survey of 964 seniors
indicated that Japanese schools created a strongly meritocratic system to lead students to
‘appropriate’ job plans and allocate them into jobs. Japanese institutional networks differ from
economic market models and from sociological personal network models in the US. Related
PhD. A.
Prendergast, Jean Elizabeth, 1988, A Phenomenological Definition of Productivity and its
Relationship to Satisfaction, PhD, dissertation in Occupational Psychology, Columbia
University, NY, NY, US, 222 p. Clio Rare Book thesis LD1237.5D 1988 .P725. TC closed
stack HF5549.5 .J63 P74 1988. DAI-B 49/10, p. 4593, Apr 1989. ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub.
Num. 8827631. Unpublished. Investigated the relationship between individual standards of
productivity and satisfaction. The study was a first step in specifying how people identify with
their work and validate themselves in the process. Satisfaction was significantly related to all
measures of productivity - which included degree of complexity and discretion involved in the
task, level of investment, comparison of present performance to ideal performance, meeting
organizational goals, and fulfilling personal needs and objectives. These variables accounted for
61 percent of the variance in direct reports of satisfaction. A wide dichotomy between fulfilling
personal needs and meeting organizational goals was demonstrated. Lack of relationship
between psychological productivity and a sense of personal causation indicated experiences that
ran counter to prior assumptions that workers were empowered as they expressed their
capabilities or potential. Those who were people-oriented presented either significantly positive
or negative correlations between sociability and measures of productivity. But task-oriented
individuals demonstrated high correlations between reaching ideal performance and the level of
task complexity, and showed little antagonism between their own goals and the goals of the
organization. "Only when workers experienced themselves as performing competently did their
actions result in feelings of potency (p. 161)." Jaques, W. Brown not cited – but supported.
Cited Fine and Wiley 1971; Herzberg 1966, 1968. Disn seen. Abs # Related PhD. A.
Quaid-Ahlstrand, Maeve Marion, 1988, What Does Job Evaluation Do? A Case Study, D.Phil.,
thesis in Personnel Management and Industrial Training (B9d), Faculty of Social Studies,
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University of Oxford, Oxford, UK. MS: D.Phil. c. 7456, 387 pages. Theses # 39-3033.
Published as: Quaid, Maeve, 1993, Job Evaluation: The Myth of Equitable Assessment,
University of Toronto Press, Toronto, ON, Canada, 283 pages. The case was the introduction of
the ‘Hay’ job evaluation plan involving 1,200 supervisory, managerial and professional
government employees. The idea that job evaluation creates a job hierarchy based on job content
and provides a ‘rational’ basis for determining pay rates is ‘unfounded.’ “The claims made in
the literature about the conflict reducing powers of job evaluation rarely address the meaning of
‘conflict.’” (book, p. 67) ‘Relative worth’ was the objectification of belief systems. The factors
and weights within job evaluation work backwards from an external structure and pattern on
inequality. Job evaluation was found to be “an institutional rationalized myth” that cloaked the
puzzling and equivocal task of establishing the income hierarchy in a myth of “‘rationality’ and
‘scientificity.’” Confused about Jaques and job factors (book p. 208). Used hierarchy but not
discretion or judgment. (See: Hellriegel Related PhD 1969; Hellriegel and French article; Sara
Evans 1989 book, Acker book and chapter, Emerson 1991.) See Madigan Related 1982 PhD on
job evaluation and job worth. Related PhD. A.
Retief, Alexis I., 1988, The Epistemic Status of Psychological Theories, D.Phil., Proefskrif,
thesis in Psychology, Department of Psychology, Rand Afrikaan University, [Randse Afrikaanse
Universiteit], Auckland Park, Johannesburg, South Africa, RSA [in English]. Kingsway Level 3,
GP10 RETI. Not in theses.com or ProQuest. Delineated comparative metatheoretical analysis in
psychology against a background of the transcendental and the empirical. The development of
scientific realism was reviewed, with an empirical argument and a transcendental justification of
realism. Social constructionism was shown to be the diametric opposite of realism. The
implications of a stratified reality for psychological explanation was explored. Four theoretical
case studies were used to illustrate the thesis that psychological theories are in fact realist
explanations aimed at approximating the causes of observed effects. Psychological theory and
its social domain are examined for relative explanatory status. (In 1995 A.R. claimed his Job
Appreciation System (JAS) was in part based on this PhD thesis. The JAS then led to
development of the Complexity Navigation Test (CNT) by 2001. In 2006 Joint Prosperity, a
RSA consulting firm, announced it would be using Retief’s CNT.) Related PhD.
Tymon, Walter G., Jr., 1988, An Empirical Investigation of a Cognitive Model of Empowerment,
Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and Industrial Psychology, Temple University,
Philadelphia, PA, 213 p. Adviser: James D. Portwood. DAI, 49, no. 08A, (1988): 2308.
Accesn: AAG8818866. Paley Dissertations DISS B 1988 T96. Unpublished, but many other
articles co-authored with Kenneth W. Thomas. This study tested an adaptation of Thomas and
Velthouse's (1986/ 1990) cognitive model of empowerment. In this study an empowered
individual is viewed as one whose ways of thinking (i.e., cognitive styles) enhance his or her
intrinsic motivation in work situations, especially those requiring self-direction and commitment.
The cognitive styles investigated in this study were - attributing success to competence,
envisioning success, and evaluating. Intrinsic motivation was conceptualized as the situational
assessments of having an impact, making progress, and the experiences of competence,
meaningfulness, and choice. Cognitive styles and intrinsic motivation together determine an
individual’s empowerment. Being empowered was hypothesized to be positively related to job
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satisfaction, performance, and low job stress. Data were collected on surveys in three
organizations: a research hospital, an electronics firm, and a computer services firm. The 164
subjects in the study were engaged in jobs involving a high degree of discretion and
complexity. The results provided support for the adapted model. The cognitive styles
significantly influenced the situational assessments which in turn significantly influenced the
outcomes of job satisfaction and job stress. The cognitive style of a deficiency orientation
(evaluating) was found to have a very strong direct affect on job stress. This has exciting
practical implications for organizational leadership, management development, and employee
training. Related PhD.
Cockerill, Anthony P., (Tony), 1989, Managerial Competence as a Determinant of
Organizational Performance, Ph.D., thesis in Economics, London Business School, University
of London, London, UK, 400 pages. Not in Theses.com. In UL Library: Depository Thesis as
1990. BL#: DX187409. No abstract online. Unpublished. See Cockerill, Hunt, and Schroder
1995. Copy also in Uni. Stellenbosch library in S. Africa. See H. M. Schroder 1989. Not seen.
Related PhD.
Day, David Vaughan, 1989, Knowledge Structures, Perceived Environmental Uncertainty, and
Strategic Orientation: A Study of Executive Leadership, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial
Psychology and Business Administration, University of Akron, Akron, OH, 197 pages. Advisor:
Ralph A. Alexander. UMI AAT 8825205. DAI-B 49/11, p. 5049, May 1989. Published as an
article: Day, David V., and Lord, Robert G., 1992, “Expertise and Problem Categorization: The
role of expert processing in organizational sense-making,” Journal of Management Studies, Basil
Blackwell, Oxford, UK, 29:35–47. Two samples were incorporated and compared: thirty-eight
executives in the machine tool industry and thirty graduate business (MBA) students. Experts
tended to categorize problems at the basic level faster than novices, with a greater variance in
terms of the number of categories used, and using more problem information. Perceptions of
environmental uncertainty as well as knowledge (category) structures were significantly related
to organizational strategy, but only for the experts. A major contribution this research makes is
in demonstrating a link between the perceptual processes of executives and their strategic
decision making. See also: Day and Lord 1988 article. Related PhD.
Dechant, Kathleen, 1989, Managing Change in the Workplace: Learning strategies of managers,
Ed.D., dissertation in Adult Education, Teacher's College, Columbia University, NY, NY, 232 p.
DAI-A 50/08, p. 2349, Feb 1990. In TC library. Advisor: Marsick, Victoria. Published in 1990
as an article. Learning within workplaces is now individual, not corporate. How will the new
manager know what to study? Organizations are leaving this to chance. [Thus, the future of the
organization is also left to chance.] Simon Biesheuel, Jaques not cited. Cited Zemke 1985.
Seen. abs # # Related PhD. A.
Getty, Robert Luverne, 1989, The Organizational Effects Involved in Industrial Teaming
Arrangements: The temporary groups, the variation of roles and the effect on group and role
identification, PhD, dissertation in Social Structure and Business Administration, University of
Georgia, Athens, GA, 253 pages. UMI AAT 9003398. DAI-A 50/09, p. 3079, Mar 1990.
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UGa/GIL Thesis: LXC16 1989 .G394. Industrial teaming arrangements formed by industry to
take advantage of pooled resources have problems of coordination and communication. Workers
experience both confusion of authority and conflict between the teamed companies. This causes
indefinite roles, deteriorated performance, and reduced job satisfaction. Organizational structure
is the precipitating cause of the resulting inefficiencies. Managers do not often consider the
organizational structural dynamics when forming such agreements. The majority of structural
difficulties are in the interstitial, boundary spanning roles. Unaware of Jaques (?). Related
PhD.
Jackson, Denise Ford, 1989, A Methodology for the Quantification of Knowledge Work (White
Collar Work, Work Measurement), Ph.D., Industrial Engineering, U. Tennessee, Knoxville, TN,
202 pages. UMI AAT 9009083. DAI-B 51/02, p. 921, Aug 1990. The methodology included a
hierarchical structuring of work to identify the level at which it should be measured to achieve
the “target” completion time. This was linked to the amount and type of aggregation of
information required for feedback to the control level. The methodology permitted the
quantitative description, analysis and measurement of knowledge work. Touched on several
topics related to Jaques’ theory. Did not cite Jaques or Hilpert Related 1956 PhD (q.v.).
Information technology. Related PhD.
Nishiguchi, Toshihiro, 1989, Strategic Dualism: an alternative in industrial societies, D.Phil. in
Business, B9e, Oxford University, Oxford, UK, Theses: # 40-3143; BL: D97345 DSC. (I looked
but not found in Oxford libraries.) This is a study of a management strategy in industrial
societies. Based upon an original case study of Pioneer Electronic Corporation (Tokyo),
supplemented by two case studies of Hitachi and Toyota which draw on secondary sources. It
examines how Japanese management copes with uncertainty and flux. The concept of ‘strategic
dualism’ refers to the use of irregular forms of employment such as subcontracting and casual
labour, while on the other hand preserving a regular work force so as to mobilise it for long-term
corporate goals. These two logics are (1) the long-term logic of commitment, defined as the
principle through which management of an enterprise seeks to fulfill its strategic goals by
winning the long-term support of a work force by means of institutional incentives that secure
employment, and (2) the short-term logic of the market, the principle that regulates the prices
and allocations of labour by the interaction of demand and supply in the market. This study
examines how the courses of action and the destinies of business organisations at various levels
of the economy are determined. Author of many books. At Hitotsubashi U. (!). Related PhD.
A.
Paradissopoulos, Iordanis K., 1989, Railway Management: An Evaluation of Management
Cybernetics in a Public Enterprise, Ph.D., thesis in Transport Engineering - General, (L3d),
Cranfield Institute of Technology, Centre for Transportation Studies, Cranfield, UK, 434 p. 1989
Theses 42/462 (Thesis-C). Theses # 40-9570. Examined Stafford Beer’s Model of the Viable
System with subthemes of structure and culture and their impact on organization performance
and failure. Numerous structural problems were discovered. The culture was cohesive but “the
content of this agreement tends rather to reflect a shared pessimistic view of the future than
cohesiveness facilitating viability and development.” One strong implication is: if the structure
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is fouled up enough, the reverse of Jaques’ strategic forward-looking searchlight can develop and
the future is perceived as a threat. Bad stuff happens. See Fotini-Paradissopoulos, Related 1993,
for another study of this firm. Related PhD.
Ropo, Arja, 1989, Leadership and Organizational Change, PhD, dissertation, University of
Tampere, Tampere, Finland, 475 p. Liby: TTY Kirjasto Lainakirjat, laina-aika 5 viikkoa; Call
No.: P 65 Ropo Arja. Published as a book: Acta Universitatis Tamperensis, Ser. A, = ISSN
0496-7909; vol 280; article Ropo & Hunt 1995. Jerry Hunt of TTU was one of her advisors.
She used grounded theory. Cited Jaques 1989 (see Hunt 1993, p. 194-5, 197). [Not seen.]
Related PhD.
Shalley, Christina Ellen, 1989, The effects of goal setting procedures and personal discretion on
individuals’ creativity, Ph.D., doctoral dissertation in Business Administration and Management,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 201 p. Advisor: Greg R. Oldham. DAI, 51, no.
02A (1989): p. 562. Liby: Main Q. 658.314 SH16E. Rare Bk & Manuscript Liby-Oak St
Facility FILM 1989 SH16. Published as articles in 1985, 1987, and 1991. This research
examined whether situational factors have significant effects on individuals’ creativity on job
related problems. Three situational factors were examined: productivity goal setting, creativity
goal setting (i.e., a goal to be creative), and personal discretion in work procedures. These
factors were chosen because of the relevance to creativity and their use in organizations.
Creativity was lowest when no creativity goal was assigned. Results indicated that both
creativity and productivity were high when individuals were assigned a difficult productivity
goal and a difficult creativity goal. However, when no creativity goal is assigned and individuals
are given a productivity goal or low personal discretion in work procedures, their creativity
appears to be detrimentally affected. Related PhD.
Walsh, Janet, 1989, Structural Change and Industrial Decline: The Case Of British Textiles,
Ph.D., thesis in Economics and Commerce-Business, University Of Warwick, U.K., 437 p. DAI,
51, no. 11A, (1989): 3851. Accsn: AAGD-91869. (Available from UMI.) Theses: 40-5387,
B9a. Warwick Liby: Modern Records Centre res DIS 1989 130 9009302X. This thesis
explored the structure of international competition in the textile industry and the industry’s
development within the British context. The strategies of the three multinational corporations
which dominate the British industry were analysed in detail. The analysis of the industry raised
several problems with the existing theoretical literature. These concern the lack of a developed,
integrated perspective. The thesis demonstrates that the complex dynamics of restructuring and
sectoral decline can only be understood in terms of a matrix of international structural forces, and
a national configuration of social and economic relationships. The first chapter introduces a
range of theoretical perspectives on international structural change and industrial decline.
Section A analysed the international dimensions of change and the complex social and economic
forces. Section B outlined the performance of British textiles and clothing since the 1970s, and
discusses a number of competing explanations. Section C investigated the international activities
of three British textile multinational corporations, their domestic strategies and the changing
balance. An examination of two case studies of plant level restructuring at two of Courtaulds’
textile plants involved interviews and an analysis of the implications of industrial change for
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social relationships at workplace level. [Was this a book? See Norris 1965 TSD article
withdrawn by Courtaulds. Not in CUNY.] Related PhD.
Watson, Alexander R., 1989, A Study of Supervisor-Manager Relationships in Manufacturing
Industry: An Analysis of the Effect of Supervisor-Manager Interpersonal Relationships on the
Amount of Authority and Influence Experienced by First-Line Supervisors in Manufacturing
Industry, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and Sociology (B9g), Henley
Management College (Greenlands, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon) of Brunel Univ., (West London),
Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 587 pages. Not in UMI. DAI-A 51/06, p. 2093, Dec. 1990. Theses
# 39-3061. Findings published as a Henley Working Paper, HWP 8/92, by Dr. A. R. Watson and
Professor David Birchall. Examined extent to which the interpersonal relationship between a
supervisor and his/her manager in a manufacturing industry had an effect on the perceived
authority and influence of the supervisor with the employees. (Attempted to validate J. Child
and Partridge, 1982.) However, NO such impact was found. (Compare with opposite finding in
Zaleznik and Moment 1964, p. 424, on Pelz, and Shepard.) But there was an increase following
the formalization of procedures by the firm’s executives. This change signals the
professionalization of the operations of the firm. Trust and confidence in others appears to run
from top to bottom in an organization. (See Holmes 1965 for a similar vertical legitimacy issue.)
See Kenmore 2002 Related PhD. Related PhD.

1990s
Autry, Roy Harlow, 1990, A Study of the Relationship Between Member Perceived Control and
Business Performance in Industrial Organizations, Ph.D., dissertation in Psychology and
Business Administration, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA, 97 pages. UMI AAT 9101929.
DAI-B 51/08, p. 4083, Feb 1991. Unpublished. The results of the study were generally
supportive of the hypothesis that member perceptions of organizational controls (roles and rules)
are directly associated with business performance. Mean scores for perceptions of Personal
Control and hierarchical Centralization were significantly higher for managers than for nonmanagers. Two measures of organizational structure were statistically significant: Line
supervisor Span of Control was positively associated (.7816, p <.01) with [employee] Turnover
Rate; and Individual Contributor perception of Personal Control was positively associated
(.7241, p <.01) with Manager Span of Control [sounds right]. (Ranges of SOC and Levels of
Work not mentioned in abstract. Line supervisors may have been at Level I.) Related PhD.
Barlow, Christopher Michael, 1990, Successful Interdisciplinary Ad Hoc Creative Teams, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Industrial Psychology and Business Administration, Case Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, OH, 226 pages. Adviser: Pasmore, William. UMI AAT 9021372. DAIB 51/03, p. 1530, Sep 1990. Results published as an article in 2000. Value engineering (Miles
1971) was selected as the focus of this research on the success of creative teams for its 40 year,
global, multi-industry history and its leader certification program. (Value engineering is a
method for organizing ad hoc teams of 5 to 25 people representing relevant disciplines and
stakeholders to invent or discover possible improvements to designs.) Forty-three experts rated
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and reported 128 cases from a variety of industries, predominantly product manufacturing and
building construction. Idea productivity seems to explain little of the success of these team
efforts. Rather, insights, AHA's (Ah-Ha!), and shifts in problem definition at the individual,
team, and organizational level proved to be the key intervening variables between input factors
and success. The strongest influence on study impact and success was the openness of the client
organization to ideas and change, but openness and acceptance seemed to be higher (not lower)
when teams had more insights and shifts in problem definition. Selecting representative, well
qualified teams and facilitating them with techniques such as function analysis and brainstorming
seems to result in the required insight, AHA's, and shifts in problem definition. Cited Jaques
1976. Related PhD.
Burris, Laura Ruth, 1990, Investigating a Cognitive Complexity Hierarchy of Jobs, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Psychology, University of Illinois at Chicago, 310 p. UIC Liby: Library: U. Ill. at
Chicago: Daley Library/3rd fl east: BF99999 B872, 295 p. ProQuest Doc 303907423, Order
Num. 9104449. DAI no longer available at ProQuest. (Last name later became Desmarais.)
Published as an article: Desmarais (Burris) and Sackett 1993. Investigated the construct validity
of an occupational classification system based upon ability requirements. This was done by
placing the positions held by a large, nationally representative sample of full-time, employed,
young, civilian adults into the classification system (Occupational Aptitude Patterns Map) and
determining whether the patterns exhibited coincided with the patterns predicted by relevant
theories on job ability requirements and job differentiation (OAP Maps were largely supported).
The results indicated that the Map captured differences across positions in their requirements for
cognitive ability, although the overlap across job clusters was enormous. The OAP Map also
differentiated jobs on the basis of their requirements for specific abilities (e.g., scientific/
mechanical ability). The differences across clusters in cognitive ability shares overlap with
differences in occupational prestige as well as differences in rated job characteristics. The extent
of this overlap was smaller than expected. (Not clear if this was on Wonderlic.) Related PhD.
Findlay, Patricia, 1990, What management strategy?: labour utilisation and regulation at
Scotland's ‘leading edge,’ Ph.D. (1991), thesis in Social Studies, Industrial Relations, Nuffield
College, University of Oxford, Oxford, England, UK, 481 pages. BLDSC Shelfmark: D172044
/93. Published as a chapter, “Electronics: a ‘culture’ of participation?,” in Beirne, Martin, and
Harvie Ramsay, 1992, Information Technology and Workplace Democracy, Routledge, London
and New York, 274 pages. Participation was at the task level only (despite claims otherwise).
Cited Rolfe 1990 and Fox 1974 (M.M.). See Fenwick 1998 Related. Related PhD. A.
Leong Hoe Yuen, Christopher, 1990, An Exploratory Study of Accountability in the Context of
Construction Project Management, Ph.D., thesis in Management; Business Finance, (B9e),
Architecture and Town Planning, University of London, University College, London, UK, 333
pages. Theses # 43-3370. Examined three types of accountability - project, professional and
legal. ‘Project accountability’ is related to Jaques’ task accountability. A survey of project
management participants, finding “a positive correlation between a performance-maintenance
(PM) arrangement’s accountability and effectiveness, and negative correlations between both
[of] these and role ambiguity.” (See Interesting PhD: Khalil 1994. Related PhDs: P. Dawson
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1997; Haksever 1998. See Hayashi and Matsubara 1998; Misumi and Peterson 1985.) Related
PhD. A.
Orr, Julian Edgerton, 1990, Talking About Machines: An Ethnography of a Modern Job
(Technicians), Ph.D, dissertation in Anthropology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 247 pages.
UMI AAT 9018133. DAI-A 51/01, p. 208, Jul 1990. Published as a book: Orr, Julian E., 1996,
Talking About Machines: An Ethnography of a Modern Job, ILR Press, Ithaca, NY, 172 pages.
The work practices of Xerox copier repair technicians differed from those in the official
definition of the job yet were crucial to its success. Diagnosis of machine problems required
discretionary negotiation with customers and other employees. They used narratives to create a
coherent account of the problems that might lead to solutions. These stories in turn created an
informal community of practice among the technicians. An excellent thick ethnographic study.
Orr’s detailed descriptions of work parallel Jaques’. But Orr failed to note this situation
developed due to the abandonment of the technicians by their managers who used authority to
cram down accountability: “The technicians are responsible in a world in which they have very
little control” (p. 158). They repaired defects their company produced and could not refer
problems to the managers. The ethos of this ‘community’ became - the customer is the enemy.
Not a healthy business development. Unaware of Jaques 1951 or Fox 1974. See J. S. Brown and
P. Duguid 1991. See Bourdieu 1977/1973. Related PhD. A.
Rebick, Marcus Edward, 1990, Japanese labor markets and institutions under slower growth:
Essays on the period 1970-1989, Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, Harvard University, 195
pages. Advisor: Richard B. Freeman. AAT 9113211. DAI-A 51/12, p. 4232, Jun 1991. Three
essays that examined developments in Japanese labor markets and institutions since the
beginning of the slower growth period in the early 1970's. (The first and third are not related to
RO theory.) The second essay (published as an article in JJIE in 1993) examined the recent
sharp increase in employer size wage differentials in Japan and contrasted this trend with the
stability of firm size differentials in the United States. Found the increase in the firm size
differential was linked to the increase in unemployment in Japan. Also found lower union
density in small firms was correlated with increases in the size differential. Together these
results imply that the economic slowdown since 1970 has accentuated the differences between
large and small firms in Japan. Japan has not experienced the widening of education or
experience differentials found in the U.S. Thus, the increase in the employer size differential
may reflect Japan’s response to a worldwide increase in the returns to skill. (Also, the smaller
firms must take the hits.) Related PhD. A.
Sako, Mari, 1990, Buyer-supplier relationships and economic performance evidence from
Britain and Japan, PhD, thesis in Management (B9a), University of London, External, London,
UK. Theses # 43-3351. Published as a book: Sako, Mari, 1992, Prices, Quality, and Trust,
Cambridge, U. P., Cambridge, UK, and New York, NY, 270 p. The international
competitiveness of a company was found to depend not only on strategy but also on whether a
company relies on moral as well as economic incentives in managing its relationships with
suppliers and customers. This study was inter-disciplinary, involved direct international
comparisons, and was qualitative. Sako focused on the Japanese style obligational contract
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relation (OCR) as opposed to the Western Arm’s-length Contractual Relation (ACR) in buyersupplier relationships in Britain and in Japan. Japanese OCR entailed ‘goodwill trust’ which
were the mutual expectations of open commitment to the relationship, as distinguished from
trust in the competence and the will to fulfill explicit contractual obligations (ACR). This in part
revealed the impact on wages of the size of the firms. Larger firms paid higher wages. It also
resulted in the increased competitiveness of Japanese firms. Case studies of customer-supplier
relations were developed in the Japanese and British electronics industry. (See Alan Fox 1974,
and Backaitis 1992 Interesting PhD.) Related PhD. A.
Schuster, Richard Louis, Jr., 1990, An Analysis of Human Relations, Managerial and Technical
Tasks of Civilian Education and Training Supervisors in the United States Army, EdD,
dissertation in Education Administration, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, 275 pages.
Supvsr: David A. Payne. UMI AAT 9100724. DAI-A 51/08, p. 2595, Feb 1991. U.Ga./GIL
Thesis: LXC16 1990 .S395. A (survey) study of first-line supervisors at Army Training and
Doctrine Command bases (TRADOC) [under Gen. Maxwell Thurman]. This was after Jaques’
leadership concepts had been installed. These supervisors, like school and business first-line
supervisors, spent work time on and placed high value on human relations, managerial and
technical tasks. An unexpected finding, however, was that these supervisors spent more time on
managerial work and less on technical work. This was more than their peers did in public school
and in business management. Probably unaware of Jaques. (This may be ON the theory.) Not
as author in NYC. Not in Clio, JJay. Not seen. abs # Related PhD.
Spoth, Juliann, 1990, Spirit and Substance: The Impact of Organizational Ideology on Structural
Change, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and Industrial Psychology, Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, 322 pages. DAI-A 51/07, p. 2454, Jan 1991. UMI AAT
9035305. Advisor: David Kolb. Spoth co-authored an article on Jaques with Kolb in 1986. The
CEO’s organizational ideology was propagated through the selection of subordinate managers
who were in agreement (67% of ideological elements), letters to shareholders and use of
ideology to justify corporate structural changes. Currently, the determinants of such changes that
are studied are: external environment, size, technology, strategy and performance. Critical
incident analysis supports the ideological analysis, shift in level from individual to organization,
and concentration of core ideology at the core of the business. Even so, ideology and structure
are reciprocally determined. [Jaques does not hold ideology as critical as level of capability.
Thus, when a capable CEO disagrees with Jaques’ theory, Jaques sees no problem. However,
Spoth shows the central importance of ideology.] Ask Kolb. Related PhD.
Wilkins, Peter, 1990, New Technology and the Job Definition Dilemma, Ph.D., thesis in
Economics (Labour and Wages, Industrial Relations), (B9c), University of Bath, Bath, UK.
Theses # 40-7819. BLLD microfilm no. DX 92134. Published book: Wilkins, Peter (1961-),
1992, Managing New Technological Change: case studies in the reorganization of work,
Avebury/ Gower/ Ashgate, Aldershot, England; Brookfield, VT [bibliography, but no index.
Based on a ‘three-year’ study.]. (Published also as a pamphlet (?), see P.R. Wilkins 1993.) This
was six case studies on the impact of changing technology on job definitions. Economists have
advocated division of labor and managers do it. This is deskilling. But there is an alternative
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and evidence that new technology generates demand for new skills. Cited A. Fox 1974. Did not
cite Jaques or Brown. Related PhD.
Dibrell, Aquilla Gibbs, III, 1991, A History of X-Efficiency, Ph.D., dissertation in Economic
Theory and History, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX, 337 p. Advisers: Thomas R.
Saving and Morgan O. Reynolds. Not Available through PQDD (UMI). DAI-A 53/05, p. 1623,
Nov 1992. Leibenstein’s 1966 article was the fourth most cited article in SSCI between 19691980 (per Frantz 1985). This history separates into two distinct periods. In the first, from 1966
to 1976, the theory concentrated on the individual's internal (psychological) response to the
network environment. In the second, from 1977 to 1988, the theory focused on the imposition of
external pressures on the individual worker and firm resembling traditional neoclassical market
pressures. Over both stages, an emphasis on the individual decision maker, both worker and
manager, is retained as the elementary building block for the theory. X-Efficiency Theory and
standard theory are compared in an industrial case study. The results of this comparison suggest
that internal performance measurement is probably a waste of resources for a company relying
on informal contracts, except perhaps to estimate technical performance. See Leibenstein 1966,
1973, 1975, 1978 for connections to Jaques 1961. (Is the ‘second period’ related to Work
Levels?) Related PhD.
Gonzalez Barrena, Maria Eugenia, 1991, The Applicability of Hierarchical Planning for
Strategic Planning Problems, DrTech, thesis in Operations Research, Technische Universitaet
Wien, Austria, 250 pages. In German. Not available from UMI. DAI-C 54/02, p. 636, Summer
1993. Abstract online in English in UMI digital dissertations. Begins with Hax and Meal 1975.
Considers different levels of decision making and levels of aggregation of data. Considers a
hierarchical planning model to develop a global strategy for the firm, which considers the
advantages of the strategic business units (SBU) for themselves and for the whole firm. Two
planning levels are defined - synergy between the SBUs and the best strategies for competitive
advantage of each SBU (S7 and S6). Probably unaware of Jaques. Related PhD.
MacDuffie, John Paul, 1991, Beyond Mass Production: Flexible production systems and
manufacturing performance in the world auto industry, Ph.D., dissertation in Management,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA [length unknown.] Advisor: Thomas A.
Kochan. DAI-A 52/07, p. 2629, Jan 1992. UMI AAT 0570516. Published as an article:
MacDuffie, John Paul, 1995, “Human Resource Bundles and Manufacturing Performance:
Organizational Logic and Flexible Production Systems in the World Auto Industry,” Industrial
and Labor Relations Review, Cornell U., Ithaca, NY, Jan. 1995, 48(2):197-221. (See also
MacDuffie and Krafcik 1992.) Flexible (Japanese) production systems are supplanting (US)
mass production systems because they generate superior manufacturing performance, in both
productivity and quality. Tested two main hypotheses: that flexible “organizational logic” was
positively linked to manufacturing performance; and an “integration hypothesis,” which
emphasized the interaction of production organization (including HR policies) and technology
and its effect on manufacturing performance. (You can’t cherry pick policies: they come as one:
integrated.) Both hypotheses were confirmed. Also explored differences in problem-solving
processes in mass production and flexible production plants, emphasizing differences in problem
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definition, problem analysis, the organization of problem-solving groups, and liaison roles. (The
logic was precipitated from the Glacier Project.) See Krafcik 1988 Related MS. See Hampson
1999. Related PhD. A.
Pitcher, Patricia Cherie, 1991/1992, Character and the Nature of Strategic Leadership: Artists,
Craftsmen and Technocrats (Leadership), Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and
Industrial Psychology, McGill University, Montreal, Qu., Canada, 275 pages. UMI AAT
NN87531. DAI-A 55/05, p. 1319, Nov. 1994. Advisor: Henry Mintzberg. Published in 1996 as,
The Drama of Leadership, John Wiley & Sons, New York, NY. (Also as: Artists, Craftsmen and
Technocrats, 1995, Stoddart, Toronto, ON, Canada - ?). Pitcher explored the relationship
between character and strategy. She slammed Michael Porter (1980) (p. 151) for claiming
analysis was a substitute for vision. She restored Abe Zaleznik and slammed Warren Bennis.
She grouped personality types into: Artists, Craftsmen, and Technocrats. On p. 95 she showed
how a Technocrat CEO reduced the discretion of subordinates by shifting from strategic
planning to annual ROI. She attributed this to personality type, but it may be due to theory-inuse or to a lack of level of capability. Chris Howard in a newspaper column mentioned this book
had ideas similar to Jaques’ on time-span and organization visionaries (Creativity and Work).
She is a professor of leadership at Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales (HEC) in Montreal
and Dean of the doctoral program. No mention or citation of Jaques but she clearly described the
process of organization destruction by an under-capable CEO. A case. Maybe more than one.
Related PhD.
Rodriguez, Joseph Anthony, 1992, The adult stages of social perspective-taking: Assessment
with the doctor-patient problem, EdD, dissertation in Psychology, Harvard Graduate School of
Education, Cambridge, MA. Advisor: Michael L. Commons. DAI, 53, no. 09B, (1992): 4979.
Published as an article: Commons and Rodriguez 1993. Introduced the notion that equivalence
classes can be ordered according to their hierarchical complexity. Results showed that some
adults with postgraduate education detect metasystematic (12th order) equivalence classes. Used
the engagement of physicians in informed-consent processes. Cited Armon 1984 Related PhD.
Abstract #. Related PhD. A.
Saccardi, Thomas Anthony, 1991, Determinants of Delegation of Authority Among Hospital
Senior Executive Officers (Hospital Managers), Ph.D. dissertation in Health Sciences and
Business Administration, City University of New York, New York, NY, 130 p. Adviser: Moshe
Banai. UMI AAT 9119677. DAI-B 52/02, p. 734, Aug 1991. Findings were very supportive of
Jaques. Empirical study of 48 hospital CEOs/ Sr. Execs and their subordinates. Of 12 delegable
tasks, 6 were delegated over half the time, 4 only 26% of the time and two were NEVER
delegated. Managers’ perception of employee skills led them to delegate more. All trust scores
were high (precluding the study of low trust). Found a significant negative correlation between
person dominance and trust. (The exercise of power may negatively affect the way the target
employee is perceived.) Of goal dominance managers, the low goal managers differentiated
among employee skills more than high goal managers did. Confirmed the importance of
situational factors and called for the reexamination of personality factors. High trust scores
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undermined the Leader-Member Exchange model’s applicability to senior management.
Abstract seen. Apparently unaware of Jaques. Related PhD.
Shain, Martin, 1991, The Right of Employees to Participate in the Organization and Design of
Work: A legal and social analysis, SJD, dissertation in Law, Industrial Sociology, and Business
Administration, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada, 376 pages. DAI-A 53/02, p. 633,
Aug 1992. UofT Robarts: theses LEGAL 1991 D.Jur. 4552. UMI: AAT NN65890. ISBN: 0315-65890-8. [I don’t know Canadian legal citation.] The law of employment contributes
significantly to poor mental health among employees. Particularly implicated are those legal
rules which assign to employers, as an implied term of the contract, the right to unilaterally
govern the organization and design of work. Such rules characterize not only the Common Law
of Employment, but also Collective Bargaining and Occupational Health and Safety Laws. The
democratic imperative requires that the exercise of managerial authority be conditional upon the
input and influence of employees. The object of the proposed Participation at Work Act is to
introduce a basic employee right to participate in the organization and design of work as a
minimum standard for employment. (This was not on employee discretion but on employee
participation in managerial decision-making. This law appears to be at the Ontario provincial
level.) [Find the outcome of this legislation.] At U of T. See James 1995 Related.
martin_shain@camh.net Related PhD. A.
Carraher, Shawn Michael, 1992, The Effect of Individual Differences Variables on the Perceived
Dimensionality of Compensation Satisfaction (Cognitive Complexity), Ph.D., dissertation in
Business Administration and Industrial Psychology, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK, 100
p. UMI AAT 9238464. DAI-A 53/08, p. 2885, Feb 1993. This dissertation was not focused on
Jaques nor did it confirm Jaques. Some hypotheses were not confirmed, some were. (Wrote
later article (Carraher and Chait 1999) on TSD:FFP with +0.86 correlation on faculty of a school
of business. This was not in a managerial accountability hierarchy.) (EJ knows him.) In 2005 at
Cameron. Related PhD.
Dale, Andrew John, 1992, The Problem of Assessment in Police Work, Ph.D., thesis in
Criminology and Public Administration, B5d, University of Newcastle, School of Business
Management, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK, 390 pages. Robinson: Theses L3975 Theses #425512 (1991 date is in error). How can individual examples of police work be described to permit
comparative criticism? The role of police in society is that of a public problem-solving resource.
The two activities of problem-solving and decision-making are separate and discrete processes,
although often confused. Different levels of these processes also exist. The assessment of them
is part of the assessment of police work. Related PhD.
Dawson, Jane, 1992, Accountability and quality assurance in health care - the perceptions of
nurses, midwives and managers, Ph.D., thesis in Social Administration, (B5c), University of
Southampton, Southampton, UK. Soton Hartley: 92024300. Theses # 41-9524. BL:
DX172340. The National Health Service (NHS) has presented successive Governments with
problems of ensuring accountability of the organisation for the conduct of affairs, and the quality
of service. Consequently, the reliance on organisational structures and management systems to
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ensure accountability has met with limited success. This approach has also set the scene for
potential conflict between manager and professionals concerning the means of demonstrating
accountability. Whereas managers view themselves as accountable for the organisation as a
whole, nurses and midwives see their accountability as owed primarily to patients, a view
reinforced by their professional organisations. Quality Assurance programmes incorporating
both perspectives hold the best prospect of improving the quality of health care. Related PhD.
A.
Hooijberg, Robert, 1992, Behavioral Complexity and Managerial Effectiveness: A New
Perspective on Managerial Leadership, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology and
Business Administration, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 119 pages. UMI AAT
9308337. DAI-B 53/11, p. 6021, May 1993. Some results were published as a chapter (p. 161175), “Behavioral Complexity and the Development of Effective Managers,” with co-author
Robert E. Quinn, in Strategic Leadership, A Multiorganizational-Level Perspective, edited by
Robert L. Phillips and James G. Hunt, 1992, Quorum Books/ Greenwood, Westport, CT, 336 p.
The dissertation attempted to validate Robert Quinn’s competing values framework of
leadership. The article claimed managerial effectiveness requires not only cognitive complexity
(Jaques) but behavioral complexity (Quinn). In studies on Ford managers and those at 132
public utility companies, those who showed high levels of integration and differentiation were
seen as more effective than those who restricted their leadership behavior to a sub-set of the roleset. The link to Jaques was minimal. See also, Streufert and Swezey 1986. Currently, member
Academy of Management and teaches at International Institute for Management Development
(IMD) in Lausanne, Switz. [See Chun, 1992, LSE Ph.D., for a different evaluation of Quinn and
Jaques. See Bullis 1992 PhD also.] See chapter in Hunt 1999, by Hooijberg, Bullis, and Hunt
(1996 conference). (EJ knew Quinn.) Related PhD. A.
Introna, Lucas Daniel, 1992, Towards a Theory of Management Information, D.Com.,
dissertation in Information Science, University of Pretoria, South Africa. Not available from
UMI. DAI-A 53/11, p. 3714, May 1993. Advisors: J.D. Roode and M.J. Venter. Published as a
chapter, “Information: A Hermeneutic Perspective,” in Whitley, Edgar A, ed., 1993, p. 171-179.
Expanded on Mintzberg’s view of the thrown-into-the-world nature of the manager’s existence.
The law of requisite variety holds that for one system to control another the first must be at least
as “variety-rich” as the second. The organization has purposeful systems. Variety comes into
existence only when information is transferred or communicated. Thus, management
information (including Information Technology (IT) systems) was the actualization of
management-in-the-world [q.v. Heidegger]. This relates the complexity of information and
information systems to management hierarchy levels. (See Ph.D.s and articles: Boals 1985,
1992, Gould 1986, Samaras 1993, and Chun, 1992; see Related Hooijberg 1992; see Wooten
1979 MS.) Related PhD.
Prinsloo, Maretha, [Susanna Margaretha], 1992, A Theoretical Model and Empirical Technique
for the Study of Problem Solving Processes, D. Litt et Phil, thesis [proefskrit] in cognitive
psychology, Rand Afrikaan University, [Randse Afrikaanse Universiteit], Auckland Park,
Johannesburg, South Africa, RSA, [in English], 390 pages. RAU books level 3; GP10 PRIN.
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This was the original study that led to development of the Cognitive Processes Profile (CPP), the
Cognitive Task Assessor (CTA), and the founding of cognadev.com and Magellan Consulting.
CPP measures an individual's preferred problem solving approach and their strengths and
weakness in terms of strategic thinking. (It is a diagnostic, training and selection tool.) In a pilot
study of 500 people on CPP five processes met construct validity: focusing and selecting
(exploration), linking (analysis), structuring (categorization and integration), transformation
(logical and lateral thinking), and retention and recall. A meta-cognitive process was then
included: self-awareness. The CTA categorizes the level of work complexity at Jaques’ lower
strata (1-5). Later she linked to Jaques. See Jaques 1989. (Thanks to Trisha Cochrane in UK.)
Related PhD.
Spreitzer, Gretchen M., 1992, When Organizations Dare: The dynamics of individual
empowerment in the workplace (Middle Management), Ph.D., dissertation in Business
Administration, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 221 p. Chair: Robert E. Quinn. DAI,
53, no. 11A, (1992): 3993. Buhr Shelving Facility DISS FILM 29467 - Missing. Published as
two articles in AMJ 1995, 1996. In the dissertation three research questions are addressed. First,
what is individual empowerment? Four dimensions of empowerment are identified and
operationalized: meaning, competence, self-determination, and impact. Second, what are the
characteristics of an empowering social system? The social-structural levers for facilitating
individual empowerment are examined. Third, what are the behavioral outcomes of individual
empowerment? The specific behaviors associated with a psychological sense of empowerment
are examined. Survey findings collected from middle managers (self-report) from diverse units
within a large global organization provide support for the construct validity and reliability of the
four dimensional conceptualization of empowerment. In terms of social structural antecedents of
empowerment, sociopolitical support, access to strategic information, and some aspects of an
organic structure are found to be associated with empowerment. In terms of behavioral
consequences, the competence and impact dimensions of empowerment are found to be strongly
related to behaviors which challenge the status quo and managerial effectiveness. Related PhD.
A.
Volberda, Henk Wijtze, 1992, Organizational Flexibility: Change and Preservation — A
Flexibility Audit and Redesign Method, PhD, Dissertation thesis, Groningen U., WoltersNoordhoff, NL. Published as a 1998 book in English, Building the Flexible Firm. Based much
of his theory on examples from firms that had adopted the Jaques approach years earlier. Jaques
not cited in 1998 book. Did not see Dissn. Related PhD.
Wunsch, Andras, 1992, The Effect of Executive Compensation on Long-Term Investment
Expenditures of Large Corporations, Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, Finance and Business
Administration, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, 130 pages. AAT 9301240. DAI-A 53/09,
p. 3317. Mar 1993. Adviser: David W. Blackwell. Unpublished. Agency theory predicts a
positive relation between long-term incentive compensation and the firm's long-term investment
spending. Data was collected from 100 large firms between 1980-1989 and grouped into four
categories: (1) cash compensation, (2) short-term incentive compensation, (3) long-term
incentive compensation, and (4) stock options. Investment data consisted of capital
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expenditures, R&D expenditures, and advertising expense. A statistically significant positive
relation was observed between the CEO's long-term incentive pay and the firm's long-term
investment expenditures. Long-term investment was negatively related to short-term
compensation. However, while the relation between CEO age and long-term investment
spending was initially positive, when the CEO reached an age of about 58 years the relation
became negative. Results imply that for younger CEOs risk aversion problems outweighed time
horizon problems, whereas for older CEOs the time horizon problem outweighed risk aversion
problems. (See Richards PhD 1978, Ga.). Related PhD.
Barker, James R., 1993, Concertive Control in the Self-Managing Organization: Changes in
Communication and Control Practices During a Period of Organizational Transformation,
Ph.D., dissertation in Speech Communication and Business Administration University of
Colorado at Boulder, Advisor George Cheney, 389 pages. AAT 9406751. DAI-A 54/10, p.
3631, Apr 1994. Published as an article: Barker, James R., 1993, “Tightening the Iron Cage:
Concertive Control in Self-Managing Teams,” Administrative Science Quarterly, 38:408-437.
“The communal-rational authority [of the self-managed team] engenders a concertive control
(with) systems more powerful than the bureaucratic form it replaced. Contrary to its proponents,
concertive control does not free workers from Max Weber’s iron cage of rational control.” This
“‘steel cage’ ... paradoxically increased the strength of control in the system while it
concomitantly increased worker commitment and loyalty.” See article 1993; book 1999. See
Manz and Sims 1987. Related PhD.
Fotini-Paradissopoulos, Helen, 1993, Managing Strategic Change In a Railway Enterprise,
Ph.D., thesis in Industry, Management - General, (B9a), Cranfield University, School of
Management, Cranfield, UK, 417 p. Cranfield Theses 1993 (Thesis-C). Theses # 44-3727.
Analyzed decisions by the Board over nine years. Constructed cognitive maps of each Board
member. Majority of Board saw their membership as a limited role to mostly ratify proposals
without contributing to new strategies. The Board’s composition, structure and processes
exhibited insufficiency. [Board may not be capable.] See Paradissopoulos, Related 1989 for
another study of this firm. They show the demoralizing impact of a passive, disengaged board.
Leadership starts with them. (1987 M.Sc. at CIT was not related: Theses 40/274.) Related
PhD.
Hayes, Treasa, 1993, Management Control and Accountability in Irish Voluntary Organisations:
an exploratory study, Ph.D., thesis in Management and Business Finance (B9e), London School
of Economics, University of London, London, UK. Theses # 44-0732. Published as a book:
1996, Management Control and Accountability in Nonprofit/ Voluntary Organisations, Avebury,
Aldershot, UK, 281 pages. This dissertation is concerned in particular with management, control
and accountability in Irish voluntary organisations and focused on 10 that were affiliated with the
Union of Voluntary Organisations for the Handicapped, a major umbrella group in the Irish
voluntary sector. It shows environmental and organisational characteristics that can create
particular demands for management in the voluntary sector that differ from those encountered in
other sectors. It also shows how these characteristics can impinge on the implementation of
control and external accountability in voluntary organisations. An outline model was formulated
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identifying these characteristics. Cited Anthony, Dearden and Bedford 1984; Billis 1984, 1987,
1989, 1992, 1986, 1990; Harris 1987; Harris and Billis 1985. Very close. Related PhD. A.
Huselid, Mark Andrew, 1993, Essays on human resource management practices turnover,
productivity, and firm performance, Ph.D., dissertation in Management, Labor economics,
Occupational psychology, State University of New York at Buffalo, 1993, 153 pages; AAT
9404819. DAI-A 54/09, p. 3510, Mar 1994. Advisor: Brian Becker. Generated numerous
articles and books. The belief that human resource (HR) management policies and practices
have implications for firm-level outcomes such as employee turnover, productivity, and
profitability is nearly the conventional wisdom. But prior empirical work is very limited. In two
essays I described a study based on a national sample of firms that matched a firm-specific index
of sophisticated systems of HR management policies or practices (HRSOPH) with objective
measures of turnover, productivity, and firm profits. In the first essay I examined the effects of
HRSOPH on employee turnover and economic productivity (the log of sales per employee). I
found that increasing HRSOPH one standard deviation decreased turnover by 1.36 percent (7.45
relative percent) and raised the present value of sales an average of $33,287 per employee.
These values were both economically and statistically significant. In the second essay I
analyzed the influence of HRSOPH on firm financial performance using both capital market and
accounting measures. HRSOPH had a statistically and economically significant effect on overall
firm performance. On a per-employee, present value basis, a one standard deviation increase in
HRSOPH was associated with $31,417 and $33,250 higher annual profits and market value,
respectively. These results were consistent across diverse measures of firm profitability. Higher
levels of sophisticated HR lead to greater firm profits and productivity, and lower
employee turnover. Related PhD.
Kelleher, Michael, 1993, Skills Shortages and Work Reorganization in British Manufacturing,
Ph.D., thesis in Personnel Management; Industrial Training, (B9d), University of Bath, Bath,
UK. BLLD (mf) DX 176159. Theses # 43-8760. In the recession of the early 1990s work
reorganization was rarely considered as a response to the problem of skills shortage. Barriers to
devolving tasks to lower skilled groups of workers existed in systems of training, industrial
relations and socialization of workers on work and tasks. Firms that developed systems of
training and high trust relations between managers and employees may have been better able to
successfully introduce new work practices that alleviated skill shortages. (Jaques’ system
promotes trust and employee development. This also enables the redesign of tasks so they can
be completed at different strata.) Related PhD.
Kim, Daniel H., 1993, A Framework and Methodology for Linking Individual and
Organizational Learning: Applications in TQM and Product Development, Ph.D., dissertation in
Management, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, 1993. AAT 0573289.
DAI-A 54/06, p. 2223, Dec 1993. Advisor: Charles H. Fine. Published as an article 1993. This
dissertation identifies mental models as the transfer mechanism through which individual
learning becomes operationalized and advances organizational learning. Mental models are
described as a critical mechanism for (1) enhancing individual learning by making the
individual's learning explicit for that person, and (2) doing so in such a way that the learning can
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be more easily transferred and diffused throughout the organization as shared mental models. It
shows the limits of current maps and illustrates the effectiveness of causal loop diagrams and
systems archetypes in the mapping of complex dynamic systems. Out of the shared mental
models will come new organizational actions which will produce new environmental response,
from which the learning cycle will continue. Application is in two case settings: in Total Quality
Management implementation false starts and in product development. Working with managers
to translate individual learning into organizational learning and a heavyweight manager with
wide authority is requisite for any big project. (The Japanese already do this.). Cited Jaques
1989; Deming 1992 (Ford notes). Related PhD. A.
Lee, Choong C., 1993, Impact of Computing and Communications Technology on Structural
Adaptation to Environmental Change: An Information Processing Paradigm, Ph.D., dissertation
in Business Administration and Information Science, University of South Carolina, Columbia,
SC, 239 pages. UniSC Business Library: HD58.8 .L44 1993. UMI AAT 9400236. DAI-A
54/07, p. 2638, Jan 1994. Computing or communications technology is not a moderator but is a
mediator between perceived environment (dynamism and complexity) and structure (complexity
and integration), and has a deterministic role on certain organization structure characteristics.
Much recent research and practitioner literature suggests IT can be used to enable hierarchical
flattening, to simplify business structure and processes, and to decentralize resources. However,
this study found that greater penetration of communications technology generated complex and
formalized structures and a greater use of integration mechanisms, aimed at building larger and
more rigid organizations, and potentially accelerated organization complexity. Information
technology. Related PhD.
McGinnis, John D., 1993, Executive Compensation, Age, and the Horizon Problem: An
Empirical Analysis, Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, Finance and Business Administration, The
Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA, 133 pages. Adviser: James A. Miles. UMI:
AAT 9326901. DAI-A 54/05, p. 1899, Nov 1993. Executive compensation is structured to help
mitigate the horizon problem and other agency problems in the contracting between executives
and shareholders. Corporations with long investment horizons, that is, those most likely to be
affected by the horizon problem, select younger executives, both chief executive officers and
subordinate executive officers, in order to better align the horizons of the executives with those
of the shareholders. Additionally, the M-ratio is also used (q.v.?). (The wrong paradigm leads to
the wrong diagnosis and to this age-ist non-solution. It will take three years before the board will
know if it made an error in judgment. By then, a great deal of damage may have been done.
This is backassward.) Related PhD.
Miyazaki, Kumiko, 1993, The dynamics of competence building in European and Japanese
firms: the case of optoelectronics, D. Phil., thesis in Economics, University of Sussex, UK,
Sussex theses: S 3561, BLDSC DX175767. Not in theses.com. Published as a book: Miyazaki,
Kumiko, 1995, Building Competences in the Firm, Lessons from Japanese and European
Optoelectronics, Macmillan, London, UK; St. Martin’s Press, NY, NY, 321 p. The Japanese
have a change structure: ideas flow up, projects flow down. The “Tokken” system projects
are top priority special projects managed by top management to ensure cross-functional
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resources are mobilized to develop core technologies or to expedite product development. A
project “champion” has a two-year term during which he/she manages R&D for a ten-year
horizon, applied research for 3-5 years, and development deliverables for 1 year.
Competences (Prahalad and Hamel 1990) were strongly related to the firm’s past
accomplishments, were path dependent and technologically cumulative. Vertical linkage can
lead to horizontal diversification. Strategy sets up a structure conducive to competence building
and organization lock-in. (See Luigi Marengo 1992 PhD (& 1994, 1996) not herein.) Related
PhD.
Berry, John R., 1994, Team Structure and Management, Ph.D., thesis in Industrial Psychology/
Sociology (B9g), Henley Management College (then affiliated with Brunel Uni.), Greenlands,
Henley-on-Thames, Oxon, UK. In Henley PowerGen Library. Abstract online at Henley.
Theses #45-9689 (1995 date is inaccurate). This thesis studies the relationship between Team
Members, their personalities, and the performance of their Teams - the relationships observed
and described by R. M. Belbin - and to validate these against the Cattell 16PF test results. The
most important observation in this study is that whilst algebraic equations derived from the
analysis of psychometric profiles may be scientifically valid, the use of algebraic equations for
definition and selection is inappropriate, and produces unreliable results. Partly for this
reason, the objective incontrovertible proof of the superiority of a psychometrically Balanced
Team has proved elusive if not impossible to provide. This research has revealed that there is a
pressing need to address the underlying inherent logical relationships and assumptions on which
the prescription of psychometric profiles is based. (Bold in original.) Not on Jaques. Related
PhD.
Hinson, Gerald Bernard, 1994, High-reliability Response Organizations: Structure and
information flow in crisis, Ph.D., dissertation in Information Systems, Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, PA, 308 pages; AAT 9522940. DAI-A 56/02, p. 389, Aug 1995.
Unpublished. Three simulated disaster responses – an earthquake, a major flood, and a hurricane
– are analyzed to determine whether real-time organizational restructuring occurs in High
Reliability Response Organizations (HRROs). HRROs are the emergency management
component within a municipality charged with the responsibility of managing the extraordinary
information processing loads that occur during a disaster. The macro-level organization consists
of the following functional areas: (1) Government, (2) Police, (3) Fire, (4) Public Works, (5)
Mass Care, (6) Emergency Operations, (7) Emergency Medical, (8) Dispatch, and (9) Others.
The micro-level organization stratifies the organization into three groups within each functional
area. These groups are the policy group, the coordination group, and the operations group.
This sub-grouping allows us to assess the extent of interactions that are ongoing within a
functional area as well as the cross-functional interactions. The study found that HRROs tend to
maintain their hierarchical structures throughout the disaster instead of restructuring into
polycentered groups or tactical teams. Consistent informal structures do not emerge during
the high-tempo and emergency periods of the disaster as initially hypothesized. Related PhD.
Long, Kathleen Scott, 1994, Dancing with Demons: Pathogenic Problem-Solving, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Sociology, The Fielding Institute, Berkeley, CA, 101 pages. Adviser: Will
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McWhinney. UMI AAT 9434368. DAI-A 55/08, p. 2577, Feb 1995. Human and organizational
problem-solving systems can develop symbiotic, pathogenic relationships with their client
populations, which serve to maintain the problem-solving system at the expense of solving the
ostensible problem. This is a property of coupled, entrained systems operating as a unity.
Examined synergy in human interaction as a separable, viable self-organizing system which
interacts with other systems to create and cultivate problems via the act of attempting to solve
them. Concluded that certain human service agencies and law enforcement services designed to
solve problems instead operate within a hidden inherent logic to perpetuate and exacerbate the
very conditions they were designed to cure. The morbidity displayed in such systems was not
found to be the result of incompetence or error, but rather, the predictable result of people
behaving within a rational framework of laws, regulations and professional standards that is selfreferential, recursive, and paradoxical. The results have implications for the education and
training of professionals. Cited Ashby, Beer, Carse, Muratana, von Foerster, and Zeleny on
systems and chaos theory, but not Jaques. (See D. C. Anderson 1980 PhD, D. Marsland 1983
PhD, and related studies in the UK.) Related PhD.
Mazzoleni, Roberto, 1994, Knowledge and Organization in the Innovation Process, Ph.D. in
Economics, Stanford University, 1994, 223 pages; AAT 9508407; DAI-A 55/10, p. 3259, Apr
1995. Advisor: Nathan Rosenberg. (Not found in Stanford libraries.) Published as an article:
Mazzoleni, Roberto, 1997, “Learning and Path-dependence in the Diffusion of Innovations:
Comparative evidence on numerically controlled machine tools,” Research Policy, Amsterdam,
NL, Dec 1997, 26(4/5):405-428. Before the decline of the US machine tool industry and the rise
of the Japanese one over the course of the 1980s, the development and diffusion of numerically
controlled (NC) machine tools in the two countries occurred along different trajectories. While
the closed-loop design had emerged as the dominant product configuration in the US market
since the invention of NC in 1952, advances in component technologies led to the development
and commercialization of the simpler open-loop systems in the mid-1960s. The diffusion of the
two designs resulted from the path-dependence engendered by the learning processes according
to which the two markets evolved. In the US, the development of the technology and the
emergent industry structure fostered a trajectory of producers’ and users’ learning that
emphasized the machining precision of NC (the aircraft industry). In Japan, the development of
technology focused on its benefits for manufacturing flexibility. This paper analyzes how the
different perceptions of the technology influenced the strategies of firms in the industry, the
adoption behavior of users, and thus the market outcome of the diffusion processes. The strategy
and structure of firms co-evolve. First mover advantages are ephemeral. [Again, the US is
haunted by Taylorism.] At Hofstra U. Email: ecorzm @ mail1. hofstra.edu Related PhD. A.
Sandberg, Jörgen, 1994, Human Competence at Work: an interpretive approach, Ph.D., thesis in
Economics, U. of Göteborg, Sweden, 179 p. [Gothenburg] BAS, Call # P-00174180. In Liby:
ISBN 9172461012 (pbk.). OCLC # 34581849. In English. Published that year by the university
and as articles in 2000, 2001. An interpretative approach, a phenomenographic study of
automobile engine designers that found that the basic meaning structure of people’s conceptions
of their work constituted their competence at work. Sandberg brought phenomenography from
education to the workplace. (Unclear what definition of ‘competence’ he used. Sen’s
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definition? STS? Jaques? McBer?) Cited Glaser and Strauss 1967. Cited in Partington et al
2005; Chen and Partington 2004, 2006; Lupson 2007 PhD. Jaques not cited. (Very close to
Jaques’ findings.) Not in CUNY or NYPL. Not seen. Related PhD.
Thoms, Margaret Ann, [“Peg”], 1994, A Study of Future Time Perspective as a Determinant of
Visioning Skill and the Impact of Training on Visioning Skill, Ph.D., dissertation in Business
Administration, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, 158 pages. DAI-A 55/10, p. 3245, Apr
1995. UMI AAT 9505309. Adviser: David B. Greenberger. Published as an article in 1995:
“The Relationship Between Leadership and Time Orientation,” Journal of Management Inquiry,
Sage Publications, September, 4(3):272-292. This study was a partial test of the proposition that
one's future time perspective will influence one's visioning skill. In addition, a visioning skill
training program was developed and tested. 112 managers from all levels and many different
organizations and industries completed a series of questionnaires and attended a visioning skills
training program. Future time perspective was significantly and positively correlated to
visioning skill. The training increased visioning skill. The post-training visioning skill score
was significantly correlated with both a learning measure and a measure of the subjects' reactions
to the program. But FTP and visioning skill were not correlated to management level (although
close to significance). (Das 1987 had a similar finding. Homa Hunt 1967 PhD and Ron Capelle
1999 study found 50% of employees were misplaced in the wrong roles.) See Daltrey 1982
Related PhD. Related PhD.
Harris, Margaret E., 1995, The Work and Organisation of Local Churches and Synagogues :
Four English Congregations in the 1990s, Ph.D., thesis in Organization Studies (A2e, Christian
Religion - Practical Theology, Clergy - eh?), London School of Political and Economic Science
(LSE), University of London, London, UK, [length unknown]. Theses #46-3074. LSE Library,
F7254, (THESES), SPECIAL, 1995. [Online catalogue entry is blank.] Published as a book:
Harris, Margaret, 1998, Organizing God's Work, challenges for churches and synagogues,
Macmillan, Houndsmills, Basingstoke, UK, St. Martin’s Press, NY, NY, 236 pages. [Union Th.
Sem. has it.] She did her MA at Brunel in 1985. It too was published as a book, with David
Billis as co-author. Formerly Assistant Director of the Centre for Voluntary Organisation at
Brunel and later at the London School of Economics. Professor of Voluntary Sector
Organisation at Aston Business School in Birmingham, UK. Chair of Centre for Voluntary
Action Research. Contact: Julie Green, Email: j.e.green@aston.ac.uk Related PhD. A.
Keating, Andrew Scott [A. Scott], 1995, Strategy and Structure: an Investigation of Control and
Performance Measurement Practices in Diversified Firms, DBA, dissertation in Business
Administration, Harvard University, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA, 258 pages. UMI
AAT 9541295. DAI-A 56/08, p. 3196, Feb 1996. A survey revealed broad support for
performance measurements but the considerable variation in the types of measurements could
not be explained. An in-depth study of eight firms revealed three types of control mechanisms.
Firms that did not exploit divisional synergies used ex post monitoring systems for control.
Firms that encouraged synergies, but whose corporate offices played no role, used ex ante
screening by the managers. Firms whose corporate offices encouraged and facilitated
exploitation of divisional synergies used planning and budgeting systems for control. This key is
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control of the strategy, not performance measurement. This is close to Deming. The first
method was similar to inspecting-in quality. The second, delegation of resources, methods, and
project selection. The third was managerial control of system, improvement, inputs and outputs.
It was also close to Jaques. The time-span of the first was non-existent and backward-looking.
The second was at least forward-looking for one year. The third had a time-span of at least one
year, maybe three or more. (See Piskorski 2001 Related). Related PhD. A.
Key, Susan Kathryn, 1995, Do managers matter? The role of managerial discretion in corporate
social responsibility decisions, Ph.D., dissertation in Management and Public Administration,
University of Pittsburgh, PA, 171 pages; AAT 9613794. DAI-A 57/01, p. 324, Jul 1996.
Advisor: Craft, James. Published as two articles, 1997 and 2002. Individual discretionary
choices directly influence corporate outcomes (Berle and Means, 1932; D. Wood, 1991, AMJ).
What affects individual discretion? Do managers' perceptions matter or do organizational factors
have primary influence on discretionary social responsibility at the individual level? Discretion
is influenced by factors that are "internal" to the individual and by factors that are "external."
The internal factor was mastery of the environment (operationalized as locus of control). The
external factor was individual perception of organizational ethical culture (operationalized as an
adaptation of L. K. Trevino, Butterfield and McCabe's Ethical Culture measure, 1995).
Individual managerial discretion was defined as actions that managers would consider taking.
200 managers from Pittsburgh area organizations were used. Regression revealed the internal
and the external factors contributed significantly to the prediction of individual managerial
discretion. Select demographic variables, specifically age, gender, education, job tenure,
organizational size and organizational type, did not significantly predict discretion. Individual
personality characteristics and aspects of organizational culture largely determined individual
discretion. (Hambrick’s definition was of the top team, not individuals.) Related PhD.
Li, Linda Chelan, c. 1995, Centre and Provinces – China 1978-1993: Power as a Non-ZeroSum, Ph.D., thesis in Oriental Studies and Business Development, (B8d ?), School of Oriental
and African Studies, University of London, London, UK, (not in theses.com). (See: Foreign
Direct Investment in China, a Decade Review [since 1979], M.Phil. at Brunel 1992, B8d, theses
# 42-0537.) PhD published: 1998, Oxford University Press, London and New York, 342 p.
There are two types of provincial discretionary power - bargaining and implementation
deviation. The centre issues policies (on foreign investment and the budget), acquiesces to the
province on implementation, and later criticizes or endorses the actions taken (p. 42). The centre
and the provinces are irreducible. Victory in this struggle is not possible for either. The centre
has coercion power but is dependent on the province as an intermediary for implementation (p.
34). The relationship includes discretion and hence is non-zero-sum (p. 45). [Thus, because
Taylorism and principal-agent economic theory do not include discretion as a positive element
they become zero-sum struggles.] Jaques’ definition of discretion has been used by several other
authors to describe the Chinese administrative balance. [Also, was this related to Penrose?] She
is at City University of Hong Kong. Related PhD. A.
Moyle, Penelope Jane, 1995, The Stress Process in Occupational Settings: The Role of
Psychosocial Factors, D. Phil., thesis in Business Administration and Sociology (B9g), Nuffield
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College, Department of Experimental Psychology, Oxford University, Oxford, UK, 379 pages.
Theses #45-12715. [Nuffield Coll, NUF Closed ac, MSS Theses 1995] Published as an article:
Moyle, Penny [J.], 1995, “The Role of Negative Affectivity in the Stress Process: Tests of
Alternative Models,” Journal of Organizational Behavior, Wiley, Nov., 16(6):647-668. [May be
16(S1)]. Based on the “Michigan Model” by James S. House 1981. Jaques 1989 was cited in
literature/ introduction section. [Research supported by a grant from Comalco Aluminium Ltd.
It looks like she got the seegar, but no smoke.] Related PhD. A.
Perlow, Leslie A., 1995, The Time Famine: An Unintended Consequence of the Way Time is
Used at Work, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, MA, 241 p. Not available from UMI. DAI-A 56/04, p. 1436, Oct
1995. Dewey Library THESIS Thesis Mgt 1995 Ph.D. Advisors: Lotte Bailyn (& Birger
Wernerfelt?). Published as a book and an article. Book: Perlow, Leslie A., 1997, Finding Time:
How Corporations, Individuals and Families Can Benefit from New Work Practices, Cornell
University Press, Ithaca, NY. Article: Perlow, Leslie A., 1999, “The Time Famine: Towards a
Sociology of Work Time,” Administrative Science Quarterly, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY,
44(1):57-81. The current approach to work and rewards requires superstardom and heroics to get
regular work done. This focus on individualism leads to constant interruptions and impedes
productivity. Work spills over into family and home time so flexible work options fail to resolve
the problem. She suggests some alternatives. Related PhD. A.
Wiggins, Robert Roebuck, 1995, Sustained Competitive Advantage: Temporal dynamics and the
myth of persistent superior economic performance, Ph.D., Management, The University of Texas
at Austin, 167 pages; DISS 1995 W639 PCL Stacks 5K; AAT 9617375; DAI-A 57/01, p. 332,
Jul 1996. Advisor: Timothy W. Ruefli. Published as two articles: Wiggins, Robert R., and
Timothy W. Ruefli, 2002, “Sustained Competitive Advantage: Temporal dynamics and the
incidence and persistence of superior economic performance,” Organization Science, Linthicum,
UK, Jan/Feb 2002, 13(1):81-105; and Ruefli, Timothy W., and Robert R. Wiggins, 2003,
“Industry, corporate, and segment effects and business performance: A non-parametric
approach,” Strategic Management Journal, Wiley, Chichester, UK, Sept 2003, 24(9):861-879.
When competitive advantages can be sustained over time, firms can enjoy streams of abovenormal profits, or persistent superior economic performance (above-normal profits). Data on
firm profitability were collected over 20 years on the office equipment and computing machinery
industry, the auto parts and accessories industry, and the Fortune 500 largest industrial firms.
The data were stratified by levels of performance using a new methodology, the Ruefli-Wiggins
stratification technique, and then analyzed to determine that (1) some firms do exhibit persistent
superior economic performance, (2) superior economic performance persists for long time
frames relatively rarely, (3) the above-average performing strata are not stable over time, (4) no
effects of hypercompetition are found in these samples, and (5) there is a relationship between
efficiency and persistent performance. The results of this research are consonant with the
resource-based view of the firm and organizational economics, and are in conflict with
neoclassical, industrial organization, Austrian, and evolutionary economics as well as the
strategic management theories that draw upon these branches of economics. Cited Murphy 1984
PhD. At Memphis U. Phone: (901) 678-5719. Email: rwiggins@memphis.edu Related PhD.
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Wilk, Steffanie Louise, 1995, Cognitive Ability, Person-Job Fit, and Occupational Mobility: A
process model and longitudinal analysis, Ph.D., dissertation in Management and Human
Resources, University of Minnesota, 279 p. Advisor: Sackett, Paul R. Liby: TC Wilson Library
Theses MnU-D 95-188 DAI no longer available at ProQuest. ProQuest # 9537909. Published
as an article: Wilk & Sackett 1996. Tested a model of job mobility as a function of congruence
between abilities and job complexity. The gravitational hypothesis (McCormick, Jeanneret &
Mecham, 1972; McCormick, DeNisi & Staw, 1979) posits that individuals will sort themselves
into jobs that are commensurate with their ability level. A first objective was to examine
empirically the gravitational hypothesis. A second objective was to examine the effect of fit
between ability and job complexity on both (a) satisfaction with the tasks and duties of the job
and (b) changes in job complexity over time. This created key variables: FIT (between ability
and job complexity), Job Satisfaction (focusing on the tasks and duties of the job), and Job
Complexity Changes (including both intra- and inter-organizational mobility). Specifically, this
research tested the notion that better fit would lead to higher job satisfaction and fewer job
complexity changes. Further, this research examined the indirect effect between fit and job
complexity changes through job satisfaction, hypothesizing that higher job satisfaction would
lead to fewer job complexity changes. Support was found for the gravitational hypothesis.
Ability was a predictor of job complexity level over time, even after controlling for variables
such as education. As for the linkages between the variables, only the linkage between abilityjob complexity fit and job satisfaction was not supported. The linkage between ability-job
complexity fit and changes in job complexity was supported, where the better the match between
ability and job complexity the less likely a change in job complexity in future time periods. The
linkage between job satisfaction and job complexity change was supported where the higher the
job satisfaction the less likely a change in job complexity. [Do workers have task assignment or
hiring power?] Cited Wonderlic 1983. See Burris Desmarais 1990 Related PhD. Related PhD.
Antonacopoulou, Elena P., 1996, A study of interrelationships: the way individual managers
learn and adapt and the contribution of training towards this process (BL), Ph.D., thesis in
Personnel Management and Industrial Training (B9d), University of Warwick, Warwick, UK,
440 p. Theses # 47-8575. BL: DX200542 DSC. LibCat: res DIS 1996 243. The main research
question was how individual managers learn and adapt in the context of change and the
perceived contribution of training and development activities to these processes. Explored the
interrelationships between change, learning, training, self- and career-development using the
individual as the unit of analysis. Found that individuals’ perceptions of the nature and strength
of the interconnections between processes were shaped by the organisational context. Moreover,
the findings show how the product of the interaction between individual and organisational
factors created conditions which shape the interrelationship between processes. These findings
challenge some of the basic assumptions and hypotheses which have guided our understanding
of the interconnections between processes so far. At Liverpool U. Related PhD.
Axton, Ted Robert, 1996, Cognitive Abilities Required for Process Operator Problem-Solving: A
test of an approach to personnel selection, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial and Cognitive
Psychology and Business Administration, University of Akron, Akron, OH, 202 pages. Adviser:
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Gerald V. Barrett. UNI: AAT 9711887. DAI-B 57/11, p. 7257, May 1997. ISBN 0-591-194236. Unpublished. A cognitive engineering-based model of cognitive ability constructs in problem
solving by process operators of system failures was validated and refined. A theoretical
framework for the validation of cognitive ability tests was proposed. See Axton Related PhD
2001. Unaware of Jaques. Related PhD.
Cornog, Evan William, 1996, The Birth of Empire, DeWitt Clinton and the American
Experience, 1769-1828 (New York City), PhD, dissertation in United States History, Columbia
University, New York, NY. 473 pages. UMI AAT 9611143. DAI-A 56/12, p. 4913, Jun 1996.
Published as a book: Cornog, Evan, 1998, The Birth of Empire, DeWitt Clinton and the
American Experience (1769-1828), Oxford University Press, New York and Oxford, UK, 224 p.
Clinton built the Erie Canal and opened the Great Lakes and Middle-West. DeWitt Clinton was
a perfect example of a mode seven time-horizon in a major public figure. Cornog was Vice
Dean at Columbia’s Graduate School of Journalism. Related PhD. A.
Dyer-Smith, Martyn B. A., 1996, The Nature of Boredom, Ph.D., thesis in Psychology Developmental and Age Differences (B2d), Strathclyde University, Glasgow, Scotland, UK,
Theses 48-2861. Published as an article 1997. Though boredom is a universal experience "there
is no comprehensive theory of its causes" (Fisher 1993). Boredom has consequences. The bored
have worse work records, more accidents, higher absenteeism, and show a host of unfortunate
behaviours from delinquency to substance abuse. In this new model boredom is the feeling
induced when, for whatever reason, actual allocation of mental resources routinely exceeds that
necessary to meet current demand. Requisite resource allocation progressively decreases as task
becomes more and more familiar. The awareness of misalignments may register as boredom.
This Inertial Resource Allocation Model (IRAM) predicts that the inertia of the allocation system
will vary individually and that this variation will be evident in specific work-related behaviours.
Boredom is shown here to be an individual effect. No situation can be considered interesting
or boring by definition. Similarly no one can be considered interested or bored by definition.
Absolute definitions of 'boring' or 'boredom' are meaningless. But it is possible to offer a relative
definition of boredom that is both comprehensive and defensible. See Maier 1949. Related
PhD.
Halliday, Jacqueline Anne, 1996, Engineers Into Managers: How to Effect the Transition of a
Competent Technical Professional Into a Competent Manager, Ph.D., dissertation in Business
Administration and Adult Education, University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, Australia,
301 pages. Not available from UMI. DAI-A 58/04, p. 1362, Oct 1997. Thesis: 620.0092/6. In
process 10/10 to being digitized. Research was done in a “large Australian organisation”
(CRA?). In contrast to much of the published literature the occupational motivation, career
orientation, and the personal characteristics and beliefs of both technical and non-technical
respondents were not substantially different. Role transition was believed to be constrained by
the lack, or inappropriateness of training and experience. In addition management activity was
believed to be of a sufficiently generic nature that specifically tailored academic programmes
were not required. This research validated the proposition that management is not a profession
but a craft. The Australian education and business environment was not conducive to the
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creation or development of technical professionals into managers. The key to success was the
“mutual responsibilities” among individual, employer and academic institution and the
“recognition” of lifelong learning. Related PhD.
Iseri, A. Arzu, 1996, Managerial Interpretation of Decision Opportunities: a study of its
consequences for the momentum of action in contrasting organizations, Ph.D., thesis in Social
Administration, (B5c), University of Bradford, Bradford, UK, Theses # 48-8121. Four
qualitative case studies in the National Health Service in England. Found that the interpretations
of decision makers matter, and that these can be empirically detected. Also, managerial
momentum in organizations can be predicted from their managerial interpretive disposition (selfimage). Organizational actors "made sense" of various interwoven complexities and distilled a
self-legitimised pattern of them, thereby creating a new and crystallised version of reality. This
determined who were first movers (who lived proactively in a future oriented “imaginary”
world) and who were late movers (sceptical and passive, who felt constrained by their present
context which veiled their future vision). Related PhD.
Pulford, Briony D., 1996, Overconfidence in Human Judgement, Ph.D., thesis in Psychology
(B2c), University of Leicester, Leicester, UK. Library Control no.: a479938. Theses # 4910087. Thesis examined the relationship (termed overconfidence) between subjective
confidence in judgements and objective reality, to determine and clarify the nature of influencing
factors. Overconfidence is strongly related to task difficulty, which varies according to the
person being predicted for and the population base rate. Predictions about another person were
more overconfident than predictions for oneself. Maximum overconfidence occurred at mid base
rates with under-confidence at extreme base rates. Higher over confidence was found for events
which were positive in outcome than those with negative outcomes. Large variations in
individuals' overall overconfidence occurred, but no evidence was found to link this with the
individual differences studied. Finally, feedback did not reduce overconfidence on average, but
did so over time for consistently hard questions, but not for easy questions. (This shows a
justification for managerial hierarchy: to provide hard feedback on tasks to correct for
overconfidence. Ugly management reverts to control instead.) Related PhD.
Shearer, Teri L., 1996, Economic Accountability: The discursive construction of
intersubjectivity, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration: Accounting and Economics,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 192 pages. AAT 9715195. DAI-A 57/12, p. 5213, Jun
1997. ISBN: 0-591-22962-5. Adviser: Jere Francis. Interest in 'social responsibility accounting'
reflects a growing appreciation of William Schweiker's 1993 warning that if we are unable to
render economic forces morally accountable, “then human beings have become slaves to their
own financial and corporate creations, and the earth is subjected to unending exploitation under
the aegis of ‘efficiency’.” It is through the discursive practice of rendering accounts that the
moral accountability of economic entities is enacted and discharged - an answerability that rests
on ethical presuppositions regarding the collective good. The discourse of economics objectifies
the Other in relation to the self, and ensures that the moral obligation to account is discharged by
reference to the subject's own aims. The economic entity becomes answerable only to itself.
Consequently, economic accountability denies the ethical presuppositions that are requisite to a
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broader moral accountability on the part of economic entities, and hence denies as well the
preconditions of social responsibility accounting. See Jaques 2003. Related PhD.
Anders, Kathleen K., 1997, Performance Budgeting in the States: Practitioners' Views on
Accountability, Discretion, and Reform, D.P.A., dissertation in Political Science and Public
Administration, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, 190 pgs. DAI, 58, no. 03A, (1997): 1080.
No: AAG9724446. Published as a book in 2001, Beyond Results. This dissertation examined
whether practitioners perceived that performance budget reform, as implemented in the states,
increased the discretion of administrators affording them greater flexibility with which to achieve
program goals. All fifty state budget offices were surveyed to determine the status of reform
initiatives. Findings indicated that respondents in these program areas did not perceive
bureaucratic constraints were streamlined by reform efforts. Reform was perceived to add to
these constraints and discretionary outcomes may not occur in the short term. Findings also
underscored the importance of political accountability demands. A notable finding is the degree
that legal claims and fiscal constraints are perceived to restrict budget decisions. Respondents
perceived no more than thirty percent of their FY 1997 operating budget was discretionary;
that is, not determined by multiyear funding decisions, mandates from other levels or branches of
government, compulsory adjustments, or ties to specific revenue sources. Related PhD.
Dawson, Peter James, 1997, A Hierarchical Approach to the Management of Construction
Project Risk, (BL), Ph.D., thesis in Building, (L7m), Civil Engineering, University of
Nottingham, Nottingham, UK. 218 pages, George Green Library. Theses # 46-14840. The
formal approach to risk management does not consider the company as a whole. With NPV
projects are treated as individual entities rather than passing parts of the firm’s ongoing
activities. Created two risk models that build on the organization hierarchy of the company.
This study links context and hierarchy to future risks facing the company. (See Related: Leong
Hoe Yuen 1990, Haksever 1998. Interesting: Khalil 1994) Related PhD.
Dent, Eric Bruce, 1997, The design, development, and evaluation of measures to survey
worldview in organizations, Ph.D., in Management, Psychological tests, and Philosophy, The
George Washington University, Washington, D C, 257 pages. AAT 9717896. DAI-A 58/01, p.
215, Jul 1997. Advisor: Vail, Peter B. Published as two articles in 1999. Developed an
instrument to measure the extent to which managers in organizations are changing their views of
the world. An emerging worldview (EWV) was contrasted with a traditional worldview (TWV)
as expressed as assumptions: From reductionist assumptions in which any phenomenon is
reduced to its simplest components, to holistic or synthetic assumptions in which any
phenomenon must be understood as a whole within a broader context or environment; causation;
From causal assumptions of linearity, to assumptions of mutual causation in which cause and
effect are interdependent; and, observation. Focused on the possible change in thinking and the
difference in organizational mental models represented by the two worldviews. An instrument
was administered to 200 working professionals with experience and graduate management
degrees. Of four factors found, one each measures Causation and Observation. The other two
both measure aspects of Explanation. The final measurement instrument for these four factors,
the Dent Worldview Reflector, included 48 items. Cited Jacobs and Jaques 1987; Deming 1993.
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At GWU. Related PhD.
Jones, Kathryn Ann, 1997, CEO Trustworthiness: A universal or context-specific organizational
advantage?, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and Psychology, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, 202 pages. UMI AAT 9823094. DAI-A 59/01, p. 237, Jul 1998.
Adviser: William Q. Judge. Strategic leaders are challenged to envision and enact a future that
will ensure the survival and strengthen the competitive performance of their organizations.
Leadership, at any organizational level, does not occur without the cooperation of constituents.
Regression analyses of the data revealed a significant positive relationship between CEO
trustworthiness and CEO accomplishment, between CEO accomplishment and organizational
competitive performance, and between CEO trustworthiness and organizational competitive
performance. CEO trustworthiness and organizational performance were positively associated as
organizational size, CEO tenure, and environmental uncertainty increased. Cited John O.
Whitney’s 1993/1994 book, The Economics of Trust. See Watson Related 1989 PhD. Related
PhD.
Korac-Kakabadse, Nada, 1997, Leadership Philosophies and Organisational Adoption of New
Information Technology, Ph.D., thesis in Information Technology Management, Faculty of
Commerce, University of Western Sydney – Nepean, NSW, AU, 510 p. UWS: Penrith (Ward) –
Archives 658.4038 K9. Online via UWS library: http://handle.uws.edu.au:8081/1959.7/294
Unpublished. A study of the relationship between information technology (IT) dimensions and
three organizational properties: leadership philosophies, organizational context, and IT strategic
choice. Six hypotheses were formulated and tested using data collected from a sample of 750
senior civil servants across the Australian Public Service (APS). Results suggest that
organizational IT was defined by four dimensions: IT deployment, IT skills, IT training, and IT
impact on the organization, and that all four dimensions were necessary for the effective
adoption of IT. Leadership philosophy emerged as the most influential determinant for effective
IT adoption, whilst only certain aspects of organizational context and strategic choice variables
showed a significant influence. Adoption was strongly influenced by the leadership philosophies
held by senior APS managers and to some extent by organizational context, and IT strategic
choice. Cited Jaques 1951, 1956, 1967, 1979, 1986, 1989; Jacobs & Jaques 1987, 1990; Hunt
1984, 1991; W. Brown 1960, 1964; Newman & Rowbottom 1968; Sashkin 1984, 1990, 1992; A.
Kakabadse 1977, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1988, 1991, 1993, 1995, 1996 (3); Haveman 1993, 1995;
Evered 1983. Related PhD.
Moldoveanu, Mihnea C., 1997, The Problem of Coordination, DBA, dissertation in Business
Administration, Economics, Political Science and Psychology, Harvard University, Harvard
Business School, Boston, MA, 429 pages. UMI AAT 9810985. DAI-A 58/10, p., 3982, Apr
1998. Published as an article: Stevenson, Howard H., and Mihnea C. Moldoveanu, 1995, “The
Power of Predictability,” Harvard Business Review, Boston, MA, July-August, p. 140-143.
Also published as a book: Stevenson, Howard H., Mihnea C. Moldoveanu, and Jeffrey L.
Cruikshank, 1998, Do Lunch or Be Lunch: the power of predictability in creating your future,
Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 294 pages. Prediction is used by people to reduce
uncertainty and ambiguity and is a precursor to coordinated action among people. This helps to
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explain the availability heuristic and the cognitive dissonance aversion. The minimization of
uncertainty and ambiguity is a motivating force for behavior, for the establishment of boundaries
of the firm, for vertical and horizontal integration strategies, and for structural responses to
changes in the capital markets. This is a co-evolutionary model of the interaction between
communication and coordination. It is used to explain numerous social phenomenon, including
specialized forms of expression, professional specialization, and organizational inertia. [This is a
meso-level theory, as is Jaques’.] Now at U. Toronto. Related PhD. A.
Mroz, Donald Walter, 1997, Organizational Learning: The Senior-level Leader’s Perspective,
Ph.D., dissertation in business Administration and Sociology, The Fielding Institute, Santa
Barbara, CA, 212 pages. UMI AAT 9729678. DAI-A 58/04, p. 1365, Oct 1997. Adviser: Jody
Veroff. Unpublished. Abstract seen. (Based in part on Nonaka 1988.) The senior-level leaders
have the initiating role in organization learning due to their connections to the internal and
external environments, and their positions of power. Implementation strategies need to be
organization-wide and the learning process is ongoing and never ending. Leadership must create
learning environment, the effort is evolutionary, new skills to enhance the organization, different
organizations take different pathways to the same outcomes, learning is relational (various levels
of human interaction), and improved organizational performance is a key goal. Related PhD.
Walters, Marie Elena, 1997, The Cognitive Complexity of Event-Driven Replanning: Managing
Cascading Secondary Disruptions in Aeromedical Evacuation Planning (Cooperative Work,
Dynamic Scheduling), Ph.D., dissertation in Cognitive Psychology and System Engineering, The
Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, 129 pages. UMI AAG9721174. DAI 58-02B, Page
1001. Adviser: David D. Woods. Unanticipated events disrupt plans and create new demands,
change the plan in progress, and cause secondary disruptions with accompanying constraints. In
handling the disruptions planners used recognition augmented with opportunistic and
hierarchical planning, and negotiated to manage or relax constraints. Surprisingly, planners did
not try to minimize secondary disruptions but opted to manage them. Walters used the term
“planner” so it is not clear whether these were managers or staff professionals. The degree to
which the disruption threatened the goal of the task also was not clear. Mesial plans were
defined but distal goals were not. This left unclear what the planner or manager was trying to do.
Even so, these findings support the employee’s in-process use of discretion to bring tasks to
completion. Related PhD.
Xu, Xianzhong Mark, 1997, Information Systems for Strategic Intelligence Support, Ph.D., thesis
in Business Administration and Information Science, Open University Business School, Milton
Keynes, MK7 6AA, UK (length unknown). O.U. Library Classmark: 658.403 XU. Author no.
M7164537. Not available from UMI (date 1998 in error). DAI-C 60/02, p. 251, Summer 1999.
Theses # 47-10457. BLDSC no.DX202525. So far, information systems have failed to provide
managers with strategic-oriented information. Strategic information is derived only from the
senior managers’ individual strategic vision, knowledge and judgement. The content and the
meaning of the information were of greatest interest to senior managers. An external vision was
of utmost strategic importance, but it was balanced with internal monitoring. Vision illumination
and knowledge creating were critical to organization-wide intelligence for scanning, refining,
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and supporting (SRS). A knowledge-based intelligence system can enhance senior managers’
strategic information acquisition and the organization’s intelligence capability and sensibility.
Unaware of Jaques. Cited Duncan 1972 Related PhD. Related PhD
Bradford, Simon, 1998, Power and Competence in Professional Education: A Study of Youth
Workers, Ph.D., thesis in Education — Further, Higher & Adult (B3m), Brunel University, (West
London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. Theses # 48-2946. BLL no. DX200679. Uxbridge
PH.D.B732, 390 pages. Used Foucault’s distinctive conception of power. Traced the
development of youth workers from 1930s apprenticeship to the present ‘technical-rational’
based professional model that employs various ‘techniques of the self’ by which workers
become disciplined into professional identities (e.g. through ‘surveillance’ and ‘confession.’)
After intense criticism in the 1990s professional education is currently reverting to earlier forms
of disciplinary power under the rubric of ‘discourse of competency.’ See Bradford and Day
book 1991. See This! Ask Joanna. Related PhD.
Dearman, David Timothy, 1998, Cognitive Adaption to Changes in Accounting Information
Systems, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, Accounting and Psychology, University
of Memphis, Memphis, TN, 165 pages. UMI AAT 9905081. DAI-A 59/09, p. 3529, Mar 1999.
This supports levels of mental complexity to the degree it identifies as inadequate the alternative
explanations for failure to adapt to new accounting rules. Information technology. Related
PhD.
Fenwick, Peter, 1998, The Formation of Management Strategy Towards the Labour Process — a
Case Study (BL), Ph.D., thesis in Personnel Management and Industrial Training (B9d),
University of Cranfield, Cranfield, UK. Theses # 48-741. BL: DXN019305. [Cannot access
Cranfield Library to verify.] Unpublished. A depiction of what happens when top managers are
not capable. Senior managers introduced major changes but then were unable to specify the
‘competitive strategy’ or the performance priorities that were attainable. Lower organizational
levels (middle managers) had to determine a workable balance among the goals in light of
corporate constraints and labour force capabilities — and resistance. Fenwick described this as a
“self organizing process of learning and action.” (Bull dinky! This was gross abandonment of
leadership.) (See Findlay Related PhD 1990.) Related PhD.
Goodwin, Paul, 1998, Interfacing Judgemental Forecasts with Statistical Methods: voluntary
versus mechanical integration, Ph.D., thesis in Management Science (B2c), University of
Lancaster, Lancaster, UK, in English, System Number 000447401. [Includes disk. Enquire at
Service Desk. British Library reference: DXN024417] Theses: 49-5464. [Note spelling:
“judgmental” is sometimes used.] [Note error in theses.com: this thesis was not done at King’s
College London.] (See: Goodwin, Paul, and George Wright, 1998, Decision Analysis for
Management Judgment, 2nd edn., Wiley, New York, NY, and London, UK, 454 pages. Foreword
by Lawrence D. Phillips.) Both voluntary and mechanical integration approaches were tested
under a variety of conditions. Special attention was given to situations where the judgmental
forecaster had exclusive access to information about sporadic events that caused discontinuities
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in time series patterns. In terms of accuracy, mechanical integration was generally the superior
approach. (Is this on Deming? On Jaques? Where is Goodwin now?) Related PhD.
Haksever, A. Mehmet, 1998, Information Overload in Construction Project Management (BL),
Ph.D., thesis in Management; Business Finance, (B9e), University of Reading, Reading, UK.
Thesis-R7713. BLDSC no. DX204580. Theses # 48-3277. The main factors influencing
information overload are dependent on the skills and abilities of the individual project manager.
[Author gets into time management.] Information technology. (See Related: Leong Hoe Yuen
1990; P. Dawson 1997. Interesting: Khalil 1994) Related PhD.
Jarrett, Michael G., 1998, The Psychodynamics of Top Teams and the Impact on Strategic
Organisational Learning: Three case studies in the public sector (BL), Ph.D., thesis in
Management, Cranfield University, UK, B9g, Index # 48-10760. Advisor: Kim James. CU
Liby: Theses 1998 (Thesis-C vols. 1 & 2). Published as an article by James and Jarrett 2003.
What was the relationship between top teams and organisational learning? The 'findings' from
three public sector case studies suggested that while the dynamics of the top team could impact
negatively on the group task, its impact on strategic organisational learning was less significant.
The main conclusion was that strategic organisational learning was impaired not so much by the
top team's dynamics, but by organisational and systemic defensive routines. The source of these
recursive patterns was threefold: (1) psychodynamic ego and social defenses among top team
members, within the top team's group and within the dynamics of the Board; (2) a poor
'holding environment' so that these organisational dynamics were not sufficiently contained and
thus each strategic subsystem was less 'task' focused; (3) an underbounded strategic apex that
reinforced the dysfunctional dynamics already in play. The implication from these public sector
case studies was that the poor quality and instability of the internal organisational context
inhibited learning. The role of the Board or elected officials was particularly significant in
contributing to this outcome. Cited Jaques 1953 (disowned), 1965 (GPP); Kets de Vries &
Miller 1984, 1986; Heifetz & Laurie 1997; Kakabadse 1994, 1999. Related PhD.
Patenaude, Julie, 1998, Does a Continually Changing Work Environment Lead to Emotional
Exhaustion? A Test of a Theory, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology, University of
Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada, 112 p. Adviser: Steven Cronshaw. UMI AAT NQ31892. DAI-B
59/10, p. 5607, Apr 1999. Unpublished. (???) Post-industrial organizations adopt a dynamic
structure without knowing the consequences to workers, who are at greater risk of burnout than
traditionally studied populations. Data from 180 workers supported a process model indicating
chronic change is a significant predictor of emotional exhaustion. (SEE 1990 disn on continual
changes at a utility.) Related PhD.
Rada, Deborah R., 1998, A Dimension of Transformational Leadership for Front-Line Staff
(Empowerment), Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, The Union Institute, Cincinnati,
OH, US, 175 pages. Unpublished. UMI AAG9906239. DAI, 59-09A, p. 3544. No consensus
among academics and managers on transformational leadership, although many believe it to be
related to empowerment. A literature review and concept analysis revealed problem solving to
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be the common concept. A developmental problem solving hierarchy was developed through
interviews with front line administrators and staff and should be taught to staff. Related PhD.
Salam, Sabrina, 1998, The Effects of Subordinate Competence, Leader Competence, Leader
Integrity, and Technology on Subordinate Participation Seeking, Performance, Satisfaction, and
Agreement, PhD, dissertation in Business Administration and Industrial Psychology, University
of Maryland, College Park, MD, 274 pages. Advisor: Edwin A. Locke. UMI AAT 9836474.
DAI-A 59/06, p. 2103, Dec 1998. Subordinates tended to seek participation in decision making
when the leader’s competence was low and theirs was high. Leaders who lacked competence
benefitted from competent subordinates who engaged in participation seeking. Unaware of
Jaques. [Unclear who was determining ‘competence.’] Related PhD.
Tennant, Charles, 1998, Deployment of a company wide quality strategy in the automotive
business, D.Eng., thesis in Management, B9a, U. of Warwick, UK, Index: 51-2557. BL:
DXN043750. Published as three articles in 2001, 2003. Rover Group collaborated with the
Honda Motor and commenced a “Total Quality Improvement — TQI” initiative in the 1980s.
This was not sufficient to sustain an organizational culture of ongoing improvement. A five year
quality strategy was created, which led to Project Management Policy (PMP) and Common
Business Environment (CBE). PMP was achieved by a team-based self-assessment process and
top management review. Japanese “hoshin kanri” (policy deployment) was used. Related PhD.
Ball, Michael Walter, 1999, ‘Jack Be Nimble, Jack Be Quick...’: How managers experience and
adapt to complexity and uncertainty, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology and Business
Administration, The Fielding Institute, Santa Barbara, CA, 168 pages. UMI AAT 9945914.
DAI-B 60/09, p. 4941, March 2000. Advisor: Leo F. Johnson. The literature describes
organizations as complex adaptive systems. Managers in such organizations “reported feeling
overwhelmed by the complexity and uncertainty they experience on an ongoing basis as they
carry out their responsibilities within contexts that are often unpredictable and uncontrollable.”
“These interactions create the unforeseeable and uncontrollable outcomes to which they must
constantly adapt.” (This is describing the approach of chaos — defensive adaption without a
future. [See Jaques: 1958(a), 1966.] What are the methods that executives use, if any, to keep
the managerial system intact? To keep everyone inside the system? To fight burnout? The
Jaques system: (1) keep the context controllable, (2) outcomes may change but this too is within
a context, (3) organisms adapt up to a point only – beyond that they die.) Related PhD.
Barry, Michael John, 1999, A New Concept for Production?: Work Reorganization in the
Queensland Open-Cut Coal Industry, PhD, thesis in business, Faculty of Commerce and
Management, Griffith University, Queensland, Australia, 264 p. Nathan Library HD6976
.M6152 Q44 1999. Published as an article, “Shafted,” by Barry and Waring 1999. On strip
mining and organizational change in Queensland. A case study. (Abstract not on-line via ADT.
Thesis not found in ADT.) Not seen. Cited in Hearn Mackinnon 2007. Related PhD.
Bechky, Beth Allison, 1999, Crossing Occupational Boundaries: Communication and Learning
On a Production Floor, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and Sociology, Stanford
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University, School of Engineering, Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management,
Stanford, CA, 114 pages. UMI AAT 9924530. DAI-A 60/04, p. 1219, Oct. 1999. See: Barley,
S. R., and B. A. Bechky, 1994, “In the Backrooms of Science: the work of technicians in science
labs,” Work and Occupations, 21(1):85-126. Presented at Columbia Business School, February
19, 1998. Dissertation won a William Newman award for excellence. This grounded theory
study of communication patterns verified Jaques’ strata and the need for context at each stage of
communication. The requirement for a “real boss” is more important to communications than
even a common language. Unaware of Jaques, yet findings very strongly supported this theory.
(Currently, teaches at UC-Davis.) (See Interesting: Lissack, 1999) Related PhD. A.
Buck, Gary Anthony, 1999, The Role of Cognitive Complexity in the Management of Critical
Situations (BL), Ph.D., thesis, U. Westminster, UK. Index: B2c, 50-2810. This study addresses
the question as to why people manage critical situations in differing ways with differing levels of
success. Based upon a review of the relevant literature a model is proposed stating that critical
situations vary in complexity in terms of the problems they posed. Moreover, these situations
were more likely to be managed effectively if an individual's response matches this complexity.
Variables such as hardiness, coping strategy, and motivational needs were argued to mediate this
process. Data were gathered from a number of studies to examine the utility of this model, these
included: a series of structured interviews conducted with fire officers; a series of predictive
validity studies conducted with the Army, fire service and control room operatives; and a series
of case studies. The results of these studies were generally supportive to the research model
without clarifying the nature of the mediating variables. The study concludes by outlining
competency based decision support materials for use. See Compton PhD 2008. Related PhD.
Chappell, Troy Brent, 1999, Leaders’ Discretion Characteristics of Commitment, Locus of
Control and Cognitive Complexity as Affecting Radical Organizational Change, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Business Administration and Behavioral Psychology, Regent University, Virginia
Beach, VA, 108 pages. DAI-A 60/01, p/. 3713, Apr 2000. UMI AAT 9948529. Advisor: Bruce
E. Winston. A study of the Army’s Internal Review chiefs and their success in implementing
business process reengineering (BPR). Used managerial discretion theory (Hambrick &
Finkelstein 1987) and leader behavior questionnaire (Sashkin 1996). Found commitment was
decisive for successful re-engineering. Also, confidence, clarity and organization skills
contributed. (Was this study done after the Army I.R. adopted SST? If so, what role did SST
play in the results? Was Chappell aware of SST? Not clear. Ask Glenn M.?) Related PhD.
Cochran, Loretta Ferguson, 1999, Linking corporate goals and shop floor performance, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Management, Clemson University, SC, 1999, 109 pages; AAT 9965605. DAI-A
61/03, p. 1066, Sep 2000. Advisor: J. Wayne Patterson. Unpublished. Performance
management systems have been designed as vehicles for goal translation from top management
to lower levels. The total quality management literature introduces hoshin planning as another
formula for disseminating goals between layers within the organization. An aggregate
perspective on this linkage of performance and employees through employee management
systems is presented using both the human resources and total quality directives. Open book
management is introduced as an example of both systems. Related PhD.
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Jett, Quintus Renoal, 1999, Linkages between competitive product moves and organizational
capabilities in rapidly changing environments, PhD, dissertation in Business Administration,
Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management, Stanford University, Stanford, Cal, 202 p.
Adviser: Eisenhardt, Kathleen M. DAI-A 60/08, p. 3014, Feb 2000. AAT 9943674. Posited
that the amount of product portfolio change in a SBU is associated with how organizational
knowledge is acquired, integrated, and applied. Future probes were used to acquire knowledge.
Tested these ideas using multiple informant field data from 47 SBUs in the global electronics
industry. Moderate levels of these activities led to more product moves and continuous change
of organization processes (dynamic capabilities) due to more effective creation and exchange of
knowledge and balanced change linkages across multiple time frames. Results were strongest
for retiring existing products, competing in high-growth markets, and competing in oligopolistic
markets. Strongly supports RO. Unaware of the theory. Was at Andersen Consulting
(Accenture). Cited Hambrick, D. Miller, Chen, McGrath, MacMillan, and Cho. Also cited
Brown and Eisenhardt 1997, Teece, Pisano and Shuen 1997, and Pentland 1992. Related PhD.
A.
Laske, Otto Ernst, 1999, Transformative Effects of Coaching on Executives’ Professional
Agenda, Psy.D., dissertation in Psychology: Developmental, Cognitive, and Industrial; Business
Administration, Massachusetts School of Professional Psychology, Boston, MA, 670 pages.
Advisor: Samuel Moncata. UMI: AAT 9930438. ISBN 0-599-30551-7. DAI-B 60/05, p. 2386,
Nov 1999. Examined the developmental preconditions of benefitting from a coaching
relationship, and the dependency of coaching outcome on lifespan maturity. Found that
development was something brought about by humans (agentic) and by organic change as
humans mature (ontic). Both behavioral and psycho-dynamic approaches needed to be
complemented by adult-development assessment (Kohlberg). [This was Laske’s second
doctorate. His first, at Goethe U., Frankfurt, Germany, in philosophy and music theory, was
published in 1966. He has done much work since in music, artificial intelligence, and cognitive
musicology. Book forthcoming on executive development.] See Stewart 1989 Ph.D., and
Mehltretter 1995 PhD. Lives in Boston area. (Email: oelaske @ earthlink.net And his
consulting website is: www. Cdremsite. Com) Related PhD.
Rosborough, J. A., 1999, Team leadership and supervision: leadership roles in the context of
changing work organisations (BL), Ph.D., thesis in Personnel Management; Industrial Training
(B9d), Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, UK. Theses # 48-10721. BL: NOT found.
Recently the ‘traditional’ supervisor role has been increasingly replaced by the team leader role.
Firms have responded to economic pressures by introducing what are referred to as ‘new wave
management’ techniques — ‘teamworking’ and the team leader role. This transition is related to
the shift from a direct control managerial strategy towards a ‘responsible autonomy’ strategy and
can be understood in terms of flexibility for predictability and flexibility for adaptability. Key
features of organizations operating in industrial capitalism were described and presented as being
central to how team leaders produce plausible sense making accounts. Probably unaware of
Jaques. See Haslop 1997 PhD. Related PhD.
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Spear, Steven J., 1999, The Toyota Production System: An example of managing complex
social/technical systems. Five rules for designing, operating, and improving activities, activityconnections, and flow-paths, D.B.A., dissertation in Management, Operations research, and
Production management, Harvard University, 465 pages. AAT 3012272. DAI-A 62/04, p. 1502,
Oct 2001. Advisor: H. Kent Bowen. Published as an HBR article in 1999. Toyota enjoys
advantages in cost, quality, lead-time, and flexibility compared to its competitors in automobile
assembly. Why? The first conclusion is — the tools and practices are not fundamental to the
Toyota Production System (“TPS”). The unstated, implicit, pervasive guidelines that govern are
fundamental. Second, the five “Rules-in-Use” promote distinctive organizational features.
These are - nested, modular structure; frequent, finely-grained self-diagnostics; and frequent,
structured, directed problem solving that is the primary mechanism for training and process
improvement. These are advantageous when people both design and perform value-adding
activities; information relevant to the design, coordination, and improvement of activities is
inextricably linked to doing the activity; and the system’s performance as a whole is affected by
the form, timing, and quantity with which goods, services, and information are passed between
activities. Toyota has invented an approach that contrasts with other approaches both in methods
and in the fundamental, underpinning assumptions. My third finding: the Rules are learned
through frequent, structured, directed problem-solving. Related PhD. A.
Vainiomäki, Jari Turkka Juhari, 1999, Essays on Non-competitive Markets, Effort and Wages
(BL), Ph.D., thesis in Labour and Wages; Industrial Relations, B9c, University of London,
London School of Economics and Political Science, London, UK, 233 pages. Theses # 50-645.
LSE Library: F7688; 714440-1001; Special; Theses. Unpublished. Vainiomaki. Findings from
these three experiments related to the effort bargain and were consistent with Jaques’ theory.
Found that both effort and wages rose following a reduction in union power over effort.
Removal of restrictive work practices had only a weak positive impact on productivity. Product
market pricing power had a positive impact on wages which was enhanced for large firms but
was not influenced by union status. Found persistent inter-industry wage differentials that were
inconsistent with competitive explanations. An increase in demand for skilled workers increased
their employment but not their relative wages (differentials). Abstract seen. Related PhD. A.
Webb, David Langston, 1999, The Temporal Development of Strategy: Patterns in the U. K.
Insurance Industry, PhD, thesis in Business Administration, Warwick Business School,
University of Warwick, Warwick, UK, 394 pages. Theses # 50-10654. BLDSC: DX217158.
Warwick Lib: res DIS 1999 124. Published as an article: Webb, David, and Andrew Pettigrew,
1999, “The Temporal Development of Strategy: Patterns in the U. K. Insurance Industry,”
Organization Science, Focused Issue: Coevolution of Strategy and New Organizational Forms,
Informs, Sep.-Oct., 10(5):601-621. Strategy can no longer be conceived through the static
language of states or positions (M. Porter 1991) and must be understood as an innovation contest
where bureaucratic and inflexible firms will not survive. The empirical results show firms
pursuing multiple strategies at any one point in time and altering this multiple strategic agenda
over time. Our analysis of nine firms reveals the existence of leaders and laggards in developing
a variety of strategic initiatives. The comparative case studies indicate the ‘strategic agility’ of a
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firm depends both on (1) management having the ability to act and (2) the context in which such
action occurs being receptive. See Kriger 1983 PhD. See Boorman 1969. Related PhD.
Wolfe, Fancher Elbert, 1999, Levels of Piagetian Development Among Adult Mathematics
Students, Ph.D., dissertation in Adult and Continuing Education and Cognitive Psychology,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 115 pages. Adviser: Rosemarie J. Park. UMI AAT
9947011. DAI-A 60/09, p. 3239, Mar 2000. Unpublished. Classified adult college mathematics
students into three Piagetian stages: concrete operational, transitional, and formal operational.
Showed how Piaget’s constructivist principles can help bridge the gap between traditional
collegiate teaching and the cognitive needs of adult students. Extended Piaget’s concepts of
cognitive growth into adulthood (age 22+). (This bridged the age of subjects between the Piaget
and Jaques approaches.) Related PhD.

2000s
Andrews, Kathryn Maree, 2000, Knowing, learning and unlearning in a knowledge creating
company: an inductive, theory-building case study, Ph.D., thesis in organizational learning and
knowledge management, Centre for Professional Practice in Education And Training, School of
Professional Studies, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, QD, Australia, 330 p.
QUT Kelvin Grove Stack T(ED) 363. (Kate M. Andrews). Not in theses.com or ProQuest.
Published as an article: Whicker and Andrews 2004. Used TSD from Raven and Stephenson
2001. Related PhD.
Bhardwaj, Gaurab, 2000, Search for Distant Returns: A decision-making process model from
choices at Dupont for invention, entrepreneurship, and growth, Ph.D., dissertation in Business
Administration, University of Pittsburgh, PA, 368 pages. Adviser: John C. Camillus. UMI AAT
9998558. DAI-A 61/12, p. 4849, Jun 2001. ISBN 0-493-06803-1. This field research studied
the search process by which decisions were actually made for “distant returns” by adopting a
historical case research methodology. The difficulty in making such decisions is due to their two
characteristics: one, the many years over which outcomes of choices take shape; and two, the
remote chance that an outcome will emerge exactly as desired. The model produced a contrast to
conceptualizations of search in the strategy, economics, and sociology literatures that often treat
search as local or random. Field data demonstrated that distant returns decisions were instead
made by following a “moving, anchored search” process. Remarkably, scientists, corporate
entrepreneurs, and managers all pursued the same search pattern despite their different tasks.
Dissatisfaction with findings, exhaustion of possibilities, serendipity, and other factors caused
significant shifts in anchors. Eventually, one or very few data points led to a “jump point” where
expectations of success leapt and search got embedded. Success and failure are only thinly
separated in time. See Kriger 1983 PhD. See McCall and Kaplan 1985. See Pearson Hunt 1966
article. See Raynor book 2007. Related PhD.
Cherry, Bennett Wayne, 2000, The Antecedents of Trust in a Manager: The subordinate tells the
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story of time, PhD, dissertation in Social Psychology and Business Administration, Graduate
College Industrial Management, The University of Arizona, 144 p. Digital access by University
Libraries, UAZ. Advisor: Gilliland, Stephen W. Unpublished. Trust is considered essential for
effective relationships both inside and outside the workplace. Here we empirically test the
antecedents of trust, including time as an important moderator. In earlier proposed models of
trust, time has either been left out entirely or innocently subsumed in other factors. This research
also investigated the impact of different sources of information that subordinates used in
determining the trustworthiness of their manager. First, in-depth interviews with employees
were conducted to determine whether the proposed trust model included all of the important
factors that influence employees' trust in their supervisors. A study was then given to test a
portion of the model that subordinates used in assessing a manager's trustworthiness. Finally,
two samples of employees responded to the factors hypothesized. The results from these
multiple studies produced a surprisingly simple result: the trust that an employee has in his/her
manager is developed through word-of-mouth or reputational information and frequent
interaction with the manager. Trust in a manager was - ability, benevolence, and integrity tested over time (duration). Keys influencing trust development: frequent interaction, strong
perceptions of two factors - managerial ability and managerial motivation - and reputational
information provided by others. Jaques not cited. Henry Ward Beecher quote. Cited Zand
1972, 1997; Kramer 1996, 1999. # Related PhD.
Faria, Mary Frances Veloz, 2000, A Non-traditional Way to Manage Change: Collapsing
hierarchy temporarily to allow for collective knowledge work, Ph.D., dissertation in
Organizational Change, The University of Texas at Austin, 115 pages; AAT 9983206. DAI-A
61/08, p. 3249, Feb 2001. Advisor: William Moore. Unpublished. Human behavior and human
issues have been viewed as the barriers to successfully implementing change initiatives, but this
may not be the case. In fact, organizational structure, and specifically hierarchy, may play a
more significant role. The purpose of this research was to explore how hierarchy impacts the
implementation of change. A major finding of the study was that there were differences in how
the senior leaders and frontline managers, of the case organization, conceptualized organizational
change. These differences were revealed through the new qualitative process. The new process
can be used to temporarily collapse hierarchy, figuratively, to allow for collective knowledge
work. Replicates Brown 1960, 1964; Keith Davis 1968; Jack Welch’s work-out at GE. Related
PhD.
Gavetti, Giovanni, 2000, Cognition, Capabilities, and the Evolutionary Dynamics of
Organizations, Ph.D., dissertation in Management, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania,
127 pages; Van Pelt Library: Diss. POPM2000.203; AAT 9976423; DAI-A 61/06, p. 2376, Dec
2000. Advisor: Daniel Levinthal. Published as two articles: Tripsas, Mary, and Giovanni
Gavetti, 2000, “Capabilities, Cognition, and Inertia: Evidence from digital imaging,” Strategic
Management Journal, Wiley, Chichester, UK, Oct/Nov 2000, 21(10/11):1147-1161 and Gavetti,
Giovanni, 2005, “Cognition and Hierarchy: Rethinking the Microfoundations of Capabilities’
Development,” Organization Science, Linthicum, Nov/Dec 2005, 16(6):599-617. Following the
evolutionary theory of Nelson and Winter (1982), much of this literature emphasizes processes
of experiential learning and local search, which lead to the evolution of relatively stable
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organizational routines. This work proposes that capabilities slowly evolve. This perspective
less successfully captures other phenomena such as intentionality, deliberation, agency and
explicit cognition: intelligent action is driven not only by actors’ experience in the world, but
also by these actors’ beliefs or theories about the world. This thesis complements evolutionary
explanations by jointly considering managerial cognitive processes and the local intelligence of
experiential learning. These issues are examined in three essays. The first develops theoretical
foundations by using a formal model of organizational cognition and action. The second essay
explores the relationship between cognition and action via an in-depth field study of a firm
undergoing a radical transition. This study grounds the development of a model, explicated in the
third essay, that examines how these processes occur within organizational hierarchies and
attempts to show how corporate executives can influence the evolutionary dynamics of firm
capabilities. At HBS. Phone: (617)495-6378. Email: ggavetti @ hbs.edu Related PhD. A.
Higgins, Chad A., 2000, The Effect of Applicant Influence Tactics on Recruiter Perceptions of
Fit, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, 138 p.
Comte: Judge, Ferris. Supr: Timothy A. Judge. DAI, 61, no. 09A (2000): p. 3649. Accsn No:
AAI9985564. Published as 2002 article. Previous research on the employment interview has
examined the effects of influence tactics and Person-Environment (P-E) fit on interview
outcomes such as second interview invitations and job offers. However, previous research has
not closely examined the process through which influence tactics may affect interview outcomes
or the role that perceptions of P-E fit may play in that process. Data for the present study were
collected from 90 job seekers at the University of Iowa and from 51 recruiters. Results of the
present study suggest that ingratiation affected interview outcomes, but the effect was almost
entirely mediated by recruiter perceptions of fit. Furthermore, self-promotion had a weak effect
on interview outcomes. However, this effect was also mediated by perceived fit. Finally,
political skill failed to significantly affect the success associated with influence tactic use.
Applicant influence tactics, and ingratiation in particular, have direct effects on recruiters’
perceptions of applicant fit. Related PhD.
Johnson, William Harold Alexander, 2000, Technological Innovation and Knowledge Creation:
A study of the enabling conditions and processes of knowledge creation in collaborative R&D
projects, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and Economics, York University,
Toronto, ON, Canada, 354 pages. UMI AAT NQ59141. DAI-A 62/04, p. 1495, Oct 2001.
Adviser: Johnston, David A. Unpublished. Abstract seen. Knowledge creation and
management was of paramount importance to the competitive advantage of organizations. This
research extended Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) into collaborative R&D projects. Participants
included firms, universities and public laboratories (six case studies). Found that projects with
highly specific goals and where management paid greater attention to environmental factors
(requisite variety) had greater levels of knowledge creation and led to higher commercial
success. Contrary to existing and popular theory, creative tension, redundancy and autonomy
were not significant positive factors. Bentley Coll. Wjohnson15@comcast.net Related PhD.
Key, Bryan David, 2000, X-efficiency: The strategic role of first-order economizing in the United
States-based pharmaceutical industry, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and Health
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Services, Washington State University, Pullman, WA, 172 p. UMI AAT 9988966. DAI-A
61/10, p. 4080, Apr 2001. Adviser: Richard Reed. Focused on efficiency-based perspectives in
strategy through expanding resource-based theory, via X-efficiency theory, to include a firm’s
pool of discretionary effort. The empirical results testify to the importance of X-efficiency’s role
in increasing firm performance under pressure. First-order economizing — effective adaptation
and the elimination of waste — offers a natural extension of X-efficiency’s non-maximizing
behavior to include strategically relevant allocative consequences. Concluded firms do indeed
alter their structure in a deliberate and timely fashion in response to their environment. Xefficiency improvements demonstrate a more direct role in performance increases than do
structural adaptations in response to rising market pressure. Explained why the structure of large
firms appears static, apart from inertia, that strengthens the strategic choice model and the role of
managerial decision-making for firm performance. See Leibenstein 1966, 1973, 1975, 1978 for
connections to Jaques 1961. Related PhD.
Lavin, James Kenneth, 2000, Models of Worker-Job Matching, Rules vs Discretion, and
Employee Training vs. Labor Mobility, Ph.D. dissertation in Labor Economics and Business
Administration, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, 249 pages. UMI AAT 9961910. DAI-A
61/02, p. 714, Aug 2000. SAL or SPEC-COLL 3781 2000 L. Unpublished. A first test of the
‘high-performance work organization.’ Models the firm’s choice of rules versus worker
discretion. Rules substitute for information search, communication and decision-making.
Improvements in information technology (IT) and the falling relative wages of educated workers
have raised the value of discretion. Findings indicate discretion-based workers work harder, so
why do firm still use command-and-control? First, rules reduce human capital requirements.
Second, rules facilitate coordination. Also, examines the Internal Labor Market Development
Trap of low-mobility labor in many developing countries. Related PhD.
Morita, Hodaka, 2000, Three essays in applied microeconomic theory, Ph.D., dissertation in
Business costs, Labor economics, and Human capital, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 137 pages;
AAT 9966731. DAI-A 61/03, p. 1095, Sep 2000. Advisor: Michael Waldman (q.v.). Published
as two articles 2001, 2005. Chapter 1 provides a multiple-equilibria-based explanation for U.S.Japanese differences concerning continuous process improvement, employee turnover rate, and
the level and firm-specificity of human capital accumulation. Connection between continuous
process improvement and the firm-specificity of training causes multiplicity of equilibria. In the
Japanese equilibrium, each firm conducts continuous process improvement because other firms
do so, and as a consequence training provided by such a firm becomes less effective in other
firms. This lowers the turnover rate, which, in turn, increases firms’ incentives to train
employees. In the U.S. equilibrium, training is general, which raises the turnover rate and
decreases incentives to train. [related] Chapter 2 concerns durable goods producers
monopolizing the market for maintenance for their own products. This avoids the timeinconsistency problem (new vs used). Chapter 3 presents a dominant manufacturing firm that
often has a partial ownership share of its suppliers. The downstream firm can credibly commit
not to conduct an opportunistic behavior by partially owning an upstream supplier, who is then
willing to make a customized investment. Our analysis identifies two different sources of
appropriable quasi-rents, which have opposite effects on governance structure and yield new
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empirical predictions concerning the relationship between appropriable quasi-rents and vertical
integration. (WED more than EJ) At NSW, AU. Related PhD. A.
Nadkarni, Sucheta S., 2000, Industry Clockspeed and Evolution of Cognitive Frames, Ph.D. in
Management, University of Kansas, 2000, 201 pages; KU Anschutz Library: Diss 2000 N335;
AAT 9998097; DAI-A 61/12, p. 4854, Jun 2001. Advisor: V. K. Narayanan. Unpublished. This
research investigates the cognitive challenges posed by the speed of industry change.
Organizational environments vary greatly, ranging from stability to extreme volatility. Recently,
researchers have emphasized the importance of cognitive frames of organizations in rapidly
changing environments. Cognitive frames also affect the ability of organizations to forecast
trends and circumstances that will influence the future business environment. In this dissertation
I investigate the differences in the cognitive processes used by organizations to cope with the
pace of industry change. Three major questions posed in this research are: (1) What are the
differences in the cognitive frames of firms operating in fast-Clockspeed and slow-Clockspeed
industries? (2) What are the differences in the cognitive frames of high performing and low
performing organizations operating in fast-Clockspeed and slow-Clockspeed industries? (3)
What are the differences in the patterns of changes in the industry-level cognitive frames of fastClockspeed and slow-Clockspeed industries? Analyzed the sampled data of 62 firms in 5 slowclockspeed industries and 72 firms in 6 fast-clockspeed industries. The second study addressed
the final research question using a longitudinal research design. This dissertation makes two
contributions. First, it reveals the cognitive challenges posed by the speed of industry change.
Second, by exploring the patterns of change in cognitive frames, this research sheds light on how
cognitive frames develop and change over time in different industrial environments. Related
PhD.
Soo, Christine Wai-Yee, 2000, The Process of Knowledge Creation in Organizations: An
empirical investigation, Ph.D., thesis in Business Administration, University of New South
Wales, Sydney, NSW, Australia, (length unknown). Unpublished. Abstract seen. This study
was a comprehensive analysis of the knowledge creation “chain” incorporating both the
environmental and organizational factors. Results showed the informal network was an
important source of information and (indirectly) know-how for organizations. This impacted the
level of creativity in problem solving. Effective problem solving processes resulted in the
creation of new knowledge, which in turn affected the level of innovative output. Finally, both
absorptive capacity (work and capability level match?) and the nature of the organizations’
knowledge base (unclear?) had a direct impact on the acquisition of information and know-how,
as well as the generation of new knowledge. Related PhD. A.
Velez, Pauline, 2000, Interpersonal Trust Between a Supervisor and Subordinate, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Occupational Psychology and Management, University of California, Berkeley,
US, 141 p. Advisor: Sheldon Zedeck. DAI/UMI No. 3002301. Unpublished. Popular press and
business magazines continue to highlight the importance of trust in organizations. There were
two goals of this study. The first goal was to develop a psychometrically sound instrument to
measure trust and the correlates of trust within an organizational setting. The second goal was to
further explore the two types of trust; knowledge-based trust and identification-based trust.
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Results showed that both types of trust are related to one's overall level of trust. Further, the
correlates of each type of trust do differ depending upon the direction of trust that is being
studied (e.g., from a supervisor to a subordinate versus a subordinate to a supervisor). Finally,
the instrument developed provides a good measure for studying both overall types of trust and
some of the correlates of trust (i.e., ability, behavioral integrity, similarity, open communication,
and overall trust). Cited in Yardley 2010 Interesting PhD. Abs # Related PhD. A.
Waring, Peter Arnold, 2000, Individualism and Collectivism in Contemporary Employment
Relations: the Australian Black Coal Mining Industry Experience, Ph.D., thesis in Industrial
Relations and Human Resource Management, School of Management, University of Newcastle,
Newcastle, NSW, Australia, 386 pages. Auchmuty Library THESIS 2267. Abstract not online.
Published as two articles: Waring 1999 and 2001. Recent on the Australian coal industry has
highlighted the difficulties the industry faces arising from reduced world coal prices, escalating
production costs, and overall declining levels of profitability, despite strong demand for coal. In
response to these difficulties, management have sought, via enterprise bargaining, to increase
labor flexibility and productivity, and weaken union control at the mine site level. State and
Commonwealth legislation encouraged individual contract formation during the 1990s.
Examined the contents of certified agreements struck in the coal mining districts of NSW and
Queensland since 1995. The analysis focuses on changing work organization, external labor
arrangements, union security and retrenchment provisions, and other industrial relations issues.
It is argued that the frontier of control at the mine site level has shifted considerably in favor of
management during the 1990s, although not to the extent expected. (This was begun at CRA
(now Rio Tinto) with Carnegie, Jaques, and Macdonald beginning in the late 1970s. This has to
include the Weipa disputes.) See 1998 and 2000 conference presentations. Not seen. Related
PhD.
Wessels, David W., 2000, Organizational Structure, Agency Theory, and Capital Allocation,
Ph.D., dissertation in Economics, University of California, Los Angeles, CA, 210 pages, UMI
AAT 9979070, DAI-A 61/07, p. 2852, Jan 2001. Unpublished. A dissertation in three essays.
(1) On bureaucracy: “A high percentage of either managers or office staff [in the total
headcount] leads to lower performance in every financial category.” (2) On managerial
judgment: “As the number of projects required to evaluate increases, that manager loses the
ability to rank projects properly. The firm can hire additional managers. Yet, without the ability
[to] compare rankings across managers, new aggregation inefficiencies will occur. Aggregation
inefficiencies are solely functions of [managerial] group size and the total number of projects.
They are independent of project value and noise parameters.” (3) Capital allocation: “The
manager creates value through project selection, not through effort. Although the investment
decision is seen by all, the project’s characteristics are known only to the manager.” [This raises
serious questions about agency theory and echoes Jaques 1956.] [Prof. Ivo Welch - what does
“ownership” mean? Then finish this write up. At Emory.] Related PhD. A.
White, Susan Schoenberger, 2000, Prioritization and Performance of Goal Hierarchies, PhD,
dissertation in Industrial Psychology and Business Administration, University of Maryland,
College Park, MD, 280 pages. Advisor: Edwin A. Locke. UMI AAT 9967990 (??). DAI-B
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61/04, p. 2259, Oct 2000. Asked participants to balance multiple goals [tasks] and prioritize
them strategically to achieve a superordinate goal. Assigned three levels of superordinate goal
difficulty. Participants rose to the challenge and did better at each level. (These levels were
probably not hard enough to press them to the point of failure.) Unaware of Jaques. Related
PhD.
Avis, John Michael, 2001, An Examination of the Prediction of Overall, Task, and Contextual
Performance Using Three Selection Measures for a Service-type Occupation, Ph.D., dissertation
in Industrial Psychology, The University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS, 90 pages.
UMI AAT 3038671. DAI-B 63/01, p. 575, Jul 2002. Adviser: Jeffrey D. Kudisch.
Unpublished. Using data from state government clerical employees, whose jobs required lowerlevel cognitive ability, examined the extent three selection measures — cognitive ability,
personality dimensions, and motor work sample — predicted supervisor ratings of overall, task,
and contextual performance (CP). Personality provided incremental validity over cognitive
ability in the prediction of both overall and contextual performance, and vice versa. On the other
hand, only cognitive ability predicted task performance. Work sample was not related. (CP is
sometimes called organization citizenship behavior.) See Axton Related PhD 1996. Unaware of
Jaques. Related PhD.
Brusoni, Stefano, 2001, The division of labour and the division of knowledge: the organisation of
engineering design in the chemical industry, PhD, thesis in management, University of Sussex,
Brighton, UK, Sussex theses S 5040, Bib ID 670863. D.Phil. 2001. BLDSC DX217686.
Shelved at HS 22270 BRU. Not in theses.com or ProQuest. Published as articles. The division
of knowledge mirrors the division of labour. (A direct refutation of the economic value of the
industrial revolution theories of Adam Smith and Frederick Taylor. Both are inaccurate. So are
their followers, including Peter Drucker.) See articles, esp. 2001 and 2005, which have footnotes
back to the PhD. Does not cite Jaques. At Bucconi, Milan, IT, as of 2007. Related PhD.
Butterworth, Rosemary, 2001, Hoshin Kanri: an exploratory study at Nissan Yamato
Engineering Ltd., Ph.D., thesis in Management, B9a, U. of Durham, UK, Index: 51-15251. (BL:
DXN048787) Advisor: Barry Witcher (UEA). Published as four articles 1999-2001. To date
there has been no identified academic research of Hoshin Kanri in the West. (There has been
some description of it though.) Hoshin Kanri links an organization’s strategy with its operations
on a day to day basis. The methodology adopted was a tracer approach thus extending
knowledge of this research method. Nissan Yamato Engineering Ltd. operated within a Western
context. Emphasis in the West upon issues of culture and empowerment obscured the need for
organizational arrangements which integrate strategic concerns with day to day management
at an operational level. Audit. See Porter 1996. Related PhD.
Fields, Ashley Floyd, 2001, A Study of Intuition in Decision-Making Using Organizational
Engineeering Methodology, DBA, dissertation in Business Administration, Wayne Huizenga
Graduate School, Nova Southeastern University, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., US, 140 p. Sherman Liby
Dissn 1st Fl: Diss DBA Fields A 2001. DAI, 62, no. 02A (2001): p. 665. Adviser: Ronald
Fetzer. ISBN: 0-493-16127-9. Published as an article in 2001. He. Organizational Engineering
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differs from other theories by looking at intuition as a phenomenon arising naturally from the
information processing and decision-making methods and modes employed by individuals. The
research question is: 'Do various combinations of method and mode produce results that are
consistent with the findings other researchers have attributed to intuition?' All of the study
hypotheses were found to perform as anticipated at a very high level of significance. However,
the level of Reactive Stimulator did vary systematically within leadership ranks. In fact,
individuals using an unpatterned method (organization of data being input) and a thought and/or
action mode (character of intended output) would arrive at decision options which would not
appear to follow any of the standard, logical, and/or existing processes. Thus, an outside observer
would tend to attribute the unexpected idea as arising from some sort of insight process founded
on intuition. Cited Jaques 1990; Jaques & Cason 1994; Quinn & Hilmer 1995; Quinn et al
1996; Clark & Fujimoto 1991; Child, P., et al 1991; Davenport 2011; Peters, Tom, 1984; Ross
1992; Simon 1973, 1987; Walker 1989; Harper 1988. Related PhD.
Piskorski, Mikolaj Jan, 2001, Structural Closure and Exposure: Performance and Autonomy of
American Corporations, PhD, dissertation in Business Administration, Harvard University,
Harvard Business School, Boston, MA, 162 pages. Advisor: Nitin Nohria. UMI AAT 3011459.
DAI-A 62/04, p. 1487, Oct 2001. The interdependencies and density of business unit
transactions within the corporation were associated with two basic characteristics of role statussets within a social system, structural closure and structural exposure, with two implications for
the firm. An optimally beneficial status-set maximized closure and minimized takeover
exposure for the firm (performance) and protected the occupants from being replaced even when
better performing alternative occupants exist (autonomy). This identified conditions where the
market for corporate control was not able to punish poorly performing managers. Unaware of
Jaques. (I told him about Jaques in 2000.) [As Jaques asserted, Stratum VI firms (Berkshire
Hathaway, Beatrice) seem to be more vulnerable to being broken up than Stratum VII firms
(Dow Chemical, International Paper). Business units in S-VI corporations are more independent
of each other than those in S-VII firms. There is far less cross-selling among them.] See
Keating’s Related PhD 1995; Degen 2009. At HBS. Related PhD. A.
Sulej, Julian Charles, 2001, The Quality of Management: moderating factors affecting
performance outcomes in UK international equity joint ventures (BL), Ph.D., thesis in Business,
(B9e), University of Leeds, Leeds, UK, 305 p. Leeds library: BL Theses SUL; Theses # 51-564.
Unpublished. This thesis presents a new series of data examining the “quality of management”
(Doz & Prahalad 1988) in the context of UK international equity joint ventures and to identify
key issues that were likely to be important for managers coping with the reality of joint venture
operations on a day-to-day basis. The thesis used a sample of 1,425 equity joint ventures in
technology-based industries. Patterns of activity were examined over time in terms of industry,
geographical distribution, strategic orientation, and strategic structure. The thesis also examined
environmental and managerial discretion. The thesis also argues that key factors are centred on
the ability of individual managers to enact “discretion” (Hambrick and Finkelstein 1987) and the
processes occurring between managers. The key success factors identified for positive joint
venture outcomes by managers in the study presented here were strategic fit, trust, commitment,
explicit goals, and clear mission. 2002 WPI Venture Forum 508-831-6114. Email: jcsulej @
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wpi.edu Related PhD.
Carney, Marie T., 2002, A Strategic Consensus Model for Not-for-profit Organizations, Ph.D.,
thesis in Management, Trinity College Dublin (Univ. of Dublin), IE, B9e, Index # 53-1107. Not
found in TCD liby. Published as 2004 article. Studied strategic management involvement by
middle managers in not-for-profit health service organizations in the Republic of Ireland. Data
was obtained from 352 middle managers from a questionnaire and 25 semi-structured interviews.
Initial analysis indicated that biographical variables did not have a significant effect on strategic
involvement. A positive correlation was found between strategic involvement and strategic
consensus, with a stronger relationship between strategic involvement and organisational
commitment, than the other way between strategic consensus and commitment. Findings
demonstrated that strategic involvement and organisational commitment together were better
predictors of strategic consensus. These links are important findings as previous research
focused on strategic involvement, strategic consensus and organisational commitment as discrete
variables. Cited Jaques 1989, 1990. (Also name as Mary T. Carney.) At UCD. Related PhD.
Kenmore, Robert Herbert, 2002, Trust and Respect and Waste, Ph.D., dissertation in Business
Administration, Industrial Psychology and Economics, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, 118
pages. Not available from UMI. DAI-A 63/01, p. 269, Jul 2002. ISBN: 0-493-52139-9.
Adviser: Selwyn Becker. Regenstein HB3999. Trust and respect can be associated with final
performance and changes in them across hierarchic levels are related to changes in waste.
Instead of using profit as the primary measure of organizational performance, it is argued that
waste may serve as a more complete indicator of outcomes than profit. Total Quality
Management (TQM) offers the most developed framework available from which to investigate
the assertions in this paper. Data from a three-year study of 17 divisions within two departments
of a city government are used to test the hypotheses. A strong association was found to exist
between high or increasing trust and respect and low or decreasing waste. Giving respect prior
to trust increases the relationship between trust and reduced waste. Downward trust and respect
are most strongly related to changes in upward trust and respect. Upward trust and respect are
most strongly related to changes in waste. When waste is divided into two types – resource and
opportunity – it is found that upward trust is most strongly related to resource waste and
downward trust is most strongly related to opportunity waste. See many PhDs in the UK and
Ireland on the importance of trust starting at the top: Starkey 1985/86, McGovern 1993, Roche
1987 Related, Watson 1989 Related, Kelleher 1993 Related. This may be the first one in the
US. See Alan Fox 1974. Related PhD. A.
Kriflik, George, 2002, Minimising Attainment Deficit: a grounded theory of the leadership
process in a large, public sector bureaucracy, Ph.D., thesis in Management, University of
Wollongong, School of Management, Marketing and Employment Relations, Wollongong,
NSW, Australia, 231 pages. Thesis Archives NWU T 658.3/351. Minimising Attainment
Deficit is a leadership process whereby leaders help workers fulfill their expectations of
achieving their potential in their work by the gap between their current work reality and that
level which they perceive themselves to be capable of attaining (MAD). Kriflik quickly
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stumbled across a main thread of Jaques’ theory but the grounded theory method caused him to
stumble on — away from awareness. See X-efficiency. Related PhD.
Phillips, Vicki L., 2002, Designing New Systems of Accountability in Education, Ed.D., thesis in
Instructional Leadership, University of Lincoln, Brayford Pool, Lincoln, LN6 7TS, UK.
Brayford Pool Learning Resources Centre: ground floor. Not in theses.com. Not in BL. (Art
Mann, Sr. knows her.) Through the ‘fusion’ of gentle sustained pressure and serious resource
support, large-scale assessment of students can be used for accountability. Principals must give a
public annual review of results and plans for next year (From ISO). Those with weak language
or empty words are immediately visible. (Optimal size of a school was found to be 350-400
students, 1 principal, 20 staff, and 15-17 teachers. Such schools are not the cheapest but are the
most effective for learning.) Phillips was Superintendent of the Lancaster School District (PA)
and is now the Secretary of Education for Pennsylvania (2003 – ). (Is this on the theory?) See
articles by Michael Barber and Vicki Phillips in 2000. Did not see Abstract. Related PhD.
Som, Ashok, 2002, Role of Human Resource Management In Organizational Redesign, PhD in
human resource management, Indian Institute of Management, IIM, Ahmedabad, India.
Published as a 2005 article, “Strategic Organizational Response....” Article seen, q.v. There
were big changes across industries when the economic liberalization stared in 1991. Degovernmentalization of firms to the private sector and new money from international joint
ventures. Many firms in India adopted a hybrid Indo-Japanese-style human resource
management which involved organizational redesign. (Author adopts a contingency model to
explain these changes.) Unaware of R.O. Available also at ashoksom.com Thesis nor abstract
seen. At ESSEC Business School, Paris. Related PhD.
Depledge, Gordon, 2003, Escalation in Information Systems Development Projects: The roles of
problem recognition and cognitive bias, Ph.D., dissertation in Management, Georgia State
University, 185 p. Advisors: Mark Keil and Arun Rai. Library South 4 & 8: QA76.9 .S88 D47
2003. ProQuest No. 3118424. Published as article in 2001. This research examines escalation,
the continued voluntary commitment of resources to a failing course of action whose outcome is
uncertain, in Information Systems development projects. The results indicate that: (a) subjects
with higher levels of illusion of control have a greater tendency to escalate, (b) selective
perception affects problem recognition, and (c) subjects with a lower level of problem
recognition have a greater tendency to escalate. [i.e., under-capable managers are more easily
sucked into this trap.] Abs # Related PhD.
Detert, James Roland, 2003, To Speak or Not to Speak: Multi-Level Leadership Influences on
Organizational Voice, PhD, dissertation in Sociology/ Organizational Behavior, Harvard U.,
Cambridge, MA, US, 226 p. Advisor: Marsden, Peter V. HU Liby Depository: HU90.15117
.8542. DAI no longer available at ProQuest. ProQuest Doc ID: 305333314. Order: 3091544.
Published as articles in: 2007, 2008. Examined leadership behavior as an influence on employee
perceptions of the safety and utility of speaking up to insiders in positions of authority. Drew on
Lewin's notion of the "life space" to develop and support a theoretical argument that leadership
is an antecedent of organizational voice which should be conceptualized as a multi-level force
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involving both direct and indirect effects of both proximate (e.g., immediate supervisors) and
distal (e.g., site directors) leaders. Based on multi-level analyses critical links in leadership
chains cause influence on voice to differ systematically. The voice motivation model (VMM )
was presented as a unifying explanation for the links between leadership behavior (and other
voice antecedents) and subordinate voice perceptions. The VMM examined cognitive and
affective processing. [Similar to Brown's 'Compression.' Unaware of Brown. No awareness of
Mgr or MOR. Cited EJ in 2010.] See Locke 2008 Related PhD. Abs # Related PhD. A.
Ho, Karen Zouwen, 2003, Liquefying Corporations and Communities: Wall Street worldviews
and socio-economic transformations in the postindustrial economy, PhD, Dissertation in Cultural
Anthropology, Princeton University, NJ, US, 402 p. Advisor: Martin, Emily. DAI-A 64/01, p.
200, Jul 2003. ISBN: 9780493995052, 0493995056. ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub, 2003. Num.
3078628. Pubd as book in 2009. Argued that it was precisely the expansion and prominence of
financial and stock market values that have strongly contributed to the severe social dislocations
social scientists have attributed to global capitalism at large: the dismantling of corporate and
governmental safety nets, the wave of corporate downsizings and restructurings, the re-inscribing
of hierarchical urban and global spaces. Wrote against assumptions of a singular, static,
totalizing capitalist worldview (and homogenous capitalists), but also interrogated how Wall
Street's financial, stock market values, as a particular capitalist model, triumphed over
paternalistic welfare capitalism in the U.S. in the late twentieth century. Explored how the realigning of corporate values and priorities to the interests of the stock market, along with the
conceptualizing of the U.S. as a "shareholder democracy," has contributed to the transformation
of the corporation into its stock price, responsible only to Wall Street expectations and an
imagined community of shareholders. Cited Lazonick & O'Sullivan 1997, 2002; D. Harvey
1990; Chandler 1977, 1994; Blair 1995; Berle & Means 1934/1968. See James 1999. Abs # #
Related PhD. A.
Kantabutra, Sooksan, 2003, An empirical examination of relationships between customer and
staff satisfaction in retail apparel stores in Sydney, Australia, PhD, dissertation in management,
Macquarie Graduate School of Management, Macquarie University, Sydney, NSW, AU, 383 p.
Macquarie U. Liby Cat HD30.285 .K36. Published as articles in 2007, 2008, & 2009.
Introduction -- Business vision: a review of the theoretical & empirical literature -- Research
methodology -- Analytical design & analysis -- Discussion -- Toward a vision theory -Conclusions. (Probably cited Jacobs & Jaques 1990.) Not seen. Related PhD.
Lloyd, Rosemarie, 2003, Discretionary effort in the workplace, Thesis (PhD), Division of
Linguistics & Psychology, Department of Psychology, Macquarie University, Sydney, NSW,
AU, 290 p. NBD: 26143065. ADT No. 123945. (Nothing published from this thesis on line.
Abstract not online.) An outline is all that is available: Introduction and overview — Literature
review — (Study 1): scale development — (Study 2): discretionary effort and the performance
domain — (Study 3): Discretionary effort, contextual, individual difference and attitudinal
variables in a retail sample — (Study 4): Individual difference and attitudinal predictors —
General summary and conclusions. The author appears to be focused on the reaction of
personnel to the words ‘discretionary effort’ and their subsequent performance and rating as part
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of that reaction. [Other descriptors include: Employee motivation • Employee Attitudes •
Employees Rating of • Performance standards • Organizational behavior • Job satisfaction].
(Author not located. This ‘discretionary effort’ may be more related to corporate ‘citizenship
effort’ beyond contract.) Related PhD.
Neirynck, Baudouin C. R., 2003, Succession planning for middle managers in US subsidiaries in
Hong Kong, Ph.D., thesis in Business and Management, International Graduate School of
Management, University of South Australia, SA, AU. Australian Digital Theses (ADT),
ARROW@UNISA http://arrow.unisa.edu.au:8081/1959.8/24938 During the 1990’s, most
Hong Kong companies experienced extremely high Voluntary Turnover among middle
managers. This thesis attempts to find the causes of such turnover through quantitative analysis
and at the same time assess the state of Succession Planning implementation in 10 subsidiaries of
US multinational companies as a potential remedy to such turnover. Lack of career
advancement and promotion opportunities was found by employees to be the leading cause of
voluntary turnover whereas employers believe basic salary and other remuneration components
are the main causes. In 9 companies out of 10, Succession Planning was found to be short on
basic success criteria such as formalization, budget, support from top management, IT support,
integration with strategic HR planning, accountability and continuous review process.
Information Technology. (Managers have little idea what motivates those under them. See
studies by McMurry 1942; Pease 1961; two in Kovach 1980 — earlier one in 1946; and two
more: Takezawa and Whitehill 1960 and 1981.) Related PhD.
Paparone, Christopher R., 2003, Applying the Competing Values Framework to Study
Organizational Subcultures and System-wide Planning Efforts in a Military University, Ph.D.,
School of Public Affairs, Program in Public Administration, Pennsylvania State University,
Harrisburg, PA. Colonel and Professor, US Army War College (USA WC), Carlisle, PA. He
holds master’s degrees from the Florida Institute of Technology, Naval War College, and USA
WC. This case study explored how organizational subunits may have cultural values that
compete with top-management implementation of system-wide planning. The study employs the
competing values framework (CVF) (Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1981) to assess organizational
subcultures in a Department of Defense military university for senior executives. Specifically,
the CVF-based Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument (OCAI) (Cameron & Quinn,
1999) is used to diagnose distinctive subcultures. Developed a unique planning typology to
investigate how the members of the subcultures agree or disagree with the system-wide planning
effort based on “Balanced Scorecard” (BSC) method popularized by Kaplan and Norton (1996,
2001a). The study revealed substantial disagreement patterns with top-management use of BSC.
Aware of Jacobs and Jaques. Related PhD. Email: christopher.paparone@carlisle.army.mil
Salinas-Navarro, David Ernesto, 2003, Performance in Organisations: an autonomous systems
approach, Ph.D., thesis in Industry, Management — General (B9a), University of Lincoln, UK,
Theses 53-15457. (BL: DXN072586). Lincoln Brayford Core Collection. Unpublished. (This
description contains many of the key words, but it is about Stafford Beer’s model.)
Management Cybernetics. This thesis originated from some of the limitations in the
measurement and assessment of performance that are commonly encountered in functionalistic,
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black box, descriptions of enterprises considering ‘what is desirable’ in organizations. In order
to study performance in these terms, organizations have been considered as autonomous systems.
This approach may permit an exploration of the organizational relationships and structures
involved in the production of performance. During this work, a research hypothesis was the
constitution of organizations, which refers to the alignment of their informational and operational
domains through the building up of requisite organizations. The notion of organization was
considered as a useful type of object that can help collectives of people improve on their
performance by developing their autonomy. Additionally, the methodology considered a case
study of the William Sharp Family of schools in the City of Nottingham. ASK. Related PhD.
Sekiguchi, Tomoki, 2003, The role of person-organization fit and person-job fit in managers’
hiring decisions: The effects of work status and occupational characteristics of job openings,
Ph.D., dissertation in Human Resource Management and Organizational Behavior, University of
Washington, Seattle, WA, USA, 147 p. Chair: Vandra L. Huber. Foster General HF 91
Th53013 and Thesis 53013. DAI, 64, no. 08A (2003): p. 2978. AAI3102714. Published as
articles in Japanese and English in 2004 and 2006. This dissertation investigates the relative
importance of P-O fit, which is defined as the match between a person and the organization, and
P-J fit, which is defined as the match between a person and the job, in managers’ hiring decisions
for different types of job openings. Two dimensions are employed to classify the positions. The
first dimension is work status that distinguishes between permanent and contingent positions.
The second dimension is occupational characteristics that distinguish between managerial and
professional positions. It was found that P-O fit was weighted more heavily than P-J fit for
permanent positions and that P-J fit was weighted more heavily than P-O fit for contingent
positions. At Osaka U. of Economics. Related Ph.D.
Burton-Taylor, Sarah, 2004, The Management of Firm Specific Resources as a Source of
Competitive Advantage, D.B.A., School of Management, Cranfield University, UK, B9e, 271 p.
Supvrs: Bowman, Cliff; Tranfield, David; James, Kim. Cranfield Libry: Theses 2004 (ThesisC). Theses: 54-10570. BL: DXN081747. This study is about helping managers identify and
enhance the idiosyncratic firm resources required for delivering superior perceived use value to
customers. Specifically, co-ordination activities, particularly those spanning intra-organisational
boundaries, are a critical mechanism for managing the delivery of perceived use value to
customers. This was the firm specific strategic resource through the sharing of knowledge and
interpretations and the development of service process innovation. Many of these co-ordination
activities were discretionary rather than prescribed with implications for management practice.
From this research, a framework was developed to make specific links between the internal
activities and customer perceptions of value. (Used Jaques’/Fox’s terms correctly, p. 76. Jaques
and Fox not cited.) Cited Henderson and Clark 1990; Dierickx and Cook 1989 (sic); Pentland
and Rueter 1994; Leonard-Barton 1992. Weird. # Related PhD.
Ensing, Ingrid Morris, 2004, Learning from the Unexpected: Identification and interpretation of
unexpected events as a source of organizational learning, PhD, dissertation in Management,
Duke University, NC, US, 140 p. Advisor: Sitkin, Sim B. Library Service Center Ph.D. E59L
2004. OCLC Num: 57531320. DAI-A 66/06, p. 2285, Dec 2005. ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub.
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Num. 3178698. Unpublished. Organizations are often surprised by events in the market, actions
of competitors, problems or errors in their own processes, or unintended applications for R&D.
The ability of organizations to sense contextual variation, such as deviations in plans,
processes, and outcomes, and the organizational learning reflected in their interpretation of
variant stimuli - to consistently identify the unexpected - may enhance survival and
performance. I developed and tested a model and examined organizational learning from such
events. This model builds primarily upon the literature on organizational learning (particularly
variance-seeking learning processes) and high reliability organizations. Post hoc analyses
revealed a positive relationship between proactive learning processes and identification of
unexpected events that are unintentional or arise out of organizations' own actions and have
negative consequences. Frequent scanning is positively associated with identification of
unexpected, exogenously occurring events. Hypothesized relationships between identification of
unexpected events and task analysis, and hypothesized contextual variables (goal clarity,
decision making discretion, tolerance of failure, and encouragement of questioning) were also
analyzed, but were not supported. Not online. Abs # Related PhD. A.
Harter, Derek Shawn, 2004, Towards a Model of Basic Intentional Systems: Nonlinear dynamics
for perception memory and action in autonomous adaptive agents, Ph.D. in Computer Science
and Neurology, The University of Memphis, Memphis, TN, 2004, 192 pages; AAT 3127330;
DAI-B 65/03, p. 1400, Sep 2004. (Searched U of M libraries, but no luck.) Advisor: Robert
Kozma. Unpublished (articles under review). Our biological brains are extremely good at
generating flexible behavior and managing limited resources of time and materials in demanding
environments. Our artificial systems have yet to match the capabilities of even very simple
biological brains. Biological brains belong to the class of nonlinear dynamical systems, and that
nonlinear dynamics play a fundamental role in the self-organization of the cognitive mechanisms
that produce such flexible and adaptive behavior. Bottom-up approaches to understanding
intelligence, such as embodied and situated cognition, have provided some insights into how
neural structures organize into low-level cognitive mechanisms. Biological organisms of a
certain complexity, such as mammals, are intentional systems. All of their actions are goaloriented and are focused on achieving goals and sub-goals that satisfy the needs and desires of
the organism. Some of these mechanisms of self-organization in neural populations that lead to
rational behavior, especially in the perceptual and memory systems of brains, and how such
nonlinear mechanisms might produce higher-level cognitive mechanisms. This dissertation
contributes to how neural populations self-organize into perceptual and memory producing
systems. We develop an engineering simplification of W. J. Freeman’s K-set neural population
model (1999), a discrete time, deterministic model capable of producing the spectral and
temporal characteristics of the original K-set biological population model, and useful for realtime simulations with autonomous agents (KA-sets). We also use the KA model to demonstrate
the formation of action selection mechanisms for autonomous agents in an appetitive/aversive
task based on aperiodic dynamics. (See Wiggins at Memphis U.) See Elman 1990. At Texas
A & M. Phone: 903-886-5402. Email: Derek_Harter @ tamu-commerce.edu Related PhD.
Moustafa, Karen South, 2004, A cross-cultural investigation of temporal orientation in work
organizations: A differentiation matching approach (United States, India, Venezuela), Ph.D.,
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dissertation in Business Administration and Health Sciences, The University of Memphis, TN,
80 p. Major Professor: Rabi S. Bhagat. McWherter Lib. — 3rd Fl. Oversize HF 346.6 .M68
2004. DAI, 65, no. 03A (2004): p. 1026. Accn No: AAI3127344. This dissertation examines
the influences of individualism versus collectivism on temporal orientation, i.e., polychronicity.
A conceptual model based on the notion of differentiation matching was developed to selectively
examine the influences of these two cultural dimensions on polychronicity, after reviewing
perceptions of time in management and organizational sciences. Monochronieity is a preference
to allocate time with a higher emphasis on tasks, while polychronicity is a preference to allocate
time with a higher emphasis on relationships with others. Data were collected from healthcare
organizations in the United States (the most individualistic country), India (a moderately
individualistic country), and Venezuela (a highly collectivistic country). The effects of societal
level cultural variations and individual collectivism (allocentrism) on polychronicity were found
to be significant. In addition, the effects of societal and individual cultural variations and
individual levels of polychronicity on organizationally valued outcomes were examined, but
found to be significant only for societal and individual level cultural variations and not
polychronicity. Related Ph.D.
Phelan, Timothy M., 2004, The Impact of Effectiveness and Efficiency on Project Success, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Business Administration and Engineering, Stevens Institute of Technology,
Hoboken, NJ, 220 pages. Adviser: Aaron J. Shenhar. UMI AAT 3127369. DAI-A 65/03, p.
1027, Sep 2004. (A survey of team members not project sponsors.) Effectiveness is the extent
of the accomplishment of the right things, the right ends, and efficiency is the economics of
doing things right, the right means. This study demonstrated the quality of the effort invested in
effectiveness by properly defining the product of the project during the initial phase of the
project reliably predicted project success at completion. In contrast to conventional thinking,
only the quality of the effort in effectiveness reliably predicted the project being completed under
budget. Effectiveness predicted the impact on the customer (the sponsor), while efficiency did
not. Efficiency predicted the project will be completed ahead of schedule. This research
empirically proved the hierarchy of importance of effectiveness and efficiency. Focusing
projects upfront on the right ends increased the organization’s competitiveness. (Unlike ongoing
operations, duration of projects did not reflect cost.) This highlighted the need for using quality
function deployment (QFD) upfront. However, profitability was related to the level of
technology of the product and commercial success was related to efficiency and speed (time to
market). Project managers must focus on delivering business results first. Related PhD.
Van Barneveld, Kristin, 2004, Equity and Efficiency: the case of Australian Workplace
Agreements, PhD, thesis in Industrial Relations, Newcastle Business School, University of
Newcastle, NSW, AU, 550 p. Auchmuty Library —THESIS 2922. Collective labor agreements
in the Australian hospitality industry. A review of the AWAs, labor laws and legislation, and
collective bargaining in Australia. Partly the basis for a 2002 article by van Barneveld and
Waring. (Abstract not online via ADT. Thesis not found in UK or ADT.) Not seen. Related
PhD.
Galavan, Robert, 2005, Exploring the belief systems of senior managers: Antecedents of
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managerial discretion, Ph.D., thesis in Engineering and Management, Cranfield University, UK,
290 p. Advisors: Andrew Kakabadse, Nada Kakabadse. Libry: Theses 2005 (Thesis-C).
(Cranfield, ET-561-224. N.B.: Pending completion, this is an ETD-Advisory record only.)
Upper-echelons theory first posited that, as managers are boundedly rational and selectively
perceptive, a behavioural component derived from their idiosyncratic characteristics should be
evident in organisation outcomes. But this presumed these processes into a black-box. This was
rejected and an alternative model developed. Then a theory of managerial discretion was
proposed to bridge the divide between the strategic choice and population ecology theories. This
thesis built and extended the concept of managerial discretion as an alternative framework to
explain the black-box processes of upper-echelons theory. The alternative model proposed how,
through the process of perceived, enacted, and actual discretion, managers’ characteristics
shaped outcomes. This thesis assessed psychological characteristics, while at the same time
captured the traditional demographic measures as proxies for managerial characteristics. Thus, it
also explored the relationship between managerial characteristics and perceived discretion. [The
research used the definitions of discretion of Hambrick and Lipsky as well as Jaques.] Cited
Jaques 1989, Jaques & Cason 1994; Boal & Hooijberg 2001; Duncan 1972; Kakabadse &
Kakabadse 1998; Burns 1978; D. Miller 1991. See Worthy 1986 (Sears X-Y). Related PhD.
Hedén, Ylva, 2005, Productivity, Upskilling, Entry and Exit: evidence from the UK and Swedish
micro-data, Ph.D., thesis in Economics, Queen Mary College, University of London, UK, B9d,
206 p. Index # 56-3543. EThOS / BL Ref DXN099226. At Mile End Liby ZTH4197HED
(THESIS). PhD 2005 QM. Published as article: Haskel & Hedén 1999. (Heden, .) Two UK
panel data sets were used to investigate skill-upgrading in the UK and how it has been affected
by computerisation. Census data reveals that most aggregate skill-upgrading is explained by
within-establishment rises in skill composition. Such upgrading is significantly related to
computerisation, a relation robust to different worker and computer types, endogeneity, human
capital upgrading, and other technology measures. We also find interactions between survival,
size and age of establishment that differ between establishments that are singles and part of a
group. This finding may be consistent with market selection models based on learning. In the
Swedish chapter I find that hazards differ between single and group firms. This is consistent
with efficient internal markets within group firms. In chapters 3 and 5 we examine the
contribution to productivity growth of ‘internal’ restructuring (such as new technology and
organisational change among survivors) and ‘external’ (the process by which less efficient
establishments exit and more [???] enter and increase market share). For UK and Sweden we
find that (a) ‘external restructuring’ accounts for 40-50% of establishment labour productivity
growth, and 50-90% of establishment MFP/TFP growth; (b) external competition is an important
determinant of internal restructuring; (c) in Sweden, the process of external restructuring is more
evident during recessions. Related PhD. A.
Banks, Deanna J., 2006, Stretch Experiences and Leader Development: The relationships among
work experience, individual differences, contextual variables, and leader adaptability, PhD,
dissertation in Psychology, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA, US, 59 p. Advisor: Zaccaro,
Stephen J. Fenwick Spec Collns - Archives (2006, bank ). Thesis Doctor Psych. 2006 .B36.
DAI-B 67/06, Dec 2006. (DAI-B 67-3493.) ISBN: 9780542738425. ProQuest, UMI Diss:
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3220653. Unpublished. Research by the Center for Creative Leadership suggests that work
experience was related to learning and performance outcomes to the degree that it challenged the
individual. Such developmental work experiences have been labeled "stretch assignments."
Empirically linked the experience of stretch assignments to the development of tacit knowledge,
social competencies, and leader adaptability, and examined moderators of these relationships
(individual differences and contextual variables). While stretch assignments provided
opportunities for learning and performance enhancement, the impact of stretch assignments was
significantly moderated by individual differences and contextual variables such as perceived
support for innovation. No ref list. Did not see Dissn. Abs # Related PhD.
Dayan, Rony, 2006, Factors in the Implementation of a Sustainable Knowledge Management
Programme, Ph.D., School of Applied Sciences (SAS), Cranfield University, UK. Supervisor:
Evans, Stephen. 2006 A1 55-12559. EThOS /BL DXN097882. Published as an article in 2006.
Knowledge Management (KM) is by now a recognized term, increasingly accepted in the
corporate community. A qualitative research strategy using action research (the author also
being the director of Knowledge Management (KM) of the company) was used in Israel Aircraft
Industries (IAI), a large aerospace and defence company. Success factors for successful KM
implementation included: The acceptance of long term values; Management support; The
openness of the General Manager to external knowledge; A multi-level measurement of KM
goals as a link to the organization’s business goals; Application of the Hoshin Kanri method for
the management of KM; The factors mentioned above, their peculiar combination; and further
understanding of the GM and the knowledge manager roles. Jaques not cited. Cited Nonaka &
Takeuchi 1995; Kondo 1998; Witcher & Butterworth 1999, 2000, 2001; Tennant & Roberts
2000, 2001, 2003; Allee 1997, 2003; Burnes 2004; Sveiby 1997, 2002. # Related PhD.
Elshout, Peer F. M., 2006, Middenmanagement: Functie in ontwikkeling. Een theoretisch
denkkader voor de veranderende rol en positie van de middenmanagementfunctie en de invloed
daarvan op de effectiviteit van de middenmanager, PhD, Dissertation ETD, Tilburg University,
The Netherlands, May 2006, 218 p. Dijck, J. J. J. van (Promotor). Tilburg U. Library SOC H28
46886. WorldCat.org ebook in Dutch in library. [English: Middle Management: Function in
Development.] Proefschrift Universiteit van Tilburg. Published as a book with same title in
2006 (q.v.). Cited by Geenen as related to the theory. Not in NYC. Not seen. Related PhD.
Ghitulescu, Brenda Elena, 2006, Shaping Tasks and Relationships at Work: Examining the
antecedents and consequences of employee Job Crafting, Ph.D., dissertation in Business
Administration, Joseph M. Katz Graduate School of Business, University of Pittsburgh, PA, 259
p. DAI, 68, no. 01A (2006): p. 254. Accsn: AAI3251178. Adviser: Frits Pil. UP Libry: Online.
This dissertation explores job crafting, or the processes through which individuals conceptualize
and carry out tasks, enact relationships with others to get work done, and ascribe meaning and
significance to their jobs. Previous literature in this area has remained relatively silent about the
work context factors shaping job crafting. Job crafting is examined empirically in two settings.
Study one (manufacturing work) preliminarily explores job crafting in autonomous teams in a
manufacturing organization---the Volvo Uddevalla car factory in Sweden, where considerable
room was deliberately left for individual input. Study two (service work) surveyed special
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education professionals---an occupation where there is no “right way” to do the work. The
findings suggest that work discretion, task complexity, and interdependence with others enabled
job crafting behaviors. The positive effect of work discretion on task crafting was stronger
for individuals with broader skills than for those with narrower skills. With regard to
collective influences, team psychological safety inhibited individuals’ job crafting. With regard
to outcomes, individual job crafting enhanced employees’ job satisfaction and commitment
levels, while increasing individual performance and reducing absenteeism levels. Individual job
crafting positively impacted team outcomes. [Discretion here may mean degrees of freedom,
rather than the application of capability. Volvo plant practices and relationships need to be
outlined clearly. It was closed in 1993, but later was reopened.] Cited Bechky 1999, 2003;
Berggren 1994; Goffman 1974; MacDuffie 1995; Sandberg 1995. # Related PhD.
Grace, Pauline Mary, 2006, Performance Pay: a study of its operation, D.Phil., Oxford
University, UK, 431 p. Supvr: Dr Ian Kessler. Theses: 56-11313, B9c. BL: DN102298.
BLDSC ref. no.: D237993/07. Bodleian: BOD Bookstack MS. D.Phil. c.19790. Said Business:
SBS Stack Thesis (DPhil.). The two ‘best practice’ work teams exhibited a chasm on
performance pay between the enacted and the espoused. The data unearthed divergent interests,
uneven indulging of staff, frustrated foremen and a disenfranchised workforce. Why therefore
was performance pay maintained? For one, lack of feedback, as managers eschew any rigorous
attempt at evaluation of performance pay schemes. It can hide symbolic goals that the company
wishes to represent. However, those with power seek output-linked measures that they
manipulate; those on the periphery of power rather prefer the refuge of more transparent and
predictable systems. A coordinated, occasionally hegemonic, control force meets the diluting
effects of ad hoc actions. Variability may result from attempts by disenfranchised individuals,
especially middle managers, bidding to reclaim the discretion which standardised performance
pay systems erode. See Hayek 1945; Behrend 1959. Related PhD. A.
Shankar, Kameshwari, 2006, Firm strategy in technology markets: Essays in organization
theory, PhD, dissertation in economics and organizations, Johnson Business School, Cornell
University, Ithaca, NY, US, 129 p. Advisor: Michael Waldman (q.v.). DAI, 66, no. 10A (2006):
p. 3742. AAI3195784. ISBN: 0-542-39543-6. This dissertation is in three essays. The first and
third relate to this theory. The first essay, “Job Assignments and Turnover in R&D Intensive
Industries: Favorable Selection in the Labor Market,” explained recent evidence on the
characteristics of turnover of skilled workers in R&D intensive industries where workers carry
knowledge spillovers from their old employment when they move to a new firm. Found that
contrary to the predictions of the adverse selection model for labor turnover, the pool of workers
switching employment is of relatively productive workers even when current employers have an
informational advantage about worker productivities. [See Greenwald 1978 PhD MIT or 1979
book.] The second was, “Free-Riding Under Threat of Litigation in Network Sharing Groups,”
is on the effects of potential litigation over a copiable good and intellectual property. (This is
economics.) The third was, “Skill Obsolescence and Flat Hierarchies: Creating Incentives for
Skill Diversification,” explores the internal organization of production in technology where skills
become obsolete very rapidly. The presence of promotion ladders in a traditional vertically
organized firm creates too high an incentive to provide specialized investment which improves
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the promotion probability for workers. In such situations firms may adopt organizational forms
with flat hierarchies in order to induce investment in skill diversification. (See Kazuo 1991/
1995.] Related PhD. A.
Zalewski, Jacqueline M., 2006, Business Process Outsourcing: It’s ideology, actuality, and the
effects on professionals and their work, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and
Sociology, Loyola University of Chicago, IL, 210 p. DAI, 67, no. 12A (2006): p. 4714. Accsn:
AAI3243431. Adviser: Peter Whalley. Lewis Main Liby: In Process. Thesis (Ph.D.)--Loyola
University Chicago, 2006. This research examined the growing practice of “in-house” business
process outsourcing and challenges its primary claims. This study showed that companies often
have difficulties adjusting to the new organization of work, and the old problems of market
relationships (e.g., incomplete contracts in markets, the moral hazard of slack, and perfunctory
cooperation), and usually revisit outsourcing deals despite the new measures taken to offset them
(e.g., flexible contracts, governance, subject matter experts). Governance of contracts added new
bureaucratic layers that challenge claims of outsourcing’s greater efficiencies. The benefits of
jobs at outsourcing providers (the “rebadging”) were usually offset by many drawbacks, which
included reduced levels of professional discretion and control over work, significant increases
in the amount of work and time spent at the office, damage to relations with former colleagues
because of new proprietary concerns and roles in contracts, and formidable geographic barriers
to networking. The main findings of the study showed that most of outsourcing’s beneficial
claims should be questioned. Related PhD.
Wyse, Alison, 2007, Executive Leadership Roles and Associated Skills: an Australian public
sector perspective, PhD, thesis in management, School of Management, International Centre for
Management and Organisational Effectiveness, University of South Australia, Adelaide, S.A.,
AU, 210 p. Deposit Matls Coll (at URRSA store) DM 658.4092 WYSA. ADT Rec No.
173465. Sponsor: Tricia Vilkinas. Exploration of Australian public sector executive leadership
roles using the competing values framework, and analysis of skills corresponding to each of the
four roles: vision setter, motivator, analyzer, and task master in public administration in
Australia. (Focus on Robert Quinn and behavioural complexity. Wyse works for the national
government in Canberra, ACT, AU.) See Chun PhD 2002, and Paparone Related PhD 2003.
Email handle: chloe.barker@tpg.com.au or Pogo@tpg.com.au Related PhD.
Force, Linda May, 2008, The influence of causal attribution on work exhaustion and turnover
intention of traditional discipline engineers in the United States, D.B.A., dissertation in Business
Administration and Industrial Psychology, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, 260 p. DAI,
69, no. 05A (2008): p. 1869. Accessn No: AAI3316797. ISBN: 978-0-549-65162-8. Not found
in ASU libraries. Unpublished. This study on work exhaustion and turnover intention of
engineers was designed to extend a published model for Information Technology (IT)
professionals that employed causal attribution theory as the conceptual framework. The
underlying belief was that traditional discipline engineers (i.e., Chemical, Mechanical, Civil, and
Electrical engineers) are similar to IT professionals and would exhibit the same levels of work
exhaustion and turnover intention for equivalent imposed workplace conditions. Responses from
190 engineers were used to test the hypotheses. Results from this study indicate that work
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exhaustion is not an antecedent to turnover intention for engineers and is in direct contrast to
prior findings for IT professionals. Work overload appeared to be the major contributor to work
exhaustion whereas the most important antecedent to turnover intention appeared to be lack of
autonomy, or lack of empowerment with respect to major decision-making on the job. See
Densten PhD 1997 and Bailyn 1985 article. Related Ph.D.
Ebersole, Jon Michael, 2009, Predicting Fund Manager Integrity and Profitability -- A
Theoretical Analysis with First Steps Towards an Empirically based Assessment, D.O., Business
Dissertations, University of St. Gallen, Switzerland, 175 p. Unpublished. The goal of this
dissertation was to test whether assessment scores measuring socio-emotional maturity and
ethical judgment ability correlate with the financial returns of fund managers. The basic research
questions are: (1) Will fund manager scores in ethical judgment, measured by the Moral
Judgment Interview (MJI) or Defining Issues Test (DIT), show a correlation with market
returns? (2) Will fund manager scores in emotional maturity, measured in the "Subject-Object
Interview" (SOI), show a correlation with market returns? Positive correlation would provide a
measure of the link between these assessments of mental processes and effective behavior.
Further, if fund manager maturity and ethics scores were found to correlate with profitability the
finding could enable an augmentation of existing fund manager recruitment models, influence
educational curricula in the finance sector, and raise significant issues for investors. Thirty
financial institutions were contacted with a research proposal detailing the above, and all thirty
declined to participate. Four banks were contacted with a simplified request for single
interviews of a general nature, resulting in five interviews that were scored for their socioemotional content. The results of the study are: (a) given a fair market, equal conditions and
equal qualifications, fund managers with higher levels of socio-emotional maturity and ethical
judgment ability will achieve greater profitability; and (b) a model for how this hypothesis could
be scientifically tested.
Abstract (German):
Ziel dieser Dissertation war herauszufinden, ob Personaleinschätzungen, welche die sozioemotionale Reife und ethischen Urteilsfähigkeit messen mit der finanziellen Renditen von
Fondsmanager korrelieren. Die grundlegende Forschungsfragen sind: (1) Werden die Ergebnisse
betreffend die ethische Urteilsfähigkeit von Fonds Managern, welche durch Moral Judgment
Interviews (MJI) oder Defining Issues Tests (DIT) eruiert wird, mit deren Marktergebnissen
korrelieren? (2) Werden die Punktzahl der emotionalen Reife von Fondsmanagern, welche
mittels "Subject-Object Interviews" (SOI) gemessen wird, mit ihrer Marktergebnissen
korrelieren? Eine positive Korrelation würde ein Mass der Verbindung zwischen diesen
Bewertungen von mentalen Prozessen und effektivem Verhalten ergeben. Wenn sich darüber
hinaus ein Zusammenhang zwischen Reife- und Ethikergebnisse von Fond Managern und
Rentabilität als eine deutliche Einfluss für Gewinn zeigen würde, könnte das Resultat zum
vermehrten Einsatz von bestehenden Personalevaluierungsmodellen für Fund Manager führen.
Dies dürfte wiederum die Lehrpläne für die Finanzbranche beeinflussen und könnte zu einem
Thema für Investoren werden. Dazu wurden dreissig Finanzfirmen mit dem vorliegenden
Forschungsvorschlag kontaktiert. Alle dreissig haben die Teilnahme abgewiesen. Daraufhin
wurden vier Banken mit einem vereinfachten Vorschlag für Individualinterviews allgemeiner
Natur angefragt. Das hat zu fünf Interviews geführt, welche sozial-emotional bewertet wurden.
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Die Ergebnisse der Studie sind (a) die Hypothese, dass angesichts eines fairen Marktes, gleicher
Bedingungen und gleicher Qualifikation Fondsmanager mit einem höheren Niveau an sozioemotionaler Reife und ethischer Urteilsfähigkeit eine höhere Rentabilität erzielen und (b) ein
Modell, wie diese Hypothese wissenschaftlich belegt werden kann. At Dialogue Services
GmbH. dialogueservices@yahoo.com Cited Jaques 1991, 1994; Harvey 1992; Laske 2003,
2005, 2008. # Related PhD.
Ogunfowora, Babatunde, 2009, The Consequences of Ethical Leadership: Comparisons with
transformational leadership and abusive supervision, PhD, dissertation in Psychology,
University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 122 p. ProQuest Doc ID 304842505. Order: NR54476.
ISBN 9780494544761. UC Liby: [No record]. Theses Canada AMICUS No. 38121922. NL
Stacks - Mic. F. TK- 54476. Unpublished. Ethical leadership was evaluated relative to two
other leadership constructs, transformational leadership (Bass 1985) and abusive supervision
(Tepper 2000). Participants (N = 297) were employees of five not-for-profit organizations
working in 58 teams. Ethical leadership correlated rather strongly (r = .88) with transformational
leadership. Ethical leadership positively predicted leader satisfaction, organizational citizenship
behaviours, and affective organizational commitment at the group level. However, ethical
leadership explained little to no unique variance compared to transformational leadership and
abusive supervision. Ethical leadership and its effects overlap considerably with
transformational leadership. See Brown, Treviño, and Harrison 2005; Trevino, Brown, and L.
Hartman 2006; Colquitt 2001. At U. Regina, Sask., Can. Abs # # Related PhD.
Pires, Roberto Rocha Coelho, 2009, Flexible Bureaucracies: Discretion, creativity, and
accountability in labor market regulation and public sector management, Ph.D., dissertation in
Urban Studies and Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, 186 p.
Advisor: Judith Tendler. DAI-A 71/01, Jul 2010. AAT 0822309. Rotch Library - Thesis
Collection | Thesis Urb. Stud 2009 Ph.D. This dissertation is about state bureaucracies and the
conditions under which they learn, innovate, and play a positive role in social and economic
development. It diverges from the extant literature on the topic, which has either prescribed the
"essential" prerequisites for success (e.g. performance management) or emphasized the obstacles
for improvement (e.g. resistance to change and impediments for accountability in "street-level
bureaucracies"). This dissertation aimed at understanding how state-level bureaucrats behave
(what they do) when they learn, change, innovate, and solve problems? Why in some cases do
they use their discretion to serve rather than to thwart, resist or impede the public interest? The
research was conducted at the Brazilian Labor Inspection Department. The findings suggest that
many of the published descriptions are at best myopic. In contrast I found flexible bureaucracies
that explored the understudied links between discretion, creativity, and accountability to
generate - opportunities for experimentation, continual reflection on practice (learning), as well
as alternative forms of accountability on bureaucratic behavior. [References to concepts of
Lipsky 1980; Williamson; Jaques.] Not seen. (Exclusive with MIT Libraries.) Related PhD.
A.
Walsh, Connie D., 2009, Examining Discretion in the Administration of Workforce Development
Programs, D.P.A., dissertation in Political Science and Public Administration, University of
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Illinois at Springfield, IL, 237 p. DAI, 70, no. 04A (2009): p. 1424. Accsn: AAI3353968. Std
No: ISBN: 978-1-109-10925-2 UI-S Libry: Walsh, Connie D.; PhD Dissertation; No Call No.
This study examines the availability and utilization of discretion in the context of the Workforce
Investment Act (WIA) and how the available discretion is being utilized at the state and local
levels in the implementation of workforce development programs. The state has a strong role
under WIA for setting policies including the design of programs and services in Illinois. Indepth interviews were conducted with state and local officials to ascertain their perceived
impacts of having (or not having) discretion in the administration of programs and services.
Providing universal access as directed by WIA—Title I while balancing the costs of maintaining
programs and services is challenging and difficult for states and local areas. The perspectives
from administrators vary as to the effectiveness of programs and services. The interview data
suggest that while utilizing the flexibility provided in federal legislation, some of the statewide
initiatives in Illinois have resulted in strained relationships between state and local
administrators. The lack of available discretion at the state and locals levels is creating
difficulties in the delivery of workforce programs and services. A timely mechanism for
realigning local workforce development areas with other state and local initiatives is lacking in
WIA—Title I and may conflict with other economic initiatives. EJ not cited. Related PhD.

2010s
Kenny, Robert Martin, 2010, Collective consciousness, transpersonal development, and creative
collaboration, Saybrook Graduate School and Research Center, San Francisco, Cal., US, 260 p.
Num. 3439699. DAI-B 72/03, Sep 2011. ISBN 9781124451268. Advisor: Stanley Krippner.
Unpublished. Most studies of group creative problem solving purportedly, yet unsurprisingly,
have found that teams are less creative than individuals and the whole is not greater than the
sum of the parts. Many researchers have chosen group idea quantity (rather than quality) as the
sole evaluative criterion. Drawing particularly upon Ken Wilber's synthesis of developmental
stages and upon Cook-Greuter's 1995 research regarding ego development in Western culture,
the author inductively developed a theory of collaborative creativity relating key variables and
hypotheses: The individual’s capacity for creative collaboration grows over the life span,
especially during the postconventional or transpersonal stages of ego development. Cognitive
development influences identity and capacity for individual creativity. As sense of self
broadens, definition of in-group membership (potential collaborative group) expands, which
increases capacity for collaboration. Although differentiation and integration tasks may be
emphasized according to cultural values, expansion of the in-group may evolve similarly across
cultures. Cited Jaques 1956, 1976, 1978, 1989; Koplowitz 1984; Dray, Hunt & McArthur 2007;
C. Graves 1965, 1970, 1974, 2001; Cook-Greuter 1995; Wilber; Torbert. See 1987 MBA. #
Related PhD.
Perkins, David Charles, 2010, An empirical study of project manager to project sponsor silence
based upon fear, D.B.A., dissertation in Management, Anderson University, Indiana, US, 204 p.
Advisor: Fox, Jerrald. AU Liby: HD69 .P75 P47 2910A. ISBN: 9781109724981. ProQuest
Doc ID 275686597. Order: 3405881. Not available for purchase. Unpublished. It has been
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estimated that project managers spend 70% to 90% of their time communicating with project
stakeholders. Yet if a project manager fails to upwardly communicate relevant information to
the project sponsor, the project sponsor may be unaware of a project's problems and thus not
provide the high-level support needed to help ensure project success. One reason is due to fear
of negative repercussions from project sponsors who are perceived to demonstrate certain
behaviors. This was not significantly related to project manager trust in the project sponsor or to
project sponsor openness. However, project sponsor use of coercive power tactics was
significantly related to project manager fear-based information withholding. Project manager
fear-based information withholding was more closely associated with overtly coercive
observable power-based project sponsor actions. Future studies should focus on the relationships
between other forms of harsh power and project manager-to-project sponsor fear-based
information withholding. Deming's Deadly Disease. Refutation of agent-principal theory. Abs
# Related PhD.
Alden, Jenna Feltey, 2012, Bottom-Up Management: Participative Philosophy and Humanistic
Psychology in American Organizational Culture, 1930-1970, PhD, dissertation in History,
Columbia University, NY, NY, US, 496 p. Advisor: Blackmar, Elizabeth S. Unpublished.
Examined the rise and fall of participative and humanistic management in American
organizational culture. In the years surrounding World War II, an influential network of
psychologists and human-relations experts successfully promoted the idea that managers'
involvement of subordinates in decision-making, along with their cultivation of underlings'
authentic self-expression, would boost the effectiveness of organizations, individuals, and the
nation as a whole. Four men proved particularly influential social psychologist Kurt Lewin (cofounder of the National Training Laboratories), survey pioneer Rensis Likert, humanistic
psychologist Abraham Maslow (developer of the "hierarchy of needs"), and industrial
psychologist Douglas McGregor. Each feared democracy was endangered by both
authoritarianism abroad and bureaucratic dehumanization at home. Each insisted that the
nurturing of participation and "self-actualization" within organizations could help build an
increasingly peaceful order in industry and the world at large. For roughly two and a half
decades after World War II, this network of anti-fascist, pro-democratic theorists and
practitioners injected their idealism into corporate culture and ultimately recast popular
expectations for the relationship between organizational work and selfhood. These theorists
helped shape a humanistic rhetoric of personal growth that still thrives in some corporations
today. But 'benevolent autocracy' returned in the 1970s. Cited Dent & Goldberg 1999;
McMurry 1958. # Related PhD. A.
Schlattmann, Ulrich, 2012, Ignorant Experts – Heightened Confidence Undermines the
Beneficial Effect of a Forewarning About the Anchoring Effect, PhD, thesis in Psychology,
Humanwissenschaftliche Fakultät, (Department Psychologie), Universität zu Köln, Germany.
Ref: Birte Englich, Prof. Dr. Language: English. Unpublished. English: Anchoring effects are
remarkably robust and difficult to correct. Forewarnings about the influence of anchor values
have not led to a reduction of the anchoring effect (Wilson, Houston, Etling, & Brekke, 1996).
Overconfidence constitutes a potential reason for the failure of forewarnings because it may
affect people’s awareness about their vulnerability to influences. As experts are particularly
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overconfident when making judgments (Törngren & Montgomery, 2004), they are expected to be
even less responsive to forewarnings than non-experts in reducing the magnitude of the
anchoring effect. Taken together, higher confidence of experts can explain why expertise
impedes the effectiveness of forewarnings about anchoring effects. However, reducing experts’
confidence can render a forewarning effective even in the case of high expertise.
German: Ankereffekte sind robust und schwer zu korrigieren. Vorwarnungen über den Einfluss
von Ankerwerten konnten bisher zu keiner Reduktion des Ankereffektes führen (Wilson et al.,
1996). Ein möglicher Grund könnte die Überschätzung der eigenen Urteilsfähigkeit und damit
die Unterschätzung der eigenen Betroffenheit von Urteilsheuristiken sein. Da die Überschätzung
der eigenen Urteilsfähigkeiten bei Experten besonders ausgeprägt ist (Törngren & Montgomery,
2004), könnte es sein, dass Experten den Ankereffekt nach einer Vorwarnung weniger
korrigieren als Nicht-Experten. Insgesamt kann die erhöhte Einschätzung der eigenen
Urteilsfähigkeit bei hoher Expertise erklären, warum Expertise die Wirksamkeit einer
Ankeraufklärung vermindert. Eine experimentelle Verringerung der Einschätzung der
Urteilsfähigkeit von Experten verhindert diese negativen Auswirkungen von Expertise und
macht Vorwarnungen auch bei hoher Expertise wirksam.
email: Schlattmann.Ulrich@yahoo.de URI: http://kups.ub.uni-koeln.de/id/eprint/4858.
Cited Bassarab 2010 PhD. Dissn & Abs. seen. # Related PhD.
xxxx
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3-25-14
Related Master’s Degrees
(Did not see most of these 42 M.A. theses.)
(Arranged by date)
As of March 2014 forty-two masters degrees had been earned in areas that were related to
Jaques’ theory. Eighteen were awarded in the U.S., seventeen in the U.K., four in South Africa,
and three in Australia. Four were earned at elite schools – two in the US (MIT, UMich) and two
in AU (UNSW, UMelb). In the U.S., twelve were earned at San Diego State University, and
three at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA, and one at MIT. In the U.K., six were
earned at Brunel, and two each at Strathclyde, and Manchester. The three at Monterey were
published by NTIS as books (Loftus and Allen, Elsasser, Wooten). This project, on naval talent
pools and admiralty succession, was headed by Professor Wally Creighton. One other was
published as a book (Bradford), one as a chapter (Li), two as articles (Krafcik and Kapaelus), and
one as both an article and a chapter (Dale).
A half-dozen of the related master’s degrees earned at San Diego State University from
1968 to 1983 contributed toward the development of a questionnaire to examine J. Stacy Adams’
version of equity theory (Thomas, Bastien, Henry, Kollath, Rhyne, Djouhi). This project was
supervised by Professors Thomas J. Atchison and David W. Belcher. An earlier master’s degree
on Jaques’ theory (Hamilton 1966) led to this series. Both Hamilton’s and Thomas’ (Related
1968) theses were cited by the professors as the basis for their 1970 and 1971 articles.
* * *
Pre-1970s:
Hall, John Raymond, 1953, The Origin and Nature of the Three-rank Organization of the Town
of Swansea, Colony of New Plymouth, in 1671, M.A., thesis in Economics, American University,
Washington, DC, 83 pages. AU: LIB Archival Thesis. Advisor: Arthur A. Ekirch. (Swansea,
Massachusetts. New Plymouth, 1620-1691.) This is too early to include RO theory - bu— it
looks interesting and worth investigating. It may be a predecessor. (Hall does not appear to
have gotten a PhD.) Related MA.
Farris, George F., 1962, Congruency of Scientists’ Motives with their Organizations’ Provisions
for Satisfying Them: Its Relationship to Motivation, Affective Job Experiences, Styles of Work,
and Performance, M.A., thesis in Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI,
November, mimeograph, 28 pages. Partly on Time Horizon. Described in Ebert and Piehl 1973,
p. 36b. (In U. Texas Arlington, Library.) Not clear this had a direct connection to Jaques (e.g.
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1961). Cited by Pelz and Andrews 1966 & 1976. Cited in Piehl 1970 Related PhD. See Farris
1966 Related PhD. Related MA. A.
Hunt, John Wallace, 1966, An Analysis of Management Theory: Towards a General Theory,
M.B.A. (1967), thesis in Management and Industrial Psychology, University of New South
Wales, Sydney, NSW, Australia. SMT/132 and SMT/132A. See 1969 Related PhD. Related
MA. A.
Thomas, Robert Bernard, 1968, Perceived Equity and Compensation Factors Among Engineers,
M.S., thesis in Management, School of Business Administration, San Diego State College, San
Diego, CA, 156 pages. Unpublished. Cited in Belcher 1969. Cited in Belcher and Atchison
1970. Used technique developed in Porter and Lawler 1968. An intensive study of engineers,
who rated quality of work, responsibility, initiative, and job knowledge as the most important
work inputs. Found engineers wanted a reward system that weighed job and performance
elements as equivalent and personal qualities less so. This was different from traditional job
evaluation or maturity curves (seniority). The importance of Person-to-Person Contact and
Responsibility were statistically significant and higher for those with “low inequity.” (See
Turner and Lawrence 1965 results - these two items also were significant. I have no idea what
this means since those results were fragmentary.) This thesis was part of a series to develop a
questionnaire to examine Adams’ version of equity theory. Related MA.
Pulford, J. A., 1969, The RTZ Group in Europe, M.Sc., thesis in Business Administration,
Cranfield School of Management, Cranfield University, Cranfield, England, U.K. Library:
Theses 21/164, Theses 1968 (Thesis-C). [Not yet in theses.com] Too early and several
continents away to be on the SST/RO application in RTZ/CRA/Comalco in Australia, but good
background material. Related MA.
1970s:
Bastien, Peter M., 1971, Influences on Perceived Equity, M.A., thesis in Business
Administration, School of Business Administration, San Diego State College, San Diego, CA,
200 pages. Unpublished. This thesis was part of a series to develop a questionnaire to examine
Adams’ version of equity theory. Related MA.
Dale, Alan James, 1971, Adaptive Processes in Organisations, M.Phil., thesis in Sociology (B5),
University of Southampton, Southampton, UK. Hartley: S.U. Theses 1971: 71075932. Dale
worked at Bioss, between 1971-1988 (maybe later). This was on a theater company. However,
there are few references to Jaques in his published work. Published as article in 1979 with Liz
Spencer and 1989 chapter with Stuart Wooler. (NOT the Dale with 1992 PhD.) Related MA.
Henry, Charles Hanford, 1972, Weighing of Input Factors for Equity in Pay, M.B.A., thesis in
Business Administration, School of Business Administration, San Diego State University, San
Diego, CA, 127 pages. Unpublished. This thesis was part of a series to develop a questionnaire
to examine Adams’ version of equity theory. Related MA.
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Wooler, Charles Clifford, 1972, “The Effect Of The Computer On Authority And Decisionmaking Roles In Organisations,” MBA, dissertation in Business Administration, Graduate
School of Business Administration, University of the Witwatersrand (UWITS), Johannesburg,
South Africa, 77 pages. In English. NRF Nexus Project 744153. Management Library Thesis
HF 5548.2 WOO. Scopus. Unpublished. Used T.T. Paterson's model to measure the impact of
the state of computerization on the system of organization of twenty bank branch managers along
two critical axes, i.e. authority and decision making. The level of authority was found to be
associated with the system of organization of the level of decision making was associated mainly
with the state of computerization on only to a lesser extent with the system of organization, it
was found that the authority of a branch manager tends to be sapiental, rather than structural,
when the branch operates under either organistic systems of organization computerisation had
little effect. Related MA.
Loftus, Thomas Joseph, LCD, USN, and Benjamin E. Allen, LCDE, USN, [co-developers],
1973, Career Development of the Navy Project Manager, M.S. thesis in Management, Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA, 262 pages. Advisor: John W. Creighton (q.v. Berkeley IE
group). Published as Career Development of the Navy Project Manager by NTIS, National
Technical Information Services, Springfield, VA, 22161, USA, March 1973, AD761478. Project
Manager Development programs in use in defense industry were surveyed, and opportunities for
improvement in subspecialty development are identified. In addition, suggested billets for
systems acquisition management development are listed, and a method of individual
development planning is proposed. Cited by Wood (and Joransen) in M.S., 1973, as a
predecessor thesis. Related MA.
Kollath, Lawrence John, 1974, Influence of Four Statuses on the Perception of and Reaction to
Inequity in an Employment Exchange, M.S., thesis in Business Administration, School of
Business Administration, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA, 204 pages. Unpublished.
Part of a series to develop a questionnaire to examine Adams’ version of equity theory. Related
MA.
Rhyne, George Trenton, 1975, An Examination of the Comparison Standards Used by
Employees to Determine Equity in an Employment Exchange, M.S., thesis in Business
Administration, School of Business Administration, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA,
229 pages. Unpublished. This thesis was part of a series to develop a questionnaire to examine
Adams’ version of equity theory. This section was the last developed. Related MA.
Dias, Francisco Jose Becker, 1976, The Effect of Accounting Data Aggregation on Managerial
Decisions: Some Tentative Hypotheses, M.A., dissertation in Management; Business Finance,
(B9e), U. of Lancaster, Lancaster, UK. Ruskin: F/MA/AF76. See Related PhD 1979. Related
MA.
Elsasser, Theodore E., 1976, Development of Executive Success, M.S., thesis in Management,
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA., June, 322 pages. Published by NTIS: ADA
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0358390. Advisor: John Wally Creighton. Executive development and success are analyzed
from two different vantage points. Executive effectiveness is considered first from the traditional
view of management which is charged with the responsibility of ensuring the future of the
organization by filling key positions with competent executives. Executive effectiveness then is
reconsidered through the eyes of an individual who wants to rise through the hierarchy and attain
executive success for himself. This effort is an attempt to answer three fundamental questions.
First, what does an executive do and what function does he perform. Second, what qualities
represent the difference between a successful executive and a mediocre one. Finally, how can an
individual use this knowledge to achieve personal executive success. Related MA.
Faherty, Janette, 1976, “From technical college to university: a case study of Brunel College,”
M.Phil., thesis in Government, Brunel University, Department of Building Technology/
Government, Uxbridge, Midx., UK, (UB8 3PH), 214 p. Unpublished. On the growth of Brunel
into a university, roles of Wilfred Brown and others in creating Brunel University. Brunel
Uxbridge LF81.F24. Also, M.PHIL.M35. Related MA.
Fisher, Howard George, 1976, Perceived Compensation Equity and Related Factors Among
Professional Employees, M.B.A., thesis in Business Administration, School of Business
Administration, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA, 136 pages. Unpublished. [Ask
Tom A. again.] Related MA.
Haire, Jeffrey Thomas, 1976, Job Satisfaction and Performance: A field test of expectancy and
equity theories, M.B.A., thesis in Business Administration, School of Business Administration,
San Diego State University, San Diego, CA, 67 pages. Unpublished. Atchison was not chair.
(Belcher was probably not the chair either.) Related MA.
Pasley, Joan Barry, 1976, The Need for Clarity as a Moderating Variable in the Employment
Relationship, M.B.A., thesis in Business Administration, School of Business Administration, San
Diego State University, San Diego, CA, 90 pages. Unpublished. Belcher was chair. Related
MA.
Wright, George N., 1977, Cultural and Individual Differences in Probabilistic Set,
Discrimination of Uncertainty and Realism of Probability Assessments, M.Phil., dissertation in
Psychology, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK, 64 pages Brunel Library M.PHIL.W75. (See
Lawrence D. Phillips.) See 1980 PhD. Not in theses.com. Not seen. Related MA.
Wooten, Richard L., 1979, A Management Perspective on the Role of Information Production in
the Organization, M.S., thesis in Management, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA., Sept,
53 pages. Published by NTIS: ADA 0810580. Advisor: W. Creighton. Addresses organization
processes and interactions of which the IS manager must be made aware in order to perform his
job effectively. When appropriate, descriptive models of organization purpose, structure,
decision processes, and information production were developed in order to better understand the
synergistic relationships which exist. A systematic valuation of organization information with
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development of the 'product-worth function' is proposed as a possible solution. Information
Technology. Related MA.
1980s:
Dishman, David Reese, 1980, Of Larks and Owls: A study in time orientation, M.B.A., thesis in
Business Administration, School of Business Administration, San Diego State University, San
Diego, CA, 68 pages. Unpublished. [Was this O.B.? Was David Hampton, chair?] Related
MA.
Ghaly, Shafik M., 1981, The growth of large mining firms in Australia: case-study: C.R.A. Ltd.,
M.B.A., Thesis, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Vic, AU, 62 p. In University Library.
ADT: NBD: 2569639. Abstract - none. Keywords: Conzinc Riotinto of Australia • Mineral
industries Australia Finance • Mining corporations Australia. Not seen. Related MA. A.
Kirkland, C. R., 1981, An Examination of the Marketing Strategy of the Glacier Metal Company
Standa... [?], M.B.A., thesis in Business Administration, Manchester Business School,
University of Manchester, Manchester, U.K. MBS Library I2057671. Did not see Abstract. Not
in theses.com. Related MA.
Pech Akour, El Sheikh, 1981/1982, Quality System for Glacier Metal Company (Glasgow
Factory), M.Sc., thesis in Business Administration (Production Management and Manufacturing
Technology) (B9b), University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, UK, 123 pages. Theses # 315575, no abstract. This likely was the Kilmarnock factory. Author designed a quality control
system including vendor rating system inspection. (Was this pre-Deming?) Related MA.
Anderson, A. H., 1983, A Study into the Managerial Control of Labour Disputes: The Roles of
Negotiation, Sanctions, Overt Threats and Procedure in the Process of Dispute Accommodation,
M.Phil., thesis in Sociology and Business (B9c), Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge,
Middlesex, U.K. Not in Brunel Library system. Not in Runnymede Library. Theses # 37-557.
Not in BL. If a labour dispute remains in procedure, little negotiation occurs and managerial
control is maintained. When the union employs threats/sanctions, there is greater likelihood of
managerial change: management abandons its initial position and loses control. But when both
parties use coercive tactics, the more damaging threat predominates and determines the outcome.
However, coercion tends to expand into secondary areas. A sharing of control or a third party is
needed to generate real bargaining. Related MA.
Bissell, Gavin, 1983, Time, Activity, Society: A Sociological Analysis of the Relation Between
Labour and the Form of Time, M.Sc., thesis in History, Social Analysis and Philosophy,
University of Bradford, Postgraduate School of Studies in Social Analysis, Bradford, UK, 83 p.
Bradford Theses Class A 043 BIS, BRN 98941. Time is encountered in a capitalist society as a
double phenomenon, as abstract linear clock time and as lived time or duration. The response of
mainstream sociology to this duality is examined. Bergson, Mead and Schutz are found to
exclude time from sociological investigation. Conversely, Durkheim and Merton limit time to
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psychological inquiry. In addition, clock time is used as a medium of class domination at the
point of production. [See Related PhD, Bissell 1986; Jaques’ Form of Time.] Close. Related
MA.
Djouhi, Djamel, 1983, Comparison of Algeria and the United States in Regard to Employees’
Perceptions of Equity in the Employment Exchange, M.B.A., thesis in Business Administration,
School of Business Administration, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA, 225 pages.
Unpublished. This thesis was part of a series to develop a questionnaire to examine Adams’
version of equity theory. Here the application was international comparison. Related MA.
Gilbreath, Dan Michael, 1984, A Comparison of Job Characteristic, Job Satisfaction and Equity
Theory Constructs Within the Workplace, M.B.A., thesis in Business Administration, School of
Business Administration, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA, 219 pages. Unpublished.
[Ask Tom A. again.] Related MA.
Harris, Margaret, 1985, Organising Voluntary Agencies: A Guide Through the Literature, M.A.,
Brunel University, Uxbridge, West London, Mdx., UK. Published as: Harris, Margaret, and
David Billis, 1986, Organising Voluntary Agencies: A Guide Through the Literature, National
Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO), Bedford Square Press, London, UK, and Ashgate
Publishing, US, 125 p. (pbk). NOT in Brunel Library. She took her PhD at LSE in 1995.
Teaches at Aston Business School. Related MA.
Facey, Paul R., 1987, The Organization and Control of the White-collar Labour Process: a Case
Study of a Canada Employment Centre, M.A., thesis in Labour and Wages; Industrial Relations,
B9c, University of Warwick, Coventry, UK. Theses # 41-7275. Central Campus Library: res
DIS 1987 222-3, Ref. Unpublished. Abstract seen. Found at the point of white-collar
production that “particularistic relations continued to exist” even in a large bureaucratic
organization which “underwrote a thorough-going individualism.” (Not clear whether these
relationships were vertical, horizontal or both.) This resembles mutual knowledge and included
the effort-wage bargain. Related MA.
Mayhew, Annina Beatrice, 1987, An Exploration and Description of Student Nurses' Perceptions
and Meaning of Responsibility and Accountability, M.Phil., dissertation in Nursing, (G5f),
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK. Theses #38-1691. Unpublished. Cited
Bergman 1981. Responsibility was dependent on the ability to use knowledge, on the exercise of
discretion in making decisions, and on having the skills and affective behaviours. Once the
supervisor was satisfied that the ability base had been acquired, authority for a specific situation
ought to be granted to allow for the exercise of responsibility and only then could accountability
be demonstrated. However, the concepts of responsibility and accountability remain abstract and
remote in professional development. Related MA.
Riddell, Henry Shaw, 1987, The Analysis and Design of Maintenance Administrative Structures,
M.Sc., thesis in Industry, Management - General, (B9a), University of Manchester, Manchester,
UK. (John Rylands University Library, Thesis 14421, s3298649) Theses # 39-8565. This is “a
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structure of work roles established to ensure the physical assets of an organization are maintained
in a condition which permits that organization’s objectives to be achieved throughout the life of
those assets.” A little studied area of critical importance. Designed and successfully applied
such a top-down bottom-up structure to one firm. (Riddell, PhD 1991, Not Related.) Related
MA.
Bradford, Simon, 1988, Youth Workers and Ideology, M.Phil., thesis in Human Sciences, Brunel
University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K., 215 p. Runnymede M.PHIL.B73. Not
in Theses.com. Not in BLL. Co-authored numerous papers with Michael Day. See, Bradford
PhD 1998. See book also, Bradford and Day, 1991, Youth Service Management: Aspects of
structure, organization, and development, Youth Work Press, U.K. paperback. Related MA.
Krafcik, John F., 1988, “Comparative Analysis of Performance Indicators at World Auto
Assembly Plants,” M.S. thesis, Sloan School of Management, M.I.T., Cambridge, MA. Part of
the MIT auto industry studies. Published as an article: 1988, “Triumph of the Lean Production
System,” MIT Sloan Management Review, Fall 1988, p. 411-452. When plants moved toward
leaner operating policies, performance improved (sign. corr.: 99% on productivity; 95 % on
quality) while increasing product mix complexity. Japanese parentage mattered. Organization
came before automation in determining performance. Highlighted Toyota’s innovations on
Fordism in this thesis. (Not in digital dissns. See Fall 1988 article in MIT Sloan Management
Review.) See MacDuffie 1991 Related PhD. See Hampson 1999; Womack, Jones, & Roos
1991. Related MA. A.
Pringle, Ronald P., 1988, New Concepts in High Productivity Management, M.Phil., thesis in
Production Management (B9b), University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK. 1987 Thesis no.
T6103, length unknown. Theses # 41-0614. Examined a “dark side” of work-life and
management in British industry where “heavy losses in productivity could be observed, [but] the
causal problems at their root could not be surfaced or discussed.” Using a socio-technical
approach [Tavistock] the author uncovered an indestructible social/work-life unit [Mayo]
which has been “standing firm as a rock as successive developments from turn-of-the-century
‘work rationalization’ up to contemporary ‘participative management’ [Argyris et al] schemes
have broken and foundered upon it.” Related MA.
1990s:
Frederick, Kahleen P., 1990, The Effect of Job Satisfaction, Role Clarity and Organizational
Commitment on Anticipated Turnover, M.B.A., thesis in Business Administration, School of
Business Administration, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA, 101 pages. Unpublished.
On nurses and hospitals. [Tom A. does not remember it. Keyword: role clarity.] Related MA.
Li, Linda Chelan, 1992, Foreign Direct Investment in China, a Decade Review [since 1979],
M.Phil., dissertation in Economic Area Studies - Overseas (B8d), Brunel University, theses # 420537. This paper is a decade review of Foreign Direct Investment operation in China since 1979,
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examining both the country’s and the investors’ motives and the impact of FDI on China’s
economy. A key concept that emerged was discretion. (See Li 1995 Related PhD at U.
London). Related MA.
Kapelus, Paul, 1999, Mining and the Community: An Ethnography of Transnational
Corporations and Corporate Social Responsibilities, M.A. dissertation, University of Sussex,
UK. (Not in theses.com. Length unknown. Not in BL. Written with support from MERN.)
Published as: Kapelus, Paul, 2002, “Mining, Corporate Social Responsibility and the
‘Community’: The Case of Rio Tinto, Richards Bay Minerals and the Mbonambi,” Journal of
Business Ethics, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Sept. 2002, 39(3):275-296. Examined how the
corporate social responsibility agenda of a major mining company (Rio Tinto) was implemented
by a subsidiary (RBM) in South Africa through community consultation. E-mail:
pkapelus@worldonline.co.za Related MA.
2000s:
Glassop, Linda Irene, 2000, On the Use of Teams: an empirical analysis of Australian work
organisational behavior, M. Phil., Australian National University, Canberra, ACT, AU. ANU
Libr Doc Supply Services. ADT Rec No. 99226. NBD: 22841635. On teams in the workplace
in Australia. See 2007 Deakin PhD. Related MA.
Parapone, Chistopher R., 2000, The “tyranny of means”: integrating the Weinberger-Powell and
Abrams doctrines, M.S., U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA, 28 pages. 3 April
2000. (MS-level) Weinberger, Caspar W., and Powell, Colin L. USAWC strategy research
project. Student papers. See Related PhD 2003. Full text document also available on public
STINET: http://stinet.dtic.mil Access: http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA377578 Related MA.
Morar, Varsha, 2004, A qualitative investigation into the experiences of retrenchment survivors:
a case study of employees at a South African alcoholic beverage company, M.A., dissertation in
Industrial Psychology, Dept. of Psychology, University of Cape Town (UCT), Cape Town,
South Africa, 107 pages. In English. NRF Nexus Project 045001. Main Library Thesis
Collection UT 150 MORA. Scopus. Unpublished. Despite survivors of retrenchments being the
linchpins of future profitability, research on them is limited in this country. Three key themes
emerged. The first was that survivors who adjusted well displayed attributes of optimism,
adaptability, and resilience which were drawn from external support systems such as family,
friends and spirituality. The second theme revealed negative work attitudes and behaviours that
were experienced at the threat of job loss changed to positive following the news that individuals
had survived (relief). Continuing job insecurity was coupled with increased productivity and
working harder for fear of future retrenchments. Many employees were satisfied with how the
process was managed, i.e. advanced notification; clear, timely and honest communication;
management support; and perceived fairness of the process. Other factors were dissatisfactions the pace of transformation and implementation of affirmative action policy. Ex post. (See J.
Harvey.) Related MA.
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Van Heerden, Gillian, 2006, The relationship between the Cognitive Process Profile (CPP) and
the Myers-Briggs Type Inventory (MBTI), M.A., thesis in Industrial Psychology, University of
South Africa, UNISA, Johannesburg, South Africa, 230 p. Advisor: Marié de Beer.
Unpublished. Available for download from the UNISA library. Archives Theses Coll 153
VANH. MAI, 45, no. 06 (2006): p. 3322. Acsn: AA10668432. etd-06072006-151228 (urn)
Personality, psychological type and cognitive ability are frequently implied to be underlying
causes of differences in reasoning processes, decision-making processes and general success in a
job. However, there was a trend towards utilizing behavioral and cognitive and personality
measures interchangeably in the context of selection and development. The CPP model was
introduced as an integrative model encompassing cognitive ability and cognitive style.
Psychological type was based on Jung’s theory of personality type and the MBTI. The results
were then integrated. It was concluded that there was insufficient evidence to suggest the
relationship that exists. However, sufficient statistically significant findings suggest there was
some relationship. Keywords: Problem Solving, Stratified Systems Theory. CPP was from
Prinsloo 1992 Related PhD, etc. Related MA.
2010s:
Singh, Rajiv, 2010, The relationship between strategic thinking and peak performance in branch
banking, MBA, thesis, North West University, Vanderbijlpark Campus, South Africa, 68 p.
Supervisor: Prof. J. G. Kotze. The research objective of this study was to determine the
relationship between strategic thinking and overall peak performance among Associate
Managers. The Stratified Systems Theory (SST), composed by Elliott Jacques (1989) formed the
basis of this study. The study constituted a dependant variable – the potential capability score cognitive process portfolio (CPP) developed by Prinsloo - and four independent performance
measurement variables. A literature study indicated strategic thinking led to improved overall
performance. But the results of a multivariate statistical analysis suggested no relationship
between CPP and overall peak operating performance. Associate Managers must go beyond an
operational orientation but must adopt a balanced approach in their strategic insight, operational
and risk management, resource management as well as strategy execution. [A.M.s are thus hired
in this firm at Stratum 2 or 3 - but accountable for Stratum 4 work.] Cited Jaques 1989 (in text);
Jaques & Clement 1991; Prinsloo 1998; King et al 1999, 2001, 2004; Grobler 2005 MA;
Paparone & Crupi 2005; Mintzberg 1999, 2005. # Related MA.
#####
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Related Ph.D.s (271)
Abbott, M. L., 1984
.
Adam, B. E., 1990
.
Addis, T. R., 1980
.
Alden, Jenna Feltey, 2012
Anders, K. K., 1997
Andrews, I. R., 1965
Andrews, K. M., 2000
Antonacopoulou, E. P., 1996
.
Autry, R. H., 1990
.
Avis, J. M., 2001
.
Axton, T. R., 1996
.
Babcock, R. D., 1970
.
Baird, L. S., 1975
.
Ball, M. W., 1999
Banks, Deanna J., 2006
Barker, J. R.,1993
Barlow, C. M., 1990
.
Baron, D. C., 1984
Barry, M. J., 1999
Bechky, B. A., 1999
Beehr, T. A., 1974
.
Berry, J. R., 1995
.
Bhardwaj, G., 2000
.
Bissell, G., 1986
Blumberg, P. M., 1966
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.
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Burnage, A.B., 1982
.
Burnes, B. B., 1972
.
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Butterworth, R., 2001
.
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.
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Carraher, S. M., 1992
Chappell, T. B., 1999
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Cliff, R. C., 1971
.
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Cockerill, A. P., 1989
Cochran, L. F., 1999
Cook, K. S., 1973
Cornog, E. W., 1996
Cortis, L. E., 1962
Coye, R. W., 1982
Crocker, O. L., 1977
Cunningham, J. B., 1975
Dale, A. J., 1992
Daltrey, M. H., 1982
Das, T. K., 1984
Dawson, J., 1992
Dawson, P. J., 1997
Day, D. V., 1989
Dayan, Rony, 2006
Dearman, D. T., 1998
Dechant, Kathleen, 1989
Dent, E. B., 1997
Depledge, Gordon, 2003
Detert, James Roland, 2003
Dias, F. J. B., 1979
Dibrell, A. G., III, 1991
Dill, W. R., 1956
Duncan, R. B., 1971
Dyer-Smith, M. B. A., 1996
Ebersole, Jon Michael, 2009
El Sawy, O. A.1983
Elshout, Peer F. M., 2006
Engel, G. V., 1968
Ensing, Ingrid Morris, 2004
Evans, M. G., 1968
Faria, M. F. V., 2000
Farris, G. F, 1966
Fenwick, P., 1998
Fields, A. F., 2001.
Findlay, P., 1990
Force, L. M., 2008
Fotini-Paradissopoulos, H., 1993
Friedman, D. B., 1986
Furtado, Eugene Pio Hypolito, 1985
Gavetti, G., 2000
Gersick, C. I. G., 1984
Getty, R. L., 1989
Globerson, S., 1974
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Gonzalez Barrena, M. E., 1991
Goodwin, P., 1998
Gotsias, A., 1988
Guest, R. H., 1960
Guglielmino, Paul Joseph, 1978
Haksever, A. M., 1998
Halley, G., 1964
Halliday, J. A.,1996
Hamilton, L. A., 1988
Hanoch, Giora, 1965
Harris, M. E., 1995
Harter, D. S., 2004
Harvey, S. H., 1981
Hayes, T., 1993
Hedén, Ylva, (Heden), 2005
Hellriegel, D., 1969
Herman, J. B., 1972
Higgins, C. A., 2000
Hinds, J. E., 1981
Hinson, G. B., 1994
Hirsch, J. A.,1988
Hirst, M. K., 1987
Ho, Karen Zouwen, 2003
Hooijberg, R., 1992
Hunt, J. W., 1969
Huselid, M. A., 1993
Introna, L. D., 1992
Iseri, A. A., 1996
Itoh, H., 1988
Jackson, D. F., 1989
Jarrett, Michael G., 1998
Jenkins, Kenneth Melvin, 1977
Jennings, F. B., 1985
Jett, Q. R., 1999
Johnson, D. A., 1971
Johnson, W. H. A., 2000
Jones, K. A., 1997
Kantabutra, Sooksan, 2003
Kariya, T., 1988
Keating, A. S., 1995
Kelleher, M., 1993
Kenmore, R. H., 2002
Kenny, Robert Martin, 2010
Key, B. D., 2000
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Key, S. K., 1995
Kim, D. H., 1993
Kriflik, G., 2002
Kuratani, M.,1973
Laske, O. E., 1999
Lavin, J. K., 2000
Lawler, E. E., 1964
Leana, Carrie Renee, 1984
Lee, Choong C., 1993
Lee, C. W., 1974
Lee, Sang M., 1969
Leifer, E. M., 1983
Leong Hoe Yuen, C., 1990
Li, Linda C., 1995
Lister, E. G., 1974-75.
Litterer, J. A., 1959
Lloyd, R., 2003
Long, D. G., 1984
Long, K. S., 1994
Lorsch, J. W., 1964
Lou, M. W. P., 1979
Lundberg, O. H., Jr., 1971
MacDuffie, J. P., 1991
Madigan, R. M., 1982
Makharia, M. P., 1959
Malley, J. C., 1982
Marsh, E. D., 1977
Martin, J. A., 1977
Martin, S., 1981
Mass, W. N., 1984
Mazique, S. M., 1987
Mazzoleni, R., 1994
McDonald, J. C., 1958
McGinnis, J. D., 1993
Milliken, F. J., 1985
Mishra, Rajeshwar, 1981
Mitchell, J. L., 1978
Mitchell, Terence Robert, 1969
Mitsunaga, B. K., 1970
Miyazaki, K., 1993
Moldoveanu, M. C., 1997
Morita, H., 2000
Moursi, E. M., 1952
Moustafa, K. S., 2004
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Moyle, P. J., 1995
Mroz, D. W., 1997
Mulkowsky, G., 1977
Murphy, K. J., 1984
Nadkarni, S. S., 2000
Neal, A. G., 1959
Neirynck, B. C. R., 2003
Nishiguchi, T., 1989
Nonaka, I., 1972
Oeltjen, P. D., 1972
Offe, C., 1967
Ogunfowora, Babatunde, 2009
Orr, J. E., 1990
Osborn, R. N., 1971
Otley, D., 1976
Ott, J. S., 1986
Paparone, C. R., 2003
Paradissopoulos, I. K., 1989
Patchen, M., 1960
Patenaude, J., 1998
Perkins, David Charles, 2010
Perlow, L. A., 1995
Perman, L. L., 1984
Peterson, M., 1979
Phillips, V. L., 2002
Phelan, T. M., 2004
Piehl, DeW. J. 1970
Piskorski, M. J., 2001
Pitcher, P. C., 1991/1992
Prendergast, Jean Elizabeth, 1988
Prinsloo, S. M., 1992
Pritchard, R. D., 1969
Pulford, B. D., 1996
Quaid-Ahlstrand, M. M., 1988
Rada, D. R., 1998
Ramirez Mendez, G. A., 1981
Ramiz, W. S., 1982
Ray, C. A., 1986
Rebick, M. E., 1990
Retief, A. I., 1988
Robinson, R. B., Jr., 1980
Roche, W. K., 1987
Ropo, Arja, 1989
Rosborough, J. A., 1999
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Ruderman, M. N., 1985
Saccardi, T. A., 1991
Sako, M., 1990
Salam, S., 1998
Salinas-Navarro, D. E., 2003
Sandberg, J., 1994
Scafati, Aldo Charles, 1967
Schein, V. E., 1969
Schlattmann, Ulrich, 2012
Schuster, J. R., 1976
Schuster, R. L., 1990
Sekiguchi, T., 2003
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INTERESTING Ph.D.s - MIGHT BE AFFILIATED
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3-25-14
Interesting Doctoral Dissertations That
Might Be Affiliated with Jaques’ Theory
(155), arranged by date)
During my searches I came across one-hundred fifty-five interesting doctoral theses/
dissertations. These are not directly related to the theory but many cast an interesting light on
some aspect of it. This ‘Interesting’ list is intended to serve as a starting point for anyone
wishing to undertake research toward an extension of the theory. It should be viewed as
insinuating and provocative - and fun. Other people may dispute my choices, but who knows the
direction in which the research will develop? (I have identified only two Interesting M.Phil.s, so
I included them here.)
Ten have been published as books (C.E. Harvey, Caruso, Bouchard, Dibben, Sirower,
Baritz, Wrege, Swain, Salama, Ibbott) and twenty-five as articles (Jasinski, Billis, Dickson, J. E.
Newman, Al-Bazzaz, Yasai-Ardekani, McDonough, McIntyre, B. S. Lawrence, ogilvie, Sirower,
Henderson, R. B. Gray, Ramsay, Salama, Vernon, G. Chen, Dietz, Ibbott, Kumar, RB Robinson,
Schriber, Vesper, A . Weiss, Yardley). 48 were earned in the UK, 85 in the US, 7 in Australia,
four in the Netherlands and France, 2 in Canada, and one each in Finland, Israel, Switzerland (on
Colombia), Ireland, and Germany. Thirty-four were earned at elite universities. Seven were
earned at Brunel University.
I included several French (4) theses here simply because my computer searches found
them but my language skills are so poor that I could not find further information about them
beyond the title and the faculty sponsor. The same is true for several Scandinavian (1) and
Dutch (4) theses which I suspect were on this theory. (I will likely upgrade each if I get further
supporting details.)
The 1998 Nobel Prize in Economic Science was awarded to Amartya Sen. His approach
to expanded economic activity (especially in underdeveloped countries) was that we must ensure
each person’s full ‘capabilities’ are utilized. This has largely been applied worldwide to the
social limitations placed on women. His theory uses the same keyword, 'capacity,' as Jaques.
‘Capability’ includes work but is wider in its meaning under Sen. The social issue exists and
should be addressed. Among the problems that stand out are definition and measurement of
those capabilities. Jaques’ approach offers some help on measurement of human capability,
work, and tasks. Jaques’ approach can define and measure the capability required by a role and
the capability level of a role incumbent. Thus, it can be used to prove in court the existence - or
non-existence - of discrimination in employment based on gender, race, or age. (The followers
of Sen may be pursuing a White Rabbit if they fail to use Jaques’ work.) I have included two
theses on Sen’s theory in this Interesting section.
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Interesting PhDs By Decade
1951-1969
1970-1979
1980-1989
1990-1999
2000-2009
2010 ~
Total:

12
23
26
54
36
4
----155

Pre-1960s:
Berkowitz, Leonard, 1951, Some Effects of Leadership Sharing in Small, Decision-Making
Conference Groups, Ph.D., dissertation in Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI,
153 pages. UMI AAT 0002573, DAI 11/3, p. 729, Nov 1970. The chairman was viewed as the
behavior leader in conference groups of business, industrial and government organizations.
Attempts by group members and leaders at [what we today call] participation were viewed as
backstairs influence and were seen as inappropriate. Only urgent problems disturbed the leadergroup arrangement and were accepted. (This was an entirely different world and value system
from that of today in the U.S. The shift in attitude toward authority is amazing. In WWII
authority worked.) See Dayal 1970 article in CMR. Interesting PhD.
Roy, Donald, 1952, Restriction of Output in a Piecework Machine Shop, Ph.D., dissertation in
Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL. Advisor: Everett C. Hughes. Published as
articles in 1952-1953-1954 and 1959. These classic articles shook up a lot of people in
economics, industrial relations, sociology, etc. They are also very funny. Roy revealed
goldbricking had not been ended by Taylorism and probably had been exacerbated by it. Also, he
discovered the term ‘banana time.’ Behrend 1957 and Brown 1962 cited the article. Interesting
PhD.
Jasinski, Frank J., 1955, Status and Role of Assembly Line Foremen, Ph.D., Yale University,
Sociology, New Haven, CT, 930 pages, AAT 0201460. ADD 1955, p. 244. DAI Online
document ID: 776386491. Not in Yale Library. No abstract available in ADD. Published as
articles in 1956 in HBR, and 1957 in FMM with R. H. Guest. Showed the dysfunctionality of
Taylorist efficiency controls and how they destroy productivity, quality, and profits. Described
how accountants become “managers by default” yet were blocked from correcting the defects in
this system. A close and careful analysis of workplace control concepts then in place and used
with the computer. Used moment-observation and analysis of a foreman’s daily activities to
show executives the foremen were being overwhelmed with work outside their control and
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distracted away from true supervisory work. (See John Dearden articles on accounting control
systems, 1968-1987.) See Guest 1960 PhD at Columbia. Interesting PhD.
Marks, Arthur Richard, 1955, An Investigation of Modifications of Job Design in an Industrial
Situation and Their Effects on Some Measures of Economic Productivity, Ph.D. dissertation in
Mechanical Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, US, 153 p. This study was under
the direction of Drs. R. R. Canter and Louis E. Davis. A detailed report of the study is to be
published. A job-centered approach would go beyond the process-centered and worker-centered
approaches. (See Davis 1957). Not in DAI. ADD W1955 0042. UCB liby: Main (Gardner)
Stacks (NRLF) 308t M34725. NRLF (UCB) T7.6 .M3472. Newsp & MFs: MICROFILM
30285. MNEG; CU-T 1361: Original shelved as: 308t.M34725 MAIN. Interesting PhD.
Baritz, Loren, 1956, The Use Of Social Science In American Industry, 1910-1955: A Historical
Analysis, Ph.D., dissertation in History, University of Wisconsin - Madison, WI, USA, 447 p. (2
vols.). DAI, 16, no. 11, (1956): 2140. Accn No: AAG0019068. UW-M Liby: Shelving
Facility AW B2397 (M1-B-6) v.1, v.2. Published as a 1960 book. Abs. # Interesting PhD.
Hilpert, John Meier, 1956, An Investigation of Problems in Attempting to Extend the Use of Work
Measurement Concepts - Administrative Work, Ph.D., dissertation in General Engineering,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, 100 pages. Chairman: J. Wayne Deegan. UMI AAT
0016115. DAI-A 16/04, p. 718, 1962. Mic 56-1119. The work measurement concepts of time
study and work sampling were applied to administrative work. They were unsuccessful due to
the nature of this work - “non-repetitive, non-standard, and non-manual.” The “successes” of
others were found to be due to the work first being redefined closer to manual, repetitive, and
standard. Thus it became similar to manual production or assembly work. Making work more
repetitive reduced the information processing component by taking the planning, decision, and
initiative functions out of the work. A technique to rate mental effort was needed to allow work
measurement to be extended to cover mental work. Thus, the need for a method to measure
mental effort was evident in 1956 to at least one person other than Jaques. (See Jackson 1989
Related PhD.) Interesting PhD.
Williams, Robert Edwin, 1956, A description of some executive abilities by means of the critical
incident technique, PhD, dissertation in psychology, Columbia University, NY, NY, US, 78 p.
DAI: v. 16 (1956) no. 7, p. 1279. Unpublished. Businesspeople frequently say that the
acquisition of executive personnel is a contributory incentive in most mergers. Since executive
duties and functions are complex, they are known best by executives. But since there is no
appeal to higher authority, executives set their own selection and performance criteria. The thing
most needed is a device for appraising executive performance. Without it, selection methods are
largely useless (and random). But the ultimate purpose of an executive appraisal is to provide
some kind of guide for the development of the individual, so that he or she will be prepared for
greater responsibility. [Test items set forth here included a lot of items regarding time. Did not
find any help in the literature.] Barnard 1938 not cited. Cited in Fleishman et al 1991. Clio os
CZO W6754. Clio os LD1237.5D 1956 . W. # Interesting PhD. A.
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1960s
Graves, Theodore Dumaine, 1961, Time Perspective and the Deferred Gratification Pattern in a
Tri-Ethnic Community, PhD, dissertation in Anthropology, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA, US, 363 p. LIBRA 378.748 POPM1962.38 (thesis, 327 p.); U. Museum Liby
HM291 .G738. DAI 23/04, p. 1161, Oct 1962. ProQuest, UMI Diss. no.: 6204294. Adv:
Anthony F. C. Wallace. Unpublished. Time extension (p. 51) was the "range of future time in
which an individual anticipates possible consequences of his present behavioral choices"
(morals). 'Scope' pertained to its range and variety. Anglos were thought to have longer time
perspectives and delayed gratifications than non-anglos. All four research hypotheses received
some empirical support. (None related.) Tales from Mutt and Jeff: Mutt tells a friend "Jeff is so
stupid, when he's offered a choice between $1 or 50 cents, he picks 50 cents every time. So, the
friend goes to Jeff and Jeff picks the 50 cent piece. Bewildered, the friend inquires why. Jeff
responds, "If I picked the $1, no one would offer me the choice again." [Jeff may not be so
dumb after all.] Cited by Wohlford 1964, 1968 (but misdated as 1962). Jaques, Brown not cited.
Cited Lewin, Frank, Rotter. NYPL Schw Mfilms Rm 100 *Z-1447(thesis, 327 p.). NYPL SIBL
os JFM 74-61 v. 23, no. 3-4; Sept.-Oct. 1962 (abs). Seen. Not related. Abs # Interesting
PhD. A.
Wrege, Charles Deck, 1961, Facts and Fallacies of Hawthorne: A Historical Study of the
Origins, Procedures and Results of the Hawthorne Illumination Tests and Their Influence on the
Hawthorne Studies, Ph.D., dissertation in Economic History, New York University, NY, NY,
US. ADD, X1961, (1961): 0052. Accn No: AAG0222196. Published as a book in 1986
(finally). On p. 2 Wrege quotes a contemporary review from the 1930s by Mary B. Gilson on
the Hawthorne experiments which was scathing and contemptuous of the researchers’ lack of
insight. There was a 3-year illumination experiment (1924-1927) before Mayo’s famous
experiments (1927-1932). This first one was not written-up and was later suppressed because
the utilities wanted a finding of lots of needed light. The famous experiments focused instead on
the social psychology of the workers and had little to do with illumination. The duplicity of
Mayo, Roethlisberger, Barnard, the Harvard Pareto Circle, was incalculable. Baruch
TH7975.F2 W74 1986. Interesting PhD.
Ghare, Prabhakar Mahadeo, 1965, Optimal Resource Allocation in Activity Networks, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Engineering, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK, 93 pages. UMI AAT
6604009. DAI-B 27/02, p. 446, Aug 1966. The duration (time) of an activity can be controlled
by management through the modification of the resources allocated to it. These two variables
are used to optimize use of limited resources while minimizing the total time required for the
execution of the project. Task: Quantity, Timeliness and Resources. Probably “assumes”
Quality. [Cited by Jackson 1989 PhD Related] Interesting PhD.
Caplan, Robert Henry, III, 1968, Application of the Profit Center Concept Within a Diversified
Industrial Company, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration (Accounting, Finance),
Harvard University, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA. Length unknown. Baker Library:
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Thesis Stack 2B. ADD X1968. Not available from UMI. No abstract online. Was this linked to
John Dearden? Or Pearson Hunt? Caplan was at Harvard as a professor for several years after
graduation. Dearden did not cite Caplan in his 1968 F.E. article. Caplan seems not to have
published anything. Did not see Dissn. (I have to stop here.) Interesting PhD.
Gavin, James Francis, 1969, Ability, effort and role perception as antecedents of job
performance, Ph.D., dissertation in Occupational Psychology, New York University, NY, NY,
US, 165 p. (with append. 229 p.) DAI Feb. 1970, Vol. 30(8-B), p. 3901-3902. Comte: Ewen,
Himdleby, Korman. Unpublished. A test of Porter and Lawler 1967 and 1968 and their
‘consistency model.’ Found that they had set forth this model “too hastily and without much
forethought by Lawler and Porter.” Felt in the future they should “explore rather than postulate
on the basis of insufficient evidence.” Found little if any support for their theory. Very critical.
Cited by Katerberg and Blau 1983. Jaques not cited. Cited Ewen 1966; Korman 1968. NYU
Bobst, Thesis 9236 MF. NYU os LD3907 .G7 1969 .G38. Seen. Interesting PhD.
1970s
Milkovich, George T., 1970, An Empirical Study of the Internal Labor Market Concept, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Economics, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 125 pages. Adviser:
Thomas A. Mahoney. UMI AAT 7118854. DAI-A 32/01, p. 39, Jul 1971. Unpublished. Entry
positions tended to be near the bottom of the managerial/ technical/ professional job structure in
this firm, 1958-1968. The firm allocated its manpower by varying its rates of promotion to
higher level positions and holding employees in their present positions. Transfers and demotions
were used far less. The firm adjusted the rates of promotion when faced with replacement
manpower shortages and/or surpluses. [Everyone was placed in a career silo. Each silo had
many, many rungs. Promotions were not based on individual growth but on the availability of
replacements.] (These practices now seem dated, but who knows?) Interesting PhD.
Billis, David, 1971-72, The Process of Planning in the Kibbutz: A Case Study, Ph.D., thesis in
Social Structure, (B5b), London School of Economics, University of London, London, UK.
Theses # 22-1726. No abstract on line as of 3/04. Did not see Thesis. See Billis, David, 1977,
“Differential Administrative Capacity and Organisational Development: A Kibutz Case Study,”
Human Relations, 30(2):109-127. Billis joined Bioss in the early 1970s and began writing
extensively on Jaques’ theory and its application in 1974. Jaques says Billis' thesis was not
related to the theory. His later article links the two. Emeritus at LSE; teaches at Imperial; heads
Centre for Voluntary Organization: d.billis@lse.ac.uk Interesting PhD.
Gray, R. B., 1972, The Scanlon Plan – A Study in Participation, PhD, thesis in Labour conomics,
University of Strathclyde, UK, 2 v. Index No. 25-1505; B9c, Industrial Relations. Liby: Main
Theses T63(1973). (Re: Laport, see p. 362-3.) Published as 1971 article. Investigated the
Scanlon plan at Pressed Steel in Linwood, UK. Cited in Ramsay 1980. Interesting PhD.
Lévy-Garboua, L., 1972, Analyse économique de la distribution des revenus individuals,
PhD, thèse pour le doctorate ès sciences économiques, Université de Paris I, Paris, France. In
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French. [Levy-Garboua]. Unpublished. Cited in Silvestre 1978, p. 193, 199. [cited p. 365.]
Did not see Thèse. Interesting PhD.
Bedeian, Arthur G., 1973, A Standardization of Selected Management Concepts, DBA,
dissertation in Business Administration, Mississippi State University, State College, MS, 395
pages. UMI AAT 7325719. DAI-A 34/05, p. 2085, Nov. 1973. Published as: Bedeian, Arthur
G., 1974, “A Historical Review of Efforts in the Area of Management Semantics,” Academy of
Management Review, March 1974, 17(1):101-114. The problem of the “tower of babel” in
management semantics has been addressed since the 1920s. But all efforts to “break the
semantic barrier”and create “a taxonomy of management theory and work” ... “have failed to
gain universal acceptance.” (p. 108) Without definitions there can be no science. Attributed
notable contributions in the development of management terminology to Col. Lyndall Urwick
(1920s-1960s, 1965), Harold Koontz (1961, 1962, 1964a, 1964b), and Wilfred Brown (1960,
1971). (Bold are all references to Brown.) Dismissed the glossaries in specific books (including
Brown’s) as too narrow to help the field as a whole. Did not cite Jaques. Interesting PhD.
Boss, Russel Wayne, 1974, Need Satisfaction: A Comparative Operational Analysis, D.P.A.,
dissertation in public administration, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, 1974, 467 pages. AAT
7502561. DAI-A 35/08, p. 5502, Feb 1975. Chair: Robert Golembiewski. See articles.
Compared the operational constructs of Michael Beer and Lyman W. Porter toward Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs. Neither predicted job performance. Tested seven hypotheses. No
correlation was high enough to establish that need satisfaction determined job satisfaction by
itself. (Another test of Maslow without results.) Cited Jaques 1951, not 1961/1967. Interesting
PhD.
Cicchinelli, Louis Frank, 1974, Hierarchical Organization of Information in a Stimulus
Classification Task, Ph.D., dissertation in Experimental Psychology, University of Denver,
Denver, CO, 108 pages. UMI 7509548-?, DAI-B 35/10, p. 5147, Apr 1975. Unpublished.
Investigated the way people organize information from a visually displayed stimulus.
Information was discriminated and categorized using a serial contingent mode of information
processing into an organizational structure. The classification process interacted with the
selection of the dimensions for discrimination and the development of a useful organization
structure. Unaware of Jaques. Interesting PhD.
Dickson, John Wainman, 1974, An Expectancy and Expected Value Model of Managerial Choice
Under Risk: Group and Individual Choices Under Conditions of Reward and Penalty, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Business Administration, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, 194 Pages.
UMI AAT 7506343. DAI-A 35/12, p. 7468, June 1975. This dissertation is not on managerial
discretion. Wrote several articles on Jaques’ discretion, before and after the dissertation. (Got
MS in applied psychology in 1968. Was at Carnegie Mellon - got MS in 1972, published one
article in 1971, but did not get PhD there. Got PhD across town at Pitt without loss of time. See
1976 article.) Paul Goodman was on faculty at Carnegie-Mellon. (See Shively 1966 Pitt Ph.D.)
Interesting PhD.
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Newman, John E., 1974, Understanding Employee Reactions to the Work Environment Through
Personal and Organizational Frames of Reference and Perceptions of the Work Environment,
Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Psychology, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, IL, 212
pages. UMI AAT 7414589. DAI-B 35/03, p. 1438, Sep 1974. Published as an article: Newman,
John E., 1975, “Understanding the Organizational Structure - Job Attitude Relationship Through
Perceptions of the Work Environment,” Organizational Behavior and Human Performance [now
...Human Decision Processes], 14(3):371-397. Discovered employee job attitudes were most
strongly related to the organizational structure characteristics. “This puts a new perspective on
the manager’s job. He is not just a manager of people. He is a manager of the people-work
environment system.” See J. B. Herman’s Related PhD 1972. Did not cite Jaques or Deming.
Interesting PhD.
Connors, Michael Francis James, 1976, Wage System `Rationalisation' and Labour in Japan,
Ph.D., thesis in Japanese Studies and in Labour and Wages; Industrial Relations (B9c),
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK. Main Lib Thesis /3951. Theses # 26-7049. Fitted the
Japanese wage systems into the framework commonly used in the U.K., with particular reference
to Alan Fox (but which date?). Described the need-based Japanese system in comparison to the
contribution-oriented Western pay systems. Described the responses of organised labour in
Japan to the “rationalisation” of the wage system (four case studies). Surveyed the attitudes of
workers in the Japanese steel industry on the promotion and pay systems. [Does this connect
Jaques to Japan through Alan Fox?] Did not see Thesis. Interesting PhD.
De Kadt, Maartin, 1976, Development of Management Structures: The Problem of Control of
Workers in Large Corporations, PhD, dissertation in Economics, New School for Social
Research, NY, NY, 254 p. Acsn: AIG76028030. DAI 37, no. 6A, (1976): 3770. Liby: not
entered. I hypothesize that six management principles have developed to effect control over
labor processes within large corporations in the twentieth century. The first three principles,
explicated by Harry Braverman, involve the relatively direct control of the labor process.
Because control of the labor process is complex and the size and structure of U.S. corporations
have grown, I suggest top managers have developed three additional principles (to maintain
control from their ever more remote offices) in designing corporate structures: (1) to coordinate
related activities; (2) to assign the tasks of coordination and control to junior level managers and
to hold subordinates responsible and accountable for the attainment of assigned responsibilities,
and (3) to maintain final power over the operations of very large corporations. Part Two is a
case study of a large insurance company. (Cited with erroneous title by Gordon 1976 as:
“Management in Monopoly Capital,” ftnt 22.) Interesting PhD.
Karasek, Robert Allen, Jr., 1976, The Impact of the Work Environment on Life Outside the Job,
Ph.D., dissertation in Civil Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
MA. Not available from UMI. ADD X1976. See Karasek 1979 article in ASQ. Jaques has been
very interested in the impact of the work environment on the rest of life. Article parallels Jaques
closely but does not cite him. (!?) Interesting PhD.
Miller, Robert L., 1976, Authoritarianism As a Moderator of the Relationship Between Field
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Dependence / Field Independence and Task Performance and Interpersonal Style, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Industrial Psychology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 86 pages. UMI AAT
7618170. DAI-B 37/02, p. 1022, Aug 1976. In ILR Library. (Research Fellow, School of
Social Sciences, Brunel University: see study John Evans, Krimpas and Robert L. Miller, 1968;
results published in Jaques 1969; study formed basis for Krimpas 1973 PhD; published in
Krimpas 1975; later left to go to Cornell University.) Presentation and article: “Difficulties in
the Use of the Time-Span Technique to Measure Level of Work,” in Grimes, Andrew J., ed.,
1969, The Glacier Project: A Compendium. Reprinted in Gray, Jerry L., ed., 1976, The Glacier
Project: Concepts and Critiques. (See Miller, Robert L., 1973, “A Test of the Relationship
Between Time-Span of Discretion and Fair Pay for Work Using Library Personnel,” New York
State School of Industrial and Labor Relations, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY. A term paper.
Results published in Goodman and Miller 1973 Book Review in ASQ.) “Authoritarianism” does
not refer to the authority-centered groups in Jaques’ theory vs the democratic or leaderless
groups studied by Lewin, Bion and Tavistock. This dissertation was pure psychology. The
hypotheses on the relationship of authoritarian personality to task performance were not
supported. His turn toward mainstream did not work. See Ashour (Ashur) 1970 PhD on
authoritarian personality versus role design. Interesting PhD.
Rossan, Sheila, 1976, Social Class, Sex, and Identity, Ph.D., thesis in Psychology - Individual
and Group Identity, (B2c), Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K.
PH.D.R674, 179 pages. Theses # 30-557. BLL no. D6765/77. This study was concerned with
the associations of identity with social status and sex. It was not on Jaques’ theory. Rossan later
joined Bioss and worked with Gillian Stamp on CPA and developed IRIS. See her Festschrift
article 1992. (See Day 1987 Interesting PhD) Thesis was not related, per EJ. Interesting PhD.
Weiss, Andrew M., 1976, A Theory of Limited Labor Markets, PhD, dissertation in Economics,
Stanford University, Stanford, CA, 158 p. S.A.L. 1&2 3781 1976 W. DAI-A vol 37/10 (April
1977), p. 6662. AAT 7707185. Published as an article in 1980. When firms hire a
heterogeneous labor force and pay them a uniform wage, the high and low productivity
individuals end up permanently unemployed or employed in the nonindustrial sector
(professional at top; unskilled at bottom). Firms lay off the least qualified workers rather than
lower their wage offers. If firms are ignorant of their workers’ abilities, they will resort to
layoffs. This is a partial explanation of discrimination. Government mandated tests for
screening of applicants end up favoring wealthy applicants. At Boston University. NYPL
HUM gen resch. JFM 74-62 [corrected]. Email him. Article cited Brown 1962. Abs #
Interesting PhD. A.
Al-Bazzaz, Shawki J., 1977, Contextual Variables and Corporate Planning in 48 UK
Companies, PhD, thesis in Business Administration, [B9a], The City University Business
School, London, UK. Length unknown. Theses: 27-5296. Several journal articles co-authored
with Peter H. Grinyer came out of this thesis. See 1980 AMJ and 1981 SMJ articles. Chandler’s
findings on the links between environment and planning in the US were confirmed in UK firms.
Some results differed from Rumelt’s findings in the US. See Yasai-Ardekami 1979 Int. PhD.
Interesting PhD.
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Lévy, André, 1978, Sens et crise du sens dans les organisations, Ph.D., thèse de doctorat d’Etat,
U. de Paris X - Nanterre, Paris, France. (Advisor: Jean Dubost?) En français. Published as a
book in 1997 (Sciences cliniques et organisations sociales: sens et crise du sens. Not seen.)
Cited in Lévy 1984 article. Did not see Thesis. Interesting PhD.
Louis, Meryl Reis, 1978, How MBA Graduates Cope with Early Job Experiences: An
expectation/attribution approach, PhD, dissertation, Graduate School of Management,
University of California-Los Angeles, USA, 229 p. UCLA Liby. Mgt 1st Fl Stx; dissns: LD791.9
.M18 L929. ProQuest 7823388. SIBL DAI-A 39/06, p. 3693, Dec 1978. Unpublished. Found
that feedback may lessen the potentially dysfunctional effects of any inaccuracies in newcomers'
initial expectations. See her articles. NYPL os JFM 74-62 v. Abs. # Interesting PhD. A.
Lowes, Bryan, 1978, Ethical Considerations in the Theory of the Firm: a critical analysis of the
theory of the firm, highlighting the importance of ethical factors as they affect decision-making
by managers of large companies, M.Phil., U. of Bradford, UK, 382 p. Theses: 28-6125, B9f.
Libry: J B Priestley Library - Thesis - A 043 LOW 1. The first theory of the firm evolved for the
broader theory of the market developed two centuries ago by Adam Smith. Firms in 1776 were
small owner-managed affairs. Smith believed in a ‘natural order’ to society which harmonized
conflicting interests through competitive markets. Self-interest was the basic human motivation
and he was sceptical of government intervention. But Smith’s successors have largely ignored
this moral dimension and recent theories of the firm have developed along unrealistic lines. The
separation of management from ownership and the motives of managers have not been
adequately explored. Most theories allow for self-interested discretion on the part of managers.
A few economists have relaxed these assumptions and allowed social and political pressures as
moral constraints on these professional trustees. A company ethos needs to be added to
reintroduce the moral dimension. Interesting MPhil.
Vesper, Volker Dietmar, 1978, Systemtheoretische Unternehmungsstrategien: Ein Modell zur
strategischen Unternehmungsplanung, graph. Darst., Ph.D. (BA) Thesis, Diss., Department of
Economics, Freie University of Berlin (West), Germany, 219 p. [The Theoretical System for
Business Strategy: a model for strategic business planning]. FU Liby: Ausleihe 88/79/60008(8)
Universitätsbibliothek Magazin Diss. Mag. Bestellung. Difo-Druck. In German. Via Anna
Lindh liby. See his article in 1979 in English. Did not see Dissn. Interesting PhD.
McGuinness, Carol Mary, 1979, Problem representation and Problem solving, Ph.D., thesis in
Psychology, Queen's University, Belfast, UK, B2d, 29-685. McClay Book Store T/ q79.H26.
Not published (?). Learning. This appears to be an issue Elliott was wrestling with at his death
in 2003: measurement within strata. [But this one seems only to be for education.] Many
articles published since. None directly on R.O. Thesis was not in NYC. Index. Email:
c.mcguinness@qub.ac.uk Abs # Interesting PhD.
Whittington, Brian, 1979, Professionalization - its nature and meaning. Towards a theory of
stratification, Ph.D., thesis in Sociology and Social Structure, B5b, University of Bradford,
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Bradford, UK, 469 pages. Classmark: A 043 WHI. Theses # 29-953. (Abstract online in 4/04.
Published?) Explored the “nature, meaning and implications of this term” and the wider
sociological concerns of social stratification and the social distribution of knowledge.
‘Profession’ includes the knowledge used to understand the stratification system and the location
of occupations in it. This comprehension both stabilizes the structural inequality and reveals the
processes by which the stability can be undermined. As of 2002 B.W. was at Leeds
Metropolitan Uni. (Is he related to Colin Whittington? Cited in C.W., 1983, BJSW 13(3):265286.) Interesting PhD.
Yasai-Ardekani, Masoud, 1979, A Multivariate Study of Organisational Structure, Context,
Strategy and Style, PhD, thesis in Business Administration, [B9e], The City University Business
School, London, UK. Length unknown. Theses: 29-1304. Several articles co-authored with
Peter H. Grinyer came out of this thesis. See June 1980 AMJ, Sept 1980 AMJ, and Sept. 1981
AMJ. Findings supported the Aston and National studies on organizational structure. Chandler’s
findings on the links between strategy and structure in the US were confirmed in UK firms.
Some results differed from Rumelt’s findings in the US. See Al-Bazzaz 1977 Int. PhD.
Interesting PhD.
1980s
Kumar, Krishna, 1980, A comparative study of general management function between private
sector, public sector, and multinational subsidiary companies in India, PhD, dissertation, IIMAhmedabad, India. An advisor (probably): Dayal, Ishwar. Unpublished (see article, Kumar
1981). (Q.v.) Did not see Dissn. Interesting PhD.
Robinson, Richard Braden, Jr., 1980, An Empirical Investigation of the Impact of SBDC Strategic Planning Consultation Upon the Short-Term Effectiveness of Small Businesses in
Georgia, PhD, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, 271 p. DAI-A 41/02, p. 732, Aug 1980. #
8017483. Published in 1982 article. This study examined the impact of "outsider-based,"
strategic planning in small business firms. Four measures of effectiveness were used: (1) sales,
(2) return on sales, (3) number of employees, and (4) productivity (sales per employee). Small
firm effectiveness was significantly greater after SBDC-SPC than before. Consultants appear of
more value than a board of directors. Small firm planning is different from large firm planning
on several dimensions: (1) key role of outsiders, (2) time commitment from the owner, (3)
frequent, repetitive planning, (4) a basic, functional focus that is problem-oriented, and (5) a
short-term time horizon. The value of SBDC consulting is derived from a high level of SPC, not
a low level. Jaques not cited. See Robinson 1982. Abs # Interesting PhD.
Tan, Hong Wee, 1980, Human Capital and Technical Change: A Study of Wage Differentials in
Japanese Manufacturing, PhD, dissertation in Labor Economics, Yale University, New Haven,
CT, US, 190 p. DAI, 41, no. 11A, (1980): 4793. The findings suggest that inadequate attention
has been devoted to skills. In consequence, human capital aggregates are constructed that
conceal the very inequalities in demand and supply of these skills that determine both their value
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and their contribution to economic growth. [Cited in Plowman and Ford 1986 chapter 16 (p.
296-312) in Davis, Ed, et al, eds., 1986, Democracy and Control …, Schw JLD 88-2091 (SASB)
(not included) p. 310, p. 300, ftnt 6, 15.] Interesting PhD. A.
Harvey, Charles E., 1981, The Rio Tinto Company, 1873-1954: An Economic History of a
Leading International Mining Concern, PhD, thesis in Economic History - Great Britain and
Ireland (B8b), University of Bristol, Bristol, UK. (1980 Thesis A1542, 507 pages.) Theses # 311140. (Published as a book: 1981, Penzance: Alison Hodge, 390 pages, maps.) Contributed to
the literature on the emergence, operation, and growth of large international firms. Focused on
the formulation of strategy and strategy-structure relations, and on profitability and performance.
Background material for any study of CRA, Comalco, Rio Tinto and the Roderick Carnegie and
Elliott Jaques/ SST transformation there in the 1980s and 1990s. Interesting PhD.
McDonough, Edward Francis, III, 1981, An Examination of the Use of Simultaneous Structures
in Work Units, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, MA, 188 p. UMI AAT 8118025. DAI-A 42/03, p. 1238, Sep 1981. Published as an
article: McDonough, Edward F., III, and Richard Leifer, 1983, “Using Simultaneous Structures
to Cope with Uncertainty,” Research Notes, The Academy of Management Journal, Dec.,
26(4):727-735. In contrast to many studies this study assumes that the same work unit performs
both routine and non-routine tasks at the same time. Structured interviews with work unit
supervisors found this was the case. This study also assumes that the amount of perceived
uncertainty in the work unit's environment varies. To be effective, different structures were used
with certain and uncertain environments in the different situations encountered by the work unit.
The supervisor may play a much more active role in selecting and utilizing structures than has
heretofore been assumed. Factors other than tasks and the environment, such as the maturity of
subordinates and the designed structure, play an important role in the supervisor’s use of
structural dimensions. Interesting PhD.
McIntyre, John Robert, 1981, Interagency Policy Implementation: The Case of U.S. Export
Licensing of Advanced Technology, Ph.D., dissertation in Political Science and Public
Administration, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, 462 pages. Portion of the background
research was published as: McIntyre, John R., and Fremont A. Shull, 1979, “Managerial
Perceptions of Role Discretion as Related to Selected Organizational and Personal Variables: An
International Study,” Management International Review, Weisbaden, Germany, Vol. 19, Iss. 4,
p. 69. A micro-organization level analysis of decision-making and implementation regarding the
export policy of the U.S. for restricted strategic advanced technology. This involved trade-offs
among security, economics, and politics to arrive at an ‘optimal’ decision. One objective of this
study was to provide a roadmap of this process and to suggest improvements. Marketing. (This
study may relate in part to Duguid and Jaques, 1971.) (Currently professor at Georgia Tech,
Atlanta, GA) Interesting PhD.
Tashakori, Ahmad, 1981, The Board of Directors' Role in Corporate Strategic Planning: an
assessment of existing practices within selected business organizations, Ph.D., dissertation in
Business Administration, University of Georgia, US, 243 p. Directed by Howard R. Smith. b.
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1947. Main Liby 2nd fl: LXC16 1981 .T197. Unpublished. The board of directors was, by law,
the ultimate holder of authority granted in its charter, and had the responsibility "to direct the
management" of the corporation. In doing so, the primary task of the board was to assure the
corporation's continuing existence, a major reason for incorporating [and financing] a business
enterprise. This research effort assessed the "status" of corporate strategic planning at the board
level, which included: determining which companies practice strategic planning at the board
level; identifying the procedures and practices employed for the administration of the boards
participating in strategic planning; examining the nature and extent of these boards'
participation; and identifying the nature of "strategic" information provided the members of
these boards. 50.4 % of the firms reported that their boards of directors participated in all three
phases of the strategic planning process (formulation, implementation, and evaluation). Board
activity included: three dimensions of the board of directors (i.e., participation, information, and
administration). In nearly 90 percent of these boards the majority were outside (non-employee)
directors. The position of the board chair was most likely held by the company's CEO. The
members enjoyed the supportive attitude of their companies' CEOs. The outside directors,
however, reportedly play only an "advisory" role in making the "strategic" decisions for
objectives, policies, strategies, and resource allocations. They review and evaluate the
corporate strategy on an annual basis. Directors receive from management a variety of
"strategic" information in the process of their involvement with strategic planning. Forecasts
on environments were submitted to outside directors, as were internal analyses of the
organization's financial, human, and structural resources. Board meetings where the corporate
strategy was being discussed were characterized with frequent discussion of major economic,
technological, socio-political, and legal issues. These were discussed for their relevance to the
company's strategic and long-range plan. [Board knows the society and the media, not the
customers. Too general, too late, too weak. Japanese know.] Cited by Rosenstein 1987 (p. 43).
Wow. Abs. # Interesting PhD.
Aupperle, Kenneth Earl, 1982, An Empirical Inquiry into the Social Responsibilities as Defined
by Corporations: an examination of various models and relationships, Ph.D., dissertation in
Business Administration, University of Georgia, Athens, GA, 226 pages. UMI AAT 8225168.
DAI-A 43/06, p. 2023, Dec 1982. UGa/GIL Thesis: LXC16 1982 .A926. Corporate social
responsibility (CSR) was defined through four components: economic, legal, ethical, and
discretionary (in declining degrees of importance). An inverse relationship was discovered to
exist between the ethical and economic components. The surveyed firms were partitioned into a
nine-cell social performance matrix that represented a 'concern for society' on one dimension and
a 'concern for economic performance' on the other. Firms scoring high on one of the dimensions
were found to be significantly different from those scoring low on the same dimension. Also, no
relationship was observed to exist between CSR and profitability regardless of whether
profitability was risk adjusted or unadjusted. They are NOT related to each other!!!!! However,
times change. (This PhD is very important but not related to the theory.) Interesting PhD.
Bigler, William Randolph, Jr, 1982, Environment, Strategy and Performance: An Empirical
Analysis in Two Service Industries, PhD, doctoral dissertation, Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge, LA, 288 p. LSU: Special Coll., Hill Memorial Liby: 378.76 L930D 1982 BIGL. DAI,
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44, no. 01A, (1982): 0217. The hypotheses in the study were based on a key tenet in cybernetics:
that external environmental dynamism and diversity should be matched by internal firm
dynamism and diversity. The sample was Banks, and Savings and Loans, in Louisana in 1981.
This proved to be rich for delving into Environment and Strategy because the two industries
were partially deregulated in 1980. The diversity-matches-diversity hypotheses were confirmed
for the Savings and Loans but not confirmed for the Banks. Subsequent analysis suggested that
it was the dominant market power position that the Banks in the sample enjoyed that made for
this occurrence. The research also advanced a notion of dual alignment of Environment and
Strategy. [Minor caveat: S&Ls soon went bankrupt big time which reversed his findings.]
CUNY Baruch T59.77 .B52 1982a. Interesting PhD.
Denison, Daniel Roland, 1982, The Climate, Culture and Effectiveness of Work Organizations: a
study of organizational behavior and financial performance, Ph.D., dissertation in Occupational
Psychology, University of Michigan, 344 pages; AAT 8304477. DAI-B 43/10, p. 3398, Apr
1983. Chairman: David G. Bowers. (Comte: Kahn, Seashore, Tichy.) [One outlier was found in
the survey sample and it was very negative. Peer leadership measures improved dramatically
when the outlier was removed.] The study of organizational climate and organizational culture
suggests they focus on the importance of values, beliefs, norms and patterns of behavior to the
form and functioning of work organizations. Climate favors generalization, while culture favors
detail. Behavioral and financial data from a sample of 34 large firms are then used to test a
number of hypotheses derived from the literature on organizational climate and organizational
culture. The results indicate that one-third to one-half of the variance among firms in the
performance measures may be predicted by both the system-level and sub-system behavioral
data. System-level behavioral data are better predictors of long-term performance (5 years)
while the sub-system behavioral data are better predictors of concurrent, short, and mediumterm financial performance. (May show a way forward.) Interesting PhD.
Ramsay, Harvie Elton, 1982, Participation for whom? : A critical study of worker participation
in theory and practice, Ph.D., thesis in Industrial Relations, University of Durham, UK, 2 v.
Liby: Thesis 1981/RAM v.1-2. Classmark 331.152. Index: 31-5601; B9c. BLDSC number
D42303/82 (not found in BL.). Published as a 1980 article. (Was part of this Ph.D. thesis on the
Glacier Metal experiments, like Child’s? In Lit review section?) A Marxist perspective. His
research was on three industrial firms in north-eastern England. Whether unitary or pluralist,
participation was a failure or had little impact. It was assumed to have evolved, but this was not
so. It came in and went out in cycles. Confirms Abrahamson. Abstract seen. Interesting PhD.
Bird, Barbara Jean, 1983, Intentional Maps of Entrepreneurs, Ph.D., dissertation in Business
Administration, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, length unknown. Not
Available from UMI. DAI-A 44/05, p. 1556, Nov 1983. Advisor: Warren Bennis. Bird was
unaware of Jaques. This study is on the processes of creative intentionality, presenting
psychological 'maps' of four entrepreneurs. It maps the domain of will and the experience of
intentionality in the realization of enterprise. A detailed look at experiences of time, luck,
barriers, and mistakes is presented. The role of consciousness, purpose, action, creative use of
time and projection emerge as important in intentional processes. Individuals are noted to have
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complex loci of control, a present-centeredness, and an alignment of personal and work worlds.
Two types of ‘will’ skills are proposed: ego and acceptance skills. Bird has since written several
pieces drawing on Jaques’ theory (q.v.). (See her 1989 book at SIBL.) Bird is now at American
University in DC. Interesting PhD.
Lawrence, Barbara S., 1983, The Age Grading of Managerial Careers in Work Organizations,
Ph.D. dissertation in Industrial Sociology and Psychology, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, MA, 294 pages. UMI AAT 8314617. DAI-A 44/02, p. 590, Aug 1983.
Published as an article: Lawrence, Barbara S., 1984, “Age Grading: The Implicit Organizational
Timetable,” Journal of Occupational Behaviour, A Special Issue on Environment and Career,
John Wiley, London, UK and New York, NY, January, 5(1):23-35. Managers view their career
progress as being “on time” or “behind time” at given ages. The latter have the most negative
attitudes. Cited Jaques on midlife crisis in a Sloan article 1980. See George Copeman 1960.
Interesting PhD.
Wilt, Kathryn Elizabeth, 1983, A Punishment-Centered Bureaucracy: A Grounded Theory
Approach, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, OH. 381 pages. UMI AAT 8329357. DAI-A 44/09, p. 2871, Mar 1984. Structural
options in the formal design are important to the management of the bureaucracy. Unaware of
Jaques. Was Kolb involved? See This. Interesting PhD.
Elliott, Gregory Ronald, 1985, “An Open Systems Perspective of Futures Research,” Ph.D.,
dissertation, University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW, Australia, 414 p. AAT 0558856.
DAI-A 47/05, p. 1827, Nov 1986. ADT Indentifier: NBD: 4445420. Libry: Not Found in
UNSW Liby. The reliance of contemporary futures research on traditional "scientific"
paradigms was found to be frequently inappropriate. Rather, the choice of methodology should
be based on recognition of complex, rapidly changing environments, and of the ability of man
and his organizations actively to choose their desired futures. The theoretical perspective of
"open systems theory" was explored for its utility in suggesting an appropriate level of analysis
(i.e. the system in its environment) and in recognizing the complexities confronting businesses.
Fundamental to this theoretical approach are two vital properties. Firstly, systems must be
treated as "open" to interaction with the environment. Secondly, mankind and his organizations
will act as "purposeful" systems. So a comprehensive forecasting study of the Australian
banking/finance industry was conducted utilizing the Search Conference, Delphi, and Cross
Impact Analysis techniques. Results indicated a widespread expectation of the arrival of a new,
more highly competitive, and threatening environment. This analysis demonstrated inter alia, the
common failures of futures research to recognize the ability of organizations to behave
purposefully, the consequent likelihood of frequent changes in the fundamental systemsenvironment relationship, and to predict and provide meaningful explanations. (More akin to
Deming than to Jaques. See Raynor 2007 book.) Interesting PhD.
Jaferian, Janice Monica Kelley, 1985, Decision Management: A Study of the Interaction Between
Formal and Informal Executive Decision Making Processes, D.B.A., dissertation in Business
Administration and Management, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA, 504 pages. UMI AAT
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8516241. DAI-A 46/06, p. 1686, Dec. 1985. A three year study conducted by a participantobserver in a Fortune 500 information processing firm on an informal group of executives.
Found the organizational “the strategy (or purpose) and the formal structure may be a
consequence of the deliberate interaction of the formal and informal organizations, rather than
structure following strategy or strategy and structure being reciprocally determined irrespective
of the informal organization.” Thus, ‘decision management,’ “the process that determines the
timing, sequencing, participation in, and evidence” of the decisions, is “precipitated when the
formal organization’s adaptive and responsive capabilities are unable to respond to
organizational problems or opportunities relative to the achievement or modification of strategy.”
(Thus, weakness in the formal organization sets off the snakepit at the top. The decisions
become unmanaged, which further undermines the formal organization. A vivid description of
anti-requisite decision making processes.) Interesting PhD.
Schriber, Jacquelyn Bushner, 1986, An Exploratory Study of the Temporal Dimensions of Work
Organizations (Time, Culture, Occupations, Field Research), Ph.D., Dissertation in
Occupational Psychology, The Claremont Graduate University, US, 373 p. DAI-B 47/02, p.
832, Aug 1986. ProQuest no. 8608765. Published as an article in 1987. Time was one way to
usefully compare organizations. [More research is needed here.] Abs # Interesting PhD.
Day, Michael Lewis, 1987, Adolescence: The Importance of the Peer Group and Friendship,
Ph.D., thesis in Human Sciences, Social Structure (B5b), Brunel University, (West London),
Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. Theses # 39-2845. BLL no. DX86336. Uxbridge PH.D.D3882 (?),
404 pages. Day worked at Bioss in RTCU in the 1970s. The abstract describes the process of
research and the outline of the thesis - but not the results! [See M.Phil. on Jaques’ theory, 1976.]
(See Rossan 1976, Related PhD; See Bradford and Day, 1991, book) Not in Bura. Interesting
PhD.
Henderson, Rebecca Marta, 1988, The Failure of Established Firms in the Face of Technical
Change: A Study of Photolithographic Alignment Equipment, Ph.D., dissertation in Economics
and Business Administration, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, 277 p. DAI, 50, no. 02A,
(1988): 0490. Accn No: AAG8908976. Published as as article, Henderson, Rebecca M., and
Kim B. Clark, 1990, “Architectural Innovation,” ASQ, 35(1):9-30; 1993. Some established firms
have had significant problems responding to "generational" innovation, or innovation that is
intermediate between "radical" and "incremental" innovation. This thesis begins the process of
integrating managerial and economic insights. "Generational" innovation changes the
relationships between a technology's components, system parameters and the customer demands
that it fills. It obsoletes the knowledge and information processing capabilities that established
firms have developed through their experience with incremental innovation. Despite investing
significantly more in its development, established firms have been consistently less successful
exploiting generational innovation than entrants. A qualitative analysis suggests this failure has
been partially driven by a reliance on information processing capabilities derived from
experience with the previous generation. Interesting PhD.
Radcliffe, J., 1988, The reorganization of central government 1970-1976, Ph.D., CNAA, North
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Staffordshire Polytechnic, UK, B6b, 39-2904. Unpublished. A backgrounder on these UK
changes in the structure of governance in which BIOSS and Jaques played a role. # Interesting
PhD.
Sivaramakrishnan, Arvind, 1988, Social Science, Professional Authority and Citizenship, Ph.D.,
thesis in Political Theory (B6a), Department of Politics, University of Southampton,
Southampton, UK. SU Thesis: 8808408. Theses # 38-2848. Claims of technical expertise and
authoritative judgment by professionals are inextricably moral and political in nature. These
claims are thus untenable. The free market is not the correct response. When citizens abdicate
their own judgment to these professionals they free them from accountability. Citizens must
engage with moral, political and technical issues to retain authority in the public realm. [The
parallels to managers are strong, especially in the face of Taylorist, engineering and economist
arguments. Operating managers must assert their managerial judgment as valid in order to retain
their authority and to hold professionals, technicians and knowledge workers accountable.]
Interesting PhD.
Bouchard, Joseph Frederick, 1989, Use of Naval Force in Crises: A Theory of Stratified Crisis
Interaction (Volumes I-III), Ph.D., dissertation in Political Science, International Law and
Relations, Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA, 1236 pages (yes). UMI AAT 8912875. DAI-A
50/04, p. 1081, Oct 1989. Published as: Command In Crisis: Four Case Studies, 1991,
Columbia University Press, New York, NY, 325 pages (whew). Bouchard makes no mention of
Jaques or Charles Perrow or of Eliot A. Cohen and John Gooch. He covers much of the ground
of these theories by focusing on the increasing speed and complexity of tactical-level military
interaction during crises and the drive of top-level officials to establish control. Interesting
PhD.
Bradley, Graham William, 1989, Environmental Uncertainty, Planning and Organizational
Performance, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, University of New South Wales,
Sydney, NSW, Australia. Not available from UMI. DAI-A 51/10, p. 3457, Apr 1991. Found a
positive relationship between perceived external uncertainty and level of development of
planning and control systems, and the congeniality of their internal planning environments.
Even a correct perception of the external environment did not produce a higher relative
performance. (Unaware of Jaques. Bibliography seen.) [Does this mean they could not execute
a response? They could not adapt in time to avoid the iceberg?] Interesting PhD.
Bradley, Mary Irene, 1989, Determinants of Chief Executive Compensation: an Investigation of
the Relationships Between Facets of Chief Executive Job Complexity and Chief Executive
Compensation, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, Temple University, Philadelphia,
PA, 147 p. Advisor: James Portwood. DAI, 50, no. 06A, (1989): 1723. Chief executive
compensation levels have been of interest to researchers for the past thirty-five years. Early
empirical research was conducted by economists to determine whether size or profit was the
more significant determinant of chief executive compensation. Later research considered
whether the human capital possessed by a chief executive (age, education, experience) helped
explain chief executive compensation. Agarwal’s PhD (1974/1975) suggested that chief
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executive compensation might be explained, in part, by chief executive job complexity.
Agarwal used refined measures of organization size (for example, the number of functional
divisions for which a chief executive is responsible) as measures of job complexity. This present
study extends Agarwal's work. Organization size is considered one facet of job complexity
which explains chief executive compensation. The nature of the environment facing a chief
executive is the other facet of chief executive job complexity. The model of chief executive
compensation, developed for this study, also includes profit and the experience of the chief
executive as determinants of chief executive compensation. Data were analyzed for 121
companies for the years 1980 through 1984. In each year, organization size measures had the
strongest impact but the findings may suggest that over the course of the business cycle the
explanatory importance of the variables is not consistent. Interesting PhD.
Holladay, Dorothy, 1989, A Study of the Tradition of the Concepts of Measure and Discretion
and its Interpretation in Some Middle English Texts, M.Phil., thesis in School of English,
University of Exeter, UK, 274 p. Theses: 39-7967, A8d. Main Library: Thesis 1989 HOL. This
study grew from an intuition of the importance of ‘measure’ in Piers Plowman. It soon became
clear that measure and discretion were closely linked, and that they were part of a tradition
which can be traced from the Classical period. From Classical times, these terms have appeared
in the context of schemes of virtues, and associated with the concept of active and contemplative
lives. The Stodye and the Book, two renderings of earlier works into Middle English, form the
focus of this thesis. The writings of the Church Fathers, Cassian and Gregory, permeated the
medieval world, and ensured onward transmission of these concepts. These terms are of prime
importance for the understanding of other Middle English texts, such as the works of the Cloud
author and Piers Plowman, and of their role in the Renaissance. Interesting M.Phil.
Kalma, Akko Pieter, 1989, Dominantie en onzekerheidsreductie: twee uitingsvormen van het
competentiemotief, (= Dominance and uncertainty reduction: two manifestations of the
competence motive), PhD, Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht, Utrecht, NL, 312 p. Thesis (doctoral).
Disn. Call #: P-00439347. OCLC # 65049061. Bibliog.: Lit.opg. - Met een samenvatting in het
Engels. Unclear what definition of ‘competence’ he is basing his work on.) Did not see Thesis.
Interesting PhD.
Valentine, Marguerite, 1989, Developing a Critical Theory of Child Abuse: a discussion of the
nature of child abuse as a manifestation of the social order, Ph.D., thesis in Families and Social
Psychology (B5d), University of Warwick, UK, 487 p. AAT D-93991. DAI-A 52/07, p. 2718,
Jan 1992. Theses 41-4677. British Lib: D93991. This thesis is an exploration into the nature
and the prevalence of child abuse - how children understand abuse, and how the child may reject
or oppose it. The premise taken here is that in order to understand abuse, there must be an
account of the individual's sense of being, as this relates to wider issues of the political economy.
Critical theory enables the researcher to shift perspective and to focus on different levels and
aspects of being. This includes an examination of the relationships between parents, as well as
of those between them and the child. The empirical investigation, using firstly autobiographies
of childhood and then direct interviews with children, explores further these concepts. All
children experience abuse to some degree. Abuse is not, therefore, the property of a small
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number of deviant families. It is argued that children are silenced and rendered powerless within
the family by three mechanisms: firstly by the 'privacy control mechanism', secondly by the
'ideology of paternalism', and thirdly by mystification. These can be interpreted as also
reinforcing the social order, since this also depends for its maintenance on mechanisms of
control. (The report on the death of Jasmine Beckford is given an alternative analysis, and
derived from this critique, new ways of confronting violence, mystification and privacy.) See
Jay Haley 1967 and Bert Hellinger. Interesting PhD.
1990s
Caruso, Richard Ernest, 1990, An Examination of Organizational Mentoring: The Case of
Motorola, Ph.D., thesis in Personnel Management and Industrial Training (B9d), Department of
Industrial Relations, London School of Economics, London, UK, F6723, 252 pages.. Theses #
42-8341. (Published as a book: Mentoring and the Business Environment: Asset or Liability?,
1992, Aldershot: Dartmouth, 157 pages.) Part of Motorola’s response to the Japanese challenge
in the early 1980s was to enhance its employee career development activities. This included a
formal, closed mentoring program. This study explored mentoring at Motorola and discovered
the system in practice was actually a protégée-driven open system - a dispersed social activity.
Mentoring of protegees was obtained from a variety of sources that Motorola made available.
(See also Related: Hirsch 1988, Bennetts 1998, Garvey 1998.) Was his Advisor Lawrence
Phillips? Interesting PhD.
Hossain, Iftekhar, 1990, Poverty as Capability Failure, Ph.D., Thesis (doctoral), Swedish School
of Economics and Business Administration (Helsinki, Finland), Helsingfors, 167 p. Ekonomi
och samhälle 0424-7256 ; nr 44. Imprint: Helsingfors: Svenska handelshögskolan. Disn. Call #
P-00416250. ISBN 9515553296 (nid.). OCLC # 58514568. Subject: köyhyys. ysa, hyvinvointi.
ysa, tarpeet. ysa, aliravitsemus. ysa. Abstract in English. Existing approaches to solving poverty
are criticized and a new one - the capabilities approach - is proposed. Used Amartya Sen’s
definition for ‘capabilities.’ What a person could do rather than what the society (and its rules)
allows him/her to do. Thus, ‘doings’ and ‘beings’ are called ‘functionings.’ The capability is for
these functionings. These capabilities can be measured in probabilistic terms. As an example,
intercountry poverty is estimated with respect to different concepts of income and functionings.
Dissertation online: Jstor, JSE. Interesting PhD.
May, Tim P., 1990, Probation: Politics, Policy and Practice, Ph.D., thesis in Criminology (B5d),
University of Plymouth, [CNAA, Polytechnic South West], Plymouth, UK. Theses # 40-0411.
University library not accessible. Published as: May, Tim, 1991, Probation: Politics, Policy and
Practice, Open University Press, Milton Keynes [England] and Philadelphia, PA, 212 pages.
Using participant observation, interviews, documentary research and a self-completion
questionnaire, an `implementation gap' was found to exist between probation management
(ACPO and above) and the front-line (probation officers and ancillaries). Used R. K. Brown’s
1988 term, “discretion,” to create his own term “spheres of discretion.” This seems close to
‘autonomy.’ The study examined the issues of autonomy and accountability of probation staff in
relation to the organisation itself. Examined `everyday work' and found that discretion was a
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necessary feature for managing and controlling a probation work setting. The compatibility of
policy and practice was found wanting. Policy required both uniformity and predictability in
probation work. However, the working environment was found to be neither uniform nor
predictable. See: NYPL SIBL. Interesting PhD.
McNulty, Terence H., 1990, Organisation, cultures and the management of change in the
National Health Service: case studies in one District Health Authority, Ph.D. thesis in Business
(B5c), CNAA, Nottingham Polytechnic [Nottingham Trent University 1992], Nottingham, UK.
Theses # 40-2946. BL has it: National Library: G01633735. This thesis is concerned with the
issues of managerial effectiveness, organizational change and cultures in the National Health
Service. The main finding of the thesis is that within organizations, structure and culture are
inextricably bound and their consonance at both official and unofficial levels of the organization
is a necessary condition for managerial effectiveness. The Griffiths Report (1983) offered a
model of management based on cultural assumptions different to those which traditionally
underpinned the managerial process in the NHS. They have raised conflict between the medical
and managerial cultures to the point that the conditions needed for achieving managerial
effectiveness do not exist. Interesting PhD.
Harvey, John Henry, 1991, Educational Change In the Management of Organizational
Development, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and Education, The Union Institute,
Cincinnati, OH, 540 pages. UMI AAT 9211440. DAI-A 52/11, p. 3997, May 1992. [Not
obtained.] This was a case study of the Sun-Canadian Pipe Line Company Limited, majority
owned by Suncor, the Canadian division of Sunoco oil. (Suncor adopted the Jaques’ theory in its
operations and organization development which led to a massive turnaround that lifted the firm
from last place to first in its industry in the midst of the 1990-91 recession. The CEO gave full
public credit to Jaques for the turnaround.) This action research case study focused on how a
self-directed learning/training technology was introduced to the firm at that same time. [Oh,
what could have been!] Get This. Interesting PhD.
Palmer, Anna J., 1991, Performance Measurement in the Public Sector: in theory and practice,
Ph.D., thesis in Business Administration, B6c, University of Leicester, UK. Library:
X751945578. BLDSC Ref. no.: D188229 (microfilm). Theses # 42-2893. Two major
hypotheses within the economic literature are identified that show how inefficiency arises in the
public sector: bureaus are inefficient because it is in the interests of bureaucrats either to produce
too much output (allocative inefficiency) and/or to produce output at above minimum cost (Xinefficiency). Performance related pay schemes, which aim to change bureaucratic behaviour, are
concerned with eliminating labour X-inefficiency. The diversity of current schemes reflects a
lack of consensus over the definition of indicators of employee performance. The general result
of the introduction of performance related pay has been increased salaries for senior officers.
The use of performance measurement information as a control device is limited as these
indicators are clearly biased towards measuring X-inefficiency [by the worker] as distinct from
allocative efficiency [by the manager]. Interesting PhD.
Picq, Thierry, 1991, La maîtrise de la complexité par le développement de l'intelligence de
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l'organisation [Texte imprimé] : éléments théoriques et un cas d'observation, (= improving
complexity control through organizational intelligence), Ph.D., Uni Grenoble 2, Grenoble,
France, 305 p. Mémoire ou thèse (version d'origine) sous la direction de Humbert Lesca. Thèse
de doctorat: Sci. de gest.: Grenoble 2: 1991. Num. national de thèse: 1991GRE21017. SUDOC
Numéro de notice: 008937850. En français. Available at GRENOBLE2/3-BU Droit/Lettres,
NANTES-BU Droit.
Résumé en français: De nombreux travaux scientifiques se rejoignent pour formuler des
outils conceptuels aptes a representer et mieux comprendre les manifestations de desordre,
d'incertitude, d’ale et de paradoxe qui caracterisent toute realite. Cette recherche ambitionne de
contribuer a juger de la capacite de cette modelisation a fournir une nouvelle grille de lecture de
ces systemes particulierement complexes que sont les entreprises. C'est le theme de la matiere
grise (c'est-a-dire le regroupement de savoirs, de connaissances, competences et expertises) qui a
ete choisi comme point d'application, l'intelligence et les facultes intellectuelles humaines etant
reconnues unanimement comme la richesse majeure des entreprises dans un contexte de
turbulence. Les concepts de la pensee complexe amenent a representer l'entreprise comme un
"systeme cognitif", different de la simple juxtaposition de competences et de savoir-faire
individuels. L'hypothese d'un developpement de cette "intelligence collective" selon un
processus d'apprentissage organisationnel par stratifications successices complete cette
construction conceptuelle. A partir d'une recherche-action effectuee au sein d'un cabinet de
conseil, les elements theoriques seront illustres et discutes empiriquement.
Abstract in English: Most recent scientific research comes to formulate new conceptual
tools to represent and understand chaos, chance, paradoxes and fuzzy phenomenons of life. This
research is willing to contribute to evaluate this model in its capacity to represent complex
human organizations. Intelligence (i.e. knowledge, know-how, skills...) is the chosen subject. In
a both internal and external complex environment, it is considered as the most important capital
of firms. Complex modelisation represents organizations as "cognitive systems" different from
the addition of individual skills. The hypothesis of a "collective intelligence" as a spiraloid
organizational learning process is another aspect of this theoretical construction. With the help of
an action-research methodology, an empirical study in a consultant company provided
illustrations of this conceptual model and relevant bases for thorough discussions.
Sujets: organisation -- thèses et écrits académiques, comportement organisationnel,
sciences de Gestion: travail, /cabinet de conseil/ recherche, Action/ intelligence/ savoirs/ savoirfaire/ apprentissage, organisationnel/ complexite. Did not see Thèse. Interesting PhD.
Riddell, Henry Shaw, 1991, The Structure of Maintenance Organisations in the Aluminum
Smelting Industry, Ph.D., thesis in Chemical Metallurgy (L6f), University of Manchester,
Manchester, UK. (John Rylands University Library, Thesis 16430, s3690005, Barcode D93MD)
Theses # 41-6529. No abstract on-line. [Partially restricted for 2 years.] [I can not restore this
and the Manchester librarian can’t or won’t.] Unpublished. (See abstract of Riddell, Related
M.Sc., 1987.) Interesting PhD.
Salama, Alzira, 1991, The impact of cultural change on managerial careers: four case studies of
British Organizations undergoing the process of Privatization, Ph.D., thesis in Management
Learning, Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK, (?) p. British Liby ref: DX172294. Lancaster
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Liby: Classmark /T/1838. Barcode: 0X50859773000101. Theses: 41-7267, B9a. Published as
an article and as a book. Corporate culture has been studied primarily as a general theoretical
concept and very few empirical investigations of the issue have been undertaken. Used
grounded theory to explore the impact of cultural change in four shifting UK organizations on
managerial careers. Used four cases of firms going private – Jaguar, British Nuclear Fuels
(BNFL), British Airways (BA), and British Airports Authority (BAA). [Jaques mentioned in his
1976 book 4 of 7 airports of BAA used SST. BA is also mentioned (somewhere).] The results
reveal that if cultural change is to be effective, significant changes in management careers are
necessary. The findings of this research propose that a `cultural' approach is more appropriate
than a `universal' one in dealing with managerial career decisions. The cultural approach
challenges the idea of managerial competence, i.e. the inflexible package of managerial skills
and attitudes necessary to be a `good manager' in all circumstances. Rather, it suggests that the
necessary managerial skills and attitudes are situational. They vary to be consistent with the
organisational cultural change process. Moreover, such managerial competences vary from
company to company as they reflect each unique corporate culture. Cited Jaques 1951, 1976;
Glaser & Strauss 1967. Interesting PhD.
Schellenberg, Kathryn, 1991, The Pendulum Swings: A case study of high-tech turbulence and
turnover, PhD, dissertation in Sociology, U. of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT, US, 265 p. Advisor:
Miller, George A. U.U. Liby: HD30.5 1991 .S34. ProQuest Doc ID 303957435. Order:
9121802. DAI no longer available at ProQuest. Published as two articles: Schellenberg 1996;
Schellenberg and Miller 1998. This study examined two dimensions of organizational change:
(a) structural turbulence and (b) turnover at ‘Pendulum’ -- a high-tech firm. Pendulum and its
workers were observed over a span of several years. The firm was shown to be highly turbulent,
in that it went through multiple episodes of organizational restructuring as well as multiple
cycles of growth and decline. The long-term pattern of change was one of increasing and, in
some respects, inappropriate bureaucratization. The history of instability and bureaucratization
reflected Pendulum's attempts to mesh conflicting contingencies inherent in goals related to
efficiency, institutional legitimacy, and managerial ideology. Conflicts arose from (a) market
volatility and uncertainty, (b) a rapid pace of technological innovation, (c) policies of the ‘Parent
Company,’ (d) executive turnover, and (e) characteristics of its labor force. The impact of
turbulence was not uniform across suborganizational units or occupational categories. Technical
workers quit at a far higher rate than craft workers. It was shown that different factors were
important in quitting within these groups. Cited Jaques 1990 HBR. Abs # Interesting PhD.
Tischler, Len, 1991, Person-Job Personality Fit and Work Success (Personality), Ph.D.,
dissertation in Business Administration and Psychology, University of Maryland, College Park,
MD, 237 pages. Advisor: Edwin A. Locke. UMI AAT 9133175. DAI-A 52/06, p. 2209, Dec
1991. Measured success (promotions) rather than work performance. Fit was to the
psychological environment rather than to tasks. No significant success-fit relationship was
found. MBTI personality scales were significantly different for lower versus upper level
employees. See Barrick and Mount article 1991. Interesting PhD.
Walker, N., 1991, Police Culture and Organisation, Ph.D., thesis in Police (B5d), University of
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Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, UK. Strathclyde Thesis no.: T6972. Index: B5d, 42-8140.
Examined the process whereby policy is implemented within an organization through analysis
of power and influence within four Scottish police divisions by focusing on organisational and
task structures, trust as a resource, and operational discretion. Reforms and devices have had
limited success. Transformation of inter-rank relations is needed, with a restructuring of the
system of police accountability as its centrepiece. Sergeants are required to manipulate a
declining resource, namely trust, in balancing the demands of seniors for effective and
legitimate performance, and those of juniors for feasible working targets and protection of
operational discretion. Sergeants employ many devices to this end, with only limited success.
The restructuring of the system of police accountability was the centerpiece of reforms.
(Unclear if aware of Jaques.) Interesting PhD.
Backaitis, Nida Terese, 1992, Rethinking the Relationship Between Customer and Supplier:
Some Microorganizational Considerations, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and
Management, Columbia University, Columbia Business School, New York, NY, 223 pages.
UMI 9313544. Focused on the management of process risk due to variation in supplies and their
negative impact on cost and quality in unanticipated ways. Deming’s strategies for managing
process risk conflict with industrial economics theories for managing the economic relationship
between customer and supplier based on bargaining power (e.g. Porter’s five forces). The
superior effectiveness of single sourcing, zero-defects, just-in-time inventories, and simultaneous
engineering are stressed. (See Pankhurst, 1990 PhD for a study on Jaques’ variation in quality of
the labour market supply. See Sako 1990 Related PhD and 1992 book.) Interesting PhD. A.
de Vincenti Marcucci, Antonella, 1992, Italie 1969-1979 - Les recherches non disciplinaires
dans le domaine de la psycho-sociologie industrielle: Une forme originale de recherche intervention, Ph.D., Thèse de doctorat : Psychologie : Universite Paris 10, Paris, France.
Mémoire ou thèse (version d'origine) sous la direction de Jean Dubost. En français. Num.
national de thèse: 1992PA100041. En français. SUDOC Numéro de notice: 041454405.
(Sujets: psychologie: psycho-sociale psycho-sociologie, ethno-psychologie, /ergonomie/
recherche-intervention/ ouvrier/ syndicat/ italie/ environnement.) Did not see Thèse.
Interesting PhD.
Lee, Chang-Hwan, 1992, Do Nice Guys Finish Last? An Empirical Investigation of Reputation
as a Determinant of Stockholder Returns, Ph.D., dissertation in Economics and Finance, State
University of New York (SUNY) at Binghamton, NY, 124 pages. DAI-A 53/03, UMI: AAT
9217698, p. 906, Sep. 1992. The financial market rewarded improved reputation via the debt
market and this increased the price of the firm’s stock. Creating a nice guy system may not hurt
valuation. Nice guys can indeed finish first, even on Wall Street. Interesting PhD.
Swain, Pam, 1992, A study of the role of management and the influence of strategic choice in the
management of industrial relations at the level of the firm in three iron ore companies, Ph.D.,
thesis, Monash University, Melbourne, Vic., AU, 403 p. Archival Material: MOUN 6054.
Published in 1995 as a book titled: Strategic Choices: A Study of the Interaction of Industrial
Relations and Corporate Strategy in the Pilbara Iron Ore Industry. Managers were not limited
to one strategy by their industry or situation. They had choices. How would they behave?
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Jaques not cited. Book not in NYPL, CUNY, Clio. (Lynch read book.) Interesting PhD. A.
Traniello, Adele Loretta, 1992, Time Orientation, Time Extension, and Depressed Mood in
Middle Aged and Older Adults, Ed.D., dissertation in Education and Psychology, Boston
University, Boston, MA, 206 pages. DAI-A 53/06, p. 1852, Dec. 1992. Advisor: Eileen
Nickerson. Three hypotheses linked the title phenomenon to chronological age. Found time
orientation and time extension are developmental phenomenon. They were not related to the
depressed mood of the subjects. The younger people tended to time extend into the future, while
the older people time extended into the past. [Is this hope and regret?] Interesting PhD.
Beckford, John Leonard William, 1993, The viable system model, a more adequate tool for
practising management?, Ph.D., thesis in Business, B9e, University of Hull, Hull, UK. Theses #
44-6665. BL: DX194463. Change and increasing complexity generate a need for response by
managers who are faced with a bewildering variety of new problems or `messes' (a multiplicity
of ill-defined problems and anxieties), and, are charged with responsibility for solving them.
Unfortunately the dominant management models such as Scientific Management, Bureaucracy
Theory, Human Relations and, less prominently, the Systems approaches, can all be
demonstrated to be inadequate for managers needs. Stafford Beer's Viable System Model is a
more adequate representation of organisation for contemporary managers than its predecessors in
attaining organisational survival in an increasingly turbulent environment. Interesting PhD.
Khalil, Khalili, 1994, An Evaluation of Managerial Knowledge and Skills of Technical
Professionals in the Construction Industry in Malaysia, Ph.D., dissertation in Civil Engineering,
Education, Psychology and Business Administration, University of New South Wales, Sydney,
NSW, Australia, 298 pages. Not available from UMI. DAI-B 57/01, p. 540, Jul 1996.
Technical professionals emphasize tasks more than people. Every group of professionals made
equally good managers. Experience and discussion learning were shown to be ineffective in
training managers. Formal structured courses were recommended. Unaware of Jaques.
(Bibliography seen.) (See Related: Leong Hoe Yuen 1990, P. Dawson 1997, Haksever 1998.)
Interesting PhD.
Khatri, Naresh, 1994, Strategic Decision Processes and Organizational Performance (DecisionMaking), Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration, State University of New York (SUNY)
at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY, 147 pages. UMI AAT 9525573. DAI-A 56/04, p. 1431, Oct 1995.
Advisor: Raymond G. Hunt. The findings of the study were that strategic decision processes do
matter in businesses and can be a source of competitive advantage. A particularly notable finding
was that a separation of formulation and implementation in strategic decisions is likely to be
detrimental to organizational performance even in a stable environment where dichotomizing
these functions might not seem to pose any serious problem to aggregation and transmission of
data across organizational hierarchies. (One more nail in Taylorism’s coffin.) In strategic
decision making, incremental processes occur more frequently than do synoptic processes, and
they have a larger influence on organizational performance. (Appears to partly confirm Kriger
PhD 1983.) Interesting PhD.
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ogilvie, dt, 1994, The Strategic Decision-Making Process: Using Imagination to Improve
Solutions in Unstable Environments, PhD, dissertation in Business Administration, University of
Texas at Austin, TX, 217 pages. UMI AAT 9428620. DAI-A 55/06, p. 1626, Dec 1994.
Research has shown decision makers use local search and generate limited sets of solutions and
that decision quality depended on the quality of the set of solutions from which a strategy was
chosen. Tested the idea that the effects of local search on the quality of solutions generated may
depend on the type of environment (stable vs. unstable) the decision maker faced and the type of
strategic decision making process ('traditional' vs. imaginative) used. Imaginative decision
making processes yielded extreme results, the higher quality solutions set in less stable
environments and the lower quality solution sets in more stable environments. Unaware of
Jaques. (Her first name is ‘dt’ and her last name starts with a small letter.) At Rutgers. See M.
Gordon. Interesting PhD.
Sirower, Mark Lee, 1994, Acquisition behavior, strategic resource commitments and the
acquisition game: A new perspective on performance and risk in acquiring firms, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Management and Finance, Columbia University, NY, NY, 196 p. AAT 9427139.
DAI-A 55/06, p. 1628, Dec 1994. Advisors: Warren Boeker and Gailen Hite. Published as a
book, The Synergy Trap, and several articles. Corporate America experienced an unprecedented
level of acquisitions during the 1980s. Acquisitions are responsible for large redistributions of
assets across the economy and are a major method of implementing strategic change in
organizations. The research on acquisition performance has offered managers little guidance.
This research introduces a new decision variable - the acquisition premium paid by managers.
We consider this decision as a strategic resource commitment. In general, the economic
justification for acquisitions is the expectation of "synergies." The framework offered differs
from the “resource based” view that implicitly assumes unlimited potential improvements given
an "equilibrium" factor price. We suggest that the premiums that managers have been paying are
virtually impossible to realize. Empirical results confirm this across 28 measures of
performance. Further, we show how this factor can reconcile the conflicting evidence in the
literature. Because acquisition premiums dictate precise target levels of performance, we are
able to determine which will most likely fail. Interesting PhD.
Tway, Duane Converse, Jr., 1994, A Construct of Trust (Group Dynamics), PhD, dissertation in
Business Administration, Education, and Industrial Psychology, University of Texas at Austin,
TX, 199 pages. UMI AAT 9428686. DAI-A 55/06, p. 1629, Dec 1994. Advisor: Oscar G.
Mink. Trust was defined as the state of readiness for unguarded interaction with someone or
something. The construct of trust proposed was in three parts: the capacity for trusting, the
perceptions of intentions, and the perceptions of competence. All management systems depend
on open, honest communication in order to function. Without trust, open and honest
communication is not possible. This dissertation proposes a construct of trust for diagnosing the
levels of trust and intervening to improve the levels of trust in groups and organizations.
Findings support Jaques’ emphasis on trust. Tway used statistical hypothesis testing.
Interesting PhD.
Hu, Jixuan, 1995, The Knowing-Doing Loop and Its Associated Scopes: A Model of Cognition
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and Communication Based on Recent Work in Systems Theory and Cybernetics, PhD,
dissertation in Organizational Management, George Washington University, Washington, DC,
193 p. [Hu, J. X.] Advisor: Umpleby, Stuart. DAI-A 56/04, p. 1431, Oct 1995. UMI 9527807.
Not in GWU liby. In the field of Systems Theory and Cybernetics (STC), recent insights have
been achieved in constructivist cybernetics and self-organization theory. "The constructedness
of reality" and "the eigen-loop of self-organization" are used to build a theoretical framework for
understanding communication through an interpretation of cognition. The model consists of a
Knowing-Doing Loop, which is a description of the interactions between an organism and its
environment, including cognition and the communication processes. ‘Five Scopes’ were used to
classify the various results produced by the activities of knowing and doing and to understand
some of the sources of communication difficulties. An operational definition of action science, a
science of change-oriented prescriptions rather than objectivity-oriented descriptions, was
proposed. (This study did not present a psychological theory. It also did not rely on the field of
traditional communication studies.) Email: wintopgroup.com Interesting PhD. Abs #
James, Harvey Stanley, Jr., 1995, Employment, Contracts, and the Nature of the Firm, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Economics, Business and Law, Washington University, St. Louis, MO, 160 pages.
UMI AAT 9533738. DAI-A 56/06, p. 2336, Dec 1995. Claimed the U.S. common law makes a
distinction between two types of employment -- with and without employee discretion. (Jaques
says he has never found this to be the case in the United States or in the U.K. This was not about
employee participation in managerial decision making.) See Shain 1991 Related PhD.
Interesting PhD.
Nishimoto, Ikuko, 1995, ‘Time Is Money’: A Consideration of the Place of ‘Time Consciousness’
in Industrialisation, Ph.D., thesis in Economics - Theoretical and Statistical (B8a), Manchester
University, Manchester, UK, Th19044. Theses # 46-6902. Examines the use of time as a labour
discipline in the industrialising West, contrasted with the “lazy natives” of colonized domains.
Japan escaped colonisation yet to industrialise, it deliberately adopted western notions of
rationalised time consciousness (primarily American). Today, Japan “is the epicentre of
‘Western’ [time] rationalisation.” [Deming is not mentioned, nor cycle-time, time to market,
production as a system, just-in-time (JIT), continual improvement, simultaneous engineering,
‘time’s arrow v. circle v. screw,’ etc. Jaques’ definitions of time are not mentioned.]
Interesting PhD.
Roberts, Chris, 1995, Consensus on Strategic Decisions and Core Capabilities, PhD, dissertation
in Management, University of Massachusetts - Amherst, MA, US, 214 p. Advisor: Woolridge,
William. Five College Depository UC 100151. LD 3234 M267 1995 R6435. UM Du Bois
Library, Mform Storage 10295. DAI-A 56/08, p. 3215, Feb 1996. ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub,
1995. Num. 9541143. Unpublished. Past research on Top Management Team (TMT) consensus
has investigated relationships between consensus on strategic goals and means, and
organizational performance - deliberate strategy. However, strategy making includes the
interactive learning of top managers and others as they handle emergent events. Therefore, TMT
consensus is important not only on deliberate strategies, but also on the underlying logic that
guides emergent strategies. Consensus on goals and means is significant because of its
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influence on deliberate strategy, while consensus on organizational capabilities is important for
managing emergent adaptation. Both forms are key. The purpose here was to empirically test
relationships between both forms of consensus and organizational performance while
considering the influence of three contingencies: the environment, strategic discretion, and
strategic approach. The research context was the hotel industry. When tested, three of four
hypotheses concerning the environment were rejected, indicating the environment has less to do
with consensus and organizational performance than suggested. Support for strategic discretion
was found (signifying the choice to franchise or not had a strong effect upon consensus). Clear
support was found for three of the hypotheses regarding strategic approach. Weak support was
found for the fourth. The strategic approach results suggest that consensus surrounding primary
strategies was closely linked with organizational performance. Abs # Interesting PhD.
Whitson [Sp: Whitston?], Kevin, 1995, Scientific Management Practice in Britain: A History,
Ph.D., thesis in Economic History - Great Britain and Ireland (B8b), School of Industrial and
Business Studies, University of Warwick, Coventry, Warwickshire, UK. (Whitston, res DIS
1995 41-42) Theses # 45-12581. Showed how Taylorism led to the development of production
engineering and rigorous payment systems (following Bedaux) in the inter-war period.
Deskilling was centered on the split between mental and manual labour and fatally undermined
both craftsmen and foremen, “though it owed more [to] the jig and tool designer, and more
broadly, the management of mechanisation, than the efficiency engineer.” [Taylor’s followers
were operating at too low a level to make the impact they claimed.] However, resistance by
unskilled labour “could not prevent the [constant] restructuring of the labour process consequent
upon [public acceptance of] scientific management.” Interesting PhD.
Billot, Hugh, 1996, From Industrial Relations to Human Resource Management: A Case Study
of the Management of Change From the Steel Industry, Ph.D., thesis in Personnel Management,
Industrial Training, (B9d), Sociology, University of Leicester, Leicester, UK. UL Thesis
750319486X. Theses # 46-921. More successful companies operate with “more contingent
forms of organization” - fewer layers, empowerment, multi-skilling, job enrichment, and
Japanese manufacturing and personnel systems. [Note: This is not derived from the contingent
organization approach: the Japanese won.] The case company, following the Japanese example,
invested in people, training, job flexibility, delayering, performance pay, leadership training and
change management. Then the firm adopted a ‘harder’ form of HRM and derecognized its trade
unions. [Note: this also is not derived from the Japanese.] Interesting PhD.
Carlström, Anders, 1996, Policy capturing in target selection, PhD, thesis in psychology, Acta
Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studia psychologica Upsaliensia, 0586-8858 ; 15, Uppsala, Sweden,
74 p. Dissertation call # P-00016765. ISBN 9155438105. OCLC # 36108517 & 36648177.
This thesis was on psychological aspects of air warfare and target acquisition including judgment
and decision making. (Unclear if this included an examination of DMT. Hard to think it did
not.) Did not see Dissn. Interesting PhD.
Oeth, Carol Marie, 1996, Leadership in the National Football League, Ph.D., dissertation in
Industrial Psychology and Business Administration, The University of Akron, Akron, OH, 153 p.
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DAI, 57, no. 03B (1996): p. 2201. Accsn: AAI9623162. U. Akron Libry: Archives Theses
GV955.5.N35 O384 1996. Examined the effect of owners and coaches (i.e., leadership) on
organizational performance in the National Football League for the years 1970 through 1993.
Performance was measured via regular season winning percentage, postseason success, average
margin of victory (i.e., point spread), and attendance at home and away games. An expanded set
of predictors of home and away game attendance were examined through exploratory analyses.
In addition, player quality and the current season’s winning percentage were investigated as
mechanisms through which leaders might affect performance. The results show that leaders add
significantly to the prediction of performance, even after controlling for non-leadership
variables such as year and the quality of competition facing a team. Owners and coaches
explained the most variance in home game attendance and the least in away game attendance.
Leadership was shown to be important in the NFL. Cited in Brown and Lord 2001. See
Maccoby 1976; Mandell 1974; Baran and Sweezy 1966. Interesting PhD.
Oliva Pue, Rogelio, 1996, A Dynamic Theory of Service Delivery: Implications for managing
service quality, Ph.D., dissertation on Business Administration and Engineering, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, MA. Not available from UMI. DAI-A 57/07, p.
3126, Jan 1997. Adviser: John D. Sterman. This thesis presents an endogenous explanation for
the erosion of service quality. The difficulty in developing quality metrics has biased service
businesses to focus on controlling measurable variables – typically, expenses and work flows –
while under-investing in the more intangible factors of service capacity and service quality. The
major cost component is shifted from operating expenses to costs of poor quality. This new cost
structure causes poor financial performance that leads management to tighten the control of
expenses and work flows, creating a vicious cycle of eroding service quality. These policies and
physical flows predispose the service quality to erode even when customer orders and labor are
stable. Empirically validated. (Shows the impact of defective use of time horizons on financial
performance.) Interesting PhD.
Waard, Dick de, 1996, The measurement of drivers' mental workload, PhD, thesis in psychology,
Groningen University, Traffic Research Center, (Rijksuniversiteit te Groningen. Verkeerskundig
Studiecentrum), Haren, The Netherlands, 307 p. Dissertation Call # P-00065243. ISBN
9068073087. OCLC # 35035183. Includes English and Dutch abstracts. On the psychological
aspects and mental work of automobile driving. (Unclear if this included DMT.) Did not see
Dissn. Interesting PhD.
Barker, Robert C., 1997, Measuring Value Adding Performance: A Framework for Analysis,
Ph.D., thesis in Industry, Management - General, (B9a), University of Manchester Institute of
Science and Technology, UMIST, Manchester, UK. Joule Thesis P5883. Theses # 50-615. A
computer program that can identify untapped potential and waste (in time, material stock and
systems design). [Is this related to Goldratt’s horizontal system? Impact on vertical system?]
Interesting PhD.
Bevan, Helen, 1997, Managing today while creating tomorrow: actionable knowledge for
organisational change in an NHS hospital (BL), D.B.A., Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middx.,
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UK, B5c, 49-496. Unpublished. Re-engineering efforts were insufficient to guide the change
process and create sustainable profitability. Instead of this intervention creating desired
organisational behaviour, it generated contradictory and shifting factors between patient needs
and medical specialties. Joss not cited. A basis for Ibbott 2001 Interesting PhD. Abs #
Interesting PhD.
Brocklehurst, Michael, 1997, New Technology Homework: New Identities, New Forms of
Control? (BL), Ph.D., thesis in Personnel Management, Industrial Training, (B9d), Imperial
College of Science, Technology and Medicine, Management School, London, UK. Theses # 49764. Many managers have reservations about employees working at home from concerns they
will ‘lose control’ over them. However, this new technology can provide a mechanism for the
surveillance of home workers. This is a reversion to discipline and Taylorism. The issues of
intent revolve around the use of technology for power and control. Interesting PhD.
Carroll, Eugene Charles, 1997, The Strategic Determinants of Employment Growth: a crosssectional study of the medium-term job creation on the PIMS data base, Ph.D., thesis in Labour,
Economics, Industry, and Management, Trinity College Dublin (Univ. of Dublin), IE. Theses:
50-5614, B9c. TCD: Berkeley Stacks THESIS 5555. Unpublished. This research inquired on
employment growth at the level of the firm, using the PIMS (Profit Impact of Market Strategy)
data base which contained detailed information (50 variables) from 3,000 SBUs situated mainly
in North America and the EU. The time span was between 1972 and 1996. Numerous theories
and hypotheses were tested. Of particular contemporary interest is the relationship between
economic growth and employment, and the propensity of growth to create employment. We find
reason not to reject the thesis of the Dutch economist Petrus Johannes Verdoorn (1949) who
postulated a long-term constant and balanced relationship between growth, employment and
labour productivity. Any deviation from "Verdoorn's Law" leads to unbalanced total factor
productivity. (i.e. Typically, capital productivity will decline leading to a re-adjustment and
eventually a re-assertion of the balance). This should favour employment growth. Further, we
question the primacy of labour market factors. Deeper structural causes seem to be at work
which manifest themselves in second order symptoms which are over-emphasized because they
are accessible to measurement in publicly available economic statistics. Good policy making,
therefore, should focus on these structural factors, which are about the legal and institutional
framing of product markets. Corporate strategists should major on innovation if they wish to
enhance long-term shareholder wealth. Long-term employment growth comes from innovation,
not labor-market factors like wage rates or degree of unionization – which are short-term
expedients only. Policies of open-ended "downsizing" and real wage compression are short-term
expedients only. See Eijn 1977. (Backs the US Constitution 1787.) Abs # Interesting PhD.
Dibben, Mark R., 1997, Exploring interpersonal trust in the small business (BL), Ph.D. thesis in
Business, B9g, University of Stirling, Stirling, UK. Theses # 48-3310. BL: DX204602.
Published as a book: Mark R. Dibben, 2000, Exploring interpersonal trust in the entrepreneurial
venture. (with foreword by Richard T. Harrison), Macmillan Business, Basingstoke, UK, 303 p.
This thesis finds that interpersonal situational trust is central to small business development, and
may be usefully construed as an a posteriori tacit knowledge which the trusting party uses in
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order to fill gaps in his explicit knowledge of a situation, thereby reducing its complexity and
enabling co-operation. Trust is a prerequisite for co-operation, and that the stronger, more
resilient the situational trust, the more likely it is that co-operation will occur. (Authority gets coordination, but trust gets co-operation.) Interesting PhD.
Jung, Dong Il, 1997, Effects of Different Leadership Styles and Followers’ Cultural Orientations
on Performance Under Various Task Structure and Reward Allocation Conditions, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Business Administration and Industrial Sociology, State University of New York
at Binghamton, NY, USA, 225 p. DAI, 58, no. 03A, (1997): 0980. Accsn No: AAG9724872.
Bartle Library: Oversize (*) -- AS36 .N55 no.1694. Series: Ph. D. theses (SUNY at
Binghamton); no. 1694. [Spvsr: Bass? Avolio?] Two leadership styles, transformational and
transactional leadership were compared to determine whether those styles had a differential
impact on the performance of individuals and groups working on a specific problem-solving
task. First, the positive effects of transformational leadership across all performance measures
indicated that it can indeed increase followers’ motivation and performance both at individual
and group levels, especially among collectivistic Asian-American subjects. Second, the
interdependent nature of the task generally had positive effects on followers’ objective
performance measures, regardless of their cultural orientation. Third, when means were
simultaneously examined under different combinations of leadership, task and/or reward
condition, leadership style had the greatest effect on followers’ performance. The effects of
transformational leadership were robust. Finally, results from the path analyses indicated the
effects of leadership on performance were both direct and indirect, through trust in and value
identification with the leader. This pattern of results occurred regardless of the followers’
cultural values orientation. Interesting PhD.
Muth, Melinda Marie, 1997, Board Structure: Dimensionality and Performance Effects, Ph.D.,
dissertation in Business Administration, University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW,
Australia. Not available from UMI. DAI-A 59/02, p. 552, Aug 1998. Stewardship theory was
supported while agency and resource dependence theories were not supported by this research.
Board independence was found to have a negative effect on shareholder wealth and sales growth.
Network connections also had no effect. (Unaware of Jaques. Bibliography seen.) See Miller,
Danny, et al, 2008. Interesting PhD.
Perry, Mark Julian, 1997 (1998), Distributed Cognition and Computer Supported Collaborative
Design: The Organisation of Work in Construction Engineering (BL), Ph.D., thesis in Computer
Science & Technology: Social/Behavioural Sciences; Humanities (K4g), Brunel University,
(West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. Theses # 47-7705. BLL no. DX197532. Uxbridge
PH.D.P476, 230 pages. An interdisciplinary study using cognitive science, anthropology and
sociology to provide a description of collaborative design work in the construction industry that
developers can use. Design processes operate simultaneously at personal, organisational and
inter-organisational levels. Formal organisational procedures and informal social processes were
examined, showing how they interrelated with the design task. See This. Interesting PhD.
Soderquist, K.E.D., 1997, Inside the Tier Model: Product Development Organization and
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Strategies in Automotive Expert Supplier Firms (BL), D.B.A., thesis in Management - General,
(B9a), Brunel University, (West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. Theses # 47-11108. It is
not in Uxbridge Library catalogue but at Henley Management College [henleymc.ac.uk]
(Greenlands, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon). Each medium-sized expert supplier has to manage a
continuum of participative customer relationships in the lean production context. The product
development process is a four-level operational model representing - individual, group, project
and systematic work. Four developmental phenomena were also identified: means of guidance,
design support structures, learning, and core capabilities. Interesting PhD.
Sparrow, Shelagh, 1997, Research in Uncertainty: Issues Relating to Power and Quality Arising
Out of an Action Research Study With Nurses From an Inner London Health Authority (BL),
Ph.D., thesis in General Therapeutics; Nursing (G5f), University of Nottingham, Nottingham,
UK. 448 pages, Greenfield Medical Library. Theses # 48-1801. “Quality” was being used to
increase surveillance of nurses at the British National Health Service in 1990-93. A peer review
team formed by the nurses was blocked by policy changes at NHS. “Quality” was used to
expand government control over resources by increasing the visibility of individual practitioners,
but was not accompanied by an increase in the autonomy of individuals to alter their practice.
[This reflects a serious misuse of quality by managers, although Sparrow also misconstrues
employee autonomy under quality.] See J.A. Klein 1991 article. Interesting PhD.
Weitz, Ely, 1997, The Institutionalization of Uncertainty in Organization Theory, PhD,
dissertation in Sociology and Anthropology, Tel Aviv U., Israel. Advisor: Shenhav, Yehouda.
TAU Sourasky Central Library, [Ramat-Gan] : [Ziur], 1999. System Num: 01460340.
[microform]. Published as two articles. The development of systematic management from
engineering between 1879-1932. 2000 joint article with advisor is from this. Did not see Dissn.
He is at Baruch College. [New as of 2014, 6th edn.] Interesting PhD.
Bennetts, Christine (Chris) Mary, 1998, Traditional Mentor Relationships in the Lives of
Creative People: Toward an Aesthetic Understanding (BL), Ph.D., thesis in Education - Methods
of Teaching, (B3g), University of Sheffield, Western Bank, Sheffield, UK. (Thesis /9619)
Theses # 49-397. Explored mentoring’s relevance to human development, psychological wellbeing, and self-actualization. Mentor relationships exhibit Rogers’ core conditions for learning,
creativity and well-being. Mentoring is a valid and vital relationship for continuing education
and learning. (See also Related: Hirsch 1988, Caruso 1990, Garvey 1998.) Interesting PhD.
Darwin, John Anthony, 1998, Complexity theory and fuzzy logic in strategic management:
searching the pattern that connects, Ph.D., thesis in Business, B9e, Sheffield Hallam University,
Sheffield, UK. Theses # 49-778. BL: DX208855. The Modern Paradigm, derived from the
Cartesian-Newtonian Synthesis, forms the underpinning to much contemporary management
thinking. It is argued that this does not form an adequate basis for strategic management, and the
thesis then draws upon four main streams of thinking: complexity theory, fuzzy logic, the debate
on power in organizations, and critical theory. However, a frequent response from practicing
managers is that they are comfortable with the rational planning approach, which they find
straightforward in approach, and its tools and techniques readily usable. (It is explainable to
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subordinates: Levels.) But when we get on to all this other stuff ... what does it mean, and how
is it used? One action research case study is explored in depth. Interesting PhD.
Garvey, Robert, 1998, Mentoring in the Market Place: Studies of Learning at Work (BL), Ph.D.
thesis in Personnel Management, Industrial Training, (B9d), University of Durham, Durham,
UK. (Thesis 1999/GAR; Adult Ph.D/GAR) Theses # 49-3311. BLDSC no. DX206746. This
study explores differences between workplace mentoring in the U.S. and Europe. Mentoring in
the US is a vehicle to assist the careers of ‘high fliers’ and ‘fast trackers.’ In Europe mentoring
is a learning and developmental process for people moving through work or life transitions.
Three case studies were developed. (See also Related: Hirsch 1988, Caruso 1990, Bennetts
1998.) Interesting PhD.
Hawley, Katherine Jane, 1998, How Things Persist (BL), Ph.D., thesis in Philosophy, Logic,
(A3), History and Philosophy of Science, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK. Univ. Lib.
PhD.21825. Theses # 47-7976. Endurance theory has difficulty with three problems. How can
an object have different properties at different times? How can content and form have different
identities? How can there be vague matters of identity over time? “Perdurance theory” is
introduced to address these difficulties. However, Saul Kripke argues that a homogeneous disk,
that may or may not be rotating, causes grave problems for this theory. It is modified by the
author so it can survive. This dissertation may be related to Jaques’ Form of Time. Interesting
PhD.
Ortega, Jaime, 1998, Essays on the Economics of Authority and Bureaucracy, Ph.D., dissertation
in Economics, Political Science, Sociology, and Business Administration, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, MA. Advisers: Holmstrom, Bengt, and Acemoglu,
Daron. Not available from UMI. DAI-A 59/09, p. 3582, Mar 1999. Focused on the role of
authority as a device to induce firm-specific human capital acquisition; and on the limits to the
exercise of authority in a hierarchical organization when subordinates have an informational
advantage over their superiors. Examined the role of authority as an instrument to motivate
employees and how authority generates incentives by making employees more visible [i.e.
recognition?]. Showed that there is a trade-off between maximizing the employees' incentives
and minimizing the conflicts of interest across positions. Reviewed the ways, characteristic of
the governments' human resource practices, in which the freedom and discretion of government
managers to hire their subordinates is restricted and the weaknesses of individual incentive
schemes. Interesting PhD.
Bailey, Michael Reeves, 1999, Decision-making Processes in the Manufacturing Sector: The
independent locomotive industry in the 19th century, D.Phil., thesis in History of the Business
community, University of York, UK, 372 p. DAI-C 67/01, p. 82, Spring 2006. ProQuest, UMI
Dissns Pub. Num. C822588. Unpublished. The thesis contributes to the debate about Britain's
19th century manufacturing development. It considers the capabilities and reasoning of the
proprietors of the independent locomotive industry in making strategic policy decisions, and the
tactical decisions for implementing them. Countering the criticisms of the Harvard School of
business historians that Britain delayed implementing 'managerial capitalism', it is argued that a
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major contributory factor was the success of 'partnership capitalism'. Locomotive firms were
multi-skilled partnership enterprises which provided for the withdrawal and recruitment of
partners as age, experience and financial circumstances determined. The incorporation of firms
was solely motivated by the need for major re-capitalisation. The UK locomotive industry's
vertically-integrated heavy manufacturing characteristics prevented mass-production economies
of scale and scope. The industry failed to control its market from the 1850s, the resulting design
proliferation condemning it to small batch production, rather than standardization and massproduction. The loss of market control left the industry with a largely contract-only role. The
industry experienced both a craft labour shortage, and a market which fluctuated widely
through economic and political circumstance. Sentiment and loyalty were sometimes
perceived to be more important than profit maximisation. Abs # Interesting PhD.
Hohn, Helga Dorothee, 1999, Playing, Leadership and Team Development in Innovative Teams:
A Reflection on Theory Confronted With the Perspective of Experienced Leaders, Dr.,
dissertation in Industrial Psychology and Business Administration, Technische Universiteit te
Delft, Netherlands, 281 pages. [Not available from UMI.] DAI-C 61/03, p. 892, Fall 2000. The
team needs time to take risks under generative leadership mode. It also needs to work efficiently
toward goals with resources under a focused leadership mode. Interesting PhD.
Kay, Patricia J., 1999, The noneconomic impacts of pay equity adjustments: Employee attitudes
and behaviours, Ph.D., dissertation in Industrial Relations, University of Toronto, ON, Canada,
243 p. Adviser: John Kervin. DAI, 61, no. 01A (1999): p. 385. Libry: Downsview - theses
INDRE 1999 Ph.D. 8922. This thesis examines the non-economic impacts of Pay Equity (or
Comparable Worth as it is called in the United States) in Ontario workplaces. Canada is widely
recognized as having implemented Pay Equity more extensively than any other country in the
world, and its province of Ontario is unique in its proactive application of Pay Equity to both the
public and private sectors. The theoretical premise of this research is that Pay Equity legislation
is a redress of presumed inequity and its implementation of differential adjustment awards results
in a new situation of inequity. The predicted consequences of receiving a Pay Equity adjustment
are predicated on Adams’ (1963, 1965) ways to reduce inequity, as proposed by his equity
theory. Although there are some adverse non-economic impacts of Pay Equity, overall, they are
found not to be excessive. Interesting PhD.
Lissack, Michael R., 1999, An Ethnographic Exploration of the Significance of Word Choice in
One Firm, (BL), D.B.A., thesis in Social Anthropology, Ethnography, (B4), Brunel University,
(West London), Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. [Henley?] Theses # 49-463. Language requires
shared meanings. The coherence of communications within a firm (from a content perspective)
can be considered an indication of the scope of corporate coherence, that, in turn, increased the
likelihood of accomplishment of shared purpose. Examined the ethnography of word-choice in
Tripod. An emphasis on language context is important. (See Bechky, Related 1999)
Interesting PhD.
Rodgers, Helen Marie, 1999, [Gender and Post Bureaucracy,] The Impact of Organisational
Transformation Upon Female Careers and Gender Relations (BL), Ph.D., thesis in Industrial
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Psychology/ Sociology (B9g), University of Kent, Canterbury, U.K, 266 pages. [Beware: two
titles.] [Library F177684] Theses # 49-12765. (See Gill 1989, Related MA) The downsizing,
delayering and continuous transformation of organizations in Britain in the late 1980s and early
1990s prompted a re-evaluation of the tenets of organisational structure and values leading
toward a more flexible “post-bureaucracy (Hecksher 1994).” However, the processes of change
are underpinned and challenged by an “increasingly dominant shadow structure (Kanter 1977)
which also influences the outcome of female managerial careers on a sub-cultural level.” [This
shift took place in Britain about 5 years after the US. But in the US during the 1980s financial
raiders pounced on weak firms and dismembered them.] Interesting PhD.
Waskiewicz, Stanley Peter, 1999, Variables that contribute to job satisfaction of secondary
school assistant principals, Ed.D., dissertation in Education Administration, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA, 143 p. Chairman David J. Parks.
Va Tech Liby: Spec Storage: LD5655.V856 1999.W375. This resource is online. DAI, 63, no.
01A (1999): p. 50. The only conclusion that can be drawn is that the current models did not
capture accurate relationships among the variables. However, supervisor relations and ability
utilization were found to be moderately related to extrinsic, intrinsic, and general job satisfaction.
# Interesting PhD.
2000s
Rea, David Hamish, 2000, Employing Contracts: an assessment of the new institutional
economic theory of employment contracting (BL), Ph.D., dissertation in Business (B9c),
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK. CU Library PhD 23496. Theses # 50-8157. (BL #
not found). Employment contracting is beset by uncertainty and the risk of opportunism at each
stage of the contracting process - screening, specification and monitoring. Thus, workers and
employers need to invest in various forms of contracting arrangements to provide adequate
governance for these employment relationships. The existing literature has often misinterpreted
or ignored important features of employment contracting including fairness, the role of
bargaining power, and the nature and rationale of managerial authority, and collective
bargaining. (Findings were ambiguous on NIE?) Interesting PhD.
Silver, Seth Robert, 2000, Perceptions of empowerment in engineer workgroups: The linkage to
transformational leadership and performance, Ed.D., dissertation in Business Administration,
Education, and Management, The George Washington University, 282 p. Advisor: Marshall
Sashkin. DAI, 61, no. 05A (2000): p. 1721. ISBN: 0-599-78385-0. Liby: GELMAN Special
Collections (Temporarily Shelved at WRLC Center) AS36 .G3 2000. This correlational study
investigated the relationships between leadership, engineers’ perceptions of individual and team
level empowerment, and individual and team performance – especially associations between
transformational leadership and empowerment, and between empowerment and performance.
The study used a sample of 50 teams, involving 375 engineers, 50 first level managers, and 17
second level managers. Performance ratings on individual engineers were obtained from the first
level managers. Performance ratings on the teams were obtained from the second level
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managers. A number of significant relationships (p < .05) were found. Leadership, particularly
transactional leadership, was found to be associated with measures of psychological
empowerment. Psychological empowerment, in particular the scale of self-determination,
was significantly associated with individual and team level performance. Organizational
empowerment, mainly the scale of self-managing teams, was significantly associated with
measures of team performance. First level manager leadership, particularly transactional
leadership, was significantly associated with team performance. Second level manager
leadership, particularly credible leadership, was significantly associated with team performance.
Psychological empowerment was found to be highly associated with organizational
empowerment. Job satisfaction was found to be significantly associated with most measures of
leadership, and with all measures of empowerment and performance. There were no significant
relationships found between first or second level leadership and organizational empowerment.
Neither were there significant relationships between leadership and individual performance.
Finally, no support was obtained for the hypothesis that empowerment mediates the
relationship between leadership and performance. The results show that individual
empowerment perceptions are strongly related to performance. [What about transformational
leadership?] Interesting PhD.
Vernon, Guy Mark, 2000, Work Humanization: Comparative Historical Developments in the
Manufacturing Sectors of Advanced Capitalist Societies, 1960–1995, PhD, thesis in Economics,
University of Warwick, UK, 384 p. Theses: 51-462, B8b. BLDSC: DXN042927. Liby: Modern
Records Centre res DIS 2000 107 00181714. Published as two articles in 2003 and 2006. The
thesis draws on official statistics to examine comparative historical developments in the
humanization of work in manufacturing industry. The empirical analysis spans the
manufacturing sectors of eleven of the leading industrialised nations over the period 1960-1995.
Although historical and cross-nationally dependable data on fatalities and hours were derived,
the limits of the aggregate indicator of managerial hierarchy were ultimately stressed. With little
indication of any historic convergence apparent of work humanization the analysis turned to
consider the forces which may shape distinctive societal experiences. Substantial evidence is
presented that the humanization of work is associated with an attenuation of the
vulnerability of employees to managerial prerogative. Interesting PhD.
Crawford, Lynn, 2001, Project Management Competence: the value of standards, DBA, Henley
Business School at the University of Reading, UK. Not in DAI or Index. Abstract online at
Henley. Unpublished. Project management standards are being used extensively throughout the
world based on the assumption that there is a positive relationship between standards and
effective workplace performance. A sample of 352 project personnel from three countries
(Australia, UK and USA), suggests there is no statistically significant relationship between
performance against the standards and perceived effectiveness of workplace performance.
Patterns of both positive and negative relationship between performance against parts of the
standards and perceptions of workplace performance were evident. The result is to query the
value of standards in assessing and developing project management competence. Interesting
PhD.
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Hambleton, Linda Mary, 2001, Change in Organisations: identifying sources of resistance to
change and exploring the impact of the consultancy process used, Ph.D., Uni. of Hertfordshire,
UK, B9g. Theses: 52-12903. BL: DXN060583. Liby: Hatfield College Lane - 658.406 HAM.
The guiding theory for the research was that the psychological source of resistance to change is
that people use the social system in organisations as a defence against anxiety (Jaques 1955;
Menzies 1959; Miller & Gwynne 1972). The process consultancy model to bring about change
through the authority structures of organisations had a focus of how to bring about change rather
than what the change will be. The first research case study involved employees in the National
Health Service (NHS). We found that people responded differently to change. People also had
different levels of learning during change, ranging from 'resistance to learning' to 'internalised
learning'. There was evidence that the existential primary task, i.e. the meaning that people
have in their work life, can be a source of resistance to change. Interesting PhD.
Ibbott, Chistopher J., 2001, An IS-enabled model for the transformation and globalisation of
interorganisational and intercompany relationships, D.B.A., thesis in systems engineering,
Brunel University, Uxbridge, Midx., UK, 222+ p. In Index to Theses. Not in Brunel Library or
BURA. Available from British Library - DSC: DXN041251. Published in articles, chapter in
2004, and book in 2007. A personal perspective on the 'transformation'of two European I.S.
firms into one until November 2000. Carefully mentioned he knew nothing of the strategy or
advice of the ‘Düsseldorf consultants’. Prior articles and chapter did not include or mention R.O.
Later, wrote a book on the Vodafone/Ericsson 'transformation' journey. (Ibbott seems to have
come to R.O. later.) Cited Bevan 1997 Interesting PhD. See Vesper 1979. # Interesting PhD.
Schwarz, Gavin Michael, 2001, The constancy of hierarchy in changing information technology
environments, Thesis (Ph.D.), in economics and sociology, School of Business, University of
Queensland, St. Lucia, Qld., AU, 353 p. UQ Libraries: Fryer Thesis; Economics Thesis
THE15008. Published as article, see Schwarz and Brock 1998, “Waving Hello or Waving Goodbye? Organizational Change in the Information Age.” Did not see Thesis. Interesting PhD.
Woolston, Rebecca L., 2001, Faculty Perceptions of Dean Transitions: Does trust matter? An
interpretive case study of organizational trust and organizational culture, EdD, dissertation in
Education, University of San Diego, Cal., US, 145 p. Advisor: Miller, Daniel M. Copley U.
Archives LB2341.6 .C3 W6 2001USD. DAI-A 62/03, p. 943, Sep 2001. ProQuest, UMI Dissns
Pub. Num. 3007300. Unpublished. The study explored the question of how organizational trust
may have influenced perceptions of new deans in a professional school and faculty willingness to
trust new deans. The study also endeavored to highlight relevant connections between trust and
culture at the organizational level. The findings suggested that respondents expected new deans
to maintain such norms as consultation, building consensus, and establishing rapport with faculty
members. Respondents based their assessments of a new dean's trustworthiness, in part, on
whether or not the new dean upheld the norms, such as psychological presence, and optimism
about the future. (Academic organization.) Abs. # Interesting PhD.
Bacon, Alan D., 2002, The Conservative Party and the form of the National Health Service, 1964
- 1979, (BL: DXN052752), Ph.D., thesis in Modern British History, A9f, Brunel University,
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Index: 52-324. Supervisor: Charles Webster, Official Historian of the NHS and Fellow of All
Souls, Oxford. This thesis focuses on the development of the Conservative Party's policy in
respect of the form of the National Health Service in England between the general elections of
1964 and 1979. By form is meant the basic principles of the Service and the organisational
arrangements (structure, management processes, and financing) made to give effect to those
principles. Draws extensively on primary material for the first time to make intelligible a
passage of history. An overall theme might be said to be a Party committed to the idea of a
comprehensive health service, yet uncomfortable with the consequences of aspects of the form
enacted in 1946, but conscious of the popularity of the NHS, and cautious about making radical
changes. (Covers the period of much of Bioss’ involvement.) Interesting PhD.
Barwell, Janet Maureen, 2002, Issues in the Ongoing Operation and Maintenance of the
Organizational Intranet, PhD, dissertation in Organizational behavior and Information
technology, The University of Texas at Austin, TX, US, 229 p. Advisor: Thomas, Michael P.
DAI-A 64/10, p. 3865, Apr 2004. ProQuest Dissns Pub. Num. 3108453. Unpublished. This
study was conducted to identify human and organizational issues of non-specialist users that
occur in the ongoing operation and maintenance of intranets. A qualitative, collective case study
was conducted of intranet sites in six organizations. The organizations studied had evolved two
approaches to managing intranet issues -- bureaucratic and ad hoc intranet management
approaches. Bureaucratically managed sites appeared to have fewer problems in their ongoing
operation and maintenance compared to sites managed on a more ad hoc basis. Although the ad
hoc sites had more operational and maintenance problems, contributors to these sites tended to
be more "intrapreneurial" (Pinchot, 1985) in seeking out and developing local information
applications that created value for the organization. Although bureaucratic management of
intranets may promote more organized and efficient intranet practices, it may also reduce
individual discretion to explore and experiment with intranet applications. This may also
increase the organization's capability to absorb more complex distributed and multi-agent
technologies on the horizon. Online as ebook in the school. Abs # Interesting PhD.
Hansen, Hans, 2002, The Construction of Organizational Stories: the stories behind the stories,
Ph.D., dissertation in Business, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS, USA, 352 p. Chair: Jill
Kleinberg. Anschutz Liby Diss 2002 H365. DAI, 63, no. 10A (2002): p. 3633. ISBN: 0-49388384-3. This dissertation demonstrated how discourse infuses meaning into organizational
stories, and in doing so, empirically shows what has been marginalized or silenced in stories revealing the stories behind the stories. My host organization was a division of The Second City
improv theatre where theatrical productions are co-written with client management teams and
performed for corporate audiences. Combined narrative methods of discourse analysis and
deconstruction to reveal meaning in the story texts. Story construction occured through a
synthesis of culture and context. Hans.Hansen@ttu.edu Abs. # Interesting PhD.
Robeyns, Ingrid, 2002, Gender Inequality: a capability perspective, PhD, thesis in social
structure, B5b, Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK. Length unknown. CUL: PhD.25996.
Theses # 52-9120. In BL. Published as a 2003 article in Feminist Economics and as a 2005
chapter. This dissertation addresses two questions. Firstly, what is gender inequality and how
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should we conceptualise it? Secondly, what is the nature and the extent of gender inequality in
Western post-industrial societies? It provides an alternative explanatory account of the gender
division of labour and addresses whether the gender division of labour leads to ethically relevant
gender inequalities. Amartya Sen's capability approach is selected for the conceptualisation
and assessment of gender inequality, because it advocates a plural distribuendum and puts human
diversity at its core. The main vulnerability of the capability approach is that it can be used in
combination with a wide range of assumptions and theories, which each lead to widely
divergent normative conclusions. The findings suggest that in most dimensions women are
clearly worse off than men, but this is not the case for all functionings. Did not examine SST,
RO, or CPA. Interesting PhD.
Zimm, Alan Douglas, 2002, Manifestations of Chaos in an Economic Theory of the
Organization, D.P.A., dissertation in Public Administration, School of Policy, Planning and
Development, U. of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal., 457 p. (2 vols.) Advisor: Catherine
Burke. Homer Cat.: DPA Pu 2003 Z71 v.1. DAI, 64, no. 09A (2003): p. 3476. Human
behavior based on simple principles can result in complex or chaotic behavior. To support these
contentions, a simple computer simulation of a human organization is demonstrated to be
chaotic. In addition, a simple equation representing growth in organizations, analogous to May's
Logistic equation, is derived and shown to be chaotic. The Scientific Method is shown to be
inappropriate for investigating chaotic systems. The current state of the social sciences is
surveyed, looking for these inappropriate symptoms. The failure of the Scientific Method to
develop social science knowledge has resulted in a disruption of human cognitive processes
allowing implantation of erroneous mental models into many social science communities. Many
of the conflicts within the social sciences today, manifested in aspects of Critical Theory,
Postmodernism, Cultural Marxism, the denial of self-evident truths, the unrestrained use of
metaphor as a substitute for reasoned theory development, and other pathologies, can be traced in
part to this disruption of mental models and cognitive processes. Interesting PhD.
Coles, Robert Stephen, 2003, Organizational Perceptions of Information and IT Risk: an
investigation of task and institutional influences on cognition over time, Ph.D., thesis in Business
and Economic Studies, University of Leeds, UK, 271 p. Theses: 53-15487, B9e. BL:
DXN074084. UL Liby: In store (stcem) BL Theses COL Reference. This thesis reports actors’
mental representations of information and IT risks. Two major theoretical questions, namely:
(1). The extent of task and institutional convergence in information and IT risk cognition. (2).
The extent of cognitive inertia. The results broadly confirm that: (a) cognition is highly stable
over time, despite a major risk event (the Year 2000 computer problem), thereby offering strong
empirical support concerning the tendency of mental models to prove resistant to change, despite
overwhelming evidence of a need for revised thinking; (b) systematic variation exists in the use
of source weights by individual participants, reflecting sectoral but not job type differences. My
results suggest the presence of strong institutional influences but little or no impact of task
effects on actors’ mental representations of information and IT risks in contrast with other recent
studies. Finally, evidence of some variation in the group-space configurations at the sub-group
level of analysis are revealed and the implications of this for modelling multilevel influences on
cognition are briefly considered. Interesting PhD.
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Muldoon, Shane Douglas, 2003, Excellent Managers: exploring the acquisition, measurement,
and impact of leader skills in an Australian business context, School of Management, Victoria
University of Technology, Melbourne, Vic., Australia, 2 vols. CIT THESIS 658.40920994 MUL
v.1 (271 p.) & v.2. In Australian Digital Theses (ADT). This thesis explored the acquisition,
measurement, and impact of leader skills in relation to business managers' performance in an
Australian context. The central problem explored in this thesis is whether effective managers are
the same as successful managers, and the role of leader skills in that respect. Effectiveness and
success were not identical concepts. Statistical analysis of data showed leader skill proficiencies
were related to managers' leader effectiveness, individual success, and work unit performance.
The quadrant categories are based on a quantitative survey and interviews of managers.
Leadership was dependant upon leader skills accrued from a life-long learning processes.
Additionally, managers' abilities to define situations that produced desirable business results
were key. It was argued that leader skills were relative rather than absolute. Australia has a
reasonable number of business managers with highly proficient leader skills. The theories
articulate the human nature of leadership as the making and management of meaning. Strongly
disagreed with SST. Strategic skills not only may but now need to be widely distributed
throughout any firm that wishes to be successful in today’s global business world. [Misreading
of Bartlett and Ghoshal 1994.] Cited Jaques 1986, Jaques and Clement 1991, Reddin 1970,
Jacobs and Lewis 1992, Lewis and Jacobs 1992, Sashkin and Fulmer 1988, Hooijberg and Quinn
1992, Ashour and Johns 1993, Boal and Whitehead 1992, Fiedler and Garcia 1987, Hunt and
Phillips 1992, Phillips and Hunt 1992, Korman 1966, Kerr and Schriesheim 1974. See Raynor
2007, P. Hunt 1966. Email: nap@netsol.net.au Interesting PhD.
Sepulveda Quintero, Javier, 2003 (?), Organizational Change: Formulating, Implementing, and
Sustaining a Fundamental Organizational Change in South American Central Banks - Pilot
Study Colombia, DBA, dissertation in Business Administration, Universitat St. Gallen, St.
Gallen, Switzerland, 302 pages. Dissertation is in English. Jaques 1989 included in literature
review only. Tomasko 1993 is used throughout the work, but so is Tushman. The Hay system is
included as an appendix. The new organizational form is horizontal rather than vertical. Quality
management has been largely responsible for this shift. A holistic and integrated framework for
fundamental change was developed using the Central Bank of Colombia as a pilot project. Cited
Tomasko 1993 often. Cited Jaques 1989 once. (However, author does not have a clear idea of
the theory.) Interesting PhD.
Daly, Finbarr Dominic, 2005, Internal Communication and the Management of Change, Ph.D.,
Queen's University Belfast, UK. Theses: 55-15985, B9g. BL: DXN097275. Libry: Number:
M0039504QU. McClay Library (Book Store) T/ q 1/2005.H139. Explored the role of internal
communication during change within organisations. A key finding that is worrying from a
communication’s perspective is that contrary to the literature in the area, change can be
railroaded through in organisations without any real engagement or dialogue between employees
and management beyond the normal cascading of information down through the corporate
hierarchy. Other important findings were: (a) how fault lines can distort the communication of
change as it is disseminated; (b) how cataclysmic events in the recent corporate history can affect
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the responsiveness to change, and (c) this change communication process will leaving a unique
fingerprint for each change scenario. [All big changes take three years.] Interesting PhD.
Dietz, A. Steven, 2005, See-Read-Act: Exploring a conceptual framework for executive problem
recognition, PhD, dissertation in education, University of Texas at Austin, TX, US, 170 p. ["A"
= Albert.] Advisor: Davis, O L, Jr. DAI-A 66/05, p. 1848, Nov 2005. ProQuest, UMI Dissns
Pub 3174446. Published in 2005 article. Systems theory was used to examine problem
recognition. Dissonance among top executives can be the first indicator that an unsolved or
unrecognized problem exists facing the firm. Organizational hierarchy can constrain
relationships, information flows, and limit problem recognition to existing units. This same
dissonance can generate 'strange attractors' and can be the energy to define a problem as an
opportunity or a threat. A breakthrough in systems thinking. Slight cite of Jaques. Thanked
Oscar G. Mink. Abs # Interesting PhD.
Walsh, Janet M., 2005, Teacher Perceptions Concerning Bullying and Victimization, Ed.D.,
dissertation in Sociology of Education, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA, 197 p. DAI, 66,
no. 03A (2005): p. 955. Accsn: AAI3170602. Std No: ISBN: 0-542-06486-3. Advisor: Connie
M. Moss. Teacher perceptions or beliefs concerning bullying and victimization can play a major
role in decreasing bullying behaviors and increasing confidence in students that teachers will
help them. The perceptions of teachers (in PA) generated five emerging themes: (1) Recognition
of serious bullying peaks at the middle school. (2) A loner rarely bullies; a loner is frequently a
victim. (3) Bullying renders a bully to feel powerful and the victim helpless. (4) Bullying thrives
on lack of structure and supervision. (5) Teachers perceive themselves as bystanders and
perceive students as the source of prevention and intervention. Interesting PhD.
Collins, Jamie D., 2006, Social Capital's Dark Side: Knowledge, reciprocity, and the liability of
relationships, PhD, dissertation in Management, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX,
US, 213 p. Advisor: Hitt, Michael A. DAI-A 69/01, Jul 2008. ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub.
Num. 3296355. Unpublished. Social capital resources for the firm can be conceptualized as
those executive-to-executive connections held by a firm's top management team, as well as firmto-firm relationships that exist fairly independently of particular individuals. The potential
benefits associated with social capital might include enhanced economic exchange opportunities,
improved innovation capabilities and increased firm survival rates, and others. This study
focuses on the positive consequences of social capital by demonstrating the cross-level influence
of social capital on the development of reciprocity within a joint venture network. More
importantly, we here investigate the conditions under which a firm's social capital (firm-to-firm
relationships or the social capital held by key executives) can contribute to undesirable firm-level
behaviors - frequently called the 'dark side' of social capital. The likelihood of a firm having
legal action taken against it by federal regulatory agencies or other firms is demonstrated
herein to be related to the number and strength of social capital relationships. In general this
research supports the view that having a large number of weak ties is beneficial for firms. More
specifically, we found that in the wake of the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, an
inverse relationship exists between the likelihood of firms engaging in the undesirable behaviors
investigated and the number of Boards of Directors on which the firms' respective executives
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held seats. Conversely, firms were more likely to engage in these undesirable behaviors
whenever the firm-to-firm ties within their network of joint ventures were strongest. Plus,
executive discretion was highly related to the likelihood of firms engaging in undesirable
behaviors. (Hambrick definition.) TAMU liby is closed off. Abs # Interesting PhD.
El Tarabishy, Ayman, 2006, An exploratory study investigating the relationship between the
CEO's leadership and the organization's entrepreneurial orientation, Ed.D., The George
Washington University, US, 144 p. Advisor: Sashkin, Marshall. DAI-A 67/05, Nov 2006.
ISBN: 9780542703508. ProQuest, UMI Dissertations Publishing, 2006. Num. 3218600.
Unpublished. This study investigated the new phenomenon called "entrepreneurial leadership"
and the transformational leadership of the CEO. It was on 34 technology firms in the
Washington D.C. metropolitan area by means of an internet survey. There were significant
relationships between the organization's entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and the CEO's
leadership (both transactional and transformational) styles. More detailed analyses illustrated the
importance of how CEOs use power. Another posed followers' reports of CEOs' transactional
leadership and the organization's EO score, but the difference was not significant and was not
supported. This study found an entrepreneurial orientation needed CEOs who fulfilled both
transactional and transformational leadership roles. This finding is counter-intuitive with
much current thinking in the fields of entrepreneurship and leadership. The present results do
not support an assertion that such firms need CEOs that are more transformational than
transactional. EO was also found to be a multi-dimensional construct. [Confused on R.O.]
Dissn # Interesting PhD.
Gray, Lloyd D., 2006, Beyond the Mathematics of Belonging: a response to the absolve of lived
differences in management and organizational life, Ph.D., thesis in Accounting, Finance and
Management, University of Essex, UK, 249 p. Theses: 56-11453, B9g. BL: DXN103776.
Albert Sloman Liby: Essex Ph.D. Book No.: 0790 0137 8. As human beings we seek to mediate
our lived bodily experiences of anxiety and alienation, by relating to what is beyond or outside
us. These experiences arise from birth, and recur throughout our lives. A sense of belonging is
therefore integral to our/these relations between self and other. Historically, alienation has
proved to be costly for management and detrimental to the organization of work (output
restriction, resistance, e.g.). Arguably, in contemporary millennial workplaces, anxiety has
increased (e.g. flexible continuous change, competition, job insecurity, work intensification).
The thesis argues that these responses and solutions produce the mathematics of belonging. The
mathematics of belonging is predicted upon two interdependent, and open ended, processes:
objectification and denial. The first process, of objectification, is evident in the attempted
reduction of people to inanimate objects (cogs e.g.). This is indentured by disembodied forms of
knowing (deductive reason). Objective accounts depictions and justification of organizational
life are constructed and produced which are seemingly resistant to change or solid. The second
process, of denial, is evident in the justification, and meeting, of organizational objectives. For
example, people must become unaffected by (resilient) continuous changes and increased
obligations, to the workplace. Notably, this requires a denial of situated bodily experience. It is
argued that these two interdependent processes converge around the logic of solidification or
resistance to changes. The thesis also retrieves and exhumes the deep and hidden traces of the
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body that mediate and disclose our capacity for empathy, for example. As such, the thesis
responds the mathematics of belonging. Interesting PhD.
Nigam, Amit, 2006, Transformation of Professional Control: Changes in medical work in the
shift to managed care, Ph.D., dissertation in Business Administration and Health Sciences,
Northwestern U., Evanston, IL, 247 p. Advisor: William Ocasio. DAI, 67, no. 08A (2006): p.
3065. Accsn: AAI3230117. Std No: ISBN: 978-0-542-82090-8. NW Libry: Main Periodical/
Newspaper Reading Room (paged collcn.), Film 19697. This dissertation examined the
changing role of the medical profession in patient care practice in the shift to managed care in
three studies. Study 1 showed that the medical profession deemphasized individual training,
skill and discretion, and instead emphasized rules and measures that define appropriate work
practice. Central to this change was the production of clinical guidelines focused on professional
control of health care costs. In the remaining studies, I examined the impacts of these new
professional controls on patient care practice. The second study examined the alternate roles of
professions and hierarchies in shaping expert work. Clinical practice guidelines reduced the use
of resource-intensive medical procedures. New forms of professional self-control substituted for
more direct organizational controls by HMOs. The third study showed that both redefined
professional controls and HMOs standardize patient care by reinforcing established care
practices. EJ not cited. Public Accountability. See Child and Fulk 1982. Interesting PhD. A.
Paton, Steve, 2006, The Labour Process Reloaded: An investigation in to knowledge workers
and their management in contemporary organisations, Ph.D., thesis in Labour Economics,
University of Strathclyde, UK, 360 p. Theses: 55-8429, B9d. BL: DXN095191. Strathclyde
Main Library: Theses Ref. T11293A. Explored the relationship between knowledge workers
and scientific management practices. The definition of what knowledge work is has been subject
to some debate. This thesis created a model using task related discriminators that define
knowledge work. These discriminators were identified as level of qualification of worker,
practice of occupation by worker, continual learning of worker, possession of body of knowledge
of worker, task variety inherent in work activity, and use of intellective skill and creativity in the
course of the work. The management of these workers was carried out using methods that
tended towards scientific management. These management methods did not produce the effects
of deskilling and alienation of labour identified by mainstream labour process theory
(Braverman, et al). The labour process effects related more closely to those proposed by [Paul?]
Adler’s contingency theory. The research further indicated that knowledge workers themselves
are not the main factor influencing the characteristics of the labour process - but that product
type and external industry factors were the key influences at work here. Interesting PhD.
Rinsum, Marcel van , 2006, Performance measurement and managerial time orientation, PhD,
thesis in Business, ERIM, Erasmus Universiteit, Rotterdam, NL, 168 p. Call # P-00429641.
OCLC # 76049758. ERIM # 88. Summary in Dutch. (Body is in English.) The accounting
literature has devoted a considerable amount of attention to the effects of accounting
performance measures on short-term behaviour. Prior literature has often equated a short-term
orientation with dysfunctional behaviour, whereas the optimal time orientation depends on the
circumstances. This dissertation builds on the psychological, economic and accounting
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literatures. An experimental investigation into three hypotheses, regarding the effects of leading
indicators and evaluation period length, is conducted. Results indicate that both individual level
variables and properties of the performance measurement system are important predictors for
managerial time orientation. Online at the school. Interesting PhD.
Bower, Janine A., 2007, Thereby Become a Monster: Complex organizations and the torture at
Abu Ghraib (Iraq), Ph.D., dissertation in Sociology, Criminology and Penology, Western
Michigan University, 154 p. Advisor: Gerald A. Markle. DAI, 68, no. 05A (2007): p. 2193.
ISBN: 978-0-549-04763-6. Accsn No: AAI3265912. Waldo Library, General Stacks HC
9999.2 .B674. Research and theory on organizational crime and deviance suggest organizational
offending includes aspects of the environment, organizational characteristics (such as tasks,
structure, and processes), and cognition. It is systematically produced by the combination of the
three (Vaughan 1999). This research is an examination of the organization of the Abu Ghraib
detention and interrogation facility in Iraq and now made infamous following their public
disclosure in 2004. An ethnographic content analysis of documents was performed to probe
organizational culture, structure and processes, and their intersection with individual biographies
and contextual forces. While public questions focused on why seemingly ordinary women and
men engage in this type of behavior, individual-level explanations such as deficient moral
character or personal psychological defect (the ‘bad apple’ explanation) fail to account for the
prevalence of the use of torture at the facility. This research explains how organizational
features contributed the prevalence and systematic use of torture by those working at the prison.
See Watkins on Enron ethics. Interesting PhD.
Chen, Guoli, 2008, Three essays on CEO replacement in turnaround situations, PhD, Penn State
U., US. Advisor: Hambrick, Donald C. DAI-A 71/12, Jun 2011. Dissertation/ Thesis: Thesis
2008d Chen, G, Online Content; 3431408. Published as article in 2012. [Essay 2:] With 140
CEO replacements in 223 turnaround situations for S&P 1500 index companies, I find that the
stock market in general positively responds to the CEO replacement announcement in turnaround
situations. However, CEO replacement per se does not have any effect on the troubled firm's
subsequent performance. Interesting PhD.
Clemmons, Alton B., III, 2008, Values as Determinants of Motivation to Lead, Ph.D.,
Regent University, VA, US, 128 p. DAI-A 69/04, Oct 2008. ISBN: 9780549603559. ProQuest,
UMI Diss: 3309283. Unpublished. (Chan and Drasgow (2001) defined motivation to lead
(MTL) as an individual-differences construct affecting individuals' decisions to assume
leadership training, roles, and responsibilities and their intensity of effort and persistence as a
leader. They found empirical support for three MTL dimensions: affective-identity MTL, social
normative MTL, and noncalculative MTL. They examined Big Five personality factors,
leadership self-efficacy, previous leadership experience, and cognitive ability as MTL
antecedents. They also investigated individual values as possible predictors of MTL but limited
their values measure to an individual's tendencies toward individualism or collectivism.) This
study examined the incremental contribution of personal values (spirituality, integrity,
willingness to serve, and regard for excellence) in determining the MTL within a sample of
military leaders. The regression analyses indicated strong, positive relationships between
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integrity and overall, social normative, and noncalculative MTL. The data also indicated no
significant relationship between willingness to serve and MTL; however, it did have a significant
relationship to noncalculative MTL. The data also indicated strong, positive relationships
between regard for excellence and overall, affective-identity, and social normative MTL. The
data indicated statistically significant negative relationships between spirituality and overall and
affective-identity MTL. Spirituality, then, experienced a suppression effect because it shared
substantial variance with some or all of the other independent variables. Bentz, Nehnevajsa not
cited. Cited Jaques 1976, 1997; King & Nicol 1999; Vickers 1972; Wong, Bliese & McGurk
2003. # Interesting PhD.
Drozdova, Ekaterina (Katya), 2008, Organizations, technology, and network risks: How and why
organizations use technology to counter or cloak their human network vulnerabilities, Ph.D.,
New York University, Graduate School of Business Administration, 2008, 158 p. DAI-A 69/12,
Jun 2009. AAT 3340361. Advisors: Roy Radner & Roger Dunbar. NYU Bobst Microform
(LD3907.G6 2008 .D76 Non-circulating). This dissertation was about organizational faulttolerance and its implications for national security and business continuity. Results generate
dimensions for selecting two polar-opposite organization cases. These approaches also explain
ways in which organizations may design their networks and use technology to reduce
vulnerabilities or conceal them from adversaries. Specifically, in environments dominated by
a hostile opponent, organizations prioritize survival above performance. Network designs
include adopting sparsely connected structures, relying on “lower-tech” physical interaction
based solutions that support node independence and self-sufficiency and limit network
traceability. In subversive networks and non-monetary missions, these strategies curb the
initiating power of potential failure points concealing network structure from the opponent.
Alternatively, in the absence of hostility, organizations focus on performance. Network
strategies include adopting highly connected structures, distributing information, and integrating
redundant components to support network traceability and facilitate broad reach and economies
of scale. Cited Shenhav 1995. Interesting PhD.
Greenlinger, Kenneth, 2008, Successful organizational change in a large, complex, government
organization from the provider’s perspective, Ed.D., dissertation in Organizational Leadership,
Pepperdine University, Cal., 2008, 168 p. Advisor: Hyatt, Laura. DAI-A 68/12, Jun 2008.
AAT 3291427. PU Libries: Drescher, Irvine Graduate Campus, West Los Angeles Graduate
Campus Library - Theses/Diss EdD 2008 G814. Medicare, a large, complex, government
organization, must continually change to meet it’s financing and delivery demands, which are
becoming more challenging each year. As the changes/ripples become more numerous, their
impact and frequency are intensified (Hamel & Oragakad, 1989). By studying Medicare’s
change strategies, researchers and other large, complex, government organizations may gain
insight into how to bring about a successful change. This study explored organizational change
strategies in large, complex government organizations through the lens of Medicare providers.
The study utilized phenomenology during semi-structured interviews with 12 participants who
were selected by means of purposeful sampling and snowballing. The analysis yielded the
following themes as having an impact on successful change: (a) beneficial outcomes; (b) good
communication, including helpful contractors; (c) prior planning, including trial runs; (d)
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consistency and reliability. Interesting PhD.
Locke, Connson Chou, 2008, The Downside of Looking Like a Leader: Examining the effects of
leadership demeanor on follower voice, Ph.D., dissertation, University of California, Berkeley,
US, 132 p. Advisor: Anderson, Cameron P. UC-B Liby: Main (Gardner) Stacks (NRLF) 308t
2008 867. Part Dwnlded. DAI no longer available at ProQuest. ProQuest # 3353459. ISBN
9781109100372. OCLC Number: 525383913. Unpublished. Leaders are often encouraged to
exhibit a powerful, “leader-like” demeanor to enhance their image and effectiveness - and even
charisma (e.g., dynamic gestures, eye contact). However, an unintended, negative consequence
of looking like a leader is the stifling of follower voice in participative decision-making
interactions. The more powerful the leader's demeanor, the more the leader stifles
communication from followers - a problem, given that upward communication can improve
decision-making and reduce errors. Leaders who exhibit competence also risk stifling follower
voice precisely because they appear more competent. A powerful demeanor made the leader
appear more competent, thus prompting followers to stifle reactive voice and defer to the
leader's poor decision. It also made the leader appear more threatening, thus preventing
followers using the active voice, alerting the leader to mistakes or providing critical feedback
unsolicited. It was thought that combining a powerful demeanor with an affiliative demeanor
would attenuate these negative consequences. This was not the case. For reactive voice, the
affiliative demeanor manipulation appeared to be flawed (it unexpectedly enhanced
competence). For active voice, the manipulation worked but it did not attenuate the effects of a
powerful demeanor. This research created a new scale to measure active voice. See Detert 2003
Related PhD; Anderson and Kilduff 2009 (on dominance trait personality); Anderson et al 2009.
At London School of Economics. LSE email: c.c.locke@lse.ac.uk Interesting PhD. A.
Navaresse, Daniel Orlando, 2008, The effects of organizational culture, rewards, and individual
creativity on the creative performance of technical workgroups, PhD, dissertation in Social
psychology and Industrial engineering, Industrial Engineering & Management, Oklahoma State
University, OK, US, 314 p. Advisors: Pratt, David B.; Yauch, Charlene A. Published as an
article: Yauch & Navaresse 2008. ISBN: 9780549995357. DAI-B 70/02, Aug 2009. ProQuest,
UMI Dissertations Pub., 2008. Num. 3342178. Unpublished. The objective of this research was
to study the effects of personality and situational factors, most notably organizational culture and
reward distribution rules, on the creative performance of technically educated individuals
working in groups. Found the innovation orientation of the organizational culture enhanced the
creative behavior of groups formed by more creative individuals, but did not significantly
increase the creative behavior of groups formed by low-creativity individuals. Rewards
distribution rules that generated intragroup competition did not directly improve or impair
individual creative behavior or the final group creative outcome. However, the presence of
intragroup competitive rewards was associated with moderately higher levels of task
motivation reported by team members. [System was dominant.] Cited Jaques 1951; Kohn
1999; Ott 1989; Coens & Jenkins 2000; Deci 1971, 1985; Deming 1994; Scholtes 1998;
Wonderlic 1992; Pfeffer & Sutton 2006 (confirmed); Lawler 2003. See Behrend 1959. # D.
Interesting PhD.
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Zhu, Cheng, 2008, Waking up the Sleeping Lion: How do China's top private-enterprise CEOs
understand their leadership development? EdD, dissertation in Adult & Business Education,
Harvard University, MA, US, 177 p. Comte: Robert Kegan, Howard Gardner, Anthony Saich.
DAI-A 69/06, Dec 2008. ISBN: 9780549698128. ProQuest, UMI Disns Pub. Num. 3319206.
Unpublished. Interviewed fifteen Chinese CEOs, entrepreneurial founders of their own private
companies. Examined (1) the impact of familial, educational, organizational, and cultural
contexts on their leadership capacities, (2) the lessons from their leadership experiences, and (3)
their strategies of learning for overcoming difficulties. This picture of Chinese leadership both
resonates with, and differs from, that reported in Western leadership literature – especially
transformational and authentic leadership. Further, the CEOs were deeply connected with
Chinese cultural ideas that date back to philosophical and ideological frameworks Confucianism, Taoism, Bingjia (military philosophy), Legalism, and Communism. Three
themes emerged: first, the CEOs had a positive outlook and have a high level of learning
orientation, responsibility, self-awareness, and intrapersonal intelligence or metacognition;
second, individual CEOs utilize different combinations of learning strategies; and third, they
interpret 'trigger events' at a high level of cognitive complexity, thereby accelerating their
leadership development. Trigger events often external, disorienting events pressed CEOs to
revisit hidden assumptions and redefine relationships. PM Leadership not covered. Cited Jacobs
& Jaques 1990. # Interesting PhD. A.
Le Breton-Miller, Isabelle, 2009, Agency and Stewardship in Family Run Firms, PhD, thesis in
Management, Imperial College, University of London, London, UK. [Working title.] Published
as article: Le Breton-Miller & Miller 2009. Under some extreme conditions family priorities and
business needs may diverge. It then becomes advisable to prune some family members from the
business, get outsiders with a long-term view onto the board of directors, and put the business
into the hands of those who place top priority on creating a sustainable business value. She lives
in Montreal, Quebec, Can., and teaches at HEC Montreal. See Index to Theses. Clio. #
Interesting PhD. A.
Panzar, Carmen D., 2009, Organizational Response to Complexity: Integrative leadership. A
computer simulation of leadership of inter-dependent task-oriented teams, EdD, Education and
Human Development Department, George Washington University, DC, US, 294 p. Advisor:
Schwandt, David R. ISBN: 9781109064063. DAI-A 70/03, Sep 2009. ProQuest, UMI Dissns
Pub. Num. 3349960. Unpublished. In the complexity worldview the study of team leadership
asks for the development of new theories and research methodologies, spanning across multiple
levels of analysis and moving away from leader-centered theories. Team leadership was here
regarded as a collective construct, its dynamic depending on the adaptive tensions arising from
the interactions between diverse team members, the conflicts over limited resources, and task
and environment constraints. Team leadership is a mix of three forms of leadership: formal,
emergent (exercised by team members), and shared leadership (exercised by the team as a
collective). It is continuously co-evolving in response to the tensions induced by the changes in
the environment and team composition. Leadership was a learning process. Organizational,
team, and individual learning must support leadership development in organizations. Jaques not
in defs. ETAS (?). STS? Cited Jaques 1990, 1991; Katz & Kahn 1978; Osborn et al 2002; Hunt
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& Ropo 1998; Panzar et al 2007; Uhl-Bien et al 2004, 2007; Ackoff 1989; Ashby 1956; Dumont
1966. abs only # Interesting PhD.
Pepitone, James S., 2009, Survey of organization managers' knowledge supporting evidencebased human resource management, EdD, dissertation in Education, Pepperdine University, Cal,
US, 170 p. Advisor: Canady, Robert M. DAI-A 70/06, Dec 2009. ISBN: 9781109224764.
ProQuest, UMI Dissns Pub, 2009. Num. 3359833. Unpublished. (Mostly on Rynes et al 2002;
Pfeffer & Sutton 2006.) Evidence-based management, which is essentially a manager's use of
the best scientific evidence and relevant practice experience, is becoming recognized as an
opportunity to improve managerial performance. Rynes, Colbert, and Brown (2002) [not herein]
surveyed mid- to high-level HR professionals on 35 validated HR theories. They got a 5%
response rate but on the questions only 57% correct answers. This indicated organization
managers were as equally uninformed as HR professionals. Neither group was prepared to
practice evidence-based HR management. Cited Jaques 1998; Abrahamson 1996; DeMann
1929; Marshall 1920/1949; McGrath 2007; Moustakas 1994; Penrose 1959; Pfeffer 1995;
Whiting 1964; W. Williams 1920, 1925; Wren 1987. # Interesting PhD.
2010s:
Johnston, Shannon Marie, 2010, Reacting to Abusive Managerial Behavior: A qualitative
phenomenological study, Ph.D., dissertation in Business, University of Phoenix, US, 201 p.
Advisor: Frank Bearden. DAI-A 71/07, p. ? ?, Jan 2011. ProQuest: 3415970. Unpublished.
The phenomenological study captured lived experiences of professional employees living within
the 48 contiguous United States. The purpose was to gain a better understanding of employees’
reactions to encounters with aggressive, harassing, abusive, and bullying managers.
Asynchronous surveys gathered data and were analyzed through Moustakas’ modified van Kaam
method of analysis of phenomenological data. The study’s purpose was met with analysis
showing average duration, escalation, and influence on employees’ personal and professional
lives. Data further showed that employees directly encountering the situations left their
positions, some without seeking company assistance or disclosing the cause to the employer.
The improved understanding, by studying lived experiences, will serve as a basis for further
exploration into how organizations can address the phenomena. References. Jaques not cited.
Cited Evans 1977/1979; Moustakas 1994. See Cunningham 2012 PhD. Abs # Interesting
PhD.
Yardley, Ivan J. L., 2010, Wider Utility of Mission Command, Ph.D., thesis in Engineering
Systems and Management, Defence and Security, Cranfield U. at Shrivenham, UK. Supervisor:
Professor Derrick J. Neal. (Kakabadse on committee). Published as articles in 2007, 2009. This
thesis examines the utility of Mission Command beyond the confines of the British Military as a
leadership command philosophy. The work draws on several well-established academic fields of
literature to deconstruct the underlying principles supporting the utility of Mission Command
and builds a theoretical model which contends that individuals using it are better prepared to
cope with change in an emerging context. The identification of an under-examined research
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community gives rich insight into the transference and adaptation of key military methodologies.
The work proposes that Mission Command has wider utility. Jaques and Stamp not cited. US
Army and US Navy studies, theses and dissertations not cited. Cited Adams 1965; Alderfer
1968; Herzberg 1964; Slim 1956; Maslow 1943; Patton 1979; Van Creveld 1985. URI:
http://hdl.handle.net/1826/4261. # Interesting PhD.
Armstrong, Grant, 2011, Leadership in Times of Change: An examination of a merger
experience, EdD, dissertation in Management and Business Education, Theory and Policy
Studies in Education, University of Toronto, Ont., Canada, 206 p. Advisor: Ryan, James. In
English. DAI-A 73/06, Dec 2012. ISBN: 9780494781203. ProQuest, UMI Dissertations
Publishing, 2011. Num. NR78120. Unpublished. This study examines leadership practices
within a financial organization during a merger and explores how these practices influence the
merger. This study also identifies challenges faced by organizations during the merger process.
Interviews were conducted with 17 leaders to understand what leaders do in times of mergers.
Through their stories, they identified leadership practices and described how these practices
influenced the merger process. Seven leadership themes emerged from the data including: (a)
Providing Strategic Vision, (b) Utilizing Effective Communication, (c) Creating a Positive
Organizational Culture, (d) Commitment to Fairness, (e) Effective Negotiation and Conflict
Resolution, (f) Problem Solving and Decision Making, and (g) Managing Change and the
Unknown. Cited Jaques 1989 (RO); Lotz & Donald 2006. # Interesting PhD. A.
CEO.
Finelli, Gina M., 2012, From the dinner table to the boardroom: The effects of nepotism on
family businesses, PhD, dissertation in Sociology, The American University, DC, US. ISBN:
9781124811215. DAI-A 72/11, May 2012. ProQuest, UMI Dissertations Publishing, 2011.
Num. 3464675. Advisor: Ngan-Ling Chow, Esther. Unpublished. This study explores the
consequences of nepotism on family businesses and their members from a sociological
perspective. This research investigates the conditions under which nepotism is beneficial or
problematic for the family business. More specifically, it addresses the role, the structure and
culture that the business plays in developing nepotism practices, and how these practices affect
the interpersonal relationships of multiple generations of family and nonfamily members, the
success of these members, and the overall success of the business. However, because the sample
size of those in the survey was not adequate enough to produce meaningful statistical analyses,
only frequency statistics were generated. The attitudes and actions (interpersonal relationships)
of members of the family firm as well as the 'informal organization' were always intended to be
the foci of the research. To complement the evidence gathered through the in-depth interviews
and survey, data were also drawn from observations, texts, documents, company manuals,
organizational charts, genograms, and human resource policies and procedures. Although
'nepotism' tends to have a negative connotation in American culture, the empirical evidence from
this research implies that nepotism in itself is not inherently negative or positive but that the
outcome is dependent upon nepotism policies and practices. The findings suggest that equity,
not necessarily equality, is essential to ensuring positive outcomes for the family firm. Cited
Glass 1994; Jaques 1976; King 2003; Schein 1985; Terkel 1975 (not herein); Whyte 1991, 1991.
# Interesting PhD.
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I have included two Interesting Master’s Theses (Lowes 1978; Holladay 1989).
Xxxxxxx
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Interesting Doctoral Dissertations That
Might Be Related to Jaques’ Theory:
(Alphabetical)
Interesting Ph.D.s (155)
Al-Bazzaz, S. J., 1977
Armstrong, Grant, 2011
Aupperle, K. E., 1982
Backaitis, N. T., 1992
Bacon, A. D., 2002
Bailey, Michael Reeves, 1999
Barker, R. C., 1997
Baritz, Loren, 1956
Barwell, Janet Maureen, 2002
Beckford, J.L.W., 1993

.

Bedeian, A.G., 1973
Bennetts, C. M., 1998
Berkowitz, L., 1951
Bevan, Helen, 1997
Bigler, W. R., Jr, 1982
Billis, D., 1971-72
Billot, H., 996
Bird, B. J., 1983
Boss, R. W., 1974
Bouchard, J. F., 1989
Bower, Janine A., 2007
Bradley, G. W., 1989
Bradley, M. I., 1989
Brocklehurst, M., 1997
Caplan, R. H., 1968
Carlström, A., 1996
Carroll, E. C., 1997
Caruso, R. E., 1990
Chen, Guoli, 2008
Cicchinelli, K. F., 1974
Clemmons, Alton B., III, 2008
Coles, R. S., 2003
Collins, Jamie D., 2006
Connors, M. F. J., 1976

.

.
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Crawford, Lynn, 2001
Daly, F. D., 2005
Darwin, J. A., 1998
Day, M. C., 1987
De Kadt, M., 1976
Denison, D. R., 1982
de Vincenti Marcucci, A., 1992
Dibben, M. R., 1997
Dickson, J. W., 1974
Dietz, A. Steven, 2005
Drozdova, Ekaterina (Katya), 2008\
El Tarabishy, Ayman, 2006
Elliott, G. R., 1985,
Finelli, Gina M., 2012
Garvey, R., 1998
Gavin, James Francis, 1969
Ghare, P. M., 1965
Graves, Theodore Dumaine, 1961
Gray, L. D., 2006,
Gray, R. B., 1972
Greenlinger, Kenneth, 2008
Hambleton, L. M., 2001
Hansen, Hans, 2002
Harvey, C. E., 1981
Harvey, J. H., 1991
Hawley, R. J., 1998
Henderson, R. M., 1988
Hilpert, J. M., 1956
Hohn, H. D., 1999
Holladay, D., 1989, M.Phil.
Hossain, I., 1990
Hu, Jixuan, 1995
Ibbott, Chistopher J., 2001
Jaferian, J. M .K., 1985
James, H. S., 1995
Jasinski, F. J., 1955
Johnston, Shannon Marie, 2010
Jung, Dong Il, 1997
Kalma, A. P., 1989
Karasek, R. A., Jr., 1976
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Kay, Patricia J., 1999
Khalil, K., 1994
Khatri, Naresh, 1994
Kumar, Krishna, 1980
Lawrence, B. S., 1983
Lee, C.-H., 1992
Lévy, A., 1978
Lévy-Garboua, L., 1972
Lissack, M. R., 1999
Locke, Connson Chou, 2008
Louis, Meryl Reis, 1978
Lowes, B., 1976, M.Phil.
Marks, Arthur Richard, 1955
May, T., 1990
McDonough, E. F., III, 1981
McGuinness, Carol Mary, 1979
McIntyre, J. R., 1981
McNulty, T. H., 1990
Milkovich, G. T., 1970
Miller, R. L., 1976
Muldoon, S. D., 2003
Muth, M. M., 1997
Navaresse, Daniel Orlando, 2008
Newman, J. E., 1974
Nigam, Amit, 2006
Nishimoto, I., 1995
Oeth, Carol Marie, 1996
ogilvie, dt, 1994
Oliva Pue, R., 1996
Ortega, J., 1998
Palmer, A. J., 1991
Panzar, Carmen D., 2009
Paton, S., 2006,
Pepitone, James S., 2009
Perry, M. J., 1997
Picq, T., 1991
Radcliffe, J., 1988
Ramsay, Harvie Elton, 1982
Rea, D. H., 2000
Riddell, H. S., 1991
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Rinsum, M. van, 2006
Roberts, Chris, 1995
Robeyns, I., 2002
Robinson, Richard Braden, Jr., 1980
Rodgers, H. M., 1999
Rossan, S., 1976
Roy, D., 1952
Salama, Alzira, 1991
Schellenberg, Kathryn, 1991
Schriber, Jacquelyn Bushner, 1986
Schwarz, G. M., 2001
Sepulveda Quintero, J., 2003
Silver, Seth Robert, 2000
Sirower, M. L., 1994
Sivaramakrishnan, A., 1988
Soderquist, K. E. D., 1997
Sparrow, S., 1997
Swain, Pam, 1992
Tan, Hong Wee, 1980
Tashakori, Ahmad, 1981
Tischler, L., 1991
Traniello, A. L., 1992
Tway, D. C., Jr., 1994
Valentine, M., 1989
Vernon, Guy Mark, 2000
Vesper, Volker Dietmar, 1978
Waard, D. de, 1996
Walker, N., 1991
Walsh, J. M.,2003
Waskiewicz, Stanley Peter, 1999
Weiss, A. M., 1976
Weitz, Ely, 1997
Whitson, K., 1995 (sp? Whitston?)
Whittington, B., 1979
Williams, Robert Edwin, 1956
Wilt,K. E., 1983
Woolston, Rebecca L., 2001
Wrege, Charles Deck, 1961
Yardley, Ivan J. L., 2010
Yasai-Ardekani, M., 1979

.
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.
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Zhu, Cheng, 2008
Zimm, Alan Douglas, 2002
I have identified two Interesting M.Phil.s (Lowes 1978; Holladay 1989).
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Kenneth Craddock
530 East 84th Street, 1F
New York, NY 10028 USA
H: (212) 628-2986
kencraddock@gmail.com (preferred)

Ken Craddock is a researcher, writer, and consultant specializing in requisite organization
and in quality. He has developed insightful recommendations integrating the operational
concepts of Elliott Jaques and W. Edwards Deming. He provides support to consultants and
managers for organizational transformation to increase effectiveness. This moves from
instruction in the theory, to development of leadership practices, to executive development,
information system design, strategic marketing of the firm, selling its products and services, to
design of the organization and business unit development. (This approach is comprehensive.)
In the early 1990s Craddock was an assistant to W. Edwards Deming, the man who gave
quality to the Japanese. He has consulted to firms of varying sizes, including a Fortune 100 firm,
where he trained mid-level managers on creative thinking in week-long sessions. He has also
worked as an internal planner and consultant for metropolitan government, and supervised
development of a PC-based tracking system to monitor services provided to clients. As a
management planning analyst, he developed the first MBO business plans for 16 offices, with
2300 staff.
Craddock developed this on-line annotated research bibliography on Requisite
Leadership Theory after his M.A. in Business History at Columbia University. His thesis was
Requisite Leadership: A Model of Organization Effectiveness, which described the history and
development of this theory.
While at Columbia he initiated surveys which led to the first revision of the business
school curriculum in 30 years, made proposals to improve morale, wrote cases, and helped
develop new courses. He has been a guest lecturer at the Columbia University Graduate School
of Business on quality, strategy, accountability, and requisite organization design. At City
College proposals were implemented to increase IT space and improve teacher evaluations.
Craddock also holds an M.P.A. degree in Management from the JFK School at Harvard.
An HBS term paper was published in the Journal of Management Consulting. He has published
numerous articles and papers and has made many conference presentations.
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